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Aberdeen, proposed botanical muBeutn
for, 16

Abies liraebjphylla, 524 ; A. uobilifi,

a specimen, at Coombe Abbey, 274

Abiionnal Cattleya, 633
Abnormal plants, 66

1

Acalypha Sanderi, 392
Aeauthophippiuin cbnrneiim, 266
Acidanthcra bicolor, IJ'JS, 468
Acorus ealaraus, 16

Actinidia polygama, -166

Adenostyli« albifrous, 727

Adiantiim Farlcyense, 741)

Advei'li-ement, an ancient and ludi-

crous, 218

Aerides Lawrenceje, 628
Agaricinete, species of, 466

Agave feros at La Mortohi, 47, 52
'i

Agaves in the Riviera, 157

Agricultural, budget, the American,
li';i ; college, the Sussex, 431 ; le-

turns, ^)<i^ ; statistics, 1 1

AMenhara House Gardens, theft of

vegetables from, 248

Alder, to bud the, 212
Allotment culture. Silver liauksiau

Moilal awarded to, "26

Alocasia reversa, 466

Alpinia nutans, 167

Alps, the Bora of the, HtO

Alternation of generation ,374, 397,664
Altrincham Concert, 785

Amber, Oermau, 3i4

American agricultuial budget, 403

;

blight, and hydrochloric acid, 276 ;

Grapes, 334 ; notes, 267, 620 ; seeds,

406, 620, 656
Ampelopais Veitohi purpurea, 599 :

under glass, 729

Angra3cum sesquipedale, 749

Anguloa CKiwesii, 434

Anhalouium Williaiusii, medicinal pro-

perties of, -68

Antirrhinum, a dwarf type of, 220
Ants, piiiut used against the attacks of

white, 193

Antwerp, horticulture round, 91

Apiary, 13, 69, 141, 245, 312, 399, 461,

527, 625, 691, 755

Apple, a large Bismarck, 726 ; canker,

Oregon, 163 ; chemistry of the, 63 ;

crop, the distribution of the, 242
;

maggot, the, 331 ; trees, formula for

canker in, 630

Apples as food, 789
Apples with red flesh, 533
Apples and Pears, flavour in, 762
Apples and Pears, the gathering,

storing, and profitable utilisation of,

469

Apples, how to keep, 46 ; at Mertoun
House, 340; dessert, as decorations,

530; in Scotland, 341; wellkept, 46

Apricot^, the chemical constituents of,

372
Aralia chinensis, 663
Araujia sericifera and entrapped moth,

525, 664

Aristolochia gigas Sturteranti, 183
Artichokes, Globe, 492

Artichokes, Jerusalem, and their feed-

ing propertle.^, Ill

Artocarpus integrlfolia, 717

Ashford Gardens, Alderley Edge, 93

Asparagus decumbens, 697

Assimilatory inhibition in plants, 371
Aster ericoidee, 502
Raters as pot- plants, 404, 600, 665

;

perennial, 633

Asters, German, new varieties of, 266
;

perennial, 568
Atiiplex seraibaccatum, the value of,

339
Auricula, the, 366, 751

Austen's, Mr. A. (poet laureate), garden,

295
Australia, practical fruit-growingin,215

Awstralian plants. West, 523
Austrian Briar, a late-flowering, 568
Autumn, the last flowers of, 569 ; tints,

569
Azaleas and Ithododeudrons, stocks

for, 657
Azolla filiculoidcs, 248

B

Babington, portrait of the late Prof.

C. C, 564

Backhouse <fe Son, York, presentation

to Messrs., 566
Bacteria in gardening, 528 ; upon legu-

minous plants, the effect of, 663
Baden-iiaden, notes from, 391
Bad Nauheira, 487
Bamboos, the flowering of, 569

Banana, a wild, of Now Guinea, ,360 ;

leaves, rat« and mode of growth of,

248
Banbury, Onions at, 33>8

Basing Park, H.ants, 583
Basket work, and the use of Willows,

523
Basle, a botanic garden for, 434

Batoum, the vegetable industries of, 10

Bats, frugivorous, 276

Bean, dwarf, new varieties of, 215
Bean, French, history of, 306 ; Scarlet-

runner, as a vegetable, 194, 243,307
Beans, French, in winter, 40(1 ; Mr.

Smythe's hybrid, 340 ; the new
French climbing, 435

Beckenham Horticultural Society, the

educational influence of the, 756

Bedding in Hyde Park, the, 214

Bedding plants, dry weather, 270, 340

Bedford's, the Duke of, fruit iMm, 61

Bedfordshire, a farm-school for, 1

6

Bee pest, the, or foul brood, 185

Bees, strange habitation for, 273
Beech woods on the Chilterns, the

reason for, 782
Beet, 502 ; Kgyptian, in Scotland, 532

;

trials at Chiswick, 369

Beets, ronnd and tapering, 435
Begonia, propagation of the, 590

Begonias at Ferrieres, 393; fiom beds,

341
Behria tenuiflora, 687

Belgium, notes from, S, 91, 142,272,

590
Belgrove gardens, co. Queenstowu, 278,

301
Benefit and Provident Society, United

Horticultural (annual dinner), 467

Benevolent Institution, Gardeners'

Itoyal, 304, 403, 630

Bergman, retirement of M. Ferdinand,

631

Berkshire, the flora of, 434

Betula Masimjwicziana, 160

Bignouia purpurea, 276
Birds and injurious insects, 20 ; the,

and the gardener, 45 ; the sparrow

and some other, 7 ; the house martin,

779
Birmingham Botanical, 334

Blackberry, the Wilson Junior, 297, 341

gloonjeria aurea, 687 ; 8. Clevelafldi, li§7

Books, Notices of :—A Beautiful

World, 694 ; American Grape-grow-

ing and Wine making {(no. Ilamn-

man), 334 ; An Introduction to

Structural Botany, pt. ii. (D. If.

Scott), 657; Annals of Cricket (If.

W. Read), 18 ; Annals of the Royal

Botanic Garden, Calcutta, containing

Indian Orchids, 10; A Traveller's

Notes (././/. yeitcli),\6; Botanical

Magazine, 164, 306, 466, 630, 651 ;

Carnation Culture for Amateurs (
Ii. C.

Rarcnscrofi), 17 ; Dictionnaire Icono-

graphique dos OrchidtSes [A. Coy-

niaii.r), 624, 752 ; Dictionnaire Pra-

tique d'Horticrdture, 694 ; Die

Getreideroste {Dr. Jacob Frits-

son and Dr. £. //eiininy], 591 ;

Fatuous Gardens abroad and at home,

727 ; Favourite flowers of Garden
and Greenhouse (A'/. Ste/i), 276,786 ;

Flora of the Black Hills of South
Dakota, 638 ; Flora Capensis (.A. G.

fiaHxr), 296 ; Florilegiuin Haile-

mense, 168, 466 ; Handlist of the

trees and shrubs grown at Kew
432 ; Hortus lioissicranus, 496

;

How to study wild Flowers
(It'V. Oeo. Ifaisl'iw), 567 ; Icones

Orchidearum Austro - .\fricanarum

extia Tropicaruo) (/A Bolus), 752 ;

Journal of the Linaean Society,

654, 694, 727 ; Journal of the

National Horticultural Society

of France (Chrysanthemum Section),

247; Kew Bulletin, 434, 499,786;
Les Cepages Orientaux (Jf. Guilton),

274; Le Chrjsanthime, 403; Le
Jardin du Crest {Marc MicheU),

44 ; Les Vignes Am^ricaines, Adap-

tation, Culture, OrefFage pepinii-res

{P. Vialatt L. Ravaz),Mi\ .Manures:

Soil Nitrogen, and its Nitrification

{Prof. M. P. P. Di-hiraiity, 429 ;

Monographi;ePhanerogamarum(Ca;((-
»!(> de CatuloUe), 1^0 ; Nepenthes,

a Cultural Monograph on the Species

of (itf. Jides Rudolph), 14 ; Official

Catalogue of the National Chrysan-

themum Society, 592 ; Plants and
Flowers about the Home {Jaa. (Jia-

ham). 164 ; Plants of Manitoba, 132;

Ro3 Rosarum, 2ud edit. (£. V.B), 164 ;

Soils and Moulds used in Horticul-

ture {Geo. Trnffaul), 296 ; The Dis-

trict Councillor's Hand-book (/. C
Swinburne), 17 ; The Flora of the

Alps {Alfred BennHI), 190; The
Flora of British India, pt. xxii. {Sir

J. D. Hooker), 752 ; The Flora of

Dumfriesshire {G. P. Scott- Elliot),

592 ; The Garden Annual, 757 ;

The Genus Masdevallia, parts viii.

and ix. {Miss F. H. Wool-

ward), 490 ; The Lincoln Stamp
Album, 727 ; The Mushroom ; How
to Grow it for Profit (/. Co'dian),

276 ; The Natural History of the

Ancients [liev. G. M. Walkins. y[.A i,

768; The Orange and its Culture

(
Raphael de Notcr), 304 ; The Orchids

of Burma (including those of the

Andaman Islands) {Captain Bartle

Grant), 56S ; The Orchid Review,

6'J2 ; The Pansy {Alex. LiUcr), 164 ;

The Plant Lore of Shakespi-are(ffenri/

N. Bllacomhc, M.A.), new ed., 788 ;

The Sources of Plant Food {E. Grif-

fith Muyheis), 17 ; The Student's

Hand-book of British Mosses (//. X.
Dixon), SJO ; The Stijrtevant Pre-

Linnean Library of the Missouri
Botanical Garden, 16 ; Traitfe des
Plantations d'Alignement et d'Orne-
tHent dans les Villes et sur les Routes
Departementales {A. Vhariiwrnud"),

400 ; Vegetable Culture (A. Dean),
752 ; Western Australian year-Book,
665.

Bordeaux Mixture, physical properties

of the, 428, 459
Botanical addresses at the British Asso-

ciation meeting, 374, 397
Botanical drawings at the Natural

History Museum, 270
Botanical gardens at Glasnevin, 89 ; at

Birmiugh.ani, 334 ; at St. Loui^, 106
;

and the Cyclone, 72

Botanical Magazine wrappers, 651
Botany, common-sense teaching of, 12 ;

Edinburgh, chair of, 1

7

Boxwood, the vegetable industries of,

lo

Brambles in North Wales, 423
Brazil, notes on vegetable products in, 9

Bread, the alimentary value of white

and brown, 346
Breeding, plant-, 327
Brcvoortia Ida-iuaia, 687
British Association, botanical addresses

at the meeting of the, 374, 397
British Produce Supply Association, 43,

786
Brodiaea, the genus, and its allies, 213,

238, 459, 687
Bromeliads, 100
Brougham Hall, Westmoreland, 329
Bruce Findlay, the late Mr., 338

Brunsvigias, 362
Brussels International Exhibition for

1897, 142
Budding fruit trees, 212 ; Roses and

othrr subjects, 158 ; of flowering trees

and shrubs, 270
Buddleia variabilis, 362,-408

Buds and grafts of fruit trees, 103
Bulbs, the best varieties of, as deter-

mined by the Dutch Bulb Society, 72

Burbank, Mr., as a hybridiser, 190
Burford, Dorking, Orchids at, 622
Burns, Robert, as a flower-poet, 181

Bushcl-ba&ket case, the, 370

Cabbage Palm fruit, 21

Cactus, a medicinal, 268

Caladlum, curious variegated leaf in

106
Calceolarias, herbaceous, at The Grange
Bookham, 369

Calcium in plant chemistry, 402

Calcutta, Royal Botanic Gardens, 216

594
California, the cultivation of fruit In,

368
Callas, dwarf growing, 468

Camellia', propagation of, in Italy, 494

Camoensia maxima, flowering of, 596,

630
Campanula rotundifolia. 595

Canalgre in .Mexico. 760

Canker in Apple trees, 790; formula for,

630
Cape, orchard-work at the, 523

Carnation disease, 633 ; disease, a new,

600 ;
pest, at the Cape, 192

Carnation, Souvenir do la Malmai-
son, origin of, 728 ; C. Princess of

Wales, 53?
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CarDations and Picotees, 186, 752; at

Newstead Abbey, 103 ; at Warren

House. Hayes, 91 ; from Worton

Hiill Gardens, 43 ; tree and Mar-

garet, 632

Carpocapsa pomoi ella, 1

1

Cassavas in Mexico, 718

Castlewellan, 683, 720

Catalpa bignonioides, tbe winged seeds

of, 700
Catasetum tridm'atiim, fertilising-bee

of. 633
Catchup, 789

Cattleya, a malformed, 662 ;
abnormal,

633 ; C. aurea var. Statteriana. 556 ;

C. Bowringinna, 656; C. x Brvme-

riana, 489 ; C. crispa. 216 ; C. Dow-

iana aurea marmorata, 425 ;
C. El-

dorado alba, 165 ; C. Gaskelliana

alba, 94 ; C. Gaskelliana Bank

House var., 63; C. intricata, 8 ; C.

labiata, 556 ; C. 1. Mcndeli " Her Ma-

jesty," 94 ;C.l. WameriatLaekenl7;

C. ). venosa, 697 ; C. x The Czar,592 ;

C. Lord Rothschild, 489 ; C. Moss's,

peloria of, 8 ; at Mortebeke, 142 ;

C. Schroderiana,73 ; C. speciosissima,

Erladene vara., 267 ; 0. >: super-

Forbesi, 90 ; C. Warscewiczii, 8 ;
C.

Countess of Derby, 467 ; C. var.

Shuttleworthi, 63

Cattleyas at Brussels, .^>30

Cauliflower, a funnel-shaped leaf of, 193

Ceanothus, notes on, 363

Cedar, commercial varieties of, 402 ;

forests, the, of Mount Mlanje, 17

Cedars, the Harrow Weald, 186

Cedrus Deodara as a timber tree, 696,

729, 763 ; and other Conifers, 749

Celery, decayed, 790

Celosias at Regent's Park, 221

Cephalotaxus pedunculata, 697

Cercis Siliquastnim, 695

Cereal crops, the rusts and mildews of,

591
Ceterach oflicinarum, C97 ; a native re-

surrection plant, 655

Ceylon Botanic Garden, 64 ;
the bota-

nical department at, 594

Chamomile, wild, fatal to lambs, 106

Champs Elye^es, Paris, 453

Chelmsford Couuty School of Horti-

culture, 134

Chemistry of the Strawberry plant, 590

Cherries, early and late varieties of, 159;

sixty eight in a bunch, 566

Cherry Governor Wood, 221

Cherry-tree, an old, 165

Cheshiie, Hoitioultural and Agricul-

tural College for, 472

Chester, Art Club, 102 ; Horticultural

Conference, 153 ; horticultural shows,

162
Chicle in Mexico, 759

China, the vegetable industries of, 10

Chionodoxa, the best varieties of, 72

Chiswick, mealing of the Fiuit and

Vegetable Committee at, 162

Choisya ternata, flowering twice, 669

Christmas decorations, 787

Chrysanthemum bloom, a malformed,

600 ; blooms, the points of quality

of, &o., 6,'<3
; chat, 531, 556, 592.

625 ; Pride of Mad ford or Beauty of

Teignmouth, 569, 599, 632, 697,

729 ; Madame Carnot, sport from,

696 ; Madame Paul Lacroix, 631
;

Queen of the Earlies, 339

Chrysanthemum Society, the history

of tile National, 562 ; some recol-

lections of the, 553
Chrysanthemum, the types of the, and

their characteristics, 602

Chrysanthemums, 488; at Antwerp,

655, 662 ; at Ghent, 654 ; at Paris,

750 ; at Villa Victoria, Grasse, 688
;

a review of the past season, 782 ;

cultural notes oa, 396 ; dwarf,

501 ; new, 666, 696 ; in December,
728 ; hairy, 625 ; hints upon the cul-

ture of, 720 ;
seasonable notes upon,

333, 500; setting up oxhibits of,

633 ; taking tho crown-bud in, 248
;

tile terminal-bud in, 809
;
their cul-

ture for exhibition, 335

Cbrysogonum virginianum, 3^6

Cider and perry industry, the, 437

Cirrhopetalum graveoleus, 210

Citrus species' from seed*-, 10

Clandon Park, Madresfield Court Grape
at, 193

Clematis crispa, 566 ; C. montana, &c.,

at Hatfield Priory, 590

Clip for suspending Grapes and Peais,

&c., 665
Cochet, Louis Scipio, 142

Cockroaches, how to destroy, 435

Cocoa tree, the, 789

Codlin moth, the, 11

Coffee-beans, artificial, 370
Colonial notes, 61, 122, 523,594,665;

horticulture, 660
Colour in flowers and fruits, experi-

ments concerning, 533. 633
Coloured leaves, and their use in plant

economy, 265
Combe Abbey, Abies nobilis growing at,

274 ; Coniferous trees at, 749
Cones, morphology of Pine, 66 J

Coniferous trees, contorted, 9 ; rare, at

Lough Neagh, 664 ; at Combe Abbey,
749

Conifers at Fornham Park, 556 ; North
American, in Germany, 187, 242

;

the layering of, 22

Conservatory, Col. Halford Thompson's,
218 ; the new, at Sefton Park, Liver-

pool, 531
Constitution of plants, the, 756

Co-operative, the National, Festival, 2 16

Cornus sanguinea variegata, 366
Cornwall, vegetation in, 763
Cotton-plant at Kew, the, 395
Couch-grass, clearing land of, 763
Covent Garden Market, fire in, 218
Crataegus punctata, 469

Creosote for dressing wood-work, 372

Crinum expense var., 106 ; C. yuccffi-

florum, 363
Crocus, the beet varieties of, 72

Cucumber, a prolific, 174 ; dise.nse. 227

(Jupressus Goveuian.i, 624 ; C. McNabi-
ana, ''^(^ : C. m^crocarpa lutea, 469

Currant plantations around Patras, 396

Custom duties and neighbouring Stales,

431

Cyclamen, buds refusing to open, 5(i9,

600, 697. 729, 759 ; culture in Ger-

many, 632 ; cultivation of, 565
;

propigation of, 590
Cycnoches, 239
Cyphomandra fragrans, 210
Cypiipedium, a triandrous, 686, 779 ; C.

Chamberlainianum, 457 ; C. Cliarles-

worthi, 622 ; C. insigne Sander.x,

556, 657 ; C. x Leysenianum, .'i22
;

C. peloriate, 686 ; C. Sedeni, 267 ; C.

semi-double, 686; C. villosum, 657

Cypripediums, classification of, 662
;

hybrid, 435
Cyrtochilum micranthum, 63

Cyrtopodium Woodfordi, 555
Cjtisus, Frivaldskyanus, 12

Dahlia, a quilled, 339 ; D. " Fantasy,"

457
Dahlias, certificated in October, 600
Dalmeny, Potato-growing experiments

at, 692
D.iphnes, how to layer, 22

Darwin, decision to erect a statue to, in

Shrewsbury, 628

Date fruits at Nice, 725
Decadence bogey, the, 281

Decorative use of flowers, the, 466

Delany's, Mrs., flower drawings, 164,248

Delphinium Zalil, 238, 405, 468, 502
Dendrobium arachnites, 7 ; D. Dearei,

377 ; D. Hookerianum,377 ; D. .Jenny-

auum, 329 ; D. secundum, 8 ; D. War-
diauum in a town i^reenhoiise, 425

Dendrobium Wardianum at Highbury,

749
Dendrobiumg growing upon bones, 748
Deodar with cones, 168

Diauthus, colours of, 21

Didymocarpus malayanus, 123

Dimorphotheca Eokloni, 362

Diospyros kaki, 395 ; D. virginiana,

Jjardy at ffew, 48

Dipladenia Sanderi, 652
Disa grandiflora, 276 ; D. pulchra, 778
Dischidia hirsuta, 182
Disease of Larch, the, 93

Diseased Carnations, 633 ; Tomato, 74

Dock-leaves as food for pigs, 561
Doronicum plantagineum as a plant for

forcing, 338
Douglas Fir, the, 302 ; in Scollaud, 371
IJracseua Hookeriana latifolia, 304
Dragon-trees, the land of the, 598
Draining woodlands, 42S
Drawings, botanical, at tlie Natural

History Museum, 270
Drought and nenly-planted trees, 92
Dudley Lodge Gardens, Ii65

Dyed flowers as button holes, 467
Dynamite, death from the use of, 164

Earthquake, the recent, 786
Eastwell Park. Ashford, Kent, 777
Eastwood House and gardens, 719
Echeveria Purpusi, 698
Eczema caused by Komau Hyacinths,

501

Edinburgh Botanic Garden, notes from,

276, 591
Edinburgh chair of botany, 1 7 ; school

of rural economy, 16

Eel-worm, some experiences with, 193
Egypt, experiments with fibre plants,

in, ,558

Emigrants, hints to, 102
Epidendrum glumibracteum, 210; E.

Godseffianum, 377 ; E. xipheroides,

63
Epping Forest seen through American

eyes, 220
Ericas, propagation of, 590
Erigeron mucronatum, 142

Erythea armata (mis-spelt in text), 424
Ei-ythronium, the genus, 361

Esparto-grass in Tunis, 370
Essex Countv School of Horticulture,

530
Eucalyptus calophylla, 664 ; E. cocci-

fera, 695
Eucharis bulbs, planted out, 698 ;

plants flowering thrice in the same
year, 187

Eucryphia pinnatifid,n, 188
Eugenia malaccensis, 395
Euphorbia abyssinica, a large specimen

of, at La Mortola, 496
Events of the year, 784
Examinations in horticulture, 104

;

result of the Royal Horticultural

Society's, 72, 628

Faiimeu^ aud the income-tax. 531

Farm-school, a, for Bedford.<hire, 16

Fasciated Pea, a, 20

Fern, buds and bulbil.^, 331
;
genera-

tion, normal and abnormal, 196;

spores, improved method of sowing,

730
Ferns, percristate, 429 ; the propaga-

tion of, 657, 686
Ferrieres, Begonias at, 393 ; Carnation

culture at, 689
Fertilisation of flowers by insects,

237 ; of plants S'27

Feitiliser, wood-ash as a, 762
Ferula fcntida, 330
Fibres, commercial, 631, 7.51

Findlay Memorial Fund, the, 466
;

the late Mr. B., 338

Finsbury Park, London, 91

Fir, the Douglas, 302 : in Scotland, 371

Fire in Covejit Garden, probable, 193
;

actual, 218
Flavour, the, in Apples and Pears, 762
Flax and Hemp culture in England,

103
Flixton Hall and gardens, 403

Flora of Berkshire, 434 ; of New Zea-

land, 461 ; of the Black Hills of South
Dakota, 1538 ; of Venezuela, 434

Florists' flowers, 39, 186, 333, 366,396,

488, 719, 751

F)o\fer drawings, 164

Flower garden, the, 12, 41, 68, 99, 141,

161, 188, 216, 245, 272, 30:\ 33.5,

367, 398, 430, 463, 494, 527, 560,

59.5, 627. 659, 691, 722, 754, 783
Flowering-trees and shrubs, a sug-

gested garden for, 404

Flowers aud inspct^, 237

Fool of crops, 9S

Foreign correspondence, 142, 157, 467,

689, 759
Forestry, 92, 187, 212, 302, 33-3,4 28.

502, 558, 689, 782 ; in Ireland, an.

I

the Recess Committee, 619
Formaldehyde, 193, 221, 277, 365
Fota. trees and shrubs at, 363
France, notes from, 536, 688
French Beans in winter, 500 ; viuta-e,

the, 566
Fritillaria nobilis, 466 ; the best varie-

ties of, 72

Frugivorous bats, 276
Fruit as food, 436 ; at Edinburgh

show, 695 ; crop, the United Strifes,

h^^i crops, remarks upon the con-

dition of the, 156, 133, 211, 241;
report on the condition of the, 121

Fruit culture in East Suffolk, 769

Fruit, Dutch competition in, 531 ;

farm, the Duke of Bedford's, 61 ;

from Canada presented to the Queen,
661 ; growing in Australia, 215 ;

home-grown and American, ('51,

697 ; in California, the cultivation

of, 368
Fruit, preservation, the best method

of, 758 ; notes on planting busli,

462 ; register, 297 ; show, tli!',

at the Crystal Palace, 400 ; the

coming, 46 ; trees, buds and grafts

of, 103 ; trees, liquid-manure for,

696
Fruits and vegetables, market nii^a-

sures for, 336 ; experiments in the

drying of, 102

Fruits under glass, 13, 40, 69, 98, 141,

161, 189, 217, 245, 272, 303. 33 •,

367, 398, 431, 463, 495, 527, 56.1,

595, 626, 659, 690, 723, 754, 783

Fuchsias, standard and trained, 135

Fungi, drawings of, at the British Mu
scum, 166

GilLL.iRDii aristata grandiflora, 97

Galanthus, the be^t varieties of, 72
Galinsoga parviPora, 194

Garden walks, traps in, 698 ; notes,

seasonable, 301

Gardeners working hours, 243 ; friends,

house-martins, 779
Garden-training in Germany, 524
Gardens and rabbits, 94

G.itton Park, Reigate, 37

German amber, 334 ; Aster.», new
varieties of, 266

Germany, garden-training in, 52, 54
;

North American Conifers in 187,

212
;
glass substitutes in, 494

Ginger in Mexico, 718

Gladiolus Konigin Wilhelmina, 43 ;
the

best varieties of, 72

Gladioli, hybrid, for late-flowering,

501 ; lecture upon, 310 ; the origin

of garden, 701

Glasgow Botanic Garden, 730

Glasneviu Botanical Gardens, co. Dub-
Hn, 89

Glass-house crops iu Guernsey, 724

Glass substitutes in Germany, 4t)4

Gleditschia triacauthos, 469

Gloxinias Her Majesty and Duke of

York, 174
Gloxinias, the propagation o,t, 754

Gmelina hystrix, 276

Goldie, the late John, 531

Gongora Sanderiana, 456
Gonioscypha eucoinoides, 7-18

Goodrich Court, Pears and Plums at,

266
Gooseberry, Langley Beauty, 1 55

Grape, a plea for the Barbarossa, 570
;

Appley Towers, 395, 598 ; Chassulas

Vibert at Gunnersbury House, 405
;

Golden Champion, 75, 104 ; Groa
Colnjar, fine bunchis of, 763
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Grape-growing on sandy soil, 39, 135

Orape Laily Hutt, a'JTi ; Madresfield

Cuurl, 45 ; Madrestield Court at

Clandon Park, 193 ; Madresfield

Court sijlilting its berries, 75

Giape, a Muscat, sport at Chiswick,

370 ; Vines in London, 6'26

Grapes, American, 331 ; Appley Towers

and Lady Hutt, tiiiS ; at the Crystal

Palace fruit show, loij, 468, 502
;

blighted, 168 ; Kai-tern, "274
; exhibit-

ing, at the Crystal Palace, 599 ;
Qros

Maroc and Gros Colnian, 436, 468,

533, 599, 728 ; Gros Colman, large

bunch of, 7-8 ; notes on, 632

;

the thinning and shaping uf the

bunches, 436

Grass and Clover crops, the, 361
;

Couch, how to clear from land, 763

Grasses, the uses of various species of,

338
Grove Hill, a garden at, 6

Guernsey, horticulture under glass in,

724, 764

Gambleton's, Mr,, garden, 278, 301

H

H.EMANTHUS maguificus, 168

Hankow, vegetable products of, 66

Hardy flower-garden, 214
Hardy fruit-garden. 12, 41, 68, 99, 140,

161, 188, 217, 244, 273, 302, 33.5,

367, 399, 430, 463. 495, 526, 561,

594, 627, 658, 691, 723, 755, 782

Hassan Jack-fruit, 717

Hatfield Priory, Clematis montana at,

590
Hawarden, flower .show at, 167

Head, testimonial to Mr. W. G.. 764

Heckfield Place, notes from, 307

Hedgehogs, 401

Helig.an Gardens, ('ornwall, 74 7

Heliophila scaudcns, 362
Heliopsia scabra, Ladhams' var., 565
Helmlioltzia glaberriraa, 210

Hemp and Flax culture in England, 103

Hepaticiis, 694
Herbs, British, and tlicir uses, 45

Hibiscus syriacu-, the i>ropagatiou of,

227
Hints to emigrants, 103

Holland, notes from, 168
Hollyhock, the, 39 ; disease of, 73

Honesty, a vai legated leaved, 308
Honey for transit by rail, packing, 461

Hong-Kong, a typhoon in, 397
Honours to horticulturists by the

Society of Art», 16

Hops, acreage of, 306
Horticultural, conference at Chester,

153 ; examinations, 104 ; Institute,

a proposed. 598, 632, 660, 665, 695,

730, 788 ; Markets, 786
;
plans of, 760

Horticulture during the reign of Queen
Victoria, 468 ; round Antwerp, 91

HouUetia Lowiana, 716
Hours, gardeners working, 243
Hyacinths, new, 183 ; eczema caused by,

501
Hybridisation of Roses, progress in the,

65
Hybrid Cypripediums, 435
Hyde Park, the bedding in, 214
Hydrangea hortensis, 272, 372
Hydrangeas, how to layer, 22

Hypericum Moserianum var. tricolor,

624

Ilex othera, fruiting branch of, 790
Income Tax, farmers and the, 531

;

market gardcneis ;md the, 631
India, notes from, 216, 493; the

threatened scarcity in, 598
Indian Orehids, 10

Insecticidt), a new, 220

Insects and the crop, fertilisation of

flowers, 237
Institute, the proposed Horticultural,

598, 63?, «60, 665, 695, 730, 760, 788

Inula glaodulosa iis a p'ant for forcing,

338
Ipomuja versicolor, 308

Iris, the be.st varieties of, 72

Irish horticultural exhibition, an, 698

Italy, propagation of Camellias in,

494 ; Pelargonium peltatum in, 491
;

piuning fruit trees in, 410

,Jack Fruit, the Hassan, 717

Jadoo, a, conservatory, 218

Jaduo fibre and Vines, 467 ; experi-

ments with, in India, 438
Japanese flower arrangement, 530

Jera^alem Artichokes and their feeding

properties. 111

K

Kaffir Corn-flour and Mealie cultiva-

tion, 99

Kelway, marriage of Mr. Jas, 307
Kendrickia Walkeri, 394

Kew Notes, 182, 210,239,362, 394, 463

Kew, the pictorial aspect of, 519 ; weed,
tho (Galinsoga parviflora), 194

Kicksia africana, 394

King, the late Profesfor J. J., 405
Kitchen Garden, the, 13, 40, 69, 98,

111, 160, ISli, 217, 244, 273, 303,

331, 366,398, 431,462,495,526. 501,

594, 627, 658, 691, 722, 755, 782

L.ELIA monophylla, 122 ;
pumila, 522,

656; alba var. 421; purpurata .\»h-

worthiana, 39
L;clio Cattleya X elegans, varieties of,

238 ; L.-C. X Schilloriana,SchofiBld's

var. 392 ; L.-C. x vclutino-elegans, 3t'iU

La Mortola, Agave ferox at, 525
L.apaferia rosea in fruit, 657,697, 763 ;

seedlings of, 728
Larbert House Gardens, N.B., 730

Larch disease, the, 93
Latbyrus UrummonJi, 20

; L. undu-
latus, i^^

Laurels, 524

I.avatera, a new hybrid, 764

Law Notes :
— Agricultural Rates

Act, the, 606 ; Agricultural Rates

Act, the, and glas^-houses, 73], 764;

Carter v. Webb & Co. (claim for

value of goods delivered), 765 ;

Inspector of Weights and Measures
v. Alfred Keffrll ( unstamped baskets),

308, 341 , 764 ; Mar.-hall Bros. ti.Charlcs

Johnstone (condition of Pears), 1 06
;

Niagara Fruit Growers' Association

r. Walker (sureties' case), 765 ;

Rappart r. Peat k Dillon (Orchid
dispute), 536 ; Rappart r. Peat &
Dillon (Orchid case), 666 ; M. Vincke
('. F. Sander & Co. (Cypripedium
sport), 42

Layering as a means of propagation, 22
Lead arsenate as an insecticide, 220
Leaf-propagation, the practice of, 753
Leaves, coloured, their use in plant

economy, 265 ; rate and mude of

growth of Banana, 248 ; the growth
of, 7?

Leguminosic, the root-tubercles of, 631

Leguminous plants, effects of bacteria

upon, 663
Leichtlin's, Herr Max, garden, 391

Lemciu-treis on Orange stocks, 727
Lespedeza Sieboldi, 4 69

Lettuce, Sutton's Favourite. 605
Leucaena glauoa, the effect of, on certain

animals, 397
Leucojum, the best varieties of, 72
Lilac in flower, a white, 46S
Lilies of the East, the, 329
Lilium, the best varieties of, 7'2

;
L.

philippinense, 274

Ldle, notes of gardens in and about,

537, 638
Lilv seeds, how to ripen, 467 ; of the

Valley, lecture on forcing, 252
Lime in plant chemistry, 402
LinUicus. a memurial of, 102

Liverpool, presentation of a conserva-

tory to Sefton Park, dti, 531
Lobelia erinua speoiosi compacta du

plex, 731 •

Lockiogo Park and gardens, 434
London, a new open space for, 756
London, Grapevines in, 626
London Pride, from whence was the

name derived, 531

Lough Ncagh, rare coniferous trees at,

664

Lowia granditlora, 652
Luxembcjurg, notes from, 167
Lychnis viscaria, 122

M

MiDAuASCAN [ilants, 306

Madresfield Court Grape, 45 ; at Clan-

don Park, 193
Maize as a vegetable, 340, 372, 405 ;

in the United Startes, 6'20
; or Indian

Corn, 30S, 436, 468

Malayan Orchids, tJol

Mammea amenoana, 1-S2

Manchester Royal Botanic, notes from
the, 521

Manures and Potato experiments at

Reading, 298
Maples, the budding of, 212
Marigolds as wet-wcathcr plants, 405

Market gardeners and the income-tax,

631

Market measures for fruits and vege-

tables, 336
Marketing produce, 432

Martin, the house, 779
Masdcvallia Schrodcriana, 183 ; M.

tovarensis, with fifty spikes of

blooms, 719

Maxillaria striata, 631

Melbourne Bot;inic Gardens, 274 ;

jubilee year of the, 467

Melon afl'ected by bacteriosLs, 199 ; a

fruit produced from the base of main
stem, 493, 6h1

; diseased, 248, 271

Metz, notes frou, 166

Mexican economic plants, 718, 759
Michaelmas Daisies, 568 ; as pot-

plante, 600
Microbe diseases of planta, 564

Mildews and rusts of cereal crops, 591

Milla biflora, 687

Milner, Mr. H. E., eleoted to the

Royal Institute of British Architects,

726
Miltonia Clowes-ii grandiflora, 457 ;

M. C. g. v.ar., 489

Misleto, 785 ; medicinal, 787 ; v.arious

varietiei of, upon same tree, 785

Missouri Botanical Gardens, 694

Monstrous Campanula and French
Bean, .533

Moraea Robinsoniana, 182

Mormodes buccinator, 622
Morris, the late William, and his

admiration of trees, 436 ; library of,

630
Moss growth, a curious, 21

Moth eutrappeil by flower of Araujia

sericifera, 523
Mount Harry, Brighton, Orchids at,

299 ; Mlanje, the Cedar forests of.

17

Myosotis alpestris ' Distinction," 731

Mysore Government Gardens, Lal-

Bagh, 65
Muscari, the best varieties of, 72

Mushroom spawn, sterilised, 17

Mushrooms, abundance of field, 308
Mustard-beetle, the 633

N

Xancy, notes from, 536

Naples, the vegetable products o.', 9,

875
Narcissus, diseased, 254 ; 1*1. Hors-

fieldi, failure of, 435, 569 ; the best
varieties of, 72

National Chrysanthemum Society, his-

tory of the, 562 ; Rose Society's

Show at Ulverston, 155
Nepenthes, 532 ; a monogniph of, 14

;

N. Dicksoniaua, 749 ; diti'erences in,

277 ; and Mr. Rudolph's Monor/ivph,

105 ; N. Porvillei, 239 ; N. Veitchi,

239
Nerine x O'Brieni, 536
Nerines, a late flowering race of, 564
New .South Wales, ornamental plants

of, 403
Newstead Abbey, Carnations at, 1 03

New York Botanic Garden, 565
New Zealand Flora, the, 461

;
growth

of trees in, 458
Nice, Date fruits at, 72.")

Nitragin, the n,ature and use of, 5'28

to be tried at Chiswick, 601

Nitrogen, soil, sources of, 130 ; the
soil, and its nitrification, 429

Nomenclature, plant, 18

Nursery Notes ;-Canuell & Sous,
H.,240; Clibran & .Sons, W., Old-

field Nurseries, 343 ; Laing & Sons,
Jno., 109

; Douglas, J., 109 ; Le-

raoine & .Sons, Nancy, 536 ; Linden,

L., .fc Cie., Brus-sels, 59U ; Miilnard,

M. Em., Lille, 537 ; Robsons, Jno.,

136 ; .Sutton & Sous, Reading, 47,

136 ; Veitch, Jas., & Sons, 47.

Nymphwa ' chromatella, 620 ; N. X

Robinsoniana, 558

Obituary:— Baker, AV. R., 731;
Baldwin, John Loraine, 732 ; Boeh-
mer, L., 49S ; I'rockbauk, William,

409 ; Brodie, Sir Thomas Dawson,
345; Byres, Alex. M., 638; Cnrrifere,

M., 248 ; Chandler, Alfred, 628 ;

Cummins, Mrs. 0. W., 23 ; Curnow,
Richard, 345 ; Darwin, Mrs. C, 439

;

Ewing, Jno., 140 ; Fellowes, Kev.

Chas., (90; Funck, Nicolas, 192;
Geert, Chas. Prosper Van, 768

;

Gireoud, Friedrich, A. H.,375; Gray,

Jno. Edward, 605 ; Grove. Sir Wm,,
163 ; Heal, Mrs., 574 ; Hill, Mrs. E.,

226; Kanitz, Prof., 14n; Knight,

Henry, 345, 377 ; King, Prof., 375
;

Lawlev, Henry, 281 ; Lerro, William,

23 ; Martin, A. G,, 313 ; Mueller,

Baron Ferdinand von, 464 ; (3rmerod,

Georgina, 226 : PatersoQ, W., 439
;

Randall, S., 790 ; Robinson, Wm.,
439 ; Smith, A. S., 439 ; Tr^cul,

Auguste, 496 ; Trimen, Dr. Henry,
496, 624 ; Warner, R., 790 ; Waterer,

Anthony, 628, 757 ; Whitton, Jas.,

171 ; Whitton, Peter, 472; Young,
WilUam, 670.

Odontoglossum Andersonianum var.,

749 ; 0. X Coi-adiuei var. 329 ; O.

crispum var., 556 ; what is a true, 632,

686, 778 ; the relative value of some
varieties of, 165 ; O. Galcottianum,

158 ; 0. grande, 656 ; 0. x Halli ? ,

crispum Cooksonianum <? , ii98 ; O.

luteo - purpureum Ashworthiauum,
63 ; O. Uro-Skinneri album, 45

Olearia Haasti, 532, 600, 696

Oncidium hematochilum, 377; 0. Joues-

ianum var. flavens, 9

Onion, Red Globe, 599 ; Cranston's

Excelsior, 372

Onions and the use of poultry-manui e,

729 ; in Scotland, 342 ; at Banbury,

338
Orange from seed, the reproduction of

the, 10

Oranges, the culture of, 304 ; variegated

10

Orchard-work at the Cape, 122

Orchid-bouse, an, 162

Orchid- houses, the, 12, 40, tiS, 98, 110,

161, 188, 217. 244, 273, 302, 335,

367, 398, 430, 462, 494, 526, 560,

595, 6?6, 658, 690, 722, 754, 783
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Orchid notes and gleanings, 8, 63, 94,

122, 165, 183, 216, 238, 266, 299,
329, 377, 424, 456, 488, 522, 555,
622, 656, 686, 748, 778

Orchids, a summer camp for, 338
;

as eut flowers in Belgium, 779 ; at
Burford, Dorking, 622 ; at Kew,
462 ; at Mount Harry, Brighton,
299 ; at Sunningdale Park, 688 ; at
Tring Park, 424 ; at Vernon Lodge,
267 ; drawings of certificated, 630

;

growing upon bones, 748 ; Indian, 10,
Malayan, 654 ; the Ash of, 653

;

Trinidad, 240, 759 ; untrue to name,
402

Orchis foliosa, 20
Oregon Apple-canker, 163
Ornamental gardening, a new idea in,

404

Ornithogalum revolutum. 210
Orphan Fund, the Royal Gardeners', 14,

43, 220, 247, 630, 693, 786
Oxford, dinner-table decoration at, 432

Paint used against the attacks of
white ants iu India, 493

Palms on the Rivierd, 780
Palms, tho effect of soil on, 1 42
Pansies and Polyanthuses, 134
Pansies in pots, 308 ; red, 1 66
Pansy, the, 40
Paper, wood-pulp for the production of,

220
Paris, a great storm in, 247 ; Chrys-
anthemums at, 750 ; floral decora-
tions in, 530 ; the Champ Elysees af,

455
Parnassia palustris, 276
Parrot-Tulips not seeding, 106
Parrotia Jacquemontiana, 466
Parsley, Hamburgh, or plain-lcaved,

729
Passiflora edulis, 395 ; P. galbaua, 535
Patras, Currant plantations ar.'UU'l,

396
Paulownias, bed of, 211
Pea, a fasciated, 20 ; Sweet Pea, Cupid,

435, 502 ; Veitch's Main Crop, 215,
253

Peas, green, to bottle, 254 ; late, 501
;

thripson, 135 ; trial of, at Chiswiek,
15

;
varieties of, for late cropping, 406

Peach crop, notes on the out-door, 332 ;

culture, out-of-door, 307 ; the Alex-
ander, 46; trees, the planting of,

569
Peaches as out-door standards, 168,

194 ; farly, 166
Pear, Doyenne D'Etd, 75 ; Beurrd du

Buisson, 789 ;|flower8, pollination of,

623
;
Huyshe's Victoria, 729, 76 i;

Nouvelle Fulvie, 764
; and Plums at

Goodrich Court, 266 ; early, 73, 104,
166

Pelargonium disease, 92 ; P. peltatun,
494 ;

the show or large-flowered, 684
;

and Begonias, 372, 404 ; treated
with salts, 168

Peloria of Cattleya Mossiac, 8
Peloriite Cypripedium, 686
Pentstemons, 313, 372
Percy Lodge and gardens, Winchmore

Hill, 269
Pereskia aculeata, 625 ; P. Bleo, 427
Pernettya mucronata, &c., 467
Persimmon, the, hardy at Kew, 46
Per-simon, not Persimmon, 18
Phaius grandiflorus, double-flowered,

165
Phal^nopsia at Nostell Priory Gardens,

221

Phenological report for 1895, 44
Phloxes and the drought, He

;
plant-

in;;^ heibaceous, 621
Phrvnium varieg-itum, 398
I'hjlloxera restrictions, 46
Phytolacca decandra i'. the Rivier.i,

688
Picca Alcockiaua, foliaoeous cones in,

106

Pick and shovel, tlip Sharpington, 468
Pictorial aspect of Kew. the, 519
Pine-apples in Mexico, 718
FinP'Poqes, morphology of, 662

Pink, the, 40
Pinus Balfourianum var. aristata, 719,

790 ; P. Lambertiana with male oat-

kins, 21

Plant- breeding, 327 ; nomenclature, 18

Plant Portraits :—Acantholimon
venustum, 630 ; Actinidia polygama,
466; Adonis amurensis, 164 ; Alo-
casia reversa, 466 ; Anthurium
Madame du Trieu de Terdonck,
104 ; Aspidium Goldieanum, 218

;

A. simulatum, 759 ; Aster infirmus,

684 ; Bauhinia Galpini, 306 ; Begonia
Festiva, 664 ; B. Gloire de Lorraine,

18; Bertonerila Madame Lucienne
Linden, 664 ; B. Madame
Treyeran, 499 ; Bifrenaria auran-
tiaca, 567 ; Bolbophyllum sessiliflo-

rum, 567 ; BoUea Sohroderiana, 101

;

Bougainvillea glabra var. Sander-
iana, 664 ; B. spectabilis, 664 : Cactus
Dahlia Frinaessin Viktoria Luise,

307 ; Carrierea calycina, 664 ; Cata-

setum ferox, 567 ; (Jattleya choooen-
sis, 499; C Percivaliana, 499; C.

Skinneri, 499 ; C. Triansei var. Im-
perator, 661 ; C. Trian:ei varieties,

684 ; Celmisia Munroi, 306 ; Cherry
Emperor Francis, 248 ; Chonemor-
pha macropiiylla, 306 ; Cirsium dis-

color, 500 ; Citrus aur.antium var.

Tachibana Makino, 684 ; Cleroden-

dron squamatum, 664 ; Cliveia Prince
Albert, 248 ; Co^logyne lurida, 684

;

Coriaria japonica, 726 ; Cotyledon
Barbeyi, 307 ; Cymbidium Tracey-
anum, 104 ; Cycnochea Haagi, 630

;

Cypripedium Exul, 726 ; C. x Le-
baudyanum, 684 ; C. Lecinum vars.,

104; C. VVolterianum, 567; Cyr-
tanthus Huttoui, 161 ; Dahlia,

Princess Victoria Louise, 500

;

Delphinium Zalil, 759 ; Den-
drobium Findlayanum, 104 ; D. for-

mosum var. giganteum, 664 ; D.
glomeratum, 567 ; D. Leonis, 306

;

D. .violaceum, 104 ; Dendrome-
con rigidum, 567 ; Deux Primes
Anglaises, 18 ; Dipladenia atropur-

purea, 104 ; Drimys Winter!, 759 ;

Epiphronitis > Veitchi, 664 ; Episcia

chontalensis, 664 ; Erythrina Cou-
stantiana, 684 ; Escallonia macrantha,
500 ; Exogonium purga, £48 ; Fritil-

laria nobilis, 466 ; Uentiana An
drewsii, 500. 567; Gladiolus hybr.,

Koningin Wilhelmlna, 18 ; G. Le-
moinei Paul Marguerite, 759 ; (inu-

gora cas'idea, 567 ; Gordonia pubes-
cens, 684 ; Orammatophyllum Hum-
phianum, 726 ; Griflinia Blumeuavia,
500 ; Habenaria Medusfe, 567

;

H. occultans, 567 ; H. Schleih-
leri, 567 ; H. Soyauxii, 567

;

Hardonbergia monophylla, 248
;

Haworthia xiphlophylla, 630 ; Hya-
cinth Grand Maitre, 684 ; Hyperi-
cum Kalmianum, 307 ; Iris albo-

purpurea, 726 ; I. atrofusca, 664 ; I.

Douglasiana, 500 ; I. missouriensis,

500 ; I. tectorum, 500 ; La>lia

autumnalisvar. Fournieri, 759 ; Lajlio-

Cattleya Andreana, 218; Lathyrus
undulatus, 466 ; Lespedeza hirta,

664 ; Lillum Biondi, 104 ; L. chi-

nense, 104 ; Narcissus Tazetta, va-
rieties of, 728 ; N. triandrus, 248 :

Nymphsea Andreana,, 248 ; N. Robin-
soniana, 248 ; Odontoglossum crispum
var. Ashworthianum, 307 ; 0. c. var.

angustum, 307 ; 0. c. var. calos, 371
;

O. c. var. citratum, 371 ; 0.
c. var. meleagris, 371 ; 0. rubi-

ginosum < , 371; O. spectabile x
,

371 ; O. Wilckeaiium var. rufum,
371 ; Onosma albo-roseum, 50n

;

Parrotia Jacquemontiana, 466 ; Pas-
siflora edulis, 728 ; Peach Triomphe
de Terborgt, 371 ; Pear Margaret
Marillat, 664

; Pentas Quartiniana,
371 ; Pentstemon azureus, 630; Pha-
licnopsisantennifera, 567 ; P. leucor-

hoda, 664 ; Philadclphus Lemoinei,
557 ; Philodendron Mamei, 664

;

piunjB, Prince of Wales and Bivefs'

Early Transparent Gage, 18 ; Pol^
stachya Holsti, 567 ; Primula rosas
.grandiflora, 664 ; Prunus Amygdalus
var. macrocarpa, 567 ; P. mume,
500 ; P. peudula, 759 ; P. sub-
hirtella, 726 ; Pueraria Thun-
bergiana, 248 ; Rhododendron Halo-

peanum x , 500 ; R. serpyllifo-

lium, 630 ; R. Smirnovi, 306 ; Rose-
crested Moss, centifolia cristata, 664

;

Rose Gabrielle Luizet, 104 ; Sanse-
viera Roxburghiana, 164 ; Sarcochilus
Hainanensi,9, 164; Saxifraga mua-
coides, 500 ; Solanum cernuum, llJ4

;

Stenocoryne Wendlaudiaua, 567
;

Stenomesson incarnatum, 248
;

Stephenandra tan.akje, 500 ; Trlcho-
pilia crispa var. marginata, 664

;

T. multiflora. 5()7 ; Thunbergia
laurifolia, 500 ; Tulipa Greigii,

500 ; Tulips, varieties of, 728; Vanda
vitellina, 567 ; Vnrunnia flexuosa,

500 ; Viburnum cassiuoides, 218 ;

VriesiaPoelmanni, 500 ; Xanthorhiza
apiif-.lia, 567.

Plant protector, Wood's, 567
Planting bush fruits, notes on, 462

;

trees and shrubs, 501
Plaut-J, microbic diseases of, 564

Plants ; New or Noteworthy :

— Acilypha Sauderi, 392; Acantlio-

phippium eburneum, 266 ; Acti-

nidia reversa, 466 ; Adiantum mala-
liense, 182 : Ansellia confusa, 620

;

Banana, a wild, of New Guinea, 360
;

Campanula Zoysii, 1 82 ; Cattleya
Harrisoniana Comte Visart's var.,

520 ; C. X .Super - Forbesi, 90

;

Cirrhopetalum graveolens, 210
;

Cypripedium x Argo-Stouei, 554
;

Cyrtochilum micranthum, 63
;

Delphinium Zalil, 238 ; Dendrobium
Jennyamun, 329 ; Dipladenia Sau-
deri, 6.")2

; 1 )isa pulchra, 778 ; Epidon-
drum glumibracteum, 210 ; E. xipbc-
roides, 63 ; Erythea armata, 424

;

Fritillaria nobilis, 466 ; Gougora San-
deriaua, 456 ; Gonioscypha euco-
moides, 748 ; L;elia pumila alba var.,

424 ; La>lio Cattleya x Schilleriana,

Schofield's variety, 392 ; L.-C. x velu-

tiuo-elegans, 360 ; Lathyrus undu-
latus, 466 ; Lowia graudiflora, 652

;

Odontoglossum iuteo - purpvireum
Ashworthianum, 63 ; Parrotia Jac-

quemontiana, 466 ; Passiflora galbaiiH,

5.i5 : Tnchomaues P>a8eri, 266 ; T.

Roraimense, 716

Plants under glass, 13, 41, 68, 99, 140,

160, 189, 216, 245, 272. 303, 334,

366, 399, 431, 463, 495, 526, 561,
594, 626, 659, 690, 72-3, 7.54 ,783

Plum-sport, a curious, 372
Poet Laureate's garden, the, 295
Pollination of Pear-flowers, 623
Polyanthus, the, 40
Polygonum baldschuanicum, 362
Pomegranates fruiting out of doors in

this country, 530
Pot-flower drainers, 308
Potato-growers' strike in Brittany, 274

;

growing experiments in, at Dd-
meney, 692 ; tercentenary of the, in

Irelaud, 498, 522, 766 ; trials at Chis-
wiek, 369

Potatos and manures at Reading, 29S
;

and Peas, 790 ; dise.ised, 533 ; export
of, from St. Heliers, 104 ; laud under,
281 ; large tubers of, 632

; late varie-

ties of, 405 ; starch in, 20, 135; imusual
yield of a root of, 599 ; unusual
warty growths upon, 227

Preservation of fruit, the beet method
of, 758

Primroses, Messrs. Cannell's, 135
Primula japonica, 589 ; P. obconica

crossed with wild form of P. sinensis,

600, 790; P. sinensis, the propagation
of, 589 ; atTectbdbyMyxogastres, 168

Propagation, mtthodb of, 22, 96, 158,

212, 270, 3ol, 39?, 490, 5S|I, 6.".7,

686, 7.'i3
; of Azaleas and Rhododgp,

drons, the, 657

Propagation of Scolopendrium crispum,

268
Protection, the, of Strawberries from

birds, 18

Prunes, French, 780
Pruning fruit trees in Italy, 410

;

shrubs, 753
Prunus Pissardi, 166
Pterisanthes polita, 182
Ptychosperma Beatrica\ 600
Pumelow, the, of India, as a fruit, 46

Pump, a new, for garden watering, 106

QnEEN's reign, proposals for celebrating

the length of the, 598, 632, 6'50, 665,

695, 730, 760, 788

Rabbit and tho gardener, the, 94

Rahy ( !;istle Gardens, 520
Railway Companies and the rates for

small p,arcel.s, 338, 692
Rainfall of September, extraordinary,

435
Rains, effects in gardens of the late,

570
Rambles in North Wales, 423
Randia maculata, 395, 432
Raspberry, the Superlative, 44, 75

Rates Act, the new Agricultural, 692,

6S8, 726
Reading, notes on the Roses shown at,

17

Reading University Extension College,

Potato experiments at the, 298
Red-spidor and the XL All fumigator,

501

Redfields herbarium, the, 102

Kenauthera Lowii, 216
Reseda alba, a group of, 45

Revcraion or sport, a case of, iu the law
courts, 42

Revesby Abbey, garden fi'-le at, 165

Rhea fibre, 564

Rhododendron hirsutum, a double-

flowered, 142; R. rhonibicum, 3S
;

R. Smirnowii, 14 ; R. Vaseyi, 71

Rhus Cotinus, 101 ; R. cotinoides, 469

Ridgemont fruit farm. 61

Riviera. Palms on the, 780

Robinias, to bud, 213

Hontgen rays, the, applied to flowers

and fruits, 491 ; in botany, 121

Root-pruning, the advantages of, 406

Koots, yellow-rteshed, 600
Rose garden, a, at Forest Gate, 132 ; in

autumn, the, 587 ;
growing in Indi,a,

41 ; R. Harrison's Yellow, 631 ; R.

Marjorie, 188 ; some new varieties

of the, 623 ; Season of 1896, the,

359, 426 ; Yellow Rambler or Aglaia,

306
Roses and Rose shows, 33 ; the Crys-

tal Palace Show, 43 ; the Crystal

Palace Exhibition, 70; Kew, 211
;

shown at Reading, notes on the, 17,

36 ; the Ulverston Show, 101 ; for

clothing walls, 299 ; hybrid Tea,

166 ; iu pots, 488; Irish-raised, 37 ;

names of, 457 ; new, in America,

306
;

progress in the hybridisation

of, 65 ; some new, 370 ; the hybrid

Tea, 90 ; la^t of autumn, 569 ; new
race of hybrid Tea, 154 ; layering of,

22

Rougham Hall, Suffolk, 491

Royal Horticultural Society's Certi-

ficates, 18; examinations in horti-

.

culture, 72 ; examinations by the,

628
Rudbeckia laciniata fl.-pl. "Golden

Glow," 339 ; R Newmanni t—
what is, 277

SACCoiAniUM coclcste, 267
Sacred trees, the transportation of, by

the ancients, 69.'i

Bt. Louis Botanical Garden apd Ihg

cyclone, 72, 106
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Salix sericea pendula, 272
Saltbush, the value of the, 339

Saxitraga mnbrosa aud the name
London Pride, 531

Schneider, Mr. Geo., presentation to, 164

School of Kiiral Economy, Edinbiir;?h, 16

Schubertia graveolons at Eaaton Park,

568
Sciadopitys vorticillata, 439
Scllla, the beat variety of, 72

Scolopendrium crispiim, how to pro-

pag ite in quantity, 268

Scotch garden, tender shrubs in, 764

Scotland, 341 ; Egyptian Beet in, 533 ;

flower and fruit notes from, 12

Scottish gardening, 7 1

5

Seedsman's liability, a, 277
Seed, sowing, 41I0

; raising, lectures on,

602; trade, the, 94, 364, 406

Seeds, American raised, 620 ; American,
656

; germuution of tree, 558 ; how
to ripen, 467

Scientific Committee: — Apple
with red flesh, 533

; Cabbage Palui-

fruit, 21 ;
Caladiuin, curious varie-

gated leaf in, 106 ; Carnation

disease, 633 ; a new, 600 ; Canke*'

in apple trees, 790 ; Catalpa big-

nonioides, 700 ; Catasetum triden-

tatum, fertilising bee of, 63 J
;

Cattleya, abnormil, 633 ; Celery,

decaj-ed, 790 ; Chamomile, wild,

fatal to lambs, 106 ; Chrysanthe-
mum bloom, a malformed, 6n0

;

colour experiments, 633 ; colours iu

Pelargonia and fruit, e.vperiments

concerning the, .'i33 ; Crinumcapense
var., 106; Deodar with cones, 168;
Uianthus, ci.ilours of, 21 ; fungus on
Primula, 106 ; Grapes, blighted
16S

; Ilex othera, fruit of, 790 ;

Melon fruit-growing from base of

stem, 601 ; Monstrous Campanula,
533 ; Monstrous French Bean, 533 ;

Moss growth, acuriuus, 21 ; Mustard-
beetle, 6i3 ; Nitragin tu be tried at

Chiswick, 6iJl ; Pelargoniums treated

with salts, 168 ; Picea Alcockiana,

foliaeeous cooes in, 1 06 ; Pinus Bal-

foureana var. ari^tita, 790 ; Pinus
Lambertiaoa with male catkins, 21 ;

Potato.s, diseased, 533 ; Prinmlaobco-
uica cro.s8ed with wild form of P.

sinensis, 600, 790; Primula with Myx-
ogastres, 168 ; Ptychosperma Bea-

tricic, 600 ; Salts, and the colour-s iu

Pelargoniums, 53:'
; Tropicolum,

hypertrophy of, 601 ; Tomatos,
diseased, 168, 790 ; Tomatos, mon-
strous, 21 ; I'ulips, parrot-, nut seed-

ing, 106; Turnip.Swede, with ' finger-

audtoe," 633 ; Vines diseiised, 533

Sefton Park, Liverpool, presentation of

a conservatory to, 66
Selaginellas, the propagation of, 687
Senecio oompactus, 276
September, extraordinary rainfHllof,435

Serapias, a hybrid, 1 42

Sharpington pick and shovel, the, 463
Shirley Poppies, 502
Shrubs, climbiag, 278

;
pruning, 753 ;

tender, in Scotch gardens, 76 1 ; the
layering of, 22

Smithfield Cattle Show, the, 726
Smith's Cat nations, Mr. Martin R., 91

Sobralia sessilis, 239
Society of Arts, the, honour to Horticul-

turists, 16

Societies ;—Aberdeen Horticultural,
ti!i9

; Accrington Horticultural, 279
;

Alnwick Horticultural, 310 ; Altrin-

cham Agricultural and Horticultural,

409
;
Altrincham Gardeners' Improve-

ment, 785 ; Altrincliam and Buwdon
Horticultural, 107 ; Ascot Chrysan-
themum, 574 ; Aylesbury Chrysanthe-
mum, e6S; Batli Floral Fete, 252;
IMnlTshireField Club, the, 536; Ba'-tlo,

343 ; Beckenhara Horticultural, 108
;

Belgian Horticultural, 306 ; Brighton
and Sussex Chrysanthemum, 635

;

. Brighton Horticultural, 252 ; Bridg-

water Horticultural, 169 ; Bri-tol

Chrysanthemum, 668 ; British Pro-

duce Supply Association, 44 ; British

Pteridological, 196; Brixtou, Streit-

ham.andClapham Horticultural, 66s
;

Brussels Orchid(5enne,525,790; Cannes
Chrysanthemum, 656 ; Cardiif Chrys-

anthemum, 636 ; Cardiff Horticul-

tural, 198; Cheshunt, &c., 133;

Chester Horticultural, 170 ; Paxton,

the, 699 ; Chesterfield Chrysanthe-

mum, 603 ; Floral and Horticultural,

168 ; Clay Cross Floral .and Horti-

cultural, 198 ; Coventry Chrysanthe-

mum, 603 ; Croydon Horticultu-

ral, 21 ; Cryptogamic of Scotland,

370 ; Darlington Gardeners', 700 ;

Devon and Exeter Horticultural, 106,

250, 279, 370, 438, 471, 535, 6(i4,

694 ; Dundee Horticultural, 312
;

Dutch Horticultural, 163 ; and Bota-

nical, 276 ; Ealing Gardeners', 402 ;

Horticultural, 22, 603 ; East Anglian,

164 ; Eastbourne Chrysanthemum,
603 ; Horticultural, 250 ; Edinburgh
Botanical, 306, (;69, 766 ; Field Na-

turalists', 693 ; Elgin llorticnltur.-il,

279, 700 ; Eveshan Chrysanthemum,
637 ; Folke3t<me Chrysauthenmin,
634 ; French Horticultural of Lon-

don, 305 ; French National Chrysan-

themum, 530, 656 ; Fronie Horticul-

tural, 169 ; Fungus forays, 471
;

Ghent Horticultural, 91, 192, 654 ;

Glasgow Chrysaoth., 637 ; Glasgow
Horticul., 280,786 ; Harrogate Chry-

santhemum, 604 ; Hammersmith Hor-

ticultural, 138 ; Hanley Chrysanthe-

mum, 635 ; IListings and St. Leo-

nard's Horticultural, 223 ; Hereford

Fruit and Chrysinthemum, 603; Hor-

ticultural Club, 42, 161, "90; Hove
Horticultural and Industrial, 379

;

Hull and East Riding Chrysanthe-

iuum,636 ; Ipswich Chrysanthemum,

'

634; Irish Gardeners' 731, 766 ; Islo of

Wight Horticultural, 499 ; .Jersey

Gardeners', 102, 142; Kingston
Chrysanthemum, 605 ; Birmingham
Amateur, 598 ; Leeds Paxton, 699

;

Leicester Horticultural, 196; Lichfield

Chrysanthemum, 668 ; Linnean, 629,

693, 757 ; Loughboro\igh and Dis-

trict Gardeners', 663 ; Loughborough
Chrysanth., 6o5 ; Maidenhead Horti-

cultural, 223 ; Manchester Royal Bota-

nical and Horticultural, 139, 669 ;

Market Harborough Chrysanthemum,
604 ; Midl.anil Carnation and Picotoe,

139; Milton, 343; Nancy, Centrale

d' Horticulture de, 92 ; N.ational

Amateur Gardeners', 631, 693, 758 ;

Auricula and Primula, 66; Nat. Carna-

tion and Picotee, 169, 660 : (Southern
.Section), 108 ; Nat. Chrys., 101,

274, 280, 379, 402, 433, 493, 530,

570, 602, 630, 663, 670, 700, 7'26 ;

National Dihlia, 311, 662 ;
Nationd

Rose, 34 ; National Rose (Northern
Exhibition), 77 ;

Neath Chrysanthe-
mum, 669 ; Newcastle and District

Horticultural Mutual Improvement,
104 ; Newcastle • on - Tyne Horti-

cultural, 49 ; Newport and County
Horticultural, 169 ; Norfolk and
Norwick Chrysanthemum, 669

;

Northampton Chrysanthemum, 635
;

Northampton Horticultural, 170;
Nottingham and Notts Chrysanthe-
mum. 604 ; Pennsylvania Horti-

cultural, 132; People's Palace Horti-

cultural, 21 ; Plaistow and Uptou
Park Floricultural, 138 ; Pomo-
logical of Boskoop, Holland, 247 ;

Preston and Fulwood, 192 ; Putney
Chrysanthemum, 637 ; Reading and
Di-strict, 133 ; Reading Horticultural,

2 >2 ; Rjmford and Esses HorLi-

cultural, 48 ; Royal Bjtauio, 16j ;

Royal Botanic (Viola conference i,

197 ; Royal Caledonian Horticultural,

343 ; Royal Horticultural, 75, 136,

162, 194, 250, 309,469,534, 601,666,
765, 790 ; Royal Horticultural (Chis-

wick meeting), 162, 369) ; Royal
Horticultural (Crystal Palace Fruit

gliow), 400, 406, 436 ; Royal

Horticultural of Aberdeen, 250,

274 ; Royal Hort. of Ireland, 698
;

Royal Perthshire Horticultural,

1 i8 ; Royal Scottish Arboricul-

tural, 104, 169, 379 : annual trip

of the, 197 ; St. Neot's Horticul-

tural, 1 70 ; Sandy and District Hor-

ticultural, 279 ; Scottish Horticul-

tural, 72 ; Scottish Pansy and
Viola, 786 ; Sevenoaks Hortioultur.d,

224 ; Sheffield Chrysanthemum, 637
;

Shirley Gardeners', 102, 247, 370,

498, 663 ; Shropshire Horticultural,

224 ; South Shields, 619 ; South-

ampton Chrysanthemum, 603 ; Steyn-

ing Chrysanthemum, 571; Stirling

Horticultural, 30 3 ; Stone Horticul-

tural 668 ; Surrey Floricultural, 107;

Swansea Horticultural, 695 ; Swansea
and District United Gardeners, 031

;

Surveyors' Institution, 102,630,695,
785 ; Taunton Dean Horticul., 223

;

Tibshelf Horticultural, 107 ; Tor-

ipiiy and District Gardeners', 574 ;

'IVowbridge Horticultural, 224
;

Tunbridgo Wells Cliry<anthoraum,

635 ; Tun')ridge Wells Horti-

cultural, 77 ; Twickeuham Hor-

ticultur,al, 668 ; Ulster Chrysanthe-

mum. 634 ; Warminster Ama'eur
Rose Club Show, 44 : Watford
Chrysanthemum, 535 ; Waterford
Horticidtural, 138 ; Wellingborough
Dahlia, 312; Welshpool Horticul-

tural, 758 ; Weston - super - Mare
Chrysanthemum, 636 ; Willesdon

Floral Foie, '279
; Wilts Horticul-

tural, 222 ; Wimbledon and District

Horticultural, 40 ; Winchester Gar-

deners'. Ii62, 757 ; Wolverhampton
Chrysanthemum, 601 ; Flor.al Fete,

4S ; Worshipful Company of Gar-

deners, 498 ; Yorkshire Naturalists'

Union. 4 1, 304 ; Yorkshire Natura-

lists' Union, 102

Solanum cernuum, 183
SophroCattleya •: Calyp?o. 695
.Spare time, how to utilise, 243
.Sparrow, the, and some other birds, 7

.Sparrows, 46

.Spathelia simplex, 210
Sp!cific characters, the valus of, 72

.*>pir>^a ari:i>folia, 3t>6

.Spirit of saltH for the destruction of

American-blight, 276
Sprlng-bediling, some suggestions

about, 501

Staphylea x Coulombieri, 272
Starch in Potatos, 20, 102 ; and sugir

contents of Potatos and other root-

crops, 185

Statices, 214
Stock, Princess Alice, filling to flower,

310
Stock-taking, 43, 192, 499, 598, 727

Storms, the effect on, of overhead-

wires, 431
.Strawberry, a new, from British Queen

X Waterloo, 17; beds, 165 ; S. Giri-

baldi, 104 ; S. Myatt's Eliza, 20 ;

plant, chemistry of the, 489 ; Straw-

berry Plants, the vagaries of the, 781 ;

S. The Leader, 18 ; S. Veitch's Per-

fection, 102 ; S. Vicomtesse H. du
Thury, 46, 104 ; Syn. Garibaldi, 74 ;

S. Waterloo, 135
;
plant, chemistry

of the, 590
Strawbsrries from birds, the protection

of, 18 ; in November, 563 ; old and
new, 5 ;

new, 101 ; succession of,

123
Street-planting, 400 ; treei, lifting the

root8 of, 403

Strjptocarpu', propagation of the, 590
;

the, as a specimen plant, 308
Streptocirpuses, 221

Stropholirion californicum, 687
Sturroch's, Mr. , Rose garden at Forest

Gate, 132
Sujar growmg iu the West Indies, 786

Summer School of Horticulture, time-

table for the Chelmsford, 131

Sunflower.s, hybrid annual, 340
Sunningdale Park, Orchids at, 683
Swallows, of, 373

Swanley Horticultural College, 164
.S.teet Briars at Burford Lodge, 44 ; the

development of, 65

Sweet Pea. a double flowering, 73 ; S. P.

Cupid, 341, 401, 435, 468, 502, 728
Swinford Old Manor and Qarden.s, 295 ;

view from the Gardens at, 296. 297,300
Syon House, Brentford, notes from,

560

Teak in Slam, 338
Tennis-court on a slope, how to make

a, 473
Terminalia catappa, 240
Tigridias in Scotland, 473
Tints, autumn, 569
Tomato disease, 46, 74

Tomatos, di-iea.sed, 168 ; monstrous,
21 ; new varieties of, 664 ; the cul-

ture of, 276 ; their chemical require-

ments, 663 ; to mature unripe, 598
;

to ripen iu March, 730
Tower Grove P.irk, St. Louis, 42
Town garden, a, 6

Tr,ido, advice to the, 314 ; the con-

dition of British, 281

Training, methods of, 331, 392
TranspUnting fruit and other trees, 759
Traps iu garJon-w.ilk^, 698
Tree-growth, 502
Tree seeds, germination of, 559
Trees, and shrubs, 160, 188, 366, 469,

524, 624, 695, 719 ; at Fota, 363 ;

the budding of flowering, 270
Trees, at DuH'ryn, 661 ; in New Zea-

land, growth of, 458 ; old a:;;e in.

313 ; tenacity of life in, 277 ; the

ascent of water in, 371 ; transplant-

ing, 759
Trent Park, notes from, 333
Triandrous Cypripedium, a, 6S6
Trichomanes Fraseri, 266
Trichopilia coccinea, 456

Tnng Park, Orchids at, 424
Trinidad Orchids, 240, 759
Tropaeolum, hypertrophy of, 601 ; T.

speciosum, 277, 340 ; T. s. on a

south wall, 43
Trov, N.Y., U.S.A., a summer camp

for Orchids at, 338
Trypeta pomonella (Apple-maggot), 331
Tulip mania, the new, 336
Tulips, parrot, not seeding, 106; T,

the nomenclature of late, 365
Tunis, Esparto-grass in, 370
Turnip, Early Milan, 297

Turnip-Swede with lingerand-toe, 633
;

T. S
,
yoUow-fleshed, 600

Turnips, 599 ; new and old, 373
;

white and yellow-fleihed, 435, 468,

502, 533
Typhoon in Hong-Kong, 397

U

ULVER5T0>f, the National Rose Sooieiy's

exhibition at, 155
University of California, 131

Uropedium Lindeui, 565
Utrecht, Dr. Went appointed Director

of the Botanic Gardens at, 43

V

Vanda suavis. 167
Vaporiser, the XL All. and red spider,

166
Vegetable products from consular re-

ports. 9, 'd^

Vegetables. 215, 406, 492; theft oE

from Aldenham Home Qirdens,

248
Vegetation in Cornwall, 763

Vegetation of Western Australia, 523
Veitch, J. H. [Traveller's Notes]. 16

Venezuela, the flora of. 434

Vernon Lodge, Orchi'is at, 267
Viburnum, a new, 399

Victoria regia, 696 ; the, at Man-
chester, 167 ; at Regent's Park, 221

;

at Mr. A. Dixon's, Cherkley Court,

696
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Vine cultivation in Soutli Ireland,

701
Vines, American, 368 : diseased, 533 ;

mealy-bug on, 'JO ; and the XL All

vaporiser, 73 ; in sand, 39 ; tbe re-

novation of, 501

Viola, Bockiana, 62 ; Conference, a, 198 ;

how to pronounce, 186 ; sports, 222 :

trials, 209, 222 ; the, not a tufted

Pansy, IS

Violas, 131, 185; for bedding, 222;
London planting, 198 ; and Pansies,

fpring-flowered, 160

Violet, Princesa of Wales, 339, 6S8;

some 6ne varieties of, 341

w
Wales, rambles in north, 423, 492
Wall-trees, grass growth upon, 406

Ward, Mr. H. W., presentation to, i. IS

Warranty, non-, 277 ; the disavowal of

liability or, 193, 221

Wasps scarce, and earwigs nuweroug.

278

Watercr, the late Anthony, 757
Watering gardens, a new pump for,

106

Weather, in the north of Scotland, 335 :

periodicity in, 24 S

Wellingtonias at Couibe Abbey, 749
Wheat acreage of Great Britain, 370

;

crop of 1896, tbe, 394
;
grains, hard-

ness of, 220
^\lllows and basket-work, 523
AVires, telephone, and other, and ttorms,

431

Woodasli as a feriiliser, 762

Woodland, types of British, 689, 782
draining, 428

Wood-pulp for the production of paper
220

Wood-work, a dressing for, 372
Wood's plant protector, 567

ZiMNiAS as dry-weather bedding-planta,

340
Zygopetalum Gautieri, 183, 377

LIST OF ILLUSTEATIONS.

Abies nobilia growing in Combe Abbey
grounds, 275

Acidanthera bicolor, 393
Afe'rides Lawrenoese, 629

Agaricincse, species of, 465

Agave ferox, a specimen at La Mortola,

525
Antirrhinum, Cannell's dwarf type of,

221
Aplopappus ericoides, 301

Araujia sericifera and captured moth,
523

Artocarpus sp., fruits of, 717

B

Bloomeria aurea, 687 ; B. Clevelandi,

687

Brentry Gardens, Eucharis plants at,

187
Brevoortia ida-maia, 687

Brodisci californica, 215 ; I!, capitata

var. alba, 238 ; B. congesta, 213 :

B. grandiflora, 213 ; B. Howell i

lilacin.1, 239 ; B. laxa, 211 ; B.

Orcutti, 215 ; B. peduncularis, 243
;

B. rosea, 213 ; B. species of, 459
;

B. stellaris, 213
Burbank Plum, the, 191

Calceola'.iias at The Grange, Book-
ham, 369

Camellias, illustrating the propagation

of, in Italy, 494

Camoenaiamaximn, pi rtiuu of inflores-

cence of, 596; section of flower of, 601

Campanula Zoysii, 183

Carpocapsa pomonella, 11

Castlewellan, Cupressus Lawsoniana
var. lutea, at, 721 ; Senecio Fosteri

at, 693 ; Sequoia gigantea at, 725
Castlewellan and lake, view of, 685
Cattleya x Lord Rothschild, 489 ; C.

Sohroderiana, 73 ; C. Skinneri, a

well grown, 6 : C. x Le Czar, 593

Ceanothu.s thyrsiflorus, 363
Chrysanthemum Society's show, ex-

hibita at the National, 562, 563
Chrysanthemums, a group of, 565
Chrysanthemums, the "crown" bud

in, 249
Chrysanthemums, the terminal bud, 309

Clandon Park, Madreafield Court Grapes
as grown at, 194

Clematia montana and Iris sibirica at

HatSeld Priory, 589
Clip for suspending Grapes and Pears,

665
Codlin-moth, the, 11

Combe Abbey grounds, Abies nobilis

growing in, 275
Conifers, a j^roup of contorted and

dwarfed, 9

Conservatory, Col. Halford Thompson's,

819
;
presented to Sefton Park, Liver-

pool, by Mr. H. Yates Thompson, 66 ;

the new, in Sefton Park, Liverpool,

529

Cupressus Lawsoniana var. Intea at

Castlewellan, 721

Currant, Red, The Comet, 137
Cyclamen, a created, 765

Dahlia " Fantasy," 457
Delphinium Zahl. 247

Dendrobium arachnites, 7

Didymocarpus malayanus, 123

Disa pulchr.i, 785
D'Ombrain, Rev. H. H., portrait of, 34

J)rac3ena Broomfieldi, 667; D. Hooker-
iana var. lati folia, 305

East Ciifife, Tyncmou'h, the conserva-

tory at, 219
Eastwell Park, Gatehouse at, 781
Echevei'ia Purpusi, 698
Erythea armata, 425
Krythronium Hartwegi, 361
Eucalyptus calophylla, 661
Eucharis plautsat Brentry Garlt ns, 187

Euplutrbia abyssinica, a tine spei^imen

of, in the Gardens of Marchese Han-
bury, at La Mortola, 497

Ferula fcetida, 33U, 331
Flixton Hall, Suffolk, view of, 401

Fuchsia flower-bud under the Riintgen

rays, 491

Garden, Tower Grove Park, St. Louis,

(Supplement, July 11)

Glasnevin Botanic Gardens, views iu

the, 93, 96, 97, 100, 103, 105
Gonioscypha eucomoides, 748

Gooseberry, Langley Beauty, 155

Grapes, Madreafield Court, as'grovvn at

Clandon Park, 191

H

Has3an Jack-fruit, the, 717

Hatfield Priory, Clematis montana and
Iris sibirica at, 589

Hawarden Castle. Flintshire, 167

Heligan, Cornwall, Pinus Ayacahuite at,

751
Heracleum giganteum in Percy Lodge

Gardens, 271
Honey, bos for storing orates of C'^ses

of. 461
HouUetia Lowiaua, 716

Hyacinth, seed vessels of, under Riint-

gen rays, 4^1

I

In.stitdie, plans of a proposed horti-

cultural, 761

Italy, propagation of Camellias in, 494

Jack-fruit, the Hassan, 717

K

Knight, the late Henry, 377

Laeken, the great consetv..tory at, 376
Lajlia purpuraUi Ashworthiana, 39

La Mortola, a specimen 2\gave ferox iu

flower at, 525
Lapageria rosea, fruits of, 657
Liverpool, tho new conservatory iu

Sefton Park, 529
Lockinge Gardens, view of tho lake in,

433
Lowia longit'olia, 653
Lychnis visc.aria iu the Edinburgh

Koyal Botanic Gardens, 122

M

Mawley, Ed., portrait of, 35
Maxillaria striata, 631
Melon, an unusually-plaoed fruit of,

493

Miltonia species, 159
Moore, F. \V., portrait of Mr., 101

Moth entrapped iu flower of Araujia
sericifera, 523

Mueller, Baron von, portrait of, 464
Musa alosperma, inflorescence of, 4 67

NYMPH.BA chromatella, 621 ; N. Robin-
soniana, 559

Odontoclo-ssum G.ileottianum, 158
Olearia Haastii as a flowering bush, 533
Orchid-house, the iuterior of an, 163
Orchids, a summer camp for, at Troy,
New York, U.S.A., 337

Palms at Cannes, 779
Passitlora galbana, 555

Percy Lc Jge Gardens, Heraclenm gigau-

teum in, 271 ;
gateway of Roses in,

?69

Pereskia aculeata, 625 ; P. Bleo, 427

Pinus Ayacahuite at Heligan, Corn-
wall, 747 ; P. A., shoot and cones
of, 753

Pinus Balfouriana var. aristata, cone
of, 719

Plum, the Burbank, 191

Poet Laureate's garden, views from
the, 296, 297, 300

Propagation of plants by means of

leaves, examples of, 753
Protector, Wood's Plant-, 567

R

Rabt Castle, Durham, 521
Kandia maculata, 395
Reseda alba, group of, with Ftrns and

grasses, 45

Red Currant, The Comet, 137

Khododcndron arboreum Campbellia; ?

757 ; R. Falconeri, flowering-shoot

of, 749 ; R. rhombicum, 38 ; R.

Smirnowii, 15; R. Vaseyi, 71 ;

Hoots, unusual development of, iu a

Cattleya, 489
Riviera, Palms on the, 779
Riiutgen-rays applied to flowers and

fruits, 491

Hoses in a suburban back-garden, 133
Rudbeckia laciniata fl.-pl. " Golden
Glow," 339

;

St. Lodi-, Garden at (Supplement, July

Senecio compactus, 277 ; S. Fosteri,

as growing at Castlewellan, 693
Sequoia gigantea at Castlewellan, 725
Shakespeare's hou-io, gardens at the

rear of, 789
Sophro-Cattleya x Calypso, 695
Strawberry, a plant of the Leader, 19

Stropholirion californicum, 687
Sturroch's, Mr., Rose-garden at Forest

Gate, 133
Swallows, young, in a nest, 373

TRJOnopiLiA cocciuta, 456

Troy, U.S.A., a summer camp for

Orchids at, 337

Views from the Poet Laureate's garden,

296, 297, 300
Views in the Botanical Gardens at

Glasnevin, Dublin, 93, 96, 97, 100,

103, 105

w
Wood's plant protector, 567
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING

, at the latest.

New and Improved.
HCANNELL AND SONS would be glad to

• receive iDtimation or Specimens of any better variety

of either Fruit, Flower?, or Vegetables than they already have,
with a view of paichiBlng the whole stock.

SWANLEY, KENT.

CANNAS. — Gakaway & Co. offer strong
plants of the above (Crozy's best named varieties), at 9s.

and 12s. per dozen; their own eelection. These are equally
useful for outdoor and conservatory decoration.

QARAWAY AND CO.. Clifton, Bristol.

J^~0HrOATHAN, Covent Garden Market, is

open to RECEIVE CONSIGNMENTS of strawberries.
Peaches, Nectarinef), MeIon«, Qrapea, &o. Terms, 5 per Cent.
References, London & County Bank, C. Q.Branch. Sale accounts
daily; cheques weekly. Telegrams: ** Nuntlator, London."

cUT FLOWERS received on Commission.-
Flants and Flowers supplied. Cash with order.

W. G. B&ILEY, Flower Market, Covent Qorden, W.C.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C.

'd^lk^ Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash,

OX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonias

exclusively at the Temple Show. Exhibition, June till Sep-
tember, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid Kent,
S.E.B. A visit solicited.—JOHN B. BOX, Croydon.

Bow NOTf.

SUTTON'S LARGE RED ALPINE STRAW-
llEBRY.—From Seed sown now fruit of a delicious flavour

may be gathered in large quantities from i ntsintbe
open ground next year, not merely during the <twber»y

season, but as late as the end of September, », ^n the

b4>ginning of October. As seedlings bear the fir -ut,

sowings should be made each year. x
Price of Seed, is. M. and Vs. id, per packet, post-fK

SUTTON'S LARGE RED ALPINE STRAW-
BERBY.—"Messrs. Sutton & Sons showed two dithes

of Alpine Strawberries. These excellent fruits were
gathered from the open grouod, the plants being from
seed. They have been in continuous bearing for three

months."

—

7ht Garden.

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
UTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, RBADINO.s
CHRISTMAS FLOWERS. — Special Low

Quotation for White Roman Hyacinths and all other
Bulbs of finest quality, for Ordere received before July 23,

when our New Catalogue will be issued. If you want the

Best Bulbs write to us at once. -THE HORTICULTURAL CO..
Leveoehulme, near Manchester.

CALCEOLARIA. — Gabaway & Co. offer
Seed of the finest Herbacous Calceolaria (Rapley's)—see

Gardening papers— at li., \s. ^., and 25. 6<f. per paciet.

QARAWAY IKD CO., Clifton, Bristol.

Table FlantB.

DRAC-^^NAS, CROTONS, ARALIAS,
C0C03, GEONOMAS. &c.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
STRAWBERRIES, for Forcing or Garden Culture.

GEORGE BUNVARD & Co,, The Boyal Nurseries, Maidstone,
brg to intimate tbat their New Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The largest and beet stock in the Trade,

Sow Now, for Early Flowering In Spring.

ROEMERS SUPERB PRIZE PANSIES.
The Finest Strain of Pansies in the World.

Introducer and Grower of all the Leading Novelties.
CATALOGUE ftee on application.

FRED. ROEMER, Seed Grower, Quedlinburg, Germany.

ARGE PALMS & DECORATIVE PLANTS.
Immense stock.

All sizes up to 20 feet for Sale or Hire.
Inspection Invited. Prices on Applioation.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nor-
seriea. Upper HoUoway. London, N.

LOVELS* YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Rooted Runners, from Maiden Plants :—

Eojal Soveieign, Noble, Thury, Faxton, President, and others.

6«. per 100. Beady in August. Sample dozen. Is.

W. LOVEL AND SON. Driffield.

MALMAISONS (Fiok and Blush),—Herbert
TITE AND CO., Salesmen, Covent Garden, W.C, are

instructed to offer for Sale a very fine lot of this fashionable

CARNATION. The plants are very clean and healthy, and
well-eetablished in 32's and 4S's, The owner requiring room,
is prepared to accept a low price for cash.

For prices. Sec, address as above.

ANTED, One or Two PALMS, about 6 ft.^

good stuff; alfo rough CROTONS for Stock; and
some ORCHIDS, just coming into fiower. Varieties and
lowest cash price to H. HUXTABLE, Sussex Hou&e, Ye Pan-
tiles. Tuobridge Wellf.

wAMTED, 100 TOMATO PLANTS for
Inside Work, in fiD-eize pots.— Particulars sent to

—

J. A. BBKEZE, London Road, Peterborough.

OMATOS (Chemin Rouge) WANTED.—
Qood Fruit for seed. Plants and Fruit to be f^aranteed

without disease.—State price to X., 41, Wellington Street,.

Strand, W.O.

BARK'S AUTUMN FLOWERS.
Plant during July or August to flower this Autumn.

Barr's beautiful and rare species of Crocus, Meadow SaEfroos,
White Lily of the West Wind, Yellow L ly o£ the Field. &c.

Descriptive LIST on application.
BARR AND SON, \2, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

ORCfllDS.— B. S. Williams Sc Son have an
immense stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An inspection invited. Illustrated Catalogue post-free.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

DICKSONS SUPERB PANSIES. — Saved
from an excellent strain, per packet. l5.. Is. ^d., & 2i. %d.

Myosotis (Forget-me-Nots) Silenes, Aubrietias, Alysaum, &c
,

for Spring flowering, 3d , 6d., and \s. per packet, post-free.

DICKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouse, GHESTER.

OW is the TIME to PLANT Gladiolus,
flowered Cannas.QaiUardiai. Delphiniums, & Pyretbrums.

Catalogue of KELWAY AHD SON, Langport, Somerset.

The NarseTimen, Market Qardeners. and Central

HAILSTORM INSURANCE CORPORA-
TION, Limited.—Offices, 1 i 2, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C. Chairman, HABRY J. VEITCH.
Manager and Secretary, ALEX. JAMES MONRO.

To the Trade.

PTERTS CRISTATA, in thumbs, good stuff
fit for pottinn on, 8s. erf per 100 ; £1 per 1000. Also

ADIANTUM ELEGANS, 10s. per 100.—PIERIS, Gardeners
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Important to MuBbroom Growers.

Cuthbert's sf^cialite mushroom
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimoniala. Per bushel, &5.

R. AND a. CUTHBBBT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Soutbgate, N. Batablished 1797.

Begonias of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single.

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive

CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for Is.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil, Somerset.

RIMULASI PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS!
26th year of Distribution.

Williams' Superb Strain, Is. 6d, per dozen ; 10s. per 100.

OINERABIAS, same price; also, PRIMULA OBCONICA,
2s. «d. per dozen ; DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS. M. each.

JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

DONTOGLOSSUM LONDESBOROUGII-
lANUM, O. MADRENSE, L.^ILIA PEDUNCULABIS,

and L. DAYANA. All fine imported plaats, in grand condition,

2s. 6d., 3s. id., 6s., and 7s. 6d. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.

OBBIE'S FERTILIZING COMPOUND.—
A high class Artificial Manure for all Horticultural

Purposes. Tin, about2 lb.. Is. 3<i. ; 61n.bag,3s.; percwt.,25s.
All Carriage Paid.

DOBBIE AND CO., The Queen's Seedsmen, ROTHESAY.

ACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Limited,
Hothouse Builders and Heating Engineers. Edinburgh,

London, and Glasgow. BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
H B H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. Plans and Estimates for

ali kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, free. Splendid Illustrated

CATALOGUE. „
London Office : 8, CAMDEN ROAD. N.W.

HORTICULTURAL MANURE. — Chiefly

composed of Blood and Bones. The best fertiliser for

all purposes. Sold in tins, Is. & 2s. 6ii. ; also in air-tight bags.

i cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., 10s. Full directions for use sent with

each tin and bag ; I cwt. and above sent carriage paid. Cash

with order.-C. BEESON. Bone Mills. St. Neot's. Hunts.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders

• to Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept.. War Dept., Royal Sort. Soc,

Boyal Botanic Soc.. Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of

the Duplex UprightTubular Boilers, King'sRoad. Chelsea, S.W.

Telegraph AQdreas, " Uoi tulanOS.London." Telephone, No.8728
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Thursday Next.

IMPORTED BDd ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
Trov, at hie Oreat Booms. Si. King Street. Covent

Garden, W.O , on THURSDAY NEXT, July 9, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely.

By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.

An IMPORTATION of ONCIDIUM FORBESII, O CITRTUM,
O CRISPUM (sweet-scented variety), O. CONCOLoR. O.

DASYTYLE (uni*"), 0. KRtMERI, &e. Also L.ELIA
ANCEPS BARKEBIANA. L. DAYANA, and L PR.iESTANS.

ODONTOOLOSSnM ROSSII MAjnS, O LONDESBOBOUOH-
lANUM, EPIDEVDRITM CILIARK MAJUS. and SOPHRO-
NITH GRANDIFLORA, CATILEYA CBISPA, C. HARRI-
SONS! VIOLACEA, &c.

Also an IMPORTATION of LYCAS TE DEPPEH. CYPRIPE-
DIUMS. LffiMA HARPOPHYILA, ODONTOGLOSSITM
CRISPUM, LJELIA MAJALIS. &o, 100 Lots of PERISTERIA
ELATA?. as received, ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including

many rare, curious, and remarkable kinds. Hardy and Forcing

BULBS. STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, Sic.

On view momiDK of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, July 10.

IMPORTANT SALE OF

1,200,000 PALM SEEDS,
Joat to hand, in grand condition, comprising—

16,000 ARECA BAUEBH.
20,000 COCOS WEDELLIANA
368,C00 KENTIA BELMOREIANA.
609,600 „ FOBSTERIANA.

3 OOO „ MACARTHURn.
2^400 „ CANTERBURYANA.

Also, another consignment, including

—

100.000 PHCENIX SANDEBIANA,
The favourable Palm of Palm-growers, and the finest for

decoration. This is only the second time that seed has been

imported of it for many years. This and P. Roebelenii are the

two most handsome Phoenix.

26,000 PHCESIX RUPICOLA.
30,'00 PRITCHARDIA PACIFICA.
15.000 LIVISTONA SUBQLOBOSA.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at tbeir Central Sale

Booms, 87 and 68, Cheapside. London. E.C., on FRIDAY
NEXT, July 10, at halt-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, July 10.

30 lots of extra special varieties of L^LIAS, ODONTOGLOS-
SUMS, and CATTLRYA3, by order of D. B. Crawshay,

Eeq of Rosefield, Sevenoaks ; importations of CAT-
TLEYA DOWIANA, SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA,
ONCIDIUM KRAMEBI, LiELIA PB^ISTANS (true),

from Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.

UROPEDIUM LINDENII. CATTLEYA MOSSI.S. semi-estab-

lished ; ODONTOGLOSSUM RAM0SI3SIMUM. and O.

SCHILLERIANA from Mr. P. McArthur ; and Established

Orchids from other sources.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at theirCentral Sale Rooms,

67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT, July 10,

at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS!

LOVERS OF SPECIAL
AND

RARE DENDROBIUMS
AND OTHER

CHOICE ORCHIDS,
Shonld not fail to see the Catalogue making the

SPECIAL OFFER
OP A

LARGE PRIVATE COLLECTION

ON SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY,
NEXT WEEK, by

JOHN COWAN & CO., Ltd.,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

FOR DISPOSAL, -a good NURSERY and
JOBBING BtrSINESS.Vl-easc twelvii years. Goodwill

and Fixtures, &c. Cob. Hatiess. Two Carts. Full particulars

on application. — Swiss Nursery, Perry Vale, Forest Hill.

London. S.E. . - ., ,

ADLEIGH, SUFFOLK. — T5 BE DIS-
POSED OF. the Lease, Goodwill^ .Stock in Trade, and

Glass Erections. &., of above NtrR ERY'. comprising about

14 acres of L-nd, conv.-nieot D'WELLING HOUSE. Packing

and Potting Sheds. SEED SHOP, and Fittmgs Lease about

nineteen ye»rs unexp"e.l. Rent £27. No other Nursery

within several miles. Price £150. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMaN. Cemetery Nursery. Gravesend.

To Nurserymen and FlorlstB commencing Business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.

For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHES
(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-cn-Thames.

TO LET.—In the North of England, near
large country town, and only 1 mile from station on

Midland line, a productive PRIVATE KITCHEN GARDEN of

about 3i acres. Excellent range of Glass. Vineries, Peach-

house, Stove Melon-house, Forcing-pit, Greenhouse, Ac, and

whole Garden in first-rate order. Owner would buy certain

amount of produce weekly besides hiring Plants, &c , when
required. Address, by letter only to—

B. M., 4. Mount Street, London, W.

USHROOM FARM TO LET.—3* acres.

Mushroom House, 270 feet by 80 feet ; Office, Sorting

and Weighing-house, extensive and well ventilated Compost,
Shed, and Tool-house. Every facility for raising large crops

under cover. Eight room Dwelling-house, Stables, and Coach-

house, Fowl-house and Runs. Orchard and two large gardens

well stocked with Fruit. Bent £75.—JOHN BAWLIN08.
Rawesville, Richmond Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

EXHIBITIONS.

TO LET, a SMALL MARKET NURSERY,
about 800 feet run of Span-roof Houses, suitable for

Cucumber Growing. &c.. and about 2 Acres of Land, with

good Dwelling-house and other Buildings. — For particulars

apply to A. ROFE, Queen's Road, Crowborough, Sussex.

Fifty Nurseries, Harket Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti

oularsof the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at

67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.G.

CUCUMBER PLANTS for Sale.—
Covent Garden Favourite, strong plants.-Apply,

E. F. SMITH, Fruit-grower, Isleworth.
1000

Catalogues, Post Free on application.

CELERY PLANTS.— Strong transplanted
plants of "Covent Garden Red" and "Standard

Bearer," li. per 100, 6». per lOOO.

MANN AND SONS, Whitton, Middlesex.

S~
UPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands

to select from. Write for LIST. free.

P.MoARTHUK,The London Nursery, 4. Maida Vale. London.W.

TREE CARNATIONS, for Winter-blooming.
—Try a sample doz. box on rail for 5j, to include Miss

Joliffe Improved. La Neige, Reginald Godfrey, Sweet Briar,

Portia, Daybreak (these last fhiee Americans) ; M. TherSse

Franco, and W. Scott.

TJOUVARDIAS in great variety, 2s. per doz.

BEGONIAS.—The finest strains obtainable.
Singles, 2s. per doien ; Doubles, 3s. M. per dozen.

GLOXINIAS.—Hethersett noted strains, and
Emperor Frederick.

All packed on rail for cash with order.

JAMES GREEN. Reliance Nurseries, March.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS 1—
(TRADE) :—Ferns, in Scinch pots. Stove and Green-

house. 30 best selling sorts, 12i. 100 ; ditto, largo, in 48's. 10 best

selling sorts. 6i. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6s, 100. 50s. 1000; Adi-.

antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s. 100; Cyperus,

Aralias, Qrevilleas, Spin3ea,Rhodanthe.& Geraniums, in 48'8,6s,

doz. ; Marguerites, Heliotropes, Mignonette, Fuchsias. Ivy
Geraniums, in bloom, in 48*s, 8s. doz. ; Ficus. Palms, Draceenas,

Crassulas, Pelargoniums, & Hydrangeas, in bloom, in 48'8. 12s.

doz. ; Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurseries. Loughborough Junction, London, S.W

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AND

OHBYSAITTHEMTrM ALBXTMS.
I have a few of these valuable works left, and will send a

copy of each, post-free, 2s., or separately. The Guide, 8 stamps,

the Album. 18 stamps.
Both are invaluable to Chrysanthemum Orowere.

H. J. JOVTEB, ByecroftNttraery, LewJBham.

DUTCH BU LBS.
PRICE LISTS of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, JtC,

FREE on APPLICATION, for SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.
Apply to—

S. A. VAN KONIJNENBTJRG & CO.,

NOORDWIJK, HOLLAND.

^ALTERHEBBLE and DISTRICT ROSE
O SHOW.—THURSDAY. July 16. Schedules may be had of

JNO. E. BROOKS, Sec, 4, Savile Park Street, Halifax.

THE GREAT
ANNUAL FLORAL FETE

HFLD IN

THE PUBLIC PARK, WOLVERHAMPTON,
July 7. 8. and 9, 1896.

INCREASED MONEY PRIZES.
GOLD. SILVER, and BRONZE MEDAL?, and CERTIFI-

CATES awarded also.

HANDSOME SILVER CHALLENGE CUP, value £)0, to

which special attention is called to Nurserymen& Florists.

_ , . , * Plant Classes, June 30 ;Hntnes close
. -^ ^.^^ Fio„ers, Fruit, and Vegetables, July 4.

Entry Forms and particulars apply to— ^

Mr. W. A. GRHE^f, Horticultural Seorotary.

EDINBURGH SCHOOL OF RURAL
ECONOMT.

SESSION, 1896-97.
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT appointed by the University

Court, the Highland & Agricultural Society, the Town Council

of Edinburgh, and Oantributing County Councils. Chairman—
The Right Hon. J. P. B. Robertson, Lord Justice-General.

COURSES of INSTRUCTION are provided both in DAY
and EVENING CLASSES for FARMERS. GARDENERS,
FORESTERS, and others interested in Rural Economy.
The SESSION begins in October and ends in March. Fees

Specially Moderate. The Syllabus may be had from the

Secretary of the University Court. Edinburgh ; or, from the

Secretary, 3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh.

To Gardeners and Art FlorlBts.

Fe A. B. BOOTY, in Bankruptcy.

THE OFFICIAL RECEIVER herein is pre-

pared to enter into negotiations for the SALE, by
Valuation, of the whole of the STOCK-IN-TRADE, consisting

of Palms. Ferns. Flowering, and other Plants, Seeds. &c., and
a Choice Assortment of Porcelain and Fancy Articles (cost

£410 IS.t. 9d.); also the useful and well-appointed Fixtures,

Trade Plant. &c. (cO't £J34 6s.)

The Purchaser to have the option of taking the Book Debts,

which are all owing by respectable people, and are estimated

to produce £110 4s. Irf.. if he desires to do so.

Tbe Shop is in James Street (the principal street), in Har-

rogate, and the Nursery is in East Parade, about half a mile

distant.
So far as tbe Official Receiver is able to form an opinion, a

good high-class business has been done for a number of years

past, but Mr. Booty has not had suffioient capital to work it.

There is a large and most respectable business connection, and
there appears to be no reason why a profitable trade should not

be done bv energy and a little free capital.

The Official Receiver is carrying on the business, and will be

glad to answer any enquiries made to him up to Saturday,

July 11, 1896. if not previonslv disposed of.

E. T. WILKINSON, Official Receiver in Bankruptcy,

28, Stonegate, York.—Dated June 27, 1896.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to

Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

EO. MARRIOTT, of Upper Edmonton, will

be happy to EXECUTE COMMISSIONS for ORCHIDS,
&c., for Gentlemen unable to attend the Sales, and having

had many years' experience his judgment may be relied upon.

Choice Vegetable Seeds.

FOR AUTUMN SOWING.
HAND F. SHARPE will be pleased to give

• Special Quotations for their fine Selected Stocks of

CABBAGE, TURNIP. LETTUCE. ONION, RADISH, and

other SEEDS suitable for AUTUMN SOWING, which will be

found very advantageous to Purchasers Also fine samples of

WHITE MUSTARD, and Sowing RAPESKED, at moderate

'"'"seed GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

SPECIAL OFFER.

Ferns in variety, our selection, in small pots, for sale or to

pot on; Maidenhairs, in about 6-inch jots; Dahlias, out of

single pots ; Pelargoniums : Show and Regal, in small puts.

Fuchsias ; Cannae ; Ivy: Gold, Sil Green,invariety,*o„*c.

Palms : Kentias for Table Plants, 8tc.

SHUTTLEWORTH, Limited, Fleet, Hant«.

P A U LS' R O S E S.

WM. PAUL AND SON invite inspection of

their ROSES NOW COMING INTO BLOOM. There

may be seen at these Nurseries all the most desirable old and

new Roses, including many sorts of their own raising, which

are not yet to be seen elsewhere. The flowering will continue

throughout the summer and autumn. The Hardy Pictorial

Trees and Shrubs, Climbing and Herbaceous Plants, Fruit

Trees, Ac. in great variety, are now in fine condition.

PAULS- NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS.
South entrance, four minutes' walk from Waltham OrOM

Station, Q.E.R. ; West entrance, three minutes' walk from

Theobald's Grove Station, G.E.R.
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PELARGONIUMS. — GaraWAY & Co. offer

good plants, in 5-iDcb pots, of the best market and
decorative varieties, at 15s. per dozen.

GARAWAY AND CO., Clifton, Bristol.

UNGO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dud-
diogston Lodge. Mid-Lothian, bega to intimate to his

friends and acquaintan:e9 that he retires from his present
situation on the 20th of the present month. He has arranged
to reside at St. Niniana, near Stirling, where he intends to

commence the Cultivation and Sale of Hardy Plants on his

own account.

With the experience gained during twenty-fnur years in the
management of one of the most choice private collect'ons of

plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late Charles
Jenner, Esq.—Mr, Chapman can confidently undertake to

supply what is select and true to name of the most suitable

plants for Borders and Bock-vFork.

He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, from
which customers may mihe their own selectioa. In the
interval, he will be fully employed in getting up Stock,

May 19, 1896.

TENTS I TENTS ! ! TENTS 1 1 1 — I have
purchased 6000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference).

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and linee. Coat
£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28«. each

;

inferior qualities, 22*. and 24*. each. Cash with order ; can be
eent on approval. Specially adaptable for eporting and pleasure
purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINGHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
" April 29, 1898. Dear Sir.—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day. I am very pleaserl with them.
" F. H. Hiix. Duddingston Park, Portobello, Midlothian.'

MARQUEES for Flower Showp. Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feef, with Poles, Pegs, Runners.
Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, ca^h
£14, cost £36.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.

LASS! GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
4th8. 16 oz., in 60-feet boxep,

Sizes from lOxS up to 14X 10, at 4s. 6d. per box.
4ths, 21 oz., in lUOfeet boxes.

Sizes, 10X8 and 12x8, at 8«. per box.
Srds, 21 oz., in 200-feet boxes.

Sizes, 9x7 up to 14x10, at 185. per box.
Ex wharf, London. All other sizes equally cheap.

Full detailed list of stook sizes sent free on application to

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY.
72, BiSHOPSQiTE Street Within. LorfDON, E.C.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND.—For destroying
Daisies and other Weeds on Lawns, &c., at the same

time acting as a fertiliser, and improving the growth and
colour of the grass. Price iu tins, !«., is. ticf., and bs. ; kegs,
8^. 6^., 16^., and 305. Sold by all Seedsmen.

CORBY AND CO., Ltd., London, E.G.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best foi- all purposes.

The result of many years' eiperienoe. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. OEORGE, 14, Bedgrave Boad,
Putn.y, 8.W.

Aiienc for Channel Islande :
— J. H. PABSONS, Market

Place, OnernBey,
Sole MakMs:—WM. THOMSON and SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenford., N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on applloatlen.
Analydie sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
BEESON'S MANURE, SHEFFIELD.—For

Vines, Plants, and Vegetables. Sold with a Guaranteed
Analysis. Has stood the test of the prinoipal growers for over
20 years, and is admitted to be the Best for all Horticultural
Purposes. In boxes. It. and 25. Qd. ; bags, 50 lb.. 84. ; 1 cwt.,
15i. May be obtained through any Seedsman; or, direct (bags
only), carriage paid, and liberal discount for cash with trial

order, from W. H. BEESON. SHEFFIELD. Pure Oruahed
Bones, all sizes, and other Fertilisers at market prices.

Under the Sanction of the Permanent Nitrate
Committee.

TO GARDENERS (Amateur and Professional).

COMPETITORS at HORTICULTURAL SHOWS, and
OTHERS.

NITRATE OF SODA, the indispensable
nitrogenous fertiliser, may now be had of Seedsmen in

Town or Country. Warranted of standard purity.
Price in tins, containing 4 lb., with full directions for use,

ONE SHILLING.

HOTHOUSE BTHLDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhoases, Peach Honses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one olass

of work, and that the very best.

Conservatories and winter Gardens designed archit«cturaUy correct without the assistance of anyone out of oar
firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and success

guaranteed in all cases. Melon Frames, Sasbes. Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogues /Vee. Customers waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

UODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-GLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

GISHURST COMPOUND, U8«d einoe 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a wintw dressing for Vines and Orchard-house ^ees. In lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, If., 3«., and lOi. 6d.

GISHURSTENE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd. and !«.. from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICK'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

KILL-M-RIGHT
Certain cure for Blight, and all Insect Pests, without injury

to plants. Once tried, always used.
Sample Tin, 2 lb., free by Post, on receipt of P.O. for 2s.l<id.

Price LIST and testimonials on application.

The STOTT FERTILISER & INSECTICIDE CO.,
Barton House, Manchester.

HUGHES
YAPOURROLL
FU Ml GATOR

FOR GREENHOITSES.
One is sufficient for 1300 cubic feet.

REDUCED PRICES— 9j. per dozen ; refills for three tins 2i.

per pachet.

THE BEST and CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.
E. 0. HUOHES, Victoria Street, MANCHESTER.

SOLD Sy ALL SEEDSMUN.

BKNTLEY'S
PRIZE MEDAL

WEED DESTROYER.
prices on application.

Chemical Works, Barrow-on-Hombeb, Hull.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. 3d.
per bag. on rail : 15«. per cubic yard, in 12-yard trucks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3j. 3d. per bag ; lOi. per cubic yard.

WALKER AND CO., Poole, Dorset.

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED specially for ORCHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied),

LOAM, SAND, LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, *c. PEAT eent to all parts of the

world at Special Through Bates. Large or small quantities.

EPFS & CO., F.R.H.S„Peat DepdiiRingwood.

RATS, MICE, MOLES, and BEETLES
GREEDILY EAT

HARRISON'S "RELIABLE" RAT
POISON.

Cats and Dogs will not touch it. Vermin dry up and leave

NO smell. Price, Ij. 2i., 2«. 3d , 3s. hd., postage id., from—
O. W. HARRISON, B. Dept., Chemist, Reading.

W. COOPER, Ltd
1000 Hoases In Stock to Select £rom.

Works cover S acres.

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The ORiQiNiL IifVENTORa OF Cheap Gbeenhouses,

NuRSERiEa—HANWORTH and FELTHAM. The Largest Steam HoimouLTURAL Works nf the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

FOR EVERY READER OF
THIS PAPER.

We beg to inform all readers of

this Paper that we shall bave
much pleasure in forwarding to

svery person one of our

REVISED PRICE LISTS,

zonslBting of 400 pages and about
L200 Illustrations, bound In cloth,

post-free, on receipt of Six Stamps,
published at Is.

Small List free on application.

Inspection Invited

MUST BE SOLD.
GENUINE BARGAIN.

PERFECTLY NEW.
5 CUCUMBER or TOMATO-HOUSES,
each 100 feet long. 12 leet wide, 7 feet 6 in. to ridge,

u ffet to eaves. Can be built in one block, or separately.

Made of good sound, well seasoned materials. Frame-

work of Ends, »1 X 2 ; Ridges, 4X1,; Bars, 3 in. ;

Ventilators. 7 in.; Glass. 21 oi. Painted one coat.

All carefully packed on rail.

These were made to order for a Customer who can-

not now erect them, owing to gome dispute with his

landlord. Usual price, £150.

As the room is required at once, will accept the low

mm of £100 to immediate purchaser.

Address, MARKET HOUSES, care of WILLIAM
COOPER, TBS, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

W. COOPER, LTD., HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS, 755, OLD KENT ROAD LONDON, S.E.
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AND FOR ALL
GLASS STRUCTURES
THAT REQUIRE

SHADING.

It combines efficiencywith
appearance, convenience
with, economy, and its

effects are lasting, wMle
it is easily removed when
necessary with hot water.
It can be supplied either
pale green or grey.
The pubhc are warned

against spurious imita-
tions which are offered

them, through the success obtained for many years by
Elliott's ''Summer Cloud " Shading, and they should see that
in ordering they get the '* Summer Cloud," which is the only
original and bona fide article, with the Trade Mark on each
packet.
Sold in pkts., Is. each, and in bags, 7 lb., 10s. 6d. ; 14 lb. 205.

To be had of the SEED and NURSERY TRADE generally.
Manufacturers : CORRT a^q CO., Ltd., London.

Trade Mark, No. 14,629.

^''Iest lawn mowers
ABE THE

"INVINCIBLE"

"YICTOR."

EDWABDS'
PATENT

Winner of the Gold Medal at tne National
Lawn Mower Contest.A Customer writet :—" Dear Siis,—I am pleased to say

that the 24 inch works as well as ever it did. As you
know, it was bought in 1874—that's a long time for a
machine. I am open to back it now against any machine
in the county, long or short, wet or dry, against any other
machine of different makers."

Send for List Free from Sole Makers—
JOHN OBOWLEY Sc CO,

SHEFFIELD.
Limited,

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock

always on Hand .

Special quotation* for quantities,

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS

GLASS.

At lowetC possible prices.

NICHOLLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

1^- REASONS WHT YOU SHOULB PURCHASE

LAXTONS' TWO GRAND NEW STRAWBERRIES
Laxtons' "Monarch" & Laxtons' "Leader."

BECA USE BECA USE

LAXTONS' MONARCH

"

is the iinest Savour extant, of enormoua
size, most brilliant scarlet colour, and beats

Eoyal Sovereign hollow.

LAXTONS' "LEADER"
is the largest Strawberry ever introduced,

of the finest flavour, the grandest second early

forcer, and the best all-round main crop.

For the above, and all the best Strawberries in cultivation, go to

LAXTONS, ^™I^E?,!rSlTs. BEDFORD.
The Largest and Finest Stock in England, therefore Cheapest.

FC/LL rLLOSTBATED AND DBSCRIFTIVB LIST POSTED ON APPLICATION.

^LONDONq; CLAYS
^^^"'^
mv TCP

TRAPS MAHK.

MANURES
Are sold by the Trade in 6a. and la. Packets, and SEALED BAOS-7 lb., 2b. 6(1. ; 14 lb., 4s. 6(1. : 28 lb., Ts. 6d. ;

56 lb., 128. ed. ; 112 1b., 20s.
Or from the Manufacturers, carriaf^j paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except 6(i. packets).

«Y y^nnfT^ (EVERY PACKET, BAG, and SEAL BEARS THE RESPECTIVE TRADE MARK, VTHICH IS

IMV/ 1 JCi| THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.
Crashed Bones, PeruviaD Quano, Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda. Nitrate of Potash, Sulphate of Potash, Kaioit,

Superphosphate of Lime, &c. Tobacco Cloth and Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on application.

CLAY & SON manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, &c.

y TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDOIT, E.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

e<i. per bushel; 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 605.

Bsf^s, 4<i, each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIQHT-BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6l. U. per sack ; & sacks.

2bs. ; sacks, \d. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 6f. per sack; 5 sacks, 22j. ; sacks,

Ad. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, 1». 9d. per bushel ; 16s. per halt-

ton ; 28s. per too. in a-bushel bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, Is. perbuehel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. id. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH, RUSSIA

MATS. &c. Write for Price LIST.
H. G SM7TH. 21, Goldsmith Street. Drury Lane, W.C.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on lieat terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCBID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons. &o. By
the sack, cuhic yard, ton. or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from London or
Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and Special Quota-
tions for delivery to any Station or Port.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and DepOts, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

F^OWLER'S MEALY-BUG DESTROYER.
—It is easily applied, is instant destruction to both

insect and ova, and doe»> not stain or injure the foliage. Iq
Bottles, 1*.. 2s. 6rf., 5s.. and IO5.—CORRY & CO., Ltd.. E.a

Sold by all Seedsmen.

BOULTON & PAUL, horticultural builders, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, &C., HOUSES, FRAMES, BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS.

GLAZED PORCHES & VERANDAHS
No. 3. GLAZED PORCH, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

Price about £10. Carriage paid.

Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.
No. 3, GLAZED PORCH, 6tt.by4ft.

Price about £13. Carriage paid.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES
No. 47a,—LKAN-TO, 10 ft. by 7 ft. £8 lOS
No. 49a.—SPAN, 10 ft. by 8 ft. ... £10 10b,
Glazed, Painted, Packed, & Carriage Paid.

'

ESTIMATES on Application. New ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
BOILERS of all makes and sizes. Valves, Pipes, and Fittings of every
description. Lists free. Carriage paid on Orders of 403. to most Goods Stations.

No. 77.—LEAN-TO FKAMf, « ft. by 4 ft.

With Two Lights, 30s.
Pit Lights, Propagating Glasses.

Frames in Kvlry Variety.
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GARDEN NETTING, Tanned, Rotless, and
Weather-proof.

Protect your Gardens from the Ravages of Birds.

100 jards by 1 yard wide, .3s. I VOO yards by 2 yards wide, 12l.

200 „ 1 „ 6j. 100 ,, 3 „ 9s.

100 ,. 2 „ 6l.
I
200 ., 4 .. 21s.

Carriage paid on orders over 6s. Made any widths, at pro-

portionate prices. Ah supplied to the Principal Public Gardens
and Estates in the Kingdom. Maker to the Queen and Prince

of Wiles. Lists on appliottion.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton.

NTTBSERTIUEM'S HOUSES.

Suitable for Plants, Vines, Tomatos, Chrysanthemums.
Made of the best materials. Woodwork, and Ironwork com-
plete, piinted twice, 21-oz. English Glass.
A first-class House in every respect can be seen erected in

nearly every county. Sent out so that anyone can erect them,
aa every part is fitted correctly ; all screw and bolt-holea made.

See Testimonials from well-known people.

Cash Pbices. Carriage Paid.
Wide. £ s. d.

I
Long. Wide. £ s. d.

lart. ... 25 60ft. X 15ft. ... 32 10
laft. ... 45

I
100ft. X 16ft. ... 65

Long.
60ft.

lOOtt.

See New Lists, sbowlng blocks of Houses as
erected In different places.

STOCK SIZES-
I2xl0 I4x|2 I8x|2|l6x|4 20x|4 20x16 24x|6 22x|8
4x|0 |6x|2 20X12 I8x|4l20xl5 22x|6 20x1824x18

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in L'OO feet
boxes, 3rd3 and 4th8 qualities.

English. Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

OEOKGE FARMILOE ft SONS,
31, St. Jobn Street, West Smltbfleld, London, E.C.

Stook Listsand Prioeson application. Please quote Gard, Chrtm.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OtTB WELL-KNOWN HAXE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices. Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide
[ oasti

"

PBIOES,

OABSL&.aE

PAID.
at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
^n£{ofi,^^en£,Mr.H.SxEXTON,Seedsman,&o..;i,HollowayBd.,N.

6 feet
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to make -way for Mr. Cannichael's most inte-

resting estimate of the merits of old and new

Strawberries :

—

" List of Varieties.

1. Scarlet Queen, Laxton's.

2. Noble, Laxton's.

3. Competitor, Laxton's, inferior.

4. Sir Joseph Paxton,

5. James 'Veitch.

6. La Grosse Sucree.

7. Jubilee, Laxton's, inferior.

8. Duke of Edinburgh.

9. Lord Lyons, Cooling's.

10. Burghley President.

11. John Ruskin, ought to be grown as an annual.

12. A. F. Barron, Laxton's, inferior. _

13. Latest of AU.

14. Lord Suffield.

15. Guntou Park.

16. Emprees of India, British Queen.

17. Garibaldi.

18. Vicomtesse H^ricart du Thury.

19. General Maohone.

20. Frogmore Late Pine.

21. Oxonian or Eleanor.

22. Kitley's Goliab.

23. Waterloo.

24. Keen's Seedling.

25. Koyal Sovereign, Laxton's.

'
' I have discarded all of the above twenty-five

varieties, except the following six :—

1. Scarlet Queen, Laxton's.

2. John Fiuskin.

3. Garibaldi.

4. Vicomtesse H^ricart du Thury.

5. Royal Sovereign.

6. AVaterloo.

" Garibaldi is, with few exceptions, the only

variety grown by the market-gardeners in

the neighboui-hood of Edinburgh, but it is

too small for the London market. Sir J.

Paxton is the one grown, but it will now be

superseded by Royal Sovereign. Garibaldi was

sent out some thirty years ago by Messrs.

Dickson & Co., 'Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

The same year 'Vicomtesse Hericart du

Thury was sent out by Messrs. Vilmorin of

Paris. They are considered synonymous by

many, but they are quite distinct, and both

excellent preserving varieties of Strawberries,

and very productive and good in flavour.

Garibaldi is a week earlier, dwarfer in foliage

than Vicomtesse H. du Thury. "When Hving

at Dunmore (previous to my going to Sandring-

ham), Mr. Mathieson (now of Meicklour) was

then gardener there, and he observed in

VUmorin's Catalogue Vicomtesse H. du Thury

advertised for the first time. He ordered five

plants at 4 francs each. I got my stock direct

from him, and he agrees with me that it is

distinct from Garibaldi.

" 'Waterloo being the best late sort here in

1892, I crossed a single bloom with the old

British Queen with a view to get the Queen

flavour into 'Waterloo, and the colour of 'Waterloo

into the Queen. I sowed the seed when ripe,

and planted them out in 1893 ; in 1894 a few of

them fruited. I succeeded in getting just what

I wanted ; in one of them in particular I have

got the Queen shape and foliage, and the fruit

nearly as deep in colour as the female parent

Waterloo. The flavour is delicious, and it comes

in to succeed the early sorts. In 1893 I crossed

another bloom of 'Waterloo with Latest of All,

and have got one fine one, which Mr. Cannell

calls a gem; it fruited in 1895. In 1894 I

made another cross with Waterloo and Frogmore

Late Pine, which fruited in 1895. I got a few

runners of it, and planted them out in August,

and this year they are very prolific, fine-

coloured, and delicious in flavour. I believe it

will be a grand one for forcing judging from

the mass of flower which it produced, and I

hope to be able to exhibit them at the Drill

Hall should they come in right for the

meetings." D. T. Fish.

Vt^ITHIN THE FOUK MILES
RADIUS.

Not nil of our readers can fully appreciate the

significance, from a horticultural point of view, of the

expression, "within the four miles radius of Charing

Cross." Vei-y many of them can, however, and are

aware of the difficulties under which the culture of

plants and fi-uits, within doors and out-of-doors, is

pursued in suburban gardens, in the London district,

where fogs, smoke, and partial darkness are more

familiar than friendly visitants. Gardeners, as a rule.

became evident that many other subjects were suc-

cessfully cultivated there. Particularly is this the

case in regard to the Peaches and Nectarines. There
is a good lean-to Peach-house about 150 feet long, in

several divisions, and the crops of fruit upon all the

trees would have been praiseworthy if they had been

cultivated in the heart of the country. The trees,

also, though near upon thirty years old, aro in excel-

lent condition, and are furnished with plenty of young
and strong growths. Mr. Harman, the gardener, is

never troubled with bud-dropping, as he does no very

hard forcing.

There are several vineries, where good average

crops of Grapes are obtained, but some of the Vines

should be replaced by young canes. Mr. Harman
favours the practice of affording slight shade to the

Muscat? if bright sun should follow a few dull days

during the flowering stage. Though this may he
thought unnecessary by some of us, it does no harm ,

Fig. 1. — CATTLETA SKINNEEI.

As grown in a suburban garden.)

though, soon [find out from experience what plants

absolutely refuse to b» happy in such close association

with Westminster, and they have a black list as a

consequence.

Fortunately, most of the species of Orchids gene-

rally (and erroneously) believed to be uncommonly

difficult of cultivation, are more tolerant of a town

atmosphere than numerous plants of a less aristocratic

reputation. In fig. 1 is given a representation of a

plant of Cattleya Skinneri, which has been grown in

the gardens of A. D. Keinwort, Esq., on Grove Hill,

Denmark Hill, S.E. During the latter part of May

it bore ninety-six fully expanded blossoms at one

time. As will be seen from the figure, these were on

strong spikes, some of which produced nine blossoms,

and all were well above the foliage. The plant has

been grown from one of a pair of small pieces received

from Central America about ten years ago. It is in

an 18-inch pan, and has not been removed from this

during the last six years. With its twenty leads and

an abundance of flowers, it is a satisfactory specimen,

and has been grown in a stove with other plants in a

garden where Orchids are by no means a specialty.

On a recent visit to Mr. Keinwort's garden it

f r the bunches were very even, and the berries had

set well. A few other houses accommodate plants of

a miscellaneous character.

The vegetable garden is well cultivated, and the

" bolting of Cabbages " has not been so prevalent here

this season as at many other places.

Altogether, the site of the establishment is only

6 acres. The house stands on a high elevation, and

the grouud slopes from the back very steeply, and wo
were surprised to see the lawn during the drought so

green as it was. From the back of the house there

are excellent views ; on the one hand may be seen

the Crystal Palace, and on the other is a capital view

over Honor Oak. It would be well to further improve

the view of the Palace by the removal of a few trees,

but retaining those in the centre for the sake of

variety. The house and garden is a type of thousands

that during the last half-century have been called

into existence on every side of the metropolis.

Dresden Exhibition.—We are indebted to Mr.

J. T. Seidel for a fine series of photographs taken at

the late Dresden International Exhibition. The
Azaleas are particularly fine.
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THE SPARROW AND SOME
OTHER BIRDS.

Every now and again we growers of seeds, grain,

fruit, and flowers, are treated with much stale and

decidedly wrong statements as regards birds, but

more particularly the sparrow. It has been shown

again and again how very untrustworthy these bold

assertions are, and yet we are quietly told that we
practical naturalists, agriculturists, gardeners, &c., do

not know anything about the habits of birds, and are

totally ignorant of their uses ; but it has not been yet

advanced that we know nothing of the dire havoc that

many cause, besides the annoyance and positive loss,

pecuniary and otherwise. I am led to write on the

question yet once again, in consequence of an article

which appeared in this paper June 6, 1896, p. 711. The
writer begins by an attack on a Sussex sparrow club,

which he says killed 5,922 sparrows and tomtits (?).

And then he states that the caterpillars on the Apple

trees, &c., would probably (why probably?) not have

existed if the sparrows had not been destroyed. It is

a very great pity that persons will continue to write

of caterpillars, also young buds, Peas, &o. The
writer goes on to say, they not only destroy also

the grubs of the Cabbage - butterfly, but the
" flying insect itself." Now, unfortunately for

me, my garden swarms with sparrows, and yet last

year my Cabbages were more like cabbage-nets than

these much-approved vegetables, and although I

was " on the watch," I never saw any sparrow-hawk

at the butterflies or the daddy-longlegs (Tipulas),

but I do not deny that they occasionally do this,

for I have seen them ; but to put it down as one of

their good qualities is like calUng a man generous who
now and then gives a penny to a crossing-sweeper. I am
fully aware of the great damage the tipula grub does

to the pastures, but the starling is the bird that

feeds its young on them, not the spiuTow. I have

watched by the nest of a starling, and have counted

that they brought to it from my pastures over eighty

tipula grubs in one hour in the early morning. The
sparrow, as far as my observation takes me, does not

feed on the caterpillar that eats out the bloom of the

Apple. The tits are the most valuable : I have noted

them through "alglass," e.^pecially the bluetits

Fig. 2.—DENDROBItJM ARArHMTFs : FLOWEPS ORANGE.

on this subject without studying span-ow life prac-

tically, and not come forward with bald unsup-
ported assertions that generally rest on such as "it
has been observed "—they do not state who observed
—that the sparrow "feeds its young at the rate of

thirty-six times in an hour for fourteen hours a day,
and carries caterpillars and grubs by thousands in a
week for some months of the year." Very well. All
my life (and I am now in my seventy-third year of age),

I say, all my life I have been a close observer of Nature,
and perhaps of the sparrow as much as of any bird. If

tlie sparrow feeds its youug fourteen hours a day, it

would begin possibly at 5 a.m., and finish at 7 p.m.

Now, as a rule, like most graiu-eating birds, it is not an
early riser, nor have I ever known it to begin to feed
its young until sume time aftur 6 a.m., aud seldom or
ever has it continued feeding the whole day, but has
rested at intervals, and generally ceased before 6 p.m.

not making anything like twelve hours a clay.

Again, the sparrow is, as can be seen by tlie forma-
tion of its beak, a grain-eating bird, and not a feeder

on insects, excepting at certain times. As to the
young, they are generally fed on aphis for the first

few days, theu several kinds of insects, then grain or
seeds in a green state is mixed in with- some kinds

destroying the ova on the trees, and from me they

have "a hearty welcome." True it is the blue-tit

does spoil a few Pears at the ripening time, but he
has well earned the privilege. The writer then goes

on to quote Miss Carrington. Here is more asser-

tion, aud .IS such I leave it. Then the writer branches

ufl'from the sparrow, and speaks of Mr. Witherspoon
liking all small birds in his garden. Just so. So do

I, excepting the sparrow aud the bullfinch, and of

thorn I would have—none. Then, again, he says,
'

' Farmers and fruit-growers who slaughter and
encourage the slaughter of birds are indeed wai-ring

against their best interests."

That may be the writer's opinion, but the farmers

are not such ignorant people ; they know quite as

well as he does, and I believe a great deal better,

what is useful aud what is prejudici.ol. I was reading

a book I have, published in 1610. Even then the

sparrow wiis denounced, and in my younger days

there were many sparrow clubs, and they were needful,

as they are now. I am a lover of all wild life, and
birds in particular, but I look on the sparrow in my
garden as " a curse." I am told of its many virtues,

but I fail to iijid them ; they eat " they say " all kinds
of caterpillars. Do they ? My garden swarms with

sparrows
; last year my large Oaks had every leaf eaten

off by caterpillars. They pecked out most of the
bloom-buds from my Gooseberries, and so with my
Red Currants

; they pecked off all the bloom of my
yellow Crocus as fast as they appeared, and so with
the bloom of my Primroses and Polyanthuses. They
ate offmy Peas as fast as they came up. I netted some
rows, but when they began togrow through the net they
pecked out the eyes of the leaders ; they ate the young
Radish, the Turnips, they pecked out the young
growths of my Pinks and Carnations ; aud when I feed
my fowls, they come in " clouds " aud carry off much
of the food. Now, for all this, what good do they do
me? I know of none. The thrushes, blackbirds,

robins, white-throats, fly-catchers, &c, do me a vast

amount of good, and most of them no injury
; but

the sparrow is a decided pest, for he also drives away
hedge-sparrows, white-throats, and gets into my
martins' nests. What I want to know is, why are
we perpetually having the sparrow thrust upon us,

and a vast amount of unsupported assertion fostered

on us, besides beingtold wc are a parcel of ignoramuses,
who know nothing of that to which we have given
our best attention all our lives ? and town-bred, town-
living town's-folk know a vast deal more of country
life than we who live there.

A few years back a bird-catcher plying his calling

near Lewes, Sussex, told me that he caught iu a short
time soon after the harvest 520 dozen of sparrows.
Just think of the damage there must have been
to the farmers' wheat-fields by these 6210 birds. Miss
Carrington says, to quote your correspondent, that—
"almost without exception, every small bird eats at

least one-sixth its own weight in twenty-four hours
and this food of birds consists, or almost entirely, of

the worst foes to .agriculture." It is a pity that

humanit-irians should be so unwise—not to use a

stronger term. Harrison Weir.

dendrobiujM arachnites.
To tlie explorers and wayfarers in the tropics are

we indebted for mnuy pretty introductions to our
gardens, and the showy little species illustrated is

a case iu point, the few plants which have yet

appeared in gardens having been introduced mostly
by persons who had gathered a few Orchids by the

way. The plant here illustrated wa-s obtained by
J. Bradsliaw, Esq., of The Grange, Southgate, from
one such traveller, aud he exhibited it on two
occasions at the Royal Horticultural Society under the

provisional name of D. inversum ifig. 2;. Its flowers

are of a rich orange-scarlet, with purpli.sh lines, and its

whole aspect pretty enough, though scarcely of the

quality to bear out the rapturous language of Prof.

Keichenbach in the following description in the

Gardeners' Chronick' from dried specimens :—
" Since the time when Sir W. Hooker described

his unique Dendrobium amboinense, no such extra-

ordiuary and gorgeous Dendrobe has been discovered.

Imagine a dwarf stem 3 inches high, with shining

interuodes a little thicker at their upper ends, and
then add a flower with linear sepals and petals nearly

2 inches long when dried, and a long pandurate lip

narrower towards its obtuse tip. All these organs

appear, when dried, whitish-yellow, with a deep lilac

blotch at the base of the lip. I have only a single

flower, not cohering with the stem. To judge, how-
ever, by the little scars on the stem, it must be a

Eudendrobium. I believe a single plant of it was
found in Burmah by Mr. Boxall, who must have been

filled with enthusiasm at the sight, since he dried

it. One feels that the Burmese plants incline to the

Malayan type, since it is impossible not to think

of Renanthera flos-aeris (Arachnanthe moschifera). I

was favoured with a flow, r and two stems by Mr.

Low. Of course, I can only describe the things as

they are, and am unable to say that the stems may
not become longer."

Perusal of the above leads me to wish that the
" describe things as they are " were more evident and

the speculative and irrelevant language less profuse.

There are several species with similar flowers, in

colour like those of Laelia cinnabarina, yet to be
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introduced, one of which, Dendrobium Jerdonianum,

is illustrated in Wight., Icon., v., t. 1644.

To prevent confusion, it should be stated that the

plant illustrated in Thouars, Orch. lies. Afr., t. 88, as

Dendrobium arachnites is not a Dendrobium, but

Aeranthus arachnites. J. 0' B.

Belgium.

The June meeting at Ghent was notable for a

large number of fine plants shown. The jury awarded

Certificates of Merit par acclamation to Lfelio-Cattleya

Phcebe (Lfelia cinnabarina x C. Mossise) ; the sepals

and petals orange-yellow (a very rare colour), flower

larger than that of L. cinnabarina, throat and lip

bright claret colour and veined, suggesting C. Mossiae.

Cattleya Mendeli Duchess of Monti-ose, which, like

the last exhibit, was from M. Jules Hye, is a variety

with large flowers, sepals and petals very broad,

colouring delicate rosy-white, lateral lobes of the

white lip widely bordered with purple, anterior lobe

of a still darker colour.

M. L. De Smet-Duvivier staged Lselia grandis

tenebrosa var. reginse, differing greatly from the

type, which was shown at the same time, and which

also won a Certificate for its splendid colouring. The

reginje has very pale brown sepals and petals, the lip

the beautiful and gay tint of L. purpurata.

M. le Marquis de Wavrin showed Alocasia ganda-

vensis, a splendid variety, somewhat of the style of

A. Sandeiiana, but distinguishable by the veins, which

are deeply tinged with dark purplish.red.

The following obtained Certificates of Merit a

I'unammiti :—Calamus Carola and Albeiti, the former

seen at the Dresden, the latter at the Ledeberg Exhi-

bition, the two varieties are very similar, and were

from Messrs. Sander & Co.

Miltonia vexillaria Hyeaua has smaller flowers than

the type, but they bear a deep and bright spot of

purplish red in the middle of the lip. Odontoglossum

mulus odoratum is notable for the size of the blooms,

which are brown, the sepals and petals much

spotted and speckled with yellow. These two

Orchids came from M. Jules Hye.

Three varieties of Anthurium Scherzerianum won,

for M. L. De Smet-Duvivier, each a Certificate ;

Konig Albert, with a large round spathe, dark car-

mine-red in colour ; nobilis, the spathe large and

round, very bright red ; formosum, spathe a good

size, clear carmine in tint.

M. Jules Hye showed also Miltonia vexillaria alba,

all white, except that the base of the lip is lightly

tinged with yellow ; Cattleya Mossife Reineckiana,

very beautiful ; Odontoglossum hystrix, with a white

lip, a rare variety, and a fine specimen with two
stems bearing fifty fully-opened blooms ; 0. crispura

m^t^ore, with well-rounded flowers covered with
many violet dots, some larger than others, the flowers

looking as if powdered with violet.

M. Charles Vuylsteke showed two fine imported
Oncidiums, each plant bearing a fine raceme, one of

all brown flowers, the other of brown flowers bor-

dered with yellow, apparently of the unguiculatum
group.

M. Pynaert Van Geert obtained a Certificate of

Merit for Pteris Wimsetti, a Fern with a high market
value in the future, the foliage elegantly dentated in

a manner different to that of other Pteris cristata,

the group to which it seems to belong.

Certificates for cultivation and flowering were
awarded for Leptospermum scoparium and Rhynco-
spermum jasminoides from M. G. De Saegher, the
former plant with ino small flowers, the other speci-

men nearly 6 feet high by as many wide, flowering
well ; Miltonia vexillaria purpureum, with 100
flowers, from M. Jule? Hye ; Odontoglossum crispum
from MM. JanssensetCie.

; and Euphorbia splendens,
a very old plant, the specimen shown covered with
brilliant red blossoms, from M. IJedinghaus.

The two last meetings of the Brussels Oichideenue
have been very successful. At the Jlay exhibition
Cattleya Trianaei var. Imperator took a first place

;

the jury [considered it the most beautiful variety of

C. Triansei ever staged at the Orchid^enne. It was an
exceedingly fine plant, the flower splendidly coloured,

especially the lip, which was all deep purple-red as

far as the bottom of the throat. It was sent from
Messrs. Lucien Linden & Co., of Moortebeck, and
obtained a First-class Diploma of Honour d, I'unanimite

and^ar acclamatiim.

M. Madoux showed a fine series of varieties of

Cattleya Mossise, among them alba, pure white, and
marmorata, handsomely marbled with dark purple ;

Odontoglossum Wilckeanum var. ; Cypripedium
tonkinense var. album, the flower waxy - white

and unspotted ; and Cattleya Mendeli There were
also some much-admired specimens of Odonto-

glossum crispum, Cypripedium, and Lailia pur-

purata, from M. Miteau ; the same exhibitor sent

Cypripedium Pauli var. eximia, with well-coloured

flowers, the upper sepal well spotted with large

purple marks.

There were a fine hybrid Cypripedium, a distinct

variety, with the upper sepal spotted nearly all over

with dark chestnut, from M. Moens ;
Dendrochilum

lyratum, from M. Linden, the flowers suggestive of a

lyre, and delicately coloured ; Cattleya Mossise var.

from M. Warocqu^ ; Odontoglossums, from MM. de

Moerloose and Dr. Capart ; C. Mossia; var. from

Mr. Knight, a fine variety, the lip a beautiful orange-

yellow ; and many other good exhibits.

At the June meeting of the Orcbideenne, THorticul-

ture Internationale (M. Linden), MM. Madoux, Van
Wambeke, and M. Massange of Louvres, showed
fine exhibits, each winning a Firat-class Diploma of

Honour for his collection of Orchids. M. Madoux
sent some fine specimens. His Lffilio-Cattleya Clive

is a beautiful hybrid, the divisions of the flower

purplish-lilac, the lip as if cut from dark velvet, the

flower well formed and spreading ; C. Mossise alba is

very white, the lip deeply fringed, white and citron

yellow ; the varieties of Odontoglossvim crispum were

very beautiful, one of them resembled 0. c. Peetersii

and Massangeana, the flower and raceme were in full

beauty ; others were noteworthy for the size of the

flowers and of the markings. One variegated plant of

Cattleya Mossise was remarkable as being the third

time of its bearing blossoms of a like kind ; the foliage

is variegated. Two fine plants of Cypripedium Roths-

childiaum should be mentioned : one white, the other

yellow ; also a fine Cattleya gigas ; a Laslia tenebrosa

with broad petals ; Cypripedium Curtisi, very distinct

in form ; a pretty variety of C. Stonei, and a beauti-

fully-coloured Phalainopsis Luddemanniana.

L'Horticulture Internationale sent a grand group of

Cattleya Mossise and gigas, large and fine specimens,

well bloomed, all good varieties, five of which were
allotted a First-class Diploma of Honour. I

specially admired C. M. Pacha, for form ; C. M.
amplissima, for the size of the lip ; C. Reineckiana

var. exquisita, and C. gigas var.'vernalis.

In addition to Oattleyas, M. Linden staged Acanthe-

phippium Mantiniauum, a new and very curious

species, and other Orchids.

M. Massange showed some Odontoglossum crispum,
remarkable for the vigour of the flower racemes, the
sizes of the blooms, and the pure white of many of

them
;
six of the varieties won a First-class Certificate

of Merit. Cattleya Mossise, from the same exhibitor,

had flowers with fine, well-coloured lips. We learn

that M. Massange has now in his houses no fewer
than nine hundred blooming plants of Odontoglossum
crispum, not counting three hundred trusses recently

sent to Nice.

M. Van Wembeke's group contained many Odonto-
glossum crispum with pure white blooms. On one
variety the lip was spotted all over with brown, save

for a wide fringed margin of white. The same grower
sent Masdevallia Harryana Hendersoni with forty

blooms.

MM. Janssens & Cie. sent Odontoglossum crispum
delicately speckled, and other varieties with large

spots.

Cochlioda Noetzliina, with four charming trusses of

bloom, was staged by M. Miteau.

M. Flor. Pauwels sent Aerides Pieldingi var. album,
a new white-flowered variety ; Masdevallia Harryana,

Epidendrum maerobulbon, La;Iia grandis var. tene-

brosa, Odontoglossum crispum, and various other
plants.

LsoUo-Cattleya x Pallas, a fine hybrid between
C. Dowland and L. crispa, from M. le Comto de
Bousies ; Cypripedium x Thoorisianum, from M.
Moens (hirsutissimum x superbiens)

; Cattleya Men-
deli, Lselia purpurata and Selenipedium, from M. de
Lombaerde

; Cattleya Skinneri, with broad well-

coloured divisions ; . Lselia purpurata and Vanda
tricolor were sent, as cut flowers, by Mr. Knight.
Ch. de Bossckire.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

PELORIA OF CATTLEYA MOSSI^.
An obliging correspondent from the Hague sends

us a flower of Cattleya Mossise with four perianth-

segments in two whorls, so that there were two sepals

alternating with as many petals, the petals being

lip-like in character. As usual in such cases, the
column was straight, and the anther terminal, but
imperfect.

Cattleya intricata, Schb. f.

A specimen of this pretty, rare, and somewhat
puzzling Cattleya is sent from Sunny Hill, Llandudno,
by Joseph Broome, Esq., who received it from Brazil

as a new hybrid of Ljelio-Cattleya elegaus. The
original plant described by Reichenb.ach also came over
with L.-C. elegans, but by his recording it as Cattleya,

we may presume that he found no trace of Lselia in

the pollinia, and those found in Mr. Broome's flower are

also those of a true Cattleya. The general appearance
of the flower is such as one might expect to find in a
cross between Cattleya intermedia and C. amethysto-
glossa, but the lip bears little trace of the papillse

seen on that of the latter species. A probable expla-

nation may be that it is a seedling reversion to Catt-

leya out of Lffllio-Cattleya x elegans. The sepals

and petals are white, suffused with pale yoUowish-
rose, and bearing a few purple spots. The side lobes

of the lip blush-white, tipped with purple ; .and the
anterior lobe is bright amethyst-purple.

Some very fine flowers of Cattleya Warscewiczii,

C. Mossise, and C. Mendeli also came with those of

C. intricata, C. Mendeli being very distinct in the
crimson-purple colour of the lip. The varieties

exhibit the variation in the species, the large light-

coloured form having two broad patches of yellow

on the lip, and the darker forms two small spots of

pale yellow.

An Abnormal Cattleia Waesoewiczii.

A singularly abnormal flower of Cattleya comes
from J. Potter, Esq., Sligacban, Croydon. The two
lower sepals are normal ; and partly from the same
plane, and partly from the inner whorl, and nearly in

the same position as the upper sepal would occupy,
appears a segment, consisting of sep.il, petal, and
labellum.and bearing on one side a petaloid blade, and
on the other a similar formation, but coloured iu part

like the lip, while the middle portion is evidently a

sepal. These two showy blades evidently account
for both petals, although one petal and one sepil

seem to be missing. The lip, which is very richly

coloured, is perfect in form, but the column, which is

flattened and curved upwards, has but the stigmatio

disc, the anthers being wholly suppressed.

Dendrobium secondum,

if not a showy species, is yet a very pretty one,

and a profuse floiverer. A specimen of the plant is

at the present timj flowering in Messrs. John Laing
& Sons' nursery at Forest Hill, S.E. The flowers,

which are borne iu short racemes, all face one way,

are of a pleasing rosy-like colour, and the front

portion of the lip is ofan orange colour. The sep.ils and
petals do not expand, and the former are iirolonged

into a spur, which follows the lilac-coloured pedicels,

giving the entire flower a remarkable appearance.

The plant known in gardens as D. bursigerum seems
merely to be D. secundum, whatever difference there

may have been in the type specimen.
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Onoididm Jonesianom var. jlavens.

The pretty Oncidium Jonesianum, although, like

most other species of Orchids, varying in the quality

of the flowers borne in different specimens, produces

few which furnish an excuse foi- giving it a varietal

name. One of the most distinct is 0. J. phoenanthum,

with flowers wholly of copper-red in regard to the

sepals and petals. This plant is in Sir Trevor Law-

rence's collection. Equal to it in beauty is 0. J.

flavens, which first flowered with Mr. T. Statter, and

which is now in flower in Mr. Jas. Cypher's nursery

at Cheltenham. It may be considered an albino in

the same sense as the term is often applied to Cypri-

pedium Lawrenceanum Hyeanum and other species,

in which all the other colours except pale green are

suppressed. It is a flower with sepals and petals

slightly barred with pale yellowish-gi-een, a large lip

of saowy-white, without the red marks on the

crest and purple spots as seen in other varieties.

J. O'Brien.

wonder the gardeners in those countries ask high prices

for these quaint productions, and set great store by

them ! Few reach this country alive, and of those

few it is seldom that any live long, deprived as they

needs must be, of the patient, careful tending of the

eastern gardener. It will be remembered by those of

our readers who visiteil the last Temple Show that

a collection of such Conifers was exhibited by Messrs.

J. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, growing in the original

oblong porcelain pots in which they were cultivated

in some Japanese nursery establishment.

The dwarfing of plants by pot culture is a common
practice in all countries where plants are grown under

glass, as witness our Camellias, Azaleas, Oranges,

I'alms, Cycads, New Holland Acacias, Draca;nas,

Metrosideros, Callistemons, Eugenias, Melaleucas,

&c., most of which rank as trees, but which are kept

of moderate dimensions by pruning the roots and

the branches, and cultivation in pots and tubs.

Where we differ from the Jap and the Chinaman is

and continues to bear fruit for fifty or sixty years, it

being necessary merely to keep it clear of weeds and.

other vegetation. Two crops a year are gathered,

that collected from May to July being the more
abundant. The Para cocoa is preferred to all other

kinds by the French chocolate-makers, to whom the

entire production is shipped, with the exception of

some small parcels consigned to Hamburgh and

New York. The French market consumes about

6,000,000 kilos., of which Para is at present able to-

supply only about 3,050,000 kilos. Para cocoa is;

more appreciated than any other at equal prices. The'

skin is Ughter, it is less subject to break, and the.

paste absorbs more readily the perfumes with which

it is customary to impregnate the chocolate.

With the view of stimulating and encouraging the

increase of plantations and improvement in the pre-

paration of cocoa, the Government has reduced the

export duty from 10 to 4 per cent., conceding also

valuable premiums to the new planters. The lands

Fig. 3.

—

contorted .vnd bwarfed coiiir.;R.=.

(Exhibited by Messrs. J. Vtitch i Sons, at the Temple Show, 1S90.)

CONTORTED CONIFEROUS
TREES.

There are fashions in g.irdening in Asia, as well

as in the western countries of the Old World, and

those of Cliina and Japan strike us westerns by their

grotesqueuess, formality, and the extreme of arti-

ficiality employed in the production of the desired

effects. We observe these peculiarities in their

efforts to introduce petty alpine effects in garden

scenery, in the needless intricacies of the shore-line

of a lake or streamlet of perhaps very tiay dimensions
;

in the pebble-laid paths made to represent the

sea-shore, the gigantic stepping-stones laid across

a mock rivulet, whose water is not deep enough
to reach to one's ankles ; and the irregular-shaped

flattish pieces of rock sunk in the course of a

path, where we should simply employ gravel or con-

crete. But for perverted ingenuity of a high order,

we must turn to the specimens of contorted Conifers,

of a great age in many instances, whose height and
breadth may, however, be measured by inches. What
ceaseless attention in the matter of pinching, stop-

ping, training, watering, &c.,must these miniature trees

have cost their cultivators, how carefully must they
have been watched in all those years—perhaps through-
out a century, to prevent the mishap of a pot-plant

getting dry at the root and perishing therefrom. No

in our not keeping these plants alive and healthy to

an extreme old age, and in not giving them the true

arboreal form, except in the case of Palms, Cycads,

and Dracaenas.

NOTES ON VEGETABLE PRO-
DUCTS, TAEEN PROM CONSULAR
REPORTS.

Brazil.— In the State of Amazonas, the chief

natural products are india-rubber, cocoa, anit (indigo),

vanilla, aromatic and medicinal fruits and plants,

cloves. Brazil-nuts, hides, balsam of capivi, piassava,

sarsaparilla, and a great variety of excellent woods.

During the first six months of 1895, Amazonas ex-

ported 5, 257,089 kilos, of rubber from various districts,

including 481, .""iST kilos, from the Brazilian side of

the river Javary, the boundary line of Peru.

The natural products of Para are rubber, Kice,

cocoa, coffee, mandiocca, aromatic (tonga) and edible

Beans, Brazil-nuts, Maize, tobacco, honey, woods,

sarsaparilla, and vegetable ivory. The natural con-

ditions of Para are moat favourable to the production

of cocoa. It can be cultivated iu all parts of the

State, but it is especially abundant on the banks of

the lUvers Amazou and Tocantins. Its cultivation

presents no difficulties, but it requires to be carefully

teuded. It begins to yield three years after planting,

granted to colonists in different parts of the State

are all suitable for the cultivation and preparation of

this valuable production, which offers a most remn-
neratlve return on the capital and labour employed.

As already remarked, the plant appears to reqnire-

considerable care and attention, being sensitive to the-

influences of temperature, and the harvests are mnch
affected by the great river floods.

The reduction in the rate of export duty has

stimulated its cultivation, but there is an insufficiency

of labour. The trade could be gi-eatly increased bj"

improvement of the plantations already in existence ;

and probably fresh planting with Venezuela and

Trinidad seed in dry land properly prepared in places

which ai'e not exposed to the disastrous floods, would

give successful results.

Brazil-nuts are exceedingly abundant in the forests

of Para and Amazonas, where all who like may go
and gather them. In the interior of the woods are

met districts to which no one has yet penetrated, the

harvests being derived almost entirely from trees met
with on the banks of the rivers. Formerly the nnto

were exported iu the pod, each containing eight to

ten, but now they are shipped loose.

Naples : Tohacco.—A good deal of Tobacco is grown

in Southern Italy, but the growers are very much
hampered in their operations by the excise officers,

who count not only every plant, but every leaf, tha£.
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making their tranaactiona with the growers exceed-

ingly complicated. The present Minister of Finance

has taken steps to extend the culture of Tobacco in the

Kocera district, and plants from Virginia, Kentucky,

Sumatra, and other places have been introduced. A
school to give theoretical as well as practical instruc-

tion in the cultivation and preparation of tobacco is

shortly to be established at Nocera, and it is hoped

that the instruction given there may enable Italy to

provide her sons (and daughters) with a less evil-

smelling weed than they are compelled by their

paternal government to consume at present. The

request for the encouragement of Tobacco-growing

has long been urged, and it is to be hoped that it

will, in a measure, relieve the grave agricultural

depression from which this wonderfully productive

couutiy has been so long suffering. The retail

tobacconists are crying out very loudly at their

diminished profits. They complain that the price at

which the tobacco and cigars are fixed does not afford

them a .sufficient margin of profit, that snuff-taking,

once so common in Italy, is a practice confined to the

clergy and not universal even with them, and that the

number of shops has been unduly increased, while

the consumption of tobacco has been declining.

Baiouji. — The industry in liquorice - root and

paste is said to be in anything but a flourishing con-

dition, for besides foreign competition and low prices,

brigandage seems to be carried on to such an extent,

that even a liquorice factoiy is sometimes placed in a

state of siege, as will be seen from the following

account of a determined attack made in the early

part of last year on one of the factories standing

within 200 yards from a railway station on the

borders of the two Governments of Eli2;aretpol and

Baku. The attack was made during the night by a

strong band of brigands, who were well armed with

modern rifles and other weapons. They succeeded in

getting within the high walls surrounding the factory
;

they promptly surrounded the factory itself, where

work is carried on night and day, as well as the dwelling-

/houses of the owner and his European emploi/es, and

the row of buildings iu which the offices are situated.

They opened a hot fire upon all these buildings

simultaneously, thus preventing any intercommuni-

cation or mutual assistance. On the dogs raising an

alarm, the owner of the factory went into the veran-

dah and called one of his watchmen, when a perfect

hail of bullets whistled past his head, and the watch-

man was shot dead on the spot. A hot fire was then

opened ou all the buildings, and besides this a ninning

fire on the railway-station was kept up, and even the

Eatoum-Baku passenger-trarn, which came into the

station during the attack, was fired into, without,

however, any of the passengers being killed. The
brigands made an entry into the office of the factory,

and after three hours' work, during which they kept

up a furious fusillade, succeeded in breaking open the

iron safe, from which they stole about 18,000 r., and

then made off, the band breaking up into small

parties, one of which was intercepted next day, at a

considerable distance from the scene of the attack, by

a party of Cossacks, and five of the brigands were

killed. Some of the Cossacks also fell in the en-

encounter. Most of the brigands concerned in the

outrage are reported to be still at large, and further

murders aud outrages are of frequent occurrence in

the district, and the authorities are quite unable to

suppress it.

Boxwood.—Referring to Boxwood, it is stated that,

although all the private forests of Boxwood have been

exhausted, and the Government up to the present

still refuse to sell or allow Boxwood to be cut iu their

extensive forests throughout Aokhasia, consequently

the total exports from the Caucasus have not exceeded

1200 tons ; and further, this wood is fast losing its

importance to the English manufacturer, owing to

the fact that in recent years other hard woods have

been discovered which are equally suitable for making
many articles for which Boxwood was formerly used.

Besides this, Boxwood from other countries also

finds its way to the English market in increasing

quantities.

CiiiSA : Foocaow.—Under the head of Oranges, it

js said that the loose-skinned or Mandarin Orange

grows in profusion throughout the province, and is

exported hence to the other treaty ports of China.

Although Oranges would not stand the voyage to

Europe, yet the products of the fruit would. At
Foochow there is not only an unlimited supply of

Oranges, but of sugar also, and labour is about as

cheap as it well can be. The institution of a distil-

lery to make a liqueur of the nature of curajoa, or of

a factory to make marmalade and preserved Oranges,

might not impossibly form a paying concern.

(To be continued.

THE EEPRODUCTION OF
ORANGE FROM SEED.

THE

(Cotiditded from vol. xix., p. 785.)

Geape-fruit and Shaddock (Citrus dbcumana).
—The fruit commonly known in the United States

as the Grape-fruit, or Pomelo,* a smooth, round
fruit, is always reproduced true to the seed. This is

so well known to growers of this State, that they
never have any hesitation to allow the trees to grow
to maturity as aeedUngs. I have tested the fruit of

many seedKng trees in all portions of the State, and
have almost uniformly found it ofgood quality. Only a

very slight variation can be found commonly between
the fruit of such seedlings. The Shaddock, so far as

I have been able to learn from growers, also repro-

duces true, through the seed.

The Citron (Citrus medica).

Florida growers have had but Uttle experience with
this species, and I have been unable to learn anything

regarding its reproduction through the seed. Of
th^ species Gallesio says,

'
' We have seen the Citron

tree of the Jews (Citrus medica cedra) reproduced
constantly fi'om the seed. It has many seeds, the

greater part of which always give Citron trees having

constantly the same characteristics in aspect, form,

and properties."

Lemon (Citkus limoxum or C. medica limonum).

This species, while not extensively grown in Florida

for commercial purposes,is yet cultivated to a consider-

able extent. Many growers may be found who have
grown lemons from the seed, and, almost invariably,

the testimony is that the fruit from the seedling is

comparatively the same as the fruit from which the

seed was taken. No other result has, so far, come to

my knowledge. Of the common Lemon Gallesio

says, " It is reproduced constantly from the seed, and
its peculiarities are perpetuated to its descendents."

When Lemons are grown in Florida for commercial
purposes they are almost invariably budded to

improved varieties. In Ecuador aud Haifa (Asia)

they are reported as commonly propagated from
seeds.f

Lime (Citkus liuktta or C. mbdioa acida).

The common Lime also is reproduced constantly

from the seed, commonly, if not invariably, trans-

mitting its peculiarities to its descendants. In the

extreme southern part of Florida and on the Florida

Keys, thickets of seedling Limes escaped from cultiva-

tion have sprung up in waste places, aud these, so far

as I have been able to learn from inquiry and
personal examination, invariably produce fruit of

about the same character. In this section, where
Limes are grown quite commonly, they are mostly
propagated from the seed. Professor Lelong says :

"The Lime comes true from the seed, the seed

"sport" only iu exceptional cases."J

Mandarin Oranoes (Citrus nobilis).

The principal varieties or subspecies of the Man-
darin Oranges cultivated in Florida are those known
as the China (commonly called "Mandarin"), Tan-

gierine, King, and Satsuma. Of these the China and
Tangierine varieties are uot unfrequeutly propagated

from the seed, and usually produce fruit true to the

parent variety with but slight variation. In all

cases, so far as I can learn, fruit of a characteristic

Mandarin type is produced. Seeds of the China
("Mandarin") reproduce the China variety with

slight variation, but are said by some growers not to

be so desirable for market, owing to a tendency to

* Said by Dr. Morris (Oarden and Forest, 1896, p. 164) to be
the Forbidden Fruit of the West Indies—the Citrus Puradisi
malifojinis of Macfadyen'a clas-sification.

t
" I^uit Culture in Foreign Countries," in Special

Consular Reports, Washin^rton, 1890.

t Lelong. B- M., "Propagation, Budding. Grafting, and
Appliances." Ann. Rep. Cat. State Board o/ /{orticuUt'.re /or
ISal. p. lis.

form an elongation of the rind at the calyx, which
makes them awkward to pack. They also do not
average equal in flavour to the selected budded
fruit. One very intelligent and critical grower tells

me that seeds from the China frequently produce
Tangierines. I have had no opportunity to verify
this statement. Tangierine seedlings reproduce fruit

the same or but slightly different from the parent.
The Tangierine most commonly propagated here is a

selected seedling known as the Dancy Tangierine.
The Satsuma and King are also reproduced true by
the seed.

Kumquat (Citrus japonica).

Two varieties of this species, one with elliptical

fruit and the other with round fruit, have been
introduced into Florida, and are grown to some extent.

1 have eaten the fruit from several seedling trees,

and find it to be the same comparatively as that from
the budded trees. The owner of these assured me
that they produce fruit the same as that from which
the seed was taken.

TRiFOLiiTE Orange (Citrus tritoliata).

This Orange, the fruit of which is not used, has
not been changed materially by cultivation and oelec-

tion. It invariably reproduces seedlings having the
same characteristics, so far as can be observed. I

have observed hundreds of seedUngs from one tri-

foliate tree, which stands in the midst of a large

Orange grove, isolated from all other trees of this

species. It is surrounded by sweet Orange, sour
Orange, Lemon, Grape-fruit, and Mandarin trees, all

bearing, and yet every seedling observed had the
characteristic foUage and twigs of the trifoliate

Orange. The seedlings have not yet fruited, so I

can only speak as to the foliage and twig charac-

ters ; but if hybridisation had occurred in any in-

stance, it could uot be observed in these. As many
of the surrounding Citrus trees are always in bloom
at the time this tree blooms, there would seem to be
every possible chance for hybridisation to occur.

Yakieqated Oranges.

While the reproduction of variegation through
seeds introduces an entirely difl'erent question, it

will yet be interesting in this connection to state that

vai'iegation Is apparently invariably reproduced
through the seed. I have twice sown a quantity of

seed from fruits of variegated Oranges taken from
two different trees of Citrus bigaradia, aud every
seedling produced, about twenty in each caS'-, was
entirely white throughout. With the utmost care I

was unable to rear any of these. The majority of

them formed thi-ee leaves, reaching a height of from
2 to 3 inches, but all finally died. A few formed a

fourth leaf. The variegated 30ur Orange trees, from
which the seeds were taken, had the leaves beau-

tifully mottled with white, about half of the leaf

usually being discoloured. The rind of the fruit and
the branches also showed the variegation very plainly.

Herbert J. Webber, Special Aijcnt, United States

Department of Agi-iciiltare, Subtri>pical Laboratory,

Eustis', Florida.

INDIAN ORCHIDS.
The fifth volume of the Annals of the Royal

Botanie Garden, Calcutta, edited by Dr. G. King,

F. R.S., contains figures and descriptions of a century

of Indian Orchids, by Sir J. D. Hooker, K.C.S.I.,

most of which have been previously described in the

Flora of British India. An introductory note explains

that the drawings, which are reproduced by litho-

graphy, consist of a small selection from the magnifi-

cent series of Indian plant-portraits by native artists

that have been accumulating in the Calcutta Botanic

Garden for nearly a ceutury—a collection commenced
by Dr. Roxburgh before the end of the last century,

and steadily added to down to the present day. The

Orchids of this coUecbion number about a thousand,

and these were lent to Kew by the Bengal Govern-

ment in order that Sir Joseph Hooker might utilise

them in preparing the Flora of British India, and a

hundred of the more interesting ones were selected

for publication in the work in question. The author

remarks, that excellent as the drawings are in many

respects, as representatives of the plants portrayed,

they err in manifesting that tendency to enlarge

which is a besetting sin of Indian botanical artists,

and that the analyses leave much to be desired in the
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matter of proportion and accuracy, though in no case

do these defects detract materially from the value of

the illustrations as a means of identifying the plants

represented. Exact copies of the wiole Calcutta

collection of drawings of Indian Orchids have been

made, at the expense of the Beutham Trustees, and

are now deposited at Kew.
The drawings reproduced ia the work in question

represent, for the most part, species of botanical

interest, and are not in cultivation, though a few are

more showy, and some are met with in gardens. They

include eighteen species of Dendrobium, of which

D. crocatum. Hook, f., belonging to the Pedilonum

group, has deep orange flowers, and a very long spur

;

while D. Williamsoni, Rchb. f., D. aurantiacum,

Echb. f., D. palpebrae, Lindl., and a few others,

ai'e sometimes seen in gardens. Phahenopsis mish-

miensis, Rchb. f., is a fine thing, with rose-coloured

flowers; while Phaljenopsis tetraspis, Kchb. f. , P.

Manni, Rchb. f., and Sarcochilus Berkeleyi, Rchb. f.,

are also familiar. Examples of nearly all the repre-

sentative Indian genera are included, and as the

drawings are partly coloured, and are accompanied

by analytical drawings, they will be invaluable aids to

the identification of these interesting plants.

A recent number of the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal contains a paper by Dr. King and

Mr. R. Pantling, entitled, " Some New Orchids from

Sikkim." It cont.-vins thirty-three new species, which

have been discovered in Sikkim during the last few

years, chiefly by Mr. Pantling. There are six species

of the curious genus Oberonia, aud most of the

species are chiefly of botanical interest. B. A. R.

infested fruit is taken into store-rooms, the cater-

pillars creep out, aud get into chinks and crannies in

the walls and floors, from which the moths come

forth, and fly to the nearest Apple-trees in the

following spring.

The Codlin-moth is very troublesome in France,

Germany, America, Canada, Australia, and Tasmania.

In the last-named country it is so destructive that the

Legislatui-e has passed an Act for its repression.

Description and Life-histort.

The moth (fig. 4) is not quite three-fourths of an

inch across the wings, and is about the third of an

inch in length of body. The fore-wings are grey,

with many wavy lines of a darker hue. At their

extremities there are oval patches of a deep golden

THE CODLIN-MOTH.
[Carpocapta pomonella, L.)

The Board of Agriculture has issued a seasonable

leaflet on this very destructive moth, and which we
are enabled to illustrate by the accompanying wood-
cuts.

" This is a very small moth, but its caterpillars are

exceedingly destructive to the Apple crop in some
seasons. They bore into the fruit, and cause it either

to drop prematurely or to decay rapidly when it is

stored. Sometimes Apples attacked by this insect

drop off as early as the end of June, and continue to

drop throughout the summer. Upon examining the

Apples that have dropped, or those that show signs

of decay in the Apple-house or store, it will be seen

that there is a dark spot at the blossom-end of the

Apple ; a small orifice can also be detected there,

round which there is a collection of excreta and
minute morsels of Apple. If such Apples are split in

halves, a passage can be seen leading to the ovaries or

pip-centres, around which there is usually a mass of

' frass '
; and it will generally bo found that the pips,

or parts of them, have been eaten. If the caterpillar

is still in the Apple, it will be found near the pips,

which appear to be the objects of its attack. If the

caterpillar has forsaken the Apple, a hole will be

found on one or other of the sides of the fruit, through
which it has escaped.

Though this is called the ' Codlin ' moth, it by no
means confines its attacks to Codlins, but was pro-

bably so-called because Codlins and some of their

varieties, the Keswick CodUn, for instance, are some-
what early, and, being large Apples, make a great

show on the ground when they fall. Varieties of

Apples having deep, open 'eyes,' and large dried

tufts of the calyces remaining in them, like the

CodUn, the King Pippin, the Blenheim Orange,

Margil, and Cox's Orange Pippin, are more liable to

be infested than varieties like the Golden Knob,
Eusset, Nonpareil, and others, the ' eyes ' of which
are more closed up.

This attack is not always recognised as being due
to insect agency. It frequently happens that an
unusual fall of Apples is said to be the ' summer
drop,' attributable to want of vigour in the tree, or to

the weather. No trouble is taken to examine the

dropped fruit, and the caterpillars escape from it in

due time, and conceal themselves, in order to pupate

and produce moths for another year's attack. When

Fig. 4.—THE CODLIS MOTH (lARPOCAPSA POMOSELLa).

colour, by which this moth can be e.asily identified

Its hinder wings axe darker, having a golden tinge,

and a lustrous shimmer. AVheu the moth is at rest

during the day it is an insignificant object, sitting on

the trunks aud branches of Apple trees, or on railings,

fences, and hedges, with its wings folded in the form

of a roof over its body. It appears about the end of

May, and flies from place to place and from tree to

tree in the twilight and at the dawn of day, and

places an egg iu or close to the calyces of the Apples,

in the ' eye ' of the fruit, where the skin is tender,

and where it will be protected from the weather and

other disturbing influences by the persistent calyces.

The moth lays from 50 to 150 eggs. Only one egg is

put on each Apple. After a period of from seven to

nine days, a tiny caterpillar creeps out and bores into

the Apple. It is greyish-white iu colour, with a

black head, three pairs of claw-feet, four pairs oif

sucker-feet in the middle of the body, and a pair at

the end. When full-grown it is nearly three-quartere o6

an inch long, and shortly before it pupates ita coTout-

becomcs slightly pink. From three wee'is to a monthj

is about the average duration of the active cater-

pillar stage. The caterpillar, having entered the-

Apple at the ' eye,' follows the core down to thfc

pips, upon which it feeds, pusliiug back iu its progresa

morsels of core, pulp, and excrement.

At the end of about three weeks the catcivi'lar is

full grown ; having by this time eaten the greater pai*

of the pips, it bites a hole from the centre to. the

outside of the Apple, through which it makes its exit.

If the Apple is on the ground it merely crawls away.

Shoidd the Apple be still upon the tree, the catep-

pilliu- lets itself down to the ground by a silken-

thread. When it has left the Apple it wriggles to the

nearest tree and ascends it, constructing a kind of

nest with little bits of bark knit together with silk,

or composed of silk alone, or it simply gets into a

convenient crack or crevice in the bark, and surrounds

itself with a silk case, gummed over with a sticky

fluid. Sometimes it conceals itself in cracks in poste

and fences, or under the bark of other trees, and even •

under rubbish and dead leaves, and pieces of brandies

and twigs near the trees. The nest is oval, and about-

the sixteenth of an inch in height. When the cater-

pillar is taken into the Apple-store or Apple-ho-iise ia

the Apples, it comes from them in due time, ami

hides in the walls or in cracks in the floor.

The caterpillar does not pupate until the first-

approach of spring, when it spins a cocoon, ami

becomes a brown chi-ysalis.

Methods of Prevention and Rembdie*.

In order to prevent the caterpillars from crawling

up the Apple-trees, old oil- cake bags or manure-bags

should be tied tightly round the stems close to l!ie

ground early in the summer. This is practiseil to a>

large extent in America, Canada, and Tasm.inia It

is made compulsory by law in the last-named courttiy,

as well as in California, that Apple-trees should be^

treated in this way in May. These traps must be

exammed from time to time throughout the summer,

and the caterpillars in the folds of the bags destroyed.

It is better to have two bands of old bags, one a foot

or so above the other, so that any caterpillars getting

past the first band may be stopped by the other.

' Windfalls ' or ' drops ' must be cleared away as

soon as possible, especially if there are any signs of

'

caterpillars in them. These should l.>e disposed of

at once, or, if not tit for sale, given to the pigs, la

orchards sheep are useful, as they generally eat the

< drops ' as fast as they fall. Where cider is- roades

the ground where Apples have lain in heaps shoulil

be well gas-limed and dug deeply. The walls of

Apple-rooms and stores where the Apples have

appeared to be infested should be well lime- washed

in the e.arly spring. The floors, also, aud shelves

should be well scrubbed with soft soap.

Scraping the bark from infested trees is adopted ia-

America. A cloth ia spread round the tree to catcU

the pieces of bark, which are burnt.

After this, hot lime-wash should be well brushedf

in, or the trunk may be sprayed with paratfin and

soft soap solutions.

American Apple-growers spray the Apple trees

directly the Apples are formed with Paris Green and

London Purple solutions, mixed at the rate of 1 It'.

to 180 to 200 gallons of water; or with paraffin or

pertroleum emulsion, consisting of 1 part of oil to 1*

parts of water, aud sufficient soft-soap to make it of-

»

proper consistency. This latter solution appears to

be more suitable for this country, as there is aa

objection to applying poisonous compounds to fruit

that is formed, and the smell of the oil wonld b©

more eEfective in preventing the moths from laying

eggs.

In plantations where the land is cultivated, quick-

lime or gas-lime, or lime and soot, in the proiiortioa

of one bushel of soot to two of lime, should l-e dug

in round the trees. Where the Apple-trees are on

grass-land, the grass should be cut short, the gvoucA

well raked, and the gi-ass and rubbish burnt."
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Trees and Shrubs.

CrTISUS FRIVALDSKYANUS.
This, the latest addition to the cultivated species

of Cytisus. is now grown in a few nurseries at home
and on the Continent undei' the name of Cytisus

sehipkaensis. A plant of it has for some weeks past

been in flower in the Arboretum nursery at Kew,
and although it does not possess the attractions of

many of the old and well-known species of Broom, it

is quite distinct, and for certain purposes well worth
cultivating. It is a dwarf shrub of somewhat spread-

ing habit, some of the branches being almost prostrate.

The leaves are trifoliolate, the sharply-pointed,

oblauceolate leaflets being almost glabrous on the

upper surface, and thickly clothed beneath with
appressed hairs. The petioles, too, are distinctly

hairy, and the stems less so. Judging by the inflo-

rescence, this species appears to be allied to C.

capitatus, for, like it, the flowers are borne in a

terminal umbel. The corolla is yellowish-white, but
does not open so fully as it might were it not for the
large haii-y calyx, which clasps it for the greater part

of its length. This defect may possibly disappear as

the plants get older and acquire greater vigour. The
species appears to be well adapted for growing in the
mass, and will probably be of value used as we use

several other dwarf Brooms (like Genista pilosa, G.

eagittalis, &c.), as a sort of carpeting to groups and
beds of taller, more sparse-habited shrubs. It is a
native of the Balkans, and was, I believe, found on
the Shipka Pass, hence the name by which it has
become known, but which Mr. Nicholson says must
give way to the older one that heads this note.

W. J. B.

Scotland.
»

COMMON-SENSE TEACHING OF BOTANS".

Under the auspices of the Aberdeen Secondary
Teachers' Association, Professor Patrick Geddes, of

University College, Dundee, gave, on Saturday, the
13tli ult., an outdoor demonstration of common-
sense botany for children. The demonstration took
place at MuchaUs, a pretty little fishing village on the
Kincardineshire coast, some 10 miles from Aberdeen.
The afternoon was, of course, spent on the rocks, and
Professor Geddos succeeded in showing how a botany
class can be keenly interested, while at the same
time its members are receiving a maximum of
Boieutiflc information. His method is not to use the
outdoor excursion as an aid to the text-book, but to

use the text-book as an aid to the outdoor excursion.

The pupil is encouraged to observe nature as he finds

it; questions as to the reason of all phenomena
brought under notice ai-e inevitable, and the answer
brings to light and impresses on the mind the ground
principles of the science. Professor Geddes is full of

enthusiasm for the work. At his bidding the large

company wandered over the rocks for several hours,
listening to, and guessing at, the reason of numerous
natural appearances, with the result that they became
so engrossed in the subject that time was not left to

finish the whole of the afternoon's programme. The
company took tea in MuchaUs Hotel. Professor
Pirie, of Aberdeen University, presided, and Herr
Hein conveyed the thanks of the branch to Professor

Geddes for the charming afternoon he had enabled
them to spend. The party returned to Aberdeen in

the evening, highly delighted with the excursion.

Frdit and Flowering Trees.

I have recently visited several extensive gardens in

different parts of Scotland, and this is the result of

my observations : that while the Apples, which had
the benefit of the recent providential rains, promise
both here and elsewhere to bear abundant crops,

other fruits, especially the Cherries and Pears, have
suffered much. In my own garden, perhaps the
only exception is the May Duke Cherry, which had
the advantage of blossoming somewhat later than
such varieties as Werder's Early Black, the Early
Rivers, and the Black Eagle, which either take a long
time to establish, or when grown as pyramids are not
very reliable. These have not in any case been
tenacious of their fruit, though perhaps this fact is

largely attributable, as I have indicated, to adverse
atmospheric iiiHueuoes. Their example has been
followed by the Pitmaston Duchess and Doyenne du
Comice Pears, which, while exhibiting towards the
end of April a marvellous wealth of blossom, are
almost destitute of fruit. The Early Crawford Pear,
which Dr. Hogg thinks greatly superior to the French
Citron des Carmes, and which is grown very exten-

sively in Scotland, is somewhat more successful, but

it has been longer established than several of its con-

temporaries of greater reputation. The Apples,

however, are splendidly promising, and that is, under
the circumstances, an abiding consolation. The
Plum-trees have also magnificent crops, especially the

Czar, the Early Rivers, and Denniston's superb

Green Gage, though their foliage, having been in

many instances affected injuriously by the long-con-

tinued drought, is almost insufficient, unless on shel-

tered walls, to fulfil the wise purpose for which it is

intended—that of protecting the fruit during the

period of growth from the somewhat exacting radi-

ance of the sun. An Almond-tree, 13 feet high, trans-

planted from a Hertfordshire nursery to my garden

in the end of March, has already developed fruit as

large as an ordinary-Sized Damson, but having been

sent with wet soil placed around the roots, it suf-

fered no retrogression. In any case, it has not taken

long to get into perfect correspondence with its

environments, and its gratifying success seems clearly

to indicate that Amygdalus communis, as the variety

I possess is botanically named, will not only flower

luxuriantly in the south of Scotland, but also

successfully develop its fruit.

I have recently had Magnolia Watsoni in bloom.

The flowers are very large, of a beautiful creamy-

white complexion, and exceedingly fragrant. This

variety would be worth growing if only for the sake

of its foliage, which is highly artistic. Does Magnolia

Watsoni flower much in England? I never see it

mentioned in the horticultural journals, while there

ai-e occasional descriptions of the floral impressive-

ness of other varieties, such as 11. conspicua and M.
grandiflora, which, notwithstanding the multitude of

flowers which they produce, are less commanding in

eflect. David if. WiUiamsm.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Bi/ Hedlev Warren', GarjKHKr, Aston Clinton, Trinij.

GENERAL WORK.—In districts where but little

rain has fallen, it may l)e necessary to well water

those parts of the lawn which have become browned
by the recent drought, especially narrow verges of

grass, or those parts on the lawn where the turf was
re-laid during the past season. Grass-lawns should

not be mown too closely, until signs of quick growth
takes place. Gravel-paths and roads should be well

watered and rolled where the materials have become
loose, and attention given in keeping them free from
weeds.

FLOWER-BEDS, ETC.—If the surfaces have been

caked by frequent waterings, lightly stir them with a

hoe. Beds filled with Beg.mias should be slightly

shaded during the hottest part of the day until the

plants are established, as the foliage is liable to

blister. Aloysia citriodora is already showing signs

of the drought, and is being attacked by red-

spider, to which it is very susceptible. The plants

should be well syringed with an in.secticide, and
afterwards receive a good drenching of water.

Garden-vases and mndow-boxes require to be kept in

the best possible order, and all decaying foliage and
flower-stems must be promi)tly removed, ^^^lere the

boxes or vases have become full of roots, give a good
dressing of artificial manure.

STOCKS. — Sowings of the perennial varieties

shoulil now be made, in order to have plants in good
condition to stand the winter. Th; seed should be

sown either broadcast or in shallow drills, on a well-

drained border. A damp or too rich a soil must be

avoided, and every care t.iken to ensure a hardy
growth before winter commences, unless the plants

can Ije wintered in cold frames or pits. As soon as

the seedlings are large enough to handle, transplant

them, and give each plenty of room for making
growth. At the end of September or beginning of

October, if the plants appear to be making too succu-

lent a growth, a check should be given by lifting

them with a trowel and again replacing them.

SWEET WILLIAMS.—These are now at their best,

and by some are esteemed great favourites. A
sowing of seeds may now be made, it being advisable

to sow annually, if a good supply of young plants is

to be kept up. Sow in the open border, and when
the seedlings are large enough to handle transplant

them about G inches apart each way. They may then

remain undisturbed until the following spring, and
then be removed to their permanent quarters early in

the season. A packet of seed will produce a multi-

tude of colours, but the auricula-eyed and Sutton's

Harlequin are amongst some of the beat varieties that

can be grown.

CANTERBURY BELLS.—A large bed Of these, now
in flower, reminds one that attention to those plants

already raised this season will be necessary, if a

similar display is desired next season. Seedlings

already pricked off into boxes or pans should be

potted into 3-inoh pots, and grown on in a cold

frame for another month or six weeks, .when they

should be planted out in their permanent quarters
;

the soil in which they are finally planted out should

not be too rich, it being preferable to give them a

mulching of manure during the early spring.

THE HARDY FRTIIT GARDEN.
By G. WoODOATE, Gardener, ItoUeatoix Hall, Bitrton-on-Trent.

RASPBERRIES.—Remove all suckers from between

the rows of canes, and examine the young growths

;

if more of these were left at the first thinning than

will be required, reduce them further by removing

the weakest. Run a piece of tar cord along each

side of the rows to support the young canes, and to

prevent their being damaged during the gathering of

the fi-uit. As the fruit commences to ripen, nets

should be placed over the area, and supported by
string or wire at a suflicient height above the fruiting-

canes, that the fruit may be conveniently picked

without removing the nets.

RED AND WHITE CURRANTS. — Remove the

points of the leading shoots upon these bushes, and

prune the side-growths back to about 2 inches.

These will also require protection from birds, and if

the trees are planted in rows, a good plan is to fix a

thin lath over the centre of the rows to keep the nets

from damaging the top of the trees. VVhere the

fruit on a few special trees is required to be kept for

a longer period, pieces of wire-netting, 4 feet high,

1 inch mesh, placed round each tree, keeping it just

clear of the fruit, and covering over the top with a

small piece of fish-netting, will keep it quite secure

from birds as long as it will hang on the trees. Black

Currants will not require any pruning at this season,

but the fruit must be protected, as advised for the

red and white varieties.

GENERAL WORK.—The foliage of Pears and
Cherries was severely attacked last summer with

the lai'vaj of the sawfly, Selandria atra, but perhaps

more generally known under the name of the slug-

worm, being easily recognised by its black, slimy

appearance. By frequently examining the trees its

presence m.ay soon be ascertained, and remedies must
then be Applied for its destruction. Fresh-slacked

lime, finely sifted, and dusted evenly over the foliage,

will invariably check its career, but a second appli-

cation may be necessary. Cherry trees so attacked

which are carrying a crop of fruit, should have the

lime well washed off with clean water directly after-

wards. All early varieties of Apples and Pears, not

finally thinned should be attended to at once.

These early sorts, being naturally small fruited, if

not well thinned, a great part of the crop will be

useless either for dessert or kitchen purposes, besides

which such a crop will materially weaken the trees.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Bv W. U. White, Orchid Grower, Burford, Dorking.

CYPRIPEDIUMS.—The dwarf-growing C. niveum,

C. concolor, C. bellatulum, and C. GodefroyK are

types from which several beautiful and valuable

hybrids have originated. All of them luxuriate in a

warm, moist stove or East Indian-house, where fresh

air may circulate freely around them ; they require

but little shade at any time. They should be planted

in pots or shallow pans, in a compost consisting of

good turfy loam and fibrous peat, intermixed with

lumps of sandstone or limestone-rock. Tufa-rock, in

many cases, produces very satisfactory results. These

plants grow naturally on rocks, and the conditions

existing in Nature should be repeated as far as

practicable. Their flowering season is now past, and

the present is a good time to repot them. It is very

essential that the fresh material be made thoroughly

firm about the roots, as these have a decided ten-

dency to cling and ramble among hard substances.

All of the above species require plenty of water during

the summer months, but in winter it should be

applied very carefully, as the thick fleshy leaves ai-e

inclined to become spotted and diseased if over-dosed

with moisture. Instead of watering them in the

usual way with a can, it is preferable to stand them in

a pail of water, just covering the rim of the pot, and

allowing them to remain for several minutes, to

ensure a thorough soaking ; thus water will be pre-

vented from lodging in the growths or axils of the
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leaves. Thrips are exceedingly fond of the young

foliage, and must be sought after frequently. It is

always necessary to caution beginners in Orchid

culture when sponging the leaves not to raise them
more than is really necessary, or they will crack and

cause great disfigxirement to the plants.

CALANTHES.—The deciduous C'alanthes of the

Veitchii and vestita section are now growing vigorously,
and well-rooted plants will require abundance of water

at the roots ; but more care will be necessary as

regards those plants that are not yet well-established,

or disease will result. It is a good plan to look over

the plants occasionally, and place together all those

that have filled their pots with roots, so that they

may be treated to alternate waterings of weak liquid

cow-manure. This will conduce to the formation of

stout bulbs and strong flower-spikes. Previous to

using the manure-water, it should be strained through

a very fine sieve or piece of muslin, so as to remove
all particles of solid matter, which, if not separated

from the liquid, would, after a few applications, stop

up the pores of the compost. Do not allow the stimu-

lant to be too strong at first : about one part to three

parts of water will be sufficient for the first few

waterings, afterwards increasing it to about one-half

of each. At this time many young roots will appear

on the surface of the compost, and if a thin layer of

lumpy fibrous loam be placed lightly over them, they

will quickly root into it, and the strength of the

growths will be increased. Keep the plants as near

to the roof-glass as convenient.

PLATYCLrNIS (DENDROCHILUM) GLUMACEA.—
Now that growth is completed, it is advis.able to re-

move this plant to the Cattleya or intermediate-house,

and to aSbrd less water to the roots. The plant will be
greatly benefited by a long season of rest. An occa-

sional syringing and sponging of the leaves will help

to keep them free from red-spider. P. filiformis is

now in full growth and showing its flower-spikes, and
will require liberal treatment in every respect.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, Gardener, HigJKkre Oulle, Xcu'bury.

MELONS.—There should be no delay in getting

all the Melon plants that are to provide the late

supplies planted, a moist, genial top-heat, and a
bottom-heat of about 90° being aSbrded, so that the
plants may start away quickly and strongly. Attend
to the stopping, thinning, and tying of the shoots

;

syringe the foliage on bright days, except at such
times as the fruit is being set, or when it is gettin;<

ripe, at which times a drier air should be maintained
in the Melon-house or frames. Plants which have
just finished off a crop of fruit may be retained for

fruiting again if the foliage is healthy, and there is

no disease of the stem. It is an advantage to fruit

these plants, as ripe fruit can he obtained early from
them, and the flavour is generally superior to those
from fresh plants. The foliage where decayed should
be removed, and lateral growths encouraged ; the
surface soil should be loosened, and a part of it

removed, a top-dressing of fresh loara being then
applied, and the whole soaked with tepid water.
When the new shoots have started, liquid-manure
may be freely given, and the plant treated as usual.

CUCUMBERS.—Seeds should be sown now for

furnishing plants to supply Cucumbers during the
autumn months. Attend well to plants now in full

bearing, thinning-out exhausted growths, and laying-
in young bearing wood ; top-dress the soil fre-

quently with fresh, lumpy loam, and give abundant
supplies of liquid-manure, varying this kind of
stimulation by occasionally top-dressing with Clay's
or Thomson's fertiliser.

MANURE.—Youngplants coming into bearing must
not be checked in growth by being too heavily
cropped, or it will be difficult to keep up a continuous
supply of fruits. The Melon, when it is sufficiently
ripe, should not be allowed to remain on the bine,
but should be cut with a piece of the stem attached,
and stored in a cool place, with the end of the stem
immersed in a vessel of water; with this kind of
treatment Melons keep in good condition for several
days.

STRAWBERRIES FOR FORCING.—The present
time should be utilised in secm-ing early and strong
runners lor next season's forcing. The runners found
on young plants are usually the best, and the layer-
ing should be performed before the rootlets have
taken hold of the soU. With proper attention in the
matter of watering, the roots will soon fill the
pots ; the plants may then be <letached from
the parents, and placed in a shady place for a
few days preparatory to repotting them into

fruiting-pots of 5 inches in diameter for early

varieties, 6 and 7 inches for late ones. Quito new
well-drained pots should be used, and the potting

firmly done with a potting-stick, care being taken not

to bury the crowns in the compost, but to leave them
level with the surface. Stand the plants on a bed of

cinders in an open sunny situation, with sufficient

space between each plant to allow of the circulation of

the air amongst them. Sprinkle the foliage for a few

days till established, keeping them well supplied

with water after fresh roots are made, and removing
runners as they appear.

PIuAJfTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McInttre, Gardemr, WootUidi, Darlingtoiu

CELOSIAS. — Pot boimd plants may be afforded

a shift into larger pots previous to removing

the plants to the conservatory or greenhouse. Celo-

sias are the better for being grown in comparatively

small pots, and 32'3 are sufficiently large for general

purposes, as pots of smaller size scarcely afford

enough nourishment for the plants, and the foliage

then suffers.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS.—If the plants have been

raised from seed, soltct those that have the finest

flowers for pot-culture, using the remainder for bed-

ding-out purposes, and as iJl will now be more or

less coming into flower, there will be no difficulty in

making the selection. A final shift may be afforded

those plants which are to be grown in flower-pots, the

size ofthe pots being determined by the size the plants

are intended to become. I seldom afford a larger shift

than a 7-inch pot, and the bulk of my plants are

cultivated in 5 to 6-inch pots.

PELARGONIUMS lieing among the principal flower

ing plants for the summer season, mil require

close attention and the application of liquid-manure

all through the flowering season, and if farmyard or

stable- drainage may not be used on account of the

stench arising from it, Peruvian guano may be used

instead, putting just enough into the can to colour

the w!iter slightly at each watering. By this means
zonal Pelargoniums may be kept gay for a long

time. Immediately the petals of a flower fall,

the seed-vessel or ovary should be nipped off.

This caution also holds good for Fuchsias and other

plants. Specimen Pelargoniums for exhibition now
at or neai" their best, will require a cool, span-roofed,

aii-y house, so as to induce the production of flowers

equally all over them, whereas in lean-to houses they

incline to take a one-sided form unless the plants are

frequently turned round. Tbe watering of these

plants must be carefully done, never allowing a plant

to get dry at the root—in fact, an examination is re-

quired several times daily. As a stimulus to growth,

sheep's manure used ;is a liquid is one of the best,

and it may be aSbrded at each alternate watering.

FUCHSIAS, if they are wanted to flower through-

out the summer, should now have filled their pots

with roots, .and will need abundance of water.

Three times a week f.-irm-yard liqui<l or guano-water

should be afforded such plants, and they should not

be permitted to hecomo dry at the roots, or flowerimg

will cease at once. The latest batch of Fuchsias

should receive their final shift at about this date, the

puts made use of being of 8, 9, and 10-inches accord-

ing to the size of the plants. Put a generous addition

of Thomson's Vine or other enduring kind of manure
with the soU, and give the shoots their last stopping.

The Fuchsia always does best if grown in a house

that is kept rather close, and free from draughts.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By C. Herrik, Gardener, Dropmorc, Maidenhead.

TURNIPS.— I usually make a good sowing of

Turnips at this time on a piece of land that is

cleared of the early Cauliflowers, in the open quarters

of the garden. The ground should be deeply hoed
with a draw-hoe, and a good sprinkling of soot and

wood-ashes applied, which must be well worked in

with a wooden rake, and at the same time all rubbish

raked off. Sow the seeds in shallow drills at 12 to

15 inches apart, and if very dry, water these before

sowing. The yellow- fleshed variety, "All the Year
Round," is a capital one to stand throughout the

winter ; it takes rather longer than most Turnips to

attain a usable size, but the present will be found a

suitable time to sow a good breadth for winter use.

Veitch's Red Globe, Snowball, or similar varieties

may be sown now for autumn use.

EARLY CELERY.—The plants which were put out

earliest will require to be cleared of weeds, and
any suckers or partially-decayed leaves should be

removed. The surface soil in the trenches may also
be slightly stirred between the plants. If a little

finely-broken-up old Mushroom-bed manure can be
spared, this will be found an excellent mulch to

spread over the trench an inch or so deep, and earth-

ing-up may be deferred until a stronger growth has
been made. Water must be apphed copiously in the
event of the continuance of dry weather. The foliage

should be carefully watched for eTidenoe of the Celei-y-

fly, and the portions containing the maggot should be
picked off and burnt. Dressings with insecticides are
useless, but further attacks of the fly m.ay be partially

checked if the tops are occasionally sprinkled slightly

with soot when the leaves are damp with dew.

BORECOLE.—Advantage must be taken of any
dull or showery days for planting out Borecole in

qu.antity. Although little rain has fallen in this dis-

trict since the 10th ult., advantage has been taken of

several partially dull days to get good breadths
planted of curled and other Kales, autumn Broccoli,

and Savoys. Before drawing the plants from the
nursery or seed-beds, a good w.atering sliould be given

to thoroughly moisten the soil. Drills should be
drawn out previously, at 2 feet or more apart, accord-

ing to the variety
;
planting may also be done among

short-topped early Potatos, where the rows are

30 inches apart. One good watering, at least, will be
necessary to settle the soil well around the roots.

OUTDOOR TOMATOS. — These have generally

made a good start, aud where planted against walls or

fences may now be nailed in position, time having

been allowed for any slight settlement since phanting.

A stout 6-feet stake should also be placed to each of

those growing in the open border, and the main stem
be tied upright to them. Keep all side-gi'owths

pinched out from these and others on walls, the most
satisfactory practice being to train them in the shape

of a simple upright cordon.

THE APIARY.
Bj/ ExrKRT.

SWARMING AND THE STORING OF HONEY.—
Having completed a ten days' tour for a County

Council in the south of England, I was surprised to

find in a good many instances that the bees had
swarmed, .and left crates of half-filled sections, which

means in a great many districts that only one crate of

sections will be properly filled instead of two, and, in

some places three. This might have been avoided by

taking proper care to prevent swarming ; and this could

have been done in most cases by giving more room,

and allowing extra ventilation and cutting out queen

cells. If the bees persist in swarming after these pre-

cautions have been taken, the queen should be taken

from them and returned to the parent stock, as

the honey season is drawing to a close, and the bees

having very little to collect from, excepting the

flowers of the Lime which are just coming into full

bloom ; they should be kept at work while there is

the least chance of honey gathering.

SECTIONS will not be so plentiful this yeai-, as

numerous bee-keepers have gone in for extracted

honey, because they find in many places there is a

better sale for run-honey, so that those who are for-

tunate enough to have a good number of well-filled

sections should be able to command a good price for

them, if they are not placed on the market too

quickly, which is a gretit mistake, particularly in a

district where a lot of bees are kept. A word about

using super-clearers : be careful that the spring in

the clearer works properly, otherwise the bees

cannot escape; and see it is not propolised.

Should this be the case, place it in a little hot water

for a few moments, which will soon take away any

sticky substance that may be adhering to it. The

present is a good time for those who wish to increase

their stocks to look around and get the promise of

bees from the cottagers, who would sooner have

their bees driven and taken away rather than destroy

them—a very ci-uel practice, when one t.akes into

consideration the hard work the bees have done.

FOUL BROOD.—Take care in increasing your

stock that no disease of this nature exists, and always

take the precaution of keeping a Uttle napthaline in

the hives ; and should you notice any disease in the

combs, destroy the bees—it is not worth the risk to

keep them, particularly if you have a large number

of hives.

SECTIONS THE RIGHT WAY UP.—On taking off'

sections aud storing away, be careful to keep the

section the same way up as they were taken from the

crate, otherwise the honey will frequently run out,

and a few leaky sections will spoil a good uumber of

others, and this loss may be avoided by taking care.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
county of Great Britain, &c., of which the

following table gives a sufficient outline :

—

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

fi.etters for Publication, as well as speciTTiens afvd plants for

morning, should he addressed to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-

ton Street. Covent Garden, London. ComviunicaZiant

ifeOltfd 6e WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,

scui as eaHy in the week as possible, and didy signed by

Vu writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, bvt

Tapt as a guarantee ofgood faith. The Editor does not under-

take ta pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

munvMtions or illustrations, unless by special an-angement.

ttJustralions.—TAfi Editor wiU thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reprodiiction in tluse

fioges, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

e&s. ; hut he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

^acal News.

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters whieh it is

desirable to bring under the mUice of Ivorticidturists.

tiewspapers.

—

Correspondents sciiding newspapers shoiUd be

ijirrfid to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

-SATURDAY,

SUNDAY,

TCESDkY,

V.'EDNESDAT. July 8

(-National Rose Society's Exliibition

I at the Crystal Palace.
July 4f Isle of Wight Horticultural Asso-

I

ciation Meeting.
ISoci^t^ Frang. d'Hort. Meeting.

T_,,, r /Royal Horticultural and Agricul-
dUL-i o^

tural of Ghent Show.

i.'T^- T f Wolverhampton Floral Fete (three
•^^^' ^ days).

' Newcastle-on-T^Tie Summer Show.

I
Ro>c and Horticultural Shows at
Hitchin, Lee. Hedhill, Canter-
bury, Tunbridge Wells, and
Wimbledon.

^ Royal Botanic Society Promenade.

THURSDAY,

rjnu&Y,

iRose
and Horticultural Shows at

Worksop, Helensburgh, Wood-
bridge, and Aylesburj'.

Canterbury Hospital FOte and
Flower Show.

SALES.
July 10 '

*-*'''^^'*i^ ^"*i Palm Seeds at Pro-

( theroe & Morris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-

SUING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATION'S

•OF FOETi'-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK —63° 2.

The Department of Agriculture

''Sltirtkr^
has recently issued its Year-
Book under the title of Afirkal-

iural Returns for Great Britain. In this are

shown the acreage and produce of crops, price

of corn, and number of live- stock, and other

agricultural statistics for the United Kingdom,
British Possessions, and foreign countries for

1895. Yery much of the contents of this volume
has already appeared in the Trade and Naviija-

Hon Returns, issued each month by the Board
of Trade, and noticed by us on each occasion

in a very abbreviated but withal comprehensive
form. There is an enormous mass of figures

within the covers of the book, which will

be found of great interest to agriculturists

in view of the heavy competition to which the

industry is subjected from almost every quarter

of the globe. Outside of all this interesting

•snatter there arc some items which concern the

readers of this journal, and one of the first in

the volume refers to the acreage of orchards and
market gardens respectively as returned on the

4tb of June in the year 1895 and 1894, in each

Country.
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the Himalayan R niveum than any other in cultiva-

tion. The flowers are borne in large, rounded trusses,

the corolla being of a bright, rosy purple, and from 2
to 3 inches in diameter. The species is perfectly

hardy. Our illustration is from a plant that flowered
at Kew.

Royal HoRTrcuLTURAL Society.—A special

meeting of the Fruit and Vegetable Committee was

three marks, the lack of the full quorum of eleven
members preventing the awarding of Merit Certifi-

cates : Sutton's Prizewinner, a very fine dwarf MaiTow,
and Fureka, 3 feet, having good sugary flavour ; also

Carter's IVIichaelmas, 3 J feet, a capital late variety, and
excellent cropper. Hero of Trowbridge, 4 feet, good.
Boston Unequalled (Johnson), a very iine 3i feet

variety. Lord Granby, of medium height ; Ne Plus

these, three marks were awarded tt .Jersey Lily
(excellent for summer growth), Veitch's Red Globe,
Sutton's Early Snowball, Catlell's Silver Ball, the
Flat Forcing, and Green-top Stone. It was desired

that seeds of all the later or winter varieties be
shown again in August. Also that the Early Long-
pointed be recommended at the next Drill Hall

meeting for an Award of Merit.

Fig. 5.—RHODODEaiDRON 8MIRN0WU : FLOWERS KOST-PURPLE, LEAVES DOWNY ON THE UNDER SURFACE. (SKE P. 14.)

held in the Chiswick Gardens, on June 29. Pr. sent

:

Mr. J. Wright, chairman ; the Rev. W. Wilks, Secre-
tary

; Messrs. Balderson, J. Smith, J. Willabd, W.
Farr, a. Dean, G. Sage, J. R. Laing, and J. T.
Miles. A large number of mid-season and late Peas,
=r;.erally in excellent condition, were seen. These
included some older varieties for comparison of newer
ones. The following were selected for the award of

Ultra, Lord Mayor, 5 feet high, having superior
quality. The Gladstone, 3 feet, carrying long curved
handsome and well-filled pods ; and Vilmorin's Tall

Butter-Sugar Pea, a free cropper, pods of the ordinary
size of shelling Peas. Pods of this latter were cooked
whole and pronounced excellent.

Turnips next claimed attention, the later sorts of a
very extensive collection being now mostly ready. Of

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
The monthly meeting of the executive committee was

held on the 26th ult. at the Horticultural Club, Hotel

Windsor, W. Marshall, Esq., presiding. A letter

WIS read from Mr. Robert Tait of Manchester,

announcing that an entertainment proposed to have

been given by the Manchester Gardeners' Asso-

ciation on behalf of the Fund had been abandoned
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consequent upon the death of Jlr. Bruce Findlat,

but stating that a sum of iSO would be forwarded in

lieu thereof A report of the annual dinner was

made by the Secretary, Mr. A. F. Bakron, who
further announced that the subscription-Ust was

expected to reach a sum of £900. Orders were given

for the payment of the quarter's allowances to

childi-en, amounting to £217 lis., and to discharge

other accounts. The usual vote of thanks was passed

to the chairman for presiding.

The National Pink Society (Midland
Section).—Mr. C. F. Thurstan, the Hon. Sec. of

this Society, has just issued an intimation to the

effect that no exhibition will be held this season in

connection with the Wolverhampton Floral Fete on

July 7, owing to the bloom being over, as a conse-

quence of the warm, dry spring. For a few years

past. Pinks have formed a part of the diversified

display made at Wolverhampton on the occasion of the

July exhibition, and many will regret the absence of

this fragrant flower for the reason above stated. The
Pinks were in flower in the South much earlier than

usual, and at a time when it was very hot and dry,

consequently the duration of the bloom was a very

short one.

A Farm-school for Bedfordshire.—On
Tuesday morning the Bedfordshire County Council

accepted the invitation of the Duke of Bedford to

inspect his experimental fruit-farm, and also the farm-

school which the County Council, by his Grace's

liberality, has been enabled to establish at Ridgmount
in that county. His Grace has placed at the disposal

of the Technical Instruction Committee of the

County Council a farm of 275 acres, 149 being arable

land, and the rest grass ; and also erected the

necessary lecture-rooms, dormitories, and other

buildings, for the accommodation of twenty boys,

who are granted free scholarships by the Coimty
Council, entitling them to two years' board, resi-

dence, and instruction in the science and practice

of farming at the school. The two principal officers

are a house-master and farm manager, who hold
high qualifications for their positions. Every branch
of fai-m and garden practice is taught by precept and
with models and specimens in the school, and by
actual work on the farm, in the dairy, the poultry-

yard, the garden, and the farmstead generally. The
premises are completely equipped with the newest
implements, and well stocked, while various crops

are cultivated. The proximity of the fruit farm and
the Woburn experimental station also present

opportunities of giving instruction. The boys are

the sons of agricultural labourers or small farmers.

Inaugural speeches were delivered on Tuesday,
with Mr. H. Blundell (chairman of the instruction

committee) presiding, supported by the County
Council, and Mr. Theodore Harris, who has taken
a deep interest in the scheme. The institution is

modelled on the lines of similar school-farms on the
Continent, which were carefully inspected and re-

ported upon by the organising secretary of technical

instruction three years ago. The Duke of Bedford
was heartily thanked for his generosity in assisting to

establish an institution which is believed to be
unique in this country. Tkt Times, JvJtj 1.

Society of Arts.—The Council have awarded
the Society's Silver Medal to the following correspon-

dents of this jom'nal who have read papers during the

Session 1895-96. At the ordinary meetings :—To Dr.

D. Morris, C.M.G., M.A., for his paper on " Bahamas
Sisal Industry

;

" to Edward W. Badger, for his

paper on "Fruit and Vegetable Drying;" to G.

SooTT Elliot, for his paper on "The Commercial
Prospects of English East Africa and British Central

Africa."

" A TRAVELLER'S NOTES." — Many of our
readers will remember the series of letters from Mr.
J. H. Veitch which appeared in our columns in

1891-94. They ijave the details of a more widely
extended and continuous tour than is furnished by
the annals of horticulture. Mr. Veitch's object

wa5 .specially horticultural ; he desired to see the

conditions under which the plants cultivated here

grow naturally, and he was anxious to visit all

the gardens, public and private, scientific, or com-

mercial, that came in his way. How faithfully he

carried out bis object, with what careful attention to

detail he made his notes, his letters gave ample testi-

mony. These notes have now been collected in the

form of a handsome quarto volume, richly illustrated

with photographic and other illustrations, many of

them taken by the author. In this manner the

general features of the vegetation and of the gardens

of Ceylon, North-west India, Bengal, Malaya, Java,

Hong-Kong, Canton, Japan, Corea, Queensland, West

Australia, South Australia, Victoria, New South

Wales, and New Zealand, are passed in review. The

photogravures are excellent. A word of praise must

be given to the printer for his share of the work. A
route-map and a good index complete a work which is

not only of present interest, but which will be of

value for reference to future generations. The book

is for private circulation only.

International Agricultural Congress,
BuDA Pest.—A Congress will be held iu Buda Pest

from September 17 to 20, 1S96, with the sole object

of enquiring into the causes of the agricultural

depression, and as to the means of remedying it. The
discussions will be held in the three following cate-

gories ;— I. Production ; II. Commerce and Traffic
;

and III. Customs and Credit.

Edinburgh School of Rural Economy.
—A copy of the Syllabus of the Edinburgh School of

Rural Economy for the Session 1896-97 has now
reached us. These classes, which are under the care

of an influential board of management, appointed

jointly by the University of Edinburgh, the Highland

and Agricultural Society, the Edinburgh Town
Co\mcil, and the County Council of Mid-Lothian,

have met with great success, and have been highly

appreciated, over 200 students having attended them
last year. The courses of instruction arranged for

the Session 1896-97 are similar to those of last year.

Their main features are :— 1. A Two Years' Curricu-

lum of Day Classes in Agriculture and alUed sciences
;

2. A Com-se of Day Lectures on Forestry in the

University ; 3. An extensive series of Evening Classes

on Agriculture and allied sciences, embracing Horti-

culture and Forestry ; and 4. The usual Summer
Vacation Classes for Schoolmasters, which liave been

well attended. The day classes extend over two

Sessions, each beginning in October and ending in

March. It is expected that those entering for these

classes will have previously completed a good general

school training. The work of the First Session, em-

bracing Mensuration, Mechanics, Elementary Physics

and Chemistry, Botany, Book-keeping, Drawing, and
Handicraft, practicaUy completes the preliminary

education of the student, and gives him an adequate

knowledge of the elements of the sciences that

have a direct bearing on agriculture. At the same
time his interest in the practical aspect of his

work is maintained by such class exercises as

those in measuring buildings and fields, in maiiug
drawings of these to scale, in woodwork, and
in the application of physics in agriculture.

The subjects of study in the second session are Agri-

culture ; Agricultural Chemistry, Botany, Zoology,

and Entomolgy : Veterinary Science aud Forestry.

The complete course thus aims at fitting a young
man to enter with intelligence into his work as a

farmer, a gardener, or a forester. It should enable

him to understand the greater part of the work that

he will see in practice, and to study for himself any
special subject that he may afterwards find to be of

importance to him. A student who has satisfactorily

completed the two years' course of study, and who
has had the required experience of practical work on
the farm or in the forest, should find himself suffi-

ciently prepared for the Examination for the Diploma

of the Highland and Agricultural Society. Numerous
and varied evening classes are provided for those who
are otherwise engaged during the day. A specially

mi "derate scale of fees has been an-anged. This

will be indicated by the fact that the inclusive fee

for the first year's entire course in agriculture is

five guineas. Copies of the Syllabus are to be had
from the Secretary of the University Court, Edin-

burgh, or from the Secretary, 3, George IV. Bridge

Edinburgh.

The Reading and District Gardeners
Mutual Improvement Association.—A party

of about one hundred members assembled on Thurs-

day evening to inspect the trials of culinary Peas,
\

Sweet Peas, Potatos, &c., at Messrs. SuTTONs'

grounds. The party being a large one was divided,

one portion going to view the culinary Peas first,

the other to inspect the Sweet Pea trials. The
trials of cuUnary Peas is a very extensive one,

and number 590 in 334 varieties. It being early in

the season, only the first and second earUes were

seen at their best. The Peas are cultivated under

ordinary conditions ; they had not been afforded any

artificial watering, and old varieties are found

growing alongside of the newest, thus affording an

excellent opportunity for comparisons. Sutton's

Seedling and Excelsior are large podded, first eaily,

wrinkled Peas ; and the variety Bountiful, was spoken

highly of for early supplies by those of the visitors

who had grown it. Among late Peas, two or three of

the Duke of Albany type, attracted attention. The
Sweet Peas consisted of 125 trials, all represented by
diff'ereut names, aud filled 350 rows of 16 feet in

length.

Proposed Botanical Museum for Aber-
deen.—The Aberdeen Burgh Committee, at its

meeting on Friday afternoon, 26th ult., had under
consideration a letter from Professor J. W. H. Trail,

Aberdeen University, containing a proposal for the

establishment of a museum as an aid to teachers who
endeavour to give their pupils instruction in nature ;

knowledge such as it ought to be, and not merely

from books, and from which the teachers could

borrow. Such a museum could be formed for a

comparatively very small sum. Dr. Trail in-

timated that he would gladly advise and assist,

if the committee sanctioned the proposal to begin

such a collection. Dr. Trail appended a list

of the specimens required. In contending for his

proposal at the meeting. Dr. Trail maintained that

such an institution would give pupils intending

to go to the University, a grounding which would

be very useful. An informal discussion ensued,

and although favourably viewed, the matter was

deferred.

AcORUS calamus.—This fragrant Aroid is not

uncommon along the banks of the Thames and of

the canals in certain parts of Middlesex, so that no

suspicion of its not being truly a native is entertained

by many. Parkinson, however. Theatre of Plants,

p. 140, says :
—

" These Reeds are strangers, not

growing with us, we having no further knowledge of

them." With reference to this plant, the following

incident may be mentioned :—Many years ago a

Kentish farmer had occasion to consult a London

physician. The doctor, amongst other things, pre-

scribed some preparation of Acorus calamus. On the

farmer asking how and where he could procure the

drug, the physician said, " Yo,i go and ask Mr. M
of Canterbury, and he will tell you." The farmer

did so ; received precise indications as to where the plant

might be found, when the farmer replied, " Why, the

house you mention near the pool where the plant ,

grows is the house wherein I live !

"

|

"The Sturtevant Prelinnean Library of
THE Missouri Botanical Garden."—This is a

catalogue (reprinted in brochure form from the

seventh Annual Report of the Missouri Botanical

Garden) of such volumes, published previous to the

year 1753, as were given to the garden by Dr. E.

Lewis Stortevant in 1892. The books are, of

course, all devoted to botanical and horticultural

subjects, and include an extraordinarily rich col-

lection of herbals, natural histories, aud medical i

botanies in many languages, the whole forming
|

an interesting and valuable collection upon the

acquisition of which the garden is to be con-

gratulated. '
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•'The Sources of Plant-food."—This little

book contains a paper read before the Maacheater

Horticultural Improvement Society by E. Griffiths

HtroHEs. The scope of it may be gathered from the

ftub-title, which mentions that the book includes

"detailed analyses and experiments showing the

dominant mineral elements which govern the growth

of plants, and the development of fruit, flowers, and

vegetables." It is further intended as a guide for

amateur and practical gardeners, to enable them to

understand more thoroughly the theory and practice

of fruit and flower cultivation. Some o£ the pages of

this treatise are devoted to a paper upon plant-

cleaning, the subject being, of course, insect pests and

ddseasee, and how best to combat them.

"Carnation Culture for Amateurs."—An
illustrated handbook bearing the above title has

lately been issued by Mr. B. C. Ravenscboft (pub-

lisher, L. Upoott QiLL, 170, Strand). The little

volume contains instructions for growing Carnations

of all classes in the open ground and in pots, with

somewhat scanty notes on insect foes and diseases.

Various illustrations elucidate the book, which may
be commended to the notice of amateurs as likely to

be very serviceable to them.

•• The District Councillors Handbook,"
by J. C. SwtNBaBNE Hanham (London : Shaw h

Sons, Fetter Lane and Crane Court, E.G.). This

volume is devoted, as the title implies, to such infor-

mation as may be useful to District Councillors. It

treats of the office, qualification and election of these

officers ; of their duties, powers and fees ; and may be

commended to the notice of those to whom it is

addressed as containing valuable hints for their

guidance.

Sterilized Mushroom Spawn.—According
to the Bulletin d'Arboriculture for June, the Pasteur

Institute in Paris is now working in the interests of

horticulture. It now, in fact, offers to the horti-

cultural public llushroom spawn in two forms

:

sterilized, and in its normal condition, analogous to

what French Mushroom growers know as hlanc vierge.

The sterLUzed spawn is an entirely new product

obtained by the germination of the fungus spores.

Tills is pure, free from any other fungus spores but

those of the Mushroom. It is raised from picked

Mushrooms remarkable for size of productive and
aiarketable properties. The Pasteur Institute under-

takes to provide any variety which the gi'ower wishes

io have, aud, if the Mushroom-fancier has any variety

which he wishes to propagate, the Institute under-

takes to secure the germination of that Mushroom of

which he wishes for spawn. It will thus raise to

jrder special spawn in as large a quantity as may be

•equired. The sterilized spawn yields rapid, regular,

md considerable produce. It can be prepared in

jnliniited quantities.

Mr. H. W. WARO.—After fiUing the position of

aead gardener at Longford Castle, Salisbury, for a

period extending over twenty-five years, eighteen

Tears under the late beloved Earl of Radxor, and
seveu uuder the present peer, Mr. Wakd, as we
ire informed, has felt it advisable to resign his

ip['-.intment, and is consequently at liberty to

iccept a fresh situation where a good staff of men
s kept, and where gardening is carried on with
;pirit ; or to undertake the management of a smaller
«la;o as steward and gardener. During his quarter
;' a century's management of Longford Castle gar-

leus, Mr. AVard has made them what they are—one
i the best known in the United Kingdom. During
hat period of time also he has superintended the erec-

ion and heating of pretty nearly all the glass-houses,

ncUiding a range of Orchid-houses, extended the

imous Italian flower - garden, and considerably

xtended and beautified the grounds, cfec, besides

.inning for Longford Castle at leading metropolitan

u 1 provincial shows the reputation of being a good
I'uit and vegetable-growing establishment. With
loU a record, it is to be hoped that Mr. Ward will

t be long without the employment for which his

apacities eminently fit him.

A New Strawberry.—Fruits of a new Straw-

berry were brought by Messrs. J. VEiroa & Sons

before the Fruit Committee of the Eoyal Horticul-

tural Society's meeting on the 29th ult. at Chiswick.

The fact that the next meeting at the Drill HaU does

not take place until the 14th inst., a period of fifteen

days later than the Chiswick meeting, was pleaded in

extenuation of this unusual course, and cordially

accepted. The variety in question, which rejoices at

present in the somewhat grandiose appellation of

"Majestic," is the product of a^cross between British

Queen and Waterloo. It is one of Mr. Seden's rais-

ing, that experienced hybridist having occasionally

dealt with fruits, as a change from Orchids. His first

production in that direction seems to have been sin-

gularly successful. The fruits of this Strawberry

have the round or semi-pointed form, and generally

the deep colour of Waterloo, and all the flavour of

British Queen ; indeed, as a completely ripened or

finished Strawberry, it was declared to be one of the

richest-flavoured in cultivation. The variety is a

large cropper, has the Queen erect foliage and form,

with the Waterloo irreenness. It is distinctly a late

variety. The committee agreed to recommend at the

next Drill Hall meetmg that a First-class Certificate

be awarded to it. We suggest that a more fitting

appellation would be '• Harry Veiteh."

Some Notes on Roses Shown at Reading.

—At the Rose show held by the National Rose

Society at Reading on the lith. ult.. no fewer than

3,9S0 blooms were staged in competition in the

classes devoted to hybrid perpetuala, hybrid Teas,

Teas and Noisettes, or 320 more blooms than at the

Gloucester exhibition last year. Consequently, the

Reading show was the largest provincial exhibition

ever hold by the society in the south of England.

With the exception of those at Birmingham in 1890,

and at DerV>y in 1895, it was, moreover, the most

extensive show that his as yet been held by the

society in any part of the kingdom, if we except the

metropolitan e.xhibitions at South Kensington and

the Crystal Palace, where the classes open to exhi-

bitors were, as a rule, nearly twice as numerous.

Edward Mawlcy, Hon. Sec, X.R.S.

The Cedar Forests of Mount Mlanje.
—One of the earUest acts of Sir H. H. Johnston's

administration as Commissioner in British Central

Africa was to declare the great mountain mass of

Mlanje, in the south-eastern corner of the British

territory, Crown property. The Commissioner's

main object in doing so was to protect the remnants

of the magnificent Cedar (Widdriugtonia) forests that

were still found on Mlanje, and that this policy

was a wise one is shown by the report which

has just been addressed to the Commissioner by Mr.

John M'Clocnie, who is in charge of the Govern-

ment's forests in that district. In this report Mr.

M'Clounie says:
—"I have now been all over the

Ruo plateau and the Luchenya, and the Likubula

gorge, and the Tuchila plateaux. The district round

the source of the Tuchila is by far the best and most

timbered part of the mountain. A few straggling

trees are seen near the source of the Ruo, and only

one of any size, while the Luchenya is dotted with

Cedar along its slopes. The Likubula is well wooded,

but the forests are almost inaccessible. On the

plateau round the source of the Tuchila the ground

is covered with compact Cedar forests, and may be

estimated at 700 to SOO acres, on that around the

Likubula about 200 acres, and a further 100 acres

round the Luchenya. Giving the number of trees to

the acre as 150, the total number of full-grown

existing trees should stand at 150,000, with an

average of 40 cubic feet of timber each. At the

present value of Ss. per cubic foot the total value of

these trees would be i£900,000. But if this timber

was sold, as it ought to be, at 6s. a cubic foot, the

wealth would be doubled. As I have gone all over

the woods, and noticed quantity and quality, these

figures may be taken as near the mark. It is no

exaggeration to say that five or six years' more delay

in the assumption of control over the remauiing

patches of Cedar forest would have meant the entire

extinction of this unique Conifer, which there is

abundant evidence to show was once indigenous to all

the high mountains and plateaux in the southern

part of British Central Africa. Up to the present I

have cut up nothing but dead wood which, in most

cases, is in good, seasonable condition. The supply

of timber yearly might be considerable, and not

materially affect the forests for many years, especially

as there are large numbers of young trees growing up

in all the woods which must now be protected from

fire. I have this season sown a large quantity of

Cedar-seed, which should be ready in a year to trans-

plant. The ground to be planted must be thoroughly

hoed and cleaned to remove grass, &c. , attd prevent

fires." Times.

Trentham Horticultural Society.—We
are requested to announce that the Trentham Horti-

cultural Society's show will not be held this year,

owing to the County Agricultural show being fixed

to take place at the same date at Longton, of which

place the Duke of Sutherland is the Mayor.

CaTTLEYA LABIATA WARNERI.—There are now
flowering at Laeken, neai' Brussels, in the gardens

of H.M. the KiNu of the Belgian.?, under the care

of Mr. Knioht, eight plants of Cattleya labiata

Warneri carrying 179 flowers, on fifty-eight flowering

bulbs. One plant with twelve flowering bulbs has

forty flowers. This is generally considered a shy-

flowering Cattleya, but it is simply magnificent as

here sliown. Any one who wi.shes to see them may

do so on application to the Superintendent of the

Royal Gai'dens, Laeken.

Edinburgh Chair of Botany.—In the House

of Lords on Tuesday, June 30, a bill was read a

second time which has for its object the transference

to the Crown of the right of patronage to the Chair

of Botany in the Edinburgh University which is now

vested in the curators of patronage. It has hitherto

been usual that with the Chair of Botany the

professor should hold the office of curator of the

Botanical Gardens, an office which was in the

patronage of Her Majesty, and unless arrangements

were made between the appointing parties consider-

able inconvenience would ensue. It was in the

interest of the School of Botany that the same

person should hold both offices, aud with a view to

facilitate this a departmental committee had recom-

mended that the transfer proposed should take place,

and the proposal had been agreed to by Her Majesty,

the treasury, and all others who were interested.

Gorey Rose Show.—The Gorey Rose Show

was held in the grounds at Mr. Cliffe Owen's

residence, at Kuockmullen, on Tuesday, June 23. The

fixture was only established last year ; and though

it is conducted on a somewhat unpretentious scale,

it has contracted considerable attention amongst

the Rose-growers of the north of the county,

as was shown by the number, variety, and

beauty of the flowers exhibited on Tuesday.

The Earl Fitzwilliam, CooUattin Park, lent a

splendid tent, and flowers were sent for exhibition by

Mr. W. Dixon, Bellniount (who acted as judge), Mr.

Steele, of Earlswood, and Mr. Wilson, of Shillelagh.

The fine collection of Roses, Begonias, and Orchids

of the first named gentleman were a centre of

attraction, while the contributions of the two

latter were also much admired. The Earl of

Courtown lent some plants for the decoration of

the tent. The band of the Wexford Regiment, which

was in attendance, played a choice selection of music

during the day. The Roses were not up to the

standard of last year, a fact which is. however, wholly

attributable to unfavourable weather. On the whole,

Messrs. George Mercer and Cliffe Owen are to be

congratulated on the result of theu efforts. Extract

from tltc Enniscorthy Giuirdian.

Flowers in Season.— A correspondent re-

siding at Reading, Mr. S. Kemonger, sends us some

very pretty, fragrant flowers of seedling Carnations,

raised froin seeds sown, so he tells us, about a year

ago. Everyone with space at command should grow
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Carnations from seed, for the produce is sure to be

varied and pretty, tbe plants strong, and the blooms

abundantly produced; there is, moreover, the

excitement of waitiug for the opening of the flowers,

and, may be, securing a flower of the first water.

Publications ReCVMED.—Annual Administra-

tive Report of the Forest Department, Madras Presi-

dency, for the Year ending June 30, \%^5.—Bulletin

of t!ie -Botanical Department, Jamaica, edited by Wil-

liam Fawcett. Among the contents are : Notes on

Citrus fruits. Synoptical List of Ferns, continued

;

Sarsaparilla, and other papers.

—

Farmers' Bulletin,

No. 3S, U. S. Department of Agriculture ;
" Spray-

ing for Fruit Diseases," by B. T. Galloway.—
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Division of Ento-

mology ; some Mexican and Japanese Injurious In-

sects liable to be introduced into the United States.

—New York Agricultural Experiment Station,

Bulletin No. 100, "Combating Carnation Rust," by
F. C. Stewart.—Bulletin No. 101, "Potato Diseases

of Long Island in the Season of 1895," by F. C.

Stewart.—Minnesota Botanical Studies.—Bulletin

No. 9, April 30. Contents:— "Distribution of the

North American Helvallales," Lucien M. Under-
wood ; "Physiology of Root-tubers of Isopyram

biternatum," D. T. McDougal ; "Plants Collected

by Dr. J. H. Sandbero in Northern Minnesota,''

J. M. HoLZiNGER ; "Changes in Dry Weight of

Leaves of Heliauthus," S. Thompson and W. W.
Pendergabt, &c.— Vegetations, Biologic von New
Iceland, Yon L. Diels.—Bulletin No. 132, Michigan

State Agricultural College Experiment Station : "Some
Injurious Insects," by G. C. Davis. —Ros Rusirum, by

E. V. B., 2nd edition, Elliot] Stock. — Arboricul-

turists and Others in NorOi. Oermany, Macfaulane &
Irskine.

PLANT POETRAITS.
Beooxia Gloibe de Lorraine, Garden^ June 6.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine. Illiutration Horticole, May 30,
PI. Iviii.

Deux Prdnes ANOLAisEa.— Prince of Wa'es and Rivers'
Early Transparent Gage. JHustradwi Hvrticole, June 15,
PI. Ux.

GLADI0LD8 HTBR, KONINGIN WiLHELMINA, TijdschHft COOT
Taiiibouv:, PI. vi.

Book Notice.

Gardeners and Cricket.

We hear little now-a-days of those who follow the

gardening profession distinguishing themselves in any
branches of sport. This is probably owing to the

fact that recreation outside the limit of the sphere of

a gardener's labours is practically impossible, since

plants, like children, require constant attention ; and
this was never more apparent than at the present

day, when our greenhouses, conservatories, and
hot-houses are stocked with plants from almost every

part of the world.

We have in our mind the names of a few prominent
gardeners who delight in the good old English game
of cricket, and it is interesting to be told that over a

century ago three of the most celebrated cricketers of

the day were gardeners in large establishments. .\

dainty little volume that has just come into our

hands, entitled Annals of Cricket, by Mr. W. W. Read,
a famous Surrey player, contains some curious

descriptions of these " wielder.-i of the Willow."
Edward Stevens was gardener to the Earl of

Tankerville at Walton on-Thames, was also the most
famous bowler of the day, from 1760 to 1790. He is

said to have had an eye trained as straight as a plant,

that he could pitch a ball 22 yards' distance, and hit

a daisy four times out of six attempts. He was nick-

named "Lumpy," ou account of his solid buili
About the same time H. MinshuU and W. Rumuey
were famous cricketers ; both were in the gardens at

Knolc Park, Sevenoaks, at that time the seat of the
Duke of Dorset. These men used to be taken about by
theu- employer to play in diS"erent counties, a proceed-

ing that may have been very well for cricket, b ut must

have been extremely tantalising to the head-gardener.

MinshuU is stated to have been a very fine batter,

but aa conceited as a wagtail. If description goes for

anything, another leading player, in the person of

Tom Taylor, must surely have been associated with

some horticultural pursuit, for he is measured-up as

'•a country clod-stumper, with a wilted applejohn

face, and skin Uke the rind of an old Oak,

and quite as sapless." He was a regular Daisy-cutter.

George Brockwell and Daniel Hayward were giants

at the game some fifty years ago. They were both

famous in the history of Surrey cricket, and the

latter, who put in his gardening apprenticeship at

Mitcham, became noted for his abilities in cricket

parlance as " an exceedingly showy hitter " and " fast

field."

The book contains many illustrations of past and

present cricket fields, and also an instructive chapter

on the management of a cricket ground (2s. 6(i.,

Sampson, Low & Co.).

LEADER STP.AWBERRY.
The number of new varieties of Strawberries is

constantly increasing, and in some of them there are

points which will tend to keep them in cultivation

for a long time. Messrs. Laxton, of Bedford, have

been noted for many years past for the general

excellence of the Strawberries of their raising, and in

the present instance they are sending out in Leader a

variety of fine appearance, prolific, and admirably

adapted for forcing as a second early. They inform

us that it is excellent for outside culture. Our

illustration (fig. 6), which shows the plant and fruits

of less than half size, was taken from an example

sent to us for our inspection on the 2nd ult.

Home Correspondence.

PLANT NOMENCLATURE.—The recent publication

of the Index Kcwcnsis, has caused much discussion

upon this subject. It seems to me that the names of

plants are becoming more confused year by year.

Disregarding the utter confusion which exists in the

names of garden varieties, could not some steps now
be taken so that there may be only one name recog-

nised for each species of plant ? Now, what are the

steps to be taken ? I would suggest that the Royal

Horticultural Society should pass a resolution declining

to recognise a plant under any other name except that

under which it is catalogued in the Index. Kcwcnsis.

Could not nurserymen, too, agree only to apply to a

plant the name under which it is designated in the

above work ? Could not you and the editors of other

horticultural publications come to a similar agree-

ment ? I am well aware of the difficulties in the way
of bringing about this result. At the same time,

taking into consideration the advantages which would

be conferred, and the confusion which would bo

saved, is it not now worth making a determined

effort in this direction, now that we have a standard

work to which we can refer? E. D. Tillett. [As a

general nile, we make it a practice to conform to the

Index Kewensis, but v?e cannot always stop to see if

a name cited by a correspondent, or even one used by
ourselves, is in conformity with the Index. Ed.]

NO MORE HERRING -NETS.—When Strawberry

time was about to arrive, I dreaded to have to again

haul down the nets from the loft, where ihey had

been put away since they were used last year, only to

find them, as usual, full of rents, and perhaps also

rotten with either tlie dry or wet rot. Having con-

sidered how very cheaply galvanised wire netting

may now be bought, I made up my mind to give it a

trial this j'ear, and procured some coils of netting of

1 inch mesh, and 2 feet wide for the sides. For

covering the top I selected wire netting of 3 feet in

width, with a mesh of U inch. Our Strawberry-beds

were luckily exactly 12 feet wide, and the lengths

various, so that there was no difficulty in forming the

enclosure. The wood soanthng used as a framework

was 2 inches by 1 inch. The netting 2 feet, and

1 inch mesh, was soon fixed to a framing round the

sides of the bed, and for the netting 3 feet wide

framing was made to place over the top. This

done, the structure was complete, and the Straw-

berries were safe from the predatory visits of the

blackbirds and thrushes. Nothing could be more
simple or cheaper, I think, in the end than this.

AVhen protection is no longer required, the wire at

the sides may be rolled up, and the framings on the

top stacked away in a dry place, in readiness for

another year. Wbeu we gather the fruit, all that the

gardener has to do is to hft off the top framings,

lay them on top of the others, and so proceed

until the required quantity is picked. The sides

might advantageously be made, say, 6 feet high, and

the roofing fixed at the same height, which would

obviate the necessity of removing the top framings

when gathering, a doorway admitting to the enclo-

sure. I have, however, stopped short of this com-

modious method, feeling satisfied with the present

arrangements ; but to render the Currant and Rasp-

berry plantations secure the higher form will have to

be adopted. The birds look with longing eyes on

fruits under the nets, but they are not altogether

without the opportunity of having a taste of them ;

nor do I see any reason why they should, seeing how
much good they do by ridding us of slugs and

caterpillars, besides enUvening the garden by their

song. They are left, entirely to themselves, an old

Strawberry plantation, from which a tolerably good

feed can be obtained. All this kind of protection

may not be wanted in gardens less surrounded by

trees and shrubs, but at Coombe Abbey the protec-

tion of such kinds of fruit becomes a necessity.

IF. MiUcr.

VIOLA OR TUFTED PANSY.—An attempt is

being made in certain quartei-s to induce cultivators

of that section of Pausies denominated Violas to drop

this title and substitute for it "tufted Pansy."

AVhat is meant by Viola is clearly understood, and as

the term has been employed ever since the late Mr.

John Wills brought Viola comuta into such notice as

a bedding plant, the employment of the term is sanc-

tioned and confirmed by usage. There is scarcely a

compiler of a catalogue of Violas who does not

employ the term, and in order to show how inap-

plicable is the term " tufted Pansy " to many of the

Violas, an inspection should be made of the extensive

trial of a considerable number of the leading varieties

now being carried out by the Viola Conference in the

gardens of the Royal Botanic Society in the Regent's

Park. It will be perceived that a large majority of

the varieties, instead of having a tufted habit, i.e.,

close, dwarf, and compact, they have an erect, tall,

spare habit, and almost need the support of stakes

to keep them in an upright position. A great

many of the new Violas of the pi-esent day are

selected, not because they are adapted for bedding

purposes, in the decoration of the flower garden,

but because they are thought to have a value for

forming sprays for exhibition purposes, and their

habit ceases to become an important consideration.

This is unfortunate, because misleading. Certificates

of Merit are awarded to cut blooms, the varieties are

iu consequence purchased for flower-garJeu use, the

habit of growth is found to be objectionable, and dis-

appointment results. The main reason why the trial

of Violas has been instituted at the Regent's Park is

to enable a selection to be made of those best adapted

for flower-garden purposes ; on the other hand, many
of the fancy and show Pansies (named varieties), liave

dwarf and compact habits, and have much more claim

to be regarded as tufted than many of the Violas. I

desire, therefore, as a lover and cultivator of the

Viola, to see the old and distinctive name retained ;
its

UEe does not lead to any confusion, it is readily imder-

stood, it is sanctioned by usage, and it differentiates

in an intelligible manner the bedding types from the

large show and fancy Pansies. £. D.

PER-SIMON NOT PERSIMMON.— It may interest

my friend Canon EUacombe to hear that the recent

Derby winner was not named after either Diospyros

virginiana, or D. Kaki, as he suggests on p. 790 of

your last issue ; but that the name of the horse

should really have but one " m," as written at the com-

mencement of this note. The origin of the name
was, I believe, that the name of the horse's dam
began with Per, aud its sire was St. Simon, and that

accordingly the colt was given a name made up for

the occasion out of a syllable from the names of each

of its parents. W. E. Oumhleton.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S CERTIFI-

CATES.—A young member of the Fruit and Vege-

table Committee, whose sympathies may be naturally

with new things rather than with old, recently raised

the not unimportant question at one of the committee

meetings as to the propriety of granting Awards of

Merit or Certificates to old things under any circum-

stances. That the committee declined to discuss the
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subject doubtless showed wisdom, as the proposal

might have led to long discussion practicjly use-

less at ordinary meetings. But there is matter in

the proposal for discussion, although it may be
thought that the subject was rather one for the

Council to determine, though thai body may be aa

indisposed to fetter the action of the committee as

that committee seems unwilling to fetter itself. Now
it is true the objects of the committees are " to

meeting to Rhubarb Victoria, one of the very best
in commerce, but which never before obtained an award.
At the same time a similar award was made to a
new variety—CoUis' Seedling. Both these were grown
at Chiswick for comparison, and sample bundle.'?,

with others, were brought up to the Drill Hall for

the committee's inspection. Now, excellent variety

as is CoUis' Seedling, it is not a bit better than is

the old Victoria. Still, when subjects are sent

great love for awards to old things, which everybody
has, because, from a trade point of view, there is no
money in them

; but there are others who would very
i-uthlessly trample that objection under foot. It is as
much the business of the committees, by their awards,
to make known to the world what are good old things
as well as good new things, because the gardening
world wants not so much the newest as the best. If

there were an order or instruction issued to the com-

Fia. 6.
—" LEADEK " STRAWBERRY. (sB2 P. 18).

(Raisjd by Messrs, Laxton Brothers, Bedford. Foliage and fruits balf-natr.ral size.)

encourage the production of new and improved
varieties of fruits, flowers, plants, vegetables, &c.,"
but there is no restriction imposed with respect to

awards to old things. On the other hand, the
growing of old-established things at Chiswick for
purposes of comparison is distinctly encouraged, and
it has always been the practice there to give the full

number of mai'ks to good old things, so grown, as to

meritorious new ones. The particular case which
provoked the proposal of the member in question
was the granting of an Award of Merit at a recent

to Chiswick f»r trial, the Fruit Committee does
not like to treat them, as it were, with contempt,
simply because they may not be better, though
perhaps they are as good aa older varietiea are.

Those who send these diverse things are entitled

to some encouragement. Still, if CoUis' seedling

merited an Award of Merit, unquestionably such
an old and tried variety as Victoria did so as

well ; and because that was the general feeling,

the award to this old thing was made, I can very
well understand that in some quarters there is no

mittees that under no circumstances should awards
of merit or certificates be granted to anything unless

the thing in question is a distinct advance on any
similar old variety, the order, though right enough and
logical, would still seem harsh and prohibitive, but it

would materially reduce the number of awards now
made. But why any limit should be placed on the

present powers of the committees to recognise the

merits of good old things aa well as of new things

—not always good, all of them—is difficult to under-
stand. Many old things still so good as to be
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universally grown never met with awards of any
description ; some, indeed, came into being before the

committees did. It is hard to understand why they

should not receive now the same recognition that the

committees grant to their younger compeers. A. D.

[The form of the award should be different in the two
cases and then no objection could be raised. Ed.]

FASCIATED PEA.—When looking round a gentle-

man's garden lately I came across the enclosed

curiosity. I thought it would interest you to see it.

This tufted Pea is a chance seedling, the seed of

which has been saved for the past three years. My
friend, who is an enthusiastic gardener, thinks highly

of it, and gets a good crop of useful Peas from thi.«

novelty ; average height, about 4 feet. Personally, I

never saw a Pea of this habit before. Please give

me your opinion through the columns of the Gar-

deners' Clironide. D. Crombie, Powerscourt Gardens,

£nnlskerry, Ireland. [The stem is fasciated, pro-

ducing a cluster of Peas at the top, like the so-called

Mummy-Pea, which occurs occasionally, and excites so

much attention. It has nothing but the name to

connect it with mummies. Ed ]

LENT LILIES.—The very clerical—or shall I say,

rather, ecclesiastical—term of Lent, applied both to

Hellebores and Daffodils, is distinctly fantastic, and
it may well be said, very absurd. Every flower, no
matter what, that blooms during Lent might just as

well be termed Lent something, as the flowers named
are so dubbed. But in the case of the circular referred

to at p. 765, vol. xix., in relation to prizes for plants,

it would seem as if the author had got mixed over

Hellebores and DafiFodUs, for whilst the forms of

Helleborus might have been commonly known as

Christmas Roses, the later forms of H. orientalis or

colchicus have had given to them the more modem
appellation of Lent Roses. But it is more ridiculous to

term these flowers Roses, than it is to term Daffodils

Lent Lilies. The use of terms or names in this

eccentric and misleading fashion by horticulturists

is specially reprehensible. JJ.

MEALY-BUG ON VINES. — In last week's issue

of your valuable paper you recommend "J. M. R.,"

on p. 796, to fumigate with XL-All, as a means of

partially ridding the vinery of this pest, and assert

that it will not injure the Vines. With the direc-

tions given on each bottle of XL-All, gardeners are

cautioned not to use it for Lady Uownes and Muscat
Grapes, both of which I know from experience it will

injure. As many gardeners no doubt will follow the

advice given to " J. M. R.," my remarks may be of

good service to some of them. F. C. Edwards. [We
have used it without injury but with great success in

a small house where Black Hamburgh and Syrian were
grown and terribly infested with mealy bug. Ed.]

STARCH-POTATOS.—"D. T. F." thinks that we
may here at home take successfully to the cultivation

of Potatos for the production of starch as a manufac-

tured article of trade. I am not sure that t iking an
average of seasons, we get soil-warmth enough in this

country to produce a maximum of starch in the

tubers. Then it would seem as if the German varie-

ties, grown specially for the production of starch and
of sugar, to be transformed into alcohol, contained

both these elements in a greater degree than our
home-raised, or the American varieties do. If th.at

be so, it may be due either to lung special breeding

to secure those features, or to greater soil-warmth

during the tubering season, in time creating those

elements in a marked degree. One thing always has

been known ; it is, that the smaller tubers are

invariably more starchy in flesh than are the

larger ones, as these latter largely owe their greater

size to excess of water, due probably to breed, to

high culture, and to robust top-growth. But, as
" D. T. F." says, the whole thing needs to be investi-

gated, and in a thorough way. Apart from chemical
analysis, we want to have Potatos grown so diversely

that eSects may be fully tested. A . D.

STARCH AND SUGAR CONTENTS IN POTATOS
AND IN ROOT-CROPS.—In reference to the remarks
of your coirespondent " D. T. F.," at p. 76S, vol. xix.,

a few more notes may be quoted upon the subject

from illustrations obtained by Lawes aud Gilbert at

Rothamsted. But little is definitely known of the

special functions of individual mineral constituents in

vegetation. It is, however, pretty clearly established

that the presence of potash is essential for the forma-
tion of the chief non-nitrogenous matters — starch and
sugar. The published results of experiments at

Rothamsted have shown that the proportion of

potash in the ash of Wheat was the greater, the
better matured the grain—that is, the larger the

proportion of starch it contained ; in the Potato

was found a greatly increased amount of potash in
the heaviest crops, that is to say, in those in

which the largest amounts of starch have been
found. The results of cooking several samples of
Potatos, grown in the Rothamsted experiments,
showed that the nutty flavour of the tubers depended
very much upon the quantity of potash taken up
during growth. Hence the immense value of a suffi-

cient supply of potash in the soil, or of an artificial

application in the form of kainit salt, or sulphate
of potash. The Rothamsted experiments further
show that high specific gravity in Potato tubers, aud
high percentage of dry matter go together. The
total amount of dry matter produced per acre is

considerably increased by mineral manure alone
(containing potash), but very much more when the
mineral and nitrogenous manures are used together.

Thus the produce of dry substance of tubers was,
without manure, 1353 lb. per acre ; with purely
mineral manure, 2384 lb. ; and with the mixture of
mineral and nitrogenous manure, more than 4000 lb.

per acre. The produce of starch per acre is 1120 lb.

without manure, and 19SS lb. with purely mineral
manure ; but with both nitrogenous and mineral
manure the quantity of starch is raised to an average
of 3400 lb., or about 1^ ton per acre. Here, then, in

the Potato, we find a great increase in the production
of the non-nitrogenous constituent, starch, by the
use of nitrogen in manure, just as in the root-crops,

has been found a great increase in the produce of

the non-nitrogenous constituent, sugar, by the use
of nitrogenous manure, when combined with potash.
The same thing holds good in the production of sugar
in Grapes. There is, however, under corresponding
conditions as to manure, somewhat more sugar pro-
duced in Mangel-Wurzel for 1 of nitrogen in manure,
than of starch in the Potato. Thus, with similar

mineral manures (containmg pjtash), and the same
amounts of nitrogen supplied, was obtained, reckoned
over the produce by the mineral manures alone, in

Mangel Wurzel 19 parts of sugar for 1 of nitrogen as

ammonium-salts, against 16'8 parts of starch in the
Potato ; and for 1 of nitrogen as nitrate of soda, was
obtained 221 parts of sugar in Mangel Wurzel, and
161 parts of starch in Potatos. In Sugar-beet, how-
ever, there was even much more sugar produced for

1 of nitrogen—namely, when as ammonium-salts
2S'6 parts, and when as nitrate of soda 36 parts. As
then the root-crops are essentially sugar-yielding

crops, so the Potato is essentially a starch-yielding

crop ; and it is seen that, provided tiie mineral con-
stituents, and especially potash, are not deficient,

the produce of both sugar and starch is greatly

increased by the amount of nitrogen available to

the plant within the soil, whether derived from
previous accumulations, or from direct nitrogenous
manuring. Another point to which attention may
be called is, that from 80 to 85 per cent, of the total

potash of the Potato tuber, and about two-thirds of
the total phosphoric acid, are found in the juice. And
when it is borne in mind that two-thirds or more of

the nitrogen existing as albuminoids is in the juice,

it is obvious that if the mode of cooking the Potato
is such as to exclude the constituents of the juice
from the final food-proJuct, there is considerable
waste of nutritive matter, and the nutty flavour of

the Potato is sacrificed. /. /. Willis, Ilarpendcn.

ORCHIS FOLIOSA.—This fine Madeiran terrestrial

Orchis has for several years spontaneously produced
seedlings in my garden. Most of the seedlings have
spotted leaves, and seem to be intermediate between
0. foliosa and 0. maoulata, which is so prevalent in
the soil of my fields as to come up casually and flower
in the borders. I mention these apparent hybrids
because in the Drill Hall on Tuesday, June y, Mr.
Pritchard, of Christchurch, exhibited several very fine

heads of dark purple Sowers labelled 0. foliosa, which
I at once recognised as belonging to these intermediate
forms. Also in the rook-garden at Kew, in one of the
flat basements on the right-hand side as you face

south, there are two clumps of these intermediates.
One of the clumps has the spotted leaves of ordinary
0. maculata, the other has the foliage of 0. foliosa

;

but the flowers, though magnified, of 0. macuUta, or
rather of those very fine forms of maculata whish are
not uncommon where 0. latifolia and O. maculata
grow together, and of which a variety long known as

O. maculata superba, or the " Kilmarnock Orchis," was
a good example. I hope, if this meets the eye of any
one who frequents Kew and studios terrestrial

Orchises, that lie will examine the plants of which I

speak. I have had hundreds of impDrted Orchis
foliosa from M idcira. but never saw any like those
which Mr. Pritchard exhibited, or those of which I

speak as now in flower at Kew. C. Wolloj Did, Ebjc
Hall, Malpas.

LATHYRUS DRUMMONDI.—This Everlasting Pea
has been superb with me this season. It is planted
against a wall of medium height, and the plant
having attained to considerable strength, covers a
large space, and blooms with astonishing freedom. I
got it originally from Mr. Charles Green under this
name, and take it to be a selected form of L. rotundi-
folius, but yet differing a little in some respects.
[See Qard. Chron., July 1, 1876, p. 16. Ed.] The
flowers are of a bright orange-carmine tmt, but like
most of the Everlasting Peas they fade rapidly. I
have grown L. rotundifolius by the side of it, and
have come to regard L. Drummondi as earlier, freer
of bloom, and more vigorous in growth, while it does
not flower so freely as the former, and sets its seed-
pods more abundantly. By the side of it is L. lati-
folius, the shoots of which find their way among
those of L. Drummondi, and the former keeps up the
floral procession after the latter has done blooming.
The shoots of Clematis Jackmauni, and those of
C. magnifica, also creep among those of the Ever-
lasting Peas, and form a charming combination. I
find germination is hastened by soaking the seeds in
water for a few hours before sowing. R. D.

BIRDS AND INJURIOUS INSECTS.—Your corre-
spondent, Mr. Joseph CoUinson, at p. 711, vol. xix.,
makes a humanitarian plea for the preservation ot
insect-eating birds, in a temperate and reasonable
manner, and I quite agree with him that to
destroy tom-tits is to destroy one of the gardener's
and fruit-grower's best friends. The only predatory
acts that I can lay to the tom-tit's charge are a fond-
ness for late Peas, aud a nasty habit of pecking the
stems of nearly-ripe Pears ; but I believe that a few
lumps of suet tied up in their haunts would cure
them, or rather prevent them doing this, their only
mischievous acts. Sparrows are in a different category

;

the only harm they do us is to choke the water-spouta
with their nests, and drive away the swallows by
occupying their nests, but as sparrows increase at an
incredible rate, they want to be kept in bounds, aud
cultivators should use their discretion. Our place is
fairly a bird's paradise. We are surrounded with
thousands of all kinds of birds, aud if I were not
liberally supplied with netting, crops of small fruits
would be out of the question. My own view on the
bird question is, that with plenty of netting the only
bird that it is needful to destroy is the bullfinch, as
they will destroy more fruit-buds in an hour,
than would keep a dozen blackbirds a week.
One year before I took to destroying them they
ate every Apple-bud we had on the place ; but
in such a season as the present one, owing to the un-
genial %veather, cold nights, bright sunshine, and
harsh drying weather, combined with the drought, all

kinds of vegetation received a check, but at the same
time all kinds of insects are present in such incredible
numbers that the ingenuity of man and the insect-
eating birds are powerless against them. On a
broad scale, of course bushes, wall-trees, Roses,
and such like with the aid of insecticides the
cultivator succeeds, but in the case of the
large trees aud shrubs caterpillars innumerable
are the masters of the situation. I have euclosed a
few shoots of Oak trees taken out of a large rookery
about 100 yards from my house. There are thousands,
of rooks who are now living on the caterpillars. I
can hear them cawing as I am writing—a peculiar
noise they always make when feeding on caterpillars.
The tops of the Oak trees are worse than the shoots,
sent, and I dai-esay there are 100 acres of trees
round about whose leaves are similarly perforated,
and tlie tops of which look as if scorched. It seems
that an unhealthiness in a tree favours the produc-
tion of insect-life, just as au uuhealtliy condition of
living produces disease in the humin subject, or in
animal life generally. R. M., Newbury. Jam 8. [The
shoots our correspondent forwarded for our inspection
were covered with skeletonised leaves. Ed.].

MYATT'S ELIZA STRAWBiRRY. — This old
variety is, no doubt, excelled by some of the new
varieties in size, but by few, perhaps, in the good
quality of the fruits ; for hardiness of constitution
a.id prolific beai'ing, Myatt's Eliza can still, however,
hold its own. G. W. [A capital variety, of strong
growth, once thought much of by market growers-
and private gardeners. Its colour, pale red, is, per-
haps, against it Our correspondent sent a number of
fruits of good size and flavour and fair colour. Ed.]

THE LATE BRUCE FINDLAY.—Seldom have 1
felt the loss of a comrade more than that of
this lost gentle and gifted spirit. Though rather
widely parted, we were ever one in sympathy and
spirit in all that concerned the advancement of
horticulture, the elevation of horticulturists, and
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the amelioration and ennoblement of the common
workiue life of our country through the sweetness

and the light distilled and diffused among the masses

and the classes through such efforts as those so suc-

cessfully initiated and sustained by Mr. Findlay for

so many years at Manchester. We are losing so

many leaders and veterans, (Aat horticultural life in

its social side seems less worth loviug tiian it used to

be, though we hope we shall never lack young men
to fill their places ; though of Bruce Findlay, as of

some others we have lately lost from our midst, it

may all too truly be said, " We ne'er shall see his

like again." D. T. Fish, 12, Fittes Rom, Edinburgh.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICTJIiTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

June 23.—Pr€5f»j(: Dr. M. T. Masters (in tlie chair); Dr.

Bonavia, Mr. Douglas, Rov. G. Henslow (Hon. Seo.).

Dianthus, Colours o/.—With reference to the colom-s of Car-

nations, Mr. Douglas observed that the yellows arc apt to

revert to other colours, and mentioned as an instance of 200

seedUngs from a yellow, among which no yellow appeared.

Cahbagi: Palm Fruit,—Mr. J. U. Maiden, successor to Mr.

Ch. Moore, formerly curator for tifty yeurs of the Botanic

Garden, Melbourne, sent some fruit. They are small and
globular, about the size of marbles. The Palm is Livistona

aubtralis, described as a tall and graceful tree, 80 feet in

height. They were forwarded ti Chiswick to be grown.

Tomatos, Mons(rovs.—'Dr. M^stt^rs exhibited some Tomat- r

of t le modem globular form, reniarkiblo for possessing small
exserted supernumerary carpels. These had growni on the

placentas in the place of ovules. It was not uncommon in

the old grooved Tomatos (due to the flowers having been
synanthic), but it had not appeared before on the smooth
fruit. It was received from Mr. Dixon of Chester.

Ptnus Lambertiana.— Dr. Masteks aUo showod a shoot of

this tree, known in California as the Sugar Pine, bearing

numerous orange coloured male catkins.

Cttrious ^JOSS-growth.—Mr. J. P. Way, of Warwick School,

sent a remarka">le specimen, found near the Now Korest. It

w.is of the shape of a dnublo convex lens, about (J inches

across ; the stems .all radiating from the middle. It was
forwarded to Dr. Braithw^iite, who reports as follows: -

" The moss is Leucobryuoi glaucum, common in this

Ntate, but very rare in fruit. It gi-ows under two condi-

tions : (1) In boggy heaths, when it takes a more ex-

panded form, being always wet; ('2) in woods, where it

occurs in circular patches, beginning of the size of a
sixpence, rooting, and going on increasing to tho dimensions
of a half crown. The branching goes on ceutrifugally, and
the tufts are so dense that the easiest way for them is to lie

between the surface of the ground and the older stems above.

Then, probably, after the first heavy rain, the cushion swells

up like a sponge, and i^ torn away from tlie earth, to become
a white lump when dry, which is then blown about by the
wind, just like the Rnso of Jericho, Auastatica Heriochun-
tica. The plant would not grow again as a whole, but it

throws off small ones, which grow and form new colonies."

(See Br. Moss Flora, p. S.5.)

PEOPLE'S PALACE HORTICULTURAL.
JcNE 25, 20.—The summer exhibition of this society, the

second of the three shows held every year, took place in the

Queen's Hall of the People's Palace, Mile End, on the above

dates. One most gratifying feature which characterised this

show is the remarkable growth in the quality of the exhibits

which come from what is known as the "congested dis-

tricts ''—Stepney, Mile End, Limehouse, Canning Town,
Bow. &c., where the conditions of cultivation are unfavour-

able. The institution of these perioiical competitions has

stirred exhibitors to emulate each other in the production of

plants, and no effort is spared to win prizes. The main
body of the exhibitors is composed of labourers, mechanics,

&c., and a number of tliem are engaged in warehouses in the

City, being away from home all day.

The growth in the number of exhibitors resident in theso
districts has been as remarkable as the improvement in the
quality of the exhibits, and at the show just held there were
as many as ten enti ies for a collection of plants, filling a
table space of 9 superficial feet, and the same number with
three plants, fohage or flowering. The leading flowering

plants are Pelargoniums of various types, even the show
Tarieties being represented, and the scented-leaved also

;

Mimulus in plenty ; but while common Musk predominated,
there were examples of the improved large-flowered types

;

Fuchsias, among them some very good specimens—one, a

huge fan-trained plant, quite a load to carry, shown l>y u
labourer named II vydox, who grows it in the single room
occupied by himself and wife ; Creeping Jennies, some of

them admirably grown and bloomed ; Hydrangeas, Tuberous-

rooted Begonias, Lilies, auratuoi and longifloruta prcd -minat-

ing ; trailing Campanulas, Canterbury Bells in pots, &c., and of

foliage plants. India-rubbers, very healthy and bold in

leafage ; Begonias of the Rex type ; Anthericum vaiiegatum.

a very favourite East-end plant ; Ferns, including some
exotic types, as well as our hardy British species; annual

Tobaccos, &,c. Fern-cases were a most satisfactory feature,

and some pretty bunches of Sweet Peas were also present.

Outside of tho congested district? are localities more
favourable to plant growth than those lying in the centre,

and the dwellers in these exhibit by themselves ; but as the

society is now rapidly extending in the direction of the more

open districts of Leyton. Walthamstow, Forest Gate, &c.,

where the conditions of cultivation are even more favourable,

these will be grouped by themselves, so as to equalise the

competitions.

At the end of the month of June, forecourt and back gar-

dens are visited for the purpose of awarding prizes for good-

keeping. Ac, and recently the judges. Messrs. R. Rallan-

TiNE and R. Dkan, visited about forty of these, and found

some pretty gardens, both in the more crowded and in the

open districts, but they have recommended to the committee

that all gardens be planted and entered for competition by the

firjst week in June, but that the prizes be not awarded till the

month of August. In November greenhouses are inspected,

that being the time when the Chrysanthemum isa prominent

plant, and the inspection takes place just previous to the

Chrysanthemum show at tho People's Palace.

The exhibits, which filled the spacisus Queen's Hall, were

varied enoiigh to interest all classes of visiters. The shfw

extended over three days.

CROYDON HORTICULTURAL.
Jlt.t 1. The :ainual exhibition of the Croydon Horticul-

tural Society was held on Wednesday latt, in the grounds of

Welleslcy House ; and Roses, as is usual at this show, cou-

stitvitcd tho more important part of the display. In quality,

theso flowers were not equal to that common at Croydon, nor

were they remarkable in quantity. Many entries were

made by growers, who at the last moment were imablo to

exhibit ; and from .'^cveral of the leading amateurs wc leanit

that tho best of their blooms had jiassed. Tho exhibition was

of a varied character, and some capital plants and general

horticultural produce were staged, including a good display

by cottagers. The weather was showery. A sale of flowers

w-as organised for the benefit of the Royal Gardeners* Orphan

Fund.
ROSES.

JViT-JcrvKi/".- The first clasps in thenurscrvinen section w
for forty-oipht blwims distinct, to the 1st prize for which, wxs

added the National Rose Society's Medal. There were four

collections, and the Ist prize w:is awarded to Mr. B. R. Cant,

Colchester. Tho quality of the lilooms was modemtc, some
of thorn being verv good, but most of tliom small. The best

were Earl of Dufferin, Dr. Andry. A. K. Williams. Tiuchess

de Jlomy, Fisher Holmes. Xavier Olibo, Honice Vemet,

Ethel Brownlow. Madame Gabnelle Luizet, Marie Raumann,
Madame Victor Verdicr, Alfred Colomb, Captain Hayward.

Prince Arthur, and Pride of Walthara. Messrs. F. Cakt A
Co., Colchester, wore 2nd. and Messrs. D. & W. Croll.

Dundee, 3rd, both collections being of good proportionate

qnnlity, judged by that of the 1st prize collection.

The winners of the class for twenty-four treble.s were

Messrs. Prior & Sons, Colchester ; and, although the

blooms were lacking in size, they were even in rocard to

size, and of fair colour, Sladame G. Luizet, Alfred Colomb,

Pridft of Reigate, and Horace Vemet, being some of the best,

thnugh the last-named was rathrr burned.

Twenty four Roses, distinct, were best from Messrs. G. and

W. H. BuBCH, Rose growers. Peterborough. Gustave Pigan-

neau, Ulricb Brunner, Alfred Colomb. Reynolds Hole, Maman
Cochet were among the best blooms. Mr. G. W. Piper.

nurseryman, Uckfield. was a very good 2nd ; and Mr. Jko. R.

Box, Croydon, was 3rd.

Te:is Hud Noioettes were much better shown in those

classes than by the amateurs.

The best eighteen blooms, distinct, were from Messrs.

Prior & Sons, Colchester, and in their exhibit were com-
mendable examples of Catherine Mermet, Niphetos, Inno*

cente Pirola. Madame de Watteville, Madame CuHin,

Princess of Wales, and Souvenir de 8. A. Prince ; Messrs.

Cant & Co. were 2nd ; and Messrs. D. & W. Croll were 3rd.

The last named exhibitors were 1st for twelve Roses of

one variety, and staged very fine blooms of Mrs. Jno. Laing.

Mr. B. R. Cant, with Gustave Piganneau, was 2nd, and
Messrs. F. Cant & Co. 3rd with indifferent flowers of Mrs.

Jno. Laing.

Twelve Tea or Noisette Roses (one variety) were best shown
by Messrs. Frank Cant & Co., who showed Madame de
Watteville; and Messrs. D. & W. Croll, who had Inno-

cente Pirola. were 2nd ; and Messrs. G. &, W. H. Burch
3rd, with Catherine Mermet.
Amateurs.—There was no competition in the principal

amateur's class, and the Challenge Cup, value 25 guineas,

becomes the property of the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Haver-

ing, Essex, who beside exhibiting on this occasion took 1st

prize in the same class last year. The thirty-six blooms

exhibited on Wednesday last were good, compared with the

average quality at this show, but not equal to this fortunate

amateur's usual exhibits. Fran<;ois Michelon (Medal bloom).

Earl of Dufferin, General Jacqueminot, Madame Eugene
Verdier, Exposition de Brie, Jno. Stuart Mill, Marie Bau-
mann, and Jeanne Dickson were the best and freshest blooms.

n. V. Macsin, Esq., Gateford Hill, near Worksop, was the

winner in the class for twenty-four blooms, distinct. His

stand contained the best bloom ol Mrs, Jno, Laing shown in
the amateur classes, and it gained a Silver Medal offered by
Mes'^re. Jno. Laing & Sons. There were other fine blooms in
the stand, but some of q\iito ordinary quality were apparent.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton was 2nd; and F. W. Campi.3N,
Esq., Colley Manor, Reigate, 3rd. Teas and Noisettes were
poor.

The Ut prize for eighteen blooms, in not fewer than twelve
varieties, was taken by E. M. Betuune, Esq., Denne Park,
Horsham. The best blooms were The Bride, Catherine
Mermet, and Comtesse de Nadaillac. H. V. Machin, Esq.
was 2nd; and F. W. Campion, Esq., Colley Manor, Reigate, 3rd.

Six Roses, distinct, in trebles, were best from the Kev,
J. H. Pemberton, who had a very commendable stand in

this class, Her Majesty, Mrs. Jno. L'ting, Gustave Piganneau,
Marie Baumann, A. K. Williams, and Caroline Testout were
the varieties shown. H. V. Machin, Esq , was 2nd.

For twelve Rose blooms of one variety, a stand of Her
Majesty, in good average condition, won the highest prize for

H. V. Machin, Esq. ; E. M. Bf.thune, Esq . was 2nd with
Francisca Kruger ; and T. B. Haywood, Esq., 3rd, with
Alfred Colomb.

Growers of fewer than 2000 plants in a competition for

twelve Roses distinct, were only two. The 1st prize was
capitally won by Mr. E. Mawley, Rosebank, Berkhamsted,
and E. M. Bethune, Esq., was 2nd. The last named was
the only exhibitor in this section, of a collection of twelve

Tea or Noisette Roses,

Mr. E. Mawley won for four Roses in trebles ; and E. M.
Hfthcne, Esq., was 2nd.

Growers of fewer than 1000 Rose trees competed in a class

for nine distinct blooms, and W. D. FRKsnFiEii>. Esq.. The
Wilderness. Reigate, showed a nice lot in his 1st prize exhibit.

Keppel H. GirFOBD, Esq., Holyrood, Streatham. being 2nd.

W. D. Freshfield, Esq., won among growers of fewer

than 500 plants, for six Roses, distinct ; and for six Tea

or Noisette Roses.

Tho Challenge Cup offered to growers within 2 miles of

Croydon Town Hall was won by A. C. Giffobp, Esq.. Tenni-

Bon Road. South Norwood, with a collection of twelve Roses,

distinct ; M. Hodoson. Esq., Shirley, was 2nd, and won the

National Rose Society's Silver-gilt Medal ; he also won the

remaining clashes in this section, viz., for six H.-P. Roses,

distinct ; six Tea or Noisette Roses, distinct ; and for six

RoBes of one variet y.

PLANTS AND FRUIT, ETC.

Nine ornamental foliage stove and greenhouse plants were

rnpitally shown by Jno. Warren, Esq., Handcross Park.

Crawley ; his specimens of Croton Warreni and C. Evansiao,

nus wore splendid examples. P. Cbowlev, Esq.. Haddon-

House. Croydon (gr.. Mr. J. Harris), was 2nd. J. Astk Esq..

Roos Road, South Norwood (gr. , Mr. F. Scot'), won in a class

for six such plants.

Six Exotic Ferns (distinct) were best shown by Jn<>.

WARRf;N, Esq. He had excellent specimens of Davallia

divaricata, D. Mooreana.'Nephrolepis exaltata. N. davalloidea

f\ircanB, and Microlepia hirta cristnta. P. Crowley. Esq.

was 2nd. Jno, Warren, Esq. won for four large Pa'ms, and

in several other classes.

For a group of miscellaneous plants ari-anged on a sp?ice

of not more than 100 square feet, the best competitor was

E. H. COLFs, Esq.. Caterham, with a pretty group of low-

statured plants, arranged with considerable t-aste.

The 1st prize for a smaller group was taken by T. Jef-

feries. Esq., London Road, Croydon.

Six plants of ornamental Dracsenas were very fine from

PHiLrp Crowley, Esq.; and Jno. Warren, Esq., was a

capital 2nd.

The exhibits of plants suitable for the decoration of dinner

tables were deserving commendation. Those shown by Mr.

C. Lane. gr. to E. H. Coles. Esq., Caterham, who was Ist,

were of suitsble size, of differing habit, and had been well

cultivated. Mr. W. Garlick, Caterham. was 2nd.

There were many otber classes for plants, includuig Pelar-

goniums. Caladiums. Begonias, Gloxinias, Coleus, Fuchsias,

Selaginellas, £c.

Table decorations are usually pretty at Croydon. The 1st

prize on this occasion was won by Miss Cooper, Sydenham

Road, Croydon; Mr. A. C. RoBrNsoN, Roma, Wallington, was

2nd. The bouquets, sprays, and other florists' arrangements

deserve mention.

Fruit was not largely exhibited. The 1st prize for six dishes

was taken by Jno. Warren. Esq. E. M. Bethune, Esq.. was

1st for three bunches of white Grapes ; and J. Friend. Esq.,

for an equal number of bunches of a black variety, sh- wing

good Black Hamburghs. Frank Lloyd. Esq, Cooml>e

House, showod fifty large and finely-coloured fruits of the

very old Strawberry Princess Ahce.

V'egetabUs were of moderate quantity. Mr. J. Johnson

was let, with a commendable collection of nine varieties;

and Mr. C. Perrett, gr. to Mr-". Fuller. Duppas Hill, was

Ist for six varieties.

Mucellan^ous.—'Messrs. Jno. Peed & Sons, Roupell Park

Kursei-y, Norwood, Road, S.E., exhibited a group of hurdy

flowersof a miscellaneous character, includingmany varieties

of Sweet Peas.

Another group of such flowers was staged by Measrs. J.

Cheal &, Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, Oawlcy, garden Roses

and Violas being shown in this collection.

Two large exhibits of Begonias were made by Mr. J. R. Box
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Croydon ; and Messrs. Jno. Laino & Sons, Forest Hill, S.E. ;

in the latter exhibit were interspersed other ornamental
plants, and several new varieties of Gloxinias were included.

Ml. Box's exhibit contained a fine lot of single and double-

flowered Begonias, and miscellaneous plants ofan omameu :al

character.

A lart;e number of Roses were shown from the Park Hill

Recreation Ground.

EALING HORTICULTURAL.
July 1.—This was the thirty-second annual exhibition, and

was one of the best shows held recently. There were five

tents, and they were all well filled, one with bunches of wild

flowers and grasses, and plates of garden flowers, the latter

arranged by school children on the ground ; a second con-

tained the cottagers' produce from the allotment gai-dens,

and plants grown in their windows and forecourt gardens,

some of the latter being very good. A third was filled with
table decorationb, bouquets, <fec., a fourth with plants, and a

fifth with cut flowers, fruits, and vegetables.

Non-competitive exhibits were very good. One from, Mr.
G. Reynolds, Gunnerabury Park; and one from Mr. J. Hud-
yoy, Gunnersbury House, wero arranged with admirable
taste; and so was a group of Japanese ilaple', intermingled
with white Lilies, from Messrs. Fromow & So^s, Tuniham
Green. Messrs. C. Lee & Sons, Ealing and Hammersmith,
had an eflective group of variegated and other ornamental
shrubs ; and eight boxes of cut Roses. Messrs. J. Veitch <t

Sons, Chelsea, had six boxes of cut Roses ; and Mr. W. Rum-
jEy, a box of blooms of his new Rose, Mrs. Rumsey. Groups
arranged for effect were a good feature, the best of the large
ones came from Mr. W. Roberts, gr. to W. J. Harris, Esq.,
Ealing ; the small-sized one from Mr. J. Knightly, gr, to A.
Robinson, Esq., Ealing.

Groups of dwarf plants arranged on tables made a good
feature. Specimen plants are not so much cultivated at
Ealing as they formerly were, but some fair examples of
Allamandas, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Vincas, Fuchsias,
Plumbago capensis, &c. were staged.

Mr. J. Butler had the best sLx Ferns, including a good
piece of Alsophila excelsi, and a good example of Asplenium
nidus. Caladiums were very good, Messrs. J. Harris and
W. Owen taking the leading prizes. The best specimen stove
or greenhotise plant in flower was Clerodendron Balfouria-
num, from Mr. Boosey

; the be t fidiaged plant, Dracrena
Liudeni. Fuchsias, Begonias, bedding Pelargoniums, Mosses,
&c., were all well shouii.

Cut Flowcrs.—Tha main interest in the show centred in
the cut Roses. This year the class for twenty-four varieties
was thrown open to all comers, and brought five exhibitors.
Jlr. C. TuRNEn, Slough, was 1st with bright, well-developed
flowers; Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford, and Messrs. G. A: W.
BuRCH, Peterborough, ?nd and 3rd.

There were sevenil classes for locally-grown Roses, but
though shown in numbers, they were over-blown. Stove
and greenhouse cut blooms were well-shown in twelve
bunches, Mrs. Boosey taking the 1st prize with an excellent
box. Boxes of cut Gloxinias, Begonias, and bedding Pelar-
goniums were also shown.

Miss Lilian Hudson, Gunnersbury House Gardens, had
three stands of flowers and foliage, very light and graceful,
arranged in excellent taste ; Mr. Boosev was 2nd, Baskets
of flowers for a drawing-room were charming also, and wild
flowers were tastefully arranged.

METHODS OF PEOPAGATION,
LAYERING.

{Continued from, vol. a:ur.,p. 7o7.)

Plants which are too Tfnder for Stooling.—
Many plants iutroduced from Japan, China, and the
Southern States of America, it is not safe to stool in

the open
; and for these a bed must be made in a pit,

where the lights may be put on when necessary. The
grand evergreen Magnolia graudiflora, Exuiouth var.,

is one of these, but if one has a good plant against a
wall, it may be layered there by using some of the tem-
porary platforms, or bracket-rmgs. Merely 611 soma
18-sized pots with peaty soil and simd, and tongue
some small laterals, bend them into the pots, and secure
them by passing a piece of thin tar-twine through the
hole in the pot, and then looping it round the layer, pass
it through the pot again, and secure to a branch of the
Magnolia, or to a cross-peg at the bottom of the pot.
The chief danger under this method is drought, as
unless there is regular inspection, and watering the
soil in the pots, exposed to the drying air and sun-
heat, gets baked, and the layer will not root into it.

If you can, therefore, make a stool in a cold pit for
Magnolia, Clothra arborea, Ceanothus, and Passiflora
of ports, and some of the tender Ivies, as Algerieusis

variegata, it is much the best method by which to

increase them. The various Gorses (Ules), aa the

double form of the common "Whin," the upright

Irish, or the duicose Spanish variety, are best layered

in the open. A simple plan for the last-named is to

fork up the soil around a plant in the shrubbery, to

enrich it with short dung, and add a little saud in

which to peg down the outer branches of the Gorse ;

then pile soil on around, treading down firmly ; this

is also a rough-and-ready method for layering Border

Pinks.

Daphnes.

One of the sweet-scented Daphne species is

D. Cneorum. This is naturally a weak wiry-grow-

ing shrub, well adapted for the margins of beds of

American plants. It is easily increased (and one
cannot well have too much of it) by making the soil

around an established plant rich and light, then
tongueing the repent branches, and layering them into

the soil, using wire layering pegs, or even large hair-

pins, to retain the shoots in position. Put down in

the early spring they will have rooted freely by the

next, and may then be lifted and put in the shade,

and finally planted where required in the autumn.
Pot a few of the plants in a peaty soil, and grow them
on to decorate the conservatory in the sprijig, where
their fragrance cannot fail to be grateful. Daphne
indica, and also the more vigorous white form, may
be propagated from layers, though I have advised the

former to be grafted inside on Daphne laureola or

Spurge Laurel, or Daphne pontica.

Hydrangeas.

The grand Japanese Hydrangea paniculata graudi-

flora, should be planted at the bottom of a hollow
or basin, so that at the flowering period it may
have a good supply of liquid - manure. Never
shall I forget my esteemed friend, Louis Van Houtte
pere, taking me to see his plant of this lovely flowering

shrub at Ghent. It was planted in the centre of a
basin-like pit, near to one of the ingeniously-raised

water-cisterns, and at the time I saw it, it bore at least

one hundred large terminal panicles of its pm-e white
barren flowers. A plant closely allied to this is Schi-

zophragma hydrangeoides, a kind of creeping

Hydrangea, with small panicles of flowers ; this only
needs pegging down on to moist peaty soil to root at

every node, and, hke Daphne Cneorum, is useful to

edge Rhododendron beds.

Roses.

I have already called attention to the troubles and
vexation arising from the use of Manetti-grafted, or

even budded, Roses, and advocated own-rooted plants.

Layering ia a ready means to propagate Roses, and it

may bo done without forming a special " stool," by
simply bending down, tongueing, and layering the
ripened long shoots which are always produced in

abundance by both Tea, Noisette, and H.P. Roses in

beds. A class of Roses somewhat neglected now (not

catalogued among show Roses by the National Rose
Society) is that including the Moss and hybrid China
varieties. These are best propagated by layering,

while such lovely denizens of the court of Queen
Rose as Coupe d'Hebe, Brennus, Charles Lawson, all

layer freely, and do much better on their own roots.

China Roses treated thus may be grown in beds and
layered down, forming in a short time exceedingly
handsome and fragrant additions to the flower-garden.

Conifers.

Among the Conifers, the Arbor-vitae (Thujas),

Cupressus, Juniperus, Taxus, and Thujopsis can all

be layered with advantage ; but the Japan Cedars
(Retinosporaa) are the most easily increased by this

simple means : Select a few strong growths at the
ba.se of your plant, say, R. squarrosa, and take off all

the small laterals between the leading shoot and the
bole of the shrub, and peg down on to the soil with
some wooden pegs or zinc layering-pegs ; water
copiously, and then heap over the selected shoots
some light prepared soil, merely leaving the growing
points exposed to the air and light. Within twelve
mouths these will be found to have made an abund-
ance of fine fibrous roots, and in the autumn they

may be cut from the parent plant, and put in a

sheltered spot, from which next year they may be
moved, and used in the parterres for winter bedding.

MlSOELLAUEOUS ShBUBS.

It hardly needs telling that all shrubs are amenable
to this method of propagation, but it is not advisable

to layer any but such as will not propagate freely by
cuttings. I will enumerate a few of these, and note

any special treatment where it is needful.

The exquisitely-coloured Japanese Maples, varieties

of palmatum and dissectum, should have a little box-

like erection built round them ; this should be filled

with good light soil, and the shoots tongued and
pegged down into it in the autumn, and removed the

following autumn, when they will be found well-

rooted. The Fern-leaved Alder, A. imperialis asple-

nifolia, may be layered thus at any time.

The Arbutus, though it grafts freely, may yet be
layered, the scarlet flowering variety of A. unedo, a

very desirable addition to a shrubbery, and RoUison's

fine variety are propagated thus. Aucubas, if layered,

soon make pretty little plants, which, being well

berried by artificial fecundation, are very ornamental.

A. salicifolia and viridis are the two best, as they

display their coral-red fruits better than other

varieties.

Among flowering shrubs the so-called Ghent
Azaleas and the Japanese A. mollis may be layered

easily and quickly, and should be put down as soon

aa they complete their growth on a light and peaty

compost, which should never be sulTered to get dry.

Among evergreen flosvering shrubs the Berberids

are very attractive. Most of them are easily grown
from seed, but some of the best are only reliable

from layers, as they so easily hybridise and sport.

B. fascicularis, a form of the Holly-leaved variety,

must be layered, and the exceedingly graceful

repent hybrid stenopliylla should be thus increased

also.

The singular, but pretty, Buddleia, with its globose

heads of flowers, and its botanical relative named after

Dr. Lindley, which no one would take to be of the

same genua, need layering for stock. For all the Ceano-

thus tribe a cold pit is necessary. Such well-known

kinds as C. azureus, and the lovely large panicled

variety raised by my friend Emile Lcmoiue, of Nancy,

named Gloire de Versailles, making long flexible

shoots, are easily manipulated ; but the close-growing,

small-leaved varieties, C. papilionaceus and C. rigidus,

need careful handling, and take longer to root

—

indeed, they are easier raised from cuttings under a

bell-glass, and will be referred to with other subjects

later on.

Taking an intermediate position between orna-

mental shrubs and useful fruit-trees, the various

Nuts are propagated in nurseries from stools laid

down in February or March. The two most useful

are the purple-leaved Filbert and the out-leaved Cob,

both of which fruit freely when they attain to

sufficient size and age.

Deutzia gracilis, so much used for early forcing,

is increased by division of the roots and by cuttings
;

but the erect-growing D. scabra and D. crenata aro

better when layered.

The Oleasters (Elseagnus), most useful plants to

cover unsightly walls or fences, are generally in-

creased by layers
; the best aa'e the silver and gold

variegated forms of Elseagnus re8exa. The star-like

scales from the back of the leaf of this plant are

pretty objects for the microscope, mounted in Canada
balsam, or even put wp dry.

The Dyer's Broom (Genista tinotoria) makes excel-

lent rock-plants, or marginal plants in the shrubbery,
more especially the double form, and layers with gi-eat

facility. A more difficult subject is the Snowdrop
tree, Halesia, but this is best put down when in full

foliage, and shaded by a few Fir branches. All the

handsome Magnohas of a deciduous habit, as M.
Lenne, M. acuminata, M. purpurea, are best layered

;

aa are the Mock Oranges (Philadel()hus), the finest

being one known as P. speciosissimus ; and the singular

Hop-tree, Ptelea trifoliata. The Venetian Sumach
Rhus Cotinus, and Chionanthus virginiaua m.iy also be
layered. The former makes a useful stool, and with
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the Japan Skimmias, should he treated to a peaty bed,

and kept very moist, when they will root freely from

layers. The shrubby Spirjeas, espeoially S. grandiflora

(now called Exochorda) must be layered into light soil;

while the Bladder-nuts (Staphylea), especially the one

gi-own for forcing, viz. , S. colchica, are best layered

into plunged pots, and the soil covered with moss, or

mulching to keep it moist. Viburnums both ever-

green as in Laurustinus, and deciduous as V.plicatum,

should be layered in the autumn. Experitnce.

Death of the Inventor of Medicated
Garden Shreds.— William Lerro's name will live

in the memory of those who identify the individual

and his work, which is perpetuated in the firm which

has continued that work since he retired from busi-

ness in 1892. Mr. Lerro, wlio only enjoyed his

retirement for about tour years, recencly passed away
at Worthing at the age of 71. Mr. Lerro contrived a

shred for securing fruit trees, Vines, and creepers

against walls, &o., that would replace the old slips of

woollen cloth, leather, list, &c., which form a harbour

for insects, some of which are detrimental to plants

—

something that would repel instead of entice them.
The Medicated Garden Shreds, or " Dean's Shreds,"

as known to many, proved their value in this

respect, and Mr. Ijcrro was flattered by their use in

royal and other large gardens. Mr. Lerro, when
freed from the anxiety of the manufacturer, em-

ployed his leisure in act.-* of benevolence, and in

alleviating the sufferings of his fellow creatures.

Mrs. G. W. Cummins.—Those of our readers

who are acquainted with the esteemed gardener

to Mr. A. H. Smee, The Grange, Wallington, Surrey,

will sympathise with him in his bereavement.

Jlrs. Cummins piissed away somewhat suddenly on

Juue 20,

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the dur.i,tion, of degrees of
temperature above or below 12" Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degfrees— a "Day-degree" signifying V continued fur
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]

The districts indicated by number iu the first column are
the following :

—

0, Scotland. N. Principal Wheal- p^'oditci/ia Districts—
1, Scotland, E. ; 2, England, N.E. ; 3. England, E.

;

4, Midland Counties ; o, En;,'laud, including Liondon. S.
Principal Grazing, disc, Di^/ncfs — 6, Scotland W •

7, England, N".W. ; S, England. B.W. ; 9, Ireland, N. ;

10, Ireland, S. ; *Channel Islands,

THE PAST WEEK.
The foUowing summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending June 27, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :—
"The iceatfifr was at first fine over the southern and

eastern parts of the Kingdom, but unsettled in the west and
north, with frequent, and in some cases, heavy falls of rain.

Later on showery weather became general, and on the 34th

thunderstorms or thunder only were reported in many parts

of England, as well as in isolated parts of Ireland and Scot-

land. Towards the close of the week an improvement was
reported in most districts.

"The temperature agreed very closely with the average In

the 'Wheat Producing' districts, and also in 'England,
N.W.,' but was shghtly above the normal over the western
parts of the Kingdom generally. The highest readings

occurred mostly on the 27th, when the thermometer rose to

75^ and upwards in noirlyall the English districts, as well

as in ' Scotland, E. and Ireland, N.,' and to 82^ in * England,

S.W.' In 'England, N.W. and the Channel Islands' it did

not exceed 7V. The lowest readings were observed on
various dates in the different districts, but were mostly
either on the 2?nd or 23rd, or on the 26th or 27th ; in the
' Channel Islands the thermometer did not go below 4S^,

but in most other districts it fell to betw on 41* and 44% in
' Scotland, E.,' to 39% and in ' Scotland, W.,' to 38'.

"The rain/all w:vs less than the mean in all districts,

excepting the * Midland Coimties, England, N. W. , and
Ireland, N.,' where there was a slight excess.

"The bright buiiskint was very deficient in ' Ireland and
Scotland, N.,' and slightly below the mean in ' England, E.'

Iu all other districts the amount was in excess of the normal,
tho difference in ' England, S. W. and the ' Channel Islands *

boiug largo. The percentage of the possible duration ranged
from 6^ in the 'Channel Islands,' and 59 in * England. 8.W,,'

to 18 in 'Scotland, N..' and IT in 'Ireland, N."
"

A R K E T 8,

COVBNT garden; JULY 2.

Wo cannot accept any re^p.insibility for the subjoined
reports. Tlioy are furnished to us reguUrly every
Thursdiiy, by the kindu'iss o£ several of the principal
salesmen, who revise tho list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not reprosont tho prices on any p.irticular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon tho
quality of the samples, th£ supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.]

Pla>'ts in Pots.—Avf.r\oe Wholesale Precls.

Adiantura, per doz.
Aspidistra, per doz,
— specimen, each

Calceolaria, p. doz.
Cock'scombs, doz.
Coleus, per^doz. ...

Dracjena, each
— various, p. doz.

Ericas, various, per
doz.

Evergreen Shrubs,
in variety, doz....

Ferns, small, doz. ...

Ferns, various, doz.
Ficus elastica, each
Foliage plants, doz.

,.d.
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FOTATOS.
Borough : June 30.—Quotations : Old, 155. to 40s. per

ton ; New, 5s. to 7». 6d. per cwt.

.
Spitalfields : June 30.—Quotations :—Oil ; High-lands,

32 ». to 405. ; Black-lands, 20^. to 305. per ton ; Hebrons, £6
to £.<6 10«. ; Sutton's Regents, £6 to £7 ; Jersey Kidneys,
£6 to £6 163.; do., Flukes, £G lOa. to £7 ; do., Rounds, £6 105.

to £6 per ton.

Stratford: Jane 30. — Quotations : — English, Cs. Orf.
;

Jersey Kidneys, &s t) 7s.; do. Flukes, i&s. 6d. to 7s. 6rf.
;

Cherbourg, &s. to 6«-. 6rf. ; St. Malo Flukes, 65. &d. to 7*. per
cwt Old : iight-soil Bruces, 155. to 255. ; Magnums, 155. to

2.55. per ton.

Farringdon : July 2. — Quotations : — New: Bedford's

Monarch, £6 to £'7; Dunbar do., Lincolns, £6 to £6 \0s.\

blackland, £6 ; Jersey Myatts, £6 to £6 6s. ; do.. Flukes,
£6 6f. to i.7 per ton.

London Market Averages: Jv.iy 1. — Early Regents,
65. to 75. ; Snowdrops, 6«. to 7«. ; Hebrons, 65. to Is. ; Jersey,
6«. to Ss. ; St. Malo, 45. ^d. to bi. 6c?. ; Cherbourg, 5s. to 6s.

per cwt. Old : Dunbar Main Crop and Bruces, 30«, to 4O5.

per ton,

HAY.
Avcra^jes.—The following are the averages of the prices at

tbe metropolitan markets during the p.^st week :—Clover,
prime. ('30$. to 90s. : inferior, 3Ss. to 60s. ; Hay, beat, 60s. to

S7s. ; inferior, SOs. to 55fl. ; mixture, 60s. to S4s. ; and straw,

205. to 40s. per load.

Notices to Correspondents.

Books — Entomology : Margaret. The last edition

(second) of the Manieal of Injurious Insects, and
Methods of Prevention, by Eleanor A. Ormerod
(Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co., London),
price 5s.

Books : Jnspci: Tkc Garden Calendar, by T. W.
Sanders, published by Hamilton, Adams & Co.,

Paternoster Row, price 2s. 6d. If you require a
still cheaper work, The Cotta/jers' Calendar, pub-
lished at this office, price 3rf., should be obtained.
It is an admirable manual of its kind.

Dressed Hardi.vg ; Mushroom.—Apply to the Hor-
ticultural sundriesmen in a large way of business,
or tarpaulin-makers.

GL.vDroLUS The Bkide : R. M. Some injury has
probably befallen the parent-bulb, destroying the
flower, and resulting in the formation of numerous
small bulbs. These will probably flower next year.

Kew : A Lover of Kew. On appUcation to any of
the gate porters, yon will be furnished with hand
lists (about a dozen) of the plants grown in the
various departments of the gai'den, and of the
contents of the various museums, and the North
Gallery. A description of Kew as it then was, is

to be found in our issue for August 5, 1876.

Mushroom CoLTDRii : S.H.J. Like the correspondent
you mention, we should advise you to go to work
tentatively, and half an acre of land would suffice

for a beginning. It is not alone sufficient for you
to produce Mushrooms, you must find customers
for the same. Obtain a name, if you can, as a
grower : in fact, get well known in the markets,
and endeavour to come into direct relations with
retail buyers through the post, and by taking
advantage of the recent introduction of the small
parcels tarifif on some of the railways. A Mush-
room cultivator is no more removed from the risks

attendant on all business pursuits than other men
;

but as at the present time the cultivation of the
esculent lags behind demand, there must be money
in it for some years to come, even should the prices
obtainable in summer and winter fall to one-half of
those that are usual. Obtain the issue of the Gar-
deners'' Chronicle for January 11 of this year, and you
will see some of your queries answered by a noted
grower. Do not trust too implicitly the estimates
of the income to be derived from Mushroom culture
framed by those who have not been growers for
market.

Names op P'.ants : Correspondents not answered m
this issue are requested to be so good as to consult the
folloivinr/ number, — Horlits. Dendrobium chry-
santhum.—.V. G. i, Pteris hastata ; 5, Pteris
arnyras.a.

—

D. B., llapparl. A very fine variety of
Iris Kajmpferi.— IVecds. The nail-galls on the
leaf of Lime-tree are caused by a mite—Phytopus
tiliae. The blue flower is Lathyrus cyaneus.

—

O. T. Polygonum sachalinense (Polygonaceae),
North-east Siberia, &c.

—

W. 0. Habenaria bifolia.

W. J. P. 1, Galega officinalis ; 2, Lychnis chalee-

donica ; 3, Abies concolor ; 4, Rhododendron fer-

rugineum ; 5, Sedum rupestre.

—

Enquirer. 1,

Campanula persicifolia ; 2, Campanula, specimen
insufficient ; 3, Carduus, which we cannot name
without the leaf ; 4, Antennaria tomentosa ; 5,

(jladiolus illyrieus ; 6, Valeriana officinalis.

—

E. U.
Cistus ladaniferus.

—

A. B. Saxifraga longifolia.

—

F, F. >S. We are sorry to be unable to name your
Pomegranate. The French cultivate many varieties

that are not known here.

—

A. B. 1, No flowers

—

apparently Tanacetum vulgare ; 2, Taxodium dis-

tichum ; 3, Reseda luteola ; 4, Spirsea arisefolia

;

5, Deutzia crenata, double-flowered ; 6, Spiraea

chamsedrifolia
; 7, Farfugium grande.

—

G. W. 1,

Anthericum lineare variegatum ; 2, Colutea arbo-
rescens

; 3, Sedum tirtuosum var. ; 4, 5, Roses

—

tend to some nurseryman.

—

G. F. B. 1, Galega
officinalis alba; 2, Tradescantia virginica ; 3, Vero-
nica spicata ; 4, Sidalcea maivccflora ; 5 Levisticum
officinale, Lovage ; 6, Daphne Mezereum.— G. H.
Laelia crispa, generally but erroneously called in

gardens Cattleya crispa.

—

A. B. Crassula coccinea,

unusually rich scarlet-crimson.

—

D. M. W. Proba-
bly Sambucus ebulus, but you enclosed a devouring
caterpillar, who left but little of the leaf, but many
ti-aces of his voracity.

—

W. P. 1, Hyoscyanius
niger, Henbane; 2, Impatiens, perhaps I. Sultani.

Why send such scraps ? you do not realise what
they are like when we receive them.

—

Thorp. 1,

CoUomia coccinea ; 2, not recognised ; 3, Vera-
trum viride ; 4, Ranunculus aconitifolius.

—

G. T. B.

Lathyrus cyaneus.

I'kab : F. G. G. The common slug-worm, very
destructive. Selandria atra.

Pear Flowering hn the Wood of the Year :

C. B. This is not a very unusual occurrence,

particularly in some varieties, as Napoleon. A
similar thing happens in the Laburnum and other
trees which normally produce their flowers on
spurs.

South Africa : Amor Patriw. If you enquire at the

Emigration Office, Broadway. Westminster, they
will furnish you with the kind of information that

you want.

SrECiME.v.s and Books : W. B. P. If you live in the
vicinity of a bot.inic garden you can obtain speci-

mens. Te.xt-books are legion, very few of them
deal with the properties of plants. Henfrcifs hle-

nunlari/ Course (Van Voorst) is the fullest in this

department. Have you asked at the Cambridge
or Oxford Local .'

Tarred Staging: .1. E. if. We do not know what
you can do to remove the tar cheaply. Why not

consult a builder about the matter ?

TOMATOS : A. E. II. You will find farmyard drain-

iugs in a diluted form a good manure, and failing

those, Peruvian guano, sprinkled on the soil in

gmall quantities, or mixed with the water used for

watering, quite safe in use. Sheep, pigeons, and
fowls-droppings are good for the plants. These
should be partially dried, so that they will readily

pass through a J -inch or finer-meshed sieve. If

artificials must be used, use nitrate of soda, super-

phospate of lime, and potash.

ToMATos WITH Diseased Fruits ; T. Martin. They
are affected with Cladosporium lycopersici (the

black spot). There is no remedy when a fruit is

attacked by this species of fungus, but we would
recommend a mild form of the Bordeaux Mixture
to be used on the plants whilst there are no ripening
fruits on them, and the gathering and destruction

by burning of every aB'ected fruit forthwith.

Communications Received.—Laker (next week).— P. G. N.—
W. H. D.— J. I.—W W. R— J. D. —R. D.—Emigration
Office.—T. F.—F. W. B.—J. J. W.-W. U. D. (next week).
—J. Veitcli & Son^. - W. W., Taymoutb Castle.—C. W. D.
—Jain M.—A. F. B —J. A.—H. W. W. -C. H. P —H. G. C.
—W. E. Q.—Macmillan & Co.—T. A. D.-I. K._W. C—
L .M.—H. W. W.—J. A—Reove & Co.

Photoorapus, Specimens, Ac, received with Thanks.—
air C. W. S.—

CONTINUED INCREASE itl the CIRCULATION OF THE
" GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.— The Publisher Arts the sntig.

lactiml of annouiieinrj that the circiilation of the'' Gardeners

Chronicle" hns, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,
and that it coutinnes to increase weekly.

Advertisers are reminficd that the " Ckeonielc" circulates aino mj
COUNTRY GENTLEMEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS
AND GARDEN-LOVERS ctt home, that it has a specially large

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCnLATION, (ITtcE that it is

preserved for reference in all the principal Libraries.

GREEN'S
"SILENS

PATENT
MESSOR"

LAWN MOWERS "^ GARDEN ROLLERS
They are the only Mowers which have
secured the Roval Warrant, and are the

FIRST, FOREMOST, AND BEST

IN THE WORLD.

Illustrated Price
Lists Free.

THOS. GREEN
LIMITED,

LEEDS & LONDON.
They ran behadof all respectable IroDmnnprtrdanrts-edsmen

in the United Kingdom. Beware of Deceptive hu'tations.

GREENHOUSES, CUCUMBER -FRAMES,
SASHES, OABBEN-LIOHTS,

And all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL WOOD-WORK and SUNDRIES.
Also

WREATH, CROSS, and FLOWER-BOXES
of every description.

Special Line in QARDEN-HOSE. Portable and other
POULTRY-HOUSES.

}Vrite/or Pricet to—

EDWARD TAILBY,
Alexandra Sawikq, Planing, and Moulding Mills,

SUMMER ROV, BIRUINAHAM.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

H. & S.'s BLACK VARNISH,
For Iron, Wood or Stone Outdoor Work.

Forty years' regulation.

BEGISTERED 'fRADE MaRK

Ready mixei. Dries in

ten minutes with peifect
gloss. Is used at Windsor
Castle, Kew Qardeos,
and London and Dublin
Parks, and most Land-
owners. In 18 and 36-

gallon Casks only. Is. Hd,

per gallon at works,
Is. 8d. at nearest Railway
Station.

CYCLING
and all ACCIDENTS

INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSDRANCE CO.,

No Extra Charge for Ladies.

No Medical Examination,

Established 1849. Claims paid, £3,660,000.

64. OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

ESTABLISHBI) 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTOH BUILDIHGS, OHABOEBr LAHB, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed «n
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OURRE.^IT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mam monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

BAVmaS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

snms on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-UALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBBCK BUILDINQ SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO OUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND 80CIETT.
HOW TO PUKOHASB A PLOT OF GROUND FOB HVB

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partionlara, poat-

(,««. FBANOIB RATBN80B0FT, Uanagm.
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Crompfon andFawlCc^,
HOBTICULTUBAL

BUILDERS,
HEATING ENGINEERS,
BOILEB SIAKEBS.

Designers and Manufacturers of

CONSERVATORIES, RANGES,
VINERIES, FORCING-HOUSES, &
every description of HOT-HOUSE.

Best Quality, Lowest Prices,

Surveys made in any part of the
Country. Estimates Free.

New Large Hlustrated Catalogue
Post Free on Application.

CROMPTON*=FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

CLEANSE & FERTILIZE YOUR FRUIT TREES & PLANTS

with the OEIiEBEATED XL ALL

HORTICULTURAL SPECIALITIES.
XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.—The Cheapest, Most Simple, and Best Fumigator in

existence. A liquid compound, simply evaporated from a Email copper cap by the agency of a spirit lamp.

^';-:-ZF^:y-

Compound
For using in tte Fumigatora.

ri ttle.

>0. 1

No. 2

No. .3

No. 4

Enough for

cubic feet.

40,000

20,000

10,000

5,000

f. d.

24

13

6 6

3 3

Fumigators

(Will last for Years).

To do 5,000 oubio feet of spaoe at a

time, 2$, each.

To do 2,000 onbio feet, Is. Od. eaoh.

Shoioing a cost for fumigating of
only 8d. per 1000 cubic feet of space.

XL ALL LiaXJIB INSECTICIDE (Wash).—The most certain in effect and safest Wash in the
market. 1 pint, 2s. ; 1 quart, Ss. ^d, : J gallon, 5j. ; 1 gallon, 10s.

XL ALL TOBACCO POWDER.—The strongest and finest grade of Powder yet produced. In
6d., 1*., 'Js. 6d., and 55. tins.

XL AIL MILDEW WASH.—A clear liquid. Kills Mildew and Insects at the same time. Does
not Mark or Stain Fruit, Fiowers, or Foliage. Price, 1 gallon, 12«. Si. ; i gallon, 6s. 6d. ; 1 quart, 4s. ; 1 pint, 2s. M.

XL ALL LianiD MANURE.— 1 pint, Is. ; I quart, Is. 6rf. ; 1 gallon, 3.>.-. dd. ; 4 gallons, VJs.
Chtjaper in bulk. To be used one part to tifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLTTBLE MANURE.—For Top-dressing and Dissolving in Water.
Ill 1/., 2j. Qd , 5s., and 10s. tins.

XL ALL GRADUATING MANURE.—For Mixing with the Soil when Re-potting, or Making
up New. or Renovating Old Borders. In Is., 2s. 6rf., and 5i. tins. In bags, J cwt., lOs. 6d. ; 1 cwt., 21x. In bulk at
Sjecial Ratep.

., - •

The ahovc Svecialities may he hadfrom all Nurseryvien, Seedsmen, Florists, and Simdriesmeii.

G. H. RICHARDS,
Sole

Manufacturer, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

WORKS OF AUTHORITY ON BOTANY.
LINDLEY'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY. With ninstrations. 8vo, cloth, price 9s.

LINDLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY. For Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools.
Price \s., sewed.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY. Comprising the Names, History,
and Culture of all Plants known in Britain, together with a full Explanation of Technical
Terms. Medium 8vo, cloth, price 18a.

London : BRADBXmY, AQNEW, & CO. (Limited), Bouverie Street, E.O.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gaudkitshs' Chkonioli Txlbobams,— The
Registered Address for Foreign and InUvnd
Telegrams is " Gardchron, Lmdon."

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISINQ

HEAD riNE CHABGBin AS TWO.
4
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVtLE BROWNE, F.B.H.S., Heztable, Kent.

c
HEAP CLOTH
For Trouserinfra, Stiitings, Ladies' Jaokets, Mekon
and Tweed Dresa Clotbs. Patterns sent post bf,
C. HEWITT, He, Winlield Koiiil, LtfcUS.

TUe Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaastive Treatise on

Grapea and their Onlture ever published

.

Third Edition just oat.
Price &<.; post free, 6«. 6d.

A. F. BARRON. 13, Sutton Court Road, Chiswick.

V

THE SYDNEY MAIL,

HEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—
INTERCOLONIAL and OENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES on the TUBF.
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aABDENINO APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Geo. Sutherland, lato Gardener to Mrs. Lloyd Ratneb,

has been appointed Gardener to Alexander Jopp, Esq.,
Woodhill House, Aberdeen.

Mr. Wm. CHRrsTisoN, for ten years Gardener at Homewood,
Chislehurst, Kent, bas been appointed Gardener to Mrs.
Fbesufield, Kidbrooke Park, Forest Row, East Grin-
stead, Sussex.

Mr. T. Atkin, until recently Head Gardener at Hintlesham
Hall, Ipswich, as Head Gardener to G. E. Jarvis, Esq.,
Doddington Hall, Lincoln.

Mr. R. V. Smith, for the past three years Gardener at Nork
Park, Epsom, as Gardener to J. Rolls Hoare, Esq.,
West Grinstead Park, Sussex, entering on his new duties
on July 4.

Mr. DvNCAN McIntyre, late Foreman at Ardgowan Gardens,
N.B., as Head Gardener toXiord Moumtstephen, Brocket
Hall, Herts.

Mr. B. T. KiNOSLEY, foi-merly at Hutton Park, and Buckland,
Breconshire. aa Gardener to Mrs. GouoH Nicholls,
Holmwood Park, Dorking, Surrey,

Mr. T. KiKOSLAND, until recently Head Gardener st Ridge
wood House, Uckfield. Suasei, aa Head Gardener to
General Buchanan, West Dean, near Chichester, Sussex.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
DUTRT-COLSON, Ghent—Garden, Vineyard and Farm Tools

and Appliances, Seats, Fences, Vases, Jardiniferei, Valves,
Taps, ic.

J P. Williams & Br-j:.., Heneratgoda, Ceylon—Ceylon
Orchids.

PARTNER WANTED, for a small Market
Nursery, with view to taking over the whole Business.

Nursery half a mile from Market Hall, — Apply, R., 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a thoroughly practical GAR-
DBNER with a few hundreds capital to join a Lady

in a Nursery, principally Glass; on her own freehold. Estab-
lished several years. Strictest investigations on both sides.

—

Mrs. WILLIAMS, The Nurseries. Cholsey, Berks.

WANTED, a steady, industrious young Man,
to work up a small Market Nursery in the country

—

principally outdoor. Must be good at Roses, Strawberries, &c.
—Apply, stating age, experience, wages, &c., to O. P., 41,

WeUington Street. Strand, W.O.

WANTED, in a Gentleman's family , athorough
WORKING SINGLE-HANDED GARDENER. One

having knowledge of animals preferred. ALSO BOY to assist.

—Apply, giving full particalars, experience, age, wages, if

married, to C. F., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London.

WANTED, GARDENER and WIFE, small
place in North Wales. Furnished rooms and rations

found; man must be good Forester (no glass). Wife required
to act as Cook. Ages, about 40, and without children. State
references and wages by letter to — OWEN OWEN. Flas
Mariander, Penmaenmawr.

WANTED, a MAN and his WIFE, without
family, as GARDENER and LAUNDRE9S. Both

must thoroughly understand their work. A comfortable
dwelling, good wages, with coals and gas.—Address. R. S.,

care of Mr. Dixon, 184. Norwood Road, West Norwood.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, experienced
and energetic PROPAGATOR and GROWER, also

TOMATO GROWER (Market).—S. F., Reeves, II, Heathfield
Terrace, Lion Road, Twickenham, or Covent Garden Flower
Market, W.C.

WANTED, a thoroughly experienced FORE-
MAN of the outdoor portion of Hardy Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Evergreens, and Deciduous Trees and Plants,

including ConiferEe.—Apply, in own handwriting, giving full

particulars as to age, experience, wages, &c., to DICKSOMS,
Nurseries. Chester.

ANTED, an active MAN, as FOREMAN.
Of professional and high moral character ; also ab-

stainer.—Apply, by letter only, Mr. LEACH, Albury Park,
Guildford.

WANTED, young MAN, well up in Tomatos,
also Seakale and Strawberries, for Market. — State

age, wages, experience, &c., to A. BATESON, Bashley Nursery,
Milton, Lymington.

ANTED, TWO or THREE young MEN
accustomed to Budding and Training.—State expe-

rience and wages required, to GEO. COOLING AND SONS,
Nurserymen, Bath,

ANTED, JOURNEYMAN, not under 21,
to attend Conservatory and take lead in Flower Garden.

Wages lis. per week and bothy.—Address W. ROWE,
Sqnerryes Court. Westerham, Kent.

ANTED, a JOURNEYMAN, one who will
take an interest in bis work, to take charge of Plants

and Indoor Decorations. Must have had previous experience

in suoh work. Wages. 178. per week, with good bothy, &o.,

as usual.—Apply in own handwriting, with testimonials
(copies only), to W. H. DIVERS, Belvoir Castle Gardens,
Grantham.

ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, three good
hands for Oarnation-layering.—Apply, B. H. BATH,

The Floral Farms, Wisbech,

WANTED, AT ONCE, TWO young MEN,
for a Nursery all Glass. Must be well up in the cul-

ture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and able to produce good
references, both as to character and ability. Will have to take
turn with Fires. Apply, personally, on Saturday between
11 A.M. and 7 p.m.—E. J. TUCKER, Silverdale Gardens,
Sydenham, S.E.

WANTED, a young MAN, for Glass and
Garden (Single-handed).— Must understand Tomato

and Cucumber (j-rowiog. Must have good reference. Ab-
stainer preferred.—Apply, by letter, to C. OSGOOD, Burnt
Ash Road, Lee.

WANTED, a LAD, to work in NURSERY
and attend on Customers. Knowledge of prices re-

quisite, and if able to Make-up preferred.—ARABIN, Belmont
Nurseries, Portswood, Southampton.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN.- Experienced in
Seeds, Bulbs, and Sundries ; energetic and accustomed

to brisk Counter Trade.—Age. experience, salary expected, and
full particulars to ARMITAGE BROS., Seed Merchants.
Nottingham.

WANT PLACES.
TO GABDENEBS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS,
Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

F SANDER AND CO. oan recommend several
• highly qualified and euerfietic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans,

THOMAS BUTCHER oan recommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking suoh may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUT0HER,'3eed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

ICH ARD SMITH and Ca
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, Ac.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

Gardeners, Farm-Balllffs. Foresters, fto.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Ai^Aeat respectability, and thorough It/ practical aft their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—"DI0KSON9, Ohbsteb."

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN, Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of
the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries Upper Holloway. N.

A GENTLEMAN, with sound established con-
nection, wishes IRISH AGENCY for BULBS, from first-

class House. Wholesale, Retail, or both. Highest references.

-Address BULBS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN,—Well
educated Dutch Horticulturist and Commercial Man

;

age 33, total abstainer ; well up in Book-keeping and Corre-

spondence. Good linguist, with great general knowledge.
Wishes respectable situation of about £150 a year. Would
like House to live in. First-class references.—Y. C. M., Gar-
dtners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O,

Orcnid Grower.

I
IRELAND, having resigned the position

• of Orchid Foreman to Messrs. John Cowan 8c Co..

Garston, offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a thoroughly practical Orchidist, with a whole life

(London and Provincial) experience.—Age 35 ; married. Cor-
respondence from Gentlemen in the Trade respectfully

solicited.—Address, 6, Arthur Street, Garston, Liverpool,

GARDENER (HKAD),orORCHID GROWER
—Mr. Bbooman White, who is giving up the Cultiva-

tion of Hothouse Orchids, wishes to recommend his GROWER
(George Roberts), to anyone requiring a thoroughly com-
petent, hard-working man. Disengaged now. Married, one
child.—Address, Arddarroch, Garelochhead.

OO for securing appointment for Advertiser,
^^s^ at present Head Gardener, who seeks re-engage-

ment aa HEAD or FOREMAN, or good Single-handed.
Thoroughly experienced in the requirements of large and
small establishments. A good Fruit and Plant-grower, and
practical Bedding-out. —HBRNARIA, 1, Thornton Street,

Hertford.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 31; single.

Nineteen years' practical experience (six years' foreign).

Capable and efficient in all branches ; competent to take

charge of large establishment and control of men. Highest
references.-GREEN, Les Camps, St. Martins, Guernsey.
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GARDENER (Hbad).— Situation required,

by a thoioughly fxperipoced dobd, in all branches of

QaideniDg. Land and Slock if requiied.—K. H., Crow Neat

Park, Lightcliffe, Halifax. ^_
GARDENER (Hbad), where two or more are

ifpt.—Thoioupbly experitDced in all braBcbes. Has
befD Head nJi.eTeen >tais. Would take a place with my two
ecDs rage 16 atd tS), or without,— G. S.,The Grange, Eatla

JBartOD, NorlbaD pton.

AKLiENER (Head Wobking).—Age 36,
married, one child; first-claas leferences. Thoroughly

experienced in the Cultivation of Orcbide, Stove, Greeuhouee,

and Herbaceous Plants, Vines. Melons, and Kitchen and
Pleasure Grounds.—A. B., The Cleve, Giring, near Beading,

Berks.

GARDENER (Head Working), where more
are kept, — Married, no family; thorough practical

experience in all branches. Good character.—A. B., County
Oak, Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 26, married, no family; life

experience, Inside and Out. Good character.-H. DALE,
Pouchen End, Boxmoor, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working), age 28.—
Wm. Crump, Steward to the Misees Goldsmid, ToBg3-

wood, Hawkhurst, Kent, desires to recommend his General

Foremao to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a

steady, persevering, reliable man.

(^ARDENER(HeadWobkino).—Thoroughly
V_X practical in every branch of the profession, Early and
Late Forcing, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Orchids, and Flower and Kitchen Garden. Eight
years' good reference.—HEAD GARDENER, The Chilterns,

Grove Park, Wanstead,

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35;
Married ; thoroughly practical knowledge in all

branches. Highly recommended. Leaving through giving
np. Five years present situation,—C. COOMBER, Westbury
ViUa, Westgate-on-Sea.

GARDENER (Head Working,)— Age 36,
married, one boy (8) ; life experience. Eleven years in

last situation. Excellent testimonials.—W. BOYLBS, Melrose,

St. Mary's Boad, Cromer.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 3o,
marriedj no family. Thoroughly understands Orchida,

Stove, Vines Cucumbers, Flowers, Kitchen Garden, Land,
and Stock.—DOWNHAM, Kennell Cottage, Horton, Slough.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 29

;

twelve years' experience in early and late Forci^^g.

Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Good references.—J. W., The
Gardens, Kenwood, Hampatead.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or other-
wise.—Age 24, single; thorough knowledge of good

all-round Gardeniug. Excellent characters, and well recom-
mended. Abstainer,—W. B., 3. DenzilRoad. Neasdeu, London.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
otherwise).—Age 30, married, no family; good all

round. Abstainer. Good references.-ALEX. ARMSTRONG,
Halfway Lodge, Esher, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given.—Age 27, married ; good general experi-

eoce. Total abstainer.—X. Y., 6, Riverdale ^Cottages, Han-
worth, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—Age 22 ; eight years' experience; over two years in

last situation. Good references.—F., 2, Burleigh Terrace,
Winchmore Hill, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or good
Second).—Age 29, married, one child; thoroughly

experienced both under Glass and Outdoors. Excellent
references.—GARDENER, 10. Craoe Bank, Chester.

GARDENER, &o.—Situation wanted, by a
thoroughly practical MAN. well up in Landscape and

Jobbing Work, also good Knifesman. Well up in Fruit and
Plants generally.—Q. M., Mr. Ed. Hillier, Nurseryman, &c.,
Winchester.

GARDENER.—Age 32, married, no family;
seventeen years practical experience in Vines, Peaches,

Melons. Flowers, Vegetables. &c. Good references.—A. W.
HEATHERDENE, Charles Hill, Farnham.

GARDENER, where one or two are kept.

—

Age 29; fifteen years' practical experience in all

branches. Vines, Peaches, &c. Highest references.—W.
GARLICK, Portley. Caterham.

C>
ARDENER, where one or more is kept.

—

T Married ; experienced in all branches. Good recom-
mendations.-CHARLES SKINNER, Pinkney, near Malmes-
bury, Wilts.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise, —
Age 27. single. Eleven years' practical experience in

the general routire of Gardening, including two years as First
Journeyman Inside. Well recommended ; abstainer. No
circulars. — BEESON, 87, High Street, Netting Hilll Gate,
London, W.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five
are kept.— Age 26. single ; three years Inside and Out :

eight years previous. Kitchen Garden. ~C. THORNTON,
Albury, Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), in a good establish-
ment. Age 26; two. years' character from preeent

situation.—C. DUNN, The West Lodge. Everaley Park,
Winchmore Hill, London, N.

ARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).—Age 2s ; well up in Vinei. Cucumbers,

Tomatos Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Bcf. Fourteen years'

experience; highest references.—H. R., West Street, Ewell,
Surrey.

GARDENER (TJnder), or JOURNEYMAN
Clnside), age 23. -W. Goss. Gardener to W. G Roy,

Esq.. cpn very highly recommend W. HUNTER as above; been
with him two years; five previous. — W. GOSS, Byams,
Marchwood, Southampton.

GARDENER (Under), in large Gardens or
Nurseries.—Situation wanted by a young man as above.

Steady and obliging. — F. G. T., Arlington, Barnstaple,
North Devon.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 19; has good
knowledge of Houses and Kitchen Gardening. Five

years' experience. — J. DUDDRIDGE, Monksilver, near
TanntOD, Somerset.

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses.-
Young man (age 21), wishes to improve himself as above.

State wages and full particulars.—LOOSLBY, News Agent,
Berkhamsted.

GARDENER (Under). — Young Man
Kitchen Garden or Pleasure Grounds. — CHURCH,

Mrs. Petler, Seaton, Hull. Yorks.

GARDENER (Third) or where more are
kept. Glass and Pleasure Garden preferred. Age IS;

four years' experience. Good refererces.—W., 156, Old
Woolwich Road, Greenwich.

GARDENER, or GROOM;- GARDENER
;

age 3}. — Gilbert Davidson, Ammanford, R.S.O..
S. Wales, wishes to find a place for one of his men aa above,
Four years' experience under Glass and Outside.

To Wholesale Growers for Market.

MANAGER, in a first-class up-to-date estab-
lishment, to grow extensively for Market, Cut Flowers,

including Bulbs, Rose?, CaroatioDs, Lilies. Chrysantbemums.
Orchids. Fruit, Tomatns, Palma. Ferns, Foliage Plants, and
the general requiremeots of a Market Nurserv. Good trade
connection. Firnt-class references. — MALMAISON, 41,
Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

To Florists. Fruiterers, or Nnrierymen.

MANAGER, SHOPMAN, BUYER, or
GROWER.—Young Man "eeks situation as above.

Practical West-end make-up Fourteen years' experience
(•even London market irrowiDg).— W.T., Garrffntn* Chronicle
Olhce, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR (Gknkral) and FORE-
MAN (Working). SALE^M<^f if required. —Thirty

years' practical experience in Rhododendrons. Coniferoe,
Clematis, Roses, and all kiads of Shrubs, &c.—T. C, Rose
Cottages. Ottershaw, Chertsey.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER. — Age 28;
Ferns in large quantities, all Softwooded, Carnations.

Tomatos. Bulb Forcing, and general. First-class pot or cut
stuff. Good references.— J. P , Rose Cottage, Fortis Green,
Finchley, N.

G^ROWER and PROPAGATOR.—Age 37;
life experience in Stove Plants and general Pot-stuff

;

Ferns, a specialty. Good references.—W. M., 6, High Street,
Alperton. near Harrow.

FRUIT GROWER (Market or Private).—
Age 31. married. Situation wanted as above, Peaches,

Nectarines, Grapes, Tomatos. &c., specialty ; life experience in
good firms.— L. S., Ham Stores, Richmond, Surrey.

G_ROWER, Tomatos, Cnoumbers, Chrysanthe-
mums, and Plants —Age 2rt ; twelve years' experience.

Good personal characters.—E. JOHNSON, Windmill Road,
Hampton Hill, Middlesex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man (age 26)
seeks situation as GROWER. Eleven yeais' experience

in Qerman nurseries ; twelve months in London market
H. F., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

KOSE and FRUIT RUDDERS.—Two young
men (Danes), with good experience in above ; also in

Grafting. Pruning, &c., want situations. — KRAGH, Ivy
Cottage, Ham, Surrey.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN (Working).—Age 32 ; fifteen
years* practical experience, London and Provincial, in

Plant- growing. Cut Flowers, Bulb-forcing, Tomatos, &o.
Kxcellent references.—W. R., 42, Shakespeare St., Southport.

FOREMAN, in a pood establishment.—Mr. W.
BrnKiNSHAW, The Gardens. Bridehead, Dorchester, can

highly recommend his late Foreman as above, who has had
thorough practical experience,—3. BAKER, Broad Clyst,
Exeter.

FOREMAN, in good establishment.—Age 2Q
;

life experience in first-class places North and Sooth.
Leaving through death of employer. For references and all
particulars, apply to Mr. T. PATTISON, Head Qardeoer,
Tunstall Estate, West Hartlepool, Durham.

FOREMAN (Nitbseby). — Grapes, TomatoB,
Roses, and Carnations are specialties.—Age 28; good

references from present and previous employers,—A. E. N.,
GEORGE, Pear Cottage, Milton. Cambridge.

URSERY FOREMAN.—Age 40; well np
in all branches. Propagatiog, Growing, Forcing

(Flowers and Fruit), Floral Decorations. Wreaths. &c. Four
years present ; seven years previous.—STUART, Victoria
Nursery, Dyke Road, Brighton.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, under Fore-
man,—Age 'i\ ; six years' experience. Good references.

Disengaged. — HENRY SKITT. Providence Grove. Upper
Pulley, Shrewsbury.

JOURNEYMAN.—YouDg^^ seeks sitna^
tion aa abore (age 19); three years in present situation.

Good character.—H. STACEY. The Chase, Farnham Royal,
Slough.

JOURNEYMAN ; age 20. — W. Kkddbn,
tt care of Mr. Tibbles, The Lodge, Wemeth Park, Oldham,
Laneaahire, requires situation as above Well recommended
by Mr. C0ATK3, Head Gardener, Darnhall Hall, Winsford.

OURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Oat,
in a Private Establishment.—Age 23 ; eight years' expe-

rience, three years as Journeyman. Good reference. —
ALFOBD, The Boynes, Hanley Castle, Worcester.

OURNEYMAN. -Mr. Coates, Darnhall Hall
Gardens, Winsford, Cheshire, would he pleased to recom-

mend a young man, age 22, aa above. Six years' experience.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside^—AgelO ; five years'
experience. Good references. Disengsged.—H. HOPKINS,

White Waltbam. near Maidenhead, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN (Fibst), in the Houses,
under Foreman. — Age 23 ; seven years' experience.

Good character ; abstainer.— J. C.,2, Brenda Cottages, Catherine
lioad, Enfield Wash, Middlesex.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 21;
experienced in Orchids. Stove and Planta and Fruits

under Glass. Three and a half years' good character.—C.
WATKINS. opposite the Angel, High Road. Hayes. Middlesex,

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21 ; two and a half years' in present situation.

Highly recommended.—H. EASTAFF, The Gardens. Renishaw
Hall, near Chesterfield.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 20;
three years' good character. — W. H., Upwell House

Gardens, near Wisbech, Oambs.

GARDEN LABOURER, wants situation,—
Age 27 ;'good character.-H. S., care oE Mr. Hallden, 13,

Alfred Street, Darlaston, Staffordshire.

1MPKt)VEK.—Y'oung Lady requires situation
as IMPROVER in a West End Florist's. Good Sales-

woman.— R. S,, 328. Tufnell Park Road, Highgate, N.

IMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Young man. age 18. seeks situation as above. Good

references. — A. WOOD, The Gardens, Hutton Park, near
Brentwood. Essex.

IMPROVER, Inside.—Age 22; good oha-
racter. Experienced ; bothy preferred. Diseogdged ne«t

Wednesday.—A. PERRY, The Nurseries, Toddington, Winch-
combe, R.S.O., Gloucester.

APPRENTICE. — A Gentleman wishes to
Apprentice his Sou, aged 16^, in some establisnment

where he would learn Market Gardeoing, Fruit Growing, &o.,
for profit. Please state all particulars, premium, and references,
—JOSEPH ROGERS. Esq., Martley, Worcester, England.

O GARDENERS, &o.—Situation wanted,
in a Geotleman'a Garden or Nursery. Inside and Out,

Five years' experience. Good recommendation from last
employer. Age 21.—State wages.—A. I>JEALB, Bracknell,
Berks.

O GARDENERS, &o.—A young man, age 22,
seeks situation, experienced in Ferns, Tomatoa. Cbrya-

anthemums, and Softwooded Stuff, Bulbs, <S:c. Wages. £1.
Good references. — A. P., Bose Cottage, Fortis Green,
Finchley, N.

To GARDENERS.—Yonth (age 17), requires
situation under a good Gardener. Willing to learn.

Good references.—H. VARY. Great Haseley, Tetsworth, Oxon.

To MARKET GARDENERS, &o.—Wanted
by experienced married Man (no encumbrance) a situa-

tion 'as MANAGER or place of trust.—M., Irories House,
Leigh, near Reigate, Surrey.

To NURSERITMEN.-Young man (age~2l),
requires situation, London preferred. Well up in Ferns

and general routine. Seven years' experience in good London
Nurseries- Good references.—3. C, 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser (27), is open to
an engagement as SHOPMAN, or would manage branch.

Eleven years' experience, London and Provinces, Good
counter-hand. Book-keeping, &c. Highest references.— D. H.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—A young
man, experienced in all branches, requires situation.—

BAILEY, 13, Above Bar, Southampton.
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Vv^. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, dfc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM,
THEEE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

,^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiimiiinniiiiimiiiiiiiiniii iiimiiii iimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimnmiimimmmiin^^^^

Editorial comnranioations should be addressed to the " Bditor ;
" Advertisementi and Business Letters to • The Publisher." at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Cojent Garden, London W.O.

Printed lor the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadbuey, Aouew, * Co. (Limited). Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriars. Oity of London, in the County ot Middlesex, and published bf

iURRT QiuARD OOVK, at the Office, 41. WeUington street, Parish ot St. Paul's, Coyent (hrden, in the said County.—SiTUBDir, July 4, 1898. Agent for Manchester—John Hkywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is im])erative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

Come and See

OTJR NURSERY and SEED GROUNDS,
which really require a fpecial day.—^There are now

ezceediDf^ly interestiDg aod erji^yBble objects not found in

any other establishment To show the eKt«nt, we have just

on 3 acres of A8t«r8, and at no where in Europe can tbeee be
Been more complete, and certainly no teeds finer or purer.

We corJially invite all lovers of horticulture.

H. CANNELL AND SONS. Swanley.

CANNAS. — Garaway & Co. offer strong
plantaof the above (Crozy'a beat named varieties), at 9x.

and 12s. per dozen ; their own selection. Tbeee are equally
useful for outdoor and conservatory decoration.

GARAWAY AND CO.. Clifton. Bristol.

LARGEPALMS & DECORATIVE PLANTS.
Immense stock.

All sizes np to 20 feet for Sale or Hire.
Inspection Invited. Prices on Application.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nur-
series. Upper Holloway, London, N.

CARNATIONS.—Some few dozens, strongly-
rooted plants, of the hifihest class French Novelties, to

be bad in September next, from the celebrated Keevil Collec-

tion, which are now on view. Trade need not apply.
Mr. PINK, Keevil Manor, Trowbridge, Wilts.

YCLAMEN SEED.—A few more ounces than
we require for our owp sowing to dispose of. Price on ap-

pUcfttion.—HUGH LOW and CO., Bush Hill Park, Middlesex.

Sow Now.
SUTTON'S FLOWKK OF SPRING CAB-

BAGE.—The finest varitt/ in ruUivation for spring u*e.
Of compact habit, hiving few outer leaves, tirm heads of
excellent quality. Mr. J. Hounslow, gnrdener to the
Hon. the Marquis of Heaofort. sijs:—"Your Flower of
Spriag is the beat Cabbage I h ive seeD. From eeed sown
last July I commenced cutting Match 2P. The quality is

all that could be desired." I'rice of seed Ir. pir ounce
post free.

SITTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
CUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL
KJ SEEDSMEN, RSADINO.

ORCHIDS.— B. S. Williams & Son have an
immense stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An inspection invited. Illustrated Catalogue post free.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, London, N.

DICKSONS FIRST and BEST CABBAGE.—
An excellent variety for Autumn ^owiog. Per pkt . ^d.

;

per oz.. Is. 6<^. Mr. Ji'SEPH Kektinq. Minworth. write*: —
•* I have to-day cut a w»ggon-load oi First & Bkst Cabi)a.oe,
grown from your Seed. I never saw t,^xch a uniform lot of

Cabbages, every one being fit for Market."
DICKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouse. O^IESTEB.

ENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND,—
STRAWBERRIES, for Forcing or Garden Culture.

GEORGE BirNYARD & Co , The Boyal Nurseries. Maidstone,
brg to intimate that their New Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The largest and best stock in the Trade.

OW i8~the~TIME to PLANT Gladiolos-
flowered CanDa8,QaiIlardia8,DelphiDium8.& Pyrei brums.

CatalOKue ol KELWAY AND SON. Lsngport, Someraet.

IIRISTMAS FLOWERS. — Special Low
Quotation for White Roman Hyacinhs end all other

Bulbs of finest quality, for Orders received before July i.3,

when our New Catalogue will be issued. If you want the
Be*t Bulbs wriletouNatonce.-THE HORTICULTURAL CO.,
Levensbulme, near Manchester.

RIMULASI PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS!
26th year of DistributioD.

Williams' Superb Straio, 1 j. f>d. per dozeo ; lOi, per U'O.
CINEB&RIA3, lame price; also, PRIMULA OBCONICA,

2>. 6i. per dozen ; DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULiS. id. each.
JOHN STBVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

OSE BUDS for BUDDING.—Beat varieties
of H. P.'s, warranted true to name, my own selection,

Zs. per 100. or 2if. per ICOO. Cash with order.

W. MAGNESS, Boee Grower, King's Acre. Hereford.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonius

exclusively at the Temple Show. Exhibition. June till Sep-
tember, at West Wickham Nurserv, near Station, Mid Kent,
S.E.R. A visit solicited.—JOHN R. BOX, Croydon.

Important to Musliroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimoniala. Per bushel, hs.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 1797.

CARNATIONS. — James Douglas begs to
announoethat his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1891. and

Spring, 1897, is now ready. It contains descriptions of the
New Etorder and New Malmaison Caraations, with Cultural
Directions. SEEDLING CARNATIONS, best strains, 3s, 6d.
per dozen ; 25f . per 100. Catalogue post-free.

Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey.

ANTED, a large, well-furnished PALM
(Latania or Corypha), 5 to 6 feet high, in Ezchaoge

for Betarded Lily Crowns, or '9$ crop in the Autamn. Par-
ticulars with price, to

—

T. JANNOOH, Lily Nursery, Dersingham, Korfolk.

WANTED, for West End Hotel, a House to
SUPPLY PALMS and other DEC0R4TI0NS by

Yearly Contract, — Apply by letter, to O. P.. Gardenen'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Strict, Strand, W.C.

BARK'S AUTUMN FLOWERS.
Plant during July or Augunt to flower this Autumn.

Iti»»'8 beautiful and rare species of Crocus, Meadow Saffrons,
White Lily of the West Wind, Y'ellow Lily of the Field, Sc.

Descriptive L[4T on application.
BARR iHD SON. 12, King Street, lorent Garden. London.

Table Plants.

DRAC.-ENAS, CROTUNS, ARALIAS,
COJOS, GEOSOMAS. &c.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration.
B. S. WILLIAMS Sc SON. Vict>rm and Paradise Nur£eii«,

Upper Holloway, London, N.

Sow Now, for Early flowerlDg In Spring.

ROEMEH'rf SUl'EHB PRIZE PANSIES.
The Finest Strain of Punsus in Ihe World.

Introducer and Grower of all the Leading NoTeltiea.
CATALOGUE f ee on application.

FRED. ROBMER, Seed Grower, Quedlinburg, Germany.

CALCEOLARIA. — Gaeaway & Co. offer
Seed of the finest Herbaceous Calceolaria (Rapley's)—sea

Gardening papers— at Ix., Is. 6d , and 2s. Qd. per paoaet.
GARAWAY iND CO., Clifton, Bristol.

The NoTserjmen, Market Gardeners, and General

HAILSTORM INSURANCE CORPORA-
TION, Limited.—Offices, 1 & 2. King Street, Corent

Gari.eo, W.C. Cb«irm>n, UABBY J. VEITCH.
Manager and Secretary. ALEX. JASIES MONRO.

AITM S E EDS. — PLANT NO W.—
Just arrived. Kentias, Coryphas, Phoenix, Cocos, Sei-

forthias, and others. 100 in variety, to name, free, 2s,6i.;
boo for lOi. Price to the Trade on apphc^tion.
MORLB AND CO.. Conservatories, Finchley Boad, N.W.

LOVELS' YORKSHIKK STRAWBERRIES.
Rooted Runners, from Maiden Plants :

—
Ro;al Sovereign, Noble. Thury, Paxton. President, and others.

df. per iOO. Beady in August. Sample dozen. Is.

W. LOVEL AND SON. Driffield.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, includiog many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for Is.

B. B. DAVIS. Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil, Somerset.

RCHIDS — ORCHIDS — ORCHIDS.
SHOWING FOR BLOOM.

Cttttleya Hirrieoniee violacep, O. labiata autumnalip, Den-
drobium chrysantbum. D. trao^parens, Leelia t>n*eps, Lycfse
Deppei, L. Skinneri, Odootoglostum CervantesD, O. cribpum,
O. Roesii majus. AU guaranteed thoroughly established,

healthy, and vigorous, a.', efch. or any eight for 21*. ; pack-
ing and carriage pai<1 for cash with order. Send for special
Monthly List. -J. HUBERT GKOQAN AND CO.. Railway
Nurseries, Worthing.

HE "LONDON" TOBACCO JUICE.—
Duty free. Will bear diluting with from four to eight

parts of water. In Bottles: Fiuts. Is ; quarts. \s. 9U ; half-

gallon, '2s. lid. : gallon, 4x. ; or in casks of 10 gallons and up-
wards at 'Js. ^d. per gallon. Sold by all Seedsmen.

Sole Makers : CORRY & CO, (Ltd.). LONDON, E.C.

ROBBIE'S FERTILIZING COMPOUND.—
A high claaa Artificial Jduiure for all Horticultural

Purposes. Tin. about 2 lb., Is :id.; 61 . bag, 3s. ; perowt.,2is.
All Carriage Paid.

DOBBIE AND CO.. The Quet^i/s Seerismen, ROTHESAY.

ORTICULTURAL MANURE. — Chiefly
composed of Blood and Bones. The best fertiliser for

all purposes. Sold in tins, U. 8c '2s. 6d. ; also in air-tight bags,

^ cwt., 6«. ; I cwt.. 10s, Full directions for use sent with
each tin and bag ; I cwt. and above sent carriage paid. Cash
with order.—C. BEESON. Bone Mills. St. Neot*8 Hunts.

J WEEKS & CO.. Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.B. S. the Pnuce of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept.. War Dept., Royal Fort. Soc
,

Royal Botanic Soc. Parka and Public Buildings. Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Road. ChelBeH. S. W.
Telegraph Addreas,"Hortulanns,London."Telephoiie.No.t<728

D^
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Friday Next, July 17.

MESSRS. PR'JTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instfuctions from Messra. F. Sander & Co., St.

Albans, to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Auction Room",

67 and 68. Cheapnide, London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT,
July 17, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a consignment of

RENANTHERA IMSCHOOTIANA —A dwarf, compact grow-

ing, liew species, with immense panicles of large, brilliant,

orange-vermilion blossoms. The gem of the genus now
introduced for the second time by ua, only a few plants to

hand, and all are offered without any reserve. The flowers

are produced on plants 6 inches high The inflorescence is

a bouquet of brilliant vermilion blossoms. As many as

sixty blooms are borne on a apike, the large size of the

of thc> panicles and flowers, and the immense number
produced by the plant being totally out of proportion to

ita size. The plant covers itself with its glorious masses

of blossom. The habit is dwarf, and the culture simple.

There is no doubt, but that it is the most charming of the

genus. An Award of Merit was accorded it by the Orchid

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, June 11,

1895.
A large consignment, in splendid order, of

CYMBIDIUM LOWIANUM VAR.. from the same district

whence came the plants offered in our Sale of July 3.

The district is almost inaccessible, and great difficulty was
experienced in getting the plants to the coast. Although
never yet obtained from Upper Burmah, we believe C,

Hookerianum is among the plants offered.

A PHAIUS SPECIES from Burmah, probably a form of P.

SanderiaDus,

A VANDA SPECIES (Roxburghii?).—The plants bear a strong

resemblance to V. Roxburgbii, and they are probably a

form of that species, but no infonnation has been received

regarding them.

A splendid assortment of OALANTHE HYBRIDS, comprising

the most beautiful and latest raised :

—

CALANTHE WM. MURRAY.—Flowers white and crimson.

,, HAROLD.—Rosy-carmine and crimson.

,, CLIVE. — Rosy-carmine, orange-ochre throat, sepals

shading into white.

,, SANDHURSTIANA. — A strong- growing, most richly-

coloured form.
„ VICTORIA REQINA.—Rosy-pink petals and sepals, lip

almost white.

,, COOKSONn.—A splendid snowy-white- flowered hybrid.

,, BRYAN.—Flowers pure white, with an intense black-

purple-maroon throat.

,, NIVALIS, pure white flowers, with a yellow disc, pro-

duced in great profusion.

,, REGNIERII, sepals and petals white, labellum roay-pink.

, VESTITA RUBRO-OOULATA , a splendid variety,

flowers white, the lip having a crimson blotch in

'. „ LUTEO-OCULATA, SANDER'S VAR.—The grandest
variety of luteo-oculata.

,, RUBENS ALBA.—A pure white variety.

„ LAUCHEANA.—A very distinct cross, flowers o< a

distinct blue colour.

,, SYLVATICA.—A very rare species.

„ VERATRIFOLIA. — A popular well-known species.

Calanthes are unequalled for winter decoration, and
the foregoing hybrids are the finest subjects for that
purpose.

DENDROBIUM NOBILE, LANG TANG VARIETY.-From
this district a host of splendid forms have emanated, and
DO doubt the present consignment will add to the number.
Also rare, interesting, curious, fascinating, weird, mimical,
attractive, exquisite, delightful, piquant, remarkahle,
charming and beautiful Orcbide.

THUNIA BENSONI^, DENDROBIUM CLAVATUM.
DENDROBIUM FORMOSUM GIGANTBUM.—A wonderfully

free-flowering Dendrobe, admirably adapted for exhibition
purposes, and most useful to the florist.

DENDROBIUM DALHOUSIEANUM, D. CHRYSOTOXUM,
D SANGUINOLENTUM. D. INFUNDIBULUM, D. FAR-
MERI, D. FIMBRIATUM' D. THYRSIFLORUM, D. DEN-
SIFLORUM.

A number of extra fine well-leaved short plants of VANDA
CtERULEA, a CCELOGYNE SPECIES from Upper
Buimab, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

KOTICE OF FIRST CONSIGNMENT

LILIUM HAR RISII.

MESSRS. PBOTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that they have just received notice of the

First Consignment of about—

40,000 Bulbs of JJXJXSTS. HABBISII,
which are expected to arrive about the third week in August,
when they will at once be offered at their Central Sale Rooms,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

.Central Auction Uart, Bristol.

DENDROBIUM PHAL^NOPSIS SOHRODERIANUM, semi
established, and unflowered ; the best ever offered in the
West of England; immense bulbs, and strong young
growths; 50 plants; from G. R. Bryant, Esq., Bath, to
make room for cool-house Orchids. OATTLEYA DOWI-
ANA AUREA, ODONTOGLOSSUM ROSSII MONSTRO-
SUM, UELIA PR^STANS, ONCIDIUM KBAMERI, &c.,
from Messrs. W. L. Lewis Ai Co. Also, another property,
ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM, PaCHO TYPE, very fine

imported stuff ; DENDROBIUM CAMBRIDGEANUM,
semi-established ; &c.

MESSRS. DUROSE SUTTON and CO. will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on THURSDAY NEXT,

July 16. 189G, at half-past 11 o'Clock precisely.

Catalogues of the Horticultural Auctioneera and Valuers,

1, Queen Anne Buildings, Bristol ; and at Frome, Somerset,

Gunnersbury, W. — Dissolution of Partnership. —
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of Important UNRESERVED
SALE of unusually well-grown SPECIMEN and other
PALMS in great variety, all of which are in splendid
health, and free from scale. By order of Mr. Percy Cox.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

Oxford Nurseries, Oxford Road, Gunnersbury, W.. five

minutes from Gunnersbury Station, on WEDNESDAY,
July 29, at 2 o'Clock.

Further particulars will appear.

Sutton and Heston. Hounslow, ailddlesex.
By order of the trustee? of the late Mr. Frederick Salmon.

MR. WOODS has been favoured with instruc-
tions to SELL by AUCTION, at the Red Lion Hotel.

Hounslow. on WEDNESDAY. July 22. 1895. at 2 for 3 o'Clock
in the afternoon (in lots), FREEHOLD, COPYHOLD, and
LEASEHOLD ESTATE as under :—
Compact Homestead, situate at Sutton, comprising a

Detiached Residence, with large Yard, Stabling, Lofts, Bam,
Packing Sheds, Stores, Cart Houses, and Outbuildings, with
Gardens, Meadow, Orchard, &c. Area about la. 3r. 26p.
Copyhold of the Manor of Heston.
A tract of Land situated at Sutton. Area 6a. Or. Op.

Planted with Fruit Trees and Bushes. Copyhold of the Manor
of Heston.

Piece of Freehold Land adjoining last lot, containing about
9a. 2r. 37p., planted with Fruit Trees, Gooseberry Bushes, and
Currants, possessing an immense frontage to main roads,
within a few minutes of the Heston Hounslow District
Railway Station.
Three Cottages, situate at Lampton. and known as Nos. 5,

6, and 7, Agnes Place, producing £35 6^. Od. per annum.
Copyhold of Syon Manor.

Beneficial Interests in Leases of Sutton Orchard, containing
9 acres.

Market Garden Land known as " Salmon's Ground," New
Heston, containing about 5a. Ir, 24p., planted with young
Fruit Trees and Bushes.
"The Rides," Heston. containing 12 acres, planted with

young Fruit Trees and Bushes.
Pieces of Land with the Fruit Trees, Bushes, and Straw-

berries, situate at Lampton. containing 11a. 3r. 29p.; piece of

Meadow Land adjoining the atxtve, containing about 2a. Or. Op.
Pieces of Arable Land fronting Sutton Lane known as Sutton

Fields, containing together about 10 acres.

Lyon's Close, containing about 3a. Or. 28p. ; also the Land
adjoining, containing about 8a. 3r. I2p., with an approach
from the Lampton Road.

Piece of Land, containing 8a. 2r. !Mp., known as Barrack
Field.

Holding situate at Sutton, Middlesex, and known as Hart's
Farm, with Farmhouse-cottage, Farm-buildings, and Fruit
and Arable Land ; area about 47 acres.

Particulars, with conditions, had at the Red Lion Hotel,
Hounslow ; of HUGH R. PEAKE, Eeq.. Solicitor. 172, High
Street, Hounslow, and at 2, Clement's Inn, Strand, London;
and of Mr. WOODS, Auctioneer and Valuer, Hounslow.

ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS!

LOVERS OF SPECIAL
AND

RARE DENDROBIUMS
AND OTHEU

CHOICE ORCHIDS,
Should not fail to see the Catalogue making the

SPECIAL OFFER
OF A

URGE PRIVATE COLLECTION

ON SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY,
BY

JOHN COWAN & CO., Ltd.,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GAKSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

Catalogues, Post Free on application.

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE, cheap, good
PALMS, some 8 feet; large AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS,

specimen plante ; OACTCS.in 16atid 32-pot9; ASPIDISTRAS,
CLIVEIAS, and other GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Apply, 22, Lyndhorst Road, Peckham, S.E.

HADLBIGH, SUFFOLK, — TO BE DIS-
POSED OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Olaas Erections, &o,, of above NURSERY, comprising about
1} aores of Land, convenient DWELLINO HOUSE, Packing
and Potting Sheds, SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about
nineteen years unexpired. Rent £27. No other Nursery
within several miles. Price £150. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

GRAVESEND.—FOR SALE, GOODWILL,
FIXTURES, and STOCK, &c., of COMPACT NURSERY.—8 well-built Greenhouses, with the lease of the Dwelling-

house, containing 12 rooms and spacious cellarage, and 2 Green-
houses, and 1^ acres of good Land ; the glass is about 600 feet
run ; the whole heated by two new tubular boilers. Lease
about 10 years, with renewals. Root £50 per annum. Apply

—

DIXON, Spencer Park Nursery, Wandsworth Common, S.W.

Near the Crystal Palace.

FOR DISPOSAL, a SMALL NURSERY,
about an acre, well stocked ; [about 1000 feet of glass,

doing a fairly good Jobbing Business. Established by Adver-
tiser over twenty years. Rent of House and Grounds very
moderate. Full particulars from—

J. POWER, The Nursery, Madeline Road, Anerley, S.E.

OR SALE. COMPACT NURSERY, 8 miles
of Covent Garden, on the mtin road, near two railway

stations. Convenient Cottage, 9 Houees, and Range of
heated Pita, all filled with Tomatos, Grapes, Cucumbers, and
water laid on. Rent £35 on lease —For particulars apply,
A. W. COOPER, Florist, 49. Upper Park Road, Hampstead.

FOR SALE, Old Established NURSERY,
SEED, and JOBBING BUSINESS. Same hands twenty

years. Goodwil', Stock, Fixtures, &c., as it stands. Full
particulars on application.

G. N., S. Station Buildings, Wightman Road, Hornsey.N.

LONDON, N.W. — Aristooratio neighbour-
hood, for immediate SALE. Thorough genuine

FLORIST'S BUSINESS. Established upwards of 20 years.
Owner retiring from business. Average turnover for last three
years, £426f'. Large profits. Premises comprise Noble Shop
and Commodious Dwelling-house. Lease, 7, 14, or 21 years.
Rent, £150 per annum. Strictest investigation invited.
Price, £1600.

Also, 3 Acres of productive LA.ND, near Harrow-on-Hi 11,

with small Stock, can also be had if desired. Price, £^60 per
acre. Full particulars of PROTHKROE and MORRIS, 67 and
68, Cheapside, E.C. (Folio 8813.)

URREY.—FOR IMMEDIATE SALE,
genuine NURSERY BUSINESS—1^ Acres walled in.

15 modern Greenhouses, Commodious House. Stabling and
Outbuilding. Lease 14 years. Rent £50. Splendid connec-
tion in London and Local Trade. Value of stock £900, Price
all at £1050. Full particulars. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C. (8835).

OR DISPOSAL, a good FLORIST'S and
SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS, doing a good Cut Flower,

Plant, Seed, and Bulb Trade, with capital Jobbing Gardening
Connection, in fashionable part of large West of England Town,
This is a genuine concern, and will bear inspection.—H. E. H.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. No agents.

To NurBorymen and Florlats commencing BuBlness.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam.

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

Land In Denman Road, Camberwell.

TO BE LET, on Lease or otherwise, a PIECE
of LAND, on the east side of Denman Road, with a

frontaKe of 36 feet, and depth of 120 feet, with some Glass-
houses, fitted with Hot-water arrangement. Suitable for a
Small Nursery.

For leave to view, apply at 22, Lyndhurst Road, Peckham,
from 11 to 4 o'Clock, p m. No agents need apply.

TO LET, within easy reach of Bournemouth,
SMALL NURSERY, well stocked with Conifers, Fruit

Trees, &c. Three Glass-houses.iPits, and Frames. Apply to—
W. T. DIXON, Borough House, Wimborne, Dorset.

O LET.—In the North of England, near
large country town, and only 1 mile from station on

Midland line, a productive PRIVATE KITCHEN GARDEN of
about '2^ acres. Excellent range of Glass, Vineries, Peach-
house, stove Melon-house. Forcing-pit. Greenhouse, &c., and
whole Garden in first-rate order. Owner would buy certain
amount of produce weekly besides hiring Plants, &c., when
required. Address, by letter only to—

B. M., 4, Mount Street, London, W.

ARUMS.— About 200 strong Bulbs for Sale,
cheap.—HEAD GARDENER, Wellingore Hall Gardens,

Lincoln.

DONTOGLOSSUM LONDESBOROUGH-
lANUM, O. MADRENSE. LSILIA PEDUNCULASIS,

aod L. DAYANA. All fine imported plants, iu grand ooudition,
2s. M., 3>. ed., 5s., and 7s. id. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.

HEAP OFFER of transplanted CELERY,
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, &c.—Clayworth Pink Celery,

Red and Giant Wbite, also Ayton Castle Leeks, 5s. per lOeO
;

5000 lots, is. M. ; 10,000 lots 4s. perJlOOO. Wroxton Bru-sels,

3s, per 1000 ; 6000 lots, 2s. 6d. per 1000 j 10,000 lots, 2». per 1000.
Broccoli, Savoy, Early Caboage, Curled Qreens, &c., 3s. per
1000 ; 6O0O lots. 2s. M. per 1000. Cash with order.

GEO. YORKE, Flantist, Retford.

Choice Vegetable Seeds,
FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHARPE will be pleased to give
• Special Quotations for their fine Selected Stocks of

CABBAGE, TURNIP. LETTUCE. ONION, RADISH, and
other SEEDS suitable for AUTUMN SOWING, which will be
found very advantageous to Purchasers. Also fine samples of
WHITE MUSTARD, and Sowing RAPBSKED, at moderate
pnces,

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.
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30,000 SEEDLING FERNS.
PTERIS CRISTATA, 31s. per lOOO, Packing Free.

Sample 100, 45., Carriage Free,
Terms, Cash with Order.

PTERIS TREMULA, in 48'9, 4s. per dozen. I p.„t „ „
CYEroMIUM, 3s. 6d per (iozcn. f

raca.ng rree.

SAVAGE & SON^

TREE CARNATIONS, for Winter-blooming.
—Try a sample doz. box on rail lor M. to include Miss

Joliffe Improv^ed. La Neige. Reginald Godfrey. Sweet Briar,

Portia, Daybreak (these last three Americana) ; M, Therese
Franco, and W. Scott.

OUVARDIAS in great variety, 2s. per doz.B
PLASHET NURSERY,

EAST HAM.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AND

CHaySANTHEMUM ALBUMS.
I have a few of these valuable works left, and will send a

copy of each, post-free, 2s., or separately. The Guide, 8 stamps,
the Album, 18 stamps.

Both are invaluable to Chrysanthemum Growers.

H. J. JONES, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham.

BEGONIAS.—The finest strains obtainable.
SiDgles, is. par dozen ; Doubles, 3s. 6d. per dozen.

GLOXINIAS.—Hethersett noted strains, and
Emperor Frederick.

All packed on rail for cash with order.

JAMES GBEEN, Reliance Nurseries, March.

RCHIDS. — ORCHIDS. — ORCHIDS.O
Abont IS'^O ORCHIDS, newly imported, and in splendid

condition. for Sale. ApptytoMr. WM. YOUNG, 18, Waverley
Market, Edinburgh.
Any reasouabltj offer will be accepted, or they can be sold in

lots, to Huit purchasers.

1^- REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD PURCHASE

LAXTONS' TWO GRAND NEW STRAWBERRIES
Laxtons' "Monarch" & Laxtons' "Leader."

BEOA USE

LAXTONS' "MONARCH"
is the finest flavour extant, of enormous
size, most brilliant scarlet colour, and beats

Eoyal Sovereign hollow.

BECAUSE

LAXTONS' "LEADER >>

is the largest Strawberry ever introduced,
of the finest flavour, the grandest second early

forcer, and the best all-round main crop.

For the above, and all the best Strawberries in cultivation, go to

LAXTONS, ^"^"^^El^rSiTs, BEDFORD.
The Largest and Finest Stock in England, therefore Cheapest.

Fl'LL rLLrsrUATlCD AND DSSCRII'TIVE LIST POSTED OS APPLICATION.

CLEANSE & FERTILIZE YOUR FRUIT TREES & PLANTS

With the CELEBRATED XL ALL

HORTICULTURAL SPECIALITIES.
XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.—The Cheapest, Most Simple, and Best Fumigator in

existence. A liquid compound, simply evaporated from a email copper cnp bjr the agency of a spirit lamp.

Compound
For using in the Fumig'ators.

"mm

Ecttle.

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

Enough for

cubic feet.

40,000

20,000

10,000

5,000

I. d.

24

13

6 6

3 3

Fumigators
(Will last for Years).

To do 5,000 cubic feet of spaoe at a

time, 2s. each.

To do 2,000 cubic feet, Is. Qd. each.

Shotving a cost for fumigating of
only Sd. per 1000 cubic feet of space.

XL ALL LiaUID INSECTICIDE (Wash).—The most certain in efifect and safest Wash in the
market. 1 pint, 2s. ; I quart, 3s. Gd.

; ^ gallon, bs. ; 1 gallon, 10s.

XL ALL TOBACCO POWDER.—The strongest and finest grade of Powder yet produced In
i3d.. Is., 'Js. Qd., and 5s. tins.

XL ALL MILDEW WASH. —A clear liquid. Kills Mildew and Insects at the same time Does
not Mark or Stam Fruit, Flowers, or Foliage. Price, 1 gallon, 12j. 6d. ; 4 gallon. 6s. 6d. ; 1 quart, 4s. ; i pint. 2!. 6d.

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.—1 pint. Is. ; 1 quart. Is. 6^. ; 1 gallon, 3s. 9d. ; 4 gallons I'^sCheaper in bulk. To be used one part to fifty o£ water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.
> " •

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANURE.—For Top-dressing and Dissolving in Water
Inlf.,2s. 6ii, 5s.,and lOs. tins.

* "'"^"(5 m water.

XL ALL GRADUATING MANURE.—For Mixing with the Soil when Ee-potting or Makintr
up New. or Renovating Old Borders. In Is., 2s. 8d., and 6s. tins. In bags. J cwt., 10s ed 1 cwt 21.' Tn h it »
Special Rates.

"' •..;»«. in ouiK, at

The above Specialities may be hadfrom all Nwsenjmen, Seedsmen, FloriMs, and Sundriesmen.

G. H. RICHARDS,
Sole

Manufacturer, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF. LAMBETH. LONDON. S.E.

EXHIBITIONS.
CALTERHEBBLE and DISTRICT ROSE
T^.^ I'^^^A-'^'^^^^I**^- •'"'y >«• Schedules may be had ofJNO. E . BROOKS, Sec, 4 , Savile Park Street, Halifax.

pHESTER HORWOULfURAL SHOW
V-^ and FETE.—AHGirsT 6 and 6, 1896.

OVER £400 in HORTICULTURAL PRIZES.
Entries Close July 16.

_ , ^ J. WYN»E FFOULKES, Hon. Sec.
trypt Chambers, Eastgate Row, Chester.

OYAL BOTANICAL GARDENS,
MANCHESTER.

ANNUAL ROSE SHOW,
July 2.'j, 1896.

Early Entries respectfully invited. Address, HON. SEC.

POR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to

T ,. IT' P"""' "PP'y ^ SANDER'S, St. Albana. The finest
stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

CUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
o\, .„..,„„ '" °°'*'^""""- Write for LIST. free.
f.MoARTHUR.The London Nursery, 4. Maida Vale, London,W.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
CoventSarden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

OERANIUM and PELARGONIUMVJ cuttings —Bust Market sorts to name, from Pot
Plants, well ripened stuff ; 40». per 1000. A Iso Stools of same
Ss. per 100 ; caah.

MORLE AMD CO., Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W.

PELARGONIUMS.— Garaway & Co. offer
-*- good plants, in 5 inch pots, of the best market and
decorative varieties, at 18s. per dozen.

QARAWAY AND CO., Clifton, Bristol.

Plants Shipped to all Pans]
WATSON AND SCULL, 90, Lower Thames

street. London, E.G., give special attention to the
receptisn and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks. Palm Seeds. &o.

pERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
I (TRADE):—Ferns, in 2^inch pots. Stove and Green-
house, 30 best selling sorts, 12,. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48'8, 10 best
selling sorts. 6i. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6s. 100, 50s. 1000 ; Adi-,
antum cuneatum, in 49*8, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz ; ditto,
lor making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s. lOO; Cyperus',
Aralias, Grevilleas. Spiraea, Rhodanthe. & Geraniums, in 48's,6s,
doz. ; Marguerites, Heliotropes, Mignonette, Fuchsias, Ivy
Geraniums, in bloom, in 48's, 8s. doz. ; Ficus. Palms, Draceenas.
Craseulas, Pelargoniums, & Hydrangeas, in bloom, in 48"8. 12s.
doz.; Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W

.

FERNShiERNST!
A large quantity of Smill FERVS. nice bu^hy stuff, ready to

pot on, or for decorative purposee, in '^ inch pots.—Pteria
cristata, nobilis, major, and tremula, at 9». per 100 ; 50O
and upwards, at Ss, 6rf.

ADIANIUM CUNEATUM. in smaU thumbs, 10s. per 100.

la 48's, Pteris tremula, at is. Qd. per dozen.

Above pricee are for cosh with order. Packing Free.

An Inspection at the Nurseries is Invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH. S.E.

CYCLING
and all ACCIDENTS

INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

No Extra Charge for Ladies.

No Medical Examination.

Established 1849. Claims paid, £3,660,000.

64, OORNHIIiL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

HATS MICE IVICLESL& BEETLES,

G W. Harrison, 22.CROSa ST Rcaoinc.-, »,3.bJ

Kindly address replies, B. Dept.
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MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDS of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys

made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2a.

HOBTICtTLTTJBAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

London Office :—96a, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
Telegraph

—

" lIonTULANus, London." CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W. ™.p... No. 8728.

CONSERVATORIES DESIGNED and BITILT to

SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST
IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FRUIT HOUSES FOR ALL
PURPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the

Best Quality.

ALL RINDS of BOILERS, our Improved and
other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings, Connec-
tions, and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright
Tubular Boilers of all Sizes, conditionally

Guaranteed foe Ten Yeaes.

J. WEEKS & CO., F.R.H.S.,

Horticultural Builders and Hot- Water

Apparatus Manufacturers^

CHELSEA, LONDON. S.^W^.
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8<^^CAMBmDGE.-"3^^<li
BOYAL SHOW EXHIBITION HOUSE.

fyl C\f\ CotiBervnlorv, ::l(t. long, by lift. wide. oft. high

30 XUU to the eave*
;
pair of entrance doors, ornamental

lights, with side and centre staging. Best materials and

workmanship; painted, and glazed best 21-02. English glass

(brickwork only to be provided).

Boiler and piping complete, erected by cur men in any part.

Carriage Paid, for the sum of £10U

THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
16,000 In use.

ig" T7i€ Pioneer of cheap, timple, and effective heating for tmall
Greenhousei.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of these

Boilers, and a con9*'queot cheapeniDg in the coat of produc-

tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. 1. £2 12t. : No. 2. £i l.S« ; No. 3. £b ; also larger eizea.

Complete Apparatus from £1 8s. Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, LeiceAterHbire.

London Office : 96a, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W,

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Conservfltories, Greenhoui-e-

,

Vineries, Peach House?, Stove aud
Orchid Houses, &c.

V

\/fUNQO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dnd-
iVl dii,g3ton Lodge, Mid-Lothian, begs to intimate lo hii

friends and acquaintan.es that he retire) from his pres-nt

situation en the 20th of the present month. He has arranged

to reside at St. Ninians, near Stirling, where he intends to

commence the Cultivation and Sale of Hardy Plants on his

own account.

With the experience gained daring twenty-four years in thrf

management of one of the most choice private collectnns of

plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late CharlfS

Jenner, Esq —Mr. Chapman can confidently undertake to

supply what is select and true to name of the most suitable

plants for Borders and Bock-work.

He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, from

which customers may mike their own selection. In the

interval, he will be fully employed in getting up Stock.

May IS, 1696.

Also

Heating Apparatus
^ K, \^^ complete.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,'^^
DARIilNGTON.

Tlie Best Fresent for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Qr&pes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition jast oat.

Price b$.; post free, 6s. 6d.

A. F. BARRON, 13. Sutton Court Road, Chisnick.

FERNS SPEGIALITY.
We have an immense stock of all kinds of Ferns, Stove, Uteen-

house. Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and liritish. incliiding many very

beautiful varieties rarely seen, but which ou«ht to be more

generally grown. Catalogue free on appliLMtioii.

W.&J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FSRN Nl/KSbRfB^ SALE, ntar MANCHBSTICR.

theyokohama nursery CO.
LIMITED.

Nos. l'l-3.%

NAKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, .JAi'.VN.

Tbe Largest Exporters
and Growers of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EOLALIA PANICLES.

MOSS, SEEDS, TREES, SHRUBS, &c..

Produced in Japan.

DESCRIPTIVE GA TALOGUES sent on application.

NEW GHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM
VAR. MARGUERITA MARWOOD.

A beautiful variety. Burpassiop all others of thi« class. It

grows about 2 feet high, and the snowy-white flowers are

larger, of greater substaoce, aud being beautifully reflextd.

they are more graceful than any of the other vars. of these

popular Herbaceous Plants.

jiuii-lei a FxrU'Clast Certificate tkeonly time exhibited.

Strong Planta in pots. Is. (>d. each ; 15s. per dozen.

Carriage and Packing free.

Sample Blooms sent on payment of Postage.

KENT and BRYDON, DAKLINGTON.

BETABDED
ULYOFTHE VALLEY CROWNS!!

Writo for Prices to—

T. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DERSINGHAM,
NORFOLK.

PAULS' ROSES.

WM. PAUL AND SON invite inspection of
their ROSES NOW COMING INTO BLOOM. There

may be seen at these Nurseries all the most desirable old and
new Roses, including many sorta of their own raising, which
are not yet to be feen elsewhere. The flowering will continue

throughout the summer and autumn. The Hardy Pictorial

Trees aud Shrubs. Climbing and Herbaceous Plants, Fruit

Trees, &c., in great variety, are now in fine condition.

PAULS' NURSERIES. WALTHAM CROSS.
South entrance, four minutes* walk from Waltham Cro«

Station. G E.R. : West entrance, three minutes' walk from
Theobald's Grove Station, G.E R.

THE

SATUBDAY, JULY 11, 1896.

ROSES AND ROSE SHOWS.
"PARTICULAR interest attaches to the exhi-
-*- bitious of Roses during the present season,

from the extraordinary character of the weather

during the pa.-.t few months. Rarely has there

been a season when the prospects, from a rosa-

rian's point of view, have fluctuated from week to

week, as during the present year. The winter

was also a remarkable one, and Rose-lovers had
occasion to congratulate each other at its close

upon the excellent condition of their plants, few

of which had been injured in the least. The
season was commenced therefore under very en-

couraging conditions, directly opposed to those

prevalent at the same date in lf<9.5. The spring

had hardly dawned upon us, before these

favourable circumstances were superseded by
others far less pleasing. The drought which
has proved to be a long one had commenced,
and its deleterious effect was increased by the

cold, dry, eastern winds that prevailed for

weeks. It was only too evident that against

llus combination of evils Roses could not

combat without very serious loss, and anxiety

quickly replaced the feeling of satisfaction so

general previously. Blight was soon the

consequence of the drought and east winds, and
when at last the chilling winds decreased, there

followed exceedingly bright sunshine, which the

Roses, with their roots in dry soil, and their

vitality already weakened, could not enjoy, and
by which their ultimate chance of blooming

well was increasingly decreased. For the

greater part of the time latterly, there has been

little in the Rose garden to cheer an amateur
on the look-out for blooms worthy of the exhi-

bition-table, and that he might hope would pos-

sibly be rewarded by a National Society's Silver

Medal. The shows have been less good than

in many previous seasons, but to those who
have been engaged to even a limited extent in

their cultivation this has been no matter for

surprise.

The Reading exhibition has been already

described in these pages, and is the subject of

further remarks below.

At the Crystal Palace on Saturday last, the

display was not equal in quality or extent to

the exhibition hold there in 1895. Growers

were less able to exhibit well on this occasion

than at Reading; but what was the southern

growers' misfortune was also the northern

growers' opportunity to excel, and Messrs.

Harkness & Sons .succeeded in capturing the

trophy, and the north secured other good

classes and distinctions. Nevertheless, the

2nd prize in the nurserymen's large class was

won by Mr. Frank Cant, Colchester, albeit

there were other collections from the north,

candidates for the prize.

Generally the Teas were much below average

size, and very few good blooms were staged.

It was difficult to find a Rose in this section
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among the nurserymen's classes worthy of the
Society's Silver Medal, and the bloom of Inno-
cente Pirola, to which the medal was eventually
awarded, was comparatively a poor one. Eoses
that have done weU such a season as the pre-
sent are good ones for planting against a simi-
larly unfortunate year, and in the report of the
show, the best blooms in all the classes are
indicated.

Other Eose shows have been numerous. The
Eoses in connection with the Wolverhampton
Floral Fete were better than we had expected to

8ee them, but less good and less numerous than
last year. The class for seventy-two blooms was
won by the firm who secured the trophy at the
Crystal Palace. The Eev. J. H. Pemberton has
been remarkably successful at most shows, and
at Wolverhampton took all the best prizes in the
amateurs' classes. At this show there were
about 1900 blooms staged. The National So-
ciety's exhibition at Ulverston and a few other
northern Eose shows have still to be held.

Twmly-four distinct Rosa.—The 1st pri/.e in this class went
to Slougli, the winner being Mr. Chas. Turner of the Roy.il
Nunseries. The quality of the exhibit was good, the only
failing being in regard to the size of bloom. The varieties
were Marie Verdier, Xavier Olibo, Her Majesty, Earl of
Dufferin, Mrs. John Laing (good), Beauty of Waltham
(good), Marchioness of Dufferin, Alfred Colomb. 2nd row :

Duke of Fife, Black Prince, Gabriello Luizet, E. Y. Teas, G.
Piganeau, Reynolds Hole, Heinrich Schultheies, UlrichBrun-
ner, Chas. Darwin, Marie Baumann, Mrs. Harkness. Victor
Hugo, Dr. Andry, Pride of Reigate, Maurice Bemardin, and
The Bride. Snd, Messrs, Jas. Tow.n-send & Sons, Lower
Broadheath, Worcester : Alfred Coloml), Prince Arthur, and
Niphetos, were good : Mr. John Mattock, Oxford, w,as 3rd,
There were four other competitors.

Twenttz-four distinct Trebles.—Messrs. Prior & Son-; won
with a collection of moderate quality : Messrs. G. & W. H.
Bdbch were 2nd ; and Messrs, Jas. Townsexd & Sons, 3rd,

Twelve cUslinct Soses of varieties, raisetl by Messrs. A. Dickson
<fc Sons, Neietownards.—The Dickson Challenge Cup, offered
by the firm for the best exhibit iu this class was won by
Messrs. Frank Cant & Co. The varieties were Marchioncs,s
of Dufferin (over-blown), Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford,
Margaret Dickson (over-blown). Earl of Dufl'erin, Lady Helen
Stewai-t (good), Helen Keller, Marchioness of Dowusliire,
Lady Arthur Hill, Joannie Dickson, Caroline d'Ardcu, and
T, W, Girdlestone. The qualitj' of this collection was only

NATIONAL EOSE, CEYSTAL PALACE.
NORSERYMEN'S CLASSES.

The Champion Trophy and Gold Medal were, as usual'
won and lost with the 1st pi-ize for seventy -two blooms
distinct. This year the trophy will be taken to Bedale, the
winner of the class being Messrs. Harkness Sl Sons. Bcdalo
and Hitchin. The collection, taken collectively, exhibited as
good quality as we have seen in a Urge class this season.
The flowers were :—Back row : Llrich Brunner (large and
handsome), Franijois Michelon, Comtesse d'Oxford, Mar-
chioness of Dufferin, Captain Hayward, Lady Mary Fitz-
william. Dr. Andry, Mrs, Jas, Laing, EtienneLevct, Duchesse
de Vallambrosa, Chas, Lefebvre, Caroline Kuster, Madame J.
Bomairo (?), Star of Walth,am, Alfred Colomb, Her M«je.sty,
Gustave Pig»neau, Caroline Testout, Jn ). Stuart Mill [excel-
lent), P,aul Neyron, Madame Eugenie Verdier, Exposition do
Brie, Baroness Rothschild, Horace Yernet (good, butpassingl.
2nd row : S^nateur Vaisse, La France, Marshal Niel, Earl of
Dufferin, Niphetos, Pr nee Arthur, Madame de Watteville,
Duke of Edinhiirgh (good), Mrs. Sharm.an Crawford, Suzanne
de Rodocanachi, Catherine Merraet, Edouard Andre, Innoccnte
Pirola, Madame Haussman, Madame Hosto, Madame Victor
Verdier, Madame G. Luizet, Comte de Raimbaud, The Bride,
Fisher Holmes, Comtesse de Nadaillac, A. K. Williams
Madame Cusin (very fine). Due de Rohan. Front row : Marie
Verdier, Mrs. W, J, Gr.ant, Comte.sse de Ludre, Pride of
Walth.am, Duke of Wellington, Marie B.aumann, E. Y, Te.as,
Queen of Queens, JIarie Rady. Ernest Metz, Duke of Fife'
Princess Beatrice, Pride of Reigate (gooJJ, Helen Keller,'
Victor Hugo, Duchesse de Moray (good). Charles Darwin'
Marchioness of Diifferin. Pien-e N'otting, MerveiUe de Lyon

'

Lady Sheffield, Souvenir d'un Ami, Due d'Orleans,
and Augustus Guinoisseau. Slessrs, Frank Cant
& Co., Colchester, who only Just missed the trophy
last year by two points, were again Sid on this
occasion. The following were pretty blooms of very
commendable marit : -Victor Hugo, Chas. Darwin, Earl of
Dufferin, Madame Chas. Crapelot, a pink sport from Suzanne
Rodocanachi, but unnamed ; Exposition de Brie, Kaiserin
Augusta Victoiia, Catherine Mermet, and Reyno'lds Hole'
Mr. B, R CANr, Colchester, was 3rd. There were four
competitors.

Forty distinct Roses {trebles').—Messrs. Varknes.s & Soxs
were also the winners of this class, with a comparatively
good stand. The varieties which helped most were Gustave
Pigane.au, Suzanne de Rodocanachi, Her Majesty, Duke of
Wellington, Edward Andry, Marie Baumann, Captain Hay-
ward, Helen Keller, A. H. WiUiams. Fisher Holmes and
Marchioness of Dufferin. Mr. B, R. Cant took 2nd place
with a collection but little inferior, and Messrs. F, Cant <fe

Co. were 3rd. There .appeared to be no other competitors
Fortp-eigM distinct, single trusses.—In this class the winners

were Messrs. D. Prior & Son, Colchester, and the varieties
.staged were :—Back row : A. K, WUliams, Mrs. Jno Laing
(good), Ulrich Brunner. White Lady, Duchesse de Jlornv
(good), Horace Vemet, Her Majesty, Prince Arthur Marie
Verdier, Eari of Dufferin (good). Marchioness of D'ufferin
Mane Baum,ann. Marie Fuiger, Alfred Colomb, Francois
Michelon, and Alphonse Soupert. Centre row : Merveille
de Lyon, Baron Adolphe Rothschild (good) Eug&ie
Verdier, Abel Carrifere, La Fr.ance. E, Y. Teas Duke ofEdmburgh (good). Pride of Waltham, Dupuy Jamain
La-iy M. Fitzwilham, Louis Van Houtte, M.argaret Dick
son. Captain Hayward, Heinrich Schultheiss, .md Charles
Darwin. Front row : Suzanne Jfaric Rodocanachi, Comte deRaimbaud, Silver Queen, Reynolds Hole (bad), Duke of Fife
Fisher Holmes, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Exposition de Brie (bad)'
Auguste Rigotard, Due de Rohan, Baroness Rothschild Victor
Hugo, Etrenn.) L vet, XavierOlibo, Souvenir de la Malmaison
and Stir of Waltham, of tlic four other oxhibiti.rs the »nd
place WIS taken by Messrs, J. Bprrell & Cn„ Cambridge
The blooms were sm.al!, some of them, however, fresh and
bright

;
3rd, G. W. H. BtjRCH, Peterborough.

Thk Rev. H. H. D'OMBRAIN.
(Hon. Sec. and Father of the National Rose Society.)

moderate. Mr. B. R. Cant was 2nd ; and Messrs, li. 4 w
Croll, Dundee, were 3rd.

Eightttii distinct Hoses (Bmdigh or Scotch raised).—Cmimis]y
enough the 1st prize was won by Messrs. Alex. Dickson &
Sons, Newtown.ards, co. Down, though Irish Rosea were not
allowed to be shown, and one exhiliitor was disqu.alificd for
including some. None of Messrs. I'icksons' blooms were of
varieties raised in their own country, liowcvor. They were
Mrs. Jno. Laing, Captain Hayward (good), Her Maicst\-" Pride
of Waltham, Spenser, Star of Waltham, ,Mrs. jowitt Mrs
Geo, Dickson, Sultan of Z.inzibar, Medea, Prince Arthur
Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Olibo, Countess of Rosebery, Heinrich
Schultheiss, Paul's Early Blush, Duchess of Albany' and Mrs
Paul

;
3rd, Messrs. Geo. Paul & Son, The Old Nurseries'

Cheshunt.
TEA AND NOISETTE SECTION.

Tioenti/-/our distinct Koies.-The 1st prize was taken hv
Messrs. D. Prior & Son, Colchester, The varieties were—
Back row: Ernest Metz, Innocente PiroU, Maman Cochet
Marie Van Houtte, Ma,dame de Watteville, Edith Gifford'
Comtesse de Nadaillac, The Bride (very good). Alba rosea La
Princess Vera, Niphetos. Citherine Mermet. Marcchal Nicl
Madame Cusin (good), Caroline Kuster, Souvenir dun Ami'
Corinna (good). Souvenir d'Blise V.ardon, Adam, .Souvenir
de S. A. Prince, Luciole, Medea, Anna Olivier, and' Francisca
Kruger. The blooms were of moderate quality only, few of
them Ijeing exceptional. Messrs. Frank Cant & Co Col-
chester, were 2ad, and had pretty specimens of Maman
Cochet, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Corinna; 3rd, Messrs
D. & W. Chou., Duiiilce

Big/.teeo. T,o. or Noiselkrs, distinct. -In this class Mr. Jno
Mattock, Ileadington Nursery, Oxford, was the victor The
best blooms m his stand wore Catherine Mermet, The Bride

Princess of Wales, Madame de Watteville, Souvenir de S. A.
Prince, and Ethel Brownlow. 2nd, Messrs. J. Burrell & Co.,
Howe House Nurseries, Cambridge, the flowers were smallm this stand, but some of them pretty ; the best was Maman
Cochet 3rd, Messrs. Paul & Son, The Oil Nurseries, Ches-
hunt. There were two other collections.

Eighteen treble!, dutinct.-Nessrs. Frank Cant&Co. staged
well in this class, and secured premier position. Their best
trebles were Erne=t Metz, The Bride, Madame Lamb.ard
Mar&h.al Niel. Ethel Brownlow, Maman Cochet, Madame
Cusm, .and Jl.adame Van Houtte. .Mr. Jno. Mattock was a
good 2nd, .and the thiid place was taken by Messrs. D. Prior
& Son. There were two other collections.

GARDEN ROSES.
Thirty-six Imnchts, distijict varieties.—Messrs. PiiLck Sox

had very fine bunches arranged in good fashion. Most of
the varieties included were in good condition, and the collec-
tion was well worthy of the 1st prize it won. Messrs. Geo.
CooLiNo & Son, Bath, and Messrs. F. Cant & Co., who were
2nd and 3rd respectively, also showed well.

Eighteen bunches, not fewer than three trusses to a bunch.—
Mr. Jno. Mattock was 1st, and Messrs. D. & W. Croll 2nd

;

3rd, Messrs. Jas. Townsend & Sons. The bunches shown ii^
this class were not so effectively staged as those noticed iu
the previous class.

Hiue bunches of Singk-.HoKered Hoses.—Messrs. D. & W,
Croll won in this cl.ass, but the nature of the flowers is much
against their long preservation, .and at mid-day they .appeared
very faded. 2nd, Miss Mellish, Hodsock Priory, Worksop
Notts

; Messrs. Paul & Son were 8rd.
'

Twelve bunches of Jto.Ks suitable for Hulton-holes.- -Mr. Jno.
Mattock won capiteUy here, with the 'ollowing v.arieties—
Madame de Watteville, Marie Van Houtte, Niphetos, Anna
Olmer W. A. Richardson, Ma Capucine, Comtesse de
-Nadaillac, Madame Hoste, Rubens, ani The Bride- "nd
Messrs. Jno. Townsend & Sons; and 3rd, Mr. Alfred
E\ANs, JIar.ston, near Oxford,
Display of Roses and Rose.foliage.-1he 1st prize w,aB taken

by Mr. Jno. Mattock, who exhibited bouquets and bunches
over a black velvet ground with considerable efiect "nd
Mr. Geo. Prince, with a half cone of bl.ack velvet supporting
SIX rows of shelves. The Roses were in sm.all glass v.ases
Messrs. Townsend <Sj Sons were 3rd.

OPEN CLASSES.
Ta-clce bunches, distinct.—These bunches were to he com-

posed of any H.P., H.T., or Tea or Noisettes. The 1st prizewas taken by Messrs. Padl & Son, Cheshunt. The
Punches were shown iu earthenware bottles, with long stems
and loliage attached. The varieties which .appeared best
wore Alfred Colomb, Marie Van Houtte, Niphetos, Jeannio
DicksoD, and Suzanne de Rodocanachi ; Mr. Geo Mount
was 2nd, with a good lot ; and Mr. John Mattock 3rd.

Twelre trusses of n. T.'s in not jacer than nine rarieties.-
Messrs. A. Dickson k Sons won with the following v.arieties,
Comte Henri Rignon, Caroline Testout, La Franco (good),
Capt. Christy, Lady M. Fitzwilliam, and K.aiserin Augusta
Victoria, Mrs. W. J, Grant (good). Viscountess Folkestone,
and Marjorie

; 2nd, Messrs. D. & W. Croll ; 3rd, Frank
Cant & Co.

Twilve single trusses of any yellow Ro.^e.—Ur. Jno. Maddock
won this class with very f.air blooms of Comtesse de N.adaillac
Messrs. Frank Cant & Co. were 2nd, showing Madame
Hoste

;
and Mr. Geo. Mount was equal 2nd with Marie van

Houtte.

Twelve single trusses ofany white .Rose—Messrs. A. Dickson &
Sons were 1st wiih blooms of Marchioness of Londondeny
of moderate quality

; Messrs. Harkness & Son were 2nd
wth The Bride; 3rd, Messrs. D. Prior b. Son with
Niphetos.

Twelve single trusses of any crimson Rose.—Ca,ptam Hayward
was placed 1 t in this class, this Rose being shown well by
Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons ; Messrs. Robt. Mack & Son
Catterick, Y'orks, were 2nd with A, K, Williams ; and Mr
Geo. Mount 3rd. There were about fourteen exhibitors

Tweh-e single trusses of any dark velvety Rose.—Messrs
F. Cant & Co. were 1st with Horace Vcrnet; Mr Geo
Mount 2nd with Fisher Holmes ; and Mr. B. R. Cant 3rd
with the same variety.

Twclre single trns.m of any light (other than white) Rose —
Mr. Geo. Mount was 1st, with Mrs. Jno. Laing The -ame
variety, shown by Messrs. D. & W. CiioLt, was 2nd and
Messrs. Robert Mack & Son 3rd. There were .about fifteen
st.ands.

Twelve single lrussc.1 of any Tea or Noisette Mr Jno Mat
took won this class with Catherine Mermet ; Messrs Hark-
NE.ss & Son were 2nd with Madame Cu.sin ; and Mr B R
• 'ANT 3rd with Mad.imo W.atteville.

Twelve tingle trusses of any new Ro.^e -Alessrs. Dit kson &
Sons, Newtownards, Ireland, were 1st with some fair blooms
of Mrs. R, G Sharman Crawford, a rose that was probably
staged HS frequently as any throUKii.)ut the exhibition
Messrs. G, Cooling & Son, B.ath, ;iid, with Bladu.l and
Messrs. Prior & Son, Colchester, 3rd with Maman Cochet

Twelve distinct trusses of any new Rose.—Messrs. D.ck.son &
Sons again scored, several of the varieties being of their own
rai.siog and not yet in commerce. Tlicy were ManaiioPess
of Londonderry, Lady M. Beaiiclerc, B. Shandon Lcinstcr
(somewhat after Helen Keller, M,amie (?), Mi.ss E. Richardson
(a beautiful light Rose of Marjorie fhade), Mrs, W. J Giant
Mrs. E. Mawloy (a clear-creamy-flo.^h). Shaugh.aun Lady
Clanmorris, Hon. !C. Murr.ay, and Marchioness of Dowusliire—a most promising box and fr.ira which we may find some
decided acquisitions. Mr. P, Cwr, Colchester, and Messrs
Paul & Sons, Cheshunt, followed.
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Three truises of any new seedling or sport.—The ouly award

wa3 a Card of Commendation to Mr. F. Cant for a new H.-P.

named Mrs. F. Cant, a sturdy grower, which in shape, colour

and fulness reminded one of a pale Madame G. Luizet. A
beautiful soft, rosy-pink H.-P. named Mrs. Rumsey, came
from Waltham Cross, but the flowers staged were rather thin.

Muriel Graham©, Miss E. Richardsun, and Leinster were
shown from the famous Newtownards firm. Bladud from
G. CouUNG & Sons, Bath, but inferior to the blooms shown
at Bath the same week, which would undoubtedly have

earned the Gold Medal. Pride of the Valley from Mr. D.

Prosser, Watson Nursery, Gloucester, completes the list.

AMATEURS.
The Champion' Taoriiv Class : thirhj-Hx blooms, distiurl.-^

Tliis chiss was open to all amateurs, and the coveted Trophy
and Gold Medal were won by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton,

For thirti/-six singles, iTTQspectivc of the number of plants

grown, Mr. W. Boves, 30, Duffield Ur.ad, Derby, beat Rev. J. 11.

Pembertc»n with some bright and clean blooms. Maman
Cochet, Marie Bauniann, Marie Verdier, Alfred Colomb,

Ulrich Brunner, Pride of Waltham, General Jacqueminot, La
France, Innocente Pirola, Madame de Watteville, Edouard
Andri5,G. hiuEQt, Souv. d'EliseVardon, A.Rigotard.Niphetos,

Baroness Rothschild, Thom;i3 Mills, Ktoile do Lyon, Madame
Hausmann, Cleopatra, P. Pig-.meau, Madame Lyon, Victor

Hugo, Mr. J. Wilson, Horace Vemet, S. M. Rodocanachi,

Madame Hoete, Duke of Wellington, Caroline Testout, Com-
tesse de Nadaillac, Mrs. J. Laing, Augustine Guinoisseau,

Prince Arthur, Her Majesty, F. Michelon, and A. K.

Williams being the varieties. The Rev. J. H. Pemberton

had good examples of Mrs. J. Laing, Her Majesty, Earl of

Dufiferin, F. Michelon, A. K- WiUiams, and Victor Hugo,

but h*d evidently thrown his chief strength into the trophy

EDWARD MAWLEY, Esq.

(Honorary Secretary of the National Ros© Society.)

Havering-atte-Bower, Essex ; his flowers were clean, and of
fair size. The vai'ieties staged were Her Majesty, Ulrich
Brunner, Marie Bauraann, Earl of Dufferin, Mrs. Jno. Laing,
A. K. WiUiams, Gustave Pigantau, Etienne Levet. Mrs.
R. G. S. Crawford, Coimtess of Rosebery, Louis Van Houtte,
and Madame C. Crapelet, in the back row ; Uupuy Jamain,
S. M. Rodocanachi, Horace Vemet, Catherine Mermet. Mar-
shal P. Wilder, Marchioness of Londonderry. Jeannie Dick-
eon, General Jacqueminot. Comto Raimbaud, Baroness
Rothschild, Frant^ois Michelon, and Coimtess of Oxford, in
the middle row ; Prosper Langier, La Havre, Captun Hay-
ward, Charles Gater, Jlarchioncss of Dutferin, Xavier Olibo,
Madame E. Verdier, Victor Hugo. Caroline Testout, Beauty
of Waltham, Charles Lefebvre, and Mons. E. Y. Teas, occu-
pying the front of the stand. Mr. E, B. Lindsell, Hitchin.
was a close 2nd, and had U. Brunner, Her Majesty, G.
Piganeau, Victor Hugo, Marie Baumann, Caroline Kuster,
and Blerseille de Lyon, in good form ; Mr. H. V. Machin^
Gateford Hill, Worksop, followed.

class. T. B. Hayward, Esq., Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate,

was a good 3rd.

For twelve of anij Rose cjxept Tea or Noisette, Mr. H. V.

Machis. Worksop, won with Her Majesty, the same box
containing the Silver Medal H.P. for best bloom among
amateurs. E. B. Lindsell, Esq.. was 2nd, with Merveille de
Lyon ; and Colonel T. H. Pitt, TurkeyCourt, Maidstone, 3rd,

with Mrs John Laing.

In a division open only to growers of fewer than 2000 plants

of exhibition varieties, Mr. E. Mawley. Rosebank, Berk-
harasted, won for twenty-four singles, his best flowers

being Alfred Colomb, Etienne Levet, M. Baumann, K. A.

Victoria, A. K. Williams, Star of Waltham, Maman Cochet,

Prince Arthur and Hler Majesty, Mr. Colin Romaine, The
Priory. Old Windsor, and Mr. A. Slaughter, Jarvia Villa,

Steyning, followed.

yinc blooips of any Rose, except Tea or ^oifelte.—Mr. A.

Si-vcGHTER was in front of Mr. R. E. West, Reigate, by his

Alfred Colomb beating Ulrich Brunner.

An extra class of eight distinct trebles was won by Rev.
J. H. Pemberton; H. V. Ma«hin, Esq.. 'Worksop, being a
close 2nd ; and E. B. Lindsell. Esq.. Hitchin, ;lrd. Many
growers expressed their opinion that the two last awards
should have been reversed ; the 3rd prize stand was excep-
tionally clean and well set up. There were four other com-
petitors.

In the division for growers of fewer than 1000 plants, the
class lor nine distinct singles wa.s a strong one . Ten lots were
staged. Mr. M. Whittle, Belgrave Avenue, Leicester, won
with La France, Princo Arthur, Mrs. J. Laing, Ulrich
Brunner, Caroline Kuster, Duke of Edinburgh, Baroness
Rothschild, A. Colomb, and a grand bloom of K. Augusta
Victoria; Mr. Conwat Jone.s. Hucclecote, Gloucester, and
Mr. C. E. SnEA, Foot's Cray, Kent, were 2nd and 3rd.

Six dUtinct treljles.—'Mr. W. Whittle was also in front in
this class; Dr. Tucker, Swanley Junction, Kent, 2nd; and
Miss Mellish, Hodsock Priory, Worksop, 3rd.
For growers of fewer tka. I 500 plants, nine distinct singles.—

Mr. H. Foster, Ashford, Kent, was 1st, and staged Earl of
Dufferin, Etienne Levet, Baroness Rothschild, Marie
Baumann, Mervcille do Lyon, Alfred Colomb, Madame G.
Luizet, Louis V. Houtte, and Dupuy Jamain. Mr. G. Moules,
Hitchin, being a close 2nd, with a stand containing a good
Captain Hayward and Ernest Metz. Mr. R. Miller, Bellevue
House, Sutton, was 3rd.

Six distinct single trusses.—Vf . D. Freshfield, Esq., The
Wilderness, Reigate, beat nine other competitors in this
chiss with Etienne Levet, Her JIajesty, Merville de Lyon,
Ulrich Brunner. S. M. Rodoc^inachi, and Charles Lefebvre. in
good form. Mr. E. R. Smith, WeUord Lodge. Muswell Hill,
was 2nd. Mr. J. Wallender, Hodsock Priory, Worksop, and
H. P. Landon, Esq., The Lodge, Brentwood, following.
Four distinct larielies (trebles).—Mr. H. P. Landon. was lat,

Mr. J. Parker, Old Headington, and W. U. Freshfield,
Esq., Reigate, 2nd and 3rd.

The HarhiesB Challenge Cup offered for twelve Sinplet drew
seven competitors, the fight was cU>se between Ist and 2nd.
O. G. Orpen, Esq., Colchester, was s\iccessful with The Bride
(Silver Medal Tea', Grand Mogul, Madame Cusin, Madame
do Wattevillo, Ulrich Brunner, Madame Hoste. Gabriello
Luizet, Catherine Mermet, K. A. Victoria. Ernest Metz, Brides-
maid, and Maman Cochet. Mr. H. Adamsos, South End,
Bedalo, was 2nd, having some good blooms in Comtesse de
Nadaillac, Mrs. J. Laing, A. K. Williams, and Fisher Holmes ;

Dr. Tccker, Swanley, :md Mr. Whittle, Leicester, were
awarded 3rd and 4th respectively.

Six blooms of any Rote excfpt Tensor Noisettes.—Mr. R. L.
Lanoton, Raymead, Hendon, won with Mrs. J. Laing ; Dr.
Tccker, Swanloy. was 2nd, with the same variety ; Mr. E.
Morris, East Bond Street, Leicester, 3rd, with Alfred
Colomb

; and Mr. K.H. Gifeord, Holyrood, Streatham, 4th,
with Mrs. J. Laing.

In an extra open Class for eighteen Stngtest the Vcitch
Memorial Medal and £5 was awarded to P. C. Burna>d,
Esq., Reigate, who staged Baroness Rothschild, S. M. Rodo-
canachi, M. deLyon, Ulrich Brunner, Her Majesty, Rosieriste
Jacobs, Lord F. Cavendish, Mrs. J. Laing, Annie Wood, E. Y.
Teas. A. Colomb. C. Testout, Earl of Dufferin, Mrs. S. G. S.

Crawfonl, Madame Cusin, Gabriclle Luizet, and Duke of
Edinburgh. R. E. West, Esq., Reigate. had a good Comtesse
dc Nadaillac, Dr. Andry, and Abel Can-i^re in his 2nd prize

stand ; Mr. A. Slaughter, Steyning, being :ii-d.

Thf Dick-mn Challenge Cap, for six varieiks sent out by Messrs.

A. Dickson ik Sons, Newtou:aai-d.i, was won by E, B. Likdsell,
E.^q , Hitchin, who had Helen Keller, Earl of Dufferin,

Marchioness of Londonderrj', Mrs, S. Crawford, Muriel
Grahame. and Margaret Dickson ; the Rev. J, H. Pemberton
w;is 2nd ; and H. V. Maohi.v, Esq., 3rd.

For six singUs. open only to Amateurs who have never won a
prize at the N. R. S. Exhiititions.—'iit. A. Munt. Hedgerley,
near Slough, was 1st. with Innocente Pirola, G. Piganeau,

C. Testout. C. de Nadaillac, Madame Cusin, and Edith
Gifford ; Mr. H. Adamson, South End, Bodale, a good 2nd ;

Mr. G. A- Hammond, Cambrian House, Burgess Hill, and
Mr, A. C. Gifford, Selhurst, 3rd and 4th.

A second class for six, but open only to memba's uko Itave

oined since the previous Crtfttal Palace Show, found Mr. E.

Croft-Murrav, Perivale, Ryde, in front with Ulrich

Brunner, F. Krtlger, Catherine Mermet, C. de Nadaillac,

Cleopatra, and Madame H. Jamain. Mrs. E. C. Simpson,

Wray Park, Reigate; and Mr. R. Cook, Stourbridge Park,

N.W., following.

A piece of plate offered for six singles grovm teithin 8 miles of

Charing Cross was secured by Mr. R. H. Lanoton, Raymead,
Hendon, with good examples of S. >L Rodocanachi, Her
Majesty, Marie Baumann, Mrs. J. Laing, A. K. WilUams,
and Mrs. R. G. S. Crawford. K. H. Gifford. Esq., Holy-

rood, Streatham; and E. R. Smith, Esq., Wellford Lodge,

Muswell Hill, followed in like order.

NEW ROSES.

The Rev. J, H. Pemberton won in the class for six new
Roses with Captain Hayward, Mrs. R. G. S. Crawford, Char-

lotte Guillemot, C. Gater, Marchioness of Downshire, and
Helen Keller. Mr. J. Bateman, Rose Vale, Highgate, being

2nd.
TEA AND NOISETTE SECTION.

Th" flowers in this division were by no means up to the

standard seen at Reading, and in the Trophy class were very

weak. The Trophy and Gold Medal were won by O- G.

Orpen, Esq., Colchester, for the following eighteen varieties :

—Innocente Pirola, Bridesmaid, Anna Olivier, Madame
Cusin, The Jride. Maman Cochet, Souvenir d'un Ami,

Catherine Sfermet, Madame H. Jamain, Comtesse de

Nadaillac, Madame Host©, Ethel Brownlow, Cornelia Koch,
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Edith Gitford. Marie V. Houtte, Sylph, Etoile de Lyon, and
Souvenir tVElise Vurdon. The 2nd prize stand, from C. J.

Gkahame, Esq., Leatherhpad, contained good Conitease de
Nadnillac. Ernest Metz, Maman Coc'iet, and Innocents
Pirola. The Rev. A. Foster-Melliar, Ipswich, was 3rd, only
tV'O others competing.

Twcin single blooms, dUfi7icl.—0. G. Orpen, Esq., was also
1st in this class; Mr. A. Tate, Downside, Leatherhead, and
H. V. JIacbin, Esq., Worksop, following.

Th' piece of plale for right tiebhs was secured by C. J.

Obahame, Esq., Leatberhead :—The Eride, Maman Cochet,
I" nocente Pirola, Comtesse de Panisse, Madame Cusin,
("omtesse de Kadaillac. Etbcl Brownlo*, and Francisca
Kriiger

; Mr. W. Boves. 30. Dufficld Road, Derby, and the
Rev. A. Foster Melli A K, Ir-swiih, 2nd and 3rd.

Nine blooms of (I III/ T'ff Of Niiistlfe.—'Mr. G' ahame was 1st

with Maman Cochet : Mr. 0.0. Orpes 2od, with Madame
(-'usin

; ai d Mr. H. V. Machin 3rd, with the same variety
as the winner.

I'l a divifion o/jen to grrwers of/ttrer thoa 500 plants, the 1st

prize for twelve dialinct varieties went to Mr. J. Parkeb,
Old Headi gton, for Jean Ducher, Madame Hoste, Souvenir
dun Ami, C. de Nadaillac. E. Brownlow, The Bride, Cathe-
rine Mermet, E. de Lyon. E JUtz. C. Kuster, Princess of

Wales, and Souv. nir de S. A. Prince ; Mr. Conwav-Tones,
Hucclecote, Gloucester, 2nd.

A^iHf single blooms, tl-stijtd.—'Mr. R, H. LANOtoN, Hendon,
was in front with Cleopatra, Nirhetos, Maman Cochet, G. de
Nadaillac, Madame de Watteville, E. Brownlow, Madame
Cu^in, Innocente Pirola. pnd Souvenir d'un Ami ; Mrs. E.
Croft Murray, Perivalc. Ryde, .and Miss Baker, Holmfels,
Reigate, were 2nd and 3rd.

Nine blooms, distinct, from growers of f^r,r Ihoii 200 j.lants,

were best frooi W. D. Fre^hfielp, Esq.. Cleopatra, C.

Kuster, C. Mermet, Mrs. .T. Wilson, Mar<5ch<il Niel, Devo-
niensis, Edith Gitford, C. de Nadaillac, and F. Kriiger, being
the varieties st-aged. Jlr. J. Parker, Old Headington, was a

close 2nd, and Mr. A. Evans, Marston, near Oxford, 3rd.

Six blooms, distinct,—Twelve competed in this class, H. P
Lanoek, Esq , Stentield. Brentwood, just succeeding in

be.ating Mr. Whittle, Leicester; Mr. R. FoLE\•HoBB^,
'^orgate Street, Worcester; and the Rev. G. E. Jeans,
Shorwell Vicarage, I.O.W., being 3rd and 4th.

A piece of Plote for four distinct trebl'S was won by R. H.
Lanoton. Esq., Raymead, Hendon. with one of the cleanest

8tan:ls in the show, Minmn Cochet. Madame Cusin, Ethel

Brownlow. and C. de Nad.aillac, being verj' g' od ; Mr. J.

Parker, Old Headington, was 2nd, and Conwav-Jones, Esq.,

Hncclecote, 3rd.

S> blooms of ony Tai or Noisette.—Mr. C'onwav-JiiNes won
with Niphetos, Mr. J. Parker w;is 2nd with C. de Nadaillac,

and Mr. R. H. Lakgton 3rd with Innocente Pirola.

7a on extra class for nine bunche'^, siren tri'sses to a bunch,
"SU: J. Parker, Old Headington, beat Mr. H. V. Machin,
Worksop.

GARDEN ROSES.

.V Silver Cup presented fiir eighteen bunches of distinct

varieties in a space 5 feet by 3 feet, was won by H. V. Machin,
Esq , who staged a very pretty lot. The most p'easing were
macrantha. The Pet Maiden's Blush, Thoresbyana, Cecile
Brunner, Madame P. Ducher, and Bardon Job.

In the second stand, which ran Mr. Machin very close
indeed, Mr. .\. Tate, Leatherhead, had Hebe's Lip, Perle
d'Or. macrantha, moscbata nivea, and Gloire des Ro:omanes
(good).

The Rev. J. H. Pemberton. Havering-atte Bower, was in
front for a stand of nine bunches, Polyantha, Madame Georges
Rniant, Marquiic de Salisbury, and Leopoldine d'OrliSans
beintr excellent. Mrs. D G. Nesfield, Speldhurst, Kent
and Miss Mellish, Hodsock Priory, Worksop, wt're 2nd
and 3rd.

MEDiL ROSES.

Considerable diflicully was experienced before the judges
could aw .rt the medals. Flowers of exceptional merit were
scarce. In the amateur's classes the Medals were awarded
to the Bride, shown by O. G. Orpen, Esq. ; and Her Majestv
from H. V. Machin, Fs.|.. Woiksop. La Duchesse de Moiily
gained the Medal for II. -P. in the nurserymen's classes and
Innocente Pirola lor Tens or Noisettes. The former wis
shown by Mr. li. K. Cant in CI.a.ss I., and the latter by
Messrs. Harkness & Son also in Class I.

MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBIT.*.

Tl e largest of the V-oiit.rary exhibits was made by .Mcfsis
Jno. Laino & Soiis, Forest Hill, London, S.E This firm bal
a large group of choice plants arranged to fine effect. Cala-
diums. Begonias, Ciotons, Kerns, Nepenthes, an ) other siic'h
subjects being well shown. A birge display of cut Roses
Pinks, Caniations, Gladiolus, and general hardy flowers was
also contributed by Messrs. L inc.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman &, Son, Woking, exhibited cut
Roses and Pinks; Messrs. Carter &, Co., High Iloiborn
Sweet Peas and other hardy fl wers

; Messrs. J. Cheal &
Sons, Crawley, hardy flowers and 'Violas; Mr. E. G. Fostbr
Brotkhanipton Nursery. Havant. a collection of Sweet Peas'
.Mr. J!. Pritcharp, Christchurch. :m excellent collection of
hirdy flowers; and Messrs. Wallace A- Co., Colchester, an
exhihit of Calochoitus, and numerous Lilies, .fee.

A. F. W. HAVWARn, Esq , exhibited a collection of seven
choice paintings in oU, six of which represtnted Roses and
one of them Pansies. The Society showed its appreciation
of the qinlity of these by the bestowal of a Silver Medal

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY, READING.
This town has long been a centre of horti-

cultural interest ; half a century ago growers
of the show Pelargonium regarded it with
favour, for there Mr. Hoyle, whose flowers
remain in our catalogues to the present day,
made those marvellous improvements iti con-
junction with Mr. Forster of Clewer which
made the flowers so popular that the prices
of novelties ranged from two guineas up to

five guineas. Here, too, arose that exten-
sive seed establishment of Messrs. Sutton &
Sons, whose world-'wide connection has made
Reading known all over the civiHsed world. Of
late years, too, the lovers of that old-fashioned
flower, the Auricula, haveturned their thoughts
towards Reading, as some of our best growers
hail from there. When, then, the National Rose
Society received the invitation to hold its

southern exhibition there this year, I felt pretty

sure that everything would be done to make it

a success. In the neighbourhood, too, we knew
that we had two very active members of our
society, the Rev. Alan Cheales and Mr. J. T.

Strange. So we looked forward -with light

hearts to the exhibition-day ; but the only
question was, would it be a fine day ? for as the

exhibition was to be held in the open air, this

was indispensable. Happily, although there

was some little threatening in the morn-
ing, the day proved very fine ; and as

the arrangements were all that could be
desired, carried out as they were by the

Secretary and other members of the com-
mittee, headed by their chairman, Mr.
Ferguson "all went merry as a marriage-
bell." The creature-comforts of the judges,
I xhibitors, and officials were admirably attended
to, for Mr. Ferguson had invited them to par-
take of an excellent luncheon, and the hospi-

tality with which they were welcomed will not
soon be forgotten. The show was held in the
old Abbey ruins, and as the surface was undu-
lating, it reminded one of the Royal IJotanic

Society's shows in the Regent's Park, and cer-
tainly a more charming position could hardly
be imagined. The grey walls of the ruins
enclosed the exhibition-ground, while a canvas
coveiing gave that subdued light under which
Roses look so well. As you have already given
a list of the winners, I shall, instead of going
over the same ground again, put forward a few
salient points which I think worthy of note.
Our Rose shows have often been decried on

account of their formality, but this exhibition
I think, showed the impossibility of avoiding
this ;

here was an undulating space, o-reen
grass, various plants and flowers, but you could
not get rid of the stiff' formal boxes, nor
do I see how it can be done, for as the
flowers must be shown to the best advantage
and so arranged that they can be seen on all
sides, I think it passes the wit of man to devise
any more effective method than that which has
been in use for so many years. The banks also
were very pretty, but as many of the Roses
were lower down than the line of vision, it was
not so easy for persons with short sight and
stiff backs to see them as when they were on
stages. The anticipations which had been
formed with regard to the character of the
flowers was, I think, fully borne out ; no one
expected very large flowers, and certainly, as a
whole, they were undersized. The Teas were
not shown at their best

; probably the cold
weather of May and the early part of June
had interfered with them, and when Roses are
a long time in coming out, they are never fully
up to the mark. As usual, East Anglian

growers were to the front, and the two firms of
Cant and the Priors exhibited some fine flowers,
as did also Messrs. Harkness of Bedale and
Hitchin

; while amongst amateurs Mr. E. B.
Lindsell, Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Mr. Orpen,
and Mr. Charles J. Grahame had some excellent
flowers, and yet with all that, there was not
much of very superior character. I should pro-
bably name Mr. B. R. Cant's forty-eight, the
Rev. J. H. Pembprton's box, which won the
coveted Sutton Prize, and Mr. Prioi-'s box of
Horace Vernet, as amongst the best in the
show. There was certainly an absence
of very new Roses, and many of those
whose names have been before the Rose-growing
public as claimants for particular notice were
conspicuous by their absence. The medal Roses
were, as they ought to be, good ; Messrs. Hark-
ness & Sons' A. K. Williams being a good
example of that old flower; while Mr. B. R.
Cant's Maman Cochet fully deserved the medal
which it obtained. Mr. Orpen, who has a knack
of showing medal Roses, won in the amateur's
class with Kaiserin Augusta Victoria and
Madame Hoste, the former as a hybrid Tea, and
the latter as a Tea, but I always stand very
tnuch in doubt as to whether the former is dis-
tinct enough from the Teas, for it certainly has
verj' little of the hybrid in it. Another excellent
feature of the show was the exhibition of garden
Roses

; exhibitors have realised the fact that it is

not sufficient to have bunches of bright and
pretty flowers, but that they must be tastefully
arranged, and not all "jammed " down together.
The collection shown by Messrs. Cooling & Son
was an admirable example of careful and
tasteful arrangement ; many, however, of some
of otir prettiest single Roses were over. It is

always difficult to have them late in June, and
the early character of this season made the
difficulty greater. Noticeable amongst Mr.
Cooling's lot was a beautiful group of Marquise
de Salisbury, a brilliant Hybrid Tea, and one of
the most effective of our new garden Roses.
Messrs. Paul & Sons of Cheshunt had also an
excellentcollection, tastefully arranged, amongst
which their single Carmine pillar showed up
brightly. Mr. H. V. Machin also showed excel-
lently

; indeed, he has been one of the chief
pioneers in the more tasteful arrangement of
garden Roses, while probably his more northern
position in this foiward season is much in hia
favour. I have many complaints on this score ;

one grower writes to me, " All my Roses were
over three weeks ago ;

" while another said to

me at Reading, "I doubt whether I shall have
anything for the Crystal Palace. I fear this is

my first and last appearance for the National."
Although there were no sensational blooms,
such as we have seen in former years, a con-
siderable number of the old favourites were
exhibited in good form. Marie Van Houtte,
Innocente Pirola, Edith Giftord, and Com-
tesse Nadaillac were well shown amongst
Teas; while Marie Batimann, Duchesse de
Morny, Count de Baimbaud, and A. K. Wil-
liams, were also well shown, so that not-
withstanding the additions made to our lists in
late years, the older varieties must still hold
their ground. Of the Irish-raised Roses, Mar-
garet Dickson was the best, and the season
seems to have suited it, as I find most persons
speaking well of it this year.
There is no one, I think, who visited Reading

that will not carry away with them pleasant
reminiscences of this visit of the National

;

everything was done to tnake it successful, and
one can only hope that the fillip which has been
given to Rose growing in this flourishing town
may result in a wider appreciation and more
extended cultivation of the queen of flowers
IFtYrf Rose.
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FKWKRthan two decades agowe were almost entirely

dependent upon Continental growers for our supply

of new Roses. Then came a rush of English-

raised varieties ; so much so, that we annually look

forward to the new introductions from home-firms.

When the late Mr. H. Bennett turned his attention

to the systematic crossing of Roses, with such

excellent results as Earl of Pembroke, Hein-

rich Schultheiss, Her Majesty, Mrs. John Laing,

Cleopatra, Princess Beatrice, Princess of Wales,

Grace Darling, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Viscountess

Folkestone, and others, we were fast becoming com-

paratively independent of French and German raisers.

In 1887, Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons, Ncwtownards,

Ireland, sent out three grand Roses in Miss Ethel

Brownlow, Lady Helen Stewart, and Earl of Dufferin.

Ethel Brownlow has more than once carried off the

Medal as being the best Tea-scented Kose in the

exhibition of the National Rose Society. If memory
serves me correctly. Earl of DufiFerin has done the

same. Caroline D'Arden and Lady Castlereagh in

1888 have not turned out such complete successes as

the rest of the Irish Roses, but the following year we
had a grand Tea in Mrs. James Wilson, a good

Hybrid Perpetual in Lady Arthur Hill, and a

fair Rose in Mr. James Brownlow. Jeannie Dick-

son, and T. W. Girdlestone are decidedly the

best of 1890, the 6rst-named being a grand Rose.

Margaret Dickson, in the following year, was not

thought very highly of this side of St. George's

Channel until it was seen in 1894, when the season

just suited it. Since that time it has been a constant

Rose with us, and is decidedly one of our very best

light-coloured Roses. This was the first one to

secure the coveted honour of the Gold Medal pre-

sented by the National Rose Society for any new
Rose, a prize that is ouly awarded to those of really

sterling merit, and which it gained the year previous

to introduction. There is a wonderful contrast in

the growth of this Rose and Marchioness of Dufferin,

its companion in 1891. The first not infrequently

produces shoots 12 feet long and upwards, flowering

throughout their entire length when pegged down ;

but the second is decidedly moderate in growth,

albeit, still a grand Rose. Once the ice was broken

as regards the Gold Medals for new Roses, Messrs.

Dickson won with Margaret Dickson in 1890, with

Marchioness of Duflferin in 1891, Mrs. W. J. Grant in

1892, Marchioness of Londonderry and Mrs. Sharman
Crawford in 1893, Marchioness of Downshire in

1894, and Helen Keller in 1895.

Cards of Commendation were given in the same
year for Countess of C.-iledon, Muriel Grahame, and
Lady Mozru Beauclerk, all three of which the writer

fully expects to see awarded the higher honour at the

forthcoming shows.

In 1893, we only had one Rose from Newtownards,
viz.. Marchioness of Londonderry, a clear ivory-white

of immense size and substance. Next year gave us

Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford. I cannot say enough
of this Rose. In my opinion, it is one of the best

half-a-dozen Roses out of over 2000 varieties now in

cultivation. Always good, whether the season be bad
or not, and like that other grand introduction by Mr.
H. Bennett—Mrs. John Laing—is sure to be in every
collection. Marchioness of Downshire, of the same
year, is also a good Rose, and with me is at present
very good, both upon maidens and cutbacks ; 1895

gave us Jtrs. W. J. Grant, syn. Belle Siebrecht.

This won the Gold Medal at Chester in 1892.

Messrs. Dickson, having sold the entire stock to an
American firm, the latter elected to distribute it

under the name of Belle Siebrecht, a measure which has
been justly condemned on this side of the Atlantic

seeing that it had, some three years previously,

been already certificated under the name chosen by
the r.xisers, and this by what is undoubtedly the
highest Rose authority in the world. I was much
struck with this Rose at Chester in 1892, and pre-

dicted a grand future. The delay in sending it out
to the public was not so much on account of its

being sold by the raisers, as an accident to the vessel

in which the entire stock was consigned. In fact, for

some little time it w.is doubtful if the few plants

secured would recover from the effects ; and even

now I trust to see it develop more vigour as time

goes on, and the exce.ssive strain of propagation is re-

moved. It has the good characteristics of producing

its blooms upon very upright stems, retaining its

shape from bud to expansion, and being one of the

most distinct and clear pinks we have. Last year

also gave us Helen Keller, a bold and well-formed

flower of a bright rosy cerise, and most distinct.

Mavourneen, a silvery-white flesh ; and Marjorie,

white, flushed ' with salmon-pink, are also of 1895.

This year we have Muriel Grahame, a sport from
that grand Tea, Catherine Mermet, which has given

us The Bride, Waban, and others of great and

tried merit. This is a pale cream, witli a slight

flush of rose, and will most decidedly be one of our

grandest Teas. Tom Wood and Ellen Drew, two

eorapanions to Muriel Grahame, mil no doubt keep

up the reputation of this firm.

I have had exceptional opportunities to form an

opinion upon the newer Irish-raised Roses, seldom

missing either of the tlireo annual exhibitions of the

National Rose Society since its formation, and
growing each variety in fairly large numbers as soon

as procurable. One more remark about these Roses.

Last year at the National Rose Society's exhibition at

the Crystal Palace, the first-prize stand for twelve

new Roses contained no fewer than ten raised at New-
townards, .and we must remember that the term
" new " only includes those put into commerce within

the recent three years. I have my notes before me,
and the ten consisted of Mrs, R. G. Sharman Craw-

ford, Shamrock, Avoca, Marchioness of Downshire,

Tom Wood, Lady Mozra Beauclerk, Marchioness of

Londonderry, Helen Keller, Mavourneen, and Muriel

Grahame ; the two from other sources being Captain

Hayward and La Fraicheur. The only awards for

new Roses went to the same firm. A Gold Medal
for Helen Keller, and Cards of Commendation for

three others. The first prize for any new Rose (twelve

blooms), was taken by Mrs. Sharman Crawford, and
the two following prizes by Marchioness of London-
derry and Jeannie Dickson ; all three being raised

and distributed by Messrs. A. Dickson k Sons, and
this was also the'c.ase in the previous year. When we
remember that these Roses had to be cut some thirty

hours and travel .about 600 miles before being staged,

need I say more about the undoubted excellence of

the Irish Roses in every respect? A. Piper.

GATTON PARK.
This fine estate of 1000 acres, purchased in

1888, by Jeremiah Colman, Esq., is situated near

Merstham, in a charming part of the county of

Surrey. The mansion, of fine proportions, com-
mands charming views of hill and dale from all

sides, some of which were blocked out by trees till

Mr. Milner, who was employed to lay-out and re-

model the gardens, opened them. On hie acquisition

of the estate, Mr. Colman lost no time in putting

everything about it in perfect order, making a

beginning with the house, which is now architecturally

beautiful, whereas formerly it was a plain and angular

structure. The Marble Hall, wliich it is estimated cost

£100,000, and in which the rarest marbles from the

Baths of Caracella, and other matchless marbles, are

employed, has been largely added to by Mr. Colman.
It is his intention to erect a Palm-house in which to

grow large specimens of these and other species of

plants of service in decorating these immense halls,

small plants being lost to view in them, and affording

a very insignificant effect.

From the terrace looking towards Nutfield, Redhill,

and Reigate on one side, there are exquisite views,

and the estate itself affords a beautiful foreground to

the picture. Here are remai'ked stately Beeches, Oaks,

and Elms ; giant Hollies, Tews, clumps of huge Cedars
of Lebanonare objects whichafibrd the chiefbeautyand
grandeur of the picture. A chain of lakes lies in the

bottom, increasing in size till thegreatone at the lowest
point is reached. Walks bordered with shrubs and gay
with flowers, skirt the banks of these pieces of water.

Here, as in other gardens, it has been found that the

Rhododeudi-ons which usually make such a brilliant

display, have not lasted in beauty for so . Ipng

a period of time as in other years, , and the
duration of the flowers and those of the hardy
Azaleas has been transient. The quaint old Town
Hall is situated beneath a giant Chestnut near the

house, and there in the times when Gatton used to

return two members of Parliament, the said members
were nominated, and here also was many a festive

scene enacted. Close by are the remains of an old

covered way, which formerly led to the mansion,

which are now turned into a grotto and rockery ; and
not only at this spot, but throughout the grounds,

many remains of former times are to be noticed.

The rosary within neatly-clipped Yew hedges was
bright with Roses ; the beds of Iris, which are great

favourites hero, were well furnished with bloom
;

the broad borders of hardy herbaceous plants being

gay witli flowers in season. These borders are found

in the kitchen-garden and other parts of the place,

and they afi'ord a brilliant floral display and fine

source whence to gather flowers for the decoration of

the rooms.
The Glass-houses.

Those houses which existed when the estate was
acquired were of little use for gardening as carried on
under modern methods, and the Beeston firm of

Messrs. Foster & I'earson was entrusted with the erec-

tion of new structures, a work they h.ave so far

carried out in excellent manner, but which is far

from being completed, the old range of vineries, &c
,

being only at the present time in course of demoli-

tion, in order to make space for the new ones.

Orchids have for some time past been gaining favour

at Gatton, and the successful manner in which they

are cultivated by Mr. King, the gardener, well warrant

the increased accommodation which it is intended to

afford this class of plants. There exists a commodious
house filled with vigorous, thriving plants of Odonto-

glossum, Masdevallia, and other species of cool-house

Orchids, among which in bloom or in bud were
numbers of very fine 0. crispum, 0. Pescatorei, Mas-

devallias, with high-coloured flowers ; a few of

Cochlioda Noezliana, of Oncidium macranthum, of 0.

incurvum, of Odontoglossum cirrosum, kc. Here
also is one of the largest plants of Sophronitis

grandifloi-a in the country.

The largest Orchid-house is chiefly filled with plants

of Cattleya and La;lia, all of which are in excellent

condition, and in some of those which were pur-

chased a few years ago as established plants from
different collections, increased vigour is noticeable

every year since they have been at Gatton. The
followiug were remarked in flower:—Cattleya Gas-

kelliana, which is one of the freest of the varieties of

summer-flowering C. labiata, as the old autumn-
flowering form is of the late-flowering ones ; some
excellent C. Mossia;, Lailia tenebrosa, L;clio-CattIeya

X Schilleriana, &c. The plants of Miltonia vexillaria

and M. Roezlii are wonderfully thrifty, a plant

of a good variety of the former having ten flower-

spikes, and some of the latter prodvice their large

fragrant blooms with freedom. Suspended overhead
were fine plants of Odontoglossum citrosmum having

long i-acemes of flowers, that named 0. c. punctatissi-

mum being a beautiful, rose-tinted flower, large, and
profusely furnished with purple-coloured spots. In

bloom were Dendrobium Brymerianum, Cypripedium
Lawrenceanum, C. barbatum, C. hirsutissimum,

Sobralia macrantha, and a few other species. In
several other houses, not entirely devoted to Orchids,

some species of plants hkely to succeed under the

same conditions are accommodated. In one large

warm house, for instance, were plants of Stephanotis

floribunda, scarlet-flowered Hibiscus, and tbe night-

blooming Cactus in flower on the back wall ; and
arranged with Anthuriums, Clerodendron Balfourii,

and other stove plants, were Dendrobiums perfecting

their growth, a very fine specimen of the large yellow-

flowered Sobralia xantholeuca, and a few other Orchids

of large gi-owth, in good condition. The front of this

house was taken up with Crotons, Dracscnas, &c.,

while fine plants of Nepenthes were suspended above
them. In a small house, the roof of which is covered
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with t ailing stems of the Cucumber, were growing

varieties of Calanthe, in course of preparation for

winter flowering ; some very fine plants of Cattleya

TriaDffii, C. labiata, and other semi-established Orchids.

At the end ot another house, in which was a good crop of

Tomatos, and a number of flowering plants of Gardenias,

were j.anfuls of Ccclogyne cristata, &c., and in other

houses are specimens, which from time to time get

shifted about to wherever they may be expected to

succeed— a plan which, where sensibly carried out,

greatly adds to the longevity of many species.

Ultimately, it is intended to divert the old Odon-

togloSBum-house, which was found to be unsuitable

the evidences of former grandeur and vigour etiil

remain, so far as many of the fruit-trees are concerned,

decaviug, it is true, but still interesting and useful.

One healthy old giant as a wall-tree is truly remark-

able, viz., a U'edale's St. Germain Pear, the main

stem of which is of immense size, and the

horizontally - trained branches extend exactly

100 feet. It is difficult to name the time which

this fine old tree must have occupied its

present situation, but it must be considerably over

100 years, and during that period of time whit

changes in the methods pursued in the garden must

have taken place ! The old Apricot-walls, too, have

middle : tapering thence towards both ends they are,

as the specific name denotes, rbomboidat or lozenge-

shaped. They are dark-green, with a tinge of purple

when young, 'and before falling in autumn become
a fine bronzy - purple. The flowers, which appear

whilst the shrub is still leafless, are borne in pairs ;

individually they measure 2 inches in diameter, the

petals being oblong and rounded at the apex. The
colour is purple, with a certain amount of rose in it,

but approaches nearer the blue side of the colour-

scale than any other hardy Azalea. It is a native of

Japan, and was first discovered in the mountain
forests of the island of Niphon. When fully grown

Pig. 9.

—

khododendroh kho.mbicum : colour of plowebs purplb and rose.

for cool-house Orchids, and which now contains

Gloxini.is, Adianturns, and snail stock of various

kinds, to the culture of Cattleyas ; and when the

contemplated new Tea-Rose-house is finished, the

house in which the Roses now are may be arranged

as an intermediate-house.

The greenhouse range is bright with Pelargoniums,
Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations, and other

florists' flowers
;
and all parts of the garden are neat,

anrl in a well-kept condition, notwithstanding the

work connected with renovation and re-building now
in progress.

The Kitchen Gardens.

These are extensive, and consist of two classes

—

the large modernised one in which everything is done
iu the best manner ; and the old gardens, in which

some very remarkable trees—still very prolific, and

ancient specimens of other kinds of fruit-trees are

plentiful. In one of the walled-in gardens a large

number of Chrysanthemums in splendid condition was

observed.

RHODODENDEON RHOMBICUM.
Although an extremely rare species in European

gardens, this Rhododendron has for many years

past been growing in the arboretum at Kew. There

is one specimeu there—a bush about 4 feet high,

which flowers freely in April every year. The
species belongs to the Azalea group, and is allied to

the charming R. Schlippenbachii (see fig. 87, p. 561,

of last volume). It is deciduous, its largest leaves

being 2 inches long, and 1^ inches wide at the

it is perfectly hardy, and ripens seed freely, but, like-

many other Japanese plants, it is tender when young,

and its rarity, no doubt, is due in a great measure to

the seedUngs being liable to be killed during winters

of even ordinary sevsrity. Whilst they are in nur-

sery quarters, a thick layer of dry leaves ought to be

spread over the ground during winter, and a rough
framework to support a few mats during the severest

weather is advisable. Less protection is needed as

the stems become more woody, and after they are

12 or 18 inches high, none is needed. The large

plant at Kew, from which our illustration was
taken (fig. 9), is never protected, and such frosts

even as those of February, 1895, did not injure a

single twig. The species was given an Award of

Merit by the Royal Horticultural Society on
April 24, 1894. W. J. B.
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L.ELIA PUEPURATA ASH-
WOETHIANA, New Vae.

This superb variety (fig. 10) differs from all others

in cultivation, not only in the superb coloration

of the lateral petals, partitioned with bold white

stripes, but in their abnermal breadth. It was

described at p. TSS, col. c, and at p. 750, col. a,

and w« DOW add the following particulars sent by

Mr. Ashworth. " I measured the flower and found

-as follows: width of petals, 1 J- inch x 3 inches long,

margdned with white from centre of petals to the base

of column ; also white stripe J inch wide in centre of

each petal half-way up ; colour purplish- rose, with

atripea as dark as the lip. Petals stand out at about

fairly tenacious loam, sweet and fibrous, in which

Grape-growers generally so much delight, the Grape

culture here would have called for no special

comment. But Mr. Bury did not select this

sandy soil originally for the purpose named ; the

vineries, which are locally known as "Petersham,"

had been built and planted a few years previously

to his taking possession of them, and it is

very easy to understand that he did so with some

doubt, as he bad been for thirteen years previously

gardener at Tewkesbury Lodge, Forest Hill, where

he was a most successful Grape grower, and took, as

an exhibitor, numerous first and other prizes in the

best competitions. But Grape growing in private

places, especially where special attention is given to

Fia. 10.—L«LIA PURTURAT.i ASHWORTHIAXA.

andria share equally one house, and Alicante and

Gros Colmar the other. Oddly enough, the heating-

power being all at one end of the pair of houses, the

Muscats in one case, and the Gros Colmar in the

other ; both varieties most needing heat were planted

at the remoter ends. The site of the vineries is very

sheltered, and the soil naturally warm ; so that, oc the

whole, both Muscats and Colmars, in spite of the

drawbacks mentioned, ripen remarkably well.

List year, when I saw the Muscats, they had in ^-n

imusual degree not only rich golden hue, but also

that amber tint which characterised the Muscats

Mr. Hinds, some years since, used to exhibit from oH

the sandy soil of Minley Manor. It is not a new

thing to learn that sand is advised to be applied as a

dressing for borders in which Muscat Vines are

growing ; indeed, tliere can be no doubt but that

sand would constitute a very helpful mulch to many
Vine Ijorders where the soil is hard or tenacious, and

tending to sourness because too full of humus.

Mr. Stephen Castle, a first-class Grape grower for

market, not only always added sharp sand to his

Muscat borders at Fortiingbridge, but also generally

use<l silicate as a manure. It is, however, unusual to

find Vine borders literally all sand, and that to a

great natural depth. The Vines are planted at

3^ feet apart on each side of the houses, and are, of

course, spur-pruned to single stems. They root

better iusido than outside, borders having been origin-

ally prepareil and raised, yet still of sand, for there is

no other soil in the locality. As the houses are but

5 feet apart, however, the intersecting outside border

for two rows of Vines to run in, aftbrds very limited

room. Fearing that because of the known natur.d

tendency of Vine roots to run downwards, they might

in bis case have begun to get too nuich into the lower

sand stratas, Mr. Bury had, during th9 winter,

trenches 20 inches wide, opened inside of each

house, and on cither side at about 5 feet from the

stems. When roots were found they were clean cut

off at the outer side of each trench, and drawn up

carefully, were pegged into the trench wall nearest

the Vines. Then, when all had been so found

and treated, some fresh soil, really a very thin

addition, consisting of wood-ashes, old pot-soil.

Mushroom-bed manure, &c,, was wheeled in and

strewn along the top of the soil cast out from the

trench. Then being mixed, a portion was thrown

into the trench and trodden down ; the severed roots

were then unpegged and laid so that the points pro-

jected upwards at an angle of 45°, and the whole of

the soil was then filled in. Such treatment might

well be regarded as drastic, but the effect on the

Vines seems to have been most beneficial, for

throughout they are carrying splendid crops, and

there can be no doubt the bulk will in every way

equal, if not excel, that of previous years. Most

noteworthy is the really capital flavour found in both

Alicantes and Gros Colmars when ripe, whilst colour

is excellent. Mr. Bury believes in the efficacy of

light—ample Ught, as aiding coloration, not only

directly, but also in imparting to the leafage that

substance and vitality without which neither good

colour or flavour can be looked for. Shanking seems

to give no trouble whatever on the sand so long as

the roots are kept out of the lower strata. A. D.

45° angle from lip. Sepals J inch wide and 3 inches

long, white, with pinkish-rose lines, reflexed. Tube of

lip 21 inches long, white with rose stripes, and ex-

tremity of lip \\ inch in width, dark purple tinged

with a little yellow ; perfumed." J. A.

ORAPE-GROWING ON SANDY
SOIL.

Probably there are few growers of Graces for any

purpose who would deliberately select for Grape
culture a soil that may be termed a solid bed of s.and.

The Bagshot sands are well known, and just what
one sees at Knap Hill or Bagshot may also be found
in the soil pervading Byfleet, a village that lies

between Weybridge and Woking, where Mr. .J, Bury
has settled as a grower of Grapes for market. Had
the soil been of an ordinary character, showing a

the production of fine bunches thinly placed on the

Vines, aud in market vineries is very dissimilar. In

the one ca»e there is great anxiety not to over-crop

the Vines, because extra fine bunches and berries are

wanted. In the other it is needful to extract yearly

from the Vines the uttermost ofcrop they can produce,

aud yet leave them capable of repi-oduction of similar

crops in succeeding years. The Petersham vineries

in no sense equal in extent the huge areaof glass houses

devoted to Grape culture at Finchley, Broxbourne,

Swanley, and elsewhere. There are but two houses, but

they are 25 feet wide, arc of course ordinary spans, are

each 336 feet long, or a total of 672 feet run. There

is, therefore, ample room to test at once the capacity

of the grower, and the adaptability of sand as a

Grape-producing soil, and in both cases the results

are most satisfactory. Only four varieties of Grapes

are grown ; Black Hamburgh aud Muscat of Alex-

FLORISTS' Flowers.
«

THE HOLLYHOCK.

I HAVE in previous numbers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle written about the Hollyhock disease, Puc-

cinia malvaceamm ; it is very trying, especially in

wet seasons, but this year the plants have not suffered

materially, although it appeared very early in the

season. Now is a good time to put in cuttings and

eyes, but care should be taken to remove every par-

ticle of the disease. The eyes are obtained from the

lateral shoots, and may be inserted singly in small

pots, placing them in a partly exhausted hot-bed ;
the

leaf attached to the bud may be removed, but not

the leaf-stalk. Cuttings may also be obtained^ from

the base of the plants, they form roots readily in the
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aforesaid hot-bed. During the excessively hot and
dry weather of the early part of the summer, the

plants required a great deal of water, and to prevent

evaporation the surface of the soil around the plants

had been well mulched with manure, syringing the

undersides of the leaves to keep down red-spider. In

deep well-manured soil the Hollyhock grows very

tall with the above treatment, and forms one of the

most stately of garden plants. Well gi-ouped in plea-

sure-grounds in front of shrubs, the Hollyhock is

equally well adapted for effect at a distance, or to

bear close inspection ; eveu the single Hollyhock has

its admirers, and in truth, some of the varieties are

very pretty.

The Pansy.

The distance is great between the stately Holly-

hock and the lovely lowly Pansy ; but each have
their admirers, and each of them have passsd through
periods of prosperity and adversity. The Viola has

now a special society all to itself, but according to

the report of the special society's exhibition, the
Pansy was strongly represented ; it would, therefore,

be well to call the society The Pansy and Viola

Society, for although the Pansy is a Viola, the two
names are quite distinct for garden purposes. The
hot season has certainly been very trying, both for

the Pansy and Viola. Neither of them can endure
the hot, dry seasons of the London district. The diffi-

fulty is to keep them free from aphis and red-spider
;

either parasite is sufficient to check their growth and
cripple the flowers. Cuttings may now be put in, and in

the south it will be found they do best on the north
side of a wall, or in some similar position where they
can be sheltered from too much sunshine. There is

no need to put them under glass ; in fact, I

believe they do better in the open. If the soil

is heavy, an inch or two of leaf-mould and sand
put on the surface will be necessary to cause them to

root freely. If the young growths have red-spider or
aphis upon them, th^y must be dipped in a solution
of soft soap and tobacco-liquor. The soft soapy
water will kill the aphis, but it is necessary to add
tobacco-liquor to compass the death of the red-spider.

The Polyanthus.

This has been a very trying season for the Poly-
anthus. The season for blooming was all that could
be desired, as the weather was hue, but after that ijo

rain fell for two months, and the usual result of hot,

dry weather, the leaves became rusty from the attacks
of red-spider. The best varieties of the laced Poly-
anthus ai-e lovely border flowers, but we in the south
are confronted with hot dry weather when the plants
ought to have damp, chilly nights. I well remember
seeing a splendid show of them in the garden of

Mr. Horner when he lived at Kirkby llalzeard, near
Ripon ill Yorkshire ; parasites did not touch these
plants, indeed .\Ir. Horner remarked that any plants
which he received infested with red-spider gradu-
ally recovered, and this troublesome parasite died
out, the air of the Yorkshire wolds not being conducive
to its healthy development. Seedling Polyanthuses
should now be planted out where they are to flower
next season. I always choose a shady place for
them

; they need it more than the Auriculas do.

The seed is now being saved ; it is very soon scat-

tered unless it is carefully watched, the pods open at

the top, and the seed falls out. The time to gather
the pods is when the seed can be seen through the
transparent capsule to be of a browu colour. It may
be sown now or in the spring. I sow in the early
spring months, and the plants are ready to plant out
in July.

The Pink.

This is one of the most charming of garden flowers,

not only for its beauty, but the delicate perfume is

even more pleasing than that of the Carnation. No
delay should take place in getting the slips taken off

and planted in some shady part of the garden. Forty
years ago I was very successful in sti-iking them out-
of-doors without any glass protection, but I always
took the chance to take them off when the day was
cloudy and wet

; if this was done ou a hot sunshiny
day, the "pipings" did not root so freely. I have
put a lot in this week over a hot-bed, the heat

is not excessive, but enough to heat the

soil to 85° or so. The glass lights are kept

over the frame, and tilted a little at the back,

but at no time are they shut down close. Roots are

soon formed, and care must be taken not to let the

young plants become drawn, as they ought to be

in nice stocky form about the end of September to

plant out. It ought to be generally known that the

lacing on Pinks is seldom well defined unless the

plants are put out soon enough in the autumn to

become well established before the winter.. J. DoiKjJas.

The Week's Work.
THE ORCHID HOUSES.

Bii W. H. Wbite, Orchid Grower, Bur/ord, Dorking.

CATTLEYAS.—By this season strong plants of
Cattleya labiata and C. Gaskelliana wUl have made a
considerable quantity of new growth, and in some
the flower-sheaths will have appeared. Care should
be taken that water is not allowed to remain in the
growths, or decay may follow. At this stage it

frequently happens that the outer sheath encircles
the growth so tightly as to prevent air gaining access
to it, a state of things which quickly causes the
sheath to turn black; this arises from too much
moisture being present between the sheath and the
pseudo-bulb, and if it be not counteracted without
delay the new pseudo-bulb may decay. It is prudent
therefore to examine the plants at short intervals of
time, splitting the envelope from top to bottom, and
thus allow the moisture to escape. The plant so treated
should be kept rather dry at the root for a few
days afterwards, then, if the growths are found to
be sound, the plant may receive ordinary treat-
ment. My remarks on this subject will apply
to Cattleya gigas, C. Dowiana, and C. D. aurea.
Among the plants of C. gig.as which have finished
flowering, there may be some which will require re-

potting, or fresh material substituted for that which
is decayed. This work should not be delayed, as new
roots soon start, aud a disturbance of the compost is

then attended with danger. As regards plants in an
unsatisfactory condition, whichhave not been disturbed
at the roots for several years, they should be turned out
of their pots, have all dead roots cut off, and the re-

mainder washed clean. Some of these plants may not
require pots so large as those they came out of,

and should be placed in clean ones of a suit-

able size. Healthy specimens requiring more pot-
room should have the old pot broken in pieces
aud be afforded another one a size or two larger.

The kind of compost to be used is furnished on
p. 787, Vol, xix. Keep the plants perfectly firm in their
pots by means of stakes. The new roots on entering
the fresh material furnish food for the new pseudo-
bulbs, and it is an advantage to place the plants in a
drier and better ventilated house than the Cattleya-
house, where they would enjoy more sunlight, and
where the maturation of the pseudo-bulbs would be
accelerated. Till re-potted plants are re-established,

water should be afforded only in quantity sufficient

to prevent much shrivelling, slight shrivelling does
no harm. Plants of C. Dowiana and C. D. aurea may
also be re-potted as they go out of flower, and bo
placed in the lightest part of the Cattleya -house,
great care being taken not to afford water copiously,
or growth instead of rest will ensue.

GRAMMATOPHYLLUM MULTIFLORUM, G, FENZ-
LIANUM, AND G. F. MEASURESIANA,— Plants of
these species, both those that have flowered and those
which have not, will now show new breaks, and
should be examined as to the available rooting space.
Teak baskets are preferable to pots for these plants,
and the baskets should be comparatively small, as
these species do not succeed if there is much materi.al

about the roots, being chiefly ai-rial. The compost
should consist of fibry peat, with all of the soil

sifted out of it, and a handful of clean crocks
mixed with it, which press firmly around the base
of the plant, and prick in a few heads of live

sphagnum-moss. Growers commonly water these
plants too frequently at the beginning of their season's
growth, and, as iu the case of Catasetums, Cycnoches,
the deciduous Calanthes, &e., their young growths rot
as a consequence. Special care is needed in affording
water, and it is sufficient at first to merely sprinkle
the baskets with a fine ro.se can till new roots form
and new growths appear. Hang the plants in the
Cattleya-house till they get reestablished, when more
licat, light, and mo sture may be afforded.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By C. Herrin, Gardeiier, Dropmorc, Maidc>ili£ad.

BROCCOLI.— It is now time in most localities

that the mid-season and late varieties of Broccoli,

should be planted ; but in very warm localities-

planting may be left till the end of the present
month, care being taken not to crowd the plants

in the seed or nursery beds. It is a good
practice where land is plentiful to make two or

more plantings of Broccoli, and to sow or

plant in different aspects ; the more open and
exposed, the better the plants endure frost.

I usually clear off a Strawberry-bed early in this

month, and plant with Broccoli, without digging the

ground, but hoeing it, and raking off the weeds and
rubbish. Before setting out the plants, drills are

chopped out with the hoe or spade to about 3 inches in

deptli, and if the ground is too hard to allow of

planting with the trowel or dibber, a crowbar is used
to make the holes to receive the plants. Varieties

of medium growth may stand at 2 feet apart each

way, aud strong growers at 2.V feet.

ASPARAGUS,—Next year's success will largely

depend on the kind of treatment afforded during the

next two months. It should be borne in mind that

if land is allowed to become overrun with weeds,

strong crowns will not form, and the shoots next
year will be correspondingly weak. It is essential

that the season's growth should be strong, and
means should be taken to assist it by liquid manure
applied once in fourteen days, and dressings of salt

and artificial manure. The stems should be sup-

ported in some kind of way, either with short-

sprayed Pea-sticks stuck in around the stems, or by
running lines of soft string along the rows at '2k to

3 feet from the ground, and securing the stems to

these. If dry weather continue, afford water to the

plants before and after applying the salt, &c,

PEAS.—Although it is too late for sowing late

Pi'as, early ones may still be sown. It is my practice

to sow this last succession on a warm border, giving

the preference to a dwarf variety of the Chelsea Gem
type of Pea, such being easily protected from small

birds with netting. Drills should be made of 6 inches

in depth, and the seed covered to a depth of 3 inches,

which leaves a shallow trench to hold water, and a

mulch, if this last be necessary, but which may not be

afforded before the Peas are 6 inches above ground.

Al the mid-season and late Peas should be
mulched and the ground well watered, appearances

indicating a continuation of the dry weather,

otherwise the crops will be light, especially on light

soils. The mulch may consist of long or short

manure, partly decayed leaves, even dry Bracken may
be u.sed. but lawn-mowings may only be used if all

other materials fail. One good watering .and a heavy
mulch applied directly afterwards, is more beneficial

than two waterings alone.

VARIOUS,—Herbs coming into flower should be
cut ami spread out to dry slowly in a shed : and in

any ease a portion of each bed should be cut, if only

to promote young growth, and the better wintering

of the plants. Cut away the flower-spikes from Sorrel.

Continue to plant out Cauliflowers for autumn use
;

also Vegetable Marrows in spare corners, or in Potato

pits and frames. The lights will not be required.

Radish seed should be sown frequently in the coolest

part of the garden ; when once ready they last but a

few days, usable during hot weather, and these and
saladicgs must be abundantly watered.

FRUITS UNDER GXiASS.
Bi4 W, Pope, Gartkiier, Hlghclerc Cattle, Newbury.

PINE-APPLES, — As soon as a batch of strong

suckers is obtainable, preparations for potting should

be made, so that solar -heat may be utilised in

affording them a good start, A steady bottom-heat

not exceeding 95° will be required, and this is best

provided by a bed of fermenting material, consisting

of Oak or Beech leaves mixed with a small quantity

of fresh stable litter. For potting-soil, use a rich

fibrous loam, torn in pieces by the hand, pressing it

firmly into the pots (which should be 5 or 6-inch

ones for the largest suckers), and making it very firm

round the base of the suckers, as doing this tends to

speedier formation of roots, and sturdy foliage.

ASbrd one thoro\igh watering, to settle the soi),

and keep the frame rather close and moist til'i

the emission of roots has commenced, whi-ch

is determinable by growth commencing in the leaves.

At this stage the plants should be inured to more
light and a freer circulation of air, when the ordinary

pinery treatment should be given them. When th»

roots reach the sides of the pots, and before they

become pot-bound, a shift should be afforded them,
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using a rather fresh fibrous loam, torn up roughly,

discarding the finer particles ; a fair sprinkling of

bone-meal, and charcoal if the loam be clayey. The

pots used should be either new ones that have been

immersed in water for a few hours, or quite clean old

ones, and pot firmly.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES, EARLIEST-FORCED.

—See that the eirliest-forced trees get abundant

root-waterings, and syringing morning and evening,

so as to preserve the foliage fresh as long as possible.

If the upper lights of the Peach-house are re-

movable, they should now be taken off, so as to

expose the treej to the weather. Pot-trees from

which the fruit has been taken may be placed in an

open situation out of doors, sheltering the pots from

the direct action of the sun by plunging them in the

soil or in other pota, &c. As the succession trees are

cleared of their fruits, much of the old bearing wood
should be cut away, and the growths thinned where

crowded ; use the syringe freely to cleanse the foliage,

anii maintain the borders in a thoroughly moist state.

Should the wood be weak, and the trees show signs

of exhaustion from overcropping or other causes,

liquid-manure should be applied, and the wood well

exposed to the light, and the foliage made healthy, so

that the buds will be enabled to develop properly and

strongly. The lateral or side shoots should be

stopped at the first joint, unless the buds are in

an advanced state, in which case lateral growth

may be allowed to develop for a time. Trees

with fruits now swelling should have their shoots

stopped, tying back such of them as obstruct

direct sun from reaching the fruits. Keep the

borders moist, and mulch them with half-decayed

stable-manure As an arid atmosphere is not

desirable, even in a house with ripening fruit,

available surfaces should be damped two or three

times a day during hot weather. Afford plenty of

ventilation during the day, and sufficient at night to

ensure a due circulation of the air.

UNHEATED HOUSES.—The trees in these houses

will in most cases have finished stoning, and the

final thinning may now take place, unless the trees

are young and of great vigour. Apply liquid-manure

copiously to the roots, keep the shoots thin, and
secured to the trcUi:!, drying the trees thoroughly

morning and afternoon, e.Kcept on wet or dull days,

when the afternoon syringing may be dispensed with.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By JNO. MclNTVBfc:, Gardtiiicr, iVoadside, Dxrlviqton.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM.—The latent will by this

date have been shifted for the last time ;
" cut

backs "' for forming bushes should have formed strong

crowns ; and all the plants will have been placed

out-of-doors to finish their growth. The usual

seasonable pressure bein? now past in the plant-

houses, more time will be at the disposal of

the gardener for attending to the varied wants

of his Chrysanthemum plants. From now on-

wards is a critical time with these plants, and
if the gardener aims at great excellence, in what-

ever form his plants are grown, they should be care-

fully staked, and the stakes should be sufficiently tall

that uo shifting of stakes will becoue necessary.

The plants should be placed in a sheltered yet open
position, arraugmg them in straight lines on a bottom
of coal-ashes, or if the walks in the kitchen garden

are asphalted, they can be stood on these without

anything else beneath them. Our plants ripen

their wood and produce finer blooms stood on
asphalte than on any other miterial. It is a

good arrangement to have strong posts permanently
fixed, a'ld furnished with rows of gal\-iuised iron

wire, to which the plants, or rather the stakes,

may be fastened. Earwigs commit much havoc in

the summer months, and the Chrysanthemum grower
must pay close attention to the work of catching
them by hand. The bush-plants, if time permits,
should now be staked, but passing green thread
through the crown, so a-s to keep the .shoots in proper
order. Done in this manner, bushes do not become
a bundle of sticks, and they have a natural appear-
ance. Side-shoots will need removal to throw the
energies of the plant into the main-stems, and the
production of flower-buds. No hard-and-fast line

can be laid down to suit all varieties in regard to the
most suitable time to " take the buds," and everv
grower must determine this matter for himself
Some few varieties produce the best blooms on the
terminal bud ; but in the greater number of varieties

the finest flowers come from crown-buds, and expe-
rience alone can determine this point. In this garden
we begin to take the buds in the first week in

Aug'ut, and in the second week in September, and

buds obtained later than this may turn to passable

blooms, but they are of no use on the exhibition-

table. If no exhibition-blooms are required, the best

system to my mind is to grow three plants in one

pot, cut them back at the end of the month of May,

and allow three breaks to form on each plant—that

is, nine shoots in all. From these take the terminal

buds, and you will have nine fine flowers on each

specimen, and the latter will be sufficiently large

enough for most purposes, being dwarf in stature.

If the plants were potted into sound materials they

should not be aflorded manure till the soil is getting

exhausted of its fertility. I afford manurial aids from

the time of taking the buds till the flowers are about

to expand. A collection of Chrysanthemums should

be examined as to the state of the soil as regards

moisture morning and evening, a serious check being

given them by lack of water at the roots. Aphis

must be rigorously kept in check with toba::co-

powder

MISCELLANEOUS.—At this season regular and

constant attention should be given to keeping the

various houses neat and the plants clean, and the

arrangement occasionally changed in so far as regards

the smaller portable plants. Do not allow seed to

from on Fuchsia and Pelargonium plants, as it is bad

for the plants, and gives them an uncared-for

appearance.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By 0. WooD«iTE, Gurdtntr, Rollattiti nail, Burlon-on-Trent.

APPLE AND PEAR TREES—The chief work in

the fruit garden which will now require considerable

attention consists in the pruning of the bush, cordon,

pyramid, and trained Apple and Pear-trees, taking

the early varieties first, thinning; the fruit if it be too

abuud.iut, and affording them w.iter copiously, with

alternately an application of manure-water to trees

that may be carrying full cr.ips ; those trees which

have little or no fruit, and growing strongly, having

only clear water. When pruning the trees a sharp

search should be made for insects injurious to fruit

and leaves. The woolly aphis (American Wight) on

the bark of old and young shoots and roit-stock of

the Apple ; and the coccoons and wobs of the

small Ermine-moth (Yponomeuta padella) among

the foliage of the Apple, tlie larvae of the slug-

worm on the leaves, and the coccoons of the Wood-

leopard-moth on the foliage anl among the branches

of the For. are common pests. In the case of webs

and coccoons. the simplest method of ridding the trees

of them is to collect and burn them, and even the

smaller infested shoots along with them, if of small ac-

count. Little can be done at this season tokill American

blight or the mussel-scale, beyond the application of

soap-suds and clear water applied with the garden-

engine. Winter is the proper season for applying

mains for their destruction ; and I would direct the

reader's attention to former Calendars for information

on this subject. Pear and Cherry trees on which the

larvic of the sawfly are found should be marked for

treatment in the winter, at which season the surface-

soil under the trees to a depth of 4 inches may be

removed and charred, or deeply buried in the kitchen

garden — iu this way destroying the pupa?, which

generally winters just below the surface of the soil.

The roots should be covered with fresh soil.

PLUMS.—These trees are in general carrying a

fair crop of fruit, with the exception of one or two

varieties, as Denyer's Victoria, and Jefferson, which

have set heavy crops, requiring to be rather severely

thinned.

PEACHES, NECTARINES, AND MORELLO CHER-

RIES will requu-e constant attention in the matter of

laying-in the young shoots for extending the area of

the tree, and fruiting. The upper portion of these

trees should have the first attention, the partial

denudation of shoots diverting the sap to the branches

in the lower half—very necessary indeed where

glass copings are allowed to remain over the trees

during the summer season, which tend to develop

much growth at the top of the trees. Although we
have had in this locality some refreshing rains, still a

very insufficient quantity has fallen on the borders,

which are near to high walls, and heavy applications

of water to the roots of fruit trees are very necessary.

The fruits of some of the early varieties of the Peach

are approaching the end of the final swelling, and

these should be well exposed to the sun. In doing

this do not cut off or mutilate the leaves, but secure

them with twigi for the time beiug.

APRICOTS.—These fruits are likewise approaching

ripeness, requiring the same attention. Let all

syringing cease of these trees whose fruit is getting

ripe.

PRESERVE-FRUITS.— Attend to the gathering of

fruits of all kinds for preserving purposes, according

as it bscomes fit for thii kind of use, choosing a time

when it is quite dry, aud endeavouring to have it

gathered early enough to allow of the work connected

with boiling-up, &c., being undertaken the same day.

The Strawberry-nets can now be used for the guard-

ing of red, white, and black Currants. Continue to

layer Strawberry-runners in pots or otherwise for

forming new plantations, keeping the runners supplied

with water if the weather be hot and dry.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hedlev W,KRRE^J, Gardener, Ailoii CUnton, Tring,

HINTS ON WORK IN GENERAL.— In weather

favourable for weeding and rolling walks, that is,

when showers have softened the surface, this job

should receive attention. In shrubberies the removal

of decaying matter, foliage, and flower-stems should

be attended to. The mowing of grass lawns is at the

present time work that cannot be slighted, if a close

velvety turf is looked for. Climbing Roses aud other

similar subjects will often stand in need of the best

wood being slightly secured against wind and rain,

and the weak aud superfluous shoots removed. It

adds greatly to the good appearance of the waning

glories of the Rose-beds if alldead or decaying flowers be

gathered off the plants daily. The beds and borders of

Roses may require a thorough soaking with clear water.

BEDDING PLANTS.—These plants, now beginning

to grow freely, will require, in some cases, to get

close to the so"il by pegging down the side shoots, a

matter that should have early attention, so that the

beds may the sooner be furnished, and the ground

covered. Verbenas, Calceolarias, Violas, and Petu-

nias should be well supplied with moisture at the

roots, otherwise their period of flowering will be

curtailed. If such plants get exhausted, the removal

of all seed vessels and decaying flowers, and a

thorough application of water to the soil, will usually

re-invigorate them. Carpet plants should occa-

sionally have the unueces.sary growths removed, and

be pressed level, taking great care to keep the figures

accurately defined by trimming and removing en-

croaching shoots. Succulents are much benefited if

the flower-buds are removed as soon as they are

discernible. Mentha Pulegiura, Veronici, and

similar spreading plants are kept within bounds by

clipping them with a pair of sheep-shears. In many

instances Pyrethrum parthenifolium aureum is throw-

ing up flowering stems, which should be removed,

em-rely keeping the plants dwarf, .and yet fresh-

looking. Abutilons, Castor Oils, Solanums, "To-

baccos," aud other subtropical plants should bo

securely fastened to stakes as stem-growth progresses,

or much damage may be done by wind. Flower-

beds are not unfrequently seen which contain too

many plants, the outcome of a desire to make im-

mediate effects, or because the nature of the soil

has not been considered, a strong retentive soil, if

fairly rich, producing a luxuriant growth at the

expense of bloom. Much of this floweriess luxu-

riance might be obviated by planting less thickly, or

by thinning out much of the superfluous growth iit

intervals during the summer. Antirrhinums have

proved to be excellent plants in a dry season like the

present, afibrding a wealth of bloom for a long time,

with more to follow. Tropffiolums are doing finely,

making sturdy growth, notwithstanding the drought.

As a dwarf variety of Tropaeolum, Mrs. Clibran proves

to be a very valuable plant, its bright yell.iw flowers

showing up well. It is a variety that will m many

places take the place of the yellow Violas and Calceo-

larias, and where these plants do not succeed I would

certainly recommend a trial of the variety.

CANNAS. — The Gladiolus-flowered type is

gaining favour as a pot plant, and as a

bedder. The plants should be grown in warm spots,

the beds should be very well drained, and liquid-

manure freely used after the flower-spikes appear

When Cannas are raised from seed, the same should

be .sown as soon as ripe ; when large enough, potting

off the seedlings singly, and keeping them growing lu

a warm-house .all the winter. Under this kind of

treatment Cannas make strong flowering plants by

the spring.

Mr J Ireland.—We are informed by Mr. Ireland

that he has resigned his post of Orchid-grower aud

Foreman at Messrs. J. Cowan k Co.'s Nursery, G ir-

ston Liverpool, and he is looking out for a situation

commensurate with his abilities and knowledge of

Orchids and general nursery work.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, as u-dl as spechnens and plants for

naming, shouldbe add resse'J to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-

ton Street, Covent Garden, London. Comvinnicat ions

should be WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,

sent as early in the ^vcek as possible, and dvXy signal hy

the writer, 1/ desired, the signature will not he printed, hvt

kept as a guaraiifce of good faith. Tlce Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return ttnused com-

municativns or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

Illustrations.—rfte Editor will thaiikfidly receive and select

photographs or drawings, s^iitable for reproduction in these

pages, of ganlens, or of remarkable plants, fiowers, trees,

(f-c. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligeiice of local evetits likely to he

of interest to our readers, or of any matters whish it is

desirable to bring under the notice ofhorticultttrists.

Newspapers.

—

Correspondents sending newspapers should he

carc/td to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY, JULV

MEETING.
l' Meeting of the Fruit and Floral

Committees of the Royal Horti-
cviltural Society, Drill Hall,
James Street, Westminster.
Lecture by the Rev, J. H. Pem-
lierton on New Roses.i

SHOWS.
i Royal Horticultural Society's 8pe-

TUESDAT, Jdly 14^ cial Eose Show, at Diill Hall
( (Competitive).

/•Ulverston Rose (Xational Rose

WEDNESDAY, Jl-ly 15) „^°<^j'-;'y'-
. „ ., „

1 Royal Botanic Society Promenade.
LGeueva (six days).

I Rose and Horticultural Shows at
THURSDAY, July 10^ Halifax, Selby, and Finchley.

f Jersey Summer Exhibition.

SATURDAY', Jvly IS—New Brighton Rose Show.

FRIDAY, JCLl

SALE.
,- / Imported and Established Orchids,

( at Protheroe & ilorris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WBEK, DEDUCED PROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK —63°. 4.

AVe hear and see a great deal of
Sports in the j^^t variation, and are oftenLaw Courts. n i , ,

called on to make comment upon
it. It does not happen, however, that the sub-
ject is made the object of a law suit so often as

might be expected, and heace the case we have
now to refer to is the more interesting. It

appears from the report in the current number
of the Ikfiie de VHorticiiIture Beige, that a
difference of opinion arose between M. Vincke
and Messrs. Sander & Co. as to the price

paid by the latter for a plant of Cypripedium
Uarrisianum x . This plant was the first hybrid
Cypripedium raised in this countrj-. Its parents
were C. villosum and C. barbatum. In course
of time numerous variations have made their

appearance, differing from the original Uarris-
ianum, and excelling it in attractiveness.

These characteristics unfortunately ai-e not
always stable, the fine variety of one year
may degenerate in the next season to an
ordinary form of C. Harrisianum x , or to

something not so good. This variation is very
interesting to the botanist, but it is evident that

the amateurs and the dealers in Orchids may
look uppii it in a very different light. Thus
when Messrs. Sander & Co. saw in. lloom a
fine vai-iety of Harrisianum in the possession of

M. Vincke, thej' purchased it, but the next
year, when the plant produced flowers of an
ordinary or inferior character, they were

anxious, according to what is alleged to be the

custom of the trade, to have the money re-

funded. The case was tried before the Tribunal

of Commerce of Bruges, and from the summary
of the proceedings given in our contemporary we
translate the following particulars :

—

The action (between M. Vincke, plaintiff, and

Messrs. Sander & Co., defendants) related to

the price of a plant of Cypripedium Harris-

ianum X, which the defendants alleged that

they had bought for the sum of 1000 francs,

only on acooimt of the peculiarities of colouring

which the flower displayed. They said that the

seller of an article ought to guarantee the exist-

ence of the special characteristics, which caused

the sale to be effected, and that, the year after

the sale, if the plant no longer bore a similar

bloom, restitution should be made, as is the

custom of the trade in dealing with Orchids.

The plaintiff replied that there could be no

special guarantee, that the plant had been

bought in flower as it stood, and ho denied the

alleged custom of the trade.

The tribunal gave a verdict for the plaintiff,

the costs to be paid by the defendants.
'

' Whereas the defendants bought the plant in

the state under which it was offered, without

any stipulation or special guarantee, especially

as to the production of similar bloom at the

next flowering season ; whereas, if it be shown
that the plant did not again produce the same
[a similar] flower to that it bore on the daj' of

the sale, that fact would not nullify nor cancel

the sale ; that, in fact, the plaintiff parted with
the plant under the conditions stated by the

defendants, and without guarantee as to the

fixity of the colour or the tint of the bloom ;

that thex'o was therefore no positive mis-

take to annul the contract, nor concealment
which justifies cancelling, but simply a circum-

stance, often happening in Orchid culture,

that is, the occurrence of variation in the

flowering; whereas, the defeudants who arc

Orchid importers, must be acquainted with these

possible variations, and that this being the case,

if thoy had desired to protect themselves in case

of such an event, they should have stij^ulated in

special terms, or elt'ected a conditional pui'chase.

As to the custom of the trade, which the plaintiff

coQsidered had reference only to the sale of

Orchids not in bloom, the tribunal passed the

matter over as not being proved, and as not

affecting arrangements made between the

parties."

All plants are liable to vaiy, some much jnoi'o

than others. Hybrid productions and their

descendants are specially prone to vary. These

facts are of course perfectly well known to

trade-growers, and it would be an impertinence

for outsiders to attempt to interfere with

recognised and legitimate trade-customs. The
purchaser in this case, as we understand, bought
the plant telle quelle, just as it was, and without

any guarantee of persistence. The Belgian tri-

bunal has asserted, that in the absence of any
such specific guarantee, the purchaser cannot

recover if the plant becomes sportive. In
these days of "hybrids" and " sports," and
the great extension of commerce in such pro-

ductions, it would be well if the trade could

come to some definite understanding for the

avoidance of disputes. Of course, the apiilica-

tion is not confined to Orchids. Chrysanthe-

mums, Roses, and other commercial commo-
dities are just as variable in their way, if not

more so. We should be glad to hear the

opinion, alike of hybridists and of merchants,

upon a point of great importance to both.

Varieties of
The new varieties of Canna are

Cannamdica. beautiful things
_

in the flower-

garden, but cultivators will not

get the utmost out of them that they are

capable of unless special preparations are made
for them. Merely to dig the ground after

manuring it is not enough. It should be
remembered that the Canna is a native of the

tropics, and can only be relied upon to flower

well in the warmest of summers when some
endeavours are made to imitate tropical con-

ditions. The first of these is warmth of soil,

and this can be obtained in a modified degree

by putting, say, a bed of H foot thick of

fermenting materials, consisting of two-thirds

last year's Oak or Beech leaves, and one-third

short stable-litter, treading the mass fairly

firmly together. This affords warmth and
drainage, but failing the leaves and dung, their

place may be taken with furnace-clinkers,

brickbats, &c., to the depth of a foot, putting a

layer of rotten dung, 6 inches thick, on the top

of these. The spot chosen for the Cannas
should be the hottest in the garden (at the foot

of a south wall if cut blooms are looked for), and

the plants should stand at least 2 to 3 feet asunder,

according to strength, so that the sun may
reach them all round, and the soil ; mulching

in our climate does harm, in preventing the

sun-heat penetrating the soil, and its place

should be taken by a bi-weekly stirring

of the soil to aerate it, and prevent the loss of

moisture, a crumbly surface doing this almost

as efl:ectually as a mulch. The rest is a matter

of water and liquid-manure. The foliage should

not be wetted at night, but about seven in

the morning if the previous day was hot and

it is likely to be so the next. If the bare

appearance of the soil in the early stages of

growth be not liked, put around the bed a row
of Aralia papyrifera (Chinese Eice-paper plant),

A. Sieboldi, Farfugium grande, a dwarf

Solanum, or some of the taller varieties of

tuberous Begonias—now, we fear, almost lost to

gardens, but which are as graceful as a Fuchsia.

Tower Grove Park (see Supplementary Illus-

tration).—We have liad frequeut occasiuu to men-

tion tlie beautiful garden and botanical Institute

bequeathed to the town of St. Louis by the late

Mr. Shaw, an Englishman by birth, au American by

adoption. By his intimate relations with the late

Drs. EsGKLMANN and Asa Ghay, he bad become

acquainted with the requirements of Horticulture

aud Botany, and did bis best to supply them.

Dr. Trelease is now the head of the establislimcut,

wfiicli lias rapidly become ouo of the most important

establishments of its kiud. American journals report

that great damage was done to the garden by the late

cyclone, but our promised report has not yet arrived.

We shall take an early ojiportunity of alluding to the

subject again.

Horticultural Club.—The annual excursion

of the club, to which ladies are especially invited,

will take place on Thursday, July 30, under the

superintendence of Mr. Harry J. Veitch, ^vho has

kindly consented to make all the arrangements. The
members will meet in the waiting room at Euston

Station, London & North - Western Railway, at

9-50 a.m., and A'ill proceed rid Bletchley by the

lO'lO A.M. train to Leighton, where breaks will be in

waiting to convey them to Ascott, the seat of Mr.

Leopold de Kothschild, who has most kindly

invited the members to luncheon ; they will then

drive across Buckinghamshire, twelve miles, to

Haltou, the seat of Mr. A. DE Rothschild, where

they are invited to partake of tea and light refresh-

ments, returning to town from Wendover Station

at 7.5^1 r.M.

National Chrysanthemum Society's

Annual Outing.—Mr. R. Dean, Hon. See., Ealing,
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requests us to announce that the annual pic-nic and

outing will take place on llouday, July 20 next.

The members will travel to Elstree Station by the

Midlaud Railway, to visit the gardens and grounds

of Aldenham House, Elstree, by the kind permission

of Lord Aldknham. His lordship has granted per-

mission to members to fish in the lake, and, pro-

vided the family are not in residence, permission also

to play lawn tennis in tlie tennis-courts, but tliose

desirous of playing must take their racquets. There
will also be ample provision for cricket. Dinner and
tea will be provided in a spacious marquee on the

lawn. As this is certain to be a popular trip, early

application must be made for tickets, so that neces-

sary arrangements may be made. Members must
state whether they require tickets from Mansion
House or St. Paucras, so that ample accouamodation

may be provided.

The GARDENERS' Orphan Fund is benefited

by many means, and wo are glad to hear that in

connection witli the Croydon Rose Show the efforts

made by well-wishers and supporters of the Fund
were rewarded to the amount of £7 10s. Not more
than 10s. of this, Mr. Cummins informs us, is likely

to be required to cover the exiienses. At other
shows a'Roae-fair in aid of the Fund might do similar
service to " our orphans."

Outing of the Forest-Gate and Strat-
ford Amateur Chrysanthemum Society,—
Mr. W. A. STnuROCK, the Hon. Sec. of this Society,
desires to inform our readers that tlie ,innual ex-
cursion of members and friends (ladies invited) will

take pliiee on our day of issue to Easton Lodge, Dun-
mow, by kind permission of the Countess of W.vrwick.
The train leaves Liverpool Street at half-past 2 p.m.,

arriving at Dunmow at twenty-five minutes past

3 P.M. The Countess lias arranged to drivu the
members to Bishop's Stortford Station in time to

catch the eighteen minutes past 10 r.M. train for

Liverpool Street.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next
Fruit and Floral and Scientific Meetings of tlie Royal
Horticultural Society will be held on Tuesday, July
14, iu the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, 1 to

5 P.M. Special prizes will be offered for Rases. At 3

o'clock a lecture will be given by tlie Rev. J. H. Pem-
BEEroN on "New Roses."

Woburn Fruit Farm.-—We are asked to state

that Mr. Spencer Pickeuing will be verv pleased to
meet any horticulturists at the Woburn Experimental
Fruit Farm, Ridgmout, on L. & N. W. Ry., on either
the 20th or the 24 th of this month. Visitors are
requested to send a notice of their intentions to Mr.
PiCKEKiNQ, Harpenden, Herts, not less than three
days before their proposed visit.

The British Produce Supply Associa-
tion.—The association has been formed in order to
bring the growers of British produce into direct

relation with consumers, especially in large towns.
It is proposed to open the central depflt for business
on October 1, 1896. The association will either deal

through tradesmen, or it will deliver to customers
direct. In either case, all goods will bear the brand
and trade mark of the association, so that purchasers

will have an absolute guarantee both of origin and
quality. Eventually it is hoped to deal in all kinds
of British produce, but at first the following will be
obtainable : Meat, poultry, game, hams, bacon, eggs,

cheese, butter, tongues, sausages, fruit, vegetables,

flowers, jams, preserves, pickles, &c. All sales will

be for casli with order, or on delivery, but dej)osit

accounts may be opened. By dealing with the asso-

ciation great encouragement may be given, and help

afforded to farmers and others who grow British

produce
; and, at the same time, a guarantee obtained

that the article is really what it professes to be. It

is not necessary to be a member of the association in

order to deal with it. The Earl and Countess of

WiNCHELSEi held a reception at the depot Winchel-
sea House, Long Acre on Thursday, as these notes

were passing through the press.

Stock-taking for June.—There is one reward

for working away through a mass of figures such as

those contained in the Board of Trade Returns for the

past month, or any other period, which is that

of proving that " our side " is right, that British

enterprise and energy are receiving their reward,

as is the case to-day, when we find the Imperial

revenue of the past quarter exceeding that for the

same period last year by nearly IJ millions,

the increase being contributed to by all items on

the sheet with only one exception—the " Estates "

column ; and these Board of Trade Returns now
under notice show an increase in imports amounting

to .€1,334,671 for the month of June, and the

exports in excess of those for June of last year by
exactly A'2,72!t,953. But just hero may be intro-

duced the usual excerpt from the monthly summary
table of imports for the past month :

—

Imports.
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•o^laured plate, we may say that it give? but a poor

represeutation of the elegance of the flower, and purity

of its colour.

" Botanical Magazine."—Sotue plants of un-

nsuil interest are figured in the present number.

Amoug them are :

—

Lourijii campnnulata, Balllon, t. 7482. --This is a

plant like an Aspidistra, but with racemes of pale

yellow flowers, which are succeeded by ovoid blue-

berries, about 1 inch in length. It belongs to the

tribe Opliiopogonese of Hsemadoraceie, and is a plant

certain to interest the plant-lover.

Pilocarpus Jaborandi, Ko\nie3, t. 7483, is a Ruta-

ceous tree, the leaves of which are used medicinally

to promote the secretion of salivi. It is a native of

Pcruambuco.

Atpidhtra ti/pica, Biillon, t. 7484.— .\. native of

Tonkin, differing from its congeners in having the

parts of the flower in three instead of in fours.

Akchia lobata, Decaisue, t. 7485.—A Japanese

species occurring also in China, and differing from the

•old A. quinata in having the lobes of the leaves cre-

mated, and in the smaller flowers.

tiamarid, Daivsmiana, Hook, fil., t. 7488, better

known in g.irdens as Ano3ot(ichilu3 Dawsonianus ; see

/iai-d. C/iroii., 1868, p. 1038.

PheNOLOGICAL Report for 1895.—The Re-
port on the Phenological Observations for 1895, by Mr.
Ed'.vaud M.4WLEY, from the Qtiarteiii/ Journal of Ihe

Royal Meleorolorjical Society (April, 1896), is now to

hand. Over a hundred observers in different districts

of Great Britain contributed their notes on the climate
and its effects on vegetation and on animal life, and
(these, collated into tabular form, are here presented.
Making due allowance for varying localities, the
general climitic conditions during 1895 were, stated
briefly, the following—a very cold winter, followed
'by a dry spring .-md early summer ;

— " The yield of
all the farm crops, e.tcept Potatos, was exceedingly
poor. The one redeeming feature of the year, from
an agricultural point of view, was the autumn, the
glorious weather of which greatly favoured the com-
pletion of the harvest, the growth of the grass and
roots, and the cultivation of the land. As regards
vegetation generally, seldom did a year end under
conditions so favourable for the one succeediug it."

The Raspberry Superlative.—Our crre-
spoudeut and writer of Calendarial articles, Mr. G.
Woodgate, the gardener at RoUeston Hall, Burton-on-
Trent, in sending a few fruits of the varieties of
Superlative Raspberry for iuspectiou, states that "

it

is one of the best for dessert or culinary uses. The
canes continue to bear fruits for a long period of
time, and iu warm years the current season's canes
bear fruits freely. Last season good fruit in quantity
was picked from July 5 till September 7. This year
he began to pick for pre.serving 55 lb. on July 1.

The canes are robust, and average about 7 feet in
height." The fruits sent were fine specimens, but they
arrived mostly in a state of pulp.

"Le Jardin du Crest."— In a handsome
volume of over 200 pages, M. Marc Mioheli has
published a list of the plants cultivated in the open
air in his beautiful garden near Geneva. About 2000
species are cultivated, 1300 of which are Dicotyledons,
and 700 Monocotyledons. Tlie plants are grown in
beds and borders

; the rarer ones are placed in
pockets of slate, well drained, and in which the
dharaoter of the soil can be adaptei to suit the
requirements of particular plants. These can be
covered in winter with glass or any protecting
material, which can be removed in summer. Special
arrangements are made for Ericaceous plants, succu-
lents, and water plants. M. Micseli enumerates
thirty-three species of Tulipa, thirty-nine of Fritillary,
twenty of Calochortus, whilst Irids are represented by
no fewer than 250 species. Twenty-five per cent, of the
plants are of European origin, 12 to 15 from Oriental
sources

; Central Asia and temperate Himalaya
tarnish each 5 p^r cent. ; China and Japan,

10 per cent. : th-) United States supply 12

per cent., Mexic ) 6 per cent. From Australia

and New Zealand come 3 per cent., p,ud from
South Africa 9 to 10 per cent. In his catalogue,

which is arranged alphabetically, M. MicaELC gives

first the name of the species, then the authority for

it (a matter of detail generally omitted by horticul-

turists), the natural order, the reference to the book
where the original dascription may be found, and
indic.itions of plates or other illustrations. The
native country and the date of introduction are also

mentioned. In addition there are numerous short

rem irks bjtinieal and cultural, which add greatly to

the v.»lu9 of tlie work.

Sweet B.^iars at Bjrford Lodge — '•
I

lately saw a long line of Lord Peuzance's Briars in

Sir Trevop. Lawrence's garden," remarks a corre-

spondent, "the plants occupying a space a.jainst a
wall, a position in which they grow and flower freely.

A considerable range of colour w;xs observed iu the
blossoms of these plants. Amoug tbem Janets Pride
was noticed, a variety e.\hibited by Messrs. Paul &
SoM, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt. and said to have
been found in an old rectory garden—a chance seed-

ling, probably. The Briars of Lord Penzance's
raising are admirable acquisitions to all who possess a

garden, and they sliould always find a place where the
climatic conditions are favourable, the grateful fra-

grance of thefoliageapartfromthebeauty of the bushes
when smothered with blossoms sufficing to make them
favourites.

Warminster Amateur Rose Club Show.—
The twenty-eighth annual exhibition in connection
with this club took place in the grounds attached to

East End House, the gardens of which were thrown
open to visitors. In spite of the adverse season, theie
was a meritorious collection of Roses. Prize list:-
First division, twenty-four distinct varieties of Roses,
single blooms, 1st and Challenge Cup, Mr. S. P.

Budd, Bath; 2nd, Rev. R. Powley, Upton Scudamore.
Twelve distinct varieties of Roses, thi-ee blooms of

each variety, 1st, Rev. R. Powley ; 2nd, Mr. \V. Chap-
man, Sambourne House. Twelve Roses, distinct

varieties, single blooms, 1st, Rev. R. Powley
; 2nd,

Mr. J. Smith. East End House. Six Roses, Tea or
Noisette, distinct varieties, single blooms, Ist, Rev.
R. Powley; 2nd, Mr. Hinton. Second division,

twelve Roses, distinct varieties, single blooms, 1st,

Mr. S. Smith, Henford Cottage; 2nd. Mr. C. A.
Bleeck, Manor House. Six varieties of garden Roses,
Briar and any nou-ex'aibition variety, not fewer than
three bimches of each variety. 1st, Mr. S. Smith.
There were many small classes for six Roses, single

Rose-blooms, garden Roses, bouquets, Strawberries,
for size and flavour, &c. Arrangement of Roses
shown in a basket, Ist, Miss Chapman, Sambourne
House. Arrangement of Roses shown iu a vase, 1st,

Miss Gillett.

Yorkshire Naturalists' Union. -The I25th
meeting will be held at Koche Abbey, for the investi-
gation of Maltby Common and Woodi, on the present
Saturday. We glean from the circular kindly for-

warded by the Secretary, Mr. W. Dhnisojj RoEBncK,
that through return tickets at pleasure-party rates
will be issued at all stitions on the G. N., H. & B.,

L. & Y., L. & N.W,, M., S. & L., Midland, and N.E.'
Railways, which have booking arrangements for
Rotherham or Masborough, to Members and Asso-
ciate of the Y.N.U. producing their signed card of
membership. Tickets taken on Friday or Saturday,
July 10 or 11, will be available for return any day up
to Tuesday, J uly 14. Members will fiud accomoda-
tion at the White Swan Inn, .Maltby, and the Black Lion
Inn, Pirbeck. Private lodgings might also be obtained
at some ofthe cottages iu Maltby for a limited number
of visitors dcoiriug to prolong their stay for a few days.
Permission to visit their properties h.is been kiudly
granted by the Earl of ScAiiBORdnun and the Rev.
H. G. Jebb, M.A., J.P., Firbeck Hall. The g.arden
and grounds at Firbeck will be open for the inspec-
tion of the members. Books and maps:—The dis-

trict for investigation is included in sheet 82 N.E.

l-inch Ordnance Map (also published geologically

coloured, as also are the 6-inch sheets, 290 and 296).

Reference may be made to Bodler's list of plants

given in Avsling's History of Roche Abbey.

PU3LICATI0NS Received.—.%rau),';err// Culture

(the '• Salisbury" series), Geo. Tocker, at the offices

of Ti'ie Fruit Grower, Fruiterer, Florist, and Market
Giri~.ne<-, 2-5, Salisbury Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

ROSE GROWING IN INDIA.
" The first and most important point to be con-

sidered in making a rosary in Imlia is the watering

of the plants. Hand watering is useless. They must
be flooded, and the well should be close at hand.

Roses are thirsty, hungry things, and need lota of

water, for they love to be kept cool at the root in the

heat of summer.

To ensure flooding with facility, the beds should be
3 inches below the general level, with a slight fall

from the drain. Simplicity is much to be desired in

the plan of a rosary. As an example of extreme sim-

plicity, I mention a plan of the Rose garden I have

made at Chuprah and Dinapore, which has answered

admirably at each place. It consists of oblong beds,

2 feet wide, with grass-turfed walks 3 feet wide,

between which are always green from the moisture

they obtain from the flooding of the beds on either

side. The beds can be made any length (and this

will depend on the extent the water can be carried)

on either side of the centre walk, which should not

be less than 5 feet in width.

Another matter of importance is to have no trees

iu or near the rosary, as the roots of large trees absorb

the moisture, and throw shade, which is not desirable.

All plants, both flower and vegetable, thrive best in

the open.

Rose plants should be allowed to grow as they like,

and make as much wood as possible during the rainy

season, and should not be pruned until it is quite

certain that the cold weather has set in, and this will

entirely depend upon the place one is in. I used to

prune in the beginning of October when I commenced
Rose gardening, and learnt from experience that it

was a mistake, as I found one year that the half of

my plants which were pruned a fortnight later than

the others flowered the best, and since then I have

never pruned till the beginning of November, gene-

rally the loth, which I consider the proper time in

these parts. If the plants are pruned before the

cold weather has actually set in, a few days warm
weather, which I have often known about the end of

October, will scorch the new sheets. After pruning,

I expose the roots till the new shoots are well out, and

then fill in with well-sifted and decayed horse-manure,

the older it is the better, and flood twice a week until

the buds are well out and full, when watering should

be discontinued. In the hot and dry weather the

plants shoulil be flooded at least three times a week.

I have found that opening the earth round the

plants at least twice a week makes them grow more

than anything ; it allows the air and manure to get

at the roots. The malee should not be allowed to

break the clods opened with the ' kurpee,' but

should let them remain as they are.

The greater the above attention is paid to the

plants during the hot weather and rains, the greater

will be the satisfaction in the cold weather."

This note was accompanied by a diagram, which

we do not give, showing long, narrow beds arranged

crosswise in an oblong area, with narrow, grassy,

sunken alleys to serve as wAtercarriers, for the pur-

pose of flooding the beds with water, just such as are

found in water-meadows. A border skirted by a path

runs all round, enclosing the whole. Hybrid per-

petuals, light and dark-coloured varieties alternating,

were planted in the inner beds, and Teas and

Noisettes on the outer border.

"The drains can be covered from view by placing

pots on them. The draius cm be made for 2 annas a

running-foot ; all that is necessary is to lay one brick

flat as a foundation, and two bricks on edge, and
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merely point them. The plants in the square

should be 4 feet apart. "A Few Bints on the

Cultivation of Rosea,' by Major-General J. May.
From the Journal of the Agricultural and Hor-

ticultural Society of India, To/. VI., Part 4, .Vcui

Series.

A GROUP OF RESEDA ALBA.
In the group depicted in fig. 11 is shown a number

of plants of a species of Reseda as yet not common in

gardens, though an old inhabitant. As will be seen,

the flower-spikes are elevated on tall stalks, and

they are much longer than those of Reseda odorata,

they are doing injury to seeds, buds, plants, ic, by
clappers moved by the wind, if they have not a

boy handy to do this for them ; by hanging white
threads ever seedling plants in a small and tender
stage ; putting nets over the wall-fruit trees and bushes,
and over the Gooseberry bushes also in the late

winter and early spring ; netting seeds in lines and
bed?, or hanging threads furnished with chicken's

feathers over them. I was a gardener for more than
thirty years, and mostly on estates abounding with

woods, game coverts, shrubberies, &c., and beyond kill-

ing bullfinches at the season when these birds devour
the buds of the Plum, Gooseberry, &c., and wood-
pigeons in the winter, when the Cabbages, Broccolis,

&c., form desirable food for them, I made it a
practice never to destroy small birds. My re-

I thought well and safely laid years ago, by
recommending in his Calendar such barbarous-.
practices, which I am positive are unnecessary, to tay-
the least. The cracking of the berries is entirely

'

owing to atmospheric conditions, and no checking of

sap is required. If those who are troubled with
cracking will always, from the time when the
first berry commences to colour until ripe, m-iitt-

tain warmth in the pipes when the sun dots not
shine on the roof, and keep the top ventilators

always unclosed, but regulated in accordance
with outdoor conditions, he will have no need
to bore the laterals. The object is to keep the
atmosphere of the interior buoyant and in circulation ;

the warm pipes will do this if the warmed air is abl&
to escape. Mr. Barron, in his Vines mid Vine Culture,

Fig. 11.—jRoip OF riAXXi of keseda alba, with feeks and grasses.

making the plant of much gi-eater effect when em-
ployed in floral arrangements. We are indebted to

the kindness of Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley,
for the opportunity of figuring the plant.

Home Correspondence.

THE BIRDS AND THE GARDENER.— There is a
great deal of nonsense being written by those who,
having perhaps a mere patch of garden groimd, would
like to extermin.ite all the birds which .ire found
therein, as they are believed to come, out of malice
jirepense, to devour the fruits of his labours. These
owners of small gardens are, I fear, not very cog-
nisant of the habits of the commonest of our wild
birds, and so cannot distinguish their good deeds .from
those reputed bad ones. My advice to these much-
plagued individuals is to scare the birds away when

ward was found in the comparative freedom oi

the gardens from vermin and insect plagues. I never

killed an owl, hawk, crow, kestrel, or stoat,

these being Nature's creatures, intended, as we may
suppose, to keep rats, mice, voles, rabbits, tec, in

due bounds ; consequently the true gardener, who
should know his friends, never kills them, although
the gamekeeper does. The rook is sometimes trouble-

some in big kitchen gardens, and is a wary, artful

bird ; but he has a wholesome respect for a gun— if

it really be one—only then. M.

MADRESFIELD COURT GRAPE. — An amateur
friend of mine, who not only knows how to grow,

but actually does grow and finish without a cracked
berry, the above Grape, asks me whether Mr. Pope is

in earnest when he recommends (p. 186) the boring

of laterals as a sure preventive of splitting of the

berries. My reply was that I am a^^tonished to find

a grower like Mr. Pope unearthing this bogey, which

says—"If allowed to hang hng the berries are ecnie

what liable to crack," also ' that it requires less heat

than Black Hamburgh.' These statements are not

quite accurate, for it is well known cracking only

takes place during its final swelling, and no amount

of keeping will cause cracking. Wni. Crmnp'Madrcs-

jiehl Court.

BRITISH HERBS AND THEIR USES— It appears to

be an accepted fact, without any reason which I can

discover, that certain herbs and berries, which are

used to an enormous extent in this country, can only be

grown abroad, and that no substitute equal to them

is to be found here. I may take as familiar instances

Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Mat^ or Paraguay Tea. Is it

a fact that no plants grown in Britain contain the

active principles of these in an equally agreeable

form ? I very much doubt it. Take as on example

the Paraguay Tea which, taken cold, is one of the

most refreshing drinks in existence—do Bene »f our
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English grown Hollies contain the same active

Driuciples ? It would appear probable that some, if

lot all, would be equal to the Paraguay Holly. The
lifliculty is to test these ; ours is a free country, and
chere are no slaves or bondsmen to experiment on.

The average Briton considers himself too valuable to

')e used for experiments, especially where there is .%

'jhance of being poisoned, and losing his insurance

imoney in the bargain. I can remember the time

when our favourite Scarlet Runner Beans were grown
as an ornament in the flower garden, and the

daring individual who risked his life by eating

the pods, had yet to be made fiimous. No doubt some
of your readers will remember a similar experience

with Tomatos. The person who first tried these not

only risked eating the fruit of a plant belonging to a

poisonous family, but his first bite must have been as

astonishing as it was unpleasant. I remember my first

bite at a Tomato, and why I ever tried another I am
at a total loss to imagine—yet they have become both
pleasant and desirable. The first expenditure of a

valued threepence on a beautiful " Love-apple,"

whilst I was a small boy at school, and the first bite,

is a memory which still causes internal qualms after

a lapse of forty years. Tlios. Fletcher, GrappeiihaU,

Cheshin:.

TOMATO DISEASE.—Like your coiTCspondent,

"J. B.," whose note I read in the Gardeners' Chronicle

for June 27, I have had some experience of this

disease during recent years. I find that it only

attacks the early plants, which are grown to fruit in

iilay and June, and are more or less forced. In the

later batches of Tomato plants I have never had
disease, and have formed the opinion that it is

caused by the atmospheric conditions, and not by
applying bottom-lieat. I would advise the discon-

tinuance of overhead syringing as soon as the flowers

begin to show, and to leave a moderate amount of top
and bottom ventilation on during the night, so that the

foliage is dry in the morning instead of dripping with
moisture, as is the case if a house is closed in the
usual manner. When treated in this manner, the
disease gives no trouble. 11 m. W.

THE ALEXANDER PEACH.— It may be of interest

to some of the readers of this journal to learn that
ripe fruits of this early American variety were
gathered on July 2 from a tree planted against a

south wall. The fruits had not been hastened in any
other manner than by the warmth of the wall.

A. Methvcn, Bayhu.m Abbey Gardens, Kent.

WELL-KEPT APPLES.—In reference to a note
which appeared in your columns recently on the
collection of Apples we exhibited at the Temple
Show, allow us to state that they were kept in our
new and enlarged fruit-house, on the open shelves,

with a mat hung before them, since April. This
fruit-house is on the same plan as that figured in the
Gardener^ Chronicle at the time of the Pear Confor-
ence, and was fully described and particulars given
for construction (by request) in the Report of the
Royal Horticultural Society with papers read at the
Crystal Palace, September, 1S94. No artificial means
were used to keep the fruit, care was taken to store

fully-ripened fruit, and the floor being earthen the air

is kept moist. George Bmiyard <t Co., Maidstone.

SPARROWS.—It would be marvellous in our eyes
— if it did not get there every day—that people who
have merely read about a subject, should stand up
(as if they knew all about it) against those who have
studiefl it with keen regard. Can such a man as
Harrison Weir require confirmation upon a question
which he has made so especially his own ? Yet the
ignorance of any sentimental child makes more im-
pression on the public mind— mood, perhaps, is the
truer word—than the accurate knowledge of a great
observer. Little as I know, in comparison with him,
every little is a help ; and this I can say positively
(from my own observation), that sparrows are of very
small service to us as against the race o£ caterpillars
A few years ago, a triaugul.ar flower-plot (close
to the window where I generally sit) was infested,
I might say smothered, with thousands of semi-
hairy caterpillars. I know their name as well as my
own, but cannot stop to think about it now. Being
touched up lately by some stuff similar to that which
vou air occasionally—though of course, you do it

from politeness alone— I kept close watch upon that
grand supply of innumerable delicacies, ofiered gratis
by benevolent—or pestilent — Nature to good birds.
Uoud birds came, and hopped merrily among all this
heaven-sent manna (combining also the luscious
wealth of the quail), and they never touched one
of the sample. Sparrows tliere were by the dozen,

robins also, and the gentle thrush, and the spry

blackbird. I love birds, and watch them by the

hour, and try not to grudge them their 50 per cent,

of my fruit. Some of them are helpful in their way
;

but to talk as if they descended from heaven for

our special benefit is, sir, in simple English, ' rot."

R. D. Blaekmore.

DYOSPYROS.— The Persimmon (Diospyros vir-

giniana) is perfectly hardy at Kew. Tiiere is a well-

known specimen 60 feet high near the Temple of the

Sun, at Kew, of which an account with an excellent

portrait was given in the Gardeners' Chronicle for

November 3, 18S8. It is unfortunately the staminate

form, and therefore does not fruit. The European
Date Palm (Diospyros Lotus) is equally hardy. It is

represented by numerous specimens, of no great

size at present, but one of these bears fruit tolerably

freely. W. T. Thiselton-Dyer.

PHYLLOXERA RESTRICTIONS. — The present

moment for approaching the Foreign Office to remove
the disadvantages attending the trade of plants

between England and Italy is most opportune. Owing
to the entire failure of the Phylloxera laws to prevent

the introduction or extension of the pest which un-

fortunately now prevails in, I believe, not less than 30O

communes, from north to south, the Adriatic and
Mediterranean shores, Sicily and Sardinia, the Italian

Government has .addressed the other signatories of

the Berne Convention to so far abrogate the Phylloxera

laws as to permit the free exchange of plants between

them, with the sole exception of Vines. I have little

doubt, therefore, that our Government would have no
difliculty in obtaining the same conditions for English

horticulturists. H. J. Rn-ts. [We did our best at the

Florence Congress and elsewhere to get these stupid

laws abrogated or modified and have never ceased to

protest against them, but we cannot say that at any

time we received much encouragement from the

English traders. Ed.]

VICOMTESSE HERICART DU THURY SYN.

GARIBALDI STRAWBERRY.—Since the introduction

of that valuable Strawberry, Vicomtesse H^ricart du
Thury, several attempts have been made to establish

a supposed diSereuce between it and the popular

variety grown in Scotland under the name of

" Garibaldi." The varieties so named have been cul-

tivated side by side by many good growers within

the past quarter of a century, and have invariably

proved identical ; and they are recognised as synony-

mous by Dr. Hogg in his Fruit Manual, by the Royal

Horticultural Society, and by all the authorities on the

culture of the Strawberry, who have investigated the

subject, and given their opinion for the public benefit.

However, in an interesting account given byMr. D. T.

Fish, at p. 5 of the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 4th

inst., of the contents of Mr. William (not "John")
Carmichael's garden at Edinburgh, it is stated—" The
varieties here are true to name, and quite distinct

;

they were sent out in the same year as Garibaldi,

by Dickson & Co., Edinburgh, and Vicomtesse

H. du Thury by Vilmorin of Paris." The same
assertion is repeated on the next page in a quotation

from Mr. Carmichaol, who says:—"They are con-

sidered synonymous by many, but they are quite

distinct, .and both excellent preserving varieties of

Strawberries, and very productive and good in flavour.

Garibaldi is a week earUer. and dwarfer in foliage

than Vicomtesse H. du Thury." Mr. Mathieson,

gardener at Meikleour House, PcKthshire, is named
as furnishing corroborative evidence. There are here

three gardeners of known repute making a de-

finite statement as to the variety known as

"'Garibaldi," and that it is "cpute distinct" from

Vicomtesse Hdricart du Thury. Mr. Carraichael

pins his faith on Garibaldi being " quite distinct,"

because apparently in his garden it is a week earlier,

and dwarfer in foliage, as above quoted. Granted

that these differences exist in the small garden at

Edinburgh (and there is no reason to doubt it), do

they characterise the varieties when grown under

ordinary circumstances, in all soils, and by various

methods of culture ? The general experience of the

past quarter of a century answers " No." Could the

doubt not be finally set at rest by Mr. Carmichael

submitting his " quite distinct" varieties for trial in

the Royal Horticultural Society's garden at Chiswick .'

Fraijaria.

THE COMING FRUIT.
I HAVE been asked more than once lately whether

there is no fruit yet unknown to most English

pal.ates which might be introduced into this country,

and form a pleasant article of food. As there seems

to be some general interest in the subject, your

readers may, perhaps, like to hear of some fruits

wliich have come under my notice.

The Pumelow of India, one of the giant members

of the Orange tribe, is well known to people who
have lived in the East. Some very large specimens

have been known to attain a circumference of more

than two feet, aud to weijjh from fifteen to twenty

pounds. Generally Pamelows are not held in high

esteem in India and Ceylon, excejit by those who have

lived long there, and know how to select the best

sorts by their size and colour. The best Bombay
Pumelows are said to be exceptionally good. They
have a pink pulp of a juicy character, sweet in flavour,

with a slight but agreeable bitter taste. The first

Pumelows were brought to the AVest Indies by Captain

Shaddock about 150 years ago. Since that time the

fruit has always been known in that part of the world

as the Shaddock, in complimeut to the person who
introduced it. Owing to cii'cumstances of soil and

climate, and to the raising of plants almost exclu-

sively by seed, many varieties have sprung up that

have become recognised by distinct names. Of the

larger fruits, the Pumelow or Shaddock proper, there

are two well-marked forms ; the first is the Apple-

shaped Shaddock, usually with a whitish or a pale

pink pulp ; the other is a Pear-shaped fruit, with a

pink, aud sometimes a deep crimson pulp. Both these

are large fruits, weighing from 3 to 6 lb. in weight :

they have the characteristic pale yellow skin, and inside

there is a white pithy layer more or less thick ; then

comes the pulp with the vesicles or juice-bags very pro-

minent—indeed, the latter are so distinct that they can

be easily separated the one from the other. The bitter

flavour is very mai-ked in the inferior sorts ; in some

instances it becomes quite acrid. The best sorts have

a sweetish flavour and only a slight taste of bitter. Of

the smaller fruits, to which Macfadyen h,as given the

name of Par.adise fruits, there are in the West Indies

two well-marked forms. The Apple-shaped fruit-*

are known as Forbidden Fruit, while the Pear-shaped

sorts are known as Barbados Grape-fruit. Both these

are very attractive-looking fruits ; they have a pale

yellow skin, usually very thin, are soft and silky to

the touch, while the pulp is sweet and refreshing.

The slightly bitter flavour is regarded as giving them
tonic properties of great value in dyspepsia and allied

ailments.

During the last fifteen years the Paradise fruits,

generally known as Grape-fruit [!], have been in great

demand in the United States. They have been very

strongly recommended by the medical faculty, ami

in consequence their use has become an important

feature in the diet of a large number of the American

people. The consumption of them has increased by

leaps aud bounds, and every year for the past few

years it has more tlian doubled. A few days ago

(says Garden and Forest) two barrels of small-sized

Grape-fruit realised the extraordinary price of £5 each

in New York ; aud seven barrels of similar fruit were

sold in Philadelphia for £5 10s. each. Such fruit

would retail at more than a dollar apiece. This is pro-

bably the liighest price ever paid for specimens of the

Orange tribe. It shows very clearly how keen is the de-

mand for Grape-fruit, and what importance is attached

to it as a refreshing and healthful adjunct to the food-

supply of the United States. At one time there was

a better market for Grape-fruit—or, rather. Forbidden-

fruit, as it was called—in the United Kingdom than

in America. But the tables are now turned. America,

especially since the destructive frosts in Florida, has

now absorbed almost the whole supply from the West

Indies. Sooner or later, however, English people

will realise the special merits of the Grape-fruit, and a

demand will arise for it, to the possible advantage of

those West Indian Islands which are in a position to

supply it. It would be well, therefore, for the people

in that part of the world to establish small orchards

of Grapo-fruit trees of the best quality, and to be pre-

pared to ship the fruit in such a condition that they

may get the best price for it. This would be one

way of alleviating, to some extent, the depression

under which they are now suSeriiig owing to thiS

uuremunerative character of the sugar industry.

D. Morris.
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Plant Notes.

FLOWERING OF AGAVE FEROX.'

A MAGXIFICENT Bpecioicn of this remarkable Agave

13 now in flower at La Mortola, when unfortunately

(the season being over) scarcely a visitor is left to see

it. As Mr. J. G. Baker says in his valuable handbook

on the Amaryllidese, the inflorescence of this species

is unknown. I append a description in case none

has jet appeared in print ; and later I may be able

to send you a photograph of this remarkable plant.

KwH Diiitcr, Curator, La Morlula, Juw 1", 1896.

Nursery Notes.

NEW EARLY PEAS AT MK3SRS. SUTTON
AND SONS.

Tqat in raising new varieties of early Peas,

some illustrations of which Messrs. Sutton & Sons

of Reading had in pots at the last Temple Show,

they have brought about a revolution in the

early varieties there can be no doubt. Hitherto

the type known as Kingleader, a very early selec-

tion of the Dillestone'a Early Prolific type, and

Buttons' Earliest Blue, both small-podded, round-

seeded varieties, have represented the earliest

types, with William Hurst, its variety Chelsea Gem,

and American Wonder, in close company. But,

thanks to this enterprising firm, we have now Early

Dwarf, large and full-podded varieties of Marrowfat

flavour ; Peas of the quality of Telephone and Duke

of Albany, and almost their size of pod, which are

among the earliest, and they can scarcely fail to

become valuable to the private garden and market

garden. I have just seen them in their seed-farm at

Reading, growing under ordinary field-culture, with-

out special treattnent, beyond having the HSaistance

of stake-', and by their side the earliest of

the older types for comparison ; thus aBording

opportunity for drawing fair and trustworthy com-

parisons. I am dealing only with the earliest varie-

ties in this paper, To save repetitious of the name
of the firm, it will suffice to say tljat the prefix

Sutton comes before each varietal name of 1896.

Foremost among them, and a most valuable acquisi-

tion, is the new dwarf-wrinkled Sutton's Forcing Pea,

a singularly dwarf-branching form, growinp to a height

of 9 inches, a high-flavoured Marrowfat, producing

largo well-filled pods, averaging seven large Pe;vs in a

pod, the pods somewhat pointed. This is quite as

early as American Wonder, but excels it in all other

respects. It came from a cross made by .Mr. Culver-

well between American Wonder and Sutton's Royal
Jubilee, and while retaining the dwarf habit of the

former, there is added the longer pods of .lubilce

and its fine quality. Sown out-of-dours on March 30,

the crop was ready to gather on June 11. It s very

prolific, and it appears to be well named—

a

forcing Pea. A stump podded form of t is also

being tried, both have a strong constitution. Sutton's

Seedling Marrowfat (1895), is from the same cross,

it is a strong growing, very prolific variety,

1 foot in height, producing straight-pointed

pods, as large as those of Telephone, and well

filled ; the height of the plant 1 foot. For an
early crop, and for small gardens, this is a valuable

variety, and especially for producing pods to exhibit
the last week in June and the first in July.

* A. feroz, K. Koch.—Acaulescent Leaves forty to fifty

in a rosette, oblong-spatulate, 3i to 4 feec long, 14 inches
broad in the middle, narrowed to 10 inches above the dilated
convex base ; middle flat, top concave, dull green, the very
strong pungent point 2 inches long, edge bonlered with
recurved horny grey teeth, J inch long at the base. 1 inch
broad, leaf edge deeply sinuate between them. Peduncle,
including the 10-feet long thyrsoid panicle, 25 feet long.
Bracts triangular, 1 foot long, the peduncle halfsurrounding,
finely toothed on the top. Branches twenty-four, very stout,
horizontal, the longest of them 2 feet long. Flowers greenish-
yellow, 4 inches long ; tube short, funnel-shaped ; filaments
3} inches long (2^ the length of the outside slightly orange-
coloured segments); anthers 10 lines long, pistil equal Lhe
segments.

Excelsior (1896) is another Early Marrowfat, a

cross between Early Paragon and American Wouder,

a robust grower, very prolific, producing large blunt-

tipped pods, freely-branching habit, heiglit 15 inches,

pods of the character of Triumph, seven and eight

large Peas in each ; a very valuable variety for early

exhibitions, as well a? for garden purposes.

Very interesting was a group of dwarf varie-

ties from a cross between A 1 and Chelsea Gem, all

first earlies, varying in pod, some light green, some
dark green, some with pointed pods, .and some blunt-

tipped. The very best plant found in each type is

saved for seed, for a further proof. The practice

observed by Messrs. Sutton & Sons of thoroughly

fixing the character of a type before it is distributed

is one to be highly commended. Seedling Peas will

vary even into t'ne third and fourth year, and some-

times for a longer period, and it is only those who
have gone through the labour of selecting and fixing

the character of seedling Peas who know aught of

the patience and time expended on the process.

Favourite Marrowfat (1895) is a very free-branching

variety, an early second, growing to the height of

2 feet, producing large, broad, medium-pointed pods,

really a wonderfully free cropper ; and when it

becomes more widely distributed is certain to be
largely grown as a market-garden Pea for the earliest

work.

Next came a very promising seedling, something
in the way of English Wonder, but a great improve-

ment in the size of pod, which is also of a deep green

colour.

Early Giant, is remarkable for its long, broad,

pointed, slightly-curved pods, preatly resembling in

general characteristics an e,arly Duke of Alliany, but
dwarfer in growth, reaching a height of 3 feet, and
notwithstanding its height, it did appear as if a crop
could be gathered from it as early as from any other.

This may fairly be described as the largest podded
early Pea.

May Queen is of the Kxonian type, and about the
B.ime height. Exonian is a small-podded variety,

pods freely produced and well filled ; but May Queen
is larger in the pod, of the same height (about 2J feet),

blunt podded, and quite early. Several rows of this

was very uniform in character. As showing the time
occupied in fixing the character of a seedling Pea,

it may be mentioned that this variety was raised

in 1884 by Mr. Culverwell from a cross between
American Wonder and Early Paragon, but it was not
distributed until nine years after.

A 1 (1891), 3 to 4 feet in height, produces large,

long, blunt-tipped pods, well filled, and of excellent

quality : a valuable garden variety, and for early

exhibitions.

Next came another promising seedling 3 feet in

height.with a dark haulm, bearinglong. straight-pointed

pods, quite early, and looking as if it would be valu-

able for exhibition at the end of June. Another,
equ-ally promising, grows to a height of 3,^^ feet, bear-

ing very large, broad, blunt, pale pods, very handsome
in appearance, it is also a great cropper, and will

doubtless prove a fine garden variety. Another, of

tho same height, has rather smaller pods, but its pro-

ductiveness is immense, and it should make a grand
market variety. Another is 18 inches in height, and
may be described as a dark-podded form of Favourite.

It bears very'handsome dark-green pods, flavour excel-

lent, second early, robust. Another seedling, between
Sutton's Early Giant and Duke of Albany, with very
h,and3ome green pods, is also highly promising.

These are mentioned to show how large is the re-

serve of new varieties held by the firm. These will

be subjected to further trial the next and following
seasons.

Empress of India is a first early, though growing
to a height of from 3 to 4 feet ; it bears large, long,

handsome light green pods, every way first-rate. This
is rapidly making for itself a name as a standard
variety. Bountiful came from a crop between Tele-

phone and Early Champion, and though round-
seeded, is yet of the flavour of the wrinkled types :

it is as early as Early Champion, -with a Telephone
pod, not quite so large in size, but it is a %vonderfully

free cropper, a blue round, the pods handsomu,
slightly curved—an excellent market variety.

To show how closely and persistently the Peas are

selected here, it may be stated that a stock of Ring-
leader was among the trials, with pods twice the size

of the old type. This is preferred to the old form,

though a little taller in growth. The productive

property is very great, and it is much approved by
gardeners.

In looking over these new types o£ Peas, the-

visitor sees in all the rows a few plants specially

marked, and these represent the very finest type or

character of the variety. The pods of these selected

plants are carefully gathered, and the seeds sowo
next year for the production of seed for stock. It is

in this way that the firm are enabled to keep their

varieties so uniformly true. It means expense, and a

great amount of labour, but it is a real investment,,

for the uniform character of the rows of a certain.

variety, sometimes from eight to twelve in oumbei:,

are singularly manifest. The value of a rigid selec-

tion in maintaining the purity of stocks is beyomli

calculation. H. D.

DOCBLE BeQONUS AT ReaDINO.

These plants arc nowinthefinestformat the LondoD-
Road Trial-ground of Messrs. Sutton & Sous, Re.ad-

ing. Two points have been kept steadily in view io

improving the strain : one is, that the blossoms while

being fully double, shall also be medimn-sized, .and

finely symmetrical, in opposition to tho larger, loose-,

"pocketty " blooms (to use a term employed by the

old school of Hollyhock-raisers), which appear to

find favour with some growers—a large, loose bloom
of a Double Begonia is a floricultural eyesore.

Another quality possessed by the Double Begonias of
Messrs. Sutton & Sons is, that they are erect-

flowered, a quahty gained after the exercise of tho-

most iigid selection. A Double Begonia becomes a

decorative agent of enhanced value when it displays

its blooms in a horizontal instead of a pendent posi-

tion, as many of the large-flowered varieties do. It i»

irksome to have to stoop to examine the surface of

one of these flowers ; to hold it up by the hand,
however carefully, is to risk the danger of snapping

off its somewhat brittle flower-stem. Double Bego-

nias are exhibited in finely-developed char.acter at

some of the West of England flower-shows, at Trow-
bridge and Taunton in particular : but the plants,

though large and generally profusely bloomed, loso-

half their effectiveness by the blossoms being so-

pendent, that when they are staged upon a table, it

is only the backs of the flowers which are seen. To
remedy this defect as far as possible is the obvious .

duty of raisers. Ji. D.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons.

Admirers of the Carnation and Picotee coming ix>

London would miss a treat if they failed to inspect

the fine collection of new and old varieties now in

full flower at this nursery. A good many of the

varieties are grown in pots under glass, as well as in

beds in the open air, so that the visitor has an oppor,

tunity seldom afforded in a trade establishment of

observing their behaviour under two distinct methods
of cultivation. It may here be said that any good Car-

nation will grow as well under glass as in the open air

provided it is afforded ample ventilation and is

kept free from aphis, and its wants in regard to water

are properly met. A good many of the novelties are

kept in pots and cultivated in this manner, and'

amongst these we noted the following Picotees :

—

Brunette, a flower of neat form, with a crimsca edge
;

Thos. Williams, with wire edge of simila? colour ;

Amy Robsart, a purple-edged flower ; Norman Carr,

a nice large flower, with an edge of scarlet—the

variety not quite new; Edith D'Ombrain, with,

a pink edge running deeply into the petals ;.

Amalia, with a wire edge of purple colour ;.

J. B. Bryant, a deep, full flower with a purple

edge ; and Dr. Eppa, a crimson edge of great width,

petals of much substance, and flower full, and very

double.

The finest novelties in Carnations observed were.

Mephisto, a deep crimson-coloured, full flower ; King
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Arthur, of deep scarlet colour, very showy when well

cultivated, doing well in pots ; Sir Audrey Campbell,

of canary-yellow, good of its colour, but, like all the

yellows, lacking in fragrance ; Corunna is of sulphur-

yellow, and Duke of Orleans buif-yellow. All of the

above were raised by Martin Smith, Esq., Hayes,

Kent.

Queen Anne (Gibbon's) is a fine flower, of a variety

that is not new. It is a full flower, of deep pink

colour, with petals somewhat curled. Miss Eric

Hambro (Martin Smith) is white, and the perfection

of form, the petals being nearly flat, and their edges

quite smooth ; Waterwitch, a flower of pale flesh, very

double and full ; W. A. Thompson, a flower having a

centre of rosy buff colour and edge of crimson ; Car-

dinal AVolsey is of the same shade of colour, but it

grows more strongly, and the bloom is of greater size.

Miss Helen Terry is a fine white bloom, very well

filled in the centre—a fine thing ; Snowdon, still con-

sidered a good white variety, the edge of the petals

smooth and regular ; Bendigo,well-known to Carnation

growers as a fine variety, with a rich, purple-coloured

bloom ; Eudoxia, a flower that might not please many -

a good, fuU.'pink-coloured variety ; Hayes Scarlet (M.

Smith), with a pretty filbert-like bud, warranted not

to burst the segments, colour bright, form perfection
;

Uncle Tom resembles MephLsto, but it is darker in

colour ; Sweetheart, a showy fancy bufl' with a

cerise flaking ; Canary Bird, of a singular colour,

with an edging of crimson ; James Douglas, a flower

of light-purple colour, a fine variety ; and lastly, Mrs.

Hayes Fisher, in which there is an excellent white

border Carnation.

We observed besides the above, Lady Ridley,

white, a good grower; G. Cruikshank, similar to

Cardinal Wolsey ; The Dey, a rosy buff-coloured

fancy, furnished with crimson and white stripes
;

Horace Trelawney, a flower of a deep shade of rose-

pink, full, and regular-formed ; The Pacha, like to,

but better than Mrs. Reynolds Hole ; Magpie, crim-

son ; the unsurpassed Joe Willett, Mrs. Frank Watts,

and Magnum Bonum ; Primrose Day has bright

yellow flowers, a neat habit of growth ; it is new.

St. Gatien is a moat desirable blush-coloured flower,

with a pink stripe. There is a nice collection of

fancy Carnations under name.

In the Caladium-pit there is a feast of remarkable

beauty in foliage, the plants naturally dwarf, and

kept so by having them inured to full sunshine, and

keeping close to the glass. The collection consists

almost wholly of the late Mr. Bause's seedlings. A
choice gem is Lady Mosley, which has a leaf of rosy-

crimson, and veins of a deeper hue, with a " wire

"

edge of dark-green, and removed from this

by about J
inch, a thin lino of the same

colour encircling the leaf. Cannas find a place

at this nursery, and the collection at the present time

brought together consists of the pick of continental

varieties. C. Austria is the most recent introduction,

and nothing finer in golden yellow Cannas has been

produced, the flower being very large and the tint

soft, clear, and bright. The splendid variety, C.

Italia, was likewise observed in flower.

The ever-blooming Streptocarpus have received an

additional new strain, with larger flowers, of deeper

blue, violet, &c., and stouter footstalks. There are

great hopes entertained of these new efforts of Mr.

Heales' hybridistic skill, and it is certain that they

will become favourites.

In the Cattleya-house the display made of C.

Mendeli, C. gigas, and C. Mosaise was very fine.

Whole groups and lines of these plants being in

capital blooma, especially the line of plants of C. gigas

of recent importation.

The plants in the Nepenthes-house give excellent

promise of pitchers later on. We were shown

a cross between N. Veitchi and N. Curtisi

superba whose operculum is larger than those of

N. Veitchi or Curtisi superba, with short petioles,

and pitchers dark brown and green in colour. The
short petiole of the pitcher admits of the plants being

used in table decorations, &c., where a long one would

bo inadmissable.

The rockery-house is lookin'^ at its best, the mosses

and Ferns being perfect as a setting for the few

flowering plants disposed amongst them. Among
the latter we noticed Hymenocallis maerostepiiana,

Streptocarpus, Clevodendron fallax, Allamandas,

Crinums, Bilbergias, &c.

SOCIETIES.
ROMFORD AND ESSEX HORTICUL-

TURAL.
July 2.—The annual summer show of the Romford and

Essex Horticultural Society was held in the Ijeautiful park

attached to Gidea Hall on Thursday. Though not nearly so

lar^e or important as some of the East Anglian exhibitions,

the committee may be congratulated on the success of their

efforts.

Noted Mid and South Essex winners were well represented,

:\Irs. WiLLMOTT, of Warley Place, Mr. Georgk Alexander,
Warley Lodge. ^Ir. Tasker, Middleton Hall, and Alderman
W. W. DuFFiELD, of Chelmsford, carrying off a number of the

highest awards. Ko fewer than seven firsts went to the

fortnoi for flowers—foliage plants, collection of plants, Be-

gonias in pots, zonal Pelargoniums, Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums,

plants for tabic decoration, and the best decorated fireplace

Alderman Di'ffield wa^ Ist for stove and greenhouse

plants and Colous, 2nd for specimen foliage plants and Cala-

diums, and 3rd for plants for table decoration.

Mr. Alexander was 1st for the most tastefully-arranged

basket of pot plants, and best small collection of plan's,

Achimenes, Gloxinias, Begonia.s (divided with Mrs. Will-

mott), and Caladiums. Mr. Tasker secured two 2nds—one
for Gloxinias, and another for plants for table decoration.

Mr. W. Bose, of " Balgores," also got Ists for stove and
greenhouse plants in flower, and Fema ; and 2nd for decorated

fire-place and fohage plants.

Roses and cut flowers were not a big show, the principal

winners being Messrs. Prior & Son, of Colchester ; the Uov.

J. Pembertoh, Havering; Mr. Alex\nder, Mr. Tasker, Mr.«.

\V. Green, HaroW Wood; Mrs. J. W. Smith, Romford; Mr.

H. B. MicHELL, Eastbury, Romford; and Mrs. Willmott.
The best Fruit Prizn went to Mrs. Willmott, Mr. Green

(four iBts), Mr. Fakranxe, Ohadwell Heath (three Ists); the

Rev. F. Allen, and Lady Newe. Mr. Green's Strawberries

were grand specimens of the Gunton Park and Dr. Hogg
varieties. Mr. F. Chapman, of Colclioster, was placed 2nd
and :ird for Strawberries, and 3rd for Black Cherries, Goose-

berries, and White and Black Currants ; and Alderman
DuFFiELD 2nd for Gooseberries. £aat AnglianDaily Times.

WOLVERHAMPTON FLORAL FETE.
Ji'LV 7, 8, 0.—This Exhibition was opened on Tuesday last

in the Public Park. It is several years since the town

originated an annual fixture on the lines of those at Shrews-

bviry .and York, and &ince then, the extent and importance

of the display have materially and satisfactorily increased. In

many particulars the schedule has close relations to the one

issued from Shrewsbury, notably in the liberal prizes offered

for specimen plants and for groups. In the Rose classes,

however, there is a feature that, in the case of exhibitions

held in August, is impossible of attainment. The park is a

very pretty rendezvous of about fifty acres, but most of it is

maintained as a pleasure ground, and on the recreation site

alone there is not room (.Mhall we say fortunately?) fnr the

amount of variety entertainments there are at some of these

fetes. There is suflicicnt space though for a much larger

horticultural show than has yet taken place. There wore

five tents of good size set up on this occasion, and rnostof the

space was well filled, if we except that in which the

amateurs' exhibits were placed, and that also where

the cottagers' produce was displayed. The last-named

class did not exhibit so generally as could have been wished.

Specimen plants and groups In the open classes were good,

and. together with the Roses, were the principal features of

the show. The cxhibitiou of Pinks usually held in con-

junction with this fixture was abandoned this year owing to

the early character of the season.

In the afternoon, after the luncheon, at which the Mayor
presided, was over, a new conservatory that has been

recently built at a cost of about £1,500, pi-ovided by the

Floral Ffites Committee, was formally opened. This forms an

important addition to the Park, and it is satisfactory that

the profits which have arisen from the Fdtes sliould bo

devoted to the embellishment of the open spaces in the

town, and to the provision of others.

PLANTS.

The largest class in this section was one for sixteen stove

and greenhouse plants, and the 1st prize was won by Mr. J.

Cypher, nurseryman, Cheltenham. lie had e.xcellent speci-

. mens in bloom of Allamanda nobilis, Bougainvillea Sander-

iana, B. glabra, Statice profusa, Phcenocoma prolifera

Barnesii, Allamanda grandiflora, I.xora 'Williamsii, and
rather loss good specimens- of Erica Kingstoniensis, E.

Parmentieriana, and E. tricolor Holfordii. His foliage
plants included Thrinax elegans, Cycas circinalis,

Kentia Fosteriina, Livistona chinensis, Croton Sunset,
and C. Williamsii ; Jlr. Wm. Finch, Coventry, who was 2nd,
also showed well. He had magnificent specimens of Livis-

tona chinensis, and Crotons Queen Victoria and angusti-
folius. 3rd, Jlr. Lewis Fcwkes, gr. to Thos. Clayton, Esq.,
Castlebroniwich.

Of six exotic Ferns there was only one exhibit, viz., that
from Mr. J. V. Macdonald. gr. to G. H. Kenrick, Esq.,
Edgbastou.
Six plants in flower were best from Mr. J. Cypher. He

had fine specimens of varieties similar to some in the larger
class noticed. Mr. W. Finch was 2nd. Mr. Cypher won
also for six fine foliage plants, his Croton Chelsoni in this
class being very good, 2nd Mr. W. Finch. A class for five

exotic Orchids was also won by Mr. Cypher, and he was 1st,

too, for six specimen Palms ; Mr. W. Finch being 2nd.

Mr. Lewis Fewkes, gr. to Thos. Clayton, Esq., was 2nd
for six stove and greenhouse plants, his best plants being
Croton Majestic, and Ixora Pilgrim i ; and Mr. S. Postings,
gr. to Mrs. Wight Boycott, Rudge Hall, was 3rd.

In the gentleman's gardeners' or amateurs' classes, the
best six Caladiums were shown by Mr. R. Sharpe, gr. to H
LovATT, Esq., Bushbury ; and the best collection of Begonias
by J. W. Kenrick, Esq. (gr., Mr. A. Oryer).

Thos. Clayton, Esq., had the best group of six exotic
Fevns.

Groups of Plants (open\—One of the tents was exclusively
occupied by the groups of miscellaneous plants arranged for

eflfect on a space not e.xceediug 450 square feet. Seven ex-
hibits were arranged on the grass in the centre, the promenades
being on cither side and at the ends. Though all the collec-

tions were of good appearance, the 1st prize was awarded un-
doubtedly rightly to Mr. J. Cither, Cheltenham. In the
centre of this group a 'graceful Palm resting on a rustic sUind
several feet high, supported by four pilhu-s at the corners
covered with cork-bark, and containing numerous jKtckets

in which were Ferns, Fuchsias, Caladiums, Odontoglosauma,
&c. Numerous specimens of Cattleya citrina on rafts also

were suspended, and were very effective. At the base was a
sei-ies of smaller groups, and at each comer of the exhibit a
larger cone-shaped group of plants. The plants used
wore choice and good, Crotons being especially well coloured.

The only possible objection there can be to this form of

grouping, would be that the rustic arrangements, and the
system ofmak ing most o f tho plants appear to bo growing from
rockwork, necessitate the exclusion of almost all plants of

specimen size one might expect to find in such a group.

The 2nd prize was won by Mr. W. Finch, nurseryman,
Coventry. Messrs. Tom B. Dobbs & Co., 32, Queen Square,
Wolverhampton, were good as 3rd ; and Mr. J. V. Mac-
DuNALD, gr. to G. H. Kenrick, Esq , was 4th.

The best group of plants (Amateurs) arranged for effoct on
a space of 400 square feet was from H. Lov att, Esq., a very
satisfactory arrangement.

ROSES.

The principal class for Roses was of the same extent as

the largest at the Crystal Palace Show, and seventy-two
distinct single trusses were required. There were only three
competitors, and prixes therefore fell to each of them. It

was not surprising that Messrs. IIarkness & Sons, Bedale
and Hitchin, after winning the similar class in the Metropolis,

sliould bo the best exhibitors so much nearer their northern
establishment. Indeed, they staged a fairly good collection,

in which the following varieties were of excellent quality.

Of those in tlie back row, Marie Baumann, Ur. Scwell,

Beauty of Waltham, Star of Waltham, and Comtc du Ilaim-

baud. Centre row : a. K. Williams, Comtofiso de liUdre,

Lady Shefiiold, Chas. Lcfcbvre. Scnateur Vaisso, Horace
Vornet, Edouard Andre and Mrs. Jno. Laing. Front row :

Due do Rohan. Some of the blooms, as for instance, Heinrich
Schultheiss and Captain Hayward, were of a nature that
illustrated the difficulty there had been to show so extensive

a collection upon this date in the present season, Messrs.

Mack ik Sons, York, were 2ud, and Messrs. Perkins & Sons,

Coventry, 3rd.

In the class for forty-eight single blooms distinct, the
premier prize was taken by Messrs. A. Dickson <t Sons,

Newtownards, Ireland. The best blooms in this exhibit were
Mrs. John Laing, Marie Rudy, Duke of Albany, Ferdinand de

Lesseps, Marie Baumann, Earl of Dufferin, Camille Bemar-
din, Madame Pereire, and Bessie Brown. Messrs. Harkness
& Sons were 2nd, and H. Merrvweathek, Esq., Southwell,

3rd. There were three other exhibitors in this class, of whom
Messrs. Perkins were awarded 4th prize.

Messrs. Harkness &. Sons were first also in the class for

thirty-six single blooms distinct, and in this class the quality of

the blooms was better. Alfred Colomb, Fisher Holmes, Comto
de llaimbaud, Marie Baumann, Comtesse de Ludre, Chas.

Darwin, Dr. Audry, May QuencU, and E. Y. Teas were good.

H. Mkrryweatuer, Esij., Southwell, was a fairly good 2nd ;

and Messrs. DicKsoNs 3rd. There were three or four other

exhibitors in this class.

The clas.s for twenty-four distinct blooms v/as won by
Messrs. DiCKsoNs, and in this competition the firm exhibited

a stand of fresh good-quality flowers. Tlie best were Captain

Hayward, Marchioness of Dufferin, Alfred Colomb, Oliver

Delhumme, and a pretty cream-coloured seedling. Messrs.

T0WN3END (t Sows, Worcester, were :?nd, and Messrs. Hark-
ness & Sons 3rd. There were four other collections.

The class for twelve new Roses had but one exhibitor, viz.

,

Messrs. Dicksons, and they showed varieties similar to those

noticed at the Crystal Palace in the same class.
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The best dozen of .nny dark coloured Roue was one of
<'apUin ttayward, from Messrs. Dicksons; Messrs. D. & W.
Croll being 2nd with M. E. V. Teas ; and D. Price &. Sons
3rd, with Horace Vernet.

Messrs. Dick.sons had also the best dozen of any light Rose
in Marchiono.-H of Londonderry: H. V. Mauuin, Esq.,
Worksop, coming next with Her Majisty ; and Messrs. Mack
& Son, Yorks, 3rd, with Caroline Testout.
Twelve blooms of Tea Roses distinct, were only exhibited

by three competitors, of whom Mr. Jno. Mattock, Oxford,
was 1st with small pretty blooms, especially the specimens
of Conitesse de Nadaillac, Ernest Metz, and Madame de
Watteville. Mes>re. D. Prior & Sons, Colchester, were '2nd ;

and Messrs. Jas. Townsenu & Sons, 3rd.

Mr. Jno. Mattock was also 1st for the most decorative
arrangement of Hoses, exhibited in the same method as at
ho Palace Messrs. Townsend & Sons were 2nd.

Amateur Classes.—The beet collections of thirty-six
Hoses and twenty-four Roses were from the Rsv. J. H.
rtiMBKKTON, Havering-atte-Bower, Essex, who was 1st, and
in both classes H. V. Machim, was 2nd.

H. V. Machin, Esq., was the only exhibitor of twelve
blooms of Tea Roses. There were other classes of minor
extent.

CUT-FLOWERS AND BOUQUETS.
This section included the usual classes for stovo and green-

house (lowers, bouquets, and arrangements of certain cut-

flowers. The best twelve bunches of sioveand greenhouse
plants were from Mr. Cvf-HER, Cheltenham. All of the
v.irieties were choice, but the flowers were not so fresh-looking
:VB they might have been, though the Cattleyas and Dipladeniaa
were very good.
The best hand-bouquet was from Messrs. M. Jenkins .t

Son, Newcastle-under-Lyme, beating the celebrated Coventry
firm of Perkin.s, who, however, excelled Messrs. Jenkins
for a bridal bouquet and for a bridesmaid's bouquet, the latter
being very pretty.

The most tasteful arrangement of cut Pansies and Violas
was made by Mr. .Ino. Ssikllik, Bushby, near Glasgow, who
was awarded a Silver Cup or £5 in money; M. Campbell,
Esq., Blantyro, was 2nd.
Twenty.four Fancy Pansies (amaimrs) were best from Mrs.

H. LovArr, Newport, Salop, and the best twclvo blooms
also.

M, Campbell, Esq., Blantyro, was first for twenty-four
Pansies in the open classes, and Mr. Jno. Smellk., 2nd,
though we think tlio positions should have been reversed.
M. Campbell, Esq., was, however, rightly l«t for eighteen
blooms.

The best collection of twelve bunches of Sweet Peaa was
shown by U. B. Johnston, Esq., Tettenhall, and there were
several pretty collections.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
The class for four b\mches of Grapes distinct was won by

Mr. J. Read, gr. to the Earl of Carnarvon, Brotby Hall,
Burton-on-Trent. He showed Madresfield Court. Muscat of

Alexandria, Black Hamburgh and Buckland Sweetwater.
Tho black grapes were very good. Mr. J. H. Goodacre, gr.

to the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle, Derby, was 2nd.
He had fine black Hamburgh and Muscat Hamburgh, but
his Muscats were poor. Mr. Bimnermau, gr. to Lord Haoot.
Blithfield, Rugeley, was 3rd.

The best two bvniches of white Grapes were of Foster's
seedling, shown by Mr. Sidney Bremmell, gr. to H. H.
France Havhurst, E^q.. Shropshire. Mr Bannerman was
2nd with Buckland Sweetwater, and Mr. R. Read 3rd with
Foster's Seedling.

Black grapes were shown best by Mr. J. Gray, gr. to S=r
Geo. E. Meyrick. Bt,, Bodorgan, Anglesey, who had two
extra good bunches of Black Ha uburgh, berries especially
fine, Mr. Bannerman showing Black Hamburgh was 2nd,
and Mr. J. Read 3rd with the same vjiriety.

The best green-fleshed Melon was one from Mr. Tliomas
Wilkins, gr. to Lady Theodore Gdest. Henstridge. and Mr.
J. Wilkes, gr. to Mrs Meakin, Cresswell Hall, Stafford, had
the best scarlet-fleshed Melon.
Peaches and Nectarines were good. The best dish of six

fruits was from Mr. Frank Harris, gr. to Lady H.SoMERsrr,
Ledbury, who showed Eastnor Bellegarde ; Mr. Gray was
2nd with large Galande ; and Mr. John Wallis, gr. to R.
Snevd, Esq., Keele Hall, Staffs, 3rd, with finely coloured
Stirling Castle.

Mr. Goodacre, had the best Nectai-ines in Lord Napier;
Mr. J. Read was 2nd.

There were a few good dishes of Stmwberries, and a few of
Tomatos.
A capital collection of fruit in nine dishes was shown by

Mr. F.Harris. His grapes (Foster's Seedling) were unripe,
but Brown Turkey Figs, Golden Perfection Melon. Smooth
Cayenne Pine, Hales Farley and Bellegarde Peaches, Pitmjis-
lou Orange Nectarine, Bigarreau Napoleon Chenies, and
Black Hamburgh Grapes were capital. Mr. Geo. Reynolds,
gr. to the Messrs. de Rothscbild, Gvinnersbury Parks, Acton,
Middlei^ex, was only a very few points inferior to the collec-

ti-n just noticed ; Mr. J. H. Goodacre was 3rd.
Collections of Vegetables were not numerous, but several

good ones were staged. Messrs. Sutton's prize was won by
Mr. C. J. Waite. gr. to the Hon. W. P. Talbot, Surrey, Lady
Theodore Guest being 2nd.

Mr. C. J. Waite also won the 1st prize in Messrs. Webbs
class, and in Messrs Carters class. Another prize offered by
I'lessrs. DoBBS (a local firm), was won by Lady Theodore
G t7E6T.

In the gentlemen'^ gardeners, or amateurs classes, the
best collection of fruit, of sis varieties, w^s shown by th«

Earl of Carnarvon, Bretby Hall. His Grapes, Pineapple,
Figs and Peaches, were capital fruits. Lord Bagot was 2nd,
and had very fine grapes, the Earl of Harrington being
3rd. The best collection of vegetables came also from the
Earl or Carnarvon.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Messrs. Barr «fe Son, King Street, Covent Garden, London,

made one of their usual exhibitions of hardy flowers, her-
baceous and annual. Pretty bunchts of Liliura testaceum,
L. pardalinum, Michauxi, and other Lilies were noticeable.

An exhibit of Mushroom Spawn, made as attractive as its

nature would allow, wa.s made by Mr. Wm. D. Bason, spawn
manufacturer, Finchfield, Wolverhampton.
A large gT'up of tuberous Begonias In double and single-

flowered varieties was made by Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft
Nursery, Lewisham, S. E., and awarded a Gold Medal.
Although the plants had been all brought from London, the
group presented a capital appearance, most of the varieties

being of good quality and the arrangement tasteful.

An exhibit of herbaceous flowers, and annuals from Mr. J.

H. White, 51, Broad Street, Worcester, contained some
capitai flowers of varieties of Gaillardias.

Messrs. Thomson. Spark Hill Nurseries, Birmiogbam,
showed a group of flowering plants.

Messrs. Jahman & Co., Chard, Somerset, exhibited Roses
and Sweet Peaw.

Messrs. Hewitt <fe Co., Solihull, Edgbaston, Binninghani,
exhibited litrbaceons and hardy flowers, and some first-class

blooms of tuberous-rooting Begonias.
A large display of herbaceous flowers, Roses, Ac, in neat

bunch* s in earthenware bottles from Messrs. Duksons,
Chester, was excellent. Esclischoltzias nnd Gladiolus and
Lilies made tho collection very bright. Tho Hawley Chal-

lenge Cup offered for tho best display of plantn, floral

arrangements, and fruit among honorary exhibits was
awarded to this collection.

Mr. H. Eckford's Sweet Peas wore well represented, and
were awarded a Gold Medal.

Mes.srs. E. Weub A Sons, Stourbridge, oxbil>itcd vegctiblo
produce and flowers, and a large collection of Fenis was
shown by Messrs. W. .t J. BrnKKNHEAD, Sale, near Man-
chester, in their usual style (Gold Medal).

Messrs. Pritciiakd & Sons, Shrewsbury, had a fine lot of

Carnations and Picotoes, and Mr. Robt. Svpknham, Tenby
Street, Birmingham, furnished a table with cut-flowers and
Smilax, arranged in rustic, silvered gates.

Messi-s, Edwards ife Son, Sherwoort, Nottingham, disphxyed
their Edwardian ware in the shape of baskets for plants and
epergnos for cut-flowers.

Miscellaneous plants were shown by Tom B. Dobbs k Co.,

Wolvcrhami>ton. Mr. S. Harhek, Tettenhall. Mr. H. T^wk,
Wolverhampton, and Gloxinias by Mr. F. A. Godfrev, Stour-
bridge.

Mr. M. Campbei-u High Blantyre. had cut-flowers of Carna-
tions, Pansies, Ac, and Mr. H. Brownrill, Sale, a fine lot of

summer-flowering Chrysanthemums (Gold Medall.
Roses were shown by the English Fruit «t Rosa Co.,

Hereford.

WIMBLEDON AND DISTRICT HORTI-
CULTURAL.

Ji'LT S.—This, tho twenty-fourth annual exhibition, was
held in the grounds of Ricards' Lodge, Wirablednn Park, tho
residence of Pkrcy Mortimer, Esq., President of the Society.

Three tents were placed on the slope, which 'alls away to a

pleasant valley. The tents were well filled, and an attractive

exhibition was provided, which reftectfld mvich credit on
Mr. W. S Thomson, the Hon .'Secretary of the Society and
the stewards.

Groups m.ide a good feature, the 1st prize being awarded
to Mr. J. Law, gr. to R. S. Dean. E^q.. the Priory, Wimble-
don, Palms. Cmtons, and various foliaged and flowering
plants being sunounded by the long spikes of plants of

Francoa ramo^i; Mr. Thornton, gr. to E. Crocker, Esq.,

Wimbledon Hill, was 2nd, his being a rich group, gay with
tuberous Begonias and variegated-leaved plants, but rather
heavy in the matter of arrangement.
The best four stove and greenhouse plants came from Mr.

Huttou, gr. to G. E. Frere, Esq , Wimbled<'n Park, and
included a good bush of Clerodendron Thompsoniana, var.

Ba'fouri.

Mr. H. Alderm.in, gr. to G. Hatffeld, Esq., Wimbledon,
had the best six foliaged plants, staging good specimens of

Phrenix reclinata, Alo&isia metallica, A. macrorhiza vaiie-

gatn. Kentia Fosteiiana, Dractena Youngii, and one other.

Mr. T. Methven, gr. to W. Keiller, Esq., Femwood.
Wiinbledun Park, had the best six stove and greenhouse
plants in flower, in 9-inch pots, having among them two nice
pieces of Cattleya.

Some very good Fuchsias were shown, the collection of

four which won the 1st prize for Mr. W. Thornton were indeed
highly creditable ; Mr. H. Wells, gr. to G. D. Carver. E.sq.,

Ingresby, Wimbledon, was a good 2nd. Mr. Thornton had
the best six Coleus.

Zonal Pelargoniums were well grown and flowered ; tht
1st and 2nd prizes for six plants were taken by Messrs. Jones
and Chandler, the latter gr. to the Rev. Canon Haygari h, The
Vicarage, Wimbledon. Mr. J. French, gr. to Mrs. Barllav,
Wimbledon Park, had the best twelve zonal Pelargoniums,
restricted to a certain size of pot. small, but admirably -grown
and flowered specimens ; Mr Law was 2ni. These were *he
leading plant classes, though plants were shown in various

classes by amateur* and others.

CUT FLOWERS.
The leading class for these was that for which Mrs. Percv

Mortimer offered a specialist (.rize for twenty-four cut Roses,
this was won by Mr. Will Taylor. Hampton Hill, who had
bright, clean blooms, the best being, Victor Hugo. Suzanne
M. Uodocaniichi, Prince Arthur, Harrison Weir, A. K.
Williams, The Bride, and Madame Hoste. Roses were also
shown in other classes, but they were much past their
best. Special prizes were also offered for eighteen distinct
bunch 8 of hardy plants, the best coming from Mr. A.
Newell, gr. to Sir E Sxunders, Fairlawn, Wimbledon
Common. Delphiniums, Lilies, and such like were in good
character. Special prizes were also offered for table plant ,

and these were admirably shown, small, compact, well-grown
examples being the rule. Lady Saonders offered prizes for
ladies' sprays and buttonholes, Mr. Newell being tbe most
successful exhibitor.

FRUIT, Etc.

The best four dishes of fruit came from Mr. C. Benthy,
gr. to Captain Bosworth, Cedar Court, Roehampton, who
h;id Black Hamburgh Grapes, Stirhng Castle Peaches, Pine,
spplo Nectirine. and a Melon ; Mr. H. Alderman was 2nd,
gaining a point in Grapes, but losing on other subjects.
Melons were also shown, Countess being the best-

flavoured.

Mr. C. Kaiowles, gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Eoerton, Roe-
hampton, had the best throe bunches of black Grapes, and
aLso of white

; the latter were Buckland Sweetwater.
Mr. A. Newell had tho best brace of Cucumbers showing

Buttons' Progress in fine character.
Vegetables made a good feature, the special prizes offered

by cerUin trade houses bringing very creditable examples.
The best were shovra for those offered by Messrs. D. S. Thom-
son ifc Son, the Nurseries, Wimbledon, Mr. French taking the
1st prize. Mr. Thornton was 2nd.

Messrs. Jaroea Carter & Co., Holboni, were also donors of

prizes. Mr. C. Bentlcy, gr. to Captain BohwORXH, Cedar
Court, Boehampton, was let in this class ; and Mr. J. Button
2nd.

The Ist prize for Messrs. Sutton & Son's collection was
won by Mr. Mills, gr. U) G. D. Carver, Esq., Ingresby.

There were sever -1 el.asses for vegetables, but these were
not of sufficient importance to call for further mention.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Messrs. 'J. 8. Thomson & Son contributed a very fine

gioup of foliaged and flowering plants, and Messrs. J. Laing
& Sons the samt ; and the former also had a large collection

of hardy and other flowers.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE HORTICUL-
TTJBAL.

July 8, 0, 10.—This annual exhibition was this year held

about fourteen days earlier than usual, an alteration which

has certainly not been any disadvantage, seeing that the

high-class character of the show was fully maintained when
the exhibits were taken as a whole.

Roses, amongst cut flowers, were wonderfully fine and
northernmost growers having certainly the advanUgo,
nt^tably. Mes.«rs. Croll k, Sons of Dundee.

Harrly herbaceous cut flowers, too, were surprisingly good,

these alone making a fine display. Violas and Pansies were,

as usual, of first-class quality. Specimen-pLints certainly

showed a falling off, but groups and smaller plants are

improving.

Fruit was also good, if not quite so plentiful as on former

occasions.

Miscellaneous tr .de and o' her exhibits were present in

large numbers, adding much to the general cftect.

Table decorations and other floral arrangements were

again well to the front ; these have been well shown at

Ne A castle for many years past.

For the past few seasons this Society hai been unfortunate

in selecting days which have proved unpropitious as regards

weather. It is to be hoped on this occasion it will be more

fortunate, and thus recoup its previous los.ses.

PLANTS.

For a group of plants arranged for effect. Mr. Mclnlyre,

gr. to Mrs. Pease, Darlington, was an easy winner his group

being put up with great taste, and not in any way crowded or

too showy. Bamboos and light Palms (chiefly Cocosplumosus),

with well-coloured Crotons, were the chief foliage plants,

whilst Antburium Andreanum. Amaryllis aulica, and a few

Orchids were the best-flowering examples. Mr. F. Edmond-

sos, florist, Newcastle-on-Tyne. w;us placed 2nd, but the

fault of covering rather too much ground with the material

used was noticeable ; usually it is the opposite to this.

For six specimen plants, Mr. Nicholas, gr. to the Maiquis

of Zetland, was the winner iu a very ea<y fashion, his best

examples being Erica depressa multiflora and Dipladenia

amabilis. both extremely well-flowered.

5Ir. Nicholas was also 1st with four plants, which were

all good, owing to the next competing collection being very

close. Mr. Nicholas showed a finely-flowered Ixora and a

splendid example of Anthurium Scherzerianum, here. Mr.

WvLAM, Shaukhouse, Franilington, who cime a near 2nd,

had Stephanotis floribunda, covered with flowers, and a good

plant of Phcenocoma proUfera, in fresh condition.

The best six foliage plants were staged by Mr. Nichola.-*

who had a grand plant of Kentia australis, and a finely-

c61oured Croton Queen Victoria ; Mr. McIntvre. who followed

closely, had Crotons and Cycads as his leading plants.
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Mr. M'lNTVRK was Ist, however, with six Exotic Ferns,

staging immense plants of Davallia Mooreaua and D. fijiensis

plumosa. The same exhibitor was alto 1st for four Crotons,

good plants of medium size, and well coloured.

The best specimen Palm was a fine example of Kentia Fos-

teriana, from Mr. F. J. Jennings, florist, Xewcastle-on-Tyne,

The best ainj^leflowered tuberous Begonias were those from

Mr. Pitt, gr. to C. S. Bell, Esq., Wolsiogton, and the best

double from Mr. Wm. Laws, Ponteland, each exhibit consist-

ing of a dozen freely flowering plants.

The best arrangement of plants for fireplace decoration

was by Mr. McIntyre, but it lacked decided features.

CUT FLOWERS, ROSES, Etc.

For seventy-two blooms in thirty-six varieties, Messrs. D.

& W. Choll, Dxindee, was an advanced 1st, the flowers

being remarkable alike for size and colour, light kinds pre-

dominated amongst the finest examples ; the best throughout

being Mrs. John Laing, Spenser, Mrs. R. G. Sharman Craw-

ford, White Lady, General Jacqueminot, Prince Arthur, and

Duke of Edinburgh. This exhibit also gained the Silver

Medal of the Royal Horticultural Society. Messrs. R. Mack
<fc Sons, Catterick, were 2nd, having G. Pigaueau, X K.

Williams, and Caroline Testout as their best blooms. Messrs.

Harkness ik Son were 3rd.

Messrs. Croll & Son repeated their success in the next

class, for forty-eight varieties, most decisively ; here were

to be noted Gustave Pigaueau, Captain Hayward, Prince C.

de Rohan, and other kinds as in the previous class, Messrs.

Harknees k Son in this instance were 2nd, showing very

bright flowers of medium size.

For thirty-six varieties Messrs. J. &; A. May, Bcdale, were

Ist, dark varieties predominating ; Prince Arthur, Harrison

Weir, Horace Vernet, and General Jacqueminot being first-

class examples. In this class Messrs. Croll were 2nJ with

U;jht kinds as in contrast to the preceding, two of the best

being Marquis of Downshire, and MerveiUe de Lyon.

With twenty-four trebles Messrs. Croll were again 1st

with a very bright exhibit of splendid flowers ; some of the

best of these were Madame Hoste, Luciole, Viscountes-s

Folkestone, Souvenir d'un Ami, Marie Van Houtte, and

Innocente Pii'ola, the Teas being a striking feature here.

The premier award went to the same exhibitors for twelve

flowers of any one variety, Mrs. John Laing being thus

honoured ; the blooms were extra fine, and of deep colour.

They were also 1st for twelve Teas. Here the best were

Madame Lambard, Jean Ducher, and Marie Van Houtte, good

colour again being a leading feature. Messrs. Mack & Son
were 2nd in this latter class.

In the amateur classes, the competition was likewise good.

The most successful being Mr. Finlay, gr. to Mrs. Matnard,
Proud, Darhngton, who was 1st for twelve trebles, staging

a very even set of flowers, also bright and fresh. The best

were Barmecide, A. Rothschild, and Etienne Levet. To this

exhibit was awarded a Silver Cup, offcied by the Tumor
Memorial Tnistees, and of the value of £-5.

Mr. W. HuTCHiN'soN, Kirby Moorside, was 1st for twelve

Teas, Ethel Brownlow and Madame Hoste being two of the

best. For twelve in variety the same exhibitor was also Ist,

Dr. Hogg and Victor Hugo being the best blooms.

Hardy Hirbactoua Cat Floicas.- In this section there

was an extensive display in the itwo classes, the best

kinds now in season being shown. Unfortunately, through

not complying with the terms of the schedule, several exhi-

bits were disquilified. At the head of the cut flower section

are the following words—"Set up in water and named,

otherwise f/isqaalijkd." These plain instructions were in-

fringed in several cases, some not having any names what-

ever, and others nut completely named. This was most
unfortunate, but the exhibitors who did comply should cer-

tainly have the preference in the awards. In the class for

eighteen varieties, no prize was consequently awarded ; but

special note should, however, be made of at least two fine

exhibits, viz., those of Mr. F. Edmondsox, florist, Newcastle-

on-Tyne, and Messrs. Harkness & Sons; these were both

first-class displays.

The same failing occurred in the clasa for twelve varieties, but

not to the same degree, there being sufficient number of per-

sons showing m compliance with the schedule to take the

prizes. In this class. Sfr. W. Hutchinson was 1st with a very

fresh and bright display, some of the best bunches being

those of Coreopsis grandiflora, Gaillardia gi-andiflora, and a fine

bunch of Alstroemeria chilensis ; Mr. J. G. McKenzie, gr. to

Rev. R. Bordon, Wylam-on-Tyne, was a near 2nd ; and Mr.

MclNi>0E3rd, in whose exhibit were Tropaeolum speciosum-

and Sparaxis pulcherrima.

PANSIES AND VIOLAS, Etc.

For forty-eight Fancy Pansies, Mr. JI. Campbell, High
Blantyre, N.B., was 1st, with blooms fine in colour and

quite fresh ; Mr. J. Smellie, Busby, near Glasgow, being n

close 2nd.

With twenty-four Fancy Pansies Mv. Campbell was also

1st, being in this instance followed by Mr. Davison, Dalton,

Newcastle.
For twenty-four sprays of Violas, six blooms in each spray,

Mr, Campbell was once more 1st, and that io keen com-

petition, a few of his best being Charm, Magic, Lemon
Queen, and Countess of Kintore ; Messrs. W. Paul & Co.,

Bridge of Weir, Glasgow, was 2nd in this class, two of his

best being A.J. Rowberry, a deep yellow, and Archie Grant,

a rich purple.

Carnations arc always shown well at Newcastle, this

occasion beiu^' no exception to the rulo. Mr. J. CAViNti,

Tunfitall Ro:id, Sunderland, w;i6" "l&t for twelv^ varictic&

with clear, frefch blooms.

Mr. Campbell was 1st for twelve varieties in bunches of

not more than six blooms each ; and the best forms of the

Malmaison here told heavily. Mr. Gavins came 2nd with

the tree and ordinary forms, the v7hole being a very fresh,

clean exhibit.

Mr. Nicholas was a good 1st for twelve varieties of stove

and greenhouse cut flowers, showing amongst other good

things, Ixora Duffi andDracophyUum gracile. Mr. Mclndoe,

gr. to Sir Joskph Pease, Hutton Hall, Guisborough, was a

good 2nd.
TABLE DECORATIONS, ETC.

For a single stand for the drawing-room, Mr. F. Edmond-

soN was 1st with a light, tasteful arrangement, the only ex-

ception being that the base was rather too massive. Miss

Edmondson followed in this class closely. Messrs. Perkins

«fe Son, Leamington, were very successful in this section,

showing in their usual artistic style, and taking 1st for hand-

bouquets (which also gained the Silver Banksian Medal as

the best exhibit in this section for bridal bouquets, for a

basket of Roses—a most pleasing and effective arrangement,

far away the best in its class.

Miss Edmondson was 2nd for a basket of Roses ; Mr.

Jennings occupying the same position for a bridal bouquet,

and Mr. F. Edmondson for a hand-bouquet, the latter a very

free and and informal arrangement.

FRUIT.

For a collection of eight dishes, Mr. Kirk, gr. to J. Thomp-

son Paton, Esq., Norwood, Alloa, was worthily to the fore

with a fine exhibit, consisting of some fiue Black, and

Golden Hamburgh Grapes, a good Queen Pine, Royal George

Peaches, Lord Napier Nectarines, Brown Turkey Figs, and

Windsor Castle Melon ; Mr. McIndoe who was 2nd,had strong

points in his Muscat Grapes, Early Transparent Gage Plums,

and Pine-apple Nectaiines.

Mr. McIndoe turned the tables on his opponent in the class

for four varieties, having as his best Stanwick Elruge Nec-

tarines and Muscat Grapes ; Mr. Kirk following with good

Grapes and Peaches.

For four bunches of Grapes, not less than two varieties,

Mr. McIndoe was again 1st, Muscits and Black Alicautes

being his choice.

In the class for Muscats only, Mr. McIndue was agaiu lat,

his exhibit being first-class, colour and matnrityi being

conspicuous points.

The best Black Hamburgh came from Ur. TuUett, gr. to

Lord Barnard, Raby Castle, Darlington. The best Peaches

wore a fine dish of Royal George from Mr. Luke Thompson,

gr. to A. GuTURiE.'Esq,, and the next best, one of Bellcg.irde,

from Mr. McIndoe, who was, however, l.st with a dish of

Nectarines or Pine-appic ; tbe 2nd going to Mr. McKknzie

with Lord Napier.

A fine dish of black TartariAii Cherries gained for Mr.

McIndoe the 1st prize, as did, in its class, another excellent

exhibit of Tomato Invincible.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Silver Medal of the Society w;\s oflered for the most
meritorious exhibit by florists and nurserymen not in th

comp titive classes. This was awarded to Messrs. W. Fell &
Co., Hexham, the chief features in which were the finely grown
Conifers, and the hardy flowers. Mr. Jas. Douglas 8t.iged

several choice and new kinds of Carnations and Picotees, the

best of which were Mrs. Douglas, r-isy-salmon and of fine

form; Pandelli Ralli, clear yellow; Winilre-^, deep terra-

cotta (better than Reynolds Hole) ; Mr. Eric Hambro. the

best white ; Waterwitch and Miss Audray Campbell, as well

;ls Volta.ire, a yellow-ground Picotee with a very bright rosy

margin.

Messrs. Dobme A: Co., Rothesay, showed an extensive lot

of Pansies, Violas, Sweet Peas, hardy border flowers, and

other specialties.

Messrs, Kent Ar Brvdon, Darlington, showed hardy her-

baceous and other flowers, inchiding their fine ne -v form of

Chrysanthemvira maximum. Messrp. J. W. Birkenhead, of

Manchester, had a large display of choice small Ferns. Mr
CuTUBKRTbON, of Rotbesay, another of hardy flowers ; and

Mtssra. Joseph Robson t Sons a large group of Conifers, Ac.

The firm of Cross & Donaldson, whose specialty is

grass and Clover seeds, having been dissolved by
mutual consent, the business will, we understand, be

carried on as Cross k Cross, at 8, North Bank Street,

Edinburgh, and in the old premises at Belfast, in

which are fitted up an extensive range of cleaning

machines of the most complete description.

Trade Notices.

The Belgian Syndical Chamber at a recent meet-

ing unanimously adopted the following proposition :

"The trade in plants in Belgium shall, iu the

absence of any express stipulation to the contrary,

be tlius regulated ;— 1. Plants are deepatched and

travel at the risk of the consignee. 2. Payment shall

be made at the residence of the cousignor. 3. Ac-

counts between nurserymen living in the same horti-

cultural centre (Antwerp, Bruges, Brussels, Ghent,

LiJ!ge, are presented twice a year (in January and

July). 4. Business transactions between town and

town, or with foreign countries, are conducted for

cash, with a discount of 2 per cent., or at the expira-

tion of three months without discount.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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A R K E T S.

COVENT GARDEN, JULY 9.

We cannot accept any responaibility for tlie subjoined
reports. Tiiey are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who reviso the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quaUty of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day, Ed.]

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prii

8. d. s. d.

Adiantum, perdoz. 4 0-12 FoUa^e plants, doz.
Aspidistra, per doz. 12 0-30 Heliotrope, perdoz.— Rpecimen, each 5 0-15 Hydrangea, various

4 0-60 per doz. .

.

4 0-60 Ivy Geraniums per
2 0- 4

j
dozen

1 6- y Lilium Harrisii, pr.

Calceolaria, p. doz.
Cock's-combs, doz.
Coleus, per doz. ...

Crissula, each
Dracfena, each
— various, p. doz.

Ericas,, various, per
doz,

Evergreen Shrubs,
in variety, doz.,,.

Ferns, small, doz. ...

Ferns, various, doz.
Ficus elastica, each

10-76
12 0-24

9 0-lS

6 0-24
10-20
5 0-12
10-76

dozen pots
Lobelia.9, per doz....

Marguerites, p, doz.
Mignonette, p. doz.
Palms, various, ea.— specimens, ea.
Pelargoniums, doz.~ Scarlets.p. doz.
Spix'ieas, perdoz. ...

Bedding Plants in variety.

CE8.

s. d. s. d.

12 0-36
4 0-60

6 0-18

4 0- 6 (»

9 0-lS
3 0-40
6 0-10
4 0-60
2 0-10

10 6-S4
6 0-10
3 0-60
8 0-12

Cut Flowers.—Avkr^ob Wholesalk Prioks.
w. d. s. d.

Arums, p. 12 blooms 2 0-40
Bouvardias, perbn. 6-09!
Carnations, 12 bun. 4 0-60— 12 blooms ... 6-20'
Eucharis, per dozen 2 0-40
Forget-me-nots, p.
doz. bunches ... 16-30

Gardenias, per doz. 2 0-40
Lilium [larrisii, per

bunch 2 0-40
— Cdudidum, per

bunch 10-20
— - 12 blooms 4-06

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches... 4 0- S

Marguerites, per 12
bunches 10-20

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12blms. 6 0-12
O d on to g lossum
crispum, 12 bm

Orchid-BLOOM

Mignonette, p. doz.
bunches

Pansies, doz. bun.
Pelargonitmis, scar-

let, per 12 bun.
— per 12 sprays...
Poppy, doz. bun.
Pyrethrums, 12 bu.
Roses, Tea, perdoz.
— coloured, per

dozen...
— yellow (Marii-

cbal), per doz.— red, per dozen
— red, doz. bun.
— Ciloire, doz. bn.
— Safrano, p. doz.
— Moss, doz. bms.

Spiraea, doz. bun.
Stephanotis, 12 sps.

Tuberoses, 12 blms.
in variety.

0-6
0-6
6- 1

0-4
9- 1 6

0-6
6- 1

0-6
0-6
0-2
G- 1

0-4
(J- 2
2-0 4

FUDIT.—

.

Apples, per sieve ...

Cherries, whites, in
variety, 4-sieve

— Blacks, do. , do.
Currants, Black,

^-sieve
— ited, ^-sievo ...

Figs, per doz.
Gooseberries, per

half-sieve ...— dessert, in
variety, per
half-sieve ...

Grapes, Alicante,
per lb.

— Hamburgh, lb.

— Muscats, Eng-
lish, per lb, ...

4 0-

7 0-10

7 0-901

6 6-

3 6-

2 0-

, (/. i% d.

2

2

AvERAOE Wholesale pRiOfs.
d. s. d.

I

Grapes, Muscat.Chan
ncl Islands, lb. 1

Melons, e.ach ,,. 1 (

Nectarines, Ist size

[

perdoz. ... 12
6 9 — 2nd do., p. doz. :i 0- li

4 Peaches, 1st size,

2 6 perdoz. ., 10 12— 2nd do., doz. 3 0-40
2 0-26 — 3rd do., doz. 1620

Pine-api'lcs. St. Aii-

I chael, o.ach .,. 2 0-50
7 0- S: Raspberries, p. doz.

punnets 2 0-26
16-20 Strawberries,
16-26 (Queen's), per

duz. 1 lb. pun-
2 6-30 nets 18 0-21

VEOETABLE8,—Average Wholesale Prices.
s. d. s. d.

4
2 0-

1 0- 1 r.

6- S

3 6-4 6 i

Peas, per sieve ...

Tomatos, homo-
grown, smooth,
p. doz. lb.

— ordinary kinds,
per doz.

$. d. s. d.

3 0-40

3 0-40

Beans, English, per
J-sieve

Cucumbers, per dz.

Marrows. Vegetable,
I)erdoz, ..

Mushrooms, per lb.

— (Outdoor), per
half-sieve ...

POTATOS.

Our market is now well supplied with home-grown. Prices
vary between 5s. to 7s. per cwt. according to sample. At
the moment demand is sluggish. J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London : Jul'/ i. — Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.', write
that to-day's seed market, as usual at this time of year, was
as nearly stagnant as possible. Fine new home-grown Tri-
folium, is now obtainable at very moderate figures. French
prices for this article, are several shillings per cwt. ab^ve
English. Small sowing orders come to hand for Mustard and
Rape seed. Cansn-y-seed, bcingnoweheapcr than ever before
known, attracts some speculative attention. Hempseed
keeps dull. Peas and Haricots, in the absence of
demand for same, are well held. Linseed is flat.

any

POTATOS.

Spitalfields: Jul>/ 7.— Quotations : — Hebrons, 90«. to
lOOa. ; Dunbars, 100s. to 120s. ; Early Rose, 9fls. to 100«.

;

Jersey Kidneys, 100^. to 110.^.; do.. Flukes, 110s. to 120s.;
do., Rounds, 90s. to 100s. per ton.

Stratford: /w^i/".—Quotations :—New: English, 4s to
5s. 6d

; Jersey Kidneys, 4s. to 5s. 6d. ; do. Flukes, 6s. to 7s. ;

Cherbourg, 5s, to 6,*. 6d. ; 8t. Malo Flukes, 5.*. to 55. 6d. and
7s.

; Lisbon. 4s, to 5s. &d. ; Canary, 4s. to 6s. per cwt. Old :

hght-soil, 20s. to 40s. ; Magnums, 20s. to 40s. per ton,

Farrinodon: Julj/ 9,—Quotations:—Bedford Puritans, 5.^,

to 5s. 6rf. ; do., white Hebrons, 5s. to 6s. ; do., reds, 5s. U>
5s. i'd. per cwt.

London Market Averages: Juiy 8.—Snowdrops, llos,
to 130s. ; Hebrons, 100s. to llOs, ; Early Regents, 100s. to
110s. ; Early Rosos, 100s. to ll(i,s. per ton.

BoiioDOH : Jiili/ 7.—QuoUtions ranged from 4o. 6i. to Is.

per cwt. , with a quiet trade.

Bine of CuruMUER with Fasci4Tion : W. W. This
appearance is usually the result of extreme vigour
ia the plants, for which, owing to the denudation
of many of the shoots when the plants are culti-

vated under glass, there are but few outlets left. It

seldom appears after the fertile ingredients in the
soil are partially exhausted. Twin fruits are due
to the same cause.

CmtYSANTnE.MUM MANURE: C/iri/saiil. Tlie formula
given would be suitable for using at the rate of
'.i on. to the square yard, or, Siiy, a teaspoouful to
a 10-inch pot once a fortnight from the time the
pots are filled with the roots till colour be re-

marked inthe buds. Fowls'-manure should be
heated by throwing it in a heap against a wall
under cover, covering it up with dry earth. It
will in a few months lose much of its moisture,
and decay will have sot in. Fresh fowl's-dung is

dangerous in use. When decayed it should be
finely sifted and used as a top-dressing, but not
heavily applied. Guano (Peruvian) may be used
in the same manner, or a bag may be filled with
it and suspcn'lod in a cistern or water-butt, along
with another filled with soot. The water when
used should be of a light-brown colour, and not
muddy. Your third question is answered in these
replies. Get Arlijicial Manures, by Ville, pub-
lished by Longmans & Co., London.

Co.MPLETE In.STUUCTION IN CULTIVATLNO STRAW-
BERRIES, Melons, and Cucumbers, ano the Con-
struction OF Glasshouses, &o. : Proluic. Such
a rode meciim is the new edition of the Ocirdeners'
Assistant, shortly to be published by Jlessrs. Blackie
& Sons, London and Glasgow. The price will
probably be under the sum named in your note.

Correction.—Messrs. W. W. Johnson & Son, Limited,
of Boston, the raisers of a new Pea, selected
among a few others to receive an Award of Merit
by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society which met at Chiswick on the 2&th ult.,

inform us that their new Pea is called, and will
be distributed as, "Boston Unrivalled," not as
" Boston Unequalled," the name given in our note
of the meeting appearing on p. 15.

Electric Light, &o. : Austria, The reason why no
other communications have appeared is probably
because our growers do not see their way to make
it pay. Something also must be attributed to our
national apathy in the matter of the reception of
new ideas and novel practices. Our American
cousins find in some cases that it does pay for early
forcing purposes. 2. The fertiliser you name seems
deficient in potash, unless some is contained in the
porphyry. Experience is the only test.

Forest-Gate and Stratford Amateur Chrysan-
themum Society; IK J. .ST. The schedule of your
monthly meetings for the current year is a satis-

factory one, and calculated to produce some very
interesting and instructive exhibitions at the
variou-s meetings. We may suggest that, instead
of offering money-prizes at such meetings, it would
be better to substitute medals or such like, that
may be kept as souvenirs of the memVjers' success.

Thanks for the photos. We shall most likely re-

produce one or both of thera for the interest of our
readers.

Hybrid Perpetual Roses : X L. Such a list as
you require would be readily ftimished by any
good Rose nurseryman. It would occupy too
much of our valuable space to be given here.

Insects
: /. W. T. Conistmic. The large caterpillar is

that of the " Puss-moth " (Cerura viuula). R. HkL.
—L. B, G. The insect attacking your Dendro-
biums is Xyleborus morigerus—in its perfect state
a beetle. There is no better means of getting rid
of it than by cutting away the parts affected and
burning them.

Jerusalem Artichoke : P. N. You will find at
p. 151 of the Gardeners' Chronicle, January 31,
1S91, a note from Canon Elkcombe, which shows
that in the seventeenth century the name Girasole
was applied to the Rioinus or Palma Christi, and
not to the Jerusalem Artichoke.

Malformed Fuchsia Blossom: (r. W. W. The
malformation is due to some check in an earlier
stage of growth.

Melon Foliage Discoloured: G. W. It'. The
appearances are not of fungoid origin, but they
point to either lack of timely veitilation after the
sun has come out brightly, or to fumes from fer-
menting stable-litter, or to defective panes of
glass.

Names op Fruit : Tho. Kyte. 1, is probably Elton
Cherry

; 2, Waterloo do. ; 4, Black Eagle do. ; 6,
Werder's Black Heart do. ; 8, Bigarreau Napoleon
do.^ Cherries, unless they are seen on the tree, are
difficult of recognition.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered m
this issue are requested to be so good as to constdt the
fnlloieiwj number. — P. W. W. Vauda teres.

—

IV. ]V. Tillandsia (Anoplophytum) stricta.

—

W. H. D. 1, Indigofera (Jerardiana ; 2, Cedro-
nella triphylla (true Balm of Gilead) ; 3, Achillea
decolorans

; 4, Delphinium cashmiriauum ; 5, Co-
tyledon orbiculata

; 6, Sedum oppositifolium.

—

C. W. C. 1 , Carpinus Betulus, Hornbeam ; 2,
PotentiUa fruticosa ; 3, Genista radiata; 4, perhaps
Gaultheria procumbens ; 5, Alnus cordifolia.

—

K. D. Next week.

—

A.L. Next week,—C Walker.
Malva moschata, white variety.—C. M. 1, Mag-
nolia conspicua, so far as we can tell without
tho flower; 2, Liriodendron tulipiferum, the so-

called Tidip tree.

—

Chester. Iviphorbia Lathyris,
the Caper spurge.

—

F. F. 1, Funckia ovata ; 2,
PotentiUa atrosanguinea var. ; 3, Cytisus capitatus

;

4, Acer pictum var. rubrum, the A. colchicura
rubrum of gardens ; 5, Acer da'iycarpum var. ; 6,

Epilobium lancifolium, white.—A'. Y. Schizanthus
pinnatus. — A'. }'. Allium Moly. — W. J. W.
Utricularia vulgaris.— C. If. J. 1, Thalictrum
miuus

; 2, Campanula next week ; 3, Dactylis
glomerata variegala ; 4, Geranium pratense, double

;

5, Lysimachia vulgaris ; 6, Oinothera Fraseri

;

7, Hesperis matronalis.

Poor-flavoured Melons : i'. .1. M. The fruits veie
either not true to nime or the cultivation was at

fault, or both. Good varieties are very frequently
spoiled in flavour by the excessive application of
water at the root, made with the idea of obtaining
great size in the fruits, and this end is reached at

the expense of flavour.

Reports of Meetings: /. D. S. Brief accounts of
such society meetings are very acceptable.

Si'RucE-GALLS : A. P. H. The galls are the work of
an insect—Chermes abietis. They greatly disfigure
and injure the tree. Cut off' the affected shoots so

far as possible, and burn them.

Strawberries : Sir C. S. Carolina superba.

"Tomato Cultivation," bt Mr. Gray: P. F. f.

We cannot inform you if the paper you mention
will be published ; and we should advise your
applying to the secretary of the society for

information on this head.

Vriesea—Vriesia : 0., Amsterdam. The Index Kcie-
ensis, which is henceforth our guide till a more
excellent way is shown, writes Vriesia, which we
presume^ was the original spelling of the founder of

genus, and which ia perhaps more classical. Vriesea
is more in accordance with the vernacular. Utrum
horum mavis a^:eipe /

Communications R^^ceived. — M. C. C.—Laxton Bros. —
A. V. S.-E. A. ChamMsy.—R. G J. D.—R. D.—G. H.—
E. M J. H.—J. W.^J. M.—J. C. H.—A. D. & Sons.—
R. L. H.—W. K.-T. B.—J. C. H.— D. R. W.—J. D. -J. A.
—J. O'B.—A. D.—M. E. M.

Photographs, Specimens, &c., receivkd with Thanks
C. CoUett.—A. W. S., the photot^rapU will not beir repro-

duction.—3Irs. D. W., many thanks, already figriired at

p. 186, Auglist 13, 1S03.—W. A. S.—R. L. H.—J. B.—
F. H. >!.—C. C.
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THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putn. y, 8. W.
Agent tor Channel Islands;— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Goernsey.
Sole Maters :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vinejard, Clovenfordp, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
BEESUJN'S MANURE, SHEFFIELD.—For

Vines, Plants, and Vegetables. Sold with a Gnurint^-ed
Analysis. Has stood the test of the principal growers for ovtr
20 years, and is admitted to be the Best for all Horticultural
Parposea. In boies, 1». and 2s. 6(i. ; bags, 60 lb., is. ; 1 cwt .

15f, May be obtained through any Seedsman; or, direct (bags
only), carriage paid, and liberal discount for cash with t'lal
order, from W. H. BEESON, SHEFFIELD. Pure Crushed
Bones, all sizes, and other Fertilisers at market prices.

Under the Sanction of the Permanent Nitrate
Committee.

TO GARDENERS (Amateur and Professional).

COMPETITORS at HORTICULTimAL SHOWS, and
OrHERS.

NITRATE OF SODA, the indispensable
nitrogenous fertiliser, may now be had of Seedsmen in

Town or Country. Warranted of standard purity.
Price in tins, contaioing 4 lb., with full directions for use,

ONE SHILLING.

For destroying Insects on Plants.
Used bj CTery Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.

The CHEAPE8T and BEST,
Half-pints 1/H. pints 2/6, quarts 4/6, half gallons 7/(i,

gallons 12/6, 5-irallon Dr\ims 10/6 per gallon.
Carriage Paid.

E. G. HUGHES, Victoria Street, MANCHESTER.
Sold by ail Seed»men. P^imphl-ts free on applicatioa.

KILL-M-RIGHT
Certain cure for Blight, and all Insect Peats, without injury

to plants. Once tried, always used.
Samp'e Tin, 2 lb , free by Post, on receipt of P.O. for 2«. lOrf.

Price LIST and testimonials on application.

The STOTT FERTILISER & INSECTICIDE CO.,
Barton House. Manchester.

GUSHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 185E)
* for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight
; 3 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lathei
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended t<i

supersede it. Boxes, 1»., 3i., and 10«, 6<<.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6rf. and If., from the Trade

Wholesale from PRICK'S PATENT OANDLB OOMPANT
(Limited). London.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

tMiiHH BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

SILVER SAND
Is admitted by the
ieadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade. _^^^_
Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half tht
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kiods of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

BBO. GABSIDE. Jan.. F.R.H.S.. Lelghton Blizzard. Beds.

RCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. Zd.
per bag on rail ; ISs. per cubic yard, in IJ-yard trucksBROWN FIBROUS P^iT .1,, 3rf p.rbag; 10,. per^"bio yard.'

WALKER AND CO., Poole. Dorset.

GREENHOUSES, CUCUMBER -FRAMES,
SASHES, OABDEir-LIGHTS,

And all kinds of
HORTICULTURAL WOOD-WORK and SUNDRIES.

Also
WREATH, CROSS, and FLOWER-BOXES

of every description.
Special Line in GARDEN- HOSE. Portable and other

PO U LTB Y-HO USES.
Write for Prices to—

EDWARD TAILBY,
AiEXANDRA Sawing, Planing, and Mouldino Mills,

SUMMER BOV, BIRMINGHAM.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
0T7K WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glized and Painted. £
l-light, 4 ft. by 6ft...

\

8 ft. by 6 ft..

12 ft. by 6ft.,

16 ft. liy 6ft,,

20 ft, by 6 ft..

24 ft. by 6 ft.

.

CASH
PBICES,

CAB.BLA.aE

PAID.
larger $izes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
'oi(i>>n./l;«t{,Mr.H.SKtxTOH.Seedsman.&o..3.Hollowa7Rd..r

.

BENSON'S
<(

JS5. 5s.
LUDGATE" WATCH

BE.VTS ALL OTHERS FOR
ACCtJBACY,

DaBABILITY, and

03

'<

o
is

paicE.

o

to

to

Send for Book of UluBtrallons and Prices, post-fiee.

BENSON'S
ENGAGEMENT

KINGS.

5000 at Lowest Maker.^' Prices,
setwithBtilliante, Emeralds, Pearls,
Rubies, Opal, Turquoise, Sco.. of the
purest quality. Book of lUmfa-
tious, with Patte-n Sizes, post-free.

J. W. BENSON,
The Steam

Factory,

62 and 64, LUDGATE HILL, E.G.,
And at 28, ROYAL EXCHANGE, E,C.

"GARDENS OF TASTE."
£10 PBIZES for PHOTOGBAPH8.

IN oonneotion with the NATIONAL FLOWEFi
SHOW, at the CRYSTAL PALACE, in August, the

COUNCIL of the AGRfULTURtL and HORTICU i^TUR 1 1,

ASSOOIAIION, Ltd.. offer the above Priz'S, of which deta<N
will be found in One and AH Gardtning, the Associatioii'a
illustrated Annual of 132 pages.

Copies are obtainable at any Booksellers, or BookstaM,
Price 2rf, ; or by Po&t. from

—

3. Agar Street.
Strand, W,C.

jdc^^^^^

GREEN'S %^^ PATENT
"^"-^'^^ fe^^^^ MESSOR"

LAWN MOWERS & GARDEN ROLLERS
They are the only Mowers which have
secured the Roval Warrant, and are ihe

FIRST, FOREMOST, AND BEST

IN THE WORLD.

lUustraterl Price
Lists Free.

THOS. GREEN & SON

LEED.S k LONDON,
They ran be had of all resp* ctablelronmougir-tnini Sredsmen

in the United Kingdom. Beivare of Deceptive Imitations.

HILL & SMITH,
BBIEBLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

H. & S.'s BLACK VARNISH,
For Iron, Wood or Stone Outdoor Work.

Forty years' regulation.

Beoisterbd trade Mark.

Ready mixel. Dries in

ten minutes with perfect
gloss. Is used at Windsor
Castle, Kew Gardens,
and London and Dublin
Parks, and most Land-
owners. In 18 and 36-

gallon Oasksonly, \s. ^d.

per gallon at workn,
Is. 8d. at nearest Railway
Station.

MS SENDALL&g?^

G

60-feet. Lengths.
with Jeta complete.

Cash Pricfs,
CARKIiGE PAin.

2 Ply. 3Py.
'/i in. ... 26/- ... 30/-

H in. ... 30/- ,., 3//(i

in. ... 35/- ... 37/15

60-feet Lengths of

ARMOURED HOSE.
2 Ply. 3 PU.

K in. ... 21/6 ... 30/-

's in. ... ^'"V- ... 37/6
. ... 40/- ... U/6

Union and Jets extra
See New List.

LASS! GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
Sizes from 10x8 up to 14 x 10, at 4s. Qd. per box.

4tha. 21 oz., in li»o feet boxes,
Sizes, 10x8 and 12x8, at 8«. per box.

3r(^8. "21 oz., in '^00-feet boxes,
Sizes, 9x7 up to 14X10, at I8s. per box.

Ex wharf, London. All other sizes equally cheap.
Full detailel list of stook bizes teat free un application to

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY.
72, BlSHOPSGATK StREBT WlTHIN LONDON. E.C.

CHEAP CLOTH
For TroubBrinfTB, Suitings, LfliUes' Jackets, Melton
and Xwead fines'; rinths Pnttt^rn; sent po.^t free.

C. HkWlTT, He, Winfield Road, LEEDS.
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BOULTON & PAUL, horticultural builders, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, &c., HOUSES, FRAMES, BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, and FirTlNG8.

GLAZED PORCHES & VfBANBAHS
No. a, GLAZED PORCH, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

Price about £10. Cirriajfe paid.

Ijadies and Gentlemen waited upon.
No. 3, GLAZED PORCH, 6ft. by4ft.

Price sbout £13. Carriaee p«id.

CHEAP
Ko. 47a.—lean-
No. 49j.—SPAN,
Gla/ed. Painted

GREENHOUSES
TO, 10 ft. by 7 ft. £8 lOS.
1 J ft. by 8 ft. ... £10 108.

. Packed. & CarriB«.' Paid.

ESTIMATES on Application. New ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
BOILERS of all makes and sizes. Valves, Pipes, and Fittings of every
description. Lists free. Carilage pild on Orders of 40s. to most Goods Stations.

No. 77.—LEAX-TO FRAME, > fi. bj 4 ft

With Two Lights, 30b.
Pit Lights, Propagating Glarses.

FH.^MKS in Evti(Y ^'A^UKTV.

STOCK SIZES—In Incties.

I2x|0 I4>>I2 18x12 I6x|4 20xl4 20xl6 24x16 22x|8
4x|0ll6xl2 20x12 I8xl4 20x15 22x|6 20xl8 24x|8

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200 feet
boxes, Srds and 4ths qualities.

English Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivereil free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o,

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. Jotin Street, West Smithfleld. London. E.C.

stock Listaand Phoeaon applioation. Please quote Gard. Ckron.

RICHARDS' NOTEdTeAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, Ac. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton. or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from London or
Qrouods. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and Special Quota-
tions for delivery to any Station or Port.
Q. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth.

London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and DepOts, Ring^wood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

WING'S MILDEW COMPOSITION. —
I The original, certain, and safe remedy. In bottles. Is. Qd.

and 3s.
; per gallon, 12s. Sold by all Seedsmen.

CORRY & CO., Ltd., LONDON.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21. GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

E

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heaUKl complete, id

any part of the country, be^t materials only, workmanship
Kuaranteed.a,') ft. by lJft.,£.50; 30 ft. by 16 ft., £70. Brick-
work excepted. For particulars, seeourCataloKoe, post-free.

Superior Portable Frames, large stock ready for
immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
21-oz. glass, carriage paid:—1-light frame, 4x6, 3tJj. %d. ;

3-light frame, 6X8. 68j. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6. 8Si. M.
Span-roof Frames, 6 x 4. 42 6t. : 9 x 6. £.! i.">j.

HARDY BRUIN & GO., LEICESTER.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.

W. JoNKs' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 93 Engravings,

2l. M. nett ; per poet, 2». lOd.

V^^' Stourbridge
''PENTS ! TENTS \ \ TENTS ! ! ! — I have
X purchased 5000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference).
scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cot-t
£4 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for '^%». each;
inferior qualities, 22s. and 24i. each. Cash with oider ; can bd
sent 00 bpproval. Specially adaptable for sportintf and pleasure
purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINGHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly : —
"April 29, 1896. Dear Sir.—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day, I am veryp]ea'«ed with them.
•' F. H. Hiii, Dudding8ton Park. Portobello, Midlothian."
MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas. 30 feet by 16 feet, with Pole?, Pegs, Runners,
Lioes, Malletp, and Bags, all compUte, ready for use. cash
£14, costeia.

ANDREW POTTER. Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,"

ORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The OwQiNiL IrrvENTORa of Cheap Greenhouses,

Nurseries—HANWORTH and FELTHAM. The Lakqest Steaj* Horticultural Works in the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON. S.E.

Inspection Intited

1000 Houses In Stoc& to Select from.

Works cover 6 acres.

FOR EVERY READER OF
THIS PAPER.

We Ijeg to Inform all readers of
t&is Paper that we shall have
much pleaBure In forwarding to
every person one of our

REVISED PRICE LISTS,

consisting of 400 pages and about
1200 Illustrations, bound in cloth.

post-free, on receipt of Six Stamps,
published at Is.

Small List free on application.

w.

''^M/////////£ML^
I

MUST BE SOLD.
GENUINE BARGAIN.

PERFECTLY NEW.
6 CUCUMBER or TOMATO-HOUSES,
each 100 feet long. 12 feet wide, 7 feet 6 in. to ridge,
:> f(et to eavep. Can be built in one block, or separately.
Mide of good sound, well seasoned materials. Frame-
work of Ends, yj X 2; Ridges, 4 X l,j ; Bars, 3 in.;
Ventilators. 7 in.; Glass. 2i or. Painted one coat.
All carefully packed on rail.

These were made to order for a Customer who can-
not now erect them, owing to some dispute with his
landlord. Usual price, £160.

As the room is required at once, will accept the low
tum of £lOO to immediate purchaser.

Address, MARKET HOUSES, care of WILLIAM
COOPER, 766, Old Kent Road. London, S.E.

COOPER, LTD., HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS, 755, OLD KENT ROAD LONDON, S.E.
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GARDEN NETTING, Tanned, Rotless, and
Weather-proof.

Protect your GtardeDB from tbe RavagcB of Birds.

100 yards by 1 yard wide, 3j. I 200 yards by 2 yards wide, 12i.

200 „ 1 „ 6j. 100 „ 3 ,, 9s.

100 „ 2 „ 6f.
I
aOO „ 4 .. 21J.

Carriage paid on orders over Gs. Made any widths, at pro-

portionate prices. As supplied to the Principal Public Gardens
and Estates in the Kingdom. Maker to the Queen and Prince
of Wales. Lists on application.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton.

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED specially for ORCHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, *c. PEAT sent to all parts of the
world at Special Through Rates. Large or small quantities.

EPPS & CO., r.R.H.S„Peat Depdt, Ringwood.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

QARDBiTEBa' Ohroniolx Tklkobams.— Tht
Registered Address /or Foreign and Inla/nd

Telegrams is " Oardchron, London,"

ADVERTISEHENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISINQ

HBAn LINE CHAnGEO AS TWO.
4
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GEO. ABBEY, Avery Hill Gardens, Eltham,
Kent, can with every confidence highly recommend his

General Foreman ss HEAD GARDENER, who has had six

years thorough practical experience in every branch of
the profession here, and nine years in two other first-rate

situatiOQ?.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,
marriea ; eighteen years' practical experience in all

branches.Copies of references forwarded.— KEMP, care o£
J. Eusael. The Old Nurseries . Rrentwood,

GARDENER (Head Working), where more
are kept, — Married, no family; thorough practical

experience in all branches, Inside and Out. Good character.
—A. B., County Oak, Crawley, Sussex.

ARDBNER (Head Working).—Middle-
aged, no family; thoroughly understands Forcing all

kinds of Fruits (Inside and Out), also Kitchen and Flower,
and Meadow Land. Six years' good character. No Circulars.
—L. M.. 54, Burlington Road, Enfield.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or morearekept.

—

Wm. Garman. Manager. Frythesden
Gardens, Great Berkhamsted, highly recommends his Fore-
man, Charles Howard, age 30, married, one child, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a practical Gar-
dener. Two years in present place. Experienced in all

branches.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 26, married, no family ; life

experience, Inside and Out. Good character.—U. DALE,
30, London Road, Boxmoor, Hert«.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Practical,
energetic, and reliable Man, with high references, for

either private or Market Growing of all classes of Flowers,
Fruit, and Vegetables. High moral character.—E. N.,
Grosvenor House, Western Road, Mitcham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 26, single ; twelve years' ex-

perience. Good character.—T. JACKSON. Weston Park,
Stevenage, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working, where not
less than lour are kept).—Age 35, married, no family;

thoroughly experienced in all branches. Abstainer. Good
references.—B. H., 87, Waldeck Street. Reading.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 28.—
Wm. Crump, Steward to the Misses Goldsmid,

Tongswood, Hawkhurst, Kent, desires to recommend his
general Foreman to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the
services of a steady, persevering, reliable man.

ARDENER (Head Working.)—The-
roughly experienced in all branches of the profession

;

first-class Rosfr-grower ; twelve years' present situation.

—

J. GROVESTOCK, Ayot Green, near Welwyn, Herts.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
help is given). —Six years' good character. Well

recommended.—R. WEST, 1, Belmont Cottages, Bisley Old
Boad, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where one
or two are kept.)—Age 29; well up in the cultivation

of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables; Inside and Out, Excels
in Cyclamens, Ferns, Pelargoniums, Roses, and Chrysanthe-
mums. Highly recommended,—G. GREEN, Green Lane,
Datchet.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where help
is given).—Age 27, single ; twelve years' experience

Inside and Out ; one year and ten months* good character, five

years previous.-C. ALLEN, 6, Beechfield Cottages, Widmore
Road, Bromley, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given.—Age 27. married ; good general experi-

ence. Total abstainer.—X, Y., 5, RiverdaleiCottages, Han-
worth, Middlesex.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, where
help is given).—Age 30. single; life experience in all

its branches ; also Glass. Good character.—H. B., 164, Iver-
80n Road, West Hampstead. N.W.

ARDEx\ER (Single-handed). — Age 26,
single : five years in last situation : good references

;

steady.-J. STAPLES. W. Barkwith, Wragby, Lincoln.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or other-
wiae.—Age 24, single ; thorough knowledge of good all-

round Gardening. Excellent characters from last and pre-
vious employers. Abstainer.—W. BUTCHER, 3, Denzil Road,
Neasden, London,

GARDENER (Single-handed).—W. J.
Prewett, Frensham Place Gardens, Famham, can

highly leoommend a young man as above, age 27, single :

good knowlege of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables; excellent
character.

ARDENER.—Age 28; good oharacteT!
Experienced.—E. WRIGHT, Market Weston, near

Thetford, Norfolk.

ARDENER.—Age 27; life experience in
Soft-vpood, Ferns, Stove. Carnations, Tomatos, Lily of

the Valley Forcing, other Bulbs, &c. Good testimonials.—
C. 0., 3, Edward Road, Hampton Hill.

GARDENER, where one or more is kept.
Married ; experienced in all branches. Good recom-

mendations.—CHARLES SKINNER, Pinkney, near Malmes-
bory, Wilts.

GARDENER (Second), wants situation.—
Five years' experience, Inside and Out.—H. WARREN,

Mamhead Garden, near Exeter, South Devon.

GARDENER (Second), in a good establish-
ment. Age 26 : two .years' character from present

situation.—O. DUNN, The West Lodge, Eversley Park,
Winohmore Hill, London, N.

ARDENER (Second, or otherwise). —
Age 27, single ; eleven years' practical experience in

the general routine of Gardening, including twoytars as First
Journeyman Inside. Well recommended. Abstainer. No
circulars. —BEESON. 87, High Street, Notting Hill Gate,
London, W.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five
are kept—Age 26, single. Three years Inside and Out.

Eight years previous. Kitchen Garden.-C, THORNTON,
Albury, Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), where two or three
are kept.—Married, no family ; thoroughly understands

his work. Good character. —W., Chapel Cottage, Thames
Ditton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(FiBST).—Age 28 ; well up in Vines, Cucumbers,

Tomato^. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. Fourteen years'
experience ; highest references.—H. R., West Street, Ewell,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).—
Age 20. Five years' experience. Good character.

—

W. HILL, near the "Rose and Crown/' En&eld Highway,
Middlesex.

ARDENER (Under),—"i:oung Man, 8ge~2?,
seeks situation in the Houses; good reference.

—

A. BRANCH, The Gardens, West Leigh. Havant, Hants.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.-^
Lady\vi8hes to recommend young man (age 19). as

above. Strong and willing. Foor years' character.—Miss H.
KERRIOH, Arnolds. Hayward's Heath.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20; good re-
ference. Total abstainer ; experienced both Inside and

Out.—J. LINIS. 109. Durham Road . Tollington Park , London , N.

ARDENER (Under), or JOURNEYMAN
(First). Inside or Inside and out.—Age 22; good cha-

racters. Disengaged.—E. ROGERS, IS8, Sunny Hill Road,
Streatham. 8.W.

N SUTTON, Gardener, Brandfold, Grad-
• burst, Kent, will be pleased to highly recommend

George White to any Gardener requiring a thorough
practical and trustworthy man. Well up in Plant and Fruit-
growing, &o.

To Nurserymen.

GROWER.—Age 27 ; life experience ; Ferns
and Palms a specialty. Good reference.—SOLOUOK,

1. Shakespeare Cottages, Church End, Finchley.

GROWER and PROPAGATOR, or Gener^
Foreman where large quantities of Piants and Cut

Flowers are grown for Market.—F. WEBB, HUlingdon Heath,
near Uxbridge, Middlesex.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER, or
MANAGER of Branch Establishment.—Advertiser, age

30. pushing and energetic, desires provincial re-engagement.
Well-up in Tomatos, Cucumbers, Bulbs, Lily of Valley. Double
Primulas, Cyclamen, Mignonette, and general collection of
Stove and Greenhouse. Pot and Cut Stuff.—ENERGY, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

KNIFESMAN, General, Outside.—Age 23

;

successful Budder and Grafter. Eight years' expe-
rience. Situation must be permanent.—A. B., 48, Portland
Street. Northampton,

ROSE and FRUIT BUDDERS.—Two young
men (Danes), with good experience in above ; also in

Grafting, Pruning, &c., want situations, — KRAGH, Ivy
Cottage, Ham, Surrey.

ROPAGATOR (Genebal) i^d FORE-
MAN (Working). SALESMAN if required. — Thirty

years' practical experience in Rhododendrons, ConiferEC,
Clematis, Roses, and all kinds of Shrubs, &c.—T. C, Rose
Cottages, Ottershaw, Chertsey.

GROWER (or Second), in Ferns, Palms,
General Market Stuff, Ac-A young man, age 25, ten

years' experience, seeks situation as above. First^claaa
testimonials.—W. DYHB, a, Barry Road, East Dulwicb, S.E.

UCUMBER GROWER.—Also understands
Tomatos. Grapes, Chrysanthemums. Age 21. Eighteen

months in last situation.-Apply by letter, with full particu-
lars, to W. G.. care of Miss Chinnock, Brighton Road,
Worthing, Sussex.

URSERY FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR,
and GROWER.—Thirty years' practical experience in

Koees. Clematis, Chrysanthemums, Ferns, Palms, Carnations.
Forcings for Cut Flowers. Cucumbers, Tomatos. Melons, and
General Nursery Stuff.— Replies in first instance to B. M.
4, Rock Terrace, Clifton Hill, Bristol.

'

FOREMAN, in a good establishment.—Mr. W,
B1RKIN8HAW. The Gardens, Bridehead, Dorchester, can

highly recommend his late Foreman aa above, who has bad
thorough practical experience.—S. BASER, Broad Olyst,
Exeter.

pOREMAN (Genebal).—Protestant, age 28

;

A o*""
^'"''"«''' training in Fruit Growing, Furnishing,

and Growing Plants for same ; previous in a good establish-
ment as above.—H. HARRIS, WestClandon, Guildford, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in good establishment.—Age 26
T. PATTISON, Head Gardener to the late Major Gray

Esq., Tunstall Hill. West Hartlepool, highly recommends
his Foreman, G. Frost. Thirteen years' experience in first-
class places. Highest references.— Please apply as above.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, underFo^re^
man.—Age 21; seven years' experience. Good references.

Five years' in present situation.—A. H.. 56, Eastbourne Road
Birkdale, Southport.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses, under Fore-
man.—Ago 21 ; six years' experience. Good references.

Disengaged. — HENRY SKlrX, Providence Grove, Upper
Pulley, Shrewsbury.

JOURNEYMAN, InsideTorlnslde and Out.—
Age 21 ; seven years' experience.—T. OLn'ER, Church

Place, Great Bookham. Leatheihead.

JOURNEYMAN (First).-Inside. Age 21
;tf about two years' good reference from Mr. C. Martin

Head Gardener to Viscount Hampden.—E. HAYWOUd'
Melbourn Road. Royaton, Cambs.

*

JOURNEYMAN, in good EstabUshment, or
as Seco>1) of four.—Young man requires situation as

above. Good character from present and previous employers
Inside, or Inside and Out.—Pi'EL, irnder Gardener, Thome
House, Yeovil.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 22
;

eight years' experience. Over two years in last situa-
tion. Good references.—F. C, 2, Burleigh Terrace, Winch-
more Hill, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN; age 20. — W. Redden,
tJ care of Mr. Tibbles, Wernelh Park. Oldham, seeks
situation as above. Well up in Plants and Fruit. Excellent
references. Willing and obliging.

JOURNEYMAN.-Mr. Coatbs, Darnhall Hall
tJ Gardens, Winsford, Cheshire, would be pleased to recom-
"g""' young man, age 22, as above. Six years' experience.

A PPRENTICE. — A Gentleman wishes to
try. Apprentice his Son. aged !»}. in some establisnment
where he would learn Market Gardening. Fruit Growing, 4o.,
forprofit. Please state all particulars, premium, and references
—JOSEPH ROGERS, Esq., Martley. Worcester, England.

A PPRENTICE.—To place a young Man as an
.Ai- Apprentice in a good Gardening Establishment.

-

Apply with terms to J. FAIRWEATHER, Havistock, Kelve-
don Common, Brentwood.

JMPROVER (age 19), seeks situation Inside,A or Inside and Out. in Nursery or Private Establishment.
Bothy preferred.—A. WE3TW00D, Theydon Bois, Epping.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out.—Age 20; last
situation ten months, and five years previous. Can be

well recommended.—V. ROBINSON, Essex Road, Hoddesdon.
Herta.

IMPROVER.—Young Man, aged 18, desires
situation in General Gardening. Slight knowledge of

Greenhouse. Good references.-H, S., Duloe House, Bath
Road, Banbury.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—Young Man, age
22, six years' good experience Inside and Out, seeks

situation as UNDER GARDENER.-Kindly apply to K.,
1, St. James's Cottages, Squirrels Heath, Romford.

GARDENERS.—Young man wants place
in Garden. Age 21.—J. SKINNER, 3, York Villas,

Birkbeck, Enfield, Middlesex.

TO GARDENERS.—Gardener's son (age 21),
strong and obliging, life experience Inside and Out,

desires re-engagement in a good private establishment or
Nursery. Well recommended.—J. COOK, 9, Argyll Street.
Bedford.

O NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted, by
young man. age 22. Inside ; seven years' experience

;

good references.—7, Dagmar Street, Worthing.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man (age 26).
Good experience amongst Ferns, Palms, &c. Eleven

years' in foreign Nurseriea ; twelve months in London Market.
—A. STANFERT. Mr. G. Lange. Hampton. Middlesex.

AINTER, GLAZIER, &c. — Young Man
seeks employment as above. Permanency. Please state

wages. Can have a good character.— ALLEN ANSELL,
Manning Heath, near Horsham, Sussex.

To Hortlcoltnral Builders and Heating Engineers.

CLERK, DRAUGHTSMAN, or MANAGER.
—A Gentleman of long experience, thoroughly efficient

in all branches, requires an appointment as above. Moderate
salary.—EXPERT, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

TO FLORISTS.—Situation wanted by a
respectable youth in a Florist's ; age 17 ; willing to

make himself useful. Wages 10s. per week.—R, J. p 41
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

O FLORISTS.—A young Lady seeks situa-
tion in a good Florist's as SECOND HAND. City expe-

rience, and knowledge of Book-keeping. State wages. London
preferred.—E, HOPTROFF, Langton Green, Tunbridge Wells.
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JOHN BLAKE'S
Send for

Ulastrated List

(No. 27) of

FOR

RAISING WATER
FOR THE

Supply of Towns, Villages,

Irrigation,

Railway Stations,

Mansions. Fountalas.
Farms, &c.

No cost for Motive Po^ver,

which is obtained from a Stream
of Water passing through the

Earn. No Oiling or Packing
required. Made in Sizes to

raif>e from 300 tO 300.000
gallons per day. Will force

to a Height of 800 feet.

BLAKE'S
His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught
His Highness the Maharajah of Kashmir
His Grace the Duke of Devonshire
His Grace the Duke of Westminster
His Grace the Duke of Cleveland
His Grace the D.ike of Portland
His Grace the Duke of Sutherland
His Grace the Duke of Leeds
His Grace the Duke of Marlborough
His Grace the Duke of Grafton
The Most Hon. the Marquess of Ripon
The Most Hon. the Marquess of Downshire
The Moat Hon, the Marquess of Abergavenny
The Most Hon. the Marquess of Londonderry
The Most Hon. the Marquess of Cholmondeley
The Right Hon. the Earl of Derby
The Right Hon. the Karl of Devon
The Right Hon. the Karl of Gainsborough
The Right Hon. the Karl of Romney
The Right Hon. the Earl of Granard
The Right Hon. the Karl Beauchamp
The Right Hon. the Earl of Caledon
The Right Hon. the Karl of Lichfield

The Right Hon. the Earl of Feversham
The Right Hon. the Earl of Harewood
The Right Hon. Earl Ferrers
The Right Hon. the Earl of Harrowby
The Right Bon. the Eirl of Wemys-i
The Right Hon. the Eirl of Ancaster
The Right Hon. the Karl of Scarbrough
Tne Right Hon. the Karl of Carnarvon
1 he Right Hon. the Earl of Lond-'sborough

PATENT
SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAMS.

FIG. A.

raises a
of the same

water that works it.

FIG. B.

This Ram, whilst worked
by a stteam of impure
water, will pump clean
water from a well or spring.

HYDRAULIC
The Right Hon. the Earl of Leicester

The Right Hon. Lady Northwick
The Right Hon. the Countess of Shaftesbury
The Countess de Morella
Lady Henry Cholmondeley
The Dowager I^ady Williams Wynn
Lady Frankland, Thirkleby Park
The Right Hon. Lord Hothfield

The Right Hon. Lord Leconfield

The Right Hon. Lord Ribbleadale
The Right Hon. Lord Derwent
The Right Hon. Lord Hatherton
The Right Hon. Lord Leigh
The Right Hon. Lord Raglan
The Right Hon. Lord Northbourne
The Right Hon. Lord Crewe
The Right Hon. and Rev. Lord Scarsdale
The Rignt Hon. Lord Broughnm and Vuux
The Right Hon. Lord Schro ler

The Right Hon. Lord Macnaghten
The Right Hon. Lord Cliffjrd of Chudleigh
The Right Hon. Lord Walsiogham
The Right Hon. Lord Hindlip
The Right Hon. Lord Wantage
The Right Hon. Lord Hampton (Trustees of)

The Right Hon. Lord Burton
The Right Hon. Lord Abinger (Executors of)

The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Galway
The Right Hon. Lard Viacouiit Bridport
Ihe R ght Hon. Lord Viscount Por man
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Cli(den
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Bjyne

View of Ram worked by Water from a spring, and
supplying the house and garden on the hil".

RAMS have been supplied to the following amongst others
The Bight Hon. T. Sotheron-Estcourt
The Rev. Hon. E. T. St. John
Admiral Sir George Broke-Middleton
Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart.
Sir William Gordon-Cummiog, Bart.
Sir Frederick A. MiUbank. Bart.. M.P.
Sir Henry Hoare, Bart., Stourhead
Sir William Fielden, Bart., Feniscowles
Sir Robert Menzies, Bart., of Meozies
Sir Humphrey de Trafford, Bart.
Sir Michael Robert Shaw-Stewart, Bart.
Sir Henry W. Ripley. Bart , Acacia
Sir W. C. Worsley. Bart., HovioKham
Sir Kenneth Smith Mackenzie, Birt.

Sir William Eden, But., Windlestone
Sir Thomas C. O. Western. Bart.
Sir John Shelley, Bart.
Sir Charles F. J. Smythe. Bart.
Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart.
Sir Edward Bates, Bart.
Sir EiJmuod Buckley. Bart.

Sir A. Woodiwiss. The Pastures, Derby
Sir James Robert Walker, Bart.

Sir William Gordon, Birt.

Sir E. W. Blackett. Bart.

Sir H. A. Clivering. Bart.

Sir William Jenner, Birt.

Sir Spencer M. M. Wilson, Bart.
Sir Samuel Hayes. Birt.
Sir Morton E. M. BuUer, Bart.

Sir J. T. DitlwynLIewelyn, Bart , Penller^are
Sir Harry Verney, Bart.

FOR

RAISING WATER
FOK THE

Supply of Towns, Villages,

Inigailon.
Railway Stations,

Mansions, Fountains,
Farms. &;c.

No cost fjr Moiivd Power,
which is obtained from a Stream
of Water passing through th«
Ram. No Oiling or Packing
required. Made in Sizps to

raise from 300 tO 300,C00
gallons per oay. Wiii fjrce

to a Heignt of 800 feet.

Sir Thomas Storey
Gen. Mackenzie, Foveran House. Aberdeen
General Gerard-Potter Eacoo, The Pole
M3Jor-i}en. Sir H. M. Havelock Allan, But.
M«j ir-Qeneral Fielden, Witton Park
Major-General H. E. Watson
Colonel Starkie, Lovely Hall, Blackburn
Colonel MiUigdU, Cauldwell Hall
Colonel Towneley, Towneley, Lancashire
Colunel Hargreares, INIaiden Erlegh
Colonel Tremayne, M.P., Carclew, Coruwatl
Colonel Miiford. Mitford Castle
Colonel Leylaod, Nantclwyd Ha'.l. Ruthin
Colonel France- tfayhurat, Daveoham Hull
Colonel Richard Wo/hl^y-Worswick
Colonel R. R. Jackson, Liitock Hall
Colonel J. E. Foster, aansom Seal
Colonel Holden. Reedley Houie, Burnley
Colonel Legard. Welham Hall
Lieut.-Colouel Ltoyd, LillesJea, Hawkhurst
Lieut-Colonel Cjttou, Reaseheath Hall
viajor J. F. Trist, Tristtord, Totnei
Major Hardman, RawteosCall
Mijc>r Bird. Crookhey, Lancaster
Major J. R. H. Crauford, Craufordlan Castle
Mujor Dent. Menithorpe Hall, near MUton
Major Finlay, Minor Uouse, Little Brickh'll
Captain Duuiiombe, Waresley Park
Capt. Hippisley, Sparsholt House, Wnntag*
Captain Gandy, Skirsi^ill Park, Peur>Lh
Captain Townsend. Wiueham
Capt. Bosantiuet, Broom-y-Clo.ne, near Rosa

JOHN BLAKE, HYDRAULIC RANI WORKS, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE.

yV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fe.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE TJNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS. ONLY..

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the '* Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the OfBce. 41, Wellington Street, Coveut Garden, Lomlor, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradburv, Agnew. & Co. (Limited), Lombard street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of Ldndon, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Harbt Qillard Cove, at the Office, 41. Wellington street, Parish of St. Paura, Covent Garden, in the said County.—'Saturday, July 11, 1896. Agent for Maneheater—.Tohm Heywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest,

HE TWO GRAND NEW VIOLETS,
OALIFOBNIA, PRINCESS OF WALES.

Flowers much lart;er than the old kinds, with stalks 8 to
10 inches long; odour stronger and sweeter. Every garden
should poBa;8B it. Will be in great request every season.
Fine plants, established in pots, 9i. per dozen.

H. CANNELL AND SONS, Swanley.

RCeiDS.—B. S. Williams & Son have an
immense stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An inepeotion invited. Illustrated Catalogue post-free.
Tiotoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London. N.

OSE BUDS for BUDDING.—Best varieties
of H. P.*B, warranted true to name, my own selection,

3s. per lUO. or 25s. per lOOO. Cash with order.

W. MAQNESS, Rose Grower, King's Acre, Hereford.

ERANIUM and PELARGONIUM
CUTTINQS.—Best Market sorts to name, from Pot

Plants, well ripened stnff ; 40«. per 1000. A Iso Stools of same,
U. per 100: cash.

MOBLE AMD CO., Conservatories, Finchley Boad, N.W.

MALMAISONS (Fink and Blush).—Hbbbkbt
TTTE JJID CO., Salesmen, Covent Garden, W.O., are

instructed to offer for Sale a very fine lot of this fashionable
CARNATION. The plants are very clean and healthy, and
well-established in 32'b and 48's. The owner requiring room,
is prepared to acoept a low price for cash.

For prioes, &o., address as above.

Bow Now. „
SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING CAB-

BAQE—The finest variety in cultivation for spring use.

Of compact habit, having few outer leaves, firm heads of

excellent quality. Mr. J. Hounslow. gardener to the

Hon. the Marquis of Headfort, aiys :—" Your Flower of

Spring is the best Cabbage I have seen. From seed sown
last July I commenced cutting March 38. The quality is

all that could be desired." Price of seed ll. per ounce

poet free.

SUTTON'S SEEDS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FBOM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL
SEEDSMEN, BEADING.

N

LARGE PALMS & DECORATIVE PLANTS.
Immense stock.

All sites up to 30 feet for Sale or Hire.

Inspection Invited. Prices on Application.

B. S. WILLIAMS AHD SON, Victoria ud Paradise Nnr-

ieriae. Upper HoUoway, London, N.

OW is the TIME to PLANT GAILLAR-
DIAS, Pyrethrums, and other Hardy Herbaceous Peren-

nials.—Catalogue of KKLWAY AND SON, Langport. Somerset.

ENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
STRAWBERRIES, for Forcing or Garden Culture.

OEOROE BUNYARD Sl Co., The Boyal Nurseries, Maidstone,

beg to intimate that their New Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The largest and best stock in the Trade.

HRISTMAS~FLOWERS. — Special Low
Quotation for White Roman Hyacinths and all other

Bolbe of finest quality, for Orders received before July 23.

when our New Catalogue will be iesued. If you want the

Best Bulbs write to us at once.—THE HOBTICULTUBAL CO..
Levensbulmf, near Manchester.

The Narserjmen, Market Qardeners. and General

HAILSTORM INSURANCE CORPORA-
TION. Limited.—Offices, 1*2. King Street, Covent

Garden. W.O. Chairman, UABBY J. VEITCH.
Manager and Secretary. ALEX. JAMBS MONRO.

CALCEOLARIA. — Garaway & Co. offer
Seed of the finest Herbaceous Calceolaria (Rapley's)—see

Gardening papers— at !>.. 1>. 6d., and 3f. M. per packet.

GARAWAY AND CO.. Clifton, Bristol.

Bow Now, for Early Flowering In Spring.

ROEMER'S SUPERB PRIZE PANSIES.
The Finest Strain of Pansif s in the World.

Introducer and Grower of all the Leading Novelties.

CATALOGUE free on application.

FRED. ROEMEB, Seed Grower, Quedlinburg, Germany.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most saperb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive

CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for Is.

B. R. DAVIS. Yeovil Nurseries. Yeovil, Somerset.

PRIMULAS 1 PRIMULAS! PRIMULAS 1

26th year of Distribution.

Williams' Superb Strain, U. 6rf. per dozen ; lOl. per 100.

CINERARIAS, same price; also, PRIMULA OBCONICA,
2f. M. per doren ; DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, id. each.

JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

TO DECORATORS and OTHERS.—For Sale,
a pair of LATANIA BOBBONIOA, 8 feet high ; and one

SEAFORTHIA ELKQANS. 15 feet high. Each well-furnished,

and healthy plants.—Apply to BOBT. FOWLEB, Bosworth
Park Gardens, Market Bosworth, Nuneaton.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash,

DONTOGLOSSUM LONDESBOROUGH-
lANUM, O, MADRENSE, L^LIA PEDUNCULABIS,

and L. DAYANA. All fine imported plants, in grand condition,

2s. id., St. ed., 6>., and 7s. 6d. each.

'W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.

H

Table Plants.

DRAC^NAS, CROTONS, ARALIAS,
COCOS. GEONOMAS, 4o.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper Holloway, London, N.

ARR'S AUTUMN FLOWERS.
Plant during July or August to flower this Autumn,

Barr's beautiful and rare scMcies of Crocus, Meadow SaffrODS,

White Lily of the Weat Wind, Yellow Lily of tho Field, &c.
DsscriptiTe LIST oa application.

BARB AMD SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden. London.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; moat productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5(.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT. Seed, Bulb, and Plant Mercbant§,
South^te. N. Efttablished 1797.

CANNAS. — Gabaway & Co. offer strong
plants of the above (Crozy's best named varieties), at 9s,

and 12j. per doxen ; their own selection. These are equally

useful for outdoor and conservatory decoration.

GARAWAY AND CO.. Clifton. Bristol.

DICKSONS FIRST and BEST CABBAGE.—
An excellent variety for Autumn Sowing. Per pltt.. 6f/.

;

per oz.. Is. 6d. Mr. Joseph Keeting, Minworth. writeii: —
••

I have to-day cut a wagKon-load ot First & Best Cabbaoe.
fcrowo from your Seed. I never saw buch a uniform lot of

Cabhagea, every one being fit for Market."

DICKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouse. CHKSTKB.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begoniau

exoluaively at the Temple Show. Kxbibition, June till Sep-

tember, at Weat Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid Kent,
S.E.R. A visit solicited.—JOHN R BOX, Croydon.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Booted Runners, from Maiden Plants :

—
Boyal Sovereign, Noble. Thury. Paxton, President, and others.

6<. per 100. Beaidy in August. Sample dozen. Is.

W. LOVKL AND SON, DrifBeld.

RCHIDS — ORCHIDS — ORCHIDS.O
Collection of Cattleyas, Dormttniaoa. Harrisonise, intermedia,

Mendeli, Mossiee. Skinneri, Trianeei, Trianeei delicata, 3r. each,

and Leop^ldii. 45. each, or any eight for 31«. ; packing and
carriage paid for cash with order. All guaranteed thoroughly
established, healthy, and vigorous. Send for special Monthly
List.—J. HUBK8T GBOQAN and CO., Bailway Nurseriee,

Worthing.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TBADE):—Ferns, in 2^inch pots. Stove and Oreen-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12.. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48's. 10 best

selling sorts. 6>. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6r. 100, 50r. 1000; Adi-

antum cuneatum, in 48*s, for cutting, 69. and 85. doz ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16j. and 20j. 100; Cyperus,

Aralias, Grevilleas. 8pirtea,Bhodanthe. & Geraniums, in 48's, 65,

dor. ; Marguerites, Heliotropes, Mignonette, Fuchsias, ivy

Geraniums, in bloom, in 48'8, §5. doz. ; Ficus. Palms, Dracaenas,

Craseulas, Pelargoniums, & Hydrangeas, in bloom, in 48'8. 125.

doz. ; Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurseries. Longhborough Junction, London, S.W.

OBBIE'S FERTILIZING COMPOUND.—
A high-class Artificial Manure for all Horticultural

Purposes. Tin, about2 lb., 15. 3d. ; 61h. bag, 3s. ; per cwt., 25s.

All Carriage Paid.

DOBBIE AND CO.,The Queen's Seedsmen, BOTHESAY.

ORTICULTURAL MANURE. — Chiefly
composed of Blood and Bones. The best fertiliser for

all purposes. Sold in tins, Is. & as. ed. ; also in air- tight bags.

i cwt., 6s. ; 1 cwt., lOs. Full directions for use sent with

each tin and bag ; I cwt. and above sent carriage paid. Cash

with order.—O. BEESON. Bone Mills. St. Neot's. Hants.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept.. War Dept,, Boyal Bort. Soc.,

Royal Botanic Soc.. Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W

.

Telegraph Address, "Hortulanus, London."Telephone, No.872f

.
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SALES BY AUCTION .

Friday Next.
By order of Mr. J. W . Moore, EMon Nursery, Bradford.

CTPRIPEDI0M BELLATtTLUM ALBUM.
Mr. J. W. Moore begs to ioform admirers of this beautiful

Cypripedium that the plauts uow iffered by Auction will

coDsikt of Three fino Sppcinien Plants, including the

LARSEsr PLANT IN CULTIVATION, con^i ting o( sii

very fine growths and thirty l-aves, from 1 inch to 8 inches

in leDgth.

Also PH4ias MOOREANUM (new). CYPRIPEDIUM SPI-

CERIANUM MAGNIFICUM. C. HIRSUTHSIMUM,
LiELIA ANCEPS GRANDIFLORA, DKNDROBICTM
PARISHn. and others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London. E.C., on FRIDAY
NEXT, July 24, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morniog of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central S^le Rooms, 67

and 68. Cheapside. B.C., on FRIDiY NEXT, Ju.y 24, at halt-

past 12 o'clock, IMPORI-ED ORCHIDS, b» order of .Messrs. W.
L. Lewis & Co , Southgate, CATTLEYA ACLANDI.*. a niCi

lot; C. CRISPA; CYONOCHES CHLOROCHILON. in good

order; ONCIDIUM PAPILIO MA.IITS; O. FORBESII ;

S0PaRONIrESaRANUIFL0RA;0DONTOGLOSSUMR0S3II
MAJUS ; O. MADKENSE, &o. The Sale will also include 200

lots from Mr. P. M>:Arthur, 4, Maida Vale. W.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Friday Next.
270,000 KENTIA FORSTERIANA.

MESSRS. ROTHEROE and MORRIS have
just received the above consignment and will include

the same in their SALE on FRIDAY NEXT, July 24, and offer

them at 4 o'clock to the minute. The Seeds have been

examined and are in aimply wonderful condition.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Friaay Next.
3,000 ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRA, the very finest

^^p^broad and big-fiowered Pacho-type, collected by Mr. John
Carder and brought home by him personally. The con-

signment is in splendid condition, and some of the masses

are altogether extraordinary.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include the .ibove in their SALE on FRIDAY NEXT,
July 24.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Frellmlnary Notice.—Friday, July 31, 1896.

SANDERS GREAT MIDSUMMER SALE.
Immense numbers of new importations of grand ORCHIDS,

just to hand, in the finest possible condition, consisting of

iOOO CATTLEYA AUREA, with the IMPERIALIS FORM
of CATTLEYA GIGAS, together with the large incom-

- parable CATTLEYA AUREA OHRYSOTOXA ; also, a
grand importation of CATTLEYA GASKELLIANA, in

wonderful condition.
DENDROBIUM DEAREI, an enormous importation, in

superb condition ; and other rare and valuable Orchids.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, oo FRIDAY, July 31, by order of Messrs. F. Sander
& Co. of St. Albans. Full description will appear next week.

Great Sale of LUlum Harrlsll.

MESSRS. PKOXHERUE and MORRIS beg
to announce that their Firat Cooaignment of the above

are expected to arrive in London in the course of a few days.

They will be offered as soon as they arrive, and sold without
the slightest reserve. Date of Sale will be announced next
week. The coutignment compriBeg—

59,525 BULBS,
and consists of the fuliowiug :

—

19,?>00 Bulbs, 6 to 7 inches
2b.750 „ 7 to » „
13.275 ,. 9 to 11 ,.

Catalogues may be had when ready, and will be sent post-

free on application.

M

GunnerBbury, W. — Dissolu ion of Partnership. —
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of unusually well-
grown PALMS in great variety, ail in excellent health
and condition. By order of Mr. Percy Cox.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Oxford

Nurseries, Oxford Road, Qunnersbury, W., five minutes
from Gunnersbury Station, on WEDNESDAY, July 29, at
2 o'clock, the whole of the STOCK of unusually well-grown
SPECIMEN and HALF-SPCCIMEN PALMS, including 133
Latania borbonica, 50 Aspidistras, 3500 Kentia Belmoreana
and Fosteriana, 17uO Latania borbonica, 600 Cocoa Wedel-
liana, 700 Corypha australis, 100 Chameerops excelsa, and
other plants.
Catalogues may be had on the Premises ; and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

"Vj'URSERY ORCHARD, 8000 feet of Glass.
Xl Splendid Market. "Water Supply. Well stocked. Good
Going Concern for Sale in West of Eugland.

Particulars, 3, Grange Road, Smethwick.

ADLEIGH, SUFFOLK. — TO BE MS-
POSEU OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Glass Erect'ons, &o., of above NUR->EkY. comprisiog about
1^ acres of Land, convenient DiVELLINii HOUSE. Packing
and Potting Sheds, »EED SHOP, and Kittmgs. Lease abuut
nineteen ye^rs uoeipired. Rfut JB27. No other Nurnery
within several miles. Fiice £l50. Apply to

—

,WILLIAM BADMaN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Sutton and Heston. Hounslow, Ulddlesex.
By order of thi trustees of the late Mr. Frederick Salmon.

MR. WOODS has been favoured with instruc-
tions to SRLL by AUCTION, at the Red Liou Hotel,

Hounslow. on WEDNE-iDAY. July 2-2 lS9i. at 2 for 3 o'Clock
in the afternoon (in lots). FREEHOLD, COPIHOLD, and
LEISEHOLD ESTATE as under :

—
Compact Homestead, situate at Sutton, comprising a

Detuched Residence, with large Yard, ^^tabling. Loftn. Barn,
Packing Sheds, Stores. Cart Houses, and Outbuildings, with
Gardt-no, Meadow, Orchard, &c. Area about la. 3r. 26p.
Cop>hold of the Manor of Heston.
A tract of Land situated at Sutton. Area 6a. Or. Op.

Planted with Fruit Trees and Bushes. Copyhold of the Manor
of Heaton.

Piece of Freehold Land adjoining last lot, containing about
9a. 2r. 37p., planted with Fruit Trees, Gooseberry Bushes, and
Currants, possessing an immenee frontage to main roads,
within a few minutes of the Heston Hounalow District
Railway Station.
Three Cottages, situate at Lampton, and known aa Nos. 5,

6, and 7, Agnes Place, producing £35 6s. Od. per annum.
Copyhold of Syon Manor.

Beneficial Interests in Leases of Sutton Orchard, containing
9 acres.

Market Garden Land known as *' Salmon's Ground," New
Heston, containing about 5a. Ir, 24p., planted with young
Fruit Trees and B-ishes.

"The Rides,' Heston. containing 12 Eicres, planted with
young Fruit Trees and Busheg.

Pieces of Land with the Fruit Trees, Bushes, and Straw-
Verries, situate at Lampton conraining lla. 3r. 29p.; piece of
Meadow Land adjoining the above, c )ntaining about 2a. Or. Op.

Pieces of Arable Land (ronttug Sutton Lane known as Sutton
Fields, containing together about 10 acres.

Lyon's Close, containing about 3a. Or. 28p. ; also the Land
adjoining, containing about 8a. 3r. 12p., with an approach
from the Lampton R^d.

Piece of Land, containing Sa. 2r. 3*)p., known as Barrack
Field.
Holding situate at Sutton, Middlesex, and known as Hart's

Farm, with Farmhouse-cottage. Farm-buildings, and Fruit
and Arable Land ; area about 47 acres.

Particulars, with conditions, had at the Red Lion Hotel,
Hounslow ; of HUGH R. PEAKE, Esq.. Solicitor, 172. High
Street. Hounslow, and at 2, Clement's Inn. Strand, London;
and of Mr. WOODS, Auctioneer and Valuer, Hounslow.

ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS!
JOHN COWAN & CO., Ltd.,

Are Next Week oEferiog for Sale (by Private Treaty) a

LARGE and SPLENDID

COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS,
Including many New, Rare, and Fine Varieties.

Inspection Invited. Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUES
post free on application to the Co .

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
aARSTON', near LIVERPOOL.

WANTED, MARKET NURSERY, with
1000 to 3000 lineal feet of Glass-houses (including

Vine, Tomato, and Cucumber), within easy diutance of good
market town (London preferred), on yearly rental, with option
of purchase. Address, with full particulars,

A. H., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, to RENT or PUHCHASE, small
General NURSERY or FLORISTS BUSINESS.

Suitable partnership would be eniertaioed.— Apply, with full

particulars, to J. N., South Gill, Annan, Dumfriesshire, N.B.

WANTED, to REIST or PURCHASE, on
easy terms, a good NURSERY, with DWELLING-

HOUSE preferred, suitable for c-'uoumbers, Tomatos, &c.

—

Send full particulars to F. 0., 107, Poynton Road, Tottenham.

t'OR SALE, NURSERY and FLORIST'S
BUSINESS, also suitable for Poultry Farmiug, 1 Acre

of Laud, 8 Glasshouses, all heated and stocked. Doing fair

trade, which could be greatly increased. A 99 years' Lease.
Piice for Lease, Stock. Ooodwill, »c., £370. -Write, G. J. L ,

68, Willeaden Lane, Brondesbury, N.W.

Near the Crystal Palace.

FOR DISPOSAL, a SMALL NURSERY,
about an acre, well stocked ; about 1000 feet of glass,

doing a fairly good Jobbing Business. Established by Adver-
tiser over twenty years. Rent of House and Grounds very
moderate. Full particulars from

—

J. POWER, The Nursery, Madeline Road, Anerley, 3.E.

TO BE SOLD, COMPACT NURSERY,
situated between Brockley and New Cross, comprising

nearly 1 Acre of Ground, 4 Glasshouses, with 6-roomed Cottage.
Good supply of water, and good Jobbing connection. Fifteen
years' Lease. Ill-health sole cause of leaving. No agents.

—

Apply 110, Broukley Road, Brockley, S.E.

MUSHROOM FARM TO LET.—3^ acres.
Mu-hruom House, 270 feet by 80 feet ; Office, Sorting

and Wt^igbintt-houHe, extensive and well ventilated Compost.
Shed, ana Tool-huuae. Every facility for raising large crops
undercover. Eight-room Dwelling-house, Siables, and Cuacb-
hou:e, Fowl-houae and Runs. Orchard and two large gardens
well ttocked with Fruit. Rent £76 —JOHN RAWLING8,
Rawebville, Richmond Road, Klngston-on-Thames.

FOR DISPOSAL, a good NURSERY and
JOBBING BUSINESS.- Lease twelve years ; Goodwill

and Fixtures, &c. Oob, Harness, and two Carts. Full par-

tioolars on application.—Swiss Nursery, Perry Vale, Forest
HiU, London, S.E.

3 Miles from Coyent Garden.
NURSERY for SAL h;. — Lease 26 years;

Rent, £i'^ per annum. Three large Gla^s-hou^e8 New
Hi t-water Apparatus; room to build six moie houses; Boiler-

power to drive nine houses. StocR and everything. £ i^**.

Apply to Owner, G. W., Gardeher&* Chronicle Office, 41,

Wellingion Street, Strand. London, W.C.

To Narserymen and FlorlstB commencing Bualness.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LST on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hohticul-
Ttnux Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers and

Vauters, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C, and at Leyton-
stone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

tfOR ORCHIDS and GaRDEMERS t^
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orohids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoABTHnR,Tlie London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale, London,W.

ALM SEEDS.—PLANT NOW.—
Just arrived, Kentias, Coryphas, Phoenix, Cocos, Sea-

forthias, and others. 100 in variety, to name, free, 2s. ^d.

;

500 for lOj. Price to the Trade on application.
MORLB AND CO., Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W.

VONAL GERANIUMS, best named, will
'^ flower all the autumn, very easy to grow, great variety
in colour. Twelve really good named, distinct, strong plants,
in 5-inch pots, 8«. per dozen, cash with order.—QARAWAY
AND CO., Durdham Down Nurseries, Clifton, Bristol.

Choice Vegetable Seeds,
FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHARPS will be pleased to give
• Special Quotations for their fine Selected Stocks of

CABBAGE, TITRNIP. LETTUCE. ONION, RADISH, and
Other SEEDS suitable for AUTUMN SOWING, which will be
found very advantageoua to Purchasers. Also fine samples of
WHITE MUSTARD, and Sowing RAPESEED, at moderate
prices.

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT. WiaBECH.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, jcc.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jnn., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars. K.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AND

CH&YSANTHEKT7DC ALBUMS.
I have a few of these valuable works left, and will send a

copy of each, post-free, 2s., or separately. The Guide, 8 stamps,
the Album. 18 stamps.

Both are invaluable to Chrysanthemum Growers.

H. J. JO VES. Kyecroft Nursery, Lewisbam.

EREMU RUS ROBUSTUS
One of the finest of the (cpdux, with 10 feet high fiower-

stalks. Fine sound, 3-yr.-oId roots, which may be transplanted
safely ; offered cheap, in large or small quantities.

Price on application. For photo send four stamps.

ZOCHEB <& CO., Haarlem, Holland.

TULIPS—Bright Colours.
EARLY and LATE FLOWERING SORTS.

"ORIGINAL LITTLE BOOK"
Of Thirty-two Octavo Pages,

Giving complete history of the Tulip and its introduction
into England, &c., by the late John Slater, of Lower Brough-
ton, near Manchester, a Tulip name so famous sixty or seventy
years since. Nearly 150 sorts to select from, some varieties

scarcely ever offered before. The book, which is entered at
Stationers' Hall, is full of interest to lovers of " old-fashioned
flowers." Price 6rf., post-free.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower,
Cork, Ireland.

N URSERYMEN
Are requested to Send their CATALOGUES

and PRICE LISTS to

Messrs. HILERET & FORCKEL,
NUKShKYMEN,

liULES near TUCtTMAN,
Argentine Kepublic, S. America.
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STRAWBERRIES. STRAWBERRIES.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BB(J TO INTIMATE THAT THEY

Will shortly be in a position to Supply all the Leading Kinds of the above,

either in Pots or Prepared Runners, for Delivery in Autumn.

SPECIAL LIST, Just Published, can be had on Application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

^- REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD PURCHASE

LAXTONS' TWO GRAND NEW STRAWBERRIES
Laxtons' "Monarch" & Laxtons' "Leader."

BECA USE

LAXTONS' MONARCH

"

is the finest flavonr extant, of enormous
size, most brilliant scarlet colour, and beats

Royal Sovereign hollow.

BECAUSE \

LAXTONS' "LEADER"
is the largest Strawberry eve- introduced,

of the finest flavour, the grandes second early

forcer, and the best all-round aain crop.

For the above, and all the best Strawberries in cultivation, go to

LAXTONS, ^'"^^El^rSW BEDFORD.
The Largest and Finest Stock in England, thereforH Cheapest.

FULL n.LVSTRATBD AKD nK.srRirTIVK LIST POSTED OV APPL/C4T/0N

THE SEASELL ORCHID &c., BASKET.
THE BEST IN THE WORLdI

SEASELLS PATENT.

THE NEA TEST ^^

and

CHEAPEST

MADE.

Pt SEASELLS PATENT.

PRICELIST

inwit

No. 2, 4 in.

EDWARD SEASELL, F.R.H.S., & SON,

Full Pakiculars

Post }ree.

135, RICHARDS H)AD,
HEELEY, SH:FFIELD.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free SJd. ;

Twenty-five Copies, Ss. ; fifty, lOs. ; and one hundred, 208.

Money Orders and Pottal Order! thould be made payable to H. G. COVE, at the Post Office, Great Queen Stre»t,oruiort,W.C.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London nly.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STR^STD, W.C,

EXHIBITIONS.

R O^AL BOTANICAL GARDENS,
MANCHESTER.

ANNUAL ROSE SHOW,
JUIY 2!i. 1896.

Early Entries respectfully iovited. Address, HON. SEC.

WELSHPOOL HORTICULTURAL SHOW
and FETE, August 6. lS9lj.

In Powis Castle Park. Open to AU.
J. LAMBERT. Secretary

Powis Castle Gardens. Welshpool

WESTON-SUPER-MARE FLOWER
SHOW.—TUESDAY, August 11, 1896.

PRIZES — £200 — PRIZES.
Sche<jule6 on application to—

24, W«st Street, Weston-Snper-M«re.
The HON. 8EC3.,

CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL S0C[E1Y.
-The EI11HTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held in the

Cardiff Exhibition Grounds on AUQirs i' 1 1 and 13.
PRIZES and SPKOULS. £300. Entries close August 4.
Space for Non-competitive Exhibits being limited, applica-

tion must be made at once. „ rtrTTWTvn o
66. WoodTille Road. Cardiff. " GILLETT, Sec.

QHREWSBURY GREAT FLORAL FRTE,
^J August 19 and 20, 1S98.
Schedules are now ready. The cash prizes offered in the

Schedule amount to over £800.
H. W. ADNITT ) _

The Square, Shrewsbury. W. W. NAUNTON (
'""" ''"^'•

HUDDERSFIELD and DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The SIXTH EXHIRmON of the above Society will be held
in the Town Hall, Hudderslield, on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
DAY, November 10 and 11, 1896. Schedules are now ready,
and may be had on application. T^n-kr t>wtt tt «
Marsh, Hudderslield. '"HN BELL, Hon. See.

Excerpt from " fidinhurgh Gazette'' of Juhi^, 1898"

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Firm
of CROSS AND DONALDSON, Sfkd, OiLCiKE, and

Manubic Merchants, Edinburgh and Belfast, of which the
Suriwc'ib-rs wfre the sole Partners, has this day be*»n
Dt SOLVED by mutual consent.
The Subscriber JOHN DONALDSON, is authorised to Collect

all Debts due to, and will Pay all Debts due by, the Firm.
June .%, 1896.

ALEXANDER CROSS,
JOHN DONALDSON.

John Blair, of 28. Charlotte Square, Edinburgh.
Wnter to the Signet, Witness.

ABCHD. Oliver, of 28, Charlotte Squsre, Edin-
burgh, Solicitor Supreme Courts. Witness.

I take this opportunity of informing you that I intend
carrying on the business of Wholesale Seed Merchant as
hitherto, at my late Arm's addres., 2-1. St. Giles Street, Edin-
burgh, under the style of

JOHN DONALDSON & CO..
and I trust to merit a continuance of your favours,—I am.

Yours faithfully, JOHN DONALDSON.

SPECIMEN GREENHOUSE TREES and
PLANTS.—Noblemen or Gentlemen havinj? in their pos-

session Large Trees or flants that have out-grown their avail -

able space, and which they would be willing to present to the
New Public Winter Garden, lately completed at Sefton Park,
Liverpool^ about to be handed over as a gift to the Lord Mayor
and Corporation of that city, are re(^uehted to communicate
with Mr. H. HERBERT, Superintendent of Parksand Gardens,
at Liverpool, who is authorised to defray all expenses attend-
ing the removal of any accepted plants.

The Plants most desired are the following :—Palms, 15 to
20 feet high ; Tree Ferns, with good stems ; Bamboos, Acacias,
Araucaria eicelaa, Rhododendrons, Eucalyptus, Yucoas, fcc.

As the building is 70 feet high, and big in proportion, and
has been built by Messrs. Mackenzie & Moncur. of Edin-
burgh, with every modern improvement, a happy home will

be secured for any Trees or Plants presented as above
Address, Mr. HENRY HERBERT, Superintendent's Lodge.

Sefton Park, Liverpool.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICS; DGIfDB,OBES A SPECIALTT.
Please Write for List.

EX' iTTC NITRSEFIES,
CHELTENHAM.JAMES CYPHER.

TENTS ! TENTS 1 1 TENTS 1 1 1 — I hav«
purchased 5000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circHmferenee),

scarcely U8«d. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost

£6 each. "Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28«. each
;

inferior qualities, 22s. and 24j. each. Cash with order ; can be

sent on approval. Specially adaptable for iportinir and pleasure

purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINGHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited t«8tim«niial is one oat

of many hundreds weekly :

—

•' April 29, 1896. Dear Sir,—Aceept my thanki for the tents.

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
" F. H. Hill, Duddingston Park, Portobello, Midlothian,"
MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.—Made of beet

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Runners
Line^. Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, cash

jei4, cost £36.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton

,
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^V. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fc.

BTJILDEB TO THE PRINCIPAL aKOWEBS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

OBCHID

HOUSES,

Sj^-r -.eAesS$»'^.,?^Cr

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOB ILLUSTBATED C^TALOGTJE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FBEE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM,
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SIVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Tiiiiiiii;iiiMiri,iiii uiiiinii;iiiiiM,riiiiiiiiiim!inniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiinHiiin
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THEE CAitNATIONS, for Winter-blooming.
—Try a sample doz. box on rail for fix. to include Misa

JoliCfe Improctd. La Neige, Reginald Godtiey. Sweet Briar,

Portia, l)a) br-ak (these last th ee Americans) ; M. Tbeiftse

Franco, and W, Scott.

DOUVARDIAS in great variety, 2.s. per doz.

BEGONIAS.—The finest strains obtainable.
Sirgles, is p T dozen ; Doubles, 2s. 'od per doz-n.

GLOXINIAS.— Hethersett noted strains, and
Emperor Frederick.

A It packed on rail for cas-h with oider.

.TIMES GREEN. Reliance Nurseries, March.

FERNS 1-FERWS!!
A larj(p qnqnti'y of Smill FERNS, nice buthy stuff, ready to

I'Ot ou. or for riecoiative purp^tes, lu 2J inch pota.— Pteris
crifctat-i. nobilit. maj ir, and tremula, at 9». per 100 ; 5U0
and upwards, at 8s. bd.

ADIANfUM CUNEATUM. in emaU thumbs, 10». per 100.

Id 48'a, Pfriy tremula, at 4«. 6(i. per dozeo.

Above pricea are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Intptction at the Aurseries is Invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. .TO UN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

DUTCH BU LBS.
PRnE LI3TS Of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.,

FREB on APt-UCATION, for SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.
Apply to—

S. A. VAN KONIJNENBURG & CO.,

NOORDWIJK, HOLLAND.

30,000 SEEDLING FERNS.
PTEBIS CRISTATA, P. TREMULA, P MAJOR, and P. COM-

PACTA, ais. per 1000, Packing Free. Sample 100, 4s.,

CaTTiHge Free.
PTERIS TBEMULA, in 48"9 4s. per dozer.
CYRrOMlUM 3s. ed per dozen.

Packing Free. Cash with Order.

FLASHET NURSERY,
East HAU.SAVAGE & SON,

MUNQO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dud-
diuf^ston Lodge, Mid-Lothian, begs to intimate to his

friends and acquaintances that he retires from his present
situation on the 20th of the present month. He has arranged
to reside at St. Ninians, near Stirling, where he intends to
commence the Cultivation and Sale of Hardy Plants on bis
own account.

With the experience gained during twenty-four years in the
management of one of the most ehoice private collections of
plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late Charles
Jenner, Esq.—Mr. Chapman can confidently undertake to
supply what is select and true to name of the most euitable
plants for Borders and Bock- work.

He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, from
which customers may make their own selection. In the
incerval, he will be fully employed in getting up Stock.

May 19, 1896.

RETAKDED
ULYOFTHE VALLEY CROWNS!!

Write for Prices to—

T. .TANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DERSINGHAM,
NORFOLK.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
We have an immense stock of all binds of Ferns, Stove, Green-
bouse, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British, including many very
beautiful varieties rarely seen, but which ought to be more

generally grown. Catalogue free on application.

W.&J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FEEN MURSER/B.S, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

WEBBS'
EMPEROR
CABBAGE.

THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and 18. pei packet.

Is. 6d, per ounce.

From Mr. O. H. BALL, Comer Oardens.

" I herewith forward you a photograph of jour valuable

Cabbage—the Emperor. I find it is the earliest, largest,

and most compact variety I ever grew." p^^ ounce.

EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE Sd.
ENFIELD MARKET do. 6(t
EARLY RAINHAM do. 8d.
RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

ONION.
WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI
GIANT ROCCA
WHITE LISBON

Per pkt. Per ounce.

... 6d. 18. 6d.

... 6d. ... lOd.
... 6d. ... lOd.

fid.

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Rail.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrant, to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince cf Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFIiR :

—
ROMAN HYACINTHS, 4}-inch and upwards, 13s. M. per 100.

,, ., smaller 10s. ftd. ,,

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS is.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 6s.

For delivery in August.

UNNAMED, SECOND SIZE HYACINTHS,
in separate colours 14s. Od. per 100.

NAVED ditto, our selection 18f. 6i. „
SCARLET VAN THOL TULIPS 3J. «d. ..

LA REINE TULIHS Sl.'bd. „
CllRYSOLORA TULIPS 7J id. „
NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3s. M. „

PRINCEPS 5s.

For August delivery. All orders over ^s. carriage paid.

3s. in the £ discount off all Bulbs for '* Cish with Order."
CATALOGUES ready in August.

DoTdham Sown Nurseile8,
Cufton, Bristol.CARAWAY & CO^

THE YOKOHAMA NURSERY GO.
LIMITED,

Nos. 21-35,

NAKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

Tbe Largest Exporters
and Qrowers of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EULALIA PANICLES,

MOSS, SEEDS, TREES, SHRUBS, &c.,

Produced in Japan.

DESCRIPTIVE CA TALOGUES sent on application.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM
VAE. MARGUERITA MARWOOD.

A beautiful variety, surpassing all others of this class. It

grows about 2 feet high, and the snowy-white flowers are
larger, of greater substance, and being beautifully refleied,

they are more graceful than any of the other vars. of these

popular Herbaceous Plants,

Aivarded a Fint-clast Certificate the only time tihibited.

Strong Plants in pots, It. 6d. each ; 16s. per dozen.

Carriage and Packing free.

Sample Blooms sent on payment of Postage.

KENT and BRYDON, DARLINGTON.

THE

(!5ar(lcncr.f d|Itronicle.
SATURDAY, JULY 18, 1896.

RIDGEMONT FRUIT FARM.
/^N the 9th inst., at the invitation of the Duke
^-^ of Bedford and Mi-. Spencer Pickering, a
party of scientific men visited the experimental
farm established by the Duke to settle various

controverted points of practice, to ascertain

which varieties are best adapted for commercial
purposes and which most suited to local condi-
tions. The cultural details are under the direc-

tion of Mr. Lewis Castle. The area occupied is

about 20 acres, nearly level, rather exposed,

and with a sandy loam soil overlying the Oxford
clay. On a hot dry July day the soil was dusty,

but in wet weather it is said to become pasty.

The plantation has been established little more
than a year, so that some considerable time

must elapse before any definite results can be
arrived at. In the meantime, the establishment

is a model of good cultivation, and thus

already aflbids an excellent object-lesson. The
experiments have beeuplanned and carriedout, so

far as circumstances will allow, with scientific

precision. The soil has been analysed, and
•aroful records taken, so that we shall ulti-

mately have for fruit as exhaustive a mass of

information as is now available at Rothamsted
in the caso of agricultural crops. Only a com-
paratively few varieties of each kind of fruit

are grown (unless in the case of Strawberries).

In this way the risk of the whole experiment

breaking down under its own weight is par-

tially obviated. But even under existing cir-

cumstances, the collation of the evidence

obtained will be a serious undertaking. The
general scheme of the experimental trials may
be gleaned from the following notes.

At the present time the most striking features

are those plots which are designed to show the

effect of neglect. Two long plots are very con-

spicuous is this respect, the one where the

planting has purposely been badly done and
no care taken subsequently, tbe other where

weeds of all kinds have been allowed to grow
on the plots—the result of the struggle for exist-

ence in both cases is most striking throughout

the whole length of the plots. The unfortunate

fruit-trees are rapidly succumbing to starvation

and other adverse circumstances.

A few miles off a series of experiments on

agricultural crops has been carried on for some

years under the auspices of the Royal Agr'cultuial

Society on the Duke of Bedford's land, under the

direction of Prof. Voelcker, and on the same

general lines as those at Rothamsted. So far

as the action of manures is concerned, the

results are broadly like those at Rothamsted,

with slight variations from different local

conditions.

Among other experiments are some made
with a view of explaining the causes of Clover

sickness, by inoculating the soil with bacteria

from various leguminous plants, and then

growing Clovers on the soil so treated. At
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present the results are not conspicuous, but a

crop of Lucerne is floui'isliing on land which

will not at present carry Clovers. Considering

the dearth of such experiment stations in this

country, and the extreme importance of the

results to be obtained, it is highly gratifying

to see such work being carried out, work which

will lay the cultivators in this country under

profound obligation to the Duke, by whose

enlightened direction the scheme has been

thought out, and is in progress o£ realisation.

Apples.

Dwarf Trees. — For the following experiments

(Noe. 1 to 180) dwarf Apple-trees on a broad-leaved

Paradise stock have been planted. The trees were

all three years old when planted, eighteen trees being

taken for each experiment. Six of these are Bram-

ley's Seedling, bIx Cox's Orange Pippin, and six

Potts' Seedling, these three varieties showing marked
differences of habit. The distance allowed between

neighbouring trees is 11 feet in all cases, except in that

of Bramley's Seedling, where the distance has been

increased in one direction to 1.3 feet 6 inches to suit

the more vigorous habit of this variety. Every set of

eighteen trees devoted to each special method of

treatment ie planted in a line running across the thi-ee

plots.

There are six experiments in which the treatment

of the trees will be normal, and these are distributed

at about equal intervals down the plots, so as to

ascertain whether trees, when similarly treated, yield

the same results, independent of their position in the

plots.

Treatment of Brancluis.—The results to be com-

pared here are those produced by different methods of

dealing with the branches, as regards cutting-baclc,

pruning, and pinching. Moderate and hard-pruning

will be compared ; some trees will have the growths

pruned, but not pinched ; others will be subjected to

the reverse treatment ; while in one experiment the

branches will not be shortened in any way. The
different effects of branch and shoot reduction in

summer and autumn will also be compared.

Trealment of Routs.—Root-pruning is the subject

of investigation in these plots. Some trees will be

pruned annually, others every second or fourth year,

and some only when it appears to be necessary. In

one experiment, lifting the trees without (as far as it is

possible) injuring the roots will be tried ; and in

another, the roots wUl be neither pruned nor dis-

turbed in any way.

Treatment of Surface-soils.— In these five ex-

periments it is intended to ascertain the effects

on trees of loose or hard surface-soil, and

also the differenoei produced by the soil being

occupied with other plants. In one instance the

ground is hoed and covered with straw, in another

grass is grown and out, in a third the surfece is

hardened, in the fourth the soil is dug close to the

roots, and in the fifth weeds are allowed to grow.

Manures.—The different effects of artificial and

farmyard-manure will be examined in these plots.

As regards artificial manures, the separate and com-

bined effects of the three chief food-substances—

nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium—will be ex-

amined, as well as that of other substances, the

influence of which is at present less known.

Avioiint of Manure.—Here the amount of manure
applied will be varied, and the results compared with

those from an unmanured plot, and also from one

in which ths quantity of manure supplied is increased

eveiy year.

Time of Applying Manures.— In the majority

of the experiments where artificial manures are

supplied, the mineral manures will be used in

the autumn, and the nitrogenous manures in the

spring ; but in these experiments the effect of the

time of application of the dressings will be investigated

by selecting different periods of the year for their

application.

Methods of Planting. — Three experiments are

d voted to the illustration of the effects of bad
methods of planting and neglect. The first series

of trees wiU receive ordinary treatment in all

respects except in being badly planted ; the second

are badly planted and neglected, but wQl be

manured ; while the third are badly planted, neg-

lected, and will ni>t be manured. lu theother plots, the

effects of plantiug in gi- .und dug only 1 spit deep, in

ground dug 2 or 3 feet deep, aud in holes with chalk

bottoms, are investigated, as well as the effect of high

and low planting.

Planting/ in Different Soils.—In these instances

the stations for the trees were specially prepared and
filled with earth mixed with chalk, stones, gi-avel,

peat, or rich compost.

Times of Planting.—Comparison is here instituted

between trees planted in autumn, winter, and spring.

Removing Flowers.—It is intended to remove all

the flowers from these trees for several years to test

the effect of so doing on their after-growth and
produce.

Damaged Trees.—Some of the trees planted here

were severely barked by hares, others were rejected

from preceding experiments for various bark and

wood injuries, indications of canker, &c. They will

receive ordinary treatment, aud be compared with

healthy uninjured trees.

Some of the above-mentioned experiments are

being repeated with a fom'th variety of Apple—Stir-

ling Castle—\\diich is a weaker grower than any of

the thi'ee varieties just mentioned. The distance

between the neighbouring trees in this case is 6 feet

6 inches.

Standard Trees.—Similar experiments are also

being made in some instances on standard Apple-

trees grown on the Crab-stock. Each experiment in

this case, is made on six trees of Bramley's SeedUng

(Nos. 189—^199), six of Cox's Orange Pippin

(Nos. 201—211), and six of Lane's Prince Albert

(Nos. 213—215) : these were all four years old when
planted.

Different Metliods of Training.— The irregular

spaces at the top of the field have been utilised

for experiments on different methods of training.

From six to twelve trees of each of three varieties

of Apples havfa been planted for each experi-

ment. The varieties are ;—Bramley's Seedling. Cox's

Orange Pippin, and Stirling Castle—all on a broad-

leaved English Paradise stock ; but in this case the

trees were planted ai maidens, instead of three-year-

olds. With the horizontal espaliers the trees will be

trained so as to point in four difl'erent directions, in

order to determine the effect of diff'erent aspects-

Bushes, bowl-shaped and pyramidal trees ; espaliers,

cordons.

Varieties of Apples.—As it was found impossible

to obtain the number of varieties of Apples required

all of the same age, and all on both the Crab

and broad-leaved Paradise stocks, a number
of these stocks have been planted, which will

be budded or grafted when ready for these opera-

tions. About 120 varieties of Apples have been
selected, and of each o£ these there will eventually

be eight trees, four on each of the two stocks. Two
of these will, in every case, be subjected to severe

pruning, and two to very slight pruning. The trees

will also be so arranged that, by dividing the plots

lengthwise, they will form two precisely similar

halves, on which the effect of different insecticides

may be tried.

Stbawbebbies.

On the north-east border of the ground thirteen

plants of each of eighty varieties of Stirawberries have

been planted. From these runners will be taken,

aud fresh vows planted annually 2 feet from the pre-

vious ones, so that ultimately each variety will be

represented by plants of five different ages. Data

will thus be obtained for the comparison, not only of

different varieties under similar treatment, but also

of the same variety at different periods of its life.

Supplementary plants of the different varieties

have been planted between the Apple-plots in spaces

which will eventually be used for paths. London
manure, at the rate of 30 tons to the acre, has been

used for all the Strawben-ies.

The different varieties are not at present in a

strictly comparable condition, owing to their not

having been planted at the same time, and owing to

some of them, chiefly those planted late, having been
weakly when planted.

Demonstration Plots.

Three half-acre plots are devoted to demonstrating

how ground mjy be advantageously cropped with
fruit by farmers, growers for market, and cottagers,

respectively.

The Aerangement op Trees.

Near the garden-house three plantations of bush
Plum-trees have been formed, with the object of

ascertaining the respective merits of different systems

in which the same number of trees may be arranged

in a given space.

Each plantation consists of 36 trees—12 Monarch,

12 Czar, aud 12 Victoria—surrounded by trees of

Rivers' Early Prolific for protective purposes.

Each plantation represents an arrangement giving

1210 trees to the acre, and therefore, every tree has

the same amount of space allotted to it.

Hedges.

About 3600 feet of hedgerows have been planted,

with the primary object of forming a protection from

the wind, and with the secondary object of ascertain-

ing the economic value of different fruit-trees grown
in this waj'. The distance between the trees in

these hedges varies from 2 to 6 feet.

Local Apples.

Collections are being formed of varieties of Apples

which are characteristic of particular localities, or

which have originated in other countries, and are

little known here, the object being to ixscertaiu

whether any of them are worthy of more extended

cultivation in this country. Varieties of Scotch

Apples, varieties of Irish Apples, Apples of Con-

tinental origin, comprising French, German, Italian,

and Russian varieties.

The Nobsery.

Part of the ground on the south side of tlio brook

is laid out as a nursery, and planted with stocks for

budding or grafting. These include Cr.ib, Paradise,

Pear, Quince, Hawthorn, aud Cherry-plums. Other

spare parts of the ground have been put to a similar

use.

Trees and Shrubs.

A collection has been commenced of species and
well-marked varieties of Pruuus, Pyrus, and Cra-

taegus, together with other members of the nalMral

order of Kosacese, partly to form an ornamental
border between the nursery and the brook, aud partly

with a view to experiments in raising seedlings for

stocks, and for other purposes. The forms arranged

under Prunus include Almonds, Peaches, Plums,

and Cherries, representing the sections Amygdalus,

Armeuiaca, Prunus, Cerasus, Padus, and Lauro-

cerasus.

The forms of Pynis include Pears, Apples, White-

beams, Mountain Ash, Quinces, and Medlars, repre-

senting the sections Pyrophorum, Malus, Aria,

Adenorachis, Sorbus, Cydonia, aud Mespilus.

The forms of Cratiogus are planted near the uorth-

west end of the border, and at intervals are collections

of Ribes, Rubus, Spiraja, Berberis, Philadelphus,

Syringa, and Laburnum, with other trees and shrubs

valued chiefly for their flowers or fohage. The banks

of the brook and the borders will be devoted to

various plants adapted for such situations.

On the north-west side of the farm are planted a

number of quick-growing trees for shelter, chiefly

varieties of Poplar, Maple, and Lime.

Viola Beckiana (F. Piala).— In the current

number of the Wiener Illustrirtc Qartcn Zeitung is a

coloured figure of a new species of Viola from Bosnia.

It has erect, slender stems, linear leaves, and very

narrow stipules, with flowers suggestive of those of

V. cornuta, but with a much shorter spur. There

appeaj" to bo two forms, OQe with bluish-lilac flowers

und a yellow eye, the other with slilpbur-yellow

flowers.
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New or Noteworthy Plants.

EPIDENDRUM XIPHEROIDES, Krd., n. up*

Plate 11 1 in the highly esteemed Refwj. Botanicum,

represents under the name Epidendrum xipheres,

Rchb. f. , a plant from which our species differ by its

much larger bulbs and the smaller flowers of a dif-

ferent colour, but with which it agrees very well in

the most important botanical characters. The general

shape of the bulbs, the narrow thick leathery leaves,

the arrangement of the flower-stalk, also the peculiar

glassy warts on the ovai'y, the most striking of all

characters, are about the same in both species, but

there end the affinities. The sepals are lanceolate,

the petals linear, both of them dark green, with

sordid purplish lines, the lip is very prettily golden-

coloured with a thick whitish callus, hollowed on its

surface, from which five thick elevated Hues run

through the anterior part of the lip. The side-lobes

are very small aud inconspicuous. The plant is said

to be of Brazilian origin, and flowered with Mesfsrs. F.

Sander & Co., at St. Albans. F. KrdnzUn.

Cyktocbilum micranthum, Krzl., n. sp.-\

This plant resembles in every respect a small flower-

ing form of the old Cyrtochilum maculatum, Lind.

The lip, however, is quite different, its lateral lobes

being well developed, and the middle one larger,

obovate, and rounded at the top. In all specimens of

trae Cyrtochilum maculatum, the side-lobes are small

and confluent with the lip itself, and the anterior or

middle lube goes out into a sharp point. As the

crowd of varieties ranging under the collective name
of Cyrtochilum maculatum has increased to the

amount of a small genus, I believe it is better to

estatjlish a new species, if we have a tolerably good

character to separate it from the typical forms. Such

a character we find in the lip. The colour is not

very pleasing ; it is, in short, that of the paler-coloured

varieties of Cyrtochilum maculatum ; the Up, how-

ever, has also its peculiarity, the base being white,

with two pale chocolate-brown blotches running

sometimes together into a broad brownish band, the

anterior half being pale yellow. The plant was intro-

duced from Brazil ; it flowered in June with

Messrs. Sander & Co., at St. Albans. F. Krdndin.

OdONTOOLOSSUM LUTEO-PURPUREUM AsHWORTHIiNUM.

This is an extraordinai'ily beautiful variety, and

one of the largest of the colom-ed Odontoglossums,

its flowers being 5 inches across the sepals from tip to

tip, and 4 4 inches across the petals, all of the segments

being broad, and of a similar thick texture to that

usually foimd in 0. triumphans, which in other par-

ticulars this variety resembles. So great is the resem-

blance that cursory examination of the flower would

suggest a hybrid ofthat species. But the Up, although

larger than usual, has the unmistakable crest of that

form of 0. luteo-purpureum known in gardens as 0.

hystrix. The sepals are of reddish-chestnut-brown,

* Epidendrum xlpfteroidts, Krzl., n. sp.—Ail, Epid. xipheri,

Rcllb. f. Bulbia maguia ovoideis v. obpyriformibus. 7 cm.
altis, 3'5 cm. diam., iipice diphyllis ; foliis Unoaribus acumi-

natid crasissirais cartilagiueis caualiculatis ad 20 cm. lungis

ad 1 cm. latis ; racemo tenui paucifloro ; bracteis subuullis ;

ovariis brevi-pedicellatia cicatricibus hyalinia dense obtectis;

eepalis lanccolatis acutis lateralibus latioribuB
; petal i.s lineari-

bus apicem versus paulo latiuribus fiequilonj^risomnibus acutis

;

labcllilobis lateraiibus brevibus obtusif*. lobo intermedio late

oblongo (fere quadrato) marwine undulato callo disci elevato

carnoso supr.i. excavate aiitice iu lineas 5 elevatas carnosas
exeuutc : gynosteraio basi cam labello coalito supra lato

inarginato, ceterum generis. Sep. petalaque, atro viridia

obscure V'lirpureo-lineata. labellum antice aureum, gynoste-
niium aPiidiim. omnia floris fuliola 1*5 cm. louga. E. BraaUia
allati dicitur, floruit Junto Verulamii. F. Kt amlin.

t Cyrtorliih>.)ii hiicraiUliu^n , Krzl., n. sp.—Afi&ne C. macu-
late, Lind., differt floribua uiinutis vix 2 cm. diametro et
labello ; labelli lobis lateralibus bene evolutis rotundatis, lobo
intermedio obovato-oblougo antice rotundato lineis in disco 4
deotes a^quales inter ipsos lobos laterales formantibus, lineis

lateralibus brevioribus, callo didymo in ipsa basi ; gynos-
temii alis subnullis. Sepala petalaque vii-idia apicem versus
lutesceutia toaculis magnis bni eis notata, labellum basi

album a medio apicetn usque luteo macula magna bmnnea
utrinque, liaoia e'evatis violaceo marginatig. B. Brasilia

importata dicitur ; floruit Verularoii, Junto, 1896. F. KranzUn.

with clear citron-yellow tips, and one or two yellow

spots at the base. The petals are of a creamy-yellow

tint on the inner halves, and citron-yellow at the tips,

and they bear three large and a few small red-brown

spots, and a purple ray at the base. The large

fringed lip is of primrose-yellow colour in the front,

and red brown in the middle, iu front of the hand-

somely-toothed and fringed white, yellow, and purple

crest. It flowered with Elijah Ashworth, Esq.,

Harefield Hall, Wilmslow, Cheshire. James O'Brien.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CATTLEYA WARSCEWICZII, tab. SHUTTLE-
WORTHII.

This noble form of the plaut, at one time known

as C. gigas, made a great stir when it first flowered
;

and despite the large numbers since imported, it is

pleasing to see that it maintains its good reputation.

The flower is large, and the rich purplish-rose of the

sepals and petals, and the dark, velvetty crimson-

purple hue of the broad front lobe of the lip, make it

a very gorgeous object, the bright dark purplish-rose

veining of the exterior of the side lobes of the lip

being additional beauties. The original plant, now

in Lord Rothschild's collection at Trmg Park, is

carrying a grand six-flowered inflorescence. Other

shosvy plants, viz., C. x Hardyana Laversinensis, and

another very fine form of C. x Hardyana, ai-e also iu

bloom at this place. /. O'fi.

Cattleya Oaskelllaka, Bank House Vab.

This very fine variety is flowering in the collection

of Mrs. Briggs-Bury, of Bank House, Accrington

(Mr. J. Wilkinson, gr.). It is what is called in

gardening phraseology, a " good square flower," well

filled up in all its parts, and is remarkable among

others for great substance and breadth of petal.

The flower itself measures 7i inches across, and the

breadth of the petal just touches 3 inches. It is of a

fine rosy-lilac shade, the sepals and petals being

alike iu colour. The colour of the lip differs from

the type, in having a brilliant yellow (not lemon)

blotch on the epichilium, surrounded by roseate-

pui-ple lines, and edged with blush-pink ; the interior

of the lobe has grand rayed crimson-purple lines, the

expanded portion of the lip measuring 2 inches by

2 inches, A comparatively small plant is bearing on

one spike three equally fine flowers, partaking of the

mixed character of C. Mossiffi aud C. Gaskelliana.

This Gaskelliana division of the Labiate Cattleyas

comes in after C. Mossia, which is preceded by

C. Schroderi, and by C. Trianaei, and is generally

followed by C. Rex, and by C. labiata itself,

which, along vrith others, provide a continued

cycle of Cattleya flowers in anything like a good

collection. /. A.

leaves is, or may be, practically all returned to the

soil, that removed by the gathering and marketing of

the crop is shown separately.

In order, however, to present the subject of

orchard requirements aud fertiUsation in as complete

a way as possible, as well as for the sake of com-
parison, the following table of the composition of

Apple-tree leaves is first given.

Analyses of Apple-tree Leaves.

Composition of the leaf; Percentage composition

of selected and important constituents in ash.

Composition of the Lea/.

CHEMISTRY OF THE APPLE.
The research work connected with the chemistry

of the Apple was commenced at the Ottawa Experi-

mental Station in 1889, and has been continued up to

the present time under the direction of Mr. Frank

T. Shutt, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S. The investigation was

undertaken with a view of eliciting such mformation

as would assist the intelligent orchardist in a rational

method of fertilising. When the nature and amount

of plant-food required by the Apple tree in bearing is

known, the first steps towards the manuiing question

will have been taken.

The analytical work began by taking the Apple-

tree leaves of the following five varieties : Duchess

of Oldenburg, Tetofsky, Wealthy, Fameuse and

Northern Spy ; these were plucked at two different

stages of growth, and their composition determined.

This investigation has been continued by the chemical

examination of the Apple fruit of four of these

varieties.

The mineral matter and nitrogen—which together

constitute the plant food taken from the soil

—

annually assimilated are represented by the increase

of wood, the leaves and fruit. That contained in the

Name.
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Passing over the enormous differences in the

amounts of the various constituents taken up and

retained by the different varieties of Apple-tree leaves,

we see there is an average reduction in the phosphoric

acid of 465 per cent., an average increase in lime of

10-51 per cent., and an average decrease in magnesia

of 4-9tt per cent , between one period of collection

and the other.

These figures serve to show the absolute necessity

of a complete and full supply in the soil of available

mineral constituents in the earlier or merely vegeta-

tive stages of Apple-tree growth, if an abundant crop

of fruit is to be obtained.

Composition of the Froit.

The general composition, namely, the percentages

of water, organic matter, and ash—which make up

the whole, and the amouut of nitrogen, are given for

the four varieties of Apple examined in the following

tabulated form ;

—

Analysis of Api^hs.

subject, the data given in the following table has

been prepared :

—

Weight of Important Fertilising Constituents withdrawnfromihe
Soil in the Growth of Appks.

Variety of Apple.
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Mysore Government Gardens, LiL-BAOH.

Mr. Cameron, the superintendent, has issued his

annual report. The unusual drought caused much
extra labour, but the efficiency and beauty of the

gardens were well maintained.

PROGRESS IN THE HYBRIDISA-
TION OF ROSES.

I HAVE continued my labours every season up to

the present one, 1895, in which, I am sorry to say,

I was able to do very little. Next year, if I am alive,

I fear that my doings will probably be still le..=s. Not
that my faith is shaken in the belief that new races

of Roses may be brought into existence by crossing

or hybridising the existing races, which will be
valuable additions to our present possessions ; but

the pressure of adviincing years is imperative. Unless

I did the entire operation with ray own hand, the

necessary interest in it would be lacking, and in my
eightieth year the needful energy for this begins to

fade.

With regard to what I have achieved, I think I

shall have done much if I do no more than establish

the one great fact that the different races of Roses,

however apparently opposed to one another in wood
and spine, in habit of growth, in foliage, in hardihood,

and all other outward characteristics, are capable of

uniting in the production of a common progeny—

a

progeny which is distinctly different from either

parent, though generally bearing undoubted proofs

of their origin in traces of both seed and pollen

parent.

The successful results of my attempt to combine
the sweet foliage and the hardy constitution of the

Sweet Briar with the red and yellow tints of the

Persian Yellow Briar and the Austrian Copper
Briar, and not only so, but with the crimson tints

of the Bourbons, the Hybrid Chinas, and even the

Tea Roses, afford an excellent illustration of this

truth.

As I have mentioned the Hybrid Sweet Briars, I

will pause a moment to make known a fact which I

only became aware of in this autumn of 1895. It

occurred to me to have the hips of the Hybrid Sweet
Briars cut off, and I only regret that it did not occur
to me earlier in the season. They were already of a
bright red colour, and formed very pretty objects,

but I thought it would add to the strength and health
of the plant to part with them. I certainly was not
prepared for the result, for all the plants, with one or
two exceptions, took to blooming freely a second
time. During all August and September, and, indeed,
until the arrival of the sharp frost in the latter part
of October, I had three or four glasses of these
blooms on my breakfast-table every morning, per-
fuming the room with the very sweet scent of their
flowers. From this experience, I conclude that if

the flowers were cut off as soon as they fade in
summer, and the hips not allowed to form them-
selves, the autumnal flowering would be still more
remarkable and abundant.

But it is time that 1 passed from my successes to
the admission of what have been very like failures.

I had directed my attention to the production of a
Hybrid Perpetual of a new colour. Why not a
yellow ? And, indeed, why not a blue Rose ? As
the possible parent of a yellow Rose, nothing pre-
sented itself so naturally as the yellow Briar—the
Persian Yellow and the Harrisoni. I collected a
•quantity of the pollen of these Roses, and operated
on the blooms of several Hybrid Perpetuals, notably
Oeneral Jacqueminot and Jean Cherpin. I obtained
abundance of hips, and in due time plenty of seed,
and again in due time, some hundreds of plants!
But excepting perhaps in two or three cases, no sign
is visible in their wood, foliage, or growth of the
yellow Briar

; no doubt the greater part of them have
not yet flowered, but 1 confess my hopes of success
with them is pretty well extinct. One plant, indeed,
about three or four years ago, did give unmistakable
signs of the Briar parentage, the foliage was almost
identical with that of Harrisoni, and when the flower
showed itself, it presented a very pretty mixture of

crimson and yellow. But it was vei-y sbapele.ss, and
out of a dozen blooms, there would perhaps be only

one that in shape could be said to give any pleasure

to the eye. Moreover, it proved itself to be very

difficult to propagate by either bud or graft ; it is

even difficult to keep it alive, one branch after another

dying down more quickly than they are reproduced.

The plant seems, if I may use such an expression, to

resent the attempt to unite such incongruous parents,

and to make continual protest against its having been
called into existence.

Then for the blue Rose I collected the pollen of a

Hungarian Rose, ' Erinnerang an Brod" by name.
The tints of this Rose are more distinctly blue in

parts, and at times, than those of any Rose that I

have met with.

I have had no difficulty in obtaining plants from
the pollen of this Rose with several of the Hybrid
Perpetuals, and I have a number of them now. But
none have yet bloomed

; and I cannot trace,
in the growth or foliage, any distinct evidence that
the qualities of pollen parent are represented in the
progeny.

On the other hand, I have a seedling Rose, obtained
from a parent of the Semperflorens race, which has
bloomed and given me a flower which at times comes
almost blue, but it is flimsy, loose in its petals, and
greatly wanting in shape ; it is the most contmuous
bloomer, however, througliout the autumn that I

have ever seen. What its true colour m.iy even-
tually turn out to be it is not easy to say, for it is

wonderful how seedlings change from their first form
and colour as time goes on.

Another experiment must be recorded which up
to the present time has not met with success. The
beautiful glossy foliage of tlie Rosa camelliafolia is

very inviting to the eye of the hybridiser, and if I

could only transfer this foliage to some of our Hybrid
Perpetuals, I should consider it a useful triumph.
But 1 could not get the caraelliatolia to flower. From
what I have read in the gardening publications, I
conclude that other people have met with the samo
difficulty. At last my opportunity came. The
splendid sunny season of 1S93 ripened the wood of
my plant so thoroughly, that in 1891 it gave me
twenty flowers. Two of these I treated with the
pollen of other plants, but obtained no hips. The
remaining eighteen I reserved for pollen, with which
I fertilised the blooms of numerous Hybrid Per-
petuals. I h.ad a good crop of seed, and I have,
perhaps, a hundred plants. In vain have I looked for
a shiny leaf. Many of the seedlings have a foliage
inclining that way, and certiinly different from that
of the seed parent, but none (unless as they grow
up they put on a more glossy appearance) carry the
true Camellia-like leaf which was the object of my
quest.

In another experiment I have succeeded much
better

; I allude to the hybridising of the Rosa rugosa.
Of these I have several plants, and a precocious one
has .already, in its second year, shown me a very
handsome flower.

I reserve to the last an attempt upon which, if

successful, I should set the highest value, but of
which I cannot yet announce the result. I allude to
a possible cross with the wild Dog Rose. There is
no more graceful and beautiful picture presented to
us in the Rose world than that formed by tlie running
shoots of the wild Dog Rose scrambling over the upper
branches of a tall Thorn or Holly laden with their
pretty pink flowers ; and plants of this our native
Rose with flowers perhaps improved, at any rate,

varied, in colour and form, could not be otherwise
than welcome. In the summer of last year (1894) I

fertilised some hundred of blooms of the common
Dog Rose (growing in the open air) with the pollen
of some of our best Hybrid Perpetuals, and with that
also of the Yellow Briar, and sowed the seed last

autumn. Some at least of this seed, according to all

my previous experiences, should have vegetated and
come up this year, but none of it has done so. It
may very well be that they will come up this next
spring of 1896. Many Rose seeds do take two years
before they germinate, as the Sweet Briar seed con-
stantly does. But the failure of the whole lot to give

a single plant this year is ominous—dreadfully
ominous. I only don't quite despair

; I wish I had
done the work under glass, and should have done so,

but; I was disappointed by not getting the needful
plants in pots.

I do not call to mind any other experiments which
would justify a specific account. I will only add
generally that my work has produced a great number
of very charming garden Rosea, some of them of new
and unusual colours. It has also called into existence
many hybrid plants, in which the Musk Rose plays
the part of parent, with its habit of Ijlooming in

clusters, and the peculiar spicy scent of its flower
;

and others again in which the hardy Ayrshire Rose has
contributed strength and a wandering habit, but no
flowers as yet.

But I must not omit to say a word upon the results
of hybridising in a second generation. I have for
the last two or three years hybridised some of the
hybrid Sweet Briars with the pollen of the Hybrid
Perpetuals. The result has been a number of plants,
but hitherto no bloom ; the age for their blooming
has not arrived. Also as an experiment I sowed some
of the seed of the hybrid Sweet Briars, obtained
from their self-fertilised hips, and have many plants.

Some of these plants have flowered, and the flower
has gone back pretty nearly to the original Sweet
Briar. L',nl Penzance, in " The liosarians' Year Book."

CUPRESSUS McNABIANA.
The eastern side of Red Mountain, California,

is covered with the most curious forest I have
ever seen. A body of Cupressus McNabiana,
about a half-mile square, and scarcely mixed with
any other tree, covers it completely. The trees
are only from 12 to 20 feet high, as a rule,

but, like the miniature trees of the .lapanese

gardeners, they have all of the appearance of great
age. Old and gnarled, tough and twisted, covered
with moss, and with limbs broken, they look like the
old forests of Cedar of Lebanon as they are pictured.

A forest 100 feet high, looked at through the large

end of a telescope, would give the same impression.

A fire has swept through one side, and the old trunks,
standing black and naked, aid the deception. Only
the surrounding objects by which to aid the sight,

keep one from being quite carried away by the decep-
tion. These trees, dwarfed so strangely by the arid

soil and bleak climate, are very old.

The west face of the mountain is no less curious.

Here the Cypress forms a dense thicket, from 6 or 8
feet high in the open hills, to 15 feet high in the
gullies, and stretching over the whole mountain-side
till it breaks mto cliffs at the canon. Where the fires

have burned over, the little seedlings are coming up,
but in no such profusion as I saw in the thickets of
Cupressus on the coast. Here, at the most, there
would be one tree in 3 or 4 feet. The little seedlings

having the soil to themselves, are of a fine green, and
quite shapely, and many grow into handsome trees. A
few seeds carried down the stream to gravelly flats in

the valley have formed an open grove of specimens
as handsome as any in a park of perfect pyramidal
form and very broad at base. Handsomer trees are

seldom seen.

Many of the lesser shrubs and flowers are quite .as

distinctive of Red Mountain as the Cypress. One
Ceanothus in particular I have never observed except
in such soils. It is much like a Holly in leaf, and
forms a low bush. The flowers are white. The
stream which flows down the east side has a broad
bed heavily grown with a coarse grass, which retains

the soil and furnishes a home for many flowering

plants. For fully a half-mile Lilium pardahnuni, in

a large spotted form, grows in abundance and forms
great clumps. As I have seen it in July, the stems
4 to 7 feet high, and the canou fairly filled with a

wa7y mass of the grand recurved red and gold
blossoms, I thought it the finest floral sight I had ever

seen. Our common Columbine, Aquilegia truncats,

is a fine plant and the parent of some good garden
plants ; it flowers in May and June. In the grass

and on the wet rocks of the numerous little falls, a
form with viscid leaves grows in profusion, and, un-
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like the type, blooms constantly through the summer
season. The flowers are more of an orange colour

than the type. A variety of Stachys, with tomentose

leaves and a pleasant, fragrance, is almost as common,
and in the wettest places one can see large beds of an

Orchid much like a small purple and brown Lady's-

slipper. This is Epipactis gigantea, a pretty species

well worth cultivation. A large clump graces

my Fern-bed, and rapidly increases, blooming freely

every year.

Few Ferns grow here, but a Peltea (P. densa) is

abundant in the loose rock which has broken from

the cliffs above, and in the rock crevices as well. It

grows in large bunches, and the small dissected fronds

are quite handsome when the winter rains wake them

of the most attractive is Dendromecon rigidum, a

shmb from 2 to 8 feet high, slender, with light lance-

shaped leaves and a blossom almost exactly like a

light-coloured Californian Poppy, except in size.

This beautiful Tree Poppy in our region is confined

to high altitudes. A well-developed bush is not soon

to be forgotten. Morning Glories are everywhere in

our State. A very common one with good-sized

white flowers gi'ows in grain fields, and is a trouble-

some weed, pretty as it is. Red Mountain, in Morn-

ing Glories, as in everything else, is odd, and the creep-

ing form which I saw in bloom one morning in May
had halberd-shaped leaves densely clothed with woolly

hairs and a fine white flower. The stem crept about

a foot. Carl Pmchj, hi "Garden and Forest."

Ill feet across, with a total height of 70 feet. It is

heated by eight rows of 4-inch pipes, and similar pro-

vision is made for heating the upper part of the dome.
There is to be a marble fountain in the centre. The
boiler-house is about 30 yards away, hidden from
view by a shrubbery.

The furnishing of such a structure is a matter of

great importance, and it is hoped that gentlemen who
may have fine specimens of Palms, Cycads, Tree-

Ferns, Sikkim Rhododendrons, Camellias, or other

suitable plants which have become too large for their

present position, may be inclined to supplement Mr.
Yates Thsmpson's munificence by contributing

towards the furnishing of the structure. An adver-

tisement in another column gives further details as

/;?
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from the long summer sleep ; very delicate, too, the

light green new growth resembling a Maiden-hair.

Calycanthus occidentalis is not uncommon in the

coast range, and is one of our finest waterside shrubs.

It is rather prettier than the eastern C. floridus, and,

like it, the bark, leaf and fleshy chocolate-coloured

flowers have a pleasant odour. It especially likes the

clayey soil of this canon, and in some localities the

growth is 10 to 12 feet high and completely fills the

gulch. In clefts of the rock a rare Brodiasa grows

quite out of its range, for it is common 40 miles east-

ward. The flowers are white, and it prefers the

courses of streams.

The higher slopes are also rich in rare plants. One

SEFTON PARK.
Our public parks in this country are ill provided,

if at all, with winter gardens, or places for shelter in

inclement weather. Recognising this, Mr. Yates

Thompson has munificently presented to the Lord
Mayor and Corporation of Liverpool the fine con-

servatory of which we now publish an illustration

and plan (figs. 12, 1.3). It has been erected in Sefton

Park, Liverpool, by Messrs. Mackenzie k Moncur, of

Edinburgh and Glasgow, and is intended for the use

and enjoyment of the citizeus at all times, Sundays
not excepted. The plants will be mostly planted out

in beds and borders, with ample space for walking and
for seats. The building is of iron and glass, about

to the mode of transmission of the plants. Sefton

Park, we may remind our readers, was laid out by
our eminent friend, M. Andr(S.

NOTES ON VEGETABLE PRO-
DUCTS, TAKEN FEOM CONSULAR
REPORTS.

(Contl7f.ted from jh 10.)

Hankow.—Vegetable tallow shows a slight improve-

ment on 1894. This product meets with more atten-

tion on the Continent than in England. Its power

of withstanding heat, which enables it to be shipped

in " cheeses" without any packing, would seem to show
that it was well suited for Candles in hot climates,
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but there has been very little readiness shown
in London to deal in it. There are three or
four qualities of the article, and its purity greatly
depends upon the manner in which it has been
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market were for many years almost entirely neglected,
but in Europe it is much used for candles, as a com-
ponent in the manufacture of soap, and for other
purposes. Advices have been received from England

better undertaken previous to export. The bcautv
of the autumn tints of the Tallow-tree, especially
when grown near water, recommend its introduction
into the milder parts of England.

Fig. 13.—plan of conservatory ix sefton park, llvebpool. (see p. 66.)

prepared for export. If crushed with the seeds,
its quality i-j greatly deteriorated, and the cheeses
contain elements which are difficult to remove. But
if the coating is carefully removed from the seeds
and then boiled, it is said to withstand any heat, and
to be very serviceable. Samples in the London

to the effect that adverse duties on the Continent on
export from Great Britain absolutely prohibit the
trade thence. The statement seems to admit of
doubt. The production of this tallow is capable of
very large extension. It appears probable that the

earlier stages of manufacture of this article might be

"Whether this last note refers to the tallow from
Excjecaria sebifora, or from the Japanese Uluis suo-

cedanea, it is difficult to say ; it would, ho-vever, seem
to allude to the former, except that the fat is usually

very soft, and readily melts in hot weather, while that

from the species of Rhus is hard and wax-like.
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Vegetables.

SUTTON'S EARLY GIANT MARROWFAT PEA.

This is the quickest Pea in coming to maturity ofany
that I have grown. It is a good cropper, haulm 3i feet

high, witli long, handsome, well-filled pods, containing

eight to ten seeds in each. The Peas are of excellent

flavour, indeed, it is a true Marrowfat Pea, coming
into use quicker than the small round-seeded varieties.

Seed of this variety sown on March 17, at the same
time as Laxton's Standard, Chelsonian, Sutton's

Early Marrowfat, and Ne Plus Ultra, the dates

when pods were ready for gathering were :—Sutton's

Early Giant, June 15 ; Standard, June 23 ; Chel-
sonian, June 25 ; Suttou's Early Marrowfat, June 26

;

Ne Plus Ultra,Jime 27. Thus it will be seen that Early
Giant was eight days earlier than Laxton's Standard,
which is one of our best early Peas, very hardy, .and

an excellent cropper ; but if Early Giant will survive
the winter outside, it will be in advance of all other
early varieties of Peas. W. 11. Divers, Belvuir Castle

Gardens.

The Week's Work.
THE FLO"WEB GARDEN.

By Hedlev Warren, Gardener, Aston Clinton, Tring.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA is far more effective
when planted in a mass than if dotted about the
borders or shrubberies, the large white panicles of
ilowers being very showy, and they are, moreover,
exceeding useful in a cut st,ate for decorative pur-
poses. As a late flowering shrub, this is one of the
best, flowering as it does when but few othei-s are in
bloom

; it thrives best in a cool moist position. [There
should be a deep basin for holding water formed
around each. Ed.1

GENERAL REMARKS.—The present season has
been a very trying one for the occupants of the flower-
garden, and many established plants, herbaceous peren-
nials, have suflered, the foliage having become yellow
—the Irises especially. Shrubby Phloxes should
receive a thorough soaking of water whenever the
soil gets dry, surface watering doing them more harm
than good ; afterwards afl'ording a mulch of short de-
cayed manure or cocoa-nut fibre. All plants in the beds
should be well supplied with water, dead and decay-
ing leaves and flowers removed, and constant attention
given to the pegging-down of trailing plants where
this method appears to be desirable, imd to the
removal of superfluous shoots. Most of the Roses
are now past their best, especially on light and
gravelly soils. These plants should be thoroughly
well watered, both at the roots and overhead, which
will not only cleanse the foli.ige but stimulate growth,
and check the increase of red-spider, which is sure to
infest thom in such a season as the present. If these
matters are attended to forthwitli, a good supply of
autumn bloom may be anticipated.

GLADIOLUS should receive similar treatment, and
never allowed to become dry at the root, dryness
being detrimental to the grow'th of good flower-spikes,
lied-spider sometimes attacks the Gladiolus, the
leaves and flowers suffering, so that it is very desir-
able to keep the plants in a vigorous condition, and
plenty of moisture at the root, deep tilth and abund-
ance of manure are necessary to ensure this.

THE BUDDING OF BRIARS.—The present month is
the most suitable for the budding ofRoseson Briar stocks,
although it may be performed as late as the month of
September. If the stocks are afforded water at the
roots a few days before budding is begim, the
bark will lift easily, consequent on there being a
decided flow of sap in the plants. There are many
losses this year among the stocks, and especially where
the earthing-up of the stems is not practised. This
is of much consequence in dwarf stock, which should
be budded as low as possible, in fact, close to the
root.s, which may be easily accomplished by scraping
away the earth. Rose-buds should be taken from
.shoots which are about three parts matured,and even
m some cases the best buds will be found on plants
growing in glasshouses, especially the more tender
Teas. After a bud is inserted in the stronger shoots of
a stock, or at the collar, and made secure, no further
attention will be necessary for a period of about three
weels, by which time the buds which have taken may
be identified by the falling away of the remains of the

leaf-stalk, and the fresh plump look of the bud itself.

Stocks on which the buds have failed should be again
budded, doing this on the opposite side of the stock,
and at pruning time, not before, the snag above the
bud may be cut ofl'.

CARNATIONS.—In some places layering has com-
menced. The warmth of the season has favoured
the growth and development of the border varieties,
which, on the whole, are remarkably free from
insect pests, and on heavy soils these are doing remark-
ably well. Layering in any case may now be pro-
ceeded with, and if the directions afforded in a
former calendar in regard to the preparation of
the soil and the layering of the shoots have been
attended to, the work will be facilitated. Layering
at the best is considered a somewhat wearisome and
trying job, especially when it h.as to be done under a
hot sun. Layers made at this season soon emit
roots, and form good plants before the winter. In
September they may be severed from the mother-
plant.?, planted in beds, or potted and wintered in
cold frames.

THE HARDY FRTJIT GARDEN.
-By G. WooDGATE, Gm-iiemr, RolUston Hall, Enrton-on-Trent.

STRAWBERRY BEDS.- -When fresh beds of Straw-
berries are being ]ilanted, it is a common practice to
plant the rooted runners at from 12 to 15 inches
apart in the rows, with t!-e intention of obtaining as
much fruit as possible from the land in the first

season. Such beds should have every alternate plant
in a row removed the first year of fruiting, as soon as
the crop is gathered, thus affording space for those
that are left to fully develop. All of tile runners on
these plants should be removed, and .as often afterwards
as they are produced ; this also holds good for plants
which, having been forced, were afterwards planted
out. Keep the beds clear of weeds by hoeing.

FIG TREES.— The young stocky, short-jointed

wood of the current year should now be laid-in,

leaving plenty of space in the fastenings used to admit
of full growth without pinching the shoots. No
more should be retained than space can be found for

without crowding, and all other current season's

shoots should be cut off.

APRICOTS.—The fruits will in most parts of the
country have finished stoning, and a number of
secondary growths will have pushed forth, all of

which should be pinched back with the finger and
thumb to one leaf. To prevent the young folijige

harbouring insects, afford the roots a heavy appli-

cation of water, and wash the trees with the garden

-

engine, doing the latter daily till the fruits commence
to change in colour, when any further wetting must
cease. Ant, woodlice, and sometimes mice, feed upon
the ripening fruits of the Apricot, compelling the
gardener to take means to preserve the fruit from
injury. Woodlice can be caught by placing inverted
small flower-pots filled with dry hay on the border,

close to the Apricot trees, and once or twice a week,
dropping the bay into a bucketful of scalding water.

Ants are difficult to deal with, and the most effectual

means th.at I know of is to pour boiling water with a
small quantity of petroleum mixed in it into their

nests l.ate at night, which is, however, possible only
where the nests are distant from the roots of fruit

trees. T hey may be tr.apped by laying dead birds in

their runs, which soon become covered with thera,

when the bodies may be gathered up and placed in

boiling water. Mice should be trapped.

WALNUTS.—If any of these nuts are required for

pickliug, they should be gathered before the shell

begins to harden. In gathering the nuts for this

purpose the thick clusters should be thinned, which
will aid the development of those which vrill remain.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McIntyre, Giu\lcncr, Wooelside, Darlington.

IXORAS.—Those now in flower may be moved
into a cooler house, and if moderately shaded, the
plants will last a lung time in flower. The Ixora is a
plant that I do not think is benefited by manures of

.any kind, good fibrous peat and coarse silver-sand

being all that is required to grow it well. Careful
watering is very essential, or the plants will quickly
become unhealthy. The present is a good time to

increase the stock. Insert cuttings singly in thumb-
pots, using sifted peat and silver-sand. Put them
in the propagating-box until rooted. As soon as this

has taken place, shift them into 4-inch pots, and
encourage growth as much as possible during the
next three months. They will then make plants that

will carry four or five trusses of bloom in 6-inch pots
next season, and such plants are exceedingly useful

for vases in rooms.

CLERODENDRONS.—Specimens now in full bloom
must be kept cool and in a tolerably dry atmosphere,
for the purpose of prolonging their season of flower-

ing. Water frequently with Uquid from the farm-
yard, or add a sprinkling of Clay's manure before
watering them. Those which flowered earliest, if

treated as recommended in former notes, will have
^lost all their foliage, and be re,ady for startiag

afresh to furnish plants for the late season.

ALLAMANDAS ought now to be showing abund-
ance of bloom, and the season at which they are
wanted must determine the treatment they should
receive. If backward they will require to be pushed on.

This would however be unfortunate, for if AUamandas
are grown and flowered in a high temperature ^till

they are requu'ed for exhibition, the plants may
flag when staged. They should be kept cool a fort-

night previous to removal to conservatory, or to the
exhibition tent. The plants should now be afforded fre-

quent applications of liquid-manure or other fertiliser.

Complete all the necessary tying, so that the plants

may have time to assume a natural appearance.

CALADIUMS grown in small pots m.ay be fit for

pots of a Larger size, and they will then grow with
increased vigour, and remain useful for a longer period.

Use compost consisting of two parts yellow loam and
one each of peat and leaf-mould, with a little saud.

Add to this dried cow-manure, to the extent of one-

third of the whole, and pass it through a half-inch

sieve before using it. Afterwards apply water care-

fully for a few days.

ACALYPHAS may now have become leggy, and
well-coloured tops should be taken and struck for

use later in the autumn. Place them singly in

3-inch pots, using one part of leaf-soil, one of loam,
and one of silver-sand. Put them into a case in the
propagating-house, where they will soon make roots

;

then remove them to a shelf near the glass in a

Melon-pit or other warm structure.

DRAC/ENAS I'aised from eyes during the spring
being now pot-bound, should be given a shift into 4 or
5ineh pots. Place near the glass, and afford them
all the light possible.

MISCELLANEOUS.—At this season a careful in-

spection of the whole collection of plants should be
made, and any plant that has become root-bound, and
cannot be left over till the spring without injury,

should be given a shift, care being taken not to give

too much pot-room, as it is getting hate in the
season, and most plants winter best if rather pot-

bound. Pot on Cinerarias and herbaceous Calceolarias

which may be ready ; those sown last month should
be pricked off into pans previous to placing them
singly in pots. Use a compost for them consisting

of good yellow loam and sharp river-sand. Schizan-

thus, sown last month to flower in the spring, should
be pricked into thumb-pots, putting three seedlings in

each pot. If the conservatory is required to be gay in

Mai'ch and April, these are splendid plants for the
purpose, if well grown. They must not be atlnided large

shifts—smaller ones at short intervals suiting them
much better. Give them a light compost, and during
the next three months grow them in cold frames.

Plants of Azalea mollis that have been in a Peach-house
since flowering, may now be given a position in the
open, well exposed to the sun. If the pots can be
plunged in some cool materi.al, it will assist the
growth, and save much watering.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. WniTE. Orchid Grower, Bur/ord, Dorking.

SCHOMBURGKIAS.— These plants enjoy sunshine
at all seasons. S. tibiciuis, S. .Sauderiaua, S. Kim-
balliaua, .and S. Humboldti have hollow, horn-like

pseudo-bulbs ; they are now commencing to grow, and,
if necessary, should be given fresh materi.al to root in.

Very little is requisite, as the plants grow more freely

in a shallow than a deep compost. It may consist of

fibrous peat and sphagnum-moss, in the proportion

of two-thirds of the former to one-third of the latter.

The drainage must be as perfect .as possible, so that the
compost maybe afforded frequent.andcopious waterings.

They thrive equally well in pots or baskets, but, like

Dendrobcs or Mexican L.a;liias, it is essential that they
receive abundance of light, air, and moisture. When
growth is completed, .afford less moisture, and place

the plants where they will get the least amount of

shade, but plenty of fresh air. Schoiuburgkia
Lyonsii and S. undulatfi will grow well under similar

conditions. The growth upon both species is now
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well advanced, and should not be disturbed by-

repotting. S. crispa succeeds best under ordinary

Cattleya-house treatment, if given a light position.

VANDA TERES is of exquisite beauty when in

bloom, but many cultivators fail to flower it satis-

factorily. Its particular requirements are plenty of

direct sunshine and copious overhead waterings

several tunes a day during active growth. Where

a Mexican-hDuse exists, this is the best place for

it, and if given plenty of fresh air during the

day when the sun is shining full upon the plants,

and a thorough syringing at closing time, this

species will thrive well and bloom profusely. The
flowering period is past, and some of the plants may
need overhauling. Some gi'owere cut oS'the stems at

about 2 feet from the top, and insert them thickly in

beds of growing sphagnum-moss. The method is a very

convenient one, especially where quantities of cut

bloom are required from a small amount of space
;

but, as a rule, plants thus treated only produce three

or four blooms on each spike, whereius plants

cultivated in the foUowiug manner invariably give

from six to nine flowers of good size and substance

from each individual spike : —Half-a-dozen or more

stems are fixed to long upright Teak rafts, each raft

consisting of three or four rods, each rod being about

three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and at least

1 inch apart, to allow of a free circulation of air

amongst the roots. The lower part of the raft is

then inserted in a pot and made secure there with

crocks, over which is placed a layer of fresh sphagnum-

moss. At the present time our plants have over-

grown the length of their Teak supports ; therefore,

about 2 feet of the stems of the plants and rafts will

have to be carefully sawn off at the bottom, and the

rafts lowered in the pots. Another new raft will then

be screwed on to the top of the old one, to whicli

the uppermost stems should be securely tied. After

the plants have been disturbed, they must be thinly

shaded until the young roots have taken a firm hold

of the new wood, when they may be gradually ex-

posed to direct sunlight. The parts of the stems that

have been cut off, if encouraged, will soon send out

fresh growths, and in this way the plant may be pro-

pagated. Its allied species, V. Hookeriana, should be

treated in a similar manner, the proper time for the

operation being about the beginning of September.

Plants of this lovely species should be showing their

flower-spikes. Place tUem at the end of the hottest

house where they may receive uninterrupted sun-

light, and well syringe them overhead several times

daily till the flower-buds expand. To successfully

grow and flower this variety, the plant must, all the

year round, be afforded warmer treatment than V.

teres. V. Kimballiana and V. Amesiana do well in

the same hous^ as V. teres ; they should be placed in

such a position that air can circulate around them ; and

neither species should be syringed overhead, the

water which lodges in the axils of the leaves frequently

causing them to become spotted.

RENANTHERAS, ETC.—R. coccinea is another

Orchid whose roots cling firmly to, and entwine them-

selves around Teak-wood rods. The plant delights in

plenty of sunshine and a hot moist atmosphere during

its season of growth. Identical treatment as regards

light, heat, and moisture should be given to the rare

and beautiful R. Storiei, to induce it to produce its

panicle of richly-coloured flowers. R. matutina, now
in bloom, should be grown with Aiirides, Sacco-

labiums, &c. ; so also should the singular Orchid

Trichoglottis (Stauropsis) fasciata, and the pretty

Stauropsis philippinensia.

RE-POTTING.—In the cool-house there are several

plants that require to be re-potted or re-surfaced at

once, the more important being Maxillaria Sanderiana,

M. prcestans, and M. Amesiana. As these varieties fre-

quently thrust their flowers through the soil in a down-
ward direction, basket-culture is the more suitable, and
for the same reason no crocks should be used for drainage.

Maxillai'ia grandiflora, JI. venustum, M. Hiibschii, and
M. fucata, grow thoroughly well in an ordinary
flower-pot or shallow pan. All of these species root

freely and make strong gi-owths in a compost con-

sisting of three parts sphagnum-moss to one of peat,

intermixed with plenty of small clein crocks. Maxil-

laria Turneri may also be repotted now ; this plant

succeeds best in an intermediate temperature.

order to keep Peas, Celery, &c., in a growing con-

dition. The advantages of early mulching is now very

apparent. On our rather light soil those Peas not

early mulched and watered are virtually dried up,

while others that could be well attended to in this

respect, and have been watered twice weekly, are now
podding fairly well, sufficient to supply a modenate

picking daily. The variety Goldfinder, a Pea of the

Ne Plus Ultra type, is one of the best now in use,

and it appears to withstand the extreme heat better

than the older variety. Keep the surface-soU well

stiiTed by frequent hoeing. Early Runner Beans

are flowering freely, and these, together with dwarf

varieties, must be kept well supplied with water, or

the crop will be a failure. Lettuces, Radishes, &c.,

also require frequent waterings to keep them growing.

CABBAGE.—A small quantity of an early variety

of Cabbage seed may now be sown from which a first

planting on a small scale may be made. So much de-

pends on the weather in autumn and winter, that it is

advisable where a considerable quantity of Cabbage is

required, to make three sowings, early, mid-season,

and late, allowing about a fortnight between each,

the bulk of the plants or main crop to be planted

from the middle sowing. If the first sowing be made

about the 20th of the month, and the plants put out

as soon as large enough, these will, providing the

autumn be a favourable one, form heads for early

use, and if not further required for Sprouts, the

stumps may be cleared off, and the ground prepared

for some other crop—Ellam's Early and Sutton's

Flower of Spring form two capital varieties for early

cutting. The seed-bed should be in an oyien quarter

of the garden, and be well prepared and thoroughly

watered a few hours before the seeds are sown.

These may be scattered broadcast, or sown in shallow

driUs 8 inches apart. Should the extreme heat con-

tinue, it wUl be well to cover the seed-bod with

garden-mats until germination takes place, after

whicli it should be covered with netting, otherwise

the birds will be found troublesome.

MAIN-CROP ENDIVE.—The present is a suitable

time to make a full sowing. Borders on which early

Cauliflowere have been growing may bo lightly forked

over, breaking up the clods finely, and working in,

if the border is in poor condition, a little short,

well-rotted manure. After the drills are taken out

about 1 inch deep and 1 2 to 1 5 inches .apart, they should

be well watered and left for an hour before the seeds are

sown. Sow thinly, and after covering in, beat with

the back of a rake to make the soil firm. The most

reliable varieties are the Selected Green-curled, and

the improved round-leaved Batavian.

LEEKS.—Those sown for the main crop will now
be large enough for transplanting into drills, 5 or 6

inches in depth, and 15 inches apart. The ground

for these should be well manured. Those planted

out earUer from boxes will require —as will also the

newly-transplanted ones — copious supplies of water.

The early plants that are gromng freely, will require

a little soil to be worked up around the stems, and

this should be done after a thorough watering with

weak liquid-manure has been afforded them.

LATE FRENCH BEANS.—These are generally very

useful at the end of the season, and if a number of

short rows of Ne Plus Ultra can be sown on a border

under a wall, protection from early frosts may be

easily afforded by means of mats or canvas.

raised from eyes struck in the spring, there being yet

plenty of time to get them well-established before the
season o£ growth expires. As the soil of which the
new border will be made is likely to be deficient iu

moisture, care must be taken to make it thoroughly
firm by treading and ramming it before the plant-

ing of the young canes is begun. When planting the

Vines the roots should be carefully disentmgled.

and spread out to tLieir fullest exteat, coverini; them
with the finer particles of soil, or with a specially-

prepared soil, and finishing with a good watering with

tepid water, and a mulch of half-rotten manure.
Keep the Vines close in a warm temperature, and
shade them for a few daj^s, afterwards gradually

inuring them to sunlight and air. It is sometimes a

prudent course to lift the roots of old Vines that

are doing unsatisfactory, laying the roots in

fresh soil, or entirely re-making the border. In

any case, the soil or compost required should

be prepared, so that there may be no dela\'

when the opportunity offers for carrying out the

work. When the borders are both inside and out-

side, these operations may be carried out with no
risk of losing a crop, or of any perceptible check

being given to the Vines by spreading the work over

two seasons, one year taking the inside border, and
the next the outside one. It must be done, how-
ever, in the late summer, or early in the autumn,
whilst the Vines carry foliage, so that the roots will

enter the new soU the same year. A good
sprinkUug of some approved kind of Vine-manure
may be mixed with the compost. It is very

important that the work be done quickly and care-

fully, not letting the roots be exposed to wind
and sun, but frequently damping them whilst out of

the soil, and shading them and the vines. Should

the borders require to be renewed, the drainage

should be first put in good order.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bif C. Herein, Gardi^iier, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

THE DROUGHT.—Owing to the continuation of

intense heat, frequently accompanied by drying winds,

watering plants \vi\l of necessity occupy a considerable

portion of the time available in this department, in

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
y W. Pope, Gardt:ncr, HigkcUre Gastlc, Newbury,

GRAPE VINES.—The Vines that are now swelUng-

off their berries should not be neglected in the matter

of an abundant water supply at the roots, especial

care being neededduringa,-iummer like the presentone.

Muscat varieties can scarcely be afforded too much
water, provided the drainage of the border is in good

condition, from the time the flowei-s appear until the

fruit is well advanced towards ripeness. When the

fruit of any variety commences to colour, a good

mulch of short, dry material should be applied to

the inside border after a thorough application

of water, so as to check evaporation. The

atmospheric moisture should be reduced, and a

free circulation of air afforded, allowing a little heat

in the hot-water pipes in cool weather rather than

allow the night temperature to fall below 70'. The

laterals on all Vines carrying a crop of fruit

should still be rubbed off by hand as soon as perceived.

See that the leaves of Vines that have been cleared of

fruit are maintained in a healthy state. Shouldthe early

Vines be exhausted, and the replanting of the house

contemplated, a fresh border should be prepared forth-

with, and canes planted, which should have been

THE APIARY.
Bjl EXPKRT.

VENTILATION.—While this very hot weather lasts,

be careful to give the bees plenty of ventilation, by

raising the hives with two little wedges of wood placed

on each side, thus allowing the air to pass between the

floorboai'd and the combs, and keep them working in

the sections or shallow frames ; this is all the more
necessary, as the honey season is nearly finished,

except in the " Heather districts.'' It is now
useless to put on more crates of sections, but it is

better to allow the bees to finish filhng and sealing

those that are already on. In cases where the bees

are strong, and have filled their crates, remove some

of the partly-filled ones from other hives where they

are not so strong, and place them on the stronger lot,

as by thus doing all the bees will be kept at work,

and get the sections filled as well ; and in most eases

it will be found that where stock have thrown off

swarms, and have not been returned, the sections will,

as a rule, be left partly filled, and these are a trouble,

because they have to be extracted, not being saleable

as they are.

EXTRACTING.—This operation should be per-

formed with great care, so as to keep the honey as far

away from the hives as possible ; an empty room if con-

venient is the best place to extract in, taking care that all

the windows and doors are closed, to prevent the bees

being attracted, as besides the great inconvenience they

cause to the operator, it also starts them robbing from

weaker stocks, which, when once commenced, is very

diflicult to put a stop to. When new honey is required

for show it is well to extract it three weeks or a month

beforehand, so as to allow time for the honey to

clear itself, and the bits of comb, &c., which rise

to the top of the bottle to be skimmed off.

Put the honey by in a cool dry place till

required. It is a common and harmful practice to

take away more frames containing honey from the

body-box of the hives than the bees can spare, which

compels the bee-master to feed with syrup in the

autumn, when this might be avoided by taking less

away. From six to eight frames should be left in

any case, and be careful not to extract from any

frame containing brood. After extracting, the frames

or sections can be returned to the hive for bees to

clear out, and then put by for use next year.

Sections for show or sale, as tbey are taken trom

the hive, should be kept the same way up, carefully

cleaned, and the propohs scraped off, which can be

done with an old knife ; and of course the sections

show to much better advantage by bein^,- glazed and

stuck round with a narrow edging of fancy paper,

which can be bought very cheaply from any of the

bee appliance dealers ; three-eighths of an inch is about

the margin allowed.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, as 7i'eU as specimens and plants for

Tiaming, should le addressed to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-

ton Street, Covent Garden, London. Communicationi

should he WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. I/desired, the signature will not he 2>rinted, hut

kept as a guarantee ofgood faith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-

municatioTis or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

Illustrations.—r?tc Editor will thankfxdly receive and select

photographs or drau^ngs, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of reviarkaUe plants, flowers, trees,

&c. ; hut he cannot he responsible for loss or ii^ury.

Local News.

—

Correspondents \cill greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to he

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Newspapers.

—

Correspomlents sending newspapers sh/)uld be

careful to nuirk the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY, July IS—New Brighton Rose Show.

fTT-T-^r. «\' T,,,,. oi i TibsheU Rose and Horticultural1LESDA1, JUL-v 21-j g^^ij^^

„_^,,„j._ , „ , ,.^ i Beckenham Horticultural Show.
WtU.NthUAl, JlL^ —-iRoyalBotanicSociety, Promenade.

("Rose Show at Botanic Gardens,
SATURDAY, July 25 ! Manchester.

( Royal Botanic Society, Meeting.

SALES.
i?TjTr> i-v- -T^r-r. oj i luiportcdand Established Orchids,
J^KlUAl, jrry _4-j at Protheroe & .Morris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-

SUING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OB.SERVATI0NS

OP FORTY-THREE TEARS, AT CHISWICK —63°.4.

The great gathennor of the clans
Metropolitan , , , , , ,

Rose Show. '^^^ taken place, and, as usual,

when the National sounds the

trumpet, there was a goodl3' muster from all

parts of the kingdom ; contingents came from
as far north as " bonnie Dundee," and from as

far south as the Isle of Wight, from the Queen
of the west, and fi'om the metropolis of Eose-
growing in the east ; in fact, from almost every

county representatives came. They had not

the exultant air of expectant conquerors as in

former years—there was a sort of depression

about them. Faces were not so "wreathed in

smiles " as they are accustomed to be, and one

instinctively felt that there was something
wrong ; and when the lids were removed from
the boxes and the flowers lay open to in-

spection, it was at once seen what was the

cause of all these downcast looks. As Mr.
MawleY has already told our readers, there

were fewer Roses than have been shown for

years, and the quality of them was certainly

very mediocre. One instance will sufficiently

exemplify this. Imagine two of our best

judges of Eoses who on that account had been
selected to choose out the best Rose in the

show, coming up with a somewhat indignant

air and asking, "Are we obliged to give the

medal for the best Rose ? Here is the best

that we can find ; we think it would be a dis-

credit to the National to give it a medal."

What could be said but that, " If the best

Rose were an indifferent one, it must still have
it." " Well, we do not like doing it, but I suppose
you are right." In truth, the Roses were both
deficient in size and substance ; there were, of

course, some good ones, and some boxes over

which one Kngered with pleasure, but these

were the exceptions, and though to the general

public the flowers seemed worthy of the honours
that they obtained, many a victor was fain to

confess that he had won with flowers which in

some seasons he would not have cared to

put up.

Great was the consternation of the committee,
when a couple of months ago the intelligence

was brought that rosarians could not have their

usual place, but would be obliged to be squeezed
into the space in front of the great orchestra ;

the nave, where the show was usually held,

being occupied by the carriage exhibition.

Great efforts were made to try and alter this,

but. after all, we are not sure but that the

arrangement was more pleasing to exhibitors ;

the flowers were more together, and it was more
easy to see them. As we have alreadj' given
a full report of the flowers exhibited, a few
points only need be now mentioned.

It has been seen that the Challenge Trophies
went into different hands : Colchester had to

give way to Bedale, or pei'haps it should be said,

Bedale and Hitchiu combined; while the

Amateur Trophy, which has during the last

six years, with one exception, been taken by
Mr. E. B. LiND.sELL of Hitchin, was captured
by one who formerly held it, the Rev. J. H.
Pemberton, of Havering. The season was,
no doubt, favoui-ablo to him, as he generally
considers the Crystal Palace too early for him,
so the forwardness of the present season was in

his favour. The '
' Tea " Trophy also went to East

AngUa, as did the Ilarkness Cup, which is now
retained permanently by Mr. Orpen. With
regard to the extent of the competition, it

is a somewhat curious fact, that although
fewer Roses were staged, yet very nearly all the
prizes ottered wore taken. In some years there
is a considerable saving to the Treasurer from
this cause, but this year very little ; it evidently

shows one thing, that the arrangement of classes

according to the number of plants grown by the
exhibitors has worked well. The prizes offered

for the Eoses raised by Messrs. Alex.vnder
Dickson & Son brought forward an interesting

competition in both the nurserymen's and
amateurs' divisions, and showed what good
Roses had come from that source ; and there was
one in Mr. Lindsell's box which has not
received the attention which it merits. We allude

to that beautiful Tea, Muriel Grahame. The
nurserymen's stand was not at all equal to the
amateurs' (by-the-by, it is necessary to correct

an error in our last issue, in which this piize is

said to have been offered by the firm, whereas it

was really offered by Mr. C. J. Grah-^me
; and

although he did not wish his name to be known,
it is now so open a secret, that he should have
the full credit of his liberality). Probably the

best Rose that has been sent out by them is

Mrs. Sharman Crawford, though run hard in

such a season as this by Margaret Dickson,

which has everywhere been very fine. The
same gentleman offered a prize for Roses raised

in England and Scotland ; this was won by
Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Son, whose stand coa-

tained some fine blooms. Some of the most in-

teresting stands were those of 12 of one variety.

Mr. Mount's glorious stand of Mrs. John Laing
confirmed the view many of us have had, that

this is the best Rose that Mr. Henry Bennett
raised. There was also another box of Cap-

tain Hayward, which Mr. Mount exhibited so

well at the Drill Hall earlier in the season,

showing it to be a grand Eose for pot-culture,

and now established as a good exhibition

variety. Then there was a very beautiful box
of that somewhat little-known Eose, which last

year gained the Medal for the best hybrid at

Derby—Comtesse de Ludre, and which as

shown by Messrs. ML-iCK & Son at the metro-
politan show was a decidedly effective Eose.

In the same way, the stand with Marchioness

of Londonderry, which gained the 1st prize for

the best twelve blooms of white Eose, contained

many very beautiful flowers, although some
do not like the tint of white (if we may use

such an expression). The twelve blooms of

The Bride which came next to it were very pretty,

although defective in point of size. The stands

for new Eoses were mainly comprised of home-
raised flowers. The French Eose which was
most frequently shown and the most generally

admired was Maman Cochet, and we may hope

from its vigour it may prove a useful Rose

;

but we may be disappointed, as some have

been with Ernest Metz ; we had hoped great

things from it, but it has not been the gain

we anticipated. Dickson's new Eose, Helen

Keller, promises to be another useful addition

to the pink Eoses we already have ; however,

if we could get some more of the highly-

coloured Eoses, such as the Earl of Dufferin,

we should be glad of them, alike for exhibition

and for our gardens. No medal was awarded

for any new Rose, although several candidates

for it were exhibited ; one of these, Mrs.

Frank Cant, a light blush form, which was

commended, has already received an Award of

Merit from the Royal Horticultural Society.

Before passing from these exhibition Eoses, a

word may be said for the very beautiful paint-

ings of some half-a-dozen Roses, exhibited by

the artist, Mr. Hayward, of Twyford, near

Winchester ; they are unquestionably among

the best paintings of Eoses ever seen ; so much

did the judges and committee think of them

that they awarded the artist a silver medal.

The class for hybrid Teas was better filled

than has hitherto been the case, but this has

been done by robbing the hybrid perpetuals of

such flowers as La France, and the Teas of

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria ; while Lady Mary
FitzwiUiam and Viscountess Folkestone have

also been pressed into the service, although

for many years they have been exhibited as

H. P.'s.

Probably, no part of the exhibition was the

subject of keener interest than that allotted to

garden Eoses and displays of decorative Eoses,

especially the former. Of these, the exhibits of

Mr. H. V. Machin, who gained Lord Pen-

zance's handsome Cup for garden Eoses ; and

those of Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, and

Messrs. Cooling & Son, of Bath, were very

fine, while their artistic arrangement left

nothing to be desired. There were, it is true,

but few of the single Eoses amongst them, as

they had mostly passed their prime. Mr.

Machin's stand, which was admirably arranged,

contained fine bunches of Eed Damask, The

Pet, Madame Worth, Perle d'Or, Bardon Job,

Anna Maria de Montravel, Mignonette, Red

Pet, Macrantha, Gloire des Polyantha, Madame
P. Ducher, China, Baron 3 de Chassaneur,

Maiden's Blush, Thoresbyana, Cecil Brunner,

and Rosa Muudi. Messrs. Paul & Sons'

stand comprised, amongst others, Madame
Chedane Guinoisseau, Gustavo Regis, Madame
Pierre Cochet, Madame Pernet Ducher, L'Ideale,

Ma Capucine, Homere, Safrano, Bardon Job,
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and Crimson Eambler. It will thus be seen

the smaller Tea and Noisette Roses, and the

little gems of the Polyantha class, came
largely into refjuisition.

It will be seen from the list of awards
which were given ia a previous issue, that

many new growers have come forward

;

names which have not hitherto been seen

in the list of combatants. This is the

result of one of the sub-division of classes

according to the plan proposed by Mr.

perhaps, not meet again ; while each year

shows the losses we have sustained, and we miss
many a kindly greeting. The arrangements at

the Palace are always as good as long ex-

perience and a desire to please can make
them ; and the thanks of Hose - growers

are due to Mr. Head and his assistants

for the manner in which difficulties are over-

come and the wants of exhibitors provided for.

"We have had a pleasant meeting, and although

in a Rote point cf vie^, not up to the mark, we

bo estimated by a glance at the accompanying illus-

tration (fig. 14). whi,;h shows the freedom with which
the sfiecies flowers. It is a deciduous shrub, the
leaves being lanceolate, pointed, and from

1 J to-

3 inches long : they are of a lustrous green, with a.

few hairs on the upper surface near the margin, the
margin also being irregularly ciliate. The flowers,

which appear in April before any of the leaf-buds

have burst, are of a clear pale pink, becoming almost
pure white liefore they fade ; they are 1 J incli across,

the petals being oblong, with rounded or emarginate

tips, and there are a few spots of reddish brown on.

\f^-:~NlN

-^T-^^

9"" I'K'-^^I-^

Fig. 14.—rhoeooeudrox vaseti : colotr tale tink, changing to white.

Graiiame
; other growers have moved upward.s,

such as Mr. Grahame in his new garden at

Leatherhead, and Mr. "W. Boyes of Derby; there
is still, however, a lack of exhibitors from the
North. In the case of amateurs, we do not get
much from beyond the Midlands ; but perha: s

at Ulverston the northern exhibitors may
make their appearanca. Since the retirement
of Mr. Whitwell and Mr. S. B. Hall, no one
has arisen to fill the blank.

Rosarians, as a rule, make a point if they
can of coming to the metropolitan show, and
thus one meets with old friends who we may,

can have the satisfaction of laying blame on
something which has in this country to bear a
good deal—the weather.

Rhododendron VaSEYI.—Among hardy shrubs

introduced in recent years from North America, there

are few of greater promise than this. It is perfectly

hardy, even in the seedling state, and flowers when
only a few inches high. Although introduced to

Kew only eight or nine years .ago, it has borne seed

for several years past. In its native home, on the

hills of North Carolina, it reaches a height of 15 feet

;

and the wonderful beauty of these bushes, as de-

scribed by those who have seen them in flower, may

the three upper ones. Among the seedlings raised at

Kew are one or two with flowers that are almost pure

white on first opening. Rhododendron Vaseyi and

R. rhombicum bloom at the same time ; and although

the flowers of the one now figured are smaller, the

species are evidently closely allied. K. Vaseyi seems,

indeed, to be the American representative of the

section to which R. rhombicum and one or two other

Japanese species belong, and differs much in general

character from the other deciduous Rhododendrons

of North America, from which, in conjunction with

R. flavum (Azalea pontica), have been obtained

the soealled Ghent Az;Ueas that flower a month

later.
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Examination in Horticulture.—Examiners'

Report.—" To the President aud Council of the Royal

Horticultui-al Society. Gentlemen,—We beg leave

to report that we have examined the papers sub-

mitted to us—in all 152. Of these we selected 16 as

worthy to be placed in the first class, 53 in the

second, and 49 in the third. The remainder were

passed over. The candidates were distributed over

the whole of Great Britain, but no papers were

received from Ireland. The Examination, as a

whole, shows, in our opinion, that a more intelligent

appreciation of the principles underlying practical

horticulture is prevalent than was the case in previous

years ; nevertheless, there is abundant evidence to

show that if the hands .ore trained to work, the eyes

are not correspondingly taught how and what to see.

Correct observation of the most common objects is

still rare except among those who have had the

advantage of adequate training. We have the honour

to be, Gentlemen, your obedient servants,

T nn ton,! Maxwell T. Masters,
Jime 20, 1S96. t -r^ -.

Jas. Douglas.

Class List.

Maximum numher of marks obtainable, 300. Xo.

First aass. "[^^^^
1. Mr. E. T. Heam, Central Laboratory,

Chelmsford 2.i.-.

2. Mr. W. Pratchett, Central Laboratory,

Chelmsford 240

3. Mr. W. H. Patterson, Central Laboratory,

Chelmsford 237

4. Mr. W. G. Martin, Central Laboratory,

Cheknsford 235

5. Ml-. Joseph Mitchell, Haslington, Crewe ... 230

6. Miss Gertrude Cope, Horticultui-al College,

Swanley ... ... ... ... ... 227

7. Mr. Frederick J. Chittenden, Central Labo-

ratory, Chelmsford ... ... ... 225

8. Mr. J. W. Dupr^, National School, Hand-
forth 217

9. Miss F. M. G. Micklethwait, Horticultural

College, Swanley ... ... 215

10. Mr. H. Ward, Breadsall Priory, Derby ... 213

11. Mr. Fredk. C. Stacey, Central Laboratoiy,

Chelmsford 210

12. Ml-. Arthm- H. Beeby, Central Laboratory,

Chelmsford 207

13. Miss Sarah L. Saunders, Central Labora-

tory, Chelmsford .. . ... ... ... 205

13. Miss H. W. Hotten, Horticultural CoUege,

Swanley 205

13. Mr. John R. Giles, Swindon, near Dudley 205

16. Miss A. Geoghegan, Horticultural College,

Swanley 200

QUESTIONS.
Sight questions only to he onsieered : four from Division A, and

four frimi Division B.

Division A.

—

Elementaky Principles.

1.—What are the objects sought to be obtalxied by digging
the soil? Of what use is it to the crops ?

2.—What do plants do when exposed to bright sunshine,
and what takes place when they are subjected to total

darkness ?

3.—Of the elements and compounds that go to make up
the constitution of plants, a few occur in much larger pro-

portiou than others. Which are they, and whence arc they
obtained?

4.—What are the "reserve materials" of plants? Where
are they stored? What use is made of them?
5.—What are the essential points in the structure of roots,

as contrasted with that of stems ?

6.—What are the special etfects produced by nitrogenous
manures and by mineral manures respectively ?

7. —Describe the .shoot of a Peach tree and the arrangement
of its buds.

8.—What part of the plant furnishes the vegetable known
as Asparagus?

9.—What are the m.aiu differences between the " seed " of

a flowering plant and the *' spore " of a fungus ?

Division B.—Horticultural Pbactice.

1.—Describe the preparation of the ground for the Onion
crop ; the method of sowing the seed and subsequent treat-

ment ; also the most suitable soil.

2.—What are the circumstances which should regulate the
frequency of watering and the amount of water to be given
to plants in pots ?

3.—Describe the most suitable soil, and the method of

culture, for such tap-rooted vegetables as the Carrot and
Parsnip.

4.—Say what you know about the origin of the Chen-y and

Apricot ; the soil aud manure most suitable to each ; the

discJises they are subject to, and the most effective remedies.

5.—Give the names of the best varieties of Strawberries.

What is the most suitable soil for their culture ? Describe

the culture (in detail! for forcing and the open garden.

0.—Wh.at is the origin of the Carnation and the garden

Fink ? How may a supply of flowers be obtained from these

plants all the ye.ir round? Describe the diseases and the

methods of prevention and cure,

7.—Describe the cultmre of the Daffodil ; its propagation ;

the diseases aud other enemies that attack the plants, and

the best treatment.

S.—Describe the general details of Orchard House Culture

;

and state whether there are any advantages in growing fruit-

trees in pots.

9.—What are the best methods for ventilating hot-houses,

and for shading the plants? Give general details.

The Botanical Garden, St. Louis.—With

regard to the Botanical Gar-den at St. Louis, a view in

which formed our supplementary illustration last

week, we afiord our readers the following note, de-

scriptive of the effects of the recent cyclore, ex-

tracted from a late issue of Garden and Forest

:

—
It will be of much interest to the scientific and gar-

dening world to learn the extent of the damage done

to the Missouri Botanical Garden by the destructive

tornado that recently visited St. Louis. The gai-den

was in the direct path of the wrecking wind at its

extreme western point. As this was the starting

point of the destruction, the garden suffered less

severely than the region just to the east, though the

damage was considerable, more especially in the tim-

bered portion. Something like 160 trees were either

uprooted or broken off so near the gi-ound that it was

found necessai-y to take them out. Many of these

were rare and choice plants, and an estimate of their

value would be impossible. More than 250 trees were

seriously damaged, many of them having then- tops

almost entirely carried away. Some of these, by
judicious pruning, will, in a few years, grow to be

beautiful trees again, while it is probable that a few

win die. The shrubbery was badly whipped, but the

damage to it was comparatively shght. The herba-

ceous plants were almost totally destroyed in the

exposed places, but these ai-e now all replaced by
reserved stock. The grounds are rapidly being put in

order, and in a month it is expected that all vestige

of the storm will have been cleared away, and only

the vacant places left to indicate its awful work. It

is fair to say that the damage is not so great as to

mar the beauty of the garden, nor to impair its use-

fulness as a place of instruction. In these particulars

it will not suffer in the least. The injury to the

buildings was mainly in broken windows aud damaged
roofs. The glass portion of the roof of one large

greenhouse was entirely demolished, and the roof of

the southern half of the herbarium and library build-

ing was carried away. By prompt action of the

employes in the library building, its contents received

no damage whatever.

Cardiff Horticultural Society.—This
Society made a wise arrangement when they decided

to hold their annual show in the Cardifi Exhibition-

grounds. The dates are August 12 and 13, and there

is evei-y prospect of a good show being held. The
tents will be fixed in the long avenue—a splendid

site—but the space will be rather Umited. Exhibits

not for competition will only be allowed to those who
make early application.

Scottish Horticultural Association.—
The usual montldy meeting of this Society was held

at 5, St. Andrew Square on Thursday evening, the

2nd inst., Mr. It. W. E. Murkat, the President,

occupying the chair. The paper given by Mr.

D. Mcl>."TYRE, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, wa.s

entitled " Fungi," and treated of several of the most

injurious as well as beneficial, including canker

(Nectria ditissima), gumming (Coryneum Beyerinckii),

Apple-scab (Cladosporium dendriticum). Mildew, and

Potato disease ; Rhizobium legumiuosai-um, and

Michoriza. The paper concisely pointed out the

mode of germination, and stages passed through in

the lif J of these fungi, aud the best method of pre-

vention. A few of the best solutions employed in'

checking their spread was discussed by the members.

After a hearty vote of thanks to the reader of the

instructive paper the meeting closed.

First-class Bulbs. — Subjoined are further

results of the pUhiscitc initiated by the Dutch
Bulb Society, and referred to on p. 790 in our last

volume :

—

Narcissus {simjlc), ilarjni-coronati Group.—X. bi-

color, John Horsfield, 396 votes ; Golden Spur,

major, maximus, moschatus, albicans, lorifolius

Emperor, and bi^olor Empress, 256 votes.

Mcdio-coronati Group.—Incomparabilis, Sir Watkin,

217 votes; C.ampernelli, SS votes.

Parvi - coronati Group. — Poeticus ornatus, 315

votes ; and the common poeticus, follows with 71

votes.

Narcissus (double).—Orange Phcenix, 369 votes;

Van Sion, 366 ; and SUver Phoenix, 357 votes.

Narcissus piolyant/ius,— Grand Monarque, 359

votes : Gloi-iosa, Grand Soleil d'Or, Bathurst, Her
Majesty, Mont Cenis, The Pearl, Queen Victoria

(yellow), and Don Carlos, 233 votes.

Crocus. — Mont Blanc, 351 votes
;

purpureus

grandiflorus, JIargot, Xerxes, Caroline Chisholm, and
Albion, 200 votes.

Gladiolus.—Colvillei (red), 362 votes ; ColviUei

albus var. The Bride, and Colvillei albus, 2S9

votes.

Lilium. — Speciosum rubrum, 349 votes ; spe-

ciosum album, speciosum punctatum, speciosum

album vai-. Kroouprinces, and speciosum album vai-.

Ivraetzeri, 263 votes. The beautiful Lilium Brownii

gets only 6S votes, and the splendid Lilium amatum
only 28 votes.

Scilla.-—Sibirica, 301 votes.

Oalanthus.—Nivalis and nivalis flore-pleno, both

287 votes.

Chionodoxa.—Lucilli;e, 269 ; and sardensis, 20S

votes.

Muscari.—Botryoides and botryoides album, both

247 votes.

Iris.—I. hispanica Blanche superba, 242 votes

;

I. Ovidius, 202 votes ; I. Golden Cup, 194 votes
;

I. Le Reconnaissance, 17o votes.

Fritillaria.—F. imperialis maximus (yellow), with

236 votes ; F. i. goudbont, 208 votes ; F. i. maximus
(red), 207 votes ; F. i. sulphui-eus, 196 votes.

Leucojum.—L. iestivum, 205 votes.

Representations of the above-named bulbs will be

published from time to time in coloured plates in the

Florile'jium Harlemensc.

Specific Characters.—At the last meeting

of the Linnean Society, Dr. A. R. Wallace,

F.R.S., read a paper " On the Value of Specific

Characters." The object of this paper was to show

that, accepting the facts of variation and heredity and

the agency of natural selection, the characters which

distinguish a species from its allies, and which ai-e,

therefore, either singly or in their combination,

peculiar to the species, are necessarily useful. The

causes said to be capable of producing useless specific

characters were considered, and it was shown that

such of them as did not involve the action of natm-al

selection could not, except through a rare chance,

extend the original useless vai-iation to every indi-

vidual of a species, and to those only. Useless

characters, therefore, although often occm-ring spora-

dically, can never (except by chance) become truly

specific. Some of the cases of alleged useless specific

characters were then examined, and were shown to

be explicable either as individual modifications due to

environment, or as being adaptive and therefore useful.

The conclusion arrived at was that, whether we can

discover their use or no, there is an overwhelming

probability in favour of the statement that every truly

specific character is or has been useful, or if not itself

useful, is strictly correlated with such a character.

"DicTiONNAiRE Pratique d'Horticulture."

—The French edition of " Nicholson," published by

Octave Doin, of Paris, has now reached the letter

Phys. There are many additions to the letter-press

and to the illustrations in this new edition.

New York.—Professor K. L. Bbittox, of Colum-

bia College, has been appointed Director of the new

botanical garden to be established iu Bronx Park, in

this citv.
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The Reading and District Gardeners'
Mutual Improvement Association had its

aunual outing on the 2nd inst. , wlieu over 110 mem-
bers took pai't in the event. The places selected to

be visited were Englefield (the seat of R. Benton,
Esq.), Coombe Lodge, Whitchurch, and Shooter's

Hill.

The Growth of Leaves. —.Vt the last meet-

ing of the Linnean Society, a paper was read by Prof.

JIacdouqal, " On the Relatious of the Growth of

Jjeaves to the Chlorophyll-function." The author

remarked that the leaves of seedlings accomplish a

large proportion, though not always their entire

development, at the expense of the food derived from
the seed. Rapidly developing but small leaves fur-

packets, and as in this form it is almost as beautifvil

and far more lasting than when freshly cut, it is a

valuable acquirement. " Hunter's Preserved Ferns ''

should not be expo.sed to full sunlight, but, in a dry

atmosphere, where in vases it will keep fresh, retaining

its (apparently) natural colour and gracefulness for a

long period.

Chester Horticultural Show and Fete,

August 5 and 6, 1896.—At the request of several

intending exhibitors, entries will be received up to

Wednesday, July 2fl, writes Mr. J. Wynne Ffoolkes,

Hon. Sec, Crypt Chambers, Eastgate Row, Chester.

"Fruit-growing," by Mr. W. Wells.—This
is the latest of the series of Manuals on Fruit-culture

FJQ. 15.—CATTLETA SCHRODEKIANA : COLOUR ROST-LILAC.

nished with large stores of reserve food are able to

carry out a complete development, but are unable to

endure continued existence in an atmosphere free

from CO2 : the slowly-developing leaves of many
woody perennials develop normally and endure a
long-continued existence under the above circum-
stances. This varying reaction of leaves is dependent
upon a series of conditions which may be included in

the phrase "availability of the food-supply." The
death of a leaf in an air free from carbonic acid

gas is due to insufBcicut nutrition.

Preserved Maidenhair Fern.—Maidenhair
Fern is well known as formiug a most valuable addi-

tion to arr.ingements of cut flowers, but hitherto it

has only been the favoured tew who were able to

obtain a sufficient supply of it at all seasons. It cau
now, however, be obtained dried and coloured in

written by nurserymen in recent years, of which Mr
George Buntabd's Fruit-farming for Profit was the

first in point of time. Primarily written to afford a

fillip to fruit-culture, these works have doubt-

less done much to make the possibilities of fruit

culture in these islands gener.ally known ; and a

good deal of the development of this industry is

doubtless traceable to them. The contents of

the manual, although differently arranged, do not

materially differ from others of the above-men-

tioned series. The chapters giving the reasons

for an increase in fruit-farming and cider-

m.aking are cogent and unanswerable ; and that

on packing fruit for transit by railway, &c.,

affords useful directions. We may remark that the

author is a nureeryman, residing at Crawley, therefore

a near neighbour of the author of a similar manual,

Mr. Joseph Cheal, of the Lowfield Nurseries.

CATTLEYA SCHRODEKIANA.
Thi.s pretty species (fig. 15), with flowers of

rosy-lilac colour, somewhat resembling those of C.

dolosa, was shown by Jlessrs. J. Veitcli & Sons, Royal

Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, on the occasion of the

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on

Tuesd.ay, June 23. The stems are about 4 inches in

height, having two distinct joints, and the pseudo-

bulbs have two leaves, which are oblong-ligulate. It

is a desirable summer-flowering plant.

Home Correspondence.

a combination of roses and briars.—
The handsomest of hedges or clothed fences may be

formed of Turner's Crimson Rambler Rose and Sweet
Briar planted alternately. The absence of odour in

the Rose is compensated by the delightful fragrance

of the Briar. Anyway, the two varieties of Rose
make a charming combination. K.

double sweet pea.—AVe send herewith some
blossoms of a Sweet Pea, which you will admit are a

good step towards a double flower. You will observe

that the standards are produced in duplicate and
sometimes triplicate, and this featui'e makes the

blossom far more attractive than has hitherto been

the case when only one has appeared. Ja/ncs Carter

.0 Co.

HOLL'VHOCK disease.—Although it may seem
presumptuous to differ from Mr. Douglas when he
writes about certain plants. 1 feel constrained to

iliffer from him with all respect when, for instance.

he states that Hollyhocks have not suffered materially

from the well-known Puccinia this season. I have

seen it in many places amongst not only double but

single-flowered forms, the latter being now chiefly

grown in rural districts, Uterally rampant, eating up
leaves and stems wholesale. Then it is not my expe-

rience that a moist season favours the development

of this fungus. So far from that being the case, 1

always found moisture at the roots and on the leafage

as most helpful to robust growth, and strong growth

enables the plants the more effectually to resist the

attacks of this insidious and too commonly terribly

destructive disease. Moist seasons may be harmful to

the bloom, and especially so to fertilisation, but the

roots and leaves undoubtedly like it. Those who
would still, under the discouraging conditions by

which surrounded, grow Hollyhocks (and when well

gromi they rank amongst the noblest denizens of our

flower gardens), should have the ground for them well

trenched, burying a good dressing of manure : give

the plants plenty of room, water liberally in dry

weather, and always raise from seed, which should be

sown in fresh soil every year, if raised outdoors. The

moment the bloom is "over, the stems should be cut

off close to the ground, removed, and burnt, and a

very light sprinkling of gas-lime and soil be given

about over the roots, and be hoed in. Seed for own
sowing or sale should never be saved from infected

stocks, and there can be no doubt but that even seed,

microscopically examined, would be found carrying

fungus-spores. D. [See Card. Citron., July 15, 1.SS2.

p. 87.—Ed.]

mealy-bug on vines and XL all vaporiser.
—-Last season I used this preparation m a late vinery

containing amongst other varieties Lady Downes and

Gros Colmar. I did not find th<i slightest trace of

injury, although used twice in close succession. I

have also this season used the preparation in a Black

Hamburgh vinery with equally satisfactory results ;

destroying thrip, the foliage being at that time in a

very tender stage, the Grapes just thinned, in fact,

I have many times tried to fumigate with tobacco-

paper, but never yet without some injury being done

to Gros Colmar, this being in my experience the

tenderest foliaged Vine in cultivation. XL All is un-

doubtedly the most valuable aid to gardeners dis-

covered in recent years. Can any reader say, is it

satisfactory as against spider in early stages ? H. Grind-

rod, Tram Inn, J}.f<.0., Sercford.

EARLY pears.—Whilst the fruits of the Cherry,

Peach, and Nectarine. Raspberry, Gooseberi-y, and

Strawberi-y are in season, that is. during the months

of July and August, many persons do not seem to

need anything further as thirst-quenchers, and this

fact may account tor the general scarcity of early

varieties of the Pear in most gardens. One hesitates

to apportion any of our valuable wall-space to them ;
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and, indeed, it is not necessary in the warmer parts
of the country. In summers like the present, the
need for juicy fruits of all kinds in preference to
intoxicating wines, beer, cider, mineral waters,
acidulous decoctions in variety, which are apt to
disagree with most persons if partaken in large
quantities, should lead to the planting of a few
trees of early Pears as espaliers and pyra-
mids or half-standards in every kitchen garden.
For July the following may be taken : Summer
Francreal, syn. Doyenne d'Et^, .Summer Doyenne,
and Petit Muscat. For August, Jargonelle, "Citiou
des Carmes, Bloodgood, Windsor or Green Windsor,
Beurre de Juans, B. Prdcoce, Summer Rose, Peich,
Fondante de Cuerne, and Early Rousselet. In Sep-
tember the number of varieties that ripen is legion,
and need only be alluded to. Bcurvc Hardy.

TOMATO DISEASE.— I, like your correspondent,
Wm. W., in Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 46, am of the
opinion that atmospheric conditions have more to do
with Tomato diseases than any other agency. I

once planted some stout Tomato plants at the front
of a Fig-house, thinking that I might thus economise
space, and obtain a crop of Tomatos. Alas ! the
truth of the Scotch saying that the " best laid plans of
men oft gangagley,'' was never more clearly illustrated,
for out of the forty-eight plants so planted I did not
get one sound fruit. I attributed this to the fact of
my growing, or at least attempting to grow, Tomatos
tinder conditions which were quite suitable to Figs,
viz , in a moist warmth There was nothing in the
soil to account for the collapse of the plants—no
chemical or animal manure, and I was convinced that
the close, moist air was the sole cause of my failure,
because of the fact that plants raised from the same
packet of seed, growing side by side until they were
a foot high, and then planted in a house where air
was admitted in considerable volume, yielded a
•splendid crop of fruits, and they were quite free from
disease of any kind. I admit front air night and day
to my Tomato-house, from the time the first flower-
trusses open, and this air, in entering the house
has to pass over a hot-water pipe in which there is
always a slight amount of heat. Another batch of
Tomato plants is planted in the front of an unheated
Peach-cxse, having a west aspect, and these, despite
the syringing and damping, inseparable from such a
structure, afford excellent return, and the plants are
free from disease, which in my opinion, is prevented
by the lively current of air passing through the housse
aight and day. /. F. MrL'M.

I read your correspondent's (" Wm. W.")
note about the Tomato disease ; will you allow
me also a little space to give your readers my
experience in some of the large Tomato-growing
establishments. I remember once putting out some
plants in the month of May to furnisli seed, which be-
came so badly diseased that it was thought prudent
to throw them away. These plants had very little
bottom-heat, but they were afforded top and bottom
ventilation. This season I planted one house in the
cuonth of April, the plants were never syringed after
being planted, and I find the disease is just beginning
to affect some of them. There is a fine crop of fruit
on them, and the worst ca.ses of infection occur near
the ventilators. I am sure the disease does not
come in this case from imperfect ventilation or from
damp, for they are never afforded water at night

;

but I do find that the disease is worst when plants
are fed with animal manure, whilst others which are
given Pearson's Chemical Manure are not so bad.
I have a Tomato grafted on a Potato bearing eighteen
fruits, and if it is any use will gladly send it to vou
Vl. J. [Please do. Ed.]

I have ample proof that bottom-heat is not
conducive to the Tomato disease, as for several years
I have grown a few plants in the Pine-stoves, ami
though the pots are not plunged, the roots find
then- way into the pan the Pines are plunged in and
travel a great distance. The youngest of the plants
are from seeds sown twelve months last February.
We have a few in two other houses in pots plunged in
leaves and manure, put there for other purposes,
with a flow and return hot-water pipe underneath,
with the heat always on, without any trace
of disease. I think, like your correspondent,
'' Wm. W.." that water applied to the plants over-
'head, which the plant does not want, or an atmo-
Sjihere cha,rged with moisture, are responsible for the
Tomato dUease. All our houses are unusually dry,
and a good deal of damping and syringing other
thmgs is resorted to in the spring months to keep
down mseet pests, but I have not seen a trace of the
disease for some years. I would here suggest that
the Superintendent at Chiswick should put this to

the test by syringing a few plants twice daily in a

house where a number of others are growing to see

what the result would be. Of course, it is rather
late in the season for the suggestion, but it might
be done another season. Some of our large

private growers could conduct a similar experiment

;

but a report of an experiment of this nature, coming
from the committee of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety, should have more weight. I recently read a

report of a technical lecturer advocating the syringing

of Tomatij-plants to keep them free from red-spider

and gi'een-fly, pests that seldom visit them ; and if

they do get on them from other plants, the consti-

tution of a Tomato-plant is more than a match for

them, if provided with something to grow Jin. and
plenty of water at the roots. If red-spider could

make headway on the Tomato anywhere, it would be

in the hot, dry atmosphere of the Pine-stove ; but
here again it is practically helpless. W. P. R.

STRAWBERRY VICOMTESSE HERICART DU
THURY sijn. GARIBALDI.—It is amusing to find

attention being again directed to the merits of this

excellent Strawberry and its identity with other

aspirants to its fair name. One could have hoped
that this question, once strongly debated, had been

settled for ever. But not so. That they are identical

there is no manner of doubt; any little difference

there may be being entirely due to cultivation.

Having had a good deal to do with the Vicomtesse,

it may not be altogether uninteresting to your
readers were I to relate something of my experiences

on the points raised, although it is not altogether in

unison with that of my Edinburgh friends. The Vicom-
tesse Hdricart du Thury Strawberry was raised and
sent out by M. Jamin, and not by Vilmorin, as stated

by Mr. Carmichael. I well remember the following

circumstance iu connection with this Strawberry :

Sometime during the summer of 1858, the late Mr.

Gilbert, of Burghley, and your present correspondent

were one day engaged amongst the Str.iwbeiTies iu

the old Horticultural gardens, when we noticed one

variety very distinct in habit from all the others.

The late Jlr. R. Thompson, on being appealed to,

said, in his peculiar manner, " Ah ! by-the-by, that's

the " but what he said we did not know until next

day, when he had it reduced to writing. This proved to

be Vicomtesse Hericart du Thury. Mr. Thompson told

us it was a variety he had noticed in France on a recent

visit to that country, and advised that it should be taken

special care of. From that date the Vicomtesse Heri-

cart du Thury Strawberry became one of the most
popular of Strawberries. It was largely grown in the

Royal Horticultural Gai-dens, Chiswick, as a main
crop vaiiety, and thousands of plants were distributed

amongst the Fellows ofthe Society. A little later on it

became a very popular variety for market purposes

around Edinburgh, Aberdeen, &c. In 1867 it is

described in the pages of Zc Bon Jardinier, with the

further statement that the cultivation of this variety

for market purposes is yearly increasing. In 1869 a

highly eulogistic notice appeared in the Journal of
HortkuUvrc, where it is stated to be grown largely in

various parts of the country. The statement that

the Vicomtesse Hericart du Thury Strawberry was
sent out the same year as Garibaldi, about thirty years

ago, is altogether wrong, and has no foundation ; the

fact being that the Vicomtesse Hdricart du Thury as

a Strawberry was grown in the Royal Horticultural

Gardens at Chiswick, some ye.ars before Garibaldi as a

Strawberry, or as a patriot, appeared on the scene.

.1. F. Bnrron.

Some twenty years since, when I fruited

Garibaldi eleven months in the year, and ex-

hibited it at some of the meetings of the Royal

Horticultural Society, it then caused some discussion

in your columns, very similar to those of last week,

whether the variety was not the same as Vicomtesse

Hdrieart du Thury ; but I thought the matter quite

settled at that time, the raiser's name being given,

and the year it was raised iu, also the raiser's name of

the Vicomtesse. My stuck came from my friend .Mr.

Denning, when gardener at Surbiton, and that was all

I knew personally of its origin. I had no doubt in

those days that they were distinct, so far that they

were raised by two separate persons, therefore they

must be distinct ; but the resemblance is such,

that it would take a very clever person to distinguish

it. Many years since, when exhibiting at York, there

was a person exhibiting several golden tricolor

Pelargoniums, but some of the varieties were so much
alike, that no one, except perhaps the grower, could

possibly distinguish them apart. However, the

grower was so positive that they had certain

marks .about them that he could easily distinguish

under any circumstances (which we cjuld uot).

that I tried to find out the grower's talented

gifts ; so when he was absent I removed four

of these plants, marking them so that I could
eventually put them in their proper places. In the
course of the day I ventured with another friend to

visit these said Pelargoniums, and again pointed
out that some of the varieties were so much
alike, I could detect no difference. But the
grower still thought otherwise. I put my hand on two
that I had marked and svid, I could see no differenie

whatever in these ; and some others (really the ones
I had taken the two from). "Oh," said he, "lean
easily point out the difference," and accordingly he
began to describe it (he did uot detect the change
that had been made). Then, .again, with the other
two he was equally at fault—he never, of course,

knew that I had rung the changes. Here we may
again refer to the Rose. Tomato, Pea, &c. , if these

were mixed up, even the best growers could not
tell them apart, as I have proved by repeating

the golden tricolor dodge. So I think the question

of Garibaldi and A^icoaitesse Strawberry may be
summed up in a few words : no doubt they are not
the same variety, but they are so much alike that

when mixed up, it would be a very difficult matter
to distinguish the difference. Edward Bennett, Queen's

Boad, Etjham.

The question a= to the identity of these

varieties is by no me.ans a new one, nor is it quite so

easily settled as "Fragaria" supposes. My old
frieud, Mr. William Carmichael, of 14, Pitt Street,

Edinburgh, has gone up for the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society at the Drill Hall on Tuesday
next with some of his seedling Strawberries, and he
may or may not agree to send up plants of

tliese two varieties for fresh trial and testing

at Cliiswick. Would it not be more courteous
for " Fragaria " to do as I and some others

have done—carefully examine the two varieties

as now growing side by side in Mr. Carmichael's
garden in Edinburgh, aud report upon them under his

signature in the Ganlniers' Clironielr > It may .also

be expected that Messrs. Dickson & Co., Edinburgh,
may have something of importance to add to the

statement, not j'et contradicted, that they distributed

Garibaldi the same year as the Messrs. Vilmorin of

Paris the Vicomtesse Hericart du Thury, aud that

these two Strawberries are one and the same.

There is yet another point. How did it come
about that the Vicomtesse is hardly known or

grown iu Scotland, unless under the name of

Garibaldi ? The name and fame of both these
firms are like Cesar's wife—beyond suspicion, and
yet for a period of nearly thirty years both have been
doing a brisk trade iu one Strawberry, according to
" Fragaria," under two names. It miy be admitted
that of late years the sorts have got considerably

mixed, and perhaps very generally deteriorated ; but
so soon as I saw the two Viarieties true side by side

in Mr. Carmichael's garden here, they recalled

fragrant memories of what they were long, long ago.

As Garibaldi is a Strawberry of great commercial
importance around Edinburgh, the question of its

purity, .and the growing of the finest strain, is one of

vital moment to growers. As to the authorities,

they do not help us much in this matter. Were it

an affair of Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches, or Grapes,

I should turn to the Royal Horticultural Society,

the Orehardist, or Dr. Hogg's latest edition of his

useful Pridt Manual, with more confidence. Scott

in his Orehardist, says little of the Vicomtesse
Hericart du Thury, and merely names Garibaldi as

a new American variety. Dr. Hogg thus describes

the Vicomtesse Hericart du Thury, and dubbs Gari-

baldi as a synonym, without a word of its dual intro-

duction through the Scotch firm of Dicksou it Co.

the same year :
'' Fruit above medium size, conical,

with an even surface ; skin, deep scarlet, becoming
deep red as it ripens ; seeds yellow, slightly im-
bedded ; flesh, p.ale red throughout, firm and
solid, brisk sweet, aud richly flavoured. This is

an extraordinarily abundant bearer, aud a valuable

variety for general cultivation. In forcing it re-

quires less light than most other varieties. The
foli.age is almost evergreen, and it remains long in

the sime ground." Is this Garibaldi, Vicomtesse H.
du Thury, or either, as grown by Fragaria ? D. T. Fish.

I read with much interest Mr. John Car-

michael's notes on StrawbeiTies, in your issue of

July 4. There is, however, one point on which
I incline to differ with the above gentleman,

viz.. that Royal Sovereigu will supersede Sir Joseph
Paxton, as during the past two seasons here Royal

Sovereign his been nerrly over before Sir Joseph
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Paxton was ready. It seems to me therefore that

Royal Sovereign cannot well be looked upon as a

coming rival to Sir Joseph, but as a good variety to

precede it. I shall be glad to have the opinion of

other growers, as to their experiences with Waterloo,

as I can neither get it to grow nor fruit, and have
therefore discarded it. /. Wilson, Oreemicle Nursery,
St. Andrnos, N.B.

Fruit Register.

PEAR DOYENNE D'ETE.

Tnis fine early Pear has fruit below medium size,

but of delicious quality, ripening at a season when
good Pears are not plentiful. We gathered our first

ripe fruits of this variety on July 8 from a standard

tree, which is an abundant bearer every year, and
this year the crop is heavier than usual. The fruit

has to be consumed as fast as it ripens on the tree,

as it does not keep in good condition for any length

of time. The season for it is over before Citron

des Carmes, the next best early Pear, comes in.

R. TurnbuU, Beachlcy Gardens, ChejMoio.

Madresfield Court Grape Splitting.

Mr. Crump may recollect that it was only in

extreme cases that I recommended boring the laterals

of this and other tender-skinned Grapes. In any
ordinary, well-ventilated house there should be no
difficulty in finishing it without a cracked berry, and,

when well done, it has no superior amongst black

Grapes, but it is sometimes difficult in low, old-

fashioned structures, such as I have had to do with

at times, and which I had in ray mind when I

penned the paragraph referred to. With outside

borders, and very inadequate means of ventilating, I

more than once saved my crop during heavy rainfall

by adopting the method he condemns, and, in spite of

its barbarity I should certainly pursue the same
course were I placed in a similar predicament. Wm.
Pope..

Golden Champion Grape.

Will some kind reader kindly inform me if the
above Grape was a seedhng ; if so, what sort was it

raised from ? If I remember aright, Messrs. Veitch,

of Chelsea, sent this Grape out in 1870. The late

Mr. P. Grieve, of Culford, thought this Grape was
only a sport. Any information on the subject will

much obUge. W. O. Leach. [This variety was raised

by Mr. Thomson, gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch,

Dalkeith Palace, from seeds sown in 1S6.3. The
Grape from which the seed was taken was, according

to Mr. Thomson's statement in the Gardmen'
Chronide for August 1, 186S, "a cross between the
Champion Hamburgh and the Bowood Muscat." A
figure of a bunch, together with a description of the
fruit, both furnished by Mr. W. F. Burbidge, then a

student at Chiswick, will be found in the above-

mentioned issue of this journal. Whether the seed

was obtained from a self-fertilised bloom or from
another source can never be known. Ed.].

Easpberrt Superlative.

I read the note by Mr. Woodgate in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of the 11th inst., p. 44, and cordially

endorse his remarks on the merits of the Superlative

Raspberry. My experience with the variety extends
over a few years, I having in the autumn of 1889
planted R. Hornet, R. Baumforth's Seedling, and
Superlative. I was, however, obliged to discard the
first two varieties after three years' trial of them,
being satisfied that in our light soil they were not
likely to be worth growing. I have now in bearing

more than 200 stools of Superlative, and although we
possess a somewhat large plantation of other varieties,

they will all eventually have to give place to this

excellent variety. It is the earliest to fniit with us,

a most prolific cropper, has large and handsome fruit

of good coloor, and it is less liable to the maggot, which
is so prevalent in wet seasons. A word as to ray

treatment of the plantations m,ay not be out
of place. I select the fruiting canes for the

ensuing year, early in the season—say about the

middle of June ; these are loosely tied to the trellis
;

and the crop being over, the fruiting - canes are

removed, and the young ones tied securely in their

places, placing them about 6 inches apart—the length

of the canes at that time being about 9 feet. These

are left their entire length till the following spring,

and then, there being no chance of severe frost

occurring, they are reduced to 6J feet. The roots

are carefully bared, and a thick layer of fresh cow-

dung is firmly trodden down over thera, and this

slightly covered with fresh soil. The trellises are

6 feet high, they stand 6 feet apart, and consist of

stoutish iron-wire, secured at the ends to wooden
posts squared to 4 inches, with intervening supports

of a somewhat smaller size. .r. p, MeLcod.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

JiTLY 14.- -Unfortunately, the date upon which it was
arr.inged that the exhibition of Roses should t;ike place,

proved to be too late a one for so short and precocioxis

a season as the present one, and although there were
numerous collections entered in the fifteen classes provided

by the society at the meeting held in the Drill Hall, James
Street, Westminster, on Tuesday last, the general quality of

the blooms was by no means first-ciass. There might have

been made a better show at the meeting held in the same
ball tfiree weeks ago. Orchids were comparatively few on

the occasion under notice, but several interesting ones were
included in the small collection. Other plants and flowers

wore fairly numerous, but though thei*e was a good display

throughout the building, there were not many noveltie?,

except in such plants as Carnations, Cannas, Sweet Peas,

&c. Fruits and vegetables occupied rather more apace than

for some time past.

Floral Committee.
PrcMiit: W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair; and Mcssi-s.

J. Fraser, H. IJ. May, H. Henst, R. Dean, J. H. Fitt, George
Stovons, Jas. Hudson, J. F. 5IcLeod, J. Fraser, R. Milligan
Hogg, Chas. E. Pearson, H. Selfe Leonard, J. T. Bennett
Pot;, Jas. Walker, Edwin Beckett, H. J. Jones, C. J. Salter,

H. Cannell, Chas. Blick, George Paul, and Harry Turner.

Messrs. Hahti,and & Co., Cork, were awarded a Silver
Flora Medal for an excellent collection of double flowers of
tuberous-rooted Begonias. There were about 150 blooms,
staged with some of their own foliage, on a ground-work of
moss, and the etfect was very'pretty. A very considerable
number of varieties were represented, and most of them
may be commended for their merit. They had travelled
well.

Messrs. Wallace & Co., Colchester, again staged an
exhibit, consisting of varieties of Caloehortus now in flower,
which inchidcs some very pretty ones of the medium and
large-flowered sections ; also a number of LiUum blooms in
many varieties, especially a fine lot of L. longiflorum gigan-
teum, and forms of L. Thunbergianum, a species which has
given very numerous varieties. A First-class Certificate was
awarded tn L. concolor, a slender-growing species, about

1.J feet high, which produces sm.ill fiery-scarlet blossoms,
being only U inch across. The flowers arc spotted thinly
and faintly with a darker colour. The group was awarded a
Silver Banksian Medal.
Mr. H. EcKFORD, Wem, Salop, exhibited a small collection

of his newest varieties of Sweet Peas, most of which were
included in a large collection shown in *the Drill Hall on a
former occasion. On the present occasion Awards of Merit
were granted to Queen Victoria, Prince Edward of York, and
Lady Qriael Hamilton.
Sweet Peas were also largely exhibited by Messrs. Jas.

Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea
;

and by Mr. F. C. Foster, Brockhampton Nurseries. In the
former collection the bunches were interspersed with
Gypsophila paniculata, and the effect was good. In each of
the exhibits, however, there were many large-flowered varie-

ties with distinct and pleasing colours. Both of the
exhibitors were recommended Bronze Banksian Medals.
Sprays of ornamental flowering and fohage shrubs were

exhibited by Messrs. J. Cheal <fe Sons, Lowfield Nurseries,

npar Crawley. Cut blooms oi Pinks, Violas, &c., were also

shown by the Crawley firm (Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. M. Prttchabd, Christchurch, Hants, exhibited a mag-
nificent collection of hardy and herbaceous flowers now in

season ; all of them indicated successful culture. We noticed

Chrysanthemum maximum var. G. H. Sage, several v,arieties

of Coreopsis and Gaillardias, Echiuopais, and other such
species; together with a few varieties of herbaceous Phlox,
of which Wm. Robinson appeared to be one of the best. A
berried spray of the Scarlet Elder, Sambucus raceroosa was
also included. A Silver Flora, Medal was awarded the group.

Messrs. Young fa, Dobinson, t^tevenage, Herts, exhibited

cut flowers of various annuals and hardy species of plants.

A magnificent group of Ivies in pots, and representing
numerous varieties, was exhibited by Messrs. Cutbu.«h (t

Sons, Highgate Nurseries, London, N., many of the varieties

included in this group are not commonly seen in gardens,

and the exhibit was composed of nice plants in healthy con-
dition and appearance (Silver gilt Flora Medal).

Messrs. Jas. Veitcii k. Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,
exhibited sprays of several flowering shrubs, including
Clethra canescens. a very fine shrub of handsome habit, and
producing spikes of white flowers (First-class Certificate)

:

also sprays of Sambucus racemosus, beautifully berried ; and
other things. The Chelsea firm also exhibited some more
fibrous-rooted Begonias, with showy coral-red flowers • a
basket of plants of a new strain of Streptocarpus, with larger
flowers than the popular hybrid-* already known. The^se new
ones were referred to in our columns last week. Also a plant
in flower of Didymocarpus malayanus. This new species,
unlfke most of the Didymocarpuses, has pale yellow flowers

;

it produces two to five upon slender spikes, and is apparently
very free in blooming. The leaves are nearly ovate, light
green in centre, and darker towards edges. The upper
surface is velvety and very pubcKcent (First-class Certificate).

From Mr. Jas. O'Brien, Harrow-on-the-HiU, came a plant
of AdiantumJBessonianum, from the West Indies, and thought
to be a hybrid between A. tenerura and A. traiieziforme. It
is a handsome Fern with r.ather dense-looking fronds, and
belongs to >.the section with large pinnae (First-class Cer-
tificate).

Messrs. Jno. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill Nurseries, London,
S.E., obtained an award of Merit for a seedling Gloxinia
named Mr. P. J. Edridge, a variety with light purple flowers
of good substance.

A splendid Gaillardia was exhibited in sprays of bloom
by Mr. G. H. Sage, gr. to Earl Dysart, Ham House, Rich-
mond. The variety has been named Mrs. Sage, and is sure
to become a popubir one, by reason of its long and strong
stems, and 'its fine, almost perfectly-formed flowers, in which
the usual colours are more clear, and more decided (Award of
Merit).

Me-ssrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent, again made
.an excellent exhibit of largo-llowered Cannas, many of which
were comparatively new, but such good and well known
\-arieties as Queen Charlotte, Madame Crozy, and others were
also represented. Awards of Merit were deservedly made to
Amy Jules Chretien, a self-coloured iiower of a shade ap-
proaching salmon-rose ; and Aurora, a fine hindsome tlower
of orange-scarlet.
Mr. W. Farr, gr. to Andrew Pears, Esq., Spring Grove,

Isleworth, exhibited a pretty Caladium unnamed.
A. F. W. Hayward, Esq., exhibited a few excellent

paintings of Robcb, and a few Pansies (Silver Flora Medal).
Carnations were much to the fore, as might have been

expected, for is it not July, the month of the Gilly-flower.

Foremost came Mr. C. Blick, gr. to Martin R. Smith, Esq.,
Hayes, Kent, who w.us fortunate enough to secure six

Awards of Merit as follows : for Mr. Macrae, self, pale
carmine-red, full and fine in jxital ; Boreas, self, rich maroon,
flushed with bright crimson, extra fine ; Dick Donovan, a
superb white self, pure, and with stout shell-like petals;
Blushing Bride, flushed with deUcate pink, fine substance

;

Gladiator, a large purplish maroon self of fine quality ; and
Voltaire, pale yellow ground, with edging of soft purphsh-
rose. In addition, Jlr. S.mith had Princess Maud, Helms-
man, and Daisy, all fine white selfs, but. as shown, not
equal to Dick Donovan, the first-named shghtly flushed with
blush ; Benzonian is a shaded dark maroon self, of fine

quality of petal ; El Dorado and Golden Eagle are yellow
grounds ; El Dorado being paler on the edge than Voltaire,

and Golden Eigle paler still ; Judith is a pale purple self,

with a fine petal, very promising.

Mr. J. Douglas, Bookbam, Surrey, received an Award
of Merit for Voltaire, and ho had Mr. Nigel, of a pale buff
ground colour, heavily edged with crimson-maroon ; Mara-
thon, a large and full pale yellow ground, edged with pale
rosy-red ; El Dorado, Mrs. ./Ufred Tate, also a yellow ground,
large and full ; Ladiis, yellow ground, having a shght edge
of pale red ; Firefly, whitish-sulphur ground, heavily edged
with crimson ; Winifred, a clear pale salmon self, decidedly
promising, though not shown in its best character ; Nabob,
pale creamy-salmon, fine petal ; Lady Ridley, and Mrs. Eric
Hambro', two fine white selfs ; Black Prince, dark wme-
crimaon ; Bendigo, a bright purple self; Waterwiteh, and
Delicata, the last in the way of Aliee Ayres, white, with lines

of bright pale red.

Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, had several boxes
of new Carnations, viz., Clio (Award of Merit), a heavy
scarlet-edged Picotee, full, pure in the ground, and finely-

shaped petals, bright in colour ; also Virgo, in the same way,
with a broad edgiug of bright pale rosy-scarlet ; May Queen
(Award of Merit), pale bright-yellow ground, the petals edged
and slightly lined with pink and purple— large and full;

Primrose League (Award of Merit), sulphur gi'ound, the

petal-edges lined with purple-rose and pink, large, and of

fine shape ; The Gift, yellow ground, very fine, having a

neat edge of pale red ; Louisa Phillips, a clear pale-yellow

self, deeper on the petal edges ; Delos, a pale bright-red self,

a fine full flower ; Mrs. Douglas, yellow ground ; Knight

Errant, self, deeper in tint than Delos ; Macclesfield, salmon-

rose self, becoming a little paler with age ; Sir Guy, a

delicate bluah self, in the way of Waterwiteh ; and 1 uchess,

rosy-pink.

Jim Smith is a very bright scarlet-red self, a brilliant

border variety, which is very free, and is not appd-burater

(Award of Merit), from Mr. H. G. Smyth. Drury Lane, W.C.

From Mr. E. Corby-Sbarpin, Bedford, came a beautiful

yellow-ground named Alice Mills, heavily edged with pale

rosy-red, very fine shape and petal (Award of Merit).

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, staged

a large number of bunches of Carnations set up with sprays

of (?ypsophila, and they included the old Clove, Alice Ayres,
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Germania, and many others, all useful border sorts (Silver

Flora Medal).

Mr. W. C. Troughton, Blackheatb, had a small bright

scarlet self, unnamed ; a useful border surt. Mr. Glo.

Radford, Rugeley, had Miss Ellen Oldham, yellow ground,

heavily edged with red.

Fine sprays of Pterocarya caucasica in fruit were sent from

Mr. E. Burrel, gr. to HR.H. the Duchess of Alraxy, Clare-

raont, Esher (Vote of Thanks). Figured in Gardeners'

Clironicle, 1894, vol. ii., p. 364.

COMPETITIVE ROSES.

The Tea Roses were remarkably good, but generally the

hybrid perpetuals were wanting in colour and fulness.

There were two stands of twenty-four single trusses, dis-

tinct, the Silver Cup offered as a 1st prize being won by Mr.

T. B. Haywood, Woodhatch. Reigate (C. J. Salter, gr.), the

blooms small, but clean and bright, the leading varieties

Her Majesty, Madame GabrielleLuizet, Mon?. E. Y. Teas, Due
de Rohan, Captain Christy, Earl of Dufferin, Pierre Notting

Eclair, very bright in colour ; Madame Prosper Langier, and
La France. The 2nd prize was awarded to Mr. C. J. Grahame,
Wrydelands, Leatherhead, with larger blooms, but the

coloured H.P.'s were pale in tint.

In the open class for twenty-four single trusses distinct,

the judges found some diflSculty in coming to a decision,

and awarded equal 1st prizes tojMr. George Mount, Rose
Nursei-ies, Canterbury, and Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurse-
ries, Cheshunt. Mr. Mount had, for the time of year, regard

being also had to the weather, some very good Roses, chief

cmong them, Madame Eugfene Verdier, Duchess of Bedford,

Mrs. J. Laing, Charles Lefebvre, Gustave Pigaueau, Ulrich

Brunner, A. K. Williams, and Her Majesty. The leading

flowers in Messrs. Paul &; Son's stand were Her Majesty,

Marie Rady, Paul Neyron, and Duchess of Albany. A 3rd

prize was awarded to Messrs. D. Prior & Son, nurserymen,
Colchester.

With twelve single trusses, distinct, the Rev. W. H.
Jackson, Stagden Vicarage, Bedford, was 1st with good
blooms of Emilc Hausburg, Duke of Connaught, Duchessc
de Vallambrosa, Ferdinand Lesseps, Marquise de Castellanc,

Sari of Dufferin, Captain Christy, and Marie Rady. Mr. E.

West was awarded the 2nd prize, his best blooojs being
Annie Wood and Captain Christy.

I a the open class for twelve single trusses, distinct, there were
six exhibitors. Mr. G. Mount taking the 1st prize with Earl
of Dufferin, Madame Eugfene Verdier, Charles Lefebvre, Mrs.
S. Laing, Duke of .Wellington, Caroline Testout, Duchess of

Bedford, Ulrich Brunner, and Xavier Olibo; 2ud, Messra.
-Paul &, Son.

Mr. W. Taylor, Hampton Hill, had a box of fresh and
l)right young flowers, which improved rather than deterio-

rated as the day waned.
With six fingle trusses shown by amateurs, Mr. J. Bate-

man, Rose Vale, Archway Road, N., was 1st with Her
Majesty, A. K. Williams, Duke of Wellington, Madame
EagL-ne Verdier, Gustave Pigaueau, and Marie Baumann.
The Rev. A. Foster-Melliar, Sproughton Rectory, Ipswich,
was 2nd ; hia best flowers were Her Majesty, Madame GabrieUe
/Luizet, and Camille Bemardin.

With six trusses of any one variety (amiteurs), Mr. R. II.

IliANODON, Raymead, Hcndon, was 1st with La France, and
the Rev. W. H. Jackson 2nd with Duke of Connaught.
With twelve distinct Roses, threa trusses of each (open),

Mr. Geo. Mount was again placed 1st, having fine blooms of
Madame Eugene Verdier, Ulrich Brunner, Mrs, J. Laing,
Xavier OUbo, Gustave Piganeau, Earl of Dufferin, La France,
Marie Baumann, and A. K. Williams; Messrs. Paul &, Son
were 2ud, their leading flowers being Her Majesty, Marie
R;idy. Eclair, Mrs. J. Laing, J. B. Haywood, verj- bright in

colour ; and Duke of Connaught. Messrs. D. Prior &. Son
also competed. With twelve trusses of any one variety, Mr.
G. Mount was 1st, with Mrs. J. Liing ; and Messrs. Paul <t

Son 2ad, with the same ; Messrs. Prior & Son staging A. K.
Williams.

In the Tea and Noisette section there were four exhibitors
of twenty-four single trusses in the open cUss, duplicates
being allowed ; and here Mr. O. G. Orpen, West Bergholt,
Colchester, was 1st with some charming blooms, chief among
them Maman Cochet, Madame Hoste, Souvenir d'EUse Vur-
don, Cathei-ine Mermet, Mar^chal Niel, Madame de Watte-
villo, Ernest Metz, Comtesse da Nadaillic. Golden Gate,
Sylph, new, a very plexsing variety ; The Bride, Corinna,
and Madame Hos'e. 2n-l, the Rev. A. Foster-Mrlliau, with
Maman Cochet. The Bride. Bridesm lid, Niphetos, and Mar6-
chal Niul. very fine iu colour. The R;v. W. H. Jackson also
exhibited.

Of twelve single trusses, there was but one exhibitor, Mr.
At-LKN CiUNDLKK, Buuch Lawn, Haslemere, who was placed
ast, with Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Madame Margottin, Com-
ttjhse de NadaiUac, Golden Gate, Comtesse de Laberthe, &c.
With six tingle trusses (amateurs), Mr. R. E. M'e.st wa< l^t

out of four exhibitors, h ving Anna Olivier, Sous-enir de S.

A. Prince, Hon. Elith Gifford. Etoile de Lyon, Souvenir d'uu
Ami, and Innoceuta P rola ; Mr. R. H Langton was 2nd.
With single tvvisses of any one variety ;amateurs), Mr. O.

G. OupEX was 1st, with Maman Cochet; the Rev. W. H.
Jackson being 2nd with Innocente Pirola.

In th(3 oJJeu cLo-ss for twenty-four Tea and Noisette Roses
distiuct, Messrs. D. Prior & Son were Ist with decidedly
good bliiortlri 01 Comtesse de Nadaillac, Souveoir de S. A.
Prince, The Bride, Marie Vau Houtte, Ernest Metz, Souvenir
d'un Ami, Madame Serpon Cochet, Maman Cuchet, Mar&hal
Niel. Princes,^ Vera, Innocente Pirola, Jean Duchur, Niphetos,
CftroUne Kustcr, Edith Gifford, and Mrs. Jas. Wils.n; 2nd,

Mesar-s. Paul&: Son, who had Madame Cusin, Etoile de Lyon,
Souvenir d'EUse Vardon, MarSchal Niel, Jean Ducher, Maman
Cochet, and Comtesse de Nadaillac.

With twelve distinct Teas, three trusses of each (open),

Messrs. D. Prior & Son were again 1st, having Caroline

Kuster, Ernest Metz, Niphetos. Mar^chal Niel, Souv. de S. A.

Prince, Souv. d'un Ami. Comtesse de Nadaillac. Innocente
Pirola, Marie Van Houtte, and Maman Cojhet. Messrs.

Paul & Sos were 2ud, their leading varieties being Ernest
Metz, Niphetos, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Madame Cusin.

W^ith twelve single trusses of any one variety, Me.'-srs.

Paul & Sox took the 1st prize, having Innocenta Pirola ;

Messrs. Prior & Sos were 2nd, with Maman Cochet ; Mr.
Mount showing Madame Cusin.

Messrs. W.M, Paul & Son, nurserymen, Waltham Cross,

staged several large bunches ol new Tea Roses, prominent
amongst them Empress Alexandra of Russia, salmon-rose,

deepening to rose colour, full, and quite distinct (Award of

Merit); Francis Dubreuil, a crimson Tea, with the shape of

a H.P., fine in the bud, full in substance Award of Merit) ;

Sylph, cream, suffused with fleshy-pink in the centre

;

Rosomane de la Huger, soft creamy flesh, very chaste and
pleasing; and H.P. Waltham Standard, pale rose, as shown,
fine in shape, and decidedly promising.
Mr. W. BuMSEv made a good exhibit of cut Roses, for which

he was awarded a Silver Banksian Medal.

Orchid Committee.
Present : Harry J. Veitch, Esq., in the Chair; and Messrs.

Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Sec), E. Hill, J. Jaques, Thos. Statter,

W. Cobb, C. Pitcher, F. Sander,'A. Bogaerde, De B. Crawshay,

C. Winn, W. Thompson, W. H. White, H. J. Chapman, T. W.
Bond, N. C. Cookson, H. Ballantine, A. H. Smee, H. M.
Pollett, J. Douglas, and R. Young.

As is usual at this season of the year, there was a falling

off in the number of the exhibits staged, and the greater
part of those sent consisted of cut spikes.

One of the attractions of what are called botanical plants
is, that they fairly distribute their interest over the whole
year, and are consequently more noticeable when the flowers
of the showier genera are scarce ; of such there were a few
exhibits. Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford, Dorking
(gr., Mr. W. H. White), staged a neat group composed of

Cattleya Eldorado marginata, of the C. E. splendens class,

but with clear rose purple margin round the side lobes of

the lip ; C. E. Wallisii, pure white with orange centre ; a
well-flowered plant of Dendrobium McCarthia* ; the singular

green and white Catjisetum Russeltanum (Botanical Cortiti-

cate), a line example of the orange and red Masdevallia
corniculata (Botanii^al Certificate), the pretty Oncidium
virgulatum (Botanical Certificate), L;vlia Lucasiana, Poly-

btachya odorata, the singular Epidendrum volutura, Zygo-
petalum Burtii Wallisii, anJ the handsome Zygopetalum
grandiflorum, with greenish sepals and petals tiuged with
chocolate colour, and white and violet fringed lip (Award of

Merit).

The Right Hon. Lord Rothschild, Tring Park. Tring
(gr., Mr. E. Hill), sent a noble six flowered inflorescence of

Cattleya War.seewiczii (gigas) Shuttleworthii, an example of

what may be attained by well growing a fine variety (Cul-
tural Commendation); also Cattleya Gaskelliana alba, an

i

the protty little Masdevallia Carderi (Botanical Certificate).

The Right Hon. J. Chamberlain, Highbury, Birmingham
(gr., Mr. Burberry), sent a selection of very fine varieties of

Cattleya Warscewiczii (gigas) all good, and very dissimilar

from each other (Vote of Thanks).

C. J. Lucas, Esq., Waruham Court, Horsham (gr., Mr.
Duncan), also showed Sue varieties of Cattleya Warscewiczii,

of which those named gigantea and purpurea were the best
(Vote of Thanks).

Thos, Statter, Esq , Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester
(gr., Mr. R. Johusoii), .showed Cypripedium Godefroy* leuco-

cailum and cut examples of Cattleya Warscewiczii dolicata,

C. Rex, C. Gaskelliana, C. Schroderiana, Ljelia-Cattleya x
tlegans, L.-C. x Schilleriana, L. purpurata, L. tenebrosa,

Cypripedium Curtisil, C. superbiens, C. x Hamsianum
superbum, and C. x soUig^um majus (Vote of Thanks).

Edgar Cohen, Esq., iLitl Road, St. John's Wood (gr., Mr.
A. Vass), showed Cattleya Mendelii Mrs. Edgar Cohen, a
charming white form with rose spot on the lip and faint lilac

tinge on the petals.

Messrs. Hugh Low <fc Co., Clapton, sent Cattleya Mossiaj
"Brilliancy" (Award of Merir), a very fine dark coloured
variety; C. M. Arnoldiana, and C. Mendeli.

Reginald YouNt;, Esq., Liverpool (gr., Mr. Poyntz), showed
cut examples of Cypripedium Stonci candidum and C. x
Harrisianum superljum.

W. THOMesoN, Esq., Walton Grange, Stone, Staffordshire

(gr., Mr. W. SteveuH), showed Odontoglossum luteo-pur-

puroimi sceptrum ; U. nebulosum candidulum, and a very
pretty and profusely- flowered collection of Cochlioda Noez-
liana (Vote of Thanks).

J. WiLSort Potter, E.sq ,Parkhill Road, Croydon, exhibited
a fine specimen of the singular white Aeranthus grandi-
rtorus, which ho had successfully cultivated for a consider-

able time, it being thu plant illustrated in the Orchid Album.
Messrs. F. Sandkr ^ Co., St. Albans, showed a noble

specimen of the white and fragrant Cojlogyne Sanderiana
with six fine spikes (Cultural Commendation), and two
l)lant3 of the pretty dwarf rose-purple Spathoglottis plicata

I^Iicholitzii.

Norman C. Cookson, Esq., Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne,
showed two Phaius Ilumblotil, and one of the rich rose

P. Ilenryii, and a flower of a fine form of Cypripedium x
Youngianum.

At the conclusion of the meeting, Reginald Young, Esq.,
of Liverpool, explained his system of recording hybrid
Orchids, and handed to the Secretary the Cypripedium
records on his plan, which it is hoped will be of great
service. A cordial Vote of Thanks was given to Mr. Youug.

Fruit and Veg-etable Committee.
Present : P. Crowley, Esq. '(in the chair) ; and Rev. W.

Wilks, and Messrs. H. Pearson, J. Cheal, A. F. Barron, T. J.

Saltmarsh, T. Fife, J. Smith, G. Reynolds, G. Sage, T. Farr,
C. Herrin, J. H. Veitch, W. Bates, A. Dean, J. Willard, and
J. Wright.

Mr. E. Beckett, gr. to H. H. Glbbs, Esq., Aldenham Park,
showed a collection of vegetables, receiving an award of a
Banksian Medal. The vegetables were good for the season
and the time of year, excepting the two lots of Cauhflowers
that were open and too big for the best table. Tomatos,
Cutbush's Polegate, and T. Perfection, were capital fruits,*
smooth, large, dark-coloured and ripe. Beetroot consis':ed of
Buttons' Crimson Globe Beet, a form of the Egyptian beet
and Pragnal's. Onions were large and fine, though to our
thinking too much denuded of the outer layei-s ; they on-
sisted of Red Leviathan and White Leviathan forms of
Tripoli Onions. Pea Autocrathad a pleasing dark -green colour
and was gathered just at the right time. Nice examples
of Moore's cream Vegetable Mavrow. Sharpe's Victor Potato
a shapely example of this favourite early kidney ; and the
Royal Ashleaf kidney ; Sutton's Magnum Bonum, and
Canadian Wonder French Beans ; Sutton's Gem - Carrot
apparently a selection of the Carentan, and New Inter-
mediate ; Green Globe Artichoke, a very good lot ; Cucumber
Vii;tory, a nice, medium sized, smooth variety of a dark-
greeu colour, and the samples shown were in perfection

; and
Bro.id Bean Leviathan (aqua dulce), the number of whose
seeds is in inverse ratio to its length.

Messrs. W. W. Johnson & Son, Boston, Lincolnshire,
showed about fifty dishes of Peaa, consisting of most of the
I>opvilar varieties. Wo noted Boston Unrivalled, Consum-
mate, a curved, scimitar-like pod of a dark green colour

;

Ambassador, Royal Jubilee, The Daisy, Veitch's Perfection,
Alderman. Duke of Allimy. Invincible Marrow, Early
Marrowfat, The Duchess (of Albany), Critic, Sutton's Prize-
winner, ditto Eureka, Windsor Castle, &c. Many of the pods
shown were filled, and past their best for cooking purposes.
We think that to show culinary Peas in so forward a condition
is a mistake.

A pretty Cucumber w;i3 shown by Mr. W. Palmer, Andover,
and named Palmer's Graceful. It was short, smooth, dark
green, and tapering gradually to a long point and having a
neck too long for so short a fruit. Hence probably its being
passed by.

Mr. W. CARMiciiAELof 14, Pitt-s^., Edinburgh, and formerly
of Saudringham, showed Strawberries, Prince of Wales=
Waterloo x British Queen ; Princess of Wales = Latest of all

X Frogmore Late Pine ; Wm. Cannichael - Waterloo x
British Queen ; and Queen of Danemark ^= Frogmore Late
Pine X Waterloo. These are, we l>elieve, to be tested at
Chiswick. A number of dishes of Tomatos by various
exhibitors were tabled but nothing of superlative merit was
observed. Most of them seemed to be of the smooth Perfec*
tion type.

Several Melons were shown, and one— a white fleshed
variety named Effingham Perfection = Hero of Lockinge x
W. Tillery from Mr. Alderman received an Award of Merit.

Messrs. J. Veitch &. Sons, Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea,
exhibited about a score of dishes of Cherries in distinct
varieties We remarked fine fruits of Reine Hortense,
Bigarreau Napoleon, May Duke, Governor. Wood, Cleveland
Bigarreau, Tradescant's Heart, Baumann's May. and BlacK
Hiiwk. They also showed fruits of the Pears Citron des
Cannes and Doycniu- d'Etc ; varieties of Black, Red, and
White Currants ; Superlative Raspberry ; and twenty-six dis-

tinct dishes of Gooseberries.

Mrs. Abbot, South Villa, Regent's Park (gr., Jfr. Keif),

showed excellent fruits of Peaches, Dymond, Royal George,
and Dr. Hogg. These were as good as possible in size and
colour, although grown within two miles of Charing Cross.
A Banksian Medal was awarded.

Lecture on New Roses.
In the afternoon a paper upon this subject written by the

successful amateur, the Rev. J, H. Pemberton, was read by
the Assistant Secretary.

Mr. Pemberton remarked upon the wonderful develop-
ment of the Rose that has taken place in comparatively recent
years, and as an instmce gave a short list ol varieties that
were found in an old catalogue. It was also remarked that
the development of one section was most rapid for a few
years, and that afterwards attention appeared to be concen-
trated upon a different section. Then the race of Hybrid
Teas was originated by the iotroduction of Cheshunt Hybrid,
since which time there have been numerous such varieties,

most of which have become very popular. Mr. Pemberton
said that the qualities which exhibitors desired to find in
New Rosei were only size, form, and colour, but that as Rose
lovers and Rose cultivators very many times outnumbered the
Rose exhibitors, raisers should be particular that a new Rose
possesses other virtues before they venture to introduce it

into commercw*. Such virtues were, scent in the flower,

hardiness in the i>lant, and a habit of free blooming.
Undoubtedly the greater number of newly-introduced Roses
were wt)rthless, and only a few seasons were necessary to

prove this so fully that their names were almost forgotten.
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A greater care was necessary on the part of nurserymen who
ntroduce Rosea to the public in order that they may ascertain

themselves whether or not each variety is worthy cultivation.

At the end of Mr. Pembebton's paper was appended a list

of the best Roses that have been introduced during the past

seven years, and remarks upon some of these were given.

It was a misfortune for roaariana that Mr. Pemberton was
not himself present.

Sir Alexander Arbuthnot condemned the action of the

National Rose Society in prohibiting certain varieties of

undoubted merit from a place among general exhibition

Roses. An instance was given in Ernest Fiirst, a Rose of

somewhat smaller size than many exhibition varieties, but

which possessed unquestionable merits apart from this,

though not included in the Nat. Rose Soc. catalogue. Sir

Alex. Arblithnot protested against the term Exhibition
Rose at all, and urged that at the National Rose Society's
exhibitions, encouragement should not be exclusively given
to flowers of large size.

Mr. Walter Easle/i of Messrs. W. Paul's Nursery, at
Waltham Cross, also made a few remarks, and enumerated
about a score of varieties that it was urged should have been
Deluded by the lecturer.

TUNBBIDGE WELLS HORTI-
CULTURAL.

JOLV 8.—Although not quite up to the aver.igo, the thirty-
eighth exhibition of this society hold on the above date was
airly good.

In the 0| en classes there were few competitors from a
distance

; and, for the most part, they were won by winners
n the local classes.

Mr. J. Mason, gr. to H. J. Wood, Esq., Pulborough, Kent
was 1st for four stove and greenhouse plants; and Mr. s!
Pope, gr. to J. J. Barrow, Esq., Holmwood, Tunbridge
Wells, won for four ornamental foli,ago plants. Mr. T.
PoRTNELL winning for four exotic Ferns.

Groups were decidedly weak, the best coming from Mr J
Howes, gr. to W. Cobb, Esq , Bro.adwatcr Down, who wm
also well in front for nine Orchids, a grand piece of Odonto-
glossum var. Cobbianum and Epidendrum vitellinum being
included. Mr. J. Mason was 2nd, and Mr. L. DorONn 3rd
Mr. DupoND had a superb piece of D:sa grandiflora.
Cut flowers were good, and the collections of herbaceous

perennial flowers grand. The 1st prize f,.r twenty-four
species was awarded to Mr. J. CmRLTox, Tunbridgo Wells.
Mr. R. Edwards, Beechey Lees, Sevenoaks, was 1st for three
pieces of table decorations ; and Mr. S. Cook, gr to De B
Cruvshay, Esq

, Rosefleld, Sevenoaks, was 1st for a deconi-
tion, consisting of Roses only
Mr. PoRTNELL was 1st for eighteen bunches of stove and

greenhouse flowers.

Wreaths and floral designs were goo', a pretty wreathfrom Mr J. Gore, Polegate, and an anchor from Mr Wfbbeh,
lunbndge, being adjudged 1st and 2nd respectively.
Mr. J. Charlton was well ahead for both bride and handbouquets; Mrs. A. Hatt.)N, Sevenoaks, following in each

Rom were fairly good for the season. Mr G Mount
Canterbury; Messrs. G. Bonyard i Co., Maidstone ; and Mr'G. W. p.pEK, Uckfield, taking prizes iu the above orderboth m a class for forty-eight varieties, and in one for twelveieaa or Noisettes.

1st m all the amateurs' classes, and showed some tmodWooms. In the 2nd prize stand for twenty-four varieties there

E. M Bethune. Esq., Horsham, and which won the XationalKose Society s Silver Medal for best H. P. in the show.

<^r^?'',"^'^l'"' ","® ^""^
*
**"« ^^* P"^®' f*^*- tli»-ee bunches

of black Hamburgh, going to Mr. C. Earl. gr.. SummerhUl
Tonbndge. but he was beaten for three bunches of any otherWack variety by Mr. W. L.vker, gr. to A. G. Linofield, Esq
WorthiDg. who was also Ut for three splendidly finished
bunches of Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. J. Snow, Wadhurst
Fark Gardens, Sussex, winning in the class for any other
white variety.

The let prize for six Nectarines and six Peaches went to
Mr. C. Harris, gr. to O. A. Smith, Esq., ntimmerwood, East
Gnnstead. Mr. C. Earl winning for a collection with some
well-tinished fruits.

The following classes were open only to those residing
within a 6 miles radius of the South-Eastern Railway SUition :

Mr. S. Pope won in the chiss for six good stove and greenhouse
plants

;
Mr. J. Mason had the best collection of four plants

;Mr S. Pope won for six omamentil foliage plants
; and Mr'

J. Mason for six table plants.

Begonias and zonal Pelargoniums were good, but Fuchsias
were not shown well. A Silver Medal presented by Messrs.
J. Laino & Sos, Forest Hill, for tv-elve tuberous-rooted
Begonias was secured by Mr W. H. Wickens, gr. to J
Wheelwright, Esq.. Neville Park, Tunln-idge Wells, who
had a nice cuUcction.

A collectiun uf Mclun.s from Messrs. Sergeant & Co,
Worthing, attnictcd much attention from the visitors.

Cala(?iums from Messrs. J. Pebd &l Son, Forest Row

;

herbaceous cut Howera from Mr. J. Charlton, and from'
Mr. M. Pritchard, Christchurch ; also a quantity of cut
Roses fVom Mr. G. W. P.per, Uck&eld, were the chief among
non competitive exhibits.

NATIONAL BOSE NORTHERN SHOW
AT TJLVERSTON.

Jltly 15.—In spite of the indifferent season and continued

dry weather, there were a few good blooms at this show.

Decidedly the brightest of blooms came from Yorkshire,

while the best Teas were from Oxfordshire. Neither Mr. R. B.

Cant, nor Messrs. F. Cant h Co., from Colchester, were

exhibitors. O. G. Orpen, Esq. was also absent. In some of

the local classes competition was keen if exhibits were not

numerous ; more than one instance occurring where a single

point only divided the first and second.

NURSERYMEN.
Six competed for the Jubilee Trophy and Gold Medal with

thirty-six distinct varieties. Messrs. Harkness 4i Sons,

Bedale, Yorks, staged very bright and clean flowers, just

beating Messrs. A. Dickson it Sons, Newtownarda, Ireland,

2nd, who also had good blooms. The winning thirty-six were

Horace Vemet, Franijois Micbelon, Comte Raimbaud,

Gustave Piganeau, Dr. Andrj-, Mrs. John Laing, Charles

Lefebvre, Mme. E. Verdier, Captain Hayward, Marchioness

of Dufferin, Earl of Dufferin. and Etienne Levet in the back

row ; Due de Rohan, Marie Rady_ Mar^chnl Niel, Madame
Hoste, Duchess of Bedford. Alfred Colomb, John Stuart

Mill, U\ Boule d'Or, A. K. Williams, Comtesse de Nadaillac,

Fisher Holmes, and Countess of Rosobery in the centre

:

with Beauty of Waltham, Catherine Mermet, Pierre Notting,

Avocat Duvivier, Duke of Wellington, Mme. Hausmann,
Caroline Kuster, Prince Arthur, Her Majesty, Duke t-f

Edinburgh, Edward Andre, and another in front Messrs.

J. Cocker. & Son, Aberdeen, were a close 3rd. Messrs.

W. & D. Ckoll, Dundee, Messrs. Mack Ai Son, Yorkshire,

and G. Paul <fe Sons, Cheshunt, also exhibited.

Messrs. A, Dick.son & Sons, Newtownarda, beat Messrs.

Harknkss & Son for seventy-two single blooms, being fol-

lowed by Messrs. W. A D. Ceoll, Dundee.
Messrs, Dickson is, Sons also won for thirty-six varieties,

three of each ; Messrs. R. Mack & Son, Catterick Bridge,

having a very bright lot for 2nd, and Mr. G. Mount,
Canterbury, 3rd.

Mr. H. Meruvweather. Southwell, Notts, was 1st for

thirty-six single blooms, Messrs. Cockbu & Sons, Aberdeen,

2nd, and Mr. G. Mount, Canterbury, 3rd ; while for eighteen

distinct, three of each, Messrs, J. Cocker & Sons, Messrs.

Merkvwe.vther and Mr. G. Moint took prizes in like order.

The twelve treble Te.is from nurserymen were good, Mr. J.

Mattock, New Headington, Oxfordshire, winning with good
examples of MamanCochet, Edith Gifford, Catherine Mermet,
The Bride, Princess of Wales, Innocente Pirola, C. de
Nadaillac, Marie Van Houtte, Ernest Met/,, Marechal Niel,

Jean Ducher, and Anna Olivier ; Messrs. Prior & Sos were
u good 2nd, and Mr. Mbrrvweather, Southwell, 3rd.

Messrs. Prior & Son wore Ist for eighteen distinct, s'ngle

blooms of Teas, but the flowers were loose. Messis. A.

Dickson & Sons, Newtownards, and Mr. Mount, Canterbury,
followed.

Mr. J. Mattock, New Headington, Oxford, had a grand
stand in a class for twelve varieties ; Mr.|H. Merryweather
having the medal Tea or Noisette in Maman Cochet among
his 2nd prize stand-blooms.

AMATEURS.
The Jubilee Trophy and Gold Medal for twenty-four varie-

ties were secured by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton. Havoring-
atte-Bower, withEarlof Dufferin. Her Majesty, A. K. Williams,
Marchioness of Londonderry, Charles Lefebvre, Marchioness
of Dufferin, Marie Baumann, Madame E. Verdier, Gustave
Piganeau, John Stuart Mill. Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Horace
Vemet, Caroline Testout, Dupuy Jamain, Mrs. J. Laing, Mar-
shall P. Wilder, Madame Deville, Prince Arthur, Xavier Ollbo,
Comtesse de Nadaillac, E. Y. Te.is, Danmark, Countess of

Rosebery, and Queen of Queens. H. V, Machin, Esq.,

Gateford Hall, Worksop, was 2nd, and E. B, Lindsell, Esq.,
Hitchin. 3rd.

The three pieces of plate given by the president of the
local society for thirty-six varieties were secured by A . Whit-
ton, Esq., Bedale, who staged an excellent lot ; by Mr. E. B.
Lindsell, whose lot contained the Silver Medal Tea bloom
among amateurs in Catherine Mermet, and Rev. J. H.
Pemberton.
For eight varieties, three of each, Rev. J, H. Pemberton

was in front of H. V. Machin, Esq., Gateford Hall, Worksop,
botli being good stands for this season.

For eighteen varieties from growers of less than 2,000
plants, Mr. J. T. Marsden, Delamere, Silverdale, was Ist

;

and also for twelve in a class open only to growers of less than
1,000 plants. The class for six single flowers from growers
of less than 500 plants, found no competitors. The Veitch
Memorial Medal and £5, for twelve Roses was won by R. P.

Landon, Esq., Brentwood, B. E. West, Esq., Reigate, being
2nd. Mr. Landon was also in front for four varieties, three
of each ; this time he being close run by J. T. Marsden, Esq.,
Silverdale.

The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-atte Bower, was Ist

with Mi-8. John Laing for nine of any H.P. Rose ; and Mr. H.
V. Machin, 2nd with Marie Baumann. The same order was
kept iu the class for six New Roses.

Tea Sckntfd and Noisette Roses.
H. V. Machin, Esq., Worksop, was 1st for twelve varieties,

and W. BoYES. Esq., Derby, 2nd. Mr. Machin put up good
tlowei-s of MamanCochet, and Mr. Bores six of C. de Nadaillac.

From growers of less than oOO plants, the Rev. J. H. Pem-
berton was 1st, and E. Mawley, Esq., Berkhamsted, 2nd
for nine Teas

Mr. R. P. Landon'b (Brentwood) six were the best from
growers of less than 200 plants ; Madame Hoste, Souvenir de
8. A. Prince, Madame Cusin, Cleopatra, Ernest Metz, and
Belle Lyonnaise being the varieties shown. J. T. Marsden,
Esq., and Miss Johnson followed.

Mr. H. V. M achin, Worksop, was Ist for six varietips
three of each ; and Mr. J. T. Marsden Ist for six of any kind
with Edith G.fford.

For twelve now Roses Messrs. Dkkson & Sons, New-
townards, were the only exhibitors, but their stand con-
tained no remarkable novelty.

For twelve blooms of any white Roses, Messrs. Prior h Son,
Colchester, were 1st witii Niphetos ; Mr. J. Mattock 2nd,
with The Bride ; and Messrs. D. & W. Croll 3rd, with
Merveille de Lyon.
Mr. J. Mattock was 1st for twelve of any yellow Rose,

with Comtesse de Nadaillac; Messrs. Burrell h Co., Cam-
bridge, 2nd with Marechal Niel, and Messrs. D. Prior a Son,
3rd with Madame Hoste.

For twelve of any light-coloured Rose, Messrs. A. Dickson
& Son, Newtownards, were well in front, having Mrs. W. J.

Grant in better form than we have before seen it. Messrs. J.
Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, followed with twelve of Caroline

Testout, and Mr. G. Mount 3rd, with fairly good Mi-s. J
Laing.

Messrs. M\cK <fc Son, Catterick Bridge, Yorks, won with
twelve of A. K. Williams ; Messrs. J. Cocker i Son 2nd with
Ulrich Brunner ; and Messrs, Harkness 3rd with A. K.
Williams.

For Garden Roses, Mr. H. V. Machin, Worksop, won in a
class for twelve varieties. Messrs. Paul & Son, Chesbunt,
and Mr. J. Mattock being Ist and 2nd for eighteen bunches.
Mr. J. Mattock was a decisive winner for a display of

Roses, putting them up in good taste.

The best H. P. in the nurselumen's division was Victor
Hugo from Messrs, R. Mack & Son, Catterick Bridge; and
the best Tea a good flower of Maman Cochet from Mr. J
Mattock, Oxford.

In the amateui-'s division, the medal H. P. was a fine bloom
of Her Majesty from Mr Marsden, and the Tea or Noisette,

was a Catherine Mermet from Mr. E. B. LiNDf-ELL, Hitchin.

This time Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons secured the Gold
Medal for Muriel Grahame as a new seedling or sport. The
blooms were better and more distinct than we have seen
them hitherto.

Other medals were awarded in local classes, a good flower

of The Bride winning a piece of plate as a best bloom, and
another medal also as the best Tea in these chussea. The
medals for both light and dark H.P.'s went to Mr. J. H.
MiDOLEY, Bcmer's Close, Grange, for Mr. J. Laing and Charles

Darwin.
LOCAL CLASSES.

A Silver Cup for nine distinct singles was won by Mr. J. T.

Marsden, Silverdale, with Mrs. J. Laing, S. M. Rodocanachi,
La France, Charles Lefebvre, The Bride, Ulrich Brunner,
Catherine Mermet, Alfred Colomb, and Cleopatra. Mr. J.

H. MiDOLEv was a very close 2nd, and Mr. W. Wilding
Pennington, 3rd.

Mr. MiDGLEY beat the Rev. R. T. Lanoton for eighteen
single blooms, and he was a good 1st for twelve varieties.

T. W. Mason, Esq.. the Gardens, the Misses Case, Ljndon,
and J. Atkinson, Esq , Croftland, stood in the above order
for six blooms.

J. T. Marsden, Esq., Delamere, Silverdale, won for six of

any light-colonred Rose ; J. H. Midgley, Esq., for six of any
dark variety ; and J T. Marsden, Esq., was again in front for

six of any white one, with Marchioness of Londonderry.
Mr. J. T. Marsden, beat the Rev. R. T. Lanoton for six Teas

and Mr. J. Wajid, Barrow-in-Fumess won for three Teas.

There were grand displays of Sweet Peas from Messrs,

EcKFORD & Co , Wem, Shropshire ; Herbaceous flowers from
Mr. W. Shand, Lancaster ; Roses, Carnations and Picotees

from Messrs. Dickson, Chester; Violas, Pansios and Carna-

tions from Mr. S. Pte, Garstang, Lanes. ; and some really

good seedling and other Carnations from Messrs. Pritchard
«fc Son, Shrewsbury.

Trade Notice.

Mb. Norman Davis has rem oved from Camberwell
(where he has been comiected with the Chrjsanthe-

mum world for over twenty-five years), to the

Chrysanthemum Nurseries, Frarafield, Sussex.

Enquiries.—<

—

Flowers of Solphur.—Will some of the cor-

respondents of the Gardeners' Chronicle kindly inform
Examiner whether experiments have been made
with sulphur in small proportions for cleaning the
seeds of Turnip and Rape, or in fact any of the
Brassieas ? Quantities of dust-like mites breed nearly
every year amongst the seed, and I am of opinion
that if the operation be properly carried out, sulphur
has the property of killing them. I shall be glad to

kuow if sulphur is deleterious to the seed.

What is the "magical spit" mentioned by Sir T.
Brown ?

'' The magical spit made of [No ? ] rare plants,

which wind before the fire, and roasts the bird without
turning." Garden of Cypriis, p. 159.
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Teee Feuns (see p. 469, Oard. Chron., April 11,

1896).—In reply to a correspondent who maile en-

quiries on this subject, may I ask him to commuuicate

as follows, 0. E. Mendel, Botanical Collector, Aldgate,

South Australia.

A R K E T 8.

The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42" Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying V continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.l
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it piecemeal fashion whilst clear of nursery stock,

cultivating the vacant plots with digging forks, and

going deep enough to extract all of the roots of the

Couch Grass, throwing these on to the surface to

dry, and then burning them in small heaps, or wheel-

ing them into big heaps to be rotted ? The hoe must
do the rest, never letting a top remain. It would be

advisable after d igging to clean the land with the fork

or the Kentish-Uoe (three-tined) several times, and
then crop it with Flax or Potatos, Jerusalem Arti-

chokes, or any crop that would permit of the free use

of the hoe during the season of growth. We greatly

doubt if the gaslime suggested could be used as a

destroyer without your having to use so much that

the land would be " poisoned " for years.

FuNUDs IN Chukch Wall : T. Winter. It is the

ordmary " dry rot," Merulius lacrymans, which
could only thrive with plenty of damp, and
originated from timber somewhere. There is no
chance of destioying it except by clearing out all

the timber affected, and putting in new, thoroughly

kyanized or saturated with creasote. M, C. 0.

Gkapes Diseased : A. 11. The berries sent, show the

commencement of an attack of ''spot,'* Gleejspo-

rium Iffiticolor. The conditions of the roots have
nothing whatever to do with the attack, as the

fruit of Vines iu the best of health are not immune,
nor are the womt cultivated specially disposed to

an attack of the fungus. Where the fruit has
sutJcred the previous year it is prudent to use any
of the usual remedies, such as the Bordeaux Mixture,

sulphur on the hot-water pipes, in the whitewiish

used on the walls, and mixed with water and kept
in broad saucers about the house. The so-called

mildew antidotes sold by llorista and nurserymen
should also be used. These remedies should be
used from the time of skirting the Vines. There is

no known cure, but great care should be taken to

remove all affected berries as soon as seen, and to

burn them.

In.sects : C. Validly. The insects iu earthen colls iu

the Strawberry-bed are in all probability the pupie

of the cockchafer or May-bug, which, of course, is

highly injurious,

—

K. Z. The grub infesting the
Parsnips was squashed and utterly unrecognisable.
Ji. McL.

Names oi' Plants ; Correspondents not aiitwered m
thU issue are requested to he so good as to consult the

foUowiiu^ number.— JV. D. 1, Picea sitcbensis ; 'J,

JuDip>-ru8 Virginiana var. ; 3, Piuus Lambertiaua
;

4, Abies brachyphylla
; 5, Pseudotsugii, Douglasi,

glauea ; 6, Picea excels* var. Claubrassiliaua.

—

P. J. Campanula ciespitosa, alias C. puniila,

alias C. pusilia. — IK J. P. 1, Taxodium dis-

tichum ; 2, Digitalis lutea ; 3, Hcmerocallis fulva,

double.

—

S. W. H. 1, Achillea ptai'mica ; 2, Nepeta
violacea ; 3, Sidalcea malvseflora; -1, Origanum
vulgare ; 5, Armeria maritima ; 6, Sedum oppositi-

folium ; 7, Arabis albida probably, but there are
no flowers.—/. S. Two varieties of Uucidium
luridum guttatum.

—

11. H. LaiUa crispa, often
erroneously called Cattleya crispa in gardens.

—

^y. if. J. Youx's is a verv good example of what
is called Laelia purpurata Brysiana.

—

S. JV. Why
ask the Publisher about such matters.' 1, Hoff-
mannia (Campylobotrjs) regalis ; 2, Fittouia argy-
roneura ; 3, Cheilanthen leudigera ; 4, Lysimachia
thyrsiflora ; 5, Folemonium cceruleuui ; 6, Flowers
all fallen—an Aconite (poisonous).— W. T., Leiea'tir.

Ginkgo biloba (Maidenhair tree), and Euphorbia
Lathy ris (Caper Spurge).

—

J. C, Aberdeen. The
seeds sent are those of the new African Cypress,
Widdrim>tonia Whytei, of which mention has fre-

quently been made in the Gardeners' Ckroniele.

Greenhouse treatment will be required.— C. W. D.
Broraus mollis.

—

J. Moore. May lie Hoya globulosa,
but without leaves, we cannot be certain.

—

F. B.
The specimens are too scrappy for identification.—
J. A. Stanhopea oburnea.

—

L. L. 1, Campanula
garganica ; 2, Kondeletia odorata ; 3, Galega offi-

cinalis var. alba; 4, AdiantumPacotti;5, Oncidium
;

6, Asparagus teuuissimus.

Spuno : Oilo Armhrceht. We are unacquainted with
the preparation, and cannot, therefore, answer
your question.

Violas, and single-flowekeu Pinks : /. /•'. De-
sirable vai'ieties.

Vnder tbe Sanction of the Fermanent Nitrate
Committee.

TO GAKDENEBS (Amateur and Professional).

COMPETITORS at HORTICULTURAL SHOWS, and
OFHEKS.

NITRATE OF SODA, the indispensable
nitrof^enous fertiliser, may now be had of Seedsmen in

Town or Country. Warranted of standard purity.

Price in tins, containing 4 lb., with full directions for use,

ONE SHILLING.

BBESON'S MANUKE, SHEFFIELD—For
Vines, Plants, and Vegetables. Sold with a Guaranteed

Analysis. Has stood the test of the principal growers for over

20 years, and is admitted to be the Best for all Horticultural

Purposes. In boxes. It. and 2j. M. ; bags, 50 lb., it. ; 1 cwt.,

15*. May be obtained through any Seedsman; or, direct (bags

only), carriage paid, and liberal discount for cash with trial

order, from W. H. BEESON, SHEFFIELD. Pure Crashed
Bones, all sixes, and other Fertilisers at market prices.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNr MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. OEOBOE, 14, Bedgiave Boad,

Putn. y, 8.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Plsce, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON ASn SONS, Ltu., Tweed

Vineyara, Clovenfords, N.B-

Price Lists and TestlmonlaU on application.

Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwarde.

SOLD BY ALL S E B D S M E A'.

H U CH ES'

VAPOUR ROLL
FU Ml GATOR

FOR GREENBOOSES.
One is sufficient for 1300 cubic feet.

REDUCED PRICES— 9s. per dozen ; refills for three tins '.'l.

per p.ieket.

THE BEST and CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.
E. O. HUGHES. Victoria Street, MANCHESTER.

SOLD BY ALL HKEDHMBN.

CoMjiCNlCATlONa Releived —T. T. (next week).—D. M. (next
week)— D. C. inext week*.—C. L. S. (next week) —H T
- M. C. C—W. C. L-—T. W. T D. 51«P.—A. P.—O. W._
R. a—4l. D.--J. A—U. D.—D. T. F.-E. W. F.—T. B—
F. W. S.—K. Milaer J. McI.

BENTLEY'S
PRIZE MEDAL

WEED DESTROYER.
PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Chemical Works, BARROw-oN-HniiBEB, Hdll.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND.—For destroying
Daisies and other Weeds on Lawns, &c.. at the same

time acting as a fertiliser, and improviag the growth and
colour of the grass. Price iu tins, is., 2s. 6d,, and 55. ; kegs,

is. 6d., Us., and 30i. Sold by all Seedsmen.

OOBBT A»D CO., Ltd., London, B.C.

KILL-M-RIGHT
Certain cure for Blight* and all Insect Pests, without injury

to plants. Once tried, always used.

Sample Tin, 2 lb . free by Post, on receipt of P.O. for 2s. \0d.

Price List and testimonials od application.

The STOTT FERTILISER & INSECTICIDE CO.,
Babton House, Manchester.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of lujft water ; 4 to 16 ouncee ae

a wisterdreusiug for Vines and Orchard-houHe trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as ^n emulsion whea
paraffin ia used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, U., 3i., and lOt. %d.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes. 6<i. and 1«., &om the Trade.

Wholesale from PfilCE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANT
(Limited), London.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exbauetive Treatise oq

Grapes and their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition just out.

Price 6«.; post free, 5*. 6a.

A. F. BAKKON* lo, SuttoQ Court £odd, Chi&wio^.

V

B<^^AMBH iDGE ^^^''^

IffARKET GARDENERS' HOTXSES.
A TENANT'S FIXTURES.

This excellent House will grow Flow era. Plants, Tomatos,
Grapes. Cucumbers, Peac^'e3, &c . to perfection.

Complete as shown. Best mnterial, wool work, and iron work
complete, correctly fitted, 3l-oz English glass, painted twice.

Made m a strong aod efficient manner, ^o that anyone can
er^ct them in a short time. Every p-.rt is cut and fitted

correctly ; all holes bortd ready ; all nails and screws included.

Cash Prices. Cabbiaoe Paid.

Long.
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AND FOB ALL
GLASS STRUCTURES
THAT REQUIRE

SHADING.

It combines efEcieucywitli
appearance, convenience
with economy, and it^

effects are lasting, while
it is e;i3ily removed when
necessary with hot water.
It can be supplied either
pale green or grey.
The pubUc are warned

Against spurious imita-
tions which are offered

them, through the success obtained for many 3^ea*s by
Elliott's "Summer Cloud " Sh.ading, and tliey should see that
in ordering they get the ''Summer Cloud," which is the only
original and bona fide article, with the Trade Mark on each
packet.
Sold in pkts., \s. each, and in bags, 7 lb., 10s. 6ff. ; 14 lb. 205.

Trade Mark, No. 14,629.

To be had of the SEED and NURSERY TRADE generally.
Manufacturers : CORRY and CO. , Ltd. , London.

STOCK SIZES—in IncbeB.
12 X 10 14x12 I8x|2[|6x|4[20xl4 20x16 24x|6i22x|8
4X10 16 X 12 2OXI2I 18x14120x15 22x 16 20x|8l24x 18

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200 feet
boxes, 3rds and 4th8 qualities.

English Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in the oountry
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

aEOBGE FABMILOE A SONS,
34, St. Jobn Street, West Smlthfleld. London. E.O.

stock Lifltjjand Priceson apptioation. Plfl&Hequot« Gard. Chron.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

HILL & SMITH,
BBIEBLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

H. & S.'s BLACK VARNISH,
For Iron, Wood or Stone Outdoor Work.

Forty years' regulatioo.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and tafeen apait in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ t. d.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide / „ » „„ \ 2CASH
PBIOES,

OABBL&.aE

PAID.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

6 feet
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BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH
CONSERVATORIES, FERNERIES, VINERIES, PLANT-HOUSES, &c.

Surveys made in any part of the Countiy. LaJies and Gentlemen Waited Upon.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.

•^LONDONq;

trade mark.
CLAYS

vrjADE MARK.

MANURES
Are oold by the Trade in 6(1. and Is. Packets, and SEALED BAQS-? lb., 2b. 64. ; 14 lb., 40. 6(1.; 28 lb., 7b 60. ;

561b., 12s. ea.; 113 lb., 208.
Or from the Manufacturers, carriaf;d paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except id. packets).

1LT>^rTlT7l (EVERY PACKET, BAG, and SEAL BEARS THE BESPEOTIVE TRADE MARK, WHICH ISA^^ A *-^( THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.
Crushed Bones, Peruvian Quano, Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Nitrate of Potash, Sulphate of Potash, Kainit

Superphosphate of Lime, *o. Tobacco Cloth and Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on application.
'

^^I A^^ JP, Q^^M Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, 4c.^^^^» ' O^ OV-/l>lj TEMPLE MILL LA.NE, STBATFOBD, LONDON, E.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDEBS and HOT-WATEB ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
vineries, Sioves, Greenhouses, Peacb Honses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan are the

perfection of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot bo eqoalled. We onlv do one nliuui
of work, and that THE VKRT BEST. ' '""

Conserratorles and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone ont of our
firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with reaUy reliable Boilers, erected, and succew
guaranteed in aU cases. Uelon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &c., always in Stock.

Plant, Eitimatei, and Catalofuet Fret. Customtn waited on in any part of the Kingdom.
Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE H A B G B S. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS,

HEATHMAN'S
PATENT

TELESCOPIC
LADDERS,

STEPS, and
TRESTLES,

are sent carrisge paid, and
ILIUSTHITED PRICE IlsTS

Post Frte

HEATHMAN & CO.,
Endell St., London, W.C.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
I.S .MO.-^T DURABLE.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DUR.ABLK.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS Must DUIi.VHLE.

PUfCi: LISTS POST-FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,
LONDON, W. C.

HEATHMAN'S LIFT & FORCE PUMPS
Are Best, Cheapest, ami Most Durable.

HEATHMAN'S CESSPOOL PUMPS
\n r.irtal.lu, Kx^y-Wi.rkiiif;, -md Towirful

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN ENGINES.
CATALOGUES POST FREE, frm,

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,
LONDON, W. C .

GLASSl GLASS! CHEAP GLASSI
4th8, 16 oz., in SO-feet boxes.

Sites from 10x8 up to 14x10, at is. id. per boi.
4th8. 21 oz., in 100-feet boxes.

Size., 10X8 and 12x8, at 8». per box.
;jrdB. 21 oz., in 200-feet boxes.

Sizes. 9 X 7 up to 14 X 10, at 18j. per box.
Ex wharf, London. All other sizes equally cheap.

Full detailed list of stock sizes sent free on applioation to
THH CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,

72, GisHOPsaiTE Street Withik. London, K.C.

CROMPTONT FAMES,
CHELMSFORD.

CONSERVATORIES. GREENHOUSES,
FOBOING-HOUSES, PITS, FRAMES, &c.

a

M

W n

o
09

Elaborately niuttrated Catalogue Post Free.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaconstomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.R.H.S., Hextable, Kent.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. a. Bradbbook. recently acting as Foreman in Lockington

Hall Gardens, Derby, as Head Gardener to Captain Sal-

TREN WiLLETT, Gaddesby Hall, Leicester.

Mr. H. WooDGATE, formerly Gardener to Col. Harvey, S.and-

hurst, Berks, as Gardener to Thomas Pink, Esq., Thornton
House, Clapham Park, 8.W.

Mr. G. CoTTERELL, formerly Giirdener at Warren Lodge,
Wokingham, Berks, as Head Gardener to the Suffragan
Bishop of Southampton, Shirbuni Hall, Durham.

Mr. T. Barker, Late Foreman at Melton Park Gardens,
Doncaster, as Gardener to Mrs. Grange, The Cedars,

Laceby, near Grimsby.

Mr. W. James, as Gardener to Horace Drotimond De»ne,
Esq., The Grange Gardens, Dymock, Glaucester.shire.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Jno. IjAING & S0N9, Forest Hill, London, S.E —(1), Haray

Perennials, Alpine and Border Plants, Florists' Flowers,

&c. ; (2), Tuberous-rooted Begonias.

J. M. TuoBBURN & Co., 15, John Street, New York, U.S.A.

—Amei-icau Tree and 8hrub Seeds, &:c.

GREENHOUSES, CUCUMBER -FRAMES,
SASHES, GABDEN-LIGHTS,

And all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL WOOD-WORK and SUNDRIES.
Also

WREATH, CROSS, and FLOWER-BOXES
of every descriptiOD.

Special Line in QARDEN-HOSe. Portable and other

PO ULTRY-HOUSES.
Write for Prices to—

EDWARD TAILBY,
Ai,eza7(dra Sawing, Planing, and Moulding Mills,

SUUMEK ROV, BIRUINiHAM.

BEETLES,RATS MICE IVIQLES.

pr«f.!?lS0N-s Reliable R^T PO^'-

G W. Hahrison. 22. Cnoae ST RcAoiNC.'.^o^a.

Kindly address repliee, B. Dept.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

QAKDKirBBS' OhBONIOLX TKLBaEAMS.— Tht
Begistered Addresi for Foreign and Inlaetd

Telegrams is " Qardchron, London."

ADVEBTISEMENTS.
SCALE OP CHARGES fob ADVERTISINQ

HJSAD Liys cbakoeh as two.
4 Lines
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GARDENER (Head). -- .T. Cornford,
gardener to Powell Cotton. Esq., Quex Park, Birch-

iDgtOD, Kent, can, with confioeDce, recommeDd his lat«

Foreman to any Lady or Gentleman requiriofj a thoroughly
energetic and efficient man in all branches ; four years at

Quex.

GARDENER (Head Working, where three
ur more are kt-pt).— Age 35, married, no family

;

thoroughly •xperifnctd m all brdochea. Abstainer. GOud
character.—B. H,, 87. Waldeck Sreet, Reading.

ARDEKER (Head Working); age 29.—
Mr. MoODy. South Lodge, Horph&m, busnei, will be

pleased to reLomoo»'nd William Holden to any Lady or
Gentleman requirirg a good all-round man.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 28;
thoroughly experienced in all departments, including

Orchids. Excellent references from large gardens. —W., The
LiDdens Cottages, Beddington Lane, Croydoa.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 35,
married, no family —A Gentleman wishes to highly

recommend his late Gardener. Practical experience in all

branches.—W. PaYNF, Chestnut Road, Horley.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Married;
thoroughly practical ; early and late Vines. Peaches,

Melons, Tomatos, 'Strawberries, Stove and Greet houae Plants,

Flower and Kitchen Gardea. Three and a half years in last

place.—A. S., BoUo Road. Hextable, Kent.

GARDENER (Head Working), where three
or moreare kept.

—

Wm. Garman, Manager. Frythesden
Gardens. Great Berkhamsted, highly recommends his Fore-

man, CHARLES Howard, age 30, married, one child, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a practical Gar-
dener. Two years in present place. Experienced in all

branches.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Practioal,
energetic, and reliable Man, with high references, for

either private or Market Growing of all classesi of Flowers,
Fruit, and Vegetables. High moral character.— E. N.,

QroBvenor House, Western Road, Mitcham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working, or »Singlk-
handbd).—Good all round. Inside and Out. Land and

Stock. Wife Laundry or Dairy if required. Good character.
—GARDENER, Roslin, Fairfield Road, Grove Park. Lee, S.E.

GARDENER (Head Working) age 3.3.

—A. Brooker, Newlands, Sittingbuurne, would be
pleased to meet with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the
services of a good all-round man, Lite-experience in tirst-clasa

Gardens. Highest reference3.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 27
;

thoroughly practical in all branches. Three years Fore-
man in present situation.—J. SABGEKT, The Fishery,
Maidenhead, Berka.

GARDENER (Head or good SEC0ND).~-Age
25 ; ten years' experience ; Inside and Out. Good

characters. Country preferred.—W. EDWARDS, 63, Marriott
Road, ToUington Park, HoUoway.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—Married ; good practical experience in the Manage-

ment of Glass, Kitchen and Flower Gardens.—GARDENER,
Hanslope, Stoney Stratford.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
— Age 24, single; total abstainer. Willing. Two

years' good character.—A. C, 1, Madras Cottage, Chelmsford
Boad, Southgate.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where help
is given; Inside and Out.- Age ;^3; eight years' exper-

ence.—E. W., 4, Morton Villas. Enfield Highway, Middlesex.

GARDENER.—A Nobleman obliged to give
up his country place is anxious to get a situation for

his Gardener. Will give him firat-rate character aa Gardener
and also for sobriety, hard-working, and strict honesty.

—

Address, HALLGTT, 4, Tadema Road, Chelsea.

GARDENER seeks situation.—Good all-round
man; useful; not object to Horse and Trap. Abstainer.

Good character.—A. B. C, 174, Sandringham Road. Dalston.

GARDENER. — A Florist, German, single,
with twelve years' experience, in England two, America

four, and Germany six, desires Commercial or Private Place.
Haa been student of a Horticultural College, and is competent
in Pot Plant-, Palms, Ferns, Orchids. Cut Flowers, Decorations,
and General Gardening. — H. GERNET, 60, Ifield Road,
London, S.W.

GARDENER seeks a situation in Private or
Nursery.-Age 29; well up in Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables.—G. B., 12, Gordon Villas, Broad Lane, Hampton.

GARDENER (Second), in a good establish-
ment. Age 26 ; two years' character from present

situation.-C. DDNN, The West Lodge, Everaley Park,
Winchmore Hill, London, N.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).—Agfl 2?, single ; three years' good charaoter.

Disengaged.—0. MAXWELL, St. Ippol;ts, near Hitchin. Herts.

GARDENER (Second). — Age 26 ;
good

Fruit and Plant Grower. House Decoration, &c.
Good references ; eleven and a half years' experience.

—

F. JAY, Wincombe Lodge, Shaftesbury.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise), —
Age 21 ; seven years' experience in all branches. Ex-

cellent references. — A. COE, Cley-by-8ea, Holt, R.S.O.,
Norfolk.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).—
Age 20; four years* experience. Good references.

Abstainer. Couotry preferred.— FRED BE4RD, 13, Fulbrook
Road. Junction Road. Upper HoUoway, London, N.

GARDENER (Under).—A Gentleman wishes
to recommend a Youth (age 19) ae above. Four years'

reference.—S. JOHNSON, Fulsbaw View. Wilmslow.

GARDENER (Under), or JOURNEYMAN,
Inside, or Inside and Out.—Age 22 ;

good characters.
Disengaged. -C. HUNT. 76. Church street. Chelsea. S W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20; good re-
ference. Total abstainer ; experienced both Inside and

Out.—J, LINES. 109. Durham Road.Tollington Park,London, N.

GARDENER (Under), by a young Man, age
19; some knowledge Inside aod Out; good character

;

suburbs preferred.— J. G., 18. Eden Road, West Norwood,
Surrey.

To Wholesale Growers for DlarKit.

MANAOEK, in a first-class up-to-date Estab-
lishment, to grow extensivtily for M-trket, Cut Flowers,

including Bulbs. Rose«, Catntition-, Lilies. Chrypamhemums,
Orchids. Fruit. Tomatos, Palms, Ferns, Foliage Fluiits. and
the genenl requirements of a Ma'k«t Nnrspry. Good trade
connection. First-class referen- es.—M4LMAIS0N, care of
Mr. W. Goddard, 37, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

GROWER (or Second).—Age 25: under-
stands Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Peaches.

Grapes, &c. ; nine years' experience ; aeeks situation aa
above. Good reference.—HAYDEN, Qualmesbury Cottage,
Shanklin. I.W.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER, or
manager of Branch Establishment.-Advertiser, age

30. pushing and energetic, desires provincial re-engagement.
Well-up in Tomato^, Cucuml»era, Bulba, Lily of Valley, Double
Primulas, Cyclamen, Mienonette. and general collection of
Stove and Greenhouse. Pot and Cut Stuff.—ENERGY. 41.
Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER. Soft-woods,
Ferns, Cucumbers, Tomatos, and general Market-stuff,

Age 'JQ. Good references from leading Growers. Total
abstainer.—U. RUSSELL, Queen's Road, Crowborough, Sussex.

RUPAGATOH and GROWER. — Age 27;
thirteen years' practical experience in leading nurseries.

Well np in Soft-wooded Plants, hoses, Budding and Grafting,
&c.—J. A. 36. Tetcott Road, Chelsea, S.W.

PROPAGATOR (General) and FOREMAN
(Working). SALESMAN if required. — Thirty years'

practical experience in Rhododendrons, Coniferfe, Clematis,
Roses, and all kinds of Trees and Shrubs, &c.—T. C, Rose
Cottages, Ottershaw, Chert«ey.

MARKET NURSERY FOREMAN, or
MANAGER of Branch Establiebment.-Advertiser.

desiring a change, wishes for situation as above. Well up in
Propagating. Growing, Fern Raising, and Cut Flowers. Inside
and Out. Exceptional hand in all branches of Floral Work.
Thoroughly eoergetic and used to Management of Men.
Several years in present situation. Age 29, married. Midland
countiespreferred.—TUBEROSE, 41, Wellington Street,strand.

FOREMAN (General), age 26.— J. Copson,
Gardener, Collingtree Grange, Northampton, can recom-

mend Alfred Bestir as above. My right-hand Man during
years of eucceosful exhibiting of Platts, Fruit, and Vegetables.
Expert Chrysanthemum Grower, Dresser, and Stager. Been
with me seven and a half years. Apply aa above.

RUIT FARMING.—Advertiser, life eipe-
rience in Growing Fmit for London Markets, wishes to

meet Gentlemnn with capital, with view to starting above.

—

Reply, PROi^IT. 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside preferred, under good
Head.— Age 21 ; three years in last situation.

—

T. REYNOLDS, Caynham Cottage, Ludlow. Salop.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out,
in Private Establishment or Market Nursery.—Age 21 ;

good character,—F. LEPPARD, Fir Tree Nursery. Slinfold.
near Horsham.

JOURNEYMAN (Fibst), Inside.—Age 24;
two and a half years in present situation, five years

previously. Well recommended. — O. LAWRENCE, The
QardeDS, Maiden Erlegh, Beading,

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 19;
four aod a half years' experience. Good character. Bothy

preferred.—F. TOWNSRND. The Gardens, Sandhurst Lodge,
Well. College Station, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).—
Age 31 ; two aod a half yea's ' in present situation. Ex-

cellent reference.— a. KASTAFF, The Gardens, Benishaw
Hall, near Chesterfield.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside). — Age 10; five
yearh* experience. Good references. Disengaged. —

H. HOPKINS, White Waltham, ntar Maidenhead. Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 30 ; with or without bothy. Five years* good ex-

perience. OixHl references. — A. WATERS, Downs Hotel
Nurseries, Keymer, Hassocks, Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN (UNDBR),in a good Establish-
ment, for Indoors and Out ; age 19.—I shall be pleased

to recommend J. BotlLSTON, as above, to any Gardener. —
D. MoLBNEGHAN, Longworth Gardens. Hereford.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside under Fore-
man.- Age 24 ; five years and a half in last situation,

three years pr*-T>0U8.— G-, W i.TdON', Southbarough Park, Sur-
biton. Kingsronou-Thames, Surrey.

j
OURNEYMaN,—J\Ir. CoATES, Darnhall Hall

f # Gardens, Winsford, Cheshire, would be pleased to recom-
mend a young man, age 22, as above. Six years' experience.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside. — Young
man, age 23. seeks situation as above ; nine years' ex-

perience in Qeneral Inside Work. Abstainer. Good references.
—£. PANNELL, Kempscote, Shanklin.

URSERYMAN'S SON (age 26), requires
good situation; well up in Wreath, Bouquet, &c.,

making
; good knowledge of Seed and Bulb trade. Herbaceous

and general Nursery stock. Good book-keepT and writer
also well used to the counter.—Letters. X. Y. Z.,41, Welling"
ton Street W.C.

TO CURATORS AND OTHERS.—Situation
in Butanical and Horticultural Garden-. A young Bdaa

of nine years* experience (five under gla-s) in good private
places wishes to IfloPROVK, Science and Art department.
Elementary, Boiany, Agriculture. &!.. aod 2od class Ho ti-

culcural Oeriific-ites Good reference to past and present
places.—PROG kKSS, 41, Wellington 3treet.;Strand. W.C.

APPRENTICE.—To place a young Man as an
Apprentice in a good Gardening Establisbment. —

Apply with terms to J. FAIRWEATHER, Havistock, Kelve-
don Common. Brentwood.

TMPROVER ; age 19", — G. Gubney, Maes-
-i- gwynne. Whitland. Carmarthenshire, would be pleased
to recommend a persevering young man, as above. Over three
years' experience.

IMPROVER (age 19), seeks sitoation Inside,
or Inside and Out. in Nursery or Private Establishment.

Bothy preferred.—A. W,, 1. South Weald, Brentwood. Essex.

IMPROVER, in a Nursery, or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 17. Strong, active, and willing. Good

character.— Apply, statiog wages given, to SAVAGE AND
SON, PlashetNur^-ery, East Ham.

IMPROVER.—A Gentleman can recommend a
Youth, age 18|. as above. Bothy preferred.— U. R , Grass

Lanea, Guildford. No circulars.

IMPROVER (Inside).—Age 22. Good
character. Good experience. Private establishment.

Bothy preferred.—A. PERRY, Pine Grove, Fleet, Hants.

GARDEN LABOURER wants situation.—
Age 27.—AddrcBS H. S., care of Mr. Halldon, 13, Alfred

Street, Darlaaton, Staffs.

TO MARKET GARDENERS.—Re-engage-
ment wanted as SALESMAN or MANAGER, Life ex-

perience. Good refereoces.- F., 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN, &o.—A young man (age
20). seeks situation in Nursery or Garden, Understands

Pottine. Tying, and Watering. Tall and strong. Good refer-

ences.—F. ROLCKE. care of Mrs. Corbett, London Road,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man seeks situa-
tion Inside. Seven years* experience in Cut Flowers,

Plant?, and various Fruits.— J. P., 41, Wellington Street,
Strand. W.C.

PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER (good),
wants permanency on Gentleman's Estate. Single-

handed preferred. Good references. — PAINTER, care of
10. Russell Street, Long ICaton, Derby.

HEAD SHOPMAN.—Situation wanted by
energetic Man ; over sixteen years' experience in all

branches. Highest character and testimonials Can invest
capital.—Apply SEEDS. 41, Wellington Street Strand, W C.

SHOPMAN, with fourteen years' good expe-
rience in all branches of the Seed Trade, wishes engage-

ment with good House. Would travel if necessary.—Age '^Q,

single, and active. First-class references. Disengaged when
suited.—L. M.. 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

TO FLORISTS.—Young Lady requires situa-
tion in high-class Florist's as JUNIOR ASSISTANT.

Good Saleswoman.—S., 22K, Tufnell Park Road, Higbgate.

FIRST HAND, in good establishment.—
Young Lady seeks re-engagement as above. Can be

well recommended.—A, PERRIK, Messrs. Perkins & Sons,
15 and Id, N. Western Arcade. Birmingbam.

TO FLORISTS, &o.—A young Lady seeks re-
engtgement in Florist and Fruiterer's Competent in

making Wreaths, Bouquets. Sprays &o. Good Saleswoman.
Four years* references.-A. J., Skirhick Road Nursery, Boston.

TO FLORISTS.—A young Lady seeks situa-
tion in a good Florist's as SECOND HAND. City expe-

rience, and knowledge of Bcx)k-keeping. State wages. London
preferred.—E. HOPTROFF, Langton Green, Tunbridge Wells,
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Limited,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.
LONDON OFFICE—8, Camden Eoad, N.W.

EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, Victoria Road.

IMPERISHABLE TEAK-WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOODEN BUILDINGS.

Hr^ A ^ I
lyi ^ PTTBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSION HOUSES, CHUKCHES, SCHOOLS, Ac,

^L AA I 11^ Wl> Heated and Ventilated in tlie most efficient manner.

\J/^ ^y rp T /^ T T T T* T T I^ A T O T T T T T\ T KT /^ C °f every description erected, either in Wood
rkXjtX k kXjKJLU k KJLXrLL^ £>0 1 l^i^i iMVjO or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

AUONG THE CONTRACTS ENTRUSTED TO
For HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN—Palm House, Rose Hoase, &o.,

at Windsor Castle Gardens.

„ H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES — Range of Fruit-houses,
300 feet long, at Sandringham ; Teak.

„ LORD IVEAGH—Extensive Range of 27 Fruit and Plant Houses,
in Teak-wood, and Range of Offices, at Elveden Hall, Norfolk.

Large Winter Garden, in Granite & Iron, at Sefton Public Park, Liverpool.

US DURING 1895 WERE THE FOLLOWING :—
For LORD OVERTOUN—Extensive Range of 20 Fruit and Plant Houses,

and Ranges of Offices, at Overtoun, Dumbarton.

Renewal of Range of 22 Plant Houses, in Teak-wood, at Royal Botanic
Gardens, Edinburgh.

Range of Vineries, in Teak-wood, at Linton Park, Maidstone, Kent.

Range of Hot-houses, in Teak-wood, at St. Marnocks, Malahide, Dublin.

Range of Hothouses at Waterpark, Castle Connel, Ireland.

W. WOOD k SON'S
PRIZE

MANURE, LE FRDITIER.
*' General Horsley will feel obliged

if Messrs. Wood & Son will send him the

same quantity of LE 7RUITIER as last

ordered. HE NEVER MET WITH SUCH

A SPLENDID MANURE FOR EVERY-

THING."

Horsley Manor, near Nailsworth,

Jane 17, 1896.

33 SILVER & BRONZE MEDALS
AND

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT

AWARDED TO

W. WOOD & SON
(LIMITED).

" Kindly send me 6 cwt. of LE
FRUITIER as early as possible. I should

like to say how my fruit trees inside are

doing, SINCE I HAVE USED LE
FRUITIER. The PEACHES, NECTA-
RINES, MELONS, & especially MUSCATS
are admired by every one who sees them."

Signed, G. J. SdUIBBS, Gardener.

Llangedwyn Gardens, Oswestry, Salop,

July 1, 1896.

The above are samples of the unsolicited Testimonials which are constantly reaching us from all parts.

Price, 198. per cwt. ; IDs. per \ cwt, ; 28. Cd. per 7 lb. ; or in Is. Canisters.

300,000 BAMBOO CANES, in Black and White, of all sizes.

FOR FRUIT PACKING, WOOD & SON'S celebrated continental WOOD-WOOLI
Send for

Sample,

For particulars of all other HOETICULTUEAL SPECIALITIES send for Fifth Edition of WOOD & SON'S
HORTICULTUEAL COMPENDIUM.

^r* NO GARDENER SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT.

Address :—W. WOOD & SON, Ltd, North British Wharf, Wood Green, N.
Established 1860. Tblkosams :—" WOOD, WOOD GREEN."

Editorial communications should be addressed to the "Editor;" Advertisement) and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Offloe. 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. BBiDBUBY, Aonew. & Co. (Limited) Lombird Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. Oity of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Eahbt aiLI.xlu> COTK, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satukdav, July 18, 1896. Agent for Manchester—JOHN Heywood.
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SALES BY AUCTION .

Thursday Next.
VALUABLE IMPOBTED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. G. STEVENS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at his Great Booms. dS, KiDg Street, Covent

Garden. W.C. on THURSDAY NEXT. July 30. at half-past 12

o'clock precissly, by order of Mr. J. W. Moore :-

Dendrobium Jamesianum
Farmerii
DevoDlanum
crasainode
Hildebrandti
JenkiDt<ii

Rhodopterygium
PariBhii
Draconfs
densiflorum
formosum ^iganteum
Bensoni majus

Cypripedium Spicerianum

„ Borallii

,, bellatulum

,, Charlesworthi

„ hirsutissimum
,. concolor

„ villosam
Phajus Mooreianum
Cymbidium species

TbuDia Marshalliana
Cymbidium Lowiaoum
Arundina bambusaefolia, &c.

By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.

Fine IMPORTED 0RCHID3, comprising many curious and

interesting native-named species, including the rare Cigarron

jujuba, Pichigiota, and others; aUo Cattleya Aclandiee, C.

crispa, C. Mossiee, &c.. and Oncidium Forbesii, O. Papilio

majus, and other ueeful Orchids, in variety; Sophrouites

erandiflora, La-lia mojalis. Odontoglossum Alexandree, &c.

;

also RUSTIC GARDEN SEATS. CHAIRS, VASES, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

FildayrJuJy^3iTi896.

GREAT MIDSUMMER SALE.
Immense numbers of new importations of grand ORCHIDS,

just to hand, in the finest possible condition.

2000 CATTLEYA AURKA, with the Imperialis form of

CATTLEYA GIGAS, the gigantic purple- crimson type,

of which C. Sanderiana is a lorm ; together with tie large

incomparable CATTLEYA AUREA CHRYSOTOXA, the

ne plus ultra of the genus. Extract from collector's

letter:—"I hope, gentlemen, you will receive the con-

signment in good order. It will consist of more than

2000 plants (gigas imperialis and aurea). As I told you

in my last letter, the boxes will leave here in order to

catfih the first steamer. These Cattleyas have been col-

lected in the region where aurea and gigas come together
;

the white aurea and gigas of Senor Andreas were also

from here ; they have cost him heavy. My poeoos have

sketches stained on a smooth kind of bark, equal if not

finer than Hardyana, Oweniana, Countess of Derby. &c.,

and they were the least surprised when I showed drawings

of thet-e fine kinds, and remarked, • We have brought you
finer than these in our baskets, senor.' " AH are offered

as received.

CATTLEYA GASKELLIANA. — This is our own discovery

and our own introduction, and a tioer lot of plants

hat never been imported since we first brought this

superb species to Europe; larger masses we have had,

but never such a remarkable and beautiful lot. It is

the freest flowering and freest growing of all the Cattltyaa.

The original noble broad-petalled large- flowered type has

become exceedingly rare, and we are only able to offer eighty

plants, but they are magnificent in every way. It is im-

possible to obtain finer. The bulbs are plump, the eyes

dormant and the leaves firm, evidencing their iuntnjured

vitality. Grand varieties will be among the plants offered,

euchae the Duke of Marlborough's, C. O. alba gigantea,

Madoux's var., C. G. aurea, &c., which for size, substance

and beauty are far away finer than the comparatively

small summer-flowering labiata Gaskelliana. now gener-

ally found in commerce. In the collections of Sir Trevor

Lawrence, the President of the Royal Hortioultral Society,

Baron Schroder, Lord Rothschild, and our merchant princes

in London and the Provinces, are superb forms, but they

are of the original type, and from the same woods as those

now offered.

DENDROBIUM DEAREI.—The white bouquet-flowered Den-
drobe. Pearly white, nearly everlasting flowers, with green

centre?, illustrating the Saxon colours. Enormous impor-

tation, in superb condition, just ready to make new
growths. The finest time for establishing this plant is

now. Flowers last three mouth in perfection. A more
exqusitely beautiful pure white Orchid it is impossible to

conceive. Its great bunches of bloom crown the tops of

the leafy green shoots. This plant grows freely in a plant-

stove, and flourishes with the treatment accorded to

stove-flowering plants. No collection should be without it.

ZYQOPETALUM VENUSTUM, new species (Ridley), never
previously introduced, and not known in cultivation—

quite distinct from all known Zygopetalums, Obtained
from the banksof the Kookenam River. Flowers of medium
size, borne ten or more on erect spikes, pure waxy white,

the base of the lip stained with yellow ; apex and face of

column streaked with purple.

Also rare, interesting, curious, fascinating, weird, mimical,
attractive, exquisite, delightful, charming, and gem-like
ORCHIDS, including The Goat. Parson in Pulpit, Moon
Orchid, Sad Orchid, BuU's-mouth Orchid, Old Man Orchid,

Javan Star-bearing Orchid, Anchor Orchid, Pig-snout
Orchid, Pug-nosed Orchid, Trumpeter Goblin Orchid,
Flying-dove Orchid, Lizard-headed Orchid, Stag-horn
Orchid, &c., in great variety.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the foregoing grand ORCHIDS at their Central

Auction Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., on FRIDAY
NEXT, July 31, at half-past 12 o*Clock, by order of Messrs.

F. Sander & Co., St. Albans.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Great Sale of Llllum HarrlsU.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that their First Consignment of the above

will he SOLD by AUCTION, on FRIDAY, August 7. at
4 o'clock precisely, without the slightest reserve. The
consignment comprises—

73,600 BULBS,
and consifltfl of the followiD^ :—

19,600 Bulbs, B to 7 inclies

2B,750 „ 7 to 9 „
27,350 „ 9 to 11 ,.

Catalogues may be had \vhen ready, and will be sent post-

tree on application.

aannersbnry, W. — Dissolution of Partnership. —
IMPOKTANT UNBESEBVED SALE of unusually well-

grown PALMS in great variety, all in excellent health

and condition. By order of Mr, Percy Cor.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Oxford

Nurseries, Oxford Road, Gunnersbury, W.. five minutes

from Gunnersbury Station, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, July 29, at

2 o'clock, the whole of the STOCK of unusually well-grown

SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN PALMS, including 13J

Latania borbonica, 50 Aspidistra", 3-500 Kentia Belmoreana
and Fosteriana. 1700 Latania borbonica, 600 Cocos Wedel-
liana. 700 Corypha australis, 100 Chamfierops excelsa, and
other plants.
Catalogues may be had on the Premises ; and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, Loudon, E.C.

GREAT SALE OF ORCHIDS,
IN THE

COAL EXCHANGE, MARKET PLACE,

MANCHESTER,
On THURSEAY NEXT, the 30th Inst., at 12.30

prompt.

MR..IOHN COWAN, of Liverpool, will SELL
by AUCTION, as above, a large and fine Collection of

Choice and Valuable ORCHIDS, which have been specially

selected to suit purchasers of high class kinds.

The Collection includes choice DENDROBIOMS, CATT-
LEYAS. LiEUAS. ODONTOGLOSSUMS, CYPRIPEDIUMS,
CYMBIDIUMS, CCELOOYNES, ONCIDIUMS, &c„ &r., and

each section includes many fine specimens as well as many
new, rare, and valuable varieties.

The entire lot are such as Mr. Cowan can confidently recom-

mend to his numerous patrons.
Catalogues may be had on application to the Hall Keeper ;

or, post-free from the Auctioneer, The Vineyard and Nurseries,

Garstou, near Liverpool.

WANTED. MARKET NURSERY, with
1000 to :W00 lineal feet of Glass-houses (including

Vine, Tomato, and Cucumber), within easy distance of good

market town (London preferred), on yearly rental, with option

of puichafe. Address with full particulars,

A. H., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

OR SALE, FREEHOLD MARKET
GARDEN, consisting of 8 acres of Land and 100 feet

run of Glass, in full growth of Cucumbers and Tomatos, Good
loamy soil.— For all particulars, apply to W. WREN, Bridge

House, West Mailing, Kent,

OR SALE.— Old-establisheci NURSERY,
SEED, and .TOBBINO BUSINESS, Same hands 20

years. Good-will, Stock, Fixtures, Ac, as it stands.—Full

particulars on application.

G. N., 3, Station Buildings, Wightman Road, Hornsey, N.

ADLEIGH, SUFFOLK, — TO BE DIS-
POSED OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Glass Erections, <Slo., of above NURSERY, comprising about

15 acres of Land, convenient DWELLING HOUSE, Packing

and Patting Sheds. SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about

nineteen years unexpired. Bent £27. No other Nursery
within several miles. Price £150. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Qravesend.

EXHIBITIONS.

CHESTER HORTICULTURAL SHOW and
PfirE. August 5 and 6. 1896.

Exhibitors intending to put up Plants for the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Certificate, are requested to notify the same
to the Hon. Secretary, giving full particulars.
A HORTICCJLTUKAL CONFKRBNCE in connection with

the above will be held in the Town Hall, Chester, on TDES-
DAY, August 4. 1896, to commence at 7-30 p.m. His Grace
the DcKE CF Westminster, K G., has kiudly consented to
preside. J. Wi'NNE FF0ULKE3, Hon. Sec.
Crypt Chambers, Eaatgate Row. Chester.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE FLOWER
SHOW.—TUESDAY, August 11, 1896.

PRIZES — £200 — PRIZES.
Schedules on application to—

The HON. SKCS,
24, West Street, Weston-Super-Mare.

ARDIFF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The EIGHTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held in the

Cardiff Exhibition Grounds on AUGUST la and 13.

PRIZES and SPECIALS, £300. Entries close August 4.

Space for Non-competitive Exhibits being limited, applica-
tion must be made at once.

66, WoodviUe Road, Cardiff.
H. GILLETT, Sec.

HUDDERSFIELD and DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The SIXTH EXHIBITION of the above Society will be held
in the Town Hall, Huddersfield, on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
DAY', November 10 and II, 1896. Schedules are now ready,
and may be bad on application.
Marsh, Huddersfield.

JOHN BELL, Hon. Sec.

TVTEAR BRIGHTON.- TO BE SOLD, very
1> cheap, the LEASE & STOCK of a MARKET NURSERY.
Large pleasant House. Acre of Garden, high walls

; 600 ft. run

of modern Glass, well stocked with growing crops of Grapes,

Cucumbers, Tomatos, and thousands of plants in pots. All in

splendid condition and full profit,—Letters to HORTUS, care

of Mr. G. Neale, 3, Broadway, Southwick, Sussex.

URSERY, S.E.—Well situated; splendid
House; Five large Greenhouses, well fitted with

Healing Apparatus, Freehold £830, or Leasehold £630.

BROWN, 33, Weymouth Street, Watford.

SMALL NURSERY TO LET, or SELL.
Seven Greenhouses, &c.. Six-roomed Cottage. Old-estab-

liehed Business, large Stock and Goodwill, only £100. Genuine

affair. Rent moderate, on Lease.

WILSON, 149, Markhouse Road, Walthamstow.

War Oepartment Lands.- Gosport.

LETTING, No. 318.—TO BE LET by Tender
(tithe free), from Michaelmas next, the very productive

MARKET GARDEN and NURSERY, known as SPRING
GARDENS, well stocked with Fruit Trees, comprising

7a. Ir. 17p.. or thereabouts, with good House and Outbuildings,

at present in the occupation of the Executors of the late

Col. Mumby, J.P. To be viewed only by order from the War
Department Land Agents.

Forms of Tender, with Conditions of Letting, may be ob-

tained of C. I). SMITH AND HALL, War Department Land

Agents, Fareham, Hante, up to August 8, 1896, inclusive.

F. MASOALL, Colonel, Commanding Royal Engineers,

July 18, 1896. Southern District.

By Private Treaty.

OFFERS are' INVITED for the Old-estab-

lished Business of W. B. ROWE and COMPANY, Ltd.,

of Worcester, consisting of NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS.
The Nursery is well stocked with Fruit Trees, Shrubs. Roses,

and General Nursery Stock, all in excellent condition, and

covers an area of about 23 acres. There are eight large Green-

houses, Pits. Sheds. &c. ; a good House and Foreman's Cottage.

There is a compact Seed Business in connection with the

Nursery, capableof further extension by attentive and judicious

management. Favourable Lease.

For conditions and particulars apply to W. BIRCH, 49,

Foregate Street, Worcester.
Offers will be received up to 10 o'clock, Friday morning, tjotn are invaiuanie ui ^uryaautifctuuiu vnutvoi..

A«g«»t !?«=• The highestorany Tender will not necessarily
| h. J. JONES, Byecroft Nursery, Lowisham,

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing Business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FRBDK. G. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thamea.

TO LET, G E NTLEMAN'S HOUSE,
Middlesex, under one hour from City, G. W. R., standing

in 2j acres; 300 Apple, Pear, and Plum trees, 60O Currants,
Raspberries. 20 Vines, Hot and Cold Greenhouses, Fernery,
Ornamental Shrubs, Tennis Lawn, 2 Fowl-runs, 2-Btalled

Stable, Coach-house. Rent, £70. The fruit has made £80
each year the last three years ; expenses of gardener and sale

of fruit, £30. No trouble to dispose of crop ; picked, fetched,

and sold. — Address A. P., Gardeners* Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street. Strand, London, W.C.

DONTOGLOSSUM LONDESBOROUGH-
lANUM, O. MADRENSE, L.ELIA PEDUNCULARIS.

and L. DAYANA. All hne imported plants, in grand condition,

2s. 6d., Ss. 6d., 6$., and 7s. Qd. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.

SPECIMEN GREENHOUSE TREES and
PLANTS. —Noblemen or Gentlemen having in their pos-

session Large Trees or Plants that have out-grown their avail-

able apace, and which they would be willing to present to the
New Public Winter Garden, lately completed at Sefcon Park,
Liverpool, about to be handed over as a gift to the Lord Mayor
and Corporation of that city, are requested to communicate
with Mr. H. HERBERT, Superintendent of Parks and Gardens.

at Liverpool, who is authorised to defray all expenses attend-

ing the removal of any accepted plants.

The Plants moat desired are the following :—Palms, 15 to

20 feet high ; Tree Ferns, with good stems ; Bamboos, Acaciae,

Araucaria excelsa. Rhododendrons, Eucalyptus, Yuccas, kc.

As the building is 70 feet high, and big in proportion, and
has been built by Meayrs. Mackenzie & Moncur, of Edin-
burgh, with every modern improvement, a happy home will

be secured for any Trees or Plants presented as above.

Address, Mr. HENRY HERBERT, Superintendent's Lodge,
Sefton Park, Liverpool.

Now Is the Time to Sow
HUMEA ELEGANS. — Germination

guaranteed. English saved Seed, per ]>kt.. Is.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper Holloway, London. N.

ALM SEEDS.—PLANT NO W.—
Just arrived, Kentiaa, Coryphas, Phoenix. Cocos, Sea-

forthias, and others. 100 in variety, to name, free, 2s. 6d. ;

600 for IOj. Price to the Trade on application.

MORLE AND CO., Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Feme, in 2^-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12i. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48*8, 10 best

selling sorts. Qi. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. lOO. 50s. 1000 ; Adi-

antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, Itis. and 20*. 100; Cyperus,

Aralias, Grevilieas, Rhodanthe. Geraniums, Fuchsias, and
Heliotropes, in 48'8,6s. per doz. ; Marguerites. Mignonette, and
Cockscombs, in 48'9, 8s. per doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Draceenas,

Crotona, Pelargoniums, and Hydrangeas, in bloom, in 48*8. 12f.

doz.; Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AND

CHRYSANTHEMUM ALBUMS.

I have a few of these valuable worts left, and will send a

copy of each, post-free, 2s., or separately. The Guide, 8 stamps,

the Album. 18 stunps.
Both are invaluable to Chrysanthemum Growers.
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SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP—Thousands
to select from. Write tor LIST. tree.

P.McARTHUR,TheLondon Nursery, 4,Maida Vale.London.W.

H

ROSES for Sale.—Souvenor de Ami, Safrano,
and Catherine Mermet. Strong Stu£f in 32-pot8. Fit

for potting on for Winter Forcing.
S. CHILDS, Days Lane Nursery, New Eltham, Kent.

OR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

ENKY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Coveot Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

PRIMULAS.— We have on offer a few
hundreds of giganteum btraia left, leady for 48-pots,

grand stuff. \s. per <Jozen, H«. per 100 ; or will exchange for
Ferns in variety.—W. DARBY and SONS. Scott Hall Qar-
(leos, Buslingtborpe, Leeds.

OSE BUDS for BUDDING.—Best varieties
of H. P.'s ; warranted true to name, my own selection,

3s. per 100, or 25». per lOOO. Cash with order.
W. MAQNESS , Rose Grower, King's Acre, Hereford.

Choice Vegetable Seeds.
FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHARPE will be pleased to give
• special Quotations for their fine Selected Stochs of

OABBAOE, TURNIP. LETTUCE. ONION, RADISH, and
other SEEDS suitable for AUTUMN SOWING, which will be
found very advantageous to Purchasers. Also fine samples of
WHITE MUSTARD, and Sowing RAPESEED, at moderate
prices.

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

SOW NOW-BLUE PRIMROSES.

TJIIS SEASON'S SEED, saved from all the
brightest and richept shades, is now ready, and can be

supplieti at Is. %d. and 2s. Qd per packet.
Special Award of Merit, Kirmingham Hort. Soc, April 24. ISito.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY. CHELSEA, S.W.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redirrave Road,
Putn.y, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

"GARDENS OF TASTE."

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
Under the Sanction of the Permanent Nitrate

Committee.
TO GARDENERS (Amateur and Professional).

COMPETITORS at HORTICULTURAL SHOWS, and
OTHERS.

NITRATE OF SODA, the indispensable
nitrof;enous fertiliser, may now be had of Seedsmen in

Town or Country. Warranted of standard purity.
Price in tins, containing 4 lb., with full directions for use,

ONE SHILLING.

BEESON'S MANURE, SHEFFIELD.—For
Vines, Plants, and Vegetables. Sold with a Guaranteed

Analysis. Has stood the test of the principal growers for over
20 years, and is admitted to be the Best for all Horticultural
Purposes. In boxes. Is. and 2j. M. bags, 60 lb., is. ; I cwt.,
15». May be obtained through any Seedsman ; or, direct (bags
only), carriage paid, and liberal discount for cash with trial
order, from W. H. BEESON, SHEFFIELD. Pure Crushed
Bones, all sizes, and other Fertilisers at market prices.

For destroying Insects on Plants.
Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World

The CHEAPEST and BEST.
Half-pints 1/4. pints 2/6, quarts 4/6, half gallons 7/6,

gallons 12/6. 5-gallon Drums 10/6 per gallon.
(I)arriage Paid.

E. G. HUQHES, Victoria Street. MANCHESTER.
Sold by all Seedsmen. PamphlHs free on application.

£10 PRIZES for PHOTOQRAPHS.

IN connection with the NATIONAL FLOWER
SHOW, at the CRYSTAL PALACE, in August, the

COUNCIL of the AGRICULTUR/IL and HORTICULTURAL
ASSOOIAIION, Ltd., offer the above Prizes, of which details
will be found in One and All Gardtning, the Association's
illustrated Annual of 132 pages.

Copies are obtainable at any Booksellers, or Bookstall,
Price 2d. ; or by Poet, from

—

3, Agar Street.
Strand, W.C.

JOOti/fUh^}ZAjlU.C^,L^

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in
any part of the country, beat materials only, workmanship
guaranteed, 2.') ft. by la ft., £.W: :fU ft. by 16 ft., £70. Brick-
work eicept«d. For particulars, seeourCatalogue, post-free.

Superior Portable Frames, large stock ready for
immediate une. well made, paiiitf .1 four coate, glared with
21H3Z. glass, carriage paid:— l-ln.'ht frame, 4x6, .36*. 6d.

;

3-light frame, 6 x «. .'iHj. ; S-light frame, 13 X 6, 8."i«. 6ii.

Span-roof Frames, <i x i. £ ' 5s, ; e x 6. £3 i.i»,

HARDY BRUIN & CO., LEICESTER.

STOCK SIZES In Inches.

I2x|0 I4x|2 18x12 I6x|4 20^14 20x16 24x|6 22x|8
4xlO 16x12 20x12 I8x|4 20x|5 22x|6 20xl8 24x|8
21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes in 200 feet

boxes, 3rds and 4ths qualities.

English Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o,

OEOBOE FABUILOE ft SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlttifleld, London, E.C.

stock Listsand Prioeson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIEBLEY HILL, near DUBLET.

H. & S.'s BLACK VARNISH,
For Iron, Wood or Stoue Outdoor Work.

Forty years' regulatioD.
Ready mixel. Dries io
ten minutes with perfect
gloss. Is used at "Windsor
Castle, Kew Gardens,
and London and Dublin
Parks, and most Land-
owners. In 18 and 36-
gallon Casks only, Is. tid,

per gallon at works,
.„ -~ — .; ^^ _ ---^ l«.8d, at nearest Railway
Registered Trade Mark. Station.

CHEAP CLOTH
For Troiiserhiira. Siiitiujs, Ltidies' Jackets, Melton
ond Tweed Dress Llolhi. FntUTus sent post free

C. HEWITT, 14E, Winfield Road, LEEDS,

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

£0
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MUBSEBTUEN'S EOTTSES.

Suitable for Flants. Vine?, Tomatoa, ChryBanthemums,
Made of the best materials, Woodwork, and Ironwork com-
plete, painted twice. 21-oz. English Glass.

A tirst-class House in every respect can be seen erected in
nearly every county. Sent out so that anyone can erect them,
83 every part is fitted correctly ; all screw and bolt-holes made.

See Testimonials from well-known people.

Cash Pbices. Carriage Paid.
Long. Wide. £ s. d.

\
Long, Wide. £ s. d.

60ft. X 12It. ... 25 60ft. X 15ft. ... 32 10
100ft. X 12ft. ... 45

I
100ft. X 15ft. ... 55

See New Lists, Bbowlog blocks of HouEes as
erected In different places.

HEATHMAN'S
PATENT

TELESCOPIC
LADDERS,

STEPS, and
TRESTLES,

are sent carriage paid, and

Illustrated Price I isTS
Post Free.

flEATHMAN & CO.,

Endell St., London, W.C.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DURABLE.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
i,s Must durable,

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DURABLE.

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,
LONDON, W. C.

HEATHMAN'S LIFT & FORCE PUMPS
Are Best, Cheapest, and Moat Durable.

HEATHMAN'S CESSPOOL PUMPS
Are INirUible, Easy-Working, and rowerful.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN ENGINES.
CATALOGUES POST-FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,

LONDON, W. C.

ffl" Tlu Pioneer of cheap, timple, and effective heating for mall
Greenhousei.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of these

Boilers, and a consequent cheapening in the coat of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. I, £2 I2«. ; No. 2, £3 15j. ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger siies.
Complete Apparatus from £4 Us. Lists and Estimates on

application.
MESSENGER & CO.; Loughborough, Leicestershire.

London Office ; 96a, Victoria Street, West.minster, S.W.

ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS,
FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

"VyM. PAUL AND SON respectfully invite attention to tlieir magnificent

Stock of the above, established in 5-inch (48-8ized) pots. The Collection comprises the leading

varieties of the Hybrid Perpetual, Tea Scented, Noisette, Bourbon, China, and Folyantha classes

,

including Crimson Rambler,

Price IDs. 6d. to 18s. per dozen; 75s. to 120s. per 100.

*^* The present is a most favourable time for planting, as it allows of the plants establishing

themselves in the ground before winter.

Also a large General Stock of Roses in pots for Greenhouse Culture, Conservatory ClimMng, Sfc.

PAULS' NURSERTES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS
^- BEASONS WHY YOU SHOTTLD PURCHASE

LAXTONS' TWO GRAND NEW STRAWBERRIES
Laxtons' "Leader" & Laxtons' "Monarch."

BECA USE
ItLAXTONS' MONARCH

"

is the richest flavour, of enormous size, most
brilliant scarlet colour, and beats Koyal
Sovereign in every respect.

BECA USE

LAXTONS' "LEADER"
is the largest Strawberry ever introduced,

of the finest flavour, the grandest second early

forcer, and the best all-runnd main crop.

ROYAL SOVEREIDN STRONG RUNNERS, 5^. loo ; in Fots, iss. loo.

LAXTONS, ^"'I^ElfrSW BEDFORD.
The Largest and Finest Stock in England,

FULL ILLUSTRATED AND nESCBII'TIVS LIST POSTKI) O.V APPLICATION.

Early White Roman Hyacinths,
Early Snowflake and Paper-white Narcissus.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to announce the arrival of, in exceptionally fine condition.

THE ABOVE VALUABLE BULBS FOR EARLY FORGING,

And will be pleased to receive Orders for immediate delivery.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

Netv Edition, Corrected up to Date,

By the late Sir JOSEPH TAXTON, M.P. Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

THE COTTAGER'S GALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 3Jd. ;

Twenty-five Copies, Ss. ; fifty, lOs. ; and one hundred, SOs.

Money Orders and PoitalOrdert should be made payable to H. G. COVE, at the Post Office, Great Queen Street, London.W.C,

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain,

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINQTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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THE YOKOHAMA NURSERY GO.
LIMITKD,

N08. 21—35,

NAKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

Tbe Largest Exporters
and Orowers of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EULALIA PANICLES,

MOSS, SEEDS, TREES, SHHUBS, &c.,

Produced in Japan.

DESCRIPTIVE CA TALOGUES sent an application.

TULIPS—Bright Colours.
EARLY and LATE FLOWERING SORTS.

"ORIGINAL LITTLE BOOK"
Of Thirty-two Octavo Pages.

Qirioff complete history of the Tulip and its introduction

into Eoglaod.&c, by the late John Sliter, of Lower Brough-
toOf near Manchester, a Tulip name so famous sixty or serenty
years sincf. Nearly 150 sorts to select from, some varieties

scarcely ever offered before. The book, which is entered at

Stationers' Hall, is full of interest to lovers of " old-fashioned

flowers." Price 6d.. post-tree.

WM. BAYLOB HA.RTLA.ND, Daffodil and TuUp Grower.
Oork, Ireland.

FERNSl-FERMS!!
A large quantity of Small FERNS, nice buehy stuff, ready to

pot on, or for decorative purpijies, in 2^ inch pots : Pteris
cristata. nobilis, major, and tremula, at 9«. per 100; 500
and upwards, at 8x. dd.

PTEBIS CRISTATA and SEBBULATA CRISTATA, fine

plants, at 4*. Qd. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Inspection at the Nurseries it Invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NDBSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, 8.E.

PBELIMINAB.Y OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFEB :—

SOMAN HYACINTHS, 4}-inch and upwards. 13s. Si per 100.

,, .. amaller 10*. 6d.
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 5s.
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 5s.

For delivery in August.

UNNAMED, SECOND SIZE HYACINTHS.
in separate colours I4x. Orf. per 100.

NAUED ditto, our selection I8s. 6i.
SCARLET VAN THOL TULIPS 2s. ad. ,,H REINB TULIPS it.6d. ,,

CHRYSOLORA TULIPS 7s 6d. „
NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3s. 6d

PRINCEPS 6s.

For Augnnt delivery. All orders over ^t. carriage paid.
3s. in the £ discount off all Bulbs for " llish with Order."

CATALOGUES ready in August.

CARAWAY & CO.,
Dordham Down Nurseiies,

Cufton, Bristol.

DUTCH BU LBS.
PRICE LISTS of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &C..

FREE on APPLICATION, (or SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.
Al>l'LY TO—

S. A. VAN K0NIJNENBX7IIG ft CO.,
NOORDWIJK, HOLLAND.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDBOBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write for List.

JAMES CYPHER/-^cS'^T''E"N^f„'.^^'

WEBBS'
EMPEROR
CABBAGE.

THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and IB, per packet,

IB, 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. G. H. BALL, Comer Oardms.
" 1 herewith forward you a photograph of your valuable

Cabbage—the Emperor. I lind it is the earliest, largest,

and most compact variety I ever grew." p^^ ounce.

EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8d.
ENFIELD MARKET do. 6d.
EARLY RAINHAM do. 8d.

RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

ONION. P« P*t. Pe' O"""-*

WEBBS' BED GLOBE TRIPOLI ... 6d. Ifl. 6d.
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI ... 6d. ... lOd.
GIANT Rl>CCA 6d. ... lOd.
WHITE LISBON 6d.

All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Bail.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

VIUNQO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dud-
LtI. dinf^ton Lodge, Mid-Lothian, be^ to intimate 1o his

friends and acquaintances that he retirei from his present

situation on the 20th of the present month. He has arranged
to reside at St. Ninians, near Stirling, where he intends to

oommence the Cultivation and Sale of Hardy Plants on his

own account.

With the experience gained daring twenty-four years in the?

management of one of the most rhoice private collect'ons of

plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late Charles
Jenner, Esq —Mr. Chapman can confidently undi-rtake to

supply what is select and true to name of the most suitable

plants for Borders and Bock-'vork.

He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, fiom
which customers m«y make their own selection. In the
interval, he will be fully employed ia getting up Stock.

May ID, 169"?.

BETABDED
LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS!!

Writ« for Prices to—

T. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DERSINGHAM,
NORFOLK.

NEW CHRYSANTHEIVIUIVI MAXIMUM
VAR. MARGUERITA MARWOOD.

A beautiful variety, surpassing all others of thia class. It

grows about 2 feet high, and the snowy-white flowers are
larger, of greater substance, and being beautifully reflexed,

they are more graceful than any of the other vars. of these
popular Herbaceous Plants.

Jwiidti a Firtt-class Certificate the cnly time eihihited.

Strong Plants in pots. Is. 6^. each ; 155, per dozen.

Carriage and Packing free.

Sample Blooma sent on paymeut of Postag*".

KENT and BRYDON, DARLINGTON.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
We have an immense stock of all kinds of Ferns, Stove, Green-
house, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British, including many very
beautiful varieties rarely seen, but which ought to be more

generally grown. Catalogue free on application.

W. &J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NUSSERIES, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

THE

SATURDAY, JULY 25, 1896.

THE BOTANICAL GARDENS,
GLASNEVIN, CO. DUBLIN.

A BOTANICAL garden established for over
-^-*- a century in a genial climate, and well

planted and kept all that time, may very

naturally bo looked upon as a most interesting

place to plant-lovers any day throughout the

year. Personally, I may say that I never

visit the place without gaining an insight into

some cultural secret, or meeting with some

phase of horticultural biologj', or with some rare

or beautiful species 1 never saw before. Spring,

summer, autumn, and winter, there is ever hero

—as indeed in all good gardens—something to

see and to admire. The only difficulty at Glas-

nevin is to decide where to begin, or, in other

words, what to admire, for the place is 40 acres

or so in extent, and the indoor and outdoor

departments are many, and richly stored.

The main features are fresh green grassy

glades and fine trees and shrubs, the river

Tolka winding along the lower side of the

arboretum and gardens beneath some noble old

Willows, just now very beautiful and leafy in

the hot sunshine, but attractive even in winter

also, as their golden twigs stand out rich and
mellow against a blue-grey sky.

The old Yew-tree walk (fig. 18, p. 97), which
tradition dedicates to Addison, forms a cool and
shady retreat on a hot Juno day, or you may
wander down by the water and seethe rosj% pink,

yellow, and white Water I^ilies nestling among
the reeds, or see the Japan Iris and Sairacenias,

Spirreas, and Orchids, together with Primula
Poissoni a yard high or more in the bog garden.

The rock garden (fig. 22, p. 105) is fresh and
bright, and the cool verdure of the haidy Fernery
perfect ; and the herbaceous borders are gay
with bright colours, gay with Poppies and Del-
phininums, and a host of other summer flowers.

A very fine specimen of the Asafoetida (Ferula

Narthex) has recently flowered, and its great

umbellate stalks are now bearing a very heavy

crop of apparently good and plump seeds. In

all its phases this is a robust and effective plant,

and well worth culture for its distinct part and
stature. I saw several fine plants of this rare

Umbollifcr a year or two ago, and the effect

of its bold glaucous foliage was most eSective

in proximity to groups of the great scarlet

Oriental Poppies then in bloom.

One marked feature at Glasneviu is the

culture of rare hardy and half-hardj- plants in

narrow borders alongside the extensive plant-

houses. Here is Jaborosa integrifolia, dense of

eafage, and thick- set with its pure white

flowers. The old Tupa Feuillei makes a mass

yards across, throwing up its red S])ires of

bloom. In another warm recess are all the

hardy Crinums, far stronger and more floriferous

than one usually sees them indoors ; C. Moorea-

uum, and the hybrid C. Powelli and their

white-flowered forms, are very free and fiori-
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ferous as so grown, and even whea not in bloom

their gigantic leafage renders them conspicuous

objects. Several of the rare kinds of Alstroe-

meria also grow well on these borders, including

the exquisite A. jielegrina alba, and there is a

splendid mass or clump of the rare Oalifornian

Dicentra chrysantha.

Hot as it is, we cannot resist a peep into the

Aquatio-houso, gay with Caladia and Achimenes

in hanging baskets ; and the exquisite tropical

Water Lilies and Nelumbia opening their waxy
and fragrant flowers. The giant Victoria regia

is always a sight here, flowering, as it does,

most luxuriantly amongst its great platter-like

leaves.

The vivid orange or cinnabar-red Gerbera

Jamesoni flowers well on a narrow warm
border near this house, and the overflow of

warm water from the Victoria tank feeds some

open-air receptacles in which the Chinese

Water-Chestnut, or Trapa natans, grows and

seeds every year. Here also some of Marliac's

seedling Nymphteas are very attractive, pro-

ducing their soft rose and sulphur flowers.

One especially interesting feature at Glas-

nevin is the culture of insect-catching plants

from all parts of the world. One of the rarest

perhaps just at present is Eoridula gorgonias,

which is like a shrubby Drosera, with attenuate

glandular leaves. Here also are healthy plants

of the South American Heliamphora, with

elegantly vase-shaped urns, the orifices of

which have a glistening, satin-like lining of

close-sot, deflected hairs, which in the sunlight

imparts to them a very beautiful elfeot. This

plant flowered here two years ago. There

are Droseras in profusion of many kinds, and

the quaint Cephalotus, especially the variety

with deeply - coloured pitchers, from King
George's Sound ; Sarraceniaa of numerous

varieties, many of them being seedlings and

hybrids reared at Glasncvin by IMr. Moore,

whose special object has been the production

of good flowering varieties.

In one of the cool plant-houses at Glasneviu

there is just now a very strong and handsome

plant of Darlingtonia californica. In all there

are at least flfty pitchers of all sizes, the

tallest being fully 3 feet in height, and

beautifully coloured. As you stoop and look

up the domes of the great hooded pitchers

they look as if filled with stained glass, or

jewels glistening in the sun. As thus seen,

luxuriant and healthy, there are but few

amongst the so-called " Pitoher-plants " so

effective and full of interest.

The true Pitcher-plants, or Nepenthes, are

richly represented, and in one of the cool

Orchid-houses there is a probably unique

specimen of N. Rajah, the giant species from Mt.

Kina Balou, in Northern Borneo. This speci-

men is one of the very few now in existence, it

having usually proved to be a most intractable

plant under hot-housa cultivation [see fig. in

Garihiicrs' C'Jironide, 1881, p. 493, vol. xvi.]

The Glasnevin plant is just forming a very fine

and highly-coloured pitcher, and no doubt the

largest over made in European gardens. As
scon growing at 8000 to 9000 feet altitude in

Borneo, this plant is one of the most remark-

able plants in the vegetable world, and Spencer

St. John in his Life in the Forests of the Far
East, alludes to his followers using its giant

urns as water vessels ; while in one enormous
pitcher his fellow-traveller, Mr. now Sir Hugh
Low, found a drowned rat. Another rare and
peculiar pitohor-plant from the Bornean low-

lands is also represented here by a fine speci-

men, \\7.., Nepenthe.* bicalcarata [see fig. in

Gardeners' Clrrimiele, 1880, vol. xiii., p. 201],

This plant as found wild, has Vine-like stems,

50 feet long, which scramble up into the 40 or

trees or river-side jungle. Its great leathery

two-si3urred pitchers dangle about among the

moss-grown stems and branches, which are

copiously infested with myriads of ants,

beetles, and other small fry or insect prey. I

noticed here also one of the healthiest plants of

N. Veitchii I ever saw, bearing five or six of its

great hairy urns. This is also a Bornean plant,

with a liking for dead trees, on which it is

epiph5'tal, the leaves clasping the trunk so as

to assist the roots in holding on to the bark.

No doubt the plant gains some advantage by
adapting itself to life on dead trunks and
branches, rather than on living ones, finding as

it docs a liberal supply of insect life in such

positions.

It seems a'lomalous not to mention the superb

and well-grown collection of Orchids, for which
Glasnevin is famous, but they must await a

paper to themselves. We have, in fact, but
little time for the houses on such a hot

day, but could not help noticing a glowing
mass of the golden Cassia floribunda, and
the soft grej' buds swelling on the night-

blooming species of Cereus, such as Q. grandi-

florus and C. MacLonaldiie.

Our all too-short notice of Glasnevin would
be incomplete did we not at least mention a few
of the shrubs that do so well on its old walls.

There is a magnificent example of Fremontia
californica, and the Carpenteria, a beautiful

first-cousin to the Philadelphus, flowers very
freely outside. Then there are all sorts of old-

fashioned garden Roses and Puchsias, and a
soft grey bush of the Halimodendron argenteum
had its branches entwined with soft rose-purple

flowers. This is the "Salt-bush" of the
Siberian steppes, and is rarely seen in flower in

gardens. It belongs to the Loguminosai, and
is sometimes grafted upon the Laburnum as a
stock, so as to form a weeping standard instead

of a prostrate bush.

As we await the train from the village on our
way to the town, we admired the great Aristo-

lochia Sipho on the gate-lodge or offices, and
close beside it noted a healthy and strong com-
panion in the shape of the new Japanese foliage

vine, Vitis Coignetite, from Castlewellan.

Now that the tourist so often finds his way to

the Emerald Isle, Glasnevin is likely to prove
a great attraction to all who, like C!owper, love

a garden and a greenhouse too ; and the place

is 80 I'ich and well kept that the}' will not only
enjoy their visit there, but wish to come again.
7''. W. Jlurlii<li/e.

and veined ort the outside with the same colour. The
front lobe is rose-pm'ple, with the yellow marking in

the centre, as seen in C. superba. The column is

cream-white, tinged with rose. James O'Brien.

The Rosary.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
«—,

—

CATTLEYA x SUPER - FORBESI {ForlKsi. x

superba).

This pretty addition to garden crosses wag shown
by Mr. J. Cypher, of Qiieen'.s Road Nursery, Chel-

tenham, at the Last Yurk Gala, where it received uu

Award of Merit. Tlie habit of the plant is similar to

that of C. Forbesi, aud the general form of the flower

also more nearly approaches that species than it does

that of the other parent : but in its colour, and in the

more expanded side-Iol:ies of the lip, and the firm

texture of the flowers, the influence of C. superba

sceras to predominate. The sepals and petals are of

a creamy-white hue tinged with rose, with greeu at

the tips. The lip is showy, and ample for its class.

The base is yellowish-wliite with the browuish-yelluw

r.iised lines, as seen iu C. Forbesi, which radiate

towards the tips of the side lobes : the latter are

beautifully coloured with rose-purple on the iuside.

THE NEW RACE OF ROSES: HYBRID TEAS.

Hybrid Teas have been called the ' Roses of the

future." I should bo much disposed to call them the

Roses of the present, in accordance with the value

very generally placed upon them. Tbey are at once

more trustworthy as bloomers, very free-fiuwering,

and highly ornamental, aud they are, for the most

p.art, vigorous iu growth— a fact emphasised by the

dimensions to which such varieties .as La France,

Caroline Testout, Duchess of Albany, and many
others, iu a single season will attain. Combining as

they do the admirable characteristics of the hybrid

perpetuals aud the Teas, they have the strength of

the former combined with much' of the delicacy of

the latter; while iu fragrance - -an .attribute which

should not be ignored— sucli fine varieties .as those I

have mentioned have never been surpassed. In this

respect, at least, La Fr.ance is s\ipreme. This Rose,

which, in the light of its remarkable beauty and

attractiveness, might well be called the queen of the

garden, shining, as she invariably does, anmng

her lustrous contemporaries as the moon auiong the

lesser fires (" Luna inter minoresigue.s'"), wMsperbap*

the finest production of the late M. Guillot, of Lyons
;

the raiser likewise of Catherine Mermet, Horace

Veniet, Madame Bravy (one of the .sweetest-scented

Tea Roses), Madame Hoste, Madame de Watteville,

Miularae Falcot, Comtesse de Nadaillac, aud Ernest

Metz. It is a remarkable fact th.at Guillot did not

know the origin or parentage of La France ; as he

incidentally mentioned, soon after its appearance, in

a conversation with the venerable originator of the

National Rose Society, the Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain
;

but he felt assured that this incomparable variety

would perpetuate his name. That prediction has been

fulfilled. Perhaps the nearest approach to La France in

colour, fragrance, and size of flower, is one of its own

offspring, Caroline Testout, which as an autumnal

bloomer I have learned to regard as even more valuable.

The parent Rosehasa tendency todetcrioratoiu autumn;

that, at least, is the result of my own observation

and experience. Caroline Testout, on the other hand,

is finest at that season of the ye.ar, though it may be

said with truthfulness that trustworthiness is always

a notable characteristic of this invaluable variety.

Mr. Wm. Paul's Duchess of Alb.any is a darker La

France, possessing similar attributes, but in my own

garden somewhat stronger in growth. Daumark,

wliich is also deeper in colour, belongs to the same

family, and may bo similarly described. I ."aw it, well

exhibited by Mr. Paul two ytars ago at the Temple

Show, where also I made the acquaintance for the

first time of that fine dark, Clove-perfumed Car-

nation, Uriah Pike, whicli I have ever since assi-

duously cultivated here.

Augustine Guinoisseau has been dignified by the

name of the " white La France," though it is dis-

tinctly shaded with rose. A pure white variation of

equally perfect form is an acquisition which, I greatly

fear, will never be attained. It is not impossible, but

at least highly improbable ; for oven if Augu.stine

Guinoisseau had been a spotlessly white variety, it has

neither the fulness uor perfect form of the parent

Rose. Gloire Lyonnaise, formerly supposed to

belong to the hybrid perpetuals, is now relegated by

Mr. B. R. Cant, of Colchester, and other great

authorities, to the class of hybrid Teas. This it one

of the largest and loveliest of Roses ; and though it

w.as acclaimed at the period of its introduction as the

" first yellow hybrid perpetual," it has no claim to

that distinction ; here it is almost an absolute white.

At the same time, I think it is a much giaudei- Rose,

a'jd more perfect iu formition than such yellow

varieties of a kindred class as Perle des Jardius,

whoso anatomy can only be regarded asieing lament-
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ably defective. There is not a more beautiful garden

Rose in existence than Gluire Lyouuaise.

Among clinibiug liybiid Teas, none is more

meritorious tban Cbesbunt Hybrid, raised by tbe late

Mr. George Paul iu 1873. It is tbe finest of all

companions for Gloire de Dijon. It is vigorous in

growth, fascinatingly fragrant, and reliably floriferous.

Reiue Marie Henriette, a hybrid between Madame
Eerard and General Jacqueminot, has sometimes been

called, by reason of this origin, "the Red Gloire ;

"

but the relationship is, to my mind, as distant as the

resemblance, most of its attributes, with the single

exception, perhaps, of the climbing tendency, being

derived from the venerable French hybrid perpetual

to which I have just referred.

Rarely is the law of variation iu favour of a Rose.

Souvenir d'uu Ami, for example, is surpa-ssed by
Souvenir de S. A. Prince, though the former is one

of the finest of the older Teas ; and in the adjoining

department of hybrid Tea Roses, White Lady similarly

eclipses, unless, indeed, in fulness, her august parent.

Lady Mary Fitzwilliam.

A variety of greater substance than the latter

beautiful Rose, and, therefore, more enduring, is

Kaiseriu Augusta Victoria, noblest of all Teutonic

creations, raised by Lambert k Rciter iu 1S91.

Among recent French coutril)utlons to the family of

hybrid Teas are La Fraicheur, for which we are

indebted to Messrs. Peruet & Duoher ; light car-

mine-rose in colour, with long, graceful buds, expand-
ing into impressive blooms. Gustavo Regis, very

beautiful iu bud, but a veritable aborticm when fully

blown; Madame Peniet 1 lucher, which is CMpusite

in every stage of its evolution, though not very full
;

and Charlotte GiUemot, ivory-white in colour, and
artistically formed—raised by Guillot iu 1894.

From Messrs. Alexander Dickson & Sons, of New-
towuards, have come two hybrid Teas

; (1 ) Mrs. W. J.

Grant, of whose great merit I need say nothing, as it

has been awarded the Gold Medal of the National

Rose Society, and which unites the dignity of Lady
Mary Fitzwilliam with the distinctive fragi'auee ot

La France ; and (2) Marjorie, said to be a variety of

considerable promise, but of whose qualifications I

am as yet incompetent to write, as, owing to the sul-

triness of the early summer, it has taken a long time

to establish itself iu my garden, declining to grow

until the arrival of the recent rains, when it began to

develop its latent capabilities with gratifying activity.

It is, I learn, an excellent Rose for garden decoration,

with a character and complexion somewhat resembling

those of the Hon. Edith Gilford.

Of English Hybi'id Teas, throe of the most valu-

able are Viscountess Folkestone, Grace Darling, and

Clara Watson, all of which were originated by the

late Mr. Bennet of Shepperton. Clara Watson was

introduced into cultivation by the famous rjiser of

that loveliest of pure white Tea Roses, Souvenir de

S. A. Prince, the late Mr. G. Prince of Oxford.

David R. WUliamsiM.

LONDON PARKS.
FiNSBURY.—This is well worth a visit in May and

early June, to see the tender green of the young leaves

ot the Planes, Limes, and other trees iu the avenues

and groups ; the dili'erent coloured Thorns, Labur-

nums, the Bird - Cherry, Lilacs, Gueldres-Roses,

AVeigelas, and Berberis Wallichiana. Rhododendron
Cyuthea, and other flowering trees and shrubs, give

colour as well as verdure with no sparing baud. A
few white Spanish Bro^^ms were as graceful as they

were chaste, but I could not find the golden Spanish ;

nor a single common Broom, the grandest of them
all. The common white Lilac and the purple Pei'sian

were conspicuous for their beauty. A few late Tulips

and double Nareiss remained of the bulb harvest;

Pansies and Violas, Polyanthuses, &o., were also

hastening on to supply the missing links of colour,

while the usual bedding plants were as yet unplauted.

But the most striking floral feature at Finsbury Park

was the profuse and skilful use of a threefold cord of

beauty of the simplest description. This consisted of

two Wallflowers of contr.istiug colours — one a

brilliant yellow, grown as the German dwarf ; the

other a dark crimson, of about the same height as

dwarf Tom Thumb. Associated with these iu great

numbers in beds and borders was the wood Forget-me-

Not, Myosotis Sjlvatica. The three go well together
;

though as to the latter, the large variety of Myosotis

di.5sitiflora major, which I did not see in any of the

London parks this May, is richer in tint, and better.

Repeats of this threefold cord of colour began at

the main entrance-gate, and ran through most of the

floral parts of this beautiful park. Two points more

of considerable practical interest were noted : one

was the very hard or severe pruning of the large beds

ot dwarf Roses— almost cut to the ground ; the other

was that in the remnants of Tulips, Bluebells, Nar-

cissus, Dafl'odils, &c., on the grass near to the chief

group of fli)wer-beds, Wallflowers, Polyanthuses, and

Forget-me-Nots have been mixed with the bulbs.

This seems almost a new departure which might be

carried further, through the use of Aralias, Aubrietias,

Saxifrages, dwarf Phloxes, Lily of the Valley, &c.

Can one say why the latter which mostly blooms e.arly

in May, is not used in the London parks ':' Some

annuals, such as the Virginia Stock—Malcomia maii-

tima, especially when the white and pink are kept

separate, form charming grovuul-work plants in bulb-

beds.

Lordship and Clissold Parks.

These are on the other side of the road, on one's

way back to the City from Fin.sbury Park, via Now-

iugton Green. They join each other, are richly

wooded, and furnished with excellent roads. The

belt of trees of veiy considerable age against the

street ca'its a most useful shade over the main

road in the park on a hot day. There are also fine trees

inthc.se parks, and this comparatively rich boon—
they were opened .about thiee years ago— seem

greatly apin-eciated by residents iu the neighbourhood,

some of whom seem afraid lest these parks should

become excessively gardenised. At present the

babies, the nursemaids, and the general public seem

equally at home and happy in those fine parks.

V. T. F.

Belgium.

HORTICULTURE ROUND ANTWERP.

M. Flobknt Pauwels' houses now cont;»in some

.\nthurivwns of great beauty, there being among them

well-6owered specimens of A. Dr. G. Jorissen, roseum

superbum, Andreanum, Ed. Pynaert, Pauwelsianum

(a seedling from Veitchi, and with a leaf nearly as

large), Dr. Gravis, an exceptionally bright coloured

variety, the spadix drooping, garnet, reproductive

organs yellowish - white ; Louis Fournier, highly

scented ;
grandiflorum, and other varieties. Among

the .\nthurium Rothschildianum mention should be

made "f the variety Leeraar de Beucker.

The cultivation ot Codia;nms (Crotons) is extensive

here. I noted C. Reidi, anectouense. Queen Victoria,

Hanburyanum, Disraeli, and others, with finely-

coloured foliage. Orchids are largely grown. In good

flower were Cattleya Schilleriana, with a large bloom

nicely coloured, especially about the lip
; C. Mossite,

Phalicnopsisamabilis, cornucervi, and Liiddemanniana;

numerous Cypripediums, imluding C. Stonei, and

good varieties of C. Veitchi ; Mormodes citrinum,

Aerides suavissimum, with two long floral racemes,

and one in bud ; two Odontoglossum citrosiim album,

pure white, and 0. citrosum, with forty four blooms ;

Phajus Humbloti, with five trusses, Thunia Beusonio,

Brassia verucosii, Auguloa unidora, ma.sscs of Odonto-

glossum crispum, a pretty variety fif Lycasie jilana,

Brassavola fragrans, quantities of Epidenilrnni vite!-

linum majus and 0. Rossi majus, all in tine condition

and blooming well.

Caladiums receive much attention, the specimens

are sturdy, the leafage fine (,on6 leaf measured about

3 feet wide by ik feet long), and colouring good.

Maranta, Alocasia, and other plants are creditable to

their cultivator, M. Louis U'^nueghien. M. Pauwels

has a beautiful ro-^ary now in full bearing.

At Merxeur MM. Janssens & Co. have a large

establishment, in which three houses are devoted to

Orchids, and hundreds of Odontoglossum crispum
are now in flower there ; eleven houses are full of

Palms, Phcenix, Latania, Corypha, and Keutia.

At Berchem, M. Guill. De Bosschere has a charming
establishmeut where are some fine Cattleya MoS'ia),

good varieties of Leelia purpurata, and Masdcvallia

Harryaua with eighteen flowers and in a pot 4 inches

across.

HoBTIOULTdBAl, MEETING AT GlIENT.

Certificates of Merit^jnr acclaiiiaiion were awarded
for : — Cattleya Mossim allja Excelsior, flowers

large, petals bro.ad, lip pure white, the throat only

lightly tinged with pale yellow ; L;clio-CattIeya Hip-

polyta (L. cinuabariua x C. Mossia;), very distinct in

colour, .sepals and petals or.inge, lip bright cerise ; these

Orchids were from M. Jules Hye. M. L. De Smet-
Duvivier showed a Croton, Madame De Smet-Duvi-
vier, leafage broad, slightly vuululated, variegated

with yellow, red, and green, a plant of good habit

and very efl'ective. The Society Horticole G.antoise

sent a fine X'riesea Wartelli, imported from Venc-
zucl.a, an improvement upon V. splendens major, the

spike is larger and broader, the bracts arc a brighter

red. M. Pynaert staged Adiantum macrophyllum

var. striatum, a good Fern for grouping, the young
fronds arc rose, streaked with white, the old leaves

green, striped with white, a variety wdiich tufts

freely.

Certificates of Merit were awarded for :—.\morpho-

phallns campanulatus, from M. L. De Smet-Duvivier,

a curious jilant, with a very large petiole, sur-

mounted by a leaf, forming a crown ; it is di.stinct from

A. Rivieri by the leaf-petiole, which is covered with

numerous white marks (they are black in A. Rivieri)

Eentinckia nicobarica, a hot-house Palm, with largo

wide leaves, not much cut, thick in consistency, and

a beautiful emerald-green colour, sent by M. Petrick
;

Begonia Gloire do Gandbrugge, from MM. Ver-

maercke et Cie., with a bloom 11 inches by nearly

8 inches across, of good form, but rather pale rose-

colour ; Cattleya Gaskelliana alba (par rajqwl) and

C. Schilleriana, with dull brown sepals and petals, the

lip handsomely streaked with violet and white, and

like that of Zygopetalum Mackaii ; these two Or-

chids came from M. J. Hye. The some exhibitor

showed four Orchids remarkable for their flowers
;

Oncidium macranthum hastiferum, with forty large

flowers, yellow with a white lip
;

Cypripedium

Veitehii, with fifteen blooms; C. Charles Can-

ham, with twenty well-opened flowers ; and Cattleya

Mossiae alba Wagneri, a splendid specimen as regards

health, cultivation, and flowers, of which it bears

eighteen. Aralia leptophylla and A. elegantissima,

from M. L. De Smet Duvivier, are specimens about

3 feet high, furnished down to the pot, and well

grown. Ch. dc B.

FLORIS TS' Fl owers.

THE CAUNATIUNS AT WARREN HOUSE,
HAYES.

Me. Martin R. Smith is now so well known as a

raiser of new Carnations, that it will not siu'prise

those who have some aquaiutanee with the work he

is doing, to be told that this season he h.as surpassed

all his previous eftbrts in the production of new

Carnations. The seedlings of last year grown to be

tested this year are so numerous that it required

three hours to examine them cai-efuUy. And it was a

pleasure indeed to spend three hours discussing the

relative merits of these new Carnations with their

enthusiastic raiser. Three large span-roofed green-

houses contain the plants, and here one may be met

with the remark, " Why grow border Carnations in a

greenhouse'" It is a pertinent question, and is

easily answered. Tlie plants are grown out of doors

iu the open border, as well as under glass ; but if

Carnations are to be seen grown to perfection it is

impossible to be sure that this can be attained in the

open border. Heavy rain one day, scorching sunshine
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the next, earwigs s iwing the petals through before the

flowers are half open by night, and thrips sucking the

substance out of them in the bud-state by day. The
gardener cannot combat with these things, unless he has

his plants fairly under control. In a glass structure,

tobacco-smoke speedily settles all insect-pests, and it

does not injure even the fully-open flowers. The
gardener with a good lamp at night finds the earwigs

feeding, and speedily disposes of them with the other

items. " But what a bother !
" exclaims some would-

be Carnation grower. " Are the flowers worth it ?
"

On this point there is certainly room for diflerence of

opinion. My own views are very decided. If a Car-

nation fancier is not prepared to treat his plants

well, he does not deserve to have them.

The Carnations at H&yes are most Cirefully tended,

and the production of new varieties has been reduced

to a science, with the result that a revolution has

been efTeeted, and the old varieties in all the

classes are being steadily superseded. As a result of

careful selection, I noted the following as the best
:

—
Endymiou, a large, handsome, well-formed variety,

of a salmon-pink colour, the petals exquisitely formed

;

The Cadi, fine rich scarlet, medium-sized flowers, of

superb quaUty. Haid^e : this is the best variety of

what has been termed the heliotrope colours ; it is

beet described as a purplish-mauve. Lady Hindlip

has large, fidl, crimson-scarlet coloured flowers, of

good form and petal. Cinnamon : this variety is

best described as of the colour of the aromatic

bark from which it derives its name ; the petals

are of good form, and the plant of vigorous growth.

I noted five yellow selfs, all good; Miss Willmott is

a fine clear yellow, of good form and quality ;
Bur-

gess, a full flower, and good yellow ; Sir Isaac, lemon

yellow, fine form ; Saul, a fine large flower, clear

yellow, good form, and free grower ; and Paragon,

large and full, fine yellow, and not the worst of

them. White varieties were most promising in the

seed-beds last year ; some of them still stand to

their first maiden promise of excellence. If they

surpass Mrs. Eric Hambro in purity of the white,

and in the almost unsurpassable form they will be

gladly welcomed. Erin is very pure, form and quality

excellent; Nevis, pure white, large, and of goi.d

quality, but not quite up to last year's standard
;

Titania, pure white, also of flue form ; Mrs. Gascoigne,

clear pink, flowers of large siz3; and to say good form

is an endless repetition, as none are admitted but

such as are of good form. May Yohd, deep reddish-

pink, large flowers, and very sweet ; Regatta, soft

pink, very full flowers, and of large size ;
Kenilworth,

rich crimson-scarlet, of super excellent form of flowers

and petals ; Mrs. McRae, rich crimson-scarlet, a tall-

growing plant, but flowers very rich and striking ;

Prince Charlie is of a bright scarlet, with the petals

VicU arranged : York, a fine blush variety, with well-

formed flowers ;
Clio, a distinct pink self, flowers of

large size, the plant of rather low growth—good

outer petals ; Sappho, pink, large full flowers, good

petals.

In what amateurs term the Fancy class, for want of a

more appropriate name, there are some new types,

and improved varieties of the older types. Mr.

Beuary, of Erfurt, has made a most creditable ad-

vance in the production of fancies, the best of

these have doubtless been the groundwork of

the Hayes fancies. Don Juan, buff heavily splashed

purple, large and fine ; Zant, white, with a delicate

rose-flake, scarcely observable, fine, sturdy growth
;

Dragoman, buff-ground, crimson-margin, medium-

sized flower ; Naseby, light buff - ground, flaked,

barred, and margined with violet-purple. Caique and

Egham are two varieties quite out of the usual types

found amongst seedlings, the ground-colour is buff or

yellowish-buff ; Egham is marked heavily with crim-

son. Delila, lightish - buff, deep reddish - crimson

edge ; Evening Star, fine fancy yellow-ground, with

rich purple markings.

Of yellow-ground Picotees there are some good and

distinct forms, but the one that stands out full and

clear before all others is Mrs. Tremayne ; the flowers

arc large, well-formed, of a good yellow, margined

and marked with bright scarlet. Badminton, large,

good flower, lightly edged scarlet. Hygeia is the

largest of this class ; it has immense petals, and is

a striking variety. L^rd Warden is distinct ; the

flowers are of a good yellow, the petals edged with
rose, like a fine hair. Empress Eugdnie, next to

Mrs. Tremayne in quality, but distinct, in that it has

a medium rose margin ; Dervish, pale yellow, very

finely margined lilaey-rose ; Mohican, large full

flowers, clear deep yellow-red edge ; Yale, deep
yellow ground, with a heavy scarlet margin ;

Gabrielle,

lemon-yellow, edged rosy-red,good petal and handsome
form.

There are others I noted, but the above form a

selection of the best of the seedlings. The founda-
tion has been laid of new forms in the flake and
bizarre section, and a new departure is urgently

needed, as the varieties now in cultivation are many
of them of very weakly constitution, and one may
not suggest any alteration in the markings, or even
in the shade of colour, without being pounced upon
as a heretic ; but this is a complicated subject from
the florist's point of view, and can be best dealt with
by the comparison of new types with old.

PELARGONIUM DISEASE.*
Wk have received from a correspondent ("D. M.'')

some stems of Pelargonium for investigation. It is

to be regretted that they were packed in cotton-wool,

which much increased the difficulties of examination.
There is no more objectionable material for pack-
ing plants or fungi than cotton-wool. The in-

formation furnished is to the following effect ;

—

"I enclose stems of Pelargonium Henry .lacoby,

which I have cut from plants which have unac-
countably died off. I first noticed this peculiaiity or
disease amongst a few hundreds of Vesuvius which
we had occasion to buy in three years ago. It ap-

peared to extend to our own stock of Vesuvius, and
last year some large beds in the flower-garden of

Vesuvius and Henry Jacoby were spoiled by a con-
siderabio percentage dying off. Trentham Rose
showed some trace of the disease in a less degree.

" This year I have almost discarded Vesuvius, but
kept some beds of Henry Jacoby, keeping a reserve of

plants to make up any vacancies. About seven per
cent, of the plants of Henry Jacoby have been
attacked, and gone off this year already. Some kinds
of Pelargonium show no signs of disease

; among
others, Trentham Pink or Christint, Niphetos, Tom
Thumb, Raspail, &o.

"The plant seem? to stop growing, and in a few
days some of the lower leaves turn yellow ; then the
stem appears to get black, although the mischief
whatever it is, seems to be going on underground
before showing above ground. I am burning all

infected plants as they are replaced. The kinds

Vesuvius, Henry Jacoby, and Trentham Rose, will

have to be discontinued here after this season."

The stems sent are decayed and blackened at the

base just above the ground, and over these decayed
spots are scattered pallid, mealy-looking little patches,

not more than a line in diameter, and sometimes with
a tinge of flesh colour. These superficial patches may
be removed on the point of a penknife, and seem to

burst through the cuticle. At first they are probably

a little gelatinous, but soon become dry and powdery.
Under the microscope this exudation is found to con-

sist entirely of long spindlo-shapjd couidia, curved at

each end, and attenuated to a point ; when mature
they are 60 to 70 micromillimetres long, and about

6 ft in diameter, at first with three, and afterwards

five transverse septa, and uucoloured. These par-

ticulars indicate the genus Fusarium, but the species

is one which we do not think has yet been

recorded, and hence may be spoken of as Fusarium
Pelargonii, a new species which affects the stems of

cultivated Pelargoniums.

As suspected by our correspondent, this would
seem to be an endophyte, which makes itself evident

in the tissues before it breaks through the surface,

* Fiatarium Pelargonii, Cooke.—Sporodochia sessile, discoid,

circular, or hemisiiherica', confluent or irregular, pallid, gre-

garious, cunidia fusiform, curved and pointed at eat-h

extremity, ;! to septate, hyaline, 00 to 70 byt5a. <_)n dociying

stems of eultivatcd Pelargonium. Sutherland.

and hence is most diflScult to influence by the use of

fungicides. Meanwhile, in order to prevent spreading,

the only method is that already pursued of burning
all diseased plants.

Naturally the question arises whether this specific

mould is the cause or consequence of the diseased

tissues. Although many of the species of Fusaiiura
are saprophytes, and grow only upon decayed matter,

others are undoubted parasites, and cause much
mischief. Although the evidence is not entirely con-

clusive, we are of opinion that Fusarium Pelargonii

(Cooke) is the cause of this disease, which we have
never met with before, but has the capability of being

very destructive. M. C. C.

France.

EXHIBITION OF THE SOClfiTE CENTR-\LE
D'HORTICULTURE OF NANCY.

Part of this exhibition was held under tents, where
were greenhouse plants and cut flowers ; in the open

were plantations and beds ; it was organised in the

town park of the Pepinifcre. Among the most inte-

resting exhibits were some unnamed seedlings o£

double tuberous Begonias from M. Crousse. Among
the noteworthy Orchids were :—Odontoglossum Pes-

catorei var., with the lip handsomely spotted, and

the tip of each division striped with purple ; Phaius

Humbloti var. carmineus, very distinct ; Catlleya

grauulata du Buyssoni, with a large well-c jloured

bloom ; and C. Warscowiczi.

MM. Victor Lemoine et fils staged some cut blooms

of Delphinium, Ceanothus, Potentilla, Gladiolus,

Syringa japonioa, Rhus Cotinus atro-purpurea, and a

series of novelties, among them Louicera Morrowii,

Hypericum densiSorum, Olearia Haastii, Begonia

flamboyant, Primul i Poissoni, Spiraja Bum.ilda

Anthony W.aterer and ruberrima, Cuphea Llava;,

Russellia intermedia (II. juuoeo x sarraentosa), and

Ligustrum Walkeri.

M. L&)n Simon showed a good collection of trees,

shrubs, and herbaceous plants fi'om the nursery of

Simou Louis Frcres, at Planti^res, near Metz.

There were some good floral decorations and orna-

mental groups from M. Blaison Foret and M. A.

Graudjean. Cut Roses from MM. Soupert & Netting,

Lamesch, Crousse, and Miiller were well selected ;

zonal Pelargoniums (both single and double-flowered),

Fuchsias, kc, were effectively bedded out, as were

large flowered Caunas.

Every day during the exhibition an open con-

ference was held for 'the visitors, while on one day

the members of the Society convened a cimforence to

debate on the popular cultivation of plants. Ch. De B,

Forestry.

DROUGHT AND NEWLY-PLANTED TREES.

In a season like this, when all vegetation is, or has

been, suffering more or less fi\»m insuflicient moisture

in air and soil, we are often surprised to find trees

and shrubs st<T.nding the weather better on light and

naturally dry soils than on stiff and heavy ground

The explanation of this is simple enough, when we
consider the mechanical condition of soils, and their

behaviour under different climatic conditions. In

dry weather, adhesive soils, such as clays aud marls

contract, leaving cracks and fissures in the soil which

allow the drought to be felt to a considerable depth,

aud this contraction exerts an injurious tension on the

roots of plants near the surface. Light soils, on the

other hand, have no such adhesive or contractive

property, and their raechanioal condition varies little,

whether the weather be wet or dry. When once the

upper 2 or 3 inches of a sandy soil have become dry,

its further drying is a slow process, providing it is not

stiiTed or moved so as to destroy capillarity. Of

course, this only holds good on soils of a fair depth,

such as deep beds of sand or light loam. On very

shallow soils overlying solid rock of a non-absorbent

nature, drought of even a short duration soon
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makes itself felt ; the more so when the climate ii

generally moist, and the plants unaccustomed to dry

teriods.

Under natural conditions, such as exist in thick

forests, drought has comparatively little influence

upon vegetation so far as the condition of the soil

goes, and it is principally through the atmosphere

that its effects are felt. In such forests, various

c;m es combine to render the trees independent of

those frequent summer raiua which are necessary to

keep grass and other sha'low-rooting plants fresh an<l

green. In the first place, the deep I'oot system of

t.ces brings their roots in touch with soil which is

comparatively unaffected by an ordinary spell of dry

weather. But the most important factor in preserv-

ing the .soil-moisture is the humui layer which

covers the ground in all thick woods, and which

act.s as a mulch and a fertiliser at the same time.

normal condition until fresh rootlets have pushed into

the surrounding soil, and are carrying on their proper

functions. Hence, all these transplanted in the ordi-

nary way should be well established by the month of

March on all dry soils, if they are to be safe against

spring drought. Tlie condition of the soil hasali'eady

been referred to, but this may be greatly modificcl by
preparation I f the ground and methods of plmting.

On all stifV soils, the best results are obtained when
pits for the plants are dug some months previous

to planting, so as to tlioroughly aerate and
pulverise the soil before the roots are put

into it. When so treated, the soil is less sub-

ject to cracking, and if planting is done when
it is dry and friable, as should always be the case,

little fear neeil be felt regarding the future. A
frequent cause of failure on such soils is planting by

the slit-system, and treading the soil firmly aroun I

The L.vrch Disease.

You were good enough to publish a few observa-

tions I sent you on this subject in your issue of

April 4 last. My views, although those of an amateur

arboriculturist, compiised theories founded on a long

experience among woods and plantations, and I may
say it was for the purpose of eliciting farther infor-

mation from practical foresters that I ventured to

address you on this important question ; but, with

the exception of a few desultory remarks from time

to time, and at length a summary, as he calls it, of

what had been said by your Banffshire correspon-

dent, nothing has emerged of any importance, or

calling for reply.

What I maintain is, that no one who has studied

animal and vegetable physiology can deny that any

kind of tree which is not indigenous to this country

rdiuires careful treatment in its propagation and

Fig. 10.- -viEw IN THE nnvAi. nnr.\Nii-.a. <iAr>DEN, ola^nevin, with

(SEE p. 89.)

ICONNELI. S llnNUMENT.

This layer prevents any cracks being formed in heavy

soil and evaporation from the surface, and retains

anv rain wdiicli falls in thunder showers, which, on

hard, dry ground, usudly runs off without doing

much good.

It is chiefly in young plantations, however, that

ilrought gives the forester any anxiety, especially the

first summer after planting, and it is n'>t uQcommon
to see a few weeks' dry weather in spring kill a large

percentage of newly-planted trees. How far the

drought alone is responsible for their death, we
do not pretend to say in all cises, but assuming

that the trees were perfectly healthy when planted,

and the roots uninjured by exposure, their death is

- usually attributable to one or more of the following

causes—late planting, unhealthy condition of the soil,

and the presence of a thick matted turf. Late

I'lanting is chiefly injurious to coniferous or ever-

green plants, but affects all kinds when hot sun and
drying winds arrive before the roots are in a proper

condition for taking up moisture. Unless moved
with a ball of earth, or transplanted with uncommon
care and despatch, no transplanted tree returns to its

the plants. In such a case, the latter are practically

enclosed in a brick-like mass when dry weather sets

in, and growth becomes au impossibility. In the

third cause of failure —a matted turf— the plants

simply die of starvation. This chiefly happens on

dry soils wdicn the trees are slit-planted, and where

the roots of the turf are in possession of the upper-

most layer of soil. The roots of the plants being

in or immediately below this turf, the available

moisture and plant-food are too small to cairy

the trees through the critical stage, and a short

spell of dry weather is usually fatal. On such

soils it is not uncommon to lind plants die the second

summer after planting, shruld this be hot and dry

—

a clear proof as to the nature of the complaint. On
dry, peaty soils, the same thing frequently happens,

the only remedy being cither pit-planting, or the

removal of the fibrous turf or peat before planting,

so that the roots are placC'l in fresh and friable soil.

Nothing is better for newly-planted trees than a

good tnulch of decaying vegetable matter ; but except

when replanting old wnmlland, this is difficult to

give in ordinary plantations. A, C. Forbes.

cultivation. I have seen the result of plauting

Larches in cold wet moorlands, with a hard retentive

(almost impervious) subsoil. These plantations

became branchy, and productive of cones at an early

period of their existence ; were, in short, affected with

disease of one kind or another long before they were

removed, and during the period of their decline men
came regularly to gather seed from them for the

nurseries. Now as the law of like begets like in both

the animal and vegetable kingdoms, we are bound to

believe that, notwithstanding the hardihood of the

Larix, its constitution has been degenerated by mis-

management, and hencG the want of success in grow-

ing this valuable tree all over Scotland, at least

during the latter and greater part of this century.

Ou referring to what Brown of Arniston, as he is

generally called, says on the subject of LarcU

diseases, I find he corroborates my conclusions. At

pp. 230-81 of the Forester, he says :
—" In collecting

the seed of the Larch, great care should be taken not

to gather it from diseased trees ; nor should it be

gathered from trees of a small size, for the very fact

of small Larch trees having seed upon them is enough
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to point out that they are not of sound constitution.

The seed of the Larch, as well as of all other trees,

fiiould be gathered from trees of large size, and which

are known to be sound. Were this point more attended

to, that disease in the Larch termed the rot might in

a great measure be in future prevented ; for it is w ell

known if the parent be diseased, that the seed of that

parent will be in a degree diseased also. Moreover,

as the most diseased trees generally bear the greatest

quantity of seed, the seed-gatherers who collect it for

nurserymen by the bushel will be ready to take

it where it is most plentiful, and will pay them

best." Again, after descantiug on the rapid

growth of the Dunkeld plantations in the latter end

of the last century, as well as on the valuable proper-

ties of this timber, Mr. Brown goes on to say, that on

the advice of the scientists of the day, the Larch was

planted extensively in all sorts of soil and situa-

tion. According to their opinion, it was one of the

hardiest and most easy of culture among our forest

trees ; and proprietors, relying too implicitly in

thi.s matter upon the soundness of these opinions,

planted Larch too indiscriminately upon all kinds of

soil, without having due respect to the nature of

the tree ; for the Larch, as well as every other

tree, is influenced by a natural law which restricts

it to a particular state of soil in order to develop

itself fully and perfectly, and from neglect of this the

disease, now so prevalent in the Larch has originatsd.

It is well known that, in many instances, whole

plantations of Larch trees have died— I m.ay say

almost suddenly."

Your correspondent, Mr. Michie, makes a sweep-

ing assertion in his letter of the 30th ult, viz. :—"I
have with great care dug up trees of difl'erent .ages quite

leprous with blister, and found the roots, the neck of

the plant, and a portion of the stem joining the root,

quite stout and healthy. It is a very common thing

to find the trees producing shoots from the lower

part of the stem below the blisters, and these shoots

afterwardn producing healthy trees, all of which com-

bine to prove that it is not any constitutional defect in

the tree which causes this blister, nor because it was

raised from seed from diseased trees, &c., " which,

being a plain contradiction to almost all I have

advanced and can prove to be correct on the subject, I

must either leave to more experienced men to respond

to, or do so myself at some future period. And yet

in the same communication Mr. Michie admits
" Frost, combined with dampness, is doubtless

destructive to the tree, which indicates that cold soils,

cold situations, and cold climates should be avoided,

and the opposite conditions carefully chosen and

adhered to. Excess of moisture is also fatal to the

tree, and must likewise be studiously avoided." Now,

really after all is this not nearly admitting all I have

been contending for? L. CapiUh, 'i2nd Jtrne, 1896.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CATTLEYA LABIATA MENDELI "HER
MAJESTY."

The varieties of Cattleya Mendeli, which are so

splendidly grown in an adapted fruit-house by F. C.

Jacomb, Esq., Cheam Park, Cheam, and which we have

previously had occision to note, have been even finer

than usual this season, and the lofty liouse in which

they are grown has been brilliant with their fine

flowers for a month past. None that is not con-

sidered a good variety is retained, and consequently

the species is represented at its best. Bat among

the many fine things which have flowered this se.ason,

none is comparable to the noble C. Mendeli Iler

Majesty, which took the highest award, and was so

much admired at the Manchester Royal Botanical

Society's Show on May .31, 1895. It seems scarcely

posfcible to conceive a more beautiful Cattleya than

this is, for it is excellent in every respect. Its finely-

formed flowers have white sepals and petals, deli-

cately tinted with rose, like the tinting of a pearl.

The beautiful labellum is white at the base, witli a

chrome-yellow zone, and an indescribably fine violet-

tinted crimson front lobe ; delicate rays of white and

purple springing from the base of the lip, and

extending to the front lobe.

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba.

The differences between the varieties of Cuttleja

labiata are often more marked by their flowering at

difl'erent seasons than by any definite variation in the

flowers themselves. Such as they are, they are more

marked in the albinos than in the forms having

normal colours ; so much so, indeed, that had the

fine flower I have received recently from D. B.

Rappart, Esq., Lisoard, Cheshire, been sent to me a

few months later, it would have passed muster as a

fine form of the old autumn-flowering labiata. As it

is, it requires careful examination to determine that

it is not C. Mossiic Wagneri, or C. Mendeli alba.

But there is the well-known odour of C. labi,ata Gas-

kelliana and the characteristic rounded front to the

lip, which there is also no mistaking. The flower is

of fine shape, pure white, with a clear yellow tinge

from the base to tlie middle of the lip. C. 1 ibiata

Gaskelliiua shares with C. 1. autumnalis the reputa-

tion of being the easiest Cattleya to grow, and the

freest to bloom. /. 0' B.

THE SEED TRADE.
The Promise of the Seed Harvest in Lincoln-

sHinE: Garden Seeds.—A visit to the districts of

Lincolnshire, where seed-growing is a staple occupa-

tion, has afforded an opportunity for making a kind

of forecast of the probable yield of the various crops.

Lincolnshire possesses some advantages over the seed-

growing portions, say, of Bedfordshire and Essex^
especially those parts of the latter county wliere the

soil is lightest—in that the ground is he.ivy and

retentive of moisture, therefore crops do not so soon

8u6Fer from drought ; still, most parts of the county

have suS'ered in this way, the efl'ects being, of course,

more marked in some parts than others.

Pens are largely grown for picking green and for

seed, and it was readily seen that early, mid-season,

and late varieties have suffered from lack of rain from

the time of sowing to ripening, and especially

is it true of the late varieties whicli have strong

and very succulent foliage, and which bloomed

during the driest and warmest weather. Very

large breadths of this variety were observed in some

districts, which promise a short yield of seed. In many
instances very few -pods formed, and the plants are

infested with mildew, thrip, and all other insect pests

whicli attack Peas, making them comparatively

worthless in some rases, and doubtful if even the

return will equal that which was sown. The yield of

the e.irly varieties, although small in quantity, is

generally of good quality. The quality of the seed of

the late Peas depends upon the character of the wea-

ther at the time of harvest, and it will not occasion

surprise if after so fine and dry a summer the season

of harvest should prove a wet and stormy one. Some

of second early varieties, such as Harrison's Glory,

which is largely grown in Lincolnshire, podded before

the hot weather set in, and the return from these

promises to be much better than the others.

Broad Beans.—In the case of Broad Beans, the hot

weather ruling at the time of flowering caused the

flowers to fall, and the yield therefore cannot be a

large one. The plants are generally healthy ; the

pods short, for the reason above stated ;
and the

quality promises to be good.

Callages.—Oa the other hand, the seed Cabbage-

plants have kept clean and healthy, and a good seed-

harvest may be anticipated—that is, about the first

week in August.

Carrots. -The Carrot-plant also sufi'ered much from

the drought ; the growth is very dwarf, and the

crops by no means promise well, thj dry weather

having caused a great deal of waste, many of the

plants decaying, and making no yield. The varie-

ties chiefly grown for seeds are the Altrincham,

James's Scarlet, and the New Red Intermediate.

PaM/ci/.—The crops of Parsley standing for seed

look fairly well, but like the other plants they are

afi'eoted by the drought, being stunted in growth.

Bed.—The promise of the seed crop from selected

roots is by no means good, it might be termed an in-

different one ; .and the yield must be very small.

Middleton Park Favourite as one of the best of the

dwarf crimson-leaved types ; and the Covent Garden

red, a large type suitable for market, are the two
principal varieties grown.

Railisk.—This is only partially grown for seed in

Lincolnshire, and also only occasionally ; what plan-

tations there are for seed promise a very short yield,

as owing to the dryness of the soil the plants could

have made but little gi'owth after being trausplanteil.

Turnip.—The choice early garden Turnips, white

and yellow, were much blighted, and when threshel

out the crop must be a light one.

Cress is not much grown, and the crop will be a

small one.

Mastard.—Very much smaller breadths than usual

of Mustard, both white and brown, were sown, owin^
to the prices realised during the last few years proving

uiiremunerative, and owing to the extreme drought,

and in some districts to the prevalence of the Mustard-

beetle; the yield from crops now standing must be

limited in quantity, the plant of the brown looking

even less promising than that of the white, as tlu

beetle devours both leaf and blossom.

Kaks and Broceolls show healthy plants, very clean,

and promise well for the seed-harvest.

Polalos.—Early varieties, which are much grown in

Lincolnshire for market . purposes, were dwarf in

growth, as a result of the drought, but the hauhn
w.is clean and he.althy. It is only off the best hand,

where the Potato is well grown, that .anything like a

good crop has been realised. The late varietits have

suffered much from the drought, and on heavy land.s

the yield must be an indifferent one. Spare as the

crop comparatively is, the prices at present being

realised are low. Should a heavy rain set in, a goo I

deal of super-tuberation may be looked for, and if

this should happen, it will be at the expense of

quantity and quality. Pisimi.

THE RABBIT AND THE
GARDENER.

The Oardeners' Chronicle has often had occasion 1

1

spaak favour.ably of the publications of the United

St-ues Department of Agriculture. It may be re-

membered that a few weeks ago mentio:) w.is mad i

in these columns of a buUetiu on the common cro.v

of the United States, which went to prove that th s

bird was to be regarded more as the friend of tlie

gardene.', the fruit-grower, and the farmer, than aj

tlieir enemy.

There has just been issued from the Government
Printing Office at Washington an interesting an. I

instructive report on the " Jack Rabbits " of the

United States. Although over here we are not

troubled with a plague of rabbits, yet it may not b >

uninteresting to English gardeners and fruit growers

t3 read something about the damage done to grain,

orchards, cropj, &c., in the States by those animals

which are known over the Atlantic as " Jack Rabbits."

These animals feed almost exclusively on the hav'.i

and leaves of shrubs and on herbage. They will e.ifc

Buffalo and Grama grass and Cactus, and are fond of

vegetables and Alfalfa, and also of tender bark.

Everyone knows the disastrous results which

followed the introduction of the common Europea'i

r.ibbit into Australia some thirty years ago, an I

nowhere have the methods of destroying r.abbits an 1

protecting crops bean so carefully investigated as on

that continent While the old-world rabbit belou^s

t'i an entirely different siiecies from the jack rabbit

of the West, and differs from them in habits, sonii

of the Australiam methods, it is thought, might be

used with advantage in the States, where the damage

done to crops by rabbits has been illustrated very

forcibly during recent years by the losses sustained by

farmers and orchardists in the arid regions of tlio

Weat through the depredations of the large native

hares, or jack rabbits. The introduction of irriga-
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tion and the cultivation of large tracts of land liavo

favoured tlie increase of rabbits in several States by

furuishiug a new source of food-supply. To such an

extent have their depredations increased, that the

extermination of jack rabbits has become a serious

question in California, Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, and

Utah. Dr. Palmer gives a general account of the

distribution and habits of the various species of

rabbits found in the United States; he shows the

methods which have been used to exterminate the

animals, and to protect crops from their depreda-

tions. Finally, he brings together facts and figurcj

cooceruing the economic uses of rabbits in general,

for the purpose of indicating how the native species

may bo more generally utilised.

The fact that the large ears of the jack rabbits

resemble those of tho well-known pack animal of the

West, ha? suggeste.l the common names of "jackass

hares," ''jack rabbits," or "jacks." In some parts

of California jack rabbits are called " n.arrowgauge

mules " and " small mule?," but these absurd terms

are not likely to come into general use. It may
be interesting briefly to sum up the contents of the

report :

—

The cost of properly protecting orchards and Vines

is often a large item in the expense of setting a new
orchard or vineyard.

In .Southern California, experience has shown that

a fence about 2 feet high affords ample protection,

and many orchards arc surrounded by lath fences

2 to 24 feet in height.

In other districts, higher fences have had to be

Duilt, and barbed wire extensively used.

Wliore tlie expense of fencing is too great, young

trees have been protected by wrapping the stems

with strips of burlap, gunny sacking, or coarse cloth,

an inch or two wide.

Some orchardists advocite painting the trunks of

the trees with mixtures distasteful to rabbits.

Whitewashing is .said to prove effective in some

cases, particularly if a mixture of glue and copperas

be added to the solution.

Too much reliance cannot, however, be placed on

smearing the trunks of trees.

The various species of jack rabbit are all more or

less alike in habits, and all feed largely on bark and

herbage. When food is easily obtained, and par-

ticularly on newly - cultivated land, the rabbits

increase r.apidly, ami do great damage to crop?. The
black-tailed species are more gregaricuis than the

prairie hare, and, as a rule, are more destructive. In

Modoc county, in the northern part of the State of

Cilifornia, nearly 25,000 jack rabbits were s,aid to

have been killed in three months, on a tract of land

only 6 by 8 miles in extent ; this being during

the period when the county law was in force. On a

ranche in the San Joaquin Valley, about 8000 rabbits

were killed in nine days. It will be seen that jack

r.abbits have a pretty tenacious hold on life when it

is stated that Ada County, Idaho, whicli has been

systematically killing oft" the jacks for fifteen years

under the county system, received more scalps and

expended more money for this purpose during 1895

than in any year since the county law first went into

eft'ect in 1S78.

The best means of protecting crops from the

attacks of rabbits, and, in fact, the only method
which can be relied on, is the use of rabbit-proof

fences. Under favourable circumstances, great

numbers of jack rabbits may be killel by drives or

large hunts; but this means of destruction will only

serve to reduce their number.?, and cannot be used to

exterminate the pests. Bounties are of little use, and
I the extermination of rabbits can only be accomplished

by co-operation on the part of individuals. Com-
mercial utilisation is the most promising and least

expensive method of keeping these pests in check in

localities where they are unusually abundant ; but
returns from this source will only partially offset the

losses sustained on account of injuries to crops. Jack
rabbits may be used for coursing, for their skins, or

for food.

In America, the rabbit question never has, and
probably never will, assume the proportions it has

assumed in Australia. The jack rabbits of the

United States are all indigenous species, and ordi-

narily are held in check by natural enemies and by

diaeiase. Although local conditions may sometimes

favour their temporary increase, yet natural agencies,

aided by the persistent and constantly-increasing war

of extermination, are gradually, but none the less

surely, dimiuishiug their numbers. Ucrherl C. Fijfe.

CHESHIEE NOTES.—I.

AsuFORD, Alderley Edge.—Ashford is a fine old

residential mansion of Gothic character, with numerous
pedimented roofs and black and white enrichments,

standing in the midst of a wooded park, and led up
to by a fine beechen avenue, entering from the public

road between Wilmslow and Alderley Edge. The
Beeches are getting up towards their prime, and formed

in the month of June, when my visit was made, a

splendid leafy arcade, as one moved along from the

entrance, in a fine sweeping curve, towards the house.

This has been quite a record year all over the

country for the profusion of (lowers on all species of

" Thorns," and the gaiety of the crimson and pink

blended charmingly and nn'St efifectively with the

white of the common Hawthorn. Nor did the

Horse-Chestnuts lack of crops of blossom, which

together about this park made a splendid show, and

acted as a florist foil to the gi'cenery of other neigh-

bouring trees, of which there is a good assortment at

Ashford. The flower-parterre, gay with Rhododen-

drons, Azaleas, and such-like June flowering-plants,

afforded a welcome enrichment to the lawn, so beauti-

fully green in an average year of rainfall, but lacking

in verdure now owing to the drought, and in that

way lessening the usual intensity of the contrasts of

colours. The grounds are well kept ; and the whole

place, which was a " bit rough " in former years, has

been remodelled and beautified by George Shirlaud

Ball, Esq., who has recently bought the property.

This gentleman, as some of my readers may be

aware, resided at Earl's Court, Bowdon, and foimded a

collection of Orchids there, among which were many
not.able things.

The whole of the Orchids have been transferred to

Ashford, and new houses erected suitable, according

to the idea of their owner, for their culture. The
whole of the wood-work consists of varnished

teak ; the whole of the fittings are cither brass or gal-

vanised iron, doing away altogether with paint, and they

bear on their face, as one examines details, a substan-

tiality and neatness, which shows that the Erst cost

must have been considerable, but that wear and tear

will be practically absent ; and the work done looks

as if it would last a lifetime. The stages are also of

teak, as are the lattice-work laid on the paths. The
brickwork is of that fine ruby -red Ruabon brick, which

does not easily alter its colour under exposure to

the baleful smoke ; and then the archways to uphold

the stone slabs that make a cover for the staging, are

after the style of those in the Stand Hall Cattleya-house,

from which Mr. Ball says he took his model. They
have the advantage of giving olf moisture copiously.

There are skeleton stages in all the houses, the stone

slabs being covered with charcoal, and then after a

6-inch vacancy stands the teak staging upon which the

plants ai'e placed. The necessary work is reduced to

a minimum by ample provision of taps aud India-

rubber hose, which is made to play not so much upon

the plan's as upon the charcoal midway between the

stone and the teak staging, and upon the floors them-

selves. The piping is ample, aud the boiler-power

therefore never put to too severe a test. The shading

is of those chip or lath blinds which are fast coming,

and very properly too, into general use for Orchid

culture particularly, and the whole to an " old hand
"

looks as if it had been supervised by a skilful hand.

There are two cool houses, oue in which plants of

Odontoglossum crispuin fill by far the larger part.

Each is 27 by 12 feet, with a pathway running up the

centre, and the plants are kept well up towards the

roof glass. This is always an advantage, as we see

here the strong, finelydeveh)ped young growths, aud

these in flower of asting quaUty. The white 0.

crispum here very fine, and there are some spotted

and flushed ones that command attention. There is

a great variety, and nothing in the flower way is more
generally useful. 0. Pescatorei was in fine form ; as

also 0. Andersonianum. Plants of 0. cirrosum and
Epidendrum vitellinum were in fine flower. In this

house there were remarked plants of Lajlia Dayana,
Oncidium macranthum, Cattleya citrina, &c.

No. 2 house is a show-house, and its temperature is

kept on the cool side, and a little less moist, so as to

aftbrd longevity to the flowers. Chief among the

novelties in flower were Dendrobium atro-violaceum,

a plant after the way of D. Veitchianum in habit,

and in flower conspicuous for its blackish-purple

rayed lip and green-and-white segments ; Cattleya

Mendeli and C. Schrodera; were represented by speci-

mens in flower, .as wati 0. vexillarium in several

varieties. In this cool climate Zygopetalum Gau-
tierii, the boldest-looking and best of the Z. Maxillare

section, was growing beautifully in more than one

specimen on a Tree-Fern, which w.is also living and
sending out fronds. This state of life for an epiphy-

tical Orchid may have something to do with the

remarkable exuberant state of the Z. Gautieri.

The Cattleya-house is 27 feet by 14 feet, and is

filled with some of the best forms of Cattleyas. That
they have improved in this new house was con-

spicuous to one who had seen them in their old

quarters at Bowdon. The climate was particularly

agreeable—far more pleasant than under the mid-day
sun on the day of our visit. Root-action is in the

meantime, so to speak, rampant, and the young shoots

are developing in proportion. A fine lot of C. labiata,

and none rarer or better than C. 1. alba and C. I.

Ballx, formerly described in the Oardcncrs Chronicle.

Then there was a fine piece of C. Schrodenc alba, a

promising plant of C. Gaskelliana alba, also of C.

Mo-ssiao alba, several plants of C. Skinneri alba, a

valued plant of C. Holfordi, C. Bowringiana, some
fine C. Triau:ci, several Ladia tenebrosa, but singular

to say, no La;lia purpurata.

The Cypripedium-house is also 27 feet by H feet.

Tlie collection is very choice, and of the best

kinds. We place at the head of the list C. callosum
Sandenc, then C. insigne Sanderaj, Lawrenceanum-
Hyeanum, a pretty yellowish crest of green, but too

stitf and petals incurved—withal a beautiful thing;

venustum Measuresianum, said to be a yellow venus-

tum, C. X Leeanum giganteura, Ruthschildianum,
still the best of that division of the species, grande

atratum, and lots of others, all doing well.

The Dendrobium-house is a span-roof, lighter than

the others, and is constructed for the hanging up of

plants, not one above another, but with a clear passage

below. The path is 12 feet wide, covered with teak, and
what water falls from the plants above gets between
the teak openings. This is a capital arrangement.

The finer plants are suspended, the commoner herd
are placed on stages surrounding the house. Mr.

Ball has a very fine assortment of choice Dendrobes,

and the collection is very promising. Sume grow in

pots, some in teak baskets, and some in open pot-

kiskets. The best piece of D. nobile Ballianum we ever

saw is here, and it does not show that " mifly " dispo-

sition which most of the special variety does. It is

evidently a natural hybrid, else there would bj no

pinkish frayings about the lip—and to boot, nobile is

a free grower. D. Wardianum album is pushing

strong growth, and it is of the best variety too.

There are others here, but the one in question is a

"champion." D. nobile giganteum, Stand Hall var.

,

stands at the head of the section, always barring

nobilius, an improvement, however, on that variety

in form, standing flat, ou a plane. D. x Schneidcria-

num is in several plants, and it is one of the best

hybrids ; it is a pity that .Mr. Holmes, the raiser, cannot

reproduce it. D. nobile A mesia! is doing well; also

D. X Rocbeliui, the pelorial D. n. Cooksoni, the D.

X Cypherx, D. x melanodiscus, D. x Venus, D.

Johnsoni—a lovely white form, worthy of getting up

into specimen size, and one, too, of the most distinct.

There are many others which one finds in all collec-

tions. So far as we have seen, most growers can

handle Dendrobes, and grow them to please the eye

well, but some of our best growers fail at finishing

them so as to produce flowers of best quality. Some
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evidently winter them too cold, aome too hot ; the

happy medium would doubtless produce the best

results.

There are houses in which floweriug plants and

Ferns are grown to supply indoor demands. There

was a capital show of Grapes in a vinery 30 by 14 feet,

in which there is a mixed company of Black Ham-
burgh, Muscat of Alexandria, and Alicante ; the

canes strong, the leaves large, stiff, and full of vigour,

and the bunches show high promise—all growing in

an inside border. The question is, will they last ?

Melons, Cucumbers, and Tomatos look vigorous and

promising.

The place is under the management of Mr. Alex-

ander Hay, who evidently understands hia work, and
does it very well. That he was appreciated by his

fellow gardeners residing about Bowdon there ia

evidence io a fine barometer that was presented to

him, bearing the following inscription, " Presented to

Mr. Alexander Hay by the members of the Altrincham

Improvement Society, April 8, 1896." /. A.

METHODS OF PROPAGATION.
(Continued from yi. 23, Juhf 4.)

BelitOLass Work —The raising of plants from

cuttings is such a simple matter that it is practised

with much success by amateurs, professionals, and

even the dear old lady, who attributes her good luck

to inserting a Barley-corn in the peth (s!c) of her cut-

ting to ensure its rooting, and who boasts with par-

donable pride that all the plants in her"wiuder,"

and in her "garding," too, were raised by herself.

Doubtless, she will consider any hints from me
entirely superfluous. I am addressing other readers,

however, and first, we will take what may be called

for distinction, "Bell-glas-i" work. The great secret

of success in this is cleanline.ss.

The pot or pan, the bell-glass, the soil, the crocks,

and the sand, must be specially cleansed and prepared,

aa well as the cutting. The pot should be a new one,

fully porous, but immersed in water a few hours before

using it. The bell-glass should be thoroughly washed

in soda ley, dried and polished with a leather. The
soil mast be mixed according to the kind of plant to

be struck, but as a rule peat and loam, with enough
sharp Bedford or river-sand to make it porous, is

suitable, and some clean dry crocks (potsherds),

for drainage, with an admixture of small pieces of

charcoal to prevent the mixture souring. The .silver-

aand to cover the surface of the soil must be baked

before using, this being necessary to kill any spore^

of moss, or Liverwort ( .Vlarcluntia), that may be
adhering to the granules. Neglect of this may ruin

•all, as in a short time these minute spores will grow,

covering the surface of the sand with the interlacing

threads of minute mosses, or the clo.se cellular

fronds of the Liverworts. The pots .should

not be larger than 3'2's, even 48's are preferable,

and the bell-glass should just fit inside the rim of the

pot. Let VIS now prepare some pots. Place over the

hole a curved crock, concave side downward, and
then on this some smaller ones, and aliove these a

little clean peat fibre, and then add the prepared

soil up to within an inch of the pot rim
;
press firmly

and evenly with the bottom of a pot, and then fill up
level with the rim with the baked sand, sprinkling

the same with water from a fine-rose pot. Stand
each on one side imtil you have a sufficient number
ready, and then prepare your cuttings. Being com-

'

paratively easy, let us begin with the soft-wooded

Heaths (which should be .struck about midsummer),
auoh as E. gracilis, hyemalis, caffra, Wilmorcana,
regerminans, and persoluta (in variety). Cut off

some stout free growth of the current year, and
holding it by the base, proceed to trim oS' their

small circular leaves with a pair of sharp scissors

from the base up to within A inch of the growing
point. Cut the cutting with a very sharp knife about

IJ inches long, and when you have prepared enough,
proceed to dibble them into your propagating-pot. H
only a few are required, let them be put in as near
the outside of the pot as will allow the bell-glass

to be put over without touching them ; be careful to

close the soil well round them, and finish up neatly

and level, finally putting on the bell-glass. Do not

water again, but plunge the pot to within an inch of

the rim, and shade by a piece of brown paper laid on

the knobs of the bell-glasses. Next morning these

glasses will be dull from the moisture condensed on

the inner surface, therefore lift them one at a time,

and wipe each thoroughly dry, and clean, and replace

them over your cuttings, shading as before. The
third morning proceed similirly. but in addition

using the same compost, but adding a little sifted

well-decayed manure. Shade for a few days, and
then transfer them into a cooler house, giving light

and air freely except in the middle of the day, when
the shading should be used. Other Heaths may be

raised thus, such as some of the ventricosas, vestitas,

and Cavendiahii, but they take a little longer to root.

The most difficult are the " tricolor " section ; these

require lighter soil and a double pot, that is, if the

cuttings are put into a 61-pot, this should be stood in

f(0. 17.—interior of the r.vlm stove, royal bjranical garden, glasnevi.'*.

(see p. 89.)

give the cuttings a little water, being c.irefal to

avoid wetting tho foliage. In less than a month the

cuttings will show signs of growth, when they may
be alloweil a small quantity of fresh air by tilting the

glasses on one side, but continuing the shade. The
temperature of the plunging-bed should not be Ie.ss

than 60" or 70°, and the house about the same at

night, with a slight increase during the day. In

from six weeks to two months, all the cuttings will

be rooted, when the bell-glasses may be left off', but

the shading continued ; and in a short time the little

plants may be jiotted into thimbles (smallest 72"3),

a 48-pot, resting ou some fine crocks at the bottom, and
then the space between the sides of the pots filled in

with fine crocks and charcoal, the bell-glass resting

on this mixture. The enemies to be fought are

damp and rust, both inducing destructive fungoid

growtli. Only put in one, or at most two, rings of

cuttings in your 60-pot, as near tho outer rim as

possible, and then pile a few pieces of broken char-

coal in the centre, covering up cloaoly with a bell-

glass. If any rust or mildew shows itself in minute

spots on the leaves, put a pinch of flowers-of-sulphur

on the charcoal at night ; cover up, and remove it in
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the morning, when yuu clean your bell-glass. This

may be repeated at intervals of two or three days

until all danger has passed.

Among greenhouse plants the Acacias stand pro-

minent, both for their early flowering, brightness,

and grateful fragrance. .Such free-growiug kiad.s as

A. dealbata and A. Kiceana are admirable for covering

back-walls or pillars. Many of them are easily raised

from cuttings, such as A. armata, A. Drummondi,

but the longifolia section are a long while rooting,

Pimeleas should also begrafted in this simple manner,

using Pimelea Hondersouii or deoussata for the stock.

I', spectabili.s and P. hispida, two of the host, make
neat and useful plants thus grafted, but both may be

struck frcim cuttings of the young wood when a

heel is taken, though they are a long time about.

Many gardeners find a difficulty in striking the varie-

gated CVtbsei, a most effective climber for large con-

servatories and winter gardens, but if they will take

the young wood in the spriiig with a, heel, they may

Fig. 18.—addisun's WALK— yews, ruval botanical, garden, glasnevjn,

(SEE p. 89.)

but if grafted" on young seedlings of A. lophaiitha,

they not only make good plants more rapidly, but
flower sooner and more freely. Merely cut the stock

halt through, the scion likewise, bind together with

worsted or cotton, and plunge in a close heat for a few

days. Aphelexis and Phceuocoma can be struck

freely in gentle heat, and soon make good useful

plants ; but, thougli the Buronias may also be easily

rooted under bell-glasses, they are better grafted upon
a stock of B. serrulatt The deliciously fragrant B.

megastigma 'roots freely treated in the same way as

the hard-wooded Heaths.

make sure of 50 per cent, succeeding under a bell-

glass.

The Correa does not strike easily, but may be grafted

onC. bicoloror C. alba ; C.tardiualis especially, perhaps

the most useful and showy of all, should be put on

the stock as near tlie surface of the soil as possible.

Among the Cactaceje none are more useful than the

winter-flowering sections known as Epiphyllum.

They all make plants eiisily from cuttings, but these

are more useful for hansiug basket work than for

stage decoration. To have tall useful plants of thein

flowering freely from every point, graft then) on thg

furious Pereskia aculeata, which seems to hold an
intermediate place between the leafless Cacti and the

Euphorbias. Cut your Pereskia to the height you
reiiuire, and split down the top joint. Then take a

piece of the Epiphyllum—say two or three phyllodes

or mock leaves, and place the lower end in the cut of

the stock, so that the split pieces may rest on each

side of the woody centre of your scion ; bind with
wick cotton, and keep all close in the double light of

your propagating-pit, and in a mouth a good union

will be effected. The most distinct and useful old

varieties are Madame Courant, tricolor, violaceum

superbum, and Veitch's very lovely novelty, Russel-

ianum Gaertneri, which has flowers almost as large as

Cactus specioaus, of a brilliant orange-scarlet colour,

which are produced at every point of its gracefully-

drooping branches. It grafts easily on Pereskia, and
soon makes a good plant.

When we were writing of indoor grafting, a genus
of greenhouse shrubs, the Neriums (Oleanders) was
omitted. These are known on the Continent as

' Laurier Rose," and in the south make trees and
shrubs iu the open air. They have been much im-

p oved by the bybridiser of late years, and now present

us with many exceedingly lovely and desirable forms.

These are all grafted on the common single-flowei'ed

Uleander, either by approach grafting, or by tongue or

cleft grafting, merely keeping the worked plants close

for a few weeks after working. The most distinct are

Madoni graudiflorum (a semi-double white), the Double

Pink, and Double White. To bloom them well, give

manure-water while growing, and when the buds have

set, take care never to allow the soil to get dry;

indeed, standing the pots in pans of water is advisable.

On the continent, amateurs often raise Oleanders by
putting a cut branch in a bottle of water, and then

suspending it on a south wall, adding more water as

evaporation takes place. Pleroma and Lasiandra

niacrantha will root in this manner — by plunging the

bottles in the warm tan of the Pine stove.

There remain yet a few plants which should be

raised as cuttings under bell-glasses, but which are not

difticultsulijects. The Australian Milk-worts (Polygala)

strike freely if small cuttings of the young wood he

taken and inseiteil iu sandy soil under a bell-glass.

The same may be saiil of othef pretty winter aud early

epiiug-flowering plants ; the SoUyas, and the Tre-

mandra^—one that used to be called " Tetratheca

ericoides," makes a very graceful table-plant, grown

in a 60 or 48-pot ; while the Heaths of New Holland

( Kpacrids) can be increased freely by striking cuttings

of the young wood under bell glasses in gentle heat,

being careful to avoid getting much water over the

foliage till the cuttings have struck.

The criticism of your correspondent, Mr. C. Itoll,

iu your issue for May '), had escaped my notice.

I do not court a paper war, but would call

attention to the fact that I was advising quite an

exceptional method of grafting, necessitated by the

circumstance that the tree to be grafted waa already

old and established. If Mr. I. has followed my papers,

he will find I do not advocate grafting by the cleft, but

I thought it the best way iu this case. Experience,

Plant Notes,

GAILLARUIA ARISTATA QRANDIFLORA.
Amongst hardy herbaceous plants, the varieties of

Gaillardia aristata are great favourites here, owing to

their long-continued flowering and graceful appear-

ance. The flowers last for a long time after being

cut, a fact which was illustrated lately by a box of

blooms I received through the post from Messrs.

Kelway, of Langport, which were in good condition

a week afterwards. Judging from the collection,

great paius have been taken in improving this species,

and the colours of the blossoms varied from pure

yellow to almost entirely brown, and some of them

had the tubular florets of G. Lorerujiana, only they

are arranged in a single row ; and these varieties, if

not quite S3 showy as the others, afford a pleasing

variation in foim. Plants may be easily ra'sed from

seed, which wjU f)ower the same season if sown early
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on a slight hotbed, aud transplanted to the flower-

border when large enough. These last for several

seasons, except in very severe winters, with but little

attention. The plant may be likewise increased by

division of the roots. The soil for Gaillaidlas should

be moderately rich and moist, and the position open

and sunny. The plant shows to great advantage

wlien situated on a rockei-y at a few feet above the

ground-level. H'. H. Divers, Btlvoir CasUc Gardens.

FOOD OF CROPS.
It must always be remembered in estimating the

manurial value of garden-refuse, stable Utter, sea-

weed, or any other vegetable matter, that a con-

siderable portion of the plant-food ingredients con-

tained in these Bubstp.uoes, namely, phosphoric acid,

potash, and nitrogen, possess little if any value in

excess of that which is already in the soil in the

shape of undecomposed crop residue. A soil may
show by chemical analysis to the depth of 9 inches

from the surface to contain 4000 lb. of nitrogen per

acre, and yet the yiell of crop will be very small
;

and the addition of 150 lb. of nitrate of soda or

sulphate of ammonia, providing only some 22 lb. of

nitrogen available to the growing plants, is of more
immediate value to that crop than the 4000 lb. that

is practically locked up and unavailable. Yet from a

purely chemical standpoint, by laboratory-test, the

soil may be already supplied with enough nitrogen

for the production of average crops to last 100 years

and more.

Some important investigations at the experiment

station of Sir John Lawes, show that the Rothamsted
soil may contain in its first 9 inches of depth 2452 lb.

of phosphoric acid, .and yet the addition of 3 cwts. of

superphospliate, as manure, will increase in the aver-

age of years the crop of Barley from 2S to 42 bushels

per acre, provide! available nitrogen i^ present.

The same soil shows on analysis in the top 9 inches

of depth the enormous amount of 35,815 lb. of

potash per .".ere, and yet the addition of suljihate

of potash as manure, which provides potash in a

much more readily aud usable form, is found to

increase in a marked degree the yield both of grain

and straw ; and under corresponding conditions, the

production of starch in Potatos, and of sugar in root-

crops, is Largely increased by the use of potash as

manure. Wbere very large dressings of good and
well-mode stable or farmyard mauure is used, the

direct application of potash will be less necessary,

because animal excrements contain a large proportion

of this element. J. J. ^yillh, Harpctifhii.

The Week's Work.
THE ORCHID HOUSES.

Sii W. H. Weiite, Oychid Grower, Bur/ord, Dorkinij.

PHAIUS HUMBLOTI.—From the time of its intro-

duction from Madagascar this lovely species has been
cultivated very generally in the house with the highest

temperature, and many of us know from experience
that this has after a while resulted in the plants

deteriorating in condition. On several occasions
cultivators have been advised in these columns to try

the plants under ordinary Cattleya-house treatment,
imder which they undoubtedly here have made much
progress, but which was not altogether satisfactory.

For the benefit of cultivators, the advice given me by
.an enthusiastic .amateur who is successful in the
cultivation of this family of Orchids, is well worth
following by those who have liitherto failed to obtain
good results. After trials in various warm and
intermediate temperatures, some few plants were
placed in a shady position in the cool Odonto-
glo^sum-house, where, under the ordinary treat-

ment as to watering, &o., they quickly regained
health, with good leaves and strong flower-spikes.

I am assured that this species, 'which hitherto has
been placed in the category of plants difficult to

manage, is now happily considered to be the easiest

Orchid to grow amongst a larga and varied collection.

Any plants of this species which have finisli^d flower-

ing will begin to grow afresh, and some, may require
to bo repotted. They should be potted a little below
tliB riw of the pot, }ike aa ordinary Stove-pjatit, Ihe

potting material being of a firm though porous nature,

such as fibrous loam, leaf-soil, and sphagnum-moss,
in equal parts, with a large proportion of small crock.s,

mixing the whole well together. Previous to re-

potting, examine the base of the pseudo-bulbs and
roots m case raealy-bug or scale may be present. The
potting should be done moderately firmly, but do not

afford ranch water till the roots are seen to be pushing
through the compost, when the quantity should be

gradually increased. When grown in the warmer
divisions this species is always iufested with yellow

thrips, which, without doubt, cause uubcalthiness,

but if placed in the caol-house, these insects may not

give trouble — at any rate, cultivators should give th-s

cool method of culture a trial.

OTHER SPECIES OF PHAIUS that do well in the

warmer houses, as P. Sauderianus, P. grandifolius, P.

M'allichii, P. tuberculosus, P. Blumei, P. assamicus,

P. Cooksoni x , P. Marthas x , P. Owenaa x , P.

Owenianus x , and Phaius-Calanthe Arnoldia), being

now in full growth, should be afforded water copiously

at the root, and shaded from strong sunshine.

ERIAS. — Among Orchids not generally sough
after are the Erias, several varieties of which are

really worth cultivation, well-bloomed plants of

the following species being very pretty and in-

teresting objects : E. densiflora, E. floribunda, E.

bractescens, E. stellata, E. acervata, E. flava, E. esca-

vata, .and the graceful E. aeridostachya ; all of them
flower freely, and their cultivation presents no diffi-

culties. These plants, which start to grow at this

season, should be repotted if the compost be decayed,

using fresh materials, viz., peat aud sphagnum-moss
in equal qviantities, in well-drained pots. The Cat-

tleya house, or that part of the warmer division which
is freely ventilated, will suit them.

DISA GRANDIFLORA AND ITS VARIETY, BAR-
RELLII.—These plants have their flower buds well

advanced. They are liable to be infested with green-

fly, which, if not destroyed, soon spoils the beauty of

the flowers. The brush and sponge are the best

means of ridding the plants of aphis, afterwards

laying the plants on their sides, and syringing them
till quite clean. It is not advisable to fumigate thcsj

plants with tob.acco at any time, the foliage 'oeiug

very tender, aud li.fble to injury. The plants should

be freely supplieil with water till they go out of

bloom, when the quantity should bo gradually

reduced, but not entirely withheld.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Ihi W. Pope, Gardener, Highclcre Castle, Ncwhary.

MELONS. — The phanls which are to furnish a

supply of la'e fruits should now be phanted. Melon
plants carrying several fruits will require very liberal

supplies of water at this sea.son, much more being

now needful than the earlier plants required when
the days were shorter and the sun heat less. The
watering of the beds should be thoroughly done,

small quantities frequently afforded doing harm by
the roots often being left dust-dry whilst the surface

may be moist. In affording water, it should not

come in contact with that part of the stem that is, as

it were, between wind and water, and a close stag-

nant state of the air in the house should be avoided,

otherwise canker may be set up. If the surface of

the Melon-bed cracks, as will occur when a clayey

kind of loam is made use of, a thin coating

of well-rotted manure should be applied as a mulch.
Remove all the superfluous growths on the bine, and
properly support the fruits. Excepting at the times

of flowering and setting or ripening, the foliage may
be syringed daily in fine weather when the pit or

house is closed in the afternoon, and at other times

sufficient moisture will be secured by sprinkling the

floor, walls, &c. Plants growing in dung-pits and frames

shoull have the growth thinned and regulated, and sun-

heat fully utilised by shutting up after sprinkling the

plants and the soil ; with more air and less moisture,

however, as soon aa it is observed that the fruit is

beginning to ripen.

FIGS.—Trees with ripening fruit should be afforded

air abundantly, day and night, the soil .should be kept

less moist, aud aerial humidity reduced, but care should

be taken that the trees are not impoverished.

Old Fig-trees which are swelling-off the second

crop of Figs should ba liberally supplied with manure-
water at the root, and freely and forcibly syringeil on

fine afternoons. The fruit on such trees should be

somewhat severely thinned if the same trees will have

to furnish early fruits next year. The shoots should
"
be' thinly laid-in, so that there will be ample space

' between them, and laterals should be stopped at the
' fourth or fifth leaf, reokuuing from the base ;

or if

crowding be feared, remove them entirely. The
mulching may be renewed if this be thought desirable,

using the dung of corn-fed horses, which, besides

admitting air and water freely, contains considerable

quantities of ammonia, which is very beneficial to the

Fig. It is prudent to afford but little stimulus to

very vigorous trees, whether young or old, or exces-

sive growth will result, which is sure to mature
unsatisfactorily. Fig - trees growing in pots or

tubs, and intended for forcing early next

year, should be well supplied with water at

the roots, also with mauure - water occasionally,

and syringed once or twice a day. The very

vigorous growths on these trees will require to have
the points pinched out so as to preserve a proper

balance of growth, and induce fruitfulness. Afford

the trees plenty of space for light and air to play

around them, so that the shoots make stui'dy and
thoroughly ripened wood by the end of the season.

CUCUMBERS.—The plants which are to supply

Cucumbers in the autumn till the winter Cucumber
plants come into bearing, should be planted forth-

with. Those plants now in bearing should have all

exhausted growths removed once a week, fresh bine

laid-in, stopping all secondary shoots at one leaf be-

yond the fruit, affording water copiously at the roots,

aud avoiding overcropping.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
B]i C. Herrin, Gardener, Dropitiorc, Maitkiilt^ad.

LATE CELERY.— Although Celery-plants put out

at this season cannot be expected to produce largo

heads, the smaller heads produced are very acceptable

in the spring, when the best are consumed. Owing
to these late plants not being lai'ge, they are the

better able to endure the severity of the winter with
but littlo injury, if slight protection be afforded

them. Should the Celery -trenches be not taken out,

they should now bo prepared as advised for earlier

crops, with the exception that they may be nar-

rower, i e., 18 inches wide, an<l 3 feet apart. Each
such trench will accommodate two row.s of plants,

and atTord sufficient earth for efficient muulding-up.

A few hours before the planting is done, wh eh
should be late in the day, allbrd water copiously to

the soil in the trenches, and moderately to the plants

to be transplanted. A slight shade should be given

for a few days after planting, by sticking some tree

branches along on the sunny side of the trench.

EARLY AND MAIN-CROP CELERY will require

frequent watering whilst the drought lasts, otherwise

growth will bo stunted, and the stcks acquire tough-

ness. The earliest planted Celery, if well attended

in this respect, will have made good growth, and it

may now be eartheil-up for a few inches in length, or

stout brown paper bound round the sticks, leaving the

earthing to be done later on.

WINTER SPINACH.—This usually important ve^e-

t.able requires a thorough preparation of the land.

Choose an open quarter, for instance that which has

been cleared of the early Potato crop, and if the soil

be in good heart, no further manuring will be needed

;

but as the ground should be moderately rich, some
short well-decomposed manure may be forked-iu if it

be considered necessary, keeping it, however, near the

surface. After breaking down the clods, trample it

evenly and regularly all over, making the surface

fine, aud apply a slight dressing of fresh soot.

Now draw the drills, which should be rather more
than 1 inch deep, and 15 inches apart. Pi'oviding

the seed is new and good, thin sowing is to be recom-

mended, as the plants will eventually require to

stand at about 8 or 9 inches asunder. The best time

for sowing Spinach varies with the locality, and two
sowings should be made, one forthwith, and the

second one about August 10, which will suit the

majority of gardens. It should be borne in mind
that a good strong plant will stand a severe winter

better than a small late-sown one. Either round or

prickly-seeded varieties may be sown ; and I find

that the selected Victoria, or Long-standing Round-
seeded, answer well for most gardens and soils for

winter use, and it is an improvement on the Prickly-

seeded Winter Spinach. The leaf-production of this

variety is very marked, as compared with the old

prickly seeded variety.

LIFTING POTATOS.—luuly and mid-season varie-

ties have quickly ripened off, and in the event of

wot weather setting in, it will be advis.able to lift all

that have their skin sufficiently set, otherwise a

second growth may be made, much to the deteriora-

tion of the quality of the tubers. After lying an

hour or two, those intended for consumption should
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be gathered up an"! stored thialy in a cool, dark shed
;

nnd those for seed may be left for a few days, and theu
be stored thiuly on shelves in a cool frost-free place.

Should wet weather occur, the Potato-disease wouM
probably spread rapidly, as was the case last year ; and
where Potitos are ripe enough for storing, it is ad-

visable, if only for this reason, to store them while
they are in a dry condition. The tuber* should bo
liaudled carefully, so as to preserve the skin intact.

SHALLOTS AND GARLIC—These bulbs will now
bo ready for lifting, and after letting th;m lay on the
ground for a day or two, they may be stowed away
in the root-store, or some other cool and dark pla.-o.

Shallots have made good firm bulbs this year.

FRENCH BEANS IN COLD PITS.—About theend of

the present month any vaomt cold pits may be utilised

for raising a crop of French Beans. If the old soil,

&c., remain in these pits, a smiU quantity of fresh

p lil and rotten manure should be stirred into

it, made quite firm by trampling, aud the seed dibbled
in, in lines \i> inches apart. The plants from this

sowing .should come into bearing before the end of
September. The lights should be kept off the pits

until tliere is danger from frost.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By jNo. McIntvre, Gardener, Woodsidc, Darliiiglon.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.—This species of Lily, if

grown one bulb in a small pot, are pretty objects in

the conservatory, or whoa grouped with other plants

in entrance-halls and similar places. The bulbs will

now have pushed out roots, aud if space was left

when the bulbs were potted for moulding-up the
growth as it advances, the size of the bloom and the
vigour of the plaut will be much assisted by filling

'ip the space that was left with loam and peat in

roughish pieces—these the young roots quickly seize

ii|>ou. A small quantity of Clay's or Thompson's
fertiliser may also be mixed with the soil.

AZALEA INDICA.—These plants having complete I

their chief growth, .should bo placed out-of-doors, iu a
w.irm position, sheltered from wind, aud where the
SHU does not reach them for a longer time than three
hours ; at the first, even less than this is advisable, as
the foliage having been made indoors, soon gets dis-

c 'loured if exposed all at once to mucli sunshine.
Ill fourteen days they will stand longer and fuller ex-

posure to the sun. When turning these plants out-of-

doors, if thrips or red-spider are seen on examination
of the leaves, syringe them thoroughly with Fowler's
Insecticide, doing this in the manner advised
by the sellers. If the plants were re potted a
few years ago, and they are in a root-bound
state, it will be well to assist them with liquid farm-
yard manure freely diluted with clear water. If
frequent overhead syringing be practised with weak
cow-dung water, insect eueiiiies are prevented from
attacking the foliage of Azaleas, and a healthy green
appearanc3 is given the plants, without which speci-

men Azaleas are poor things. Many other species of
liard-woodoJ plants slioidd no v be withdrawn from
the houses anfl placed out-of-doors, such are Ac.ici.as,

ICricas and Camellias, Pittospermum, Myrtus,
Kugeuia, Oranges, Lemons, &c., all of which should
be placed in shaded positions at first.

CYTISUS.— These plants, if they .ire placed out-
of-doors, should h.ave their pots plunged iu some cool
material, such as leaf-soil or sand, and, in fact, all

pUants in pots and tubs should, when put iu the open,
liave protection afforded the latter, or injury to the
roots may occur.

CROTONS.—Afford these plants weak liquid

-

manure twice a week. The following may be
employed with success, viz. :— cowshed-drainings.
Clay's, Thompson's, and Beeson's Fertilisers.

GARDENIAS.—Any plants brought on from the
spring strikings may now receive a shift—say into
flower-pots of 6 inches diameter, placing them when
repotted in a Melon-house or warm pit in order to
obtain rapid growth. Later-struck plants may have
their final shift, using 4 or o inch pots, in which they
will flower well. As a compost for this last shift

' Hie peat, loam, and dried cow-duug, the first two in
a coarse state, aud the last finely broken up.

REIDIA GLAUCESCENS is a pretty subject for
the dinner-table, its beautiful foliage being alone
sufhcient to reeommeud the plant for this purpose,
although when covered with its small flowers it

has its charms heightened. It is an easily-propagated
plant, aud one which, with ordinary cultural atten-
tion, can be had in good condition throughout the
season. Cuttings should be struck in heat, and
potted in 4-iuoh flower-pots in peat, leaf-mould, .and

loam, with a sprinkling of silver-sand. A -J-inch

pot will grow a Reidla of a desirable size, aud large

plants are not of so much usefulness as small ones.

GLOXINIAS.—Plants that are now going out of

flower should be brought to a state of rest gradually,

any hurrying of the proeess resulting in weakened
bulbs another year. AS'ord less and less water till

the leaves die down, then store away in a cool place

at this season. Where a succession of flowers is

looked for late this season, the plants will have been
raised fro-n seeds sown at the end of the winter, and
grown on without large shifts, these plants being
now pushed on rapidly in heat, with a considerable

amount of humidity in the air.

GENERAL HINTS.—The work of ventilating the
various houses will now require much vigilant atten-

tion, many of the plants having completed their

growth for the se ison, and more air will be needed
than earlier to get the new wood matured. Stove-
plants should be very carefully watered, as any back

of moisture at the roots is injurious at this hot
season, the Larger plants growing in tubs recpiiriug to

bo watered at least twice a day, particularly those
which are filled with roots.

THE HARDY FRXJIT GARDEN.
Bi/ G. WooDOATE, Gankii'r, Rjlksloa Ilall, Burton-on-Trent.

STRAWBERRY-BEDS.—Strawberry plants which
have been cleared of fruit, aud of which no runners
are required, should have the latter cut off, and tlie

beds cleaned of weeds. As b it little raiu has fallen

in many p.arts it may be fouu 1 prudent to afford the
bads a thorough application of water, following this

with .another of manure-water on the next day. It

this bo not done, the plants miv prematurely lose

their foliage, and the crowns fail to reach perfect
development. All runners should be removed from
the planted-out forced plants, and the latter well
supplied with water.

RUNNERS. — When the layered runnei-s have
filled their pots wi'h roots, they may be severed
from the parent plants, copiously watered, and stood
for a few days in a shady position. Continue to layer
Strawberry runners iu pots, for forcing or planting
out purposes.

FRUIT TREES.—The soil for some distance around
all young fruit trees c irryinga crop of fruit should be
well saturated with water. Pyramids and ot'.ier small
trees which have been mulched, or the soil rendered
crumbly, or which is lightly dug over, can be easily
afforded water ; but larger trees in orchards under
gr.iss are not eo easily afforded water, an<l they
should have holes m.ade with a sharp point-d crow-
bar, about 1 yard apart as far as the roots extend, to
allow the w.iter to percolate dowu to them.

WASPS are now bjcomiug numerous, and their
nests must be sought for and destroyed. It is wise
policy to buy queens at a penny apiece about the end
of the month of May, and give sixpence for every nest
taken within the ridius of a mile of the garden. If this

were generally done their numbers would be g. eatly

lessened. As man is powerless to destroy every nest,

aud a good thing that he cannot do so, it is well to be
provided with a number of wide-mouthed bjttles,

which should be half-filled with stale beer, or sugar
aid water, to be hung up iu the branchei of trees on
which fruit is ripening. Immense numbers of wasps
and flies are caught iu these traps.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hedlev Warren-, Gardener, Aston Clinton, Trinj.

GENERAL WORK.—The floral display is now at its

be^t, and the time is propitious for uote-takiug to

serve for future reference. It can now be seen where
mistakes have been made in the arrangements of
colour or of plants, and what would be better
adapted for certain positions, aspects, &o. Box,
Laurels, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuia sibirica

(T. plicata), Holly, and other hedges of evergreens
may be clipped or cut witli s:eatcu.r or the knife

;

and all growths of shrubs and trees may be removed
when encroaching on the walks .and lawns, or on other
planti. Lawns and walks should be kept neat and
trim, and the paths of gravel, sand, and spar kept
free from weeds, and rolled in the case of binding
materials. All flower-beds should be cleared of weeds,
aud the plants of seed-vessels, decaying blooms, and
leaves, tiroups of shrubs aud trees standing near to

frequented walks should be freed of all disfiguring
undergrowth of Nettles or other weeds. The suckers
arising from the stocks ou which Roses and Khodo-
dendrons are worked should be pulled up and not cut
off, a second lot of suckers coming up if they.are cut ofl

during the present season. All inferior blooms on
Roses should be removed, and the longest growth^ of

hybrid perpetuals should be somewhat shortened
back, Teas and Noisettes being, however, allowed to
grow unchecked. Subtropical plants growing in beds
or borders should receive timely support, or serious
damage may be done them by the wind or rain.
Where such plants are planted in beds, the under-
growth, if any, should be kept closely pegged down
to the soil.

MARGUERITE CARNATIONS raised from seed sown
early are rapidly coming into flower, promising to
furnish a large quantity of bloom by the time the
ordinary border varieties of Carnations go out of bloom.
My experiecce of Marguerite Carnations suggests
that two sowings should be made late in the winter,
and again iu the spring, about six weeks apart, the
batch of plants raised from the first sowing being
planted out on an open border, and those from the
second sowing cultivated in pots. The first raised
plants flower throughout the season till the autumn;
aud the latter, if removed to a warm house, give a
supply of bloom up to Christmas, and later. This
strain of Carnations is so much improved, that many
of the varieties possess blooms equal to named
varieties, and if seed be obtained from a trustworthy
source, 90 per cent, of double flowers may be expected.

PINKS AND CARNATIONS.—The former may now
be propagated by pipings, or slips of the plants taken
off with a number of shoots, these slips being dibbled-in
deeply aud kept moist. Where the layering of Carna-
tions cannot conveniently be carried out, propagation
miy be done as for Pinks, that is, by pipings. When
the pipings of Pinks or Carnations are made, insert
t'.iem in .sandy soil, i inches apart, in a cold frame or
handlicht. Some gardeners prefer to strike them in

a frame placed over a partly-spent hotbed, but under
these conditions the plants mu%t be potted off or
transplanted as soou as rooted to ensure success during
the next season, whereas under the cooler treatment
the cuttings take a longer time in forming roots, but
on the whole they are sturdier, and better able to
withstand a cold winter.

MYOSOTIS and other plants intended for the spring
flower garden should now b j transplanted, so as to have
sturdy plants of fair size when pl,anting-time .arrives.

Nothing is worse for these plants than to allow them
to be crowded togetlier in the seedbeds, as they
never then assume their proper appearance, and
usually have a weedy appearance in the autumn aud
winter, a time of the year when neatness in the
flower-garden is of much importance. A showery
day is the best for the job of transplantation, and
renders shading and much artificial watering unneces-
sary, the plants at this season commencing to make
new roots within a very few hours of their removal.
Pansy seed may now be sown if the plants are
required for the spring dispbay, sowing on an open
border, and lightly covering the seeds with fine soil.

Keep the bed moist until the seedlings make their

appearance, and after vards.

Kaffir Corn-Flour and Mealie Cultiva-
tion.—The great iocrease in production of uon-
swoet Sorghums in the trans-Missouri territory, aud
their heavy yields of seed or grain, are causing not a
little interesting investigation as to what various uses
it can be put ; and this is especially true in Kansas,
where a pi'obably larger acreage of these crops is

grown than in .all the rest of the world. Within the
past year considerable attention has quietly been
given to testing its milling aud culinary qualities,

and one roller mUling company at Marquette,
McPherson County, reports to Secretary Coburn, of
the State Biard of Agriculture, having ground not
less than 1000 budiels of KaSir and Jerusalem corn
for household uses. From their experience, these
millers find that the Jerusalem corn " mills " to much
the best .advantage, and although the flour as at
present made has not the extreme whiteness of that

from Wheat, Secretai-y Coburn vouches that it makes
delicious biscuits, muffins, and griddle-cakes ; while

the millers claim the Kaffir flour is not quite so

desirable for bread, but makes an excellent pancake
flour. Important developments in the adaptability Oi

these new grains for milling and food purposes seem
likely in the near future. It is said that when ground
ou rolls by a gradual reduction process, the bran is

readily separated ; but the difficulty of ridding the
flour of its dark specks, so formidable from the cook's

standpoint, has not yet been overcome. The product
of these grains is ou the market to some extent, .as

"Kaffir-meal," '' Kaffir- flour," "Kattirina," "Kaffir
Uraham," &c , and challenges compaiison with any
of the so-called " health " flours, at one-h.alf or one-

third their prices. Qiuirlcrli/ Report of Kansas State

Board of Af/ricitlture,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR AUGUST.

Al-g

Aug

SATURDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

TUESDAY,

SATURDAY,

SUNDAY,

MONDAY,

, UE:^DAY,

WEDNESDAY, Aug.

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY,

TUESDAY,

MEETINGS.
Aug. 1—Socibte Frac?. d'Hort.

. ,\ Royal Botanic Society, Musical
AUG. a-j Promenade.

Aug. 10—Royal Botanic, Anniversary.

A 1 1 3 Rtiya-1 Horticultural Society's Com-
^^^- ^M mittees.

A r^ lojl^oy^l Botanic Society, Musical
AUG.

1--J Promenade.

, or ( Royal Horticultural Society's Ccu-
Auo. -5| niittecs.

WEDNESDAY, Aig. 1;

THURSDAY. Aug. 13

FRIDAY, A

SATURDAY, Aug. 15

MONDAY. Au.!. 17

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 19

THURSDAY, Alo. 20

FRIDAY, Aug. 21

SATURDAY. Aug

TUESDAY, Aug 25

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 26

FRIDAY, Aug. 2S

HOWS.
i Rtjyal liuiticultural Society of

\ Suuthanipton ; and on Aug. 3

\ (Bank Holiday).

( Ruy.il Horticulturiil and Agrlcul

t tural of Ghent.

( Baiiipton. Oxon.
Beddintrtun. Carshalton, and Wal-

liugton, in Carshalton Park.
1
Mansfield. Notts.
Northampton (two days).

—Leicester, iu Abbey Park.
Great Sliow, Chester (two

days).

Chesterfield Ros« Show.
Forest Hill, S.E, (two

days).
Ancient Society of Y^ork

Florists.

Aug. t)—Grimsby (two days).

Aug. "--Dritfield.

/Weston-super-Mare Horti-

AT7f n/ cultural Society.
AUG. ii<

Clay Cross, Malvera (West)
( Society.

[ Salisbury.

) Sevenoaks.

] Cardiff (two days).

( Bishop's Stortford.

/Leightitn Buzzard. Taun-
) ton. Farringdon, Maiden-

J
head, and Rothesay (two

\ days'.

i Bronghty Ferry, Alderley
< Edge, and, Wilmslow
( (two days).

Dumfries and Bingley.

—Felling (two days).

/Shrewsbury Floral F6to

J (two days), Trowbridge.

J
Worthing, and East-

—Abingdon.
{Devon and Exettr Show.
Royal Horticul tural oi

Aberdeen (two days).

iKeighley Horticultural.
South Manchester and

District.

—Brighton (two days).

/ Harpeoden.
\ Bath (twu days).

I-'alkirk.

WEDNESDAY. July 20

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
/Unreserved Sulu ut Palms

at tlio Oxford Nurseries,
Oxford Road, Gumiers.
bviiy. by Pruthoroo i^

Morris.

Orchi's from Messrs. F.
Sunder & Co., at Pro-
theroe & Morris' Rooms,

FRIDAY, July .,[

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN'-

8UISG WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OliSERVATlONS
OF FORTVTHREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK -63-3°.

A Monograph of Bromeliaceous
nromeliads, plants has been awaiting notico

for some time.* It forms one of

the series of monographs of flowering plants

instituted by the late Ali'iionse de Candolle
on the termination of the Prodromns, and is tho

work of Dr. Carl Mez. The Bromeliads have

been favourite subjects of study with such

botanists as Karl Koch, Kegel, Ed. Morren,
WiTTMACK, and other Continental botanists

;

whilst in this country, Mr. J. G. Baker has

added to his many services to horticultural

botany by the publication in 1889 of his Hand-

book of the BromcUaaiv (George Bell &
Sons). Mr. Baker adopted thirty-one gonora,

and about 800 species, stating that in

* Monoyraplii'i Plianeroyamuiuiil . . . cditure et pro parto

auctore, Casimiru do CaadoUc, vul noULUu, Brumeliacea),

auctore Carole Mez, Parifeiis sumptibus, Mu-son & Cio.

all probability this number would be largely

increased. And so indeed it has proved, for Dr.

Mez recognises forty-five genera, and nearly a

thousand species, not including many doubtful

horticultural forms.

As an order the group is very distinct, and

easily recognisable. The leaves are usually in

dense tufts or losettes, and it is but larely that

a development in length of the loaf-bearing

stem takes place as in some Piiyas. For tho

most jjart of the species are epiphytes growing

on trees, but some are terrestrial. Many are

propagated naturally by otfshoots or by easily

separable branche.s and flowers and fruits are

corresponding!}' rare. The inflorescence is

generall}' terminal, and either contracted or

elongated, often furnishing excellent sjjecitic

characters, and the bracts which it bears are

lengthened reference to it. Their thick dry
epiderm, scaly surface, and often spiny edges,

ai-e so many indications of their power to resist

undue evaporation, to protect the young flowers

from climatal inclemencies or injurious insects.

As to the flowers, they present little variation

in essentials, though the details are diversified.

The most interesting feature connected with
them is the fact that some of the groups have
uniformly a superior, others as constantly an
inferior ovarj', so that a character import.ut
enough, and constant enough, to distinguisli

o:ie order from another, as Lilies from Amaryl-
lids and Irids, is in the Bromeliads, of suih
niiuor degree of constancy as only to be avail-

able for distinguishing certain tribes. Thr>

presence of certain scales or "ligules"on the

petals is very characteristic of many of tho

FlO. 19.—K,\NGE or HOUSES, OlASNEVIN. (SEE P. 90.)

very often highly coloured as in many
Tillandsias, and constitute the chief feature

(jf the plants from a cultural point of view. The
leaves crowded in rosettes often form cups, in

which the rain-wator is retained in such

ijuantities as to bo serviceable to travellers,

though the water contained in tho leaf-cups is

mixed with decaying vegetable and animal

mattei'. These decaying matters afford a

supply of nitrogen. Acting on this hint, our

late much-regretted friend, Professor Morren,
scattered fragments of ammonium carbonate

among his plants with great advantage ; and Dr.

Mez tells us that he himself kept a plant of

Vriesoa carinafa iu good health for a whole year

-until, in fact, fruits were produced. The plant

was destitute of roots, but the leaf- cups were

kept filled with a {^ per cent, solution of am-
monium carbonate, together with small portions

of nitre, phosphoric acid, and sulphates of limo

and iron. The general appearance of the leaves

of these plants is sufiiciently familiar to our

readers to preclude the necessity of any

gener.i. As to tho colour of the flowers, it is

noteworthy that in the same group, yellow is re-

presented together with blue—the xanthic and

cyanic series in this case occur in one flower.

The pollen-grains are sometimes furrowed,

at other times porous, and this character has

been deemed of sufficient importance by Dr.

Mez to be employed as a means of distinguish-

ing the jjrimary sub-divisions of the order.

Dr. Mez has some interesting statements as to

the relation between the varied forms of pollen--

grains, and the wa}- in which tho flowers aro

fertilised by insects or by tho agency of the

wind.

Without entering into technicalities, which

are not desirable in this place, we cannot enter

into further detail on the conformation of the

flowers. The reader will find in Dr. Mez's

introduction numerous interesting and sugges-

tive notes, in which the co-relation between the

structure and conformation, and the manners
and customs of the jilant are pointed out, thus

adding interest to the dry descriptive details.
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The Pine-apple (Ananas) fuiuishes an unique
example, wherein the axis of the inflorescence

and the bracts, all become fleshy and incorporated

with the ovaries into one mass, which we know
as a Pine-ap])le, it having as little to do with a
Pine as with an Apple ! The seeds furnish

valuable points of distinction, some being pro-

vided with wing-like processes, by which their

dissemination is effected.

The internal anatomy of plants so peculiar in

their habits, and in their appearance, must need
be of great interest, but for the details we must
refer the reader to the text, merely mentioning

and wingless seeds, including Bromelia, Nidu-
larium, yEchmea, Bilbergia, and many other

genera ; secondly, into those with superior or

partially superior ovaries, capsular fruit, and
winged seeds, including Pitcairuia, Puya, and
otheis. A third group has a superior ovary,

capsular fruit, and plumose seeds. This group
includes Vriesea, Tillandsia, and others.

Subordinate divisions are founded on the

nature of the pollen-grains—smooth and desti-

tute of furrows or pores—wind-fertilised plants,

which Dr. Mez characterises as Arch;eo-bro-

meliw, as if they were the original types. In

compatriots, at least by birth, Mr. Wood, of

lluuen, has a nursery largely and almost ex-
clusively devoted to the culture of these plants

for the Paris markets.

The origin of our cultivated Pine-apple is

ascribed without any hesitation to Ananas
sativus, Sohultes. a native of Central Brazil.

The Smooth-leaved Cayenne and other spine-

less forms, belong to the variety lucidu?. It must
have been introduced to Europe since the dis-

covery of America, and is consequently not men-
tioned in works previous to that period, and is

one of the few cultivated plants the origin of

which is known with anything like certainty.

F. W. MUDKE (Veirh MeiiALLI!,!)

(Director of the Royal Dotaiiical Garden, Glasnevin).

that the scales, which occur so abundantly on
the leaves, play a double part. Sometimes
they act as absorbent organs, whilst in other
parts they are protective, and prevent undue
evaporation. The white, powdery substance on
the inflorescence of the Bilbergias is composed
of isolated ovoid cells. The Bromeliacere, like

the Cactace;e, are exclusively of American
origin, extending from3S N. latitude to 43 S.,

in Chile. Mexico, Ecuador, and South-east
Brazil are the head-quarters of the order so

far as the number of indigenous species is

concerned.

Dr. Mez di\ides the grouji tust of all into

those with inferior ovaries, indehiscent fruit.

the second group, Poratie, the pollen-cells are
provided with pores, through which the pollen-

tubes pass ; whilst in the third group the pollen-

cells are sulcata or furrowed. The relative

position of the ovary and the nature of the seed
furnish, as has been already said, other points
of distinction.

Dr. Mez\s work is purely botanical, hence,
unless incidentally, he says little as to theii'

culture. In this country, in spite of their

often brilliant coloration and easy culture, they
arc little grown. On the Continent it is far

otherwise. In almost every market-placo the
visitor sees little plants of Nidularium, excel-
lently suited for room-plants; and one of our

Royal Horticultural Society.—The ue.xt

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Fruit, Floral, and
Orcbid Committees will take place on Tuesday,
.luly 28, in the Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria

Street, at 12 noon. At 3 p.m., a Iceture on '' Cacti,"

will be given by Mr. E. H. Chap.man, F.R.U.S.

The GARDENERS' Royal Benevolent Fund,
—On Sunday last the Rev. E, S. Bouhne, of Narcissus

fame, preached in York Minster, on behalf of tho

funds of this Institution. The Minster was elabo-

rately decorated with Palma and dowers on the

o.'CatiioD.

The Show of the National Rose So-
ciety at UlverSTON.—Mr. Eu'.v.vKu Mawlkv,
Hon. Secretary of the National Rose Society, says of

this exhibition, that it proved much more exten-

sive than had be^n anticipated, and the general

quality of the flowers was higher than at eithei'

the southern or mutrjpolita i shows. The tjtal

number of exhibition Rosei amounted to 2610, or

about 500 lesa than tho avoragj for tho previous

eight northern shows. Two of these exhibitions

were, however, decidedly smaller, viz., that held at

.Sheffield in 18S9, aud that at Worksop in 1S93. The
show-day wa3 nearly perfect as regards weather

;

aud the attendance of visitors, as shown by t'je g»te-

money (£112) was large, the usual receipts at the

local show from this source being between £20
and £.30. In such a remarkably early season, it

may be interestiug to note the different parts of the

kingdom from which the exhibits came. Excludin.;

tho local classes, forty-two of those were grown in

England south of the Trent, tliirty-soven in England

north of the Trent, while fifteen came from Scotland,

aud the remainiug eleven stands from Ireland.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—Tho
annual outing of the members and friends of this

Soc'ety took place on Monday last, a visit being made
to the grounds and gardens of Aldenham House,

Elstree, the residence of Lord ALDENnAJi. Ample
provision was, by the kind permission of Lord

Aldknham, made for cricket, lawn tenuis, and

croquet, and a considerable number proceeded to the

lake to tish. Dinner w.is served in a marquee on the

grounds, Mr. B. Wynne, the chairman of the com-

mittee, presiiUng. The health of Lord Aldenbam.
with thanks for the use of the grounds of

Aldenham House, was received with enthu-.iasm,

aud Mr. E. Beckett, his lordship's gardeuer,

suitably responded. After dinner, a perambulation

of the gardens and grounds was made, Mr. Beckett

acting as conductor. The grounds are suffering

severely for want of rain, but the admirable coudition

in which the gardens are kept, and the perfect order

everywhere observed, called forth the warmest praise.

The bedding-out is elaborate and attractive. Fuchsias

being employed with singular &uccfss ; there is, in

addition to many beds, an enormous ribbon border,

an extensive and elaborate subtropical garden, as

well as many other interesting features. The large

collection of Chrysanthemums iu pots had a special

interest, and they are so well-grown as to possess

high promise for the coming season. The company,

numbering some 150, returned to town in the cool of

the evening, ha?ing greatly enjoyed the visit.
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Starch in Potatos.—M. Comon has com-

municatod to the Socidte des Agriculteurs du Nor J,

France, the result of aiialyses mide by him ou speci-

mens of four varieties of I'otatos supplied by fourteen

growers with the object of ascertaining the influence

of mxnure ou the richness in starch of the Potato.

The following are the conclusions arrived at :

—

1st. The same vaiiety of Potato may show great

variations iu the quantity of starch it contains,

according to the locality whence the specimens came.

2Qd. These differences are observable in all four

varieties under observation. The cause is not to be
sought iu the plants, these coming from the same
growers ; the nature of the soil has no influence, but

upju examination of the manures it is shown that in

a general way the exclusive use of manures in which
nitrogen preiomiuates is prejudicial to the formation

of starcli ; on the contrary, the combined applica-

tion of nitrogenous mxnures, with phosphates and
potash salts, is favourable to the formation of tubers

with an increased richness in starch. Reem Scicntifiipie.

The SURVEYORS' Institution.—The Council

being about to commence the construction of new
aud enlarged premises in Great George Street, the

Institution will be removed to temporary prem'ses in

Savoy Street, Victoria Embankment, on August 17,

1896. Ample accommodation will be provided for

arbitrations and consultations similar to those which
have been held for the last 25 years at the Institu-

tion's house in Great George Street, and may be
secured by applying to the secretary, by letter ad-

dressed " The Surveyors' Institution " (temporary

premises), Savoy Street, Victoria Embankment, W.C.
The entrance to the Arbitration Rooms will be from
Saviiy Hill (on the east side of the Savoy Hotel).

Strawberry Veitch's Perfection.—Under
this name the new Strawberry, the result of crossing

British Queen with Waterloo, raised by Messrs.

James Vkitch & Sons, Chelsea, was exhibited by
them to the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society at Chiswick on June 29, when it was
recommended for a Fa-st cla.ss Certificate at the next
Drill Hall meeting. Tliat award was unanimously
made to it on the 14th inst. The fruits were fully

described in the Gardeners Chrnnide of July i, at

p. 17, when it was called Majestic, but it has since

been re named as above.

Presentation.—We learn from the Sheffield

Diiti/ Teleijrapli of 17th inst. that the curator of tlie

Botanical Gardens, Sheffield, Mr. WiLLiiM Hahrow,
under whose skilful management the grounds and
conservatories always present a beautiful appearance,
has been the recipient of a handsome present from
the committee on the occasion of his marriage. The
present consisted of a silver tea and cofj'ee service in

Queen Anne style, and a salver, which bore the
foUowmg inscription :

" Presented to Mr. Willi.ui
Harrow, with a tea and coS'ee service, by the com-
mittee of the Botanical and Horticultural Society, on
the occasion of his marriage, as a mark of respect.

May, 1896." In making the presentation, Aid.
W. E. C'LKCiO, tlie chairman of the committee, alluded
to the excellent work done by Mr. Harrow during
the five years he has been at the gardens, and to tlie

splendid condition of the gardens owing to his

untiring e.xertions. Mr. W.M. Harrow suitably
returned thanks.

Chester Art Club.—The museum building
is now completed as originally planned and intended.
As an Institution it incorporates the museum of the
Arch;cological Society, the museum of the Natural
Science Society, an art gallery, a lecture theatre,
an art and science school, a library, and other rooms
and appointments. It is fitting that it should be
the home and centre of scientific, artistic, and literary
education and culture. It is felt that the time has
now arrived when some better and more continuous
arrangement may be made for the advancement of
art locally, and it has been suggested and urged that
an art club for Chester would be in itself most
desirable

; and whilst finding commodious quarters
and a suitable home within the museunj, with sur-

roundings exactly suited to the requirements, the

future organisation of art exhibitions and lectures

would receive due and proper attention. Mr.

Edmond J. Baillie is the Hon. Secretary oi the

Museum Management Committee.

Shirley and Surrounding Districts Gar-
deners' AND Amateurs' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.—The monthly meeting of the

above society was held on the 1 3th inst. , at the

Parish Room, Shirley, near Southampton, when
the President presided over a large attendance of

the membei-s. Mr. J. Jones, the gardener at

Terrace House, Polygon, gave an interesting lecture

on the " Culture of the Cyclamen ; " and one
of his chief points was, that better plants can be

obtained by sowing seed each year than by growing
on old conns. The photographs of plants so grown,
aud shown by .Mr. Jones, proved that to be the case.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Jones for

his excellent paper. The annual outing was held
ou the 20th inst., the places visited being Hampton
Court and Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons' Nursery,
Chelsea. About seventy of the members, and a

number of the Botley Gardeners' Association,

travelled by a special train to Surbitou, and
here they were met by Mr. A. Dean, who
had kindly saved the party a long wait by eng.ig-

ing some omnibuses, by which Hampton Court
was re.iched. Having spent some time in the
gardens and viewed the great Vino, the party pro-
ceeded to Messrs. J. VElTcn & So.ns, Royal Exotic
Nursery, Chelsea ; and two hours were well spent in

inspecting tlio glass-houses, and various objects of
interest. The party then dispersed to see the sights
of London, returning by special train at 12.15.

TOMATOS.—There would be small sale for the
half-ripened foreign Tomatos sold now in the market
at low prices, if we were equally well supplied with
home-grown fruit of as good quality and as ripe as

that whicli reaches us from Mr. Rolfe, of Providence
Nursery, Stamford-lc-Hope, Essex. The variety, a
selection from Perfection, is named Rolfe's Challenge,
an uneorrugated, oblate-shaped, dark crimson fruit,

tlie fruits sent aver.aging 11 inches in circumference.
They were sent packed iu precisely tlie same manner
as the grower sends them weekly to Mr. G. Monro, of
Covent Garden Market. The variety is not only a
handsome fruit, but it is a heavy cropper.

Drying Fruits.—The following figures may
prove of interest to those intending present experi-
ments in the field of dried fruit production for home
consumption :

—

Apricots, groo.1 6J lb. make 1 lb. dry
Poaches 6 lb. „ 1 lb.

Prunes, French
2.J lb. „ lib.

., Silver .3[Ib. „ l ]b.
"

„ German 2J lb.
,, lib.

Tears 7j lb.
,, i ib] ,'j

Nectarines .. S lb.
, 1 lb.

Apples 6 lb. „ 1 lb. "^

These figures, it should be noted, show the average
shrinkage of a mixed lot of fruit ; the loss of weight
is not so great with varieties specially selected for
drying purposes. These figures are given on the
authority of Mr. J. C. Blackmore, whose opinion has
much value in the New Zealand fruit - growing
districts.

Society of Jersey Gardeners. — This
society held its first public show aud floral /t'<e on the
16th inst., in the pulJic park at St. Heliors. Though
this was the first attempt of the kind made by the
young and flourishing society, the M.ayor of St.

Heliers, who opened the show, declared that he
hoped to see it repeated. The Lieutenant-Governor
of the Island (Major-Gen. Hopton) and Mrs. Hopion,
with a host of the local elite, visited the show,
being received by the President of the Society,

Mr. A. LuxoN. There were no fewer than 169 classes

in this maiden show, the entries numbering con-
siderably over 4.10, and the exhibitors over eighty.

A number of special prizes were given by various

firms and private persons, while a floral go-cart conj-

petitiou was organised for children, the rewards

consisting of a Gold and three Silver Medals.

Jersey has a justly-earned reputation for the beauty

and luxuriance of its floral and fruit productions,

and this sliow was pronounced by impartial ob-

servers to be fully up to the standard of Briti-h

exhibitions. A few English firms exhibited some
specimens, but did not compete. The baud of the

old 58th Regiment was in attendance. The gate-

money during the afternoon alone totalled overi£oO,

which is considered c.ipital for Jersey ; and in the

evening, when the price of admission was reduced

by one-half, thousands passed the barriers.

Mr. Redfield'S Herbarium.—Mr. Mkehan
writes :—By the will of Mr. J. H. Uedfield his her-

barium is to be sold, the proceeds to go to a fund for

the benefit of the Herbarium of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, in which ho took so

much delight. His Herbarium of North America
was intended as a companion to Torrev & Gray's

Flora, of North America, aud Gray's Synop-

tical Flora, and except Gray's own Herharium

and the Herbarium of North America, is pro-

bably the best representative of the flora of North

America extant. There are 16,829 sheets. More
than half of these are recognised species, and the

other varieties or duplicates showing geographical

range. They are all glued down on fine paper

of herbarium size, and labels fastened on. Mr.

Canby, our well-known botanist, places them as cheaj)

at A'2000, which we ask for them. His Fern collec-

tion is separate. We ask for them £500. These,

with Lycopods, and the few other vascular Crypto-

gams, 3121 sheets, divided in about two sheets to a

full species as before.

A Memorial of LiNN/EUS.—An interesting

souvenir has hitely been presented to the Natural His-

tory Museum of Paris by M. Deyrolles, of Bourg-

la-Reine. It is the snuft'-box which Tuunrerg had

made in Japan for his friend and master, the great

LiNN.EUS. Unfortunately, LrNN./EUS had been dead

over a year when the box reached its destination, and

it consequently passed into the possession of his son.

It has since formed a conspicuous object in several

famous collections. The box is about 8 centimetres

iu diameter ; it is lacquered with gold in several

colours, and the rural scones on it are singularly

appropriate to the habits of LiNN.EOS. Atheneeum.

"JUGLANDACE/t OF THE UNITED STATES,
by William Trelease. This is a paper reprinted

from the Seventh Annual Report of the Missouri

Bijlani'Ml Garden. It is devoted to "such a tabula-

tion of the fruit, twig, bark, and bud cliaracters as it

is thought will be helpful in field studies, with notes

on tlie hybrid forms referred to." The information

is so clearly given that it should not fail to secure

the desired end, while it is aided by the addition of

twenty-five plates made from drawings and photo-

graphs specially prepared for purposes of illustration

and definition.

Yorkshire Naturalists' Union.—The 126th

meeting of the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union will bo

held at Staithes for the investigation of the neigh-

bourbouring co.ast, aud the Easington and Roxby
wood.s, on Bank Holid.ay Monday, August .3, 1896.

Members desiring accommodation should commu-
nicate with Mr. James Spink, Station Hotel,

Staithes, R.S.O., Yorks. The district for investiga-

tion is included in Sheet 104 S. W. (New Series Sheet

34) 1-inch Ordnance Map (also published geologically

coloured), and falls almost entirely within the limits

of Sheet 19 of the 6-inch Map, but a small portion is

in sheet 18. Reference may be made to Tate and
Blake's Yorkshire Lias, Phillip's Geol. Yorks. Coast,

Young & liird's Geol. Survey of Yorks. Coast. Per-

mission to visit their properties has been kindly

granted by Sir Chas. M. Palmer, M.P., and Captain

Turton, and by Mr. Samuel Brouiie (shooting lessee).

The district for investigation includes the coastline

from Runswick Bay to BouUiy Cliflf, and the wooded
glens, the drainage of which falls into Staithes Beck,

m-
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The Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic Society

have organised an excursion on Friday and Saturday,

July 31 and August 1, for the examination of the

coast sections between Blea Wyke and Whitby, under

the leadership of Mr. P. F. Kendall, F.G.S., Dr. W.
Y. Veitch, and Rev. J. Hawell, M.A., with a meeting

at Whitby on Saturday evening. Monday's geological

route, given above, is planned in continuation of these

arrangements. The geological section will be repre-

sented by its President, Mr. P. F. Kendall, F.G..S

,

and its secretaries, Rev. W. Lower Carter, JI.A.,

F.Q.S., aud Mr. J. W. Stather, F.G.S. The bo-

tanical section will be officially represented by its

President, Mr. M. 13. Slater, F.L.S., and one

of. its secretaries Mr. J. J. Marshall, and the

Mycological Committee by Mi-. Chas. Crossland.

The Vertebrate section will be represented by its Pre-

sident, Mr. Thos. Nelson, M.B.O. U. Marino zoology,

conchology, entomology also form subjects of investi-

gation. The President of the Union is John Cor-

deaux, Esq., Great Cotes, Lincolnshire ; Hon. Secre-

tary, W. Denison Roebuck, F.L.S.,Sunny Banks, Leeds;

the lowest on record. The establishment of village

settlements for the unemployed has not been encou-

raging, only one haviug met with any amount of

success. About thirty-five branches of the Sydney

Labour Bureau have now been opened in country

districts ; the number of unemployed who have

registered at Sydney has slightly decreased of late.

Applications for homestead selections under the Land

Act of last year continue to be very numerous. Con-

sidenable reductions are being made iu the number

of civil servanti, iavolving a l.irge annual saving of

money. The irrigation colony of Mildura is in

liquida'ion, but it is siid that the Victorian Govern

ment may assist the settlement. General female

servants, able to do cooking, washing, and housework,

are in good demand in Victoria, and cooks, housemaids,

nurses, &c., in the larger towns. There are excellent

openings in Victoria for farmer.^, dairy-farmers, fruit-

growers, and wine-grower.H, if they have a little

capital, and some experience of the country. In

South Australia there is a plentiful local supply of

mechanics, and of farm and general labourers, and

Fig. 21.

—

view in the rotal botanical garden, glasnevin. (see p. 89.)

and Hon. Secretary for this meeting. Rev. J. Hawell,

M.A., Ingleby,Greeuhow Vicarage, Middlesborough.

Programme of meetings: — 4.15 P.M., meat-tea, 2-«.

each, at the Station Hotel, Staithes ; 5.0 p.m., sec-

tional meetings ; and 5.15 p.m., general meeting, at

the Board-School, Staithes. The chaii- at the general

meeting will be taken by Mr. T. H. Nelson.

Hints to Emigrants.—The July Circulars of

the Emigrants' Information OfSoe and the .annual

Handbooks show the present prospects of emigi-ation.

There is a demand for farm labourers iu the north-

west of Canada and in New Brunswick, but in Ontario

the local supply of men is for the most part sufficient.

There is little or no demand for mechanics iu any of

the Canadian towns, and in Toronto especially employ-

ment is very scarce. The demand for female servants

continues. In New South Wales the output of gold

iu 1895 showed the very satisfactory increase of

35,378 oz. as compared with that iu 1894, the increase

being largely owing to the number of unemployed men
Bent by the Sydney Labour Bureau to work on the

gold fields. The production of coal in 1895 was
66,000 tons more than iu 1894, but the aggregate

value was less, the selling price of coal having been

there is no demand for more hands. Recent returns

show that the value of the imports in 1895 into South

Australia was the smallest for in my years, and that

of the exports was considerably below the average.

The decrease in the value of the exports appears

mainly in agricultural produce and in minerals ; ii

animal productions there was a foir increase. The value

of the manufactured articles exported in 189j w.as

greater than thit of any previous year, aud was
nearly double that of 1893. In the Northern
Territory of South Australia the exports and imports in

1895 were less than those in 1894; little progress

was made in agriculture au'l the mining industry,

with the exception of gold-miuing, which is carried

on almost entirely by Chines?, was still very small.

The export of cattle to Java showed a large

decrease, and the only industry which really

improved was the pearl - shell industry. There
is no demand for more labiur in the Territory.

In (Jueensland, speaking generally, prospects are

improving throughout the colony, but there is no
demand at present for more hands. Agriculturists

can now obtain steerage pa^sa^es to the colony at £12
a head, by ap[ lying to the Agent-General in London.
There are excellent openings for farmers with a littl?

capital in the sugar districts, after they have acquired
some experience of the country. Female servants

are difficult to obtain at Brisbane, as young women
prefer to engage in the tailoring or some other trade.

In Western Australia there is a good dem\nd for car-

penters and bricklayers, and for mechanics generally.

There is also a good deiaand for miners at £4 per

week in the CoolgarJie and Murchison gold-fiekU,

and at Coolgardie men competent to work on the

roads (not railways) are wanted at £3 10?. a week.

The demand for female serv.ants continues.

Buds and Grafts of Fruit Trees.— Only
those of limited means know of the difficulty that is

experienced iu obtaining fruit trees of good varieties,

and many a cottage garden remains treeless from the

sheer inabiUty of the tenant to purchase worked trees.

Moreover, were the demand for fruit trees greatly

increased, it could not be met by our present nursery-

moa, seeing that they now dispose of all that they
can raise. Why, therefore, should they not advertise

the sale of buds (on the shoots) at this season, and
scions for grafting in March and April ? These, if

sold at a penny or twopence per shoot, according to

rarity or the reverse, would be readily bought up in a

season or two. Stocks of various kinds might also be

sold in small numbers at an equally cheap rate,

benefiting both nurserymen and cottagers. Once
Bttirt the cottager in the business of fruit-growing in

this cheap fashion, he would in a few years be able

himself to become a purchaser of one, two, and
three-year-old trees and bushes from the nursery.

Flax and Hemp Culture in England.—At
the invitation of Hanslip Lono, Esq., J. P., a number
of prominent landowners and farmers recently

attended a meeting at Shippoa Hill, near Ely, to

meet Mr. A. Kinnear, the fibre expert and man<agiug

director of the Kuglish Fibre Industries, Limited,

wliose offices are at 52, Coleman Street, London, E.C,,

and works at Shelford, Cambridgeshire, aud Long
Mclford, Suffolk, for the purpose of inspecting Mr.

Long's first crop of Hemp grown for tlie comp.any.

One twenty-acre field was inspected, and the height

of the crop of Hemp was ascertained to be 6 feet

4 inches, the plants still growing strong, with a wonder-

fully healthy look. This was sown on April 25, and on
June 6 it was 1 foot 10 inches liigh ; on the 22ud it

was 5 feet 4 inches, showing a growth in sixteen days

of 3 feet 6 inches ; aud on the day of inspection,

,Iune 29, one week later, it measured as above

—

6 feet 4 inches. The crop will be ready for harvest-

ing about the end of this month, when it will prob,ably

be 9 feet high. No doubt five tons will result to the

acre instead of three tons, as held out by the English

Fibre Industries, Limited. The cost of growing is

about £6 per acre :

—

Cost of .Seed
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glaucous foliage. They are not growing in Banstead

loam, but in the oi-diiiai-y sandy loam out of the park,

with other mixtures. Mr. McCul: uch take.s a pride

in doing the Malmaisons himself, being an old pupil

of Mr. Smitb, Menlmore, where Malmaisous abound,

as at Ascott and Triug Park. I may add that clo e

upon 4000 of the leading sorts of border Carnations

are planted in the borders round the Rose garden, and

look remarkably well, considering the dry season.

Newcastle and District Horticultural
Mutual Improvement Society.—The monthly

meeting of this Society was held at their room, 25,

Westgate Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on Tuesday,

July 14. Mr. Jno. Bollock presided over a good

attendance of members. There were several collec-

tions of cut blooms of herbaceous plants, shown by

members, which wore much admired, and created a

good deal of discussion. The remainder of the even-

ing was profitably spent with the microscope, through

which many interesting objects were viewed, includ-

ing various species of fungi, sections being made and

mounted by Mr. Ch. Innes.

Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society.

—The nineteenth annual excursion of the Royal

Scottish Arboricultural Society will take place on

Tuesday and Wednesday, August 4 and 5, lS9t), to

the district lying between Stirling and Loch Lomond.

A general meeting of the society will be held in

Edinburgh on Monday, August 3, of which further

notice will be given. On Tuesday, August 4,

the excursioniits will leave Edinburgh (Waverley

Station) at 7.5 a.m. by train due at Stirling at

8.25, where breakfast will be served in the St:itiou

Hotel. Leaving the Station Hotel at 9 o'clock,

the party will then drive in succession to Aii threy,

Keir, Doune Castle, Blair Drummond, and Laurick.

Callander will be reached about 7 P.M., where the

members will dine together in the Dreadnought

Hotel at 7.30, and afterwards spend the night there.

Professor Schwaitacii, of the Forest Academy at

Eberswalde, Prussia, will be the guest of the society

at dinner. Second day ; After an eai ly breakfast, the

party will leave the Dreadnought Hotel, Callander,

at 7.30 A.M., drive through the Trossachs, sail up

Loch Katrine, and drive to Inversnaid on Loch
Lomond. Here a special steamer will be in waiting

to convey the party to Balmaha Pier, which will be

reached about 12.15 t.hl. The membeis may also

have an opportunity of visiting Inch-Lonaig— the

Island of Yew Trees—and Inch-Cailloch. The re-

mainder of the day will be spent in walking through

and inspecting the extensive policies and woodlands

around Buchanan Castlu. The party will leave

Drymen Station by train at 7 I'.M., arriving at

Stirling at 8.18, and Edinburgh at 10 o'clock.

The Council have agreed to recommend to the

Society that the excursion in 1897 should be held in

the United Kingdom—probably in Ireland
;
and that

in 18IJ8 the forests of sume country on the Continent

of Europe should be visited, notice of which will be

intimated to the member.s as soon as the preliminary

arrangements aro settled. There are still for sale a

few copies of the two large photographs of the excur-

sionists, and of the Albimi prepared by tho Excursion

Committee after their return from Germany. Further

particulars in regard to the cost of tho excursion,

provisional deposit, &e., will be furnished by Mr.

Robert Galloway, Secretary, 5, St. Andrew Square,

Edinburgh.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Anthurium Madame Du T«ieij de Terdonck. ^ Spathe

white, irregularly marked with slmrt, narrow, transverse red
bars. Illustration Horticole, Juno 30.

BoLLEA ScHRODKRiANA, Garden, June 27.

Cymbidium Tbacevanum, Liadenia, t. dxiii.

Cypripedidm Leeandm Varieties, Lindenia, t. jjxv.-dxvi.

Dendrobium Findleyanum, Garden, June I'i.

Dendrobium violaceum, Lindenia, t. dxiii.

Dii'LADESiA ATRopuEPUBKA, Monitei'r d'HoHiculture, June.
LiLiLM BiONDir, Ball. Soc. Toscana dl Orlic, t. vi., 2, Juno,

1896.

LiLiUM chinense, £u//. Soc. Toscana diOrtic.t. vi., 1, June,
1896.

RobE Gabrielle hviZET, Canadian HorikuUuri&t,

Home Correspondence.

examinations in horticulture.—An inspec-

tion of the list of honours lately issued in the iiuv-

dcturs Chronicle shows that those with most leisure

for study manage to secure the highest places iu the

results. It would be a privilege if your columns
could be open to receive the experiences of your
readers on the rea-ous why so few practical gardeners

attend the examination. Information on two pomts
would be valuable, viz., (1) What spare time cau

the average gardener devote tn study ? (2) Is the

busy month of May the most convenient to practical

men ? [We believe the date will be altered. Ed.]

A contemporary suggests that gardeners keep

aloof because the examination is open to amateurs

and to women. This suggestion seems childish, iu

face of the fact that a practical gardener holds a

better place in the lists than seven ChePnst'ord

students and twenty-eight college candidates. Praiiirr

ivit/i S('ifna\

VENETIAN SUMACH—RHUS COTINUS.—There is

to be seen just now at Luddington House, ne.ir

Egham, a fine bosh of the above in the utmost per-

fiction. The bush, notwithstanding it has been con-

siderably curtailed, in consequence of its being

planted too near the carriage-drive, measures over

63 feet in circumference, and is of considerable height.

I had this beautiful shrub in fine feather at EnviUe,

and it used to be greatly admired by the numerous
visitors ; it wa? also a special favourite with the late

Earl of Stamford and Warrington, but 1 never saw

one so beautifully coloured and densely (1 /wered as

the above. Why it is not more planted seems a

mystery, for it is one of the most elegant s'lrubs we
possess. Tliere are also to be seen there two fine

Judas trees, Cercis siliquastrum, and an immense
evergreen Oak. Edward BenrtM, Quci-h's Ituad,

£gham.

A PROLIFIC CUCUMBER.—I enclose ynu a photo-

graph of a bunch of six Cucumbers named Blend-

worth Perfection, which I have hanging at the

present time. The average length is 21 inches, and
girth 7 inches. It is a flit bine 3 fi'et belbro the

fruit, and 2 feet above the fruit. Tho six fruits

come from two axils only 2 inches apart, so th.at the

fruit all hang together ; therefore I was obliged to

loup them out to g t a view of the six, and, as you
will see, the leaves broke out all roun 1 the bine.

JoliH Bushy, The Gardevs, Blend urlli[ie, /{urno Lod-

dtaii. Nan 18.

HER MAJESTY AND DUKE OF YORK GLOXINIAS.
—A few days ago I saw one of the finest private col-

lections of these varieties which I have seen f<ir some
time past at Fairy Hill, Swansea, tho residence of

Mrs. Benson. There are some 2.'i0 plants iu fine

condition, some of tliem being two years old, which
carry from fifty to sixty fine blooms on each. Last

year's seedlings are carrying from twenty-five to

thirty blooms. The majority of the plants are grow-

ing iu 5-inch fluwcr-pots, which Mr. Millar, the gar-

dener, told me are intended fur decorative purposes

in the dwelling. I may say that Mr. F. J. Benson
is umch interested in these and similar plants, and in

Border Carnations, of which he has a very fine collec-

tion, li, Milntr.

EARLY PEARS. — It was odd that but; a few days

prior to the jiublication of " Beurre Hardy's" note

respecting early Pears last week, there should have

been exhibited at the Drill Hall three dishes of Citron

des Curnies, represented by him as an August Pear,

yet fully ripe. The best flavoured, undoubtedly, was
the dish sent by Messrs. Veitch k Suns from Langley,

along with a dish of DoyenniJ d'Ete, both equally

ripe. Yet the latter is by the writer named men-
tioned as a July Pear, and the former as ripe in

August. Again, the Drill Hall meeting of the 1 4th saw
the first competition for the prizes offered to amateurs

for the best-flavoured Pears, when two dishes were
staged, both being Citron des Carmes. Evidently this

variety was held to be by the senders better flavoured

than Doyenne^ d'Ete, whic'n is here to-day and gone
to-morrow, so far as quality is concerned. The sub-

committee of three members appointed at the meeting

to act as judges in this competition, Messrs. A. F.

Barron, J. Smith, and H. Balderson, taking tho higher

flavour found iu Messrs. 'V^eitch's dish of Citron dea

Carmes, grown on ordinary nursery trees as a standard,

awarded the 2nd prize only to the dish sent from the

Royal Gardens, Frogmorc, the other dish having

fruits over-ripe and under-ripe. At the next meeting

on the 28th the same variety from other districts,

and others named by " Beurr^ Hardy," may be loolied

for. A. D.

GOLDEN CHAMPION GRAPE, SPORT, OR SEED-
LING, OR BOTH 7—There can be no doubt that the

Golden Champion, as grown by Mr. William Thomp-
son of Clovenfords, was a seedling, and raised by
him, as stated iu last week's Gurdaurs' Chronicle.

Like many others, I went to see tlie Champion as

well as the Duke, and there heard the genesis of the

Grape, as far as it could be told, from the raiser's

lips. Another fact, however, is comparatively little

known, viz., that at t^'ulford Hall, iu Suffulk, the

Champion was reproduced on a Sweetwater, if I

remember rightly. There can be no doubt of the extra-

ordinary versimilitudeof this sport or bud \ariation to

the true Champion, in size, colour, texture, and flavour.

There was always a certain amount of mystery about
its development. As I understood it and dear Peter,

aud I often talked the matter over with him, the

Champion was once worked on the Vine, and there,

as in many other places, it did not come up to expec-

tations, and was cut down considerably below the

point of union. The f dlowing year tho Vines pushed
out a branch of Champion wood, ami with it a bunch
of Champion Grapes, and the Champion character

adhered to this portion for some years. The
Culford case, however, although curious, hardly

goes to establish an independent spoit, but rather

the prepotency of the Champion over its old stock.

D. r. Fish.

STRAWBERRY GARIBALDI, SYN. VICOMTESSE
H. DU THURY, OR OTHERWISE 7— /i discussion

that brings such great authoriiies into the field

as .Messrs. A. F. Banon, so long and so ably

presiding over the gardens of the Koyal Horti-

cultural Society at Chisnick, and Edward Ijennett,

to say nothing of others, can hardly fail to

prove interesting to your readers. How far their

statements are calculated to convince doubters

that these two Strawberries are ono and the same,

and if so, that one mutt of necessity be Vicom-

tesse Hdrio-irt du Thury, is quite a diti'erent uiatter,

as no question of shifting tho labels of these Straw-

berries of «el purpose or mere ca[irice, and so con-

fusing their identity, has been raised. It is dilHcult

to see the bearing of IMr. Bennett's successful

dexterity in label-shifting among Tiicolor Pelargo-

niums to the question before us, the distinctness

or otherwise of these two Strawberries. Besides,

such experts among tricolors as our late friends

Messrs. Peter Grieve and Jlr. 'Wills, could possibly

easily have replaced the labels, aud, after all, ilr.

Bennett winds up "Garibaldi aud Vicomtesse aro

not the same." "no doubt, they are not the same
variety." Cultivators will be prepared to accept all

that Mr. Barrou says, especially when backed by the

yet higher authority of the late Mr. Robert Thonrpson
of Chiswick, t'ae first pomologist of his country.

But it is very iuqiortant to note exactly what
was saitl and done. According to Mr. Barron,

tho late Mr. Robert Thompson saw tho Vicomtesse

Hcricart du Thury first in Franco, aud advised that

it should be taken special care of. L;iter on it had
been transferred to Chiswick, aud w,a.s noticed by
Mr. A. F. Barrou, and tho late Mr. Gilbert of

Bureigh, who questioned Mr. Thompson about the

stranger. Next day they fouiitl it named Vicomtesse
Heriuart du Thury. And Mr. Barron .assures us that

thousands of plants were di.^tributed among the

Fellows, of which no one can have any possible doubt.

Mr. Barron, however, adds that later on tho Vicom-
tesse became very popular for market purposes around
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, &c. It would be interesting

to learn if these commercial centres were also sup-

plied with plants from the Chiswick stock. Mr.

Barron estabUshes several points. Mr. Robert
Thompson saw and selected the Strawberry

iu France. Possibly he gave it, he certainly im-

ported it under, it^ present name. Finally, it

was propagated and distributed from Chiswick

as Vicomtesse Hericart du Thury. All these facts

prove what no one denies, that the Vicomtesse

exists in abundance and flourishes. But how can

they prove the non-existence of Garibaldi .' It ia

grown uuder my eyes here distinct and different from
Vicomtesse Hericart du Thury. Unfortunately my
long journey to Edinburgh forced me to leave some
tons of reference-books behind me. But Garibaldi

lives in our horticultural literature. One of the

earliest references to it that I can lay my hands on at

present is by Ferdinand Gloede of Hamburgh, who,
writing iu the Garden, December 9, 187(i, twenty
years ago, eays ;

—" Many years ago Mr. Nicholson, of
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EaglesclitF, near Yarm, in Yorkshire, raised a seed-

ling Strawberry, to which he gave the name nf Gari-

baldi. I had plants of it from him which I cultivated

for several years iu France." Could Garibaldi have
been re-imported under its new name of Vicorate.sse

H^ricart du Thury ' Meantime, Garibaldi having
been disti-ibuted in England got mixed up with
Vicomtea=e, and grown as Garibaldi. If, adds Mr.
Gloede, Mrs. Nicholson has still Garibaldi, as raised

by her late husband, it may be got at I'aglesclirt' true
to name, and thus everybody will be convinced that
there is a great diflerence between Garibaldi and
the Vicomtesse. In the same issue, William Tiller^',

of Welbcck, writes to state that Garibaldi .as sent to

him from Lawson & Co , Edinburgh, is quite a dis-

tinct variety from Vicomtesse H<5ricart du Thury.
Another correspondent also writes to testify tliat Mr.
Nicholson, the raiser of Garibaldi, is too honest a
man to connive at that or any other deception ; and
Mr. lidward Bennett, who used to live at Rabley,
should be able to spe.ak with special authority as to
the merits of Garibaldi for forcing. The following
notes are from the (hrd-:n of some twenty years
ago: "Garibaldi is the name of a Strawl'erry

established itself, and at first they will not grow it

largely. We gardeners are very conservative. Since
ISyO some notable introductions have been made,
which, I think, will come to be considered standard
varie'.ies. The raising of new fruits of any kind, and
especially Strawberries, which are our most popular
fruit, as it is one that can be grown by almost every-

one who has a garden, is a good work ; and he who
succeeds in obtaining a variety superior to existing

ones deserves the recognili.in of his fellow.?. It is a

pleasure to find gardeners in private places us well as

specialists striving to produce something better tl],an

we have got. Such succsss was Mr. Allan's in lSi»l,

when he gave us three good new varieties. I will

take Mr. Allan's seedliuga first, as having priority iu

point of time
; and though my favourite variety, viz.,

Gunton Park, wa-s certificated in 1891, I place it first

in my list owing to its being a good forcer, cap-
able of standing drought, its splendid flavour, and
fine appearance when grown at its be<t. Mr.
All.an's idea in raising new varieties is not mere size,

but good qu.ality : and altljou^di we have b'lth in the
variety Gunton Park, he depended greatly on the
inSuence of British (Juccn. which was one of its
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extensively forced for the market by Mr. Bennett, of
Habley. It seems to have merit as a forcing kind,
being long-bearing, bright, and red in colour, and
good in flavour. Mr. Bennett's plants have been
gathered from eiglit times this season, and he says
the last gatherings have furnished the finest fruits."
A year later, April 7, 1877, it is said: "Garibaldi
Strtiwbei-ry.—Good punnets of this Strawberry are
still being brought into Covent Cl.ardeu Market by
Mr. Bennett, of Rabley ; the fruits are of fair size,
and equal in colour to Strawberries in May. The
plants on which they are produced were grown from
runners last summer, brought gradually on, and
some 200 of them are now loaded with fruits, which
when placed side by side with Keen's Seedling, show
a decided advantage, both as regards cropping quali-
ties and ai)|)earauce." My verdict as to identity is
still the cautious, sensible Scotch one of "not proven."
And if it can be proven, I should then emphatically
vote for the shorter, perhaps older name. Garibaldi
D. T. Fish.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.— I should, with your per-
mission, like to say a few words on new varieties of
the Strawberry introduced during tho last half dozen
years

; and though a few of my readers may not
think a Strawberry new which is six years old, there
are many gardeners who do not grow new things
much, if at all, at first, but wait till a variety has

p.aronts. It is an excellent, variety in any soil, if the
treatment is a proper one. Tbe other v.arieties are
Empress of India and Lord Suffield, the last-named
being introiuced in 1832. Its fruit is distinct ; the
plant is a good forcer, and flavour is very good. It
is one of the finest Strawberries yet raised in regard
to fl.avour. The variety Empress of India resembles
more nearly British Queen than any of the others

;

it has bright scarlet-coloureil fruits, which, though
not very large, are in flavour far in advance of some
other larger and older varietii>s. We now come to a
distinct break in .Strawberry raising in a variety which
will. I think, be a favourite for years to come, on
account of the freedom with which it grows, .and
great cropping properties, viz., Laxton's Royal Sove-
reign. In penning these lines, it occurs to me how
much gardeners owe the late Mr. Laxton.not alone in
new Strawberries, but other plants. I cannot say too
much in favour of Roy,al Sovereign, and I believe that
it will hold its own for eailines.s, size of fruit, and
for freedom of growth—the lattera great point in some
soils. I must say that I am an admirer of large fruits,
it may be bad taste on my part, but it is one that at
least, can claim to be common, most pei'sons admiring
a fine lot of Strawberries when placed upon the table.
I am inclined to give this last-named Strawberry a
high place for its general usefulness, as being also the
best for forcing, and unequalled for size. The flavour
is first-rate, although it lacks the sugary qualities

that some other varieties possess, but this is an adv.an-
tage, as we have none too many varieties of that de-
scription, and it is very good in every other point. It
IS not the largest Strawberry, Auguste Nicaise being
larger, but if weight of crop be con.sidered, it is a long
way ahead of others. As an early fruiter there is
none to equal it if it be treated as an annual plant,
and it IS the best of Strawberries for general culti-
vation. Another of Mr. Laxton's seedlings is Le.ader
recently illustrated in these pages, which promises
grandly. It may be regarded as a mid-season variety.
Messr-. Laxton say it will force well ; it is certainly a
fine fruit, and good in the open. Leader is one of last
year's novelties, and time h^is not been given it as yet
to test its forcing capabilities. One of its parents,
Latest of All, is a special favourite, but this last-
named requires special good culture ; Nonsuch
comes from the same source, and may be termed a
grand fruit, large in size, and like one of its
parents (Capt,ain), the plant is a heavy cropper, and of
distinct character. This is one of the seedlings of
1895. This year the variety will get a good test as
to cropping capabilities. I should say that Monarch
will be invaluable as a variety to follow Royal Sove-
reign as a forced plant, and besides, become a market
fruit. I have previously noted the value nf Latest of
.•\11, another of Laxton's raising, a grand fi-uit. but
not the latest cropuing variety. It is, as regards
size .and flavour, at the present without an equal. It
has one blemish—the fruits are not always of the
best .shape, and like most of the Queen f.amily, to
which it belongs, it does not ripen at the point. "The
plant nuakea but few runners, and young plants, spe-
cially well done, crnp splendidly. Laxton's Scarlet
Queen and Sensation are new, but I prefer those pre-
viously named. These last two may be as good as
those in some soils and localities. John Ruskin is
much liked in the north, and some persons prefer it
to those I have described. It has not been grown in
qu.antity at Sion. A novelty that will be heard of
agiiin, viz., Veitch's Perfection, was certificated on
July H by the Royal Horticultural Society; it was
r;iised by Messrs. Veitch from British Queen and
W aterlon, and is a splendid-looking fruit, with finest
flavour. O. Wylhi-s.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.— It must be regarded as
an undoubtedly interesting though not a remarkable
coincidence, that Mr. Seden of Messrs. Veitch &
Sons, and Mr. Carmichaol of Edinburgh, should
have been eflccting just the same cresses in Straw-
berries, and very possibly producing precisely similar
results. The Southern raiser, largely because of his
more favoured situation, is, however, the first in the
field with his new production - and a very delicious
one it is too. That there is nothing remarkable in
the cross is due, of course, to the fact that
British Queen is the best possible parent so far to
use for the giving to Strawberries th.at fl.avour so
much needed, and with so many otherwise fine
varieties so much lacking. Waterloo, also, both
because of its good sturdy habit, free bearing, fine
fruit, and comparative lateness, a.s well as rich colour,
seems also to be a very n.atural variety to employ as
a parent. We shall be glad to learn from both
sources which of the two varieties was the pollen-
parent. Of course, rich as the fruits of any new one
may be in flavour, deep in colour, and large, yet
so enatic are Strawberries that comparatively few
v.arieties do well eveiywhere. General conduct is a
point to be tested, but if none are planted there is no
testing. We seem to have dropped just now upon an
era of Strawberry raising. Those raisers who produce
really first-class high -flavoured sorts that will be
universally good doers, will indeed merit the highest
praise. A, D.

CHURCH DECORATION.— I enclose photograph of
a font decorated with Adiantums, Asparagus, Lily of
the Valley, Cillas, Primula obconca, Pandanus
Veitchii, and double white Tulips. The occasion was
a wedding in St, Nicholas' Church, Heythrop Park,
Oxon. C. Culletl. [The decorator availed himself of
the peculiar shape of the font to produce the likeness
of a floral basket, the handle lightly concealed with
Aspar.agus, &c. At the base were white Arums, Pan-
danus Veitchii, i;c., skilfully and eftectively ariMnged.
The general efTeet must have been good. Ed.]

NEPENTHES.—Mr. Rudolph speaks in his Mono-
ijntph as it Nepenthes Rajah, N. Edwardsiana,
N. villosa,Hook. f. (non. N. villosa, Hort. = N. lanata
= N. Veitchii), N. Lowii, and others had been intro-
duced alive when discovered by Mr. Hugh Low iu
1848, HehasN. Harryana,Burbidge,asahybrid, which
it probably is, but not a garden hybrid

; and he puts
N. Burbidgei, Hook, f., under N. phyllamphorii.
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whereas it only exists dried at Kew, collected by Mr.

Low and by myself, and we both consider it a distinct

thing. It differs from all the species I know by its

stem, which is triangular in section, and by

its decurrent winged petioles, while the urns

are most elegantly shaped, more like those of

N. Eafflesiaua than those of N. phyllamphora, and

their colour and translucent texture is that of egg-

shell porcelain, ivory-white, with rose-pink blotches.

As to the digestive power of the liquid there is no

doubt ; but, of course, there are bacteria there, as

well both icrobic and putrefactive, but they do not

appear until after the peptonised fluid is exhausted,

or its action checked by over-dilution with water.

The formic acid of the ants caught helps to intensify

the action of the digestive fluid, no doubt. The

natives of North Borneo drink the pure secretion of

the fresh young pitchers as a certain remedy for

indigestion, which is a practical commentary as to its

digestive action. Nearly all the species that are

epiphytal grow on living trees covered with wet moss

and other vegetation ; but N. Veitchii is an excep-

tion, atfectiug dead trees or dead branches of living

trees, and thus it lays itself out for catching ants,

coleoptera, and hordes of other dead-wood boring and

crawling insects, rather than the flying kinds that

afford food to those with brightly-painted urns. It

is curious to see insect eating birds, like woodpeckers

and borers, ^searching the urns of N. Veitchii for

prey — their' natural food, while ignoring those

flying insects caught by other kinds of Nepenthes,

and which are searched by bee-eaters and other in-

Eectivorous birds, and by rats. N. Veitchii clasps the

i-tems of dead trees with some of its distichous leaves,

in a different way to any other kind. F. W. Bwhi^tjc.

Law Notes.

MESSRS. MARSHALL BROS. r. CHARLES
JOHNSTONE.

SaEniFP RoBunTSON, in the Aberdeen Sheiiff

Court, has just given decision on a point that is of

some interest to dealers in fruit. Messrs. Marsliull

Brothers, Aberdeen, entered into a cjntract with

Mr. Charles Johnstone, Regent Quay, Aberdeeu,

under which the latter agreed to purchase the produce

of certain orchards of Pears which they had at their

disposal. Under the contract the fruit was to be

delivered to Mr. Johnstone as it arrived in Messis.

Marshall's hands ; but, when the season was over,

Mr. Johnstone declined to pay for three lots on the

ground that the first lot, although delivery hal been

taken of it, was "discouform " to contract, and that he

had refused the sec m I two lots as discouform.

Messrs. Marshall liroihcrs contended that the fruit

was conform to contract, and that there had been in

addition no " tiuieous" rejection. Sheriff Robertson

has decided the case in favour of Messrs. Mai-shall

Brothers, mainly on the ground that looking to the

perishable nature of Pears, the first two lots were noi

timeously rejected and must be paid for, and that

Mr. Johnstone had failed to prove that the third lot

was disconform to sample and is bound to pay for it

also. The first lot was delivered to Mr. Johnstone

on or about October ItJ or 19 last year, and

rejection was not intimated till November 7 ;
the

second lot was tendered on October 2i, but, though

it was not taken into Mr. Johnstone's warehouse, the

sheriff holds that he has failed to prove that he

intimated its rejection as being "disconform " to sample

until Nov. 7, which, in the sheriffs opinion, was far

too late when dealing with such perishable articles as

Pears. The third lot was tendered on Oct. 30, but was

refused by Mr. Johnstone. The value of the s.coud

and third lots was £11 6s. id., but when they were

eventually sold by Messrs. Marshall Brothers, they

fetched only £\ 17s. With regard to this. Sheriff

Robertson s.ays, in the note to his interlocutor

—

" Apart from the poor price made by these two

rejected lots, there is no sufficient evidence thct they

were in bad condit'on. As regards the small amount

realised—and that, certainly, is remarkable and

possibly hardly accounted for by the considerations

suggested as to the weather, period of season, &c.

—

it any of these Pears were such as the defender was

entitled to reject, which I think is quite possible he

has himself to blame if he suffer any undue loss on

that .account—(1) because he did not reject them
" timeously," and (2) becauoe he did not have such an

examination of the Pears made, and by such impar-

tial persons, before rejection, as could satisfy any

Court that the Pears were bad as against a statement

to the contrary.

ST. LOUIS.
The garden was very fortunate in the late cyclone.

We lost about '200 trees—many very rare for this

country, having been secured iu Europe years ago by

Mr. Shaw. Several hundred trees are badly damaged

—broken, but by judicious pruning will be almost

restored in a few years. The bed plants were almost

totally deslroyed, but have mostly been replaced.

The shrubbery fared better. Much damage was done

to several of the buildings by their being unroofed

and otherwise broken, but all can be repaired, and

most of them are now. The damage is estimated at

several thousand dollar.', but restoration is possible in

almost every ca-e. Compared with Lafayette Park

and other jiarts of the city, we were indeed fortunate.

Just now the wreckage is nearly all cleared aw.ay, and

nothing remains to tell the story of devastation but

the many thin spots throughout the garden. These

are rapidly being replanted. All honour is due to Mr.

Shaw that he left the finance of the garden in such

admirable condition that restoration is not checked

from that source—time only is required. C. 11,

Tliompson, Acting/ Director.

New Invention.

PIJ.\IP FOR GARDEN WATERING,
IRRIGATION, ETC.

A .\0VELTT in garden watering apparatus has just

been brought out by the makers of the well-known

"Valiant" steuu-pump, Messrs. Merryweather &
Sons, of London. It has been constructed on lines

laiil down by Mr. Gibb, estate agent to Miss .'Vlice de

Rothschild, for that Lady's demesne at Eythorpe,

Aylesbury, and appears to be well suited for its work.

Complete with steam-boiler .and fourwheel carriage,

it weighs about 3 cwt., and can therefore be easily

wheele 1 about by one man. The pump is entirely of

guu-metal, and may b3 used for chemicals for Hop-

wadiing, removing blight, &c., without injury to

bairel or valves. The capacity is from '20 to

3) g.dlons per minute, and several hoses may be

used simultaneously for lawn and garden watering.

For watering racj-courses, cricket and tennis grounds,

anil for use on large nurseries and plantations, this

pump is designed to sxve the work of several men
w^th hand-pumping apparatus, while it ij constructed

in Buoh a simple w,ay, and has so few working parts,

th it any person of ordinary ability can easily work

and keep it in order.

Trade Notice.—•—

.

Messh'. J(}Hn Shari'E & Son, of B.irdney and
Reading, desire us to inform our readers that Mr.

J. H. Millard ceased to represent their firm on June 30

last, and that Mr. A. E. Fountaine, of I\'y Farm, Cavers-

haul, will represent tliem in the South ofEngland in tho

future, and will take over the m.anagement of their

Branch Office, Town Hall Chambers, Reading.

Chester Horticultural S^ow.—A timely

reminder may be fjiven to our readers of the fact that

a conference m connection with this exhibition is to

be held in the Town Hall, Chester, on the evening of

August 4 next. His ( '.race the Duke of Westminster

is to preside. Sir Tlievob Lawrence, Bart., the

Dean of Rochesteu, and Mr. F. W. BnaoiDGE, are to

be the speakers, and surely with such a platform of

leaders of horticulture, the B\iccess of the conference

ought to bo insured. Admission to the conference is

free, and we hope everyone within reasonable dis-

tance of the ancient city who m.ay love a flower, or

possess a garden, will make a point of being present

at the opening meeting of the show.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.
July 14.—Dr. M. T. Masters (in the chair).

Picea Alcockiana FoUaccous Cones. — Mr, Meehan, of Ger-

mantown, Philadelphia, sent specimens showing the bracts

of tha cones becoming leaf-Uke, with the following observa-

tions :—" It represents a great struggle between the effort to

make a cone and a branch. I have numbers on several

plants. In some cases the branch and, in others the conjB

nearly wins. The specimens are certainly due to the con-

ditions of environment. There are about a dozen plants from
2 to 3 ft. high. Transplanted in the spring of 1S9J, it was
with difficulty we got them through the drought and torrid

heat of that exceptional season, the growth being but an
inch or two. Other species of the order planted with them
died absolutely."

Citladiuiii, Variegated Leaf.—'Sir. P. Crowley, of Waddon
House, Croydon, sent a very curijus example of dissociation

of colours. The leaf was mainly of a pale pink colour, but
one quarter, sharply marked off by two lines at right angles

to one another, was white with green veins. The suggested

interpretation was that the plant which bore it was a cross

between two plants having the above peculiarities respec-

tively, and that the parental characters had become suddenly

dissociated.

Crhium expense, var.—Rev. W. Shirley, of Southwick Par-

sonage, Farebam, sent a flower, which proved to be a pale

variety of this species. He remarks that he has succeeded
in crossing it with C. Moorei (male parent), having raised

four plants, but was unable to effect a cross the reverse way.

Parrot Tulips not Seeding.—In response to an inquiry from
the Secretary, Mr. Barr writes:—"We have been making
intiuiries over Holland, and are informed that the Dutch
growers do not remember to have ever seen seed to ripen on
tlicse Tulips." It was suggested that it would bewortli while

experimenting with them next year, to see if seed could bo

procured by artificial pollination.

Ftaujus oil Primula.—A. curious fungus \ipon leaves of

Primula was sent by Mr. W. Hall, the superintendent of

Parks, Sunderland. It wa.g forwarded to Kew for further

investigation.

Wild Chamomile Fatal to Lambs.—lt was reported from tho

Bedford Woburn Estate, that this very common plant,

Matricaria Chamomilla, had proved highly injurious to sheep

and lambs, several hiving died in consequenco of having

eaten it. The plant has never been suspected of having
dangerous qualitio3, though the flowers are naturally rather

acrid and bitter, in consequence of tho presence of the

essential oil w ich thoy contain. If the report be true, it

may be suggested that the intense beat may have intensified

tlicse properties, as is well known to be tho case with

Artomiaias, &c., in subtropical countries.

DEVON AND EXETER GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

JULV l.").—This boJy of horticulturists held their fifth

Fummer outing on St. Swithin's Day, when about seventy-

five members and friends answered to the roll-call.

Three well-appointed brakes carried the party, passing along

the Topsham Road, and the old site of ilessrs. Veitch's famous
nurseries there, crossing the E.^e at Countess Wear, and
le.iving the Forest-tree Nurseries of Robert Vcitch & Son at

Exminst r on the right.

POWDKRHAM PaRK,
*' Where Kxe meets curli^d Kenno with kind embrace,

In crystal arms they clip fair Powdcrham's place,"

was reached, and tho visitors were received by Mr. D. C.

Powell, the lessee of the gardens. The first trqes to bo

noted were some grand Elms of about 130 feet in height,

forming an unbroken line, and leading on to the Cedar
Avenue, which is formed of a number of particularly healthy

and well-furnishci Cedars. Leaving the main drive, the

ascent was made to the foot of the Belvedere Tower, which
f.irnis one of the landmarks of the county. From hero the

view is magnificent. Across the estuary of the Exe is seen

the timber crowned Woodbury Hill, the bold ridge termi-

nating at Sidmouth Gap, and the many ancestral homes
nestling in the bosom of the estuary between. To tho south

id the once important ship-building town of Topaham ; Nut-
well Court, t^ic home of the Drakes ; and in the distance

Hayes Barton, the birthplace uf Sir Walter Raleigh.

Tho coast line, with Lympstoue and Exmouth on the left,

and Starcross and Dawlish on the right, forms a beautiful

foreground to the picture.

Following a winding path through the woods, the descent

was made to the American garden, in which were many sub-

jects of interest. Here was one of the earliest specimens of

Camellia japonica, which it is supposed was planted by Sir

JosL'ijh Banks, when on a visit to Powderham, towards tho

end of the last century. Here also was a fine C. alba plena,

from which, a few years ago, over 000 blooms wero cut tho

day before Easter. These are right out in the open. A noble

specimen of Eucalyptus coccifera, about 70 feet hi h was
noted. It had just passed out of flower, nnd was full of bud
f jr next year's flowering. One or two fine Tulip trees wero

observed, one of 120 feet, just passing out of bloom. Pinus

cxcelsa. with hundreds of its curious Cucumber-like cono3

hanging; from it ; Abies Smithiana, with drooping branch*
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lets of 6 feet long; Abies Noidnianniana, Cepbalotaxus

drupacea, with its large Plum-like berries ; a grand speci-

men of the Cork Oak (Quercus suber;, and an Ivy with a

stem 1 foot in diameter, clinging to an Elm, and which had

assumed the colour and furrowed bark of its foster-parent.

Hydrangeas of a bright blue colour, some fine Nymphfcas in

the pond, and other interesting subjects were also pointed

out by Mr. Powell. Pasnng through the vineries, in

which were some fine examples of successful Vine culture,

the castle wjs reached, and the brakes re-entered, and the

journey continued, this time along the coast, through the

towns of St;ircross and Dawlish to Teignmouth. The

rtndczvous at this place was

Eastcliff,

the seat of CoL Halford Thompson, J. P. As time was
speeding along, the excursionists, under the guidance

of their host at once started on their tour of inspection.

Colonel Thompson, being the inventor and patentee uf Jadoo
fibre and Jadoo liquid, and the Chairman of the Jadoo

Limited, much ioterest was felt in the experiments wi*h

these materials at Eastclifl'. The conservatories in which

Jadoo alone is now used were full of plants in the most per-

fect health, abundance of bloom and brilliancy of colour being

most marked. The subjects treated were liegoniaa, Cannas,

Fuchsias, Streptocarpus, Crotons. Coleus, Dracaenas, Aralia

Vcitchii, Grevilleas, Adiantum Farleyensc, A. gracillimum,

Gyninogranmii schizopbylla gloiiosa, As[ aragus Sprcngeri,

Azaleas, Cyc'araen, i'c. Of the cumplete success of the new
material for conservatory work there could be no doubt.

Some fruit trees (Apples and Pears) in pots, glowing in

Jadoo, were next noticed, nnd hee were small trees

bearing very fine fruit in abundnnce. Then some Potatos

were dug which had been planted in a layer of Jadoo-fibre

and moulded-up with ordinary garden-eartb soil The tubers

caine up almost perfect in every respect : the skin Wiis soft

and clear, and many tubers were, as they were dtig,

fit for the show-table. An adjournment was now
made to t!ie lawn, where an excellent luncheon was
served. When the enjoyable al freico feast was con
eluded, Mr. Hope proposed the health of Colonel Hai.ford
Thompson, and in doing so, referred to the successes he had
achieved years ago as a Pansy amateur when he went up to

Edinburgh and "bearded the Douglas in his hold." i^iucethen

he had gone on with his favourite pastime of gardening, and
latterly he had thrown his entire effiTts into his experi-

ments with Jadoo, with uh.at success they had that day seen
in the ample evidence around them. The toast was wanuly
received, and Col. Thomp.-on, in reply, gave some inter^stirg

facts in connection with the new material, which was
now being exported in large quantities, and for which
the home < emand was steadily increasing. Jadoo must,
the Colonel said, stand or fall by its merits, and his

experiments with it, both at home and on the Continent, had
been so extensive and exacting, and so universally suc-

cessful, that he was well content it should be so. The
advantages of its use were its lightness for pot-plants, its

requiring less water, its greater cleanliness, its combining in

itself a perfect plant-food, the greater floriferousness and
brilliancy of colour in the foliage and flowers of plants grown
in it.

A visit was next paid to the Jadoo factory on
the quay, where the process of boiling, and pressing.

and fermenting, and drying, was fully explained and
demonstrated by the workmen. Messrs. C. T. K. Roberta
and J. Littlejobn, Directors of the Company, were there

to receive the visiters. The journey w.is then resumed,
and after a delightful drive over the high hills com-
manding Tori ay, Torquay, "the Queen of the West"
was reached. Alter tea, the paity under the guidance
of Mr. H, A. Garrett, Boiough S\irveyor, and Mr. Dyer,
the superintendent of the public grounds, inspected
the public gardens. Special attention was here invited to

reputed tender plants which were found to thrive

on the terrace gardens. The i-ocks in the background are
almost perpendicular, forming a shelter from the north and
east winds. The following plants have stood several winters
there without injury :— Large specimens of Palms, including
Latania borbonica, Chamx-vops excclsa, C. Fortunei. and
C. humilis ; Drawenas, Pbormiums, CamelUas, Crinums,
Eucalyptus, Callas, Abutilons, Acacias, Agaves, Araucarias,

Azaleas, Bnigmansias, Cannas, Citrus, Daphne, Ericas,

Fuchsias, Sparmannia, Oleanders, Veronicas, Olives, Cactus,
Yuccas, Arahas, Bamboos, Spintas, Loquat, Magnolias, Myrtle,
Cestrum, Ricinus, Mesembryanthemums, Imatophylium,
and several others. The rocks are covered with climbers,
including Clematis, Ampelopsis. Cli;aithus, Passiflora, Sola-

nums. Plumbago, Habrothamnus, Physianthus, Stauntonia
hitilolia, Tropuiolums, Mar^chal Niel and other Tea Roses, &c.
The beds and borders along the whole length of the garden
(about 430 yards) are planted with choice Begonias. Fuchsias,
Heliotrope, Pelargonium-*, Colens, Echeverias, and Dactvlis.

Shrubs in great varieties are planted throughout the gardens,
also a fine line of young Dracienas. The shrubs include
Veronicas, 01ea.«, Olearias, Ceanotl.us, Escallonias, Pittospo-
rum. Rhododendron. Cistus, Hypericum, Elteagnus, Coronilla,

Choisya, Diplopappus, and a number of others.

Several of the party then proceeded on the invitation of

Dr. Hamilton Ramsay, president of the Torquay Gardeners'
Association, to Duncan House, in front of which is a fiue

collection of sub-tropical plants. Latania borbonica and
Cham»rops excelsa have stood out for years here, and
two specimens for over twenty- four wintei-s. EuUlia
febrina, Aralia Sieboldi, Phormium tenax v.iriegata,

Spiiu-a ariaifolia, Myrtles, BambooSj Pampas, r.ud other

picturesque subjects were planted in artistic groups

and showed tropical luxuriance ot growth. After perambu-

lating the grounds, the stalwart and handsome old Scotsman

led the way attended by his private piper in full highland

costume, the visitors following, into the drawing-room where

cake andwinewas served. Thepip«r(McInn6s\isa descendant

of Prince Charbe's piper, and is proud of the fact that bis

ancestor received 1.50 lashes for conceaUng bis royal master,

the " bonnie Prince Charlie." Bidding farewell to our enter-

taining and very genial host, the return journey was com-

menced, and after a long drive by way of Newton Abbot,

Chudleigh, and Haldon Hill, Ibe
'** Ever Faithful " city was

reached a little beyond the witching hotir.

ALTRINCHAM AND BOWDON
HORTICULTUBAL.

July 17, 18.—The annual exhil-ition of this society was

held in the Athletic Grounds, Devisdale, Bowdon, on the

above dates. Spacious marquees were erected, and the

fine weather which has prevailed during the month, made it

exceedingly pleasant for promcnaders, the turf being in good

condition ; and there was a goodly assemblage of visitors.

Tlie committee offer very good prizes for plants, cut flower-^,

fruits, and vcgetib'.es, and both amateurs and cottagers enter

with spirit into the competition. What largely helps to bring

in funds, is the series of sports taking place on the last day

of the exhibition, and the subscription-list amounting to

about £140. The show of pLvnts in pots was good, and the

competition in the class for collections arranged for effect in

oval and circular groups was keenly contested. The her-

baceous plants in pots, particuUrly the group of twe ve

shown by Mr. Ja'. Smitu, Ilowdon, were Lirge, well leaved

and flowered, showing what can be done with this class of

plants, and justifying the geuenil encomiums bestowed upon

the group by both gardeners and amateurs. The cut flowera

formed a Large exhibition, and the fruit for the season was

above the average of that seen at local shows, while the

vegetiblcs were also a lirge and generally creditable lot.

For the Urge collections of plants arranged for effect, Sam
Henchlikke, Esq., and Adam IIogo, Esq.. wcic placed

equal 1st. In the former collcctiuu were some good P.dins,

some bright coloured Crotons and_^Coleus, «itb the greenery

obtiiiued from miscellaneous Ferns, a fine edging of Cala-

dium argyrites, and a few Orchids, comprising Cattleya

Mendcli, Odontoglossum criapum, several Cypriitediums
(Liiwrenceiinumbeingnotably g<_>od), one or two well-rtowered

specimens of Brassia vcrucc'sa, which told well in the group,

.and several other good things.

In Mr. Hocr. s collection the Crotons were well-grown and
piirticularly bright, and what the flowering plants were
lacking in, was more than made up by an effective arrange-

ment. Mr. H. T. Gahdum and Mr. Hall also shuwcd well

in this group.

In the circular groups, Mr. T. 3. Haworth, Dunham
Mersey, and Mr. E. Brathv had the premier lots.

For six stove and greenhouse plints, Mr. Brathy, Mr.
Uknchliffe, and Mr, J. Hawmktii had well- grown, well-

flowered plants. Dr. MoiR and Mrs. Oldfield bad well-

grown Ferns. Mr. Henchliffe liad a lot of good Orchids,

and his Cypripcdiuni RotbschiMianum was a fine vaiiety.

Mr. Ja3. aMiTH'a twelve berl>aceaus phints, above specially

noticed, were a remarkably even group, prominent in it

being a plant of Spinea aruncus, with beautiful feathery,

arching plumes.
In all the twenty-seven open classes there w.as a fairly

good representation. The cut Roses, particularly those from
Mr. CnA.s. Bi'Rgbss, Plurabley, were good, fresh, fairly sized,

the best being Pierre Notting, Victor Verdier, Marie Rm*
mann, and Mrs. Laing. Mrs. Ravner, Marple ; Mr. Hall,
Hale ; and Mr. Brows, Heaton Mersey, taking premier
positions in the various classes.

Mr. C. E. N. Gadduu had the best collection of fruit, con-

sisting of Grapes, Peaches, Melons, ifcc. Mr. Watter'^on had
well finished, very good bunches of Black Hamburgh and
Foster's Seedling Grapes.

Dr. MoiR and Mr. Gill, Ashton on Mersey, had excellent
collections of vegetables.

NOX-COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS.

Mr John Rob.son, nurseryman. Bowdon, put up an effec-

tive group of pot-plants, and bis cnlleetion of herbaceous cut
flowers was varied and showy.

Messrs. Ch8Ran & Son, Altrincbam, had also a large

lot of border flowers, comprising Roses, Lilies, Gaillardias,

ifcc.

DiCKSONS, Chester, had a charming lot of Tea and Noisette
Roses, among which sevei-al novelties were observed.

Messrs. Caldwell, Knutsford, had a grand arr.iy of cut
Sweet Peas in very numerous shades of colour.

Mr. Heywood put up a good, semi-circular group of plants.

The Messrs. Hofkiss, Knutsford, had a varied and cle.in

border Violas.

TIBSHELF HORTICULTURAL.
July 21.—The Tibshelf Floral and Horticultural Sojiety

held its show on the above d te on the Cricket Ground, and

the weather being beautifully fine, there was a large attend-

ance of visitors. In connection with the flower show is a

Rose show, under the rules of the National Rose Society, and

this feature ia becoming increasingly import int. Indeed
the judges on Tuesday decLired the collection of Roses
brought txjgether to be the finest seen iu the United King-
dom tbii year, notwithstanding the fact that the season is

getting on. The Natiomd Society's Gold Medal was awa ded
to Messrs. Habkness k. Son, Bedale, Yorkshire. The piizc-

list for Roses was as follows :

—

R03FS.

Seventy two blooms, fifty distinct varieties.—Ist, Messrs.
Harkness k, Sons, Bedile ; 2nd, Messrs. Merryweatber k
Sons, Southwell ; 3rd, Messrs. Dickson & Son, Newtownards,
CO. Down ; 4th and 5th, Messrs. Cocker & Son.s, Morniug-
field Nurseries, Aberdeen.
Forty-eight blooms, distinct varieties. — let, Messrs.

Dickson & Sox ; 2nd and 3rd, Messrs. Cocker k. Som ; 4tb,
Messrs. Merryweatber & Sons ; 5th Slessrs. Mack k. Son ;

0th, Messrs. Harknlss & Sons ; 7th, Messrs. Townsend
&SON.

Thirty-fix blooms, distinct varieties.—Equal lat, Messrs.
Cocker & Son and Messrs. Mack & Son ; 3rd, Messrs. Dick-
so.N & Son : 4th, Messrs. Cocker k. Son ; 5th, Messrs. Merry-
\/EATHER k Son ; 0th, Messrs. Harkne s k Sons.
Twenty-four blooms.—1st, Mr. H V. Macuin, Wurkaop ; 2nd,

Mr. W. BovES, Derby ; 3rd, Mr. Wuiitle, Leicester ; 4t'',

Mr. R. E. We>t ; 5th, Mr. Morris.
Eighteen distinct varieties— 1st, Mr. Whittle; 2nd, Mr.

R. E. Wk-st; :ird, Mr. Morris; 5th, Mr. J. Bradbury.
Twelve distinct varieties.— 1st, Mr. Whittlb; 2Qd, Mr. S.

Price; 3rl, Mr. R. E. West; 4tb, Mr. S. Morris.
Three large marfjuees were required fur the accommo-

dation of the exhibits, but there was a slight falbng off

owing to the dry weather, in the number of exhibits from
cottagers and artisans. The total number of exhibits, never-
theless, WLis in excess of Ust year. The groups of plants,
occupying a space of 200 feet, were exceptionally fiue; the
middle tent, in which these were, presenting a beautiful
sight. Nine prizes were offered, the highest amount
being £15.

Mr. J. Ward, gr. to Mr. T. H. Cakes, J.P., of Riddinga
House, Alfreton, is always a formidable competitor at Clay
Cross and Tibsbelf, and, indeed, at any show in the Midlands
iu thi.s p.irticuLar deixtrtment of shows. He carried off the
1st prize, .13 he has done six or seven years in succession at
Tibsbelf, and as be invariably tioes at Clay Cross.

Gnjupi.— it was satisfactory to note th;it groups were of
u ifonn excellence than is usually the case, and the point
upon which the judges had to attach the greatest importancj
iu giving their awards w-is not so much the difference in
artistic taste displayed in the gi-oupings, but the quality of
the component parts of the groups. In Mr. Ward's group
every individual plant w;is a perfect specimen of its kind.
The specialty consisted of dr-wping curly Crotons, w .ich

are seldom seen with such colour. TTia winner of the fth
prize, it should be stated, is a working collier, living at
Tibsbelf, and is a well-known prize-taker in the district

The following is a bst of the prize-takers in this section : 1st,

Mr. J. Ward, gardener at Riddinga House, Alfretoa ; 2nd,
Mr. J. Edmonds, gardener to the Duko of St. Albans ; 3rd,

Mr. C. J. Mee, Nottingham ; 4tb. Mr. W. Haslam, Hars'oft
;

5lb, Mr. William Shakespeare, Tibsbelf; Cth, Mr. Webb,
gardener to Viscountess Ossington, Kelham Hall; 7th, Mr.
Kemp, gr. to Mr. J. J. Chambers, Tibsbelf.

Other prizes in the open cLiss went to the following:—
Ferns, collection of six; 1st, Mr. J. Wari>; •2\id, Mr, J.

Nelson : 3rd, Mr- W. Kewp ; 4th, Mr. T. Butler.

Zonal Pelargoniums, six varieties.— 1st, Mr. T. Butler,
Fuchsias, six varieties: Ist, Mr. J. Swanwick, gardener at
Sherwood Lodge, Nottingham; 2nd, Mr. W. SnAKE.spEARE,
Tiljsbelf. Oi-chids, coUectioa of six: 1st, Mr. C. J. Mee, Day-
brook Nurseries. SLx plants for table decoration : 1st, Mr. J.

Edmunds, gardener at Best^ood Hall ; 2nd, Mr. C. J. Mee
;

3rd, Mr. J. Ward. Bouquet of flowers : 1st, Messrs. Johnson
k Wheblkr, Chesterfield. Vase of flowers : 1st, Mr. J. Ward

;

2nd, Mr. W. Lowe ; 3rd, Messrs. Johnson k Wheeler. Col-

lection of cut flower : Ist, Mr. T. J. Nelson; 2nd, Mr. J,

Ward. Verbenas: 1st, Mr. T. Bftler ; 2nd, Mr. S. Price.

The Secretary, Mr. R. Harrison, on Tuesday attained his

majority iis the secretary of the Soc ety, which under his

able guidance has attained dimensions of a surprising

cbiracter.

SURREY FLORICULTURAL.
July 22.—Though the name of this society connects it with

th<^ county, the exhibition ia a purely local one, and as it is

only open to exhibitors who are members of the society, to

compete for prizes, the display should not be compared

with many other exhibitions in this county where there is

no such restriction. The fifty-second annual exhibition was

iield on the above date in the gi'oimds of Brockwell Hall,

adjoining Brockwell Park, and close to Heme Hill Railway

Station.

There were numerous classes, but the competitiou w\as

by no means keen. Details concerning a few of the piin-

cipal cljisses ara appended. Amongst some of the special

prizes were several offered to exhibitors of the best pUmts

which h id been washed by a certain soap 1

Mr. J. Lamberi, gr. to H. W. Segelcke, Esq., Elfindale

Lodge, Heme Hill, had the best collection of six foliage

plants, showing three Crotons, aud a plant each of Hyophorbe
lutesceus, Alocasia macrorhiai, and AnlhuriumcrystalUnum.
The same exhibitor was 1st for six Fuchsias, and for sLx
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distinct vaiieties of Ferns ; and 2nd for four stove or green-

house plants.

Six plants suitable for table decoration were best shown by

Mr. A. A. Rofe, gr. to Mrs. Cole, ElmfieM, Streatham.

Jlr, A. A. RorE had also the best half-dozen of Petuuias

and was 2nd for half-a dozen plants of Co'eus ;
and, in addi-

tion, 1st for six Caladiums, and 2nd for six Begonias iu

flower. The 1st prize in the last-named class was won by

Mr. T. Pearce, gv. to S. G. C. Sanson, Esq ,
Leigham Holme,

Leighton Court Ro.ad. This exhibitor won also for a group

of niiseellaneous plants, being followed by Mr. J. Lambert.

Mr. J. Lambert won for six Ur.acajnas.

Mr. RoKE, with two gffod bunches of Black Hamburgh,

was 1st for black Grapes ; and Mrs. Holt, Waratah, Chisle-

hurst, with Muscat of Alexandria, won for whit i Grapes.

Messr-s. 3so. LiiNn & Sons. Forest Hill, London, 8.E-,

helped towards the display by an exhibit of their plant

specialties, and Mr. Robt. Neal, Trinity Road, Wandsworth,

had a large group of miscellaneous plants (stove and green-

house), and cut Roses, &c.

BECKENHAM HOBTICTJLTURAL.

Jolt 22.—The annual exhibition of the Beckenham

Society was held on the above date in the Athletic Grounds

under auspicious circumstances. Considerable interest is

taken in the annual event by the people of the district, and

Beckcnharn Itself is made brighter for the occasion by the

display of bunting in the more conspicuous places. The

three good-sized tents were well filled, and the number of

competitive classes was large, a great many of these being

for the encouragement of "single-handed" gardeners,

amateurs and cottagers. In connection with the last named

section of exhibitors, the chairman of the district council

who opened the exhibition referred to the fact that this body

was now preparing for the benetit of Beckenham residents

about ten aci-es of land to be used as allotments, and we hope

the site chosea is a convenient one, in order that the most

use possible may be made of it. In the open classes it is

desirable that more competitors should engage, for, as will

be seen from the details below, the number of prize winners

is not quite satisfactory. Several varieties of plants were

well shown, and none better than Achimenes and tuberous-

rooted Begonias. We are unaole to give details respecting

the whole of the classes, and the following refer mostly to

tho=e open to all competitors. The arrangements were good,

and a word nf praise is earned by the energetic honorary

secretary, Mr, T. W. Thornton, who for the past few years

has been of very great help to ihe Society.

The groups of plants arranged for effect being only upon a

space 10ft. by 6ft., there was not scope for a gre it effort. The

arrangement to which was awarded the 1st prize, was ex-

hibited by Mr. T. Crosswell, gr. to W. M. Bullivant, Esq.,

Homewood, and consisted of a groundwork of Ferns, amon?

which were interspersed Fuchias, some very fine Gloxinias,

Crotons Caladiums, and a few Palms. The 2nd prize was

taken by Mr. M. Webster, gr. to E. J. Pbesto:;, E^q. In

this exhibit the plants used were rather too large for iirrangc-

ment in so small a spac3. Table plants, though exhibited

by two conipeUtors only, were very good from Mr. J. Munro,

.n- to J. L. BUCKWALL, E-q., Langley Court, his Crotons

Aigburthensis and Donia-ii being of commendable colour.

Mr. M. Webster, gr. to E J. Pre3T0N, Esq , Kelsey Cottage,

was 2nd.

Mr. J. Mi'KRo had the bjst c .llection of three liowering

stove or greenhouse plants, showing Phimbajo capensis,

Allamandl Hcndersoni,. and Stephaiiotis floribunda. Mr.

M. Webster was 2nd.

Mr. F. G. Cogger, gr. to .1. Norwood, Esq., Pembury

Lodge, was 1st for three foliage plants, staging two

Caladiums and one Croton ; Mr. .1. Munrd being 2nd.

Eight misctUaneous pl.ants were exhibited best by Mr. M.

Webster, in whose collection was noticed a pretty plant ol

Cissus discolor and two graceful Palms. Mr. J. Mi'nro's 2nd

prize exhib t contained two nice Crotons.

The best single .specimen plant was a capital one of

Plumbago capensis, shown by Mr. M. Webstbb ; the Anthur-

ium Scherzerianum, by which Mr. J. Monro was 2nd, con-

tained a large number of flowers.

Ferns were of commendable quality, the best collection of

four plants being shown by Mr. F. G. Cogoeb, and the 2nd

prize w.as taken by Mr. H. Cooper, gr. to C. W. Harbison,

Esq., Whitraores.

The few exhibits of tuberous-rooted Begonias deserve

special commendation. The collection of four specimen)

wilh which Mr. T. Crosswell obtained 1st prize was capital

;

three of the plants were double-flowered, and the remaining

one a single variety, the Last-named being the most effective

of them all, Mr. F. W. Price, gr. to H. C. Crowtbee, Esq.,

Broadclyst, was 2nd, and included all double-flowered

varieties.

Mr. T. Crosswell had the four best Fuchsias, and Mr M.

Webster was 2nd. In this latter collection the plants were

but sparsely bloomed.

Coleus .are usually very pretty at Beckenham, and on the

present occasion some brightly coloured specimens were

staged, though of moderate siza. Mr. J. Mr.vRo was 1st

again here, and Mr. M. Webster InA.

Gloxinias gave Mr. T. Crosswell another opportunity t.i

score 1st, and he had a very satisfactory collection of six

plants, which appeared, however, to have come from too hot

an atmosphere. Mr. H. Cooper wis 2nd with very much

smaller plants, and Mr. F. W. Price, gr. to H. C. Crowther

Esq., Broadclyst. was a good 3rd.

For Petunias JTr. Webster staged most successfully, and

he was followed by Mr. J. Galley, gr. to J. Horton, Esq.,

Haynes House, and Mr. J. Monro respectively.

Achimenes were very fine, and the collection of four plants

shown by Mr. W. Turle, gr. to A. H. Baker, Esq., Eldcrslie,

was worthy of much ytraise, a plant of the bright flowered

variety Dnzzlc covered with blossoms was very effective.

Mr. H. Cooper w:>s 2nd, and Mr. F. Smith, gr. to M. John-

son, Esq., Moat Lodge, 3rd.

Mr. H. Cooper had the best Lycopodiums. but these wore

not exhibited largely.

Cut Roses in a collection of twelve blooms were best from

Mr. A. C. GiFFORD, Cornwalls, Tennison Road, S. Norwood.

The best Grapes were from Mr. W. Taylor, gr. to C. Bayer,

Esq., Tewkesbury Lodge, Forest Hill, who showed two

bunches of Black Hambro ; Mr. J. Amery, gr. to F. E
Liebrich, Esq., was 2nd.

There were several collections of six Pelargcniums in

bloom, and amongst these the collection from Mr. F. G.

Cogger was awarded 1st prize.

The Beckenham people have always a model garden or two

to inspect at their exhibition, and on this occasion the 1st

prize for this class was won by Mr. A. H. Button, liroad-

stairs Stables, whose exhibit evidenced the possession of a

certain amount of ingenuity.

The table decorations were good, and the 1st prize in one

case went to Mr. T. Horsman, Station Conserv,atory, Becken-

ham ; and in the other to Miss Edith HiQoiNBorTOM, Vernon

House, and Miss E, M. Hewlett, Elmhurst, equally.

MISCELL.\NE0U.^3 EXHIUITS.

There were several honorary exhibits of a good character.

Messrs. H. Cansell k Sons treated the Beckenham peop'e

to a view of some of their Cannas, and Messrs. JNO. L\ino a
Son. Forest Hill, bad a largj group in which were Ciladiiims,

Begonias, Orchids, pnd other choice plants, also cut Roses,

and hardy flowers.

The Agricultural and Horticultural .-X ssociation had a

number of hardi flowers displayed, and from Reid's Nursery,

Beckenham Hiil, were shown cut flowers of Cannas and

Carnations Mr. E M Randall, Railway Br dge, Becken-

ham. had flor.al design-'.

Mr. Jno. K. Box, West Wickham and Croydon, exhibited

an oval group of tr.berous Begonias upon the grass, backed

and faced with ornamental foliage plants of a miscellaneous

character.

Messrs. Jno. Peed *! Sons, Roiipell Park Nurseri s, Nor-

wood Road, London, staged a small group of miscellaneous

plants, chieli* remarkable for some choice C il.adiums. and a

well flowered Hid angea panieulat a.

THE NATIONAL CARNATION AND
PICOTEE

(Southern Section).

Jolv 22 —It was the presence of the exhibits brought by the

Midland growers which helped so much to make up a Show

worthy of the Soulhein Section of the National Carnation and

Picotee Society. The hot, dry weather brought on the blooms

of the southern growers unusually early, and they were prac-

tically unable to exhibit As Mr. Smith said at the luncheon,

no one, not even Zadkiel, could alter the weather; and he

thought, in the face of the experience of the p.ast two years,

that for the future the show should be held a week earlier,

say about the L'.tli of July. The Birmingham growers were

fivoured by having a .season a week later, and they had

larger, fuller, and ficNher blooms than could be cut in the

South Still, the average of quality was below that of last

year : some of the bhioms were thin in substance, and lacking

colour. The Selfs wore in a few cases very fine ; and the

yellow grounds much lietter than might have been exiiected.

CARNATIONS.

With twenty-four blooms of Carnations, not fewer than

twelve varieties, Mr. R. Svdenbam, Birmingham, repeated

his victory of last year by taking the 1st prize. He had good

blooms of C. B. Lord Salisbury, P F. George Melville, R. F.

Thalia, P. P B Wm. Skirving. P. F. Gordon Lewis, R. F.

Mrs, Rowan, C. B. J. D Hext.all, R. F Thalia, S. F. Guards-

man, C. B Mrs Burgess. S. B. Robert Lord. S. B. Robert

Houlgrave, R. F. Ro.sa Mundi, P. F. Agricola. C. B. J. S.

Heddcrley, P. P. H. Edith Anne, and C. B. Master Fred ;

2nd, Messrs. Tho.mh)N & Co., Nurserymen, Sparkhill, Bir-

mingham, who had v.arieties differing from the foregoing,

viz., P. P. Barline, S F. Sportsman, K. F Cristi-galli. S. B.

C. H. Herbert, S. F. Flamingo, P. P. B. R. Bealey, P. F.

James Douglas, aud C. B. Jos. Crossland ;
Mr. Martin

Rowan, Clapham, was Srd, several other prizes being

awarded in this and the following classes.

With tmclve blooms, Mr. Joe EdWARDS, Blackley, Man-

chester, was 1st, having C. B J. S. Hedderiy, S. B. Evan

Edwards, new, briUiant in colour ; P. F. Gordon Lewis, S. B.

Othello, R- F, Mrs. Rowan, P. F. Harmony, 8. F. Sportsman,

C, B. Stanley, C. B. Master Fred, S, B, Robert Houlgrave,

P. P. B, Squire Llewelyn, and S. B. Admiral (.urzon. 2nd,

Mr. A- R. Brown, Ha dsworth, Birmingham. Srd, Mr. J.

BnocKLEuimBi, Sb.st.m, Manchester.

With six bloomy Mr. A. Obcesfield. Sutton, Surrey,

was Ist. having C B, J D. Hextall. S B. Robert Lord, S. F.

Sportsman, C, B .1. Simonit', P. P. B. Phffibe, and P. F.

Charles Henwood. ,\[r. T. E. Henwood, Reading, was 2nd.

and Mr T. Anstiss, Brill, 3rd.

PICOTEES

With twenty-four Picotees, in not fewer thin twelve

varieties, Mr. R. Sydenham was .again 1st, having clean

blooms of Ro. E. Lady Louisa. L. Red E. Lena, Red E,

Ganymede, L. P. E. Mrs. Kingston. L. P. E. Thom .s William,

RedE. Mrs. Wilson, L. P. B. Jessie, R'l. E. Little Pliil,

L. Ro. E, Nellie, P. E Muriel, Ro. E. Mr.-i. Payne.

I'. B. Esther, L. Red E. Mri. Gorton, L. Ro. B. Favourite,

P. E. Mrs. Openshaw, Ro. B. Mrs. Coldridge, L. P. E.

Pride of Loyton, L. Bed E. L?na, and P. F,. Amy Bobsart.

2nd. Mr. A. W. JoNES, Handswoith, Birmingham, who.sc

finest blooms were Red E. Mrs. Wilson. L. P. E. Esther,

Ro. E. Little Phil, Ro E, Norman Carr, L. P. E. Mrs.

Gorton, Red E. Brunette, Red. E. IsabePa Lakin, and

L. P. E. Somerhill. Srd, Messrs. Thomson k Co.

With twelve blooms Mr. J. Edwards too't the first prize,

having differing from the foregoing Polly Brazil, Ro. E.

Edith Donibrain, Red E. John Smith, Ro. E. Mrs. Shai-pe,

and P. E. Muriel. 2nd, Mr. A. R. Brown, Handswortb,
Birmingham. Srd, Mr. B. Simonite, Brill.

With six blooms, Mr. C. Hakdcoa, Ash, Sandwich, was
1st; M. T. E. Henwood, 2nd; and Mr. T. Anstiss, Srd.

SELF CAHN.^IONS
Were bright and ple<asing. The dark and light tints mixed

together made the stind very attractive.

With twenty-four blooms, Mr. C. Blick, gr. to Mr. R.

Smith, Hayes Common, Kent, was 1st. having the following

fine varieties of his own raising : Sliides of crimson and red

—Salisbury, Brown Bess. Beacon. Banner, Warrior, Roma,
and Prince Charlie ; rose. Regalia, Sappho, Mrs. Gascoigne,

a id Winifred ; bjff, Dalkeith and Cinnamon ; yellow,

Gilda, Britannia, and J. H. Stuart; blush, Tredegone. Her
Grace, and Abney ; white. Lady Ridley. 2nd, Mr. J.

Douolas, Bookham, Surrey, who had Zadok. a large purple

in iroon self, Mrs. Eric Hambro, Diana, a fine pink self, Duke
of Orleans. Kudoxia, Miss E. Terry, and Seedlings 3rd. Mr.

J. W.xlker. Thame,
With twelve Selfs, Mr. A. R. Brown w.as plaecd 1st.

Chief .among his blooms were Eudoxia, Britannia, Mrs. fcric

H.iinbro, Mrs. Fred, Hayes" Scarlet, Mephisto, Germania,
III aw Lass, Lad.v Ridley, Topsy, and ."^'adek. Mr. J. Edwards
was 2nd, he having Mancunian, a verj* fine maroon self, Rose

Celestial, Uncle Tom, Ruby. President, Arc. 3rd, Mr. R.

Sydenham.
With six blooms Mr. T. E. Henwodd w.is 1st, and Mr. C.

Pn.LLiPS, Bracknell, 2nd.

FANCIES.

Very fine indeed wore ihi fancy Cirnjltions. Especially

a stanel of twanty-four blooms, m.ainly of his own raising,

thown l>y Mr. M. Smith, such as Roland, Perseus,

Vashti, El Dorado. Noseby, Flamma, Lmna Doofie, Nestor,

Ltopold, Regent, Cz irina, President Carnot. Melba, Khedive,

Oliver, Figaro, Ualgetty, Hildago, a new and very distinct

variety, bright gold ground, fl iked on tlie edges with crim-

son and maroon ; Aureola, pale ground, heavilj- edged with

reddish crimson ; The Baron, in the w.iy of .-Vureol i. Bertie,

and Even'ng Star. Mr, J, D"Liulas was 2iid, having Romu
lus. Coral, Cardinal Wol&ey, Mogul, Old Coin, and Seedlings.

3rd. M. J. Walker, Thame.

With twelve fancies. Messrs. Tho.m.--:on k Co. first with good
blcoins of Mrs A. Tate, Brocklin. C«to, Gold Crest, Mrs. W.
Spencer, Almira, Janira, Monarch, The Dey. Stadtrath Bail,

and t-ardinal Wolsey. 2nd Mr, A. J. Sanders, his collection

being for the most part .seedlings.

Witli six fancies Mr. J. Edwards was 1st, he having in

g.tod form Almira. Stadtrath Bail. Cardinal Wolsey, Romulus,
Vellow-hammer, and Mrs. Hvrt. Mr. A. R, Brown was 2nd
and Mr. ('. Harden, ;;rd.

YELLOW GROUNDS
Were also a fine feature, despite the heat. The best twelve

came from Mr. R. .Svdenua.m, who had Ladas, Mrs. Gooden,
Florrie Henwood, Agnes Chambers, Countess of Jersey, Mrs.

R. Sydenham, and Mrs. Douglas, duplicates being permitted,

Mr. M. R. Smith was 2nd, having Voltaire, May Queen.
Golden Eagle, Professor, His Excellency, Fortune, Mohican.
Dervish, Hygeia. and Mrs. Tremayne. :^rd, Messrs, Thom-
son ife Co., whoh.adan unnamed Seedling of high quality with
six blooms. Mr. A. W. Jones was 1st, having capital flowers

of Mrj. Gooden, Countess of Jersey, Mrs. R. Sydenham, Mrs
Douglas, Ladas, and President Carnot. Mr. A. U. Brown was
2nd. and Mr. H. W. Wegilelin, Teignmouth, Srd.

SINGLE BLOOMS
of Carnations were as usual very good, the leading S. Bs.

were Robert Houlgrave, C. H. Herbert, and Robert Lord.

C, lis. J. 8. Hedderiy, Master Fred?., and J. D. Hextall.

P- P. Bs. William .Skirving, this variety being so good as to

take all the jirizes. P. Fs. Gordon Lewis, Charles Henwood
and James Douglas. S. Fs. Sportsman and Guardsman.
U. Fs. Mrs, Gunn, Mrs. Rowan and Thalia. Selfs— white.

Mrs. Lee a very fine nortbei-n variety : Pearl and Mrs. Muir ;

rose or pink. Ruby, Macclesfield and Duchess. Scarlet or

Crimson mainly Sports ; maroon or purple Mancunian. A
very fine daik variety. Yellow Germania: buff. Mrs. Colby
Sharpin, and Persimmon ; fancies—mainl3' Seedlings un-

named.
PREMIER FLOWERS,

Tlie Premier bizarre Carnation was C B., J. S., Hedderl»y,

from Mr. J. Kdwards; the premier flakes. Sportsman, S. F.,

from Messrs. Thomso-j & Co.; the premier Self, Germania

the premier Fancy. Hidalgo, from Mr. Martin Smith.
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A great many bluonjs of Ficotees competed hi the classo'*

for single specimens ; the best heavy reds were Brunette>

John Smith, and Isabella Lakin ; light reds, Thomas William,

Mrs. Gorton, and Leua ; heavy purples, Mrs. Kingston,

Eliaibcth, and Ann L 'rd ; heavy rose. Little Phil. Carapa-

nini and Madeline ; light rose, Rosie Sydenham, Mrs. Deal

and Blanche. Hoar; heavy scarlet. Scarlet Queen, Mrs
Sharpe, and Duchess of York ; light scarlet, Mrs. Geggie,

Favourite and Dolly Dimple
;
yellow grounds, Mrs. R. Syden-

ham, Alice Mills, and Ladas.

Four classes were set apart for bizarres and flakes, self

and fancies, and also for white ground and yellow groun
Picoteea, shown with a single spray of foliage ; in some
classes twelve blooms were required, in others six blooms.

In one or two cases among the light ground flowers, and also

among the yellow grounds, some pretty goud blooms were
shown, but they were generally poor. What useful purpose
these classes serve it is difficult to conceive. There was no
lack of exhibitors and blooms ; but the best of the blooms
appeared to attract but little attention. The yellow grounds
wero the mofjt succoasfal from the artistic point of view.

PLANTS IN POTS.

There were two classes for groups of plants, one to fill a

space of SO the other of 30 ft. The Ist prize in the larger

class went to Mr. M. Smtth, who stagej specimens of

superb cultura carrying fino heads of bloom, the leading

varieties. Silver Strand, Banner, The Abbot, Mrs. Gascoigno,

Kingussie, Miss Muud Sullivan, Florida, Britannia, Hamp-
den, and Moscow, all Selfs of various shades, and the follow,

ingfine yellow grounds : Xerxes, May Queen, Ilis Excellency,

Orestes, Robin Hood, Laura, Beauty, Tlio Dey, with Andro-
meda as a yellow Self. Mr. C. Turner was L'nd also with

some finely grown specimens, mostly yellow grounds, Virgo

and Primrose League predominating, with such Selfs as

t'edric, Little John, Duchess of York, Waterwitch, A:c.

In the smaller class, Mr. J. Douglas was 1st, having also

fine plants of Mrs. Tate, Braw Lass, The Dey, Sadek, Presi-

dent Carnot, Mephisto, Bendigo, a deep purple Self, Mrs. Colby
Sharpin, a fine apricot Self, inc. The "Jnd prize wont to E.

CffARRiNciTON, Esq., Mayficld, Chislehurst, who had well-

grown and bloomed plants.

The best twelve specimens in pots of any class came also
from IMr. M. Smith, having Benares, Hall, Endymion,
Mansfield, Gilda, Perseus, Xerxes, Cupid, Mrs. Tremayne,
and others, finely grown and bloomed, though showing signs
of the hot weather. Mr. C. Turner came 2nd, the best being
Primrose League, George Cruikshank, The Gift, Tom Sayors,
and others. Mr. J. Dout;L\s was 3rd.

Specimen plants, with the exception of one of Paragon
from Mr. M. R. S.mitu, which took the 1st prize, wero very
poor, and no further award appeared to havo been made.

TABLE DECORATION'S

made a good feature, and there were eight Dinner Tables
arranged as for twelve persons, the flowers Carnations of any
class, with appropriate foliage and glasses. Mr. C. Blick,
Mr. Smith's gardener, took the 1st prize, haviiig a central
epergne and a tall trumpet glass on cither side, with smalt
specimen glasses about them. Self and yellow ground
Carnations of good »iuality were arranged with feathery
asparagus, leaves of Caladium Argyrites, and Sniilax, all

well proportioned, fresh, bright, and highly attnxctive. The
2nd prize table came from Jliss Jackson, Weston Hall, Upper
Norwood, the fact of an award being made to it occasioned
great surprise. Mr. F. W. Se»le, Nurseryman, Sevenoaks
was a good 3rd, hi* table arranged much as Mr. Blu-k's.

Mr. J. Douglas had the best Vase of Carnation blooms, a
little formal in outline, as it looke J more like a bouquet : still

it was deservedly awarded the 1st prize. Mr. C. Harden was
2nd.

There were a good many sprays of Carnations in threes, the
leading prizes going to those of large size and large blooms.

Mr. C. Blick, w:isagaui Ist, having imdoubtedly fine blooms
of Carnations, but much too large for the purpose ; Mr. F. W.
Seai.e, was 2nd.

There were plenty of buttonholes also, those formed of the
soft white and yellow grounds being the most efTective.

The Martin Smith special prizes, for flowers of Carnations
from the opeii border brought .as usual a good competition.
The best border variety of self-coloured Caraation was the
bright scarlet Jim Smyth, a handsome bunch of which was
shown by Mr. H. G. Smyth of Drury Lane, W.C. Mr. A. J.

Sanders came '2nd with a white self-unnamed ; and Mr. P.

L. Browne, Hallenbury, with a large pale scarWt^W.
With six bunches ol seli-co\oured border Cjimatious, Mr.

U. W. Weguelin, Tuignmouth, was 1st; Mr. Aubrey Spur-

lino. Blackhoath, 2ad; and Mr. A. J. Sanders, 3rd ; but ;ill

unmimed.

With nine bunches Mr. Weguelin was again 1st; Mr. J.

Douglas, 2nd ; and Mr. M. V. Charringtjn, Srd.

SeedUogs were shown in great numbers, and the following

Certificates of Merit were awarded to new varieties from

Mr. Martin Smith. Miss Maud Sullivan rose self ; Endy-

mion also a rose self, very fine ; Gilda, yuUow self ; Perseus,

crimson self; Erin, white self of the finest quality ; Hidalgo,

fancy white, we regard as the sensational flower of the year,

so beautiful is it ; and the following fine yellow grounls -^

His Excellency Dragoman, having a heavy purj^le edge;

Cai-ess, Empress Eugenie, Hygeria, Cupid, Mr. Mackrae, and
Councillor. To Mr. H. Gegqik for Roseflake Crystal Rose;

Mr. M. V. Charrisgion for Verna, a bright scarlet self ; to

Mr. E. C. Sharpin, for Alice Mills, a beautiful yellow ground

described by us Last week ; and to Mr. T. E. Henwood for

Lord Wantage, a large pale yellow self ; and Mrs. Albert J.

Palmer, a buff self.

MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS.

Mr. J. DouOL \s had a table of blooms of the new varieties

he is sending out, such as Exile, a deep rose self ; Her Grace,

delicate blush, becoming white ; Sir John Falst;iff, light

crimson, large and full; Sweet Briar, pale scarlet, bloom of

fine shape; Winifred, rich deep apricot, yet soft and pleas-

ing ; Bendigo, a bluish-purple self ; Britannia, a deep yellow

self ; Cardinal Wolsey, a fine yellow gro\ind ; Lady Ridley,

white self; Mrs. Eric Hamhro, white; Miss Aiidrey Camp-

bell, yellow ; Mi8§ Ellen Teny. white ; The Hunter, rich

apricot ; and the following very fine yellow grounds :—El

Dorado, Golden Eagle, Mr. Nigel, Voltaire. Xerxes ;
also the

foUowing novelties of the present year :- Black Prince, deep

maroon pui-ple self; Distinction, rosy purple, shaded with

deep purple ; Mogul Y. G., edged with deep red ; Mrs. Pat-

rick Campbell, primrose self ; and Paradox, a bright scarlet

self.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, staged

a large bank of attractive bunches of Carnations, and also of

Pentstemons and other flower.s, which filled a great space—

a bold feature.

Nursery Notes.

EDENSIDE CARNATIONS.

It is immediately at'tei; the exhibition days of the

Rose are past, that cue's atteution is taken by theCarna-

tious and I'icotees. During July and August, but osp?-

cially in tlie first-named niontlj, in gardens where these

excellent border plants are given liberal and intelligent

treatment, there is an abundance of blooms assured

for cutting purposes, of so choice a nature that

they are unexcelled for such purposes. During this

month Carnations may be seen by everyone with but

little difficulty ; but if anyone desire to see thousands

upon thousands of blooms upon pot plants, all repre-

sentative of the best new varieties (some of them so

novel that at present, nor for some time to come, will

they exist in gardens), let him " book to Bookliam,"

ou the London A: South-Western Railway, and in

Mr. Jas. Douglas's collection will he be satisfied.

Three span roofed houses, each 100 feet long, havo

capacity for the accommodation of a great number of

Carnations—nor is much room lost ; but, broadly

speaking, from end to end in either house is a con-

tinuous display of the very best vaiieties up to

date. It is well known that Mr. Douglas limits

not his collection to varieties that he has raised

himself, successful though he has been in this

interesting branch of horticultural pursuit, but

the finest varieties that have responded to the

skill of that eminent Carnation specialist, Mr. Martin

H. Smith, are also contained therein. Doubtless it is

open also for the reception of varieties from any other

source, should they possess equal merit.

The following varieties were noticed of self-coloured

border Carnations to be sent out in the present year :

Nabob (Smith), an orange-bull' flower, fairly distinct,

and of good form and size, habit apparently strong,

and not shy to flower. Blush tinted varieties are Her

Grace (Smith), and Seagull (Smith), the former a

large well-formed flower parsing to white, vigorous ;

and the latter, possessing a bloom of fine form, main-

taining the blush, and of vigorous habit. In Sir Jno.

Falstaff (Smith! are seen fine full flowers of pale

crimson, likely to be appreciated, it being an excep-

tionally large flower, with a good calyx. Miss Maud

Sullivan (Smith) is salmon y.inU, the flowers appeared

to be good and full ; and the grass, though rather small,

yet vigorous. The flowers of this variety were passing.

A rich apricot-coloured flower is borne by Winifred,

and being good in form, somewhat distinct, and the

plant vigorous, it should be welcome, though there

are others of nearly the same colour. Exile (Smith)

and Sweet Briar (Smith), the former a rose self, and

the latter pale scarlet, complete the list of the new

ones from Mr. Smith, but flowers of these two we

omitted to see on this occasion.

Of the newest varieties of yellow-ground Picotees

are those we now proceed to mention : Mr. Nigel

(Douglas), a large bloom for this section, heavily

edged with deep crimson, and doubtless a handsome

acquisition. Xerxes (Smith), a flower with bright

clear ground and rose margined ; also El Dorado

(Smith), a very fine variety with large well-formed

flowers, having rich yellow ground, prettily

edged, and otherwise marked with bright rose.

Voltaire (Smith), has very large flowers with

bright ground, and margined and marked with

rose. The remaining variety. Golden Eagle

(Smith), as the name would appear to indicate, has a

golden-yellow ground, the margins being of bright

red ; the flowers are of good size and form.

The undermentioned we noticed of the new varie-

ties of selfs and fancies other than those raised by

Mr. Smith :— Distinction (Douglas), a rosy-purple

flower, thickly spotted with purple ; Mrs. Patrick

Campbell (Douglas), a pretty and good flower of

primrose-yellow, the petals being broad, and main-

taining their form uncommonly well ; Black Prince

(Douglas), a deep maroon-purple flower, having good,

well-formed petals, a capital and distinct variety
;

Mogul (Douglas) has extra large flowers, possessing a

yellow ground, and marked efi'eotively with blood-red

There are other new ones, viz., Garvillo Gem,

described as a heliotrope-coloured flower ; and Paradox

(Spurling), described as a bright scarlet variety.

A new self-coloured border Carnation named Mrs.

Douglas must not be omitted from these notes, as it

will sure to be a very valued one, but it is not to be

distributed until next year. The flowers are of very

fine fjrm, of a handsome cherry-red in colour, and

it apparently possesses a vigorous and free-blooming

habit.

This season's novelties we have now mentioned,

excepting the excellent new forms of the Malmaison

section which were not in flower. None of them are

other than excellent, and each adds to the variety of

its particular section. We say this without in the

least implying that all of them are superior to

varieties which already exist. It is well known

that in yellow-ground Picotees, for instance, there

is no variety for exhibition even now equal to

Mrs. R. Sydenham, and the same may be true in

other sections. However, as we havo said, all of the

new ones possess some merits to recommend them. It

would be too great a charge upon the reader's time

as well as upon our limited space, to attempt to

describe other varieties that were noticed in fine con-

dition, and which are now in the hands of most

Carnation lovers, but we may just mention the

names of King Arthur, Bendigo, George Cruikshank,

The Hunter, Cowslip, and Mrs. Dranfield, for they

are remembered with greater vividness. All the

plants at Edenside are grown well, but no thinning

is practised, and in the place of a few exhibition

blooms is seen many more of an average size, and

therefore of a character less likely to mislead one.

TcBEROOS Begonias, &c., at Forest Hill.

The tuberous Begonias, in the improvement of

which Messrs. John Laing & Sons have worked so

cleverly and so successfully for many years, are now

making their annual display in the large block of

houses devoted to them at Forest Hill. In the iwo

great divisions of these showy and useful, flowers, viz.,

the smgles and the doubles, it seems scarcely possible

to surpass those now in bloom ; but still the firm is

making provision to get better things among the

500,000 or so seedlings planted out in the open

ground, and which will form a magnificent sight in the

autumn. But not only on the improvement of their

noted fine strain are they at work, for several totally

new types are being carefully worked up, and in

each class the representatives already in flower are

not only beautiful in themselves, but foreshadow

much greater things in the same direction. Of the

most marked of the new types is the scented-flowerei

Begonia, well represented by the large and richly-

coloured B. Mar^chal Niel, whose flowers have a

distinct Tea-Rose scent, which is more marked in the

morning than in the evening in some of the class
;

and the fringed Begonias, which have flowers resem-

bling the best large single strain, but with beautifully

and "closely-fringed and crimped edges to the floral

segments. Some of these are white, with a broad

rose-coloured margin ; some scarlet, others yellow
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or white, and all are striking by reason of their

fluelyformed and novel flowers.

Other new classes which are being worked up are

the crested Begonias, in wiiich each petal his a raised

band down the centre, terminating iu a fringed

tassel, the arrangement on the four-jietalled flowers

taking the form of a cross. The basket Begonias,

which form such lovely objects suspended iu green-

house, conservatory, or portico ; the bedding Be-

gonias, which so many gardeners find better than
the bedding Pelargonium ; and these not only exhibit

all the range of colour known in Begonias, but iu

stature are adapted either for whole beds or for

edging, some of the varieties being extremely dwarf,

brilliant, and floriferous. The new set of 1896,

it is claimed, is the finest set of Begonias ever

sent out, and a brave array they make. Of
the doubles, J. T. Bennett-Poii is a brilliant crimson
variety of the Camellia-flowered class, and beautifully

fringed
; Miss Russell is also a Camellia-flowered kind

of a bright orange-scarlet
; Snowdrift, the finest of

whites, as the Hon. Mrs. MulhoUand is of the prim-
rose-coloured

; Lady Clifford of Chudleigh, is a large

chrome-yellow
; Lady F. Fitzroy, light apricot ; Mrs.

F. W. Soames, a noble salmon -scarlet ; Blush Queen,
a charming light variety ; and Marchioness of Down-
shire, rose-pink. Of the older, double-flowered kinds
the best seamed to be Countess of Craven, a really

line white
; Earl of Warwick, dark scarlet ; Duke of

Fife, sdmon-rose
; Countess of Warwick, light scarlet

;

Empress Frederick, rich rose ; Invincible, brilliant

ciimson
;

Mr.s. Hudson, cerise ; and TIjo Tremier,
crimson-scarlet.

Of tlie doubles for bedding, Duke of York, Stan-
stead Gem, Laing's Golden Ball, Lafayette, Marquis
of Statibrd, and Madame de TourtuU are excellent,

and give the requisite colours.

The new singles of 1896 are Earl of Esse.x, a mag-
iiificeut orange-scarlet

; Viscount Grimston, erimson
;

Sir Jolin Dorington, pink
; Lady Ampthill, salmon

;

Lady Foley, light s=arlet ; Lady Wilkins, golden-
bronze; Lord Aldenham, crimson-scarlet; and Mar-
jorie Hoffman, a very fine rose. Of the older kinds
were noted as very fine Countess Cowper, white

;

Distinction, crimson ; Sir Chas. Pigott, orange-scarlet

;

Mrs. Geo. Reynolds, salmon-rose
; Mrs. Arnold,

yellow
; Grand Duchess of Hesse, pure white ; and

Duke of p]dinburgh, dark crimson. In other houses
all sections of Begonias are represented, tbere being
a very fine stock of the Rex, or coloured-leaf class

;

of the shrubby, both winter and summer-flowering,
and Begonias of all sorts.

In the other plant-houses is a very good selection
of Orchids, both intermediate and cool-liouss^kinds,
among those in bloom in the cool-house being the
elegant Odontoglossum elegantulum, and another
hybrid of soma affinity to 0. Coradinoi, but with
traces of 0. triumphans; Lycaste Deppei, Masde-
vallia Chima>ra, and other Masdevallias, Odontoglos-
sum crisi)um, 0. Pesoatorei, Epidendrum vitellinum,
kc. In the warmer houses with some Cattleyas were
Ciiysis aurea, Dendrobium suavissimum, D. Dal-
hou.sieanum, D. Aphrodite, and other Dendrobes

;

Ai-ridei odoratuJii majus, Staidioi)ea oculata, Cypripe-
dium superbiens, C. Curtis;, &c.

In other houses was remarked a luagnificent display
of a superb strain of Gloxinia3,^two of the most distinct

varieties being Mr. Edridge,'a rich violet-plum colour,

and Mrs. Edridge, white, with a dark violet-purple band
round the segments. In the next house is a good show
of Laing's strain of Streptocar,ius, which each year

seems to approacii nearer to the Gloxinia, both in size

and in variety of colour : and iu otlier warm houses

are the almost innumerable varieties of Caladium,

with their varied and charming foliage, as showy as

any flowers for whicli the hrm is noted. In the green-

houses is a fine show of scarlet Kalosanthes, white
and yellow Marguerites, and other flowers of the
season, and the decorative houses are well stocked

with Palms of all sizes, B'ems, &c.

Outdoors, the space is shared between the planted-

out tuberous Begonias and the hardy herbaceous
plants of the showy kinds, such as Phlox, Peut-

stemous. Antirrhinums. Carnations, L>elphiniaiu?,

&c., all of which are brilliant with flowers representing

the best selections iu each class.

A R K E T S.

COVENT GARDEN, JULY 23.

[We cannot accept any respuusibility for the subjoined
reports, Tliey are furnished to us regul.irly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are respon.-^ible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that tliese

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Plants in Pots.—Averaqe Wholesale Prices.

A Jiantuni, pei- doz.
Aspidistra, per doz.
— specimen, each

Calceolaria, p. doz.
Campanula, per

doz.

Cock's combs, doz.

Coleus, per doz. ...

Crassula, each
Dracaena, each
— various, p. doz.

Evergreen Shrubs,
in variety, doz....

Ferns, small, doz. ...

Ferns, various, doz.

Ficus elastica, each

s. d. s. d.

4 0-12

V2. 0-30
5 0-15

4 0-60

tj 0-12
4 0-60
2 0-40
16-30
10-76

12 0-24

6 0-24
10-20
5 0-12
10-76

Foliage plants, doz. 12

Heliotrope, per doz. 4
Hydrangea, various
per doz. .. .. 6

Ivy Geraniums per
dozen

Lilium Harrisii, pr.

dozen pots
Lobehas, per doz....

Marguerites, p. doz.
Mignonette, p. doz.

Palms, various, ea.

— specimens, ea.

Pelirgoniums, doz.
— Scarlets,p. doz.

d. s. d.

0-30
0- G y

5 0-18

4 0-60

9 0-18
3 0-40
6 0-10
4 0-60
2 0-10

6-84
0-10

8 0-60

Bedding Plants in variety.

Cut Flowkrs.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, p. 12blooroa
Bouvardias, per bn.
Carnations, 12 bun.
— 12 blooms ...

i'ornflowors, p. doz.
bunches

Kuchaiis, per dozen
Forget-me-nots, p,

doz. bunches ...

Gardenias, per doz.

Cladiolus, doz.bun.
Lilium llarrisii, per

bunch ,.

Maidenhair Fcni,
per 12 bunches ..

Marguerites, per 12

bunches ...

Orchids :—
Cattleya, 12blms.
O dontoglossum
crispum, 12 bai.

Ori

Fruit.—

Apples, Suftielde,

per sieve
— Quarrcndcns,

^ sieve ... ...

Aprieots, per doz.

Cherries, Napo
Icon?, J-sicve

— Turks, do. ...

— Flemish I'eds,

do
Currants, Black,

A-sieve
— Red, ^-sieve ...

Figs, per doz.

Grapes, Alieante,l8t
quality, per lb.

— Hamburgh, Ist

quality, per lb.

— Alicante, 2nd
quality, per lb.

— Hamburgb.2nd
quUity, per lb.

s. (/. s. d. S. d. s. d.

2 0-40 Mignonette, p. doz.

6-09 bunches 20-40
4 0-60 Pausies, doz. bun. 10-20

(»- 2 Pelargoniums, scar-

T let, per 12 bun. 2 0-40
1 0- 1 6 : — per 12 sprays .. 4 0-60
2 0-40' Poppy, doz. bun. 6- 1

i

Pyrethrums, 12 bu. 2 0-40
16-30' Roses, Tea, per doz. 00-16
2 0- 4

i

— coloured, doz. 0-16
6 0-00' — yellow (Mare-

i

cbal), por doz. 2 0-40
2 0-40 — red, per dozen 6- 1

— red, don. bun. 4 0-60
4 0-80 — Gloire,d(»z. bn. 40-60

— Safrano, p. doz. 10-20
10-20 — Moss, doz. bms 06-10

Stephanotis, 12 sps. 16-20
6 0-12 Stocks, p. do/,, bun :'. 0-6

Sweet Pea.s, 12 bun. 16-30
2 0-60 Tuberoses, 12 blms. 02-04
iiio-BLOOU in variety.

Average Wholesale Prices.

s, d, s. d. s. d. s. d.

Grape-5, GrosMaruc,
6 0-70 per lb 1 D- 2 6

— Gros Colmar,
4 per lb 2 0-26
10-20 — Muscats, Eng-

lish, per lb. ... 2 6-30
12 0-14 — Muscat, Ghan-
9 10 nel Islands, p^r

lb 16-20
4 0-50 Melons, each „. 20-26

Nectarines, 1st size

0-8 per doz. ... 12

4 0-46 — 2nd do., p. duz. 3 0- 6
6-3 Peaches, 1st size,

per doz. .. 10 12
— 2nd do., doz. 3 0-40
— 3rd do., doz. 16 2

Pine-api'los. St. Aii-

chuel, each ... 7 6-10
Plums, Early Rivers,
per J sieve ... .^ 6- 6

16-20

16-26

10-13

10-13

Veg eta»LE8,—Average Wholesale Prices,

Beans, Scarlet Run-
ner, p. J-sieve

— French, do, ...

Marrows, VegeUible,
j)er 5 doz. ta'ly...

Mushrooms, per lb.

— (Outdoor), per
half-sitve

s. d. 8. d.

0-10
0-13

4 6

Cucumbers, per dz.

Peas, per sieve . .

.

Tomatos, home-
grown, smooth,
per doz. lb. .,

— ordinary kinrls,

per doz. lb....

.. d. s. d.

2 0-30
4 0-46

3 6-40

2 6-30

SEEDS.
London ; Jul;/ :i-. — Messrs. Johu Kliaw & Sous, Seed

Murchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, Lomion, S.E , de-

scribo to-day's market as poorly attended. Thei-o is, for the

moment, scarcely any sowing demand, whilst all speciitition

is quite dead. Hume-grown Trifolium. with diminislied

offeriiig.s, is very firm. English Blue Peas, of this year's

growth, are now showing. Holders of Trefoil exhibit extreme

firmness. Canary seed has risen 2s, from the lowest point

recently touched. White Mustard keeps steady. Buckwheat
is dearer. Linseed slow.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Borough: Jitb/ 1:1.—Quotations : — Cabbages, 1^-. \jd. to

3s. per tally; Spinach, Is. 9d. to 2>. 3d. per bushel; Caidi-

flowers, l.« O'f. to '.J.'', per dozen; Peas, 1^. 9d. to 3s. per

bushel, and 3s. Hi/, to 4s. per bag ; Onions, English 6s.

per tally ; Egyptian do., 3s. to Ss. 6rf. per cwt.; Portu-

guese do., 6s. to 6s. per rase ; Carrots and Turnips, 2.5. 9d. to

'33. per dozen bundles ; Marrows, Is. 6rf. to 2s. per dozen

;

English Cucumbers, 2s. to 3s. do. ; Dutch do.. Is. *>d. to Ss.

do. ; Lettuces, 2d. to 9d. per score ; Jersey Grapes, Is. to Is. Gd.

per lb. ; Belgian do., 9rf. to Is. id. do, ; Tomatos, Enijlish,

4fl to 6d. per lb. ; Jersey do., af<;. to M. do.; Str,awberries,

Is. Od. to 2s. Gd. per peck ; Currants, Red, .'«. to .is. Gd. ; do..

Black, 5s. Gd. to 6s. ; Gooseberries, Is. 6i(. to Ss. ; English

CheiTies, 4s. Od. to Gs. 9d. per half sieve'; foreign do.. Is. Gd.

to 2s. -Gd. per basket; Raspberries, ISs. to 20s. per cwt. ;

St. Michael's Piiu-apples. 2s. to 3s. each ; Mushrooms, Sd. to

Od. i>cr lb. ; Peaches and Apricots, 8ti. per box.

SriTALFiELDS I Jidi/ 21.—Quotations :—Marrows, 3s. (i '. to

5s. per tally ; Peas, 2». Gd. to 3s. per bushel ; Scarlet Beans,

3s. Gd. to 4s. per bushel ; Broad do.. Is. 9d. to 2s. per bag ;

Carrots, 2s. to 2«. Gi(. per dozen bunches ; Turnips, 2s. Gd. to 3s.

do. ; Mint, Is. Gd. to 2s. do. ; Parsley, Is. Gd. to 2s. do. ; Cabbage,

4s. to 5s. per tally ; Onions, 2s. to 3.5. Gd. per dozen bunches ;

Egyptian do., 2s. to 3s. per bag ; Cucumbers, 2s. Gd. to 3s. per

dozen; Gooseberries, 2s. 6ti. to 3s. per half-sieve; Currants,

red, 5s. to 5s. 6i(.do. ; do., black, 7s. to 8s. do. ;
Raspberries,

Is. 3(;. to Is. Gd. per pumiet.

Stratfobd: JuIi/ 22. — Quotations : — Cabb!vges, 2s. to 3s.

per t,aUy ; Turnips, 2s. to 2s. Cd. per dozen bunches ;
M.in-

gulds, 22s. Gd. to 25s. per ton; Onions, Egyptian, :i'. Oi(. to

Is. Gd. per bag ; Apples, English, 3s. Gd. to 7s. per bushel

;

Beetroot, Gd. to Sd. per dozen ; Parsley, Is. Gd. to 2s. por doz.

bun. ; Spring Onions, 2s. to 2<. Gd. do. ; Salad, Is. tjrf. to 2s.

do ; frame Cucumbers, 2s. to 2s. Gd. per dozen ; Broad Beans,

Is., tols. Gd per bag; do.. Scarlet, 4s. Gd. to 5s. per bushel

;

Green Peas, 4s. to Gs. per bag ; Marrows, 3s. Gd. to 5s. per

tally ; Gooseberries, 2s. Gd. to 3!. per half-sieve ;
Uaspbcrries.

KJs. to l.Ss. per cwt ; do., 2s. Gd. to 2s. '.li(. per dozen punnets
;

CurrautJi, black, (is. to 6s. Gd. per half..sicvo ; do., red, 4s.

to Gs. Gd. do. ; Cherries, 4s. to Ills, du, ; Tomatos, Guernsey,

2!. 6i(. to 3s. per dozen bales ; do., English, 5s. Gd. to 4s.

per peck ; Pcai.s. English, 3s. Gd. to r«. per .sieve ; do., 2s. to

2.. inl. per half-sieve.

Farringdon : Juli/ 2:!.—Quotations : —Cabbage, 4s. p^r

tiiUy ; Scarlet Runners, 4s. 6((. por bushel ; Peas, 2s. Gd. per

do. ; Beetroots, 4s per dozen bunches ; Carrots, 3s. do. ;

Turnips, 4s. do. ; Lettuce, 2s. per score ; Marrows, Is. ed.

per dozen : Parsley and Mint, 3s. per dozen bunches ;
Pluni.*i,

Ennch, JOs. per score (boxes) ; English, do. 7s. per half-

bushel ; Gooseberries, 3». to 3s. Gd. do. ; Currants, Black, 8s.

do. ; Kcd, 6s. do. ; Raspberries, Is. Gil. per case ; Tomatos,

English, 3s. M. and 4s. per dozen pounds ; Cucumber, 2s. Gd.

per dozen.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

tempcraturo above or below 42° Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
dogreos— a '* Day-degree" signifying V continued for

twenty-four hours, <^ir any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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THE PAST WEEK,
The following summary record of the weather throughout

the British Islands fur the week ending July 18, is furnished

from the Meteorological Office :

—

" The weatho' diu-iug this period wa ' fine and dry over the

Kingdom as a whole, -but w;i3 somewhat unsettled, with
occasional i-ain on our extreme north and north west coast,

while over 'England, E. audS.E.,' a temporary change to

cool rainy weather occurred suddenly on Wednesday or

Thursday, accompanied in many places by thunder and
lightning.

"The tempera'ure \\\&t equalled the mean in ' England, E,,'

but waa one or two degrees above it elsewhere. The highest

of the maxima were recorded during the earlier days of the
week, where they ranged from fi.S' in ' England. E.,' s7 in
' Kngland, S. ,' and 8.'t' in the 'Midland Counties,' to 74" in

'Scotland, N.,' and T'2^ in 'Scntland, W.' The maxima
registered on Thursday over the south-eastern counties were
very low for the season, the readings at Cimbridge and in

London being about 30'' lower than those of Tuesday. Tho
lowest of the minima occiuTcd un rather irrcgidar dates, but
principally during the latter half of the peiiod ; they rniiged

from 4(1'' in "Scotland. E. and England. E.,' and W in
' Ireland, N.,' to 4.0' in ' Scotland, N. and England, S./ and
to b-l" in the ' Channel Islands.'

"The ra(;i/"((?/ was considerably less than the mean in all

dist icts. '>\cr the western parts tf England rain was
mtirelyabscnt, andin the 'Midland Counties, England, N.E.
and the Channel Islands,' tlie fall was extremely slight.

" Tlie bri'jlit mnshiiie c^ccQdcd the mean in most districts,

but was deficient in 'Scotland N. and W..' as well as in
'Ireland, N. and England, N.E.' The pcrcontase of tho
[lossible duration ranged from GU in ' England, S.W.,' and tiS

in tho 'Channel Islands' and from 52 in 'England, S./ to^O
in 'England, N.E,' I'l in 'Ireland N.,' and to Hi in
Scotland. N. "

Jerusalem Artichokes. TLe feeding iniali-

ties of the Jcnisalcdi Articliuke have been discuvered
by a correspondent of the Pvartlcal Fnrm»r (Cape of

Good Hojie). Ho coininenced feeding iiis hugs with
them, and noticed in a short time that tiiey were gain-

ng rapidly in growth and fle.sh, and ho gave them no
ec)rn till in thi' hnishing process, when he afforded a
little. He found that he liad put the swine on the
market at less cost than ever before, and that there
was money in them when fed on Artichokes. The
tops of tho plant are useful a^ fodder, cattle eating
thota readily. Some growers claim to have raised

1000 bushels of tubers per acre, but 600 bushels is

considered a good crop ; and an acre will keep from
twenty to thirty head of swine through the winter
months. The Artichoke is a plant which the do
pressed farmer and landowner in this country might
also find "money in."

E N QUI R Y.

" He that questunuth vuu-hshall Imrii mx^h," Bacon-,

Ihe Litcuee (p. 742, last volume).—Dr. Frau-
ceschi, Santa Barbara, California, writes to say that
plants of Nepheliuni Litcbee can be supplied in
quantities by him.

Booiis: IV. B. M. The best work is Mr. F. W
Burbidge's, The Propai/aHvn and Improvement .</

PInnIs, published by W. Blackwood & Sons, Londou
and Edinburgh. It contains many details concern-
ing hybridisation.

Carn.vtions
; Vomi'j Grower, ami E. F. C. T.—We do

not undertake to name florists' flowers. Send
them to some grower.

CROTO.y Sport : X. N. F. The leaves you send are
very pretty, aud if they be the result of a sport,
the variety is well worth perpetuating.

Cui-CMUKliS C.IIOWN IN A (JREEN-IIOIISE : E. Lane.
The treatment aflbrded would be right, if only the
plants had bottom heat slightly in advance of the
average top beat. If you had a brick-pit partly
built in the soil of i feet in depth, and you could
fill this with tree-leaves two-thirds, and one-third
stable-litter, you would have the means of growing
Cucumbers oi- Melons from April to September?
At other times, a stage might be put over the pit[
and filled with green-house plants in pots. One
Cucumber plant will carry one dozen fruits in

various stages of development, ,and. perfect moat of

them ; and it will continue to do this for several

weeks, afterwards fewer should be left, and the

plant reinvigorated with rich surface dressing

of stable-dung and loam laid on about 1 inch

thick. Good varieties of Cucumber are Lockie's

Perfection, Market Favourite, Cardiff Castle, and
Sion House.

Diseased Tojiato Fruits : A Grower. The fruits

are affected with Peronospora Lycopersici, often

mentioned in these columns in recent years. There
is no known cure. Cut off and burn all fruits

showing any signs of the disease. It may be kept

at bay by the use of the Bordeaux Mixture,

applied at intervals of two or three weeks ; but

with I'ipeuing fruits that is ucit possible. A dryi.sh

treatment of the plants is preferable to one that is

the reverse, whether the disease shows itself or not.

Gardeners' Societies : L. Drmje. Tho Secretary

of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution is

Mr. G. .1. Ingram, ,'iO, Parliatnent Street, Loudon,
S.W. ; United Horticultural Benefit .and Provident,

Secretary, Mr. \V. Collins, 9, Martindale Road,
Balhani. London, S.W.

Insects iNJUHtNo Carrots : C. jV. The insects scut

are the caterpillars of one of the " cut-worm
'*

moths (Agrotid;c), and as far as I can see, without
having specimens at liand for comparison, those of

the Turnip-moth, Agrotia sege turn, which are well-

known ilcstroycra of root crops. I think it hardly
necessary in tlie case of so well known an insect to

go at length into measures wliii-h have been adopted
against it ; but, li.and-pickiug \by turning over tlie

earth round the roots by day, or at night witli a

lantern) has been successfully tried : and in .\meiica

the laying between tho i ows <-if baits consi.stiug <jf

Lettuces or roots well sprinkled with Paris Green.
Waller F. II. lllamlfoM.

Lachenalias : TVcw. T. We can find no trace of
fungi, except the common saprophytic mould
which only flourishes on dead matter. There is

no clue to the cause of failure which we can detect

in the bulbs. .M. C. C.

LawsTknnis Court : /. C. The total length of the
court should be 78 feet, divided into two courts of
each 21 feet in length, and two of each 18 feet iu

length, on opposite sides of the central line where
t the net will be stretched across. The width of tho
I court is 27 feet, and together with the outer belta

of 4V feet each, make a total breadth of 3t> feet.

The net at the sides should measure 3i feet, and in

the middle 3 feet in height. Service-line is 21 feet
' distant from net.

'Maidenhair Fern to Preserve : ir. ttSons. Dry in

the ordinary manner between sheets of Herbarium
paper under pressure, changing the sheets of paper
twice a week till the s:ip in the frond is absorbed,
then secure with narrow strips of thin paper laid

across the stipes and branchlet of the frond. To
give to Fern fronds that are to be used in vases,

&c., the desirable softness and natural ^racefrrlness,
they should, after drying, be laid in a vessel of suf-

ficient dimensions to accommodate them when laid

straight and flat, containing a mixture of equah
parts, spirit and glycerine. Here tho fronds-
should remain immersed till they are saturated,

and then hung in a sli.idy place to become dry.
Tho spirit cvaporat cs wliil-t the glycerine remains
in the substance of tho frond. The glycerine dues
not prevent the colouring of the fronds if that is

desired.

Names of Fruits : /. //. /. Peach : The fruit was
pounded nearly to pulp, but judging from general
appearances it is probably Early Rivers, one of the
finest Peaches known.

Names of Plants : Correspondcnti not ansiecred in

this issue arc requested to be so (jood as to consult the

folloiiinr/ number.—C. L. ,S'. Lilium sulphureum
Baker, Botanieal Mu'Juzine, t. 7257. Only known
in Upper Burma. J. G. B. — Joltn Elliot, Jan.
Inula salieifolia, habitat Russia. — W. S. Dios-
pyros Lotus, Linn. — H. J. 11. Bad specimens,
all withered ; we guess them to be — 1, Nas-
turtium palustre ; 2, Polygouum Convolvulus

;

3, Scutellaria galericulata ; 4, Nasturtium sil-

vestre ; 5, Sium angustifolium : ti, Barbarea vul-

garis -. 7, Pastiuaca sativa ; 8, withered beyond recog-
nition ; 5, Erigerou canadensis.

—

E. S. J. 1. A
pretty variety of Oncidium Lanceanum ; rather
small, but bright in colour.— Ti. IK. X>. It is im-
possible to give the names accurately without
seeing flowers, but those specimens sent may be

—

1, Bra-ssia species ; 2, Oncidium sphacelatum ;

3, Dendrobium Pierardi ; 4, Epidendrum fragraus
;

5, with flower is Trichopilia ti.rtilis.— U'. T. T.,

Eastbourne. All withered, and hardly recognisable.

1, Caucalis Authriacus ; 2, Sison amomum ; 3,

Silaus prateusis ; 4, Chan'ophyllum tomulum.—

•

ir. D. 1, Cryptomeria japouica var. spiralis ; 2,

Ciipressus (Retinospora) obtusa var. lycopodioides
;

3, Picea excelsa clanbrassiliana ; 4, Libocedrus
chilensis ; 5, Finns cembra nana ; 6, Abies brachy-
phylla, probably.

—

No name. Carnations, fair ; and
Catalpa bignonioides. — Old Kewile, Belgium.
Brassavola cordata.

—

E. N.—Polygonum cuspida-

tum.—iV. €'. Specimens very bad (except Echi-

nops), and withered when received ; we do our
best. 1 and 2, Ferns ; 3, Thalictrum sp. ; 4, a

Geranium ; 5, Echinops spluerocephalus ; 6, Ery-
threa Centaurium. —G. B. 1, Catalpa bignonioides

;

2, Cornus mas vai-iegata ; 3, Abies iiobilis ; 4,

specimen insufficient : 5, Prunus Pissardi ; 6,

Acer japonicum.— /". IT. 5. Please address such
questions to the editor, not to the publisher. 1,

Juglans nigra ; 2, Ailanthus glandulosa ; 3, Abies
nobilis, good specimens, carefully packed, thank
you.— (7. G. 1, Nepeta cataria ; 2, Lathyrus
aphaca ; 3, Medicago lupulina ; 4, Bupleurum
rotundifoliuui.

National Daulia Society : Enquirer. The Secretary

is Mr. T. W. Girdlestone, M.A., Sunningdale, Berks.

The. date of the Dahlia show will bo given iu our
list of appointments for September.

Peach Si-lit at the Stone : /. W. This arises pro-

bably from imperfect fertilisation.

Prunis Pissardi: T..I. The proper name for this is P.

cerasifera var. atropurpurea. It is a purple-leaved

form of the Myrobalau Plum. It might lie used
for culinary purjioscs or for dessoit. but the flavour

is only i^f moderate quality. It produces fruit

commonly, and now that the plauts are getting

older, may be expected to do so freely.

Sai.safy : .1. B. C. In a collection of nine distinct

kinds of vegct;iblcs, supposing that ten points re-

presented the highest number, first-class Salsal'y

would take fewer than Intermediate Carrots, say as

three are to five, if the latter were equally'good.

Seedling Carn.vtions : Mrs. M. C. Most of tho

flowers you send us are good ones, especially those

numbered one, two, and three. Evidently the seed

supplied by the National Carnation Society has

been selected with care ; it is only one in a very

large number of seedlings, however, that can be
expected to be better than all existing varieties.

Souvenir de r.\ Malmaison Carnation : 7^. Ji.B

If your plants are one, two, or three years old, you
may rejuvenate them by layering the shoots around
the mother plants, leaving them iu situ, when
furnished with roots ; or you may cut the shoots

hard back, and thus get them to make new shoots

close at home.

Strawberries: P.C. Mjatfs Seedling is synonymous
with Filbert Pine, an excellent variety and very

prolific, taking the place of British Queen where
that one does not succeed. It is late. Myatt's

Prolific is the same as Wonderful, a tender, sweet,

yet briskly- flavoured variety, which forces well.

Aberdeen Favourite (seedling ?) is the same as

Rosebery, a large-fruited, coniial-shaped berry,

hiving a diirk-red skiu, almost black, when the

fruit is ripe, and deeply-imbuddcd seeds. We do
not know tho name of the raiser.

Wasp-destrovino Paper : G. W. E. Enquire of

the large " horticultural sundriesiuen."

COMMUNICATIONS Rkceived.—H. F. —Dr. Zicharias. Ham-
burgh.—T. P. R.— IT. P. Hedrick, OreKoo— E. A., Geneva.
—G. P.—W. E. G.-M. B., Middclliui-g.—H. J. W., Florida.

—D T. F. -C. S.— H. K. B.— Li. L., Brussels.—H. Y. T.—
E. C—J. Lain^j ct Sons.—J. Irvine.— M. Linden.— F. D. N".

—E. L— K. S —F. W. B.—W. G.-C B.—W. P.—U. W.—
J- .McI—G. W.— J. D.— 1).—W. k Co.—T. Fenton.—Otto
Forster.-U. S.—G. S. J.— II. C. F.—R. Dunlop.—W. Kelly
(shortly).—E. Thorn is. -H. Becker. Jersey.

Photooraphs. SPEcrMENS. &c.. Received ivrru Th\nks.—
Dr. FrancescUi, S.inta B:irbarx.—W. M.

CONTINUED INCREASE in Ihe CIRCUL.iTION OF THE
" GAllUENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to AovEBrisERS.— Thi Ficblisher luts the satis-

Jactioii n/anii'^itnciiiy tliat the circulation of the " Gardeners'

Chroiudc " hi-, sin:-: the, ecduclion in the pricf: oj the paper,

lacreasei to the extent of more than 93 per cent.,

and that it CDntinues to increase weekly.
Advertisers are reminded th<it the *' Chronicle" circulates among

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS
AND GARDEN-LOVERS at ttoinc, that it hos a Specially large

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it iS

preserved for rejerenee inalt Ihe principal Libraries.
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GREAT REDUCTION in FRAMES RFNSON 'S
OTTO iir-ir.T.T_-n-iMn-a7"iM TWAinz * ^ * ^ -*- ^ ^<J ^^ -^ ^ ^^OUS WELL-KNOWN MAKE

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and caD be put

together and taken apart in a few minates by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted.

CASH
PRICES,

OASBLA.aE

PAH).
Larger sizei at proportionate prices,

R. HALLIDAY &
KOtAX HOBTICULTURAI. WOBKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
fo'uiott.^^ent.Mr.H.SKKLTOif.Seedsman,&o.,3,HoIlowayBd..>\

1-
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The Lists will open on WEDNESDAY, the 22nd of July, 1896, and close on or before MONDAY, the 27th, for Town and Country.

IN^DUSrTRIAIli issue: of £7S,000 5 h % Px>efes>ence SKaves.
The REALISABLE ASSETS in Gnerpsey alone (apart from Goodwill), as certified by Messrs. Furber, Price & Farber, and Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, are upwards

of £68,000. No Debenture Issne. Ample Working Capital provided and £10,000 additional for extending the operations of the Company in Reserve.
Annual Net Profits £11,120, see Report by A. A. Teatman, Esq., Chartered Accountant.

CHANNEL ISLANDS PRODUCE COMPANY, LIMITED.
(Incoi'iiorated iiiider the Coiiiranies Acts, 1862 to ISW.) '

CAPITAL £I50|000, divided into 15,000 Fiveand-a-Half per Cent. Cumulative Preference Shares of £5 eaeli.

The Preference Shares will tie the First Capital Cliarge upon the llnfiertakiiif;, anil no Dehentures or Debenture Stock ran be created without the sanction of a majority of the
PREFEUENCE Sliareholders present at a Meeting specially convened. .\nd

75,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each, of which the 15,000 Preference Shares are offered for Subscription. Payable 5s. on Application, 15b. on Allotment, and the

Bahtncc in calls, not exceeding £1, at internals of not less than One Month. The whole amount may be paid on Allotment, the Shares ranking for l)ividend from the date of payment.

TRADE APPLICATIONS WII.I, JtECElVE PBIOBITX OF ALLOTJIEXT.

DIRECTORS.
AKTHUU KN'OPWOOD, Esq. (,ChuinjMn), 443, Strand, London, W.C.
JOHN POAT, Esq., Guernsey.
W. UNWIN, Esq., Covent Garden, London, W.C.
THOMAS VERNON, Esq., Guernsey.

Tlie Directors' qualifloation is £500 in Ordinary Shares.

BANKERS.
LONDON AND WESTMINSTER BANK, Lothbury, E.C., and Branches.

COMMERCIAL BANK OF GUERNSEY.
SOLICITORS.

London—HENRY P. SPOTTISW( " iliE. Esq., 32, Craven Street, W.C.
Guernsey—CECIL CAREY, Esq.

STOCK-BROKERS.
London—A. HARDIE JACKSON, Esq., 1, Copthall Court, E.C., and Stock Exchange.
Manchester—Messrs. PIXTON & COPPOCK, Stock Exchaut'e.
LIVEIIPOOL—FRANK BIGLAND, Esq., 28, Exchange Street E.xst.

BiBMiNOHAM—DAVID WHITEHEAD, Ess! , Unity Buildiuas, 14, Temple Street.

FRUIT-BROKERS.
Olascow—MEi.'^KS. SIMONS, JACOBS * CO. (^Messrs. CARCIA. JACOBS /tCO., Covtnt Garden).
M.vxchester-Messrs. ELIAS FARRAND & CO., Sniithlield Market.

AUDITOR.—A. A. YEATMAN, Esq., 2, Oresliam Buildings, E.C., Chartered Accountant.

SECRETARY AND REGISTERED OFFICES (pro tern.).
Mr. ARTHUR F. HOOPER, 2.i, Budge Row, E.G.

PROSPECTUS.
This Company lias been formed to acquire, amalgamate, and develop tlic trade cif rertaiu

Well-known Fruit, Flower, and Ve^^etable producing prc^perties in Guernsey. To aetniire and
carry on in eonnection therewith the business of Salesmen, and likewise to jirovide facilities for

the eollection of produce in the Channel Islands, act as Wholesale Cual and Manure Merchants,

antl generally to promote ami mpanise the welfare of this vast yet growing industry. Fur the

pnrpuse of theC'omiiany a careful selection of some <if the finest properties in Guerfisey has

been made, and tlie following well-known Vineries and Nurseries are to be acquired :

The Duveaux Vineries
Hativet
Old

The Old Mill Vineries
lielgrave „
New ,,

The Devonian Vineries
Balmoral
Les Nicnlles
Fountain Lodse ,,

These Properties together cover an area of alxnit 30 acres, covere<l with elass to the extent

of 700,102 HUperfteial feet. Upon the T>asis of last year's crop it is estimated that they shoidii

yield aliont 000 tons of Tomatoa and 40 tons of (Jrapes, in additioti to many thousjinds of

baskets oiul boxes of French Beans, Vegetables, Flowers, Fi'uit, Ac.

The expense of working these properties wlien amalgamated, it is anticipated, will show a

great saving.

The Company, by undertaking the systematic collection of pr<HUice, will supply a much
needed want in the Island, and will also l»eable toilivt-rt the sale nf a large ipiantity of jirudnce

into its own hands, and thus open up a very pmtltablc snurce of income.
With this object in view, the Directors ha vi' arranged t:j acqnii-e the old-established con-

m-xion carried on by Mr. Unwin in Covent Ganlcn, an<l ha\e arranged with him to join the

ftoard and to conduct this part of the business.

There are other important economies to l>e cUccteil, among which inny be noted t!ic cost of

freight and material, such as coal and manures.
Hitherto every grower has shipped his own fruit in comijaratively small quantities, :ind

consequently is eompelKd not only to add cart;ige to the expense of growing, but additi(ui:d

shipping and railway cliai:ge3 which often, Tender these eonditiims, absorb a large proportion of

the prutit. The Company by undertaking the collection, avoid this to small growers, and at

the same time inHuence the consignment into their own liamls. This will not only give them
a considerable profit, but will keep tliem in idoser touch with the nnirket and enabh; them to

some extent to regulate the sni>ply in accordance with the demand. The importance of this tran

be appreciated when it is considered that in the item of Tomatos alone, the variation in price

is from 2s. Crf. to 23^^ a lb.

The produce from the various proper; ies about to be acquired by the Company is well-

known on the London Market, and has always been disposed of at good and remunerative prices.

The Company will not only be a very large consumer of coals and manun.-s, but it will also

luidcrtake the selection ai«l sale of them to other growers, and owing to their advantages in

buying this should also prove a valuable addition to the profits. Another saving will be
effected in this direction, as owing lu the thousands of tons whii-h the Company will purchase,
they will^be able to obtain the supply on nmch better terms. As these items are among the
heaviest f)f a grower's expenses a material increase to the annual profits is eusured upon the
Company's own consumption quite apart froir any profit on sales.

Mr. William Entwisle, one i_if the most experienced and successful growers of Guernsey, has
agreed to act as General Manager of the Company's business tl«re for a term of five yeani, upon
advantageous conditions. In addition to this, Mr. John Poat, whose name stands eminent
among Guernsey proprietors, in conjunction with Mr. Thomas Vernon, have consented to join

t!ic Board of Directors, and will reside in the Island. Their practical business experience will

always be locally avaihible.

The acquisition of the market business in London will enable the Directors to save by far

the greater part of the Brokerage and Commission on the sale of produce, which is from 7J per
cent, to 10 per cent. ; U\ that extent adding to the protit derived from the sales. It is further
anticipated that a considerable i)rolit will be realised upon sales made on account of other
growers, to whom special facilities, owing t<i the size of this combination, can be offered.

The annual profit to the Company, according to the Accountant's report, based upon the
present produce of the vineries and lands purchased, and upon the present profits of the
Covent Garden business is £11,120.

Five and a-half per cent, upon the 15,000 Preference Shares will require . . £4,125
Leaving a margin of £0,995.

Attention is called to the exceptional value of the Preference Shares as an investment. It

will be seen upon reference to the Report of Messrs. Furber, Price & Furber, and Messrs.
Protheroe & Morris, that their valuation of £r»S,0S5 6s. 4d. is for actually realisable property,
and is in no way calculated upon the basis of the vineries as going concerns. This fact, with the
additional valueof someof the land for building purposes referred to by the above firms, renders
them a unitjue investment, especially when it is taken into consideration that no Debentures
can be issued by the Company except with the consent of a majority of the Preference Share-
holders in General Meeting.

With the exception of Mr. Unwin's, all the foregoing properties have been carefully valued
by Messrs. Furber, Priced Furber, and Messrs. I'rotheioe and Morris, whose report will be
found herewith, and tYom which the following paragn»i)hs are extracted :

—

We have been over a largo number of these establishments to advise you as to the value of
them, and enable selection to be made of those most worthy of your attention.

Consideration has I>een paid to the quality of the various soils, and most of the lands
selected are particularly rich, even in comparison with the rich soils of Guernsey. All the
selected i)ropertics are in excellent heart and condition.

Our valuation of these Properties amounts to £68,085 6s. 4»/., classified as follows ;—
The freehold of the land, with boundary walls and rights of water sujiply, £ s. rf.

houses, buildings, glass houses, heating and pumping api^aratus,
engines and fixed plant 53,655 3 7

Loose plant, utensils, live stock and crops 14,430 2 9

Making a total of . £68,085 6 4

Some of these Pi-qierties have, in our opinion, additional value as building land, or pro-
spective bnilding land, but in no ease have we made our valuation upon that ba.sis, but have
restricted ourselves to tuch a figure as, having regard to soil, position, and other advantages,
the lands are worth for horticultural purposes. We are, Gentlemen, Your id}edient servants,

Fl'rber, Pkice Ar Furber,
Protheroe & Morris.

Mr. A. A. Yeatrnan (Fellow of the Institute of Chart».-re«l Accountants), has made a per-
sonal visit to and investigated the Guernsey properties, together with Mr. Unuin's business in
l^judon, and his report \a as follows :—

"2, Gresimm Buildings, Basinghall Street,
*' Dear Sirs, " London, E.C., 22nd June, 1890.

" I have visited the pro]Kji-ties in Guernsey i>roi>osed to be acquired by this Company,
and have carefully invt'Stigate<l them, and also Mr. Unwin's business in Covent Gaixlen.

" I have fouixl a difllcnlty iii tivating all the accounts oti the same basis, but am satisfied
that the annual net profits, after allowing for economies, which will be certainly effected, and
fur the saving of commission on the sale of the produce, nmy be taken at the sum of £11,120
(Eleven Thousand One Hundred antl Twenty Poun<ls) after iiayment of all outgoings, including
exi>cnse9 of management, repairs and dei>rpciation,

"This protit makes no allowance for any increase in the out-put of the properties, nor for
income from any other of the sources antici'jiated by you. " Yours faithfully,

"(Signed) A. A. *VEATM.\N', Chartered Accountant."
The Vendor has fixed the Pmriiasc price at £140,000, of which the whole of the Onlinary

Shares Oess the 10,<X)0 hereafter referred to), will be taken in part payment, and he furtlier
reserves the right to api»ly for and have allotted one-third of the Preference Shares, the limit
allowed by the rules of the Stock Exchange.

Mr. William Entwisle, the Co/npany's future manager in Guernsey, has carefully considered
the amount of working capital which the Company will require, and he is satisfied that there is

sufficient in the growing crops to jjrovide for all working expenses relative to the lands
acquiretl. In atldition to this, £10,000 in Ordinary Shares have been set aside to provide any
ailditional working capital wliich may be found desirable, and the Vendor has agreed to take uj)
within one year, if called upon, such Shares at par.

Tlie Directors have rescned to themselves the right to decline to complete the purchase
of any of the properties before mentioned, and to substitute others (if they should rieem it to
1»' to the advantage of the company to do so), subject, however, to the Valuers and Accountant
certifying tliat the property or properties substituted is or are of eiiual value to any relinquished.

The only agreement entered into is one between Mr. Thomas Vernon, junior (the vendor),
of the one part, and Mr. George James Rowley of 11, ('andahar Road, Battersea (as trustee for
the Company) of the other part, dated the 20t"h day of July, 1896.

Copy of the Menmrandum and Articles of Association of the Company, and the agreement
above referred to, can be seen at the office of the London Solicitor of the Company, Mr. Henry
P. Spottiswoode, at 32, Craven Street, Strand, W.C.

The Vendor will pay all expenses of promotion up to allotment.
Applications for a quotation and special settlement on the Stock Exchange will be made in

due course.

Applications for shares should be made on the accompanying form, and same forwarded
with the deposit to the Company's Bankers, and if the number of shares allotted be less than
those applied for the surplus jiaid will be ap]iropriated towards the amount due on allotment ; if

ni allotment be made the deposit will be returned in full.

Prospectuses and application forms can be obtained from the Company's Brokers and
Solicitors, and at the Registered Offices, 25, Budge Row, E.G.

17lh July, 1896.

This Application Form may be used, and should be fjfled in and sent with the amount payable on application to the London d Westminster Bank, Lothburyj E.C.

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR CUMULATIVE PREFERENCE SHARES. No

C£rAN^><r£3i:i isi:i1li>¥ds pi(oi>xjce: coivxPAi^^y^, r^imitea, oAPi'TAHi £i50,ooo.
Divided into 15,000 Five per cent. Cumulative Preference Shares of £5 each (Preferential as to Capital as well as Dividend), and 75,000 Ordinary Shares of £1 each.

To the Directors of THE CHANNEL ISLANDS PRODUCE COMPANY', Limited.

Gentlemen,—Having paid to your Bankers, the sum of £ , being a deposit of 5s. per Share on Application for Preference Shares of £5 each in

the above Conipany, I hereby request that you will allot to me that number of Shares, upon the terms of the Prospect\is of l7th July, 1896, and subject to the Memorandum and Articles of

Association of the said Company, and I agree to accept such Shares, or any less number you may allot me, and to pay 15s. per Share on Allotment, and the subsequent instalments when due,

and I authorise you to place my name on the Register of Members for the Shares so allotted to me, and I agree with the Company as Trustee for you and other persons who may be liable, t

waive any fuller compliance with Sec. 38 of the Companies Act, 1867, than as contained in the said Prospectus.

Name in full.. Address,. Professioti or Business..

Date.. Usual ySignature.,
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GREENHOUSES, CUCUMBER -FRAMES,
SASHES, GABDEN-LIGHTS,

ADd all kinds of

HORTICULTUBAL WOOD-WORK and SUNDRIES.
Also

WREATH, CROSS, and FLOWBB-BOXBS
of every description.

Special Line in QARDEN-HOSE. Portable and other
POULTRY -HOUSES.

Write for Prices to—
EDWARD TAILBY,

Ai^XANDBA Sawing, Pla-ning, and Moulding Mill3»

SUMMBR BOW. BIRMIWaHAM.

ENTS ! TENTS ! ! TENTS ! ! ! — I have
purchased 5000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost

£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28». each
;

inferior qualities, 225. and 24«. each. Cash with order ; can be

sent on approval. Specially adaptable for sportiDs; and pleasure

purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINGHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
*' April 29, 1896. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tentB,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
" F. H. Hill. Duddingaton Park, Portobello, Midlothian.'

MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports, &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Runners
Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, cash
£14. cost £3<3.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

MMgi BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

SILVER SAND
Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Bay Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half tha

ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders eiecuted unth the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied

at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

GEO. GABSIDE. Jan.. F.R.H.S., Lelfhton Bnzzard, Beds.

KILL-M-RIGHT
Certain cure for Blight, and all Insect Pests, without injury

to plants. Once tried, always used.

Sample Tin, 2 lb., free by Post, on receipt of P.O. for 2i.l0rf.

Price LIST and testimonials on application.

The STOTT FERTILISER & INSECTICIDE CO.,
Barton House, Manchester.

ISHURST COMPOUND, xiaed since 1859
for Bed Spider. Mildew. Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes, 1«., St.. and lOf. Qd.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd, and li., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. 3rf.

per bag, on rail ; 15s. per cubic yard, in 12-yard trucks*

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 3s. 3d. per bag ; 10». per cubic yard.

WALKER AND CO.. Poole. Dorset.

The Beat Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The moat complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published

,

Third Edition justout.

Price &«.; post free, 6s. 6(i.

A. F. BARRON. 13, Sutton Court Road, Chiswiok.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTOM BUILDIHOa, CHAKOEHT LAKE. W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demaDd.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT AOOOUNTS. on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEFARTMBNT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDIMQ SOCIETT.
HOW TO PUBOHASK A HOUSE FOB TWO aUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETT.
HOW TO PimCHASK A PLOT OF OBOUND FOB FIVB

BHILLINOS PER MONTH.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with fall partioolara, post-

Ire*. FRANCIS BATBN80BOFT, Manager.

V

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaohing " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unacoustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.R.H.S., HeztaUe. Kent.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Geo. Wittv, recently Foreman in East Dene Gardens,

Bonchurch, I.W.. as Head Gardener to J. S. H. Henry,
Esq., at same .iddress.

llr. WiLLlAii Wright, for the past four years general Fore-
man in the Forestry Department at Castleboro, Eonis-
corthy, has been appointed Manager to the Earl of Rosse,
Birr Castle, Parsoustown, King's County.

THE CURATOR of the Sheffield Botanical
and Horticultural Society THANKS those APPLICANTS

who replied lo his advertisement, and desires to inform them
that the POST IS NOW FILLED.

A^^'.
METCALFE begs to THANK the

• numerous APPLICANTS tor JOURNKTMAN'S SITUA-
TION, and to say the VACANCY is NOW FILLED.

WEAVER, The Gardens, Oakley Hall,
• Basingstoke, begs to THANK the 78 APPLICANTS

for FOREMAN'S SITUATION, which is NOW FILLED, and
regrets that he cannot find time toieply to each one separately.

WANTED in a Market Nursery for Growing
Fruit, Sec, under Glass. WORKING PARTNERSHIP,

or MANAGEMENT, with view to same, by one with thorough
practical and theoretical training. — K. K., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, HEAD GARDENER, 22?. a week
and lodge. Lodge-gate to be attended to. Three other

men. Melons. Vines, Toroatos. Kitchen and Flower Gardens.

—

Bev. ARTHUR TOOTH, Woodside, Croydon.

ANTED, HEAD -WORKING GAR-
DENER, who thoroughly underataDds Flower Garden,

Kitchen Garden, and Fruit Trees. -Apply to G. McCORQlTO-
DALE, Rossway, Berkhamsted.

WANTED, a strong, active young MAN, as
UNDER GARDENER, where only two are kept.

Af;e about 'Jl to 2.^. Must have had some previous experience.
Wages, 20s. to begin with. — Apply, LEIGH HOLME.
Leigham Avenue, Streatham, S.W.

ANTED, GARDENER (Third), with
knowledge of Orchids, Ferns, and Stove Plants. State

experience and wages.—E. ASHWORTH, Harefield Hall,

Wilm.slow, Cheshire.

ANTED, FOREMAN for General Glass
Department. Must beafirstclass Propagator oE Hard

and Soft-wooded Plants. State age, experience, and wage
required.—PENNELL and SONS. Lincoln.

ANTED, FOREMAN, not under 25 years,
for Inside. Well up in Fruit and Plants, Early and

Late Forcing, aUo House and Table Decoration.—State expe-
Tienoe where gained, to J. WITTY. East Dene Gardens,
Bonchurch, I.W.

ANTED, for the Trade, an ORCHID
FOREMAN. Good wages given.—Apply T. C. M..

Gardeners* Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, a good MAN, as PROPAGATOR
and GROWER of Plants, Cut Flowers, Fruit for

Market ; also with good knowledge of helping to Build up New
Place. Good references.—J. M., 6. Market Place, Leicester.

WANTED, strong, active, young MAN for
Flower and Kitchen Garden. Bothy and vegetables

found.—State age and experience, with copies of testimonials

only, to LEWIS JORDAN, Holdenby House, Northampton.

WANTED, smart energetic MAN, about 22,
principally to attend to plants, &c.. in various

London Clubs and Hotels. — Apply, by letter only, to

I. J. HOBDEN AND CO., 52. Great Queen Street, W.C.

WANTED,a INIAN accustomed to Propagation
of Heaths in large quantities. State where previously

employed, and wages required.—Apply to K. ROCHFORD, Mill

Lane Nurteries, Cheahunt, Herts.

WANTED, steady, industrious MAN, single,

to grow Maidenhair Fern. Chrysanthemums, and
Tomatos. One who has been accustomed to Grow for Market.
—State wage, Stc. to RIDSOALE BROS., East Keswick, Leeds.

WANTED, TWO young MEN, with know-
ledge of General Market Nursery Work.—State age,

wages, experience, with references, to C. E. AND F. W.
LILLEY, St. Peter's-in-the-Wood, Guernsey.

ANTED, a JOURNEYMAN, not under 22,
to take the lead Inside and Out ; capable of attending

to houses, watering, and mowing. Duty every other week.
Wages, 17s. per week.—Full particulars to ALFRED CHILD.
Catesby House Garden?, Daventry.

ANTED, AT ONCE, a reliable MAN
not under 25, to superintend Flower Garden, and

must have a good knowledge of Potting and Growing. Only
those who have tilled similar places need apply, stating refer-

ences and wages, to Mrs. HARVEY, The Oliff, 8hauUin,I.W.

WANTED, a good, steady GARDEN
LABOURER.—Married, without family. Wife to

attend to Park Gates, Wages 14.s'. per week, and House.

—

Apply to Messrs. NEWMAN and NEWMAN, Land Agents,
33 and 34, Savile Row, London, W.

WANTED, a young MAN, handy at Painting
and Glazing, and accustomed to Nursery-work under

Glass. Constant employment to suitable band, — Apply,
stating particulars of previous employment, wages required,
Sec, to TH03. BUTCHER. The Nurseries. South Norwood,

WANTED, as CLERK, a MAN of strict

integrity, who has had several years' experience in
Nursery Work, and can produce first-claaa testimonials.
Married man preferred.—State particulars, &c., to G. BIDE,
Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, with knowledge
of Garden and Farm-seeds. State age, expsrience,

and salary required.—H. DSVERILL, Banbury.

Bulb, Seed, and Plant Trade.

WANTED, INVOICE CLERK.—Must be
good writer. Salary 'Jos. per week.—Apply by letter,

stating experience. &c., BARR ani> SONS (private), 12, King
Street, Oovent Garden, London, W.C.

WANTED, NURSERY CLERK.—A good
place offered to an experienced, reliable man. Reply,

giving particulars of experience, &c , and wages required.—
W. C, SLOCOCK, Goldsworth Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Ailvertiscrs arc cnidwned aijaiiist having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as ail

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of
the above will please send full particulara, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Gardeners. Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, Ac.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

/iiV/Aesi respectability, and thorough it/ practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—'*DI0K30N3, Chester."

F SANDER AND CO. oan recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

THOMAS BUTCHER oan reoommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTJHE8, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

CKINNS, late Head Gardener to Lord
• Mount-Stephen, Brocket Hall, is now open for an

engagement. Highest reference.—C. K1NN3, The Bridge
House, Temsford, Hatfield.

EO. ABBEY, Avery Hill Gardens, Eltham,
Kent, can with every confidence highly recommend his

General Foreman as HEAD GABDENER, who has had six
yearb* thorough practical experience in every bnnch of
the profession here, and nine years in two other first-claes
situations.

GARDENER (Head). — Thoroughly expe-
rienced in all branches, having left through death of

employer. Superintend Land and Stock if required. Last
sitaation ten years.—H. B., 81, Beach Road, Easibourne.

GARDENER (Head).—W, Adams, age 36,
married, no family ; practical in all branches of Gar-

dening. Leaving through a death. Four years Head present
place.—Rydinghurst, Crawleigh, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 45, married, with
family ; thoroughly practical knowledge in all branches.

Highly recommended. Leaving through a death. Seventeen
years in present situation as Head.—J. DAVIDSON, The
Gardens, Belmont. Salisbury.

GARDENER (Head AVorking), age 28.—
Wm. Crump, Steward to the Misses Goldsmid, Tonge-

wood, Hawkhurst, Kent, desires to recommend his General
Foreman to any lady or gentleman requiring the services of a
steady, persevering, reliable man.
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GARDENER (Head Working) ; Scotch
;

married.—Advertiser will be disengaged on August 4,

and begs to offer his services to any Lady or Gentleman re-

quiring a thorough practical all-round man in Fruit, Flowers,

Vegetables, and Mushroom Growing. Qood references.—

E. F., White Birch, Hamptou, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 27 ;

thoroughly practical in all branches. Ihree years Fore-

man in present situation.—J. SABQENT, The Fishery,

Maidenhead, Berka.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 28.—
Mru. Gold can confidently recommend Fercv Awcock

to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough

Gardener; good experience in all branches.— 3, Nightingale

Cottages, Cookham.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 3.5,

married, no family.—A Gf.ntle.man wishes to highly

recommend his late Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in all

branches.-W. PAYNE, Chestnut Road, Horley,

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 28;
thoroughly experienced in all departments, includiog

O/chids. Excellent references from large gardens. —W., The
Lindens Cottages, Beddiogton Lane, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, no family. Thoroughly understands Orchids,

Stove, Vines Cucumbers, Flowers, and Kitchen Garden. Land
and Stock.—DOWNHAM, Kennell Cottage, Horton, Slough.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 20.—
Mr. Moody. South Lodge, Horsham, will be i leased

to recommend William HoLnrN to any Lady or Gentleman
requiriog a practical man. Well up in Growing Fruit, Plants,

Vegetables, Carnations, Chrysanthemums, &e. References

unexceptionable.

CGARDENER (Head Workino).—Middle-
T aged, no family ; thoroughly underataods Forcing all

kinds of FruiU (Inside and out), also Kitchen and Flower,

and Meadow L'And. Six years' good character. No Circulars.

D. B., 54, Turlington Road, Enfield.

GXrDENER (Head Working), in good
establishment. — Age 33. married. Eighteen years

practical experience in all branches. KEMP, J. Russell, The
Old Nurseries, Brentwood.

GARDENER (Head Working, where three
or more are kfpt).— Age Sfi, married, no family;

thoroughly esperienced in all branches. Good character,—

B. H.. Waldech Street, Reading,

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
hanpkd).—Age 40, two children (youngest 9); tho-

roughly experienced in the Management of a good Gurden,
Vines. Melon?, Cucumbers, &c. t-'irst-clas^ references.—GAR-
DENER, Uanslope, Stoney Stratford, Bucks.

GARDENER (Singlk-handed, or with help
given).—Age 28, married, no family ; experienced in

Vines, Cucumbers, Tomatos, and General Garden Work. Qooi
references. Please state wages. — W., The Cottage. Long
Lodge, Church End. Finchley, N.

GARDENER (Sinqlk-handkd), or where help
is given.- Age 27, married ; abstainer. Good general

experience.—X., 5, Riveidale Cottages, Hanworth. Middlesex.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 24,
single; life experience. Inside and Out. Good le-

ference?. Diseogaged. — B., care of Mr. A. Gregory.
Farningham, Kent

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
hell) is given).— Age 27, single; gooi knowledge of

Fruit, Flowers, and Kitchen Garden ; excellent character, not
afraid of work. References kindly permitted to J. T. Wood-
ROFFE, Esq., Freosham Place. Parnham.—C. HERBERT. The
Gardens, Frensbam Place, Farnham.

r^ ARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).—
"3r Age 25; single, and abstainer. Ten years* experience
Inside and Out.—A. SPEAKMAN, 32, Bichmond Road, South
Tottenham, N.

C>
ARDENER (Singlk-iianded).—Married, no

A children ; experienced Inside and t)ut. Wife would
undertake the Laundry work. Good character.—T. D , New
Stanstead, Warren Road, Purley, Surrey.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
otherwise).—Mr. BucKi.iND. Girdener to Sir George

Meyrick, wishes to recommend F. Brown as above. Five
years' good character. Married.—Beeck House, Ringwood,
Hants.

GARDENER.—Practical obliging young Man
wants two or three days weekly. Life experience all

round. Single ; age 26. GdekI reference.—A., Sulman, 804,

Upper Holloway, N.

GARDENER, where another is kept, or
Second, where four or five are kept. Four years' good

character.—J. HOLWAY, Norton St. Philip, Bath.

GARDENER. — Good Fruit and "Vegetable
Grower and Plantsm^n. Fifteen years fn last situation.

Left through death. Unexceptional character in every respect.

—PONICA, Mr. G. Neale, 3, Broadway, Southwick, Sussex.

GARDENER, Inside or Out.—Age 27, single

;

a young man seeks a situation as Gardener. Well up
in Fruits, Flowrrs and Vegetables.—G. B., 12, Gordon Villas,

Broad Lane, Hfrnpton

£

GARDENER.—Wanted, by respectable young
man (age "-'5) Single-uanded place in Garden. Good

characters, — GEORGE GODFREY, 18, Eden Road, West
Norwood,

GARDENER (Second), where five or six are
kept.—Single ; twelve years' experience in Fruit,

Flowers, and Vegetables, Inside and Out. Abstainer. Qood
references.-A. BARKER, Stonor Park Gardens, Henley-on-
Thamea.

GARDENER (Under).—Lady Marcus
Beresford, Bishopsgate. Englefieli Green, will be

pleased to recommend a young Man, age 22', seven years*

experience Inside and Out. Address as above.

ARDENER (Undbb).—Age 20; good re-
ferences. Three years in present situation. Leaving

through no fault.—Address, Atating wages. G. FIGGIS,
16, Fort Street, Northampton.

>r:—GARDENER, or GARDENER and
•' BAILIFF— for information that will lead to adver-

tiser obtaining situation as above. Twelve years' excellent

character.—P., 8, Beauchamp Terrace, Putney.

ARDENER (Undru), or JOURNEYMAN,
Inside, or luside and Out.—Age 20; gooJ characters.

Disengaged.—V. L., lit, Colmer Road, South Streatham, S.W.

GROWER, age 26, seeks situation in Nursery.
— Well up under Glass. — N. W., 11, Spencer Road,

Mitcham, Surrey.

MANAGER. — Thoroughly experienced in
Growing, in large quantities for Market. Cut Flowers,

Fruit, Tomatos, Palms, Ferns, Orchids, Htc. ; supervision

of labour and general routine of a large establishment.
Highest referfnces; good Trade connection.—ENERGY, Mr.
H. Goddard, Salesman, lU, Russell Court, W.C.

GROWERS, for MARKET. — Mr. G.
Bkthkll. Whiteley's Nurseries, Hillingdon, is in a

position to thoroughly recommend an experienced man as

MANAGER. Many years experience, and well up in every
detail of Growing in and outdoor Stuff in quantity for Market.

T>ROPAGATOR (Working). — Middle-aged,
i married; good character, and many years' expt^rieoce in

alt kinds of fEeoeral Nursery Stuff. State wage,", which itt not

BO much an object as a perminent and comfortable situation

with a well-known firm.—T. O., 19, Emmanuel Boad, West
Hill. UastiDgs.

''polWRSERYMEN and OTHERS.—Young
X man, age 24, seeks situation as PROPAGATOR and
GROWER of Soft-woodel Stuff. Wages required.--.!,, 41.

Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

FRUIT GROWER (under Glass).—Age 31,
married. Situation wanted as above. Peaches, Necta-

rines. Grapes. Tomatos. &c.. specialty ; 'good practical expe-
rience. L. S.. Ham Street, Richmond, Surrey.

FOREMAN, Inside.—Age '2Q\ wishes situation.
Lif' experience in all branches. First-class testimonials.

—W. GOVE, The Gardens, Avenue House, Fiachley. N.

FOREMAN (Working), for Nursery.—
Age 27; eleven years' experience in Stove and Gn-en-

house Plant*, Cucumbers, Tomatos, &c. Good references.

—

A. JONES. 182, Liverpool Road, Irlam, Manchester.

FOREMAN, in good establishment.—Age 26;
life experience in first-class places. Highest reference!>.

—Apply GEORGE FR'JST, 5, Trimdon Street. Middleton
Road. West Hartle[xx>l, Durham.

FOREMAN, in a good establishment.-Mr. W.
BiRKlNsiiAW, The Gardens, Bridehead, Dorchester, can

highly recommend his late Foreman as ab^ve, who has had
thorough practical experience.—S BAKBR, Broad Clyst,

Exeter.

JOURNEYMAN. Age 20.— Head Gardener
can highly recommend a young man as above, having

been with him two years in large establishment. Good know-
ledge of Inside- work. Abstainer.- GARDENER, 97, Eardley
Road, Streatham, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN.—Mr. Coates, Darnhall Hall
Gardens, Winsford, Cheshire, would be pleased to recom-

mend a young man, age 22, as above. Six years' experience.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside.or Inside and Out).—
A Gardener wishes to recommend a young man as such.

Has had six years' experience ; is steady, sober, and obliging.

Leaving through alteration in establishment.—A. CORKS,
The Gardens, Oatlands, Horley, Surrey,

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 20; good reference.— A. PROWTING, 5, Ashford

Road, Feltbam, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN, age 21.—W. Adams would
be pleased to recommend A. Potter to any gardener as

above. Three years in present situation. — Rydioghnrst,

Cranleigh, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN.—A young man seeking a
situation as above, age 19 ; bothy preferred. Three

years in last situation. Good character,— H. STAGEY,
Mongewell Park, Walliogford, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, in good establishment;
Inside, or Inside and Out.—Age 19 ; five years' good

recommendation.- J. STONARD, Duchess Cottage, Pirbright.

near Woking.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
—Age 22 ; three years in present place, five previous,

Good character. — J. BEAUCHAMP, Cowesfield Gardens.
Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out, or small
Single-handed place.—Age 25. single. Six years good

character.—Care of Mr. Philpott, Gillshole, Whitepirish,
Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.
—Age 21 ; two and a half years in present situation. Ex-

cellent reference.—H. EASTAFF, The Gardens, Kenishaw
Hall, near Chesterfield.

JOURNEYMAN (Undeb), in a good Establish-
ment, for Indoors and Out ; age 19.— I shall be pleased

to recommend J. Roulston, as above, to any Gardener. —
D. McLBNEQHAN, Longworth Gardens, Hereford.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 22 : first-class testimonials from past and present

employers.—A. HERBERT, Avenue House Gardens, Fiuchley.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses, in a good
Establishment —Age 22; three and a halt years goad

character from present situation, five previous.—W. BAQG,
South Lodge, Horsham.

COACHMAN-GARDENER(SiNGLE-HANDED,
or otherwise).—Age 40, married. No objection to cob.

Well recommended. Suburbs or Country.—W., 40, Batry Eoad,
Stooebridge, London, N.W.

ARDENING.—Youth, age 18, seeks situa-
tion as a BEGINNER ; strong and witling ; good

references. Pothy preferred.—J. S., 2tj, Gt. Cumberland Place,
Oxford Street, W.

IMPROVER.—Mr. Johnson, Head Gardener,
Forest Hall, Ongar, E^sex, can thoroughly recommend a

good strong willing Youth. Has had two and a half years
Inside and Out. Good character.

IMPROVER (Inside). — Young man, age 19,
quick, strong, and willing t} learn, desires situation.

Eighteen months' nursery experience, chiefly outside.— G. B.,
Mr. Staines, Ringwiuld, Dover.

IMPROVER. — Situation wanted by a yoang
man, as above. Well up in Seed, Plant, and Cut Flower

Trade.—Wages and particulars to F. "W., 55. Garfield Street,
Bedford.

IMPROV'ER in Nursery.—F. Williams wishes
to recommend a trustworthy, intelligent Youth, age 17,

as above. Three years' experience under glass with Tomatos,
Cucumbers, General Nursery Stock, and Cut Flower Growing.
Abitainer.—Apply lo F. WILLI,4.MS. Northgate Nursery,
Devizes.

APPRENTICE or IMPROVER.—A situation
wanted for a Youth in a good gardening establishment.

Apply, stating terms—GARDENER. Bolesworth, Tattenhall,
Chester.

TO GARDENERS.— Wanted, by active young
Man. age 33, situation in the Kitchen Garden, or

Kitchen Garden and Pleasure Grounds Good experience;
good references.—L. D., 4, Crown Lane, Chislehurst, Kent.

TO MARKET GARDENERS, Inside and Out.
—Young man (age 20), six and a half years* experience,

seeks situation as above. Excellent references.—JOHN G,
WALKER, Horse Road, Whitby. Vorks.

TO NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, and
FL0RIST3.—Young man, age 27. seeks situation as

CLERK and SALESMAN. Accustomed to Managing staff uf
Jobbing Gardeners ; also able to mahe up Wreathf, bouijuet^,
&c. Goof reference from London Firm.—NURSERY. Gc ,•

tftncrs Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Y'oung man (age 2:.'),

accustomed to Growing Cucumbers. Tomatos, and
General Nursery Stuff, seeks situation.— E. K., 16, Eaat Ter-
race, Fairlawn Park, Sydenham, S.E.

SEED TRADE, &o.—Man and Wife, without
family, would like Management of Branch, or man

situation in Shop, Otfice. or Warehouse; has some knowledge
of Nursery and Florist's Business ; also Corn Trade. &c. Good
references from similar appointment.—DILIGENT, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE. — Youth, age 19, requires
situation as IMPROVER ; to live in house. Four years'

experience.—Terms to S., care of Mr. Inch, 15, Kiog'd Gardens,
Plymouth.

HEAD SHOPMAN, Scotch, with fourteen
years' experience, wishes re-engagement with good.Betail

House, Would travel if necessary.—Age 26, single, and active.

FtYst-class referAnces. Disengaged when suited. — L. M.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

HEAD SHOPMAN.—Situation wanted by
energetic Man ; over sixteen years' experience in all

branches. Highest character and testimonials. Can invest
capital.—Apply SEEDS, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT. — Advertiser
(age 29) requires situation as above ; fifteen years' expe-

rience in London and Provincial House?. Good references.

—

THOMAS, 6, East View, Nantwich,
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RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality OECHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendroos, &o. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton. or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from London or
Orounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and Special Quota-
tions for delivery to any Station or Port.
G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth,

London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depdts, Rin^wood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED specially for ORCHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, 8AND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. riBRK, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, *o. PEAT sent to aU parts of the
world at Special Through Bates. Large or small quantities.

EFFS St CO., F.R.H.S„Peat Depdt, Bindweed.

STRAWBERRIES. STRAWBERRIES.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO INTIMATE

THEY CAN NOW SUPPLY ALL THE LEADING KINDS OF

STRAWBERRIES,
EITHER IN POTS OR AS RUNNERS.

Special List, just published, can be had on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

W. COOPER. Ltd.,

1000 Honses In Stock to Select from.

Works cover 6 acres.

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Obioinai. IirrEHTORS of Cegap GREENHonsEa,

Nurseries—HANWORTH and FELTHAM. The Largest Steam HoBTicuiTUBiL Works im the World.
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

INSPECTIOK INTITED

FOR EVERY READER OF
THIS PAFER.

We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that we shall have
much pleasure In forwarding to

every person one of our

REVISED PRICE LISTS,

consisting of 400 pages and about
1200 Illustrations, bound In cloth,

post-free, on receipt of Six Stamps,
published at Is.

Small List free on application.

W. COOPER, LTD.,

MUST BE SOLD.
GENUINE BARGAIN.

PERFECTLY NEW.
5 CUCUMBER or TOMATO-HOUSES,
each 100 feet long, 12 feet wide, 7 feet 6 in. to ridge,

3 feet to eavep. Can be built in one block, or separately.
Made of good sound, well seasoned materials. Frame-
work of Ends, y^ X 3; Ridges, 4 X U; Bars, 3 in.;
Ventilators. 7 in.; Glass. 2i oz. Painted one coat.
All carefully packed on rail.

These were made to order for a Customer who can-
not now erect them, owidk to some dispute with hia
landlord. Usual price, JE150.

As the room is required at once, will accept the low
lum of £100 to immediate purchaser.

AddreEs, MARKGT HOUSES, care Of WILLIAM
COOPER, 755, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS, 755, OLD KENT ROAD LONDON, S.E.

V/. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fe.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATE RIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Oardt n, London, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co. (Limited). Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of Lond^q, in the County of Middlesex, und published by

Hakby Gillard Cove, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent (Hrden, in the said County.—Saturday, July 25, l6d6. Agent for Manchester—John Heywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of
going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Gopy
for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINO
at the latest.

OA f\(\f\ ROYAL SOVEREIGN. — Fine
^\J^\J\J\/ plants in poU, TlJ. per ICO; £6 per 1000.
Quantities of all the best other liiods. AU warranted true.

Send for CATALOQUE.
H. CANWELL and SOWS. Swanley.

Now u the Time to Sow
HUME A ELEGANS. — Germination

ftuaranteed, English saved Seed, p«r pht., Is.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
CoTent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST. tree.

P.MoABTHUIUTheLondon Nursery, 4 , Haida Vale, London,W

.

RAPE VINES in grand condition for present
planting. FIQ TBEES in pot*.

WILL TAVLEB, Hampton, Middlesex.

To tbe Trade.

COOPER, TABER, and CO., Limited, have
Posted their WHOLESALE BULB CATALOGUE to all

their Customers. If not received, another copy will b« sent on
application.—90, Srathwark Street, London, 8.E.

H

G

BEAUTIFUL WHITE FLOWERS AT
CHRISTMAS.

To insure an abunddnce of bloom at this season, ROMAN
HYACINTHS should be potted up at once. By this early
planting, large siil well- (loitered spihes can be obtained,
which are so valuable fcr Christmas decoration. Messrs,
SUTTON AND 80.NS, the Boyal Seedimen, Reading, are
executing orders at lOl. 6cf.. lU., and HU, per 100. according
to the size of the bulbs. For full particulars of these aod
other winter and spring- flowering HulbP, see SirprON'd
BULB CATALOOUB for 1(96. beautifully Ulustrated.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIREOT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

8BEDSUEN, BEADING.

ALCEOLARIA. — Gabaway & Co. offer
Seed of the finest Herbao^oos Calceolaria (Rapley's)^8e«

Qardening papers— at ll.. U. 6d., and 2s. M. per packet.
QABAWAY iwo CO., Clifton, Bristol.

DIUKSONS FIRST and BEST CABBAGE.—
An eKoellent variety for Autumn 9owtDfr. Per pkt., 6d. ;

per oz.. If. 6d, " DicksoDs FiR^T & Best Cabbage has dooe
remarkably well with me. I had several weiKhinK up to 151b.
each, alt growo without any extra forcing. Several btrangers
who eaw tbem said they had never seen such fioe garden
Cibbages.'*—Mr. D. Hurrell

DlCKSONd. Royal Seed Warfhouse. OBESTER.

KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
STRAWBERRIES, for Forcing or Garden Culture.

QRORaB BUNYARD 9l Co., Tbe Boyal Knrseriea. Maidstone,
beg to intimate that their New De^H-riptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be hid post-free on application.

The largebt and best stock in the Trade.

LARGEPALMS& DECORATIVEPLANTS.
Immense Stock.

All sices np to 30 feet for Sale or Hire.
Inspection Invited. Prices on Application.

B. S. WILLIAMS AITD SON. Victoria and Paradise Nor-
seriea, Upper HoUoway. London. N.

Sow Now. for Eafly Flowerlos In Spring.

ROEMEIVS SUPERB PRIZE PANSIES.
The Finest Strain of Pansi^s in the World.

Introducer and Grower of all the Leading Novelties.
CATALOGUE fiee on application.

FRED. ROEMEB, Seed Grower. Quedlinburg. Germany.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conj-ervatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Valieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for If.

B. R. DAVIS. Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil. Somfrset.

EUCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32'8, just
thiowing upflower-epikes, 305, per doz. Winter-floweriog

CARNATIONS. in48'B, splendid stuff, 105. doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in 48'8. extra busby, 10s. per doz. Samples and names on

-application. -WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

ONAL GERANIUMS, best named, will
flower all the autumn, very easy to grow, great variety

in colour. Twelve really good named, distinct, btrong plants,
in 5--nch pots, 8*. per dozen, cash with order.—QARAWAY

'

AND CO., Durdbam Down Narseries, Clifton, Bristol.

ODONTOGLOSSUM LONDESBOROUGH-
lANUM, O. MADRKNSE, L.ELIA PKDUNCULARIS.

and L. DAYANA. All fine imported plaate, in grand condition,
2s. id., 3s. id., 5j., and 7f. id. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.

RCHIDS — ORCHIDS — ORCHIDsT^
In or showing for bloom : Cattleya Harrisoniee. 'Ss, each

;

C. labiata autumnalis, 3s. ; Dendrobium chrysanthum, 3s. ;

D. formoeum Riganteum, 3s.; D. transpavens, 3'.; Lselia

ancepB, 3^. ; Lycaste Deppii, 45. ; Odoatoglossum Cervantesii,
2s.; O. Rossi majus, 25. ; Saccolabium guttatum, 45. ; or any
eight for 2U. All thoroughly established, healthy, and vigor-

ous, and sent packing and carriage paid for cash with order.

Send for our Special Monthly LIST.
J. HUBBRT QROGAN and CO., Railway Nurseries, Worthing.

' ANTED, good EARWIG TRAPS.
Send sample and prices to

—

C. BROWNE, P.R.H.S., Heztable, Kent.

Table Plants.

DRAC.-ENAS, CKOTONS, ARALIAS,
C0C03, OEONOMAS, &c.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration.
B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nune ief,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

BA R R'S A U T UM N FLOWERS.
Plant during July or August to flower this Autumn.

B»Ft'e beautiful and rare species of Crocus, Meadow Saffrons,
White. Lily of (he West Wind, Yellow Lily of the Field. &c.

Descriptive LI HT on application.
BARR ANDJSOX, lli. King Stieet..l.'ovent Garden. London.

CANNAS. — Garaway & Co. offer strong
plante of the abive (Crozy's best named varieties), at 9r.

and 12t. per dozen; their own selection. These are equally
useful for outdoor and conservatory decoration.

GAKAWAT AMD CO., Clifton. Bristol.

w

The Nursery men. Market Gardeners, and General
HAILSTORM INSURANCE CORPORA-

TION, Limited.—OfBces, 1 ft 2. King Street, CoTcnt
Oarden. W.C. Chairman, UABRY J. VEITCH.

Manager and SecreUry, ALEX. JAMES MOyRO.

RCeiDS^^rs7AViLLiAMS & Son have an
immense stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An inspection invited. Illustrated Catalogue post free.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

NOW is the^flMEto PLANT GAILLAR-
DIAS, Pyrethrums. and other Hardy Herbaceous Peren-

nials.— Catalogue of KBLW AY AND SON, Langport, Somerie*.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,
are unequalled ; obtained higheet award for Begoniaa

exclusively at tbe Temple Show. Exhibition, June till Sep-
tember, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid Kent,
S.K.R. A visit solicited.—JOHN R. BOX, Croydon.

Important to MoBhroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, (ts.

R. AND 0. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Sonthgate, N. Established 1797.

OWLER'S LAWN SAND.—For destroyiDg
Daisies and other Weeds on Lawns, Stc, at the same

time acting as a fertiliser, and improving the growth and
colour of the grass. Price iu tins, I5.. 25. 6d., and 55. ; keg»,

85. 6^., 165.. and 305. Sold by all Seedsmen.
CORRY AND CO.. Ltd., London, B.C.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used Binoe 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew. Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 3 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes. If., 3s., and lOt. %d.

GISHURSTINB keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, 6d. and It., &om the Trade.

Wholesale &om PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANT
(Limited). London.

ACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Limited,
Hothouse Builders and Heating Engineers. Edinburgh,

London, and Glasgow. BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. Plans and Estimates for

all kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, free. Splendid Illustrated

CATALOQUE.
London Office : 8, CAMDEN ROAD, W.W.

ORTICULTURAL MANURE. — Chiefly
composed of Blood and Bones. The best fertiliser for

all purposes. Sold in tins, If. & 2s. id. ; also in air-tight bags,

i cwt., 6j. ; 1 cwt., lOj. Full directions for use sent with

each tin and bag ; I cwt. and above sentcarriage paid. Cash

with order.—C. BKESON, Bone Mills. St. Neot's. Hunts.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept. , Boyal Bort. Soc,

Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of

the Duplel Upright Tubular Boilers.King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Telegraph Addre8s,"Hortulanus,London."Telephone, No.872f

.
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

FRIDAY NEXT.
Great Sale of LUlum Harrlsll.

MESSRS. PEOTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that their First ConBignment of the above

will be SOLD by AUCTION, on FRIDAY NEXT, August 7,
at 4 o'clock precisely, without the slightest reserve. The
consignment comprises—

73,600 BULBS,
and coiiBists of the followiog :—

19,500 Bulbs, 5 to 7 inches
26,750 „ 7 to 9 „
27.350 ,. 9 to 11 „

Al8Ol2,000 FRKESIA BEFRACTA ALBA— first size Bulbs.
On view morDing of Sale, aDd Catalogues had.

N.B.—The cases which have already come to our Rooms
have been opened, and we have examined the bulbs and find
tbem in really magnificent order.

Friday Nezt.
IMPORTATIONS of ORCHIDS received direct, compiising :

—
61 Cattleya nobilior 500 Oncidium Rogeraii

4 Cyrtopodium species
115 Dendrobium Amoeni
30 . , saavissimum

300 bulbs Crinum elegans (Kirkii).
Also IMPORTED ORCHIDS from Messrs. W. L. Lewis &

Co., comprising Miltonia vexillaiia, with gifzantic ilowers;
Odontoglossum luteo purpureum, in splendid masses; O.
Rossi majus, Cattleya Aclandise, C. Dowiana, and Lttlia
Dayana, together with 100 lots of Established Orchids from
other sources.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 87 and 68, Cbeapside, London, E.O., on FRIDAY
NEXT, August 7, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

Od view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MONDAYS, August 17, 84, & 31.

THUB8DAYS „ 20 & 27.

54 ,, Harrisoniae
SCO Dendrobium pritnulioum
80 „ aurenm

DUTCH BULBS.
SPECIAL TRADE SA LES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Oheapside, London, F.C., on
MONDAYS, August 17, 24, and,il. And
THURSDAYS, August 20 and 27,

at Twelve o'clock each day, large consignments of NAMED
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other
DUTCH BULBS, together with white ROMAN HYACINTHS,
and paper-white NARCISSUS, received direct for Unreserved
Sale.

These early auctions have been specially arranged in lots to
suit the Trade and other large buyers.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to enter the names of in-
tending purchasers on their pt-rmanent lists who may desire a
regular supply of Catalogues for these Sales.— Auction Rooms
and Offices. 67 and 68, Cheapeide, London, E.G.

Berkeler Castle. Gloucestersblre.
2 miles from Berkeley Road Station, and i mile from Berkeley

Station. M.R.
ESTATE of LORD FITZHARDINQE, Deceased.

MESSRS.BRUTON,KNOWLES,&PRIDAY,
in conjunction with Messrs. D. LEQGE, SON, and

PEARCE, are honoured with instructions from the Executors
of the late Rijiht Honourable Lord Fitzhardinge, to SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, at Berkeley Castle Gardens on
TUESDAY, August 4, 1896,

4000 STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
consisting of 300 Orchids, 1600 Crotons, Palms, and other
Stove Planto, 260 Tree CaloatiODf, alio Primulas, 100 Bou-
vardias, 100 Begonias, 100 Arums, 101) Zonals, 100 Gloxinias,
100 Acbimenes, 100 Amaryllis, RO Aspidistras. 60 Lilium
Kreutzeri and Melpomene, 60 Cyclamens, 50 Fuchsias, 60
Indian Azaleas, 60 Azalia mollis, 30 Hydrangeas, 40 Cytisus,
» Agapanthus, 30 Pancratiumg, 400 Chrysanthemums, 100
Tuberoses, and 50 Rhododendrons.
The above plants are all in good healthy condition, and have

been grown and cultivated expressly for cut flower and winter
decoration.

Catalogues may be had of Mr. SHORE, The Castle Gardens,
Berkeley; of BRUTON. KNUWLE3, & FRIDAY. Auctioneers,
Gloucester ; or of D. LEQUE, SON, & PEARCE, Auctioneers,
Berkeley.

Sale to commence at 11 o'Clock punctually.

WANTED, small NURSERY and good
JOBBING GARDENING BUSINESS, if possible, or

Market Garden with Shop. Strictest investigation.—
FLORIST, 41, •Wellington Street, Strand. London, W.C.

FOR SALE, FREEHOLD MARKET
GARDEN, consisting of 8 acres of Land and lOCO feet

run of Glass, in full growth of Cucumbers and Tomatos. Good
loamy soil.— For all particulars, apply to W. WREN, Bridge
House, West Mailing, Kent.

Cmchester, North Gate Nurseries. (8854.)
'yO BE SOLD, as a Going Conoern, with
-*- possession, the oldestablisheil NURSERY', FLORIST,
and JOBBING BUSINESS, in the heart of the town, and
including about 6 acres of productive Laud, stocked with
thriving General Nursery Stock and Fruit Trees. The Out-
buildings comprise several Greenhouses, three Cottages, and
convenient (lllioe. The Business has an excellent connection,
capable of extension. The only reason for relinquishing the
Business is ill health.—Apply to PROTHEROE and MORRIS
Estate Agents, ftc, 67 and 88, Cheapside, E.C.

LONDON, S.W.—Good locally for Jobbing.
TO BE SOLD, a small NURSERY, with two Show-

houses, two Greenhouses, well heated ; Sheds, and Stabling.
Lease. 16 years unexpired. Bent £17. Price for Lease, Glass,
and Stock, includinn Pony and Van, £160 or offer, owner must
realize.—Full particulars of

—

PROTHEROE a>,d MORBIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

'yO BE DISPOSED OF, a MARKET
J- GROWERS' NURSERY, containing IJ acres of rich
Pasture and Garden, 6 Glasshouses, well-heated, and everj thing
in good working order, nearly new. Good Cottage. Twelve
miles from Covent Garden. Giving up through old age.

—

C. W., 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing Business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood tor Growers, FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hamptooon-Thames.

TO FLORISTS^nd ^HERS.—TO BE
SOLD, owing to a death, FREEHOLD GROUND,

80 feet frontage, by 160 feet, with small Cottage, 4 Green-
bouses, Pits and Frames, &c., with an old-established business
of 20 years, doing a good trade, and will be sold for £500, the
value of the land only. This is a rare opportunity to obtain a
good business free of charge.—Apply to WALFOED and
WILSHIN, Auctioneers, Anerley, S.E.

HADLEIGH, SUFFOLK. — to" P^E DIS-
POSED OF. the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Glass Erections, &o., of above NURSERY', comprising about
1| acres of Land, convenient DWELLING HOUSE, Packing
and Potting Sheds, SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about
nineteen years unexpired. Rent £27. No other Nursery
within several miles. Price £160. Apply to^

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Qravesend.

GRAVESEND.—FOR SALE, GOODWILL,
FIXTURE.S, and STOCK. &c , ot COMPACT NURSERY.

-8 well-built Greenhouses, with the Lease of the Dwelling
house, containing 12 rooms and spacious cellarage, and 2 Green-
houses, and 1^ Acre of good Land ; the glass is about 600 feet
run : the whole heated by two new tubular boilers. Lease
about 10 years, with renewals. Rent. £riO per annum.- Apply

—

DIXON, Spencer Park Nursery, Wandsworth Common, S.W.

By Private Treaty.

OFFERS are INVITED for the Old-estab-
lished Business of W. B. ROWE and COMPANY, Ltd..

of Worcester, consisting of NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS.
The Nursery is well stocked with Fruit Trees, Shrubs. Roses,
and General Nursery Stock, all in excellent condition, and
covers an area of about 2.3 acres. There are eight large Oreen-
houees. Pits. Sheds, &e. ; a good Hou.se and Foreman*s Cottage. '

There is a compact Seed Business in connection with the
Nursery, capableof further extension by attentive and judioious
management. Favourable Lease.
For conditions and particulars apply to W. BIRCH, 49,

Foregate Street, Worcester.
Offers will be received np to 10 o'Clock, Friday morning,

!

August 7 prox. The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted. I

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti-

oulara ot the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.

G

FPR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock ot Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

F~ORSALE.—NARCISSUS (Sir Watkin), true,
first size Bulbs, 3s. 6rf. per dozen, 24.^. 100.—Apply to

GARDENER, Plas Gardens, Dinas Mawddwy, Merionethshire.

S^TRAWBERRIES, all the leading~s^ts71n
pots now ready for planting. 12.s. 6d. per 1(J0,

H. LANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

RAPE VINES lor Fruiting and Planting.
Splendid good ripened Canes.

Invite Inspection from Intending; Buyers.
SAMUEL .TKNKS, Bramley Nursery, East Grinstead.

ALM SEEDS.—PLANT NOW.—
Just arrived, Kentias, Coryphaa, Phueiiix, Cocoa, Sea-

forthias, and others. 100 in variety, to name, free, 2s. 6d.

;

500 for 10s. Price to the Trade on application.
MORLE AND CO., Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W.

Hyaclntbs, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Meaars. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 26, Savage Oardeng

Crutched Friars, E.C,
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be foun<l in this Catalogue.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots, Stove and Green-

house, 30 best ^ellingsorts, 12i. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts, (if. doz. ; strong seedlings, &s, 100, fJOs. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 65. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 165. and 20s. 100; Cyperus,
Aralias, Grevilleaa, Rhodanthe, Geraniums, Fuchsias, and
Heliotropes, in 48*8,65. per doz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette, and
Cockscombs, in 48*8, 8s. per doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Draca-nas,
Crotons, Pelargoniums, and Hydrangeas, in bloom, in 48's, 12s.
doz.; Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH,
London Fern Nu'series, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W,

EXHIBITIONS.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE FLOWER
SHOW.—TUESDAY, August 11, 1896.

PRIZES — .£200 — PRIZES.
Schedules on application to—
„ The HON. SECS

,

24, West Street. Weston-Super-Mare.

CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The EIGHTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held in the

Cardiff Exhibition Grounds on AUGUST 11 and 13.
PRIZES and SPECIALS, £300. Entries close August 4.
Space for Non-competitive Exhibits being limited, applica-

tion must be made at once. „ nrTTUI-rp o
66, Woodville Koad, Cardiff. ^- WtLETT, Sec.

AIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW on THURSDAY, August 13, 1896, at
St. Ifes Place, Entries close August 6.

CHAS. A. VARDY, Hon. Sec.

BRIGHTON SUMMER SHOW,
AUGUST 25 and 2S.

jEiOOinCASH and SEVERAL HANDSOME PRIZES
Entries close August 19,

Schedules and particulars of

—

THE SECRETARY, 87, Western Road, Brighton.

CHREWSBURY GREAT FLORAL FETE,
^J August 19 and 20, 1896.
Schelules are now ready. The cash prizes offered in the

Schedule amount to over £S00.

The Square, Shrewsbury. W. W,
H. W. ADNITT 1 „ „ „ ,

.NAUNTON \
iron. Sees.

CHS S T E R
HORTICULTURAL SHOW and FETE

WILL BK HELD ON

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
AUGUST 6 and 6, 1896.

A HORTICULTURAL CONFERENCE in connection with
the above will be held in the Town Hall, Cheater, on TOES-
DAY, August 4, 1896, to commence at 7.30 p.m.

Hia Grace the Duke ce Westminster, KG.,
has kindly consented to preside.

J. WYNNE FFOULKEg, Hon. Sec.
Crypt Chambers, Eastgate Row, Cheater.

ASCOT, SUNNTNGHILL, SUNNINGDALE
and DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL CHRYSANTHEMirM SHOW, Nov. 4 and 5. 1896.
;OPEN PRIZES.

Judges : Messia. Molyneux, Drover, and Turner.
Class 1. For the best 24 Japanese blooms, Ist. 2nd. 3rd.

distinct varieties £6 £4 £2
Clasj 2. For the best 24 Incurved blooms.

distinct varieties £4 105. £3 £1 ]0«.
Class 3. For the best 4 Trained Speci-

mens (Standards excluded),
any varieties, each plant on a
single stem £3 £i £1

For Entry Forms and further particulars, apply to the

'^Tlje^Gleo'^Ascot.
I-ieut.-Ool. Hon. H. NKEDHAM.

HUDDERSFIELD and DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The SIXTH EXHIBITION of the above Society will be held
in the Town Hall, Huddersfield, on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
DAY, November 10 and 11, 18it6. Schedules-are now ready,
and may be had on application.
Marsh, Huddersfield. JOHN BELL. Hon. Sec.

EDINBURGH SCHOOL OF RURAL
ECONOMY,

SESSION, 1896-97.
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT appointed by the University

Court, the Highland & Agriculturiit Society, the Town Council
of Edinburgh, and Contributing County Councils, Chairman

—

The Right Hon. .T. 1*. B, RoberLson, Lord .Tustice-General.
COURSES ot INSTRUCTION are provided both in DAY

and EVENING CLASSES for FARMERS, GARDENERS,
FORESTERS, and others interested in Rural Economy,
The SESSION begins in Octobkr and ends in March. Fees

Specially Moderate. The Syllabus may be had from the
Skcrktary ot the University Court, Edinburgh; or, from the
Secretary, 3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh.

BETABBED
ULYOFTHE VALLEY CROWNS!!

Write for Prices to—

T. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DERSINGHAM,
NORFOLK.

SOW NOW-BLUE PRIIVIR08ES.

Tl I IS SEASON'S SEED, saved from all the
brightest and richest shades, is now ready, and can be

supplied at Is. 6fi^. and 25. Qd. per packet.
Special Award of Merit, Birmingham Hort. Soc, April 24. 1895.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.
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R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MiDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
VlnerleB, Stoves, Oreenhoases, Feach Honses, Forcing Houses, &c., constructed on our improved plan, are the

periectiOD of growing houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class

of work, and that THE VERY BEST.

GonserratOrles and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and suooeH

guaranteed in all oases. Helen FramcB, Sashes, Hot Bed BoxeB, &C., always in Stock.

Plant, Estimates, and Catalogues Free, CuitomcTs waited on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST UATERIALS.

^LONDONi^

TRADEMARK.
CLAY'S

TRADE MARK.

MANURES
NOTE

Crushed Bones, Peruvian QuaDO. Sulphate o£ Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Nitrate of Potash. Sulphate of Potash, Kainit,
Superphosphate of Lime, &c. Tobacco Cloth and Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on application.

CLAY & SON, Kanure manufacturers, Bone Crushers, Ac.

TEMPLE HILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 3Jd. ;

Twenty-five Copies, 6s. ; fifty, lOs. ; and one hundred, 208.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great 13ritain,

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

Cutbtiert'B Bulbs for Early Forcing.

I>
ANDG.CUTHl!ERT'S(;.\TALOGUEofthe

V* above is now ready, and may be had free on application.

Bulb Importers, Soutbgate, Middlesex.

Choice Vegetable Seeds,
FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

HAND F. SHARPE will be pleased to give
• Special Quotations for their fine Selected Stocks of

CABBAGE, TURNIP. LETTUCE. ONION, RADISH, and
other SEEDS suitable for AUTUMN SOWING, which will be
found very advantageous to Purchasers. Also fine samples of

WHITE MUSTARD, and Sowing RAPESEED, at moderate
prices.

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

TULIPS—Bright Colours.
EARLY and LATE FLOWERING SORTS.

"ORIGINAL LITTLE BOOK"
Of Thirty-two Octavo Pages,

Giving complete history of the Tulip and its introduction
into England, Ac, by the late John Slater, of Lower Brough-
ton, near Manchester, a Tulip name so famous sixty or seventy
years since. Nearly IftO sorts to select from, some varieties

scarcely ever offered before. The book, which is entered at

Stationers* Hall, is full of interest to lovers of *' old-fashioned

dowers." Prii'e 6d., post-free.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower.
Cork, Ireland.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well grown plants at reasonable prices;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDROBES A SPECIALTY.
Pleask Write kok List.

EX<:>TIC NURSERIES,
CHELTEHHAM.

Aie sold by the Trade in 6(1. and IB. Packets, and SEALED BAGS-7 lb., 2s. 6(1 ; 14 lb.. 48. 60. : 28 lb., 7a. 6d. ;

56 lb., 128. 6(1. ; 112 lb., 208.
Or from the Manufacturers, carriag.) paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except 6(f. packets).

EVERY PACKET, BAG. and SEAL BEARS THE RKSPEOTIVE TRADE UARK, WHICH IS

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.

JAMES CYPHER,

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. Zd.
per bag. on rail ; \hs. per cubic yard, in 12-yard trucks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3s. 3rf. per bag ; 10». per cubic yard.

WALKER AND CO., Poole. Dorset.

BOULTON & PAUL, horticultural builders, NORWICH
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES. PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID. TOMATO, &C., HOUSES, FRAMES, BOILERS, VALVES. PIPES, and FITTING^.

GLAZED PORCHES & VERANDAHS
No. 2. GLAZED PORCH. 6 ft. by 4 ft.

Price about £10. Carriage paid.

Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.
No. 3, GLAZED PORCH, 6 ft. by 4 ft.

Price about £13. Carriage paid.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES
No. 47a.—LEAN-TO. 10 ft. by 7 ft. £8 lOS
No. 4Sla.—SPAN, 10 ft. by R ft. ... £10 IQs!
Glazed, Painted, Packed, & Carriage Paid.

'

ESTIMATES on Application. New ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
BOILERS of all makes and sizes, Valves, Pipes, and Fittings of every
description. Lists free. Carriage paid on Orders of 40s. to most Goods Stations.

No. 3 7.—LEA.N-TO FRAME, 6 ft. by 4 (t

With Two Lights, 30b.
Pit Lights, Propagating Glafses.

FRAME.S IN Every \'akietv.
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WILLIAM CARMICHAEL'S

ROYAL SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES,
PRINCE OF WALKS.
TRINOKSS OF WALES.

.Inly ft. IHim,

DieAH Mh ('a mm ten a la,, Tlit> rrlnrM* «in»irrK im^ t»i llmiiK

JDM fffy limt^ti tor llm ilrhrloun Mtrnwl-irrion you worn no ktnti

^M to Mllil hi»r. ninl Iho rrlnoMPt tn \ .»ry proui! Hint thi-y nlioiiM

be PAllfii l>y l»«r iinmo, Vouid vorv tnilv.

Ohaki.ottk KNOM.YS.
.Inly I'M, \H\h\.

DlCill Mm. OaIIMIOIUKL. — Tlin NtrnwlH-rriON (I'rliioo of

W«li*ii> nrrlvril In riiptul ordnr, lUid w«Tn niin'h IiIumI; ritul 1

nm .Imirol l>v Itin rrtuior?i lo tluinU y-Mi for mi klinlly nimuIiik

ihfui YmirH tnily. (MlAKl-OVrK KNOLLYS.
):, KhUohKo". I'Mml)tirnh, .Inly y^, isim.

llnvitiM rorrtttly rontilnJ hi k<llnl>nrKlt, 1 lutvo hint luriny

upiMirlutiHtt'i vt uroinn Uirnn S) rri« linrrii'i urown, nn<l of

InitthtK <)ti«iu ill Mr. (l^rntlotmnrN priviito K'tt**'**!*. WnrtlNlon

I'MTk. niitl lmv<« iitiirli p'oitniiro in hrnrin^ (ho foltou in^ (<^>*t.i

iiioiiy U> tlti*lr wprtl i—
I'ltlNru o|- W Al.l M WrtlorUk) itoni c 1 wHIi Hiitlnli

(^itnnn. I.nr|((«r Mtvp, rlrli llnvour, (,>iiooii f(<liitf(i>, <lwnif

liiitiH. vory t>rttlilU\ not Notlnrk hh W'atorliHi, viHoroitH

roiiHtHittloii ; ono of (hn v»»ry Ih'kI Into Nt rn« I'prnon,

I'lUNiMpr* ov W Al.iH t>nir*tol All crontio)! with Kuigimiro

liHtft I'liir. Kiitl Hi/41, ilwitrf hiihit, lino l^iitofii tUvour,
VBOnllftnt iniimtlMition P. T KIHM, K K H.S..

''piIKSK linNNKKS(vory <Mrly),\voiviill hiind

1 Inlil, Bntl iir<> luiw hivhtnit out Tlioy will t>« nont out in

Uiot Tol«(loii nn tltnontttrM iirrU-o In AuMU'it Ah (ho ^tutk

iM llnitt«tl, oitrty or<li<rN nto noltoKotl.

Vitoo. IJn. ii»>r tlo/rn ; Mf. (or (Uly ; AIN iit»r Um.

To (hn IVn.lc, iH H'v \wt Ut >. 0.it<h WlHi onlor (o

Hr. WILLIAM GAHMICBAEL 14. ritt St. EdlubuiKh-

BULBS FOR FORCING.
EARLY WIIITK KOMAN UVACINTaS.

BNOWFLAKE, POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS.

FKEK8IA1. &0 . fto.

Flrnt (VUKiKiuittiiit (o Imtui in (>KO«*ll(titl roiitlUloii,

Kor ivtrMoiiUn of tltpno ntul nil u(li0r lliiltu', n*« ouri^ATA-
LOOUK, No. Mi. |>oii('t»f un ii|i|iU>'uliou.

DICKSONS
Skki) \ Uri.M

Dhowkun, CHESTER.
MUNdO CII.M'MAN. Ul« of KmU't lUul-

•lliiKKtitn IavIiip, Mtil (.Aidnnii. I>i«fiii («> iiit tmnto to hm
fnoiitlM unit no>)\irilnl«iu>>r!i thnt lu« Totiiv* (n»Bl ht!« I'Tonrnt

Mitunttoii on tlu* ;^Mli o( (ho prcntMit nionlli. Ilo hHH iirran|{fil

(41 tontilo k( S(. NinimiK, tii^r NtirtiuK, whom ho nxrutlii (o

(HMiuuonoo th« OuUlviktUHi nud 8iil« of Hnrtly IMitnta on tiiH

onn «i'(Htnut,

WUh (hn »viirr(f*nor gnlnotl tlurinit twonty<fonr ymrn in th.«

ntnnii||«>nion( oi oiif «( (ho miM( I'tioii'*" pnvn(o tMltool 'tm* of

iilnn(ji (o txi foniKt in (ho Itridvh lulon thitt of (ho Into iMmrlt-n

.irttnor, Ki>t] Mr. (MtAitninii omu oonhilonOy untlortnko to

Nn^plv nh»t u KohsM fin>l (mo (o lutniit of thfi moi«t ntiilitMo

|>li%n(N for Itortlom Hntt Hook work.

Ho hiipnii to Ito nhto town to iwino n Vlnnt C^Hdihifino, (lOtu

whioh (Mt^fi.niorii ni*v m«ho (hoir own Nolt'tMion. In th«
tnioivkl. ho %vill tnt fnlly oiuph>yotl In ^o(IUl|{ \\y Ntivk.

Mny )l>. IMMl

C^AKNATIONS. My \.\M of Surplus ('Aina-
J tiown AtttI riivtoo* tK no« rt-tUy, (HMttAininK kU pr\>v»si

MOW \nflo(n«<t up (o »U(o. \xutt froo.

OUAHLKS K. WHICKLKU, llrNtnloy. UiiiUUonl.

FERNS SPECIALITY.
Wo hnvo fin iniuioiiHONioi'k of nil kimlti of Konifi, Slovo. (}rv(in-

houHO, Filmy, Hnnty Kiotio, iititl llnlirth, inrliiiling luiiny vory
bountiful viinotiot niroly noon, tint whmh ouKlii (o ho nioro

^onorully ^lowii. CntjiloKno froo on npplioiition.

W. &J. BIRKENHEAD. F.R.H.S.,
riCHIV NIIHShltlhS, .SAI.k: n-,.r .\t 1.\rllKMTtCH.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AM>

OHKYSANTHEMUOI ALBUMS.

I hiive B few of (bono vnhiublo workw left, and will send a
(lopy of oaoh, itj^t-freo, Vs.,or Ncimmtely. The Guido.U stumps,
tho Alb im, 18 HtiimpH.

Poth nro invnluablo to Chrysanthemum Qroireri.

H. J. JO N£S« Byecroft Nursery, Lewisham.

Early White Roman Hyacinths,
Early Snowflake and Paper-white Narcissus.

JAMKS VEITCH c^ SONS
^U>g to iiiinounoi', in e.nvptionalli/ fine cotnlitiou, tho arrival of

THE ABOVE VALUABLE BULBS FOR EARLY FORGING,
Aihl will be pleased to reeeire Ordirs for iiiiiiiediate delivery.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY. KINGS ROAD, CHELSEA. S.W.

ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS,
ivi: /'hksent rLANTJNO.

^\'M. r.UIl, \NMt SON rospoc'l fully invito Jit tontion to llioir inngiiificont

Stoi'K of tlu> abovti, I'staliliahi'd in iViiu'h (IS-sizeii) poU. Tho CoUt'otion ooiiiprisos the leading

varieliiv of the Hybrid lVrp<>tu*l, Tea Scented, Noisette, liourbon, China, and Tolyantha rlasses,

ii\r1iulin); Crimson Kanibler.

Price lOs. Od. to 18s. per dozen; 75s. to 120s. iier 100.

*,* The present is a most favourable time for planting, as it allows of the plants establishing

thoniselvea in the ground before winter.

AI»o a large General Stock of Rofet in pot» for Greenhouse Ctilture, Conservatory Clitnhing, Jir.

PAULS' NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS

Crompfon ani FawlCe^, eftefm^fopd.

HORT1CUL.TUKAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.
I><«i);iier!i and Man«f«oturers of l\»n)r<^, Conservatories. Nineries, V'oniin^f-houses, Oreenhousi^, and every description of Cilssshouse. Best work. Lowest

rrii>«>ii, Kvery nuvlern apptianixv t'virveys made in sny p.>rt of the Kiiiijdom. Kstin\«to9 free. L.'ir^e New llUistrstcd Catalogue post-free on application.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.
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WEBBS'
EMPEROR
CABBAGE.

THE EARLIKST AND BKST.

6d. and 18, lH>r packet,

18. 61I, pt^r ounce.

from Mr. O. H. BALL, Comtr (lardcni.

" I hertwith forward you a photograph of )our valiialite

CabhiiKe— thi» Kmporor. I lliui it i» the farliflfct, lurxest,

ami mo!<t ct'inptict variety I ever grew."
p^^ oiiii'-e

KAKI.Y NONI'ARKII, CAUBAQE 8<1.

ENFIKI.l) MAUKIOT do. 6(1.do.

do.

do.
KAKI.Y KAINUAM
RED DUTCH

ONION.
WKIIHS' liKl) (H.OHK TRIPOLI
I.AKUIC FLAT RED TRIPOLI
OIANT Rdl'OA
WHITE LISHON

8d.
9d.

Per pkt. Per oum-e.

... 6d. 18. 6d.

... 6d. .„ lOd.

.,. 6d. ... lOd.
6d.

All Garden Seeds Free by Poet or Rail.

Seedttmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
imd H R.H. the Prime if Wale».

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

THE YOKOHAMA NURSERY GO.
LIMITED,

No8. 21-35,

NAKAMUUA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN,

Tbe Largest Exportera
and Growers of

LI LY BULBS,
CVCAS S'I'EMS, DHlEl) CVCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EDLALIA PANICLES,

MOSS, SEEDS, TREES, SHRUBS, tftc,

Produced in Japan.

DSSCRfPTrrE CA TA lOUVKf; soil oh arr'millon.

NEW FUCHSIAS FOR 1896.

Mil, WILLIAM HULL has tht^ pleasure to
unnouiuH* that lu» is .sondiiiff out the follov?ii'K —

TWKLVK NEW FUCHSIAS.
Tlt^y lire nil mnKnitieent viirietios.ftnii are offered at n

low price for tnu'h SlerliiiK NoveUios.
IJKL' ONA, short tube, aiul completely rertexed nepalH of a

rciiy-carmine colour; lar^e white double corolla, a^ffused
umi veined rose-pink.

CALMOPK. large double llower ; corolla rich viclet-purple,
t«hort tube Hud broad orimson sepals.

CEKKS, very (ihort orimson tube aud sepals, well leflexed,
very full-»preadinK double oorolla. pale blu»b, thickly
marmorated and veined with deep pink. Very distinct.

COR[9,t>hoit tubtiaud large broad coral-red sepals horirontally
esteuded ; immense double corolla, petals reddish-purple,
imrgiDs shaded with metallic blue.

FOKl'liNA. short tube and broad retlezed orimson red sepals ;

large while eorollii, heavily shaded rose, and marked
crimson at the base.

IRKNE, short red tulie and sepals, well reHexed ; single
reddish-violet corolla marked with crimjou at base and
well extoa<?ed.

IRI'^, ^hort tube and broad carmine-crimson sepals; large
t'ouble white co'oUa, thaded with rose, and ilaked rose-
pink.

LED ». short tube and very broad reddish-crimson sepals, irre-
gularly rerlexed ; corolla bluish-violet veined with crimsoD,
and much expaudei'.

MKris. »hort da'k-rate tube and sepals, the latter well
retlexed ; double white corolla, marked deep^rose at base.

ROS.\LIE, short bright orimson tube aud sepals, horizontally
ixeuded; Urge double white corolla, veined at the base
with cerise-pink.

SKRKNA, very t-hort rosy-pink tube, sepals completely re-
ritxed : immense double spreading corolla, blush-rose,
vcmed with deep pink.

TH.lLH. short tube and broad coral-crimson sepals, wi'U
T<tUxed; semi-double white corolla, the petals well
eip.inded, suffused with rose, and veined crimson at the
^"*^- Price 5a. each.

1 ho collection of twelve for Two Guineas.
WILIIAM liULL. F L,S.. Establi^hmeut for New aud Rare

Planta. 5;k\ K'ng's Road. Chelsea, London, S.W.

Celebrated Bulbs
roa

EARLY FORCING.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,

ROMAN NARCISSUS,

PAPER-WHIIE NABCISSUS, &c.

The abOTe are cow ready for deliTetr, and (or lull

dMcriptive iletails of the same and other Bl'LBS for

Forcioif, aee our CATALOODE for 1898, which will be

aeut free, on application to our ollicee at OVERVEEN,
near HAARLEM, HOLUND, or to our General Auenis—

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFPKK :—

ROMAN HYACINTHS, <J-inoh and upwarde, l;lii. M. per 100,

., ,. Bmaller 10». «d. „
PAPER-WHITK NARCISSUS Si.
DOIIBLK ROMAN NARCISSUS 8..

DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, first site,

imported bulbs 6i. 6ti. ,,

For delivery in AuKuat.

3<. 8i<. per 100 ; ed.dot.

VVC VAN THOL TULIP. Scarlet
ARTirs
LA RHINE ,

LI.M.MACIILISS
nUOHESS of PARMA „ (

WOIIVKKMAN „ ,

CllRYSOLORA ,. (J». per 100; Ir. 3rf. per doien.
Secoud'sire HYACINTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed lis, orf. per 100.
Named ditto, our selection 18j. 6i. „
Firtt.-.i/e HYACINTHS, the best tiuslity, and

liratelaaa varieties 4r, to 9.t. per dor.
NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE Ss. M. per 100.

PRINCEPS 8»,

For Septemtor delivery. All orders over Cr. carriage paid.

38, In tbe £ discount off all Bulbs for (.'ash with Order."

CATALOGUES ready in August.

Dordbam Down Nurseries,
cufton, Bristol.CARAWAY & CO.,

FERNS 1-FERNS!!
A large quantity of Small FERNS, nice bubhy stuff, ready to

pot on, or (or decorative purpcsts, in 2J inch pots : Pteris
cristata, nobilis, major, and tremula, at ft*, per 100; 500
and upwards, at S*. lid.

PTERIS CRISTATA and SERRULATA CBISTATA, fine
planta, at Is. M. penlozen.

Above prices are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Intfnciion at the Aurseries is Invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATU NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

THE

6anlcnrr.'i'4hi'BnicIi'.

SATUIiDAY, AUGVHT 1, 1896.

RONTGEN RAYS IN BOTANY,
''pill'j X-rays have attracted such universal
-*• attention that it is not surprising to loam
that some exjieriments have boon made to
determine the eft'ects of these rays on germi-
nating plants, and it may bo interesting to
readers of the Gardeners' ChronkUi if a brief
summary of these experiments bo hero given.
Mr. Alfred Schober, who recently read a paper
before the Gorman Lotanical Society on this
subject, says that he was led to the investiga-
tion by the similarity between X-rays and tho
ultra violet light of tho spectrum. Sachs had
shown that holiotropic curvature (turning to

the sun) is incited in plants by blue, violet, and
the invisible ultra violet rays, in about an equal
degree with full white light ; while the red,
yellow, and green parts of the spectrum are
apparently inactive : and Kothert, in his work
on holiotropism, found that the cotyledons of
germinating Oat plants were particularly sensi-

tive to tho action of light, and these wore thus
selected for the experiments, some of which
were described iu a recent number of tho
K/titr/'dl lieriew.

Vigorous plants germinated in full light, with
cotyledons from 1 to 2 centiimjtres long, woro
selected and sot in damp sand iu a dark box,
the walls of which were about 1 centimetre
thick, and blackened on both sides. A Uittorf's

tube was i)laced at one end of this box, at the
height of tho seedlings, and about 1 centimetre
distant from the box. The seedlings were
arranged at one end of the box, so that they
were about 1.' centimi'tros distant from the tube.

The inductor had a spark length of about
12 centimetres, and was kept at its highest
capacity during tho experiment. The plants
were exposed to the action of the rays for thirty

minutes, after which an examination showed
that no apparent effect had been produced. The
box was thou closed, and the e.xpoaure con-
tinued for another half-hour. A careful

examination at the end of this time led to the

conclusion that no visible effect had been
produced.

It was found impracticable to continue the ex-
periment longer, as the tube in this time had
become excessively heated. After the experi-

ment was concluded tho plants used were proved

to bo normally sensitive, as an exposure of one
hour to diffused daylight, passed through a

small horizontal slit, resulted in a noticeable

curvature, which in four hours had reached 60-'

from the vertical. As the inductor was excited

to its greatest capacity during the experiment,

tho plants being placed in as close proximity to

the light as possible ; and as after the e.xperi-

niont tho plants were found to be normally sen-

sitive, showing noticeable curvature on an cijual

exposure to white light—the author concludes

that the new rays appear to differ from light iu

that they do not stimulate holiotropic curvature.
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It would, however, be as well to submit plants

to the action of the X-rays for a louger interval

than was here done, in order to arrive at a final

conclusion as to whether they have no power

to induce Jieliotropic curvature.

Mr. George J. Burch has been making some

experiments on plant-structure as revealed by

Rontgen rays at the University Extension Col-

lege, Reading, as already mentioned in these

columns. In investigating the influence of

colour upon the relative opacity of certain sub-

stances, it occurred to one of Mr. Burch's

colleagues to compare a purple Hyacinth with

a piece of purple glass which had proved re-

markably opaque. Mr. Burch found, upon

development, that details of the structure of the

ance in the cortex'as'far as'the ondoderm, and

even in the medullary rays and the pith. The
palisade tissue of the leaf is reduced or entirely

disappears, and the epidermal cell-walls are

thinner, while the bark is less developed, and

the various tissues of the stem are less differen-

tiated. A discontinuous electric light is,

he says, intermediate in effect between sun-

light, and a continuous electric light. Alpine

plants cultivated under a continuous electric

light exhibit points of structure identical with

those of Arctic plants, which are exposed to

almost continuous sunlight in the summer.
A paper has also recently been published in

the BidliiiiiK of the Italian Botanical Society

by Professor Aloi, who brings forward evidence

LYCHNIS VISCARIA.
The beauty of this plant for the purpose of bedding

is well exhibited in the accompanying photograph of

a bed in the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. For

a situation of a dryish nature nothing could be more

suitable, yet in this respect it is by no means fas-

tidious. A glimpse at the illustration (fig. 2.3) will

give at once an idea of the floriferousness of the

double-flowered form of Lychnis Viscaria, and

although the flowers do not last so long as might

be desired, yet their brilliancy is very attractive,

during the few weeks the plant remains in bloom.

L. Viscaria is a British species, though rare, and is

found in other countries of Europe and iu Siberia.

Other beds shown in the photograph are several

varieties of Violas, the white one being Y. Countess

ViJR'riATTSS'iSkirh^

Fig. 23.

—

lychnis viscAUii in the koval butanical gahok.ns, Edinburgh.

flower were distinctly visible. Following up

this clue, a number of flowers were " photo-

graphed "with the llimtgon rays. 15y suitably

arranging the exposure and the develoiJinont,

Mr. Ihirch was able to show the ovules inside

the ovary in an unopened bud, the seeds

within a seed-vessel, and even the veins upon

the white petal of a flower.

Mr. Burch puts these results down to refrac-

tion and reflection of the rays when the

inoidonce is sufficiently oblique. Similar indi-

cations are visible in a photograph of a fish's

eye, in which there is a narrow dark shadow

that can only be due to internal total reflection.

In connection with this subject it is interest-

ing to note that M. Bonnier, in a recent commu-
nication on the action of electricity on vegetation,

states that a continuous electric light promotes

the formation of chlorophyll, and brings about at

the same time a simpler anatomical structure of

the leaves. The distributiun of the clilori)|ihylI

in the tissues is more extended than in ordinary

daylight; chloiophyll grains make their appear-

that both terrestrial and atmospheric electricity

exercise an influence on the germination of

seeds and the growth of plants. Ihrhtrl 0. FyJ'f.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

L.ELIA MONOPHYLLA.
Nothing but the reputation of being difficult to

grow, in consequence of growing it in excessive heat,

to which the few .specimens of the earlier introduc-

tions were subjected, prevents this pretty, orange-

scarlet dwarf, Jamaican Lsclia, from being so general

a favourite as Sophronitis grandiflora, to which it

seems to form a suitable companion plant. Recent

importations which have been grown suspended in

the warm end of a cool Orchid-hou.se, have given the

most satisfactory results. Some time ago. Sir Trevor

Lawrence, Hart., had a specimen witli twenty-eight

flowers, and at present iu the nurseries of Messrs.

Jas. Veitch k Son, King's Road, Clielsea, isoue with

nineteen .spikes, and several with a fewer number.

The plant, however, is never liliely to bo plentiful,

being very difficult tj import.

of Hopetoun. A good bed of Lilium umbellatum
croceum punctatcmi is also partly inclmled, which
was bearing a profuse number of large flowers ; while

immodiatoly iu front nf this is a bed of Huuchera sau-

guinea, the deep-coloured variety which in some
seasons is a mass of its deep-coloured inflorescences.

/.'. L. U.

Colonial Notes.

ORCHARD WORK AT THE CAPE.

The Cape of Good Hope Department of Agi-iculture

issues a Bulletin on orchard work, drawn up by

Messrs. P. MacOwen and Eustace Pillans. The
information is divided into sections dealing with such

details as the artificial character of modern fruit

trees, construction and function of the root, soil, con-

stituents of plant-food, respiration of roots, manuring,

laying-cut, and planting. After this, such fruits as

the Apricot, Peach, Apple, Pear, Plum, Orange,

Lemou, Citron, l*'ig, Walnut, Cliestuut, and Quince,

are severally dealt with, the best sorts of each beiog

mentioned.
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SUCCESSION OF STBAW-
BEIIEIES.

Mii. Wilson, of the Greeuside Nursery, St. An-
drews, N.B., is quite right about the earliness of the
Hoj-al Sovereign. Its general place in the garden
and for forcing is as a second or third early. I have
just heard from a Kentish grower to-day who otlers

are Royal Sovereign, Viconites.se Hdricart du Thury,
President, Dr. Hogg, and British Queen. Short and
select as this list is, the two last varieties will strike

some growers as one too many. Where the British

liluecn does its best. Dr. Hogg is not needed. Where
the Queen is not perfect, it is a pity to run it as a
rival of Dr. Hogg, which often thrives better. Clasely

related an these two .Strawberries are, it is seldom

DIDYMOCARPUS MALAYANUS.
Our illustration (6g. 2-() shows a new species of

this genus, which will be described and Bgured in a
forthcoming number of the IManical Macjtnhtc. It
was exhibited by Messrs. Veitcli at the meeting of
the Koyal Horticultural .Society on July 14, when it

received a First-class Certificate. The woodcut shows

Fig. 2-1.

—

didtmoc irpo.s malatands : flu vers pale tellow, bct. mag. ined.

.500,000 of Royal Sovereign ; the numbers ai-e its

highest possible testimonial. This grower adds that
Garibaldi and Vicomtesse Hericart du Thury are one
and the same, which often means that the writer has
only handled one variety under either or both names.

This grower's selectimi of the best this year in

Kent is specially valuable for its brevity, as well as

for the high e.\cel!ency of the selected sorts. They

they are alike good in any li'-ld or garden. Hence
the wisdom and proSt of growing only one of the two
that thrives better in any given locality. The British

Queen when perfect, as it is met with at times so far

north as Inverness and Abeidi-enshire, within sight of

the snow, and in many other ].laces north and south,

merits its name, as queen of flavour, flesh, ant
beauty. D. T. Fish.

the habit of the plant. The leaves are of a rich

green colour, overlaid with a coveriug of white silky

hairs, which impart a silvery sheen to the leaves

The flowers are of a pale primrose-yellow. There are

two fertile stamens aud two inconspicuous rudi-

mentary filaments. It was discovered by Mr. Ciu'tis

of Pcnang, and will be an attractive addition to our

collection of stove plants.
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REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS.
[FROM OUE OWN CORRESPONDENTS, AUGUST, 1896.]

The words ^^ averager " overr or '* imderr as the case may he, indicate the amount of the crop; and ^^ good^ '* very good;' or ^^had^ indicate the quality.

The counties are arranged in numbered groups, to correspond with those adopted in the Weather Reports of the Meteorologlcfll Department.
and followed in our weekly Weather Tables.

*^* Fuller comments will be given in the following numbers. See also Leading Article on page 132.

COUNTY.

SCOTLANC-
0, Scotland, N.

CAITHNESS

ELGIN

INVERNKSS

MORAYSHIRE .

NAIRNSHIRE

ORKNEY

ROSS-SHIRE

S UTHERLANDSHIRE

1, Scotland, E.

ABERDEENSHIRE

BANFFSHIRE ,

BERWICKSHIRE

CLACKMANNAN-
SHIRE

APPLES.

EAST LOTHIAN .

FIFBSHIRE

FORFARSHIRE

KINCARDINESHIRE

KINROSS-SHIRE..

MIDLOTHIAN

PEEBLESSHIRE.

PERTHSHIRE ....

Under

Over
; good

Average ; good

Under ;
good

Good

Over
;
good

Over

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; verj'

good
Average

Average

Average

Good

Average
;

good
Average

;
good

Average
;
good

Over
;
good

Over ; good:

Average ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Under

Over ; very
sood

Average
;
good

Average ;

very good
Average

;

good
Average ; very

goo<l

Average

Over

Over; good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over
;
good

Under
; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Under
; good

Average

A\'erage ; very
good

Average

Average
; good

Over; good

PEARS. PLUMS. CHERRIES.
PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

APRICOTS. SMALL
FRUITS.

Under Average

Average ;
good Average

; good

Under
;
good Average

; good

Under ' Average
; good

I

Very good
j

Over

Under; good Over; very

I

good
Over

;
good Average

;
good

Under

Average ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average

Under

Under

Average

A^'e^age

;

good
Average

;
good

Average

Average
;
good

Average

Average
;

under
Under

;
good

Average

Over; very
good

Average

Over

Over

Over
; good

Over
;
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over
; good

Over ; vcrj*

good
Average ; good

Average
;
goodi None grown i None grown

Average; good Over; good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good
Under

Average
;
good

, 0^•er ;
good

Under

Under

Under
;
good

Under
;
good

Under

0\er
; good

Under

Average

Average
; good

Average ; very
good
Under

Average

Under ; bad

Average

Under
;
good

Under
; good

Umler

Average
; good

Average

Average
;
good

Under ; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Under

Average
; good

Average ; good

Over

Over ; \ery
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Over

Under ; bad

Over

Under
; good

Over
; good

Very good

Over ; good

Average

Over
; good

Over ; very
good

Very good

Under

Under

Under

Average ; very
good

Under
; good

Under

Average

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Average

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good]

Under
; good I

Average

Average
;

j

good
I

Average

Average
; good

Over

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Average ; very
good

Average

Average ; vei-j-

good
Average ; very

good
Average

Average
; good

Over
; good

Average

A^'erage ; very
good

Over
; good

Average ; very
good

Over
; good

Average; very
good

Over ; gootl

' Under

Under; small

Average; good

Over

Average

Under ; bad

Average
;
good

Over; good

'Average ; very
good

Under

Over
;
good

Over
; good

Under

Over ; verj*

good

Over
; good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average

Average

Over
;
good

Over

Over ; very
good

Over ; verj'

good
Over

Average

STRAW.
BERRIES.

Under ; bad

Average ; good

Over ; very
Rood

Over ; vciy
good

Very good

Under ; bad

Under

Average

Over ; very
good

Under average

Average

Average

NUTS.

None grown

Average

Average

Average

Over; good

Over ; very
good

None grown
ontside

Over ; very
good

Under ; bad

Over ; ^ ery
Kood

0^'er
;
good

Average
;
good

Average

Over ;
good

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Over

None ontside

Very good

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Aveiagc

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Over

Over ; very
good

Very good

Over ; very
good

Over : A ery
good

Over

Over good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average ; verj'

good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; verj-

good
Over ; very

good

Under

Over ; very
good

Under ; bad

Average
;

good
Over ; very

good
Average

; good

Average; very
good

Over
; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; ^'ery

good
Over

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Over

Under ; very
good

Over
; good

Average

Average ; verj'

good
Over

;
good

Over ; very
good

A\erage
; good

Average

Very good

Over ; very
gootl

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average ; very
good

Average ; very
good

Average ; very
good

Average
; good

Over ; very
good

Very good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Ov er ; very
good

Average ;

very good
Average

;
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Under
; good

Over

Over ; very
good

Over
; good

Average

Average
; good

Over; good

Average ; very
good

Average
; good

NAME
ANP

ADDRESS.

W. McKenzie, Thurso Castle
Gardens, Thurso, N.B.

W. MeKie, Dunbeath Castle
Gardens, Dunbeath

Wni. Ogg, Dnffus House Gar-
dens

James Cooper, Inverloehy
Castle Gardens, Fort Witliani

Afex. Grant, Doune Gardens,
Aviemore

Chas. Webster, Gordon Castle
. Gardens, Fochabers

D. CunninKbam, Darnaway
Castle Gardens, Forres

James Maitland, Cawdor Castle
Gardens, Nairn

Alexander Ross, Kilravock
Castle Gardens, Fort George
Station

ThoB. Macdonald, Balfour
Castle Gardens, Kirkwall

Robert Massie, Ardross Castle,

Alness
D. Melville, Dunrohin Castle
Gardens, Sutherland

John Forrest, Haddo Houso
Gardens, Aberdeen

S. Campbell, Fyvie Castle Gar-
dens, Aberdeen

James Grant, Rothie Norman,
Rothie

JohnM. Troup, Balmoral Castle
Gardens, Crathie

William Jamieson, The Gar-
dens, Ballindalloch Castle,

Ballindalloch
Under; bad X., The Gardens, Mountblairy,

Turriff

Under James Gemmell, Ladykirk Gar-
dens, Berwick-on-Tweed

John Cairns, The Hirsel Gar-
dens, Coldstream

James Ironside, Blackadder
House Gardens, Edrom

Average
;
good John Mackinnon, Ayton Castle

Gardens

Under

Average

Under

Average

Average
;
good

Thomas Ormiston, Hill Street,

Alloa
William Nicholson, Cowden

Castle, Dollar
R. P. Brotherston,Tyninghaine
Gardens, Prestonkirk

L. Dow, Newbyth Garden*,
E^estonkirk

W. Henderson, Balbirnie Gar-
dens, Markinch

William Williamson, Tarvit
Gardens, Cupar

Jno. Clark, Wemyss Castle

Gardens
Wm. McDowall, Brechin Castle

Gardens
Thomas WiLson, Glands Castle

Gardens
William Alison, Seaview Gar-

dens, Monifietli

J. M. Gairns, Arbuthnot Gar-

dens, Fordoun
William Knight, Fas'iue Gar-

lens, Lawrencekirk
John Fortune. Blairadam Gar-

dens, Blairadam
Malcolm Dunn, The Palace
Gardens, Dalkeith

Robert Reid, Easter DnddingE-
ton Lodge Gdn.s., Portohello

Win. McDonald, Cardrona Gar-
den.s, Peebles
— Farquharson, Kinfauns Cas-

tle Gardens, Perth
John Robb, Drnmmnnd Castle

Gardens, Crieff

George Croucher, Oclitertyre

Gardens, Crieff

James Ewing, Castle Menzies
Gardens, Aberfeldy

Thomas Lunt, Keir Gardens,
Dunblane
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT Q^OV^^(Coutim'e>]).

COUNTY. APPLES. PEARS. PLUMS.

1, Scotland, £.

FERTH8HIKE

SELKlIiKSHIRE .

WEST LOTHIAN...

Average ;
goofl ;

Avernge ; good

Average ; goo*l, Un'Ier ; gooj

Avpr.ig(^
;
g(n)(ii Under

i Over
;
good Under

Under Under

Under
;
good

|
Under ;

good

6, Scotlaud, W.
ARC.YLLSHIRE . . Average

Over ; very
good

Average ;
good

Under

;

good

Over ; very
good

Over
; goofi

Over ; very
good

Avferago

Under

Under
;
good

CHERRIES.

Over; good

AveragB
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Good

Under ; bad

PEACHES
AND NEC
TARINES.

APRICOTS. SMALL
FRUITS.

STRAW.
IIERKIES. NUTS.

NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

I

I

Under

Average

;

very good

AYRSHIRE-

Aver.ige
;
good Average

;
good

Under I Under

Average ; K'^odi Average ; very

I

good
Unde(* ; good i Average ;good,

Over : very
KOnd
Under

Average ;

good
Average

;

gof)d

Under

Average
; good

None ont.'^idi'

Average ; <;;<>. »!

I

Avenige

Over ; very
good

Ovor ; very jAvemge; very
,
Average

; good

Under
; good

Average ;g<iod

Average
;
good

Good

Average ;good

good

Very good

< )ver ; very
good

Under

g..od

Over ; very
gooil

Over ; very
good
Over

Very good

Under ; very
gOiXl

Under

Average
; good

Average
; gotni

Over ; very
g'xwl

Average

IJUTESHIRE

UUMBARTONSHIUE.,

DUMFRIESSHIRE ....

LANARKSHIRE

RENFR'lWSHIHE

Under

Under ; gooii

Unrler
;
good

Under Average

Under ' Under

Average ; yoodi Average ;
good; Aveiage

;
goo(l| Average ; good

.\ verage
;
good

,

Under; bfld I Average
;
good; Umler

; good !

Average Under; good
,
Average ; gooii

Under Under Over
; good Over

;
good

Average ; very Under
;
good Avernge ; goo<l Average ; very

good ' go--ii

Under; bad Under; bid Average Over; very
goo<l

Average Average Gootl Under

Average; good Umler ; good Average ; goofli Under; good

Average
;
goo<!

Under ; good i

A'erage;go<'

None in uyvw

None outside

Average ; good

' A verage
;

goorl

Over ; very
goo<!

I

Under averag(

Under j
Over; \ery

good
\\emge

;
gow! I Average ; very

goo<I

Under ;
good ' Over ; very

' gfHXl

Over ; very
goo<l

Bad Very good

1
Over; good

Vvt rage; good Over; very
go<»d

' h <T ; very
good

Over; got d

Average ; good ^

Over ; very
gootl

Average
; good A. McKinnon, t'oiie Palaco

\ Ganlens
Over Wni. Wright. Taynionth Castle

Gardens. Alierfeldy
John C. Lunt, BowhillGanb-ns

.Jainrs Hunb'i, Kings Knowcs
lianbPis. Gahishiels

Janir.'i Stnilh. Hopetoun Hunsn
Ganb-ii.s, South Qupi-usferry

Jidin Moyes, Dalnn-ny Park
Gardens, Edinburgli

Under

Average

Under

Under

STIRLTXGSHIRE

WIOTONSHIRE

ENGLAND-
2, England, K.E.

DURHAM

Over ; very Under ; good
good I

Average
[ Exeellent

Average Average Average

Average ; good Under ; good
j

Under

Under Over ; very
good

Avernge ; good

, Over ; good

Under

Average ; gootl

I Avernge ;gorHl

Average ; good

Over; good \ Under; goin| Average ;go<Ml! Under; goixl ' None outride
i

Over

Over : very
good

Average ;

good

Under Under

Over ; good
\

Over ; very

j

good
Under ; I Under

;

goo<l goo<i

Average

A^e^age

;

good
Average ;

good

Average

Over ; very
gotj^J

Avernge

' Over ; very
' gf>od

\ verage
; good; Ovit ; very

goixl ; black
Currants
under

Over ; very
goo* I

Over

Over ; very
goo<t

Average
;

good

Under

g*

Avera:;*'

;

.small

Over ; very
good

Under averagt

Over ; very
gO«Kl

Average ; go«xI

Average
; good I

Average ; very
gooil

I

Avernge I

Under ; good ,

Average ; very i A verage
; good

good
I

Over; very .

gOlKl
!

Over; good !

,

Over; very
good

j

Average ; gooi'

Good

Average
; good

Average

Average ; good

Uhder ; good

Average ; goo*1

I

Average ; g(KHl;

Over

Over : very
good

Under ;

good

Average

'i. Taylor. Castle Gardens,
Inverary

'. S. MelviHe, Poltallo.'li Gar-
dens, Loehgilphead

Henry Seott. TorloiKk Gardens,
Tobeinir)ry

W. PHest, Eglinton Gardens,
1 1 vine

D. Biielianan, Bargany Gar-
dens, Girvan

.\. Wilson, Auehineriii\e Gar-
dens. Ayr

Richard Kibhin. Coodham
Gardens, Kihnarnork

riionms Siin|ison. Iluiiferstor
Gardens, West Kilbride

JI. Heron. Mount Stew.Trt
House (iardens. Rnllifsay

.George MeKeay, Bulli'Ch C.'istlo

Gardens
l». Stewart, KnorkdeiTy Cn&tle
Gardens. Cove

D. nionisMU, Drundanrig Gar-
di-ns

f. Urquhart, H(Hldoni Castle
Gardens, Eecletefban

Robert Grieve, Car stairs Gar
deus

.V. Siitliriland, Bothwell Bank,
Boilnv.ll

/anu's Millpr, Ca^thluilk Gar-
rli'us, Rutherglen

Willjitiu Castle, Blantyre Lodge
Gaidens

Tohn Methven. BIytliswood
Gardens, Renfrew

rhouias Luiit. Ardgowan Gar-
dens, Greenoek

Alex. <,'rosbie, Buehanan Castio
Gardens, Drynien

^Average
; goodi Average ;

good Average ; over

A^-erage

Good
, A veiflge ; good

^

Over ; good \
Average ; good

Average

NOUTIIUMBERI.AND

YORKSHIRE

0\er ; very
gooii inqnality

. Untler

Under

Under

Over ; very
gootl

Average ; very
good

Over; good

Under
i

' Under
; good

Average
; good Over ; very

good
Under

Under

Very poor

Over

Over on wall-s

A verage

Average
; good

j

Average ; good

Average; very Over; very
goofl

t gootl
Under ; good Over

; good

Average
[ Over

Under; good i Under; good

Avei-age

Average
; good

Average

Average

Very good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over

Over ; very
good
Over

Average

Average

Average

Over ; very
gOOfl

Very good

Over ; very , A verage ; good
good 1

Over Average

Average
; good Under

Average

Over

Under

Over

Over

Over ; very
good
Over

Average

. Over

Over
; good i Average

;
gou

Average
; good Over ; very

gOf)d
Average ; good Avoi age

;
goo<l

Average; very Over; very [Average
;
good

good good
Over; very 'Average; very

goo.l gfX.d

Average
; gocd Over

; good Average
; good

I
I

Over; very -
\

Over; very [Average ; very
good good ' goocl

Average
; gootl Average

; good [Average
;
good

Poor

Average

Average ; good, Average ;
gootl^ Average

; good Average ; very
'

' good
Good Average

\ Moderate Good

Average; good

I Average

j

Under

: Average
; good

\
Over; very

: good

Average : very
good
Good

Average ; good
i

Over ; good Average ; good

Under I Under
|

Average

Under Under '

Av:'rago

Under; good Under .Average ; good

Under; bad Average ; good Average; very Average ; very
t good

I

good

Average ;

jndoois

Average
; gootl

Mtolerate'

Over
; good

Over ; very
gtjcd

Over

;

[
Unrler !

very good
j

GotHl I Abundant

Over; very Average: very:

good
Over

: good

Average

good
0\er

;
good

Over

Moderate

Un.ler

Average ; good Average ; good

Average; good
[

Under; good Under; good Average ; good,

;

Average
:

Average Under Over Under

.Average: very
good I

Over ; good
j
Over ; very Average ; very
good, except good

[
black

Currants

^

Over; very
, Qver ; very

I

gootl
I

gooil

Over
, Over Oyer

Over ; very
good

.I.'inies Masterbtn. (^r^igend
Castle Gaidiii.s, Mibigavie

,
\I. 'I'eiiiple, ('arron House Gar-

leiis. Falkirk
John Bryden, Hunragit Gar-
ileus

(olin Dnthie, Penuinghame
House Gartleus, Newton-
fctewart.

lauies Day, Galloway House
Garrltns Garliesfown

Robt. Draper. Seahani Hall
Ganlens, Seahatu Harbour

James Noble, Woodbtnn Gar-
tleus. Darlington

John Melntyre. Womlside Gar-
dens, Darlington

George Harris, Castle Gardens,
Abiwiek

William Fell k Co.. Royal Nur-
sery and Seedsmen, Hexham

David Inglis, Howiek Hall,
Lesbury

Edward Keitli, Wallingti.n Gar-
deus, f!aud>o

(JardeuiT, Eslingt(pu Park,
Whiltingbam, R.S ().

J. Rid.lell. The Castle Howard-
(iaideus. York

I

Thomas Jones, Ribsb)n Gar-
dens, Wetherby

Bailey W.ndds, Brnliall Gar-
ileus. York

Willi iru Cnlverwell, Tli<>ri)e
' Permw Ganlens, Betlale

J. P. Leadbetter, Tranl)y Croft
Gardens

jGeo. Batley. Wentworth Castle
Gardens. Banisley

J. Simpson. Wortley Hall Gar-
' dens, Shellield

I
John Easter. NostcH Priory

i

Gardens. Wakefield
Freileriek Kneller. Studley

I

Royal Gardens, Ripon

TUos. Bonsall. Elmet Hall,
Leeds

Robert Dawes. Teinpln >"ew-
I sani Ganlens. Leeds
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT Q^OVQ—{Continued),

COUNTY.

2, England, K.E.

YORKSHIRE

3, England, E,

CAMBRIDGE

ESSEX

LINCOLNSHIRE .

APPLES.

NORFOLK .

SUFFOLK

Over

Average

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Under ; very
good

Under ; good

Good

Average
; good

Average ; very
good

Over
;
good

Average

Under
;
good

Average

Average
;
good

Average

Average

Average

Average ; good

Under ; good

Average

Average ;
good

Over

Under ; bad

Average
;
good

Over; good

Average
;
poor

Over
; good

Under ; good

Average
;
goo«l

Average ; very
good
Under

Over
;
good

Average
;
good

4, Midland Counties.

BEDFORDSHIRE

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Over; good

Over
;
good

Good ; average

Average ; verj'

good
Average

Average

Under

Average ; good

Under

PEARS.

Over

Under

Over ; very
good

Under

^Over ; very
good

Under ; bad

Good

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Under ;
good

Very good

Under ; good

Bad

Under ; good

Under

Average

Average

Average

Average ; good

Good

Average ; good

Over ;
good

Under ; bad

Under

Over; good

Over
; good

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Under

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Over ; good

Average
; good

Under

;

average
Under ; very

pood
Average

Good

Under

Under

Under

PLUMS.

Over

Over

Average
;
good

Over
; good

Averagft ; very
good

Under ; bad

Average

Average ; good

Average ; very
good

Average
;
goo 1

Good

Under ; bad

Good

Average ; verj*

good
Average

Under

Under

Under

Under ; good

Average

Under; bad

Under

Average

Under

Over ; very
good

Average

Average
; good

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Over ; very
goo<l

Average

Over; very
gOOfl

Average
;
good

Average None grown
\

ontside
Over ;

good ' Over ; very
good good

Average ; only Average
; good

Morellos
,

grown
I

Average
;
good Over

;
good

CHESHIRE..

Under; good Under; good
j

Over I
Under I

Average Uiuler

Over ; gootl Average

Average ; goodj Under

Under; good Under; bad

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under ; good
on walls
Average

Under;
average
Under

;

average
Under

Under

Bad

Under

Average

Under

Avei-age

Under

Under

CHERRIES.
PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

Under ; very
good

Over
;

good

Average
;
good

Average ; bad

Over ; very
good

Very good

Average ;

good. Mo-
rellos over
Average

Average ; very
good

Average

Over

Average

Average

Under
;
good

Average

Under ; bad

Under

Average

Average
;
goml

Over ; good,
excepting
Morellos

Under

Over ; very
good

Average ; very
goo<l

Average
;
goo<l

Average ; very
good
Under

Average
;
good

Average ; very
good

Over; good

Over
;
good

Average ; very
good

Avera^ ; bad

Good

Average
;
good

Very good

Average

;

smaU
Over

Over ;
good

Average

;

small
Good ; average

Under ; very
good

Average

Good

Bad

Under ; bad

Average

jAvcrage
;
good

Over, and of
BXL-ellent

iiuality I

Under
j

Under '

Over

Average; good

Good

Under
;
good

Average

Under

Over
;
good

Average

Average

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average ;
good

Average
;
good

Over ;
good

Good ; average

Over

Not grown

Average

Under

APRICOTS.

Average

Under
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Average

0\'er
;
good

Under ; very
good

Over
; good

Very good

Over
;
good

Good

Over; very
good
Over

Average

Under

Over ; very
good

Over
;
good

Good

Over a\'erage
;

very good
Over ; small

Under ; very
bad

Average

Average
;
good

Over ; good

Over
;
good

Under ; good

Bad

Average ; very
good

Average

Average
; good

Average
; good

Much over;
good

SMALL
FRUITS.

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Good ; average

Under ; very
goml
Under

Average

Bad

Un<ler

Under

Over

Over
;
good

Average
;
good

Over ;
good

Average
;
good

Average

Average

Average ;
good

Average ; good

Over ; good

Very good

Average
;
good

Over

Over
; good

Under

Average ; good

Under

A\'eragc

Average crop

;

very good

Very good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Average ; good

Except red
Currants, goo<l

average ; Rasp-
berries over
Over ; very

good
Over

;
good

Average ; good

Over ; good

Over; good

Average

Over; very
good

Average ; very
gooil

Over
;
good

Average
;
good

Good average

Average ; very
good

Average

Very good

Average

Over
;
good

I

Red Currants
good ; Black

\
under

Average
;
good

Average

Average ;
good Under

;
good

Average
;
good Under ; good

Under

Average

Under

Average

Average

Average

Over
;
good

Average ; very
good

Over

Average Average

Un<Ier Under

Under
;
good Under

Average

Over ; very

\

good

I

Average; good

I Over ; Blac'k

Currants ba<l

Over ; vei-y

good
Over ; very

good
Over ; very

good

Average ; bad

Average
; good

Average

;

good
Very good

Over
;
good

Average ; vei7
good

Over ; very
good
Good

Under ; good

Average

Under ; fair

Under

Average
;
good

Average

Average

Average
;
good

Average

Under aver-
age ; good
Over

; good

Over
;
gocxl

Under
; good

Average ; vcr>'

good

Average
;
good

Under

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Under

Average ; very
good

Average
;
good

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Good average

Average ; very
good
Under

Very good

Good

Average
;
good

Good

Over ; good

Average

Average

Over
;
good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
pood

Average
;
goml

Average

NUTS.
NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

None grown J. Hughes, M'entworth Wood-
I

house Gardens, Rotberham
Average John Allsop, Daltnn Hall Gar-

dens, Hull
W. Clnick, Brodsworth Hall
Gardens, Donca.ster

Avol age

Over
;
good

Average

Good

Average

Over
;
good

Very good

Over; very
good

Over

Over ; very
good

Over for Wal-
luits

Over

Over

Average
;
good

Average

Very good

Average

0\'er ; very
good

Over; good

Over ; good

Average

Average

Average

Average

Over

0^er ; very
good

Average

Average

Over

Over ; Walnuts
nmch over
Average

Over ; average

Under

Average

Good

Average

Average ; good

Under

S. Keepence, Thirkleby Park
Gardens, Thirslw

A. B. C, Wi.sbecli and District

James Hill, Babrahani Gardens

Wilson C. Smythe, Upwell
House Gardens, Wisbech

Henry Lister, Easton Lodge
Gardens, Duninow, Essex

W. Plestcr, Elsenhani Hall
Gardens, Stanstcad

James Douglas, Great Gearies
Gardens, Ilford

E. Hill, Belmont Castle Gar-
dens, Grays

James Vert, Audley End Gar-
den.s, Sallron Waiden

William J. Piper, HylandsPark
Gardens, Clielnisford

William Lunisden, Bloxliolm
Hall Gardens, Lincoln

Thomas Vinden, Harlaxtou
Manor Gardens, Grantham

J. Rowlands, Manor Gardens,
Bardney

J. Si>ilsbury Blankney Hall
Gardens, Sleaford

Hy. Naylor. GrinisthorpeCastlo
Gardens, Bourne

Wm. M. Cooper, Gardener,
Utflngton House Gardens,
Stamford

E. F. Hazel ton, Brocklesby
Park Gardens

W. Emerton, Belton House
Gardens, Grantham

H. Bat<!helor, Cattou Park
Ganlens, Norwich

F. Lee, Lyntord Hall Gardens,
Mundford

Henry Tedder, Marliam Gar-
dens, Dowidiani

Wm. Allan, Gunton Park Gar-
dens, Norwich

H. Fislier, Flixton Hall Gar-
dens, Bungay

W. Messenger, Wunh-eistone
Park Ganlens, I}iHwieh

G. W. Eden, Henham Hall
Gardens, Wangford

John Perkins, Tliornhain Hall
Gardens, Eye

H. Rogeis, Ilendlesham Gar-
dens, AVoodbridge

John Wallis, Orwell Park, near
Ipswich

Thomas Williams, Faluiuuth
House Gardens, Newmarket

B. Marks, Bury St. Edninuds

Geo. Ford, Wrest Park Clar-
,

dens, Aniiithill

Thos. Hedlev. Putteridge Bury
G.-ir.leiis, Luton

H. W. Nutt, Flitwick Gardens,
A]ni)thill

Thomas Brazier, Oakley Gar-
dens, Oakley

G, R. Aliis, Olrl Warden Park
Gawlena, Biggleswade

Richard fal\ei-t, Fraxncld
Gai'leiis, Wftburn

G. Blnxl,;un, Bnckbill Manor
Gardens, Bletcldey

C. Tuiner. Cranfield Court Gar-
dens, Newport Pagnell

W. Waters, Bulstrode (Jardons,

Gerrard's Cross

J. Jaques, Wadtlesdon Gar-
dens, Aylesbury

Hedley Warren, Aston Clinton
Gardens, Tring

G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey
Gardens, High Wycombe

J. Smith, Meiitmore Ganlens,
Leighton Buzzard

Chas. Ilrnin, Dropniorc Gar-
I dens. Maidenhead

Average ; good Arthur B, Wad'ls, Cliveden
Gardens, Maidi-nhead

Robert MeK<dIar, Abncy Hall
Gardens, Cheadle

W. Whitjiker, Crewe Hall Gar-
dens, Crewe

Over

Average

Average

Over
;
good

Average
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COUNTY.

4, Midland Counties.

CHESHIRE

APPLES.

DERBYSHIRE

HEIlTFOIlDSniRE .

Average
;
good

1

[Average ; good

I
Under

Over
;
good

Average

Under

Average

Average
;
good

Uu'ler

Over ; very
gootl

Average

Over

Average ; good

Over; good

Average ;
good

Under ; bad

Average; good

Average
;
good

IIUNTINGDuNsniKE

LEK!ESTER8H!RE

NORTHANTS.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

OXFORDSHIRE

RUTLANDSHIRE

SHROPSHIRE

PEARS.

Over ; very
good

Average
Average

Under

Averngo

Average

Under

Under
;
good

Averag"
;
good

Under

Under ;
good

Over

Under

Under
;
good

Average
;
good

Under

Average
;
good

Undftr
;
good

PLUMS.

Average Under

AviTiigo ; goorl Undt-r ; ,1; 1

Uiid.T;g»»Ml rnd.r ;good
I

Under; very Under; good
good

Undci ; bad Under ; bad

Average ; good Under; good

Over ; good

Under

Average
;
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Good average

Average ;
good

Under; gooil

Average ; bad

Over ; very
good

Average
;
goo<l

Average

Under

Under; good

Under

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Average

Under
;
good

Un'ler ;
good

STAFFORDSHIRE ,

Under ; good

Average
;
good

Average

Average
;
good Average

; gcod

Under average! Average

Over; good lAvemge
;
good

Over ; good Average
; good

.Average ; good Umler ; bad

Good
I

liad
I

Over; good

Under
;
good

Very good

Average

Under
;

good

Average
; good

Under; good

Average

Umier ; good

Over ;
good

Under ; bail

Under

Under
;
good

Average
Under

Under

Average
;
good

Average

Average

Under ; good

Over
;
good

Over
;
good

Under

Average

Average

Under ; bad

Average ; good

Average

Average

;

under
Over; good

Under

Under ; b:id

Under

Over
;
gowl

Under ;
good

Average ;
good

Under

Under

Under ; good

Under

Under

Over ; ver>'

good
Average

Average
;
good

Under
;
good

Average ; good

Over ; very
good
Under

Average

Umler

Over
;
grK>d

Over; good

Average
;
good

Good

Under ; good

Avei-age ; bad

Average

CHERRIES,

Under ; bad
Morellos goorl

Morellosover
Over ; good

Average ; good

Average

;

small
Under

Under

Average
;
good

Average ; good Over

Under
I Average

Average ;goodl Average ;good

Average; very Under; bad
good

Average Average

Under
;
good

I Under ; good

I

Under
I Under lAverage

; good

Average ; bnU Under
;
good lAverage

;
good

Average

Under ; good

Average

Average

Average
; good

Average
;
goo<l

Average

Average

;

nnder
Under ; except
Morellos ; very

good

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Over
;
good

Over
;
goo<l

Averago
; good

Average ; gcod

Average ; good

Averago

Under ; b.i<l

Few grown

Under

Under ; bad

Good

Under

Under ; good

Over
; gooti

Average
; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

0\ er
; good

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

APRICOTS.

Over ; very
good

Over
;
good

Not grown
on tside

Not grown
outside

None grown
outdoors

Over ; very
good

Over
;
good

Average
; goo<I

I

Good
I

Average

None grown
!

outdoors
I
Under ; good

SMALL
FRUITS.

Over ; very
good
Over
Over

Average
;
good

Over ; verj' Average
; good

good
Under

Under

Over
;
good

Average

Over
; gooil

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average ; good

Over
;
good

Avera;;
' ;

goo<l

Averago
;
goo<I

Avenige ; good

Average ; good

Over ; ver>-

good
Over

;
goo<!

Average

Over; good

Over

Averngo ;
good

Over
;
good

Good

Average ;
good

Average
;
gooil

Over ; very
good

Average ; very
gooil

Average
;
good

Under

Average ;
good

Over; very
good

Average
;
goorl

Under

Average ; very
good

Under; good

Under

Average ; fair

Under; bad

Over; good

Under ;
good

Average
;
good

Average

Over; very
good

Average ; verj-

good
Average ; very

good
Average; good

STRAW.
BERRIES.

Over ; very
good

Over ; good
Over ; very

good
Average

; good

NUTS.
NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

Averago
; goo<^l

Average
;
good

Average ; bad

Average
;
good

Average ; good Average
; good

Under Good

Average ; good Under ; good

Average

Average

Under

Over; good

Over

Average
; good

Under
; good

Good

Average
; good

Over
; good

Average ; very
good

Average ; ver>'

good
Average

Under; good

Average; very
good

Average ; very Average
; good

good
i

Under; good

Under ; goo<l

Under

Average

Average

Over ; good

Average ;
goo*! Over; good

Over ; very
gooil

Average

Over ; very
g004l

Over
; good

Average

Average ; good

GooselMTriea
over; good.
Black Cnr-

rants average,
gooil. Red

nniler.

Raspberries
nnder

Average
;
good

Under ; good

Over ; good

Average ; good

Untler ; good

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Average

Average; good

Under

Averago ; good

Over; very
good

Very good

Over; good

Over ; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Over ; gcod

Average

Average ; very
goo*l

Average ; good

Over ; good

Very good

Average
;
good

Average ; goud Average ; bad'Average ; very
good

.Good

Under ;
good

Average

Not grown
outsidf

Over; goorl lAverage; very

I
good

Under Average ;
gooil

Average
;
good Average ;

Average
; gooil

Average
;
good

,'ood

Over ; good

Average
;
good

Over
; good

Very good

Averago

;

small
Under

Over

Average
;
gooil

A^erage ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Average ; very
good

Average
;
good

Average ; fair

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Average
; goo<l

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average ; goml

Average

Over; very
good

Average ; bad

Ver>' good

Under ;
g«od

Average

Over

Over; gooil

Average

Average
; good

Average ; good

Average

Over
;
good

Average ;
good Over

; good

Over ; ver>- I

good
]

Average ; very 1
Under

; good
good

j

Average
; good

Under

Over ; very
gOOfl

Over ; good

Over

Average

Over

Average

Over

Average over

;

good
Filberts aver
age good ; Wul-
nnts under

Under

Over
;
good

Under

Walnuts over
good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

! Over; very

I

good
Under Average ; good

Average
; goofl Average

;
good

'Average ; good

Under
; good Over

;
good

Under ;
goo<l

Over ; very
good

Under ; bad

Under
;
good

Average ; very
good
Good

Average
; good

Under ; bad

Average ; good

Under

Average

Over ; good

Average
;
good

Average very
small

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Under
;
good

Chnrles Flnek, Cliolmondelcy
Castle Gardens, Malpas

Rev. C. W. Dod. Malpas.
WiHiani G. Sorley, Tbe Rookery
Gardens, Nantwieb

W. C. Breese, Moreton Hall
Gardens, Congleton

N. F. Barnes, Eaton Gardens,
Chester

T. Kcetlev, Darley Abbey Gar-
dens, Derby

Wni. Elidiin.stone, Shipley Hall
Gardens, Derby

Wni. Cliester, Cliatswortli
Gardens

E. Wilson, Hardwick Hall
Gardens. Cliesterlield

C. E. Martin, The Hoo Gar-
dens, Welwyn

E. Hill, Tring Park Gardens,
Tring

J. Turk. PonHeld House Gar-
dens, Little Reikhanisteil

Tln-mas Nuttinc, The Gardens,
Childwieklmrv, St. AlWms

Edwin Beekett, Ahleidiam
House Gardens, Elstree

W. H. Lees, Trent Park Gar-
dens, New Barnet

W. Haines, Moor Park Gardens,
Riekmansworth

Wni. Garman, Frvthesden Gar-
dens. Great Bi'ikhan)sted

Geo. Ringhrini, Wrothani Park
Gardens, Barnet

Chas. Deane, Cassioburj- Gar-
ilens Watford, Herts

James Hewitt, Castle Gardens,
Kiinbolton

Alfred Hnmshere, Beanmanor
Park Garilens, Longhlmrough

W. H. Divers, Bclvoir Castle
Gardens

Daniel Roberts. Prestwold
Gardens, Loughborough

T. A. Metcalfe, R(dlest<)n Gar-
dens, Leicester

W. S. Miller. Whittlebury Gar-
dens. Toweesler

R. V. M.Grendie, Wakefitdd
Loilge, Stoney Slt.^tfoI•d

H. Turner, Fi'nesh.ide Abbey
Gardens, Stamford

James Trigger, Milton I'aik
Gardens, IN^teiborongh

William Coomber, Lilford H;ill

Gardens, Onndle
H. Kempshall, Lamport Hall
Gardens, Northamiiton

A. Henderson. Thoresby Gar-
dens, Ollerton

iJolni Horton.Welbeck Gardens,
Worksop

Amos Pair, Holme Pierrepont
Gardens, Nottingham

John Edmonds. Bestwoorl
^odge Gardens, Arnold

John Lyon, Ossington, Newark

Average T. H. Craap, Osberton, Work-
sop

Over; good George St^inton, Park Place
Gardens, Henley-on-Thames

Average W. M. Geddes, Shirburn Castle
Gardens, Tetsworfli

Over ; good Thomas Aggiss, Tusmore Park
Ganlens, Bicester

Average Ai-lhur G. Nichols, Nnneham
Park Gardens, AI'ing<lon

Under; good- Gen. Drabble, Ketton HjiII

Gardens, Stamford
Good W. T. Kaines, Cold Ova ton

Hall Gardens, Oakham
Over; good James Louden, The Quinta

Gardens, Chirk
Average; good

I

A. S. Kemp, Braadway Shifnal

Very good William Weeks, Cheswardine
Hall Gardens, Market Dray-
ton

Over ; very Wm. Sutton, Hawkstone Park,
good ;

Shrewsbury
Over ; good G. Pearson, Attingham Gar-

dens, Shrewsbury
E. Gilman, Alton Towers Gar-
dens, Cheadle

X., Ingeslre Gardens

Under
;
good

Over
;
good

Over ; veiy
good

Wm. Halliday. Patshull Gar-
dens, Wolverhampton

Arthur Coombes, Hindey Hall
Gardens, Dudley

W. Bennett, Rangemore Gar-
dens, Burtou-on-Trent

John Wallis, Keele Gardens,
Newcastle
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CONDITION OF THE FEUIT CEOPS—(Confniwet?).

COUNTY.

8, England, S.W.
CORNWALL

APPLES.

DEVONSHIRE .

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

HERBFORDSHIRE..

MONMOUTHSHIRE

SOMERSETSHIRE .

WORCESTERSHIRE ,

WALES-
ANGLESEY

BRECKNOCKSHIRE .

CARDIGANSHIRE .

Average

Under; bad

Under ; good

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Good

Under ; bad

Average

Uuder

Under

Good

Under ; bad

PEARS.

CARMARTHENSHIRE

Under ; bad

Average ; very
good

Over
; good

Under; good

Average

Umler ; bad

Average
; good

Average
; good

Under; good

Under
; good

Under
; gowl

Average

Under; bad

Under

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Under; good

Under; bad

Under
; good

Under
; good

Under

Under; good

Bad

Under; good

Under ; bad

Under
; gooti

Under
; good

Bad

Under

Under

Under

Under
;
good

Average
; good

Average
;
good

Under

Average ; bad

Average

Under; good

Average

Under

Under

Fair
;
good

Under; good

PLUMS.

Average
; good

Average ; very
good

Under; good

Average
; good

Under
; good

Average
; good

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Average
; good

Average
; good

Under
; good

Under

Average ; very
good
Under

Average
; good

Average
; good

Under
; good

Under ; bad

Average

Average
; good

Under

Under; good

Very good

Average; very
good

Average ; very
good
Under

Under
;
good

Average

Over; very
good

Average

Under ;
good

Over

Under

Under ; bad

Average
; gooO

Over
; gootl

Average; early

sorts good
Under

; good

Good

Average
; good

Under

Average
;
good

Under

Average; good

Under
;
good

Average ; very
good

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Under; good

Under

Under

Under; good

Under
;
good

Average

Under
;
good

Under

Over ; good

Under

Over ; very
good

Under; bad

Average ; good

Average; ver>
good

Under ; bad

Over; good

Over
;
good

Over
;
good

Average
; good

Average

Over
; good

Over; good

Under

Average
; good

Average

Average
;
good

Over
; good

CHERRIES.

Average

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

Under

Morel los Under
under

Under; bad |Average ;good
I

Over ; good I Average
; good

Average
; good

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Average

Average
; good

Average
; good

Average

Average

Average

Under
;
good

APRICOTS. SMALL
FRUITS..

None grown

Average ; very
good

Over; good

Average

Over ; bad

Under

Over
;

good

Good

Average
;
good

Average; good

Average
; good

Under
;
good

Average

Average

Average
;
good

Average

Average ; very
good

Average; goo<l

^Under
; good

Average
;
goo«l

Average ; bad

Over ; ver>'

good
Over; good

Average
; gooti

Average; very
good

Under
; good

Under

Under; gooii

Under

Over

Over
; good

Over; good

Average
;
good

Under; good

Average
; good

Average
; good

Over; good

Good

Average
;
good

Average
; good

Average
; goo<l

Average
; gootl

Average

Average

Average ; very

I

good
Average

;
good;Average

; good

Under

Under ; very
good

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average ; good

Average
; good

Over ; vciy
good

Average

Average

Over ; very
good
Under

Under; good

Good

Under; poor

Under

Average
; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over
; good

Average; good

Under

Average ; very
good

Over; good

Average; good

Over ; very
good

Average ; very
good

Over
; good

Uuder

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Under

Average
;
good

Under

Over
;
good

Under
;
good

Under

Under ; good

Over ; very
good

Under
;
gootl

Average

Over
;
good

Average

Under

Average

;

small

Under; good

Over
;
good

Average
;
gootl

Over
;
good

Over; good

Very good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Under; bad

Very good

Over

Over; good

Over; good

Average
;
good Average

Average
;
good

Red Currants
average

;

Black ditto,

under ; others
over

Average

Under

Over
;

good

Average
; good

Under

Average ; bad

Very good

Average
;
good

Over

Avemge

Average

Over
;
good

Gooseberries
and red Cur-
rants average^
black Currants
under, Rasp-
berries over
Over ; good

Average ; good

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Over ; good

NUTS.

Under

NAME
AND

ADDRESS.

W. H. Bennett, Meiiabilly, Par

Over ; very
good

Under ; bad

Very good

Average

;

small
Under

Under

Average

Over ; very
good

Average
; good

Average ; very
gooil

Over
; good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average

Average

Over; very
good

Over
;
good

Under ; bad

Average

Average ; good

Over ; good

Under

Very good

Average ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Very good

Average

:ood

Average
;
good

Avemge ; very
good
Good

Over; good

Average
;
good

Average

Average

A\'crage ; good

Over ; vnry
good
Under

Under ; bad

Under
;
poor

Over; very
good

Over ; good

Average ; very
small

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Over; very
good
Under

0\'er ; good

Average
;
good

Over; very
good

Average
; good

Over; good

Average
;
good

Over
;
goo<l

Over
; good

Good

Over; very
good

Average
; good

Average
;
good

Average; very
good

Average

Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good
Good

Under ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over
; good

Average
; good

Over
;
good

Average ; good

Over

Average
;
good

Under
;
good

Under ; good

Average
;
good

Over ; veiy
good

Over; good

Average

Average; very
gowl

Average ; very
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average

A\'erage
; good

Average ; good

Under ; bad

Uiuler
; good

Average

Average ; good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Good

Over ; very
good

Under
;
good

Average ; good

Average ; very
good
Good

Average

\. Mitcliell, Tebidy Park, Cam-
borne

Averat^e ; good Alfred Read, Port Eliot Gur-
! dens, R.S.O.

Average jClias. Page, Boconnoc Gardens,
' Lostwitluel
W. Saugwin, Trelissick, Truro

Average
; good

Average ; very
good

Avenige

Average
;
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Under; bad

Over ; very
good

Average

Over; good

Average

Under

Average

Over

Over

Under

Under

Over

Over

Over

Over
;
good

Under

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
goo<l

Over; gi>od

Avtjragc
; good

Over; very
good
Over

Over

Under

Under

Average

Over; good

Under; bad

Over ; veiy
good

Over
;
good

Average

Over
;
good

Over

Very good

Over ; very
good

Over; good

Average

Under ; bad

Good

James Enstone, 3S, Temple
Road, Exeter

A. Eauies, Heanton Satchville,

Beaford
T. Vinney, Arlington Court
Gardens, Barnstaple

W. Swan, Bystock Gardens,
Exmouth

Geo. Baker, Meuibland, near
Plymouth

John Sowray, Highnani Court,
Gloucester

Wm. Keen, Bowden Hall Gar-
dens, Gloucester

T. E. Arnold, The Cirencester
House Gardens, Cirencester

J. Cleare, Toddington Gardens,
Winchcombe, R.S.O.

Over
; good

Average

Average

None

Thomas Shingles, Tortwoith
Gaidens, Fallleld

William Greenaway, Dodington
Park Gardens, Cliii>ping
Sodbury

A. Scott, Sherborne House
Gardens, Northleach

.lohn Watkins, Pomona Farm,
Withington, Hereford

Thos. Spencer, Goodrich Court
Gardens, Ross

F. Harris, Eastuor Castle Gar-
dens, Ledbury

Geo. Milne, Titlev Court Gar-
dens, Titley, R.S.O.

A. Ward, Stoke Edith Gardens,
Here f01x1

C. A. Bayfurd, Glewstone
Coiut, Ross

Joseph Russell, Berrington
Hall, Leonunster

Thomas Coomber, The Hcndre
Gardens, Monmouth

.Tno. Lockyer, Park Garden's,
Pontypool

W. F. Woods, Llanfreclifa
Grangt^ Giirdi'tis, Caerleon

\V. HalKtt. Ciissington House
P'arm, Bridgewater

Thos. Wilkins, The Gardens,
Inwood House, Henstridge

A. Young, Marston House
Gardens, Frome

John Crook, Fordo Abbey Gar-
dens, Cliard

H. Noble, Ashton Court Gar-
lens, Bristol

William Tlioniiis, Norton Manor
Gardens, Taunton

T. Carter, Butleigh Court Gar-
dens, Glastonbui-y

D. Owles, Apley Castle Gar-
dens, Wellingt<ui

A. Young, Witley Court Car-
lens, Stourjiort

John Owen, Whitbouruc Court,
Worcester

Fred. Hughes, Ovcrbury Cnnit
Gardens, Tewkesbui-y

W. Crump, Madreslield Court
Gardens, Gieat Malvern

Justice, Nash Gardens,
Kenipsey

W. Pettigrew, Hewell Grange
Gardens, Redditch

Gen. H. Green, Enville Hall
Gardens, Stourbridge

Jno. Masterson, Weston House
Gardens, Hhipston-on-Stour

K, W. Wright, Gardens, Plas*
newydd. Llanfair

F. W. Everett, Penrhos Gar-
dens, Holyhead

D. Clark, Clyso Park Gardens,
Hay

A. Ballard, Glanusk Park Gar-
dens, Crickhowell

R. C. Wiliiauis, Crr sswood
Park Gardens, Aberystwith

Wilt. Crawfurd, Derry Orniond
Park Gaidens, Lanipckr

Lewis Boweu, Edwinsford Gar-
dens, Llandilo

John McDonald, Dynevor
Caslle Gardens, Llandilo
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CONDITION OF THE FEUIT GROV&—{Continued).

COUNTV. APPLES.

WALES-
CARN'ARVOX.SUIRE

.

DENBIOHSHIKE..

FLINTSHIRE

ULAMOKGANSIIIUB.,

MEUKlN-RTlI.SinitE ,.,

JIONTGO.MEUYSHIRE

PEMBROKE.SHIRE

R.ID.N-OR.SUIUE

Under

UnUer

Average ; good

Average
; good

Under

Arerage

UiidiT

Under
; good

Under ; good

Avenge

;

small
Under

Under

Over
; good

Under ; good

Over; good

Average

Under; good

Under

PEARS. PLUMS.

'\~

CHERRIES.
PEACHES
AN-D NEC;
TAUINES.

UniliM- Under [ Under | Under

Average : good Average ;
good Over; good

I

Under
; good ' Under

;
good Average ;

gooil Under

APRICOTS.

None grown

Avenagi
;
good

Under

Good

Under

Average ; good

Under; good

Unilcr

Under

Average

Average

Under

Under ; good

Average

Under; good

Under

IRELAND-
9, Ireland, N.

ANTRIM

CARLOW..

DOWN ....

DUDLIN

FERMANAGH

0.\LWAV

KERRY

LONGFORD
MAVO

MEATU

SLIGO

WEST.MEATII

, Avenxgo ; good

, Average : gooci

I

. Over; good

. Over; good

'Average; good

.] Good .

JAve'rano; very
j^ood

Average

UndtT

Very good
Very good

Avcragft; very
good

Under ; bad

Over
;
good

10, Ireland, S.

CLARK

CORK

KILDARE

KILKENNY

KLNUrs COUNTV..

LIMERICK

UO.SCOMMON .....

TIPPERARY ........

WATERFORD

CHANNEL
ISLANDS.

GUERNSEY

JERSEY

OVlT

Ovi*r ; very
good
Over

Over ; very
good

Average ; very
good

Over ; good

Average
;
gootl

Over; good

Very good
Very good

Over

Under

Average : good

Average
,

Average ; very
good
Over

Uuder

Average
;
good

Under ; bad

Good

Under ; goo<l

Average

Average

Good
Uii.lcr

UtllUT

Average

Under

Under

Average

Over

Under
;
good

Under ; bad

Average ; good

Un<lcr

Over; good

Verv good
(rood

Over

Under'

Under

Average

I.SLE OF MAN..

Under; good Under; very
good

Average; very. Over
good
Good

Under

Under

Average

Under

Over; good

Average; good

Average

,

Under Average

Under I Average ; good

Under
;
good i Average

Good

Over; very
good

Over; very
good

Average

Average
; good

Average
;
good

Over ; very
fiOOtl

Under

Average
; good

Under
;
good

Over
;
good

Over
;
good

Average ; very
gooil

Average

Under

Average

Over
;

goo<!

Under

Under; biid

Under

Average; very
goo<l

Average ; good

Average

Average ; good

Average

Average

Average ;
good

Under

Average

Very good
Good

Average
;
good

Under

A^-crage ; \-ery

good

Average

Average; bad

Average

Average ; goo<l

Average ; good

Over; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Very good
Very good

Over

Uuder

Average ; bad

Good •

Under; good

Average ;
gooit

Average

Average

Over ; good

Average

Under

Average; very
gowl

Average

Average
; good

Average ; very Average ; very
good good

Average ; good

Average ; gooil

Under

Average ; goo<l

Average

Good

Average
;
good

Under

Avenige

Bad
Ba.l

Avci-age ; very
good

Under ; bad

Good

Under

Under

Under
;
good

Average ;
gooil

Under; good

Under ; bad

Over ; good

Very good
Good

Over; very
good

Under
;
g.iod

Average

Bad

Under; good

Ov6r ; veiy
good

Over ; very
giiod

Average

very
good

Un<ier

Under; good
I

I Over; very
' good

I

Good
I

!

Very good

Under

Over

Average ;
good

Average

Avexage

SMALL
FRUITS.

Under

Average
; good

Over
; good

Over; very
good

Average ; very
gO(Hl

Good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Average

Average ; very
good

Over; good

Over ; good

Over; very
good

Under; good

Under; good

STRAW.
BERRIES.

Average
;
good

Average
;
good

Under; bad

Average

Average

Under ; bail

Avera:4e

Und>^r

Under

Av.^r.i;4e
;
goo<i

Under

Under

Under

Under

Over
;
good

Good

Average
;
gtiod

Average

Average

Good

Average; very
goo«|

Average
;
good

Over ; gootl

Average ; good! Average ; good

Average; good
I

None grown

Under

Under

Under

Average

Average

Average ; good

Under

Average

Average

Under

Very good

Over; very
good

Average

Average

Very gooil

Very giH>d

Average ; yery
good

Average

Very good

Over ; very
good

Over

Over ; good

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average
;
good

Over ; good

Over ; verj'

good
Very good
Very good

Average ; very,

good

Under

Under

Over; goodj

Average ; good

Verj* good

Very good

Over; very
good

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Over; very
goorl

Average ; very
good

Over; good

Avyrage
;
good

Average
;
good

Average

Average
;
good

Average ; very
good

Over
;
good

Average ; good

Average
;
good

Average ; good

Average

Vi^ry good

Average
;
good

Under

Average

;

very goo*i

Under; bad
Under

Average ;
good

Under

Average

NUTS.

None grown

Average

Average

Over; good

Average ; very
good

Under

Bad

Average; good Under; very
good

Under
;
good Under ; good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ;
good

Average ; good

Over ; very
good

Over; very
gootl

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Average
Very good

Average
;
good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average

Average

Average

Average

Under; good

Average

Average

Under
; good

Good

Goo<I
Gootl

Average ; very
good

NAME
A Nil

ADDRESS.

Allan Calder, Vaynol Park Gar-
dens, Bangor

T. Evans, Gwyder Gardens,
Llanrwst

P. Middleton, Wynnstay Gar-
dens, Rnabon

Walter Weir, Acton Park Gar-
dens, Wrexbani

Henry F order, Ruthin Castle
Gardens, Rntliin

J. Forsyth, H;iwarden Castle
Gardens, Chester

A. Pettigrew, Castle Gardens,
Cardiff

Richard Milner, Penrice Castle
Gardens, Swansea

C. Hibbeit, Craig-y-nos Castle,
Swansea Valley, R.S.O.

J. Muir, Margani Park

Wm. Bennett, The Gardens,
Talygarn, Llantrissant

A. Blanchett, Dunraveu Castle
Gardens, Bridgend

J. Bennett, RhUg Gardens,
Corwen

Jno. Lambert. Powis Gastle
Ganleus, Welshpool

Thomas Hiunphreys, Garden
Honse, Gregynog, Newtown

Geo. Grifiin, Slebeck Park Gar-
dens, Haverfordwest

W. B. Fisher, Stackpole Gar-
dens

Samuel Dickson, BoulHbrook
Gardentj, Presteign

Geo. Porteous, Garron Tower

Tlionias Bloomer, The Lis-
navagh Gardens, Bathvilly,
eo. Carlow

J. Taylor, Mountstewart, New-
townanU

James Patterson, Malahide
Castle Gardens, Malahide

G. Smith, Viee- Regal Gar-
dens, Dublin

R. Elworthy, Crom Castle
Gardens, Newtown Butler

John Cobban, Garbally, Bal-
linasloe

J. H. Kemp, Droniore Gardens,
Kenmore

G. M. Breese, Kenmore Gar-
<lens, Killaniey

J. Baflerty, Castle Forbes
Patrick Connolly, Cranmore
Gardens, Ballinrobe

James Hounslow, HeadfortGar-
dens, Kells

J. E. Dawson, Tlie Gardens, Lis-
sadell, Sligo

John Igoe, Garden Vale, Ath.
lone

Average Veiy good

Average
;
good Average

;
good Average

;
good Uuder; good

Average ;
goo<l,Average ;

goo'l Over; very
good

Over; good

Under; good

Average; very
good

Average ;
good Over ; good

Over John H. Cartpr, Dromnland
Castle Gardens, Newmarket-
on-Fergus

Average R. Wilson, Michelstown Castle
Ganlens

J. Wyke. Bishop's Court Gar-
dens, Strartan

Over Frederiek Bedford, Stratnin
House Gardens, Strallan
Station

Average ; good
I

H. Carlton, Kilkenny Cjstle
Gardens, Kilkenny

Average T. J. Hart, Birr Castle Gar-
dens, Parsoiistown

J. BlHcott, Sumnierville Gar-
I

dens, Linieriek
Average ;good T. Rogers, Frencli Park House

I Gardens, French Park
Very good iMichael Dixon, Gmve. Fethard

jThos. Dunne. Strancally Castle
! Gardens, Villierstown
Thos. Singleton, Curraghmore

Gardens, Porteau

Good

Not grown

IH. Parsons

C. Smith & Son, Caledonia

j
Nursery, Guernsey

John Nicolle. La Carrifire Gar-

I

dens, St. Martin's

H. Becker, Nurseryman and
1

Fruit G:ower
Aslielford & Son, Queen's Road

' Nurseries, St. Heliers
James Murphy, Cronkbourne
Gardens, Douglas

James Inglis, The Nunnery
' House Gardens, Douglas
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EDITORIAL NOIICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, as well as sj ecimens aiid jilants for

naming, should be add resged to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Covent Garden, London. Commttnicatiuns

should be WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,
sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

tfie uriter. I/desirtd, the signature will not he pTinted, hut

kept as a guarantee of good faith. 'Die Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or t9 return unused com-
munications or illustrations, -unless by special arrangement.

lllustratIonr.>-. The Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, Jlowers, trees,

dc. ; but he cannot be responsihle/or loss or i)ijury.

Local News.

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige hy sending
to the Bditor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any tiuttters which it is

debliahle to bring vnder the notice of horticulturists.

Uewspapers.—Correapondeuls sending newspapers should be

carrfal to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY', Aco.

MONDAY,

. UESDAY,

WEDNESDAY, Auo.

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY,

FlilLiAY,

Auo.

Aco.

/ Suci^te Franc. d'Hort. meet.
, ) Utiyal Horticulttir.il Society of

] Soutbai»iiton Show ; and on
(. Aug. 3.

2 J Roy.il Horticultiu-al and Agricul

( tural Society of Ghent.

f Bainpton Show (Oxen),

I

Beddington, CarshiUton, and Wal-
lingtonSliow, inCarshalton Park.

I

Manstie'd r*'hmv. Notts.
'

Noilthanniton Floral Fete (two
days).

1 Leicester Show in Abbey Park.
4- Horticultural Conference at Cbea-

( ter(Town U»ll'.

ChLister LI.>rticuttural Show (Royal
llorticilltuval Deputation) (two

. day.-)).

Chesterfield Rose Show.
Forest Hill, S. K, Sli.iw (two days).

. \ncicnt Society of York Florists.

tJ—Griinaby Show (two days).

7 Driffield Horticultural Sbuvv.

SALE.
{Groat Sale of Lillum Harrisi, also

Imported and Estjlblishcdorchids
at I'rotheroe & Morris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WBEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK —63'.°.

Thanks lo tbo courtesy of our

Crop's
covrespondanta in all paits of tie

Kingdom, we are enable,! lo

give a general summary showing the condition

of the fruit crops for tho year. The returns
have been made mostly by the same record(ir8

who have obliged us in former years, and
although a certiiii amount of vagueness is

inevitable, yet it is impossible to doubt
that, substantially, tho report wo publish to-

day does accurately represent the condition
of the crops. We cannot say tho report is

entirely satisfactory ; take for instance A]iph. s.

About oO per cent, of tho reports from
England show that tho crop is under
average as to quantity, although the qualily
is reported as good. Poars are even more
behindhand. Plums show a better record

;

only thirteen out of .seventy-oue returns
from Scotland are below tho average. In
England and Wales I'JO out of 280 ropoits

were under average. Cherries yielded generally
a good average crop. ]'eachos and Nectarines,
singulailj' enough, were much above avorago

;

ihus out of 2.J4 returns from I'^ngland and
Wales only thirty-one were under avoiago,
whilst I'J? wore up to tho average, and
seventy-six above it. The abundanco of
these fruits is a feature of the year so
Jar as fruit is concerned. A similar remark

applies to Apricots, for out of 256 returns from
England, only 66 were below average.

Small fruits were generally above the aver-
age ; whilst Strawberries have been average, and
Nuts rather above it.

We append a table, which shows in a succinct
form the principal numerical results gleaned

I"- " £2 OS ~, CO O O Tf ,.,

jfl CO OO Cl

.53;go

J3

K
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purposes, with special refei-encc to their aJivptability

for aasociation with other plnntfl. Papers will also be

read by Mr, C. JouDAN, SiiperiDtendent, Regent's

Park, N.W. ; and Mr. J. W. Moorman, Superin-

tendent, Victoria Park, N.E. ; by Mr. H. A. Neefs

and Mr. W. Baxteu, on Violas for exhibition, with

special reference to newer varieties ; by Mr. J. D.

Stuart, Belfast, on Viola sports. A report of judges

of seedlings will be submitted to the Conference. It

is p.irticnlarly requested that now vai'ieties be sent

for consideration ; a spray or bunch of nut le.»s than

six blooms of any new variety to be staged. All new

Eugleheart has very long crimson petals ; Oxonian, a

deep crimson variety, appears a little thin in flower,

albeit it? calyx is burst ; Crombie's Pink is hardly

equal to some of the others in size ; but Favourite is a

very pretty Picotee, with white gi-ound and rose edged.

Cheshunt, Woriviley, and District Horti
CULTURAL Mutual iMPRovEtviENT Society.—
A meeting of this Society was helil at Turnfiu'd, on

Thursday, July 23, when Mr. W. Harrison r.aisod

a di.-cussion on " HorticuUiu-e, as a source of profit

to the employer, and a rnc:ins of livelihoo'l for the

nature of the experiments which are being carried out

at liothamsted. Mr. J. J. Willis then conducted the

parly round the farm, explaining the character, and

results compared, of all the different chemical man-

urea applied to various crops. At the close, a hearty

vote of thanks was accorded Sir J. I*. Lawes f.'V his

kindness ; and to Mr. Willi-s, who briefly replied.

Reading AND District Gardeners' Mutual
llVIPROVEIVIENT Association.—The monthly meet-

ing of the above association was held on Monday in

the club-room .at the British Workmm, and was" well

Fia. 25.—RO.SES in a s- B^msAN balk QAnoEN. (see r. 132.)

v.arictics must bo stafOl for inspection by 11 o'clock,

8o that they may be judged when quite fi-esh. Any
bloonjs sent by po.st unist reach the Royal Botanic

Gardens on the morning of August 8, a'ldressed to

Mr. J. B. Sowerbv, Secretary, Royal Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park, London, N.W. A. J. Ro iikrky

Chairman ;
Ricjiard Dean, Secretary.

Flowers in Season—We have received from

Messrs. Lainq k. Mather, Kelso-on-Twced, blooms

from some u.'^eful varieties of Border Carnations, grown

out-of-doors. Uriah Pike and Ketton Rose are well

known to be among the be^t. Duchess of Fife, rose-

coloured, and Mr.s. Barnewell Elliot, a ch.arming pink

tlower, are very fine ; also The Pasha, salmon-pink, and

Mrs. Frank Watts, white or pale straw-coloured ; Paul

employ!?." The next meeting will bo on August \%,

when Mr. R. Wunderlich will contribute a paper

on " Cut Klowei-s and Florists' Work." The first

o\iting of the Society took place on Saturday, July 2.'.,

Messrs. F. Sander k Co.'s nui-sery being ono of the

places visited ; later the pai ty travelled to llarpenden,

where luncheon was served iu'a tent on the cricket-

ground. Among those present were Mr. Dean, secre-

tary of the Herts County Council ; Mr. H. J.Bushliy,

Mr Niel .Mackenzie, Mr. W. II. Miles, vice-presi lenls

of the society ; Mr. J. J. Willis, Harpenden, Mr. F. S.

Hutcha.son ; chairman, Mr. Wm. Harrison, vice-chair-

man ; and Mr. W. I,. Yates, lion, secretary. The party

then paid a visit to Sir J. B. Lawcs' experimental

farms at Rothamsted. Sir J. H. Gilbert delivered

a short lecture in the Laboratory, describing the

attenfled. The subjects for the evening were "Car

n.ationi" and "Fruits in Season." The former

subject was introduced by Mr. IC. Dearlove, gardener

at Brookfields, Burghfield, and the latter by Mr. T.

Ne\ E, the chairman of the Association. The meet-

ing, although taking more of a conversational turn

than usud, was exceedingly interesting, some of tha

memberj joining in the discussion. The e.'chibits

were uumerous, Carnations predominating, collections

ciming from Messrs. Dearlove, Tuktos, Neve, and

GuiiDARD ; whilst other flowers were stiiged by Messrs.

Chameeulain, Dore, .and Bailey ; and two finely-

coloured fruits, "Sutton's Hereof Lockiuge Melon,"

from Mr. Pioc, After the meeting the flowers were

sent to the Royal Berkshire Hospital for the use of

the patients.
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The Chelmsford County School of some experience of the work done there and of its

Horticulture.—We have often had occasion to resulta, we should rather be inclined to say it is

note the excellent training given at the Chelmsford nothing if it is not practical. The following pro-

Laboratory by Mr. Houston and his colleagues. A gramme of the work done in the July course of

reference to the examination list lately published Horticulture will demonstrate this. It should be
will serve to confirm the good reports already given. borne in mind that this course is intended for

In some quarters it is the fashion to decry such selected students who have already gone through a

tuition on the ground that it is not practical. With more extended course of training :—

TIME TABLE—First Week, July 6th to 11th, 1896.

Morning.
Davs.

0—12 Lubor.itory Work.
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exhibition, but notliiug was said about the many
\Mrieties said to have been bedded out in the gardens.

That is the test Ukely to create most interest, and to

have tlie greater value. Some independent testimony

on the results is desirable. A, D.

STARCH AND SUGAR CONTENTS OF POTATOS
AND OTHER ROOT CROPS.— I am greatly obliged

to Mr. J. J. Willis, Harpenden, and "A. D." for

their courteous replies and valuable suggestions in

this matter. It is one of very considerable com-

mercial interest and importance. In crops such as

Potatos we need a trade outlet to steady prices

beyond what may be called the chances and caprices

of the consumption of Potatos as a constant ration in

our daily diet. It is more than doubtful whether

such perishable food as Potatos follow the usual

supply and demand in regard to consumption and

price. On the contrary, our glutted markets often

seem to prove that the cheaper the Potato the fewer

are used for food; and hence the greater necessity to

find other outlets for Potatos, such as their conversion

into starch, sugar, spirits, yeas^ pork, butter, cheeso

&c. For the diversion of Potatos to other uses, and
their profitable devotiou to other purposes, it seems
most desirable to increase their starch or sugar

contents. It may be true, as "A. D." points out.

that the Germans, by special raising of varieties or

peculiar culture, have added to the starch ratio of the

Potatos that they grow for manufacturing purposes.

It can, however, hardly be that they owe much of

the e.xtra starch-ratio to their climate. Some forty

years ago quantities of Potatos were grown in Scot-

land for conversion into Potato-starch and arrowroot,

and the new industry was said to have proved very

profitable. It would be interesting to know if it still

exists, and how far it has extended. The process was
very primitive and simple, as I remember it. The
Potatoswe!"e washed and smashed bysiinplemachinery,

the dour or starch washed and allowed to settle, then

dried, packed, and distributed as stai'ch, and used for

food and other purposes. No complaints seemed to

have been made as to lack of a good percentage of

starch and substantial profits. Though much outcry

was raised as to the adulteriition of foreign arrow-

root with home-grown Potato-flour, Mr. Willis seems
to furnish cultivators with the secret of substantial

profits in the increasing of the starch contents of

Potatos, and turning this into solid and sure

commercial advantage. Potiitos though safer stores

for food, and more durable tlian most fruits,

arc yet very perishable commodities. Their ability

to grow from eatly eyes, also results in lower-

ing the quality of their food supplies. Every change
of temperature, and alteration of moisture in earth or

air, or Potato-store, tends thus to waste the fooil

stores of the Potato. Hence the vital importimce of

converting its food contents so f«r as possible into

dry goods, starch, sugar, spirits, ferments, etc.

Mr. Willis shows that not only the nutty flavour of tlie

Potato, so higlily prized, but the amount of starch,

depends on the quantity of potash taken up during
growth. During my lectures on Potatos for County
Councils, I have constantly impressed upon my
audience that weight meant quality, and that both
measured starch or sugar-contents. It is pleasing to

have these views confirmed by Mr. Willis in these

remarkable words :
—"The Rothamsted experiments

further show that high specific gravity in Potato
tubers and high percentage of dry matter go
together." The total amount of dry matter produced
per acre is considerably increased by mineral manures
containing potash alone, kainit salts, or sulphate of

potasli, but very much more when the mineral and
nitrogenous manures are used together ; thus, the
weight of the dry substance of tubers was, with-

out manure, 1353 lb. per acre; with purely
mineral manures, 23Si lb. ; and with the mixture of

mineral and nitrogenous manure more than 4000 lb.

per acre, or l.| tons. Another practical point of great

moment is mentioned by Mr. Willis. From 80 to 85
per cent, of the total potash in Potato tubers is found
in the juice, aud about two-thirds of the phosphoric
acid is also found in the juice, and as two-thirds of
the nitrogen is found in the albuminoids in the juices,

it follows that if the mode of cooking the Potato is

such as to exclude these constituents of the juice

from tlie food product, there is a considerable waste
of nutritive matter and nutty flavour. D. T. F.

THE WEATHER IN SHROPSHIRE.—We have wit-

nessed a decided change in the weather in Shropshire
during t)\e past week, for during the four days ending
July '25 we have registered 2 inches of rain, and there

is every likelihood of another downpour wlnlo I am
writirg. During all mj g-ardeuing career I have
never witnessed vegetation sufi'er so much as this

year, Peas especially are generally a failure, and
buyers in .Shrewsbury have had to send to other

counties for them. It is sal 1 by persons sixty years

of age that they have never seen the water in the

river so low as at the present time, and to no
county will the rain be more welcome than to Shrop-

shire. Geo. Blu-rows, Ihrwick Gardens, Shreuishm-ij.

THRIPS ON PEAS.—It maybe of value to growers

of late Peas to know that I have made two trials in

the Aughton Cmmty Council experimental ground,

in order to ascertain how this pest might be eradi-

cated. A liberal sprinkling of the haulm with freshly-

slaked lime has quite answered my expectations, for

the plants are now practically freed from the insects,

and yielding a good crop of Peas. In tlie second

trial, 1 lb. of softsoap, 1 quart of petroleum, and
'2ii gallons of hot-water were used, and this, too, kills

the thrips ; but lime is the best means for the

purpose. The mixture may be applied with either a

fine rose watering-can, or by means of a spray-pump.

E. Thomas.

STANDARD AND TRAINED FUCHSIAS. — Few
persons who have passed through the little town of

Kgham in the summer time can have faded to admire
the standard and trained Fuch.^ias in the front garden
of The Limes, Mr. Wm. Paice's residence. The stm-
dards vary in height from 6 to 10 feet, and are of ages

ranging from ten to twenty-one years, and these have
a very imposing appearance, many of them possessing

very fine heads of bloom. There are, besides tlie.-e.

Fuchsias which form arches, and cover a bower some
10 feet in width, several fct high, and of cui-

siderable length—leading from the front-door to the

entrance-gate, which are really very telling and effec-

tive. Most of the plants are cultivated in jiuts and
plunged in the ground, they are not closely pruned-
in, when grown for this ]»urpi»se, so that the shoots

soon cover the trellis and become effective very early.

The pKants form capital sununer screens f.ir trellis-

work of various descriptions. The Fuchsia is a very
telling plant, « hen planted in a conservatory, and the
branches allowed to ramble and droop in a natural

manner from the roof .and wall ; in fact, few other

kinds of plants are more so. Mi.ss Marshall, Beacons-

field, and cor.allina seem to be the best vatieties for

bower-work, having a pendent h.ibit, aud making
shoots of considerable length. For the forming of

standards beside those named, there may bo atlded

fulgents, seri-atifolia,andcorymbiflor.i. Isit not a little

singular that the Fuchsia is so neglected as a pot
plant in the present <lay, whereas some thirty years

ago grand specimen plants were commonly met with
at exhibition and elsewhere, but now one scarcely

ever meets with anything worthy of the name of

specimens. It is surely time, the taste for the

superior culture of the Fuchsia should again bo to

the fore. Edward licnnitt, Qucch's Head, Eyham.

STRAWBERRY WATERLOO. — Thou°h never
rising to the high estimate of many of our authori-

ties as to the merits of this densely-coloured, attrac-

tively-shaped Sti-awberry, I confess to feeling sorry

to hear Mr. J. Wdson strongly voicing a rather wide
feeling of disappointment with Waterloo in his asser-

tion that he could neither grow nor fruit it at St.

Andrew's, and had therefore to discard it. It may
comfort Mr. Wilson to learn that though the Waterloo
has been with us for some years, and has been called

popular, it can hardly be said to have reached the
latter phase as yet, though its c ilour and specific

gravity alike give it special weight in the dessert. It

is not, however, the first time I have heard or seen its

somewhat erratic fruiting. But in not a few soils and
situations it has grown too iiuich rather than too
little. .Some of the finest crops of Waterloo I, have
seen have been on rather light th.an heavy soils.

But then the soil has been made specially firm, and
what is called hard planting has been 'practised.

However, if any market grower has succeeded in

growing profitable crops of \\'aterloo by the acre,

20 or 50 acres, as they have Paxton, President, Royal
Sovereign, British Queen, it would be most interesting

to hear of them. The dark, almost black, colour

would che^k their sale at first; but this overcome,
the Waterloo ought to become popular, if it can be
made to fruit as heavily on a large scale as either of

those named in competition with it in this note. As
the male or female parent in the cross-breeding of

Strawberries, we are already greatly indebted to the
Waterloo, and shall probably be much more so in the
near future. In this connection the Waterloo may be
correctly described .as an abnormally vigorous parent,

handiug on much of its prepotency to its successors.

And neither is this abnormal fertility confined to

their fruits, but overflows into the abundance and

vigour of their runners. Can the purplish tinge of

the latter prove a factor in their vigour i D. T. Fish.

QRAPE GROWING ON SANDY SOILS.—But for the

fact of my name being mentioned in the paragraph
on this subject, I should have allowed the matter to

pass
;
yet it is of great interest to many growers of

Grapes, aud coming from the fertile pen of so keen a

critic as " A. D.," I should like to make a few remarks.

First, however, in justice to the makers of the Patent

Silicate M.auure, it should be noted as such. Silicate

soil or sand being a natural production, and no doubt
good for Vine and Grape growing, should not

be classed as a manure. All soils are manures
in one sense of the word, but the Patent Sili-

cate being a fixed chemical mixture should have
been so named by " A. D.'' Very few persons

may be aware of the grtat quantity of sand
in most kinds of soil, especially loamy soil,

which in some instances would give nearly half sand
in the upper 2 feet of the surface. It ia to the
presence of sand that I attribute much of the success

attending Grape culture. Agaiu, if sand lies behw
the loam, followed by gravel, all will be well : but if,

on the other hand, gravel comes next to the loam, it

is a hungry soil. Not only Muscat Vines, but all

other varieties enjoy sand in greater quantity than
we can always afford it. Such sandy soils, while the
Vines are young, require a slight mulching of litter,

&c., to keep the surface from beiug rendered
too dry, which, if it be not done, greatly

favours the spread of red-spider on the Vines.

A sandy surface-soil will hold the surface-roots well

if it be properly attended to. Then all persons will

know that this is due in a great measure to the fact

that all manures are absorbed and held by the surface

soil. A great contrast, indeed, is the soil with which
I have to deal, to that of some I am acquainted with—

a

cUayey soil-- the top spit being of a verj' tenacious sort.

Such a soil will never grow either Vines or Grapes for

any great length of time, for the water must have a
free passage through a soil, or the roots will decay in

a wet season, or in the winter; the result being
either weak growth, or undue shanking. I have
found that sandstone placed iu a border in

lumps always attracts the roots of Vines. The
soil here if turned up shows much sand after

rain, the sivnd being nearly white, and Muscat Vines
revel in such soil. Some thirty canes planted last

Lady day are now doing grandly, a bunch or two
showing on them being good in berry, and every
berry properly stoned, the bunches weighing 1 lb.

These are taken without injuring the growth of the
rods, for they are on the young rods, the Vines
having been cut down to three buds. How peat

would grow a crop of Grapes is another question
;

yet if on a sandy bottom 1 should believe, with due
cultural attention, that the Vines would do well. I

happen to be acquainted with a good Grape-grower

—

C. Cooper, of Sunningliill, near Ascot, and although I

do not suppose that he has thought much about the

sand present in his ground, I have no doubt that it

is one c luse of his success. Too often we " growers
"

call a soil poor, and very ofcen, too, because of the

sand that is in it : while all the same, it is, perhaps,

one of the best for the V.ne, always providing it

has depth, with good natural drainage. It by no
means follows that because Vine-roots run into clay

that they like it. and certainly it is against good
Grape-growing. To keep the roots out from getting

into a clay bottom, the very worst for the growth of

the \'ine3 and for the fruit, the land should be well

cultivated at the top. Stejihai Caxtle, Boltcsfurd

Vineries, NoHimjhamshirc.

MESSRS. C.ANNELL'S PPJM-
EOSES.

Messrs. Cannell & Sons send us a reduced copy
of the imposing Certificate they have just received

from the United St,ates of America for the coUeciion

of Chinese Primroses exhibited by them at Chicago.

It runs thus " The United States of America, by Act of

their Congress, have authorised the World's Columbian

Commission at the International Exhibition held in

the City of Chicago, State of Illinois, in the year 1893,

to decree a medal for specific merit which is set

forth below over the name of an individual judge

acting .as an examiner upon the finding of a board of

international judges, to H. Cannell & Sons, England,

Swanley, Kent.

Exhibit : Collection of Primroses. Award : For a

fine exhibit of Primula sinensis fimbriata.

Among the named varieties the following merit
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special mentiou : Caunell'a Pink, a uew and well-

established strain ; the flowers are very large,

well formed, and of a decided rose-pink colour ; the

foliage 13 Fern-like, and the habit of the plant is

good. The Queen, a strong and well established

variety, having foliage of Acanthus like appearance.

The flowers are very large, perfect in form, and borne

on stout stalks, whioh stand well above the foliage
;

the flowers are snowy-white in colour, and slightly

crested. In this type the greatest advancement

that has as yet been attained in Primula sinensis

is shown. Lilacina, a very free-flowering viriety, of

extra-good colour, compact habit, and strong Fern-

ike foliage. Market White, a typical variety, of

strong compact habit ; the flowers are ivory-white in

colour, and very large. White Perfection, a very

distinct and vigorous-growing type ; the flowers are

pure white, and stand well above the foliage. Crim-

son Velvet, a well-established, free-flowering variety
;

the flowers stand well above the foliage.

Henry Ffister, individual judge; Robert Ciaig,

President Dep.artniental Committee ; Geo. It. Davis,

Director General ; T. VV. Palnier, President, World's

Columbian Commiaaiiiii; Juo. T. Dickinson, Secretary,

World's Columbian Commission ; John BojdThacker,
Chairman, Executive Committee of Awards. "

Nursery Notes.

THE READINQ GLOXISIAS.

One of the chief features at Messrs. Sutton's at Ihe

present time is a beautiful exhibition of their selected

strain of Gloxinias. Those now in flower consi-t

entirely of plauts raised from seed this year, and they

aff'ord an excellent object-lesson in culture combined
with rapid development, thus demonstrating, firstly,

that capital plants can be grown by treating them as

aunuals, the plauts being very Horiferous, better, in

fact, for decjiation than if larger and older; and
secondly, that within six months from seed good
material can bo secured, conspicuous for vigour of

growth. A few of the best and most striking

coloured varieties are kept undir name. There
is abundant variation iu the colouring of these

seedlings, and the same good habit is common to all

of them. Of those which are named is the pure
white " Her Mnjesty," which is an ideal type of a
good Gloxinia, having purity, size, and a good form,

large wide lobes, with an unusually long and well

expanded throat and substance. The stems are

short and stout, bearing the blossoms ijuite erect

without any kind of support. The leaf growth is

also remarkably fine of the G. crassifolia type, but
more rounded in form, thus easily covering the pots, and
partially hiding them without extending very far beyond
the rims, making the plants excellent decorative

subjects, withDut any suspicion of drooping, as seen

at times in the ordinary fornn of Gloxinia. Others
possess the same good quality as the foregoing : that

named Kmpress of India is notable by reason of its

rich velvety-purple colour, which is extended well

towards the margins of the lobes ; Duchess of York is

of a like colour, but with a clear white edge to the

lobes ; whilst in Duke of York the purple is replaced

by a dark shade of crimson, with the edging of white

rather broader ; Azure Blue is very well described

by its n.amo, the ground colour being pure white,

with the aky-blue covering about one-half of the
lobes towards the margins ; Princess May is of the
same type, the ground colour pure white with r )se

and pink alternating in the lobes towards the throat,

and like the foregoing, is a very distinct variety;

Reading Crimson (Crimson Velvet, would not be at

all inappropriate), which is strikingly rich in colour.

The spotted, laced, or reticulated forms are all tend-

ing towards the .same si/e and substance, as noted in

" Her Majesty. " This strain of Gloxinia is well .suited

or sowing during the summer to flower during the

ensuinj,' winter—a melhod of treatment which h.as

proved successful in many instances. These seed-

lings now in flower bid fair to last well into the

autumn. //. Q.

Mr. John Robson's.

Altriucham and Bovrdon lie in juxtaposition, and
form together a favourite suburban re-:ort for Man-

chestriaus, not only to visit, but to dwell in, the

climate being clear and salubrious, and vegetation

thriving accordingly It is not very many years since

Mr. John Robaon planted his nursery down there,

and h 8 business has been increasing year by year. His

nursery quarters are well stocked, and the demand this

year, consequent upon the icebound weeks of 1894 5,

has been such as to make up for the past season's

business deficiency. He has besides a large quantity

of glass-houses, covering quite an acie of his Land,

and from out of them he despatches great (juantities

of cut flowers as well as plants in pots.

Roses grown iu a house 100 feet long have done

splendidly, those which are planted out yielding a

great crop of flowers, coming in most useful for

cutting ; and a collection of Tea Roses in pots rounrl

the house were doing well. Camellia plants in a

very large house have been cut l)ack, as being less

profitable than some other subjects, and decorative

Palms and Ferns in great variety have taken their

places. In other houses are Cannas, now in great

variety and iu captivating cjlours; quantities of

Eucharis and P.uicratiums, whose flowers are useful

in floral decorative work ; Pelargoniums, Petunias,

more paiticularly tho double white variety with

flowers of frilled edging, much n.sed for bouquet

work. Vallotaa and Nerinea were iu fine condition,

as well as a large collection of Sikkim Rhododen-

drons and their hybrids, and uimy other miscel-

laneous flowering plants.

A house of Tomitos is particularly inlcreiting,

quite 1"20 feet li>ng, an 1 the plants planted out iu

turf, and trained like Hollyhocks to a height of quite

10 feet. The lower half of the Tomato plants bore

an immense crop of large fruits just ripening, and a

second crop was sliowing whi^h miiat be rapidly har-

veated, because of the Chry.sautheiuunis that liml a

home there after October. The variety exclusively

grown is the selected Or.ingefield, which in the Man-
chestei- district has been grown for more than tliiity

years. The seeil of Orangefield was received by Mr.

Robson from Mr. Smith while the latter was gardener

at Longford Hall. The fruit is large and beautifully

colon re.l, and only selected ones are saved for seed

purposes, the reni.ainder going to the market.

The Orchid-linusos are very well managed, the

plants generally in excellent he.ilth, being mucli im-

proved since they were placeil under the charge

of Mr. J. Evans. They consist of the chief among
the species and varieties that find most favour among
Orchid-growers.

The Djndrjbium-house w.is filled with cle.an,

healthy plants, most grown in holed pots and sus-

pended baskets. The pla'its of Dendiribiuin Wardi-
auum were str.)ng and faultier, th'3 white form doing
well iu limited pot-room ; D. uobile in many forms
and crosses; D. Dearei, extra well grown ; D. for-

misum, D. craisinode album, and many others were
rem.irked during my stroll throuj;h tho Orehid-hon les.

Mr. E ans, following the piactiee of Mr. O. O.

Wrigley, of IJury, sprinkles the floors and benches
with water in which soot and lime arc mixed, doing
this twice a week, and apparently, tho practice

induces vigour without giving rise to "spot." In

this hous! also was found a goo 1 asiortuiont of

Phahonopsia, tlie plant) having line lo.ives, excellent

roots, and giving a promise of good flowering. Miny
very vigorous plants of Angnooum seiquipedala were
remarked. Quintitios of young Crotons and Dra-

ca las were growing o;i the tables under the shade of

the Dendrob 3. Both D. Phaho lojisis and D. Dear„i

got little water .at the root, an 1 they are exceptionally

vigorous.

A large house is chiefly 03jupie 1 with Cittleyas,

Lelias, and Cy()ripediumi. Ths Cittleyas are in

great vigour; so:n : g)jd Qiskollimn being in

H)wer, an 1 thsn the shsaths of C. Mendeli, of C.

labiata, C. Percivalliani, very prominent. Lai'ia

teaebrosa, L. crispi, anl Li. xanthini we.e iu rob.ist

health, and there are scores of strong L purpurati
of g.)od typ33. Oypripediunu ware found iu quan-

tity, and amongst some very good C. Curtisi in

flower, we noted C. cenanthuni, C. superbum, C.

Gowerianum, C. Leeauum giganteum, C. PoUetianum,
C. Arthuriauum, C. Saundersianum, &c. Cymbidiuni
eburncum were remarked iu scores of fine plants. A
particularly healthy lot of plants of Odontoglossuin

grande waa observed ia this house ; a large stock

of plants of Ca?logyne crislata and its varieties is

grown for cut flowers.

The span-roofed Odontoglosaum-honse is full of

vigorous plants. Notwithstanding the enormous
quantities imported, the demand for cut flowers of

0. crispum is so great as to p.ay the grower, even

supposing he cannot sell the plants. Out of the

thous.iuds here, some good v.arieties have been

secured, which, as mist nurserymen know, find a ready-

enough sale at a price. The cool treatment and the

ple.asing moistness of the atmosphere produce here

very vigorous plants. The best O. Pescatorei, grown
in suspended pots, are well furnished with branchiu.;

flower-racemes. Along with these are the brilliant

yellow Oucidium St. Legeri.anum ; the beautiful

O M.ar.shallianum, which summers best in aclima'e

of this kind ; O. varicosum Forbe.sii, often burned
with stiong, dry heat ; O. macrauthum, and great

pi'.eces of Epidendrum vitellinum. I was glid to

notice .some promising Masdevalli:i3 revelling in the

cool, moist house.

Tho whole of the plant houses are substatilially

built, and In good order of keeping, without anything
being out to w iste in the way of needless expen-

diture
; and the atato of ths gen eral stock is sncli,

thit it will surpriie ininy a onnoisseur. /. .1,

Societies.

ROYAL HOBTICULTUBAIi.
JfTi.v li-i. - An or.rmn.ry iiu'utin^ uf tbo CVunmittLVs of tbe

Sojiety Wiis held on TuQsd.iy last in thu Drill H:il'., Westiiun-

ater. As h uan il diiriiif,^ this mouth iiiul next the exhibits

c illin^ Tor distinctive :i\v ir.U wjre not numorom, but there

was a good dispbvy. H.irdy llowers formed the greater pirt

of tho show, if we except for tho moment a very I irge group

of Bej^onias, and a smaller one of IV-lirgoniunis. Thin occasion

waa also the meeting at which It had bjon arranged there

should be mado a display of Succulents and Cactaceona plants,

and thoro were several very interesting collections staged.

A lecture upon the subject of these plants was giv^n in the

afternoon by Mr. Ciufman, an enthusiastic amateur.

There was a considerable qiiantity of fruit staged, but it

was princlp:illy from one exhibitor.

The three awiv Is that were mi ie by this coaioiittee were
a First-clas3 Certificite and an Award of Merit to new Goose-

berries from Me3<!rs. Vi:it.;h
; and an Award of Merit to a fine

variety of thi Red Curr.uit from Mr. Bflker of Jersey. A
new IMum known ai tho Burbank, and possessing very dis-

tinct cliaracteristics, was Interesting,

Floral Committee.
Prenenl : \V. iMar.Hh:dl, Kr^i] , Ohiirnian ; and Mes.si's. Jno.

Fraser, John L ling, H. B. May, H, Ilerbst, R. Dem. Geo.

Stevens, Rnbt. 0.veu, Jno. Jennings, J. Frasei-, J. D.

Pawle, Geo. Nicholson, Geo. Gordon, J. T. JJcnuett Poi',

Chas. E. Shea, Chas. B. Pearsan, H. J. Jones, Kd. Beckett,

H. C.tnnell, Ilirry Turner, CUas. T. Drucry, O. Thomas, and
II. Honeywood D'Oaibr.iin.

An Award of Merit w.is recommended to Mesari. llMin. &
Son for Delphinium 'A i«il, a most distinct variety, of sulphur
yellow, flowers small hut numerous, ;ind produced from long
spikes. Upm first sight the spikes of flowers resemble in
appearance those of an Oncidiuiu.

Mr. Geo. Wythcs, gr. to E irl Pkrcv at Syon House, Brent-
ford, exhibited sprays of Gampauula pyr.mudalis alha eora-
pacta, an improved white variety, in which the size of the
flowor as Well as the h;ihit of tho pi mt ia better th ui in the
type (Award of Merit).

A number of v.iriotlc4 of double Il.dlyliocks w.is shown by
Messrs, Wkbh & Bit \ NO, S iflron Waldcn, in sevcr.il shades of
colmir and wliite. O.-id, a very 1 ir^'e d-mble r-.sj v.iriety,
w.n recommended an Aw.ird of Merit. ( \. Bronw Binkatiii
Med d also to the group was rj>oinmentijd,)

Messrs. P. B vutt ,^, Son, ICin;,' 3t , Ooveut G irdeu, London,
W.O., mid'i a first r.ite .lisplay of hardy flowers. C U'00p3i4
gr.indiflor.i and Giillardiis weic very gojl lljrbujoua
Phloxes in numerous go id varieties wcie iocliilol; and
Alatrnemeria aur.mtia'^a, Allium pulchellum, and A. p.
Ha nm, Lilium tigrinmn sinansu, and other g-ud things
also (Silver Biuksian Modal)

V"
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Mr. Tiio-;. S. Wauk, H.ile Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham,

mado a display of Pentstemons, wLicb were exbitiited in

miicti variety and in bunches of good flowers. Tho varieties

Mrs. Empson. Mis.q Patey <coral scarlet with silver throat),

and Lord Ililliiigdon (rosy lilac with silver tliroatj, were

especially noteworthy. Mr, Ware's exhibit coDsisted also

of a large number of miscellaneous hardy flowers, which,

together with the Pentstemons, eflfeeted a very go.id display.

Ijathyrus latifuHus albns, flowers of Gaillardra grandiflora

hybrida, and a nnmbor of Carnation blooms, woro obn.rved

(Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. YoUN-n & Dobin.son, Stevenage, Herts, exhibited

flowers of tuberous rooted Begonias (single and double),

together with foli;'.go of same upon a groundwork of mi'ss,

A group of a remarkably dwarf and dense habited vnriety

of Ivy-leaved Pehu'goniuni8 was shown by Mr. J. Hazki.by,

Statinn Road, Hampton. It is named Moxoni, and appeared

to have at least a score of breaks ujron a single plant in a

3-inrh pot.

Prom Messrs. Cripps &. Son, Tunbridgc Wells, wore shown
three i>laDts of a variegated form of the Maidenhair tree

((iinkgo biloba), also a few plants of Hypericum anieum.
A large group of tuber 'us-rootol Begonias, frtjni Mr. H.

J. Jones, Uyccroft Nursery, Lowiaham, constituted a most
uuusuil feature. Its characteristics were such as are usually

66en at the Temple Sbovv, or large provinci.al exhibitions at

which the arrangement of artistic groups is made a specialty,

rather than those wo usually .-issMciate with tho iJrill Hall.

Ill length it was almost equal to half tho extent of the hall,

of considerable breadth also ; it was arranged ou the floor

of the hall and under the wall. Thotigh the primary object

was to exhibit Begonias, means were taken to do this as

effectively as possible, and to this end very free use wns
made of huch plants as t'rotons, Palms of a graceful habit,

Caladiums. Ferns, Asparagus and Ficus. The front margin

of the group had a decidedly wavy outline, and in the t-m. U
Kroups thus caused were placed dot plants of various

kinds. The double-flowering vanctics of Begoniju^ were kept

together in a measure, as were also tho singles No effort

was made to show particular named varieties, but all were

made subservient to tflect, and, we think, with nnich

success. The disposition of the plants was tasteful, and tl e

specimens used were choice (Gold Medal).

Sprays of flowering shrubs from Messrs. Jas. Veitch &
Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Rc-ad, Chelsea, repre-

sented Stuartia paoudo-Camellia, a single white flowering

shrub, the unopened buds upon which greatly resemble a

Camellia at the same stage ; Corylus colurna in fruit ; Puvia

roacrostachya, bearing an abundance of its ornamental spikes

of blooms, and Kucryphia pinnatifolia, an exceediogly onia-

niental shrub, with ]>inuate foliige and %vhite flowers.

A grand display of Sweet Peas and Dahli^is was made by

Mr. .J. Walker, Thinie, Oxon. The Sweet Pexs exhibited

were arranged tastefully, and together with the nn)ro formal

Dahlias made quitfl a show (Silver Hanksi.an Mod;il).

Messrs. H. ('annkll & Suns, Swanley. Kent, exhibited

some plants representing an uncommonly dwarf type of

Antirrhiiuim. Tho flowers were pure yellow, purple,

crimson-and-yellow, and other shades of colour, some also

were striped in bizzarre f;ishion.

A capital exhibit of hardy flowers was made by

Messrs, Wm. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate, Loudon, who
staged a number of varieties, including Ecbinops sphxro-

cephalus, Eryngium amethyetinum. Gaura Lindhoiraeri,

Hyaeinthus candicans, Romneya Coulteri, Acanthus can-

delabra, Crinum Powelli, ito. Also a great n\imber of

varieties of border Carnations, staged on a groundwork

of moss (Silver Banksian Modal).

Messrs. J. Caiitkr Ai Co., High Holbom, exhibited a few

plants of a very pretty siogle flowered Petunia named
Queen of the Rose, furnished with larger, brighter flowers

than the type.

A group of plants of the zonal Pelargonium King of

Denmark w;is stiged by Mr. R. JtNSRN, Mansfield Hill

Nurseries, Chingford, Essex. The variety, which ha.s

flowers of a salm<in-pink colour, was given an Award of Meiit

in May. The i)lants on this occasion wore well grown (Sdver

Banksifin Modal).

CACTI. '

Mr. C. A. Bi.o'!!"., Croydon, exhibited a small I'ollcctioi. of

Echiuocaclus, Opuntias, and Maniillaria. We remarked tho

fur looking, yellow-spined Echinocactus Grusoni, S inches

in height, with brilliant yellow spines
; E. niulticnstatus,

whoso numerous small furrows tiko a serpentine diree-

tii'u ; 1*3. ornatus, with a skin speckled closely with white
;

the long curved spined E. crispatus ; the yellnw fluwcred

K Uttonis, and E. cornigerus, with vicious-looking spines
;

several species of Cereus, Opuntia, and Piloccrus were also

noted.

Mr. Pritchakd, 7s, Godwin Road. Forest Gate, .showed a
very large collection of Cactaceous plants, including species

of great rarity. <tpuntias were largely represented, which,
whilst showing a certaiu degree of similarity in form, had
great diversity in minor points. Tbe fallowing were noted
in fair-sized specimens, O. decumaua spinosior, O. candela-

briformis, O. elongata, 0. Rafinesijueana, O. bicolor, u. vul-

garis. O. nigricans, <>. humilis, O. brachyartha, U. glomerata,
O. tunicata, O. cylindriea, O. arboresccns, O. albicans, O.

Engelraanni, the noble O. Tuna major, the s'cn^'eri

stemmed *>. aurantiaca, and the less slender O. dejecta,

p. polyanthii, <). armata argootoa. and O. monacantha,
Of Rbipsalis shown, there wpre noted R. crispata (?), R. c.

var. purpurea, and R. funalis. Phyllocactus species, a* p.
JlusseUiauus, p. mteus, P, Johnson^, p, crenatus. P.

^tifrqiis, fmd P, angiiliger, wero Sihovyn, but none Wi^? jn

bio im. Specimens of diverse spe -ies of Rchiu cacti, Cereus,
and Maniillaria were numerous. A few species of Anhilonium
and Echinopsis were also remarked, mostly foims that are
still very rare in gardens. The Cereus included such tall

growcrr. as C. azureus, C. roitratus, C. repandus, C. grand i-

rtorus, C. Baumantii, V. macrogouus, C Mallissont. C.

McDonaldi, C. triangularis, and C. flagelliformis. The
plants in this collection numlxired :j-'0.

Mrs. CnrLToN, Wealdstone, Middlesex, showed a smaller
collection of these plants, coufcisting mainly of Echinocictus,
Mamill.ariius, Opimtias, and Cereus, all small, but apparently
healthy, A nice example of PiliK-eicus senilis was noted,

Mcs.srs. Can.sell k Sons, Homo of Flowers, Swanley, \\,x<\

a more numurous collection than tho last-named, consisting,

too, of tho more popvilar specie. Nico exam plus were
remarked of Echinocactus Mcl'uwdli and E. cornigerus;

IIKD CrUIiANT •' TIIK COMtT.'

(See Report of Royal Horticultur d Soeiety*e Meeting,
July 28, 16^0, p. lar.)

of Mammillaria boca.saua, M. recurva, and M, spinosissiraa;
of Piloctreus senili'^, Opuntia microdasys. Euphorbia Four-
nieri, Haworthia lougiariet^ata, two nice examples : Agave
Victoria Regina (figured iu Gartl. cfoon., June P.i, ISKO, ji. TSfi),

A. coccinea. A, maculata, Aloe plicatilis, Pachyphytum
Sieboldi, Gastcria verrucosa, Hechtea Ghiesbreghti, Dyckia
longifolia, several McsembryanthemutDs, &o.

Orchid Committee.
Preieiit: Harry J. Veitch. Es.|

. iu the ohair ; and Messrs.

Jas. O'Brien (Hon. See i. F. W Moore, De B. Crtwshay,
E. Hill. J. Douglas, W. H. White, H. J. Chapman, W. Cobb,
H. M Pollett, T. St;|tter, and S. C'Jurt;{uM. There Wiw but
a small show of Orcliids.

Sir Trevor J^awrencr, Burford, Dorkiug, exhibited a few
rare botanical plants, some of them making their appearance
for the first time. Of these were Qdontogloasum aspidorhii
nym, T,©hm., a s-peeies with numerous gp-acefVil spray? of

yellow and brown flowers, with large and curiously
formed pure white lips, more or less s. otted with
purple. The individual flowers somewhat resemble those
of O. blandura and O, eonstrictum, from which, how-
ever, it is botanlcally distinct (Award of Merit) ; Dendro-
bium curviflorum, Rolfo, one of the handsome.-t of the
Aporum section of Dendrobium. The plant has the usual
compresscti growths of tho section, and bears rather showy
and curiously-formed white, bo.at-shapcd, curved flowers,
with yellow blotch on tho lip (Botanical Certificate). Sir
Trevok LAWRENCKalBoshowedtheprettyMaxillariaHubschii,
of the M. grandiflora cUss; Mjisdevallia infracU purpurea.
with twenty flowers -a charming little plant; the singular-
looking Dendrobium revolutum, whose flowers opened in
April, and have been in good condition ever since, and may
last a considerable lime longer; and Cypripedium x Chas.
Steinmet;^, a pretty hybrid betwooa C. philippinense and
C. Lawrenceanum.

Messrs. J. VEircH & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea, again showed the hand.soite Cattleya x
AtUnta (not Atalanta), which they first exhibited at the
Royal Horticultural Society, August 14, 1804. The plant
is of neat habit, tho flowers lar,(e, and wax like in sub-
stance

; sojials and petals rose, closely veined with rose-
purple; tho lip (which although large in size, follows
somewhat the form of that of C. Leopoldi) biight purplish
majenta. Its nearest affinity is C. x Fowleri, recently exhi-
bited, but C. Atalanta is larger, richer in colour, and shows
more clearly the characteristics of the lip of C. Leopoldi (First-
class Certificate). They also showed their new hybrid Masde-
vallia X Ajux ( x Chel oni x Pcristeria), a remarkable cross, with
waxy flowers with a ground-colour of yo'low, and thickly set
with reddlsb-brown papilhr, which along the veining of tho
sepals also form three red-lirown lines. Tho tails are of choco-
late-brown colour, and tho inner surface of the upper sepal yel-
low, with purple linos ; lip purple(Award of Merit). Also tho
white Cypripedium x Brysa (Boissieranum x Sedeni candi-
dulum). Messrs. Tho.^. Cripps &, Son, Tunbridge AVells,
showed a very handsome group of Disa grandiflora, excel'
lently grown, well-flowered, and showing great variali'm
(Silver Banksian Medal).

W. C Ci.ARK, E^q., Orleans House. Sefton Park. Liverpool,
exhibited Cypripedium x Harrisander (Harrisianum x
Sinderianum), a very distinct and pretty hybrid, showing
the compresso i lip and curved wavy petals of C. Sanderianum
in a marke<i degree. Tho upi)er sepal was greenish-white,
with numerous dotted and feathered chocolate Unes. Petals
curved and uarro^v liko those of C. Sjinderianum.but shorter,
green at tho base, spotted with chocolate spots, the rest
brownish rose, getting lighter towards tho tips ; lip shining
dark red br.»wn (Award of Merit). Mr, Clark also showed a
good cx^nlple of Cypripedium x Mabcllia* (superbiens x
Rothschildianum).

Major Masun, The Kirs, Warwick, sent a flower of the true
Cymbidium P.irishii Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans,
staged a small group of Cypripedium x A. de Laireaso, C. x
Patcrsoni, C. x A. U. Smith, C. x Ma.ssaianum, C. x Lord
Derby, the blue tinted Cal.iutho x Laucheana, a nice variety
of Odontoglossum crispum, Acropora lut«ola, Restropia
antcnnifera, R. elogans, i'holidota obovata, Dendrobium
bracteosum, and Ag^nisia ionoptera.

W. Cobb, Esq,, Dulcjte, Tuobridge Wells (gr., Mr. J.
Howes), showed Miltonia vexUlaria, Dulcote variety, a large,
bright, rose-coloured form, with purple rays on the base of
the lip and petals.

Messrs. W. L. Lewis Ai Co., Southgate, N, sent Cattleya
granulosa Schofieldiana superba, and a very remarkable
varioty of it, which is said to have come with C. bicolor. and
which hiis a lip -n which the isthmus and ihe front lobe are
very narrow; and M. Seavv, 164. Camberwell New Road,
exhibited several remarkably fine photographs of groups and
single specimens of Orchids in which the subjects were
rejirtsenter] with accuracy (Vote of Thanks).

Fruit Committee.
rre»(nt : Philip Crowley, Es.^., Chairman ; and Messrs.

T, F. Rivers, A. F, Barron, T. J. Saltmarsh, .J. Wright, A.
Dean, J. W. Bates, C. Herrin, Geo. Wythes, F. Q. Lane, H.
B.ildcrson, J. Smith, Robt. Fyfc, G. Nomian, Jos. Gheal and
(i. W. Cummins.

Mr. Jas. McIndoe, Huttun Hall Gardens, Guislwrough,
exhibited three trees in pots of the now Burbank Plum.
This is a very extraordinary variety, with particularly
distinct foliage and habit. It appears to ho an uncommonly
free cropper, and many fruits upon the specimens shown
were developed from dormant eyes in the old, haid wood
close to the b:i8e. It is a yellow, almost round fruit, and
from some fruits of Kirke's that h.ad been grown under
similar conditions to the Hurb-ank, it is evident that tho
latter i^ a very early-fruiting variety. The fruits were not
ripe, but ripe ones are promised for the next meeting.

From tho Roval Horticultural Society's Gardens at

Chiswiek were shown Early Rivers Peach, from open, un.
protected wall ; also Nectarine Newton, and a fine coloured
Peach at present undetermined.

A wonderfully large Red Currant was exhibited by Mr. H.
Becker, nurseryman, of Jersey, The fruit was from a seed,

ling raised by a Jersey amateur some fifteen years ago. Its

ohief vantage points over most others arise from its unusual
productiveness, size of berry, and length of bunch. As
many a-s twenty-six large berries, have, it is said,

been observed upon one buncb. The variety is illustrated in

fig. 26, which has buen made of exactly the natural size fiom
sp cimens sent by Mr. Becker to this otfice. Tbe variety i^
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to be known as " The Comet," And an Award of Merit was

extended to it on Tuesday last.

A lirge tray of fruits were shown of a uew Goosebsrry

named Lmgley Beauty, raised by Messrs. Veitcii, from a

cross between Rulway and Yellow Champagne. It was

intended to combine the 1 irger berries ot the former with

the upright habit of the latter. The fruits, as exhibited,

were large, hairy, of decided yellow hue, and of fine flavour.

Langley Gage is another new one raised from Pitmaston

Greengage and Telegraph. The result is a white or trans-

parent, amber-coloured berry of moderate size, smooth, and

of good desseit flavour, and very sweet. In this &ise also it

was de-sired to combine upright habit with size, and flavour of

fi-uit. Judging from a few branches of this variety that

accompanied the berries, it is evidently a very free cropping

variety.

Messrs. J\s. Vettch & Soxs were also responsible for a

large exhibit of fruit consisting of Goosebenies. Cherries,

and a few other kinds. There were one hundred varieties

of Gooseberries in single dishes and judging by the quality

of tho?o staged, the unusual drought has hid less effect upm
the siz3 of these berries than might have been supposed.

Among so miny varieties it is difficult to select any for

special mention, but the following fine ones were observed

in good condition : Bcoteh Xutmeg, a small but highly

flavoured berry of very dark colour ; Dan's Mistake, a large

smooth-skinned berry, excellent for culinary purposes
;

Lancashire Lad, a well-knowu red berry ; Early Red Hairy,

Yaxley Hero, a light red berry of good quality, and a fre

;

cropper ; Ironmonger, an exceedingly dark berry of small

size and good flavour ; and Whinham's Industry. Of yellows,

the fine variety Broom Girl was noticed ; also Rumbullion, a

good late dessert variety, ratheramall in berry ;
Yellowsmith,

Garibaldi, a very distinct one in colour ; Early Sulphur, and

Prince Arthur. Of green berries the largest is Surprise,

then there were Green Laurel, Alma, Fear'ess, Lonion

City, &c. There were a few whites also, including White-

smith, Queen of the West, and Patience.

A few early varieties of Plums, such as Early Prolific,

EarlJ- Favourite, and Early Greengage ; Cherries, Lite Duke,

Morello, and Planehowry—the latter an excellent lat3

variety ; early Apples and Pears, and white and red Cur-

rants completed the exhibit (Silver-gilt Knightian Medal).

Mr. Jno. Crook, Chard, exhibited four dishes of Goose-

berries.

Mrs. Abbot, South Villa, Elegenfs Park, N.W. (gr.. Mr. G.

Keif), was awarded a Silver Knightian Medal for a collection

of fruit, iocluding two dozen Royal George Peaches, and six

bunches of Grapes, Black Hamburgh and Buckland Sweet-

water. All of this fruit, and particularly the Peaches, was

first rate, although it ha I been grown within two miles of

Charing Cross.

Messrs. T. RivERs&SoN-,Sawbridgeworth,exhibiteda white

Hung:\rian Grape named Gradiski; and Mr. W. Hanoysides,

63, Granger Street, Newcastle, showed a new Tomato.

There were several Seedling Melons exhibited, but no

awards were made.
Messrs. W. Cutbosh k Sons, Highgate, London, exhibited

numerous fruits of two new Toniatos : Tlio Cropper, a fine red

fruit of the Perfection tj-pe, and a good cropper ; and King of

tiie Yellows, from a crop between Conference and Blenheim

Orange.

Lecture on Cactaceous Plants.

A Lecture upon this subject was dehvered in the after-

noon by Mr. E. H. Chapm.\s, who, at the commencement,

briefly remarked upon the history of their culture in this

country, and the difficulties connected with their importa-

tion until recently. It was stated that evidence of an

awakened interest in this class of plants was found in the

fact thatpie knew of two hundred and thirteen, more or less,

enthusiastic collectors dvuing lust year. Anyone desirous

of cultivating Cacti at the present time could obtiin them most

easily, cither as established and acclimatized plants from car-

tain of our own nui-scrymen, or by importation. The lecturer

advised the former method a-s being the mo^t satisfactory if

practicable, and complained greatly of the insect pests with

which most of the plants are infested wheu they reach

this country, which is expUiued, to u Large extent, by the

close packing to which the plants are subjected. A few

remarks were made anent the botany of the group, and to

the nomenclature of the plants, also upon the extraordinary

vitality possessed by these plants. Instances were given of

pieces of specimens which had been the subjects of exceed-

ingly bad usage, but which afterwards had become fine

healthy plants. They could stxnl any temperature from -40^

to 140' Fahr., but about 90"' was most favoux-able to them.

In regard to the best ho-aso for thera, Mr. Chapman said

that the principal points for consideration were light, heat,

and a dry atmosphere. Direct sunlight was beneficial and
essential to most Cacti. Reference was then made to a hou.se

which is being tested at Chiswick ; this house has an iron

frame and no woodwork, the glass being fixed without putty,

to stretched wire.s. It has a curved roof, and Mr. Chapman
described it as being perfectly watertight and an ideal one

for Cactus culture.

There should be no stagnation of moisture in the atmos-

jihcrc, though, with plent}- of ventilation, a little moisture

might be even beneficial. Direct contact to the routs with

manure was fatal, the plants required none. Small pots

in the greenhouse exposed to full sunlight often became
tot> hut. and it was advisable to shade them or phmge them
into shingle.

Soil was important. Fibrous loam should form the basis

and if a little sand and brick rubbish be added, the soil would

be made porous and the plants root freely.

Propagation by means of off-sets and cuttings was very

easy in the case of almost all the species. The operation

should be done at a suitable time, that they may make roots

before winter. Off-sets or cuttings should not be taken fiom

plants that have been in thi^ country l^ss than twelve

months.
The worst icsect pest was the Mealy Bug. The best way to

exterminate it, is to seek it out and remove it :
afterwards

to wash the plants with a very weak solution of paraffin.

Reference was also made a kind of blight, and the advice

given that in cases of this the plants should be cat down.

The chief source of supply was from the North American

continent, and de ilings with Mexico had been much simpli-

fied of la'.e. Much of the technical part of the paper was

reserved for publication in the Society's Jovu-nal.

In a discussion which occurrei afterwards, Mr. Pritch.a,rd

referred to sufficient ventilation being an i;idispensable con-

dition. They liked heit, but must not be baked. This

gentleman pleaded that someone might translate foreign

works upon Cacti, that they might be available to English

cultivators.

Mr. Cax.sell of Swanley strongly recommended thai the

hot-water pipes necessary for the heating of a structure for

these plants should be suspended close to the eaves of the

house. The system had worked most satisfactorily at

Swanley.

Mr. Cankelt. also stated that Mealy Bug could be killei

easily and safely by the use of the X L All vaporiser.

Mr. G. W. Cummins stated that he had seen the house the

lecturer had i-eferreil to at Chiswick, and th.at the ghiss was

broken owing to the method of glazing. He thought the

house most unsuitable for cacticulture. Dr. Masters (Chair-

man) referred to the *' tough hide " and other structural adap-

tations to resist undue evaporation. He had seen them cul-

tivated to great advantage in cottage windows, and they

flourished well in such a dense district as Limehouse. There

were no more interesting plants than Cacti ; and, none more

gaudy when in flower.

WATERFORD HORTICULTURAL.
JrLv ii^.—The annual summer eyhihiti n of this wcU-

.supportcd society was held on the above date in the Court-

house groinids, Watcrford, an admirable place for a show uf

this kind, affording ample .--cope for the carrying out of the

an-angemcuts.

The competition that the various sections of the show

displayed this year was acknowledged to be above the

commonplaca level, and the result cannot fail to add mate-

rially to the reputition of Waterfurd as a centre of horti-

cultural operations second to none in Ireland. The exhibits

in every department reflected great credit on professional

and amateur growers alike, and both in point uf quantity

and quality, exceeded the anticipations of the most ex-

perienced members of the society. The Begonias and

Pelargoniums were especially of more than average merit.

Orchids were shown by W. G. D. Goff, Esq., Glenville (gr.,

Mr. lunes). This gentleman exhibited numerous other plants.

His Orchi.is were novelties in that part of Ireland, and
excited great interest.

The Marquis of Waterford's exhihitg were likewise m<iny,

and included a hive of bees at work The CuiTaghmoro
Petergoniums bore off tbe lat prize ; and a tray of fruit (not

for competition; consisted of excellent produce. The
Windoor Cas le Potatus, in capital samples, and fine Beans,

Peas and Lettuces were well grown.
Double ani ^iiglc-flowered Begonias (tuberous) and Car-

natims in variety came from Messrs. Saunders & Sons,

Cork. Good Tansies, Peaches, Melons, Leviathan Onions,

Peas, A:c,, cinie from W. G. Pim, Esq., Summer Grove,

Mount Mcllick (gr.. Mr. JL Hartley).

The fine Bcgnni;is of Messrs. R. Hartland k Son, Lough
Nurseries, Cork, were greatly admired. la this collection

were included Dr. Naiisen, M. Dgony. and Madame Le
Barrone St. Didier, kx-. Begonias came from F. Jacob, Esq.,

Newtown (gr., -Mr. W. .Mon*isy).

W. Richardson, Esq. (Mr. J. Stick, gi-.) was successful

with Mar^chal Niel Rose-, Cockscomb.s, Sweet Peas, double

and single-flowered Pelargoniums, and Carter's special prize

for a collection of vegetables.

Lord Carew's stuvc plants were the admiration of all who
£aw them.

Lord Asherooke had well-bloomed Begonias.

beauty would have been much enhanced by the addition of a

few similar foHaged plants as were seen hi the 2nd and 3rd
exhibits.

The specimen stove and greenhguse plants, though not of

great size, were excellent ; and the circular exhibits of fine

foliage-plants and Ferns placed on the grass were most effec-

tive. Cut flowers of mostly every species were in great

profusion, forming a capital exhibition of themselves.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co. of Rothesay exhibited largely of

their choicest stock—Sweet Peas, about fifty bunc!ies, artis-

tically arranged ; Gladiolus in variety, Antirrhinums, Gail-

ardia?, Dianthus, Clirysanthemums, varieties of new Cactus
Dahlias, remarkably distinct, were among the most attractive

species.

Messrs. Storrie of Glencarse had a splendid display of

herbaceous and other floweis, arranged for effect; so had
Messrs. Croll of Dundee, whose exhibit was well inter-

spersed with florists' flowers.

Mr. CorKER, Aberdeen, was well represented ; but his

great strength ".v;is in the Agricultural Show, where his e\it

flowers filled a tent, which was alw lys crowded with
admiring visitors.

Messrs Laird k Sinc'Lair of Dundee were also leading

exhibitors in tbe clisses for cut flowers.

FRUIT
from under glass was not an extensive display, but
there were some capital Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, and
Gi-apes exhibited. Black Hamburgh Grapes were very fine.

The best of these forfeited their position through being
rubbed and disfigured. The Muscats, though large in

bunch, were unripe. The Duke of Buccleuch Grajies in

several classes (exhibited by that successful cultivator, Jlr.

Leslie, Pitcullen. near Perth) were grand examples. A
bunch of .\ppley Towers was in excellent form, the best

example of this new Grape which we have seen, perfect for

bloom, beiTies large and oval in form ; the bunch was com-
pact, and such as would be of special service for sending to a

dist:ince. Gooseberries, Curmnts in variety. Raspberries,

Apples, many dishes for dessert and kitchen purposes, in

some cases by their earliness seemed as if they had been
cultivated under glass. Tliese hardy fruits filled the whole
side of a tent, and not an inferior dish was tabled.

THE VEGETABLES
form d of themselves a great exhibition. The cullectiu:is

were better than one usually sees. Potatos. Carrots, Peas,

Cucumbers, Tumato>!, Celery, of great size and well blanched
;

Onions, Cabbages, Caulillowors, and Turnips cuiistitutel the

dishes in the collections. Mr. Flender. Cultoghey Gardens,

was 1st ; the 3nd prize collection was also excellent ; indeed,

every vegetable waj good.

ROSES, &e.

The earliness ofthe season was in favour of most of the
out of-doors produce. Roses were comparatively scarce.

Messrs. Croi.l, of Dundee, had a capital exhibit of thirty-six

blooms, which was awarded 1st prize ; Mr. Cocker, Aberdeen
Nursery, made an excellent 2nd—Horace Vernet. Ulrich

Brunnor, Gustave Piganaau, A. K. Williams, White Lady,
W. Brunnor, Scuateur Vaiso, were shown in extra fine form

—

this cid variety is still one of the most perfect in form.

In the Agricultural Show splendid stmds of seeds, grasseSj

cut flowers, roots, kc, attracted much attention, and were
specialties of Messrs. Webb, Stourbridge, Mr. Watt, Cupar,
Fife, and Drummond Bros., Edinburgh. Lord Balvair, the

future heir to the princely domain of Scone Palace, presided

at the judges' dinner, and spoke on practical Horticulturo

and its pleasure-giving influe ce to those who follow it,

cottagers and amateurs iu particular.

ROYAL PERTHSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL.

July 23.— This aucicty held its fir.st exhibition of this

season in conj miction with the Highland and Agi'ieultural

Society, on the above date. The exhibits in every class were

fairly numerous, and the quality was of high order.

The tables of plants—foliage and flowering -raised keen
competition. The 1st prized was, however, easily taken by
Mr. Francis Nicol, gardener to Twos. Rov, Esq. Tlie plants

consisted for the greater part of Orchids, They all exhibited

most successful culture. The species most conspicuous were
Odontoglossum crispum, Miltonia vexillaria, of many shades
of colour, and rnost floriferous ; Cypripodium Curtisii, On-
cidinms. Epidendniins, &c. They were set on a gro\mdwork
of Ferns—but we thi>ught, as did many others, that their

PLAISTOW AND UPTON PARK
FLORICULTURAL.

July 23, 2i.—Oac cuuld scarcely expect to see plants well-

grown at Plaistow, for though it has some open spaces,

remnants ol" markei-gardcns which cuuld be found there a
few yoari ago, yet there are enormous gas^'orks, chemical,

and other raiuu''actorie3 that must bo prejudicial to vegeta-

tion. And yet the very existence of the above society is a

proof that something can be done, and we were somewhat
astonished to fini so many good examples of careful cultiu'c.

The society is ons formed by working men to induce others

of their own order to taks up the cultivation of plants, and
there are ch?ering signs they are achieving this result, as the

second exhibition, held on the above date iu St. Mary's P.arish-

Hall, w.is a distinct advance upon the first.

Groups of plants were shown by amateur.^, one to occupy
a table space of 12 superficial feet. Here Mr. Earl,
Eistjrn Road, a machino-m ikcr, w.as 1st with bright flower-

ing and fuliagod plants ; and Mr. R. Coi-rt, a tin-plate

worker, was 2nd. The best table group of feet came from
Mr. White, Upton Park, a manafactm-er's workman ; Mr.

M. Weeks, was 2nd. Still auothcr group of <i feet, and here

Mr. MiLLB.\N'K was 1st ; and Mr. Oldham pstead 2nd.

The principal plants forming these gr.-)up.s were Plumbago
capensis, Fuchsias, z'jual and variegated Pelargoniums,

flowering Begonias of the tuberous type, alsii B. Weltoniensis,

and some capifcil examples of tlie Rex .section, Cannas, Nico-

tiana alfiuis, Lobelias, Antirrhinums, Tradescantia, Gloxinias,

Hoya carnosa, Liliums, Aic. ; and of foliage plants, Isolepis,

Ficus elastica, Coleus, Yuccis, Ferns, Solaglnellas, Ac, all

gi-own in littlo ghiss houses, mainly of their own construction.

The best three flowering plants were tuberous Uegoniaa
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from Mr. Wilktns, Jr. ; Mr. Boother came 2nd with two
Begonias and a Petunia. Foliage plants were mainly repre-

sented by Rex Begonias. Tbe best specimen plant was a

capifcU Lilium auratum from Jlr. Markwohk ; Mr. Coort
winning 'Jnd with a good Campanula pyramidalis, both, in

flower.

Of cut flowers Mr. Simmonds had six pretty bunches of

hardy flowers grown in the open air ; and a policeman by tbe

name of Irkland six dishes of very good vegetables gathered

from an allotment. A Silver Medal was offered for twelve

plants, three each of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Petunias, and
Begonias, and was won by Mr. Simhonds.

There were professional classes, in which florist*s and small

nurserymen competed, Messrs. Smith and Dyer being tbe

leading prize-winners, and thoy staged very pretty group.s
;

Mr. Ireland had the best six plants, Mr. Earl the best three,

and Mr. Wehb the best single specimens.

HAMMERSMITH HORTICULTURAL.
Jl;i.v 24.—Tbe twelfth annual show of this Society took

place on the above date, and was by far the best it has yet

held. Messrs. Charles Lee k Sos sent from their Feltham

branch a beautifully-arranged gmup of hardy ornamental

foliage plants, in whish the Comu3os figured effectively,

constituting one of the features of the show.

Mr. James Gibson, gr. to E. H. WxTr?, Esq.. Dcvonhurst,

Chiswick, sent, not for competition, a charming and well-

arranged group of stove and greenhouse plants ; as did also

Mr. West, gr. to Mrs. C. Brandon, Oakbruok, Riivenscourt

Park ; and Mr. Kbys, The Nurseries, Shepherd's Bush.

In the amateurs' section, Sir. WooDHoLfsE gained premier

honours for a beautifully effective group of fuliago and
llu Jvering plants ; 2nd, Mr. Bkomley.

Mr. James Hillier gained 1st prize for the best specimen

plant in the show. Mr. John Addison, gr. to Mrs. Llovd,

Morton Lodge, Chiswick, sent somo fine specimens of Brit'sh

Ferns, which gained the leading position.

Wild rtowers, exhibited by school children, formed a pretty

and extensive display.

MANCHESTER ROYAL BOTANICAL
AND HORTICULTURAL.

J ULV 25.—The extraordinary season wo have had has

knocked all calculations "agley" as to the most suitable

week for giving exhibitors a chance in bringing forward the

very bsht of their Rose blooms. The lUsplaj' of Roses in

5Ianchester was no doubt a very fine one, but if it bad been only

a week earlier it would have been much finer, and then the

weather which has been so excellent in the North of England

fur the whole month of July would have drawn thousands

together to look at them. As it happened, the day of the

show was wet. Most of the great growers and exhibitors,

botli nurserymen and amateurs, were present, .and one could

see that most of the exhibits, which came from north, south,

oast, and west, had been suffering—some from a droughty

atmosphere, others, such as the Irish Roses, from a plethora

of moisture, rendering it exceedingly difticult to put up a lot

to please each exhibitor.

The main competition between the nurserymen was with
those from the Midlands, the Emerald Island, and Forfar-

shire, the pride of place for seventy-two single trusses going
somewhat easily to Ml". H. Merrvweather, Southwell, Notts;
after x'>ainstaking deliberation and counting up of marks, the
2nd went to Messrs. A. Dickson & Son, Newtowuards,
CO. Down, whose lot, upon the whole, was more even; and
the iird to Messrs. D. <fc W. Croll. Dundee.
In Mr. Merrvwkather's st^nd were the fine deep crimson

Duke of Edinburgh, the ruby-red K. Y. Tejis, a glorious bloom,
with its fine shell-pctils of the bright crimson Salamander,
Comtesse de Nadaillac, Morvcille de Lyon, SulUui uf Zimzibar,

Edith Gifford, Alfred C'olomb, Marchioness (if Londonderry,
Duke of Wellington, Denmark, Duke of Connaught, Gei--

maine Gautier, the fine-formed pale rose Baroness Rothschild,

Charles Darwin, Earl of Dufferiu—a charming Rose, Kaiscriu

A. Vict'jria (white, lemon-shaded), Fisher Holmes, Duche s

of Bedford, A. K. Williams, Erailie Hausborg, Souvenir
de S. A. Prince, Sir Rowland Hill, Captain Christy, G.
Piganeau, '^Idllo. Joseph Bennaire, a charming Rose, with
gi'eat shell petals of extra form, rose-shaded white, most
effective in a stand ; Maurice Bernardin, Catherine Mermet,
Captain Hayward, Heinrich Schultheiss, Suzanne-Marie
Rodocanachi, Tbe Bridesmaid, Star of Waltham, Souvenir
d'Elisc, pretty when in bud ; Innoconte Pirula, Abel Grand,
Monsieur Verdier, Ulrich Bnmner, large and full ; Marie
Verdior, the still first nink red Marie Biumaim. March-
ioness of Dufferin, Pnnco Artliur, Francois Michelun, grand
hue of pure soft cerise ; Marie Rady, John Stuart Mill,

Charles Lefebvre, Mr. John Laing, a magnificent bloom ;

Etoile de Lyon. Ella Gordon, the soft blush Clio, a good,
distinct Rose ; Horace Vemet. Paul Neyron, with large-sized,

rosy-coloured bloom ; Conite de Raimbaud. Ernest Metz,
Jeannie Dickson, Madame Huste, Dr. Andry, (.'ountess of

Oxford, and the equally full and rich-coloured Pierre Not-
tijig, the cupped white Etendard Jeanne d'Arc, Madame
Verdier, Victor Hugo, and several others. We give these
names as showing some of the best old and some of the best
new varieties ; although they wero chiefly in the premier

stand, they comprised most of the best flowers in other
exhibits.

The best new Rose in the show, and indeed the only one
that was rewarded with a First-class Certificate, was one
shown by the Newtownards firm and named Bessie Brown.
It had been exhibited before—at Ulverston. It is a hybrid
Tea, pure white in colour, with large well-formed petals, very
much of the same outline of that fimous Rose, Mrs. John
Laing. and will bulk as largely.

For thirty-six, distinct, three trusses of each, Ist, Messrs.
Dickson & Sons, Newtownards ; 2nd, Mr. H. Merry-
weather ; 3rd, Messrs. W. & D. Croll. There were many
good Roses in this group, but nothing looked finer or more
commanding thnn Mrs. John Laing.

AMATEURS.
There was not so large a number of exhibitors from a dis-

tance among the competitors in these, as in tbe trade classes
;

still, there was suflicient distinction to point out that as much
depends upon the grower as upon the exact geographical are;i

in which he is situated. It was a battle really between Es-scx

and the confines of Sherwood Forest, Rev. J. H. Pkmherton
holding his own among many combatants, as he has done,
year after year.

This time Mr. H. V. Machik, Gateford Hall, Worksop, ran
him hard, losing in the cLasa for thirty-six, but winning in

that for twelve blooms. This grower also showed well
in the Teas and Noisettes, showing many clean well-grown
flowers. The best in the big l>ts were Xavier olibo, Ulrieh
Brunner, Francois Michelou, John Stuart Mill, Mdlle. Joseph
Bennairc, Honice Vemet, and Alfred Colomb. The prizes
went as follows :

—

For twenty-four distinct, single trusses (open to residents
within 20 miles of Manchester', Mr. Charlf:.s Birce-s,
Plumbley; and Mr. T. 8. Jackson, Ashley, had stands of
good averagL* blooms, and they held iwsition in niust of the
clasacs, followed by Mr. Jas. Brown, Heaton, Meracy.

FRUIT.

Mr. Goodacro, gr. to the Earl of Hareixgtos, Derby, had
tbe iiremier prize; Mr. Josee-ii Ward, Alfreton, was *^nd
for a collection of fruit, and also f- -r the twelve best bunches
of Grapes. The six bunches of Muscat of Alexandria were
large and shapely, but a little wanting in colour. Mr. J. E.
Platt, Cheadlc, was 2nd with a g.»od fresh lot, and Mr.
Ei.PHiNsToNF. had also a creditable lot from Shipley Hall.
Mr. McKellar exhibited from .\btioy Hall a collection of

fruit comprising six bunches of Grapes, Lord Napier Nee-
tarines, and Jefferson Plums.

HONORARY EXHIBITS.
There was a voiy large lot of miscellaneous cut border

flowers, comprising several hundred bouque's of them in
gla-sses in grand colour, but sadly wanting somo greenery
among them to reduce the stiff foimality. The white Asters
wei-o superb; the Carnations. Liliums, Stocks, Gaillardiis,
and Chrysanthemums—in fact, every description of llower
suitable fur cutting for the daily market hero were put up by
Mr. Frank Law, Shcrington Farm, Sale.

Messrs. SurroN A Sons, Rei-liug. had a grand assortment
of Begonias, both single and double. The .setting them in
Maidenhair Ferns had a good cff'ect.

Messrs. Paul & Sons, Choshunt, hid a very good collection
of cut Phloxes, the bhie one tiiking the eye. They also
showed Tea and Noisette Roses, and a select collection of
cut flowers.

Mr. Septimus PvE.Garsfcmg, "Pansy, Viola, and Carnation
specialist," had a very lai-ge representative lot, justifyiug the
title he bears. The Viohis were nmged on a tiered trellis in
single pynimids of bloom ; and the Fancy Pansies were
really a good well-cultivated lot—well shown, too.

Feehng allusiun was made at the luncheon to the death of

Mr. Bruce Findlay. Dean Hole, who was cxi>ected to
have opened the sliow, sent his expressions of regret in suit-

able words ; and the c-are of the gardens were deputed to two
members of the Council—Mr. Brown and Mr. Rukinscn,
who were ably seconded by the late Mr. Findlay'a lieutvnant,
Mr. Charles Paul.

THE MIDLAND CARNATION AND
PICOTJEE.

July 24.—This followed close upon the heels of the exhibi-

tion of the London society : it was necessary it should be so,

for the season of the bloom, owing to the great heat and
dryness of the atmosphere, was compressed into a very few
days. At Birmingham decidedly better quality prevailed

than at the Crystal Palace. There were no flowers from the
South, but to those numerously shown from the Midlands
there could he added blooms from Lancashire and Yorkshire
and so a display of quality quite beyond what was anticipated

took place. Entries were numerous, and there were but few
absentees. As usual the exhibition took place in the show
house of the Botanical Gardens, overhead being wreaths of

Bougainvillea, Tacsonia, Lapageria, A:c., and considering the
warm atmosphere of such a building, the flowers la-sted

remarkably well. Mr. Robert Svdenuah, the Chairman and
Treasurer, was again to the fore, taking some of the princi-

pal prizes, and becoming the holder for a year of the very
handsome Challenge Cup given by the Society for a competi-

tion amon^ trade growers. The compE^mon cup given by the

Charles Turner Memorial Trustees for amateur growers
brought a dead heat between Mr. CtJAs. F. Thurstan a
rising young grower of Wolverhampton, and Mr. A. W.
JoNE3, Handsworth, Birmingham

; they being with 42
points each. Itv/as suggested that each should hold the cup
for six months out of the twelve.

CARNATIONS.
There were eleven competitors with twelve Flake and

bizarre Carnations, and it w.is remarked by the judges that
the stands were astonishingly equal in point of merit, there
not being a great deal to choose, between the first and the
last ; and this made the task of awarding seven prizes in
each class a somewhat onerous one. Mr. R. Sydenuam,
Tenby Street, Birmingham, was placed 1st, having very good
blooms of P. P. B. Arlinc, P. F. Gordon Lewis, S. B. Robert
Lord, R. F. Mrs. Rowan. S. F. Guardsman, 8. B. Edward
Adams, P. P. B. Samh Payne, P. P. B. W. Skirving, C. B.
J. D. Hcxtall, P. F. George Melville, C. B. Master Fred
and R. F. Rob Roy. 2nd, Jlr. Tom Lord, florist. Todmor-
den, with C. B. Master Fred, P. P. B. Edith Annie, S. B.
Admiral Curzon, C. B. Lord Salisbury, P. F. Magpie, C. B.
Thaddeus, P. P. B. Arliue, S. F. Sportsman, S. B. Robert
Lord, R. F. Thaha, S. F. Guardsman, and C. B. J. S.
Hedderly.

There wore eleven exhibitors of six varieties, and in this
class the corapetitiun was also keen ; Mr. Crosslev Head,
Hebden Bridges, taking the 1st prize.

riCOTEE.S.

There were eleven exhibitors of twelve white ground
Picottes, and here again the competition was very close and
exciting. Mr. R. Sydenham was again 1st, having H. Red
E. Mrs. Wilson, L. Rose E. Favourite, H. Ro. B. Little Phil,
L. P. E. Pride of Leyton, L. P. E. Jessie, H. Ro. E, Lady
lx)ui8a, H. P. E. Muriel, H. Ro. E. Mrs. Payne, H. P. K. Amy
Robsirt, H. P. E. Mrs. Openshaw, L. Red E. Lena, and H.
Red E. Ganymede, "ind, Mr. J. Edwards, Florist. Man-
chester, with a dozen blooms which ran those of Mr. Syden-
ham very close mdeed.
There were eleven exhibitors of six Picoteca, Mr. Crosslev

Head being again 1st with H. Red E. Brunette, L. Ro. E.
Nellie, L. P. E. Tho.s. William, L. P. E. Esther, H. P. E.
Zerliua, and H. Ro. E. Mrs. Payne ; and Mr. C. F. Thur.stan,
Wolverhampton, was 2nd.

YeHow Grouifls and Fanc/f.*.—These were finely shown, and
there were nine entries for twelve dissimilar varieties, Mr. R.
Sydenham again tiking the 1st Prize with Romulus, Monarch,
Yellowhammer, Cardinal Wolsoy, Ladas, Nisbet Hall, The
Dey, Mrs. Gooden, 'Janira, Mi-s. R, Sydenham, Mrs. Douglas
and Corisande; Mr. A. R. Brown, florist, Handsworth, was
2nd; Messrs. Thomson 4: Co., nurserymen, Sparkhill, Bir-
mingham, wore 3rd.

There were nine exhibitors of six varieties. Mr. C. F.
Tnt-RSTAN w;i8 1st with excellent blooms of George Cruik-
shauk, Tbe Dey, Yellowhammer, Ladas, Mrs. Douglaa, and
Mrs. R. Sydenham; 2ud, Mr. A. W. Jones.
The next cla^s was for true Yellow-ground Picotcos, the

flaked and fancy varieties excluded ; Mr. A. W. J<'Ne.s being
placed 1st, with Ladas, Countess of Jersey, Mrs. R. Syden
ham, Mrs. Douglas, Mrs. Gooden, and Mrs. Whitboum ; Mr.
R. Sydenham was a close 2nd with the same varieties, except-
ing Mrs. Whitboum, he staging Mrs. Dranfield. Mr. Syden-
ham is to be commended for instituting this class, as it is

high time the true Yellow Picotces should be formed into a
class by themselves.

S:lj Carualion»,~'Vi\<iVQ was a very keen competition with
twelve Self Carnations, Mr. W. Kesyon coming Ist, with
Mancunian, a very line maroon-crimson Self: R. Bealey, a
large purple-crimson sport, from the P. P. B. R. Beiley;
Mr^ R. Hole, Meteor, Rose of Cardiff, ilrs. Muir, and seed-
lings. Mr. T. Lord was 2nd.
There were ten exhibitors of six Selfs, Mr. C, F. Thurstan

taking the 1st prize, with capital blooms of Gei-mania, Brides-
maid, Alscmondo (rose Self). Mrs. Eric Hambro, Hebe and
Mancuniim. 2nd Mr. J. Brikklehur.st, Moston, Manchester
In a few chisses, blooms of the several types of the Carna-

tion were shown, each with a spray of ftiliage and set up
in glasses. iVs a rule none of the varieties were named, and
a-s in London so at Birmingham, the flowers so shown'did not
rise much above the level of button hole flowers sold in the
streets ; had the strict letter of the schedule been adhered to
most of the collections would have been disqualified.

Single blooms of the various classes were produced in con-

siderable numbers. Carnations were numerous, and of S.

Bs., Robert Houlgrave and Robert Lord took t>ie leading
prizes; of C. Bs., J. S. Hedderley, Lord SaUsbury and
Edward Rowan ; of P. P. Bs., William Sk'rving took all the
prizes ; and of S. Fs., Sportsman ; R. Fs., Mrs. Rowan and
Mrs. May ; P. Fs., Gordon Lewis and James Douglas.
Pkotees.—H.'Red E. : Mr. John Sdnthand had Brunette ; L.

Red E. Thomas William and Mrs. Gorton, H. P. E. Polly Brazil

and Murit_-l, L. P. E. Pride of Leyton, Ann Lord and Chira

Penson, H. Rose E. Lady Louisa and Mrs. Payne, L. Rose E.

Favourite, H. Scarlet E. Mrs. Sharp, one of the brightest

edged flowers in cultivation.

S'-lfs.—^Tiite. Mrs. Eric Hambro and Mr. Lee
; yellow or

buff, Germania. nothing can beat it; pink rose or scarlet,

William Dean (Sport) and Ruby ; dark crimson or maroon,
Manxman, a very fine northeru flower, and Mephisto.

The best yellow ground Picotce was Mrs. R. SydL-nham, it

touk the three leading iirizes ; the best Fancy was a run
form of the S. B. Othello, Romulus and President Caruot.

Premier £loo)iis.—Thc best bizarre was S. B. Gilbert, a rich

coloured new variety from Mr. J. Edwards; he had also the
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premier rose flake in Mrs. Rowan ; the pieraier heavy edged

Picotec in P. E. Mrs. Edwards; and the premier light edged

in Bcv. E. ThoTuis Wdlianis ; the premier j-ellow ground

Mis. R. Syilunham fr.mi Mr. R. Svdbnh.im ;
the premier

self, Mrs. Erie Ilam ro, white, from Mr. A. U. Brown; the

the premier fancy Monarch, also from Mr. R. Svdknham.

B.jrdi- Oinialioiu shown in bunches with Ion'} stenn were

a good feature, five stems forming a bmicli. The best twelve

came from Messrs. Rogers & Son, Wliittle.sea, Peterborough ;

Messrs. Thomson & Co. being 2nd, and Mr. J. Walkkr, 3rd,

The best Carnation from Mr. C. F. Thiirktan ; the Rev. C. P.

Bbickweu,, liroadway. w.as 2nd ; and Mr. Geo. Chaunov.

Oxford, 3rd. With twelve hunches of F.incics and Solfs,

Messrs. Rogers & Sox were ag.iin 1st, Messrs. TllOMso.s- M
Co., 2nd. With .six bunches, Mr. Geo. CriAtiNDV was 1st,

and the Rev. M. Bktckwell, 2nd, but none of the varieties

were named, though there is a rule requiring they should

be so.

,Pofs of Cunmlions represented by well-grown and bloomed

specimens were shown in sixes; Mr. R. Svoenuam was Isl,

and Messrs. Thomson 4. Co., 2nd. Mr. R. Svdeniiasi w.is

the only exhibitor for Mr. Ernest Benary's special prize tor

six varieties raised in Erfurt, he having admirably-grown

and flowered jdants.

The Sdver Jledal of the Botanical Society was awarded to

Jlr. R Sydenham, and the Bronze Medal to Mr. T. Loan,

they having g.iined the greatest number of prizes in certain

classes. .In other cla scs the Silver Meflal went to Messri.

Rogers & Son, and the Bronze Modal to the Rev. Mr.

BniCKWELL.
Certificates of Merit were awarded to Yellow Self

Cai nations Lord Wanklge, pure, and finely formed, from Mr.

T. E. Henwood, Reading ; and to the following new varieties

of Sweet Peas from Mr. Henhv Eckf.ird, viz., Lidy Nina

Balfour. S.alopian, and Prince Edward of York.

Mr. John EwiNG. — Many hn'iilues of the

Slietfield liotanical Gaitltns ill tbo old days [and

doubtless numerous readers of this journal. En.]

will hear with regret of the death, ou July 23, of Mr.

.John Ewing, a gentleman who for more tiiau thirty

years occupied the responsible post of Cur.ator there.

Mr. Ewing was a native of Fife. He was well known

among the leading horticulturists aud nur.ierymen of

the country, and in his Later days loved to talk of tho

great people with whom he was acquainted Wlien

the late Emperor of Brazil visited Sheftield, he

called upon Mr. Ewing at G o'clock in the morn-

ing, aud tho two paraded the pleasant ground.-), <lis-

coursing botanical subjects. Mr. Ewing died fiom

sheer old age, after a life well S|ieut. A few years ago

he retired, with the promise of a pension from thu

authorities at the Botanical G.u-dens. It was, unfor-

tunately, discovered after his retinnient that the

payment of the pension-money .vas illegal, and thi.^

somewhat embittered the good old man's last days.

He became, however, a few mouths ago, a pensioner

of the Royal Gardeoers' Benevolent Institution. Ths

deceased, who was eighty three years old. leaves asm
and two daughters. S/if^pi-ld Daih/ Iridt'peiid iit,

July 24. 1896.

Professor KanITZ. — We regret to have to

announc.' the death of M. Augusts Kanitz, the Pro-

fessor of Botany aud Director of tho Botanic Garden

at Kolosvar (Klauseuberg). Prof. K uiit/. was in his

fifty-fifth year.

The WEEK'S Work.
PLANTS TTIiDEK GLASS.

By Jno. McIntvue, H'lnkiicr, Wu'j<lsi'l>\ Dtirliiiglon,

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM VAR. QRANDIFLORUM.

—

To have the.se ])retty plants in tho best condition,

the following method of culture should be alo)ited,

The seed should bo sown forthwith, cue being

taken to procui-c seeds of a good strain. Prepare

some thoroughly clean, shallow, earthenware pans,

draining them with clean crocks, and tilling them with

a compost consisting of loam and leaf-mould in equ.d

parts, and a liberal amount of clean sharp sand all

ivell mixed together and made firm, and afterwards

watered and allowed to stand aside for an hour or

two. In sowing, place one seed on each square inch

of surface, cover to the depth of .V inch with finely-

sifted soil ; afford water lightly with a fine rose

w,ater-pot, and when the surface is dry, place a sheet

of thick brown paper over each pan, and stand in a

house or pit having a warmth of 60^, well shading the

pan.a from tlie sun, By keeping th^ sm'fuoe of the

paper moist, it is not usually found to be necessary

to water the soil in the pans before germination has

taki 11 place ; still, in hot dry weather it is prudent to

examine the seed-pans occasionally to ascertain if tho

direct application of water is required, for on no
account should the soil lack moisture. Plants raised

from seed which was sown in the autumn of last year,

if their cultivation has been of the proper kind, should

now receive their last re-potting, the compost used

being that which I have recommended for the sced-

p.ans, only in a rougher condition ;
merely adding a

small quantity of an artificial fcrtili.ser. I'l.icu the

plants near the gla=s. well shading them from bright

sunshine, for at no time whil.st in growth can the

Cyelameu stand exposure to bright sunshine. l'"or a

month .after rc-potting, the plauts should bo dewed
overhead at least twice a day, after that length o.

time overhead danipiug must be discontinued, and

the plauts carefully watered, taking care that the

tubers are aot even wetted ou the top, or the damping-

oli of the flower stalks may result.

BALSAMS. — These btaiitifiil plauts, if raised

from earl^'-sown .^eed, and their cultivation has been

carried on in a brisk bottom-heat (80°), afforded by

Btable-manurc and tree-leave 5, may now be re- potted

for the last time. If the plauts are intended for

greenhouse, conservatory, or house decoration, pots

of IJ or 7 inches in diameter are sufficieutly large,

mauurial aids to growth being better than the use

of very large pots. The soil used should bo rich, and

consist of one part of dried cow-dung, one of leaf-

mould, one of lo;im, and one of sharp sand if the

loam be tenai.ious. When re-potted, plunge the plants

up to the rim of the pot in a partly-spent hotbed. If

large well branched plants are riqirn'ed,10 to 1 1 inch

pots may be used. Althoitgii I'l.dsanis are gross fced-

iig plants, do not begin to all'oid tin in nianuri -water

before the soil is tilled with roo's. I'anip the pl.ints

overhead morning and evening, attend to the tliiniiing

of the side-shoots, and remove the blooni-bnds entirely

till the plant has arrived at the required size, or

u^aily -so.

CROTONS. — Sunshine .and a free circulation of

nir are the chief factors in getting Crotons to colour

well. The Crotons struck from cuttings in the spring

shouM now be alioided their last re potting for the

fc.ison, which may consist of 5 or t'> inch j>ots. Such
]dants wdl. in the course of two nii>nths. make very

siiitalile plants late in the aiituiiin and early

winter for a v.iriety of purposes. l'ot-l>ound Crotons

will require muiure water to encourage growth, aud
for this purp ise the drain.age of the cow slied is excel-

lent ; and where this cannot be olitained, Thomson's,

Clay's, P>eeson's, and ijoiilding's arc all good if used

according to the directions given with them.

THE OBOHID HOUSES.
B.v W. H. VlHtTF., Orchid Gromr, ISur/nnl, Dorkin:!.

LESS-SHOWY ORCHIDS.—l-twing to a desire for

large and sliowy Urehids, a great number of the

smaller-growing species have been neglected. No des-

cription can give an adequate idea of the quaint distinc-

tiveness of many of these or of their varied charms,

wTiich in a representative collection are present in

mire or less degree thi'oughout the year. Among
th'se may be mentioned Bulbophylliim b.irbigeruin,

B. coniosiim, B. mandibulare, B. Lobbi. B. Krie.ssoui,

B. patens, B. Dearei, B. grandiHoruiu, B. unibcllatum,

15. longisepaluiu, B. Sillemianum, .and 1!. auricomum,
Cirrhopetalum Moilus;c, C. Cniuingi, C. ornatLssimum,

C. Kothschililianum, 0. robustum, 0. Thouarsi, C.

picturatuni, C. Macraci, C. O'Biienianuiu, (
'. CoUetti,

aud many others. Their culture is not particularly

difficult. Many of them having long creeping

rhizomes, aud being vigorous in haljit, should be
pl.uitod in Teak wood baskets of sutlicient tizc. For
tho smaller growing varieties shallow jians are in

every way suitable 'i'he liasketsor pans used should

bj tilled to three-fourths of their depth with elcm
crocks, ;iii'l a l.iyer of siihagimm moss placed above
these. Lfpon tliis place ttie pl.ants, aud earetully

spread out the roots over the surface of the moss,

then fill up to the rhizome with ordinary t'irchid

compost, mixing a moderate quantity of small crocks

with it. After repotting, and until the roots and
growths have fairly started, only a very slight

sprinkling of water on the compost is necessary ; but
wdien re-established, and in full growth, they lequire

an almost unlimited supply of water at the loot.

The proper time to re-pot Bull»o[)liyllums, Cirrho-

petalums, Sarcopodiums, aud Megacliniunis, is just

when now growth commences. All of them should
be suspended close to tho roof - glass on the

shadj side of tba K-at liidiau- house, cr warm plant;

stove. Insect pests rarely trouble them, but an
occasional sponging of the leaves is conducive t>

hcallhy growth. 'J h-; rare Cicliopsis hyacintho-sma
may be grown under similar conditions, and in

shallow baskets, but no crocks need be used for

drainage, as the flower-spikes alw.iys push out through
the bottom of the basket. Aeiueta Barkeri, A. deusa,

A. Uuuiboldti, A. chrysauth.a, Stanhopea Wardi, S.
iusigiiis, S. tigrina, S. cburnca, S. Rnckeriaua, &c.,
a'so Luddemanuia Lehm.aniii, and L. triloba have
all similar chai'acteristics in their habit of flowering,

therefore basket culture is the most suitable tor

them. The correct temperature for these species is

that of the intermedi.ite-house. Abundance of
water is essential during the grosving sea.soi), and it is

well to periodic;Uly sponge the under-surf.ace of the
leaves to prevent tho attacks of red-spider, to which
Stauhopeas, Aciuetas, aud Luddeiuannias are subject.

Arpophyllum gigantcuiu and A. spicatum, when
strongly grown and well bloomed, make handsome
specimens. Both speciei thrive in well-drained pots
in a mixture of peat and sphagnum. Stand them
in a light position in the intermediate-house, and
aBord plenty of water at .all times. Epiden-
drum prismatocarpuni, E. variegatum, E fragrans,

E. br.is?avolie and E. Stamfordianum, having finished
flowering, are now commencing to grow afresh, and
any that need to be repotted may now be taken in

hand. Afl'urd plenty of drainage, and elevate the
base of the plants a trifle above the rim of the pot ; and
use a compost consisting of two parts of rough fibry

peat to one of sphagnum-moss. Place them in a liglit

moist position in tho intermediate-house, ami all'oid

water carefully until well rooted, neither lot iiig them'
become very dry nor too moist.

COOL-HOUSES.- Such Orchids as Oncidium Pha-
hemqpsis, O. nubigenum, O. cucuUatum, 0. olivaceum
Lawrenceanum, O. da.sytyle, (J. eristatum, O. virgula-

tiim, and 0. St. Legeiianum will now require fre.-h

material to root in. The first four named species

succeed btst in pots stood upon the ordinary stage,

.and in the coolest and shadiest position availalde. The
other species prefer shallow pans suspended from close

up to the roof glass of the house. All of them should
be ]p|entifully supplied with water during the season
of growth. The pretty Cochlioda Noetz'.iaua should
also lie repotted nosv that it is starting to grow.
During summer the cool-house is the best pi ice for it;

but in winter, when tho weather is severe, the inter-

mediate house is better. Keep this hou.so .as cool as
])o.ssible, and, if necessary, sliafle a trifle Iieavitr than
UBud during brilliant sunshine, .and syringe the shad-

ing several times during the day ; also the iiiterinediato

extern.al surioumliugs may be kept moist by the
same means ; aud only aflford water at the root when
it is necessary.

THE HARDY FBXTIT GARDEN.
By G. WooDOATE, IJarJcner, Rollealoii UaU, Burtonon-Trent.

PEACH AND NECTARINE TREES—All the young
wood should be secured, keeping it straight and
ueitly trained between the old shoots and branches,
being careful that they do not unduly shade or inter-

fere with the development of tho fruit. In doing
this be careful to remove wall nails and studs which
may injure any of the fruits ; remove the leaves that
overhang the latter, so that they may receive full

exposure to sunshine, in the .absenco of which the
high colour characteristic of most varieties of Peaches
and Nectarines never fully devclopes. Syringe the
troos daily till the fruit begins to ch.ange colour, then
discontinue it entirely till the crop is taken. Where
a mulch is spread on tho border, and trees have a
daily syringing, the surface-soil will generally show a
sutlicicntly moist appearance, but these indications

arc deceptive as to the state of the soil as regards
moisture at 6 inches deep ; tho prudent gardener
will thcreforo examine the bord rs to their full depth,
aud atl'ord water as it lu.ay seem to be needed. Some
fre.sh niaiiuie should be placed on the borders if the
tild mulch has in great part disa|)[)earod.

CHERRIES.-The nets should be removed fr.iiu

all trees whence the crop is taken, and placed over the
Morello Cherry-trees. The secondary growths of

sweet varieties may bo shortened back to a leaf, and
insect-pests destroyer! with tobacco- water. Ac , and the
trees washed with clean water early in the afternoon
in sunny weather. The borders in most gardens will

require to be thoroughly saturated with water.

APPLES AND PEARS.—The early varieties will

now require spec'al attention as regards gathering
the fruit, for if these are gathered t.nly a few days
before they are re.ady, flavour will be conspicuous by
its absence, and if they are 1-lt on the trees too long

tliej? become me.-.ly. Jt js a §"Qd prjictice to po ovev
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the trees daily, taking o£f a few at a time as they

become fit.

VINES.—Lay in, and make secure the young rods

of Vines which were left for extending the Vine or

taking the place of old branches ; remove the weaker
laterals where tbere are too many, securing t'l tlie

wall those that are retained ; also remove the smaller

and worst-placed bunches if the crop is too heavy for

the Vine to properly finish off.

THE FliOWEB GARDEN.
By Hedlev Warren, Ganknery Aston CliiUon, Tring.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS. -These borders will re-

quire frequent attention in order to prevent over-

crowding, wiiich may be partly obviated by the
removal of all useless growtli.s, aud these are, in con-

sequence of the drouglit, very numerous in some
kinds of soil. Tall-growing plants should be made
secure against wind by means of strong stakes, one,

two, or three, as may seem de.sirable being given to

each plant. Asters, Stocks, and other annuals, made
use of in tilling up vacant spaces in the border, should
not be allowed to lack moisture, but this should be
frequently applied till such time as a good fall of rain

takes place.

GENERAL WORK.—Foliage-plants will need to

be cut back where the beds in which they are

growing form part of a geometrical garden. The
decaying flowers on shrubby Calceolarias should bi^

kept picked off the plants, and the latter kept in as

vigorous a condition as possible, thus favouring their

flowering, and the production of shoots fit for making
cuttings at a later part of the year. Mowing will

require careful doing until the turf regains its fresh-

ness, it having become much browned by the drought.
In many gardens there is really no grass to cut. In

places where the gardener is enabled to water the

lawns, this work should not be suspended before we get
abundant rains. Gravel walks made of binding
materials, the surface of which may have become
loose, should be watered also where the means allow
it to be done, afterwards giving them a good rolling ;

otherwise, beyond the rolling giving a tidier appear-
ance, little good is done. Nothing adds so much to

the well-kept appearance of a place as smooth,
clean walks, neatly trimmed at the edges.

PROPAGATION OF SUMMER BEDDING PLANTS
will soon engage the attention of the flower-gardener
who makes much use of the tenderer kinds of plants
in filling his flower-beds. lu order that as little

delay as possible should occur when the work is

begun, various mixtures of soils should be got in

readiness, flower-pots, pans, aud bo.xes cleaned and
crooked, aud the frames or pits in which the cuttings
are to be placed should be cleaned, aud the bottom
surfaced with clean gravel or fine coal iishes.

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—These
useful and pretty plants are now growing rapidly,
and in some instances the flower-buda are expanding,
looking well ou the whole in spite of tbe drought.
It would, however, be well to afford them farmyard
liquid-manure, or some kind of artificial manure, par-
ticularly the plants growing in shrubbery borders,
the soil in such places being rendered very dry by the
roots of the shrubs, &c. Madame De.«granges" still

holds its own as one of the most useful Chrysanthe-
mums for flowering outside ; others worthy of
cultivation being La Vierge, Precocite, Mrs. Hawkins,
and Mrs. CuUingford.

GYPSOPHILA PANICULATA, now in the height of
flower, is one of the most useful of our hardy
plants, its gracefulness being its greatest attractiou.
The light graceful sprays of blossoms m.aUe, when
placed in flower-glasses or vases along with Sweet
Peas, Coreopsis lanceolata, Icehand Poppies, ami Fern
fronds, a very pretty combination. This plant is

propagated by seed or division of the roots. Seeds
should be sown as soon as ripe on a spent hotbed,
the mouth of June being the most suitable period.
[G. corastioides seeds may be sown in the same
manner from the beginning of May to the end of
June, the plants making capital groundwork or
edgings. G. elegans should be sown in the open
ground where it is intended to flower, and it is a
most abundant bloomer ; this species and G. muralis
should be sown on a spent hotbed, or in pots in the
greenhouse in the month of May. The last two are
annuals. Ed.] Division of perennial species should
be carried out when the plants are ou the move.

STATICE LATIFOLIA (Ureal Hca Lavender) and
its kindred varieties are amongst some of our best
autumn- flowering perennials, and their vjlue for
decorative purposes in the fre.-^h and in the dried

state are not sufficiently known. The plants are of
easy cultivation, thriving in almost any kind of soil

or position, and they should therefore find a place in
every garden, however small. The annual varieties
are very useful, although not so much so as S.

latifolia.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By C. Herrik, Gardemr, Dropmore, MaidenkmiJ.

ONIONS.—Although the time has now arrived
when sowings of Onions to .stand through the winter
should be made, the preparation of the seed-beds
will entail much labour if the drought continues.

In the event of rain not falling la quantity before

this appears in print, it may be advisable to defer
sowing for a short time, as with the present warmth
in the soil, should rain en.sue, the growth would be
rapid. Planting and sowing of every description has
hitherto been carried on with difficulty, and with a
change in the weather much of this kind of work
which has had to wait will require to be finished up
quickly. If the plot intended to be sown with winter
Unions carried a crop of Peas or Cauliflowers, it

should be dressed with rotten manure, and then dug,
thoroughly incorporating the manure with the soil,

and immeiliately afterwards trampliug it over, so as

to confine the small amount of moisture present in

it. On preserving moisture, and the ammonia of

the manure, much of the well-being of the future

crop will depend, and this is most effectually done
by compacting the soil. After affording a dressing of

soot and burnt garden-refuse to the dug ground,
rake it over, and treat generally in the manner recom-
mended for spring sowings. If the seeds are sown
before rainfall, the drills, which should bo drawn
fully 1 inch deep and 12 inches apart, mu^t be
copiously watered before and after the seeds are put
into the ground, covering them with soil, with theb.ack

of a rake. By doing the work in this manner, the

moist soil may be made to re^t upon the seeds, and
that which is dry, if raked over the surface after-

wards, will then act as a mulch, and prevent the rapid

escape of moisture from the land. Although any variety

of Onion may be sown at this season, there arc some
which are gcnenilly recognised as being more suitable

than others. The e.irly white Naj'les Tripoli is quick
to form useable bulbs, but the seeds should not bo

sown in quantity, a.s the bulbs arc not good keepers ;

the Giant Uocca, Globe Tripoli, Brown Globe, and
James' Keeping are better. What remains in the

ground of the Onion crop of last autumn may now be
pulled up, dried in the open air, and then stored aw,ay

thinly iu some cool slied.

SPRING-SOWN ONIONS.—These, if not mulched
with short manure, should be kept well stirred, :is

the frequent waterings afforded the land will have
caused it to cake, and where they have not had water
applied during the drought they will bo very small.

OUT-DOOR TOMATOS.—These, with us, have set

well, and matiy of the plants have three or more good
bunches of fruits which are swelling fast. A mulch
of rotten manure should be put over the roots, and a
copious watering afforded .as often as may be neces-

sary, with liquid or artificial manure occasionally.

The plants should have all side growths removed
twice a week, the stem being secured in an upright
position. If the laterals are pinched out as soon as

observed, there will be little need for the removal of

the chief leaves, at least, for a time.

VARIOUS.—Marrows and Ridge Cucumbers should
be well supplied with water, and the fruits removed
as soon as large enough fiir use, otherwise growth will

be much restricted, and the flowers fail to set. Dis-

used hot-beds may have Vegetable Marrow seeds
dibbled into them, the plaots tims raised, iu a favour-

able autumn, producing a useful crop of late Marrows.
Seedlings of common Thyme, Marjoram, aud such
like, should be thinned, vacancies in the herb borders
made good ; and with a change to dull or wet weather,
slips of Sage, if dibbled in, will strike freely.

iug this, they may be stood upon boards or trellis-
work, being careful, wherever they are placed, to
avoid crowding them, so that air and sunlight may
have full play on all sides. Aflbrd water plentifully
when the soil fills with roots, and weak liquid-manure
two or three times a week. All runners which form
should be taken off weekly, and the soil kept free from
weeds. If the required number of runners for general
forcing have not been layered, they should be secured
forthwith.

THE PINERY.—Succession plants now in rapid
growth require liberal yet careful ventilation, to
prevent their leaves becoming drawn ; and if, owing
to insufficient space being available at potting-
time, they were closely crowded together, a re-
arrangement should now be made, and more
space afforded each plant. Examine the stock
of pl.ants on alternate days, and when water is

afforded, let it be without stint, so as to moisten the
ball of soil throughout. Plants which will fruit
early in 1897 should be grown on without any check
from over-dryness being g^ven, which might result
in premature fruiting. Lightly syringe them every
afternoon on fine days, doing it very lightly over the
foliage, as to have water constantly standing in the
axils of the leaves is very undesirable. r)uring the
late tropical weather fire-heat has been altogether
dispensed with here, but it will be turned on as
required if the weather alter to dull and
rainy. The degree of warmth at night should
range from 65' to 70° for successions, and 70'
to 75 for fruiters, with a 10° increase by day. Main-
tain humidity about the plants which have swelling
fruits, syringing the paths, and surface of the bed
twice a day. and slightly dewing the plants after a
bright d.ay without wetting the crowns. Plants with
ripening fruit must not be allowed to get over-dry at
this season, but sufficient water should be supplied
to keep the soil nicely moist. Should more fruits

appear to be ripening than are likely to be required
at one time, some of the less forward ones— that is,

before becoming fully coloured—may bo retirded by
placing them in a well ventilated vinery ; and even
quite ripe fruit may be kept in good condition for
some time by taking the plants with the fruits thereon
to a cool, dry fruit-room.

THE APIARY.
J?V E\i^EHT.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Bi/ W. Pope, Gardiner, Hvjh<^lfre Castle, Newbury.

STRAWBERRY-PLANTS FOR EARLY FORCING.—
There should now be no delay in getting the rooted
runners potted in the pots iu which they are intended
to fruit, it being of primary importance that all which
will be forced early iu the new year should fill the
pots with roots, aud mature the crowns in good time,
and iu that way assure the plants a season of rest
before starting to force them, When potted, stand
them on a firm and level bed of coal-ashes

; and, fail-

DRIVINQ BEES : INCREASING STOCKS.—.\t this

time of year stocks may be increased vei^ cheaply by
means of driven bees, which can often be obtained
from people who do not care, or who are afraid of taking
their own honey, and are willing to give the bees
away for the sake of having the honey taken from
them. To commence driving bees, first see that you
have all the necessaiy appliances by you, which
should consist of a straw skep, two driving irons,

and a skewer smoker filled with brown-paper,
old cotton-waste, or old cloth— in fact, anything
that will burn well, carbolic cloth, and a few
goose or turkey feathers tied together to form
a small brush. The driving-irons are easily made
by taking two pieces of thin round iron, 8 or

9 inches in length, and bent down at each end
about 1 inch to a sharp point, to allow it to enter

the straw skep easily. The carbolic-cloth must not be
made too wet ; the best way is to sprinkle the cloths

with a small tin pepper-box containing a solution of

one part carbolic (Calvert's No. 5), and one of

warm water, which is better than cold, as it allows

the carbolic to mix better. After you are pre-

pared with the needful articles, give the bees

a little smoke in the entrance of the hive, which
causes them to fill them?elves with honey, and
so to a certain extent subdues them ; then loosen

the .skep on each side gently, which will always

be found sealed down with propolis. Take the

carbolic cloth in both hands, gradually rai.se the

skep ; in doing so, allow the cloth to fall over the

bottom of it ; see it is brought well over to prevent

any bees from getting out ; carry a little way off. and
stand on a bucket, box, or anything that will make a firm

standing ; remove a little portion of the cloth, to see

that the combs run (this is important, otherwise

they will have to travel across the combs, and
round the skep) into the empty skep, which you
secure down to the full one firmly, and then attack

tlie sides with the irons ; commence tapping each side

gently, and the bees will run up very easily. In cases

where the combs are soft, which is the case with

swarms, great care should be exercised or the combs
and bees will be all mixed up together. As soon

as the hive has been removed, place an empty
skep on the same stand to catch all the
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flying bees, which you can secure afterwards

;

by doing this you not only save the bees, but tbe^

have something to do, instead of buzzing round you,

when you are driving. In driving bees they will

often go to the back of the skep : to prevent this,

have a second cloth placed round it at the back ;
this

will cause them to go up into the empty one above.

In carrying bees away, always carry them with the

mouth of the skep upwards, and feed as soon as you

get them home.

ROBBING.—Having collected all the honey that is

to be had, bees will attack weak stocks ; and to prevent

this, close up the entrances of all hives to about 1 inch.

This will enable them to protect themselves better,

otherwise a colony will be robbed of all their stores

and perish.

LOUIS SCIPIO COCHET.
Tbe famous French rosarian, whose death we

briefly noticed in our issue for June 20, deserves to

have a fuller notice than we were then enabled to

give our readers. Coohet was a man of extraordinary

strength of character, who gained for himself

numerous friends ; and at his funeral at Grisy-

Suisnes, one may .say, that all tho inhabitants of

Gri.sy and Suisnes were present, besides many
members of the Societe Nationale d'Horticulture de

France. The important business at Suisnes which he

guided with a firm hand, and of which many envied

him the possession, was raised from very modest

beginnings. It was founded by Christopher Cochet,

with the assistance of Admiral, Comte Bougainville, in

the year 179tf, Cochet being the Comte's gardener.

He commenced with the cultivation of Roses in the

open air, and brought them to such a state of per-

fection and development that to this day the entire

locality of Brie-Comfce-Robert, situated in a charm-

ing part of the Seine-et-Marne department, bears

the name of the " Pays des Roses."'

The possession of tho nursery business at Suisnes

descended from father to son in the family Cochet,

and in 1853 Scipio Cochet, in company with his

brother Philemon, began to exhibit great energy in

tho conduct of tho nursery, bringing it up to re-

quirements of the day. In 1860, S. Cochet became
sole proprietor of the business in which he had been

only partner, and in 1S77, in company with Camille

Bernardin, he founded the Juarniil. dcs liosrs, a

monthly periodical almost entirely devoted to Roses.

The direction of affairs is now undertaken by Pierre

Cochet, son of the deceased.

Among the many fine Koses raised by the late

L. S. Cochet, we may mention just a few that main-

tain a leading place in collections in this country :

Souvenir de la Heine d'Angleterre, Mdlle. Elise

Chabrier, Chas. Lee, Baron Girardot, Madame Scipio

(Jochet, Madame Bouin, Madame Pierre Cochet,

Maman Cochet, Grand Due Pierre de Hussio, Mdlle.

Marie Perrin, La Nantaise, and Baron G. de Noir-

mont. A truly goodly list, and sufficient to keep the

name of L. S. Cociiet in the grateful remembrance of

lovers of Roses for a hundred years at the Icist.

Foreign Correspondence.

THE EFFECT OF SOIL ON PALMS.

Here, in the Riviera, where Palms attain to gigantic

dimensions in the open ground, it is interesting to

note the effect that the soil has upon their develop-

ment, as the following will show. We have here

three distinct kinds of soil, sometimes confined to

districts, or in some cases to be found in very limited

areas. The three generally met with are— 1, granitic;

2, argillaceous ; and, 3, calcareous. Other kinds

exist, but are generally found in narrow veins, the

formation of which may bo attributed to the action

of glaciers, of which there are many proofs of their

existence in bygone ages.

In the granite soil the majority of Palms thrive

well, but owing to its porous nature, the trunk and

petioles of the leaves become elongated, and the old

leaves retain their vitality a much shorter time than

when growing in a stiffer soil.

In the argillaceous soil there is a marked dlfifer-

ence ; the trunks have a tendency to increase in

bulk (diameter), the Palms are much dwarfer, and

the leaves retain their vitality nuich longer'. In this

soil the Cocos, in most instances, refuses to grow for

any length of time, and it is evident, with tl;e excep-

tion of Phtenix, that this soil is the worst kind for

the generality of Palms.

The calcareous soil is decidedly the most suit-

able to the generality of Palms (unless of too stifT

a nature), as may be noted by their thorough develop-

ment and the deep gieen tint of their foliage. Aspect,

depth of soil, and nature of subsoil have to be taken

into consideration ; but the latter, which invariably

consists of hard impenetrable rock, is of little or no

importance. Peat soil, which is sometimes employed

in gardens here, is too expensive for experimenting

with, but I have had occasion to note that Cocos

flexuosa will not thrive in it.

With regard to large specimens, it is evident that

a good porous loam] is the nearest approach to their

requirements.

EbiGEBON MDCRONATDM (ViTTADINIA TBILOli.i).

As far as I can ascertain, this plant is as yet little

known in English gardens [?], but owing to its eiisy

culture and froc-floworing habit it ought to prove a

valuable addition to the flower-garden.

It mostly reiembles a Liliput Daisy, and the flowers

open nearly white and shade away to deep red, thus

there are often several shades of colour on the same

plant. It strikes freely from cuttings, and should

prove a valuable plant for mixing with other colours

for summer bedding. It withstands the drought, and

might also be employed with efl'ect in the rock-

garden. In the Riviera gardens it is chiefly em-

ployed in the rockery .associated with succulent

plants, where it gets but very little moisture during

the summer months.

A IIVBniD SEliM'IAS.

Amongst the terrestrial Orchids of tliu Maiitiino

Alpi it is rare to find a natur.al hybrid, but whilst

botauisiug a short time .ago at St. Ccsaire, about

twelve miles from Gra.sse, I h.ul the good fortune to

discover one which has, I believe, not been found

before. Allioni in his Fhiiv dcs Alius Marilimcs

describes two, under the names of Serapias triloba,

and Isias triloba. One was found at Berre in 1866,

and is a supposed hybrid between Serapias lingua

and Orchis papilionacea, and the other at Dimo,

near D'Onielle, in 1813-1862, growing with Serapias

longipetala and Orchis laxiflora, which are probably

the parents. The one in question was growing with

Serapias longipetala and Orchis globosa, and is un-

doubtedly a hybrid between these two. The sepals

and pet;ils are chocolate coloured, the dorsal sepal oval

in shape, with the edges slightly curving inwards,

and the lip trilobed, white, with purple lines and

spots.

It is rather singular that considering the quantity

of seed which one capsule will pr.iduce, that in each

case only one plant could be found, although I

searched the spot thoroughly. Rifura.

A DOUBLE-FLOWKIIED lUli iDdllENUKON MIKSUrHM.

Last year a gentleman found in the neighbourhood

of this much-frequented place some bunches of a very

double Rhododendron hirsutum. I mentioned this to

the inspector of the botanic garden at Insbruck, and

was told by him of the following, I think very in-

teresting occurrence. The former inspector of those

gardens found in the Ortler district a Rhododendron

ferrugineum with double flowers. He ex.amined

these flowers very carefully, and discovered a very

small, nearly microscopic insect in the tlower-heads.

He concluded that this insect bites away the pistils in

an embryo state, so that the latter developed into

flower leaves. To ascertain tho correctness of his

opinion, he throw some of the Rhododendron blooms

into a copse of Sapouaria ocymoides, and visiting next

year the place, w.as much pleased to find a large

number of the Saponarias very double. Could tliis

experience not be made use of in horticulture .' 0. /''.,

Lchciilii:/. [The production i^f douljle flowers in eou-

sequeuco of the attacks of mites was asserted by the

late Prof. Peyritsch. Ed.]

Belgium.

BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
IN 1897.

DcEtNG this exhibition there will be held a perma-

nent horticultui'al exhibition from May to November,
including classes for groups and single specimens of

trees and shrubs, Roses, herbaceous, sub-ligneous

plants, annuals, decorative plants for tho green-

house, iScc.

There are to be four temporary exhibitions ; the

first, an inaugural one, to take place in May, divided

into two sections ; one section is for plants not for

competition, that is to say, arranged according to the

taste of the exhibitors, and composed of choice species

and varieties remarkable for rarity, blooming, and

cultivation. The other section U for plants in com-

petition, including Palms, miscellaneou? species,

flowering plants, tree Ferns, .and Orchids. There

will also be a Rose show, .and in July a general exhi-

bition, .also divided into two sections. One section

to include imported plants, seedlings, examples of

cultivation and flowering, general exhibits, special

exhibits — Orchids, Palms, Pandanus, Scitamine;e,

Ferns and Lycopods, Cycads, Conifere, Aroids,

Marauta—Lilies and Bromcli.ads. Tho other divi-

sion is for greenhouse plants, horticultural indus-

tries, and Plantrs iVAppiirlnnent. In October there

will be a Chrysanthemum show, with special classes

for blooming, cultivation, grafting, and cut flowers.

Cattleya Mossi^ at Moobtebeke.

The houses of MM. Lucien Linden et Cie., at

Moortebeke (near Brussels) have Lately been filled

with glorious ra.asses of Cattleya Mossias, which

attracted many admiring visitors. Among the

varieties of this Orchid were C. M. moortebekensis,

flower very large, petals and sepals WiU'm rose, lip

golden yellow, save where the inferior lobe is veined

with bright rose. Tho two spots on the throat extend

to the \ipper edge, which is much curled, undulating,

.and bordered with white above. The lip slopes very

sharply. One variety has a straw-coloured throat,

with a deep violet-red spot on the lower lobe, the

edges fringed, bonlered with white ; in another, tho

large lip is open, showing the column, the tbro,at

rich citron-yellow, two great spots of the same tint

on the sides of the tube ; the lower lobe veined with

bright rose. A third variety has an extra lip, well

formed, the bottom of the tube golden-yellow, the

lower lobe of the lip bright carmine ; another has

a long and beautifully-coloured lip, the bottom of the

throjt golden-yellow, the front of the lip bright rose,

the edges fringed. Yet another variety has a hand-

some lip with two old-gold spots at the opening of the

throat, and another purple carmine marking on the

lower lobe, the edges fringed, undulating, and bordered

with clear rose. Ch. D. B.

Society of Jersey Gardeners.—The above

young but certainly go-ahead society is to be con-

gratulated on the success of its initial efl'ort of

Thursd.ay, July 16, in the Triangle Park, Jersey.

The fete was indeed a success, as evidenced from

the fact that the gate receipts amoimted to

£114 ."is. 3r/., leaving, after paying expenses, a sum

of £60 5.<. 6(/. The fete opened with a presentation

to Mr. PiiILIf Bauiiains, Constable of St. Helier.

There were more than SOO exhibits, and among some

of the principal prize-winners were Mr. K. Gould,

Mr. Singleton, and Mr. G. T. Day among the flower

group. Mr. A. LuxoN, the popular president, secured

a Silver Medal for the best collection of Gladiolus;

Quito a feature .among the exhibits was a display of

Carnations by Mr. Tnos. S. Ware, of Halo Farm

Nurseries, Tottenham ; .another fine display being

those of Mr. P. Le Cobnu, of the Jersey Nur.series.

The arrangements altogether were capital, but the

society were somewhat overwhelmed by tUo success

of their first endeavour, and but for tbe heaity co-

operation of one and all, great confusion might have

occurred. Some SOOO persons visited the show

during the evening.
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[The term "accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period

named : and this combinod result is expressed in Day-

degreos— a " Day-degree " signifying 1" continued for

twonty-four houi-s, *^v any otiier number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.l
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Memorial Card : T. M. S. Cupressus funebris
;

Weeping AVillow, Myrtle, Rose, Asphodel. The
first-named if but one plant be used.

Mould on Angelica : D. If. IF. The mould did

not reach us in such condition that its identity could

be established.

Names of Fruits : A. J. Bateman. 1, Peach
smashed : 3, Peach Grosse Mignonne ; 2, Necta-

rine Victoria ; 4, Apricot Moor Park ; 5, Apricot
Breda.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered m
this issue are requested to be so good as to consult the

following number,—D. T. P. Probably, Acacia Seyal.—A. J. U. 1, Campanula rotundifolia ; 2, C. Ra-
puDculus ; 3, Filago germanica ; 4, Hypericum
pulchrum ; 5 and 6, Agrostis alba

; 7, Bromus
asper.

—

J. IT. T. We cannot name flirist's flowers,

especially of Petunias, whose flowers vary consider-

ablj' even oa the same plant.

—

T. C, Beckenham.
The two Fuchsias sent seems to us to be distinct,

but we cannot undertake to arbitrate in the matter
of dispute on the subject.

—

J. W. F. The Ever-

lasting Pea eeems to represent a really desir-

able and pretty new variety just intermediate

between the purple and white-flowered varieties—

-

0- B. The Orchid is Dendrobium moschatum, au
old and rather common species. — JF. P. J. Epi-

dendrum alatum.

—

C. W., Leyland. Your seedling

is one of the finest double Fuchsias we have yet seen.

—/. T., St. Albans. Stipa pennata (Feathergrass).
— W. W.3.nd A. F. Colutea arborescens, the Bladder
Senna.

—

N. C. 1, 2, Ferns too young to be deter-

mined ; 3, Plumbago Larpentae : 4, Geranium
prateiise ; 5, Antennaria margaritacea ; 6, Rhus
Cotinus, the Wig Plant ; 7, Anthriscus, probably

;

but there are no fiowers.

—

E. J. Impossible to

name a withered scrap without flowers.

—

Lionel.

tfeeds of Kncephalartos, a plant of Palm-like habit.

Peaches : If. C. tO Son. The fruits arrived as an
unrecognisable mass of pulp. The rotten state

may be due to Monilia fructigena. Can you send
fruits showing an earlier stage of the attack of tho
fungus ?

Royal Horticultural Society's Examinations .

J. 11. The Secretary, Rev. \V. Wilks, 117, Vic-

toria Street, Westminster, S.W.

To.MATci : D. C. It is not at all unusual for Tomato
fruit-i not to ripen at the base, and yet there is no
disease. They, however, soon ripen if placed in

the sun.

—

Gardener^ Belfast. The Tomato was so

pulpedup when it arrived, that nothing could be
made of it. If there is mould on the leaves, it

results from the close atmosphere, and would be
relieved by ventilation.

Tomato Grafted on Potato-stem : Gardener,

Tivoli. The union is perfect, as the 3-feet height

of stem and eighteen fruits in all stages of develop-

ment manifest. The flavour is excellent, and on
the score of wholesomeness they leave nothing to be
desired. We remarked that the tubers on the
roots are very small in size and few in number.

ToMATos ; T. B. To show these culinary fruits in a

collection of fruit might disqiiality the entile

exhibit.

Vises Inf.:sted with Mealv-bug, &c. : A. B.
You will pot be enabled to do much in freeing the
Vmes of msects whilst the foliage is on them,
although you might see what effect the XL All

vapour would have at the present time. As the
Vines are very old, it might be better to clear

them out, and start anew.

CoMMUNicATio.Ns RECEIVED.—Little &. Ballantyne.—G. Nor-
in.iii.—J. H. Goodacre.—H. C. F.—M.aichese Haubury.

—

J. A. -J. N.—D. W.-F. W. M.—F. B., Chester.—E. C—
N;itional Cactus Society.— 0. J. G.—W. G. S.— D. R. W.—
N. & U.— Forbes, Calne.—John Thomson.—J. A C—F. F.
—Pope & Sons.— R. D.—H. W. W.—D. T. F.—J. D.- A. G.
—W., Harrow.—R. Dunlop.—J. Mclntyro.—D. S.—M. T.
—J. H. Veitch.—E. J. A J. H.—H. W. White.

Photographs, Specimens, &c., Received with Thanks.—
J. I) —M. Buijsman.

COSTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
' GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.— Tile Publisher Jias the satis.

Jactiofi of uiinoiitieliij that the circulation of the " Gardeners
Chriniii'k" hifi, since the reduction in the price of the paper,

la^reissi to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,

aad that it continues to increase weekly.
Adverti.sers arc remiiuled that the " Chronicle" circulates amonf/

country CENTLEMEN, and all classes or GARDENERS
AND GARDEN-LOVERS at home, that it has a specially large
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCOLATION, find that it is

preserve! for reference in all the principal Libraries.

BOTAL SHOW EXBIBITI017 HOUSE.

OT /^/^ Conservatory, 2Uf. long, by 6ft. wide. 8tt. high
oDXww to the eaves

; pair of eijtrance doors, ornameataj
h'ghts, with side aDd centre staging. Best materials and
workmanship; painted, and glazed best 21-oz. English glass
(brickwork only to be provided).

Boiler and piping complete, erected by cur men in any part,
Carriage^Paid, for the sum of £10U

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE KEFUSE.

6d. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60x.

Bags, id, each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCBID PEAT.
LIGHT-BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, bs. id. per sack; 5 sacks,

25s ; sacks, id. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, Sr. per sack ; 5 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. M. per bushel ; 15s. per hall-

ton : 26s. per (oq. in 2-bu<*hel bags. id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PBAT-MOULD. and LEAF-

MOULD, Is. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8j. M. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, TOBACCO CLOTH, RUSSIA

MATS. &c. Write for Price LIST.
H. 6. SUTTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane, W.C.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons. &o. By
the sack, cubic yard, too, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from London or
Qrounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and Special Quota-
tions for delivery to any Station or Port.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depdte. Ringwood. Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OXTB WELL-KNOWN IffAKB.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Qlazed and Painted,

6 feet long, 3 feet wide [ CASH
PBICES,

OAKBL&.aE

PAID.

£ >.
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STOCK SIZES-ln Inches.

I2xl0il4xl2 I8xl2|l6xl4 20x14 20xl6 24x1622x18
4x10 16x12 2OXI2II8XI4I2OXI5 22x16 20xl8 24x|8

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet

boxes, Srds and 4ths qualities.

English. Glass, out to boyer's sizes at lowest

prices, delivered free and sound in the country

in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

OEOKOE FABMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West smlthfleld. I.oii(lon, E.O.

Stook Listsand Frioeson application. Please quote Gard. Ckron,

ILLTTSIBATED OATAIiOGTJE FBEE.

W. JoNBs' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition. 216 pages and 9J Engravings,

2i. Gd. nett ;
per post, 2j. luj.

JONES^^ATTWOODV^^' Stourbridge

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY,

H. & S.'s BLACK VARNISH,
For Iron, Wood or Stone Outdoor Work.

Forty years' regulation.
Ready mizef. Dries in

ten minutes with perfect
gloss. Is used at Windsor
Castle, Kew Qardeos,
and London and Dublin
Parks, and most Land-
owners. In 18 and 36-

gallon Casks only, 1$. 6d.

per gallon at works,
Is. 8d. at nearest Railway

Registered Tra.de Mark. Station.

THOMSON'S
VINE ANDiLANr MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. QEOKQE, 14, Bedgrave Road,
Putn.y, 8.W.
Agent tor Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON and SONS, LTD., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application,

Analysis seat with orders of ^-cwt- and upwardp.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN

BENTLEY'S
COMPOUND LIQUID

QUASSIA EXTRACT.
i gallon, ili : 1 gallon, 4/3 ; 5 gallons. 19/2 ; 1 ) gallons. 37/6

;

40 gallons, .3/d per gilloo.

Chemical Wobks, Barrow-ox-Hdmbee, Holl.

HEATHMAN'S
PATENT

TELESCOPIC
LADDERS,

STEPS, and
TBESTLES,

are sent carriage paid, and

ILIUSTRITED PRICE 1 I3TS

Post Free.

flEATBMAN & CO.,

Endell St., LonCon, W.C.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DUU.MiLE.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DlK.Mil.K.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST lHltAllLE.

PRICE LISTS POST - FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,

LONDON, W.C.

HEATHMAN'S LIFT & FORCE PUMPS
Arc Ik'st, Cbenpcst, .iinl M"st Durable.

HEATHMAN'S CESSPOOL PUMPS
Arc Purt^iblc, Ejisy-WorkiuK') -^^d Powerful.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN ENGINES.
CATALOGUES POST-FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,

LONDON, W. C.

BEESON'S MANURE, SHEFFIELD.—For
Vines, Plants, and Vegetables. Sold with a Guaranteed

Analysis, Has stood the test of the principal growers for over
20 years, and is admitted to be the Best for all Horticultural
Purposes. In boxes. If. and 2i. 6d. ; bags, 50 lb.. g«. ; 1 cwt.,
15*. May be obtained through any Seedsman ; or, direct (bags
only), carriage paid, and liberal discount for cash with trial

order, from W. H. BEESON, SHEFFIELD. Pure Crushed
Bones, all sizes, and other Fertilisers at market prices.

Under the Sanction of the Permanent Nitrate
Committee.

TO GARDENERS (Amateur and Professional).

COMPETITORS at HORTICULTURAL SHOWS, and
OTHERS.

NITRATE OF SODA, the indispensable
nitrogenous fertiliser, may now be had of Seedsmen in

Town or Country. Warranted of standard purity.
Price in tin», containing 4 lb., with full directions for use,

ONE SeiLlING.

KILL-M-RIGHT
Certain cure for Blight, and all Insect Pests, without injury

to plants. Once tried, always used.
SampV Tin, 2 lb . free by Post, on receipt of P.O. for 2l. lOii.

Price LIST and testimonials on application.

The STOTT FERTILISER <c INSECTICIDE CO.,
Babton House, Manchester.

FOWLER'S MEALY-BUG DESTROYER.
—It is easily applied, is instant destruction to both

insect and ova, and doea not stain or injure the foliage. In
Bottles, 1*., 2s. 6d., 6j.. and lOf.—CORRY & CO., Ltd., K.a

Sold by all Seedsmen.

FOR OREENHOaSES.
One ia sufficient for 1300 cubic feet.

REDUCED PRICE3-95. per dozen ; refills for three tins 2i.

per packet.

THE BEST and CHEiPEST IN THE MARKET.
E. a. HUOHES, Victoria Street, UANCHESTER.

SOLD By ALL SEEDSUHN.

TENTS! TENTS!! TENTS! 11 — I have
purchased 6000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost
£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28f. each ;

inferior ijualtties, 22s. and 24f. each. Cash with older ; can be
seat on approval. Specially adaptable for sporting and pleasure

purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKI.-JQHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
" April 29, 1896. Dear Sir.—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
•' F. H. Hill. Duddingston Park. Portobello, Midlothian.'

MABQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Runners
Linei, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, oaall

£14. cost £.«.

AKDREW POTTER. Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Orapesand their Culture ever published

.

Third Edition juet out.

Price bt.\ post free, bt. ^d.

A. F. BARRON. 13, Sutton Court Road. Chiswick

V

W. COOPER, Ltd
1000 Houses in Stock to Select from.

Works cover S acres. ,

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The Obioisal IifVEHTOKS OF Cheap Greenhouses,

KURSSRIES—HANWOBTH and FELTHAM.

FOR EVEKY BEADEB OF
THIS PAPEB.

We beg to inform all readers of

this Paper that we shall have
much pleaeure In forwarding to

every person one of our

REVISED PRICE LISTS,

consisting of 400 pages and about
1200 Illustrations, bound in cloth.

post-free, on receipt of Six Stamps,
publlshel at Is.

Small Ust fiee on application.

W. COOPER, LTD.,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
THE Largest Steam Hobtioultubal Works im the World. Inspection Invited

MUST BE SOLD.
GENX7INE BARGAIN'.

PEBFECTLY NEW.
6 CTJCUiyiBER or TOMATO-HOUSES,
each 100 feet long, 12 feet wide, 7 feet 6 in. to ridge,

:i ff et to eavep. Can be built in one b!ock. or separately.

Mide of f(Ood eound, well ^ebsoned materials. Frame-
work of Ends, 3| X 2; Ridges, 4 X U; Bars, 3 in.;

Ventilators. 7 in.; Glass. 2l oz. Fainted one coat.

All carefully packed on rail.

These were made to order for a Customer who can*
not now erect them, Owing to some dispute with his

landlord. Usual price, £150.

As the room is required at once, will accept the low
turn of £100 to immediate purchaser.

Addrees, HARKBT HOUSES, care of WILLIAM
COOPER. 755, Old Kent Road. London, S.E.

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS, 755, OLD KENT ROAD LONDON, S.E.
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GARDENER (Head), where one or more are
kept.- Age 31. married when suited; experienced in

all branches. No objection to superinti'od the Maaagemeat
of Cows, or Lodge Gate. Good testimoniaU.—F. COLES,
Newlands, Teynham, Sittiogbourne, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40; no family.
Thoroughly experienced in the cultivation of Vines,

Peaches, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Kitchen
and Pleasure Grounds. Twelve years in present situation.

Disengaged August 22.—S. N., 6. Hanworth Villas, Chertaey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no
family ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Kitchen and Flower Garden.—G.MAY, 2, Stanley
Villa, Chalvey Road, Slough.

GARDENER (Head), in Gentleman's Estab-
lishment where three or four under men are kept.

Adveitiser, age 31, married, is open to an engagement as
above. Well up in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, etc.

Can be well recommended.—H. NEWMAN, Junr., Beccles
Road, Qorleston, Great Yarmouth.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, no family. Thoroughly understands Orchids,

Vines, Cucumbers, Flower and Kitchen Garden, Land, and
Stock.—DOWNHAM, Kennell Cottage, Horton. Slough.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 27 ;

thoroughly practical in all branches. Three years Fore-

man in last situation. Well recommended.—J. SARGENT,
1, Greystoke Cottages, Hanger Uill, Ealing. W.

GARDENER (Head Working), age 28.—
Wm. Crumi', Steward to the Misses Goldsmid, Tong^-

wood, Hawhhurst, Keot, desires to recommend his General
Foreman to any lady or gentleman requiring the fiervice<( of a
steady, persevering, reliable man.

GARDENER (Head Working, where not
fewer than tour are kept).—Age S.'*, married, no family.

Nineteen years' practical experience in all branches.—B. H.

,

The Grove, Caventham, Reading.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
hanpf.d).—Age 40, two children (youngest 9) ; tho-

roughly experienced in the Management of a good Garden,
Vines. Melons, Cucumbers, &c. First class references.—GAR-
DENER. Hanslope, Stocey Stratford.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where help
is given).—Age .i^, single. Thirteen years' experience

Inside and Out. Excellent character.— H. G., Waahlands
Farm. Balcombe, Sussex.

GARDENER (Single-handed), orwhere help
is given.- Age 27, married ; abstainer. Good general

experience.—X., 5, Kiveidale Cottages, Hanworth, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where one
or two are kept).—Age 29 ; well up in the Cultivation

of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, Inside and Out. Excels
in Cyclamens, Ferns, Pelargoniums, Roses, and Chrysanthe-
mums. Highly recommended.—G, GREEN, Qreea Lane,
Datchet.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
- Good all-round man. Married. Good references.

—

ALPHA, Rudgway, R. S. O., Gloucester.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Age 27, single; good knowledge of

Fruit, Flowers, and Kitchen Garden; excellent character, not
afraid of work. References kindly permitted to J. T. WooD-
ROFi E, Esq., Frensham Place, Farnham.—C. HERBERT, The
Gardens, Frensham Place, Farnham.

GARDENER—Age 30; thoroughly under-
stands Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Good
reference.— J. DEAN, 31, Evans Road, Melincrythan, Nealh.

GARDENER (Second), where five or six are
kept.—Single ; twelvt* years' experience in Fruit,

Flowers, and \'^egetable8. Inside and Out. Abstainer. Good
references.—A. BARKBH, Stonor Park Gardens, Henley-on-
Thames.

GARDENER (Second),—A young man seeks
situation as above. Three and a half years' character.

Leaving through family going away.— C. H., 31,Thurlow Hill,
"West Dulwich, S.E.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 20 ; five years'
experience in all it) branches, seeks situation as

above. Good characters.—A. L., 49, Colmer Road, South
Streatham, S.W.

GARDENER (Second), or otherwise.—
Age 21; abstainer: seven years' experience in all

branches. Excellentreferencea.—I. HARMOUR, Ham Common,
Surrey,

GARDENER (Second), where four or five
are kept.—Age 27, single. Mr. Lkach, Albury Park,

would recommend 0. Thornton as above. Three years Inside
and Out. Eight years previous Outside.—Albury, Guildford,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), Inside, or Inside and
Out. Experienced in Fruit and Flowers, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants. Two years in present situation. Can be
well recommended.—G. MMCLENNAN, Eaatcott, Kingston
Hill, _^_
GARDENER (Second).—Age 27; good all-

round haod. well recommendei ; diaengaged through
reduction.—W. BENNETT, High Street, Taunton.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN.
—Eight years' experience. Inside and Out. Good

character.—O. T., Bookham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), where three or more
are kept).—Age 2^,—5even years* experience in large

Gardens. Good character.-W. SMITHEB, The Gardens,
Hursley Park, Winchester, Hants.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20; good re-

ferences. Three year.s in present situatioo. Leiviog
through no fault.—Addresa, stating wages.—G. FIGQIS,
16. Fort Street, Northampton.

GARDENER (Under, or Second of three).
—Age 21; excellent references. — B. HATFIELD,

North Common, Chailey, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under), for Kitchen Garden,
Lawns, and Pleasure Grounds, also assist under Glass,

—Age 22. single; good referencep. Disengaged.—H. MOORE,
46. Cottrell Koad. Boath, Cardiff.

TO NURSERYMEN.- FOREMAN and PRO-
PAGATOB —Coniferte, Clematis, Hoses, Rhododendrons,

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, &c Good general
knowledge oE the Trade, and used to the Management of

Men.—CONIFEB-T;:. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR (GKNRRAl)7and FOREMAN
(WoHKiNG).—Thirty years' practical experience in

Uhododendrons, Coniferu^. Clematis, Roses, and all kinds of

Trees and Shrubs, Ac. Good chara.ter.—T. C. Rose Cottages.
Ottershaw.

C^
ROWER.—Cucumbers, Tomatoa, and Straw-

M berries. Age 32 years. One year and eight months
good leference.-A., 2, Runfold Villas, Tudor Road, Nor)>iton.

Suriey,

GROWER.—Fourteen years' experienoe in
leading London Market Nurgeries, principally used to

Soft-wooded Plants, Chrysanthemums, &c. Oood references.—
REEV£S, Hillingdon Heath, ITxbndge.

GROWER and PROPAGATOR.—Age 37;
life's experience in Stove Plants and General Pot Stuff.

Ferns a specialty. Thirteen years' good reference.-W. M.,
6, High Street, Alperton, near Harrow.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 27;
thirteen years* practical experience in leading Nurseries;

Well up in soft-wooded plants, Roses, &c. Good Rudder and
Grafter. Last tivt* years with Messrs. J. Veiu^h & Sons.—
J. A., :i5, Tetrott Road. King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

y'OPtEMAN and GROWER.—Praotioalexperi-
X ence in growing for Market, Grapes, Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Mushrooms, Palms, Cut Flowers, &c.— A. 3lu,
London Road, Thornton Heath.

FOREMAN, in good establishment.—Age 2ti

;

life experience in tirst class places. Highest references.
— G. FR'JST, 5, Trimdoo Street. Middletou Road, West
Hartlepool, Durham.

FOREMAN,—AViLLiAM Tilling, of Ileaton
Park, Manchester, can highly recommend Thomas Law-

RENcn, as abo?e, where there are three or four under Glass.
Total abstainer.

FOREMAN, in good establishment, where
Fruit is well grown. Seven years' experience gained at

Driokstone Park and Hardwicke, Bury St. Edmuaos; also,
Ketton Hall, Stamford. Abstainer.—F. BREWER, Warton
Hall, Isleworth, W,

FOREMAN, in a good establishment.—Mr. W.
BiRKiNsHAW, The Gardens, Bridehead, Dorche-ter, can

highly recommend his late Foreman as above, with H rat class

refeiences.-S. BAKER, Koightley's, St. David's Hill, Exeter.

FOREMAN.^ Age I'S ; life experience in lead-
ing Market Nurserie? Well up in all kinds of Fruit

and Flower production for Market. Good Floral Hand.—
TOM CREED, Fir Tree Nursery, Siinfold, Horsham.

I OURNEYMAN.-arr. Ooates, Darnhall Hall
fj Gardens, Winsford, Che^*hire, would be pleased to recom-
mend a young man, age 22, as above. Six years' experience.

JOURNEYMAN.—A young man seeking a
situation as above, age 19 ; bothy preferred. Three

years in last situation. Good character. ~~ H. 8TACEV,
Moogewell Park, Wallingford, Berks.

''VO NURSERYMEN.—Yonng man, aged 28,
-1- a.customed to Growing Cucumber?, Tomatos. and Mush-
rooms, seeks situation. Five years* good character from his
last employment.—179, Howard Street, Oxford.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside) in a good Estab-
lishment. — Age 23 ; eight years' experience ; well

recommended.—S. SMART, Bowden Hill House Gardens,
Chippenham, Wilts.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.—Age 24;
two years' character from last place. Bothy preferred.

—J. MADDOCKS, Harrison's Road, Edgbastoo, Birmingham.

JOURNEYMAN, age 21.—W. Adams would
be pleased to recommend A, Potter to any gardener as

above. Three years in present sitnation.—Cranleigh, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, in good establishment

;

Inside, or Inside and Out.—Age 19 ; five years* good
recommendation.— J. STONARD, Duchess Cottage, Pirbright,
near Woking.

JOURNEYMAN (Undbr), in a good Eatablish-
mpQt, for Indoors ami Out ; age 19.— I shall be pleased

to recommead J. Roui.STo», as above, to any Qardener. -
D. McLBNGQHAK, Longwortb Gardens, Hereford.

JOURNEYMAN (First), in theHouses.age 21

,

—Mr. Martin, Qardener to Viscount Hampdkn, The
Hoo Gardens, Welwyn. Herts, will have much pleasure in
recommending Ebnest Haywood, as above.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Oat).
—Age 22; three years in present place, five previous.

Good character. — J. BSAUCHAMP, Cowesfield Gardens,
Salisbury.

J~OURNEYMAN in the Houses, in a good
Establishment —Age 22; three and a half years go id

character from present situation, five previous.—W. BAQG.
South Lodge, Horsham.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses; age 21.—
Mr. R0BIN30N. Gardener, Elsfield House, HoUingbourne.

Kent, would be pleased to recommend F. Saoe as above to
any Gardener requiring a steady and trustworthy young man.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses, in good Estib-
lisfameut.—Age -1. Six years' experience in good places.

— F. WELLS. Coombe Cottages, Coombe Hill. Kingston-on-
Thsmes, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN^—Age 21 ; Outside, or Out-
aide and In ; tall and strong ; welt recommended.

—

T. H. BOLTON, Coombe End Oaidens, Kingstonon-Thames.

JOURNEYMAN. — Mr. F. Simmonps,
Mamhead Park, near Exeter, will be pleased to recom-

mend H. Mirren as abave, under ForemAo, Apply as above.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 17. W. H. Hotham,
Gardener to ). B. Wai>k, Es>|., Brantingfaam Thorpe,

Rrough, recommends a young man as above. Over two ye ars'

good character.

IMPROVER, Inside.—Youth, age IT.i ; two
years' experience. Oood character ; abstainer. Leaving

to improve. Bothy not objected to,— F. THORNTOK, Curzou
Street, Slough.

MPROVER.—Rev. C. E. Chard recommends
jtHing Man as Improver. Quick, strong, and willing to

learn \ < lutside and In. Three and a half years' experience.

—

WM. SLOCOMBE. Hatch Beaaohamp. Taunton.

IMPROVER.—Young Man (age 22) seeks
(tituation in Nursery or Garden to improve. Small pre-

mium if required. Willing to be usefut.~~E. U., 4^ St. George'd
Road, Richmond.

IMPROVER, Inside.—Age 20A ; three and a
half years' experieoce in general Market Work -3.,

12, Millbill Terrace, Actio, W.

I

APPRENTICE or IMPROVER.—A situation
wanted for a Youth in a good gardening establishment.

Apply, stating terms—GARDENER, Boleswortb, Tattenhall,
Chestar.

'I^O HEAD GARDENERS.—Wanted, to place
X. a youth of 15, well educated, farmer's son, with a
Gentleman's Head Gardener, with whom he could re::eive

board and supervision.—J. A. GLENN, Hose. Melton Mowbray,
Leicestershire,

'pO GARDENERS.—Situation wanted by in-
-1- dustrioiis. sober, and intelligent youth (age 17). to assist

in genuine Private Gardens. Can be most highly recommended.
—W. DAVIEj. Monmarsb, Marden, Hereford.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age 23,
accustomed to growing Cucumbers, Tomatos. Plants,

&c , seeks situation.—A. SKINNER, 2, Dering Road, South-
bridge Road, South Croydon.

MANAGER or TRAVELLER in Seed or
Nursery Bunneas.—Advertiser seeks situation as above.

Thorough knowledge of horticulture ;
practical, theoretical,

and commercini. Twenty years' experience. Age 35, First-

oia.ss testimonials.-J. W. liARKSlGN, St. Mary's Road,
Doncaster.

Ri

HEAD SHOPMAN.—Situation wanted by
energetic Man ; over sixteen years* experience in all

branches. Highest character and testimonials. Can invent

capital.—Apply SEEDS. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Young Man, age 19, of good
address, energetic and willing, is open for re-engagement

in Seed Trade,—For references, &c., apply to ANXIOUi, 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Seed Trade.
nOPMAN, or ASSISTANT. — Advertiser

k3 (age 29) requires situation as above ; fifteen years' expe-
r'ence in London and Provincial Houses. Good references.

—

THOMAS, '22, Playfair Road, Southsea.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Advertiser requires
situation in good Retail Hoa%e. Age 19. Over live years'

experience. First class references.-A. F., 76, Southbridge
Road, Croydon.

SEED TRADE, &o.—Man and Wife, without
family, would like Management of Branch, or man

situation in Shop, Office, or Warehouse ; has some knowledge
of Nursery and Florist'^ Business ; also Corn Trade, &c. Good
references from similar appointments.-DILIQENT, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C,
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Contracts undertaken and Estimates

WINTER GARDENS,
• ~~130NSERVAT0RIES,
VINERIES,

PLANT HOUSES,
AND

ALL KINDSof HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2b.

HOBTICXTLTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATEB
ENGINEEBS,

, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE

;

London Office :—96a, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Yv^. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

''

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fc.

BT7ILDEB TO THE PBINCIFAL GBOWEBS IN THE UNITED KINGDOU.

OBCHID

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALLITS BRANCHES
SEND FOB ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FBEE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and B E S T MAT E R IA LS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAJLWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;
" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office. 41, \IFellingtoa Street, Oovent Garden, London, W.O.

Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbuby, AqneW, & Co. (Limited). Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Harry Gillard Cove, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August 1, 18&d. Agent for Manchester—John Heywood.
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OA (\(\(\ ROYAL SOVEREIGN.
^V/^V/VV plants in pots, Us. per 100; £6

Strawberries.
— Fine
per 1000.

Quantities of all the beat other hiods. All warranted true.
Send for OATALOQUK.

H. CANNELL AND SONS, Swanley.

Now is the TIME to PLANT GAILLAR-
OIAS. Pyrethrums. and otber Hardy Herbaceous Peren-

nials.— Citalogue of KELW AY AND SON^, Laogport. Somerte''.

ORCHIDS.—B. S. Williams & Son have an
immeDse stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An intpection invited. Illustrated Catalogue post free.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, LondoD, N.

FOR SALE,—NARC'[SSUS(SirWatkin), true,
first flize Bulbs M. ed. per dozen, 24s. 100.—Apply to

OARDENER, Plas Gardens, Dinas Mawddwy, Merionethshire.

STRAWBERRIES, all the leading sorts, in
pots now ready for planting, 12s. 6d, per lio,

H, LANE IND SON, The Nurseries, Berkhemeted, Herts,

BEAUTIFUL WHITE FLOWERS AT
CHRISTMAS.

To insure an abundance of bloom at this seaaon, ROMAN
HYACINTHS should be potted up at once. By this early
planting, large aitl well-flowered spikes can be obtained,
which are so valuable for Christmas decoration, Messrs.
SUTTON AND SONS, the Royal Seedtmen, Readiog, are
executing orders at 10s. id., 14s.. and 3ls. per 100, according
to the size of the bulbs. For full particulars of these and
other winter and spriog-flowertog bulbp, see SUrrO.N'J
BULB CATALOQUB for Itm. beautifully illustrated.

SUTTON'S BULBS QKNUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, BRADINO.

Table Plants.

DRAC.^NAS, CROTONS, ARALIAS,
COOOS. OEO.NOMAS. &c.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoratioo,
B, S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nuneiies,

Upper Holloway, London, N.

CANNAS. — Garaway & Co, offer stronff
plants of the above (Crozy's best named varieties), at 9s.

and 12s per dozen; their own selection. These are equally
useful for outdoor and conservatory decoration.

QARAWAT AND CO.. Clifton, Bristol.

ENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
STRAWBERRIES, for Forcing or Osrden Culture.

0E0R8E BUNTARD ft Co., The Royal Nurseries. Maidstone,
beg to intimate that their New Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be had post-free on applicatioo.

The largest and best stock in the Trade.

CARNATIONS. — James Douglas begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1891, and

Spring, 1897, is now ready. It contains descriptions of the
New Border and New Malmaison Oaraations, with Cultural
Directions. SEEDLING CARNATIONS, best strains, Js. id.
per dozen ; 25«, per 100. Catalogue post-free.

Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey.

ODONTOGLOSSUM LONDESBOROUGH-
lANUM, O, MADRENSE. L.ELIA PEDUNCULABIS,

and L. DATANA. All fine imported plants, in grand condition,
2s. 6<f., 3s. M., .Ss., and 7s, id, each,

W. L. LEWIS AND CO . Southgate, London, N.

ICKSONS HORTICULTURAL MANURE.
—Specially and most carefully prepared for Vine?,

Plants, Fruit Trees, .and general garden purooEes. Price,
175. 6d. per cwt.,' carriage paid. Also supplied in smaller
qaantitiea. DICKilONS, CEESTEB. -

ORCHIDS — ORCHIDS — ORCHIDS. —
In or showing for bloom : Cattleya Harri9oni8e,^3s. each

;

C. labiata autumnalis. 3s, ; Dendrobium chrysanthum, 3s. ;

D. transpa'ens, :i'. ; Ltelia anceps, :U'. ; Lycaste 'Deppii, 4s.
;

Odontoglossum Cervantesii, 2s. ; O. Rossi liiajus. 2s. ; Saccola-
bium guttatum, 4s, ; or any eight for 21s, All thoroughly
established, healthy, ' and vigorous, and sent packing and
carriage paid for cash with order.

Send for our Special Monthly LIST, i

J. HUBSRT OBOOAN ahd CO., Railway Nurssries, Worthing.

Hyacintba, Tnllps, Crocns, Lilies, &c,

CO. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Ho'land. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs, R, SILBEBRAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E,C.
N,B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in tb^s Catalogue.

Strawberries.

WANTED, large quantity of strong, prepare!
RUNNERS of Sir Joseph Paiton and Eleanor

(Oxonian). Also strong CANF.j of Superlative RASP-
BERRie-l, true to name. Prices per lOOO to— ,

E. B. WARD, Chase Vale Nurseries Soutbgate. N.

ANTED, AT ENF OF AUGUST:—
1.500 WHITE GERANIU.M CUTTINGS.
10 BRONZE
1000 CLOTH OF GOLD „
760 VESUVIUi

Address, stating prices and varieties, to SHARP and CO.,
Exchange Square, Glasgow.

H

t - — -

B'aRR'S autumn FLOWERS
Plant during July or August to flower this Autumn.

Itarr's beautiful and rare species of Crccus, Meadjw Saffrons,
White Lily of the West Wind, Yello^v Lily of the Field, &c.

Descriptive Ll:iT on application.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST. free.

P.MoARTHUR,The London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale,London,W.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

CALCEOLARIA. — GahaWAY & Co. offer
Seed of the finest Herbaceous Calceolaria (Rapley's)—see

Qjirdening papers— at Is., Is. id , and 2s, id. p^r packet,
OARAWAY ANo CO,, Clifton, Bristol.

Tbe Norserj men. Market Gardeners, and Genera 1

HAILSTORM INSURANCE CORPORA-
TION, Limited. -Offices, 1 ft 2. King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C. Chairman, HARRY J. VEITCH.
Manager and Secretary. ALEX. JAMES MONRO.

LARGE PALMS & DECORATIVE PLANTS.
Immense Stock.

All sizes up to 20 feet for Sale or Hire.
loBpeclion Invited. Prices oo Application.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND 80V. Viotoria and Paradise Nu-
Mri66. Upper Holloway, Londua, N.

PALM SEEDS.—PLANT NO W.—
Just arrived, Kentias, Coryphas, Phueaix, Cocoa, Sea-

forthias, and others. 100 in variety, to name, free, 2s. 6i.
500 for 10<. Price to the Trade on applicetion.
MORLB AND CO.. Conservatories, Finchley Bead. N.W.

Important to Mnshroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; moat productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. EbUblished 1797.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, includiog many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for Is.

B. B. DAVIS. Yeovil Nurseries, YeoriJ, Somerset.

ZONAL GERANIUMS, best named, will

, flower all the autumo, very easy to grow, great variety
in colour. Twelve really good named, distinct, btrooi; plants,
in 5-inch pots, S$ per dozen, cash with order,—QARAWAY
AND CO., Durdham Djwn Nurseries, Clifton, Bristol.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begomas

exclusively at the Temple Show. Exhibition. June till Sep-
tember, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid Kent
S.E B. A visit solicited.—JOHN R. BOX, Croydon. ,

FERNS AND DECORATIVE . PLANTS !—
' (TRADE):—Ferns, in 2Jinch pots. Stove and ^Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12 . 100 ; ditto, large, in 48*a; 10 best

selling sorts, 6i. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6s, l**©, 505. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 4S's, for cutting, 65. add 85. doz. ; ditto,

for making larffe plants quickly, 16s. and 205. 100; Cyperus.
Aralias, Grevilleas. RhcKlanthe. Geraniums, Fuchsias, and
Heliotropes, in 48'8,6s. perdoz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette, and
Cockscombs, in 48*3, 8s. per doz. ; Ficus. Palms, Dracaenas,

Crotons, Pelargoniums, and Hydraneeas, in bloom, in 489. 12*.

doz.; Listsfree. Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH.
London Fern Nurseries, Longht>orouKh Junction. London. S.W.

EWING'S MILDEW COMPOSITION.'—
The original, certain, and safe remf dy. In bottles, 1«. id.

and 3s. ; per gallon, I2j. Sold by all Seedsmen.
CORRY & CO., Ltd., LONDON.

"

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builderc
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Walee, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept.. War Dept. , Royal Bort. Soc .

Royal Botanic Soc.. Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees o

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King'sRoad, Chelsea, S.W.
Telegraph Address "Hortulanns, London, "Telephone, No.STi'
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS

Mr. J. C. STEVKNS
Bega to anoOMce that bis FIRST SALE OF THE SEASON

wiU take place at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent

Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY, August 19, at half-past

12 o'clock, precisely, and will include a

Splendid Collection of Choice Named

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS,

And Other Bulbs in Variety;

Early Forcing Hyacinths, NarclsBUS, and Llllams.

A Consignment of well-grown PALMS,
from Belgium :

A Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE. PLANTS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS

SALES BY AUCTION,
Nearly every day

^
from the Middle of Auyust

till the end of December.

MR. J. C. STEVEN'S begs to announce that

be has now completed negotiations with sevem\ of the

most prominent Nur-erymen in Holland to Continuously

Supply his Sales, during the coming season, with only really

Firat-clasa Bulbs, of the best quality.

A supply of Catalogues can be sent on application.

GREAT CATTLEYA and L^LIA SALE.
ON FRIDAY, AUGUST 14 3896.

|A GRE4.T VARIETY OF THE GRANDEST TYPE3,
A Consignment of

CATTLEYA SOHRODEK.E.-There is hardly any Cattleya in

existence of such grand shape, none ao deliciously scented.

It is easy to grow, and free to flower. Its blossoms are

very large and of great substance. From the district

whence we originally imported this grand Cattleya— un-

equalled for form and delicacy of colour—and which has

yielded the incomparable Schroderee alba and other forms

of great worth. Morn distinctive-looking plants have

never been received. Varieties are certain.

CATTLEYA VELUTINA. — A handsome, highly fragrant

species of great merit. Sepals and petals orange, spotted

and streaked with purple. Lip of a soft velvety appear-

ance, orange and white, streaked with violet.

ATTLEYA HARRISONLE. — The large-flowered, dark-

coloured violacea type. A large consignment, in best

order. Gathered in the district whence we obtained the

almost scarlet-crimson Tring Park varieiy, and the white

Meaauresiee. We can thoroughly recommend these plants.

Their thick, plump bulbs, strong old flower-spikes, evi-

dence their vigour. Six lo eleven flowers are borne on a

spike, and the firm texture of the blossoms, their pleasing

colour, and the length of time they last, render them of

great service for floral-work.

L-ELIA DORMANIANA.—Flowers, in shape, somewhat re-

semble Cattleya saperba, sepals and petals olive-green,

marbled with wine-purple, lip bright purplish ciimton,

laterallobes rosy crimson, veined with purple. Free to

flower and extremely useful.

L^T^LLA HARPOPHYLLA, the Flame-coloured Lmlia, stands

'alone in the genus, unapproached in brilliancy, dis-

tinctness of colour, and elegance of shape. The flowers

are a brilliant orange-coloured vermilion, the lip bordered

with white. Invaluable for bouquets, buttonholes, &c.

LiELIA PR-E3TANS.—The darkest, most richly-coloured

type known ; sepals and petals brilliant rose, lip of the

deepest Tyrian purple. The most neat, compact, and, in

proportion to the size of the plant, the largest flowered in

the genus. Oncidium criepum grandiflorum and O. pree-

textum mixed. A small consignment of strong vigorous

plants, offered as received, and consisting of the above-

named species.

ONCIDIUM RUGERSn.—A splendid variety of O. varicosum.

The true large flowered, golden-yellow form. As many as

170 huge blossoms, each 'J^ inches across, are borne on

branched panicles. Plants in superb condition

SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA.—A consignment of this

vivid scarletrcrimson-flowered gem in excellent order,

also ORCHIDS in FLOWER and BUD.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the foregoing grand ORCHIDS on August M,
at half-past 12 o'clock, in their Central Auction Rooms, 67 and

68, Oheapside, London, E.C., by order of Messrs. F. Sander &
Co., St. Albans.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MONDAYS, August 17, 24, & 31.

THUBSDAYS ,, 20 & 27.

DUTCH BULBS.
SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Eooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C., on
MONDAYS. August 17, 24. and 31. And
THUKSDAlfS. August 20 and 27.

at Twelve o'clock each day, large consignments of NAMED
HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS. NARCISSUS, and other

DUTCH BULBS, together with white ROMAN HYACINTHS,
and paper-white NABCISSUS, received direct for Unreserved
Sale.

These early auctions have been speciallj arranged in lots to

suit the Trade and other large buyers.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to enter the names of in-

tending purchaserson their permanent lists who m«y desire a
regular supply of Catalogues for these Sales.—Auction Booms
and Offices 67 and 66, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Friday Next.
An importation received direct of 650 CATTLEYA TRIAN;E,

the contents of 15 cases just to hand, in good condition,

for Unreserved Sale ; also. 1 CATTLEYA GASKELLIANA
ALBA, with 6 bulbs in flower; and 1 CATTLEYA MISS
WILLIAMS (HARRISONI/E X GASKELLIANA), with 6

bulbs in sheath, now offered for the iirst time.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will include the above in their ORCHID SALE on

FRIDAY NEXT, AugBst 14, at halfpaet 12 o'Clocli.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Birmingham.

MESSRS. THOMAS JAMES and DAVIES
have received instructions frm Messrs. F. Sander & Co.,

St. Albans, to SELL by AUCTION, at their Sale Rooms, 35,

Temple Street. Birmiogham.on THURSDAY NEXT, August 13,

at 12 o'clock, a large Collection of IMPORTED and
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, in great variety. Upwards of

600 Lots.
Catalogues post free. Commissions carefully executed.

Birmingham.—Dutcli Bulb Sales.

MESSRS. THOMAS JAMES and DAVIES
commence their SALES of DUTCH BULB9 at their

Rooms. 3.5. Temple Street, Birmingham, on THURSDAY,
AUOUST 20, and continue to Sell every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at half-past 11 A.M., until the end of Ihe season.

The Auctioneers have made arrangemente with reliable

growers this season for shipment t of Fifty Tons, and the Bulbs
are all good, sound, and reliable. Catalogues post-free.

Commissions carefully executed.

N.B.— THOMAS B. JAMES commenced these BULB
SALES in Birmingham in 1890, and from a modest beginning
they have steadily grown to their present large size (as many
as '2000 lots being sold in one Sale).

FOR SALE, FREEHOLD MARKET
GARDEN, consisting of 8 acr«s of Land and 10 feet

run of Glass, in full growth of Cucumbers and Tomatos. Good
loamy soil.— For all particulars, apply to W. WREN, Bridge

House, West Mailing, Kent.

HADLEIGH, SUFFOLK. — TO BE DIS-
POSED OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Glass Erections, &o., of above NURSERY, comprising about

IJ acres of Land, convenient DWELLING HOUSE, Packing
and Potting Sheds, SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about
nineteen years unexpired. Rent dE27. No other Nurfery
within several miles. Price £160. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Qravesend.

FLORIST, FRUITERER, and ART CHINA
BUSINESS.—High-cla*s trade ; corner shop

; plate glass

front ; in wealthy town ; for IMMEDIATE SALE, cheap.

Owner retiring.

C. 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a MARKET
GROWERS' NURSERY, containing 1} acres of rich

Pasture and Garden, 6 Glasshouses, well-heated, and everything

in good working order, nearly new. Good Cottage. Twelve
miles from Covent Garden. Giving up through old age.—
C. W., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Nnraerymea and Florists commencing Business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease,

For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHES
(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hamptoo-on-Thames.

COMPACT NURSERY. — 1 Acre, excellent
soil, with five-roomed Cottage, TO LET. The Glas?, over

200 feet run, with Jobbing Connection, and Stock to be SOLD.
Situated between Brockley and New Cross on the L. B. & S.C.
Railway, and only a few minutes from Brockley Lane Station,

L. C. & D. Railway. Illness cause of leaving. Inspection

invited. Further particu ars apply—
A. S., Cottage Nursery, 110, Brockley Road, Brockley. S.E.

LONDON, S.W.—Good locally for Jobbing.
TO BE SOLD, a small NURSERY, with two Show-

houses, two Greenhouses, well heated ; Sheds, and Stabling.

Lease, 16 years unexpired. Rent £17. Price for Lease, Glass,

and Stock, including Pony and Van, £160 or offer; owner must
realize.—Full particulars of

—

PROTHEROE AMD MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.O

To LET, a small NURSERY, close to station.
—Address. S, A., Primrose Nursery, Fordbam. ^oham.

'"FO FLORISTS, &o.—TO BE LET (from
-i- Michaelmas), in splendid eituation, in Midland Towd,
SHOP, DWELLING-HOUSE, and half-dozen GREENHOtTSKS.

Apply to J. COLE, House Agent, Bedford.

TO LET, about 30 Acres of LAND, in a high
state of cultivation, partly stocked with Garden Produce,

Adjoining the town of Leamington, with 80,000 population.
Enquire of J. BENNETT, Clevedale, 1, Church HiU,

Leamington.

To LET, a Small NURSERY (5 houses), well
stocked. Water laid on, and every convenience. 9 miles

from Covent Garden. Rent, inclusive, £15. Quarterly tenancy.
Incoming, £25. Apply to—

Mr. SMITH. Wheelwright, Eltham, Kent.

CATALOGUE WRAPPERS, or Envelopes
eddressed from Horticultural Directory, or own Address

Book, cheaply, correctly, and well, by Florist's Son.
T. C, 2IA, Nursery Street, Lower Tottenham.

CYCLAMEN SEED should be sown now.
We have still a few more ounces than we require for our

own sowing, of our well-known strain. Price on application.
HUGH LOW AND CO., Bush Hill Nursery, Middlesex.

ASK for the CHEAP BULB and PLANT
CATALOGUE from J. M. STIGGELBOUT and CO.,

Wholesale Bulb Growers, Texel and Hillegom, Holland.
Telegram Address: -"Stiggklbout, Texel."

EUCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32's, some
throwing up flower-spikes, 30s. per doz. Winter-flowering

CARNATIONS. in48'8, splendid stuff, 12s. doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in 43's, extra bushy, 10s. per doz. Samples and names on
application.—WALSHAW and SON, Scarborough.

THE NEW FUCHSIAS advertised in last
week's Gardeners' Chronicle are now all in flower. An

inspection is invited.
WILLIAM BULL. F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, 536, K'ng's Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

Ferns from Stores.

PTERIS CRISTATA, 2s. 6d. per 100 : 22s. per
1000. Good stuff, fit for immediate potting.—PTERIS,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Carnations!—My List of SurplnTCama-
tions and Picotees is now ready, containing all proved

new varieties up to date, post-free.

CHARLES E. WHEELER, Bramley. Guildford.

ALMS.—PALMS.—Special Offer of 1 dozen,
assorted, for 6s. ; some are worth Is. or Is. 6d. each.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, in 4i-inch pots, good stuff, 6s. per
dozen. Packing free. Secare at once.

C. R. SHILLING, Hartley Nurseries, Winchfield, Hants.

Azchangel and St. Petersburg Mats.
NEW CONSIGNMENT.

LLNUTT BROS., White Swan Wharf,
Nine Elms, London, S.W. Prices on application.A

WE can offer the following, in good plants :

— 1 Pandanus, 1 Croton, 1 Anthericum. 1 Cyprus,
1 Adiantum, and 6 small mixed Ferns. The lot for .5s.,

package free.—W. DARBY and SONS, Scott Hall Gardens,
Buslingtborpe, Leeds.

Choice Vegetable Seeds.

FOR AUTUMN SOWING.
HAND F. SHARPE will be pleased to give

• Special Quotations for their fine Selected Stocks of

CABBAGE, TURNIP. LETTUCE, ONION, RADISH, and
other SEEDS suitable for AUTUMN SOWING, which will be
found very advantageous to Purchasers. Also fine samples of

WHITE MUSTARD, and Sowing RAPESEED, at moderate
prices.

SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

MUNGO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dud-
dingston Lodge, Mid-Lothian, hegs to intimate to his

friends and acquaintances that he retires from his present

situation on the 20th of the present month. He has arranged

to reside at St. Ninians, near Stirling, where he intends to

commence the Cultivation and Sale of Hardy Plants on his

own account.

With the experience gained during twenty-four years in the

management of one of the most choice private collections of

plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late Charles

Jenner, Esq.—Mr. Chapman can confidently undertake to

supply what is select and true to name of the most suitable

plants for Borders and Rock-work.

He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, from

which customers may mahe their own selection. In the

interval, he will be fully employed in getting up Stock.

May 19, 1899.

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED specially for OBOHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND, LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, *o. PEAT sent to all parts of the

world at Special Through Bates. Large or small quantities.

EPFS & CO., F.R.H.S„Feat I>epdt,Biiigwood.
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EXHIBITIONS.

s

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY

ANNUAL SHOW on THURSDAY, August 13, 1896, at

St. Ives Place. Entries close August 6.

CHA8. A. VARDY, Hon. Sec.

ANDY, BEDFORDSHIRE.
TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL SHOW.

THUKSDAY, August 27, 1899.

Plants, Flowers, Fruit, Table Decorations. Vegetables.

Corn, Roots, Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons, Babbits, Cjts, and Cage
Birds, Honey, Butter, &c.

PRIZES, £i60, including Prizes of £ia, £3, JM, and £3 for

Ten Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Live Stock entries close August 8, 1896.

All other entries close August 19, 189G.

Bands :—Royal Horse Guards (Blues), and Bedford Orchestral
Band.

Secretary, E. T. LEEDS-SMITH, Sandy.
Assistant-Secretary, EDWARD SILLS, Sandy.

SCOT, SUNNINGHILL, SUNNINGDALE
and DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL SOCIEIY.

ANNUAL CHRYSANTHEMUia SHOW, Nov. 4 and 5,1898.
:OPEN PRIZES.

Judges t Bilsssis. Molyneux, Drover, and Turner.

Class 1. For the best 24 Japanese blooms, Ist. 2nd. 3rd.

distinct varieties £6 £4 £2
Class 3. For the best 24 Incurved blooms.

distinct varieties £4 10>. £3 £1 10<.

Class 3. For the best 4 Trained Speci-

mens (Standards excluded),
any varieties, each plant on a
single stem £3 £i £1

For Entry Forms and further particulars, apply to the

^^"k ^^.f^y- „^ Lieut. Ool. Hon. n. NEEDHAM.
The Glen, Ascot.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GABDEN SUNSSIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

THIS GREENHOUSB erected and heat«d complete, in

any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed. 26 ft. by 12 ft., £S0; 30 ft. by 15ft., £70. Brick-
work excepted. For particulars, seeonr Catalogue, post-free.

Superior FortaDle Frames, large stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four ooata, glazed with
21-oz. glass, carriage paid:—1-light frame, 4X6, 3d«. '6d. ;

a-light frame, 6x8, 683. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6, 86f . M.
Span-roof Frames, 6x4, £3 f s. ; 9 x 5. £3 isi.

HARDY BRUIN «t CO.. LEICESTER.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

H. & S.'s BLACK VARNISH,
For Iron. Wood, or Stone Outdoor Work.

Forty years* regulation.
Ready mizei. Dries in

ten minutes with perfect
gloss. Isusedat Windsor
Castle, Kew Gardens,
and London and Dublin
Parks, and most Land-
owners. In 18 and 36-

gallon Casks only, \s. 'ad.

per gallon at works.
\s.^. at nearest Railway
Station.

HEATHMAN'S
PATENT

TELESCOPIC
LADDERS,

STEPS, and
TRESTLES,

are sent carriage paid, and

Lllustbated Price Lists
Post Free.

aSATHMAN & CO.,

EndeU St., London, W.C.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DURABLE.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
13 MOST DURABLE.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
13 MOST DURABLE.

PRICE LISTS POST - FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endeli Street,

LONDON W.C.

HEATHMAN'S LIFT & FORCE PUMPS
Are Best, Cheapfst, anil Most Durable.

HEATHMAN'S CESSPOOL PUMPS
Ar>- I'nit-ibl..-, E:l.^•. W..iKiii>;, rind r.jw.rful

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN ENGINES.
CATALOGUES POST-FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endeli Stpeet.

LONDON, W. C.

^^SSENDALL&C?MW^-CAIViBHiDGE; ^^^ ^

MARKET GARDENERS' HOUSES.

This excellent House will grow Flowers, Plants, Tomatos,
Grapes, Cucumbore, Peaches, &c., to perCection.

Complete as shown . Best material, woodwork, and iron work
complete, correctly fitted, Jl-o/. English glasf, painted twice.

Made in a strong and efficient manner, to that anyone can
erect them in a thort time. Every psrt is cut and fitted

correctly ; all holes bored ready ; all nails and screws inoluded.

Cash Pbioels. Carriaor Paid.

Long.
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GREAT REDUCTION iH FRAMES °^9^Pf - orchids, for one week only
OUB WELL-KNOWN lEAEE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be pat

together aod taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glized and Painted. £
l-light, 4 ft. by 6ft... \ n.oTT /"-'CASH

PBIOES,

0ABBLA.OE

PAH).
Larger ii:es at proportionate pricet.

2
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ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of the
same name.

CATALOGUE for 1896
OF

DUTCH
CAPE and EXOTIC

BULBS
(WITH CULTURAL riBECTIONS)

Is NOW READY, and will be sent, Post Free,
on application to themselves direct at

OVERVEEN, nearHAARLEM, HOLLAN D,

OB TO THEIR (iENERAL AGENTP,

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,

3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G^

DAFFODILS & TULIPS
(BRIGHT COLOURS'.

EARLY and LATE FLOWERING SORTS.

"ORIGINAL LITTLE BOOK"
Of Thirty-two Octavo Pages,

Oivipg complete history of the Tulip aod its iotroductioD
ioio England, Ac, by the Ute John Slatek, of Lower Brough-
toD, near Maochester, a Tulip name to famous sixty or eeveoty
year« sine. Nearly 150 sorts to select from, some varieties
>c»rcely ever offered before. The book, which is entered at
Stationere' Hall, is full of interet>t to lovers tf " old-fashioned
flowers." With Daffodil Libt for 1&96. Price 6d.. post-free.
WM. BAYLOH UARIL&NO. Daffodil and Tulip Grower.

Ojrk, Ireland.

BULBS FOR FORCING.
FARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,

SNOWFLAEE, POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS,
FREE8IA8. &c . &c.

First Ck>D8ignmeDt to hand in excellent conditior.

For pirticulara of these and all other Bnlbp, see our CATA-
LOGUE, No. 463. post-free on application.

DIGKSONS
Sekd & Bulb
Geowbbs, CHESTER.

FERNS!- FERNS!!
A large quantity of Small FERNS, nice bu&hy stuff, ready to

pot on, or for decorative purpcaea, in 2J inch pots ; Pteris
cristata, nobilis, major, and tremula, at 9x. per 100 ; 5C0
and upwards, at 8s. 6d.

PTERIS CRISTATA. and SEBRULATA CRISTATA, fine
plants, at 4<. ?>d. per dozen.

Abore prices are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Ifupection at the Aurseries it Invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHKATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

WEBBS'
EMPEROR
CABBAGE.

illE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d. and IB, per packet.

Is. 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. O. H. BALL, Coimr Gardens.
" I herewith forward you a photograph of jour valuable

Cabbage—the Emperor. I find it is the earliebt, largest,

and most compact vaiiety I ever grew." p ounce
EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8(1.

ENFIELD MARKET do. 6d.
EARLY RAINHAM do. 8d.
RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

ONION.
WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI
GIANT ROCCA
WHITE LISBON

Per pkt. Per ounce.

... 6d. Is. 6d.

... 6d. ... lOd.

... 6d. ... lOd.
6d.

AH Garden Seeds Free by Poet or Bail.

Seedemen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H K H. the Princecf Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

CARNATIONS.
Hardy, or Border, and Winter-Blooxaing.

All the Newest and Popular A'mieties, at extremely
moderate prites.

IJESCKI PT/IK CATALOGL'B POST-FREE.
ETROKO-ROOTtD LiVIKS iEE KOW BEAD!'.

W. J. GODFREY, The Nurseries, Exmouth.

PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER ;—

ROUAN HYACINTHS, 4|-inoh and upwards, 13<. 6<<. per 100.

,. ,, smaller lOx. 6at. ,,

PAPERWHITK NARCISSUS it.

DOUBLK R0M*N NARCISSUS 6».

DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, Brstsiie,

impjTttd bulbs 61. %d. ,,

For delivery in August,

2s. M. per 100 ; td. ccz.

DUG VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet
ABTUS
LA RHINE
LJM.MACUIEE
DUCHESS of PABMi ,,

WOUVEBMAN
CHBYSOLUBl ,, 6.'. per 100; I'. Si. perdoier.
Secood-siie HYACINTHS in distinct colours,

unnamed 14«. Of/, per 100.
Named ditto, our self ction 18*. 6 i. „
Fir.t.iize HYACINTHS, the best qualily.aid

first class varieties 4x. to 9s. p^rdor.
NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3*. M per 100,

PRINCEPS 5l.

For Septemlo' delivery. All oiders over p*. carriage paid.

3S. In the £ dUcOunt ctf all Bulbs for " Cish wi h Order."

CATALOGUES ready in August.

CARAWAY & CO.,°"TJtolTrir.'S'"'^'''

FERNS SPECIALITY.
We have an immense stock of all kinds of Ferns, Stove. Green-
house, Filmy, Hardy Exotic, and British, including many very
beautiful varieties rarely seen, but which ought to be more

generally grown. Catalogue free on application.

W. &J. BIRKENHEAD, F.R.H.S.,
FERN NURSEEIEU, SALE, near MANCHESTER.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AND

CHRYSANTHEMUM ALBUMS.
I have a few of these valuable works left, and will send a

copy of each, post-free, 2s., or separately. The Guide, 8 stamps,
the Album, 18 stamps.

Both are invaluable to Chrysanthemum Growers.

H. J. JONES, Byecroft Nursery, Lewisham.

THE

(iardmerf)' (3{ltranicle»

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1896.

HORTICULTURAL CONFERENCE
AT CHESTER.

T^HE horticultural show and fete at Chester
-*- this week were inaugurated on Tuesday
evening by a horticultural conference, held in
the Town Hall. The Mayor of Chester (Mr.
B. C. Roberts) presided in the absence, through
indisposition, of the Duko of Westminster, and
the following deputation attended from the
Royal Horticultural Society of England :—Sir
Trevor Lawrence, Bart. (President), Mr. Philip
Crowley, F.L.S. (Treasurer), the Rev. W. Wilks,
M.A. (Secretary), Messrs. Thomas Statter, Chas.
Shea, George Bunyard.T. Francis Rivers, George
Paul, Jas. Melndoe. A large attendance alto
included the Very Rev. S. Reynolds Hole (Dean
of Rochester), Mr. F. W. Burbidge, M.A.,
F.L.S. (Trinity College, Dublin), the Sheriflf of
Chester (Mr. J. E. Holmes), Mr. George A.
Dickson, Mr. E. J. Baillie (Chester), &c.
The Mayor, in offering a hearty welcome to

the members of the Horticultural Society of
England, expressed regret that the Duke of

Westminster was unable to bo there—what they
hoped was only a tempor.ary indisposition—to

preside. He believed it had only fallen to the
lot of one other provincial city to have a depu-
tation of the Royal Horticultural Society among
them, and on that account they undoubtedly
appreciated their presence all the more, and
gave them a hearty welcome to their ancient
and historic city.

Sir Trevoe Lawrence, Bart., then read an
interesting paper upon "The Royal Horti-
cultural Society of England : its History and
its Work." The inhabitants of Great Britain

during the last half century had grown so

accustomed to be surrounded by flowers in
town and country alike, that they had come to

regard the present state of British horticulture

as a matter of course ; but no one who carried

his mind back to the beginning of the century

could fail to be struck by the extraordinary

progress which gardeners and gardening had
since made. During the century now near its

end, trees and shrubs, annuals and perennials,

flowers and fruits had been introduced from
foreign countries in vast numbers, while the

abilities of several generations of gaideners

had found full scope for their exertions

among a garden-loving people in improving

the old, and raising new varieties of garden

fruits. After describing the foundation of

the sociely ninety- two years ago through

the exertions of Thomas Andrew Knight, and

its early history, including the granting of

a Royal Charter in 1809, Sir Trevor said

a valuable feature of the Society's work, and
one which had had a great and enduring

influence on British horticulture, lay in the

steps taken in ISIS to get from various

countries valuable shrubs, plants, and seeds.
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The earliest arrivals came from China and

from India through the East India Com-

pany, and in this way many valuable plants

were introduced into Great Britain. The suc-

cess of these efforts encouraged the Company to

send out with great success collectors at their

own cost.

Sir Trevoi- afterwards referred at some length to

the vicissitudes through which the Society passed

after the death of the Piince Consort, until at the end

of 1887 a move was made which had the effect of

entirely rehabilitating it in public opinion. As to the

present position of the society, if it had doiie any-

thing to repair the eiTOrs of the past, and inspire

confidence in the future, it had been by sticking

i-esolutely to its last, bearing constantly in mind that

the function of a horticultural society was to cultivate

horticulture, aud with a fixed determination to clear

off outstanding liabilities aud to avoid debt. In reducing

the minimum subscription to one guinea, the Society

was actuated by a desire to enrol among its fellows n^

large a proportion as possible of the vast numbers of

their fellow-subjects who were interested in gardens.

The lesuH of this aud other changes had been, on

the whole, eminently successful, the average annual

net increase in the number of fellows being for several

years 280, and the total number 3300, against a

maximum, so far as could be ascertained, of 2500

in the old Chiswick show days. The Journal of the

Society was published regularly, the committees in-

cluded a large number of the principal horticultural

experts in the kingdom, while the great shows of

the Society, held now for several years in the gardens

of the Inner Temple, by the continued kindness of

the Benchers, had been, iu many respects, the finest

ever seen in Great Britain. The fortnightly shows

were now largely attended, and attracted such a

number and variety of exhibits as made it in-

creasingly difficult to find room for them. The

Society's fruit show at the Crystal Palace bade fair

to become an important annual event. The Society

had spent during the ninety-two yeai's of its existence

not less than £400,000. That it had made mistakes

and wasted money, its best friends would not deny ;

but it might confidently be asserted that it had done

aud was doing good work which no other society

could do—work of great value to the community.

Dean Hole on "Gauden Craft."

Dean Hole followed with an address on " Garden

Craft." Ho said when a benevolent florist remarked

to him that he wished evei'y man in England had a

garden, and he replied " Heaven forbid," the florist

looked at him with sorrowful surprise; "because,"

he (the Dean) continued, " in a very short time his

gift would be abused. In a very short time a

Urge number of his allotments would present

the appearance of the garden which was covered

with Groundsel, because the proprietor said

he did not think it right to prejudice the

soil in favour of Strawberries." Alas, for this

toilsome, wearisome world, the real love of a gai'deu

was very very rare. If his friend had said,
'

' I would

that every man who loves a garden had a garden to

love, then he would have assented to his proposal

with a sevenfold amen ; but it was not so, although

the love of a garden was born in us either as a dim
recollection of Paradise Lost, or as a bright prevision

of Paradise Regained. There were few really enthu-

siastic gardeners. There were a lot of pretenders

and shame ; a large proportion of the community
could not help seeing that a garden was a beautiful

thing, and could not help admiring the glowing

colours of Nature, and sayins, " Well, it is the sort

of thinga fellow must have, don't-you-know." If they

would only confess their ignor.ance, oue would be satis-

fied ; but somehow or another they perhaps inherited

a big conservatory or turned out a lot of bcdding-oiit

plants, and set up to bo gardeners. They declared

they were intensely fond of flowers, and would "give

you anything in the world to see your gardcu."

VVhen one told them they could see it for nothing,

they came and did not even look at the flowers, but
began to talk about the Great Wheel at Earl's Court,

or Charley's Aunt, or the Pope's Encyclical, or the

Eton aud Harrow match. There were a lot of people

who called themselves gardeners but who only cared

for a flower because it was scarce. There were a great

number of persons who only cared for flowers as they

cared for furniture, because they made the drawing-room

pretty, or drove the neighbours green with jealousy.

Let them ring out the false aud ring in the true, and

consider what the old gardeners could do to help

the younger. What was gardeu-crait ' Surely it

meant getting the greatest possible enjoyment out of

a garden. A garden ought to be a place of quiet rest

and meditation, aud at the same time of cheerful

exercise ; it ought to be a place of tender memories
and immortal hope. What could they do to help the

young gardeners to make it such ; In the first place,

ho thought a garden should have adaptation to the

scene around it. It should be like part of a picture,

and the whole of the sm'roundings should be studied.

There should be a union between horticulture and

architecture ; they should correspond with each other.

He would have the house, at all events, partly covered

with the most beautiful creepers. What they wanted
in a gai-deu must be expressed iu two lines. It must
be a place—

' Where order iu variety we see,

And where, though all things difl'er, all agree."

He would strongly recommend the young gardener

to begin by selecting some specialty, and give his

attention to some particular class of flowers. In pass-

ing he could not refrain from off'ering to Mr. George
Dickson, of Dicksons Limited, thanks for the won-
derful popularity he had conferred upou Mrs. Rey-

nolds Hole. It was Mr. Dickson who sent out the

flower, aud perhaps no Carnation had had so long a

popularity. The young gardener might .ilso take up
some special collections, such as Japanese plants.

Ho believed the timn would come iu this

country when a great many gardeners who had
thought these new Japanese introductions were not
hardy, would feel very envious when they saw
specimens of them in the gardeus of those who
had been more venturesome. Then there should be

in some form or another a collection of alpine plants.

He must express his surprise as a gardener thaS those

plants had not been received more extensively in

England, because he could not imagine anything

more beautiful than these little gems appearmg in

the early spring. After dealing with beddingout
plants, Deau Hole said he believed every real, hearty,

earnest gardener had the same amount of enjoyment.
He verily believed a poor man had as much satisfac-

tion iu a window plant as his friend Sir Trevor
Lawrence h.id in the most splendid Orchid. He would
in conclusion, warn young gardeners not to be too

anxious to improve Nature, lest in trying to embellish

they shjuld rather disfigure creation. He warned
them not to have anything to do with clinkers or

powdered bricks or Ijottle-ends. Let the young
gardener also be abstemious iu the use of statues

;

and let him beware of artificial water, flee from mud
banks and stagnant pools. He was bound to say

the most genial and sympathetic friends with whom
he had met, were those who loved a garden.

The LrrER.vTURE of Houticdltube and
Garden Libraries.

Mr. F. W. Bijrbidge,M:.A., F.L.S., remarked that

th' lugh we had ample proof of the existence from the
very earliest times of gardens, gardening literature

was exceedingly scanty until we reached the middle
of the thirteenth century, when the printing-press

appeared. After the year 1500 all our records went
to prove that the evolution of gardening and garden-
ing literature went on side by side, each acting and
reacting mast bcuefici.illy on the other. After tracing

the Iiistory of gardeiu'ng literature down to the time
of the great Charles Darwin in 1S59, he said if they
studied the list of books on gardening they would
find a good deal more chalf than wheat. After
printing became gpner.-il they got a good book
in ten years. Keally great gardening books,

however, were much more rare. After Gerard e's

llcrhal in 1597, there was no real great work until

Miller's Z>)'c/?r5ii«n/ appeared in 17^1, Modern horti-

cultural literature really dated from the beginning

of the present century. Horticulture was greatly

aided by the general poetry and literature of our

country. Gower, Chaucer, Spenser, all the Eliza-

bethan poets, including Shakspeai'e, alluded to

flowers, and all the great storj-tellers had, in one way
or another, used the garden as a stage. A good many
people had begun to feel that a good garden was
another name for a beautiful book, written and

printed by the finger of God.

The Sheriff of Chester (Mr. J. G. Holmes) proposed

a hearty vote of thanks to the gentlemen who had

read papers. He hoped the members of the deputa-

tion would find Chester not only a splendid agricul-

tural centre, but a splendid horticultural centre also.

The climate and soil of the district were well adapted

to the cultivation of fruit and flowers, and although

it was somewhat disapi)oiuting to see so many orchards

neglected^in that beautiful Vale Royal of England, he

trusted that show might be the means of remedying

the defect. Ho trusted they were inaugurating a

show that evening which would be a successful and

lasting institution in the future. He was very pleased

to hear Dean Hole's remarks on window gardening.

The streets and the architecture of Chester were well

adapted for this kind of decoration, and it would add

another charm to their quaint old city, aud make its

streets brighter, gayer, aud more cheerful.

Mr. E. J. Baillie (Chester), seconded, and the vote

was carried with acclamation.

The Rev. W. Wilks proposed a hearty vote of

thanks to the Mayor for presiding. As a very

humble specialist—a specialist in Poppies—he

sirongly supported the Dean of Rochester's

advice to young gardeners to take up a specialty.

It did not matter bow humble the flower, fruit or

vegetable might be ; if they only devoted their

energies to it as a specialty, they were absolutely

certain to improve it for all generations to come.

Bedding out, upon which Deau Hole had also

touched, was not all bad. It was only so very bad

because fifteen or twenty years ago, gardeners did

nothing but bed cut. To do nothing but bed out

was pre emieuently bad ; to neglect bedding out

altogether was, to his mind, only a little less bad.

What they wanted was the happy medium. They
wanted their herbaceous borders, their regular old

English gardens of quaiut, sweet-smelling flowers. He
did not think that they wanted very many of the

great big scentless Roses, scentless Carnations, and

scentless Begonias without any form. They wanted

their old English flowers, aud they could make plenty

of room for bedding-out in its proper place as well.

Let them try as gardeners not to run to one extreme

or another, but to hit o9' the happy medium and

utilise those wonderful advant.ngcs and resources

which the great Creator of all had placed at the

hands and disposition of gardeners.

The resolution was seconded by Mr. T. Stattek,

Stand Hall, Manchester, and carried ; and the Mayor's

reply brought the proceedings to a close.

The Rosary.

THE NEW RACE OF HYBRID TEA HOSES.

In his charming chat about Koses on pp. 90 and 91

iu a recent number of the Gardeners' Chronicle, Dr
David R. Williamson, in praising his new loves, by
no means neglects or iguores the old. On the con-

trary, he places such established favourites as

Duchess of Albany, Caroline Testmit, and La France,

at the top of the list, not only forgrowth, but fragrance

aud beauty, calling the latter, as it deserved to be,

supreme, the queen of the garden in the present, and

probably unsurpassed for form, fiagranco, colour in

tho future. A good many attempts have been made
to improve, alter, or change the coloiu', aud no doubt,

as we can hardly imagine it possible to have an excess

of La Franco in our gardens and landscapes, the more

we can have of La Frauce character and style of Uoscs,

the better. Hence, difl'erent, deeper, lighter shades of

pink, crimson, yellow, orange, white La France would be
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welcome. Hitherto, however, efforts to get La France

Roses of different and distinct colours have not been

very successful. The so-called whites have had a strong

dash of pink, or a .stain of oiauge or of yellow
;
the

deepened pinks have dashes of dull carmine or

purplish hues of the somewhat dull type of Cheshunt

Hybrid ; in fact, the colour is about the one great

fault of this Rose, and I am lather surprised it was

passed without comment by Dr. Williamson as one

of the most meritorious of all the Hybrid Teas, and

one of the finest companions to Gloire de Dijon.

With a new and brighter colour— yes ; but with its

present purplish blend of colour—no. Better mate

the Glory with the hybrid perpetuals —Salamander,

Duke of Kdiuburgh, OeueralJacqueminot, orthemuch

more brilliant Hybrid Tea, Reine Marie Henriette.

But La France seems about as perfect in colour as in

size, form, fragrance. The nearest approach to a

white La France is found iu Augustine Guinoisse.au,

and that is so inferior to the type that one can but be

glad it was not a success. If we are to have a white

or golden La Franco from seeds, or bud, or branch

sports, let us hope that they will be equal, or if that

be possible, superior to the type. The colour is so

soft and charming, so delicately blended and sh.aded

with silvern rosy-lilac, that wo can hardly have too

much of it in the garden.

And then we have darker rosy-piuks in Danmark

and Duchess of Albany, a dash of salmon in the

pink of Caroline Testout, a deeper dash of car-

mine-rose in La Fraichenr, with more of carmine-

rose and vermilion in the newest hybrid Tea,

i

Marquise Litta. Higher praise could hanlly be given

than that awarded by Dr. Williamson totheGold Medal

Rose, Mrs. W. G. Grant, shown at the National Hose

Society, viz., that it unites the dignity of Lady Mary

Fitzwilliam. 1 like this phrase, so far as I remiMuber

applied to a Rose for the first time, and admirably

de-criptive of Lady Mary at her best— unites the

dignity of Lady Mary with the distinctive fragrance

of La France. Surely more likely lines could hardly

be followed to give us more or improved La France

Roses, for yet we can make ample room for such.

Rosa.

TuE Nation.^l Rose SoriiiXY at Ulvcr.ston.

In A. H. K. B.'s books of pleasant essays, there is

one on the expression, " Under the circumstances," in

which he shows how it does service in a great many

inslanccs, and softens the fall when things do not

quite turn out according to anticipation. When the

National accepted the invitation of the North Lons-

dale Hose Society to hold their northern sliow for

this year at Ulverston, some wanted to know where

Ulverston was ; those who were officially connect d

with the society knew very well that it was the head-

quarters of one of the affiliated societies which hn
always shown signs of a vigorous existence, that it

bad a good working executive, and a very indefatig-

able secretary in Mr. J. Mackrath ; it was said, how-

ever, that as it involved a six hours' journey from

London, and that as the weather was very warm, and

the season verye.arly, southern exhiliitors would be out

of the ruuniug, and that altogether a very iuditlerent

show might be anticipated. Using the phrase "under

the cu'cuuistanccs,"' it may safely be said that these

gloomy anticipations were not realized, and that a

much better exhibition was held than might have

been expected. Opinions will always vary .as to the

comparative excellence or otherwise of exhibitions,

and so very opposite opinions have been expressed

with regard to this show by Rosarians. The judgment

of the general public does not count for much, but

it only shows how wide is the interest created by the

National Society, and how loyally its members strive

to support it, that so many exhibitors from the South

put in an appearance. It is true, that in the nursery-

men's classes we missed all the southern growers except

Messrs. Prior of Colchester. Messrs. Mount, Mattock,

and Burrell, the prand H.r.'s shown by the two firms

of C5ut at Colchester, and Paul of Cheshunt, were not

to be seen, nor did Messrs. Prior exhibit any H.P.'s
;

while the falling off of the amateur exhibitors of Teas,

was very remarkable. This is self-evident when we

find that the names of Orpen, Berners, P.nge Roberts,

Burnside, Foster-Melliar, and Hill-Gray, were not to

be found, yet notwithstanding this, there were,

according to Mr. Mawley, forty-two exhibits from

south of the Trent. On the other li.and, the midland

and northern exhibitors had a good time of it, and this

is as it should be, as it was for them that the Northern

show was established, and while no one grudge? the

winner of the Trophy the double-first that he has

taken this year, many would have been better pleased

if it had been taken by a midland or northern exhi-

bitor. To those who came from a distance the

weather was also very trying : one exhibitor who

brought up his Roses from the South, told us he had

never experienced such a night since 1872, and that

the railway vans were like ovens ; another told us

leading position when it is more widely distributed.

Messrs. Dickson also obtained the Gold Medal for

the best seedling or sport, Muriel Grahame, which

has already been noticed in the report for the metro-

politan show. It is a fine Tea, a spoit from either

Catherine Mermet or The Bride, and distinct in

colour ; they had also in their stand of new Roses a

bloom of Alice Lindsell, which seems to be a pro-

mising flower. It is a beautiful cerise-pink, in the

style of Francois Michelon, and we .shall probably

hear more of it another time. Mamau Cochet was

again to the front, and obtained a Medal for the beat

Tea in the nurseryman's class, and was won by Messrs.

Merryweather. Beside the box of Jlrs. W. J. Grant,

there was a superb box of Caroline Testout, from

Messrs. CroU of Dundee, and another of Mrs. John

Laing, from Mr. Geo. Mount of Canterbury. The

other med.als for the best Rose were awarded to

Messrs. Mack, for a bright bloom of Victor Hugo ; and

in the amateurs' class to Rev. J. H. Pembertou, for

a fine bloom of Catherine Mermet ; and Mr. .1. T.

Mardcn, for a good Her Majesty.

It was hardly to be expected that garden Roses

could be bhown iu such good form as they were by

Mr. Maohin. Of course, single Roses were all over,

l.mt his stand, consisting mainly of Tea.s, Noisettes,

and Polyantha effectively arranged, attracted much

attention. A good deal of interest centred in the

competition for special prizes, the Veitch Memorial

Medal aud £.5 having been awarded to a southern

grower—Mr. II. P. Landon, of Brentwood. The

prizes offered by Mr. Victor Cavendish, President of

the local society, consisting of three pieces of plate,

were awarded to Mr. Whitton of Bed.ale, Mr. E. B.

Lindsell of Hitchin, and Rev. J. H. Pemberton of

Havering. Thus again do the southerners come in,

although Mr. Whitton, a northerner, took the 1st prize.

It is to be noticed, as has been done before, that

there is a great scarcity of northern amateurs ; it has

been sometimes thought, aud truly so, that the

exhibitions encourage growers to come forward, but

it has bad comparatively little success in the north.

Twice the society has been to Darlington, and

fewer exhibitors come from that neighbourhood

than formerly ; once it has been to Edinburgh, and

we doubt if exhibiting has been much improved in

and about the Scottish capital. It is possible that

Ulverston may be an exception, but there is an

evident feeling amongst trade growers that the South

is more fivourable to them. Messrs. Harkness &
Sons have opened Iheir establishmeut at Hitchin,

Mr. Burrell has come down from Darlington to

Cambridge, and Messrs. Dickson & Sons have gone

to Ledbury. On the whole, then, the exhibition

at Ulverston, thongli not comparable with that of

Derby last year, or the most of our northern ex-

hibitions, was better both in numbers and quality

than could have been expected. There were no

sensational blooms, nor anything that will much linger

in the rosaiian's memory. The .arrangements, as

might have been expected, were admu-ably carried

out, and reflected gre.at credit on the committee

aud their excellent Secretary, Mr. Mackrath.

Fl<:. i'. OOOSKIIEKIIV LAMXKY BKAUTV.

A cross between a, Railw.ay ; ami b. Yellow C'liainpagnu.

that all the Ijlooms that he had .staged iu his boxes

were useless when he got to Ulverston, and that he

had to rely entirely upon " spares "
; one exhibitor who

showed Teas very well, exhibited from a piece where

the Roses had been planted iu a low-lying position,

where the earlier blooms had been cut off by the May

frosts, and the Roses that he showed were from the

shoots which had been produced after this misfortune

(if misfortune it can be called), which turned out so

favourably for him. As might have been expected,

Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons came out very strong,

especially in the matter of new PL0ses,in which indeed

they were the only exhibitors ;
Mrs. W. J. Grant

has never been shown so well as in the box

which obtained for them the first prize for the

best light Rose, twelve blooms. There is little

doubt that this very distinct Rose will occupy a

A NEW GOOSEBERRY.
A FiiisT-cLAss Certificate was awarded by the

Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society

at the last meeting to a Gooseberry named Langley

Beauty, exhibited by Messrs. Jas. Veitch k Sons,

Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea. This seedling

variety was raised from a cross between Yellow

Champagne and Railway, and is another remarkable

instance in which the fruits produced by the seed-

ling exceeds in size those upon either of the parents.

To" illustrate this, a single fruit from each parent is

engraved upon fig. 27 above the representation

of the seedling. It was intended to combine the

larger berries of Railway with the upright habit of

growth and greater flavour possessed by the latter.

This has apparently been done ;
and, it may be added,

the fruits of the seedling, beside being of first-rate

flavour, are of a yellowish colour and han.lsome in

appearance.
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REMARKS ON THE FRUIT CROPS.
(Sec Tnhhs, pp. 124 to 131.)

Our annual synopsis of the numerous reports as to

the condition of the fruit crops was presented to our

readers in our last issue. The returns then published

embr:i,ce almost all of the counties in Great Britain

and Ireland, also the Channel Islands.

From the reports we have been favoured with, it

is obvious that but for the unusual drought, the

season's fruit crop would have been an ovei-flowing

one. Under all circumstances, it is satisfactory to

find that there are such average crops as were

returned in the summary of last week. The tabular

matter already published allows of little detail, and

doubtless extracts from fuller remarks upon the sub-

ject will be interesting to the greater number of the

readers of this journal. The matter that the courtesy

of our correspondents has placed in our hands, how-

ever, is so voluminous, that only a proportion of it

—

mostly typical cases, and containing useful and specific

data upon certain varieties—can be used.

0, SCOTLAND, N.

Morayshire.—The fruit crops in this district are

looking exceptionally well, and promise to be early.

Apples of nearly all sorts set well, excepting Lord

Suffield, and since the heavy rains of last moutb, they

are swelling away fast. Apricots (which were in full

flower by the end of February) and Plums set an

immense crop, and both have had to be severely

thinned. Peaches are also a good crop ; the foliage

is clean and healthy, and promises well for another

season. By the end of this week (second week in

July) we shall be able to gather Waterloo and Early

lieatrice from south wall. R. C. Wehiter, Gon'on-

Castle Gardens, Fve/iabcrs.

Nairnshire.—This season's fruit crop in Nairn-

shire, and, as far as I can learn, all over the North, is

the best that has been for a number of years. Apples

are an exceptionally heavy crop, aud they are sweUing

very well now, although rather stift' for some time.

Pears ou the whole are about an average crop, except

in the case of Jarguuelles, whicli are a much better

crop than any of the other varieties. Damsons and

Plums are very good. Green Gages are very heavy

at Kilravock ; the Victorias are, strange to hay, the

only failures. Cherries looked very well in the early

season, but did not turn out well in stoning, and aro

oidy now an average crop. Small fruits are very

fine. Strawberries being an enormous crop; Com-

petitor seems to do very well here, some of the fruits

being 4 oz. in weight. Gooseberries, Black Currants,

aud Raspberries are also far above the average crop.

Alexander Boss, KUmrurl; Castle.

Fruits are a fair average crop. Gooseberries

and Kaspberries above the average ; Gooseberries so

much so, both in quantity and weight, that the

branches are borne to the ground. Apples a good

crop, especially Bleuheims ; old stjudard trtes, which

halno crop for years, are loaded. Pears aro very

lightly cropped. Standard Victoria Plums loaded ;

those on walls very thin. Cherries thin
; dropped

when stoning. Jiimcs Malllnnd, Cenedor Castle, Nitirn.

1. SCOTLAND, E.

Aberdeenshire. — Fruit trees in general had a very

abundaut blossom. Apples set well, but during the

hot dry weather in Miiy, some of them got over-run

with fly and thrip, causing the fruit to drop off, so

there is not such an abundant crop as was promised

at one time. Pears did not blossom abundantly, but

et well : they are a thin crop. Plums are extra, and

have had all to be thinned. Small fruits are all a

large crop, except Strawberries. John Forrest, The

Gardens, lladdo House, Aberdeen.

B.vNEESHiRE.—Fruit in genenal is a fair crop.

Strawberries have been very deficient, and Pears are

thiu. Peaches in some situations are tliiu, but

very early. I had Alexander Peaches in the first

week of July on the open w.all. July 19 was the

earliest date I have hitherto picked from the .same

tree. .Suiall fruit, with the exception of Black Cur-

rants, aie very plentiful. J. Fraser Smith, Culleii

Gardens.

Berwickshire.—The fruit crops in Berwickshire

are on the whole exceedingly good this year. There
is without exception an abundant crop of all kinds of

fruit usually grown in this district. Perfect weather

condition*', prevailed down to the month of May, and
fruit-trees under cultivation set their fruit in great

abundance. We have had sufficient rain during the

past six weeks to keep crops in a healthy growing

condition, so that from a point of quantity, quality,

size, and finish, the fruit is everything that could be

desired. The fine dry autumn we had last year left

the Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Peach and Apricot

trees in a good fruitful condition, and the absence of

late spring frosts was all in favour of 1896 being a

fruitful year. In districts like this, where the soil

is of a light nature, lying on gravel, the want of

snow and rain during the winter and spring mouths
has been felt to some extent, and the lack of mois-

ture in the ground has caused the above-named trees

to drop their fruit in quantity, but still there is sutti-

cient left to form an abundant crop. Strawberries,

Kaspberries, and other small bush-fruits, are decidedly

above the average, and there is a good demand for

them in the different markets about, while prices

range very favourably to the grower. Garden and
field Potatos promise to be a very heavy crop. They
have a luxuriant appearance everywhere, and up to

date there is not the slightest trace of disease. Early

varieties are giving a return much above the average,

and the size and quality are excellent. John Mac-
ki'nnon, Ai/ton Castle, Aijton, N.tS., July 15.

Ou the whole our fruit crops are above the

average. There was a very full bloom and an absence

of frost, consequent!}' a thick set, but the dry weather

that succeeded prevented many from swelling. Tho
Plum crop wa.s exceptionally heavy. Of the newer
Plums, The Cza.' and Sultan we find most u.=eful.

Among Apples of less newer sorts, Bismarck, .Snud-

ringham. Lane's Piince Albert, Bramley's Seedling,

Baumann's Ked Reiuette, and Pott's Seedling, are

most useful and reliable. Our best Pears are Wil-

liams' Bon Chrdtien, Beurre d'Amanlis, Beurrc^ Super-

fiu, Louis Bonne'of Jersey, Marie Louise .and Doyenne
du Cornice. John Cairns, The Hirsel Gardens, Cold-

stream.

East Lothian.—I have never seen Plums finer nor

earlier, the first dish of Rivers' Early Prolific having

been gathered on 13lh July. A few Pe.iche.', were
ready on the same day; and the earlier Fie on the

18th. The la.st-named is the finest crop we have ever

had. Apples are clean, and if not large, will be well

coloured. R. P. Brotherston, Tijnin'jhame.

FiKE.SHiRF.—This is the second good fruit year in

succession, an unusual circumstance for Fifeshiie.

There are partial failures among certain varieties,

but they are due to the extra crop these varieties

bore last year, illustrating again the necessity of

thinning heavily-loaded trees. In the famous Pear

locality (Newburgh), some of the varieties, such as

ISourre' d'Amanlis, are very scarce. The appearance

of the fruit now indicates a dift'erence of at least two
weeks in the earliness of this senson compared with

last. W. Williamson, Tarvit.

Kincardineshire.—The fruit crop in this neigh-

bourhood is the best I have seen during the last ten

years. Wo had a fine spiiug, free from frosts, and
we have uot suff'ered very much from dry weather.

At present all trees are very clean and healthy.

W. Kiiiijht, FiMque.

Kinross-shire.—Although fruit blossom was very

abundant this year, owing to the cold aud rather wet
season last year, I think the trees had not strength

to set their fruit. Jno, Fortune, Blairadam Gardens.

Midlothian. — The weather since the end of

August last year has been decidedly favourable in

this district to the fruit crops. A dry and sunny

autumn ripened wood and flower-buds thoroughly,

and was followed by an extra dry mihl winter, .and a

spring free from severe frost. Fruit trees conse-

quently flowered well, aud set fruits in great abund-

ance. A rather dry period followed, which caused

the young fruit to suffer a good deal from drought

and insects ; but the rain came early in June, and
saved a good crop in most places. Some of the moat
regular-beai-ing Apples have failed, however, to a

great extent this year, including most of the Codlin

tribe ; while varieties that do uot always bear

regularly in succession, such as Blenheim Pippin,

Wellington, Alfriston, Beds Foundling, Tower of

Glamis, Emperor Alexander, are heavily laden. Of
the regular bearers, Ecklinville, Warner's King, Wor-
cester Pearmain, Prince Albert, and King of the

Pippins are among the best this season. Plums are

a very fine crop, Jefferson, Kirke's, Victoria, Pond's

Seedling, Early Transparent, Early Prolific, Czar,

Belgian Purple, Deuuiston's Superb, Cue's Golden
Drop, and many others, being heavily laden. C berries

are a good average, all the popular varieties bearing

well ; Early Rivers fully maintaining its high reputa-

tion as an early black variety. Peaches and Nec-

tarines on the open walls are an extra good crop ; and
so are Apricots, all the varieties, but especially the

earlier sorts, bearing full crops. Bush fruit is good
all round. Superlative Raspberry is a grand cropper,

and much the best red variety grown. Royal

Sovereign promise s to be a standard Strawberry liere,

where so few varieties do well on the light soil.

Malcolm. Dunn, The Gardens, Dalkeith.

Perthshire.—The season has been favourable

throughout, aud the crop of all kinds of fruit in this

neighbourhood, generally, are above the average.

Field cultivation of the Strawberry is largely prac-

tised here. The crop is heavy, but the prces aie far

from remunerative. Everything is about a fortnight

earlier than usual. We commenced to gather

Alexandra Peaches from the open vail on the 9th of

July. A. McKinnon, Sronr Palace.

Strawberries sufi'ered from the drought very

much ; caterpillars on Apple-trees are also very bad,

liut Gooseberry bushes were quite free. Pear trees

were very full of bloom, but in many cases few fruits

set. Apples are large, early varieties have the heaviest

crops. ITm. Wright, Taymouth Castle Gardens.

6. SCOTLAND, W.

Aruyixshiuk.—The outdoor fruit crops are pro-

mising. Bush and wall trees are clean and healthy.

Apples in general are carrying heavy crops of clean

fruit; but Pears are much thiuner than last year.

Some varieties of Plums are scarce, but Victori.as are

good. Strawberries have been very abuudant, and
came in early. Morello Cherries are very plentiful.

D. S. Mclrille, Poltalloch, Lochgilphead.

Dumbartonshire. — Apples never showed more
blossom than this spring, but, unfortunately, a cold

north-west wind destroyed the fruits from the side

of the trees most exposed to it. Raspberries are

excellent, and ten days earlier than usual. Straw-

berries are also e.xcellent, particularly John Ruskiu,

which I was gathering on June 10. Red Currants

are very plentiful. D. Stewart, Knociderry Cast/e

Garden^-!.

Dumfriesshire.— All fruit most abundaut and
fine, except Apples and Pears, which are never very

plentiful or fine in this climate, especially in this

low-lying garden of cold soil. D. Thomson, Drumlanrig.

Stirlingshire.—The Apple-trees in this district

are bearing an extra fine crop of fruit, aud making
vigorous healthy growth. Pear aud Plum-trees were
in blossom this year earlier—ten days earlier than

usual. The spring frosts, early in April, destroyed

many of the blossoms of Pears and Plums, and there

is a very spare crop. A. Crosbic, Buchanan Gardens.

Strawberries have been a large crop generally,

but several varieties which promised well at one time

ai'e to be discarded. Aberdeen Favourite and Rivers'

Eliza were worthless, while President and Moft'at's

Duke of ]"]dinburgh are first-rate. John Ruskiu was
ripe Juno 7. M. Temple, Carron, N.B.

WioToNsiiiKE.—The season, so far, has been very

favour.able to the fruit crops. The recent heavy rains

have cleansed the foliage of the later fruits from insect

l)ests, which threatened earlier in the season to do
much damage. Apples, Pears, and Plums, are bearing
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good crops, and judging from appearances at this

date, they should finish off fine fruits. Strawberries

were abundant ; bush fruits, with the exception of

Gooseberries, very good. Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, and Figs are good crops, and earlier than

usual. James Day, Galloway House, Wiylonshirc.

2. ENGLAND, N.E.

Durham.—During the thirty years that I have

had charge of these large gardens, I have never

known the fruit crops so fine throughout—Apples,

Apricots, Gooseberries, an enormous crop ; Straw-

berries also very abundant, measured one fruit,

6j inches round—so you will see they are also very

fine. The season, though rather dry, has just suited

this district. J. Nolle, Woodhurn, Darliiujlon.

NoRTHDMBERLAND.—Several varieties of Apples in

the garden are a full crop ; large trees in orchards are

very light. Pears are an irregular crop. Plums on

walls .are fine, especially Victoria and Jefferson.

Apricots and Peaches carry full crops. Of Cherries,

the Morello has cast much of its fruit about the

district. Small fruits are heavy crops, and of fine

quality. The weather was too dry for Strawberries,

yet there were some fine crops in this district ; Royal

Sovereign promises to do well. Ucoiye Harris, Castle

Gardens, Alnwick.

The fruit crops in this district present, on the

whole, a promising appearance. Apples are a heavy

crop on such varieties as Niton House, Domino, Hunt-

house, Fullwood, Stirling Castle, Beauty of Moray,

Lane's P. Albert, Prince of Wales, and Warner's King.

Pears are good. Durondeau, Clapp's Favourite, and

Hacon's Incomparable are always excellent here.

Strawberries will be a short crop on some soils. In such

phenomenally fine spring weather as we experienced,

a heavy crop was expected, but April, May, and June,

being so dry, Strawberry growers had much ground

for anxiety ; however, from Alnwick and district as

much as 7 tons per day have been sent to market.

The quality was, as a rule, good, and prices high.

Black and Red Currants are excellent. Raspbeny
Superlative is again giving us au abundant crop. It

is, without doubt, the best grown for either dessert

or preserving. Dai id hujlis, Howiek Hall, Lcsbury,

Ji.S.O.

Yorkshire.—Apples and Pears did not set well

owing to drought. Plums are an exceptionally heavy

crop, especially Victorias, Green Gages, Mitchelsou's,

and Damsons. Apricots also set well, and had to be

severely thinned. All bush-fruits have carried heavy

crops, but Black Currants suffered from an attack of fly

at the beginning of June, which reduced^the berries.

/. Jiidddl, Castle Howard.

The excessive drought in the spring and
summer injured the .Strawberry crops where good
deep cultivation with abundance of water during the

flowering period has not been given, the crop was very

quickly over ; the varieties that have done best are

Keen's Seedling, President, Sir J. Paxton. Cherries

abundant and excellent, varieties Black Circassian,

Black Eagle, Royal Duke, May Duke, Early Bigarreau,

Bigarreau Napoleon, and Elton. Trees that were
planted many years ago against a west wall not giving

satisfaction as trained trees, have been allowed to

grow as they like, giving good result : they are

covered with large nets to keep off birds, and the

men can take steps or ladder and gather without
trouble— this is the way to grow Cherries, and the

pleasure of seeing them hang in their beautiful

clusters. Three good varieties are Black Circassian,

Roy.al Duke, and Bigarreau Napoleon. B. Wmlth,
BirdsaU, Yorks.

The fruit crops in this neighbourhood, taken
as a whole, are slightly under average. Apples
showed an enormous amount of bloora, but set very
irregularly. Pears trees bloomed but sparingly, with
but few exceptions, which is not to be wondered at

when we consider the two heavy crops in succession

in 1894 and 1895. Apricots'set .a/^heavy crop. Plums
bloomed well, but failed^to set, excepting Victoria,

the trees of which aie heavily laden. " This is a bad
Plum district.'' SmallJ fruits [plentiful, but rather

small on account of the continual drought, with the

exception of Black Currants, which are very thin.

Jolui Easter, Nostcll Priory Gardens, Wakefield.

— Early in the season fruits of all kinds showed a

most wonderful promise, but the long drought caused

a good deal to drop through the stoning period. Still,

all round, we are much above the average, except

Pears, which are small and scarce, especially the

better kinds. Apples, where grown on the bush
system, viz.. Paradise stock, are very good and clean.

Frederick Knellcr, Stiullcy Royal Gardens, Ripon.

.Strawberries, heavy crop, chiefly V. H. du
Thury and President, which do well on our strong

clay land ; Royal Sovereign promises to be the best

early we have as yet tried, although this year Auguste
Nicaise ran it very close fnr earliness. Gooseberries

and red Currants are especially fine and clean ; but the

Raspberries are beginning to suffer from drought,

although they have been good the firet two or three

gatherings. Apple trees suffered much damage from
caterpillars, as well as some Oak trees and a Horn-,

beam hedge, which were completely riddled. Thos
Bonsall, Ebnet Hall, Lei ds.

This is what might be termed a good general

fruit season. Many kinds of Apples on bush and
stand.ai-d are a heavy crop, while not one is a total

failure. The same, too, may be said of Pears ; bushes
which have not borne fruit for the last five years .are

carrying heavy crops. Many varieties of Plums,
especially Victorias, are heavily cropped ; but many
of the trees are badly infested with .aphis. Apricots

are a good crop ; so also .arc Cherries, both sweet and
MorelloB. Bush fruits of all kinds are plentiful and
good for this district. Strawberries have been
abundant and very fine—better than for the past five

years. J. Hughes, Wenlworth Woodhouse Gardens.

The fruit crop here, taken as a whole, is the

best I have had during my service, which will

soon reach twenty-six years. The fruits are very free

from both cracking and black-fungus, which in wet
seasons we suffer much from, especially Pears and
Apples, to some extent, but not so bad .-vs Pears.

Red-spider, aphis, and caterpillar, have given much
trouble, the former especially, but by frequent wash-
ings with garden-engine and cold water the pest has
been kept fairly well down. The season in this dis-

trict is quite a fortnight earlier than usual. Waterloo
Peach ripe on open wall July 6. Wm. C'hitck, Brodx-

worlli Hall Gardens. Doneastcr.

• Fruit-trees of all kinds never looked more
promising than they did in the early part of the
season, and the weather hiis been all we could desire,

except the short supply of rain, which amounts only

to 8'-44 inches for six months ending June 30, which
is below the average since 1887, when it was
6"96 inches. Apples are dropping off, and all trees

carrying fruit show signs of distress in places where
artificial watering is out of the question, and fruit

will be small unless rain comes soon ; insects have

been plentiful, and caused much labour in hand-
picking, spraying, &c. About seven miles distant, in

the neighbourhood of Beverley, the Codlin-moth is

very troublesome this season. John Allsnji, T/ie

Gardens, Dalton Hall, near Hall.

3. ENGLAND, E.

Cambridgeshire.—The fruit crop in this district is

good on the whole. Lane's Prince Albert Apples being

very good, also Cox's Or.ange Pippin, Duchess of

Oldenberg, Frogmore Prohfic, the Ecklinville Seedling

being light. Caterpillars were very .abundant ; I find

hellebore-powder clear them off successfully. W. C.

Smythc, Upwell House Gardens.

Essex.—Apples, notwithstanding the drought, are

a heavy crop ; the trees are clean and healthy. Pears

promise well ; and Plums, but for the blight, would
have been of very good (piality. All small fruits are

suffering from drought. The Cherries are clean and

good. Morello Cherries a very heavy crop, but for

want of water the fruit is small. Jas. Dour/las, Great

Gcaries, Hford.

Tlie Apple crop, on the whole, is a good one
;

the Keswick Codlin is a veiy plentiful crop, and

other sorts are very good. Of Pears, Williams' Bon

Chretien is a very heavy crop. The small fruit are

breaking down with the weight of the crop. E.[Hill,

Belmont Castle Gardens.

We had very good prospects of having good
fruit crop during the flowering period, but owiag^ to

the dry north-east winds and frost that prevailed at

the time, the crops were oonsider.ably injiiied, more
particularly Apples, Pears, and Plums on the

standards. Strawberries soon over, through the dry-

ness of the se.ason. Rainfall only 28 for JIay.

Jainss Vert, Audlcy End Gardens.

Norfolk.—The very dry weather of May saved

the fruit crops from three very sharp frosts, which

occurred in the last week in May, when the trees

were in bloom. After passing through a complete

plague of iusect pests in the e.arly part of the season,

it is quite surprising how well the trees look,

after the nice rains of the 15 and lUth inst. The
trees are now looking well. Plums and .\pples are a

heavy crop. I am glad to say the dry weather has

thinned some of those that were the most heavily

ladened. Trees have stood the drought well. Wm.
Allan, Qnnton Park.

Suffolk.—The Apple crop in this district is au

average one, but the fruit will be poor in iiuality.

Trees have been much blighted and infested with fly.

Pears are healthy and clean, and .above the average.

Apricots are a heavy crop—Large Early, Shipley,

Roman, and Kaisha, being particularly good. Of

Plums, trained trees carry the best crops, but
st<andards are not so good, though, on tho whole, the

crop is au average one. Straw benies on heavy soils

are plentiful and good, but on light soils the crop

suffered much from the long drought. Cherries, both

dessert kinds and Morellos are thin. All small fruits

are above the average, .and the quality good. //. Fisher,

Flixton Hall Gardens, Bunrjay.

In this district, in the spring, there was a

gi-eat wealth of bloom on fruit trees generally, but the

crops of Apples and Pears are very light. Plums and
Cherries are more plentiful. Fruit trees h.ave suffered

much this season from the long-continued prevalence

of easterly winds, and latterly for want of rain, also

from attacks of insect pests. These unfavourable

conditions have checked the growth of the trees in

spite of light crops, or, in many cases, where there is

no crop at all. Although bush fruits are put down as

au average crop, the fruit is small in size, owing to

the great heat and drought, which has also ended
Strawberry picking earlier than usual. John Waliis,

Orwell Park, Ipsu-ich.

{To be contiiuted.

Foreign Correspondence.

NOTES ON AGAVES.
Although Agaves are grown extensively in the

Riviera gardens, one rarely finds a good representative

collection, and it may safely be stated that there are

only two or three in the whole Riviera. The cause

may be attributed in some cases to the plants (at and

after their flowering period) not producing offsets, in

which case the species is lost, unless obtained from

seed, which is a long and tedious process. The
chief cause arises from the lack of proprietors taking

suriicient interest in the less showy species, those

only which produce the greatest effect being utilised.

Again, it must be taken into consideration that,

owing to the gigantic dimensions which the large

growing species attain, space is insufficient in the

majority of gardens to accommodate a large collection.

Respecting their nomenclature, it is very difficult to

determine the species by descriptions given in different

works, which are in most cases taken from plants

cultivated under glass, and which are very different

in character from the same species grown uuder

uatural conditions.

Amongst the variegated varieties I have seen as

many as four distinctly marked offsets from the same

plant, which m,ay account for the numerous varieties

to be found in cultivation.

The point of the flower-stem of the -Agave when in
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a state of rapid vegetation has a tendency (contrary

to most plants) of tuminj; in an opposite direction

to the Kuu. I have recently proved by micro-

Bcopical observations, that the cause for so doing is

tlie heat of the siin's rays, which causes a greater

development of the cellular tisane, and thereby

produces a slight contraction on the shady side.

Viviparousness (production of bulbils instead of

flowers) of Agaves is not only conBned to A. vivipara

(syn. A. contula), but occurs often amongst other

species. A. Ixtlii usually produces hundreds of

bulbils, aud I had occasion last year to note a very

curious freak in the case of A. polyacantha. The

plant in question produced several small bulbils at

ihe summit of the flower-spike, and at the base in

the centre of the rosette of leaves five more were

produced, which continued growing quite six months

after the plant had flowered.

Manuring of succulent plants (which has already

been discussed in these columns) is beoeficial, and I

have observed that in the case of Agaves it produces

a greater development of the whole plant, and I have

every reason also to state that it prolongs their lives

for at loast a year or two, for when allowed to sufier

from drought they have a tendency to flower sooner,

as is the case with most plants.

As a barrier-plant, which has already been noted

by M. N.audin, there is only one point to add—that

they should be planted in a double row, so that in

the event of a plant flowering (which would leave a

gap), the plant in the second row would keep the

hedge intact.

The economic value of the Agive has been alwayj

neglected, but I am perfectly convinced that a large

industry might be established in the Riviera for the

production of filjre : and farmers who grow per-

fumery plants (many of which scarcely pay the

labour) might find a greater remuneration in the

culture of these plants. Their resistance of slight

frost, and occasional snow (which are sometimes expe-

lienced here) has been already thoroughly tested,

the great drawback being ths lack of machinery for

the manufacture of the fibre, and it would be well

if tlje French Groverument turned their attention to

this fact. Riviera.

ODONTOGLOSSUM GALEOTTIA-
NUM AND MILTONIA SPECIES.

The illustrations (figs. 28, 29) represent a nice

specimen of Odontoglossum Galeottianum, and an
unnamed species of Miltonia, growing in the gardens

at Brookhurst, Alderley Kdge, Cheshire. The first-

named is, ,18 is well-known to lovers of Orchids, a

Mexican species, allied to the better-known 0. nebu-

losum, although in its manner of growth aud form of

pseudo-bulb it resembles 0. Ccrvantesii, and it is stili

comparatively rare in gardens. The flowers are, as

will be observed in the figure, produced on short

racemes, white, with the exception of the petals,

which are barred with brown at the base, and the lip,

which has a few yellow-coloured streaks at the base.

A coloured plate of this special is given in the Orchid

Album, ix., 423.

METHODS OF PROPAGATION.
(Continue/l from p. 07, July 2-5.)

BUDDIKO.—Next in importance to grafting stands

budding in the routine of nursery work, aud it is so

si iiple that all gardener:*, many amateurs, and I may
a ly all rosariana., know how to do it skilfully. It difl'e s

from grafting chiefly in one important particular, that

in the gjaftiug process, the piece of inserted wood (the

soiou) is really a part of the tree to ba propagated,

cai-iying two, three, or even more buds; whereas in

the buJJiug process, the single bud only is taken,

attached to a,very small portion of the bark, with no

wood. This bud, with its shield, as it is appropriately

called, i.s inserted under the bark of the stock, not on
it, so that the c imbium of both arj in close contact,

snl bcome in the growth-process truly united.

The great secret of success in this operation is light-

ness of touch and quickness of manipulation, thus

avoiding any bruising of the bark of either stock or

bud, aud also the drying of the sap in either.

It is not surprising, therefore, that many
ladies are very successful buddera of Roses,

their needle-work, and perhaps piano-playing being

just the gymnastics to train the fingers, and

I should not be greatly surprised that some

adept type-writer, wishing for a short holiday in the

open air, might venture to answer an advertisement

for a skilful budder in some Rose nursery, to be a

great success, and eventually to marry the young

proprietor. y<jild ! another opening for women !

1 have " in my mind's eye," two ladies par-

ticularly, whose husbands are successful It )se-

growers, who do all the budding required, and have

but break through anywhere, leave rough pieces of

Briar littering the fields to hang up in the fleeces of

poor sheep, and so cause a great amount of irritation

if not trouble, and work for " the Bench." Such men
should not be encouraged, though they, more often

than not, get the best Briars. From October to

Christmas is the best time to plant them, but the

roots should be chopped oCF almost close in to the

stem, aa more often than not the so-called roots are

nothing but clubby pieces of under-ground stems,

with, at most, two or three fibres on them ; whereas,

if the Briar be chopped close, fresh rootlets are

encouraged to form, which is more conducive to

success as regards the Briar, but also, later on, for

lifting, when a proper head is formed.

This, then, is the preliminary for standard Roses, but

do not plant mmy tall stems, unless one or two of

Fig. 2S.—odontoglossum galeottianu.m.

Grown by Gustav Klciujuug, at Brajkhurs"-, Alderley Edge, CbesUiro.

their reward in seeing their husbands' names at the

top of the local prize-list, while they appropriate to

themselves the chief honours in the class for basket,

vase, or bouquet of Roses at the leading exhibitions

of the "queen of flowers."

The universal stock is the wild Briar Rose, of

which there are many varieties, the kmd to be pre-

ferred being that which is almost thornless, clean-

growing, about three years old, and well-ripened, but

not too rough.

In almost every country town, at any rate in the

south, there are skilled collectors of Briars, who.

having permission from landowners, make a respect-

able living in the winter by hunting up copses, hedge-

rows, and woods for Briars, which they sell to local

nurserymen, or consign to London and other firms.

Unfortunately, there are men who take " French

leave,'' and not on'y trespass, but are not above

snaring a hare, or knocking down a pheasant should

one be handy ; while such have no regard for hedge',

extra height, on which to work such kinds as Turner's

grand multiflora Rose—Crimson Rambler, and the Im-

proved Japanese Briars lately introduced to the trade

by Paul and Waterer. These will make handsome

pendulous trees for the middle or back of the rosary.

For general purposes, anything from 2^ to 3 feet is tall

enough, and the best results are obtained from 1^ to

2 feet Briars. Do not plant deep ; 9 inches in light soils,

and even ti inches in clays and heavy loams being quite

deep enough; tread firmly, and let the hoe be worked

among them freely in dry weather to keep the cracks

filled, and to expose the soil to the air ; afterwards,

with an occasional " tread-up," they will take care of

themselves, and in the spring will break freely. Dis-

bud, only allowing three laterals (at the most) to

grow at the top of the Briar. Should the weather be

warm and growing, some of the most forward Briars

will be ready to receive a bud by the end of June,

the general practice being to insert at that time all

the buds of the new Roses of the year one can com-
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pass. Alas, how few of these come to stay ! But it

is as well to give all a feir trial on every kind fif stock.

Perchance we may entertain an angel unawares. The
Briai' in use should not be soft or sappy ; on the

other hand the bark should lift freely from the wood.

If you are budding from a new Hose, it will most

probably be a pot-plant; therefore, take it bodily to

your bed of stocks and begin. With your flat-

handled budding-knife (.Saynor's No. 204) begin in

the angle formed by the shoot and the stock, and

make a clean straight cut through the bark parallel

with the sides of the shoot, and long enough to enable

you to insert your bud easily ; but do not make any

cross cut. Then raise the bark tenderly on each

side of the cut, and take your bud, being cautious that

you do not drag out the heart of the bud when re-

moving the wood from the shield, as the piece of bark

fine flowers for exhibition are sought, eventually only

the lower bud should be left, and when the Briar is

headed back 1 inch above this, let the cut portion be

smeared over with gi'afting wax or cobbler's wax

made more fluid by the addition of turps. The

laterals that remain on the stock, when ripe, should

be taken off to make Briar cutting?, this, in my expe-

rience, being the best form of dwarf stock in use,

even the much-vaunted seedling Briar, which more

often than not is too thiu for any but skilled work-

men to bud, while its tendency is to produce many

suckers, as the adventitious growths from the crown

are called. Beside.s thi?. we have the Italian or

Manetti stock which I caanot recommend, La Grif-

feraie, and the Napoleou stock—more properly Kosa

laxa. The first soon makes a strong dwarf b\ish, and

so is very acceptable to nurserymenwho wish to produce

Fjli. 29.— .MILTONI.V SPEc'IKS.

Grown by Gustav Kleinjiing, at Brookhui*st, Alderley Edge, Cheshire. (See p. 158.)

carrying the bud is called. Now insert the bud under
the bark of the Briar, pushing the base home as far as

you cau to the bottom of your cut ; close the bark
evenly, and then bind with budding-cotton, so as to

exclude the air, and the operation is complete.

When the leaf-stalk of the bud comes away freely

between finger and thumb, you may shorten back
your laterals ; but do not do this unless you want the
buds to start, for best results appear when the

inserted bud remains dormant throughout the

winter. Should, however, the season be a growing
one, and the Briar vigorous, a respectable head may
be formed even the first summer—but patience is

preferable. In a month's time, the cotton must be
loosened, and if the bud has pushed and lengthened,

put on a top-stick made of a split Briar or other stick

thinned at the bottom, and secured tightly to the
Briar. To this tie the growing bud with soft raffia,

lest a sudden wind blow it out. It is not advisable

to put in more than two buds on each stock, and if

something showy and saleable in as short a time as

possible ; but these plants, under the best and most

careful treatment, get feeble, and, on the other band,

throws up such a number of suckers that they at last

kills the bud. Even should these be taken off as

they .appear, such a practice must in time weaken the

stock and the Rose, eventually even killing it. In a

word, the Manetti is not the stock for the amateur

who wishes for success. The Grifferaie—properly,

"multiflora de la Grifferaie"— is an exceedingly

vigorous stock, often making shoots from the root

6 feet long, and is used for budding on the most

vigorous Tea Roses such as Madame Berard, Tea

hybrids as Cheshunt Hybrid, and some of the more
rampant Noisettes, as Gloire de Dijon, Cloth of Gold,

and Reve d'Or. It is not so apt to " 6p.awn up " as the

Italian stock, and when it does, its large, deep green,

glossy leaves are at once discerned by the least prac-

tised eye. Although it encourages strong growth,

it does not induce a free-flowering habit.

The last-named stock, the Napoleon, is admirable

for Tea Roses, ciusing the bud inserted in it to

develop into a shapely pyramidal plant, very short-

jointed and floriferous, some of the weaker Teas

thriving better on it than even on the Briar, from seed

or cutting. It is not yet common in our nurseries,

but on the continent, among Rose growers, it is a great

favourite. The process of budding for all these

stocks is the same as for the Briar, V>ut in the best

nurseries the stocks are " opened out," as it is called,

viz., a portion of the soil in which they are planted is

taken out around them to the depth of about 6 inches,

and the bud inserted below the ground level, waiting

till the buds are started and have grown a foot or so,

and then returning the soil. This protects the bud,

prevents its blowing out, while in many cases it

encourages the Rose to root into the soil, .and so

become eventually even independent of the stock.

All the above-named stocks are easily raised front

cuttings, made of the young matured wood, avoid-

ing such that is pithy, and bedded out in rows

from 6 to S inches apart in late autumn or early

winter. Thus treated they will root, and be generally

ready to take a bud in the following July, or to lift and

pot for grafting in January to March. Experience.

EARLY AND LATE VARIETIES
OF CHERRIES.

It is rarely that a bad year as regards Cherries

occurs at Syon, although the soil of the garden might

not be supposed a very suitable one for the Cherry
;

and at the time I am writing—the middle of the

month of July, the trees, unless frequently afforded

water, would suffer greatly, especially those which

are he,avily cropped. Cherries seem to suffer worse

than other stone fruit in a droughty summer like the

present, the trees rooting near to the surface. It is

not good practice to crop the border close up to the

(.'herry-trees as is often done, the roots being then

compelled to go into what is perhaps a poorer

soil, with the result that gumming and canker are

set up, and the trees are soon spoilt. It is surprising

how well a Cherry-tree will fruit if the roots can run

beneath a hard path, doubtless obtaining moisture in

such places. In a hard soil the roots become very

fibrous and have many ramifications, and although

they are near the surface, they do not become uuduly

dry. From trees in a poor, light, sandy soil the

fruits are not so fine as those from a retentive, rich

soil, and black-fly gives more trouble. Moreover, iu

light land a Cherry-tree is not long-lived if it be not

well nourished ; still, with proper attention to the

needs of the tree, regular crops are obtained which

ripen much earlier than is the case in retentive land.

This season at Syon was the earliest of which we
have a record, ripe fruits being gathered early in

the month of June. The variety Early Rivers was^

the first to ripen. It is a very fine dessert fruit,

black, handsome, and of fine quality ; it is a seed-

ling 'from the Early Purple Gem. The tree thrives

exceedingly, never fails to fruit in quantity ; but its

season is short, and the stone, being small, there is

more flesh than with varieties of the same size. The

tree is not vigorous at Syon.

I recently saw some very fine fruits of the variety

on a bush growing in an unheated house. Another

variety not so'well known as it deserves is Bigarreau

de Schreken, a large, black, shining fruit of the

highest quality, the tree an excellent one for planting

on a south or;west wall, and coming in, as it does,

just after the EarlyjRivers (this year it was ripe at the

same time), and being a dessert variety, it is a very

welcome addition to eai-ly Cherries. I first saw this

Bigarreau in the gardens of Gunnersbury House,

Acton, Mr. Hudson having a very fine tree, which, for

pot-culture, never fails to bear fine fruits. It is

one of the best varieties, making good growth, and

prolific. Another excellent Cherry is Black Tar-

tarian, a large, fine Cherry, forcing well, but not

always thriving in cold soils. With us it never

fails to bear fruit ; the trees are m)dsnte growers.

The fruit is of first quality, and it is in season in

the third week in July, rather later when planted on

an east wall, but its chief value is its earliness. As
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late fruiters, there are Wender's Early Black, a fine

wall Cherry, coming into use after those named,

but coming in with Knight's Early Black, and Black

Tai'tariau, I merely notice its good qualities in this

garden. Among later black varieties there are many
very fine fruits ; indeed, with Cherries, both early and
late, there is no lack of variety. The old Black Heart,

a variety much grown on standards for market, brings

•much fine fruit when afforded a pUce on a wall.

BUck Eagle is a great cropper, but is not valuable on
light laud, as it is wanting in size. Both of the above

are in season early in July. Bigarreau de Hadelfingen

is a very fine black Cherry, which is in season at the

eud of that month, a heavy cropper, with fruits of

the finest flavour, and of especially good quality

when grown on a west wall.

One of the best late varieties here is St. Mar-
garet, or Tradescant's Heart, a favourite late July
•fruit, which keeps well into the following month. I do
not recommend the variety for cultivation as a

pyramid or bush in light soil, but as a wall Cherry, as

-there it can be readily protected ; and my experience

with bush or pyramid trees is, that they require

good 6oil and proper cultural attention to get fine

fruits, and plenty of them ; and unless protection can

be afforded them, the birds devour the fruits whole-

.sale, and large pyramids and bushes are didicult to

•protect from them.

In light red and yellow-fruited varieties there is a

wide selection, including some of the finest grown.
Frogmore Bigarreau is a large pale yellow fruit,

marbled with red, and it is one of the richest-

davoured, and the tree good in any form. It is not
the earliest Bigarreau, B. Jaboulay being earlier.

This last is a grand variety for a tree against a wall.

Empress Eugenie, an early variety, is one of the best

of the Duke family, noted for size and good flavour.

The fruit is of the May Duke type, and the tree

IS a fine wall Cherry. The Cherry most favoured
among the lighter-coloured is Governor Wood, a large

pale red fruit, and the tree a grand cropper ; indeed,

I have never known it to fail here, and on a west wall

'it is in season in the middle of June. The variety may
be termed one of the best, though it failed with me
on a wet clayey soil in a garden in the West of

England, and I make a note of this failure to

prevent disappointment. It is worth the trouble
of making a special border for it by draining,

and abiding lighter soils, as well as mortar-rubble
and charred earth. Those who admire large fruits

would do well to grow Bigarreau Monstreuse de Mezel,
whoae fruit resembles that of Napoleon in colour,

but it is a much finer fruit, with a very rich flavour.

This i.s a Cherry which Mr. Rivers of Sawbridgeworth
grows well in his cool Cherry-houses, and it is a
fine variety for walls, and is in season in the middle
of July. In my opinion it is one of the best of the
type at Syou. although not bearing so freely as
Napoleon. This last is prolific and good as a tree in

any form
; its season is the early part of August.

Emperor Francis is a fine fruit, late, and well worthy
of a space on a wall ; it i.s less known than many
others. Hoyal Duke is excellent on a wall or in a
cool house, succeeding May Duke, and also coming of
good size and flavour on a cool wall Late Duke is

one of the best kte August varieties, large in fruit,

and ot a bright red in colour, in flavour some-
what acid, but this is a grateful quality to
many palates. It is of much value for its lateness.

The Windsor Cherry is very late : we have it in a
small state, but though the fruit is large, it is less

productive than the others I have named. It was
introduced from America, Much depends in Chemes
•on soil and drainage as regards quality and keeping

;

and where Cherries can be grown in a cool-house
they well repay the expense, and the season during
which Cherries can then be obtained renders the fruit

very valuable fir the dessert. G. Wi/lhes.

Trees and Shrubs.

BETOLA MAXIMOWICZIANA.
In Professor Sargent's Forest Flora of Japan —a

singularly interesting and valuable record of his

travels in Japan a few years ago, and which has

added immensely to our knowledge of the arboreal

vegetation of that country—he states that this Birch

is certainly one of the handsomest trees in Japan,

and that its introduction to cultivation w,as alone worth

the journey. He first saw it in Yezo, a "shapely

tree, 80 to 90 feet high, with a trunk 2 to 3 feet in

diameter, and covered with a pale orange-coloured

bark." Several young trees, from 5 to 7 feet high,

are now growing in the collection of Birches at Kew.

Their h»alth and vigour were not affected in the

slightest degree by the trying Februai"y of 1895, ao

that there is every promise of their development into

handsome trees, and that they will form a striking

addition to English gardens. Professor Sargent re-

marks that the leaves are the most distinct feature

of the tree, and the other day I measured leaves on

one of the young trees at Kew which were 7 inches

long, and over 5 inches wide—surely remarkable

dimensions far the leaf of a Birch. They are cordate,

of thin texture, and dark green in colour. '• As they

flutter on their long, slender stalks, they offer a

spectacle which can be cjmpared with that which is

afforded by our silver-leaved Linden waving its

branches before some Hemlock-covered hill of the

southern Alleghany Mountains." {Forest Flora of

Japan, p. 62.) W. J. B.

A Cricket Match was played by Messrs.

Low & Co.'s club, of Clapton, against Messrs. B. S.

Williams k Son's club, of Upper Holloway, on Bank
Holiilay, at Clapton, which resulted in the Holloway
team winning.

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By C. Herrin, Gardener, Dropmorc, MaidenkeatJ.

WINTER LETTUCES.— It is of importance that a
sowing of various Lettuces be made early in the
present mouth for spring and early summer use,

making one sowing forthwith, and another in about
ten days later. A few days lost at this season may
mean failure if the autumn should be wet and cool

;

it is best, therefore, not to err in being late, but to
make an early sowing, followed by another, from one
of which a stock of plants may be obtained that will

survive the winter. My experience teaches that no
variety is better for this purpose than the black-

seeded brown or Bath Cos ; and for a white Cos, if

required. Hick's Hardy White. I rely upon these

to the exclusion of Cabbage varieties, but if a Cabbage
variety be grown, the hardiest is Hammersmith
Hardy Green. The seeds should be sown in shallow
drills drawn about 9 inches apart on a piece of land
in an open situation, the greater number of the plants

to be transplanted when suBiciently large to a south
or other sheltered border. Early or quick-hearting

varieties may still be sown for autumn use ; and the
small-headed Golden Queen Cabbage Lettuce is a

good one for the purpose.

COLEWORTS.—Plants raised from the earliest

sowing will be large enough for planting, and a piece

of land in good heart should be planted with them.
Any piece of ground that is in fair condition will grow
useful heads of these small Cabbages. In planting,

draw shallow drills 15 inches apart, and set out the
plants at 12 inches apart.

CHOU DE BURGHLEY being a much-prized, deli-

cately-flavourfed Cabbage, any plants which may still

remain in the seed or nursery beds should be set out
if space can be found for them. They are excellent

for spring consumption. Land which has been cleared

of a Potato crop will suit them without further pre-

paration beyond a levelling of the surface, and drawing
drills before planting, so as to facilitate tho watering
of the plants now, and the earthing-up at a later date.

This variety should be afforded more space than
Coleworts, but those planted at this date will do well

if put at 18 inches apart each way.

GLOBE ARTICHOKES.—The formation of flower-

heads having ceased for this year, the stems which
have borne them should be removed by cutting them
off close to the ground, together with some of the old

leaves, the soil stirrel, and, faiUng heavy rains, one
or two copious waterings should be afforded, aud
liquid-manure also if it can be obtained in sufficient

quantity. The object shouhl be to encourage new
growth, which, later in the season, when they are

sufficiently rooted, may be taken off for filling up
vacancies in the older beds, or forming new beds. A
few may also be potted and stood in a shady place, to

be eventually removed to a cold frame.

TURNIPS.—We have had sjme showers of rain,

and adrantage has been taken of the softened state of

the land to sow another good breadth with Turnip

seed, and with further showers, the plants for this

sowing will doubtless overtake in growth those from
earlier sowings. Tnese last have suffered much from
the Turnip-flea, and frequent dusting with soot and
wood-ashes has been necessary. Seeds of the yellow-

fleshed Turnip, All the Year Rouud.^hould again be
sown, together with Red Globe and Snowball, which
are three trusty autumn varieties. The advanta^ges

of borders sheltered from the sun for growing Turnips.

Spinach, &c., have been very apparent this season, and
these kinds of vegetables are now in excellent order.

CORN SALAD OR LAMB'S LETTUCE, where
appreciated as saladiug, should now be sown in

moderate quantity on a warm and somewhat dry
border to stand through the winter, and aff'ord a

supply of leaves in the spring. Sow the seeds thinly

in drills 8 iuches apart, and thiu to 6 inches in the

rows as soon as the seedlings are large enough to be
handled easily.

VARIOUS.—With favourable weather take advan-

tage to push on with the planting-out of late Broc-

colis. Savoys, Kales, &c. Celeriac, if plinted on
fairly rich land, and afforded proper attention in the

matter of watering and applying liquid-manure, will

yet have time to make useful roots for winter consump-
tion. Make another sowing of Endive, and thin-out

and transplant as far as m ly be necessary those which
are fit ; also sow a good breadth of Cabbage, and
include in this sowing some of the red varieties.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. MoI^tvrk, Gardener, IVoodiide, Darlington.

GREENHOUSE RHODODENDRONS having com-
pleted their growth will be benetite 1 if turned out-of-

doors for the next two months. Place them in an
open position, but one that is shaded from bright

sunshine. They require .abundance of water at the

roots, and it should be rain-water, if possible.

KALOSANTHES.—This is a showy old green-

house plant, and of most use wheu grown in small

pots. The plant is best cultivated when propagated
annually. 'VV'hen the plants have finished flowering,

prepare 3-inch pots filled with a light sandy compost,
and insert five cuttings in each of them. Place them
on a shelf near the glass, and give shade until they are

rooted, which will take about four weeks. When well

rooted shift them into 5 or 6-inch pots, and nice plants

may be had in bloom during May and June. The
present is a suitable time to propagate the plant. If

large plants are wanted, they must be grown on from
year to year, cutting the shoots which have bloomed
hard back soon after flowering. Keep them rather

dry until they break, and afterwards shake the plants

from their pots, and repot into others of same size;

after this, be careful in watering until fresh roots have
been made. Give all the light possible, and plenty o£

ventilation.

ERICAS in small pots may be put into open pits,

where they should be plunged to the rim of the pots

in sifted coal ashes ; this will keep the fine roots of

these plants in a healthy condition. No plants suffer

more if their pots are exposed to hot sun than do
Ericas. It is not desirable or beneficial to pot Ericas

oftener than once in two or three years ; and in the
case of large specimens, they do not need to be
.shifted oftener than once in four years ; but if a

plant becomes unhealthy through any reason, it will

require immediate attention, a remark that is equally
applicable to all hard-wooded plants. The best time
to repot Ericas is immediately they pass out of flower.

The utmost pains should be taken to have all mate-
rials thoroughly clean ; to use peat of a hard, gritty

nature, adding to it one-third part of sharp silver-

smd, and potting very firmly. Examine the roots

thoroughly, remove all dead or decaying ones, but if

they are fresh and healthy, disturb them as little as

possible. When potted, apply water sparingly for

some time until roots have pushed into tho new soil.

Ericas should at all times bo supplied with rain-water,

pond or river water, or that which has been exposed
to the air for some days.

BOUGAINVILLEAS, whether in full flower or only
showing flower, ought no»v to be removed to a cool

airy structure, where the atmosphere is dry. Healthy
plauts may be greatly assisted by regular waterings
with weak liquid natural manure, or a good fertiliser.
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DIPLADENIAS.—If these have been trained upon

strings on the roof, as previously recommended, the

latest of them should now be so advanced in growth

that they may be removed to balloons and tliey will

gradually assume a natural appearance. Much care is

necessary in removing them fromlheroof to the balloon

trellises ; and it is better that two persons should do

the work. No plants repsy careful cultivation better

th»n do Dipladenias. It is sometimes considered

difficult to grow and flower them well, but if the

wants of the plants are studied, they may be grown
with success. Give the specimens a position near

the glass in a temperature of 7;i° to 80 , until the

flowers are fully developed, then the plants may be

removed to an intermediate house where a tempera-

ture of 60° is kept. Plants that have almost finished

flowering should be gradually allowed to go to rest by
withholding water from the roots by slow degrees.

The propagation of Dipladenias may be effected now
by taking cuttings from partially-matured shoots.

Grow them on for three months, then ripen them off.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, Garikncr, Highckre Castle, Newbury.

PEACHES.—Afiord late crops of Peaches in cool

houses abundant supplies of water to the roots, more
especially needful this season, it having been so

unsually hot and dry. Attend to the thinning and
regulating of the growths, bearing in mind that in

the case of late fruiting Peach-trees the shoots should

be less near to each other, and that all possible sun-

light should be available for ripening and solidifying

the buds and wood. Gross growing shoots shoxild be

removed or stopped, as they will be unlikely to ripen

satisfactorily. Look over daily any crops which are

ripening, and remove those fruits which will part

readily from the foot-stalk. If these be laid on
wadding in a cool fruit room they will keep for some
ilays in good condition. If plenty of air be admitted

day and night it will greatly improve the quality of

the fruit, but if birds find their way through the

open ventilators, it will be necessary to h.ang a light

net—such as is used for protecting Strawberry beds

—over the openings until the fruits arc gathered.

Less water is needed at this stage, though the roots

must not sutler from lack of moisture in the soil.

If sufficient water is allorded and mulchings given,

whilst the fruits are swelling, there is usually suffi-

cient moisture left in the soil to last over the ripen-

ing period- See that trees which ^vere forced early

are not neglected in the matter of water, and regular

syringings or washings with the garden-engine are

necessary, so that the foliage be kept clean and
healthy as long as possible. Even should the leaves

be commencing to fall off, as they are likely to do
from trees started in December, the border should

be kept moist. Should there be any red-spider about
the trees, let them be syringed with a good insec-

ticide ur a weak solution of soft toap. If the trees

are growing weakly, the present time is a good one
to remove the surface-soil carefully from above the
roots, and apply a liberal top-dressing of fresh turfy

loam to which a little crushed bone aud one-twentieth

part of wood-ashes has been added. Any that are

growing too vigorously and fruiting shyly should be
lifted, and the roots relaid in fresh soil, watering
well in either case as soon as the operation is

completed.

LATE VINES.—Continue to afford an .ample supply
of water at the roots till the Grapes are well advanced
in colour, for most late Grapes require a long season

to thoroughly finish ; and their flavour and keeping
qualities depend very much on the kind of treatment
afforded during the period of ripening, as much as

does also their colouring. If the atmosphere be
close, they will not be likely to colour well, and they
will be deficient in the firm flesh and sugary matter
so essential to long keeping. Maintain, therefore, a
free circulation of air constantly, afford artificial heat
whenever the weather i-i dull and damp, .and so

prevent any damp stagnant atmosphere. Look over
the vines fr qnentlv, and remove all superfluous
lateral growths, and see that no insects are allowed
to gain a footing.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. WaiTE, Orchid Grower, EurforJ, Dorkini;.

DENDROBIUMS.—Many of the deciduous species

are about to complete their growth, which is shown
by the terminal leaf at the extreojity of the bulb be-

coming developed, and the quantity of water applied

to 1 he roots should be gradually diminished ; but the
hints mu=.t not be allowed to become tco dry, or

they will receive a check which would cause them to

finish up prematurely, and soon afterwards to start

into growth. Where numbers of these plants are

grown, it is advisable to frequently select those that

are made up and place them altogether on a side of

the house where more light and air can be ad-

mitted, and there is less moisture. At this period

the earlier-made roots are not only lengthening them-

selves, but they are sending out a quantity of lateral

rootlets, which should be encouraged as much as

possible. As stated above, water must be afforded

with discretion while these young roots are in pro-

gress, and when they have a firm hold of the compost

or the sides of the pot or basket, thejplants may be

removed to a cooler and drier atmosphere. They
are perfectly safe if put into a vinery from which the

Gr,ipe5 have just been gathered, or an ordinary

greenhouse, taking care to select positions free from

draught, and where they will pass from moderate

shade to clear sunshine. In such houses the plants

quickly become hardened, the leaves soon turn yellow,

but although unsightly, these should not on any

account be cut otf, but left until they fall. Careful

judgment should be exercised in watering the plants

when at rest, aud especially when they (ire fully ex-

posed to clear sunshine, .t-s oftentimes the sphagnum
on the surface of the compost appears to be quite

crisp and dry, while underneath it is not so. Where
several plants of .any one species or hybrid are cul-

tivated, it seldom happens that all of them are ready

for removal at the same time, and it is necessary to

maintain a hot, moist atmosphere for those that are

growing, and to gradually expose them to more sun-

light in the morning by pulling up tlic blinds before

the usual time each afternoon. This gradual m.atura-

tiou will make it more safe to expose the plants to

full sunshine later on. The majority of the long

pseudo-bulb section, .as D. fimbriatum, D. Dalhou-

sieanum, D. dinanthum, D. moschatum, D. clavatum,

D. calceolus, I). Paxtouii, D. bioculare, &c., are still

growing freely, and will require every encouragement
until growth is complete, when they too may with

adv.antage be placed in a somewhat cooler tempera-

ture. Some of the evergreen section, »s D. deu-

siflorum, D. thyrsiflorum. D. suavissimuui, 1).

chrysotoxum, H. Farmeri, D. Schrodeiri, D. Griffith-

ianum. II. Guibertianum, aud D. sulcatum will have
finished their growth ; but as these species continue

to make roots for a considerable time after the

growths are made, do not subject them to a lower

temperature for the present ; but to prevent, if pos-

sible, any secondary growths starting, the plants

may be placed in a light position in the Cattleya or

intermediate-house, affording suflScient water to m.ain-

tain root-activity. Pl.ants in small pots of Dendro-
bium Phalxnopsis that are thoroughly well rooted

are now making strong vigorous growth, and requiring

almost unlimited supplies of water at the root, with

abundance of f.tmospheric moisture at closing time,

and as much sun-heat as it is possible to aflbrd.

D. superbum (macrophyllum), and its varieties

Huttoni and Burkei, D. primulinum, D. anosmum,
D. Parishii, D. Treacherianum, D. sanguineum, D.
lituiflorum, D. cretaceiim, D. crepidatum, D. crys-

tallinuni, D. Boxalli, kc, should at this time be in a

hot stove like temperature, and have liberal treatment.

D. infundibulum .and D.Jamesianumdo not require so

much heat or sunshine as the evergreen or deciduous
species, but they delight in copious waterings at the

root now that growth is fairly started. The Odonto-
glossiim-h<juse will suit both until the beginning of

winter.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Bj Hedlev Warren, Gar.lencr, Aston CliiUoii, Tring.

PROPAGATING.—If the preparations advised in a

foruier Calendar have been made, the propagation of

summer bedding-plants in.ay now be commenced.
Cuttings of Pelargoniums may be taken as soon as

they are ready, beginning with the tri-coloured varie-

ties. Insert these in sandy soil in pots or boxes, and
place them in an open, fully-exposed position. Only
as much water should be afforded at the first as will

prevent the cuttings from flagging unduly, otherwise

the formation of roots will be delayed. Ivy-leaved

varieties may be given the protection of a cold frame,

but plenty of air and full exposure to the suu must
be afforded. They will require rather more water

than the zonal varieties. Alternantheras, Coleus,

Iresines. Heliotropes, Ageratums, Fuchsias, Tropaeo-

lums. Verbenas, &c. , should be put into a sandy soil,

and surfaced with clean, sharp sand. Dibble them in

about 2 inches apart, aud place them in gentle heat,

if a little bottom-heat can be given root-fonnatioii

will be hastened. Towards the end of the present

month, cuttings of Antirrhinums, Pentstemoiis, Mar-
guerites, &c., may be taken, and inserted in boxes

placed in cold frames, or in a prepared bed of soil in

a cold frame ; this may be about 3 inches in depth,

and rest on a hard coal-ash bottom. Surface the bed
with sand, and insert the cuttings about 2 inches

apart each way. When rooted, abundauco of air

should be given, and the plants remain undisturbed

until they are transplanted or potted-up in the spring.

In the case of Gazanias, 5-inch pots are more suitable.

Use a compost of loam, leaf-mould, and sand, in

about equal parts, and make it moderately firm in the

pots, and rover with a layer of sand. Insert the

cuttings prepared in the ordinary way, thoroughly

water them in, and place in a cold frame. Keep the

atmosphere close for a few days, and sprinkle ovei--

head once or twice daily, and shade from bright sun-

shine.

SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.—Wallflowei:s, Paiisics.

Arabis, Alyssum, and others required for spring-

bedding should be pricked off into beds or borders

already prepared. Sowings of seeds of hardy annuals,

such as Nemophila insignis, Saponaria calabrica, Vir-

ginian stocks, Silene pendula, &c., may now be made
on a somewhat sheltered but unshaded border.

GENERAL WORK.—The recent rains have greatly

improved the general appearance of lawns und

pleasure-grounds, and mowing has again to bu

followed up. Where sufficient rain has fallen all

gravel paths .and drives should be well rolled. If

weeds are making their appearance on the carriage-

drives dress them with an approved weed-killer, or

use the hoe—the former is preferable where it is safe

to use it. Beds and borders should be frequently

stirred, and all weeds removed. Climbers on walls,

verandahs, pillars, arches, &.C., will require to be kept

tied in.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bi/ G. WooDOATE, Gardener, BolUston Hall, Burtoriroiv-Tietit.

BLACKBERRIES.—Varieties of tall-growing habit

shouhl h.ave the young growths which have been

retained for fruiucg next season tied loosely to their

supports, and all other gro"'ths cut away. Old

canes that are carrying heavy crops should be given

copious applications of m.anure-water now that the

fruit is swelling. The dwarf varieties, like Wilson

Junior, do not usually require much support if they

are grown in beds, but where plauted in rows against

iron hurdles, the young canes must be secured to the

supports to save them from injury when the fruit is

being gathered. The same attention in regard to re-

moving surplus suckers and aflording liquid-ra.anure

will be needed for these as for the taller varieties.

RASPBERRIES.—All the old canes from varieties

which have finished fruiting should be removed, ,ind

in their place secure suSicient of the stoutest of the

young canes to fruit next season. Bemove all nifer-

fluous growths from the stools, and all suckers and

weeds which may have appeared in the alleys. A
portion of the dry, strawy part of the mulching may
now be lightly raked ofi", which will give the planta-

tion a tidier appearance.

STRAWBERRIES. —The present is a good time for

the formation of new beds, and if the ground has been

well trenched, and a good dressing of rich niauure

worked into it, as previously advised, it should be

in good condition for planting. Before doing this,

however, have the surface well worked, thoroughly

breaking up the lumps, aud leveUing it. Then mark

out the rows, dividing them into beds 'or not, as is

most convenient. Select a sufficient number of

each variety it is intended to plant, choosing those

which are the best furnished with roots. Plant them

with a trowel in preference to a dibber, aud work

the fine soil well round the roots, keeping the crowns

just above the surface. Each plant should afterwards

be thoroughly watered. If the soil is of a light

nature, the surface should be evenly trodden over

after planting, if it be in a moderately dry state. If

the weather prove warm and dry the bed should be

examined daily, watering those plants which are dry.

To grow Strawberries well, the plants should be

2 feet apart, excepting a few we.ak growing kinds, such

as Loxford Hall teedling, which may be planted at

15 inches apart. For the first season, if the rows are

2 feet apart, the plants in the rows may be put 1 foot

apart, but every alternate plant in the rows must be

removed after the first season's fruiting. By planting

thus, thickly, a good crop may be taken the first

year.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUE&HAV, Aug. 11

Royal Horticultural Society's Com-
mittees ; Weston - super - Mare
Horticultural Show. Clay Cross,

Malvern (West) Horticultural

Show.

(Horticultural Shows at Cardiff

WEDNESDAT, Kvo. \i\ (two days), Bishop's Stortford,

[ Salisbury, and Sevenoalis.

i

Horticultural Shows at Farring-
don, Leighton Buzzard, Maiden-
head, Rothesay, and Taunton.

j Horticultural Shows at Broughton
FRIDAY, Aug. 14^ Ferry, AlderleyEdge,andWilms-

j low (two days).

(•Horticultural Shows at Dumfries
SATURDAY, Aug. 15^ and Bingley ; Geneva Exhibition,

(. temporary Show (ten days),

SALE.
iTRTTijv »„^,.,.. Ti t Imported and Established Orchids,FRIDA-i

,
AcGusr 14

] ^1. ^,^^1^^^^ ^ jiorris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN'-

SUING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OP FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK —62'7°.

The Chester

^ow and
the R.H.S.

OxE groat and long-standing

grievance in the minds of some
gardeners is that the Eoyal Hor-

ticultural Society is too exclusively a metro-
politan society. To some extent this is true,

and to some extent it is inevitable. Neverthe-
less, it must not be forgotten that the Society
has often made great efforts to get into touch
•with the provincial Societies, and, indeed, it has
done more for the provinces than the provinces

have done for it. Where was their sympathy
and support dui-ing all the dismal period

at South Kensington ? Where was the aid when
the desperate efforts to right the old society were
made, when a new home had to be found a few
years ago, and a new, and, as it has turned out,

a successful policy was inaugurated 'r On the

other hand, ^'ery many of our readers must
retain lively recollections of the strenuous
efforts which were made by the Society

to hold provincial shows. Horticulturallj',

those gatherings were all most successful,

but the ))rovincial support which should have
made them financially profitable was wanting,
and excellent as they were, they had to be
abandoned. Now, a new departure has been
made, a new attempt to interest the provincial
horticulturists in the work of the Society
has been inanguiated. At York, lately, an
influential deputation was present from the
parent Societj' ; and, as we are writing,

a similar committee is doing good work in

the quaint and venerable City of Chester.
The Society's representatives have been in both
cases well and hospitably received, and we can
but trust that the results will be satisfactorv.

The Conference held at Chester, of which -we

give a report in another column, bears welcome
evidence that a flower show is not the be-all and
end-all of horticulture, though we have little

sympathy with the accessories which oui' friends
at Chester have deemed it ])roper to tack on to

their show. Flower shows are excellent things
in their way, and the provinces, speaking
generally, can organise as good exhibitions
—in some particulars, better—than can the
Metropohs. Shows requii'e to be supplemented
by other means, such as conferences, lectiu-es,

and reports, by means of which the knowledge
of things horticultural may be diffused. At .such

gathei'ings as that at Chester, the Society gets to

know •n-hat are the special requirements of the
provincial societies, and the latter in their turn
are encouraged to seek guidance and infor-

mation from the large stores at the command of
the parent Society.

The Conferences at Chiswick and elsewhere,

—now unhappily, and let us hope temporarily,

abandoned—were the means ofbringing together

a mass of information of the most useful

character. They showed better than any other

means that has been adopted what is the actual

state of those branches of the art and of the

science to which they referred ; they showed
where our deficiencies lay, and indicated the

paths of progress for the future. The records of

these several Conferences in the Journal of the

Society confer great honour on it, and our

provincial friends cannot do better than study
them, and turn them to advantage.

Among its other duties, the deputation visited

the show, and, quite independently of the awards
of the judges, picked out for special honour
group,? or plants which they thought worthy
of such a compliment. This reminds us
to ask what has become of the Lindley
Medal ? It was established in honour of the

greatest oflioial the society ever had, and the

man, of aU others, who most powerfully pro-

moted scientific horticulture. The medal has
been awarded to a very few cultivators ; among
them, to the late Thomas Baixes and to Mr.
Anderson, but that was a long time ago ; and for

years past no such award has been made. Can
it be that there has been, in all these years, no
cultivator worthy of such distinction r We do
not believe it, and we think the visit of the
members of the Council of the Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society to some provincial show might
appropriately be signalized by the conferring of
this honour on some deserving recipient. It is

too late this year ; but we throw out the sug-
gestion as worthy of consideration on another
occasion.

Another matter deserves consideration, and
that is the necessity for bringing the resources
of Chiswick more prominently before the pro-
vincial societies. Chiswick, with its experi-
mental grounds, and its records of numberless
trials, could and should furnish to the provincial

societies abundance of information as to the
best kinds of fruits, vegetables, &c., to be
grown in jiarticular districts, and for special pur-
poses ; and it might act as a distriljuting centre
for new and approved varieties, without inter-

fering with the larger operations of the trade.

The Society might, for instance, offer speci-

mens of some specially good variety, tested

in its i'garden, as a prize to be competed
for at some provincial show. It could and
should also render important help in all ques-
tions of nomenclature. But it would require a
long article to point out the various ways in

which thelloyal Horticultural Society, and Chis-
wick in particular, could be made to subserve the
interests of horticulture in the provinces. Let
us hope that the visit of the Council to the
provincial shows will result in the closer union
of the metropolitan and provincial societies for

the purpose of the advancement of horticulture,

and to the benefit of all sections of horticul-

turists.

Orchid-house at Oak Alyn. Wrexham.—
—The illustration found on the opposite page is one
of many wUich have appeared in these pages illustra-

tive of diverse satisfactory arrangements of plants.

Much of a gardener's efforts in the disposition of his

plants in glasshouses, is necessarily directed to-

wards hiding, to soaie extent, the artificial character

of their surroimdiugs, and the more he succeeds iu

effecting this the more generally pleasing is the effect.

Here we have a heavy plant-stage, whose end is

masked by a group of miscellaneous subjects—Ferns

Dracxnas, Codiaeums, tiny Palms, and other plants

those at the sides being added probably by the pho-

tographer, so as to connect the main group with

the plants on tbe side stages. The stages seem
very well filled, and the central one being of

considerable width, is very properly stepped,

thus enabling air and light to reach the plants which
stand iu the inner rows. Everything about the plants

betokens the vigour and floriferousaess which result

from intelligent cultivation. We are indebted to the

kindness of E. Stanley, Esq., Oak Alyn, Wrexham,
for ttie photograph from which our view was taken.

Royal Horticultural Society.—A meeting

of the Fruit and Vegetable Committee was held at

Chiswick on July 31. Present, [P. Crowley, Esq.,

Chairman ; the Rev. W. Wilks, Secretary, and
Messrs. Wythes, J. Wright, Willaro, Bates,

Fyfe, Cheal, Barron, Glen, Sage, and A. Dean.
Some of the earliest of the large number of Potatos

on trial were first seen. These ran rather small

owing to the drought, but it was noticed that one

variety showed much disease of the skin. A few were

selected for cooking, and of these Famous (Ross), a

nice white flattish kidney was the only one granted an

Award of Merit. The now well-known White Beauty

of Hebron was found iu excellent condition cooked, but

it has previously been certificated. Wythee' seedling,

also cooked, was fair, but hardly ripe enough. It

will be tried later with the late varieties. A con-

siderable number of Dwarf Frencli Beans were then

examined, and of these, several that seemed to be

good croppers were also cooked. The best flavoured

was Benary's Swabiau Forcing, which was very good,

but the pods were a little hard. It was resolved

that this variety be tested next spring iu a house-

trial of forcing Dwarf French Beans, .\mougst others

cooked (but the dry weather had adversely affected

the texture of the pods, all being boiled whole) were

White Waxgate, Gloire de Lyon and Dwarf Flageolet

Wax, all from Erfurt, and Syou Prolific sent by Mr.

Wythe.s. a greatly improved .Mohawk. The very ex

tensive trial of Tomatos in pots under glass was next

seen. There were of these about one hundred varie-

ties aU capitally grown, the chief characteristic of

which seems to be their likeness to each other

with few exceptions. T.isted for flavour, Golden

Nugget was undoubtedly the bjst. Of more market-

able varieties the few selected for awards of merit

were Young's Ellipse, ^field's Seedling, both of the

Perfection type, but dwarf, short jointed, and very

free croppers : aud Chiswick Dessert, red in colour

and of nice flavour, aud very free fruitiug. This is dis-

similar to Sutton's Red Dessert, also seen in capital

form. A large collection was also examined growing

on a south border outdoors, but no award was made.

The committee advised that as no useful purpose

co\ild at present be served by continuing these

annual Tomato trials, the new varieties being almost en-

tirely reproductions of older ones, and that a few years

be allowed to elapse ere another be uudertaken. Ex-

ception, however, mn.y be made in favour of anything

that may seem specially novel if ordered by the com-

mittee at the Drill Hall. It is not improbable, that

in relation to the Potato, tests applied to culture and

general treatment as well as of production, may next

year be adopted in prefereace to the present trial of

old and new varieties, as really no marked improve-

ment iu the Potato .seems to be presented. There is

yet a large trial of Beets to be seen as well as of late

Potatos.

The next Fruit and Floral Meeting of the

Rojal Horticultural Society will be held on Tuesday

August 11 in the Drill Hall, James Street, West-

minster, 1 to 5 P.M. At 3 o'clock a Lecture on

"Fern Generation, Normal aud Abnormal," will be

given by Mr. C. T. Dbdery, F.L.S.

A Viola Trial at Chiswick.—It may be

interesting to the members of the Viola Society,

which holds a Conference to-day in the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park, to learii that the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society are contemplating

having a trial of them at Chiswick next year. Th e

Council were invited to undertake this duriug last

winter, but the change of superinteudeuce then
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taking place rendered the adjournment of the trial

necessary. The long border on the North side of

the hedge of cordon Pears has been selected for the

purpose, and a better position could not well be

found. It ia, we learn, proposed to invite from

growers six plants each, of not more than twenty

varieties from any one grower. The chief desire is

to secure those varieties that are specially suitable for

massing or giving good bedding effects. It is hoped
when the invitation is issued that it will be largely

responded to, and in good time, to enable the plants

to be got out not later than October. All who have

had experience of Violas in the South know how

ducible to one, and progressive changes in the inorganic

world, in the successive foi-mations of animals and
plants from the most remote times, are the result of

modification and variation. Continuity on the one
hand, variation and adaptation on the other, go far to

explain the phenomena of Nature.

Oregon Apple Canker.—We have received

from Mr. Hedrr K, of the Oregon State Experiment
Station, pieces of Apple branches, about an inch in

thickness, the back of which i.s attacked by some
fungoid disease, which it Is desired to determine.

The information sent is to the effect that " about the

that there is no evidence of its being any form of the
disease which is known here as " canker," and which is

associated with Nectria ditissima. Nor would it ap-

pear to be Dothiorella pyrenophora, in which the peri-

thecia form erumpent clusters, since all the perithecia

are solitary in themselves, butgregaiious. It is essential

to have the fungus in its mature condition, when
the perithecia are fully formed, and the sporules are

developed. It is not stated whether the perithecia

are exposed when the sloughing takes place, or

whether they fall away with the fragments of the

cuticle. This peculiar form of disease, in so far as

we can judge from immature specimens, has not been

Fig. 30.

—

orchld-house in the gardens of e. st.x.nlev, esq., oak alyx, wrexham. (see p. 162.)

much more satisfactory are] established fautumn
plants over those planted out in the spring, where
drought prevails, and water cannot be liberally

furnished.

Sir William Grove.—The death of this

eminent man of science is announced. Sir William
was a lawyer and a judge, but it is not on this

account that his name will be handed down to pos-
terity, so much as for the fruitful principle he enun-
ciated some fifteen years before the Darwinian theory
of evolution was promulgated. So long ago as 1S42
Mr. Grove, as he was then, showed that heat, light,

electricity and magnetism were all mutually con-
vertible — a given amount of heat will develop a
definitely proportionate degree of electrical force, and
so on, thus all the manifestations of force are re-

beginning of our wet season (September or October)

there appear on the trunk.-* or branches of our Apple
trees small reddish sunken spot-ii. During the winter

months these spots enlarge, attaining oftentimes a

much greater size than those in the specimens sent

(2 to 3 inches long). About the middle of June the

small perithecia begin to appear. At the beginning

of the next rainy season the bark sloughs off, leaving

a rough, unsightly wound." The specimens sent

belong to the June period, when the cuticle is elevated

by the innate perithecia. mostly fissured at the apex

.

In external appearance these resemble a Macrophonia
or Sphseropsis, but the walls of the perithecia are

clearly immature. At this stage there is an abund-
ance of delicate threads, but no evidence of fructifica-

tion, so that it is quite impossible to determine the

genus to which the parasite belongs. Suffice it to say.

recognised in this country, but its Ufe history should

be traced further on, and especially the fructification

determined. M. C. C.

Dutch Horticultural and Botanical
Society : Floral Committee.—On the occasion

of the meeting on June 13, 1896, the committee

awarded First-class Certificates to Mr. C. G. van Tuber-

gen, Jun., of Haarlem, for Iris parvar (paradoxax

variegata), Calochortus venustus sanguineus ; to Mr.

Jac. Smits, of Naardeu, for Tea Rosa Madame Emilie

Charrin, R. T. Mrs.W. .1. Grant, R.T. Kaiserin Augusta

Victoria, R. polyantha Thalia (White Rambler), E.

damascena Duke of York. Certificates of Merit to

Mr. C. G. van Tubergen, Jun., of Haarlem, for Gla-

diolus crispiflorus Herb. var. major Hort. Tub,,

Lilium pardalinum Kell. var. minor. Meeting of
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July 11, 189-'. First-class Certificates to Messrs.

E. H. Krelage & Sod, of Haarlem, for Calochortus

Plummerae, C. venustus concolor, C. Weedii, Heme-
rocallis aurantiaca major ; to Mr. C. Vrij Az., of Nieu-

wenhoom, for Cratffigus oxacantha fol. argenteo mar-

ginatis ; to Messrs. Jac. Jurrissen & Sod, of NaardeD,|for

Quercus rubra Albert!, Rosa polyaDtha Turner's Crim-

son Rambler; to Mr. Jac. Smits, of Naarden, for Rosa

polyautha Turner's Crimson Rambler, R. iudica fragrans

Madame Cochet, R. Thea bybrida Madame Joseph

Combet ; to Mr. P. A. van der Bom, of Oudenbosch,

for Platanus occidentalis Suttnerii. Certificates of

Merit to Mr. Egb. Kloosterhuis, of Veendham, for

Cytisus schipkaensis ; to Messrs. E. H. Krelage &
Son, of Haarlem, for Gloxinera Brilliant ; to Messrs.

Jac. Jurrissen & Son, of Naarden. for Rhus Cotinus

purpureus ; to Messrs. Gratama Bros., of Hoogeveen,

for Rosa Thea Madame Jules Siegfried ; to Mr. Jac.

Smits, of Naarden, for Rosa indica fragrans Princess

Alice de Monaco, R. Thea hybrida Madame Caroline

Testout, R. hybrida bifera -Marchioness of London-
derry ; to Mr. P. A. van der Bom, of Oudenbosch, for

Ulmus glabra lutescens. A Botanical Certificate to

Mr. J. H. Schober, of Putten, for Cymbidium tigri-

num. Votes of Thanks to Messrs. D. J. Tas & Son,

of Aalsmeer, for Begonia ScharfBana hybr. Jhr. W.
de Beaufort ; to Mr. \V. van Veen, of Leyden, for

Centaurea moschata suaveolens. The General Secretary,

H. C. ZWART.

Botanical Magazine."—The August part

contains figures of the following plants :

—

Sanseviera Roxiuryhiana, Schultes, t. 7487. — A
Burmese species with narrow-pointed, green leaves,

transversely barred with white, and with long ter-

minal, erect panicles of greenish-yellow flowers.

Cijrtanthus HiMoni, of Baker, t. 7-183, is a species

with recurved strap-shaped leaves produced with the

flowers. The latter are borne at the tip of the scape

in close fascicles, each flower is about 1 J inch long,

funuel-shaped, curved with a reddish-yellow tube, and
short oblong-acute spreading lobes. Native of Cape
Colony.

Sarcochilus Halnanensis, of Sir Joseph Hooker,

t. 74S9. It is a trailing species with linear-oblong

leaves, and flattened racemes bearing elongated

flowers about 1^ inch long, with very narrow curved,

yellow, perianth segments, and a minute lip with a

short conical spur.

Adonis amurcnsis, of Regal and Radde, t. 7400,

very similar to A. voraalis in habit. The apparent

leaves are really, according to Frauchet, abortive

axes bearing two or three leaves, of which the petioles

resemble the divisions of a single petiole, and were
mist.aken for them. " The so-called leaf is therefore

a branch inserted in the axis [axil] of a leafless or

almost leafless sheath." It would be very desirable

to Witch the germination and development of this

species.

Sulanum ccrnuum, of Vellozo, t. 7491. A remark-

able South Braziliau species with cblong-acuminate

leaves, the petioles being like the stems, deosely

covered with coarse brown hairs ; flowers white,

in pendulous clusters.

" The Pansy."—Mr. Alexander Lister, of

Rothesay, has recently published a useful little treatise

ou the cultivation of this popular flower. He begins with

the propagation of the plant by seed and by cuttings,

and having raised his plants by one or other method,
he proceeds to tell the reader how to grow them and
how to show them. The advice given i-", as might
have been expected from so excellent a practitioner,

thoroughly trustworthy, and conveyed in simple lan-

guage without unnecessary verbiage. To the extent

that exhibitions encourage good cultivation they do
good, but when they foster one particular form, and
that an unnatural one, to the exclusion of other.^, they
do harm. Who that knows the natural configuration

of a Viola and wh.at its significance is, could tolerate

(except as a curiosity) a Pansy with a perfectly circular

outline? However, that is a matter of taste. All that
we plead is that so far as possible all tastes should be
catered for, and that if a certain standard of proper-
ties be insisted on, it should be a rational one, not

an arbitrary one. Mr. Lister adds to his remarks on
Pansies similar observations on the culture of Asters,

Carnations, Dahlias, and other flowers, as well as on
the treatment of Beetroot, Celery, Leeks, Parsnips,

and Parsley. All this is done in 1 09 small-sized pages,

so that not many words are wasted.

Export of Potatos from St. Heliers,
Season 1896.—The appended table gives the quan-

tity exported in packages and in bulk, the average

weekly price per ton at the St. Helier's States' weigh-

bridges, and a comparative statement for the last

fourteen years, including the year 1896 :—

H
o
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["(east, the/ are so to those who have to read many
'Ooks and much writing about Roses ; but here is a

ure source, full of the most tielightful aud the most

,ppo8ite thoughts relating to the Rose, and to the

verage reader the majority uf them will be new.

The book is quaint in appearance, but paper and

print are excellent. Vte cannot say so much for

;he illustrations.

Presentation to Mr. Geo. Schneider.—
(l short time ago the French Government announced

ts intention of conferring the Cross of the Order of the

Merite Agricole upon Mr. G. Schneider, the Presi-

ient of the Freucii Horticultural Society of London.

Thereupon the committee of the Society in Paris

ipened a subscription-list, with the object of raising

i fund to celebrate Mr. ScnxElDEB's appointment,

ind to present him with a testimonial in recognition

if bis labours in promoting good-feeling amongst the

lorticulturists of this country and those on the Con-

inent. On Wednesday week the presentation was
nade at a banquet specially convened in Mr.

Icbneideb's honour. It was held at the Restaurant

Ledoyen, Champs Elys^es, Paris, M. H. Martinet of

Le Jardin being in the chair. About thirty mem-
bers and friends of the Society were present, some of

whom had travelled long distances. The company
Deluded Mr, Foukouba, Director of the Imperial

Qardens, Tokio, Japan ; MM. Ddval, Sallier,

ranFFADT FiLs, Fatzer, &c. In the course of the

Chairman's address he pointed out the great services

Mr. Schneider had rendered to his country as a

patriot, as a horticulturist, and as President of the

French Horticultural Society, and on behalf of the

subscribers to the fund was pleased to hand to Mr.

Schneider the Cross of the Merite Agricole set in

diamonds, an Art bronze representing a 17S9 volun-

teer, and a handsome address, bearing upon it the

names of all the subscribers. Mr. Schneider re-

sponded, aud was most enthusiastically applauded.

Letters and telegrams were read from many English

and French frieuds who were prevented from attend-

ng. Wo are sure that many of our readers, but

especially those who are personally acquainted with the

genial President of the French Horticultural Society

of London, will join with us in oflfering him our

congratulations.

Horticultural Club.—The annual excursion

took place on the 30th ult., and was probably the

most successful one that the Club has ever had. A
courteous invitation had been conveyed to the

members through Mr. Harrt J. Veitch to visit Ascott,

the seat of Mr. Leopold de RiixascHiLD, and Halton,

the seat of Mr. Alfred de Rothschild. The party,

which numbered forty-four, included the following

members and their friends : — Messrs. Herbst, G.
Monro, T. F. Rivers, P. Kay, The Rev. W. Wilks,

Messrs. Selfe-Leonard, P. Crowley, A. H. Pearson,

C. E. Pearson, H. J. Pearson, J. Sweet, J. Rochford,

E. Mawley, G. Bunyard, A. Watkins, AV. J. Grant, G.
Paul, J. Laing, J. E. Cockett, H. Turner, H. J. Veitch,

and J. H. Veitch. The party were first conveyed from
Bletchley Station to Ascott, where, having inspected

the grounds, they partook of luncheon in the

cricket pavilion, to which they had been invited by
Mt.Leopold de Rothschild ; they then drove across

Buckinghamshire to Halton, the seat of Mr. Alfred
DE Rothschild, the beautiful grounds of which were
much enjoyed, and after partaking of refreshment
the whole party returned to town. The weather was
perfect, and owing to the excellent arrangements
made by Mr. Harry J. Veitch, who kindly undertook
all the trouble, and to the liberal hospitality of the
owners of Ascott and Halton, e%-erything was of the
most agreeable character, so that everyone returned
to town delighted with their excursion.

Royal Botanical Society.—At the Annual
Meeting to be held on Monday next, the 10th iust., a

resolution will be submitted in favour of inviting the
existing horticultural and floricultural societies to

hold their exhibitions in the Regent's Park Gardens,
atid of electing, on the Council, representatives of the
leading societies. A motion will also be brought

forward recommendin» fthe society to give, next

season, musical promenades to be open to the public

on Mondays, Wednesdays, and .Saturdays, the charge

for admission being fixed at 2s. >yd.. Is., and 6rf.

,

respectively. The meeting will be held in the

society's gardens on Monday next, at 1 p m. J. S.

Eahiiisteln, Hon. Auditor, R. B. .S'., 56, ^Vesl Crurn-

well Rjad, S.W. Au'just btk, 1890.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

DOl'BLE-FLOWERED PHAIL'S GRANDI-
FOLIUS.

I AM led to make a few remarks upon this superb

species, in order to draw attention to a form now
(October) blooming in the bush-hou-se at BowenPark.
Mr. W. Soutter tells me that he found the plant on

Stradbroke Island some years ago, at which time it

was bearing what are termed double flowers. These

abnormal growths occur less frequently in Orchideous

genera than in genera of other orders [.'Ed.] ; and

while this malformation gives a fulness to the blooms,

it cannot be said to add to the beauty of the flowers so

distorted. This Orchid is recorded in European works

as producing similar flowers in other countries ; but

I cannot find any notice of its being peculiar to

certain individual [plants, as has been proved by
Mr. Soutter, who now has the plant he first found

bearing, amougst blooms of the normal form, several

of the so-called double flowers. These are of the

same colouring as the normal form, and the segments

are of the usual form and size. The change takes

place iu the wings of the column ; these are greatly

enlarged, and overlap each other on the face of the

labellum, and end in a kind of spur at the base. The
outer margin is vei-y wavy, and thus resembles the

labellum, and the resemblance is the more obvious as

the colouring is the same. The attachment of these

abnormal wings seems to be somewhat irregular ; in

the flower I dis.sected, on the one side the wing was

attached only for about half the length of the column,

the other was attached from the bottom to the top of

the column. The column, like that of the yellow-

flowering variety (Phaius grandifolius, var. Bernaysii),

shows a tendency to become triandrous.

The lesson we learn from Mr. Soulier's plant is,

that these malformations are, as regards plants of

Piiaius, persistent, and may be perpetuated, and the

number of plants increased in the usual way if con-

sidered desirable. F. il. Baileij, in " Contributiuns to

the Qacemland Flora, Botany Bulletin!' xiii., 1896.

The Relative Value of sosie varieties of

Odoxtoglossum CRISrUM.

The Journal des Orchidt'es for July 1 contains

further notes on the value of genuine Odontoglossum

crispum, and of its possible extermination in certain

localities. We read that :
—

" One of our collectors,

lately returned from Pacho, and to whom the article

in the Gardeners' Chronicle was read (see p. 67-4 in tl:e

last volume), agreed with every statement there made
as being absolutely correct. He himself had often

seen despatch to England enormous quantities of

Odontoglossums, the crates containing which had

been passed through Pacho only that they might

there be stamped. He added that the famous moun-

tainous region about Pacho is being cleared with

extraordinary rapidity, to make room for plantations

of Cotfee and Tobacco. It seems that the Tobacco

is remarkable iu quality, aud that the cigars

quite surpass the best from Havana. There are

localities which are especially famous. Formerly

Odontoglossums brought the region into repute :

they are disappearing in smoke, being replaced

by Pacho cigars. Oue of the mo.?t astonishing things

to my father, who it is known discovered 0. crispum,

is the great number of these plants which have been

imported. '" I could never have believed,** he has

often told me, " that there were so many there."

Everything comes to an end. I believe to-day that

there is more 0. crispum, of the finer varieties be it

understood, iu Europe than iu America. I advise

those who possess it to giiard it carefully. I believe

that in two years there will be no more to import.

Another Orchid becoming extremely rare is the

true Cattleya aurea from the Antioquia district, which

must not be confused with C. Dowiana from Costa

Rica. The plants are much alike, but whereas the

true Cattleya aurea is slow in growing, it may live

long. I know of a plant dating from our fir^t impor-

tation in 1S73. Cattleya Dowiana thrives easily,

t eu, exhausted with its first growths, fades away,

aud in Europe gener<.IIy sustains only an ephemeral

existence of two or three years.

It is very interesting to notice with what difficulty

Orchids from certain regions are acclimatised in

Europe. Almost all from Costa Rica and neighbour-

ing countries, Mexico espeeuiUy, show this. The
only exceptions are for such among them as Lycaste

.Skinneri, Liolia anceps aud superbiens. There must

be some reason for this : I think I have discovered

it, and will refer to it another time.'' L. L., Journal

d« Orchidees, Jultj 1, 1896.

Cattleya Eldorado alba.

In E. J. Sidebottom, Esq's Jchoice collection of

Orchids at Erlsdene, Bowdon (Mr. G. Shine, gr.), is to

be seen the finest and largest-flowered variety of the

Wallisii section of Eldorado that I have met with. It

is out of an importation, and the plants of which there

are several, are doing admirably. The one in question

has larger, and more coriaceous leaves than the

normal form, and from one sheath have sprung three

extra fine flowers, which stand well above the foliage.

and like all albino Cattleyas, arrest attention. The

sepals and petals are of the normal form, but large,

and white as snow, beggaring by comparison the

French white Cattleya Rex. The lip is in proportion

to the sepals, roundly ovate, with the centre having a

large solid bloteli of lemon-yellow, as in a good

Cattleya Mossire Wagneri. There is a broad margin

of white surrounding the lemon-yellow patch, with

a rosy stripe hidden under the column—altogether

an unique flower of great substance. J. A.

Home Correspondence.

AN OLD cherry-tree.—While walking through

Admiral Parkin's garden at Lyminster, near Arundel,

Sussex) with his head-gardener, my attention was

directed to a fine specimen of the Morello Cheiry,

which had a magnificent crop of the fruit, but on

examining the trunk I was surprised to find that the

woody portion was all gone and only the bark left,

which, with the slightest pressure, broke through, it

being very brittle. We examined it minutely and

found that there was no signs of any sap-wood left.

Francis Frew. [The living portion of all trees is that

just within the outer bark, so that there is little

unusual in the case mentioned. Ed.]

strawberry beds.—Notwithstanding the severe

drought. Strawberries, generally speaking, were very

good in this district (Maidstone). At Mereworth

gardens the fruits were very fine in size, colour, and

firmness of flesh, particularly Sir C. Napier. Laxton's

Noble was the first that was fit to gather outside, and

as an early variety, I find it very useful, the flavour

being passable in dry weather. I layer tliis variety

early, and plant a few hundreds on a snug border for

aflording some dishes at an early part of the season,

and following the pot-grown plants, and for this

purpose Noble is not to be despised. If dry weather

should continue. Strawberry beds will still require

attention, or failures will be heard of next year. If

not already done, the runners, old fruit stalks, and

some of the lower leaves ^ould be removed, after-

wards slightly prickmg up the soil, and affording a

heavy mulch of rich, decayed manure, especially if

the land be light, finishing with a copious watering.

To fruit well next year, crowns should develop early

and strong, and be "matured by the end of September.

B. Markham, ilerewortk Castle, Maidstone.

GARDEN FETE AT REVESBY ABBEY, BOSTON.—
This, the beautiful home of the Hon. Mrs. Edw.

Stanhope, on Wednesday and Thursday, July 22nd

aud 23rd inst., presented an animated scene. Having

many applications from all parts of the country to view

the abbey and grounds, Sic, Mrs. Stanhope thought
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that by opening the park gardens at a small charge
she would be conferring pleasure on the public and
at the same time assistiug the neighbouring parish of
Stickney, whose rector (Rev. G. H. Hales), has
been making efforts for some years to have
the church tower rebuilt. This Stickney parish
church is a beautiful edifice, dating from the lour-
teenth, or beginning of the fifteenth, century. So
to help on this good work, Mrs. Stanhope, assisted by
her tenants and emploi/es, worked with a will to make
the /c';e a success, with the result that the two days'
t-xkings amounted to nearly £30, a very good sum,
considering that we live in such a quiet part of the
country, and at a considerable distance from any
town or railway station. It is to be hoped, now
the gardens have been used in this way, that we may
have an annual file day for the good of some
ehantable object, and among the first we hope to help
some of those which are intended for the benefit
of gardeners. We may say for the information of
those who may be inclined to open their grounds to
the public, but are deterred by the fear of having
their trees, shrubs, and plants injured, that during
the two days of our fete we had not a single twig o?
anything in any way damaged. /. A.

RED-SPIDER AND XL-ALL VAPORISER. — Laiit
year I resolved to use the XL-All vaporiser on some
frames of Princess of Wales Violets, containing
160 cubic feet of space, very badly infested with red-
spider, and I started with the prescribed quantity,
fumigating the frames ten nights in succession, and
affording a stronger dose each night ; the last night I
had both small cups full of the liquid. It did no
harm to the growth of the plants, and only checked
the red-spider, not killing it. On Vines, the action of
the fumes should be much more effective than m
Violets in frames, but I have been unable to make
the trial. This year I am using Vermorel's Eclair
Knapsack Spraying Pump, using XL-All Liquid
Insecticide with good results on Rose-bushes infested
with green-fly and caterpillars ; and of double strength
for red-spider on Violets out-of-doors, but I am unable
as yet to speak of its effect on the latter. Like your
correspondent in a recent issue of the Oardentrs
ChroHielc, I am a firm believer in the efficacy of the
XL- All Vaporiser, and find it to be one-half cheaper
than some other insecticides, and as easily applied
Ji. Dunlop, Trahbuch, Ai/rishire, N.B.

HYBRID TEA ROSES.-In the issue of the Gard.
Chroii. for July 25, in the third sentence, "more"
iS printed by mistake instead of "most ;

' while the
fourth paragraph should read as follows, where the
error which it embodies (for whicli I may possibly be
responsible) has been corrected for the benefit of my
readers :—

" Sometimes the law of variation is in
favour of a Ptose. Souvenir d'un Ami, for example
18 surpassed by Souvenir de S. A. Prince, though the
former is one of the finest of the older Teas ; and in
the adjoining department of hybrid Tea Roses, White
Lady similarly eclipses, unless indeed in fulness, her
august parent, Lady Mary FitzwiUiam." Last year
an almost pure white variation from an Irish Tea
Rose, Mrs. James Wilson, originated in my garden
1 have named this beautiful new variety Marguerite
to commemorate the heroines of Goethe, Gounod',
and Matthew Arnold. David R. WiUianwon.

RED PANSIES.-If the bright red fancy Pansies
Messrs. Dobbie & Co., of Rothesay .and Orpington,
have selected, and out of which they think they have
secured a valuable bedding variety, prove of good and
durable constitution, persistent in blooming, and do
not seed too freely, then they are Ukely to become
lormidable rivals to the Violas for bedding purposes
as the colour is bright, and highly attractive. It is
very much a question of persistency and non-seeding
When a plant begins to bear seed somewhat freelv it
IS always at the expense of blossom production The
capacity on the part of the fancy Pansy for standing
heat and drought has been demonstrated in several
places this season, and consfiicuously on the prome-
nade at Eastbourne. On one of the hottest and driest
days of the present year (about the middle of June)
these Pansies were delightful, and showed no sign of
givmg out. Many of the Violas prove very per-
sistent, largely because they produce but few seed-
pods

;
and there are a few varieties which go down

quickly before heat and drought. R. I).

EARLY PEARS.—Some writers in the gardening
press are raising the cry that more varieties ofsummer Pears are demanded by the public. I should
say that this is simply nonsense. The consumer may
want more Pears on the market and in the garden

but not better ones than we have already. A summer
Pear is like a summer Strawberry, a fruit for the
season, not for storing or keeping. And we are not
so very fastidious, after all, about high flavour, but we
do like juiciness, sweetness, tenderness of flesh, and
good appearance, and these very desirable points are
present in all or most of our common early Pears.
In addition to those named in a previous note, I
might name Bon Chretien, Clapp's Favourite.
Souvenir du Congres, and others of Mr. Rivers'
raising. Beiirre Hardy.

EARLY PEACHES.—On the Last day of June we
commenced gathering ripe fruits of the Alexander
Peach from a large tree on a south-west wall, and
close to two ranges of hothouses, fruits of Waterioo
being ripe a few days later on a tree a few yards dis-
tant on the same aspect. Excellent fruits have been
gathered three times a week for the London house
from trees of Alexander on south and south-east walls,
Amsden June on a south wall, and Hale's Eariy (on
a south-east wall). This supply of ripe Peaches that
are of fine flavour, highly coloured and of good size,
can be secured throughout the month of July, during
a summer like the present, and by planting Craw-
ford's Eariy, Dr. Hogg, Early Grosse Miguonne,
Uymond, Crimson Galande, Noblesse, Royal George.
Violette Hative, Walburton Admirable, and Sea
Eagle, ,;:the lattei yielding a fine crop, fruits may
be obtained well into the month of October, that
IS as late as Peaches from outdoors are good eating.
If several houses were planted with trees of Alex-
ander, Wiiterloo, Amsden June, and Hale's Early, no
difficulty would be experienced under skilful manage-
ment in maintaining a good supply of Peaches from
the beginning or middle of April on to the middle or
end of October. Trees of Eariy Rivers and Lord
Napier Nectarines planted each in a house by itself
or together, would furnish e.arly fruits, the latter suc-
ceeding the former, which is, l" consider, the earliest
and the best and handsomest Nectarine in cultiva-
tion. //. W. Ward, Longford Castle, Salisbury.

PRUNUS PISSARDI.—We have a large hedge of
this purple Plum, which is bearing a crop of Plums
ripe now (July 27), and the fruit is only moderately
good in flavour, but for cooking it is good ; moreover,
it is much the earliest we have. We are 600 feet
above sea-level, and 6 miles west of Birmingham, not
therefore in an early locality. In the blooming season
the hedge was quite a mass of white blossom, and
the young shoots of a red colour ju.*t peeping out of
the mass, gave life to it, and made it a veritable
fairy scene. I know of no fruit tree to equal in
beauty this Pium when in bloom. The hedge is
about 18 feet high, and it has never flowered so pro-
fusely as this year. When one considers the value
of the foliage for decorative work, its beauty among
shrubs, its adaptability to shearing or pruning,
and lastly its economic usefulness in exposed situa-
tions, the plant is a most desirable one to the nur-
seryman, gardener, or amateur. J. Pnpi:.

PHLOXES AND THE DROUGHT.—Few plants
show the effects of the drought sooner than shrabby
Phloxes when the soil gets dry. They are just now
in flower, and as they are valuable decorative
agents in the flower garden, some effort should
be made to heighten and prolong their beauty while
the dry weather lasts. Mr. E. Beckett has lines of
them in his mixed borders at Aldenham House, and
he has taken the precaution of mulching them with
strong manure, and well waters the plants also ; con-
sequently, despite the dry atmosphere, they are pro-
ducing fine heads of bloom. Anything in the way of
a mulch would be helpful, but there is nothing like
some good moist manure. R. l>.

SPRING-FLOWERING VIOLAS AND PANSIES.—
There is urgent need of a group of Violas which will
bloom with the Aubrietia and Primrose. Bulbs are
not so largely employed for the decoration of the
flower-garden in the spring, and especially so in our
London parks ; and good early blooming carpet-
plants are greatly needed. The Viola, when as a
dwarf, compact, somewh.-it creeping, free-branching
habit, is well adapted for this work, but it needs to
be early- flowering also. Probably our earliest Viola
to flower in spring is the yellow Bullion, and it may
be taken as a type of what is required, but it needs
addmg to of such as white, lavender, blue, rose, crim-
son, &c., with any combinations of colours which can
be made effective. If anyone would set themselves
to work to develop a race of early spring- flowering
Violas, they would be doing good service to gar-
deners. What is required is, that they be well in

bloom by the time the bulbs are in flower, and then
take up the floral succession until the time for plant-
ing the summer occupants come round ; they would
also be useful for forming beds by themselves.
Violas will move .at almost any season of the
year, and they can be taken up with the bulbs,
and planted out in a nursery-bed : and if the
young side-growths, which had put forth roots, were
taken off and planted out in prepared ground, to
grow into sizes, they would be found highly service-
able for carpet-work, being planted out in October
with the bulbs. The plants should not be allowed to
flower during the summer, but encourajed to make a
tufted growth of flowering shoots. Cuttings rooted
in April and May, if planted out in the same manner,
and similarly treated, would be equally usefuL
Hardihood, and a capacity to stand rough winters,
are needed, and a close, compact growth would not
lend much obstruction to the country winds, which
frequently snap off the shoots of varieties of more
spreading growth. But precocity in flowering is, of
all things, most essential, and should be encouraged
in every possible way. An autumn and winter trial
of Violas would be found instructive, as showing the
eai-liest to bloom of tliose in cultivation. The plants
should be planted where they are to flower not later
than October, should be allowed a deep root-run in
good soil, and be planted firmly in it. R. D.

A HORTICULTURAL TOUR.
I HAVE lately visited Metz, Nancy, and Luxem-

bourg, and taken some notes at these various places
which may be thought of interest. The Botanic
Garden of Metz is at Montigny. and under the
directorship of M. Varmont, who also has charge
of the plantations in the town. These .all give
evidence of his ability and skill.

At Plantieres, near Metz, the brothers Simon-Louis
have large excellently-managed nurseries, under the
care of M. Jouin and his two sons, and M. Martin.
I noted here a Populus Eugenei planted in 1S34,
the birth-year of M. L^on Simon, the present pro-
prietor

; Halimodendron (Caragana) in bloom
; grafted

Oaks, Quercus pediinculata filicifolia, foliis argenteo-
marginatis, and foliis atro-purpureis. Spiraea l^vi-' -

gata much resembles a Bupleurum. witli flowers in
panicles at the tip of the branches. I admired the
fine foliage of Rhamnus Friingiila var. asplenifolia. J

lutescens, pulverulentum, ^Acer circinatum vars,

platanoides, cucuUatum, laciniatum, and Reiten
bachii, Pseudo-platanus foliis atro-purpureis, and
Simon-Louis Frferes (with variegated leaves), and
Woorlei were beautiful. Genista sibirica flore pleno
is a dwarf shrub, with abundant yellow flowers in
clusters.

I saw also numerous seedling Tulip-trees ; Calo-
phaca Wolgarica, a small shrub, with trailing branches-
covered with clusters of yellow flowera ; Betula
pendula nana ; Caragana Gerardiana, with yellow
blooms, and C. jubata, with white blossoms." Car-
riere's original Clematis nana was flowering here ; the
curious Prunus tomentosa

; Staphylea hybrida colum-
bieri(?), flowering on the young wood; Lespedeza
bicolor, a pretty hardy shrub, with rosy and red
flowers

; Potentilla davurica, white flowered ; Ribes-
alpiuum, yellow

; R. nigrum foliis argenteo-variegatis,
with leaves variegated with white ; and R. nigrum
foliis aureis, with yellow leaves. Other plants were
Chama;cerasus(Lonicera) Alberti; altaica, Ledebourii,
uummulariifolia, Stsmdishii, and tatarica ; Diervilla
canadensis and splendens

; Sarothamnus scoparius
fol. var. ; Nuttallia cerasiformis, Prunus californica,

with hermaphrodite flowers and numerous fruits ;

masses of Tilia euchlora ; Acer platanoides Reiten-
bachii, with leaves green above and purple below :

A. dasycarpum lutescens, pulverulentum, platanoides
cucuUatum, laciniata, Reichsgraf von Piickler,

Pseudo-platanus foliis atro-purpureis, Simon-Louis
Freres, with spotted leaves ; Ulmus vegeta, Fraxinus
alba, foliis .argenteo - maiginatis, aucubjefolia nova,
excelsior aurea. excelsior simplicifolia, juglandifolia,

mandschurica, nova" angliac, sambucifolia crispa,

serratifolia, and Veltheimi.

M. Simon's nursery is divided into two parts by
the road from Metz to Strasbourg. In the second
division I noted Cliestnuts, purple Beeches, Ameri-
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can Onks, Ulruus campestris umbraculifera, and the

well-known U. campestris Berardi ; a good collection

of Salix. including S. cerisia pendula (?) : ^Eaculus

pyi-amidalis, and Italian Poplars. There were aUo

choice representatives of many other species, which

space will not permit me to enumerate.

When at Luxembourg. I visited the very large

grounds occupied by MM. Soupert and Notting.

Standard Roses are here a special feature, i nd much

good work is done in the houses, which are numerous

and extensive. At Limpertsberg attention is given

which is not burdensome, but attended with much
pleasure, interest, and satisfaction. In the third

place, you know we hear from time to time, and we
hear too truly, that while the populations of our

towns increase rapidly with our general trade and

industry, the population of the country—that is to

say, of the rural districts—does rapidly, and in some
parts of the country tend to diminish. Well, I am
greatly opposed to artificial interference by law with

the natural course of things, and I believe it is a good

general rule to allow each person to judge for himself

wh it their pursuits should be, and whether he shall

li'iht and the air God as given us, just in the way
He gave them. It will be all the better for this

country the more we can maintain and increase the
rural population of the land."

MANCHESTER ROYAL BOTANIC
GARDEN NOTES.

The Victoria REaii has done uncommonly this

season in the tank in which it is growing—far too

limited in size to give a chance to the enormous

FiJ. 31.—UiWARDEN C43TLE, FLLSTSUIBE, THE .SEAT OF THE BIGHT HO.V. W. E. QLiDSTO.VE.

to the cultivation of new varieties grafted, and to

those which do not thrive in the open air, being not

hardy, but valuable for their colouring and beauty.

Mention should also be made of Roses, here exten-

sively cultivated, and including varieties notable for

beauty, strength, and novelty. Ch. Di Bosschere.

HAWARDEN FLOWER SHOW.
On the occasion of this show, held in the park at

Hawarden, near Chester (see tig. 31), on Bank Holi-

d,ay, Mr. Gladstone made some remarks on the utility

of flower shows, from which we extract the following :

~ I," It is a good thing for us that such institutions

should subsist. In the first place they bring us

altogether upon a common and friendly footing : in

the second place, such institutions are an encourage-

ment to industry, and to a description of industry

follow them. At the same time, I earnestly desire

the maintenance and increase of the rural population

of this country, and I rejoice in all pursuits that

tend towards that increase. Evidently these pursuits

tend to mainteiin and increase the lural population of

the country. I have read, even in the course of the

last year, a very interesting wort showing how many
things there are that can be advantageously done in

the country, and I rejoice in the extensive discoveries

of the kind ; for, after all, while we are delighted to

think how many advantages the inhabitants of towns

enjoy now that they did not enjoy in former time?,

through the action of railways and from other causes,

yet it is a blessed thing to live in the eye of Nature

and in the clear light of day. I have been a towns-

mm most of my hfe, but I am a rural man—one of

the countryfolk—now, and it is a great enjoyment to

be free from the foul rivers and the masses of smoke
and the darkness that overhang many of our great

towns, and to enjoy the scenery that ia around u', the

circular tray-like leave?, which are deeper in the

rims than we ever recollect to have seen them.

It began flowering on June 11, and has kept up a

continuation since. It is really a noble botanic

garden plant, and has for its associate the large and

beautiful Nymphaea devoniana, with two of its pink-

cupped flowers expanding at once. The house is kept

open, and the visitor has not "to do " the sweltering

climate which the Royal Lily is invariably sub-

jected to.

Alpinia nutans.

This fine ornamental flowering plant is grown in

one of the intermediate-houses, and to some purpose.

Its great spikes tower up above the foliage to

about 7 feet from the pot, and it has yielded twelve

of those spikes during the season. It was figured in

the Garde"eri' Chronicle some months ago.
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Vanda suavis.

There is a fine lot of this sweet-scented Orchid in

flower, some of the spikes having fourteen flowers,

and scenting the atmosphere around. One named V.

suavis Ainsworthii is remarliable for its yellowish

ground, with a profusion of sienna spots, having more

the outline of V. tricolor insignis, but makes a charming

comparison to the white ground and multitudinously-

spotted suavis. Thej are growing much cooler than

usual, and the change has operated immensely in

their favour.

H^MANTHnS magnificds.

This is the largest and best of the Hsemanthus

with which we are acquainted, forming an umbel

about a foot across, and more brilliant in its crowd

of stamens than any of the puniceus order. It

was imported direct from South Africa, and is a

valuable decorative bulbous plant. /. A

.

PEACHES AS OUT-DOOR
STANDAEDS.

Not so many years ago it was the opinion of many
persons that out-door Peach culture, even against

south walls, could not be successfully practised in

this country, except in a few highly-favoured locali-

ties in the extreme south. This idea was no doubt

partly due to a cycle of somewhat cold and wet sum-

mers, and to the fact that cheap glasshouses had been

responsible for their extended cultivation under glass.

Nevertheless, in many gardens during this period of

time, Peaches were cultivated outside very success-

fully, one notable instance being at Ditton Park,

near Slough, where for many years, under the late

Mr. Lindsay's management, the cultivation of out-

door Peaches had been, for the least a quarter of a

century, most successfully practised. This was in the

valley of the Thames,where theatmoephere is unusually

moist.* My object, however, in penning this note is to

advocate the planting of Peaches and Nectarines as

standiird trees in the open air, as I firmly believe that

success is quite certain in all midland and southern

counties of England. Since the introduction ofthe early

ripening American Peaches, of which Alexander and

Waterloo are notable examples, Peach-growing has

been, so to speak, revolutionized, as both the varieties

mentioned, ripen at least six weeks before Royal

George, an old standard variety, at one time con-

sidered an early Peach, this was before the advent of

Mr. Rivers' Early Louise and some others that never

seemed quite hardy enough for general cultivation

outdoors. During the past few weeks visitors to the

Royal Nursery, Slough, might have seen numbers of

standard Peach trees in the open ground of the

nursery adjoining the Great Western Railway loaded

with ripe fruits. On a tree of moderate size I

counted over three dozen, and from the various

trees consisting chiefly of Alexander, Waterloo

and Hale's Early, some hundreds had previously

been gathered, well - coloured, juicy, and good-

flavoured fruits, such as would find a ready sale, and
form no mean addition to the dessert. Gathering

commenced from these standard trees, Mr. Turner

informed me, about the middle of .luly, and when I

saw them on the 23rd, many of the trees were cleared

of fruits ; a chance one taken as an average for size

measured just upon 8 inches in circumference, and

this in a diy season and without any artificial water-

ing or mulching whatever. This is not an excep-

tional year at Slough, as fruits have been gathered

from these trees for the past three years at the

least, and if in a good year as regards summer
temperature, standard Peaches will ripen in July,

surely in any ordinary summer they may be relied

upon to ripen in August or September. Another
point which may be in favour of these American
Peaches is their somewhat backwardness in flowering.

Taking Royal George as a standard, they are about

ten days later when grown together than this variety

in coming into bloom ; but between the setting and
ripening they make a clear gain of about six weeks.

A great part of the covering-up afforded to Peach-

* This Peach-wall was £{^urediD tbe Gardtntn' Chronicle^
December 1, 188;!, p. CSS.

trees on walls during flowering-time is useless, and in

some instances I think it does more harm than good.

Standard Peach-trees might also be utilised for

planting in the pleasure-gi-ound and shrubbery
borders, where the soil is fairly good and retentive,

being very ornamental while in bloom, the large

flowering varieties equalling in this respect the

Almond, and they would form a succession to these.

A tree standing in a shrubbery, and carrying a good
crop of highly-coloured fruits, would certainly be
both ornamental and useful. A start may be made
in planting, without incurring much expense, as

maidens, dwarfs and standards may be purchased at

a small cost, and these in a year or two form good
heads. As for cultural details, little would be
required beyond some disbudding, and getting the

tree into shape during the earlier years of growth,

and afterwards keeping the branches sufiiciently open
and thin, to admit sun and air.

Of varieties, AVaterloo, Alexander, and Hale's Early

may bo relied upon to perfect fruits grown in this

way in an ordinary season ; while Dymond and
Crimson Galaude, and Lord Napier Nectarine, may
be given a trial as a means of forming a succession.

C. II.

SOCIETIES.

Holland.

THE STATE HORTICULTURAL SCHOOL.
Mr. Ple.mper van Balen, Curator of the Univer-

sity Botanic Garden at Amsterdam, and Mr. A. C. Ide,

Director of the Fredericksoord Horticultural School,

have been appointed teachers at the new State Horti-

cultural School at Wageningen, under the direction

of Dr. Cattle. Theii" successors are not yet nominated.

University Botanic Gardens.

In consequence of the resignation of Professor

Oudemans and of Professor Rauwenhoflf, there will be a

few changes iu the management of the Dutch Botanic

Gardens, which henceforward will be conducted as

follows :^
Amsterdam.—Director, Professor Hugo de Vries.

Leiden.—Director, Professor Suringar ; Curator,

H. Witte.

6'ran(rtytn.— Director, Professor Moll; Curator, A.

Fiet.

Utrecht.—Director, Professor Went ; Curator, J. K.
Eudde.

" Florilegium harlemense."

The first fascicle of ihis standard work now being

ready, a few notes on it may be welcome. Reference

to the publication has already been made in the

Gardeners' Vhronale. The plates, which exclusively

represent bulbous plants from the Haarlem nurseries,

were selected by the growers themselves byja majority

of votes, the voters being members of the Royal Bulb

Cultivation Society of Haarlem. The results of this

phbuicile have been recently published in this paper.

The first fascicle contains coloured plates and descrip-

tions of Hyacinth La Grandesse (single white), single

early Tulips Keizerskroon, Pottebakker, white Pro-

serfiine and Vermilion Brilliant, and single trumpet

Daffodils maximus, .lohn Horsfield, and Silver-ti-umpet.

The plates are accurately drawn and painted in water-

colours, and well reproduced by Mr. GoS'art (suc-

cessor to Mr. Severeyns) of Brussels. The descrip-

tions are in Dutch, English, German, and French, and

the history of each variety is given as far as is possible.

Many oftheDutchbulbsare very old, and unfortunately

little is known about their origin and earliest history.

The notes given on Narcissus maximus and the Silver-

trumpet (Moschatus albicans), are very interesting

and complete. The plates give a good idea of the

varieties figured, especially of the Hyacinth and

Daffodils. These are shown at their best, without

the least exaggeration. Correspondent.

ROYAL HORTICXTLTTJBAL.
Scientific Committee.

July 2S.—Present : Dr. M. T. Masters (in the Chair).

Pri.nula with Myxoyastres.—The following report was re-
ceived from Kew with reference to the specimen exhibited at
the last meeting :

—
" The organism is one of the Myxogastres

(Physamm gyrosnm, Ro.^t). It is not a parasite, and -will do-

ne injury unless it occurs in immense quantity, ivhen it

might be washed away by spreading. The early or Plasmo-
dium condition developes in darkness, and finally creeps up
anything, organic or inorganic, for the purpose of forming it&

spores in a position where they may be readily diffused at

maturity by wind and rain."

Pdaraoniums Treated with Sails.—Notes were compared as
to the conditions of the three sets of white Pel.irgoniums
under experiment. Mr. Henslow said that iu his case .ill the
plants treated with the salts, though perfectly vigorous, had
failed up to the present time to develop any flowers, the
trusses perishing when about half an inch long, but that they
were now beginning to form well. On the other h.liid. the
two plants not treated with salts had flowered well the whole
time. Mr. Wilks and Dr. Russell, both alike, had all'the
plants flowering ; but up to the present time there had beea
no offset upon the blossoms.

Deodar tcith Copies.—Mr. Henslow recorded the somewhat
unusual fact that one tree out of four, planted about forty-

years ago in his garden at Drayton House, Ealing, had sis
cones upon it at the present time.

Tohiotof, Diseased.— 'Mr. Hillier, of Bariton, near Petersfield,

forwarded some Tomatos which failed to colour properly at
the b-ase. They were forwarded to Kew for examination,
whence the following report has been received :

— " Tbe fruit
has ripened unevenly, due probably to a disturbance in some
part of the plant, presumably the root, which, however, is not
forthcoming for examination."

Orafes, StigJited.— Mr. Messenger, of 'Woolverstone Gardens,
Ipswich, sent a bunch showing some affection to the stalk

and leaves. It w.as sent to Chiswick for investigation.

" Knowledge."—The August number contains,

among other articles, papers on Hygroscopic seeds, and
the Lime-tree, in which the prmcipal facts are set

forth simply and clearly. The article on Seals makes
one .sbuddei'. The anti-vivisectionists would do well

to turn their attention to the wholesale atrocities

perpetrated by the setJers.

CHESTERFIELD FLORAL AND HOR-
TICULTURAL.

JrLV 29.—Athli.ated with the N.-itional Rose Society, .md
run in connection with the Tf chnical Education Committee-
of the Chesterfield Town Council, which authority practically

makes all the arrangements, this show is becoming one of
the most importint in the Peak district of Derbyshire, not-

withstanding the eminence obtained by Clay Cross and
Tibshelf before it was instituted. The exhibition on
Wednesd.ay in the pretty Queen's Park, which is at .all

times a credit to the florists of the metropolis of the Derby-

shire coal-field for the mass of bloom and foh.age banking
the many walks, was a highly creditable one, no fewer than
three large marquees being required for the exhibits,

which were all roimd superior to last year. It was re-

gretable though that a little hitch took place with the judge.?-

over the groups, which were equal to anything seen in tho

county for effect, even if the plant* were not all equ.ally vd luable.

It occurred in the open class for groups covering 150 feet, in

which Mr. T. .1. Nklson, of -\shgate, was awarded premier

honours for a charmingly-.arranged collection of flowering and
foUage plants, every one of which was in its place, ant}

assisting in a harmonious whole. [There appears to have beeo

considerable feeling displ.a.ved. but into that or the merits of

the case we cannot enter. Ed.]

Groups to cover 80 feet produced a capital competition,

^Ir. S. Polkinghorne, gr. to Mis, Edmund I^arnes, of
Ashgate, was placed at the top. In the centre he had a

nice specimen of a Phcenix, and tbe surrounding Crotons

and Ferns were prettily an-ange^, the finish being tasteful

and striking. Mr. H. Horsnall, gr. to Mr. J. E. Clayton, of

Thornfield Hall, Ches*erfield, was awarded 2nd. Mr. D.
Money, gr. at Rose Hill, and Mr. H. Mottershaw, gr. at
Tapton H.all, Derbyshire, were respectively 3rd and 4th.

Tlie Fci-ns were a superb lot, Mr. .S. Polkjnohorne, Mr.
T. J. NELsris, and Mr. W. Haslam, dividing the bono\irs.

Roses were quite a feature, and the blooms remarkably-

good, especially those of the prize winners. Messrs. Merry.
WEATHER iL So.NS, Pouthwell, sccurcd the l-st prizes for

forty-eight distinct varieties, for the twenty-four varie-

ties, and tie twtuty-fonr Teas or Noisettes: Messrs.

Ma( K & Son of Catterick, Yorkshire, were 2nd for forty-

eight varieties and twenty-four varieties ; and Mr. H.
V. Machix, of Gatesford Hill, Worksop, 3rd for forty-eight

varieties and twenty-four varieties; and 2nd for twenty-four
Teas or Noisettes ; Messrs. Proctor & Sons, of (.'hesterfield,

being 4th for forty-eight.

In the local Rose-class for nine varieties, Mr. F. Vkkers
of Wingerworth. was Ist ; Mr. W. Haslam, of Hardstoft,

2nd ; and Mr. E. Jenkinson, of Stubbin Court, 3rd. This
was a highly creditable class.

.Messrs. Proctor & Son easily maintained the lead for

bridal bouquets.

The ball-room bouquets were handsome, Messrs. Johnson
& Wheeler liere taking the lead.

The cut flowers were excellent, considering the dryness of
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the season : and in the hardy and half-hardy, Messrs.

Pboi.tor & Son produced an interesting specimen which is

somewhat unique.

The fruits, consisting uf Nectarines, Peaches, and Tomat**,
were a very fine lot, and in the last named the competition
was very keen.

There were two other sections for amateurs and cottagers,

and much improvement to the earlier shows uq er the
society was witnessed. The entries were more than trebled,

but this is not to be wondered at, considering the allot-

ment and other gardens which have been laid out in

large numbers in the distiict during tlie past two years.

Nowhere is floriculture and horticulture more encou-
raged, the Mayor (Councillor A. C. Ijocke) being a great
enthusiast. The judges fur these sections were Mr. Luck-
burst, lecturer to the Derbyshire County Council ; Mr. \V.

M. Hewitt, Chesterfield ; Mr. Horsnall, gr. at Thornfield
House ; and Mr. S, Polkinghorne, gr. to Mrs. E. Barnes.

It should be mentioned that Messrs. Phuctob & Sons were
awarded a Certificate for some lovely varieties of Carnatious.

BRIDGWATER HORTICULTURAL.
JuLV 30.^After having been discontinued for several

years, a flower sh-jw was held on Thursday at Bridgwater,

under the auspices of a newly-fornied horticultural society,

of which Mr. E. J. Stanley, M.P., accepted the presidency.

The Mayor (Alderman H. W, Pollard) was the vice-president,

and Mr. John Gray, manager of the Wilts and Dorset Bank,
proved an indefatigable hon. secretary. A large number of

entries were obtained, ami the show pr-jved an excellent one,

and was well patn-ni.sod. It was held in the grounds of

Mr. Walters, adjoining the Taunton road, and a special

attraction was the engagement of the Itoyal Marine band
from Plymouth.

The chief prize winners were: for plants in pots -Miss
Sanderson, Otterhanii)ton and Mr. S. H. Bailey, (Hastonbury

;

Ferns -Mr. F. L. Carslake, Bridgewater ; zonal Pelargoniums
^Mr. F. J. Parsons; Bu^onias Mr 8. Loviband, Bridge-
water; Cut Flowers -Mr. H. Corder and Messrs. Jarman h
Co., Chard ; Tea Roses— Mr. S. P. Budd, Bath ; Zinnias- Mr.
H. Corder

; Phloxes—Mr. W. Perryman ; an) Sweet Peas—
Messrj. Jarman k Co. ; Groups--Mr. F. L. Caralake ; Her-
b.iccou8 Perennials Lieut. -Colonol Barhmi, Hridgewatcr.

FRUIT.

The best collection wjs .shown l-y Lieut. -Colunel E. C. A,
Sandtord; Colonel Mount Batten ha 1 the best black and
white Grapes

; Litut.-Colonel Sundford had the finest
Peaches, and Colonel Mount Batt-'n the finest Nectarines and
PluDis; Dessert Apples were woll shown by Lieut. Colonel
Sandford and Mr. Corder. \'cgetable.s and Roots wuro
excellent for the season, and CwtUigers" productions praise-
worthy,

NEWPORT AND COUNTY
HORTICULTURAL.

Jt'Lv 30.— After a l.ip.su of ten years, a show, which hap-
pily proved to be a very good one, was held at Newport by
the above society, fur which the county have to thank an
energetic secretary and committee. Excellent arrangements
were made for the exhibits in large tents, placed m King's
ilill Fields. The diy was fine, and everything connected
with the exhibition was successfully carried out. J. R,
Rirn.iRD3, Esq., the Mayor of Newport, accompanied with
the Mayoress, formally opened the show,

PLANTS lOPEN CLASSES;.

Twelve stove and gresnhouse Plants in bloom. -1st, Mr.
Cypher, Cheltenham, with grand specimens of EricaAustin-
iana, Phteaocoma prolifora Barnesii, Ixora salicifolia, AUa-
manda Hendersoni, Staticd Gilberti, Stephanotis fioribunda,
Kalosanthes coccinea, andClerodendron Balfouriana, the last-

named being slightly past its best. 2nd, J. C. Hanburv,
Esq., Pontypool Park (gr., Mr. Lockyer). who ran the 1st chise
with Bougainvillea glabra, Anthurium Scherzerianum.
Eucharis amazonica. Gloriosa superba, Statice profusa,'
Clerodendron Balfouri, Allamanda Chelsoni, and a!
nobilis.

Six ornamentiil foliage phmts.—1st, Mr. Cypher, with goud
Crotons, Palms. Ac. ; -Jud, W. S. Ogden, Esq., Hetherleigh
(gr,, Mr. Stevens).

Si.^ Achimenes,— 1st, C. A. B.uLtv. Esq., Bassalleg
(gr. Mr, S. Sharratt), with good pans of A. gi-andifiora,
A. Ion!?iflora, A. m ijor, A. Mauve Queen, A. Ma-^nct
A. Admiration, and A. coccin- a. 2ad, Col. Wallis, Newport
(gr., Mr. D. Powell). There were four entries in this class.
Six exotic Ferns.— 1st, Col. Wallis, who showed Davallia

Mooreaua, Adiantum trapeziforme, Lomaria gibba, &c. 2nd
C. n. Bailey, Esq., Newport.

*

Four Selaginellas.— Ist, H. J. Davis, Esq., Newport (gr.

,

Mr. J. Degler), with fine pans of S. Wildenovii, S. Martensii
vahegata, S. Cie.sia, and S. apoda. Snd, CoI.Wali.is. This w:vs
a good cl:vss, and the plants were well grown, although the
pans employed in m'^.st cases wer^ vnuioecssarily dcei>.

l-'our Caladiums.- There were live entries in this chiss.
1st. J. C. Uanbuky, Esq., with well-grown and brightly-
coloured plants of C Madame M;irjoline Schiutler, C. biculor
splcndens, C. Luddemanni, and C. candidum; 2nd, C. U.
Bailev, Esq.

Three exotic He<ith9. -1st, Mr. Cvphf.r. with well-flowered

plants of E. Welb^uiensia, E. antpullacea, E. Barnesii, and
E. temula. In this section Fuchsi is and zonal Pelgargoniums
were well shown.
The classes for groups of Orehi<ls, Ferns, and other plants,

arranged for effect, were not remarkably good. Another
year an improvement may be looked for in these classes.

CUT FLOWERS (OPEN CLASSES).

Roses, twenty-four Hybrid Perpetual, distinct.— 1st, Mr.

B. Crosslino, Penarth Nursery, r.irdiff, amongst whose best

blooms we noted Horace Vemet, Duke of Wellington, Duchess
of Bedford, Prince Arthur, Uupuy Jamain, A. K. Williams,

Victor Hugo, and Fisher Holnius. 2nd, Mr. Stkphen
Tkeseder, Cardiff, who had good blooms of Alfred Colomb,
Madame Hausmann, Louis Van H'>utte, &c. There were eight

entries in this class.

Roses, twelve Tea, scented, dL* inct.—Here Mr. Stephen
Tkeseder was placed 1st with a good stand, Mr. Crossi.ing

being a near t^nd amongst six competitors.

Dahlias, double tlowered. twenty-four distinct—1st, Mr.
William TresEper, Cardift', having amongst his best blooms
Matbew Campbell, R. T. Bawling'), William Keith, Richard
Dean, The Ameer, Mr. F. Foreman, (ioldfindor, &c. 2nd,

Sir. FiTT, Abergavenny.
Cactus Dahlias. Twelve bunches, distinct, three blooms in

a bunch. Those were well put up, making an attractive and
(iretty display. 1st, Mr, Willi.nm Tre.sedeb, who had the

new variety, Mrs. Wilson Noble a lovely jnnkish salmon.
The good old Burtha Mawley, Purple Prince, Mrs. Barnes,

Earl of Pembroke, good ; Countess of Radnor, C<»untes8 of

Go-ford, Mary Hillicr, good ; Gloriosa, Miss Violet Morgan,
Matchless, and Cannell'sGcm, good, 2nd, Mr. Basham, New-
port, who also had a remarkably good lot.

Twelve bunches of Cut Fluwers, distinct.—There wore seven
entries for this prize, Mr. Lo' kvkr, Pontypool Park Gar-

dens, being a good 1st with Cypripediuni Stouei, Statice pro-

fusa, Ixori Williamsii, Ijapageria alba and rosea, Pancra-

tium fragrans. Allamanda t'hclsoni, &c. 2nd, Loi i.s Gl'krkt,

(gr.. Mr. W. Chatlleldj; 3rd, Mr. Put, Esq.

Mr. Wii.i.iAM TttEsiLiER \v.is tirst in the classes for both
Wreaths and Cro.sscs. Mr. Prue, also of Cardiff, being 2nd
in Vixzh class. It has been previously noticed that CarditT

exhibitors are always strong in these classes.

FRIIT.

In the classes for fruit there wa.-; nothing of particularly

good quality, apart from bluk Grapes and a few dishes of

Peaches and Nectarines, although Apples were fine for the

time of the year.

For a Collection of si.t kinds of fruit, Mr. Prrr wjis 1st

with Muscat Grapes, which were however in an unripe stite.

fair black Ibunburgh Grapes, a small Queen Pineapple,
Royal George Peaches. Lord Napier Nectarines, and Read's
bcarlet tlesh Melnu. 2nd, Loiisk Gl'ERET, Esq., who bad
very good black Hamburgh Grapes and B;irrington Peaches.

Black Gmpes, any variety, three bunches. Ist, L. (Jierkt.

Eiq., with very gond black Hanil.»urghs, although not perfect

in colour. 2ud, P. S. Piii[.Ln*s, E.sq., Whitfield, Hereford
(gr.. Mr. Grindrod), who had very good Gros Maroc.

(Irapes, white, 1st. L, Gherkt. Ksq., with Foster's Seedling.

2nd, S. Dban, Esq., Newport (gr., Mr. Giddins), with Buck-
land Sweetwater.

Peache3, one dish.— 1st. Mr. GRiNnROO, with Royal George.
2nd, S. Dean. Esq., with pale largo Barringtons.

Nectarines, one dish.— Ist, Mr. Pitt, with very good Pine-
apple, but unnamed ; 2nd. Mr. Grindrod, with good Elruge.
Melons, two.: 1st, Mr. Pitt. Cherries, one dish : 1st, Mr.
Pitt; 2nd, R. Tiiomai, Esq., Newport. Apples, si.x: varieties
of Dessert: 1st, Mr. Basham, Bassalleg; 2nd, Mr. Garawav,
Bath. Apples, Culinary, six varieties : lat, Mr. Basham

;

2nd, Mr. Garaway ; 3rd. Mr. Pitt.

Vegetables were particiUarly good for the Beason. For .i

collection of nine kinds, Mr. Garaway was placed 1st with
good dishes of Rochford's Cucumber; Onion, Golden Rocca;
Pea. The Duchess; Sutton's Seedling Potato, Early London
Cauliflower, Masterpiece Toma^), Grove "White Celery,
Pen-y-Byd Vegetable Marrow, and Scarlet Runner Beans ;

2nd, Mrs. Parkinson. Tomatos. nno dish.—Ist, Mrs. Parkin-
son ; 2nd, Mr. Garawav: 3rd, W. S. Ooden, Esq. There
were numerous miscellaneous noncompetitive exhibits of
considerable merit, including one of Plants, Cut Flowers, A*c

,

from Messrs. Clibran <fe Son, of Manchester, and one also
from Mr. Basiiam of Bassalleg.—.4 VorrexpondenI

.

THE NATIONAL CARNATION AND
PICOTEE.

(Northern Division.

)

AuGUir 1. —The annual show of the above Society took place

in the Royal Botanical Gardens, Maochester, on the above
dite. It was timed t't take plaae a week Uter, but what
with the advanced character of the season, and the Chester
show, the Committee decided to ;mtedate it. There was the
usual brisk competition for Carnations and Picotees, and the
flowers generally were above the average.

Mr. T. LtjRD, Todmordcn, took 1st prize for twelve Carna-
tions, all dissimilar, having a very oven stand of the following
blooms : Uobt. Houlgravu, Thaddeus, Crista Galli, Brucu
FindUy, a good scarlet bizarre seedling; Admiral Curzon,
J. D. Hcxtall, Mrs. Muir, Gordon Lewis, extra line ; George
and Edith, Annie. Mrs. Ja.s. Eowards, Mostyn, J. W.
Bentley, Stakehill. J. BRucKr,EUDRsr, Geo. Thornlev, and
Henrv Gegoie followed ; the best blooms among them were
Sarah Pryne, Ellis Kenwood, and Evan Edwards.

For twelve Picotees, all dissimilar, Mr. Wm. KeKvom, Bury,
was 1st with Zerlina, Nellie, Little Phil, Ethel, Esther, Mrs.
Gorton, Mrs. Wilson, and Henry Kenyon. Messrs. T. Lord,
!". Shaw, Mostyn, Edwards, H. Geooib, andC. F. Tuvrrton
followed ; the best blooms among the lot wore Muriel,

Moma. Lady Louisa, and Thos. Williams.

For six Carnations, dissimilar, Ist, Mr. T. Berwick,
Middleton, who had. among others, excellent blooms of Sports-

man and Dolly Varden. Messrs. Shaw, Chorlby, Whittaker,
and Thurston also had good stands.

For six Picotees, dissimilar, Mr. C. Hebden was 1st with
very good Esther, Mrs. Payne, Nellie, Lady Louisa, and Mrs.
Williams. Mr. Ep. Kenyon had Little Phil and Zerlina, very
good ; and Mr. Beswick had Mrs. Gorton, fair.

For twelve selfs, there was a fine competition, and the flowers

were large and well-grown and showy. Mr. T. Lord had
Germania, Scarlet Queen, Rubj', the white Mrs. Muir. Uncle
Tom, and a bright scarlet seedling. Messrs. Edwards, Wm.
Kenyon, and J. W. Bentley had all good standy of flowers.

For six selfs, Mr. Brockhi'Rst took 1st, chiefly with
seedlings and Germania. E. Shaw, Edward Kbnyon, and
D. Walker. Kilmarnock, followed.

For twL-lvc fancy Carnations and Picotees, Mr. T. Lord had
particularly good RomiUus. Auriel Hose, Mrs. Scott Banks,
and Soudan. Mefsre. Edwards and f'. F. Thue&ton followed
Mr. D. Walklr, Kilaarnock, had a very good fcix.

For the best crimson bizarre. Mr. Lord wjis let with Master
Fred, among scores of other competitors ; the same grower
being 1st for a scarlet bizarre with Robt. Houlgrave, and also

for a pink and purple bizarre with Bruce Findlay. Mr. H.
Geggie, Bury, was Ist with a Ecarlet flake, Tom Lord. Mr.
J. Beswkk w;is 1st for rose flake with Dolly Varden, and
Mr. Lord for purple flake with Gordon Lewis.

For the best heavy-edged Picotco, Mr. Lopd waa Ist with
Moma, light-edged with Mrs. Gorton, also for heavy-edged
purple with Amy Robsart ; also for light-edged purple v/ith

Esther ; also for heavy-edged scarlet or rose with Edith
Dombrain. For light-edged rose, Mr. Kenyon was 1st with
Favourite.

For the premier Carnation in the show, Mr. Lord was Ist

with Gordon Lewis, a beautiful bloom ; and for the premier
Picotee, Mr. Edward Kenyon was 1st with Harry Kenyon
with fine petals slightly pink-edged.

First-chiss Certificates were awtirded to scarlet bizane
Evan Edwards, one of the best in e.xhibit, only rather .small,

from Mr. Edwards; also to the same grower for Picotee

Eveline, a finely built white ground with a soft pink edging.

Mr. Brocklehl'Rst, Mostyn, secured a First-class Certificate

for Etna, a deep maroon shaded ecarlet after the way of

Mancunian. Mr. H. Geggie, Bury, secured a similar award
for a white border Carnation named Mrs. Howard.

FROME.
AroDST 3.—Under the auspices of the Lord Lieutenant of

the County (the Earl iif Cork) and the Marvuis oe Bath,

the Committee of the Frome flower-show held a most success-

ful exhibition *,f plants, cut flowers, fruits, and vegetables

on the above-mentioned date.

Groups of miscellaneous phmts, arranged for effect, were
tastefully set up. Mr. Phillii's, gr. to J. Bailv. Esq.
Frome, being a good 1st; Mr. 8. White, gr. to J. D.

Knight. Esq, had the best half dozen specimen Fuchsias
out of three good lots shown. Mr. Pajmam, gr. to Mrs.
Goldsmith, Trowbridge, had the best six stove and green-

house foliage plants. And Mr. George Tucker, gr. to Major
Clark, was 1st for twelve exotic Ferns, distinct, with a

nice, fresh, even lot, Mr. E. Hall, Bath, had the
best single specimen foliage plant, in a nice fresh

piece of Cycas revoluta. Two large groups of capitally-

grown and well-arranged decorative plants, not for com-
petition, were put up by Mr. Trollope, gr. to the
Marqc'is of Bath, Longleat, and Mr. Young, gr. to the
Earl of Cork, Marston ; and an interesting collection of

Cacti, not for competition, was exhibited by Mr. E. R. LI.

Chapman.
Fruit was shown fairly well. Mr. Struggnell, Roode

Ashton, Trowbridge, had the best collection of six kinds,

showing nice brightly coloured pieces of Muscat of Alexandria,

good Black Hamburgh. Brown Turkey Figs, Dymond Peach,
Stinwick Nectarine, and Sutton's Al Melon. Mr. R. J.

Phillips had the best two bunches of Black Grapes, showing
medium-sized bunches of Madresfield Court and Black
Hamburgh, beautifully coloured ; Mr. Struggnell was a
good 1st in the corresponding class for two Whites,
with well-coloured Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. P3 mm waa
1st for Peaches, showing a nice dish of Royal Geor^ ; and a

good dish of Lord Napier Nectarine secured a Uke honour for

the same exhibitor.
VEGETABLES

Were shown well for the season. Mr. James Hall was
successful in securing 1st prize (Messrs. Sutton & Sons') in

the class for six kinds, with excellent produce, well set up
;

Mr. G. Garaway taking Messrs. Webb & Sons' 1st prize

for a like number of kiuds, fine in every respect. Cucumbers,
Tomatos, &c. were also shown well.

ROYAL SCOTTISH ABBOBICULTtTRAL.
Ai_:LiL';3T J.—Tlii.-s suci-jty held a general meeting on the

above date at 2 o'clock p.m., iu the Lecture Hall at the

Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, permission having been
obtained from the Regius Keeper. Mr. R. C, Minro Fer-
guson, M.P., President, who had 'inttnded to be present
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wrote apologising for his absence, he having been detained
in the House of Commons in connection with the Eating
Bill. Mr. D. F. Mackenzie, SlortoahaU, occupied the chair.
The council meeting was held at 1 o'clock, and five life

members and twenty-nine annu vl subscribers were elected.

The number of essiys sent in were this j-ear in excess of
18CI5. Thirteen having this year to be judge 1 by the council,
as against si.t of last year. Silver medals were gained by the
following :_ Messr.i. Jajiies Hahdie, Mortonhall Gardens,
Edinburgh

: Alexander Murrw. Forester, Murthly ; R.
Stewart M'Dougall, Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh
Andrew Suter, Peebles : G. Caodell, late of Her Majesty's
Indian Forestry Depirtment : and Alex. Macrae, Assistant
Forester, Market Drayton. Bronze medals were awarded to
Messrs. J. Gillespie, Lockton Loige, Perthshire; and J. F
I.vGLis, Forester, Kelly Estate, Wemyss B>y. A Motion that
the following offices be created in the society, and that the
members uuiermcntioued be elected for the yen-, was
brought forward: -Consulting Brtantist Professor J B
Balfour, F.R.S.

; Consulting Chemist, Dr. A. P. Aitken •

Consulting Entomolo.!ist, R Stewirt Macdougali Esq
'

RSc.
;

Consulting: Geologist, Dr. Aeflec k ; Consulting
Jfeteorologist, Mr, Mo.sjman : and Dr. So.merville as Con-
sulting Cryptogamist.
A -Motion was also brought forward and remitted to the

council to arrange for the Isor excursion, being to Ireland
The papers read before the society consisted of one fr.im
Dr. Ada5i SuHwvprAcB, Professor of Forestry, Eberswalde,
Inissia. on "The Importance of Density in Sylviculture

'

which give miny valuable hints and rules to those en^a^edm forestry. Mr. A. C. Forbes, Wood Manager, Bowo°o1
Wilts, also gave a paper, entitled ' la British Foi-.strv
Progressive ?

"

ST. NEOT'S HORTICULTURAL.
Auou,T 3—This w.is the thirty-second exhibition of this

popular Society, and it is something ti its credit that in a
purely agricultural district, an exhibition should be main-
tamed so long

;
but it wisely caters fur the country people

by including in its schedule of prizes all kinds of a..ricultura'l
produ-e, while there is a section for market gardeners also
poultry, pigeons, rabbits, ciged birds, and other subjects
1
he show took place, as usual, in Priory P irk, the residence
G. FvDEi.L RowLEv, Esq. Another circumstance worlhv

of mention is, that this exhibition celebrated the twnty.
first year of service, as working sccre'arv. nf Air. Willi,

m

KITCHELONS, tha manager of Messrs. Wood (^ Ingrams
br.mch nursery at St. Noofs, to whose exertions somuch of the success of the Soeie»y is due. Owing
o the recent death of one of the principil exhibitors
the show was deprived of several collections of plants thepresence of which has alw.ys added mitenal interest to the-'how; but though, owing to this and other causes t'leLlasses were not so well filled as usual, there was a manifestadvance m fjuality. The most suceesstul exhibitor was Mr
1 Lnckie, gr. to A. J. Thorshill, Esq., Diddington Hall'and formerly of Windsor.

"oington Hall,

A few classes are open to all comers, but on th=s occasionhey brought only two exhibits, Mcssi. Wood & U-gr
°

Thev weT°"',
"""""fdon. being 1st with twenty-four Uoscs.'

tnt y^ a"
,""1^'""^ "'"''•' '^^''ty-ro'T fiuc bunches ofI ut, hardy, herbaceous, and bulbous (lowers

In the classes from which nurserymen are excluded Mr
Ir uT r, v"""

"""' ^""'^"' "' «™'=''- ^"- "' G."coigne.

^^ors bJ ,., rT/ ^"'- *" -"'' '' «• GfRGiN, .St.Neots.had (he best twelve Dahlias, Mr, Lockie taking the-nd prize, Mr. Lockie was 1st with twelve Zinnia elee ns-excelent for the season
; .also with twelve bunches o7 stove

Allamaiida, Gloxinias, Globe Amaranthus. StreptocarnusCleroden ron falbx, Ixora, Ac. Trusses of zonal Pelargo:muins were very good, Mr. Lockie again taking the 1st prife
;Ui. E J. Cross. St. N ofs. being a close 2nd. Mr. W. Last

o( u.ardy plants.

Some capital s.iccimen Fuchsias gained the Ist prizes forJMr. Lockie, chief among them, Rose of Cistille Improveda very fine exhibition and decorative variety Mr \ Wvr'
K iNsoN had the best six plants in bloom, they included a fluepieceof NeriuM, oleander, and Plumbago capensis, &c. Co'eus
IV ere shown m (inely-Brown and coloured plants, Mr. Lockie

vt"'l I'f' '^'.Irv''"-
^''•" '^'^'"Sa close L'nd. Mr. Lockie

n 1
*', "'"' '"If^'-do/.cn finely grown and bloomed

zonal lelargon.uras; he h.d the best specimen (loweringplant m an excellent piece of Stiticc profusa, and he was .also
1st with a specimen foliaged plant, having a well-developed
example of AIncasia cuprea (mefcilliea). Mr. Surtees- Wil-
kin.son was 2nd with a green-leaved Draeiena.
Tuberous-rooted Begonias were represented by admirably

grown and bloomed plants from Mr. Lockie
; Mr A W

Atkinson w.as 2nd. The former was the only exhibitor of a
group arranged for effect, having a very pleasing one indeed
Stove and greenhouse Fe-ns and plants for table decoration
were both good features.
There was a small but select display of fruit, the best col-

lection of eight di-hes ciming frou Mr. Carter, gr. to Capt
w, II. DrxcoMBE, W.areslcy Park, Sandf.

Jlr. Loi K t took the 1st prize for ten dishes of vc'etablcs
putting lip a perfect collection.
A group of excellent Cannas from Messrs. Wood i Inoram

were highly commended.

NORTHAMPTON HORTICULTURAL.
Ai'c. 3, 4.—This society held its annual cxhibiti.ni and

fete on the above dates. The competition was keen and the
productions very good. Considering the season, cut Bowers
were shown very satisfactorily, plants were very fine, and
groups also. The arrangements of the show were in the
hands of Mr. W. B. Troup and an efficient committee, who
discharged their duties in an exemplary manner.

PLANTS.
In the cKass for twelve specimen plants, Mr. J, Cvpher.

Queen's Nurseries, Cheltenham, was placed 1st. He had
splendid specimens of Keotia Belmoreana. Cycas rcvoluta,
Kentia Forstcriana. Croton angustifilius (extra), Phajnocoma
prolifera, Dipladenia hybrida, Croton Queen Victorii, Statice
profusa, AUamanda grandiflora, Ixora salicifolia, and C oton
Sunset, which was beautifully coloured. Mr. Finch, Coven-
try, was a fairly good 2nd, and included good specimen
Crotons, Erica Lindleyana, Statice profusa, do. Mr. Vacse,
Leamington, was 3rd.

For six stove or greenhouse plants, three in bloom .and
three out of bloom. Sir H.Wake (gr., Mr. Knightley). w,as 1st.
Stepbanotis, Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, Souvenir "de Charles
Turner, Croton angustifolius, and Latania borbonica were in-
cluded- Mr Copson, gr. to Mrs. P. Piiipps, Collington
Grange, was 2nd, and he bad a very good plant of Ixora
WiUiamsiL Mr. Innes, gr. to Mr. W. H. Foster, of Spratton
Grange, was 3rd,

Some splendid Fems were exhibited, and the Isl prize
went to Mr. Peiic=, gr. to L, Loder. Esq,, Hove House Mr
Copson, Collington, wasa good 2nd.
Coleuses were very fine, Mr. C0P.30N being 1st, and Jlr

Dorey, gr, (o Jlr. Simpson, Broom HiU, Spratton, 2nd. For
fix Double Begonias Mr, K.vic.htlev was 1st, and showed some
capital seedliogs; Mr Hollanii, 2nd. Mr Knigiitlev was
again 1st for Single Regonias. Mr, Coulson 2nd, Fuchsias
from Mr. Knic.htlev were good. Mr, Beard and Mr. Loder
were 2nd and 3rd respectively. Some g od z nal Pelar-
goniums were st iged by Mr. Dorev .and Mr. Copson.
For Table Plants. Mr. Pearce, Mr. Cole, and Mrs. Haves

were the successful exhibitors.

Cockscombs were not very good ; the best came from Mr
Pearce

; followed by Mr. Copson and Mr. Kempshall gr to
SirC E 1 sii A M. Bt . Lamport Hall.

GROUPS.
For a group to cover a space 20 feel by 12 (eet. Mr. CvpilER

was again placed 1st, wi'h a beautifully arranged group with
a centrepiece of Kentia Belmoreana. and smaller groups
arr.inged around it of splendidly coloured Crotnns, Cannas,
nambus.as, Humea elogans. Tuberoses. Draca-nas. Aspiragus
l>lumosii5 and d'.acxus. and the corners and crevices filled
with small plants of Caladium argyrites, k<:., aid Moss,
Altogether the group was a credit to the firm. Mr. Vacse
Leamington, was 2iid. The chief feature of his group
was arches covered with Cork and Moss. In the centre of
the arches was a plant of Phcenix rupic.ila, and around the
arches and in the corners were flowering and foli.age plants
of Cocos, Liliiims, Crotons, Hydrangeas, Ixoras, "uulalias
Orchids, A-c, Mr. FiNcii, Coventry', was ;:rd.

HOSES (Open).

Considering the very dry season this jDpiilar How.r was
shown fairly well. In the open class Mr. .loiiN Perkins was
1st for twenty-four blooms, which included some good blooms
of Frinfois Michclon .and Ulrich Brunncr ; but the whole
exhibit was very even in character, Messrs. Thomas
Perkins, of Northampton, were 2nd with a fairly good
evhibit; and Mr, W, Eyden, gr. to Simcel Beiicer Ein
;;rd.

' ''

OTHER CUT FLOWERS
For twenty-four D.thlias. Messrs. T. Peskins vmre 1st, and

they had a very strong collection.

For twelve Dahlias, single blooms. Mr, Beird w.is p'lced
Ist.

Twelve bunches of Cactus Dahlias brought only one com-
petitor in Mr. Pfar.son, who w;is placed ist.

FUUIT.

In open class for a collection of ei;,'ht varieties, Mr, (L'oli:

gr, ,
Althorpe, was 1st witli Queen Pine, Muscat of Alexan-

dria and Madresficld Court Grapes, Prince of Wales Peach
brown Turkey Fig, Countess Melon, Lord Napier Nectarines'
lloycnne d'Et^ Pears. Mr, Hayes, gr. to MARi,((.i(s uf
Northami'Ton was 3rd with good Muscat of Alexandria
whichworc notquiteripe: and beautiful ^'cct:iriiics(Stanwick
EIruge); other dishes were Peiches, Melon, Apricots, and
Figs.

For three Ijunchcs of black Grapes, Mr. .\dvitt, North-
ampton, Wis 1st, with three bunches of black llanibiirgb.

For three bunches of white Grapes, Mr. L .Tordili, gr. to
Lord Annalv, lloldcnby, won with th'-ee good bunches of
Muscat of .Alexandria, very fine.

VEGETABLES
were staged In considerable quantity, and the quality was
very good. )[r. Cole was 1st for a collection with Vetch's
Autumn Giant Claiilidowcr, Veitch's Selected Carrot, Chelsea
Giant liiinner Bean, I'ragoell's Exhibiti n Eect, Paris (irccn
.Artichoke, Sutton's Perfection Cucumber, Perfection
Toni.itoj, Debbie's White Turnip, Ailsa Craig Onion (very
good'. Cole's Favourite Potato, Autocrat Pea, and Major
Clarke Celery

; Mr. Dvmock being ini, and Mr. Copson ."ird.

In tho county class for nine varieties, Mr. F. Dodglas was
Ist.

Exhibits of single dishes of Voietables were good, especially
Onions, Tom.atos, and P^ tatos.

There were some good exhibits in the Cottager's Classes,
.and the competition w.as keen in the majority of the classes.
The Judges were Mr. J. Smith, Mentmore Gardens; Mr.

W. Coomber. gr, to Lord Liltord; Mr. Cole, gr. to Earl
Spencer; Mr. L. Jordan, gr. to Lord Ann.aly ; Mr, J. Knightley,
gr. to Sir Herewald Wake. Bart. , and Mr. J. Shaw.

CHESTER.
At'GUST 5, (J.—Favoured with fine weather, the committee

of the Chester Horticultural Show and Fete held its first

exhibition of plants, cut-flowers, fruits, and vegetables,

in the Roodee, on Wednesday and Thursday, and the

cimniittee and Mr, J. Wvnmk Fb'our.KES (Hon, Secretary)

are to be congi-atulated upon the success of their efforts to

make the show a thoroughly representative one. The com-
petition was keen in most of the classes, and the exhibits

generally were of a high degree of excellence. The number
of eutries in the open to all classes was large. Group i of

plants arranged for effect on a space occupying not more than

300 square feet, comprised four groups of Orchids, each

ocuipj*ing a space of 150 square feet. There w^re forty throe

eutries in the plant classes ; fifty-four in the cut-flower

clds&e=) ; ninety iu the fruit clas.'^es ; and 403 in the vegetable

classes—making in all 590 entries. Adding to thes:: figures

l,lt>3 en'ries in the cottagers' classes, a grand total of 1,701 is

made. Thus it will be seen that keen competition prevailed

in all the classes, and that the gentlemen who promoted this

successful and promising horticultural exhibition have suc-

ceeied in moving the inhabitants of Chester and surrounding
district in the right direction.

PLANTS.

In the class for twelve stove and greenhouse plants in

bloom. Mr. J. Cvprkr, Cheltonham, was a good 1st, f-taging

good-sized fre^h plants of Erica Austiniana, Statice Gilburti,

Txora salicifolia. AUamanda nonilis. BougainvilleaSandcriana,

fine in size and flower ; Ixora Prince of Wales, Erica Aitoniana,

Allamanda grandiflora, Statice profusa, Erica Thonipsoni,

Ixora WiUiarasii, Pbcenocoma prolifera Baniesii—an all-round

good lot of wcU-flowered plants. Four other lots of plants

were shown in this cla'^s.

Iu the class for six flowering plants Mr. Joseph Roderick,

gr. to T. II, SvKiw, Ekj . Chei'ile, was 1st witli a good lot of

plants, including well-tlowered examples of Stephanotis tlori-

bundaand Ixora Williamsii. With four specimens of Crotons
Mr. B. Cromwell, gr, to T. S, Timmis, Esj , Liverpool, was a

go>d 1st, sti'^ing lar^c brigijtly-coloured plants; Mr. Cvphkr
bein? a good "Jnd.

S^Tiwci plantx.—Mr. Cvpiieu wa** 1st in the diss for

greenhouse plants, with a fine pie-^e of P icp-^o !oi»a prolifera

B irnesii ; an 1 in the correspinditii^ class Mr Kofjkrick
so:;urei the premier lunti-m with a wcll-fl'iwered plant of

Dipladenia aniabiiis.

Grou/js were, as is usual at big shows, cjuite a feature, Mr.
Edmonds, gr. to the 1)uki-: of Sr. Ar.iANS, Bestwood L'td^jc,

Notts, was Ht with a very pleasing arrnigonient, cunsisting

of smiU groups wit'i centril plants, showing well ab^vo tire

grovuidwork of Croton', Palms, Iluui-a elegans, *c., inter-

ini.'ced with Dendrobium Schroderiauum, Liliura in variety.

Frani;oas. A'C. ; Mr. John Mclntyre, gr. to Mrs. ri:\si':, was
Jnd, with a goid arrangement; ani Afr. RfiDKRicK was a

creditable 3rd.

ORCHIDS.

Three groups of Orchids w^re tastefully set up, Mr. Cvphfr
being an easy l&t. His group consisted of many good types

of Cattleya Mossin? and Sanderiana, Oneidiura Juiiesianuni

flavens, O. papilio, Oiicidiuiii Kranierii, <tc. Mr. John Uo»50n
was Sud.

Messrs. Hugh Low »t Co., Upper Clapton, London, piit un
a nice collection of—Orchids, including a good ]>lant uf

the curious Swan Orchid (CycnochcsChlorocheilon), Cattleya

> Kanderiana. C. inipcrialis, Odontoglossnm Uoezlii, Oncidium
Krameri, Cattloya velutina, C. spucioais&iim, Dendrobium
Pbalienopsis, D. Schrodcrianum, Cypripudium Dayanum,
and Cattleya granulosa.

Messrs. Lmn':; A: MATi[t:R, ICoIso, contributed a nice batik

of Carnations with Pa'ms at tho baik of tho group, and
Maidenhair [''em intermixed with the Cirnitions, smd placed

also in front of the arrangement.

CUT FLOWERS.
Mcs-sr-s. JoNiiS & Sons, Shrewsbury, weio IsL for n uollejtion

of cut flowers, arranged on a space of 12 feot by h fo t, the
flowers employed chiefly consisting of Orchids, Pan?ratiums,
TJIiiuns. Carnations, Sweet Peas, &o., intermixed with
Maidenhair Fern, Asparagus plumosus and a variety of

Grasses, were made thtj most of. Messrs. Jenkinsox & Sox,
Newcastle, wore a good 2nd,

Two other collections in the form of devices were a'*ranged

with good effect ; and the various collections of Carnations
made a good show, Mr. Campbell. Blantyrc, N.B., secured
premier position with a grand lot of Carnation blooms, fine

in size, form, and colour; and Messrs. Lun(j &. Matukr,
Kel.so, wore a good 2nd. Two other igood collections were
.sliowu.

Roses.

In the class for twenty-four Rosea, distinct varieties,

Messrs. J. Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, were 1st, wiih a good
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even lut uf solid, froeh-luokint,' blouuis ;
McBsra. Haukness,

Bedale, being a good 2ud. There were throe exhibits in this

class. In the caasses set apart for Tea Roses, Messrs. Cocker

A Sons were again tu the front, Messrs. D. & W. Croll,

Dun.dce, being iJud.

Mr. W. Stl'Bbs. Nantwich, had the best stand uf twelve,

showing good, solid, fresh-looking blooms.

Gladiolus.

Messrs. Haukness & Sons were the only exhibitors of

thirty-six spikes of Gladioli in not fewer than twenty varieties,

and they wore very properly awarded the l.'^t pr'ze.

Ball and Bridal Boiqi kts.

Messrs. Jeskinson & Sons were 1st with a goitd arrange-

ment, being luUowed by Mr. U. J. Allen, Aigburth, and

Mrs. DtMOND Hogg.
I It LIT.

Fruit on the whole was sbnwii well, oxhibits gonerally beinij

tjf a high order. In the chief class fur c oUectiuns uf eighteen

dishes of ripe fruit, the prizes wera tll.'i. £10, and £5.

Mr. GooL.ACR«; sejuroi first honours with a beautiful

eullection, consisting of splendid Muscat of Alexandria,

iMadresfield Court, and Black Haoiburgh, Foster's Seedling.

Read's Scarlet-flesh, and the Countess Melon ; Harrington

and Iloyal George Peaches ; Victoria and Lord Napier

Nectarines ; Kirk's and Jeflersou's Plums ; Brown Turkey

Fig; Souvenir du Cougrts Pears; a tine dish of Lady Sudeley

Apple, and Lv Grusse Sucre: Strawberry. Mr. McIndoe wos

•Jnd : in his exhibit there were two tine bunches of Golden

t'hampion Grapes ; twu large, but rather tadly-colourod

bunches of MadresBeld Court Crai>e ;
Scarlet Model, and

Shrewsbury Melons; Souvcir du (Vngri-s, and Clapp's

Favourite Pear, Prince Ivnglobert Plums; Bigarrcau

Cheirios ; Alexandra, Nob' esse, and Magdalen Peaches;

Dryden and Sp'inser Nectarine.H. Thuro wore only two ei.tries

in thii class, Mr. Goodacres collection being nicely arranged

with Carnations, Eucharit^, Fem-Grats, Ac
In the cKss for sis kindi (Pines excludtd), Lady 11.

SoMBRSKT was a good 1st out of four exhibits, showing

Muscat Grapes, a seedling Melon, Lord Napier Nectiirine,

Stirling Castle] Peaches, Brown Turkey Fig, and Bigarreau

Napoleon Ch erries. The Earl *'¥ Carlisle, Castle H"ward,
wns Jnd (M r. J. Kiddell, gr.), showing Hamburgh Grapes,

Bellgarde Peaches, Brcwn Turkey Fig. Moor Park Apricot,

Jefferson Plum, and William's Bon Chretien Pear. Lord

BaOot (gr. , Mr. Banncrnian) was :ird with Hamburgh Grapes,

Late Admirable Pea'rhes, Moor Park Apricot, Pine-apple,

Nectarine, and Greengage Plura.

Fo!' a collection of hardy fruits, not exceeding twelve

kinds, Mr. M cIndoe.gr. to Sir J. Pe.vsk, was 1st, Nhowing
Marguerite Marrita (new) and Bruckworth Park Pears, early

Julien Apple.s, C/ar Plum, Kmpcror Francis ('hcrri s, white

TriUi^parcnt and Dutiance Curr.mts, Transparent Gage Plum,

and large early A p ricots. Vistoi'NT Combkiimehe (gr . Mr.

Severn) was a gou d i3nd ; his Apricots and Chcn-ies were ex-

ceptionally good. Mrs, Bloomfield (gr.. Mr. Worker) was
Srd.

Mr. UtDD ELL was 1st for a lineapple, showing a good
Qi eon ; Mr, Goodacre was -nd also wiih a fruit of the same
variLty ; Mr. McIsdoe w;is3rd, with a good fruit of smooth
Cn ytnno.

For six bunt lies of G apes, tbrec black and thr:;e white,

W. I RICHARD, Esq. \%Y., Mr Crisp), Ist, showing Muscats
and black Alicante.^, his Musc.il being very ^ood ; Mr. Good-
acre, "Jnd, showing Himbur^'hs, Mitdrestield Court, Muscats,

aul Foster's Secdl ngs ; F. A. Brace, Es.| , iJrd, with Gros
Mart c and Muscats.

M . Goodacre was a good 1st for three bunches of Black

Kambm"ghs, these being beiutifully coloured.

In the class for three bunc'ies. any other black, J. C. Waier-
uin sF,. Esq., was 1st, with beautiful Madr^stield Court; C.

V lOG, Esq., 2nd igr., Mr, Edge)., with Madresfield; H.
Chandos Pole Gell, Esq , was 3rd.

For three bunches of Muscats, Mr. Coates fgr. to W. H.

Verdin, Esq.), was 1st, witb large and btuutifully coloured

bunches; A. F. Bbacp., E.'q., 2nd, with lar^e bunches, but
not B 5 well coloured as the former ; E. S. Clarke, Esq. (gr ,

Mr, Edwards), was Ztd.

For three hnnehes any otl ei* white Grape, J. C. Water-
house, Esq., was 1st with a grand bunch of Foster seedling

;

Mr. Go')DACRE being 2nd, and F. A. Brace, Esq. ;5rd, both

j:howing Foster's Seedling.

For a i-ingle dish of Peaches, M, H. Verimk, Esq., was
1st, showing splendid specimens uf Uuya] George; Mr
Harris, pr. to Lady H. Somerset, Eastnor Castle, was 2nd
with Bellegar de ; and J. Tomktnson, Esq , ard with Dr.

Hogg.
Dish of Nectarine, R. Wtlbraham, Esq. (gr. Mr. Thomp-

fon\ was Ist : Mr. J. MrLsE, ViUe Royal, 2nd ; and Mr. S T.

Chadwick 3rd, all showing Pineapple.

For X Melon, M. H. Veroin was 1st with Dickson s Hero
of Chester, Mr McIkdoe 2nd with Scarlet Model, and Mrs.

Watkins 3rd.

Dish of Figs.—Lady H. Somerset was 1st. with Brown
Turkey; Sir J. Pfase 2nd, with Negro Largo ; Lord Har-
rington ;:rd, with Brown Turkey.

Dish of Cherries.—Lady H. Somerset was first here also

with Bigarrcau Napoleon ; Viscount Comuermere 2ud,

Mrs. Dloomfield ;>rd, both having Morcllo.

For the best 12 Fruits of Red Tumatos.—Mr Cori:, Liver.

pool, 1st, with Duke of York ; G. M. Br-ooKt:^, Es i., 2nd.

For the best 12 Yellow Tomatos.—Dukcof St. Auja.\'s 1st;

and J. D. Clark, Esq , 2ud.

For a dish of Apricots.—Lady H. Somerset was 1st with
fine fruits of large Early Roman ; the Earl of CABLibLE, 2nd ;

R. W. WiLBRAHAM, Esq., Srd.

A dish of Pears.—Sir J. Pease 1st with Clapp's Favnurite
;

Earl of Carlisle 2nd, with Williams' Bon Chretien.

A dish of dessert Applea.—Mrs. MlCorquodale Isl with

Beauty of Bath ; and Lady H. So^lEBSET 2nd with Lady
Sudeley.

A dish uf culinary Apples.—Mr. G.\rhawat 1st with Peas-

good Nonsuch ; Lady H. Somerset 2udwith Ecklinville ; C.

Wjuo, Esq., Srd with the same variety.

A dish of Plums.— Hon. Cecil Parker lat with Transparent

Gage; Earlof Carlisle 2nd with Jefferson ; Viscount Comber-

mere 3rd

A dish of culinary Plums. — Mrs Bloomfield Ist with

Pond's Seedling; Mrs. Logan 2nd: Hugh Smythe, Esq.

3rd ; the last two mentioned showing Victorias,

VEGETABLES.

In tho class for collections uf twelv.' kinds, seventeen lut-s

wore staged. Mr. Pupe, gr. to the E.\rl of Carnarvon,
Highclere Castle. Newbury, took 1st prize with an a'mirablo

lot of produce. This consisted of Sutton'd Prizotaker Leek,

good Cauliflowers. Celery, Sutton's Perfection Tomatos, Beets,

Intermediate Carrot, Satisfaction Potitos, Ailsa Craig Onions,

Snowball Turnips, Duke of Albany I'eas, and good (.'ucum-

liors. The whole was tastefully sL-t up. Mr. Wilkin**.

Inwood House, was a capital 2ud ; and Mr. Waitk was a

guod ;ird. The last named exhibitor wa« Ist for six Onions
;

Mr. WiLKiss being 2ud.

Potatos were shown in large quantities, the tubers being

uf good size, even, and i.lean ; ^Ir, C Foster had tho best

dish of kidneys, showing Sutton's Supremo; the same ex-

hibit >r .also taking 1st in the class for round varieties, with tho

variety Satisfaction. Mr. Charles FusrERhadtbe best dish

of a coloured variety, with excellent Reading Ruf sett.

Mr. Roderick was Isl for Cauliflowers, eho^ving good solid

heads of Veitch'8 Autumn Giant.

TKADE EXHIBITS.

The contributions sent by scvei-al of the leading nurstry-

nien made a fiiio exhibition in themselves. The celebrated

Chester tirm Dicksons had a grand lot of miscellaneous

plants, including Treo-Fenis, Cannas in great variety, double

and singlo flowered tuberous-rooted Begonia.s, Gloxinias,

(.'aladiums, Crotous, Draca^uas, Liliums, Cbrysanthemum
Gonuetwald dwarf-habited plants, tincly flowered ; Tu*'c-

roses; vegetables in great variety ; fruiting Grape-vines in

pots ; bouquets uf Tea and other Uoses ; herbaceous flower^ in

various designs, as well as a great length of stiging cnilwl-

lished with bundlo.s of herbaceous rtowora in groat vurioty,

together with two groups of Con fers in variety—the only

Gold Modal which was awarded to a Chester or local lirm.

and which was a well deserved rciognition ut tho cxcellcnco

and usefulness of this class of plant.^.

Messrs. J. Veitch t> Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery. Chelsea,

had a tine exhibition of Nepenthes. Ciladiump, A*c . as also

had Messrs. Cctecsh k Sons. Highgatc. Ixjudou.

Messrs H. Cannell A: Sons, Swanley, Kent, had an at r.ic-

tive group of Cactus D.ihliaw in variety. Canuas, and Cocks-

comb-, the latter of dwarf habit, with very fit.o combs of

bright and ploasing colours*.

Messrs. R. P. Ker i Sons, Liverpool, had a good 1 ngth of

sUiging of C iladiums, in variety, and bright- coloured

Crotuns.

Mr. Rn.H\RD Hahtland, Cork, had a gnind lot of cut
blooms <if nimed tuberous-rooted licgonias. the individud
blooms (doubles) being of tine si /.e and substance, uniform
ami fresh looking.

Mr. HtNRV EcKFOKD, Wem, staged .'tO bunches of his re-

nowned vArietios of Sweet Peas, including Dorothy Tennant,

H. M. Stanley (dark). Lady Penzince(pink). Emily Eckford

(miuve''. Lady Nina Balfour (pale mauve). Senator varie-

gated), Mrs. Sankey white), and Salopian (deep puik).

Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, Manchester, also contributed

to the general floral effect.

Awards
The following Certificates and Medals have been awarded,

but at the time our despatch left, it '.vas not possible to say

which of the medals were awarded by the deputation of

the Royal Horticultural, and whiih by the Chester Society.

The Flora Knightian and Banksian medals are obviously

awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society.

Fifst-closs CtW()?ca/«.— Erica Fa.scination, Sarracenia Sau
deriana, from Messrs. Sander A: Co. ; W^atsonia, iridiflora

varietj', Messrs. Wallace & Co., Colchester.

,4i(Ja*^i«/-Vt'^i^—OncidiumJonesiauum variety. Mr. Cypher.

Cheltenham; Begonia Queen Victoria, Messrs. F. Sander 4-

Co. ; Lilium speciosum album n-jvum. Messrs. Wallace

;

Ciladium Lady Mosley and Beg-^nia Princess Charles of Den-

mark, Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Suns ;
Begonia Be;uity, an 1

Begonia Miss Emily Childs. Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham
;

Rotideietia Brilhant and Tomato Royal Windsor, Messrs.

Dicksons, Ltd.

Oold Medof to Messrs. Di ksons, Ltd., for a collection of

plants, flowers, and fruit ; to Messrs. Jas. Veitcb <fc Sons,

Chelsea, (or Nepenthes and Caladiums ; to Messrs. F. Sander

& Co. for Orchids.

Silm--r}!lt Flom M,;'fil.—Mr. Cypher, Chclteniiam, for

group of ptants, Orchids, Arc ; Duke of St. Albans, for a

grouij of plants ; and to Mr. T. S. Waru for Cegonia.s.

SUfcr Kni:/htiaa Mcdab to Sir Jos. Poase, B.»rt., Uuttou
H.dl, Guisborough (gr., Mr. Melnduc), for a collection of

fruit ; and to tho Earl of Carnarvon, Highclere Castle, New-
bury ('^r.. Mr. Pope), for a collection of vegetables.

Stiver Flnro Mtdo/^ to Mr, Baylor Hartland, Cork, for cut

Begonia flowers ; Messrs. Ker, Liverpool, fur Crotons
Messrs. Sander <fc Co., St. Albans, for Orchids and other
plants; T. H. Sykes. Esq., Orchids; Mrs. Gurney Pease,
groups of plants ; F. S. Sibray, groups of hardy and fuliage

plants ; Messrs. H. Cannell Ar Co., Swanley, cut flowers ;

Messrs. J. Peed fc Sons, Upper Ni,>rwood, Caladiuras ; Messrs.

W. t J. Birkcnhe id, Sale, Ferns ; Mr. H. Brownhill, Bego-
nias ; Mr. H. Cypher. Cheltenham, specimen stove and
greenhouse plants; Messrs. W. Cowan &. Co., Liverpool,

group of Tea Roses.

Sdver Banksian Medal?.—To Mr.M. Campbell, Blantyre, for

group of Carnations ; to Mr. II. Eckford, Wem, for Sweet
Peas ; to Messrs. H. Low & Co., Clapton, tor Orchids ; to Mr.

C. Parker, M'averton, for collection of vegetables.

Highly r Him ended. —'ilv. T. S. Timmins, Allerton, Liver-

pool, for Crotons ; Lady Theodora Guest, Heustridge gr., Mr.
Williams), for collection of vegetables ; Mr. Alex. McLean,
Chester, for ditto.

Caltvral Comimndations.—To Wm. Pritchard, Esq., Chester

(gr., Mr. Jno. Thompson), for Muscat of Alexandria Grapes ;

and to Lady H. Somerset, Eastnor, for Bigarreau Napoleon
Cherries.

James WhiTTON.—We regret tu uuuuuuce tbe

death of Mr. Jamej Whitton, nureeryman, which took

place at Sunuybank Nurseries, near l''alkirk, ou

Sunday, July 19. Tho deceased was sixty nine years

of age, and bad been for some time iu failing health.

Mr. Whitton was a native of Alyth, Perthshire, was

heal gardener ut Laudor Castle, Berwickshire, for

thirty years, and served four Karls of Lauder. His

tilent^ as a gardener were widely known ; and his

genial disposition gained him many friends. He
began business at .Sunuybank fourteen years ago, and

is survived by a widow.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature abovo or below 42' Fahr. for the period
named ; and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a " Day-dogrce " signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]

,T?

C i? 2 S

Temperature,

Accumulated.

Bainfalu Brioht
Bun.

•^<o
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subsequently spreading to most other parts of the country.

Towards the close of the periud, however, the conditions

again improved, and became fair and dry generally.

" The (wnp^rahotj was a little below the mean in all dis-

tricts excepting 'England, S.,' and the 'Channel Island^/*

where the normal was equalled or slightly exceeded. Highest
readings occurred in the n-^rthern and eastern parts of the

United Kingdom on July 26, and in the south between
July 28 and 30 ; but in the west they were observed mainly
towards the end of the week. As a rule, the thermometer
did not rise much abive 70'^, but in ' Ireland, N.,* it reached
76°, while in ' England, E.,' and ' England, S.W.,' it touched
77°. Lowest readings occurred on July 28 or 20, when the

sheltered thermometer fell to 40° or less in njany parts of the

United Kingdom, and to 37° in ' Scotland, W.* At Oxford,

the thermometer on the grass fell on the night of July 28 to

a minimum of 36°.

"^ The rainfall was less than the mean in a'l districts ex-

cepting ' Scotland, W.,' the deficit being large in the north
and east of Scotland, and also in the western parts of

England.

•'The bright sitnehirt^ exceeded the mean in most districts,

but was just equal to the normal in 'England, N.E. and N.W.,'

and slightly below it in the 'Midland Counties." The per-

centage of the possible dui-ation ranged from 59 in the
* Channel Islands' and 50 in ' England, S. ,' to 31 in
* England, N.E.,' and 30 in the ' Midland Counties.* '*

VEaBTABLEa.T-ArERAOE: Wholesale Prices.

Beans, Scarlet Run-
ner, p. sieve

Markets.

CO VENT GARDEN, AUGUST 6.

We cannot accept any responsibihty for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quaUty of the samples, the supply m the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Plants in Pots.—Aver
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Plants Bblpped to all Farts.

^Tl/'ATSON AND SCULL, 90, Lower ThamesW street, London, E.C., gire special attention to the

reception and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens

to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have

them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Baffia, Bamboo Canes, Qarden

Sticks, Palm Seeds, ka.

TENTS ! TENTS ! ! TENTS ! ! ! — I have
purchased 5000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference).

Bcaroely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Coat

£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28«. each ;

inferior qualities, 22». and 24«. each. Cash with order ; can be

eent on approval. Specially adaptable for sporting and pleasure

purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKISOHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out

of many hundreds weekly :
—

" April 29, 1896. Dear Sir.—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
" F. H. Hill. Duddingston Park. Portobello, Midlothian."

MARQUEES for Flower Showe, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs. Runners,

Line^, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, oash

£14, ooet£36.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.

STOCK SIZES—in Inches.

I2xl0|l4x|2il8x|2iisx|4 20x14 20x|6 24x|6;22'(|8

4x|0ll6x|2'20x|2 |gx|4l20xlS 22x16 20x|gl24x|8

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet

boxes, Srds and 4th8 qualities.

English. Olass, ont to buyer's sizes at lowest

pncea, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity,

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

GEOBaE FABMILOE St SONS,
S4, St. John Street. West Bmltliflaia, London, E.O.

stock Lists and Prioeson application. Please quot« Gard.Chron,

BENSON'S
J35. 5s.

"LUDGATE "WATCH
BEATS ALL OTHERS FOR

ACCUBACT,
DUBABILTTY, and

PBIOE.

05

ft?

ft?

ft?

o
ft.

o
to

to

b

to

Send for Book of Illustrations and Prices, post-free.

BENSON'S
ENOAGEHENT

RINGS.

5000 at Lowest Makers' Prices,
set with Brillianta, Emeralds, Pearls,
Rubies. Opal, Turquoise. &0.. of the
purest quality. Book of Illntt-a-

tions, with Patte-n Sizes, post-free.

JU/ D Cll n II The Steam
. W. DtllOUIl, Factobt,

62 and 64, LUDGATE HILL, B.C.,

And at 28, ROYAL EX03AN0B, E.G.

RICHARDSON'S

QUALITY
OF WORS

U.SSURPASSED.

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Coneervatories, Greeuliouse-

,

Viueries. Peach House*^, Stove Mud
Orchid Housea, flto.

Lowest Prices possible.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

DARLINGTON.

AUo
Heating Apparatus

completo.

WORKS OF AUTHORITT ON BOTANY.

SAVE HALF THE COST.mmm BEDFORDSHIBB
C0AR8B ADS FINB

SILVER SAND
Ib ftdmitted by the
leadiDRNursftrymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Oonenmera should Buy DlTOCt from the Owner of these
Celebrated and EzteoBive Pita, which ooatain a practioally in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus tare half tK*
ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Sajnples and Price
free on Bail or Canal. All Orders ^ii cuted with the utmott
promptnett and ttndrr personal svperviswn. Special Rail-

way Ratee in force to all part«. All ki^dsof PEAT supplied

at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

QBO. OABSIDE. JuiL, F.R.H.8.. LalKbton Bunard, Bedi.

ESTABXXBHKD 1861.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHIMPTOH BinulIItGS, CHAHOEBT LXITK, W.O.

TWO-Ain)-A-HALF p«r Cent. INTEBE3T allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRK.ST ACCOUNTS, on tho mini,

mum monthly balances, when not draws below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVraOB DEFARTUENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receires snail

snms on deposit, and allows int«re«t at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed CI.

BIRKBECK BUILDINa BOCIBTT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO QUINKAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND 80CIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF QROUND FOB FIVE

SHILLKOS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partienUn, po(t-

(rM. FRANCIS BAVBNSCBOFT. Mansftar.

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one deslions of

Renting a Farm or Residenoe, or Farohasing an

Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-
land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always contains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,

Ettatei, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

T INDLEY'S ELEMENTS of BOTANY.
-L^ With Illustrations. 8vo. cloth. Price 9s.

LINDLEY'S MEDICAL and (ECONOMI-
CAL BOTANY. With numerous Illustrations. 8vo,

cloth. Price 5s.

L INDLEY'S SCHOOL BOTANY.
A Complete Manual of Rudimentary Botany for Students.

&c. With 400 Illustrations. 8vo. cloth. Price 55. 6rf,

CIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S BOTANICALO DICTIONARY. Comprising the names. History, and
Culture of all Plants known in Britain, together with a fuU
Explanation of Technical Terms. Medium 8vo. cloth. Price 185.

LINDLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY.
For Self-lDstruction and the Use of Schoob. Price

Is. sewed.

London: BRADBXmY, AGNEW, AND CO., (Limited). 9,

Bouverie Street, E.C.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COHACER'S CALENDAR
OF OAKDEir OPEBATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the
above subject.

Price Sd.: post-free, SJd.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, "W.C

iigriculfumi Scmtmni'it
An ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE, ol 62 pages
and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming ; advocate
of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisites,

and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural and Horti-

oultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of

pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-

ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscription,

per annum. 5s., inclusive of postage. Single copies 6d. each,

throagh all Newsagents.
3. AgarStreet. Strand, London. W.O.

ESTATE SALES.

The Best Oounty Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates.

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794.

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the

upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining

counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference

and distribution plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues

of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised

in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and A^lcoltaral Effects.

The " WORCESTER HERALD " is the most effective organ
for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates

most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.
Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD,"
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing
such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" it

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEN FREE, Price2d.
Published Friday for Saturday.

Oftiobs: — 72, HIGH STREET, WORCESTEB.

CYCLING
and an ACCIDENTS

INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSDRAHCE CO.,

No Extra Charge for Ladies.

No Medical Examination.

Established 1849. Claims paid, £3,660,000.

64, OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.
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GARDENER (Hbad).—Age 35, married
j

tweDty jeais' experience. Thoroughly efficient in al'

brancbep, Stock. &c.—DEBNAM, Alma Villa. Haliburton

Boad, St. Margaret's, Twickenham.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two more
are kept.—Age 33, married. Highly recommended.—

GAKDENEB, 40, Mayfield Road, Oreen Street, Enfield High-

way, N.

GARDENER (Hbad).—Age 3 2, married, n
family; eighteen years' practical «xperience in a

branches. Three and a half years in last situation as Head
Left through breaking up of eatablishmant.—A. GBAB,
59, Doonington Gardens, Reading.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-age
;

good
all-round eipeii-nce Small place not accepted —Apply

in first instance to S. W., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly expe-
rienced; Esrly and Late Forcing, Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables, also Flower and Kitchen Garden. Excellent cha-

racter.—B. H., Crow Nest Park, Lightcliffe, Halifax.

GARDENER (Head), in Gentleman's Estab-
lishment.-A^a ."JS, married: life experience in good

situations. Well up in Stove, Greenhouse. Fruit, and Kitchen

Garden, Table Decorations, and everything connected with

Garden Work. Good references from last employers.—H. .!.,

8, Walberbwick Street, South Lambeth Road, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age .'54, married, no
family ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers. Tomatos, Mushrooms, Stove and Green-

house Plants, Kitchen and Flower Garden.—H. LAWRENCE,
L', Stanley Villa, Chalvey Road. Slough,

GARDENER (Head, or good Singlk-
HiNDED).—Age 40, two children (youngest 9) ; tho-

roughly experienced in the Management of a good Garden,

Vines. Melonp, Cucumbers. &c. t-irst-class references.—GAR-
DENER, Hanslope, Stotey Stratford

ARDENER (Head Working), age 28.—
Wm. Crump. Steward to the Misses Qoldsmid, Tongs-

wood, Hawkhurst. Kent, desires to recommend his General

Foreman to any lady or gentleman requiring the services of a

steady, persevering, reliable man.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 44,
married, no family; thoroughly good, practical, and

competent in Early and Late Grapes, Peaches, Pines, Melons,

Tomatos. Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids,

Chrysanthemums, and Kitchen and Flower Garden.— J. D.,

care of Uessrs. Peed & Sons, The Nurseries, Streatham, London.

ARDENER (Head-Working), age 33,
married; thoroughly practical in management of good

establishment. Highly recommended.— K., Knowle House,
Brentwood, Essex.

GARDENER (Head WoRKrNo).—Middle-
age, single; life experience. Firnt-clasg testimonials.

Ten years in last situation. Left through death of employer.

Land and Stock if required.—H. B., 81, Betch Road» Eastbourne.

GARDENER (Head Wohktng).—Age 27
;

thoroughly practical in all branches, Vines. Peaches,

Melons, and Flower and Kitchen Garden. Well recommended.

—J. SAKQENT. 1, Greyatoke Cottage?, Hanger Hill. Ealing, W.

GARDENER (Single - handed, or good
Second).—Age 27 ; life experience lodoofs and Out,

Leaving through a death. Total abstainer. Highest references.

—W. SHEPHERD, Polegate, Sussex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
Age 25, single ; nine years' experience, Inside ar.d Out.

Leaving through a death. Good character.—J. WARREN, The
Court, Worcester Park, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed, Inside and
Out).—Age 20; Pony end Trap not objected to.—

W. QALLARD, 26, BeJgrave Road, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER, (Single-handed or Under).
—Age 25, single ; ten years' experience inside andfout

;

honest and hardworking, and abstainer.-A. SPEaKMAN,
32. Richmond Road, South Tottenliam, N.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise)
Age 27 ;

good practical all-round experience in all

branches. Inside and Out ; steady, highly recommended.-
G. CADD, Ivy Farm. Hilliogdon, Uxbridge.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or help given,
or Under).—Age 21, single; good general experience.

Good references. Abstainer.—H. B., George Smith, Spofforth.

near Harrogate, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where help
is given).—Age 25, single. Thirteen years' experience

Inside and Out. Excellent character.— H. Q., Washlands
Farm, Balcombe, Sussex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with help).
—Age 28, married, no family; experience in Vines,

Tomatos, Cucumbers, and general work. Good references.

State wages. No objection to Pony and Trap. Wife willing

to help in house if required.—W., The Cottage, Long Lodge,
Nether Street, Finchley.

GARDENER (excellent French) requires
situation; England or America.— Married; highest

testimonials; twenty-five medals. Speakj Englieh, — V,
FAROULT, Victoria Poste Restante, Sarcelles, France.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—Age
27, single; eleven years' practical experience in the

general routine of Gardening, including [two years as First
Journeyman. Inside. Well recommended. Abstainer. No
circulars." BEESON, 87, High Street, Netting Hill Gate,
London, W.

GARDENER (Second), or otherwise.—
Age 21 ; abstainer ; seven years* experience in all

branches. Excellentreferences.-I.HARMOUR, Ham Common,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept, or JOURNEYMAN in large establishment.-

J. PULLEN, Head Gardener. Fanshawe, Hertford, recommends
S. Jordan as above. Abstainer. Age 23; two years in

present situation ; five previous. No circulars.

GARDENER (Second).—Mr. F. Simmonds,
Mamhead Park, near Exeter, can highly recommend

G. Watson as above.

GARDENER (Under), or LABOURER on
Gentleman's Estate.—Age '^^j, married, two children.

Steady; Abstainer. Good character of long standing.— F.

NASH. 12, Newtown, Foot's Cray, Kent.

GARDENER (UnderX—Situation required
b7 young man, age 2.^. Abstainer; good character.

—

W. F., 2, Sherwood \'illas, Roxeth. Harrow.

GARDENER.orPROPAGATOR.GROWER,
or SALES.MAN.

—

Look experience; wages DOt con-
sidered to begin with.—BUR&RIDOE, 538, Oxford Street, W.

MANAGER or TRAVELLER in Seed or
Nursery Business.—Adverti*^er seeks situation as above.

Thorough knowledge oF horticulture; practical, theoretical,
and commercinl. Twenty years' experience. Age ^5. First-

olass testimonials—J. W. HARESIGN, St. Mary's Road,
Doncaster.

MANAGER. — Thoroughly experienced in
Growing, in large quantities for Market. Cut Flowerp,

Fruit. Tomatos. Palms, Ferns, Orchids, Ike. ; supervision
of labour and general routine of a large establic'hment.
Highest references; good Trade connection.—ENERGY, Mr.
H. Goddard. Salesman, 27, Catherine Street, W.C.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR,
and GROWER, where Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatos,

Cut Flowers, and Pot Stuff are wanted in quantities.—Age 34.
married ; life experience in Plant Nurseries —41. Queen's
Road, Mitcham, S.W.

GROWERS, for MARKET. — Mr. G.
Bethkll. Whiteley*s Nurneries, Hillingdoo, is in a

position to thoroughly recommend an experienced man as
MANAGES. Many years experience, and well up in every
detail of Growing in and outdoor Stuff in quantity for Market.

GROWER and rROPAQATOR (Practical).
—Wanted, by Florists" Foreman (age 30). charge of

Houses or Nursery. Palmp, Adiantums, Chrysanthemums,
Boies. Beliab'e and trustworthy. Would take good situation
abroad.—PERMANENCY, 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

To Nurserymen.

PROPAGATOR (Genkral), and FOREMAN
(WoRKiNii).—Thirty years' practical experience in

leading Nurseries. Roses, Clematis, Rhododendronii, Coniferee.
Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, &c. General knowledge
of the Trade. Good reference.—T. 0., Rose Cottages, Ottersbaw,
Cherfcey.

PROPAGATOR and KNIFEMAN.^Practical
experience in leading Nurseries. Wetl up in Conifers,

Clematis, Roses, Hardy Ornamental Fruit Trees and Shrubs,
Good Budder and Grafter.— II. WINCH, Station Cottage!
Barnham Junction, Sussex.

TO NURSERYMEN.— Young Man, age 23,
accustomed to growing Cucumbers. Tomatos. Plants),

&c , seeks situation.—A. SKINNER. 3, Dering Road. South-
bridge Road, South Croydoo.

TO NURSERYMEN.— Situation wanted by a
young Man (age S3) Well up in Palms, Roses, and

Carnations. Eight years* experience.—H, A., !.'{, Upper Park
Fields, Putney, S.W.

FOREMAN and GROWER.—Praotioal experi-
ence in growing for Market, Grapes, Cucumbers,

Tomatos, Mushrooms, Palms, I- ern8,Cut*Flower8,|&c.—A. ,310,
London Road, Thornton Heath.

FOREMAN. — F. Brewer, Felaham, near
Bury St. Edmund's, will be pleased to engage as above;

good experience in Plant aud Fruit Houses. Excellent
testimonials. Bothy preferred. Abstainer.

FOREMAN.—AVixLiAM Tilling, of Heaton
Park. Manchester, can highly rccommtnti Thomas Law-

rence, as above, where there are three or four unaer Glass.
Total abstainer.

FOREMAN, or GROWER.—Age 26; life
experience in Cucumbers. Tomatos, Vines and Mush-

rooms. Good references.—W. S., Ivy Cottage, Leicester Road,
New Barnet.

FOREMAN.—Age 27; twelve years' expe-
rience with Vines. Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, Cucumberp, Melonp, Chrysanthemums, &c. Good
references.—L. READ, Basing Park, Alton. Hants.

FOREMAN, or DECORATOR.—Age 24

;

eleven years* experience in Fruit and Plant Culture in
gocd establishments. Excellent references.—F. HARE, The
Gardens. Coombe House, Shaftesbury, Wilts.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, where two or three
are kept,—Has had good experience in Stove and Green-

house Plants, Early and Late Forcing, and House and Table
Decoration. — WALTER THOMAS, Paxton Park Gardens,
St. Neots.

FOREMAN, or Second, in a good establish-
ment.—Age;26: twelve years' practical experience In-

side and Out. First-clas^ references.—G. FROST, 6, Trimdon
Street, Middleton Road. West Hartlepool.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN, Inside or
Outside.—Age 27 ; twelve years' experience. Thoroughly

used to the work. Good references.—A., The Gardens, Oak-
lands. St. Albans.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or part Out.—Age 21

;

six years' experience in good establishments. Good
references. Abstainer. — GEORGE SMITH, Spofforth, near
Harrogate, Yorkshire.

I OURNEYMAN.—ISEr. Coates, Darnhall Hall
fi Gardens, Winaford. CheshiTc, would be pleased to recom-
mend a young man, age 22, as above. Six years' experience.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside) in a good estab-
lishment.— Age 23 ; Jeight years' experience ; well

recommended.—S, SMART. Bowden Hill House Gardens,
Chippenham, Witts.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
fj Age 21; two and a half years in present situation.
Excellent reference.—H. EASTAFF, The Gardens, Renishaw
Ball, near Chesterfield.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses, in a good
establishment.-Age 'i'i; three and a half years' g03d

character from last situotion ; five previous. — W. BAOG,
Vagnol Park, Bangor, N.W.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses, in good estab-
lishment.—Age -1. Six years' experience in good places.

—F. WELLS, Coombe Cottages, Coombe Hill, Kingston-on-
Thames, Surrey.

JOURNEYmXn (Inside).—ATyoung Man,
age 32. seeks situation as abore ; two years in present

situation. Good character ; also li'e abstainer. -T. W. HAM-
MONDS. The Oatdens, Ottershaw Park, Chertsey, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (Third), fruit hoase7~pi^
ferred, 4( years at Kettun Hall, First class t'stimooials

from Mr. Drabble and Mr. DlVBRS, Belvoir Castle, Qrantham.
-S. BUTCHER, Ketton, Stamford.

IMPROVER, age I'.i, seeks situation Inside, or
Inside and Out. in private establishment. Itothy pre-

ferred.— A. WESTWOOD, South Weald, Brentwood.

IMPROVER ; age 16.—Mr.ED.AiuND Hanbuby,
Poles, Ware, Herts, will be glad to recommend a young

Man as above. Three years' experience under glass. Bothy
preferred.

IMPROVER, in Nursery.— Vonng man,
age 13|, strong and willing, desires situation as abore.

Eighteen months' experience, chiefly Outaide. Good tefer-
encej,—LOGAN, Bu.Kton Lodge. Lutcn, Beds.

IMPROVER, in Nursery (or Third in Private
Establishment), Inside, or Inside and Out, where four or

five are kept.—Age 20 ; five years' experience. Good reference.
Disengaged when suited.—F,, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

TMPROVER.—Mr. .Tohn.son, The Gardens,
-L Forest Hall. Ongar, Essex, can thoroughly recommend a
good strong willing Youth. Has had two and a half yearp.
Inside and Out. Good character.

IMPROVER, Inside.—Age 20.\ ; three and a
half years' experieace in general Market Work.— B.,

12, MiUhill Terrace, Acton, W.

STOKER, in Greenhouse Furnaces.—Young
Man (age 27) seeks situation as above, Qood character.

—C. NORTH, 28, Gastien Road, Fulham, S.W.

CARPENTER, on country gentleman's place.
—Young Man wishes situation as above. Five years*

experience.—GORDON HARRIS, 2, Ashburnham Road, King's
Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

SEED TRADE, &o.—Man and Wife, without
family, would like Management of Branch, or man

situation in Shop, Office, or Warehouse ; has some knowledge
of Nursery and Florist's Business; also Corn Trade. &o. Good
references from similar appointments.—DILIGENT, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN, &c.—CLERK: Book-
keeping, Correspondence, iL'c. Willing to fill up time

in Florist Department. Well up in Wreaths, &c, Qood
references.— C, HOBDAY, Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

To F L O RI S T S.—Young Lady, age 17,
eighteen months' experience, requires situation. Used to

serving and assisting in Wreaths. Buttonholes. &c. London
preferred.—150, Harringay Road, South Tottenham.

FLORISTS.—A young Lady desires re-engage-
ment; well up in all branches. First-class references.—

FLORIST, 463. Holloway Boad, N.
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yV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ife.

BTXILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE tINITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM,
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
Telegraph

—

' HORTULANUS, LONDON.'

AND

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W. Telephone, No. 8728.

CONSERVATORIES DESIGNED and BUILT to

SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST
IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FRXHT HOUSES FOR ALL
PURPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the

Best Quality.

ALL KINDS of BOILERS, our Improved and
other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings, Connec-
tions, and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright
TubiJar Boilers of all Sizes, conditionally

Guaranteed for Ten Tears.

J. WEEKS & CO., F.R.H.S.,

Horticultural Builders and Hot- Water
Apparatus Manufacturers,

LONDON. S.^N'.CHELSEA.
Editorial communications should be addressed to the '' Editor

;
>' Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office 41 Wellington Street Covent Garden London W CPrinted for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury. Aqnew, ft Co. (Limited). Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefria^. OitTo" London |-nth!countrot Sleser and n^^^^^^Harry Gili.ard Cote, at the Office, 41, WeUington Street. Parish of St, Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County,-SAT^DAY, A^guTt ?, 1896. Agen^fTr Lnch^sfer^jJkrHKVwJ^D
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIflST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at ihe latest.

,
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Better the Seeds-Better the Crop.
ALL SEEDS tor PRESENT SOWING, NEW, OWN GROWN,

and of the HIQHE3T E.XCELLENCE.

HCANNELL AND SONS would be much
• pleased to send LISTS and full particulars. It should

be remembered that our

DEFIANCE CABBAGE
is certainly the best, and should be in every Garden. Won
numerous 1st Prizes.—SWANLEY; KENT. - - - - - -

,

Table Plants.

DRAC^NAS, CROTUNS, AR'ALIAS,
COCOS, QEONOMAS, &c. .

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration,
B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nunaries,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonias

ezolusiTely at the Temple Show. Exhibition, June till Sep-
tember, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid Kent
S.K.R. A visit solicited.—JOHN R. BOX, Croydon.

ENRY RIDES, Salbsman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt oaah.

H

BEAUTIFUL WHITE FLOWERS AT
CHRISTMAS.

To insure an abundance of bloom at this season, ROMAN
HYACINTHS should be potted up at once. By this early
planting, large sii'l well-Hovered spikes can be obtained,
which are so valuable for Christmas decoration. Messrs,
SUTTON AND SONS, the Royal Seedsmen, Reading, are
executing orders at 10s. Qd., Ut., and 3l5, per 100, according
to the size of the bulbs. For full particulars of these and
other winter and springfloweriog Bulbs, see SUrrON'd
BULB CATALOGUE for 1896. beautifully illustrated.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DEREOT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

OW is the TIME to PLANT GAILLAR-
DIAS, Pyrethrnms, and other Hardy Herbaceous Peren-

nials.— Catalogue of KELWAYandSON, Langport, Somereet.

RCHIDS.—B. S. Williams & Son have an
immeDse stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

Ad iD9pec(ion iDTit«d. Iilu8trat«d Catalogue post-free,
Victoria and Paradise Nurseriea, Upper HoUoway, Londoo. N.

DICKSONS HORTICULTURAL MANURE.
—Specially and most carefully prepared for Vines,

Plants, Fiuit Trees, and general garden purpocea. Price,
17s. 6(2. per cwt., carriage paid. Also supplied in smaller
quantities, DICKSONS, CHESTEB.

ENT, THE GARDEN OF"eNGLAND.—
STRAWBERBIES, for Forcing or Garden Culture.

QEOBOE BUNYARD & Co., The Boyal Nurseries, Maidstone,
beg to intimate that their New Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may b« had poet-free on application.

The largest and best stock in the Trade.

Important to Moshroom Growers.

Cuthbert's specialite mushroom
SPAWN, Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, bs.

B. ASD O. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. EtUbUshed 1797.

STRAWBERRIES, all the leading sorts, in
pots now ready for planting, 125. 6d. per liO.

H. LANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

ALM SEEDS. — PLANT NOW.—
Just arrived, Kentias, Coryphas, Pboeaiz. Cocos, Sea-

forthias, ftnd others. lOO in variety, to name, free. 2a. 6d.

600 for lOf. Price to the Trade on application.
HOBLS AND CO.. Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W,

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties, 'Double and Single,

for Oonserratory or Bedding. See B. R. Daris' Descriptive
CATALOOUE, free. A handsome coloored plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for \s.

B. R, DAVIS, YeoTil Nurseries, Yeovil, Somerset.

THE NEW FUCBSIAS advertised at page 121
of the Gardeneri* Chronicle are now all in flower. An

inspection is invited.
i

WILLIAM BULL. F.L.S., Establishment for New and Hare
Plants. 636, Kng's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W, .

Ferns-Fern a.

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE.—Pteris
tremula, criatata. serrulata, compacta, alba lineata,

_ bastata, oretica. argyrea, Mayii, and Lygodium japonica

;

good thick Stuff in thumbs ready for repotting. Price per
100. ia«. : per 1000. £5 10».— R. FENGELLY, Nurseryman,
Dyson's Lane, Angel Boad, Upger Edmonton, N.

WANTED, Henry Jacoby and West Brighton
Gem GERANIUM CUTTINGS, this month, by the

1000 or 100.

HARRISON BROS., Nurserymen, Cockerton, Darlington.

ANTED, a few CLOCHES (French Bell
Giftsees), for Nursery Purposes. Please state price

and sixe to WM. PAUL and SON, Waltham Cross.

LARGE PALMS & DECORATIVE PLANTS.
Immense stock.

All sizes np to 20 feet for Sale or Hire.
Inspection Invited. Prices on Applioation.

B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, yiotoria and Paradise Nur-
series. Upper HoUoway, Londun, N.

BARR'S AUTUMN F L O W E R sT
Plant during July or August to flower this Autumn,

liarr's beautiful and rare anecies of Crocus, Meadow Saffrons,
White Lily of the West Wind, Yellow Lily of the Field, &c.

Descriptive LIST on application.
BARR AND SON, 12, King Street. Covent Garden. London.

Tbe NoTBerimen, market Gardeners, and General^
HAILSTORM INSURANCE CORPORA-

TION, Limited. -Offices, 1 * 2. King Street, Covtnt
Garden, W.C. Chairmm, HARRY J. VEITCH.

Manager and Secretary, ALEX. JAMES MONRO.

STRAWBERRIES.—A fine collection of the
best varieties can be supplied. Orders thould be booked

now. Descriptive CATALOOUE post free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON, Sawbridgeworth.

SK for the CHEAP BULB and PLANT
CATALOGUE from J. M. STIGGELBOUT AND CO.,

Wholesale Bulb Growers, Texel and Hillegom, Holland.
Telegram Address: -''Stiggeluout, Texel."

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free,

P.MoARTHUR,The London Nursery, 4. Maida Vale, London,W.

CARNATIONS,—My List of Surplus Carna-
lions and Picotees is now reaiy, containing all proved

new varieties up to date, post-free.

CHARLES K. WHEELER, Bramley, Guildford.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.-Sir Joseph
' Paxton, 1-yr. transplanted, strong, 3r. per 100,

POULTON, Ash Vale, Aldershot.

WANTED, "KERNER and
NATURAL HISTORY of PLANTS."

parta, or bound. Offers to—
U. E., eo, Rugby Road, Brighton

OLIVER'S
Complete, in

EUCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32*8, some
throwing upflower-spikes, 30j. per doz. Winter- floweriug

CARNATIONS. in48's, splendid stuff, 12s. doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in 4S's, extra busby, IO5. per doz. Samples and names on
application.—WALSHAW and SON, Scarborough.

DUTCH TULIPS-DUTCH TULIPS.—
DUG VAN THOL, scarlet, 1000, 16«. 6rf., 100, 2s.

ARTU8, red, 1000, 20j.. 100, 2». 3d.

GLORIA MUNDI, yellow. 1000. 2H. M. 100. 2». id.
LA CANDEUR white, 1000, 211. id.. 100, is id.

Apply for price of other Tulips to
B, VBRDOES. 2, Marlborough Road, Upper HoUoway, N.

-- - - Choice Vegetable Seeds.
FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

H, AND F. SHARPE will be pleased to give
• Special Quotations for their fine Selected Stocks of

CABBAGE, TURNIP. LETTUCE, ONION, RADISH, and
other SEEDS suitable for AUTUMN SOWING, which will be
found very advantageous to Purchasers. Also fine samples of

WHITE MUSTARD, and Sowing RAPESEED, at moderate
prices.

SESD GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

IOLAS.--VIOLAS.— VIOLAS,
strong healthy Cuttings, post-free.

25 in 12 Beat Distinct Varieties 2t.

60 in 25 „ 3s. 8i/.

100in;50 .. 6s.

Seed from a Collection of over 50 of the Best Varieties, id. and
Is. per packet.

WILLIAM POTTEN, Camden Nurseries, Cranbrook. Kent,

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocns, Lilies, &c.

CCx. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 26, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builderi.

• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M
Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc,
Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Road. Chelsea,S.W.
Telegraph Address "HortulanaB,London."Telephone, No,S72^
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBSDUTCH BULBS

Mr. J. O. STEVENS
Bega to annonnce that hi8 FIRST SALE OF THE SEASON
will take place at his Great Booms. 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, August 19, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, and will include a

Splendid Collection of Choice llained

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS,

And Other Bulbs in Variety;

EARLY F0KCIN6 NARCISSUS and LILIUMS.

A Consignment of well-jytrown PALMS,
from Belf^ium ;

A Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE, PLANTS, Sec.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MONDAY and THURSDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS.
SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

DUTCH BULBSDUTCH BULBS
SALES BY AUCTION,

Nearly every day, from the Middle of August
till the end of December.

MB. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that

he has now completed negotiations with eeveial of the

most prominent Nurserymen ia Holland to Continuously

Supply his Sales, during the coming season, with only really

First-class Bulbs, of the best quality.

A supply of Catalogues can be sent on application,

Friday Next.
By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.. Soathgate, N.

GRAND IMFORTED ORCHIDS.
FOR SALE WITHOUT THE LEAST RESERVE.

Comprising :

—

CATTLEYA WALKERIANA, in fine order; C. CRISPA,
L^LIA ANCEPS, &c.

Also,
CHOICE ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

Comprising :
—

CATTLEYA GBANDULOSA VAR. SCHOFIELDIANA, fine

varieties in flower.
CATTLEYA HAREISONjT! VIOLAOF.T:, in flower.
CYPRIPEDIUM CHABLESWORTHII, strong plnnti, sliowing

flower ; C. BELLATUM ALBUM L.ELlA AIFTUMNALIS
ALBA, L. X CATTLEYA GUATEMALIENSJS, very rare';

and other choice plants.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and t)8, Cheapside, London, E.C., on FRIDAY
NEXT, August 21. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale'and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
Ten cases of various IMPORTED 0RCHID3, received direct

for unre-erved sale. Also 640 EPIDENDRUM VITEL-
LINUM MAJUS, good plants, and about 60 lots each of
CATTLEYA CITRINA and CATTLEYA LABIATA.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their Sale on FRIDAY NEXT,

August 2)

.

On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had,

Friday Next.
198,000 CORYPHA AUSTBALIS SEEDS just received, in

splendid condition. For sale without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their ORCHID SALE on FRIDAY

NEXT, August 21.

On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

The LoDglands Noreery, Sldcup.
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of WINTER BLOOMING

HEATHS and GREENHOUSE PLANTS. Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. Gregory and Evans to sell the

above on the premises on WEDNESDAY. September 9.
Detailed particulars will appear next week.

The Ulll Lane Nursery, Cheshunt, Herts.
IMPORTANT SALE of thousands of WINTER-FLOWERING

HEATHS, FERNS, CARNATIONS, and ROSES, by order
of Mr. E. Rochford.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION on the premises, on

THURSDAY. September 10.

Full particnlars will appear next week.

VfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
XtJL sell by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rojms, 67
and 68, Cheapside, London, F.C., on

MONDAY and THDR3DAY NEXT, August 17 and 20.

at Twelve o'clock each day, large consignments cf NAMED
HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other
DUTCH BULBS, together with white ROMAN H'l ACINIHS.
and paper-white NARCISSUS, received direct for Unreserved
Sale.

These early auctions have been specially arranged in lots to
suit the Trade and other large biiyers.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to enter the names of in-

tending purchasers on their permanent lists who may desire a
regular supply of Catalogues for these Sales —Auction Rooms
and Offices, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C.

N.B.—The Sale on Monday next will also include SO.CCO
Double Von Sion Daffodils, all selected bulb?, in the finest

possible condition tor early forcing. To be offered in large
Trade Lots.

The Avenue Nursery. Bexley Heath.
SECOND ANNUAL TRADE SALE of thousands of W INTEB-

FLOWEBING HEATHS, FERNS, CARNATIONS, ROSES,
and other GREENHOUSE PLANTS, by order of Messrs.
P. H. & J. Cooper.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION on tlie premises on

FRIDAY, September 11.

Full particulars will appear next week.

Birmingham.—Dutch Bulb Sales.

MESSRS. THOMAS JAMES and DAVIES
will commence their SALES of DUTCH BULBS on

THURSDAY NEXT. August JU. at half-pist II o Clock, at
their Sale Rooms. Temple Street, Birmingham.

Catalogues post-free. Commissions carefully executeit.
T. J. AND D. receive Bulbs of only first-ctsMs quality from

reliable Growers, the roots being sound and true to name.
The Auctioneers have supplied some of the largpst Gardens in
England, and results have all proved satiiifactory.

ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS!
JOHN COWAN & CO., Ltd.,

Call very special attention to a

CATALOGUE OF ORCHIDS,
which they are preparing,

and which will be reatly for (Jistribution on

Saturday the 15th inst. Copies will be sent,

post-free, on application to the Co.,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

WANTED, to RENT, a small NURSERY,
with COTTAGE. — Fall particulars to NURSERY,

aardeners' Chronicle Of&ee, 41, Wellington Street, Strand,W.C.

WANTED to RENT a GENTLEMAN'S
KITCHEN GARDEN, with glass. Near a;»tation and

large town. State all particulars.— J. T., ll, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE, on South Coast, SMALL
NURSERY, about 300 feet of Glass. Incoming. £80.

D. O. T., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

OLD-ESTABLISHED SEED BUSINESS for
SALE. Id good Business Cdotre. Sto^k and Fixtures

at alow valuation.—Q., Gardentrs' Chronicle Office, 41. Wel-
liDgton Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE, excellent SMALL JOBBING
NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS. Good position

; good
connection ; same hands twenty years. Six-roomed House and
Shop. A going concern. Would sell as it stands.

Full particulars and price on application to N., 3. Station
Buildings, Wightman Road, Horn'^ey, N.

HADLEIGH, SUFFOLK. — TO BE DIS-
POSED OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Glass Erections, &q., of above NURSERY, comprising about
IJ acres of Land, convenient DWELLING HOUSE, Packing
and Potting Sheds, SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about
nineteen years unexpired. Rent £27. No other Nursery
within several miles. Price £160. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Qravesend.

To Nurserymen and Flortata commencing Baalneas.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on eaey system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thamee.

LONDON, S.W. (8861).—A high-class and
lucrative FRUITERERS and FLORIST'S BUSINESS

for DISPOSAL. Noble shop, emceptionallv well fitted. Held
on lease at a rental of £1:J3. Turnover £140 per week ; large

profits. Price for fixtares, stock, horses, vans, &c , £^00.

\|IDLAND COUNTIES (8862). — In a
XtX flourishing town, a thoroughly genuine FRUITERER'S
and FLORIST'S BUSINESS. High class trade. Large shop;
excellent position. Takings over £50 per week. Price for

stock, fixtures, horses, and carts, £700.
Full particulars of PROTHEBOS & MORRIS, Auctioneeir,

67 and 6S, Cheapside, E.C.

BARGAIN.—TO be SOLD, SPAN GREEN-
HOUSE, 12ftx45tt. Good as new (opening and shutting

gear to roof and side lights), properly framed together, perfecu

for re-erection.
Also PLAIN SADDLE BOILER. 48 in. X 21 in. X ii in., and

fittings good as new. Site required for Building Pnrpojes.
Box 110, BATES, HENDY AND CO., Beading.

TO LET a SMALL NURSERY, close to
Station.'Address S. A., Primrose Nursery, Fordham, near

Soliam.

q^O BE LET, HOUSE with spacious SHOP.
JL Corner position. Opening for Greengrocer. Rent, £iO.
—Address, OWNER, 9, Great James St., Bedford Row, W.C.

''PO FLORISTS, &0.—TO BE LET (from
-L Michaelmas), in splendid situation, in Midland Town,
SHOP, DWELLING-HOUSE, and half-dozen GREENHOUSES.

Apply to J. COLE, House Agent, Bedford.

SMALL NURSERY TO LET, or SELL.
Seven Greenhouses, &c.. Six-roomed Cottage. Old-estab-

li'-hed Business, large Stock and Goodwill, only £100. Genuine
affair. Rent moderate, on Lease.

WILSON, 149, Markhouse Road, Walthamstow.

MUSHROOM FARM TO LET.-3i acres.
Mushroom House. 270 feet by 80 feet; Office, Sorting

and Weighing-house, extensive and well-ventilated Compost
Shed, and Tool-house. Every facility for raising large crops
under cover. Bight-room Dwelling-house. Stables, and Coach-
bouee, Fowl-house and Runs. Orchard and two large Gardens
well stocked with Fruit. Rent, £75. -JOHN RAWLINGS,
Rawesville, Richmond Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hohticul-
TTBAi. Market Gardeu and Estate Auotioneebs and

Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, and at Leyton-
fltone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on applioation.

RliOW, Florist, Bristol, will sell his patent,
• Flower-pot, for £10.000; sample 6d. Dome bottom,

Self-draining
;
praised by judges

;
purchased by gardeners.

FOR SALE, cheap ; room wanted,—About
200; CATTLEYA TRIAN.E in 4S's, in good condition,

and other ORCHIDS. Also 8J0 CALLAS. flowered two years
in 3-3 s. and 300 two years In 48'fl, — G. * W. HAYNES,
Nurseryman, Hamley, Dartford, Kent.

CARNATIONS.—The latest French varieties,
and best English Exhib'tion Selfs and Fancies; well-

rooted plants. Full LISTS on applioation.—Apply

—

GAMDENER, Keevil Manor, Trowbridge, Wilts.

Primulas. Cinerarias, and Calcjolarias.

HCANNELL AND SONS have these in just
• the condition to give the greatest satisfaction and

together with our perfection of variety, what a life and charm
they would give wherever well grown. Seedlings, 2s. per doz,;
in pots, 4s. per doz. SWANLEY.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots, Stove and Green-

house, 30 best sellingsorts, I2f. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts. Qi. doz. ; strong seedlings, 65. lOO, bOs. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48^8, for cutting, Qs. and 8s. doz. ; ditto*

formating large plants quickly, 16s. and 20j. lOO; Cyperus,
Aralias, Grevilleas, Rhodanthe, Geraniums, Fuchsias, and
Heliotropes, in 48'8,6s. per doz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette, and
Cockscombs, in 48's, 8s. per doz. ; Ficus, Palms, Draceenas,
Crotons, Pelargoniums, and Hydrangeas, in bloom, in 48's. 12<.

doz. ; Listsfree. Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AND

CHBTSANTHEMUM ALBUMS.

I have a few of these valuable works left, and will send A
copy of each, post-free, 2s., or separately. The Guide, 8 stamps,
the Album, 18 stamps.

Both are invaluable to Chrysanthemum Growers.

H. J. JONES, Byecroft Nursery, Lewisham.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimena and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDBOBES A SPECIALT7.
Please Write for List.

lAMPO rVDUPD EXOTIC nurseries,
JAlVllio Lirnlilv, Cheltenham.
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ODONTOQLOSSUM LONDESBOROUQH-
lANUM O. MADRENSE, LMLIL PEDUNCULABI8.

and L DATAKA. All fine imported plants, in grand condition,

2s. «d., 3». M., 5«., and 7j. M. each.

W. t. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.

Blaze Of Flower.

IT has frequently been said, if I could grow
ZonaU like Mr. Cannell, I wou'd have a glare like him all

the winter. We are sending free, full particulars and a List

of varieties, with prices. Just what to do. Now is the time

to commence. Bs per dot. ; in 5 in. ia». per doi.

H. CANNELL AND SONS, Swanley.

To the Tride

BMALLER AND SONS beg to offer a very

• extensive and unusually well-ircwn Stcck of ERICAS
(Hyemalisand the other varieties) ; EP.»CRtS. S0LANUM3.
QENISTAS, CYCLAMEN, DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS,
BOUVARDIAS, of sorts ; APIANTUM CUNEATUM, and other

FERNS- PALMS, in valiety; GREVILLEA ROBUSTA,
ASPARAGUS PLUMOSU.S. STEPHANOTI', DIPLADENIAS,
FICUS KLASTICA, CEOTONS, TREE CARNATIONS of sorts ;

TEA ROSES in pots ; BORONIAS of sorts ; VINES in pots, &0.

An inspection is invited.

Trade Catalogues forwarded on applicition.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on Tuesday,

September 15

Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

NURSERYMEN'S HOUSES.

See New Lists, showing blocks of HouEes as
erected In different places.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to

Grow them, apply to SANDERS, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutee from St. Pancras.

Suitable for Plants, Vines, Tomatos, Chrysanthemums.
Made of the best materials. Woolwork, and Ironwork com-
plete, painted twice. 21-02. English Glass.
A lirst-class House in every respect can be seen erected in

nearly every county. Sent out so that anyone can erect them,
as every part is fitted correctly ; all screw and bolt-holes made.

See Testimonials from well-known people.

Cash Pbicks. Oarbiai^^e Paid.
Long. Wide. £ s. d.

\
Long. Wide. £ s, d.

60ft. X r2ft. ... 25 60ft. X 15ft. ... 32 10

100ft. X laft. ... 45
I
100ft. X I5ft. ... 55

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTURAL

BUILDERS, NORWICH.
No. 73. SPAN-BOOF GARDEN FRAME.

PIT t 6 ft. by 4 ft., painted and glazed ... 13/6 each.

LIGHTS) 6 ft. by 4 f t., uiipainted & unglay.ed 6/- .,

GREENHOUSES FOR AMATEURS.
No. 47a.— 10 ft. by 1 ft. I Well made, Painred. ( £x 10 (i

No. 4flA.— 10 ft. by .S ft, ) Gla^i».i.';:CarriaeePaifl t 10 10

No. 76. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

4 ft. by 6 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

... £1 15

... 2 15

12ft. by eft.
l«ft, by 6 ft. 4 l.i

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME. Sfeat by ifeet, I Qfkr.
similar to N'o. 'tf>, with two tigbta. f Ov/Oi

on Orders of 408. value to most
goods stations in England and

Wales; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

CARRIAGE PAID

W. J. GODFREY, EXMOUTH, DEVON.

EXHIBITIONS.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW on THURSDAY, August 13, 1896, at
St. Ives Place. Entries close August 6.

CHA8. A. VAKDY, Hon. Sec.

INGSWOOD, ST. GEORGE, and WEST
GLOUCESTERSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. .

ANNUAL SHOW
Of FLOWERS. FRUIT, VEGETABLES, and HONEY,

On WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1S96,

Will be held (by kind permission of the Misses and Messrs.

A, E. and R. H. Stone) in the Grounds attached to the Vicarage

at Kiogswood, near Bristal.

Over £a;o Frizes. Silver Cups, open to all Amateur
Competitors.

Band of the Bristol Artillery Volunteers (by kind permission

of Col. Ord), and the Band of the Kingswood School.

GRAND DISPLAY OF FIREWORKS.
Electric Trams pass the Entrance Gates.

Prices of Admission:— 1 to 2 P.M., 2s. : 2 to 4 l'..M., 1.'. ; 4 to

7 I'.M., M. ; after 7, for Bands and Fireworks, Sd. Children

under Twelve half-price up to 7 p.m.
F. H. JULLION, I „ g
A. W. COTfLE, 1

"""• "*"''

RIGHTON SUMMER SHOW,
August 25 and 26.

£200 in CASH and SEVERAL HANDSOME PRIZES.
Entries close August 19.

Schedules and particulars of

—

THE SECRETARY, 87, Western Road, Brighton.

ILLESDEN GREAT SHOW,
AUGUST 27, 28, 29, 31.

Patrons : The Duke and Duchess of Teck.
Fifth year. Class D., open competition to Nurserymen and

Gentlemen's Gardeners, for Groups, Table Deooratiocs, and
Cut Flowers, Dahlias, Asters, Zinnias, Pansies, Roses, Grapes
Peaches, Apples, Tomatos. Potatos. Entries close Friday,

August 21.

Schedules and Entry Forms of Mr. BADGER, Qeteral

Manager, 14, Grange Boad, London, Middlesex.

O A N D Yi B~E DFORDSHIRE.
TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL SHOW.

THURSDAY, August 27, 189?.

Plants, Flowers, Fruit, Table Decorations, Vegetables.

Corn, Roots, Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits, Cits, and Cage
Birds, Honey, Butter, &c.

PRIZED, £i60, including Prizes of £12, £3, £il, and £3 for

Ten Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Live Stock entries close August 8, 1896.

All other entries close August 19, lH9ii.

Bands:—Royal Horse Guards (Blues), and Bedford Orchestra
Band.

Secretary. E. T. LEEDS-SMITH, Sandy.
Assistant-Secretary, EDWARD SILLS, Sandy.

NEW CALLAS or ARUM LILIES.
All 7nu8t, and willj welcome these varieties^ as beiny the finest and Dwst valuable

acquisitions of recent years.

** THE GODFBEY CALLA'' is equal to the old variety in size, but excls it in whiteness, and is

of much dwarfer habit in growth. The spatbes are protlnofd earlier, aud with RTeater frt-edon), and require less heat to
exiaod. They hare also a much morerehoed appearance,

** DEVONIENSIS."—Nearly all Arum ^^rowers have had experience with Little Gem, and with
very few exceptions disappointment is the result. Little Gem only blooms occasionally, and the spathes, althouf^h very
pure, are too flat in form, and have a wilted appearance. Devoniensis is of the same dwarf habit, but the foliage has
more substance. The spathes are very freely produced, of the purest white, aod of perfect form. The size is about half
that of the ordinary Calla. For floral work this variety can be used where others would not be admissible.

These Callas are more fret- flowering than othirs, are whiter, and of better i"r m,

Plants, IOp. 6cI. each. Orders now btlDg booked. Trade price on appllcatlOD.

B A T H AUTUMN SHOW
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, August 2J and 37.

l8t
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MUNGO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dud-
dio|(9ton Lodge, Mid-Lothian, begs to intimate to his

friends and acquaintances that he retires from his present
situation on the 20th of the present month. He has arranged
to leside at St. Ninians, near Stirling, where he intends to
commence the Cultivation and Sale of Hard; Plants on his
own account.

With the experience gained during twenty-four years in the
management of one of the most choice privat* collections of
plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late Charles
Jenner, Esq.—Mr. Chapman can confidently undertake to
supply what is select and true to name of the most suitable
plants for Borders and Bock-work.
He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, from

which customers may make their own selection. In the
interval, he will be fully employed in getting up Stock.

May 19, 1896.

PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOB EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER ;—

ROMAN HYACINTHS, 4J-inch and upwards, I3s. U. per 100.
,, ,, smaller 10s. flrf. ,,

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 6s.
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 6s.
DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, first size,

imported bulbs 6s. 6d. ,.

For delivery in August.

DUC VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet
ARTUS „ i

L'lMMACULljlE
"

/^»- '^- P" l""
'
^ ''• ^°^-

DUCHESS of PARMA „
WOUVERMAN „ ,'

CHRYSOLORA „ 6». per 100 j 1'. 3d. per dozen.
Second-size HYACINTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed Us. Orf. per 100.
Named ditto, our selection 18*. 6i
First-jize HYACINTHS, the best quality, and

first-class varieties 4j. to 9s. per doz.
NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3s. 6d. per 100.

PRINCEPS 6s.

For September delivery. All orders over 6i. carriage paid.

33. In the £ discount off all Bulbs for " Cash witli Order."
CATALOaUES ready in August.

CARAWAY & CO., ""'SJi^toWirt^oi""*"-

RETABDED
LILYOFTHE VALLEY CROWNS!!

Write for Prices to—

T. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DERSINQHAM,
NOHFOLK.

DAFFODILS & TULIPS
(BRIGHT C3I.0nRS>.

EARLY and LATE FLOWERINq SORTS.

"ORIGINAL LITTLE BOOK"
Of Thirty-tv70 Octavo Pages,

Giving complete history of the Tulip and its introduction
into England, &c., by the late John SLiTEB, of Lower Brough-
ton, near Manchester, a Tulip name eo famous sixty or seventy
years since. Nearly 150 sorts to select from, some varieties
scarcely ever offered before. The book, -which is entered at
Stationers' Hall, is full of interest to lovers of " old-faahioned
flowers." With Daffodil List for 1696. Price 6d.. post-frer.
WM. BAYLOR HART LAND, DsHodil and Tulip Grower,

Cork, Ireland.

DUTCH BU LBS.
PRICE LISTS Of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, ftc,

FREE on APPLICATION, for SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.
Apply to—

S. A. VAN KONIJNENBTJRG & CO.,
NOORDWIJK, HOLLAND.

raStFERNSM
A large quantity of Small FERNS, nice bushy stuff, ready to

pot on, or for decorative purposes, in 2J inch pots : Pteris
cristata, nobilis. major, and tremula, at 9s. per 100 ; 600
and upwards, at 8s. fid.

PTERIS CRISTATA and SERRULATA CRISTATA,
plants, at 4s. Qd. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Inspection at the Nurseries is Invited.

fine

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E,

CARTER'S Bulbs
FOR EARLY FORCING.

White Roman Hyacinths, very large bulbs, price 21s. per 100
;

3s. per dozen. Large bulbs, price 14«. per 100 ; 2s. per dozen.

Large Flowered White Narcissus " Parity."—The in-
dividual blossoms are half as large again as the ordinary Paper White. Largest
bulbs, price lOs. Qd. per 100 ; Is. Qd. per dozen.

Double Roman Narcissus.—Largest bulbs, price 65. M. per 100

:

Is. per dozen.

Easter Lily (Lilium Harris!).-Magnificent bulbs, price 18s.
per dozen; S«. each. Fine bulbs, price 10s. Qd. per dozen ; Is. each,

ALL CARRIAGE FREE. SPECIAL PRICES FOR QUANTITIES.
See CAETER'S NEW BOOK on BULBS, containing many photographs of the Beds of

Bulbs supplied by Messrs. Carter to the Royal London Parks, and taken by special permission
ot Her Majesty 8 First Commissioner of Works. Gratia to intendinff Customers.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. THE QUEEN and H.R.H, THE PRINCE OF WALES.

237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

BEAUTIFUL

ORCHIDS!! ORCHIDS!!

Ten different Specimens post-free. Send 205. Postal Order.

W. DANNE, TELOK BETONC, SOUTH SUMATRA.

BULBS FOR FORCING and PLANTING.

WM. PAUL & SON
Beg to announce that their CATALOGUE of the above, for the present season, is now ready, and

will be sent, post-free, on application.

EABLY WHITE BOMAlf HYACINTHS and other Early Bulbs, of the bejt quality, are now
ready for delivery, and the General Stock of all Roots is excellent.

EARLY ORhERS ARE RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

PAULS' NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS
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ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with, any other Firm of the
same name.

l^B
CATALOGUE for 1896

OF

DUTCH
CAPE and EXOTIC

BULBS
(WITH CULTURAL LIRECriONS)

Is NOW READY, and will be sent, Post Free
on application to themselves direct at

OVERVEEN, nearHAARLEM, HOLLAN D,

OR TO THEIR GENERAL AaENT:-,

Messrs MERTENS & CO.
3, CROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

THE YOKOHAMA NURSERY GO.
LIMITED,

Nos. 21-35,

NAKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

The Largest Exporters
and Growers of

LI LY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EHLALIA PANICLES,

MOSS, SEEDS, TREES, SHRUBS, &c.,

Produced in Japan.

DESCRIPTIVE CA TALOGUES sent mi application.

THE

(ianlfurrs'^hronicle.
SATVEDA7, AUGUST 1.3, 1896.

ROBERT BURNS AS A
POET.

FLOWER-

TN this special capacity Burns has been, it
-•- seems to me, almost ignored. Even Lord
Rosebery in his recent great "Centenary"
eulogiums of the most gifted of lyrical singers,
at Glasgow and Dumfries, did not speak of the
poet's remarkable felicity when singing of the
unobtrusive, yet exquisitely beautiful flowers
of the shadowy woodlands, the waysides, and
the fields. And yet Burns was one of those
rare spirits who could have deeply sympathised
with Wordsworth when he sang:—

" Thanks to th.at human heart by which wo live,

Thanks to it's teudorncss, its joys, its feari;,

To me tlio incauest flower that blows can give
Thoughts tliat do often lie too deep for tears."

Nor could he have failed to discern the
beauty of such a memorable passage of Words-
worth as this, which, notwithstanding its deep,
tender significance, is, I greatly fear, unknown
to most readers of the High Priest of Nature :—

" The Daisy, by the shadow that it casts,

Protects the lingering dew-drop from the sun."

This was entirely in the manner of Burns,
the very kind of conception, far-reaching in
its moaning, and intense in its sympathy, the
tonder-soulod Scottish singer would, in his
tiaest moments of inspiration, have written
himself It is not marvellous that ho who
wrote those memorable passages which I have
quoted from his works could also have said of

bini whose early death he mourned so doeplj',

when placing upon his grave an imperishable
wreath of fondest affection :

— " Neighbours we
were, and loving friends we might have been."
I can imagine that both Wordsworth and his

poetic follower, Matthew Arnold, would have
agreed with me in thinking that the ''Daisy ''

of Robert Burns, with all its combined
sweetness and power, is the grandest flower-

poem that has ever appeared. There is a

remarkable floral passage in Milton's Lyiirhis ;

another of equal impressiveness—as I have
previously indicated—in Arnold's T/iyrsis, one
of the noblest elegiac strains ever given to the

world. Shakespeare has some tenderly-musical

passages on flowers; Keats, Shelley, Byron,

Coleridge, and Tennyson, have occasionally very

beautiful floral inspirations. Thomas Gray has

told us in his Elegy written in a country church-

yard, which I visited not without an accompani-

ment of emotion last year (for are not both the

poet and his sister buried there ?)—-that

" Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.

And waste its sweetness iu the desert-air ;

"

but is there any one flowei'-poem existing that

can make any approach to ''The Daisy" of

Burns in soul - reaching tenderness or iu

manliest strength ^ I can say of this inspira-

tion and its influence ujwn my memory, as ho

s.aid of the parting-scene with his much- loved

Highland Mary: "Time but the impression
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deeper makes, as streams their channels deeper

wear." Burns would have been entitled to

poetic immortality, and the eternal reverence

and gratitude of all lovers of Nature, had he

never written any other poem save this. Let

any of my English readers who have not read

this profoundly- touching impro\'ization, do so

without delay, and they will understand my
enthusiasm. How powerfull}', in the terminat-

ing stanza, it predicts his early death !

*'Eveu thou who mourn'st the Daisy's fate,

That fate is thine, no distant date !

Stern ruin's j'loughshare drives, elate.

Full on thy bloom,
Till, crushed beneath the furrow's weight

Shall be thy doom !

"

Song was his nature rather than his art. As
the tree of the forest, at the suggestion of

spring, puts forth its delicate leaves, so the

nature of Burns, at the touch of tender passion,

blossomed into song. His "' sweetest lays are

thooO that tell of saddest thought ; " from
amidst the golden sunlight of present inspira-

tion they cast the shadow of a prophetic sad-

ness far into the future. How noble in its

meaning of Christ-like sympathy the identi-

fication of his own destiny with that of

the meekest and lowliest of flowers ! He
often finds relief for his very despair in

the passionate expression of hia mighty strains.

His pent-up grief for a love long lost suddenly
becomes musical and imperishable in " To Mary
in Heaven" (in which there is a floral passage

of incomparable beaut}')—the most tender and
touching of .all his lays. His world-embracing
love, arising on the tearful wings of pity, broods

sadly over the fate of the unconscious Daisy

;

commiserates the emotions of the wounded
hare, and imprecates in language too frequently

forgotten, "man's barbarous art." Though,
like AVordsworth, he loves to hold communion
with the fairest forms of Nature amid the

solemnities of the mountains, the weird

murmurs of the forest, where

—

" Fragrant Birch and Hawthorn hoar
Twined amorous round the raptured scene ;

"

or the deep-toned monotony of the echoing shore,

his soul was not a star that dwelt apart, for his

was that spirit of gentlest sympathy which
thinks evermore of the hopes and fears, the

sorrows and s.addening destinies of humanity.

" The clouds that gather round the setting sim
Do take a sober colouring from an eye
That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality."

And hence, thanks to that great human heart
by which he lived ; thanks also to those
passions which gave him all his weakness and
more than half his jjower, his poems must
always profoundly appeal to the noblest emo-
tions, to the fairest s}'mpathies of men. And
potent indeed for good must be the influence of

his song, who coidd not pass by a wounded
hare without feeling the infinite pathos of com-
passion urging him onwards to mercy and
tenderness ; or a humble flower of spring
without a lesson to his fellow-creatures on the
sublimity of the smallest of God's creations I

Jhti'id R. WilUnmson.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

ADIANTr.M (HEWAUDIA) MALALIENSE,
Jcnm., n.sp*

Tnis is a very interesting plant, of a totally different

luibit to the others of the small section Hcwardia,
which hitherto has contained only three species, all

* Aif-iitutf.^a {tli'iiardia) 7natalU"Sc, JeDlu,, n. sp.—Root-
Stick prostnito, repout, closely, biserially knotted, clothed
with densely imbricated bruneous fine sc.iles ; stipites
erect, seri.al, not articulated, an^iiar, ultimately bare at the

from Guiana, and all growing together where this was

found. I do not include A. dolosum, Kze. (A. Phyl-

litidis, J. Sm.), which, too, grows with them, for, as

Mr. Baker has said, a pair of veins fortuitously anas-

tomosing, give it no just right to inclusion. The
plant was discovered by Mr. Ward, who, with

the exception of two or three black men who
claim that lineage, is the only Scotsman in this

department. He came upon it'at the gi-eater Malali

of the Demerai-a River, the " Great Falls " of Water-

ton's delightful classic "Wanderings;" which Falls,

though few white men or women have seen them, are

known to almost every man, woman, and child,

throughout the wide world who speaks Waterton's

tongue. Malali, I should have said, means, in the par-

ticular Indian tongue, a waterfall. The habit of the

new species is exactly that of A. Kendalli, Jeum.. of

Jamaica, but difl'ering, of course, in all other charac

ters. Q. S. Jenman, Demerara.

CAMrANDLA ZoYSH.*

Our illustration (fig. 32) of this charming little alpine

was taken from a. plant exhibited by Messrs. Earr &
Son at a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society. It was drawn by Mr. Worthington

Smith, is of the real size, and shows the tufts of

obovato, rather thick, green leaves, from the midst
of which the flower-stalks rise. The flowers are of a

light blue colour, and, as is commonly the case with
alpine plants, are large in proportion to the plant.

The shape is different from that of any other Cam-
panula we can remember, the tube beiug somewhat
angular and flask-shaped, contracted at the throat,

and with five short, triangular, connivent lobes. The
inner surface of these lobe? is studded with hair.5,

and, as seen io the section, the stamens, which
are imlike those of most Campanulas, are short, and
occupy the bottom of the flower-tube, whilst the

style (which is glabrous) is as long .is the flower-tube,

aud the st-gma closely invested by the inflected seg-

ments. An insect visiting the flower would, there-

fore, have to push aside these segments, would be
more or less obstructed by the hairs on their inner

surface, and would come into contact with the

stigma. If that iusect h,ad just come from another

flower, it is most probable it would be dusted over

with poUeu, and that pollen would now be deposited

on the stigma. It is not at all unlikely that other

flowers of this plant might be provided with long

stamens and short styles as some Primroses are, but
we can only speak fi'om the facts before us. Insect

agency in any case is clearly probable, but it is sin-

gular, under such circumstances, to find the pollen

gr.ains smooth, as they were observed to lie by Mr.

Worthington .Smith, .and as .shown by him in the

figure. This circum3t,ance, together witli the cha-

racters of the stamens and style, suggest the

occasional possibility of close-fertilisation and even
cleistogamy. In the young state the flowers are

pendulous, becoming erect as they grow older. The
plant is a native of the Austrian Alps, and is reported

to be difficult to cultivate. M. T. M.

KEW NOTES.
Pterisantues POLiT.i.—Pterisanthes is a genus of

about six species of olimbing or sarinentose plants, very

closely allied to \'itis. It is remarkable in the form
of its inflorescence, which is flattened like a knife-

base, nigrescent, brightly polished, above freely maty, tonien-
tose, G t J 9 inches long ; fronds stiUly erect, a span or more
long and broad, bipinnato. very dark olive-green, subcorii-
ceous, n.iked, except ou tiie rachis and costw, which are
densely rusty-furfuraceoiis, consisting of a terminal pinnate
portion (with an entire ovate-lanceolate .and acuminate tcr-

tnin il segment,much like the contiguous lateral ones), and with
one to three similar basal, horizonUally-spreading, pinnate
branches, usually of lesser size, but otherwise exactly con-
form to the terminal pnrt ;

pinnules li to .'i inches long, half
to three-quarters of an inch wide, oblong-lancci )l;itc acuminate,
obliquely rounded at the sessile or shortly-stijiita'c ba.se, the
inferior side of wliich is very shortly cut away, bidentato,
the teeth apprcsscd in the faintly-serrate groups ; veins fine,

close, very oblique, repeatedly forked, freely anastomosing,
excvu-rcnt : sori oblong along the upper and lower edges,
divided every quarter of au inch or so by the primary
iniasions of the margin.
• * Campanula Zoi/sii, Wulf. in .T'ac^. ColUct. ii., 122 ; J^i.cqu'm

Icijil., 334; RuMc,-. FIfii: Jlurop,. i; Sdirui, Flora, vi., 22;
Oardai, October 10, 1S05. under the name C. Loreyi

;

Reichenbaeh, Fl. Onmav, 10, 1610.

blade, with the male flowers borne singly on stalks at

intervals of about an inch along the margins, and the

females sessile and scattered about the surface of the

flattened blade. The berries are about the size of

Peas, and are black when ripe. Some of the species

have pedate or trifohate leaves, and are very similar to

Cissus. P. polita has lately been introduced to Kew
from Singapore, aud it is now in flower in the stove.

It has quick-growing soandent stems, cordate-glabrous

leaves about 5 inches long, the margins toothed. The
flower-rachis is a sort of modified tendril, the lower

portion being red, 4 to 6 inches long, by an inch in

width, quite flat aud membranous, the irregular form

and leg-like arrangement of the male flowers bearing

an odd resemblance to a flattened lizard. Although

not a plant that would win the approval of a floral

committee, it would interest the botauically inclined

among horticulturists. The best of the species is

P. cissoides, which has a rachis 2 inches wide. There

is a good figure of this species in Linncea, IS, t. 8.

DiSCHIDIA BIRSUTA.

This is the third species of Dischidia that has been

established at Kcw, the first beiug D. bongalensis, a

climber, with small fleshy grey-green leaves and

minute green flowers, for many yeiars an inmate of

the Palm-house ; the second is the remarkable D.

Ratflesiana, which, in addition to its orbicular leaves,

produces numerous pitcher-like organs 2 or 3 inches

long, inflated aud perforated at the base with a small

hole, through which adventitious roots sometimes,

find au entrance. The Kew example of this species

has developed about twenty new pitchers this year.

D. hirsuta is quite distinct from these two in its

slender wiry stems, its orbicular fleshy leaves, with

irregular surface, and its axillary clusters of blood-red

flowers, which are tubular, nearly halfan-inch long,

and not nuliko those of a miniature Hoya. There is

a healthy example of this species in the stove at Kew,
,

where it is grown on a short stem of tree Fern, and '

has been in flower for some weeks. Sir .Joseph

Hooker says, "The species of Dischidia all want careful

study. The leaves change in form, aud it is not

ascertained in respect of many species, whether they

may or may not be converted into pitchers." There

are about twenty-four species, all natives of the tropics

of the East.

MaMMBA AMERICANA.

The Mammea Apple or American Apiicot is a well-

known fruit tree in the tropics, where it forms a tree

about 50 feet high, with leathery oblong evergreen

leaves, white sessile flowers about the size of the

flowers of the Tea plant, and very large fruits, the

pulp of which is sweet and aromatic, and is eaten cut

into slices and steeped in wine, or made into preserves

of various kinds. The seed is as large as a lien's egg.

Although long cultivated at Kew, it is now flowering

for the first time in the Economic-house there, the

plant being about 10 feet high and growing in a large

pot. Some t>f tho flowers have set for fruits. Accord-

ing to a note in a list of the economic plants culti-

vated in Jamaica, the wood of the Mammea, which is

remarkably durable and resists damp, is beautifully

gr.ainod. The bark has astriugent properties and is

used for dressing sores. A liouor known as ' Crume

des Creoles,'' is distilled from the flowerj in JIartinique,

aud the fruit is russet-brown when ripe, and has a

peculiar odour. It is said to often .attain the size of

a child's head.

MOBiEi ROBINSONIANA.

The giant Iris of Lord Howe's Island has flowered

with unusual freedom in the Succulent-house at Kew
this year. It developed spikes in the spring, which

grew to a height of S feet, and pushed latei'al brauches

before the first flowei-s opened on May 21. From this

date till August 5 fresh flowers were produced on

every d.ay except eighteen, the number expanded ou

each of the other fifty-nine days varying from four to

113. The total numberof flowers produced was 1666,

an average of twenty-eight per d.ay. Tho flowers

expanded in the morning, aud by tho following

morning they were folded and withered. Each flower

was about 3 inches in diameter, star-like, the seg-

ments broad aud spreadmg, pure white, with a blotch

of yellow at the b<ase of the three broader segments.
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Mr. Charles Moore, the ex-director of the Sydney

Botanic Gardens, who discovered this plant in Lord

Howe's Island, recently saw the plant at Kew, and

said that it was equal to any that he had seen wild,

except that the leaves were a little shorter. This

plant first flowered at Kew five years ago, and not

again till this year. [.See Qardcncrs' Chronidc, 1872,

figs. 123 and 124.]

SOLANUM CEUNUUM.

Tliere is a fine example of this tree-like Sulauum

in the Temperate-house at Kew. It has a woody stem,

forked at the top, aud bears a head of noble leaves,

fach 2 feet or more long, and from 1 to 1.} foot

wide. The st;ilks aie clothed with long, thin, brown,

chaff-like hairs, which, according to Sir .loseph

Hooker, gave rise to tiie Portuguese name for the

pli.Qt, viz., " Br.ico de Preguica"— the arm of the

can be brought before the public. Notwithstanding

these circumstances, there are a few new seedling

Hyacinths which surpass the existing trade varieties,

although the standard of these is very high now.

The following varieties deserve special attention, and

many of them will become the leading sorts of the

trade.

Lohengrin is a double rose-coloured sport [seed-

ling r) of the well-known double blue Charles Dickens,

which is one of the best double Hyacinths in the

trade. Lohengrin has kept all the excellent qualities

of its parent, and forms large, dense trusses of fine

rosy-red bells.

Tolstoi is another double flowering novelty of high

standard. The bells are very thick and fleshy, in the

way of those of Kastanjitloem, of a most delicate

fhade of pink, almost rosy - white, and form an

effective trusS.

Fig. 32.— ca.mpanul.v zoysii.

Flowers jiitle blue ; section of tluwer iiiagn. two diam. ; pollen gi-iiins majfii. 240 dia"n.

(See p. 182.)

ant eater. The Kew plant came originally from the

garden of the late Sir George Maccleay, who grew it in

a large e inservatory under the name of S. jubatum.
It bears clusters of short-stalked white flowers, an inch

across ; but it is as a noble foliage plant that it

deserves the notice of horticulturists.

AlU.STOLOCHIA GIQAS StURTEVANTII.

There is a strong plant of this grand climber on the

roof of the Victoria-house at Kew, which is now
flowering freely, two or more of its noble flowers

being open on most days. When the Victoria Water-
Lily is in flower, the mixture of the penetrating

odours of the two plants is almost overpowering.

ir. ir.

NEW HYACINTHS.
The numberof new Hyacinths, compared with novel-

ties in other groups of florists' flowers, is rather small.

In consequt-nce of the slowness of multiplication,

it takes several years before a new seedling Hyacinth

LaGrandesse, double white, is certain to become one
of the very best double white leading Hyacinths in

the trade, being a sport from the .single white variety of

the same name. It obtained the highest number of

votes iu the Dutch bulb growers' }iUbiuUc. The
double variety produces a most splendid spike with
very regular aud full bells of the purest white. It

has the same excellent foieing and bedding qualities

as its parent.

Pale and porcelain-blue Hyacinths being much in

demand, there is a tendencj- to obtain novelties in

these shades, which surpass the older standard sorts.

The results of these crossings have proved very sxic-

cessful. the two following showing a great advance on
older forms.

Holbein thro.vs up a long, regular, and comp;)ct

truss of very delicately bine-coloured single bells,

aud may be considered as uue of the foremost trade
vaiieties of the future.

Juhau is an excellent fnciog variety, forming a

gigantic truss of fine soft porceliin-blue single bells.

Other meritorious blue Hyacinths of last year
are :

—

Figaro, a very distinct blue variety, the lobes being
pale blue, whereas the bells are tinged bluish-black
outside, thus producing a quite unique effect.

Gounod makes loose and regular tmsses of well-
shaped single bells, which are light greyish-blue,

striped dark blue on the petals.

Richard Wagner, a compact, modium-sized truss of

regular single bells of a very distinct pale porcelain-

blue.

Besides the pale-blue varieties, the pure yellow

Hyacinths have been much improved of late. The
best new yellow varieties include the following,

viz. :
—

Lomon-tree, a splendid compact truss of soft yellow
single bells.

Gold light, a medium-sized truss of brilliant

golden-yellow bells ; and
Hofdyk, a regular tr\iss of fine large, single light-

yellow bells.

.\ charming orange yellow variety is Trilby, and
Het Loo is a good dark carmine with orange shade.

The latter was personally named by the Queen of the

Netherlands, when visiting "Bulb Land" in 1894.
' Het Loo" is the name of her favourite residence.

Splendeus is a very eS'ective rose Hy.acinth, liko

Waterloo, of the same colour, aud also a new
acquisition.

The above is a selection of the best new Hyacinths

obtained, and of late ofl"ered to the tiade, by dift'erent

Dutch growers. They are all rather expensive at

present, but the descriptions given above may interest

the reader, as they refer to many leading Hyacinths

of the nearest future. Ernest K. Krclwje, JJaurlcm.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.— -f

—

MASDEVALLIA SCHUuDERIANA.
The beauty of this species is equalled by few

others of the genus. The bright-green foliage is from
4 to G inches in height, and the flowers stand well

above it. The colouration is a beautiful combination

of orange, yellow, amethyst, purple, and white. The
length of the sepal-tails is nearly 3 inches, the two

lower ou'-s recurved towards the peduncles. Intro-

duced by Messrs. Sander, it was awarded a First-class

CertiEcite in 1890 by the Royal Horticultural Society

A plant is flowering at the present time in the Royal

Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

ZVGOPETALDM GaUTIEUI.

This pretty species is also in flower in the above

garden. In some gardens a dithculty is experienced

in growing and flowering this plant with success.

Here it grows on the shady side of the Cattleya-

honse, and is watered freely during the growing

period. It is grown upon a tree Fern trunk. The

bluish-purple colour of the lip, and brown and green

spots and blotche^s upon the sepals and petals make
the flowers very attractive. A native of Brazil, it is

a plant which does not appear to be imported iu

large qu.antity. It. L. II.

REMARKS ON THE FRUIT CROPS.
{See Tahles, pp. 124 lo 131.)

(Coiitimud from p. l.JT.)

4, MIDL.A.ND COUNTIES.

BucK.s.—Apples arc an abundant crop, all trees

being loaded with fruit. Strawberries were of

excellent quality, Royal Sovereign and President

taking the lead. Red and white Currants fair, but

trees somewhat blighted ; black Curr.mts very heavy

crop, and of excellent quality. Raspberries an nverage

crop, quality good. Pears are scarce, owing to pre-

vailing frosts when trees were in bloom. Peaches,

Nectarines aud Ajiricots. arc not grown outdoors here.

Filberts are plentiful, but trees somewhat blighted.

On the whole, our fruit crop is tatisfactoi-y up to the

present time. Bed/cii Wan-en, Aston Clinton Gardens,

Triu.j.

Generally, bush-frnitsare under average, both

Red and Black Currants being thin, and Raspberries
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dried up, owing to continual drought. Apples in tUis

neigUbourhood are a good average crop, and the trees,

considering the dry weather, are looking well. Should

rain come soon, the crop will be a good one. Of

orchard-trees, Blenheims and Dutch Miguoune are

especially well cropped ; and of bush-trees on the

Paradise stock, Lord Grosvenor, Grenadier, Eolin-

ville Seedling, Lord Derby, Bismarck, Lane's Prince

Albert, Cox's Oi-ange, the same remark applies to

these. Cherries on walls have been good ; standard and

orchard-trees very thin. Pears on walls, excepting

Williams' Bon Chretien, are scantily cropped ; while

bush-trees on Quince stock are, tdken collectively,

about two-thirds of a crop. Peaches and Nectarines

on walls cropped heavily, and have required severe

thinning. Apricots only a partial crop. Nuts
abundant. Plums a good crop. Chas. Herrin, Drop-

more, Buels.

—— Apples are a heavy crop, such varieties as

Stirling Castle, Lord Su£Beld, and Keswick Codlin,

are bearing a very fine crop. Early dessert varieties

are also good, such ;is Beauty of B ith, Gladstone,

Early Margaret and Irish Peach. /. Smith, Mentmorc,

Lciijhton Baizard.

The fruit crop round here is very thin in places,

especiilly in fruit gardens surrounded with woods.

Cherries set a good crop, but dry weather fetting in,

they nearly all dropped ofit. Apples and Pears early

took the blight, but using the syringe freely, we have
saved a fair sprinkling. Pears set well, but dropped,

o ving to drought. Peaches and Nectarines are good
outside. Plums good on walls. All bush fruit and
Strawberries are excellent. American Blackberries,

such as Wilson Junior, Laciniatus, and Kittatiny are

producing good crops. A. B. Wifld.i, C/iccden, Maiden-
head.

A deficient rainfall, with much aridity com-
bined, has been the means of increasing insect-pests

to a very great extent ; so much so, that the size

and quality of certain kinds of fruit will thereby bo

greatly deteriorated. Apple and Plum crops suffer

most in this district. Peach and Nectarine trees

are fairly clean, considering the dryness of the

83ason. The prolonged period of ungenial con-

ditions that prevailed after the fruit had set did

much mischief in causing tlie fruits to drop. G. T.

Miles, Wijcomhe Ahhey.

Cheshire.-- Apples are a very poor crop indeed
;

Lord Suffield, Potts' Seedling, Lane's Prince Albert,

Grenadier, and Cox's Orange, have a fair crop,

but many of the trees have very few fruits. Pears

are a worse crop than Apples ; Louis Bonne and
Beurrd Clairgeaa arc two of the best for crop.

Plums are thin, too, excepting the Czar, which is

bearing a full crop, and requiring to be thinned.

The best and heaviest crops are the Gooseberries, by
reason of this, and not sufficiently thinned in the

green state they aie rather undersized. Robert

McKellar, Abney Hall Gardens, Chead/c.

All fruit trees bloomed abundantly, and gave
promise of a good fruit year, but owing to the long-

continued hot, dry weather, with 10'' of frost on the

night of May 20, the bloom and foliage were much
injured, and the fruit crops much les.s than were

expected. Apples and Peafs are under the average
;

Plums and Cherries about an average. Peaches, Nec-

tarines, and Apricots on protected walls an abundant
crop. Strawberries on light soils generally small.

Foliage of bush fruit much attacked by insects, and
unhealthy-looking, ir. Whitakcr, Crewe Hall.

Lancashire.—In spite of the very dry weather we
have experienced here sinco April, fruit crops are very

good. Apples and Pears h.ave been much troubled

witli caterpillar on the foliage, but the fruit is sound

and good. Peaches on the open walls a grand crop,

and the trees are clean and healthy, owing to constant

use of the hose-pipe. We gathered the first dish of

Early Beatrice on the 5th inst., and Early Rivers on

the 8th, some of tlie latter weighing 8 oz. The Straw-

berry season, owing to the drought, has been rather

short. IS. Ashinn, Lathnin Home Gardens, Ormskirl.

Derbysiuiik.— The fruit crops here are remarkably

good, and of fair quality, considering the heavy crops

of all sorts last year. Apples are unusually good.

Blenheims and Cox's Orange Pippin are cropping

well ; Northern Spy, Wadhurst Pippin, Lemon
Pippin, and Besspool, which are amongst the most
useful late dessert kinds, are fruiting well.

Suffield, Tower of Glamis, Flower of Kent, and
Grenadier are loaded, as are also some of the newer
sorts, such OS Lady Sudeley, Washington, Lane's Prince

Albert, Bismarck, and Gascoigne Seedling. Amongst
Pears, Williams', Louise Bonne, Beurrd Hardy,

Duchesses, Knight's, and all the Bergamots are good.

/. H. Goodacre. Elvatton Castle.

Hertfordshire.—Some of the more tender kinds

of Apples received serious check from cold winds and
slight frosts early in May, and in consequence trees

became badly infested with aphis and red-spider, and
are making but poor growth. Pears are slightly

below average, but owing to early mulching and
waterings the trees are looking well and the fruits are

swelling satisfactorily. Plum-trees are badly infested

with blight. Cherries, excepting Morellos, are very

poor. Bush fruits are a satisfactory crop, and Black

Currants much above average, and very good. E. Hill,

The Gardens, Triiig Park.

Generally speaking, this is a more fruitful

season than usual. Small fruits have been fully up
to the average, except red CuiTants ; Gooseberries

have been a very heavy crop
; Strawberries have been

fine in quality, but the season was short through the

dry weather. Pears have been thinned to a great

extent, particularly on bush and pyramid trees

;

Apples are a good average crop, and Peaches are of

splendid quality, the colour unusually fine. G. Norman,
The Gardens, Hatfield House.

Small fruits in this neighbourhood have suf-

fered from the drought, although the quality has been
good, the quantity would have been increased had
rain fallen at the proper time. The excessive heat

has necessarily made the small fruit season much
shorter. Haspberries and Strawberries appear to

have suffered from the drought more than Black and
Bed Currants. Apples, Pears, Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, look promising, but Plum orchards have but
scanty crops ; and Cherry orchards are disappointing in

some places, while others possess a good crop. Wm.
Carman, Fnjihesden Qxrdens, Great Berkhamsled.

Leicestershire.—All kinds of fruit-trees blos-

somed abundantly, but in most instances they failed

to set a heavy crop, and many of the Apples have
fallen since, owing chiefly to exhaustion of the trees

following the heavy crop of last season, aggravated

by the dry weather this spring. Apple-trees are

remarkably clean and healthy ; Plums and Cherries

have been much infested with aphides. Peaches and
Nectarines are healthy and clean, and have shown no
blister where they are protected with Kendle's glass

coping. »'. H. Divers, Belvoir Castle Gardens,

Grantham.

The fruit crop generally is satisfactory. A
large Fig tree which is trained on a wall with a south-

west aspect has an excellent crop of fruits, some of

which are commencing to ripen. The flavour of these

fruits for the past three seasons has been first-rate.

Titos. A . Metcalfe, The Gardens, Rollcstou.

NoRTHAMi'TONSQiUE.— Apples, Pears, .and Plums
have improved much since rain has come. Morello

Cherries are almost a failure. Currants (red, black,

and white) are very plentifid ; also Gooseberries.

Peaches and Nectarines have improved, but they were

attacked by the blister-fungus. H. Kcmpshall, I'lie

Gardens, Lamport Hall, Northampton.

Nottinghamshire.—Apples, Pears, and Plums,

when in bloom, looked promising, the individual

blooms were strong and healthy, but some were

destroyed by frosts, and owing to the continued dry

weather, many fruits are falling now. Still, we shall

have a good average crop of Apples, Pears, and Plums,

though not so plentiful as was promised in early

spring. Small fruits are abundant and good. A.

Hen dcrson , Th orishy.

O.XFORDSHIRE.—Apple trees are healthy. Pears a

capital crop, especially on walls. Plums heavy on

walls. Birds destroyed a good many buds on open
trees. Cherries good, especially Morellos. Peaches
and Nectarines a capital crop, leaves blistered badly in

spring, but scarcely a tree on the walls of any kind has

missed fruiting. They had a good early watering, and
were heavily mulched. Subsequent waterings have
been given when necessary, especially to Pears on
Quince stocks. Small fruits of all kinds have been

abundant, and trees healthy. Strawberries on the

younger beds have been good, on older beds very

poor. Royal Sovereign, President, Vicomtesse, Jamea
Veitch, Hdl^ne Gloire, and Latest of All were the

best. Georrje Stanton, Park Place, Henley-on-Thamca.

Shropshire.—Fruit has suffered from the drought

and consequent blight, especially caterpillar and red-

spider. Orchard trees are carrying better crops than

trees within the walled garden. King of Pippins,

Lord Suffield, Blenheim Orange, Ecklinville Seed-

ling, Beauty of Kent, Thurle Pippin, Northern

Green, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Cox's Pomona are

amongst the best-cropped Apples. Our rainfall for

the first six months of the year was only 6"99 inches,

which is 5 or 6 inches below the average. A . S. Kemp,
Broadway, Shifnal, Salop.

The dry hot season has prejudicially affected

the small fruits, and they have ripened earlier than

usual. I gathered the first outdoor Strawberries,

John Kuskiu, on Miy 25th, an average crop, but

smaller than usual, and soon over. Raspberries ai'e

a very poor crop, and small. Red and white Currauts

about one third under average. Peaches, Nectarines,

and Apricots good and early ; I gathered first Peaches,

Alexander and Waterloo, on the 30th of June, from
the open walls, which is earlier by twelve days than

last year. Apples and Pears are irregular, and poor

crops. Of Apples, Lord Suffield, Hawthornden,

Potts' Seedling, Winter Greening, Bess Pool, King
Pippin, Orange Pearmain, and Ribston Pippin are

bearing better than most varieties. Q. Pearson,

Attiivjham Gardens, Shrewsbury.

Of Apples, the variety Lord Suffield is the

only one that has a crop. Of Plums, Victoria and
Prince Engelbert have a good crop. Raspberries are

extra fine ; the caterpillar has been very troublesome

to the Gooseberries this year. D. Owles, The Gardens,

Apley Castle, Wellington,

Staffordshire.—We had a splendid bloom on
Apple trees, but have only an average crop, and the

trees are infested with red-spider more than I have

ever seen them. Pears are a very thin crop, so are

Apricots. Plums have a moderate crop, and Goose-

berries and all kinds of Currants a very heavy one,

but Strawberries and Haspberries have the thinnest

crop we have had for years. /. WaUis, Kcelc Gardens,

Newcastle.

There was prospect of a good fruit crop in

the spring, but from blight and drought Apples have

nearly all fallen. Of Pears, Williams' Bon Chretien is

doing well, and some other early kinds, but fruits of

late varieties are scarce. Bush fruits have been plen-

tiful but small ; Strawberries were good, but the

season short. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots

outside are carrying a grand crop. G. H. Green,

Enrille Gardens.

Warwickshire.—The Apple crop in this district

is much under the average. Pears, with the follow-

ing, exceptions are almost as bad :—Beurrd Diel,

Beurrd d'Amanlis, and Beurrd Bachelier. Peaches

are good, and the trees are ripening earlier than

usual. Apricots a good crop, but earwigs and ants

are very troublesome. James Rodger, The Gardens,

Charlecote Park.

The flowering season of the various fruit

trees was this year most favourable to an excellent set

of fruit, and there is a good promise that we shall

reap the benefit therefrom. The crops in the gardens

here, and those also in the neighbourhood which
have come under my notice, are generally good.

True during the flowering and setting period we had,

perhaps, more than our usual attack of caterpillar

and aphis, and being short-handed we were obliged,

nolens rulcns, to allow those unwelcome marauders to

have very much their own way. These having dono
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the best for themselves auil the worst for us, we

6nd there is still left a pleutifal fruit harvest. With

the exception of a few ordinary aiul some extra-

ordinary thunder storms, acconipanitd by heavy

rains, the season ha« been unusually dry. Luckily I

had at my command an ample quantity of stable-

litter, with which, early in the season, we freely

mulched our fruit-trees, including the smaller fruits,

for which seasonable attention we have had excellent

returns. Not only has the mulching a most beneficial

effect on the production of fine fruit and healthy leaf-

age but at the same time it most effectually prevented

an up-rush of weeds. As we are now considerably to

the leeward of midsummer, with days perceptibly

shorter, accompanied by long dewy nights, crops

will, with such help, grow on to maturity, and if a

timely shower should fall it will increase the produc-

tiveness of one of the most pleasant and bountiful

eeasoos our county has been blessed with for many a

long year. W. Miller, Combe A hheij Gardens.

The great feature of the present season's

crops in this district is undoubtedly the enormous
<}uautitie3 of Strawberries, llaspberries. GoosebeiTies,

and Currants, which have been produced with re-

markable uniformity. Apples and Pears are very

irregular, lu some gardens they are abundant, in

others the crop is a failure. In regard to I'lums,

Victoria seems to be the only variety bearing a heavy

crop. Peaches and Nectarines are a good crop where

insects, have been combatted, and the trees well

watered. D. Dankln, Cusde Gardens, Warwkk,.

5. SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

Berksbirc.—The prospects during early spring of

a good fruit (easou have been much discounted by
drought and the hordes of caterpillar and insect life

with which the trees have been infested. Many
fruits have fallen, e3peci«lly Apples, and 1 anticipate

the bulk will be small, as the rainfall here from

January 1 until July 21 was 7'9J inches. The
average at Windsor is 1300 inches. In a collection

of Apples and Pears numbering several hundred
varieties, it is impossible to name many bearing good
crops without giving a tabulated list for comparison.

Of Apples, the following are bearing heavy crops :

Lord Grosvenor, Lord Suffield, Forfar Pippin. P^rog-

more Prolific, Baldwin, Bismarck, Taylor's Seedling,

Jonathan, and some others. Pears : Beurro Hardy,

Emile de Heyst, Doyenne d'Alencon, &c. Of Straw-

lierries, the best here have been Sensation, Countess,

Scarlet Queen, Lord Suffield, A. F. Parron, Latest

of All, Waterloo, Frogmore Gloede, and Aromatic.

O. Thomas, Soyal Gardens.

I have a heavy Apple crop ; my poultry run

is my orchard ground, and it is under grass ; 1 feed

the poultry alternately under the trees, and it is ranch

the worse for the insects ; there is not a caterpillar left.

The trees have ^uperb foliage, and as to the fruit, as

someone down in Kent says, *' Come and see." 1 take

a wheelbairow filled with wood-ashes, and in dewy or

drizzling weather, with a .shovel toss it wholesale over

and upwards. It is much the worse for the eggs of

the insects, and the better for the grass. Robert

Fcnn, SuViumstead.

Apples are variable, and not more than half a

crop. Pears on walls and on open trees are an average

ctop, but small. Plums on walls are good, but there

are very few on open trees. The same remaik applies

to sweet Cherries. Peaches and Nectarines are again a

full and satisfactory crop, and the trees exceptionally

clean and healthy. Of Apricots, Shipley's is the only

variety hearing a crop. Strawberries were very good
;

I gathered fine fruits of Royal Sovereign from open
quarter on May 28 ; too much cannot be said in

favour of this variety. T. Turton, Maiden Erleyh

Gardens, Reading,

Of Apples, Adams' Pcarmain, Devon-hire

Quarrenden, Cockle Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Court

of Wick, Cox's Orange (grand), Lord Suflield,

Keswick, Frogmore Prolific, Cox's Pomona, Peasgood
Nonsuch, Blenheim, and Orange, carry the best crops

The best Strawberry, both for forcing and early work
outside, is Royal Sovereign. F. J. Thome, Sun-

ninijdnle Park, Ascot.

Hampshibe.—Owing to the prolonged drought, the

season of 1896 will be one of the worst experienced

here for many years. Apples are almost a failure,

and little better can be said of the Pears. Peaches

on walls are good, and the smaller fruits have been

e.xtra good, a heavy thunderstorm on June 10 (rain-

fall 21.3 in the twenty-four hours) being the salvation

of the crop. Plums are an average crop, and the

same may be >aid of Cherries and Nuts. A. Maxim,
Ucckjicld Place, Winchjicld.

(To Of continufif).

FOUL BROOD OR BEE PEST.
KouL brood or Bee pest is the most terrible scourge

of apiculture. It .spreads so rapidly by contagion in

ii single sea-iun, that, unless precautions are taken, a

whole neighbourhood may become affected, and the

chances of successful bee-keeping therein will be

seriously imperilled, if not utterly destroyed.

Foul brood is caused by a rod-shaped micro-

organism, called Bacillus aUei, which increases by

splitting, and has, under cert lin conditions, the power
of forming spores. It is important to note that

bacilli are jiresent in the earliest stages of the diseise,

but in the latest, when brood has become rotten and
coffee-coloured, or has dried up to a scale, they turn

to spores. These represent liie seeds of the evd, and

retain the power <)f germinating into bacilli when in

contact with a suitable nourishing medium at a proper

temperature, even after the lapse of long periods.

Thoy are eiulowod with wonderful vitality. Freezing and
boiling', carbulic acid, phenol, thj'niol, huUcjUc acid, naplitliol

bet*, percblorido uf niorcury, as well as creolin. lysol, euca-

lyptus and naphtUMliiie, wliich evaporate at the ordinary
tompcraturn of the bivo, prevent the growth of bacilli, but
h;ive nn effect on the sporea. From tliis it will bo soon bow
^rcat is tlio dilliculty in curing foul brooi, unless the disease

14 attacked in its earliest ooodit ons.

When stocks are fuvuid weik, working languidly, very
slightly profit iblc, and swartninjj little, foul brood may bo
suspected. If it is present, an ex.imin;\tion <"f the combs will

show 6omo cells (in+ny or few) with dying or dead UrvHi
in tbein ; others with |their covers sviuken or perforated,

while the cylU of healthy brood are usually compact,
and the grub* arc plump and of a pearly whiteness. When
healthy, the young larvju are curled up in crescent- shaiKJ

at the b:L>)e of tlie cells. On tlm other hand, if disea-scd,

thoy will by found extended horizi>nt;illy in the cell, presout-

ing a flabby appearance, and of a pale straw colour. As the/
begin to decompose, the colour changes to brown. They then
dry up till all that r.-m iinsof them is a brown scile adhering
to the side of the cell, Should the Inrvie survive until Ciip-

ping takes place, a few of the cell cuvi-rs will be fouud hero
and there slightly indented and darker in colour than those
of healthy broi^d. The capped cells will be o'iserved in

irregular patches and mostly perforated. On removing the
capping, the contents will be seen to consist of a putrid,

sticky, elasti.;, coffee-coloured mass, formed of the rotting

larvfe. The bees do not seem to h.ivc the power to cUhh out
the foul cells, and so they remain, spreading infection within
the hive, until the stc)ck become.^ t"0 weak to defend its

stores, when some neighbouring eoli>ny probtbly robs it, anil

in doing so C'lrries away the seeds of diseivse and death, which
arc thus spread, \mtil all the hives of a neighbnnrbood may
bo fatidly affected.

Hives in whicti foul brood exists give forth a sickly and
uupleas;mt smell, and when the disease is of a malignant
type and in a very advanced stage, the foul odour may bo
froqviently detected even at some distance from the
entrance.

It should be noted thit cbilled brood must not be mis-
taken, as it very frequently is, for foul brood. In the former
the dead larvae turn first grey, and afterwards become nearly

black (never brown, as with fnul br>oil). The larvae, dead
from cold, are also generally removed by the boes, but they
Seldom attempt tj carry out tho^o which have died from
disease, vinless disinfectants to arrest decomposition are used.

Adult as well as immature bees suffer from the peat, but
these leave the hive to die.

Experience has plainly s'h^iwq th it with foul brood—;is in

all epidemic diseases—the weak, si-kly, and badly-nourished
are attacked, and become centies "t infection to othor.i. So
it often happens that as colonies become weak, bees from
healthy hive'* rob tbem of their honey, and thus carry off the
germs of the dieeasa along with their ill-gotten gains.

Another verj' import;int point is that the bee-keeper Ki:\y

himself be the means of spreading the pest by indiscriminately

manipulating, first diseased, and then healthy hives, without
taking proper precautions to disinfect himself and his

appliances. Combs which have contained foul brood ret.i n
the spores The queen lays eggs in the cells and the workers
deposit their houty and pollen in them. Both honey and
pollen in this way become vehicles for the transport of the

disease to the larvje in the process of feeding by the nurse
bees. Under no consideration should infected hivea or combs
be kn(»wingly expose i to the visits of bees. Carelessness iu

this respect may work immense mischief to neighbouring
stocks and apiaries.

In cnloavouring to get rid of foul brood, efforts must be
made to raise to a high standard the lowered vitality of the
hues, which first enabled germs of the disease to get a footing.

This will be effected by keeping only strong stocks, with
young and prolific queeas, and good wholesome food, com-
bined with cleanliness and proper ventilation.

Foul brood is so extremely contagious that it is advi.sable

at all times to adopt preventive measures against infection.

Xaphthaline in balls is generally used for this purpose ; two
i.f these, split in half, being t^ie proper dose. The pieces aro

placed on the floor-board of the hive in the corner farthest

from the entrance. The tempenature of the hive causes the

naphthaline to evaporate, and it must be, therefore, renewed
as re<:iuir''d. All synip used for feeding should also be
medicated with niphtbol beta. When the bee-keeper has
been in contact with diseased stocks, clothes, appliances, and
hands must be washed with carbolic soap, and other articles

disinfected by spraying with a solution uf one ounce Calvert's

No. 5 carbolic acid in twelve ounces of water.

It was formerly thought that honey was the only source of

infecti'Hi, so that, if bees wore starved until they had got rid

of the h'liiey carried by thera from the diseased hive, a cure
would be effected. It is now kunwn that the starvation

method, good as far as it goes, has always failed from the
fact of its not being supplemented by disinfection of hives
and appliances.

When the disease is discovered in a weak colony, the
destruction of bees, conibs, frames, and quilts, tngether with
a thorough disinfection o! the hive, is by far the best course
to pursue. The spores aro thus annihilated, and the source
of infection removed.

If, on the contrary, the colony bo stiU strong, the bees may
be preserved by making au artificial swarm of them. They
should then be placed in a straw skep and fed on syrup of

which three gndn^of napbtUol beta have been added to every
jKtund of sugar used, the naphthol beta being dissolved in

alcohol and added to the syrup while still warm.
The infected frames, combs, and quilts should then be

burned, and the hive disinfected by being either steamed, or

scrubbed with boiling water and soap, and then painted over
with a solution of carbolic a<^id (ono part of Calvert's No. 5

carboUc acid to two parts of water). When the smell of the
disinfectant has disappeared, the hive will be ready for use.

The bees must be confined to the skep for forty-eight hours,

by which time all honey they may have taken with them will

have been consumed, and such of the bees as are diseased

will Lave died off. Those remaining should then be shaken
from the skep into a clean framediive furnished with six

frames, fitted with full sheets (f comb-foundation, and must
be fed with medicated syrup lor a few days longer. The skep
used as their temporary home should be burnt. In order to

avoid chance of robbing, all such work as ia here described

should be done in the evening, when ihe bees have ceased

flying for the day.

It may be added that in attempting remedial measures of

the nature described, it would be desirable, wherever such
help can be procured, to seek the advice of a competent
expert, 4, U'kitehall PUm , Lo.idon, S.n'.,Juli/, IS'.KJ.

VIOLAS.
A SE.vs ENABLE and timely note appeared in your la.st

issue in respect to the proposed trial at Chiswick of

these increasingly popular plants. It has been

proved thit failure iu their culture is due in the

majority of instances to planting the wrong sorts and

at an improper moment. But there is another point too

frequently overloolced, and it is the undoubtedly cool-

lovmg nature those Pansies have, and unless this is

considered, and the beds or borders prepared accord-

ingly, failure in some degree is sure to ensue. With
very special care and attention after planting, and

equally special care when planting. Violas may be

flowered with fair success after spring planting. But

you c mnot possibly get the best results from it. but

lose more than half of the beauty and worth of

Violeis in the garden. If they are planteil in

their permanent positious during the first or

second week in October, in soil deeply worked,

and rich, the plants have the advantage of

becoming established during the autumn months.

Few plants are capable of providing so rich a display

of blossom as Violas, and they are equally remarkable

for diversity of colouring, ^'e^y important for the

complete success of these plant^s, is that only freshly-

rooted cuttings, and not divisions of the old stools, be

planted, as the former are far more vigorous, beside

being more compact. It is good practice, and par-

ticularly so when heavy autumn rains are frequent

after planting, that the surface of the soil be stirred

at least once a week either with small fork or hoe^

When planting in lines, it is desirable to place the

plants in a rather deep furrow, and as growth ensues,

to earth the pUnts up with dry, well-rotted cow-

manure, leaf-soil, and loam, in equal parts. This

may seem a deal of trouble, but I have proved iti
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efficacy. It has produced plants by the end of the

year composed of a sjore or more shoots such as are

usually obtained only in April or May. The late

]Mr. William Dean was a firm advocate of the earth

-

ing-up practice in autumn, mainly to encourage

fresh growth from the base, and provide pro-

teotiou. By planting in furrows, the operation

is quite easy and simple. It was from Mr. Dean
that I obtained the hint, and I could scarcely have
credited that the results would have been so advan-

tageous. Where beds on the lawn are devoted to

Violas, the surface should be slightly below the

lawn level, and flat, or nearly bo, in order that

a thorough saturation of water may be given if

desired. The present time is an excellent one for

iuserting cuttiugs, selecting the freshly-made growths
from the centre of the tuft, and not the old flowering

stems or growths, which, by compari-on, are useless.

A few old plants, if cut down at once, will quickly
develop plenty of young shoots, which, if plucked
out by finger and thumb, will in many instances have
tiny roots already upon them. Insert these in a shady
place in a frame, or behind a north wall, and as soon
as rooted pinch the point of the growth out, to

encourage breaking from the base. By allowing the

cuttiugs a fair amount of sp.ace, compact plants will

be available for planting in October, with breaks

already issuing from the base. Plants of this stamp
are much better than others with only a single leg

to stand on. E. JaiKini, Hampton JItll.

Viola, How Pronocnced.

We have hardly got over the discussion which
raged so freely re-spocting the proper pronunciation
of the name Gladiolus, when another hare is started

by a querist who at the recent conference at the

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, wanted to bo
informed as to the proper pronunciation of Viola

The somewhat atlected one getting into common use

is Vc-ola, the "i" being pronounced "e," but soft.

That is the style of the cult, who always seem to be
fond of pronunciations of the mincing order. The
querist in question wanted to know if using a plain

English accent to Viola, we should be right in pro-

nouncing an allied plant veolet. Now there are in

common use twii pronunciations, Vi-o-la and Vio-la, the
first syllable short and soft. The first is the old style,

the latter, the later common style, whilst the per-

version of the " i" into '• e " is presumably the new
style. If Viola is to be regarded as a purely Latin
term, then its pronunciation must bo governed by its

derivation. If on the other hand we regard it as a

purely vernacular term, such as Violet, Pansy, Datfotlil,

&o., then should its pronunciation be governed by
custom. That the term is not used in its botanical

sense by raisers and glowers of Violas there can
be no doubt, but ;t is by them regarded entirely

as a common and well understood appellation. When,
however, at a conference some two or three diverse

accentuations are heard, there is wisdom in having
the coiTect one made not only clear, but coost-antly

employed
; even the most unleai-ned does not like to

be caught in any lapsus limjwv. A. D.

FLORISTS' FLOWEBS.
»

OLD CARNATIONS AND PICOTKES.
It has been thought and said that the constant

culture and propagation of a florist's flcjwer, and
especially of a Carnation, leads to certain deteriora-

tion and weakness of constitution ; whilst it has also

been stated that the act of placing the plants under
protection at the time of flowering tends to certain

debilitation. It is diSicult to recognise these state-

ments with the position of certain fine old varieties on
the exhibition-stage at the recent Carnation shows.
T.ake, for insUince, that fine old scarlet bizarre.

Admiral Curzon, which was sent out in 1845— fifty-

one years ago—and which to-day, in company with
its seminal offspring, Robert Houlgrave, shares the
distinction of being the finest S.B. in cultiva-

tion. The late Mr. E. S. Dodwell said of it, with

much truth, that it is "quite seven times in ten the
best flower of the exhibition." Its raiser, .Tames
Millwood, of Derby, is long since de.id ; he sold
the plant before it bloomed to Mr. E,asora,

and it is therefore found in catalogues under the
name of Easom's .Admiral Curzon, pink and purple
bizarre. Sarah Payne has also been well shown this

season; it Wiisseut out in 1847. It was raised at Wool-
wich by one Ward, a veteran florist, and though
regarded as a weakly grower, it yet survives, and is

to be found in almost every collection. It almost
invariably stands second, as Admiral Curzon does in

its class—in any selection of P. P. B.'s. Mr. Dod-
well testified to its repute by stating—"In its

way, I believe, as with Admiral Curzon, it will

never be surpassed." Next in point of age is

Scarlet Klake Sportsman, a sport from Admiral
Curzon, which "originated in 185.") in the collec-

tion of Mr. John Hedderly, and like its parents,

it went at one bound to the head of the
class," where it still remains. This was shown
in fine character, both at the Crystal Palace

and at Birmingham, and took in both places

all the leading prizes in the chvss for scarlet flakes.

Cristi-galli, rose flake, though not shown so much
this year as usual, was in good character at the

Crystal Palace. This was raised at Uoyton, Lan-
cashire, and sent out in 1873, has been in cultiv.ation

twenty-three years. James Douglas, a superb purple
flake, and one of the very best of its class, was sent

out in 1876, and will in all probability be found in

collections a quarter of a century hence. C. B.

J. D. Hextall, still a very fine and leading variety,

was sent out in 1874.

There are some Picotees which date back for a
number of years. One of the oldest is light red edge
Thomas William, which lias been in cultivation some
forty years, and is yet at the head of its class.

Heavy red edge John Smith, sent out from Bradford
in 1864, is also at the head of its class. Dr. Epps,
another heavy red, raised at Dai-lingtou, has been in

cultivation forty years, and is yet much grown for

exhibition. Brunette, in the same class, dates back
for some years ; so does J. B. Bryant, also heavy red,

sent out in 1S74. This was raised at Huntingdon by
the late Mr. John Ingram, though it does not rank
nearly so high as J. B. Bryant .and John Smith.
Heavy purple-edge Zerhna, one of the late 5Ir. Kobert
Lord's teedlings, was sent out in 1876, and still holds
a high position in its class. Heavy rose-edged Edith
d'Ombrain was raised at Slough, and sent out in 1873

;

but it is now surpassed by such varieties as Little

Phil, Mrs. Payne, Mrs. Sharp, and Norman Carr
; yet

still grown, and has been seen this season in good
character. Mrs. Payne, just mentioned, dates back to

1878.

There must be good constitutional vigour in these
varieties to have held their own through, in some
instances, so many years ; they do it because they
possess qualities of a high order of merit, and until
they are eclipsed by others of superior merit, are in

all likelihood to be grown for several years to come.
R. D.

THE CEDARS, HARROW WEALD.
In the pretty and well-kept gardens of T. F. Black-

well, Esq., which take a prominent place among
gardens round London for the excellence of its fruit

aud flower culture, the many specimens of Cattleya
labiata Gaskelli.ana have well maintained the char-

acter of the variety for beauty and freeness of flower.

Some years ago a number of freshly imported plants

were obtained, and every year since has seen them
forming the chief show in tlie Orchid-houses, and
every year each specimen produces more flowers than
it did the year before, thanks to the skilful manage-
ment of Mr. J. Dinsmore, the gardener at The
Cedars, who has for so many years successfully

managed the gardens and other matters included
in his duties. For some considerable time past, the
end and part of the side of the centre stage has been
filled with these charming, fragrant Cattleyas, some
of them bearing a dozen or so lar^je richly-coloured

blooms. A few plants of C. Mendeli .are also with
them, one white-petalled form being specially beau
tiful : and about the house are well-flowered plants of
Disa grandiflora, D. racemosa, Cochlioda vulcanica,

Miltoniavexillaria, Epidendrum vitellinun, M. Roezli,

Odontoglossum cirrosum, the pretty little O
aspidorhinum, Dendrobium chrysanthum, and other
Dendrobes, &c. ; while at the back rises a tall spike
of the Dove Orchid (Peristeria elata), whch here
thrives remarkably well. The Orchids are set

up with Cocos Weddelliana, Caladium argyrites,

Adiantum ouneatura, and the denser A. Pacotii ; and
these ornamental plants are conducive to the health
of the Orchids, as well as to their more elegant
arrangement.

In the stove-housos are large specimens of Ixoras
in bloom

; TabernEemontana coronaria flore-pleno,

plentifully covered witli flowers like small Gardenias ;

Gardenia florida, and other flowering plants in gi-eat

beauty ; while the roof is laden with heavy trusses

of golden AUamaudas, rose-coloured Dipladenias, aud
white Stophanotis.

The lesser houses for decorative plants have good
batches of Tuberoses ; a fine show of a splendid
strain of Gloxinias—the third and last batch for the
year ; a nice lot of the now-favourite Streptocarpus

;

a fine lot of Calanthes, for winter flowering ; a pretty

and useful lot of Dracaenas and Crotons, among the
latter being Croton Ruddii, with large foliage almost
of the size and form of Ficus elastica, but brilliantly

coloured green, white and red.

The handsome conservatory, built to harmonise
with the mansion, has the exterior stone-work closely

covered with Ampelopsis tricuspidata, which is always
pretty when in leaf, and later in tho year will be bril-

liant in its vinous red hues. The interior has the
centre of tall Palms and Tree Ferns, fronted with
Lilies, Vallota purpurea, .tc. ; the side-st.ages being
arranged with a charming selection of flowers.

In the back are many tall and graceful speci-

mens of the yellow Crocosma aurea, a very fine

plant for the conservatory. The corners are occupied
by two show specimens of Statice profusa, a mass of
bright blue colour above clear green leaves ; and
around are splendidly-grown tuberous Begonias,
Achimenes, &c. In furnishing the conservatory, Mr.
Dinsmore aims to make an arrangement of plants

—

which will bear close inspection—and so dispose
the plants that each one can be seen. In many-
places the contrary is the rule, .and large quan-
tities of very unsightly plants are crammed together,

that the one m.ay hide the defects of the other, and
when at its best such an arrangement is a sorry
afiiiir.

The old-fashioned bedding-out is not much affected

at The Cedars, though in the garden outside the con-
servatory there is a pretty arrangement with a large

bed in the centre, bearing a vase filled with Dracicna
australis and some flowering plants. Around it is a

belt of flowering Cannas, then a band of white Mar-
guerites mixed with blue Salvia patens, which looks
very pretty : and then dark Coleus, white Violas,

and Echeverias. Of the other beds, some of the
prettiest are two of scarlet Begonias, mingled with
yellow Violas, and two of variegated Pelargonium
Flower of Spring, mingled with dark blue Viola.

Running beside the flower garden is the herbaceous-
border, covered with flowers on the Peutstemons,
Gladiolus, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other summer
flowering pUants. At the b.ack the Cactus Dahlias
are beginning to bloom, and among the dwarf plants
in front, one ot the prettiest is Nemesii strumosa.

Passing the great beds of Rhododendrons, which
this year have had to bo liberally watered in order
to assist the plants to make up their buds for

next season, is the rosary, and walking beneath
the large Cedars, we come to what is called

The Wilderness, .and which is certainly one of the
most interesting aud enjoyable parts of tho out-
door garden. It was formerly rough ground, but Mr.
Dinsmore has transformed it into a charming natural
garden with gr.assy glades and winding walks ; rustic

arrangements for Ferns aud climbers, and genertilly

for the reception of any number of handsome shrubs
and perennials, which will in a measure take care
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of themselves. These are supplemented with

annuals foi- making summer show, and the effect

is admirable even this year, when the heat has

been so trying. Here the Golden EMer is very

effective, the different species of Spiraeas pretty ; the

Hollyhocks, Dahlias, and other sti-mig growing
flowers'quite in their proper places, with their un-
conventional burroundings ; and the Godetia.s. Salpi-

glossis, Coreopsis, and other annuals very brilliant.

Where possible, the origind iiihabitaut, the Bracken,

is retained as an uudergrowtli, aud it has a very cool

and pleasing effect. On one side are some large

Camellias planted out, and of which some flower well

EUCHARIS PLANTS BEARING
THEIE THIRD CROP OF FLOWERS.
Ix fig. 33 is represented a collection of Eucharis

plants growing in the gardens of Mrs. Miller Brentry,

Westbury-on-Trim. The photograph was taken in

Xovember hist, and at that time the plants were pro-

ducing a crop of flowers for the third time during the

year. Upon twenty-two plants were produced about

1,000 flowers. A good example is this of the extra-

ordinary flTiferous nature of this populir flowering

jilant. As there were three distinct lots of flowers in

the year, the g^u-dener, Mr. Osman, had no doubt

Forestry.

NORTH AMERICAX CONIFERS IN GERMANY.
However backward we may be as a nation in

forestry, we can still hold our own iu arboricultural

matters. The truth of this assertion is the more
convincing when we fijd Eni;l sh trees and introduc-

tions referred to iu foreign literature. An instance

of this may be found in a controver-y which has been

giing on for some time in Germany between Hcrr

tlooth. of the Flottbeck Nurseries, Hamburg, and

several high authorities on forestry and forest science.

FlO. 33.—EUCHARIS PLANTS Ai; BRENTRY OARDEXS, BEARIKG THEIR THIRD CROP OF FLOWERS.

out-of-doors ; and at the other is a charming nook
composed of the remnant of the old orchard, the fine

old trees iu which, although of little use for fruit,

are grand objects when in bloom.

Fruits under gla-is have been generally gooi. The
Orapes iu the new range, notwith^tinding the fact

that the heat of the sun has destroyed most of the

foliage, have never been better ; the Muscat of

Alexandria, Madreslield Court, and Black Hambr.>,

planted in 1S90, bearing line crops of bunches which
would figure well on an exhibition stand. The
Peaches aud Nectarines, both indoors aud out, have
been, and still are, gooi ; the Melons are excellent iu

<j<iantity aud quality ; and the Pine-pit. .although

Pines are not very extensively grown, is giving some
excellent fruit.

given the plants an enforced rest on more than one

occa-ion, it may be by pariiiUy drying-olf the roots,

or m;rely by subjectiugthe plants to a reduced tempe-

rature. The former method is a dangerous one if

pushed too far, aud if the Eucharis is to be rested a',

all iu the m inner we are speaking of, the better plan

is to reduce the temperature a little, and at the same

time to give less water, av jiding extremes in either

limi'ation. Bv alternate resting aud growing more

flowers can be ootaiued in a given time, and they can

be hid at certain dates in some mea>ure at the will

of thj cultivator, but we liave had occasion to remark

that many collections so treated have fallen a prey to

debility and disease. It is from this reason that many
growers at the present time keep their plants in a

moderate stite of growth throughout the year.

Probably no greater advocate for the trial and plant-

ing of exotic trees can be found in Germany than Mr.

Bojth, and his eS'orts have been so f.ir successful as

to have been the means of numerous experimental

clumps of intrialuoed trees being planted iu the State

forests throughout that country. Many forest autho-

rities in Germany, however, contend that the rapid

growth of these trees in Europe minimises their value

as first cla^s timber producers, and that from a purely

economic point of view, they are little, if at all, supe-

rior to Europcin trees. The difference of opinion on

this point is not, however, confined to Germany, and

an article * by Foi-st-assessor Bohm of Eberswalde,

on an iuvestigatiou on the quality of the wood

• Zeitschrift far Forat und JagdiceHn for July.
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of these German - grown trees, together with

some samples of Douglas Fir grown iu England, are

of interest to those who regard these trees as the

timber producers of the future. In his examination

of the European-grown woods, Herr Bohm compares

them with specimens taken from trees cut in the

natural forests of North America, where naturally

the conditions of growth are slightly different to those

under which the other- (probably specimen trees) were

grown. This fact minimises the value of the results

considerably, for nothing alters the quality of timber

more than these ever-varying conditions of growth.

The great difference in the quality of the American

and that of the European-grown woods now under

discussion, lies in the narrow annual rings of the

former as compared with the broad-ringed wood of the

latter. For certaiu qualities, such as specific weight,

transverse strength, and general durability of the

wood, the actual breadth of the wood-ring is of less

importance than the relative breadths of its spring

and summer zones. The broader the latter zone is,

the higher are the above-named qualities in a par-

ticular ring, but as a tree trunlc consists of a con-

siderable number of annual rinc;s, the quality

of its wood depends upon their uniformity

ia this respect throughout the tree. For ceitain

purposes, such as joicery work, this uniformity of

texture is of the highest importance, and in practice,

it has long been recognized that only nanow-ringed

wood is suitable for this kind of work. Freedom from

knots is a dr.slderatiun whatever the purpose may be

for which the timber is used, and both this and the

production of narrow-ringed wood is only attainable

—in quick-growing trees—by a crowded condition of

growth. Where strength and durability art the

most important qualities, howevi'r, narrow-rings are

of less consequence, and as building and estate timber

generally, there is no good reason why these North
American trees should not be as valuable as indige-

nous species The species dealt with in the article, are

those of which the experimental clumps referred to

have been formed; and the Douglas Fir stands first

on the list. The total area occupied by this tree

extends to 1 44 J hectares, or over 350 acres, and so far,

it is the niost promising species of any that were tried.

The wood is described by Sargeut as " hard and firm,

but varying greatly iu density and quality, and also

in the proportion of heart-wof^d to sap-wood, accord-

ing to the condition of growth. The lumber-

man recognizes two varieties, know as 'red' and
'yellow' fir, wh.ich probably arise from the age

of the tree, the former being coarse fibred

and dark in colour, and not so highly valued

as the yellow Fir." Mean specific weight is given

as "olS".

So far as this last-named factor goes, the European
examples are quite as heavy as those from America,
with the exception of the English-grown sections.

The specimens of these latter show very broad
rings, with little summer wood in them, and their

specific weights are lower than any of the other

sections mentioned. The locality from which they

weri taken is not stated, but, iu any case, they
cannot be considered typical specimens of plantation-

grown trees, which alone are of use in this connec-

tion. So far as the development of the summer-
wood zone is concerned, we have seen trees in which
the annual rings were composed almost entirely of
summer wood (an example of which accompanies
this communication), proving that in this re.spect

English-grown wood, under favourable conditions, is

quite equnl to that grown elsewhere.
While Herr Bohm considers that only narrow-

ringeil wood can come up to the required standard
for the finer kinds of work ; he allows that the wood
of this tree is, compared with the Scots Pine, closer

in grain, of finer texture, and takes on a better
polish than the latter, and is possibly stronger and
more durable, which qualities are by no means to be
despised, A.C. F.

(To he eontinunii.')

The Rosary.

NEW HYBRID TEA ROSE, MARJORIE.

Since the appearance of my article on Hybrid Teas

in the Gardeners' Chronicle, this beautiful new
variety, raised by Messrs. Alexander Dickson & Sons

of Newtownards, has come into bloom. Its colour is

as impressive as that of its sister Rose, Margaret

Dickson, which it strikingly resembles from this

special point of view. The flower, however, while

equally attractive, is not so large, but has the advan-

tage of being fuller in the centre, and more compact.

The plant is also of considerably dwarfer habit, which

I cannot but consider a great advantage, and produces

a flower like White Lady, another Rose possessing

similar attributes at the end of every shoot. It is

unquestionably an exquisite addition to the rapidly-

growing race of Hybrid Teas. It mere size were not

so vastly over-estimated, it would be an admirable

Rose for exhibition. David R. Williamson.

blooms are few. Sobralias being strong-rooting

plants should be given plenty of potroom, but it is

not always advisable to re-pot them immediately they

have filled their pots with roots, providing there is

sufficient space for the young growths to come up
freely. Plants that appear to require a larger pot

may be given a liberal shift as soon as flowering is

pat. Afford good drainage, and pot firmly, using a.

compost consisting of rough fibry peat and sandy

loam, and a small quantity of sphagnum-moss.

After re-potting, water the plants with care, and
when well-e;tablished, and the growths are vigorous,

they will require an abundance. It is too early yet

to remove the shoots that have just flowered : they

should be left until the commencement of the winter

months. The lightest portion of the intermediate-

house suits Sobralias throughout the year. The
elegant Platyclinis (Dendrochilum) filiformis is now
flowering from its half-grown breaks. At this time

an abundance of water must be given at the root,

otherwise the growths will receive a check, and red-

spider establish itself on the tender foliage. This

charming species roots freely iu well-drained peat and

sphagnum.

Trees and Shrubs.

EUCRYPHIA PINNATIFIDA,
This South Chilian shrub, introduced some few years

since by Messrs, Jas. Veitch & Sons, is now flowering

freely here, as it has done for several years past iu

succession. The flowers are white, but othei-wise

resemble Hypericum calycinum in form and size.

The habit of the plant, however, is quite different,

the specimen here being upwards of 6 feet in height

and 3 feet in diameter. It is gro\ving in a sheltered

position here, but from the manner in which it

passed through the severe frost of January and
February, 1S95, I cannot consider it by any means a

tender plant. The foliage is distinct and attractive

at all times, ]V. II. Divers. Bclvoir Oast/e Crardens,

Grantham. [See Fig. in Gardeners' Chronicle, Jan. 27,

1894, and August 22, 1891.]

The Week's Work.

Mr. Redfield'S Herbarium,—In our note on
p, 102, upon Mr, Redfibld's Herbarium, we should
have stated that the sum asked for it is 2000 dollars,

and for the Fern collection 500 dollars. Owing to a
clerical error, the dollars were represented as pounds.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Bt/'W. H. VftitTE, Orchid Grower, Barfovd, Dorkiiifj.

MEXICAN-HOUSE,—In the division devoted prin-

cipally to Mexican species, such plants as La3lia

anceps, L, albida, L. autumnalis, L. rubescens, L,

purpurata, L, acuminata, Cattleya speciosissima, C.

Skinneri, C. Walkeriana, Epideudrum neraorale, E.

atropurpureum (macrochilum), Odontoglossum citros-

mum, Vanda teres, Luisias, &c., should be making
considerable progress in their growth, and should

receive plenty of water at the root. If these plants have
only a small quantity of material in which to root, a

good syringing overhead, if given during the afternoon

of sunny davs, will be very helpful to them. Such
species delight in a strong light and abund.ance of

sun-heat at this period, and the house may be closed

early, the blinds being drawn up at the same time, in

order that the temperature may rise to 80' or 90°.

During the evening the lower ventilations should be
gradually increased, and on mild nights they may be
left entirely open ; ventilate freely through the early

part of the day, plenty of fresh air being very essential'

to them.

EAST INDIAN-HOUSE,—The majority of Cypri-

pediums being in full growth, aflbrd them abundance
of water at the root. .Shade from strong sunshine, or

the leaves will soon assume a sickly hue. Some
species, as for instance C. Schlimi, C. superbiens,

and C, Fairieanum, resent the least amount of sun-

shine, and it is well always to place a piece of tissue

pupor above them whenever the blinds are removed.
The same species suffer greatly if they become dry at

the root. All hybrids of C, Fairieanum, including

C. Arthurianum, C, Juno, C, Niobe, C, H, Ballautine,

and C. vexillarium, need the same treatment,

INTERMEDIATE-HOUSE.—The Sobralias have been
one of the priniiial attractions in the Orchid-house

for several weeks past. S. macrantha, S. xantho-

leuca, S. Lucasiana, S, Princess May, IS. leuco-

xantha, S. albo-violacei, the white S. liliastrum,

S. Warscewiczii, .S. virginali?, S. macrantha alba

(Kienastiana), and the pretty hybrid, 8. Veiichii, are

all deserving of culture, and they produce a long suc-

cession of handsome flowers at a season when Orchid

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By G, WooDOATE, Gardciu-r, EoUeslon Hall, Burton-on-Trent.

SUMMER PRUNING,—Continue the pruning of

pyramid, espalier, bush, and cordon trained trees of

Apples, Pears, and Plums, leavin,' sufficient shoots for

extension, and for replacing worn out branches, on

espaliers, and cordons. Remove any extra gross

growing shoots, also cithers, if they are too thickly

placed, and shorten all the remaining laterals to five

or six leaves. Short sturdy growths, of 4 to 6 inches

long, usually produce a fruit bud in the point of the

shoot, and should be left intact. Those varieties of

Apples mentioned on p. 7l!0, vol. xix., which produce

fruit at the point of the preceding year's growth, will

require the old fruiting-wood and the weakly growths

to be cut out, after the fruit has been removed from the

trees. But no stopping should be done. In the Ci>se

of young trees trained as pyramids or bushes, it will

be necessary to leave a few new growths, for forming

additional branches, A great ditt'erenoe may be seen

in the habit of varieties, and there can be no hard and

fast line, as to the e.xact distance that should be

allowed between the branches. The end to have in

view is that when the branches are covered with spurs

there may be a free circulation of air amongst them,

and that the rays of the sun may be .able to reach the

ground through the trees. As a general rule, which may
be modified in cases of extra weak or unusually strong-

growing varieties, when main branches exceed 2 feet

from each other, secure a young shoot for forming

another branch. Young treej of Apples and Pears

trained as standards require similar treatment in

regard to the formation of new branches. Prune the

laterals back to five or six leaves for forming fruit-

spurs, and leave the leading shoots intact until the

winter. A perfect standard tree is well balanced, its

branches evenly distributed, and covered their whole

length with short healthy fruit-spurs.

In gardens where there have been no heavy rains

recently, all fruit-trees bearing crops should be given

copious supplies of water at the root. The Apple crop

is not a large one, therefore it is important that trees

carrying many fruits should be well attended to.

THE EliOWER GARDEN.
Bi/ Hedlev Warren, Gardener, Astoii Clinton, Tring.

EVERGREEN TREES AND SHRUBS.—It will be
safe, shortly, to proceed with the transplantation of

shrubs or evergreen trees, particularly if the wea-

ther be moist. In cases where this kind of work is

likely to bo extensive, advantage has to be taken

of the first favourable opportunity to commence.
The early-lifted trees will then become partly estab-

lished before the advent of winter. Trees that

are to occupy shady positions should first be

moved, as these will require less watering at the

root and overhead afterward, and when these are

done, cooler weather is likely to obtain ; but in

any case early-lifted trees will require the soil about
the roots to be kept in a perfectly moist condition.

Evergreens may yet be pruned if this is necessary.

If the gardener wishes to increase his own stock of

Aucubas and other Evergreens, cuttings may now be
put in, but we think it better to obtain them
fi'om a nurseryman who makes a speciality of

such things. Should cold frames be unobtain-

able for the purpose, the cuttings can be planted

in a shady position out-of-doors. Put them
moderately close together in rows or narrow
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beds as is most convenient, and afterwards make the

soil firm round about them. If the soil is not suffi-

ciently moist, a good soaking of water should be
given.

FLOWER-BEDS AND BORDERS from which cut-

tings are being removed, should be disfigured by
gaps as little as possible. Remove all seed-pods or

decaying leaves and stems. Tie out or peg down
growths not required to be taken, and keep the beds
in as good condition as possible.

GRAVEL WALKS AND DRIVES. ETC., will re-

quire to be rolled ou every favourable occasion, and
it' weeds are showing, hoeing or other convenient

methods for their destruction should be taken with-

out delay. Mow grass walks and lawns, and trim
the verges of same as often as is needful.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS.—Sunflowers Phloxes,

Scabious, Chr^'-santhemuui maximum, Campanulas,
Geums, and luauy other species of plants, are now
producing a wealth of blossom in these borders, and
in order to keep the plants in good condition, they
must receive thorough waterin£;s should the supply
of rain be insufficient. Eryngiums (Sea Hollies) have
again proved how well able they are to withstand
severe drought. Most of the varieties are worthy of

cultivation, but K. 01iverianum,E. amethystinum, and
E. giganteum are the best, the last named are mo.-it

effective if planted in groups, the bold foliage and
pale grey heads of flower being then shown to

advantage.

BEGONIA WORTHIANA is one of the very best

for bedding-out purposes. It has been gay the greater

part of the season, and if the stock is of limited

extent, it should be increased. Take off any side-

growths, and insert them in liijht or sandy soil in

pans or pots. Place them in a gentle heat, and
they will soon form small bulbs at the ends of tlu
shoots. They may be kept growing the greater

part of the winter, and should furnish excellent

plants for bcdding-o\it next season. Apart from
its pleasing colour, the variety has a charming
appearance, possessed by few other Begonias now in

cultivation, and for pots or beds it cannot be too
highly recommended, being in no way fastidious as

to the soil or position in which it is grown.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
iJy C. Herr[N'. Gardener^ Dropmorc, Maid'^nJuatf.

CAULIFLOWERS.—Seeds should be sown about
the middle and towards the end of the month to

furnish plants for stmding through the winter in

frames and handlights to be planted out next spring.

If two sowings be made at different dates so mucU
the better. .Although in some gardens the sowing of

Cauliflower seed in autumn has been discontinued
since the introduction of tlie early forcing varieties

for spring sowing. I prefer to sow a quantity
in the autumn, for if handlights and frames
are available through the winter, the labour
arising from this method is really less than
from early spring sowing. Select an open position in

the garden for sowing the seeds, .and one where the

soil is in good condition and there is no fresh manure
required. Sow the seeds thinly, and by preference in

drills about 9 inches apart. Good varieties for sowing
now are Early Loudon and the dwarf Erfurt Mam-
moth, and if space for wintering is forthcoming, a

few seeds m.ay also be sown of Eclipse and Autumn
Giant ; they will afford a useful succession to the

preceding varieties.

PARSLEY.—The weather has been much against

the well-doing of this herb, and to encourage growth,
watering has been very necessary. The present is a

suitable time to lift a number of roots and dibble
them into boxes of soil to reserve for winter use.

Boxes about IS inches square and 6 inches deep are

a useful size for placing later in Peach or other
houses. Put a good layer of half rotten leaves in the
bottom of the boxes, and fill up firmly vnth any
moderately good soil. Lift the plants with care after

they have been watered, and re-plant them about
3 inches apart in the boxes. The boxes may be placed
in a shady position until the plants are partially

established, but afterwards give them full exposure
until severe weather sets in. A quantity of plants

should also be transplanted into frames, if anj' are
available, but first fill them to within S inches of the
top with soil. The lights should be left oft' for the
present, but afford a little shade until the plants

are re-established.

CUCUMBERS.—If pLants are required for plant-
ing in heated pits or houses for autumn and
winter use, seeds of a good variety, such as Tele-

graph, should be sown forthwith. Sow the seed

singly in 4i-inch pots, which may be filled two-thirds

full of soil, the remaining space, with the exception

that room for watering be left, to be filled up as soon
as the plants need additional soil. To plants now
fruiting, attention should be given frequently to the

stopping and thinning out of superfluous growths.

Owing to the hot weather that has prevailed.

Cucumbers have made rapid growth, and for some
time have been fruiting freely. The fruits should be
removed from the plants directly they are large

enough.

MUSHROOMS.—It is time that preparations for

the formation i>f early be^ls should be made. Shake
out the droppings from the stables every two or

three days, together with the shortest strawy litter,

and if it is very dry ali'ord a slight watering through a

moderately finerosed can Turn the manure over

about ever}' other day until the heat has become
moderate. The first bed may be made up in some shadj'

position out-of-doors. If any old beds still remain in

the Mushroom-house have them rem ived, thoroughly

cleanse with a brush the inside of the structure.

Allow the door and ventilator to remain open and

when quite dry, the walls should be lime-washed and
the woodwork painted.

PLANTS UNDEK GLASS

.

By jNo. McIntvrk, (iard</u:r, Ifoodside, Darlington.

BOUVARDIAS.—Continue to stop the shoots of

Bouvardias, in order to obtain bushy plants : and if

the plants are in pots, and the pots plunged, they

should be turned round every three weck.s, so as to

prevent the roots from t iking a firm hold of the

plunging material. Give liquid-manure from the

farmyartl on two occasions each week.

MIGNONETTE.—Sow seeds of Mignonette in pots

for blooming next spring. We sow in the same pots

ill which the [ilants are to flower. These are 4 inches

and inches in diameter, and a compost is used con-

taining good loam, dried cow-manure, and old lime-

rubbish, in equal parts. The variety best suited for

pot-culture is Matchet, which is dwarf in habit, and

cajiable ot producing fine heads of bloom. When the

seed has been sown, place in a cold frame, lint keep

the top-lights off for the present, unless when heavy

rains occur.

TREE CARNATIONS.— Most Specimens have almost

finished flowering, and if it is desired to increase the

stock plant them out where they may be sha led from

the hot sun. Layers mide now should bloom in

April, May, and .lune next. If large specimens are

wished repot some of the plants now p;vssing out of

flower into good loam whioli is free from wireworm, and

add a little broken charcoal and wood-ashes. Those

Layered early .should now be ready for potting-up
;

when this has been done plunge them to the rims of

pots in leaf-mould, the roots will thus lie protected

from hot sun, and they will draw natural moisture

from the plunging material. If layers are rooted,

as they should be before being removed from the

pareot-plant, they may be at once put into the pots

in which they are to flower. For the first season

5-inch and 6-inch pots are suitable. Careful crocking

is most essential, as no plant is sooner injured by
stagnation of water in the soil than Carnations.

When layers have been pottad up, they should at no

time be given water, unless the plants really require

it. .V rather close atmosphere for some days after

potting should ba kept, and the plants spnayed over-

head at least once a day. Afterwards increase the

ventilation gradually until fully exposed. Careful

attention should now be given to the plants intended

for winter and spring blooming.

POINSETTIAS are almost universally grown ; the

magnificeut scarlet bracts being so useful through the

winter months. A house sluuild be devoted to them,

if possible ; a low span-roofed structure is best, but

it must be provided with sufficient piping to maintain

the temperature of the house at 6,")' at nights, until

the plants are residy for removal to the show-houses.

As soon as the plants are well rooted, feeding may be

commenced. Sheep liquid prepared from sheep-dung

is one of the best.

THE FERNERY ought now to be very attractive. A
late batch of Selaginellas may still be propagated

;

they will be -useful for furnishing late in the autumn.

It is rather late for re-potting Ferns, but any special

plant that may require to be grown on rapidly mav
be potted. Dense shading may now be dispensed with

for the season, but be careful to remove it gradually. As
soon as a Fern shows signs of cessation from growth

a less quantity of water should be given it ; roots as

well as fronds become less active. All syringing
overhead may soon be discontinued.

GENERAL WORK.—Continue to take cuttings of
stove plants as required ; those propagated now will

make nice plants next season. Eucharis which flowered
in the spring and have now completed their growth
may be moved into a cool-house for three or four

weeks ; if they be then returned to heat, they may
bloom in September, and by allowing part of the
plants to remain longer at rest, a succession of blooms
may be had throughout the winter. A thorough
rest when they have finished their growth is very
essential to the successful flowering of the Eucharis.

FRTJITS UNDER GLASS.
B>i W. Pope, Gardener, High^Ure Ca-Hle, Newbury.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.— If there .are any
new houses to be planted, or any trees to be lifted

and replanted in the older structures, preparations

for the work should be commenced at once. The
compost necessary for making new borders, or for reno-

vating old ones, and for placing about the roots of

lifted trees, is one of the chief requirements, and
should be ready before any lifting is done. Large
trees that may not have been lifted for some years,

but are disposed to make too much late growth,
require to be prepared for the operation of lifting, by
taking out a trench around each tree at the distance

of 5 or 6 feet from the stem, according to the

size and height of the branches. After severing

the roots extending beyond this, the trench may
be again filled in until transplanting takes

place, which may be done about the middle
of September, or as soon .as the foliage of the

trees gives signs of falling. Where the staple soil is

fairly good, an<i the drainage satisfactory, as it some-

times is on a gravel or sandy subsoil, it may not be

necessary to form entirely new borders. A free

addition of chalk or lime and mortar-rubbish, if the

natural soil be deficient in calcareous matter, or a

good dressing of finelj'-pulverised clay if the soil be

too light and sandy, would be all that is required

in such a case. But if the subsoil is cold and wet,

it must be efficiently drained, or the results

will be but poor. Provide a laver of con-

crete over the bottom, with a slope to the

front, and upon these place proper drains, connected

with an outlet to carry off the surplus-water. Upon
this 9 inches to a foot of rubble sliould be placed, the

roughest at the bottom, and finishing off with 2 or 3

inches of old mortar-rubbish, which will prevent the

soil falling into the rough m iterial. Deep borders

are not desirable, 2 feet of soil being ample. Good
early sorts are Alexander, Hales' Early, Early Louise.

Stirling Castle, Early 'i'ork, and Early Grosse Mig-

nonne ; and of Nectarines, Cardinal, Rivers' Early,

and Lord Xapier, are the best earlies.

VINES, EARLY HOUSES.—Any lateral growths

that may have been allowed to extend on these

sliould be shortened, but not yet taken off closely, as

this would probably have the effect of causing some

of the principal buds to start into growth. The old

surface-soil should now be removed down to the

roots, and any that are too deep should be raised at

the same time, and laid out in fresh material nearer

the surface. Procure some good calcareous loam for

this if possible, and add a little crushed bone, wood-

ashes, and charcoal. If too stiff, some old mortar-

rubbish may also be added ; or if of too light a nature,

mix in a due proportion of finely-pulverised marly-

clay. As soon as the operation Is completed, give a

moderate watering, and the roots will commence to

push into the new soil at once. Tliis practice carried

out yearly, will soon induce a healthy lot of roots

near the surface, and the Vines will be correspond-

ingly benefited.

Sauce for the Goose, etc— Since the

publication in these columns of the report of a law

case in Belgium, p. 42, we have received communica-

tions from some of our nurserymen complaining that

whilst purchasers expect the nurserymen to revoke

the bargain or to make compensation if a plant bought

turns out to be somethiug different from what was

anticipated, purchasers are not so eager to compen-

sate the tr.ader when the plant purchased turns out

better than was expected ! Several cases have been

cited to us where the plant proved to be of very much

higher value than originally supposed, but the pur-

chaser thinks that a piece of good luck, and never

thinks of c mpensating the dealer in such a case !
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY,
SHOWS.

Auo. 17—Felling Horticultural (two days).

FRIDAY, Aug. 21

i Shrewsbury Floral Fete (two diivsl;

WEDNESDAY, Auo. 19^ Trowbridge. Worthing, and East-

i bourne Horticultural Shows.

THURSDAY, Aug. 20—Abingdon Horticultural.

r Co-operative Show at Crystal Pa-
I lace (two days).

Devon and Exeter Horticultural
Shows.

Royal Horticultural Society of

Aberdeen Show.

t Keighley Horticultural Show,
SATURDAY, Aug. 22^Sovith Manchester and District

r Horticultural Show.

SALES.
( Fir-t Special Trade Sale nf Dutch

MONDAY, Aug. 17- Bulbs. & 50,000 Double Daffodils,

( at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

Second Special Trade Sale of Dutch
Bulbs, at Protheroe &, Jlorris'

Rooms.
THURSDAY, Aug ,{

FRIDAY,
1 Sale of Imported and Established

Auo. 21 '. Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris'

( Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WBEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORXr-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK —618'.

The appearance at the Eoyal
Mr. B..rbank'8 Horticultural Society recently of
work as a

^ c -ni
hybridiser. "'i entirely new variety of Plum

gives us an opportunity for

which we have long been waiting of saying
something about its originator or introducer.

We should have done so long ago, but that

Mr. BuRBANK expressly says his catalogue is

not for public distribution, and seems to

deprecate rather than to court publicity. If

a copy of his list should fall into the hands
of an editor, he begs that the list be not
mentioned, unless incidentally. The reason for

this reticence is, that he believes he "would
be overwhelmed with an avalanche of corres-

pondence."

Mr. BuEBANK has devoted himself for many
years to raising, hybridising, and cross-breed-

ing on a gigantic scale. lie talks of " 000,000
hybrid and cross-bred seedling berry-plants, of

more than half-a-million seedling Lilies, and
of other things in proportion. He does not
introduce these plants himself into commerce,
but ho circulates his catalogue among nursery-
men (not among the public), and the nursery-
men or their agents visit his grounds at certain

seasons, select what they please, purchase the
entire stock, and leave Mr. Burbank free

to make other experiments, or supervise the
products of former trials. Casual visitors are

not encouraged in the nurseries, which are

situate at San Rosa, California ; but those who
do go will not, we are" told, find long rows of
beautiful plants, but "chaos, utter chaos, a
workshop, the birthplace of new vegetable
forms." One of his workmen is reported to

have said, when asked if he knew Burbank,
" Course I do ... he raises acres and acres of
stuff, and every summer has 'em all dug up
and burned."

It is only the unpromising stuff, however,
that is burned, but nothing is propagated that

is not deemed at least equal to the best, and
better, in some particulars. The statements
made as to the number and variety of Mr. Bur-
bank's productions are so astounding, that

some might be disposed to consider them as so

many flowers of rhetoric, such as we are accus-

tomed to from the other side of the Atlantic,

wero they not authenticated by competent
observers of established repute.

A double Gladiolus is one of Mr. Bukb.^nk's
novelties ; and in the catalogue before us there

are Clematis, Myrtles, Poppies, Nicotiana,

Tomatos, Tigridias, Cannas, Brodifeas. " There
is," says Mr. Burb-^nk, who writes as an
enthusiast flushed with his successes, " no
barrier to obtaining fruits of any size,

form, or flavour desired, and none to pro-

ducing plants and flowers of any form,

colour or fragrance ; all that is needed is

knowledge to guide our efforts in the right

direction, undeviating patience, and cultivated

eyes to detect variations of value.'' This state-

ment may be true as a general principle, but

there are a great many exceptions in practice,

and the knowledge we shall got in time will

serve to show where and what are the limita-

tions. In the meantime, ^[r. Burbank's
experiments are of the greatest practical

importance, and should also possess high

scientific value. Probably, the results arc far

too numerous to permit him to record them,

analyse, or co-ordinate them in the way we
should like to see. Yet, perhaps, a single

group, say of Rubus or Prunus, might be dealt

with in this way ; or the material might be

placed in the hands of the directors of some of

the experiment stations to work up, leaving the

commercial part of the business to be directed

by Mr. Buhb.a:n'K himself.

The Burbank Plum, fig. 34. p. 191, is one of

which we have heard a good deal, but which we
have had no opportunity of seeing till it was
exhibited by R[r. McIxdoe. It is, we believe,

of Japanese origin and very unlike any of our
ordinary Plums in habit and foliage. It is

very prolific and bears numerous fruits from
the old wood. The fruit is yellow, but we can
give no opinion as to its flavour, nor say any-
thing about the stone, which, as our readers are

aware, furnishes distinctive characters of value.

Mb. Alfred Bennett's two

o/vifAips. volumes, published under this

title by Ni.mmo, King William
Street, Strand, will be valued bj- tourists and
others desirous of obtaining an acquaintance
with the plants they are likely to meet with,

and will be serviceable as a catalogue to col-

lectors and cultivators. " Every species of

flowering plant which is reported by competent
authorities as growing wild in Switzerland is at

least named, and a short description given of all

except the commonest English plants, which are

familiar to everyone interested in our wild
flowers."

" As the traveller vrith botanical tastes approacbes
Switzerland by any of the ordinary routes through
northern and eastern France, he notes but little

difference in the vegetation from that with which be
is familiar in our southern counties. A few strangers

soon make their appearance : the f^piny heads of

Eryngium campestre are seen by the roadside.", and
the damp meadows are coloured by the yellow ThistU
(Cirsium oleraoeutn). In the vineyards he woidd also

find some unfamiliar weeds, such as various species of

Delphinium. But until he reaches M.acon or Pon-
tarlier the general .ispects of the vegetation are the

same ; it is the flora of north-western Europe. In

the mountain woods of the French Jura, or of the

northern cantons of Switzerland, he will come across

much more to attract his attention ; such plants as

Veronica urtictefoli i, Prenintlies purpurea, aiid

Asirantia minor meet him everywhere ; Prunella

grandiflora is common by the roadsides ; species of

Dianthus and Gentiana become gradually more pre-

dominant
;
while among the bushes by the roadsides

or in damp meadow.s lie will notice the red-berried

KIder, Sambucus racemosa. and the feithery Spircea

Aruncus. The sylvan flora of the c.iicfireous Jur.i

chain is especially interesting; here are found in

abundance the alpine Honeysuckle, Lonicera alpigena,

with its twin red berries ; the Mezereon, the weird

herb, Paris — Paris quadrifolia, the pretty little

Maianthemum bifolium, the red-berried Crowberry,

more than one species of Phyteuma, and many
another which the inexperienced botanist wi)l

transfer with delight to his vasculum. But none of

these are truly alpine plants, and it is not till he

ascends much nearer to the eternal snows that the

full glories of the alpine flora burst upon him ; the

Rhododendrons, the azure of the innumerable Gen-

tians, the star-like Saxifrages, white, yellow, and
purple ; the many-hued Anemones, the feathery

heads and silvery leaves of Dryas octopetala, the

Primulas, the Sempervivums, with their webbed
leaves and singular blossoms, and multitudes of

others. Even to those who do not claim to be
botanists it is a day to remember when the Edelweiss

or the [wild] Auricula i.s first gathered in its native

hauut, or the tusselled bell of the Soldanella or

Snowbell is first seen appearing through the edge of

the snow."

North of the Alps the flora is essentially

that of north-western Europe. South of the

Alps it is essentially that of the Mediterranean,

the great range of snow-clad peaks preventing

any great migration of southern plants north-

wards, or of northern plants southwards. But
a certain degree of intermixture of alpine and
of southern floras does take place, of whicK
examples may be found along tho Rhone
Valley.

The chief element in the British flora which
would be strange to a Swiss botanist is the Lusi-

tanian one, but that is scanty in point of num-
bers, and confined to the extreme south-west of

England and of Ireland. "So accustomed," says

Mr. Bennett, "are we to the glories of our

gorse commons, and of our hills clad with purple

heather, that we can scarcely believe how
limited is the range of these plants, and it is

onl}' gradually that the English botanist visiting

Switzerland begins to realise that in her woods
there are no Blue-bells, on her banks no purple

Foxgloves ; that the Gorse and the Broom are

hardly ever seen ; that in her Corn-fields ar&

no Corn-marigolds ; and that from her moun-
tain-sides our Bell-heathers are entirely

absent."

The origin of the alpine flora is a matter not

yet settled to the satisfaction of philosophers. A
migration from the north, in consequence of

glacial action, does not account for all the

phenomena, for the flora, as a whole, more
closely resembles that of the Asiatic Alps
than it does that of Scandinavia. The only

general conclusion arrived at is, in the

words of Mr. Thiselton-Dyer, " that the
alpino flora is a very ancient one, and probably
a decaying survivor of one of which tho exten-

sion was at some former time much more
considerable."

Mr. Bennett discusses in his introduction

the adaptations of s ructuro aud conformation
undergone bj- the plant in its endeavours to

maintain its existence under the circumstances

in which it is placed, and in his grouping of

sjiecies he does not strictly follow the indica-

tions of atfinit)-, but puts together those species

which are united by some conspicuous or easily

recognised character, leaving the reader to seek

the more important marks in botanical treatises

to which his own may serve as introductor)'.

In his remarks on the cultivation of these

plants, Mr. Bennett quotes Graf in saying
that " the great object of the cultivation of
alpine plants should be to reproduco as nearly

as possible the conditions under which ^thcy

grow in their native habitat."
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This may be good iu theory, but in practice it

must be modified according to circumstances.

We cannot reproduce alpine conditions in their

entirety, and if wo could, it is by no means
certain that it would be desirable to do so.

Plants have to grow where thoy can, not

recessarily where the conditions are best suited

to them, and, if some of them are found in

alpine situations, it is not that the con-

ditions there ai-e specially favourable to

them, but that those conditions are unfavour-

able to other plants, and hence there is less

competition, and the struggle for existence

between plant and plant is lessened. If it were
not so we should not be able to grow in our

l.iwlands and iu our damp climate so many
alpines as we do. Whilst, therefore, not over-

looking the influence of the conditions under

which plants grow in the Alps, or indeed in

any other climate whatever, it behoves the

gardener to study with even more attention the

power and means of adaptation that the plant

ha3 at its disposal. This can bo done by a

careful study of the minute anatomy of the

plant, but, of course, more particularly by
careful observation and searching experiment.

It will be seen from what we have said that

the book will be useful not only to tourists,

but to cultivators, as it contains reference to

most, if not all, of the plants generally desig-

nated " alpine," including those of Dauphiny
and the Pyrenees. A list of the principal

works consulted is added, but, singularly

enough, no mention is made of Mr. Wooster's
Alpine PUnits, although some of the coloured

illustrations have been adapted (e.g., Campanula

linifolia) from that work, and the others taken

withoat any change.

Fig. 34.

—

the buebank plu.m.

Fruit uatunil size, other parts reduced. (See p. 190.

The Royal Horticultural Society—The

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on

Tuesday last, if not so large as on some former occa-

sions, was, at any rate, more extensive and inter-

esting thau could have been expected. The plan of

placing the novelties and plants exhibited (or certi-

ficates on a separate table is .an excellent innovation,

f jr which we have to thank the new Superintendent.

It is a plan which adds greatly to the convenience

of the experts, whilst it ni no degree detracts from

tie appearance of the general exhibition. The most

remarkable feature on this occasion was the group uf

hardy Bamboos exhibited by Mtssrs. Veitch, a very

extensive and interesting exhibit. Mr. Cannell's

moderately -sized and beautifully varied Cockscombs

were also remarkable. For further details of this

exhibition we must refer to another column, merely

adding that Mr. DuuERv's lecture on the generation

of Ferns, illustrated by lantern-slides, was very suc-

ce.«8ful and instructive. It is curious to observe that

the greatest amount of variation takes place in the

vegetative organs. In the higher plants, on the con-

trary, if we wish to perpetuate a |)articular form, we

rely on cuttings, grafts, rather than on seedlings,

which are less constant.

A NURSERYMEN'S BEANFEAST.—On Monday,

the 3rd inst., the heads of departments in the

various nurseries of Messrs. .Jas. Veitch k .Soxs, and

a few friends, enjoyed their annual holiday. 'ihe

company, numbering about fifty, assembled ,it Pad-

dington, where a saloon carriage was in waiting to

take the party to Slough, which place was reached

at 10-8 A.-v. From Slough the company were driven

in four lai-ge brakes to East Burnham Park, the

country residence of Mr. Harry J. VElxca, whose

hospitality was greatly appreciated. Afterwards a

pleasant hour was spent in viewing the varied .ind

extensive alterations and improvements that have

been made in the gardens, and upon the estate gene-

rally. Before leaving this lovely spot, the company

was photographed. The intimation that luucbeoa

was to be served at Langley at two o'clock, and
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that the drive thence was to be by the famous

Buruham Beeches, and the pretty avenue through

Dropmore Park, was received with pleasure, many of

the party not having previously had an opportunity

of seeing the stately demesne of Dropmore. The

majestic Conifers, and huge clumps of Rhododendrons,

give this extensive park a unique charm. Langley

having been reached, luncheon was partaken of under

the presidency of Mr. IIahry J. Veitch, after which

the trial grounds were inspected, the seedling

Orchids visited, tea partaken of, and a pleasant day

brought to a happy ending.

Carnation Pests at the Cape.—We have

received from the Agricultural I'epartment of the

Cape of Good Hope three specimens of diseases

which affect Carnations at the Cape. One of these

(No. 2) is well enough known in Europe under

similar cboumstances, and has often been alluded to

in this journal under the name of Heterosporium

echinulatum. It is one of the black moulds which

attacks Carnations in Europe, and if dealt with at all

it must be by the copper solutions, whilst all spotted

leaves would be better removed and burnt. Another

set of specimens appear to be those of Septoria

Dranthi (No 1), in which the spots on the leaves are

larger, thickened, and of tawny-yellow, inclining to

reddish with age. The perithecia, like little black

points, are visible on both surfaces beneath the

cuticle. The sporules are elongated and curved,

about 30 or 40 millemetres long, and not more than

4 broad, with an indistinct row of nuclei. This does not

appear to differ much from the European type, and is

also disfiguring and destructive. The third set of speci-

mens (No. 3) are not so readily identified, as they sup-

port a parasite in an impeifect condition, tliat is to say,

it is a Uredo, or the Uredosporous stage of some
Uromyces or Puceinia, and probably the former.

The pustules are small, buUate, and for a long time

covered by the cuticle. It is probably the Uredo
Dianthi of Fersoon, which is held to be the Uredo-

sporous condition of Uromyces. Tliis is also a

European pest, but by no means common, as far as

our experience goes. In similar cases it has been

affirmed that syringing with Condy's fluid has been of

benefit, causmg the pustules to blacken and fall away.

Others recommend Bordeaux mixture or Eau celeste,

but we doubt whether in such ca-*es, where the

parasiteisan cndophyte, and pervades the tissues before

any external indication takes place, the application of

fungicides will be of mucli service. In all three

instances it is much safer to prevent the spreading of

the pest by iiicking off all the diseased leaves, if prac-

ticable, and burning Jthem, whilst syringing the

standing plants so as to destroy any scattered spores.

It is interesting to note the wide distribution of these

pests, almost wherever their hosts are cultivated, and
to ascertain that cultivators in remote parts of the

world have to contend with the same difficulties

which beset ourselves. M. C. C.

Nicholas FunCK.—a name well known in the

liistory of botanical science has to be deleted from the

list of living worthies. Funck and Linden, Fukok
and ScHLiM are well-known names in the literature of

botany. FuNCK was the friend and companion of

Linden in his remarkable explorations, made more
than half a century ago in districts of tropical Ame-
rica, at that time almost unknown. Funce accom-
panied Linden as an artist, and became his most
zealous colleague in the search for and collection of

objects of natural history. The two naturalists

arrived in Rio de Janeiro on Christmas Eve, 1S35,

and sent thence large collections of botanical and
zoological specimens, even now not all elaborated.

Afterwards the two friends explored together many of

the West Indies, Mexico, and northern Guatemala. On
their return to Europe, Fonck became one of the Man-
agers of the Zoological Gardens at Brussels, and subse-

quently became Director of the Zoological Garden at

Cologne, a post he held for several years. On his

retirement he returned to his native city, Luxem-
burgh, where he died at an advanced age on the

10th inst. He will be remembered .as a learned, up-

right, loyal man, who won the sympathies of all who
knew him.

Monthly Meeting at Ghent.—On the occa-

sion of the last meeting of the Cliambre Syndicale

des Horticulteurs Beiges et Societd Roy.ale d'Agricul-

ture et de Botanique, the following awards were

made :— Certificates of Merit for Cattleya rex, to

M. Jules Hte (by acclamation) ; for Liliumauratum,

Wittei, to M. A. Dalliere ; for Odontoglossum
vexillarium superbum, to MM. Poureaix Freres, of

Mens. Awards for Cultivation and Flowering :—For

two Cereus macrogouus, from M. E. BEDiNGH.iUS ;

for Chironia floribunda, from M. L. De Smet-

Ddvivier. An Award for Cultivation was allotted

to Maranta vittata, from the last-mentioned exhibitor,

who obtained also Honourable Mention for Maranta

regalis, and for Pandanus amaryllidifolius.

Wellingborough Dahlia Society.—This is

a newly-formed society, and will hold its first exhi-

bition at the Corn Exchange, Wellingborough, on

Sept. 5. A modest, but representative schedule of

prizes has been issued, and it also contains a few

classes for Roses, fruit, and vegetables. The secretary

is Mr. W. Spriggs, 21), Grove Street, Wellingborough.

Stock-taking : July.—The increase there has

been in the imports has not been maintained. During

the month of July there was a decrease in the

values {vide Board of Trade Returns) to the extent of

iCri4,664 ; not much, one may say, but sufficient to

indicate that, to some extent, politics in the United

States, are having an unsettling effect. An equally

disturbing item is to be found in our own harvest

prospects. But the wreck of crops in southern

Russia must not be overlooked. Tbe following items

are from the " summary " table of the imports for the

past month :
—

Imports.

Difference.

Total value.

(A.) Articles of food
and drinli — duty
free

(B.) Articles of food

Raw materials for

textile manufac-
tures

Raw materials for

sundry industries
and manufactures

(A.) Miscellaneous
articles

(B.) Parcel Post

35,097,514
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nnd tastefully-arranged Tea Roses in pot3. This

excellent exhibit was awarded a Silver Flora Medal
by the deoutatiou of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Messrs. DoBBrE & Co., Rothesay, unable a fine display

of Violas, Sweet Peas, and early-flowering Chi'ysan-

themums, and were awarded a Silver-gilt Banksian

Medal by the deputation of the Royal Horticultural

Society.

National Co-operative Flower Show.—
In connection with the eleventh annual flower show
at the great National Co-operative Festival to be held

at t'le Crystal Palace on August 21 and 22. there will

be an exhibition of ])hotograph3, and other illustra-

tions of suburban and rural gardens and scenery.

The capabilities of photography as a means of illus-

strating sylvan and garden scenes, and bringing out

the gradations of light and shade, will be strikingly

illustratad.

Formaldehyde,—An inquiry in our last issue

induces us to extr.ict the following particulars from
the report of the British Phaimaceutical Conference

.TS given in the last number of tlie Pli/irmaceutim/

Jnut-iial. " Forma'dehyde I'-s.aid Mr. Bird) is an
exceedingly powerful antiseptic, and at first sight

appears to be one which should prove exceptionally

valuable in certain pliai'macputical operations on

account of its intense germicidal action, the absence

of odour or taste in dilute soluHon, its non-poisonous

nature, and its volatility. It has been stated that

milk may be preserved by formaldehyde, and the

antiseptic Snbsequentlv driven off on boiling or cook-

ing the milk The inflnenne of formaldehyde on
vegetable coloiu's is well ijluatrnted in the following

experiment. Two samples of infusions of Ro.se-petals

were set aside, one containing 1-10 minim formal-

dehyde solution per fluid ounce, .and the other with-

nut any addition. After six weeks they were
exnniined. Both were covered with a thick layer of

miuld. In the one containing formaldehyde the

colour was unchanged : in the other it had been

completely destroyed by the growth of fermentative

bacteria. Mr. Droce said the paper suggested to

him a method which he adopted some few years ago for

preserving flowers, in a'Tordimce with a hint which
he got from the herbarium at Berlin. He toik a

solution consisting of two parts of sulphurous acid

and one of methylated alchohol. and having immersed
the freshly-gathered flowers in it until the red colour
was entirely bleached, they were then shaken and
dried in the ordinary way. ami as oxidation proceeded,

tliecoloiu- gradually camob.ack again \intil the original

tint was regained, and it then remained pcrm,anent.

He had specimens gathered six years ago which were
fairly good yet. It occurred to him that probably
the solution of formaldehyde either alone or in con-

junction with methylated spirit would answer the

same purpose, and ho should certainly try the

experiment."

Fire in Covent Garden.—In a recent number
of the Ei'lio occurs a timely warning as to the probable

results of a fire in the precincts of the market. Every
morning, and particularly on Tuesday, Tliursday, ami
Saturday mornings, all the streets in the vicinity are so

blocked with market waggons and other vehicles that

it would be .an extremely diflficult matter for a fire-

engine to effect a passage. Let those who wish to

know what the state of affairs is, ende.avour to effect

th<> passage in a " Hansom "on market morning—or

even in the afternoons.

Funnel-shaped Leaf of Cauliflower.—
Colonel Eddingto.v obligingly sends us an excellent

example of a fuunel-shiped leaf. The basal lobes in

place of being separate remain in union one with the

other .and form tlie funnel. We have rarely seen a

more perfect example.

The Selly Hill Collection of Orchids.
—We learn that the fine collection of Orchids formed
by Cii.vs. Winn, Esq., at The Upland.s, Selly Hill,

Birmingham, passes in its entirety into the hands of

Messrs. CharlesworTh & Co., of Heaton, Bradford.

The collection embraces some of the finest things in

cultivation,and notably a grand form of Cattleya Mossia;

Reineckiana, the yellow and white Cypripedium
callosura Sander.'e, and C. Lawrenceanum Hyeanum,
the true C. insigne Sanderse, and another yellow

form which is in the size and form of its flowers

superior, it being the yello.v form of the C. iusigne

Chantini class. It was named C. insigne Dorothy.

The chief feature of the collection is the almost innu-

merable hybrid Orchids, rai-ed by Mr. Winn, aud

which includes a great number of fine and novel

crosses, wiiich may be improved strains of well-

known hybrids, brought about by careful selection of

the best forms for crossini:, for it was always Mr.

Winn's argument that rather than use any but the

best varieties for seeding, a cross had better be left

untried. The Hybrid Cypripediums raised at Selly

Hill, on those lines, of the C. .x Leeanum C. x

Lathamianum inversum and other showy types,

are thus as much new plants to-day, from a florist's

point of view, as they were when originally sent

out. That Mr. Winn should give up the collection of

Orchids which has been his chief pastime and plea-

sure for so many years will be a surprise to many,

but he is unahle to give the unremitting care to the

work in the future that he h.as done in the pnst, and he

therefore determines to part with the collection, as a

whole, to those who make a business of the culture

i»f such things, wdiile they are in their present condi-

tion, rather than by neglect allow them to got into

b.ad condition.

"No Warranty Expressed or Implied."—
How far the disav(»wal of resjMiusibility niav be a legal

exemption to wholesale firms in regard to the correct

definition and description itf seeds or other produce

they supply is occasionally the subject of dispute

aud litigation. The circumstances of a case bearing

upon the jioint have just come to our know-
ledge. It appears that a ret.iil firm A. ordered

of a wholesale house B. a cpiantity of seed of a

choice v.ariety of a certain plant. The seed was
delivered and invoiced to X. .as the variety ordered,

but when the .seed h.ad been distributed aud its cha-

racter proved, instead of being of the choice variety,

it was inferior, and not more than half as valuable as

it should have been. A. having sold the seed, his

customers are suing him fur damages. B. admits a

mistake was made in regaril to the seed, but denies

responsibility, on the ground that his firm uses the

usual protective notice, and it is printed oneachinvoici

.

A. contends that B. did imply that the goods were

true to name when B. invoiced them under that

name. The question is an impjrtant one. Is C.

liable to pay damages to ,\. for the mistake made .'

and can A. recover anything for loss of custom he

has sustained through it?

Publications Received.—Botanic G.ardens,

Grenada : JiiUhtin of MUcdlancoiia Informutioil, No. 2,

vol ii., contains an abstract of Dr. Morris' lecture on

the Bahamas, and of Professor C.vrmody's paper on

the " Industrial Resources of Trinidad."— Agri-Horti-

cultural Society of Madras : H^'port of Annual Mectinrj,

1S93—1806, a,ni Prucccdinijs of the Siicicti/, January

—

March, 1896.—Vermont Agricultural Experiment

Station : Bulletin No. 49 contains reports and figures

relating to Potato blights, their prevention and cure.

—Bulletin of the Bnlanienl Department, Jamaica,

iTune, 189(5, contains notes on the care of young

Vines, on budding Orange trees, and other subjects of

importance to tropical agriculturists.

—

A dcserijitivr

account of Jersey ; an interesting account of the

island, with numerous figures. It will be particularly

intere.-;ting to horticulturists, as containing an .account

of Mr. Becker's imperial nurseries.

—

£iti of Experi-

ence on a Sussex Far id, A. F. P.vRBDKT.

—

The Mush-

room: how to r/row it for Proft, by John Conn.w,

Rotherham.

ease, it was felt by those who saw the bunches that

the grower had got a practical knowledge of the

requirements of the variety, and did it wonder-
fully well. Many otherwise excellent Grape-

growers find numerous troubles to beset the culture

of this Grape. The accompanying illustration

(fig. 35, p. 19-1) shows the char.acter of the Richmond
bunches, and yet these were by no means the best

that Mr. Blake has had, for later on there were on the

single Vine of the variety, in a mixed house, several

noble bunches weighing some 3J lb. each, and of

14 inches in length. Not a symptom of cracking

was to be seen, and none has ever troubled the berries

since the present gardener took the Vinos in hand.

The berries were fine, very even, and richly-coloured.

Higher praise of the variety it would bo difficult to

give. The one house, some 40 feet long, and of the

usual height and width, is planted with blacks,

Hamburgh and Madresfield Court, and of whites,

Buckland Sweetwater and Mrs. Pearson. The
Vines were started in February, and of course all were

tre.ated alike. Black Hamburgh ripened first, fol-

lowed by Buckland Sweetwater, Madresfield follow-

ing, and Jlrs. Pearson, a thick-skin Grape, here of

r&ally fine flavour.and which should hang late if needed,

coming latest. The entire period of matunation wiis

about five weeks. Thus, for a mixed house, from

these varieties an excellent succession is assured.

The Mrs. Pearson bunches, though less heavy

than those of the Madresfield, were very compact,

tapering, handsome, and well finished. Next to

Muscat of -Vlexandria, and evidently as seen here

much more easily grown, this fine white Grape is

entitled to take high rank. The Vines were planted

nine years since, and when Mr. Blake took to the

place a few years .ago, hardly a bunch of any sort w.as

produced. Finding the border inside (for the Vines

have free run in and out) to be very dry, he gave two

heavy soakings of water, aud this seems to have per-

formed good service in swelling the buds and matur-

ing the wood. Also some liquid-manure from the

cow-yard, weakened by the addition of six times its

bulk of water, was given occasionally ;
and still so

strong was it relatively, that the ammonia, whilst

benefiting the Vine foliage, destroyed the leaves of

Gloxinias. The necessity for keeping plants in the

vinery, obviously does uot assist in the development

of line Grapes ; therefo.-e, the good results obtained

are all the more creditable.

It is interesting to learn that Mrs. Pearson having

plen t y of pollen , and being therefore a free setter, pollen

from that v.ariety is employed on the bunches of the

Madresfield Court. In all respects ventilation and

treatment are of the ordinary kind. The outside

border is coated with leaves in the winter, and when

removed in spring, it is found that roots have been

freely attracted to the surface. Then a light sprink-

ling of Thompson's Vine-maimre, a good watering,

and a thin mulching of straw lit:er are most beneficial.

Occasional dressings of this manure and liberal water-

ings are also given to the inside roots. A. D.

:\IADRESFIELD COURT GRArE
AT CLANDOX PAKE.

Whes the Earl of Onslow's gardener, Mr. H. W.

Blake, exhibited Madresfiehl Court Grape in such

fine condition at Richmond on June 24 last, and

carried off the first prize for
'

' blacks " with such

Home Correspondence.

some experiences with the eel-worm.—
Without declaring the eel-worm to be the worst

amongst the list of our garden enemies, I may say that

its acquaintance is by no means desirable. Certain

plants are more susceptible to injury from this cause

than others, and none more so than the Gardenia and

Cucumber. My first experience with the eel-worm

was several years ago, in the case of some Ciardenias

on the back wall of a Icau-to plant-house. At first

the plants grew strongly, and produced flowers of

large size, but they soon began to die-b^ck-sometimes

a branch, and occasionally a whole plant would

collapse. An examination of the roots showed

knotted swollen fibres, the work of the unseen eel-

worm. Thinking that the excessive dampness of the

soil caused by the moisture maintained in the house,

might be the cause, a much more porous material was

substituted. This answered somewhat better, but

was never a success, and after a while the attempt to

grow plants in an unsuitable place was abandoned.
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The Gardenias are now grown where there is plenty

of light, and quite close to the glass, which is never

shaded, the compost being loamy soil full of fibre.

The drainage is good, and copious sujjplies of water

are given frequently. For several years the plants

have grown and flowered well under these conditions.

An average sample of the growth is enclosed to show
its vigour. [Very satisfactoi-y, and flowers extra

large. Ed.] The above experience lias convinced me
that if Gardenias are grown in a suitable place

they will not readily be attacked by eel-worm.

The only experience I ever had with eeUvorm attack-

ing Cucumoers was once, when, partly as an experi-

ment, the plants were given a deeper border, and
more adhesive rooting material than usual. The bed
in which they were planted was supplied with bottom-

heat from hot-water pipes, over the covering of which
on previous occasions a goo i layer of porous material

was placed before putting in the soil for the plauts. On
this occasion the compost was put on the slates. For
a time they grew strongly, producing exceptionally

good fruits. I noticed that the roots were extra

thick and more fleshy than usual, and after a time

the plants began to fail. The roots became such a

continuation of knotted excrescences that there was

never healthier or finer. Beets are as large as they
ought to be, and all roots are good. Caterpillars are

affecting the Brassica tribe somewhat. All winter
vegetables ai-e growing rapidly. A better year than
1896 has been so far cannot be wished. P. Middlcton,
Wynnstay Gardens, Dcnbiyhshirc.

OAK ALYN, WREXHAM.—Referring to the illus-

tration given in your last number, I may say th.at the

residence of Edwin Stanley Clark, Ksq., dates from
the year 1656. Passing through the conservatory you
enter a large billiard-room, and by a very simple con-

trivance the table is lowered in a few seconds into a

pit below the floor, thereby making the room avail-

able for a ball-room. This system of stowing away the
billiard-table is the patent of Mr. Clark's. Leaving the

billiard-room by a central door, you enter a con'idor

nicely furnished with climbers and flo^vering plants ;

passing up two flights of steps, the fruit-room is at

the top ; each shelf is made in moveable sections.

On the left of the fruit-room you enter the vineries,

two in number : passing from the late vinery, you
reach the Orchid-house (shown in your illustration),

of which the centre plant is a giant, recently imported,

of Lrclia elegans with fifty bulbs, twenty-six with

Fig. 3.'i.- -iMADRESFIELD COURT GnAPE, AS GIIOWN AT CLANDON PARK.

[Much reduced.)

no mistaking the cause. They were promptly rooted
out, and the previous method of planting re-adopted,
with the resuh that no injury has been done by eel-

worms since. J. MacDonald.

PEACHES AS OPEN-AIR STANDARDS. -- With
reference to " C. H.'s. " letter in your issue of la^t

week, may I corroborate his views (ui Outiloor Peach
standards ? I planted out Hales' Early four years
ago, and it has borne and ripened good fruit ever
since. Alex. Butekhwm, Major-Gewra!, Owlhorpe,
Bournemouth, August 11.

BRITISH HERBS AND THEIR USES. -It will be
something new to most country-bred people to read
in Mr. Fletcher's letter that the eating of Scarlet
Runners is cf modern origin. I know from memory
that they have been eafen in West Norfolk for up-
wards of forty-eight year.^i, and tliey were nothing new
then to the old people who were living then. Then,
iigain. if I am not greatly mistaken, they are men-
tioned as an article of food in Culpepper's Iln-bal,
which must have been written upwards of 200
years .ago. 11'. B.

THE SEASON.— All varieties of vegetables here
have done well. We beat all record in gathering
Peas from out-of-doors on May 22. We had al-'o new
Potato--, Globe Artichokes, and CauliHowers on tiie

s.ime date. The late varieties of Broccoli have over-
lapped the Cauliflowers a long wav. Antumu-sowu
Onions well ripened off, and spring Onions were

leave'. It has twelve leads, many of them showing

sheaths. Other fine specimen Orchids .are in this

house, with a goodly number in flower. All the

houses are lighted throughout with the electric light,

and are so arranged as to furnish a nice promenade.

The photograph is by Messrs. Geo. Smith & Co.,

South Parade, Bradford. E. J. E.

THE "KEW" WEED, GALINSOGA PARVIFLORA.
—Many of our common weeds are really obnoxious

and troublesome to eradicate, some from their easy

growth by multiplication of scraps of stems and nodes

of creeping grasses, and from the production of

numerous seeds, such as Charlock, Chickweed,

Groundsel, and the coarser sorts, such as Burdock,

Buttercup, Goosefoot, Mayweed, and Thistle ;
so bad,

indeed, was the latter in the time of Linnious that he

wrote of it :
— " Vitium agror^ira apud nos, primarium

est " (it is the greatest pest of our field.<), and still we
hear the harsh epithet of " cursed " often applied to it.

Our American friends say of some English weeds as

they come across them— "It is a foreigner of a bad

type," and only such an expression in an extra super-

lative degree would express the conduct of the exotic

Galinsoga, which appears to be a garden-escape from
Kew, as all round that neighbourhood it has natu-

ralised itself in such densely abundant quantities that

it completely smothers every seed-bed. The plant in

appearance very much resembles the annual llercury,

but differs very widely in h.aving a capitulum or

flower-head like a small M.iyweed. It belongs to

the f.imily of Coniposlta;, and like the Fever.''ew

produces myriads of small seeds of easy germi-

nation, retaining their vitality in deep soil for a long

period. The name, Galinsoga, was given to it by
Ruiz and Pavon, to commemorate M. Galinsoga, phy-

sician and botanist at Madrid ; it is a native of Peru-

vian America, and akin to G. trilubata, a hardy annual
of little merit. Mr. A. A. Black noticed and wrote
about it iu 1870, but otherwise none of the local floras

have any record of it, as in the case of the sub-

merged aquatic invader (Anacharis) of the Irish c.mals,

carried by the Gulf Stream, and now naturalised.

Great care must be taken to keep the land clean, to

prevent the Galinsoga from maturing, or the old

proverb of " One year's seeding makes nine years

weeding," will require some cyphers after the nine to

express the time for eradication, as only the greatest

vigilance and energy will spoil its semination. Jain
Murison.

THE FRUIT CROPS.—There i^ one class of people

which we may rest assured will take no harm ; these

are the middlemen ; they make ample profit, and
this they do no matter whether the season's returns,

as regards the growth of crops, be good, bad, or

indifterent. Not very long ago, a middleman
wrote in defence of his calling, that the sales-

men there were all young men, thus, unwittingly,

expressing a plain confession that they were all

able to retire before they grew into old men. I

wish the same could be said of the hardworking
gardener and farmer, amongst whom may be found
many white-bearded old men, working o it life

to the end, without the slightest chance of retiring

to enjoy even a shore afternoon of well-earued rest.

The middleman, from the very commeucement of the

world's history, seems to have been doing a roaring

trade. We first read of him as making his appearance

ill the Garden of Eden. Burns also had his eye dead
upon him when he wrote .

—

" Lang sine in Eden's bonny yaird.

When youthfu' lovers first were paired,

And all the soul of love they shared.

The raptured hour.

Sweet on the fragrant flowery swaird,

In shady bovver.

Then you, ye auld snec-drawing dog.

Ye came to Paradise incog..

And played on man a cursed broque

—

Black be your fa' !

And gied the infant world a shog
'Maist ruined a'."

»'. MiUer, Combe Ahheij.

SOCI ETI ES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
August 11.—The usual fortnightly meeting of the Com-

mittees was held in the Drill Hall, JiimesStreet.Westminster,

oa Tuesday last. Theio was little indie ition that the holiday

season is now at its height, for the display was an extensive

one, and the attendance good. In common with the meet-

ings that have taken place throughout the summer, the show

on this occasion was comprised largely sf hardy cut flowers,

which are exhibited at the present time so persistently, and

it may be added, so well. In addition to the miscellaneous

collection 01 such plants, Messrs. Kklway & Sons displayed

an exhibit of Gladioli in the extensive manner common to

this western firm.

One of the exhibits most worthy of remark was a group of

hirdy Bamboos from Messrs. Jas. Vf.itch & Sons, which, by

r asonof its comprehensiveness, wa* a useful object-lesson ti»

persons not familiar with the variety of foliage and habit uf

growth that a good collection of these plants presents. As

will be seen below, many plants and flowers called for awards

from the Orchid and Floral Committees. Fruit was not exten-

flively shown, but several awards were made. Jlr. C. T.

Druery gave an interesting and illustrated lecture in the

afternoon upon " The Generation of Ferns."

Floral Committee.

Present : W. Marshall, Esq., in the chair ; and Messrs. Jno.

Frascr, H. 11. May, H. llerbst, R. Dean, J. Jennings, J. F.

McLirod, R. M. Hog'^, Chaa. Jeffries. Thos. Peed. W. Baiu,

H. Selfe Leonard, H. J. Jones, Jas. Walker, H. Turner, Geo.

Paul, and H. Canuell.

From Mr. Sharp, Fareharn, was exhibited a dozen plants

of Abutilon Silver Queen. They were bushy little plant.*,

and the leaves wore almost wholly cream-coloured, there

being im exceptionally small quantity of green surface in any

of the plants (Award ofMeritJ.

Messrs. Jah. Veitch & Sos«. Royal Kxotic Nursery, exhi-

bited a new strain of Streptocarpu.'>, obtained from crossing
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previous hybrids with pollen from S. Wendlandii. The

liowers are large, and the strain, to be known as Jlrs. Heal,

promises to bo a useful one (Award of Merit). Some plants,

well bloomed, of the bright-flowered Rhododendron multi-

color Ruby, were shown, and an ornamental-leaved Begonia,

named Princess Charles of Denmark.
Messrs. Jas. Veitch A: Sons also exhibited a very fine

group of Bamboos, in which were represented specimens of

most of the species now in cultivation. First-class Certifi-

cates were awarded to Bambusa palmata, a plant possessing

a bold habit and handsome appearance, and to Thyllostachys

Kumasanca, a very distinct plant from the former. It has a

rather dense-growing habit, dwarf, reddish-brown stems,

and smaller leaves.

Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshunt, received an Award of

Merit for a white flowering variety of Clematis viticella

named alba. An Awaid of Merit was also obtained by Mr.

A. Lister, Rothesay, who exhibited a very superior variety

of Sidalcea malviertora var. Listeri.

T. Hamilton Fox, Esq., Keston, Kent, gr. Mr. london,

exhibited numerous flowers of a variety of .Clove Carnation,

named Arthur Soames, with very large Howera,

Sir T. Lawrence, Burford, Dorkmg (gr., 3Ir. Bain), exhi-

bited flowers of Crinnm Powelli, C. P. alba, and C. Makoy-
anum or Moorei, all of them hardy and very ornamental.

Several varieties of hardy Nympha^as were exhibited by
Messrs. de RoTHScniLD, Gunnersbury House, Acton (gr., Mr.

J. Hudson). All of them were pretty, and, as far as exhibition

in the Drill Hall goes, novel also. First-class Certificates

were awarded to N. Rohiusoniana, an extremely effective

flower, the centre jietals being of telling crimson, and

the essential organs pale and bronzy yellow. Also to N.

Marliacea camea, a large, handsome blush-whito variety.

From F. Reckitt, Esq., Caen Wood Towers, Highgate

(gr., Mr. Burt), came a collection of miscellaneous plants,

arranged in a pretty group upon the floor. Caladiums and

well-grown plants of the visual ornamental foliaged plants

wore used with go )d effect (Silver Flora Medal). From the

same garden was an excellent plant of Cycas revoluta

(Cultural Commendation).
Mr. J. PuRNELL, Woodlands, Streatham Hill, shewed (i

group of plants consisting of grecnliouse species of a very

miscellaneous character (Silver Banksian Medal).

Caladiumswercshownby Messrs. Jas. Veit( h&Sons, King's

Road, Chelsea, and Messrs. J. Pef-d &, Sf»N, Norwood Road,

West Norwood. Messrs. Veitch had a largo group of well-

^rown plants, representative of very ornamental and choice

varieties, all of which have been described. ^lessrs. Feed's

l)lauts were of smaller size, and wore interspersed among a

larger number of other foliage plants and Ferns (Silver Bank-

sian Medal).

Hardy flowers were exhibited on this occasion largely by

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham

;

Messrs. Barr & SoNs. King Street, Covent Garden ; Messrs.

Kelway (Si Sons, Messrs. Ci-'tbusu & Sons, Highgate ; and

I'thers.

In Messrs. Barr's exhibit wo notieed many varieties of

herbaceous Phloxes. Gladiolus, too, m v.iriety were con-

spicuous, and there were tlowcrs of Lilium tigrinum, and

other species, herbaceous Sunflowers, Pentstemons, <fcc. An
Award of Merit was made to a very fine variety of the last-

named species, known as President Camot. The flowers are

very large, and purplish-crimson in colour, with a distinct

very handsome silvery throat Jules Sandeaux, Deschanel,

and Servadac, are also meritorious varieties (Silver Banksian

Medal).

Messrs. Ware's exhibit was a larger one, and contained a

number of species of flowers. Herbaceous Phloxes, Lilies,

Sunflowers, Pentstemons, Cannas, Dahlias, also a number of

spikes of Campanula pyramidalis. Gaillardia hybrida grandi-

fiora, was well shown, and there was quite a display of other

hardy species. A small group of Lilium Philippineuse in

flower was very noticeable. This is ii very graceful Lily,

pure white, and has very narruw leaves (Silver-gilt Flora

Medal).

Sir Weetm^n Pearson. Bart., Paddockhurst, Crawley

(gr., Mr. Capp;, showed a very creditable collection of hardy

flowers. Some double-flowering Hollyhocks were very fine.

Raby Castle and other varieties of border Carnations, Core-

opsis, and many .perennial species, were good (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Messrs. W. Cutbcsh & Son, Highgate, N., had a group of

hardy flowers, and numerous varieties of Carnations, the

specimens being first-class of the numerous species (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Paul & Son, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, had a

collection of cut flowers, in which an important part was

taken by varieties of herbaceous Phlox ; bunches of garden

and other varieties of Roses were included also, and a few

other specie? of useful hardy flowers. The two fine Cannas,

Austria, canary-y.llow, and Italia, were also shown (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Messrs. H. Cannell 6z Sons, Swanley, exhibited a group of

a very fine stniin of a dwarf-growing, variously-coloured

Cockscomb (Silver Flora Medal).

The finely-coloured Spiriea Anthony Waterer Wiis shown by

Mr. A. Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, near Crawley,

exhibited about three dozen blooms of Cactus-flowering

DahUas. Many of the varieties were bright and meritorious.

Also a collection of ornamental Crabs (Bronze Banksian

Medal).

Messrs. Kelway <fe Son, of the Langport Nurseries, set up

an excellent collection of cut spikes of Gladioli, in which

were li'iO spikes, several of them illustrating the dark-shaded

crimson forms we have seen during the lasi year or two, and

some of them with gigantic blossoms, showing the blood of

the Lemoinei and Nanceianus sections. This collection afforded

a good (ipportunity to make a selection, only that all were so

good that a selection of, say, a dozen varieties was a little

diflicult. Awards of Merit were made to Carlyle, a magnifi-

cent hybrid, the flowei-a brilliant red. that portion of the

throat represented by the lower petals being pale, punctured

with small dark spots—a superb n«w form; t^ Baxter,

crimson, heavily suffused with purple, and flaked on the

edges of the stout and finely-formed petals with maroon—

a

variety of high quality ; and to Pluu, a type romark.xble for

the largo size of its individual blossoms and superb spike,

the colour bright carmine, the throat flamed with violet-

purple. In addition, there were other deep crimson forms,

some brighter than others, some with lively purple shades

—

Fortal, Dryden, Clive, and others, Then of others of the

type with which we are more familiar, there were Darwin,

Giovanni, Chaucer (cream with yellow thi-oat), Kcmble (a

beautiful light variety), Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain, B.ironeas

Burdett Cuutts, and Biiron Schncder. Older varieties, but

still very fine— Alaine, W. H. Fowler, &c.

Mr. W. Bain, gr. to Sir Trevor F^awrence, Bart, Burford

Lodge, Dorking, set up a very interesting collection of

Gladioli, comprising, first, some of the newer forms of Le-

moine's hybrids, such as Jules Deville, pun^le ; Garabettu,

maroon-crimson ; Etoilc d'Or, Sceptre d'Or, and L'Knfant de

Lorraine, all very pleasing shades of yellow, more or less

handsomely marked on the throat. Of the Nanceianus type.

Pros dent Camot. very fine ; Ahh6 Frowerit. President

Chandon, Emile Avigcr, yellow ; W. Watson, very large, and
singularly novel in the colouring, but the pctxls were too

thin in substance to stand outtinor exposure; and Lamar-

tine. Of the new American hybrids, some of which are very

fine, Childsii. brilliant scarlet, white turoat ; Mra. Beecher,

Ben llur, Fatma, and Dr. Sellow.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea, also

had a select collection of new hybrids of Lemoinei and

Nanceianus Gladioh, huch as Dcud do Ciirnot, brilliant crim-

son groimd, heavily flaked and shaded with maroon i Award
of Merit) ; Senateur Pollard, pale purple or violet upper

petals, the lower petals stained with a deeper tint, the

throat cream and black (Award of Merit) ; Sophie Buchner,

j)ale yellow; Amiral Gorvan, Paul Uariot, purple ; Pactote,

deep yellow, small, but of fine form ; Rev. W. Wilks.

Dominie, rose ; and A. K. Kruber.

Orchid Committee.
Present: Harry J. Veitch. Esq.. in the chair; and Messrs.

Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec), H. M. Pdlctt, H. Ballantine, H. J.

Chapman, T. W. Bond, Dr. M. T. Masters, E. Hill. E. Ash-

worth, W. Cobb, W. H. Protheroe, S. Courtaidd, T. B.

Haywood, J. Jaques, and A. H. Smee.

Vlthough Orchids were nut represented in grcixt quantity,

a few really fine exhibits were ^t;ured. Of these the Cat-

tleya X Hardyana splendens, exhibited by Baron Sir II.

ScHROPER, The Dell, Egham (gr , Mr. H. Ballantine) was,

viewed from all points, the finest variety of this shnwy and

delightfully fragrant natural hy^'rid Cattleya yet exhibited.

The gorgeous dark purplc-crims.jn, gold-veined labellum.

seemed exactly like that of a fine variety of Cattleya am-ea

Dowiana, while the rose-tinted sepals and petals were like

those of C. Warscewiczii (gigiis). The plant, which was also

a fine example of good culture, secured a First-cla-ss Certi-

ficate. Baron Schroder also showed fine cut examples of

Ltelio-Cattleya X Sedeni(L.-C, clegans x C. superba) ; L.-C.

X elegans, Veitch's v.ariety, in which the whole flower is

very richly coloured, the side lobes of the labellum unusually

dark ; and the rare L.-C. X elegans Morreniima.

R. I. Measures. Esq., Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell (gr,,

Mr. II. J. Chapman), staged a very pretty and interesting

gro'ip of Orchids, in which the showy things and those of

rare botanicid interest were %vell balanced. Among the

mo.st noteworthy things in this group were a fine variety of

the pretty orange-scarlet Lielia monophylla, the rare and

singular Pleurothallis scapha, with a graceful raceme of

long white and rose flowers, a fine specimen of Cypripedium

X ojnathum, C. X CUnkabeiTyauum, C. Godefroya;, C. X
Chafi. Canhani, C. X Lachmee, C. X grande ; a pretty plant

of the dwarf Oncidium longipes, Cattleya Warscewiczii, and

other showry Cattleyas ; Phah^nopsis Schroderi, La?lio-

Cattl&ya Schillcriana, a number of varieties of Masdevallia

Harryana, M. X Stella, M. X Barheana, M. araabilis, M.

anchorifera (Botanical Certificate); M. guttulata. M.

Reichenbachiana, M, chimierj, Arc. (Bronze Banksian

Medal).

SirFKEDERtcK WiGAN, Clare Lawn, East Sheen (gr.;Mr. W.

II. Young), showed L;vlio-Cattleya X elegans Cawenbergiai-a,

a very distinct large light rose purple coloured form, with

the base, and parts of the side lobe* of the Up clear white.

The inflorescence ^bore nine fine flowers, and the variety

received an Award of Merit. Sir Frederick Wigan also

showed a ten-flowered inflorescence of another fine form of

Lfeho-Cattleya :< elegans of the " Turneri" class, taken from

a plant bearing twenty-nine flowers.

Me8.srs. F.Sander i: Co.. St. Albans, staged an effective

group, in which the principal novelty* waa Oypripediiini x.

Excelsior var. Mars (Harrisianum x ROthschildianum), a fine

tlower, with the upper sepal gieenish, with choculate lines ;

the long petals green at the base, spotted with chocolat^i-

brown, and tipped with rose, and the face of the labellum

bright reddish-brown (Awai'd of Merit) ; .also in Messrs.

Sanders' group were two plants of Sobralia xantholeuca, the

pretty Trichopilia bievis, Cattleya eldorado Walli^ii, La;lio-

Cattleya x elegans Turneri, Polystachya Leonensis, Phaius
Humblotii, Spathogluttis plicata MichoUtzii, Miltonia vexil-

laria, Eria acervati. Dendrobium bracteosum.

Elijah Ash worth, Es(i., Harefleld Hall, Wilmslow,
Cheshire (gr., Mr. Holbrook), sent Cattleya Gaskelliana alba

magnifiora, perhaps the finest pure white form of Cattleya

labiata yet seen, its flower being extraordinary in size, fine

in shape, and of a pure white; also the rare and pretty

Cattleya x Kienastiana (C. Luddemanniana x C. aure.i).

Sir William Mvrriott, Down House, IJlandford. showed
Cittleya x Myrriottie ('.Eldorado x Warscewiczii). a very

pretty hybrid, with a general resemblance to C. Eldorado

splendens, but with all the segments broader. TDe plant

bore a fine flve-flowcred inflorescence.

C. L. N. Ingram, Esij., Elstead House, Godalming (gr., Mr
T. W. Bond), showed Lielio-Cattleya x Seraph (L.-C x elegans

X C. citrina), a remarkable and pretty hybrid, although not

as yet showing so much of the influence of C. citrina as

might be expected. The plant was dwarf, and the pseudo-

bulbs curiously swollen in the middle. The flower was
bonie erect, and partook of L.-C. elegans in form, bvit was
smaller, and more compact, and the segments broader in

proportion to their lengtli. The sepals and petals were light

yellow, slightly tinged with green, and the front lobe of the

lip crimson-purple (Award of Merit).

Reginald Yoi'no, Esq., Fringilla, Linnet Lane, Sefton

Park, Liverpool, sent cut examples of L;>-lia crispa Buchan-
iana. Cattleya velutina, L;elio-Cattleya x elegans Turoeri,

.and L.-C. X elegans Ilouttcana.

A. H. Mjlton, Esq., White Ladies Road, Clifton, showed a

six-Iloworcd inflorescence of Cattleya Loddigesii, and a

striped form of Cattleya labiati Gitskelliana.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashstcad Park, i»ent cut examples of

a pretty, small-flowered, crimson-purple Sobralia, allied to

S. Lowii, and of Odontoglussuni aspidorhinum, Ralli's

variety, a remarkably pretty flower, and the liest of this

curious and elegant species yet shown. The sepals and pet ils

are yellow, with bright red-brown spots, the Lirge fringed

lip evenly spotted \vith rosy crimson. The bristles at the

base of the labellum, which arc characteristic of the species,

were also highly developed in this fine variety.

A. SiNGLKTON, Esq., Chapcl-eu-lc-Frith, sent Cypripedium

X Singletoniauum (vexillarium x barbatuin Warneri), and a

spike of Lielia crispa.

Fruit Com.mittee.

Present: Philip Crowley, Esq.. in the chair; and Messrs.

R. Hogg, Geo. Bunyard, A. F. Barron, Jos. Cheal, A. H.

Pearson, J. Wright, Alex. Dean, J. Willard, J. W. Bates,

Jas. H. Veitch, G. H. Sage, Robert Fife, and G. W. Cummins.

The Apple awarded 1st prize in the Veitchian competition,

for the best dessert sorts, w;i8 Irish Peach, exhibited by

Mr. Owen Thomas, Royal Gardens, Frogmore. Red Astra-

ehau was placed 2nd, as shown by Colville Brown, Esq.,

HexUible, Swanley Junction. Summer Queen, Worcester

Pearmain, and American Nonsuch were also shown.

Only one Pear w.is staged, viz., Jargonelle, by Mr. O.

Thomas, and it was awarded 2nd prize.

Mr. Jas. Nash, Belvedere Nursery, Wimbledon, exhibited

fiiur dishes of Victoria Nectarines ; and Mr. D. Davjes,

Araberley Court, Stroud (gr., Mr. Butcher), had a dish of

Princess of Wales Peaches.

Sprays of Wineberries (Rubus phsenicolasius) were sent by

Mr. W. Batchelor, Hareficld Park Gardens. Uxbridge.

Mr. Batchelor had also a dish of Runner Bean, Sutton's

Best of All.

An Award of Merit was given to a Melon, Harris' Favourite,

exhibited by Philip Crowley, Esq., Croydon (gr., Mr. J.

Harris). It is a scarlet-fleshed variety, and has straw-

coloured exterior, closely netted. The flesh is deep and the

flavour good. A few other seedling Melons also were before

the committee.

Messrs. Geo. Bunyard &, Co., Maidstone, exhibited about

forty dishes of fruit consisting for the greater part of Apples,

but including a few Pears. Awards of Merit were recom-

mended to Pear Aspasie Aucourt, and Apple Cardinal [Peter

the Great), both of them in this collection. The Apple

has been known for several years under both of the names
given above. In appearance it is not unlike Duchess of

Oldenburgh in regard to the red streaking, but they are less

deep than in the Duchess. It is a good flavour, useful for

the table or for the kitchen. The Pear is a green-fruited

variety, passing to yellow, and is ripe in August. M;my
varieties of Apples and Pears were exhibited in fine conditioi*

in this collection (Silver Banksian Medal).

Plums were exliibited by Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea, who had a score or more of dishes and varieties.

The following were noticeable among them. All the fruits

were taken from pyramid trees out-of-doors : Eirly Green.

Gage, Early Trausparent Gage. Jeffer.sou, Lawson's Golden

Gage, W.ishington, Bodditrt's Gage, and of purple or black-

fruited varieties, Frogmore Orleans, Kirkcs, B<.lle de

Louvaine, Prince Engelbert, De Montfort. Angelina Burdett,

and Czar ; Victoria was shown well. This exhibit also in-

cluded Morello Cherries, Negro Largo Figs, Lady Sudely

Apples ; Pears, . WiULams" Bon Chretien, and Doctor

jales. Guyot, and spray of Wineberries (Silver Banksian

Medal).

A seedling variety of Cucumber, known as Palmer's

Graceful, was exhibited by Mr. W. Palmer. Andover, Hamp-

shire. The specimens were very commendable, but there

was not occasion for an award.

Some large PoUto tubers were sent from Mr. Kemp-SHall,

Lamport Hall Gardens, North impton.
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Mr. Druery's Lecture.

In the afternoon Mr. Chas. T. Drufbv, F.L.S., gave a very

iuterestinglec nreCDr. ]\[axwkll Masters, F.R.S.,mthechAir)

on '"Feni Generation, Normal and Abnormal," a subject of

which he has made a special stiidj'. and which he illustrated

by means of numerous lauteru slides, depicting the various

phases of devol'ipinent from spore to plants. Starting with

a brief description of the difference between a spore and a

seed, tbc one a simple vegetative cell protected by a shell,

the ether a complex body, the result of fertilisation by
pollen, be showed how the first results of germination

also differed fimdanientally. The spore in Ferns took

the form of a small green scale, or prothallus, un the

underside of whfch the flower-equivalents were developed;

fertilisation took place, and practically a seed produced from
which the Fern as we know it arose. The phenomena at-

tending this were shown on the screen from a series of

diagi'ams by the lecturer, finishing by a slide of young Ferns
themselves, and then by a reproduction of Count Suminskv's
splendid series of p'ates which accompanied thfl publication

of his original discovery in 18-44 of the complete cycle of

Fern life. Having thus treated of the normal or usual

method of reproduction. Mr. Druery proceeded to describe

Professor Farlow's discovery of apogamy, in which the

Fern was p oduced upon tlie prothallns by non-sexual bud-
ding, showing that the process of fertilisation was not an
abtolute essential to the contiimance of a species. A recent

case of a diffe ent form of apogamy was citel, in which
ordinary buds were developed on horn-like extensions of the

prothallus. The various types of buds or bulbils formed on
the fronds of Ferns were then illustrated, the curious doi*s.al

bulbils sometimes associated with the spores on some
Lady Ferns being especially dealt with as leading up to

another abnormal mode of reproduction first noted by
the lecturer, termed apospory, in which the Fern does not

produce spores, but develops the prothallus either on the

backs of the frond, where spores shoidd be, or more remark-
ably still from the points of the frond segments. This
phenomenon had been observed in four British species, and
the lecturer exhibited a plant in which one of the fronds was
literally fringed with prothalli, while the backs bore heaps of

the incipient growths of the other kind or dorsal apospory,

Mr. Ukdery then proceeded to deal with the varietal

as|>ects of Fern r»iproduction, throwing photographs on tlic

screen of two remarkable instances of sjccess in selective

culture in a few genei-ations ; the pedigree being shown^ and
the immense strides taken clearly exemplified/

Finally, he alluded to the possibilities of hybridisation and
crossing, not merely between varieties and subspecies, but
actually between widely divided specific forms. Mr.

Schneider's success in Polypodium Schneideri was cited, and
others of more recent accompUshmeut by the same lund ; in

whicli the peculiarly beautiful character of our British forms
had been unmistakably introduced into large growing exotic

species. Mr. E. J. Lowe's successes in the crossing of

Hartstongues were iilso commented upon.

THE BRITISH PTERIDOLOGICAL.
AuuusT 3.—As usual on the August Bank Holiday, a goodly

number of lovers ofour nativeTerns assembled in the Lake Dis-

trict, this time at Bowness, Windermere, to discuss the most

recent varietal developments, and to read papers bearing upon

the cult under its several aspects. The Institute at Bowness
was the meeting place, and after the usual routine busiaes.s

had been transacted, Mr. Chas. T. Uruery read a paper on

the " Marvellous Side of Fern Life," Dr. Stansfield following

it with another on " Weismann's Theory of Heredity xs

Applied to Ferns." Curiously enough, without any prc-

arraugement, the two papers formed a continuous history of

the cell and its development ; Dr. Stanfield's dealing with

the process of fertilisation of the egg-cell, and illustrating by

diagrams how this cell prepares itself for the process by

throwing off and out a part of its nucleus, which is subse-

quently replaced by contact with the antherozoid. A very

interesting point bearing on Mr. E. J. Lowe's theory of

multiple parentage iu Ferns, was hereby demonstrated,

nimely, that this process is effected by such an exact adap-

tation of part to part, that there is absolutely no, room for the

iutroduction of multiple influence in the sense of multi-

paternity. To use a commonplace illustration, the nucleus

to be f'^itilised is like a pill-b.>x, the lid of which is thrown

away prior to fertilisation, the rtsult of which is the addition

of a fresh lid, after which the box or cell divides and multi-

plies itself on a regular plan. Just as a second lid could not

find a place, so would a second antherozoid find itself de trop.

In Mr. Drucry's paper the cell was compared to a patent

brick which multiplied itself ad /iiti^tm, and built itself up

into compli<'ated structures, planned with marvellous fore-

sight and ingenuity to accommodate a self-generated com-

munity of ladies and gentlenten (archcgonia and antheridia),

the latter of which were furnished with bicycles (cilia) to

visit their stay-at home lady-loves. Thi^ community then

passes away, and behold ! a wonderful structure arises—the

primary frond—and in time a stately Fern is sjen, built up

on unnecessarily complicated lines, and culminating in a

Bbower of millions of " bricks" or cells, all capable of per-

forming the same miracle as the original brick we started

*iih.

The papers read were discussed at some length. A consider-

able number of fronds were exhibited for judicial opinion and

naming. A very beautiful and dense plumose Athyrium,

fotmd in Ireland, was shown by Mr. Phillips, of Belfast,

together with a neatly tasselled Shield Fern of peculiar

symmetry.
Mr. Druery showei a number of fronds of his plumose

Lady Ferns, which were much admired, some six or seven

distinct forms of rare beauty being exhibited. The " sensi-

tion" of the m^etiug wa«, owever, a form of Listrea

rnoutani (the lemon scented Bi;ckler Fern), raised by

Mr. Wiper, the treasurer, from a find of his own. Iq this

extraordinary plant ^o which a number appeared in the

sowing), the frond has very finely cut pinnules, differing

greatly fro n the normal, from the paint of each of wliich the

midrib extends for netrly an inch as a delicate filament.

These threads throughout soma of the fronds terminated in

tiny tassels, the whole combination bein^ extremely pretty.

Th; plants were young and, small, though robist ; there is,

therefore, e^ery probibility that, as adults, they will rank

with the most remarkable, as well as more beautiful Ferns

in existence. It is a new and unparalleled " break," as

charming as unexpected.

A vote of thinks to the officers, the President, and Mr.

Druery for their services and papers, and highly satisfactory

reports from;Secretary and Treasurer as to the progress and

funds of the Society, completed the proceedings.

The Secretary of the Society is Mr. Geo. Wliitwell, Ser-

pentine Cottage, Kendal; the subscription is sm ill, and the

Society, as a means of bringing together, at le:ist once a

year, a body of British Fern- ers merits the hearty

support of all admirers of these beautiful nitive plants in

their varietal forms. CUas. T. Di-w.ry. F.L.S.

HORTICULTURAL SHOW AT
LEICESTER.

August 4.—This annual exhibition is managed by the

Parks Committee of the Leicester Municipal Council, the

Secretary being Mr. Joits Burs, the Curator of the \.bbey

Park. Five large tents were required to accoramo 'ate the

exhibits, the cut flowers especially being very numerous.

Each year the show increases in extent and quality, and it is

probable that .another year the show will be continued for

two days. Specimen plants were decidedly better than we

had before seen them at Leicester, and the gi-oups of plants

also.

The best group, filling a spaca 100 feet, was a circular one,

and came from Mr. C. J. Mkk, Nottingham; in tbe centre

w;3 a cone formed of Caladiums, Cmtons, Ferns, k.c , sur-

mounted by handsome specimen plants, from which radiated

lines having at their extremities pretty dot-plauts, the

ground-work lightly tilled with various small plants, con-

trast and harmony uniting to furnish a very effective

arrangement.

Mr. Bi.AKEWAV was Ist with six stove and greenhouse

plants, having good examples of Croton^ Queen Victoria and

Majestic-, a tiue Allamanda Hcnder^oni, Phu;nix reclinati,

Ixora Fraseri, and St iticc profu.sj\,

Sjmc fine speciinm exotic Ferns were stiged. Mr. C. J.

Mee was 1st, and Mr. Hilsom 2nd, but both rmnamed ;

indeed, but few of the plants in the cxliibition were named,

thus depriving the public of becoming acqu tinted with the

plaats they may .admire.

Tubemus-rooted Begonias were a good feature, the 1st

prize for six sin,de-flowered varieties uf tUy tuberous section

going to Mr. James Wuir-irr, nurseryman, Leicester, who had
admirably-grown and flower.d pKnts of good quality; Mr.

H. RooEKt bein^ '2nd. The host six dorible varieties came
from Mr. B. R. Davi-, nurseryman, Yeovil, who hid some
excellent specimens.

Coleus were present in the form of attractive bushes, well

grown and coloured. Mr. H. Rogkrs was 1st.

Fuchsias were medivun -sized bush specimens, well bloomed.

The best four were staged by Mr. H. Rogers.

Table plants contained nothing of a novel character.

Zonal Pelirgoniums, excellent in growth and bloom,

afi"orded striking patches of colour. Mr. H. Roor.RS was Is"-,

with Mix, and Mr. Jas. WniOHr 2nd; and these two ex-
' hibitors were 1st and 2nd in the same order with' six double-

floWered specimens- Plants were als » shown by amateurs

and cottagers, and their contributions filled a large tent.

Cut FLowtr&.— ^os&s wore both extensively and well shown,

the northern growers being iu strong force. There wore four

collections of thirty-six varieties, single blooms. Messrs.

Jamks Cocker & Sons, Abeideen. were placed Ist, with

grand bluoms of Marie Baumann, Horace Vernet, J. S. Mill,

Kiirl of Dufferin, Frauvois Michelou. Madame Hoste, Prince

Arthur, Due de Rohan. Golden Gate, Dr. Andy. General

Jacqueminot. .Madame de Watteville, Captain Haywood.

Cleopatra, Charles L fubvre, AC- : ind, Messrs. D. & W.

Croll, Dundee ; 3rd, Me-ssr-". Hark^ks-j & Sons, Bedale.

With twenty four v,irieties, Messrs. Cockkr & Son were

a^ain 1st, having in fine character Marie liaumanu. Louis

Van Houtte, Mrs. J. L ling, Horace Veraet, D.ic de Rohan,

Madame Hoste, A. K. Williams. Denmark, Aug. Kigotard. Ac.

With twelveTeasandXoisettes, Messrs. J AMES Cocker &SoN
were again 1st.

The best twelve blooms of any one variety were of Mra. J.

Laing from Messrs. D. & W. Croll ; Messr.-j. J.vs Cocker ii

SoN.s were 2nd. with M iria Baumann.

In the amateurs' division for twentv-four blooms. The Riv.

J. II. Pehdk :TO.t, Havering, Romford, was Ist, having

Madnme Joseph Bonnaire, Horace Vernet, Mrs, John Liing,

Ch.arle? Lefebvre, Duchess of Bedford, A. K. Williams. Comte
Raiubaud, Victor Hugo, Charles Darwin, &c. ; Mr. H. V.

Machin. Worksop, was iind.

Mr. Machin had the best eighteen varieties. The "Rev. J. H.
Pemberton' taking ihe 2nd prize; while in the class for

twelve varieties, Mr. Machin and Mr. Pembv.rton were placed

equal 1st. Mr. JIa" tun had the best six Teas and Noisettes,

his four best blooms being Maman Cochet, Ernest Metz,
Catherine Mermet, and Madame Hoste ; Mr. Pemberton was
2iid. Mr. Pemberton had the best six of any one variety in

Charles Lefebvre ; Mes-^rs. Machin and H. Rogers taking

the 2nd and 3rd prizes, both with Mrs. J. Laing.

Cut bloom.-5 of tuberous-rooted Begonias, either double or

single, are not eflTective, however good their quality, when
dumped down on moss in boxes, and some better method of

showing them is necessary. Messrs. D. & W. Croll's single

varieties were bold and striking.

Carnations and Picotees are always a good feature at Lei-

cester, and the popular interest in them was shown by the

crowded tables wbereon they were staged. Mr. i\L Camp-
bell, florist, Blantyre, had the best twelve white-ground
Caniatious, showing full well-marked varieties : Mr. A. R.

Brown, Handsworth, Birmingham, was 2nd; and they held
similar positions with twelve Picotees. With twelve yellow-

ground, self or fancy, Mr. Brown was 1st, having very good
blooms of Monarch, RomuUn, Mrs. .V. Tate, Cardinal Wolsey,

Lidas, and Mrs. Douglas, six excellent varieties; Mr. M.
Campbell was 2nd. Caruitiona and Picotees were also

shown as single blooms in several classes, and a good many
collections of six bunches were staged.

Mr. M. Campbell wsis 1st with twenty-four, and also with

twelve blooms of tancy Pansies, having blooms of fine

development. Mr. Campbkli. also had the best twelve

bunches of Violas, set up in handsome sprays.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.

There were three entries of a collection of eight distinct

varieties, the lat prize going to Mr. J. H. Go(tUAi.nE, The
Gardens. Elvaston Castle, Derby, who had finely-finished

Black Hamburgii and Gros Maroc Grapes ; Muscat of Alex-

andria, long in the bunch, but lacking colour ; a very fine

Queen Pine. Royal George Peach and Pine-apple, Nectarines,

Negro Lago Figs, and Cashmere Melon ; Mr. A. McCulloch

gr. to W. J, Webb, Esq.. Newstead Abbey, Notts, was 2nd.

There were three collections of four dishes, Mr. J. H.

GoodACRE being Isr, with long, tapering, well-coloured

bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Bellegirde Peach,

Spencer Nectarine, and Countess Melon ; 2ad, Mr. A.

McCulloch.
The best Pine-apple was an excellent Queen, from Mr.

C. J. Mee, Nottingham.
With two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes. Mr.

McKiNNisH was Ist, his being go'td in borry and bunch; 2nd.

Mr. Shaw. gr. to R, L. Tuoth, Ksq., Garrenden Park,

Lougbboro' ; and Mr. A. Mc(;ulljuh was ;trd.

The best two bundles of Muscatof Alexandria Graoes came
from Mr. McKinkish ; Mr. (Joddacre was 2nd. Any other

black Grape w;is represented by two bunches of jMadreafield

Court, from Mr. McCulloch.
With two bunches of white Grapes, other than Muscat,

Mr. J. H. GoODACRs was 1st with capital Foster's Seedling ;

Mr. Jas. Rk*d, Burton-on-Trent, was 2nd, with Mrs. Pear-
son, very good.

The best dish of Peaches was Bcllegarde, from Mr. John'

Wallls. The Gardens, Keele Hall; Mr. H. Blakewav was
2nd, with Royal George.

Mr. John Read had the best dish of Nectarines; Mr.

GooDACRE being 2nd Figs, Morello Cherries, Cvirranta, and
GooseberricH were also shown.
The best dish of dessert Apples wis Beauty of Bith. from

^Ir. Garawav : Mr. W. Emerton. Buckingham, was 'Jnd,

with Quarrcnden.
The best dessert Plum was Transparent Gage, from Mr

John Wallis ; Mr. Goodacre 2nd, with De Montfort.

Mr. A. Gearv was 1st for Tomatos. with a fine dish of the

Perfection type; Mr. J. H. Goodache 2nd, with Ham Green
Favourite.

There were three collections of vegetables competing for

Messrs. SurTON iS: Sons' special Prizas. Mr. A. McKinni-ih

was Ist, with a very fine lot— Onions, Tomatos, Satisfaction

Potatos, Runner Beans, and Celery, being especially good.

With six dishes, Mr. W. Burrow was 1st, being the only

exhibitor, but having some finely grown samples. With ten

varieties, Mr. W. Burrow wasagiin 1st, having Cauliflowers,

Runner Beans, Potatos, Unions, Tomatos. titc., in finecharacter.

In competition for the special prizes offered by Mr. Charles
Warner for unlimited dishes ; Mr. J, Green was 1st. Cauli-

flowers. Turnips, Carrots, Onions, ifcc, were in fine character

as single dishes. Messrs. Yarde h Co., Northampton, also

off'ered special prizes for eight dishes. Jlr. Thos. E. Poxox,

Lockington. was 1st, and Mr. W. Emerton 2nu Autumn
Onions were very fine, also Broad and Runner Beans.

Potatos, shown in collections of six dishes were good. Vege-

table Marrows appeared rather old, but Cucumbers good.

HONORARY EXHIBITS.

Prominent among these was a splendid group of Caladiimis

from Messrs. J. Peed & Son«, Roupell Park Nurseries,

Lower Norwood. London. Silver Medals were awarded to

Messrs. Edwards <fe Son. Sherwood, for Foins; Messrs.

Clikran & Son, Oldfield Nurseries, Altrincham, for cut

flowers and small t;iblo plants. Dahlias, Astei-s, &c. ; t

Mr. Henrv Rooers for a collection mainly of fo.iage plants ;

to Messrs. Yarde & Co. for the same; Messrs. Pearson ic

Son, Chilwell Nurseries, Notts, for a striking collection of
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very fine cut zonal Pelargoniums ; Mr. C. J. Ecles for Ferns
;

Messrs. Habrison &; Sow, Leicester, for a collection of farm

and garden produce ; and Bronze Medals to Messrs. W. &
J. Browk, Staraford, for various cut flowers ; Messrs.

CiRiER k. Co., High Ilolborn, for the same ; and Mr. B. R.

Davis, for a large crown formed of Begonia blooms.

A special prize was awarded to Messrs. B. 8. Williams &
Son, Victoria Nurseries, HoUoway, for a very interesting

collection of new and choice plants.

ROYAL SCOTTISH ARBORICXTLTTJIlAIi.
On August 4 the members of tliis society left Edinburgh

bj' an early train for Stirling, where tbey were met by a num-

ber of members from east, west, and north of Scotland,

Enthusiasm was exceedinglyhigh when the "jolly foresters
"

drove off in brakes to visit some of Scotland's most beauti-

ful scenery, rendered popular by the minute details pour,

trayed in Scott's huhj of th' Lake, Rob Roy, (Sic. Tourists

from all parts of the world have visited these districts,

and have admired the unique pictures of nature there to be

seen. The first place of visit was

AIRTHREY CASTLE,

the beautiful seat of Donald Graham, Esq. Entering by
the main lodge, and passing along the beautiful drive, some
fine Beeches are seen, between the trimkn of which the lake

visibly glitters with excellent effect. The pa»k throughout
is rich in landscape beauty, but when seen from the hills north
of the castle the picture is truly charming. By a steep walk
one is led to the Hermitage Csome buildings that are .said to

have been the cave of a hermit), 400 feet above the ground
leveL From this point views In which Stirling Castle, Abbey
Craig, with the Wallace Monument on the top, and adjacent

seats rich in arboricultural interest are most attractive. The
cjmpany had too little time at their disposal, otherwise the

gardens now in such high class condllion under the manage-
ment of Mr. Rutherford, the gardener, were to have been
visited. Muscat and Black Hamburgh Grapes here are said,

by capital judges, to be second to none in Scotland, plants,

vegetables, and hardy herbaceous plants are also leading
features in the gardens at Airthrey. The best thanks of the
visitors were expressed to Mr. Graham, and the courtesy of

Mr. Dempster, factor, Mr. Ml'rrav, forester, and Mr.
Rutherford, gardener, was acknowledged. Onward to

KEIR
was then the order of the indefatigable leader, Mr. ^Malcolm
Dunn, Dalkeith. The whistle sounded, and soon the hundred
or more members were being driven westward to the fine
scat of AnciriBALn Stirling, Esq. Tho grounds are entered by
a fine avenue of Limes, and passing onward toward the
spacicus mansion there is seen a wealth of trees and shrubs,
some of them representing the choicest species, in addition
to the great number of homely Scotch Fir, Beech, Oak,
Ash, and others. Many of the latter are handsome speci-
mens of large dimensions. Tho visitors spent their
limited time in the pleasure-grounds among the mul-
titude of trees and shrubs. The 9 miles of evergreen
hedges, hundreds of clipped Yews, the "battlements"
near to the mansion, consisting of Yews. 4:c., cut into
foi*ms representing defensive and offensive masonrj' ; long
lines of Golden Holly hedges, and choice specimens of
Conifene, give a very diversified picture to this grand
old place. A famous old Spanish Chestnut, with huge
limbs widely spread, and kept together by bands and
chains, was an object of special interest. The old
Monarch was measured at tj feet from the ground ; the girth
of trunk is "Ity feet. A handsome Larch, with clean -stem,

measured 12 feet 9 inches, and is 75 feet high, with branches
spreading outward, and in a somewhat peculiar fashion.

Cupressus sempervirens, like pillars round the walls of the
mansion, arc objects which were closely inspected ; some
fine trees of Abies grandis and Cedrus Deodora were also

admired. In some parts of the grounds many gross-growing

herbaceous plants have been planted with exceeding care, to

suggest natural wildness.

Most of the company expressuig a wish to see the
gardens were conducted through them by Mr. Lunt, the
well-known gardener. Much has been done of late years in

the various departments to improve them. By careful

degrees new fruit-houses arc taking the place of old ones.

The young Vines look very promising, and others in boxes
are doing good service in maintaining serviceable crops until

the permanent Vines are esUibiished. The plant-houses

were never better filled than at present. Palms, splendid

Crotons. Caladiums, Ferns, and New Holland plants are

among the specialties, and some of them are well remem-
bered—have been frequently prize-winners at the northern
exhibitions. Tbe homestead on the farm was another object

of interest, for all that pertained to beauty or usefulness was
liberally encouraged by the late Sir Wm. Stirling Maxwell.
The usual votes of thanks were passed by acclnmatio .

DOUNE CASTLE

was the next place of interest. It is the property of Earl

Moray, and is visited by a great nimiber of tourists. Its

historical associations renders Doune one of ihe most inte-

resting ruins in Scotland. Tlie massive masonry is sur-

roimded by wide, grassy, undulating ground, upon which
large spreading trees of Ash, Oak, Beech, &c., grow as

isolated specimens. Though Lord Morav regretted he could

not be present, his lordship endeavnured to make amends by
the provision of a substantial lunchou. Tho thanks of the

company was strongly evinced in the toast of his lordship's

health. Mr. McLachlan, the factor, was also specially

thanked. The party then drove off to—

BLAIR DRUMMOND.
They were cordially received by Mr. Ballingall, Colonel

HoME*DRrMMOND's factor. This is a splendid domain, con-

taining many grand trees, some of them standing singly in

prominent positions, displaying their stately outlines to

advantage. The arborists had an enjoyable time calculatmg,

measuring, and commenting upon the specimens. Beeches

and Oaks are particularly fine. One Beech tree is 10 feet,

another IS feet, in circumference. An Oak has a clean stem

of 25 feet, is over a 100 feet high, and has a girth of 16 feet

10 inches. A Sycamore, possessing a splendid head of

branches, measured 19 feet r. inches in girth ; a Beech tree,

close by, is 15 feet 3 inches, and a black Italian Poplar is

14 feet 7 inches in girth. Thcri^> are some handsome Spanish

Chestnuts and fine Larches in this spacious park. Many of

the visitors regretted that time would not allow of a visit to

the gardens. Thanks were expressed, and steps were again

taken to the brakes, which in a short time took ua to

—

LAXRICK CASTLE,

the seat of Sir R. Fardine. It is such an one as any proprietor

might be proud of. The undulations, long glades of 6nely-kept

grass, the clean smooth walks, cheery running stream, are all

indications of good taste and a love of order. Tsuga Mertensiana

in fine groups\are beautiful in outline, and in robust health ;

Mr. Be<;g, the gardener, raised them from seed brought from

America In ISGl. Some of the heights, from measurement, are

67, 65, and G2 feet ; .5^, A\, and 4 feet 10 inches in girth 4 feet

up the stems. The specimens were feathered to the ground.

Some splendid trees of Cupressus Lawsoniana and Douglas

Firs were admired. Many fine trees were destroyed here by

the storm of 1803. In the well-kept gardens—extensive

bedding, capitally done, was noted—especially the Begonias,

which arc as fine as may be seen anywhere. The vegetable

garden is particularly well mana^'cd here. The company was

supplied with a sumptuous tea, and a refreshment peculiarly

grateful to Scotsmen. The party was, therefore, in capital

order for their journey to Callander, but thanks were first

giv. n to Sir Robert and his courteous staff. At "'30

THE ANNUAL DINNER

was held in the spacious " Dreadn^ .ught" Hotel, Callander, Pro-

fessor Bavlev Balkour in the chair, and Mr. Dunn vice-chair-

man. After the loyal toasts were honoured, that of the Society

w;w proposed by the chairman, when the Professor insisted

on the desirability of tho Government establishing a forest

area where the best tuitinn cuuld bo acquired, and tho best

systems of forestry could be demonstrated. Professor

Schwa i-ach, who w:is the distioguishod guest of tho society,

replying, expressed his admiration of the magnificent parks

and trees which be had seen ; but his opinion is, that

forestry should be carried out on ditferent principles than he

h^d seen in Scotland, meaning that it was of great

importance to enter nuw thoroughly into commercial

forestry. Such, of course, may be done on waste and

inferior land, but should not be allowed to encroach on our

fine pastoral land. The Professor had won the good opinion

of many of the company at the Royal Botanic Garden on the

day previous. An early st-rt the following morning (Wed-

nesday) was made for

—

ON THE WAY TO BCCHANAN CASTLE,

the princely seat of the Duke of Montrose. The clear air

blue canopy overhead, bright sunshine, and bracing highland

breezes, seemed to fill the whnle company with vigour after

the hard day's work on the Tuesday. The journey westward

was in every respect deUghtfuI. The Trossachs, richer in

poetical lore and romantic scenery than arbore:d interest,

were soon reached.

" Wondro\is wild the whole might seem,

The scenery of a fairj- dream."

It would appear that in the portions clothed with trees,

generally Hazel, that the roots must be of gre;it antiquity.

The stocks seem to have sent up suckers from time to ?ime

as the tops have decayed. The passage up Loch Katrine, in

swift, light steamboats, was alu-ost beyond description ; evtry

forester was in the best of humour, and never was the beauty

nf a scene more vivid. Ellen's Isle was eagerly scanned to n te

the trees growing thereon—much cannot bo expected—"on
shingles dry," but a variety of shades of colour in the foliage

gives tbe picture a peculiar beauty. The scenery, changing

at every turn, created something like excitement among the

admiring passengers. Coaches were waiting at Stronacb-

lachar pier, which were soon loaded and despatched to Inver-

snaid, Rob Roy's country. A steamer was soon conveying

the party down Loch Lomond. Singing was now indulged

in to relieve our pent-up feehngs ; the sound of " The Bonny

Banks of Loch Lomond," sung from 100 or more voices, must

have been heard far inland, and would ascend over Ben

Lomond itself ! No doubt tbe genial German professor

thought these Scotsmen " afa chaps ;
" he soon afterwards

took farewell of the party. Then the singing of "Auld

Lang Syne," with " Here's a baud, my trusty friend " in

demonstrative fiishion will no doubt belongremembered by the

German aavani, who went northward, accompanied by Prof.

Balfour to inspect the commercial forestry of the northern

districts of Scotland. Landing' at Balmaha, many of the

party crossed in boats to the Island of Inch Cailloch. where

many stirring stories of fiction have had their foundation.

Two high peaks in the island are covered with Scotch Firs-

other parts have dotted about in favoured tpots thriving

Oaka, Larches, Birches, and Hazels. The burying ^ound o
the MacGregors is still marked by a crumbling stone and
lime. Returning to the mainland the company were much
interested in the Pyroligneous Acid Works of Messrs. Tubn-
BL'LL&Co., Glasgow, which have been established over 100
years : a chemical factory distilling the most unlikely por-
tions of w ood, which is cut from Oak coppices, into

pyroligneous acid which when purified by Ume gives wood
spirit, and this is used in the manufacture of methylated
spirit'?.

After a careful inspection the company were entertained

by Mr. Tdrndl'Ll, who gave a sumptuous entertainment,

which was heartily partaken of. After thanking the gentle-

man for his kindness, the party drove to

—

BUCHANAN,
where Mr. Murray, factor, and Mr. McCullum, forester,

acted as guides through the beautiful park and wiods.

An inspection of the home nursery was made, which is

well filled with forest trees in capital health. Many Oaks
and Beeches were passed in the plantations ; Spanish
Chestnuts were fine. A plantation of eight acres or more
of Bouglaa Firs was seen. This is a grand feature—with
an lomline of giaceful branches of glaucous hue, and trees

75 feet high, and girths of trunks averaging 6 to 6i feet

—is an imposing feature on this truly ducal domain.

In the Park — Oaks, Ash, and Sycamores, dotted

irregularly, have a charming eflTect. Fine Larches
measured over 10 feet in girth of trunk, clean stems :i0 feet

or more high, and 75 feet in height to the top. Many fine

Douglas Firs were seen in the ordinary woods, large and
vigorous. Wcllingtonia'i were noted : Thviia gigantea, and
other choice Conifeni?, were passed. One Douglas Fir

measured 12 feet 7 inches in girth, and had a height of

90 fe t : a fine spreading Yew, with a trunk 12 feet in girth ;

an Oak, close l>y, with fine stem 17 feet in circumference.

The company was conducted by the gviides to tho Castle,

where His Grace gave all a cordial welcome. Refreshment
was placed for the visitors in a tent, to which His Grace

directed them in the most kindly manner. A visit to the

highest tower of the castle was made, and here one of the

grandest views in Scotland is had. the whole laudsaipc

being like one vast park. The specimens of Abies nobilis,

Cedrus atlanticaglaucji, Cupressus, Oaks and Birches, make a

beautiful picture when looked down upon from the tower.

The spacious gardens under the charge of Mr. Crobbie. who
has been gardener at Buchanan over thirty years, are in fine

order. Tho gay terraces, the long borders of flowers, and tho

vegetable-g.ardon, are most creditable. The number of glass-

houses is considerable, and includes a range of over 400 feet

I'lng. Fruits outside. Apples in particular, are a good crop.

Mr. Dunn having expressed the thanks of the company to

Hi* Grace fur the great kindness extended, the party left,

full of happy remembrance.^, for their respective homes.

A VIOLA CONFERENCE.
August 8.—This gathering took place in the Museum of

the Royal Botanic Society on the above date, Mr. A. J.

RuwBERRv, the Chairman of the Conference, presiding. There

was a fairly good attendance, mainly of members of the

National Viola Society, a special summons having been

issued by the Secretary. After reading some apologies for

non-attendance, the Chairman, in his opening address, statel

that two Conference meetings had been held in Birmingham,

one in 1S94, and one in 1S0.'> ; and being fully reported in

the gardening papers, had attracted a good deal of attention.

This led to the conviction that a Conference held in London

would c -mmand a still greater support. In London and its

suburbs there has been during the past few years a great

stride made in the cultivation of tbe Viola, and a successful

Conference could be made th z means of extending its culture.

The Council of the Royal Botanic Society had thrown open

their gardens to the Con''ercnce, and given facilities for a com-

prehensive trial of Violas, the resulU of which would be laid

before that meeting. The careful inspection made by a

Committee of experts occupied several hours ; and their

attention was directed to the value of the Viola for general

decorative purposes in the garden, quite apart from any

considei-ations as to its uses fur exliibition.

The report of the Inspection Committee was then read by

Mr. R. Dean, the Secretary of the Conference, from which

it appeired that the following varieties had been awarded

marks equivalent to a Certificate of Merit :—Princess Louise

(A. Irvine), Rosea pallida. Wm. Niel. Bridegroom, J. B.

Riding, Pencaitland, Acme, Rose Queen, '217 S., A. Irvine;

590 S., A. Irvine; ttie Mearus. Archie Grant, Ardwell Gem,

Countess of Hopctoun. Princess Ida. Duchess of Sutherland,

Sylviii, Rosine, Countess of Whamcliflfe, Suowtiake, Border

Witch' Lord Elcho, Niphetos (syn. Marchioness), Bullion,

Lemon Queen, Norah May, Mrs. C. Turner. Luteola. True

Blue, Princess Beatrice, Countess of Kintore, and Ivanhoe.

The Committee next proceeded to make selections of the

best varieties of different types and coloui-s, dividing them

into two main sections- firstly, dwarf-growing, having

closer, compact, tufted habits ; and secondly, those of a

taller and more spreading growth, well adapted for associa-

tion with other plants which could afford them a certain

amount of support :—
f(7,,7e.— Niphetos (syn. Marchioness), CountessofHopetoun,

Pencaitland, Snowflake. all dwarf growing. Countess of

Wharncliffe and Gigantea (Crane), tall or spreading.
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Cream White.—Sylvia and Lemou Queen, dwarf growing.
Abingtou and Nellie, t;iU growing or spreading.

Primrose or S)(//>'i!n-.—Ardwell Gem and Luteo]a, dwirf
growing. Sulpliurea, tall or spreading.

iJeep Fc/' tir.—Princess Lonise (Irvine), Lord Elclio and
Bullion, dwarf growing. Mary Gilbert and A. J. Rowberry,
tall or spreading.

Dark Bdie.^^Trne Blue and Mrs. C. Turner, dwarf growing.

Archie Grant and Max Kolb, tall growing or spreading.

£hic.—Roland Graeme, dwarf gi-owing ; and Iv.inlioc, tall

or spreafling.

Light Blue.—Diana and Blue Gown, dwarf growing; and
Favourite, tall growing.

Laven'ler or Lilac.—Roscapallidi and Lottie McNiel, dwarf
growing. Duchess of Sutherland, Bridegroom and Nabob,
tall or spreading.

Purple.—Acme and Mrs. Gordon, dwarf growing. J. B.

Riding and D jrothy Tennant, tall or spreadinjj.

Po^^e.—Princess ld\ and Rose Queen, d^-arf growing. Wm.
Niel, Rosine and Magie, tall ur spreading.

Blush.—Chirm and Norah May, t dl or spreading.

There were no dwarf growiog varieties of this colour.

E'ged or 5orrferc«'.— Duchess of Fife. Border Witch and
Blue Cloud, dwarf growing. Cissy Thornley and Colleen

Bawn, till or spreading.

Fancy: Cofntes-i of Kintore ii/iw, >i-c. —The Mearus, Bethune,
Cissy Mellowes and Columba, dwarf growing, t'ountess of

Kintore, Isabel Spencer, Princess Be:xtrice, Lady Aniory and
Sirs. Bellamy, tall or spreading,

StrijH'f.— 'Lily Laiigtry and H. W. Stewart.

VIOLAS FOR LONDON PLANTING.
The Chairman having inquired if any one desired to

discuss the selection made by the Investigation Committee,
Mr. P. G. Sinclair referred to Violas which had stood well in

London, near to Highgate Hill, in a smoky atmosi)hero,

in.staneing the following varieties as most valuable for London
pLanting, viz., Lady Isabel, Ardwell Gem, Goldfinch, Lemon
Queen, Charm, Duchess of Fife, Countess of Kintore, J. B.
Riding and White Duchess. The plants were put out in

March last. Violas were a leading feature of his garden, but
he always made a point of changing every year the spot npou
which the Violas grew. Mr. W. Cuthbertsox (Dobbie & Co.)
pointed out that all the Violas, except Lady Isabel, men-
tioned by Mr. Sinclair, were in the selection of Violas made
by the Committee. Dr. Shackleton, as residing in the
South of London, said that lona had done well with him, in

addition to most of the Violas named by Mr. Sinclair. He
thought the Conference might turn its attention to the
causes of Viola plants dying off suddenly, and especially

those planted out previous to the winter. He had endea-
voured to discover the cause, but had not yet succeeded to
his satisfaction. Duchess of Fife generally does well in his

garden, but many had died off this year from some cause.

VIOLV ILLUSTRATION'S.

The Secretiiry, M r. R. Dean, then laid upon the table copies
of Viola studies Nus. 1 and 2, the former being a series of dia-

grams and coloured iUustrations, daaling with " Tricolorea,"
which had been presented to him by Dr. Veit B. Wittrock,
Director of the Botanical Garden, Bergislaud, Stockholm, in
urder that the Conference might gain some idea of the work
in which Dr. Wittrock wasengaged. No. 2 was " A Contribu-
tion to the History of the Pansies," with an English abridg-
ment, which Mr. Dean stated had appeared in two consecutive
editions of the Gardmcrs' Chronicle in June hist. In a com-
munication from Dr. Wittrock he stated that the plates
belong to a paper upon Vinlas, of the Section "Tricolores,"
that will be publi.'ihod in st.mc weeks. They contain figures,

with microscopic an.alysca, of almost all the parent species of
the cultivated Pansies. Viola tricolor L. is represented on
the plates I—IV, and partly also on the plates X—XII, by
numerous, mostly new, subspecies, varieties and forms

;

Viola lutea, Huds., on the plates VI, VIII, and IX; Viola
cornuti, L., is depicted on the plate VII, and \, calcarati
on VII and VIII. Besides these there are Bosnian Viola
latiscpala, on plate VII ; the Hungarian V. declinata, Waldst
A; Kit., the French V. hispida. Lam. (^rothomagensLs), and
the Algerian V. Mumbyana, on plate XL Of Viola arvensis,
Murr. {which seems to Dr. Wittrock to be a vefy "good
species"'), there exists some figures, showing different new
subspecies, on the plates V, VI, X, and XII. Hybrids of
the species Viola cornut;^ V. latisepala, V. lutea, V. tricolor,
and V. arvcnsis. on plates VII, VIII, IX and X. " All the
figures were drawn, under my direction, mo.st accurately by
skilful arti-its, after living specimens, which for the most part
have been culti\ated in our Botanic Garden, or have been
collected wild here in Sweden." On the motion of Mr.
Sinclair, the Secretary was requested to convey to Dr.
"Wittrock the thanks of the Conference, and also to express

him their hearty appreciation of the importance and value
of the work he is accomplishing.

(To be continued.

In the class for groups, Mr. J. Ward, gr. to Mr. T. H. Cakes,
J. P., of Biddings House (where some most remarkable
Crotons have been cultivated), has held his own for eight

years in succession. It is doubtful if a finer group than Mr,

Ward put up on thi^ occasion has been seen in England this

year. This is probable from the fact that Mr. J. Edmonds,
gr. to the Duke of Sr. Albans, who was 2ud, showed the

same group which was awarded 1st prize and the Silver Cup
at Chester last week ; and Mr. C. Mee, of Daybrook Vale,

who Wixs 5th here, was Istat Leicester with a similar arrange-

ment. Mr. Ward also received the premier award for the

smaller group, occupying lOOleet; and Mr. M. W. HASLAM,of
Hardotoft, who w.is not noticed at Chesterfield, secured the

2nd prize. Mr, Ward's group, covering an area of 200 feet,

contained a most comprehensive variety of plants ; the

quality and growth were superb, and the arrangement most
artistic. The centre piece w.is a Kent'a Palm, which was
surrounded in hill and dale with Lilium auratum, beautifully-

coloured Crotons, lovely salmon coloured Ixoras, Orchids,

Eulalias, Ferns, an 1 Mosses.

Bouquets produced a lively competition, the exhibits

running the whole length of one of the three large marquees.

In the end, Jlessrs. Proctor <fe Soys, of Chesterfield,

triumphed ever Messrs. Pearson & Sons, tf thil ell

Nurseries, for the bride and bridesmaid's bouquets.

The fruit throughout called for many comments, and the

Melons, Peaches, and Nectarines were speciaMy fine.

clay cross floral, and horti-
cultural.

Auousr 11.—Aiinml cxliibitions hvvc been hold :it Clay
Cross continuously I'nr tUirly-nine years, and it is still the
best in the county of Derbyshire, owing to the action of the
committee in increasing their prize niuiiey beyond that
oftered by their keen rivals at Tibihelf and Chesterfield. The
attenrlimce at the exhibition on Tuesday last was very large.

CARDIFF HORTICULTURAL
August I'J.—This was the eighth annual Fxhibitinn of this

Society, and by a happy aiTangcment with the promoters of

the Cardiff Exhibition, now in course of being held, the

Flower Show was ;issociated with it, the marquees being

pitched on the western side of the ground. The entries wore

numerous, some £:inii being offered in prizes, besides cups

and medals, and the classes were generally well filled. On
the wh'.ile the show was a very good one, and the weather
being fine there was a very large attendance.

In the division for I i.ants open to all, stove and greenhouse
plants played an important featin-e, though the flowering

specimens were included in another division. Mr T. Clark,
gr. to Sir E. S. Hill, M.P., had the best four Fuchsias, fairly

good, though not equal to what we are accustomed to see in

the West of England. Mr. W. L. Blake, Cardiff, was 2nd.

Stove aud Greenhouse Fenis, shown in sixes, were a lead-

ing feature, and some very fine specimens were staged ; the
best six came from J. Gunn, Esq., J. P., LlandafT, Mr. R.

McLeod, gr., chief among them being DavalUa Mooreana, a
splendid piece ; Asplonium nidus, very fine ; Gymnogramma
chrysophylla, Adiantum Farleyense, a fine Cibotliim, and
Adiantum trapeziforme. Mr. Hookey, gr. to Col. Page,
Carditf, was 2nd ; he had also DavalUa Mooreana, very fine

;

Adiantum tenerum, and Davallia solida.

Zonal Pelargoiiiumxvfere in good specimens, though not
so good as we have seen them at Carditl'. Some fairly good
Begoniiis, double and single, were staged, but they are sus-

ceptible of improvement.

Groups of Plants were shown in three or four classes ; the
principal one, filling a space of 100 superficial feet, came
from Messrs. Cave Bros., Florists, Cardifl', and like the
others competmg in this class, it was arranged in a circle,

and was composed of Palms, bright Crotons, Lilies, i-c.,

rising out of a bed of fern ; the whole edged with Panicum
and other plants of like character.

The smaller groups, occupying a space of fifty feet, were
arranged at the side as semicircles. Here Mr. R. McLcw,
gr. to .T. Gdnn. Esq., .J. P., LlaudafF. w.as 1st. The best
group, occupying 1 weuty-fivc feet, came from Mr Rix, gr. to

C. Walt-ron. Esq., Llandaff; Mr. G. Hall, gr. (n E, Lever,
Esq., Llandaff, was 2nd.

There was also a class for a collection of Tuberous-rooted
IJegonia-s in tlower. Mr. T. Clarke being 1st, and Mr. T.

Malpits, gr. to J. L, Tih^rne, Esq., Cardiff, 'Jnd ; both being
very gay with colour.

In the division for amateurs and gentlemen's gardeners, the
best six stove and greenhouse plants came from Mr. T
Lockver, Poutypool Park Gardens, who hud six finclyl

grown and flowered examples of Bougainvillca Sanderiana
in very fine con<lition

; a capital piece of Gloriosa superba,
AUamandas Ilundersoni and nobilis, Anthurium Scherzori-
anum, aud Staticc profusa; 2nd, Mr. T. Cl\rke, who had
good specimens of Justicia carnea, AUamandas Ilcndersoni
and granditlora, Bougainvillca glabra, and others. Tuberous
Begonias wore shown in sixes, and Zonal Pelargoniums in
fours, all fairly grown and bloomed.
Mr. W. J. BuGKLEV, Llanelly, had the best four fine

foliaged plants, staging] a huge Latania borbonica, a fine

Cyeas circinalis. and two highly-coloured Crotons; Mr.
Mabbott, gr. to E. P. Martin, Esq., Dowlais, was -Jnd.

With four ferns Mr. J. Gunn was first, an excellent even
quartette, fresh and bright, consisting of Adiantums tenerum,
Farleyense, and cuneatum, and Microlepia hirti cristata

;

Colonel Pahk was -Jnd, having a good piece of DavaUia
Mooreana, with Adiantum tenerum.
The best specimen stove and greenhouse plant was a grand

piece of Clerodcn'hou Balfourianum fnmi Mr. Locker, and
this was also awarded the Williams Memorial Medal as
the best specimen j)lant in the show.

In the Cut Flower Division Roses made a very pleasing
feature indeed, beiug so much better than could have been
expected. The beet twelve trebles cume from Mr. Stkpben
Treseder, Cardiff, who had Duchess of Bedford, Dupuy
Jamain, Mrs. .T. L.iing, Alfred Colomb, Madame Victor

Verdier, Mens. E. Y. Teas, Dr. Audry, Franvois Michelon,
Fisher Holmes, Are. ; 2nd, Mr. R. Crossling, Penarth, who
had Dupuy Jamain, Victor Hugo, very fine. Duchess of Bed-
ford. Jean Soupert, Prince Arthur, and Capt. Christy.

For twelve Teas in trebles Mr. S. Treseder was again Isfc,

having in fine character Marechal Niel, Madame Hoste, The
Bride, Media, Pel^ des Jardins, Maman Cochet, Bridesmaid,
Fran'.'ois Kruger, ifec. ; 2nd, Mr. R. Crossling, his best blooms
being Francois Kruger, Media. Madame Lanbard, and Rubens.
With twenty-four distinct varieties Messrs. Townsend &

Son, nurserymen, Worcester, were 1st, having very good
blooms of A. K. Williams, Madame E. Verdier, Mons. E. Y.
Teas, Etienno Levet, Alfred Colomb, Star of Waltham,
Charles Lefebvre, &c. Mr. S. Tresbder was 2ud, his leading
blooms being Victor Hugo, Madame Eug. Verdier, A. K.
Williams, Mens. E. Y. Teas, Eugene Verdier, Arc.

With eighteen varieties of Teas, Mr. S. Tresedfr was lat,

with exceUent blooms of Maman Cochet, Mrs. S. Treseder, a
sport from Anna Olivier, Madame IT. Jamain, The Bride,

Bridesmaid, Rubens, Hon. H. E. GiSbi-d, and Mr. James
Wilson, being his best ; Messrs. Townsend &, Son were 2nd.

Messrs. Townsend ii Son were 1st with 12 blooms of any one
variety, having Mrs. J. Laing in superb condition ; and the

best twelve Teas of any one variety also came from Messrs.

Townsend, they having The Bride.

Dahlias in twelves were faii'ly well shown. Mr. W.
Treseder, nurseryman, Cardiff, wa.s Ist with twenty-four,

and Messrs. W. Ugatu <fc Son, nurserymen, Cheltenham,
were 2nd. The best twelve bunches of Cactus varieties were
also from Mr. W. Treseder. He had, in capibil condition,

Mrs. Wilson Noble, Bertha Mawle}-, Cannell's Gem, Har-
mony, and Miss A. Jones. Mr. John Bahham was 2nd.

Dahlias were also shown by gentlemen's gardeners and
amateurs.

Asters and Phloxes were much below their usual form.

There were some good collections of twelve bvuichos of hardr
perennials, also of cut zonal Pelargoniums, stove and green-

house cut flowers, and Carnations.

Fruit made a good feature also. The best six bunches of

Grapes, in not fewer than three varieties, came from Mr. R.

Gri-MBOd. who had finely-finished examples of Gros Maroc,

Bowood Muscat. Black Hamburgh, and Foster's Seedling.

Mr. T. M. Fr\nklen Hilary was 2nd with Gros Maroc,

Muscat of Alexandria, and Alicante—two bunches of each.

Grapes were in stands of three bunches, and also in single

bunches, but owing to tho crowded touts it was difficult to

get particulars.

Mr. R. Grimrod had tho best six dishes of fruit, staging

good examples of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, fine Peaches,

Nectarines, Figs, A:c.

Apples, both dessert and culinary, were very fine ; Mr.

G. Garrawav, Bath, being 1st with six dishes of dessert, as

well as the same number of culinary varieties. Cherries,

Gooseberries, Pears, Ac , were very good, but the act of

gathering up particulars was physically impossible.

The Vegetable tent was No. 5, and in the open class there

were four collections, all very even and well selected. Tho
1st prize was won by Mr. S. AVii.liams, Glyn Neath, who had
remarkably good examples; and Mr. G. Gabraway, Bath,

was 2nd.

Seven collections competed for Messrs. S-atton & Sons'

Special Prizes, and here also high quality was conspicuous.

The Tst prize went to Mr. C. Foster, gr. to Gen Lee, Denis

Powis.

Messrs Garuaway & Co.*s Special Prizes also brought very

good results. 1st, Mr. E. P. Martin (gr., W. Mabbott) ; 2nd,

Mr. D. Powell, gr. to Col. Waldv, Newport.

Potatos in six dishes were very good indeed for the season,

whito and colourcil. There were eleven coUeotiona nf six

dishes, and thron or four of them came very close together.

Beet was in plenty and of sever.ai varieties, and Cauli-

flowers, Turnips, PotatOs in dishes or half pecks ; very fine

Celery, Carrots, Onions, Parsnips, Leeks, Peas very good for

so late. Gi-and Scarlet Runners, excellent Broad Beans,

Cucumbers, Tomatos, Lettuce and Vcget;iblc Marrow.

Cottagers' Productions filled one spacious tent. Among
the loading plants were zonal Pelargoniums, doubleand single,

but in very large pots, gcneral'y very good specimens

variegated ; capital bush Fuchsias; some highly creditable

Begonia Weltoniensis, tuberous Begonia, one good specimen

of the Rex type. Good Musks, Harrison's especially ; Myrtle,

Mignonette, collections of .six plants, very good ; the best

two Fuchsias and two zonal Polargoniums, and two uoublo

Petunias, all grown in windows.
Collections of cut flowers, in six bunches, were remarkably

good : Sal]Jiglossis, Sweet Peas, Gaillardia Lorenziana,

Drummond"s Phlox, Gladiolus, Anemone japonica .alba,

tuberous Begonias, Asters, Malopo granditlora, Roses, Stocks,

Verbena, Arc. Then there were Dahlias in sixes, one half-

dozen in particular being very good. Phloxes, rather poor

and past their t est. with ehissea for Carnations, Asters,

Stocks, African Marigolds ; som>i very rino orange-coloured

blooms being staged. French Marigolds, a few handsomely
striped Pansies, and baskets of wild llowers.

Then of vegetables, there were excellent collections of

nine dishes, worthy of any gardenei*. Potatos, clean, bright

aud handsome ; good Cauliflowers, superb Cclory, highly-

coloured clean Carrots, the Nantes and now led intermediate

being prominent ; capital Parsnips, fine Onions, autumn and

spring, with Peas. Scarlet an 1 French Heans, very good Broad

Beans for the se;tson. Cucumbers; Cabbages, rod and green,

in great abundance, and all very good ; Turnips, Leeks, some
admirable for the season ; Vegetiible Marrows, though rather

large; Rhubarb. ShaUots, most of them very fine and well

selected, !\nd baskets of Parsley,
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Enquiry.
Plants in Pots.—Aveeaoe Wholesale Prices.

'* He that questioncth mttchshaU learn m.i«;A."—»BACON.

Can any reader give me the addresa of a firm who
makes or exipplies a hand-machine for filling small

seed pockets ? G. B. [Dealers should advertise their

warea. Ed.] __^^_^^^

[Fhe term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° eantinued for
twenty-four houra, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]

Tehperatitre.

I a

u <» -

O (D

5a

Accumulated.

Baihfall. Bright
Sun.

8?S
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might possibly be an advantage to apply some
copper solution to young and healthy plants as a
preventive, perhaps at intervals of three or four
days, but we can suggest nothing which would save
the plants after there is any external manifestation
of the disease (see Gardeners' Chronicle, June 3,
1893, p. 668). M. C. 0.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered m
this issue are requested to be so good as to consult ike
following number.—F., Leeds. 1, Dactylis glome-
rate variegate ; 2, Cyrtomium falcatum ; 3, Poly-
stichum angulare ; 4, Asplenium bulbiferum ; 5,
Davallia buUata

; 6, Polypodiura aureum.

—

Wales.
1, 2, and 3, all varieties of Odontoglossum luteo-
purpureum

; 4, Odontoglossum Lindleyanum. —
S. L. Epidendrum aciculare.

—

A. B. Cuscuta
europsea, Dodder. — Anemo. 1, Perhaps Erica
arborea ; 2, Cotoneaster Simonsi ; 3, Escallonia
rubra

; 4, Cupressus pisifera var. squarrosa (Reti
nospora of gardens) ; 5. Euonymus japonicus
variegatus.— W. G. Syriuga Josika!a. — & 5. 1,
Pastiuaca sativa ; 2, Symphytum officinale ; 3,
Stachys sylvatioa ; 4, Hypochsoris radicate ; ."i,

MelilotUB alba ; 5, Euphrasia officinalis. —iJ. J. L.
Scolopendrium vulgare crispum. — /. 0. E. 1,
Lteho-Cattleya x Schilleriana ; 2, Lajlia crispa •

3, Miltonia speetebilis.

—

C. B. 1, Berberis vulgaris ';

2, Hibiscus syriacus, the Althea frutex of gardens.'
Fruits next week, and further answer.

—

J. H. B.
Angelica sylvestris,—&tenMm. We cannot under-
take to name varieties of Potetos.

Potato
: E. M. B. The appearance is due to irre

gular and excessive growth, probably due to the
insect [puncture, but we will examine and report
1 ter on.

Renovating Vine Border : J. D. The treatment
you suggest would be beneficial. Do not allow the
roots to run under the gravel- path. See note upon
ViueB in our Calendar in present issue, and by
similar treatment recommended there, endeavour
to keep the rooti near the surface, where you can
feed them as occasion requires.

TOMATOS: A. H. The foliage shows no trace of
disease, and there is little to indicate the cause of
failure, except a suggestion of stagnant water at the
roots._ Nearly all the roots are curiously byper-
trophied with nodules resembling the clubbing of
Cabbages in miniature. We failed to find in any
of the cells the plasmodia of Plasmodiophora, but
there is more suggestion of that than of anything
else. M. C.O.— W. W. We can see no disease in your
Tomato foliage, but it is weak, as if deficient in
ventilation. Evidsotly there is some failure in
cultivation; po.ssibly too crowded, and with too
little ventilation. Any fungus disease would soon
show Itself on the leaves. M. C. C.~-Mnrl-ct (inr-
dmer. Frogmore Selected, The Polegate, Sutton's
Mamcrop, and Tender-and-True, are all capital
varieties for the purpose you require them, or for
gardens generally. They are all free heavy croppers
of the Perfection type.

Tomato, a Frcit or Ve(!i table: IT. M. The
Tomato, from a botanical standpoint, is a fruit. It
IS also used as a dessert fruit by many people. In
regard to exhibiting this vegetable product, it has
been found convenient by most societies to in-
clude it with thevegetables or salads.and the decision
of the judges in your case was by no means extra-
ordinary. In the Rules fur Judging, issued by the
Royal Horticultural Society, which for the present
should be the recognised authority for the settle-
ment of such points, is the following:—"Tomatos
are only recognised as dessert fruits where speci-
fically admitted by the particular schedule, thus •

Tomatos admissible.' "

Communications Received. — F. H —H G Cardiff —
Torenia, next week.—J. F. S., next week—w''t T d'—
T ""n'" ^~^ ^' Gbont.—M. B., Middleburgh.—E. c'-' ^—"»'}<}ee.~V/. I ;.—Smithsonian Institution.—W T-John Cobh.am.-H. M.-J. B.-C. T. D.-D. B. W.-J B
7:" i,^ S'^^- *'-^- D.-Nemo.-W. L.-D. C.-C. B -
G. P.-H, Jr.-c. W. D.-D. T. F.-G A B -Adnit &Naimton, with thanks.—J. F. S.—A. J. l'.— E. M B —
D. J. JI. Amateur, next week.

Photooraphs. Spbcimens, Ac, Received with Thanks —
K. I) L.a Mortola.-//. D. M.lny thanks, but not exiictlv
suitable for reproduction.

MARRIAGE.—On August 6, at Westerham Church,
by the Rev. C. H. Thompson, brother of the bride
assisted by the Rev. H. C. Bartlett, Vicar of Wester-
ham, Francis Wall Oliver, son of Daniel Oliver,
Esq., F.R.S., of :Kew, to Mildred Alice, youngest
daughter of the late C. R. Thompson, Esq., Wes'er-
ham. No cards.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

6 feet
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R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vlnerlea. Stoves, Greenhouaea, Peach House?, Forcing Houses. &c, conBtmoted on our improved plan, are the

perfection of RrowioK houses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot be equalled. We only do one clasa

of work, and that thk very best.

ConservatOllea and Winter Gardens de^ignei architecturelly correct without the assistance of anyone out of our

firm, from the smallest to ihe lareest. Hot-water HeatlDg Apparatus, with really reliable Boilerp, erected, and success

guaianteed in all ca^es Molon Frames. Saslies. Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in Stock.

Plans, Eitimatig, and CatoloQuys Fref. Ciutomer.^ icaiif' on iii any part of thr Kinndom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

UODERATB CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

.^london'(^

TRADEMARK.
CLAYS

TRADS^MAHK.

MANURES
Aie sold by the Trade in 6a. and iB. Packets, and SEALED BAQS-? lb., 2s. 60. ; 14 lb., 48. 6d. ; 38 lb., Ta. 6(L i

56 lb., 12a. 6(1. ; 112 lb., 308.

Or from the Manufacturers, carriafcd paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except 6<f. packets).

« T /^ rri X^ ( EVERY PACKET, BAO, and SEAL BEABS THE RKSPEOnVE TRADE MARK, WHICH IS

AM v/ 1 Ci| THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.
Crashed Bones, Perarian (}aano. Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrata o( Soda, Nitrate erf Potash, Sulphate of Potash, Kaiolt,

Superphosphate of Lime. &o. Tobcuioo Oloth and Paper. B««t Qualities only. Prices on application.

^\ I
A ^/ D Q ^\K

I

Kanure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, Ac.wL-M T QC O wINj TElttPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for
Stove and Qreeuhouse Ptants. Ferns, Rhododendrons. Ac. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. C&n be seen in bulk at
C^indon Wharf. Immediate despatch either from London or
Orounds. By Kail or Steamer. Prompt and Special Quota-
tions for delivery to any Station or Port.
Q. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,

London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depdta, Bingwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 6». 8d.
per bag. on rail ; 16». per onbio yard, in 13-yaTd tracks.

BROWN FIBROOT PEAT, 3». 3d. per bag ; lOl. per cubic yard.
WALKEK AM) CO., Poole, Dorset.

TENTS! TENTS!! TENTS!!! — I have
purchased 6000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. ciroumfereoee),

scarcely u»d. Complete with poise, pegs, and lines. Cost
£i each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28«. each

;

inferior qualities, 225. and 24f. each. Cd&h with order ; can be

sent on approral. Specially adaptable for sporting and pleasure

purposes. TWO J0ST SUPPLIED TO BUCKISOHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
" April 29, 18»9. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tente,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.

*' F. H. Hill. Duddingeton Pdrk, Fortobello, Midlothian."
MARQUEES for Flower Showi, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Runners,
Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, oaah

£14, cost £36.

ANDREW POTTKB, Melbouroe Works, Wolverhampton.

STOCK SIZES—in Inches.

I2x|0 I4x|2 |gx|2 I6x|4 20x|4 20x|6 24xl6 22x|8
4xlO I6x|2 20x12 I8x|4 20x16 22x16 20x|8 24x|8

81-oz. Foreign, of above sizet, in 200-feet
boxes, 3rd« and 4th9 qualities.

English Glass, ont to buyer's sizes at lowest
pricet, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

aEOBQE FABMILOE ft SONS,
St, St. Jotm Street, West Smlthfleld. I.on(lon, B.O.

Stock Liltsand Priceson application. Please quote Gurif. Chrm.

ILLUBTBATED OATALOGUE FBEE.

W, JoNSs' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 9S Engravings,
3>. 6<f. natt

;
per poet, 2<. lOif

.

JONES&.TTWOOD
s^ ^^ ' Stourrridge

HILL & SMITH,
BRIEKLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

H. & S.'s BLACK VARNISH,
For Iron, Wood or Stone Outdoor Work.

Forty years* regulation.

BEGigffeftED faiDE Make.

Beady mixei. Dries
ten minutes withperfect
ffloss. Is used at Windsor
Castle, Kew Oardens,
and London and Dublin
Parks, and most Land-
owners. In 18 and 36-

f^allon Casks only. Is. 6d.
per gallon at works,
\s. Sd. at nearest Railway
StAtion.

W. COOPER, Ltd
1000 Hoases In Stock to Select tcom.

Works cover IS acres.

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
The 0RIOE7AL IirvEKTORS or Cheap Qreeshouses,

i NuRSKRiEa—HAIfWOETH and FELTBAM. Thk LABessT Steam HoBncVLTXTEAL Works cf the World,
755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Inspection Ixvited.

FOB EVEBY BEADEB OF
I

THIS FAPEB.
I

We beg to Inform all readers of

this Paper that we eball have
much pleasure in forwarding to

every person one of onr

REVISED PRICE LISTS,

consisting of MO pages and about
1200 niostrations, bound in cloth,

post-free, on receipt of Six Stamps,
published at Is.

Small Ust free on application.

W. COOPER, LTD.,

MUST BE SOLD.
GENUINE BABGAIN^.

PERFECTLY NEW.
6 CUCUMBEB or TOMATO-HOUSES,
each 100 feet long. 12 feet wide, 7 feet 6 in. to ridge,

3 feet to eaves. Can be built in one block, or separately.

Made of good sound, well seasoned materials. Frame-
work of Ends, H X2; Bidgee, 4x1;; Bars, 3 in.;

Ventilators. 7 io. ; Glass. 21 oz. Fainted one coat.

All carefully packed on rail.

These were made to order for a Customer who can-

not now erect them, owing to some dispute with his

landlord. Usual pricp, £160.

As the room is required at once, will accept the low
(um of £100 to immediate purchaser.

Address, HAREST HOUSES, care of WltXIAM
COOPER, 755, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS, 766, OLD KENT ROAD LONDON, S.E.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaohing " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates nnaconstomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.R.H.S., Heztable, Kent.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOtTTHAMPTOH BnLBIKaS, CHABOEBT LASE, W.O.

TWO-A!n)-A-HAL? per Cent. INTEKE9T mUowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OtTRRENT AOCOUNTS. on the minJ-

mnm monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

BAvnras defabtuent.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

snms on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF FEB CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILSINa 80CIBTT.
HOW TO PUBCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO flUINEAS

FEB MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LANS SOCIETT.
HOW TO PUBCHASE A PLOT OF OBOUND FOB FIVE

SHILLINas PEB MONTH.
The BIBKBECK AXMASAOK, with lull partisalan, poet-

trM. FRANCIS RAVENSOBOFT. Manscw.

CYCLING
and all ACCIDENTS

INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSDRANCE CO.,

No Extra Charge for Ladies.

No Medical Examination.

Established 1849. Claims paid, £3,660,000.

64, OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

GABDENIWa APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. William Leakey, recently Gardener to J. J. Wood. Esq

,

EvcrsfieW, as Head Gardener to Sydney Smith, Esq.,

Clovelly Grove Park, Lee, S.E.

Mr. W. Haskings, for the past two years Fruit Foreman in

the Gardens at Hanger Hill Uoiise, Ealing, W.. as

G.irdener to J. Brotox, Esq., The Limes, Hedge Lane,

Lower Edmonton.

Mr. Fredk. IIarbros, for the past two-and-a-half years

Foreman at the Botanical Gardens, SheeSeld, as Gardener
to W. Chestekman, Esq., Eastwood Grange. Ashover,

near Chesterfield.

Mr. W. Button, late Gardener at Chedington Court, Crew-
kerne, as Gardener to Major-Gener.al R. T. Goodman,
Highden, Pulborough, Sussex.

GWOODGATE wishes to THANK THOSE
• who APPLIED for the VACANCY, and to say that it

is NOW FILLED.—RoUeston Hall Gardens, Button-on-Trent.

ANTED, HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, near LondOD. Married Man, not over

35 years of age. Must have a thorough practieil knowledge
o( all branches of Gardening under gUts and in the open ;

also understand Meadow Land and Stock. Wife must under-

stand Poultry. None need apply unless able to produce first-

clasg references as to character for honesty, sobriety, intelli-

gence, energy, and capability,—State number of family,

wages required, length of character, and full particulars to

J. G., Kenton GraDge, The Hyde, N.W.

ANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER. Wife to undertake small Daiiy.—Apply by

letter, stating age. references, and wages required to G. M. H„
The Bourne, Widford, Ware.

ANTED, a WORKING GARDENER.
Able to look after pony. Wife good Cook for large

household. Wages for both £l per week, all found. Total
abstainers preferred.—Address, H. J., Milford-oo-Sea. Hants.

ANTED, a young MAN, as UNDER GAR-
DBNBR, for Market-work (chiefly Grapes), and to be

generally useful. Good character.—Apply, stating age, er-

perience, and wages expected, B., Broadwater House, near

Worthing.

ANTED, a thoroughly trustworthy GAR-
DENER and BAILIFF at Bexley.- Under 40,

married, no encumbrance. Must understand Vines, Melons,
Flowers, &e. Cottage provided.—Fullest particulars to £. E ,

Oresham Club, King William Street, E.C.

ANTED, PROPAGATOR and GROWER,
for Market Nursery. Vines. Oucumbers, Tomatos,

Plants, and Out Flowers.— Applv, stating wages, reference,

and age, to J. FERGUSON, White Gate Lane Nursery,
Blackpool.

WANTED, a GROWER and PROPAGA-
TOR, experienced in General Stock, under Glass, and

efficient in Grafting and Growing Tea Rosee. Ample aseistaoce
and materials. Good wages to suitable man.—State (in

strictest confidence) where at present employed, prerious
experience, time in each situation, age. if married, &c., to
BOREALIS, Gardeners' Ckronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.O.

ANTED, MANAGER, to take entire
charge of Nurseries, Outskirts of London. Must have

tborongb experience in Propagating, Forcing, JJtc. Only those
with undeniable references need apply.—0. P., 4l, Wellington
Street, Strand. W.O.

ANTED, FOREMAN, experienced Man,
not under 23. Wages 19s. per week, and bothy.—

C. HEREIN, Dropmore Gardens, Maidenhead.

ANTED a JOURNEYMAN. Age about
23. Inside and Out.—Apply to WILSON, Foreman,

Oak Lodge. Ohigwell, Essex.

WANTED, AT ONCE, respectable, persever-
ing MAN, for Herbaceous Garden and Fruit Trees.

Age about 23. State wages, with bothy, milk, and vegetable?.
—GEO. BURROWS, Berwick Gardens. Shrewsbury.

WANTED, for a few weeks, SEVERAL
MEN, used to Budding Roses.—State wages to S. G.

RUMSEY, Rose Grower, Wrotham, Kent.

W7ANTED, aotive young MAN, not under 25,
T T for Flower and Kitchen Garden, Inside occasionally.

£1 It. per week. —Apply, letters only. — A. SADLER.
21, Kilsbury Road, Berkbamsted.

WANTED, a respectable young MAN, for
Jobbing Work, and to fill up time in Nursery. One

from the country preferred.—G. BBOWN, Malham Road
Nursery, Forest Hill, S.E.

WANTED, a strong practical MAN, for the
Outdoor Department in a small Nursery. — Must

understand the work thoroughly. Permanent situation to

any one with a good character. No other need apply.—
CHARLES RYLANCE, Bold Lane Nursery, Aughton, near
Ormskirk.

ANTED, an APPRENTICE, as Companion
to another, in a large Horticultural Establishment

Fruit and Flower-growing Indoor and Out. Good grounds ;

lovely situation by sea. South Coa^^t. Reference* to Clergy
and Solicitors. Premium £50.—Apply, C. D., the Gardensrs'
Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C,

WANTED, a MAN of good address, to aot as
SALESMAN (of iHardy '.Nursery Stock, filling up

time in Office when not engaged with Customers.—Apply, by
letter, to WM. PAUL AND SON, Waltham Cross, Heita.

ANTED, joung MAN, as SALESMAN, to
drive horse and van, supply shops, and solicit orders.

Well up in Market Nursery Work. Good opening for trust-

worthy man. Abstainer. Beferencas required. None but
those whose character will bear the strictest investigation

need apply.—W. R. NEWPORT & CO., The Model Nurseries,

Hillingdon Heath. Uxbridge.

WANTED, a smart young MAN, as SECOND
SHOPMAN, in the Seed and Nursery Trade. Also a

TRAVELLER.—State experience, age, and salary asked.—H.,
Gardeners* Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN for
the Retail; Trade, with knowledge of both Vege-

table and Farm Seeds ; just out of his apprenticeship, apply

—

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Dundee.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

THOMAS BUTCHER oan recommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of firstrrate character

and proved ability. Qentlemen seeking euoh may have par-

ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOEER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

ICH ARD SMITH and Ca
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

Gardeners, Fann-BalUiTB. Foresters, ftc.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a positioa to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—'*DI0K30NS, Ohestsr."

F SANDER AND CO. oan recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;

men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their

profession. For all particulars, please apply to—
F. SANDER ASV 00„ St. Albans,

BS. WILLLAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

(heir Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNBYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of
the above will please send full particulars, when the beat
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway. N.

GARDENER (Head), where four or more are
kept. Married, age 37.—A gentleman oan highly

recommend his Head Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring the above.—J. A. WORSFOLD, The Gardens,
Culverlands. Farnham, Suirey.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly expe-
rienced ; Early and Late Forcing. Fruit, FlO'wers. and

Vegetables, alio Flower and Kitchen Qarden. Excellent cha-
racter.—R. H., Crow Nest Park, Lightcliffe, Halifax.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 40, married;
conversant with every department of Gardening lite.

Thorough practical experience in Fruit, Flowers, Vegetables,
&o. Can bit thoroughly recommended by present and previous
employers.—G. NKWTON, 189, Cornwall Road, Netting Hill,
London, W.

ARDENER (Head).— Middle-age
;

good
all-round experience. Small place notaccepted.—Apply

in first instance to S. W., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 28 ; thoroughly
experienced in all branches. Excellent characters can be

had from present and previous situations.-W. CARPENTER,
The Gardens, Ottersbaw Park, Chertsey, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 42, married;
thoroughly understands growing Grapes, Peaches,

Melons, Tomatos. Cucumbers, Chrysanthemums, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good
references from present and previous employers.—GARDENER,
5, Muriel Road, Dane Hills, Leicester. No circulars.

ARDENER (Head).—Experienced in ail

branches ; personal character. Wife, Dairy and Poultry,
if required.—J. H., Mount Cottage. Knapp Hill, Surrey

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no
family ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Me'.OQS, Cucumbers. Tomatos, Mushiooms, Stove and Green-
house Plants. Kitchen and Flower Garden.—H. LAWREiVCE,
2, Stanley Villa, Chalrey Road, Slough.

GARDENER (Head). — Practical in all
branches; first- class Orchid grow-^r. Highly recom-

mended —G., 4, Russell Grove, Vassall Road, London. S.W.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 30, married:
life experience in all branches. Can give every

satisfaction to Lady or Gentleman to meet their requirements.
Five years' good character from last employer.—W. P., 56,
Roman Road, Barnsbury, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Mr. Crump, Steward
to the Misses Goldsmid, Tongswood, Hawkhurst,

desires to recommend his General Foreman to any wanting
the services of a first-class man.

i?^ for securiog or information that will lead
c^^^ to Advertiser obtaining situation as HEAD GAR-
DENER, where three or more are kept. Life experience and
good characters.—P. THORNCROFT. Princes Ro.td, Aehford,
[iddlesex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—The~^en^
tleman having given up his p!acp, E. Eastmond

wishes to meet a G«ntleman requiring his service!". - 4, Lower
Winchester Ro<id, Calford, London.

GARDENER (Hkad Working). — Age 28,
single ; thoroughly experienced in all branches, in-

cluding Orchids. First-class references.—W., The Lindene
Cottage, Beddington Lane, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Age 37,
one child ; thoroughly experienced in Vines, Peaches,

Plants. Flower and Kitchen Garden, Early and Late Forcing,
&o. Well r«oommended. Estate sold causa of leaving —
FIELD, Lo«kner Holt, Chilworth, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Age 3o,
married; thoroughly experienced in all branches. Shall

be pleased to forward references and particulars of experience
to any Lady or Gentleman.—CHAS. BARKWAT, 17, Quebec
Road, East Dereham.

GARDENER (Head Working).-Age 31

;

thoroughly experienced in all branches. Inside and Out.
Highest of references. Management of Cows if required.

—

REEVE, 2. Chichester Terrace, White Horse Hill.Chjslehurst,
Kent.

1*^ BONUS to anyone securing Advertiser
oww situation as HEAD WORKING GARDENER or
MANAGER, Understands Vines, Peaches, Melons, Tomatos,
Strawberrie?, Flowers, &c., and the General Routine of Gar-
dening. -A. 8 , 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working), where "one
or more are kppt.— A Ge.stlkman wishes to highly

recommend bis late Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in all

branchfs. Age 36, married, uo family.—W. P., 8, Chestnut
Road, >'orley. Surrey.

GA IIDENER (Head Working).—Age 27
;

thoroughly practical in all branches. Vines, Peaches,
Melons, and Flower and Kitchen Garden. Well recommended.
—J. SARGENT, 1, Greyetoke Cottages, Hanger Hill, Ealing, W.
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GARDENER (Head Workino).—Age 30,
married; good practical experience; four years and a

half in present situation as Head ; excellent testimonials.

—

S. H., 11, Park Street, Maidenhead, Berks.

ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANDED).—Age ; 40 two children, youngest nine

thoroughly experienced in the Management of a gowl Garden,
Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, &c. First-clase references.

—

OAJtDENBR, Hanslope. Stony Stratford.

GARDENER (iSingle-handed or with help).

—

Used to all branches ; married
;
good reference?.—B.

EFFLINCH. Barton, Burton-on-Trent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 36, married, two children (yonngest 9)

;

thoroughly efficient in all branches. Abstainer, Highly re-

commended.—£LLIS, 8, Turner Rosid, Lee.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Age 27, single ; good knowledge o!

Fruit, Flowers, aod Kitchen Garden; excellent character, not
afraid of work. References kindly permitted to J. T. Wood-
ROFFE, Esq., Frensham Place, Farnham.—0. HEBBERT, The
Gardens, Frensham Place, Farnham.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).
—Ago 25. single ; nine years' experience, Inside and Out.

Leaving through a death. Good character. Abstainer.— .7.

WARREN. The Court, Worcester Park, Surrey.

GARDENER, Inside and Out, in Private or
Nursery.-A young man (age 28), seeks a situation as

above; well up in Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables.—Q. B.,
12, Gordon Villas, Broad Lane, Hampton.

GARDENER,—Situation wanted, tor October
next, in a large Gardening Concern, by a Germ in

Decorative Gardener (Kunstgurtner), who will have terminated
his military service by the end of September. Advertiser bai
had previous experience in German Court and Trade Garden-
ing, and would prefer good treatment to a high salary.— Please
address OTTO PBACaT, B::zirka - Kommando. Kitzinge <,

A. M , Germany.

GARDENER, where two or more are kept.

—

Age 28 ; sixteen yea's' experience. G. Gi'RS f:\ , Maea-
g Wynne, Whitland, would be pleased to recommend L.

Nicholas as above.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise),—Age
27, single; eleven years' practical experience in the

general routine of Gardening, including two years as First
Journeyman. Inside. Well recommended. Abstainer. No
circulars.— BEE90N, 87, High Street, Notting Hill Gate,
London, W.

C2J.
ARDENER (Second), Inside,—Young man

A (age 28), seeks situation ; ten years' experience ; well
recommended. Bothy preferred. No circulars.—F. B., 7,
Cross Oaks Road, Berkhamsted, Herts.

ARDENER (Second). — Age 28; twelre
years' experience in Fruit, Plant, and Vegetable Grow-

ing, including Conservatory, House, and Table Decoration,
having been employed at The Dell. Staines; Welford Park,
Newbury; and Critchell Gardens, Wimborne — W. MYLES"
Overstone Park, Northampton.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).—Mr. F. &mmonds, Mamhead Park, near

Exeter, can highly recommend G. Watson as above.

GARDENER (Under or Single-handed),
vsith pony and trap ; willing to be useful. Age li'l

;

two years' character last place —H. S., 2, Dahlia Cottage,
Ohiswick, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Undeb).—Young man,
abstainer, good character, seeks situation Outside or

Outside and In. Near London preferred.—W. F., 2, Sherwood
Villas, Roxeth, Harrow.

ARDENER (Under), or JOURNEYMAN.
—Age 21 ; used to Inside and Outside Gardening. Good

reference. — A. PROWTING, 5, Asbford Road, Feltham,
Middlesex.

ARDENER (Undeb), or JOURNEYMAN
(Second).—Two years and nine months' good character

from last situation.-E. P., 2, Beulah Spa Terrace, Spa Road,
Upper Norwood.

ROWER and PROPAGATOR (Practical).
—Wanted, by Floriata' Foreman (age 30), charge of

Houses or Nursery. Palmp, Adiantume, Chrysanthemums,
Boses. Keliab.'e and trustworthy. Would take good situation
abroad.—PERMANENCY, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To NoTserymen.

PROPAGATOR (Genbeal), and FOREMAN
(Working).—Thirty years' practical experience in

leading Nurseries. Roses, Clematis. Rhododendrons, Coniferee,
Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, &c. General knowledge
of the Trade. Good reference.-T. C, Rose Cottages, Ottershaw,
Cherttey.

To Nurserymen.

GROWER.—Age 27 ; life experience. Fens
and Palms a specialty. Good reference.—SOLOMu.i,

3, Bedford Terrace, Bedford Road, East Finchley, N.

OREMAN and PROPAGATOR.— Situation
wanted in Nursery as above. Age 28: f urteen year»*

practical experience in leading nurseries; could take charge of
small place. Well up in Hard and Soft woodea stuff, fruit, &?.
^J. M., 2, Tadema Road, King's Road, Chelsea, 9.W,

FOREMAN and GROWER.—Praotioal experi-
ence in growing for Market, Grapes, Cucumbers,

Tomatos, Mushrooms, Palms, Ferns, Cut Flowers. &c.—A. ,310,
London Road, Thornton Heath.

FOREMAN, or MANAGER.—Life experience
in Market Nurseries, Grapes, Tomato;, Cucumbers,

Melons, Strawberries, Cut Flowers. Ferns, and General Market
Plant?, Forcing Lilly of the Valley, Bulbs, &c. Good refer-

ences.-W., Garde7ier«'CAron«:.'eOffi;e, 41, Wellington Streat,
Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 28 ; life experience in Vines,
Tomatos, Cucumbers, Bulb Forcing, Rotej, Cut Flowers,

and General Nursery Work in London and Provinces. Distance
no object. Wreaths and Bouquet experience.—W. JONES,
45, Middle Lane, Homsey, N.

FOREMAN.—Twelve years' experience in
Market Nurseries. Good Propagator and Grower of

Palms, Ferns, and General Market Plants, Grapes, Tomatos,
Cucumbers. Strawberries, Forcing Balbs, &c —4., Gardeners'
Cluonicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 26 : eleven years' good ex-
perience, both Inside and Out. Can be highly recom-

mended.—A. BARNES, The Gardens, Sunbury Court, Sunbury,
Middlesex.

FOREMAN. — Age 27; aoouatomed to all
branches of Garden-work. Good references. One year

previously as Foreman. — G., Si, KitCo Boad, Nuohead,
London, S.E.

OREMAN.—Age 26 ; twelve years' practical
experience both Inside and Out. Excellent references.

Bothy preferred.—J. W. CHEESF, The Gardens, Huntley
Manor. Gloucester.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, where two or three
are kept.—Has bad good experience in Stove and Green-

bousa Plants, Early and Late Forcing, and House and Table
Decoration. — WALTER THOMAS, Paxton Park Gardens.
St. Neots.

FOREMAN, or Second, in Fruit Department.
—Eight years* practical experience in Raising and

Training Trees, and in executing orders,—D., 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN, or GROWER.—Age 26; life
experience in Cucumbers, Tomatofi, Vines and Mush-

rooms. Good references. — W. SMITH, :*, St. Joseph's
Cottages, Nag's Head Road, Ponders End.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN, Inside or
Outside. —Age 27 : twelve years' experience. Thoroughly

used to the work. Good references.-A., The Gardens, Oak-
lands. St. Albans.

FOREMAN, or GROWER.—Age 24; life

experience in cultivation of Fruit and Plant(>. Good
references. State wages.—R., 37, Grantham Terrace, New
Bamet, Herts.

FOREMAN, in Fruit-growing for Market.

—

Nine years' practical experieoce in Guernsey in Grow-
ing Tomatos, Flowers, tcz., for Market. Abstainer. —
GUERNSEY, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

FOREMAN, where three or fonr are kept.

—

Age 25 ; twelve years' experience. Inside and Out. Two
years' in present place.—W. POWERS, Knigbtrider Street,
Sandwich, Kent.

FOREMAN (Inside or General).—Age 28;
twelve 5 ears' experience in large establishment? ; four

years as general; excellent testimonials; North preferred.—
W. HU6E. i:}U, Linthorpe Road, Middiesboro.

"V-URSERY FOREMAN.—Age 33; sixteen
i-^ yearb* experience in Budding, Grafting and Growing
of Hollies, Rhododendrons, Flowering Shrubs, Conifers, fiz.

Well up in Fruits and Roses, and every braach of the Nureery.
Used to Controlling Men and Executing Orders. Two and a
half years' Foreman in flrstrclass Nurseries.-B. M. A., Rialey
HaU, Derby.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, under efficient Fore-
man, in good establishment.-Age 20; over two years

last place ; eighteen months previous. Bothy.-L. MELHUISH,
7, Rothesay Villas, Orpington, Kent.

JOURNEYMAN.—Mr. A. J. Reid, The Chase,
Farnham Roya), Slough. Bucks, can recommend a yoang

man, age 20, having been with him three years.

JOURNEYMAN inside, age 21.—Mr. Nobris,
Priory Gardens, MaWern, will be pleased to recommend

F. Young. Sixteen months in present situation, 6 years'
previous highest references.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses, in a good
establishment.—Age 22; three and a half years* good

character from last situation ; five previous. — W. BAGG,
Vagnol Park, Bangor, N.W.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Oat).
—Age 22; three years in present place, five previous.

Good character. — J. BBiUCHAMP, Cowesfield Gardens,
Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Oat.—
Age 21 ; two and a half years in present situation.

Excellent reference—H. EASTAFF, The Gardens, Benishaw
HaU, near Chesterfield.

TMPROVER.—Situation wanted as Improver,A by a respectable Youth, age 17. Well recommended by
Head Gardener, Good references. Three and a half years'
good character. Abstainer.-CANDLKB, Atherton Grange.
Wimbledon.

TMPROVER, in Nursery (or Third in PrivateA Establishment), Insid.>, or Inside and Oat, where four or
five are kept.—Age 20 ; five years' experience. Good references.
Disengaged when suited.— F. PEEDLE, 3, Bay ViUas, Spring-
field Boad, Sunbury-on-Thamej.

TMPROVER, Inside.—Youth, age I'a
; two

-*- years' experience. Good character
; abstainer. "Leaving

to improve. Bothy not objected to.— F. THORNTON, Curton
Street. Slough.

TMPROVER.—Rev. C. E. Chard recommends
X. a young man as Improver. Quick, strong, and willing to
learn. Outside and In. Three and a half years' experienc-. -
WM. Si:,OCOMBE, Hatch Bejuohamp, Taunton.

TMPROVER, Inside.—Age 18 ; strong, active,A and willing. Nearly three years' good character ; leav-
ing to Improve.—C. FLEMMIMQ. 16. We.ton Boad. Brentford

,

IMPROVER, Inside.—Age 20J ; three and a
half years' experience in general Market Work.— B.,

Curdridge Cottage, tiotley, Hants.

O NURSERYMEN and FRUIT
GROWERS.—Advertiser (age 21) is desirous of entering

a rising Nursery as IMPBOVER. Willing to Uke correspond-
ence, &c. Overtime. A thorough insight required more
than large wage. Two years' experience. West of England
preferred.—Apply, B. J. P., H, Wellington Street, Strand.W.C.

''PO GARDENERS.—Youth (age 19) seeks
-L situation as I-MPBOVKE, Inside and Out. Small
premium not objected to. Goo3 character.—G. K. SE^GLL,
Guyscliff Road, Leamington.

TO GARDENERS. — Young Man, a^e 18,
requires situation in large Gentleman's Garden ; in the

Houses preferred. Four jearti' expeiience.—R, HUGHES,
Llanvair Rectory, Abergavenny. Monmouthshire.

SEED GROWING.—Advertiser seeks situ^
tion in the above. He gained with ieadiog London and

Provincial firms excellent Nursery and Shop experience.
Fullest information and reference!^ — H. W.. 37. Amberley
Street. Sunderland,

TO NURSERYMEN.—Yonng man, aged 28

;

married, no children, accustomed to growing Cucumbers,
Tomatos, and Mushrooms, seeks eituntion. Five years' goal
character from his last employment. Total abstainer.-W. A ,

27, The Grange, Abbey Street. Bermondsey, London.

O NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted as
MANAGER in large high-class Nursery. Fifteen years'

experience in all branches of Horticulture in England and the
Continent; six as Manager. Well up in Growing and Selling
Plants, making Catalogues, Bookkeeping

; good linguist.
First-class references from some of the best English firm*.

—

A. H., 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

TO SEEDSMEN, NURSERYMEN, and
FLORISTS. — Situation required as SH0PM4N or

ASSISTANT. Thorough knowledge of Rusiness. Excellent
references. Age 3«.—BULB i, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C

SEED TRADE, &c.—Man and Wife, without
f&mily, would like Management of Branch; or Man

situation in Shop, OSice, or Warehou!4e. Has some knowledge
of Nursery or Florist's Business ; also Corn Trade. Ac. Gotd
references from similar appointments.—DILIGENT. 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Mr, Robert Inch, Agrioul-
tural Seed Merchant, Edinburgh, can confidently recom-

mend a moat capable young man, attentive, obliging, and
thoroughly trustworthy; been in his tmployment for four
years as Journeyman, during which time he has had full con-
trol of Inside staff, and exeiutioo of all orders. Further par-
ticulars willingly given,

RAVELLER, MANAGER, &c.—Adver*
tiser desires appointment. A well-known thorough

Seedsman, with extensive connection. Twenty-five years'
practical expsrience, wholesale and retail.—" AVON," 41,
Wellington atreet. Strand. W.C.

HEAD SHOPMAN.—Situation wanted by
energetic Man ; over sixteen years' experience in all

branches. Highest character and testimonials. Can invest
capital.—Apply SEEDS, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Age 30; fifteen years' experi-
ence in Vegetable. Flower, and Farm Seeds ; gool know-

ledge of plants ; beea used to a brisk counter-trade For
reference, &c., apply—SCOTCHMAN, 41. Wellington Street,
Strand. London, W.C.

SHOPMAN,—Age 25 ; six years' experience
in good Provincial Houses, in all branches. Seed and

Nursery Trade.—J. B., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Age 28 ; thirteen years' experi-
ence in all branches; tirst-class references.—EDWARD

WOOLLAM. 2, Mount Street. Levenshulme, Manchester.

CLERK. — Advertiser requires a situation ;

accustomed to Book-keeping and General OfBce Work
in the Nursery and Seed Trade. Good references.—F,. Gar-
deiio-s' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—CLERK, Book-
keeping. Correspondence, &c. Willing to fill up time

in Florist's Department. Well up Wreaths, &c. Good refer-

ences.—C. HOBDAY, Royal Nurseries, Ascot.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.'

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Limited,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.
LONDON OFFICE-8, Camden Road, N.W.

EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW- 43, Victoria Road.

IMPERISHABLE TEAK-WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOODEN BUILDINGS.

HEATING. PXTBLIC BXTILDINaS, MANSION HOUSES, CHUBCHES, SCHOOLS, Ac,
Heated and Ventilated in tlie most efficient manner.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description erected, either in Wood'
or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

AUONa THE CONTRACTS ENTRUSTED TO US DXTRING 1895 WERE THE FOLLOWINQ :—
For HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN—Palm House, Rose House, &o.,

at Windsor Castle Gardens.

„ H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES — Range of Fruit-houses,
300 feet long, at Sandringham

; Teak.

„ LORD IVEAGH—Extensive Range of 27 Fruit and Plant Houses,
in Teak-wood, and Range of Offices, at Elveden Hall, Norfolk,

Large Winter Garden, in Granite & Iron, at Sefton Public Park, Liverpool.

For LORD OVERTOUN—Extensive Range of 20 Fruit and Plant Houses,
and Ranges of Offices, at Overtoun, Dumbarton.

Renewal of Range of 22 Plant Houses, in Teak-wood, at Royal Botanic
Gardens, Edinburgh.

Range of Vineries, in Teak-wood, at Linton Park, Maidstone, Kent.

Range of Hot-houses, in Teik-wood, at St. Marnocks, Malahide, Dublin.

Range of Hothouses at Waterpark, Castle Connel, Ireland.

VsT. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfe.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT , EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office. 41,-Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.O.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Aokew, ft Co. (Limited). Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. Oity of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Harry Qillahd Cove, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Oarden, in the said County.—SATURDAy, August 15, 1899. Agent tor Manchester—John Hkywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINO
at the latest.

Acre of Oeradnna.
HCANNELL AND SONS have large qnan-

• tities of |cuttiDg9 and roots oC all the' beet Itiodg in

cultivatiOD, and will be slad to quote special prices for these,

and all other kinds of oeddioe plaints. Catalogues free.—
SWANLEY, KENT. .,, '

Table Plants.
, , , .

DRAC^NAS, CROTONS, ARALI^S,
COCOS, GEONOMAS. &c.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise NuTEeries,

Upper Hollonay, London, N.

STRAWBERRIES, all the leading sorts, in
pots DOW ready for planting, 125. %d. per ICO.

H. LANE XND SON, The Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
CoTent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt casta.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

F.MoABTHUR,The London Nursery, 4,Maida Vale.London.W.

BEAUTIFUL WHITE FLOWERS AT
CHRISTMAS.

To insure an abundance of bloom at this season, ROMAN
HYACINTHS should be potted up at once. By this early

planting, large anl well-ilowered spikes can be obtained,

which are so valuable (or Christmas decoration. Messrs.

SUTTON ASD SONS, the Royal Seedsmen, Headicg. are

executing orders at I0«. id.. Hi , and 21». per 100, according

to the sue of the bulbs. For full particulars of these and
other winter and spring-flowering Uulb?, see SUrrON'J
BULB CATALOODB tor 1696. beautifully illustrated^

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIBBCI FROM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL
SEEDSMEN, BEADING.

RCHIDS.—B. S. Williams & Son have an
immense stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An inspection invited. Illustrated Catalogue post-free,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper UoUoway, London, N.

The Narserjmen, Market Gardeners, and Qeneral

HAILSTORM INSURANCE CORPORA-
TION, Limited.—Offices, 1 * 2. King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C. Chairmsn, HARRY J. VEITCH.
Manager and SeoreUry, ALEX. JAMBS MONRO.

H

G

CARNATIONS. — James Douglas begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 189 i. and

Spring, 1897, is now ready. It contaics descriptions of the

New Border and New Malmaieon Carnations, with Cultural

Directions. SEEDLING CARNATIONS, best strains, is. M.
per dozen ; 25*. per 100. Catalogue post-tree.

Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey.

DICKSONS First and Best, and Dioksons Per-
fection CABBAGES, are botli splendid varieties for pre-

sent Sowing, and make good Succe^sional Cuttings in Spring,

per Packet. 6d.. per Ounc«, Is. 6</.. Pet Free.

DICKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouse, CHESTER.

A Sk for the CHEAP BULB and PLANT
J\. CATALOGUE from J. M. STIOGELBOUT ASD CO.,
Wholesale Bulb Growers, Texel and Hillegom, Holland.

Telegram Address:—" Stigoelbout, Texel."

RAPE VINES for Fruiting and Planting.
Splendid good ripened Canes.

Invite Inspection from Intending Buyers,

SAMUEL JENKS, Bramley Nursery, Baat Orinstead.

ANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS^:—
Henry Jacoby, Vesuvius, and Crystal Palace Gem.

State price and quantity to—
A. HART AND SONS, 152, High Street, Guildford.

ANTED, Raspail and Jsooby GERANIUM
CUTTINGS.- Cash, or Exchange Carnations, all best

show and border varieties. Price per 100 or 1000 to—
W. F. PARSONS, Burham. Fgham, Surrey.

ANTED, W. H. • Lincoln CHRYSAN-
THEMUM, state lowest price per 100 or 600.

H. LONGHURST, Fair Lawn Park Nursery, Sydenham
Road, Sydenham.

ANTED, a few hundred PIPINGS of
CARNATIONS, such as Old Clove, Mrs. R. Hole, and

Other good sorts.—^pplj— .

ISAAC HEATH, Bernitbon, near Ross.

ANTED, Janoby, Vesuvius, and Bronze
GERANIUM CUTTINGS.

Price to HEAD GARDENER, Elveden, Thelford,
w

Plant Now-
BARR'8 Beautiful Hardy DAFFODILS,

" That come before the swallow darec), and ttl^c

The winds of MaTch with beauty."
Barr's Daffodil Catalogue (accompanied by a coloured plate of

seven beautiful D^ff jdil») free on application,
liirr's Spring- llowering Bulbs are of the Huest i^uility. Send

for Catalogu*', free on appUcatioD.
BARR & SONS. 12 k 1 i. King Street. Covent Garden. London.

ARGE PALMS & DECORAtTVe PLANTS,
Immense stock.

AH sizes up to 20 feet tor Sale or Hire.
Inspection lovited. Prices on Application,

B. S. WILUABiS AND SOX, Victoria and Paradise Nar-
series. Upper HoUoway. Londun. N.

OW is the^lMElo PLANT GAILLAR^
DIAS, Pyrethrums, and otber Hardy Herbaceous Peren-
-Citalogue of KELW AY ani> SON, Langport. Somerte'.

WANTED, Royal Sovereign and La Grosse
STRAWBERRY RUNNERS. State price per 1000.

—0. V. FLATHER. West Kent Nurseries, Bexley Heath.

ANTED, CALLAS.—State price per lOOo!
Also Raspail, West Brighton, and other GERANIUM

CUTTINGS.-Hutton Farm Nursery, Cuckoo Hall Lane,
Lower Edmonton.

ANTED, well -rooted RUNNERS of
STRAWBERRIES in quantity—British Queen, James

Veitch, No. 1. Competitor, Latest of All, Lord Suffield, Frog-
more Late Pine, Waterloo, Vicomtesse.—Cash prices to V.,

Garieiusri' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,Strand,W.C.

N'
nials.

KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
STRAWBERRIES, for Forcing or Garden Culture.

GEORGE BUNYARD & Co., The Royal Nurseries. Maidstone,
beg to intimate that their Xew Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The largest and best stock in the Trade.

OCO DE MER (Lodoicea eechellarum). —
Considered to be the largest aod most remarkaole of

Palms. Sprouted seed of this mannificent Palm, 1 foot in

diameter, can now be supplied at 3Uj. each.

THOS. CHRISTY and CO.. 26, Lime Street, B.C.

NT^ROOZ en" AND SON'S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN. 1896, cow ready, contains Cultural

Directions and full descriptive details of their immense Collec-

tions of New , Rare, and fine BULBS and PLANTS (101 pages
in ED»;lish), and will, as usual, be sent post free od application

to their Agents. Messrs. Mfrtkns A. Co., 3. Cross Lane.
St."Mary-at-Hill. E.C. ; or themselves direct at Ovekveen,
near Haarlem. Holland.
N.B.—No connection with any other firm of the same name.

Ferns-Foriis.

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE.—Pteris
tremula, cristata, serrulata, compacta, alba liueata,

hastata, cretica. argyrea, Mayii, and Lygodium japonica ;

good thick Stuff in thumbs ready for repotting. Price per

luO. l^J. ; per 1000. £.h IDs.—R. PENGELLY, Nurseryman,
Dyson's Lane, Angel Road, Up^er Edmonton. N.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

tor Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive

CATALOGUE, free^ A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieities and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for \s.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil. Somerset.

Hyadnths. Tuilps, Crocas, Lilies, &c.

GG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Ho'land. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBEKBAD AND SON, 25, Savage Garden?,

Crutched Friars, E.C. "

^N.B,—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

F"^RNS.AND pECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE);—Ferns, in 2^ inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 beat sellingsorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48's, 10 best

selling sorts. 6i. doz. ; strong seedlings, 65. I'^o. 505. 1000 ; Adi-

antum cuneatum, in 43*8, for cutting, 65. and 8s. doz ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20j. 100; Cyperus.

Aralias, Grevilleas,. Rhodanthe. Geraniums, Fuchsias, and
Heliotropes, in 48's, 6s, per doz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette,

. Campanulas, and Chrysanthemums, in 48'8. 8s. per doz. ; Ficus,

Palms. Draceenas, Crotons. Pelargoniums, in bloom, in 48's. 12*.

doz. ; Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurfieriea, Longhborough Junction. London. S.W,

SAMPLE FREE.—Write for Free Sample of
GARDEN KAPSELS (Permanent Garden Labels).

WILSON'S WORKS, Sutton St , Holloway Head, Birmingham.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builderi-

• to Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.
Government, Admiralty Dept.. War Dept., Boyal Hort. Soc,
Royal Botanic Soc. Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees cf

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Road. Cheleea.S.W,
Telegraph Address ''Hortulanus.London. "Telephone,No.8728.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
MONDAY and THURSDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS,
SPECIAL TRADE SALES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AtTCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., oa

MONDAY and THURSDAY NEXT, AuRust 24 and 27.

at Twelve o'clock each day, lar^e consignments of NAMED
HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS. NARCISSUS, and other
DUTCH BULBS, together with white ROMAN HYACINTHS,
and paper-white NARCISSUS, received direct for Unreserved
Sale.

Theae early auctions have been specially arranged in lots to
suit the Trade and other large buyers.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to enter the names of in-
tending purchasers on their permanent lists who miy desire a
regular supply of Catalogues for these Sales.—Auction Rooms
and Offices, 07 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

THE GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALES
or

WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS and GREENHOnSE
PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
respectfully announce that theae important ANNUAL

SALES are fixed to take place aa follows :

—

WEDNESDAY, September 9.—At the LONSLANDS NUR-
SERY, SIDCUP, by order of Meisrs. Gregory & Evans.
First portion.

THURSDAY, September 10.—At the MILL LANE NURSERY',
CHE9HUNT, by order of Mr. E. Bochford.

FRIDAY, September 11. — At the AVENUE NURSERY,
BEXLKY HEATH, by order of Messrs. P. H. & J. Cooper.

MONDAY. September 14.—At the DYSON'S LANE NUR-
SERY, Upper Edmonton, by order of Mr. H. B. May.

TUESDAY, September 15.—At the BURNT ASH LANE NUR-
SERIES, LEE, S.E., by order of Messrs. B. Mailer & Sons.

WEDNBSD4.Y, September 16.—At the NURSERIES, SOUTH
WOODFORD, by order of Mr. John Fraser.

THURSDAY, September 17.—At the BRIMSDOWN NUR-
SERY, ENFIELD HIGHWAY, by order of Mr. .John
Mailer.

FRIDAY. September 18.—At the LONQLAND'S NURSERY,
SIDCUP, by order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans. Second
portion.

Further particulars will appear, and Catalogues will be
ready in due course, and will be forwarded free by post on
application to the Auctioneers, <il and 08, Cheapside, London.

Bldcup, Kent, S.E.

FIFTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE OF
WINTKRHL0OM1NG HEATHS.

Particularly well grown, and beautifully set with flower.
Also. ROSES and other Stock, forming together one of
the largest and belt collections of plants ever offered by
Auction.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the premises. The Longlands

Nursery. Sidcup. S.E., about 10 minutes' walk from the new
Eltham (late Pope Street Station). S.E R., on WEDNESDAY,
September 9, 1898, and also on FRIDAY, September IR, 1896. at
11 o'clock each day, by order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans,
an enormous quantity of unusually well-grown plants, com-
prising nearly 60,000 WINTER and SPRING-BLOOMING
HEATHS, in the best possible condition, particularly well set
with rtower-buds, and unsurpassed in the Trade. An un-
usually grand lot of 10,000 CLIMBING ROSES, in 24, 32. and
48-pots. exceptionally well grown, and no doubt the finest
ever offered at this Nursery ; 5.000 BOUVARDIAS, best varie-
ties. 6.000 SOLANITMS, FIOITS, Double PRIMULAS
ARALIA SIEBOLDI, 25,000 FERNS, in 33, 48. and eO-potsi
all well-furnished plants, and best leading'varieties, and other
Stock.

May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and
of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, E.C.

Tbe Mill Lane Nurseiy, Cheshunt, Herts
IMPORTANT SALE of thousands of unusually well-grown

Winter and Spring-flowering HEATHS. FERNS, CAR-
NATIONS, and ROSBS, by order of Mr. E. Rochfonl.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises as

above, on THURSDAY', September 10, at half-past 11 o'clock
precisely,

30,000 WINTER and SPRING-FLOWERING HEATHS,
including Hyemalis, Hyemalis alba, gracilis, ventricosus,
Cavendishii, Wilmoreana, and others.

Cyclamen persicum, in
48-pot8

Adiantum elegan8,|in 60'

pots
5,000 Genistas, in 48-pot8
6,000 Maidenhair Ferns
5,000 Ferns, in variety
2,000 Solanums

4,000 Carnations, consisting of
Miss Joliffe Improved,
Mad. Therese Francon,
Malmaison, &c.

Climbing Roses. Mare-
chal Niel and Gloire
de Dijon, extra strong

Asparagu.s plumosus
i Clematis. Ampelopsis

Boronias, Greenhouse Rhododendrons, Ficus Lord Pen/.ance,
new Sweet Briars, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be
had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67
and 78, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Avenue Nutsery, Bexley Heath, Kent,
Adjoining Beiley Heath Station. South-eastern Railway.

SECOND ANNUAL SALE of beautifully-grown GREEN-
HOUSE and other PLANTS, by order of Messrs. P. H. &
J. Cooper.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on ihe Premises, as above, on

FRIDAY, September 11, at 12 o'Clock precisely, without
reserve

—

10,000 Bo3e8
2,000 Tree and other Car-

nations
2,500 Solanums, wellberried,

in 48-pota
1,000 Genistas, in 48 pots

10.000 Heaths, in 48 and
eo-pots

1,000 Clematis, of sorts

3,000 Pinks. Her Majesty
15,000 Ferns, of sorts, in

60 pots
500 Asparagus plumosus

nanus, in 48 pots

203 Asparagus tenuissi-

mus, in 3?-pot8
Also Ficus elastica, Ficus elastica variegata, CrotODS, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Friday Next
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, ft?

and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT, Augast 28

,

at half-patt 12 o'Clock, by order of—

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans.

A CATTLEYA SPECIES, from the neighbourhood of Rio.
Every Plant received is offered. Collector calls them an
entirely new large Trianse, flowered type, or a variety of
C. Warneri. He has never seen any Cattleya resembling
them, except Triante, he thinks them quit ) new, and is

certain they are neither Swainson's nor Gardner's type.
As many as eight flowers are borne on a spike. They are
of fine shape, very rich in colour, from white to bright
crimson. They are wonderfully di&tinct-looking. many of
the plants appearing intermediate between aurea and
"Warneri. No plants have ever before been gathered from
this district.

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM, the Biflorum or Tambelan Island
type. The finest of all, noted for the large size and satiny
whiteness of the flowers, and the abundance with which
they are produced. The type offered is the freest to
flower, the easiest to grow, and the most pleasing of all.

C. niveum is now very scarce and almost impossible to
obtain ; niveum hybrids are among the daintiest and most
valuable of all hybrids.

CATTLEYA GIGAS from Santayuni. The contents of a
small case, all our man could obtain. The finest of all

gigas, and a Cattleya almost unequalled. Also—
CrPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE MONTANUM, from the district

which has yielded so many vdliable varieties. A mo^t
varied-looking lot of plants, in splendid order. A con
signment of our celebrated

—

LANG TANG var. of DBNDROBIUM NOBILE, ODONTO-
GL033UM ALEXANDRiE. Very finest Pacho Type.
Most distinct and varied-looking plants, both in shape
and colour of Bulbs. Also—

Sophionitis grandiflora, Cypripedium exul, Dendrobium ean-
guioolentum, L^elia Dormaniana, Oacidium varico3i.m
Rogersii, O. crispum grandiflirum and 0. preetextum,
Saccolabium giganteum, an Anridee species from Northern
iDdia.

A VANDA SPECIES, imported with V. coeiulea. but very dis-

tinct in appearance from that species. Aerides craasi-

folium, LEElia harpophylla, L. preestans, &o.. &c. Also
Orchids in Flower and Bud.

On view morning of Sale'and Catalogues had.

MONDAY and WEDNESDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS

MR. .1. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, .1.?, King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY and WEDNESDAY
NEXT, August 21 and ^6, at half-past 12 o'Clopk precisely,
splendid importations of choice named Double and Single

HYACINrHJJ,
TULIPS,

CROCUSES,
Bare NARCISSUS, OOLCHICUMS, SNOWDROPS, and other
BULBS from Holland, and specially lotted to suit both the

Trade and Private Buyers.

EARLY WHITE SOMAN HYACINTHS, and PAPER-
WHITE NARCISSUS from France, LILIUM HARRI3I,
FREESIAS, DAFFODILS, and other BULBS for early
Forcing

; STOVE and GREENHOUSE, PLANTS.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
SALES BY AUCTION NEARLY EVERY DAY

TILL THE END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has now completed negotiations with several of the

most prominent Nurserymen iu Holland to Continuously
Supply his Sales, during the present season, with only really
First-class Bulbs, of the best quality.

A supply of Catalogues can be sent on application.

Dutcb Bulb Sales.— Birmingham.

MESSRS. THOMAS JAMES and DAVIES
hold SALES at their Rooms. 36, Temple Street, Bir-

mingham, of the finest HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCKSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, every
THURSDAY, at half-past 11 o'Clock. Catalogues post-free.
Commissions carefully executed. Commencing in September,

I SALES will be held every MONDAY and THURSDAY.

WANTED to RENT, a SMALL NUBSERV,
BOO to 600 feet aiass (with Land and Cottage pre-

ferred). Little or no Stcck.—H. S., 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

WANTED to BORROW, £100 or £200, at
5 per cent, per annum. Good security.—Apply to

M., Gardeners' ChroniTle Offije, 41, Wellington Street, Strand.

OLD-ESTABLISHED SEED BUSINESS for
SALE. In good Business Cdntre. Sto;k and Fixtures

at a low valuation.—G., Gardentrs' Chronicle Office, 41. Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE, FREEHOLD MARKET GAR-
DKN, consisting ot S acres of Land and 1000 feet run of

Glass-Houaes in full growth ot Cucumbers and Tomatcs. Good
loamy soil or mould. Sell 4 acres separately.—Apply, W.
WREN, Bridge House, West Mailing, Kent.

FRUIT andFLOWER BUSINESS for SALE,
in busy Border Town.—Large family trade; Telephone

connection; Seeds could be advantageously added ; very suit-
able for Gardener wishing to change bis position.

Apply, LINDSAY, 2, Baxter's Place, Edinburgh.

FOR SALE, the FREEHOLD LAND, 22 feet
frontage in main road, Nurserv and Florist Business, So

feet Glasshouses, &c.. stocked with Plants, price £370. D.sposal
through failing health, or;could lease.theLand at low rent. An
increasing neighbourhood.

J. H., Eickenham Lane, Shortlands, Bromley, Kent.

HADLEIGH, SUFFOLK. — TO BE DIS-
POSED OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Olass Erections, iSi J., of above NURfERY'. comprising about
Ij acres of Lsnd, convenient DWELLINd HOUSE, Packing
and Potting Sheds, SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about
nineteen years unexpired. Rent £27. No other Nursery
within several miles. P/ice £150. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, aravesend.

NURSERY for SALE.—Lease, Eight years,
can be renewed at same rent. £-'5 per annum, four

Greenhouses, 102 feet, 05 feet, 50 feet, and 40 feet, all well
heated ; two Houses property of Landlord ; 1 ; acres good early
land, the whole suited for Roses, Cucumbers, and Tomatos,
Stock small, price for whole, £ i25.—Apply HE IDLAND & CO

,

Old Road, Gravesend.

To Nurserymen and Florists commencing Business.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.
For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. G. HUGHES

(Surveyor), the Estate Office, Hampton-on-Thames.

To FLORISTS, &o.—TO BE LET (from
Michaelmas), in splendid situation, in Midland Town,

SHOP, DWELLING-HOUSE, and half-dozen QREENHOUSB3.
Apply to ,1. COLE, House Agent, Bedford.

S'
UFFOLK —TO BE LET at Michaelmas

neit, DURRANT'S FARM, Hadleigh, situate close to
Market. Town, and Riilwuy Station. Itcomprisps small Farm-
house, « ith set of Agricultural Premises, and 96 a. r. 20 p.
Arable and Qrass Land, part of which is of a mixed-ssil
character.
For further particulars, apply to Messrs. NEWMAN &

NEWMAN, Land Agent,", S.T & 3«, Savile Row, London, W.

SPECIAL OFFER.—100,000 SINGLE DAF-
FODILS, at 65. per I,O0O; 3s. per 1000; 2s. per 1,000.
J. W. CROSS, Bulb Grower, Walsoken, Wisbech.

STECIAL OFFER of FERNS.—Pteris oris-
tata, large plants in 48'8, 23s. per 100 ; Maidenhairs, 4s.

per dozen ; Lomaria Gibba, in thumbs, 8s, per 10?, at Nursery.
HOLLANDS, Lee Park Nursery, Lee. S.E.

PALMS.—Corypha australia, from stores, very
healthy and strong, 6s. per 100 ; or would exchange for

Kentias, in 48 or 60 size pots.

A. HART iND SON.'^, 162, High Street, Guildford.

EUCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32's, some
throwing up flower-spikes, 30s. per doz. Winter-flowering

CARNATIONS. in48's, splendid stuff , 12s. doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in 48's, extra bushy, 10s. per doz. Samples and names on
application. -WALSHAW and SON, Scarborough.

DIANTUM CUNEATUM.—Fine healthy
plants, in 48p3ts, 5s. per dozen, worth 9s. ; Pteris

cristata, in 48*8, just ready for room decoration. 4s. 6d. per
dozen. Free on rail and packing for cash.

W. H. HOLAH, St. Mary's Nurseries, Richmond, S.W.

L/ElTa PR^^STANS, LTANCEPg,
CATTLEYA CRISPA, C. HARRISONI.'E \'IOLACEA

to hand in tine order,
2s. tJi., 3s. 6d., and ,^s. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, Londo", N.

ACROZAMIA DENISONII, Theoprastis
imperialis.—Two very fine specimens of above for sale.

Price wanted for Geranium Cuttings, Henry Jacoby, West
Brighton Qera, and John Qibbens.

HENRY JAMES. Castle Nursery, West Norwood.

Important to Musbroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPfiCIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, bs.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.
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OCTOBER 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, & 24, 1896.

CHARLES NOBLE has directed Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS
TO SELL, UNDER THE HAMMER, HIS LONG LIFE'S SELECTION OF

RHODODENDRONS, GHENT AZALEAS, AND OTHER NURSERY STOGK,
PKACTICALLY UNRIVALLED IN NUMBER AND QUALITY.

There are also about 10,000 Standard Apples of approved kinds, and variouji Hardy Shrubs and Trees, too numerous to

mention in an advertisement.

BAGSHOT, AUGUST, (896.

CARNATIONS.—The latest French varieties,
and b«st Euglish Ezhib tion Selfa and Faociea ; well-

rooted plantp. Full LISTS on application.—Apply

—

GARDENER, Keevil Manor, Trowbridge, Wilts.

FERNS.— FERNS.— FERNS.— Phlebodinni
aureum, in large thumbs, ready for 48'a; also Pteris

Ouviardii and P. cristata. all good stuff. For price and parti-

oulars, apply to THOMAS CLARK, Hawthorn Nurseries,
Northumberland Park, Tottenliam, London.

STRAWBERRIES.—A fine collection of the
beet varieties can be supplied. Orders should be booked

now. Descriptive CATAL08UE post free.

THOMAS RIVERS A- SON, Sawbridgeworth.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonias

exoluaively at the Temple Show. Exhibition, June till Sep-
tember, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid Kent
S.E.R. A visit solicited,—JOHN R. BOX. Croydon.

Cromislbn andFawKot,

Designers and Hanuiacturers of

CONSERVATORIES, KiNGES,
VINERIES, FORCING-HOUSES, &
every description of HOTHOUSE.

The Success achieved hy Exhibitors at past Chrysanthemum and other Shavs

has clearly demonstrated, by examples stayed, that the

XL ALL MANURES
are of the greatest importance to those 2vho

wish to have fine hlooins and superior fruit.
Rpgistered Trade Mark. Registered Tradenlark

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
To be used one part to fifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the mrket.

Read the remarks below of a Champion Grower,
1 pint, Is. ; I quart, \s. 6d. ; 1 gallon, 3s, 9rf. ; 4 gallons, 12s. Cheaper in bulk,

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANUBE.
FOR TOP DRESSING or APPLYING IN SOLUTION.

Where there is a Heavy Crop of Fruit or Flowers to Jinish of-— Usethis !

TO OBTAIN A QUICK and BENEFICIAL RESULT.
In !,<!,, 2». (W.. 5s., and 10s. tins. The small i|uantity necessary will make it a cheap maure.

Mr. W. H. LEES, The Gardens. Trent Park, New Bamet. one of the most successful exhibitors of Chryothemum
Blooms during the season of 1894 and 1895. This celebrated grower writes :

— " I have used your new Liquid Manij on many
things this season with highly satisfactory results—especially on Chrysanthemums."

The above and all other XL ALL SPECIALITIES can be obtained from all Nursefmen
and Seedsmen, or direct from the Proprietor

—

0. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDO, S.E.

EXHIBITIONS.

HORTICUI.TURAL
BUILDERS,

HEATING ENGINEERS,

BOILER MAKERS.

Best Quality. Loioest Prices.

Surveys made in any part of the
Country. Estimates Fret.

New Large niuatrated Catilooje
Post Free on npplicatior.

CROMPTON'^FAWIES,
CHELMSFORD;

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY,

Royal Aquarium, Westminster.
EARLY EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS. DAHLIAS,

GLADIOLI. *c., on September 1 , 2. and 3 next.
Schedules of Prizes from—

RICHARD DEAN, Secretary, Ealing. London, W.

ILLESDEN GREAT SHOW,
AUGUST -27, 28, 29, .31.

Patrons: The Duke and Duchess of Teck.
Fifth year. Class D., open competition to Nurserymen and

Gentlemen's Gardeners, for Groups, Table Decorations
, and

Cut Flowers, Dahlias, Asters. Zinnias, Pansies, Roses, Grapes,
Peaches, Apples, Tomatos. Fotatos. Entries close Saturday,
August 22.

Schedules and Entry Forms of Mr. BADGEB, General
Manager, 14, Grange Road, London, Middlesex.

WOLNERHAMPTON CHRYSANTHE-
MIT.SI SHOW will be held in the Drill Hall on WED-

NEWDAY and THURSDAY, November 4 and 6, 1898. For
Schedules, apply- J, H. WHEELER, Hon. Seo.
The Gardens, Glen Bank, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

•took of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Fancras.

FOR SALE,—NARC ISSUS (Sir Watkin), true,
first size Bulbs. 3t. 6rf. per dozen, 24s. 100.—Apply to

OABDBNER, Plas Gardens. Dinas Mawddwy, Merionethshire.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.-sTr .loseph
Paxton, 1-yr. transplanted, strong, 3j. par 100.

POULTON, Ash Vale, Aldershot.

PTERIS TREMULATP^oristata, and P. major
in store boxes, ."is. per 100.— J. & G. STEVENS, Grove

and Clay Lane Nurseries, Plumstead Common.

STRAWBERRIES^ — STRAWBERRIESr—
yj Laxton'sNo 1, Royal Sovereign, President, Sir Joseph
Paxtcn. Lucas, and other good sorts. Strong, well-rooted
runners (true to name), price on application.
WILLIAM POTTEN, Camden Nurseries, Cranbrook, Kent.

^ES SENDALL&(g/:§
o<^^cambridge755?>S
ROYAL SHOW EXHIBITION HOUSE.

^1 C\f\ Conservatory, 21ft. long, by 6ft. wide, Sft. high
^f J-w V/ to the eaves

; pair of entrance doors, ornamentai
lights, with side and centre staging. Best materials and
workmanship; painted, and glazed best -l-o/. English glass
(brickwork only to be provided).

Boiler and piping complete, erected by our men in any part.
Carriage^Paid, for the sum of £100

\
_ The Best Present for a Gardener.'
;^INES AND VINE CULTURE

The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on
Grapee and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just out.
Price 5s. ; post tree, 5s. 6d.

A. F. BARRON, I^, Sutton Cjurt Road, Chiswick.
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Fiimula, The Lady.

CERTAINLY no PKIMULA of recent years

has given Buch satiafaction as this. It is only one in the

Sinensis class highly apyrecialed for cut Jlower. Will last a

week in water. Plants in BO's, 4s. (id per ioi., plants by post,

2s. 6d. per doz,

H. CANNELL AND SON, SWANLEY.

Ftlmulas. Clneraxlaa, and Calcjolarlas.

HCANNELL AND SONS have these in just

• the condition to give the greatest satisfaction and

together with our peifection of variety, what a life and charm

they would give wherever well grown. Seedlings, 2s. per doz,

;

in pots, 4s. per doz. SWANLEY.

Blaze of Flower.

IT, has frequently been said, if I could grow
Zonals like Mr. Cannell, I would have a glare like him all

the winter. We are sending free, full particulars and a List

of varieties, with prices. Just what to do. Now is the time

to commence. 8s per doz. ; in 5 in. 13i. per doz.

H. CANSELL AND SONS. Swanley.

lOLAS. — VIOLAS. — VIOLAS.
strong healthy Cuttings, post-free.

25 in 13 Best Distinct Varieties 2j.

80ini;.5 ,, „ 3s. 6d.

100 in 50 „ 6s-
.

Seed from a Collection ot over 80 of the Beat Varietie?, 6d. and

Is. per packet.

WILLIAM POTTEN, Camden Nurseries, Cranbrook, Kent.

To the Trade.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to offer a very
• extensive and unusually well-arown Stcck of ERICAS

(Byemalisand the other varieties) ; EPACRtS. SOLANUMS,
GENISTAS. CYCLAMEN, DOUBLE WalTE PRIMULAS,
BOUVARDIAS, of sorts ; ADIANTUM CUNEiTUM, and other

FERNS- PALMS, in vaiiety; GREVILLEA ROBUSTA,
ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS. STEPHANOrH, DIPLADENIAS,
FICUS ELASTICA, CROTONS, TREE CARN ATIONS of sorts ;

TEA ROSES in pots ; BORONIAS of sorts ; VINES in pots, &c.

An inspection is invited.

Trade Catalogues forwarded on applicition.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on Tuesday,

September 1-5.

Burnt Ash Boad Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

MUNGO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dnd-
dlogston Lodge, Mid-Lothian, begs to intimate to hie

friends and acquaintances that he retires from his present

situation on the 20th of the present month. He has arranged

to reside at St. Ninians, near Stirling, where he intends to

commence the Cultivation and Sale of Hardy Plants on his

own account.

With the experience gained during twenty-four years in the

management of one of the most choice private collections of

plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late Charles

Jenner, Eeq —Mr. Chapman can confidently undertake to

supply' what is select and true to name of the most suitable

plants for Borders and Rock-work.

He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, fiom

which customers may make their own selection. In the

interval, he will be fully employed in getting up Stock.

May 19, 1896.

DUTCH and RARE 15ULBS as Offered in

E. 'H. KRELAGE AND SON'S New Bu b Catalogue,

which is to be had free on application to their CtTices,

HAARLEM (HOLLAND). Per lOO. Doz.

Darwin Tulips, superior breeder strain, mixed, s. d. ». d.

extra, per 1,000, 70s 7 « 10
best mixed, per 1,000. 35s 4 6

Parrot Tulip, crimion. brilliant, per 1.000, 70j. 7 6 13
Lilium elegans citrinum, true, scarce, each. Is. ... 10 Q

venustum macranthum, each, Is. ... 10

Gladiolus Queen Wilhelmina, earl J (Card. CAron ,

July 11. 1896), each, M 7 6

English Irises, improved strain (Gar(Z. CAron., June 27, 1896),

prices on application.

Richardia Rehmanni. the true pink Calla, each 7s. 6(i.

No packing charge. Orders above £-1 sent free todestination.

£1 collection tor forcing contains £00 Bulbs; £1 collection for

out-door, 1,075 Bulbs (ftrst quality only).

tUTBUSH'S MILL-
' TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed ctd-

, Uiral directions enclosed with our

.rf^fflS\>i.* 'Mv^''!'^ signature attached.

yOW'i ..''•'"' '^:
t"'~- P'ice, 6!. per bushel. Is. extra for

package ; or. Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London. N., and Barnet, Herts.

C^

:'^'^,.

DAFFODILS & TULIPS
(BRIGHT CSLOURS).

EARLY and LATE FLOWERING SORTS.

"ORIGINAL LITTLE BOOK
Of Thirty-two Octavo Pages,

Oiving complete history of the Tulip and its introduction

into England, &c., by the late John Sla.teb, of Lower Brough-
ton, near Manchester, a Tulip name so famous sixty or seventy
years since. Nearly 150 sorts to select from, some varieties

scarcely ever offered before. The book, which is entered at

Stationers* Hall, is full of interest to lovers erf " old-fashioned

flowers." With Daffodil List for 1S96. Price 6d.. post-free.

WM. BAYLOR HARTLAND, Daffodil and Tulip Grower,
Cork, Ireland.

CARTER'S Bulbs
FOR EARLY FORCING.

White Roman Hyacinths, very large bulbs, price 2I5. per 100

;

3s. per dozen. Large bulbs, price 14«. per 100 ; 2s. per dozen.

Large Flowered White Narcissus " Parity."—The in-

dividoal blossoms are half as large again as the ordinary Taper White. Largest
bulbs, price 10s. 6d. per 100 ; Is. 6d. per dozen.

Double Roman Narcissus.—Largest bulbs, price 65. 6c?. per 100;
Is. per dozen.

Easter Lily (Lilium Harrisi).—Magnificent bulbs, price 18s.
per dozen ; 2s, each. Fine bulbs, price 10s. Qd. per dozen ; Is. eaoh.

ALL CARRIAGE FREE. SPECIAL PRICES FOR QUANTITILS.

Sea CAaTEB'S NEW BOOK on BULBS, a profusely Illustrated Guide, of
whicli "The Times" speaks as follows:—"A special feature of the publication is a

series of photographs showing their bulbs in flower in the Royal Parks and Gardens of London
. . . . Provincial authorities might well turn their attention to what has been done in this

direction to beautify Hyde Park, Regent's Park, Victoria Park, and Battersea Park." Gratis

to inteniing Customers.

Seedsmen ky Royal Warrants 1» H.M. THE QUEEN and B.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WEES.

237 & i238, & 97, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Rej; to announce they have received their annual supply of

HY&GINTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS, oZ\ BULBOUS ROOTS,
And are pleased to say that they are in exceptionally fine condition.

BULB CATALOGUE for 1896
Hasnow been Pwted to all our Customers: anyone not having received the same, a Buplicxte Copy

luill immediately be forwarded Post Free on application.

RO\AL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

For Outdoor & Indoor Culture
Large Collections of all the very Best Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

Irises, Lilies, &c.
Only the very hest supplied. Prices extremely moderate.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FREE ON APPLlCATIuN.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.
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GUTBUSH'S CARNATIONS.

Awarded GOLD MEDALS at Antwerp, York, and Cardiff.

1895; the SILVER C0P at the Temple Show, and GOLD
MBDAL at York, 1896; as well as many 8ILVEE MEDALS
in various parts of the country.

SPECIAL CATALOGUE Now Ready}

including a very large number o! sterling Novelties, which

may be had free upon application. The stock, probably the

largest, is in the finist possible condition, being perfectly

free from disease. SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON
BORDER and TREE VARIETIES, are made a very grea

speciality.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON,
HIGHGATE NURSERIES, LONDON, N.,

And BARNET NURSERIES, HERTS.

25 PER CENT.

The r.FST IIVAOINTIIS thk
WOULD rnoi icKS at

SAVED! /^'

212d. ea(h.

Before buying else

where, endforour
CATALOGUE
(kbkk) and
compare
prices.

'^.
^.

<5
'V
o.

EXPECTtD
FAMINE 111

HyACI^vTHS
To avoid ateapyoiDtment
OHDEH AT ONCJS

ROMAH HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed tirst t-ire 10,6 P< r H)l'.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.
llulb Q'Owers & See I MenlMii,!?,

, MAKSELL STREET, ALT GATE
LCtDON, F.

And Thk Nupskhii-s Haahli-.m. Ko'iwn

Hand-laid Runners and Plants in

CTD AU/DCpPY Fota of the best varieties, including
OinHlTULnni g^y^, sovereign, President, Sir .1.

MB yfo Fazton, Eritibh Queen, Keen's Seed-

HLANIb. ling, Vicomtesie H. de Thury, Dr.

Hogg. Noble, and others,

D.icriyjtive Catalogue <jn Ajp icatiot.

DICKSON'S NURSERIES, CHESTER.

BEIABSED
LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS!!

Write for Prices to—

T. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DERSINQHAM,
NORFOLK.

PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERINC.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER :—

ROMAN HYACINTHS, 4j-inch and upwards, 13s. id. per 100.

smaller lOx. 6(i. ,,

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 5s.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 5s.

DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, first size,

importtd bulbs 6s. ^d. ,,

For delivery in August.

DUG VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet ,

ARTUS ,,
I

lVmIcULEE :;
2S. 6<i. per 1001 erf. doz.

DUCHESS of PARMA „
WOUVERMAN „ ^

CHRYSULORi ,, 6». per 100; li. Sd. per dozen.

Second-size HYACINTHS in distinct colours,

unnamed Hs. Od. per 100.

Named ditto, our selection 18s. 6i. ,,

First-size HYACINTHS, (hebest ciuality, and
firstclaBS varieties 4s. to 9s. per doz.

NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3s. 6i/. per 100.

PBINCEPS 5s.

For Septemler delivery. All orders over 5s. carriage paid.

3B. In the £ discount off all Hulbs for " Cash with Order."

CATALOGUES ready in August.

ntDAUlAV O Pn Durdbam Dovn NurseileB,
UAKAWAl OC bU., Clifton. Bristol.

WEBBS'
a EMPEROR

CABBAGE.
THE EARLIEST AND BEST.

6d, and iB. per packet.

Is. 6d. per ounce.

From Mr. G. H. BALL, C«m'.T Qardens.

" I herewith forward you a photograph of 5 our valuable

Cabbage— the Emperor. I find it is the earliest, largest,

and most compact variety I ever grew." p^^ ounce.

EARLY NONPAREIL CABBAGE 8d.
ENFIELD MARKET do. 6d.
EARLY RAINHAM do. 8d.
RED DUTCH ... do. 9d.

ONION.
WEBBS' RED GLOBE TRIPOLI
LARGE FLAT RED TRIPOLI
GIANT ROCCA
WHITE LISBON

Per pkt. Per ounce.

... 6d. 13. 6d.

... 6d. ... lOd.
... 6d. ... lOd.

6d.
All Garden Seeds Free by Post or Bail.

Seedemen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H R H. the Prince cf Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

FERWSl-FERNSI!
A large quantity of Smill FERNS, nice buth; stuff, ready to

pot on, or for decorative puiprees, in 2J inch pota : Pteris

cribtata, oobiH^, m(<jor, and tremula, at 9t. per 100 ; 5C0

and upwardp, at 8j. td.

PTERIS CRISTATA and SERR'ILITA. CRISTATA. fine

plaute, at !. '6d. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Impection at the Aurseries i$ Invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. .JOHN'S PARK. BLACKHEATH. S.E.

THE YOKOHAMrNURSERY CO.
LIMITED.

Nos. 21-35,

NAKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

The Largest Exporters
and Growers of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EDLALIA PANICLES,

MOSS, SEEDS, TREES, SHRUBS, &c.,

Produced in Japan.

DESCRIPTIYE CA TALOGVES sent on application.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AND

CHRYSANTHEMUM ALBUMS.
I have a few of these valuable works left, and will send a

copy of each, post-free, 2s., or separately. The Guide, 8 stamps,

the Albam, 18 stamps.

Both are invaluable to Chrysanthemum Growers.

H. J. JONES, Ryeoroft Nursery, Lewisliam.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plantu at reascn^ible prices ;

many large specimens aiui rare varieties,

CHOICE DENDKOBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write for List.

JAMES CYPHER/^cS^eVe^IISJ^'-

THE

SATUBDAY, AUGUST 22, 1896.

VIOLA TRIALS.
TN spite of a recent dictum that Violas would
-*- not thrive iu the neighbourhood of London,
there has been during the summer ample evidence

in the Koyal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,

that those plants will, when properly cared for,

do remarkably well. There in a very hot corner,

and on a series of raised beds, conditions at

the outset distinctly unfavourable, the trial

of Violas has proved to bo singularly successful,

and all those persons who attended the Con-

ference on Violas held in the Museum on tho

Sth inst. expressed surprise in finding such

admirable results. A very largo number of

varieties were planted, sis plants of each. They
were, when put out last spring, indiscriminately

commingled, and for picturesque purposes no

doubt that was the best.

As the trial is to be continued somewhere iu

the Gardens next year under Mr. 8oworby's

control, it may, perhaps, not be too much to

suggest that, for purposes of comparison, it

would be better could the varieties be grouped

according to their colours. That is a conJition

that, w'th hotter knowledge now, it would not be

ditficult to carry out. Agaiu, a good deal of

consideration was given at the Conference to

tho question as to the relative values of autumn

and spring planting iu tho metropolitan area

and southern counties.

As ,-1 trial of Viol.as is also promised at Chiswick,

it would be well if in both gardens simultaneously

autumn and spring planting could be adopted , also

the blocking of colours as suggested. Mr. Moorman,

of Victoria Park, holds that Loudon winters, espe-

cially the fogs, kill the plants wholesale ; but his

district is a peculiarly foul one. In other dis-

tricts, and possibly iu the Regent's Park, the

same trouble may not be existent. Tlie plants

as a rule are very hardy, but tlie hardiest tilings

may be killed by the London fogs. For autumn

planting, none is better than plants obtained by

lifting old cut-back ones, and replanting well-rooted

pieces. For spring-planting none is better than

those obtained from cuttings taken from root-shoots,

set thickly into sandy soil in a cold frame in Sep-

tember. These will furnish plenty of strong-rooted

plants to put out in April, or even earlier. With

the great stock now at disposal, iMr. Sowerby can do

both things admirably. At Chiswick a test of this

description can only be carried out this season by

growers sending in old plants divided up in Sep-

tember, and others from cuttings in the spring. At

the Botanic Gardens, where the trial comes more

immediately under the inspection for Awards of tho

Viola Conference, many varieties are grown that are

perhaps more useful for exhibition iu spray foriji

than for bedding or massing purposes. Tbat is

entirely a matter for the Viola Conference to deter-

mine. Of course, a large number have very high

merits for garden decoration. At Chiswick the pro-

posal is to have only varieties that are adapted for

bedding or massing, and doubtless it will be iu refer-

ence to such uses they will be regarded by the Flor.al

Committee when called upon to examine the plants.

It is well, however, to make it clearly understood
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that those who employ Violas largely for bedding

purposes, do not limit themselves entirely to varieties

that are of dense, compact habit. These are admir-

able as carpets, edgings, &c., and are of special value

in spring-gardening. There is also a most useful-in-

deed valuable-section, which, giving looser or taller

growth intermix or blend most beautifully with other

descriptions of plants in beds and borders. Of these it

is but needful to mention for example Duchess of

Sutherland, soft mauve. For that reason, in judging

bedding Violas, this feature also must have full con-

sideration It has been truly said that no other

bedding plants lend themselves so effectively for

bedding in the mixed sense, or for massmg singly,

as Violas do. They are so hardy, and easy of

nropagation, that they become Uterally everybody's

flowers.

It is BO generally held that the soil for Violas should

be changed every year, that it is hardly probable the

Botanic Gardens site will be the same next year as

now At Chiswick the long narrow border fronting

the cordon Pear tree hedge, affording as it does, not

onlv entii-ely fresh ground, but also sufficient space for

six plauts in each row, and some shade behind, whilst

abroad footpath runs along the front, seems to present

an ideal spot for the ensuing year. The important

position that these plants now occupy in spring and

summer flower gardening, as also the rapid develop-

ment found in the production of varieties furnishing

varied hues of colour, should give to the Chiswick

trial great interest. It is not too much to hope that

the trade as weU as numerous amateur growers

and raisers, will render every assistance in making

the trial a great practical success. I should like to

see added to Violas proper, early-blooming Pansiee.

It is admitted that but very few Violas are to be

classed as early bloomers. I fear as much may be

said of Pansies ; but at least Blue King is very

early indeed, we have not, so far, in tho entire

ranee' of Pansies or Violas, anything that is so

early I I'a^e no doubt I can secure plants, not

only of that variety, but also of some other,

popular for spring-bedding or market purposes. Pan -

sies or Violas that, planted in the autumn, will give

good masses of colour for carpets to bulbs or other

plants, or for edgings in the early spring, say March

and \pril, are most valuable. We want them to

bloom with the Primroses, Aubrietias, Arabis, Myo-

Botis dissitiflora, &c. It would be well if raisers

would strive to obtain such forms rather than

spend so much labour in obtaining varieties hardly

differing from others, and perhaps only fit to give

flowers for exhibition. Returning to the Regent's

Park trial, I noted on the 8th as most floriferous

and effective, after a very severe ordeal. White's

Snowflake, rayless and pure, compact ;
Pencaitland,

.same habit, but with a flush of yellow in the flowei-s.

Countess of Hopetoun, always good ;
Marchioness,

commct- Colleen Bawn, taller; Gigantea, flue tall

white • and Blanche, violetta type, very free. Nellie

was also a charming white. Yellows were plentiful
;

of these very good were Bullion, the best rich yellow
;

Lord Klcho, also good ;
Prince of Orange, excellent

;

Catherine, straw yellow, soft and good
;
Ardwell Gem,

straw yellow, .still one of the best
;
Lemon Queen,

soft lemon ; and a seedling, Taylor's Yellow, of rich

butter- colour, compact and free. Of what are termed

Mannikins, there is great variety, though none excel

in beauty Duchess of Sutherland. Rosea pallida is

very p.ale, yet pleasing ;
Bridegroom is a deeper mauve

and eff'ective ;
Favourite is a bluish mauve, some-

what rayed ;
Diana, also a pale blue, and rayed, is

very pleasing. Of deeper blues, the only one, and

still the very best of its section, is True Blue. All

the Archie Grant section, including William Haig,

very effective ; Max Kolb, Jopp.%, and others, are

more purple than blue. The latter more closely

resembles Holyrood. Ivanhoe and The Tory arc

really paler purples, but not blues. There is

ample room for more of the True Blue section. Red-

dish tints .are fast developing. Of these, the very

best so far seems to be William Niel, and it will be

hard to beat, except in depth of colour. Mrs. Gordon

is a step in that direction, and is well worthy a wide

trial. Border Beauty and Dorothy Tennant are also

excellent reds. Of whatare termed purples, thoughmore
nearly reddish-plum or maroon in colour is Acme,
though oddly enough this is almost a reproduction of

the old Cliveden Purple. Next come Lillie, pale

plum, flaked maroon ; and Tiny Millar, dark red,

flaked mai'oon, both of which of their section are very

charmiog, Isabel seems to be the best of the violet

and white-blotched section, of which Countess of Kin-

tore is the well-known type. These, however, though
beautiful as exhibition flowers, are most useful for

outdoor purposes when in mixed beds.

Now that the Conference is past, it would be a

capital plan to have all the plants hard cut over, and
then in a month's time they would be in fine condi-

tion to lift, divide, and replant. If they did well,

and there is no reason why they should not, in the

open space of the Regent's Park, they would serve

admirably for spring blooming or otherwise. .-1 . D.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
»

CIRRHOPETALUM GRAVEOLENS, Lindley.*

TsK plant now blooming in the Botanic Garden
greenhouse, was brought to Brisbane from New Guinea
a few years ago by Sir William Macgregor. It is a

showy species, but the strong disagreeable odour of

its flowers will probably prevent it becoming a

favourite in cultivation, except where collections of

these curious and beautiful plants are kept. The
strong odour of the flowers seems to have the efi'sct

of attracting and stupefying flies, so that, when by the

turning over of the labellum they become jammed
between that organ and the column, they are unable

to extricate themselves, and die. This stupefying

efifect is produced by some other similar strong-

scented flowers. F. M. Bailey, Contrihutions tu Queens-

land Flora., n. xiii., 1896.

EpIDENDRUM GLUMIBRACTEUM.t

This is one of tho more or less apocryphal Orchids

described in scientific or garden papers many yeais

ago, and forgotten since the day of publication. The
plant was described by Professor Reichenbach in the

Hamhunjer Garltn ZeituMj, 1863, p. 11, but his

description in two lines is quite insuHieient. He
states that the plant reiembles Epidendrum clavatum,

* Rliizome tbick, shortly creeping. Pseudo-bulbs couica!,

3 or 4 inches high, with numerous very promineuL angular
ribs. Leaves thickly col'iaceous, obovate, 12 inches long, i\

inches bro.-id tow.irds the top, taperiujj from above the middle
and becoijiing almost pctiolate. Scapes about t> or 7 inches

high, bearing a short raceme 7 inches in diameter, composed
of about thirteen yellowish, strongly-scented flowers, whi,.h

are so crowded as to appear almost umbellate. Sheathing
scales two, near the base, the lowest very obtuse : bracts

subtending the flowers spreading, ovate-lanceolate, about

I inch long. Pedicels, with the uvary, which is short and
pi'ominently grooved, about 1^ inch long. Flowers glossy,

yellow, tinged with green, the inner face uf all the segments
more or less speckled with red. Dorsal sepal about 1 inch

long, A inch broad, apiculate, marked with nine nerves,

incurved over the column ; lateral sep.ils exceeding 1| inch
in length, colierent nearly throughout, but the one shortei

than the other ; the two united about seven lines broad and
obtuse at the end, or sometimes shortly separatsd, and the

apex of each more or less pohlted, each three-nerved. Petals

about 5 lines long and 3 lines broad, the midrib exserted

in the form of a bristle. Labellum versatile, reddish-brown,

turning to deep purple, canaliculate, and curved almost into

a circle, apex blunt or somewhat elongated, the base

bluntly lobed. Column-wings somewhat rhomboid, the

upper point or tooth reaching above the anther. Anther-lid

glossy, except for a littlo toraentum in front.

t Epklindrttm gluinibrac'eum^ Rchb. f.—Uaulibus e basi

tenuissima fusiformi incrassatis ad 2.'i cm. longis, 1*5 em.
era sis diphyllis, cataphyllis albescentibus veatitis ; foliis

lintaribus loratis acuminatis mijore ad 35 cm. longo, I'.'i cm.
lito minore paviliim diverao, coriaceis : racemo e btilbo

nondum maturato oriente diatichantho plurifloro (7 to 10)

;

braeteis glumaceis triangulis acuminatis pedicellum tantuni
nee ovarium longiasimum tequantibus pedicello cum ovario

7 to 8 cm. longis ; sopalis petalis'iuo lineari-lanceoLatis

acutis margine revolutis ; labelli sequilongi gynostemio
adn.ati lobis lateralibus bipartitis partitione postica rhorabea
margine exteriore crenulato, partit. antic i lineari f.alcata bi-

dentata, lobo intermcdio lineari .ajjice ovato acuto, disco

labelli ba-ii bituberculato, androcliiiii margine douticulato

denticulis medianis sublongioribus. — Flores odori virides,

labellum album, sepala petdlaque 3 cm. longa, 2 to 3 mm.
lata, labellum ioquilongiim I \> cm. latum. F. KrAiidin.

Lindl., and adds some remarks about the lip. The
plant more closely resembles a somewhat slender form
of Epidendrum ciliare, the bulbs of tlie leaves having
nearly the same length, but not half the breadth.
The spike arises from the young bulb when the
leaves begin to peep out of the sheathiug leaflets of
the bulb. The flower resembles a little those of
Epidendrum falcatum, but they are much smaller,
and the lip is quite different, the side-lobes being
twolobed, and the middle one Imear, with an ovate or
sub-rhomboid apex. The flower-stalk, with the ovary,
is very long (7 to 8 cm.), and covered only at the base
by the brownish glume-Uke bracts. The plant was
originally detected by Warscewicz in Costa Rica, and
the fresh material I received lately was also brought
from that country. It flowered probably for the first time
many years since in the collection of Mr. Paul Wolter,
Magdeburg, Wilhelmstadt, one of the most zealous
and the most successful German importers of to-day.

Epidendrum, generally speaking, is not in fashion,

and this species will not alter the ruling opinion, after

all the plant is surely very easy to cultivate in a tem-
perate-house. Finally, if horticulturists are not
pleased to see this plant again in Europe, botanists

are so. To see the catalogue of doubtful species les-

sened even by one number is often more agreeable
than to describe a new one. F. Knindin.

KEW NOTES.
SpaxHELU SIMPLEX.—This is a West Indian Ru-

taeeous plant, unknown outside of botanic gardens,
nevertheless tho.se who see it at Kew (where it is now
in bloom in the stove) will admit that its decorative

qualities are by no means unimportant. It is a tree,

but flowers in a young state, and when only of small

dimensions. The leaves are pinnate with twenty to

thirty pairs of oblong acute serrulate pinn:e, each

about I to 1 inch long. The star-shaped flowers are

deep rosy lilac colour, individually small, but when
gi-ouped in terminal, pyramidal, much-branched
panicles, they have a very pretty effect.

OnNITHOQALUM REVOLUTUM

Is in bloom in the Heath-house at Kew. It is some-
what like 0. arabicum in habit, but the inner surface

of the perianth segments is rich olive coloured, deeply
margined with white. It is a native of South Africa.

Neglected Creepers.

Among the many beautiful and striking creeping
plants which adorn the A\'ater-Lily-house of the Royal
Gardens, Kew, at this time are Thunbergia grandi-

flora, with magniliccnt white tubular flowers ; Sola-

num Wendlaudi, the finest of the Solanums, so fine,

that the epithet majestic is hardly out of
place. S. Seaforthianum is smaller, but very
beautiful. It is strange that gardeners have not
found out these two Solanums. One of the most
singular plants to be seen now in this house is

Mucuna atro-purpurea. Its flowers are so dark that

they resemble in size, form, and colour bunches of

black Grapes. The leaves are trifoliolate. as in the
.Scarlet Ruuuers, the leaflets oblong, pointed,

glabrous. It is a uativc of southern India, Malacca
and Oeylon.

Cyphomandra fuagrans

Is now in bloom at Kew in the Temperate-house. It

is a tree with ovate acuminate, dark green leave", and
pendulous racemes of carapanulate flowers, each about
1 inch long, at first of a rich violet-colour, afterwards
becoming olive- coloured.

The Palm-Stove.

The substitution of turf for gravel on the terrace

on which the Palm-stove is placed is a vast improve-

ment. The little bays between the projecting but-

tresses on tho outside of the building are now filled

with Crinums, fine foliaged Aroideaj, Eucomis of
gigantic size, and other plants of interest.

Helmholtzia glaberrima.

Not many of our readers are, we expect, conversant
with this plant. It is a native of some of the Pacific

Islands, and is a tufted plart, with densa m-.isses of

sword-shaped leaves, somewhat after the fashion of
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those of the New Zealand Flax, but of a deep greeu

colour, with a, promineut midrib. From their centre

rises a tall pyramidal panicle of ivory-white flowers,

individually small, but effective in the mass. The
structure of these flowers is very interesting botani-

cally, and shows the plant to be a near ally of the

Philydrum, a small stove aquatic of very diflerent

habit, and a botanic garden curiosity, whilst the

Helmholtzia ranks with Dracicnas in decorative

character.

Paulownias, etc.

A magniflcent effcict is produced at Kew by a bed

of these plants. The stems have been cut bick to

the level of the ground, or nearly so. Strong shoots

with noble leaves have been formed in consequence,

and they form a noble picture, worthy of imitation

wherever space is available. A similar bed of greeu

and purple Uiciuus is also very eS'ective, but is too

close to the Palm-st-.ive to be seen to full advantage.

Tea Roses at Kew.

At this late period of the season it is delightful to

see how well the beds of hybrid teas and teas

look. Among the best are Grace Darling, C'amoens,

FelUnberg. Years ago there was an impression that

Roses would not, or d!d not, do well at Kew, but that

impression is now wholly obliterated.

EEMAEKS ON THE FRUIT CROPS.
(See Tables, pp. Vli to 131.)

(Continxied from p. IS.j.)

5. SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

Kent.—Early spring gave great promise of immense

crops of fruit of all kinds, but frosts and cold winds

during the blooming period did much damage to

.\pples and Black Currants. Amongst the largo

number of varieties of Apples here, the best and

most reliable kinds are Irish Peach, Golilen Spire,

Eckliuville, Lord Suftield, Keswick and Lauo's Prince

Albert. These rarieties have hardly ever failed here.

.\mungst ilessert kinds, Karly Juucating, Lady

Sudeley, Worcester Pearmain (must be eaten almost

as soon as gathered), and Irish Peach seldom fail to

crop. There are many others, such as Mr. Glad-

stone, Cox's Orange, and Cockle Pippin, and that

highly-flavoured late variety, Adam's Pearmuin, one

must recommend, but they are not such reliable

croppers in my experience as are the former. Plums

are a very poor crop, and Damsons little better.

Pears are fairly good. We are now gathering Colmar

d'EtiS, and a delicious Pear it is if gathered and eaten

direct from the tree. I would add that Rivers' Early

is one of the most satisliictory sorts to be grown. It

is a good cropper, and has a splendid constitution.

The fruits arc good in colour, size, and flavour. Oio.

Wuudward, Barham Court Gardens, M<ndslotu\

The fruit crop this season is the smallest we

have had for some seven years. Apples and Plums are

especially poor ; Gooseberries and Red Currants are

an average crop, and the fruit is good; but Black

Currants are very scarce. The sea-son has been re-

markable for persistent attacks from pests, in spite

of repeated washings. Champion Bios., Mcrtujorih,

Maidstone.
Apples in this district are almost a failure

this season, and the trees in many instances are much
damaged by insects. Plums and Damsons were

badly infested with aphis until the recent storms, but

the crop in general is heavy. Cobnuts, of which

many acres are grown in the neighbourhood, are

heavy and exceptionally promising. G. Fennel!, Pair-

lawn, Tot'hrid'je.

MiDDLESE.x.—There was promise of a grand Apple
crop early in the season, but owing to drought many
of the fruits have fallen. Most of the Codlin varie-

ties, however, are now heavily laden. King of Pippins

has much above an average, but many of the late

keeping varieties are under average, though the fruits

are good in spite of persistent attacks from insect

pests, which have required much attention. A few

varieties of Pears are cropping very freely. Cordon-

trained trees have good crops. Pitmaston Duchess,

Louise B mne of Jersey, and some half-dozen others,

are bearing grand crops, but in the case of some
varieties the crops are very poor. Plums are irre-

gular, mauy varieties bearing poor crops, but drought

has afi'ected them. Cherries of all kinds are very

goo 1, and I never saw better crops of Peaches, Nec-

tarines, and Apricots ; the fruits promise to be a good
size, and the wood is clean and good. .Small fruits

have Buffered much on our light soil from heat and
drought. Raspberries bore a wonderful crop, but the

fruits were not large. Strawberries were very good,

after watering and mulching, but we rely upon young
plants. G. Wythes, Si/ on Bouse Garden.':, Brentford, ]]'.

Apples produced an abundance of bloom,

but the crop is only an average one, much of the

bloom having set imperfectly, or not at all. Prince

Albert, Cox's Orange and King of the Pippins,

Stirling Castle, and Lord Grosveuor being among the

best cropped. Pears did not bloom well at all. Of
Plums there is .an abundant cr. .p on the walls ; bush
trees were robbed very much by the birds. Morello

Cherries have a heavy crop ; sweet Cherries only a

light one. Peaches and Nectarines set very well

indeed, and are good. Apricots do not usually grow
well here, and this year they are a light crop. Ijen.

Rinyhum, Wrotham Park Gardens, Bamet.
The prospects of an excellent fruit crop were

good early in the season, b>it the heat and drought

combined caused a very large proportiun ut the

Apples and Pears to fall prematurely. Cherries and

Apricots dropped largely also. S. T. Wri'jht, Royal

Ilorlieultural Soeietij's Gardens. CMswick.

SoBREY. —The great bloom of the spring, seen on
all fruit trees, has not been found the precursor of

fruit generally. It is not unfrequently the case

:

a big bloom does not always indicate fertility.

We had too, at the blooming time, cold nights, with

several keen frosts, followed by drought, which

greatly encouraged fruit dropping and the development

of insect life. ,\ltogether, fruit trees generally have

had a bad time of it. Fair crops of Apples, Pears,

and Plums may be seen here and there, but they are

few. The Apples and Plums have not swollen well,

but Pears have done better. Bush fruits seem to have

been generally very good ; and Strawberries have

been better than was anticipated. Peaches and
Nectarines, outside, are good crops, but needing

ample watering. Apricots are thin. Walnuts are

generally a great crop, but small Nuts are the reverse.

A. Dean, Kinyston'OnThennes.

The earliness this season of stone fruit has

been remarkable. Amsden June Peach was ripe in

the last week of June, and Alexander Peach .and

Early Favourite Plum in the first week in July.

Aphides and red -spider have been very troublesome,

and there is a veritable plague of earwigs. Pdieard

Burrell, Claremont.

In this district there h.is never been such a

failure of Apples, Pears, and Plums during the

twenty-five years I have spent hci"e, and seldom has

there been a greater quantity of bloom than there

w,^3 in spring. We sulfered little from spring frosts,

but the c.iterpiliar quite denvuled the trees of foliage

and of fruit. The trees iu June were almost as bare

of foliage as in February. It is impossible to success-

fully fight the caterpillar, for Oak trees are so

abundant, that the grubs soon infest the fruit trees

after cleansing them. From our terrace may be seen

about 1000 Oaks quite bare of leaf in June, and each

season the devastation is extended by miles. Only

some natural remedy will avail. In my opinion, a

severe October frost would kill the female moth
when laying her eggs. Strawberries, Gooseberries,

Raspberries, and Currants are, or have been, excel-

lent. .-1. Eeans, Lythe Bill, Haslemere. [Does the

same kind of caterpillar attack the Oaks and the fruit

trees ? Ed.]

Of Apples, the following varieties have heavy

crops, Warner's King, Stone's, Prince Albert, Duche-ss

of Oldcnburgh, Eckliuville, Lord Grosvenor, and

Tower of Glamis. The following dessert varieties

have average crops. Cox's Orange and Blenheim Pippins,

and Brownlee's Russet. Raspberry Superlative has

been very good. The crop of Strawberries was under

average and soou past. C. J. SaW'r, Woodhateh Lodgr

Gnrd.ns, Keitjate.

SiTHREv.—All fruit trees in this district blossomed
remarkably well, but a succession of slight frosts in

the beginning of May caused many of the flowers to
fail. Red-spider, green and black-fly, and caterpillar

have been most troublesome during the continued
drought. Some Apples are a full ci op, notably Kes-
wick Codlin, Lord SuSield, Stirling Castle, Lane's

Prince Albert, and Bismai'ck. I have never before

seen heavier crops on the Crab trees, especially the

Siberian. Pears are more plentiful than last year.

Damson trees are heavily laden, but the foliage has
sufl'ered from the attack of insects. Gooseberries are

scarce. Black and Red Currants are plentiful. Cob-
nuts and Filberts are most promising. (?. 11'. Cum-
mins, The Grange, Wallingtun.

In our heavy soil all small fruits have done
well, with the exception of Raspberries, which were
small. Cherries on walls, protected from birds, were
very fine. Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarine-trees
are clean, and- making good growth. They have
splendid crops. Peaches and Nectarines will be of

good size and quality. /. W. Miller, Rnxleii Lodge
Gardens.

Sussex.—The fruit crop in early spring promised
to be one of the most abundant on record, but May
frosts injured the fruits severely in this district.

Gooseberries were a splendid crop, but neither Black
nor Red Currants were plentiful. Some of the more
hardy varieties of Plums, as the Czar, Victoria, Early
Rivers, and Diamond, are good. The same may be
said of Apples ; trees, however, that bore an abund-
ance of fruit last season have none this. Cherries
have been an abundant crop, and Pears are quite up
to the average. //. C. Priusep, Buxted Park, VekMd.

The following varieties of Apples are bearing

the best crops— Lord Sutfield, Cox's Orange Pippin,

Lane's Prince .Vlbert, Blenheim Orange, Old Non-
such, Warner's King, Stirling Castle, and King of the

Pippins, Of Pears—Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Pitmaston Duchess, Doyennt! d'Et(5,

and Jargonelle, are bearing best crops. Strawberry
Royal Sovereign has been excellent here, both in pota

and out of doors
;
plants are sufl'ering much for want

of rain. E. Bwbernj, Castle Gardens, Ariuulel.

Apples carried a quantity of fine bloom,
but in a large measure it failed to set. Pears are

fairly good, and the fruits appear to be of good quality,

especially Williams' Bon Chretien, and Marie Louise.

Of Plums, Victoria, Kirke's, Cue's Golden Drop, and
Jefferson's, all carry good crops. Strawberries have

been a grand crop, both in quantity and quality,

and there were fine fruits of Royal Sovereign, Sen-

sation, and Noble. The first were ripe on June 9.

C?iarhs B. Jones, Ole Ball Gardens, Banjess Bill.

The foliage of Peaches and Nectarines was
badly blistered in the early part of the season, but
the trees are now healthy and carry good crops.

Tliere is a good crop of Apples on young trees,

but very few on older ones, R. Parker, Goodwood,

Chiehester.

Apples and Pears are very poor indeed.

Cherries were loaded with good fruit. Our trees

were never better, and they are quite clean. We
used Strawson's Antipest Knapsack and Bentley's

Liquid Quassia Extract, Gooseberries were very

plentiful, and Raspberries also, G. Duncan, Warn-

haui Court Gardens, Barsharn.

Wiltshire.—All fruit crops in this district are

good. The crop of Strawberries was of rather short

duration, owing to the great drought and heat. This

was especially felt in the case of plants growing in

light soil. Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries,

Green Gage, and other varieties of choice Plums,

Apples and Pears and bush fruits are satisfactory in

every respect, with the exception of Apple trees iu

light shallow soils, which have di-opped their fruits

freely. B. W. Ward, Longford Castle, Satisbitrg.

The fruit crops generally ai-e good, but insect-

pests have been very troublesome. Our first Peaches

were gathered from open walls on July 6 ; the

variety was Waterloo ; Plums, Rivera' Early, on

July 2 ; and Apricots on July i. T. Challis, Ty
Gardens, W'llov Boiese.
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7. ENGLAND, N.W.

Lancashire.—Apricot trees have a good crop, and

tbe fruits nre fine. Peaches and Nectai'ines are not

BO numerous, but the trees are making excellent

growth, and are very clean. Plums are a failure.

Apples and Pears had an extraordinary show of

bloom, but owing to the long drought and hot

weather the Pears have nearly all fallen. Apples
' ai'e a good average crop, and look very clean, the

• fruit being good. Strawberries -were good, but soon

over. R. Doe, The Garden', Knowslei/.

Westmoreland.— Owing to the hot and dry weather

during May and June, the Apple crop suffered much
from maggot. In many instances the leaves were

quite riddleil, and the growth crippled for the season.

Cherry trees are very clean, the fruit was fine and of

good flavour. Strawberries have been very good, and
those that were well mulched and watered have lasted

a long time. We commenced to gather ripe fruits

. fully ten days earlier than we have done for several

years past. K Clarke, Lowther Castle Gardens.

8. ENGLAND, S.W.

Cornwall. — Strawberries in some places were

a total failure, owing to the dry weather. Goose-

berries, Raspberries, and red and white Currants were

very jilentiful ; black Currants scarce. Of Pears

there are very few. Damsons and Plums are an

extra good crop. The Apples are an average crop,

and look fairly well. Until the end of July, the

rainfall for the year was only 7 inches. W. H. Bennett,

Menabilhj.

The Apple crop in East Cornwall is under

average. Cold ea.st winds, when the trees were in

bloom, had a blasting e6fect upon exposed trees.

Strawberries have been the crop of the year. We
commencedpicking Vicomtesse Hericart de Thui y from
the open on May 26. This variety was closely fol-

lowed by Laxtou's Noble and Iloyal Sovereign, and

the crop ended with Latest of All on July 14. Bush-

fruits are abuudant and good. Pears are an average

crop, aud the fruits are swelling well. Until recently,

we have had very little rain siuce April, but owing to

a strong soil, we have not suffered much from the

drought. Chiis. Page, Eucor^noc Gardens.

During the first half of the ye.ar the rainfall

w.as neatly 6 inches less than in th« same period in

1887. I have never known thrip, red-spider, green-

fly, caterpillar, and mildew so rampant and destructive

to fruit iuid vegetable crops as this season. Apples

set well, but more than one half have fallen, and the

remainder will be very small. Peaches are a grand

crop, but the trees have entailed an enormous amount
of labour in watering aud syringing. Peach Early

Beatrice was gathered out-of-doors on June 26.

W. Sanytohi, Trelissick, Truro.

Devonshire.— The fruit crops in this district have

suffered considerably from the drought. All kinds of

fruit trees bloomed profusely, but set badly. Apples

are thio generally, aud the fruits will be small and

inferior. Pears are au average crop, but small.

Strawberries were almost a failure. Plums are

irregular, some varieties being plentiful, others,

notably Greeu Gages, none. AU fruit is ripening

somewhat prematurely, and is consequently of

inferior quality. Trees much infested with insects,

and making little growth. A. Fames, Ileanlon Satch-

lille, Bcafurd, North Dcron.

The early promise of fruits was favourable, as

the mild winter was followed by a bright aud
pleasant spring, and all trees flowered well and set

fruit freely. The drought, however, has caused the

fruit to shrivel and fall, .and that which now remains

is poor. The birds would seem to have been more
destructive than usual, aud if nets had not been used

freely, but little small fruit would have been gathered.

/K. itwan, Bystock GarJens, Exmoulh.

GLOucESTEnsniRE. —The Apple crop in this district

is much under average, and in many places it is a

complete failure. The few Apples that are to be

.
found, are the commonest varieties, which last year
were allowed to remain ungathered. It will not be

80 this year. Peaches and Nectarines were never

better, cither in growth or fruit. Nuts are most abun-

dant, and bush fruits also. Thomas S/i ingles. The Gar-

dens, Falfield.

The promise of the fruit crop was even better

in spring than that of 1895, but the frost of May 2

and 3, together with the great drought, has had a

prejudicial effect. The trees in these gardens are free

from insects generally speaking, but the Cherries

were affected by black-fly earlier in the season.

The fruit of Apples and Pears will probably be small.

There are complaints ' from some gardens of the

Apple-weevil. T. E: Arnold, Cirencester Mouse.

(To be continued.

METHODS OF PROPAGATION.
{Continued fror^t p. loii.)

Budding.—In my paper on fruit-tree grafting I

alluded to the universal plan of budding in the

summer, and afterwards grafting all the stocks where

the bud had not taken. There is little more to say

on this head, except that Apples, Pears, and Plums,

on whatever stock, are budded a few inches from the

ground line, while Cherries are usually worked
standard high, unless .the operator wishes for dwarf

trees. As a rule, clean straight stems result from

this plan, well adapted for orchard standards ; and

when on dwarfing stocks, to form the useful and
popular " amateurs' standards," which combine in one

tree a cordon and a standard.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots.

One class of fruit tree is universally budded in

British nurseries, though in America and elsewhere

it is increased by grafting— I allude to Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots. The first two should be

budded low on the Mussel Plum stock in July or

August, and either left where they stand or lifted

early in the autumn, and lined up for convenience of

training, great care being taken to get out all the

roots uninjured. If left where they are, the growth
from the bud the following season is frequently too

coarse and sappy, and this wood not maturing is very

apt to be damaged by frost in the winter ; for this

reason too high culture is not advised—the end to

be desired is flue but ripe growth. The knife may
be used to advantage to remove all superfluous
brauchcs, that the sun's rays may enter, aud so

mature the wood left. Most of the Apricots do on
the same stock, but they are also budded ou the

Brussels and Brompton stocks, and require the same
treatment as the first-named ; but in budding, the

cross cut should be used, as it facilitates the opera-

tion. Quickness and lightness of touch are essential,

as bruising the wood or bark too frequently causes
" gumming," which is very prejudicial.

As the trees of these esteemed stone fruits are

mostly required for walls, they are pruned (or " edu-

cated," as it is aptly termed in nurseries) accordingly.

They are easily trained flat when they have made
their summer growth, after being cut back in the

winter somewhat hard. There is great difference in

the opinion held by knifemen upon this point, some
cutting back very close to the stock, others leaving

some inches of the lateral growths uupruned. As in

most processes connected with horticulture, wisdom
here lies in the "happy medium," aud 1 will .say,

though I closely prune, the other plan may sometimes

be better.

The next operation is what we call traiuiug, and is

effected in nurseries by placing a lattice-work of

stakes by the side of the tree to be trained, either

diagonally, or in a rectangular fashion, but in gardens

the process may be done on the walls or fences, where
there are any available. A few may be left to be

trained as pyramids for pot-culture in the orchard-

house or Peach-house. Leading nurserymen have for

the last few years, following the load of my late

lamented friend, Thomas Rivers, exhibitt d some well-

fruited specimens of this type of tree, the art here

consisting more in securing a thoroughly ripened

woo i than in any particular method of training-

Avoid crossing the brauches, and crowding the shoots,

endeavouring to admit all the air and sunlight into your

tree possible, and there will be then reasonable expecta-

tion of a crop of fruit on even twoyears-old trees.

Maples, etc.

Besides Roses and fruit trees, the various trees anl
shrubs required to decorate our gardens and parks

are conveniently propagated by budding. One of the
most useful and desirable is the variegated Ash-leaved
Maple (Acer Negundo variegatum). It may be budded
standard high for standards, or for dwarfs and pyra-

mids, as near the ground line as convenient. This may
be done as soon as buds can be taken from the varie-

gated form, and the sap is well up in the stock, which
should be the normal green-leaved A. Negundo. The
buds may bo inserted in lateral branches, as in Rose-

budding, or directly into the young wood of the main
stem, but on stems not more than 4 to 5 feet high

the best heads form, and as the tree is naturally of

an erect habit of growth, this height will be found
sufficient.

A French firm recommend the golden variegated

form for Ught soils, and state (which is true) that it

is more vigorous, does not scald in the eun, and is

almost as effective. This is certainly the better of

the two for standards, but for dwarfs use the old silver

form. The bark of A. Negundo being very tender, I

recommend the cross-cut in budding, and advise the

operator to be very cautious not to bruise the bark,

or allow it to dry, when inserting the bud. Bind
with raflSa, and examine from time to time to see

that the tie does not cut into the bark. This is a

most useful shrub, and dwarf and pyramidal plants

may be potted for cool conservatory work, or for the

winter garden, when gently forced. Associated with

any of the ordinary dark foliage plants as Lobelia

Queen Victoria, the crimson-leaved Beets, or perhaps

still better with the Purple Giant Orach (Atriplex

hortensis purpurea), it makes a strikingly handsome
bed, or if a permanent bed be desired, plant the

purple-leaved Plum (Prunus Pissardi) alternately

with them. This desirable foliage Plum may be

raised easily by budding into any of the Plum stocks

mentioned in the article " Grafting," or it may be

budded standard high in a Mussel stock, or close to

the ground line on the Myrobalau (Prunus myrobalana),

for dwarfs, and pyramids, the best form for pots.

Tho plan of budding on established trees, is

often convenient and desirable, but requires

judgment. While we are among the Maples, a

fine effect may be conapasscd by putting a few

buds of the Corstorphine Plane, or Golden

Sycamore (A. pseudo-Platanus foliis aureis), into tho

branches of a common Sycamore. These, if eu-

couraged, aud the brauches of the stock tree are kept

thinned, grow up and give a most telling effect,

this being much enhanced by planting trees of the

purple-leaved Sycamore in close juxtaposition to the

golden one, or budding both on the same stock tree.

Indeed, there seems no limit to the amount of

variety that may be introduced into the shrubberies,

for not only have we among this genus many hand-

some variegated and finely-coloured leaves, but some

of great excellence in the conspicuous variation of

their foliage, note the deeply laxiniated form, Hel-

dreichi, or the very vigorous light-groen kind known
as A. Lobeli, of all of which buds may be procured

from high-class nurseries.

Lest our American cousins should feel slighted, I

will just name two among Virginian Maples which

may be budded on tho Norway Maple (Acer

platanoides), and which should claim a place in our

Arboretum were it only for the fact of their giving

us such lovely tints when they are about to shed

their leaves in tho autumn. Among these, the

Eagle's Claw Maple (A. heterophylla laciniata), and

Vier'a elegant cut-leaved kind are worthy of cultiva-

tion.

The Alder.

Even the lovely Alder gives us some useful forms.

Alnus cordata grows to a handsome tree : a good
example used to adorn the Exotic Nursery, Canter-

bury, while the Imperial Fern-leaved variety, alluded

to in my article on "Layering," budded standard

high, makes a pretty lawn-tree, and there is a lovely

pendulous-branched sort of the the silvery "incana "

I
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which, for a moist situation, gives ue a weeping tree

aufrerior to the Ash. The right stock for these is the

common Alder (Alnus glutinosa), on which it buds

freely.

ROBINIAS.

The Mock Acacias, touched on in the article

on grafting ornamental trees, may be budded,

though not easily, the safest plan being to " eye-

graft " them, that is, leaving the wood in the

Fig. 36.--brodi*a grandiflora.

Umbel half the size of nature ; flowers violet-bhie. Dafural
sizo ; two stamens and one staminoile ruiignifietl twt*

diamttcrs.

Fkj. 38.— BRODI.BA STELLARIS.

Umbel hiiU-eize ; flowers real size, reddish-purple.

shield of the bud to accurately fit this into a notch

cut in the stock, which in this case should be

the common White Acacia, and bind up tightly and
securely with raffia, smearing on a little clay or

grafting wax for further security. Decaine's and
Besson's handsome flowering hybrids are the best,

while the Rose Acacia, the finest for blossom, may
be worked about 4 feet high, when an elegant droop-

ing tree will result. Acacia Eessoniana makes a

lovely avenue in sheltered pos' tions. Exjjcricnce.

THE GENUS BRODI.EA AND ITS
ALLIES.

(DdRING the present summer, Messrs. Wallace &

Co. , of Colchester, have exhibited a series of specimens

of BroditCa, and allied genera, at successive meetings

of the Royal Horticultural Society. The specimens

were kindly entrusted to us. and were so numerous

that an excellent opportunity seemed to be presented

of securing illustrations, which might serve to render

the genus better known. The descriptions, and the

classific.tion, have been kindly undertaken for us by

Mr. J. G. Baker, F.R.S.,who has made a special study

of the petaloid Monocotyledonous plants. The draw-

ings have been made by Mr. Worthing! on Smith.

The inflorescecce is, in almost all cases, shown of half

the natural size ; the individual flowers, and section

arc shown of their real dimensions, whilst the details

relating to the stamens are magnified two diameters.

As to cultivation, a sunny, well drained border, and

light rich soil, suits them well, or they may be grown

in pots in an ordinary greenhouse. Ed.]

There is a considerable number of fine American

bulbous Liliaccie, nearly allied to one another, many
of which have been introduced into European gardens,

which have been classified so diflerently by recent

authors, that their nomenclature is in a state of great

confusion. The older authors, Cavanilles, Smith,

Lindley, and Kunth, defined a large number of genera,

of which the principal are Milla, Brodi:ea, Triteleia,

Calhprora, Hesperoscordum, Dichelostemma, and

Senbertia. When, in 1870, 1 monographed the gamo-

phyllous Liliacese, in the eleventh volume of the

Journal of the 1 tnrtcan Sucicti/, I merged all these

genera into two, Brodiaea, characterised by having

three out of the six stamens imperfect, and Milla,

in which all the six are uniform and fertile.

In 1879 Dr. Sereno • Watson worked out again

the North-American species, and classified them

upon a different plan. All the genera above-

named he merged in Brodiaa, except Milla, which

he kept up as distinct for the single Mexican species

on which Cavanilles founded it. This latter plan

was followed by Mr. Bentbam in the Genera

Ptanlaniii), and consequently in the /lukx Kewaisis.

But as Dr. Watson dealt only with the North-

American species, those that inhabit South America

have never been described under Brodi;ca, and, con-

sequently, still stand under Milla in the Indtx

Kciccmis. In 1886, Mr. James Britten, in the Journal

of Botany, pointed oucthat Hookeraof Salisbury is an

earher name than Brodisea of Smith. According to

Kuntze, Salisbury's name was published in March,

1808, and Smith's paper was read in April, 1808,

and Kuntze in his Bcvisio Gcnerum enumerates under

H jokera all the species described under Brodiwa and

Milla by Dr. Watson and myself, with the exception

of M. uniflora. In 1886, in the Bullrliu of the

Califuriiian Academi/, Dr. Greene published a

valuable paper, in which all the North American

species are carefully described, and several new

ones added. For the old series of species he

recognises three genera—Hookera, Brodiaea, and Tri-

teleia ; and he describes a curious new genus under

the name of Behria. Unfortunately, this paper was

just too late for the new species to be included in the

/mice Kcwensis. What I wish to do now, however,

is not to discuss nomenclature, but to enumerate

and classify the species as they now -stand, taking

Erodiica in the sense in which it is vmderstood and

described in the Genera Plautarum.

BBODL«A.

Series I.— Perfect (antheriferous) stamens three

only, the three others being represented by stami-

nodes.

Group 1.—Umbels lax. Flowers comparatively

large. Tube of perianth firm and opaque (Hoolccra,

Greeue).

1. B. g.'andiflora, Smith (Hookera coronaria,

Salisb.)—The original type species, which is widely

spread through California, Oregon, and Washington

territory. Flowers bright violet-blue, three to ten in

an umbel, 1 to H inch long, with segments rather

longer than the tube. Figured Hot. Mag., t. 2877

(see also fig. 36).

2. B. californica, Lindl. (Hookera califonilca

Greene). — Very near B. r/randiflora, but with a

longer scape, ten to twenty-five flowers in an umbel,

which are IJ to 2 inches long, and vary from rose

colour to deep purple. The finest of all the species

for garden purposes (fig 37, p. 215).

Upper part of the Sacramento Valley.

3. B. minor, S. Wats. (Hookera minor, Greene).

—

Near B. yrandijlora, but slender scape only 3 to

6 inches long, two to six flowers in an umbel ; flowers

an inch or less long, with a more spreading limb.

Southern California.

<'^-X7^

Fm. 39.— BR0D1.«A ROSEA.

Umbel lialf-size ; flowers real size, rosered.

^^.-^r^^oy

Flu. 41.—BR0DI«A COKGESTi.

Umbel balf-£ize ; flowers real size, violet.

i. B. terrestris, Kellogg (Huokera terrcstris.

Britten and Greene).—Umbel sessile on the ground,

two to ten-flowered. Perianth less than an inch long,

with a spreading limb. Staminodia yellow, with

involute edges.

Near the coast. San Francisco, northward to Oregon,

5. B. stellaris, S. Wats. {Hookera stellaris,

Greene).

—

A. very rare species, discovered in Mendo-

cino couniy iu 1881, by Mr. Carl Purdy. Leaves

subterete. Peduncle 2 to 6 inches long. Flowers

three to six in an umbel, under an inch long, reddish-

purple. Anthers with an oblong wing behind.

Staminodia longer than the stamens, white, emar-

ginate. It hos not previously been figured (fig. 38).

6. B. leptandra (Hookera Icpiandra, Greene,

Pittonia, i, 74).—Peduncle 1 foot or less long. Umbel

•2-flowered ;
pedicels 1 to 3 inches long ; periantii

purple, 1 inch long ; segments four times the length
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qf the campanulate tube. Filaments and anthers

each J-inch long ; staminodes pale, thin, retuse, invo-

lute, a little longer than the anthers.

Calistoga, California. Discovered in 1SS7 by the

late Dr. Parry.

7. B. rosea {Honkcra rosea, Greene). — Leaves

ajibterete. Peduncle 3 to 6 inches long. Flowers

five to eight in an umbel, under 1 inch long, rose-

red. Free portion of fertile filaments dilated ; sta-

miuodia white, ligulate, obtuse, entire, rather longer

than the anthers (fig. -39, p. 213).

Discovered in Lake County in 1884 by Mrs. Curran,

and lately introduced by Mesars. Wallace.

8. B. filifolia, S.Wats. (Jlookcmjilifolia, Greene).

—Leaves slightly flattened. Peduncle i to 1 foot

long. Flowers three to six in an umbel, dark,

J to J inch long. Anthers nearly twice the length of

the triangular staminodia.

There are specimens in the Kew herbarium col-

lected in the San Bernadino Valley by Dr. Vasey

and Mr. W. G. Wright, but I have not seen it alive.

.p. B. Orcuttii {Uookera Omittii, Greene).

—

Peduncle stout, 1 foot or more long. Leaves linear,

not terete, flat or conduplicate. Flowers five to

fifteen in an umbel, under an inch long, bright lilac,

with a very short tube. Filaments longer than the an-

thers ; staminodia reduced to a small triangular scale.

Discovered by Mr. C. R. Oreutt in 1884, in San

Diego country, and recently introduced into England

by Messrs. Wallace. It has not been previously

figured (fig. 40, p. 215).

Group 2.—Flowers much smaller and more tender

than in the last group, many in a dense umbel.

{Brodicea, Greene, pro parte).

10. B. multiflora, Benth. {B. panitiora, Torrey

and Gray).—Flowers six to twenty in an umbel ;

pedicels short or obsolete. Perianth blue. 8 to 10

lines long ; segments oblong, as long as the tube.

Anthers sessile ; staminodia lanceolate, entire.

Central California to Oregon and Utah, iu the

mountains. Figured Bot. Mag., t. 6598 and Garten-

itora, t. 752.

11. B. congesta, UrmihlDichelostemmacongcsta,

Kuuth).—Leaves subterete, evanescent. Peduncle 3

to 5 feet long, flexuose. Flowers six to twelve in an
umbel, deep violet, sessile, or nearly so. Perianth

8 to 9 lines long ; segments about as long as the tube.

Anthers sessile : staminodia bifid, purple, spreading

with the segments of the perianth.

Central California to the borders of British

Columbia, among.st the lower hills. Exactly resembles

Uookera pulchella, Salisb., t. 117, but that has six

fert,ile stamens (fig. 4
1 ).

This^ finishes the species of the first series. I must
reserve till another issue, the account of those with
six per£, ct anthers. /. G. Baker.

; (To hf. continued).

Gmelini, S. Limonium, the last being a native plant,

less ornamental than the others. Of smaller kinds, I

may mention S. incana, said to be synonymous with S.

tatarica. The dwarfer kinds grow readily from seed,

and a large number may easily be gi'own without

proving an incumbrance to the flower beds. To do

justice to those with spreading heads we mvist give

them ample room to grow without being crowded.

This is essential to their ornamental qualities ; and

it may be remarked in passing, that neglect to

provide this necessary room is capable of spoil-

ing the beauty of another plant which is at its

best in hot sunny seasons, Gypsojihila panicu-

lata. A balloon of this, 4 feet high, and 6 feet

through, is an ornament to any garden, but when it

is seen struggling to get its head through a mass of

tall surroundings, it presents a very ordinary and

shabby appearance. C. Wolley Doil, Edge Hall.

Veratrdm nigrum.

This is one of the best fine-foliaged hardy plants

we have for use as isolated specimens on grass. If

planted near the edges of shrubbery borders, or at a

safe distance from clumps of shrubs, it has a very

fine effect all through the earlj summer months by
reason of the foliage alone ; but this is increased when
its spikes of flowers open. They last in good condi-

tion from two to three weeks, and stand erect and

stately without need of tying. The flowers .are of an

unusual colour, being very dark brown. The plant

prefers a somewhat shady and moist position, and is

by no means difficidt to grow, if it gets a fair amount
of moisture and nourishment. W. H. Divers, Belvoir

Castle Gardens.

The Hardy Flower Border,

STATICES.

In such a season as this, when July flowers were
past before their usual time, and when summer
Phloxes have narrowly escaped failure through

drought, one naturally looks round to see what
tenants of the hardy flower border can be relied upon
to make a show in another such season. Several

members of the geuu.s Statice, or !5ea Lavender, are

conspicuous, and seem to enjoy such conditions of

weather as have prevailed. I am speakiug only of

the hardy perenaials of .the genus ; and though I am
unable to speak with certainty of the names, I have
about half-a-dozen kinds here now in flower which
c6htribute larjely to the gaiety of the g.arden. There
is a strong family likeness among.st the Sea Lavenders,

and it is perhaps not too much to say that all the

hardy kinds are good, whether correctly named or

not. The finest is one I have always grown as S.

latifolia, making a large panicle 2 feet high aud
nearly a yard across, and lasting in flower a long
time— in fact, being everlastini, if cut at an early

stage. Other names of tall kinds are S. elata, S.

THE BEDDING IN HYDE PARK.
The flower-beds near Park Lane have looked

charming recently, and the rains have encouraged

growth .and given the plants a fresher appearance.

The cooler weather has also had a beneficial influence

upon the plants. The system of blending is a great

improvement upon the formal carpet bedding which

was once so popular, as it allows of the use of a much
greater variety of plants. The whole arrangement of

the bedding constitutes an object-lesson to those in a

position to turn such an experience to useful account.

To refer to some of the beds noted on a recent

visit, we saw one filled with Fuchsias, some plants

of the yellow Calceolaria araplexicaulis, aud Tiger-

Lilies, with a ground-work of Alternanthera within a

band of the golden Lysimachia, A bed of Palms
arranged thinly on a carpet of Alternanthera versi-

color, having some smaller plants of Tuberors
Begonias and Chara;opeuce diacantha peeping out from
amongst them, surrounded by a biind of Alternan-

thera amccna proved an effective and pretty picture.

A good bed of Lilium speciosum with a ground-work
of Senecio elegans produced a novel and pleasing

effect. A bed of Godetias in various colours looked

well atanearlier date, but the hot, dry weather caused

the plants to go off early. A good show is being

made with Lilium speciosum album, togetlier with
some plants of Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, and a dark-

flowered Scabious. In the next series there are

two beds of white Marguerites, with blue Cornflower
interspersed. A pretty sight is )>romised shortly

from two beds of L'lium speciosum, having the yellow
Chrysanthemum, JarJin des Plantcs, imder them.
Between these two beds is a charming one composed
of Calceolaria amplexicaxilis and Campanula pyra-

raida'is, blue and white mixed. The weather hiis

been somewhat again.st the plants but now they are

making headway, and the bed will be a good one
during the .autumn.

We next note a small bed of Chry.santhemum
Gentleness, a pretty piok-flovvering variety, which
has succeeded Carnation Montague. Araucaria excelsa

above a ground-work of mixed Pansies is novel and
pleasing.

The two adjoining beds were lately filled with
Carnations. These have now been cleared away, and
a pretty mixed bed of Liliums, Oaillardias, Maurandya
Barclayana, kc, and a carpet of Alternanthera is now
seen. The other bed has been tilled with Chrysan-

themum Harvest Home, which will make a splendid

late flowering bed.

Looking very well was an arrangement of mixed
Fuchsias and Campanula pyramidalis with Lobelia

cardinalis, having a carpet of Godetia and Begonia

Princess Beatrice.

On either side of Mount Street Gate tliere were two

very pretty beds of Bronze Pansies with some " dot
'

'

plants of White Marguerites, but these have been suc-

ceeded by Fuchsia Scarcity, having some white Scabious

interspersed, making a very pretty bed. In the next

row of beds, from Mount Street Gate to Grosvenor

Gate, are some very good combinations. The extreme

beds at either end contain standard Fuchsias, Ivy-

leaved Pelargoniums, Campanula pyriamidalis, Nico-

tiaua adiais, and Papaver nudicaule, the whole

making a pretty and varied picture, particularly iu

the evening. The next pair are full of standard

Heliotropes, with Acalypha grandiflora and white

Antirrhinums, which have done only moderately

well owing to the hot weather, but are now improving.

The carpet of mixed Verbenas has been making a

good show all the summer. There are next two beds

of the beautiful French Cannas ; the pl.ants are now
coming into bloom, and promise to make a good

show. The centre bed of Plumbago capensis has

done very well ; the mixed Petunias planted under

them h,ave created a grand display, the hot, dry

weather suiting them well. Near Grosvenor Gate,

the extreme bed has Araucaria excelsa, with a ground-

work of Begonia Princess Beatrice, and some dot

plants of Ophiopogon variegatus, the light green of

the Araucaria contrasting well with the pale flowers

of the Begonia.

Turning round and glancing at the pair of beds

on our right, the first is a round one, and very pretty.

It is planted with Carnation Crimson Clove, inter-

spersed with some plants of Lobelia cardinalis and

yellow Salpiglossis.

Fuchsia Scarcity, with a carpet of Ten-week Stocks,

in the other one, produces an .abundance of bloom
and perfume. Crimson Pelargoniums, with a carpet

of white Pelargoniums and a band of the bronze

Fuchsia Meteor make a good bed. Acacia lophantha,

Begonia semperfloreus rubra, with Amaranthus
tricolor, and Phalaugium variegitura, make a varied

display iu two other beds. There are two beds filled

to advantage with large plants of Fuchsia, Mrs. Mar-

shall, over a carpet of Viola Holyrood.

We next notice a pair containing Tuberous Begonias

(crimson), producing a splendid display of bloom
carpeted with the golden Lysimachia. A very pretty

bed is that of crimson flowering Pelargoniums with

the Golden Privet, Francoa ramosa, and Statice

Suworowi, with its feather lavender-coloured flowers

between them.

Another bed has been planted with Fuchsias

and a carpet of Ten-week Stocks, surrounded with

a band of Fuchsia Kxv] of Beaoonsfield A very

pretty bed is made with Grevillea robusta. Begonia

aeraperdorens (pink), Phalaugium variegatum, aud

Amarauthus tricolor. Two beds of crimson-flowered

tuberous Begonias, with a ground-work of Harri-

son's Musk, make a grand show, and a very pretty

pair of beds is composed of pink Pelargoniums having

plants of the white-flowered Abutilon Boule de Neige

and orange-coloured Salpiglossis interspersed. There
are two carpet beds near Moimt Street Gate ; one

has a central figure filled with Alternanthera versi-

color, with dot plants of Draoicuas, Ophiopogons, and
Carex europeus, the other with Alternanthera amocna,

surrounded by Echeverias and Alternanthera aurea,

having dot plants of Dracwna rubra and succulents.

A large circular bed, having Plumbago capensis,

Lantana (iueen Victoria, aud scarlet Trop.a?olum,
'

aud a carpet of Coleus Crown Jewel, looks well.

Two small circles filled with Cuphea platycentra,

grown into pyramids, and carpeted with Alter-

nanthera, make very pretty beds.

Plants have been put in the grass, consisting of

groups of Bamboos, Eucalyptus, and Palms, and they

make an imposing displ.ay, which obtains general

approval.

A range of beds from Grosvenor Gate to the

M.arble Arch is filled with Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &e..
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Fig. 37.— BRODi^ffiA calitornica.

Umbel half-size ; flowers of the real size, purplish ; sUimens. Ac, laa^Ged two diajnetcrs. (Soe p. 2"3 )

the most conspieuou'! bein; occup'ed Ly Felar-

g miuti West Brighton Gem, the season having

Baited Pelargoniums.

Sonae beds north of Kotten Row near the band-

s'.'ind are filled with subtropical plants, but two have

i«;n fillel with the hardy Willow-weed, Epilobiuoi

a igustifoliuto, and Lythrum ros'um, which have been

dowering continuously for the past three months.

The waterfall at the Dell has been improved, the

water-space havia.^ been enlarged. Water Lilies and

aquatic plants near the margin make it an attractive

spot. Ml-. W. Browne, the Paik Superintendent, may
be congratulated upjn his tasteful arrangements this

season. J. B.

Vegetables,

Fro. 40.— BROi)ia:A ORcnmi.
Umbel half-size ; tiowers real size, lilac ; stamens, 4e., magnified two diameters. (See p. 214.)

VEITCH'S MAIN CROP PEA.

This ha^ a;ain been so satisfactory with me this

ee.ason, that I cannot refrain from calling attention to

it in the pages of the Gardeners' ChrnnicU. Its height

this year has not exceeded 3 feet. It has maintained

Its true branching character ; the haulm ia strong

and vigorous, the pods are produced in pairs, in pro-

fusion :. they are large and handsome in appearance,

and contain eight to eleven Peas in each, and they are

of excellent colour and flavour when cooked. As a

drought-resisting Pea. it has proved itself this season

to be one of the very best. It would be interesting

to know whether it has done well on hot, sandy ground.

Our soil here is a heavy loam /. E , Noilell P, io'j/

Gardeni.

New Varieties of Dwanr Bean.

By hybridising and selecting. Mr. Smythe has been

successful in producing as many as six or eight varie-

ties of Phaseolus multiflonis type, but of dwarf habit,

and has for two or three years been testing their

rharacter, they having in every way fully justified his

estimation of them.

Last year I received test samples of five or six

Borts, and they have proved invaluable for supplying

the wants of the kitchen in this exceptionally dry

seasoiL The seeds of each variety are different in

colour, as are also the flowers. The racemes are

long, and the height of the plant does not exceed

18 inches, the pods being of a beautiful shape, and of

a very crisp, fleshy character, and of splendid flavour

when cooked. I have been gathering continually

since the last week in June, and have no* some

rows heavily cropped. It is only necessary to compare

them with Runner Bean to see the superiority of these

novelties over their parents. At the present time

there are here eleven rows of Runner Beans, 12 feet

high, in the best of health, yet hundreds of r,icein«s

with only two or three Beans developed ;
all the

other flowers have dropped off owing to the dry

season, and hundreds have no Beans upon them

at all.

Mr. Smythe tells me he has had, and has now,

very heavy crops upon plants of the new varieties he

has grown for consumption at Basing Park, notwith-

standing there has been no rain there for four

monthe, and the garden is situated on a hill. I

have no hesitation in saying Mr. Smythe has raised

one of the best strains of Beans in cultivation. I shall

grow no other myself when 1 can get a sufficient

hupply of seed. G. A. Bishof,, WiijIUickk Mano>

Gardens.

PRACTICAL FRUIT-GROWING
IN AUSTRALIA.

In New South Wales is to be found a practically

nnlimited field lor fruit-growin;; enterprise, especially

on the part of those conversant with the better kinds

of fruit, improved modes of cultivation, and proper

methods for packing for the home market or for

export, the failure of many experimental shipments

of Australian fruit to London and elsewhere being

largely due to defective packing. It has been roughly

estimated that from one-quarter to one-third of the

surface of the colony, representing an area of several

million acres, is suitable for fruit-growing purposes,

the fruits including almost every description grown in
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, femperate and sub-tropical countries. Yet the total

productive area under orchards and fruit gardens in

1895 was only 21,465 acres, the quantity of fruit

;
pbtained being, far behind the demand for local con-

sumption, and necessitating the importation of consi-

derable quantities from other countries. The value

of these, imports in 1895 was considerable, that of

Apples and other ordinary fresh fruits, principally

I,from Tasmania, being £100,465. The fruits exported

i .from New South Wales consist almost exclusively of

Oranges and Lemons, and it is anticipated that in the

near future the export trade in these will become

J"
largely augmented, as every known variety of these

fruits can be grown with ease in the colony ; and,

besides, the fruit can be delivered in London, Man-
chester, and other ports during those months of the

year when there is no supply from Spain and other

countries in Southern Europe. The area under
Orange and Lemon trees in 1895 comprised 12,204

acres; the productive area, 9,242 acres ; and the total

yield, 8,703,252 dozen, or an average of 940 dozen

to the acre. It is estimated that over 3,000

dozen of fruit to the acre can be obtained in

an average season from fair -sized trees in full

bearing. It is therefore probable that the figures

for 1895 included the returns from a considerable

number of young tree?. Most of the orangeries are

situated withiu a few miles of Sydney—a result,

probably, of proximity to the metropolitan market, as

there are thousands of acres equally adapted for

Orange cultivation in the greater portion of the

coastal districts of the colony. The possibilities of

Orange cultivation in New South Wales warrant the

anticipation that the leading British houses engaged

in the marmalade manufacture may see their way, at

no' remote period, to the establishment of branch
works in the colony. The production of candied

Citron, Orange, and Lemon-peels, could be undertaken

with success by reason, not only of the abundance
and cheapness of tlie necessary fruit, sugar, &c., but

also because of there being a fair supply of the

requisite labour. All this would have been effected

long since, Ijut, as Mr. Coghlan remarks, for " tlie pro-

verbial antigouism of the Briton to culture of any fruit,

cereal, or fabric-plant unknown to the climatic zone

of his natii-e laud," which "has hitlierto injuriously

operated against the introduction of many vege-

table staples which experiment and experience

have amply demonstrated would flourish luxu-

riantly in Australia, to the advantage both of the

individual and of the community." Next in im-

portance to the Citrus fruits is the Grape, the

production of which has steadily increased of late

years, the total area planted with Vines being now
nearly seven times what it was in the year 1882, when
it stood at 1130 acres, of which number Grapes from
562 acres were gathered for wine-making, the total

production being 85,328 gallons. The yields for the

years 187C, 1877, 1880, and 1892 were the best of the

series. The total number of Vine-growers in 1895
was 2054. The average area of each vineyard was
3'7 acres, and the area planted with Vines still in an
unproductive state was 744 acres. In 1894, the area

under cultivation for table Grapes was 2358 acres,

producing 4617 tons of Grapes, or an average yield of

about 2 tons per acre. Large quantities of Muscatel
aiid other Grapes could be profitably exported by
those familiar with the methods of packing prac-

tised in Spain, Portugal, and other countries. So far,

no effort has been made in New South Wales to pre-

pare Raisin fruits for foreign consumption, although
there exist undoubted possibilities for a large export
trade in this direction. Experiments made in drying
Grapes and Currants of Australian culture have met
with success in the London markets, and experts
have declared the product to be of the highest quality.
These experiments were made in Victoria and .South

Australia, but New South Wales is, perhaps, even
iliore favourably situated for the prosecution of this

industry than either of the sister colonies, and with
the extension of settlement, and tlie falling out of
cultivation of the few products more cheaply grown
in other and more suitably climatic parts of the world,
the building up of a "large export trade in Kaisins,

Muscatels, dried Currants, Figs, .and other staples

PiBCuliar to the isles of the Levant and the Greciaji

peninsula may reasonably be expected.

INDIA.—

—

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN, CALCUTTA.
The season from October to March was abnormally

dry, and many plants and trees perished or were

damaged by the drought. Steady progress has. how-
ever, been made in improving the Botanic Garden,

not only as a scientific centre for botanical student^,

but also as a pleasure resort for the public. Several

garden roads were repaired, and the new road run-

ning' from the Shalimar Point to the Garden was

opened for traffic by the Public Works Department.

The steps leading to Colonel Kyd's monument were

renovated and paved with marble ; and a cutting

from the sacred Bo tree at Budh Gaya was presented

by Mr. Grierson, late Magistrate of Howrah, and

planted in the garden.

Attention was, as usual, given to the cultivation

and distribution of plants of economic viilue. Among
these the Sida, a fibre-producing plant, and the Adha-
toda Vasica, a decoction of which is popularly believed
to be a powerful insecticide in Tea plantations, were
cultivated at the instance of the reporter on economic
products. The decoction of Adhatoda Vasica was
submitted to a test, but the results are reported to

have been of a somewhat doubtful nature.

The collection in the Herbarium was increased by
more than 17,001) specimens, the chief contributors

being the Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and
the Keeper of the Botanical Department of the

National History Museum, London.

A gigantic specimen of the beautiful Australian

Fern, Todea barbara, weighing upwards of half a ton,

was presented to the- garden by the distinguished

botanist, Bai'onSir Ferdinand von Mueller, K.C.M.G.,
F.U.S.

sary that the surrounding plants be kept within their

proper limits, so that the outline of the former may
be evident. Remove any decaying stems or foliage

from the beds frequently, that the beds may be
kept in good condition as long as possible. Dahlias,

whether planted singly or in beds, will require fre-

quent attention in the matter of .securing the growths
against high winds. Earwigs are doing considerable
damage among Dahlias, and should be looked for

constantly. Flower-seeds of .any particular variety of

plant it may be desirable to save should be gathered
as fast as they ripen.

ROSES are still suffering from the effects of the
drought, and it ia not likely they will afford a great

q uantity of bloom during the coming autumn. Where,
however, the raiufall has been sufficient to thoroughly
moisten the roots, or artificial watering has been per-

sisted in, better results may be obtiined. The plants
may be helped a little by removing all dead or
decaying leaves and flowers, and wealc or exhausted
wood. Where the late growths are already showing
flower-buds, in such varieties as Gloire de Dijon, La
France, Souvenir de la Malmiison, and other strong

growers, these should be thinned out to one or two
buds, which will give them a better chance to mature.
If it be possible to afford the plants a good soaking
with weak farmyard-manure liquid, it should be given
them without delay.

ANTIRRHINUMS have this season been exception-

ally useful, having produced a wedth of bloom both
in beds and borders. For cutting purposes the taller

varieties are to bo recommended, but for planting in

beds or front lines of ribbon borders, the dwarf varie-

ties are preferable (see fig. 43).

ZINNIAS are deservedly popuLar, as they afford

such a variety of colour in the flowers. For small
beds or border* the dwarf varieties ai-e undoubtedly
to be preferred : but where a bold show of colour is

desirable, the tall, large-flowering varieties should be
employed.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
Orchid Notes and Gleanings bi/jno. mcintvre, Garteeacr, froodsiiie, Dartinjftm.

CATTLEYA (L^ELIA) CRISPA.

The largest specimen of thi-i that has yet come
under my notice is now in flower in the Orchid-houses

of R. le Doux, Esq., Marlfield, West Derby, Liver-

pool. It is a plant with nearly 300 bulbs, and has a

large number of leads, growing strongly on a huge
Teak-wood raft at one end of the Cattleya-house.

The plant has been in this collection a number of

years, and has increased in vigour and floriferousness

year after year. At the present time it has ten

spikes, each bearing five>or six beautifully-marked

flowers of large size and substance. It is a credit to

Mr. Thomas Archer, the head gardener.

;Renanthera (Vanda) Lowii

's also flowering in the above collection, and bears a

spike over 4 feet long, which is still extending. At
the present time there are thirty flowers and buds

;

this number will be greatly increased before the

extremity of the spike is visible. /. /.

The Week's Work.
THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Bij Hkdlky Warrkn, Gardeiier, Aston Clinton, Tring.

GENERAL WORK.—The mowing, sweeping, and
rolling of lawns and walks will require a great deal of

time and attention. Evergreen hedges that have not

yet been clipped, should be attended to without
delay. In districts where the rainfall has been mode-
rate only, continue to water recently-planted trees

and shrubs. The mulching placed over the roots

when planted should not be removed. Propaga-

tion should be pushed on as rapidly as pos-

sible. Some varieties of Pelargonium have made
but little growth, and most of it late in the season.

Select the best cuttings for present prop.agation, and
next month lift the plants and pot them into 60-

sized pots, in which they may be wintered. They will

then afford .an abundance of growths early in the spring

suitable for propagation. Lobelias that are flowering

less freely than formerly will make renewed growth
if all decaying flowers be clipped off the plants. In

beds where dot plants have been used, care is neces-

PELARGONIUMS.—Zonal varieties intended for

autumn .and winter blooming, having filled their pots

with roots, may now be given weak dilutions of liquid-

manure from the farm-yard, or an occasional sprink-

ling with a good fertiliser. A portion of the plants

may now be allowed to flower for avitumn use, but
continue to remove the flower-buds from the others

imtil another month or six weeks has past in order

that they may bloom well during winter. Those of

the Regal type wl ich have finished flowering should

be given less water preparatory to their annual rest.

At the present time, a quantity may be propagated to

form young stock. We generally find that Pelar-

goniums older than two years are less satisfactory

than younger plants. Take oft' the shoots about

4 inches long, and insert them singly iu thumb-pots,

filled with a light compost of loam, leaf-soil, and
silver-s<aiid. The latter should dribble into the hole

where the cutting is inserted. If the weather be
favourable, place them out-of-doors, but be careful to

protect, them from rains. As soon as the old plants

are sufficiently ripened, they may be placed on their

sides, and after a time be cut hard back.

LILIUrvi AURATUM.— Imported bulbs of this grand
Lily can be had so cheaply that it should be gi'own in

quantity. We place one bulb in a 5 or 6-inch pot,

and this year they have been exceptionally fine, one
of them bearing twenty-two excellent blooms. Obtain

the bulbs as early in the season as possible, pot them
up in 5 or 6-inch pots, using a compost of good loam
and leaf-soil in equal parts, and place a little sharp

river-sand where the bulb is to rest. Plunge them
in the same manner as Hyacinths are plunged, and as

soon as they are well rooted remove them to a cold

frame, and protect from severe frosts.

EUCHARIS. — Plants that have flowered during
June and July should be encouraged to make new
growth. If this be done now, and the plants obtain

a rest early, a good number of flowers may be had by
Christmas. As soon as Eucharis plants have finished

flowering, we repot any that are starving for pot-

I'oom, but this is never more than one third of the col-

lection, for if Eucharis are healthy, they ought not

to be repotted more often than once in three years.

The plants bloom best when pot-bound, and those that

are repotted seldom bloom freely until the following

season. In the case of large specimens of Eucharis

that are used for exhibition, it is best to shake them
entirely out of the pots, and to separate the flowering

bulbs from the weaker ones. They can then be re-
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potted separately, and every largo bulb will usually pro-

duce a apike of flowers. If thisbedone, the plantsshould

be almost at rest before tlie operation is commenced.

After the bulbs have beea repotted, they must be

placed in a warm house to encourage tUeui to make
fresh growth. Great care must be exercised in water-

ing. Give them a good soaking with moderately warm
water to settle the soil about the bulbs, and then if

the plants are sprayed overhead night and morning

with the syringe, it will be sufficient until the plants

take good hold of the new soil. A temperature of

70° at night, rising to So" in the day, will suit them
well during re-establishment. If Encharis be grown

for furnishing or cutting purposes only, the best

system is to pot them into 8 and it-inch pots,

which will easily contain ten or a dozen good

bulbs. After a couple of seasons, each pot may
produce from fifteen to twenty spikes of flowers. If

the mite should make its appearance, the safest and

the only effectual practice is to destroy the plants

and commence with a fresh stock.

REPOTTING IN AUTUMN.—Any plants that still

require to be repotted before winter must not be

given large shifts ; a pot one size larger will bo

ample, unless in the case of very strong growing

plants. At this late season of tho year it is better

not t) disturb the roots. First look over the

collection, and select all that really require to be

done
;
you will then be able to prepare the various

soils best suited to the wants of tho different plants,

and the work can be mora easily carried out.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Bil W. Pope, Gardnicr, Higkukre Ca^th', Newbury.

CUCUMBERS FOR WINTER.— .Seed may be sown
for producing plants for winter fruiting, or if it bo

preferred' to raise tho plants from cuttings, these

should be inserted during the early part of .September.

It is important that the plants should be well-

established and strong before winter, to crop satis-

factorily during the short, dark days. Of varieties

suitable for this purpose, a good selection of Tele-

graph cannot be surpassed. Cardilf Castle is also

reliable and good. Plants that have been bearing

heavily, and show signs of exhaustion, may now bo
well-thinned, and the shoots partially cut back, re-

moving all remaining fruits at the same time. Take
away a Uttle of the surface soil, and apply a

good top - dressing of fresh rich loam over tho

roots. Keep tho house close and warm for a

time, and if the plants are in a healthy condition

young wood will soon be freely produced, and
a good supply of fruit be aiforded through tho

autumn. As the nights become colder a little fire-

heat will be necessary to prevent the temperature

falling below 05° or 70' to 70° through the day.

Syringe and close the house early in the afternoon,

but if mildew should put in an appearance, give rather

more ventilation, and dust the aflected parts with

flowers-of-sulphur.

FIGS.—Trees planted out in houses frequently

make an abundant growth instead of fruiting

satisfactorily, the result, probably, of an unlimited

root-run : where this is the case, root- pruning and a
restricted rooting area are the proper remedies, and
they should be carried out as soon as the foliage gives

indications of becoming fully matured in the autumn.
If tho drainage be not perfect, it should be made so,

and a proper fiiU and outlet provided to carry off

surplus water, 9 inches or a foot of chalk or brick-

rubble being placed over the bottom, with a few
inches of finer material at the top, to prevent the

drainage becoming choked with the finer particles of

soil. If the old border be fairly good, it will not be
needful to remove it, but if it be deficient in cal-

careous matter, simply mix in a sixth part of old lime

and mortar rubbish, or chalk broken fine. The width
of the border may be determined by the height of

wall or trellis, from 1 to 6 feet being in most cases

ample; the depth of soil should not be more than
24 inches, and in replanting take care to ram the

compost firmly about the roots, this being conducive

to the production of short-jointed and fruitful wood.

MELONS.—Plants for the latest crop h.aving been
planted out, should be encouraged to make a stout

sturdy growth, by aflordiug them plenty of light and
ventilation, with a temperature of 6tt^ to 70^ at

night, and 70" to 75" by day, with an increa.se of

10" by sunheat. I'lunts swelling their fruits in pits

and frames need careful attention now in watering

&c.,very little water being required after this date, espe-

cially where growing on heaps of manure. Sprinkle

overhead only on fine afternoons, withholding this

altogether as soon as the fruits give indications of

ripening. Maintain a good warmth by frequent

renewal of the linings, and keep a little air on

constantly.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Bi/'W. H. WmTB, Orchid Grower, Biirford, Dorkinfj.

MILTONIA VEXILLARIA having commenced to

grow should now be repotted, for this species when
in full growth needs such large quantities of water

that by the end of the season the compost has become
exhausted. Make quite sure that they are perfectly

free from insects, small yellow tbrips conceal them-

selves low down in the growtlis, and it is exceedingly

dirticult to eradicate them with either brush or sponge

without injuring the tender growths. The most
effectual remedy is to dip the plants into some safe

insecticide. The mixture may remain on the plants

for several minutes, during which time they should

be laid on their sides, that the insecticide may drain

off from the base of the plant to the tips of the leaves

instead of into the roots, then thoroughly rinse it off in

clear soft water at a temperature of about .SO .

Another method is to dust sulphur or fine tobacco-

powder well down into the growths ; this will drive

them on to the surface of the leaves, .ind then by

using the XL All Vaporiser they may soon be

destroyed. After the plants have been cleansed it is

necessary to shade them from strong sunlight for a

few days. When repotting a plant turn it carefully

out of tho pot, and pick out .ill the decayed compost,

and cut off all dead roots. JI. vexillaria being a sur-

face-rooting plant, it iloes not require much depth of

soil. The pots or pans used shoidd be rather large, in

proportion to the size of the plants, and to about three-

fourths of their depth, fill them with clean crocks,

then to preserve the drainage place a thin layer of

sphagnum-moss upon it. Elevate the plants well

above the rim of the pot, as by so doing additional

rooting surface is afforded, spread the old roots

well out towaids the rim, taking care not to bury

them too deeply, or they will decjiy. Work in amongst

them the following compost : three-fourths of clean

picked sphagnum-moss, one-fourth fibry peat, and a

qviantity of small broken crocks well mixed together.

Until the new giowths begin to root freely, merely

sprinkle the surfiice of the compost with a fine water-

ing-can to induce the sphagnum to grow. As the

roots lengthen and commence to take hold of the

sides of the pot. so should the supply of water be

gradually increased. The Odontoglossum-house will

suit them for tho present, but when the nights become

cold they should be removed to the intermediate-

house. The pretty summer flowering varieties a-s

Miltonia vexillaria rubella and M. v. r. snperba will

not require repotting until the middle of next month.

The beautiful hybriil M. Uleuana and its distinct

variety nobilior, now in full growth, should be in the

intermediate-house. Afford them plenty of fresh air

at all times.

VANDAS.—Plants of the rare Vanda Sanderiana

are now rooting freely and showing their flower-spikes.

Every care must be taken to preserve both roots abd

flower-spikes from the attacks of cockro,aches. Keep

the plants isolated, and in such a position that they

may be easily looked over every night by lamplight.

Vanda Kimballiana is also producing its spikes, and

should be suspended close to the roof-glass of the

intermediate-house, where it will obtain plenty of sun-

light to bring the spikes to perfection. Both species

will require plenty of root moisture until their flowers

fade.

MASDEVALLIAS of the Harryana, Veitchiana, and

ignea section will soon require attention as to potting,

therefore, in the meantime, the plants should be

thoroucfhly overhauled and cleansed from all dirt and

insect pests.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bi/ G. WooDOATE, Gardour, Rjilr^ton Hall, Burton-on-Trent.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—In cases where

the fruit has been gathered from Peach and Nec-

tarine-trees, the old fruiting wood may be cut away,

and at the same time it is necessary to stop to one

leaf all laterals upon the young growths. Remove
entirely all extra gross growths ; the young wood will

then be exposed to the full sunshine and air. Use

the syringe daily, that the foliage may be kept clean

and healthy for as long a period as possible.

PLUM AND SWEET CHERRY-TREES from which
the fruit has been cleared require attention in regard

to securing the shoots left for extension, arid the

cutting-back or removal of breastwood to expose the

spurs and next year's bearing wood. Examine the

trees for any insect pest, and if any are found, wash
the trees with some good insecticide, and keep them
clean afterwards by forcible syringings of clean water.

See that the soil in the borders does not lack moisture,

or the maturation of the wood and fruit-buds will be
hindered.

APPLES AND PEARS.—The earlier varieties,

such as Duche.ss of Oldenburg, Lord Suffield, Stirling

Castle, and Devonshire Quarrenden, and of Pears,

Doyenne d'Ete, Jargonelle, and AVilliams' Bon
Chretien, will soon need to be gathered and stored.

The fruit-room should therefore be prepared for them
by thoroughly cleansingthe various stages, shelves, and
floors. Allow the doors and windows to remain open
afterwards, until the whole of the interior is quite dry.

Then close the shutters to exclude the light, but
leave sufficient air on to keep the temperature as

nearly 45 'as possible, the chief point to observe being

to keep tlie room dark, cool, and even in tempera-
ture. Early Pears do not remaiu long, after being

gathered, in good condition ; it is therefore a good
practice to gather a few fruits daily, according to the

demand, as soon as they begin to change colour, and
thus prolong the supply.

PROTECTION OF THE FRUITS.—Small birds are

becoming very troublesome in attacking Apples and
Pears as soon as they show .signs of ripening. Place

nets over trees that can be conveniently covered,

and in tho case of larger trees, place in them some
material to scare the birds, such as pieces of paper tied

at the end of short strings, and attached to the outer

branches, where they can Ije blown about by the

wind. Notwithstanding the nests destroyed, and the

number trapped in bottles, wasps are still sufficiently

numerous to necessitate the use of wasp netting

over Red and White Currants, Morello Cherries, and
Red Warrington, and other late kinds of Gooseberries,

where these fruits are required to hang on tlie trees

for some time longer.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By 0. Uerris, Gt-irtlciier, Dropiiiorc, Maidenhrud.

ASPARAGUS.—In districts where dry weather

still obtains Aspar-agus beds (especially those raised

with deep alleys between), .should be afforded further

supplies of weak liquid-manure. On light soils this

is very important that the plants may be
'
able to

make strong crowns for the production of good heatls

next season. If liquid-manure cannot conveniently

be given, some fish guano sprinkled over the beds

and afterwards w.ished in with clear water forma

an excellent substitute. The beds should bo kept

clean by hand-weeding.

SEAKALE requires very similar treatment to the

above, and where the leaves have not already covered

the allotted space, continue to use the Dutch hoe.

Weeds may be easUy kept down during the dry

weather, and it should be done before any autumn
rains make the operation more difficult. Soot is an

excellent manure for Seakale, and it may be scat-

tered thinly all over the plants and soil ; then give

plenty of water to carry it into the soil.

POTATOS.—Mid-season varieties, such as Snow-

drop, Windsor Castle, and Satisfaction, are ripening

fast. In all cases where the tops are becoming yellow,

thus indicating maturity, I would lift them without

further delay. At present the Potato-tUsease is

absent from many gardens, but should there be a

change to dull, wet weather, the fungus may appear

and spread rapidly. If they are lifted in fine weather

expose the tubers on the surface of the ground for a

few hours, until they are thoroughly dry, and the

skins hardened. Those for use may then be stored

in a cool dark place, and the seed-sets should be laid

out .somewhat thinly on shelves.

GENERAL WORK will consist chiefly in supplying

water to the various crops. Celery plants require

copious supplies to keep them growing, and Peas must

be thoroughly attended to in this respect. Once the

haulm receives a check in growth, subsequent watering

is of little use. Another small sowing of Cabbage

and Lettuce seeds may be made, also of Radishes for

succession, including the French Breakfast and Red

and White Turnip-rooted varieties. As portions of

the ground become vacant, plant some kind of veinter

green stuff, Colewort, &c. Thin and transplant tUe

earliest sown Cabbage plants into nursery-beds, giving

a space of about 4 inches apart. This will ensure

the plants growing stout and stocky, a condition to

be desired when planting out into permanent quarters

later on.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, as weU as specimens and plants for

naming, shouid be addressed, to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-

ton Street, Covent Garden, London. Communicati&ns

should be weitten on one side only of the paper,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. 1/ desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee »/good faith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or te return unused coTn-

muni^xUi&ns or illusirations, unless by special arrangement

Illustrations.-- The Ediitor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees.

£c. : but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early int^elligence of local events likely to be

of interest C» our readers^ or of any matters which it is

desirahh to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

MONDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

i Royal Horticultural Society, Meet-
25 - inc at Drill Hall. Westminster,

f Brighton Horticuitural Show.

„f.
\ Horticultural Shows at Bath, Har-

t penden, and Reading.

) Willesden Show (four d.ays).

I
Horticultural Show at

^

i Falkirk Horticultviral.

t
•

"^1 Horticultural Show at Sa'ndy.

11

2S-| Dunfermline Autumn Show (two

( days).

2'ci—Buchlyne Horticultural Shovv.

SALES.
l Great Trade Sale of Dutch Bulbs at

24 >• Messrs. Proiheroe ll Morris'

J Rooms.

( Great Tr.ade Sale of Dutch Bulbs at

27 r Messrs. Protheroe &. BIolTis'

) Rooms.

1 Important Sale of Established
23 [- and Imported Orchids at Pro-

} theroe & Morris" Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EX-
SUING WlCEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK —61'1°.

Before many of our readers

Ga'rtnM^arTet.
could have had the last issue of

the Gardeners' Chrouirh, the con-

tingency to which we therein alluded happened.

Fortunately the outbreak took place in the fore-

noon, when the market work was practically

over for the day, so that it was soon discovered,

but as the subjoined extracts from, the Times

show, it was not easily extinguished. Those
familiar with the Foreign Fruit Market will

agree with us that were it not for the free use

of iron and concrete in its construction the

necessary conditions for a big fire are abun-
dantly provided in the building, and specially

in the neighbouring premises. It shows well

for the watchfulness of the custodians that

such a fire has not long since happened.

Perhaps now precautions will be taken to

lessen the risk by the speedy removal of in-

flammable material and the adoption of all

reasonable and obvious precautions.

"A fire of an aUirming character broke out at half-past 11

o'clock on Friday morning in the Floral Hall of Covent
Garden Markec. The hall stands by the side of Covent
Garden Theatre, extending backwards from Bow Street
nearly 100 yards. It is about 40 yards wide, and has a glass
roof. Inside, on the ground floor, are row.s of woijden stalls,

&c., rented by the mirket salesmen, and these lie well back
on each side, while the centre of the great hall is generally
piled up with masses of every kind of fruit in baskets and
boxes, and on flower market days with tiers of flowers. The
building, which is of red brick, was supposed to be fireproof,

and the ground floor is of solid concrete. Underneath are
extensive cellars, also rented by the market salesmen, an 1

used chiefly for the storage of thousands of empty crates and
baskets. The sales were proceeding actively in the body of
the Floral Hall, when smoke was observed curling up from
the IJow Strejt end of the structure, appa-ently from
the north-eastern corner. Gradually the volumes of smoke
increased in density, and a sharp breeze from the south-east
blew the smoke well into the interior of the building.

Measures were taken to remove the great masses of fruit,

Ac, which were conta'ined within the building, and mes-
sengers were despatched to ring the lire-alarms in the neigh-

bourhood and to call the firemen. At 113) the alarm com-
municating with the Scotland Yard Fire Stitiou was pulled

from Long Acre, and as the engine was turued out of the

station and w.is g.iUoped along the Strand, the clouds of

smoke rising fri>m the direction of the market could be seen.

3m.>ke was now pouring out of every dojr in the building in

thick clouds. It was obvious that the tire had o
--tained a very

strong hold of the basement, and the difficult task which had
to be performed was to localise the actual seat of the outbreak.

A message from the fire was telephoned all over London to

the effect that the Floral Hall of Covent Garden Market was
well alight. Although a strong force soon gathered at the

scene, the work was of the most puzzUng description, aud
at the same time had to be carried out under extremely
difficult cii curastauces. In the front of the building, as well

as inside, there were large, square ' sun-lights ' in the floor,

consisting of iron frameworks, divided into minute squares,

which in their turn were filled iu with thick glass of

peculiar shape. The glass was histily hammered in and the

water poured down through the framework; but soon after-

wards the frameworks were taken out, and the firemen stood

at the square holes, from which came clouds of pungent,
sufl'ocatiug smoke, and steadily directed the hydrants
into the basement. After six hydrants had been set to

work five steamers were brought into play, but by this

time the firemeu were working in what seemed to be
a thick fog. which had extended over the whole of the great

hall, audjwas temporarily choking and blinding all concerned.
When the brigade had been at work for an hour it was
declared that the fire was still extending, and it was decided
to call up aid from other districts in London. Firemen were
sent up on the roof t> hac'f away the glass, and so give vent
to .some of the smoke. The holes thus made soon had a very
beneficial effect. Mr. G.\mble, finding that his men were
still baffled in their efforts to reach the heart of the fire, and
were quite unable to get down into the basement, determined
to try an American patent in the shape of a respirator
with eye-glasses fitted, for which the merit was claimed
that a firenxan can enter the densest soioke without
inconvenience. Fireman Allshorn, who is attached to the
Southwark headquarters, put on the apparatus, and, a rope
being tied round him, he was lowered into the basement at

the Bow Street end. He presently returned, and was able to

indicate the exact position of the fire, which was in the

north-eastern corner of the building and close to the Covent
Garden Theatre. The appliances were then concentrated in

this direction, and it was soon obvious that the deliveries

were having an effective result. Tlie smoke momentarily
decreased iu volume, and at a quarter past I o'clock the
brigade had reached the centre of the fire, and were enabled
half an hour later to complete the work of extinction. How
the fire origiuated is unknown."

A "Jadoo" Conservatory.—The conserva-

tory at Eastcliff, Teignmouth, of which we on p. •21!'

give au illustratioQ (from a photograph by Denny, o£

Exeter and Teignmouth), diflfera from all others that

have hitherto come under our notice, in that all the

pot-plants used iu it are grown, not in soil or earth of

any kind, but in Jadoo fibre, which, as many of our
readers know, is peat-moss boiled in certain chemicals.

The plants grown in the hangiug-baskets are iu the

same material, which, being'only half the weight of

ordinary mould, permits of baskets being used in con-

servatories, the rafters of which would not be strong

enough to bear the weight of baskets filled in the

usual way. There is nothing particularly novel or

uncommon about the plants used, if we except a

basket filled with Asparagus Sprengeri, which has

an exceedinglylight, graceful character. A portion of

the roof is covered with a profusion of flowers of

Ipomo;a Learii. This and the old specimen of Helio-

trope which luxuriates over one of the walls are the

only plants not growing in Jadoo. The others con-

sist of Fuchsias, Cannas, Tuberoses, Gladioli, Liliums

lancifolium audtigriuum, white Marguerites, Begonias

red, white, and yellow, self-coloured Carnations,

Streptocarpus, Kalosanthes, Abutilons, Ivy-leaved

Pelargonium (Souvenir de Charles Turner), and Lo-
belias. These, mixed with green and coloured foliage

of Ferns of many kinds, Coleus. Strobilauthe3,.0phio-

pogou, Panicum, laolepis, and Selagiuellas, have been
well arranged by the gardener, Mr. Symes, who
has produced a very pleasing effect. Jadoo fibre is

reputed to improve the colour of flowers grown in it ;

this was very noticeable in the display of blooms in

this conservatory, where the purity and brightness of

the colours were very unusual. Colonel Halfobd
Thompson may be congratulated upon this desirable

result of growing flowers in Jadoo.

Horticultural Department of the
Antwerp Zoological [Gardens.—Among the

various fine groups of plants here is a very interesting

collection of Agaves. Among them |are Agaves

Victoria Regina (A. consideranti), rare and little

known ; BeguinI, a novelty ;. Pouettii, also new ;

Ousselghemiaua, mitraiformis, coerulescens, an ex-

cellent variety ; unlvittata ol.iscura, Gibeyi, also

new, as is Bilmondii. I would mention, further,

the beautiful Fourcroya Lindenia, Euphorbia co^ru-

lesceus, grandis, mamillaris. and grandicornis. The
peat plants include species of Andromeda. Skimmia,

Vaccinium, Rhododendron, Kalmia, Azalea, aud

Ledum. The collection of Ericas includes all the

species known in Belgium. Very fine also are Andro-

meda tetragona. Lyonia, and Pernettya angustifolia.

Among the species and varieties of perennials, I

noticed Cypripediuta calceolus and spectabile. which

flower annually
; Spigelia marylandica. fine varieties

of Iris Ksempferi, of Liatris spicata, Statice, Spiraea

Bumalda Anthony Waterer, and Phlox Snowball.

Alpines are well represented. I saw Caucasian Pri-

mulas which had seeded, Campanula Zouckii (Zoysii ?).

Edelweiss, Aquilegia Bertoloni, Gentiana gelida,

aaclepiadea, septeatrionalis, AciKua microphylla,

Scutellaria alpina, Erica mediterranea. Aster al-

piuus, a fine specimen of Juniperus tamarisci-

folia, and pretty species of Epimedium and

Saxifrage. In a small stream grow and flower

Nymphtea rosea, alba, and Marliacea maorotella fol.

marmoratia. A tree Heliotrope here is very fine
;

it measiu-ea about 12 feet high by 6 feet acro«, and

was grown from a cutting made in 1849. Five of its .

descendants are now nearly 5 feet high ; all the plants

bloom freely. One very effective decorative group is

composed of fine specimens of Chamaerops Fortune!,

Phoiuix tenuis, ' Areca Baueri, Chamsrops excelsa,

C. e. pumila, Musa ensete, Dracaena indivisa, Phor-

mlum Colensoi, Draca;na australis. Fourcroya

Lindeni, and Caladium esculentum. The base of

this bed is enlivened with hardy perennials and

Alternanthera amccua aud paronychnoides, tuberous

Begonias, Viola azurea, Ophiopogon jaburan, Phalan-

gium angustifoliuiu. Cineraria argentea plumosa.

Lobelia, aud other plants. There are also here

baskets of tuberous Begonias, giant summer Stocks,

and Roses ; clumps of Tritoma (Kniphofia), Lilium

auratum, Montbretia crocosmceflora, and Gladiolus
;

an-angemeuts with fringed double Petunias, Canna,

Erythrina cristagalli. Zonal Pelargonium var. Foucard,

Zinnia, and Heliotropum peruvianum. The excellent

order in which the garden is kept is owing to the

skill of the Director, M. L' Ho est, and the intelli-

gence and zeal of the gardener, M. Louis Blockx.

Ch. De B.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Fruit and Floral Committees will be

held in the Drill Hall, James' Street, Westminster,

on Tuesday, August 25. A lecture will be given at

3 o'clock by Mr. T. Jannoch, F.R.H.S., Dersingham,

on " Forcing Lily of the Valley."

Records of the Past.—We take the follow-

ing extract from Jackson's Oxford Journal, it being

a reprint from one of the back numbers of that

journal for 1767:

—

"Beyond Description.—Advt.,

May 20, 1767. To be sold at Bloxham, Oxfordshire,

by Edward Nblder, gardener, his entirely new and
true both Cabbage and Winter Green miraculous

plants (so called from their dififerent forms) which,

when they are at their full growth, are innumerable
;

nor can the like be produced by all Europe. The
abovesaid forms, which appear on the leaves when
at their full growth, are from 5 to 9 inches in length,

and not only the finest pickle, but also the most noble

garnish that ever were made use of, and when boiled

(which is done iu a few minutes) they are of the most
agreeable flavour. The Cabbage plants, when in per-

fection, measure, at the extremity of their leaves,

from 3 to 20 feet in circumference. They stand the

winter exceeding stout, and are in short, both pleasing

and profitable, aBFording more variety than a hundred
flowering shrubs, nor can the most exquisite work-

man delineate the same either with pen or peucil,

they being beyond all description. Price from one
shilling to two shillings and six pence each plant."
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Hamburgh Exhibition, i897.—We have re-

ceived official information from the Government,
through the Director of the Eoyal Gardens, Kew,
of this show. We learu also that the Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society has formed a com-
mittee to co-operate in Eugland with the Committee
of Management of the great Hamburgh Horticultural

Exhibition of 1S97. The following gentlemen have
been requested to act on this committee, with power
to add to their number :— Sir Trevor Lawrence,
Bart. (Chairman) : Messrs. H. J. Veitch, W. T.

Thiselton Dyer, C.M.G., Dr. Morris, Baron Schroder,

Owen Thomas. Geo. Bunyard, J. T. Bennett Poe, H.
Selfe, Leonard, Chas. E. Shea, W. Marshall, Philip

Crowley, and the Rev. W. Wilks, MA. The com-
mittee will meet as soon as the holiday season is over.

A Gardeners' Re-union.—A pleasant gather-

ing of gardeners took place on August 13 at Park
Place, Henley-on-Thames, on the occasion of the
annual meeting of past and present cmploi/t-s of Mrs.
Noble. Some few years ago it was suggested that all

past gardeners who could be found should be invited
to spend a day at Park Place, and meet the present
members at a game of cricket. So heartily were the
invitations accepted, and so many were the expres-
sions of pleasure at revisiting old scenes and meeting
old friends, that the gathering has now become an
annual one. At the meeting on the 13th inst. occa-

sion was taken to present Mr. Stanton, the gardener
with a token of the esteem and afifection in which he
is held by all who have had the privilege of working
with him. The presents constituted portraits of Mr.
Stanton himself, his sou, and his daughter, also an
illuminated address containing the names of nearly
one liundred subscribers.

BuNYARD's Centenary Show.—In order to
celebrate the centenary of the establishment of the
firm of Messrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co., of Maidstone,
an e.xhibition of horticultural products will be held
in the Corn Exchange, Maidstone, on Sept. ISand 16.

Cash prizes to the extent of £150 are offered for
fruits and vegetables, and besides gardeners' classes,

there will be some arranged for cottagers and cottage-

garden societies.

Pulborough and District Horticultural
Society. — The aunual show was held in the
Vicarage Grounds on August 12, and a fine collection
of flowers, fruit, and vegetables was brought together,
the quality of the Potatos being of unusual merit.
The non-competitive groups from Heywood John-
.stone, Esq., M.P., Sir Walter Bartelott, and other
local gentlemen, added greatly to the attractions of
the show. Mr. .Jenner, Horsham

; Miss McRonald,
Chichester

; and Messrs. Cheal, Crawley, sent
specimens of the various specialities grown in their
nurseries.

Wood Pulp for the Production of Paper,
as an item in our import trade, continues to increase
in importance. In June of 1894. there were brought
to this country 21,681 tons of wood pulp ; in June of
the present year, the quantity had increased to 27,180
tons—an increase of 5,499 tons. In the first six

months of the present year we imported 146,752 tons
—by the close of 1896 we may reckon on having im-
ported a quarter of a million of tons, if not more.
We thus get the foreign producers to compete with
each other in sending the raw material to our market,
enabling us to successfully compete with him for the
manufactured article. A certain French daily news-
paper states that it prints and issues every day over
a million copies—"the largest circulation," doubtless
—in twelve months " working up " 120,000 Fir trees

averaging 60 feet in height, and equalling the thin-

ning of 25,000 acres of forest. We do not vouch

—

because we have not the means of doing so—for the
correctness of this statement ; but we give publicity

to the above figures as they show how greatly the
wo(jd-pulp made paper trade is increasing.

Epping Forest.—In an article on this forest in

a recent number of Garden and Purest occurs the
following passage, presumably written by one who
occupies the foremost position in'America as an autho-
rity on such matters, and this is what he says :

" The

people who insist that the forest must remain just as it

is ought to know that these mutilated Pollards are any-
thing but natural, that they are permanently disfigured,

and will never make respectable upright trees. The
managers of the forest are aware of this, and they
know that the Pollards stand too thickly for their

own wholesome development, whUe the dense growth
of their spindling branches will destroy the beautiful

iindergrowth which took possession of the ground
when the lopping of the trees let in tlie light and air.

They are aware that these clipped and artificial trees

should be severely thinned out, and although some
of the i^narled and twisted trunks should be left for

their picturesque qualities, a vigorous use of the axe
is the one thing which the forest most needs. And
yet in England, as in America, whenever a tree is

felled the people raise a clamour as if it were a
desecration, when really this is only helping nature
to reassert herself and encourage genuine woods to

take the place of an unnatural growth. Young
trees in abundance are coming up. and if an oppor-

tunity were only given to them the whole territory

could be renovated in fifty years, and be a thousand
times more lovely than it would be if let alone. And
another problem will soon be pressing. Many parts

of the forest are now thronged with visitors, but
other parts are often so lonely that one can find in

them almost the solitude of some of our primeval
woods. As the giant city sweeps to ihe north and
envelops the forest, the numbers of people who come
to refresh themselves in its dark recesses will mul-
tiply. It will then be more difficult to preserve the

charm of natural forest conditions. The under-
growtli will be trampled to death ; there will be need
of drainage to make dry walks, and this will sap the

life of some of the trees ; the by-paths will be worn
wider

; the turf in the green roads will be ruined.

Then will come the same problem which presents

itself to the park-makers in our own country, where
land is set apart for refreshing the bodies and the

minds of invading multitudes—the problem how to

provide for human convenience most completely, and
yet save as much of the poetic beauty of the wood
as possible.

Hardness of Wheat-grains.—Wo find in the

Ai/yiciu'taral Ga'clU: of New South Wales for May an
elaborate and valuable article on this subject, repre-

senting the results of some 8,000 tests made during
a series of years on various kinds of Wheat. The
grain was placed between a pair of cutting-pliers

attached to a spring balance, worked by a crank,

regulated by a pendulum, and provided with means
whereby the maximum amount of strain endured by
the wheat-grain before crushing is registered. The
number of ounces registered on each trial indicates

thirefore the amount of pressure exerted. Forty
grains of each variety were taken, and an average

drawn from the forty. The variation ranges between
123 oz. and 297 oz. Mr. Cobb, who conducted the

experiments at the Wagga Experimental Farm, calls

attention to the indefiniteness of nomenclature in

the case of varieties of Wheat—An indefiniteness that

renders much of the work that has been done
formerly worthless. AVant of purity is another
source of confusion and inaccuriicy. Mr. Cobb took

special pains to ensure that his Wheats were properly
named, and that the sample was pure and unmixed.
The paper is one which we cannot say more about in

this place, but that it is of great value may be
gleaned from what we have said.

•The STUDENTS' Handbook of British
Mosses."—Under this name Messrs. Willia.ms &
Nobgate publish a thick octavo volume, prepared by
Mr. H. N. Dixon, and with illustrations and keys to

the genera and species supplied by [Rev. H. G.

Jameson. The subject is not sufficiently horticul-

tural to allow us to devote much space to it, but a

perusal of the introduction and preface, and of many
of the notes to the species, leads us to recommend
the book with much cordiality to students of mosses.

The classification is based on that of Sohimper, with
sundry modifications, necessitated by modern re-

search. The author .shows himself by no means
oblivious of modern innovations, but manifests also

prudence in not disturbing more than is requisite the

generally - accepted limitations. The finality he
speaks of, we fear, is not in the nature of things. The
full synonymy is not attempted, but the omission of

any indication of the date and place of publication of

the original species is unfortunate. The plan of

calling attention to the salient points of any parti-

cular species by means of italics is helpful to a
student, if he takes care not to attribute to it greater

significance than the author intends. Mr. DixoN
thinks this plan has not been employed in any of our
British works on the subject. Perhaps not in the
case of mosses—but has the author forgotten his

B.ibington .' There are no fewer than sixty plates,

each comprising several species, the details concerning

which are all drawn to scale.

A New Insecticide. — A substance recom-
mended as a substitute for Paris Green iu spraying

mixtures for destroying insects on plants, and alleged

to be non-injurious to foliage, has been found by
F. T. Shuit to consist of lead arsenate. The in-

secticide is prepared by dissolving 3 ounces of sodium
arsenate in a quart of water, and 4| ounces of lead

acetate in a similar quantity of water, then pouring
both solutions into a barrel containing about 45 gal-

lons of water, and stirring well. The volume may
then be made up to 50 gallons. The white amor-
phous lead arsenate formed remains longer in sus-

pension when thus precipitated in a large volume of
water than when concentrated solutions are mixed
and subsequently diluted. A slight excess of lead

acetate remains in solution, thus preventing risk of

injury to foliage tliat might result if sodium arsenate

were in excess. Pliarmacciitical Journal.

A DWARF TYPE OF ANTIRR-
HINUM.

During such a season as the present one has been,

remarkable for great heat, and not less so for con-

tinued absence of rain, it is seen that there are

certain plants in the flower-garden that withstand

these adverse circumstances much better than others.

In another column Mr. Wolley Dod calls atten-

tion to the remarkable manner in which Staticea

have bloomed, and have shown themselves to

be desirable plants for hot, dry soils. Another type

of plant that has flowered exceedingly well this

season, and which generally does, when circumstances

are similar, is the Antirrhinum. In fig. 43 is

represented a plant of a very dwarf type shown by
Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, at a meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society on July 28th. Of
course taller varieties are preferable for some
purposes, but in small gardens, or for forming edgings,

and similar uses, the dwarf tj'pe is an excellent one.

At the meeting already mentioned, Messrs. Canuell's

plants bure clear, distinct, self-coloured flowers, or

variously striped or mottled ones.

Home Correspondence.

the GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND : SOME SUG-
GESTIONS.—At the present time, when many sug-
gestions are being made as to the most fitting manner
of celebrating Her Majesty's long reign, it may not be
inappropriate to suggest some ideas that, if carried
into effect, would be the means of materially bene-
fiting the Fund which owes ita inception to British

eardeuers on the occasion of Her Majesty's Jubilee in

1887. JIuch has happened in the time which has
transpired since the formation of the Gardeners'
Orphan Fund. It is well to look facts in the fane,

and if tliis is done, it will be found that the Fund is

not supported by the craft to the extent it deserves
to be. Let us see if in 1897 we can help the
beneficent work begun in 1887. In the eai-ly

days of the Fun<l there attended at the annual
dinners a large number of gardeners. The tickets for
this event were procurable at a reasonable price, and
even those on the lower rungs of the gardening pro-

fession could attend it, became warmly interested in

the good cause which called them together, and
probably determined to become subscribers to the
Fund. It may be that the guinea dinner (a sum
which does not represent the actual cost of attend-
ance) ensures a good subscription list; but such a
" list " is purchased at a very dear price if it shuta out
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—as it must do—the very class who by reason of their

pecuniary position cannot, but ought to and would, be
present were the price sucli as they could afford.

As a means then of enkindling some enthusiasm in

the breasts of gardeners towards this Fund, let a
. truly representative gardeners' dinner be organised iu

1897, if on June the 20th, all the more appropriate.

It might also be a good idea to send a collecting-card

to every head gardener in the United Kingdom, with
an earnest request from the executive committee that

he should collect as much as possible before the
memorable day. As showing what may be possible, 1

might refer to wliat was achieved recently by the
employis of " Harrod's Stores." Astbe result of the col-

lection and/eic given on the Sthinst. at Barnes. a sum of

£2,000 will be handed over to Guy's Hospital for the
purpose of endowing two beds iu perpetuity. This
suggests a further thought, although it may not be
possible to carry it into practical effect next year.

It may, in fact often does, happen, that some of the
present recipients of the Funds' allowance are ill, and
the mother by her very poverty is precluded from

the novelty attached to the employment of such
tender annuals for outdoor bedding or decoration,

great admiration has also to be given to the strain,

which is a glorious one. Every plant has been well

grown, and forms a little bushy pyramid ; each plant

has perfect pointed spikes of bloom, either of rich

orange or apricot, or of crimson and scarlet.

Planted in treble rows on tne north and sheltered

side of one of the central footpaths leading from
the Portland Place Gate to the Botanic Gardens,

these Celosias are indeed beautiful. The intensely

rich colours of the tufts quite outvie those of the

richest of Begonias. Of course, the strain is said to

be one of Mr. Jordan's own development. Most
certainly it is a good one. We may not merely
marvel to see such plants in a flower garden in this

way, but equ.ally feel surprised that such singularly

elegant decorative plants, so easily raised from seed,

are not found in every garden. There can be no
question but that fine strains are ia commerce, and
some may be as good if as well treated as is the one
at the Reijeat's Park. A. D.

FiQ. 43.

—

c.vnnkll's dwauf type of antirrhintjm. (see r. 220.)

getting them proper medical advice and attention.
Could not the gardeners of the United Kingdom
combine, and by their contributions be the means of
" endowing " one or moi-e Gardeners' Orphan Fund
beds in perpetuity? The holding of concerts, which
has in the past been of good service to the Fund, seems
to have become less common. Would not the Queen's
Celebration in 1897 be an opportune time for its

vigorous resuscitation ? I am soriy to see that Chiswick,
which very successfully led the way in the matter
of concerts for some years, has abandoned the
work. The Chiswick Gardeners' A.ssociation, under
whose auspices these concerts were held, might take
the hint, and follow the example of a similar associa-

tion at Ealing, which organised, last Autumn, ^ very
successful smoking concert in aid of the fund. J. B.

CELOSIAS AT THE REGENT'S PARK.—To tho.se

who have not previously seen these singularly beau-
tiful plants as employed by Mr. Jordan at the
Kegent's Park, the first view undoubtedly creates
surprise and admiration. Apart altogether from

THE VICTORIA REGIA IN THE ROYAL BOTANIC
SOCIETY'S GARDENS.—This llegal Water-Lily is now
in splendid condition iu Kegent's Park ; the specimen
has put forth seven enormous leaves, and flowers

quickly succeed each cither. There must be
thousands of persons in London alone who have never
seen this magnificent plant, and as, in all probability

it can be looked upon only at the Koyal Gardens,
Kew, and in the Regent's Park, the opportunities for

seeing it in the metropolis are few. During August,
and early in September, the Victoria Regia will be at

its best, and well worthy of a visit. R. D.

GOVERNOR WOOD CHERRY. — I endorse Mr.
Wythes' views on Cherries in general, and especially

his high estimate of Governor Wood. Permit me, to

repeat it, and add to it, " The variety most favoured

among the lighter-coloured is Governor Wood, a large

pale-red fruit, and the tree a grand cropper ; indeed,

I have never known it to fail here (that is, at Syon),

aud on a west wall it is iu season in the middle of

June. This variety may be called one of the best

;

it is worth the trouble of making a special boi"der for

it by draining and adding lighter soils, as well as

mort,ar rubble, and charred earth." I should think it

is, indeed, and wherever a yard or two can be found
for a Cherry-tree under glass or out of doors, oa walls

or hoardings, south, north, east, or west, or in open
gardens or orchard, let it be filled with Governor
Wood. Were I limited to one Cherry, Governor Wood
should be chosen without a moment's hesitation.

D. T. Fish.

PHALyENOPSIS AT NOSTELL PRIORY GARDENS.
—Some few weeks ago, when calling at the above

place, a plant of P. Schilleriaua was pointed out to

ine by Mr. Easter, which had made a leaf 20 inches

long by 4 broad. Is not this an unusual size? I

have not seen one of these dimensions anywhere
before. There are in the same house some fine

plants of P. amabilis, P. Sanderiana, P. grandiflora,

P. violacea, P. Stuartiana, aud several others, all iu

the picture of health. /. T.

FORMALDEHYDE —Those who propose to experi-

ment W'ith this substance (see irard. CliTon., Aug. 15,

p. 193), may obtain it readily, perhaps, as "Forma-
line," under which name a 10 per cent, solution,

in water, is largely sold. It is an oxidation

product of methyl alcohol, obtained by passing the

vapour, with air, over hot platinum spiral or hot

copper gauze. It has been claime<l that formaldehyde

occurs in the chlorophyll cells of certain plants,

representing the first stage in the synthesis of sugar,

by the plant, from 00.^ and H.,0. Of this I find no
confirmation, either in the works of Vines, Darwin, or

Acton, but in the latter work reference is made to

its poisonous cli.aracter to plants even iu very dilute

solutions. IL J. L.

THE NON-WARRANTY CLAUSE.—We noticed in

your recent issue a par.agraph in reference to the

above. For the first time in many years' experience

of the seed trade, we have recently had occasion to

feel the hardship of this objectionable clause. A
wholesale seed merchant sold us, and invoiced a

particular variety of field Turnip-seed, which was in

turn retailed by us as the variety invoiced. When
too late, we discovered that an entirely dif-

ferent sort was sent—a well-known garden variety

worth 30s. to 40s. per acre less to the farmer. The

sellers on being advised of the m.atter, expressed re-

grot for their mistake, but on the question of com-

pensatiou being mentioned they very curtly referred us

to the non-warranty clause on their invoice, leaving to us

the entire responsibility of settling with ourcustomers.

We hive not yet been able to iiscertain whether with

this clause on an invoice a man may legally invoice

Turnip-seed, and send Rape, or not ; but it such is

the Law, it is high time retail seedsmen combined to

put an end to such au iniquitous system of doing

business. A Seed Merchant.

STREPTOCARPUS.— Although various griwers

of these very charming greenhouse plants have accom-

plisbed a good deal in developing habit, form, and

colour, yet no one seems to have been more successful

than has Mr. Salter, gr. to T. B. Haywood, Esq.,

Woodhatch, Reigate. Not only has he materially

developed form of flower and colour, but he has

also produced some of the finest specimens yet seen.

Many of these now resting quietly iu a cool frame,

were for Streptocarpuses almost huge examples.

When in bloom earlier in the summer, they ex-

cited the surprise aud admiration of eminent florists.

But the chief interest just now is found in a batch of

seedlings raised from a January sowing from last

year's saved seed. Here may be seen the richest

colours yet presented, the deep indigo or violet blues

being singularly attractive ; there are also very deep

maroon, violet, and rose reds, and one of a terra-cotta

hue is specially pleasing; there are fine whites,

having heavy maroon bars of colour in the throats,

and others pure white throughout. Some of a French

or creamy-white with very fine lines are striking. In

one flower there is distinct splashing of white on a

reddish ground indicative of a possible flaked puce.

Some of the light blues show marbling of white. This

batch of seedlings when put into larger pots and

well grown next year will make a very beautiful

group. They also serve to show that if slowly there

is yet distinct advance being made in Streptocar-

puses, quite apart from any intercrossing with other

forms. It is much in the favour of these plants

th.at they can be grown and flowered easily in an

ordinai-y greenhouse, that they bloom over a long

season, are easily preserved from year- to year, and

furnish when strong plants so much material for small

glass or vase decoration. D.
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SOCIETIES.
A VIOLA CONFERENCE.

{Continued from p. 19S.)

August 8—VIOLAS FOR BEDDING.
Mr."C. Jordan, of the Regent's Park, nest read a carefully

prepared and able paper on " Violas for bedding, with special

reference to their adaptability for association with other
plants." After some introductory remarks, in which the
reader bore testimony to the value of the labours of the
pioneers of Viola culture, he went on to say that it was not
advisable to furm large patches or lines of any one variety of
Viola

; the plant associates most readily with other subjects,
the diversity of its colouring admitting of fanciful as well as
simple arrangements. In whatever way Violas are used,
good plants, proper soil, sufficient space, and ordinary atten-
tion are requisite ; and also watering during dry weather.
After some months of blooming some stimulating manure is

necessary to maintain the succession. Gardening operations
in the London parks are so arranged that the main results
are looked for in spring and summer, one season overlapping
the other. The subsoil in the Regent's Park is a cold clay, and
therefore Violas are treated simply as summer bedding-
plants, as it is risking the stock too much to allow them to
remain in the open all the winter Still the Viola is an excel-
lent plant for town gardens. In the park large quantities
are used, and the number required is obtained by division of
the old plants after removal from the beds ; they divide into
a great many. About midsummer the plants are lifted, cut
down, and planted in ihe nursery-garden, and in theautumn
divided and planted, so that they can have protection during
winter, and be planted out early in the year for spring and
early summer work. The supply for the summer display is

obtained from cuttings struck in September. Proper trans-
planting to the beds and borders is of the greatest impor-
tance, and it should be carefully done. In spring Violas are
used as a ground for beds of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Ac.
blue Bell is the best employed for the purpose, when planted
in masses it produces an effect not unhke th.U of the wild
Hyacinth ; in the woodland Countess of Klntore is frequently
seen t^ advantage from its rambling habit. It is associated
in spring with Eist Lothian Stocks, Dielytras, Spanish and
Enghsh Irie, Ac, and it is one of the best varieties for bloom.
ing early. The scrambling habit seen in some of the Violas is

valuable for association purposes. Grievei has, in a favour-
able season, overgrown the Canterbury Bells, and at the
height of 2 feet filled the whole bed, and flowered freely
during the greater part of the summer season.
To associate with the early growth^of hardy Ferns, and to

heighten the effect of their delicate greenery, nothing is more
suitable than the Viola ; it is an excellent successor to the
common Primrose. A garnishing of our English Ivy with a
setting of bright Violas forms an efifective combination. In
the wild garden the simplest method is to sow the seeds, and
allow the plants to look after themselves, but during dry
weather a certaiu amount of moisture must be provided for
them. It is necessary to note that the Viola has a decided
preference for fresh ground, and this is a matter of so much
importance that in the Regent's Park it is thought necessary
to record all the positions where Violas are planted each sea-
son. If by accident they are placed in succeeding seasons in
the same bed, a distinct falling off in results is noticeable,
and there is difficulty in securing healthy stock- Further,'
the sunniest positions iu a confined garden should not be
selected for Violas, except for spring service, nor should they
Ije planted on the edge of a raised bed or border where the
position is dry, the sun's rays would endanger the well-being
of the plants, drawing the moisture from the soil. Lastly,
Violas should not be planted in positions where the flowers
turn their backs to the spectator ; then- blossoms should be
drawn to the front to be effective. The following is a list of
the varieties employed in the Regent's Park for the spring
and summer display :—
Ardwell Gem, Archie Grant, Blue Bell, Clevcdon Purple,

"uUion, Countess of Kintore, Countess of Hopetoun, Coun-
ess of WhamcUffe, Grievei, J. B. Riding, Lilacina, Sylvia,
nd Violetta.

These are usually arranged in beds and borders associated
with Carnations in considerable variety. Ivy-leaved Pelar-
goniums, Fuchias, Begonias, tuberous and fibrous rooted;
Phloxes, Chrysanthemums, Lilies, Celoaias. &c.
A discussion followed on the reading of this paper, Mr.

A. Dean stating that he found the old Blue Bell mentioned
by Mr. Jordan still very popular in many places. It was
not subject to dying out, as was the case with other varieties.
Raisers should make a study of the characteristics of Blue
Bell, and seek to approach them in raising new varieties.
Violas had an excellent effect when massed, and there was
no plant which better harmonised with other subjects. A
variety named Acme, growing in the trial of Violas, he
thought, was simply a reproduction of the old Cliveden
Purple. True Blue he considered the truest blue, and a
dwarf compact variety of this colour was needed, to be used
for edginga, as in the case of the blue Lobeha. In the South
it Wiia found necessary to plant in the autumn for summer
display, and especially so when employed for spring bedding.
Early flowering varieties, which will bloom about tlie same
time as the Primrose, are very necessary.
The Chairman said he had lost two-thirds of his stock,

which he attributed to growing them on the same spot year
after year ; but as his garden was almost all Violas, he unfor-
tunately could not change the ground, as the whole of his
garden was occupied by them,
Mr. J. W. MooRMAV, the Superintendent of Victoria Park-

read a paper on Violas for Beddixg. After referring to the

many uses to which the Viola could be put, Mr. Moorman
said the self-coloured varieties are the most suitable for

bedding, though some of the blotched v.arieties, such as

the M earns, are strikingly effective when associated with

white variegated or bronze-leaved Pel.argoniums ; of white

varieties. Countess of Hopetoun and Sylvia are two very

rehable ; Bullion and Ardwell Gem are well-known among
the yellows, and will hold their own for earliness and con-

tinuity of bloom, their habit of growth and constitution

being all that could be desired. Bulhon is admirable for

massing ; Ardwell Gem, owing to its creeping habit of

growth, makes a good front edging to beds ; Lord Elcho

and George Lord are desirable yellows for bedding.

TiTie Blue. Archie Grant, Holyrood, and Blue Bell are

varieties whose constitution and habit fit them for asso-

ciation with other plants. Wm. Niel, J. B. Riding, and
Duchess of Sutherland are indispensable ; tneir small well-

formed blooms are very effective. Wm. Niel and Duchess

of Sutherland are perhaps of greater usefulness than the

more defined self flowers. The blotched or Countess of

Kintore type are most pleasing, also Border Witch, Duchess
of Fife, Gold Finch, and White Duchess. Violas, to asso-

ciate with other plants, require a hardy constitution, free

blooming, and the flowers of good substance, well

thrown upon long foot-stalks, so that they may appear

above the foUage. Archie Grant, Ardwell Gem, and
Duchess of Fife may be cited as varieties having

long foot-stalks, Violas, to do well need -leep cultivition,

especially in dry eeasona ; well manured ground, and
frequent aoakings of water from a rose watering pot. Water-

ing by means of a hose is highly objectionable. Watering
overhead does not disfigure the blossoms, as in the case of

other plants. Violas are easily propagated by means of

cuttings ; late autumn-struck cuttings are the best for

summer bedding. At Victoria Park plants in the open will

not live through the winter, no doubt owing to the vitiated

atmosphere in the East-End. It sometimes happens
thLt the plants become sickly, and appear to be affected by
cank r, and it is more perceptible when the plants occupy

the same ground the following season. Red - spider is

troxiblesome : the best remedy is high c\iltivation.

Fuchsias associate well with Violas, especially the red-

flowered varieties with white and yellow Violas ; light

Fuchsiay with a deep blue or lilac variety. Wm. Niel is

charming when used with bronze-leaved Pelargoniums ; the

lavender-blue Duchess of Sutherland is always attractive,

allied with any contrasting variegation. Yellow Marguerites

and the blue Coi-nflower, with a carpet of white varieties, are

excellent ; blue Violas go well with white Marguerites ; Wm.
Niel and J. B. Riding with Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums are

charming.
In discussing the paper by Mr. Moorman, Dr. Shacklk-

TON pointed out that the merits of the Violetta type had

been overlooked, iis the varieties remained in bloom a long

time, and they wore particularly well-adapted for small beds.

In replying to some observations, Mr. Moorman stated, that

when he had charge of Dulwich Park, he was able to lift

Violas in the autumn, winter them under some protection,

and replant them in spring ; but he could not do so at Victoria

Park.
Papers were then given by Messrs. W. Baxter and H. A.

Neejis on Violas for exhibition.

Mr. R. Dkan then read a short paper on

VIOLA SPORTS

prepared by Mr. J. D. Stuart, a well-known raiser at Belfast.

The writer stated that he proposed to use the teim only in

that limited sense in which it is applied to those variations in

colour, either temporary or permanent to which some Violas

are subject. Heat and moisture frequently affect the

colours of flowers, and these are inaccurately termed

"Sports." In Violas in which the ground colour is white,

with purple of some shade as a lacing, or in flakes, the

purple is apt to disappear during hot, dry weather, while it

extends beyond the normal area when atmospheric moisture

is abundant. It is curious to observe that wateiing, however

generous, does not produce the same effects; the colours

seem to depend more on a saturated atmosphere than on a

saturated soil Such temporary sporting is, no doubt, to

some extent dependent on soils and manures, a rich

soil, or the application of manure, natural or arti-

ficial, causing the plants to throw up tints of blue

or purple, which are entirely absent when the plants

are grown in poor soil. Sports, properly so-called, are not of

this character, but can be proved to be independent of

conditions of soil or atmosphere. One of the best-known

and most charming Violas in cultivation is Goldfinch. This

originated as a sport from Ardwell Gem ; it has the same

habit and character as the type, and the proi'f that it

originated from Ardwell Gem is found in the fact that it

reverts to the tyi>e. Mr. Stuart referred to sports from

Goldfinch, and concluded by s*ying he had c^me to the con-

clusion tbit in sports there is a reversion either to the type

or to a remote parent, in greater or less degree. Cases were

quoted, such as Amy Karr, reverting to Wm. Niel. of

which it is a seedling , J. B. Riding, sports back to

Wm. Niel, also from which it origi'iates. Other cases

were mentioned, Mr. Stoart stating he is not aware

there is a single sport in cultivation that he has not found

reverting to the type, or a remote parent. An interesting

discussion followed upon the reading of this paper. Dr.

Shackleton said the subject of sports was a very interesting

one ; the influence oE soily or manures upon sports was diffi-

cult to determine; it was like the influence of drugs on

human beings, varying with each individual. He noticed

there did not seem to be so many sports from
the darker Vio'as. Qu iker Maid had given him
a permanent spirt he continued to grow, while

Duchess of Fife had produced a sport intermediate

between the Duchess and Quaker Maid As to whether
they could produce sports artiticially, he had heardit recom-

mended to water the plants well with permanganate of potash,,

but he did not think it had proved successful. Mr, W. Baxter
said that Wm. Niel often sported to J. B. Riding, but he had
never known the latter to revert. Mr. G. McLeod said that

Duchess of Fife, Goldfinch, and Ardwell Gem, were con-

stantly sporting one into the other, Wm. Niel had sported

with him several times, and might be taken as a sportive

variety ; but the cause of sports he could not explain. Mr.

Am.ison said he had tried Wm. Niel in three diffetent

gardens, but had never seen it sport. Dr. Shackleton
further stated that he thought the proiuction of sports

had more to do with the stems of the plants : as a plant,

though having sevei*al stems, would probably only produce a
sport on one or more stems, the rest bearing normal blooms.

He did not think the originating cause came from the roots, as

they supported the whole of the plants.

WILTS HOBTICULTXTRAL.
August 12.—By permission of the Lord BishopofSalisbui'y,

the Wilts Horticultural Society held its annual exhibition i»

the episcopal grounds, Salisbury, on the above-mentioned

date. Taken on the whole the show compared favourably

with any of its predecessors, a fact which speaks well for

the management of the committee and courteous Hon.

Secretary, Mr. Chas. Geo. Wvatt.

Plants.—Vxizes to the v.alue of £15, £10. and £5 were
offered for twelve stove and greenhouse plants, distinct, six

foliageand six flowering. Messrs. James Cypher, Cheltenham;
Mr. Wilkins, gr. to Lady Theodore Guest, 'nwooi ; Hen-
s rRiitOE, and H. Peel, Shirley, took the prizes in the order .d

which their names appear. The 1st prize collection consisted

of Statice profusa. Erica obbata purpurea, Bougainvillea S.-»n-

deriana, profusely flowered ; Pha^nocoma prolifera Barnesii.

Pancr.atium fragrans, of great size and grandly flowered ;

T Dipladenia hybrida. Croton Chelsoni, w ell-coloured ; Kentiiv

Fosteriana, Cycas circinalis, Phoenix rupicola and Latania

borbonica.

Messrs. Peel and Wilkins secured 1st and 2nd prizes,

respectively, for nine stove and greenhouse plants, four in

bloom and five foliage. Mr. George Hall, gr. to Lady Ash-

burton, Melcbet Court, Romsey, was a good 1st for six

exotic Ferns, including o fine plant of Dickaonia antarclica ;

Mr. Peel was 2nd. Mr. A, Robey, gr. to Major Lloyd, Barn-

ham Cliff, Salisbury, had the best half-dozen tuberous-rooted

Begonias.

Groups.—Several good groups were arranged in the three

classes set apart for them. In the open class Mr. Wilkins,

Mr. Carr, gr. to A. Gilleit, Esq., Bishopstoke, and Mr. Bed-

ford, secured the prizes in that order for excellent arrange-

ments, all three being very close to each other in point of

merit, the ground-work, as usual, consisting of Maiden-

hair Fern, with a!gracefully-growing Palm in the backgroimd,

and "dot" plants of brightly-coloured Crotons, Dracie as,

variegated gr.osses. small Palms, Francoa ramosa, Cattleya

imperialis, Oncidiura incnrvum, Ac , the whole being en-

closed by an edging of Panicum variegatum.

In the class confined to gentlemen's gardeners, the plants

being arranged in a semi-cirde of 12 feet (the same sp.ico a»

in the previous class), Messrs. Carr, A. Robet. and J. Wil-

kins, were the successful competitors with capifcil .arrange-

ment.':. In the amateurs class. Mr. J. C. Scamell, gr. to G.

R. Kendle, Esq., Wilton, won the Silver Cup, v.alue£5, givcD

by the Mayor of Salisbury, bis group well deserving th*

honour bestowed upon it; Mr. F. E. Pearuh. S.alisbury,

taking 2nd place for an excellent arrangement.

Fruit.—Several good collections of eight kinds were staged.

Mr. H. W. Ward. Longford Castle Gardens. Salisbury, being

easily 1st. with good shaped bunches of Black Hamburgh
and Mu.scat of Alexandria Grapes.;fine in berry, and beauti-

fully coloured ; good Charlotte Rothschild Pine apple, large

well-netted Earl's Favourite Melon, extra good Sea Eagles

Peaches, Dryden Nectarines, Inrge Castle Kennedy Pigs, and
WilUams' Bon Chretien Pear ; Mr. G Inglefield, gr. to Sir

John Kelk, Bart.. Tedworth, Marlborough, taking 2ud place.

Mr. H. W. Ward had the best three l>unches of Muscat of

Alexandria Grapes, as well as the best three bunches of any
other white, staging fine examples of Buckland Sweetwater»

the berries in both varieties beii g large, even, and well-

coloured. Mr. H. W. Mitchell, Chilworth Manor. Romsey,
was a good 1st for three bunches of Black Hamburgh in a
good class, the bunches fine in size, and the berries grandly

coloured. Mr Chalk, gr. to Georhe Read, Esq., Westwood,
Wilton Road, Salisbury, was awarded 1 t prize for any other

black Grape than Hamburgh, having large, handsome
bunches of Gros Maroc, fine in berry, aiid fa rly coloured ;

while handsome bunches of Madresfield Court, fine in berry

and finish, and perfectly ripe, were, singularly, accorded only

a 2nd place,

Mr. Fulford, gr, to G. B. Worthinoton, Esq , Dawerham,
had the best Melon, and Mr. Mitchell the best dish of

Peaches. Mr. F. Smith scor d a victory in the class for

three dishes of dessert Apples, showing perfect fruits of

Beauty of Bath, Irish Peach, and Worcester Pearmain; the

same exhibitor was Ist lor culinary varieties. Mr. Inole-

FiELD had the best dish of Apricots, with good fruits of Moor
Park ; and Mr. R. West, gr. to H. W. Wvoram, Esq., North-

lands. Salisbury, touk premier position for four dishes of

Pea rs.
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VegdcthUs.—Three excellent ' collections of twelve kinds

were staged by Messrs. T. Wilkinb, H. Brown, gr. to Hon.

Percv Wvndham, The Clouds, Salisbury ; and K. Ford, The

Islaiid, Willon, who took the prizes in that order. The Ist

prize collection, which was well ahead of the other two, in-

cluded fine specimens of Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Perfec-

tion Tomatos, Ailsa Craig Onions, Telegraph Cucumbers,

Duke of Albany Pea, Matchless Carrot, Ne Plus Ultra Runner
Beansi Satisfaction Potatos, Giant White Celery, and Pray-

neir^ Beet.

Honorary .ffzAi6ifs.—Collections of Dahlias (including many
promising seedlings), Roses, and Asters were shown by

Keynes, Williams <fe Co., Salisbury. Mr. Ladh.ams, Shirley,

Southampton,' had a fine display of choice herbaceous cut

flowers, and Mr. Bedford a collection of Fuchsias.

HASTINGS AND ST. LEONARDS
HORTICULTURAL.

Acou T 1*2.—The great legitimate Horal event of the season

-^for wc cannot call the decoration of go-carts, and the

pelting of the mob with Nature's most beautiful offerings

legitimate—was held on the above date, amid the lovely

surroundings of Alexandra Park. It was doubtless a success,

being favoured with lovely weather.

Gigantic apecimea plants have been the rule at this show
for years, but these are happily replaced by smaller but

equally rmeviturious examples of stove, greeuhouse, and

fpUage plants ; indeed, one seldom meets with higher coloured

Croton.s, or with Bougainvilleas with brighter-coloured bracts

(an effect perhaps attributable to the se.a breezes) than are

here staged.

Grand specimen Ferns, being more portable, are still tn the

fore in examples ot Davallia Mooieaua, Microlepiu hirta

cristata, Adiantum Sincta Catherina, Blechiium brazilienso

^1,11 clean and healthy, showing evidence of good cultm-e.

Cut flowers were not numerous, or of very high merit,

the continued drought liavinK spoiled the Roses and many
other open-air species, but there were some good stands of

decorative Dahlias, though the introduction of Asparagus

among the premier exhibit was surely overlooked by tlio

judges, and can hardly be admissible ; while, on the other

hand, the fuliigo mid buds introduced by a well-known

Crawley firm was both appropriate and legitimate.

Stove and greenhouse cut flowers are always a feature

here, and vere quite up to their average excellence. The
same may bo Siid *,if the table deconitiuns, epergnes, and

baskets, almost all shown by local flurists—chaste colouring,

and an almost aerial lightness being the distinguishiug

features. This was enhanced by a few " first attempts," wu
may clmritably hope, of other exhibitors, who, if they

aspire to prizes, have much to learn.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL.
"August 13.—The nineteenth annuil exhibition was held on

the above date in the grounds of St. Ive's Place. The severe

brought is responsible for a slight falling off in the number

of entries in the vegetable classes, but fciken collectively the

exhibits were of high quality. The arrangement of the exhi-

bition haa also been very much improved, groups for effect

and specimen plants being arranged on the gniss instead of

on ugly sUvging, as, was the case formerly. On this occasion

the effect would have been greater could a little more room

have been given the specimen pluits and Ferns. Thespecial

features of the show comprised the groups of phnits arranged

for effect, and some magnificent fruit and vegetables staged

by several exhibitors, especially those btaged by 5Ir. G. Good-

man, gr. to Miss Hammer^lkv, Bourne Knd, who carried off

the chief prizes for these.

Plaitts. (Open) —la cl.iss 1, for twelve handsome foliage

plants in S-inch pots the competition was keen, and the

subjects exhtbite 1 in each instance very good. Mr. .1.

Fulford, gr. to J. Lambert, Esq., Cookham, was awarded

Jst prize Jbr twelve good specimens, the best being Crotons

Lady Zetland and Andreanus, Draca-nas Cooperi a-id Ama-
biU8,,0ycas revoluta and Acalypha Macfeeana.

. With six stove aud greeuhouse plants, three flower and
three, foliage, there were only two competitor?, Mr. Aitkex
coming 1st with good plants of AUanianda Schottii. Crotons

Queen Victoria and Prince of Wales, and Phienix rupicola,

among others.

Stove and gi-cenhovise Ferns in fine condition came from Mr.

AiTKEN, Micrnlepii hirta cristata, Adiantuiu Farleyense.

Davallia Mooieana, Gymnogrammas Peruviana and Alstonii

being uood.

Fora.single specimen foliage plant, also a flowering one,

Mr. AiTKEN was 1st, th ! foliage specimen bein^ Croton Queen
Victoria ; the flowering plant being Allamanda Hendersoui.

Fuchsias were not so excellent as usual. There was only

one exhibitor of six specimens, Mr. D. Paxton, gv. to the

Hon. C. J. 1h ,v, Hitcham Grange, Taplow, who was
awarded 1st prize.

Tuberous Begobias made a good displaj', six exhibitors

enteiing. with as many plants. Mr. Goodman, gr. to Miss

Hammekslkv, Abnov House, Bourne End, was a good 1st,

with large plants, well flowered ; 2nd, Mr. Richardson, gr.

to G. Herrinp., Esq.

Zonal Pelargoniums, shown in sixes, made an imposing

bank of colour; 1st, Mr. Aitken, with plants over a yard in

diameter, aud well bloomed.

Classes for Cockscombs, Coleus, Gloxinias, &c., were fairly

well filled, but call for no special comment.
Undoubtedly the most interesting in the plant classes was

a group of plants arranged for effect to occupy a space of

12 feet by 10 feet. Here the competition was very keen
between Messrs. Aitken and Phillips, the prizes being
eventually awarded in the order of their names. Both of

their groups had a groundwork of Adiantum cuneatum, and
a raised- central plant of C<»cos Weddeliana, while in the
Ist prize group, the lower leaf-stalks of the Palm were
draped with flowering sprays of Dipladenia Brearleyana.
Mr. Aitken- had arising from liis groundwork handsome
Pancratiums, Campanulas (white), Crotons, Liliums, Francoa
ramosa. Gloxinias, Gladiolus, &;c., all very bright and
effective.

Smaller groups, half the size of the above, were put up by
four exhibitors, Mr. Folford being an easy 1st. Mr. Fl'LKORd
was also 1st for six table plants, admirable speciojens.

Cut Floicers.—Nurserymen: 'J4 Roses, * distinct varieties.

1st, Mr. F. J. Fletcher, Lowhrook Fruit and Flower Farm.
Maiden Dead; 2nd, Mr. Walker. Thame. With twelve Dahlias,

Mr. Walker was 1st ; 2nd. Mr. Tranter. Henley-on-Thames.
Tlie same two exhibitors occupied similar positions also in

the two classes for Zinnias and Asters.

Roses, nurserymen ex_ludcd, twelve varieties, 1st, Miss
Bailev Denton, Winkfield. For six bunches of Cactus
Dahlias, distinct varieties, three blooms of eicb, six competi-
tors entered, the Istaward going to Mr. H. G. Mdrris, Thame.
Zinnias were largely shown, eii^ht competitors sUiging good
examples, Ist, Mr. D. Phillif-s ; 2nd, Mr. C. Young, gr. to

the Rev. T. Coney. Asters were also fairly good, six com-
X»otitors entering with twelve varieties, Mr. Pond being 1st.

/'/-ia(5.—As before mentioned, the display of fruit was very
good, some excellent Grapes, .\:c., being staged. For a col-

lection of '• six dishes ftwelve fruits) of distinct kinds (Pines
excluded), and only one of Grapes," Mr. Goodman, gr. to

Miss Ham.meksley, Bourne End, scored an easy 1st, with
every dish good and very nicely set up. It comprised White
Musciit Gripes, Bellegarde Pe:icbes, Stanwick Elruge Necta-
rines (very fine). Brown Isrhia Figs, 'The Countess Melon and
Jefferson Plums; 2nd, Mr. Jobn-^on, gr. to A. GiU.iet, Esq.,

Stoke Green, .Slough.

For foui- dishes there was ouly one exhibitor, Mr. D.
Paxton, who was awarded a 1st prize. For a similar number
grown in the open air, equal Ists were aw.arded to Mr.
Wood, and Mr. T. Dennes, gr. to W. R Cookson, E-^q.

Black Hamburgh Grapes were very good, the 1st and 2nd
prize stands being almo.st of equal merit. Mr. Cole was
a^varded the 1st position, and Mr. U. l^me, gr. to Miss S. A.
Rfdoe, 2nd.

For any other black variety. Mr. Dennes was an easy Ist,

with superb bunches of .Muscat Hamburgh: 2nd, Mr. Cole,
with Madresfleld Court.

Of five competitors with White Muscats, Mr. Dennes whs
also 1st; and for any other white Grape, showing Buck-
land's Sweetwater.

Mr. Johnson was agood 1st with Grosse Mignonno Poaches,
and Mr. DESNts with Xet^tinnes. Mr. Johnson whs also i.st

with a greeu-rteshed Melon, and Mr. Austin with a scarlet-

fleshed.

Plums, Apples, Cherries, and Pears were exhibited in good
numbers, the principal winners being Messrs. Goodman,
Davis, Paxton, and Johnson.

VegetabU*.— Here the btst produce was undoubtedly found
in the comi>etition for thespecial prizes offered by Messrs.

Sutton »te Sons. Mr. Gooh>:an was well 1st, having fine

samples of Giant Rocca Onion, Autocrat Peas, Sutton's Per-

fection Tomato, Autumn ilammoth Cauliflowers, Satisfaction

Potitos, and New Red Intermediate Carrots, 2nd. Mr.
Johnson. Mr. Goodman was also 1st for the best display of

vegetables (the prizesgivenby Messrs. Carter A; Co.); he staged
twenty-seven varieties in gu^id condition ; 2nd. Mr. YotNo.
Prizes were also offered by Messrs. Webb A; Sons, for which
Mr. Johnson was 1st. A large number of single dish classes

brought out. in most instances, btrong competition.

.//-moraryf'x/iiii/*.—Messrs. Lai no Ar Sons. Forest Hill, bad a

group of Begonias, Cannas. kv. Mrs. Broi'ohtos contributed

wreaths, crosses, and a group of plants ; Mr. Fletcher, Hoses
aud herbaceous flowers ; Mr L. F. Such, Maidenhead, floral

decorations; and Mr. W. H Fitt, Windsor, wreaths and
crosses.

TAUNTON DEANE HORTICULTURAL.
August 13.—This was the twenty-ninth annual exhibition,

and it took place, as usvial, in Vivary Park, which, since it

became the property of the town, has been con.siderably

improved, and made a public lecreation ground. Altogether

the purposes of the flower show has been greatly .-lasisted

by the change. The arran;^eiuents were excellent, the new
Secretary, Mr. J. S. Winsor. deserWng great credit.

Two large tents were occupied by Divisions I. and II., con-

sisting of plants and cut riuwers ; one was set apart for

floral decorations, one to fruit and vegetables, and another

to cuttiigers, and there was a honey tent in addition. There
was a very fine display all round.

Chief among the open classes was the coUectiotr of twelve
start: ant} {jreenhouse plants, Mr. James Cypher, of Chelt-n-

ham, taking the 1st prize with an excellent lot, having Ericas

Aitoniana, Austiniana, and Thompsoni; Ixoras salicifoU*

and regina ; PhoenocomaproUfcra Barnesii, very fine ; Statices

Gilbertii and profusa ; Clerodendron Balfourianum. Bougain-

villea Sanderiana, Allamanda Hendersoui, and Rondeletia

speciosa major. Mr. W. Fin-, u, Coventry, who was 2nd, was
.stronger in Heaths than Mr. Cypher.

With six specimens. Mr. Cypher was again Ist ; Mr. W.
Row land was 2nd, his chief plants being Allamanda nobilis
and Clerodendron Balfourianum.

So -De very fine collections of eight fine foliaged plants were
staged. Mr. Cvpher taking 1st honours wit b splendid Kentias
Fosteriana and australis ; Latinia borbonica, Crotons Sun-
set. Thompson's, and Queen Vietoria ; a fine Pine of Cordy-
line indivisa and Cycas revoluta ; Mr. Finch was a very
good 2nd.

In the open class for a group, Mr. Rowland took the Ist

prize with a light and elegant arrangement, but the narrow-
ness of the tent interfered with a thoroughly eflfective display.

Mr. V, Slade, Taunton, was 2nd ; and these exhibitors were
1st and 2nd with eight exotic Ferns, which were by no means
up to the usual mark at Taunton.

With eight varieties of tuberous Begonias Mr. Thorne, gr.

to W. Marshall, Esq., Taunton, was 1st with finely-grown
and bloomed specimens of excellent quality ; Mr. H. God-
ding was a good 2nd. Capital specimens of zonal Pelargo-
niums were shown in the open cbissos, excellently gro.wn,
and carrying heads of bloom of fine quality, Mr. H. Goddino
taking the 1st prizes with six single and four double; Mr-
A. J. Spiller was 2nd.

The best ncwly-mtroduced plant with oraamental foliage
was Croton Duke of Buo^'leuch, f om Mr. Cypher, the broad
golden leaves having five side lobes. The best newly -intro-

duced flowering plant was Atrides Lawrenccanum, also

from Mr. Cypher. The best Orchids were from Mr.
W. Marshall. They consisted of Cattleya eldorado vir-

ginale, Cj'prlpedium Morgania-, C. Spieorianum, and Cattleya
iutermedia; M-. J. Cypher was 2nd, with Cycnochcs chloro-

chilum, Vanda cierulea, Odontoglossum Harryanum, and
Cattleya Harrison!.

Ofiin Clasf, Cat Flowern.—Mr. J. Mattock, nurseryman,
Oxford, took the Ist prize with thirty-six Rose.s, staging

some very good blooms for the season, of which the chief

among them were La France. Marie Baumann. Horace Vemet,
Duchess of Bedford, Mr. J. Laing, and Ulrich Brunner ; 2nd,

Messrs. Townsend & Sons, nurserymen. Worcester.

With eighteen varieties, Mr. MATTofK -wjis again 1st; and
Messrs. Jarman & Co., Ltd., Chard, were 2ud.

With twelve Dahlias, Messrs. Townsend ife Son were 1st

:

.and Mr. W. JiMtTH 2nd; Mr. H. Goddinu had the best six

bunches of Cactus, and decorative varieties ; Messrs. Town-
send it Son 2nd. The best nine bunches of Pompons
came from Mr. J. Cording, gr. to W. Fligg, Ksq., a very good
collection indeed ; Mr. W. James, gr. to Mrs. Macalesteb,
was 2nd. Herbaceous Phloxes were aUo shown, but they
were smaller than usual German Asters were small, though
nice and clean. Mr. C. H. Vr-kbuv took the 1st prize for

twenty-four French Asters; Mr. A. A. Walter-, florist, Bath,

was 2nd.

Some very good spikes of Gladioli were shown by Mr. S.

Bird. gr. to F. H. Fox, Esq. Phlox Drummondii, shown in

bunches, were charming—a long way better than the Ver-

benas one is aecustomed to see; and Hollyhocks are an
imoroving fe:iture in the West.

Mr. W. MaR-shall was 1st with twelve bunches of sieve

and greenhouse cut flowers ; W. K. Wait, Ksq., was 2nd.

Collections of hardy perennials and bulbous plants were also

a good feature.

Amateurs.— In the division for amateurs only, -which

also incluies gentlemen's gardeners, Mr. Rowland again

took the 1st prize with a tastefully-arranged group. Ho w.ie

also 1st with twelve stove aud greenhouse p ants, staging

some good specimens, chiof amoig theni Clerodendron Bal

fourianum, Stephanotis tloribunda, Dipladenia atnabilis, and

some good specimen foliaged plants ; Miss Todd, South-

ampton, was 2nd, Ixora Duflii being one of her most striking

jilants. With six specimens, Mr. W. Marshall took the Ist

prize; and Mr. Rowland was 2nd. With foiu* stove and
greenhouse plants in flower, Miss Todd was Ist, having good

examples of Allamanda Hendersoui, Bougainvillea glabra^

Clerodendron Balfourianum, and a Dipladenia ; Mr. W.

Bruck was 2nd.

Some good specimen folisged pi mts were also shown in

the class for six. Miss Todd came 1st with four Ferns,

having in fine condition Dicksonia antarctica, Davallias

Mooreana and Fijiensis, and Gymnogramraa cbrysophylla.

Mr. W. Marshall was again 1st with four Orchids; Miss

Todd taking the 2Dd prize.

Japanese Lilies and Fuchsias were fairly well shown.

Begonias, single and double, made s good display here as in

the open division, and zonal Pelargoniums were very gay.

Coleus were represented by nice bushes ; Gloxinias were

good for the time of year ; and there were classes for Petunias,

Caladiums, Balsams, Cockscombs, die.

llie Cat-iiower ClasS'S were mainly similar to those in the

open division. Mr. J. Lloyd, gr. to V Stucket, E-^q., was

Ist, with twelve good spikes of Gladioli ; and for German
and Freoch Asters.

Mr. Macallister was 1st with twelve bunches of hardy

perennials and bulbous plants, staging some subjects not

often seen in such collections.

Dr. Bcdd had the best twenty-four Roses, staging in good

condition Mrs. J. Laing, Charles Lefebvre, Marie Verdier,

Alfred Colomb, Marie Bautnann, Madame Hoste, and Mar^chal

Kiel ; 2nd, Mr. Thomas Hobus, Lower E;LSton.

FRUIT, Etc.

The Fruit T'-nt is always a centre of gi-eat intei-est at

Taunton. The best collection of eight dishes came from Mr.

J. Lloyd, who had Muscat of Alexandria and Madresfield

Court Grapes, Hero of Lockinge Melon, Bellegarde Peaches,
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Pine-apple Nectarine, Brown Turkey Figs, and Jefferson's

Plum. Mr. H. W. Ward, gr. to the Earl of Radnor, Long-

ford Ciistle, Salisbury, was 2nd, having Muscat of Alexandria

and Black Hamburgh Grapes, in good form ; fine Se;i Eagle

Peaches, and Castle Kennedy Figs. With six dishes, Mr. J.

Webber, gr. to J. T. Ldttrell. Esq., was 1st, with black

and white Grapes, Melon, Crawford Early Peach, Pine-apple

Nectarines, and Figs ; 2nd, Mr. J. Lloyd. Mr. W. Carpenter,

gr. to A. R. Bailey, Esq , was 1st with three fine bunches

of White Muscats ; Mr. Ward was 2nd, with beautifully-

finished examples. Mr. Llotd h-id the best three bunches of

Black Hamburgh ; Mr. 8. Ridley, gr to W. A. Sandford,

Esq., was 2nd ; both exhibits somewhat poor in colour. Other

white Grax^es were mainly Foster's Seedling; any other black

was represented by Madres6eld Court, all good; Mr. R.

Carter Ist, and Mr. A. Crosseman, gr. to J. Erdtton. Esq.,

2nd. The beet dish of Peaches was Crawford's Early. Plums,

both dessert and culinary, were in plenty ; and there were

good Apples, Pears, and Cherries, as well as bush fruits.

Vtgetaiu^ were shown well. Mr. Wilkins, g--. to Lady T.

Guest, Hemsbridge House, was 1st with eight dishes, show-

ing specimens of the finest quality ; Mr. J. Aldworth was
2nd. Mr. Wilkins also won the 1st Messrs. Sutton ib ^ons'

special prizes for six dishes ; Mr. E. S. Daas was ^nd, and ho
was .'dso Ist in Messrs. Jarman & Co.'s class for twelve

dishes ; Mr. Drax was again 2nd. There were a great many
classes for single dishes. Runner Beans, Carrots, Parsnips,

and Cauliflowers were especially fine. Potatos were largely

in evidence, and were shown in several classes, but generally

over-large, yet smooth and clean.

Among miscellaneous collections, Messrs. Kelway & Son,

Langport, had a very fine cnllection of sixty spikes of

Gladioli. Mr. R. T. Veitch, of the Exeter Nurseries, a large

collection of plants, cut flowert. <fcc , of a very interesting

character; and Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chaid, one of a
similar character.

SEVENOAKS HOBTICULTTXRAL.
August 1?.—The twenty-ninth annual exhibition in con-

nection with the Sevenoaks Horticultural Society was held

on the above date in the historic grounds surrounding

Knole House, the residence of Lord Sackville. The private

garden^ of Knole were alsi thrown open, and proved a great

source of attraction. The show itstlt was a very great

success, the exhibits being of excellent quality,

A larffe tent set apart for groups of plants arranged for

effect contained many exhibits of a pleasing and satisfactory

nature. The table decorations were also graceful and
effective. Fruit in all classes was exceptionally fine. Com.
petition ruled keen all through the cottagers' classeB. The
Town Band supplied the musical programme.
AmoDgst the principal prize-winners were Mr. C. Sutton,

gr. to E»rl Stanhoi'e ; Mr. Heath, gr. to Mrs. Petley
;

Mr. Fennell, g: to Mr. W. Cazalet, Fairlawn ; Mr. Potter,

HT. to Sir Mark Collett ; juid Mr. Hatton. gr. to Mrs.
SwANZY. Mr. Hatton won the Star of Honour awarded by
Messrs Cannell, of Swanley, for the best collection of

vegetables, fruit, flowers.

TROWBRIDGE HORTICTTLTURAL.
Auni;sT Hf.—This, one of the oldest societies in the dis-

trict, held its yearly exhibition on the above date in the

flower fshow-field adjoining the railway station; and, as is

customary, the town was gaily decorated, and at certain

points triumphal arches sj«inned the streets. It is always a

very popular gathering. Uufurtunately for the Show Com-
mittee, though happily for the county of Wilts, which sorely

needs moisture, rain began to fall about noon, and continued
all the afternoon. Notwithstanding, the attendance was
good. Fi:chsias, hitherto a prime feature at Trowbridge,
this season, owing to various causes, fell below their iisual

level of quality, much to the regret of the Trowbridge folk.

Stove n?j(i Greenhoufc Plants were well represented, though
the prizes are low. There were three coUectii ns of nine
specimens in flower. Mr. H. Matthews, gr. to Sir W. K.
Brown, Bt., Trowbridge, was Ist with well-developed Ericas
Eweriana elegans, and Austiniana ; Bougainvillea glabra,
Dipladenias Brearleyana and amabilie, both finely grown
and bloomed. Clerodendron Balfourianum, Ixora coccinea,

very fine, and I. Pilgrimii. and others. Mr. Geo. Tucker,

gr. to W. P. Clark, Esq., Trowbridge, was 2nd. having ex-

cellent specimens of Ericas Aitoniana turgida, and McNab-
iana; Ixoras Morsel and Fraseri, very fine; Dipladenia
Brearleyana, Allarnandas Henderson! and nobilis, Bougain-
villea glabra, &c. Mr. Geo. Tucker was Ist with six spec-

niens, chief among them Allamanda Hendersoui, Bougain-
villea glabra, Eucharie grandiflora, kc, ; Mr. H. Matthews was
*Jnd ; Mr. uckerwas also let with three plants. The beet

specimen plant was a capital Croton Sunset, from Messrs. E.
Cole & Sons. Nurserymen, Bath.

(I'roups arranged for effect showed a marked Lmprovement

;

it is a feature of the Trowbridge sliow which needed develop-

ment. Mr. G. Pynim, gr. to Mrs. Gc'Iildsmuh, Trowbridge,
set up an arrangement, light and graceful, which exhibitors

in tbe future will be cert.iin to copy; better grown stuff

could .scarcely be used for the purpose. A large flowered

foiTQ of Browallia afforded some charming touches of blue.

Flowe.ttiii plants <a pots included Fuchsias, Mr. G .Tccker
being Ist with six, and also with four, the specimen much
finer th-in i< usually ?uen at shows; Heaths not so good as

usu J ; Achimenes. Gloxinias, Zonal Pelargoniums, very finely

gi'own and bloomt-d, aud Petunias. Some remarkably good
Tuberous Begonias were shown by Mr. C. Rickman, gr. to W.

G. Palmer, Esq., Trowbridge, who was 1st with the best six

single specimens, and also with six doubles, which we have

teen this season. Mr. H. Matthews hud the best four

^trchids, having two Cattleyas and Phalienopsis amabilis

and Schilleriana, all well flowered.

Of Foliaged Pbnits. Messrs. E. Cole <fc Sons had the best

nine, which were admirably staged; they consisted of fine

Kentias australis and Forsteriana, Areca sapida, Crotons

Williamsii and nobilis, 4;c. Mr. H. Matthews was 2nd, his

leading specimens being well - coloured. Crotons escelsa,

Kentia Forsteriana, &c. Collections of fifteen Ferns and
Mosses, were not large but in the form of good useful decora-

tive specimens, Mr. Geo. Tucker was 1st, and Mr. J. Coke,
gr. to A. P. Stancome, Trowbridge, 2nd.

Cut Flowvrg are always well represented at Trowbridge, and
Roses were especiaJly good. With twelve trebles, Mr. J. Mat-
tock, Nurseryman, Oxford, was 1st ; chief among them were
Marie Van Houtte, A. K, Williams, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon,

he Bride, Horace Vemet, Alfred Colomb, Mr. J. Laing, &c. ;

the Tea Roses being especially good. Dr. Buno, Bath, was
2nd. Mr. Mattock was also 1st with twenty-four varieties,

having some remarkably good flowers for the third week in

August; among them were Ernest Met z in excellent form.

Star of Waltham, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon. The Bride, Horace
Vemet, Alfred Colomb. Pierre Netting, lunocente Pirola,

Marie Van Houtte, &c. Messrs. Geo. Cooling & Sons,
Nurserymen, Bath, were 2nd. With twenty-four blooms of

Tea Scented (duplicates permitted), Mr. Mattoc k was again

Ist with charming fltiwers In the amateur division Dr.

Bui>D was 1st with twelve treb'e and twelve hingle blooms
;

Mr. W. Bates, Chippenham, being '^d in both classes.

Dahlias were more extensively shown than has been seen

at Trowbridge for years. With twenty-four varieties, Mr.
John Walkei:, nuEseryman, Thame, w;i3 Ist, and Mr. W.
SEALE, Sevenoaks, I'nd. With twelve varieties, Mr. F. Linch
.SAV. Frome, was 1st, and Mr. S. Cooper, Chippenham, -nd.

With twelve Fancy Dahlias, Mr. J. Walker was 1st. and Mr.

Seale 2nd. Single varieties in twelve bunches were charm-
iug ; here Mr. Seale came in 1st, and Mr. Truckle, gr to

T. C*RR, Esq., Bath, was 'Jud. The Pompon varieties in tweDe
bunches were very good also ; Mr. Seale again 1st. A stand
of twelve bunches uf Cactus Dahhas Irom Mr, Seale were a
fine feature, such varieties as Lady Penzance, Mrs. Wilson
Noble. Bertha Mawley, Countess of Radnor, and Apollo were
in their beat l<>rm,

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Of Fruit there were three collections of ten varieties ; Mr.

W. Strugnell, gr. to the fit. Hon. W. H. Long, M.P., Rood
Ashton, was Ist with excellent Alicante aad White Muscat
Grapes, Sea Eagle and Bellegarde Peaches, Humboldt Nec-
tarines, Hemskirk Apricots, Brown Turkey Figs, Beurre St.

Louis Pears, Jefferaon Plume, and Melon ; 2nd, Mr. Geo.

Pymm, gr. to Mrs. Gouu'smith, who had well-finished Black
Himburgh and Muscat of Alexaudi'ia Grapes, very fine

Exquisite and Dymond Teaches, Pine Apple, and Humboldt
Nectarine, &c. With two btmches of black Grapes, Muscats
excluded, Mr. Thos. Jones, Bath, wat 1st, and Mr. James
Fortt, Bath, 2nd, both with good black Hamburgh. The
best two bunches uf white grapes, other than Muscats, were
Foster's Seedling from Mr. J. Fortt : Mr. J. Atwell was 2nd
with Buckland Sweet water The best two bunches of

Black Muscats were Madresfield Court from Mr. H. Clack,

gr. to C. E. Colston', Esq., Roundway Park, Devizes; Mr.
Smith, gr. to the Bishop of Salisbury, being 2nd with the
same. The best two bvniches of white Muscats also came
from Mr. Fortt; Mr. Carpenter, gr. to T. A, Bailey, Esq.,

Frome, was 2nd.

Green Gage Plums were numerously shown and in fine

character. The best dessert Plum was Kirkes, from Mr. H.
PococK, Hilperton ; Mr. T. C. Bull, Crediton, was 2nd, with.

a fine dish of Jetfersons. Cberrles were represented liy

Morellos, some very good fruits being staged. The best
dish of Peaches was Noblesse, from Mr. T. Jones; Mr. Geo.
PvMM coming 2nd with tine Bellegarde. Pine-apple was the
best Nectarine, and won for Mr. H. Clack the 1st Prize ; Mr.
Strxignell, gr. to the Rt. Hon. W. H. Long, Esq., M.P., Rood
Ashtfjn, was 2ad. Mr. Geo. Garraway, Bath, had the best
two dishes of dessert Apples, having Lady Sudeleyjand Wor-
cester Pearmain. Mr. Smith had the best two dishes of

culinary Apples, stiiging very fine Peasgood's Nonsuch and
Ecklinville ; Mr. Strugnell was 2nd with Warner's Ring
and Stirling Castle, Mr. Geo. Garraway had tbe best two
dishes of dessert Pears ; Mr. Smith was 2nd.

Vegetables were, as usual, numerous and very good.
Miscellaneous Collections.—Messrs. George Cooling & Sons

staged a charming collection of garden roses ; and also

blooms each of their two new H. Ps., Bladud and
Laurence Allen, wbich are said to be excellent autumn
bloomers. Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co., nurserymen,
Salisbury, had some highly promising Cactus Dahlias.

SHROPSHIRE HOBTICtTLTtlRAL.
August 19, 20.—The excellence of this well-known annual

exhibition was fully maintained on this occasion. It was,

in fact, admitted by those who have for several years fre-

quented this gathering, that no finer .show has been

previously held at Shrewsbury. This was noticeable

throughout all of the sections.

In the plant classes tho group.s were the le.iding feature,

and surpassed those of last year, whilst the competition was
keener, there being but Utile difference in quality between

some of them. Specimen flowering and foliage plants in

tbe 1st prize collections were all that one could wish, but

there was a slight falling off in the competition in the

larger classes.

The cut-flower classes were filled surprisingly well, notably

those for hardy border flowers. Dahlias. Sweet Peas, Roses,

and Carnations also made a fine display. The decorative

classes were of tbe highest exceUence. In several of the-

cat-flower classes the northern growers were exceetiingly

strong.

The fruit classes throughout betokened high 'merit. This

was noticeable in Grapes as well as in stone fruits ; the com-

petition in the iormer classes was remarkably keen.

The combined exhibits of fruits and flowers wore, from

a decorative point of view, a decided [success, being not oiAy

novel and interesting, but instructive also. The one most

noticeable defect was a tendency to overcrowd the tables.

The collections of fruits, flowers, and vegetables combined

were not so decided a success ; each exhibitor could have filled

twice the space to better advantage with the exhibits staged.

The vegetiible classes were fully up to the high standard

always seen at Shrewsbury. The non- competitive trade

exhibits were most extensive, these adding greatly to the

interest of the show, both plants and cut flowers being-

strongly en ilvidcnce.

PLA.NTS.

For a group of miscellaneous plants, in or out of bloom,

arranged to produce the best effect, to occupy a space of

liOO square feet, Mr. J. Cypher. Queen's Road Nurseries,

Cheltenham, was a splendid 1st with a tasteful arrange^

ment in which the colours blended most harmoniously,

whilst there was not any semblance of overcrowding, tht--

plants, too, being admirable ; a well-balanced PhiMiix rupi-

cola occupied the central position, it being supported by two'

light arches, these being well clothed with suitable plants,

as Tupobsius, Oncidiums. AsparagTis. and Panicum varie-

gatum, with Lili\im Harris! at tbe base of the arche.s. these

reposing on a bed of green moss. Well-coloured Crotons

made splendid " dot " plants, as also did Cocos Weddeliana ;

whilst such Orchids as Vanda ctenilea, Dendrobium Phalw-

nopsis Scurtederianum. and light Odontogloseums, with Onci-

diums, notably O. Jonesiauum and O.flexuosum, with hereand
there a good example of Cattleya Gaskelliana, added to the

effect. Mr. Chas. J. Mee, Nottingham, was a good 2nd, and
that, too, without any great assistance from Orchids ; a talli

Kentia occupied the centre, vrtrious Lilies, with some good-

tufts of Lily of tbe Valley towards the front, enhanced the

effect ; Cattleya crispa was also noticeable, and of other
foliage plants, Acalypha Macfeeana. Cocos plumoHUs, andi

Bamboos. Althoiigh not overcrowded, there was a suspicion

of heaviness as a whole. Mr. Edmonds, gr. to the Duke of.

St. Albans. Bestwood, Notts, came 3rd in this clnss, the-

plants showing some traces of travelling, to their disadvan-

tage ; the effect as a whole was bold and good ; a few
more dwart plants as a carpeting would have improved

it. Three other prizes were awarded in this class.

In tbe large class for twenty stove and greenhouse plants,.

not fewer than twelve to be in flower, Mr. J. Cypher waft

again the winner, and that in an easy fashion. Of foliage

plants be had as a background huge examples of Kentia

Forsteriana and K. australis, Cycas circinalis was also a

perfect specimen ; in front of these wei-e finely-coloured

examples of Croton angustifolius, C. Johannis, C. QueGI^

Victoria, and C. Sunset ; the flowering plants being towards

the front and at each end, these consisted of finely flowered

Ixoras as I. Pilgrimi, I. regina, and I. Williamsi, Rondelctir*

speciosa major, a grand plant and one seldom seen so good,

being one mass of flower; Ph<enocomaprolifera Bamesi, welD

studded with bloom ; Erica Eweriana. and E. obbata pur-^

purea, both good; Allamanda nobilis, Clerodendron Bal-

fourianum, and Bougainvillea Sanderiana, being also telling-

plants ; Mr. Finch, nurseryman, Coventry, was I'md in this-

class.

Mr. CvPuER was also Ist for six flowering plants, showing'

as his best Rondeletia speciosa major, Ixora retina, Statice

Gilberti, and Phtenocoraa prohfera Bamesi; Mr. Finch was'

again 2nd, his best being Erica Lindleyana and Ixora Wil-

liamsi.

For six plants open to the county of Salop only, Mr. Lam-
bert, gr. to Lord Harlech, Brogyntyn. Oswestry, showed
well, staging a very freely-flowered Dipladenia amabilis, »
good Ixora Prince of Orange, and a huge plant of Arecu'

lutescens.

Mr. Cypher was also 1st for six foh;tge plants, showing ;>

grand plant of Cordyline indivisa, Croton Thompsoni, and C.
Sunset in beautiful colour, also two good Cycads. Mr. Finch,
who followed, had Dracaena Douceti, very good.

The best six exotic Ferns were staged by Mr. Roberts, gr.

to P. A. Montz, Esq., MP., Dunsmore, Rugby, his finest

being a good example of Adiantum Farleyense, also one of

A. cardiochkt-na, and a fine plant of Microlepia hirta cria-

tata. Mr. Price, gr. to T. Parkinson, Abergwill, was agootf
Snd.DavalliaMooreanaand Phlebodiuraaiu-eum being the best.

Mr, Lambert had the best flowering specimen plant in

Dipladenia amabilis, not a large plant, but with fine blooms,

freely produced. The next best was Bougainvillea glabrti

from G. Burr, Esq., Oaklands.

For the mostjueritorious flower.'ng or foliage p'ant not in-
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comnierco previous to January 1 , 1896, a Silver Medal each waa
awarded to Messrs. R. Wallace & Co., Colt^bcstor, for Wat-

soniii iridifolia Ardemei, pure white, with long, branching

spikes and strong growth ; and to Mr. J. Cypukr for Statiiic

intermedia (8. profusa x S. Holfordi), a distinct cross

between these two varieties.

Mr. Cvi'HER had the best six Orchids, very good for the

season, Li«Iia criapa, Odontoerlossum Hanyanum, Cycnoches

chlorochihim, and Cattleya GaskelUana being the best.

Mr. Edwards, gr. to E. Stanley Clark, Esq., Oak Alyn,

Wrexham, was 2nd.

Mr. Lambert was 1st for six DraC'un;is, with well-grown

plants in robust health, D. Baptisti and D. Thompsoni Ixiing

the best. Mr. Leith. gr. to J. R. Greatorhk. Esq., Mytton

Hall, was 1st for tix Caladiuma : the plants were well fur-

nished, C. Leopold Robert being one ofthe best ; Mr Lawley,

gr. to Mrs. R. Darby, was a close 2nd in this cla,ss.

Colcus were shown remarkably fine, each of the four

exhibits being admirable in every respect. Mr. Bremmcll,
gr. toH. F. Uayhhrst, Esq., Overley, Wellington, was Ist.

Mr. Jones, gr. to A. M. Barber. Esq., Field House, Welling-

ton, was 1st for tuberous Begonias; and Mr. CUft, gr. to R.

Taylor, Esq , Abbay Foregate, 2nd, both showing dwarf,

well-flowei'cd examples.
Both single and double Zonale Pelargoniums wera shown

in splendid condition, the plants of medium size, but

flowered in profusion. Mr. Mversj, Sutton Lane Nursery,

Shrewsbury, was 1st in both instances; and W. J. Scott,

Esq., 2nd, the latter showing well.

The cla.ss for table plants was the subject of keener com-

petition, Mr. Mee being 1st with light, well-furnished dw-arf

plants; and Mr. Bellis, gr. to Sir C. H. Rodse Boughton,
DowDtou Hall, a good 2nd.

In the small group class, Mr. Ingwood, gr. to T. F. Kyn-
nerslev, Leighton Hall, Ironbridge, was 1st ; Mr. Bhkmmell,
'2nd ; but both of those exhibitors might take pattern of tho

groups in the oi^en class.

CUT FLOWERS.
For a display of Horal arrangements in a space of 12 feet X

b feet, any design of flowers admissible, Messrs. Pekkin-^ &
Sons, Coventry, were invincible ; that they never staged

a finer exhibit waa the opinion of many, and in confirma-

tion of this a Gold Medal was awarded in addition to the

1st prizs of £12 lU.*. All of tho various designs shown were
in this firm's usual excellent taste. Messrs. Jenkinsok k.

Son, Newcastle, Stafl's., atiged well for tho 2nd prize, the

merit of this exhibit being further recognised by the

award of a Silver Medal ; Messrs. Jones & Son, Shrewsbviry,
were :Jrd.

Messrs. Perkins <& Son had the best pair of bouquets, one
ball and one bridal, both being nearly perfect in the arrange-
ment and blending of colours ; Messrs. Jones h Son wore 2nd,
and showed very weU.

In another and similar class Messrs. Pope & Sons, Bir-

mingham, were lat, their examples Ijcing a trifle heavy.
Tho last-named firm showed well, however, in a class for a

shower boviquet of Cactus Dahlias, their choice being
Countess of Gosford alone, with suitable foliage ; the effect

was beautiful.

In a similar class for Sweet Peas only, tho Ist prize wont
to Messrs. Jenkixson & Son, but this award was oi>cn to

question, Messrs. Pope & Son having a far more tisteful

arrangement.
The best stmda of cut flowers for tho table were from Miss

Kettle. Market Di-aytou, a good arrangement in the usual
style of glass ^porgnes ; and another, much too thin to be
effective, from Messrs. Jenkinson & Son.

Messrs. Perkins h Son, as usual, were 1st for butttiu hole

boviquets. and also for a collection of Roses in various
designs and in boxes, those in baskets being very effective.

The finest exhibit of Gladioli came from Messrs. Hark-
NEss k Sons, Bcdale; the varieties were of the very best,

and the spikes particularly fresh and good; two of the best

kinds were Enchantress and Grand-rouge.
The best collection of Dahlias came from Mr. JI. Campbell,

High Blantyre, N.B. . the Cactus vars. being specially good
in every way ; Harmony .and Earl of Pembroke were very
efl'ective. Slessrs. Jones ife Son, Shrewsbury, were a good 2nd.

Mr. MoRT.MER, Rowledge, Fatnham, won easily for twenty-
four Dahlias, show and fancy varieties. Mr. Davies, gi-. to

W. K. KiNOLEV, Esq , being 1st in each of two classes for

bunches of Cactus Dabli;is with the best known kinds.

For a collection of hardy flowers in variety (bulbs not
admitted). Mr. Campbell was a worthy 1st, he staging a
great variety of the best things iu season, including several

of the early Chrysanthemums ; Mr. F. W. Gunn, Orton, Bir-

mingham, was 2nd.

Messrs. Harkness & Sons were Isb for the best collection

of bulbous flowers, this exhibit being strong in the l»e>t of

the Gladioli, notibly in tte Lemoinei and Narcissus hybrids,

also in Lilies, Montbretias, and Tigridias. Messrs. Wallace
& Co., Colchester, were 2nd, with a choice but not so effec-

tive an exhibit.

The best collection of Carnations and Picotoes came from
Mr. Campbell, I hese being displayed to the best advantage.

Messrs. Pekkin-5 & Son stiged an excellent exhibit of

twenty-four Roses, .and weie easily 1st in the open class,

Mr. Townscnd, gr. tu Col. R. T. Lloyd, Oswestry, was

1st in the county class for the same nvmiber.

Mr. Lambert had the best box of e.xotic cut flowers,

being strong in Dipladenias and Ixoras.

The class for Sweet Peiis was a strong one, Mr. Sankev,

Baschurch, Salop, being 1st, showing the best and newest

kinds ; the arrangement being tasteful and natural.

FRUITS.

In the class for a decorative dessert-table, not to consist of

more than sixteen dishes of fruit, for which prizes to the

value of £15 15*., £12 12.^., £H 88., and £5 55. were offered,

there were five exhibitors. Mr. McIndoe,gr. to Sir J. Pease,

Bart., M.P., Hutton Hall, Guisboro', was Ist, showing good

bunches of Golden Champion, Black Hamburgh, Muscat of

Alexandria and Gros Maroc Grapes, Prince Alfred and Invin-

cible Melons, good Moorpark Apricots, Sea Eagle and
Stirling Castle Peaches, Smooth Cajenne Pine - apple.

Doyenne Bossovich, and Souvenir du Congrfes Pears,

Dryden and Elruge Nectarines, Brown Turkey Figs,

Oullin's Golden Gage Plums, two nicely-coloured plants of

Croton interruptus, with centre-piece of cut flowers, in-

cluding Orchids, <tc., intermixed with Ferns, together with

eight small glasses (four on either side) filled with suitable

flowers, showing off to advantage (ninety six and a ha'f

points); Mr. Gleeson, gr. to C. E. KeVsiR, Esq., Stanraore,

was a good 2nd, his floial decoration being ahead of tho 1st

prize collection, but the fruit was not so heavy ;is that put up
by the winner of the 1st prize (ninety-two and a half points

being awarded to the 2nd prize collection) ; Mr. Goodacre,

gr. to tho Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle, was a good
:{rd, securing eighty-eight and a half points.

Five collections of twelve dishes were shown in good style.

Mr. Harris, gr. to Lady H. Somerset, was 1st, showing good
bunches of Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes, E;istnor Castle Melon, Barrington and Royal George
Peaches, Pitmaston ».)range and Lord Napier Nectarines,

Browi» Turkey Figs, Kirk's and Washington Plums, and
Bigarreau Cherries ; 2nd, .Mr. McIndoe, with Golden Cham-
pion (rather green), and Gros Maroc Grapes, Queen and
Cayenne Pines, good Invincible, and Exquiaito Melon, Vio-

lotto Uative Peaches, and Spenser Nectarines ; Mr. Goodacrk
being 3rd.

Nine collections of nine dishes (confined to exhibitors
residing in Sa'op) were tiblcd, the Ist prize being secured by
Mr. Laugh, gr. to Rev. T. M. IJnLKELEY Owen, Tesvsmoro
Hill, Freton : Foster's Seedling and Madrcafield Court Grapes,
Royal George and Groaso Mignonne Peaches, Jargonelle
Pear, Prince Engelbert Plums, Lockingo Melon, and Morcllo
Cherries.

ffr(T/«j».—About -lUO bunches of Grapes wore »hown, moat o!

these being of a high order of excellence. There were eleven
stands of four bunches of bl;tck Grapes in two varieties,

Mr. t'jimpbell, gr. to C. K. Neuton, Esq., Micklow Manor,
Derby, Wjis a good 1st, staging gnind bunches of Groa Maroc
and Black Hamburgh, fine in bunch and berry ; 2nd, Mr.
Lambert, gr. to Ijord U.vrlk- n. Oswestry.
A like number of bunches of white, in two varieties, wore

staged. Mr. McDonald, gr. t. Captain Makiinr, Canna,
Sydney, Gloucester, w;is a good Ist, staging fine bunches of

Buckland Sweet Water and Canon Hall Muscat.
Eigbteen stands of Black Il;miburgh were shown in fine

form generally; 1st, Mr. George Dowucs, gr to Rev. F.

Ani>eiwon, Gannor Hill, Welsh Franklin;' 2nd, Mr. Hughes,
gr. to U. Lu»YD. Es<i., Oswestry.

Eleven stands of Madresficld Court were put up in capital

(ondition, .Mr. Craven taking ist with fine solid bunches,
good in berry and finish ; Mr. Gray, Bodorgan, Auglcsca,
being a oreditable 2ad.

Twelve pairs of black Alicante were' shown, Mr. Goodacre
taking 1st with perfect bunches; Mr. C A. Bayford.gr. to

C. Lee Campbell, Esq., Glcwston Cou t, being a good 2nd.

Of ten stands of Gros Colman put up, those from the Rev.

J. Anderson were the best; Rev. Bulkeley Owen was
a creditable 2nd.

Twelve pairs of Muscat "i Alexandria were put up, and
Mr. CoATEs, Dumba'l Hall, Winsford, was a capital 1st, with
medium sized, well-eoloured Lunches ; J. Tams, Esq., The
Hayes, Stone, being a good 2nd.

Twelve pairs of any other white were also shr>wn ; Mr.

A. H. Hall. Presbury, Macticsfield, was 1st, with Foster's

Seedling; Captain Marlinc. being a good 2nd. with Buck-

land Sweetwater.

The Rev. F. Anderson took 1st place for Black Hamburghs
among nine exhibitors. Several stands of any other black

Grape were staged, and the Rev. Bulkelf.y Owen was the

best exhibitor.

Mdons.—Owi of thirty-three green-fleshed Melons staged,

Mr. Lambert was 1st, with a good fruit of Carter's Earl's

Favourite. Twenty seven scarlet-fleshed varieties were staged,

and a fine fruit of Bltnheim Orange secured 1st prize for Mr.

iNi-.wooD, Leighton Hall, Ironbridge.

Ptaches.—Twenty-nine dishes of Peaches, all of fine siz)

and quaUty, were stiged. Mr. Han-is, gr. to Lady Henp.v

SoMER-SET, Eastnor Castle, wiis 1st, with fine fruits of Bar-

rington, beautifully coloured ; Mr. Dyke, gr. to Gku.

Nkvillk, Esq., Sutton Hall. Newark, was 2nd, with the

same variety; and Mr. Wilkes, gr. to Mrs. Meakix, Crcswell

Hall, Stafford, was 3rd, with Royal George.

Twenty-eight dishes of Nectarines were staged, Mr. Tuo-

wooD taking 1st with a beautiful dish of Violette Hative
;

Mr. Wilkes following with fine examples of Improved

Downton.

yl/»7*iC0(.«.—Thirty-two dishes of Apricots made agoodsliow,

Mr. J. L.\MDERTbeing a-good 1st with clean fruits of Moor Park,

Mr. RouiNSON, Brampton Brian Hall, Hereford, following

with good f.uits of the same v.triety.

PUm*.—Mr. McIndoe had the best out of twenty-five

dishes staged, showing a fine dish of Green Gage. In the

corresponding class fur purplu or red varieties, Mr. Langley
was 1st with a fine dish of Prince Englebert ; Mr. Nowell,

Maindiff, was a good 2nd, with five even fruits of Goliath

.

.^pj)?('s. ^Twenty-five dishes of culinary fruit were staged

and Mr. W. E. Kino was 1st with Warner's King. Mr. Lewis,

Leominster, took Ist prize with a fine dish of Lady Sudeley

(dessert).

Pear*.—Mrs. W. Sandford, Port Hill, had the best dish of

Pears out of fifteen dishes shown, with splendid fruits of

Clapp's Favourite.

For the best-arranged eoUtctiou of garden produce to

occupy a space of S feet by 5 feet, plants and flowers and vege-

tables to be represented, eight collections were arranged. Mr.

Waite, gr. to Col. Talbot, Glenhurst, Esher, was placed 1st his

collection scoring 8<'J points. It was an arrangement

enclosed by brightly-coloured Crotons, Palms, .and spikes

of IPancratium Iragrans, the same, together with Palms and

Asparagus (common), forming the background, a glass stand

being placed in the centre. Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines,

one Melon, four bunches of Grapes, Potatos, Toroatos

Onions, Runner Beans, Celery, and Cauliflower being

arranged on a bed of moss and Asparagus, with Tuberose

and a spike of Odontoglossum crispum ; Mr. Goolacre was

2ud, his cnlle tion obtdning 84^ points ; Mr. Mac ItJDOE was

3ri, with 83i points.
VEGETABLES.

Fourteen collections of nine kinds were put up in com-

petition for Messrs. Sutton & Sons* prizes, Mr. Wilkins

prjving victorious, showing fine Caulillowers, Onions,

Carrots, Tomatos, Duko of Albany Peas. A 1 Runner BeanP,

Prizetaker Leek, and Giant White Celery, tho whole beiug

admirably set up; Mr. Pope, Highclcro Castle, Newbury,

was a cjipital 2nd.

Four collections of eight kinds were iu empctition for

Messrs. Webb's prizes. Hero Mr. Pope turned the tables on

his antagonist in the previous class.

Tomatos were, like all sections of vegetables, shown in

largo numbers and well. Mr. Leish, Mytton Hall, Shrews-

bury, wiis 1st for |ierfcct examples of Suttoi\'s Perfect on ;
and

in Messrs. Pritchard &. Sons' special prize class, Mr.

Parkinson waa Ist.

CucuHtfter* were shown well. Mr. Pope secured Ist prize

with a pair of grand fruits of Carter's Model ; Mr. Water-

house being 2nd with Ix>ekie's Perfect-on.

Peas made a good show for the time of year. Mr. Geo.

Davis, Pool Parva, was 1st in Mr. Elkkuru's Special Prize

class, with fine, well-filled pods of Eckford's Prior, out cf

six lots shown. In another cla-ss, Mr. E. Cumberbatcii,

High Street, Silverdale, was 1st.

French awl Runner 5fan^.—Twcnty-scvcn dishes of the

former and twenty three dishes of the latter wore shown.

Mr. Prior, gr. to Hon. Mrs. Kenyon, Whitchurch, was 1st

with Canadian Wonder i French) : and Mr. Pope was 1st with

Sutton's Best of All Runner.

Turnips, Carrots, Onions, Celery, and Parsnips were bhown

extensively and well.

Potalot. —These were exhibited in great numbers, the tubers

beiug of good size, clean and even. Six collections of six

varieties were staged. Mr. Enock CuMBKRBAru was 1st,

showing perfect roots of Challenge, Reading Uussctt
.
Monarch,

Pink Perfection, Peerless Rose, and Reading Giant. Fifteen

collections of three varieties were ymt \ip. and Col. Ken von

Stanlev, Hatton Grange, was 1st. Twuuty-one smgle dishes

were st;iged, S;itisfaction ti'.king 1st prize for R. L. Kenyon,

Esq., Oswestry.

In Messrs. James Carter &. Co.'s special prize class fur

Melons, Holborn Favourite secured 1st prize for Mr. Waite

in a good competition.

MISCELLANEOUS NON-COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS.

These were numerous, and of excellent quality. The

premier place must be accorded to Messrs. Sutton & Sons,

who were awarded two Gold Medals, one for their Reading

strain of tuberous Begonias, and another for their well-

known choice strain of Gloxinias. Of the former the exhibit

was most extensive, and of the best possible quality, the

individual blossoms being of enormous size (both of singles

and doubles). These plants were only six months old from

the seed, the growth dwarf and robust, notably in the

singles ; these latter were grouped in colours with the best

pos"sible effect, notably the deep crimson, the pure whites

(very fine), the pinks, the rose-pinks, mixtures also being

staged ; the buff-coloured, the yellows, the pinks, and the

apricot-tinted from amongst the doubles, were specially fine.

Toe effect of the Glo.xinias was a'so excellent, these, too,

being raised from seed this year, A choice strain of dwarf

Phlox Drummondi was also included in this exhibit, and

likewise of the Marguerite Carnations. The whole was

st.iged in two marquees, exclusively devoted to this exhibit,

the interior arrangements bemg admirable and unique.

A Gold Medal was aw.arded to Messrs. Fisher, Son &
SiBBAV, Sheffield, for a very choice and effective group of

miscellaneous pLants, both hardy and tender ; of these the

best were of hardy subjects, Jasminum nudiflorum album,

prettily-variegated Daphne purpurea, dwarf purplish foliage

;

Acer polymoriJhum and A. disseetum in variety ; tree ivies,

notably Hedera Crippsi ; Coi-nus sibirica elegans, tall, plump,

very effective; the fern -leaved Golden Elder and Weigela

Lonysmanoi aurea.

Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecrcft Nursery, Lewisham, staged a

tasteful group of tuberous Pegonias of the best selection,

and in association with suitable foliage plants, the whole

being most effective and well finished, Coeos WeddeUana

Asparagus tenuissimus and Caladium .argyrites being em

ployed "in the best possible manner; a Gold Medal was the

award.
Messrs. Pritcbard k Sons, Nurserymen, Shrewsbury

received the same award for Ferns in great variety, for Car-

nations, and for tastefiU designs in cut flowers.
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A Silver-Gilt Medal was awarded tu Messrs. Cowan k Co.,

Liverpool, for a large group of small well-flowered Tea Roses.

For a mixed group of Plants Messrs. R. Smith k Son,

Worcester, received a Bronze Medal.

Messrs. Dick.sons, of Chestsr, staged a large and varied

selection of hardy and tender cut flowers, with small plants

interspersed here and there of Caladiums, Crotons, Ac, the

new Cannas Italia and Austria were included, both being in

good cundition. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Dobbib A: Co. deservedly received the award of a

Gold Medal for a grand display of Cactus and other Dahlias
;

also of Violas and Pansies, »bc.

Mr. Jannoch, Dersingham, Norfolk, staged Lilies of the

Valley in very fine condition, both the spikes and the foliage

being well developed.

Mr. MuRTisiER showed some capital stands of Cactus

Dahlias in triplets.

Messrs. Backhouse & Sons, York, were awarded a Silver

Medal for a collection of Bamboos, of which large plants

were shown here ; and a few gond Alpines, &c.

From Mr. Davis, of Yeovil, Somerset, came a grand lot of

double tuberous Begonias in the best of the named kinds.

(Gold Medal.)

For one of his characteristic exhibits Mr. Eckford was
awarded a Silver Medal for Sweet Peas, all of the best of this

raiser's kinds beiug included.

Messrs. Birkenhead & Co. showed a choice selection of

hardy and exotic Ferns, and Mr. ForbeSj of Warwick, had a

guod exhibit of cut Carnations; Mr. Myers, nurseryman,
Shrewsbury, received a Silver Medal for a showy exhibit of

well-grown plants of Zonal Pelargoniums.

Mr. Anthony Waterer. Knap Hill, Woking, sent fine

examples of Abies pungens argeutea, also of A. concolor

violacea, and some fine Golden Yews.
Messrs. Geo. Bi'nyard & Co., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone,

had a grand exhibition oi choice fruit. (Gold Medal.;

Mrs. E. Hill.—It is with regret that we amiouDce
the death of Mrs. E. Hill, wife of Mr. E. Hill, gar-

dener to the Right Hon. Lord llothschild. Triug
Park, Tring. Mrs. Hill had a long and serious illness,

from wbiuh it was hoped she was recovering, when
peritonitis .=et in with fatal result.

GeORGIANA ORMEROD.—The death on the Itllh

iust., at St. Albans, of Miss Georgiaua Ormerod is

announced. Miss Oimerod was the second daughter
of the late George Ormerod, of Sedljury Park, Chep-
stow, and was a talented artist, in which capacity she

rendered valuable assistance to her sister. Miss

Eleanor Ormerod.

The Weather.
[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42" Fahr. for the period
named ; and tliis combined result is expressed in D;iy-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1" continued for
twenty-four houre, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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which cannot be otherwise than injurious. Water-
ing the plants at short intervals with one or other

of tUeapproved iueacticides would probably destroy

the insect. R. MrL.

Coco DE Mer (Loduicea sechellarkm) : T. C.

Thero ore several fine young plants of the double
Cocoa-nutto be seen at the lloyal Gardens, Kew. We
suspect that your Nuts, just commencing to germi-

nate, would be very acceptable at some of the

other Botanic Gardens, especially on the Continent
;

but in private e'itablishments, cr even iu nurseries,

there would probably be no demand for them.

t.'oRULCTiON ; On p. 171, under "Awards," for Erica
l''ascination read Eriocnema fascinator.

CucuMBKii Disease ; £. P. D.—The Cucumber
shoots are in a bad condition, but there is no
fungus present, and we are unable, from the shoots

themselves, to determine the cause. The mature
leaves present effused spots, upon which are deve-

loped a white mould, technically a Fusi-^porium, but
conforming to no known species. 'I'te curved,

fusiform conuiia are profuse, and very variable iu

size, some of them about :J0, and others about
50, micro-millemetrcs long, uuiseptate, trisep-

tate, or quinqueseptate, acute at the extremities.

We aie not prepared to affirm that this mould is

the cause of the disciiscd shoots ; indeed we think it

is not, but at any rale it appears to be parasitic

rather than saprophytic. We fear that the weak a .d

uuhealthy condition of the plants is due to some of

the external surroundings. There is uo trace of

Bacteriusis. J/. C. C
DOUBLE-FLUWEREU LoBELIAS: F. Rn lllir. The

flowers of both varieties are double, but, unfor-

tunately, theii' condition upon arriving was such
that no estimate of their value could be formed.

Oaudenebs' Oui'HAN Fund.—We have received, with
many thanks, the sum of 2s. 6rf. from Mr. J.

Cobban. The amount has been sent to the
Secretary.

Grapes Diseased ; Cunsdml Raider. The berries are

affected with ".Spot' (GUeosporium Keticolor).

Remove all such berries as soon as they arc observed.
It is too late to treat them with any .spray this

season.

Names of Fruits: O. U. H. Apricots: 1, Large
Early ; 2, Kaisha.— C. B. 2, Kerry Pippin ; 3,

Striped Juneating ; 4, Sugarloaf Pippin.—X /'. S.

Apple Golden Noble.

—

AmaUiti: Fig De I'Archipel.
— Ecat Lothian Oirdcnt): 1, Louise Bjuue of
Jersey ; 2, Beurre Hardy ; 3, Doyenne Boussoch :

5, Bishop's Thuiub ; 6, Williams' Boa Chretien.
It is too early to name these Pears with certainty ;

specimens to be named should be nearly ripe.

Names op Plants : Correspondents not answered m
tkls issue are requested to be so good ws to consult the

follou-inij number. — C. Bailey. Torcnia Fournieri
alba White Wings.'— //. R. 1, Malope triflda

;

2, Echiuops Kitro ; 3, Sedumoarneum variegatum
;

4, a grass not determinable ; 5, Pauicum variega-

tum ; 0, apparently a Podocarpus ; 7, Juniperus
excelsa,— W. Graham. The plant you call Festuca
arundinacea, is probably F. elatior, and the verna-
cular name for that species is Meadow Fescue.
The Festucas generally are called Fescue grasses.

—

W. L. Santolina incana.—/. C. 1, Chimonanthus
fragrans so far a^ we can tell, without the dowers ;

2, Colutea arborescens.

—

C. G. 1, Pisum sativum
;

2, Mercurialis pereiiuis ; 3, Acer arietinum.

—

E. L.
B. Salpiglossis sinuata, allied to Petunia.

URuaiD-aousES: Ainatci'.r. You cannot do better
than make the benches of slate, and upon this place
a layer of shingle, small coal, or other moisture-
retaiuing material. An open wood-work staging,

about 5 or (5 inches high, should be made to rest

upon the close oue, and upon this the plants may be
arranged. It is quite unnecessary to have the path-
way made of concrete or fancy varieties of tilings,

there being nothing better than a substantial woodeu
trellis or iron grating, either of which should be
laid flat upon the bare ground. When erecting a
bench or stage, it is essential to have it suffi-

ciently high to bring the plants to within a foot or
18 inches from the roof-glass.

Pelargoniums that never Flower: IF. L. There
are varieties of Pelargoniums with extremely
variegated foliage that seldom, if ever, flower. A
nurseryman who grows this class of plants largely

would probably furnish you wit'i the names of

several such varieties.

Preserving Peas : G. P. Peaa ni i ^ bo preserved
by heating them in air-tight bjttles as are

supplied by the French Flint Glass Bottle Co.
These were figured and described at p. 565 in

Gardeners' C/'roniWe for May 2. Peas may also be
preserved in brine.

PoLYPODiUM AUREUM Sl'OREs : Nemo. The growth
of moss among the seedlings is probably due to the
non-sterilisation of the soil on which the spores were
sown. Sterilisation is effected by boiling water or

by baking, or if t is has been done, the moss may
be due to subsequent overhead watering. Scald
the soil well before sowing, always keep the surface
covered by glass until the Ferns are developed, and
only water by percolation from below. Tliis done,
moss should not appear.

Seeds.man Situation in South Africa : Gordon.
You might advertise in South Ajrica, a paper pub-
lished in London, or write to Mr. Cha*!. Ayres,
nurseryman, at Cape Town. There are large seeds-
men at Grahamstowri, at Pieteruiaritzburg, Port
Elizibeth, including Messis. Smith Bros., and at

Queeustown, Messrs. Edkins Bros.

Alth.ea frutex ; 1T.< Prop.MjATION : C. B. Altlix>a

frutes, as it is still called in nurseries, more
correctly. Hibiscus syriacu^. is a native of .Asia

Minor. The usual metliuJ of propag'itiou is by
layering and grafting. For the last process the
stock should be the single purple form, which is

raised from seed, but it cm also be root grafted.

Taking one of the fleshy roots, split it with a sharp
knife, then cut thebjis) of the scion into a wedge
sh.ape, introduce it into the cleft root, and bind
witii raffia, then pot or bed out iu the open, cover-

ing the soil well over the union. If the stocks are

quartered out iu the nursery, they may be grafted
in the open in March. Open out the soil so as to

make the union below the surface, .and when
finisheil, heap the soil into a ridge around the
plants, covering the union, which may be waxed
or smeared with clay. Cutt'ngs may also be struck
under a bell-gla«s, but they are very slow.

Tu.M vTo A Fruit or Vegetaui.e : J. it. See answer
given to " W. M. " in this c •lumn in our last issue.

ToMATOs; A. L. J. The fruit sent was healthy
enough, and had no trace of disease internally or
extenially. Perhaps a wrong one was sent.

TiiEB Fern : C. L. /'. , Maddra It is not possible to

name the Fern without its fruit. You are probably
right.

Waktv Griiwtq in Potatos ; /,'. M. B. Some curious
examples of young malformed Potato tubers, in

which the latter are tuberculated, somewhat after

tlie manner of the tubercles on Alder roots,

formerly known as Schiu/ia alni. It was suggested
that tliey might have been caused by insects, but
of this there is no evidence. Externally they
sug^e^t Plasmo-liophora, as seen on Cabbage roots,

but as yet we have found no sign of Plasmodium.
There are an immense number of brown spherical

bodies, resembling Pytliiura, but as yet their true
nature and relationship to the disease has not been
traced. This is certainly a very peculiar form of
Potato disease, which requires further investiga-

tion before it can be accurately determined. It is

certain that the plants attacked are beyond recovery.
.Some of this material has bceu submitted to Mr.
Worthingtou Smith, and he has expressed the
opinion that the globose brown bodies are the
same as those which he described as the resting-

spores of the Potato disease, but of the maximum
size. They were all found near the surface of the
tubercles, and it is questionable whether they are
an efficient cause to account for the distortiim and
convolutions of the young tubers. We are both
agreed that this manifestation of disease is a novelty.
M. C. C. [We are, however, familiar with the
external appearance presented. Ed.]

Communications Received.— K. Miles.—E. O. Greenin".—
C. Boyle WooUey.—F. W. B.-H. H. D— E. P. Gheut—
H. E.—W. T. T. D.—Professor Max Cornu, Paris.— J. H.,
Burnlev.—J. Anderson.—H. M.— F. Kritnzliu.— Apiary —
P. M.—Sutton A- Sons.—W. Gardiner.—W. B.—W. P.—
J. H.—Win. W.—Scottish Gardener—J. K. B.—N. E. Br —
J. W. next week—J. B. -Mrs. T. (W. P., Epping).

COSTINUED /.VCflE.t.SE in Ihe CIRCUL.iTION OF THE
"GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Important to Advertisers.— The Publisher hns the satis-

Jaction ofarliwun'-in'jthit the rirctUati^n of the ^*Garthufrs
Chroiiirle" ha-^. since the re<lu<-tioil in the price oj the paper

,

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,
and that it coutiuaes to increase weekly.

Advertisers are reniimled that the " ChrLtnicle " circulates am'-'n.i

COUNTRY GE.NTLLMEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS
AND GARDEN-LOVERS at honie, that it has Or specially large
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it 'is

preserved for rejerence in all the principal Libraries.

TENTS! TENTS!! TENTS ! I! — I have
purchased 6000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Oomplete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cont
£6 each. Will send any number, carriane paid, for 28«. each

;

inferior qualities, 22s. and 'dU. each. Cash with order ; can bs
eeot on approval. Specially adaptable foreportina and pleasure
purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKJSaHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
" April 29, 1S96. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanfes for the tents,

safely received to-day. I am very plea-ied with them.
•' F. H. Hill, DuddiuRnton Park, Portobello, Midlothian."
MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports, &c.—Made of b st

Tent Canvas. 'M feet hy 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Runner4.
Line§, Mallet?, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, oa'^b

£14. cost £m.
ANDREW POTTER. Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton-

RICHARDSON'S

'^ -^siM^^^A

QUALIFY
OF WOBK

DNSURPASSED

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Conservatories, GreenIiou>e-

,

Vineries, Peach House, Stove aud
Orchid House.-^, &c.

Lowest Prices possible.

Also

Heating Apparatus
complete.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

DARLINGTON.

GREAT REDUGTION IK FRAMES
OXTB WELL-KNOWK TffAKT!.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glized and Painted. £ s.

CASH1-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft... N

2
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MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDSof HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys

made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
Witb numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HOBTICUIiTXJKAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

LOUGHBOROUGH. LEICESTERSHIRE;
) ——

'

London Office:— 96a, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL, near DUDLET.

H. & S.'s BLACK VARNISH,
For Iron, Wood, or Stone Outdoor Work.

Forty years' regulatiOD.

Ready mixe^. Dries in

ten minutes with perfect

gloss. Is used at Windsor
Oaetle, Kew Qardens,
and London and Dublin
Parks, and moat Land-
owners. In 18 and 36-

f^allon Casks only, 15. 6qC.

per gallon at works,
\s. 9>d, at nearest Railway
Station.

^- COAL CRISIS I ^
No more Conciliation Meetings between Masters and Men after the End of this Month,

Specially Machined
FOR Garden Use.

REaisTERED Trade Mark,

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. M.
per bag, on rail : 15«. per cubic yard, in 12-yard trucka.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3s. Zd. per bag ; lOj. per cubic yard,

WALKER AND CO,, Poole, Dorset,

It is impossible to foresee the result of

these disputes, but Messrs, WOOD & SON
unhesitatingly urge their friends to order

without delay, atPRESENT PRICES,
WHICH ARE THE 10WEST TOR
MANY YEARS.

Special Carriage-Paid Quotations to any
Station by return, of Post.

WM. WOOD & SON, Ltd., Wood Green, London,

W.COOPER, Ltd.!
HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
(The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses), 1755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

AMATEUR FORCrNO
HOUSE.

Fur CuLUiiibers, Touiatus,
Melons, etc.

Everything coniijlete,

from 50s,

INVINCIBLE
HOT-WATER
APPARATUS,

BoiUr only, price

.e-J 0,

ciipriblc of hcaliiij;

75-fL'ct of 4-ineli

pipe.

Lowest CHtimatca

for complete

apparatus for any
sized houfeo on ,

application.

AMATEUR SPAN-ROOF
GREENHOUSE.

Everything conii>let6,

ready for erecting,

From £2 16s.

BEK LIST.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.—Best 15 oz., in 50 feet boxes,

10 by .S, IJby S, \i by 0. I:;by0, It by 9, 14 by 10. at 45. (iii. per

box. 4ths, 15 oz. , in loiift. and 200ft. boxes. 12 by 12, 12 by 14,

12 by 10, 12 by 18, 12 by 20, 12 by 24, 14 Ijy 10, 14 by 18, 14 by 20,

14 by 24, 10 by IS, 10 by 20, 10 by 24, IS by 20, 18by24, 100ft. 8s.,

200ft 15s.perbox. 21 oz.,inl00ft..and200ft. boxes: 4ths,21oz..

10 by ,S, at S«. per idOft box. 9 ))y", 10 by S. 12 by 10, 14 by 10,

in 2'ooft. boxes, 4ths, 10s. per box; Srds. ISs. per box. 4tLs.

21oz., 12 by 14, 12 by 16, 12 by 18, 12 by 20, 12 by 24, 14 by 16,

14 by 18, 14 by 20, 14 by 24, 16 by 18, ]6 by 20, 16 by 24, 18 by
20, 18 by 24, 100ft. Us., 200ft. , 2U. per box.

Note.—DeUvered free on rail, London, by our own vans (not

ex-wharf, which means a costof ls.6d. per box for collection).

COOPER'S "BEAT ALL'
MOWER.

LAWN The World's Best.

10-in. ... ls/6

12-in. .. 19/6

18-in.

1-1 -in.

16-in.

. 32/-,

Gra^s Catcher, to fit any Machine
5/- each.

Packed F.O.R. London.

FOLDING GARDEN CHAIRS.

Wrll Madf:,

Having bought up the whole

of a Manufacturer's Stock of

5000, we .are eiialtled to sell

these .at a ridiculously low

figure.

Speci.d Job Lino, 3.s. each
;

33s. per dozen.
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EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SEIiECTES specially for OBOHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, *o. PEAT sent to all parts of the
world at Special Through Bates. Large or small qaantities.

KPPS Sc 00., F.R.H.S„Peat Depdt, Bingwood.

The Pioneer of cheap, timple, and efeetive heating for tnali
Greenhouse'.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the maDufacture of these

Boilers, and a coos-qupnt rheapenin^ in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. 1. £2 12s. ; No. 2, £3 15s. ; No. 3. £S ; also larger sizen.

Complete Ai)paratus from £4 &s. Lists and Estimates on
applicition.

UE3SENGER & CO., Loughborough. Leicestershire,

London Office : 96i, Victoria Street. Westminsteb, S.W.

GLASS! QLASSl CHEAP GLASS!
4lh3. 15 oz., in 50-teet boxep,

Sizes from 10x8 up to 14X10, at 4s. &d per box.
4th8. 21 oz., in 1 (JO feet boxes.

Sizes, 10x8 and 12x8, at 8«. per box.
3rds, 21 oz., in 200-feet boxes,

Sizes, 9X7 up to 14X10. at 18j. per box.

Ex wharf, London. All other sizes equally cheep.
Full detailed list of stook sizes sent free on application to

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY.
72, BiSHOPSGiTK Street Within. London. E.G.

BENSON'S
JS5. 5s.

"LUDGATE" WATCH
BEATS ALL OTHERS FOR

ACCCrRACY,
DUBABIHTY, and

PBICE.

o
ft*

o
fc)

!».

to

b

tq

to

Send for Book of Illastratlons and Prices, post-free.

BENSON'S
ENGAGEMENT

KINGS.

5000 at Lowest Makers' Pricea,
set with BrilliaDts, Emeralds.Pearls,
Rubies, Opal. Turquoise, &c.. of the
purest quality. Book of rUuetra-
tions, with Patteii Sizes, post-free.

J. W. BENSON,
The Steam

Factory,

62 and 64, LTJDGATE HILL, E.G.,

And at 28, BOYAL EXCHANGE, E.C.

STOCK 8IZES-ln Inches.

I2x|0 14x12 I8x|2 I6<I4 20x14 20x16 24x|6 22<\i
4x|0 I6x|2 20x12 I8x|4 20x 15 22x|6 20x|8 24x|8

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet
boxes, 3rd8 and 4ths qualities,

English Glass, ont to buyer's sizes at lowest
^ncei, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

GEOBOE FABMILOE A SONS,
34, St. Jotin Street, West Smlthfleld, London, B.C.

stook ListAandPrioeeonapplioatioD. Please quote Gard.Chron.

THIS 0REENH01TSE erected and heated complete, in
any part of the countrj-, best materials only, wurkmtinship
guaranteed. 25 ft. by U ft., £50; 3<J ft. by 15ft.. £70. Brick-
work excepted. For particulars, see our Catalogue, post-free.

Superior Portable Frames, large stock ready for
immediate use, well made, painte-i four coats, glazed with
21-oz. glass, carriage paid;— l-light frame. 4X6, 36». 6d. ;

3-light frame, 6X8. 5S». ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6, 86l. »d.

Span-roof Frames, 6 x i. £; f .?. ; 9 x 5. £! i.^i.

HARDY BRUIN & CO., LEICESTER.

HEATHMAN'S
PATENT

TELESCOPIC
LADDERS,

STEPS, and
TRESTLES,

are sent carriage paid, and
ILLL'STBITED PRICE llSTS

Post Free.

BEATHUAN & CO.,
Endell St., London, W.C.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DURABLE.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DUR.^DLE.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DUR-\11LE.

PRICE LISTS POST - FRSE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,
LONDON, W.C.

HEATHMAN'S LIFT & FORCE PUMPS
Are Best, Clieapest, and 5Iost Dxirable.

HEATHMAN'S CESSPOOL PUMPS
Are rortalilc, Eiisy-Workiiig, and Powerful.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN ENGINES.
CATALOQUES POST - FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,

LONDON, W. C.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. OEOSOE, 14, Bedgrave Koad.
Putniy, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :-WM. THOMSON AND SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN

Under the Sanction of the Permanent Nitrate
Committee.

TO QAKDENKRS (Amateur and Professional).
COMPETITORS at HORTICULTURAL SHOWS, and

OTHERS.
lyiTRATE OF SODA, the indispensable
•L^ nitrogenous fertiliser, may now be had of Seedsmen in
Town or Country. Warranted of standard purity.

Price in tins, containing 4 lb., with full directions for use,
ONE SHILLING.

For destroying Insects on Plants.
Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.

The CHEAPEST and BEST.
Halt-pints l/l. pints 2/6. quarts 4/6, half gallons 7/6,

gallons 12/6, 5-gallon Drums 10/6 per gallon.
Carriage Paid.

E. G. HUQHES, Victoria Street. MANCHESTER.
Sold by all Seedsmen. Pampht-U free on appOcation.

KILL^-RIGHT
Certain cure for Blight, aod all Insect Feate, without injury

to plants. Once tried, always used.
SampV Tin, 2 lb., free by Post, on receipt of P.O. for 2t lOd.

Price LIST aod testimoniala on application.

The STOTT FERTILISER & INSECTICIDE CO.,
Babton Hodse. Manchester.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces aa
a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emnlsion whea
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Boxes, If., 3«. , and lOf . Qd^

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd. and If., from the Trade,

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIBB

COASSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half tht
ordinary cost.

A.pply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Bail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

QEO. GABSIDE. Jun.,F.R.H.S., Lelgbton Buzzard. Beds.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality OKCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &o. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from London or

Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and Special Quota-
tions for delivery to any Station or Port.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E, ; Peat Grounds and Depots, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf,
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.
" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.R.H.S., Hextable, Kent.

ILLT7STBATED OATALOGXTE FBEE.f

W, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 93 EogravingB,

2j. M. nett ;
per post, 2t. lOd.

JONES^^,^e^ ATTWOOD
Stourbridge

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES,

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the

above subject.

Price 3d.: post-free, SJi.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C

Established 18S1.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildimos, Chakoert Lank. W.O.

TWO-AND-l-HALF per Cent. INTKBEST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OURREST AOCOUNTS, on the mini-

mnm monthly balances, when not drawn below £100-
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF FEB CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PCBCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD L&ND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVE

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partionlars, post-

Ireo. FRANCIS BAVENSOBOFT. Manaater.

CYCLING
and all ACCIDENTS

INSURED AGAINST BV THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSDRANCE CO.,

No Extra Charge for Ladies.

No Medical Examination.

Established 1840. Claims paid, £3,650,000.

64, OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary,

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. E. W. Le\vi.\, late of Dimorlan Gardens, as Gardener aii'l

Bailiff to Col. Pitt, Hayle Place, Maidstone.
Mr. F. CrBBKRLFV. for the last four years General Foreman at

The Dell Gardens, Staines, as Gardener to J. W. Temple,
Esq., Leywood, Groombridge.

Mr. William Hay, for the past twelve months Foreman in
the Gardens at Ayton Castle, N. B., as Gardener and
Estate Manager to Mrs. Newall, Ferudene, Gateshead.

Mr. Henry Whiteland, late Gardener to Major Muure,
Killashee, Naas, co. Kildare, Ireland, as Gardener to

W. Marshall, Esq., Weir Bank, Teddington, Middlesex.

Mr. R. Frogbrook, late Gardener to Sir John Fowleb, Bart.,

Thornwood Lodge, Kensington, has been appointed
Gardener to J. Moulton, Esq., The Hall, Bradford-on-Avon.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Jno. L^iNa & Sons, Forest Hill, Loudon, S.E.—Bulbs, Fruit

Trees, Shrubi, Begonias, &c.

Wm. Paul <fc Sons, Waltham Cross, Herts—Bulbs. &c.

CoBRY & Co., Ltd., 13, 15, and lt>. Finsbury Street,
London, E.G.—Wholesale Trade List of Hurticultural and
Florists' Sundries and Appliances, &;c.

li(< KsoNs, Ltd., Chester—Bulbs, Are.

Jno. Down-IE, 144. Princes Street, Edinburgh-Bulbs.
Wm. Drummond & Co., Ltd., Stirling—Bulbs.
F. Miller & Co , !367, Fulham Road, London, S.W. -Bulbs.
ViLMORiN, Andrieux, & Co.—Hardy and other Flowering

Plants, Strawberries, &c.
DicKsoNS & Co., Waterloo Plaee, Edinburgh— Bulbs.
Jno. Peed &l Son,:, West Norwood, London, S.E Bulbs.

Ja,s. Veitch &, Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's R'»ad,
Chelsea— (1) Roses

; (2} Hardy Tree-^, Shrubs, Conifer.'^,

American Plants, &c.
; (3) Bulbs.

Jas. Dickson & Sons, 32, Hanover Street, Kdinbur{<h—
RuU^s.

Brown & Wh.son, 10, Market Place, Manchester— Bulbs.
E. P. Dixon & Sons, Yorkshire Seed Establishment, Hull-

Bulbs.

Wm. Clibran & Son, 10 and 12, Market Street, Manchester-
Bulbs,

Low & Stewart, 0, St. Giles Street, Edinburgh—B jibs.

Herd Bros,, Penrith—Bulbs, «kc.

B. S. WtLT.iAMs A; Son, Upper HoUoway, London, N.—
Bulbs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

Dickson, Brown & Tait, 43 and 4.5, Corporation Street,
Manchester—Bulbs.

Fisher, Son, iz Sirray, Royal Nurseries Handsworth,
Sheffield- Bvdbs, &c.

Th<im. Walmtslev, Jun., City Seed Stores, Lichfield— Bulb.''.

WANTED, GARDENER (Single-handed)
for suburban garden, about an acre.—Must be married.

Thoroughly well up; industrious, very steady, and reliable.

Comfortable rooms and fuel provided.— Write, stating age,
experience, refpreni^es, wages required, and other pirticulars
to H. L., 558. WilliDK's Advertis ng Offices, 125. Strand, W.C.

ANTED, GARDENER, used to Bedding
stuff for Market, Cucumbers, Tomatos, &c. State

wage.- JOHN BEYWARD, Market Gardener, Harlington.
Hounalow.*

WANTED, a WORKING OARDENER who
has had experience*|in Growing Alpine and Her-

baceous Plants, and in General Gardeniofr. No KreenhouBe
work.—Apply to Mr. L. CLARK, Little Halt, Maidenhead,
Berka.

ANTED,~UNDER gabDENER^North
Hants). A handy, trustworthy man, who thoroughly

understands outdoor work, and can tahe charge of cows and
poultry. Assist occasionally in stable, if required. Wife muat
be able to take in laundry-work of bouse. Good character in-

dispensable. — Apply, giving full particulars and wages re-

quired, to H. L. K., Office oE Gardenen^ Chronicle, M^ Welling-
ton Street, Strand, W.O.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, a young Man
from a market establishment, not under 25 years

(single); accustomed to grow Cucumbers, Tomatos, Melons,
Grapes, and Cut Flowers, for the London markets. Bothy,
vegetables, &c., provided, wages 195. per week. State parti-

culars to—WM. GARMAN, Manager, Frythesden Gardens,
Great Berkharostead, Herts.

WANTED, a GROWER, for Guernsey
Nursery, who must be well up in Melons. Cacumbers,

Tomatos, and Bulb Forcing. AUo IMPROVER. Bothy oa
the place,—Send full particulars, references, wages, ¥. J,

LILLEY, St. Peter's, OueroBny.

WANTED a journeyman for the Houses,
—Wages \bs. per week, bothy, milk and vegetables,

must be Protestant, and Abstainer. — W. J. Lapham,
Besborough, Cork.

WANTED, for Tea Estate in Caohar, Assam,
young SCOTCH GARDENER.~Age 24 to 27 ; one

with good Nursery experience preferred.—Full particulars to
GRAY AND CO., Worthing.

ANTED, a MAN, about 30, for FloweT-
garden and Pleasure-grounds. Must be energetic,

and good refeiunce required. 16*. and Bothy.— J. K. GEORGE,
Champneys, Tring.

anted, garden labourers.—
Apply to A. FRENCH, Ford Manor Qardons, Ling-

field, Surrey.

ANTED, ODD MAN, single, to help in
the House and Garden, also to milk Cows. Accus-

tomed to work.—Apply to H. F. SMITH, Esq., Courtlands,
Horley.

WANTED, a young MAN (married pre-
ferred), to take charge of Wholesale and Retad

Florist's Shop in Brighton. Must have a good all-round
knowledge of the Trade. Salary and commission. Excellent
references will be required.—Apply to H. MARSHALL, 76.

Palmerston Road, Southsea, Hant?.

WANTED, MAN and WIFE, 18 miles from
London.—Man must understand Indoor Work, and

have a knowledge of Kitchen Gardening, and Wife a good
Cook. Age between 30 and 40. Good character indispen-
sable.—Apply, by letter only, stating salary and fuU par-
ticulars, to C. 6., Bolton's Library, Knightsbridge.

WANTED, a young Man as APPRENTICE,
not under 16, to learn Fruit and Vegetable Growing

for profit in a Market Garden of 10 acres.-Apply to Mr. C
BBLLWOOD, The Orchard, Coombe Road, K<ngston-on-
Tbames.

Wanted, apprentice to the Gardening.
A good opening for a Youih who is desirous of

acquiring a general knowledge of same.—Apply to H. L.,

11, Thomas Street, Sleaford, Lincolnshire.

WANTED, reliable assistant as SHOPMAN.
General Seed Nursery, and Floral Business.—Apply,

stating wages, to W. E., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,
Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

ANTED, YOUNG LADY to Manage
Branch.—A good saleswoman, and able to mount well.

—Apply, Florist, 68, Stoke Newington Road, N.

IfNERGETIC lady REQUIRED to join
^ another in Fruit and Flower Cultivation. Swanley

Student preferred. Small capital. Happy home ; Channel
Islands.-Write to L. H. S., 6, Arlington Road, Surbitoo.

WANT PLACES.
TO aABBENEBS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITTJATIONS.

Advertisers are caufioneif against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they wiU be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, Ac—St. Joha's Kurseries. Worcester.

Gardeners, Farm-Balliffa. Forestera. ftc.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

A ipftesf respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DI0K3OSJ3. Chester."

F SANDER AND CO. oan recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;

men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties oi their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to~

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Alb ins.

THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no
family ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Kitchen and Flower Garden.—H. LAWRENCE,
2, Stanley Villa, Chalvey Road, Slough.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-age
;

good
albround experience. Small place notaccepted.— .Vpply

in first instance to S. W., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 42, married';
thoroughly understand i growi ng Grapes, Peaches,

Melons, Tomatos, Cucumbers, Chrysanthemum?, Stove and
Greecihou^e Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good
references from present and previous employers.—GARDENER,
5, Muriel Road, Dane Hills, Leicester. No circulars.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly expe-
rienced ; Early and Late Forcing. Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables, also Flower and Kitchen Garden. Excellent cha-
racter.—R. H., Crow Nest Park, Lightcliffe, Halifax.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28 ; thoroughly
experienced in all branches. Excellent characters can be

had from present and previous situations.—W. CARPENTER,
The Gardens, Ottersbaw Park, Chertsey, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 40, married;
conversant with every department of Gardening lite.

Thorough practical experience in Fruit, Flowers, Vegetables,
&c. Can be thoroughly recommended by present and previous
employers —G. NEWTON, 189, Cornwall Road, Notting Hill,

London, W.

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF. — Scotch ; age 4i, married, no family.

Thorough life experience in superior places. Excellent
testimonials covering whole, and reference to present em-
ployer.—J. LAWIE, The Gardens, Bericole, Leamington Spa,
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i?fC for seouriog or information that will lead
^^*y to Advertiser obtainiog situation as HEAD GAB-
DEtiER, where three or more are kept. Thoroughly practical

and good characters.—J. W., 41, Wellington St., Strand.W.C.

ARDENER (Head Wobking). — Age 26,
single ; thoroughly practical in all branches. Par-

ticulars at once.—W. A., a), Heme Place, Heme Hill,

London, S.E.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Age 37,
one child ; thoroughly experienced in Vines, Peaches,

Plants. Flower and Kit«hen Garden, Early and Late Forcing,
&c. Well recommended. Estate sold cause of leaving —
M. FIELD, Lockner Holt, Chilworth, siurrey.

ARDENER (Head Wohking) ; age 20.—
J. FiNLAYSON, Gardener to Count de Baillet, Coombe

Bank, Sevenoaks, wishes to recommend his Foreman as good
all-round man. Been with him seven years. Be pleased to

answer further particulars.

ARDENER (Head Working).— Age 44,
married, no family ; thoroughly Kood, practical, and

competent ia Early and Late Grapes, Peaches, Fines, Melons,
Tomatos, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids,
ChryBantbemums, Kitchen and Flower Garden.— J. D., care

of Messre. Peed & Sons, The Nurseries, Streatham, Loadon.

GARDENER (Head Working, or other-
wise).—Age 33, no eocttmbrances ; sixteea years" good

practical experience io Early and Late Grapes, Peaches, Pines.

Melons, Cncumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. First-class reference from present employer as to

ability. Total abstainer. Wishing a change cause of leaving.

—L. M., 41, Welliogtou Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working, where two or
three men are kept).—Age '32, married, one daughter

;

twenty years' experience in large places ; well recommended ;

three and a half years as Head in last place.—A. B., General
Cemetery, Luton. Beds.

A RDENE R (Head Working).—
Thoroughly experienced in all branches; al<o. Land

and Stock if required. Middle-age. Good personal character.

—G. D., 6, AIek.aDdra Road, Thames Ditton, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age -'U,

married, no family ; abstainer. Thoroughly experi-

enced in all branches, Stove and Greenhouse Plant", Flower
and Kitchen Garden.—HORTUS, c. o. Burdett, Nurseryman,
Bridge Street, Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER (Head Working, where one
or more are kept).—A GfeNXLEMAN wishes very highly

to recommend his late Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in

all branches. Age 35, married, no family.—W. P. , 8, Chestnut
Road, Horley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working, or Single-
handed), Scotch.—Age 30. married ; abstainer.

Thoroughly experienced in all branches Inside and Out.
Good testimonials as to character and abilities —G. C,
Garrftfneri'C'Aro/nWeOffire, 41, Wellington Street, Strand.W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married, one child, sge 6 years; thoroughly expe-

Tienced in all its branches. Inside and Out. Highest refer-

ences.—A. COLEMAN, care of Mrs. Triggs, Uolbeton, Ivy-

bridge, Devon.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed). — Married, two children, joungest nine;

life experience Inside and Out. Has held good situations.

First-class references. — QARDENBR, Hanslope, Stony
Stratford.

GARDENER (Single-handed). —Age 23.
—Good general experience Inside and Out. Good

references.—T. MATTHEWS, Thorley, Bishops Stortford,

Herts.

GARDENER. — A Gentleman wishes to
highly recommend his lata Gardener to any Lady or

Gentlemtin wanting a thoroughly practical man.—A. S., 65,

Dale Street, Chiswick.

GARDENER.—Experienced Landscape ; dis-
engaged. UnderstanOs Laying-out New Grounds or

Altering Old Gardens, Carriage Drives. &c. Also Making New
or Cleaning-out Old Fish-ponds, Building Rockwork, Paving.
Good references.—W. J. E., 1, Suesex Cottages, East Finchley,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Second of three), or JOUR-
NEYMAN. — Age 21 ; eiglit years' experience both

Inside and Out. Good character. Disengaged.- THOMAS,
Church Place, Bookham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under), or JOURNEYMAN
(Second).—Two years and nine months' good character

from last situation.—E. P., 2, Beulah Spa Terrace, Spa Road,
Upper Norwood.

GARDENER (Under or otherwise).—Age 22

;

steady young man ; abstainer. Good character. Out-
side, or Outside and In.—S. R., 53. Dyer Street, Cirencester.

ARDENER (Under). — Lady Marcus
Beresford. Bishopsgate. Englefield Green, will be

pleased to recommend a young man (age £2), good experience.
Inside and Out,—Address as above.

ARDENER (Undeh). Inside, or Inside and
Out.— AfEe20; four years' good cbaracter. SttoDg and

willing. Can be recommended by OABDENER, Arnold's
Cottage. Hayward's Heath, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under), or GROOM-GAR-
OENER, willing to be useful ; age 32 ; two years'

character last place; any part.— H. 8., 3, Dahlia Cottage,
Chiswick. Middlesex.

GARDENER.—Young Man, age 26, single,
seeks situation as Single-handed, or where another is

kept. Can be highly recommended. — O. BICHAKDSON,
Ringwould, Dover.

GARDENER (Singlh - handed, or good
Second).— Age 27. single; life experience Indoorsand Out.

Leaving through a death. Total abstainer. Highest references.

—W. SHEPHERD, Hackney Place. Maidstone.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—Age
27, single; eleven years' practical experience in the

general routine of Gardening, including two years as First
Journeyman. Inside. Well recommended. Abstainer. No
circulars.— BEE30N, 87, High Street, Notting Hill Gate,
London, W.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).—Age 2i; six years' practical experience Inside

and Out. Well recommended by Head Gardener. Excellent
references. Abstainer.—STEEDMAN, Cefn Park, Wrexham.

GARDENER (Undki!).—Age 21 ; to help in
Kitchen and Flower Garden. Good character. Can

Milk.— P. O. BROOKER, Courtlands, Horley.

GA- R D E N E R (Under).-Young man,
abstainer, good character, seeks situation Outside or

Outside and In.—W. F., 2, Sherwood Villas, Roxeth, Harrow,
Middlesex,

GARDENER (Third ).^Young Man seeks
situation in the Houses; age 18; nearly tliree years'

good character; disengaged.—C. FLBMBUNO, 11, Weston
Road, Brentford.

To Nnrserymen.

PROPAGATOR (GKNEitiL), and FOREMAN
(WoKKiNO).—Thirty years' practical experience in

leading Nurseries. Roses. Clematis. Rhododendron?, Coiiifeire.

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, &c. General knowledge
of the Trade. (}ood refereoce.—T. C., Rose Cottages, Ottershaw,
Cberttey.

P"~ROPAGATOR or GROWER (soft-wooded).
Seven years' experience in market, and private nurseries.

—F. W., Berford Place, Hoddesdoo.

GROWER and'^OPAGATOR.—Age 37;
life experience in Stove Plants and General Po^6tu£f.

Ferns a specialty. Thirteen years' good reference.—W. M.,
6, High Street, Alpertoo, near Harrow.

FOREMAN.—Age ^7, Indoors or Oaneral.
Eleven years' practical.experience|in large establibhmenta,

previously as Foreman : good references.— Q., 9, Kitto Bead,
Nunhead, Ixindon, S.E.

FOREMAN. Age 28 ; life experience in Fruit.
Flowers, Palms, and Ferns Could take chargf of small

Nursery. Salesman ^if retjuired.—HORTUS, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 2ti ; twelve years' practical
experience both Inside and Out. Excellent references.

Bothy preferred.-J. W. CHKKSF, The Gardens, Huntley
Manor. Gloucester.

FOREMAN (General), in Provincial Nur-
eery.—Age 30; fourteen years' practical experience in

all branches. Wreaths, Bouquets, &c.—B. G.. The Vineries,
Wood Green. N.

OREMAN.—Age 25; experienced in all
branches, including Orchids; four years in prtsent

situation, sevea ye«rs previous. Cdo be highly recommended.
—O. HARWOOD. The Gardens. Chatsworth, Derby.

FOREMAN (Inside or General).—Age 28;
twelve years' experience in large eslabli-hments. Four

years as Oeneral. Excellent testimonial.". North preferred.
—W. HUBE, 130, Linthorpe Road, Middle&borough.

FOREMAN. — Age :?5; twelve years' ex-
peiience. Inside and Out

;
two in present place —

W. POWERS, Knightrider Street. Sandwich, Kent.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; nine years' practical
experience in the cultivation of Plants and Fruit ; House

and Table Decoratioas.—H. R., Ivy Cottage, Leicester Road,
New Barnet,

FOREMAN.—Mr. Jesse Jones, The Gardens,
Terrace Hou.ie, Southampton, can highly r«commend

his Foreman as above, with first-class references Age 27.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, under efficient Fore-
man, in good establishment.—Age 20; over two years

last place ; eighteen months previous. Bothy.—L. MELHUISH,
7, Rothesay Villas, Orpington, Ki*nt.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), Private Garden or
Nursery.—Age 21. Good references.-B. F., Mrs. A,

Wright, Cavendisn Road, St. Albans.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.— James
Cypher begs to recommend young M^n as aoove.

Age 23; nine yeare' experience. Very sober and industrious.
Good knowledge of plants, &c.—HUNT, Queen's Boad Nursery,
Cheltenham.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Oat),
—Age 22; three years in present place, five previous.

Gooi character. — J. BS4.UCHAMP, CDwesfteld Gardens.
Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 31 ; five years* experience. Good references.

—

G. R., H. Barcombe Avenue, Streatham Hill. S.W.

I OURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; eight
f-l years' experience. Not afraid of work. Excellent refer-
ences from present and previous employers. Abitainer.-
JAMES H0LLI3, The Gardens, Sindlesbam House, Woking-
ham.

TMPROVER.—Young Man (1!J), who has hadA four years.' experience in the Seed department of a
Nursery, desires a situatioa as Improver,-H. C. THORNTON,
Clappers, Crawley, Sussex.

TMPROVER.—A well-educated Youth, age 19,A seeks situatioa as Improver in a good garden. £5
premium. — W. McClFFREy, The Gardens, Pierrepont,
Farnham, Surrey.

APPRENTICE. — A Gardener wishes to
Apprentice his Daughter, age 16. to the Seed and

Florist Busiaess. Please state terms as to Premium required.
&c,— SUSSEX, 41, WelliDgton Street, Stracd, London. W.C.

APPRENTICE.—A Lady wishes to appren-
tice a boy to a Gardener. A tmall premium may be

posiible. Age 10. Well recommended. — Miss MATHEB,
St. Paul's Lodge, Clifton, Bristol.

PPRENTICE.—Respectable Lad, age Ui.
Premium £25, Used to Gatdening. Nejirhome. State

wage?.-A.. Infants' School, Tottenham Laie, Hornsey. N,

TO GARDENERS^—j7eTstwell, the Qar^
den?, Bhinefield. Brockenhnrtt, Hants, vcill be pleased

to recommend a young min (age 21) for Flower and Kitchea
Gardens.-Apply as above.

To GARDENERS. — Young Man7 age 21,
rei)uire9 situation in a Gentlemio'a Garden, Inside and

Out. Can be well recommend jd.—J. KING, Capel Manor
Gardens, Horemonden.

GARDENERS.—AVanted, by active young
Man, age '11, situation in the Kitchen Garden, or

Kitchen Garden and Pleasure Grounds. Good experience;
good references.—L. D., 4, Crown Lane. Chislehurst, Kent.

TO GARDENERS.—Youth^(ageTly)" seeks
bituation as IMPROVER. Inside and Out. Small pre-

mium notobjeoted to. Good character.—G. K.aEWELL, Guy
Cliff Road, Leamington.

O NURSERYMEN.—The Foreman,
Nightingale Nurseries, Bath, can highly recommend a

pushing, energetic youog man (age 21); very honest and
trustworthy.—Address as above.

To NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by a
young Man, age 23. Eight years' experience in Tomatos,

Cucumbers, Chrysanthemums, and Ferns. Good references.-
F. E., 47, Dunstan's Road, East Uulwich. S.E.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situations wanted, by
two young men, in a Market Nursery. Well up in

Ferns, &c. Near London preferred. — FLORA, 4, Siilton
Cottages, Kingston Road, Merton, Surrey.

TO NtJRSERYMEN.—A young Man, age 24,
seeks 'a situation in a Market Nursery. Eight years*

experience in all the routine of Nursery-work.—Good refer-
ences.—H., 3, Florence Terrace, Wellington Road, Stoke
Newington Road, N.

To NURSERYMEN.—Young man, aged 23
;

nine years' London experience in Ferns, Palms. Pot
Stuff, and General Market work. Good references.—The
Gardens, Aspenden Hall, Buntingford. Herts.

TO FLORISTS.—Y'oung man (age 22), seeks
situation as GROWER in small Nuraerv, also \veU up in

Wreaths. &c. London preferred.—C. B., 1, Church Road,
Southgate, N.

CARPENTER wants situation on Estate.
Good all-round hand. Age 2'i

; good references.—J. F..
3t'., Upper Street, Rusthall Common, near Tunbridge Wells,

SHOP ASSISTANT.—Situation in the Seed
and Bulb Trade as above. Haviug been in the Retail

Trade for six years, with good reference.-G. NELDBE,
49, Latchmere Grove, Battersea.

SEED TRADE.—Mr. Robert In.-h, Agricul-
tural Seed Merchant, Edinburgh, can confidently recom-

mend a most capable young man, attentive, obliging, and
thoroughly trustworthy; been in his cmploymeut for four

years as Journeyman, during which time be has had full con-

trol of Inside staff, and exe;uttoa of all orders. Further par-

ticulars willingly given.

HEAD SHOPMAN.—Energetic Man; over
sixteen years' experience in all branches. Highest

character and testimonials. Can invest capital. Disengaged
when suited.—ApplySEEDS,41,WelliDgtonStreet,Strand,W.C.

TO SEEDSMEN, NURSERYMEN, &c.—
Sitnation required as SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.

Thorough knowledge of all branches. Life experience.

Highest references. — " ROOTS," 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.
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byusingLe Fruitier

276 PRIZES

[UITIERJ

iWERE RECENTLY

2 WON BY
GARDENERS.

^ IN

^YEARS > AT
^ Shows

WOOD'S
CELEBRATED

PRIZE
,
MANURE

LE FRUITIER

In the 276 Prizes there were

146 FIRST PRIZES

91 SECOND PRIZES
Aod ia addition to these

5 SILVER MEDALS,
> BRONZE MEDAL,
_J«jAr(D THE HrQHGATE.\.«

lOGUrNEUHALLENGE'CUP.

THE PRIZE MANURE
W" USED ALL OVER THE WORLD. "W

SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE SEASON.—To induce Gardeners to test and prove
the value of this remarkable Manure, we will deliver :—

• -

To any Station in the

FREE
United Kingdom,

1 cwt. of Le Fruitier
for 20a., in sealed baj^p.

GIVEN
AWAY

With each order one bag
of our

Celebrated Fertilising Moss
. The SQCcessfnl medium for

Plant CuitBre.

TRUTH ^^^^ Uneollclted Letters aa the following are continually reaching us :-
I nU I n. The Gardens, Poltimore Park. Exeter, July 25, 1896.

Dear Sirs,—Yours to hand. Your Continent il Wood-Wool is'' the find packing rnater^al that I am actptjxntid
with : scft as silk. Being asked by a Fraiterer what it was, I had a pleasure in recommending it.

And now just another word for your Le Fruitier. It is some eight years since I commenced u^iog it for fruit
trees, and stili I have the same high opinion of it as I had the first year I tried it. I am gathering feaches from
a tree which is carrying 13^ dozen fruits, which for colour are perfection ; while my noble employer tells me the
flavour is aU that can be wished for ; this tree, with the others in the same house, has been fed with Le Fruitier.
As a minure for fruit trees it has no etjuil. It promotes the growth of wood suitable for giving fruit, and also
produces leaves of a leathery texture : two very essential things in fruit growing. Applied to Vines, it produces
Grapes of splendid colour, with a hammered appearance in the berries which is very desirable in well-grown
Grapes.—Yours truly, T. H. SLADE. Head Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Poltimore.

General HORSLEr will feel obliged if Messrs. Wood & Son will send him the same quantity of Le Fruitier a9
first ordered. He mvzr mzt with such a splendid manure for everything.—Horsley Manor, near Nailsworth,
June 17, 16%

Llangedwyn Gardens. Oswestry, Salop, July 1, 1893.—Kindly send m^ 6 cwt. of Le Fruitier as early as
possib'e. / ihiuld tike tu mi/ how ivell my fi nit tnet intide arc doing since I have used Le Fruitier. The Peaches,
Nectarines, Melons, and especially Muscats, are admired by every one who eees them.—Signed, G. J. Sf^UIBBS,
Head Gardener lo the Right Hon. the Dowager Lady William Wynn.

BONES.r*"" , i-lnch to l-lnch for
VINE BORDERS. FISH GUANO.^I&ii^xT

price: SAMPLETIN \L

71b2/6 r-cwtio/''^

1 cwt 19/-

NOW IS THE TIKE
TO USE

SPECIAL
LAWN
MANURE.
The unsatisfactory state o£-

the Grass, in conseqaence of

the cjntinued and phenodenal

drought of the past season, has

had our consideration, and we

have prepared a Special Grass

Compost (Lawn Manure), the

value of which has already been

extensively proved by its bene-

ficial effects.

The early Autumn is the best

time for its administration, aa

thg Grasaea are stimulated

bef jre the frost seta in.

Price, £3 10s. per ton.

F. O. R.

DEMONSTBA,TION
is within the reach of all, as we

will rend a sample bag to any

adJreas for \t.

SHIPMENTS.
For Hull, Selby, YohK. and North of England.— From Stanton's Wharf, Tooley Street, Daily.

For Glasgow, West of Scotland, Belfast, and North of Ireland.—From Carron and London and
Continental Steam Wharves, Lower East Smithfield, every Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, & Saturday,

For Continental Furts, East of Scotland, and Channel Islands.—From Irongate and British and
Foreign Steam Wharves, Bi-weekly.

For Colonial and American Ports —From Ro;al Albert Docks. Weekly.

N.B.—Goods for Shipment must be in our hands Vcfore 9 A.M., on the day belore the advertised time of sailing.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

33 SILVER & BRONZE MEDALS & DIPLOMAS OF MERIT AWARDHJ) TO

W. WOOD & SON, LTD.("rn*uL\ru^iriHEAD OFFICE, WOOD GREEN, LONDON.

AV. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ifc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED EINGDOII.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT, ESTIIIATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM,
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY,

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to *' The Publisher," at the OfEce. 41, Wellingtou Street, Covent Garden, Loadoo, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Agvew, & Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, Oity of Lon'lon, in the County of Middlesex, aud published by

Harry Gillard Cove, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Pariah of St. FaaI*B, Oovent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August 22, 1898. Agent for Manchester—JoH!f Heywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINO
at the latest.

" Come and Ceo "

OUR ASTERS —The finest and largest
display in England, 3 aores. Our 3.000 Blooma ex-

hibited at the last meeting at the Drill Hall, together with
samples of our own saved Seed, received the highest award
ever given to this family, and shows how superior flowers are
from our Seeds to that of the ordinary saved.

Send for Catalogues.CANNKLL AND SONS, Swanley.

LARGE PALMS & DECORATIVE PLANTS.
Immense stock.

All sizes np to 20 feet for Sale or Hire

.

Inspection Invited, Prices on Application.
B. S. WILLIAMS AMD SON, Victoria and Paradise Nur-

series, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

PTERIS TREMULA, P, oristata, and P. major,
in store boxes, 3s. per 100.—J. ft G. STEVENS, Grove

and Clay Lane Nurseries, Plnmstead Common.

SPECIAL OFFER,—100,000 SINGLE DAF-
FODILS, at 6!. per 1,000 ; 3s. per 1,000; 2s. per 1,000.
J. W. CBOSS, Bulb Grower, Walsoken, Wisbech.

STRAWBERRIES.—A fine collection of the
best varieties can be supplied. Orders should be booked

now. Descriptive CATALOGUE post-free.
THOMAS RIVERS & SON, Sawbridgeworth.

LIVE SPHAGNUM MOSS. — Picked
Squeezed, Large Crowns, 6s. per Bag, about 60 lb.

JOHN BTBNE, Fellside, Kendal.

and

Now Ready.

SUTTON'S BULB CATALOGUE for 1896,—
Beautifully Illustrated ly Original Photographs and

containing accurate descriptions of the choicest varieties of

bulbous rt wering root', with clear hint* en their successful

cultivation, the whole being bound in exquisitely illuminated

covers.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL
SEEDSMEN, READING^

Table Plants.

DRACAENAS, CRUTUNS, ARALIAS,
COCOS, GEO-NOMAS, &c.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise NulMries,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Now is the TIME to PLANT GAILLAR-
DIAS. Pyrethrums. and other Hardy Herbaceous Peren-

nials.- CaUlogue of KELWAY AND SON, Laogport. Somerset .

KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
STRAWBERRIES, for Forcing or Garden Culture,

GEORGE BUNYARD * Co , The Royal Nurseries, Maidstone,

beg to intimate that their New Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The largest and best stock in the Trade,

NT. ROOZEN AND SON^S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN, 1896. now ready, contains Cultural

Directions and full descriptive detaila of their immense CktUec-

tion« of New, Rare, and tine BULB3 and PLANTS (101 pages
in BD}flish). and will, as usual, be eeot post free on application

to their A«entc. Meaars. Mkktkns A Co.. 3. Cross Lane.
St. MiRY-iT-HiLL. E.C. ; or themaelvei direct at Overveen,
near Haablgm. Holland.
N.B.—No eonnection with any other firm oE the same name.

RCHIDS — ORCHIDS — ORCHIDS. —
Showing for bloom : Cattleya labiata autumnalis, C.

Dormanianum. C. Harrisonse violacea, Cyp'ipedium insigne,

Lcetia albida, L. ancepa, L. autumnalis, Odontoglossum Rossi

majus, 3s. each ; or the eight for 21f. All thoroughly estab-

lished, healthy, and vigorous, and sent packing and carriage

paid for cash with order.
Send for our Special Monthly LIST.

J. HUB8RT QROGAN AMD CO., Railway Nurseries, Worthing.

SPECIAL OFFER of FERNS.—Pteris cris-

tata, large plants in 4S's, 235. per 100 ; Maidenhairs, 4s.

per dozen ; Lomaria Gibba, in thumbs, Ss, per 100, at Nursery,
HOLLANDS, Lee Park Nursery, Lee, S.E.

EUCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32's, some
throwing up flower-spikes. 30s. per dor. Winter-flowering

CARNATIONS, in 48e, splendid stuff, 12». doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in -IS's, extra bushy, lOx. per doz. Samples and names on
application. —WAtSHAW AND SON, Scarborough. .

WANTED,—Laxton Noble Strawberry, well-
rooted RUNNERS. State price' per 1,000 —

H. CHATFIELD, Southwick. Brighton, Sussex.

ANTED, STRAWBERRY RUNNERS
of the following varieties :—Elton Pine, Latest of All,

Noble, Waterloo, Sir C. Napier. British Queen.— Particulars to

W. TAYLOB, Highcroft Cottages, Farningham, Kent.

ANTED, 1000 "Jaooby" GERANIUM
CUTTINGS. State price to—

TH03. HILTON, Chase Gardens, King", Lynn.

WANTED, Henry Jacoby, West Brighton
Gem, and Vesuvius GERANIUM CUTTINGS. Price

f er 100 or 1000 to—
Mr. EDWARDS, Nurseryman, Church Road, Upper Norwood.

ANTED, well - rooted RUNNERS of
SiTRAWBERRIKS in quantity—British Queen, James

Veitch, No. 1. Competitor, Latest of All, Lord Suffield, Frog-
more Late Fine, Waterloo, Vioomtesse.—Cash prices to V.,
Gardeners' Chronicle OtEce. 41 . Wellington Street.Strand.W.C.

ANTED, CUTTINGS of Jacoby, West
Brighton, and other good sorts of Oeraniums.
F. HOLLZCK, Florist. &c., South Streatham.

w

ORCHIDS.— B. S. Williams & Son have an
immense stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An inspection invited. Illustrated Catalogue post free,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Plant Now.
BARR'S Beautiful Hardy DAFFODILS,

'' That come before the swallow dares, and tjke
The winds of March with beauty."

Barr's Daffodil Catalogue (accompanied by a coloured plate of

seven beautiful D^ fforfilt-) free on application,

Barr's Spring rtoweriDg Bulbs are of the finest (juality. Send
for Catalogue, free ou application.

BARB 8t SON. 12 & I'j. King Street. Covent Garden, London.

DICKSONS First and Best, and Dicksons Per-
fection CABBatiES. are both splendid varieties for pre-

sent Sowing, and make good Succersional Cuttings in Spting,

per Packet. tW.. per OuDce, Is. tirf,. Post Free.

DICKsONS, Royal ifeed Warehouse, CHESTER.

SAMPLE FREE.—Write for Free Sample of
GARDEN KAPSELS (Permanent Garden Labels).

WILSON'S WORKS, Sutton St , HoUcway Bead, Birmingham.

C
"CARNATIONS.—The latest French varieties,

J and best English Ezhib tion Selfs and Fancies; well-

rooted phntp. Full LISTS on application.—Apply

—

GARDENER. Keevil Manor, Trowbridge, Wilts.

RAPE VINES for Fruiting and Planting.
Splendid good ripened Canes.

Invite Inspection from Intending Buyers.
SAMUEL JBNKS, Bramley Nursery, East Grinstead.

G
L.ELIA PR/ESTANS, L. ANCEPP,

CATTLEYA CKISPA, C. HARRISONI.i: VIOLACEA
to hand in tine order.

Js. 6i., 3«. erf., and is. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Soutbgate, Londo-, N.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thoasands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoABTHnB,The London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale, London,W.

H

W

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

The Nnrsenmen, Uarket Oardeners. and General

HAILSTORM INSURANCE CORPORA-
TION, Limited.—OfHces, 1 fc 2. King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C. Chairmen, HABRY J. VEITCH.
Manager and Secretary. ALEX. JAMES MONRO.

Palm Seeds- Plant Now.

IfENTIAS, SEAFORTHIAS, CORYPHAS,
V PBCESIX, COCOS. and othtrs. I'O in variety to name,

as sample, sent free, 2». 6d. ; 500 ditto, 9s.; lOOQ do., 16s.

Trade price per 1000 or lO.OCOon application.

MOBLE AND CO , The Conservatories, Finchley Boad, N.W.

ISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulaion when
paraffin is used. Has oatlived many preparations intended to

npersede it. Boxea. U., 3t., and 10«. dct.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd. and It., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICK'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). Loaidon.

ACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Limited,
Hothouse Builders and Heating Engineers. Edinburgh,

London, and Glasgow. BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. Plans and Estimates for

ali kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions, Summer
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, free. Splendid Illustrated

CATALOGUE.
London Office : 8, CAMDEN ROAD. N.W.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural BuilderN
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept.. War Dept., Royal Fort. Soc,
Royal Botanic Soc.. Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees oi

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Telegraph Address "Hortulanus.London."Telephone, No.672S.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
HortlCTdtural Auctioneers and Valuers,

OENTRAl AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, CHEAPSIDK. E.G. CATAIOQDES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BT POST ON APPLICATION.

Thursday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include in their SALE on THURSDAY NEXT,
September 3—

66 Cases LILIUM HARRISI, as received.

352,000 CORYPHA AU3TRALIS SEEDS.
To be offered at 4 o'clock precisely.

Od view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co ,

Grand Imported ORCHIDS, comprising :—

OD0NT0GL03SUM SCHLIPERIANUM, in fine order.

SOPHRONinS QRANDIFLORA, grand selected masses.

TBICHOPILIA COCCINEA, in fine condition.

MILTONIA VEXILLARIA, the large-flowered type.

CATTLEYA WALTONIANA, a splendid lot, &c. Also-
KSTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including—
CATTLEYA SKINNERII (uuflowered), many showing flower-

ODONTOaL03SUMKRAMEKir,Odontoglos3umcitrosum.&e.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on FRIDAY
NEXT, Sept. 4, at Half past Twelve o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Friday Next.
DUPLICATE and SPECIMEN PLANTS from a well-known

Private Collection of ORCHIDS, comprising—
CCELOGYNE CRISTATA ALBA.
CYPRIPEDIUM MORGANI^.
ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM ARTHURIANUM.

DORMANIANUM.
CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE SANDKRIANA.

And other choice Plant?.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

include the above in their SALE on FRIDAY NEXT,
September 4.

Ball Place. Bexley, Kent.
About 15 minutes' walk from Bexley Railway Station.

CLEARANCE SALE of STO\'E and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, GARDEN UTENSILS, FARM IMPLEMENTS,
HAY, PONY-CARBIAGE, and other effects, by order of

Mrs. Jewell, who is giving up the Gardens and Farm-land.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, Hall Place,

Bexley, Kent, on TUESDAY, September 8. 1896, at 12 o'clock

precisely, in consequence of the large number of lots, the
whole of the well-grown Plants, consisting of Azaleas, Camel-
lias, Bouvardiaa, Primulas, Cyclamens, Begonias, Gloxinias,

300 Crotonsand Palms of sorte, Dracaenas. Maidenhair Ferns,
Eucharis, about 60 Orchids; also, the Garden Utensils and
Farm Implements, Haymaliiog-macbines, Harrows, Ridgiog-
plougb, Small Fire engine, Flower-pots, Seed-pans, Hose-reel
and 180 feet Hose, 2 Mowing-machines, Garden -roller, 5 S-feet

Garden-seats, 1^ Acre of Potatos and Mangels, Ladders, Oil-

cahe-crusher. Chaff-cutter, Stack of Hay, 1895 Crop ; capital

Kick-cloth, with Poles, Ropes, and Pulley; Weighing-
machine, Grey Pony and Set of Harness, nearly new Tip-cart,

Dog-kennels, Horse-clothing, nearly new Landau by Morgan,
and Single-seat Brougham by Barker, Galvanised-iron Tanks,
and many other effect?.

Maybe viewed the day prior and morning of Sale. Cata-
logues may be had of the Head Gardener on the Premises,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, £.C.

Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton.
ELEVENTH GREAT ANNUAL UNRESERVED TRADE SALE

of POT PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. H. B. May to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,
on MONDAY, September 14, at 11 o'Clock punctually fthere
being upwards of 1600 lots), an unusually well-grown Stock,
consisting of

—

TEA ROSKS IN POTS,
The grandest lot ever offered, including extra strong well-
ripened plants of M. Niel, W. A. Richardson, Climbing
Niphetos, Climbing Perle des Jardins, Crimson Rambler (extra
fine stock of this new pillar Rose, and other sorts for forcing).

FERNS, many thousands in various sizes.

TREE OARN ATIONS,
including choice new varieties. Primrose Day, W. Robinson,
H. Gibbons, Uriah Pike, Winter Cheer, Miss Joliffe Improved,
and other best winter-tiowering sorts ; also large quantities of
Germania, Gloire de Nancy, &c.
ItOUVARDIAS, large quantities of all the best sorts

ERICA HYEMALIS, very fine stuff. FICUS ELASTICA
VARIEGATA. CROTONS, a splendid lot of beautifully-
coloured plants. VINES and strong Canes of Muscat of
Alexandria and Qros Colmar. STRAWBERRY plants, Stevens'
Wonder and Royal Sovereign, in pots. PALMS, consisting of
fine specimens of Kentias. Arecas, Cocos. Latanias, &c. ; also
great quantities of emaller plants. GENISTAS, unusually
fine bushy stuff. SOLANUMS, bushy, and well berried.
Cyclamen, Double Primulas, Gardenias, Poinsettias, Azaleas,
Camellias, and other useful flowering plants. Hydrangeas,
Lapagerias, Ampelopsis; and Passitloras, Clematis Jackmani,
asd other leading sorts.

IVIES, choice variegated sorts.

Aspidistras, Araucaria excelsa, Ficus elastica, Araliaa, and
a great variety of other useful flowering and foliage plants.
Large quantities of small Genistas, Ac, for growing on.
May De viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers. 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.C.

Tbe UlU Lane Nurssry, Cheihunt, Herts.

IMPORTANT TRADE SALE of thousands of unusually well-
grown Winter and Spring-flDwering HEATHS. FERNS,
CARNATIONS, and ROSES, by order of Mr. E. Rochford.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises as

above, on THURSDIY, September 10, at half-past 11 o'Clock
precisely,

30,000 WINTER and SPRING-
FLOWERING HEATHS,

including Hyemalis, Hyematis albi, gracilis, ventricosus,
Cavendishii, Wilmoreana, and others.

Cyclamen persicum, in ' 4,000 Carnations, consisting of
48-pot8

Adiantum elegans, in 60-

pots
6,000 Genistas, in 48-pota
6.000 Maidenhair Ferns
S,000 Ferns, in variety
2,000 Solanums

Miss Joliffe Improved
Mad. TherS^e Francon
Malmaison, &c.

Climbing Roses, Mar€-
chal Niel and Gloire

de Dijon, extra strong
Asparagus plumosus

I
Clematis, Ampelopsis

Boroniap, Greenhouse Rhododendrons, Ficus Lord Penzince,
new Sweet Briars, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale, Catalogues may be
bad on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67
and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C,

Avenue Nursery, Bexley Heatli, Kent,
Adjoining Bexley Heath Station, South-Eaatern Railway.

SECOND ANNUAL TRADE SALE of beautifully - grown
GREENHOUSE and other PLANTS, by order of Messrs.
P. H. & J. Cooper.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on

FRIDAY, September 11, at 13 o'clock precisely, without

10,000 ROSES,
including

600 Catherine Mermet
500 Perle des Jardins
450 W. A. Richardson
600 Marechal Niel
500 The Bride

2.000 Gloire de Dijon
1.000 Niphetos
600 Turner's Crimson Ram-

bler

200 climbing Perle des Jardins
250 Souvenir d'tJn Ami

mostly in 3J-pota, some in 2i-i)ot8'; also climbing'Devooiensia,
L'Ideal, Sunset, and many other welt-known and favourite
varieties.

2,500 TREE and OTHER CARNATIONS,
consisting of Mrs Moore, Germania. Annie Douglas, Djrothy,
Alice Ayres, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Uriah Pike, Malmaison, &c.

1,100 Clematis, leading sorts 2,500 Pinks. Her Majesty
2,000 Erica Wilmoreana,

48-pots
500 Erica hyemalis,

48-pots
1.200 Erici hyemalis,

60- pots
3.000 Erica Wilmoreana,

60 pots

2,500 Solanums, fine plants*
well berried

500 Asparagus plumosus
nanus, in 48-pots

250 Asparagus tenuissi-

mus, in 3?-pots
20,000 Ferns, in 60-pot3 i

2,000 Genistas, in 48 pots '

Also Ficua elastica, Ficus elastica variegata, Crotons, and
other plants.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Lee, Kent, S.B.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE, to commence punctually at
11 o'clock, there being upwards o! 1,600 lots to sell in the
one day.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer and Sons, to sell by

Auction on the premises, the Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee,
Kent. S.E., adjoining Lee Railway Station, S. E. Railway, on
TUESDAY, September 16, at 11 o'clock precisely, without
reserve, a remarkably well-grown stock of

WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS
AND OTHER

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
Consisting of :—

15,000 Erica hyem ilia

gracilis

Cavendishii
vertricosa ofsorts
cafffa

set with bloom-

2.000
1,000 „
1.000 ,,

700 „
All well

buds,
1,000 Ampelopsis Veitcbii
1,600 Epacris (to name)
1,000 Baronia megastigma
and others

600 Grevillea robusta
6.000 Genistas

4,000 Solanum capsicastrum,
well berried

1.000 Adiantum cuneatum
1,400 Lomaria gibba
600 Tea Roses (in pots)

3,000 Bouvardias (of sorts)

1,000 Cocos Wedelliana
1,000 Cyclamen persicnm
600 Crotons, beautifully
coloured

2 010 Tree Carnations
600 Asparagus tenuissimus
and plumosa nana

and a fine lot of Stephanotis floribunda, Gardenias, Myrtlep,
Abutilons, Dipladenias, Hydrangeas, with a large quantity of

young Ericas, Hyemalis and other varieties, Genistas, and
Aralia Sieboldi, all in 60-potB for growing on.

The stock may now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on
the premises; at the Seed Warehouse, 61, High Street. Lewis-
bam, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.
N.B.—Intending purchasers are invited to inspect the stock,

-which is unusually well-grown. The Heaths are especially fine,

all varieties being well set for bloom. The Genistas are all

'fine bushy plants, and the Tree Oarnations are also particularly
good.

Enfield Highway, N.
TS^ENTY-EIOHTH ANNUAL TRADE SALE of STOVE

and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Mailer to SELL by AUCTION,

on fie Premises, the Brimsdown Nurseries, Green Street,
Enfield Highway, N., almost adjacent to the Brimsdown
Station, G.E.R., on THURSDAY, September 17, at 11 o'Clcck
punctually, owing to the large number of lots, about—

60,000 Remarkably Well-grown

^TOVE and QREENIIOVI^E PLANTS^
mostly in No. 48 pots, and fit fcr immediate Sale,

consisting of

—

20,000 Winter - Flowering HEATHS,
including Hyemalis, Gracilis, Wilmoreana, Cavenditshii, Ven-

tricosa. Perepicua, erecta, &c.

3500 TEA BOSES, in pots,
including Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, climbing Niphetos,
LIdeal, Bfived'Or, W. A. Richardson, Mdme. Moreau, climbing
Perle des Jardins. Bridesmaid, Reine Marie Henriette, The
Bride, Sunset, Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, Graziella, Catherine
Mermet, Beaute Inconstant, Mdme. de Watteville. Perle des
Jardins, Maman Cochet. Niphetos, Mdme. Pierre Cochet, La
France, Augustine Quinoisseau, Mdme. C. Testout, &c., &c.

Also Pauls' Carmine Pillar, A lister Stella Gray,
and Turner's Crimson Rambler.

5000 SOLANUMS, large, & well-berried.
300 Caniia, Mdme. Crozy, and

Reine Charlotte
1000 Bouvardias, to name

lOOO Ferns. P. treniula, Poly-
podiums. &c.

2000 Geraniums, new and
choice varieties

4000 Genista fragrans
1000 Hydrangea Horteubis
1000 Palms
1000 Grevillea robusta
400 Ficus elasticus

2000 Calla cethiopica

600 Epacris, to name
600 Begonias, Mdme. Char-

rat, &c.
500 Poinsettias
500 Ivy-leaves, new varieties.

Large quantities of Pas-sifloras, Ampelopsis Veitchii, Taxo-
niaf), Slepbanotis, AUamandas, Bouga nvilleas, Asparagus,
Pandanus Veitcbii, Crotons, Aralias, Carex, Eulalia juponica.
Carnations, Primula verticilJ;ita, Genista elegans. New Chrys-
anthemums, &c, ; also small Heaths, Genistas, and Aralias, in

No. 60 pots, for growing on.
Helenium superbum, and Violet Princess of Wale^ and

others.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be
had on the Premises; and of tlie Auctioneers and A'aluers,

67 and ^S. Cheapside. London, E.C.
N.B. —The whole of the Stock is in first-rate condition. The

Ericas and Solanums are unquestionably the finest lot offetci

at this Nursery for many years ; the former being very well set
for flower, and the Solanums lirge and well-berried.

Sldcup, Kent, S.E.

About ten minutes' walk from the new Eltham (late Pope
Street) Station, S. K. Railway.

FIFTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE OF
WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS.

Particularly well grown, and beautifully set with flower.

Also. ROSES and other Stock, forming together one of

the largest and bejt collections of plants ever offered by
Auction.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the premises, The Longlands

Nursery, Sidcup. S.E., about 10 minutes' walk from the new
Eltham (late Pope Street Station). S.E R.. on WEDNESDAY,
September 9, 1896, and also on FRIDAY, September 18, 1896. at
11 o'clock each day, owing to the large number of lots, by
order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans, an enormous quantity of

unusually well-grown plants, comprising nearly

60,000 WINTER and SPRING-
FLOWERINQ HEATHS,

in the best possible condition, particularly well set with
flower-buds, and unsurpassed in the Trade, including ;—

8.000 Erica gracilis

2.000 „ Wilmoreana
1,000 „ coccinea minor

8.003 Erica hyemalis
2.000 ., ,, alba
2,000 ,, Cavendishii
2,0G0 ,, magnitica

An unusually grand lot of

10,000 CLIMBING ROSES,
in 24, 32, and 48-potP, exceptionally well grown, and no doubt

the finest ever offered at this Nursery ;

5,C00 BOUVARDIAS, best varieties; 5,000 SOLANUMS
FICUS, Double PRIMULAS, ARALIA SIEBOLDI,

25,000 FERNS,
in 32, 48. and 60-pots, all well-furnished plants, and best

leading varieties, and other Stock.

May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and
of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, EC.
N.B. —The stock of plants this season will be found well up

to their usual standard, special attention being invited to

the Heaths, Roses, and Ferns, which are undoubtedly the best

ever offered at this Nursery.

The Nurseries, Soutli Woodford, Essex.

UNRESERVED ANNUAL SALE of many thousands of

WINTER-FLOWEBING and other PLANTS. By order

of Mr. John Fraser.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to annoutce that this ANNUAL SALE will take place

on the Premises, as above, on WEDNESDAY, September 16,

Full particulars will appear next week.
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

EVERY DAY.
DUTCH BULBS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central S»le Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, B.C., EVERY DAT, «t 12 o'clock

each day, Ur(je consignments if NAMED HTACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from

Holland, received dreot for Unreserved Sale, Lotted to luit

the Trade and Private Buyers ; together with white ROMAN
HVACINTHS paper white NAKCI33U3, SNOWDROPS,
special TULIP3, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAT NEXT.

SPECIALTRADE SALE of DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Booms, 38, King Street.

Covent Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, September 2,

at! half-past 12 o'Clofk precisely, a grand selection ;of fine

HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS,

and other BULBS from Holland, in splendid order, and

specially lotted to suit the Trade and other large Buyers.

20,000 FRKESIA REFRACTA ALB4, VO.COO EARLY WHITE
ROMAN HYACINTHS, PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, and

LILIOM CANDIDUM from France, for early Forcing ; SNOW-
DROPS, LILIUM IIARRISI. ;<';,

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

MONDAY, TUESD.a,Y, WEDNESDAY,
and THURSDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS
MR, J. C. STEVENS will SELL by

AUCTION, at his Qreat Rooms, 38. King Street,

Oovent Garden, as above, at half-past 1'- o'clock precisely

each day, extensive consignments of HYACINTHS, TULIPS.
CROCUS. NARCISSUS, and other BULBS, for early Spring

Floveriog, from leading Dutch Nuraerymen ; BULBS from
France, &c.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has arranged with seveial of the first Nurerymen

ia Holland to ContiDuously Supply his Sales, during the

present season, with only really First-class Bulbs, of the best

quality.

Thursday next.
By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis «fe Co

IMPORTED ORCHIDS, comprising Cattleya "Walkeriaia,

Odontoglogsum Schlieperianum, Trichopilia coocinea. Ac.

Established Orcbidp, including some botanical sorta of

KTeat interest, together withCypripediumCharlesworthii.
Leelia anceps (in spike), Miltonia vexiUaria, Odonto-
glossum Insleayi, &c.

Also a small importation of Odontoglossums. Catasetums,
and Oocidiums. Orchid species as received direct.

By order cf Mr. J. W. Moore of Bradford,
200 lots of IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

Lilium Harrisii, Freesias, Snowdrops, Roman Hyacinths,

MR. .T. C. STEVENS will sell by AUCTION
at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street, Covent Garden,

on THURSDAY NEXT, September 3, at half past 13 precisely.

On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Dutch Bulb Sales.-Blrmlngham.

MESSRS. THOMA-S JAMES and DAVIES
hold SALES at their Rooms, 35, Temple Street. Bir-

mingham, of the finest HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from Holland, fevery

THURSD.iY, at half-past 11 o'clock. Catalogues post-free.

Commissions carefully executed. Commencing in September,
SALES will be held every MONDAY and THURSDAY.

LD-ESTABHSHED SEED BUSINESS for
SALE. In good Business Centra. Sto:k and Fixtures

at a low valuation.—G., Gardentrs' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

ADLEIGH, SUFFOLK. — TO BE DIS-
POSED OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Glass Erections. &o., of above NURSERY', comprising about

If acres of Land, convenient DWELLING-HOUSE, Packing
and Potting Sheds. SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease aboilt

nineteen yeirs unexpired. Rent £27. No other Nursery
within several miles. P/ice £150. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, GrSTMsnd.

FOR SALE, FREEHOLD MARKET GAR-
DEN, consisting of 8 acres of Land and 1000 feet run of

Glaas-Houses in full growth of Cucumbers and Tomatos. Good
loamy soil, or would sell 4 acres separately. — Apply, W.
WREN, Bridge Houie, West Mailing, Kent.

OR SALE, established NURSERY and
FLORIST BUSINESS. 1 acre of Land. 8 Glasshouses,

80 feet long, all heated and stocked. A good connection of

customers. A 99 years' Lease.—Apply, R. B.. 2, Bowen Villas,

Wembley, Harrow, Middlesex.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers, 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C.
have the following, amongst other Nurseries, for

Immediate Disposal :—

MIDDLESEX.— Capital frnit -growing dis-

trict. U miles from Covent Garden. FREEHOLD
NURSERY of 2 acres, with Six Capital Qreenhonses compris-

ing 38.020 superficial feet etBciently heated. Coach-house and
Stabling, and Packing Shed, Glasshouses cropped with Vines
and Tomatos. Price f^r the whole, as a"going concern, free-

hold, £3,660. Full particulars on application. (8903).

SOUTH COAST.— Principal seaside resort.

A good lucrative FLOWER and SEED BUSINESS doing

a capital wholesale and retiil trade in Cut Flowers and Plants.

Commodious Dwelling-house and Shop. Held on lease at a

rental of £55 per annum. Turn over about £3,000. Profits

about £«0 to £300. Valuation £50 to £60. Price £350.

(8901).

SURREY.-Qenuine NURSERY and SEED
BUSINESS, established since 1799, comprisirg 55 acres

of productive Land, seven Greenhouses, commodious Dwellirg-

house and Shop, the whole in lirst-rate condition. Price to be

arrived at by valuation. (8888).

NORTH WALES.—n miles from an impor-
tant town. Capital FREEHOLD MARKET NURSERY

of 8 acres, with tight Greenhouses. Most efficiently heated.

Coach-house, Stabling, and numerous Outbuildings. Commo-
dious Dwellinp-house. Growing crops to be taken at a valua-

tion. Stock-in-trade optional. Price as a going concern,

£3,0C0. (8877).

SURREY.—15 miles from Covent Garden,
TO BE LET, a WALLED-IN GARDEN of 2 acres,

fifteen Greenhouses, Dwelling-house, Stable and Coach-house,

and two Cottages. Price for the whole as a going concern,

including Stock, Horse, Van, &c., £200, Death cause it

disposal. (8872).

SOUTH COAST.—Flourishing locality near
Brighton. Productive NURSERY of 2 acres in excellent

working order, with 6,870 -uperficial feet of Glass, well heat«d
with 4-ioch piping, and a namber of cold Frames. Stock

consists principally of Vines. Held on lease, of which thirteen

years are to remain at a low rental. Price for the whole as a

going concern, inc'uding stock, £1,150. (89)2).

Full particulars of the Auctioneers as above.

To Nnrseirmen and Florists commenoliiK BaslneiB.

HAMPTON-ON-THAMES, on the Marling
Park Estate, free from London fogs, a deep rich loam,

the favourite neighbourhood for Growers, FREEHOLD LAND
for SALE on easy system of Purchase, or to be LET on Lease.

For full particulars, apply to Mr. FREDK. Q. HUGHES
(Surveyor), thb Estate Office, HamptOD-on-Thames.

OR DISPOSAL, a good NURSERY and
JOBBING BUSINESS. Lease 12 years. Horse and two

Carts. Full particulars on application.

Swiss Nursery, Perry Vale, Forest Hill.

Ferns-Ferns.
SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE.—Pteris

tremula, cristata, serrulata, compacta. alba lineata,

hastata, cretica. argyrea, Mayii, and Lygodium japonica ;

good thick Stuff in thumbs ready for repotting. Price per

100, Ui. ; per 1000. £5 10s.— R. PENGELLY, Nurseryman,
Dyson's Lane, Angel Road, Upper Edmonton. N.

Important to Mashroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SP^CIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most prodnctive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per buibel. 5s.

R. AHD G. CITTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Bbtablished 1797.

EXHIBITION.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive

CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for \s.

B. R. DAVIS. Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil. Somerset.

Hyaclntbs. Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON. 25, Savage Gardess,

Crutched Friars, E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE):—Feme, in 2i-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 beat selling sorts, 12s. 100; ditto, large, in 48's, 10 beat

selling sorts, 6i. doz. ; strong seedlings, Qs. 100. 50s. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48*b, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20«. ICO; Cyperus.
Aralias, Grevilleas, Bhodanthe, Geraniums, Fuchsias, and
Heliotropes, in 48's, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette,
Campanulas, and Chrysanthemuma, in 48'a, 8s. per doz. ; Ficus,

Palms, Draceenas, Crotons. PelargoniumB,in bloom, in 48's. 12i.

doz.; Listefree. Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurseries. Loughborough Junction, London, S.W

.

ERNS.— FERNS.^^ERNS.— Phlebodium
aureum, in large thumbs, ready for 48*8; also Pteris

Ouvrardii and P. cristata, all good stuff. For price and parti-

culars, apply to THOMAS CLARK, Hawthorn Nurseries,

Northumberland Park. Tottenham, London.

DUTCH BULBS.—DUTCH BULBS.—
Splendid Collections of Hyacinths. Tulips, Crocus, Sec,

from 4s. 6ff. to 20s. Great success of our last year's collections.

VAN'T HOF AND BLOKKER, Bulb Growers, Akeraloot.
near Haarlem,Holland.

Write for our!1896 Catalogue to our London Agent,—
WM. ATKINSON, 21, Love Lane, Hastcheap, London, E.C.

FOLKESTONE CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY

GRAND EXHIBITION. November 10, 11,1896. filCOand
Sii N. C. S. MEDALS in PRIZ ES. open to all England. Prizes
to Gardeners' Societies in Kent. BRONZE JUBILEE MEDAL
N. O. S. for Best Bloom in Show, Japaoeae or Incurved.
Judges:—Mr. George Gordon, Kew; Mr. Richard Dean.
Secretary N. C. S. Schedules sent on receipt of address. All
prizes TCOn, guarante«d.

T. J. HARRISON. I „„„ „„„.
W. H. HAMMEBTON. (

"""• '**'"•

3, Canterbury Bead, Folkestone.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Qrow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Panoraa.

CLEARANCE SALE of ORCHIDS.—
Owing to the enormous success of the West's Patent

Orchid Ilaskels, we offer our whole atock at the great reduc-
tion of 20 per cent, off Catalogue.

LEEDS ORCHID CO.. Eoundhay, Leeds.

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, well-
rooted plants, in small pot«, free on rail, iSs. per 100.

Cash with order.
D. ANDERSON, Teddington.

Qeranium Cuttings.

MORLE AND CO. have a few more good
CUTTING.S. from pot-plants, of the best Market sorts,

at is. per 100. Also a few cut-down plants, in 4b'8, at 8s. per
100. The Conservatories, Finchley Koad, N.W.

CYCLAMEN, PRIZE STRAIN, 2,000 in 60's

for sale, ready for 48'8. Price 3s. per dozen. 26$. per 100.

Cash with order.

Canonbury Nurseries, Baker Street, Enfield.

STRAWBERR Y.—Royal Sovereign, fine

Rooted Runners, 6s. per 100, £3 per 1000.

J. TOWNSEND. Roseaore Fruit Gardens, Barnes.

STOVE PLANTS for SALE, also a few
OATTLEYAS and CYPRIPEDIUMS, very cheap. Send

for List.—ROBr. CROSS. Worstead, Norwich.

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS. -Good strong
Plants of Sir .Toseph Paxton, at 10>. per 1000.

MANN ASD SONS, Market Gardeners, Whitton, Middlesex.

^C\ CifiCi EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
OyjfyJyJxJ aU splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

tol.'b ID., at 30«. per ICO; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100 ;

18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 in. to 21 in., at 75s, p:r 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3j. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Biighton.

FERNS from Stores.—Pteris cristata, good
stuff, fit for immediate pottini;. 2s. M. per 100, 22s.

per UOO.—PTERIS, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS.-Cheap (Trade),
well-rooted. Sir Joseph Paxton, 12». M. per lOO, on

rail: also ARALiA SIEBOLDI. in 60's. sturdy plants, 9s.

per 100. ORCHARD CO., Scotby, Carlisle.

FOR SALE.—NARCISSUS(SirWatkm),trne,
first size Bulbs, 3s. 6d. per dozen, 24s. lOO.—Apply to

GARDENER, Plas Gardens, Dinas Mawddwy, Merionethshire.

T OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
-L^ Prepared Runners from Maiden Plants:—

Thury, Paxton. President, and others.

Sample packet. 6d. ; 10l>. 4s. &d., carriage paid for cash. List.

W. LOVEL A^D SON, Strawberry Farm, Driffield.

CASUARINA GLAUCA, in 48-pots, 9s, per
dozen : White SWEET PEA (perennial), in 60-pots, 5s.

per dozen; Royal Sovereign STRAWBERRY RUNNERS, 5s.

per 100 ; Vicomtesse Hericart du Thury, 2s. i)d. per 100

;

VIOLET Queen Victoria, largest and darkest double Violet

gtowD, 4s. per dozen ; White RO.MAN HY'ACINTHS, large

bulbs, Vis. per 100 ; Paper-White NARCISSUS, 8s. per 100.

C. CUNDY, Nurseryman, Sudbury, Suffolk.

STRAW^BERRIES, — STRAWBERRIES,—
11 acres.

KOY'AL SOVEREfON, rooted runners, 25s. per ),0C0.

STEVENS' WONDER, „ „ 10s. per 100.

EMPEROR WILLIAM, „ „ 16s. per 100.

Catalogue of these in pots, and all other kinds in cultivation,

sent post free.—H. CANNELL AND SONS, Swanley, Kent.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,

are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonias

at Temple Show. Exhibition of 2 acres in bloom till end cf

September, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid
Kent, S.E.R. A visit solicited.—JOHN R. BOX, Croydon.

DUTCH BULBS—DUTCH BULBS.
Presently we offer :

—

AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS MAXIMUS, splendid strong

plants, 12s. per 100. 100s. per 1000.

FERRARIA FIGKIDIA. 35s. ler 1000.

ARUM (CALLA) ALBA MACULATA, 5». per 100.

.. ,, HASTATA, Is. M. each.

SPIB.EA ASriLBOIDES FLOBIBUNDA, 18s. per 100, 170s.

per 1000.

All other miscellaneous Bulbs and Plants in large quantities

in stock. Apply tj P. VAN TIL, Waimond, Holland.
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WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FJNEST ROOTS OF THE SEASON.

ROMAN HYACINTHS:
Early White, extra large bu'ha ...

Ditto ditto
Ditto fine bulbs
Ditto ditto

... 2/- per doz,

... 15/- per 100.

... 1/9 per doz.

... 12/- per 100.

POLYANIHDS NABCJSSUS:
Double Roman
Paper White

2d. each, 1/3 per doz.

2d. each, 1/3 per doz.

DUC VAN THOL TXTIIPS

:

SINGLE, scarlet 6d. per doz , 3/- per ICO.
DOUBLE soarletand yellow, 6lJ. ler doz , 3/- per 100.

WEBBS' BULB CATAL0GUe7
Beautifully Illustrated, Giatls & Post-free.

Seedsmen by Eoyal Warrants to F.M. the IJueen
and H.R H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

DUTCH BU LBS.
PRICB LISTS Of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c..

FREE on APPLICATION, for SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.
Apply to—

S. A. VAN KONIJNENBURG & CO.,

^
NQQRDWIJK, HOLLAND.

! Hand-laid Runners and Plants in
Pots of the best varieties, including
Royal Sovereign, President, Sir J.

Paxloo, British Queen. Keen's Seed-
ling, Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Dr.
Ho^g. Noble, and others.

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS.

Descriptive Catalogue on App'ication^

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

RETARDED
LILYOFTHE VALLEY CROWNS!!

Write for Prices to—

T. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DERSINGHAM,
NOBFOLK.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDB0BE3 A SPECIALTT,
PLEi.SE Write for List.

JAMES CYPHER/^c^^^E^LT^E^N^Si^^-

MUNGO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dud-
dingston Lodge, Mid-Lothian, begs to intimate to his

friends and acquaintances that he retires from his present
situation on the 20th of the present month. He has arranged
to reside at St. Ninlans. near Stirling, where he intends to
commence the Cultivation and Sale of Hardy Plants on his
own account.

With the experience gained during twenty-four years in the
management of one of the most choice private collections of
plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late Charles
Jenner. Esq.— Mr. Chapman can confidently undertake to
supply what is select and true to name of the most suitable
plants for Borders and Bock-work.

He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, from
which customers may make their own selection. In the
interval, he will be fully employed in getting up Stock.

May 19, 1898.

TO THE TRADE.

DUTCH BULBSI
FRENCB BULBS and ENGLISH BULBS.

See our Special Wholesale CATALOGUE of BULBS,
containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HyaclDths, Tulips, Crocus, Llllums, Daffodils, Snow-
drops, Iris, Fseonles, ac, free on application.

Pteise compare our Prices b i\>re sending your Orders abroad

WATKI SS & S MPSON,
Seed and Bi'lb MEicniM-i,

Exeter Stren, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

FERI^ShzLERNS!!
A large quantity of Small FERNS, nice bushy stuff, ready to

pot on, or for decorative purposes, in 2J inch pots : Pteris
cristata, cobilis, major, and fcremula, at 9». per 100 ; 600
and upwards, at 8«. fid.

PTERIS CRISTATA and SERRTJLATA CRISTATA. fine
plants, at -Is. 6d. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Irupectwn at the Aurseries is Invited,

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NUKSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK. BLACKHEATH. S.E.

PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER :—

ROMAN HYACINTHS, 4}-inch and upwards, 13s. ed. per 100.
., ., smaller lOj. fld. ,,

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 6s.
DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 5s.
DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, first size,

imported bulbs 6s. 6d. ,,

Now ready for delivery.

DUC VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet
,

ARTUS ,, I

LA REINE ^
L'IMMACULEE
DUCHESS of PARMA „
WOUVERMAN
CHRYSOLORi ,, 6». per 100; 1«. Sd. per dozen.
Second-size HYACINTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed Hs. od. per 100.
Named ditto, our selection 18s. 6d. „
Firi,t-size HYACINTHS, the beat quality, and

firstrclass varieties 4s. to 9s. per doz.
NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3s. 6d. per 100.

PBINCEPS 6s.

For September delivery. All orders over 5s. carriage paid.

33. In the £ discount off all Bulbs for " Cash with Order."

CATALOQUES now ready.

2s. ed. per 100 ; ed. doz.

CARAWAY & CO.,°"'a.l°'B'aas'"'"'

THE YOKOHAMA NURSERY GO.
LIMriKD,

Nos, 21-35,

NAKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN,

Tlie Largest Exporters
and Growers of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EULALIA PANICLES,

MOSS, SEEDS, TREES, SHRUBS, &c.,

Produced in Japan.

C^

DESCRIPTIVE CA TALOGUES sent on application.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will
ensure success. All growers speak in
high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6». per bushel. Is. extra for
package ; or, 1». per cake, tree per
Parcel Post.

WM, CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

To tbe Trade.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to offer a very
• extensive and unusually well-grown Stock of ERICAS

(Hyemalisand the other varieties); EPACRtS. SOLANUMS
GENISTAS, CYCLAMEN, DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS
BOUVARDIAS, of sorts

; ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, and other
FERNS; PALMS, in variety; GREVILLEA ROBUSTA
ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS.STEPHANOTI-i, DIPLADENIAS
FICUS ELtSTICA, OEOTONS, TREE CARNATIONS of sorts

'

TEA ROSES in pots ; BORONIAS of sorts ; VINES in pots, &c!
An inopfclion is invited.

Trade Catalogues forwarded on applic.tion.
The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on Tuesday,

September 15.

Burnt Ash Eoid Nu'seriea, Lee, S E.

VEITCH'S BULBS
OF SUPEBIOR aUALITY.

VEITCH'S BULBS
FOR

EARLY FORCING.

VEITCH'S BULBS
POT CULTU RE.

VEITCH'S BULBS
OUTDOOR PLANTING.

AT LOWEST PRICES.
For iMnih ice CATAKJGVK, forwarded

I'oitt-frre on (tjijiJinttian.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
ROYAL EXOTIC NUKSEUY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GUTBUSH'S GARNATIONS.

Awarded GOLD MEDALS at Antwerp, York, and Cardiff,

1895; the SILVER CUP at the Temple Show, and GOLD
MEDAL at York, 1896; as well as many SILVER MEDALS
in various parts of the country.

SPECIAL CATALOGUE Now Ready}
including a very large number of sterling Novelties, which
maybe had free upon application. The atock, probably the

largest, is in the finest possible condition, being perfectly

free from disease. SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON
BORDER and TREE VARIETIEB, are made a very great

Bpccialty.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON,
HIGHGATE NURSERIES. LONDON, N.,

And BARNET NURSERIES, HERTS.

The BEST HYACINTHS the
WORLD PRODUCES AT

SAVED ! /(>)*

Before buying else-

where, f end for our
CATALOGUE
(free) and
compare
prices

EXPECTED
FAMINE in

HYACIMTHS
To avoid dissppolDtment
ohder at once

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed first size. 10/6 per 100.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.
Bulb Glowers Sc Seed Merchants,

MANSELL STREET, ALIGATE
LONDON, E.

AMD THE NUBSEBIES, HAIRLF.M, HOLLiSD.
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW & IMPORTANT SERIAL WORK.

FAVOURITE FLOWERS
OF

GARDEN AND GREENHOUSE.
By EDWAKD STEP, F.L.S.

THE CULTURAL DIRECTIONS
Edited by WILLIAM WATSON, F.R U.S., Assistant Curator, Koyal Gardens, Kew.

In medium 8vo, with about 700 pages of Descriptive Letterpress, Index Matter, &o,, and

316 Full-Page Plates beautifully printed in Colours.

Ne. 1 Ready ; No, 2, September I ; and subsequent Tuesdays till complete.

ifAVOURiTE, flj

EDWARD STEP. F.bS

Much has been done during the present generation to furnish

the professional gardener with helpful manuals and dictionaries

dealinfc with the cultural and technical side of his art, but too

little attention has been bestowed upon garden-lovers, who would

like to know somethinf; more of tbtir flowers than the mere
knowledge necessary for their successful f^rowth.

The constant inquiry that the Publishers have had for a work
on Cultivated Flowers that would meet the requirements of this

large class has led them to undertake this publioation.

FAVOURITE FLOWERS of GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE has been in course of preparation for more than three

years, and the Publishers have spared no expense to make it

deserve an equal share of public favour with their now well-known

Royal Natural Ilittori/.

The TEXT has primarily been written for the garden lover

and amateur, although the professional gardenerwill also find much
that will be of use and interest about flowers. The names of the

Editors will be sutlicient guarantee that the work will be scien-

tifically accurate, although distinctly popular in treatment
;
prac-

tically, it is scarcely possible for any book to give detailed infor-

mation of the thousands of varieties of flowers being constantly

introduced, but examples of all the great leading groups of flowers

will be included, and a brief list given of the principal varieties re-

produced from these, with their distinct Characteristics,
CoLOBATio.v, Hardiness, Size of Bloom, Flowkrinq Timk,

Habits, &o. With the principal genera the life-history is given, as well as terse, clear instruc-

tions for propagation and successful management.
The 316 COLOURED PLATES represent one or more types of these leading groups, and every

cire has been taken to present accurate pictures, even in apparently trifling details, of the flowers

illustrated; in many instances—The Seed—Seedling—Eoot—Leap—Blossom and Section of
Flower, showing Seed Depository, &c., are given.

These Plates have been designed and coloured, in all cases, from the living plants.

I 316 (ObOUREO Pi.nTe5 I

Beduced Cover oF Weekly Issue.

MODE OF PUBLICATION.
The Worhwiilbe completed in One Year from the date of the First Weekly Issue, in the fulhwiny Stales :

—
1st. In Fifty-two Weekly Numbers—Published every Tuesday— (each containing Six Coloured

Plates). Ooe Shtlllng uet per Number, or p03t-£r€e, IB. Id.

2ud. In Four Volumes, handsomely bound in green cloth, gilt top (each containing Seventy-nine
Coloured Pjates), Fifteen ShllllDg^ net per ^'olume, or pcst-free, 15?. 6(1.

3.d. In Four Volumes, elegantly bound in half-morocco, gilt top (each containing Seventy-nine
Coloured Plates, Eighteen SblUlIIgS net per Volume, or post-lree, Igs. 6(3.

CASES for Binding every Thirteen Numbers, as completed, into the Quarterly Volumes,
will be supplied io two style?, viz :

-

In cloth gilt Is. 6d. net per Case,
j p^gtage, 3d Extra.

In half-morocco . . . . 3s. net per Case. )
"

KoTE —The Four Volumes, either io cloth or half-morocco, will be published respectively on the day of issue of Nos. 11. 26
r9, and f>2, and with the weekly issue of these numbers a Qratis Supplement will be presenteJ, (MSntainingall Title-Sheets, ludex
M .Iter, and a Coloured Frontispiece for each Volume.

Subscribers will do well to place their Order for the entire Work, in the form they may select,

at an early date, as the Edition, produced at great expense, is necessarily limited, and a reprint

will take more than a year to complete Pbospectds Free.

11)^^ Subscrttiers remitting in Advance the amounts stated at the foot for the complete Work, ^^Bn^"
will have each Weekly Number (or Volume) DELIVERED FREE, as pabUshed,

without farther trouble on tbetr part.

j' For Fifty-tuio Weekly Ntnuhera, £2 12«., Ntt.

Marl,- here which J p^^ j.^„^ Volumes, ehth gilt, gilt top, £3, Net.

( For Four Volumes, half-moror.co, £3 128., Net.

Subscriptions are received at all Booksellers, News Agents, and Railway Bookstalls,

or by THE Publishers—

FREDERICK WARNE & CO., 15, Bedford Street, Strand, London,

THE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 1896,

FLOWERS AND INSECTS.
T^HE question of the relation of insects to
-*- flowers i.s such an old one, and so much
has been written on this subject, that one
might very well think that nothing more could
be just now said on this subject except in the
way of repetition. There have, however, lately

been published one or two papers, which de-
serve some notice in the pages of the Gardeners'

Chroniele, in that they deal with an old subject

in a somewhat now light. The first of these is

entitled "Notes on tho Study of tho Cross-

fertilisation of Flowers by Insects,'' a paper
which appears in the I'roeealings <ftltc Acndeiay

(f Naturid Srieives of I'liilddelphiii for 1895,

part 3 (published in INO'i). The author. Miss
Ida A. Keller, here boldly asks whether
Darwin, Ilildebrand, Miillor, Kerner and others

were right when thej' said that cross-fertilisa-

tion was of utmost value to the individual

species. Sho detects a bias towards the theory

of cross-fertilisation in most writers on the
subject, and admits that the prevailing impres-
sion seems to bo that close-fertilisation is, as a
rule, only resorted to when all the chances for

cross-fertilisation are at an end.

Miss Keller asks, "Are insects any material

aid to plants in fertilisation ? " and quotes Prof.

Meahan's conclusions, that the great bulk of

coloured flowering plants are self-fertilised

;

that only to a limited extent do insects aid fer-

tilisation ; that self-fertilisers are every way as

healthy and vigorous, and immensely more
productive than those dependent on insect

aid ; and, fiiiall_v, that where plants are so

dependent they are the worse fitted to engage

in the struggle for life, the great underlying

principle in natural selection.

Miss Keller proceeds to consider the chief adap-

tations which point towards cross-fertilisation

—

distinct sexes, specially adapted or conspicuous

corolla, paculiar position of stamens and pistils,

and difference in the time of maturity ofstamens

and pistils. With regard to the second of these

adiptations, Miss Keller says she should not bo

surprised if, sooner or later, upon close exami-

nation, it would bo found that in many cases

where this adaptation to insects seems so perfect,

the iu.9eot visitors aid in securing self-fertili-

sati/fn. She regards insects, in very many
cases, simply as robbers, and states that she has

lately observed a very large patch of Gerardia

pedioularia, tho flowers being almost all pierced

at the base of tho corolla by bees perching on

the outside and never touching stamens and

pistils. Even as regards the peculiar position of

the stamens and pistils Miss Keller says that

whenever a plant bears many, or clusters of

flowers, the chances of cross-fertilisation are re-

duced, and she pleads for careful observations

which should decide the question how far in

such cases, where there is a peculiar arrange-

ment in the position of stamens and pis-

tils in regard to each other, close-fertilisa-
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tion is possible. With regard to the fact

that in some flowers the time of maturity

of stamens and pistils differs, Miss Keller

quotes Mr. Meehan, who has put forward a

theory that the difference between the time of

maturity of stamen and pistil is caused by
varying degrees of temperature, and that dicho-

gamy has its origin in this circumstance, " that

whatever its significance, it arises from no effort

innate to the plant itself, but fi-om an outside

force that can have but little interest in ci'oss-

fertilisation." Miss Keller suggests that it

should be decided if cross-fertilisation, or auto-

gamy, is the rule with every species which

seems constructed so as to attract insects, and

that this work should be done in as many dif-

ferent localities and at different times of the

year as possible. At the close of her article

Miss Keller makes four suggestions. She

writes :

—

"First, it is evident that the study of the

phenomenon of cross-fertilisation of flowers by
means of insects is still a profitable field for

observation and discovery.

"Second, the effect of external conditions m
reference to dichogamy should be the subject

of critical experiment.

" Third, tcleological explanations should be

avoided as much as possible, here as elsewhere,

according to the spirit of modern investigation.

Finally. The relative number of cases of

cross and close-fertilisation should be compared,

and it should be determined if cross-fertilisation

actually takes place in all cases where this is

assumed.

Miss Keller's article is interesting, in that it

shows the tendency of biologists of the present

day not to ascribe everything to natural selec-

tion, nor to explain the presence of certain

protective features in plant and animal life by
saying, as the Darwinians are wont to do, that

these are directly caused by animals or plants.

Miss Keller is doul)tless right when she protests

against those writers who would attribute cer-

tain adaptations which seem to point towards

cross- fertilisation in plants to the direct agency

of insects. Selection may accelerate or retard

the progress of the selected along its definite

grooves of natural change, but it cannot be held

responsible for those constitutional peculiarities

which arise in plants and animals and increase

in them apart from any external agencies.

But the question of cross or close-fertilisation

is by no means settled yet, and the conclusions

of Darwin and Sprengel cannot be laid aside all

at once, and we shall need a host of experi-

ments before we can say definitely that cross-

fertilisation is the exception and not the rule.

M. Felix Plateau recently made a com-
munication to the Royal Academy of Belgium
on the subject, " How Flowers Attract In-
sects," and gave an account of some of his

experiments on this thorny question. lie is of

opinion that the form of flowers or of inflores-

cences plays no part, or only a very unim-
portant one, in the attraction of insects by
plants ; that there is no proof that insects dis-

tinguish colours as the human eye distinguishes

them ; that the sense of smell is frequently

very much developed among animals ; that
many allow themselves to be guided almost
exclusively by this sense in their search for

nourishment, &c. ; and that they can perceive
odours which do not affect the human olfactory

organ.

He also reaches the following conclusions.

Insects visit actively the inflorescences which
have not undergone any mutilation, but whose
form and colours are hidden by means of green

leaves. Neither the form, nor the gay colours

of flowers; seems to have any attractive action.

Insects, in fact, according to Professor Plateau,

are not attracted by form or colour as they

appeal to our eyes, but by some other sense

than that of sight.

It will certainly be somewhat of a shock to

some conservative people to hear that the

cherished convictions have been ruthlessly

undermined. It seems we must give up be-

lieving that Nature loves cross-fertilisation, and
adapts herself to it, and that the lovely hues of

flowers are due to insects. The evolutionist

must set to work and get some new theories to

suit these fin di: sii'cle opinions. How can we
account for the beautiful colours and beautiful

scents which please our senses, but apparently

do not please insects at all? We must have
more e.xperiments before the question of the
relations between flowers and insects can be
satisfactorily settled. Herbert C. Fi/fe.

Fig. 44. -iJRODI.EA CAPITATA VAU. Al.llA.

Inrtoresceacc half-size; flowers white, real sizo

;

stamens magnified.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

DELPHINIUM Z.\LIL.*

At one of the late meetings of tlie Royal Horti-
cultural Society, cut spikes of this remarkable Lark-
spur were shown by Barr & Son. Most of the spikes
were not so densely flowered as the ouediawuoiip.24 7,

in fact, a loose disposition of the flowers is one of the
specific characters. The flowers are of a yellow
colour. It was described by Messrs. Aitchisou &

^ Delphinium (§ Delphinastrum) Zcilil, Aitch. et Hemsl

,

n. sp. in .\itchison, " Botany of the Afghan Dehmitation Com-
mission," Linn. Tmiis., vol. iii., ISSS, p. :«), t 3. Ilorba
perennis. orecta, 1-2 pedall-s, prinmm lovitcr puberula oito
glabroscens ; caulihus simplitiibns vel pau i—ramosis pallidis
.subnitidis striatulis. Folia gracilia, inferiora longe petijlata,

petiolis superiorum grudatim brevioribus, omnia ternati-
partita, siepius triteruatipartita vel divisiouo intermedia
intjrdum piunatipartita, 3-1 poll, diametro, segmentis line-

aribu^ rigidis. Floras lutei, extus glabri, laxinscule, race-
mosi, circiter 1 poll, diametro, pedicallis antiee pnbescentibus

;

c.alc.ar .apico attenuatum, sepalis a^quaus ; sepala lata ; petjla
an ,iista, bifid I, intus leviter pilosa vol barhala; filaraenta
dilatata, superne loviter pilosula; gyust^cium glabrum.
FoUieuli .1, oblongi, glabri, longitudinalitcr 5-costati, inter

custas distanter I'oticnla'i; semina oblonga, subquadrata,
transvursvm eleganter fimbriato-Uniellata.

Allied tj"D. ochroleiicum, Stev., but ditToi-ing in its more
finely-cut leaves, much looser racemes, glabrous flowers,

pedicels densely pubescent below, and short, strongly i-lbbed

follicles. L)r. Regel, to whom wa submitted two or three

flowers and a leaf, thought it might be D. ochroleucum.
Khomsan, 671, June 17, 1885 ; July 4, 18S5.

Hemsley in their paper on " The Botany of the Afghan
Delimitation Committee," and Dr. Aitchisou gives the

following account of it :
—" Native name, Zalil. This

plant forms a great portion of the herbage of the roll-

ing downs of the Badghis ; in the vicinity of Gulrau it

was in great abundance, and when in blossom gave a

wondrous golden hue to the pastures ; iu many locali-

ties iu Khorasan, above 3,000 feet altitude, it is equally

common. The flowers are collected largely for ex-

portation, chiefly to Persia, for dyeing silk ; they are.

also exported from Herat through Afghanistan to

Northern India, to be employed as a dye, as well as

to be used in medicine.''

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.—

—

L.iiLIO-CATTLEYA x ELEGANS VARIETIES.

There is something so striking in the rich rose-

tiuted, fragrant flowers of the many varieties of this

charming Orchid (which seems destined never to

become plentiful) that when a plant flowers for the

first time its possessor is anxious to obtain an opinion

upon it, and consequently every summer we have a

good opportunity of comp.aring them. Two specially-

remarkable flowers we have received recently ; the

first, which might be called L.-C. x elegans gigantea,

comes from Joseph Broome, E?q., Sunny Hill, Llan-

dudno, and it is by far the largest we have seen.

Across the expanded petals it measures 8 inches.

The expanded side-lobes of the lip are 2^ inches, and

the showy frout-lobe 2 inches. The sepals and petals

are light rose-purple ; tlie side-lobes of the lip cream-

white, tipped with light purple. From the base of

the lip runs a broad red-purple band, which becomes
suffused with violet as it merges into the bright

magenta-purple front -lobe, which bears a raised vena-

tion of a darker hue. The column is purple above,

and yellow and purple beneath—a very showy and

remarkable flower.

The second is sent by M. Chas. Marou, Orchid-

grower to M. Fournier, of Marseilles. In this the

flower is only of average size, but the rose-purple

Colouring has a dark velvety-maroon sha'le, espe-

cially in the lip, which renders it very distinct

from ordinary forms. The side-lobes of the lip are

pale sulphur-yellow, and the column white above

and rose beneath. The columns of those two dis-

tinct forms are very dissimilar, that of M. Fournier

being stalked at the base, and with membraneous
wings, while Mr. Broome's is much stouter through-

out. J. O'B.

THE GENUS BRODI.EA AND ITS
ALLIES.

[Continued from p. 214).

Semes II. — Stamens six, all bearing perfect

anthers.

In the present paper I propose to deal with the

groups in which all the six anthers are complete and

uniform, and iu which there .ire no staminodia, though

in some of the species the authers or filaments are

winged. These include the genera Triteleia, Calli-

prora and Hosp?roscordum of LinJIey, all three of

which were merged in Tritele'a by Dr. Greene, and

included in Milla by myself in 1870.

Group 3.--Flowers many in a dense umbel.

Perianth-tube oblong, about as loug as the segments.

12. B. pulchella, Greene {Tlimhcra pnlc/dl/a,

Salisli. Parail., t. 117).—.\grees absolutely with B.

conr/esla in habit and flowers, .and has been commonly
confounded with that species.

13. B. capitata, Benth. {.Milla i.njiituUi, Baker.

DU'hrlostcnuna capltaium^ Wood).—Leaves narrowly

linear, evanescent. Peduncle fragile, 1 to 2 feet loug.

Flowers many in a capitate umbel, bright lilac,

A to I inch long, with an oblong tube and oblong

segments as long as the tube. Anthers sessile at the

throat of the peri,anth-tube, the three of inner row

with an oblong wing on each side. Ovary sessile.

Central California to Utah and New Mexico
;

abundant on the hill-sides iu the neighbourhood of

San Francisco, flowering in March. It is well

figured in Bui. Mag., t. 5912.
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Var. pauclfiora, Torrey, from Sonora and New
Mexico, differs from the type by its fewer flowers

and longer pedicels. A white variety was exhibited

recently by Messrs. Wallace & Co. (see fig. 44).

14. B. insularis, Greene, from the islands of the

Californian coast, diflfers from the last in its more

robust habit, rather larger flowers, and elongated

central pedicels of the umbel

15. B. Douglasii, S. Wats. (Tritdcia grandijiora,

Lindl. and Greene. Milla r/mndifiora, Baker.)—
Leaves linear. Peduncle 1 J to 2 feet long. Flowers

six to twenty in a dense umbel, shortly stalked, light

blue, an inch long, with oblong segments as long

as the oblong tubes. Anthers biseriate, three sessile

at the throat of the tube, three reaching nearly half-

way up the segments, with a short winged filament.

Ovary distinctly stalked.

British Columbia, eastward to Missouri. Well

figured in liyl. Mag., t. 6907.

16. B. Howelli, .S. Wats. (Triulcia HowdlU,

Greene).— Very near the last, but flowers smaller,

nearly white in the living specimens I have seen, with

ovate perianth-segments not more than half as long as

Very common in the central parts of California.

Considered by Prof. Greene to be the most showy and

beautiful species of the whole genus.

19. B. Candida [Tritdcia Candida, Greene).

—

Nearly allied to the last, but flowers cnly 6 to 10 in

an umbel, white, with six green veins in the keel of

the segments, and slender free filaments one-fifth of

an inch long, " coiled almost or quite into a ring."

Foothills of the Californian Sierra Nevada ;
dis-

covered by Mr. J. R. Sarphan in 1886. Not seen

by me either in a living or dried state.

20. B. peduncularis, S. Wats. (Triteleia pcdun-

adaris, Lindl. Milla pedum-ularis, Baker). Nearly

allied to B. lam, but flowers smaller, rose-purple,

j to 1 inch long, and pedicels longer, sometimes

reaching 6 to 10 inches, anthers nearly linear, not

ovate-lanceolate.

California, from San Francisco northward, flowering

later than its allies (Bg. 47).

21. B. Bridgesii, S. Wats. (Trildeia Bridgcsii,

Greene).—Very near B. hi.ca, but the perianth-tube

lengthened into a sub-cylindrical base, and longer

filaments, as long as the linear anthers.

.<'l"^.

FlU. 45.—BUODI.t.V auWELLI I.IL.\CINA.

the tube, a less distinctly stalked ovary, and biseriate

stamens with deltoid filaments.

Oregon and Washington territory. Figured in Bol.

Mag., t. 6989, from specimens flowered in the south-

west of Ireland by Mr. W. E, Gumbleton. .\ very

fine variety of this, imder the name B. Howelli lila-

cina, was lately figured and described from plants

exhibited by Messrs. Wallace & Co. (see fig. 45.

)

17. B. Palmeri, S. Wats. {C>m(r. XT/., 78).—

Leaves firm, linear. Flowei-s many in an umbel,

bright lilac, .shortly stalked, J incli long, with oblong

segments as long as the obconic tube.

California, at Los Angelo^ Bay, gathered by Dr.

Palmer in 1888. Figured in Garden and Forest, 1889,

p. 245, fig. 107.

Group 4. Umbels lax ; pedicels articulated at the

apex. Perianth-tube about as long as the segments.

Ovary distinctly stalked. All North American.

18. B. laxa, S. Wats. (Triteleia lam, Lindl., Bof.

Reg., t. 1685. Milla laxa. Baker). Leaves narrowly

linear ; scape 1 to 2 feet long ; flowers, 10 to 30 in an

umbel, light or dark violet, l.i inch long, with seg-

ments shorter than the funnel-shape tube
; pedicels

1 to 3 inches long; stamens biseriate in the upper

half of the perianth tube, anthers longer tliau the

filaments, ovary distinctly stalked.

Central California, first received at Kew in the

form of dried specimens in 1878. Fine specimens
have lately been distributed from the Sequoia region

by Mr. G. Hansen. Figured in Garden and Forest,

1888, p. 126.

22. B. Hendersoni, S.Wats.(Con/)7Vj.,xr., 266).

—Allied to the last, but perianth salmon-coloured,

J to 1 inch long, segments ribbed with brown-purple,

and pedicels not above one inch long.

Oregon ; discovered by Mr. L. J. Henderson in

1SS4. Not figured.

23. B. Lemmonse, S. Wats. (Triteleia Lcmmonee,
Greene).—Scape a foot long. Pedicels an inch long.

Perianth deep orange, 4 to 5 lines long, with segments
twice as long as the tube.

Mountains of Northern .\iizona ; discovered by
Mr. and Mi-s. Lemmon.

24. B. crocea, S. Wats. (Milla crocea. Baker. Scu-

herlia croeia, Wood. Trildeia crocea, Greene).—
Scape a foot or more long, flowers six to fifteeu in an
umbel: pedicels 1 to 2 inches long. Perianth yellow,

7 to 9 lines long, with segments longer than the tube.

Anther distinctly biseriate, very small and oblong.

From mountains of the extreme north of California
;

first discovered by Professor Wood in 1868. Not
figured.

25. B. gracilis, S.Wats. (Tritdcia gracilis, Greene}.

—Peduncle under J
foot long, with a single linear

leaf halfway up. Flowers about a dozen in an umbel,
with pedicels under an inch long. Perianth bright

yellow, i iuch long ; segments oblong, keeled with
brown, as long as the tube. Stamens reaching half-

way up the segments.

Common in the pino woods of the Californian

Sierra Nevada. Not figured. Rather resembles in

habit our European Gagea lutea. /. Q. Baker.

(To hi: eontimiid

.

KEW NOTES.
.Nepenthes Pekvillei.—Plants of this interesting

species of Nepenthes are now flourishing in the Kew
collection, having been raised there from seeds

received in 1894 from Mr. T. Risely Griflith, Adminis-
trator at the Seychelle Islands, whore this species is

endemic. The plants have shining-green oblanceolate

leaves 4 inches long and l.J inch wide, and pitchers

2jinche3 long, yellowish-green, tinged with red when
young, becomiugduU crimson with age. According toa

figure prepared by Fitch from specimens collected

by Dr. Perceval Wright, and published in the Trans
a^'tions of the Royal Irish. Academy in 1868, the leaves

become 1 foot long by 4 J inches wide, and the pitchers

8 inches by 2i. So far as I know, this species has

never before been grown in this country, although

frequent attempts have been made to introduce it to

Kew and elsewhere. Dr. Wright named it N. Wardii,

in ignorance of its bavin? been previously named by
Blume as above. It differs from other Nepenthes in

the narrowness of the bone-like rim surrouuding the

mouth of the pitcher, and in the unusual width of

its leaves.

Nepenthes Veitchii.

A male plant of this somewhat rare Boruean
Nepenthes is now in flo s^er in a stove at Kew, aud I

am informed that a female of the same species is

flowering in the nursery of Messrs. F. Sander k Co.,

St. Albans. There is nothing remarkable about the

flowers of Nepenthes, beyond the fact that notwith-

standing a considerable range of variation in the

pitchers, leaves, aud hibit of the thirty or so species

known, there is scarcely any difTerenoe in their

flowers ; the inflorescence of N. Veitchii, for instance,

being practically identical with that of N. Curtisii, N.
RitflesLana, N. Rajah, &c. N. Veitchii was intro-

duced from Borneo by Me.^srs. Voitch's collector,

Thomas Lobb, aud flowered at Chelsea in 1S5S, when
a figure of it was published in the Botanical Magazine
under the erroneous name of N. viUosa. The true

N. villosj is not in cultivation, but a figure of it may
be found in the Linneau Society's Transact ion.s,

xxii., t. 69.

SOBRALIA SEJSILtS.

The true plant of this name was figured in the

Botanicid Magazine two years ago from a specimen
flowered at Kew, and which had been imported from
British Guiana, by .Sir John Kirk, G.C.M.G. It

diffei's from the plant generally grown for S. sessilis,

but which is really S. decora, in having stems mottled

with purple, leaves tinged with purple on the lower

eide.andhandsomer, darker coloured flowers. A second

plant, obtained from Messrs. F. Sander & Co., in 1892,

as a purple-leaved Sobralia, is now flowering at Kew.
It has stems 3 feet high, and flowers like those repre-

.seuted in the Botanical Magazine, except that the

sepals and petals have almobt white margins, the

flower suggesting a good var'ety of Cattleya margiuata.

As Messrs. Sander Lave, or had, a quantity of plants

of this purple-leaved Sobralia, it ought now to be

fairly common. The Kew example has about a dozen

stems from 2 to 3 feet high ; it is grown in a tro-

pioal-house. In Demerara the stems grow to a length

of 4 feet. It is a much better g.irden Orchid than S.

decora.

Cyo.voches.

This genus is represented at Kew just now by

flowering examples of two of the most attractive, viz.,

C. chloroehilou and C. peutadactylon. The former

is the largest of all, and the Kew plant has a spike

with four enormous Cowers springing from a pseudo-

bulb a foot long ; the flowers are nearly 6 inches
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across, and they are coloured cream-Tellow, with a

large blotch of dark shining green at the base of the

large labellum. which in appearance suggests a slab of

Devonshire cheese. At Kew we find this species

enjoys the excessive heat and moisture of the growing-

house for Dendrobiums. C. pjntadactylon bears a

curved spike of four flowers, which are male, aud

therefore far more attractive than the female flow.i-3

of the same species, of which a plant flowered at Kew

last year. The estraord inary form of the labellum,

and graceful curve of the column in the mile flowers,

with their brown-spotted reflexed sepals ani petals,

are attractive features in this species, whica has been

known to cultivators since 1S41, but is still a very

rare Orchid. Collectors might do worse than turn

their attention to this genus and its allies, the Mor-

modes and Cat isetums.

The following interesting plants may now be seen

in flower in the houses at Kew :—Aristolochia gigas

Sturtevantii, A. hians, Stapelia gigantea, Eucalyptus

calophylla, Lagerstrcemia indica, Marianthus ringens,

Cereus peruvianus, C. triangularis (exceptionally

floriferous this year), Victoria regia, Passiflora alata,

P. quandrangularis, P. edulis, P. maliformis, P. vio-

lacea, P. racemosa, P. Raddeana ^kermesina), P. AVat-

souiana, Bougainvillea spectabilis, Arauja graveolens,

Talauma pumila, Crinum yuccseflorum. C. podo-

phylluui, aud Gmeliua hystiix.

TERMlSALIi CaTAPPA.

Seeds of this tropical tree were recently received

at Kew from a correspondent, who called them the

"Arabian Wild Almond from the northern shores of

Arabia and the Persian Gulf." In size, form, and out-

ward appearance, they so closely resembled the seeds

of the AJmond (Pruuus Amygdalus) that they were

accepted as such, but on germinating they at once re-

velled the'u- true character. Terminalia Catappa is

known as theCountry Almond, no doubt becauseofthe

siaiilarity of its seeds to the true Almond, which are

also edible, and this no doubt accounts for the wide

distribution ofthe plant which, according to Mr. C. B.

Clarke, is wild or cultivated in nearly all tropical coun-

tries. It forms a tree up to 80 feet in height, with

horizontal branches, large ovate, rusty-coloured

leaves, which are deciduous in the cold season, and

has erect axillary spikes of inconspicuous white

flowers. The fruit is a di-y oval drupe, compressed,

and slightly winged, and containing one Almouddike

seed. The tree is said to delight in a sandy soil. In a

note by Sir 'William Hooker under a figure of the plant

published in the Sutanical Hajaziiie, and prepared

from a plant that flowered in the Liverpool Botanic

Garden, the fruit is said to be abundantly eaten,

being served up at the first tables in India. Dr.

Koxburgh compares the flavour of the kernel to that

of flue Almonds or Filberts. An oil, too, is expressed

from it, equal to the best Olive oil, and which does

ujt become rancid. The wood is white, hard, and

useful for a variety of purposes, and the tree itself,

on account of its beiuty and the shade it yields, is

planted round about the houses. Other names for this

plant are T. Jlyrobalana, Catappa domestica, Juglans

Catappa, ic. The genus is related to Combretum,
aud consists of about eighty species, all of them
large trees, and distributed in the tropics of tlie

whole world. JV. W.

Nursery Notes.

A HOME FLOWER-SEED FARM.

Does our patriotism run away with our judgment

when we decry continental productions, and praise

our own produce to the skies, even if inferior ? That

seems to be so. If, on the other hand, we find

produce raised at home to be not only as good,

but in some respects better than can be had else-

where, then may our satisfaction be true patriotism,

because we naturally like to produce the best. It

was with some such latter feeling I walked the other

d.ay over the Messrs. H. Cannell & Son.s' seed farm at

Eynsford, Kent. To that very enterprising firm, no

doubt, it is mist nitural the results should be a

pecuniary success. To me, having no such interest,

the visit was most attractive, apart from the wondrous

breadths of colour and of beauty found in every

direction, because of the abundant evidence mani-

fested of the capacity of the southern soil and climate

of old England to produce seeds in great variety and

of the best. Perhaps, because we have so long pur-

chased seeds of continental growth, we have got to

regard them somewhat fetishly, and for that reason

have regarded with suspicion the seeJs of home

growth, or doubted our capacity to produce seeds as

good. The land at Eynsford is much exposed, and

consists of a fertile valley, with steep sides reaching

to considerable height, and it is certain that it has

the advantage of obtaining a maximum of sunshine

and pure air ; and should rains unduly prevail, there

are the drying winds which sweep over the hill-sides

and dissipate much of its over-abundance. There

is also so large an area of land, diversified as it

is in aspect and soil, that change in the nature of

the respective seed crops Cim readily be furnished

each year. Now there are numerous seeds con-

stantly raised at hjme as to which there can be no

question as to climatic capacity. Peas, for instance,

are here in great quantity, aud in all the best varie-

ties, aud the seed, threshed and cleaned, is as sound

and firm as it is possible for teeds to be. Onion

seed, on the other hand, is not always so readily

produced, yet the crops at Eynsford always seem

to be of the best. Perhafs one reason for that

success is found in the eSbrt which the Messi-s.

Cannell make to secure high class seed bulbs. 1

observed that many fine ones of the now ordi-

nary exhibition size were being grown very thinly,

expressly to produce seed next year. Gigantic soft

bulbs are not the best, but solid, hard, ripe ones

ranging from 20 to 24 ounces each, are all that can be

desired to give very fine reproductive stocks. Just

the same great paius are taken with all vegetables,

as every seedsman in these days of severe competi-

tion knows that so exacting are cus'omei-s, that only

the very best strains will satisfy.

JCow there are numerous hardy annuals which

produce good seed at home witli but little trouble

to the cultivator ; so also will the bulk of hardy

biennials and perennials. It is but needful to look

at the huge breadth of Snapdragons, in diverse colours,

tall and dwarf, widely distributed; Pentstemons of

the very finest, atid so easily raided from seed also
;

Hollyhocks, of which there is a fine and varied double

strain ; Pansies, Violas, Delphiniums, Carnations,

and myriads of other things, to be as assured that

the seed raised here is as good as the most favoured

climes in the world can produce. But there are

numerous things — tender annuals, for instance—
that come into a diSbrent category. One of the most

remirkable features of the Eynsford Farm, just now,

are the Asters. There were about 100,000 plants

dibbled out in May or June, a great labour, and they

cover some three acres of ground. They make

indeed a glorious sight, such an one as no other place

but a big seed-farm can produce. The huge masses

of Victorns, Chrysanthemum-flo.vered, Mignons,

Poeony-flowered. Comets, Needles, Miniatures, ic, and

each section having perhaps a dozen or more of diverse

hues and markings, make up indeed a wondrously

beautiful display. Growing Asters so largely gives

great opportunities for making selections of new tints

of colour.

Still further, the firm purchase seed of promising

novelties from the continent for the purpose of test-

ing them in Kent, but not always with satisfactory

results. Still, if but a fe.v prove to be acquisitions it

is a gain. Rather incredulous as to the result of

growing home - saved seed of Aster from year to

year of the flat - petalled forms, for none can excel

us in our strains of quilled Asters, I enquired

whether the stocks seen at Eynsford were the

produc'; of last year's home-raised seed, and was

assured that such was the case. Mr. Robert Cannell

said that several of the stocks were from home-

grown seed for throe seasons, and he declared

that they found distinct advance in quahty each yeai-.

In any case the stocks are so good that none anywhere

cou'd excel them. The new Yellow-quilled Aster is

found in great bulk, and that, too, is flowering finely.

All the biennial and some of the choicer of the Ten-

week Stocks are grown in pots, and flowered under

glass. That ensures the production of perfect seed.

Phlox Drummondi, Petunias in great variety, espe-

cially the giant single or graudiflora forms : Verbenas,

in mixture as well as in several distinct colours ; Zin-

nias, African and French Marigolds, both tall and

dwarf; Nasturtiums, Diauthus—indeed, so many
diverse things of the tender section are grown that

enumeration is impo sible here. After gazing so long

upon these briUiant as well as big masses of floral

beauty, I felt like Dean Hole when he turned to

the Piu-sley-beJ for an eye-rest, that there was

welcome change when Mr. Cannell drew attention

to his stock of Eynsford Beauty Parsley, so green,

compact, aud so good in every respect.

There is in the valley a big breadth of some fifty or

sixty varieties of bedding Violas. They do well, and
bloom profusely all the summer in spite of the

drought. I got a promise that some plants piesently

should be sent to Chiswick. In the Eynsford glass-

houses are great quantities of Tomatos grown for

seed, also Cucumbers and Melons ; and at Swanley

there are houses filled with Balsams, Coleus, Bego-

nias, Gloxini;>s, and various other things all for the

same purpose—verily, this seed-growing business is a
wonderfully interesting one. It needs immense
patience, care, supervision, and knowledge. Few
who purchase seeds, perhaps, stop to ask how pro-

duced. Those who do not know, and would wish to

do so, cannot do better than spend a summer's day,

as I recently did, visiting the seed-growing establish-

ment of Swanley and Eynsford. A . D.

TEINIDAD OECHIDS.
If a visitor has the appliances at his command for

maintaining a high temperature with plenty of mois-

ture all the year round, he may take home from

Trinidad and grow a considerable number of the

native species in comparative safety and with no litt'e

success ; but if he has only a greenhouse or the heat

of a parlour, in which to place them, he had better

leave them .alons, aud save his time, his money, and his

trouble ; for most assuredly they will not thrive under

such conditions. I know there are persons who will

give different advice to this, but I pity the visitor

who relies upon it. A temperature of 75^ to 7S° Fah.,

with a minimum of 60', the Orchids of Trinidad

must have, or they will suffer largely, and those who
wish Orchids to grow in rooms, shoul 1 select species

coming from altitudes where the climate is more
nearly akin to that of the temperate zone than is

shown by the Trinidad register.

If, however, the v sitor has appliances which will

enable him to maintain proper conditions, there are

several Trinidad Orchids well worthy of his notice,

which can be obtained at reasonable rates, and it is

proposed to note such, as each species or variety is

passed in review.

The best time for packing and sending away (fixed

after many yeai^ trial) is during the month of July
;

a week sooner or later being a matter of no import-

ance. Orchids should be sent in dry cases at this

season with ventilation, and in no instance should

any kind of packing or stuffing be used, but simply

struts or b.irs to prevent the plants pressing upon one

another iu the cases.

Oncidium ampliatum, Lindl., appears to have been

first described in Liudley's Onliidai'eous Plant),

published in 1830, and the habitat was given as

Panama et Columbia occidenUile. Reference is made
to tl e same plant in the Botanical Jlegidir in 1835.

Grisebach gives the habitat, Costa Rica to Venezuela,

which includes Trinidad. The Orchid is known in

Trinidad as the "Yellow Bee," and is one of our

commonest kinds, some of the branches of native

frees in the Garden being sufficiently covered to

furni.sh us with ba.sketf ills of bloom at a single cutting,

and is in great demand in its season for table decora-

tion. The variety . Oncidium ampliatum maju.s, grows

to a much larger size than the type species, and it ia

said to be obtainable only from Costa Rica. There

is, however, an indigenous variety which was termed
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raajus by ray jtredecessor, which is so near the Costa

Kican plant as to be hardly distinguished. The difference

between the type .and the variety is well marked to

the cultivator ; as the first has short peduncles (1 to

J feet) and somewhat spreading panicles, while the

majus variety is noted for its long (4 to 5 feet)

peduncles and compact panicles. The lateral lobes

of the lip in the type are spotted red, while in the

variety majus they are clear and yellow like the

lip. Oncidium ampliatum is always to be found in

Trinidad in flower in the earlier months of the year,

its favourite home being on the upper side of the

branches of large spreading trees, which afford it par.

tial shade. The plant is one suitable for cultivation

in Europe and America.

Oncidium iridifolium. Kth.—This Oncidium is

really a little beauty, but like many others is a hard

one to maintain under cultivation, unless the exact

condition it requires is supplied. In 1SS7 I had it

first brought in by a native collector, and then for

seven years I did not again see it— the pieces kept at

the Gardens gradually dwindling away.

From the appearance, however, of the twigs on
which it is brought, and from the accounts given by a

collector, it appears to grow upon the outer branches

of trees situated in damp districts, some of the plants

being on twigs not more than a nuarter of an inch in

diameter. Last year we tried it, tied tightly to such

branches as I have just described, and left it fully

exposed, to take care of itself. It has done fairly well,

and continued to produce its single flowers during the

greater part of the year. Our garden, however,

evidently is not damp enougli, for the plants put on
a shrivelled appearance. On the other hand, it is

found to be extremely impatient to an excess of

moisture. If some Orchid fanciers could see this

little beauty, as now on the table before me, a single

plant with twelve blooms regularly spread out in the

shape of a fan, exactly 4.4 inches in diameter, they

would I feel sure not rest satisfied until they had

placed it in their collection. The plant apparently

glows freely from seed, as the twigs of the trees on
which it grows are covered with plants of all sizes,

from the mere speck to the mature form 4§ inches

in diameter.

This Orchid must be placed with those difficult to

cultivate, although it is a highly desirable one from
its rarity and beauty. /. //. Uart, in " Bulletin of the

Royal Botanic Garden, Trinidad."

REMARKS ON THE FRUIT CROPS.
(See Tables, pp. 124 to 131.)

(ConctutUd fi-om p. 212.)

S. ENGLAND, S.W.

Herefordsbire.—The Apple crop here is a very

poor one, owing to the attack of the winter-moth,

caterpillar, and the sharp frosts at the end of May.

The earlier-blooming sorts of fruits have done better,

Pears, Apricots, and Peaches being a good crop.

Plums were destroyed after they were as large as

Peas by a severe frost. John TVatkin.1, Pomona Farm,

Withimjton, Hereford.

Apples are a complete failure, and the trees

so badly blighted that we have very poor hopes for

next year. Pears are very briglit and clean, but the

fruits will be small. All small fruits have been

plentiful, but the season very short. Late Straw-

berries h.ive been very good, and Morello Cherries

also. Frank Harrii, Fastnor Castle (rarde7i^, Ledbunj.

The return I gave on the tabular form was

for this garden alone, and does not refer to the

orchards and cottage gardens in the neighbourhood,

in the majority of which the crops are very light

indeed. Vintage fruits of the Apple and Pear are

more scarce than table fruits. This is to be regretted

now that the cider and perry-making industry has

come to the fore once again. The failure has arisen,

I believe, from two ciuses, the chief of which was

the unprecedented attack upon embryo fiuit and

foliage by caterpillar.^, and the dry state of the soil at

the time the trees were in blossom, which prevented

great numbei-s of the blooms from setting. In the

gardens we have good crops of all kinds of fruit, but

much time and labour had to be expended in wash-

ing the trees with insecticide, and this has had to be

followed up since then by frequent waterings on
account of the drought. A. Ward, Stoke Edith

Gardens.

Monmouthshire.—Fruit trees generally bloomed
freely. The cold, dry X. and N.E. winds however
that prevailed during the season of flowering were un-

favourable to Apples, which are a small crop. The
following varieties are good ; Irish Peach, Duchess of

Oldenburg, Lord Suffield, King of the Pippins, Wor-

cester Pearmain, Ross Nonpareil, Cellini, Frogmore Pro-
lific, Golden Noble, Grenadier, and The Queen. Pears

are also partial, the be.?t croppers being Beurr^ Diel,

Beurr^ Fouqueray, Pitmaston Duchess, Durondeau,

Baronne de Mello, Louise Bonne, and Williams' Bou
Chretien. Plums are heavy in crop, as are bush fruits,

particularly Raspberrie.s and Grooseberries. The dry

weather has not injured the quality of the fruit.

Insect pests have been unusually troublesome, and in

the case of Apples, mildew has been persistent, but

Fig. 46.- brodi.ca (tritelbia) laxa.

Inflorescence half-size ; flowers violet, real size.

vSeo p. 239.)

these pests have been kept under by frequent spray-

ings of Bordeaux Mixture, Quassia extract, and Paris

Green. Thos. Coombcr, Tiie Hendre Gardens.

The orchards in which young trees predo-

minate are clean and healthy, and have a fair crop

of fruit, but others, where the trees are old,

have been nearly denuded of foliage by caterpillars,

and they are now infested with red-spider. More

particularly is this noticeable on the uplands. Pears

are good on espaliers and pyramids, such sorts as

Jargonelle, Marie Louise, Madame Treyve, and Glou

Morceau bearing heavy crops. Plums are an average

crop. Peaches and Nectarines have done well.

Aoricots are good. It is interesting to notice how
free we are from diseased branches this year in the

variety Moorpark. 11". F. Woods, Llanfrechfa Grange

Gardens, Caei'leon.

Somersetshire.—The fruit crops are anything but

satisfactory. In the early spring. Peaches, Nec-

tarines, Apricots, and Cherries on walls, were in a

wretched condition, due to the cold nights, east

winds and absence of rain. As soon as a little

growth was made, it was blistered with galls, and

many of the Peaches and Nectarines had to be

entirely stripped of the little foliage they had. Only

a few trees carry anything like a crop, and these will be
small. The crop of Plums is very heavy ; many
trees are breaking down ; these also will be soialler

in size than usual. Apples and Pears are very light

crops generally. Strawberries were early this year,

and lasted but a very short time. Raspberries and
R^d Currants have been very scarce. JI. Soble^

Askton Court Gardens, ne-xr Bristol.

Apples are very few. The trees bloomed
freely, but the maggot has injured the crop greatly,

and the dry weather has c.iused many to fall. All

kinds of Pears are very plentiful, and Plumi are a full

crop. Peaches and Nectarines are very plentiful ; we
gathered ripe fruits of the variety Waterloo on July 1.

William TItomas, Norton Manor Gardens, Taunton.

Worcestershire.—The Apple crop is a light one,

chiefly owing to weakness due to over-cropping last

year, and partly to the depredations of the Apple-

blossom weevils and caterpillars. Pears are much
better, being both clean and good. Apricots are

abundant, and of the highest quality. Peaches and
Nectarines are splendid crops, ami the trees healthy,

although most persistently att icked again and again

by hordes of aphidei. We gathered Alexander fully

ripe but rather small, from a south wall on June 29.

Strawberries suffered sadly from the intense heat and
drought. Plums and Cherries have been badly in-

feitod with aphis. Bush fruits abundant, but some-

what prematurely ripened. Altogather a most preco-

ciou season with undesirable extremes. JVilliam

Cramp, Madresjield Court, Great Malvern.

Though the Apple crop is on the whole under

the average iu this district, there are good but

varying crops in those orchards where the soil is of a

more retentive nature, the best crops being on the

more tenacious loams. After the enormous crop of

last year, the trees generally had a good deal to

recuperate. This, with the comparatively dry winter

and spring, was altogether against those trees on the

lighter soils. Predk. Hwjhes, Tk". Gardens, Overburij,

Tewkesbury.

WALES.
Cardiganshire.—This has been a very trying

season, owing to the long drought. Apples and

Pears set well, but they have dropped badly since.

Chen-ies on walls were a good crop, but we had to

water the trees frequently. Bush fruits have been

very good. Birds are more destructive to fruit than

usual, owing to the scarcity of other food. R. C.

WiUiams, Crosswood Park, Abcrystwith.

Denbighshire.—Apples bloomed and set profusely,

and the abnormally dry weather kindly thinned the

crops. Still some varieties have very heavy crops ; Pears

having been overcropped last year are under average,

but some varieties are exceptions. Dessert varieties

of Plums are but a thin crop, but kitchen varieties

have fairly good ones. Damsons and Bullaces have

good crops, but they are rusty. Peaches and Nectarines

are moderate ; they are infested with spider. Cherries

are excellent—MoreUos especially so. Raspberries

have borne a heavy crop of good quality. Superlative

being far the finest of eight sorts. Strawberries were

an immense crop, and Noble a fine fruiter under all

circumstances ; Lucas very good, and Royal Sovereign

a fine variety ; John Ruskin was very early and

good ; Sir Joseph Paxton surpassed itself. Goose-

berries are quite loaded, all varieties doing well

Black, red, and white Currants were very plentiful,

and of fine quality, all foliage have kept clean and

free as yet from mildew, but the American blight has

obtained a slight hold. This pest was all but extir-

pated by the seventy-eight days of continuous frost

last year. P. Middleton, Wynnstay Gardens.

Glamorganshire.—The fruit-crops in this district

have sutt'ered much from the di-ought. The rain-

fall in Jan. was '97 inch ; Feb. -84
; March 4 55

;

April -91 ; May -18 ; June 292 ; and July (up to

the 16th) -57. The Apple trees in the gardens are

badly infes'ed with red-spider, and a great many

of the fruits dropped after swelling to a good

size. The trees in the orchaid at Swanbridge

Vineyard (seven miles from here), are clean and

healthy, and bearmg a good crop o£ large-sized fruits.
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The leaves of some of the Pear-trees have been badly

attacked with the slimy larvn; of the slugworm
(Selaotlria pyrii), a kind of saw-fly, which have eaten

the epidermis on both sides of the leaves, turned

them quite brown, and spoiled the fruit. Some of

the trees not attacked are bearing good crops. Straw-

berries have been very good, bath in crop and quality,

notwithstanding the dry season. The Vines in the

vineyards at Castle Coch and Swanbridge are loaded

with Grapes, which promise to be the best yield since

they were planted. The fruit is fully a month earlier

than usual. A. Pettigrew, Castle Gardens, Cardiff.

Apples are under average ; Cox's Orange
Pippin, Hawthornden, Golden Pippin, Cellini, and
Worcester Pearmain are the best. Pears also and
Plums are under average. Washington, Green Gage,

Pond's .Seedling, and Victoria are carrying the best

crops. JFm. 3lcD. Bennett, The Gardens, Taltjgarn.

Pembrokeshire.—.Apples are a good crop in colder

and later orchards. On warm situations where the

trees bloomed early the crops were much injured by
a frost of 6k', which occurred on May 1. The same
frost had a rather singular effect on the Plum crop.

All varieties had set a very heavy crop, but the frost

quite destroyed all the white, red, yellow, and green-

skinned, but did very little harm to the black-

skinned varieties. Such was the case in the garden
here ; but as Plums (with the exception of Damsons),
are not much gi-own in this district, I have not been
able to ascertain if these effects are general or

not. Geo. Griffin, Slebcck Park:

9. IRELAND, N.

CiRLOw.—Fruit crops of all kinds are good, but
owing to the very long drought in the early part of

the summer, some of the small fruits were not so

good as they had promised to be. We had but little

rain during the months of April, May, and purt of

June. Some of the early Strawberries ripened pre-

maturely. Apples are a very heavy crop, but not

more so than last year. Thos. Bloomer, Lisnavagh.

DnBLl!f.—The fruit crops in this neighbourhood
have not fulfilled the expectations entertained in the

early part of the season. Peaches are very few,

Apricots are a good average, Plums and Cherries

rather more than average. Apples are very good, but
Pears poor. G. Umitli, Vicc-Reijal Garden.

Galwat.—A sharp frost (3°) on the morning of
>[ay 1 thinned the Apple crop considerably ; still,

the trees, with very few exceptions, are bearing a

fine crop of nice clean fruits. Pears are good also,

though a little thin. Cherries are an average crop

and good. Some of the finer varieties of Plums are

light, but taken as a whole, the crop is an average

one. Small fruits of all kinds are abundant and flue.

Strawberries suffered from frost on the above men-
tioned date, and they also felt the effects of the long-

continued drought, although rain came in time to

benefit the later half of the crop. John Cobban,

Garhallij, Bcdlinashie.

Longford.—Apples everywhere are an immense
crop. Trees that for years have refused to bear have
tliis year broken the ban they long lay under. Kush
fruits were very good, but Strawberries not so good.
J. Rafferly, Castle Forbes.

WiCKLOW.—Without exception the Apple crop in

this district is excellent ; also Raspberries. Straw-
berries on retentive soil were an average crop, but of

short duration. Black Currants in most places were
very scarce ; Goo-^eberries and red Currants slightly

better. Levi Childs, Killruddcry, Bray.

10. IRELAND, S.

KiLDiRE.—Small fruits have been abundant, but
owing to the prolonged drought, they were deficient in

size. Strawberries turned out well ; a timely rainfall

having saved them. A few plants were so badly infested

with green-fly when in blDom, that we were obliged

to destroy them. The Apple crop is a very heavy
one. /. Vi'yke, Bishop's Court, Straffan.

The fruit crops iu this district are over
average, with the exception of Peaches and Apiicots,

and these being in bloom during March, would not
set, as there was only one fine day through the whole
month. Apples are a wonderful crop, and I do not

remember seeing them so large thui early in the

season. Freilk. Bedford, Straffan House.

Limerick.—The present is not a good fruit season

generally. In this district some kinds have been
plentiful and good, but were soon over. Straw-

berries, for instance, came in very early. On May 21

we gathered the first dish of Royal Sovereign, which,

I might add, has replaced Noble here ; James Veitch,

Vicomtesse, President, and Latest of All were extra

good, but all were over by the end of June. Rasp-

berries were also of short duration. Pears are

partiaL Early kinds are abundant, but late kinds

are scarce. Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots are

failures, owing to sharp frost, followed by east wiud,

when the trees were in bloom. J. Ellicott, Summer-
ville Gardens, Limeriek.

Waterford.— This season is the best I have ever

seen so far as fruit crops in this locality are concerned.

Thos. Dunne, Stran':ally Castle, Villierstovin.

Apples are very plentiful, but owing to the di-y

season, they have dropped badly. Strawberries were
good, but the season was of short duration. Pears

are an excellent crop, and the trees are clean. The
recent rains have done much good, and fruit is im-

proving in size, especially Apples and Pears. Thos.

Singleton, Curraghniore Gardens, Portlaw.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
Isle or Man.—The fruit crop hero is fairly good

in general. Apples are abundant and good. Pearson
walls are few, but good on standards. -VU small

fruits have been plentiful and good. Strawberries

have been very good. The first were gathered on
Jlay 25, and were plentiful. Cameronian Prince

being my favourite variety. Jos. Inglis, Tlie Nunnery
Gardens.

Jerset".—Owing to prolonged drought the whole
of the fruit crops suffered severely, Apples and Pears
dropping freely. Early varieties in all cases are a

better crop than late ones. Pears promise to be of

excellent quality, ff. Becker, nurseryman and fruit
grower, Jersey.

Forestry.

NORTH AMERICAN CONIFERS IN GERMANY.
Next to the Douglas Fir, the Menzies' Spruce,

Picea sitchensis or Abies Menziesii, has given very
good results, the area planted being about 100 acres.

Professor Sargent describes the w.od of this tree as

"light, soft, not dense, silky texture, used lor all kinds

of woodwork, building, iuterior fittings of houses,

&c. Mean specific, weight, '4287."

Two American-grown specimens examined showed
considerable variation in the breadth of the wood-
rings, and also iu the formition of tlie sumiuer-ivood

zones. The wood has the exact appearance of that of

the common Spruce, and no external characteristics

which would enable the two species to be distinguished

from each other are present. The specific weight
was found to differ little from that of the Norway-
Spruce. This tree in America has a very local distri-

bution, and it is probable that a moist climate is

necessary for its success. This is borne out by the
experience of planters in this country, for the further

north the better do wo find this tree suc^eid. The
promising appearance of the speoiei on a cold, d.unp
soil at Methven Castle, Pertlishire, is noticed bv
Forbes in the Pinetan Woburncnse in 18:i9, and I

believe a specimen alluded to in that work is now
one of the finest in Britain. Both WiUkomm
(Forsl Flora), and Mayr {Die IViddungen ron Nard-
amerika) put a low v.due on the timber of this tree,

although it is apparently quite equal to our Euro-
pean Spruce, and on very wet ground, may produce
more timber than that tree.

Cuprossus (Chamiccyparis) Lawsoniaua has been
planted on about 20 acres, and succeeds very well on
even poor Scots Pine soils. According to Sargent,

this species is not indigenous further inland than
30 miles from the coast, and like the preceding one,

enjoys atmospheric moisture, wood said to ba light,

dense and hard, and easily worked. Very durable in

the ground, with a silky texture, and taking on a
good polish. Largely used by turners, and for build-

ing and railway sleepers, &c. Specific weight •4621.

German specimens of this tree examined were too

young and immature to allow of any useful compari-
son between them and American-grown wood being
made, but so far the wood appeared to closely re-

semble that of Sdver Fir, but of better colour and
texture, and more suitable for carving and turn-

ing. According to Mayr, this species attains its

optimum development in Southern Oregon, where
Figs and Eucalyptus are quite hardy, and it is

only in sheltered and moist locilities that the best
results are likely to be attiined in Germany or
England. As a matter of fact, the Liwson Cypress
is hardy enough to withstand our coldest winters
[Several were injured to our knowledge last

winter. Ed.]
; but its rate of growth is too slow in

this country to reommend it as a forest tree.

Thuia gigantea covers about 35 acres, and the
results have in general been satisfactory ; but cai-eful

choice of situations is recommended. As most suit-

able, fresh, damp, and deep soils of a sandy or peaty
nvture are mentioned. The wood is described as

very light, soft, brittle, &c., easily worked, and
durable in the ground—much used for the inside-

fittings of houses. Specific weight, 'STS i. Owing to

its exceptional lightness, it is not considered suitable

for purposes where strength is required, although its

rate of growth in suitable situations renders it a
favourite with modern planters. As with the others,

so with this, a moist atmosphere appears to be
necessary for its healthy growth.

Pinus rigida.—A considerable area has been planted
with the so-called " Pitch Pine," P. rigida. The
qualities possessed by the timber appe.xr to be of a low
order, the %vood being light, soft, brittle, and coarse-

fibred —chiefly use 1 for firewood and charcoal. Com-
pared with the Scots Pine, the timber is quite as heavy,

probably due to its resinous nature, but too coarse

for the finer kinds of work. Its chief value lies in

its adaptability for thriving on poor, barren soils

where little else will grow, aud on such soils its

timber is of better qu ility than that produced on
good ground.

In briefly summing up the prospects of the trees

named above in the afforesting work of the future,

the Douglas Fir seems to st ind out above the rest in

adaptability to situations, rate of growth, and quality

of timber, and the favour it receives on all sides is

justified by results hitherto obtained throughout
northern Europe. For the remainder, their use can
only be considered advisable where special circum-
stances render them more likely to succeed and
furnish a better yield of timber than native species.

The humid climates of Ireland and certain parts of

Scotland and the north of England, together v?ith

the prevailing classes of soils iu those parts, render

them particularly suited to the requirements of these

species, and tlie only question will be as to a .suffi-

ciently extensive use beiug found for the class of

timher produced by such species and surroundings.

This is the problem of economic forestry. A. C. Forbes.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE APPLE
CROP.

Attention has been called by Charles C. Bell,

President of the Natiouiil Apple Shippers' Associa-

tion, in the columns of the American Agriculturist

for July 11, to the subject of the distribution of the
Apple crop. This matter is worthy of the careful

consideration of English as well as of Americju fruit

growers.

The author says that the Apple, the king of all

fruits, will continue to occupy the front rank on the
market*, and the question is to reach and supply
this market and the ever-growing demand in the most
practical and economical way. It is true that the
Apple crop of IS95 in America was a very large one,

and for low prices and glutted markets had no equal
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for many years in the western districts, though the

situation was better in the east, owing to the reduced

crop in that part of the country. And yet what are

facts to-day ? Good Apples are in demand at fair

prices, and thousands of families, even in the best

Apple-growing States, did not have an Apple laid in

for wiuter.

That the demand has increased much faster than

the natural increase of population, is also a fact in

which all who have handled fruits largely agree.

Tlie author mentions that when he commenced ship-

ping Apples twenty-six years ago, a car-load to any

town west of the Mississippi, excepting a few large

cities, was enough to cause a glut in the market.

To-day there is room for several car-loads, even in

small towns. So long as civilisation and education pro-

gress, one may look for an increased demand for fruit.

But the chief question now, and one which under

Apples mature within a period of about three

months, and to distribute this crop over all of the

year, will re.^uire much intelligent labour and

good management, as well as the iavestment of

much eapitil. Cold storage, and other methods

of keeping fruit, properly-constructed fniit cars,

cheap and rapid transportation, are indispensable

for the successful handling and marketing of

Apples in the future. But to attain this it is

necessary that we should follow and encourage

specialties of occupation. The fruit-grower, to do

this work well, and reap the largest returns from his

orchard, will find full employment for his energy,

mind and body, in order to master that special

calling. He will have no time to look up the markets,

to reach the consuming masses, to look after cold

storage, and other requirements of distribution.

It is the author's firm csnviction that the most ceo-

^^SA

'\°.^

Fig. 47.

—

brodi.ea peduncilaris.

Inflorescence half-size ; flowers real size, rosy-purple. (See p. 239.)

existing conditions may not be easy to solve, is how,
when, and by what method may orchardists reach

and supply, for the entire year, this ever oxistmg and
growing demand .' Froai the author's twenty-five

years' active experience iu packing and shipping

Apples, he would recommend, first, education :

secjnd, distribution ; and finally, specialties of

occupation. By educition is meant thit the fruit-

grower should kno.v what varieties of Apple to plant,

hosv to plant, cultivate, and gather at the right time,

and in the best possible manner. The dealer must be
well informed iu his business so that he may properly

pack and distribute. The main idea is honest and
fair dealiug. Deception practised by either the

dealer or the grower has in the past worked great

injury to the Apple trade, decreased the demand for

Apples, and glutted the markets more than any other

thing. The grower sliould learn that he must not

expect the high prices of years ago, when Wheat was
selling threefold higher than it is to-day, neither

should the dcxler expect to make the profits of those

days.

nomical distribution can be done only through large

establishments with invested capital, whether such

be cold storage, canning factories, evaporators, cider-

mills, distilleries, vinegar, jelly, or other factories, any

one of which is a business of itself. And to make
them efficient and profitable, and to keep up with the

requirements of the trade, the employment of much
capital, skilled labour, intelligent management, and

the careful studying of specialties will be required.

/. /. Willis, Harpendcn.

Home Co rresp ondence.

THE SCARLET BEAN AS A VEGETABLE.—With
reference to your corre.spondent's remark upon my
former letter, I find that Culpepper in his Jft/bal

refers only to the Dwaif French Bean as being

edible ; the Scarlet Bean is mentioned as a medicine

in kidney diseases, in doses of one eighth of an ounce.

I have myself eaten Scarlet Runner Beans forty years

ago—but I distinctly remember, some twenty yea.-s

ago, an old lady who often remarked to me that iu

her mother's days no one thought of eating them : they
were grown simply for ornament, and as a medicine.

I had not seen Culpepper's //e/'ire^ at the time I wrotf,

but the st itement in this work agrees with wh .t I

had previously heard as to the actual f^cts. Titus.

Fktckci; Urappenluill, Cheshire.

A PROFITABLE METHOD OF UTILISING SPARE
TIME.—To talli of spare time, from a gardener's staud-

point, during the sprmg and summer months .seems

to be altogether out of place, for there is so much to

occupy the gardener's attention during the earlv

months of the year, that little or no time is left for

profitable recreation in any shape or form. Quite the

reverse condition is experienced during the long nights

of winter. Time then begins to hang. It is quite true

there are organised societies for the improvement of

young gardeners, where papers on difi'erent subjects

relative to the profession and general work of gar-

deners are read and discussed, to the advantage of all

concerned ; but these are found principally in the

nei.;hbourhood of our large towns, while there are

s.-oret of young gardeners, whose lot is not so favour-

ably cast (being, as they are, in places sometimes
many miles distant from auy town), who have not
the a 1 vantages of such societies, and who are some-
times at a loss to know how to piss their time
profitably. How to maintain a lively interest in

matters horticultural under such circumstances has
been a matter of considerable perplexity to many an
able head gardener, who feels interested in tiie

prosperity of the young men under his charge. Many
are employed making labels, Orchid-baskets, and other

us-ful articles, all of which may be made in the
botliy without any great inconvenience during the
long nights of winter ; but while all this may be of

some pecuniary benefit, there is really nothing gained
from an educational point of view. It was the

consideration of this subject of putting spare time to

good use which prompted me to throw out a sugges-

tion on Fern-drying and mounting, which, if acted

up ).i, I am sure will be found both pleasant and pro-

tiiable. There is no great art required in drying and
mounting Fern-fronds, while the result amply repays

anyone for all the time and trotible vvhicb they may
expend in the worlc. Well-developed fronds may be
githered during the summer mouths, laid carefully

betiveen sheets of coarse paper, covered with thin

board.*, and then pressed by means of b'joks or

anything else handy. They should be kept iu a cool

dry place for four or six weeks, when the weights

may bj taken ott' and the fronds placed between
oidiuary sheets of paper until there is time to mount
them. By this means the sap iu the frond is absorbed,

ami the colour still maintained. Mounting is a very

simple process, although it entails the expenditure of

much more time. It is nevertheless a pleasant

occupation, and the work will be enjoyed during
the long winter nights. The fronds may be mounted
on loose sheets of drawing paper, or better still in an
ordinary scrap album of large size. They may be secured

in position by means of ordinary stamp-paper cut

into siiort narrow strips, and pasted across the main
stems of the frond, 'fhis is by far the quickest

method, and is preferable to pasting, as it is rather

difficult to get paste to stick to many Ferns, par-

ticularly the varieties of Adiantum. Only one species

should be mounted on each leaf. It is the better

plan, if mounting in an album, to mount only

on one side of each leaf, as by so doing the fronds

are not damaged by rubbing against each other.

After this is done, the name should be written

at the bottom of the page, together with short

notes, on the habit and culture of each particular

variety. By this means a beautiful and instructive

Fern album is obtained. Every allowance must be

made for the important part which books play in the

gardener's profession: and admitting that "reading

makes the full man," it is none the less true that
'• writing makes the correct man." Any person who
will read up information on the habit and culture of

each particular variety, and then after he has mounted
each frond, accompany it with foot notes on its chief

characteristics, or any particular method of treat-

ment which he has found to prove successful in his

own practical experience, will so thoroughly acquaint

himself with their requirements, that it will be diffi-

cult for him to forget, even through the many and

varied experiences of life. P. Will-iiison.

GARDENERS' WORKING HOURS.—In a previous

issue of the O'ardriurs' Chruiiich-, I noticed a para-

graph respecting the re-adjustin.>nt of the Saturd.ay's

working hours at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Chiswick. I have kept silent since that

notice aopeared, thinking some one would have
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written iu praise or the reverse of the innovation,
bat 1 have not seen a single allusion made in reference
to it. Had a definition of a nursery foreman's quali-

fications been given instead, as that, for example,
which appeared iu the Gardeners' Chronicle a few
weeks ago, your columns would have been flooded
with mucii correspondence on the subject; or, on
the other h:ind, if the requirements of a gentle-
man's gardener had been mentioned, or the sub-
jects connected with thf practice and science of

gardening enumerated as indispensable for a young
man desirous of attaining proficiency in his profession
to know, the result would have been the same. So
far, so good. I have worked hard both in the gardens at

Kew and at Chiswick in the '" good old days "
(?), when

the wages paid to young men were as low as 14;s. and
15s. a week, and the working hours from 6 a.m. to tip.M.,

and at the latter place an hour or two more on
occasion, but no extra pay was given, nor any grace
allowed after 6 a.m. I earned my certificates under
very hard pressure, aud some may imagine, as did
many of the noted gardeners of that day, that
""grinding" of such severity was for our benefit.

Only those who have toiled in hot-house and outside
for so many hours daily can fully appreciate the
delights of relaxation from toil for one brief half-day
on alternate Saturdays. I think that the term
"student" could be more strictly applied to the
young men of that day than now. At Kew we all

seemed anxious to excel, and not a few of us walked on
Friday evenings to attend a physical geogi-aphy class

held nearly four miles distant, not to mention attend-
ance at freehand and geometrical drawing lessons given
outside Kew Gardens. Most of us knew how to value
Dr. Hooker's training, aud the advice he gave ; and
not a few profited thereby, as was shown by their
management of large concerns in after life. I have
since had the charge of large establishments, and
notably in one I tried the effect of the Saturday half-

holiday, purely from sympatljetic motives, as I well
knew what a boon it would have been to me in my
youth. The workmen cordi.ally appreciated the little

relaxation from work accorded them, and the firm
was no loser by the alteration. The managers,
although reluctant at fir.->t, admitted afterwards that
they had no reason to complain. May the new
superintendent of Chiswick be able tf) act similarly.

Undoubtedly much credit is due to those who
made public the new working code, which, I trust,

will awaken some sympa-hy auiongst the owners of
our large trade establishments. T. H. Smith,
70, Doacnii Road, Kin;jston-on-Thames.

TENACITY OF LIFE IN TREES.—I observed a
few days since a remarkable illustration of the
extreme tenacity of life shown by large trees
under very adverse circumstances. Some time last

year I mentioned in these columns a case in
which a number of horses turned out into a
meadow in which were growing not onlv many fiue

Elms, but .also numerous pollarded Willows, had
been, apparently by stress of hunger, driven to
eat away the bark right into the hard wood to a
most uuusual and harmful extent. Passing the
meadow recently, I found that nut only were all the
injured Willows dead, but also that every Elm or
other tree on which the bark had been eaten all

round the stem was dead also. But there were some
two or tlireo fine Elms on which every portion of
the bark on the stems as high as the animals could
reach had been gnawed off except, perhaps, to the
extent ofsomel2tol5 inches in widtli at the back and
sides next the fence, where the horses could not get
access. These trees were apparently in as full leaf
and vigour as were any others quice uninjured.
Thus on large stems of from 7 to 9 feet in circum-
ference, and from which five-sixths of the bark had
been removed several feet in height, yet all the func-
tions of the trees were carried on ap])arently in the
most perfect way through the uninjured one-sixth
width of bark left on the stems. That seems to be
remarkable evidence of tenacity. How long it may
be possible under such conditions for life to continue
remains to be seen. Possibly the case is not a singular
one, yet it is, I think, well worthy of notice. A . D.

» PRINCESS OF WALES PEACHES. — The fruit
herewith is iVom a tree grown on a trellis, and covers
about 112 superficial feet. It has borne this year
lOS fruits of the average weight (9 oz*.), although
the weight of each of the frui's .sent is 12 oz-i. I

have been gathering fruits of the Noblesse Peach of
8 to 10 ozs. weight each. Hcdley Warren, A stun
Clinton, Trin'/. [Very fine, light-coloured e.xamples of
Princess id Wales Peacli ; but their damaged condi-
tion prevented any test of their flavour being
made. Ed.]

FORMALDEHYDE.—The question .asked in the
Gj-rdeners C/ironicle as to the experience of any reader
in the use of formaldehyde in the preservation of

fresh or dry botanical specimens, ought to produce
various experiences which brought together should be
of much value. My own experience with this preserva-

tive fluid during the past year in the Kew Museums
has been on the whole favourable with regai'd to the
preservation of colour in fleshy fruits, especially those
of a red colour : whether it will preserve the substance
of the fruits for so long a period as alcohol cannot
yet be determined. In my temporary absence from
Kew I am unable to give any data, but may revert to

the subject at a future time. John R. Jackson.

The Week's Work.
—

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Bii W. H. WaiTE, Orchid Grower, Bur/ord, DorMnq.

EAST INDIAN DIVISION.—In this warm division

the Vandas, Aerides, and Saccolabiums, although
still rooting freely, will in a few weeks have com-
pleted their growth. Prepare the plants for that

period by commencing to lessen the amount of water
afforded at the roots. During the summer the
sphagnum -moss has been kept growing by the

moisture afforded, but after this time it should
be allowed to assume a whitish appearance befoi'e

any water is applied. A fairly moist atmosphere
should be maintained about the plants till the
roots cease to grow. During the daytime, while the
weather is warm, admit plenty of fresh air. Close the
house moderately early aud allow the temperature to

rise between 80' and 90" with sunheat, but without
sun to about 75°, and damp well between the pots.

Immediately tlje sun commences to decline dr.aw up
the blinds. In the evening one or more ventilators

may be partially opened, according to the outside
temperature ; if the thermometer falls to 70° sufficient

hre-heat should be employed to maintain it at that
degree throughout the night. If by the morning the
temperature is below the figures indicated, no damp-
ing down should be done until the glass registers a
few degrees above that of the night temperature.
Any freshly-imported plants of Aijrides, &c., that
have become rooted in crocks, or on to Teak-wood
baskets, may now be"raossed" up; also old-established

plants that have lost a number of their lower
leaves should have the surface-moss removed, and
additional drainage afl'orded, and the cone of
sphagnum-moss raised considerably up the stem.
Some of the imported plants, when they have made
a few roots, are apt to produce flower-spikes, but
these should be pinched out at once. Aerides Law-
renca; and its buff-coloured variety, Sanderiana, are
now showing their flower-spikes, and should be
liberally supplied with root-moisturo until the flowers
are past. Any small weakly plants or unhealthy
specimens should iu no case be allowed to produce a
sriike. Many of the Catasetums aud Cycnoches are
also developing tiieir flower-stems, requiring to be
looked over each da}', and thoroughly watered if found
to be dry. At the present time, when the growths
are nearly made up, these plants should be afforded
all the sunlight possible, providing that plenty of
air be given them at the same time. Continue such
treatment imtil tlie leaves commence to change colour,
when the plants should be removed to a somewhat
cooler temperature, aud to full sunshine. Imme-
diately the leaves begin to turn yellow, the amount
of water should be gradually reduced until all of

them have fallen off, when it should be discontinued
altogether.

MORMODES, THUNIAS, AND CHYSIS. — The
Mormiides require similar preparative treatment
to the Catasetums before resting, but they should be
placed iu the intermediate-house. The Pleiones having
now completed their bulbs, require plenty of light and
air, although there is no necessity to expose them to

full sunshine to induce them to flower. Suspend
them, together with the Deudrobes tliat are maturing
their bulbs, in the greenhouse. The compost should
be kept merely moist until the first flowers open, when
water must be withheld, or the blooms will quickly
damp off. Although the Thuuias have long since

done flowering, they retain their foliage, and
being in a dry atmosphere and full sunlight, this

frequently becomes infested with red-spider, therefore
the plants must be constantly examined and
cleansed, otherwise the pest may spread to other
plants. Chysis bractescens. C. Chelsonii, C. aurea, C.

Sedenii, and C. hcvis should now be taken from the
Cattleya-house and placed in a few degrees more
heat, to enable them to finish up their growths
quickly ; they still require plenty of root-moisture.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By C. Herrin, GanUiier, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

LEEKS.—The earliest planted Leeks will soon
require to be earthed up ; and before this is com-
menced, afford them a copious watering with weak
liquid-manure, Leeks requiring an abundance of mois-
ture. Do not earth-up too much at the first opera-
tion, aud take pains to prevent tlie soil lodging in
the hearts of the plants— it should, in fact, be kept
well below the centres. The later plants should be
kept well supplied with moisture, and freed from
weeds, .and if the trenches are of sufficient width,
the surface-soil should be stirred with a small hoe.

LATE PEAS.—If dwarf, early varieties were sown
as advised in a previous calendar, they will now be
sufficiently high to allow of a portion of the soil from
the sides of the trenches to be drawn up to them.
Short sticks should be used to support the haulm,
more especially at this time, when heavy rains may
be expected. Rain has. in fact, fallen during the past
week, but in many di^tricts it has not been sufficient to
moisten well-furnished rows of Peas now podding or
coming into bloom, and these should still be supplied
with water and liquid-manure occasionally, unless a
much heavier rainfall should occur. The same remai'k
is also appUcable to Runner Beans. Of late Peas, one
of the best for a dry season I find to be the old
Ne Plus Ultra, which has podded rem,arkably well

here during the past month, notwithstanding the
intense heat und drought. It is very pr'jlitic, aud
although the pods are not large, they fill quickly,

aud are of capital flavour. Where birds are

troublesome at this season, fine-meshed netting'

must be placed over the rows of Pe.is, and, if neces-

sary, extra sticks may be (daced along the sides to
keep the netting far enough away from the Peas to

prevent the birds reaching the pods.

TURNIPS.—Now that there has been a small rain-

fall, make a final sowing. This will probably produce
a useful supply of roots, as the cartli being very warm
a quick germination will be certain. Land from
which Potatos have been lifted will do capitally for
this, without any further preparation, beyond level-

ling and applying a surface-dressing of soot. Sow
the seeds broadcast, and rather thinly, afterwards,
rake in. Snowball and Red Globe are two good varie-

ties. Seedlings from the previous sowing are now
ready for thinning. Do not dehay doing this, for

when thinned out after the plants are larger, the soil

is left in too loose a state. A dusting with a mixture
of soot and wood-ashes should be given occasionally,

to keep off birds and insects ; it will also act as a
stimulant. If thinned to 6 inches apart each way,
this will now allow sufficient space for the white
varieties, but rather more may be allowed for the
Red Globe.

CARDOONS are in full growth, and should receive

liberal supplies of liquid-manure. Remove any dead
leaves or suckers from tlie base, and the strongest
leaves may be tied up loosely, to prevent them from
being broken down.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bi/ G. WooDQATE, Gardener, RoUeston Hall, Burton-on-Trent.

STRAWBERRIES.—Any well-rooted runners of

Strawberries may still be planted, and they will pro-

duce fruit next season ; but the work should be com-
pleted as soon as possible, so that the roots may get

hold of the soil, and the plants have time to develop
their crowns before the winter commences. Runners
that were planted some time since, and have pro-
duced other runners, will need frequently to be looked
over, and all such growths removed. Keep the
ground clean, and stir the surface frequently with the
hoe. Plants in older beds should have all runners and
dead leaves trimmed off, and the dry, strawy portion

of the mulching that still remains upon the groimd
removed. If the ground intended for a new planta-

tion is still under other crops, turn the layered plants

out of the pots, and plant them in nursery-beds,

where they may remain till the land is in good con-

dition for planting in the spring.

APPLE AND PEAR TREES.—Pyramids and other
dwarf-growing trees, which were pruned the earliest in

the summer, have produced numerous lateral growths,

and these should now be pinched or cut-back to one
leaf. .A-uy trees that have been neglected in the

matter of summer pruning, should now be attended
to, otherwise the strength of the trees will be wasted
in forming growths, which will have to be cut away
.during the wintei', entailing the loss of a sea'^on's

fruit, beside encouraging a multiplicity of wood
growths in the following year. Examine the ties
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which secure the young scions to the suppoi-ts on

grafted trees, and if any are found to be pressing into

the bark, let them be untied and refastened before

the rough autumn windsare experienced. Allow the

new growths to extend their full length this season

in order to encourage root-action, and remove all

suckers which arise from the stock.

FILBERTS. — Where squirrels are numerous,

means must be taken to prevent thera from carrying

away the fruits. It may seem a pity to kill them,

but I do not knoiv of any other way to save the crop,

which with us is a very heavy one, although the Nuts
are not quite so large as usual owing to tbe drought.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hedley Warren. Gardener, Aston Clinton, Tring.

GENERAL WORK.—The recent showery weather

has greatly altered the appearance of tbe lawns and

flower-garden, and the bulk of the work in tliese

departments will for awhile consist in sweeping,

rolling and mowing. Grass-verges must again be kept

trimmed now that the grass is once more growing

rapidly. The carpet-bedding, too, will also need care

in the some way, in order to maintain the outline of

the various designs. Single Dahlias have seedeil

freely, and should be promptly relieved of the i-eed-

pods, otherwise the flowering period of the plants

will be considerably shortened ; the same remark
will apply to Verbenas, Violas, Calceolarias,

Tropaiolums, Gladiolus, Helianthuses, Hyacinthus
candicans, &c . Clumps of Pampas-grass now in

full flower have a very pleasing effect, especially

as large isolated clumps on the lawns and plea-

sure-grounds. Subtroi'ioal plants, such as Kicinus,

may need a few of the lower leaves taken away, if tlic

beds have been carpeted with dwarfer-growing sub-

jects, otherwise the latter will aufier from shade.

Propagation should be continvied as circumstances

will allow. Cuttings taken at this late date will need
protection, and in some instances a little artificial

heat, to encourage the formation of roots, so that the

stock of plants uiay become quite established before

cold or searching winds occur. Variegated Thyme, Leu-
cophyton Browni, Guaphalium, and others will root

freely, if the cuttings be inserted in sandy soil and
placed in a cold frame. These plants should be propa-

gated in the autumn, as they then produce far better

plants for next season's work, than if propagated in

the spring. Privet and Yew hedges may be clipped,

and where necessary. Box edgings should receive a

final chppiug for the year. Spring bedding plants,

such as Myosotis, Wallflowers, Silene, Primroses, and
others, should be transplanted, so as to grow into good
materi.il for use in the flower garden at a later period.

A list of the various sorts of bulbs required for use
in the beds and borders should be written out and
an order given for the same at once, so that no delay
and disappointment be experienced later.

MOUNTAIN ASH.—This deservedly popular tree

is now beginning to assume its usual autumn colours.

To brighten up dull spots or corners of the shrub-
beries, it is excellent, being a profuse-flowering tree

in the spring, and ornamental when covered with its

clusters of bright coral-coloured berries. It is seen
to full advantage, however, when planted in an open
position, where its growth is even and regular, and
where the proper contour of the tree may be seen.

In exposed positions on the lawns or pleasure-
grounds, where less hardy trees fail to grow, it will

thrive, and afiord a pleasing contrast to its sur-
roundings.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McIntvre, Gardener, Woodside, Darlington.

BULBS.—The receipt of bulb catalogues serves to

remind one that it is time to consider what the selec-

tion for the coming season shall be. The first or

earliest batch of Koman Hyacinths should be potted
forthwith. The most suitable pots to use for them
are those of 5 inches in diameter, which are suffi-

ciently large to contain five bulbs ; and a light, rather

rich compost will suitthem well. These early bulbs need
to be plunged in ashes for at least two months, as if

they are brought into heat before they have made
sufficient roots, they will not flower satisfactorily.

Ixias and Sparaxis are very useful for forcing pur-
poses, and need the same kind of culture as Hyacinths,
except that at no time should they be placed in a high
temperature—one of 50^ to 60^ being quite sutficient.

If this condition be not observed the spikes become
weak and thin ; neither should they be forced very
early, as they require some time to become estab-

lished. The following are good varieties :—Ixias,

Emperor of China, Erasmus, Excelsior, Conqueror,
Galatea, White Swan, Vulcan, Crateroides, and
Viridiflora. Sparaxis : Bertha Johansen, Garibaldi,

maculata. Paragon, Queen Victoria, Victor Emanuel,
Lady Carey, and Lady Franklin.

LILIUM HARRISII.—For general purposes these

bulbs may be put into 5-iuch and 6. Inch pots, which
will be found quite large enougti for one bulb in

each. If large plants be desired for conservatory

work, put three or four bulbs into 8-inch or 9-inch

pots ; in either case usini; good fibrous loam and leaf-

soil, not too finely broken up. Place the bulbs on
sand, and when pottt'd, plunge them in sifted coal-

ashes. This bulb is not quite so hardy as are some
others, and in cases of severe frost, they should bo

protected by litter or some tree-leaves.

EUPATORIUMS and other plants which are grown
especially for w'inter flowering, will need attention.

Eupatoriums are exceedingly useful winter-flowering

plants, ot very easy culture. They should be placed

outside during the summer, and several times pinched
during growth, when titey form dense plants, and
produce abundance of bloom in November and
December. Pinching should now be discontinued,

and the shoots allowed to show flower. If con-

fined at the roots and given abundance of feeding,

they do capitally.

CYCLAMENS.—The old corms if planted out in

frames as recommended, will now be showing signs of

growth. Spray them overhead each night and
morning, and keep them rather close until they are

growing freely. Sbade is very essential to them in the

early stage of growth, and frames placed so as to have a

northern aspect are preferable. The lights also may be
given a good coating of "summer cloud" or other shad-

ing. In no stage of growth should Cyclamens be exposed
to hot sun. Young plants riused from seed last year

will reqtiire a little extra feeding; and Clay's Fertiliser

is a very suitable one for this purpose. Give a tea-

spoonful to each plant twice a week, Jind water it well

in. This will keep them growing vigorously, and may
be continued until they have developed their flowers.

ERICAS.— If these are showing flower rather

earlier than is wished, remove them to the north

side of a wall, .and place a sash-light over them in

the event of heavy rains. The early varieties that are

now over may be re-potted, there being no better

time to re-pot Ericas than immediately after flowering.

The peat for the purpose should be of a hard, gritty

nature, a soft sjiongy kind being most unsuitable.

A good sprinkling of coar.so Reigate silver-sand added
to the peat, is all that is necessary for them. The
potting should be done firmly, the pots quite clean

and drainage very good.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
i>(/ W. Pope, Gardener. Ilighdire Castle, Newbury.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES : EARLY-FORCED
TREES.—When the foliage begins to fall generally,

the trees should be unfastened from the trellis, and

the required amount of pruning done, which, how-
ever, will not be much if proper attention was afforded

to thinning and pinching in the season of growth,

and after the crop was gathi red. The Peach-house

.should be cleansed, washing the wood and trellises

with hot soapsuds, but keeping this, however, off the

glass, which should be washed clean with water only.

Painting may be done where necessary, and the

walls Ume-wa-shed. It will be well also to wash
the trees with warm water in which a small

piece of soft-soap is dissolved ; or, if they are

infested with scale or other insects, dress thera with

some approved insecticide, taking care to get it into

every crevice of the bark. The worn-out mulch on

the borders should be removed, together with some of

the surface-soil, and a top-dressing of fresh loam
applied, to which one-sixth of plaster or mortar-

rubbish is added, and a smaller proportion of sifted

wood-ashes. If the soil is found to be dry, afford the

borders a moderate watering, and fasten the trees

neatly to the trellis as occasion offers, allowing full

exposure to the air till the time arrives for starting

the trees. If the roof-lights are removable the roots

will be kept sufficiently moist by the autumn rains,

f not, care must be taken to guard against any dry-

ness in this direction by occasional soakings of water.

LATE HOUSES.—Trees now swelling their crops

require liberal root-waterings till the fruit is well

advanced towards ripening, when the supply should

be reduced, but still supplying sufficient to keep the

foliage in a healthy condition. Take note of any that

may be making too much or too late growth, and as

soon as the crop of fruit is gathered lift them care-

fully ; or take out a trench round the trees at about
4 feet from the stem, and sever the large roots, filling

the trench with fresh compost, so as to encourage the
formation of fresh fibrous roots.

VINES IN LATE HOUSES.—The fruit on late

Vines should now bo advanced in colouring ; in some
districts they will need to be assisted by some
amount of artificial heat to finish them, and enable

them to keep well throughout the winter. A tem-
perature from 70° to 75° should be maintained during
the day, and 5° to 10° less at night, allowing a rise

above the d.ay figures when the sun shines, a free

circulation of air being permitted at all times in fine

weather Aerial moisture must be gradually reduced
as the crop of fruit matures, although Vines with
fruits still swelling will need a moderate amount, and
occasionally the border may need to have water
applied to it, but the need or otherwise should beascer-

tained by a test-stick or by excavating a hole. Reduce
lateral growth, not, however, removing much at one
time. Prep.aration3 should now be made for covering
the outside border.^ where Grapes are required to

hang for any length of time, as the fruit will not keep
well if the border is unprotected from rain, ar.d for

this purpose thatched hurdles, such as are often used
for protecting wall-trees in spring, answer the purpose
if given a sharp pitch.

THE APIARY.
/.'V KXCERT.

FEEDING BEES FOR WINTER.—.\11 driven bees

should be fed as soon as they are put in the liar-

framed hives. Two or three driven lots may be put

together to make a strong colony, and being fed

.according to the following rcci-ipt, will make a strong

stock for early work next spring:—10 lb. sugar,

.5 pints of water, about 1 tablespoonful of salt, and
1 ditto of vinegar, with 1 ditto of salicylic acid solu-

tion. Boil this for a few minutes in an iron boiler

or tin fisb-kettle, so that it does not burn, .and be
careful it does not boil too long, or it will furm

candy. When ready keep in a closed room,

or the bees will commence to rob. A useful and
cheap feeder is made by punching several small

holes in the lid, from the inside, of an ordinary

treacle-tin (2 lb. size the best) ; when filled turn

sharply over {seeing the lid is securely fixed), and
place on the top of the bars, putting a piece

of perforated zinc under the tin on the top

of bar - frames. If quick - feeding is required, it

is best to purchase a " rapid feeder," which saves

a lot of trouble and time. The bees should be planed,

after being driven on full sheets of foundation wired

to keep the combs in place, and a stock can be fed

up in about a fortnight with from fifteen to twenty-

five tiounds of sugar made from preceding receipt.

Commence as soon as possible to allow the bees to

seal over the combs before the cold weather begins,

as unsealed combs will often give bees dysentery.

Examine the hives in which the bees have done badly,

and cut out or replace all black old combs, and thus

allow them to start as soon .as possible to make up the

loss ofcombs taken away. Do not hesitate about doing

this, as it will pay better next season, only be sure to

feed well ; and replace naphthaline in hives where it

has evaporated, but do not put more than half-an-inch

piece, as it has a very strong odour. Keep some water

in shallow pans by the hives for some little time

longer, as the bees are apt to seek it in ponds and

ditches, and so get drowned.

CARRYING DRIVEN BEES.

—

A. useful and conve-

nient method of conveying bees is to have a body box

made, with the entrance and top covered with per-

forated zinc, so that the bees can be shaken out of the

skep, which they liave been driven into, into the box,

which should be provided with five or six frames,

with combs wired in to keep them from clustering,

and consequently suffocating. There should be fillets

all round the lid of the box about an inch in depth,

which will allow the bees to pass over the tops of

frames, and to go down, whereas if the lid fitted close

on the frames, a great many bees would be crushed ;

the fr.ames, of course, should be provided with metal

ends, to keep a certain distance apart, as this allows a

little more space, and gives the bees an opportunity to

get more air, which is important on a very hot day.

Another very good plan is to get an ordinary Hud-

son's soap-box, nail down the lid, and cut out one

end, and fill-in the space with perforated zinc, and

drive the bees into this, the lid being secured by a

little iron pin. When conveying bees in skeps keep

the latter mouth upwards, with a clean cheese-cloth

or piece of muslin tied over it, and as soon as possible

empty them into their new home, and feed at once.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, as wdl as specimens and plants for

wuning, slw-uUi he addrcsied to thf. EDITOR, 41, Welling-

ton Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

should he written on one side only of the paper,

sent (W early in the week as possible, and duly signed hy

the writer. 1/ desired, the signature urill not be printed, hut

kept as a guarantee of good faith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any amtrilmtio'ns, or to return unused com-

munications or illustraticns, unless by special anangement.

Illustrations.— rftc Editor will thankfidly receive and select

photogrnphs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

itc. ; hut he cannot he responsible for loss or injury.

Newspapers.

—

Correspondents sending newsfofers should he

carf/ul to mark the pm'agraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR SEPTEMBER.

UESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

Skpt.

St^pt.

SATURDAY, Si;pt.

SUNDAY, ^i.i'T.

TUESDAY, Hevt. S

WEDNESDAY, Sept.

THURSDAY, Sept. 10

National Chrysanthemum Society,

Show of Dahliasi, Gladioli, and
Chrysauthemums, Arc, at the
Aquarium (3 days).

/Glasgow Horticultural Show.
; •: Ancient Society of York Florists

( (5th show).

J—Dundee Horticultural Sh. 3 days)

, (National Dahlia Society, Exliibi-
*

( tioa at Crystal Palace (2 daj s).

i Wellingborouirh Dahlia Show.
w Societe Frani^aise d'Horticulture

( Meeting-.

, { Royal Agricultural and Hoiticul-
^

"{ tural Society of Ghent.

, j Royal Horticultural Society's Com-
^ ) mittees.

i Royal Caledonian Horticultural
1-^ Society, Show in Waverley Mar-

/ ket, Edinburgh (2 days).

/"Paisley Horticultural Society Sh.

I
Thame Horticultural Society Sh.

- Exhibition of Produce fnim Small

I

Holdings, at Botanic Gardens,
I Manchestor.

SUNDAY,

TUESDAY,

TUESDAY,

Si:rr.

Sept.

Sept.

13—Brussels Orchiddenne Meetinf:^.

l.j
Bunyard's Centenary Show at
Maidstone (2 days).

., ( Geneva Exhibition, Temporary
" > Show (23 days).

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY, Ave. 31 i ^''i!^^
""^'*-^- ^^^ ^''^^^

t Rooms.

TUE.SDAY, t

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY,

Sept.

utberocit Mo

, ( Dutch liulbs, at Protheroe ArJIorris'

) Rooms.

, ( Dutch Bulbs, nt Protheroe & MorrLs'
'\ Rooms.

, 1 Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protlioroe A: Morris*
Rooms.

Imported and Estjibli.sbed Orchids,
at PrntUeroc it Morris" Rooms.

I
Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

I Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK —61"1°.

TiiENationalCo-operativo Flower
The National ghow, which comtneiiceJ in a
Co-oiJerative n i i ±-

Flower Show, small and unpretentious way in

the then conservatory of the Royal
Horticultural Society at South Kensington a
dozen or so years ago, bears witoe-ss to-day to

the universal truth of the old adage that the
day of small beginnings should never be
despised. Mr. Edward 0. Greening, the
founder and organiser of this great National
Co-operative Festival, which has ramifications

independently of the Flower Show, and widely
diversified, is one of the most sanguine of men

;

but even his keen foresight could not, eleven

years ago, have had any conception of the

extraordinary growth of tho movement of which
he has been the guiding spirit. On the 22nd inst.

a displaj' of horticultural productions, such
as plants, flowers, fruit and vegetables, filled tho

available space in the nave of the Crystal

Palace. These were drawn from various parts

of the countr}', contributed in goodly propor-

tion by gardeners, but still more largely by

amateurs, who come under the denomination of

cottagers, and of whom a considerable propor-

tion consists of artisans. Not a single trade

exhibit was observed, a fact almost without

parallel at London exhibitions, and it was com-

petitive contributions alone which made the

show, reared in hundreds of small gardens by

men and women, who, in all probability, pre-

vious to the establishment of this festival, had

taken but little interest in their gardens. It is

something to the credit of the co-operative

principle that it has been the means of inducing

large numbers of persons to atteeipt the culture

of plants, and called into existence a liking for

gardening where it had previously been lacking.

Those who saw the first two exhibitions which

were held at South Kensington, will recollect

the rather poor character of the productions,

many of them large in size, and ungainly, and

contributed apparently in the belief that bulk

alone would find favour with the judges. The

decisions come to by the judges at the fii'st two

exhibitions proved valuable lessons to the mem-
bers, who were not slow to draw the conclusion

that symmetry, clearness, cleanliness, and even-

ness, in combination with desirable size, were the

essential and most desirable characteristics in

roots and vegetables ; and when the third exhi-

bition was held at the Crystal Palace, the

advance in the direction of increased good

quality in the exhibits was very marked.

The lessons gradually learned by the ex-

hibitors led in time to greater taste being

shown in setting up the exhibits ; and the later

exhibitions have borne evidence to the fact that

the produce is characterised by improved good

quality. It was freely acknowledged by those

who have acted as judges from the beginning,

that de.spite the unfavourable conditions of the

season, the quality of the exhibits was never

higher or so generally displayed as at the recent

show.

The number of entries keeps pace with the

improvement in the quality of the exhibits.

This year they amounted to 4231, a substantial

increase on those of last year, which was
regarded as a record one. This fact justified

the remark made by Mr. E. O. Greening at the

opening ceremony, "That it was a striking

proof of the remarkable popularity of this show
that such a result should occur in a year of pro-

longed drought, which had practically withered

up tho produci) of so many gardens throughout

the land, and had forced the ripening in July

of flowers we usually expected to be just ready

for our show in August." How much clerical

work is entailed, and how much labour is re-

quired in the prejiarations for and arrangement

of the exhibits, can well be imagined. The work
was got through in good time, and the judges dis-

charged their duties with comfort and dispatch.

Mr. Greening's analysis of tho entries gave

some interesting facts. There had been a de-

crease of between 300 and 400 entries from the

gardeners of gentlemen who are members of

the Agricultural and Horticultural Association,

but there is a corresponding increase in the

sections in which working-men exhibit—which

is highly satisfactory.

To attempt to set down details of the exhibi-

tion is not necessary, as they would weary by their

copiousness. It may be remarked that the sche-

dule of prizes is divided into two sections ; the

classes included in Section II. are for members
and customers of the Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Association, Limited, most of whom

employ gardeners. Fruit and vegetables were

contributed in fine character by these, and
all the exhibits in this section wero
staged and judged on Friday, the 21st. On
the 22nd, the exhibits in Section I., all

contributed by working people only, wero

staged and judged, and sixteen judges wero

therefore engaged for two days in making the

awards. Of the working-men's exhibits, it

maj' be said that such vegetables as Peas,

Potatos, and Broad Beans fell bslow their

usual extent—the Potatos, with few excep-

tions, showing much roughness ; Carrots,

Parsnips, Runner and Dwarf Beans, Vege-

table Marrows, Onions, Beet, &c., were very

good. Cut-flowers were delightful, and those

among the visitors who were interested in

common flowers, found in the charming bunches

of hardy annuals much to interest and instruct.

There were divisions for ladies and children, and

in each of these there was a remarkable increase

in the number of the entries.

One unique feature was the section devoted

to photographs of gardens of taste. As Mr.

Greening remarked, exhibitors could not bring

their gardens to the Crystal Palace, and there-

fore they had to be content with photographs of

them. They appeared as front gardens, as back-

yards, besides porches, windows, &c., many very

pretty pictures being forthcoming. Some 200

of these were placed upon screens, and they were

closely examined by tho visitors. It is hoped

th.at the exhibition of these " would inspire

many with a desire to emulate the example of

those who had succeeded in adorning their

homos with the highest forms of beauty, and

the purest sources of delight."

Mr. Greening, who is always devising some

new features in the annual exhibition, hit upon

the expedient of inviting the exhibitors and

others to tea on the evening of the first day, and

requesting the judges to meet them, and .so inter-

spersed general addresses with pleasant song.

The large attendance showed how much the

gathering was appreciated, and this sort of re-

union will no doubt become an annual feature.

If it be true, as a modern writer has stated, that

"the social virtues centre in the stomach," then

Mr. Greening is right in seeking in this way to

disclose the dormant amiabilities which make
themselves manifest under such circumstances.

A Meeting of the Floral Committee of

THE Royal Horticultural Society at the

Fruit Show at the Crystal Palace.—Mr.
liiCHARD Dean, Ealing, W., remarks :— It will be iu the

remembrance of some that on the occasion of the

annual general meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, I ventured to make a suggestion to the

council whether a meeting of tlie Kloral Committee

coiJd be held at the Crystal Palace in connection with

the great exhibition of British fruits on October 1.

My reason for making this suggestion was, that there

is no meeting of the Floral Committee at the Drill

Hall between September 8 and October 13, a period of

five weeks, and that interval occurs at a time of the year

when new Dahlias especially are numerous, while it is

the season for other novelties in flowers to be seen at

their best. The council promised to consider the

suggestion. Finding that no announcement had been

made by the council iu reference to this matter. I

commuuicated with the secretary of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, who replied to the effect that " by

the arrangement we have with the Crystal Palace we
are specially precluded from inviting exhibits of any-

thing but fruit, and we have only been able as yet to

get permission for a few decorative groups if no

awards are made to them. It is possible we may be

able to make some other arrangements for next year,

but I fear not for this. All amangements are perforce

made before the annual meeting."
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FlO. 4S.—DEIPn iMlM ZALIL: flowers I'iLE YELLOW. (SEE P. 238.)

"Journal of the National Horticul-
tural Society of France," Chrysanthemum
Section.—The fir.st number o£ this publicatiou,

which is intouded only for members of the Chrysan-

themum Committee, has recently come to hand. It is

a paper-covered hroehwc of tweuty-six pages, and con-

tains the regulations of the committee, names and

addresses of its officials, list of members numbering

sixty-seven in all, and including most of the eminent

raisers in France ; an interesting and rather lengthy

essay by Mr. George Truffaut on the cultivation

and vegetation of the Chrysanthemum ; an article by

Mr. NoNiN on M. Lionnet's Chrysantbemnms ; and

the schedule of the Society's Show to be held on

November 17 to 22 next. A somewhat similar publi-

cation is promised to its members by the French.

National Chrysanthemum Society at Lyons.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
Among recent contributions to the Fund is a sum

of £7, received through Mr. G. W. Cummins, for

flowers sold at the Croydon Summer Flower Show
;

a similar amount for the sale of flowers at the

Chislehurst Show, per Mr. J. Lynch ; a sum of £5

from the Secretary of the Wimbledon Horticultural

Society, being the proceeds of a sale of flower.^ ; and

\as. from a box, per Mr. J. H. \yiTTY, Nunhead. These

sales of flowers afford horticultural societies a good

opportunity of helping a very deserving charity with-

out in .any way impairing the funds of the societies.

There is no difiiculty in obtaining flowers, or the

services of competent persons to sell them. Those

who have experience of flower-shows know that many

persons who attend tliem are desirous of carrying

away some of the flowers from them, and will pur-

chase faded ones rather than go with none at all.

It is pvirely local work, and as most committees

would be willing to allow a table to be placed in ouo

of the tents free of cost, the expense attending upon

such sales would be quite small.

"The Jardin DES PlANTES."—From Paris we

receive several photographs showing the disastrous

effects of the storm of July 26. Trees were snapped

off in the centre, and one at least fell in the fiame-

yard, doing much injury to the plants. A Paulownia

from Japanese seed iu the herbaceous ground presents

a pitiable spectacle, whilst the original type of Gle-

ditschia nionospcrma of Desfontaixe is uprooted.

Shirley and District Gardeners' and

Amateurs' Mutual Improvement Society.—

The monthly meeting was held at Shirley, South-

ampton, on Monday, the 17th inst, Mr. B. Ladha.ms,

F.R.H.S., presiding over a poor attendance. Mr. E.

J. Wilcox, The Gardens, Alderwood House, contri-

buted a paper on "Garden Annuals," dealing with

hardy and half-hardy subjects. The paper w-as

illustrated by cut specimens of about sixty species

and varieties. Some of the species, &c., although

old inhabitants of gardens, seemed to be unknown to

a portion of the audience ; and a few novelties were

shown. ilr. Wilcox strongly urged thin sowing

and hard thinning out as being very necessary to the

true development of these plants, which had suffered

much in reputation through being sown thickly and

on poor soil.

Pomological Society, Boskoop, Holland

—On the occasion of the meetings of April, May, and

June of the Plant and Fruit Committee of this

society, the committee awarded a Fir&t-class Certi-

ficate to the following plants :—Azalea rustica, fl.-pl..

Director C. Ohrt, raised from seed by Messrs. P. Van

Noordt & Son, Boskoop ; Azalea mollis, Vondel, and

Margaret Cornelia, raised from seed by Messrs.

Koster & Co., Boskoop ; Azalea rustiea, fl.-pl, Byron

and Praxitele, introduced by Messrs. P. Van Noordt &

Son, Boskoop ;
Rhododendron hybrida Helene Schiff-

ner,' introduced by the same firm. A Second-class

Certificate was awarded to Azalea rustica, fl.-pl., le

Titien,Ribera, and Murillo.and Rhododendron hybrida

Kaiser Wilhelm, all introduced by Messrs. P. Van

Noordt & Son, Boskoop ;
Hedysarum multijugum,

introduced by Mr. K. Wezelenburg (C. de Vos)

Haztrswoude.
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Rate and Mode of Growth of Banana
Leaves.—Tbo 27th number o£ the Botanisckcs Ccn-

tralllatt contains a paper on this subject contributed

by Mr. Walter Maxwell, Director, Hawaiian Expe-

riment Station, Honolulu. The writers says that :

—

" The Banana appears to have only one centre of

growth aud elaboration ; it makes only one leaf at a

time, and practically completes one leaf before it

begins with the next. Many other trees are pro-

ducing scores of leaves at the same time, showing

that centres of growth are distributed over the tree's

complete organism. Moreover, the full-grown leaves

of the Banana are soon frayed out with the wind and

rendered useless for work, which leaves the work of

assimilation to the new leaves. The young leaf

begins slowly, daily increasing its rate of increase up

to the stage of its maximum power of growth, where

it tarries for two or more days, until the leaf,

which hitherto has been almost as tightly rolled

up as a cigar, begins to unfold to the light, when
the rate of growth falls off till it is full grown.

One other striking truth set forth by the daily

data of development is the difference between

the growths of the "day" and "night" periods.

The observations were continued upon the leaves not

only to compare the results of the day and night

growths, but also to note the results of variations of

temperature. ... I am of opinion that the action of

direct sunlight, and the direction and force of the

wind, are more potent factors in increasing or arrest-

ing growth than small variations of temperature.

On this subject I have, at present, no conclusive data.*'

Mrs. Delany's Flower Drawings.—With
reference to this subject, we print the following very

interesting communication from a valued corres-

pondent :

—

" In the GariL Ch.-miick of the Sth, 1 see mentioned Lady
Llasover's bequest to the British Museum of the flower

"drawings" by Mrs. Delany. These flower drawings,

unless I am much mistaken, are cut out in p.iper—not

drawn. It was a curious, old-fashioned art, in which Jlrs.

Delanv excelled. I r.,'raember a specimen of her work
which my mother carefully preserved among her family

treasures. It w,is a spray of a small pink Geranium (I feel

certain Mrs. Delanv never said "Pelargonium!") skil-

fully gummed upon half a sheet of black paper. This one
specimen might very likely have been traced back to Lady
Llanoveh, who in all probability gave it to her friend, my
mother's mother. Whether it is as I believe, or not, the

collection now come into possession of the British Museum
must be one of very great interest.

—

E. V. B."

Periodicity in Weather.—Mr. H. C. Russell

has contributed to the Royal Society of New South

Wales a paper, an abstract of which is given in a

recent number of Nature. The writer brings forward

historic evidence to prove that a cycle of nineteen

years does exist, and that it was known to the ancient

Egyptians, Jews, aad other peoples. In New South

Wales the great and conspicuous droughts recur once

in nineteen years. Elijah's drought, it is calculated,

happened in B.C. 908, that is, 2736 ye.ars before the

great drought of 1828, and the interval is 19 x 144.

The cycle is said to be regulated by the relative

position of sun, moon, and earth.

Diseased Melons.—We have now examined a

diseased Melon which was sent to us by " A. R.," on

the supposition that the disease might be related to

the Bacterio.sis alluded to at p. 199. Our correspon-

dent says, " I planted ten Melon-plants iu a pit

heated with hot-water pipes, and have not obtained a

single fruit fit for the table. The plants grew away
well, aud nothing seemed amiss with them until

three weeks ago, when I noticed a fruit with a little

speck on it, like fungus ; that fruit was soon useless,

and very shortly almost every fruit in the pit was

more or less affected." This disease is an old one,

and, hitherto, has only been found on the fruit.

There are two separate species of fungi which appear

to work in unison, aud both are present on the

Melon sent. First in appearance is Gla;osporium

lagenarium, the sporules of which burst through the

cuticle, and are about 16 x 5 raicro-millemetres iu

size, or less, and they ooze out in dense masses, the

size of a pin's head. Later on, the spots are an inch

in diameter, covered with a whitish floccose mould,

amidst which lumps of flc^h-coloured or pinkish sub-

stance of a denser consistency, and aa large as a split-

pea, are imbedded. These, as well as the white

mould, are made up of the threads and spores (or

conidia) of a mould, Fusarium reticulatum ; long,

curved, fusiform, three to five septate, and from 50 to

55 micro-millemetres long. What the relations are

between these two kinds of fungi has not been deter-

mined, but they generally occur together, and both

are equally destructive. In this instance, we have to

encounter a pest which is well established in the

tissues before it makes an external appearance, and

then all hopes of saving the fruit or the plants is

gone. When it once enters a Melon pic it may reason-

ably be expected to spread to all of the plants, because

all the spores are capable of speedy germination.

Our only recommendation is to burn up all the

diseased plants and fruits, and disinfect the soil and

the pits. M. C. C.

Presentation to Mr. H. W. Ward.—Mr.

Ward, who is leaving Longford Castle Gardens on

the 9th prox., was the recipient on Monday last of a

handsome writing cabinet, this being given by the

garden men and a few other friends as a token of the

good feeling which had so long existed between

them and himself. The presentation was made by

the foreman (Mr. F. Rowe) in the bothy sitting-

room, in the presence of several of the subscribers.

Streptocarpus at Woodhatch Lodge.—
In reference to "D.'s" note on p. 221, on the Strepto-

carpus at Woodhatch Lodge, 5Ir. C. J. Salter desires

it to be made known that the greater portion of the

high-coloured varieties are from seed obtained from

Messrs. J^iS. Veitch & Sons, not from seed saved by

himself

Caution to Growers and Exhibitors of
Vegetables.— Mr. E. Beckett, Aldenham House
Gardens, Elstree, furnishes the following account of

a theft perpetrated in his garden :
—" During the

night of the 24th inst. these gaidens were visited by
thieves, who carefully searched the Onion-bed. and

took away the best bulbs of Ailsa Craig, the largest

of which measured IS inches in circumference, and

the smallest 17 inches. There is no doubt in my
mind that these bulbs are required for exhibition

purposes, and whoever took them must be an expert

in selecting ; aud he was also very cautious in re-

placing the soil whence the bulbs were taken, and

taking the whole of the leaves along with them. The
footprints of the thief were easily visible ; the shoes

had been removed, the marks of the stockings being

quite plain, as it had rained heavily during the

evening. I hope this may be a caution to others

having choice vegetables, and I shall be obliged for

any information that will be likely to lead to a

conviction."

M. Carriere.—We learn with great sympathy
and regret, of the death, on the ISth inst., of this dis-

tinguished horticulturist, long attached to the gardens

of the Paris Museum, and a prolific writer on horti-

cultural and botanical subjects. For many years ho

was editor of the Revue Sorticolc, and of late years

has been associated with M. Andre in the manage-

ment of the editorial department of that journal.

M. Caeriere is well known as the author of a Traih-

General dcs Coiiiftrcs, which reached a second edition
;

and of numerous publications on the variation of

plants, in which he showed great perspicacity, and may
be said to have been an evolutionist long before the

word came into general employ. He was one of the

most far-seeing and thoughtful of French horticul-

turists. He died at Montreuil at the age of seventy-

nine.

Bulbs for the Royal Parks. — Her
Majesty's First Commissioner of Public Works has,

for the eighth time, entrusted Messrs. James Carter
& Co., of High Holborn, London, with au order to

supply the whole of the Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus,

and other bulbs required for the Royal parks and

gardens of London and the suburbs.

Clivfia Prince Albert, Ilhisinaioii HorLicol", Jvily 30.

Flower segments broadly ovate, red, with a broad central
whitish stripe.

ExoGONlUM Pl'rga, Garden, August 1.

Hardenbergia monophvlla, Rwii^ d'fforticuUure Beige,
August.
L-elio-Cattleta Andreana. Rn'ue Horticole, July 16.

Narcissus triandrus. Garden, August 1.

Nymph.ea .\ndreana, N. Robinsoniana, hardy Water
Lilies raised by M. Latour-Marliac, with reddish or crimson
petals surrounding the yellow stamens. The flowers remain
open during the day for a longer time than usual. These
hardy Water Lilies are most desirable. Jievit£ Horticole,

August 1.

Puerari.v THt-NBEROlANA.^Benth., Garten Flora, t. 1429,

hardy climber ; leaves like tliose of a Scarlet runner ; flowers
Pea-shaped, reddish-violet, in long racemes. Japan.

Stenomesson incarnatum. Garden, July 35.

ViBURNCM C.ASSINOIDES, Garden and Forest, July 29.

Plant Note.

AZOLLA FILICULblDES.

Thls exquisite floating aquatic is now in great

luxuriance heie, aud is again abundantly fertile,

a condition it does not always attain iu British

gardens. Our plants occupy the whole of a small

tank in a little open-air rockery, the water being

partially shaded, and to some extent stagnant,

while it is enriched every winter by an abundance of

fallen leaves. This state of things seems tO suit

AzoUa to perfection : but even under these toward

conditions, I note that' fruit, or spaerocarps, are only

produced in warm seasons, after a mild winter.

I shall be glad to supply fertile specimens to any

botanical garden or public institution where they

might prove useful for teaching purposes, on receipt

of stamped and addressed post-parcel label. F. W.
Burbidge, Botanical Gardens, Dublin.

PLANT PORTEAITS.
AspiDiDM GoLDlEANUM, Hooker, Meehans' Mo.ithhi, July

Cherry Emperor Francis, Bulletin d'ArboricLtlture, tkc.,

July.

TAKING THE CROWN BUDS OF
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

"Taking" the buds of Chrys.anthemum3 is a

phrase well understood by cultivators who are exhi-

bitors, but to the uninitiated it is one that is calcu-

lated to mislead. To the latter it really means taking

away or removing the buds entirely, whereaa to Chry-

santhemum cultivators it is the retaining of the par-

ticular bud which is supposed to produce the finest of

bloom, and the removing of the others. How the term

"taking the buds" originated I am unable to say ;

suffice it to know that it has been in existence for a

very long period of time—certainly more than twenty-

five years. In the Liverpool district, it was a common
term, employed at that distance of time, and was

then, as now, generally understood to mean " taking

in charge " of certain buds that were, and are stiU

supposed to give, the best results from the exhi-

bitor's point of view. So much, then, for the technical

meaning of the phrase. By botanists it is, I believe,

regarded as a quite wrong expression ; however, it

is well understood amongst growers of Chrysan-

themums.

If there is one detail in the cultivation of this

popular flower that is of more importance than

another, it is the " taking " of the buds ; and with a

view to instruct such readers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle as are not as yet conversant with the

important detail of bud-taking or selection, the

Editor, with his customary wish to enlighten beginners,

hashad the accompanying illustration (fig. 49) prepared ,

with a view to making clear the various operations-

Notwithstanding this undoubted aid to the verbal

explanations, experience of the behaviour of the

varieties must of necessity be obtained before pro-

ficiency is assured. If the buds are not formed at the

right stage or time for individual varieties, it is

useless to expect superior flowers. It is not on any

particular day of the month th.at all buds should be

"taken,"' but the state of each plant has to be con-

sidered when the wished-for bud appears. In the

Japanese section, where so many diversities in

form and of colour, aud the time required for the

development of a flower have to be taken into-

consideration, it is essential, so as to have all

the varieties in perfection at a given date, to afford

a much wider margin as regards the date of the

operation than is called for iu the mcurved
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section, where there is more sameness and uniformity

in all points save that of colour.

As a general rule, it may be said that what is

known as the crown-bud is the one selected for pro-

ducing a large bloom. Still, in Chrysanthemums
there are two sorts of large blooms. Some culti-

vators aim at producing flowers up to 1 foot in

diameter, irrespective of the depth or solidity of such

blooms. Now, specimens such as these are usually

•lacking in the essential points that go a long way
toward perfection in a Chrysanthemum. My ideal

of a fine blossom n one that is large in diameter,

As a general rule, those plants which are grown in

what is termed the " large bloom " style, show three

buds during the season of growth. One is known as

the first break, which occurs from the middle of

April to the middle of June ; the second, or crown
bud, usually forming in August, and if the cultural

methods followed are the proper ones, this bud should

give the best bloom. What is known as the terminal

bud, forms later, generally in September. An engrav-

ing of this one will shortly appear in these pages. All

these breaks are caused by the natural tendency of

the plant to blossom. The three-break system of

Fig. 49.

—

chbtsanthemum crown bud. (see p. 248.)

yet has sufficient depth to give a pleasing form, and
has sufficient number of florets to give fulness.

Take, for example, a specimen of Madame Carnot,
9 inches in diameter, and 6 inches deep, the florets

broad and of that peculiar richness characteristic of
this variety when seen in perfection. Contrast this

with one fully 2 inches wider, half the depth, and
consisting of nai-row florets serrated at the points with
that peculiar erect appearance noticeable in blooms
which have resulted from a too-early bud formation.
There can be no two opinions as to which bloom is

the best. In the latter example experience will

quickly enable the cultivator to see that he has made
a mistake, and to profit by the knowledge gained.

cultivation is the result of allowing the plants to

gi-ow away uninterruptedly from the cutting stage.

With the inclusion nowadays of so much variety in

habit of growth and form of flower in the Japanese
section, the result of crossing and intercrossing with
a view to obtaining a dwarfer habit of growth
and at the same time maintain robustness and
high-class flowers, it is found necessary to resort to

what may be termed a peculiarly artificial method of

culture.

Some varieties of the Japanese section, then, would
not produce desirable flowers under what I may term
the natural three-break gi-owth ; and the plants are

pinched at various times, so as to hasten or retard

growth and the formation of the flower-buds. To illus-

trate my meaning, take, for example, Mrs. Falconer

Jameson, or Mdlle. Th^rese Key. The former, if

allowed to grow naturally, would produce from
the ordinary crown or secoud break-buds, blooms
with but a few florets, utterly useless for showing,

and in the general run they would be too late for

any but the latest of the exhibitions : but by pinch-

ing the point out of the shoot, or main stem,

about the middle of the month of April, a crown
bud forms about the middle of August, euabliug the

bloom from thi.s bud to develop at the right time
for au exhibition held in the first or second week of

November. In this case, then, but one bud forms on
the top of the plant. In the case of Mdlle. Th^rese
Rey, if a plant be pinched fully a month earlier, two
buds will form during its season of growth, and the

second or later one should be secured to give the

desired fine bloom. I mention these two instances to

show how much depends upon circumstances, upon
observation, and on locality, before any cultivator

can hope to attain to anything nearing perfection. Many
varieties will give the necessary satisfactory results by
what is termed ordinary natural treatment. Take for

example that charming yellow-flowered variety Phoe-

bus, or the newer Edith Tabor, of the siime colour.

Assuming the plants were propagated al^ the usual

time—December, and satisfactorily managed after-

wards, no trouble will be experienced in obtaining the

best results from ordinary crown buds. Any
system of culture, however, is easily rendered

useless in its r<?sults if carelessness in attending

to the requirements of the plants is permitted during

the summer months ; and under such conditions it is

not fair to condemn any given method of culture

Speaking generally, the best flowers iu the incurved

section are easily obtained by ordinary crown-bud

selection. In any section, if the crown-bud forms

too early, the flowers are coarse iu the petals, and

oftener reflexed than incurved in the ease of in-

curved varieties. The varieties emanating from

Queen of England are more liable to this defect than

any others. Such flowers are loose and flabby, and

more like inverted saucers than the globes they ought

to be. They cover more than enough space, but they

have no depth and no solidity—the essential points in

a good flower. In the incurved and the Japanese sec-

tions, too, the depth of colouring is materially

affected by the selection of the buds, and no variety

shows this so much as Etoile de Lyon, a variety that

has fallen into neglect through blooms being exhibited

Ijy persons who do not under.stand the peculiarities of

its culture. If buds of this variety are taken in the

first week in August the blooms will be almost white

when they develop, whereas the correct colour is rosy-

purple, and which would come, if tlie buds were

formed in the third week in August instead of the first.

The bulk of the J.apanese varieties require a longer

period to develop from the bud to the flowering

stage than the mcnr\'eds,anddue consideration should

be given to this point. For instance, buds taken on the

10th of August will not be fully in flower so soon a.s

some of the incurveds taken quite three weeks or

a month later. " Taking " the buds is a simple

matter, yet it is one that requires much caie.

The engraving (fig. 49) represents a crown bud of

Princess of Wales just formed. The growth shoots

clustering around it should be cut olf.as denoted by the

dotted lines across the shoots, and any other branches

forming below those indicated must also be removed.

When the growths are removed the whole energy of

the plant is concentrated in the flower-bud that

remains. As a safeguard against accident in the

manipulation of the buds and shoots, some growers

retain one shoot at the point for a time, i.e., until it is

seen that the bud is safely swelling to a good size.

This 1 think is wrong, and quite unnecessary, as the

energies of the plant are then divided between the bud

and tbe shoot retained, and the latter must to some

extent rob the flower-bud of its due amount of nutri-

ment. If care be used in removing surplus shoots,

no injury need be apprehended. The be-t time for

"taking'' the buds is in the early morning, or

in the evening when the dew is upon the plants.

The shoots at that time are quite brittle : aud if the
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stem be held securely in the left hand, and the young
growths which are to be removed be bent suddenly
down one at a time, they will snap off. After a little

practice, this method of removing superfluous shoots
will be found more expeditious than cutting them with
a knife

; but if the operation is effected during the
middle of the day, when the air is hot and dry, and
the shoots tough, the risk of damaging the flower-buds
is greatly increased.

From this time onwards, all buds, as fast as they
form, ought to be "taken," irrespective of variety,
presuming, of course, that large blooms are required,
whether for exhibition or home - decoration.
E. Molyneux.

Societies.
EASTBOUKNE HORTICULTURAIi.

AuGUSTUt.—The grounds of Compton Place were again
placed at the disposal of the Eastbourne Flower Show Com-
mittee, by his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, and a fairly
good ehow was made there. We have, however, seen better
competition at this show, the chief falling off being in the
classes for stove and greenhouse plants.

Mr. T. Portnell, gr. to Sir A. Lamb, Bart., Battle, won for
eight stove and greenhouse plants ; Mr. J. Wabres, gr.
Handcrosi Park, Crawley, followiue-. *

'

Mr. J. Warren beat Mr. T. Portnell for eight exotic
Ferns, his Alsophila australis and A. excelsa being very good'
Mr. T. Tugwell, gr. to Miss Swift. Beechwood, was 1st for
six exotic Ferns

;
Mr. J. Warren following very closely

For eight ornamental foliage plants, Mr. J. Warren was
well in front, his best plants being Croton angustifolius C
Queen Victoria, and C. WiUiamsii. Phcenix tenuis was also
good. Mr. T. Portnell was 2nd h;re. Mr. J. Warren won
again in a class for six plants, a grand plant of Anthurium
Warocqueanum being included.

Ericas were by no means so good as usual, but a nice plant
of Erica Kingtonensis [?] came from Mr. Warren, with his
1st prize exhibit of four plants.
Cut Roses were good, seeing the prolonged drought there

has been in this district. Mr. T. Durrant Young, East-
bourne, was 1st for thirty six varieties, the best of* which
were EmU Hausburgh, Duke of Teck, Anna Olivier Glory
of CheshuDt. and Grand Mogul ; A. Slaughter, Esq., Jai-vis
Villa, Steyning, was 2nd.
A good box of blooms of Mrs. John Laing won, for Mr.

T. D. Young, in a class for twelve of any one variety.
Mr. NoRCUTT, St Leonards-on-Sea, was 1st for table deco-

rations, but the arrangement was distressingly heavy.
i^ru;^.—Mr. Wallis. Fairfield Court, won for cooking

Apples
; and Mr. H. Norman, Old Town, for dessert Apples.

A splendid dish of Figs came from the Rev. F. C.
Harvev, Hailsham ; and good Morello Cherries from Mr*
Warre.'J, Handcroas. Mr. W. Gower, gr. to J. Lawrence^
Esq., of Battle, had the best scarlet-fleshed Melon in Beauty
of Bath. Mr. T. TugwoU, gr. to Miss Swift, Beechwood, was
1st for a dish of Peaches, for a dish of Nectarines, for three
bunches of black Grapes, and for a collection of fruit.
There were a number of non-competitive exhibits, the most

noteworthy coming from Messrs. G. F. Scott & Co., East-
bourne: Messrs. Cheal & Sons, Crawley; Messrs. Laing &
Sons, Forest Hill

; and Mr. J. Charlton, Tunbridge Wells.

DEVON AND EXETER HORTICUL-
TURAL.

August 21. -This old and vigorous Society holds two exhi-
bitions in the year, one in the summer, and the other in late

autumn, the exhibition just held being the 183rd. The
promise of a wet day for this event is taken philosophically
by the meaibers, for it nearly always rains on flower-show
day at Exeter, and there was no exception on this occasion.
Ihere was, unfortunately, a counter attraction, which took
many of the Society's patrons away. This was a great garden-
party, given by Sir William Walrosd to celebrate the
coming of age of his eldest son. As an exhibition, it may
fairly be pronounced a success. There were 750 entries,

representing ninety exhibitors, nearly all coming from Devon-
shire and Somersetshire. The arrangements were, ;vs usual,
well carried out by Mr. G. D. Cann, the Hon. Secretary, and
a strong committee. Under the auspices of the Devon ani
Exeter Auxiliary of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-
tution, a fruit and flower stall was erected in one of the tents,
and was superintended by Madame Bryce, of Bystock, wife
of the High Sherifl' of Devon, assisted by a number of her
ludy friends, the result of their efforts being an addition of
about £10 to the funds of the Auxiliary.

Oi" a Clmses and Groups.- In the open classes, Messrs.
Jarman & Co., Chard, won for Dahlias, with a good collec-
tion of forty-eight bloomis, b»it there was no competition

;

and for forty-eiglit Gladioli, Mr. F. H. Fox, Wellington,
also had a walk over.

For a miscellaneous group of plants arranged for effect in

an oval space measuring 12 Uet by 16 feet, there were but
two competitors—Mr. W. Brock, Exeter (gr., 5Ir. Rowland),
and Mrs. A. D. Sim Knowle (gr., Mr. Williams).

Mr. Brock was 1st, his group being less garish in colour,
and the effect more harmonious. The 2nd prize group was
good, but in genend too light in colour, and had not enough
dark foliage-plants to relieve the brighter hues used in it.

The 1st prize group consisted of Cannas, Adiautums, Mont-
bretias, Tuberoses, Hyacinthus candicans, Celosias, Cam-
panula pyraniidalis, Lilium speciosum rubrum, Lobelia
cardinalis Queen Victoria, Fiancoa ramosa, Bambusa Metake,
Cattleya labiata, and fringed with Panicum variegatum and
crowned with Cocos plumosa. Mr. Brock was 1st also for a
similar group confined to subscribers, winning the two
silver cups.

For the smaller group, 12 ft. XS ft., Mr. M*.rk Fabrant
(gr. Mr. Protheroe) was Ist, and Mrs. W. F. Richards (gr.
Mr. Bawden) was 2nd.

In the open class for twelve blooms of Tea Roses, Messrs.
Jarman & Co., Chard, were 1st, Mr. J. Jerman, Exeter. 2ud.

Plants.—In the class of twelve Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, six in flower, and six fohage, distinct, Mr. Brock
won the cup with a very fine lot. The best of them were
Stephanotis floribunda, Croton Andreanus, C. Disraeli,
Cycas revoluta, Kentia Fosteriana, ^Vreca lutescens, and
Clerodendron Balfouriana. The same exhibitor was 1st
in the class for six Stove or Greenhouse Plants in flower,
with Dipladenia amabiiis, Ixora princeps. Allamanda
Hendersonii, Clerodendron Balfouriana, and Stephanotis
floribunda. In his exhibit of three flowering and three foliage
plants he was also 1st, there being a grand plant of Croton
Johannis in his group.
For six Stove and Greenhouse Ferns. Mr. Brock carried off

premier honours with magnificent plants, including Dicksonia
antarctica, D. squarrosa, Adiautum Farleyense, and A. poly-
phylhim.
For six Gloxinias, Mrs. A, D. Sim was 1st, with a first-rate

lot of plants, embracing the new colours which are so telling.
The Ist prize for six dou jle-flowered tuberous-routed Begonias
was well won by an amateur, Mr. F. Kneel, of the City
Waterworks, Exeter.
In the class for six zonal Pelargoniums, single flowered (in

Ci-in. pots), and six double-flowered, Mr. Mark Farrant won
with better plants than have been seen for many years past
at Exeter Show. They reminded one of the glories of the
Pelargonium competitions of the past when the flower waa in
iwpular favour.

Cut Flowcrs.—ln the cut flower classes there was no extra-
ordinary feature excepting in herbaceous plants and annuals,
and iu these two classes, Mrs. Macalister, Bampton (gr., Mr.
James) won with splendid collections, the Rev. J. L. Gibhs.
Clyst St. George (gr. , Mr. Gibbings) being a good 2nd in the
annual, and Mr. Theoi'Iiilus Knapmanx in the herbaceous
collection. In Mrs. Macalister's perennials, Cimicifuga
cordifolia. Lobelia fulgens Queen Victoria, Harpalium rigi-

dum, .and Echinacea purpurea, were very fine.

Fruit,—For the collection of fruit (10 dishes) Mr, Vincent
Stuckev, Langi>ort (gr., Mr. J, Lloyd) was 1st with Williams*
Bon Chretien Pears, Pine Apple Nectarine, Noblesse Peach,
Morello Cherry, Brunswick Figs, Madresfield Court and
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Lady Sudeley Apple, Jefferson

Plum, and a Melon, Heroof Lockinge X Longleat Perfection.

Mr. J. Brutton, Yeovil, was 2nd. In the collection of six

dishes, Sir MAssEYLoi'Es,Mariston(gr. Mr. Thos. Richards)was
1st with an admirable lot of fruit, consisting of Late Admirable
Peach, Pine Apple Nectarine, Muscat of Alexandi-ia Grapes
(very good), Brown Turkey Fig, Golden Perfection Melon,
and Transparent Gage Plum. Grapes were rather poor, entries

few, and competition we;ik, excepting, perhaps, the Muscats
from Maristowe shown in the collection of fruit, the Gros
Maroc of Sir John Shelley, and the Buckland Sweetwater of

Mr. G. P. Beumore.

In the single dish of Apricots, Mr. W. C. Cleave, The S;mc-
tuary (gr. Mr. F. Wyatt). was 1st with Moorpark ; Mr, G. A.

Spottiswoode, Honiton (gr., Mr. A. Hales), was 1st for a

Scarlet-fleshed Melon with Sutton's Scarlet, and for a white
fleshed with Davenham, both good sorts of Melon*'.

Figs were well shown, Mr. T. Tdrner, Cullompton (gr.,

Mr. Isaacs), being 1st with Brown Turkey.

Sir Redvers BuLLKR, Downes (gr., Mr. Bull), as usual was
1st for Pine-Apples with a very fine f i-uit.

Verjctables are always exhibited largely at this show, and
a marked improvement in quality has been noticeable for

some years past. The Ist prize collect ion- -that of Sir John
Shkllev's, Shobrooke (gr., Mr. Mairs)—was worthy of all

praise, and it is a question if a collection of so high a level of

excellence has ever been seen at this show. The kinds
shown were Rentons Monarch Leek, Veitch's New Inter-

mediate Carrot, Cranston's Excelsior Onion, Veitch*s Autumn
Giant Cauliflower, Dubbie's Invincible White Celery, Bardney
Giant Kumicrs, Veitch's Western Wonder Cucumber, Duke
of Albany Pea, Perfection Tomato. Snowball Turnip,
Veitch's Exhibition Brussels Sprout, Satisfaction Potato.

Truly a wonderfully fine collection. Mr. W. E. S. Erlb;

Drax, Sherborne (gr., Mr. Copp), w.is a good second. In the
single dish classes, the Rev. A. H. Cruwvs, Cruwys Mor-
chard (gr.. Mr. T. Nurthcote), had an absolutely perfect dish

of Veitch's Model Carrot, and Mr. T. Kekewich, Peamore
(gr.. Mr. Abrams), had a fine bunch of Renton's Monarch
Leek.

Sir John Shelley's Excelsior Onions were a grand lot, as

were his New Intermediate Carrots in the single dishes as

well as in the collection.

The prize fnr Turnips was taken by the Hon. Lidy
Wali'.qnd, Sprydoncute (gr. Mr. Stark), with Veitch's Red

Garden Globe ; the winning Tomato being Cannell's King
(Perfection type); Celery, Jamian's Prize Pink; Scarlet
Runners, Hill's Prize ; Beet, Dobbie's Selected ; Shallot^
Jersey Wonder. About these Shallots much doubt was ex-
pressed as to whether they were Shallots or Onions. It

seems they were raised from seed and not from bulbs. They
were of extraordinary size, but very pale.

Potatoes were keenly contested, the winning varietiea
being Round White, Bryant's Seedling ; Round Colom-ed,
Perfection ; White Kidney, Satisfaction. Mr. W. E. S. Eele
Drax's six sorts (1st Prize) were Supreme, Satisfaction,

Seedling, Mr. Breese, Perfection, and Mottled Beauty. Mr,
W. C. Cleave took 1st for Cucumbers with Sutton's Peerless,
and Miss Frepp, Teignmouth (gr. Mr, Stiles) 1st for Peas
with Duke of Albany. Taken as a whole, the vegetables
were a grand show.
Perhaps the prettiest feature of thes how was the dinner-

table competition, arranged with flowers and fruit on a table
8x4 feet. Miss Kingdon, of Taddyforde, Exeter, was 1st
for an artistic production in which pale blush was the pre-
vailing colour. Small pink Begonias, Gypsophila paoieulata,
and the fluffy inflorescence of Rhus Cotinus were xised with
fine effect, the result being a perfect harmony of colour.

Mrs. Drayton, Exmouth, was a good 2nd, but there was too
much orange colour in her ari-angement.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL OF
ABERDEEN.

AuousT 21, 22.—The annual show was held in the grounds
of Gordon's College, Aberdeen, in very favourable weather.
For the past few years the directors of the society have been
endeavouring to popularise the a-mual show, and they have
succeeded. Occasi oually the complaint was heard tliat there

were too much fireworks and too little horticulture at the
society's exhibitions, but this was not the case on Friday and
Saturday last ; indeed, experts pronounced the show to be
the finest held in Aberdeen for a number of years- The
entries numbered 2.038.

Pot Plants.—The interior of the marqvieo in which these
were shown was a particularly attractive one. On entering,
the visitor was at once attracted to the groups of plants
arranged for eflTact in circles of 10 feet diameter. Mr. A.
Grioor, Fairfleld, was 1st ; Mr. A. Reid, Durris, 2nd ; and
Mr. J. Proctor, Devanha House, 3rd. The stove and green-
house plants exhibited by gardeners were a grand show, and
in regard to the Ferns, more beautiful specimens were never
seen at any of the past shows of the society. The principal
prize-winners were Messrs. J. Proctor, Devimha House ; J.

McDonald, Balgownic; A. Mii>dleton, Watertou House;
Alexander Robb, Glenburnie Park; W. Ooo, Morken ; A.
Grfgor, Fairfield ; and R. Kiloh, Woodlands, Cults.

Cat Flowers, ttc.—The marquee in which these were dis-

played attracted large crowds. The professional g.ardeners

came to the front here in fine style. The display of Gladiolus
wjs magnificent. In the nurserymen's contest for Roses,
the rusarians, Messrs. J. Cockek & Son, who during the
past few weeks have been giving an excellent account of
themselves at the shows in the south, had to give way to
Messrs. Adam ifc Craiomyle, Aberdeen, and Messrs. D. & W.
Crull, Dundee. The chief prize-takers among the profes-

sional gardeners were Messrs. Geokhe McLennan, Fetteresso
;

William Coutts, Ellon ; A. Reii., Durris ; John Wilson,
Montrose; Wm. Ogo, Morken ; William Hutchi on, Bal-

medie ; A. Middleton, Waterton House ; and J. McDonald,
Balgownie Lodge.

i*'r(((7.- The display in this section was an excellent one,
and one which was very creditable to the exhibitors. The
honours of this sectioa lay with Messrs. G Duncan, Letham
Grange ; J. Paterson, Rubislaw ; A. Howie, Drumtochty;
G. Tavlor, Raeden ; A. Button, Usara House, Montrose;
A. Retp, Durris; A. Middleton, Watcrton House; T. B.

Middleton, Monymusk House ; James Grant, Rotliienor-

man ; W. Sim, Murtle ; and J. Brown, Delgatty Castle.

Ve'jetdOles —In this section the distinction between ama-
teur and professional gardeners' exhibits was most marked.
The collections were the most attractive featxirea, and
in giving the awards in the professional class tlie judges
had a ditficult task to perform. Mr. Alexander Paterson,
Rubislaw, had the pr^-mier place, and was followed by Mr. J.

PATb:RsoN, Rubislaw ; and John Smith, Maunsfiekl. The
gentlemen's gardeners had entries of quite as high degree of

merit, the awards in their case being : Mr. J. B. Middleton,
Monymusk House ; Mr. G. Milne. Cluny C;istle ; .and Mr. J.

Wilson, Charleton. Muntrose. There was an uncommonly
fine display of Potatos. The principal prize-takers in the
various sections were Messrs. W. Harper, Perth; A. MtD-
DLETON ; John Milne, Ruthrieston ; A. Howie, Drumtochty ;

J. Eddie, Frjefield ; and John Paterson, Craigmyle.
The amat-> irs and cottagers alike gave a good account of

themselves, the display of greenhoiis3 plants, window-grown
plants, cut flowers, fruit, ani vegetables being highly
creditiible to the exhibitors.

In the exhibition tent for nurserymen, Messrs. W. Smith &
Son, Aberdeen, and Messrs. Cocker & Sons had most attrac-

tive displays. The first-named firm had an extensive and
elaborate exhibit of rare and choice pot plants, floral designs,

and hardy herliac:;ous and border flowers. The Messrs.
Cocker displayed a large qujintity of herbaceous plants,

numbering over 100 and Messrs. Be.s". Reid &. Co. exhi-

bited a fine collection of plants and flowers, which made a
creditable show. They also had stagings, each ;iO feet long,
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on which was arranged with fine effect a collection of foliage

plants, including Crotons, Caladiums, Dracainas. Palms,
Smilux, Pandanns, Araucaria excelsa. Ferns, Acalyphus, &c.,

interspersed with flowering plants.

ROYAL HORTICULTTIBAL.
August 25.—An ordinary R>rtnightly meeting was held on

Tuesday last, in the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster.

Again the hall was very well filled with exhibits, and
though the attendance may be described as poor, the display

mado was an exceedingly good one. Orchids were again

fewer than usual, and the attendance of the members upon
that committee was likewise very deficient. But hardy
flowers were largely shown, and the meeting was remarkable

for two exten.sive and exceedingly interesting collections of

Aflter blooms. It was, however, in greater degree, due to

the exhibits of fruit that the show was so much larger than

was expected. Indeed, on no occasion this year has any-

thing like the space that wa? necessary upon this occasion

been occupied by fruit. Mention may also be made of an

iateresting exhibit of Nepenthes made by Messrs. Jas.

Teitcq & Soxs.

Floral Committee.
Present: W. Maisball, Esq., Chainnan ; and Messrs. Jno.

Fraser, H. B. May, H. Hcrbst, Geo. Nicholson, Geo. Stevens,

James Hiidsen, J. F. McLeod, R. B. Lowe, C. J. Salter, R.

M, Hogg, W. Bain, Chas. E. Pearson, and Chas. Jeffries.

Messrs. J. Lainm k S"K, Forest Hill, London, S.R., showed
some choice Caladiums and omamental-leuved Begonuis. An
Award of Merit was recommended to Caladium Donna Carmen
Macedn, a pretty variety with dull red Iciivcs and green
vcinlng. Begonia Louise Clo.son Improved is"an ornamental
plant, with leaves of very dark velvety brown, and a pretty
rosy-red. It is distinct and handsome (Award of Merit).

Begonia alba magnifica, with large ailver-coloured leaves, was
also distinct and attractive.

T. W. GiRDLEsToNi'., Esq., Sunningdale, Berks, showed
several pretty seedling varieties of siiii(le-flo cered Dahlias.

Begonia Captiia Holford, a fibrous-rooted variety with
single red flowers, was shown by Mr. A. Chai-mas, The
Gardens. Westonbir', Tetbury.

Mr. H. Beckkk. Jer.sey, exhibited a number of flowers of a

variety ot the Cumet Aster, named Margueiite, from the
semblance of the blooms to a white Marguerite. Mr. Becker
also showed a giant type uf the Jersey Lily.

Mr. W. UrMSEv. Waltham Cross, received an Award of

Merit for H.-P. Rose, Mrs. Rumscy, which has been fre-

quently exhibited and described during tlie present season.

It is a pretty-coloured flower, but rather thin. It is said to

be a capital grower, and quite proof against mildew and
some other pests.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay and Orpington, exhibited
blooms of three Cactus flowering Dahlias, Mns. Peart, stniw-
coloured, Mrs. F. Fell, more white than the preceding, and
Miss Webster, a seedling variety of pure white with just .a

green shade from the centre. The blooms are large, and of

fine form. It is a very sood, one (.A, ward of Merit).

Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham,
staged a fine exhibit of out-of-door flo%vcr.s, wbich included a

good number ot Dahlias, LiUum phiUpponso. L. speciosum
rubrum, L. s. album, several species of I'ritoma, Rudbeckia
Neumanni, Eehina'i'oa purpurea, a striated form of Helenium
grAndicephaUim, Eryngiuru Oliverianum, and a number of

varieties of Holiantiius. The Dahlias made a showy facing

to this group (Silver Flora Medal).
" Asters were ctpitally exhibited by Messrs. H. Caxsei.l &
Sons, Swanley, Kent, wlio filled the wnole of oue side of the
hall with sprays of fl.jwers. exhibited as Dahlias usually are.

The blooma generally were reniarkable by reason of their

symmetry, excellenco, and distinct colours. They were from
open-field culture, and many f them were strains selected

for the seventh time from plants cultivated in Kent. We
cannot attempt to notice so large a niimbei' of varieties,

but some remarks up<m them will be found on p. 2l0.

The Comet Aster ia itn difterent colours, The Emperur or

Giant, The Vict"»ria. and Pteony-floweied, were the most
attractive (Silver-gilt Flora Medal).

Messrs. DottutE it Co., Rothesay, and at Orpington. Kent,
made an exhibit of Asters, comprising a very large nimiber
of varieties. Some of the types most noticeable were the
Pasony-flowered, height about 21 inches; the Victoria,

"20 inches, a large-flowered, smooth-potalled section ; the
Oiant CoTiet, is inches ; Goliath. '24 inc'ies ; tall and dwarf
Chrysanthemum - flowered. Imbricated Pompon, Globe-
flowered German, and Quilled German ; the Ball Aster, or

Jewel ; Dwart Pyramid Buuquet, Dwarf Victoria, and others

<Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. R. Wai i.ape & Co . Kilnfield Gardens, Colchester,

made a .fine exhibit of Liliums an i Gladioli. The Liliea

BDcluded L. speciusum Melpomene and L. s. m»cranthum,
Ijoih exceedingly good varieties of the type, the former being
intense in colour, the petals recurved greatly, and the latter

larger in bloom and less recurved, being also of a good colour
;

L. tigrinum Fortunei giganteum, and other varieties of this

species, L. aur tum rubri^vvittatim, and others. Some ex-

cellent Gladioli were shown, including several strains of

vei-y choice description. Several plants of the beautiuil

white - flowered Watsonia iridifolia (figured in Cardem.s'
Chronicle, March 5, 1S92, p. 305), were al?o exhibited The
spike* were nearly 4 feet hi^li and much branched (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Mr. Walters, Eastwell Park, Ashford, Kent, sent some
Gloxinia blooms from plants raised from seeds sown on
January 27 last. They were very fine.

Messrs. Jno. Peed <k Sons, Roupell Park Nurseries,Norwood
Road, S.E , staged a collection of hardy flowers, including a

large number of perennial herbaceous species, and a few of

Dahlias (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Younc, &. Dobinson, Stevenage Nurseries, Herts,
bad an exhibit of Pansy and Viola flowers, &c. (Bronze
Banksian Medal).

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, of the Royal Exotic Nursery.
Chelsea, exhibited a collection of Nepenthes of consiJerable

extent and variety, and in mostly large examples. We
remarked the fine hybrid N. x Mastersiana [N. sanguineaand
N. distillatoria], with short petioled, rich brown pit^^hers ;

N. Amesiana, a handsome, large pitfher of a green ground
colour, with marbling of dark brown, and having large, dis-

tinct-looking wings, which are han-y at the edges; the
curious N. Vcitchii, N. Dicksoniaua, a cross of N. Veitchii

and Rafflesiana ; N. Witte, with a very slender pitcher
must streaked with brown — a garden hybrid; N.
Cincta, light brown pitcher; N. Wrigleyana, the extremely
handsome N. Curtisii, green and dark brown in equal
proportions ; N. Hookeriana, elegant oval shaped pitchers
on longish petioles; N. Morgani:*;, N. Mixta san-
guinea, N. intermedia, N. hybrida maculata, N. Burkei,
N. Rafflesiana, N. Formosa, the red va-iety of N. Master-
siana, and N. Northiana, one of the handsomest species.

N. Dominy, which commemorates one of the earliest hy-
bridists of the genus; N. Chelsoui, N. birauta-glabrescens,

spherical, green-coloured pitchers, suspended by short
petioles ; the fi-ec, small, dark-bruwn pitchered N. albo-

marginata, &c. The group was enliveued by a setting of
Cocos plumosa, Adiantum, ;md Acer Ncgundo foliia varicgata
(Gold Medal).

Sir Trkvuk Lawrence, Bart , Burford Lodge. Dorking
(gr., Mr. Bain 1. showed some beautiful large-flowered Pent-
stomon hybriia grandiflora in many various colours. He
also exhibited a number of spikes of M. Lemoine'a hybrid Gla-
diolus in superb form. Especially meritorious were Colonel
Cyllon, deep cerise-coloured flower, with a short white flame
that is sparingly spotted with ro.se ; Paul Marguerite, a
Urge ii.ale purple flower, white at the base of the upi^r
segments, whiUt the lower ones are diirk purple, forming a
remarkable flower. Commodore >lonteil, a flower of a
light purple tint, with a reddish-purple throat; Ros;i
Bonbeur, also of a shade of light purple, with a throat
of dark purjile, the upper part of w ,icb is white ; Humbert, a
flower of crimson and gold, of medium size, and very showy

;

A'las, a charmiuii ]>urplish-pink flower, of an immense size,

an ia also the spike (Awiird of Merit) ; Fustell de Conlanges, a
flower of a tint of Girmine. with a white patch iu the throat
»nd a short spike, is a fine thing (Award of Merit); Lobelia
Carmine Geiu. a novelty ot the L. cardinalo type, of a desir-
able tint, valuable as a variety (Award of Merit).

Mr. E. H. Jenkins, nurseryman, Hampton Hill, obtained
an Award uf Merit for Campanula " Profusion," a hybrid
from C. jsophylla alba X C. carjKitica alba. The flowers are
moderate in size, of a pretty tint in pale blue, and are
produced with much freedom.

Orchid Committee.
Presi^nt: Harry J. Veitch, Esq., in the chir; and Messrs.

Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Sec), S. Courtauld, A. H. Smee, W. Cobb,

H. .1. Chapman, and H. M. PoUett.

The group staged by J. Gcrnev Fowler, Es^., Glebe-
lands, South Woodford (gr., Mr. Davies), was specially
inter>:sti. g, on account of the variety and excellence of
the plants of whicli it consisted. Among them were the
fine Lielio-Cattleya x Fowlerii, the pretty L.i;li<f-Cattlcya

X Aurora var. Veda.sti ; some plants of Cattleya a irea,

C. Loddigesii, and C. Eldorado, one of which w.as a
fine white form, the scarce and elegint scarlet Renan-
thera matutina, Cy noches chlorochilum ; L:flio-Cattleya x
elegan.';

; the rare and handsome Pachystuma Thomsoni.
with several spikes of flowers; Catasetum Bungerothi,
Oiohtoglossum tripudians, the singularly li'tle Stanhopea
cilceolus, a nice plant of Cypripediam Lawrenceanum Hye-
anum, and other Cypripediums. Dendrobium Phala;nops:s,
&.C. The group was awarded a Silver Flora Medal.

Sir Trevor L\wbence. Bart., Burford, Dorking (gr.,

Mr. .W. H. White), staged several very interesting
species. One plant of Eria stellata bore several spikes of
pretty rose and white flowers; Epidendrum alatum and E.
Fouruierianum were well-bloomed, and Habenariacameaand
H. c, nivosa were so well grown as tu secure a Cultural Com-
mendation. There were also a bunch of cut flowers of Maxil-
laria fucata, a fine spike of Rhyiu-ostylis r^.tusa, and goo I

plants of Cyfripedium X euryandrum, C. X Harrisianum
superbum, and C. ceaanthum.
Three remarkable plants were sent by theHonble. Walter

RoTHSCHiLn, Tring Park, Tring (gr., Mr. E. Hill), viz..

Cycnoches maculatum, whicft bore a long racrme of large
creamy-white flowers spotted with purple, and with a singular
white fringed labellum (Award of Merit): Bulbophyllum
species from Borneo : a very extraordinary plant with fleshy
ovate leaves, and very rudimentary pseudo-bulbs, borne on
creeping rhizomes. The flowers which werd highly polisbed
were nearly equal in size to those of B. Lobbii ; in colour a
light yellow, with numerous fine purple lines. The singular-

looking labellum was prolonged in frunt to a long narrow
tongue which, when it worked forward on its hinge,
curved under the chin formed by the rounded bases of the
lower sepals (Botanical Certiflcitc); and Miltonia Schro-
deriana major, which appeared a much stronger grower than

the ordinai-y form, whilst its pure white and crimson labellum
was also larger (Award of Merit).
Major JoicEV, Sunningdale Park, Sunningdale (gr., Mr.

F, J. Thome), showed Miltonia Candida grandifolia, a fine
variety, and splendidly grown, bearing three strong spikes
(Award of Merit) ; the pretty scarlet L;elia monophylla. with
unusually Urge flowers, one of the spikes bearing two blooms
(Award of Merit) ; Stanhopea Lowi var. Amesiana, with
large, wax-like, white, fragrant flowers : and the still larger
white and purple S. eburnea (Award ol" Merit) ; also Cattleya
Leopold!, a fine form of the large white Angoloa eburnea, a
pretty plant of Oiontoglossum aspidorhinum with four
spikes, and a pretty \Zygopetalum of the War^cewiczii
section with white and rose flowers.

Thos. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester
(gr.. Mr. R. Johnson), sent Cyi^ripedium x Excelsior
(Uothschildianum x Harrisianum). Lajlio-Cattleya xSchiller-
iana, Statter's variety, and L.-C. x elegans Johnsoniana, all

excellent examples of their kin-l.

Messrs. Huqu Low & Co., Clapton, staged an effective
group, consisting of good specimens of Saccolabium cteleste,

Lielio-Cattleya xSchilleriana, L.-C. xelegansTurncri, and the
still more beautiful L,-C. x elegans Wolstenholmiai ; a
number of well-flowered plants of Dendrobium formosum
giganteum and D. Phaltenopsis Schroderianum, Cypripedium
Charlesworthi and other Cypripediuma, Cycnoches chloro-
chilum, Catasetum calloaum, with singular chocolate and
green insect-like flowers (Botanical Certificate), and some
good specimens of Miltonia apectabilis Moreliana. The group
was awarded a Silver Banksian Medal.

T. B. Havwooh, Esq., Wuodhatch Lodge, Reigate (gr., Mr.
Salter), sent C«jBlogyne MichoUtzii. a tine .species, with a
general resemblance to C. speciosa ; flowers white, with
nearly black bloich on the Up (Award of Mcritt.
Reginald YorNc, Esq.. Fnngilla. Linnet Lane, Sefton

Park, Liveri^'^ol (gr., Mr. Poyntz), sent Cypripedium x Ash-
burtonii« expansum, Cookson's v.iriety, and C. x Atropos,
a hybrid obtained between it and C. purpuratum. It was a
small flower, but of good shape, and very richly coloured.
W. Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange, Stone, Staffordshire,

exhibited a noble plant of Dendrobium 1 ongicornu covered
with its pretty white, orange-lipped flowers ( \ward of
Merit); a grand plant of Lielio-Cattleya x elegans Cawen-
hergiana with two .npikes (Cultural Commendation); and
Odontoglossuiu criapuni Annie, a large and finely-blotched
flower.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria and Paradise Nur-
series, L'pper HoUuway, showed a fine plant of the handsome
Brassia brachiata.

Messrs. Ja-s. Veifch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea, exhibited a fine example of La;lio Cattlei-a x
Clonia(C. Warscewiczii x L.-C. elegans), illu.strat^d in the
Oanieatrs' C/ironuif, October 12, 1S95, p. 42I.

Col. Brymer, Ilsington House. Dorchester (gr., Mr.
Powell), again showed hia fine hybrid Lajlio-Cattleya x Bry-
meruna (L.-C. Amanda 9, C. Wdrsc ewiczii <J), on this

occasion securing a First class Certificate for the plant,

which is certainly a very handsome hybrid. The stout plant
bore a five-flowered inflorescence of large rosy-liiac flowers,

the labellum beautifully netted with rich purplish crimson.

Messrs. F. Sandek ii. Co., St. Albans, showed L;t:lio-

Cattleya x GottoLana ; and Mr. J. W. Moore, Bradford, an
immature plant of Cymbidium 1) aloifolium.

Fruit Committee.
Present: Philip Crowley, Esq., Chairman; and Messrs.

T. Francis Rivers, Henry G. Pcirsoa, Geo. Bunyard, T. J.

Saltmarsh, T. H. Crasp, Alex. Dean, J. Willard, J. W. Bates,

Jno. A. Laiug, Jas. H. Veitch, F. Q. Lane, H. Balderson,

G. Norman, and Robt. Fife.

Superb Grapes were shown by P. N. Graham, Esq , Hurst
Side, West Molesey, Surrey (gr., Mr. G. Elliott). Tuere were
six bundles ot M <dresfield Court, and six of uros Maruc. In

each case the bunches were heavy, the berries large, and tue

Gros Maroc especially vary richly coloured. One Vine of

either kind produced the fruit shown (Silver Knightiau

Medal).

.V cjllection of Peaches anl Nectarines was shown by Mr
Walters, gr. to Ijord Gekahu, Eastwull Park, Ashiurd, Kent.

There were Humboldt, Elruge, Pine Apple, Melton, Galopin,

Goldoni, Stanwick Eliuge, Rivers' Early Orange, and Prince

of Wales Nectarines, and Gros Miguo nne, Piincess of Wales,

and Sea Eagle Peaches. This wj^ a very meritorious exhibit

(Bronze Kuigiitian Medal*.

Three very large bunches of Muscat Hamburgh Grapes
were ?hown by W. R. Cookson, Esq., Bracknell (gr., Mr.

Thos. Dennis'. They were well coloured, but there many
small berries iu the bunches (Bronze Knightian Medal).

An exhibit of Grapes, Peaches, Pears, and Phims was made
from the Society's gardens at Chi3wii;k, and cultuial com-
mendations aA'ardei in several instances ; Dodralabe (a

black, almost round berry). Black Monnukka (stontJess), and
others, not common iu gardens, were noticed among the more
ordinary varieties of urapes. The Plums, Peaches, and
Pears were of good quality also.

From the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Mr. O. Thomas ex-

hibited fifty dishes of fruits, consisting of Fetches and
Nectarines, and Plums. Some of the Peaches and Necfcirines

were unripe, but the Plums were very fin:!, and included

about two dozen varieties (Silver-gilt Knightian Medal).

A largo and very commendable collection of fruits 1. om the
open was staged b/ Jlr. Geo. Wythes, gr. to Earl Percy,
Syon House, Brentford. This was composed of nfty dishes,

a"d included mauy varieties of Peaches, Nectarines, Plums,
Ap(iles, and Pears ; also Apricots, Figs, D.irasons, capital
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Morello Cherries, ilulberries, 4c The collection was

deservedly awarded a Silver Knightian Medal.

An A^a d of Merit was recommended to Tomato Young's

Eclipse, tint received nnrkaat Chiswick on July 31 last, and

was described in Gai-dciers' Chronicle, p. 162. Other Tom.atos

shown were Abbey Wood, scarlet, and Abbey Wood, crim-

son, from Mr. J. Clark, Abbey Wood, Kent; and Osberton,

scarlet, a large-fruited very free-cropping variety, from Mr.

T. H. Ckasp, Osberton Gardens, Worksop.

There were six fruits of a scarlet-fleshed Melon named

Improvement exhibitei by C. T. Cavi.ey, Esq., Ivy Mount,

Liig'aim Court Hold, St • atham ((jr., Mr. H. Poulton) ; and

Mr. S. OoLE, Swallowficld Park Gardens, Reading, showed

fruits of a Melon named SwallowSeld P.irk Favourite, but

neither of the varieties possessed good flavour, though the

latter was the more promising.

Mr. WvTHES exhibited a small scarlet-fleshed Melon from a

cross between Hero of Isleworth and Syon House, but this

too was of poor flavour.

Mr H. BtcKER sent a dish of the Red Currant Comet, that

received an Award of Merit on July 3. Mr. O. Thomas. The

Royal Gardens, Windsor, showed a yellow Plum named

Windsor Eitly ; and Messrs. J,is. Veitch & Sons, exhibited

a Gage Plum named Webster's Gage, a very good flavoured

fruit.

Mr. Alex. Findhy, Miires field Park Girdens, Uckfield,

Sussex, showed half-a-dozen fruits of a Peach known as

Maresflcld Park S3edling, very dull red in colour, and

probably of little value.

Messrs. R. Veitch & Sox, Exeter, sent a few of their new
Intermediate Carrots, which have a very fine appearance.

For the prizes for the best dishes of Apples and Pears there

W.15 far gi-eater competition than previously. The 1st prize

for Apples w.is given to Worcester Pearmain, shown by

Coi.vile Brow.n, Esq., Hextable, Kent ; 2nd, Duchess

Favourite, from Earl Percv.

Ths Ist prize for Pears was given to BeurrS de I'Assomp-

tion, exhibited by Mr. G. Norman, gr. to the Marquis of

SiLi'sBURV, Hatfield; 2nd, Williams' Bon Chretien, from

Earl Percy (gr., Mr. Wythes).

C. J. M,vssEY. Esq., Gallow.ay House, Garliestown (gr., Mr.

J. Day), exhibited a collection of hardy fruit, principally

Plums, some of which were of very good quality, considering

tie district in which they ware grown (Bronze Knightian

Med d)

Eic'ht bunches of the Gi-ape Ferdinand de Lesseps were

shown by Mr. T. H. Crasp, gr.. Osberton. Worksop. This is

a Muscat-coloured Grape, small in bunch and berry, .and

possesses a very remarkable flavour, pleasant, distinctive,

and pronounced.

An exceUent collection of fruit was staged by Messrs. Jas.

Veitch & Sons. Roy.al Erotic Nursery, Chelsea, including a

large number of Sue Plums from pyramidal trees. Wo
noticed Karly Transparent Gage, Kirke's Washington. Law-

sju's glolden Qage, Cox's Empjror, OuUin's Golden, Brandy

Ga^c, and oth-jrs of very tempting quality indeed. Of Plums

and Damsons there v\cre forty -two dishes. Apples and

Pears, too, were exhibited viel, many of the Apples being

large .and well coloured. Of these there were neirly

fifty dishes. From the same est iblishment were ex-

hibited also a few young Fig-trees carrying ripe fruits.

Brown Turkey, Negro Largo, Bourjassotte Grise, Osborn's

Prolific, White Marseilles, and Bourjassotte Noir wtre the

varieties (Silver gilt Knightian Medal).

Messrs. S. Spooner & So.ns, Hounslow, e.xhibited forty

dishes of fruit, composed for the most part of Apples and

Pears, and there were four dishes of Plums also (Bronze

Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Harrison h Soss, Leicester, sent a collection of

varieties of dwarf French Beans, representing about two

dozen named varieties (Vote of Thanks).

tip of the crowns should be just level with the surf.ice of the

ground.
When the planting baa been completed, a mulch ng might

be given, and during the following season attention would

be likely to be required to watering. Usually, a crown first

blooms when it is three years old, or more accurately, threo

and a half years old. By extra cultivation they might be

made t > bloom after the second yoai-, but he had proved that

when lifted at that age the percentage of flowering crowns

was not sufficiently good to make the practice .advisable.

After they have bloomed, under ordiinry culture the

crowns will .again flower each alternate year, but may be

made to do so for several years in succession by extra cultiva-

tion. Not only so, bvit twice in a year, by .allowing them to

bloom in the beds n.aturally, and then bftiug them in the

summer for forcing in the autumn. The great point to achieve

was to have the crowns thoroughly matured. They would

not force successfully, unless they experience a short rest

previously. The crowns might be pi>tted up about the end

of October or commencement of November. Twelve crowns

should be put in a .5-inch pot, well packing the soil between

the crowns as they are put in. Some of the large growers

put the crowns in forciug-bi>xes, and less often crowns are

p.icked together upon the stage, in a warm bouse, and put

into boxes after they have made a little growth.

When potted up, cover the crowns lightly with some

green moss. They should be put into a temperature of 80"

Fahr., which maybe increased to 90" during the first fortnight.

It should never be more than 110°, nor lower than Su".

When the flower scapes appear, gradually expose them

from the darkness it is usual to start them in ; .and as soon

as the lowermost bells open, the syringing of them should be

discontinued After Christmas the process of forcing is much

simplifie 1. The blooms will come morj freely, and particularly

the foliage, therefore each will require rather more room.

When potting-up the crowns, it should be remembered

that it matters not what kind of sMl is used. No roots are

made d rring the process, and the quality of the flowers is

not affected in the least degree by the material in which the

crowns are forced. Of varieties, .Mr, Jaunooh said that

especially for early forcing the Berlin variety was better than

either the Dutch or Hamburg forms, and reference was made

in Uanl. Ckroil., fig. 7ii, p. 40o, March 25, 1876, as showing

the superiority of that type over the Dutch one. Mr.

Jannoch referret to the practice of retarding the crowns, but

said that much had yet to be learned upon the matter.

Lecture.

Forcing Lily of the Valley.

I.< the afternoon a lecture upon this subject by Mr. T.

Jannoch was read by Mr. J. Weathers (Assistant Secre-

tary) ; Dr. M. T. Masters, F. R.S. , in the chair. At the com-

mencement, Mr. Jannoch remarked that the practice of

fjicing LUy crowns was not an old one. Half a century ago

the culture of crowns for such a purpose was confined to a

small area around Berlin .and Hamburgh. In 1S59 there was

no nurseryman who grew a greater number of crowns than

00,000. Very little was said upon this or other such circum-

stances, however, for the paper was a practical one in the

extreme, and it dealt .almost exclusively with matters

cultural.

The bist soil for th; purpose .vas 9.aid 1 1 be a light s.andy

loim, with a moderately damp sub-ioil. A cold thick clay

WIS not against the growth of the crowns so much as a

hindrance to the ripening process. The crowns upon such

land would be large and fleshy, but growth would continue

too late, and the crowns, therefore, insufficiently ripened for

successfully passing through early and hard forcing. The

soil should be thoroughly well worked preparatory to plant-

ing, and some crumbling hot bed manure, if such can be had,

might be worked in at the same time. Autumn was strongly

recommended as the best time to efl'ect the planting of the

roots, and long exposure to the air should be avoided as

much as possible. The crowns should bo planted in trenches

5 inches deep, and 7 or 8 inches asunder, 1 inch dividing the

crowns from each oth r in the rows. Frequent paths

dividing the land into beds would be necessary to con-

veniently water the ground thould oceasion require. The

BRIGHTON HORTICULTURAL.
August 2j, 26.—This was again held in the Dome and Corn

Exchange, and was one of the best of a number of grand

exhibitions held of late years under the new management.

Groups, cut Dahlias, tables of plants, and fruit were especi-

ally good. In the vegetable section, too, the exhibits were

of very satisfactory quality.

tVoiips.-The society's Silver Medal and £5 for a group of

plants IS by 10 feet was well contested, Mr. C. Holland,

nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells, winning withagrand arrange-

ment of Crotons, Caladiums, Dracajnas, Fenis. and Palms,

having a mirror in the background. Mr. H. J. Jones, Hither

Green, Lewisham, was a capital 2nd.

A Bronze Medal and £3, offered for a smaller group, was

won by -Mr. J. Simms, gr. to C. J. iNwoon, Esq., Dyke Bo.ad,

Brighton, for a light and pretty arrangement.

Groups of Ferns are always a feature here, and Mr. J.

Adams, gr. to the Rev. Su' G. Shikfner, Bart., Coombe Place,

Lewes again won with a well-arranged collection, including

fine plants of AdiiUitum Farleyense ; Mr. G. Mills, Dyke

Road Nursery, was 2nd, his group being better in arrange-

ment, but the plants were less good than those from his

rival.' Seven competed for a table of flowering and foUage

plants Mr. C. Holland, nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells,

being well in front of Mr. E. Lawrance, gr. toT. Olivier, Esq.,

Tanbridge, Horsham.

P(a»(s.—For eight Stove .and Greenhouse Plants, the com-

petition for £; .and the Corporation ChaUenge Cup was very

keen between J. Warren, Esq., Handcross Park, Crawley

(gr., Mr. Offer), and Mr. E. Meachen, Woodslee Gardens,

Brighton. The awards were won in the above order
;

Mr.

Warren had grand specimens of Croton Warreni. C. angusti-

folius Cyciis revoluta, and Ixora Williainsii. Mr. Warren

was also 1st for six Stove and Greenhouse Ferns, his best

being DavaUia polyantha .and D. Mooreana. Mes.srs. W.

Miles & Co.. Church Road, Hove, followed.

Mr. A. Gibson, gr. to T. F. Buknaby Atkins. Esq.,

H.alste.ad Place, Scvenoaks, was 1st with a good specimen of

Dipladenia Brearleyana for a stove plant in bloom, and 1st

with Cycas revoluta for a specimen foliage plant, J. Warren,

Esq., Handcross Park, following very closely in each case.

Gloxinias were good, the best six plants being shown by

Mr J. Uolman, gr. to F. Crunden, Esq., Burgess Hill.

Messrs. W. Miles & Co., Hove, were in front of J. Warren,

Esq and Mr. l.awrance for six small Crotons, with very

bright - coloured plants; while for six Dr.acainas, Mr.

Warrbn was .again to the front. Mes.srs. Miles & Co. and

Mr. E. Meachen were 1st and 2nd for six Palms, both

staging some really well-grown plants. Mr. J. Lewes, 37

Preston Park, Brighton, beat Mr. G. Miles, Dyke Road

Nursery, for six British Ferns in pots ; .and Mr. G. Simms, gr.

to C. J. INWOOD, Esq., The Retreat, Brighton, won m a strong

class for six Coleus.

The cUass for twelve table plants in C, inch pots brought

several competitors, and the Ist prize w.is taken by Messrs.

W Miles & Co., Hove. There were only two exhibits of a

table of Orchids and Ferns, and the 1st prize was won by

Mr. H. Garnett, gr. to R. G. Fletchsr, Esq., Preston,

Brighton.

Cut Flowers.—Yor a box of twenty-four varieties of stove

and greenhouse flowers, Mr. W. Archer, gi-. to Miss Gibson,

Hill House, Sifl'ron Walden, was well in front ; Mr. J. Davis,

f,T. to Major E. H. Thurlow, Buekham Hill House, Uckfield,

following.

Roses were fairly good, the Ist prize fir twenty-four

varieties going to Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, whose

best blooms were Mtd.ame Eugenie Verdier, Stir of Waltham,

and Comte Raimhaud. Mr. T. Di'RRast Youno, Eastbourne,

was 2nd. For twelve Teas or Noisettes, Messrs. Perkins

v^ere again 1st, but were closely followed by Mr. H. Harris,

gr. to Mrs. Eversfield, Denne Park, Horsham.

Dahlias were really good, especially the Cactus and show

varieties. For forty-eight show or fancv varieties, Mr.

MORTMER, Swiss Nursery, Farnham, was a good 1st, Mr.

M. V. Seale, Sevenoaks. followin». Mr. Mortimer and

Jlr. M. V. Seale were also 1st and 2nd for twenty-four

varieties ; and Mr. Ssale beat Messrs. Cheal & Sons,

Crawley, for twenty-four varieties of single D.abUas. Mr,

Seale was 1st for a grand lot of Cactus (twelve varieties),

the best being Matchless, J. E. Frewer, Mrs. "W. Noble, Lady

Penzance, .and Delicata. Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons wora

2nd. .\ cl.ass for twenty-four varieties of herbaceous cut

flowers brought out some grand lots, Mr. J. Charlton, Tun-

bridge Wells, being placed 1st for a beautiful collection,

followed by Mr. G. H. Sage, Ham House, Richmond.

The table decorations were not equal to the usual standard,

but floral devices .and bouquets were fairly good.

Fruit (Oii(n\—There were eight competitors for a collectioik

of eight dishes of fruit, Mr. G. Goldsmith, gr. to Sir E. G.

LoDER, Biirt., Leonardslee, Horsham, being 1st with grand

dishes of Nectarine, Pine -apple; Fig, Brown Turkey;

Pear, Williams' Bon Chretien ; Peach, Violette Hative :

and Black and White Grapes. Mr. H. Harris, Denne Park;.

Horsham, was 2nd. Thirteen competed for three bunches of

Black Hamburgh Grapes, Mr. T. Dancy, The Gardens, St.

Leonard's Forest, Horsham, and Mr. G. House, gr. to Sir F.

MoWAiT, K.C.B., Withdean Hall, Brighton, bemg 1st and

2nd respectively. For three bunches of any other Black

Grape. Mr. W. Cheater, gr. to Sir W. Pink, Shrover Hall,

Coshain. won with Madresfield Court ;
Mr. T. Bushby,

Heene Worthing, being 2nd with well-finished bunches of

Black 'Alicante. Mr. Tidy, gr. to W. K. D'Arcy, Esq.,.

SUnmorc Hall. Middlesex, won for three bunches of white

Grapes, with Muscat of Alexandria ; and Mr. Duncan, gr. to

C. J. Liic«s, Esq., Warnham Court, Horsham, was a close

2nd with the same variety.

Mr. C. M. Carter, gr. to F. Freeman Thomas, Esq., Ratton

was in front tor two Melons, distinct varieties ; and Mr. O. H
Sage, Ham House, Richmond, 1st for a single Melon. The

Briohton Florist Stores were well in front of Mr. G. Gold-

smith, gr. to Sir E. G. LoDER, Bart, for two dishes of Peaches;

and Mr. L W. Bastin, gr. to A. J. Reynolbs, Esq., Welwyn^

Herts, won with Princess of W.ales Peach in a class for one dish.

Mr. J.' Coles, gr. to H. Faure Walker, Esq., Highley Manor,

Balcombe, was 1st for two dishes of Nectarines. Mr. G. H.

Saoe, Ham House, Richmond, won in a very strong class for

four dishes of Dessert Apples, the varieties being Duchess of

York's Favourite, Worcester Pearmain, Lady Sudeley, and

Duchess of Oldenburgh. Mr. A. U. Parsons, Mailing, Lewes,

winning for four dishes of culinary Apples.

Vc'ieltMes were extra good, especially Onions, Potatos, and

Celery. For a collection of nine kinds the competition was very

keen, Mr. W. M.anton, gr. to Mrs. Cliifokd Borrer, Pickwell,

Bolney, winning with Ne Plus Ultra Beans, Bragnell's Ex-

hibition Beet, Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Rousham Park

Hero Onion, Autocrat Pea. Sutton's Perfection Tomato, New

Intermeliate Carrot, Sutton's Abundance Potato and Sut-

ton's White Gem Celery ; all very good. Mr. J. Mitchell, gr.

to M.ajor Maberlv, Cuckfield, was 2nd. For a coUect-on of

Potatos (6 varieties), Mr. G. Goldsmith, gr. to Sir E. G.

LoDER, Bart., Horsham, was 1st out of a dozen or more

exhibits.

Honorary Exhibits.—The chief of these were from Messrs.

J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, who had a grand collection of

Caladiums, Java Rhododendrons, Nepenthes, and a fine pair

of Ceph,alotus foUicularis Messrs. Balchin ii Sons, Brigh-

ton, .again had one of the best features in the show, being a

series of Eastern arches deeor.ated in a most tasteful manner,

and filled with Lliums, Crotons, Palms, Bulbs, and a

collection of fruit. Cactus and Pompon Dahlias name from

Mr. J. Charlton, Tunbridge Wells, and also from Messrs. J.

Cheal & SoN.s, Crawley. A grand collection of gathered

fruit, also fruiting trees in pots, came from Messrs. T. Rivers

ii Sons. Sawbridgcwortb.

READING HORTICULTURAL.
AiiousT 2i;.—The Summer Exhibition of this Society was

held in the Forbury Gardens, Reading, on the above dates.

There was a fine displ.ay of fruit and vegetables, also of plants

and cut flowers. The site of the show was an extremely good

one being a basin covered by canvas ; the various exhibit.
,

were sta.-ed on grass mounds intersected by gravel paths. I

The wooden staging commonly seen was thus enUrely av.uded. ]

P((t)i(s —For a Group of Plants arr.anged for effect, the 1st

prize was .awarded to Mr. Wills, Shiriey, Southampton. It

was a well-arranged group; and rising out of a b.ank of Maiden-

hair Fern were various Orchids, Palms, Crotons, Eucharis, &o.

-nd Mr. Pope, gr. to J. P. White, Esq., Wargrave, this was a

bright and showy group, but rather too crowded with flower-

ing plants.
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In the class for a smaller group, Mr. Howard, gr. to Mrs.

MvEKS, Beuliaui Park, Newbury, was lst;and Mr. Alexauder,

gr. to K. Hewitt, Ksq., St. Mary's Hill, Reading, was 2Qd.

Tlio luost successful exhibitor of Stove and Greenhouse

Plants Ju flower was Mr. Finch. He staged Ixoras WilUam^i

and Fraaeri, AUamanda grandiflora, Clerodendron Bal-

four!, Statice profusa, and aa Erica. Mr. Wills wa.s -ind,

his sp:)cimen of Rondeletia speciosa may be mentioned.

For six fine-foliiged plants, Mr. Finch was again 1st, with

Croton Queen Victoria, Cycas circinal s, C. revouta, Ph(£nix

reclinata, &c.

In the class for si.-c Fcnis, the IstpUce was t;iken by Mr.

Dockriil, gr. to G. W. Pai.mkr. Esq., Elrnhurat, who staged

Alsophila australis, amongst oth;r Fcras; 2nd, Mr. Willis, gr.

to H. A. SiMONDs, Esq., Cavershara.

For a specimen plant in tlower, Mr. Baght, gr. to J. li.

K\R8LA,KE, Esq.,Whit3night3, eomitcted the most successfully

with a good example of Fuchsia clegang.

In the class for three Orchid.s in flower, the best exhibit wa?
that of Mr. Woolford, gr. to A. Palmer, Esq., East Thorp ; he
hid Cycnoches chlorochilon, Dendrobiura formosum gigan-
teum, and Cattleya Dowiana.
The next class was for a specimen of a new or rare plant.

The best was a good example of Cordyline australis lineata,

from Mr. Dennis, gr. to W. R. Cookson, Esq , Binfield Park,
llracUnell.

Competition for the best six table plants was keen, and
thosa staged were good; 1st Mr. W. H. Lees, gr. to F. A.
Bevan, Esq., Trent Park, New Barnet.

For six Fuchsia-), Mr. Bright was a good fir-st, the varieties
Mrs, Uundle and Charming Queen were well represented.
For si.^ double zonal Pelargoniums, Mr. Wojlford was a

good 1st.

Six Begonias were well shown by Mr. Dockrilu
in the amateur classes Mr. Willis staged four well flowered

stjve and greenhouse plants, including Pancratium fragrans
(good).

Cut Flowers were well exhibited, the single Dahliis being
the best. Messrs. CdEAr, & Son.s, L'ijwfield Nurseries,
Crawley, were 1st with Marion Hood, Miss Morland, Miss
Roberts (good yellow), &c. ; 2nd, J. W. Girolestone, Esq,,
who staged a splendid buuch of Dearest, and several seed-
li'ig", of which Trilby w.is good, it is a rich maroon fading t,>

carmine and white at the tips, a goo i fancy of a constmttype.
For Cactus Dahlias, Me»sr.s. Che \l Ai Sons were again 1st

stiiging good examples of Mrs. Peart (whiter than usual)!
Mrs. Wilson Noble, and Beatrice. 'Jnd, Mr. E. F. Such'
Maidenhead.

*

For eighteen doulile Dahlias, Mr. J. Walker, Thame, was
bst with John Hicklin^:, Perfection, John Walker,' Ac.
Messrs. Cheat, & Sons, iJud.

For twelve Dahlias, Mr. TRA^TER, Henley-on-Th imes, led
with a good even set.

For twelve Roses, H. P., and twol 'e Tea varieties, Messrs.
PuRKiNj &, Co. were 1st with a good exhibit for the season.
For eighteen bunches of cut flowei-s, Mr. W. H. Lees led

w;th an exhibit of fine quility, consisting of .stove and green-
house flowers, injluding several Orchids. Mr. E. F. Sfcii
was 2nd, staging good bunche.s of hardy flowers.
The best bouquet was that of Mrs. Phippen, florist.

Reading. For bnttonholos, Mrd. Phippen and Mr. Lkes were
1st and '2nd respectively.

The competition for table decorations was pojr. In both
classes, however, the 1st prize was gained by very tisteful
and pretty exhibi s from Miss Elsie Wadmore, Baungstoko.

i^/-(u/.—An exceedingly close competition occurred in the
ea^s for eight dishes of fruit Mr. W. H. Lek.^ was 1st, with
fine Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes,
Brown Turkey Figs, Royal George Peach, Kirke's Plums, &c'.
2na, Mr. Cole, gr. to Sir GEoRni-: Russell. Swallowfiold Park,
with extra fine Muscat and Black Hamburgh Grapes, Pine-
apple Nectarines, and good Peach-;s and Melon.
For six varieties, Mr. Dennis was 1st, with good Bow^od

M uscat and Alicante Grapes, Williams' Bon Chre i ien
Pears, &c.

For three bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, Mr. Mit-
chell, gr. to J. W. FLE.M1NQ, Esq , Chilworth Manor, Hants,
was 1st, with unusually fine specimens, very large and well-
coloured berrif.s ; 2nd, Mr. McHattie, gr. to the Duke of
WeLLiNOTON, Strathfieldsaye.

For any other black, Mr. McHattie was 1st with Madres-
fiold Court, extra fine in bunch, beriy, and colour.

For three bunches of white Grapes, Mr. Cole was 1st with
Muscat of Alexandria, staging heavy, well-proportioned
bunches, large in berry.

For si.t Peaches, Mr. Bowerman was 1st with handsome
fruits of Barringfton.

For six NecUirines, Mr. H iward was 1st with large richly-
coloured Pine Apple. Mr. Howard was also 1st for Apricots,
staging D'Alsace.

For three distinct dishes of Plums, there was good com-
pHition. 1st, Mr. Ravenhill, gr. to J. Wells, Esq.,
Woolside, Winkfield, with large, handsome, well-coloured
fruits of Webster's Greengage, Poad's Seedling, Prince Engle-
heart.

For Dessert Apples, Mr. Woolford was Ist with Devon-
shire Quarrenden, Worcester Peirmain, and Lady Sudeley.
Ttie same exhibitor was 1st for culinary Apples.
For Dessert Pears, Mr. PupL*, gr. to Earl of Carnarvon.

llighclere Castle, was 1st. with .Jargonelle, Clapp's Favourite
and Williams' Bon Chretien, excellently grown and finished.
For Melons, Mr. Dockrill took the 1st place for both

scarlet and green flesh.

Vegetables.— b^ov the special prizes offered by Messrs. Sin-.
TON & Sons for a collection of Vegetables, some remarkably

fine examijlcs were staged; Mr. Pope, Highclerc Castle, was

1st, with a uniformly good exhibit, of which we will mention

Cauliflowers, solid, largo and snowy-white ; CaiTots, clean

and shipely ; Reading Russet Pobitos very handsome ; hugo
"Globe" and Crimson Globe Onions; Cabbage, Blojd-red.

Mr. Bowerman was a verj' close 2nd—his Onions were very

fine.

For the spoci\l prizes ofli'ered for Vegetables by Messrs.

WfiBB &, So.-js, the 1st prize was taken by Mr. Lye, gr. to Mrs.

KiNOSMiLL, Sydmonton Court, Newbury ; Onions, CaiTots,

and Cauliflowers were the best.

Honorary ExUtOits included Dahlias from Messrs. J. Che\l
&. Son**, and Me.-srs. Jas. Veitcu & Sons, Chelsea, who had
also a very good collection of hardy flowers and some Figs in

pots, also other fruit, including a collection of Plums. Mrs.

PiiippEN, Reading, exhibited various Floral Designs.

BATH FLORAL FETE.
Auoi'ST 2d, 27.—One of the best autumn showd ever held

under the auspices of the Fete Couimittee took place in the

Sydney Gardens on tlie above date. The day was showery,

with occasional thunderstorms.

Fuchsias.—Those have been such a leading feature at Ba'.h

or many years past, that it is not tu be wondered at they are

in the forefront of the schedule. But a sad falli;ig-off was
perceptible. Mr. G. Tucker, gi-. to W. P. Clark, Esq.,

Trowbridge, who took the leading prizes at the recent Trow-
bridge show, was again to the fi»re here with nine plants,

having good examples, much better than i* usually seen at
shows out of the West of England ; Mr. Q. Scott, gr. to Mrs.
CoNNsELL, Bath, was 2nd.
Mr. J. H. Wii.rox, Bath, had the best six, staging nicely-

grown and bloomed plants.

Mr. W. Hajskell, BUh, w.is the only exhibitor of four
sf:ecimens. The best specimen light-flowered Fuchsia was
Arabella, from Mr. G. Tuckeu, a very fine plant. The best
dark-flowered plant wa-s Charming, also from Mr. G. Tucker.

//(((((«.—One very fine feature was the class for twelve
ornamental foliage plants, and six specimen stove and green-
house plants in flower. Mr. J. Cvpher, nurseryman,
Cheltenham, was 1st, with a very fine lot indeed, having
grind examples of Phcenix rupicola, Kentias Fosteriani,
Belmoreana, and australis ; Thrinax olegans, Litiuia bor-
bonVa, Crotons mortfontensis, Warroni, Johanni'?. and
Thompson!. Statice Gilbert!, BougainvUlea Sanderiana,
B. glabra, Pha'iiocoma proliferi Barnesi, Ixora Regini, and
/Mlimanda nobilis ; 2nd, Messrs. E. S. Cjle <k Co,, nur-
8'jrymen, Bith. who had s -mj fine Palms and other good
specimens. Messrs. E. S. Cole k Sons were 1st with eight
ornamental foUaged plants, having good specimens of Latania
borbouica, Kentias Fosteriana and australis, Cyc;is rovoluta,
and Crotons; Mr G. Hallett, was 2nd.
Groups of plants aiTanged for effect wore better than we

h ive Le''ore seen them here, Mr. J. Cypher having one of his

usual charmiog arrangenidnts, in which Palms and bril-

liantly-colouro 1 Crotons were used, with a judicious admiN'
ture of flowering plants ; Mr. Tanscr, gr. ta Mr. R. B. Catri,
Bath, was 2nd.

With ten stove and greenhouse plants in flower, Mr. J*
CvpHKR was again 1st.

The best specimen stove plant in flower was Ixora Fraseri,
from M -. G. Tucker ; Mr. J. Cvpher was 2nd with Dipla ienia
hybrida.

Mr. J. Cvpher had the best epecimen greenhouse plant,
staging Statice intermedia, a cro.ss between S. profusa and
S. Holfordi.

Ericas were shown only by Mr. J. Cvpher, who had six

good specimens in several varieties. The best specimen was
E. Marnockiana.

E.xotic Ferns were shown by Mr. G. Tucker, who had
excellent specimens of Gymaogramma argyrophylla, G.
sulphurea, Cheilanthes farinosa, C. elegans, Adiantum con-
cinnum latum, A. cuneatum, Gleichenia rupestris, and
o:;hers

; Messrs. E. S. Cole & Co. wore 2a 1. staging some
good Adiintums.

Mr. T. Truckle, gr. to T. Carr, Esq., Twerton, Bath, was
1st with six specimens. The best specimen Fern was
Adiantum Williamsii from Mr. G. Ticker.

lijonal Pelargonium 1 were of good quahty, Mr. G. Tdckb.i
winning with some excellent specimens ; Mr. W. J. Mould,
Bath, was 2nd. Some specimens of Ivy-leaved varieties were
also shown. The best three Lilies were L. speciosum from
Mr. T. Carr. Cockscombs were in excellent character ; also
PetuniaB, double and single-flowered tuberous Begonias

;

Gloxinias, &c. Some good bushes of Coleus were also st;iged.

Cut Flouvrs.—There were two collections of thirty six
spikes of Gladioli, one gre;itly superior to the other, but the
names of the exhibitors were not given at a late hour of the
afternoon. The best collection of twelve spikes came from
Mr. A. A. Walters, nurseryman, Bath, the spikes being
reuiarkably good.

With twenty-four Dahlias, Mr. Wm. Tre.sedeh, nursery-
man, CardiEf, was Ist, having some very good blooms ; and
Mr. Ge >. HUMPHR1E.S, nurseryman, Chippenham, was 2nd.
M'ith twelve blooms, Mr. T. Lindsay, Frome, was 1st. Mr.
G. Humphries had the best nine fancies ; ani the best
twelve bunches of singles c ime from Mr. J. Buroess, Kings-
wood, an excellent collection of fresh and bright flowers.

With twenty-four bunches of Roses, Mr. S. Tresedkr Wiis

Ist, staging some nice fresh, bright blooms, the Teas being
particularly good. Mr J. Mattock, nurseryman, Oxford,
was 2nd, with blooms a little larger, but which were scarcely

so clean and bright.

With twelve blooms Dr. Bocd was Ist, with a fresh and
bright lot. The best box of twelve Te;i Scented varieties came
from Mr. S Treseder, and among them a white variety tinted

with lemon, named Mrs. Stephen Treseder. Mr. J. Matpock
was 2nd.

Cut Zonal Pelargoniums were of capital quality, and seeing

th Lt six trusses each of twenty-four varieties were required

it wa^ a somewhat heavy task to produce them. Mr. G,

HuMi-HRiBs was 1st with some very fine varieties; and Mr.

W. J. Mould, Bath, 2nd. Quilled German Asters, and also tho

flat petalled type, wero very fine, the season being considered.

Mr. O. C. H. VicKERY had tho best twenty-four quilled ; and
Mr, A. A. Walters w.as 2ad. J. Hinton. Esq , Bath-

easton, had the best twenty-four French Asters. Phloxes had
suffered from the weather; and Hollyhocks were only of

medium quality. Stove and greenhouse cut flowers woro
very goitl in bunches of twelve.

Flowers of hardy, herbaceous and other perennial planta,

in twenty -four bunches, were very striking, Mr. A. A-

WALTER) taking the 1st prize.

Hardy Annuals, in 24 bunches, wero also a fine feature,

and Mr. F. Hooper, Bath, was 1st.

Table D^-'corations were represented by but one arrangd-

mcnt, a charming one of flowers and fruit furnished by
Messrs. E. S. Cole ifc Co. Mr. J. Cypher had the best

Epergne, set up in his usual good style.

Some ve y pretty bou luets were staijed, and in tho elajs

for an arrangement of one kind of flower in a single vase or

bowl, Messrs. Coolinq &, Sons, B.ith, uied Salpiglossis, with
Selaginella and Gra.'^ses, a hapjjy combination ani one that,

was much admired.

i^iiti/.— Apples ani Pears were very fine, and tho dessert

varieties brilliant iu tint. Ttie bjst 12 dishes came from Mr.

G. Pymm, gr. to Mrs. Gould.?mith, Trowbridge, whi had
fine buu:;h?3 of Black Hamburgh Graphs, we ik in colour;

go >d White Muscats ; E cquisite and Prince of Wales Peaches,

Pine Apple and Humboldt Nectarines; Wh tc Ischia Fig.-;,

Bon Chretien Pjars, PlumJ, &.;. ; 2nd, Mr. Thomvs Jones,

Bath.

Mr W. Taylor, gr. to J. Chaffim, Esq., Bath, had tho best

eight bunches of Grapes, stiging two each of Madresfield

Court, Alicante, M iscat of Alexandria, and Gros Maroc. Mr.
W. T.iylor, gr. to C. Baveu, Esq., London, was a very close

2nd. Mr. Bayer was 1st with two bunches of Black Ham-
burgh, very fine and well finisliei; Messrs Marriott, Bith,

w.is 2nd, medium berries, but well finished.

Mr. W. Carpenter, gr. to A. R. Bailey, Esq., Frome, was
l.st with two fine bunches of Muscat of Alexandri.i ; Mr. C.

Bavkr had the best two bunches of any other white, stiiging

very fine Bucklanl Sweetwater. Mr. Bay'er also had the

bes" two bunches of any other black, stiging superb Mad-
resfield Court. Melons, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums. Figs,

Cherries, Nuts and Filberts were in goodly numbers, and the

quality was generally high. Thobest three dishes of i'ear.3camo

from Mr. G. Manning, Bathcaston, who had in fine character

Souvenir du Congr^, Doyenn6 Boussoucli and Beurre

d'Anunlis, The best threa dishes of Dessert Apples wero

examples of Lady Sudeley, Duchess of Oldeubur^h, and
Worcester Pearmain.

I'lytables were numerous and good. The best twelve

dish.'s ca-ne from Mr. Wilkins, gr. to Lady T. Guest,

Henstridge ; and Mr. Geo. Gaiiraway was 2nd.

Mr. Wilkins took the 1st of th) Spacial Prizes ofi'ered by
Messrs. Jas. Carter & Co. for six dishes; ami in the case of

the Special Prizis offered by Messrs. Sutton A: Sons ,ani

Messrs. E. Webb &, Sons, both for six varieties, Messrs.

WiLKKvsand Hall were severally Ist and 2nd.

Hoiiorar;/ Sxfutitts. —^Qssvs. G. Cooling & Son had a grand

group of pLints and cut flowers, and a collection of seventy-

two varieties of Apples, Pears, and Plums. Mr. Geo. Cara-
way also bad an extensive collection of the same, and a so cut

flower.s. Messrs. Rich &l Ruddock, seedsmen, Bath, had an

imposing bank of cut blooms. Mr. G. Humphries had a

sjlect oUection of Cactizs Dahli^is, very fresh and nice : Mr.

J. Mattock had charming bunches of Garden Roses ; and Mr.

Isaac House, Westbury-on-Trym, some very good fancy

Pausies.

Vegetables,

VEITCH'S MAIN CROP PEA.

I CAN fully endorse all that "J. E." said ia last week's

Ga-dcnrri Ckionicle, p. 215, ou the above variety of

culiuary Pea Here, oa rather light soil, it resists

drought and mildew well; aad from April 18 to

August 18 our raiofall amounted to ouly 3 35 inches,

no other part of the country having suffered more

from heat aud drought this year than western

England
;
yet Main Crop gave much satisfaction. I

know of many good gardens around us where eight to

ten rows of 30 to 40 feet long, sown with mid-season

Peas, were destroyed without furnishing a single

dish. We were fortunate in possessing a few rows of

Mai 1 Crop, and wished that we had had more. Ne

Plus Ultra and Autocrat are varieties which look

well, and the latter U a grand Pea late in the season.

Chelsoniau also looks very promising, and I expect

gi)od results from it in about two months from the

present date. T/^os. Shinjlcs, Turlworth.
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A R K E T S.

COVENT GARDEN, AUGUST 27.

[We canuot accept any responsibility for tlie subjoined

reports. Tliey are furnished to us regularly every

Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that tliese

quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding

the date of our report. The prices depend upon the

quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the

demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day. but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
Asters, English, doz.

bimches
Bouvardlas, perbn.
Carnations, 1"3 bun.
^ 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
doz. bun.

— doz. blooms
Eucharis, per dozen
Forget-me-nots, p.
doz. bunches ...

Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, coloured,
per doz. sprays ...

Lavender, doz. bun.
Lilium Harrisi, per

doz. blooms ...

— lancifolium,
doz. blooms

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Mignonette, p. doz.

». d. j. d.

2 0-40

3 0-

4-
4 0-

&-

4 0-

6-

1 e-

1 6-

1 0-

1 0-

6 0-

9-

4 0-

2 0-

Marguerites, per 12
bunches

Orchids :

—

Cattleya. 12blms.
Odontoglossum
crispum, 12 bm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bun.
— per 1 2 sprays .

.

Pyrethrums, 12 bu.
Roses, Tea, per doz.

— coloured, doz.
— yellow (Mare-

chal), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— red, doz. bun.

I

— Gloire, doz. bn.

I

— Safrano, p. doz.

Stephanotis, 12 8ps.
' Stocks, p. doz. bun
Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

s. d. 8. d.

10-20

2 0-60

0-4
0-6
0-4
9-16
9-16

0-4
6-10
0-6
0-6
0-2
6-2
0-4
6-3
2-0 4

Orchid-bloom in variety.

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, per doz. 12
— specimen, each 5

Asters, duz. pots ...

Campanula, p. duz.
Chrysantliemum,do.
Cock's combs, doz.

Coleus, per doz. ...

Dracsena, each
— various, p. doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz. ... 6

Ferns, sma'l, doz. ... 1

d. s. (

0-12
0-30
0-15
0- 5
0- 9
0- 9
0- 4
0- 4
0- 7
0-24

0-24
0- 2

s. d. t. d.

Ferns, various, doz. 5 0-12
Ficua elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-36

Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
Lilium Lancefo-

lium, p. doz. pots 9 0-15
Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-10
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84
Pelirgoniums, doz. G 0- 9
— Scarlets, p. doz. 2 0-40

Frdit.—AvBRAOE Wholes.vle PaiCfs.

8. d. s. d.

Apples, cooking, in
variety, per
sieve... 2 6-40— dessert, in va-

riety, per ^-

eieve 2 6-40
Grapes, Alicante, Ut

quality, per lb. 10-16
— Alicante, 2nd

quality, per lb. 9-10
— Hamburgh, 1st

quality, per lb. 10-16
— Hamburgh, 2nd

quality, per lb. 6-09
— Gros Colmar,

per lb 10-16
— Muscats, Eng-

lish, per lb. ... 16-19
— Muscat, Chan-

nel Islands, per
lb 10

Grape^^, GrosMaroc,
per lb

Figs, per doz.
Melons, each
Nectarines, 1st size

per doz.
— 2nd do., p. doz.

Nuts, Cob, pir
UiOlb

Peaches, 1st size,

per doz.
— 2nd do., doz.
— 3rd do., doz.

Pears, Williams, p.

half-sieve

Pine-apples. St. Mi-
chael, catth

Plums, in variety,

per i sieve
— Green Gage, p.

J-sieve

. d. s. d.

1 0-

0-
6-

3 0-

1 6-

;; 0-

1 6-

9-

2 6-

5 0-

2 0-

4

1 6
1

1

4

2

tl

2

1

3

6

3

6

VfiGETAHLEs.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Beaua, Scarlet Run-
ner, p. sieve

Cucumbers, home-
grown, per dz.

— Ridge, per pad
(about lOdoz.)

— Dutch, per doz.
Marrows, Veget:ible,

per 5 doz. tally ...

5

1

4

per

Mushrooms, (indoor)
per lb. ...

— (Outdoor),
half-sii-ve

Peas, per sieve ...

Tomatos, home-
grown, smooth,
per doz lb. ..

— ord. kinds, do.

s. d. a, d.

•2 0-2 6

5 0-60

2 6-

2

PQTATOS.

Trade generally slow, large quantitits of all kinds in stock.

Prices rule lower. Best samples, (l.ij.*. to 70". ; Ordinary, 40«.

to ijQs. per ton. J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.

The Weather.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "'Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four houi-s, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]

London: Angiul 26.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed
Merchants, of Great Maze Pond. Borough, Loudon, S.E

,

write, that although today's market was thinly attended,

there comes from the country a good steady sowing demand
for seed? required for present use, namely, Trifolium, Mus-
tard, Rye-grass, Tares, Rye, ifcc. ; values for all t ese show
no substantial change. French Trifolium is in fair supfil}',

but home-grown seems about used up. The new English

white Mustard seeds show fine quality. Rape seed keeps
firm. As r gards the market for bird seeds, there is a
marked undertone of increasing st'ength. Boiling Peas
attract increased attention. Haricot Beans arc undoubtedly
firmer. Buckwheat is very steady.
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Dumelow's Seedling ; 4, Pott's Seedling : 5, Haw-
tliorndon.—/. A'. B. 1, Lane's Prince Albert ; 2,

Lord Suffield ; 4, Dutch Mignonne ; 5, Emperor
Alexander; 6, Irish Peach.

Names op Plants : Correspondents not anaioered la

this issue are requested to be so good as to consult the

following number. — ?r. P., Eppin'/. Buplenrum
fruticosum, pUxuted, not wild.— Wm. W., North

Britain. Cattleya Leopoldii pernambucensis, with

which C. Victoria Reginse was imported.— W. P.

1, Selaginella Mertensii variegata ; 2, Selaginella

Mertensii ; 3, Selaginella denticulata of gardens ;

4, Selaginella cicsia ; 5, Adiantum capillus veneris
;

6, Adiantum hispidulum, — /. //., Chester. 1,

Gazania variegata ; 2, Dracaena Goldieana ; 3,

Calamus ciliaris (Palm) ; 4, Sehismatoglottis pic-

turata : 5, Gazania splendens.— ir. T, T. 6, Lysi-

machia vulgaris ; 5, Galeopsis Tetrahit ; 4, G.

ochroleuca; 3, j'Ethusa Cyuapium ; 2, Sison Amo-
muni ; 1, Angelica sylvtstris. Oh, that everyone
would send good specimens carefully packed, as you
do \~J. W.M. ], Rhus Cotinus ; 2, Galega offici-

nalis alba ; 3, Cupreseus pisifera filicoides (Reti-

uospora) ; 4, Cupressus Lawsoniana variegata ; 5^

Capressus pisifera var. plumosa (Retinospora) ; 6,

Cupressus Lawsoniana ; 7, Cupressus Lawsoniana
var. erecta-viridis.

—

E. F. W. Escallonia flori-

bunda.

—

Ash. 1, Geum Chiloense ; 2, Lysimachia
elethroides ; 3, Ilemerocallis fulva ; 4, Helenium
autumnale ; 5, Hioracium aurantiacum ; 6,

Veronica sabse33ilis.—/(jA». Lantaua salvirofolia.

—

A. F. Poa annua.

—

0. B. 1, Cupressus nutkaensia
;

2, Cupressus Lawsoniana ; 3, send when in flower

or fruit ; 4, Taxodium sempervirens ; 5, Pioea

ajauensis ; 6, Athrotaxis cupressoides.— W. t). The
Cattleya is Cattleya Leopoldi. The Dendrobiura
Ainsworthi seems to have been prematurely (hied

off ; its young growths seem to have collapsed for

want of nourishment.

—

0. B. The plant is Thun-
ber.^ia laurifolia syn. Harrisii. We will forward

the sum sent to the Gardeners' Orphan Fund.

—

W. B, Your Vauda cijcrulea is a very fine variety.

As regards the veiuing, it appears more prominently
some years than it dues others, even in the same
plant.

—

Fr. de Laet, Cunlich. Gentiana pueumo-
uanthe.

—

E. J. 1, Solanum capsicastrum ; 2,

Maurandya Barclayana.

—

J. F., Pontardanr. 1,

Dactylis glomerata variegata ; 2, Anemone japo-

nica var. Honorine Jobert; 3, Rhus typhina; 4,

Bignonia jasminoides.

Naucissus Diseased : R. 0. The bulbs are affected

by the Narcissus-fly, Merodou Narcissi, an insect

which is fully described, together with several

allied species in (no rf<«frs' Chronicle, 1S42, pp. lO.'J

and 104. We should recommend an entire change
of ground, and careful examiuation of the bulbs
before planting, and all in which holes at the sides

are found should be burnt forthwith. Such bulbs
contain the maggot which eats its way out at tho
base of the bulb, enters the soil, and changes into a

pupa. April ia the month when most of the flies

hatch.

Seakale : .4. /•'. "Sets" may be planted from the
beginning of March to the middle of April. Seed
is best sown in boxes after soaking it for a few
hours in water, and grown cool for a time, and then
pricked out before finally planting out.

Si'iNACU : A. F. The Longstander or Giant Viroflay

Spinach to stand the winter should be sown at the

end of .luly and during the present mouth.

SruiNii Gardening : Amateur. Plaut the circular

beds with bulbs. As there are three, one might
contain Tulips, and the others Hyacinths, or rice

rer^d. Tho beds might be edged with dwarfer-
growing bulbs, or by some early-flowering plant,

such as Myosotis dissitiflora, or white Arabis. The
scroll-beds could be planted with double and single-

flowered Wallflowers, with a band of Silene pen-
dulii, edged with white Arabis. They are so small
that much variety in them would not be advisable.

Winter Cauliflowers: .A. F. Early Erfurt, Early
Loudon, and Lenormand's Short Stalked. The first-

named may be forced or not, and if forced, the
seed should be sown in the middle of the month of

January in heat. Stadtholder forms a good suo-

ccision to Early London.

COMMCNICATIONS RECEIVED. —N. M. B.—W. V.—H. W.—
1. W. R—Paddy, from Cork.—A. B.—J. P.-C. K.-J K.
T. B., Elmet —H. C. T. -F. Wicks, next week.—J. T. T.—
J. Cowan. -H. W. W.—W. Kelly—H. H. D.—D. T. F —
J. O'B.—U. L H.-W. W.-T. B.—.J. C —J. A.-H. M —
J. Mclatyre.-Dr. F. K —D. R. W. -R. D—J. H.-A. P.
-E C.-T. S.

FOR SALE, at a nominal pnoe (first offer
taken), several PALM? and DRVCESAS, 2 to 5 feet

;

alao large F£RNS, AZALEAS, &c., about fifty in all, been out,

furnishing, but atrong plants, suitable to go on. (A.ny price

to clear.)

M08LE AND CO , Conservatorie?, Fincbley Road. N.W.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AND

CHaYSANTHEMUM ALBUMS.
I have a few oC these valuable works left, aod will send a

copy of each, poatrfree, 2s., or separately. The Quide.Satampg,
the Album. 18 stfimpB.

Both are invaluable to Chrysanthemum Qroweri.

H. J. JO IfES, Byecroft Nursery, Lewisham.

The Beat Present for a Qardener.

INES AND VINE CQLTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Orapes and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just out.

Price 5s. ;
post free, 5s. %d.

A. F. BARRON, 13, Sutton C^urt Road, Chiswick.

V

BULB
For Outdoor & Indoor Culture

Large Collections of aU the very Best Varieties o

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

Irises, Lilies, &c.
Only ttieverybestaupplied. Pricesextremcly moderate

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DlCKSOB^S
Bulb Growers & Importers, I

CHESTER,

HILL & SMITH/„''.S''&IV'^
And at LONDON &DUBUK.

k IRON BAR £
\ FENCiNG, g -g

IRON ENTRANCE ~ ".

PARK & FIELD .5 g
GATES. ^ -ia

STRAINED WIRE ^^^
FENCINO. f-a'S

GALVANISED f-"
WIRE

NETTING.

BLACK
VARNISH.

The Famous PORCUPINE TREE GUARD.
Pi ice Lists Free on Application.

to « I

S
As above.

ILLTTSIBATES OAXAXOaTTE F&EE.

W, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot- water,'
Second Edition. 216 pages and 95 Engravings,

2i. 6d. nett ;
per post, 2i. lOd.

JONES^&aVtwood%M^^ '^ Stourbridge:

rpj'ENTSI TENTS!! TENTS ! ! ! — I have
-I- purchased 6000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. oircumferenee),
scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost
£d each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28<. each

;

inferior qualities. 22s. and 24f. each. Cash with order ; can be
seot on approval. Specially adaptable for sportins and pleasure
purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINGHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly ;—

" April 29, 1896. Dear Sir.—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day. I am very pleaded with them.
*' F. H. Hill. Duddingston Park. Portobello, Midlothian."
MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas. 30 feet Dy 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs. Runners,
Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, cash
£14, cost £.36.

ANDREW POTTER. Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12x10 14x12 18x12 16x14 20x14 20x16 24x|6 22x|g
4x|Q 16x12 20x12 I8x|4:20x 15 22x|6 20xl8 24x|g

21-oz. Foreign, of above »ze8, in 200-feet
boxes, Srds and 4thg qualities.

English. Olasa, oat to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in tho country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

aEOBOE FABMILOE A SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthfleld. London, E.C.

stock Listaand Prioeson application. Please quote Gard. Chron,

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND odr FRIENDS
TO

AVAIL THEMSELVES OF OUR PRESENT PRICES
THE LOWEST THAT HAVE BEESJ

KNOWN FOR MANY YEARS.

Special Carriage Paid Prices on application.

WDOtfS
Lakge. Specially

Machined
FOB

Garden Use.

/^HTHRAGJTE
• r-COAlI mi

WOOD & SON, Ltd., '°S?een. LONDON.
TeLEUKA.ms :

" WOOD, WOOD GREEN."

mffiSSENl)ALL&«.

MARKET GABDENERS' HOUSES.
NANT'S FIXTURES.

This excellent House will grow Flowers. Plants, Tomitos,

Qripas. Cucumbers. Peaches, &c , to perfection.

Complete as shown. Best material, woo iwork, and iron work

complete, correctly fitted, 21-oz. English glass, painted twice.

Made in a strong and efficient manner, to that anyone can

erect them in a ehort time. Every p.rt is cut and fitted

correctly ; all holes bored ready ; all nails and screws included.

Cash Pbices. Oakeiage Paid

Long. Wide. £ .'. d. Long.

25ft. X 10ft. ... 16 50ft.

50ft. X 10ft. ... 27 10 100ft.

100ft. X 10ft. ... 50 100ft.

Wide.
X laft.

X 12 it.

X 151t.

£ s. d.

, 30
, 55
65
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NOW 18 THE TIME FOR STACKING

W. W. & S.'s VERY CHOICE
DiT" NEW CUTTING

OF SPLENDID

ORCHID PEAT.
Also PEATS for

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Selectpd Large Square Turves, full of

Bright Brown Bracken Fibre.

And all other qualities of the

PURE BROWN BRACKEN FIBRE.

EHODO. PEAT, to clear ground, 15s. per ton, F.O.R.

Mide up in CombinatiOQ Truck-loads, tDoladiug other qualities

of PEAT and SPiCIALiriEJ, such as

CANES, EAFFIA, MANURES, &c.

LOAM.
SAND-
LEAF-MOULD

BEST YELLOW SURREY.
Full of rich fibre.

BEST COARSB and FINE SILVER,
and OFF COLOUR.

WBLL - MATURED
OAK and BEECQ,

By the Sack, Yard, or Ton, delivered Carriage Paid.

33
SILVEB & BRONZE MEDALS

IQ^P and DIPLOMAS of MERIT !

AWABDED TO

W. WOOD & SONS, Ltd., F.R.H.S.,

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.

Telegrams-" WOOD, WOOD GREEN."

HEATHMAN'S
PATENT

TELESCOPIC
LADDERS,

STEPS, and
TRESTLES,

are sent carriage paid, and
ILIUSTRITED PBICE LisTS

Post Free.

flEATSMAN & CO.,

Endell St., London, W.C.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DURABLE.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DURABLE.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN HOSE
IS MOST DURABLE.

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,
LO N DON. W.C.

HEATHMAN'S UFT & FORCF PUMPS
Are Beet, Cheapest, and Most Durable.

HEATHMAN'S CESSPOOL PUMPS
Are Purtiible, Eiisj'-Workiug, nnd Powerful.

HEATHMAN'S GARDEN ENGINES.
CATALOGUES POST-FREE, from

HEATHMAN & CO., 2, Endell Street,

LONDON, W. C.

EPPS'S Al PEAT
(SELECTED specially for ORCHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, Ao. PBAT sent to all parts of the
world at Special Through Rates. Large or small quantities.

EFPS & 00.,F.R.H.S„Peat Dep6t,Bingwood.

The Success achieved by Exhibitors at past Chrysanthemum and other Shows

clearly demonstrated, by examples staged, that the

XL ALL MANURES
are of the greatest importance to those who

tvish to have fine blooms and superior fruit.

Registered Trade Mark. Registered Trade Mark-

XL ALIi LIQUID MANURE.
To be used one part to lifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.

Read the remarks below of a Champion Grower.

1 pint, Is.; 1 quart, Is. &d. ; 1 gallon, 3s. Qd. ; 4 gallons, 12s. Cheaper in bulk.

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANURE.
FOR TOP DRESSING or APPLYING IN SOLUriON.

Where there is a Heavy Crop of Fruit or Flowers to finish off— Use this !

TO OBTAIN A QUICK and BENEFICIAL EEsULT.
In Is , 2s. 6i/.. 5s , and 10s. tins. The smill quantity necessary will mike it a cheap manure.

Mr. W. F. LEFS. The Gardens Trent Park New Baxnet ooe of the most successful exhibitors of Chrysanthemum
Blooms during ih.- feaaon of 1894 and 1895. This celebrated glower writes :

— " I have used your new Liquid Manure on many
things this seatoa with highly satisfactory results— especially on Chrysanthemums."

The above and all other XL ALL SPECIALITIES can be obtained from all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, or direct from the Proprietor

—

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stovaa, Greenhouses, Peach House', Foiclng Houses. &c , construited on our improvei plan, are the

perfection of Krowinii housep, and for praciual uiihty, eco omy, and durability cannot be ciiualled. We only do oce class

of work, anfi tt^at thk verv bkst.

Conservatories and Winter Gard-ns f^fsigned architectumlly correct without the assistance of anyone out ot our

titm, from the BmiUest to the larKflst. Hot-water HeatlDg Apparatus, with really reliable Boilerp, er<cteH,and success

guaranteed in all oa^es Msloa Frames, SJl&hes, Hot Bed Boxes, &;c., always in stock.

Thiiii, E.-tiiiwt<>', and Cati'hiijurn Erf. Cil-^Io r er.^ icuiti'l vu in any part of (!«: Kininioin.

Our Maxim ia and always has been

—

UODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORE. THE BEST MATERIALS.

^LONDONq;

trade mark.

CLAYS
STJADE MARK,2^jmMANURES

Are sold by the Trada in 6il. and Is. Packets, and SEALED BAG3-7 lb., 2^'. 6d ; 11 lb., 4s. 6d. ; 28 lb., 'I's 6(1.

;

5j lb., 128. 6d. ; 113 lb., 208.

Or from the Manufacturers, carriaga paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except 6d. packets).

;

EVERY PACKET, BAG, and SEAL BEARS THE RESPECTIVE TRADE M iRK, WHICH IS

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.NOTE
Crushed Bones, Peruvian Ouano, Sulphate of Ammonia. Nitrate of Soda. Nitrate of Potash. Sulphate of Potash, Kainit,

Superphosphate of Lime, &o. Tobacco Cloih and Paper. Be>t Qualities only. Price:i on application.

CLAY & SON, Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crusliers, Ac.
TEMPLE MILL L&.NE, STRATFORD, LONDON, £.
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PRICES

SakipleTinII-WK'ulTif-
fimcEs

CWTIO -
j

cur IS/-

SPECIAL OFFER.
ToinduceGardenerstoTestandProve the value of this remark-

able Manure, we will deliver, carriage free, to any etation in the

United Kingdom. 1 cwt. Of *LE FRUITIER" for 208..

including with each order. 1 bag Of FERTILISING MOSS,
the new and most successful med um for Plant Culture.

33 Silvir aiid Bronze Medals and H phmas aw.irded ti

WOOD & SON, Ltd.,
WOOD
GREEN, LONDON.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTICULTtlRAL

BUILDERS. NORWICH.
No. 73. 8PAN-B00F GARDEN FRAME.

PIT S 6 ft. by 4 fc, painted and glazed ... 13/6 each.

IIGHTS I 6 ft. br 4 ft . unpaintfd A ungla7,eJ 5/- ,,

GREENHOUSES FOR AMATEURS.
No. 47a.— 10 ft, by 7 ft. ( Well-niaile. Painted. ^ £8 10

No. 4(li.— 10 ft. by 8 ft 1 Glazed S; Caniage Pai.i ( 10 10

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME. » feet by 4 feet,
1. OHo

similar to No <.s, with two lights. ( Owo.

CARRIAGE PAID
on Orders of 40s. ralue to most
goods stations in Eogland and

Wales; also to Dublin. Cork, Edinburgh, and Glasgow,

GLASSI GLASSI CHEAP GLASS!
4ths. 15 oz., in 50-feet boxes,

Sizes bom 10x8 up to 14x10, at 45, 6rf. per box.
4ths. 21 oz., in 100-feet boxes.

Sizes, 10X8 and 12x8, at 8». per box.
3rd8, 21 oz., in 200-feet boxes,

Sizes, 9x7 up to 14x10. at 18». per box.
Ex wbaif, London, Al\ other sizes equally cheap.

Full detailed list of stook sizes eent free on application to

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BiflHopsoiTE Stbhet Within. London. E.G.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OXra WELL-KNOWN MAXS.

6 feet
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" CoaohiDg " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates nnaconstomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVIU BROWNE, F.R.H.S., Heztable. Kent.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Qreentaonse PlaDta, Ferqa, Rhododendrons. &o. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton. or truck-load. Can be eeen in bulk at
London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from London or
Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and Special Quota-
tions for delivery to any Station or Port.
a. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,

London, S.E. ; Peat Qrounds and DepOts. Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

RCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5*. 'dd.

p«r bag. on rail ; \hs. per cubic yard, in 12-Tard trucks.
BROWN FIBBOUS PEAT, 3j. 3d. per bag ; lOi. per cubic yard.

WAXKEB ^tcD CO., Poole, Dorset.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SonTHAMPTOS BUILDINaS, Chakoert Lahe, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEBEST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mam monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

Bums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BnHDINQ SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO aUINKAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND S0CIET7.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF QBOUND FOB FIVE

SHILLINQS PEE MONTH.
The BIBKBECK ALMANACK, with full partioolars, post-

tre*. FRANCIS BAVENSCBOFT. Manager.

CYCLING
and all ACCIDENTS

INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

No Extra Charge for Ladies.

No Medical Examination,

Established 1849. Claims paid, £3,650,000.

64, 0OB.NHILL. LONDON.
A. VLAN, Secretary,

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
RoBT. Sydenham, Tenby Street, Birrningb.im—Bulbs.
Wm. Bull, 536, King's Koad, Chelsea—Bulbs.
K0HLM\NNSLEHNER & ScHWENKE, Schdnebei'g, Berlin—Bulbs

and Plants, he.

Louis Paillet, Valine de Chatenay, Cbatenay, near Paris-
Tree and Herbaceous Pi«onies, Foscs, Fruit Trees, &c.

C. T. When, Mount Hobson Nursery, Rerauera, Auckland,
N.Z.—Strawberries, Fodder Plants, &c.

A. J. Keeling, IHO, Washington Street, Girlington, Bradford
— Orchids.

W. Fnojiow & Sons, Sutton Court Nurseries, Chiswick, W.—
Bulbs.

Wm. Samson & Co., S and 10, Portland Street, Kilnianiock—
Bulbs, Forest Trees, Shrub.s, Roses, and Fruit Trees.

DoBiE &: Maf:on, 22, Oak Street, Manchester—Bulbs, dtc.

W. Smith & Son, Aberdeen—Bulbs, tc.

KvF,hs h Larche, Tiflis (Caucasus, Russland) — Bulbous
Plants, Orchids, Trees, Shrubs, &c.

Wm. Sydenham, Tamworth, Staffs.—Violas.
W. Srand, Lancaster -Bulbs.

PARTNER WANTED, in the Seed Trade,
'With small or large capital (or might Sell). Splendid

prospectfl.—Reply at once to B, E., 41, Wellineton Street,
Strand. W.C.

WANTED, a MANAGING GARDENER
for 30O Acres of Fruit and Vegetable Ground, iOO men

employed. Must understand the Growing of a!! kinds of Fruit,
be a capable Manuger of men, and well up in the packing and
Despatch of large quantities of Fruit to Markets. None hut
fully ijualified men need apply. References and photo re-
quired.—Ad>ires9, with full particulars, to *' Box 81," care of
Advettiaiug Offices, 10, High Holborn, London, W.O.

WANTED, GARDENER (Head Working).
—Thorough experience in Vine, Melon, Stove and

Greenhouse, Flower, Fruit, and Vegetable Culture. Compe-
tent to manage home-farm, and, with wife, Poultry and
Dairy when required. S:ate wages, and give references to
latest service. Abstainers preferred.— Apply, by letter only, to
X . Mr. Clark, 29. Yerbury Road, London, N.

ANTED, GARDENER (unmarried), in
North of London. Age, about 2». Must thoroughly

understand Flowers. Kitchen Garden, and Conservatory.
State previous experience and wajies ; with board, lodging, and
washing found. Undeniable personal character fcr abilitv and
sobriety indispensable. Write—BOX 798, Willing's Adver-
tisement Offices, 16i, Piccadilly, W.

ANTED, a GARDENER, to make himself
generally useful.—Wife as Housemaid. Live in. No

family. Personal character.—Write stating age, wages, and
particulars, to Mrs. E. LAW, The Pavilion, Hampton Court
Palace.

WANTED, London Market GROWER for
Tomatos, Cucumbers, Mushroom", &c.—State age,

references, and wages expected to P. R., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, London, W.C,

ANTED, propagator and GROWER,
for Market Nursery. Vines, Cucumbers, Tomato^.

Plants, and Out Flowers.—Apply, stating age, references, and
wages, to .T. FERGUS JN, Woite Gate lane Nursery,
Blackpool.

WANTED.—A Soft-wooded^ PROPAGA-
TOR and FERN-GROWER, to Assist the Foreman.—State age, wages expected, and eiperience, to WM,

TROUGHTON, Nurseryman, Preston.

WANTED, a ROSE FOREMAN; eipe-
rienced and active young Man. — State wages re-

quired to GEORGE PRINCE, 14, Market Street, Oxford.

ANTED, a FOREMAN, to grow Cucam-
bers, Tomatos. Plantp, and Cut Flowers, for Market.

Must be experienced, (and thoroughly competent to coutnl
men under him. One used to making up wreallis and bomjuets
preferred.—Apply, stating wages, age, references, and where
last employed, to ELSDON and CO., The Vineries, Milton,
near Cambridge.

ANTED aJOURNEYMAN for the Houses.
—Wages 15j. per week, bothy, milk and vegetables,

must be Protestant, and Ab-tiiner. — W. J. LaPUAM,
Besburough, Cork.

ANTED, practical WORKING MAN, for
small Nursery, who understands Propagating, Rud-

ding. Grafting, &c. Must be a good S&lesman,—Apply, T HOi.
STEAD AND SON, Holly Nurseries, near Warrington.

WANTED, a young MAN as ASSISTANT
in the Propagating Department under Glass. Apply,

btiting age and wages required, to—WM. PAUL and SON,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

WANTED, a young MAN for Jobbing Gar-
dening. who must understand Driving, and at'end to

pony. Abstainer, with good character. Wages, 31 s. per
weefc; permanent situation. —Apply to F. MILLER, 2B7,
Fulham Road, London, S.W.

WANTED, a young MAN, quick at Potting
and ^vdtering; one from a market nursery preferrrd.

State wages, and where last employed.—TURNER BROS.,
Nurserymen, Garston, Liverpool.

ANTED, a TRAVELLER, for Retail
Agricultural Seed Trade.—Apply, with particulars

as to age. experience, salary expected. &c.. to THOMAS
KENNEDY AND CO., 108. High Street. Dumfries.

SEEDSMAN.—WANTED, a young MAN
who has had considerable experience in the Seed and

Kulb busin'so, and who could also give ats'stance in office.

APP y. giving references and stating salary expected, to C. J.,
Garaentrs' Ch-oniclt Office, 41, Wellington St , Strand, W.C.

ANTED^ FLORIST'S fTrST-HAND^
with West End experience, for high-class business.

—

EDWARDS, 681., East Street, Brighton.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, for the Retail
Nursery and Scei Business.—Must have experience

of Book-keeping and general Office Work. Good references
indispensable. State age, and salary lequired,—WILLIAM
ROSSITER, Fernham, Paignton.

ANTKD, young LADY, for Florist's Shop,
Cut Flowers, &c. Must be good Saleswoman.—FAY.

Florists, Southsea.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the
authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

Gardeners, Farm-Balliin, Foresters, ftc.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to EECOMMEND MEN of the

Ai^Aesi respectability, B^nA thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DI0K9ONS. Chester."

F SANDER AND CO. oan recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
noen thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albjns.

THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS B0TOHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

ARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly expe-
rienced ; Early and Late Forcing, Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables, also Flower and Kitcheo Garden. Excellent cha-
racter.—R. H., Crow Nest Park, Lightcliffe, Halifax.

GARDENER (Head, where two or more are
kept).—Age 37, married. Practical in all branches.

Good testimonials. Disengaged.— H. HOOPER, Kaockholt,
near Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married;
well up in all branches, Early and Late Forcing, Flower

and Kitchen Garden; Laod and Stock if required. Good
references. — L. B., Messrs. Peed St Sons, Nurserymen,
Streatham.

G^
'a RD^N E R (Head),—Age 32. Mr.

Neavi:, Gardener to A. de Wette, Esq , Hampton
Court House, Hampton Court, can with every confidence
highly recommend G. H. Clack, who has held the position of
Foreman in these Gardens for over three years, to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring the services of a good practical all- •

round Gardener, efficient in the Cultivation of Grapes,
Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greeuhouse Plants,
Orchids, F/ower and Kitchen Garden, and the geoeral re-

quirements of aGentlemin's establishment. Excellent refer-

ences from other well-knowa Gardens.

CGARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
T RAILIFF. — Scotch ; age 44, married, no family.

Thorough life expgiience in superior places. Excellent
testimonials covering whole, and reference to present em-
ployer.—J. LAWIE, The Gardens, Bericote, Leamington Spa.

ARDENER (Head), age 30.—Mr. Eabl,
Head Gardener, Somerhill.Tonbridge, can highly recom-

mend his Foreman, E. Leach, as above ; Arst-class experience,
with Orchids, fruits, &o. , and the usual requirements of a good
garden ; tire years in present situation.

GARDENER (Head), age 40.—Mr. John-
STONE, Ooombe Cottage, Coombe, Surrey, will be glad

to recommend his late gardener ; he is quite conversant with
his duties, and thoroughly understands Vines. Melons Chry-
santhemums, &c. Seven and a half years* character.—
RATCLIFF, The Cottage, Ooombe Hall, Kingston-on-Th imes.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no
family ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes. Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Stove and Green-
house Plants. Kitchen and Flower Garden.—H. L. TOLL,
2, Stanley Villa. Chalvey Road, Slough.

ARDENER (Head). — Age 40, married;
conversant with every department of Gardening life.

Thorough practical experience in Fruit, Flowers, Vegetables,
&c. Oan be thoroughly recommended by present and previous
employers.—G. NEWTON, 189, Cornwall Road, Notting Hill,

London, W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Age 33, married, one child. Four years and

a half in last situation. Thoroughly experienced in all

branches,—THOS. HICKIN. Stevens' Nurseries, Coventry.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-age
j

good
all-round experience. Small place notaccepted.—Apply

in first instance to S. W., 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working) ; age 29.—
J. FiNLAYSON, Gardener to Count de Baillet, Coombe

Bank, Sevenoaks, wishes to recommend his Foreman as good
all-round man. Been with him seven years. Be pleased to
answer further particulars.

GARDENER (Head Working, or other-
wise).—Age 33, no eocambrances ; sixteea years' good

practical experience in Early and Late Grapes, Peaches, Pines,
Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. First-class reference from present employer as to
ability. Total abstainer. Wisliing a change cause of leaving.
—L. M., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

GARDENER (Head Working, where two or
three men are kept).—Age 33, married, one daughter

;

twenty years' experience in large places; well recommended
;

three and a half years as Head in last place.—A. B., General
Cemetery, Luton, Beds.

ARDENER (Head Working), age 28; six-
teen years' experience.—Mr. G. Qurnky, Maesgwynne,

Whitland, Carmarthenshire, would ba pleased to recommend
L. Nicholas as above.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35;
thoroughly experienced in all branches. Can be highly

recommended. Nine years in last situation.—OHAS. BARK-
WAY, 17. 'Quebec Road, East Dereham.
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GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, do family. Life experience in good all-round

Gardening. Land and Slock if reqaired.—GARDENER, Post

Office, Great Miasenden, Bucke.

ARDENER (Head Working).—C. E. Db
Trafford, Eeq., can highly recommend his late Gar-

dener ; thoroughly experienced in all brancheH. Age 38. one
child, age 7 years; eleven and a half years' good character.

—

W. P., Hothorpe Hall. Thedd ingworth, Rugby.

ARDENER (flBiD Working).—£2 given
to anyone who will procure for me a situation as above.

Thoroughly experienced in all branches. Married, no family.

Good reference?. — W. E. L. , Well Cottage, Lodswortb,
Petworth, Sussex.

ARDENER (Head Working); age 30,
married.—Mr. S. Burgess, Gardener to Sir Spencer

Welle, Birt., Golders Hill, Hampstead, will be pleased to

highly recommend J. Sayebs as above, who has been with
him nearly two years a» Second. Good experience in all

branches.—For full particulars, apply to above.

GARDENER (Head Working). -The Rev.
Canon Barwell can highly recommend his Gardener

as above, who has been wit"^ him eeveo years. Age 36.

married, no family. Chorister. Can superintend Land and
Stock if required.—J. TAYLOR, Clapham Rectory, Worthing,
Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working). —Age 35,
married ; experienced in all brancbes. Excellent refer-

ences.—G. L., Abercorn Cottage, Sydney Road, Enfield,

Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 35,
married, no family.—A GENTLEMiN wishes very highly

to recommend his late Gardener. Thoroughly experienced in

all branches.—W. P., 8, Chestnut Road. Horley. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 2ti,

single ; thoroughly practical in all branches. Par-

ticulars at ooce.~W. A., 30, Heme Place, Heme Hill,

London, S.E.

GARDENER (Head, or good !::=ingle-

HANDED).—Age 31 ; life experience. Inside and Oat.

—

H. ELLIOTT, The Field, Edwalton, Notts.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed). — Married, two children, youngest nine;

life experience Inside and Out. Has held good situations.

First-class references. ~ GARDENER, Hanslope, Stony
Stratford.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 28; thoroughly understands his work. Winner of

twenty-five honours at the Farn'ngham Ro^e Horticultural

Society.—H. B., Carlton Place, Famingham, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25;
general knowledge in all branches. No objection to

Cow or Pony. Excellent character. Hard working. —
H. HEWITT, New Barracks. Gosport, Hants.

C>
ARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).

IJr —Age 26; twe ve years' experience in Fruit, Flowers,

and Vegetables; thoroughly recommended by present and pre-

vious employers.—J. CROFTS, U, Easttield Cottages, Enfield

Wash, Middlesex.

GARDENER.—Wm. Martin, upwards of five

years Gardener with the late Lady Dacra, The Priory,

Royston, Herts, is open to engage with any Lady or Gentle-

man requiring a thorough Gardener. Age 39.—Address, The
Gardens.

GARDENER.—The Vicab of Westgate-on-
Sea cm very highly recommend a good practical Gar-

dener, age 33, of considerable experience in all branches. Tes-

timonials of the highest character.

GARDENER (Second), in good establish-
ment.—Age 24 ; thoroughly experienced Inside and

Out Excellent references.—J. 0„ Greenford Road, Sudbury,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—Age
27, single; eleven years' practical experience in the

general routine o£ Gardening, including two years as First

Journe)man, Inside. Well recommended. Abstainer. No
Circulars.—BEESON, S7, High Street, Notting Hill Gate,

London, W.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
—Young man (age 21), seeks situation as above. Five

yeirs' experience, and can be well recommended.—MAYTHAN,
Yarkhall Vicarage, Hereford.

GARDENER (First), where two or more are
kept.—Thoroughly experienced. Age 25, single. Well

recommended by Mr. Qibbs, Steward to Miss A.de Rothschild.

—H. STEVENS, Eythro^je, Aylesbury, Bucks.

ARDENER (Second, or Third).—
J. Simons, who has been twenty-four years' Gardener

at Clergy O. S., seeks situation for his son (age 2'J), as above.
—GARDENER, C. 0. S., Alma Road, Windsor.

ARDENER (Under).—YouDg Man, age 21,
seeks situation in large garden; Inside and Out pre-

ferred,—W. F. HILL, Crowsley Park, near Henley-on-Thamea.

GARDENER (Under).—A gentleman wishes
to recommend his under-gardener f r situation. Inside

ard Out, where several are kept. Age :;i ; six years' good
character. Strong and willing.—Apply, stating particulars,

to JOHN HOPKINS, Denfield, Dorking.

GARDENER (Under), or JOURNEYMAN.
— Age 21; used to Inside and Outside Gardea'ng.

Good reference.—A. PRO^TINU, 6, Ashford Raid, Feltham,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Under, where two or more are
kept).—Age 23 ; five years' experience Inside an^ Out

;

good character and references.— A. MOORE, Harrold's, Pulham
Mary, Norfolk.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; to help in

Kitchen and Flower Garden. Good character. Can
Milk.— P. C. BROOKER, Courtlands, Horley.

TNDIA or COLONIES.— Experienced Horti-
A culturist eeeks engagement as MANAGER or OVER-
SEER. Capable Manager of Men. Estates. Accounts, &c.
Knowledge of French, German. — Particulira, H0RTU3,
263, Haioton Street, Grimsby.

ROWER and PROPAGATOR.—Age 37;
life experience in Stove Plants and General Pot-stuff.

Ferns a specialty. Thirteen years' good reference.-W. M.,

6, High Street, Alpertoo, near Harrow.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER. — General
knowledge of all kinds of Ilirdy Stuff, &c. Good

reference.—P. C, Rose Cottages, 0ttershaw,\Chert3iy.

OREMAN or DECORATOR. — Age :.'4
;

eleven years' experience in Fruit and Plant Culture in

good establishments. Excellent referencep. Disengaged.

—

F. HARE, Upper Coombe, Shaftesbury, Dorset.

FOREMAN.—Age 27 ; three years in present
^situation as such. Can be highly recommended.—

JESSE JONES, Gardener, Terrace House, Southampt)n.

FOREMAN.—Age 28 ; life experience in Fruit,
Flowers, Palms, and Ferns. Could take charge of small

Nursery. Salesman if required.-HORTUS, 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; experienced in all

branches, including Orchids; four years in present

situation, seven ye^rs previous. Can be highly recommended.
—0. HARWOOD. The Gardens. Chat«worth, Derby,

FOREMAN.—Age 28; well up in Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Mushrooms, Chrysmthemum'", &c. Seeks

situation
;
good references.—State wagesto LAUBBBT, Wick,

Littlebampton, Sussex.

FOREMAN.—Age 27, Indoors or General.
Eleven years* practical experience in large establishments,

previously as Foreman ; good references.— Q., 9, Kitto Road,
Nunbead, London, S.E.

FOREMAN, in good establishment.—Age 25

;

ten years in good places. Good Decorator. Good refer-

ences. Disengaged.—A. GOODMAN, Cobham, Surrey.

FOREMAN and GROWER.—Practical expe-
rience in growing for Market; Grapes, Cucumbers,

Tomatos, Mushrooms, Palms. Ferns. Bedding Plants, Out
Flowers. &c —A., 310, London Road, Thornton Heath.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; nine years' experience
in all branohes ; three years in last place. Can be hi^thly

recommended.—H. R., Ivy Cottage, Leicester Road, New
Barnet.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First).—
Age 27 ; twelve years" experieoce in Fruit and Plant

Houses, Chrysanthemums, and General Work. Good refer-

encea.- A., 19, Falkner Street, Chester.

JOURNEYMAN; age21.—William Hkrne,
Hanbury Hall Gardens, Droitwich, will be pleased to re-

commend a strong, active
,
young man with seven years' ex-

perience in a garden.

JOURNEYMAN (Third), Fruit-houses pre-
ferred.—Four and a half yearn at Ketton Hall. Firdt-

elas9 testimoDiaia from Mr. Drabble and Mr. Divers, Belvoir

Castle, Grantham.—S. BUTCHER. Ketton, SUmford.

JOURNEYMAN, under ellioient Foreman.—
F. Blake would have much pleasure in recommending

J. Pitman, who has been in his employ for five years, as above.

Good kno%vledge of Plants. Orchids, and general work ; small
premium not objected to. Apply— F. BLAKE, Gardener,
Courdon Court, Coventry.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; eight
years' experience. Not afraid of work. Excellent refer-

ences from present and previous employers. Abstainer.

—

JAMES H0LLI3, The Gardens, Sindlesham Honse, Woking-
ham.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside and
Out.— Age 25; ten and a half years' experieoce. Good

refereoce.—E. SMITH, The Garden", Playden, Berkhamsted,
Herts.

JOURNEYMAN.—Frank Watmough, age
21, seeks situation as above. Excellent references. Four

years' experience from Coleshilt Garden and Mariahow Gar-
dens.—4, Singapore Terrace, Ealing Dean.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), age 20 ; five years'
experience.-C. Johnson, Warford Hall, Alderley Edge,

will be pleased to highly recommend F. Williams as above.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a good
establishment.—Age 21 ; good references. Abstainer.—

H. ALLEN. North Street, Petworth.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Oat).
—Age 22; three years in present place, five previous.

Good character. — J. BEAUCHAMP, Coweafield Gardens,
Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside), age 23. S. Millar,
Coalstone House Gardens, Haddington.— N. B. can

highly recommend S. JEANS as above. Good references; six
years' experience, clear Sept. 18.

TMPROVER.-^Mr. Johnson, The Gardens,
1- Forest Hall, Ongar, Essex, can thoroughly recommend a
good, strong, willing Youth. Has had two and a half ;ears
Inside and Out. Good character.

IMPROVER. — Respectable Youth, age 17.
Well recommended by Head Gardener. Three and a half

years* good character; abstainer. ~> CANDLES, Atherton
Grange, Wimbledon.

IMPROVER.— Situation wanted by a young
Man, age 22, Inside and Out, where he could improve,

himself. Near London preferred; under good Gardener.

—

W. WEST, Tawney Common, Epping.

TMPROVER.—Young Man (19), who has had
X four years* experience in the Seed department of a
Nursery, desires a situation as Improver.—H. C. THORNTON,
Clappers, Crawley, Sussex.

IMPROVER.—Respectable young man, age 18,
in good private place or Nursery. WdU recommended.

—

LONGLEY, Nurseryman, Faversham, Kent.

IMPROVER, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Head Gardener. Bushey House, Bushey, Herts, highly

recommends a strong young Man, age 18, as above. Three
years in present place.

PPRENTICE.—A Lady wishes to appren-
tice a boy to a Gardener. A small premium may be

postible. Age 10. Well recommended. — Misa MATHER,
St. Paul's Lodge. Clifton, Bristol.

MAN and WIFE seek situation ; Man as good
all-round GARDENER; Wife, irood plain Cook. Two

years* character, others if required. Man hai all tools. Left
laat situation through DO fault Country preferred. Now dis-

engaged.—A. PALLETT. IS. Seymour Place, Fulham Rd ,S.W

TO GARDENERS. — Yoang Man, age 21,
requires situation in a Gentleman's Garden, Inside and

Out. Can be well recommended.—J. KING, Capel Manor
Gardens, Horsmonden.

O GARDENERS. — Lady Mahgabkt
LiTTLFTON wishes to find a place under a first-rate Gar-

ilener for a boy of ItJ with a decided talent.—Cross Haye?,
Hoar Cross, Burton-on-Trent.

GARDENERS.—Situation wanted, by
young man (sge 26), fourteen years' experience in

Growing Palms and Stove Plants. Forcing Lilies, &c., Propa-
gatiDg.—S., 55, Seymour Place, W.

O GARDENERS. — Young Man, age 2Q,
seeks situation Inside and Out ; can be highly recom-

mended; bothy preferred.— G.* RICHA.RDSON, Ktngwould,
Dover.

^0 GARDENERS.—Any Gardener wanting a
JL thorough good, hardworking, young Man. age 18. for

Out*ide. or Inside and Out.—Apply to S. MOORE, Danbury
Park, Chelmsford, Essex.

NURSERYMEN and Others. — Young
Man. age 2S, seeks a situation. Well up in Market

Stuff ; also with knowledge of Landscape Work. — K.,

Swanley Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

TO NURSERYMEN.—CLERK: Book-keep-
ing. Correspondence, &c. ; willing to fill up time in

Florist's Department. Well up in Wreaths, Ac. Good
references.—C. H., 9h, Shakespeare Road. Acton. W.

TO FLORISTS.—Practical Man, age 28, seeks
re-engagement. Best and latest styles of Floral Work.

Used to entire charge. Satisfactory reference.—L. B., 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

HEAD SHOPMAN.—Energetic Man; over
sixteen years* experience in all branches. Highest

character and testimonials. Can invest capital. Disengaged
whensuited.—ApplySEED3.4l,WeUingtonStreet.3trand,W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Young man, age 24, of good
character, desires situation as ASSISTANT SHOPMAN

or CLERK (Shorthand).—Ajiply F. O., 41, Welliogton Street,

Strand, W.C.

CARPENTER wants situation on Estate.
Good all-round hand. Age 26

;
good references.—J. F.,

30, Upper Street, Rusthall. near Tonbridge Wells, Kent.

SEED WAREHOUSEMAN.—Seren years'

experience with present employers, first-class Scotch

Retail Firm, who will recommend. Age 27. Strong.

—

DAVID TAIT, 6, Summeihall Square, Edinburgh.

TO FLORISTS, &c,—Re-engagement wanted
by a young Lady (age 22). in Florist's or Fruiterer's.

Used to both businesses. Good references.—C. L.C., care of

Messrs. Drover b Son. Florists and Fruiterers, Ventnor, I.W.

FLORIST.—A young lady desires engagement
with good Florist. Well up in all branches of the trade

Two and half years' experience.—R. S., 98, Barnsbury Boad, N,
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byusingLe Fruitier

276 PRIZES
WERE RECENTLY

2 WON BY
GARDENERS^

IN
-% AT

< Shows

WOOD'S
CELEBRATED

PRIZE
MANURE

LE FRUITIER

In the 276 Prizes there were

146 FIRST PRIZES

91 SECOND PRIZES
And in additioa lo these

5 SILVER MEDALS,
X BRONZE MEDAL,

And the HIGHGiTB

10 GUINEA CHALLENGE GUP.

price: SAWPLETIN l/

71b2/6 r-ewt lo/
''

, Icwtl9/-

The Prize Manure
OWr USED ALL OVER THE WORLD. -^0!

SPECIAL OFFiB FOR THE SEASON.—To induce Gardeners to test and prove
the value of this remarkable Manure, we will deliver :

—

CARRIAGE

FRE E
With each order one bag

of our
Celebrated F'TtlUslng Moss

The paccesafal medium for

Plant Culture.

TRUTH.
Sach Uneollcited Letters as the following are continually reachlDg us:~

The Gardens. Poltimore Park. Exeter, July aS. 1896.
Dear Sirs,—Yours to hand, Vour Contimntal Wood- Wool is the finet packing material that I am acquaintid

wi h : sfft as silk, Peing aeked by a Fruiterer what it was, I had a pleasure in recommending it.

And now just another word for your Le Fmitier. It is some eight years since I commenced usirg it for fruit
trf 63, and still I have the same high opinion of it as I had the first year Itried it. I am gathering feaches from
a tree which is carrying 13J dozen fruitc, which for colour are perfection ; ^hile my noble employer tells me the
flavour is aU that can be wished for; this tree, with the others in the same house, has been fed with Le Fruitier,

As a m-.njtre for fruit trees it has no rquil. It promotes the growth of wood suitable for giving fruit, and also
produces leaves of a leathery texture : two very essential things in fruit growing. Applied to Vines, it produces
Grapes of splendid colour, with a hammered appearance in the berries which is very desirable in well-grown
Qr peg.— Yours truly, T. H. SL.^CE, Head Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Poltimore.

SPECIAL LOW QUOTATIONS for the following. Carriage Paid to any station in the United Kingdom.

FISH GUANO. {/n'A¥/r

25 TONS BLOOD and BONE MANURE
D ^\ KtCC * Meal, J-lnch to l-lnch for
DVi/l\llO.'( VINE BORDERS.

Send Name of Station— Sa^nple and Price per Seturn.

^^ Very Choice New Cutting of Splendid ORCHID PEAT.
Also Selected Square Turves for HARDWOOD and STOVE PLANTS.

LOAM. Rich Turfy Loam, full of Fibre, from 6s. 6<1. per Ton in Trucks
Free on

t Kail.

NOW IS THE TIME
TO rrsE

SPECIAL

AWN
MANURE

The un»E tisfactory state ol

the Gra's, in constqaeoce of

the cjntinued and fhenomenal

drougtt of the past season, has

had our contideration, and we
have prepared a Special Grass

Compost (Lawn Manure), the

value of which has already been

extensively proved by it^ bne-
iicial (ffects.

The early Autumn is the best

time for its administration, as

the Grasses are stimulated

bt f k)re the frost sets in.

Price, £3 10s. per ton.

F O. R.

DEMOXSlR.A.TIOMr
is within the reach of all, as we
will send a (-ample bag to ary

adireis for L*.

Send ft r our Catalogue.

For Hull, SF.LBy. Yoik, and North of Englanp.—From Stanton's Wharf, Tooley Str.et, Daily.
Fob Glasgow, West of Scotland, Belfast, a>d North of Ireland.—From Carron and London and Con-

tinental Steam Wharve!>, Lower East Smithfield, every Monday, Wednesday, Tbursdiy, and Saturday.

For Continental Forts and Channel Islands. — Fiom Foreign Steam
Wharves, Bi-weekly.

For Colonial and American Ports.—From Royal Albert Dock], W ekly.

N B.—Goods for Shipment must be in our hands > efore 9 a »., on the day before the advertised time of sailing.

33 SILVER A BRONZE MEDALS A DIPLOMAS OF MERIT AWARDED TO

W. WOOD & SON, Ltd.
( Inventors and Sole

( Manufacturers, HEAD OFFICE, WOOD GREEN, LONDON.

V^. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTE,ATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WAiK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications Bbould be addressed to the
Printed for the Proprietora by Messrs. BRADBtniY,

Harrt Oillard Cote, at the OfBce, 41, Wellingtoi

the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Offloe, 41,Wellingtaa Street, Oovent Oardeo, London, W.C. ' .'

mi, Aqnew, Bt Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by ESI
n Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satdrday, August 2!i, 1895. Agent for Manchester—Joh!< Heywood. B
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest,

H~ CANNELL AND SONS' AUTUMN
• CATALOGUE of BULBS. TKEE3, SEEDS—in fact,

it coDtaios prices and p&roiculars of nearly everything choicest
and cheapest of all likely to be required for tbe best-kept
garden during the season. We should be pleaeed to send it,

post-free, to all coming cxistomers.

SWANLEY, KENT.

Now Rea4y.

SUTTON'S BULB CATALOGUE for 1896.—
Beautifully Illustrated by Original Photograph-, and

containing accurate descriptions of the choicest varieties of

bulbous ll-Wdring root., with clear hinta on their successful

cultivation, the whole being bound in exquiaitely illuminated

covers.

SUTTON'S BULBS GKNUINK ONLY DIRKOT FROM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL
SEEDSMEN, READINQ.

CARNATIONS. — James Douglas begs to

announce that his CATALUOITE for Autumn, ISH I. and
Spring, 1897, is now ready. It contains descriptions of the

New Border and New Mdlmaison Carnations, with Cultural

Directions. SEEDLINQ CARNATIONS, beet strains, 2j. 6rf.

per dozen ; 25<. per 100. Catalogue post-free.

Edenside, Great Bookham, Surrey,

ARQE PALMS & DECORATIVE PLANTS.
Immense stock.

All siiea np to 30 feet for Sale or Eire

.

Inspection Invited. Prices on Application.

B. S. WILLIAMS AHD SON, Victoria and Paradise Nar-
series. Upper HoUoway. London. N.

SAMPLE FREE,—Write for Free Sample of
GARDEN KAPSELS (Permanent Garden Labels).

WILSON'S WORKS, Sutton St , Holloway Head, Birmingham.

ORCHIDS,—B, S. Williams^ Son have an
immense stock of cleaD, healthy plaDts at low prices.

An inspection inrited. Illustrated Catalogue post-free.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper HoUoway, London, N.

D^OBBIE'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
now ready, post-free on applicatioD, contain-* full Iiists

of newest and best Bulb?, Carnation?, Chryeanthemums, Her-
baceous Plants. Ba^es. Violae, Phloxes, Pyrethrums. Straw-
berries, Ac—DOBBIE k CO.. Florists to the Queen, Rothesay.

EARLY ROMAN HYACINTBS, Snowflake
and Doable Roman Polyanthus Narcissus, Lilinms can-

didum and Harrisii. all of beet qualities, &nd in excel'ent con-

dition for forciog purposes. See our Bulb Catalogue, No. 468,

post free on application.

DICKSUNS, Royal Seed Warebooae, CHESTER.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN. 1896. cow ready, contains Cultural

Directions and full descriptive details of their immeose Collec-

tions of New, Rare, and fine BULBS and PLANTS (10 i pages
in En.'lish) and will, as usual, be sent post free on applicatipn

to their Ageotf. Messrs. Mertknis & Co., 3. Cross Lane.
St. Mary-at-Hill. E.C. ; or themselves direct at Overveen,
neAT Haarlem. Holland.
N.B.—No connection with any other firm of the same name,

EACHES and NECTARINES.—Standard-
trained Fruiting Trees. ORIPS VINES, good solid

Canes ; worth a visit.

WILL TAYLEB, Hampton, Middlesex.

TERIS TREMULA, P. oristata, and P. major,
in fitore boxes. 3j. per lOO.-J. A O. STEVENS, Grove

and Clay Lane Nurseries, PInmatead Common.

OW is the TIME to PLANT GAILLAR-
DIAS. Pyrethnims, and otfcer Hardy Herbaceous Peren-
-Citalogueof KBLWAY andSON, Laogpon.Somerte-.

:N
nials.

KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
STRAWBERRIES, for Forcing or Garden Culture.

.GEORGE BUNYARD & Co., The Royal Nurseries. Maid&tone,
beg to intimate that their New Descriptive Catalogue ia now
ready, and may be hid post-free on application.

Tbe largest and.best stock in the.Trade.

WANTED, GERANIUxM CUTTINGS.—
Henri Jacoby, Mr. John Gibbon, West Brighton Gem,

Queen of the Whites Improved, Ac, Offers, with price
per 1000. to—
WEBB & BRAND (late CHiTER). Nurseries, Saffron Walden

ANTED, CUTTINGS of H. Jacoby,
Vesuvius, Bronze, and Silver-edged GEBANICMJ,

at once.—J. H. & A . MAT , Hope Nurseriea. Bedale, Yorks.

wANTED, Jacoby, \esnviu8, and Bronze
GERANIUM CUTTINGS. Price to—

HEAD GARDENER, Blvedon, Thetford.

\X7ANTED, SPECIAL TRADE OFFERS
V T for supplying quantities of White Romans, Narciss,

F^'scintbs, Tulips, Gladiola. &c.
VICTORIA FLORAL HALL, lA,

Good quality Bnlbs.-THE
William Street, Wesmouth.

WANTED, well- rooted STRAWBERRY
RUNNER5.—1000 Royal Sovereign, 1000 Sir J. Paxton.

500 President, 600 Vicomteste, Also 100 ABUMJ. Sample
plants and lowest price for rash, &o.

JAUE3 MORLAND, Glastonbury.

Plant Now.
BARR'S Beactiful Hardy DAFFODILS,

"That come before the swallow dares, and tie
The winds of MaTch with beautf."

Barr's Daffodil Catalogue (accompanied by a coloured plate of

seven beautiful D.-ff jflils) free on application.

Barr'sSpring'llowering Bulbs are of the fiaest quality. Send
for Cataloguo, free on application.

BARR & SON, 12 & 13. King Street. Coveot Garden. London.

Table Plants.

DRAC^NAS, CROTONS, ARALIAS,
CO:OS. GEOSOMAS. &c.

HanddOtce Plants for Table Decoration.

B. S WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nuneiies.
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

pLEARANCE^^ALE of ORGHIDSl—
vy Owing to the enormoiia succets of the West's Patent
Orchid lil,•^kels, we offer our vibole stock at the great reduc-

tion of 20 per cent. < ff Catalogue.
LEEDS ORCHID CO., Ronndhay, Leeds.

HURST AND SON have received fine samples
of ROMAN HYACINTHS in all sizes. Speiill prices

on application.
HURST & soy, SeeJ Warehouse, 162, Houodsditch, London,

ASPARAGUS PLUM03US NANUS.—For
Sale, surplus Stock [of very strong clumpf, planted out.

Price and particulars upon applicaiioo.

WM. WHITELEY, The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath.Uxbridge,

EUCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32'8, some
thTowingupflawer-spikes. 30j. per doz. W inter- floi^ering

CARNATIONS.in488, splendid Bluff, 12s doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in 43's, extra bushy, 10s. per doz. Samples and nanies on
application. -WaLSHAW and SON, Sjarboiough.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantify,
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonias

at Temple Show. Exhibition of 2 bcres in bloom till end of

September, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid
Kent, S.E.K. A visit solicited.—JOHN R. BOX, Croydon.

\/fACROZAMIA DENISONII, the only plant
ivA known to have flowered ; spike of same pieserted at

K w- a very fioe plant. Al^o large Spscimen plants of

GLORI03UM SUPKRRUM and GBANDIFLOBA. Piio! on
application.—HENRY JAMES, CastleNnrsery, WestNorwcod.

OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Prepared Runners from Maidea Plants :

—
Thury. Paxton, President, and others.

Sample pacbet. 6d ; 10^». is. 6d., carriage paid for cash. List.

W. LOVEt AND SON, Strawberry Farm, Dritfield.

FeroB—Ferns.

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE.—Pteris
tremula, cristata, serrulata, compacta. alba lineata,

hastate, cretica. argyrea, Mijii, and Lygodium j'lponica ;

good thick Stuff in thumbs ready for repotting. Price per

100, \it.\ per 1000. £i 10s.— R. PENQELLY, Nurseryman,
Dyson's Lane, Angel Road, Upper Edmonton, N.

•fin nnn EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
«JV/i)V/\J\J all splendid bjshy plants.—GREEN : IJ in.

toloin.. at 30». per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40». per lOO :

18 in. to 21 in , at 55j. per 100; 21 in, to 21 in., at 75s. p:r ICO ;

25 in. to 40 in. at ipecial prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 ir., at 3s. to 8«. per dozen, Caih with

order. J. J CLARK, Goldstone, Biighton.

New Catalogues.

CHARLES TUENEU'.S Descriptive LIST of
CARNATIONS, PICOTKES, PINKS. &c.. *c.. is now

ready. It contains many Novelties now beicg distributed for

the first time, and which have gained numerous Certificates.

A CATALOGUE of DUTCH and OTHER BULBS.
Also the New ROSE. FRUIT TREE, & SHRUB CATALOaUE.

All the above will be sent post free on application.

THE ROYAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH,

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government. Admiralty Dept.. War Dept. , Royal Bort. Soc.

,

Royal Botanic Soc.. Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees » f

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King'sRoad . Chelsea. S.W

.

Telegraph Address "Hortulanus.London."Telephone, Ko.8728.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

'

CENTRAL AUCTION R00M3 and ESTATE OFFICES, 67 and 68, CHEAPSIDK. E.G. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Hall Place. Bexley, Kent-
About 15 minutes' walk from Bexley Railway Station.

CLBA.RANCE SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS. GARDEN UTENSILS. FARM IMPLEMENTS,
HAY, PONY-CARRIAGE, and other effects, by order of

Mrs. Jewell, who is giviogupthe Gardens and Farm-land.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION on the Premises. Hall Place,

Bexley, Kent, on TUESDAY NEXT, September 8. at 12o'Clock
precisely, in consequence of the large number of lots, the
whole of the well-grown Plants, consisting of Azaleas, Camel-
lias, Bouvardias, Primulas, Cyclamens, Begonias, Gloxinias,

30t) Crotonsand Palms of sortp, Dracieoas. Maidenhair Ferns,
Euchiris, about 60 Orchids; also, the Garden Utensils and
Farm Implements. Haymaking-machines, Harrows, Ridgtog-
plough, Small Fire engine, Flower-pots, Seed-pane. Hose-reel
and 180 feet Hose, 2 Mowing-machines, Garden-roller, 5 5-feet

Garden -seats, IJ Acre of Potatos and Mangels. Ladders, Oil-

cake-crusher, Chaff-cutter, Stack of Hay, 1895 Crop ; capital
Rick-cloth, with Poles, Ropes, and Pulley; Weighing-
machine, Grey Pony and Set of Harness, nearly new Tip-cart.

Dog-kennels, Horse-clothing, nearly new Landau by Morgan,
and Single-seat Brougham by Barker, GaWanised-iron Tanks,
and many other effects.

Maybe viewed the day prior and morning of Sale. Cata-
logues may be had of the Head Gardener on the Premises,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuerfi, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, £.0.

The Mill Lane Nursery, Cheshunt. Herts.
IMPORTANT TRADE SALE of thousands of unusually well-

grown Winter and Spring-Howering HEATHS. FERNS,
CARNATIONS, and ROSES, by order of Mr. E. Rochford.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises as

above, on THURSDAY NEXT, Sept. 10, at half-past 11 o'Clock
precisely,

30,000 WINTER and SPBINa-
FLOWERING HEATHS,

including Hyemalis, Hyema'is alba, gracilis, ventiicosus,
Cavendishii, Wilmoreana, and others.

Cyclamen persieum, in 4.O0O Carnations, consisting of

Miss Joliffe Improved,
Mad. Therftse Franco,
Malmaison, &c.

Climbing Roses, Mar^-
chal Niel and Gloire
de Dij)n, extra strong

Asparagus plumosus
Clematis, Ampelopais

Boronias, Greenhouse Rhododendrons. Ficus Lord Penzmce,
new Sweet Briars, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be
bad on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67
and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C.

48-pots
Adiantum elegans, in 60-

pots
5,000 Genistas, in 48-pot8
6.0UO Maidenhair Ferns
6,000 Ferns, in variety
2,000 Solanuma

Enfield Hlgbway. N.
TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL TRADE SALE of STOVE

and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John MaUer to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, the Brimsdown Nurseries, Green Street,
Enfield Highway, N., almost adjacent to the Brimsdown
Station, G.E.R., on TdURSDAY. September 17. at U o'Clock
punctually, owing to the large number of lots, about—

60.000 Remarkably Well-grown
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

mostly in No. 48 pots, and tit for immediate Sale,
consisting of

—

20,000 "Winter - Flowering HEATHS,
including Hyemalis, Gracilis, Wilmoreana, Cavendishii, Ven-

tricosa, Perspicua, erecta. &c.

3500 TEA B0SE3, in pots,
including Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, climbing Niphetos,
L Ideal, Rcire d'Or, W. A. Richardson, Mdme. Moreiiu, climbing
Perle des Jardins, Bridesmaid, Reine Marie Henriette, The
Bride, Sunset, Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, Qraziella, Catherine
Mermet, Beaute Inconstant, Mdme. de Watteville. Perle des
Jardins, Maman Cochet. Niphetos, Mdme. Pierre Cochet, La
France, Augustine Guiooisseau, Mdme. C. Testout, &c., &c.
Also Pauls' Carmine Pillar. Alister Stella Gray,

and TuRNER'8 Crimson Rambler.

5000 SOLANUMS, large, & well-berried.
1000 Ferns. P. tremula. Poly-

i 300 Canna, Mdme. Crozy, and
podiums, &c.

2000 Geraniums, new and
choice varieties

4000 Genista fragrans
1000 Hydrangea Hortensis
1000 Palms
1000 Greviilea robusta
400 Ficua elasticus

Reine Charlotte
1000 Bouvardias, to name
2000 Calla aethiopica
600 Epacris, to name
500 Begonias, Mdme, Char-

rat, &c.
500 Poinsettias
600 Ivy-leavea, new varieties.

Large quantities of Passifioras, Ampelopsis Veitchii, Taxo-
nias, Stephanotis, Allamandas. Bougainrilleas, Asparagus,
Pandanus Veitchii, Crotons, Aralias, Oarex, Eulalia japonica.
Carnations, Primula verticillata, Genista elegana. New Chrya-
anthemums, &c. ; also small Heaths, Genistas, and Aralias, in
No. 60 pots, for growing on.
Helenium superbum, and Violet Princess of Wales, and

others.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be
had on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C.
N.B.—The whole of the Stock la in first-rate condition. The

Erica^ and Solanums are unquestionably the finest lot offered
at this Nursery for many years ; the former being very well set
or flower, and the Solanums large and well-berried.

Sldcup, Kent, S.E.
About ten minutes' walk from the new Eltham (late Pope

Street) Station, S. E. Railway.

FIFTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE OF
WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS.

Particularly well grown, and beautifully set with flower.
Also. ROSES and other Stock, forming together one of
the largest and best collections of plants ever offared by
Auction,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTIOK, on the premises, The Longlands

Nursery, Sidcup, S.E., about 10 minutes' walk from the new
Eltham (late Pope Street Station), S.E K., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, September 9, and also on FRIDAY, September 18, at
11 o'clock each day, owing to the large number of lota, by
order of Messrs. Gregory & Evans, an enormous quantity of
unusually well-grown plants, comprising nearly

60,000 WINTER and SPBING-
TLOWEEING HEAT 33,

in the beat possible condition, particularly well set with
flowar-buda, and unsurpassed in the Trade, including :

—

8,005 Erica hyemalis
2.00O „ „ alba
2,000 „ Cavendishii

8,000 Erica gracilis

2,000 ,, Wilmoreana
1.000 ,, coccinea minor

3,000 „ magnifica

An unusually grand lot of

10,000 CLIMBING ROSES,
in 24, 32, and 48-pot8, exceptionally well grown, and no doubt

the finest ever offered at this Nursery ;

5,000 BOUVARDIAS, best varieties; 5.000 SOLANUMS
FIOUS, Double PRIMULAS, ARALIA SIEBOLDI,

25,000 FERNS,
in 33, 48, and 60-pota, all well-furnished planta, and best

leading varieties, and other Stock,
May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premisea, an!

of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 6S, Cheapside, E.C.
N.B.—The stock of plants this season will be Found well up

to their usual siandarJ. special attention bein^ invited to
the Heaths, Rosea, and Ferns, which are undoubtedly the best
ever offered at this Nursery.

Soutb Woodford.
Near George Lane Stati"0, O.K. Railway.

UNRESERVED ANNUAL SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nurseries,

South Woodford, Essex, on WEDNESDAY. September 16, at
10 for 11 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. .Tohn Fraser (with-
out reserve), in consequence of the number of lots —

MANY THOUSANDS OF
WINTER-FLOWERING & other PLANTS

including:

—

200 Marecbal Niel Boies,
10 to 13 feet

1,000 Tea-scented Roses, in
pots

1,000 Climbing Roses, in pots,
including Crimson
Rambler

1,070 Deutzia gracilis, estab-
lished in po'.s for
earliest forcing

10,000 Bouvardias, including
all the best sorts for
cutting

5,000 Solanums, beautifully
berried

1,000 CeanothuB in variety

15,000 Erica hyemalis
2,0j0 Erica caffra

1,000 Tree Carnations
4,000 Erica gracilis

5.000 Genista fragrans
10,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii, 4

to 5 feet

2,000 Lap.igeriaroseasuperbi
6,000 Cyclamen persieum

(Fraser's superb strain)
2.000 Passiflora, Constance

Elliott and coerulea
6,000 Variegated and other

Ivies

5,000 Clematis Jackmanii and
other best named sorts

Together with considerable quantities of ARAUCARIA EX-
CELSA, MAGSOLIA (JRANDIFLORi. LONICERAS of sorts,
Scarlet TRUMPET HONEtSUCKLES. Hardy FUCHSIAS,
White JASfiUNES of sorts; also, a large numl)3r of small
ERICAS, for growing on; and several lots of fine stroog-
rtowering Bulbs of NARCISSUS H0R3FIELDI, fine for cut-
ting, together with a few lots of the beautiful RHODODEN-
DRON ROSAMOND, well set ; fine plants of R. PONTICUM,
fuU of buds, and EUONYMUS fit for potting.

Also a few lots of HEMEROCALLIS AURANTIACA
MAJOR, without doubt the best hardy plant recently
introduced.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, b7 and 68,
Cheapside. E.O., and Leytonstone, E.
N.B.—The planta offered in this Sale are of superior quality.

They have been grown in New Qreenhouses. in the pure air
of Epping Forest, and cannot fail to give purchasers entire
satisfaction.

EVERY DAY.
DUTCH BULBS.
IVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
iSX SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67
and «8, Cheapside, London, E.G., EVERY DAY, at 12 o'clock
each day, large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from
Holland, received direct for Unreserved Sale, Lotted to suit
the Trade and Private Buyera; together with white ROMAN
HYACINTHS, paper - white NARCISSUS, SNOWDROPS,
apeoial TDLIPS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Avenue Nursery, Baxley Heitb, Kent,
Adjoining Bexley Heath Station, South-Eastern Railway.

SECOND ANNUAL TBADE SALE of beautifully - grown
GREENHOUSE and other PLANTS, by order of Messrs.
P. H. & J. Cooper.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCriON, on the Premises, as above, on

FRIDAY NEXT, September 11, at 13 o'Clock precisely, without
reserve

—

10,000 ROSES,
including

600 Catherine Mermet
500 Perle des Jardins
45) W. A Kichirdson
500 Mareohal Niel
500 The Bri .'e

2,000 Gloire deDlj in
1 OOO Niphetos
500 Turner's Crimson Ram-

bler
2l)0 climbing Perle des Jardins
250 Souvenir d'tjn Ami

mostly in 3J-pot3. some in 21-pots ; alsD climbing Devoniensis,
L*Ideal, Sunset, and many other well-known and favou-ite
varieties.

2,500 TREE and OTHER CARNATIONS,
consisting of Mra Maore. Germinia. Annie DougUs. Djrothv,
Alice Ayres, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Uriah Pike, Malmiisoo. &c.
1,100 Clematis, leading sorts
2,500 Solanum'', line plants,

well berried
500 Asparagus plumosus

nanus, in 4S-pota
250 Asparagus tenuissi-

mus, in ;j!-pots
20,000 Ferns, in 60-pots
2,000 Genistas, in 48 pots

2,500 Pinks. H-r Mijesty
2,000 Erica Wilmoreana, in

48-pots
500 Erica hyemalis, in

48-pota
1,200 Erici hyemalis. in

60-pota
3,000 Erici Wilmoreana, in

60 pots

Alto Ficus elastica, Ficus elastica variegata, Crotons and
other plants.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues miy
be had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton.
ELEVENTH GREAT ANNUAL UNRESERVED TRADE SALE

of POT PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. H. B. May toSBLL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton,
on MONDAY, September 14, at 11 o'clock punctually (there
being upwards of 1600 lots), an unusually well-grown Stock,
consisting of

—

TEA ROSES IN POTS,
The grandest lot ever offt-red, including extra strong well-
ripened plants oE M. Niel, W. A. Richardson, Climbing
Niphetos, Climbing Perle de^ Jardins, Crimson Rambler (extra
fine stock of this new pillar Rose, and other sorts for forcing).

FERNS, many thousands in various sizes.

TREE CARN ATIO NS,
including choice new varieties. Primrose Uay. W. Robinson,
H. Gibbons, Uriah Pike, Winter Cheer, Mids Joliffe Improved,
and other best winter-flowering sorts ; also large quantities of
Germania, Gloire de Nancy, &c.
KOUVAKDIAS, large quantities of all the beet sorts

ERtCA HYEaiALIS, very fine stuff FI ;U3 ELASTICA
VARIEGATA. CROTONS, a splendid lot of beautifully-
coloured plants. VINES and strong Canes of Muscat of
Alexandria and Gros Oolmar. STRAWBERRY plants. Stevens'
Wonder and Royal Sovereign, in pots. PALMS, consisting of
fiae specimens of Kentias, Arecas, Cocos. Latanias, &c. ; also
great quantities of smaller plants. GENISTAS, unusually
fine bushy stuff. S0L4.NUMS, bushy, and well berried.
Cyclamen, Double Primulas, Gardenias, Poinsettias. Azaleas,
Camellias, and other useful lowering plants. Hydrangeas,
Lapagerias. Ampelopsis; and Passilioraa, Clematis Jackmani,
and other leading sorts.

IVIES, choice variegated sorts.

Aspidistras, Araucaria excelsa, Ficus elastica. Aralias, and
a great variety of other useful flowering and foliage plants.
Large (luantities of small Genistas, Ac, for growing on.
May De viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, I<ondon, E.C.

Lea, Kent, S.B.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE, to commence punctually at
11 o'clock, there being upwards of 1,600 lots to sell in the
one day.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer and Sons, to sell by

Auction on the premises, the Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee,
Kent, S.E.. adjoining Lee Railway Station, S. K. Railway, on
TUESDAY, September 15, at U o'clock precisely, without
reserve, a remarkably well-grown stock of

WINTER-BLOOMINa HEATHS
AND OTHER

STOVE and GRfciENHOUSE PLANTS
Consisting of :—

15.000 Erica hyemilis
gracilis

Cavendishii
vertricosa ofsorts
caffra

set with bloom-

2.000
1,000 „
1,000 „
700 ..

All well
buds,

1,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii
1,500 Epacris (to name)
1,000 B3ronia megastigma
and others

500 Greviilea robusta
6,000 Genistas

{Continued on next page.)

4,000 Solanum capsicastrum

,

well berritd
1.000 Adiantum cuneatum
1,400 Lomaria gibba
600 Tea Roses (in pots)

3.000 Bouvardias (of sorts)
1,000 Cocos Wedelliana
1,000 Cyclamen persieum
600 Crotons, beautifully
coloured

2.090 Tree Carnations
500 Asparagus tenuissimus
and plumosa nana
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and a fiae lot of Stephanotls floribuoda, Q^ardeDlas, Myrtles,
Abutilons, Dipladenias, HydraDgeas, with a larfte quantity of

youDfc Ericas, Uyemalis and other varieties, Qenistas, and
Aralia Sieboldi, all in 60-pot8 for growing on.

The stock may now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on
the premises; at the Seed Warehouse, 61, High Street, Lewis-
ham . and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London. E.C.
N.B.—IntendiDg purchasers are invited to inspect the stock,

which isnnususlly well-grown. The'Heaths are especially fine,

all varieties being well tet for bloom. The Genistas are all

tine bashy plants, and the Tree Carnations are also particularly
good. __^_^^__^__^_____

Friday Next, September 11.

NEW HYBRID OBCHIDS of fine quality, from a Continental
Grower, including

2 L^LIO-CATTLEYA x VKLUTINA ELEGANS, a grand
flower, with large crimson labellum streaked with white.

3 L^ELIO-CATTLEYA X ANDREANA (C. bico'.or x L.-C.
elegans), a charming novelty, with glowing magenti-
crimson lip, edged with white.

1 splendid plant of LiELIOCATTLEYA x SALLIERIT, a
Urge blush-white flower, with frilled light purple front

to the lip.

3 L-ELIO-CATTLEYA X CORBEILLENSIS (C. Loddigesii x
L. pumila marginata).—The plants are very vigorous and
desirable in every respect.

AIeo 3 plants of the rare large white and purple AERIDES
CYLINDRICUM.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their SALE on FRIDAY NEXT,

at half-past 12 o'clock.
On view morning of Sale, and Citalogues had.

Friday Next. Septttnber 11.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Centrol Sale' Rooms. 67 and

68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT, Sept. U, at
Half past Twelve o'Clock—

By order of Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans.
VARIED SELECTIONS of IMPORTED ORCHIDS, including

Lgelia Dormaniana, Saccolabium ^iganteum, an Aorides
species, a Vanda species, Cattleya velutina, and Atjrides
craselfolium.

A CATTLEYA SPECIE9, from the neighbourhood of Rio.
The Plants here offered are the unsold lots from our Sale
of August 28. Our collector wrote so strongly of this
type, they are so distinct-looking, and we believe such an
altogether good variety, that we have decided to again
offer these Plants, and without any reserve ; Sophronitis
grandifiorfl,Cymbidium lowianum, Anguloa Clowesii,and
Dendrobium infundibulum.

CYPRIPEDIUM mVEUM.—The biflorum type from the Tam-
belan Islands. The finest of all. ot«d for the large size
and satiny, whiteness of the flowers and the abundance
with which they are produced. C. niveum is now very
scarce and almost impossible to obtain; niveum hybrids
are among the daintiest and mobt valuable of all.

DENDROBIUM NOBILE, LANG TANG VAR.—From the dis-
trict.'which has yielded so many rare and valuable varieties,
Amesiee, Sanderee, Sanderianum, Ballirianum. Rolfiae,

grandiflorum majus, &c., &c.

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR.T:. -Distinct varied-looking
plants of the very finest Pacho type.

The contents of a small case of MIXED ORCHIDS.
{Continued on nert column.)

PHALiEHOPSIS VIOLACEA VAB, FROM BORNEO, in
splendid order. Flowers rich amethyst purple shading
into yellow. Grows in any stove.

PHAL.EWPSIS ESMERALDA,:fifteen;to twenty five blossoms
varying in colour from brilliant amethyttt to crimson and
pink, borne on erect spikes); moat fioriferous, and invalu-
able for florists and decorative work.

CYPRIPEDIUM EXUL.—Extra strong leafy plants of this
useful and attractive species.

DENDROBIUM THYRSIFLORUM, &c.
ANOTHER PROPERTY.—Cattleya Aclandire, Cypripedium

Roezlii, Anguloa Ruckerii sanguinea, Odontogloasum
crispum, yellow var.. Ada aurantiaca, sp'endid specimen

;

Peristeria elata, fine specimen, &c. Sec.
Al£0 one fine plant in bud of VANDA SANDERIANA.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday, September 18.
DELVES HOUSE COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

YTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
JJX received instructions from Mrs. T. P. Watson, Delves
Hou*e. Streatham. to SELL by AUCTION at their Central
Sale Rooms, 67 |and 6S, Cheapside, London, E.O., on FRIDAY
September 18. at half past 12 o'clock, without reserve, the
whole of the above collection of Orchids.

Fuller particulars will appear next week.

Fifty NurserleB. Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS"
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER oonUins fall parti-

oularsof the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.G.

THE SELLY HILyOLLECTION of ORCHIDS.

Messrs. CHAELESWOETH & CO.
Have great pleasure in announcing that they have purchased the entire COLLECTION of ORCHIDS formed by

Charles "Winn, Esq., The Uplands, Selly Hill, Birmingham.

Mr. Winn is one of the oldest Amateurs, having been forming his Collection for over thirty years, during which
time he has brought together one of the choicest and most select lot of plants ever seen.

The Collection is up to date in Novelties, and is especially rich in

CATTLEYAS, Li^LIAS, CYPRIPEDIDMS, DENDROBIUMS

ODONTOGLOSSUMS, & MASDEVALLIAS, both species & hybrids.

'

Messrs. CHARLESWORTH and CO. are preparing a CATALOGUE of the PLANTS, and will shortly

distribute the same to all their friends and patrons. Any one desiring a copy whose name is not on their books,
will be supplied on application.

THE PLANTS WILL BE ON VIEW FROM SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

CHARLESWORTH & CO., Heaton, BRADFORD.
OCTOBER 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, & 24, 1896.

^
CHARLES NOBLE has directed Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS

TO SELL, UNDER THE HAMMER, HIS LONG LIFE'S SELECTION OF

RHODODENORONS, GHENT AZALEAS, AND OTHER NURSERY STOCK,
PRACTICALLY UNRIVALLED IX NUMBER AND QUALITY.

There are also about 10,000 Standard Apples of approved kinds, and various Hardy Shrubs and Trees, too niuncrous to
mention in an advertisement.

BACSHOT, AUGUST, 1896.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,

and THURSDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S. King Street,

Covent Garden, on MONDAf NEXT, and THREE FOLLOW-
ING DAYS, September 7-10, at half-past 11 o'clock precisely,

GRAND IMPOKTATIONS of DUTCH BULBS,
jast received in splendid order, from well-known Nur-erymen,
and specially lotted to suit all Bayers, 100.000 FREESCA
REFRACTA ALBA, Early White ROMAN BYACINTHS,
Paper.white NARCISSUS GRANDIFLOKA. LILIUM CAN-
DIDUM and other BULBS from France ; LILIUM HARRISI,
rare NARCISSUS, SNOWDROPS, IBIS, &c.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY 7 ILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has arranged with several of the first Nur-erymen

ia Holland to Continuously Supply his Sales, during the
present season, with only really First-class Bulbs, of the best
quality.

WANTED to RENT, near ?ood Town, PRI-
VATE GARDEN, or SMALL NUBSKRY, wilh good

Glass and Dwelling house.—G, S., Bolton Boad. Chorley,
Lioca&hire.

WANTED to RENT, a SMALL NUR-
SERY, 600 to 800 feet Glass. No stock.- X. Y., 41,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, to RENT, a NURSERY, with
option of Purchase, ICOO to 2)00 feet run of Glass,

Cottage, and about an Acre of Land. No Stock.
Apply, with full particulars, ALPHA, care of Mrs. Heath,

News Agent, Cheshunt Street, Cheshunt, Herts.

To Market Gardeners and Otliers.

FOR SALE, a Freehold six-roomed DWEL-
LINO-HOUSB, and about 600 feet run of GLASS, all

well heated. Close to Market Town ; i:9 miles from London.
Apply, H. B., Iddo Lodge, Rainsford Road, Chelmsford, Esiez.

HADLEIGH,^ SUFFuLK. — TO BE Dis-
posed OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Glass Erections, & J., of above NUR'iERY. comprising about
1| acres of Lind, convenient D WELLINQ-HOUSE, Packing
and Potting Sheds, SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about
nineteen yenrs unexpired. Rent £27, No other Nurf^ery
within several miles. P. ice £150. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, GraTesend.

NURSERY and JOBBING BUSINESS for
SALE, in one of best suburbs of London, comprising

about 500 ftet run of houses. All in good order, and quantity
of- Pits. Lease 80 years to run, at £'..5 105. ground rent.
Doing good business. Price, as it stands. £100.

M. C, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

THE VINERIES, WOKINGHAM, BERKS.
This Business TO BE LET, 300 feet run of Glass-houses.

Stock at valuation. Five years' unexpired Lease.
Apply to owner, W. BIRMINGHAM, address as above.

FLORISTS. — North
; good position. Very

low rent. Dissolution of partnership cause of selling.
Apply, 100, St. George's Avenue, Tufnell Park, N.

19 MILES from COVENT GARDEN,
^^^ 5 Acres, of which 2 Acres are walled- in with ample
Fruit. Glass, 530 feet run, including Peach houses, Vineries,
&c. New dwelling. Low rent. Remainder of Lease. Imme-
diate possession. About £450.

H., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

LET, small NURSERY, or MARKET
GARDEN, close to station.

Address 8. A., Primrose Nursery, Fordham, Cambs.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St, Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

SPROUTING SHOOTS of MAY-FLOWERS
offered for the season at the lowtst prices of the day.

J. OSTKRWOHLT. Exporter, bei den Pumpeo. 31, Hamburg.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; moat productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, bs.

R. AND O. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Soutbgate, N. Established 1797.

STRAWBERRIES.—A fine collection of the
best varieties can be supplied. Orders thould be booked

now. Descriptive CATALOGUE poit free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON, Sawbridgeworth.

(MNERARIA PLANTS for Sale,—Strong,
\J healthy, well established in 48 pots; 12 inches across.
3j. per dozen. — WOBRALL, Manager, Alexandra Park
Nurseries, Muswell Hill, London.

^Uilamef
FORCING BULBS

Well Ripened and Heavy Bulbs or

KOMAN HYACINTHS, Early White,
from J ro f , inch, m circomference. lijo it 15/-perlO0.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS, from 5 to
ti inches in circumference, t*/- per 100.

DOUBLE KOMAN NARCISSUS, from
5 to 6j inches in ciicum''e'ence. P/- per 100.

LILIUM CANDIDUM, Pure ^Yhite, extra
stroDjr. Early orders solicited. 1?/- per 100.

LILIUM HABRISII, very fine Bulbs.
6/-, 7/), 10/6. and 12/- per dczen.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jun., Haarlem,
• Ho'lanl. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBEKRAD AND SON, 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.C.
N.6.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

\TALMAISONS.— Princess of Wales (deep
i-r-i. Pink), beautifully Clove-ecented (the tiueen of Malmai-
sons for cut flowers and decorations), fine plants, 12,«. perdoz.

;

Malmaisons, Blush, 9j. per doz. BORDER CARNATIONS
(Selfs), Picotees, Flakes, and Bizzares, the finest named vars.

extant, my selection, 6s. per dozen.
CHA8. A. YOUNG, Floral Nursery, West Derby nr. Liverp ol.

To the Tride.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to offer a very
• extensive and unusually well-srown Stcck of ERICAS

(Byemalisand the other varieties) j EPuCKlS. SOLANUMS,
GENISTAS, CVCLAMEN, DOUBLE WlITE PRIMULAS,
BOUVARDIAS, of sorts ; ADIANTUM CtlNEATUM, and other
FERNS; PALMS, in variety: GREVILLEA ROBUSTA,
ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS,SVEPHANOTIS, DIPLADENIAS,
FICUS EL iSTICA, CBOTONS, TREE CARN ATIO NS of sorts ;

TEA ROSES in pots ; BORONIAS of sorts ; VINES in pots, &o.
An inspection is invited.

Trade Catalogues forwarded on applicition.

The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will bo held on Tuesday,
September 1.5.

Burnt Ash Boad Nurseries. Lee. S.E.

CARNATIONS I PINKS
IN GREAT VARIETY.

CATALOGUES on appUcalion.

LAING & MATHER,
By Special Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

Appoistment. KELS 0-0 W-T weed.
TO THE TRADE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
AL.'^O

SEEDS of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERING
SHRUBS and CBEE3, obtaiuab.e from

MIMMO AND BLAIR,
Seed Merchants and Seed Grower, Dunedin, New Zealand,

London Agency :—W. G. INNE3 and CO. 22, St. Mary Axe.
Catalogues Exchangp;d.

For Outdoor & Indoor Culture
Large Collections of all the very Best Varieties oT

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

Irises, Lilies, &c.
Oiily the very best supplied. Prices extremely moderate.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.

EXHIBITION.

FOLKESTONE CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

GRAND EXHIBITION, November 10, 11,1896. £1(0 and
Six N. C. S. MEDALS in PRIZ ES, open to all England Prizes
to Gardeners' Societies in Kent. BRONZE JUBILBE MEDAL
N. C. S. for Best Bloom in Show, Japanese or Incurved.
Judgt8:--Mr. George Gordon, Kew ; Mr. Richard Dean.
SecretaryN. C. S. Schedules sent on receipt of address. All
prizes won, guaranteed.

T. J. HARRISON. ) „ „
W. H. HAMMERTON, )

'*'"'• *"'
3, Canterbury Eoad, Folkestone.

K
Palm Seeds-Plant Now.

ENTIAS, SEAFORTHIAS, CORYPHAS,
PHCEVIX, COOOS, and others, UO in variety to name

as samp'e, sent free, 2i. 6d. ; 500 ditto, 9s. ; 1000 do 16s
Trale pnco per 1000 or 10.000 on application.
MOkLE and CO., The Conservatories, Finohley Road, N.W.

STRAWBERRIES. — STRAWBERRIES.—^ 11 acres.
ROYAL SOVEREIGN, rooted runners, 25j. par 1 OCO
STEVENS' WONDER, „ „ IDs. per 100 '

EMPEROR WILLIAM, „ „ 16s. per 100.
Catalogue of these in pots, and all other linde in cultivation

sent post free.—H. CANNELL and SONS, Swanley, Kent. '

r)UTCli BULBS-DUTCH BULBS.
-*-^ Presently we offer :—
AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS MAXtMUS, splendid stronij

plants, 12s. per 100. lOOs. per 1000.
FER8ARIA FIG8IDIA, 3hs. per 1000.
ARUM (CALLA) ALBA MACULATA, 5l. per 105.

,. ., HASTATA, Is. 6rf. each.
SPIR.EA ASriLBOIDES FLOEIBUNDA, 18s. per 100, 170»

per 1000.

All other miscellaneous Bulbs and Plants in large quantities
in stock. Apply to P. VAN TIL, Warmond, Holland.

VALUABLE ORCHIDS.
About SO.O fine Specimtns of RARE ORCHinS hss just

arrived, in splendid condition,;!n;'Europe, of which a great
many have been gathered in bloom by an experienced Ci Hector,
from quite new localities. A great number are natural hybrids,
and unii|ue Odontoglossums ; they h ive been painted by him,"
Aho, there are over fifty amongst (hem that will be guaranteed
unique types, and not existing in Europe—in all about 1000
OdODtoglots. The best of Oocidiums. rare varieties; Cattleya
Pyata; (after locality), (he new labiata April-tUwering Cat-
tleya, Cattleya labiata, wiih its wonderful varieties. Some
of these are with over 100 bulbs.
Azulea, the finest Cattleya in tlie world, large plants, but

only a limited number; they were collected in bloom, and
there are also pure whites amongst lh>m There is also a new
variety of Cattleya autumnalis, which flowers in its native
country at Christmas; I irg.) sepals and petals, dark cr.mijn-
red. Also an unique Cattleya, wonderful variety, grown m
an antique Indian-pot; also Cattleya Mossire albi, C. Rein-
eckiana, C. Wagneri alba, and C. I'eroivalliana alba. Dried
flowers, and painted by the Collector.
Not any of the above mentioned will be divided, and the

advert'ser would prefer to sell them in one or two lots, or the
whole consignment to one party.
The whole has b en placed in a private gentleman's hands,

and they will be guaranteed by him. Address letters only to—
F. HAWKER, 40, Aimoury Sq., Stapleton Rd„ Bristol.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
AND

0HaYSANTH£3IUM; ALBUMS.
I have a few of theae valuable works left, and will send a

copy of each, poat-free, 3s., or separately. The Guide, 8 stamps,
the Album. 18 stamps.

Both are invaluable to Chrysanthemum Orowers. >

H. J. JO NES, Byecroft Nursery, Lewisham.

VfUNGO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dud-
i-T-l- dinKaton Lodge, Bdid-Lothian, begs to intimate to his
friends and acquaintaniies that he retires from his present
situation on the 20th of the present month. He has arranged
to reside at St. Ninians, near Stirling, where he intends to
commence the Cultivation and Sale of Hardy Plants on bis
own aocount.

With the experience gained during twenty-four years in thd
management of one of the most choice private collections of
plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late Charles
Jenner, Esq.—Mr. Chapman can confidently undertake to
supply what is select and true to name of the most suitable
plants for Borders and Book-work.

He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, from
which customers may make their own selection. In the
interval, he will be fully employed in getting up Stock.

May 19, 1896.

TO THE TRADE.

DUTCH BULBS!
FRENCH BULBS and ENGLISH BULBS.

See our Special Wholesale CATALOGUE of BULBS,
containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HyaclDths, Tulips, Crocus, Llllums, Daffodils, Snow-
drops, Iris, Fseonles, &c., free on application.

Please compare our Prizes hi fjre sending i/^ur Orders abroad.

WATKIHS & S'MPSON,
Seed and Buld Merchants,

Exeter Street, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FJNEST ROOTS OF THE SEASON.

ROMAN HYACINTHS:
Early White, extra large bulbs 2'-perdoz.

Ditto ditto 15/- per lOU.

Ditto fine bulbs 1/9 per doz.

Ditto ditto 12/- per 100.

POLYANIHOS NAB,C]S8XJS:
Pouble Roman
Paper White

1/3 per doz.

1/3 per doz.
8/6 per 100-

8/6 per 100

DUG VAN THOL TULIPS:
SINGLE, scarlet 6cl. per doz , 3/- per ICO.

DOUBLE, soarlet and yellow, 6d. tcr doz , 3/- per 100.

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated, Giatls & Post-free.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

STRAWBERRY

PLANTS.

Hand-laid Runoers and Plants in

Pots of the beet varieties, includio);

Boyal Sovereign, President, Sir J.

Faztoo, Britibh Queen, Keen's Seed-

ling, Vicomtesee H. de Thury, Dr.

Hof^g. Noble, and others.

Descriptive Catalogue on App'.icatiot.

DICKSOHS IIUB8EBIES, CHESTER.

THE YOKOHAMA NURSERY GO.

No8. 21-35,

NAKAMUKA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

The Largest Exporters
and Growers of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DlilED CYCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EDLALIA PANICLES.

MOSS, SEEDS, TREES, SHRUBS, &c..

Produced in Japan.

C^

DESCRIPTI VE CA TA LOGUES sent on applicatim.

RETARDED
LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS!!

Write for Prices to—

T. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DERSINGHAM,
NORFOLK.

lUTBUSH'S MILL-
' TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by ueiDg this Spawn will
ensure success. All growers speak in
high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cut-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6s. per bushel, \s. extra for
package ; or, Is. per cuke, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, Kurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts,

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDROBES A SPECIALTY.
Please "Wkite for List.

lAMPC PVDUCD EXriTIC NURSERIES,
d AiVl IdO Lirniin., Cheltenham.

VEITCH'S
GENUINE BULBS.

VEITCH'S Hyacinths,
For POTS and CI LASSES.

VEITCH'S Narcissi,
For GREENHOUSE DECORATION.

VEITCH'S Tulips,
For POTS and BEDS.

VEITCH'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS,
TO SUir ALL REcjUIKEMENTS,

At lOs. 6d., 2l8., 42s., eSs., and 105s.

For pnrtkutart see CATALOQUE,
Post-free on application.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
RfiY.\L EXOTIC NUHSEllY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W,

PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER ;

—
ROMAN HYACINTHS, 45-inch and upwards, 13s. M. per 100.

,, ,, smaller 10s. 6(^. ,,

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 5».

DOUBLK ROMAN NARCISSUS 6». ,,

DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, first size,

imported bulbs ... 6s. 6(i. ,,

Now ready for delivery.

3s. 6(i. per 100 ; (d. ioi.

DUC VAN THOL TULIP. Scarlet
ARTU8
LAREINE ,

L'lMMACULEE
DUCHESS ot PARMA ..

WOUVKRMAN
CHRYSOLORA ,, 6s. per 100; Is. 3d. per dozen.
Second-size HYACINTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed I4s. ad. per 100.
Named ditto, our selection 18s. 6i. „
Firbt-3ize HVACINTHS. the best quality, and

first-class varieties 4s. to 9s. per doz.
NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE ... 3s. 6<i. per 1 00.

PRINCEPS 5s.

For Septemter delivery. All orders over 5s. carriage paid.

3S. In tbe £ discount off all Bulbs for " Cash with Order."

CATALOGUES now ready.

CARAWAY & co..°"ru?torB°rirt'a^'"''''-

FERNS l-FERNS!!
A large quantity of Small FERNS, nice bushy stuff, ready to

pot on, or for decorative purposes, in 2\ inch pots : Pteris
cristata. nobilis, major, and tremula, at 9<. per 100 ; 50O
and upwards, at %i. 6d.

PTERIS CRISTATA and SERRULATA CRISTATA, fine
plants, at 4s. Gd. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Inspection at the Nurseries is Invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST, JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.F.

THE

SATURDAY, tiEl'TEMDER 5, 1896.

COLOURED LEAVES.
A MO.NG our most beautiful foliage plants
^ are undoubtedly those numerous inmates

of trojiical forests with rod or ] arti-coloured

foliage. Those plants not uncommonly receive

appropriate names from botanists, such as
" erythrophylla, sauguinea, variegata, tricolor,

'

&c. The beautiful Bertolonias, Begonias, Ca-
ladiums, Marantas are cases in point. Since

Darwin's time we are accustomed in pheno-

mena of this kind to inquire what is the

use of such colouration, what end do these

appearances serve ? We need not wonder that

the variegation of the leaves of these plants

loaves much for the botanists still to account

for. Some physiologists consider that those

coloured leaves serve as a warning to animals

not to feed on them. Others are of opinion

that the red colour serves as a kind of protec-

tion against an excessive amount of sunlight

which might be injurious to the chlorophyll

grains. According to a third view, the red

colouring matter—tho " erythrophyll "—serves

to absorb warmth, the red colouring matter

absorbing the sun's rays, and in that manner
working to the advantage of the plant. All of

these theories possess a certain amount of pro-

bability, but none is capable of furnishing a

patisfactorj- answer in all cases.

Recently, however, Professor Stahl, of Jena,*

has published the results of some very thorough

investigations which seem likely to throw some

light on the matter. Stahl endeavoured first

to ascertain if tho variegated foliage deterred

animals from browsing on the plants. And he

found that several animals to which red and

green leaves of the same species were offered at

once turned to the green leaves by choice, and

only ate the red when pressed by hunger.

In reference to the theory of protection from

the sun's rays, Stahl assorts that the red colour

possesses a property of utilising the sun's ray in

a manner not possessed by chlorophyll. The

theory that red leaves become warmer than

green ones, was already rendered jirobable by

an experiment of Kny's. He placed a large

number of deep-rod and green leaves of a

similar size, in vessels containing an equal

quantity of water, and he found that after a

short exposure to the sun, tho water, in which

the red leaves were placed, was increased in

temperature. Stahl had previously discovered,

by thermo-electrical methods, that the tem-

• Annates dii Jardin Boluniqv.c de BvAun^org, vol. xiii., 2

pp. 137- il6, •
:
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perature may differ to the extent of almost

2° in the red and the green areas of

the same variegated leaf. On the other

hand, he found by similar methods,

that in white variegated leaves the green

portions are warmer than the light por-

tions. Also, that the layer of air cells, to

which the light coloiir is due, lying between

the parenchyma and the upper skin of the leaf,

acts as an isolator. This can be proved in a

much more simple manner by smearing varie-

gated Oaladium leaves with cocoa-butter, and

covering the schiisselpunkt, the central point,

with beeswax. When a leaf treated in this

manner is placed in the sunshine, the cocoa-

butter covering the red spots is the first to

melt, then that over the green, and lastly, that

over the white spots. The next advantage

which a plant receives through this warming

of the red portions of the leaf arises from the

rapidity with which the various processes of

growth are carried on ; for we know, from the

investigations of Sachs, that the consumi)tion

of nutritive matter, especially of starch from

the leaves, is constant, by day as well as by

night, and that it is less complete on cold

nights. By the accumulation of the nutritive

matters the process of assimilation is rendered

glower. The higher temperature caused by the

reddening of the leaves results, therefore, in a

quicker utilisation of the nutritive matter.

The greater degree of warmth in the red

parts of the leaves of a plant is of great advan-

tage to the plants in other ways, for example,

in plants with deep red-coloured styles, which

bloom early, and in which, in consequence of

the warmth, the development and lengthening

of the pollen-tube receives an impetus from the

colour of the style.

Still more important is the variegation of the

leaves as an aid to transpiration. If we enquire

what are the climatic conditions under which

wild plants with variegated leaves grow, we
find that, without exception, they inhabit very

damp localities. In the moist atmosphere of

such places, transpix-ation, and as a consequence,

the absorption of nutriment, is exceedingly

small, unless the leaves become warmed by the

aid of ttie erythrophyll, and thus a gi-oater

degree of tension in the tissues of the leaves

is induced, and consequently a greater amount
of transpiration.

This transpiration is rendered still more active

by the fact that the guard-cells of the stomata

do not possess any erythrophyll, and as a con-

sequence remain expanded, cooler, and their

turgidity greater; moreover, in ouv native

plants erythrophyll is found in abundanco

in the neighbourhood of the stomata.

The transient reddeoing of young leaves

is likewise connected by Stahl with transpira-

tion and the more active .absorption of nutriment

caused by the reddening. lie points to the

fact that erythrophyll in the cooler period of

spring is strongly concentrated, and as quicklj'

disappears as soon as the first warm nights

arrive. From this he shows that in leaves

possessing three colours the red spots get warmed
the soonest, and the light - coloured ones the

more slowly ; also that the rod portions cool the

more rapidly.

If a plant with variegated or three-coloured

leaves, grows in a wood in a warm, humid
locality, the variegated loaves will remain warm
for a longer period of time after the surround-

ing air has lost its warmth than simjile green

leaves, and will corre.-^pondingly give off

moisture for a longer tiuje to the surrounding

air. U. IK, TJirlin.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

TRICHOMANES (HEMIPHLEBIUM) FRASERI,
Jcnm., n. sp.

Root-stock freely repent, densely crineferous, the

blackish vestiture ascending, but not reaching to the

top of the paced petioles, which are quarter of an

inch long ; fronds erect, pale green, pellucid, thinly

membr,anous, glossy, naked, but sparsely setiferous

on the veins and margins when young, oblong, oval,

or .square, sub-flabellate, truncate, a quarter of an inch

long and wide, irregularly lobed or more or less

freely pionatifid ; midrib distiuct to the top ;
veins

conspicuous, and uniformly branched, ramifying into

the obtuse lobes ; sori confined to the top lobes,

one to six in number ; involucres translucent, urn-

shaped, with close, rounded lips at first, which at

lengtli open, and form a nearly circular rim ;
base

cuueate, not quite free ; receptacles included or

excerted.

Grenada, West Indies, gathered by Mr. P. Neill

Eraser, of Rockville, MurrayfieUl, Midlothian, who

takes a great interest in Ferns, particularly the

filmies, and who lately visited Jamaica and Grenada,

and made a varied collection of Ferns, among which,

from the latter island, this species appeared. In

form of fronds its nearest alliance appears to be with

T. parvulum, Poir, and T. proliferum, Blume, both

Eastern species. Of American species, its nearest

relationsliip is with T. quercifohum, Hook, and Grev.,

and T. reptans, Swartz, both common West-Indian

species. Uf the former, Didymoglossum fructuosum,

Fee Fil. Ant., table 28, fig. 3, is a very good repre-

sentation. G. S. Jcnman, Dcmerara^ July 6, 1896.

ACANTHOPHIPPTOM EBUIlNBUM.*

This species is undoubtedly very near to the

A. Curtisii,Rchb. t. , Gardener.i' Chronic!c,lS&l,i.,16d,

from which it diflera in the following characters. ]

.

The spur is nearly as long as the ovary (in our

species), and sliglitly geniculate ; in A. Curtisii it i.s

shorter, blunt, and straight. 2. The perianth of

A. Curtisii is said to be rose-coloured, iu this species

it is ivory-white. 3. The lip of A. Curtisii has three

distinct lobes, in our [species the side lobes are

scarcely divided from the middle lobe. 4. The
disk of the lip of A. Curtisii has five calli, in our

species we find only a single sliarp triangular line

between the side lobes. The plant was introduced

by Mr. P. Wolter, Magdeburg • Wilhelmstadt, and

flowered for the first time in the July of this year.

It is undoubtedly a very nice plaut. /•'. A'.

Continental Novelties.

NEW VARIETIES OF GERMAN ASTERS,

We have received from Mr. J. G. Schmidt, nursery-

man and florist, Erfurt, together with some flowers

of varieties of Aster, the following communicatiou :

" I have great pleasui;e to send you, by same mail,

a few flowers of my new lUy Aster, which I intend

to introduce this coming autumn. This novelty

originated from the giant flowering Comet Aster,

producing flowers of the same large size. The plant

attains a height of about 20 inches, in habit of true

cindelabrum-growth, and bearing its large flowers on

' AcanlhophipjiiHiti eburneiini, (Krzl., affin. A. Curtisii,

Rclib.,f.). Bulbis subtetrsgonis 6-S ciA. longiB, 2 cm. crassis

.sordide-purpureis ; foliis petiolatis plicatis oblongo lanceolatis

Mntis ad 20 cm. longis, 6 cm. latis ; rat-emo bifloio (v.

potiuspaiicifloro) ; braoteis oyatis actirainatis cymbiformibus

pcUucidisovarii pediceUati J to ', «quantibu3 ; ovario purpurco.

Sopalo dorsali ovato-oblongo obtuso, lateralibus aiitico ovato

triangulis obtusis postice in psoudocalcar levitf?r genuflexuni

J ovarii loquantem elong.atis c. sepalo dorcjali, exceptis apicibus

ipsis solide coalitis cxtufi et intvis eburncis, intus basi roaco-

punctutatis
;
peialis lanceoLatis Bubtequilongis obtusis ; liibclli

ungue quam ipsum longiore lineari lineis S eleratulis per

unguem, lobis lateralibus eroctis postice em.arginatis semi-

ovato-oblongis ab intermedio late ovnto-obtiiso vix scjunctis

linea 1 clcvata v. crista arguta per discutu, addita utrinque

linea vix elevatula, toto Labello tlavcolo basi parco piinctu-

lata, crista aur.uitiacu
;
gynostemio alb i, antbera apiculata

auticc triangula. Totus flos 4 era. longiis, 1-6 cm. diam.

f. Kruuzlill.

strong stalks about 10 to 12 inches long. The flowers

consist of rays of very long, slender-quilled florets,

which have a charming appearance. The old types of

Japanese or Needle Asters cannot be compared with

this novelty for beauty. Hitherto, I have raised two

quite distinct colours, viz., pure white and bright-

rose. This new type of Aster is likely to take the

public fancy, being invaluable materials for floral

designs as well as a first-class acquisition for the

flower garden. Other pretty novelties are the Giant

Lilac and Light-blue Comet Asters, which colours are

quite new." The Asters of the Ray-type have terete

florets resembling some of the straight-rayed

Japanese Chrysanthemums, and they are pretty and

distinct. The Giant Comet Aster of a bluish-purple

tint is, we believe, new as yet to EugUsh gardens,

and it is a decided acquisition.

PEAES AND PLUMS AT GOOD-
EICH COURT.

Being present at an excellent cotUigers' show held,

by the kindness of H. C. Mofi'att, Esq., in the grounds

of Goodrich Court, I took the opportunity my visit

afi'orded to view the kitchen gardens, which is under

Mr. Spencer's guidance. It is well known that hardy

fruits are grown in Herefordshire second to none m
the British Isles, and I was therefore prepared to

sec something unusu.ally good at Goodrich. How-

ever, to the question, " What are your Pears like this

season?" I received in reply, "Not so good as we

have had them ; but you must see them." On ray

w.ay to the Pear-trees I passed a long wall with a west

aspect, which is devoted to Plums. Here was a sight

that would atford the most experienced pomologist

pleasure — a number of healthy fan-trained trees,

some eight years planted, admirably trained over tho

areas allotted to them, and all of them carrying

splendid crops of tine and beautifully-coloured fiuit,

which were evenly distributed over each tree, and each

variety w.as wonderfully uniform in size. I did not

.ascertain if they bad been thinned, but concluded from

their regularity and evenness as regarded size that they

had. They are iu considerable variety, and the fol-

lowing struck mo as being worthy of a note. Amongst

Cages, the Green, Bryanston, Denniston's Superb,

Guthrie's Late Green, and Reine Claude de Bavay,

were noted, the lastnamed not being so heavily-

laden as the others. This is, however, a valuable

late Plum, but it requires a fine autumn and a warm

situation to bring it to perfection. It m.ay be mentioned

here, that I have seen this v.ariety in splendid con

dition at Rcndlesham Hall, Suff-olk. Deunii:tou s is a

trustworthy cropper, and the tree succeeds uuder any

kind of cultiv.ation, but the fruit is, to my taste, too

sugary in flavour, and inferior to Oullins' Goldeu.which

ripens at about the same time. The fruits of Kirk s

Belgian Purple and Goliath were of a very deep colour,

and had a beautiful bloom upon them. For dessert

and exhibition purposes the former has few rivals
;

the tree is also hardy, and a free and certain cropper.

Jeff-erson was remarkably good in every point, large,

and beautifully mottled. This delicious I'lum, like

Coe's Golden Drop, requires an abundance of sun-

shine to bring up its colour and flavour to perfec

tion. Culinary varieties, besides some that I have

already named, were represented by Prince Engle-

bert, Victoria, Washington, and Pond's seedling, all of

which carried he.avy crops. Coe's Golden Drop, and

Monarch, were also laden with good crops, but they

were, of course, not ripe. Monarch is a gr.and late

Plum, succeeding well under any mode of cultivation.

It is valuable for marketing aod as a kitchen fruit,

while, owing to its being very hate, it is someti mes used

in dessert. Grand Duke, a very large, oval, late vai iety,

of a purple colour, is a companion rUiin to Monarch.

It is remarkable after the very dry summer to

see Plums so fine as these, produced on a saudy

loam, without having been watered. The fact, how-

ever, of the garden being somewhat recently formed,

aud the borders for the trees thoroughly prepared,

will ac:;ount lor these satisfactory results.

On reaching the Pears, which aie largely grown iu

great variety, they were uot found to be so heavily

laden as the Plums, although the size of tho fruits left
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nothing to be desired, and they are without a trace o£

cracking, speck, or the effects of attacks of fungus of

any kind. It may therefore be Inferred that Mr.

Spencer's remark referred to quan tity and not quality.

The trees are planted against buttressed walls, a

cordon being placed upon each buttress, with

horizontal trained specimens between. Knights

Monarch, Van Moils Leon le Clerc, Beurr^ d'Amanlis,

and B. Superfin had the best crops amongst the cor-

dons ; and Marie Louise d'Uccle, BeuiT^ Clairgeau, B.

Bosc, B. d'Amanlis, Durondeau, Louis Bonne of

Jersey, Nouvelle Fulvie, and Winter Nelis, among

those horizontally trained. Those noted as caiTy-

ing very fine, handsome fruits, were Duchesse

d'Angouleme, Pitmaston Duchess, Beurr^ Clairgeau,

B. Bachelier, B. Diel, Glout Morceau, Duron-

deau, Bergamotte d'Esperen, and Louise Bonne of

Jersey. A very handsome, medium-sized variety, not

often met with, is Forelle, which somewhat resembles

Louise Bonne of Jer.-ey, but is more highly-coloured,

and has rich crimson spots on the side exposed to the

sun. In the fniit-room I saw fine, high-coloured

specimens of Clapp's Favourite, which reminded me
of the fine fruits of this variety which have been exhi-

bited by Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgcworth. Walls

ISO yards iu length, and 10 feet in height, are devoted

to Pear-trees, and 100 lineal yards are furnished with

Plum-trees

I cannot omit to mention some splendid fruits of

Apples which were growing upon wall-trees, the

varieties being Cox's Orange Pippin, .\mericaa

Mother, and Melon-.\pple. The fruit of the hist-named

were especially large, and the trees quite healthy.

Exhibitors of delicate varieties of Apples might with

advantage imitate this practice. I find that trees of the

Melon-Apple grown as pyramids, even in a favourable

situation, are delicate here. It is, however, a richly-

flavoured and handsome Apple when well grown, and
fully deserves the pains that Mr. Spencer evidently

takes with it. I cannot refrain from mentioning the

fine crops of Morello Cherries upon a north wall.

The trees are large, and it was observed that they

had made good fruitful wood, although they are

losing some of their larger branches. A similar

occurrence has happened at The Heudre this summer,
and is the effect of gumming. It would bo interest-

ing to know if gumming is prevalent this year

Thomas Cmmbcr, Tin llcndre, Moninoutk.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CYPRIPEDIUM SEDENL
A LARGE well-grown specimen of this species is a

handsome object, and there is now in the possession

of W'm. E. Groves, Esq., the Larches, Alderley, a plant

having twenty flowers fully expanded. The plant is

very healthy, and is growing in a moderately warm
house.

S.iCCOLABlUM ClELESTE.

Theie is an unusually fine plant of .Saocolaliium

cijelesto to be found growing iu .Mr. Gi'oves' stove, and

showing four of its S. cervifolium-like upright spikes

of flower, each flower as closely set as au Orchis

foliosa. The dichotomous stem has its leaves closely

p.acked together as seen in Aerides Lobbii, only they

are shorter and stitt'er. The flowers are of purt white

as regards the groimd, and tipped with blue ; and the

lip is white at the base with the lower half of it of .soft

ccerulean blue. It is a beautiful plant, in the most
robust health, and its four .spikes will each carry about

100 flowers.

C.lTrLEY.V SPECIOSISSIMA, Erlsdene vars.

Among the receut importations of Cattleyas spe-

ciosissima have come some varieties which are

superior in size, colour, and substance of flower, to

the best of those we had thirty years ago. The
writer described in the Gurdaifrs Chimiiclc some
thirty-two ytars ago a fine form under the name of C.

speciosissima Lowii, but then it was exceedingly shy

to flower, and it had not the sturdy habit of the new
ones ; moreover, those now under notice seem to

bloom annually, and are consequently a great gain to

t'ne Luddemaniana section. Some experts tell us tliat

if you place the plants iu bottom-heat they will flower

every year. If that be so, it is a capital " wrinkle
"

not only for this, but for some of the shy-flowering

C. gigas, of which one sometimes sees a score of

plants without any disposition to produce sheaths,

though in excellent health.

The Erlsdene variety (a) is in form an ideal flower,

the whole of the segments overlapping, and standing

upon one plane, without any disposition to curl out-

wards at the edges. The sei^als are lanceolate, and

about one-half broader than the normal type
;
petals

of great wi<lth, and the colour of a roseate-blush ;

in fact, the segments are concoloured. The lower

portion of the lip is of circular outline, and the

ground-colour similar to that nf the segments, with

blotches and spots of rosy-crimson ; the upper por-

tion, or convolute half, has a pretty flesh-coloured

interior, with the two sides of the tube having clouds

of pale yellow. The Erlsdene variety (i) is also an

exquisite flower, and if not so perfect in form as

variety (a), it has a magnificent labellum. Its lower

portion is of great size, and infl.ited, too, to abnormal

proportions, showing oti' at the base of the tube two

immense yellow blotches, thi' tube itself having a

flesh-ground colour, %vith crimson radiating lines above

the yellow blotches, while the lower extremity in its

pale ground has dashes of crimson spots and blotches.

The plants were carrying three flowers upon a spike,

there being some twelve flowers on the two plants.

E. J. Sidebotham, Esq. (gr., Mr. Shiner), is the fortu-

nate possessor, and he is justly proud of them. J. A.

Orchids at Veknon Lodge.

The pretty gardens of E. Tucker, Esq., at Preston,

Brighton, though small in extent, affords a good

illustration of horticulture, both in the extensive

displays of hardy flowers and Ijulbous plants out-of-

doors, and in the profusion of bloom to be found in

the glass structui'es, in most of which Orchids are

grown among general stove and greenhouse plants.

The effect of the plants so arranged, and the good

condition of some which are considered difficult to

grow in houses solely devoted to Orchids, are equally

surprising.

The cool Orchids are grown in a tolerably sunny

house of ordinary greenhouse temperature, and among
a fine display of the varieties of Lilium speciosum,

L. auratum, and others, the flowers of the Orchids

at present in bloom appear. Of these, the most pro-

minent are some very strong spikes of Oncidium

varicosum, 0. crispum, 0. Gardneri, 0. prwtextum,

some scarlet Sophronitis, and orange-red Epidendrum

vitellinum majus, a few Odiiutoglossums in flower,

and many more in bud, and other pretty species.

In this cool, airy house, suspended from the roof,

the Mexican L;elias and Cattleya citrina grow with a

vigour which would excite the interest of many who
take greater pains to grow them, but meet with less

satisfactory results. The whole of the plants of

Cattleya citrina have been iu flower, making a fine

show ; the plants of Lielia niajalis are strong, and

possess stiff hard foliage, which indicates good health

in this showy but rather troublesome species. The
specimens of varieties of LLi:'lia anoeps are well-fur-

nished with flower-spikes, which will soon make a bright

display. In this cool-house, too, Vanda ccrrulea is in

flower and in grand condition, the leaves being broad,

firm, and of a bright dark grei-n colour. Few Orchids

hive given more trouble to the Orchid-growers than

Vanda coerulea ; and it is only occasionally that I find

it in a really healthy condition, and then generally

iu some garden in which Orchids are not the leading

feature. Strangely, too, the conditions under which the

best plants are found are apparently very different.

Some time ago I found a specimen of large size in

fine health, which had occupied the same position at

the end of a warm moist house from the time it was

first imported. But iu most cases of really satisfac-

tory growth and free flowering, the conditions are as

in this instance, viz., a long sojourn in a cool house

during the heat of summer, and a return to warmer
quarters for winter. Among other plauts in bloom

iu the cool-house was a splendid specimen of Cypripe-

dium Charlesworthi, with several flowers upon it.

In the warmer house a noteworthy examjile of good

culture was seen in a splendid plant of Oncidium sar-

codes, of which when it flowered, Mr. Tucker sent me
flowers and a drawing. The spike bore 184 flowers, and
was a fine object. In flower here also were several varie-

ties of Dendrobium Phalsenopsis Schroderianum, Catt-

leya Harrisoniaj, with several spikes just expanding
their flowers, which were white, but later become rose

colour, a process which has disappointed many a

novice who thought he had secured an albino ; Catt-

leya granulosa, C. aurea, and other Cattleyas, the

rich carmine-crimson Broughtonia sanguinea, several

plants of the pretty terete-leaved Angrajcum Scott-

ianum, Miltonia Roezlii alba, &o. In a sunny corner

of the garden a little house has been put up for

Dendrobiums to ripen in, and which is now full of

resting plants. The use of this little house for the

purpose, Mr. Harper, the gardener at Vernon Lodge,
says, m.akes all the difference in the health and
floriferousness of the plants. /. O'B.

American Notes.

[From our own Corrcspowlent.]

The twelfth annual convention of the Society of

American Florists was held at Cleveland, Ohio,

August IS to 21 inclusive, the meetings being held in

conjunction with the centenary celebration of the

city. The occasion was an advantageous one for a

combined uatioual and local exhibition.

The annual convention of the Society of American
Florists attracts such widespread attention, not solely

by reason of its own merit, but through the fact that

under its (rgls are held the annual meetings of the

various sectional or " special " societies, i.e., those for

the Carnation, the Chrysanthemum, &c. : and also that

most successful institution, the Florists' Hail Associa-

tion which numbers six hundred and fifty-two

members, and carries risks equal to a single insurance

on 8,003,820 square feet of glass. It has paid out

7,38085 dollars during the past year. Of single

thick glass, one square foot out of every OSg^Sti a^mi

of double-thick glass, one square foot out of every

I'iTjfIs- insured was broken. This is the large<!t per-

centage of loss that the Association had ever sus-

tained in a single year.

The exhibition cannot be a very brilliant affair in

the month of August, and is confined almost entirely

to moderate-sized collections of trade stock.

Messrs. Pitcher & Manda of Short Hills, N.J.,

had, as their most noteworthy objects, a very pretty

golden Myrtle (Myrtus communis), and SaintpauUa

ionantha, a favourite plant here among amateurs.

Its free-bloomiug quality is a great recommendation.

Mr. H. A. Dreer, of Philadelphia, Pa., had P.alnis

and Ferns, also Asparagus Sprengeri, which is likely

to become a favourite here.

The groups which merited the most notice for

their value and rarity were those of Siebreoht k
Wadley, of New York, who had excellent specimen

I'.ilms ; and that of your countryman, F. Sander, of

St. Albans, wlii>se plants had travelleil mo.st satisfac-

torily, and attracted considerable attention from the

visitors. Among the subjects shown were Dracsena

Godsefliana, Dajmonorops cinnamomeus, and Ptycho-

raphis augusta. A Special Mention was awarded in

this case. Robert Craig, of Philadelphia, Pa., and

\V. A. Manda, of South Orange, N.J., also had worthy

displays. The successful results of this year's display

may act as an incentive for the institution of a regular

annual flower show during the Convention meetings.

William Scott, of Buffalo, presided at the meetings,

aud in the course of a lengthy address urged upon

the younger members of the profession the necessity

of, at all events, a reading acquaintance with

chemistry, geology, botany, &c. The florist of .Vmerica

is already far in the vanguard of scientific appli-

cation to his business. One has only to read our

horticultural press to see how very intelligently are

discussed such things as the use of Bordeaux Mix-

ture, Paris Green, carbonate of copper, &c., for the

destruction of insect and fungous pests, and not only

in the orchard but in the greenhouse and back-

y.ud, aud in all truth it is a natural outcome of

circumstances.
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Botauicnl gardens were also eulogised as educators ;

the ouly weak point here is, that, there are so very

few such gardens, even so called, and some of

them—well •

!

.The President elect of our national society, and who

will preside at next year's se.ssion, to be held at Pro-

vidence, Rhode Island, is Adam Graham. He, like his

predecessor in the chair, hails from the " other side,"

bat his native heath cannot be allowed much more

than the record of his birth. Adam Graham was

born ill Fifeshire, Scotland, in 1S40, and came over

here when but a " wee laddie " of nine. Com-

mencing his horticultural career in Philadelphia,

he went to Cleveland to take charge of the grounds

of Mr. Wade, donor of Wade Park, and subsequently

started in business. He is a man of energy, and

will undoubtedly well fulfil the duties of his office.

A MEDICINAL CACTUS.
Anhaloniom is a small genus of Cacti of somewhat

anomalous character. It was founded by Lemaire in

18 J9, but the authors of the Genera Plantaram reduced

it to asub-genusof Mammillaria. Recently Mr. J. M.

Coulter, an American botanist, in a Hcvision. of the

Nurlh American Species of Cacti, shows good reasons

for restoring the genus Anhalonium, and placing under

it four species, viz., A. Engelmanni (Mammillaria fissu-

rata), A. prisraaticum (JI. prismatica), A. furfuraceum

(M. furfaracea), and A. pulvilligerum (A. elongatum).

These four plants closely resemble each other in their

short, fleshy, top-.shaped stems, and flat-topped

rosette of tliick, fleshy, wrinkled, grey-green tubercles

(leave*), wliich look like vegetable warts. The plants

arc quite ditfereut from a fifth specie^, which Lemaire

at first (1845) called Echiuocactus Williamsii, and in

the year following removed into Anhalonium. Mr.

Coulter makes a new genus for this plant, viz.,

Lophophora, a name which is scarcely likely to find

adoption am mg grwers of Cacti in this country, to

whom Anhalonium Williamsii, the Dumpling Cactus,

is well known. There u a good figure of it in the

Botanical Magazine for 18-1" (t. 4296), when a plant

with four heads, received from the Real del Monte

Company from the rocky hills of their district of

mines in Mexico, flowered in the Succulent-house at

Kew. There are now good examples of this Cactui

at Kew. Single-stemmed plants are Carrot-shaped,

4 inches long, l.J inch across the top, the whole

brown, wrinkled, .and apparently shrunken, except

the cap like top, which is fleshy and dumpling-like,

grey-green, marked with radiating creases, and bear-

iiig a few sra ill scattered tufts of woolly hairs with

a large tuft in the centre. The flowers spring

singly from this central tuft, and are star-like,

1 inch across, the petals narrow and coloured white

and rose.

According to Mr. Coulter, wild plants are often

densely proliferous, forming hemispherical tufts in

Texai and Mexico, where this species is a native.

Tills Cactus has no claim to decorative qualities,

but from its peculiar ."-hnpe it appeals to those

whose tastes are gratified by the grotesque among
plants.

Hitherto we have known it ouly as a garden

curiosity, tut it appears to possess extraordinary

medicinal properties, for which it is greatly valued by

the American Indians, .and which, if report speaks

correctly, i< likely to lead to its being valued by their

mjre civilised brethren.

A small brochure, containing the reprint of a paper

from the Tkcrapcuiic Gazelle (America) for January,

1896, sets forth the medicinal propeities of this

Cactus, or rather a variety of it,* under the title of

" Mescnl Buttons, their Iher.apeutic uses," by Doctors

Prentiss and Morgan of Washington. The Indians

have long rcg.arded this plant .as "a panacei in medi-

cine, a source of inspiration, and the key which opens

to them all the glories of another world. They con-

sider it particularly effective in h;cmorrhage and
consumptive diseases." They also use it for fevers,

liea'la';licB, and chest-pains. "I have also seen an

" Pl.ints rif this variety, called Lewinii, l.itely received at

Kew, sbow no difference from the typs.

Indian eat one between meals as a sort of tonic-

appetiser. ... I know from experience that the

"mescal" is a powerful stimulant, and enables one

to endure great physical strains without injurious

reaction."

The conditions in which it seems probable that the

use of mescal will produce beneficial results are

nervous headache, nervous cough, abdominal pain

due to colic or gr-iping, hysteria, melancholia, &c. ; it

ia also recommended as a substitute for opium and

chloral. The medicine is prepared as follows :—

a

quarter of a pound of the plant is put into a jar con-

taining 1 pint of alcohol and 1 pint of water, and

allowed to stand for ten days or two weeks. It is

then ready for use, a teaspoonful at a dose, at intervals,

as the case requii-es. "The production of visions is

the most interesting of the physiological effects of

anhalonium. The visions ranged from flashes of

colour to most beautiful figures, forms, landscapes,

dances, &c." These visions are said to be due to the

stimulating effect of the drug on the centre of vision

in the brain. This rather suggests an attack of

delirium tremens, or the effects of opium I

Although called Mescal, or Mescal Buttons, by the

Indian traders, this plant must not be confounded

with the mescal of the Apaches, an intoxicating drink

obtained from the Agave.

The Indians of the southern plains regard this

plant as the vegetable incarnation of a deity, and the

ceremonial of eating it has become a great religious

rite with them. Mr. James Mooney, of the United

States Bureau of Ethnology, records the results of

investigations made by him of the use of mescal by
the Kiowa Indians. The early missionaries con-

demned its use as a crime, without result. " In

spite of its universal use, and the constant assertion

of the Indians that the plant is a valuable medicine,

and the ceremony a beautiful religious rite, no one

had ever tested the plant or witnessed the ceremony."

Mr. Mooney, however, has done both, and is pre-

paring a detailed account of all that he learnt of

mescal, to be published by the Bureau of Ethnology.

He gives a brief account of it in this brochure, from

which it appears that the Indians meet usually on
Saturday nights, and seating themselves in a circle

round a fire, enjoy a feast of mescal for from twelve

to fourteen hours. They eat the dried stem of the

Cactus to the beating of drums and singing of songs,

adding a drink of water. This is followed, by parched

corn, rice, fruit and dried meat pounded^up with sugar

;

then more mescal, when each man eats as manystems as

he can, some eating ten or more at once. Cigarettes are

then indulged in. Nosleep is taken, thestimulatiug effect

of the mescal being such as to make sleep unneces-

sary. It is not an intoxicant, and it has no atter-

eflects or reaction of any kind. Mr. Mooney ate

seven of the stems, and found them extremely dis-

agreeable to the taste and nauseating, although their

effect upou him satisfied him of the truth of what the

Indians say of its mental effect. From this it would
appear that in Anhalonium Williamsii we have a

drug or stimulant which combines all the pleasures

derived from the use of quinine, opium, morphia,

champagne, &c., without any of their ill eft'ects.

ir. w.

SCOLOPENDEIUM CRISPUM.
(irOW TO PROPAGATE IT IN (JTJANTITr.)

It is a thousand pities that this beautiful variety,

or rather group of varieties, of our native Hartstongue

is not in gre.-iter vogue as .an evergreen decorative

foliage plant, since nothing can form a handsomer
ornament in a window or well-lighted corner than a

good specimen of this charmingly frilled, and it may
be, tasseled. Fern. The lustrous bright green fronds

of the normal plants are in this variety transformed

into deep ruches of emerald ribbon, the plain edges

being even in some of its best forms transmuted into

fine lacy-looking fimbriations, and the tips, in the

rarer crested varieties, being decorated with wide-

spreading tassels. One reason, undoubtedly, and
probably the main one, of the rarity of these plants

under domestic culture, is their usually barren nature.

An utter absence of spores characterises most of the

forms, but it is the object of this article to give a

"wrinkle" not generally known, by the aid of which

the spores can be chspensed with, and very large

numbers of plants may be raised with greater ease,

certainty, and rapidity, than by their mediation

This is the method of raising from the bases of the

old fronds, a method which, though long known as

possible, and even mentioned in a few Fern-books,

has never, to my knowledge, been so explicitly set

forth as to convey a fair idea of the facility of

the operation, and the certainty of its results.

In point of fact, the material used is so unpro-

mising in appearance, that few cultivators to whom
the method is new, accept it as hkely to yield a crop.

Starting without faith, sooner or later they neglect the

trial culture, and nothing therefore results. If how-

ever any of my Fern-loving readers will follow care-

fully what I am about to describe, and the course I

find invariably successful, they may depend upon

achieving like results. If we take up an old plant of the

Hartstongue species, sh.ake off the soil, and thoroughly

wash the roots, we shall find a well-developed rootstock

prob,ab'y 2 or 3 inches in length, and about 1^ inch

through. Cutting aw.ay with a sharp knife or scissors

all the root fibres, we sh.all then see that this caudex

is built up of a narrow central core to which is

attached, closely packed together, a very considerable

number of somewhat saus,age-shaped blackish-green

bodies, each about ^ inch long. These as we shall next

perceive by examination of the upper ones are

nothing more or less than the persistent b.ases of the

old fronds which have run their course, died down,

and rotted away, leaving however always their small

individual contribution to the root-stock as described.

From the lower part of each of these basal portions

it will be seen that two or three roots spring to

add their quota to the general sustenance of

the plant, and by cutting one of the bases across

it will also be manifest that their vitality is

maintained for some years after the death of the

frond of which they originally formed a ]iart. It

will also be obvious that the roots also retain their

contributory powers for an equal period, and that the

plant is not dependent solely upon those freshly

emitted each season from the bases of the new fionds.

We have now seen the raw material from which we
shall derive our crop, but here even the more expe-

rienced Fern-grower is apt to look dubious, for he

will be utterly unable to detect the slightest evidence

of bud or bulbil growth upon these bases, and failing

this, his faith is likely to be a minus quantity.

We will, however, proceed now to consider how to

treat this caudex, with a view to the greatest crop

it can be made to produce; and commencing at the

lowest, i.e., the oldest portion, we shall find that each

sausage-shaped base can be pulled off from the ceutral

core, and, the root-fibre having been already trimmed,

will only bear the stump) of its own particular set.

Pulling these bases off one by one, we shall find iiuite

a he.ap of several score resulting before we reach the

top, aud consequently arrive at the fronds themselves.

This top, which is redly the growing crown, can be
installed in a small pot, and will speedily form a

good plant again, so that we are not even the losers

of the original by the drastic surgical operation we
have performed. We now take each base as detached,

and cut it with a sharp knife through the middle,

i.e., across, making two piecei of it, or, if the plant

be very robust, even into three, each piece being

about a quarter or one-thiid of an inch long.

From this one caudex, therefore, we shall pro-

bably have fully a hundred pieces, quite possibly

many more ; a hundredfold, however, is not a bad crop,

especially of a barren Fern, which is usua'ly simply'

halved or multiplied by two. We have not, however,

done with these figures, as we shall see anon.

The next step is to plant the materiil, and for this

purpose we will take a shallow 9-inch p.an, fill it with
wcll-diaincd, open compo.-jt, topped with a little

extra silver-sand. See that no worms or other

vermin are present; in fact, it is best to scald the
soil with boiling water, as if for spore-.sowitig. Let

it cool, .and tlieu gently insert the ba.sal pieces per-

pendicularly about three-quarters of an inch apart, or

a trifle closer, so that their tops are flush with the
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surface. It is iiumaterial which end is upwards.

Cover with glass, and put away in a cold frame, with

plenty of top-lights, but no sua, or very little, and

wait results. In five or six weeks in the spring or sum-

mer every one of these pieces will reveal several whitish

dots, some on the surface of the cuticle, and some

actually on the cut edges. These whitish dots in

another week or so will develop into tiny fronds,

each dot an independent plant. Before long a little

clump denotes that these plants have rooted, aud if

the ci\ltivator is greedy, and his raw material scarce,

he may lift each little clump of plants, carefully pick

them ofi'tbe still green base th.at bore them, instal tliem

as the great ezposure of the internal tissues saps

vitality considerably. It is as well to wash the basen

clean before insertion in the soil, as naturally any

attached Conferva or Marchantia finds a congenial

home i-J the fresh soil, and will soon invade it.

and although this will not hinder the bud deve

lopment, it will affect that of the young plants, and

hence growth ol this class must bo kept under if it

appears.

So far we have only treated of S. v. crispum, since

it is, as we have said, usually barren, and does not

lend itself like fertile varieties to propagation in

quantity through the spores, but any robust variety

Fig. 50.

—

gateway with rose growing oveb it, in the gabdens op w.

pkrci loegf. wi^c^!m'me bill. n.

WALKEB, y.fd;

in anotlnr pan, replace the basal bits, and in all

probability get some more from them later on, the

buds being often too numerous to develop altogether.

Now it is uwnifest we have our plant, barren as it

is, and unpromising as the material appeared at the

stjrt, multiplied not merely one hundred, but several

hundred fold, the number indeed mainly depending

upon the care aud patience of the cultivator. Mr.

E. i. Lowe sent the writer a single frond of a very

fine crispum in a letter, and although but a small

portion nf the base pn per was attached, ten plants

resulted from it. Every piece indeed seems capable oi

developing these buds, even pieces of the central core

possessing the faculty. The base? may be divideil

longitii Im.illyinstead of across, and will oven then yiel 1

l)u 1.1 a ling the edges : this, however, w^ do not alvi.s",

may be treated in the same fushion with like results,

witii the advantage of true progeny being obtained.

To this we have only met with one exception, a

cnrious constantly cornute form found by Mr. Wol

l.iston's son, yielding nothing but normal Harts

tongiie.s, both by basal eutting.s and spores. We
raised quite a host of plants both ways, with the same

result. It must be mentioned here that it is only

the bases that are utilizable in this way ,
the re-

mainder of the stalk of fronds actually in existence

will simply rot away, the capacity for bud production

being confined to that portion which is perennial.

As it is very unlikely th.at this property is confined

to the Hartstongue, though hitherto we have failed to

establish its existence in any ':>'Jier British species, we

think experimeut-i with som.^ of the exotic species

which form eimilar caudices might le attendetl

with good results. The fleshy scales of some ^of th«

Marattias, situated at the bases of their fronds, bav«

been found by Messrs. Veitch to develop^ buds o€

similar character, though we believe far 1h?b freelj.

In making cuts through the fleshy caudex of Asplenium

Adiantum nigrum we have observed buds to form oa

the wound, thouj.h we have failed with pieces detached

from the roct-Etock. Many species, Buch'ns the

Polystichums and some of the Lastreas, have the !sin«

power to a certain extent, but with stme !imitati<n»,

and in these cases dissection nsuully thove that a

latent bud is already in existence, where activity m
simply stimulated by the enerpy directed frcm the

central axis of growth by tome check to ii<j

development.

So far, thfn, the Haitstongue stond.s alore in iln

capacity for forming buds or biilbilsj ad lil-itvm ou

detached pieces of rachis deprived sltigither of rcot

Ftiniulns, the stoicd-up energy cf the cells tiffieirg

to generate such outgrowths at any jart (f[(he[!UTfaca

as de€eiibed. CIici!?. T. JJivdy, F.L.S.

PERCY LODGE, AYlKCHJMOrvE
BILL.

The pretty suburban garden around the retideii«e

of AV. C. 'Walker, Esq., althtuph evidently it was n<*

laid cut on any jre-ariatgcd plan, aleuiKis in jretty

views and chaiming nooks, and is in tvciy^way letter

iidapted to foim a pleasant place for the rccrcaticn o€

the owner and his laige family than a gaideu cf a

more conventional style would be. Cliiiiling ] lants

abound both upon and arouud] the house, and pretty

little gardens, thut in by tall thiubB,which'must have

been planted many years .ngo, loim suitable places for

different clasEes of herbaceous perennials, ttnce cr

other of which are constantly in bloem. In spring,

among other handseme objects, were two large beds

of Auriculas planted in a south asjeet, and whieU

I loomed a fortnightltarlier than those in other part-s

of the garden; anel beneath the fine weeping Ash,

under which a large quantity ef C'iceus wcie plante<l

four years ago, was a brilliant display.

]n another part of the garden the Honeysuckle

I'odge, with two arches in its length of some 60 feet,

\\..s a chaiming sight, being literally covered wit<»

fragrant flowers. Every year it is tiinimcd back with

shears, and the result is that the whole becemes iu

its ECPson a dense and beautiful lank of fiowerB.

Similar effect is obtained on the several Eose-arches,

one of which, covered with Dundee Eamblcr, leading

to the paddock, we heie illustrate (see Sg. JO). In

the centre is a small piece of crnamental water with

rockery margin, planted with vaiious plants, and

ornamented by Cacti and other succulents, which

ore rtmeiveel to the greenhouse before winter. Around
are borders of mixed herbaceous perennials and

annuals, such, as Salpiglossis, Coreopsis, Sweet Peas,

&c. ; aud overlooking this pretty nook is one cf

those pleasant little summer-houses with which the

place abounds. Another portion of the garden in

devoted to fruit-trees, but here also are there flowers

of Carnations, Phloxes, Pentstemons, Ac, with here

and there the rich violet-purple tints of the Clematis,

trained on arches and pillars.

On the outside of the garden, near the paddock, is

another arrangement of beds and borders, the centre

of the largest being occupied by a very handsome

example of Heracleum giganteum (see fig. 51) soma

•S feet in height, and the same across. The plant is

very easy to cultivate, and if space can be given it,

will form one of the most striking objects in tha

wilder part of the garden in the early part of th«

year.

The Glass Houses

consist of a neat block, chiefly arranged for the culture

of Orchids, which are grown at Percy Lodge with much
success. Everything that forethought can suggest is

nrovided for the comfort of the plants, one of tha

latest and most satisfactory additions being the lath

roller blinds, which have been fitted to the houses

containing the varieties of Lselia ancep.», and other

Ljclias and Cattley.is. These, it is found, are great
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aids to Orchid culture, as they admit the maximum
amount of light, and tend to lieepiug au evea tem-

perature as low as possible ia the hot weather. Not-
withstandiug the very hot summer, a single spot

only on the leaves under these lath blinds has been

observed, and that, probably, was done instan-

taneously, in consequence of a blemish in the glass.

In the Cattleya-house was a fine show of C. Mendeli,

C. Gaskelliana, C. Warscewiczii. and CMos^ia?, one

fine specimen of the last-named having nineteen

flowers. Also in bloom here were several good
forms of L;elia crispa, one specimen having twelve

spikes not . yet . open ; three plants of the large,

handsome fringed L. Digbyana, several fine

plants of Cattleya eldorado, Cypripedium Curtisii,

C. Godefroy;e and C. G. leucochilum, C. Law-
renceanum, C. Chamberlainlanum, Epidendrum
rhizophorum, and other^ pretty species ; and here,

too, suspended from the roof are some vigorous

specimens of Odontoglossum Loudesboroughianum,
which is not one of the easiest plants to grow and
flower annually as it is done at Percy Lodge.

In the cool-houses the many specimens of Odonto-

glossum crispum are in fine condition, and some good
varieties of it and 0. Pescatorei and other species are

in bloom ; so also some showy Masdevallias, Oncidium
macrantham, 0. phymatochilum, 0. crispum, Epi-

dendrum vitellinum, and the yellow Lj-caste aro-

matica, &c.

In some of the smaller warm-liouses the plants of

Dendrobium Phalajnopsis Schroderianum are gi'owiug

splendidly, and the few specimens of species of

Phalajnopsis are more satisfactory than is usually the

case in gardens. Some of the Dendrobiums have

made a remarkably fine growth, and even the

reputedly difficult D. McCarthiie, which is here now
beautifully in flower, well responds to the efforts

made to grow it to perfection. Disa grandiflora, and

the other species of Disa, which some consider the

easiest things possible to grow, are here found the

least satisfiictory
;
probably because they are grown

too much like Orchids, and too little like ordinary

;greenhouse plants. A change on these lines has

proved successful in many cases, and is to be tried at

Percy Lodge.

In one house Gloriosa superba annually makes a

great and lasting show of scarlet and yellow Lily-like

blooms. In others, the Begonias, Gloxinias, Strepto-

• carpus, &c., are good, and everything about the place

is in such perfect order as to suggest a goodly number
of assistants ; but the truth is, that Mr. Geo. Cragg,

the gardener at Percy Lodge, secures the good results

to be seen with but very little aid, and by sheer

diligence, skill, and an unbounded liking for his

charge.

The show of the Winchmore Hill Horticultural

Society was held in the grounds of Percy Lodge this

season, and Mr. Cragg won the greatest aggregate of

prizes, and the dinner-table decoration of Roses
arranged by Mrs. W. C. Walker was ^ the centre of

attraction in the tent of floral decorations. J. O'B.

BOTANICAL DRAWINGS AT THE
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM.

Thk series of prints and original colooired drawings

of plants stored in the Herbarium of the British

Museum at South Kensington are known to but few
persons. The series is of much historical interest,

consisting, as it does, of specimens of the work of
many distinguished botanists, and of the chief

botanical artists of the period, from the middle of the

seventeenth century to the present time. Hitherto
the general public have remained luiacquainted with

this collection of pictures, although students furnished

with proper recommendations have enjoj-ed access to

them for purposes of research and scientific investi-

gation. It is, therefore, satisfactory to learn that an
opportunity has lieen found to enable visitors to the

Natural History Museum to inspect some, at least, of

the more interesting and beautiful of the drawings.

Jlr. G. Murray, the keeper of the Department of

Botany has, with the- approval of Sir "William Flower,

arranged a temporary exhibition of watercolour
drawings selected from the collection.

It is intended to change these, from time to time,

to avoid injury from exposure to the light, and also

with the object of exhibiting in course of time the

most valuable part of the series.

Of the more noteworthy drawings at the present

on view, are the examples of the work of the brothers

Francis and Ferdinand Bauer, natives of Feldsberg,

in Lower Austria. Francis, the elder, came to Eng-
land in 1 788, and was induced by Sir Joseph Banks
to remain as draftsman at the Royal Gai-dens, Kew,
his generous patron defraying the salary and providing

for its continuance in his will.

Francis died in 1-S41, and is buried at Kew Church.
His drawings of the plants at Kew become the

property of the British Museum. Ferdinand Bauer
accompanied Dr. Sibthorpe to Greece in 17S4, and
spent several years in England completing drawings
of plants made during the journey.

In 1801 he went with Captain Flinders in the

Iiivi-slirjatoi; as natural history painter to the expedi-

tion for the survey of the coasts of Australia, Robert
Brown going as naturalist

; and Bauer and he, re-

mained some time in Australia, working on the flora

of that country after Flinders' return to England.

Among other artists whose work is shown, George
Dionysius Ehret stands .high. Nor should v.'o

omit to mention the name of James Sowerby (1757-

1822), who is best known for his great work on
English botany, and whose collections of plants form
the basis for the largest and most interesting public
herbarium of British plants. Sowerby's collection of

models of British fungi occupies the first case to the

right as you enter the public gallery of Botany. In
connection with these models, mention must be m.ade

of another botanical artist, who is still with us, Mr.
Worthington G. Smith, who has coloured and
mounted in a successful manner, Sowerby's models,

and who shows accurately-coloured drawings of native

fungi.

DEY-WEATHER BEDDING-
PLANTS.

Where a number of bedding-out plants are

annually required, especi.ally in districts where the
rainfall is light, it is well, in view of the dry
springs and summers, a cycle of which seems to

have set in, to select, as far as may be convenient,

some plants of a nature that make a fairly

free growth, and afford the greatest quantity of
flowers under dry, warm conditions. The present
season has been unusually dry, little rain bavin"
fallen in southern districts fi'om the end of March to

August 18 ; therefore, those subjects that had grown
and flowered satisfactorily previous to the latter

date may be appropriately termed dry-weather plants.

The following comprise some that have grown and
flowered more freely this summer than the various

beddinf Pelargoniums, and the majority are easily

raised from seeds in spring.

Double Zinnias.—Pthink the foremost place may
be accorded these plshits, as the beds have been a
mass of bright bloom for many weeks past, and that

without receiving any artificial watering. A bed filled

with a mixttire of bright-coloured Zinnias is very effec-

tive, especially when the strain is a good one, and the
colour ranges from scarlet, crimson, and magenta to

white. If seed of Zinnias lie obtained from a trust-

worthy source, the varieties come very true to uame
and quite double. The dwarf or Tom Thumb type of
Zinnia, growing only to 6 or 8 inches high, is a useful

plant for small beds, &c. The small amount of
labour Zinnias require is much in their favour.

My practice is to sow the seeds, in the second
week in April, on a bed of light soil in a frame
phiced on a mild hot bed made of tree-leaves, and
transplant direct from the bed, after due exposure,
about the middle of the month of May.

Verbenas from seeds sown iu pots or boxes in

March, and pricked off into boxes as soon as large

enough to be handled, m-ike excellent dry-weather
bedding-plants, especially if they can be planted out
early. The plants are not injured by a slight frost,

when they are duly hardened off before transference to

the open ground. Beds of mixed Verbenas of a good

strain are very effective in the flower-garden, and
beyond some small amount of pegging down in the

early stages of growth, the plants require but little

after-attention.

Gaillardias of the picta Lorenziana type may also

be raised from seed, and treated similarly to the pre-

ceding. They make quick growth, and in the hottest

weather will flower profusely. The flowers are useful

for cutting. Single Petunias are certainly dry-wea-

ther plants, but have a bedraggled appearance after

heavy storms. During the recent hot weather our
beds of mixed single-flowered Petunias were very

showy and ett'ective.

Antirrhinums, planted in a pair of beds in the

Dropmore garden in a dry and rather shady position,

where bedding Pelargoniums were always unsatisfac-

tory, are this year very fine. The plants consist of a
selected strain raised from seed ; they bear flowers of

crimson colour, and attain the height of 15 to 18 inches.

The seed from which these plants were r.used was
sown about the end of the month of March, the
seedlings pricked oft' into boxes when large enough
to be handled, and planted out iu the beds in the
month of May. They grew rapidly, and for some
time past have been a mass of flowers of one colour.

They will continue in bloom for a long time yet, and
are but little aS'ected by either heavy rainfall or

extreme drought.

Although the African Marigold is all but banished
from many gardens, it is a very telling subject iu a
dry season, where a mass of colour is required, and
is admirable for filling large beds, or planting in

masses. Our plants have been full of flower for some
time, and although they received no water after once
they were established, they have not suffered in the
least by the continued drought, but revelled in the
sunshine, growing to a height of about 2 feet, and
flowering profusely. We treat them iu the same
manner as Zinnias.

Ageratum ca3ruleum and the several dwarf varieties

are remarkably full of flower, such as can only be
obtained in a hot and rather dry summer; it is,

therefore, one that should be planted in dry soils.

Isotoma axillaris, a Lobelia-Hke plant, now but
seldom seen in gardens, attains to greater perfection in

a hot summer than a wet one. The pale blue flowers,

somewhat like those of a large Lobelia, are borne on
rather erect stems ; the foliage is also attractive. B.

METHODS OF PROPAGATION.
(Continued/mm p. 213.)

BcTDDiNO Flowering Trees and Shrubs.—The
red-flowered Horse-Chestnut (^Esculus rubicunda)
can be budded with ease on the common soi-t, this

being the usual plan in nurseries, while all the Pavias
may be put on this stock, the summer - flowering
P. ealifornica, making, thus treated, a very pretty
lawn tree.

Among flowering trees few exceed the Double
Cherry in beauty. If any of your grafts have failed,

you might utilise the stocks by budding them with
the double-llowering Morello, or Waterer's fine large-

flowered kind ; but if you can get some buds of the
new Japanese rose -flowered sort, named after the
famous traveller. Von Siebold, do so, as it is a very
fine variety, of which all gardens should have a tree.

Be careful to mark these distinctly, or perchance one
or two may be planted in the orchard in mistake,
which will lead to disappointment, as, of course, no
fruit is obtained from double-blossomed varieties.

The common Catalpa (C. syringa;folia) is a very
striking flowering tree, and there are some very dis-

tinct florists' varieties — the best, perhaps. Van
Geert's golden-leaved sport, for handsome foliage

;

and for blossom few trees exceed C. speciosa, which
produces flowers almost as large again as the species

and makes a noble and attractive tree. Both these
forms may be budded on C. syring.'ofolia, as may
another grand and vigorous kind, C. IJungei.

The ornamental Crabs have been taken under the
head of grafting, but should any of the grafts liave

failed, buds should at this season be inserted in clean
stocks ; the buds may be inserted in the laterals, close

up to the main stock or in that itself, if it be young and
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free. If you can procure a few buds, do not omit to

put in one or two of Parkman's double-flowering

Crab, by far the handsomest of all that showy tribe.

This may also be budded on the Paradise stock, on

which it forms a handsome bush, and when in flower

proves a most attractive object.

Of shrubs requiring a warm sheltered spot, and there-

fore not 80 generally useful as some others, there

are the double-flowered Chinese Peaches, which may
be budded, like the fruiting kinds, on the llussel or

common Plum stock. Both the pure white and
purple-flowered sorts are worthy of culture, though

useful for forcing if potted in 10-inch or I'J-inchpots,

but should be taken into a cool house as soon as they

show the pretty coral colour in their buds, or they

last but a short time.

The Lilac

is so highly esteemed in France that it has become
quite a florists' flower, and the varieties have midti

plied in a bewildering manner. Mons. Lemoine, of

Nancy, sent out the first really good double-flowering

variety, named after himself, and since then, one he

has called Madame Lemoine. The first has rosy-

lilac inflorescence, and the latter is pure white. The

Fig. 51.—HERACLEria oioamedm, in gardens, rEncT lodge, wincumore hill, n.

(see p. 269.)

they are rather stiff and inelegant in .appearance, but
this cannot be said of the variety H.ancei, which has
small .and pendulous branches, which become covered

in spring with conspicuous flowers.

Plu.ms.

While we are speaking of the Plum stock, there

ai'e some veiy desirable flowering Plums tliat may
be propag.ated. First place must be accorded to

Prunus triloba, which produces an abundance of

bright rose-coloured flowers early in the spring, and
may be budded low for dwarf plants and potting

purposes, or standard high upon strong Mussel or

Brompton stocks. The double white Chinese Plum
(Prunus sinensis) may be budded on the same .stocks,

but it is too tender to be worked high. Both are

advantage possessed by the double flower is in its

longer persistence, which has been very marked this

season. All the varieties may be budded freely on

the common Lilac, .and buds may be put on some of

the strongest suckers that .always are present round

established bushes. If lifted in the autumn, when
the bud is resting, and planted where required, they

are little trouble. Among single kinds, a great .ad

vance on the well-known Charles X , is Souvenir de L.

Sp.T-th, having large individual flowers of very bright

red colour approaching scarlet ; and if buds can be

had of this, it is well worth attention.

Among novelties, the vigorous, late-flowering kinds

from Japan, Syringa japonica, and another from those

interesting islands, with downy, young spring shoots

(S. villosal, should bf budded now, and may be

a'lowed to run up into standard trees, a method of

treatment which suits them best, as when pl.anted iu

belts 01- borders, at intervals, they serve to break the
monotonous line so often marring the beauty of such
planta' ions.

The Tree Hollyhock.

The handsome flowering Tree Hollyhock (Hibiscus

syriacus) has also been improved by the Frencii florist,

and now there are numerous kinds, each and .all of

which should be budded low on the common single-

flowered
I
form. The single kinds are useful, tod,

eipecially a pure white one, " Totus albus." (See

Oardene.rs' Chronicle, August 22, p. 227.)

Dogwood.

The species of Coruus are useful as covert trees,

and since Messrs. Lee introduced one called " elegan-

tissima," they have given us many bright-foliaged

shrubs, some of which are unique iu their colouring,

,\11 may be budded low on the common Dogwood,
Cornus m.oscula, any time during the summer when the

sap is active, both in stock and bud-parent. C. elegan-

tissima is still the best, .and Spath's golden form is

a useful comp.anion plant, but they should h.ave a

shady position in the shrubbery, as hot, direct sua
is apt to scorch the leaves, due to the absence of

chlorophyll therein. Budded high and grown in

pots, they may be gently forced, and then are woithy
subjects for the cool conservatory.

Daphnes.

The deliciously-fragrant Indian Daphne may lie

increased by budding either on D. laureola (the Spurge
Laurel) or D. Mezereum iu the open ground, but in

the north of the country they need protection during

the winter. In the south, both it and the white form
are hardy upon warm walls or fences.

MoDKTAiN Ash.

The useful forms of Mountain Ash are propagated

by budding into the ordinary species. For variety,

n few of the yellow-fruiting kinds m.ay be budded in

young trees of this, but if a really handsome l.awu-

tree is require<l, work the variety called hybrida,

which is an erect, close grower, ',with handsome cut

foliage, flowering later than the species, and pro-

ducing bright scarlet fruit like it. Ofjweeping forms,

Dawson's is the most satisfactory. All the Sorbns do

best on rather poor soil of a calcareous nature.

The Tkavelier's Rest Tree

(Viburnum lantana) is common in most parts ol

England. This m.ay be raised from its red berries

and it forms a stock for the fine-flowering Japanese

variety (V. plicatum), and also for_the similar variety

from China (V. macrocephalum). Both should be

budded low down on the ground-line, and the stock

headed-back in the spring. Anotherjkind only lately

in commerce (V. dilatatum) may be budded on the

same stock, and it forms a uscful[addition to ornament,al

fruiting-trees. Experience.

(To be continued).

NEW MELON DISEASE.
A corbespoxdext (" H. C. T.") has sent us Melon-

leaves, with the following note :
" Up till a few weeks

ago the plants were healthy and doing well. Then

a few spots appeared on one or two of the leaves,

afterwards spreading over the whole until there is

not a he.althy leaf left, and the fi-uit only a little

more than half-grown. I have had them similarly

.affected in the same pit for several seasons, but not

so early." The leaves are blotched with greyish

spots from S inch to 2 inches long, and upon these

spots, on the upper surface, a black mould

flourishes. The hypha; are very long, erect, str.aighfc

and slender, of a dark olive colour, so that the sept<i

are very inconspicuous. The conidia are quite three

times as thick as the hyphic, but colourless, 80 micro-

millimfetres long by 8 micro-millimetres thick, attenu-

.ated a little toward one end and rounded at the other,

at first multi-nucleate, and then many septate. This

mould may only prove to be a variety of Cercosporx

citrullina (Cooke), Grei-ilUa, xii., p. 31, or possibly

a distinct species. The latter is found upon leaves

of Citrullus in the United States, and in that case the
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spots are smaller ami the conidia longer and|mucli
more slender, so that probably that upon Melon

-

leaves will ultimately have to be considered distinct,

with the name of Cercospora melonis. M. 0. C.

Belgium.

SALIX SERICEA PENDULA.
This variety, which I mentioned when speaking of

the nurseries of Planti&res les Metz, is so named by
horticulturists because when it is grafted as a standard

it has pendulous branches, forming a pretty little

weeping tree : it is no other than S. sericea, Willd.,

a European species. Its other synonyms are SaUx
glauca and S. appendiculata.

StAPHYLEA X COULOMBIERI.

This is now showing fine branches covered with
numerous white racemes, differing much from those of

other Staphylea. M. Coulombier has grown this fine

shrub since 1872. He received a plant from Segrez,

where M. A. Lavallee cultivated it, and where it no
longer exists. Its origin is unknown. It is named
after IVI. Colombier, who has successfully propagated
it. This species has the advantage that the plants

flower when very young. I remarked at the time of

my visit to Plantieres that S. oolchica and S.

Coulombieri had been frozen to the ground in the
winter of 1S94-5. The latter variety flowered abun-
d.-intly this year, while S. colchica did not bloom ;

S. Coulombieri should, therefore, be more adapted to

forcing than S. colchica. Ch. Ve B.

Cultural Memoranda.

HYDRANGEA HOKTENSIS.
If cuttings of mature wood be struck at this season,

the plants will bloom well the following spring. The
cuttings for this purpose should be strong, with a
firm terminal bud, and should be cut below a pair of

leaves, inserted in small pots filled with sandy loam
and leaf-soil, and kept plunged in a gentle warmth
till roots are emitted, but on no account should growth
at the top be excited. When rooted, the plants
should be stood in the open air, or on shelves fully
exposed to sunlight, so as to insure thorough ripen-
ing. After the leaves have fallen, very little water
will be required throughout tlie winter. Stand the
plants iu a cool position till February or March, when
they should be well watered and repotted, if this
be thought necessary, and afforded a slightly
higher temperature. If large bushes are wanted, the
bloom-buds should be kept pinched out till the plants
have reached a desirable size. Cuttings taken during
the gi-owiug season root readily : but the.se will not
flower the first season afterwards, although thoy
soon make big plants, and flower well the following
year. H. Mm-kham, Mercworth Castle.

The Week's Work.
FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Pope, Gardener. Eigliclere Castle, Newbury.

PINES.—The present is a suitable time to pot-up
a quantity of suckers from the old stools that have
ripened or are ripening their fruit. For potting-
compost u.se a good sound loam from an old pasture
or deer-park containing plenty of fibre. Tliis should
bo pulled to pieces by hand, and the rouglier portion
only made use of. Add to each 2 bushels of loam, an
S mch potful of fresh bone-meal, and pot firmly.
The largest .suckers may be put in 7 - inch,
and the smaller ones in 6 -inch pots. Plunge
the pot? into a bottom - heat of 90° to 9r,',

and keep the atmosphere of the house rather
close and moist for a time, shading the pl.ants for an
hour or two each day during bright sunshine until
they have rooted and commenced to make growth,
when shading must be discontinued, and more air
given. If the soil is moderately moist when used, tlie

plants will not require watering till rooting has taken
pi ice, but a light spraying overliead may be aflbrded

occasionally daring bright weather. Give the plants
more headroom as growth advances, or they will become
drawn and weakly. Succession stock is now growing
freely, and as the amount of sun-heat is daily decreasing,
care will be necessary to prevent the growth becoming
soft and drawn. Maintain a drier atmosphere, and
give a slight increase of artificial-heat ; syringing may
be done only occasionally, and then early in the after-

noons of fine days. Afford water only when abso-
lutely necessary, and then let it be suflncient to
saturate the soil thoroughly, occasionally using
weak liquid-manure, or guano-water in a tepid state.

Maintain the bottom heat at 85° to 90°, and
atmospheric heat at 70° to 75° by day without sun,
and ventilate freely when the weather is favourable.
D uring the present month sufficient soil for next year's

potting should be collected and stacked. The turf 3 or
4 inches thick from an old sheep pasture or deer
park is generally the best, and this should be stacked
grass downwards, with the top ridged to throw off

the rain. Smooth Cayennes and other winter-fruiting
sorts will now be swelling their fruits, and should
have every attention. Damp down when dry with
weak guano-water, and keep a moist atmosphere.
Sprinkle the foliage and surface of the plunging
matei'ial occasionally when the house is closed after
a bright day, but avoid wetting the crowns or letting
water lodge in the axils of the leaves. If the soil

should be getting low in the pots, top-dress with rich
fibry loam. Close the house sufficiently early in the
afternoon to allow the heat to rise to 85° or 90°
with sun, and allow a night temperature of 70°. Plants
which have fruits now colouring will be best placed
in a structure by themselves, where they can have a

freer circulation of air and be keptrather cooler. Plants
that are intended to commence fruiting early next
year may be selected from those started in the spring,
and placed where they can be rested for some six or
eight weeks. Allow them just enough water at the
roots and atmospheric moisture to keep them
healthy, and reduce the heat gradually to about 65^

at night. In a few weeks they should be in a compara-
tive state of rest. \'entilate freely whenever the
weather is favourable.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McIntyrk, Gardener, Woodside, Darlington.

WINTER-FLOWERING PLANTS should now be
shifted into the pots in which they will bloom.
They may then remain a month or so longer in the
pit or frames in which they have been kept through
the summer, before they are removed to shelves
indoors. Those in Peach-houses, provided they are
near the glass, are well suited previous to their com-
mencing to bloom.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.—Plants that have yet to
bloom should be placed indoors, where the flowers
will develop better and be much cleaner than if they
be allowed to remain any longer out-of-doors. The
plants may be fed with liquid manure liberally at
this stage.

MONTBRETIAS.—If desirable, these may be lifted

iu clumps from the open when in flower, and potted up
for use in the conservatory. They should be more
largely grown for this purpose, so useful are they.

FUCHSIAS.—Give the plants .some diluted liquid-

manure from the farmyard at each alternate water-
ing

; it will help them to continue to bloom, and
remain vigorous for some time longer. Plants that
were struck in the spring for late-flowering, and that
need to be repotted, should be attended to in this
respect at once. Discontinue pinching the shoots, and
allow the plants to flower.

PLANTS FOR SPRING FORCING, ETC., such as
Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and Deutzias, that have been
turned out-of-doors into a shaded position, may now
with advantage be fully exposed to the sun ; every
encouragement should be given them to become
thoroughly matured.

POINSETTIAS.—The latest batch of these plants
should be given their final shift. Use good loam and
leaf soil, with a little sharp river-sand added, and well
mix. The earliest plants will soon be showing flower,
and may then be stimulated by affording them weak
liquid-manure prepared from sheep's droppings. They
should be kept iu a temperature of 70° at night, %vith
a rise to SO' during the day. Keep the house close
and the .atmosphere moist for some time yet.

GENERAL WORK.— Greenhouse flowering pl.ants

that have been planted out during the summer, such as
Salvias, and which it is intended to bring in for
flowering during the winter, may be growing too grossly.
If this be so, a check should be given them by cutting

through the roots 4 inches from the stem. This will

also tend to the ripening of the wood. Although
very old plants, S. splendens and S. cocciuea are very
showy and desirable ; during the winter the flowers
are vei-y valuable for cutting purposes.

Eiiphorlia Jacquinajlyra, whether planted out in
the stove or grown in pots, may be given a good
sprinkling of Clay's Fertiliser, it will result
in a vigorous growth being made. This plant
well repays any extra attention given at this stage of
its growth, for on the strength of the growth now
made depends the length of the sprays of flower. It
is possible to obtain sprays S or 9 inches long. In
most of the structures where fire-heat has been
temporarily dispensed with, such as ferneries,

it will soon be necessary again to use a little, in
order to displace the excess of moisture that
accumulates. A little warmth iu the pipes during
the day will evaporate much moisture after water-
ing. If the weather is at all favourable, ventilate
at the same time that the fire-heat is employed. The
heating apparatus ought to be overhauled annually

;

and boilers and apparatus cau now be cleaned and
put in repair with but little inconvenience. The stove-
plants will now require increased attention. If the
weather be dull and sunless, allow the fires to be kept
going, and afford abundance of ventilation. In this
way the wood in stove - flowering plants will
become thoroughly ripened before the autumn
has passed, and therefore the less likely to
be injured during the dull months of winter.
Although shading may not be .altogether dispensed
with at present, the blinds must ouly be used on the
very brighest days, and in the course of a fortnight

'

their use may be discontinued for the season.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hedlev Warreij, Gardener, Aiton Clininn, Tring.

GENERAL REM ARKS.—Therecent showery weather
has saved ranch labour in w.atering, and this may now
be turned to other account. Remove or .shorten back
all protruding liranches of evergreen trees iu the
shrubberies without more delay, and if it be intended
to plant the shrubbery borders with spring-flowering
plants or bulbs, they should at once be given a
heavy dressing of manure, and afterwards dug. Con-
tinue to remove all decaying matter from plants in
the flower-beds, and maintain a neat appearance as
long as possible.

BEDDING PELARGONIUMS, ETC. — Cuttings of
these put in last month will have commenced to make
growth, and the plautsshouldbe gradually inured tofuU
exposure, in order that the growth maybe strong and
stocky, which will prevent many losses during winter.
Where bedding Lobelias are propagated by cuttings
in preference to seeds, and there .are uo stock
pl.ants, a number of the plants in the borders may
be cut down at once. These will soon produce a
quantity of young shoots, which may be struck in
light sandy soil in heat. Another method which
answers equally well is to pot-up a few old plants,

from which cuttings may be taken during the spring
months.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS are now in many gardens
at their best, and there is promise of a good display
of bloom for some weeks to come. Harpaliums,
Rudbeckias. Chrysanthemum maximum. Everlasting
Peas, GaillardLas, and a host of other species are in
bloom. Lobelia cardiualis and the variety Queen
Victoria are grand plants. They are not only useful
perennial bedders, but they furnish excellent flowers
for cutting. This species is thought by some to be but
half hardy, .and they are lifted in the autumn,
and wintered in cold pits or frames

; but
should they be considered imsafe out - of -

doors, the risk, if any. miiy be avoided if the
crowns be covered with ashes, or some such protect-
ing material. The full beauty of the plant is not
developed when they are disturbed yearly. Old-
established clumps always produce an abundant
bloom, and are most effective when growing in masses.
If the stock be a limited one, it may be increased by
lifting the roots during October, and dividing the
crowns. These may afterwai'ds be planted in boxes at

regular distances apart, or potted up singly into 3-inch

or 5-inch pots, according to the size of the crown.
During the first winter they may be allowed to remain
in cold frames, or plunged iu ashes or fibre out-of-

doors where protection cau be given 'as needed.
Propagation may also be eflfected by seeds, which the
plaut usually produces freely.

SALVIA PATENS.—Massed beds of these afford

such a wealth of colour that it is indispensable where
a good blue-coloured flower is needed. In most
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localities it is uecessary to lift the roots in the autumu
and store them in sand, or some other light material,

in the same way that Dahlias are treated.

CEANOTHUS GLOIRE DE VERSAILLES is jUSt in

flower, and is one of the most beautiful of flower-

ing shrubs. Although not quite hardy in some locali-

ties, it should be planted where there is any possible

chance of it succeeding, even if it should need pro-

tection during the coldest winter months. The rich

blue spikes of bloom are exceedingly attractive. If

the plant is placed against a wall, protection is more
easily afforded than in the shrubberies. Although
this plant delights in plenty of moisture, yet undrained
soil is most undesirable, and is more often than not
the cause of failure.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
£y W. H. ^un^, OrchiiL Grower, Bitrford, Dorking.

MASDEVALLIAS.—In most collections there are

some plants that require to be re-potted through
the compo^t having become sour and soddened.

Strong healthy specimens may need additional

rooting space, and lai'ge over-grown masses which
have become bare of foliage in the centre should be

turned out of their pots, cai'efuUy divided, and
potted up afresh. A few days previous to disturbing

the roots, allow the plants to become moderately

dry, the roots will then be less liable to be-

come injured. If Masdevallias be grown in a suit-

able temperature, they make a great number of long

vigorous roots, and require pots of considerable size.

The pots should be two-thirds filled with drainage,

and the crocks fixed in the pots in an upright position,

taking care to make them as hollow as possible. Over
these place a layer of sphagnum-moss. In re-potting

keep the b,ase of the plants on a level with the rim of

the pot, and carefully work in among the roots a com-
post consisting of equal parts of peat and sphagnum-
moss, occasionally inserting a few thick pieces of

crock. Make the compost moderately firm, but not

sufficiently so to prevent water from passing through
rapidly.

Many of the plants that were re-potted last season

and are now in a satisfactory contUtion, will not
need to be re-potted, but if the surface of the soil

is covered with seedling Ferns or with conferv;c, it

should be carefully picked out until the crocks are

seen, and fresh peat aud moss substituted. For the
first few weeks after re-potting, water very sparingly,

as an excess of moisture at that time will result in

the loss of many leaves and roots ; but as each plant

becomes re - estabhshed, the quantity should be
gradually increased. To avoid black and spotted

leaves, prevent the plant becoming permanently
saturated, especially through the autumn and winter,

when every care should be taken that no plant is

watered unless the soil is really dry; and tlicn if the
plant is not properly rooted, the compost should not
be thoroughly soaked. An excess of atmospheric
moisture during dull weather is also a cause of
" spot." l)m-iiigthe next sismonthsafford water with
discretion, and when the external temperature is

falling, gradually reduce the amount of atmospheric
moisture inside. When it becomes necessary to use
fire-heat, care must be taken to prevent aridity in

the atmi.>sphere. It is very difficult to give precise

instructions in this matter, as much depends upon
the situation and cpnstruction of the house, and upon
it being a natui-ally di'y or moist one.

It is equally important to keep the plants

free from insects; yellow thrips may attack the
young leaves to such extent that healthy growth
is impossible. As soon as insects are observed,

use the XL All vaporiser, which will quickly
eradicate and destroy them, but will not injure

the tenderest leaf-growth. It is always ad-
visable after using this preparation to closely shade
the plauts from the sun's rays for a day or two.
To enumerate all the species and varieties of

Jlasdevallia would be unnecessary here, but a few
of the leading ones may be mentioned. Many
of the species, as M. Veitchiana, M. amabilis, M.
BarUeaua, M. cocoinea, aud its numerous varieties

of the Harryana type, are cbaracterised by flowers

of brilliant colouring. The b^ st forms of the orange-
scarlet M. ignea are well worth growing, as the
flowers are very useful during the dull season, and
remain a long time in perfection. The yellow-

coloured M. Davisii is quite distinct and useful for

hybridising puriJoses, so also is the white M. tova-

rensis, a species which should be in every Orchid
collection, it being especially valuable for making
button-hole bouquets. Among the plants most inter-

esting to the botanist the following should be added ;

M. macrura, M. elephanticeps, M. Gargantua, M.

peristeria, M. ephippivmi, M. coriacea M. melanoxan-

tha, M. Schlimii, M. Trochilus, M. iufracta. .M. macu-

lata, M. Keichenbachiana, M. cucullata, and the sen-

sitive M. muscosa. A well-bloomed plant of M.
polysticta forms a pretty object, each spike producing

many small spider-like flowers. The Gnat Orchid,

M. cidcx, now known under the name of Pleuro-

th.aUis macroblepharis, is always a great attraction

when in flower. M. racemoaa Crossi is a pretty and

distinct species ; it grows with great freedom, but

there is some difiiculty in getting it to flower satisfac-

torily. The undermentioned dwarf-growing varieties

are all pretty and free-flowering, and would make an

interesting collection ; M. Wagneriana, 51. Armini,

M. rosea, M. Estrada;, M. triaristella, M. ionocharis,

M. triadactylites, M. caudata Shuttleworthi, M.
hieroglyphica, M. floribund.i, M. melauopus, M. pic-

turata, M. Wendlandiana. These being of dwarf habit

may, if the house is a naturally damp one,be suspended

in small shallow pans close to the roof-glass, but should

the atmosphere be dry, a liglit position upon the stage

would be better. Masdevallia hybrids are extremely

pretty and interesting, and M. Courtauldiana, M.
Fraserii, M. Geleniana, M. Stella, M. Cairiana, M.
Estradie-caudata, M. Chelsunii, M. Shuttryana, M.
Hincksiana, M. splendida, M. glaphyrantha, .M. Hen-
rietta;. &c., should be added to a collection where

possible.

HEATING APPARATUS.—Thoroughly overhaul

and put everything connected with the heating appa-

ratus in working order, that if severe weather should

occur during the winter, the maintenance of the

proper temperatures may W obtained without diffi-

culty. When cleaning out the boilers, hot-water

pipes, &c., it is advisable tu make the best use of all

the sun-heat obtainable to keep up the temperatures,

and to use the ventilators but moderately. At the

same time use less water when damping-diiwn, and
keep the plants rather on the diy side than on the

wet ; thus, if any plant appears to be suffering from
dryness at tlie root, about half the usual quantity

should be afforded. These remarks are, of coui-se,

only applicable to the warmest divisions ; the work
need not affect those species in the cool houses in

the least degree if done at once.

THE kitcheh garden.
By C. Herbin, Gardener, Dropmorc, Maidenhead.

WINTER SPINACH.—The earliest Spinach plants

should now be large enough to be thinned, and lliis

m.ay be done in two operations. Leave each plant

3 or 4 inches of space for the present, and if they are

free from disease and wireworm, every other plant

may be removed later. The leaves can be used then, but

if they are not required, chop out the plants with the

hoe. As more land hiis now become vacant, another

sowing should be made of the Improved Vic-

toria round-seeded variety. This will be useful

should the early-sown plants become too large,

for although strong plants are necessary to withstand

a severe winter, extra size and soft growth is not

desirable. The ground being at present moist and

warm, germination will soon take place. The drills

for this late sowing should be made 15 inches apart,

and the ground be well trodden over previously.

Before sowing the seeds, scatter over the ground and
iu the drills a mixture of soot and wood-ashes in

equal proportions.

CAULIFLOWERS.—A second sowing of dwarf

Erfurt Mammoth and Early London Cauliflowers

may be made forthwith. In a season like the present it

is probable that the plants from this sowing may be

more satisfactory than from seeds sown earlier. If

the plants become too large, buttouiug may be a

source of trouble later on. If a portion of the plants

be wintered from each sowing, choose eventually the

greater number from those plants which are a

suitable size. This will be evident enough by the

time the plants are ready for being pricked out into

handlights or frames. ."^ow upon a fully-exposed

border, and facing south or west, aud after levelling

the surface, scatter the seeds thinly in shallow drills

drawn 9 inches asunder. In the event of showery

weather, a sharp look-out must be kept for slugs, and

a dusting of lime and soot applied if these are trouble-

some. Cover the seeds with garden-netting to protect

them from birds.

SALADING.—Lettuce and Endive raised from

sowings made a month siuce should be transplanted

in (juautity, to furnish lieads for placing in frames,

kc, for an early-winter supply. An open and sunny
situation will be most suitable. A small sowing of

Brown Cos Lettuce may be made thinly in an open

position, to stand through the winter. Mustard and

Cress should now be sown under hand-lights or iu

frames ; it being liable to damp off if exposed to heavy
rains. Radishes should still be sown for succession ;

the French Breakfast is a quick-growing variety, and
this or a similar' one should be chosen for sowing at

this season.

GENERAL WORK.—.Since the recent showers,
weeds have sprung up very rapidly, and when the
we.ather is dry regular use of the hoe should be made.
The Chinese Artichoke (Staehys tuberifera) which
made little progress during the dry weather, lias now
made a start,aud the ground between the rows should
be hoed ever to prevent weeds and to encom-age active

growth, or the tubers may be small. Vegetable Mar-
rows that were planted early have produced their

first crop of fruits, and should be given some assist-

ance by liquid-manure, in oider to keep them in

bearing, ^'acant ground may be filled with any kind
of Colewort, late Savoys, or other green crop. Any
late-sown plauts of the Drumhead Savoy put out now
should furnish small heads that will stand severe

frosts, and tuiu iu during the early months of next
year.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bi/ G. WooDOATE, Gtlrden*:r, Rjllcstoil Hall, Bttrton-on-Treat.

FIGS.—The Fig trees in this garden are still pro-

ducing numerous fruits, which are both large in size

and of good quality. Any fruits which may form on
this season's wood should not be retained with the

idea that they will stand the winter and ripen early,

but they should be rubbed ofi' forthwith. To do
this will tend to the formation of fruit-buds, that

will remain in a latent condition till next spring.

Do not lay in ;.ny more shoots of the current

season's growth than there is ample space for, or the

wood that is left for I'roducing next year's crop of

Figs may, through lack of sun and air, be badly

matured.

VINES.—Any that are trained on garden walls,

&c., should have every lateral shoot pinched back to

one good leaf, which will allow the sun to reach

both young wood and fruit, and aid in maturing

them. A few of the leaves may also be removed, if

much crowded.

RASPBERRIES.—The canes which have fruited

should now be removed, and a sufficient number of

the strongest new ones tied in to take their places.

If new plantations are to be made of the varieties

in stock, any good surplus canes may be left un-

touched till the planting season, to be then trans-

planted to the new beds, being careful when digging

up the roots not to disturb the roots which remain

more than can be avoided. When not required for

making plantations, or filling up vacancies, all super-

fluous canes should be removed with the knife.

ROOT-PRUNING.—Xow is a good time to make a

note of such trees that require root-prunmg, or lifting

and transplanting at the proper season.

FRUIT-GATHERING. — Many early varieties of

Apples and Pears require almost daily attention at this

season, taking the fruits as they become fit for use as

dessert and cooking, or for storing, as the case may be.

All fruit should be plucked when dry, and it is

prudent to use only small flat baskets, so that the

fruit be not much piled up, aud it is advisable to

place some soft material below the lowest tier

to prevent bruising. In order to ascertain if a

fruit is in a fit condition for being gathered,

lift it gently until it comes to the horizontal

position, when, it the stalk parts readily from

the branch, it is fit. Peach and Nectarine trees

with ripening fruits, should be examined once or

twice a day, carefully taking those which are almost

ripe. These will finish off and be of good flavour

if placed in a cool fruit-room, being at the same time

less liable to injury from wasps and flies.

Strange Habitation for Bees. — In a

dwelling on the farm of Jameston, on the estate

of Ardoe, some 5 miles from Aberdeen, occu-

pied* by Mr. Walker, some bees have made a nest in

a liquid-manure barrel st.audiug in the farmyard, and

laid up their winter stores of honey. It is not un-

common for bees to seek a lodging in the trunk of a

decayed tree, the thatched roof of a house, or even

a church ; but it is unusual for the scouts—bees

always send out forerunners to select a place of

settlement—to choose a barrel with a narrow means

of ingress and egress as a place for the community

to settle iu. There are no hives about the farm, and

it is probable that the bees came from a long

distance.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

RtrNDAY, Sif-BT f S Royal Agricultural and Horticul-
'"^"- ") tural Society of Ghent Sb.

TUESDAY, Sept. >i{^i^lj.
Horticultural Society's

ttees.

iKoyal Caledonian Horticultural
Society in Waverley Market,
Edinburgh (two days).

/Paisley Horticultural Society 8h.
1 Thamft Horticultural Society sh.

fcpi-T. 10
"I

Exhibition of Produce from Small
I Holdings, at Botanic Gwdens,
V Manchester.

IHtJKSDAY,

ESTEBY D.\Y,

MON'DAY,

SALES.
j
Dutch Bulbs at

( Morris" Room?;.
Protheroe h

TUESDAY.

WTHJNESDAY, Sept. 9

THURSDAY, SiuT. 10-

FEIDAY,

Seit 7 futch IJulbs at J. C Stevens'

I Great Rooms.

Clearance Sale of Stove and Greeu-
hoase Plants, Hay, Carriage, and
other effects, bv order of Mrs.

St IT. 8 1 Jewell, at Hall Place, Bexley, by
Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs at J. C. Stevens'
Great Rooms.

^Fifteenth Grea"; Annual Trade Sale
of Winter-blooming Heaths at
the Longlands Nursery, Sidcup,
by order of Slessrs. Gregory At

Evans, by Protheroe U Morris.
' Dut<h Bulbs at ,1. C. Stevens'

Great Rooms.

Important Trade Sale of Heaths.
Ferns, Carnations, and Roses at
the Mill Lane Nursery, Cheshunt,
Herts, by order of Mr. E. Rofh-
ford, by Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs at J. C. Stevens'
Great Rooms.

^Second Annual Trade Sale of
Greenhouse and other Pl.ants at
the Avenue Nursery, Bexley

8-pr lis
Heath, by order of Messrs. P. H.
& J. Cooper liy Protheroe 6
MoiTrLs.

Orchids at Protheroe h Morris'
Rooms.

CC-SRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN
BUING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSBRVATIO.N'S
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK -58'.

M. GuiLLO.x, demonstrator at
l>.s:eni Grapes, the National School of Agri-

culture at Montpellier, ha.s lately
|¥jiblished a treatise ou the Grapes grown in the
Esat [Lcs Cipages Orientanx; Paris: GeoPvOES
Qxmxi, 3, Rue Kaoine). The book is of
ioterest to our Grape-growers, as it deals with
«"rOTal varieties well known to them, such as
tha Muscat of Alexandria, Gros Colmar, hero
c?0:ied Dodrelabi, and others. The descriptions
have been taken from living specimens in the
national School of Agriculture of MontpoUier.
After a short historical introduction, M,
GtriLLON goes on to speak of imperfect fevtilisa-
tirni (couluro), which ho combats by girdling-,
pmching, and specially by artificial fertilisation!

T.ho description of each variety includes an
arjij'.ysis of the must, or unfermented juice,
rfiowing the specific gravity, the quantity of
Bi;g;u' and of acid per litre, the average weight
fA bunch, the number of seods, the date when
«5»riiig growth begins, the periods of flowering,
of maturity, and of defoliation, &c.

It may be of interest to cite the analysis of
two of our best known Grapes, which are
indeed far more extensively grown here than
ic. France—Muscat of Alexandria (I.), and
Codrelabi, or, as we call it, Gros Colmar (II. ) :—

Bteaisity (Doaun.e at 15")

Ksgav, per litre

Ariiity^ per litre

I.
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"The Mushroom. How to Grow it for
Profit."—This is the title of the smallest manual on

the cultui-e of Mushrooms with which we are

acquainted, contiiniug as it does but seven and a

half pages of printed matter. In these few pages Mr.

John Cobban, of the Market Place, Rotherham, has

contrived to give the essential points of his subject,

and, a.=i we think, with a fair amount of success. The

cottager, allotment holder, and farmer will find useful

information on the cultivation of the Mushroom out-

of-doors, in cellars, under a greenhouse stage, and in

pastures.

Favourite Flowers of Garden and
Greenhouse.—Yet another serial work on garden

matters added to our already over-redundant stores,

differing, however, from most of the preceding ones

by reason of its coloured plates. The subject-matter

follows the classification of the Genera Plantaruin,

the first number commencing with Clematis (Ranun-

culacea;), proceeding to Thalictrum, Anemone,

Hepatiea, and Caltha. Mr. Edward Stkp, F.L.S.,

Las provided the text, including the lists of varieties,

and also the cultural directions ; the latter have,

however, been revised by Mr. W. Watson, assistant

curator of the Royal Gardens, Kew. For those who
want to know something more about the plants

cultivated in their gardens than how to grow them,

the present work should be of especial value. It is

carefully edited, ani well printed on thick paper, and

the illustrations are, so far as we have seen them,

true to nature. The publishers are Fkederick

Warne & Co., 15, Bedford Street, Strand, London,

W.C, who issue it weekly at the price of Is. net.

FrUGIVOROUS Bats.—Mr. Hart reports that

bats cause considerable damage to fruit-trees by taking

away the seeds of Coffee, Tea, and other plants, and
invariably choosing the best and ripest. Under their

feeding-place, which is generally the underside of

some branch of a tree, there is frequently found a

small heap of fruits, and advantage is taken of this

peculiarity to secure seeds of tall trees from which

seeds are not easily obtained otherwise. Early in the

morning, before the heaps are dispersed by other

animals, rare seeds and fruits may often be obtained

in this way. " Bulletin, Botanical Gardens, Trinidad."

Midhurst Horticultural Society.—The
annual show of this society was held in Cowdray Park
on Wednesday, Aug. 26, the entries exceeding by more
than one hundred those of last year. The exhibits

were of such excellence that the judges had no easy

tasli in awarding the prizes. There were numerous
contributions not for competition, including some
lovely Cactus Dahlias from Messrs. Jaok.man & Son
Woking, and Miss McRonald, Chichester, who also

showed, for the first time, a seedling Tomato very

like Cliallenger in .shape, but pure bright yellow in

colour.

American Blight.—.\ccording to a statement

made in the Juurnal of the National Horticultural

Society of France, hydrochloric or muriatic acid, com-
monly called spirit of salt, may be used with advan-

tage for the destruction of the American blight. It

kills the insects, and promotes the healing of the

wounds. It is recommended that a mixture of clay

and coiv-duug be mixed with the acid till a mixture

is made sufficiently thick to be laid on the wounds
with a paint-bru-sh. In trying the acid, experimenters

must not forget the very poisonous and corrosive

nature of the acid, and act with becoming caution.

Dutch Horticultural and Botanical
Society.—Floral Cujlmittee.—On the occasion of

the meeting of this society on August 8, 1896, the
committee awarded First-class Certificates to Mr. A.

Buis, juu., of Aalsmeer, for Phlox docussata fol. aur.

var. ; to Mr. C. G. van Dijk. of Zeist, for Rudbeckia
laciniata il. pi. var. Gold Ball, Cactus Dahlias Mrs.

Barnes, and W. B. Wright ; to Mr. K. Keessen, jun.,

of Aalsmeer, for Cornus Spiithi var. ; to Messrs.

E. H. Krelage & Son, of Haarlem, for Gladiolus

Lemoinei vars. ; Yvette Guilbert, Gr. L. Emile Augier,

G. L. Jane Dieulafoy, G. L. Professor Le Monnier,

G. nanceianus Pacha, G. n. Canrobert, G. n. General

Duchesne, and G. n. Jules Finger ; to Mr. C. G.

van Tubergen, jun., of Haarlem, for Canna Austria

and Canna Italia ; and to Mr. IST. de Zwaan, of Utrecht,

for Begonia grandiflora erecta cristata. Certifi-

cates of Merit were granted to Mr. Egb. Klooster-

huis, of Veendam, for Acer pseudo-platanus aigyreus

and Robinia neo-mexicana ; to Messrs. E. H. Krelage

& Son, of Haarlem, for Gladiolus Lemoinei vars. ;

J. J. Weiss, G. L. Madame Desbordes Valmore, G. L.

Deuil de Carnot, and G. nanceianus Julien Girardiu.

Votes of Thanks were given to Mr. J. W. Daudey

of Haarlem, for Gloxinia narcissiflora ; to Mr. C.

G. van Dijk, of Zeiat, for Astilbe rivularis, Eryn-

gium Olivierianum superbum, Gladiolus Lemoinei in

three varieties, and Rudbeckia purpurea.

Bulbs in the Parks of the London
County Council.—We are requested by Messrs.

W. COTBUsa & Son, of the Highgate Nurseries, to

notify that the supply of the whole of the bulbs

required by the London County Council for the parks

under its charge are to be supplied by them this

season.

TomatoS.—Mr. W. H. McTNSON contributes to

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society a paper on

this vegetable, of which the following is a summary :

— 1. Lycopersicum esculentum, from which most of

our common varieties of Tomatos have been developed,

is a native of Peru, but is spontaneous or indigenous

as far north as Texa^ and California, in a form closely

approaching the •' Cherry " Tomato of the gardens.

2. The Tomato was first cultivated in the south of

Europe, and is mentioned as early as 1561. 3. The
fruit was used for food in 1583, but was slow in

coming into general use. Seven varieties were known
at the beginning of the eighteenth century, but not

till a hundred years later did the culture become
general in England. 4. The Tomato was known and

used as an article of food in this country in 1806, but

was not grown for market until about 1829. 5. The

modern largo-fruited and irregular-shaped varieties,

including the French upright and the grandifolium or

Mikado type, have undoubtedly been developed from

the "Cherry" Tomato or a closely-related form ; and

this development has apparently come about largely by
the augmentation of the cells in the primitive type.

6. The results obtained from crossing the common
Tomato with Lycopersicum pimpinellifolium indicate

a promising field for the development of new types.

7. Solidity of fruit is an individual rather than a

varietal character, and this character is often depen-

dent on the amount of pollen received by the iiower.

8. If properly handled in a glass house, Tomatos

may be set in the field much earlier than is commonly
supposed, with good results. 9. Trimmiug plants in

midsummer has usually resulted in slightly hastening

the maturity of fruit already set. 10. While heavy

manuring does not lessen productiveness, the best

fertilisers are those which act quickly and hasten

growth early in the season. 11. For New England,

the most profitable work with Tomatos may be

carried on under glass. For this purpose Lorillard,

Chemin, Optimus, and Golden Queen are the most
promismg.

Mr. Horace Brooks Marshall, the pioneer

of the railway bookstall trade, and head of the well-

known firm of publishers and newspaper agents,

Messrs. Horace Marshall & Son, died on the

1st inst., in his sixty-seventh year.

The British Association.—It is twenty-six

years {eide Times of August 28) since the British

Association met at Liverpool. The 1870 meeting was

a remarkable one. The President was the late Pro-

fessor HuxLEr. His masterly address on Biogenensis

created a great stir. There is no lack of interesting sub-

jects to engage the attention of the Liverpool meet-

ing, and no dearth of competent men to deal with them.

Dr. D. H. SooxT, F.R.S., as president of the youngest

section, K, Botany, proposes in his address to speak

of the present position of morphological botany,

shortly reviewing the results of modern research,

both on recent and fossil plants, in so far as

they throw light on the question of the origin

and relationships of the chief divisions of

the vegetable kingdom. The following fixtures

have so far been made for Section K. A discussion

on the Structure of the Cell-nucleus will be opened

by Professor Farmer, of the Royal College of Science.

A discussion on the Ascent of Sap will be opened by

Mr. Francis Darwin, of Cambridge. Mr. Thiseltos

Dyer will give an afternoon lecture on the Geo-

graphical Distribution of Plants.

Publications Received.—Manual of Practical

Orchard Work at the Cape, by P. MacOwan and

Edstaoe Pillans (Cape Town: Richards).—Agri-

ciUtural Gazette of New South Wales, July, contains a

valuable article on ornamental and shade trees for the

climate of Sydney.

—

Transactions of the Massachusetts

Ilortieulturai Society for 1895, part ii.

—

XeniaOrchida-

cea, vol. iii., part ix., by Dr. F. Kranzlin, Leipzig,

Brockhaus ; will be noticed in a subsequent issue.

—

Conspectus Sectionuni Spccicrumque generis PaulUnice,

L. Radlkofer ; Munich, F. Straub.—Report of the

Botanical and Afforatation Department, Hong Kong,

by Charles Ford.

SENECIO COMPACTUS.*
This handsome species, for a specimen of which we

are indebted to Mr. Gumbletou, is remarkable for its

dwarf, compact habit ; although rarely exceeding

2 feet in height, it attains a diameter of from 3 to 6

feet ; and as nearly all its crowded brauchlets are

terminated by flowers, it presents a most attractive

appearance (fig. 53).

NOTES FROM THE ROYAL
BOTANIC GAEDENS, EDINBUEGH.
The following plants are now in flower in these

gardens :

—

Disa grandiflora.—These plants are this year

flowering very freely, four plants in good-sized deep

pans, carrying one hundred and twenty expanded

flowers. One plant has been three years in the same

compost, and has only now commenced to show signs

of a renewal being required. Two years would appear

long enough for them to remain without a shift. We
use a compost of the best root fibre, containing a little

loose loam and peat in equal proportion ; with a good

addition of clean crocks, sandstone, and chopped

sphagnum-moss. Potting is done as soon as new
.

growth commences.
,

Gmelina hystrix. — This, recently introduced,
'

flowered at Kew in 1S94, whence it was sent by Mr.

Goldriug from the gardens at Baroda. It has a

scandent habit, with bright-evergreen foliage, and

produces drooping terminal cymes of large, tubular,

yellow flowers, which spring from brownish-green

bracts. A small plant received from Messrs. F. Sander

& Co. in the spring is now in flower hero. It seems

to delight in exposure to the sun's rays, and should

make a good plant for clothing a pillar in the stove.

Bignonia purpurea.—This species is one of the moat

showy of the genus. It likes a good long run in

which to develop its long branches, and plenty of

light to ripen the wood. The flowers are freely pro-

duced in large panicles. The mauve colour in the

flowers is a charming contrast to the green foliage ; and

if shoots are allowed to hang about a yard or more

from the roof, the best efi'ect possible is gained. A
native of South America, it was introduced in 1822,

and was figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 5800.

Parnassia palustris.—A bed of this is in full

* Seneeio compactus, T. Kirk, Trans. 2fcw Zeutaml Institute,

1S70, vol. xil., p. 395.—"A much-br.mched compact shrub,

rarely more th;m 'J feet high. Brauchea stout, erect, and

witli the under surface of the leaves, pedicels, and iavo-

lucres densely covered with appressod tomontum, forming a

smooth surfice. Leaves petioled, ascending } to 1 inch long,

ovate or obovate obtuse, minutely waved at the margin,

crenulate. Flowers in leafy four to eight-tlowered racemes,

terniiual and solitary, or axillary and crowded near the ends

of the branches ; less frequently the heads ar» solitiry and

termiiLol. Heads broadly ovate in bud, ^ to 1 inch in

diameter, broadly campaaulate, pedicels J inch long, invo-

lucr.al leaves linear, obtuse, cottony ; rccaptaclo flat, ray.'^

spreading, broad. Achenes furrowed, silky. Pappus white.

Hab., North Island, Castle Point, cast coiut, on limestone

rocks, descending to sea-level.
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flower along the margin of the pond in the garden,

in which position it thrives well. The white flowers

are borne in such quantities as to almost hide the

ground from sight, a very large number springing

from each clump. For beautifying damp and boggy
places during August and September, this pretty

British plant should more often be used, for when
seen in clumps it produces a very 6ne effect.

Another species in flower is P. nubicola, a Himalayan

Cabbage ? Would the judges not wfilk through this

non-liability ? If an assistant in a seed-store blunders
by sending late for early Cabbage, is the firm not
legally responsible for their assistant's blunders? It

is all very well for the wholesaler to say in defence,
" You saw in my invoice, if the seeds are not accepted
on the terms of non-liability they can be returned."
The retailer on receipt of the seed can say whether it

is in good condition or not, and can very soon test its

germinating power, but cannot tell, until it is too late,

Fig. 53.

—

senecio coiirAOTus : hardy shkub ; elowers yellow, (see p. 276.)

From Mr. W. E. Gumbleton's Garden, Belgrove, Queenstown. .

form of stouter and taller growth, but also bearing

white blooms. R. L. II., Royal Botank Garden,

Edinl/argli.

Home Correspondence.

SEEDSMEN'S LIABILITY.—The paragraph in your
issue of 15th inst. re-opens a vexed question with seeds-
men. The wholesale tradesmen shelter themselves
behind their non-liability clause. If a wholesale
seedsman accepts an order for, say, early Cabbage,
sends it out labelled as such, and takes payment for

it, is he nsk at common law entitled to send earlv

whether it is early or late Cabbage. If it turns out
wrong, and the retailer suffers, why should the whole-
saler escape by his unjust non-liability clause ? It is

said the retailer may also adopt uon-liability. But how
is it practical ? His seeds are sold in small quantities

for cash over the counter, how can he tell each cus-

tomer that he is not responsible ? Nonliability has
the possibilities of injustice in it, and if at any time it

is used in a tyrannical manner, retail seedsmen should
combine in support of any one who is threatened,

and see fair play. A Retail Seedsman.

BOUVARDIA TRIPHYLLA.—This old Variety of

Bouvardia, introduced from Mexico in 1794, is now
in gre^t beauty at the Royal Nursery, Slough, where

it has been planted in one of the flower-beds in
the front of the nursery. It has been of some at-

traction to visitors, being something uncommon, and
of very striking appearance. The plants are 12
inches to IS inches in height, and they are covered
with the bright scarlet flowers. The plants maybe
lifted on the approach of frost, and if potted up
with care, the flowering period can be extended into

November. It is evidently a suitable summer-bed-
ding plant, especially in a dry and hot season. C. H.

FORMALDEHYDE.—Referring to your paragraph,

p. 221, August 22, on " Formaldehyde," your cor-

respondent, "R. J. L.," will find all the information he
requires about this substance in Dr. D. H. Scott's Struc-

tural Botany, p. 212, Formic aldehyde (CH,0). Dr.
Scott does not treat it as a mai'ketable article, but as

a chemical one, an intermediate or transition state

from sugar to starch. Scott's equation is as follows

:

CO -I- H, = CH.,0„ (CH.,0) = C„H,„0„. E. T.

NYMPH/EA STELLATA ZANZIBARENSIS.—In a

tank in one of the houses of Wm. E. Groves, Esq. (Jlr.

E. Robert Shaw, gr. ), The Larches, Alderley Edge,
Cheshire, is a collection cf Nytnphjcas, .and the most
notable one amongst them is N. .S. zanzibarensis. It

is a very free-flowerinc species, and bears cord.ate ovate
leaves of good size. The flowers are captivating from
a beautiful sh.ade of Gontian-blue spread all over the

oblong ovate florets—the four which form the calyx

being of a mauve tint. The disc, which is crowded
with stamens arranged in circles, is yellow, and the

stamens have a line of yellow up the inner centre,

with sterile-looking anthers of Gentian-blue tint.

Mr. Robert Shaw said that the plant continues to

flower for six months, and the blooms form a good
contrast with those of N. Dcvoniana and others. Its

fragrance is like that uf the Stephanotis grandiflora.

but it is not so powerful. Pity these flowers only
show their 'oeauty during the light of day, closing at

night. J. A.

TROP/EOLUM SPECIOSUM.—This is flowering

profusely on our rockery, the position being a partially

shaded one. The plant was put out in March last,

and is now 9 feet high, busiiy in proportion, and has

several hundreds of its beautiful scailet flowers.

When at the Botanic Gardens. Regent's Park, I fre-

quently tried to grow this plant, but never succeeded
in doing so. W. Coimher, Lilford Hall Gardens,

Oitndlc. [The roots should be started in pots, and
when some amount of growth has been made, planted

out. Ed.]

DIFFERENCES IN NEPENTHES.—In ICew Notes,

p. 2.39, of your last issue, occurs the statement,

"There is nothing remarkable about the flowers of

Nepenthes, beyond the fact that, notwithstanding a

considerable range of variation in the pitchers, leaves,

and habit of the thirty or so species known, there is

scarcely any difference in their flowers." Now, so

far is this from being the case, that not only is there

considerable dift'erences in shape, colour, &c. between
the flowers of the difl'erent species of the genus, but
even in the same species differences occur in the male
and female inflorescences. This leads me to ask a

question regarding Nepenthes bicalcarata, a male
plant of which flowered in the Edinburgh Botanic

Garden some two years ago. Can any readers of

the Gardeners' Chronicle say whether the female

inflorescence of Nepenthes bicalcarata is panicled like

the male ? Perhaps Mr. Burbidge, who first intro-

duced this species into this country from Borneo,

could enlighten ua on this point. R. Lindsay.

WHAT IS RUDBECKIA NEWMANI 7— It has gene-

rally been supposed that this name, which is

variously spelt, is an unauthorised synonym of R.

speciosa (Wender) ; but Index Keiccnsis throws

doubt upon this, giving both names as authorised

botanical names of authorised botanical species. In

that work I have R. Newmani {sic) (Loudon's Ilort.

Brit.) as a final name in square type ; and R. speciosa

(Wender) as another, and distinct. Asa Gray, in his

Flora of iVorlh A mcrica, does not mention R. New-
mani at all, and the Kew Hand-List does not include

it. If there is such a plant, who has it ; and where

is it to be seen ? But it is tiresome to have the

name perpetuated as a misnomer for R. speciosa.

C. Wolley Dod, Edrje Ball, Malpaf.

TENACITY OF LIFE IN TREES.—If "A. D."

(p. 244), had ever been much in woods infested by
rabbits, he would long ago have ceased to wonder at

large trees continuing to live while a strip of bark of

over 1 foot in breadth remained on one side. I could

show him trees completely barked to the hard-wood
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to a strip of less breadth than that on his Elms that
have Uved for years, and they continue to live. But
the following fact may be interesting to the plant
physiologist. On this estate and others in this part

of Yorkshire, the Oak trees are peeled standing, not
by the forester's desire, but by preference by the
timber merchants, who purchase ihe lots standing,

with all risks ofremoval, subject to estate conditions.

They believe that timber so peeled keeps in better

condition than when peeled after felling, and it costs

much more to peel the trees standing than felled.

Very well. Peeling begins as soon as the sap begins

to rise, and is continued till the trees come into leaf,

when the bark cannot be detached. Much depends
on the weather. A few cold days occurring will

arrest the flow of sap, and stop the work ; and the
trees are never all ready at one time ; while, some-
times, a tree will peel on the south side, but not on
the opposite side. The peeling begins before the
trees come into leaf, and many of the earliest trees

are completely stripped of their bark from bottom
to top, except the topmost branches, which often

form large spreading heads ; and the fact I wish to

draw attention to is, that these large unbarked tops

continue to swell their buds, and come into full

leaf, while the peeled trunks, right up to the head,

are barkless, and apparently as dry as a board for

perhaps from 20 to 41) feet below. Un some of the

trees the leaves fade before the summer is over ; but
X have seen many trees carry them till the end of the

season. This season, owing to the drought, many
trees have turned brown sooner. The second year
settles them, however ; but I have no doubt that if

one or two inches of bark were left on one side, the

trees would continue to live. Query—where does the

food come from that produces leaves and wood on the

tops, after the bark is gone ? The moisture from the
air might sustain the foliage for a while after it

was developed, like a cut branch in a vase ; but in

this case there is an e.xtension of tissue. Is it the
stored-up sap in the eap-wood that does the work ?

Remember that this outside ring of sap-wood is

barkless, exposed to the dry air for months, and to all

appearance as dry as a deal, and the sap in it certainly

thickened, and not moving much, if at all. /. Simpson,
Tlic Woods, Worthy.

CLIMBING SHRUBS.—Craticgus pyracanthus Le-
laudi is one of the prettiest and most useful decorative

climbing shrubs for a villa or a mansion. It does

well as a shrub, but on a wall it is highly effective at

this season. It is not one of the best growers, its

diminutive pale green leaves show it to be a com-
paratively dwarf plant, but at the preseut time it is

clad with bundles almost touching each other of pretty

orange-scarlet berries. For contrasting with other

things if its neighbours are prevented from over-grow-

ing the plant, it is a rival to the Cotoneasters. J. A

.

SCARCITY OF WASPS AND ABUNDANCE OF
EARWIGS. — Will some reader of the Gardeners'

Ckruiiicle kindly explain the reason of the almost

entire absence of wasps, and the extraordinary

abundance of earwigs, this summer. I have been
told that when earwigs are plentiful wasps are scarce

;

and so this summer seems to prove, at least, just

around here (Notts & Oxon). Every crack and crevice

is alive with earwigs, and the damage done by them,
both in the garden and field, is considerable. I

should have thought that such an extraordinary mild
winter, and the dry summer, would have been in

favour of the wasp. C. Oollett.

EXTRACTION OF PERFUME FROM PLANTS.—
There is a chemical method lately come into use for

extracting essential oils from plants, by the use of

carbon disulphide. Can any reader of the Gardeners'

CJironUic supply information on the subject, or refer

to literature of a recent character ? Geranium.

BELGROVE.
This pleasant residence, situated in the largest of

the chain of islands which bisect longitudinally the

famous harbour of Queenstown, is synonymous to

most horticulturists and lovers of plants with rare

plants, the owner, AV. E. Gumbleton, Esq., being an

enthusiast in their cultivation, with a keen percep-

tion of their requirements in the matter of position,

soil, aspect, and the other points which go to make

plant-growing either out-of-doors or under glass a

success.

Belgrove has many and great advantages. It lies

high above the sea-level, although it enjoys, of course,

a humid climate, and the heat is always tempered by

the sea air; it is naturally well-drained, and that,

doubtless, suffices. Trees of indigenous species, as well

as most tliat are exotic, thrive, and arrive at a good
size; and the general slope of the grounds and
aspect of the best side of the dwelling is southeriy

;

indeed, the land slopes rather abruptly in that

direction. There is a, flower garden in the widest

acceptance of the term ; in that contains some of

the best of the ordinary bedding plants, besides

much more at which many of the rank-and-file of

gardeners aud amateurs look askance, as being little

fitted for the purpose of filling the beds. We shall,

however, see tbat the collection of plants in the Bel-

grove garden has many valuable features and attri-

butes, which render them especially suitable for

spring and summer decoration out of doors.

Before we enter the garden proper, let us glance at

the very floriferous collection of plants which 811

the greenhouse or conservatory attached to the house
at the western end. The chief display was afforded

by zonal Pelargoniums, numbers of which have been

obtained from French nurseries. Of these, we may
mention Jules Chretien, a fine truss of a beautiful

scarlet hue, and white eye or central patch ; Mon-
sieur Porier, with an effective truss of rosy-purple

;

Madame Alcide Bruneau, a very pretty flower of a

faint blush tint, and a Picotee-like margin, not very

double, yet forming a large truss ; Madame Buveron,

one of the quite new race of spotted Pelargoniums, a

pink-coloured flower, with spotting of a deeper shade.

There were several of these spotted Pelargoniums of

v.arious colours and various degrees of spotting, all of

which seem to be most desirable decorative green-

house plants.

Raised by M. Bruant, of Pelargonium fame, were

some zonals of various shades of rose-pink, namely,

Dr. Marmotek, Coralie Bajao, Madame Cadeau, and

La Vienne. Some excellent varieties of zonals were

remarked in Blue Peter, Mrs. Wright, and King of the

Purples, all of which are varieties going a step in the

direction of the much-wished-for blue colour. Col-

chicum autumnale Bornmiilleri, a very early-flower-

ing variety, was growing in a pot in the house,

and well worthy of its place, the flowers of a

bright lilac colour being comparatively large and

striking. Colchicum montanum is a species likewise

very early in coming into bloom ; the colour is deep

lilac or purple, marbled with a dark tint ; Disa

grandiflora, as we could see, had been grandly in

flower, and the plants were taking their rest before

being divided and repanned. A remarkably showy

plant for the greenhouse at this season is Hydrangea

mandschurica, three or four blooms decorating each

plant, which were but cuttings last autumn. The
colour of the blooms is a shade of pink, and the

diameter of a fair-sized head of bloom 5 to 6 inches,

and with few of them on a plant, they reach 8 to 9

inches. Nerine FothergiUi major gave a striking note

of colour at one end of this house, the flowers ap-

proaching a scarlet hue.

Mr. F. Sander's new plant, Browallia speoiosa

major, or as it is sometimes called, '' the Myosotis of

the Antilles," is a good flowering subject for pot

culture at this season. The flowers open of a deep

blue tint, aud change with age to a lighter one. A
flowering plant of a very desirable colour is Aplo-

pappus ericoides, flowering from the mouth of July

to the end of September. Mr. Gumbleton's plant

measured 2 feet in height, with a diameter of 1 foot.

He thinks it is likely to prove hardy at Belgrove. It

has short Erica like leaves, and light yellow-coloured

flowers, disposed iu loose, terminal corymbs. A
figure of this plant will appear in these pages shortly.

Aplopappus belongs to Compositaia, and the species in

question is a native of California. VVe remarked a

tine dark-coloured seedling form of Saintpaulia ion-

anthe (named splendens), raised on the place. It

seemed very desirable as a variety- Hunnemannia

fumarifefolia, a monotypic genus, the species having

showy yellow coloured flowers resembling those

of Escholtzia californica, was noted. It is

an annual plant, best raised from seeds sown in

March. A plant of Crinum MacOweni was just

about to open its flowers. It is a showy species, and

the bulbs in this case were very large, and the flower-

stalk extremely robust. Calceolaria alba is a species

seldom met with in private gardens, although it is a
pretty enough plant when in bloom. The flowers

are white, and rather smaller than those of C.

floribunda, globular in shape, and appearing numer-
ously in terminal spikes.

On the wall of the mansion there is growing a
plant of Rosa Brunoniana, which flowers enormously

in its season, and makes summer shoots of 12 to-

15 feet in length.

Situated at the end of the mansion, and separated

from the greenhouse above mentioned by a gravelled

walk, is a small rectangular flower-garden, iu which
are to be found growing many of Mr. Gumbleton's
floral treasures. The beds are cut out in the turf, aud
they presented at the time of our visit a very

brilliant picture of regulated floriferousness and vigour.

The garden has a low wall faced with a narrow border,

and here were found Amaryllis Belladonna excelsa,

a dark-stemmed very early "Lily," and a white-flowered

Gazania, said to be a form of G. pygmaja (bracteata

of Brown). This plant has the curious peculiarity of

producing plain, and also pinnatifid leaves. Gerbera

Jamesoni formed a splendid object in this border, and

showed all the vigour of a well-established plant. AVe

think that abed of this fine South Afiican plant would

be too dazzling for most persons. In a small bed, a

little distance from the wall, there were growing

with great vigour, masses of Crinum Powelli—the type

form—showing many very strong spikes of flower ;

C. P. alba and C. P. intermedia, a large atid stronger

grower than the type with pink-coloured flowers, and

of proportionate size. Alongside of these plants grew

Gazania speciosa, a flower of pure yellow, withoiit any

orange-colour in the eye, but with very broad ray-

florets ; Fuchsia Melville's Bedder, of dwarf stature

—in fact, a miniature F. Riccartoni—is a pretty subject

for a narrow border, a small bed, or a place on the-

rockery.

Among perennial Asters mention should be made of

A. turbinellus, a showy lilac-coloured flower. It is

still a rare plant in gardens. Aster Thompsoni is also-

a lilac-coloured species, and one that is earlier ii>

coming into bloom. Rudbeckia Golden Glow is a
pure yellow-coloured double-flower, the plant growing

to a moderate height. A figure of this variety will

shortly appear in these pages.

Mr. Gumbleton, pointing to a clump of the recently-

introduced Incarvillea Delavaye, from China, remarked

that the plant grew better out of doors than in a pot

in the greenhouse. Heliopsis Pitcheriana is a good

plant; Haplocarpha Leichtlini is a showy yellow-

flowered plant, useful in borders ; and Lythrutrv

elatum is a pretty purple - flowered plant of

2 feet in height, and a neat habit of growth.

Amongst Anohusas, a place should be found in every

garden for plants of A. Barlieri variegata, if only for it»

e.arly flowering ; and amongst the genus Lychnis

(Agrostemma), for some of L. Walkeri x , a cross-

between L. coronaria and L. Flos Jovis Helenium

autumnale superbum is one of Lemoine's raising, a

showy tall variety, throwing a long succession of

flowers on lateral shoots.

Of Lobelias of the cardinalis type, growing together

in one small bed, were L. Lugunensis, coraUina, and

Amaranthis, all good varieties, of various shades of

colour. The annual Cosmeas, C. pinnata, C. rosea,

C. Krlinda, C. E. purpurea, and C. sulphurea, made
a nice show. A plant of Physalis Franchetti had grown

to the height of 1 J foot, and bore a solitary fruit. One

of the prettiest beds in this garden was planted chiefly

with Delphinium Brechi, a Larkspur of about IJ foot

high, and very much branched and floriferous.

Another plant of annual duration is Cynoglossum

petiolatura, with blossoms of a bright, deep tint of

blue. The yellow-flowered Iiynaria macedonioa made

a showy line round a small bed. It grows here to a

height of 2 feet. Osteomeles anthillidifolia is a plant

with a pretty leaf. A plant of the double-flowered

white CamelliaSasanqua grows .against the low wall,

and may, in course of time, make a good plant. Close

by w.as a plant of Fremontia californica doing weU.

The early-flowering Colchicum byzantiunm is a species

of a deeper tint than C. Bornmiilleri, and very early

in coming into bloom, and desirable in beds or pots on^
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thqt account. Dimorphotheca Echlonias, a South
African Composite, possessing large white flowers,

which have a purple disc, likes a warm spot even in this

mild locaUty. It reaches a height of 2 feet.

The tuberous-rooted Begonias which aie planted in

beds by themselves were exceedingly floriferous aud
vigorous, and some of the best were Lafayette, a

brilliant scarlet ; Duke of Fife, Viscount Cranbrook,

Lady Brooke, Laing's Beauty, Whittaker Heaton, a

double-flowered pink variety ; the Rev. E. Lascelles'

Orion, still one of the best of those which " look up;''

Camilla, another of this type ; Henshall Eussell, Mont
Blanc, W. E. Gumbleton, rose-red flowei-a ; Perseus,

and H. J. Laing, which are two good " starers."

We have never seen anything better than these plants,

although, in most Irish gardens, the tuberous
Begonia flowers with remarkable freedom. They
had been even better than when we s.aw them. Some
beds of Tigridia were noted, but the plants are not
doing well.

{To he continued .

SOCIETIES.
ELGIN AND MORAYSHIRE

HORTICULTURAL.
August 19.—The show was a most successful one. and

tho entries were exceptionnlly largo. A large number of

professional gardeners were present with most worthy anti

beautiful exhibits.

J. E. GORDON, Esq., M.P., ON HORTICULTURE.
In opening tho aunual .show of tho Eljjui and Mor.ayshirc

Horticultural Association at Elgin on tlic above J.ito. Mr.
GoRL,o.v, JI.P. for ^Ior,ay .andNairn, made some very interest-
ing remarks on hortioilture. After complimenting the
society on its vitality and usefulne.'s— it has been in existence
since 1S43—he said be should like to congratulate those
members of the society who were gardeners by calling, and
who belonged to what he might call the apostolic succes-
sion of cultivators of the land. They were men who from
generjition to generation, had handed down the acquired
knowledge and practice of gardening from father to son, and
without whose intervention in their own day, they would
have suffered great loss in thoii social system. Books were
vorj- good, aud precept.s .and laws were very good, but they
required the living hand and the living brain to hand down
from generation to generation those things wliich the
different ages of ni,ankind had gathered and lea' ned from
nature and passed down to posterity. He .also wished to
congratulate the amateur gardeners, and for these leasons—
that they had turned themselves to a second industry, that
they did not allow tho deadening eftects of routine to put an
end to their energy, that they were anxious to raise fresh
powers by turning from those long houi-s of daily routine to
a fresh industry and fnsh interest^really a recreation

-

when they took to horticulture. Any efforts of their
society that could induce inside workers to think of outside
interests, to think of the four great chapters of n.ature

—

spring, summer, autumn, winter—and that could draw away
their thoughts from the more morbid interests .and take them
out into the fresh .air, were calculated to do a great amount
of good. Another thing that such a society »s theirs did was
to encourage them to put into the soil something that would
outlast tliemselvos. He thought that if there w.as a race
that deserved the contempt of other races in the world it

was that race who passed through life without planting the
surface of the e.arth. There were such races, but they were
thought of as being at the very earliest stages of hum.an de-
velopment. Anyone passing through a country where there
were fine trees, and signs of gardens and orcluirds, felt that
they were passing through a land where mankind had dis-
tinctly risen to a high level. He thought their society might
teach them to make some amount of effort where they had a
little power over the soil to let no year go by without them-
selves putting in some one fruit tree, some one flower, and
some one beny-bearing bush. How often after, when they
had removed from the place, would theii- thoughts go back
to it, and they would wrice to the owner and ask how the
plants were thriving

!

Mr. Gordon- was enthusiastically cheered by his horti-
cultural friends for his inspiriting address.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTI-
CULTURAL.

Some Errors in Fruit Culture.
AnousT 2(1.—The somewhat wide-re.aching subject of "Fruit

Culture" was put down for consideration at the monthly
meeting of the Brighton .and Sus.seK Horticultural Society,
held on the above date, at the Imperial Hotel, Queen's Road,
Brighton. A paper had been promised by Jlr. G. Binv.vrd,
of Maidstone, but, in view of the Large scope of the question,
he decided to limit himself to " Errors in Fruit Culture. " In

ntroducing the lecturer, Mr. J. Cheal, Vice-chairman, who
presided, said that there was no one better qualified to

enlighten the society upon the matter than Mr Bunyard.

Giving his hearers the benefit of the varied experience he
had gained in the course of the ni.any years he had p<a.s8ed as
a. nurseryman, Mr. Bunyard went very carelully into the
mist.ikes that he found were usually committed in the
culture of fruit trees, explaininc( why they were mistakes,
and giving advice as to the best course to be pursued.
Dealing first with the general aspect of the topic, he spoke
of mistakes that applied to all fruit trees, such as planting
them too deeply, or covering them too thickly with manure,
and thus depriving tho roots of the amount of sun and air
they required. In many gardens, and especially in old
ones, the soil was made too light:—that is, it contained .an

e.xcessive proi»rtion of vegetable matter. Other errors con-
sisted of failing to separate plants that required different
treatments, neglecting to supply sulBcient moisture to tho
ground in situations protected from rain

;
pruning too early

in the season ; improper root-pnming ; aud pl.anting too
closely together. Mr. Bunyard particularised the treatment
that should be given to different kinds of fruit. Incidentally
he mentioned that nurserymen were expected to be ency-
clopajdias of information, and he gave the impression to his
hearers that they woul d not be WTong in applying that term
to himself. From tho mass of information he gave as
regards the culture of Gr.ipes, Figs, Peaches, Nectarines,
Cherries, Apricots. Apples, Tears, Plums, Strawberries,
Raspberries, aud Currants, he seemed to have made a study
of each variety, .and to be possessed of much knowledge
concerning them. In the concluding portion of the paper,
Mr. Bunyard turned his attention to the new varieties of
Apples, Pears, and so on, that liad been introduced of late,

giving his opinion as to their qualities, good or Ixid. He
thought that in recent years great advances had been made
irr the science and practice of fruit culture.

At the conclusion of the paper a brief discussion took place,
tho speakers describing the information given .as most valu-
able and interesting. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded
to Mr. Bunyard.

DEVON AND EXETER HORTI-
CULTURAL.

[ContiiiUi'I fn^ni p. 2oJ.)

AiTOUST 21.—TRADE EXHIBITS.
Messrs. UonEKT Veitch <k Son-, Exeter, had a splendid

display of pUnts, a strong feature of which w;ia a fine exhibit
of C;iladium8, Cannas, some of the new Water Liiie.H, and
some Alpine and horbacoous plants.

Tho ExKTER Nurseries Co. s bowed a very fine collection
of miscellaneous plants—Clerodendrons, Ferns, AUamundaa,
.Stepbanotis, Crotons, Palms, A:c., and some be tutifuUy-
inade-up floral designs.

Mr. JAMta Walters, Mount Radford, showed several
boxes of Roses, Dahlias, and herbaceous plants.

The Jadoq Fibre Co. hud an interesting collection of
plants and fruits growing in J;idoo. The Pyramid Apples in
lX)ts caused much attraction, sume of the fruit (Peasgood's
Nonsuch) being considerably over a pound each.

Messrs. Jarman & Co., of Ch:ird, had a good assortment of
cut flowers, noticeable being the Cactus Dahlias, ilatchless
Earl of Pembroke, and Mr. F. Fell.

Mr. W. B. Smale, Torquay, exhibited some very tine
Dahlias of the Juarezii type. Mrs. Wilson Noble

; salmon),
Sirs. Slontefiore (deep rich crimson), Mrs. Gordon Sloane
(dark cerise), Mrs. F. C. Smale (pure white).

Messrs. CiRris, Sanford & Co. showed a fine assortment
of cut Roses.

Sir. Godfrey, Esmouth, had a collection of Begonias,
Pekrgoniums. Carnations, and grand Cannas. many being
seedlings of his own raising.

Messrs. Ireland A: Co. . Kai-nstaple, exhibited Apples, some
on branches; and Messrs. Tcppun & Sons, Newton Abbot,
Carnations.

SANDY AND DISTRICT HORTICUL-
TURAL.

ACGPST 27.—This was the twenty-eighth exhibition of a
Society which in a remarkable manner caters for the country
people. Sandy is in the centre of a market-gardening and
agricultural district, and the show, in addition to the
horticultural produce in great variety, included farm and
market gardening prLiduce. needlework, honey, butter, eggs,

trussed fowls, poultry, pigeons, rabbits, cage-bird-s, &c., and
domestic animals. These necessitated the use of a number
of tents, which formed an irregular circle round the grounds
of Sandy Place, the residence of Mrs. Fostek, in which the
show was held. Considering the enormous amount of detail

which had to be got through, the arrangements were very
good.

Classes 0pm to All.—These include one for ten stove and
greenhouse plants in flower. Mr. J. Cypher took tire

1st prize with Bougainvilleas glabra and .S.anderiana, Phuino-
coma prolifera Barnesi, Clerodeudron Balfouriana, Ixoras
Pilgrimi and Williamsii, &c- : Mr. W. Finch, Coventry, was
•2nd, his leading specimens being AUamanda grandiflora, A.
Willi.amsii. Erica Tumbulli, and its variety alba.

Some fairly good zonal Pelaigoniums were shown, and
.also pretty plants for table decoration. Mr. Empsox, The
Gardens, Ampthill House, Ampthill, was 1st, with a very
pretty group of plants.

CU Koict/s. _ Messrs. G. & W. Burch, nurserymen,
Peterborough, were 1st for Roses, and had capital blooms
of Crown Prince, Duchess of Bedford, .Mrs. Jno. Laing, A. K.
Williams, etc. and, Messrs. Harkness & Sons, norserymen,
Bedale, also with some very good blooms for the season.
For eighteen Teas, Messrs. Harkness & Sons were 1st,
having Xiphotos. Maman Coohet, .Marechal Siel, The "ride,
Ernest Metz, &c., in good form ; 2ud, Messrs. G. & W. Bcrch,
their leading v.irietiea being Jean Ducher, Etoile de Lyon,
and Francois Kruger.
With twenty-four spikes of GladioU, Messrs. Habkness &

Sons were 1st, having finely -developed examples of Baroness
Burdett Coutts, Conqu^rant, Delilah, Comte Raimbaud, ic.
DahlLas were a prominent feature, and Mr. S. Mortuier,

Swiss Nursery, Farnh am, was 1st, witli finely-finished blooms
of Hero, John Hickling, John Walker, General Gordon, Shirley
Hibberd, R. T. Eawlings, Glow-worm, Thos. Goodwin, Wm.
Powell, Duke of Fife, Arthur RawUngs, Mrs. Gladstone,
Nubian, &c.

With twelve fancy Dahlias, Mr. Mortimer was again 1st,
having Duchess of .Vlbany, Dandy, Rev. J. B. JI. Camm,
Sunset, Dorothy, Mrs. Saunders, Hercules, Mrs. J. Downie,
Frank Pearce, &c.

Messrs. Kf.ynes & Co., nurserymen, Salisbury, were placed
let with twelve bunches of Pompon Dahlias. Cactus and
single-liowered Dahlias were also shown.

//I Ihe Amattur division for twelve Dahlia blooms, Mr. R.
Buroin, St. Neot's, wjis 1st ; and Mr, T. Lockie, Diddington
Hall Gardens, 2nd. The Latter had the best twelve and six
fancy varieties. Roses, As.crs, .Marigolds, hardy plants, in
very fine bunches, ,fcc., were well shown.

Fntils and Vnjetaljks were very good, and tho Latter espe-
cially numerous. The best collection of eight dishes of fruit
came from .Mr. Empson. who had Madresfiold Court .'.nd
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, tine Peaches. Nectarines.
Apples, Pears, Plums, and Melons; Mr. G. K. Allis, Old
Warden Park, Big8losiv,ade, was 2nd, with AliciVnte, fi'nely-
fintshed Jluscat ot Alexandria Grapes, A-c. Collections of six
dishes of fruit were also shown. Sir. G. R. Allis bad the best
collection of three dishes each of dessert and culinary Apples,
having excellent fiuits of Worcester Pearmain, Kerry Pippin!
Quirrenden, Ljrd Suflield, M6re de Menage, and Lane's
Prince .\lbort.

Mr. C. .Moore, St. Neot's, wns 1st with two bunches of
Black Hamburgh Grapes ; aud also with the .same number of
any other black Grapes, having finely-finished Groa Maroc.

.Mr. Empson was 1st with two finely-finished bunches of
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes ; and hi was also 1st with any
other white, having good Buckland Sweetwater.

Peaches, Nectarines, aud Figs were well represented.
There were good Plums, culinary and dessert ; and single
dishes of Apples and Pears.

VegttnUtt were very good in collections. There was a
struggle between Mr. T. Lockie and Mr. W. J. Empson for
the special prizes offered by .Messrs. Sutton ,1: Sons for six
dishes, the former taking 1st prize. Messrs. James Carter b
Co. secured a capital competition for their specijd prizes.

WILLESDEN FLOWER SHOW
AND FETE.

AciiUsT 27.—Under tho title "of the Willesden Great Show
there w.as opened, on the above date, in the White Hart
Fields, Church End, an interesting exhibition of flowers,
fruit, vegetables, breid, confectionery, die. The exhibition,
which remaine d open for three days, also included a collec-
tion of horses and dogs, while the programme of enteitain-
ments com prised athletic sports, military competitions, horse-
riding and jumping. The spacious grounds were dotted
with marquees of different sizes, in which the various ex-
hibits were artistically .arranged. Mr. N. Reed, cliairman of
the Willesden District Council, performed the opening
ceremony.

ACCRINGTON AND DISTRICT HORTI-
CULTURAL.

Aur.r.sT 29.—The first exhibition of this society took pl.ace

in the Town Hall, Accrington. It is a spacious h.all, and it

was well filled. There were 124 classes under the various
sections. The plants were chiefly arranged on the floor in
varied designs, and the cut flowers, fruits, and vegetables
were set upon tables surrounding the hall.

The 1st prize exhibitor for a group of pl:mts arranged for
effect was Mr. Darbvshire, nurseryman, Accrington, whose
fii-m also obtained a special award lor a large central' group.
The chief plants was a centre plant of Araucaria excelsa which
was surrounded with white Chrysanthemums, then a good
coloured lot of Dracainas, Coieus, and Ciotons,the8e being in-
tei-mixed with suitable Ferns, and enlivened with tuberous
Begoni;rs. Mr. Thomas Bab nes w.as 2nd with a group, scarcely
less efl'ective, in which Kentias, Dracseuas, Pteris, well
coloured Crotons, and .a fine fri nge of Maidenhair Fern, and
varieties of Club Moss were used.
W. H. Hacknev, Esq. (Thos. Edstorth, gr.\ had some good

stove plants, and his.Fems, particularly an Adiantum Farley,
ense, were noteworthy. He had also Begonias, the best of
which were, however, contributed by A. Watebhol-se, Esq.
The best Coieus came from Mrs. Bcntino (J. H. Wright', gr.l
and the best Roses, which were mostly Teas, came from Mrs'
Hicks (T.Smedley,gr.). Mr. Waterhouse exhibited some good
native Ferns, chief .among them being several Atbyriunis .ana
the Crested Scolopeudrium, and Osmunda regalis cristata
Messrs. Thomas k Henry Clarke, Knoyden Nurseries ex.
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hibited a fine lot of single and double-flowered Begonias.

Dablias were clean and good, the best coming from Messis

R. Taylor, J. C. WoLSTENaoLME, and Jas. Shuttleworth.

Frnit was not present in large quantity, but the black

Grapes from Mrs. Bttnting and from J. E. Rilev, Esq., the

President of the Society, were large and well-finished bunches

of Hamburgh. The Muscats from Mrs. Hk:ks were models

of form and had fine hemes, but not 'juite rich enough

in colour. Apples and Fears were not so large nor fine a.s in

ordinary years, and the smaller fruits were past their best.

Vegetables were exhibited largely, and the Cauliflowers

from Mr. Henry Da vies and from Mr. W. M. Keell were as

fine in quality and of as large a size as we have seen this

season. The Fotatos, too, were excellent, the rougher-

skinned ones, as usual, takiug premier positions. Oelery,

both red and white, was exceptionally fine.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
SEPTLMiiER 1, 2, ;;.—The first of the season's shows unaer

the auspices of the National Chrysanthemum Society was

opened on Tuesday last in the Royal Aquarium, Westminster.

So far as the show was an exhibition of Chrysanthemums, it

was, as usual, a comparative failure. "We regard it as a

matter for congratulation, that the efforts to extend the

Chrysanthemum season at the wrong end, which this

exceedingly eirly fixture may be supposed to eocourage,

continue to meet with but little success.

The few Chrysanthemum blooms that were staged had bat

little attrictim fur visitors compared with large exhibits of

Dahlias and Gladioli. These afTorde I great variety, and the

flowers possess much brighter colours thar; is obta ned in

Chrysanthemums. The exhibits of Dahlias were not quite

so good as we have before seen at this .stiow, hut this cir-

cumftance was no doubt due to the fact that the plants have

not had sufh'^ient time to recover from the effects of the hut,

dry weather, aud the display at the P.ilece on Friday may be

expected to show better quality.

The 1st prize for twenty-four bunches of Chrysanthemum
blooms was taken by Mr. B. F. Such, nurseryman, Maiden-
head, and a creditable show the exhibit made. Among the
varieties were Blushing Bride, J\Ir. J. K. Pitcher, Madame
Marie Massey, Piercy Seedling, HaivestHome, G >lden Fleece,

Jacantha, Euly Blush, Madame C. Desgrange, and others.

The only other exhibit 'r in the class was Mr. Chas. Shaw,
Hall Street. Sherwood, Notts. In this exhibit the varieties

that showed tn best advantage were Vicomtesse d'Averne,

Madame Cirmeau.'i.. Madame Marie Massey, and Strathmcath.

The best collection of twelve bloom* of the v.iriety Madame
C. Desgrange were from Mr. B. Calvert, gr. to Col. Archer
HoUBLON, Hallingbury Tlaoe, Bishop's Sturtford. The
blooms were very fine, being large, full, and pure in colour.

There were four exhibits, and tl:e second p'.ace was taken by
Mr. J. Sandford, gr. to G. W. Wright Inoi.e. Esq., Wood
House, N. Finchley ; :^rd, M. G. W. Forbes, gr. to D.

NicoLs, Esq., Regent House, Surbiton.

Tue variety Geo. Werraig secured ths ist prize in the

class for twelve blooms of a large flowering Chrysanthemum
for Mr. B, Calvert. Indeed, the sirae variety was shown
by the winner.* of the three prizes in this class. The blooms
in the 1st prize exhibit were of good quality, and much
larger than the others.

Mr. Chak. Shaw was awarded a 2nd prize for twelve

Pompon Chrysanthemums, and a similar prize for six bunches
of large-flowered Chrysanthemums.
For six bunches of Chrysanthemums {yellow varieties), Mr

Jas. Watt, gr. to Henry Bell, Esq., Fjtzjohn Avenue.
Hampstead, N.W., was Ist; the golden form of Madame C
Desgrange was the variety exhibited.

For three bunches of large-flowering Chrysanthemums, Mi.
Chas, Shaw was the only exhibitor, and gained a 2nd prize-

Mr. J. H. Witty, Nunhead Cemetery, S.E., was awarded «

Silver-gilt Medal for a group of Chrysanthemum plants in

flower, consisting principally of varieties of M. C. Desgrange,
and a few of the earlier-flowering reflexed varieties, whicli

were fringed with a band of the button-fowered Korts.

A Silver Medal wa.s awarded to Mr. Chas. Silaw, nursery-
man, Hall Street, Sherwood, Notts, for a smaller group.

Some of the plants in this group were very freely-flowered,

Madame Marie Massey, Norbert Terrier, Blushing Bride, and
Early Beauty for instance.

Mr. D. B. Crane, 4, Woodvicw Terrace, Archway Road,
Highgate, obtained a 1st prize lor an epergne of Chrysan-
themums for table decoration. This consisted of Golden
Privet, highly coloured 'proton leaves, and otlier pretty and
graceful loliage, but very few Chrysanthemums. Neverthe-
less, the effect wah good.

OTHER FLOWER?.
(iladiuii.— MebHTH. J. Burrfjli. & {_'o., Huwe Houne Nurne-

ries, Cambridge, who made an extensive and excellent

exhibit of GlaJioli, were awarded the let prize for an
unlimited collection. The exhibit extended almost acrost-

the available space in the building.

Dahlinn. —The class for forty-eight Vooms in not fewer than
thiny-six varieties (nurserymen), was won by Mr. J. Walker,
Thame, Oxon, with au exhibit including niLoy varietiew ot

much excellence
i
aod the same exhibitor won the ilas^for

thirty-six blooms, distinct. Mr. J. T. West, Tower Hill, Brent-
wood, hiid the premier exhibit of twenty-four Wonm? dis-

tinct, and :»1ro th it <jf twelv.- hlnom'-. distinrt.

In the amateur and gardeners' classes, that for twenty-

four blooms was taken 1\7 Mr. J. STKEDwr* k, Silverhill, St.

Leonards, and the class for eighteen blooms also. Mr. J.

Stredwk'K had the best collection of twenty-four bunches of

Pompons (open) : and Messrs, J. Burrell Ac <Jo. had the best

twelve bunches.

Single flowered varieties were exhibited well in several

instance.-". Messrs. J. Che.*l & Sons, Crawley, winning for

twenty-four bunches, distinct (open); a d Mr. J. Hudson,
gr. tu the Messrs. de i^othschild, Gunnersbury House.
Acton, for twelve bunches (open).

The three classes for decorative and Cactcs-tlowered va-

rieties were the most atlractivu. that for eighteen bunches
being won by Messrs. J. Cbe-^l & Sons, with a cuUectira in

which were included many very pretty Cae tns form.s.

The host collection of twelve blooms was from Messrs. J.

Bi'RRELL & Co. . and Mr. J. Stredwick was awarded Ist in

the class for six bunche.'* (amateurs).

I^on-coiripttitivc £xkibits. — This section oi the display

included exhibits of Dahlias from Mr. Tnos. 8. WaBe, Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham; Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Mr.

E. F. Such, nurseryman, Maidenhead, who also contributed

hardy flowers: Messrs. W. Cuteush & Sox.-. HiL'hgate

Nurseries, who had also many perennial Asters and other

hardy flowers; and Messrs. Carter, Page ife Co., London
Wall, E.C.

Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nurseries, Hither Green,
Lewisham, exhibited Dahlia blooms, and n\iuil'ers of zonal

Pelargonium flowers arranged effectively wiih Liliums,

Ferns, &c.

Mr. K. G. FosTf:R, lirockhampton Nurs-ries, Havant, bad a
collection of Sweet Peas ; Mr, J. Hudson, Gunnersbury House
Gardens, a few blooms of Nymphteas ; Messrs. S. Sroo>iER A.

Son, Hounslow Nur.-ieries, Middlesex, a collection of fruit

;

and Mr. A. Pentxey. The G.ardens. Worton Hall. Tslewurth,

;i collection of vegetables.

Floral Committee.
Septe-ueer 1 —The greater numbercf the ^.ub.itcts before

the committee were Dahliiia. Of several new show Dahlias

staged for Certificates, one only was successful, viz , Mr.'-.

Stephen Walker (Mortimer), a deht^r*te light flower, of exqu>
eite form ; colour light, tinged with pale pinkish heliotrope.

Certificates were also awarded tD Cactus Dahlias Starfish

(ICeynes&Co. ), fine bright, softtint of scarlet ; Keynes' White
(Keynes & Co.), delicate creamy-white—Oje of the best white
varieties yet produced, being true Cactus ; Bridesmaid

(Keynes & Co.), pale salmon, tinged with a soft shade of pink

Cactus Fantasy (Burrell A; Co.), bright t?oft red, the petals

incurving in a remarkable manner— vtry novel and distinct

Cactus Mrs. Cordon Sloane (Cheal & Sous), pinkish terra-

cotta- a true Cactus, of fine quality ; Cactus Regulus (Burrell

& Co.), bright scarlet-crimson, very fine—a true Cactus form
;

C ictus Mr-. Kmgsley Foster (Stredwick). oi-ange, having a
flush of a soft shade of pink ; Pompon Dr. Jameson (West),

bright shaded crimson ; single, Polly Eccles (Girdlestone),

deep apricot, fine sh.ape ; Donna Casilda (Girdlestone), orange-

ruby, tinted purple- very distinct ; and N.iomiTighe (Girdle-

atone), clear yellow, with a ciimron ring round the yellow

eye. Rose Jlrs. Runisey (Ruinsey) received the same awaid.

A new design in show-boxes was commended ; it was
from Mr. Wella. It consists of a bo.x 3 inches deep, the front

being upon hinges, and the hack capable of adjustment by
tneans of affixed lege. When packod for travelling, the back

i* let down, when the box becomes flat ; a cover is then placed

over the blooms and box, which then becomes 12jl inches

high, .and can be corded. The corners of the covers are

blocked, to prevunt injury to bloom.-^

FL.OWER SHOWS IN THE FYLDE
DISTRICT.

Or the flower Phows held in the Fylde District of Lanca-

shire last week, that at Lytham attracted, perhaps, the

most attention. Tor years there has been no such exhibition

in this salubrioue pleasure resort, and ihe revival is due to

the eflorts of the Katcpaycrs' Association in that place. As
an initial eflort the show was a Buccess. There were 180

entries, divided into two classes, one section being

limited to cottagers and artizans residing in the Fylde,

and cultivating their own gardens, and tf.e other open

to general competition. Preston exhibitors were well re-

presented, and obtained moat of the prize.'^. The display of

Begonias and '' Hpenimen plants" were the featuret^ of the

exhibitioii.

The Hoghton and District Floral and Hyrtirultural- Society
held itv sixteenth annual show on Saturday, in the grounds
attjiched to the historic mansion—Hoghton Tower. The
patrons included Sir James de Hoqhton, Bart, and Lord
Bai.carres, M.r The exhibition was considered the most
successful yet held under the auspices of the Society, the year
having been favourable to growers ; cut flowers were excep-
tionally noticeable, and included some beautiful blossoms.

The same day The Singleton and Thistkton Floral and Hor-
ticultural Society held its annual show, this being also the 16th.
There was a record entry, the number being 324. In the
matter of quality, too, the exhibitp were cnn^iidered ahead of
last year.

GLASGOW, AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
HORTICULTURAL.

Sepiemuer 2.—This society held its annual exhibition in

the St. Andrew's Hall on the above date. In some of the

classes, especially those for fruit, the competition w.as not to

.strong as usual, hut in most of those for plant-s*, cut-tlowera,

and vegetables, it was well sustained, and the quality of the

exhibits was first rate. Many honorary exhibits of much
excellence were staged. The platform preheated a grand)

display of flowering plants, and of Palms, Draurenas, Crotona,

and other foliage plants.

Plants and Mowen.— In the centre of the hall, Messrs.
J. & R. Thtne's large table excited great admir.ation. The
Crotons were probably finer in colour than any ever seen m
Glasgow—Golden Ring, Prince of Wales, and angustifolif*

were of extra merit.

Messrs. Smith & Simonds had a large table of llowering
plants, such as Liliums, &c.,in variety, interspersed with
Palms, choice Ferns, and Dracrenas. Close to this exhibit
stood a splendid table of Begonias from Mr. Ware, Tottenham,
London ; the flowers in form, size, and colour were excel-

lent. Princess of Wales, blush ; Princess May, white^
crimped ; and Landa, a very large single, were among the
few exquisite varieties which were named.

Messrs. Doebie & Co. showed in their usual form, filling

one side of the centre hall with the choicest Dahlias of every
class. A new single-flowered variety. Lady Clare, was
distinct and fine ; Marguerite, single Cactus ; and Queen Mary,
and Victoria were of special merit. Their African Marigolds
Lemon Queen and Prince of Wales, made a showy exhibit.

L^eks, Celery, and Potatos from the same firm were very
perfect in form, and of much excellence.

Mr. Campbell, Blantyre, had a capital display of Carnatious
in great variety of colour and form , ^Marguerites aud CauLa^
were also included in his exhibit.

Mr. Michael CuTHBEKTsoN, Rothesay, showed a fine col-

lection of herba eoU'« plants ; also capit:U Leeks, Celery, &c.j-
and gre:.t numbers of new and choice Violas.

The Gleicbeniiis from Mr. IHitcijell, of Sherwood, were
deservedly p aced 1st ; he had a arge pair of beautiful plants.

Bouquets were very numeio is, and many baskets of flower.-^

arranged for effect were tabled.

A tahlo of pl.iits ari'.niged for effect was set up by Mr.
Miller, gr. at Aucheurait , and was awarded 1st prize ; the
plants were mostly of the iuliaged class, and remarkable for

high colour and health. Heaths were esi>ecially finely

(lowered, Mr. Millir was 1st; i.nd fio 2nd pri?^ went to
Mr. Wilson, Westmount.
For three Orchids, Mr. Wilson was 1st. He had Cattleya

Gaskelliana, very fine, and an Odontoglossum crispum, with a
splendid spike

; Mr. Rkid, Kennusbead, w<is 2nd. Among a
long line (specially good of table plants), Mr. Craig, florist,

Stirling, was Ist, with Pundanues Veitchii, Crotua .ngnsti-
folius, juid Dracaina superba, all very fine in coloui.

Crotons wore good generally, Mr. HANnsisoROUtiH, Boech-
wood, was 1st. Palms (as specimens) were fcA-, Mr. Wilsos
was Ist. There was a large exhibit of the finest varieties ui

Gladiolus from Mr. C. Main, nurseryman, Prestwick. Dah-
lias were numerous, Mr. Mill, girdcner at Blantyre, was
Ist, for twenty-four blooms; Mr. Smith, gardener, Howoud,
was an excellent 2nd.

Roses from Messrs. J. Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, were
remarkable for colour and freshness, and the collection was
awarded Ist prize for twenty-four blooms; Mr. Croll,
Dundee, was a capital 2nd.

There were large exhibits of annuals, Sweet Peas, Car-
nations, zonal Pelargoniums. I'ansies (show and fancy),
herbaceous plants, Antinhinums, Pentstemons, Asters,
Marigolds, Liliums, and other brilliant tlowers.

JtuU was not equal to exhibits on some former occasiona.
Messrs. Buchanan, of Kipfven, had a grand display of ovey
fifty bunches of Cooper s Black Grapes, handsome in hunch
and perfect in colour ; also of Vine leaves aud Tomatos, which
received a special award.
The only collection of fruit in the larger class came from

Mr. MuRRv, Culzean Castle Gardens. He had white
Muscat Grapes, rather small in berry ; Madresfield Court,
good bunches ; a nice Queen Pine, capital Brown Turkey
Figs, Elruge Nectarines, Sea Eaglo and Noblesso Peaches,
very good ; and fine Pears.

In a collection of six dishes from Mr. D. Mo'Bean, were capital
Black Alicante and Gros Maroc Grapes, and grand Pears.
Fur a collection of six dishes of hardy fruit, Mr. Jon^

McMiLioiN, Castle Simple, had a fair exhibit, in which were
finely-coloured Falcon Peaches.
For four bunches of Grapes, Mr. Leslie, Pitcullen, Pertly

was an easy Ist, showing White Muscats, Duke oiBuccleucb,
Madresfield Court, and Gros Colmar.
For two bunches of Black Hamburgh, Mr. M'hite, The

Castle, Largs, was Ist ; and Mr. McBean w;^s a close 2nd.
For two bunches other than Black Hamburghs, Mr. LESLia

was let, allowing fine Madresfield Court.

'

For two bunches of White Muscats, Mr. Leslie was the
most successful.

For two bunches other than Woit© Muscats, the Ut prize
went to Mr. White, Blairmore, for bunches of good Foster's
Seedling.

For Black Grapes, other than Black Hamburghs, the Ist
prize weut to Mr. Sbanki^, Falkirk, who had gi-and bunches
of Madresfield Court, but they were not ripe.

For the heaviest bunch, a large-spread.ng buneh from Mr
Leslie was 1st This Wiia Muscat Hambvirgh, lb. in
weight. TUe colour was imperfect, but the flavour was first-

rate.
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Apples were well ( xhibitcd in most i»f t e classes, the

cooking varieties being of fine qnalit}' and of large size. The
dessert Apples were somewhat deficient in size and colour.-

Plums Were best represented by Jefl't-Tson and Magnum
Bonum. Nectarines were g(iod. Mr. MiLLAft.gr., Tullichw.m,

was 1st with gond Elrnge ; and Mr. Leslie had a capital dish

of tlje variety* Pine-apple. There were nine entries fjr

twelve Pears, but the quality was generally weak.

V>:get'jbl€s.— 'Y\ie hall in which the vegetables were arranged
was filled throughout with as fine examples as was ever seen
in the north. C.iulitlowers, Onions, Turnips, Celery, Potatos,

Peas, Carrots, and Beet, were of great excellence, and the

competition was very keen. A collection of eight sorts from
Mr. McBean was one of thebesthehas evcrshown. Tomatos,
Cauliflowers, Leeks, Onions, Cucumbers, and Celery, were of

extra fine quality, and large. In a collection for twelve sorls,

Mr. Hare, of Carhike, was a splendid 1st ; Mr. McBean
being placed '2nd by two points. A special prize for Onions
was gained by Mr. Muruat, Culzean, with Vilsa Craig,
weighing 6 lb. 7 oz. , and of beautiful form. The j udgea luid

officials dined at the Grand Hotel, Colonel HAUuiN(iTiiN
Stuart presiding. The financial statement was satisfactory,
and the excellent Secretary, Mr. John Coats-Winter, was
heartily congratulated upon his good management.

THE DECADENCE BOGEY.
In the face ofthe splendid collection of returns issued

mouth by month from the Statistical Department of

the Board of Trade—and of which a brief notice is to

be found in these columns after each issue of the
" Trade and Navigation Keturns," there are to be

found men who, not inferentially, dispute the accu-

racy of the figures giveu by asserting that " We are

going to the dogs," and will soou have to shut up
shop—handing over the goodwill, kc, to Germany
and France. "Bogey " has been shown up s:i often,

thai disproving the existence of cause for alarm has

come to be a sort of burden. The decadent notion

has been a trifle too obtrusive of late, but fortunately

an accumulation of facts is always going on at White-
hall, and as former returns had gone out of print,

it was some time siuce arranged to have a

reprint brought up to date, and to-day the do-

cadence Bogey is rapidly beating a retreat in face

of the tremendous mass of figures covering the eighty-

six large folio pages of the lUiiibouk now before us,

tlie title of which gives a hint as to what is within
the covers :

—"Comparative Trade Statistics : Sta-

tistical Tables, showing the progress of British trade
and production from 1854 to 1895, in continuation of
tables presented by the Board of Trade to the Uoyal
Commission on Trade Depression, 18UIJ ; and of those
contained in paper No. C. 6394 of session 1N91."
This extensive title gives but a faint idea of tlie

actual contents, which relate to every branch of trade
and manufacture connected witli the growth and
expansion of the nation and the empire, duriu"
nearly half a century. Naturally we cannot
devote much space to the working out of con-
clusions here, but a few items may be given
by the way of comparisons of British and German
exports and imports. In our own case, imports are
solely for home consumption, and in that of exports,

of goods manufactured at home.

But before proceeding further, a few figures may
be taken illustrative, not of German competition, but
of our dependence on all the world for our—

Sdpply of Wheat.

The imports are given in millions of hundredweights,
as follows:—1854, 14-87; 1855 to 1859, 15-9«

;

1860 to 1864, 28-81
; 1865 to 1869, 29-82

; 1870 to

1874, 39-56; 1875 to 1879, 52-02; 1880 to 1884,
57-62

; 1885 to 1889, 56-11 ; 1890 to 1894, 65-46.

The comparison between Alpha and Omega is edifving
as to price per cwt., the figures for 1854 is 15s. 8Jr/. ;

1890 to 1894, the price averaged 7s. 2^(7.—less than
one-half. The prices per quarter for the quinquen-
nial periods above noted are as follows : —57s. Id.,

49.?. 9<^, 53s. 7rf., 5.5s., 47s. 8(/., 42s. 5rf., 31s. 7./.,

29s. M., and 23s. Id. To proceed with statistics

relating to

—

IjirOETS AND KXPORTS.

From 1875 to 1879, British imports and exports
amounted to £15 10s. id. per annum per head
of population

; from 1880 to 1884 it was
i'16 8s. 6(f.; 1885 to 1889, it was £14 17s. 10c/.

;

1810 to 1894, it was £15 10s. id. per head.

The average gross annual total from 1890 to 1894,

which was £715,000,000, is the highest total

ever attained. From 187.'i to 1879 the total was

£632,000,000; the figures, however, represented

more than double those fur 1855 to 1859. From
1875 to 1879 the total fell short by £83,000,000

of the total from 1890 to 1S94. For the year 1895

the total is £703,000,000—the highest total siuce

1892. The highest ever attained was £749,000,000, in

1890. With some fluctuations, the table noted

records almost continuous progress and prosperity.

Now for a few facts concerning Germany :— From
1875 to 1879 the amovint of German imports and

exports was £7 9s. \d. per head, as against our

£15 10s. id. ; from 1880 to 1884 it was £6 16s. 11'/.

as against £16 18s. 6rf. ; from 1885 to 1889 it was

£6 14s. \\d. against our £14 17s. \M. ; from 1890 to

1894 it was £7 4s. lid. against our £15 10s. 2d.

Surely there is here no cause for misgiving to us—
then why decadence ? The foreign trade of the Ger-

man Empire is less than half that of this country.

From 1880 to 1884 the value of German ex-

ports exceeded that of the imports by £1,000,000

—Germany having been placed at a disadvan-

tage by her foreign customers, and, as one

writer put it, was actually carrying on her external

trade at a loss. German figures have a habit, like

our own, of fluctuating, for in 1879 they went up to

£7 9s. 1(/. per head of population ; in 1894 the

figures were £7 4s. 11'/. Thus, it will be seen that

our friends have made but little progress in 20 years.

Alarmi->ts pointing to the doubling of our trade

between 1859 and 1874, take up the cry that lower

price totals sometimes show a decrease of trade

—

shutting their [eyes to the fact that the values of im-

ports very often decrease, and not the quantities.

The trade continues good, ani will doubtless con-

tinue to grow. Germany may take greater risks, and
offer cheaper goods on purposetoget trade, but in the

end it will be found that risky trade is bad trade, and
that cheapness too often means rubbish. Sir R. GifTen

has proved up to the hilt that there is no decadence
in either the volume or the value of British trade.

A few figures here respecting timber and tea must
be interesting to all. Growers in the land of lA will

peruse the latter with deep regret - competitors in

Ceylon and India h.aving driven them nearly out of

the home market.

Imi'orts of Timber.

Respecting timber imports, we take a few figures

respecting timber—sawn Fir sufficing. In 1860 to

1864 wc imported, in millions of loads, 1-76, at

£3 Os. 9'/. per load: inl86.5 to 1S69,2 23, at £2 15s. 8rf.;

in 1870 to 1874, 2-y4, at £2 17v.; in 1875 tol879, 3-43,

at £2 14s. 6./, ; in 1880 to 18S4, 3-73, at £2 10.*. \\d. ;

1885tol8S9, 4-04, at £2 os. 9r/.
; 1890 to 1894, 4-72,

at £2 3s. Wii. per load.

We close with the following items respecting our

Ii\iPonTs OF T^
The imports of tea between 1854 and 1894 are

(in millousof pounds), as follows :—1854, 8579—the
price per pound. Is. 3irf. : 1S55 to 1859, 76-89—
Is. i\d. ; 1860 to 1864", 1)-J30— 1». &hd. ; 1865 to

1869, 136-60—13. Ul. ; 1S70 to 1874, 164-48— Is. i%d.

;

1875 to 1879, 191-90—Is. S^d. ; 1880 to 1884, 212-72
— Is. O.JcZ. ; 1885 to 1889, 221-91— llj'/. ; 1890 to

1894, 239-52-lOirf. C.

A R K E T S.

©Ijitiiat'i)*
Mr. Henry Lawley.-Wc regret to record the

death of Mr. Henry Lawley. which occurred on
August 17, at the age of sixty-four years. The
deceased was head gardener at; Franks Hall, Kent,
for thirty-six years, and was a much respected and
excellent gardener.

Land under Potatos.—From the preliminary
statement for 1S96, compiled from the returns col-

lected by the Board of Agriculture on Juue 4, we
learn that 563,741 acres were planted with Potatos
this year, as against 541,217 iu 1S95, 504,454 in 1894,
and 527,821 in 189.3.

COVENT GARDEN, SEPTEMBER 3.

(We canuot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. Tliey are furuislied to us regularly every
Tfiursday, by the kiuduess of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quoUitions. It must be remembered that these
quut^itions do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
dem.aud; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d.
Arums, p. 12bIooms '2 0-4
Asters, English, doz.

bunches ... 3 0-60
Bouvardias, per bn. 0-^-0 6
Carn.atit>n.s, l-J bun. 4 0-60
— 12 blooms ... 6-20

Chrysanthemums,
doz. bun. 4 0-60

— doz. blooms 0-16
Eucharis, per dozen 16-26
Forget-me-nots, p.
doz. bunches ... 1 6- 3

Gardenias, per doz. 10-30
Gladiolus, coloured,
per doz. sprays ... 10-16

Lavender, doz. bun. 6 0-, 9
Lilium H.'irrisi, per

doz. blooms ... 2 0-50
— lancifoliura,

doz. blooms ... 9-20
Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches... 4 0-80

Migaonetto, p. doz. 2 0-40

Marguerites, per 12
bunches

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12blms.
Odontoglossum
crispum, 12 bm.

Pelargoniums, scar-
let, per 12 bun.

— per 12 sprays...

Pyrethrums, 12 bu.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
—

• coloured, doz.
— yellow (Mare-

chal), per doz.— red, per dozen
.— red, doz. bun.
— Gloire, doz. bn.
— Safrauo, p. doz.

Stephanotis, 12 sps.

Stocks, p. doz. bun
Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

s. d. s. d.

e 0-12

0-4
0-6
0- 4
9- 1 6
9- 1 6

0-4
6- 1

0-6
0-6
0-2
6-2
0-4
6-3
2-0 4

Orchid-bloom in variety.

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices.

t£. s. d. 8. d. $. d.

0-12 Ferns, various, doz. 5 0-12
0-30 Ficus elaatica, each 10-76
0-15 Foli.age pLants, doz. 12 0-36

Adiantum, perdoz. 4

Aspidi-tra, perdoz. 12
— Kpecimen, each 5

Asters, duz. pota ...

Chrysanthemum, p.

doa.
Cock's-combs, doz.
Coleus, per doz. ...

Dracaena, each
— various, p. doz.
Evergreen Shrubs,
iu variety, doz....

Ferns, small, doz. ...

3 0-50 Heliotrope, per doz. 40-60
Lilium Lancefo-

4 0-90' hum, p. doz. pots 9 0-15
3 0-40 Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-10
2 0-40 Mignonette, p. doz. 40-60
10-76 Palms, various, ca. 2 0-10
2 0-24 — specimens, ea. 10 6-S4

PeUrgoniums, doz. 6 0-00— Scarlets.p. doz. 2 0-400-24
0-2

FrDIT.—AVBRAGE WHOLES.ILE PRlCfS.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Apples, cooking, in Grapes, GrosMaroc,
variety, per per lb 10-16
sieve... 2 6-40 Figs, per doz. ... 09-10

— dessert, inva- Melons, each ... 6- 1

rioty, per J- Nectarines, 1st size
sieve 2 6-40 perdoz. ... 30-40

Grapes, Alicante,l9t — 2nd do. , p. doz. 16-20
ipiality, per lb. 10-16 Nuts, Cob, per

— Alicante, 2nd 100 lb 25
quality, per lb. 9-10 Peaches, 1st tize,

— Uamburgh, 1st per doz. .. 3 0-60
quality, per lb. 10-16 — 2nd do., per

— Hamburgh. 2nd doz. ... 16-20
qu.ility, per lb. 6-09 — 3rd do., per

— Gros Colmar, doz. ... 9-10
per lb 10-16 Pears, Williams, p.— MusGits, Eng- half-sieve ... 2 6-30
lish, perlb. ... 1 U- 1 9 Pine-apples. St. Mi-

— Muscat. Chan- cbael, cu-h ... 5 0-60
net Islands, per Plums, in variety,

' lb 10 per J sieve ... 3 0-30
Vegetables.-Average Wholesale Prices.

Beans, Scarlet Run-
ner, p. sieve . ...

Cucumbers, home-
grown, per dz.

— Ridge, per pa'l

(.about lodoz.)'
— Dutch, per doz.
Marrows, Vegetable,
per 5 doz. tally ...

s. d. s. d.

2 0-30

10-20

5

1

2 0-30

Mushrooms, (Indoor)
perlb— (Oiltdoor), per
half-sitve ... 2

Peas, per sieve ...

Tomatos, hom.e-
grown, smooth,
per doz. lb. ..

— ord. kinds, do.

s. d. s. d.

2 0-26
5 0-60

2 6-30
16-20

Potatos.

Trade better for best samples. Prices

nary, 40.*. to 505. per ton. /. B. Thomas.
JOi. to 75?. ; Ordl-

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Liverpool : .'ijeptember 2.— VegetabUs : Turnips, 6d. to 9rf.

per dozen bunches ; Swedes, Is. 4d. to Is. Stf. per cwt.
;

Carrots, Sd. t) 10'/. per dozen bunches ; Onions, English,

Ca. Gd. to ~3. Gd. per cwt. ; Parsley, 4<?. to dtf. per dozen
bunches ; Lettuces, Cos, Qd. to 1.*. per dozen ; Cucumbers,
it. to 2s. itl. do. ; Cabbages, 9d. to U. 6tl. do. ; Caulillowers,

Is. *ri. to 2s. 6d. do. ; Celery, 1*. dd. to 2^. 4d. do. ; Beans,

Is. 3'/. to I.*. 6c/ per bushel ; Beans, kidney, StI. to 10'/. per
peck : Runners, bd. to Wd. do. ; Potatos, kidney; 2j. to 'js. per
cwL ; Maiu Crop, 2.*. 3{/. to 3s. 6(f. do. ; Bruccs. U. iit/. to 2s. do.

GL.VSGOVV : Sei't'H'tbet' 2.^The following ai-e the. average

prices for the past week :

—

Fi'uit: Pears,. 2s. 'id. pel- case ;

Apples, lid. to lOii. per lb. ; Green Gages, 5d. to 6d. do.
;

Tumatos, Guernsey, 4/. t> 'jd. do.; do., Scotch..7d. to Sd.

do. ; Plums, 'id. to 4'^ do. ; Grapes, home, 2s. do. Vegetables :

Turnips, 2.'. to 2y. 6<?. per dozen bunches ; Cabbages, 8rf. to

'3d. per dozen; red do., 2s. 'id. to 2«. Gd. do. ; Cauliflowers
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English, \8. to Is. 3'/. do. ; do., Et'inburgh, Is. to Is. 3-^

do. ; Paranips, bs. (Sd. to 6s. per cwt. ; Herbs, !»/. to 2(7.

per bunch ; Leeks, 2;;. Gd. to 3s. perdozen bvmches ; Oninns,

Gl'ibe, 3,^. to 3s. Ofl. per cwt. ; Parsley, S</. to 10 /. do. ; Ouions,

Silver.^, 6d. to Id. per dozen bunches ; Carrots, 4«. 6<i. to .'is.

per cwt. ; do., new, Is. to Is. Orf. per dozen ; Peas, Is. 9(^ to

2?. iW. per stone ; Cucumbers, ij. to 4s. &d. per dozen ;

Lettuces, round, 6d. to 8(/. do. ; do., Cos.. 9d. do. ; Radishes,

9t2.tols. per dozen bvindles ; Horseradish, 2s. ^d. to 3s. per

bunch; Bean, Broar), Is. to Is. Zd. per stone; do., Frencb,

2«. to 2s. 6((. do. ; Mushrooms, Is. to Is. M. per lb. ; Rhubarb,

natural, 2s. to M, per cwt.; Beetroot, Id. per dozen; do.,

new, 3s. ^d. to 4s. per dozen bunches ; Cress, 3(J. per basket

;

Potatos, 8t?. per stone.

SEEDS.
London: September 2.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, Loudon, S.E
,

describes to-day's market as thinly attended. TrifoUum,

as might bo expected, now meets with a decreasing sale.

White Mustard continues in brisk request at full rates.

There is also some sowing dem.and for Rye-grass, Lucerne,

Cloversced, &c. Winter Tares, with only a moderate supply,

keep firm in value. Seed-rye is very steady. As roi^ards

Canary seed, there are not wanting indications of an early

advance. Hempseed also tends upwards. Blue Peas and

Haricot Beans meet with more attoutiou.

*'Thc bi-if/ht sumkine was deficient over *England and
Ireland,' but was rather above the mean in most parts

of 'Scotland' a> well as in the •Ch.innol Islands,' The per-

centao;o of the possible duration was as high as jO in the
'Chan el Islands,' but elsewhere it ranj,'ed from 36 in ' Eng-
land, S.W.,' and 34 in ' Scotland, AV.,' to -21 in the ' Midland
Counties and England, N.W.,' and to 18 in ' Ireland, S.'

"

The Weather.

[The term " accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-

gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42" Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degreo" signifying 1° continued for

twenty-four houi-s, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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EDINBURGH SCHOOL OF RURAL
ECONOMY.

SESSION, 1 89S-9 7.
BOARD OF MANAOEMENT appoio-ed by the University

Court, the Highland & Agricultural Society, the Town Council
of Edinburgh, and Contributing County Councils. Chairman—
The Right Hon. J. P. B. RoberHoo, Lord Justice- Oeneral.
COURSES of INSTRUCTION are provided both in DAY

and EVENING CLASSES for FARMERS. GARDENERS,
FORESTERS, and others interested in Rural Economy.
The SESSION begins in October and ends in March. Fees

Specially Moderate. The Syllabus may bd had from the
Secretarv of the University Court. Edinburgh ; or, from the
Secketabv, .3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh.

FERNS from Stores.—Pteris tremola & oristata,
good stuff, fit for immediate potting. 2s. 6d, per 100,

22». per ICOO.—PTERIS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Highest Market Prices. Prompt cash.

CUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
<J^ toselectfrom. Write tor LIST. free.
P.MoABTHUH,The London Nursery, 4. Maida Vale. LondOD ,W

.

T50YAL SOVEREIGN strawberry!^
-Ill For Sale, good rooted Plantc, 3«. p>r 100, £1 per 1000.
Special price quoted for larger orders.—Apply—

STEELand son, Ealing Dean Garden. W.

"POR SALE.—NAECISSUS (Sir Watkin i,A true. Istsize, Sj.perdczin. 22i. per HO; 2ad'6iie. I». 6i
?,°. oil^J.-J"*- "" ""•• *" «»""'• flowering bu'bs.-Apply.
aARDENEa,J>la8^Gardens, Dinas Mawddwy,*Merionetbsbire.

T -ELIA PR/ESTAlfsrTrTNCEP.«»,
±^ CATTLEYA CBISPA, C. HABRISONIJE VIOLACEA
to hand in hoe order,

^«. Oi-,33. fd
, and 6j. each.

W. L. LEWIj AKD CO. . Southgate. Londo", N.

Ij^ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS !-
h^ .J'^m^°P\7^^""' '° ^*''"='' (»''• Sto" »nd Oreen-
house,J0be8t,ellingsorts,12j.l00; ditto, large, in 48-s 10 bestselhng sorU. 6.. doz.

; strong seedlings. 6j. rig. 50, lOOO • a"-antum cuneatum, in 4S-8, for cutting, 6.. and 8i doT- dUtofor mating large plants quickly. 16,.'and 20.. KO- Cyperu^'Arjlias, Grevilleas, Begonias. Geraniums. Fuchsias andHeliotropes, •> 48s, 6,. per doz. ; Marguerites, MignonetteCampanulas.and Chrysanthemums, in 48^. 8,. perdoz*^ ?fcut'Palms DrscaEuas, Crotoos, and Bouvardias, in isT i/. o'i

iZL^f: ' «•• ''"''"i
''" <="»» "i"> o;der.lj.- SMITHLondon Fern N urseri es. Loughborough Junction, London slw.

TNotlce.-To Gentlemenaid othersBE CLEARED, at once, cheap, the CON-
PalJ^n '^ °' ^

^"t"'
NI^BSERV. con4 ining ^^rn" (various)

^rc-hry-XTum-^Afal-rnd ^^l^::kb^'
Inspection invited. About 2000 plant'.

T. ROBINSON, Rosemary Line Garden. Halslesd, Ei.er.

12 ,?^^.^.^^ONS, 4«.-D;;ches8 of Fife
Gl^re d"e'S"y.''bld 01o;'e ^Rabv'' Rldb'^' ^'t'

""'• '^'™"''

H. RaiUon. la'^Pink Her Msiest'; 2,^ N,';
''' ''"T'

""*

____^^!'S£^^^^BHsto^Nil^«Br&n

C^^^^^^^^^^^^LAUcITiiTl^^oirir, perV-/ dozen; White SWFPT pi?i /^ .r^*^* "^ *• f*^*
per dozen; Royal lovTrf.gJ ImaWBERBY Vunn^S?'

'^^

bulbs,
1^»^P«J

'00 ; Paper.White ^^kcusVs^s.^^fi^"''
^

^^^'''f^ufserymau, Sudbury, Suffolk?

B^t^S^^? °^ ^^^ °«^^»' and^ffio^rsuperb

u. B. DAVIS
, Yeovil Norseriee, YeovU, Somerset.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! X^j
The BEST HYACINTH.S tiir

WORLD PRODUCKS AT

i2C/.
each.

Before buying else

where, > endforour
CATALOGUE
(fbeb) and
compare
prices.

'^. EXPECTED
FAMINE in

YACmjHS
To avoid disappointment
ORDER A T OXCE

V.

^ . 0/^OMAN HYACINTHS,
^^r / Guaranteed first size, 10/6 per 100.

<\ VMICHAErBTlNS&M;;
^ ^^/ Bulb Growers & red Merchants.Bulb Growers & red Merchants,

34, MANSELL STBLCr, ALDGATE
LONDON, E.

AtiB The NuBSEiiiEa, HiAi.:.t.M. Holla.nd.

MS SENDALL&gZT^

NXJRSEBYMEN'S HOUSES.

Suitable for Plants, \ loe^ Tomatos, Chrysanthemums,
Made of the best materials. Woolwork, and Iionwork com-
plete, piloted twice. 21-oz. English Glass.
A first-class House in every respect can be seen erected in

nearly every county. Sent out so that anyone can erect them,
as every part is fitted correctly ; ail screw and bolt-holes made.

See Testimonials from well-known people.

OiSH PBICl-a. ClRRIAGE PilD.
Long. Wide. £ j. d. I Long. Wide. £ s. d.

50ft. X )2ft. ... 25 50ft. X 15ft. ... 32 10
100ft. X IMt. ... 15

I 100ft. X 15ft. ... 55

See New Lists, showing blocks of HouEea as
erected In different places.

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND odb FRIENDS
TO

AVAIL THEMSELVES OF OUR PRESENT PRICES.
THE LOWEST THAT HAVE BEEN

KNOWN FOR MANY YEARS.

Special Carriage Paid Prices on application.

Specially
Machi:(ed

roR
OABDK.y Us

wootfs

^^ORTieULTURAl

> COAL '^'"^

WOOD & SON, Ltd., ^"SJeen. LONDON.
Telkcrams; "WOOD, WOOD GREEN.'.

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER ^
16,000 in use.

|

The Pioneer of eheap^ timpU, and effective heating for tmali
Greenhouse r.

REDUCTION m PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of these

Boilers, and a coD9"quent rheapening in the cost of produc-
tiOD. we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :—
No. 1, £2 12-^ ; No. 2. £3 15s. ; No. 3. £5 ; &lao larger sizes.

Complete Apparatus from £t Ss. Lists and Estimates on
application,

BfESSENGER & CO., Loughborooffb. I.eioe8t«r8hire.
London Otfice : 96i, Victoria Street, Westminsteb, S.W.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CFLINDERS,

AND ALL OASDEN STJITDSIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

STOCK SIZES—in IncbeB.

I2x|0 I4x|2 Igxl2 I6'<I4 20^14 20x|6 24x|6 22x|8
4x|0 I6x|2 20x12 I8x|4 20x|S 22x|6 20x|g 24x|g

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 2(X)-feet

boxes, 3rds and 4th9 qualities.

English Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

QEOSOE FABMILOE & SONS,
31, St. Jolin Street. West Smlthflald, London. E.C.

Stock Listfiaod Prioeson applioatioD. Please QQOte Gard. Chron.

ILLUSTKATEI) OATALOOTTE FBEE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 21>''> pages and 9 3 Engravings,
2s. Qd. nett ; per post, 2s. lOd.

JONES&.TTWOODw >^ Stourbridge

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heateJ complete, id

any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed, 25 ft. by 12 ft., £50; 30ft.by I5ft., £70. Brick-

work excepted. For particulars, see our Cataloxue, post-free.

Baperlor Portable Frames, large stock re^dy for

immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
21-oz- glass, carriige paid:—l-li^ht frame, 4X6, 3b4. 6d.

;

2-light frame, 6x8, 58s. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6, 85*. 6d.

Bpan-roof Frames, 6 x 4. £2 bs. ; 9 x 5, £3 15».

HARDY BRUIN & GO. LEICESTER.

TENTS ! TENTS ! ! TENTS ! ! !
— I have

purchased 5000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost

£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28*. each
;

inferior qualities, 22s. and 24*. each. Cash with order ; can be

seat on approval. Specially adaptable for sporting and pleasure

purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINGHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out

of many hundreds weekly :
—

" April 29, 1S96. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tenta,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
" F. H. Hill, Duddingiton Park, Portobello, Midlothia,Q.'*

MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs. Runners,

Lined, Mallets, and Bags, all tomplete, ready for use, cash

£14. cost £:i'3.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gabdenkks' Ohboniolb Tklkgbams.— Tht

Begiatered Addrest for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams is " Oardchron, London,"

ACVEBTISEUSM'TS.
SCALE OF CHAEGES fob ADVERTISING

HEAJi LINB CHAMOSn AS TWO,
4 Lines
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RICHARDSON'S

QUALITY
07 WORK

DNSURPASSED.

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Conservatories, Greenhouse-

,

Vineries, Peach Housep, Stove uud
Orchid Houses, &c.

Lowest Prices possible.

Also

Heating Apparatus
complete.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

DARLINGTON.

The Best Present for a Oardener.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.
' Tlie most complete and eibaustire Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just ou^.

Price 5s. ; post free, 6j«. Qd.

A. F, BARRON. IS Sutton Curt Road, Chiswick.

R.»gi9lered Trade Mark.

The Success achieved hy Exhibitors at past Chrysanthemum and other Shows

has cleartij demonstrated, hy examptcs staged, that the

XL ALL MANURES
are of the greatest importance to those who
wish to have fine blooms and superior fruit.

Registered Tride Mark.

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
To be used one part to fifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.

Ivead the remarks below of a Champion Grower.
1 pint, \s. ; 1 quart. Is. 6(/. ; 1 gallon, 3«. 9(/. ; 4 gallons, 12«. Cheaper in bulk.

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANURE.
FOB TOP DRESSING or APPLYING IN SOLUnON.

Where there is a Heavy Crop of Fruit or Flotoers to finish off— Use this !

TO OBTAIN A QUICK and BENEFICIAL RESULT.
In \s., 2s. Qd.. 53., and 10s, tins. The smill quantity necessary will make it a cheap manure.

Mr. W. H. LEES, The Gardens Trent Park New Bamet ooe of the most successful exhibitors of Chrysanthemum
Blooms during !he reason of lby4 and 189.^. This celebrated grower writes :

— " I have used your new Liquid Manure on many
things this season with highly satisfactory results— especially on Chrysanthemums."

The above and all other XL ALL SPECIALITIES can be obtained from all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, or direct from the Proprietor—

G. H. RICHARDS. OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

NOW IS THE TIME FOR STACKING

W. W. & S.'s VERY CHOICE
Wr NEW CUTTING

OF SPLENDID

ORCHID PEAT.
Also PEATS for

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Selected Large Square Turves, full of

Bright Brown Bracken Fibre.

And all other qaalities of the

PURE BROWN BRACKEN FIBRE.

RHODO. PEAT, to clear grouud, 15s. per ton, F.O.R
Mide up in Combinatioa Truck-loads, including other qualities

of PEAT and SPECIALITIEJ, such as

CANES. RAFFfA, MiNURES, &c.

LOAM.
SAND-

BEST YELLOW SURREY.
Full of rich 6bre.

BEST COARSE and FINE SILVER,
and OFF COLOUR,

LEAF-IVIOULD.-^oA\^;n'5*;ETH^
By the Sack, Yard, or Ton, delivered Carriage Paid.

33
SILVER & BRONZE MEDALS"

D^P and DIPLOMAS of MERIT !

AWAnOED TO

W. WOOD & SONS, Ltd., F.R.HS.,

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.

Telegrams-" WOOD, WOOD GREEN."

HILL & SMITH, «S"#u^di?J!^
Aid at LONDON & DUBLIN.

ii
Combined Hesh Wire Netting.

Saves 20 per Cent, over ordinary Netting. Write for the

New REDUCED PRICE LIST.
IRON FENCES, GATES, TREE GUARDS,

BLACK VARNISH. &c.

BAMBOOS for Tree, Plant-staking, Wire-
netting, Fencing, &c. 6 feel lengths ; stout. Si. per

100; 70». per 1.000. F.O.B. Cash with order.

T. WELLINGTON, Milton, Lymington, Hants.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. 'id.

per bag. on rail ; \ha. per cubic yard, in 13-yard trucks.

BBOWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3». Zd. per bag ; lOi. per cubic yard.

WALKER XVD CO.. Poole. Dorset.

W. COOPER, Ltd. I =ro™!IS.!.^.?;5°rrS' 1755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

INVINCIBLE
HOT-WATER
APPARATUS.

Boiler only, price

£2 0,

capable of heating

75-feet of 4-inch

pipe.

Lowest estimates

for complete
apparatus for any

sized house on
application.

AMATEUR FORCING
HOUSE.

For Cucumbers, Tomatos,
Melons, etc.

Everj'thing complete,
from 50s.

^C^.^::^

AHATETIB EPAH-ROOF
GREENHOUSE.

Everything complete,

ready for erecting.

From £2 16s.

SEE LIST.

HORTICTTLTURAI GLASS.—Best 15 oz., in 50 feet boxes,
10 by S, 12 by 8, 12 by !i, 13 bv 9, 14 by 9, 14 by 10. at -is. Cii. per
box. 4ths. 1.5 oz., iu 100ft. and 20uft. boxes, 12 by 12, 12 by 14,
12 by 10, 12 by IS, 12 by 20, 12bv24, Uby 10,14 by LS, 14by 20,

14 by 24, l(i by IS, 16 by 20, 16 by 24. IS by 20, 18 by 24, 100ft. 8j.,

200ft 15!. per box. 21 oz., in 100ft. aiici200ft. boxes: 4tbs,21oz.,
9 by T, 10 by 8, 12 by 10, 14 by 10, 12 by 14, 12 by 16, 12 by 18,

12 by 20, 12 by 24, 14 by 16. 14 by IS. 14 by 20, 14 by 24, 16 by
IS, 16 by 20, ICby 24, 18 by 20, IS by 24, 100ft. Us., 200ft.,

21s. per box.
Note.—Delivered free on roil, London, by our own vans (not

ex-wharf, which means a cost of Is.Otf. per box for collection).

COOPER'S 'BEAT ALL'
UOWER.

' LAWN The World's Best.

lO.ln.

12-in.

.. 18/6

. 19/6

18-in.

II -in.

16-in.

,. 32/-.

Grass Catcher, to fit any Machine,
5- each.

Packed F.O.R. London

FOLDING GARDEN CHAIRS.

Well Made.

Having bought up the whole

of a Manufacturer's Stock of

5000, we are enabled to sell

these at a ridiculously low

figure.

Special Job Line, 3s. each

:

33s, per dozen.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.
" CoaohiDg " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.R.H.S., HeitaWe, Kent.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest qaality ORCHID PEAT. Also fo?

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fenu, Rhododendrons. *c. By
the sack, cubic yard, too. or trnck-load. Can be seen in bulk at

Loudon Wharf. Immediate despateh either from London or

Grounds. By Kail or Steamer. Prompt and Special Quota-

tions for delivery to any Station or Port.

Q. H. RICHAEDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,

London, S.E. ; Peat Orounds and Depdts, Kingwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Addreaa all letters to Loudon Wharf.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDING, DRIVING. SHOOTING. CYCLING,
FISHING, SKATING, &C.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
I^SURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, OOBNHILL, LONDON.
A, VIAN, Secretary,

Established 18S1.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTOH BUIIJ>inS8, CHAICCZBT LAKE, W.O.

TWO-Airo-A-HALF per Cent, INTEBEST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OURREST ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mam monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHABES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF FEB CENT, per annum on each completed CI.

BIRKBECK BUUDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO FUBCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO eUIKSAS

PKB MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF QBOUND FOB TIVB

8HILLIN0S PEB MONTH.
The BIBKBECK ALMANACK, with full particuUrt, pget-

Itm. r&ANCIS BAVENSOBOIT. Managar.

T\7ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a MANAGER
T T for a large provincial Market Nursery.—TomatOB,

Qrapes. Melons, Carnations, and Chrysanthemums grown,
also Early Forcing o£ Bulbs. Ac.—Apply, stating age. expe-
rience, salary required, with references, to H. T., 41,

Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, an energetic man as MANAGER
in a Florist, Fruit, and Seed Business in the South.

Must be able to make up exceedingly well. Apply—3. B., 41,

Wellington Street. Strand, London.

WANTED, GARDENER, 25 to 30 years of
age, an intelligent, industrious man, who thoroughly

understands the cultivation of Vines and Tomato^, and the
management of a small well-kept Kitchen-garden. One man
toassist. Wages. 32*. weekly. Apply—WOHCESTERSHIBE,
Gardeners* ChronicU Office, 41, WeUington Street. Strand,
London, W.C.

WANTED, GARDENER.—Thoroughly com-
petent all round ; married. About three acres; man

and boy'.kept.— Apply, BELTOIB, Fareham, Hants.

WANTED, GARDENER and WIFE.- Good
all-round man for private garden ; wife, good plain

cook and housekeeper ; state full pirticul&rs and salary.

—

L. M., 41, WelliogtOQ Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, young,
married UNDKB-GARDENEB.—No family; chu-ch-

man. Wilting to be useful. Small lodge and garden; 16s.

weekly. ~ Address, Mr. ROBERTS, Bavenswood Uardens.
Wokingham, Berks,

WANTED, an ALL ROUND MAN, well up
to Fruit and Flower-growing, and must be well up to

Cucumber and Tomato-growing. Good wages to a competent
man.—Apply to J. H., care of Mr. Annas, Stratford Market.

WANTED, PROPAGATOR and GROWER
of Ferns, Boses. Bulbs, and general Market Stuff.

Good wages to suitable nun.—TBOMAS KNIGHT, Moss Side
Nurseries, Ashton-under-Lyne.

WANTED, for a small Nnisery, a single
Man, aa WOBKING FOREMAN. Addre«8-N , 36,

Alexandra Terrfce, St. LeonardVon- Sea.

ANTED, a ROSE FOREMAN; expe-
rienced and active young Man. — State wages re-

quired, to GEOBGE PalNOB, 14, Market Street, Oxford.

ANTED, a strong, active \OUNG MAN,
about 23, for Pleasure-grounds and General Work, to

take alternate duty with Foreman. Good character required.
Wages, 16j. and milk.—HEAD GARDENER, Burnham Priory,
Taplow.

ANTEDj^MARRIEDlklAN^r Pleasure"-
ground. — Mast be ab!e to Mow with Scythe and

Machine; also able to Milk, if required. Wife to attend to
Lodge-gat*. Wages 16^.. with Lodge (one bed-rcom).—Apply
to C. MARKWELL, Kenward, Yaldinir.

WANTED, a strong, active YOUNG MAN
for the Houses ; wages 16*. per week. Bothy, milk,

and vegetablej. — BICHABD NISBET, Needvood House
Gardens, Burton-on-Trent.

ANTED, a YOUNG MAN, accustomed to
the Seed Trade, as Porter, to take chwge of Ware-

house.—Apply, stating age, where last employed, wages
required, with references, *c., to DOBIE AND MASON.
22, Oak Street, Manchester.

ANTED, for IGtchen Garden, a YOUNG
MAX, and to take turn with Fires, 16s. per week and

bothy. Age 22.—HEAD GARDENER, Dorincourt, Upper
WarUngham. Surrey.

WANTED, a steady MAN to work in Pleasure
Grounds and Kitchen Garden, where four are em-

ployed.— Write, stating wages, age. experience, &c , to
ALFRED CHILD. The Gardens, Catesby House. Daventry. :

WANTED, young MAN, well up in growing
Tomatos, Grapes, Chrysanthemums, and Mushrooms.

One from Market Nursery preferred.—Apply, with references,
stating wages, to M. CHARLTON, North Grange, Sunderland.

WANTED, SHOPMAN, middle-aged, for
Seed and Nursery Bustoess.—Must be a good all-round

Man. Beferences.—Address, stating age. eiperience, and wages
required, to IVi', 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

W*^
ANTED, a BOOK-KEEPER; also
CCUNTER-HANDS.—Apply TOOGOOD a>-d SONS,

The Queen's Seedsmen, Scntbampton.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS,
Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Qardeners, Faxm-BalUffa, Foresters, ftc.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphix: and Postal Address—•'DI0K3ON3, Chester."

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDEB

GABDENEBS, of excellent character and proved ability

;

men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profeasion. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANOEB AND CO., St Albans.

THOMAS BUTCHER oan recommend several
HEAD and UNDER QARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOHEB, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiriog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
partieolars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

Che situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of
the abore will please send full particulars, when uie best
f elections for the different capacities will b« Diade.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurterieg, Upper Holloway. N.

FACTORS and FARM MANAGERS.— Mr.
ROBEBT INCH, SEED MERCHANT, Edinburgh, has

at present on his Begister several well qualified Men open to
engagementa as above. Particulars on application.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly expe-
rienced

; Early and Late Forcing, Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables, also Flower and Kitchen Garden. Excellent cha-
racter.—B. H., Crow Nest Park, Lightclitfe, Halifax.

GARDENER (Head), age 30.—Mr. Eahl,
Head Gardener, Somerhill.Tonbridge, can highly recom-

mend his Foreman, E. Leach, as above ; first-class experience
with Orchids, fraits, &c., and the usual requirements of a good
garden ; five years in present situation.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 40, married;
conrersant with every department of Gardening life.

Thorough practical experience in Fruit, Flowers, Vegetables,
&c. Can be thoroughly recommended by present and previous
employers —G, NKWTON, 189, ComwaU Road, Notting HUl.
London. W.

A R D E N E R (Head).—Age 32. Mr.
Neate, Gardener to A. de Wette, Esq , Hampton

Court House, Hampton Court, can with every confidence
highly recommend G. H. Clack, who has held the position of
Foreman in these Gardens for over three years, to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring the services of a good practical all-
round Gardener, efficient in the Cultiration of Grapes,
Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Store and Greenhouse Plant?,
Orchids, Flower and Kitchen Garden, and the general re-
quirements of a Gentleman's establishment. Excellent refer-
ences from other well-known Gardens.

ARDENER (BLbad), disengaged \rhen
suited, through employer leavitg Estate, Fir8^cla39

Grower, Orchids, Grapes, Pines, Peaches, &c. Skilful in
Laying-ont Pleasure Grounds. Has had experience in and
entire charge of some of the best gardens in Eng'and. Married,
no family; .wages 25s., house, &c. Fifteen and four and
a half years' character.—JOHN WARD, 133, Praed Street, W
No circulars.

ARDENER (Head), age 30.—Mr, Bowman,
late o: Hylands Park, Chelmsford, can highly recom-

mend a man as above. Thorough practical experience in all
branches. Inside and Out.—MR. BOWMAN, Royal Floral
Department, London Road, Tunbrdge Wells.

ARDENER (Head),-A Gentleman desires
to highly recommend a thoroughly practical and trust-

worthy man aa above. Life experience in all branches. Mar-
lied, no children.—J. GREAVES, Harrow Weald, Middlesex,

ARDENER (Head).—Mrs. Appach wishes
to recommend her Head Gardener. Age 37, married.

Life experience ; seven years in her service. Leaving
through a death.—BOWTER, Elcot Park. Kinlbury. Berks.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Age 33, married, one child. Four years and

a half in last situation. Thoroughly experienced in all
branches.—THOS. HICKIN, Stevens' Nurseries. Coventry.

ARDENER (Head). — Middle-age
;

good
all-round experience. Small place not accepted.— ipply

in first instance to S. W„ 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working).—£2 given
to anyone who will procure for me a situation as above.

Thoroughly experienced in all branches. Married, no family
Good references. — W. E. L, Well Cottage, Lodswoith.
Petworth, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head - Working). — Mr.
CBVMr, Steward to the Misses Goldsmid, Tongswocd

Hawkhurst, desires to recommend bis general Foreman to any
wanting the services of a first-class man.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Age 36;
twenty-two years* experience in all branches. Wife

woald undertake Laundry or Dairy, if required. Good testi-
monials.—GARDENER, Holwell Bury. Hitchin. Herts.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Married,
no family ; thoroughly experienced in Early and Late

Forcing, Flowers, Fruit, Vegetables ; good Fruit and Plant
Grower, and good all-round. Land and Stock if required
J. S., Clayton Priory, Burgess Hill, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, no family.—A Gentleman wishes very highly

to recommend bis late Gardener, thoroughly experienced in
all branches.—W. P., 8, Chestnut Boad, Hoiley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working where three
or more are kept). -Age 33; three children. Life

experience in first-cla<is gardens ; highest testimonials — A.
BBOOKEB, Kent Street, Mereworth, Maidstone.

GARDENER (Head Working or Single-
HiNDED)—Situation wanted by a strong, industriou<

all-round man. Married. Wife understands Laundry —J p'
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. '

'

GARDENER (Head, Single-handed, or
otherwise).-Highly recommended for ability, honesty,

hard-working, and persevering. Total abstainer.-LONGSTEB
BB03., Nurserymen, Southampton, will have great pleasure
in answering any further enquiries as to the above.

GARDENER (Head, or good Singlk-
HAXDED).— Married, two children; life experience

Inside and Out. Has held good situations. First-clasa refer-
ences.—GABDENBB, Hanslope, Stony Stratford,

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with
assistance).—Age '11, single; thoiougbly experienced

in Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Highest references from
present and previous employers —F. BUTOSEB, 56. Chatter-
ton Boad, Bromley, Kent.

GARDENER (Good Single-handed). —
Age 27 ; married. Well up in Vines Melons, Stove and

SreenhouM plants, flowers, and Kitchen Garden.—A, S., 68,
Dale Street, Cbiswick.]
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GARDENER (Head or good Skcoxd), where
several are kept, married ; fourteeo years' good practical

experience in all branch ^. Excellent testimonials.—ARTHUR
BEAD, Old Catton. Norwich.

C^
ARDENER (Singlb-handbd, or good

X Secosd), Inside and Ouf.—Age 27 ; life experience.

Total abstainer. Death cause of leaving. Highest references.
— W. SHEPHBRD, Hackney Place, Maidstone.

NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN with
large Gardens.—Thomas C. Moorhousc. for the last

seventeen years Gardener J. W. Temple, E^q., Lejswood,
Qroombridge, Kent, is open to an engagement. Skilful

horticulturist, eminent fruit-grower,

GARDENER (thorough).—Age 34; experi-
enced in all branches. Wages about £ a week, with

cottage.—G. L. ELLERTON, Qaeen Street. Worthing.

GARDENER.—Advertiser, with twenty -two
years' practical experience, eight years in present situa-

tion, four and a half years in.the Downside Collection, Leather-

bead, three years previous with Jas. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea ;

married, age 36 ; open to an engagement. Good references.

—

RIDER, Thorns Gardens. Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER.—Sir Edgar Vincent recom-
mends a good Gardener, with knowledge of Estate-

work. Wages 255. per week.—Apply to WESTL&Y, Esher
Poit Office, Esber, Surrey.

GARDENER.

—

Colonbl Albxandkb wishes
to recommend bis late Gardener to Lady or Gentleman

requiring a reliable, hard-working man. Understands Vines,

Peaches, Melons, and all General Gardening.—Apply, Col. A.,

The Views. Bickiing, Bishop's Storlford.

ARDENER.~Age 24; wants place. Well
up in Forcing all kinds of Flowers and tiulb^, especially

Lily of the Valley. Practical experience in Market Plants.

Propagating, and Grafting—EM EL SHORE, Evelyn Terrace.

Ham, Richmond,

GARDENER (First), where two or more are
kept.—Thoroughly experienceJ. Age 25. single. Well

recommended by Mr.GiBDS, Steward to Miss A, de Rothschild.
—H. STEVENS, Eythro,e. Aylesbury, Bucks.

GARDENER (Second) of four or five,—
Young man. age i!0 : 6ve and a half years* experience, re-

quires situation as above. Abstainer.— Lpply, stating wages,
to H. SELVEY, Foot's Cray. Kent.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 24 ; thoroughly
experienced, Inside and Out. Bjthy preferred. Excel-

lent references.-J. C. Greenford Road, Sudbury, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—Age
27, single; eleven years' practical experience in the

eeneral routine of Gardening, including two years as Fir«t

Jonroe) man. Inside. Well recommended . Abstai ner. No
Circulars.—BEEiiON, 87, High Street, Netting Hill Gate,
London. W.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 25 ; five and a
half years in last situation. Can be well recommended.

—a. WATSON, The Gardens, Southborougb F&rk, Surbiton,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise, where
four or five are kept).—Age 33 ; well up in Oucumoera,

Melons, Vines, Tomatos, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hertiaceous
Plants, &c. Over three years* excellent reference^.— E.
LAWRENCE, 1*27, Hertford Road, Kingsland Road, Dalston, N.

ARDENER (Second of three), or JOUR-
NEYMAN.—Age 21 ; eight j ears' experience both

Inside and Out. Good character. Disengaged.—THOMAS
,

Church Place, Bookham, Surrey.

ARDENER or GARDENER and ESTATE
BAILIFF. Leaving through death of the Earl of

Macclesfield. Highly recommended by the Countess of
Macclesfield, and many others. — W. M. GEDDES, The
Gardens, Shirburn Castle. Tetsworth. Ozod.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Oat.—Age
21 ; leaving to improve ; six years' excellent character.

Abstainer. Churchman; Bass Singer.—H. BUBTO.V, Wood
Dalling Near Reepham, Norwich.

ARDENER (Under). — Lady Marcus
Beresford, B sbopsgate. Englefield Greeo, will be

pleased to recommend a young Man, age 22. Eight yeare
experience.—Address as above.

ROWER.—Ferns, Palms, Bulbs, Pot Stuff,
and General Market Work. Age 33; nine ) ears'

London experience. Good references.—E. W., 10, Cranbury
Bead, Fulham, S.W.

GROWER and PROPAGATOR.— Carnations,
Ferns (in quantity), SoftwoDd, Tomatos, Bulb Forcing,

and general Market Stuffs. Age 28, Life experience
; good

^reference8.—J. H., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
b-

jo.ROWER.—Age 25; experienced in Vines,
iVT Tomatos, Cucumberp, Chrysanthemums, Terns, and
general run of Plants and Cut Flowers for Market; also
Strawberry, Bulb, and Lily of the Valley Forcing,—F.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

OREMAN (General, or Inside). — Tho-
roughly experienced in Growing in large quantity for

Market and Furnishing ; used to Forcing Fruit, Flowers, and
Bulbs. Good Propagator. Salesman if required. Good refer-
ences.—F. C, GartUners* Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.O. I

To NuTBerymen,
PROPAGATOU (General), and FOREMAN

(Working). — Thirty \earo' practical experience m
leading Nurseries. Roses. Clematis, Rbododendron?. Comferee.
Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, &c. General knowledge
of the Trade. Good refereoce.—T. O., Rose Cottages, Otter
shaw, Chertsey.

URSERY FOBEMAN and GROWER.—
Experienced in all kinds of Nursery work, good Deco-

rator. Excellent reference aa to abilities and managemetit of
men.—NAI-H, 61. Kimpton Road, CamberweU.

FOREMAN ; age 24.

—

Jambs Cyphbb would
be pteasfd to recommend a young Man ae above. Nice

years' experience, Orchids, Plants, and Fruits.—SEYMOUB,
l^ueen's Koad Nurseries, Cheltenham,

FOREMAN, age 28^Mr;~HANN, The Gar-
deis, Colwortb. Bedford, would te pleased to recommend

his present Foreman to any Gardener who requires the ser-
vices of a practical man as Foreman. Life experience. Ad-
dress above.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First).—
Age 27 ; twelve years' experience in Fruit and Plant

Houses, Chrrsanthemums, and Oeneral Work. Good refer-
ences.—A„ 19, Faulkner Street, Cheater.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.-Age 2.5 ; twelve
years' practical experience io good establisbmenlB.

Excellent teatimonials.—C0C03, 'i9, Stamford Bead. Fulham.

FOREMAN.—Mr. Jessb Jonks, Gardener,
Ttrrate House. Southanapton. withes to recommenij his

Foreman (age 27) fcr a similar situation. Three years' expe-
rience as such.—Addreaa as above.

FOREMAN, in good establishment.—Age 25

;

ten years in good places. Good Decorator. Good refer-
ences. Disengaged.-A. GOODMAN, Cobham, Surrey.

FOREMAN and DECORATOR, or JOUR-
NETMAJf (FlR.%T).—Age 24 ; eleven years' experience

in Fruit and Plant Culture to good establishments. Excel-
lent reference..—F. HARE, Upper Coombe, Shaftesbury.

FOREMAN and GROWER. — Well-up in
Tomatos, Grapes, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, Palms, Ferns,

Cat Flowers, Ac. Thorough knowledge of London trade.—
LEWIS, Chestnut House, Streatham Common, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Oat.—Age 21 :

tall and strong. Abetaioer and non-smoker, seeks situa-
tion. Five years' experience. Good references. Will accept
low wages.— J. HULL, Felstead, E&sex.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Hooses, or In^e~and
Cat.—Age 35; ten and a half years* experience. Good

reference.—E. SMITH, The Gardens, Playden, Berkhamsted,
Herta.

1 OURNEYiMAN (Inside), in a good eatablish-
f-^ ment.—Age 21 ; four years* experience. Good reference.
Bothy preferred.—E. WISE. The Gardens, Oak Hill, East
Bamet, Hert«.

JOURNEYMAN (First, or Second in large
place .—Age 31 ; five years' practical experience. Can

be well recommended. Total abstainer. — W. THRUSH,
Draycot Gardens, Chippenham, Wilta.

JOURNEYMAN (Second); age 22.—Mr. Cook
will be pleased to recommend a young Man as above.

Respectable, strong, and willing.—Compton Bas^t, CaJne
Wilta.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Out.— James
Cypher begs to recommend young Mtn as above.

Age 23; nine yeara' experience. Very sober and industrious.
Good knowledge of plania, &c.—HUNT, Queen's Road Nursery,
Cheltenham.

JOURNEYMAN, under efficient Foreman.—
F. Blake would have much pleasure in recommending

J. Pitman, who ha-* been in his emp.oy for five years, as above.
Good knowledge of Plants. Orchids, and general work ; small
premium not objected to. Apply—F. BLAKE, Gardener,
Courdon Court, Coventry.

JOURNEYIMAN (Inside, or Inside and Oat).
—Age 24; seven years' experience; good references.—

J. H. OWEN, Canal Wharf Storee, Withington, near
Shrewsbury.

JOURNEYMAN.—Frank Watmough, age
21, seeks situation as above. Excellent references. Four

years'e experience from' Colesfaill and Maristow Gardens,

—

4, Singapore Terrace, Ealing Dean.

JOURNEYMAN; ageSl.—William Hkbnb,
Hanbury Hall Gardens, Droitwich, will be pleased to re-

commend a strong, active .young man with seven years' ex-
perience In a garden.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
—Age i2 ; three years in present place, fire prerioos.

Good character.— J. BEAUCHAMP, Cowesfield Gardens,
Salisbury.

YOUNG MAN (age 24), seeks a situation
on Pleasure Grounds and Inside. Highly recommended—G. MANN, Brocket Gardens, Hatfield, Herts.

A'^OUNG MAN, age 24, quick at Potting,
-^ Tying, and Watering; good Budder and Grafter. Ten

years' experience : good reference.
—

^T. ASTLEY, i*, Kent
Terrace, Swanley Junction, Kent.

CITUATION wanted, by young man (sgd 26),^ fourteen years' experience in Growing Palms and Sto.e
PlauU, forcing lUief, &c., Propagaticg.—3., 65, Seymour
Place, W.

SITUATION wanted, by a young man (age 26),
well up in all kinds o£ Nursery Work. Good references .

—State wages to E. A., i!6. Lucey Road, Bermondsey, S.E.

CITUATION wanted, by respectable youth^ (age 17), in good Garden, bjthy or otaerwise. Four and
a half years' experience io good Nursery. GjOd character.

—

G. W. QBEBX. Hadley, Highstone, Birnet.

A PPRENTIGE. — A Gardener wishes t^
^*- Apprentice his Daughter, age 16. to the Seed and
Florist Business. Please state terms as to Premium required,
&c.—SUSSEX, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London. W.C.

TMPROVER.—Situation wanted by a steady
J- young Man (age 2?, abstainer), Inside and Out, where he
could improve himself under good Gardener. Good cha-
racters.—S. RUSSELL, 53. Dyer Street, Cirencester.

TMPROVER.—Young Man (19), who has had
M. four years' experience in the Seed department of a
Nursery, desires a situation as Improver,—H. C. THORNTON,
Clappers, Crawley, Sussex.

IMPROVER (Inside and Out); age 16; four
years' experience.—Mr. Hall, Shiplake Conrt Gardens,

Henley-on-Thames, can recommend a strong youth as abore.

IMPROVER (Inside and Oat), where three or
four are kept.—Age 21; life experience. Two years

good character.—C. M., 4. Aquilla Street, London, N.W.

TO MARKET GARDENERS, &o.—Wanted,
by a married man, no incumbrance, a situation as

MANAGER or SALESMAN, and Place of Trust; life-expe-
rience in all its branches, and Management of Men. Highest
of references.—A. E. M., Dawes Green, Leigh, Reigate.

TO GARDENERS. — Young Man, age To,
desires situation. Eighteen months in present situa-

tion. Inside and Out preferred; strong.— For references and
particulars, apply to KIOSTON, Gorway. Teignmouth.

TO GARDENERS. Yoang Man, age 2T,
requires situation in a Gentleman's Garden, Inside and

Out. Can be well recommends'l.—J. KING, Capel Manor
Gardens, Horsmonden.

GARDENERS.—Any Gardener wanting a
thorough good, hardworking, young Man. age 18. for

Outside, or Inside and Out.—Apply to S. MOORE, Danbury
Park, Chelmsford, Easex.

•^PO NURSERYMEN.—A yonng Man, ageA 19. seeks situation in the Nursery, Inside ; four years'
good character ia the nursery-hooaes.—H. JEFFREY, West
Street, Epsom.

TO NURSERYMEN.—A yourg Man, age 20,
seeks a situation in Market Nursery.-TERRY, 131,

Newlaad Road, Worthing.

To NURSERYMEN.—CLERK : Book-keep-
ing. Correspondence, Ac. ; willing to fill up time in

Florist's Department. Well up io Wreaths, &c. Good
references.—C. H., 95, Shakespeare Road. Acton, W.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man, age 22
years; eight years' experience in London Nurseries

(Market and Trade). Last sixteen months with leading nur-
serymen. GK>od references.—0. B , Wildcroft Lodge, Putney
Heath, S.W.

TO THE SEED TRADE.— A Gentleman is

willing to negotiate with another to form a PARTNER-
SHIP, or to start in working up a connection in likely town.
Advertiser thoroughly practical and well known, with highest
credentiaU. Write in strictest confidence.—CONFIDENCE,
41. Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.O.

VOUNG MAN (German).-Age 25: expe-
-L rienced in all branches of the profession, wants situa-

tion. Preferred Seed Business. Fluently French speaking.
Doing French, German, and Italian correspondence. Good
refereocep. — WIL. BAUMGARTNER, Chestnut Cottage,
Petersham, Richmond.

HEAD SHOPMAN.—Energetic Man; over
sixteen years' experience in all branches. Highest

character and testimonials. Can invest capital. Disengaged
when suited.—Apply SEEDS.41,Wellington Street.Strand,W.C.

SHOP ASSISTANT wants situation in the
Seed and Bulb Trade, having been in the retail trade for

six years, also with knowledge of garden implements; with
good reference. Age 2-2.—G. NELDER, 49. Latchmere Grove,
Battersea.

.^^.ALESMAN, Private or Market. Life expe-^ rience with large Nurseries. Thoroughly understands
Market Value of Pot and Cut Plants.—F. W., care of Mrs.
Wicher, 10, Angell Court, Covent Garden, W.C.

FLORISTS.—A young Lady desires re-en-
gagement ; well up in all branches, First^^lass refer-

ences.—FLORIST, 46.3, HoUonay Road, N.

TO FLORIST S.—Young Lady requires
engagement as IMPROVER in First-class House ; tall,

good appearance and address. Personal reference. -~ V.,
Baton Oardeos, Abbey Wood, Kent.
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CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

ii^^UttCCl

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,

FORCING-HOUSES. PITS, FRAMES, &c.

Elaborately- liluitrated Catalogut Pott Free.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

Gardens and Greenhouses.
NO SKILLED SUPERINTEtfDENCE, OR DANGER.

THE "RIDER" HOT-AIR ENGINE
I

Raises : 1000 gallons 80 feet liigli for an expendi-

ture of ONE PENNYWORTH of Fuel.

Cranston's Nubsbeies say :
— " We should be very

sorry to be without it now." '

SOLE MAKERS :—

HAYWARD - TYLER & CO.,
Address: 63, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock HI A C C
always on Hand . IT I j /\ ilkl.

Special guotatiom for guantitiet,

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At loicest poisible prices.

NICHOLLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

SAVE HALF THE COST.hm™ BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

SILVER SAND
Is admitted by the
leadingNureerymen

to be the Best I

Qoality obtainable
|

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy DlTOCt from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pita, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thuB $avi half tht
ordinary cost.

kvvly direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free ou Rail or Canal. All Ordera executed with the tttmott
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PBAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

QEO. GARSIDE. Jan.,F.R.H.8.. Lelghtpn Buzzard, Beds.

V/. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES* WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the "Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, Loodoo, W.O.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadbury, Agnew, 9l Co. (Limited). Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Harry Gillard Covk, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, September ^89d. Agent for Manchester—John Sbywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase
in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
fur Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

CANNELL AND SONS' AUTUMN
• CATALOGUE of BULBS. TEEE3, SEEDS—io fpct.

it contaiDS prices and pbr Jculara of nearly everything cbqice&t
and cheapest of all lihely to be required for the best-kept
garden during the season. We should be pleaeed to send it,

post-free, to all coming customers.
SWANLEY, KENT. '

ARQE PALMS & DECOHATIVE PLANTS.
Immense stock.

Allsizes up to20feetforSa1eor Hire, '

Inspection Invited. Prices on Application.
B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paiadlae Kor-

series. Upper Holloway, Londuo, N.

New Catalogues.
CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST of

CARSATION.", PIC0TBE9, PINKS. &c.. &c.. is now
ready. It contains many Novelties now being distributed for
the first time, and which have gained numerous Certificates.

A CATALOGUE of DUTCH and OTHER BULB3.
Also the New R03E, FRUIT TREE, * SHRUB CiTALOOUE.

All the above will be sent post free on application.
THE BOYAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH.

The Best Present for a Gardener,
VINES AND VINE CULTURE.

The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price bs. ; post free, 55, 6d.

A. F BABKON, '3. Sutton urt Road, Chiswick.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDINQ
HYACINTHS.

Sutton's Inimitable Scarlet. Pink, Light Rose. Blue, Light
Blue, Dark Blue, Pure Whit«, Tinted White, each per dozen,
4j. ; per 100, 28». Price per 1(00 on application.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDINQ
TULIPS.

Single First Early. Sutton's Inimitable White. Yellow,
Sc'irlet, Rose, and White (stripei!). each per dozen, 2i.

;
per

100. lot. 6d. Price per 1000 on applicition.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FBOM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

RCHIDS.—B, S. Williams & Son have an
immeose stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An int^pectioD invited. Illustrated Catalo^e post-free.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

DOBBIE'S A U T UM N~CATALOGU E,
DOW ready, post-free on application, contain, full Lists

of newest and best Bulb., Carnation?, Chrysanthemums. Her-
baceous P.ants. Ro-es. Violai", Phloxes, Pyrethrums. Straw-
berries, &c.—DOBBIE & CO.. Florists 10 the Queen, Rothesay.

ORCHIDS,—Fine healthy plants, with flower-
F pikes; Odrntoglwsum graude, Oncidium varicosum

Boge^^il, i'attleya Hirrifoure. Price. 6». each, to mike room.
A. H. GKIMSLITCH. ,i. Cla) ton Squire, Liverpool.

CAMPLE FREE.—Write for FreT^SamplT^
O. GARDEN KAPSELS (Permanent Garden Labels).
W fT.sc.N's^WORKS, SuMon St , Holloway Pead, Birmingham.

'PaHlTroMa'n IIYAcTnTHS, Snowflake
1^ and D.tnb'e Roman Polyanibus Narcissus. Liliotns can-
di.ium and Har'i-ii. all of tn^t qualities, for forcing purpcaes.
See ou' Bulb Catalogue. No. 468 poet frteon application.

DICKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouse, OUESTEB.

JOHN RUSSELL, Commission Aqknt,
47, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

Bankers, L. & S. W. Bk. Telegrams. '*Euonymus, London."
Telephone, 2r07.

ANTED, Large AGAVE AMERICANA
VARIEOAT* . Particulars sa to size, Ac , and lowest

price for cash, to A. Z . Gardtners' Chronicte Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.r.

WANTED, Qetaninm CUTTINGsTjacoby^
Vesuvius. Mister Christine, and Good White. •

Piice per I.OOO, to W. KIRK, Blackmoor, West Liss, Hants.

WANTED, 100 ARUMS, good stuff from
ground, fit for .32's. State price for cash.

BULLEN BROTHERS, Sky Peals Nursery. Walthamatow.

ANTED, 12 CAMEI>LIAS, red and white,
from 3 to 6 feet in heijiht. Must be cheap.

HEAD GARDENER, Ryeiale, Weybridge, Surrey.

To Curators of Botanic Gardens and others.
WANTED, LARGE PLANTS of the showy

species of FUCHSIAS, hardy and greenhouse trailing
kinds for export in ezhang** for Orchids, and other choice
plants.—Please write to SANDER and CO., St. Albans.

ANTED, Monarch and Leader STRAW-
BKRRY PLANTS. To Gardeners who cannot Sell.

Am willing to Exchange Early Rivers' Nectarine or other
Fruit Trees.

W. WARDEN, Cooling Common, near Bochester,

ANTED, CUTTINGS of H, Jacoby,
Queen of Whites Brighton Gem, R-sja 1, and Bronie.

Price per 1000.
MANAGER, Surbiton Nurseries, Brighton Road, Surbiton.

ANTED, CROTONS, DRAC/ENAS,
DIEFFENBACHIAS, and other Stove Foliage Plants

for stock in exchange for large white Azaleas, Arum Lilies,
and Strawberry plants. Write—

E. J. SARQEANT & Co., Brougham Eoad, Worthing.

for Table Plants,

DRAC^NAS, CROTONS, ARALIAS,
C030S, GEONOMAS, &c

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration,
B. 3. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise NoreerUs,

Upper HoUoway, London, N,

Plant Noir
"DARR'd Beautiful Hakdy DAFFODILS,
X-f »* That come before the swalbw dares, and take

The winds of March with beauty,"
Barr's Daffodil Catalogue (accompanied by a coloured plate of
seven beautiful D. ff jdilt*) free on application.

Ba'r'eSpring flowering Bulbs are of the finest quality. Send
for Catalogue, free on application

.

BABR & SON, 12 & 13, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

Now is the TIME to PLANT^pIeonIf^,
Delphiniums, Gaillardias, Pyrethrnms, and otter Hardy

Herbaceous Perennials.
Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

STRAWBERRIES.—A fine oolleotion of the
best varieti'S can be supplied. Orders should be booked

now. Descriptive CATAL08UE post free.
THOMAS RIVERS & SON. Sawbridgeworth,

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free,

P.McABTHUB,The London Nursery,4.Maida Vale, London.W.

HURST AND SON have received fine samplf.s
of ROMAN HYACINTHS in all sizes. Spadal prices

on applicatioi.
HURST & SO.V, Seed Warehouse, 152, Houndsditch, Loidon.

KENT. THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND,—
STRAWBRRR/ES. for Forcing or Garden Cnltute.

GEORGE BUNYARD * Co , The Royal Nuiseries. Maidston.-,
b g to intimaie that their New Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The largest and beat stock in the Trade.

PEACH and NECTARINE TREES,—Tweniy-
four large hilf-stauddrd-trained tree^ each covering

100 feet super, of trellii. with gojd fruit-bearing growths.
Will be sold eheap t J immediate imrchaser. to clear hout^.
For particulars apply to WILLIAM WHITELEY, The

Nurseries, Hillingdoo Heath, Uxbridge.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. B. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free tor Is.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil, Somerset.

CARNATIONS,^^Strong Rooted Layers of
Crimson Ciove. Gloire da Nancy, and Qetmania, at 14s,

per 100. Also Dutfe of Fife (Scarlet), and Lizzie McQowan
(White), both very free Winter-flowering Carnations, in 32'8,

with at least three flowering stems, 125. per dozen.
Free on rail. Ca&h with Order,

W. J. MYATT. Hextable, Swanley Junction, Kent.

ALMAISONS. — Princess of Wales (deep
Pink), beautifully Clove-scented (the queen of Malmai-

Bone for cut flowers and decorations), fine plants. 12*. per dor.

;

Malmaisons. Blush, 9i. per doz. BORDER CARNATIONS
(Selfs), Ficotees, Flakes, and Bizzares, the finest named vara.

extant, my selection, 6*. per dozen.
CHA8. A. YOUNG. Floral Nursery, West Derby nr. Liverp:ol.

R. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS
are acknowledged by all to be the best and finest,

Beferencea can be given to customers in nparly every town in
the United Kingdom. EMPEROR NARCISSUS, extra fire

bulbs. 5x. per dozen ; average size, is. per dozen. BARBI
CONSPICUUS, 3j. 6d. per dozen ; 255. per 100. HORSFIELDI,
extra seltcted bulbs, 2s. Qd, per dozen ; good average size,

2s, per dozen ; 15*. per 100. SIR WATKIN. 3s. Bd. per dozen.
Orders over £>. Ten per cent, discount. Full list on appHca-
tiOD. North Tenby Street, Birmingham.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept.. War Dept. , Royal Hort. Soo.,
Royal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of
the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilere,King'8 Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Tslegrsph Address "Hortulanus,London. "Telephone, No.8728.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS and RSTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton.

ELEVENTH GREAT ANNUAL UNRESERVED TRADE SALE
of POT PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. H. B. May to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premisea, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton

on MONDAY NEXT, Sept. U. at 11 o'Clock punctually (tbeie

being upwards of 1600 lots), an unusually well-grown Stocr,

consisting of

—

TEA ROSES IN POTS,
The grandest lot ever otffred, including extra strong well-

ripened plants of M. Niel. W. A. Richardson, Climbing

Niphetos, Climbing Perle des Jardins, Crimson Rambler (extra

floe stock of this new pillar Rose, and other sorts for forcing).

FERNS, many thousands iu various sizes.

TREE CARNATIONS,
including choice new varieties. Primrose Day, W. Robinson,

H. Gibbons, Uriah Pike, Winter Cheer, Miss .Tolitte Improved,

and other best winter- flowering sorts ; also large quantities of

Germania, Gloire de Nancy, &c.
BOUVARDIAS. large quantities of all the best sorts

ERICA HYEMALIS, very fine stuff FICUS ELASTICA
VARIEQATA. CROTONS, a splendid lot of beantifuUy-

coloured plants. VINES and strong Canes of Muscat of

Alexandria and Qros Colmar. STRAWBERRY planU. Stevens

Wonder and Royal Sovereign, in pots. PALMS, consisting of

fine specimens of Kentias. Areeas, Cocos. Latanias, &c. ;
also

great quantities of smaller plants. GENISTAS, unusualjy

fine bushy stuff. SOLANUMS, bushy, and well berried.

Cyclamen, Double Primulas. Gardenias, Poiosettias, Azaleas,

Camellias, and other useful flowering plants. Hydrangeas,

Lapagerias. Ampelopsis; and Passirtoras, Clematis Jackmani,

and other leading sorts,

IVIES, choice variegated sorts.

Aspidistras, Araucaria excelsa, Ficus elastica. Araliaa, and

a great variety of other useful flowering and foliage plants.

- Large .[uantities of small Genistas, &c., for growing on.

May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises

;

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C^^

Le9, Kent, S.E.

GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE, to commence punctually at

11 o'clock, there being upwards of 1,600 lots to sell in the

one day.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Messrs. B. Mailer and Sons, to sell by

Auction on the premises, the Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee,

Kent, S.E., adjoining Lee Railway Station, S. K. Railway, on

TUESDAY NEXT, Sept. 15, at U o'clock precisely, without

reserve, a remarkably well-grown stock of

WINTER-BLOOMINa HEATHS
AND OTHER

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
Con&isting of :

—
15,000 Erica hyem Aia

graciliB

Cavendishii
vertricosaoEsoits
caffra

set with bloom-

2.000
1,000 „
1.000 .,

700 ..

All well
buds,

1,000 Ampelopais Veitchii

l.fiOO Eoacri.s (to name)
1,000 Bjronia megastigiua
and others

500 Qrevillea robubta

6,000 Genistas

4,000 Solaniim capsicastrum,
well berritd

1.000 Adiantum cuaeatum
1,400 Lomaria gibba
600 Tea Roses (in pots)

3.000 Bouvardias (of sorts)

1,000 Cocos Wedelliaua
1,000 Cyclamen persicum
603 Crotong, beautifully
coloured

2.0]0 Tree Carnations
600 Asparagus teDuissimus
and plum)3i nana

apd a fioe lot of Siephanotis lloribunda. Gardenias, Myrtle?,

AbutiloDS, Dipladeniaa, Hydrangeas, with a large quantity of

young Ericas, Hyemalis and other varieties, Genistas, and
Araiia Sieboldi, all io 60-pots for growing on.

May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the premisea
;

at the Seed Warehouse, 61. High Street, Lewisham. and of the

Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

N.B.—Intending purchasers are invited to inspect the stock,

which ia unusually well-grown. The'Heaths arc- especially fine,

all varieties being well set for bloom. The Genistas are all

fine bushy plantfi, and theTree Carnations are also particularly

good.

In the High Court of Juatlc©, Chancery Division.

PEACOCK V. OLYMPIA, LIMITED.
OLYMPIA adjoining Addison Road Station. IMPORTANT

CLEARANCE SALE of valuable SPECIMEN PALMS
and OTHER PLANTS. By order of the Receiver for the
Debenture-liolderfl.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION on

the Premises, Olympia, Addison Road. W., adjoining Addison
Koad Station, on WEDNESDAY, September 30, at 1 o'clock

precisely, the valuable collection of about

500 SPECIMEN and HALF SPECIMEN
PALMS

and other DECORATIVE PLANTS, comprising 17 Seaforthia

elegans, 8 to lOtt. ; Latania borbonica. Pbn-nix. Coryphas,

Thrioax, ChamiL-rops, Ficus, Specimen Bamboo, Green Bays,

Ornamental Shrubs in tubs; Aloes, green and varigated

;

Cycas revoluta; Geraniums; Solanums, and ether miscel-

laneous plants.

Catalogues may be had cf the person in charge of the

Gardens ; of .TOHN HOLMES, Ksci , Solicitor, 34, Clement's

Lane, E.C; of Messrs. EDWARD MOORS * SONS,
Chartered Accountants, 3, Crosby S(|uare, Londen, E.C. ; and
of Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Auctioneers and
Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C,

Soutb Woodford.
Near George Lane Station, G.E. Railway.

UNRESERVED ANNUAL SALE,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nurseries,

South Woodford, Essex, on WEDNESDAY NEXT. Sepf 16, at

10 for 11 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. .John Fraser (with-

out reserve), in consequence of the number of lots—

MANY THOUSANDS OF

WINTER-FLOWERING & other PLANTS
including :

—

200 Marechal Nicl Rojies,

in
10 to 12 feet

1,000 Tea-scented Roses,

pots
1,003 OiimbingRoses, inpots,

including Crimson
Rambler

1,0[0 Deut/.ia gracilis, estab-

lished in po'.s for

earliest forcing

10,000 Boavar.ias, including

all the best sorts for

cutting

5,000 Solanum<i, beautifully
berried

1,000 Ceanothus in variety

15,000 Erica hyemalis
2,000 Erica caffra

1,000 Tree Carnations
4,0CO Erica gracilis

5.000 (ioQista fragrans

10,000 Ampelopsis Veitchii, 4

to 5 feet

2.000 Lapageria rosea superbi
6,000 Ovclamen persicum

(Fraser'ssuperbstraio)

2,000 Passiflora, Constance
Elliott and cuerulea

6,000 Variegated and other
Ivies

5,000 Clematis JacUmanii and
other best named sorts

Together with considerable quantities of ARiUOARIA EX-
CELSA, MAGSOLrAGRANOIFLOX*.. LOMCERVSo^ sorts,

Scarlet TRUMPET HONErSUCKLES, Hardy FUCHSIAS,
White JASMINES of sorts; also, a large numl.»r of small

ERICAS, for growing on; and several lots of fiue stroug-

Howering Bulbs of NARCISSUS HORSFIELDI. fine for cut-

ting, together with a few lota of the beautiful RHODODEN-
DRON ROSAMOND, well set; fine plants of R. PONTICUM,
full of buda, and EUONYMUS fit for potting.

Also a few lota of HEMEROCALLIS AURANTIACA
MAJOR, without doubt the best hTdy plant recently

introduced.
May now be viewed. Citalogues may be liad on the Premises ;

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G., and
Leytonatone, E.

N.B.—The plants offered in this Sale are of superior iiuality.

They have been grown in New Greenhouses, in the pure (air

of Eppiog Forest, and cannot fail to give puiiha^ers entire

aatis-f iCtioo.

Enfieia Highway, N.
TWENIY-EiaHTH ANNUAL TR4DE SALE of STOVE

and QREENSOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
in^tructei by Mr. John Mailer to SELL by AUCnON,

on t*ie Premises, the Brim^down Nurseries, Green Street.

Enlifld Highway. N., almott adj icent to the Brim&down
Station, G.E.R., on TrtURSDAY NfeXT, Sept. 17. at 11 o'Clcck

punctually, owing to the large number of lota, about—

60,000 Rkmarkably Wkll-hkown

HTdVK and O IIEKN 11OU^ r. PLANTS,
mostly in No. 4S pots, and lit fcr immediate Sale,

consisting of

—

20,000 Winter - Flowering HEATHS,
including Hyeniili^, Gracilis, Wilmoreana. Cavendishii, Ven-

trico^a, Perspicua, erecta, Ac.

3500 TEA B0SE9, in pots,
including Mauu-hal Niel, Qloire de Dijon, climbing Niphetos,

L Id(''il,E0i'ed'Or, W. A. Richardson, Mdme. Mortau. .-limbing

Perle des Jardins. Bridesmaid. Reioe Marie Henriette, The
Bride, Sunset, Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, Qrazi«Ua. Catherine

Mermet, Beautc Inconstant. Mdme. de Watteville, Perle de^j

Jardins, Maman Cochet. Niphetos, Mdme. Piarre Oochet, La
France, Augustine Guinoisseau, Mdme. C. Testout, &c., &c.

Also Pauls' Carmivf Pillar. Alistkr Stklla Gray,
andTuKNKit'.s Crimson Ramiilpr.

5000 SOLANQMS, larg-e, & well-berried.
300 Carina, Mdme. Crozy. and

Reioe Charlotte
1000 Bouvardias, to name
VOOO Calla a-thiopica

1000 Ferns. P. tremula, Poly-

podiums. &c.
2000 Geranium?, new and

choice varieties

4OO0 Genista fragrans
1000 Hydrangea Hortensia
1000 Palms
1000 Grevillea robusta
400 Ficus elasticui

600 Epacris, to name
500 Begonias. Mdme. Char-

rat, &c.
500 Poinsettias

50O Ivy- leaves, new varieties.

Large quantities of Pai.sHlorjs, Ampelopsis Veitchii, Taxo-
niac, Stephanotie. Allamaodas. Bouganvilleap, Asparagus,

Pandanus Veitchii, Crotons. Aralias, Carex, Eulalia j'iponica.

Carnation?, Primula verticiliata. Genista elegans. New Chrys-

anthemums. &c. ; also ?mill Heaths, Genistas, and Aralias, in

Ho. 60 pots, for growing on.

Helenium superbuni, and Violet Princess of Wale?, and
others.
May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside. London, E.C.
N.B.—The whole of the Stock U in first-rate condition. The

Ericas and Solanums are unquestionably the finest lot offeicl

at this Nursery for many years; the former beiii^ very well set

for flower, and the Solanums Urge and well berried.

Two Great Sales of Fruit Trees.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that they have received instructions from

Mr. W. HORNE, to hold TWO GREAT SALES of FRUIT
TREES, &.C., on the Premises, Perry Hill, Cliffe. near Ro-
chester, on WEDNESDAY, October ^>1, and WEDNESDAY,
November 18, 1H96.

Further particulars will appear.

Second Portion.—Sldcup, Kent, S.E.

About ten minutes' walk from the new Eltham elate Pope
Street) Station, S. E. Railway.

FIFTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE OF
WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS.

Particularly well grown, and beautifully set with flower.
Also, ROSES and other Stock, forming together one of
the largest and best collections of plants ever offered by
Auction.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the premisea, The Louglands

Nursery, Sidcup. S.E., about 10 minutes' walk from the new
Eltham (late Pope Street Station). S.E R..on FRIDAY NEXT.
September 18, at 11 o'clock, owing to the large number of
lota, by order of Messrs. Gregory & Evanp, an enormous
quantity of unusually well-grown plants, comprising nearly

60,000 WINTER and SPRING-
FLOWERING HEATHS,

in the beat possible condition, particularly well set with
rtower-buda, and unsurpassed in the Trade, including :^

8.C00 Erica gracilis

2,000 „ Wilmoreana
1.000 „ coccinea minor

8,000 Erica hyemalis
2.000 „ „ alba
2,000 „ Cavendishii
2,O0U ,, magni6ca

An unusually grand lot of

10,000 CLIMBING ROSES,
in 24, 33, and 48-pot9, exceptionally well grown, and no doubt

the finest ever offered at this Nursery ;

.'1,000 BOUVARDIAS, best varieties; ,S 000 SOLANUMS
FICUS, Double PRIMULAS, ARAIIA SIEBOLDI,

25,000 FERNS,
in 32, 48, and t30-pot9, all well-furnished plants, and best

leading varieties, and other Stock.

May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and
of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 6S, Clieapside, E.C.

N. B.—The stock of plants this season will be found well up
to their usual standard, special attention being invited to
the Heaths, Roses, and Ferns, which are undoubtedly the best
ever offered at this Nursery.

Friday Next.
IMPORTATIONS RECEIVED DIRECT.

150 lots, comprising 3O0 fine iim.s&es of

CATTLEYA MENDELII,
received direct.

2011 CYPRIPEDIUM LAWRENCEANUM, and
•170 DENDROBIUM LOWII,

received direct.

Also ^50 lots from Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co., including a
NEW 'SOBRALIA, white[8epals and petals and purple lip;

ODONTOGLOSSUM (EEtSTEDII, TRICHOPILIA GALEOT-
TUNA, and the rare EPIDENDKUM ENDRESII, CATTLEYA
HARRISONI.K VIOLACEA ; together with 100 lots of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, and ORCHIDS in FLOWER and
BUD.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C, on FRIDAY
NEXT, September 18, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, September 18.

THE DELVES HOUSE COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS.

VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
ItX received instructions from Mrs. T. P. Watson, Delves
Houte, Streatbam, to SELL by AUCTION at their Central
Sale Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.. on FRIDAY
NEXT, September 18. at half past 1*J o'clock, without reserve,

the whole of the above COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED
0R:!HID3. including:—

Cattleya Schm lerro

,, Hardyana
,, Mendelii

,, Sanderiana
,. Trianni'i robustica

Cymbidium Lowii
Cu'logyne cristate , Chatsw orth

variety

,, ,. maxima
Dendrobium cristallinum al-

bum.
,, nobile murrhinianum

Dendrobium Leechianura
,, nobile Cooksoni
.. Guiberti

,, splendidis^imum grandi-
llorum

L IV Iio Cattleya Aurora
Liulia purpurata Williamai
Odontoglossum Halli Cuco-

glosaum
„ Pescatorei Veitchii (?)

,. pulcliellum maximum
ami many otlier t\nv vArietiee.

The Plants will be on view the morning of Sale. Catalogues
may be had of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

EVERY DAY.
DUTCH BULBS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 68, Chcapsid,.-, London, E.C, EVERY DAY', at 12 o'clock

each day, large consignments cf NAMED HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from
Holland, received direct for Unreserved Sale, Ldtted to suit

the Tra<le and Private Buyers; together with white ROMAN
HYACINTHS, paper - white NARCISSUS, SNOWDROPS,
special TULIPS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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SALES BY AUCTION .

Maidenhead.
SALE o£ well grown QREENHOnsK PALMS, FERNS, &c.,

by order of Mr. Kobert Owen.

M~
ESSRS. TROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at the Floral Nurseries. Castle Hill,

Maidenhead (onemile from :\raidenhead Station),on TDESDAY,
Sept. '1'2, at U yClock, 3.UU0 Grc^-'ohouse Fatms and Ferns.

500 Cyclamens, ;iOO Canuaa, 1,000 Cupressup, Arbor Vitee.

Betinospora?, and other Shrubs. 1,000 German Fris and Herba-
ceous Plants, fruit Trees, and Privet ; and 20,000 Dutth Bulbs,

including Hyacinths, Crocus, Spanish Iris, &c.

- Co View. Catalogues oa the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

OCTOBER 9, 1896.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

20,000 ORCHIDS.
The oeeater portion will Bloom early this

Winter and the co.minu Strino.

7000 DENDROBIUM PHAL^NOPSIS
SCHRODERIANUM,

In absolutely perfect condition. We guirantee them the
beat and tluest let in every way ever imported. The plants

will bear (lowers on the present growths in about November
and December, and on their new growths about. Apiil and
May; thus two crops of blossoms may be had in about jIx

monthH,

9000 CATTLEYAS, L^ELIAS, CYPRIPEDIUMS,

and DENDROBES.

A Consignment of L.KLIA ANCEP^, of a

grand White Type.

NEW SOBRALIAS,
And new Importations of grand hind«i, full particulars of

wliich will appear in future Advertisements.

Id all, about

20.000 PLANTS. WITHOUT ANY RESERVE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. F. Sandkk & Co.,

St. Albans, to SELL the foregoing in their Central Auction
Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

Central Auction Mart. Bristol.

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including Cattleya eldorado alba
(in (lower), C, aurea, Cypripedium bellatulum album,
C. Gertrude Holtington, C. grande atratum, and other
rare hybrids ; Lrelia anceps Stella (in spike). Sobralia
Veitchii, &c. ; and IMPORTED ORCHIDS in variety,
from Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co. Also, a grand lot of
ORCHIDS in FLOWER or BUD, including choice Cattlej as,
Cypripediums, Lielias, Miltoniap, Odontoglossums, On-
cidiums, ^'audas, &c,, too numerous to particularise, from
Messrs. Charlesworth & Co. And 100 splendid imported
pieces of the true Pacho type of ODONTOGLOiSUM
CRISPUM, from Mr. Aime van ilen Bogaerde.

MESSRS. DUROSE SUTTON and CO. will
SELL the Bbove by AUCTION on THURSDAY NEXT.

September 17, UPO, at la o'Cloclt.

Catalogues may be had of the Horticultural Auctioneers and
Valuers, 1 , i^ueen Anne Buildings, Bristol ; and Frome,
Somerset.

GREAT FOUR DAYS' SALE.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS
IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL hy
AUCTION, at his Great Roomu, 38. KinR Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, on MONDAf, TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY, and THURSDAY NEXT, September U to 17, at
half-past U' o'clock precisely each day, several SPECIAL
CONSIONJIENTS of BULBS from some of the first Growers
in Holland, just received in excellent order, and lotted to suit
both large and small buyers.

30,000 FRKESIA REFRAOTA ALBA.
l.-i.OOO PAPF.R-WHITE NARCISSUS QBANDIFLORA.
20,C03 SNOWDROPS. IRIS, CfilNUMS, DAFFODILS,

and rare NARCISSUS. ;

10,000 EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.
PALMS and DRAC.ENAS, from Ghent.
VALLOPAS, LILIU.M HARRISI, L. CANDIDUM, &-.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had,

TnuTsday Next.
SPECIAL TRADE SALE of IMPORTED ORCHIDS,

by order of Mr. J. W. Moore, comprising
lOO Lots of CYPRIPEDIUM CHARLESWORTHII.
:!jO Lots of CYPRIPEDIUM SPICERIANUM.
100 Lots of VANDA tU:RULE4.

Including some magnificent pieces. Also 4 splendid plants ol
CYPRIPEDIUIVI BELLATULUM ALBUM, &c.

MR. .1. 0. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION at his Great Rooms, .-iS, King Street,

CoventQarden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT, September 17,
at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR, J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has arranged with seveial of the first Nunerymen

ill Holland to Continuously Supply hia Sales, during the
present season, with ouly really Firat-Llass Bulbs, of the best
quality.

ORCHIDS!
ORCHIDS!

ALL ORCHID CONNOISSEURS
SHOULD .SKK

JOHN COWAN & CO.'S
CATALOGUE ot a Large and Fine

Private Collection,
which they have just purc-hased, and

which they are offering for Sale from Tue.sdaj-

Morning Next, the l.">th inst.

They are also offering, at the sinie time, a (;rand

importation of the finest Pacho type of

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR/E,

and a fine lot of PILUMNA NOBILIS.

Catalogues post free on application to the Co.,

THE VINEYAan & NURSERIES,

GARSTON, NEAR LIVERPOOL.
HADLEIGH, SUFFOLK. — TO BE DIS-

iPOSBD OF, the Lease, Qoodwill, Stock in Trade, and
Glass Erections, &o., of above NUR^EKY, comprising about
i; acres of Land, convenient DWELLINQ-HOUSE, Packing
and Potting Sheds, SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about
nineteen years unexpired. Rent £27. No other Nurf-ery
within several miles. Price £150. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN. Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Surrey, 10 Miles from Covent Qarden.

FLORIST and FRUITERER.S JiUSINESS
FOR DISPOSAL.—Thorough good Concern, in thriving

Suburban Town. No Agents.
S., Box 916, Messr?. Deacon's, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

Enfield Highway, Middlesex.
TO NURSKRYIVIEN AND OTHERS.

FOR SALE by Private Contract, OAKFIELD
NURSERY, occupied by Mr. E. P. Mallkr, comprising

about Four Acres of Land, with Residence, Stabling, Out-
houses, and Twelve Large Greenhouses, with heating appa-
ratus, in good repair, together with the valuable Vines and
other Nursery Plants and Stock. Lease 14 years rnezpired
from Midsummer last, at the low rental of £59 per annum.
The Greenhouses and heating apparatus are tenant's fixtures,
removable at the expiration of the Lease. For price and other
particulars, apply by letter to—Mr. MARK MACER, Enfield
Highway,

CYCLAMEN SEED should be sown now.
We have still a few more ounces than we require for our

own sowing of our well-known strain. Price on application.
HUGH LOW AND CO., Bush Hill Nursery, Middlesex.

CARNATIONS.—Wanted, cash offers for
.50) Mrs. Reynolds Hole, 200 Mrs. Muir, 100 Alice

(white), 100 Pride of Penshurst, strong lajers, free on rail, or
in lota to suit purchasers.

F. W. BRADLEY, New Boad, Peterboro.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancraa.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—Standard-
trained Fruiting Trees. GRAPE VINES, good solid

Canes ; worth a visit.

WILL TAY'LER, Hampton, Middlesex.

PTERIS TREMULA, P, oristata, and P. major,
in store boxes. 3s. per 100.— J. & G. STEVENS. Grove

and Clay Lane Nurseries, Plumstead Common.

K KC\C\ AAfk BULBS. None better,
»7^r/V/V/^VVV 60 cheap (Trade supplied).

none
, . Tulipa

\s. id. per lot), named Hyacinths 2d. each. Order at once.
Satisfaction guaranteed.—SELLEN3, Bulb Grower, Coventry.

EUCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32"8, some
throwing up flower-spikes, 30s. per doz. Winter-flowering

CARNATIONS, in 43's, splendid stuff, 12s. doz. BOHVARDI AS,
in 48's, extra bushy, los. per doz. Samples and names on
application. -WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

CLEARANCE SALE of ORCHIDS.—
Owing to the enormous aucoeFs of the West's Patent

Orchid It.i^ket8, we offer our whole stock nt the great reduc-
tion of iiO per cent, cff Catalogue.

LEEDS ORCHID CO., Roundhay, Leeds.

T OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWJ5ERUIES.
Ji-^ Prepared Kunners from Maidon Plants :

—
Thury, Paxton, President, and others.

Sample packet, 6d. ; lOH, 4s. Qd., carriage paid for cash. List.

W. LOVEL A^D SON, Strawberry Farm, Dnllield.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERTS SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, &9.

R. AND O. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bnlb,and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

Palm Seeds-Plant Mow.

KENTIAS, SEAFORTHIAS, CORYPIIAS,
PH(KN)X, COCOS, and olhtrs, 110 in variety to name,

as samp'e, sent free, 2s. M. ; bm ditto, 9s. ; 1000 do , 16s.

Trade price per 1000 or lO.OCOon application.
MOHLE AND CO , The Conservatories, Finchley Boad, N.W.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocns, Lilies, ice.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale OATALOQUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBE8RAD AND SON, 2.5, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

reen and Golden,KA AAA EUONYMUS, G
fJv^V/V/V/ all splendid bushy ph
to 1.5 in., at :!0». per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 6.5j. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 76s. p-r 100 ;

2f> in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3». to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Ooldstone, Brighton.

STRAWBERRIES. — STRAWBERRIES.—
11 acres.

ROYAL SOVERETGN, rooted runners, 2Bj. piT I.OOO.

STEVENS' WONDER, „ ,, lOJ. per 100.

EMPEROR WILLIAM, „ „ 15s. per 100.

Catalogue of these in potd, and all other kinds in cultivation,

sent post free.—H. CAN.SELL and SONS, Swanley, Kent.

CYCLAMEN, prize strain, several hundreds
in Bo's, ready for 48's. 3s. per doren ; 24.';. per 100. Also

a few hun.ir^fns in 48*s, well set with very fine bloom, from
7s. to 12s. per dozen.

Ca^h with order.

Canonbury Nurseries, Baker Street, Enfield.

N A R C I S S U S.—For Sale, 7000 Poeticus
,

Ij. 6rf. per lOO, 10s. per 1000.

6000 Gardenia llora. 2». per 100, 14.», per 100l>.

On Rail for cash.

FINDLAY, Maresfitld Gardens, Maresfield, Sussex.

STRAWBERRIES, Strong-rooted Runners.—
Royal Sovereign, President, A'icomtesae. 2r>s. per lOOti,

for cash.—H. RICHMOND.^Ashtcn Keynes Nursery, Totten-
ham, Middle: ex.

SAMPLE BEFORE YOU PURCHASF.
HYACINTH?, the pick of Holland, 4». per dozen.

,. 2nd size, named, 2s. per dozen.
TULIPS, Due Van Thol (scarlet', 2s. per 100.

.. La Reine (ro^y-white), 2s. (d, per 100.

DAFFODILS, finest sort?, mixed, specially rioiraniended,
2s. 6d. per 100; do,. Single, common, \s. per 1(0.

All other Bulbs equally cheap. Samples (full value), with
Catalogue, sent for Is., stamp? or P.O.
MORLE AND CO., Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W.

ORCHIDS, BULJ5S, CACTI.
Prices include carria>(e to London. Cancels Oct. 1.

L..ELIAS—Albida, anceps, autumnalis, and majilis, 15s. per
dozen. 100s. per 100.

CHYSIS, LYCASTK SP3., 20s. per dozen, 110.f. per 100.

ODONTOGLOSSUMS-Cervantesii, maculatum, and nebulo-
suni, 12j. per dozen, 80/. per 100.

BULB?— Amaryllir^, MiUa biflora, and Besaera elegan?, 70s.

per 1000.

OACTI-PerlOO.inlOvars., £2; in 20varp., £?; in.T) vara., £4.
Address all orders to—

WATSON AND SCULL, 90. Lower Thames St.. London, F.C.,
as Agents to J. A. McDowELi. & Co , Mexico.
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EXHIBITION.

EASTBOURNE HORTICULTURAL
SOOIETT'S CHBYSANTHEMUM and FKUIT SHOW,

November 3 and 4, ISiij.- SEVERAL OPEK CLASSES for

Chrysanthemum 1 and Fruit; Gjod Prizes. Schedules now
ready Application ten-

'

j. ^ nevTJIAS, Sec,
21, BrooklyD Terrace, Eastbourne.

CARXATIOKS.—Special Offer to the Trade.
Bankrupt Stock. 2O,0uO LAYERS for Sale. For pirticu-

lars apply to B. E, HAW, Mowbray Gardens. Harrogate.

RCHIDS.—For Sale, a Small Private CoUec-
tion. consisting mainly of Fhal£enopiids and Cypri-

pediams. All in perfect condition. App'y to

—

J. GREEN, Knole Road. Dorking, Surrey.

OHX RUSSELL, 47, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, undertakes the SALE of all kinds

Of NURSERY STOCK on COMMISSION.

Tbe Nnrserles, Sontli Woo<lford. Essex.

Olf) FI^E PLANTS of EOCHARIS
^"Tv/ AMAZOSICA in 32-6ize pots, free from insect pests,

will te included in the SALE at the above-named Nurseries on
WEDNESDAY NEXT, the 16th inst.

SEEDLING LATANIA BORBONICA with
two leaves for Sale. Sj. per lOO.

F. CLiBK. Manor Boad Nursery, Park Lane, Tottenham.

STRAWBERRIES. — STRAWBERRIES,—
All the leading varieties, in strong runners and in pots,

ready for immediate deliveiy.

Descriptive Catalogue on application.

^BICHABD SMITH AHD CO., Worcester.

PAXTON is Still the BEST MARKET
STRAWBERRY. 1,000,000 strong well-looted plants for

sale Is. 1,000 ; 10,000 and upwards 4s. 1.000 f jr cash.

A. WEIGHT, Nurseryman, North Walsham.

FOR SALE.—NARCISSUS (Sir Watkin.i,
true. Istsize, Si.perdczin. 2is. per 100; Sodsiie, li. Qd,

per dozeo, IOj. per 100. All sooad. floweriDg bulbs.—Apply,
GABDENRB, Plas Garden?, Dinas Mawddwy, Merionethshire.

HZEISSOLD, 13, Glockenstrasse, Leipzig,
• cffera a lirge assortment of CACTUS, AGAVES, &c.

Price List gratis and post free.

N.B,—I am authorised to sell a Collection of Cactus belonging
1} an amateur, consisting of, in part, 200 rare species, and large
exbibitiOD plants. Particulars famished on application.

L.ELIA PR.ESTANS, L. ANCEPS,
CATTLEYA CRISPA, C. HARRISONLE VIOLACEA,

to hand in fine order,
2f. 6i., Zs. ^d., and bs. each.

W. L. LEWIS iXD CO., Sonthgate, Londo", N,

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY,—
For Sale, good rooted Plants, 3s. pjr 100, £1 per 1000.

Special price qaoted for larger orders.—Apply

—

STEEL AND SON, Ealing Dean Garden, W.

ASPARAGUS PLUM0SU3 NANUS,—For
Sale, surplus Stock of very strong clumps planted oat.

Price and particulars upon appHcauoo.
WM. WHTTELEY, The Nura«rie8. HiUiogdon Heath,Uxbridge.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2^iDch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12*. 100; ditto, large, in 4S's, 10 best
Belling sorts. 6(. doz. ; strong seedlings. %s. 1<X), 60<. 1000 ; Adi-
antum caneatum, in 4S's, for cutting, &«. and 8i. doz ; ditto,
formating large plants quickly, 16j. and 20j. 100; Cyperua,
Aralias, Grevilleas, Begonias. Geraniums, Fuchsias, and
Heliotropes, in 48's, 63. per doz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette,
Campanulas, and Chrysanthemums, in 43's, 85. per doz. ; Ficus,
Palms, Dracsnas, Crotons, and Bouvardias, in 43's, 12«. per
doz. ; Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH,
London F«m Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

VALUABLE ORCHIDS.
About 3000 fine Specimens of RARE ORCHIDS has just

arrived, in splendid condition, in) Europe, of which a great
many have been gathered in bloom by an experienced Collector,

from quite new localities. A great number are natural hybrids,
and unique Odontoglossums; they hive been painted by him.
Al&o, theie are over fifty amongst them that will be guaranteed
unique types, and not existing in Europe. The best of On-
cidiums, rare varieties; Cattleya Pyana (after locality), tbe
new labtata April-Howering Cattleya, Cattleya labiata, with
its wonderful varieties. Some of these are with over 100 bulbs.

Aznlea, tbe finest Cattleya in the uorld, large plants, but
only a limited number; they were collected m bloom, aod
there are also pure whites amongst them. There is also a new
variety of Cat:leya autumnalis, which flowers in its native
country at Christmas; l&T^e sepals and petals, dark cr.mon-
red. Also an unique Cattleya. wonderful variety, grown m
an antiqae Indian-pot ; also Cattleya Mossiae albi, C. Rein-
eckiana, C. Wagneri alba, and C. Percivalliana alba. Dried
flowers, and painted by the Collator.

Not any of the above mentioned will be divided, and the
advert &er would prefer to &eU them in one or two lots, or the
whole consignment to one party.

The Unique Plants consist of CATTLEYAS
and ODONTOGLOSSUAIS,

The whole have bfen placed io a private gentleman's hand^.
and they will be guaranteed by bim. Address letters only to —

F. HAWKER, 40, Armoury Sq.. Stapletoa Kd., BrlstoL

TTENEY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
I M Covent Garden, W.C, Prompt cash.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonias

at Temple Show. Exhibition of 2 acres in bloom till end of
September, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid
Kent, S.K.B. A visit soUcited.—JOHN R. BOX, Croydon.

Plants Sblpped to all Farts.

TyATSON AND SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
T T Street, London, E.G., give special attention to the

reception and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, rjid save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork. Raffia, Bamboo Canes, Qarden
Sticks, Palm Seeds, &C.

To the Trade.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to ofier a very
• extensive and unusually well-nrown Stock of ERICAS

(Hyemalisand the other varieties) ; EPACRtS, SOLiNUJIS.
GENISTAS, CYCLAMEN, DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS,
BOUVARDIAS, of sorts ; ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, and other
FERNS; PALMS, in varietv; QREVILLEA ROBUSTA,
ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS.ST'EPHANOTIS, DIPLADENIAS,
FICUS ELASTICA, CROTONS, TREE CAEN ATIONS of sorU ;

TEA EOSES in pots ; BORONIAS of sorts ; VINES in poU, &c.
An inspection is invited.

Trade Catalogues forwarded on application.
The ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will be held on Tuesday,

September 15.

Burnt Ash Road Nurseries. Lee. S.E.

CHRYSANTHEIVIUMS.
THE BYECKOFT SET of DRESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Bru^h. and Case, complete, IOj. 6d.

Large Forceps for Palling Centres, 3*. 9d.
Smaller ditto for Dressing, 2s. 9d.

The Best Cups and Tubes are The BECKETT.
All sizes, koth for Japanese and Incurved, at 9s. per doz.;
or with additional tube for raising the bloom 3 inches
higher than the ordinary one, 12s. per dozen.

The SPRINGTHORPE, for Japanese and In-
curved, all sizes, 9i. per dozen.

AUjretJ<jr Cash vnth Order.

HI I n U C C Ryecroft Nursery,
. 0. UUnCO, HirHEB GR££N, LEWISHAM.

WFROMOW AND SONS beg to draw
• the attention of Planters generally to t'^eir extensive

and varied Stock at their Nurseries at Windlesham, Bagshot,
Surrey. The plants are all very carefully grown, and cannot
possibly be in t)etter condition for removal, everything having
been transplanted within two years, and much of it during the
past season. There is a much larger stock than in Mr. B.
Ma«on's time. W. F. & Sons haviDg added a large farm at
Astage Hill, adjoining pirt o! old nurseries, which is well
stocked with good and useful things well worth insf e ttion.

Descriptive Ctitalogues on application.
Gentlemen visiting the Nurseries would be met at Sunniog-

dale or Bagshot Stations by appointment.
The following are a few items of tbe Stock tj clfer :—

SOO.OOO SHRUBS, for potting, boxing, and winter-gardening.
30,000 D WARF and CLIMBINQ RO:i£S.
6,030 STANDARD ROSES.
40,000 FRUIT TREE 3.

2WO,000 PRIVET OVALIFOLIUM.
40,CO0 Best GOLDEN PRIVET,
^00.000 RHODODENDRONS, namei Hybrids and Seedlings.
.^0,000 Other AMERICAN PLANTS.
50,0CU SEAKALE. for forcing.

50,'JOO IRISH IVIEH. in and out of pot^ 1 to 12 feet.

10,000 SUndard PLANES. LIMES, ACACIAS, and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES. DUTCH and OTHER BULBS,
of all kinds, ai mod >rate prices.

Mason's Nurseries, Windlesbam. Bag&hot, Surrey ; also
Chiswick, Hcanslow, aod Acton Green.

FORCING BULBS
Well Eipesed a>d HEivy Bulbs of

ROBLA.N HYACINTHS, Early White,
from 5 ro .'

, incb.in circomference. 12/dSc 15/- per 100.

PAPEK-WHITE NAK.CISSUS. from 5 to
tj inches in circumteience. fj- per 100.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS, from
ft to 6^ inches in ciicum'e eoce. 6/- per 100.

LILIUM CANDIDUM, Pore White, extra
stroDp. Early orders solicited. 15,'- per 100.

LILIUM HARRISII, very fine Bulbs,
6/-, 7/3, 10/6. and 12/- per dozen.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPEK HOLLOWAY, LONJJOX, N.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

Th.0 very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. OEOBGE, U, Bedgrave Boad,
Putn.y, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. FABSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON ASD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^cwt. and upwards.

SOLD B T ALL SEEDSMEN.

PRICES

SamfleTikI:

OOD&sonltowoddgrE£M.I

speci:al offer.
To induce Gardeners to Test and Prove the value of this remark-
able Manure, we will deliver, carriage free, to anv station in the
United Kingdom, 1 cwt. Of "LE FEUITIER " for 208..

including with each order, 1 bag Of FERTILISING MOSS,
the new and most successful med um for Plant Culture.

33 iSilvtr and Bronze Medals and Dlplorjias awarded to

WOOD & SON, Ltd.,
WOOD
GREEN, LONDON.

BENTLEY'S
COMPOUND LIQUID

QUASSIA EXTRACT.
i gallon, 2/i) ; 1 gallon, 4/3 ; 5 gallons. 19/2 ; 10 gallons. 37/6

40 gallons, 3/6 per gallon.

Chemical Works, Babrow-on-Hcmbeb, Hull.

HUGHES
YAPOURROLL
FU Ml GATOR

FOR GREENHOOSES.
One is sufEcient for 1300 cubic feet.

BEDUCKD PBICES— 9j. per dozen ; refills for three tins 2l.

per packet.

THE BEST and CBE/IFEST IN THE MARKET.
E. a, HUGHES, Victoria Street, MANCHESTER.

SOLD By ALL SEEDSMEA.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859
for Bed Spider, Mildew. Thiips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; a ounces to the gallon of aoft water ; 4 to 16 ounces aa

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin ia used. Haa outlived many preparationa int«nded to

supersede it. Boxes, lt.« 3«. , and lOf . 6<f

.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry »nd soft on
wet ground. Boxes, Qd. and If., from the Trade.

Wholesale &om PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE OOBAPANT
(Limited). London.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

6d, per bushel ; lOO for 305. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60«.

Ba^s, id. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT-BBOWN FIBBOUS PEAT, 61. id. per sack; 6 sacks,

255. ; sacks, Ad. each.
BLACK FIBBOUS PEAT, 5f. per sack; S sacks, 225.; sacks,

id. each.
COABSE SILVEB SAND, It. 9d. per bushel ; 155. per half-

ton ; 265. per ton, in 2-bu9hel baKS. id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEA?-

MOULD, Is. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. 6d. per sack.

MANURES, GARDES STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH, BUSSIA
MATS. &c. Write for Price LIST.

H. G. SM7TH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drory Lane, W.C.
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J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
Telegraph

—

HOBTULANUS, LONBON." CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W. Telephone, No. 8728.

CONSEBVATOSIES DESiaNED and BXnLT to

SXHT ADJACENT BTJILDINGS.

OBCHIS HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST
mPBOVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FBUIT HOUSES FOB ALL
PX7BF0SES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the

Best Quality.

ALL KINDS of BOILEKS, our Improved and
other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings, Connec-
tions, and Fittings, at Lowest Betail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright

Tubular Boilers of all Sizes, conditionally

Guaranteed foe Ten Yeaes.

J. WEEKS & CO., F.R.H.S.,

Horticultural Builders and Hot- Water
Apparatus Manufacturers^

CHELSEA. LONDON. S.W.
HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILEBS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select froiu, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, incladiog the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, with WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c.;
VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t^e INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION. 1892. for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, It. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLAGKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.
Telegraphic Address-" HOT-VATEB. London." Telephone. Mo. 4763.

W. COOPER, Ltd. \ HORTICULTURAL PROVIDERS,
)

I (The Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses), j 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

AKATETJK FOSCINO
HOUSE.

,

For Cucumbers, Tomatos,
Melons, etc.

Everj-thing complete, i

from 505.

mvrNCIBLE
HOT-WATER
APPARATUS.

Boiler only, price

£2 II 0,

capable of heating

75-fcct of -1-incli

pipe.

Lowest estimates ^'
for complete

apparatus for .any

sized house ou
application.

AMATEUR EFAN-ROOF
ORERNHOUSE.

Everything complete,

ready for erecting.

From £2 16s.

SEK LIST.

COOPER' S "BEAT ALL" LAWN
MOWER.

The World's Best.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS—Best 15 oz., in 50 feet boxes,
10 by S. 12 bv S, IJ by d. 13 by '), 14 by 9, U 1-ylO, at 45. 6ii. per
box. 4ths, 1.5 oz. . in 100ft. and 200ft. boxes. 12 by 12, 12 by 14,

12bv Hi. \2 by IS, 12 by 20, 12 by 24, 14 bv 16, 14 by IS, 14 by 20,

14 by 24, 10 by IS, 10 by 20. 10 by 24, IS I'y 20, lSby24, 100ft. &,.,

200ft ISs.perbo.-c. 21 oz.,inloOft.and -'HOft. boxes : 4tbs,21o7.,

11 by 7. 10 bv S, 12 by 10, 14 bv 10, 12 bv 14, 12 by 10, 12 by IS,

12 by 20, 12 by 24, 14 by 16. 14 by 18, 14 by 20, 14 by 24, 16 by
IS, 10 by 20, 16 by '24, 18 by 20, IS by 24, 100ft. lis., 200ft.,

21s. per box.
XoTE.—Delivered free on rail, London, by our own vans (not

ex-wharf, which means a costof \s.6d. per box for collection).

lO.in.

12.in.

.. 1S,6 j
i:.iu.

. 19,6
I

16-in.

IS-in. ... 32/-.

Grass Catcher, to fit any Machine,
5 - each.

Packed F.O.B. Losdok.

FOLDING GARDEN CHAIRS.

Well M.irE.

Having bought up the whole

of a Manufacturer's Stock of

5000. we are enabled to sell

these at a ridiculously low

figure.

Spcci:d Job Line, 3s. each
;

3'3s. per dozen.
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NOW READY.

VEITCH'S
GENUINE BULBS.

VEITCH'S Hyacinths,
Por EXHIBITION.

VEITCH'S Hyacinths,
For POTS and GLASSES.

VEITCH'S Hyacinths,
For BEDS and BOKDEKS.

HARPE'S
BULB

CATALOGUE.
Poet Free oa appHcatioa to

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SI.EAFOBD.

CARNATIONS I PINKS
IN GREAT VARIETY.

CATALOGVEH on application.

LAING & MATHER,
By Special NurBerymen and Seed Merchants,

Appointment. K£ L S 0-0 N-T W EE D.

VEITCH'S COLLECTIONS OF BULBS.
TO SUIT ALL REQUIREMENTS.

For details sec OArALOODE, forwarehd
Fost-free on aj>plication.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
IIOYAL EXOTIC NUltSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

s
For Outdoor & Indoor Culture

Large Collections otall the very Best Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

Irises, Lilies, &c.
Only Uievery bestsuppUed. F)iCise.rt7-emrUjninderale.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FREE ON API'I.ICATIUN.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.

ESTABLISHED 1833.

No Connection witli any oth.er Firm of
tlie same name.

^m
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTUER

BUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of tlie above, containing

Full Cultural Directions, and particulars as to Fkee
Delivery, will be sent post-free, on application to our
ollices at OVERVEEN, near HAARLKU, HOLLAND ; or

to our General Agents

—

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDSof HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Sm-veys
made on payment of out-of-pocket

exjienses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
With numerous Designs, post-free, Ss.

HOBTICTTLTUBAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATEB
ENGINEEBS,

, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

IiOudoB Office —QQa,, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

*
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WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FiNEST ROOTS OF THE SEASON.

BOMAN HYACINTHS:
Early White, extra large bulls 2'- per do/.

Ditto ilitto 15/- per 100.

Ditto Hoe bulbs 1/9 per do^.
Ditto ditto 12/- per 100.

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS:
Double Roman
Paper White

1/3 per doz. ; 8/6 per 100-

1/3 per doi. ; 8/6 per 100-

DUC VAN THOL TULIPS:
SINGLE, scarlet 6d. per doz.. 3/- per 100.

DOUBLE, soarlet and yellow, 6(1. per doz , 3/- per 100.

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beautifully Illustrated, Gratis & Post-free.

Seedsmen by Boyal Warranto to H.M. the (^'ueen

and H.K.H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
CleaD, healthy, well-grown plants at reaBOoable prices

;

many large specimeoH and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDBOBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write for List.

I A A/rrC rVDUCD exotic nuksebies,
J AlYl Cij LirrlEin., Cheltenham.

BETABDED
ULYOFTHE VALLEY CROWNS!!

Write for Prices to—

T. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DERSINGHAM,
NORFOLK.

DUTCH BU LBS.
PRICE LISTS Of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &;c.,

FREE on APPLICATION, tor SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.
Apply to—

S, A. VAN KONIJNENBURG & CO.,
NOORDWIJK, HOLLAND.

C^
lUTBUSirS MILL-
' TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in
high praise of the (luality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6s. per bushel, Is. extra for

package ; or, Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AXD SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

DUTCH BULBS—DUTCH BULBS.
Presently we offer :

—

AQAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS MAXIMHS, splendid strong
plants, 12s. per 100. lon,!. per 1000.

FERRARIA FIGBIDIA, 35j. per 1000.)
ARUM (CALLA) ALUA MACULATA, 5l. per lOO.

.. .. HASTATA, l.t. Ijrf. ench.
SPIR.H.V ASriLBOIDEJ FLOBUiUNDA, 18s. per 100, 170s.

per 1000.

AH other miscellaneous Bulbs and Plants in large quantities
in stock. Apply tj P. VAN TIL, Watmond, Holland.

MUNQO CHAPMAN, late of Easter Dud-
diog^ton Lodge, Mid-Lothian, begs to intimate to hie

friends and adiuaintan'-es that he retires from his present
situation on the 20th of the present month. He has arranged
to reside at St. Ninians, near Stirling, where he intends to

commence the Oultivation and Sale of Hardy Plants on his

own account.

With the experience gained during twenty-four years in the
management of one of the most choice private collections of

plants to be found in the British Isles—that of the late Charles
Jenner, Esq.— Mr, Chapman can confidently undertake to

supply what is select and true to name of the most suitable

plants for Borders and Rock- work.

He hopes to be able soon to issue a Plant Catalogue, from
which customers may make their own 8el»^ctiou, In the
interval, he will be fully employed in getting up Stock.

May 19, 1896.

TO THE TRADE.

DUTCH BULBS!
FRENCH BULBS and ENGLISH BULBS.

See our Special Wholesale CATALOGUE o£ BULBS,
containing List oE all the Best Varieties of

HyaclDtbs, Tulips, Crocus, Lillums, DafTodlls, Snow-
drops, Iris, FaeoDles, &<;.. free on application.

Please compare our tribes b- fjre senduig i/our Orders abroad,

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
Skkd and Bi'ii! Mkkchants.

Exeter Street. STRAND, LONDON. W.C.

FERNShiERNS!!
A large quantity of Small FERNS, nice bushy stuff, ready to

pot on, or for decorative purprses, in 2J inch pots : Pteris
cristata, nobilis, major, and tremula, at 9r. per 100 ; 50O
and upwards, at 8>. 6d.

PTERIS CRISTATA and SERRULATA CRISTATA,
plants, at Is. 6d. per dozen.

Above pricea are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Ifitpection at the Nurseries is Invited.

hne

B. PKIMROSE,
BLAOKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

PBELIMINABY OFFEB.

BEST BULBS FORJARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER :—

ROMAK HYACINTHS, 4jinch and upwards, 1.1s. M. per 100.

,, ,. smaller 10<. 6(i. ,,

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 5s.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 6s.

DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, first site,

imported bulbs 6s. 6(^. ,,

Now ready for delivery.

DUC VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet

ARTUS

"xfili^^E :;
,

-"• «• p" '<» • «''• "«^-

DUCHESS o( PARMA „
WOUVKBMAN „

'

CHRYSOLORA ,, 6J. per 100; Ii. 3rf. per doien.
Second-size HYACINTHS, in distinct coloura,

unnamed '. 14s. Od. per 100.

Named ditto, our selection 18». Qd, ,,

First-size HYACINTHS, the best quality, and
first-class varieties 4s. to 9s. per doz.

NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3s. 6rf. per 100.
PRINCEPS 5s.

For September delivery. All orders over 5*. carriage paid.

3S. In the £ discount off all Bulbs for " Cash with Order."

CATALOGUES now ready.

Durdbam Down Nurseries,
CUfton, Bristol.CARAWAY & CO.,

TO THE TBADE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
SEEDS of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERING

SHRUBS and TREES, obtainable from

NIMMO iM> BLAIR,
Seed Merchants and Seed Groweis. Dunedin, New Zealand.

London Agency :—W. G. INNES and CO., 22, St. Mary Aie.
Catalogues Fschanged.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /(>)*

The best HYACINTHS xiie

WORLD PRODUCES AT

each.
t2d.

Before buying else

where, f endforour
CATALOGUE
(fbkk) and
compare
prices

EXPECTED
FAMINE in

HYACINTHS

^(j XROMAM HYACINTHS

To avoid disappointment
OBDER A T ONCE.

Guaranteed first size, 10/6 per 100.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.

V.
Bulb Growers & Seed Merchants,

34, MANSELL STREET, ALDGATE
LONDON, E.

AjtD The Ni'BSEEits, Haablem, Holland.

THii;

d5HrilenwrO|hronicle.
SATURDAY, HEl'TEMBEU VI, 1896.

THE POET LAUREATE'S
GARDEN.

"i^T^E aio always anxious in these days to
' ' know as much as i^wsible about our

Cflobritios, and when any of them are in-

tero.stod in our favourite ]iursuit, it is only a
laudable curiosity which loads us to enquire
about their surrouuding,s. The Poet Laureate
lias thrown himself so thoroughly into our very

host stylo of gardening, and lias written so

charmingly about it, that we fool sure the gar-

dening world will be glad to hoar something
about his homo. Here we are met with an
initial difliculty. In hi.s two delightful books,

Thi (uirdiii thai I Liifi: and In Vemnira's

(Jar'lni, ho has so explored every nook and
corner, and has doseribod it and its contents in

such graceful language, that our more prosaic

account of it will disappoint many of our
readers ; but we have not all a Pegasus at our
command, and cannot invest even common
things with the charm of refined prose or

flowing verso.

.Swinford Old Manor, the homo of the

Poet Laureate, is situated within two miles

of the town of Ashford in Kent, and on

the borders of Godinton Park, of which estate

it forms a part. It is in the midst of truly

Kentish scenery : we have the park on one side

and on the other a country road, well wooded

and shady, which in this county we call a lane

;

thovo are hop-gardens around, and much of that

soft restful beauty which so gladdens tho.»o who
are true lovers of nature. We have called it

the home, not the residence, of Mr. Austin, for

wo think that word more correctly conveys

the idea of its character (sco fig. oG, p. :{00).

There is nothing of grandeur about it, but

a quiet homely aspect natural enough, for it

was not very long ago a farmhouse, and it

owes but little of its attractiveness to situa-

tion, and when we come to write of the garden,

we have not to deal with a place where lavish

expenditure is bestowed upon everything con-

nected with it, but where the beautiful effects

are due to the fine taste and cultured refinement

of its owner, and not a little to the fair mistress

herself. There are some few things which seem

to have been borne in mind in its arrange-

ment ; no flower or plant has been excluded

because it was common, nor have any been

admitted simply because they were rare,

and thus flowers of all kinds, annuals, peren-

nials, flowering shrubs, Roses, alpine plants

and bulbs, all find a place here. There is, how-

ever, one class of plants that is rigidly excluded

—what the owner calls invalids; if a plant

exhibits what gardeners call " mifflness," and

requires coddling, the owner will have none

of it, however rare and beautiful it may be.

Nor is there any adherence to any one par-
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ticular style, to the exclusion of all others ; and

there is a partial system of bedding out with a

much larger portion of mixed borders. Some

persons throwing off one system rush to the

other extreme ; the place where bedding out

has been carried to its fullest extent is all at

once so changed that no trace of it is to be

found. Now this, while very English, is very

unwise ; therefore one is glad to see a combina-

tion of both systems. Then, again, Mr. Austin

greatly objects to having large bare spaces in

his borders or beds, consequently the former are

filled up. and everywhere an abundance of bloom

meets the eye, and while the garden presents the

appearanceofbeing thoroughlywell kept, there is

no sign of primness about it. Of the two ap-

proaches to the ho\ise, that through Godinton

Park is, without doubt, the one to be preferred.

We come then upon the splendid Oaks, Beeches,

Elms, and Hawthorns which adorn it, and pass

by the Chestnut bole of which mention is made

in In Veronica's Garden, a grand landmark for all

the country round; the road afterwards leads you

in front of the old Tudor House, in which are

some of the choicest bits of the architecture of

that period anywhere to be met with, the hall

and staircase being especially beautiful. One

can hardly help indulging in a regretful feeling

in looking at it, when we recollect that it has

now finally passed out of the possession of the

famUy who have held it for generations,

although it must be said that the present

owners are likely to do everything in their power

that can add to the beauty and dignity of the

place.

It is only a short distance after you have

passed this house that you come directly in

front of the Poet Laureate's home, and at

whatever season of the year the visitor ap-

proaches it, he will find a scene of brightness

and beauty. We have seen it at various seasons :

in spring, when the early flowers of the year

come to tell us that winter is gone ; and we have
seen it in autumn, both early and late, and we
must confess our preference to it at this later

period, for although it is quite true, as the poet

has pleasantly written, that we can do nothing

of any moment with the garden then, there is

the restful feeling that you may leave it all "in
its quiet, sunny, self-complacent serenity."

" There isa quiet assurance of imbroken weather,

of daily sunshine tempered by white billowy

clouds, that move not, and that contain no
menace of rain. The shadows on the lawn are

very long and very soft, the fruit mellows on
the wall, the Sunflowers extend their golden

discs athwart the garden-paths, and the second

bloom of the Eoses is more tender, more touch-

ing than the first." Is there anywhere so

charming a description of the garden in autumn
as is contained in this chapter of his book F

In the spring the beds on the lawn are filled

with Forget-me-Nots, out of which rise yellow

Tulips, with their golden cups ; while aU around

in the borders are to be found Primi'oses, Poly-

anthuses, DafTodils, Snowdrops, Chionodoxas,

and all the various bulbs which go to make up
the beauty of our spring gardens—and the beds

of Tea Eoses are throwing up their brilliant-

coloured young shoots. The bulbs are replaced

in due time by Begonias, Pelargoniums, and
other bedding plants, while all round the borders

herbaceous plants, Cannas, especially the dwarf-

flowering Gladiolus-flowered varieties, assert

themselves and aflbrd both glow, varied colour,

and richness of foliage to the garden ; annuals
also are used with no niggard hand, and add
gi'eatly to the interest and variety of the

garden.

The last time we were there the owner was in

tears, metaphorically speaking. " What is one

to do," was his exclamation, " with a garden in

such weather as this P not a drop of rain for

weeks, and although the well has not

failed, yet it has been hard work." Still

the garden did not bear much evidence of the

drought, although there were more bare spots

of earth than suited the taste of its owner,

and the lawn was a little browned; yet to

the ordinaiy observer all looked very bright

and pleasing. The house is now being added

to, and there was much consultation as to

the Eoses with which the new part of the

building shoiild be covered, for the poet has,

like ourselves, a strong feeling that an English

country residence ought not to exhibit blank,

staring walls, but be covered with the very best

things that can be obtained. It may be that

in our climate we do not require the shady

groves which are ever the theme of those who
praise the sunnv climes of the south ; but we

the completion of which the whole of the third and

concluding part will be devoted.

Most of the genera described include species of

great horticultural interest. This is especially the

case with Crinum, Nerine, Cyrtanthus, and Hjeman-

thus, which belong to the former family, and with

Asparagus, Kniphofia, Gasteria, Aloe, and Haworthia,

which belong to the latter.

Two points suggest some remark. A considerable

number of species appear never to have been col-

lected but once. Many are still only known from

descriptions and figures published in the last century

,

and iu'e unrepresented in herbaria. It is difficult,

however, to believe that any .are really extinct. The
fact is more probiibly accounted for by the extremely

local limitation of species in South Africa, wliich is

hardly parallelled in this I'espect by any other flora

in the world.

In the case of succulent genera such as Aloe and

Haworthia, herbarium specimens are lamentably

deficient. But Mr. ]3aker has had the advantage of

having had under observation for years the collection

of succulent plants at Kew, which in extent is

Fig. 5 4.—a i.AnOEN scene. (See r. 295.)

From "In Veronica's Garden,"

do want our houses to be clothed with beauty,

both of foliage and flower. Such, then, is our

Poet Laureate's home, which may lack the

romantic charms of those of some of his pre-

decessors ; it is not a Eydal Mount, but it is a

fitting home for one who is so intense a lover

of nature and of the beautiful as is Mr. Alfred

Austin. H. H. B'Ombraiit. [We are indebted

to the kindness of Messrs. MacmiUan & Co.,

the publishers of Bedford Street, Covent

Gurden, W.C., for the illustrations accom-

panying this article. Ed.]

Notices of Books.

undoubtedly unique. Many of these have been, in

all probability, under cultivation at Kew since their

introduction in the Kast century. The advantage of

consulting living specimens is of peculi.ar advantage

in describing the Petaloid Monocotyledons. But in

the case of the succident geuer.a, it may be safely said

that, without it, the task would not be possible at all.

Unfortunately when the majority of these plants were

introduced, little importance was attached to their

exact localisation ; and this, therefore, for the pre-

sent, must remain for the most part undetermined.

I have again to express my obligation to Mr. N. E.

Brown and to Jlr. C. H. Wright, assistants in the

Herbarium, for their valuable assistance in the work
of passing the sheets through the press. And I must
remedy an omission in expressing my thanks to the

weU-known South African botanist, Mr. H. Bolus,

F.L.S., for his gi'eat assistance in revising the very

intricate topography. W. T. T. D., Kew, August, 1896.

Flora Capensis." *

The second part of the sixth volume of the Flora

Capensis needs but a few words of introduction.

Like the first, it is the work of Mr. J. G. Baker,

F.R.S., the Keeper of the Herbarium and Librarv of

the Royal Gardens, Kew. It coutains the continua-

tion of the Amaryllideoe and p.art of the Liliaceie, to

* Flora Capcmis : a systematic desoriptiun of the plauts of

the Cape Colony, Caffraria, aud Port Natal (and neighbouring
territories), by v.irious botanists. (Lundon : Reeve iSc Co

,

ci, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.)

Soils and Moulds used in Horticulture.

A useful little treatise has been compounded by
Mr. George Truffaut,' on the soils, moulds and com-

posts used in horticulture. The work is prefaced by
Professor M. Deheraiu.

The book consists of eleven chapters, ilealing with

the relations between plants aud soils ; the end and
aim of horticulture ; the origin and properties of the

sod, aud their classification
;
plant nutrition, and the

* Paris: Octave Doin, Editeur, 8, Place'de I'Odfon.
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importance of suitable waterings ; influence of tem-

perature on plants and their roots, especially as

affecting the subsoil
;
garden moulds and the manure

best adapted for successful plant growth ; concluding

with examples of proper culture as exemplified by

experiment.

The development of horticulture is said to be

immense and increasing in importance day by day.

The production of vegetables, fruits, and flowers out

of season is continually assuming greater proportions.

Flowers are associated with all our joys and all our

sorrows : with them we cover our tables and decorate

preparation of his soils and applications of his

manures for the production of vegetables, fruits, and
flowers, as by the farmer in the growth of his grain

and root crops. The numerous facts revealed by
experiment and chemical analysis may be put to the

best interests of the horticulturist, and to the increase

of hie profits.

The author, Mr. G. Truffaut, who has been brought

up in the notable establishment in the Kue de
Chantier at Versailles, has lived all his life in the

midst of horticultural work, and well knows the

difficulties and requirements of the cultivator. His

Fio. 55.

—

"leaves have 10 BB SWEFT UP !
" (SEE P. 295.)

From "7*1 Vtronica's (J^inltn,*

our dwelling-houses, we beautify our marriage feasts
;

and when one we love or respect is borne to his last

home, the grim coflin is concealed with wreaths of

flowers. Not only in France, but in England, Russia,

and other Continental countries, this beautiful prac-

tice is extending, and imparts a stimulus to the export

trade.

Agricultural science, which dates from not more
than sixty years ago, and which even now may be

said to be only beginning its career, is, however,

commencing to derive advantage from the immense
amount of research brought to bear upon the subject.

The investigations in regard to plant-life generally

may equally be applied by the horticulturist in the

little work has been issue.! with the main idea of

assisting his coadjutors in the various departments

under their care.

The first part of this work is devoted to the study

of soils and their formation. The author treats suc-

cessively of the soil as a sustainer for plants ; then

as a source of reserve for food requirements. In the

second part he passes in review the various moulds

employed in horticulture, and enumerates the plants

to which these difierent soils are most suitable, and

points out what manures ought to be used in con-

junction with each kind of soil in order to secure the

maximum returns.

The horticulturist frequently composts the moulds

which he uses. These methods are described and
commented upon. After having given in Chapter X.
a brilliant example of what may be done by rational

modes of cultivation, as illustrated by results, which
should prove a fair guide to the proper selection of

manures, the author instances the case of Azalea
indica, a plant deservedly popular, and which,

cultivated according to fixed rules as to soil and
manure, makes such rapid progress, that the plants

cm be placed upon the market at a much more
rapid rate than formerly.

The author has certainly done good service to the

cause of horticulture, and in his conclusions he says

he shall consider himself especially fortunate if, in the
course of his labours, he has been able to remove some
of the absurd prejudices which stand in the way of

advancement, and more than all, draw the attention

of his contemporaries to these questions, which
ought certainly to be held as most important to the
horticulturist of the present day.

The author laments, and with too much cause we
think in the average gardener, the lack of knowledge
in horticultural chemistry, and this, notwithstanding
the immense amount of research in agricultural

chemistry, the sister science, which has been carried

on during the past fifty years.

Artificial manures, which a few years ago were but
comparatively little vised, and less understood, are

now purchased by millions of tons.

In these days of agricultural depression it seems,

according to the ideas of the author, only reasonable

that more attention should be given to horticulture

generally, and especially to that department of grow-

ing garden-produce for market The conditions of

culture possible of attainment, and the high price

of products obtained out of season, all favour the hor-

ticulturist. The author concludes his capital Uttle

work with the statement that the day will arrive

when national horticulture, guided by science, will

overcome the competition of foreigners, and the

immense productiveness of the garden will tend to

increase the wealth and prosperity of the nation.

J. J. Willtt, Uarjttndtn.

Vegetables,

EARLY MILAN TL'RNIP.

Is regard to quickness of growth, the Six-weeks

Stone Turnip was exceeded by the Purple -top Munich,

and the latter by Eaily Milan. Whether we shall ever

get a quicker grower than Milan remains to be seen.

On July 29 Mr. W. Andrews, gr. to Mrs. Danby,
Elmfield, Exeter, sowed E^rly Milan, and onAugust 29,

that is exactly one month afterwards, he palled

Turnips from the patch measuring from 7 to 8 inches

in circumference. All of the conditions were fevour-

able, viz., a rich soil, good situation, and fine warm
weather ; but even with all these aids, it shows the

very rapid growth of Early Milan. A. H.

Fruit Register.

BLACKBERRr, THE WILSON JUNIOR.

A FEW years ago, the above-named Blackberry was

constantly the subject of remark, but it disappeared

almostas suddenly asit came to us, possibly because the

plant did not succeed, on this side of the Atlantic, to

the degree we had expected from the high reputation

sent with it Having tried it myself in various

positions on more than one occasion while at Ketton,

with very little success, I was surprised to find it

growing vigorously, and fruiting well at Cowden-

knowes Gardens, Berwickshire, the young growths

being upwards of 1 2 feet long. Mr. Robertson had

planted it in a shady comer, against a wall with a

south-east aspect, where it had plenty of moisture at

the roots. It would be interesting to hear of other

gardens where this fruit has succeeded, and the con-

ditions under which it has done so. W. H. Oirere,
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POTATOS AND MANURES AT
EEADING.

On Saturday, September 5, a large i)arfcy of gentle-

men, scientists, technical educationists, agriculturists,

horticulturists, representatives of the Press, and

others, assembled in the Abbey Hall, Readiug, on the

invitation of the distinguished firm of Messrs. Sutton

& Sous, and also of that of the committee of the

University Extension College, Reading. The first

duty, and a very pleasant one, was partaking of the

hospitality of the firm, in the form of a capital

luncheon, over which Mr. Martin J. Sutton presided,

being supported by Messrs. Herbert, Arthur W., and

Leonard G. Sutton, the other members of the firm.

At the conclusion of the repast, and after the one

toast of "The Queen and the Royal Family" had

been proposed from the chair, Mr. Gilchrist, Agricul-

tm'al Director to the College, made a short statement

with respect to the special purpose of the gathering,

which was to examine the results of various experi-

ments on Potatos with diverse manures, or none at

all, the place of trial being Messrs. Sutton & Sons'

seed-farm, which had, with the necessaiy tubers, been

generou.sly placed at the disposal of the College authori-

ties for the purpose. Mr. Walter Palmer proposed, and

tliie Principal of the College seconded, a hearty vote of

thanks to the firm for the great a.ssistance ren-

dered in the experiments, and also for their

kindly hospitality that day, to which Mr.

Herbert Sutton and Mr. Arthiir Sutton responded,

the latter referring to the trials generally, and also

as a matter of interest drawing attention to some

Winter ClieiTy and Egg plants in pots on one of

the tables, .all of which were growing on Potato roots,

thus producing tubers and fruit simultaneously.

Very many experiments of this nature have been made

at the nursery this year, and no doubt more will be

heard of them later. The party were now invited to

proceed to the farm, a large number of breaks being

provided for the purpose. Having arrived there, Mr.

Gilchrist became the conductor and expounder of the

trials. The Potatos, which were chiefly of the Sutton

Flourball, a red round, but not to be confounded

with the old red-skinned Flourball, had all been lifted

from the respective breadths, and carefully weighed,

then placed in heaps by the sides of the paths intersect-

ing the plots. The few very small tubers, in each

case not amounting to ten per cent. , being laid in a

small heap close by. The tubers seemed to consist

generally of two-thirds ware, or eating samples, and

the rest forming good round seed, hence these were

all described as marketable. The soil has been some

years in cultivation, and is a free loam resting on gravel.

Analysis shows that it was in very fair fertile condi-

tion, though in no sense rich in plant food. The

chemical analysis would be understood of only by

chemists. Some similar trials were conducted last

yo.ar on the same ground, hence it was resolved that

the first set or group should have no manures added

this year, but a careful record of the previous year's

manurings of the soil had been kept, hence it

was possible to test the value of a second year's

effect of manures unappropriated by the previous

season's crop. Due, no doubt, to the great di-yness

of the summer of 1835, and the comparative dryness

of the following winter, the manurial residue in the

soil seems to have been considerable, as in nearly all

cases the results were very satisfactory. The table

of results in all the four diverse sets or plots here

inserted shows that matter fully. In going through

this table it must be understood that the cost of

manures furnished in the first column applies in

relation to the first set or gi-oup only to those given

to the soil the previo\is year. In all the other three

sets or groups following, the coat applies to the

present year. Pr,actically, the entire produce ob-

tained from the whole of the first set cost nothing

for manure this year. In each case the column

under the head "Marketable" shows what portion

of the crop is profitable. The nest column gives the

quantity of those too small for marketing, though

TABLE I.

having value as poultry or pig food ; the third for

dise.ase, it is worthy of note, was a blank throughout,

not a single dise.xsed tuber having been found [and

wc therefore do not give it. Ed.] ; and the fourth

column gives the total_produce. (See Table I.)

Readers will, on carefully scrutinising this table,

not fail to have noticed that there is much that is

erratic in the results, and some of these are not only

unexpected, but contradictory of what is found in

other cases. It is iu such case practically impossible

to draw from the table any definite conclusions.

Practically, looking at the results of the first

set or group, and deducting cost of manure iu

this case, none having been applied, it really

seems as if better results had come from non-

manuring than from manuring, at least, iu a

pecuniary seuse. Yet it would never do to assume
that repeated non-manuring would end in good
results. Again, we see such varied results iu

diverse plots from the ajiplicatiou of the same
manures, showing how difficult, indeed unfair, it

would be to draw definite conclusions from one year's

trial, especially in such a year as the present one so

far, has been. In the set 2, the whole of the manure-
dressing of 1895 was repeated, but with the exception

of the nitrate, which was applied in January. It is dis-

tinctly noticeable that good dressing of nitrate in the

manure gave extra strong top growths, but in few

cases was the tuber productiveness so great as might,

in consequence, have been anticipated. It is well to

understand th.Tt very strong tops do not by any
means always indicate a heavy tuber crop. In set

or group 3, the ground, not having been previously

manured, was dressed as per table in ,Ianuary last ; and

in set 4, the whole of the m inures were applied, at

the time of planting, in April last. It is noticeable

that whilst the freshly-applied farmy.ard-manuro gave

the best results from the spring-dressing, probably

because of its moisture imparting properties, the

winter dressings of the artificial manures, in set 3,

gave better results than do spring-dressings, doubtless

Plot

(Farmyard only)

( Farmy-lrd and
complete arti

ficials)

(Complete arti

tici.i]s,-norniaI)

(Complete arti-

fiei-ale, double
dressing)

Manure per Aere.

Approx-
imate
Cost of
Manure

per
Acre.

Wkight of Tubers Per Acre.

First Set.

No Manure, 1896.

Market-
able.

No manure

20 tons fannyard manure..

:0 tons farmyard inamu'c
]

2 cwt. nitrate of so'la

(two dressings) .

.

2 cwt. superpboapliatf .

li cwt, sulphate of

potash

'1 cwt. nitrate of sod;i ...\

2 cwt. superphosphate . 1

1^ cwt. sulphate of
j

potash J

4 cwt. nitriite of soda \

(3 or 4 dressing!^ ... f

\vt. superphosphate
(

wt. sulpli.ateof potash )

£. ,1 (/ tn.cwt. lb.

6 2 r.i;

(Complete arti-

ficiats, half-
dressing of

nitrate

(Complete .arti

fii;ials, double
dre.Sfiing of

nitrate)

(Pota.sh omitted)

(Phosphates
omitted)

(Nitrot^cn omit-
ted)

4 cwt.
3 cwt. sulph.ateof po

1 cwt. niti-ate of soda^
(one dressing)

2 ewt. superphosphate

.

14 ewt. sulpliate of
potash

j

4 cwt. nitr.ate of soda
(3 or 4 dressings)

2 cwt. superphosphate

.

H cwt. sulphate of

potash

2 cwt. nitr.ate of sod.! 1

(two dressings) ... >

2 cwt. superphosphate . )

2 cwt. niti\ate of soda"^

(two dressings) ... f

IJ cwt. .sulphate at t
potash )

2 cwt. superphosphate . 1

IJ cwt. sulphate of >

potash )

Small.

Total
Weight ot
Tubersper

Aere.

tn.cwt. lb.

7 71!

.0 liO

Second Set.

Last year's m.anurc
repeated.

Market-
able.

tn.cwt lb. I tn.cwt. lb.

10 20 ! 7 16 8

7 10 (JO 7 19 32

7 18 64

Small.

Total
Weight of
Tubersper

Acre.

tn.cwt. lb.

10 80

10 40

tn.cwt. lb.

8 (i 88

7 17 Hi

S 17 IC

7 10 12

C 17 06

7 12 06

7 16 4S

7 19 72

5 12 06

tn.cwt lb.

4 16 8

Weigh f ok Tubers Pkr Acre.

Third Sot.

Manures applied in

January, 1896.

Market-
able.

tn.cwt. lb.

5 40

32

C 4 32

Small.

Total
Weight of

Tubers per
Acre.

tn.cwMb.

5 1 4S

Fourth Set.

Manures applied in
April, 1890.

Market-
able.

tn.cwt. lb.

7 10

S 16 48

7 OS

6 2 56 8 12 96

6 10 80 7 2 16

IS G4 :! 40

Sm.all

tn.cwt. lb.

4 72

6 43

Total
Weight of
Tubers per

Acre.

tn.cwt. lb.

7 14 72

7 IS 21

."i
i

."i 19 76

8 17 96

10
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TABLE II.

Weioiit of Tubers per Acre.

Jl.iiiure por Acr^.

& 3

o

Fifth Set.

Manured in April.

Miirket-
able.

Small.

£ «. d. tii.cwt lb. tn.cwt. lb

1 No manure .. ; 7 7 9(j 8 04
!

I

- IJ cwt. Ichaboe gnano ... "i

r2 cwt. supcrpbo^pbatc... ^ 1 7 7| s 5 SO 7 Jti

^ cwt. muriate of potash )

•* 2 cwt. fish guano ...^
;

2 cwt. superphosphate.,. ] 1 1 7^ S 17 16 ' 12 .3t)

\ cwt. muriate of putasb \

*
I J cwt. Ichaboe guano ..."^

'J cwt. superphosphate...
J

1 11 s s I IS 11 >:

1 cwt. sulphate of potiU"th j
\

5| 1 cwt. nitrate of soda ... 1

2cwt. 9upciT»ho.sphate... > l.s 7] « 11 8S

J cwt. muriate of potish j

6 IJ cwt. Ichiboo guano ... 1

3 cwt. basic .slag ... '- I

i cwt. muriate of potash j

7 IJ cwt. Ichaboo guano.
2 cwt. superphosphate,
laj cwt. kainit ...

S IJ cwt. Icliaboo guano ... "^

2 cwt. superphosphate... - 1 4 "MI SS 7 '.">

100 1b. .salt ]

. i \

tn cwt. lb. tn.cwt. !b.

7 li; 48

T
Diseased, i Total.

Sixth Set.

Manured in Jaun.iry.

Market-
able.

Small.

tn cwt. lb. tn.cwt. lb,

ti 14 32 j so

Diseased. I Total.

711 I! IS 101

:}

11 s.s

2 f. 17 110
I

4 72

s 11 24
,

5 14 ::2 1:; :,i;

3 12 !I6
I

12 56

s 1-7 .'•.II 4 15 n n ij ii;

1 .SS
I C S 11 72

7 10 80 4 17 116
! 14 72

7 2 .'.li
:
4 1 4.->

I
12 :.i;

tn.cwt. lb. ! tn.cwt. lb.

7

fl SS

I 40

19 72
,

4 17 .lO 14 2

TABLE III.

EXrUalMENTS IN COMB.VTIXG DISE.\SE.
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L'ld^ale on a south-wall, where thoy get the influence

of strong aun, the colour gets almost bleached out of

them. I have a plant of the former in just another

such a position—although it is doomed, which never

shows a flower of the bciiutiful bright orange tint so

peculiar to it, but is almost white, and therefore

valueless. Again, people imagine that an east aspect

is bad for Noisettes. I have a couple of grand plants

of Madame B^rard and Reve d'Or on the east side of

my house ; the former of these has never suffered in

the least from its eastern aspect, and although the

latter did a good many years ago, and so severely that I

thought its days were numbered, it was in a winter

when thousands of plants heretofore accounted hardy

succumbed. And it has now covered the space

which it formerly occupied, though, for other reasons

I have not allowed it to grow quite so high. I do not,

therefore, think that, in these southern counties, there

is anyreason why the Noisette Roses should not occupy

the quantity and closeness of its foliage—in fact, it

is almost evergreen.

Longworth Rambler.—Of all the dark colours of

so-called climbing Roses, I give the preference to this

variety. I prefer its colour very much to that of either

Reine Marie Henriette, which has been described as

a crimson Gloire de Dijon, or to Cheshunt hybrid. It

has, like the preceding Rose, an abundance of foliage,

which in such a winter as the last it never lost ; it

gives one also a good number of autumnal blooms,

and though the flowers are somewhat loose, their

colour makes them very acceptable. As to its

vigour there can be no doubt; I have to cut out

barrow loads of wood every year, and it will soon

reach the top of my house if I allow it to run on of

its own sweet will.

Climhing Devonimsis,—This is one of those Roses

which requires a warm corner on the house. Besides

Tabbitt's original strain, there are apparently others

I have a plan', of it now on my house which on this

28th of August is covered with fine blooms. These

are oftentimes of excellent shape, and bright in colour
;

very often, however, the blooms become cleft—a fact

which does not destroy their effectiveness. There has

hardly been a week since May when we could not

have cut blooms from it, and it will continue to give

us blooms for some weeks yet. Its growth is not

quite so long as in the type, so that the plant becomes

better filled in.

Madame Berard more closely resembles the original

than either of the preceding ; it is very hardy, and

stands the severe winters unprotected, without sus-

taining any injury. I have endeavoured to correct its

lanky habit by occasionally cutting back one of the

long shoots, though this is not generally a good thing

for Noisettes ; and by thus inducing it to throw out

fresh shoots, one gets the plant in more compact form.

Bouquet d'Or,—^One of the best of the race of

Fia. 66.

—

"not altooether exiled fbom the oabden that i love." (see r. 295.)

yiom "111 VeronkcCs t-kirdcu."

this position, and I may say, also, that in this south-

eastern corner of Kent we get the full eflect of the

easterly winds. While there are many rampant grow-

ing Roses which are very desirable for many situations

in gardens, such as hedges, banks, &c., they are

not varieties which I should choose ; such kinds

as Dundee Rambler, F^licitd-Perp^tue, Thoresbyana,

and the newer variety, Crimson Rambler, are to my
mind not suited for walls, while kinds that are not

thoroughly hardy, such as that fine old Noisette, La-

marque, are, fi'om the delicacy of their constitution,

out of the question, at least, except in some very

sheltered position.

Rife d'Or.—I am always inclined to place this in

the very front position as a wall-Rose ; it is fuller

than, and equally as bright as, the old Solfaterre
;

indeed, I have more than once seen it exhibited in a

winning stand of Tea Roses, and in freeness of flower-

ing it is not excelled by any Rose that I know of. It

is not an altogether summer-flowering variety, for I

have every year gathered some excellent blooms

from it in the autumn months ; but I think one

feature which it has in preference to many others is

more or less free-flowering ; some of them make
much longer shoots than others, while all in their

flowers retain more or less the character of the type.

Its very long shoots prevent it from being as much
clothed with foliage as one could wish, but the

exquisite purity and beauty of its flowers make it

very desirable, and few persons who could find room
for it would grudge it a place.

CUinhing Niphctos.—This beautiful Rose, sent out

by Keynes, Williams & Co., is well deserving of a

similar position to the preceding ; it makes very

long shoots, sometimes as much as IS to 20 feet in

length, and all who know the type will, where it is

possible, give it a place, but, as with the preceding, it

requires a warm, sunny position.

Gloire de Dijon.—This old and favourite Rose, a

chance seedling of the garden of Jacquetot, at Dijon,

has had a success unparalleled by any other Rose in

cultivation, and cannot be left out in any list of wall

Roses, although I think some of its progeny which

now go by the name of Dijon Teas are in some respects

its superior.

Belle Lyommiu is probably one of the best of these.

Dijon Teas; it has abundant foliage of a rich glossy

-

green. The flowers are large, and bright in colour, not

given to splitting, like La Belle Lyonuaise ; it also gives

a good many flowers in the autumn, and is very hardy.

Germaine Tisrhon.—A bright orauge-yellow, shaded

with fawn ; a very vigorous grower, and, I think,

likely to prove a valuable Rose.

Hcnrietle de Bcaumn. —This is a very pretty bright

yellow Rose, an 1 there is an interest about it pecu-

liarly its own. It is the last Rose sent out by La-

charme, one of the very best, most honest, and expe-

rienced of French Rose-gi-owers ; it is very vigorous,

with abundant foliage, and worthy of the reputation

of one who has given u? some of our best Roses.

Kaiscrin Friedcrich. — This is a very fine Ro^e,

closely resembling the old Gloire do Dijon, but dyingoff

with a reddish tinge on the margin of the petals, which

reminds one of the blooms of Marie Van Houtte.

Munsieur Desir.— I have not seen enough of this

Rose to be able to thoroughly recommend it ; it is a

red variety, but I am afraid it has too much of what
the raiser calls violet, which I fear implies that most
objectionable colour magenta.
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Forlime's Yellow.—I would plead for a place for tliis

very beautifully-coloured Rose, where the climate ia

favourable for it, for it is rather particular, and is not

(especially in its young state) very free-flowering, the

foliage Is handsome, and the flowers remind one more

of an Austrian Copper-briar than any other Rose that I

know of. I do not think it is desirable for exposed

situations, and were I restricted in the space 1 had to

cover, should probably make it give way to something

more dependable ; the same reason which caused me to

exclude W. A. Richardson from a wall applies to such

become discoloured, and a flourishing plant of it on a

wall appears to be covered with dead Ro.'ies, and hence

I have always regarded it as only fit for indoor

cultivation. Wild Hose.

GARDEN NOTES.
Plants in Flower.— Just now the Dimorphanthus

mandhuricus is at the height of beauty. " What a

grand appearance it makes with its gigantic leaves of

over 1 feet 6 inches, and about 3 feet wide !
" Of its

X 300 •

Fw. 57.—APLOPirPCS ericoides: colo: r of flowers liqlt yellow.

(Furparticu'ars, see first part of Bclgiovo article, in our ifsue for Sept. 6, p. £78.)

flowers as Beauti' Inconst^nte and Shirley llibberd.

There are also some of the Dijon family of which I

know nothing, and therefore cannot conscientiously

recommend them, though they may be very good.

There are also some climbing sports of our hybrid

pcrpetuals which do very well for low walls, but in

these uotes I ha.e had more in my mind the walls of

dwelliug-hou;es, and placts where very rampant

growers will find plenty of room. It may be objected

that I have left out Marcohal Niel ; but 1 have

done so advisedly, without in the least detracting

from the beauty of this grand Rose. I have always

maintained that it is not suitable for outdoor culti-

vation ; the outside petals of its pendent flowers

kind, nothing equals it, and now, with the large tufts of

white bloom at the apex of each shoot, florcseent

" bunches " of which measure 20 inches by 18 inches

combined as it is with beautiful foliage of a deep dark-

green, now somewhat changing into red and purple,

all tend to make this a most desirable bush. I grow
it in uiy Rhododendron bed, among which are also

I'Vrns, Lilies, Daflodils, &c.

The common Foxglove, Digitalis purpurea, is said

to be biennial. I have grown the same plants three

years, and one four years, and all of lai'ge size. One
plant of Dalba, two years old, this year grew to the

great height of 9 feet -t inches, and the bloom-spike

of pure white bells, was just over 5 feet 8 ipph^s in

length. But this ^has'^been a " growing '' year. I

have now just about to bloom a plant of Harpalium
rigidum giganteum that is over 10 feet high, and it

has not yet shown the colour of its flowers. The
Sweet Peas have run up to an unusual height, some
being nearly 6 feet. The Ferns are wonderful.

What a valuable shrub-Uke plant Poligonatum com-
pactum [officinale?] is ! Just now it is very pretty, each
shoot being tipped with a thin spike of white flowers.

It is very useful for covering banks, which it does
quickly, having a natural tendency to a spreading

habit of growth—in some situations too much so.

My Lilies have made a grand show this year, par-

ticularly the davuricum varieties, and also L. croceum
;

these I grow in patches of twenty to twenty-five,

then, when in bloom, they have a gorgeous effect.

L. chalcedonicum, though doing fairly well, has not
been so great a success ; though tho double light

purple Turk's-cap (Martagou) was particularly stroni;,

as was L. album, showing very large spikes of flowers,

and also L. dalmatlcum. I do not think the Lily is half

so much cultivated in our gardens as it should be,

many kinds of great beauty being so very easily

grown.

And for "a bit of blue" what can excel the new
Kelway varieties of Delphinium ? How chaste, and
yet how rich they are in colour. I have some that

are of a most delicate azure, tinted with pink, a white
centre, and double-flowered ; and some of a glowing
deep blue, tinged with carmine, and others that are

now blooming for the second time. This they will

do if prevented from seeding. And at this time of

year what a foil their colour is to the yellow. How
fine is tho glow of colour in the Phloxes, ranging,

as it does, from white to almost intense crimson
scarlet. And yet but few gardeners have the newer
and more beautiful Delphiniums. They are beautiful

;

and now is the time to plant them. And do not

forget to put in some Lilies. Oh ! yes ! and Dimor-
phanthus mandhuricus. Harrison Weir.

BELGROVE.
(Coiitinwtlfrom p. 279.)

Among "Morning Glories" a note was made of a

.Iai)anese species, which is Eaid to reach a height of

17 feet, but that great height is not going to be reached

by the Belgrove plants, although every encourage-

nieut has been afforded them, including a tempt-

ing and ingenious arrangement of twine. An allied

species is Convolvulus macrostegius, the flower white,

with pink ribs. The remarkable Senecio Tropajoli-

folius w.as observed, but it was destitute of blossoms
;

and in similar condition was Pentstemon Watsoni, a

Colorado species, obtained from Herbe & WuUe, of

Naples. Another rare species noted was Ostrowskia

magnifica, not a handsome thing, but striking in its

form of flower and quaint habit of growth.

Anemone japonica, Couronne vii'ginale, with white

flowers having forty petals each ; A. j. Coupe
d'Argent, A. j. rubra superba, and A. j. Beaut(!

Parfait, are one and all very desirable forms, very

free in flowering, and doing almost anywhere if let

alone. The bushes of Rosa rugosa, in variety, were,

of course, out of bloom, but one was enabled to see

how floriferous they had been by the abundance ol

the fruits. These, as they ripen, are gathered and
made into a delicious preserve. Rubus ellipticus is

peculiar from its spiny stems, which are bright red

in colour.

We now leave the small garden, and survey the

contents of a narrow border with a tall hedge to the

south of it. Here were Senecio compac;us (see

fig. 53, p. 277, in our la.st issue). Rhododendron

Keysii, has tubular, red-coloured flowers, tlat

bear resemblance to those of Mitrai-ia coccinea

;

Passiflora alata x with P. cccruloa by the la'e Mr.

Masters, of Canterbury, and figured as P. alala

coerulea, although brought out as P. Fordii loraa

years later. Here were a'so Buddleia variabilio, a

plant of recumbent habit, and grey green foliage.

We are in doubt as to the correctness of this name,

and should be glad if any of our readers could throw

any light on the origin of the plant. Several Deut-

zias were l^eTe r^qiaiked, chiefly M. Lemoines'
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crosses; also Berberis diaphana, with almost trans-

pareut berries ; Aralia pauax ses.silifolia, Hypericum

triflorum, the largest flowored of the genus
;

Philadelphus Coulteri, a form of P. mexicanus,

and the only Philadelphus which possesses two

colours in the blooms, white, with an eye

of pink. Nothospartium Carmichtclia;, Abutilon

viticfolia, a perfecty hardy species ;
Seuecio laxi-

florus ; Bambusa Castilonis, a plant with yellow

variegated foliage, and the stem on alternate sides

green and yellow—a pretty species ;
Viburnum dila-

tatum (Lemoine), Melioama myriantha, and Eupa-

torium serrulatum, from Uruguay, were some of the

more remarkable species on this border, which is a

kind of prob.atiouary quarter for unknown and untried

plants.

The terrace in the front of the mansion is bounded

by a row of plants remarkable chiefly for nobility of

habit and lorm of foliage. These stand at the top of

the slope, each in its own small circle. We will

enumerate some of the species and varieties of

Kuiphofias standing here, of which Mr. Gumbletou has

one of the best collections in Britain. There were K.

Pfitzeri, K. corallina, K. mode.%ta,K. recurvata, aud K.

pra;cox, which sometimes does dutv for the last-uamed;

K. nobilis pallida, K. spectabilis, K. Henry Cannell.

K. grandis, very rare, if true ; K. Triumph, K. T. S,

Ware, K. President Cleveland, the finest, it is said, of

Pfitzer's raising—the flowers a kind of varnished

scarlet, and the flower-sinke of great length ; K. Hof-

giirtuer Fiesser, with red flowers ; K. Nelsoni, a

small dwarf-habited form, with bright scarlet flowers,

and four or live flowei'-spikes that come in succession ;

K. John Waterer, and K. longicolis, which has the

advantage (?) of flowering at the end of December
;

K, Obelisque, a beautiful yellow-flowered v.ariety ;
K.

Sandersii, also yellow-flowered ; K. Lacasis, flowers

apricot-coloured ; K. No. 125 of Pfitzer, the brightest

of all his raising ; Direktor Stohl, K. Uooperi, K. Kogc-

liaua, one of the strong-growing v.arieties; K. comosa,

which has the peculiarity of beginning to open its

flowers in the middle of the spike, and going upwards

and downwards; K. Canarine, and K. Kaiser Wil-

helm. Others were noted, but the above will show

the size and importance of the collection.

The almost new Dracioni Doucetti was making a

fine robust plant, being 5 feet high and 4 wide.

Near by stood the yellow variegated Pampas-grasi-,

very handsome ; Miscanthus sinensis, often grown

for Eulalia ; Phcenix senegalensis, a splendid, healthy

plant, which stood out the '!)5 winter, and lost its

leaves ; Sparaxis pulcherrima, with deep purple aud

pink flowers ; there are two varieties, growing 6 feet

high, aud have purple berries succeeding the flowers.

Gynerium Argenteum Lambleyi has silvery variega-

tion, and is a desirable variety ; Yucca recurva vario-

gata aud Y. gloriosa variegativ do well out-of-doors :

Beschorneria glauca.with bright green flowers, having

brilliant rose-coloured spathe", is another rare plant

;

ISr.ythohcna couspieua is a bienuial scarlet-flowered

Thistle.

On another part of ihis teiraee we remarked plants

of Caryopteris mastacanthus, Grindelia hirsuta, a

yellow Composite, with much waxy seci etion on the top

of the flower-buds. Lavandula atro-purpurea, with

flowers individually double the size of those of the

common Lavender. An Arundinaria falcata was

20 feet high, and Mains floribunda and M. Sieboldi stjn.

Toriuga foimed good-sized trees. Both species flower

profusely. Wcigela japonica wii;S a large plant, with

white and lilac-coloured flowers, very free. A Wine-

Ijerry—Aristotelia (Tarpo^a)—was remarked about this

part of the garden.

In what was iutended to be a garden of Hollies,

but owing to the p.utial failure of these shrubs is

being filled up with plants better suited to the

locality, the following species of trees and shrubs

were noticed : Hammamelis Zuocariniana, Juglans

lilanthifolia, the tree loaded with immense clusters of

nuts, the leaves measuring 2( feet in length ; Cerasus

I'adus, var. gi-anditlorus, the "aureus" variety of the

common Yew, a nice plant of Picea Alcockiana, Cu-

pressus macrocarpa, with effective yellow variegation
;

a big shrub of Choisya ternata ; the rare Cotoneaster

Foutanesii. the golden-leaved Castauea chrysophylU ;

Ilex Hodginsii aurea, with very Cue leaf eS'ects ; I.

buxifolia, not a bit like a Holly ; Olearia illicifolia,

S|artium a:tiiensis, .Spiriei Fontainesia alba, and

S. F. rosea, all four being a'.itumn bloomers. Magnolia

C.injpbelli was a good plant, which haj not bloomed

although it has done so at Fota. The owner has the

hope of seeing it flower before it dies. It is a tree of

12 feet in height. Berberis buUata has fine red fruits,

and Hymenanthera craasifolia, a plant whose berries

are at the first ot a slaty-colour and change to white.

Colutea melanoealyx is a species of Bladder Senna with

yellow-variegated foliage ; Parrottia persica foimed a

fine large wide-spreading tree, the leaves of which are

changing to rich colsurs ; and Laburnum (Cytisus)

Alschingeri is a free flowerer judging by the quantity

of seed vessels hanging on its branches. Piuus

pungons var. Kosteri is remarkable for its gray-

green needles ; Hydi-angea quercifoUa was growing

thriftily ; Daphniphyllum glaucescens was a bush

12 feet by 12 feet; Spiriea bracteata, a plant

figured in Botanical Magazine, i. 7-129, had been

covered with its wreaths of flowers ;
Virgillea

lutea, whose buds are curiously enclosed in tlie

basal portion of the leafstalks ; the rare Lonieora

Meersii, a plant that has not been figured in any

book .as yet, succeeds admirably in this part of the

garden. Of cliinljiug plants seen on the walls of the

kitchen garden, we may enumerate Malva Muuroi,

L'ladianthus Lyalli, Xanthocera sorliifolia, the last-

n.-imed with ripe fruits, wliich contain within a fleshy

husk a number of black seeds of the size of horse-

beans.

Our list of rare and beautiful plants, collected by

Mr. Gumbleton at Belgrove, is by no means an

exhaustive one, aud mauy more could be named had

we space at our command ; out prudence bids us halt

At other seasons of the year numerous bulbous

plants, aud of which little or no trace remained aud

no note was taken,, doubtless add their quota to the

floral beauties of this charming garden.

Forestry.

THE DOUGLAS FIR.

As a good deal has been .said in the coluiiui.s of the

Hardeners' Chronicle about the Douglas Fir, it may
bo of interest to some of your readers to know
that a cargo of DougUis timber was landed in 1 )evon-

port Dockyard in lstf4 for experiment. Its strength

and density were greater than that of the best Baltic

red Pine used for topmasts and jib-booms, so it was

tried for those spars. It was heavier than rod Pine,

and was very straight in the grain and free from knots.

However, a peculiarity, viz., the rings being h.arder

than the wood between them, caused topsail yards,

when lowered, to shave off long splinters from the

spar. This, and the weight of the spars, preveuted

it from being recommended for topmasts.

In 1884, Mr. McCorquod.de kindly showed me
some of Lord Mansfield's plantation--i, near Perth, in

Scotland. The oldest plantation of Douglas was then

twenty-eight years old. The trees stood 12 feet ap.art,

and Larches that had been planted between were gone,

and light was being let into the plantation by sawing

off' the lower branches of the Douglas Firs. There were

two fine trees on the Lyndouk estate. One of them

coned freely, and was surrounded by a paling, with

zinc plate at the top of the pales, curving outwards to

prevent the squirrels from robbing the tree. About

7,000 seedling -I were being raised yearly, aud the

young iilantation I saw had Dougl.is Firs in rows

14 feet apart, with Larch between.

Douglas was used as a shade-bearing tree (I pre-

fer shade-enduring, to express the German words

schatUn ira'jewi) in old Oak and other woods with great

success, as the Douglas Fir grew fast among the old

forest trees with straight stems, in places where few

other Firs would thrive.

I have seen it scattered among Larch and other

Firs in Sir Thomas Acland's plaiiUitioiis near Por-

lock, in North Devon, but that mode of planting it

•is not a success. It grows more rapidly than its

neighbours, and gets deflected by the wind and

injured. //. R.

afford space that will suffice for two seasons. Plants

in good health in pots filled with roots should have

the pot broken, aud as many pieces removed as

possible without disturbing the old drainage materials,

afterwards picking out the old soil without injuring

the roots. Large specimens whose back bulbs have

been lost will need to be re-made up, all decayed

pseudo-bulbs and dead roots cut off, and all worn-out

compost removed. Afford plenty of dr.ainage, and over

it place a thin layer of sphagnum-moss, aud above that,

good fibrous peat aud moss mixed together in equal

quantities, mingling with these some thick crocks. In

repotting Liolias, keep them raised above the rim of

the pot, and to keep the plant in pluco, secure a

pseudo-bulb here and there to neat sticks.

L>ELIA ELEGANS.—Plants of this species, as they

go out of flower, push forth almost directly from
the base of what was the flowering pseudo-bulb, a

quantity of roots, which, it afforded some fresh

potting mixture, readily seize upon it. Growth at

this time being completed, the plants should be

placed in a house having a temperature of C0° at

night, and grailually exposed to more light and

air. Too luunh moisture at the root should be

avoided at this stage, the tender growths being very

liable to decay.

CATTLEYAS.— Cattleyas gigas, Dowi.ana, Warnerii,

and other autumn-flowering C. labiatas, having com-
pleted their growth, should be given a similar kind of

treatment. The different varieties of C. Eldorado may
also bo repotted as they pass out of flower, and while

the night temperature of the Cattleya-house remains

at about (i5 , they may remain therein, but when cold

weather set.i in, and it falls to 60', they should be re-

moved to the East Indian-houae.

COOL HOUSE ORCHIDS.—The present season is

the most suitable for repotting the inmates of the

cool houses, especially Odoutoglossum crispum, O.

I'escatorei, 0. triumpliaus, 0. triiiudians, O. Halli, 0.

gloriosum, 0. cirrhosum, O. Harryanum, O. luovium,

O. luteo-purpuroum, 0. hystrix, O. cuspidatum, O.

polyxanthum, O. 'nevadense, O. inulus, &c., and the

various hybrids of 0. Andersonianum .and O. Iluckeii-

auum. i'lie plants for a few days prior to the

re (lotting should be allowed to become moderately

drv. The best fibrous peat, well pulled to pieces,

and all of the dust sifted out of it, freshly gathered
sphagnum-moss, from which all rubbisli has

been removed, as well as .all slugs and snails. Mid
quantity of sm.all crocks, form the best sort of mate-

rials for the potting compost. If thcsph,%gnum-moss is

very wet, siiuceze the water out of it, and after picking

it over spread it out to dry. The peat and tho sphag-

num mo.ss should be used in equal proportious, and
all should be thoroughly well mixed together. The
pots should be filled to three-fourths of their depth
with clean crocks, over which a thin layer of moss
thould be spread. Turn the plants out of their pots,

and with a pointed stick remove the decayed compost,

not cli-^turbing living roots which may be found cling-

ing to any that is in a sound condition, unless it be

quite necessary to do so ; trim oft' dead roots, and repot

in pots of a suitable size, carefully avoiding over-

jiotting. Keep the base of each jiUnt a little higher

than the rim of the pot, and press the material firmly

about the roots ; aflbrd the plants a good watering,

aud for a few weeks afterwards apply enough water

to maintain life in the sphagnum. Moisten the pots

and the stages morning and evening, and admit plenty

of air, especially when tho temperature is above 50°,

and the hygrometer is within a few degrees of the satur-

ation point ; and shade from sunshine at all times.

The WEEK'S Work,
THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By W. II. WuiTE, Orchid Grower, Biir/ord, Dorkinq.

L/ELIA PURPURATA.—This fine species and its

varieties having fairly started into growth, e.ach

should now be examined to see if more rooting space

is required. The young breiiks at this season, but a

few inches in height, will begin to put out roots, and

these should have sutficient space to grow inside the

rim of the pot ; it is, therefore, necessary when
repotting the plants to have pots large enough to

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bi/ Q. WooDOATE, Gardener, Rolhstoii Hall, Biirtoii-ori'TreiiL

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—Continue to cut

out the old fruitiiig-wood from Peach and Nectarine

trees when tiie fruits have been cleared from them,
aud stop all lateral growths to oue leaf. Youug trees

which have made stronger growth than is desirable,

may be marked for being re-lifted or root-pruned next
month. If any are not making proper headway,
it will be well to mark these .also, so that they

may be lifteil, an! their roots examined. It may be

found necessary to remove some of the old soil in such

cases, and replace with a more suitable compost.

RASPBERRIES.— .Vutumn frultin; varieties will

require to have the fruits protected from birds, which
may be ottected by placing fish-netting over some light

laths, fixed at a sufficient height to allow of the fruit

being gathered without removing the nets.

STRAWBERRIY PLANTS that were put out after

being forced, especially such a variety as La Grosse

j^ucr^e, will now be setting a considerable crop o
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fiult, aad i£ tho uext few weeks should prove fine and

warm, several dishes may bo gathered from them for

dessert. A little dry litter should bo placed round each

plant which is bearing fruit, and before the fruits begin

to change colour they must bo protected from birds.

GENERAL WORK.—llemove the nets from fruit

trees from which the fruits have been gathered. The
n3ts should ba thoroughly dried, and hung up in a

dry place where mice will not harm them. Take

notes of the varieties of all kinds of fruits, but espe-

cially of the newer ones, that a selection may bo

made, and all unsatisfactory varieties gradually weeded

out. Only those which are the most suitable to the

locality, and bear freely fruits of good quality, are de-

sirable. Filberts and Cub nuts need not be gathered

until they show signs of falling. Choose a dry day

for the purpose, and spread the nuts out-of-doors

fur a few hours each day for .about a week, when the

weather is fine, to thoroughly dry them before they

are packed away in jars or clean, large flower-puts.

The jars or pots should afterwards be placed in a

ool dry cellar, easy of access. Nuts stored carefully

in this w.iy.with a sprinkling of salt on each layer of 3 ur

4 inches deep, will remain in condition for a consider-

able time.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Bit HisDLKv Warrkn. Gnrdriur, A^foii CliiU'jn, Tring.

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS. — From the

present time to the miildle ur end of October is the

i est time to move evergreen shrubs. Tho ground

generally is tlien in a moist condition, and tho tempera-

ture is favourable. Beyond a good watering at the

roots to settle tho recently-moved soil, little labour

will be needed after the shrubs have liccn re-planted,

and the soil being warm they will soon make fibrous

roots, and the trees will become jiartly established

before severe weather occurs. In lifting the trees,

jjreserve as many roots as possible, and cut cleanly off

with a knife tho ends of any that may have been

injured. A ball of earth in proportion to the size of

the tree should also be preserved, but this may be

difficult in the case of light sandy soils. How-
ever, in such soils root-action will commence sooner

than in soils of a stiff nature. The ground in

which tlio trees are to be planted should be well

worked or trenched, as trees seldom thrive if placed

in hard, unbroken soil. Should the ground bo of

such a nature that tho soil cannot be moved to a suffi-

cient depth, it is best to plant high, and make a

mound of good soil about the base of the tree, and
support with stakes until the tree is cstabli.'shed.

This is particularly necessary where there is little or

no natural drainage, or the subsoil is clayey.

DOUBLE-FLOWERING BRAMBLES. — The.se lire

capital flowering plants for the will L'arden and appro-

priate places in the shrubberies ami pleasure grounds.

The blossoms are extremely pretty, and are borne in

great profusion all through the late summer and early

autumn months. They are valuable even when grow-
ing among other shrubs, but their gracefulness and
beauty are best seen when growing naturally in the
wild garden as isolated clumps or rambling over true-

stumps or rookwork. llubus fruticosus, U. f. flore

plena alba, and R. f. rosea are the best varieties, and are

ea-ily obtainable from luirserymen for a few pence.

GENERAL WORK.—Bulbi of Tulips, Dattodils,

&c., that were ;-aved from last season's forcing, i^c.,

should nuw be examined, and all decaying or under-

sized bulbs rejected. The rest may be planted in the

wild garden or in patches in tho shrubberies
;

they should on no account, however, be used for

planting in beds and borders in conspicuous positions,

as they cannot be depended upon to bloom satis-

factorily. Secure growing .shoots of Dahlias to stakes,

and at tho same time carefully examine the plants, to

correct any that are incorrectly named, and discard

others. Continue to transplant spring-flowering

plants that will be needed to fill the flower-beds

presently.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
iJv W. Pope, Gardemr, Highclere Castle, Newbury.

VINES.—Frequently look over all Grapes which
are ripe or ripening, and remove any shanked or

decaying ben-ies promptly. One such berry, if left

for a day or two, will quickly become the centre of a
mass of decay, and more especially if the bunches
have been insufficiently tbiimed. Keep tho Vine free

from lateral growths, and endeavour to preserve the
principal leaves green and healthy to the last. Strong
young Vines from which the fruit has been cut will

possibly be furnished with wood that is a little soft and
pithy, and they should now be afforded sufficient fire-

heat and free ventilation, to thoroughly mature this.

Do not, however, allow the roots to become dry at

this or any other stago. If the border be mulched
with some light dry material, it is a great help in

con.scrving muisture. Early vineries from which
ripo fruit will bo required in April or iVIay next

should be prepared for pruning about the end of the

present month liy keeiaug them as cool as pos-

sible, to induce a complete rest in the Vinos.

Thoroughly cleanse the woodwork, glass, &c., and
effect any repairs and painting which are needful.

lUpening Grapes should bo encouraged by means of a

little extra fire-heat and free circulation of air to

finish during this mouth, especially if thoy are

required to be kept during the winter either upon
the Vines or in bottles. If Vines havo to be hurrieil

late in the autumn, they neither keep well nor will

the flavour be good. Remove all lateral growths,

but the principal foliage must be kept healthy as long

a« possible. Atmospheric moisture must be consi-

derably reduced, especially where ripe Grapes are

hanging. A rather dry mulching material should bo

afforded to the inside border.-.

POT VINES intended for very early forcing, will

now be shedding their leaves. After shortening tho

canes to the required length, they should be stood

in a cool, shady position, .so as to ensure them a

complete rest, but do not allow them to become dry
at the root.

FIGS.—Late crops of these are now ripening, and
must l>eaHbrded sufficient artificial heat tn obtiin a free

circulation of warm, dry air. See that enough water
is siqiplied to the roots to keep the foliage In a fresh,

hciiltliy stato, for if allowed to .suffer in this respect,

the fruit will be deficient in ([uality. Trees from
which the fruit has all been gathered may bcsyiinged
two or three timesweekly.so as to keepthe foliage clean

and fresh till it begins to fall naturally. Reduce tho

supply of water to the roots, but not to the extent of

causing tho leaves to flag. Keep a drier atmoa])hcre,

and afford free ventilation. Trees in i)ots recpilred for

early forcing should now be re-potted if larger pots

are desirable ; if not, remove a few inches of the

surface soil. Cut away all small roots near the top,

and top.dres.s with fresh fibrous-loam, a little mortar-
rubbisli and bone-meal being incorporated with the

soil. When this has boon done, place the plants in

a cool, airy situation.

Amarylll3(Hippeastrums) will have become sufficiently

ripened to allow of their being dried off. Tots uf

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By J.vo. McIntvrk, Gard.:ner, H^uodsule, Darlia<jttiit

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Owing, unfortuiiatoly, to

the early nature of the season, it has been necessary to

run many <>f the varieties on to the terminal buds, as

the crown buds would have been too early for

e.xhibitions. The plants have now almost exhauste*!

tho potting material, and those whose buds
have been " taken " may be fed liberally. It is my
pnictice to use liquid from the farm-yard and soot-

water alternately. Take care that all the plants are

made secure against high winds. The stakes should be

fastened to a rail or a strong wire running tho entire

length of the rows ; and for the purpose of ripening

the points of shoots, each shoot should be tied clear

of its neighbour, so that sun and air may have
access to it.

CINERARIAS, CANNAS, AND ROSES —Kucourage
( 'merari.as to grow as rapidly as possible. The plants

shtndd be in cool pits, and the pots stood upon coal-

ashes. Nofeediug should lie done until the plants have
well tilled the pots with roots. The late batch of

Cannas is now provinj? very useful. Supply the plants

liberally with some artificial preparation that has no
disagreeable odour. Roses in pots intended for

forcing early should be k.spt rather dry at the roots

in oriler to get the wood well ripened. They should
be pruneil about the end of September, and
afterwards re-potte^l or top-dressed as each may
require. For potting use strung loam, river sand, and
a sprinkling of any kind of artificial fertiliser,,

and make the soil firm. Hybrid perpetuals are pre-

ferable to Teas for pot-work, giving a larger

return in blooms. Bouvardias planted out in pits or

frames should be given a check, by cutting through
the roots at about 8 or 4 inches from the stems. Ten
days after this operation, the plants may be potted

up and no check will be felt. When they have been
potted, keep the plants well .shaded until they take
hold of the new soil.

CROTONS AND DRAC/EN AS — Take off the tops of

Crotons that have become legijy. "Ringing"is the best

system of propagating the tops of large Crotons, that is,

the bark is cut round, when the tops quickly emit roots,

in a moist and hot bouse. As soon as the first sign of

rooting is observed a ball of sphaguum-moss should
bo tied round tho stem, and when the roots have
pushed through this, the top may with safety bo
cut away and potted. Seldom are any basal leaves
lost when propagated in this way. As soon as a
top is potted, plunge it in bottom-heat in the propa-

gating - frame until well established. Contirme to

obtain cuttings or eyes of Dracaenas. It is best,

whenever an old plant becomes "leggy," to take tho
stem and cut it into pieces 2 inches long, and place

them in Cocoa-nut fibre refuse.

BULBOUS PLANTS, ETC.—Established bulbs of

iarylll3(Hippe

ened to allow

these may then be stored aw.ay until the end of

January in a dry airy place, where they will be

secure from a lower temperature than IS"^. Seed-

lings raised this year may be kept growing for some
time yet. Achimenes, l'yd;e(s, and Gesner.as now
becoming unsightly also require less water, ami may
.also be gradually dried off. When thoroughly
ripened, put them away on a dry shelf, but not near

to hot-water pipes, or the bulbs are apt to shrivel.

CJradually dry-olf all Caladiums, domg this slowly,

for until tho bulbs aro thoroughly matured, they
requke a certain quantity of water.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bf/ C. Hkrrin, Ckmkiier, Dropiiiori:, Uaukiiheafl.

ONIONS.— If the tops uf these still remain green
and erect, they should be bent down with a wooden
rake to induce them to quickly mature! In niany

l>laces, however, the tups have .already ripened oil',

and where this is tho ca.se, no time should be lost

in pulling them, otherwise in rainy weather they
will root afresh. If the surface- soil lie suffi-

ciently dry, the bulbs may be pulled up and left

on the bed in broad lines, and after turning them
over a few times so as to dry them thoroughly,

they should be t.aken without further delay to the
store, where they can be further cleaned, and ru]ied

or bunched as opportunities occur. Should the

weather be unsettled, lay the bulbs, when pulled, on
boards, hurdles, or a hard gravel-path, and store tiom
thinly upon the ftrst dry day. Seeds to fuuiish

plants for standing through the winter may yet be

sown. Varieties of Onions, such as are usually sown
in tho spring, may also be sown now in drills

9 inches apart, and bo transplanted to prepared
quarters next spring. Unless tho winter be unusually

severe, these will pass through it safely, and furnish

*6trong plants, without the inconvenience of sowing
seeds in boxes in heat, and hardening off in frames
before jilanting out in spring. Cottagers who grow
Onions for exhil>ition sometimes adopt this plan with
excellent results, and I am aware of one instance

where large {exhibition Onions have been thus grown
this season in a gentleman's garden, the bulbs equal-

ling those sown early in heat and grown on for plant-

ing out early in April. This method is also advisable

where the Onion-maggot is generally troublesome.

The tops become so hardened that the fly cannot
readily deposit its eggs.

ASPARAGUS.—The heavy rains now being ex-

perienced should not be allowed to break down the

tops, but the latter should be afforded timely support

from stakes and soft twine. If the planting of seed-

ling Asparagus was not completed in April, it

should be done now without delay. Since the recent

change in the weather, the young plants have com-
menced new growth, and if the plants be now trans-

planted and the growths tied to stidtes, they will

soon re-establish themselves. When planting per-

manent beds, preparations should be made as advLsed

in a previous calendar; but where many crowns aro

lifted annually to be forced, and a corresponding

number of one-year seedlings planted, any well-

manured plot will suffice. Planting may be done
with a spade, putting them in in lines 18 inches

apart, being careful to spread the roots out at a depth
of 2 or .3 inches.

TOMATOS.—Young shoots should now be kept

closely pinched out, and very large leaves, espe-

cially where they overlap any of the fruits, may be

partly cut away, but this should not be done to exgess.

In the case of those growing against walls, any frame

lights not in use should be secured to the wall perpen-

dicularly to keep off rain and hasten the ripening of

the fruits.

FRENCH BEANS that were sown in cold pits

should now be covered at night, and the lights m.ay

be kept on during excessively wet days. Where a

succession through the winter is required, seeds

should now be sown in "inch pots, filled rather more
than three-parts full with some moderately-rich soil.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SUNDAY,

TUBSDAY,

MOXDAV,

TUESDAY,

/-

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 16-^

THUBSDAY, Sept. 17(

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY, Sl.IT. I'.l

Sept. 13—Brussels OrcUidt'enue Meeting.

Q , . r Bimyard's Centenary Show at
aerr. 1.3

-^ Maidstone (two days).

SALES.
Dutch Bnlltg at Protheroo &

Morris* Rooms.
Eleventh Great Annual Trade Sale
of Pot Plants at Dyson's Lane

Sept. 14
-{ Nurseries, Upper Edmonton, by

order of Mr. H. B. May, by
Protheroe h Morris.

Dutch Bulbs at J. C. Stevens'
Rooms.

/Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Great Annual Trade Sale of Winter-
blooming Heaths at the Burnt

SEPr. 15- Ash Road Nurseiies, Lee, by
order of Messrs. B. Mailer &
Sons, by Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs at J. C. Stevens'
Rooms.

Dvitch Bulbs at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Annual Sale of Winter flowering
and other Plants at the Nur-
series, South AVoodford, Essex,
by order of Mr. John Eraser, by
Protheroe & Morris.

Trade Sale of Dutch and French
' Bulbs at J. C. Stevens' Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe ifc

Morris' Rooms.
Twenty-eighth Annual Trade Sale

of Stove and Greeuhouse Plants
at the Brimsdown Nurseries,

Green Street, Enfield Highway,
N., by Protlieioe & Morris

Trade Sale of Im>-)orted Orchibs, by
order of Mr. J. W. Moore ; also

Dutch Bulbs at J. C. Stevens'
Rooms.

^Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe h
Morris' Rooms.

Established Orchids at Protheroe
<& Morris' Rooms.

Seeond porton of the Great Annual
"Tradd Sale of Winter-bloomiug
Heaths at the LengLanda Nur-
sery, Sidcup, S.E., by order of

Messrs. Gregory it Evans, by
Protheroe &l Morris.

Miscellaueous Property at J. C.
V Stevens' Rooms.

\ Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe h

StrT. 1k(

) Mojris' I^ooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WBEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK —67 8°.

Toe author in this littlo work

Mts^culture*"'^
devoted to the culture of the

Orange and allied fruits, states

that in Algeria, Spain, Italy, and other places

round the Mediterranean there are annually

produced about o^!, 000,000 of kilograms of

Oranges alone. In Algeria, the difficulty is

about irrigation. The early Oranges, although

still sour, fetch a good price in the markets.

Many of the (_)ld World good varieties have been

introduced into California.

Corsica is the great field of production of the

Citron-tree, the fruit of which is so largely used

in confectionery. The author states that the

demand for candied Citron exceeds the supply,

so that there is room for extending its cul-

tivation.

The supply of Oranges increases, but popu-

lations increase also, so that prices are main-

tained. In Paris they have held the same level

for fifty years.

The cultivation of these trees yields profit,

not only from their fruit, but also from their

leaves and flowers, for the table, perfumerj',

confectionery, and acid drinks. In France,

"orangeade'' is as common as "limonade;"

but in England no one asks for an Orange-

squash. The author gives a recipe for making

Orange wine, by fermentation of the juice,

which seems interesting.

He gives some good hints about Orange-

houses, with double-glazing for winter. Ue
has never found that the seeds of sweet Oranges

* The Orange and Us Culture,—Les Grangers, Citronniorp,

Cedratiers, et autres Aurantiacees a fruits comestibles, leur

culture dans la region Mediterraneenne et dans le nord. Par
Raphael pe Noter, Paris. Octave Dois.

produced the bitter Oranges, so that the solitary

case quoted by McFadgen might well have

resulted from some mistake.

The author gives, from his own experience,

rules for the cultivation of these most useful

fruit-trees. In the last part of this manual he

names the insects which are injurious to these

trees, and also the fungi that attack them ; but

this has been exhaustively treated by M.
Penzig in his iStuilj siiyti Ar/nimi.

The classification of Oranges, Lemons, and
Citrons seems a hopeless task ; it is a chaos

which cannot now be unravelled, any more
than the chaos which Poses, Begonias, &c., have

fallen into, and into which the Orchids will soon

fall. Insects had blended up the species and
varieties of the Citrus, and created new ones,

and now the whole is an inextricable mixture I

The author gives a large number of well-

executed illustrations, principally taken from
Eisso and Poite.au' s work ; but only a small

proportion of these has come into commercial

use.

The history of the Citrus and of its introduc-

tion into Europe is not satisfactorily given.

The author does not seem to have been
acquainted with the Flora of Atnbuyua of EuM-
PHius, in which, 200 years ago, were described

all the varieties of the Citrus he found in the

Malay Ai'chipelago. The very words '
' Lemon '

'

and "Lime" come from the Malay generic

name for the species of Citrus. M. be Noteh
does not seem aware of a pamphlet, in Erench,

by Mr. M. V. Loret, Paris, 1891, entitled "Lo
Ccdratier dansi'AntiquitO," which clearly shows
that the ancient Egyptians were acquainted

with the Ltnion-tree, and with Lemons. Nor
does the author appear to have scon the exhaus-

tive monograph of all the varieties of Citrus,

and the learned and suggestive dissertations

concerning them published in Dr. PoN.vvi.v's

work on the cultivated Oranges and Lemons of

India and Ceylon, which would have furnished

him with a jierfeot mine of information on the

history, botanical characteristics, commercial

importance, and culture of these trees.

No one seems to have yet discovered the

origin of the word " Pampelniousse," trans-

formed by the English into either "Pommelous "

or " Pommelnosc." Many of the species of

Citrus in general cultivation appear to have

come from Southern China by way of the Malay
Archipelago, India, the Persian Gulf, Syria, and
the Mediterranean. The Portuguese may have
then introduced others by way of the Cape of

Good Hope.

Then the early Genoese horticulturists on the

Eiviora raised a large number of varieties from
seed. They were much thought of in tho^e days
as ornamental trees, but few of them have come
into commercial cultivation.

The best Orange that now reaches the London
market is the Navel Orange of California, without
seeds ; it has a dense skin, which enables it to

travel long distances without damage.

Upon the whole M. Eapiiael de Noter
has produced an interesting manual which fills

a want ; for since the publication of the works
of Eisso and Poiteau in French, and of

G.^LLESio in Latin, no practical manual on the

Citrus cultivation has appeared. Wo might
note that the author, on p. 19, falls into the

same error as Pliny, who seems to have con-

founded the "Cedar" wood of Mount Atlas

with that of the Citronnier, Cedrus and Citrus

being similar.

We would recommend to the notice of the

author the thin-skinned Pummelow of Bombay,
called "Cha]^6tra," with a beef-red pulp and

a fine flavour; also the loose-skinned SiinlSra-

Orange of Magpur, which on occasions has
found its way into the London markets, but
the fine Bombay Pommelow does not appear to

be known to European horticulturists.

Thus, if the French horticulturists, who are

possessed of inexhaustible patience, would only
take up the Citrus trifoliata, which is the
hardiest of all, and try to improve its fruit by
hybridisation with the fine kinds in cultivation,

they might succeed in evolving a hardy, useful

Orange-tree which would resist more northerly

climates in the open air. There is no doubt
whatever that the Citrus fruits are not only

of value as edible fruits, but also of great

value in various diseases, such as ague, enlarged
spleen, cachexia, &c.

Packers and exporters of Oranges should note

that it has been discovered that Onions kept in

Orange warehouses, and with Oranges in the

holds of ships, impart a distinct Oniony flavour

to Blood Oranges.

DRAC/ENA HOOKERIANA LATIFOLIA (Regfl).—
The illuatiatiou (see fig. 58, p. 305), portrays a

plant which is somewhat rare iu gardens, but which
is destined to become popular when better known.
As isolated examples in large conservatories, or for

filling largo vases in the dwelling, it is an admirable

subject. The plant is capable of resisting a degi-ce of

cold that would be fatal to other Draca;nas, and suffeis

less from gas-lighting, and in this respect forms a good
compaaiou plant to the well-known Aspidistra lurida.

As evidence of the capabilities of the plant in tUis

respect, it may bo mentioned that a pair of these

Dracicuas occujiied for many weeks a position in the

mansion without suti'ering in the slightest degree. Its

growth is slow, and culture easy, ruquiring only the

temperature of a warm greenhouse to grow it to per-

fection, and it succeeds bust in comparatively small-

sized flower-pots. Several handsome examples of this

plant are to be found iu Mr. H. U'Haoan's garden,

' llivcr Home, llamptou Court; and one or these

plants was exhibited at a meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society last November, when it received a

First-class Certificate. The following are the dimen-

sions of the largest plant : height, S.| feet ; width,

4 j feet ; length of leaf, '2^ feet ; and width of leaf,

4.J
inches. The specimen figured possessed forty-three

leaves, and was growing iu an S-iuch pot. The leaves

are of a dark glo.ssy green, in form slightly undulate,

acuminate, and faintly, yet distinctly, margined with

creamy white. Draciena llookeriana latifolia is a

native of South Africa.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-

tution. —A correspondent writes: " With reference

to your report in a recent issue of the stall arranged

at the Exeter Flower Show, for the sale of flowers

and fruit on behalf of that most deserving of chari-

ties, the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, I

am glad to learn that the proceeds, amounting to x'l 6,

have been handed over to the Devon A\ixiliary, and

will prove a substantial addition to its funds. The

highest praise is due to Mrs. BiiYCE, of Bystock, and

to the ladies who acted with her, for their devoted

services in connection with this commendable effort

to augment the funds of a widely known and old-

established institution, and I feel sure its executive

will not be slow to appreciate such labours of love,

nor will it forget its indebtedness to the local secre-

taries, Messrs. W. Mackay and A. Hope, whose

energetic and invaluable assistance went far to ensure

the succe.gs attained. My object iu drawing attention

to this matter is a desire to excite interest and a

spirit of emulation in so worthy a cause amongst

gardeners and others in different localities where

shows are held. Why should not the result achieved

at Exeter be repealed elsewhere, and the sum raised

by such means be equalled or doubled at other

places? Here is a field of work for those who have

the well-being of the institution at heart, but who

oftentimes feel a diffidence in soUciting help for it in
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other ways. That ita need of additioual aid is very

real is apparent from the list of applicants, which will

probably grow larger, who are appealing for assist-

ance, which perforce cannot be vouchsafed to them,

as it would were more funds available."

We learn that through the kindness of Sir

Greville Smyth, Bart., and Mr. Fb-vncis Taguabt,

who threw open to the public their respective gardens

and grounds at Ashton Court and Old Sneed Park a

few days .ngo, a sum of £20 has been added to the

Yorkshire Naturalists' Union. — The
Fungus Foray of the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union,

which now seems to take the place of the Woolhope

Foray, as the annual event of the kind for England, is

fixed this year for the 19th, 2Uth, 21st, and iinA of

September, the principal day being on the 21st. The

head'iuarters will be at SelUy, from which excursions

will be made each day to the woods in the neigbour-

hood, both in the West and Kait Ridings, followed

by a gathering each evening to compare notes. On

to fungi that may be sent. Mr. A. Clarke will

exhibit a number of stereoscopic photographs of

fungi. The fungi collected will be on view, and
several microscopes will be available. The presence
of mycologists from other parts of the country will

be very heartily welcomed ; and copies of the circular

will be posted to any who apply to Mr. W. Denison
Roebuck, F.L.S., honorary secretary of the York-
shire Xiaturalists' Union, to Mr. Charles Crossland,

4, Coleridge Street, Halifax, honorary secretary to

Fig. ;'8. - drao^ena hookeriana var. lat-ifolia : as ghown in the garden of h. o'hagak, esq. (see p. 504.)

funds of the Bristol and Bath .Auxiliary of this

institution. The local auxiliary was formed in 1893
in order to promote a knowledge of the work in tho
neighbourhood, and depends largely upon collections

and subscriptions for funds. The collections at the
various flower - shows this year have been fairly

successful, but the number of the pensions gi'anted

by the institution need to be greatly increased, and
for this purpose Mr. J. H. Vallauce, the hon. local

secretary, is anxious for increased support from
Bristol and Bath.

Monday evening a conference will be held, at which
the following papers will be read :—By Rev. Canon
Bu Port, M.A., on " A Case of Poisoning from eating

Amanita pantherina at Charleville (Ardennes)." By
Geii. Mas.see, F.L.S, F.R.M.S., on "Some Doubtful
Species of Agaricus." By Carleton Rea, M.A., on
" The Duration of tho .S|iorophore of Collybia

tuberosa and Cyathus striatas." By Harold Wager,
F.L.S., on "The .Sexuality of the Agaricinese." An
oxy-hydrogen lantern will be provided for tho illustra-

tion of the papers, and for showing any slides relating

the Yorkshu'e Mycological Committee, or to Mr. W.

Norwood Chee.s.man, The Crescent, Selby, who is

acting as special honorary secretary for this •

meeting.

French Horticultural Society of
London.—On Saturday evening, Sept. 5, at the

society's meeting-place, Old Compton Street, Soho,

a special meeting of the members was held, for

the puipose of presenting to their president, Mr. Geo.

Schneider, with a testimonial on the occasion of his
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appointment by the French Government as Chevalier

of the Mdrito Agricole. The committee of the society

invited Mr. Harman Payne to take the chair and

mike the presentation. There was a large attendance,

and the proceedings excited the keenest interest

among those present, inasmuch as Mr. Schneider was
kept in ignorance of the object of the gathering. lu

the course uf his remarks Mr. Payne alluded to the

reception that Mr. Schneider had met with on the

occasion of his recent visit to Paris, where a banquet

had been organised in his honour, and a testimonial

presented to him through the means of the Paris

committee of the society. The chairman then

explained that the London committee of the society

were eijually desirous of showing their high appre-

ciation of their President's valuable services, not only

as regards their own personal welfare, but also in the

very successful manner in which he had directed

the atfairs of the Society. It was not his inten-

tion to discourse upon all the merits of their Presi-

dent, which wore well known ; and after a few other

remarks, Mr. Payne handed to Mr. Schneideu a very

6ne china dessert-service, beautifully painted, and
bearing upon each piece an inscription suitable to

the occasion. Mr. Schneider, in rising to return

thanks, said it was so unexpected a surpri.se, that
he could not find words sufficient to thank the
members for their kindness. He could, however,
assure them that he valued their present very
much, the more so because it was a useful one,
and one of which he, had long been in want. The
meethig terminated after doing justice to " tm pdit
pioirli,'' and some songs and recitations by tho
members.

"Botanical Magazine."—The issue for the
m mth of September contains figures of tlic following
plants :

—

Chonemurpha macrapihylla, G. Don, t. 7492.—

A

common and withal handsome climbing shrub of
Indian tropical forests, and extending from Kiumaou
along the entire range of the Himalaya eastward, and
southward to Ceylon, Sumatra, and Java. Leaves
large, up to 10 inches long and broad, obovate,
beneath pubescent, petiole terete. Flowers in sub-
terminal, short-peduucled cymes ; calyx |-inch long,
tubular, terete, unequally shortly five-lobcd

; corolla
white, tube hairy within, stamens inserted at mouth
of the tube.

Uemlrohium Lfviu.i, Sw.—Stem tufted with fibrous
roots branching from the base ; leaves about 1 inch
long, ovate-oblong, obtuse, distichously imbricating

;

flowers solitary, J-inch long, and nearly as broad, of
a dirty-yellow colour streaked with dull purple.
Lateral sepals larger than the rest of the flower,
broadly ovate, obtuse, connate, with the foot of the
column in a rounded meutum. Petals as large as
the dorsal sepal. Anther hemispheric, crown two-
lobed. Native of Malaya, Java, &c.
Bauhlnia (iidiiini, Linn.- A half-climl.iug shrub,

growing from 5 to 10 feet high. Leaves petiolate,'

1 to .3 inches long, orbicular, or transversely broadly
oblong, two-lobed and seven-nerved, base round or
truncate. Racemes, leaf ojiposed on short lateral

shoots, six to ten-Howered
; peduncle short, and

rachis, pedicels and calyx rusty puberulous ; bracts

i to finch, fugacious. Calyx-tube j to ,^-inch long,
cyliudric, limb about as long as the tube. Petals
1 to ^h inch long, crimson or scarlet, claw an long as
the orbicular cuspidate limb. Stamens three, fertile

;

anthers yellow, linear-oblong. From Doru Spruit
Spelunken under tropic of Capricorn, and variou
places in the Transvaal, also in the Makua country,
Mozambique.

Rhododendron Smirnovi, Linn.—A small robust
tree, 15 to 20 feet high, with stout branches, which,
when young, are clothed with a grey felted wool.
Leaves .3 to 5 inches long by 1 to 1^ inch broad,
narrowed into a stout petiole, oUiptic-oblong, sub-
acute, thickly coriaceous ; dark green on upper side,

with a yellowish midrib ; nerves six to eight pairs.
Flowers in a compact, sessile head, (! inches in
diameter

; calyx five lobed. Corolla funnel-shaped
and ro.?e-red

; lobes rounded and dark rose-coloured
margin. Country south of the Caucasus.

Cclmlsia Munroi, Cass.—This is one of the hand-

somest of the genus which represents in New Zea-

land the Asters of other parts of the world. The
entire plant, with the exception of the upper surface

of the leaves and florets, is covered with a snow-white

cottony adpressed wool. Stem short, and thick as the

thumb. Leaves sessile, 3 to 8 inches long, by \ to IjJ

inch broad. Ray flowers numei'ous, in two to three

series, white ; disc flowers golden-yellow, very many,

tube five-cleft.

Stirling Horticultural Society.- This so-

ciety held its annual exhibition on the :_!rdand 4th inst.

in the Albert Hall, and was opened by W. H. DuBie,

Esq., of DoUarbeg. The display of fruit, cut flowers,

plants, and vegetables, was fully equal to that of 1895

in numbers and quality. Some com|ietent critics

observed that for quality Stirling carried the palm
against the western city. The competition over

all was keen. The following were among the prin-

cipal prize-takers:—Messrs. Thomas Lunt, Keir; J.

Carmichael, Touch ; \V. Rutherford, Airthrey Ca&tle ;

and J. Waldie, Dollarbeg.

Belgian Horticultural Society. — The
monthly meeting of the Society took place on Suud.iy,

the 6th inst., in the Casino, Ghent. The following

awards were made. First-class Certificates : to Pteris

beaurita argentea, shown by M. Pynaert-Van Geeut;
Alocasia Lcwisiaua and A. Gandavense (unanimouslj),

shown by M. De Smet-Duvivieu ; Epideudrum pris-

matocarpum and L;clio-Cattleya Proserpine, shown
by M. Jules Hye ; Adiantum Suhueideri, shown by
M. A. Van der Heede ; and a double-flowered seed-

ling Cactue Dahlia, shown by MM. Duriez Brothers.
Awards of Merit were made to Pegonia Madame
Camille Claeys, shown by M. Camille Claeys ; to

Fuchsia fulgens, .shown by M. Uytlendaeie
; and to

Dracaena Eckhautei, shown by M. L. Eckhaute.

Fifty Years at the Royal Nursery,
Slough.—Mr. John Ball, who for so many years

past has had charge of tho Auriculas, Pinks, Carna-

tions, &c., at the Royal Nursery, Slough, recently

completed a half-century of employment, and advan-

tage was taken of tho occasion to present him, by
Messrs. H. k E. Turner, with a handsome clock, and
two vases to match. The clock bore thisinscri[itiou :

"To Mr. Joil.v Hali,, on tho jubilee of his connec-

tion with Charles Turner & Sons, at the Royal
Nurseries, Slough, August, 1S9G." A card accom-
panied the gift, which came as a great surprise to the

recipieut, and on this were the words :." With the

remembrance of Charles Turner, and the good
wishes of Harry and Arthur Turner." Mr. Ball
is still a very active and confidential employe in the

service of the well-known Slough firm.

Mr. Charles WakELY has been appointed
Staff Instructor in Horticulture under the Technical

Instruction Committee of the l?]sst*x County I'ouncil.

He was for live years in the employ of tlie Uo^al

Gardens, Kew.

Mr. Robert DeRRY, formerly in the employ of

the Royal Gardens, Kew, and late Assistant Superin-

tendent of the Gardens and Forest Department,

Malacca, a post recently abolished, has been appointed
Superintendent of Gardens, Perak.

MadAGASCAN Plants.—Rather more than two
years ago, Dr. Fousytu-Major, a Paleontologist of

distinction, went to Madagascar, mainly with the
view to making a thorough examination of the flora

and fauna, fossil, and also of, at least, a portion of the
island. In diflicult circumstances, owing to the un-
settled condition of the country. Dr. Forsyth-Major
was enabled to carry out some solid scientific work.
In July last, he returned home, bringing, besides large

collections of faima, a very fine collection of specimens
of the flora of the island, including four new species of
Orchids. The collections have been deposited in the
Natural History Museum, where they will undergo
investigaticm at the hands of the staff.

The Rose in America.—The variety Belle

Siebreclit is obtaining favour with the Americans,
although at first they were disappointed with it. It

is likely to be much cultivated as a stamlard plant.

Mrs. Pierpont Morgan is not' so much thought of,

although it Is a variety which did very well with its

raiser. There is much talk about President Carnot,

which will be oflTered in very large quantities next yejr,

It appears to be an admirable Rose, and one that every

one must possess. Mosella is another variety which
every grower will endeavour to obtain, and which
will be grown extensively as a pot Rose and for

planting out. It is one of Lauhkrt & Reiter's intro-

ductions- Tho new American Roses, Princess Bonnie

and Pink Soupert, appear to please the public ; they

are good bloomers, but in colour not new. They may
make good bedders.

Edinburgh Royal Botanical Society.—
Under the heading " Grants for Agricultural Educa-
tion," we note that out of the funds entrusted to the

Board of Agriculture during the financial year ending

March 31 last, sums amounting to £T,S50 have been

distributed in grants to eighteen institutions. The
Edinburgh Royal Botanical Society benefited to the

munificent sum of £15u in aid of instruction to

working gardeners and foresters.

"The Japanese Botanical Magazine."—
This organ of the Tilklo Botanical Society for July
contains articles on the Smuts of Japanese Cereals

(continued); on Englena viridis ; Mr. II. Kuroiwa's

Collection of Liukiu Plants (continued) ; Plants

employed in Medicine in tho Japanese Pharmaco[iiuia

(continued) ; and Descriptions of some new Japanese
species of Exobasidium.

Acreage of Hops. —In the "Agricultural

Returns of Great liritaln, 1S96," appears a prelimi-

nary statement, compiled by tho Board of Agricul-

ture, from the returns collected on June 4, 1896,

which sliows the acreage under Hops in each county
of England in which Hops were grown, with a

comparative statement for the years 1895, 1891,

and 1893 :
-

Counties.
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withstand a continued temperature of 2° below Zero

Falu-enlieit witliout protection. It is a seedling of the

Japanese K. polyantha crossed with the pollen of

Rove d'Or. The flowers are nearly full, of a cupped

shape, and of a decided golden-yellow colour. It

should not be confounded with Allistcr's Stella

Gray.

Stock-taking : August.—The Board of Trade

Returns for the past month show as to imports, a

fall iu values—articles of food duty free and dutiable

showing a falling off. Iu 1895 the imports were

valued at £34,587,390— tlie value for last month

being £32,472,622, or a value decrease of £2,114.774

—the "made elsewhere" item showing a reduction.

Our anti-English friends are welcome to the figures,

and to look for them iu the Returns for August,

ju3t published, from which we make our usual excerpt

from the " summary " table as follows ;

—
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been seen tliau were presented at the Co-operative

show at the Crystal Palace this year. Still, too many
of the samples were too large, too long, and even old,

for cooking. The very best selection I have seen, so

wonderfully true in relation to every pod, large or

small, not as seen in competitive dishes, but growing

on the plants, is Sutton's Best of All. Probably it is

a name that is merited, as it seems difficult to improve
the stock. The young pods, when from 6 to 7 inche'5

long, hanging, as I saw them the other day, on a long

line at Maiden Erlegh, and everyone alike, form, in my
estimation, the most desirable Beans for consumption.

We allow our Runner Beans to hang too long, to

become too large, then slice them up so that when
cooked they are unrecognisable ; whereas they should

be gathered much younger, and after being strung if

needed, should be cooked whole. Certainly the

newer types have denser flesh than the older and
moi'e generally discarded varieties. Ycjetariaa.

FLOWER-POT DRAINERS. — This is a patent

article, and consists of an earthenware colander for

placing at the bottoms of flower-pots, and it is

claimed for it that it is clean, convenient, simple,

economical, and durable. The idea is not a new one.

There is an improvement upon thi", in which the
drainer, being made of non-corrosive aluminium, is

practically indestructible. The drainer is of suf-

ficient depth to supply the necessary outlet for the
water, being perforated with small holes of a size

which will prevent the ingress of worms. Those
amateurs who have at times but little leisure for

potting plants, and know the labour of breaking up
crocks for drainage, would find in the new drainer a
saving of labour, as all that is required is to cover the
hole with the drainer, over which a little moss or

Cocoa-nut fibre mny be placed. The presence of worms
in the soil in which potted plants are grown is a

source of annoyance at times, and the drainer

prevents them getting into the soil from the
outside. R. D.

IPOMCEA VERSICOLOR.—This is employed by Mr.
E. Beckett at Aldenhani House, Elstree.with excellent

effect. He h.as it trained to poles in his mixed beds.

but secures the best effects by having it ou the cool

northerly side of his cottage planted against the wall,

where it tviines itself about strings suspended for the
purpose. It is blooming freely, forming numerous
racemes of crimson flowers edged with gold, and
deepening to orange. A native of Mexico, it was at

one time much grown, but has now fallen greatly into

neglect, and yet, as employed by Mr. Beckett, it is

very showy, continuing for a long time in bloom. !t

can be readily raised from seeds in spring, helped by
a gentle warmth, and whea sufficiently hardened off,

and the weatlier is favourable, it can be planted out
where it is to flower. R.

A VARIEGATED-LEAVED HONESTY.—This form
is by no means nesv, but Jlr. Beckett hao some
examiiles in the gardens o£ Aldeuham House very
handsomely variegated with criamy-yellow ; and
associated with daiker purple-coloured flowers than
is usuallj- seen. Large and well-grown specimens
dotted about the hardy flower borders are very
effective, and challenges notice by the force of the
contrast of foliage and flowers, it appears to come
tjue from seed, but in order to fix a good type, it

should be grown quite apart from the green-leaved
form. The Honesty is a very showy free blooming
plant. R.

THE ABUNDANCE OF FIELD MUSHROOMS.—
The recent raius, after the severe drought, have, in

this district, been productive of what I consider a
phenomenal crop of Mu-^hrooms—the pastures are
almost covered with the fungus. As a point iu fact,

I know of over ^ bushels being gathered from a field

of less than .5 acres ai'ea in one morning, and only the
large ones taken, the small ones and "buttons" being
left. This last week they have been almost unsaleable in

the local markets, the excessive quantity causing them
to be quoted as low as 3 lb. for one penny. One feature

noticeable in the fungus itself this year is the colour

of the skin, which is white as snow. F. Tiigiroud,

Lci'jldim Gardens, Iron Bridge.

THE STREPTOCARPUS AS A SPECIMEN PLANT.
—We are accustomed to see at exhibitions collections

of improved forms of the Streptocarpus as freely-

bloomed small plants, and in this way they are very
effective ; but it can also be gi-own into fine and im-
posing specimens, as could have been seen at Alder-
ham House, Klstree, where Mr. E. Beckett had a

number of very fine examples growing iu large

flower-pot9, which bloomed most abundantly. I do
not know whether the remarkable size, stoutness, and
symmetry of the blossoms were due to the particular

strain, or to culture alone, the latter probably having
most influence. Such plants are real specimens, and
some of the blossoms almost rival, in size, those of the
pendent Gloxinias, 'i'he plants were two and three

years old. I was much pleased with a white variety

with bold black pencilling on the lower segments
;

and also one having blossoms of a crimson-puce
colour, which seemed both new and distinct. R.

MAIZE, OR INDIAN CORN.— I had often seen
Maize growing in England as an ornament, but some
years ago, when I went to live in Canada, I saw it

growing in almost every garden, and heaps of the
culms iu the market, besides what the farmers grew for

their cattle, pigs, and fowls, and everybody delighted
when the corn was ready for use. I tasted it, and
found it delicious, and when afterwards I had a big
garden of my own, and could have as much as ever I

liked, I wished that I could send some for my friends

in England to taste. And when I came over to

England on a visit, I inquired why they did not grow
it as a vegetable, and was told that it would not
grow properly in England. About a year ago I was
coming to England again, and thought I would bring
some "corn," and try to grow it, but could not get
the kind of seed I wanted ; however, a friend pro-
mised to send me some in the spring. One day at
the railway-station, I was reading Carter's big seed
advertisements, when the thought occuired to me
that I would go and ask why corn was not used in

Engl.and as a vegetable ; and in less than an hour
found myself in their gr.and establishment in Holborn
discussing its merits, and it was agreed that if I sent
for the seed, it should be tried in their trial-grounds

at Mortlake. And now the summer has come and
gone, and the Maize is ready to use, proving that it

can he grown in England. Of coui-se, the summer
has been hot and favourable. It might not do well in

the North, but I think the people of the South of

England should give it a fair trial, and if it proves a
success it will be a wholesome and valuable addition to

the list of table vegetables. A. M. 0. [The entire
head of Indian Corn our lady correspondent brought
for our inspection was of large size, with the grains
just beyond the milky stage, .and fit for consumption
on being cooked. The actual culm furnished with
grains measured i> inches. Ed.]

PANSIES IN POTS.—During the time I lived with
the late Mr. G. Gaines, of Battersea, wo always grew
our show Pansies in pots. This practice had some
advantages. The pots were placed in open frames,
and could be covered with lights during bad weather.
The plants could be watered with judgment, and
the flowers easily thinned and shade 1 if requisite.

They were also kept free from slugs, wire-worm,
earwigs, &c., more easily, and they produced far

better blooms than those grown in the open ground.
No doubt culture in open beds produces more
vigorous plants, and a more

f rofuse bloom, with less

care, but I am convinced that more perfect specimens
can be grown in pots. Pansies grown fur exldbition
as cut flowers should first be placed in small pots,

and shifted into 6 and 7-inch pots when ready.
There is so much diff'erence in the constitution of
varieties of Pansies, that pots of the same size are
not suitable for all. Whilst some make a robust
growth, others do not, and these require a smaller
pot. In pot culture charcoal is very essential to the
foliage, and to brightness of colour in the flowers.

It should be broken up into pieces about the size of
horse leans, .and m.ay be used as dust .also. The
pots should he well crocked, and over these some of
the rougher portions of the soil and manure should
be placed. The soil used may consist of well decom-
posed fibrous loam, rotted cow and horse-manure,
and small quantities of leaf-mould, coarse sand, and
charcoal. Plants for early flowering should be potted
up from the open ground in October, selecting good
sturdy plants. To produce a general display, Pansies
may be grown in'any sized pot, from 5 to 8 inches,
and should receive their final shift early in Februarv.
Some who have not grown the Pansy in pots may
have little idea of the profusion of really gay flowers
they will produce under such conditions ; and with
proper attention, the same plants will continue to
flower for at least three months. At the time of
which I am writing. Pansies in pots were exhibited
at Chiswick for prizes, and a fine display they made.
Tlie

I lants rnay have from three to six shoots each,
which will depend on the purpose they are required for,

whether for cut flowers or decorative purposes. If

for cutting, three will be sufficient if extra fine flowers

are required, and to keep them to these shoots, a
number of small ones must from time to time be
removed ; this will strengthen the main shoots, and
give cuttings for stock. Keep the plants as near the
glass as possible, and the frames open whenever the
weather is favourable, either by pulling off the lights

or tilting them. Attend carefully to watering, and as

the plants become strong, an occasional use of weak
manure-water and soot may be made. Train the
plants into shape as growth progresses, and unless
required for seed, remove all decaying Cowers. The
propagation of the Pansy is a simple operation, and
almost any bed or border will answer for planting out
the young stock. From such stock the most healthy
plants should be selected for potting. Edward Bennett,

Queen's Road, Er/ham.

Law Notes.

GARDENERS' TRADE CUSTOMS IMPUGNED.

A PKOSEODTION of importance to gardeners and

fruit and regetable growers, and which was followed

with inte:e3t 'oy a large number of the principal

market gardeners in West Middlesex, was com-

menced last Saturday before the Brentford Justices.

Mr. Alfred Reffell, of Staines, Kew Bridge Market,

and elsewhere, was summoned under the Weights and
Measures Acts, by Inspector W. Tyler, for having used

in trade a measure not duly stamped. John Mason,

the evidence showed, on July 22 a^ked Mr. Reffell's

salesman at the market the price of Peas a bushel,

and being told, bought a bushel. They were measured

in a bushel basket and tipped direct into Mason's cart.

The inspector, who was standing by, then seized

the basket as an unstamped measure, and therefore

illegal, at the same time he offered Mr. Reffell's sale-

man a chance to test the basket by a qualified measure,

or to come to his office to get it stamped, neither of

which chances were taken. The point he emphasized

was, that the baskets being used as measures must

all be stamped by the proper stamp, and certified as

correct. It had been held, if a glass were used to

measure liquid, it must be stamped, and he held

this would apply to every measure. Ho would,

however, go so far as to say if a gardener had a fully-

qualified and stamped measure on his place of

business, so that it could be called into use if neces-

sary, he would be satisfied ; but here there was none,

nor could one be found in the market. The de-

fendant, Mr. Reffell, stated the measure was a sieve,

and was used .as such in the trade, but the inspector

at once told him such a denomination was illegal.

A sieve was not recognised by the Act. Mr.

Reffell further added it was the custom of the

trade not to sell by measure, but for buyers to take

the baskets of fruit as they saw them. Mostly the

baskets held more than a bushel. The chairman of

the Bench told bim this .again was illegal. Custom cf

trade could not over-ride the law, which required

that all things should be sold by measure. Mr. Reffell

added no one would deal with him if he sold by

measuri?. The chairman rejoined that could not

be helped. T.e law was very clear. Mr. Wm.
Poupart was called as to the trade custom.

Ho had never heard of such a prosecution. No
one in the trade sold by measure, and he believed the

only things he was bound to measure wero Potatos.

If fruit was to be tipped in and out of the measures,

it would become damaged and useless ; and, more-

over, if baskets had to be stamped, there would be

more confusion than ever, and they would have to be

tested and re stamped every week, as they were con-

stantly getting out of shape by being pushed in.

Replying to one of the Bench, he said that if a

person expected him to weigh any stuff, he should

tell him to " trot off." He would not serve

him. The Clerk of the Court told him he would be
bound to do so. The law demanded it, and every

person had a right to know he was being justly

served with what he ordered. Mr, Poupart observed

that that would ruin the whole business. The
Bench ultimately adjourned the hearing for a week,
in order that both sides miglt go into the legal

bearings of the point, and a large number of growers
are anxiously awaiting the outcome of the prosecution

and the point involved.
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THE TERMINAL BUD IN
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

A TERMINAL bud is thus named because it terminates

the growth of a shoot. Terminal buds are the best onea

to secure when growing buah-plauts for the pro-

duction of a quantity of blooms, or upon plants

that are required for late blooming. When
the object is to produce large blooms, this

bud is not satisfactory, because the flowers from

such are much too small except in a few instances.

In the north of England terminal buds are formed

too late to be of any use except for late decorative

purposes. In the south, however, there are a few

varieties in the incurved section that will give from

terminal buds perfectly-formed flowers, if somewhat

smaller in size. Take, for instance, the several

varieties belonging to the Queen of England type,

is thought needful. Directly the central bud can

be distinguished from those at the sides, which

in their early stage cluster around the centre

one, the superfluous buds should be removed. If the

attempt is made too soon, however, the principal bud

may be damaged. A small penknife is the best

instrument to use for this purpose. The centre bud

always develops into the largest flower. E. Mvli/noux.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICUI.TTIRAL.

Skptembek S.—The last of the furtiiigbtly mcolings of this

society, previous to the great fruit show to be held at the

Crystal Palace on October 1, took place on Tuesday last in

the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster.

The exhibits were again of a very extensive character, and

Fig. 59.—showing the "terminal" bud in cbrtsanthemums, and how to remove

the others at the points marked a, b, c, d.

but excepting Golden Empreas and Mrs. Robinson

King. Plants of any such varieties but the two

last-mentioned that furm crown buds too early in

August, or before the 15th, may bo allowed to run on

to the terminal, and they will give compact and highly-

coloured blooms by the middle of November. If

huge examples are required, however, terminal buds

must not be depended upon. Many cultivators

prefer medium-sized, high-coloured blooms, and from

terminal buds these are most easily obtained. Prince

Alfred, and its sport, Lord Wolseley, succeed upon

terminal buds in the south. This bud forms in the

south usually about the middle or end of September,

and some even as late as the middle of October, but

in northern counties they are not produced until the

latter date.

If the cultivator does not wish to allow a plant to

bloom from the crown bud, this should be cut ofi', and

the growths which start just below that point, as

illustrated in fig. 59, may be allowed to extend. These

shoots will later produce terminal buds. If large

blooms are required, those buds indicated by the

dotted lines must be removed, or as many of these as

the hall was well filled. The show was undoubtedly more

remarkable for Dahlias than any other feature, for exhibits

of the rtuwer were present in all parts of the hall, conse-

quently the effect was a very bright one indeed. Awards

were given to new varieties in many instances. There w.as a

fine caiection of GUdiolus, a strain exhibiting very great

merit, from the establishment of Messrs. J. Burrell & Co.,

Cambridge, which was quite appropriate upon an occasion

when Mr. Bvrhell was to deliver a lecture upon this flower.

There were numerous exhibits of plants and fruits, and

Certificates were awarded to seveml novelties.

Floral Committee.

PresaU ;—Jno. Fraser, Esq., in the chair ; and Messrs.

Jno. Laing, H. B. May, H. Herbst, R. Dean, Geo. Stevens,

Jas. Hudson, II. Selfe Leonard, W. Bain, J. Fraser, J. D.

Pawle, Geo. Gordon, Chas. E. Pearson, Geo. H. Engleheart,

J. T. Bennett-Puc, t. Beckett, Ed. -Mawley, H. H. D'Ombrain,

B. yi. Hogg, Chas. Jeffries, and II. Turner.

A large exhibit of Liliums and Gladioli was mide by

Messrs. Wallace & Co., Colchester. This included many
varieties of L. speciosum ; and L. Ilenryii and L. tigrinum

were shown. Montbretias and Gl:^dioli, too, were included

in considerable quantities (Silver Banksian Medal).

A group of early-flowering Chrysanthemums was staged by

Mr. J. H. Witty, Nunhead Cemetery, S.E. ; it was fa?ed

with a deep band of Adiantum Ferns (Silver Banksian
Medal). A few Ivy-leaved Pelargonmms trained Hat upon
wires were shown by Mr. C. IIolden, Butt Lane Nursery,
Hinckley.

A group of Crotons upon the floor from Mr. Darnell,
Devonshire House, Stamford Hill{gr , Mr. Davies), was com-
posed of exceUentl3--coloured plants of varying size, which
were backed by a line of fine Palms. The exhibit Wiis a very
good one (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham,
arranged a group of plants in flower which possessed a very
pleasing effect. It contained several varieties of Lilium and
early-flowering Chrysanthemums. The background con-
sisted of gi-aceful Bamboos, and it was faced with Fatsia

jap(jniea and large clumps of Isolepis gracilis (Silver Banksian
Medal).

A tastefully arrange! group of miscellaneous plants was
exhibited by Messrs. Jno. Lainu &, Sons, Forest Hill Nur-
series, London, S.E. This included many choice and well-

coloured Crotons, Dracaenas, and other ornamental fuliage

plants. Some Streptocarpusin flower, Odontoglossum grande,
and a few Gloxinias, served to fui-ther brighten the collection

(Silver Flora Medal).

Mr. Geo. Wythes, gr. to Earl Percy, Syon House, Brent-
ford, staged a very large group of stove foliage plants and
Nepenthes. The plants wore placed on the floor of the h;d

,

and extended about half its length. A great number of Cro-
tons were employedt but were interspersed with many other
species of pUnts. The front had a wavy outline. Among the
Nepenthes there were excellent specimens, with fine pitcher,

of N. iniv:ta, N. Mastersiana, N. Raftlosiana, N. Curtisii, N.
Curti-ii superba, N. Hookeriana, and N. H. elongati (Silver

Flora Medal).

Mr. Walter Salmon, Ivy Cottage, Elder Road, West Nor-
wood, was awarded a Bronze Flora Medal for a verj' com-
mendable group of cut flowers of hardy species.

Sir TrtEVOR Lawrence, B;irt.. Burfurd. Dorking (gr., Mr.
Bain), exhibited three good plants of Lobelia Carmine Gem, a

variety that was given an Award of Merit at the last meeting.
On the present occiision h First-cl;is8 Certificate was
awarded ; the pLants were from 3 to 4 feet high, very busby,
and possessed numerous fairly sized spikes of carmine-
nolovired flowers. He also showed three sweet-scented varie-

ties of Begonia rosea, named B. r. delicatissima, with semi-
double flowers of a fawn pink colour ; B. r. odoratissima,

with 8«ni-double flowers of a bright pink; .and B. r. plena,

a verj' beautiful flesh-coloured flower, measuring 3 inches
across; averago'height of these plants was 20 inches. The
last named variety received an Award of Merit.

Messrs. J. Burrell &, Co., Howe House Nurseries, Cam-
bridge, made a magnificent exhibit of cat spikes of Oiadioli.

Very many seedlings and new varieties were included in the
exhibit, and Awards of Merit were granted to the following
trio : Apollo, an immense flower, in whicli the prev-*ilin ^ colour
is flesh, but sulphur and rose are present ia slight degree

;

Painted Lady, also a large flower, and of a somewhat bi&irre

appearance, through the confluent veining of rosy-red ; an I

Alicia, a very handsome variety with almost white flowers,

having purple markings in the base of interior and upon
lower pet;U. On the spike shown there were ten open hhxjms
of large size, beside buds. In addition to these, however,
there were many other seedlings of the highest strain pos-

.sible, the largest flowered of which was one naiucd Victor

(Silver-gilt Flora Medal).
Messrs. YoUNO & Dobinsox, Stevenage Nvirseries, Iltrts,

exhibited cut flowers and Tomatos.
Three ve-y pretty epergnes of yellow Marguerites, arranged

with suitable foliage, also bouquets and button-holes made
with various flowers, were shouTi by Miss Ellen Salmon,
West Norwood (Silver Banksiau Medal).

Messrs. Jas. Veitch M Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

exhibited a quantity of sprays of Crataegus pyracantha

Lelandi, literally covered with its oi-ange-coloured berries.

They also showed a fine Fern, Polypodium ncriifolium

cristatum, a handsome variety, with arching fronds, '^ feet

long, with widely-set lung broad pinn:«, stipes brownish-

green (First-class Certificate). They showed likewise Bagonia

cudoxa, an ornamental leaf variety—a hybrid between B.

decora x and B. Burkei x. The leaf is covered with small

silvery spots of about one size ; and a golden form of Cedrus

deodara they also showed.
Acidanthera bicolor. It has white flowers, consisting of

five segments, J inch broad in middle, IJ long, with a patch

of purple at the base of each
;
perianth tvibe, white and

slender, 3 inches long. The flowers appear on one-sided

caulescent sprays, which have a beicrht of 15 inches. It is

quite hardy at Coombe Wood (First-class Certificate). :

Mr. W. BcLL, New Plant Establishment, Chelsea, showed

Mai-anta picta, Dracsena Rex, a large growing, broad-leaved

species from Brazil, with leaves having broad bauds of

creamy white on each side of the centrd green stripe—good

and distinct ; Aralia triloba, a plant from New Caledonia, a

tall, slender species, with trifoliate leaves, li foot long, the

petiole 4 Inches long, set alternately on the stem, which was

unbranched (First-class Certificate)

Flowers of Nerine samiensis came from Mr. J. Crook, gr.,

Foorde Abbey ; and Centaurea americana from Mr. G. Bun-

yard, Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

Aster J. Harris was shown by Mr. fi. H. Sage, gr. at Ham
House, Richmond, a bright-looking, almost white flower,

having a light yellow-coloured pappus or disc.

Campanula Balchiniana was shown by W. Balchin & Son,

nurserymen. Hassocks, Sussex. It is of the C. fragilis type ;

leaves green, bordered with white, and the flowers of a

light blue colour, numerously produced (Award of Merit).

Mr. Fyfe, gr., Lockinge, showed Belianthus annuua
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Lockinge Favourite, a cross between H a. fmd H. ar^o
phyllus. The flowers are intermediate in siko, excepting the
disc, whicli is compar.itivoly «:juite small, IJ inch (Award
of Merit).

Mr. R. Offer, gr. Ilandcross Park, Crawley, showed a
seedling Dracn^na named Warreni o\it of D. Gladstone and
D. vivicans. The plant had narrow, bronzy leaves, the
younger one? striped with crimson colour ; the leaf-stalk

also crimson, and the length of the leaf 2 feet—a fine showy
variety (Award of Merit).

Lady Emilv Foley-, Stoke Edith Park, Hereford (gr., Mr.
G. Ward), showed Adiantum capillus cunaeformis, a fine

piece growing in a pot, and having a height above the soil of

If foot, and width of 3 feet (Award of Merit).

Mr. Ladhams, Shirley Nursery, Southampton, showed
Heliopsis scabra, B. Ladhams, and a variety of Pink, &c.

Mr. F. W. Burt, gr. to F. Reckett, Esq., Caen Wood
Towers, showed a group of stove plants, and was awarded a
Silver Banksian Me-lal.

Mesars. Dofbie & Co., Rothesay, again made an exhibit of
Asters of such varieties as were remarked at the last

meeting (Silver Bn.nksian Medal).

DAHLIAS.
Mr. S. MoRTiMKR, nurseryman, Rowledge, Farnhani, ex-

hibited Dahlia blooms, including about 100 flowers ; only
Cactus, show, and decorative varieties were represented, and
these were very good (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).

Messrs. JoNK.^ &. Sons, Shrewsbury, exhibited Dalilias in

many diverse forms, bouquets, stands, and other devices,
mi'st of which were goud ; but the largest and most
prominent was unfortunately of an opposite character (Silver

liunksian Medal).

Messrs. Kevnf.s, Williams & Co., Salisbury, showed a
small cullectiou of Dahlia blooms, receiving several awards,
which may l)e seen in another paragraph.

An eflfective display of Dahlixs was staged by Mr. Twos. S.

Warf., Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, aingle-Howered
Cactus, and decor.ative as well as show varieties were well
shown in sin-ays (Silver Flora Medal).

Mr. J. T. Wi:ST, Tower Hill, Brentwood, exhibited anoth< r
di.splay of Dahlias, consi.sting for the gi-eater part of show
varieties, but there were some good Cactus flowers in si>rays,

and Pompons also (Silver Flora Medal).

An exhibit of the best varieties of single-flowered Dahlias
aud seedlings was shown by Mr. T. W. Girdlksione, Secre-
tary of the National Dahlia Society. Several of these .seed-

ling varieties were the subjects of aw-ards (Silver Hanknian
Medal).

Pompons and Cactus-flowering Dahlias wore exhibited by
Mr. Chah. Tcrn'fr, Royal Nurseries, Slough, several of these
being new varieties of exceptional merit..

Messrs. J. CriEAi, & Sons, Crawley, were awarded a Silver-

gilt Banksian Medal for an extensive group of Dahlia blooms,
including almost all the types. Several <if the best varieties
of the single Cactus form were noticed.

CERTIFICATED DAHLIAS.

Awards of Merit were made to show Dahlia Daniel Cornish
(J. T. West), a large, full, and distinct backrow (lower, the
colour dull red, paler on the edges, novel in character, and
likely to be very useful as a sliow v.ariety. Robert Fyfc,

from the siime raiser, in the w.ay of Sunbeam, bvit with
clearer yellow on the surface, and a deeper titit of colour on the
reverse of the petals, will also make a usefid .show variety.

Fancy varieties of Mabel (G. St. Pierre Harris) was sc^ircely

in such good character as at the Crystal PaLace last week,
.still, worthy of the award made to it. Queen of Autumn,
by the same raiser, was likewise less attractive than at

Sydenham, and failed to obtain an award.

New varieties of the Cactus type were numerous. Awards
were made to Mrs, Leopold Seymour, in better character than
at the Cry.stal Palace; nnd Mrs. Gordon Sloane ; alsd to

Harry Stredwick, shaded crimson with maroon centre, a true
Cactus variety, distinct, and of great merit—all from Messrs.

J. Cheai, & Sons. To Starfi.sh, Cinderella, bright pale purple,
the centre shaded with maroon, di.stinct, and of fine quality

;

Flossie, the ground colour a mixture of yellow and salmon,
the florets deeply tinted with fiery cerise, very distinct in

colour, and of the true Cactus shape : and Cyclo ; all from
Messrs. Keynes, Williams <t Co. Keynea' White wjis not in

svich good condition as at tho Crystal Palace ; and Brides-
maid, much in tho way of Mrs. Leopold Seymour, lacked the
refinement of the latter. To Fantasy (Burrell & Co.), as
sr.rno doubt was expressed at the C^rystal Palace as to

tho length of stem, the exhibitors on this occasion brought
up two dozen blooms to show that its length of stem is all

that can be desired ; the distinct, incurved, crab-claw-like

character of this showy variety is most remarkable. To
lona (C. Turner), very distinct in colour.

Some charming new Pompon varieties were staged, and
Awards of Merit were made to Phrync, golden ground,
edged with reddish brown, the marginal colour well defined,

exquisite shape; Dagmar, maroon, with a shading of crim-
son, di.stinct, and of fine shape ; Guinevere, and Adricnnc,
deep orange, with shaded centre, each petal having a slight
tip of gold, from Mr. C. Turner.

Five Awards of Merit were made to single varieties shown
by Mr. T. W. Girdlestone, viz.. Trilby, Naomi Tighe. Folly,
Jcannette, white, with side-margins of orange-red, very

--pretty ; and Polly Ecclea, all excellent additions to the
choicest exhibition varieties.

Orchid Committee.
Present: Harry J. Vcitcb, Esq., in the chair ; and Messrs.

Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Sec), H. Ballantine, A. H. Smee, J.

Gabriel, T. Statter, T. W. Bond, W. B. Latham, E. Ash-

wortb, H. J. Chapman, W. Cobb, J. Jaques, J. Douglas, and
S. Courtauld.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea, staged a most effective and interesting group,
in which all the exhibits were marked by excellence and
good culture. Their novelty of the day was Cattleya X
Euphrasia (C. superba(J,C. Warscewiczii?), a very hand-
some hybrid, with well formed flowers. Sepals and p .tals rich

bright rose ; lip as showy as that of C. Warscewiczii, and
of much the same purple-crimson hue, the throat being
pale yellow, with dark red lines at the base (Award
of Merit). Still more showy, and with some resemblance to

the before-named, was liielio-Cattleya x calistoglossa var.

ignescens (C. Warscewiczii 9,L. purpvirata var. (J), .and fine

examples of L.-C. x Nysa, L.-C. x Pallas, Sobralia x Veitchii.

Cypripcdium x Ph;*'dra, C. X Brysa, C. x »enanthum su-

perbum, and other Cypripediums well represented tho
better known hybrids. Among other noteworthy things
were a specimen of tlie small scarlet La^lia monophylla, with
twenty flowers ; a fine form of La4io-Cattlcya x Scbilleriana,

the pretty and rare carmine and white Saccolabium Honder-
aoni.anum, with two spikes ; Odontoglossum Bictonensc sul-

phureura, which seems to be the same as that which has been
known as the best form of O. B. album, lip pure white, the
other segments lieing greenish-yellow : Cattleya bicolor,

C. Loddigesii, and other Cattleyas ; good plants of the Swan
Orchid (Cycnochee chlorochilon), Odontoglossum llarry-

anum, Miltonia Roezlii, Arc. (Silver Flora Medal).

On the other si<le of the stage, Messrs. F. Sander &, Co.,
St. Allians, an-anged a group, in which the centre con-
sisted of a very fine Zygopetalum maxillare Gautieri, and
around it Cattleya granulosa, C. Harrisoniso, a good panful of

Habenaria militaris, Hurlingtonia fragrans, Ctelogyne Micho-
litzii, Dendrobium bractcosum, Cypripcdium x Rogina'd-
ianum, C. x Calmsac, Ac.

Of new plants, Messrs. Sander showed Maxilhiria striata

grandiflora, flowers whitish with purple linos, and larger than
that previously shown from Ghisnovin (Award of Merit) ; and
Cypripcdium x Rothwellianum (Argus x Stonci), with
showy flowers, the petals greenish with large chocolate
blotches, dorsal sepal greeniah-whitu with faint purple lines,

and the face of the labellum of a dull rose colour.

Messr.s. B. S. WiLi,iAM.s& Son, Victoria and Paradise Nur-
series, Upper Holloway, N., showed a good specimen of the
old Arachnanthe (Vanda) Lowei, with a long raceme of

flowers, with three yellow basal ones, which it is interesting
to note that those who have trierl fertilising the species say
arc the ouly ones which can be set forseeds, The plant not
being previously recognised, secured a First-class Certificate.

Messrs. Williams also received a Silver Banksian Medal for a

group containing excellent examples of Peseatorea Kla-
bochorum, P. Lehmanni, I'achystouia Thomsoniaua, Onci-
dium da.sytylc, Angriecum citratum, Cypripedium Cliarlos-

worthi, C. X Adonis, C. tonsuni, C. xcenanthum superbum. Ac.

Baron Sir H. Schroder, Tho Dell, Egham (gr., Mr. II.

Ballantine), showed a charming plant of the beautiful Sopbro-
Cattleya x Veitchii (S. grandiflora V, L,-G. x elegans) with
showy ruby-red flowei-s with a yellowish tinge, and with
the veining very prominently displayed (Cultural Com-
mendation).

Norman C. Cookson, Esq., Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tync
(gr., Mr. Wm. MiritrtAv), again sent bis fine hybrid Liclio-

Cattieya x Clive (L. pra'^stana X C. Dowinna), which ho first

exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society in August, 18it:(

;

it most neiu'ly resembles L.-C. X Ingrami (L. iiumila Dayana 9 .

C. DowianacJ), and the more recently she wnL.-C.xBrooiiificldi-

enae would appear to be a variety of L.-C. > Clive. The sepals

and petals wore rosy-lilac, the large exp.anded lip dark
l^urple in front, which deepens to maroon in the centre, the

tube showing sonio orange blotches (First class Certificate)

;

idso La^lio-Cattleya X Hryan (C. Gaskelliana X L. crispa), a
handsome hybrid, resembling a broad-petailed L. C. X
Exoniensis, and having a fine purple-crimson lip (Award of

Merit) ; and two plants of Cattleya x Hanlyana—Cookson's
hybrid (C. Warscewiczii xC. Dowiana^ which wore lighter in

colour than the imported form.

C. L. N. Ingram, Esq., Elstead House, Godalming (gr.,

Mr. T. W. Bond), again showed his fine Lailio-Cattleya x
Charles Darwin, for which he received an Award of Merit
August 27, ISyo, but which now received a First-class Certi-

ficate. In form It resembled L.-C. X Atalanta, and its variety

Fowleri, the fine waxdike flowers being of a warm crimson
hue deepening in intensity on the blade of the lip, the
median portion of which was coloured bright yellow.

Er.iJAH AsHWouTii, Esq., Ilarefield Hall, Wilmslow,
Cheshire (gi-., Mr. Holbrook), staged Cattleya bicolor Lewisii,

a very singular form, with sepals and petals of an emerald-
green colour, and a white lip and column, the portion of tho
lip beneath the column being stained purple (Award of

Merit) ; (Jypripedium x Lord Derby var., Henry Ashworth,
Rothschildianum x superbieus), a pretty, light-coloured

foi"m; Cattleya X Hai-dyana variety, one of the richest in

colour, and good in form ; also, flowora of two varieties of

Cattleyaa tricolor.

T. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall. Whitefield, Manchester (gr..

Mr. R. Johnson), showed a splendid inflorescence of La-lio-

Cattleya X Owenire (Award of Merit).

G. Shorland Ball, Esq., Ashtord, Wilm.slow, Cheshire
(gr., Mr. Hey), showed Cypripedium insigne Ballia?, a fine

yellow-coloured form, with a large portion of the upper scp:il

pure white, showing very faint indications of purjilc spots.

Walteb Cobb, Esq., Dulcote, Tmibridge Wells (gr., Mr.
Howes), sent Miltonia spectabilis Mnreliana, Dulrote v.ariety,

a grand flower, large, perfect in .shape, and of the richest
dark purple colour (First-class Certificate); also Odonto-
glossum ffirstedii major.
Welbore S. Ellis, Esq., Hazelbounie, Dorking, showed

Oncidium panduratvm Rolfe, a species with some re-

semblance to O. anthrocrene ; and Stanhopea oculata ; and
G. O. Sloper, Esq., Westrop House, Highworth, sent (lowers
of Cypripedium x polystigmaticum.

Fruit Committee.
Present: Philip Crowley, Esq., chairman; and Messrs.

T. Francis Rivers, Geo. Bunyard, II. G. Pearson, Jas. H.
Veitch, G. T. Miles, Jos. Choal, Wm. Pope, A. F. Barron.
Alex. Dean, C. Herrin, Jno. A. Laing. J. W. Bates, G. H.
Sage, H. I'alderson, J. Smith, G. Reynolds, and Geo. Wythes

A collection of fruit, consl-sting of forty-eight dishes, was
shown by Mr. J. W. Miller, gi\ to Lord Foley, Ruxley
Lodge, Eaher. It contained fine Teton de Venus, Prinec?s
of Wales (vei-y fine), Bellcgardo, and Royal George Peaches ;

Rivers' Early Oiungc, Pitmaston Oninge, Pine-apple, Elruge,
and Violet HAtivo Nectarines, all large and good. There were
many dishes of Apples and Pears, and a dish of Jefferson
Plums. The collection was deservedly awarded a Silver

Knightian Medal.
From Messrs. E. J. Saroeant &; Co., Stratton Vineries,

Worthing, was exhibited a collection of varieties of Aviliergincs

(Solanum Melongena). This Iruit is used largely as a vegetal 'le

in some waj-mcr climates, but it is little known in Englaml,
although tlie fruits can generally be obtained in Covent
Garden Market. White and purple-coloured varieties were
.shown.

Tho 1st prize for Apples wa*: awarded to a dish of'Benoni-
shown by Col. Brvmer, M.P., Ilsington House, Dorchester
(gr., Mr. Jno. Powell); and Worcester Peannfiin shown by Mr.
C Hrhrin, Dropmore Gardens, Maidenhead, w.as 'Jnd.

For Pears the 1st prize w;xs given to excellent fruits of

Souvenir du Congrfes, shown by Mr. C. Herrin; and the
L'nd to Bourrif- d'Amanlis, from Col. Brvmer, obtained from a
wall trcB on western aspect.

Several seedling Melons were shown, but none of them
was awarded a Certificate.

A bunch of a new black Grape, named Lady Hastings, was
.shown by Lord Hastings, Melton Constable, Norfolk (gr.,

Mr. Shingles).

Messrs. H. Cannelt, & Co., Swanley, made an exhibit of a
good variety of Parsley, known as Eynsford Beauty.

Messrs. Jno. Laiko & Sons, Forest Hill Nur.sories, S.E.,

staged a collection of fruits, including IdO dishes of Apples
and Pears, there being many of these of capital quality
(Silver Knightian Medal).

Messrs. Jas. Carter & Co., Ilolborn, exhibited a capital

collection of Cabbages, including good specimens of .such

varicti'^s asHeartwell, Largo Nonpaieil, East Ham, Little

Pixie, Farly York, Large York, Sugar Loaf, Jersey, Enfield
Market, A:c.

Lecture upon Gladioli.
In tho afternoon a paper upon Gladioli, by Mr. Buurki.t.

(of tho lirm of Messrs. J. Burrell & Co., Cambridge) was read
before a moderate attcn<lancc. Mr. Gko. Biinvard w.\8 in

the chair. As there have been three papers upim the subject
delivered before the Society during the last few years, Mr.
Burrell preferred on this occasion to conline his remarks in

gicat measure to certain eriYirs that are frequently lu'de in

the cultivation of tho i>lants.

In the first place, exception was taken to the frequeiitly-

proferred advice that light sandy soil was the most suitable

in which to grow the cnrms. This was one of the c(»mmoncst
and most wide-spread errors. Mr. Burrell had proved by
experience that the opposite of such -soil was far better

;

heavy yellow loam of an adhesive nature, and no sand, was
recommended. Tho lecturer's land at Cambridge was rather

too close In texture to grow Roses successfully, yet Gladioli

gi"ow, and flourished, and the stock remained hcaltliy. These
remarks wore based upon results chiefly from tho Ganda-
vensis seotion, but Mr. Burrell doubted not that most of tho

species required similar culture, and Mr. Lemoine had
declared how splendidly tho hybrids which boar his name
Bucceed In tho stiil" clayey soil at Nancy. Good flowers

might bo got from corms planted in almost anj* soil or situa-

tion, but it was in respect to keeping and increasing the

stock that the nature of tho soil l>ecamc important
Excessice 'manuring was an error committed by many

growers. It generated disease ; and tho thick layers of

manure (0 to 8 inches), ho had seen recommended for

Gladioli, Mr. Burrell regarded as pernicious. An excess of

bumus in the soil was liarmfid ; the plants proterrcd a
" clean " soil. The lecturer had tried most forms of artificial

manure with very doubtful .success. He preferred to use no
mulchings or liquid-manure, and emphiisizod the importance
of ** clean" culture. At Cambridge the collection is seldom
or never watered. Tho jdant enjoyed in this country plenty

of heat, and a rather dry soil. The best Ijlooms Mr, Burrell

ever grew wero obtained in August, 1S93. This year the

plants grow well, and looked capital until August, but they
then appeared to suffer. Doubtless they rcf|turcd a certain

amount of moisture .shortly before the flowers are developed.

The fungus that attacks Gladioli was briefly alluded to,

and Mr. Burrell declared he had no faith in the suggested
attempt to improve the constitution by crossing again with
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new species, such n^ G. (ippositiflonis, a species that the

lecturer bclieveil hail been .ilready used in the oarly bylnidi-

salion of the Howcr. Ttj increiisc the stock it was exceed-

ingly important that the "spawn" «ir bulbils should he

cultivated. Old cornis could not be indefinitely preserved.

Mr. JJnn'ell concluded by remarking upon the loag season

during which Gladioli flowers could now be obtained from

the following sections : G. Colvillei, ramosus, Lemoinei,

Nancianus, and Gandavensis.

ALNWICK HORTICULTURAL.
Skptember 3.—Another successful show has been added to

the long list of similar gatherings which have been held under

the auspices of the Alnwick Floral and Horticultural Society.

In some respects, indeed, the show has never been excelled

at Alnwick, the number of entries, 2000, exceeding those of

any previous year. The season has been one favourable to

gardeners, hence the extraordinarily large increase in the

exhibits, and the high state of perfection which characterised

every department. The show was held as usual in Hulno

Park.

The exhibits were staged, in the usual m.anner in the large

marquees hclonging to the society, a fine collection of Palms,

&c., from the Alnwick Castle Gardens foi-raing a ccntro-piccc

from which the various wings radiated.

The stove and greenhouse pLants were a very fine equal

lot, especially the exhibits of Mr. T. Sukfibld, of Darlington.

They were perfect in flower and foliage, and were un-

douhtedly the most admired of the plan's in the tent in which
they were staged. The general stock of decorative and loliaf^c

plants was far above the average of former yeai-H. As to the

cut flowers, we have never seen a finer lot, and special mention
must be made of the Hollyhocks shown by Mr, A. Oliveh,

Cresswell. It is now over twenty years since the like ha-s

been seen at any show in the unrth. The hardy herbaceous
plants were quite a feature of the show. The double Dahlias

were far beyond previous years ; and epcrgues, bouquets, and
sprays were excellent, the principal prizes l>oIng secured by
Sir. Edmundson, Newcixstle.

Fruit in each class w;i3 extra fine. The Grapes exliibitcd

by Mr. D. In(:lis, Howick, were really magnificent, Iwth in

regard to size and finish ; while the hardy fruits, Apples,

&c., were perfect specimens in their respective kinds.

Mr. RiDDKLL, Lcsl)ury, also ^howcd a good lot of Grapes and
other plants, for which he w;is deservedly awarded the -

premier awards. In the gcnei-al collection of fruit arranged
for effect, Mr. Jcs. Hendkuson, of ChilUngham, was the
successful winner.

The quality of the vegetables was far beyond previous
shows, both ;is regards the size and quality. The plants in

the amateurs' department were highly credifcible, and
some really meritorious. For the extra prizes tliere was a
keen competition, and a very fine lot was exhibited. Messrs.

W. Fki.i, & Co., Ilcxhara, had a very nice exhibit (not for

competition) of Roses, Dahlias, Carnations, and hardy her-

baceovis plants, together with specimen Conifers.
In the open class for six stove and greenhouse plants,

distinct, the winners of the first and second places were Mr.
T. SuFFiEt.n, Darlington, and Mr. D. \Vvi.am, Shankhouse.
The same exhibit^jrs were re.siKJctively l.st and 2n<l in the
class for fovu" miscellaneous plants.

Mr. SuFFiKLD and Mr. Joun Mohuis tx)k the hst and 2nd
prizes for six fine foliaged jilants. Mr. SuFFnan was Ist for

three, and Mr. A. Mitchell, Alnwick, for a Kko numlier of
Fuchsias.

Fruit, in a collection of not less than .six dinhes and kinds,

Pineapple excluded, 1st, Mr. Joseph Atkinsow, Matfen ; and
liud, J. IliDDELL, Lcsbury. In the classes for Grape;. Mr. D.

Inqiis, gr., Howick Hall, was 1st for two bunches of Black
Hamburgh

; and Mr. G. Cr uo was 2nd. Mr. D. Inolis was 1st

with two bunches of any other variety of black Grapes.
For white Grapes, two bunches, Mr. J. Riddeij. was 1st with
Muscats; and Mr. Atkinson, 2nd. Mr. G. Crau; was 1st

with any other white, and Mr. J. Atkinson 2nd. The best
dish of Peaches w;vs shown by Mr, Fokdvck, Lowiok ; and
the best peaches from a wall were shown by Mr. M.xxey, gr

,

Craster Tower. Mr. J. Ovens had the be>it Nectarines.
The best collection of vcgetihles (twelve kinds) came from

Mr. R. Davidson, Alnwick.
Cottagers, allotees, and amateurs contributed excellently

in all the various classes set apart for them.
A variety of extra prizes, given by Ui.s Grace the Duke of

Nohthtmberland, local individuals and the society, were
keenly competed for.

THE NATIONAL DAHLIA.
Septkmber 4, 5.—Tho whole of the "special" societies

whicli exist for tbe improvement or popularisation of par-

ticular flowers, have heM their exhibitions for tlie present
year, if wo except tlie Chrysanthemum, That of tho
National Dahlia Society was held on the altove dates in tho

Crystal Palace, Sydenham, where Mr. W. S. Hkau arranged
the tables in the lower half of tho centre transept. It is

singular that the flowers from plants which had lanfjuished

the greater part of the season for moisture, ;md which have
seldom lacked rain to a greater extent tlian they have during
the present year, should have been prepared for exhibition,

and displayed upon the show t^ibles, at the close of a very
wet week, and in the midst of a considerable downpour of

rain. On Friday the attendance of visitors was very poor.

but a largo nviniber of jiersons were present at the *Palace on

the following d.ay. "Considering' the seasf»n" li:us lately

become an essential part of a report of a horticultural .show,

but we may say (rather than again use that iju.alifying ex-

pression) that the show of Dahlias appeared to vis a greater

success th.an the Rose exhibition in July. Of course, the

atmospheric conditions have become much modified during

tbe past month, and the Dahlia is a plant that can soon turn

better conditions to advantage.

It w.aa not a remarkable exhibition, either for unusual
excellence or for quaUtics of an adverse kind. The " show,"
" decorative," "Cactus," "Pompon."and single types were all

well represented, the type giving most oecasion for remark
being, perhaps, that of the Cactus-flowering, by reason of tho

extremely numerous colours that have been obtained since

tho first days of tho variety Juarez!. Single-flowering

varieties are still less popular than they were sonic ytars ago,

but the seoretiiry of the society (Mr, T. W. Girui.kmtone)

keeps them before the public at this exhil)ition in such

praisewortliy perfection, that they are not likely to lose

popular favour entirely. Competition was gi-e.atcr in the

amateur classes than in those devoted to the trade ; inrleed,

in the nurserymen's ehtsses there wei-e prize-s in many c:i.ses

for each of the firms that elected to exhibit a collection.

The Lack of system in labelling the flowers is still a subject

for regret at this show. In some cases on tho oeco-sion under

notice, tho flowers appeared without any names attached

whatever ; and unless c.are be taken to put the names down
in a neat and Icgiljle manner it is just as well to omit tliem.

NUIISEHYMEK.
S/iow (iii'l Fancy ViOiUa^. —The largo cl.-vss forsi\ty blooms,

distinct, was won by Mcssi-s. Kkvnks, Williams k Co.,

Salisbury, and we ai>pen<l the whole of the varieties in the

exhibit, liaci: voir : Ml-s. Uelulle, BiilTalo Bill, Mr. Chamlicr-

layne. James O'liricn, Peacock. Dandy, S. Mortimer (>elf^,

Emin Pacha, W. Itawliilgs, Duchess o[ Albany, Henry
Walton, Nellie Cramontl, <ii>ldsinith, Kebecca (self). Chief-

tain, .S. Mortimet, Uoyal Queen. -Mr. (jl:l88cock, Florence

Tl'anter (new), .and N.anny Keith. <\nlrt rote: J. T. West,

Dorothy, John Ilickling, Iti.hard De.an, Mr. SpolTi>rth,

Dr. Keynes, Alice Emily, Ceo. Ilarnes, lt«v. J. B. Cainm,
John Walker, Mrs. W. Slack, W. Powell, Duebcss of York,

liuttereup, W. Jack.sim, Virginal, l.'olonist, Mrs. P. Wyndhain.
Imperial, Mrs. Langtry. Fmul row : Golden Fleece, Miss

Barber, Portia, Jas. (.'oeker, Kcbccca, Miss Cannell, II. Bond,
Matthew Campbell, Mrs. Every, Fi-:»nk Pearce (self),

Caiety, It. T. Itawlings, T. S. Ware, J. Rawlings, Eclipse,

Harrison Weir. Crimson Globe, Kathleen, A. Riwlings, and
F. Pearce. There w:us little to take exception to in tho

exhibit from Mr. J. Walkkr, Thame Nurseries, Ox'oii, who
was 2nd. The blooms were of nice form and very bright.

They might have been larger, however, and had there been a

better admixture of the et)lour, the collection would have

been more attractive. Tbe 3rd prize was taken by Mr. M. V.

Sealk, Vino Nurseries, Seveuoaks; and Mr. S. Mohtimer,
Rowledge Nurseries, Farnham, w.as 4tb.

Forty-eight bl»H»mH, distinct, were only .staged by three exhi-

bitors, and there were le-i/.cs for carh of them. The differ-

ence in the quality of the blooms represented the dirterence

in the size of them, for all of them were bright. In llie first

exhibit, however, there was a better selection and disiwsition

of colours also, which w;is seriously Licking in tho 3rd iiri/.o

exhibit. Mr. S. Moiitimer was 1st, and the following varie-

ties were the more noticeable in his exhibit :- Shottesham
Hero, Geo. Barnes (self), Hero, Jas. Cocker, Jno. Hiekling

(but scarcely full enough!, A. Rawlings, Mrs. J. Downie,

Duke of Fife, Glow-worm. Mra. Saunders, W. H. Williams,

Hugh Austin, and Ethel Brittm. Mr. M. V. Se ale and Mr
J. Walker, Thame, were Snd and 3rd respectively.

Of thirty-.six blooms, distinct, there were four exhibitoi-s,

viz. Sir. J. T. West, Tower Hill, Brentwood; Messrs. c.

KlMBERLEV <i Son, Stoke Nurseries, Coventry ; Mr. G. Hum-
phries, Tho Nurseries, Kington Langley, Chippenham ; and
Mr. W. Tresedek. nurseryman, CarJiff. The exhibitors won
in the <irder in whieb their names are given, .and the collec-

tions did not display any very greit disparity in regard to

quality. Tho collection from Cardiff bad necessarily

travelled a long distance.

Twenty-four blooms. diMinct.—Mr. J. T. West won this cLass,

and stigcd a very fine lot, tho varieties were William Raw-
lings, W. Powell, Duke of Fife, Duchess of York, Mr. Glass-

cock, J. T. West, Arthur Rawlings, R. T. Rawlings, Rosy
Mom, Mr. Fyfe, Professor Fawcett, .Maud Fellowes, Victor,

Mrs. Gladstone, Jno. Britton, E. Sheerm.an, Jno. Ilickling,

Jno. Walker, Hercules, Miss Hope, H.arri3on Weir, Geo.

Rawlings, Goldfinder, .and Willie Garrett. The 2nd prize w.as

awarded to a collection, also of considerable excellence, from
Mr. G. Humphries ; and Meesi-s. G. Kiuberlev & Son
obtained tbe :U-d prize.

Twelve blooms, distinct, were well shown. The 1st prize

stand in this cla.ss contained very i
'i-etty blooms and colour

without exception. The varieties were, bach row, Jno.

Britton, W. Powell, Mrs. Langtry, .ind Alice Emily
; centre,

Mrs. Gladstone, J. T. West, Mrs. J. Downie, and Miss
Cannell

;
front row, Duchess of York, J, Cocker, J. Walker,

and Dazzler. Mr. T. R. Tranter, :;, Hart Street, Henley-on-
Thames, was a good 2nd ; and Mes-srs. J. Cheal & Son, Low-
field Nui-series, Crawley, and Mr. Hfnrt MERcER.Elton Bury,
Lancashire, were 3rd and 4th respectively.

CacluS'.ttowering rarUlles.—These classes always make a very

fine display, but the quality of tho blooms generally was a
little below what is usual. The class for eighteen varieties.
in bunches of six lilooms each, was won by Messrs. J. Ciibal
& Sons, who staged Fusilier, HaiTy Stredwick, a dark vclvety-
crim.son variety ; Beatrice, Mayor H.askins, Mrs. Barnes, Earl of
Pembroke. Glori osa. Matchless, Mrs. Wilson Noble, Mrs. Peart,
Dehcat.a, Mrs. Gordon Sloane, Mrs. Kingsley Foster, Bertha
Mawley, Harmony, J. E. Frewer, Lady Penzance, and Mrs
Beek. Jlr. J. T. West had a very pretty coUection, and
took premier place for twelve bunches. His best bunches
were Matchless, Gloriosa, Miss Anne Jones, Lady Penzance
Fusilier, ..and Delieata. The firm of Messrs. Borrell & Co.|
Howe House Nurseries, Cambridge, were 2nd; and Mr. M. v!
Seale, 3rd, who had a bright lot of flowers a little deficient
in size

Deconilive rarieties.—In the class for twelve varieties, in
bunches of six blooms, tho 1st prize was won by Mr. m'. V.
Seale, who staged Mrs. Turner, Sidney HolUns, St. Catherine^
Baron Schroder, Harry Freeman, Ernest Glass, Mrs. Haw-
kins, Jos.=phine. Daisy Scale, Duke of Cl.arence, Roy Seale,
andCountess of Pembroke, a very delicate and pretty variety;
Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons were 2nd, .and their stand wouhl
have been more elfeetive had tbe blooms been less crowded.

I'ampon Varitlies.—The ehras for twenty-four varieties, in
bunches of ten blooms each, was won by Mr. M. V. Se.u.e
and the following varieties apjiearcd to eonsidei-able advan-
tage in an exhibit of couniiend,able quality: Spitfire, a now
bright seariet flower

; Bacchus, of .almost the same' shade
;Phtebe Cecil, a yellow secdUng ; Tommy Keith, Whiiper'

Captain Boyton, and Dougl.as, Mr. Chas. Turner was avery
good 2nd, and included fine sprays of Adrienno, Edna
Dagmar, Claribel, Norah, Phtobo, &c. 3rd, Messrs J Cheal
<!; Sons.

Tho cLaas for twelve bunches was won by a most pretty
stand from Mr. J. T. West ; tbe varieties were Sunshine
Mary Kirk, Arthur West, Emily Hopper, Little Dorrit|
Dix!t<n- Jim, Madge, Little Jack, Tommy Keith, Abundancei
Little Joe, and Uon.ivau, a very neat flower of pule and
deeper lilac. Mcssra. J. Buiireli. d <,'o. were 2nd, and liad
also a fine .st.and of blooms; :lrd, Messrs. G. Kimi.eri.ev
& Sons.

SimjU-floim-eil rnri</tts.—Though this section .apparently is
less popular tkin previously, tbe stinds presented an exceed-
ingly bright display, and t.. us were more .attractive than
8..mo others. Tho let prize for twenty-four varieties, in
bunches often blooms e.acb, was won by Messrs. J. Cheal &
Sons, the following varieties being very fine: Aurora,
Beauty's Eye, Roscbank, Cardinal, Mrs. Conniuck, Duehcs.s
of Fife, Mi.ss Morlaiid, Eclipse, Amos Pe.ry, P.aragon Demon
Formojii, Duke of York, Tho Bride, and W. C. Harvey. Mr.'
M. V. Seai.e w.as the oidy other exhibit^jr of a similar collec-
tion, and ho hacl blooms of considenible excellence.

AMATEURS.
Shorn and Fancy Vahlias.—Mr. H. Bueoin showed a very

fine lot in the etass for twenty four blooms, and w.as 1st
Crimson Globe, Gaiety, Jas. Cocker, II. Walter, Rev! J. B
M. Camni, Vice-President, Duke of Fife, R. T. Rawlings
Mrs. .S:miiders, Gloire de Lyon, and Perfection were espe-
cially good. The 2nd prize w:ls taken by Mr. F. W. Fellowes
Tbe Home Farm, Puttcridge Park, Luton, who had a
collection of bright fresh bl.joms uf moderate size. Mr
Thos. Hours, E.iston House. Riston, Bristol, w.as 3rd ; aud
there were five other exbibiUtrs,

.S'/iow rone(ifs.—The be.st twelve blooms, distinct, were
from Mr. A. Starling, gr. to H. II. Raphael, Esq., Rosocourt,
Havering, Essex

; his blooms were Mr. Ql.xsscock, Champion
R.jIIo, T. W. Girdlestoue, J. T. West, Mrs. P. McKenzie, Mrs
W. Slack, Miss Cannell, Mrs. Gladstone, R. T. Rawlings
Wm. Rawlings, Willie Garrett, and Prince of Denmark The
2nd prize was taken by Mr. S. Cooper, Hamlet, Chippen-
ham, Wilts ; and Mr. W. Mist, Ightham, Kent, was 3rd.
The 1st prize for six blooms was tikcn by Mr, E Jeffries

Langley Burrell, Chippenham, Wilts, who h.id capital
blooms of Vice President, M.ajcstic, Reliiuice, R. T. Rawlings
W. Riwlings, and Jno. Walker. The 2iid prize was taken
by .Mr. C. F. Keep, M, Sunny Hill Road, Streatbam, S.W.,
who included a pretty bloom <if the variety Mrs. L.angtrv

'

3rd, Mr. A. Mont, Slough.

PancUs.—There were only three competitors in the class for
twelve blooms distinct, and tho 1st prize was won by Mr. S.
Cooper, Hamlet, Chippenham, Wilts. All of the blooms
were good, but diversity of colour w.as not sufticieut. The
varieties were Da7.zler, T. W. Girdlestone, Matthew Campbell,
Mrs. Saunders, Duchess of Albany, Lottie Eckford, Frank
Pearce, Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Comedian, Edmund Boston,
Buffalo Bill, and a sport from Rev. J. B. M. Camm, of smaller
size and less bright appearance ; Mr. S. Anstiss, Brill, Bucks,
was 2nd ; .and Mr. J. Stredwick, Silverhill, St. Loonard's-
on-Sca, 3rd.

Six exhibitors had collections of six blooms, .and the win-
ning half-dozen w^is from Mr. W. Wheeler, 53, Bell Street,
Henley-on Thames. He bad blooms of Rev. J. B. M. Camm]
Mrs. Mortimer, S. Jlortimer, Grand Sultan, T. W. Girdlestone,'
and Daody. The last-named being a capitally-coloured
specimen. 2nd, Mr. A. Staklino, who bad a good bloom of
Peacock and of Mrs. J. Downie. 3rd, Mr. R. Buroin, St.
Neot's, Notts.

Cactus and Decorative, mired.— Mr. Jas. Stredwick won
with a capital exhibit in the class for twelve bunches of
Cactus and decorative Dahlias, the v.arieties most w rthy
of mention being Gloriosa, Pembroke, Nil Desperandum,
Penzance, B. Keith, and Mrs. Foster ; Mr. W. Mist was a
good 2nd, but the flowers were a Uttl smaller, .and also leas
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bright ; 3rd, Mr. Jas. HunftON, Gunnerabuiy House, Acton,

W"., with exceedingly bright bat small blooms.

The best exhibit of six varieties was made by Mr. S.

Cooper, Hamlet, Chippenham, who had excellent Lady
Penzance; '2nd, H. G. Sloane, Esq., Hydecroft, Cbarlwood,
Surrey ; Sir. Ed. JTawlkv, Hosebank, Bcrkhamsted, was 3rd.

Cactus onlu.—Mr. Jas. Stredwick had a capital exhibit of

nine varieties, well staged; H. G. Sloank, Esq., was 2nd;
and the :ird place was taken by H. J. "Wigram, Esq., North-

lands, Salisbury (gr., Mr. R. C. West).

The best collection of twelve blooms of the Cactus variety,

Mrs. Francis Fell, were from Mr. James Hcdson. It is a
new white variety, with yellowish centre, of medium size.

J'ompong.—'Mi'. J.\me.s Stredwick won for a collection of

six varieties, in bunches of ten blooms each, staging good
blooms of Bicchus, Tommy Keith, Red Indian, Eurydice,

Favourite, and La Duchcsse ; Mr. Jas. Hudson was 2nd ; and
Mr. L. Fewkes, Castle Bromwich, 3rd. For six bunches of

six blooms each the best competitor was G. Hilditc^h, Esq.,

Waldegrave Park, Twickenham (gr., G. Wyatt) ; 2nd, Mr. W.
Parrott, Sevenoaks.

Stnf/les.—'Mr. T. W. Girdle-stone, Sunningdale, Berks, had
a magnificent collection of twelve varieties, in bunches of

ten blooms each. Orange Girl, Svengali, Naomi Tighe, Mary
Netley, Polly Eccles, and Donna Casilda, were splendi-1.

All of the blooras were first-class. 2ud, Mr. W. Mist, who
had also a good lot; and 3rd, Mr. C. Osman, South Metro-
politan District Schools, Sutton, Surrey.

For the smaller bunches, the best competitor wai Ed.
Mawlev, Esq., who had Cardinal, Beauty's Eyes (a very
pretty variety), Miss Roberts, W. C. Harvey, Northern Star,

Victoria ; 2nd. Mr. Jas. Hudson.

Vases of DjMia*, d-c. — Miss L. Hcd.son, Gunnersbury
House Gardens, Acton, obtained 1st prize in this class, show-
ing a neatly-arranged epergne of grasses and other foUage,

together with single Dahlia flowers of the Cactus type.

OPEN CLASSES.

Some special prizes offered by Mesai's. Dobbie & Co.,

of Rothesay, for single Cactus Dahlias, brought two col-

lections, and by far the best was from Mr. J. Hudson, Tho
Gardens, Gunnersbury House, Acton, who had such standard
varieties as Novar, Sir Walter, Meg Merrilies, Brenda,
Queen Mary, and Ivanhoe, sorao of the Ijest varieties in

commeixje.

The class for fancy single Dahlias, i.e., tipped, striped, or

edged flowers, broiight a charming collection from Mr. T. M'.

GiRDLESTONE, Sunuiugdale, mostly of his own raising, which
revealed tho beauty of some of the later-raised seedlings.

He was the only exhibitor, and had Jack Daw, yellow, freely

striped with red ; Phyllis, pale ground, flaked and suffased

with purple, crimson, and lilac; Hazel Kiike, orange-red,

tipped with white; M.C.C., yellow ground, llakud with pale

orange-red ; Nan, bright red, tipped with white ; Jeannetta,

white, with side-margins of orange crimson ; Splash, jellow,

striped and flaked with orimson ; Cinderelli, white, with
side-edgings of reddish-orange ; Emmie, Folly, Trilby, azd
Dearest, yellow, edged with white.

Show and fancy Dahlias, shown in blooms of one variety

in several classes, arc always a leading and interesting

feature. The best dark Dahlia was James Cocker, finely

shown by Mr. Walker ; Mr. J. T. West was 2nd with
William Kawlings ; and Mr. A. Starling ,3rd with Prince of

Denmark. The best light variety, other than yellow, was
John Walker, shown by its name-sake; Mr. G. IIomphrirs
was 2nd with the same ; and Mr. A. Stahlisg 3rd with Mrs.
Gladstone. The best yellow self was Jolin Hkkling, also

from Mr. J. Walker ; Mr. Seale was 2nd with William
Powell ; and Mr. S. Mortimer 3rd with the same. The best
tipped Dahlia was Fancy Mrs. Saunders, which took all

three prizes, being shown by Messrs. Seale, J. Cueal &.

Sons, and J. Walkpr. The best striped Dahlii was Fancy
Frank Pearce from Mr. G. Humphries ; Mr. J. Walker was
2nd with Hercules ; and Mr. Mortimer 3rd with Frank
Pearce. Tbe best edged Dahlia was Miss Cannell, from Mr.
J. Walker; Mr. Sealk coming 2nd with J. T. West; and
Mr. Mortimer 3rd with Henry Walton.

CERTIFICATED AWARDED.
Seedlings wore present in goodly numbers, though but

few show varieties were forthcoming. Mr. G. St. Pierre
Harris, Orpington, received two Certificates of Merit, one
for fancy Mabel, delicate pinkish-lilac, flaked and striped

with crimson ; and show Queen of Autumn, orange-buff,
with deep apricot shading—buth well formed, and highly
promising flowers.

Of new Cactus varieties, there was a considerable number,
and Certifica'es of Merit were awarded to the following:

—

Aurora, a small salmon-orange Cactus of good shape, hkely
to be very useful for cutting, from Mr. Green, florist, Dere-
ham ; Fantasy, pale orange red, a fine new Cactus type, from
Messrs. J. Burrell &; Co. ; Miss Webster, a very pleasing
pure white decorative variety, from Messrs. Dobbie & Co.,
Orpington ; Mrs. Gordon Sloane, pinkish terra-cotta, of the
true Cactus type ; and Mr. Leopold Seymour, yellow, the
petals tipped with bright lUac, both from Messrs. J. Chfal
& Sons; lona, reddish salmon, of the finest Cactus shape,
from Mr. C. Turner ; Cycle, crimsun, tipped with pale
purple, true Cactus type ; Keynes' White, white, with
slight primrose centte—a very promising variety ; and Star-
fish, pale urange-red, capital form, fro«i Messrs. Kevnes &
Co ; and Charles Woodbridge, bright crimson, slightly
shaded, from Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham.
New Pompons were quite plentiful. Certificates of Merit

being awarded to the following;—Dr. Jim (West), palo

ground, heavily tipped with maroon-purple ; Spitfire (Scale)
bright red. fine shape ; Guinivere (C. Turner), yellow, edged
with deep red ; and Ganymede (C. Turner), pale groimd,
tipped with silvery-mauve, fine in form. And to the follow-
ing single varieties, shown by Mr. T. W. GiRDLESTONr, ;—
Folly and Emmie, described above ; also Polly Eccles, Naomi
Tighe, and Trilby, all very distinct, and of the finest quaUty.

HONORARY EXHIBITS.
A large exhibit from Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham

Cross Nurseries, Herts, included an excellent lot of fruit trees
in pots bearing fruit, and a collection of fruit in dishes. Also
a group of cut Roses, which included fine specimens of the
pretty new China Rose Queen Mab.

Messrs. John Laino &. Sons, Forest Hill Nurseries, London,
S.E., exhibited Rose blooms, fruit trees, and dishes of fruit.

Also a magnificent group of tuberous-rooted Begonias, inter-

spersed with choice specimens of ornamental foliage plants.
Messrs. H. Cannell & Co., Swanley, Kent, showed a

capital collection of Dahlia blooms, representing the different

types, and staged in very tasteful manner.
Mr. Jno. Charlton, Tunbridgo Wells, had a collection of

hardy flowers and Lilies, the species iu which had been very
well cultivated.

From Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Totten-
ham, came a very representative collection of D.ililia blooms

;

and Messrs. J. Peed & Sons, Roupell Park Nurseries, Upper
Norwood, shewed DahUas blooms, and herbaceous flowers.

DUNDEE HORTICULTURAL.
September 3, 4, 5.—The annual exhibition of this Society

was opened on the 3rd inst. by Mr. Asquith, M.P., who
spoke upon the historical interests of Dundee, and at some
length expatiated upon the refining influence horticulture

had exerted over all classes of the community ; and later, at

the liuicheon, expressed the greatest admiration of the

splendid display in the three long tents, which were quite

filled by the productions from many gardens. The honorary
exhibits, arranged upon tables placed round the sides of the

tents, were exceedingly attractive.

The first exhibit on entering the larger tent was one from
Mr. Forbes, Hawick Nurseries ; it meluded choice Carna-
tions ia great quantity, magnificent Hollyhocks, pretty
Vinlas, and other cut flowers.

The next long table was filled by Messrs. Dobbie & Co.,
from Rothesay, wi h a grand display, and to which a Medal
was asarded for the finest exhibit from nurserymen.
Potatos, Leeks, and Celery; autunin-llowcring Chrysanthe-
mums in great variety, Dahlias, Gaillardias, and other
flowers, were included in this exhibit.

Messrs. Storrie & Storrie's table, 30 feet long, was a
showy one, especially tho Asters, Roses, Chrysanthemums,
Carnations, and herbaceous plants.

Messrs. Laikd Sc Sinx-lair had a splendid exhibit of plants,

cut flowers, and floral arrangements.
Messrs. Cocker <t Sons, Aberdeen, had a large collection

of Gladioli, Chrysanthemums, Roses, &c. Mr. Eokeoro,
Wem, Shropshire, had a beautiful exhiVnt of his Sweet Peas.

Messrs. Tiivne <fe Paxton, Aberdeen, had a capital exhibit of

cut flowers. Messrs. D. & W. Cuoli. liad an excellent

display of flowering and foliage ])lants. Mr. Grossart, of

Dundee, had a large display of stove and greenhouse plants,

and also took leading priZi-'S in those classes.

A large eollectiou of Celosias in capital condition were very
attractive, and a special award was given to Mr. Cameron,
Binrock Gardens, for his floral display.

Large exhibits of zonal and other Pelargonivuns, Bogonias,
and Petunias were noticed, also numbers of excellent speci-

mens of Fenis. Mr. Sanders, Broughty Ferry; Mr. Baird,
Kiiicraig ; and Jlr. Cameron had the best in these classes.

A capital exhibit of Conifers came from Messrs. Laird &
Sinclair. These plants were in pots, and stood on the
grass. Thuya occidentalis lutea was exceptionally fine

;

Thujopsis borealis argentea, and Golden Retinosporas were
very good.

In another tent there were long tables of Gladioli, stove

and greenhouse plants, &c., .also exotic and hardy eut-flowers,

including Roses and Dahlias. The collections of Roses from
private gardens were numerous. The nurserymen's Roses
were of considerable merit. For H. P. varieties Messrs. Cuoll
took 1st ; and Mr. Cocker. Aberdeen, 2nd ; and for Teas and
Noisettes, Messrs. Croll w re also 1st ; and Messrs. Adam
& Craigmilb, Aberdeen, 2nd.

FRUIT.

The fruit filled a double line of tiblcs in the centre of one
of the tents. The competition in every class was exception-
ally strong. Apples (from the Carse of Gowrie, and other
districts) made a great display. Pears chiefly consisted
of Jargonelles and Williams' Bon Chretien, and were not
of special merit. Collections of fruit were numerous, and
some o( them remarkably good. Mr. Bessant, gr. at Castle

Huntly, was 1st for eight dishes. He had good Muscat of

Alexandria and Gros Maro^; Grapes ; Prin e of Wales Peaches,
Spencer Nectarines, good Pears, Melons, Apples, and Figs.

There was much competition in this class, and also in that for

six dishes of hardy fnait ; Mr. Bessant being again 1st. For
four bunches of Grapes, Mr. Leslie, gr., Pitcullen, Perth, was
1st, with good Muscat of Alexandria—large in berry and
well coloured, Gros Maroc, Madresfield Court, and Duke of

Bucclcueli, a little past their best. Two bunches of Black
Hamburgh were best from Mr. Kinnear, gr. at Fernbrao,

who had finely-coloured, well-formed bunches ; Lady Downes
wore mostly large in berry and well coloured—among them
were the finest Grapes in the show. Mr. D. Sanders had a
beautiful pair of bunches, and received a 1st prize. Alicante
and Gro.s Maroc were in great numbers, and generally well
coloured

; but the bunches of Muscat of Alexandria were not
of special merit, being generally unripe.
A handsome bunch of Alicante, fairly coloured, and

weighing]:nb. 6oz., wasexhibited by Mr. Leslie, gr., Pitcullen,
and received a Special Award. Peaches were of moderate'
quality only. Nectarines we e finar. Great quantities of
small fruits were exhibited. Melons were poor throughout •

and Apricots wex'e very fair.

VEGETABLES.
These filled a large tent, and sel iom have such excellent

quality aad close competition been witnessed between
gai-deners and amateurs. The 1st prize for twelve sorts
went to Mr. Rae, Roxburgh, who was also awarded the
Vcitch Memorial Prize for his collection. This was a very
meritorious exhibit, and consisted of Cauliflowers, Celery,
Cucumbers, Cabbages, Onions, Peas, Poittos, Kidney Beans'
Tomatos, Marrows, Leeks and Carrots. In all there were
2J1 classes at this great exhibition, so creditable to Dundee.

WELLINGBOROUGH DAHLIA.
September 5.—The fii-st exhibition of the newly-formed

Dahlia society was held in the Coin Exchange on the above
date, with every prospect of its becoming an annu.al fixture.

It is hoped by the promoters that it may become a Midland
Dahlia exhibition, as there are many growers of the flower
in the district. This year tho Wellingborough fixture clashed
with that of the National Dahlia Society at the Crystal
Palace, but another season thi.s error will be avoided.

Six classes for Dahlias were open to all England; the 1st
prize for twenty-four show and fancy went to Messrs. T.
Perkins &. Son.s, nurserymen, Northampton, whose leading
bboms were Maud Fellowes. Ruby Gem, W. Rawliugs
Rebecca, Peacock, Mrs. Gladstone, Colonist, George Rawlings
Duchess of York, and A. Rawlings ; 2nd, Mr. Thomas
Pendered, Wellingborough, the president of the society.
With twelve blooms, Messrs. T. Pj;rkins & Sons were

again 1st; and Mr. H. J. Shepherd, Althorp, 2nd.
Mr. Pendered took the 1st prize for twenty-four blooms

of distinct varieties of Cactus and decorative Dahlias, shown
singly on boards. The leading varieties were Purple' Prince,
Lady Penzance, Countess of Riidnnr, Bertha Mawley, Earl of
Pembroke, R. CanncH. and Delicata ; Mr. J. York, Des-
borough, was 2nd. With twelve blooms of Cactus, Mr.' Shep-
herd was 1st; and Mr. H. Brindlev, Desborough, 2nd.
Messrs. T. Perkins At Sons were 1st with twelve varieties of
Pompon Dahlias in bunches ; and also with the same number
of singles. Six classes were also set apart for amateurs and
cottagers, and in all there was a good comjiotition.

Roses were also shown in a few cla.sses. The best twelve
blooms, open to all, which included some pretty Teas, came
from Messrs. T. Perkins As Sons ; Mr. Hayes, Tho Gardens,
Castle Ashby, Northampton, was 2nd.

There were a few clasics for plants. In that for six speci-
mun stove and greenhouse subjects, Mr. J. Ike, Welling-
borough, was 1st, with a good plant of Livistona australis,
Yuc.-a aloifolia variegata, with a good flower-spike, and
capital examples of Adiantums Owoni, grandis, Pacotti, and
grandiceps ; Mr. Haves was 2nd, having a good specimen
of Kcntia australis, Stephanotis iloribunda, Nephrolcpis
exaltata, &c.

Plants in pots were also shown by amateurs, and they
included some finely-flowered examples of Vallota purpurea.
The best collection of six distinct species of fruit came

from Jlr. Haves, who had Lady Downes Grapes, a fine
Queen Pino, NectariuL's, Figs, Melon, and Pears ; Mr. J.
Glannistkr, Hardint^'stone, w.as 2nd.
Mr. Hayes had the best two bunches of Grapes, showing

good Raisin du Calabre ; Messrs. Clavson & Son, Welling-
borough, were 2nd, with Black Hamburgh.
Mr. Have.s had the best dish of Pears, showing very lino

Souvenir du CongrSs; the fruits of Louise Bonne of Jersey,
Pitmaston Duchess, and Marie Louise were also very good.

Peasgood's Nonsuch led the way among culinary Apples ;

Annie Elizabeth was also very good. The best dish of dessert
Apples was Lady Sudeley

; and Worcester Pearmain was also
in tine chiracter. Plums were good also.

\'eget;ibles were a good feature. Mr. Haves was 1st, with
a collection of eight varieties; and Mr. GlaNnlster 2nd.
There were several classes for vegetables .shown by amateurs.

The Apiary,

PREPARING FOR WINTER.
By the end of tho present month all stocks sliould

have been well foJ, so that the combs will be sealed
over, as if left till later, the bees are not likely to
seal them, and, iu consequence, the honey gives them
dysentery, which very much weakens the stock for
the following spring. Most hives will require but a
small amount of feeding, as the season hab been a very
good one, but, of course, the rain which we have had
lately will have caused a lessening of the store, so
that all hives should be examined forthwith, and the
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Btato of the food supply ascertained, and in the case

of driven bees they must be fed at once. If one or

two framea of honey from full hives, where it can be

spared, be given them, so much the better ; and if

there are any eeeti.ms from la.st year remaining

unsold, let them have these too, as it saves making

syrup, and natural food Is alivays beneficial to the

bees. Use a Canadian rapid-feeder where a dozen or

to of hives are kept, because it saves much time in

filling cans and bottles, and also enables the bees

to finish their feeding quickly, besides preventing

robbing to a very great extent. Feed always in

the evening ; the feeder, which will hold about half-a-

gallon, will be found empty in the morning. If

necessary, fill again in the evening, then take it off

and place it on next hive, and so on till the whole

apiary has been fed.

Another advantage gained by using this sort of

feeder is, that you can refill the feeder without

moving it, and no bees can possibly interfere with the

operator. In feeding, take care that there are no

crevices in the roof of the hives through which bees

can get, as if they can they are certain to overpower

and destroy a weak stock; and if a strong lot, they

will cause a gi'eat deal of mischief, and a great loss of

bees through fighting.

Wasps are very troublesome at this time of the

year, and the best way to keep them out of the hives

is to contract the entrance to each hive, leaving an

opening of about 1 inch, which gives the bees a better

chance of protecting themselves. Do not leave more

frames in the hives than the bees can well cover, or

the temperature cannot be maintained in cold

weather, which is sure to result in the loss of the

bees. If this be done, and a small amount of feeding

as well, and the hives well \vrapped up with a bag, or a

tray is fitted over the frames filled with chaff or saw-

dust, which helps to keep the hive warm in cold

weather ; the feeding and warmth will encourage

breeding to go on, which at this time of year is very

important, as bees hatched out now come out stroug

aud vigorous for the following season's work. If

robbing cannot be prevented, spriukle a little carbolic

powder over the entrance of the hivo with a small

pepperbox, which will bo found a very efficient

preventative.

Gb-inulated SEcnoNS.

Whore the honey in sections is found to be getting

candied, dispose of it as soon as possible ; and if there

is no sale, run them, a-i run honey will keep better

than honey in sections, and then if it become granu-

lated it does not matter so much, and can be brought

back to its fluid state by placing the bottles in hot

water.

Variorum.

demies of the Middle Ages states that the outbreak

of the Rlack Death was immediately preceded by a

period of tweuty-six years—commencing in 13.33—of

earthquakes, atmospheric disturbances, floods, and

droughts, of an extent beyond ail precedent in history.

Noxious vapours arose from thousands of chasms, and

the seasons seemed to be reversed. As it seems quite

possible that the agencies which inflicted such dire

calamities upon the human race should have influenced

forest vegetation, it would be interesting to determine

whether the record is confirmed in other old trees.

Inventl'/ns,

Old Age in Trees.—The rather startling sugges-

tion is m,ade by Mr. Henry .1. ('olbourou, of Wool-
hampton, that our oldest inh.ibitants—the trees— may
be brought forward as living witnesses of extraordi-

nary terrestrial disturbances of many generations ago.

The British Museum contains a polished section of a

large Douglas Fir, which was grown in British Colum-
bia, and is stated to have been more than 500 years

old at the time it was felled in 1SS5. A curious fea-

ture of this section is the appearance of the annual
rings near the close of the tree's first century, about
twenty of them being so closely crowded together as

to look like a diS'erently coloured zone of wood,
three-fourths of an inch wide, running around the

trunk. The suddenness of the change on both sides

of the zone disposes of the idea that it was due to

overcrowding in the forest, which would have come
on and passed oS' gradually. The supposition that

twenty bad seasons or twenty years of insect depre-

dations occurred together is contrary to all our ex-

perience, and it is not easy to account for this 1 jng

periol of weakness in the forest giant. It appeals,

however, that, making allowance for some uncertainty

as to the time when the tree stopped gi'owing, the

rings may be found to correspond in date with a

period of remarkable convul-sious recorded near the

middle of the fourteenth century. Heckel's Epi-

PENTSTEMONS.
Much as Pentstemons are admired by most people,

they are not the subjectsof care they should.be. During

a severe winter, most of those left outside are killed,

because no protection has been given. By treating

them as tender annuals, very excellent results may be

achieved. I was not aware they could be flowered so

successfully the first season until a few days since,

when I called at Cowdonknowes Gardens, Berwick-

shire. Mr. Robertson had a bed of plants which ha<l

been raised from seed sown last February, some "f

the spikes of flowei's were 2.5 inches long, and 3 feet

high from the ground level. The individual flowers

measured 2 inches by 1 j inches in diameter, and the

colours ranged from pure white to various shades of

red and purple. They were the finest Peutstemons I

have ever seen, and much of Mt. Kobertson's success

was doubtless owing to the exceptionally good strain

from which the seed had been obtained. JV. JJ.

Divers, Beh'oir Castle Gardens, Grantham.

Arthur George Martin.—It is with peculiar

regret, and with a sense of pain, that we record tlie

death of Mr. A. G. Martin, until recently publisher of

this journal. Our deceased colleague was never excep-

tionally strong, and he had assumed the responsibilities

connected with the management of his department

but a short time, when his health commenced to fail

greatly. At the commencement of last year he was

induced to spend the remaining part of the winter

upon a voyage to Australia, with a view to over-

coming a suspected tendency to chest weakness. Mr.

Martin returned from that trip in much better

health, and hopes were entertained that he had suc-

cessfully resisted one of the moat insidious diseases

that afflicts this country. It was not so, however,

and in the autumn Mr. Martin had become so much
worse, that it was thought necessary, in order to pro-

long his life, that he should terminate his connection

with us, and proceed to South Africa with a view to

settling there. This last hope has proved to be also

a vain one, and he died on August 30 at Bloemfontein,

Orange Free State. Deceased was only in his twenty-

eighth year. He leaves a widow and one child, both

of whom accompanied him to South Africa.

Jlr. Martin became publisher of the Gardeners'

Chronicle upon the decease of the late Mr. Richards,

but previously to this he had been employed
in the office for some years. During the time Mr.

Martin was associated with us he spared no

energy in the discharge of his duties, and many
of our readers who have had business rel.a-

tions with him, will understand why his memory
will be cherished by ourselves, a-s of a col-

league of most genial and conscientious disposition.

Our earnest sympathy with Mrs. Martin, who has

passed tlu'ough much trouble and is now bereaved of

her husband at such an early age, will, we feel sure,

be shared by others who possessed any pereonal

knowledge of our deceased friend.

A R K E T 8.

COVENT GARDEN, SEPTEMBER 10.

{We cannot accept any responsibility for tbe subjoined
reporta. They are furnished to us resfuldrly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day. but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Cut Flowers.—Avebaok Wholesale Prices.

Arums,p.l2blooms
Asters, English, doz.

bunches
Bouvardias, perbn.
Camation.s, 12 bun.
— 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
doz. bun.— doz. blooms

Eucharis, per dozen
Forget-me-nots, p.
doz. bunches ...

Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, coloured,
per doz. sprays ...

Lilium Harrisi, per
doz. blooms ...

— lancifoliura,

doz. blooms
Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bimchee...

Mignonette, p. doz.

i. d. a. d.

3 0-60

3 0-60
4-06

4 0-60
6-20

4 0-60
6-16

16-30

16-30
10-30

10-16

3 0-60

0-20

4 0-80
2 0-40

Marguerites, per 12
bunches

Orchids :—
Cattleya,12blma.
Odontoglossum
crispum, 12 bm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bun.
— per 12 sprays...

Pyrethrums, 12 bu.
Roses, Tea, per doz,
— coloured, doz.
— yellow (Mare-

chal), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— red, doz. bun.
— Gloire, doz. bn.
— Safrano, p. doz.

Stephanotis, 12 6ps.

Stocks, p. doz. bun
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

9. d. s. d*

10-20

6 0-12

2 0-60

0-4
4-0 6
0-4
9- 1 6
9- 1 6

0-4
&- 1

0-6
0-6
0- 2
6-2
0-4
2-0 4

Orchid-bloom in variety.

Plants is Pots.—Averaob Wholesale Prices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4

Aspidistra, i>er doz. 12
— fipecimun, each 5

Asters, doz. jwts ... 3

Chrysanthemum, p.
doz. 4

Cock's-combs, doz. 3

Coleus, per doz. ... 2
Dracaena, each ... 1

— various, p. doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,
in variety, doz.... 6

Ferns, small, doz. ... 1

d. s. rf.

0-12
0-30
0-15
0- rj

0-9
0-4
0-4
0-7 6
0-24

0-24
0-2

Ferns, various, doz. 5

Ficus elastica, each 1

Foliage plants, doz. 1

2

Heliotrope, per doz. 4

Lilium Lancefo-
hum, p. doz. pots 9

Marguerites, p. doz. 6
Mignonette, p. doz, 4
Palms, various, ea. 2
— specimens, ea. 10
PeUrgonium s,Scar

lets, i>. doz.

d. I.
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
LiVERTdOL ; f^fptoiiber \Q.—The fuUuwing are the prices at

yesterday's markets :—Potatos : Biigliah Regents, Is. 6rf, to

Is. 9d. porcwt. ; Kidneys, 2s. "id. to 3». Zd. do. ; Maincrops,

Is. \Qd. to 3s. 6(£. do. ; P. E. Kemps, Is. lOd. to 2s. -id. do.
;

Sutton's Abundance, Is. Oi. to 2s. do. ; Braces, Is. 6('. to 2s. 2rf.

do. Turnips, Od. to dd. per dozen bunches; Carrots, Od.

to SfA do., and 3s. dd. to 4s. per cwt. ; OnionB, English,

6s. to 7s. \)0V cwt. ; do., foreign, 3s. 6(/. do. ; Parsley, 4'?. to

6d. per dozen bunches ; Lettuces, Orf. to 9rf. per dozen
;

Cucumbers, Is. to Ss. Qd. do. ; Cauliflowers. lOrf, to Is. 9d.

do. ; Cabbages, &d, to IQd. do. ; Celery, Is. (id to 2s. 3(f. do.

Glasgow ; Sevtcniber 9.—The average of the prices for tho

past week are nearly as follows :—Fndt : Walnuts, 20a. to

33s. per case ; Grapes, hothouse, Is. to 2s. per lb. ; do., new,
Is. to 3s. do. ; Damsons, 12*. to 12. 6J. per cwt. ; Apples, Ameri-
can, 13s. to 20s. per barrel; Plums, Victoria, 8s. per sieve ; do.,

Hamburgh, 2s. Od. to 33. do. ; Tomatos, Scotch, 7rf. to Is. per
lb. ; do., Guernsey, 34. to id. do. : Melons, yellow, 6s. to

6s. *jd. per case : do., bronze, tjs. to 6s. (iJ. do. ; Pears, Wil-

liam, finest, 3s. fid. do. ; do., Dutch, 3s. 'id. to3s. 6d. do. ; do.,

crates, lis. ; do. Bonne Louiso, lis. per c-isc ; Green Gages,
English, 7s. 6d. per case.

f^^.^:^

[The term "accumulated temperature " indicatea the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named ; and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying V continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vlueiles, Stoves, Greenliouses, Feacb House?, Forcing Houses. &c, constructed on our improvei plan, are the

perfection of growing liousea, and for practical atility, ecuiomy, and durability cannot be cpialled. We only do one class

of work, and that tiik vfhv drst. ...,.., . . . i ,

ConaervatOrlea and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the at^siatnnce 01 anyone out ol our

firm from the sm illest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilerp, erected, and success

guaranteed in all caeea. Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in stock.

riann, Eslimatit, and Vulnhifiwv Fr/f. Ci'ifoTtrx ir«i(i.( o.i in any part of thi: Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

APPROACHING.
ITSE

Thorpe's Patent
)^ Glazing Staples.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically

everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right

and left hand, sent

GHovinc STAPLES AS FixEo. postrfree, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd.. 71, Queen Street, B.C.,

Manufacturers of the High Grade " Marriott " Uic)0le3

and Tricycles. CATALOGUE on application.

GOAL! GOAL!! GOAL!!!
Mr. Pascoe is now supplying his Celebrated

LARGE ANTHRACITE
HORTICULTURAL GOAL & 'COBBLES'

At Lowest Possible Prices for Cash.
Buy direct from the Producer, and Save Middlemen's Profits.

KN^riKIES SOLICITED.

T. T. PASCOE, 'illif^i.^f Swansea.

^LONDONq;

trade: mark.

CLAYS
anAPE MARK.

MANURES G

Are sold by the Trade in 6a. and Is. Pack«to, and SEALED BAOS-7 lb., 2s. 6d. ; 14 lb., Is. 6d. : 28 lb., Ts. 6d.

;

66 lb., 128. 6(1. ; 112 lb., 20s.

Or from the Manufacturers, carriage paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except Bd. packets).

EVERY PACKET, BAG. and SEAL BEARS THE RESPKOTIVE TRADE MABK, WHICH IS

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.NOTEl
Crushed Bones, Peruvian Quano, Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Nitrate of Potaah, Solphnte of Fotafth, Kainit,

Superphosphate of Lime, &c. Tobacco Cloth and Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on application.

^% I A ^^ J^ C^^IVI Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, Ac.

Vii/LA\ T 06 OwlN| TEMPLE MILL LANE, STBATFORD, LONDON, £.

THE COTTAGERS' CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS
Price Sd., Post-free 3id.

;

Twenty-flve Copies, Ss. ; fifty, lOs. ; and one hundred, 808.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE. 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND. W.C.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORCHID PEAT. Also for

Stove and Oreenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &o. By
the sack, cubic yard, ton. or truck-load. Can be seen in bulk at

London Wbarf. Immediate despatch either from London or

Qrounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and Special Quota-
tions for delivery to any Station or Port.

O. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wbarf, Lambeth,
London, S.B. : Peat Grounds and Depdts. Binftwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

LASSI GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
4ths, 15 oz., in 50-feet boxes,

Sizes from 10x8 up to 14X 10, at is. id per box.

4ths, 21 oz., in 100-feet boxes.

Sizes, 10X8 and 12x8, at B>. per box.

3rds. 21 oz., in 200-feet boxes,

Sizes, 9 X 7 up to 14 X 10, at 18s. per box.

Ex wharf, London. All other sizes equally cheap.

Full detailed list of stock sizes sent free on application to

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY.
73, BtsHopso&TE Street Within. London. E.O.

TENTS! TENTS ! ! TENTS ! ! !
— I have

purchased 6000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost

£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28l. each ;

inferior qualities, 32*. and 24f. each. Cash with order ; can be

sent on approval. Specially adaptable for sportins and pleasure

purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BtfCKlNQHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out

of many hundreds weekly :
—

" April 29, ispii. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
" F. H. Hill. Duddingston Pjrk, Portobello, Midlothian."

MARQUEES for Flower Shoivs, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 18 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Runnerg,

Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, cash

£14, oost£i6.

ANDREW POTTER. Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton.

ARCHANGEL & ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
DUTCH BULBS.

Spscial Impsrtations. Prices on application.

ALLNUTr BROS., White Swan Wharf, Nine Elms, London.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES. PEACH, PLANT. ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCDMBER HOUSES, BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, and FITTINGS.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fist*!! by cxpi.^rient el workmtMi in any part of the kingdom

No. 73. SPAN-BOOF GARDEN FRAME.

Cucumber \ " ft. by 4 ft.. Painted andGlMed.ea. l:</->

Frame Lights "I
filt.by 4it., Un[.jnitpd & Ungl.i^.pd.ea. ."•/-

Surveys made in any part of the Country.

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME, tifeet by 4feet, I Orko
similar to No. 7.'^. with two lights. f \J\JOm

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES

CHEAP GREENHOUSES.
LEAN-TO, 10 feet by 7 feet £8 10

SPAN, 10 feet by .s feet 10 10

Glazed, Painted, Packed, and Carriage Paid.

GARDEN FRAMES in Every "Variety.

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME.

CARRIAGE PAID
Orders of 40S. value to

ajo'<t stations in Eogland and

Wales : also to Dublin. Cork. Edinburgh, and Glangow.
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FLOWER WIRE and WREATH FRAMES
of every description, at Wboleeale Prices.

LIST Free OQ Application.

A box coDtaining a lar^e asaortment of Stnbbs, Rose Wires,

Reels. Tin Foil, Harp«, Anchors, Crossea, Lyres. Hearts, &c.,

sent carriage paid to any address on receipt of 21$. Address—

C. E. POULTNEY, 70, Neal Street, Long Acre, W.C.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. 3d.

per bag. on rail : 15i. per cubic yard, in 13-yard tracks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3l. 3d. per bag ; lOi. per enbio yard.

WALKER ua> CO., Poole. Dorset.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Joseph

PiXTOM, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3(i.
;

post-free 3^d.

Twenty-five copies, 5s. ; 50, lOi. ; 100, 20s.

Parcels of not less than 25 delivered carriage free in London only.

Not less than 100 carriage paid to any part of Great Britain.

THE PUBLISHER, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wel-
lington Street, Strand. London. W.C.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDINO, DRIVING. SHOOTING. CYCLING,
FISHING, SEATING, &C.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64. OOBNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton ButLDUcas, Ohakoert Lake, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTKRKST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OURRK.ST ACCOUNTS, on th« mini-

mam monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

snms on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BniLDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO SUINKA8

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVB

SHILLXNGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, poat-

Ire*. FRANCIS BAVENSOBorr. Manager.

ricultunrl iHconomiritu

An ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of 52 pages
and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming ; advocate
of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisites,

and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of

pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-

ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscription,

per annum. 5^., inclusive of postage. Single copies Qd. each,
through all Newsagents.

3. Agar Street. Strand. London. W.O.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES,

THE GOHAGER'S CALENDAR

OF QABDEN OPEBATIONS.

Will be useful to Leoturers and Students in the

above subject.

Price 8d.; post-fret y SJrf.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

GAKDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Ma. S. Mav, Foreman to Mr. J. 1{. Metcalfe, Swiiiton Park

Gardens, Mtisbam. York-sbiru, as Head Gardener to C. J.

S<;OTT, E84J,, Rotherfield Park, Alton, Hants; entering
upon bis duties early next month.

Mr. F. Faibbaiks. for two years and a half as General Fore-
m.\n at Lord Trevor's, Brynkinalt, as Head Gardener to
Sir Watkis Wtnne, B: , Wynnstay, Ruabon, North Wales.

Mr. Albert Smith, for tbe past six years Gardener to the
Hon. and Bev, G. W. Bodrke, Pulhorough, Sussex, as
Head Gardener to W. Arkwrioht, Esq., Sutton Scara-
dale, near Chesterfield, Derbyshire.

Mr. Charlf.:^ Barnett, Foreman at Berwick House Gardens,
as Head Gardener to Thouas Aldbbsey, Esq., Aidersey
Hall, Handley, Cheshire.

Mr. James Watson, for tbe past twenty-two years Gardener
to the kite Mr. Hekrt Kitsln, Sea View, SunderkinJ, as
Head Gardener to Mrs. Backhouse, Afehboum Hall,
tiunderland, taking over bi^ duties in November.

Mr. T. C. SnTHERLAND, Gardener. Merlewood, Virginia Water,
us Gardener to T. LiVfsosTosc Lkarhouth, E&^., Park
Hall, Polmont, N.B.

Mr. F. RcNDLE, late Foreman, Peutillie Castle Gardens, as
Head Gardener to FRAXt.ia J. Hext, Esq., Tredethy,
Bodmin.

Mr. A. Maisters, for the past two and a half years Head Gar-
dener to Ix)rd Stalbridok, Motcombe House, Shaftes-
bury, Dorset, as Head Gardener to Lord HEYTE>BURy,
Heytesbury House, Wilts,

Mr. J. Barleycorn, of Fowley House, Liphook, Hampshire,
as Gardener to Sir J. H. Johnson, St, Osytb's Priory,
Colchester.

Mr. J. MAGNfiss, as Head Gardener to C. T, Cavendish, Esq.,
Crakemarsh Hall, Uttoxeter, Staffordshire.

Mr. JoBN T vNCOCK, Gardener at Warwick School, Warwick,
as Head Gardener to Captain Stabkev, Bericote House,
Leamington Spa.

Mr. Georue Hacon, for the past two years General Foreman
in the gardens of Selsdon Pork. Croydon, as Head
Gardener to Edwarti Arthur Lee, Esq., Fowley,
Liphook, H.-impsbirc.

Mr. F. J. Wadham. for the Last ten years Gardener at Marble
Hill, Tvickenhara, and Bromley Hill, Kent, as Gardener
and Bailiff to Charles H. Waterlow, Esq., Br'x:kley
Hill House, Stanraore, .Middloscx.

Mr. E. H. FisHfiNDEN, until lately Gardener at Stair House,
Lambcrhurst, Kent, as IIo:id Gardener to Jaheh O.
FisfjN, E*q., Stutton Hiill, Stutton, Suffolk.

Mr. Aluert Rolfe, for the pist four years General Foreman
at Holy Wells Gardens. Ipswich, as Head Gardener tj

Lord DE Sal'Marez, Broke Hall, Nacton, near Ipswich.

Mr. Geo. Boxall, for the p:ist two years Foreman in tbe
Gardens, The Grove, Streatham, as Head Gardener to
the Iiij,'ht Hon. Lord Hylton, Mcrstham House,
Merstham, Surrey.

Mr. Jas. L,\wiE, late Girden:rat Bericote, Warwickshire, as
Head Gardener toGEOUOE A. Evebitt, Esq., J. P., Knowle
Hall, Warwickshire.

Mr. W. M. Dhewett, recently Gardener at Broomfield House,
as Gardener to Edwaru H. Foster, Esq., Northowram
Hall, Halifax. Yorks.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
D. I'KioR A: S"N, -Myland Nursery, toichc3tor—Kosc>, Fniit-

trcci, Shrubs, &c.

Geo. Cmoliso k Sos^, Bath—Bulbs.

DoBBiE & Co, Rothesay, N.B.—Bulbs, Carnations, Chrys-
antbomiluis, Rose^, Herbaceous Plmts, Violas, Fruit-

Trees, kc.

W. Drimmond & Boss, Ltd., oH, Dawson Street, Dublin-
Bulbs.

Jso. Perkins &, Son, 52, Market Squire, Northampton -

Bulbs.

DoBiE & Dicks, 66, Deans^te, Manchester—Bulbs.

Clark Bros. & Cx. 65, Scotdi Street, Carlisle—Bulbs.

TiLLEY Bros., 133, London Road, Brighton—Bulb?.

Armitaoe Bros., Nottingham -Bulbs.

Arthur Rt^iuNSON, 1a, Bishnpsgate, and Camomile Street,

City—Bulbs, Rosea, Fruit Trees. Paionics, Shrubs, ice.

Ch,astbibr Bros., a Mortefontaine (Oise), France— Aroids,

Bromeliads.Crotons, andother FoUage Plants, Orchids,&c.

TooaooD A: Sons, Southampton — Bulbs and flowering
roots.

G. BoNYARD <fe Co., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone—Fruit trees.

Jas. Carter & Co. 237, ?38, and 97, High Holborn, London-
Autumn treatment of lawns (Grass seeds, &c,].

E. H. KREL.\r.E & Son, Ha;^irlem. HolLind—Bulbs, Tubers, &c.

W. Tait k Co., Capel Street, DubUn—Bulbs, &c.

W. J Watson, Town H:U1 Buildings, Newcastle-on-Tync-
Bulbs.

^VM, CuTBL'sH k. Sons, Hi^bgate Nurseries, London—Car-

nations, &c.

Barb & Sons, VI and 13. King Street, Covent Garden, London
—<l) Bulbs and Tubers ; (J) Daffodils. Tulips, and Lilies.

A. PebrV. Hardy Plant Farru. Winchniore Hill, London, X.
— Bulbs, Iris, Camation.s, Pcrenni.ls. Hard^' Plant-s, kc.

Andrews k Co., 21, Winchcombe Street, Cheltinharn-
Bulbs, kG.

Jas. Yates, Vn^crbank, Stockport—Bulbs, kc.

Edmondson Bro.-*., 10, Dame Street, Dublin— Bulbs and
Hardy Plants.

W. P. Laiuo k Sinclair, Dundee, and Cupar, Fife—Bulbs, kc.

T. Kennedy k Co., 106 and 108, High Street, Dumfries-
Bulbs, kc.

Kent k Brydon, Darlington—Bulbs, &c.

J. k R. Tbynne, S3, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow—Bulbs, kc.

THE SYDNEY MAIL,

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPOBTINQ and the FIELD, in which is inoorponttd BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
BECORD of RACES and NOTES On the TUB?

,

CBICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTBAXIA. (Draws and engrsTed atpeol-

ally for this Journal.)
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original ArticlM.)
AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTUBB.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generallr.
STOCK and SHAKE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ABTICLKS.
TALES by POPDLAB ENGLISH and AUSTBAUAM

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME OIBCLB.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation thronghont the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, Ac. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Sabscrlptlon In Advance, £1 68. per Annnm,
Single Copies, 6d. ; Stamped, Id.

P^ibliahing OiEce—Hunter Street, Sydney, New Soatb Wales.

ENGLAND.
The nndermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive AD^^;RTISEMENTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

LoirDOI Messrs. Geo. Street k. Co., 30, Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 6, Clement's Lane, Lombard

Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon k Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.
Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, 186. Strand.

BbistoL James and Henry Grace, Boyal Insurance
Buildings.

Manchesteb.,. James and Henry Grace, 7,3, Market Street.
Edihburqh .., Robertson & Scott, 1.3, Hanover Street.
GLAsaow W. Porteous 6l Co., 15, Boyal Exchange

Place.

I^P Copies of each Journal are filed at the

above Oficetfor the tue of Advertiters.

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one deslrooa of

Renting a Farm or Residence, or Pnrohasing an

Estate, can have copies of the

MIDUND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper ia

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-
land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always contains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,

Estates, and Residenoes for Sale and to be Let.

ESTATE SALES.

The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates.

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
EUTABLISUED 1794.

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among tbe

upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining

counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference

and distribution plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues

of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised

in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects,

The •' WORCESTER HERALD " is the most effective organ

for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the

leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates

most extensively among Agriculturists in and around

Worcestershire.
Farms to Let,

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD,"
the leading County Paper. SpeciaUy adapted for bringing

such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted,
For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Kates.

Apply for Terms.

SPECIMEN FREE. Priceid.

Published Friday for S iturday.

OFnoM: — 7a, HIGH STR T, WORCE.STKB.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaohing " by Correapondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.R.H.S., HextaWe. Kent.

Just Publlsbed, Price 218., nett.
TCONES ORCHIDEARUM AUSTRO-AFRI-
J- CANARUM EXTRA-TROPICARUM; or, FiRurep, with
Descriptions of Estra-Tropieal South-African Orchids. By
Hahrv Holus, F.L.S. Vol. I., Part 2, with SO Plates, mostly
coloured, large 8po. cloth.

W. WESLEY AND SON, 28, Essei Street, Strand, London.

TO CAPITALISTS.—An old-established Firm
of Nurserymen and Seedsmen are desirous of extending

their busine-H', with a view to competing with the increasing
demand for general Nursery Stock, and are willing to talie in
a PARTNER with £5000 to £6000 capital, who could under-
take the Management of the Financial Business of the Firm.
—Address, letter only, F. H., care of J. Burbidge & Co.,
ei, Moorgate Street, E.C.

WANTED, HEAD (lARDENER, active,
working, for Gentleman's Establishment, at Martin-

mas next. Thoroughly eiperiencfd in all branches ol the
profession.— Address, with copy of testimonials, references,
and full particulars as to age, family, &c., to No. 211, Keith
& Co., Edinburgh.

WANTED, an experienced GARDENER, to
take charge of a Small Collection of Orchids. Cottage

and garden.—Apply, stating age, experience, and full par-
ticulars, also wages required, to B. C, care of Messrs.
Dawson & Son, 161, Cannon Street, E.C.

ANTED, GARDENER-BAILIFF, accns-
tomed to Market Gardening, Kitchen and Flower-

Rurden, and direct the men on a Qentleraan'M email ettate of
about twenty-eight acres, half arable, eight meadow land.
Two gardeners kept, cowman, and boy. 25*. offered, with
ROod house, &c. Apply at ooce by letter, to—A. B.. -ll,

Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus.

WANTED, a good. General GARDENER.
Must be !K good Milker. Boy kept.— Apply to

.T. LAWFORD, Park Hill House, Aylestone. Leicester.

ANTED, a competent FOREMAN, for
the Houses. Must have a complete knowledge of the

Management of Qlsss, and be a good Oiower of Plants and
Howers.-Apply to W. NASH, Bryngwyn, Hereford.

WANTED, an experienced and energetic
MAN, to take full charge of Plant-houses, and to

Grow firot-class Stuff for Cut Flower Trade. Married Man
preferred,—H. DICKINSON, Shardlow, Derby.

WANTED, an experienced MAN for Growing
and Forcing Bulbs in quantities, including Liliums,

Lily of the Valley, Tulips. Narcissi, &c.—Apply, stating age,
wages required, with references, to O. E. & F. W. LILLKY,
St. Peter's-in-the-Wood, Guernsey.

WANTED, a young MAN, to Grow Gut
Blooms, Plants suitable for Decoration, Tomatos, Arc.

Preference given to one used to Growing Pot Roses, Vine?, &c.
Wage3 to 8tn.rt 18s. per week, with lodging^.—Apply with
references to JOHN SCOTT and CO., Royal Nurseries,
Merriott, Somerset.

w

WANTED, a strong, active YOUNG MAN
for the Houses; good Plant and Fruit Grower. Wages

£1 Is. per week. Must be well recommended.—GARDENER,
Eastwood Orange, Aahover, Chesterfield.

WANTED, for Flower and Kitchen Garden,
a strong voung MAN, not under 24. Itaed to Scythe

and Machines. Wjges 17.!. to 18s. -W. MORTER, High Elms
Gardens, Farnborough, Kelt.

WANTED, YOUNG MAN, well-up in grow-
ing and propagating Roses. Palms, Bedding Stuff, and

general Greenhouse work, and to take charge under principal.
References must be lirst-class. Apply, stating wage", to—

A

41, Wellington Street, Strand, london, W.C.

WANTED, a steady, respectable YOUNG
MAN for the Gardens, with a knowledge of Indoor

and Outdoor Garden-work. Wages 14j. per week, with bothy
and vegetables. —Apply, stating age and experience, to
O. GRAY, The Gardens, Leybourne Grange, Maidstone, Kent.

WANTED, APPRENTICE to the Gardening,
A good opening for a }oung man who is desirous of

acguiring a general knowledge of same, and farming if

required. Excellent references and premium required ; com-
mencing salary 14.?. per week.—Full particulars, J. D. R

,

Gardeners' Ckronide, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED an APPRENTICE to work with
others [(gentleman'd son), in a large Horticultural

Etahlishment. Fruit and flower growing Indoor and (>ut.
Good grouuds; lovely situation by &ea ; south coast. Refer-
ence'i to clergy and solicitors. Premium £?0.—Apply toC. D .

41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, SHOPMAN, middle-aged, for
Seed and Nursery Business.—Must be a good all-round

Man. References.—Address, stating age, experience, and wagei
required, to IVl', 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, CLERK for a large provincial
" » Nursery, doing an extensive wholesale and retail

trade (hrougho\it England. Must be a good correspondent,
and able to take a leading position in clfice. Reply, stating
reference, wages required, age, and whether married or single,
to—F. O., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS,
Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at JPost-oJices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the
authorities and returned to the sender.

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability

;

men thoroughly fitted tor all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of Brst-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOHEB, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &o^—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

Gardeners, Farm-BalUfTa, Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—"DI0K9ONS, Chester."

GARDENER (Hkad),—Thoroughly expe-
rienced; Early and Late Forcing, Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables, also Flower and Kitchen Garden. Eicellent cha-
racter.—R. H., Crow Nest Park, Lightclitfe, Halifax.

GARDENER (Head), age 30.—Mr. Eabl,
Head Oardener, Somerhill.Tonbridge, can highly recom-

mend his Foreman, K. Leach, as above; first-class experience
with Orchidp, fruits, &o,, and the usual requirements of a good
garden

; five years ia present situation.

GARDENER (Head), where five or six are
kept.—£5 will be paid to any one who procures for me

a suitable situation as above. Life experience in lirst-class
establishments. Excpllent testimonials.—Apply in first
instance, W. G.. 11, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four are
kept.—Age 30; fourteen years' practical experience in

all branches of the profession ; two years' good character from
present employer. —W. HILL, Gardens, GoJington Park,
Aehford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—T. Miles seeks
situation as above. SeienteeL years' experience, Uiree

aa General Foreni in in present situation. Thoroughly expe-
enced in Houat a. Kitchen Garden and Plea^-ure-ground, Age.'U.
Good character from present and previous emplojerp.—Sefton
Park, Stoke, Slough.

GARDENER (Hkad), or GARDENER and
ESTATE BAILIFF. Leaving Ihrcufih death of the

Earl of Macclesfield. Highly recommended liy the Couoteds
of Maccleafield, and many other.".—W. M. GEDDES, The
Gardens, Sliirburn Castle, Tetsworth, Oxon.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.— .FiisKi-fl Fur. six years' Head Gardener at

Panshanger Park, wilt shortly be at liberty to un<Iertake the
duties of Head Gardener or Gardener and Bailiff. Highest
testimonials from late employers. If recjuired wife could
undertake management of Dairy. —J. FITT, Panohanger Park,
Hertford.

GARDENER (Head).—Beresfoed, Esq.,
M.P., would be pleased to recommead a Man at

present Foreman liere to any Lady or Gentleman in want of a
Gardener tlu rjughly efficient and trustworthy.— A, FRENCH,
Ford Manor, LioRfield, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), age 30.—Mr. Bowman,
late of Hylands Park, Chelmsford, can highly recom-

mend a man as above. Thoroufch practical esperience in all
branches. Inside and Out.—MR. BOWMAN, Royal Floral
De^O^, London Road, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Hkad). — Age 36; good
general knowledge " specialite Orchids." Eight years

present situation, four and a half years previous in the
Downside Collection, Leatherhead ; twenty- two years*
practical experience. Good references

; married.—RYDER,
Thorn's Gardens, Sevenoak?, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman wishes
to recommend his Head Gardener.—A^e 30, married,

two children ; has been with him fivi- and a half years as
a firftt-claas all-round man. Well up in all the leading bra nchea
of Gardening. Can furni^h the highest references from other
first-clat-s places.—S. SMITH, 11, Sumpten's Pathway, Hoole,
Chester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age .34, married, no
family ; thoroughly experienced with Grapes, Peaches,

Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower
Gardens.-H. L. T., 39, Chalvey Road, Chalvey Vale, Slough.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married,
one child; life experience in Gardening in all its

branches, including Table Decorations. Can be highly recom-
mended by present and previous employers.—B. E,, 46, Opal
Road, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head), where four or more
are kept.—Age 31; thorough practical experience in

all branches. First-class testimonials. Eight years' present
character. Certificate, R. H. S.—Suffolk Seed Establishment,
Woodbridge.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34 ; tboroughly
experienced with Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,

Tomatop, Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Kitchen and Flower Garden.— J. NESLING, Wyaetoue
Leys, Monmouth,

GARDENER (Hkad'^Wobking).—Age 34;
married ; thoroughly experienced in all branches of

Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Can be highly recom-
mended. Eight years in last situation.-CHAS. BARKWAY,
17, Quebec Boad, East Dereham.

GARDENER (Hkad Wobking).—Age 35;
no family. Wife thorough I.aundress ; capable under-

taking large laundry. Life experience in every branch of
Gardening; Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Garden, Early and
Late Forcing

; good references.—W., Stanley House, Earlsdoo,
Coventry.

GARDENER (Head Working, or otherwise),
—Age 3.1, no encumbrances ; sixteen years' good practi-

cal experience in early and late Grapes, Peaches, Pines,
Melons, Cucumbers, Tomato", Mushrooms, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen
Gardens. First-class reference from present employer as to
ability

; total abstainer
; private place preferred ; state wages.

Can enter immediately.—HORTUS, 41, Wellington Street
Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head WoRiciNn).—Age 34,
one child, age 6 ; thorou)^ily experienced in all branches.

Wife understands Dairy. - GARDENER, Ashbrook Koid,
Upper Holloway, London.

GARDENER (Head |Wohkinq).—Married,
no family ; thoroughly experienced in Early and Lite

Forcing, Flowers, Fruit, Vegetables ; good Fruit and Plant
Grower, and good all-round. Land and Stock if required.-
J. S., Clayton Priory, Burgess Hill, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working where three
or more are kept). -Age 33; three children. Life

experience in flistclass gardens ; highest testimonials A.
BROOKER, High Street, East Mailing, Maidstone.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or three are kept—Age 29, single; life experience iu

large Establishments, the Laying-out of Grounds, including
Fruit, Flowers, Vegetables, &c.—GARDENER, Little Dalby
Hall, Melton Mowbray.

GARDENER (Head AVobking), where three
or more are kept.- J. C. Mabshall, Ehi , can highly

recommend a thorough, competent, and trustworthy Man,
who has lilled a similar position in the family eleven years —WALKER, Goldbeater's, Mill Hill, N.W.

/^ARDENER (Hea^d "Woit'^To.—MrT^jy
V3I TURNKU, Head Gardener to R. H. Combs. Em|., can
w i h contidence recommend a good man.—The Gardens,
Pierrepont, Farnham, Surrey.

lARDENER (Head Working).— C. E.
i>E Tr,u kORD, Ehi. can highly recommend his

gardener; thorcMinhly experienced in all branches of garden-
ing, diaengageii. Married, age 38 ; eleven years' good
character.—POVEV, Hothorpe Hall, Theddingworth, Rugby.

GARDENER^THead WoBiciNG).—Age 35,
married, no family. Thoroughly understands Vines,

Peaches', Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Flower and
Kitchen Gardens. Abstainer, References —KNIGHT, Battle-
mead, Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER (HeadWorking).—Mr. Obumi',
Steward to the Misses Qiilds.mii), TongswooJ, Hawk-

hurst, desires to rtcommend his General Foreman to any
person wanting the services of a first-class man,

GARDENER (Head Working), middle-age,
—A Gentleman wishes to recommend his Gardener, a

thoroughly experienced all-round man ; thirteen years present
situation.—HY. BOWMAN, Linton, Cambs.

GARDENER (Head Working), Scotch.—
Age 46 ; is open to engage with any Lady or Gentleman

reiiuiring the services <of a fiist-clafs man. Excellent Fruit,
Flower, and Vegetable Grower. Twenty-two years' good
character from present and previous employers.—J. M
2, Harding Boad, Bastfield, Byde.'.LW.

GARDENER (Working). — Disengaged ;

highly recommended for ability, honesty, hardworking,
and persevering. Total abstainer ; nine years last place.

—

LONGSTER BROS., Nurterymen, Southampton, will have
great [pleasure in unwering any further enijuiries as to the
above.

GARDENER (Head or good Second), where
several are kept, married ; fourteen'years' good practical

experience in all branches. Excellent testimonials.—ARTHUR
READ, Old Cattoo, Norwich.
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To Noblemen and Oentlemen.
'^FHOMAS C. MOORHOUSE, for the last

JL aeventeeu yeara GARDENER to J. W. Temple, Esq.,

Leyciwood, Groombridge, Kent, is open to an engagement.
Skilful, successful Gardener ; eminent Fruit Grower, Highest
reference.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed). — Thoroughly experienced in the manage-

ment of good garden Vines, Cucumberfi, Melons, &£. Married,
two children, youngest nine. First-class references. —
QARDENBR, Hanslope, Stony Stratford.

GARDENER (Single - handed, or good
Sei'ond); good all round,— Age 24; ten years' experi-

ence. — ALBERT KENNETT, Hatlield Nursery, Minster,
Slieerness.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Under).—
Age 2it, single; five and a half last situation. Can be

well recommended.—C. OANTERBtTRY, Middle Hill. Eogle-
field Green, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 2ti*;

life-experience, Inside and Out. Abstainer.-W. H.,
11. Park Street Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER, or Single-handed.—Age 27,
married; thoroughly exparienced in all branches. First-

class references. Inside and Out.—A. W., 77, Woodland Ter-
race. Bentley Road, Doncaster.

GARDENER (age 25) wants sifcuation as
SilCONd of three or four. Would take any bubordinate

place in good garden. Ten years' experienee. Excellent
references.—J. GREEN, Upper Longdon, Rugeley. Stiffs.

GARDENER.—-A Gentleman giving up his
Garden wishes to highly recommend his Qardener, who

is thoroughly practical; a first-rate Fruit Grower, Cucumbers,
Tomatos, &c., and a reliable, true^tworthy man.-^W. OOUDE,
Court Road, Malvern.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—Age
27, single; eleven years' practical experience in the

general routine of Gardening, including two years as First

.Tourne>man, Inside. Well recommended. Abstainer. No
Circulars.-bEE::)ON, 87, High Street, Nottiog Uill Gate,
London, W.

GARDENER (Second), or otherwise.—Age
2ti; five years' experifiice. All round good character.

Married when r*uited. Not afraid of work. No cIrculaF«.—
Address, FRANK HARRIS, Biker*s Buildings, Bast Woodbay,
Newbury. Berks.j

GAUDENEIl (Second), or JOURNEYAIAN
(FlHsr).—Age 25 ; five and half years in last situation ;

can be well recommended.—G. WATSON, The Gardens,
Southborough Park, Surbiton. Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(FliwT) —Age 24; four years' good referenee. Recom-

mended by Mis. Davenport. Foxley Hall, Hereford.—G.
MASCORD, Nelson Road, Harrow on-tbe-Hill.

GARDENER (Second) of four or five.—
Young man, age 20 : five and a half years' experience, re-

quires situation as above. Abstainer.— ipply, staling wagee,
to H. SELVEY. Foot's Cray. Kent.

GARDENER (Second),— Age 26; can be
well recommended.—G. BEST, The Vjne. Basingstoke,

Hants.

GARDENER (Skoond, or otherwise, where
four or live are kept).—Age 21 ; well up m CninmDers,

Melons, Vines, Tomatos, Stove, Greenhouse, and It .baceous
Plants, &c. Over three years* excellent refer cep.— E,
LAWRENCE, 32, Hawley Road, Kentish Town, N.V.*.

GARDENER (Skoond).—Age 40 ; eleven
years' experience, tuth Inside and Out.— A. Bl' rFERY,

9, New Hall Gardens, Abbey Foregate, Shrewsbury.

GARDENER (Under).—Mrs. Carrinoton
highly recommends a young Man (age 34) as above.

Good Milker.-Missenden Abbey, Great Missenden,

GARDENER (Under).—A young man, age
2i, seeks a situation as above. Six years' good character.

— B. B , 37, Castle Street. Aylesbury.

GARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—Age
21 ; leaving to improve ; six years* excellent charooter.

Abstainer. Churchman ; Basa Singer.—H. BUBTOX, Wood
Dalling, Near Reepham, Norwich.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
Age 23 ; abstainer. Good characters from present and

previous fmployera. — W. PROWTING, 5, Abhford Road,
Feltham, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Under).—Young man, ab-
stainer, good character, seeks situation Outside, or Out-

side and In. Disengaged.—W, F,, 2, Sherwood Villas,
Roxelle, Harrow, Middlesex.

GROOM and GARDENER, in or near
Bournemouth. Well recommended ; satisfactorily

reason for leaving.—J., care of W. E. Tidey, Royal Victoria
Nursery, Springbouroe, Bournemouth.

To Fruit Growers and Florists.

MANAGER.—Thorooghly experienced Inside
and Out in all branches.—state salary given, and par-

ticulars to GRAPE, Aberoorn Cottage, Sydney Kiy^'d, Enfield,

Ty/IUSHROOM and FRUIT GROWER, or as
It-L FOREMAN (General), in Market Nursery.—Age 33.

married; eighteen years* experience in all branches of the
profession. Well recommended as to conduct and ability.—
State wages to H. W.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ROWER.—Age 28 ; take charge of depart-
ment, or Manage Small Market Norsery : Softwood,

Ferns. Carnations, Tomatos, Bulbs, and general stuff.-C,
Hope Cottage, Ballarda Lane, Church End, Flnchley.

GROWER.—Age 25; experienced in Vines,
Tomatos, Cucumberp, Chrysanthemums, Ferns, and

general run of Plants and Cut Flowers for Market ; also
Mtrawberry, Bulb, and Lily of the Valley Forcing.-F.,
41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

GROWER of Ralms, Ferns, Soft-wooded
stuff, &c.—Age 25; well experienced in London

Market Nuiseries. Distance no object.—W. Q..5, Ada Villas,
Chelmsford Road, Southgate.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR (Genkral), and FOREMAN

(WoliKiNO). —Thirty years' practical experience in
leading Nurseries. Roses, Clematis, Rhododendrons, Coniferti',

Hardy Ornamental Trees and SUruba, &c. General knowledge
of the Trade. Good reference.—T. C, Rose Cottages, Otter-
shaw, Chertsey,

ECORATOR or FOREMAN, in good estab-
liahment.—Age lt5 ; ten years' experience in good

places. Excellent testimonials. Disengaged.—A. GOOD-
MAN, Cobham, Surrey.

FOREMAN and GROWER. — Well-up in
Tomatos, Grapes, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, Palms, Ferns,

Cut Flowers, 6lc. Thorough knowledge of London trade.—
LEWIS, Chestnut House, Streatham Common, S.W.

FOREMAN (General, or Inside).—Age 27 ;

eleven years' good experience ; two years and four
months as Foreman ; and can be highly recommended.

—

A. BARNES, Lordswood, Shirley, Southampton.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 2U, single; four-
teen years' experience in Plant and Fruit Culture. Good

referencep.-A. P., Wykeburst Gardeus, Bolney. Hayward's
Heath, Sussex.

NURSERY FOREMAN and GROWER.—
Experienced ia all kinds of Nursery work, good Decc^-

rator. Excellent reference as to abilities and management of
men.—NAI3H, 61. Kimpton Road, CamberwelL

FOREMAN ; age 24.—James Cypher would
be pleastil to recommend a young Man as above. Nine

years' experience, Orchids, Plants, and Fruits.—SEYMOUR,
(Queen's Road Nurseries, Cheltenham.

MR. T. OSMAN, Ottershaw Park, Chertsey,
would be pleased to recommend his FOREMAN (VV.

Cari'ENTKK), age 28, as Head Gardener to any Lady or Gen-
tleman rc'iuiriog a good trustworthy man. Thoroughly
experienced in all branches.

FOREMAN.—Age 27 ; fourteen years' experi-
ence with good characters, and well recommended.-

J. M., St«venton Manor Gardens, Whitchurch. Hants.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
—Age 21 ; nine years' experience, one in present situa-

tion. Good references.—A. GREEN, Loogborough, Moreton-in-
Marsb, Gloucestershire.

IMPROVER.—Mrs. Lawson wishes to tind a
situation as Improver for a young man, age 18. who has

been under her Gardener three years, and is steady and
capable.—HambleyChurchlands, West Liss. Hants.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside and Oat. — Eight
years' experience in Fruit and Plants, Good character.

-Q. .RODKN, V17, Crockett's Road, Handsworth, Birmiogham.

JOURNEYMAN (FiRST).~Good character
from last situat'on. Life experience.—HEAD GAR-

DENER, Mr. Coomber, Nymaos, Handcross, Crawley, Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside
and Out.—Age 2.S ; ten and a half years' experience.

Good reference.—E. SMITH, The Gardens. PUydeo, Berk-
hamsted, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age -( ; good refeiencei.—PIKE.;WhitestaantOD Manor.

Chard, Somerset.

JOURNEYMAN ([nside). — Age 21; eight
yearb* experience ; not afraid of work ; excellent refer-

ences from present and previous employers. Abstainer.

—

JAMES H0LLI3, Chapel Oak. Harvingtoa. Evesham.

JOURNEYMAN; age 21.— William Hebnk,
Hanbury Hall Gardens, Droitwicb, will be pleased to re-

commend a strong, active young man, with seven years' ex-
perience in good establishments.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
—Age i- ; three yeara in present place, fire previous.

Good character.— J. BBAUCHAMP, OoweaBeld Oardena,
Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN (First, or Second in large
place).—Age 21 ; five years' prartical experience. Can

be well recommended. Total abstainer. — W. THRUSH,
Oraycot Qardens, Chippenham, Wilts.

1 OURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good establish-
•J meat.—Ajfe 21 ; four years' experience. Good rf foronce.
Bothy preferred.—E. WISE, The Gardens, Oak Hill, Eut
Barnet, Hert?,

IMPROVER, Inside and Out, where three or
four are kept.—Age 19; two years in last place.—J. F.,

Sydmonton Laundry, Eccbinswell, Newbury, Ijerka.

TMPROVER.—Young Man (19), who has hadA four years' experience in the Seed department of a
Nursery, desires a situation as Improver.—H. C. THORNTON,
Clappers, Crawley, Sussex.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted by young Man,
age 17. Inside and Out; bothy prefened.—R. HOLE,

South View, Farnham, Surrey.

TMPROVER, in Houses, under good Gardener.A —Four and a half years' in last i^lace. Bothy preferred.
Can be highly recommended.—CHARLES BOltLT, Holyport,
near Maidenhead, Berks.

ISS EVILL, 43, Gloucester Gardens, High
Park, wishes to find a plaie for a well brought up lad,

14, anxious to learn gardening under a good gardener ; twelve
month's good character. Would clean boots, knives, &c.
Live OD premises ; all found. Near London preferred.

''FO GARDENERS. — Situation for strongX Boy. age 1-1, in the Qardens. Beeo out one year.
Premium if required.-BAXTER, Sheep Fair, Rugely, Staffs.

TO GARDENERS.—Young Man, age 26,
seeks situation ; seven years' experiem^e Inside and Out

;

very highly recommended. -O. RICHARDSON, Gardener's
Cottage, Blacklands, East Mailing.

O GARDENERS.—Wanted, by active young
Man, age *2^, situation in the Kitchen Garden, or Kitchen

Garden and PJcisure Grounds. Good experience and good
references.—L. D., 4, Crown Lane, Chislehurst, Kent.

''pO NURSERYMEN.—Young ManT^e 22
1- years; eight years* experience in London Nurseries

(Market and Trade). Last sixteen montbn with leading nur*
serymen. Good references.-C. li., Wildcroft Lodge, Putney
Heath, S.W.

O NURSERYMEN.—As good ASSISTANT
in the Houses ; age 27 ; life experience in the trade.—

SOLOMON, 43, Station Road, Church End, Flnchley.

O NURSERYMEN.—Young man, age L'OA
;

three and a half years in Market Nurseries, see*kB
situation in Nursery (In^de).—li., 2^ Horudean Villas, Hattield
Road, St. Albans.

''pO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—YoungX Man. age 21 ; well up in Pot Stuff. Adiantums a
specialty. Life experience ; abstainer. — S. BULLARD,
45, Aberdeen Road, Upper Edmonton.

''PO NURSERYMEN.—CLERK: Book-keep-A ing, Correspondence, Ac. ; willing to fill up time io
Florist's Department. Well up in Wreaths, &o. Good
references.—C. H., 95. Shakespeare Road, Acton, W.

''PO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS. —
-L Situation Avanted by a young man, age 20 ; ten years'
experience in good London Nurseries. Good references and
character.—H.. ;J. Stanborough, Lancaster Road, New Barnet.

TO THE SEED TRADE.— A Gentleman is

willing to negotiate with another to form a PARTNER-
SHIP, or to start in working up a connection in likely town.
Advertiser thoroughly practical and well known, with highest
ortdentiala. Write in strictest confidence.—CONFIDENCE,
41. Wellington Street, Strand, tondon, W.C.

SEED TRADE.— Situation wanted as SHOP-
MAN or TRAVELLER, age 2S ; twelve years' expei i^nce.

English andjlriah Trade.-SEEDSMAN, M, Upper Grand Canal
Street, Dublin.

HEAD SHOPMAN.—Energetic Man; over
sixteen years* experience in all branches. Highest

character and testimonials. Can invest capital. Disengaged
whensuited.—ApplySEBD3.4l,WeUingtoDStreet.Strand,W.C.

CHOPMAN,TRAVELLER.—Seventeen years*O experience. Well up in Agricultural Seeds. Disengaged
now.—OMEGA, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

CLERK requires situation. Aooustomed to
Book-keeping and general OHice Work in the Nursery

and Seed Trade. Good references.-P., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER, in Seed
Trade (Retail or Wholesaler.—Age 21 ; seven years' expe-

rience in all branches. Highest testimonials.—GREENWOOD,
Canterbury.

SHOPMAN wants situation ; ten years' experi-
ence. Excellentreferences.—NESVMAN, Messrs. Jarman

8l Co.. Limited,(Seed Growers and Merchants, Nurserymen,
8lc., Chard, Somerset.

FLORIST.—A young Lady, with several

J ears' good experience, desires re-engagement. First,

class references.-FLORIST, 14, Clarendon Road, West Greeo,
Tottenham, N.

FLORIST.—A young Lady desires Engage-
ment with good Florist. Well up in all branches of the

Trade, West-Knd experience.—K. S., 98, Barnsbury Road, N.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Limited,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.
LONDON OFFICE—8, Camden Road, N.W.

EDINBUIIGH—Upper Grove Place.

QLASGOW-43, Victoria Eoad.

IMPERISHABLE TEAK-WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
PAVILIONS, SUMMER-HOUSES, and all other kinds of WOODEN BUILDINGS.

HP A T
I
IVI /^ PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSION HOUSES, CHaRCHES, SCHOOL?, Ac,

^L ^« I 11^ Ula Heated and Ventilated in the most efficient manner.

t_J/\Onr'T/^ TT T T'TTO A T OTTTT T^TlkT/^O of every description erected, either in Wo^d
rk\Ji\ k k\JKj i-i k KJ k\.£\k^ £>U il-<JLf 1 IWJO or Iron, in any part of the Kingdom.

AMONG THE CONTRA0T3 ENTRUSTED TO US DXTRING 1895 WERE THE FOLLOWING:—
For LORD OVERTOUN—Extensive Range of 20 Fruit and Plant Houses,

and Ranges of Offices, at Overtonn, Dumbarton.

Renewal of Range of 23 Plant Houses, in Teak-wood, at Royal Botanic
Gardens, Edinburgh.

Range of Vineries, in Teak-wood, at Linton Park, Maidstone, Kent.

Range of Hot-houses, in Teik-wood, at St. Marnocks, Malahide, Dublin.

Range of Hothouses at Waterpark, Castle Connel, Ireland.

For HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN—Palm House, Rose House, &o.,

at Windsor Castle Gardens.

„ H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES — Range of Fruit-houses,
300 feet long, at Sandringham ; Teak.

„ LORD IVEAGH—Extensive Range of 27 Fruit and Plant Houses,
in Teak-wood, and Range of Offices, at Elveden Hall, Norfolk.

Large Winter Garden, in Granite & Iron, at Sefton Public Park, Liverpool.

Vv^. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ^c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the "Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the OHice. 41, Wellington Street, Cofent Qardeo, London, W.O .1

Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Aqnew, & Co. (Limited). Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of Londo!!. in the County of Middlesex, and published by
Hi«BZ aiLi.XBD Cove, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent aarden, in the said County.—Saturday, September 12, 1896. Agent for Manchester—JoKt( Hkvwood
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINa
at the latest.

H"
CANNELL AND SONS' AUTUMN

• CATALOGUE of BULBS, TREES, SEEDS—in fact,
it coDtaios prices aod parciculaTs ol nearly everything choicest
and cheapest of all likely to be required for the best-kept
garden during the season. We should be pleased to send it,

post-free, to all coming customers.
SWANLET, KENT.

Table Plants.

DRAC^NAS, CROTUNS, ARALIAS,
cocoa, GEONOMAS, &o.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration,
B. S WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise NoTMries,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING,—W. INNES
SrUCKEY, Landscapi Gardener, 46, Dyne Bead,

Brondesbury, N.W. Thirteen years with Mr. H. E. Hilner.

OYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY.—
For Sale, good rooted Plants, 3». pjr 100, £1 per 1000.

Special price q'lOted for larger orders.—Apply

—

STEEL ASD SON, Ealing Dean Garden, W.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS,—Sir Joseph
Paxton, l-yr, transplanted, strong, 3i. per 100,

POULTON, Ash Vale, Aldershot.

ORCHIDS,—Fine healthy plants, with flower-
(pikes : OdODtogloesum grande, Oncidiom raricosum

Bogersii, Cattleya Harrieonise. Price, bs. each, to make room
A. H. GRmSDITCH, 5, Clayton Squue, Live-pool.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDING
HYACINTHS (SINGLE).

Sutton's Inimitable Scarlet, Pink, Light Rose, Blue, Light
Blue, Dark Blue, Pure White, Tinted White, each per dozen,
4<. ; per 100, 28<. Price per lOOJ on application.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDING
TULIPS (SINGLE).

Sutton's Inimitable White, Veltow. Crimsoo, Scarlet. Boee
and White. Purple, Lilac, each per dozen, it, ; per 100, 10«. td.
Price per 1000 on applicition.

s
SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLT DIBEOT FBOM
UTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, BEADING.

ORCHIDS,—B, S, Williams & Son have an
immflDse stock of clean, healthy planta at low prices.

An inspection invited. IlloBtrated Oatalo^e post-free,
Viotoria and Paradise Narseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

N~
OW is the TIME to PLANT PyEONIES,
Delphiniums, Gaillardias, Pyrethiums, and other Hardy

Herbaceous Perennials.
Catalogue of KGLWAY UfD SON. Lan^port. Somerset.

ENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
8TRAWBRRRIK8, for Forcing or Garden Culture,

GEORGE BUNYARD & Co.. The Royal Nurseries. Maidstone.
beg to intimate that their New Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be had poet-free on application.

The largest and best stock in the Trade.

PEACH and NECTARINE TREES.—Twenty-
four large half-etandard-trained trees, each eoveriog

100 feet super, of trellis, with good fruit-bearing growths.
Will be sold cheap to immediate purchaser, to clear house.
For particulars apply to WILLIAM WHITELEY. The

Kurseries, Hilliogdon Heath. Uxbridge.

CARNATIONS. — James Douglas begs to
announce that hia CATALOGUE for Autumn. 18i*j. and

Spring. 1897, is now ready. It contains descriptions of the
New Border and New Malmaison Carnations, with Cultural
Directions. SEEDLING CARNATIONS, best strains. 3«. 6tf.

per dozen ; 36«. per 100. Catalogue po9t-free.

Edeoside, Great Bookbam, Surrey.

Hew Cataloffuea.

CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST of
CARNATIONS, PICOTEE3, PINKS, Ac, Ac., is now

ready. It contains many Novelties now being distributed for
the nrat time, and which have gained numerous Certificatee.

A CATALOGUE of DUTCH and OTHER BULIU.
Also the New ROSE, FRUIT TREE, A SHRUB CATALOGUE.

All the above wilt be sent post free on application.
THE BOTAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH.

NT. ROOZEN AND SON'S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN, 189d. now ready, contains Cultural

Directions and full deacriptive details of their immense Collec-
tions of New, Rare, and fine BULBS and PLANTS (101 pages
in £n>;lish). and will, as usual, be sent poet- free on application
to their Agents, Messrs. Mertks3 A Co., 3, Cboss Lxmb,
St. Marv-at-Hill, E.G. ; or themselves direct at Ovebvebit,
near Haarlem. HoiXAifD.
VJB.—No connection with any other firm of the same name.

CHOICE NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
FREE3IA3. NABCISSI, &c., for Pot Coltore ; also

BULBi of every description for Bedding porpoeep. Best qoali-
ties only at most moderate prices

DICK80NS, Boyal Seed Warehouse, CHESTEB.

ANTED, large PALMS, in exchange for
Orchids and Stove and Greenhouse Flowering aad

Foliage PlanU.—F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

ANTED, 1000 CUITINQS of H. Jaooby,
and SOO Qaeen of Whites Geraniums.—State lowest

price to O. HATNES, Burhill Park, Walton-on-Thamer, Surrey.

WANTED, CUTTINGS, JacobyT^'elnvins;
Ac. State price. Smilaz asparegoidee, strong,

young plants, in exchange for above, or for sale.

BRUNTOy, ^unnysi'e Nur^erii?, Wo-bsop.

STRAWBERRIES.—
n strong runners and in pota

Plant Now.
DARR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS,
-»-* Barr's •• Covent Garden " Greenhouse Collection of 300

Bulbs, 21..^ (Bulbs. 21..
Harr s Covent Garden " Collection for Flower-garden of 70U
Barr 8 "Amateur " Collection of Datf jdils,.') each oj assorts. 31s,
Barr's Bulbs are all of first nuality only, and are sent, carriage

paid, on receipt ol remittance. Oataloguea free,
BAHB & SONS, la & 13, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

ARGE PALMS & DECORATIVE PLANTS^
Immense stock.

All fiiei np to 20 feet (or Sale or Hire

,

Inspection Invited. Prices on Applioatlon.
B. S. WILLIAMS AjfD SON, Viotoria and Paradise Nnr-

«erie«. Upper HoUoway, Londufl. K.
'

I . - New Cataloeae. Free.

LILIES, CALOCHORTI, BRODI^.A.. —
These beautiful bulbous plant i specially described, also

many other varieties. Over fifty awards during the last two
years for novelties and collectioasof hardy flowers.

H. WALLAOB AKD CO., Kilnfield Gardens, Colcheiter.

BATiPS CARNATIONS,—My NEW CATA-
LOOUE for 1896, with Cultural Notes, is now' ready.

Post Free on application. My collection of Carnations and
Picoteea is one of the largest and best in the kingdom, and
contains all the choice.t new vaiieties, ' Orders should be
booked at ohce to avoid disappointmeut.

B. ,H. BATH, Wisbech. -

CLUNES-BARE & CO., Branksome, Bourne-
mouth. Horticultural and General Auctioneers, will be

pleased to BECEIVE CO-VSIONMENTS of FRUIT TREES
ROSES, and SHRUBS lor SALE by AUCTION on reasonable
terms. Prompt settlemente. Banker's reference

STRAWBERRIES. -

All the leading varieties,

ready for immediate delivery.
DescriptiTe Catalogue on application.

RICHARD SMITH asd CO., Worcester.

EUCHARIS, atroDg and clean, in 32*8, some
throwing up flower-spikea, 30*. per dor. Winte^floweKng

CARNATIONS, in 48'8. splendid stuff, 12s. doz. BOUVAEDIAS,
in 4^'a, extra bushy, lOi. per doz. Samples and names on
application.—WALSHAW and SON, Saarborough.

CYCLAMEN, prize strain, several hundreds
in do's, ready for 48"s. 3s. per doren ; 24x. per 100. Also

a few hundr»ds in 48's, well set with very fine bloom, from
Is. to 12«. per dozen.

CatJi with order.
Oanonbury Nurseries, Baker Street, Bnfleld.

RCHIDS — ORCHIDS — ORCHIDS. —
Showing for flower, Cattleya Dormaniana, O. labiata

autumnalia. Cypripedium insigne, Dendrobium Phaltenopeis
Schroderianum, Leelia albida, L. anceps, L. autumoalia,
Odontoglossum Bossii majus, Z*. each, or the eight for 2lx.,
packing and carriage free for caah with order, all thoroughly
established, healthy, and vigorous.

Send for our special Monthly LIST.
J. HUBERT OEOGAN A CO.. Railway NurMTiea, Woithiog.

R. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS
are acknowledged by all to be the beet and finest.

References can be given to cu'^tomers in nearly every town in
the United Kiugdom. EMeEBOR NARCISSUS, extra fine

bulbs, bs. per dozen ; average size, 4x. per dozen, BA^RI
OONSPICUUS, 3*. 6d. per dozen ; 2b$. per 1(W. HORSFIELDl.
extra seUcced buibs, 2$. 6d. per dozen

; good average size,

2s. per dozen ; 15*. per 100. SIR WATKIN. 3s. 6d. pn dozen.
Orders over £5, Ten per cent, discount. Foil list on applica-
tion. North Tenby Street, Birmingham.

RCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5*. Sd.
per bag, on rail : 16s. per cubic yEizd, in 13-yard tracks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3«. 3d. per bag ; I0«. per cubic yard.
WALKER AJO) CO., Poole, Dorset.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Prince of Walee. H.M.

Government, Admiralty Dept., War Dept, Royal Bort. Soc.,
Boyal Botanic Soc., Parks and Public Buildings, Patentees of
the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers,King'sRoad. Chelsea. 8.W

.

Telegraph Address "Hortulanus.London. 'Telephone, No.87:28.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he hag arranged with several of the first Nurferymen

ia Holland to Continuously Supply hig Sales, during the

present season, with only really First-class Bulbs, of the best

quality.

GKEAT THBEE BATS' SALE.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.O., on MONDAT, WEDKKSDAY. and
THURSDAY NEXT, September 21, 2.3, and 24, at halt-past

IL o'clock precisely each day, several SPECIAL C0N9IQV-
MENTS of BULBS from some of the first Growers in Holland,
just received in excellent order, and lotted to suit both large

and small buyers.

30,000 FREESIA REFRiCTA ALBA.
1.S.O0O PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS GRANDIFLORA.
20,003 SNOWDROPS, IRIS, CBISUMS, DAFFODILS,

and rare NAR1I3SUS.
10,000 EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.
PALMS and DRAC;ESAS, from Ghent.
VALLOTAS, LILIUM HARRISI, L. CANBIDUM, &<:.

On Tiew morniDgs of Sale, and CatalogueB had.

DUTCH BULBS.
SALES EVERY DAY (Satardaya excepted).

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, B.C., EVERY DAY (exception
Saturdays), at 12 o'Clock, large consignments of NAMED
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other
BULBS from Holland, received direct for Unreserved Sale,
Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers ; together with
white ROMAN HYACINTHS, paper - white NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS, special TULIPS, *c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to inform their clients that SATURDAY'S SALES of

BULBS will be DISCONTINUED.
They find this course absolutely necessary in order to faci-

litate the dispatch of the large and increasing quantity of
Bulbs now sold. Bulb Sales will be held from this date every
day EXCEPT SATURDAY.

67 and 68, Cheapside, Septeoaber 14, 189 j.

Maidenhead.
SALE of well-grown GREENHOUSE PALMS. FERNS, &c.,

by order of Mr. Robert Owen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at the Floral NuiBeriea. Castle Hill.

Maidenhead {one mile from Maideohead Station), on TUESDAY
NEXT, Sept. 22, at 2 o'clock, 3.000 Greonhouse Palms and Ferna,
500 Cyclamens, 200 Cannas, 1,00^ Cupressu". Arbor Vita?.
Retino3pora«, and other Shrubs. 1,000 German Iris and Herba-
ceous Plants, Fruit Trees, and Privet ; and 20.0'JO Dutch Bulbs,
including Hyicintha, Crocus, Spanish Iris, &c.

On View. Citalogues on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 69, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Ttmbrldge Wells.

I
About ten minutes walk from either of the Tunbridge

Wells Railway Stations.

TWO DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE ofjwell-rooted NURSERY
'STOCK, by order of Messrs. Thomas Crippa & Sons,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Tunbridge

Wells Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, on TUESDAY and WED-
NESDAY, October 6 and 7, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day,
2000 Specimen BORDER SHRUBS, 3300 Hardy CLIMBERS
and other PLANTS. 30OO Standard and Dwarf ROSES. 2000
oval-leaved PRIVET, 20C0 Standard APPLES, alt named and
the best Sinds ; lOOO ORNAMENTAL TREES, together with a
prime Stack ot MEADOW HAY, about 30 tons.

The Stock may now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on
the Premises, at the Seed fchop, 48, High Street, Tunbridge
Wells; and of tbo Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheap-
side, London, E.C.

Chllwell Nurseries, Chllwell, Notts.

CLEARANCE SALE of FRUIT TREES, in consequence of the
approaching Expiration of Lease of a portion of these
Nurseries.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Son, to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premise", as above, on THURSDAY, Oct. 8.

at Twelve o'clock precisely, without reserve, a quantity of
general NURSERY^ STOCK, recently transplanted and beauti-
fully grown, including 8.000 STANDARD and 6.500 PYRAMID
APPLES, 7,000 FANcY HOLLIES, and a number of PEARS.
PLUMS, CHERRIES, &C.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be obtained on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
LoQ'lon^E.O.

Friday, September 25.

GREAT SALE of WINTER and SPRING-
FLOWERING ORCHIDS.

All bright, large Howered, floriferous kinds, spe:ially

telected. Strong established Plants, which cannot fdil to

yield the beat results, and a

GRAND FLORAL DISPLAY
for the conservatory sni house throughout the dull winter

and early sprin-; months.

A splendid and varied lot of DENDROBE J. with well-

matured Bulbs, including—

DENDROBIUM FARME 81.—Drooping racemes ot flawers;

sepals and petals white, flushed with pink ;
pubeic ;nt lip,

rich straw-yellow and orange.
DENDROBIUM PARISHII.- Compact habit, beautiful dark

rose-purple flowers,

DENDROBIUM FINDLAYANUM.—The first U flower in

winter; among the most profuse-blooming and beautiful

of all Orchids. The stems are literally smothered in large

white, rose-pink, and orange flowers.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CERVANTESII. — A cool-house gem.
sweet-scented; flowers pure white, or flushed with pink,

and marked with concentric rings of brownish-crimson.
HABENARIA SUSANN.^. — Large, snow-white, fringed

flowers, borne on tall Ecapes. F.-C.C. August 28. 1S91.

DENDROBIUM CREPIDATUM.—Flowers aa though moulded
in wax. white, often entirely suffused with pink.

DENDROBIUM WARDIANUM GIQANTEUM.—The gigant c

richly-coloured Upper Burmese type, the finest ot all
;

uoequalled for size, brilliancy of colour, and floriferou*-

nesa.

DENDROBIUM THYRSIFLORUM.-Great clusters of white
flowers, with a golden-orange lip. Veiy handsome.

ODONTOGLOSSUM ROSSI MAJU3.—A ciot-house, larg^
fragrant-flowered species. Among the most pleasing and
attractive of all.

L.ELIA PRiESTANS.—Semi-establisbed plants ;
b-illianf; rose

and dark Syrian-purple flowers.

DENDROBIUM DENSIFLORUM.-For ease of culture, fljri-

ferousness, and decorative effeit, this popular species is

hard to beat.
CCELOGY^TE CRTSTATA.—Always in demand for wreaths,

bouquets, table decorations, &c.
DENDROBIUM AUREUM.—De'iciouely fragrant, exhaling an

odour between that ot Violets and Primroses.
DENDROBIUM SUAVI9SIMUM. D. CHRYSOTOXUM.
DENDROBIUM NOBILE.—Established plants, imported from

the Lang-Tang Mountains, which have yielded so many
grand varietiep.

DENDROBIUM CRASSINODE.— Unflowered plants, Baiberi-

anum type ; the most richly-coloured of all.

LYCASTE SKINNERT, CYPRIPET)IUM INSIGNE MONTA-
NUM. DENDROBIUM AGGREGATUM MAJUS.

CALANTHE WILLIAM MURRAY, C. VICTORIA RRQINA,
C. VEirCHII, C. LUTEO-OCULATA, SANDER'S
VAR., and—

OATTLEYA LABIATA, Sander's Red and White unrivallnl

unapproachable type. Also

—

CYPRIPEDIUM EXUL (Imported).

A Box of DENDROBIUMS (Mixed), offered as received, and
containing several distinct- looking species.

MESSRS. mOTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheap3ide, London, E.C. by order of

Mes«rs. V. Sander & Co., St. Albans, on FRIDAY NEXT,
September 25, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view mornioK of Sale, and Catalogues had.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE OF

FORTHCOMING SALEScNURSERY STOCK

IMPORTANT TO NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, AND
OTHERS KNQAGED IN PLANTING.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce the following fixtures :

—
OCTOBER 6 and 7.—At the TUNBRIDGE WELL3 NUR-

SERIES, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, by order o! Messrs.

Thomas Cripps & Sons (two days).

OCTOBERS. — At the NURSERIES, CHILWELL, Notts,

by order ot Messrs. J. K. Pearson & Sons.

OCTOBER 8.—At the ALBION NURSERIES, FARNHAM,
by order of Mr. J. Clarke.

OCTOBER 13.—At the NUESKRIES. FRAMFIELD. by order

of Messre. Wm. Paul & Son.

OCTOBER 19 to 24.—At the NURSERIES, BAQSHOT, by
order of Mr. Chas. Noble (six days).

OCTOBER 2L—At the NURSERIES, CLIFFE, Kent, by
order of Mr. W. Home.

OCTOBER 27. 28, and 29.—At the HALE FARM NURSERIES,
TOTTENHAM, by order of Mr. T. S. Ware (three days).

OCTOBER 29 and 30. — At HOLLAMBY'S NURSERIES,
GROOMBRIDGE, Tunbridge Wells, by order of the Ezors.

of the late Mr. Edwin HoUamby (two days).

NOVEMBER 6. - At the NURSERIES. COOKSBRIDGE,
Lewes, by order of the Exors. of the late Mr. F.

WooUard.
NOVEMBER 18.—At the NURSERIES, CLIFFE, Kent, by

order;of Mr. W. Home. Second Sale.

DATES NOT FIXED.

OCTOBER.—At the ALMA NURSERIES, FARNHAM, by
order of Mr. S. Bide.

At the NURSERY, AMPTHILL, Beds, by order ot Mr.

I. Crick (one dav).

Other Sales are in course of being arranged, and notices will

be announced in due course.

The Auctioneers will be pleased to forward Catalogues of

any of the above Sales free by post on application.

Auction and Estate Offices, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

LlUum loDglflorum.

IMPORTANT CONSIGNMENT of .330 CASES from Jatan.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that they have just received advice of the

shipment of the above 330 CASES, and as soon as they arrive

in this country the date ot Sale will be announced.
' Auction Roomp, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

In tbe HlRh Court of Jastlc i. Chancery Division.

PEACOCK V. OLYMPIA, LIMITED.

OLYMPIA adjoining Addison Road Station. CLEAR \N3K
.SALE of Viluible SPECIMEN PALMS and OTBER
PLANTS. By order of the Receiver fjr the Debeuture-
holders.

IMPORTANT to the FURM-SHING TRi.DE, GESTLEMi;S,
AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUOTION on

the Premises. Olympia. Addison Road. W.. ou WED^ESD lY,
September 30, at 1 o'clock precisely, the valuable collection
of about

500 SPECIMEN and HA.LF SPECIMEN
PALMS

and other DECORATIVE PLANTS, comprising 17 magnificent
specimens of Seaforthia elegans, 8 to 10 ft.; very fine plants
of Latania borbonica. Phcenix.Coryphas, Thrioax. Champcrop^,
Ficns. Specimen Bamb30, Green Bays. Ornamental Shrub* in
tubs ; Aloes, green and varigated ; Cycas revoluta ; Gerani im <

;

Solanums, and other miscellaneous plants.

Catalogues may be had of the person in charge of the
Gardens ; of JOHN HOLMES, Esq., Solicitor, 31, Clement's
Lane, E.C; ot Messrs. ED5VARD MOORE & SONS.
Chartered Accountants. 3. Crosby Square, London, E.G. ; and
of Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Auctioneers and
Valuers. 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

FBIDAY. OCTOBER 9, 1893.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

20,000 ORCHIDS.
The greater portion will Bloom early this

Winter and thhe coming Spring.

7000 DEI^DROBITTM PHAL.ZENOPStS
SCHRODERIANUM,

In absolutely perfect condition. We guirantee them the
b?st and finest kt in every way ever imported. The plants
will bear llowers on the present growths in abaut November
and December, and on their new growths abou'- Ap'il and
May; thus two crop^ ot blossoms may be had in about nn
months.

9000 CATTLEYAS, L^LIAS, CYPRIPEDIUMS,

and DENDROBES.

A Consignment of L.ELIA ANCEPS,
of a grand white, with rhomboid petal?, as in Dawsonii, and

only found in thi^ type.

I^EW SOBRALIAS.
DENDROPHYLAX FAWCETII.

A beautiful new Orchid, which grows and flowers without
leaves. Flowers are snow-white, resembling the large white
Angrtt^cum Foumierianum, Off-red for the first time.

SCflOMBURGKIA THOMSONIA.NA.
Flowers lihe a cream-coloured Laelia purpurata, with a black-
maroon lip. Twenty flowers borne on a spike.

In the same S*le we shall offer the

GRANDEST OF ALL EXHIBITION CATTLEYASJ.
A very big lot. Season of Blooming, May and June.

In all, about

20,000 PLANTS. WiraOUT AMY RESERVE.

jVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
1.T-L received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander & Co.,
St. Albans, to SELL the foregoing in their Central Auction
Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Condovdr Hall Gardens, near Shrewdbury.
On THURSDAY, October 1.

<;ALE of the CONTENTS of the CONSiJR-O VATORIES and GLASSHOUSES, by order of R. H.
Cholmoodeley, E?q , who is leaving. The Collection include-i

specimens of Chamterops excelsa, 10 feet high ; Kentia Bel-
moreana, 9 feet high ; Cycas revoluta, Thriuax elegans, 9 feet
high; Adiantum Farleyense, Lapageria alba, Seaforthia
elfj^ ins, several large specimens ; Adiantum cuneatum, large
ana healthy plants, suitable for large Couservatories, Winter
Gardens, &c. ; also Greenhouse and Stove Plant'.

Full particulars in Catalogues.

WM. HALL WATERIDQE and OWEN, Auctioneers,
Shrewsbury.

WANTED to RENT, a SMA.LL NUR-
SERY, ooo to 80o feet Glas.". No stock.—X. Y., 41,

Wellington Streei, Strand. W.C.

WANTED, to RENT, near a Town, Private
GABDEKS, or SMALL NURSERY, with good Glass and

Dwelling-HousB.—SMITH, 65, Bolton Road. Cliorley, Lanes.

WANTED, to RENT, a NURSERY, with
option of Purchase, inoo to 200O feet run of Glass,

Cottage, and about an Acre of Land. No Stick.

Apply, -with full particulars, ALPHA, care of Mrs. Heath,
News Agent, Chesluint Street, Cheshunt. Herts.

WANTED, Second - hand SPAN - ROOF
GREENHOUSE, in good condition.—Send full par-

ticulars and price to—
Mr, ALLEN, ^3, Grove Park Terrace, Ohiswiok.
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THE SELLY HILL COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.

Messrs. CHARLESWORTH & CO.
Ilavo great pleasure in announcing that they have purchased the entire COLLECTION of OECHIDS formed b,y

Charles Winn, Esq., The Uplands, Selly Hill, Birmingham.

Mr. "Winn is one of the oldest Amateurs, having been forming his Collection for over thirty years, during which

time he has brought together one of the choicest and most select lot of plants over seen. '

:'

The Collection is up to date in Novelties, and is especially rich in

CATTLEYAS, L^^LIAS, CYPRIPEDIUMS, DENDROBIUMS,

OOONTOGLOSSUMS, & MASDEVALLIAS, both speoies & hybrids.

Messrs. CHARLESWOKTH and CO. are posting the CATALOGUE of above on September 25, to all

their Customers. Any one not duly receiving the same can have a copy on application.

THE PLANTS ARE KOW ON VIEW AT THEIR NURSERIES.

Orders will be executed in strict rotation, as fully explained in the Catalo<jue.

CHARLESWOKTH & CO., Heaton, BRADFORD.
HADLEIGH, SUFFOLK. — TO BE DIS-

POSED OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and
Qlaas Erectiona, &o., of above NURSERY, comprising about
If acres of Land, convenient DWELLtNQ-HOUSE, Packing
and Potting Sheds, SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about
nineteen years unexpired. Rent £27. No other Nursery
within several miles. Price £150. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

To Market Gardenera and Others.

WEST BEDFONT, MIDDLESEX, 14 miles
from London.-9 Acres of capital GARDEN GROUND,

including 2 acres of Fruit Trees, Small Cottage, Stable, Sheds,
&c , to be let. Rent £il per annum.
Apply to Messrs. BUCKLANU and SONS, 1, Bloomsbury

Square, London, W.C, and Windsor.

NURSERY and JOBBING BUSINESS for
SALE, 80 years Lease, 600 feet run of Houses, and some

Pits, plenty of good Jobbing ; all produce sold at home. Ground
Rent, £15 lOj. per annum; one of the prettiest suburbs of
London. Price £660.—L. B., 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hobticul-
TUBAL Market Garden and Estate Auotioneehs and

Valcers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., and at Leyton-
Btooe. E, Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

JOHN RUSSELL, Commission Agent,
47, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Bankers, L. & S. W. Bk. Telegrams. "Euonymus, London "

Telephone, 2707.

^ '^nO 000 BULBS. None better, nonel/^'-ZW^VVV Eo cheap (Trade supplied). Tulips
1«. \d.. per 100, named Hyacinths 2i each. Order at once.
Satisfaction guaranteed —SELLENS, Bulb Grower, Coventry.

GERANIUM CUTTINGS, strong, from pot
plants.—A quantity for diapoaal. or in exchange for

almost any sorts of Plants, Fruit, i:j. State quantity
rr quired.
MORLS AND CO , The Conservatories. Finchley Road, N.W.

NEW VIOLETS.
Admiral Avellon. very large royal purple flowers; Princeese

des Galles, the largest and sweetest Violet. These are the
greatest novelties in Violets since I introduced the popular
MaTie louise. Nice established plants, in poti, 12*. per dozen,
P(t.*. per 100. California, very large, sweet-5csn*ed, free'
fl.wering nice plants. 6s. per dozen, 4Cs. per 100.

GENERAL N0RSERY CATALOGUE on Application.

FREDERICK PERKINS,
NuBSERi-jiAN, Regent's Stkeh, Leamington Spa.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orohids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancraa,

ARNATIONS.—SpeoiaToffer to the Trade.
Bankrupt Stock. 20,nuo LAYERS for Sale. For particu-

lars apply to R. K. HAW, Mowbray Gardens, Harrogate.

LOVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES^
Prepared Runners from Maiden Plants:—

Thury, Paxton, President, and others.
Sample packet. 6rf. ; lOP, 45. 6(f., carriage paid for cash. List.

W. LOVEL A^D SON, Strawberry Farm. Driffield.

MALMAISON'S BLUSH, Strong, Healthy
Stuff, in 4-inch Pots, ready for a shift, 8s. per doren,

£3 per 100. AUo StrooR Layers of GERMANIA, QLOIRK DE
NANCY. ALICE AYERS. and RAHY. ISj. per 100.

A. M'CULLOCH, Newetead Abbey Gardens, Notts.

ZEISSOLD, 13, Glockenstrasse, Leipzig,
• cffera a UrRe assortment of CACTUS, AGAVE3, &c.

Price List gratis ami post free.

N.B.—I am authorised to sell a Collection of Cactus belopging
to an amateur, consisting of, in part, 200 rare species, and large
exhibition plants. Particulars furnished on application.

ALMAISONS. — Princess of Wales (deep
Pink), beautifully Clove-scented (the queen of Malmai-

sons for cut flowers and decorations), fine plants, \2s. perdoz.

;

Malmaisons. Blush, 9s. per doz. BORDER CARNATIONS
(Selfs), Picotees, Flakes, and Bizzares, the fiuest named vara.

extant, my selection, 6s. i er dozen.
CHA8. A. YOUNG, Floral Nursery, West Derby nr. Liverpool.

SAMPLE BEFOBE YOU PURCHASE.
HYACINTH?, the pick of HoUan.', 4s. per dozen,

,, 2nd size, named, 2x per dozen.
TULIPS, Due Van Thol (scarlet), 2s. per 100.

La Reine (roiy-white), 2s. ^d. per 100.
DAFFODILS, finest sorts, mixed, specially if commended,

2*. 6rf. per 100; do.. Single, commoQ, 1*. per lOO.
All other Bulbs equally cheap. Samples (full value), with

Catalogue, sent for Ij., stampi or P.O.
MORLB AND CO., Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2i-inch pots. Store and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100; ditto, large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts, 6i. dor. ; strong seedlings, 6j. 100, 50«. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 43*8, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20j. lOO; Oyperus,
Aralias, Grevilleas, Begonias. Geraniums, Fuchsias, and
Heliotropes, in 48's, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette,
Campanulas, and Chrysanthemums, in -IS's, 8s. per doz. ; Ficus,
Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, and Bouvardias, in 48'8, 12i. per
doz. ; Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH,
London Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.w!

^EXHIBITIONS.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY, Royal 4 .^uariuni, Westminster.

October <j, 7, aod .8, IWlj.
EXHIBITION of CHRYiANTHEMlTMS, TABLE

DECORATIONS, &c.
Schedules of Prizes on application to

—

'

RICHARD DEAN, Secretary, Ealing,tLondon, W.

RISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY'S
THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL SHOW

Will be held in the COLSTON' HALL, on WEDNEiDAY
and THURSDAY', the 18th aid 19th Nevember Next.

Special Classes and Prizes for Amateurs.
In addition to the many Valuable PiizPs usually given, ajid

the TWELVE-GUIhfEA CHALLENGE VASE, the NATIO.VAX
SOCIETY'S JUBILEE MEDAL will be awarded to the Beit
Bank of Chrysanthemums,
Schedules free of the Secretary

—

EDWIN 0. COOPER, Metvyn Road, Bishopston, Bristol

SEEDLING LATANIA BORBONICA with
two leaves for Sale. 8s. per 100.

F. CLARK, Manor Roid Nursery, Park Lane, Tottenhim.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C. Prompt cash.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHnR,TheLondon Nursery, 4,Maidayale,London,\f.

rrnn strong arums, at £I per 100.
*J\J\} Apply to—

A. BRINKMAN, (Ireat Berkhamsted.

CA AAA EUONYMUS, Green and Goldep,
rj\j»f\j\}\J all splendid bushy plants.—SBEEN ; ia'.iii.

tol5iD., at 30j. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at Vis. per lOQ ;

18 in. to 21 in., at 66». per 100; 21 in. to2lin., at 7Ss. psrlOO;
25 in. to 40 in. at special prices. >

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8J. per dozen. Cash wilh
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

BEGONIAS of the newest and Ktost.supertj
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Singje,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' DeaoriptiVe
CATALOGUE, tree. A handsome coloured plate.of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for l5.

B. B. DAVIS. Y'eovil Nurseries, Y'eovil, Somerset.
,

BOX'S begonias, for quality and-qnantitj',
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonias

at Temple Show. Exhibition of 2 acres in bloom till end.ef
September, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, MiJ
Kent, S.E.R. A visit solicited.—iQHIf.R. flO&,Croydon;
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STRAWBERRIES. — 11 Acres especially for
BUNKERS.

ROYAL SOVEKErON, rooted runnere, 20f. par 1,000.

STEVENS' WONDER. „ „ IQj. per 100.

EMPEROR WILLIAM 15». per 100.

Catalogue of these in pots, and all other kinds in cultivation,

lent post free.—H. OAN.VELL and SONS, Swanley. Kent.

ORCHIDS, BULBS, CACTI.
Prices include carriage to lAndon. Oanoels Oct. 1.

L^LIAS—Albida, anceps, autumnalia, and majilia, 15<. per
dozen, lOOi. per 100.

CHY3IS, LYCA8TB SP3., 20«. per dozen. IlOs. per 100.

ODONToaLUSSUUS—CerTantesii, nuculatum, and nebulo-
sum, 12<. per dozen, 80r. per 100.

BULBS—Amaryllis, Milla biflora, and Bessera elegans, 70f.

par 1000.
OAOTI—PerlOO.inlOTars., £i; inS0Tars.,£3; in30Tars.,£4.

Address all orders to -

WATSON IND 80ULL, »0. Lower Thames St.. London, E.G.,
as Agents to J. A. UoDowell & Co., Mexico.

To t&a TrAde.

BMALLER AND SONS beg to ofier a very
• extensive and unusually wetl-srown Stock of ERICAS

(Hyemaliaand the other varieties) ; EPACRIS, 80LANUMS,
GENISTAS. CYCLAMEN, DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS,
BOU VABDIAS,of sorts ; ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, and other
FSRNS; PALMS, in variety; GREVILLEA ROBUSTA,
ASPABAOUS PLUMOSUS.STEPHANOns, DtPLADENIAS,
FICU8 ELASTIOA. CBOTONS, TREE CARNATIONS of sorU

;

TEA ROSES in pots ; BOEONIAS of sorts ; VINES in pots, &c.
An inspection is invited.

Trade Catalogues forwarded on applioition.
Burnt Ash Road Nurseries. Lee. S.E.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /(>)*
The BEST HYACINTHS tue

WORLD PRODUCES AT

«-2k each.

Before buying else-

where, eendforour
CATAIiOGTJE
(fbkb) and
compare
prices.

'"^^

\^/^

<5̂

o.

EXPECTED
FAMINE in

H YACINTHS
To avoid diBappoiDtment
ORDER AT ONCE.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Ouaranteed first bIm. 10/6 per 100.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Orowers & Seed Merofaante,

84. MAN8ELL STREET, ALSQATE
LONDON, E.

A>p The NVBSiBisg. Haablem, Holland.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

OHOIOE DENDROBES A SPECIALT7.
Fi.BA«E Write for List.

I AMCC rVDUCD EXOTIC NUBSERIE8,
J/VlTlCiJ l/IrnCiI\, OHELTBMHAM.

TO THE TBAJDE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
AUG

SEEDS Of NATIVE FOLIAOB, and FLOWERINa
SHRUBS and TREES, obtainable from

NIMMO 1HI> BLAIR,
Seed Merchants and Seed Growers, Dunedin, New Zealand.

London Agency :—W. O. INNES and CO., 32, St. Mary Axe.
Oatalooues Exchahoed.

For Outdoor & Indoor Culture.

Larje CoUactloni of all the very Best Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

irises, Liiies, &c.
Only th€ very best auppUed. Prices extremely moderate.

llluitvated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 168).

POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DiCKSOIMS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.

EDWIN ELLIOTT, Fruit, Flower, and Plant
Salesmui, No. Block, Open Market. Leeds.

Good references.

STRAWBERRIES.—A fine ooUeotion of the
best varieties can be supplied. Orders should be booked

now. Descriptive CATAL08UE post free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON, Sawbridneworth.

00 D BULBS.— DOUBLE WHITE
NABCIS3US, 18». per 1000 ; POETICUS PHEASANT-

EYE, lOi. per 1000. All carriage paid.
CHARLES TWYFOBD, Totnes.

MLIA PR^STANS, L. ANCEPi?,
OATTLEYA CBISPA, C. HARRISONI^ VIOLACEA,

to band in fine order,

2t. 6i., 3i. ed., and 6s. each.
W. L. LEWIS AKD CO., Soathg. e, Londor, N.

OR SALE, three large AZALEA ALBA,
4,to 6 feet through, heavily bjdded.

Also six smaller Deutsche Perlf>.

£10 lOr. the nine : delivered within fifteen miles.
G. THBUSSELL, Goff's Oak, Cheshunt.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS (Sir Joseph
Faxton), stronii rooted runners from Maiden Plants.

Parcel Post, 4i. per 100 ; on rail, 20». per 1000.
Sample free.—Address

—

J. WISE, Chertsey, Surrey.

FOR SALE, five Dendrobiuras nobile, four
Stanhopeas, two Cypripediumsi, two Euphorbia

splendens, three Lomaria gibba, two Nephrolepis, two Poly-
podium aureum. one Dioscorea, one Tydsea amabilis. Large
Ij'.anls.—Apply, DENNIS, 11, Carter's Cottages, St. John's,
Uedhill, Surrey.

LILAC CHARLES X.—Bashy plants, 3 years
old, full of flowering buds, cultivated in pots, fcr early

foiciog, 12s, to 18s. per dozen. A few dozen extra large
plants 5 and 6 years old, 21s, and 30s. per dozen. Cash with
order. —T. JANNOOH, Lily Nurseries, Dersingham, King's
Lynn, Norfolk.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPJSCIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AHD G. CUTHBBRT, Seed, Bnlb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies, tie.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan,, Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBERBAD AND SON, 26, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.C,
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

Geo. Boyes & Co.

BOUVARDIAS. — Fine bushy plants, in
5-iDch pots, <|uite clean and healthy, well set with

buds, includiog thoie grand varietiea Mf, Neuner, The Bride,
Priory Beauty, Uutnboltin, &o. ; 12 grand plants for Qs. %d.

TREK CARNATIONS, Winter Cheer, finest scarlet, for
winter blooming, very free, fine form ; 12 grand bushy plants.
in 5-incb pots, for 8s., 2> for \bz. M. Alt free on rail for cjeh
with order.—AyleUone Park Nurseries, Leicester.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
room*, and by using this Spavcn will
ensure success. All growers speak in
high praisaof thequality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-
tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, Qs. per bushel, Is. extra for
package ; or. Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. OUTBUSH AHD SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Htghgate Nurseries, London. N., and Barnet. Herts.

C^

PRITCHARD'S CARNATIONS
ABE THE BEST.

Awarded 4 Gold and Silver Medals this Season.

CATALOGUES FREE.
PRITCHARD «& SONS,

Ndrsebvmen, SHREWSBURY.

GENERAL NURSERY CATALOGUE
For AUTUMN, 1898.

Specialties; English Tews, English Hollies, Ancubas, Speci-
men Conifcrte. Standard Roses, and General Nursery Stock

;

New Violets. &o. Also Dutch and Forcing Bulbs
CATALOGUES post-free on Application.

FBEDEBICK PEBKINS,
NUaSERTMAN, RESEM'S STREET, LEAMINGrON fPA.

Just PnbUshed, Price 21s., nett.

TCONES ORCHIDEARUM AUSTRO-AFRI-
A CANARUM EXTRA-TROPICARUM ; or. Figures, with
Descriptions of Extra-Tropical South-African Orchids. By
Habby Bolus, F.L.S. Vol. I., Part 2, with 50 Plates, mostly
co'ourpd. IftrBP 8vn. cloth.

W. « m LhV .NU ^c)^. 28 Esitm Sutet, Stran ', Lo-doo

TENTS! TENTS!! TENTS ! ! ! — I have
purchased 6O0O ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost
£3 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28r. each

;

inferior qualities, 223. and 24f. each. Cash with order ; can be
sent on approval. Specially adaptable for sportioir and pleasure
purposes. TSVO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKI.VOHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
" April 29, 1896. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
" F. H. Hill. Duddingston Park. Portobello, Midlothian."
MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet Dy 16 feet, with Polee, Pegs, Runners,
Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, cash
£14, cost £33.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton

.

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Conservatories, Greenhouse-

,

Vioeries, Peach House?, Stove uud
^ ^*'^s. Orchid Houses, &c.

Lowest Prices possible.

Also

Heatiog Appara^iu
complete.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

DAULINGTON.

ILLUSTRATED OATALOGUE FREE

W. JoNKs' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett ; per post, 2<. 10(f.

JONES fc^TTWOODV ^^ ' Stourbridge

,•1

SAVE HALF THE COST.mmM BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

SILVER SAND
la admitted by the
leadinpNurserymen

i

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

Inthe Trade. I

Consumers shoold Bay Direct from the Owner of thesa
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-
exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus tave half tht
ordinary cot.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Prlo«
free on Kail or Canal. All Orders executed with, the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Bates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest poRsihlBprires SamplnBafr "»«nton application to

QEO. OAKSIlJL. Jan., F.U.fl.S , LcVhtoi. T5u2zard. Beds.
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NEW STRAWBERRY, "LODIS GADTHIER."
f.ll^^l^iS':. THE

LARGEST STRAWBERRY KNOWN.

WONDERFUL CROPPER!

TWO CROPS THE SAME SEASON!

DELICIOUS FLAVOUR^

TRY IT!

Ask for PRICE LIST, with COLOUfiEO PLATE.

TRl'E NATURAL SIZE. THIS ENGRAVING, 5«.

N.B.—Sept. 7.—Just awarded a Certifi-

cate of Merit, by National French Society

of Paris, on presentation of a dish of

Second Crop Fruits !

LETELLIER & SON, CAEN, FRANCE.
{ORIGINA TOI.'S OF THE SP/XELE.SS OOOSEliEIiliJES.)

yv,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVFEY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ^e.
BTJILDEB. TO THE PRINCIPAL OBOWEBS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

HEATIIMG IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREEFIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

tucker7~tottenham.
THREE MINUTES- WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION. GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.
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VEITCH'S
GENUINE BULBS.

VEITCH'S COLLECTIONS
of HYACINTHS,

Selected from the most distinct named varieties.

VEITCH'S COLLECTIONS
of DAFFODILS,

Embracing tlie finest of eacli section.

VEITCH'S COLLECTIONS
of TULIPS,

Containing the most effective kinds for pots.

For details see CATALOGUE, forwarded
Post-free on applieation.

JAiESVEiTcH&SONS
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

BETABDED
LILYOFTHE VALLEY CROWNS!!

: Write for Pricea to—

|t. JANNOCH, Lily Nursery, DEESINGHAM,
NORFOLK.

PBELIMINABY OFFEB.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER :—

ROMAN HYACINTHS, 4|-ioch and upwards, 13s. 64 per 100.

,, ., fimaller 105. Qd, „
PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS 5s.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 6s.

DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, first size,

impjrttd bulbs 6s. 6d. ,,

Now ready for delivery.

2s. %d. per 100 ; id. iai,.

DUG VAN TUOL TULIP, Scarlet
AKT1I.S
LA HEINE J
L'IM.MACULBE
iDIICHESM of PAKMi ,, 1

WOUVEKMAN „ )
CURYSOLOR*. ,, 6s. per 100; If. 3ii. per dozen.
Second-size HYACI'NTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed 14s. Orf. per 100.
Named ditto, our selection 18l. 6i. „
First-iize HYACINTHS, thebestquality, and

firstcla^s varieties 4s. to 9s. per doz.
NAUCISSIIS, CYNOSURE 3s. lirf. pir loll.

PR1NCEP.S 5s.

For September delivery. All orders over iis. carriage paid,

3s. In the £ discount off all Bulbs for " Cash with Order."

CATALOQUES now ready.

OARAWAY & CO..'"n!ag'Ba'a"""'

DUTCH BU LBS.
PBIGE LISTS Of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.,

FREE on APPLICATION, for SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.

S. A. VAN KONIJNENBURG & CO.,
i\'ijui;i)\viiK. iii)i.i,.\xii.

NOW READY.

CHARLES

HARPE'S
BULB

CATALOGUE.
Post Free on application to

SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFOBD.

DENDROBIUM PHAL/ENOPSIS
SCHRODEBIANA,

lOOO Plants, in all sizes, ehowlng Flower, from 35. %d. eacb.
Sample Blooms &€ut.

CATTLEYA AUBEA,
With or without Sbealhs.

PHAL^ENOPSIS.
The finest plants in the country. AMABILtS, SCBIL-

LERIANA, GRINDIFLORA, SANDEKIANA, STUARTIANA,
&c. Prices on application.

I
HEATH & SON, CHELTENHAM.

POTS
WM. PAUL & SON

Beg to call attention to their immense Stock of the above, now ready for delivery. The plants are

of the finest possible quality, and include all the best varieties in the Hybrid Perpetual,
Tea-scented, and other classes :

—
Extra sized plants, established in S-inch pots, suitable for forcing ) 30,5., 424-., and GQs. per dozen

;

and general pot culture
J
,£10, £12, £15, and .£18 per 100.

Standards, established in pots, iine for Cocsorvatories . . 3«, Gd. to bs. each; 3()«, to 54», perdoz.

,, A few Extra Large plants ,

.

. . . . . . . . . . ..7s.Qd.io 21«. each.

Plants on their own roots, established in 5inch pots, suitable for ) 10s Gil. to 18s. per dozen.
presi-nt planting or for pot culture .

.

. . . . . . j £4 4«. to .£6 per 100.

The Stock of Eoses in the open ground for Autumn Delivery is also this year unusually extensive,

and unsurpassed in quality,

DESCBU'TIVE PEICED CATALOGUE, postfree on apj'Hraiinn.

PAULS' NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS. HERTSJ

CELEBRATED XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.
The Cheapest, Most Simple, and liest Fumiijator in existence. A Liquid Compound simply

Evaporated from a Small Copper Cup by the Afjenoy of a Spirit Lamp.
Prepared ia Bond, from Duty-Free Tobacco, by Special Permission of the Hon. Board

of H.M. Customs.
One fumigation with this clears houses of insects for double the length of time that can be aooomplishtd

by the use of any other Fumigator, Note the remarkable saving of expense :—

•

Compound
For using in the Fumigators.

I'cttle.

No. 1

No. 2

No, 3

No. 4

Enough for

cubic feet.

40,000

20,000

10,000

6,000

s. d.

24

13

(i 6

3 3

Fumigators
(Will last for Years)

To do 5,000 cubic feet of spaoe at a

time, 2-s, each.

To do 2,000 cubic feet, Is. i)(l. each,

" , * Shoiviny a coit for fumii/atiny

of only Sd. per 1000 cubic feet of

space.

PATI .NT No. 11, -".17.

TESTIMONIAL.
From W. H. WHITTAKEB, G.irdeupr to Sir Jlickman M. Bacon, Bart,

Thonock, Gainsborough.
" I am truly pleased to add another to your list of testimonials, as your Fumigator in unioub'edly the best I have everu ed.

I find it certain death to all insect peats, whilst the most tender foliage is not hurt in the If'asf,. When I took cbarga.bere, the
Peach house was in full bloom, and was infested with bjth scile anl 11/. As you ranembe.-, I wjote, asking if you consiJered

it safe to fumigate under the circumstancea. I foUowe 1 your aflvice. and thj result was surprising ; affer once fumigating, the

fly was all dead, and most of the scale. I told this to a ne'gh'jjuring girdener, who, out of curiosity, cime to witness my eecoQd
application, which was io the evening ; neid morning, we found all the s;a'e, o"d and youug alike, ' ijiite dead.' My friend,

like myself, was delighted. I jrave him circulars, which ha took to his employer. Mr Peuison. Morton House, Gainsborough,
whom I understand obtained a No. 2 Set, which has given every satisfaction. After usiig your Fumigitor, one feels he cannot
prdiie it too much."

To he hud from all Nurserij)nen^ Seedfnncn, Florisis, and Sundricsmeii

;

or^ direct from the Sole J'roprielor.,

C. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDOK, S.E,
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WEBBS'
EARLY BULBS.

THE FINEST ROOTS OF THE SEASON.

ROMAN HYACINTHS:
Early White, extra large bulbs 2/- per doz.

Ditto ditto 15/- per 100.

Ditto fine bulbs 1/9 per doz.

Ditto ditto 12/-perlOU.

POLYANTHUS NABCIS8TJS :

Double Roman
Paper White

1/3 per doz. ; 8/6 per 100.

1/3 per doz. ; 8/6 per 100.

DUG VAN THOL TULIPS:
SINGLE, scarlet 6(1. per doz., 3/- per ICO.

DOUBLE, siarlet and yellow, 6d. per doz
, 3/- per 100.

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
I

Beautifully Illuatrated, Giatis & Post-free.
|

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

FERNS !-FERWS!!
A large quantity ot Small FERNS, nice bushy stuff, ready to

pot on, or for decorative purposes, in "Jj inch pots : Pteris
crifttata, nobilis, major, and tremula, at 9«. per 100 ; SCO
and upwards, at %s. ad.

PTERIS CRISTATA and SERRULATA CRISTATA, fine
plants, at 4;. Qd. per dozen.

Above prices are for cash with order. Packing Free.

An Impection at the Nurseries it Invited,

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATU NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PAKK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

CHraNTlEluM
THE BYECROFT SEX of DBES9ING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs ot Forcefi?, liruOi, and Case, complete, lOJt. 6d.

Larpe Forceps ftr Pullirg Centred, ^s. 9rf.

Smaller ditto for Dressing 3i iii.

The Best'Cups and Tubes are The BECKETT,
All eizes, 1 oih for .lapaue^e and Incurved, at 9.s. per doz,

;

or with additional tube for raising the bloom 3 inches
h'gher than the ordinary one, 125, per dozen.

'Ihe SPRINGTHORPE, for .Tapanese and In-
curved, all sizep, ^s, per dczen.

All free for Caik with Order.

HI 1 U C C Ryecroft Nursery.
. U. UUnCO, HITHER GRBEN. LEWiSHAU.

WORLD-RENOWNED BULBS.
Wl^li. Ripened, ani» in Splentid CnNPixinN.

HYACIisTHS for Exmbllion, lOs. I'.i. .per dozen.

HyACIMTHS for Pota .'.<. to 9.5. per dozen.

HYACINTHS for Bedfllng, in distinct colours, 17s. ed.

per 1 10.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, all thidea mixed, 13s. (d
pjr 100.

TULIPS, Single ans Douljle, miied, 2«. 6rf. pjr ] 0.

DAFFODILS Double, is. per lOO.

CROCUS, Mixed, lOs. M. jier loou.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ti,-<ttis a>ul Poitfixe.

B.S.WILLIAMS&SON
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

WARES
GOLD MEDAL

AND

FIRST PRIZE

BEGONIAS.
NOW IN FULL BLOOM AT

BEXLEY HEATH.

THE FINEST DISPLAY OF THESE
FLOWERS IN THE KINGDOM.

All Lovers of these Jnterestintt Plants should
embrace the opportunity to see them

within the next few days.

TRAINS RUN TO BFXLEY HEA7H STATION FROM
Charing Cross :

—

9.30, 10.50, 12.13, 1..50, 3.10, 3.50, 4.28.

Cannon Street :

—

0.10, 11.0, 12.23, 3.20, 4.0, 4.38.

London Bridge :

—

!t.4.i, 11.3, 12 26, 1.58, .3.23, 4.3, 4.41.

Address Orders and Correspondence to—

THOMAS S. WARE,
HALE FARM NURSERIES,

TOTTENHAM, LONDON.
WFROMOW AND SONS beg to draw

• Ihe attention ot Planters generally to t eir extensive
and varied Stcck at their Xurseri>'^ at Wiodlesham, Bdgshot,
Surrey. The plants are all very carefully grown, and cannot
p.ssibly be in tetter conditioo for removal, everything having
been transplanted within two years, and much of it during the
pastsea^OD. There is a mu(U larger stock than in Mr. R.
Ma>on*3 time, W. F. & Sons having added a Urge farm at
Astage Hill, ad33ining part o! old niirseries, which is well
stocked with good and useful things well worth iDB[c;tion.

Eescriplive Cdtalogues on application.

Qentltmen vii-iting the Nurseries ^^ould be met at Sunoiog-
dale or Bagshot Stations by appo'ntment.

The following are a few items of the Stock tj cffer .—
200 000 SHrUBS. for potting, boxirg, and winter-gardening.
30,000 DWARF «nd CLIMBING ROSE&.
B,000 STAND vRD ROSES.

4O,OC0 FRUIT TRF.E^.
200,(.00 PRIVET OVALIfOLIUM.
40.L00 Best GOLDEN PRIVET.
:00 000 RHODODENDRONS, name'l Hjbrids and Seedlings.

f 0,000 Other AMERICAN PLANTS.
.SO,0(0 SBAKALE. for forcing.

£r,O00 IRISH IViE<, in and out of pot», 1 to 12 feet.

llt.f'OO Standard PLVNES. LIMES, ACACIAS, and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES. DUTCH and OTHER EULB^,
of uU kitda. a' mod Tiite pru't'H.

Masou*d Nurserif s Wiudlesham, Biigshot. Surrey ; alfo
Chiswick, Houuslow, and Acton Green.

TO THE TRADE.

DUTCH BULBS!
FRENCH BULBS aud ENGLISH BULBS.

See our Special Wholesale CATALOGUE of BULBS,
oiutaining List o£ all the Best Varieties of

HyaclDtha. Tulips, Crocus, Llliuras, DafTodils, Snow-
drops, Iris, Fseonies, &c., free on application.

Please compare our Frizes b' fjre sending your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
Sked and Bulu Mekchasts,

Exeter Street, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

CARNATIONS 1 PINKS
IK GREAT VARIETY.

CA TA L OGUES on ajiplkalion.

LAING & MATHER,
By Speci\L Nurserymen auil Seed MtffchaDt'',

Appoistmest. KELSO- ON-tweed.

THE

SATUSDAI, HEPTEMBER IS), 1896.

PLANT-BREEDING.
"l^ITE are most of us now-a-days so much.

accustomed to see our gardens or our

hou.ses bedecked with flowers, and our tables

supplied with vegetables and fruit, that wo take

these things for granted, and do not trouble ta

inquire whence they come or how they are pro-

duced. But if wo look back oven a few years,

we shall see how much larger a share plants

have now in our lives thau they had then. We
.shall see, moreover, th;it while there has been

enormous m^inorical iuerease, there has also

been in many cases continued progression in

form anl other attributes. We are not con-

corned hero with the introductions from foreign

countries, important though they are ; our

business for tho moment lies with the changes

resulting from the natural processes of varia-

tion as controlled by the art of the gardener.

Tho garden Hoses of to-day, for instance, are not

tho Roses of a dozen years ago ; and as to the

sorts that were grown by our fathers and grand-

fathers, they have, with some few exceptions,

utterly gone. It is the same with Peas and

Potatos, and with most other plants that are

grown on a large scale. True, there are some

exceptions; there are some "good old sorts,"

which seem to show by their persistence that

they are the fittest to survive under existing

conditions. The Black Hamburgh Grape is an

illustration, the old double white Camellia is

another ; but these plants are not re-produced

by seed, and therefore do not invalidate tho

rule, that each succeeding generation of plants

ililfers in somo degree from its pretlecessor.

At liist the differences are slight, and it

may be imperceptible to all but the trained

expert ; but they become more accentuated as

time goes on, till at length they eventuate

111 forms so different from that from which they

sprang, that they would undoubtedly be

considered of specific if not of generic

rank, were not their history known. The

Jackman ('lematis and its near allies may be

cited as cases in point ; and still more remark-

able are tho tuberous Begonias, which, like tho

Clematis just mentioned, have been created, so

to speak, within the last quarter of a century,

and which are so different from anything pre-

viously known amongst Begonias, that they

have actually been rasied to the dignity of a

genus by M. Fournior, a French botanist.

Pausios and Auriculas— garden productions

both— are now, morphologically speaking, as

good species as are most of the groups of iudi-
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viduals to which this rank is assigned by natu-

ralists. Of their seedlings a large proportion

comes true—that is, the parental characteristics

are so far reproduced that there is no greater

amount of variation among the offspring of

many of these artificially-made species than

there is in the progeny of natural species. If,

as is the case in some Auriculas and the gold-

laced Polyanthus, we find little change has

occurred during the last few years, may not

this relative invariability be the result of the

gradual assumption of a degree of stability

which we usually associate with the idea of a

species ? Again, it often happens that these

high-bred, close-fertilised plants become sterile,

so that their continuance can only be ensured

by cuttings, or some means of vegetative propa-

gation. Is not this analogous to the retrogres-

sion and ultimate extinction which occur in

natural species? It is not necessary here to

cite more illustrations ; our concern lies rather

with the way in which these changes are

brought about. This leads us to what is called

the improvement of plants, or plant-breeding.

There seems to be a growing tendency to make

use of the latter term ; but if it is to be adopted,

it must be taken in a broad sense, and not

limited to the results of sexual propagation.

The two methods made use of by gardeners and

plant-raisers for the improvement of plants are selec-

tion and cioss-breedlng—the latter, as far as results

are concerned, only a modification of selection. The

natural capacity for variation of the plant furnishes

the basis on wliich the breeder has to work, and this

capacity varies greatly in degree in different plants,

so that some are much more amenable and pliant than

others. The trial-grounds of our great seedsmen

furnish object-lessons of this kind on a vast scale.

Very large areas are devoted to the cultivation of

particular varieties of Cabbage, of Turnips, of

Teas, of Wheat, or whatever it may be. The object

is two-fold—primarily to eecure a "pure stock,"

and secondarily to pick out and to perpetuate any

apparently-desirable variation that may make itself

manifest.

The two processes are antagonistic—on the one

hand, every care is taken to " preserve the breed,"

and to neutralise variation as far as possible, so that

the seed may '

' come true ;
" on the other hand, when

the variation does occur, the ohservation of the

grower marks the change, and he either rejects the

plant, manifesting it as a " rogue," if the change is

undesirable, or takes care of it for further trial, if the

variation holds out promise of novelty or improve-

ment. It is remarkable to note how keen the growers

are to observe the slightest change in the appearance

of the plants, and to eliminate those which do not

come up to the retjuired standard, or which are not

" true."

Where the flowers lend themselves freely to

cros5-fertilis.ation by means of insects, as is the case

with the species and varieties of Bras.sica, it is essen-

tial, in order to m.aintain the pui ity of the offspring,

to grow the several varieties at a very wido distance

apart. In passing along the rows or " qu.artera," the

plant breeder not only eliminates the " rogues " and

retahis what he thinks may be desirable variations, as

we have said, but he specially marks those plants

which most conspicuously show the characteristic

featvires of the particular variety he desires tn increase,

and he takes care to obtain seed from the plants so

marked. The variety thus becomes " fixed," but it

ij obvious that that word is only used relatively

;

really, there is a constant change, which may be either

in a retrograde direction, or which may be looked on

as an amelioration. Thus, in the seedsmen's adver-

tisements we see announcements of tliis character;—
** So-and-so's Improved Superlative Cucumber," or

whatever it may bo. Tliis " improvement," when it

e.'iists, is the result of the careful scrutiny, elimina-

tion, and selection exercised by the raiser. These are

repeated season after season, till a degree of fixity is

attained, and a good "strain " is produced.

Fierce competition and trade rivalry forbid the
growers to relax their efforts, and thus it happens that

the Pea or the Potato of to-day is not the same, even
though it may be called by the same name as its

predecessors. To the untrained eye, the primordial dif-

ferences noted are often very slight ; even the botanist,

unless his attention be specially directed to the matter,
fails to see minute differences which are perceptible

enough to the raiser or his workmen. Nor must it

be thought that these variations, difficult as they are
to recognise in the beginning, are unimportant. On
the contrary, they are interesting physiologically, as

the potential origin of new species, and very often
they are commercially valuable also. These appa-

rently trifling morphological differences are often
associated with physiological variations which render
some varieties, say, of Wheat, much better enabled to

resist mildew and disease generally than others. Some,
again, prove to be better adapted for certain soils or for

some climates than others ; some are leas liable to

injury from predatory birds than others, and so on.

Tliese co-relations, then, are matters of the greatest

importance to the biologist intent upon the study of

progressive modification, and to the merchant and the
cultivator for practical reasons.

So far we have been alluding to variations in the
plant as grown from seed, but similar changes are

observable in the ordinary buds, and gardeners are

not slow to take advantage of these variations. The
buds taken from the base of a plant not unfrequently

differ from those which are developed higher up, and
these diB'erences are perpetuated by propagation by
means of cuttings or grafts. An interesting illus-

tration of the variability in flower-buds is furnished

by the gigantic Chrysanthemums which attract so

much attention in late autumn. Without entering

into technical details, it may be briefly stated that

the cultivator selects certain buds, or one bud
occupying a special position, and pinches off and
rejects most or all the others. The result is not only

a flower-head of large size, such as we might expect

under the circumstances, but also, in very many
cases, one which presents different characteristics to

those which are manifested by the other buds when
allowed to develop themselves. " As like as two
Peas in a pod" is, therefore, a motto which has not
the significance it had before we had observed that

the Peas are mostly different, sometimes very much
so, and the same thing happens, as has been shown,
in the ordinary leaf and flower-buds ; doubtless each

cell has its peculiarity, which only awaits a Rontgen
ray or some other means to become visible.

Before we leave the subject of buds, some mention
may be made of that form of bud-variation which the

gardeners speak of as "sporting." Sports are bud-
variations which occur suddenly, without assignable

cause, and often simultaneously in different regions

widely separate. Thus we get Peaches and Nec-
tarines on the same bough, black and white Grapes
on the same shoot or even in the same bunch, finely-

cut leaves on a branch that norm.ally produces broad

or entire leaves, and so on. The gardener who is on
the alert takes care to remove such buds, and to pro-

pag.ate them by cuttings or grafts. If raised from
cuttings or layers, the duration of the sport is inde-

finite ; if prop.agated by grafting, their duration is

naturally conditioned by the life of the stock. The
problems afforded by sports are of great interest, and
are by no means fully solved. Many ofthem may arise

from atavism, or a reversion to an ancestral condition
;

but of this tliere is no proof, neither can we appre-

ciate the reason why such reversion should take

place. Some may be the result of the dissociation of

previously mi,\ed characteristics. Of this we fre-

quently see unmistakable evidence. Tims hybrid

Berberries frequently show on the same plant an un-

mixing or separation of the characters belonging to

the two parent- forms.

This brings us to the subject of crossing-breeding

as a means of obtaining new or improved varieties.

Cross-breeding may occur in all degrees from the case

where the pollen of one flower is transferred, by insect

or other agency, to the stigma of another on the

same branch, to that in which the pollen is trans-

ferred to the flower on a plant of a different species.

Watch a bee travelling over the great disc of a
Sunflower, and it will become obvious that (always
provided the stigmas be in a receptive condition)

cross-fertilisation of neighbouring flowers must take
place.

There are endless adaptations which ensure cross-

fertilisation, and on the other hand there are very
numerous structural arrangements which necessi-

tate close fertiUsa*ioii, or the fertilisatiou of a
flower's ovules by pollen produced in the same
blossom. In view of the copious literature on
this matter, it is not necessary here to enter into

further detail. It is enough to say that some of the
most astonishing results of the gardener's art are due
to this practice of repeated cross-fertilisation. When
the cross is effected between plants of two different

species the term "hybridisation " is made use of, but
it is obvious that there is only a difference of degree
between the fertilisation of different flowers on the

same plant and that of flowers belonging to different

species, or even genera.

The tuberous Begonias, before alluded to, are the
results of the successive intercrossing or hybridisation

of several species, and the result is the production,

within little more than a quarter of a century, of a
race or garden-group, not be matched in nature, and
so distinct as to have been thought worthy not merely
of specific but of generic rank.

Many recognised genera, we might even say most,
are not so sharply differentiated as are these Begonias
from others of the same family. These extreme
crosses app.arently are not effected under natural con-

ditions, and some botanists even hesitate to admit
the occurrence of hybrids in Nature except under
very exceptional circumstances. The gardeners and
cultivators, however, have long considered certain

forms to be of hybrid origin ; and one of the most
interesting things in this connection of late years is

j

the positive evidence which cultivators have been able J

to bring forward as to the existence and the parentage

of natural hybrids. Certain Orchids, now rather

numerous, were, from the appearances they pre-

sented, assumed to be "natural hybrids" between
certain species. That such assumptions were correct

has now been proved by the production in our Orchid-

houses of forms indistinguishable from those met with
in a wild condition, as the direct consequence of the

designed fertilisation of one flower by the poUea of
another.

Fairchild, a nurseryman at Hoxton, and the
founder of the flower-sermon, was the first on record
to raise a hybrid Pink. Indeed, this is the first

artificial hybrid of any kind on record, and it dates
from 1719. From that time to this, gardeiters have
gone on selecting, cross-breeding, and hybridising.

At one time some good folk looked askance at such
operations as an interference with the laws of

Providence. So much was this the case, that one
eminent firm of nurserymen in the early part of the
century led their customers to believe that certain

heaths (Ericas), which they had for sale, were im-
ported direct from the Cape of Good Hope, instead
of having been raised by cross-fertilisation in their

own nurseries at Tooting I

Gardeners for the most part pursue their experi-

ments with no ,scieutific aim. Tlio names of Philip

Miller, Thomas Andrew Knight, and of iJean Herbert,

amongst others, suffice, however, to show that some
gardeners appreciate the deep scientific value of these

every-day procedures. From the labours of theie

men and their successors, it is made obvious that

the cultivator, by .availing himself of natural ten-

dencies and natural agencies, and by his power of

eliminating conflicting or unpropitious elements, docs

actually bring about, in a relatively very short period,

the same results that occur under natural conditions

only after the Lapse of a prolonged period. Do not

these facts show the desirability for our own biolo-

gists to study carefully the results obtaineil by the

gardener, and better still to enter, as their great

leader Darwin did, the field themselves as experi-

menters '.

There can he few departments in which greater

promise of important results can be held out. Maxwell
1'. Masters, in "Nature."
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New or Noteworthy Plants.

DENDROBIUM JENNYANUM, Krd., n. sp."

A NEW giant Dendrobe, of Eastern origin. It

resembles D. undulatum, but differs in the aizs of tlio

plant and that of the flowers, but principally by the

following characters ;— 1. The sepals are broader,

not twisted, not even waved on the borders, but

simply reflexed. 2. The patals are longer than

in D. undulatum, with scarcely one torsion, and

the borders are not waved. 3. The lip is broadly

expanded, the side lobe.s very large, the middle one

short, broad, nearly twice as broad as long, with a

short apiculus, whereas in D. undulatum it is lanceo-

late and acuminate. The colour is yellowish outside,

on the inside brown, and varnished all over. The lip is

paler, especially in its basal part, and is adorned with

chocolate-brown veins ; the calli are whitish, and

pale violet at their base. The dimensions are much
greater than in D. undulatum, Mirbelianum, an 1 the

rest of this group of the "Antennata" section, the

flowers being more than 1 J inch long and wide,

measuring from sepal to sepal. The plant was

imported by Mr. Zollini^er-Jenny, at Zurich, Switzer-

land, and flowered with him in August. It is not a

beauty in the way of the Indian Eudendrobia or the

Vt. Phalainopsis varieties, but its stately form, and the

richness of its long racemes make it, nevertheles.", a

lovely plant. F. K.

BROUGHAM HALL, WESTMORE-
LAND.

Amongst the old baronial halls of England, not

the least in point of historical interest is that of Lord
Brougham and Vans. It is a fine old building, half-

castle, half-mansion, and stands in a pleasant situa-

tion. It is about H mile from the quaint old town
of Penrith, with its ruined castle. Anyone of an

antiquarian turn of mind might spend a delightful

holiday at Penrith. There is a British circus or camp
on the banks of the Lowther, directly opposite to

Brougham. This is said to be King Arthur's Round
Table ; but long before " King Arthur," or " Elaine,"

or " Sir Lancelot " were thought of, the Romans had
established themselves at Brougham. There is

nothing mythical about the Romans or their remains,

for here are undoubted traces of their great ro.idways

and encampments. Brougham itself was an important

Roman station ; the remains of a Roman camp have
been found near the Hall, and a field in the vicinity

appears to have been used as a burial-ground.

Stukeley, writing in 17'25, says, " The trace of the

Roman city is very easily discovered, where the ditch

went between the Roman road and the river. I saw
many fragments of altars and inscriptions at the hall

near the bridge, all exposed in the courtyard to

weather and injuries of every sort."

Stukeley had an eye for the picturesque, and was
delighted with Brougham ; describing the view from
the British circus or camp, he says :

" The rapid
river Lowther, all along the side of it; the Eamont
joins it a little way oS', in view. Beyond is a charm-

* Diitdrobhuii Jenntjaaum, Kr?.!., n. sp. (Antennata).—Cau-
libus elatis 1-60 m, (Sped, et ultra) altis, folioais, paulum
supra b.isin incniaaatis 2—3 era. crassia deinde attenuatis,
foliis oblontris obtuais, pr.. plantar magnitudine p.wvia,
10—H cm. longis ad 6 cm. latia, racemia elongatis pluriflnris]

(25—30) laxifloris, bracteis minutia quam ovaria multo bresrio-

ribua, pedicellis 8 era. longis, ovario vix 5 ram. longo. Sepalo
doraali ligulato acuto, latenilibus trianguiia acutis, postice
t-antum in paeudo-calcar breve obtiiaum antice omnino aper-
turn coalitia, oranibua 3 a tertia parte anteriore revolutia,
petalia a baai sensim dilatatia lineari-oblongis apice acutia
quani sepala ^ lungioribua serael tortia, labelli 8ep:ilia
ajquilongi lobia lateralibua aemi-obovatia antice rotundatia,
antice cxplanatia intermedio bren tr.ansvcrao oblongo apicu'
lato, callis 3 loDgitudinalibua per diacum,lateralibua rainoribu9
mox deaiaeutibua intermedio aatia alto antice imdiiiato basi
lobi intermedio deainentc ; toto labello iutua venia trabecti-
latia anastomosantibua decoro. gynoatemio brevi antice
tridenttto, dente poatico breviora, anthera pKaua antice
hyaliuo-piloaula. Florea illia Dendr. Jlirbeliani et Dendr.
imdiilati duplo majored' extua lutei, intua coriaceo-brunnei
vernixii, labelli calli albidi b.aain veraua vlolacei, sepala
3 cm. longa, petala 4 cm. longa antice .5 mm. lata, labellum
3 cm. longum inter loboa lateraloa 1.8 cm latum, lobua
mtermedius Q mm. longua, 1-2 cm. latua. F. Kruiiliii.

ing view of a vast wood, and of Brougham ; beyond
that the ancient Roman city, and the Roman road

going along under the high hill whereon is the

beacon." Many changes have taken place since those

days. The old castle yet stands ; the beacon is on
the hill, but its light is quenched. Brougham is

there, but it is adapted to modern requirements.

Much of the vast wood has been cut down, but
trees have been planted, and the visitor may see what
Stukeley probably did not, a well. kept garden, under
the care of an excellent young gardener, Mr. Taylor.

I called at the place on my way south from New-
castle flower show, where it was, as usual, raining

heavily, and I was shown the gardens by Mr.

Taylor also under the depressing influence of a wet
day. I did wish, as it poured down all day long and all

night, that the rainfall could be more equally divided,

for at Penrith their average rainfall is about 40 inches.

Near London it is about 20 inches for the year.

One feature especially struck me, and that was
the greenness of the vegetation, so diflerent from
the then rusty appearance of everything in the south.

The gardens are extensive, and, owing to what
they term there a dry season, the crops of fruit and
vegetables are excellent. The favourite flower at

Brougham appears to be the Carnation. The older border

varieties are extensively grown ; the best of them are

Ketton Rose, of which 300 plants in one bed made an
excellent display, but which was surpassed by another
bed of Duchess of Fife, containing 600 plants ; thelast-

n.amed is a fine, palo rose-coloured variety, which ought
to have been named The Burn or Burn Pink, Duchess of

Fife being a synonym only. Countess of Lonsdale is

a salmon-pink coloured variety ; The Duke is a pretty

rosy-salmon. Mr. Taylor has some large beds of

seedlings from good parentage, and the beds of

seedlings make a rich and varied display of delightfully

fragrant flowers. Many persons do not sow the seed

sufliciently early in the year, the result being a poor

show. I had a bed of seedling Carnations this year,

and upon some of the plants 100 flowers were open
at one time, and some plants had 200 flowers and
flower-buds upon them. The seed was sown the third

week in March. The end of the month of March or

early in April is the best time to sow.

Some amateurs complain th.it the seed does not vege-

tate, and the fact is usually due to the soil having

been allowed to become too dry during the process of

germination. But this is a digression suggested by the

subject. In one of the house.a was a fine batch of M.il-

maison varieties, ',he pink and blush varieties being

chiefly grown, with only a few of the scarlet Madame
Warocqu^. Like many other growers, Mr. Tajdor haa

bei'n troubled with the Carnation-rust ; but he is

dealing with it in the best way, by picking ofi'all the

leaves as they become attacked by it. This will

cure the worst cases ; but it must be done persistently

luitil all traces of the disease have disappeared.

The varieties of Tree Carnations here are very

limited in number, Mdlle. Th^rese Franco and Miss

Jolifle being the beat pinks, and Winter Cheer
the best scarlet. The plants in all the houses are

well grown, and as Mr. Taylor is a disciple of Mr.
Letts', this is only what one would expect. There
are fine examples of Dipladeuia araabilis in the stoves,

and of Darwinia macrostegia in the greenhouse

;

but plants that are suitable for furnishing and will

produce flowers for cutting, ai'e most desired in this

and similar country gardens. There is a stock of

clean healthy plants of Eucharis grandiflora, and with

them a few Fancratiums, of which the most useful

is P. fragrans. Some of the more useful species of

Orchids are grown, and such Dendrobiums as D.

Warilianum, D. nobile, with a few plants of D. chry-

sauthum, were ripening in the vineries. D. Phalaenop-

sis is doing remarkably well. Mr. Taylor is also

growing Vanda ccerulea very successfully.

A house containing young plants with ornamental
foliage for decorative purposes in the mansion was very
interesting ; especially beautiful being the choice

varieties of richly-coloured Crotons.

The Vines are doing well, and producing good
Orapes, but the houses require to be furnished with
•a more modern system of ventilation.

It was a pleasure alao to see such excellent crops of

vegetables as are grown here. The early crops of
Peas were over, but there was a fine crop upon Main
Crop and some late varieties. Mr. Taylor thought the
best main crop Pea in the collection was Prodigy

; it

was bearing an immense crop, and the flavour when
cooked was excellent. Veitch's Main Crop was a
close rival to Prodigy, and was also bearing very
finely, the pods being large and well filled, and the
q.iality excellent. Stratagem completes a trio of
Peas as good as need be grown in any garden.
The Don was thought to be the best of the late

Peas
; that is, if there is any advantage to be derived

from growing Peas that take so much longer to bring
their crop up to a useful stage. I take it that quality

and productiveness being equal, the sooner the crop
can be produced the better. If late Peas are wanted
they can be sown later, but most practical gardeners
are well aware that the best late Peas are the early

ones.

Having seen all that was to be seen at Brougham,
and thanked Mr. Taylor for his courtesy and guidance,
we proceeded to Lowther Castle. J. Douglas.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ODONTOQLOSSUM x CORADINEI VAR.

Odontoolossom X Coradinei is one of the least-

prized of natural hybrid Orchids, but there occa-

sionally flowers a really showy variety of it which
becomes greatly admired. There is the probability

that most of these hybrids spring from crosses

between 0. Lindleyanum and the poor forms of

0. crispum, and the showier are crosses between
0. Lindleyanum and a finely-blotched variety of

0. crispum.

An exceptionally showy flower of 0. Coradinei,

which seen from the front resembles a bright yellow-

coloured 0. X Wilckeanum, heavily blotched with
red-brown, but which on turning the flower side-

ways displays the unmistakable long, straight column,
and correspondingly elongated base to the lip, comes
from the collection of A. Warburton, Esq., Hasling-

den, Manchester (gr., Mr. T. Lofthouae). The flower

possesses a slight odour of Hawthorn, and it is pos-

sible that O. X Andersoniauum (odoratnm x cris-

pum) may have entered into its composition in place

of a true O. crispum. The plant is said to bear two
fine spikes from c>ne pseudo-bulb, the one of eleven,

and the other of thirteen flowers, and to be a very

handsome o'oject. /. O'B.

THE LILIES OF THE EAST.
I'he reign of the imperial Lily is almost as long in

duration aa that of its most formidable rival, the Rose.

Lilium dauricum (L. umbellatum, Hort. et Baker)

a native of Siberia, begins to flower on the confines of

June; its two finest varieties—so far as my own
experience extends — being dauricum evectum and
d. incomparabile. It belongs to the sub-genus Iso-

lirion, which also embraces L. croceum, and other

varieties ; all of which are more or less attractive by
reason of their bright colouring, which sometimes
offers an effective contrast to contemporaneous flowers

of widely difi'er&nt hue. Of all existing forms of this

early-flowering Lily, d. incomparabile is decidedly

the most impressive ; it is also the most enduring,

and the most floriferous. Lilium dauricum is fol-

lowed in my garden by its near relative, L. croceum
to which I have already alluded, but which, though
widely cultivated in Scotland and Ireland, I have not

grown much, other and more artistic varieties mono-
polising my attention. But it cannot be denied that

the venerable Orange Lily has a cei'tain beauty pecu-

liarly its own. As long as I can remember, it has

adorned our ancient churchyard, where those who
are dearest to my memory repose. Thus it is often

that such a flower becomes a very precious link

between the fleeting Present and the irrecoverable,

unalterable Past.

After Lilium croceum comes L. Thunbergianum, a

very dwarf Lily, bearing the name of a great naturalist,

to whom we are indebted for the introduction into
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this country of other Lilies o£ greater fascination,

which Thuoberg may be said to have been the first

to popularise. Lilium Thunbergianum, however, was

not one of these. Though this is a Lily of very limited

growth, it [iroduces large flowers, for the most part

of an oi-auge or deep apricot hue. It has many
varieties, some of which are very distinctive ; but

it would be a mere waste of time and mental energy

to enter into an elaborate description of any of them
here, for I do not regard oven the best of them as

remarkable acquisitions. Infinitely more beautiful is

Lilium candidum, a native of the Levant, which for

decorative influence has never been surpassed.

It glorifies my garden throughout the greater

portion of the month of July, during which
period it puts all other flowers, yea, even

the greatly idolised Rose, completely into the shade.

L. auratum may be more gorgeous, more tropical in

aspect, but it has not the pure stateliness of the fair

Madonna Lily ; nor is it so abiding, seldom remaining

with us, in its integrity, for more than two yeare.

Perhaps the special variety, called auratum platy-

phyllum, is an exception to this general rule. Lilies,

I regret to say, often have a highly objectionable

perfume
; and L. auratum, with all its oriental

splendour of aspect, is one of these. And though it

may be admitted that it is pot_ so_oS'en3ive in

this respect wlieri"'^grown In iliV open air, when
flowering profusely m a eonservatory its odour
invariably imposes upon'its'tal'Ue' a'sertous liniitatioii.

But this is an objection wliich/' hwwever applicable tb

such Lilies as h. auratam and -D.- torigiflorum, does

not equally apply to L. Krameriy h. UrowBi', or-li

speciosum. These therefore- KO-e ndfin-ably adapted

for in-door cultivation, fapt neasoit ef - the rare jijiofl'un-

siveness of their odour. ' But they have ^issuredly

much loftier qualifications than this somewhat nega-

tive merit ; for each of these possesses an individual

beauty, always easy to recognise, but difficult

to describe. Of these, L. Krameri is undoubtedly

the rarest, and therefore most valuable, for the

obvious reason that it has always been regarded by
cultivators as the mo.st difficult to grow. I tried its

culture for several successive seasons without success.

I have an idea that the somewhat diminutive bulbs

of this precious Lily that I planted, perhaps, in too

wet and exposed situations, speedily succumbed to

the influence of the heavy winter rains. Having
obtained an extra large specimen from Mr. William
Bull, of Chelsea, in November last, I planted it

carefully in a sheltered, warm border (where L.

speciosum in all its forms invariably luxuriates), on
gently sloping ground. With this treatment, and the

addition of peat to the soil, it has proved successful

beyond anticipation, and will probably grow stronger

every year. Another Lily of great value for garden-

decoration, which I found at first considerable diffi-

culty in thoroughly establishing, is monadelphum van
Szovitzianum, sometimes called " The Persian Lily,"

but really belonging to the regions of Mount Caucasus
and the upland districts of Asia Minor. 1 have
learned from experience that it receives most inspira-

tion for a strong and vigorous growth from a soil very

largely composed of clay ; from which 1 infer that its

native element must be of this special description , other-

wise it would not refuse to develop its resources, as it

did here at first, in ordinary garden-loam, which had
proved eminently favourable to the growth of its

companion, the graceful, buff coloured, half-Martagon,

Lilium excelsum, which would be much more
exteusively cultivated were its merits more fully

known. When L. m. var. Szovitzianum has become
adequately established under the conditions I have
indicated, it grows very steadfastly, increasing in

strength and stature year by year. I have never
seen it finer than in the picturesque gardens of

Rochester Deanery, where it is much cultivated aud
greatly appreciated. L. Szovitzianum, which is

without doubt one of the noblest of Lilies, belongs
to what may be called tlie great Martagon sub-genus,
to which pertains also that splendidly-coloured dark
Lily of the west, L. pardalinum, from California.

Another brilliant member of this comprehensive
family is Lilium chalcedonicum, which grows so
widely all over Palestine that it is, in the opiuion

of Mr. Baker of Kew, Dr. Wallace, and Sir Edwin
Arnold (of whom the last - mentioned writer has

celebrated its beauty and intense classicality in most
musical language in his Li;/hl of the World), the Lily

immortalised in the greatest of his utterances by the
" Friend of man."

Several Lilies of great interest aud of recent intro-

duction have bloomed in my garden for the first

time this year, among which are L. longifloruiu Take-
sima, of creamy-white complexion, and greater

substance than Lilium 1. Harrisii ; and L. 1. albo-

marginatum, whoso foliage is of a striking purplish-

botanical specimens. Mr. Buysman can supply
both photographs and seeds of this remarkable plant.

Ferula Asafcctida was originally described by Lin-
nreus, but the best recent account is that of Boissier.

Flora Orientalis, ii., 994, if, imleed, his plant be the
same as that of Linnaeus. Our illustrations give a
suflicient idea of the habit and general appearance of

Ml-. Buysman's plant. It is a native of Persia

Afghanistan, aud southern Turkestan.

Dr. Aitchison, in the " Botany of the Afghan
Delimitation Commission" (Trans. Linn. Sue, April,

188S, p. 69. tt, xii, to xiv) refers to B lissier's plant

. . . V Oi'^ .,1. ,b. ..ptf *(

Fia. GO.—FEnuLA fckpida.

From a pliotojjv.ipb t.iken In Mr. Buysman's (Jardeu. (Much reduced.)

green, distinctly margined with white. As its flowers
are as large and gracefully formed as any, and its

aspect more distinct, it is certain to prove a valuable
acquisition. David Ji. ]VilliamsoH.

FERULA PCETIDA.
The identification of the plant producing the drug

known as A-saftctida is a matter upon which some
doubt is still experienced. Indeed, it is not at all

unlikely that more than one species yields this disgust-

ing, but sometimes serviceable, medicament. In tlie

Bolaniail Magazine, at t. 516S, Narthex Asafiotida of
Falconer is figured, but this is a native of Tibet.
Our present illustrations (figs. 60, 61) are taken from
Ijhotograplis sent us by Mr. Buysman, of Middelburg,
Holland, the well-known collector aud preparer of

under the head of Ferula fo'tida of Kegel (1S77),
which is apparently not considered the same as

Linnccus' plant (see also Aitchison, in Pharmaceut.
Jjurn. and Trans., 1887, p. 46.';). If Mr. Buys-
man's plant be identical with that of Kegel and
Aitchison, it should bear the name F. fretida,

but this is a point upon which we can express no
opinion, not having eomp:u-od the specimens. Wo
may, however, apiiend Dr. Aitchison's remarks :

—

Fi rida falida.—" N.ativo names : Anguza-Kema,
Kurne-Kema, Khora-Kema ; stems from 3 to 5 feet

in height, from a perennial root-stock that pro-

duc 'S annn.il radical leaves for several years, and
then a flowering stem, and upon the fruit ripening

the plant dies. The young flowering stem, rising

from a tuft of radic.il leaves, a|ipears in the form of a

Cabbage, being a'., first wholly enclosed in the broad
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stipular expansions, or bracts, to which the cauUne

leavea are reduced ; and when the growing branches

of the inriorescence first push them open, the

whole plixnt rer'embles a Cauliflower. Tlie stem seema

out of all proportion, massive, pillar-like, and atont

or the plant. The iufloiesceuco is globose, and

from 1 to 2 feet in circumference. The flowers are

white, auJ tho young fruit soon takes a more or less

purplish tiugc. In all stages of its growth every

part of the plant exudes, upon abrasion, a milky juice,

which is collected, and constitutes the drug of com-

merce called Asafcotida. The stem in a young state

is citeu raw or cooked."

METHODS OF PROPAGATION.
{C^jntinued from j). ii71.)

Thaininq.—As the Irish schoolmaster is reported

to have said, "Thrain up a child like a tinpanny nad,

when he will not only go through the worrld, but ye

can clinch him o' t' other side," so may it be said of

tlie training or education of trees of all kinds, but

especially fruit trees destined to occupy walls, Iruit

better when horizontally trained. As au example, I will

take a maiden Pear, with its throe shoots springing

from the graft ; one of these must be tied to a stout

stake to form the axis or stem of the young tree, and

the others extended right and left at right angles,

and at about 10 inches above the ground level.

Now, all of these shoots should be cut back, when, if

the tree be healthy, each eye or bud on the portion

left will in due season burst into growth ; those

on the hiirizontal shoots, with the exception of

the leader, being pinched back to form fruit-

spurs, while those on the stem are utilized to

form tiers of branches. So much for theory ;

in practice, however, from some cause or another,

all the buds do not start into growth, cither

on tho central axis or on the laterals ; and the

void thus left must be filled up by the insertion

of a bud or buds. Frequantly some of these shoots

are too vigorous, ami others thin and weakly, and it

requires careful treatment to suppress the one and

eircourago the other, supposing the aim of tho trainer

to be a well-balanced tree. The termin.al " break," as

it is called, must bo utilised to extend the ti'ee

I
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(Mucb roiiiiced.)

houses, and the margins of the paths in the kitchen

or fruit garden.

This part of the gardener's art dates from very

early times, as is proved by the many fine examples

of horizontal training .still to bo found in this

country in abbey and c:iatle gar-dens. As much of a

child's triiining is relegated to the schoolmaster, and
too often ends wherr the school years ar'e passed, so

there is a growing tendency among modern gardeners

to let the nur'serymair do this all-important work,
and trees are demanded not only fully ti-aiued, but
oven capable of bearing fruit the next season after

purchase; but this pr.actice is only excusable when
sirch are needed to fill up speedily an accidental

gap in a wall or in a fruit house.

It might even be said that every gardener should

know how to start and train fr-om a " maiden" tree,

i.e., a tree one year old from the bud or graft, and
most practical gardeners prefer to do so.

Experience shows that tho best form for training

an Apple or a Pear which is to occupy a place on a

wall, fence, or to gi-ow as an espalier by the sides of

walks, is the so-called horizontal, while all stone

fnrits generally do best as partly vertical or fan-

shaped tr-ees, but no hard-and-fast line can be drawn
here, for while Mor'cUo Chen"ies do best as " fans," the

Duke Cherries—more especially the Bigarreaus—are

laterally and upwards, so .as to fill the required space

the after-treatment being within the capability of

most gardeners. If the trees are trained as espaliers,

their training is precisely tlic same as if they stood

ag.ainst a wall ; but, in tliis case, 1 would impress

rrpon the reader the use of cre^soted, stout stakes, or

failing these, of oaken irpriglit^, to form the fences
for although g.alvanised fencing-wire is handy and
ceat for this purpose, and fc.\er uprights are required,

I do not like it, and what is of more moment, I am
quite sure that the trees do not, as it is toj rigid, as

well as cold. Take care to leave 1| to IJ feet sp.-ice

between the tiers of branchi'^, or when tlie fruiting-

spurs are formed they will I.h' too crowded, with the

result that the wood will not ripen, and little or no
fruit will form. Cordons arc but a modification of

this method, and the name comes from a Freuch word,

meaning girdle or band ; but let tho grower of such

trees think for a moment that if he grew a dozen

vertical or oblique cordons on a given w.all-space,

which would accommodate but one espalier, there

will be instead of one a dozen trees, taking the nutri-

ment out of tho soil of the border. I admit that the

finest fruit may be gathered from cordons trained

along within a foot of the surface of the ground ; but

this is due to skilful treatnreut, and the radiated

heat from the soil, which helps to keep an almost

constant temperature night and day during the ripen-

ing sexsou—factoi-s in snccessfid culture in favour of

which one cannot say too much, as the fruit then sufiers

no check, .and the colour-, flavour, size, and ripenmg
are perfect.

On the other hand, the number of fruits on a cordon
are counted in dozens, whereas frmn a friritful hori-

zontally-trained espalier they nirmber hundreds, while

if all be done th.at will allow the maximum of .sunshine

and air to roach the fruit, by srrmmer pruning and
thinning, the individual fruits, if not quite so largo a.s

those on cordons, will be well coloured and handsome
and, .xs a rule, of better flavour.

Ther-e ar-o many modifications of this method of

training, as the "gridiron," in which the lowest hori-

zont.al branches are stopped and encouraged to make
perpendicular shoots .at right .angles to them, each of
which finally bcconring single cordons, and this, in my
opinicm, is preferable to a number of independent
single 'cordons. Experience.

{To be contiiiiuiL

APPLE MAGGOT.
TiiK Apple-maggot (Trypeta pomonella) has done

a considerable amount of damage to the Apple crop
this season. The adult insect resembles the common
house-lly, but is somewhat smaller. It is readily

recogirised by its general black colour, yellowish

head and legs, dark feet, promirrent greenish eyes,

white spots on the b.ack and upper part of the thorax,

three white bands across tho abdomen of the male,
and four across the abdomeir of the female, and four

black bands acro.«s the wing.s, resembling the outlines

of a turkey.

The flies appear in the early part of June,
and begin their attack on the Apples by pimcturing
holes in the fruit (so small .as to be hardly visible to

the naked eye), in which they lay their eggs. Egg-
laying continues uirtil checked by frost in the
autumn, each female being capable of laying between
300 and 4i,'0 eggs. The eggs hatch in f.iur or five

d.ay3, and the maggots begin at once to feed on the
pulp of the fruit, which they will finally completely
honeycomb. When the maggots mature (which,

under favourable conditions, requires four or five

weeks) they usually go into the gr-ound a short

distance and are transformed into pirpje ; although this

transformation may occur in stored fruit and wind-
f.alls, and ou the surface of the gi-ound uirder fallen

fruit or other refuse. They remain in the pupa
state imtil the following summer, when they emerge
as adult flies.

All varieties of Apples, both esirly and late, are

subject to attack. Repression of the pest is difircult.

Spraying with insecticides is of doubtful efircicney.

Care in collecting and destroying windfalls and refuse

under trees, and the contents of bins or store-rooms

in which fruit is being kept, are efficient means of

repression. Pigs and sheep running in the orchard

will aid in the destruction of the Larvie and pup;o. /. /.

Willie, Harpcnden.

FERN BUDS AND BULBILS.
As one of the commonest and best known ti-ade

Ferns is Asplenium bulbiferum, which produces a

nrirltitirde of yoirug plants upon its fronds, a wor'd or

two on such bu'is shouhl be of interest to many
readers of tho Gardeners Chronicle. At the outset,

one is struck by the [leculiarity of a plant producing

its yoirng as this Fern does, from a number of

apparent pimples on the very face of the foliage,

instead of from buds generated in the axils of

the fnmd divisions. With trees .and shrubs, as

most people know, there is a bud, latent or

patent, snugly ensconced betweerr the base of the

leaf-stalk and the twig from which it pi'Otrudes

;

but where is the tree or shrub the leaves of

which after developing with a normally smooth

surface, breaks out into a rash of youngsters ? who,

moreover, while still parasitical upon the mother-

plant, are capable of breaking out into a second raih

on their own .account, so that actually two gener'atlons

may be pendent from the fronds of the original Fern-
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This remarkable fecundity is indeed the secret of

its trade popularity, since a strong old plant yields

an annual harvest of sturdy offspring, which only

need picking off and inserting in soil to start manu-

facturing on their own account right away. In

this case, and that of a number of kindred

species of the same genua, the little plants

remain normally dependent upon the parent frond

until it decays, which being borne to the ground

by the weight of its progeny, gi%'e3 them an opportu-

nity of rooting and becoming independent. Wood-

wardii orientalis, however, another Fern which is

less ommon than it should be, since it is nearly

hardy, while producing youngsters much more freely,

the upper surface being absolutely crowded with

them under favourable circumstances, has apparently

different views upon the subject of their support, and

after providing them with two or three oval fronds,

arranged parachute fashion, shakes them off upon a

f^vour^ille breeze, to shift for themselves ; the least

shock, at any rate, suffices to detach them,

and it is very interesting to watch them de-

scend and settle the right side up upon the

ground, where, if the soil be moist and open, they

readily root and establish themselves. A near rela-

tive of this—Woodwardia radicans, which bears grand

pendulous fronds 7 feet long, produces one or some-

times two buds upou the midrib, near the tip of the

fronds, these are, however, iirmly attached, and

develop into fairly large plants with fronds, it may be

a foot long, and a bunch of short aerial roots at the

point of junction as large as a Walnut. Their weight

naturally tends to depress the already pendulous

mother froud, so that a plant growing on a slope

would gradually find its way, step by step, to the

bottom. The so-called '' Walking Fern " of America,

Cimptosorus rhyzophylla, a near ally of our common

Hart's tongue, acts in a very similar fashion. This is

a small, slender-fronded Fern, the fronds of which

grow out at the tip into long, slend. r projections by

continuance of growth of the midrib ; a terminal

bud is then produced, which as it develops weighs

down the tip until it reaches the soil, where it roots

and takes another stride. Obviously a provision of

this sort, which deposits the offspring well outside

the root-range of the parent, gives such Ferns an

advantage over those which only propagate (the

spores, of course, being left out of the ques-

tion) by offsets or fission of the crowns. It

is not therefore surprising that we find in

many species provision of this sort. The Os-

trich Feather Fern (Struthropterii), for instance,

arrives at the same result but in a different fashion.

This Fern is a true Shuttlecock Fern, i.e., the fronds

spring up symmetrically in a circle, and stand erect,

like the feathers of the popular toy, and each frond

terminating with a feathery non-proliferous tip, the

analogy we have cited seems appropriate. If, how-

ever, we instal one of these Ferns in our rockery,

which, as it is perfectly hardy, we may do with advan-

tage, we shall probably be surprised ere long by

finding another, and then another, a yard or so away,

each a well-defined shuttlecock, and apparently alto-

getherindependentof the others. Digging one up, how-

ever, we shall find that lateral underground buds have

developed long runners or stolons, like subterranean

Strawberry runners, and thus these, when they reach

a favourable position, develop the shuttlecock, and so

spread the Fern far and wide. A very familiar

example among exotic Ferns is tlie Nephrolepis

family, which, in suspended baskets, throw out these

runners in great profusion into the air in a vain quest

for fresh fields and pastures new. Bring them in

contact with soil, and they start at once producing

the apparently interminable fronds of the species.

Apropos of this, many years ago a friend gave the

writer a small plant of Nephrolepis exaltata, then a

stranger to him. It was carfully placed in a Wardian

case, and fronds speedily began to rise and uncoil— in

a short time they reached the roof ; fortunately there

was a ventilating slit through which they could be con-

ducted week after week. They continued to unrol with-

out any apparent diminution pointing to a coming finish,

and at this stage, in ignorance of its real name, we
christened it Fireecapia neverendingia, which certainly

fits it exactly. Stoloniferous Ferns of this class lead

on, of course, to those producing rhizomes generally

;

but the essential difference between these is, that a

rhizome proper yields its fronds one by one at

intervals, which the stolon does not do.

Buds or bulbils upon the fronds are found in

numerous spacies other than those already cited, and

more often on abnormal forms than on normal ones.

Polyatichum angulare proliferum is a well-known

trade Fern. This has innumerable bulbils produced

in the axils of its subdivisions on the primary and

secondary midribs ; and fronds so characterised only

need pegging down on open soil, and kept close, to

yield plants freely. Some varieties of Hart'stongue,

notably Scolopendrium var. cristatum, O'Kell, bear

little plants on their fronds or stalks ; and of our

other native species, Lastrea montana, Atbyrium

filix-foimina, Asplenium ruta muraria, the rare A.

refractum, Osmunda regalis, Trichomanes radicans,

and Adiantum capillus-veneris have afforded examples.

Among exotics, the curious Cystopteris bulbifera is

unique in producing large egg shaped bulbs rather

than bulbils on the backs of its fronds, which fall to

the ground and produce full-sized plants so quickly

as to render it a weed. It has been found, however,

that some Ferns possess the power of producing buds

under particular treatment even in cases where no

possibility of a latent bud exists In many Ferns,

such as the Male Fern (Lastrea filix-mas), it has been

shown that at a certain point in the base of each frond

there is normally such a modification of the cell-

growth as constitutes the nucleus of a bud, and that

if anything happens to check the development of the

normal axis of growth in the centre of the crown, the

root energy finds a vent through these lateral buds

which grow and produce a number of young plants :

the old crown probibly perishing. It has been de-

monstrated, however, especially in the case of the

Hart's-tongue, that any portion of its caudex in-

cluding the bases of the fronds themselves will

produce buds, and eventually plants if severed

and carefully cultivated. Careful esaminntion of

such sections will show that the buds are produced

quite indiscriminately from any part of the .surface,

cut or uncut, while Laatrea bases so treated will only

yield a plant if the one lattnt bud be unharmed.

Some species of Marattia have yielded plants in like

manner from the fleshy scales on the base of the

fronds. In Athyrium filix-focraina each frond at its

extreme base would appear to have one or more
latent buds, since, if properly treated, plants can be

obtained therefrom, as we have repeatedly proved.

As will have been noted from the foregoing, bulbils

are generally produced on the upper surface of the

fronds. An exotic Lastrea, L. prolifera, however,

has them associated with the spore-heaps, i.e.,

on the back of the fronds, and this same

phenomenon has been remarked in several of

the plumose forms of our n.ative Lady Fern (A. f.-

foimina). ('uriously enough, the plumose or extra-

feathery character of most Ferns is accompanietl by
comparative barrenness, the extra leafage being at

the exi)ense of the reproductive powers, and in the

cases cited spores are produced comparatively

sparingly. Notwithstanding this, and the fact that the

spores are perfect, producing plants fjuite freely, the

transformation of energy not only produces the extra

leafiness in question, but partially transmutes the

very spore-heaps themselves, so that in the midst of

them emerald-greon growths appear which uncoil

under favourable conditions into little fronds, and
can, with great care, be cultivated into independent

plants. As these only appear very late in the season,

in fact, just before the mother fronds die down for

the winter, the babies are orphaned almo.st before

they are born, and the nurse must be clever who
rears them. Precisely the same peculiar character

has been observed in two distinct varieties of our

English Maidenhair (Adiantum capellus-veneris), viz.

,

Daphnites and imbricatum. Both these are dis-

tinctly plumose forms of the species, the latter espe-

cially, which does its beat to rival A. Farleyense in

its own line plus a greater density of gro^vth. In

both theee varieties tiny plants make their appear-

ance under the rolled back edges of the pinnae, and

in conjunction with the spores, which are also pro-

duced sparingly. A form of the Bristle Fern,

Trichomanes radicans, bears little plants on the upper

surface, precisely like Asplenium bulbiferum. Buds
and bulbils, it has been foun d, are not confined to

Ferns, as we generally know them, but aie even pro-

duced in the prothollus stage. Professor Farlow first

discovered apogamy, by which Ferns are re-produced

from the prothallus without sexual action through

buds ; and I have recently discovered a curiously

cle.ir example of this in one of my sowings, in which

a half-dead prothallus developed two long horns, each

of which bore a bulbil proper near its tip. There is

no doubt that adventitious buds are often produced

owing to the parent frond being damaged in f> young
state, so that the root-energy finds an outlet for itself

by generating a bud, and eventually a plant. In the

frilled section of Hart's-tougues— S. v. crispum—they

quite frequently appear on the stalks, and even the

surface of malformed fronds, though we have never

found them on perfect ones. Many exotic Feins are

proliferous in various ways, but we think the pro-

pagator has much to learn regarding the formation

of induce^i buds on the lines above described ; and

I think, therefore, my arti cle will be of interest

as indicating an almost unworked line of research.

Chas. T. Diuery, F.L.S., F.R.H.S.

NOTES ON THE OUT-DOOE
PEACH-CROP.

The Peach season of 1896 has generally been a very

good oue, and the crops have been unusually heavy.

Owing to the extreme heat and drought the fruits

have been rather under sized, but this has not been

the case where water has been moderately afforded,

together with a mulching of stable-manure covering a

space of 3 to 4 feet from the walls. Several remark-

ably early dates have been chronicled of the gatheiing

of ripe out-door Peaches this year, and so far as my
experience goes the record has been beaten iu this

respect. Ripe Peaches from out of-doors in the

month of June have been very rare, but in many places

in the south such fruits have been had this yeai-.

The earliest varieties are AVaterloo and Alexander,

and although there is very little difference in them,

it is in favour of the former. It is earlier, and has a

rather better flavour and colour. A few fruits of

this variety ripened here (South Bucks) in June, and

iu the first week of July good dishes were gathered.

Amsden Juneis another fineearly Peach, ripening about

ten days later than the two preceding varieties.

Condor is a Peach of excellent flavour ; it attains a

good average size and colour, and ripens about three

weeks later than Waterloo. It is superior in flavour

to Hale's Karly, a free-beaiing Peach that ripens about

the .same time. Karly Silver follows the pieceding

very closely, and is a i)ale-coloured Peach of very

good flavour. As a further succession we have

Orosse Mignonne, Bellegarde, .and Dymond, three

excellent varieties. The latter is one of the

best either for outdoor culture or imder glass,

the fruit of large size, n dark-red in colour and

flavour capital, in this respect equalling Noblesse.

This variety should not bo omitted from the

smallest collections, it being a good grower and

of a hardy constitution, and of tine flavour. Royal

George is a good old Peach, but it is sometimes

subject to mildew. Dymond I consider a better

Peach, and should plant it in preference to the old

variety. Ciimson Qalaude ripens freely on the south

and west walls rather earlier than Royal George.

The fruit is of medium size, and bright colour; but

in flavour it is not equal to that of the four

preceding varieties. Late varieties of Peaches have

ripened earlier than desired this yo.ir. Barrington, a

good .September Peach, which usually ripens towards

the enl of the month, ripened fruits on a west wall

during the first week; and Walburton Admirable, the

best-flavoured late Pe.ach I am acquainted with, will be

over, apparently, a fortnight earlier than was the case

last year. The Nectarine Peach is also a good late

variety ; the fruits are of extra size when well

grown, and although it dues not crop so freely as

most of the varieties enumerated, it is useful by
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reason of its late ripening, ^sizo, andJgood?quality.

The above varieties are out-door Peacbes, that

may be relied upon as sure croppers in any ordi-

narily good season ; and all excepting the very late

ones miy be grown successfully on west walls in the

south and midland counties of England, unless the

situation be unusually low-lyiag and wet. C. II.

Forestry.

PRUNING TIMBER TRKES.

The amount of pruning, performed on forest trees

usually has to be regulated in accordance with the

stiff of forest labour employed, and the object the

owner has in view. The fact that pruning is

necessary or desirable is a proof that the previous

management of the plantation has not been quite aa

it should have been, for, when properly hvunourcd

and directed, Nature performs most of this kind of

work. In Fir wools generally, and those consisting of

shade-bearing hard woo is, close order from the start,

and a slight irregularity in the size and vigour of the

trees, will alw.iy.-i ensure a crop of clean stems without

much loss from overcrowding. But in light-demand-

ing speo'es, close order for any length of time invari-

ably means a rednclion in the number of well-shaped

stems ; and thinning, if not affected artificially, will,

sooner or later, occur by the dying out of weak
individuals. The result of this is a certain degree of

freedom in the growth of the crowns of those re-

maining, which frequently exceeds that necessary for

the proper development of the stems. In such cases

pruning may be benolioial in several directions,

although the age of tlie trees, and the value of their

timber, determine the return which miy bo expected

from the work.

In ordinary planta'ious, pruuing is usually con-

fined to the removal of dead branches and double

leaders. When a branch loses its vitality, the

growth of the cunbiu u proceeds but a short distance

beyond the junction between the branch and main
stem. The point at which this growth ceases gradually

becomes more api)arent, owing to the increase iu the

circumference of the living portion taking plao->

more rapidly than that of the main stem, by ruasou

of reduced bark pressure and the aco imuUiion of

orginised sap at this point. As growth proceeds,

fresh layers of the new wjod are pushed out along

the dead branch, until the latter decays or in blown
olT, when the exposei end of the stem gradually

becomes "occluded" or covered by layers of livj

wood. The m')3t favourable result of this process is

a dead knot, the tormition of which begins upon
the death of a branch, and hnishes when its stump
is covered by new growth, and is the almost iuva-

liablo result of the de.ith of a smill branch. Wheu
large branches die and remiin on the tree for many
years, more serious defects, however, often arise in

the timber. Such branches retiin a good deal of

luoiiture, and their sxjiwoo J quickly bjoomes infested

by t^aprophytic faugi, whch considerably hasten

their decay. With species having no true heartwood,

such as Beech, Ash, and Sycamore, or in which the

heartnood po sesses little durability, .as iu the Elm,
the raycelia of these fungi frequently pinetrate not

only into the interior of the branch, but also through

them into the main stem, and may cause its entire

decay. With a durable heartwood as in the Oak,

th>i centre of the branch usually resists infection, and
the gradual process of seasoning to which it is subjected

endows it with a bone-like hardness aaddijgree of dura-

bility which renders it almost imperishable. In such a

case, infection of the main stem is less likely to occur,

for as the sapwood at the biseof the branch b-comes

soft and rotten, the new layers of the surrounding

wood push their way down to the centre of heart-

wood, after wliich the formation of a dead knot of

sound wood is alone possible. From the above, the

desirability of removing de\d branches over -3 or

4 inches iu diameter, at an early stage in their decay,

will be apparent, but when we come to those still

living, the consideration of several points over and
above those already mentioned is involved. It ia

always'a'difhcult matter to say what proportion of

branches is really necessary for carrying on the assimi-

lative functions which result in a properly-nourished

timber stem. If the greatest possible quantity ot

wood were tho object in view, the more branchea

the better, but as everyone knows, wood is not

necessarily timber. The motto of the economic

forester should be " First make your stem, and then

cover it with timber.''

When worked out, this means that branches are

necessary evils until the tree has almost attained

its complete height, after which, the more the better,

providing they contribute to the thickening of the stem.

A branch can only be said to do this when its leaves

receive sufficient air and light to convert tho raw

material they receive from soil and atmosphere into

organic compounds in excesi of the requirements of

that particular branch. Failing this, it does more
harm than good by throwing a greater burden upon
the absorptive powers of the roots and tho water-

conducting channels of the stem. It is in tho removal

of such branches that stem-pruning proves beneficial

;

and we may regard it as a safe proceeding to take off

all branches which are placed below the maximum
breadth of the crown, or which are entirely shaded

by those above them. This, of course, only applies

to plantation trees, which receive the whole of their

light from above, and where the side light is too dim
to be of much value. The intensity of light necessary

for the formation of starch in the leaf probably varies

with the nature of the suil and the supply of potash-

salts, but for practical purposes this may be left out

of account as regards pruning. In any case, pruning

is only justifi.able on economic grounds when carried

out on a small proportion of well-formed stems

intended for the production of large timber, being too

costly and dangerous an operation for general

practice. A. C. Fnrb(3.

TRENT PARK.
This is the name of the residence of F. A. Bevan

Esq., which is situated in Hertfordshire, not far distant

from the town of Barnet. The g>arden8, which are of

considerable extent, are under the care of Mr. Locs,

of Chrysanthemum fame. Iu recent years many
alterations and improvements have boon carried out

under his direction in the flower and pleasure-

grounds, which form some excellent features ; and
noticeable in this way are some beds of new and rare

shrubs which have been made in the vicinity of the

mansion. The bedding out. a^ seen on the terraces,

ii bold in character and at the same time effective,

and wiihout formality. The keeping of this pert of

the gardens was excellent, everything being neat

and clean, and the gravel walks notici>abl6 for their

firmness and dryness.

Tho kitchen garden is well cropped with first-class

vegetables. Thy wills are covered with fruit trees

faultlesdy trained, and those of Pears, Plums, and

especially Peaches and Apricots, were bearing good

crops of very fine fruits. The crop of Applet is a

heavy o le, and the fruits are very well coloured,

although they are not of large size. Many borders for

the growth of flowers are found in the kitchen garden,

and one of mixed hardy herbaceous perennials was
rich in species and varieties. Other borders con-

tained Roses in variety. Carnations and Violets ; the

last-named plants .are in some oases grown in these

border.^ for winter flowering, and they are already fit

for being lift d and placed in the frames. Here also

w.is found a collection of Michaelmas Daisies of remai k-

,able extent and variety.

The many glas.s structures existing contain Peaches,

Vines, and Figs. A houseful of Muscat of Alexandria

Grapes consisted of very superior bunches, large in

berry, well finished, and of that beautiful golden-

yellow which bespeaks high culture. Some of the plant-

houses contained collection? of Crotons, Palms, and
many other plants used in the dwelling and for table

decoration, all of which weie in excellent condition.

There are two houses filled with Cdrnations mostly
Souvenir de la Malmaisou, the plants well grown
and robust, and of which Mr. Leos is justly proud.

Several houses are devoted to Orchid culture, a

good collection of these plants being grown, many of

which were in bloom. I should suppose that Odonto-
glossum crispum is the favourite species, and the

numerous examples of it were in fine condition.

There are other houses and pits, which contained

Melons, Cucumbers, Tomitos, and a large quantity of

winter-blooming plants, such as Cyclamens, Primulas,

Bouvardias, &c. Strawberries in pots receive con-

siderable attention, and they were about the best I

have ever seen.

The Chrysanthemums, so largely grown here, are

marvellous examples of gool culture, with spot-

less foliage, and all " the bids taken." The pots

are crammed with roots, which will carry tho plants

on well throughout the flowering season. The coUec

tiou is complete as regards every new variety in all

the various sections, and Mr. Lees should be able to

make a good show on the exhibition-tables this

season. J. W. McHallic, Slrathjitldsaye, Mortimer.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Ddbing rainy weather Chrysanthemums should be

supplied with stimulating plant-food, but owing to

tho soil being always in a moist state, it is not pos-

sible, even were it necessary, to apply this aid to

growth in the form of liquid manure. Some persons

are under the impression that Chryfantbemum plants

grown for the production of large blooms cannot have

too much moisture at the roots. This is a fallacy,

and likely to mislead the inexperienced cultivator.

Stagnant root-action is one of the causes of defoliated

stems, and lack of moisture is another. After a spell ot

wet weather it is no uncommon sight to find the lower

leaves, in fact for 2 feet up the stem, suddenly

turn black, and die off later without apparent cause.

In my opinion, this is a result of stagnation of root-

growth, mainly caused by a too moist state of the

soil. The best method of applying nutiiment during

wet weather is to sprinkle it on tho surface ot the

soil, at the rate of one tevapoonful to each plant.

For this purpose Thoiii-on's, Ichthemic guano. Clay's,

and Standen's raanu-es are suitable ones to use.

Fresh and dry hen or pigeon droppings make a capitHl

manure, and by rubbing them through a fine-meslied

wire sieve, the particles are fine enough to be tjuickly

washed into the soil. The safer way of employing

all such manures is, little and often. Soot is a valuable

manure, containing, as it does, a quantity ot sulphate

and chloride of ammonia. A dressing of soot will

perhaps, restore chlorophyll to the leaves when it is

deficient, more quickly than anything else. Although

lime is required by the Chrysanthemum, yet it must

be carefully used, as too much causes loss of colour in

the foliage ; and the same effects are noticed when
water from off the chalk Is e uployed. The foliage

turns of a pale yellowish tint, and a dressing of

soot counteracts this. Around Liverpool, where

the Chrysanthemum has long been admirably culti-

vated, soot is iu great favour. As a rule, though

soot is all the better wheu used mixed with water,

it is preferable to use it as a top-dressing in long-

continued wet weather.

At .about this s:ason, the hast top-dressing of

soil mi.xed with some kind of fertiliser should be

afforded. Oue important point in producing large

blooms is the encouragemcut of the surface-roots,

for no Chrysanthemum plant w.as ever furnished

with too many of these, for the more there are, the

greater the amount of food tiken up by the plant.

By adding a surface-dressing an inch thick consist-

iug of two parts loam and one of manure, artificial

or otherwise, the roots that are ne.ir tlie surfjce are

encouraged to increase in number an 1 length, and

remain there. After the dressing is finUhed, lay a

large crock or tile on the surface to receive the water

as it comes from the .'^pout of the watering-ca i. The

crock has, moreover, the advantage of encouraging

the growth of the roots at the surface, as may lie seen

by lifting it a short time after the top-dressing has

been put on.
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Earwigs are extremely numerous this season, and

the traps set for them should be examined daily, and

the insects destroyed. Earwigs injure the blooms

later on, it is therefore wise to lessen their number as

much as possible before the plants are housed.

I note the presence of mildew on the under surface

of the leaves, as is commonly the case after a hot and

dry summer. Some varieties are much more sus-

ceptible to mildew attacks than others, and especially

where the attention given to watering the plants

has not been of that regular order consistent with

good management. Princess Teck and the members
of that family are perhaps more liable to have mildewed

leaves than any other variety. Some remedies should

be applied without delay ; and flowei's-of-sulphur

is one of the best of these. E. Mohjneux.

Book Notice.

THE BOTANICAL GARDENS,
EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

The drought has been felt as severely ia the

Birmingham districts as in those further south, aud
it might be said, pre-eminently so on the undulating

banks of the Birmingham Botanical Gardens, aud yet,

though the turf and some other things showed signs

of the hot, dry summer, the grounds had a bright

and fresh appearance at the end of July, aud were

gay with flowers, evidences of careful attention on

the part of Mr. W. G. Latham. The newly-planted

alpine aud bog-gardeu is fast becoming well-furnished

with verdure in spite of the drought, which had
almost entirely dried up the marshy spots where the

aquatic plants find a home. The hose and the

watering-pot had done their utmost to master the

drought, but at the expense of considerable time aud
labour. The teiTace flower-garden and that upon the

extensive slope which falls away from the terrace

towards the grounds on the lower level, was sur-

prisingly gay aud eflfcctive, though the position is a

very trying oue for plants in such a dry summer.
Panels of zonal Pelargoniums were in full bloom,
while Centaurea ragusina, Violas, a dwarf blue Agera-
tum, Koniga variegata, yellow-flowered Calceolarias,

Pyrethrum Golden Feather, &c., made out the

pattern. It is necessary to look upon this gaily-

decorated slope from below to appreciate it^ eft'eo-

tiveness. Borders of perennial plants are well fur-

nished, many an interesting geous being represented
;

and by the sides of winding walks, the visitor

comes upon large beds of what Mr. Latliam grows as

Chrysanthemum maximum, but it is earlj- to bloom,
and answer? to the description of Chrysanthe-

mum lacustre of botanists. There were bfild and
striking beds of Coreopsis graudiflora and other

subjects, such beds being in good kcejiiug with the
masses of foliage on cither side. Everywhere the

grounds arc in excellent order i ami while the claims
of botauical science are by no means overlooked, the
popular taste is also considered and catered for. The
residents in Edgbaston have a delightfid promenade
in the grounds of the Botanical Gardens.
The houses are always in perfect order, and the

plants in the best condition. In the show-house
Fuchsias are largely employed to secure appropriate
decorative effects

;
the named varieties are there in

abundance, and also such species as corymbiflora, and
triphylla, always very attractive subjects here during
the summer, and others. In one of the show-houses
could be seen a very fine strain of Gloxinias, and an
e [ually good one of Begonias was coming on to take
tlioir place. There is a wide selection of plants, not
a few being such as are seldom met with, aud the
presence of whicli forms an additional attractiou to
those interested in plants. In the open air, growing
in front of the plant-houses, could be seen bushes
of Olearia Haastii laden with blossom. R, D.

German Amber.—The production of German
amber in IS'Jl amounted to about 4,40ri centners
(220 tons), or about 1,000 ceotners (50 tons), more
than in the previous year. By far the larger portion
of the above quantity is put out by the two mines of
Palmnicken and Kraxtepellen, belonging to the firm
of Stantien & Becker ; while the smaller portion of
about 120 centners (t) tons) only is obtained by
dredging and searching the foreshore of the Baltic
Sea. The two mines named above, with the home
industry, employ about 1200 persons.J/o«/-. <S't)n. Arts.

American Grape-Growing and Wine Making.
By George Haussmaun. (Published by Orange
Judd Company, New York.)

We have here what seems to be a very practical

treatise on the Grape-vine as grown in America, and
which we Ihiu k will prove of considerable interest and
value to those concerned in the cultivation of Ameri-
can Grapes. Comparatively it is of little value to

growers in this country. In the first place. Grape
culture in America is almost all carried on in the open
air. In California and the Southern States they ripen

thoroughly, and are not unpalatable when one gets

accustomed to the foxy taste of the native Grapes.

As elsewhere, great improvements are being made,
innumerable new hybrid varieties being introduced

" every year. The great merit of the American Grapes
is their hardiness and robust constitution, and their

suitability to the climate, whilst the European Grapes
are found not to succeed. That which will probably

prove of the greatest interest to English growers are

the chapters referring to the diseases and insect

enemies of tiie Vine. It is to bo remembered that to

America we are indebted for the introduction of the

Phylloxera, the direst scourge that has ever appeared

amongst Grapevines, causing wholesale destruction in

European vineyards and elsewhere. It is somewhat
remarkable that the country which should send us

the "arch- destroyer " should also furnish us with its

master. The success attending the grafting of the

European Vines on the American Vine (Vitis riparia)

is most gratifying, an immense trade having been
created in the mauufactui'e (so to say) of phylloxera-

proof stocks that is simply astounding.

The fungoid diieases, Anthracuose aud Blnck-rot,

which threatened at oue time to anuihilate Grapo
culture in some of the States, and which, we fear, is

paying some of our growers in this country an
unwelcome visit just now, had better take note that
" Mr. Haussmanu says these may be kept in check by
repeated sprayings of the Bordeaux Mixture. The
great ignorance displayed, and the strange objections

made to these sprayings, is well told by the fol-

lowing :
—'A neighbour ot ours jiostponed his spray-

ing because the inces.sant rains would be sure to wasli

ofi' the solution.' ' Another neighbour argued that

spraying was useless until dry weather set in, because

the rains would wash away all rot and mildew from
the fruit.' " Just such mistakes as these are to blame
for all failures in spraying Grape-vines, for where
fruit and foliage were covered with a copper solution,

the germiuatiou of the spores of this fungus is

impo.s6ible. "Wheu by the naked eye we cau dis-

cover the least trace of mildew or rot, it proves that
we should have coiumeuccd spraying at least ten
days before."

A good portion of the work is devoted to «ine-
making, as to the merits of which we can pass no
opinio ; ; but we are astonished at the enormous ex-

tent to which this industry is carried, especially in

California.

In the chapter on raisin-making, the author falls

into the common error of stating that the Sultana
Grape is a distinct seedless Grape ; whereas it is but
the badly-set berries, the thinnings, in fact, of the
Muscat of Alexandria—the best fruit on the stalks

making the finer raisins, and the seedless berries the
Sultanas.

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By C. Hekbin, Gardener, Dropnwre, Maidenhead.

CaUiiiijc.— If the ground for this crop has not
already been prepared, the work should be done at
once ; and if the crop of spring-sown Onions has suf-
ficiently matiueil for removal, the land on which
they have grown will answer well ; and if it was well
manured for the Onions, very little preparation will
now be necessary. After cleaning the piece from
weeds, &.c. , scatter thinly over the siu'face a dressing
of limo and soot. It the Onion-quarter be not

now at liberty, and Cabbage must follow another
crop [whicli should not be Cauliflowers, but may
be Potatos], a moderate dressing of half-rotten
manure should be dug m, and a surface-dressing of

quick-lime and soot afforded, theground beingtrampled
evenly all over so as to make it firm before any
planting is done. Plant the Cabbages with balls of
earth attached, in drills made about 3 inches deep,
planting with a trowel. Those from the earliest sown-
ing, which have already been once ti'ansplanted
into nursery beds, will now be ready for the final

planting, aud if the varieties are small -growing, such
as EUam's Dwarf and Little Pixie, they may be planted
at 9 inches apart in drills, at 18 inches apart, which
will leave them, when each alternate plant is pulled
up for consumption in tho winter, or as soon as they
crowd the permanent plants at 18 inches apart.

Varieties of larger growth should be so planted that
ultimately they will stand at 2 feet apart each way.
A good portion of ground should be reserved for

plants from the later sowing.

Ccliry.—The earthing-up ot Celery should be done
in dry weather, as opportunity offers. It is au error
in cultivation to earth-up Celery too freely at one time,
and it is preferable that it be rather under than over-
done at the present time. If done too freely further
growth may be hindered, and if the hearts be
smothered, the heads are often burst or become other-

wise deformed. AVhere nice clean sticks are required
for exhibition, bands of brown paper should be placed
rouud the stems before the soil is placed around
them, but first sprinkling a little soot about the
surface as a preventive of disfigurement by slugs. If

Celery be required for use early in the coming month,
this should now be given a final earthing-up, and if
not treated as above with bands of paper, the stems
should either be tied loosely with a strip of matting,
or be held together by a second person to prevent
the soil getting into the hearts of the plants.

Parsley is now plentiful in most gai-dens ; and
where this is the case, remove all of the outer leaves
from a portion of the plants, and thin out any jilants

standing thickly together so as to induce a sturdy
growth that will survive tho winter. Where small
boxes have been filled with roots, place them in the
most exposed position available.

Mmhrooms. — The collection of manure for the
formation of beds should be carried on daily. It is

necessary that it bo wheeled into an open shed out of
the reach of rain, and frequently turned uutil the
rank heat and steam have been dissipated, aud tho
necessary degree of dryness obtained.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
Bn Jno. McIntvrk, Gardf.ncT, Woodside, Darlington.

Thoroughly cleanse all structures required for
housing Chrysanthemums or other plants that have
stood out-of-doors during the summer months.
Should frost occur suddenly, the plants will have to

bo taken up hurriedly.

Z'lii.al Pclaiyimiums.—A good batch of cuttings
should bo taken for furnishing plants for next season.

Insert these singly in tininib-pots, and jilace them
in a cold frame, the lights ot which need only be
placed over them during wet weather, or on cold
nights. Ivy-leaved varieties have nearly fini.shed

flowering
; and if they are to be kept for another

year, do not give them much water. 'The better plan

is to raise young stock annually, and discard the old

plants. Take cuttings of varieties of the Regal typo
from well-ripened plants. Old plants which have
finished flowering may be stacked on their sides out-
of-doors, where they will mature. Spring-struck
plants now blooming may bo afforded an occasional

dose of liquid-manure.

Cyclamcm.—Sow seed during the present mouth,
taking especial care that it has been obtained from a
good strain. Use shallow pans, and a compost of leaf-

soil and loam. Until tho seed germinates keep the
compost always moist. A position upou a shelf near
the glass, but well shaded, in au intermediate tempe-
rature, is tho best suited fur them for some time to
come.

Climli'nig Ptnnts upon the roots of conservatories or
other houses, now require to be well thinned aud
regulated, so that all the light possible may pass
through them during the winter.

Orrenhousc Hhododenihvns, aud other hard-wooded
greenhouse plants standing out-of-doors, should
be trained into shape. It the plants are root-
bound, assist them occasioually with .sootwater.
All plants should now be put in readiness, as they
must be housed on the first signs of frost.
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The Fernery.—If fire-heat has been dispensed

with during the hot weather, it will be necessary

now to again use a little to prevent the temperatures

becoming too low. Continue to feed large specimens
that are root-bound with farm-yard liquid or soot-

water. The house should be looked over daily,

and all decaying fronds removed from the plants,

and any plants showing signs of resting should be
removed into another house where they may be
given less water. Adiantums are sometimes growu
in batches for cutting from and for gener.il decoration.

If a young stock of the plants is now in 3-inch pots,

they should be moved into 5-inch ones. Use peat

and good loam in equal parts, with the addition of

some silver-sand.

A ntliurium Schcrzcrianmn. These plants aro over
for the season, and may be re-potted. A compost
consisting of peat, sphagnum-moss, and charcoal in

small pieces is the best for them. If the epathes bo
now removed, and the plants repotted, they may be

kept growing all through the winter. A. Andreauum
quickly becomes Icgfjy and unsightly : take off the
tops therefore from a few of the aofial roots from
any such plants, and insert them in 4-inch pots in

sphagnum-moss and peat
;
put these in the propagat-

ing-box for a time, and good useful plants may be

had for next season's blooming. Cut the old shoots
well back, and they will then make several breaks'.

Tho plants may thus be giown on until the spring,

when the shoots may be removed for propagating.

evectura, and E. arachnoglossum, are now producing
their flowering-stems, and should be periodically

examined for scale aud mealy-bug. Flowering plants

of VanJa ctcrula should be placed where they may
obtain plenty of light, and be kept fairly moist at

the root till their flowers open.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
B.v W. H. White, Orchid Grower, Biirford, Dorkiitg.

Misccllancoiix f^fcciis.—Where a large number of

Odontoglossums are grown, a great ileal of time

during the next few weeks will be spent in re-potting

or re-surfaciug the plants, but there are other Orchids
which must on no account be neglected. The Den-
drobiums must be frequently looked over, .and any
plants that have fully completed their growths should
be at once removed to a lighter house and cooler tem-
perature. An atmosphere conducive to growth must
still be afibrdcd such late growing species as D. Dal-

housiei.anum, D. Beusouiie, D. Drymerianum, L).

Parishii, D. .albo-sanguineum, D. Lowii, 1). fimbria-

tum, JJ. clavatum, 1). Dearei.D. sanguinolentum, kc.

Some plants of Phalicuopsis .Schilleriana, P. Aphro-
dite, P. leucorrhoda, and 1'. casta will have now
finished making their leaves, and great care must
be exercised in aflbrding water to them so as not to

saturate the siihaguum-moss, which at this season, if

heavily w.atercd, takes a long time to dry. The
green-leaved varieties, .as P. violacea, P. Ludde-
manniana, P. Mari;o, P. tetraspis, P. cornu-cervi, P.

speciosa, and P. Micholitzi all do best in a rather

damp and shady position. At this .season of the year
a gummy exudation may sometimes be seen on the

under sides of the leaves of Phahenopsis, especially

those of the darker-leaved kinds. Tho plants should
be examined each time they are watered, and if any
exudation is observable, it should be immediatelv
removed. Oncidium Lanceanum is a splendid

late-blcoming Orchid, and one that is usually given
a stove temperature. Plants th.at are now making
no growth should be kept somewhat drier at tho
root, particularly if they arc potted in the ordinary
way ; but so long as the roots continue to grow,
the atmosphere should be kept fiiirly moist. Plants
up jn blocks must bo very carefully afforded water, and
no water should be allowed to touch the rhizomes or
the base of the leaves, .as these are liable to decay
from this cause. Oncidium hajmatochilum now de-
veloping its flower-spikes will require the same kind
of treatment as 0. Lanceanum.

Cdtllri/a-honse specimens of Platyclinis Cobbiana
that are in full growth, and producing their spikes,

will require .abundance of water at the root until

growth is finished. P. glumacea, P. uncata, and P.

filiformis, being at rest are perfectly .safe iu this house
until growth recommences. Epidendrum Stamfordi-
anuui .and E. Frederici Guilielmi aro both verv
desirable Orchids for exhibition purposes, but unfor-
tun,atcly they are generally difficult to cultiv.ato.

Their principal requirements aro intcrnieiliate-house

temperature, atid an abiuidance of water during the
season of growth. To ensure strong-flowering pseudo-
bulbs, the plants .should now be placed well up to the
roof-glass. Both species may now be repotted, if neces-

sary. Newly-imported plauts of the pretty E. Endresi
should be carefully looketl after ; it being a species

worth every attention. It will thrive luxuriantly in

email shallow pans suspended to the roof of the
intermediate-house, in a moist shady position. All
the tall-growing Epidendrums, as E. O'Brienianum,
E. xanthinum, E. myri.authum, E. elongatum, E.

FB.XTITS triTDEB GLASS.
By W. Pope, Gardener, IJijh':!,:rc Coitle, Newbury.

ifdoiis. — Great care will now be required in

affording water to plants whose fruits have attained

to nearly their full size, as an excess of moisture at

the root or much hvxmidity iu the air m.iy result in

tho fruits spUtting before they ripen. Afford, there-

fore, a constant small amount of air day and night,

and a temperature of 70' to 75', letting it mount to

90" or 95° when the sun shines, with a corresponding
increase in the ventilation. .Should canker attiick

the stems, rub quick-lime into the affected parts once
or oftener. Melons should always be cut from the
bine before they are quite ripe, that is, as soon
as a fissure appears rouml the stalk, placing

them in a light, moderately airy fruit room,
where they will keep a longer time in good condition,

and the flavour improve. Tiie latest batch of plants

should now have their fruits set, aud be afforded a

temperature of 70' to 75' by d.ay with .as much venti-

lation .as will .avert any st.aguatiou of the air of the
house. As the fruits gi-ow in size close early in the

afternoon, sunhcat being better for the plants than
that obtained from the hotwater-pipea. Use tho
syringe sparingly, damping the foliage only on
bright afternoons ; sufficient air moisture being
obtained by sprinkling the floor, walls, and
other available surfaces iu the mornings and at

closing time. When water at the roots is really

needed by tho plants, a sufficient qu.antity should bo
afforded as will wet the bed to its entire depth, and
occasionally weak, warm li.|uid-manure, or a small

quantity of guano sprinkled on the bed once or twice
a week ; or, failing this, the Melon-bed may be top-

dressed with fresh horse dung. Melons growing in

dung pits and frames will need especial attention, and
if the crops aro appro.aching ripeness, apply water at

the roots in just sufficient cjuantity to prevent tho
flagging of tho leaves, wotting tlie foliage ;is little as

possiblo in so doing. Renew tlio iluug linings if tho

heat is declining, so that air may be constantly ad-

mitted, and tho flavour of the fruits thereby improved.
Keep tho foliage thin, and bring the fruits up to the
light ; and now that the nights aro colder, the frames
should bo covered with mats.

Pr aches awl iVttdt i'i'm' v.— The late varieties. Sea
Eagle, Walburton Admirable, and Stauwiek Klruge,

will now be ripening their fruit-i, and should, like the

Melons, have a free circulation of air, snn-lieat being
utilised .as much as possible, the thermometer being
allowed to re.ach SO' or 85 before more air is afforded.

Under this sort of treatment the fruit and wood
ripens better than when the heating apparatus is

used. The bonier in which these varieties are grow-
ing should be kept less uioist for the present, thovigh

not to tho extent of causing suffering, and an occii-

sional damping of the mulching on fine days will

prevent evaporation of moist are from the soil to some
extent. Where fire-heat is at command, it should be
made some slight use of iu dull and wet weather.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hedlev Warres, Gard.^'ur, Adon Clinton, Tring.

Violai and Caicrol'iriiis may now be propagated, as

by this time there should be plenty of young growths
fit for the purpose. Viola.s may be propagated by
cuttings, or by dividing the old roots into small pieces

and inserting them in light, rich soil in cold fnames,

or under hand-lights. Calceolarias must be prop.agated

by cuttings only, and may be treated simil.arly to

Violas, but they must be prntected from hard frost.

It desired, the cuttings may bo inserted in sandy soil

in sh.allow boxes, and these placed in cold frames,
where they should be kept close for a few weeks
until rooted.

f7y/(/.v arc now m.aking plenty of growth, and in

some instances they are flowering freely ; but prepara-

tious must soon be made t'l protect some of the
plants diu'ing the winter. The frames in which they
will bo planted should be overhauled, and the soil for

planting them in made ready. Wa.sh with quick-lime
the sides of the frames or pits, so as to destroy
any red-.spider that may lie lurking there, for once
this pest attacks the plants it is a difliovdt matter to

eradicate it. After making up the bed (which should
consist of two-thirds fibry-loam aud one-third leaf-

mould, and a little sand) to a depth of 9 to 12 inches.

carefully lift the plants with as many roots as possible,
and plant them about one foot apart each way, well
water them in, and keep close for a few days, after
which air should bo freely admitted, and the lights

removed altogether during favourable weather.

Planting llardij Bulbs.—Although many of these
are not generally planted until November, if it be
possible they should be planted during the present
month, especially Narcissus, these commencing to

make roots very early. Narcissus bulbs should be
planted about 4 to ti inches, but those of Tulips need
not be planted at more than half that depth. If it

is intended to plant bulbs in patches on the lawn, the
present time is a good ono for doing this, as the turf
is in a moist condition.

MescmhfyanthcMum cordifoliam varkgaium. —
Cuttings should bo put in at once, inserting tho
cuttings (which should be 1.^, to 2 inches long) iu
light .sandy soil in boxes or pots, placing them iu
cold frames, and keeping them close and shaded for a

. few days. Or they may lie placed in heat, and as
soon as the cuttings .are rooted, removing them to
cooler quarters, and, if possible, to a shelf near the
gla.ss during tho winter months.

flencral Work.—Keep the flower beds and borders
in neat condition, and roll the walks .and drives so
that these may be in good condition before the
winter sets in. Evergreen hedges may still be
trimmed, and the planting of shrubs proceeded with
as advised in a former calendar. Some herbaceous
plants will yet need further attention by securing tho
growths to stakes, .^-c. Some of the plants in the
herb,aeeous borders will look unsightly from the
presence of the old flower stems, which are turning
yellow, and these slumld be promptly removed.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
li:i 0. WoODOATE, G(irden*'r, IVAleston Hall, Btirton-on-Trent,

lioot-pruniiiij, if it bo done in an efficient manner,
and at the correct time, is one of the best methods by
which to make a healthy barren tree become fertile.

The operation should be carried out as soon .as tho
leaves commence to change colour in autumn. It may
be done in some cases ;i8 soon as the fruit has been
gathered, but greater care is then necessary that too
severe a check be not given to the tree, and it will Ije

ueedfid to shade and syringe the foliage in the event
of warm, dry weather. If the work be postiioned
until after the leaves have fallen, a season, at tho
least, is lost before bringing the tree iuto a fruiting
condition ; but if tho root-pruning bo performed as
atlviseil, many flower-buds may form before the end
of the season, an<l the young wood will become
sufficiently ripened to withstand the frosts of winter.

Trees which have been planted only two or three
years, but wiiich are making too much growth,
should be lifted and replanted. This simple
operation is a work that requires great care. A
trench about 1 foot wide should be taken out round
the tree at a distance of 18 inches from the stem, and
.about 15 inches deep. Cut off .all roots foimd in
making the trench ; work a little of the soil away
from the ball with a garden-fork, then insert a spade
uuderneath the tree, so as to cut off any of the roots
which may be growing downwards. The tree may then
be lifted without disturbing too much of the soil from
the roots near the stem. With a sharp knife shorten
back the main roots, cutting them from the uuder-side
upw.ards and outwards. The young rootlets which
will spring from the point of the roots thus cut will

remain nearer to the surface than if cut the reverse

way. Prune back any of the smaller roots which
may have been bruised with the spade, and replant

the tree as soon as possible. Keep many of the
roots ne.ar to the surface, and, if necessary, afford

water to settle the soil about them. Afterwards
make the trees temporarily safe by fixing them to

supports. Trees which are too large to be lifted

may be made fertile by taking out a trench 2 feet

deep at some distance from the stem ; this distance

depending upon the age and size of the trees, cut
oS all roots that arc found to extend into the trench.

The Weather in the North of Scotland.
—Writing under MoiKlay's date ( I Ith inst.). an Aber-
deen correspondent .says;— "The cold, dismal, foggy

weather still continues, with no improvement appa-

rent. The bright expectations indulged in, in the

months of June and .1 uly. as to au early harvest have
been abundantly realised, but the wet weather pre-

vailing will not permit of the corn crops being

removed from the fields Three weeks have elapsed

iu many cases since the crops were cut, and much
dam.age must necess.arily ensue."
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, as well as specinuns and plants for

naming, should be addressed to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-

ton Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

ihonld he WRITTEN on one bide only of the paper,

sent as early in the week as possible, and duly signed hy

the vjriter. I/d£sired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of good faith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributiotis, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement

lllMstrationa.—Tfte Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in tJiese

pages, of gardens, or of reTnarkable plants, flowers, trees,

dc. ; hut he camiot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by seiiding

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish tlie Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TI'FSnAY RPPT 9.7j<5eneva Exhibition Temporary
TLfcbUAl, bEPT. 2.-^ Show {twenty.three daysf

Protheroe &

SALES.
•%€r^-KTT^Av Or. .11 JDutch Bulbs atMONDAY, Sept. 21

{ Morns' Rooms.

/Sale of Greenhouse Palms, Ferns,
Herbaceous PLints. &c., at the
Floral Nurseries, Castle Hill,

TUESDAY, SEPr. 22 ( Maidenhead, by order of Mr. R.
Owen, by Protheroe (to Morris.

' Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 23

THURSDAY, Sept. 24

' Dutch Bulbs at
Morris' Rooms.

I Dutch Bulbs at

f Morris' Rooms.

Protheroe &

Protheroe «fc

FRIDAY,

/'Dutch Bulbs at Pi-otheroe &
ciFDT. or. 1 Morris' Rooms.
'"^'^'^' -} Orchids at Protheroe & Morris'

V. Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOB THE EN-

SUING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS

OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHI8WICK.— 66 3°.

We are glad to observe in so
The New TuUp

.^^ijely read a newspaper as The

Field, in its issue for Sep-

tember 5, the following protest against the use

of Latin names for florists' varieties of Dutch

bulbs, and the needless and confusing practice

of giving new names to old varieties. We have

suppressed the names of persons mentioned in

the article, not wishing to particularise any

Urms when the practice condemned is become

almost universal ;

—

"AVe find ia the catalogue of a large bulb-gfower

and dealer the following flowers of speech, descriptive

of groups of Tulips: — 'Late Rectified Amateur

Tulips,' ' True English Amateur Tulips,' ' True

Flemish Amateur Tulips,' 'True Old Dutch Amateur

Tulips,' and ' Darwiu Tulips.' Confusion mustari.se

in the public mind from these things, and such

language is no gain to our gardou lists. It is surely

time the Royal Horticultiual Society stepped in and

simplified TuUp names a little, using English names for

garden varieties, and stopping this needless confusion

about late Tulips, which are dignified by so many

names and called a new race, which they are not.

" It is not only that this misnaming is wrong in

itself, but it confuses the fact that these so-call|ed

Darwin Tulips are simply the self-coloured kinds,

once thrown on one side in the raising of the striped

florists' late Tulip, varieties of T. Gesneriana. People

should now begin to see that the once-rejected self-

colours of the late Tulips are the finest and most

efifective kinds. ' Late self-coloured Tulips ' is quito

sufficient to distinguish them as a group, each variety

to bear any simple name fitted for it that the raiser

selected. As in the case of the Carnation, which has

been kept out of gardens for years owing to the mis-

guided efforts of the so-called florists, and the Rose,

which rosarians have tried to model on the form of a

flat Dutch Cabbage, we see that similar silly ideals set

up for the Tulip begin to be knocked on the head.

Then there is the misuse of Latin names for garden

forms, as such names as Tulipa Gesneriana major

aurantiaea maeulata, for Tulips that are of garden

origin, and should have an English or some simple

name. Latin names are often falsely, and quite need-

lessly, appUed to plants of garden origin ; and hybrids

and varieties of garden origin, it is now agreed,

should bear simple names only, as, indeed, some of

our handsome late Tulips now bear, such as Ida and

White Swan. It is not a question of our own wishes

only in the matter, as the questisn ha? been deli-

berately discussed by botanists at a conference, and

the law as to names of garden varieties laid down, so

there is no real excuse for giving a Latin name to any

but the wild forms or species of Tulip."

Pending the long - wished - for

Market introduction of the metrical sys-

^FrunTnd' *®"^ of weights and measures into

Vegetables this Country in place of the present

chaotic ones now in vogue in al-

most all trades and occupations, it is very neces-

sary that the buyer in the fruit and vegetable

markets should know when he purchases in

quantities other than strictly retail the exact

equivalent of market measures of capacity. So

long as his transactions with the market sales-

men concern pounds, dozens, and similar

obvious denominations, he is on safe ground.

Far otherwise is it, however, when he buys by
the sieve, half-sieve, barrel, flat, bo.x, punnet,

bunch, tally, &c. The introduction of some
sane method in place of all these confusing

measurements of capacity and of numbers
would be of incalculable benefit to the ordinary

purchaser, however little such a method would
serve the needs of the retailer and middleman,

by whom the market measures are well under-

stood, and who make their calculations accord-

ingly. Still, in the interests of these persons,

unvarjring uniform measures of capacity would
be a great advantage, especially in purchasing

from those Continental countries which have
adopted the metric system in its entirety,

kilogramme and litre, their subdivisions and
multiples being identical the world over.

We publish herewith some remarks, which

we have received from a correspondent well

acquainted with markets, growers, and market-

men, pertinent to the matter apjiearing in our

issue of last week, p. 308.

" It seems somewhat odd that the very interesting

and important question raised by the prosecution of

Mr. A. Reffell at Brentford, reported at p. 308,

should have originated at a subordinate market,

whilst the greater ones of Ccjvent Garden, the

Borough, &o., should have been ignored. The law

is the same in relation to the stamping of measures in

the county of London as it is in Middlesex, but

hitherto no motion in the direction of prosecuting

the users of unstamped basket-measures in London

seems to have been thought of. When a law is made

it ought obviously to be universally respected. In

this case it seems to have been left entirely to the

discretion of an inspector of weights and measures to

make the law operative or otherwise. It does not

seem as if the public, and especially that portion

most immediately interested in the matter, viz., the

retail buyer, had urged that the law should, in rela-

tion to ordinary wicker-bushels, half- bushels, or

similar well-known measures, be put into force.

Indeed, it seems rather as if the purchaser was more
the gainer, 'seeing that all thes? wicker measures,

when first made (and they are always made to an
exact pattern, of precisely the same dimensions), have,
when thus new—and when, of course, they should be
stamped—their smallest holding capacity. Every time
they are used the strain upon their sides becomes
greater and the more they expand, so that the older
they are, if also in Oidinary condition, the greater the
quantity they hold. All purchasers know that, and
in purchasing, whether Peas, Runner Beans, or other
vegetables other than Potatos, also fruit, such as
Apples, Pears, Plums, Gooseberries, &e., they can
always tell by lifting whether there be good measure
or otherwise. So far as Potatos are concerned, 56 Ib-

is the statutory bushel-weight, and the baskets when
filled are always placed upon the scales and weighed
before sending to market. These scales and weights,
it is well understood, must bo stamped, and it is, of

course, the duty of an inspector everywhere to see
that they are so. But it is not possible to set up for

Peas, Beans, Cabbages, and other vegetables, or for

fruit, statutory basket-weights, because all these
things vary so much, according to sort or to circum-
stances. But it is to the credit of the market-growing
trade that they always give good measure. Anyone
who has been even a disinterested observer of their

packing methods for market cannot fail to have
noticed that the baskets are charged to their utmost
capacity ere the contents are finally secured. Of
Peas and Beans, for instance, it is notorious that this

hard pressing in of the contents, and heaping-up,
means five pecks per bushel rather than four ; but
the grower prefers to err against himself rather than'

against his retail customer. It is because of this fact

BO very much that retailers, whether they be shop-
keepers or costermongers, thrive so well. If there

be any special need for the active supervision of the

weights and measures inspector, it is really in the case

of these retailers to the consumer in small quantities

rather than the wholesale grower, whose keen cus-

tomers can so well take care of themselves. There
seems to be special hardship in thus attempting to

interfere with a none too prosperous and yet most
meritorious home industry, whilst such enormous
quantities of fruit and vegetables come to our
markets from abroad neither weighed nor measured,
and in all sorts of packages— tubs, boxes, crates,

itc, unstamped, and which are openly sold in

the market as they are, the purchaser knowing
about their small holding capacity, just as he
knows the average holding capacity of the market
bushel, a sieve, and no one is in the least degree
deceived or injured. It is so obvious this state of

things cannot continue to exist if the market growers'

ancient bushel and half-bushel baskets be condemned,
that we may expect to see the Market Growers' Asso-

ciation taking action to compel the London County
Council to equally prosecute importers, salesmen, &c.,

who dispose of vegetable and fruit produce in un-

stamped measures, even though in the guise of barrels,

boxes, or crates ; no one, of course, assumes that the
inspector in this case has exceeded his duty, or that

any animus has been shown towaids Mr. Reffell, or

anyone else. The inspector has to do his duty, but it

is hard to imderstaud why this particular nuestion

should but now be raised, and the Act known as the

AVeights and Measures Act should so long have been
the law of the land. Perhaps the market growers are

somewhat to blame in not having sought to have their

ordinary wicker baskets exempted when the bill was
before Parliament, but probably no sensible person

ever dreamt that the Act would be strained and
interpreted in the way this case shows it to

have l>een. Some time since the London County
Coiuicil was strongly denounced because it interfered

materially with the profits of coal retailers, but coals

have always been sold by weight, therefore no new
principle was instituted. That body, however, has not

felt it necessary to deal with market measures in the

way that has now been done in Middlesex. To tackle

the great metropolitan markets in this way would

indeed be undertaking a stiflFand troublesome job."

A reference to p. 341 in the present issue will

show that the resumed hearing of the case

before the magistrates sitting at Brentford

resulted in the conviction of the defendant. It
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is a matter which, from its very important

bearings, cannot rest here, and we and our

readers will await developments with some

amount of curiosity.

A Summer Camp for Orchids.—In climates

having more summer warmth tlian the warmest

parts of these islands, cultivators of Orchids find it

beneficial to these plants and other inmates of warm

houses to place them out-of-doors during the summer

months, taking care not to expose without shading

plants liable to injury by direct sunshine; and to

keep the ground moist on or above which they are

placed. Mr. A. Dimmock, of Messrs. F. Sander & Co.,

The Nm-seriea, St. Albans, Herts, to whom our thanks

are due for the use of the photograph from which our

illustration (p. 337) was taken, sends us the following

note :
—"About May 1, A.R . Smith, Esq., removes all

his plants from the houses into the open air, and places

them on wooden stages where at all times they are

surrounded with pure air and ample shade from the

trees. The collection includes some magnificent

sjiecimens of Cajlogyne cristata hololeuca, 3 feet

across, and a quantity of small plants ; fine examples

of C. ocellata maxima (about 100 plants), C. Mas-

sangeana, C. Sanderiana, C. flaccida, C. Dayana, and

others. Vandas and Aerides thrive well, and several

may be noticed in bloom. Cymbidium eburneum
andC. LowianHm,&c., also make veryvigorousgrowths;

and at the rear a fine lot of Cypripediums in bloom
make an extraordinary display. They all remain out-

side until the ejid of September, and are afterwards

removed to their winter quarters, and grown com-

paratively cool, which enables the plants to pass

through the excessive cold winter months without

any difficulty."

The Late Mr. Bruce Findlay.—We have

received the following notification of a movement to

be set on foot, having for its object the raising of a

fund in aid ofthe late Mr. Bruce Findlay's daughters.

At a meeting on Thursday, August 27, 1896, at the

office of Mr. JosEru Broome, 6, St. Peter's Square,

Manchester, Alderman Grantham in the chair, it was

stated that the late Mr. Findlat entered upon his

duties at the Manchester Botanical Gardens in the year

1858. He introduced to the Council at different

periods movements to improve the gardens and to

make them more valuable and attractive as a

place of resort, on easy terms, for the inhabitants of

this great, growing city, and the neighbourhood. His

chief object in life was to disseminate amongst the

million a love of flowers and of their cultivation,

knowing the consequent purifying influences this

gentle art engenders. The thirty-eight years of his

career .spent as Curator and Secretary of the Society

were oftentimes of great anxiety, requiring sacrificing

labour, which he gave unstintingly. Mr. Findlay
was well known in Manchester, Loudon, and all oyer

the country wherever there were botanists and flori-

culturists. His fame was not, however, confined to

this country ; his name and abilities were well known
and respected among the leading horticulturists of

Continental Europe. It was then resolved, on the

motion of Mr. W. Stones, seconded by Mr. Black—
" That a movement be inaugurated to obtain funds

in aid of the daughters of the late Mr. Bruce
Findlay, for many years Curator and Secretary to

tho Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society.

That the following gentlemen constitute a committee
(with power to add to their number), to carry out the

object of the foregoing resolution :—Thomas Black,

Joseph Broome, J. I'., lluv. Harry de Tr^vclec, John
Farrell, Ch;i,s. Wm. Foster, John Galloway, J. P.,

Alderman Gibson, J. P., Aliierman Grantham, Thos.

Harker, J. P., Councillor Jas. J. Lambert, Jno. VV.

Macluie, MP., W. H. Milner, CouDcillor Adam Mur-
ray, William Stones, Kobert Tait, John Wainwright,

J. P., T. Pv. Wilkinson. That Mr. Joseph Broome,

J. P., be Chairman
;
that Alderman Gibson, J. P., be

Deputy-chairman ; that Mr. T. II. Wilkinson be

Treasurer ; and that Mr. James J. Lambert, So-

licitor, be Hon. Secretary of this Committee."

Promises of smpport by subscription have been re-

ceived from v.arious gentlemen, besides those which

were mentioned at the meeting, viz. ; —Joseph

Broome, A'lO.'i ; Wm. Stones, £105; Richard Hard-

wick, ±'21
; Alderman Grantham, £21. Chas. Wm.

Foster, £21 ; John Wainwright, £21 ; T. R. Wilkin-

son, £21 ; Robert Tait, £21 ; Alderman Gibson,

£10 IDs. ; Francis Robinson, £10 10s. ; James

Brown, £5 5s. ; James O'Brien, £2 2s. Mr. Findlay

has left three daughters, for whom very little pro-

vision has been made; their father's estate, when

realised, will only produce a small sum. May we
appeal to your most generous impulses to assist in

this effort to lighten the cares of the future for these

motherless and fatherless daughters, one of whom is

in a very delicate state of health. Contributions may
be made to any member of the committee ; or to the

Bruce Findlay Memorial Fund Account, at the

Manchester .and Salford Bank Limited. Joseph

Broome, Chairman ; Robert Gibson, Vico-Chair-

man ; T. R. Wilkinson, Treasurer ; James J.

Lambert, Hon. Secretary, 83, Mosley Street, Man-
chester. September, 1806.

National Rose Society.—A meeting of the

General Purposes Committee will be held, by kind

permission of the Horticultural Club, at their Rooms,
Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster, on
Tuesday, the 22nd inst,, at 11 a.m.

Crystal Palace Fruit Show.—On Thurs-

day, October 1, and the two following days, the Royal

Horticultural Society's great Show of British fruit

will be held at the Crystal Palace ; and it promises to

be, in regard to the entries, quite equal to previous

shows of that kind held by the society. Entries in

the competitive classes will be received up to Satur-

day, Sept. 26, and schedules of prizes in the mean-
time may be obtained from the ofiico of the society,

117, Victoria Street, S.W. A lecture will be given

each day on the following subjects :—Oct. 1, " The
Importance of British Fruit Growing, from a Food
Point of View," by Mr. Edmund J. Baillie, F.L S.

;

Oct. 2, " The Cider and Perry Industry," by Mr. C. W.
Radclipfe Cooke, M.P. ; Oct. 3, " Gathering, Storing,

and Profitable Utilisation of Apples and Pears," by

Mr. John Watkins, F.R.H.S. It is hoped that fruit

growers who attend tho conferences will join in the

discussion.

Two Forcing Plants.—Doronicums are well-

known bedding and border plants, but it is not widely

known that D. plantagineum grown in the open ground

and taken up with good bulbs in the autumn, and

potted, will flower well after the New Year, if gently

forced, say at a temperature commencing at 45°, and

never exceeding 55° by night, or 65° by day with

sunshine. The flowers are valuable for cutting, and
possessing stalks from IJ to 2 feet high, tlioy are of

use for a variety of decorative purposes. Inula glan-

dulosa also, under a similar kind of treatment, tho

actual forcing of the plants commencing in tho early

part of the month of February, is a useful plant. The
natural floweriug period falls in June, but when
forced, flowers are obtained in April and May.

Mr. J. Ireland is desirous that we should in-

form our readers that he has been appointed repre-

sentative for Messrs. Cowan & Co., Limited, of the

Vineyard Nurseries, Garston, near Liverpool.

The Uses of Various Species of
Grasses.—The estimation in %vhicli certain grami-

neous species are held varies much in different coun-

tries. For instance, Holcus lanatus, which in Britain

is universally regarded as a weed, though it intrudes

abundantly upon many of our pastures, is deliberately

sown in mixtures of nieadow-gr.ass .seeds in France.

The Ayrkidtural Ocactlc of New Soalli. Wales (vii., 5)

cites another example in the tufted Hair grass (Des-

champsia ciespito.-ia, Beauv., or Aira cipspitu.sa, Linn.).

This species is locally known in England as tussock-

grass, and as 'bull faces" or "bull i>ates," and
efforts are constantly made to extirpate it from our

permanent pastures. In Australia, however, "it

affords a fair pasturage if periodically burnt down."

Graziers on and near the Australian Alps have been

asked to send notes of their observations of this

species, as ii is regarded as quite possible that the

Australian plants differ in forage-value from those of

the northern hemisphere. The culms are sufficiently

tough to permit of door-mats being made from the hay.

Teak in SiAM.—We learn from the report of

the trade for the past year of Northern Siam, pre-

pared by Mr. Archer, British Consul at Chiengmai

(Zimme), that the working of the Teak forests—the

most important matter connected with British trade

in that region—has of lato been put on a much more

satisfactory footing by a new form of lease issued by

the Siamese Government, which has worked without

serious complaint up to the present. An experienced

oSioer of the Burma Forest Department has been lent

to the Siamese to aid them in framing proper forest

regulations.

Marriage of Mr. Henry Cannell, Junr.

—Mr. Henry Cannell, Junr., eldest son of Mr. H.

Cannell, Senr , of Swanley, was married on Wednes-

day, the 9th inst., to Miss Christine Robertson, of

Inverm-ie, at Inverurie.

Onions at Banbury.—Mr. H. Deverill's

annual Onion exhibition took place in 1 is warehouse,

Cornhill, Banbury, on the 5th inst., and it being

market day, a good deal of attention was drawn to

tho show. The Onions, having suffered like most

plants from the drought, were not so heavy, or on

tho whole so well finished as last year, though some

fine bulbs were staged. Tho best six specimens of

any one of Deverill's Pedigree Onions was Ailsa

Craig, weighing 15| lb., from Mr. T. Bowerman, gr.,

Haokwood Park, Basingstoke. Six bulbs of tho same

variety, from Mr. R. Lye, gr., Sydmonton Court,

Banbury, weighing 14 lb , were highly commended.

Mr. R. Lye was the only exhibitor of twelve bulbs

of the new Challenge Onion, receiving the 1st prize.

This is a red-skinned variety of a distinct character,

with flesh as free from colour as any light-skinned

variety, and though flat-shaped, it is heavy and solid,

and the base is full. Mr. R. Lye also had the best

twelve bulbs of Ailsa Craig Onion, handsome and

well finished, which weighed 28:^ lb. Mr. J. Masteu-

soN, gr., Weston House, Shipston-on-Stour, was 2nd,

with some capital Onions, only a little below Mr.

Lye's in weight and quality. He had also the best

twelve bulbs of Cocoa-nut, weighing 26j lb. Mr.

W. T. Wyton, gr., Crookley Hall, Garstang, was 2nd

with smaller but well-finished examples. Mr. C. J.

Waite, gr., Glenhurst, Esher, was 1st with twelve

bulbs of Deverill's Advancer Onion, weighing over

17 lb., Mr. Lye taking the 2nd prize
;
and the same

exhibitors were again 1st and 2nd respectively with

the Improved Wroxton, a globular variety which

is said to keep well. One of the handsomest

Onions is Anglo-Spanish, and Mr. Lye was 1st with

twelve well-finished bulbs, weighing 20 lb., Mr. W. T.

Wyton taking the 2nd prize ; and Mr. Lye was 1st

with twelve Lord Keeper of about the same weight.

Mr. Pease, gr. to Lieut.- Colonel Morris, Swalcliffe,

Banbury, being 2nd. Mr. Lye was Ist with a dozen

Royal Jubilee, of about the same weight ; and Mr.

Pease again 2nd. Rousham Park Onion was repre-

sented by a dozen fine bulbs, weighing 18 lb., from

Mr. Lte ; and Mr. W. Keep, gr., Faringdon House,

Berks, was 2nd. Some finely-finished Onions were

shown by cottagers, mechanics, and others, the

variety Ailsa Craig taking the leading prizes.

The Railway Companies and Small
Parcels Rate.—The experience of the Great

Eastern Railway Company during the last nine

months in their endeavours to bring tho farmers in the

country into closer touch with tho consumers in

London, have been, says tho Tlmtx of Sept. \'l, both

interesting and encouraging. As will be rcmonibered,

the Great Eastern Railway Co. insisted on several

conditions of packiug being complied with by senders

of farm and garden produce, and thoy undertook to

supply boxes of various sizes at prices ranging from

\kd. to ?rf. each. It was, however, found desirable to

make producer and purchaser better acquainted

;

and the next step the company took was

with the aid of their station-masters, to compile a

list of farmers, mai'ket gardeners, and others in
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the district traversed by their lines, who were

prepared to send produce direct to ooneumers.

The final edition of this list contained the names and

addresses of about 900 such persons, and also stated

what produce they could supply, and whether in

large or small quantities. Yet even such a list

would not have been of much use unless it had been

properly distributed, and it is interesting to learn

that the railway company has printed and circulated

no fewer than 160,000 copies. The eft'ect of all this

has been that in many instances producers have been

unable to execute all the orders they have received.

ever, all of the florets are perfectly tubular and united

for about two-thirds their length, beyond which they

appear as spreading lobes. It may be that from such

a variety a new type of Dahlia will be evolved.

Cfirysaiilluiniiiii QiKCii of the Earlies.—Blooms of

tliis new variety of Chrysanthemum reach us from

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, E.\mo\ith Nurseries. It is a

Japanese flower, with slightly incurving and twisted

ilorets. It is almost pure white, but there is a little

amber colour radiated from the centre. The flowers

are fairly large, and have been produced by plants

bearing from five to eight flowers. It is specially

/irSM.-

Fig. 63.

—

rddbeckia laciniata flore-pleno "golden glow,"

From Mr. W. B. Guuibleton's Garden, Belgrove, eu. Cork.

The demand for Asparagus, poultry, and eggs could

not be met. The consumer paying better prices thau

the London wholesale dealers, it is likely that the latter

in mauy instances will be ousted out of the district.

Flowers in Season.— .1 Quilled DMia.—
From Mes.srs. Ket.nks, Whli.vMs & Co., Stilisbury,

we receive a Dahlia bloom with quilled florets, which
i.s the first variety WG remember to have seen exhi

biting this peculiarity in the same degree. In such

varieties as Lady Blanche, Guiding Star, and Grand
Due Alexis, the quilled appearance is due only to the

florets being folded inwards at the edges, and if one
be taken out and examined, it will be seen \o be flat

when unrolled. In this new crimson variety, how-

recommended as a decorative variety, and for market
work, for which purposes it certainly seems suitable.

Mr. GuDFUKi' lives in a VL-ry favoured spot, and
it is possible that in otlier districts tire plant

would flower rather later than in this case. In

October, such a flower would be welcome, but

we hold the opinion tliat l.irge-tiowering Chrysanthe-

miims which bloom in September are not needed.

Vioh:t Princess of Wal'^.—Some flowers of tliis

single-bloomed Violet ai'e obligiugly sent us by Messrs.

H. Cannell & Sons. It was figured in Gardeners'

Chrouidc, March 28 last, fig. f>'i. The flowers are very

large, and the peduncles in specimens now before us

are upwards of 7 inches long, and they are stout also.

It is of French origin.

Mount Lofty Gardeners- Associ/i

This is a body recently formed of gentlemel^ iji-the

locality of Stirling, South Austr.^lia, having for, its

objects tho formation of a good library, to aiTjinge

exliibits of flowers and fruits, and as tlie Associafton

increases to hold au annual show, and iu every pos-

sible way to promote horticulture. At the prelimi-

nary meetiug, which was held in tho Stirling West

Institute, Dr. Henderson read a paper before intend-

in.; members on "What should be tho Objects of the

Association." Dr. E. C. Stxiiling is the President
;

Dr. Henderson, Chairman ; Dr. Carr,Vice-chairman ;

Mr. J. Howard, Treasurer ; and Mr. 0. E. Menzel,

Hon. Secretary.

The Late F. G. Tautz'S Collection of
Orchids.—Wo learn from Messrs. H. Low k, Co.,

Clapt<jn. N., that the entire collection of Orchids,

including seedlings, once tho property of the late

F. G. Tautz, Esq., of Dibden House, Hanger Hill,

Ealing, h;us passed into their hands by purchase.

Newcastle and District Horticultural
Mutual Improvement Society.—The sixth

session of this Society w.a3 opened on Tuesday night,

tbo loth inat., wLen the chairman, Mr. J. Bui.lock,

read an interesting paper, entitled " B'orty years in

the Garden." Comuieuciug with the kitchen-garden,

Mr. Bullock compared the varieties of vegetables

grown thirty or forty years ago with those that are

grown to-day, treating the flower-garden in much the

same manner. Passing on to Vines and Tomatos,

Mr. Bullock introduced many observations that

wore especially interesting to tho youuger gardeners

present.

The Value of SaltbuSH.— Baron von MoELLER

favours us with an interesting account received from

California, regarding the success of the introduction

of Atriplex semibaccatum in the alkali laml. For

years this laud was nothing but a barren waste, until

it was suggested by Baron von Mueller that tlie

Austi-aUan Saltbush should be tried. Ho forwarded

seeds of various species, bvit the above-mentioned

was the most successful. Now this land has rapidly

increased in value, and is being sought after. Pro-

fessor HiLGARD, of the University of California, in a

letter, dated March 20, 1S96, makes tbo following

remarks :
—" The reason wliy the other Saltbushes

liave not been mentioned more prominently is simply

that they have not showed up to great advantage on

the alkali soil (of all kinds and grades) on our Tulara

station. But the A triplex semibaccatum spreads

wherever it touched the ground, even in the hard-

troddea stable - y.ud of the st;ition and on roads,

which none of the others will do. Sheep, cattle and

horses, are particular in selecting Atriplex semi-

baccata. Wo find this pUnt refuses to do anything

of practical value outside of alkali lands. Here, at

the central station, Berkeley, it is the least successful,

remaining quite inconspicuous. Where planted thickly,

it grows taller, and can be cut with a scythe for

fodder. We cultivated nine species sent by you.''

The Professor remarked, in a former letter, that the

value of this one plant to the alkali country of

California had more than paid the expenses of experi-

mental grounds from the commencement.

RUDBECKIA LACINIATA FLORE-
PLENO "GOLDEN GLOW."

Tuis very showy novelty came to me in March this

year by post from Mr. Henry Dreer, of Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia, under the name of Golden Glow
(fig. 63), and tho plants, thoiigh not more than about

an inch high, having a good portion of the tuber

attiched to each, began t.) grow almost imme-

diately in the pots in wliich they were placed on

arrival, and on being planted out in my border,

quickly attained a height of about f.i feet,. and pro-

duced a handsome bunch of about thirty flowers e.ach.

The duplicature at fii-st was rather coarse and uneven,

but the flowers greatly improved after a little, and I

consider it quite an acquisition to our hardy borders.

The plants are now throwing up young growth all

round their bases, so that it should be a plant most

easy to increase and propagate. W. E. Gambkton.
, , ^
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Home Correspondence.

A REAL HYBRID BEAN.—Recently, Mr. Bishop
made a note iu the OaiJiiicn:' Chrcinicif respecting

Mr. AV. Sniythe's hybrid French Beans. Being at

Alton recently, I went on to Basing Park, not only to

see the veter.ui gardener there, aud his beautiful place.

but also this interesting hybrid. It has been declared

that the two distinctive forms of Phaseolns uiulti-

llorus. or the Scailet Kiiuner. and vulgaris, the

dwarf French Bean, would not cro*s. Mr. Smytbe
has. however, conclusively proved that such a sugges-

tion is incorrect. It is about ten years since 1 e

began by crossing Canadian Wonder with Ne plus

Ultra, both dwjirf.s. Then, soon afterwards, the best

product of the straui was fertilised with Scarlet

Kunner pollen. The product was unsatisfactory, and
the best form again was fertilised with pollen from
the Scarlet Runner once moie. The result now is.

that a Bean and plant are produced, having in great part

the desired charactei-a, n hich is a dw.arf growing Bean
yet robu-t, having long erect racemes, as ni.ay be seen

on the Ruuner Beati plant, and carrying bright-

scarlet flowers. The plant? not only crop most pro-

fu-ely, but they seem to merit the appellation of per-

petual. The variety is named Smythes Scarlet Per-

petuid Dwarf. The pods .are long, aud of the best form,

very green, and slightly rough to the touch, though
still most resembUng those of a good dwarf Bean. Tlie

seeds are reddish, but some are speckled and others

striped, and aie .as pretty .is they are distinct. This
liybiid seems likely to become, when well selected, a
formidable rival to the Climbing Bean on the one
hand, aud the obi bush or dwarf forms on the otlier.

The pods when cooked have in them much of the

flavour of the Scarlet Runner pods without their

roughness. An eaily selection has already received

three marks at Cliiswick. .1. D.

APPLES AT IVIERTOUN HOUSE.—There is gene-

rally a wide ditference in the appearance of Apples
in vai ions parts of the kingdom. The Hnest iu size

and colour are grow n in districts south of Loudon.
In the Midlands the fruits are almost of equal size,

but the colour is much deticient. Those from parts

further north are usually poor in size and also colour.

I was surprised, therefore, to 6nd sucli good speci-

mens in the gardens of Mcrtoun House, St. Bo^well's,

Berwickshire, the seat of Lord Polwarth. A good
collection is growu there on useful siz^^d bush-tree.'*,

cordons, &o. Mr. Fowler, the gardener, is quite an
enthusiast about .\pple-, and every spare nook on warm
walls, ends of hothous<8. &,. seems to be occupied l^y

an Apple tree, aud well do they rcpiy in size and colour
the attention he devotes ta them, .\mong those
noticed during a hurried vi-it I may mention
Prince Albert, I'otts Seedling. Ecklinville, Peasgood's
Nonsuch (very fine). Lord Derby, Melrose White
(pretty). New Hawthornden. Rib.ston Pippin several
large trees looking very healthy I, Lady Sudeley, Gas-
coigue's Seedling, Yoikshire Beauty, Cellini Pippin,
31ere de Menage, Schoulmetsttr, Worcester Peamain,
Cockle Pippin. 0=lin, ,Vc. There was a fine crop of
John Downie Cr.ib on bush-trees. Pears also do well
ou the walls ; Jargonelle, Marie Louise, Williams' Bon
Chretien, Easter Bturre, and several othei"S of the
best varietirs. were carrying good crops. IF. H. Dircis,

Bclnii- Casllc Ganki.s.

TROP/EOLUIVI SPECIOSUM.— Having been in a
district in .': cotland recently where this plant nut only
thrives, but in sou.e ca.s(s is regai'ded as a nuisance,

I would like to reply b> .Mr. Coombfr's remarks upon
p. 277 by giving your readers the information I

gathered regarding the culture .and habit of the
plant theie. It is agreed that one has to be patient,

for until two yeai-s at the le.ist are elafs^d the roots do
not bee ju.e established. I>uring this time cind after-

wards it should be left severely alone. The plant
delights in a rich soil, inclining to stifl'ness. In
Scotland, a southern iKititi'm is invaiiably selected
for its growth, and it Bowers abundantly. This
treatment I have also found successful in my own
case, a3 t'.iree years ago I planted some roots at the
foot of a south wall, using heavy Baustead loam. I

was despairing of ever being able to establish the
plants, when, to niy surprise, it started early this

summer to throw up strong growths, which subse-
quently flowered profusely : and I am told by people
who grow the plant well that I am sure of a suc-

cessful plantation and abundance of flowers for years.

I had the pileasure recently of seeing a splendid
clump growing luxuriantly iu a northern aspect at
East Burnham Park, the residence of Mr. H. J.

Veitch, who informed me that he b.id the staple soil

removed, and provided ample drainage. A compost
was u>od consisting of moderately light soil, with the

addition of pe.at. lime rubble, and sinid. evidently a
suitable soil, as the growth of the ]>lnnt w.ts strong.

It occurred to me. however, that to eusure the very

best results, a site commanding a certain amount of

sun-heat is essential, and from my owu knowledge of

its habits I have formed the ojiiuion that it is a much
less ditlicult plant to grow than is geueriiUy supposed.

/. F. MfLod. Dofcr JIousc Ganlcns.

DRY WEATHER BEDDING PLANTS.—I can quite

endorse " H.'s " st.atements on p. 270 of tlie Oanloicn'
Citron iilf for September 5 respecting these plants,

aud I think Zinnias most assuredly should take first

place. I have noted them in various g.irdens this

season, and alw.ays found them literally smothered
with flowers. Zinnias, both tall aud dwarf, are

capital town plants, not suB'ering in the le.ast from
smoke. Very large beds of mixed vai ieties have pro-

duced in our garden a fine display for three months,
so long a sea.son of flowering bein; a great advantage.

Antirrhinums, too, are ,ittriiclive and showy plants,

coming true to colour from seed. Verbegas and
Phlox L'rummondi seem to have vied with eich other

in quantity of bloom this ye.r, despite the fact that

Verbenas are now seldom used as bedding plants
;

and given an aver.ige season, they arc pleasing plants

for beds. 'J'eu-week Stocks do well in town g.jrdcns,

and grow with great vig'iur : a l.irge bed here, con-

taining IJOO plants of these Stock.^ h.is presented a

btautiful show throughout the seasiui, and their

fragrance is, as every one knows, delightful.

Nicotiaua affinis should not be forgotten, and I do
not remember having seen such a wealth of bloom ou
the plants as this ytar. The drawback of the plant

closing its flowers the great- r part of the day in

bright snusbine is more than com|ien-ated by the

show made aud delicate odour emitted in the early

morning and in the evening. They have been pKinted

in large quantities iu the London parks this season

It is fortuuate that these subjects will flourish under
adverse circumstances ; aud perhaps I aui correct

when I say that a more trying season has not been
experienced for a very long time—and this, together

with the smoke, fo;, acids, and other aerial im-
purities inimical to vegetation, renders gardening in

Loudon a diffiiuU business. If. B. Ay;jctt, Bcnnuiul-
sri/, S. E.

FAILURE TO FLOWER THE PRINCESS ALICE
STOCK. -This beautiful Stock has failed to bloom
with me this se.ason, although the plauts attained
their usual size. Thousands of plauts were raised

from seed sown on a hotbed early iu March, which on
being planted out grew rapidly, but not a plant lias

flowered. In other years they have done well ; aud
the seed was procured from a first-class source.

ir. B. A'jtielt.

HYBRID ANNUAL SUNFLOWERS.— Observing that

a Cultural Corameudation was lately given by the
Floral Committee of the lJoynl HortKuliui\aI Society
to » hybrid auuual Sunflower, I take the opportunity
of making a few rem.irks ou garden hybrids. I do not
object to such an award being given to auy beautiful
Bower, but these hybrid annuals are mere ephemi-ral
iudividunls, .and though the same cross may be repeated,
it can never be perpetuated by the seed of the hybrid.
From my h.abit of allowing self sown seedlings of all

kinds to flower in my garden where they come up, it

is probable that few gardens have contained so many
.accidental and spoutaneous hybrids between di^tmct
species of hardy plants. I could enumerate them by
dozens, but few have been worth the trouble of trying
to perpetuate. (Jne thing, however, I can assert about
them that I have never yet had any experience of a
true hybrid between distinct species proving constant
from its own seed, so as to establish a new garden
flower which cnu be repeated from seed. New varie-

ties proving quite constant from seed may often be
raised within a species, either by selection or by
crossing distinct vai'ietics of it. This happens every
year with such plants as Papaver soiuniferum, and
other variable anuuals ; but no constaut variety can
be produced between P. Rhaas and P. somuiferum,
though such are often offered in catalogues. Ten
yeai-s ago a friend told me he had raised a beautiful
hybrid between Helianthus aunuus and H. cucumeri-
folius, of which he seut me a photograph, aud oflered

seed. I told him that either the plant would be
barren, or the seedlings would vary in the direction of

one of the pai'cnts. He saved sixteen seeils, of which
he sent me seven, all of which flowered. Ourexperi-
ence of the seedlings was similar : they divided

themselves most conscientiously in flowering
between the two parents. Some being unmistake-
able H. aunuus, aud others H. cucumcrifolius

;

these facts I recorded iu the Oardnicra' Ohrunirli:

There are many genera in which hybrids between
distinct species are more or less fertile ; it is ao with
Hiauthus. Lychnis, .Vquilegi.a, and some others. On
the other hand, 1 have never been able to lind a
perfect seed iu hybrids of Polemonium or Vcrbascum,
though both form hybrids plentifully ; or of Papaver,
or of Campanula, with the exception of the closely-

.allied species of the C. rotundifoli.i section, which
may bo varieties of one species With regard to

I>iantlius, there are two species, D. superba and D,
ca'sius, of neither of which I can depend upon
getting a typical plaut from seed saved in my
garden, so great does their preference to foreign
pollen appear to be. Moi-eover, ni the third
or fourth generation, D. cicsius often develops
a double g.irden Pink, such .as would probably
be classed .as D. plum.arius, though I suspect
that D. c^esius is a factor in m uiy forms of garden
Pink. The v,ig;iries of alpine Priniro.ses in crossing
aro too many and various to explain here. I will

only say that seed saved iu my g,ai\len from typical
Primula viscosa. or typical P. auricula (yellow alpine),

nearly always produces exclusively the many-coloured
large flowered kinds, commonly called border Auri-
culas. This hiis happened so repeatedly th.it I have
ce.ased to be surprised at it. or to suspect, .as I did at

first, that seed had been .iccidentally substituted, It

I had space I might say much more about the sponta-
neous production, and the habi's of hybrids, but I

conteut myself with lepeating, without any wish to

dogmatise, that 1 should feel much obliged to anyone
who would point out to me a true hybrid which can
be reproduced iu a constant form from its owu seed.

C. Wi'll,;/ Dml, K>h,ie IhiU, Ma'jMu.

MAIZE AS A VEGETABLE.— ".\, M. 0."s'' com-
plaint with respect to the non growth here of Maize
as an article of food, and. of course, as an ordinary
veget-ible, comes rather late. The subject is an old
one, having been written .about, discussed, and put to
practical test, years ago. It must have been fully

twenty years since, for it w.as in the d,ays of the great
Tichbonie trial, that my immediate neighbour was
William Cobbett. eldest son of the celebrated William
Cobbett. My neighbour claimed Ihiit he, and not his

father, was the actual introducer into luigland of the
precocious variety of Maize known !>s Cobbett's Corn,
He, for the few yeiiis he was resident at Bedfont,
filled his garden each season Witli the variety, and
alsti induced a neighbouring farmer to grow a large

breadth of it for seed purposes. Every efl'ort was
made to popularise the variety, and induce agricul-

turists and gardeners to grow it, not merely to pro-

duce ripe corn, but also green cobs, such as are
referred to by ' A. M. 0." However, nothing useful
resulted, and yet there could be no doubt but that the
Cobbett selection was the very earliest variety in

cultivation. M lize will grow with us well, but it ripens
corn only when the sumtners are warm. The price

of imported Maize is so low that under no conditions
could it be made here a profitable crop. As to the
green cobs, which can easily be produced , but delectable

as they may be to C.inadians aud citizens of the
Ignited .States, they do not lake on here at a'l. We
have a wonderful wealth of fine vegetables in this

country, far beyond what America can furnish, hence
there is less need here for such a vegetable. Ag.iin,

the corn-cob eats here rather watery, aud not ^ery
higlily flavoured, and when cooked whole is a very
unhandy vegetable to partake oS'. In any case, the
British people are no more attracted by green corn-
cobs than by Pumpkin pies. I do not for one
moment wish to deprecate the green corn cob as a
vegetable ; 1 am siir.ply pointing out what h,as been
done with it, and the prob.able causes of the failure

to popularise it AD.
With reference to the note of your corre-

spondent, "A. M. O.," ,03 to the reason Maiza
is not grown as a vegetable in Englaud, I think
the answer must be, that it does not prove a success
iu our ordinary summers. Somewhere in the
seventies, when the late J. S. Morgan first took
the base of Dover House, Itoehauipton, he was
very iinsious to have some grown for table, as

ho spoke of it as a ciioice vegetable much
used iu America. He procured som-j seeds which
were sown in heat, growu on into strong plants
in pots, and subsequently planted out the first

week in June on a plot of ground that had been
specially prepared by deep treuchiug and heavy
manuring. Every attention was paid to them, but
a very small percentage produced cobs fit for use

;
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the season being an unfavourable one. Maize was

tried another year, but was not an unquahfied succeis,

and it was then given up aa an unprofitable crop—at

le.^st, during my stay there—much to my employer's

disappointment. Probably a hot summer would be

favourable to it. /. Howard, Benham Gardens.

Your correspondent, "A. M. 0.,' is evidently

unairare that most varieties of Maize are totally

ansuited for the English climate, and especially is

this the case north of London. I have for the

last twenty years or more grown every variety I

could obtain, both in this country, the United

States, and Canada. Of all the varieties tried,

not one approaches Zea Curjgua. In favouiable

years, we have grown this from 9 to 11 feet high,

and one stem giown in 1S94 produced three cobs,

each weighing, when stripped i^ lb. Although large

cobs of the Curagua Maize can be grown easily, we
have never found any variety which is good for

boiling as " green corn ; " it does not grow quickly

enough to be tender when boiled, and it can only be

classed as a decorative or fodder plant, and even for

the latter purpose it is too uncertain and too much
trouble to be very desirable so far north aa here.

Thus. Fletcher, Orappenhall, C'hethire.

BEGONIAS FROM BEDS.—The enclosed blooms
of double Begonias are from an outside bed, and are

all seedlings of this year. Yuu will notice that all

the blooms sent have stout upright stems, iu which
respect they tave been very greatly improved during

the last few years. There is nothing to compare
with beds of double-flowering tuberous Begonias at

this time of the year. Most bedding plants suffer

early in the autumn through frequent rains, but
Begonias seem the brighter for it. We have several

thousands of this y^aT'e seedlings, and no other plant

could have given us a brighter mass i.>f colour than
these have done during the past two mouths. T. Gee-

son, Coicdray Gardeui, Midhurst. [The flowers sent

are large, but their most valuable characteriistic exists

in the exceptional stoutness of the stems, and the
consequent " staring " habit of the blooms. Eo.]

SWEET PEA 'CUPID."— I have been trying this

new Sweet Pea, but have uut been successful with it :

the plants seem healthy and robu'it, as you will see by
accompanying sample, the llower buds are ntimerous,

but somehow very few come to maturity, the most of

them falling otf when about half-developeil. They
do not seem t*> be eaten by insects. I shall be

pleased if any of your readers can give me the re;ison

for this. Ordinary 8weet Pe%? growing close beside

them arc flowering beautifully. A. M. ,

SOME FINE VARIETIES OF VIOLET.— I am send-

ing you a buuch «'f Friiioess of Wales Violet, which
is a tine single Violet. It has been grown nearly in

the full sun this summer, and has thriven well. In

the same bed there were likewise plants of the

Princess Beatrice Violet, which hus not stood the

ordeal of the dry season so wtll as the first-named

variety. Princess of Wales is now iu profuse flower,

and the long stalks some 9 inches or more in length :

the fragrance and bright blue colour of the flower

should make tlie variety a general favourite, A. li.

Waids, Cliteden Gardens, JUaidcnlitud. [A bunch of

very fine flowers with extremely long stalks came
together with this note. Ed.].

BLACKBERRY THE WILSON JUNIOR.— I was not

a little surprised to learn from Mr. Divers that he
had only recently succeeded in finding good examples
of the Wilson Junior Blackberry, and these were in

Berwickshire, because there are many splendid exam-
ples of this desirable fruit to be found in the Mid-
land Counties. Ten or twelve years since I planted a

quantity at Hardwick House, Notts, and successfully

b'uited it there for some years. The plants were
obtained from a Leicestershire firm, who claimed
the right of its introduction into this country.

Like most of the family to which it belongs, it

delights in a moist soil, and the natural soil

of the garden being of a sandy kind, it became
necessary to plant in a 8pecially-prep.-xred soil ; large

holes were got out, and filled with good, turfy
loam, with a liberal sprinkling ..f lime scraps. The
plants were planted in November, the small growths
l)eiug cut close back during the following summer.
Shoots were made by the plant, ranging from 9 to

10 feet in length. These growths were carefully

thinned out to ab«:>ut four of the strongest, which
were allowed to remaiu, and secured to Larch-poles

10 feet high. During the succee..iing autumn,
quantities of fine fruit were gathered from time to

time, which was enjoyed by all who ta;ted it. The

third or fourth year after planting, canes averaging

from 10 to 12 feet were made by the plants,

which also produced large quantities of excellent fruit.

The aspect was south-west ; and with the e.Kception of

the old wood being annually cut away after gathering

the fruit, an occasional application of liquid-manure
aud a thorough mulching of fresh stable-manure in

the autumn, no other attention was given. There
are at the present time fruiting in the cottage

gardens in various parts oi Leicestershire plants

of this variety of Blackberry, and I was pleased

to notice a fine dish of the fruit at a village

show in the Market Harborough district l.iit week.

At Woodhouse, Jugby, Market Harboro', Loughboro ,

and other parts of this county it succeeds under
good treatment. It will not succeed in very ex-

posed situations, or in water logged soil. Many fail

with it iu its young state after planting ; it needs
Bome sUght protection till established. The late

Mr. William Ingram, after seeing the plants at Hard-
wick Houss about six years since, assured me he
intended to plant it at Belvoir, but whether he did so

I cannot say. /. //. Wallir, P. I!. U.S., LcicesUr.

• In answer to Mr. W. H. Divers on the

above subject, I write to say that 1 grow the

'iVilson Junior Blackberry successfully. The plants

are growing in good loamy soil, in a line across

the kitchen garden, the sli.jots being trained on
wires. The fruit this season has been very fine

and plentiful. I have already gathered two
bushels, and shuuld have been able to pick to the

end of this month if the rain had not spoilt

them. I am surprised t.i find Mr. W. H. Divers
has not succeeded with the plant, as it grows most
luxuriantly here, and .s.ime of the shoots are 30 feet

in length. Possibly the diiference in climtte may
account for his lack of suc.-ess. 11'. n'i//o(5, ilintUa I

Manor Garden*, Hants.

Law Notes.

A TRADE crSTOM UPSET.

The legal arguments iu the prosecution of Mr.

Alfred Reflell, farmer and market gardener of Kew
Bridge and Covent Garden markets, Staines, and

elsewhere, for having iu his possession, for u^e in

trade, an imstamped bushel measure, were he ird on

Saturday last by the Brentfjid Justices. The facts of

the case, as reported in oiu- columns last week, were

simple. In3{>ect>r Tyler, one of the iliddlesex

c luntv otlicials, saw Ihe defeudant's salesman at Kew
Bridge Market, sell Peas fri..iu a bushel basket, which

was found to be unstamped, and was seized as illegal.

To this the defendant replied that be could, by

custom of the trade, use such a basket for ruch a

purpose. The Farmers' and Market Gartleners'

Association instructed Mr. P.jTon. barrister, to argue

on their behalf, anil Mr. S. Woodbridge, solicitor,

appeared for the Middlesex County Council. The

1 itter, o(>ening the argument, re ied on the Weights aud

Me-asures Act of 1S7S, that every utensil used for the

purpose of measuring goods must be stamped. Section

2S required that all measures of capacity must be

stamped and denoiuinate<l, and their measure plainly

marked on the outside ; and Sect. 19 stated that " no

local or customary measures, nor those used as heap

measures, shall be lawful. He would not contend

that all baskets used by a market ganlener should be

st impel. When used as vessels of conveyance this

would not be necessary, but when used to measure a

bushel of garden produce, they must be stamped, as

iu the case of liquor. If a glass of wine or cup of tea

were asked for, that was a varying measure, for which

there was no standard, and the Act would not apply ;

but if a specific quantity, siu h as half-a-pint, were .asked

for, then tlie imperial mea-ure must be given. So
her«, were a basket of Pe.i~ bought, the Act would
not apply ; but when a bushel wis asked for, it must
be served in a properly- stimped and denominati^l

measure. If his learned friend would assent now to

have the bushel basket iu question stamped, he

would withdraw the prosecution on payment of the

costs. The chairman, interposing, observed that

stamping a b.isfcet wou'id have little eff^ect. The
seed could run through it. .Mr. Woodbridge replied

that by the bye-laws of the county baskets could

be stamped and tested with the standards of the

Board of Trade. Mr. Byron, in reply, contended that
the basket was not a measure, and was not recognised
either by sellers or buyers in the trade as one. The
sale of garden-produce was by parcel, not measure,
and the practice had been followed from time imme-
morial. The chairman said that a buyer, asking for

a bushel must be presumed to consider he was
obtaining that which he asked for. Mr. Byron replied

that such baskets were well understood not to be
measures They could never be measures. They
varied with the temperature, contracted or ex-

panded with the damp, and could be compressed
or extended. They were known sis sieves. A bushel,

in the trade, wis taken two ways : as a metric

measure and as a basket to put things in. The Chair-

man stated that a double interpretation would not do.

As to the sieve as a measure. Section 19 of the Act
abolished it. Here a bushel was asked for. Mr.
Byron said that was disputed. The buyer did not
ask ' What are the Peas a bushel 1 " but " How much
are these bushels of Peas ? "showing he recognised the

trade bushel. Moreover, there should be standards

at the market office, and the salesman should have
been protected by tliat, as the inspector distinctly

said he would be satisfied if stamped measures were
on the preuiises. Thomas Wheatley. salesman to the
defendant, said that the buyer in this case asked the price

of the bushels of Peas, and he clearly underst':«d be
was buying by the parcel. He was a constant dealer,

and knew the customs i.f the trade. " Bushel '' in

the trade applied to baskets He believed he was
protected by standard measures being in the market
office. In cross examination, he said if a sieve or a

bushel were asked for, he should give a basket. Mr.
W. Poupart, President of the Farmers' and Market
Gardeners' AssocLation, Mr. Henry Mash, of King
Street, Covent Garden, a de.der of large experience,

and Mr. John Asbce, Superintendent at Covent
Garden Market, gave evidence that the custom
of the trade was to sell by parcel and not by
measure. No one but a novice askod for a bushel,

and the trade well knew how garden produce was
sohl. Baskets could never be stamped, because they

altered in size under varying circumstances. A
member of the firm of Messrs. Perrin, basket-makers,

depjsed that b.iskets were never m.ide to size ; there

night not be three in a thousand of one size." This
closed the case. The chairman, in delivering judg-

ment, said that the Bench were all of one opinion,

that the word bushel was used in the transaction.

In a trade that could have only one mean-
ing, an imperuU measure. It was unfortunate

th,it the word bushel was still lingering in the trade,

having a meaning difl"erent to a measure of capacity,

an imperial measure. They must hold that the word
bushel meant only the imperial measure. It was so

iiseil in the Boanl of Trade regulations, and it could
have no other legal meaning. If a purchaser asked

for a bushel, he meant the legal measure, and in this

case he was served from an unstamped measure. They
were much indebted to both sides for the way the

question had been argued, but they would have to

convict the defendant for using in his trade an
unstamped measure. There was no imputation of

fraud, but the law was clear. The defendant would
be fined twenty shillings and costs, and as the case

was one of great importance, the Bench would assist

by every means in their power if a caie were desired

for the Court above.

Scotland.

APPLES.

FoK goo^l quantity, size, and high colour in .\pple3

the present season wUl be long remembered in Scot-

land. The croje are also some weeks earlier than

usual, and on wall trees the fruit is equ.al to the best

grown in the southern and midland counties of

England ; and at some of the exhibitions the high

colour of the fruits led some persons to suppose they

were grown in orchard-houses '. But as is generally

known, Apples which are grown on walls and have

plenty of sunlight during development, are equil in
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colour and flavour to the best orchard-house fruit

which is grown. Indeed, we have many varieties of

a deep golden tiuge this year, which in ordinary years

are of a pale green colour. These are from dwarf

standards well exposed to the sun.

Onions.

This has been one of the best seasons known for

vegetables in Scotland for many years. Culinary roots

of all kinds are in fine condition in gardens of every

grade I have visited. Onions have been for .some

years a specialty in the north, and the bulbs exhibited

at many of the horticultural shows wore in capital

form. The largest bulbs I have remarked were half-a-

dozen from Culzean Castle Gardens, where Mr.

Murray, the gardener, has done much to encourage

the cvdtivation of this vegetable. The six were of

the variety Ailsa Craig, and weighed IS lb. My best

bulbs this year for trial have again been Cranston's

Excelsior, Veitch's Main Crop, and Dobbie's Golden

Ball. They were sown early in March in the open

ground, and are the best we have had for some years.

M. T.

Nursery Notes.
•

WM. CLIBRAN & SON, OLDFIELD,
ALTRINCHAM.

Tuts firm has a large seed, bulb, and cut-flower

business in Manchester, and their nurseries extend now,

if we include the principality nursery at Llandudno

and that at Bangor, to about 200 acres. The Oldfield

nursery, which consisted in 1S72 of one greenhouse

and a few acres of land, has now, beside land, five

acres covered with glass. As showing the growth of

a horticultural establishment, the rent in 1872 was

£20, and the w.ages bill about ,£,'iO per annum. The

einployis are now over 200, and the wages total up to

about £7,000, and the rental about £1,&00. The firm

are issuing this year 100,000 catalogues. The out-

door trade is a general one, comprising forest-trees of

every description, flowering and evergreen shrubs,

herbaceous and bulbous plants galoro ; while indoors

there is a large stock of stove and greenhouse plants,

and a varied stock for keeping the cut-Bower depart

ment in touch with the wants of the Manchester

cut-flower tr.ade. Tlie outdoor dep.artment has been

taxed to the utmost this season, partly because of the

iron-bound season of the year previous, and of the

.^rowing demand among the people for plants to

beautify their residences : so that while '' bad trade
"

is a stock phrase among many of the community,

there is evidently something to spare for the luxuries

of a homestead, showing clearly enough, as is

verified by our Board of Trade returns, and the sum-
total realised by the iucome-tax, that the nation is

prospering. Instead of going into a general survey of

stock-in-trade, which would make up far too unwieldy

an article for suchapapcr as the Gardeners' Clnotiirh,

I prefer pointing out some of the more notable and
noteworthy subjects that passed before my eyes as

possibly being more interesting and instructive to

your readers.

FOREsT AND OrNAMENTAI. TrEES.

The Scarlet Oak (Quercus coccinea) is a splendid

ornamental subject, with itj large leaves assumiug

already a tinted hue, but most beautiful in the autumn
for its ruddiness. (Quercus panuonica, l>y name
conferta here, is very striking, its large leaves cut

deeply into about twenty divisions, having a glossi-

ness of green that marks it out as one of the first of

showy ornamental O.iks. The uaiTOw-leaved in-

finitosimally-cut form of pectinata called filieifolia is

striking because of its rigid, upward -growing, crowded
eaves. The variegated form of the Turkey Oak
((^uercua cerris variegata) makes a handsome tree

because of the whiteness interspersed with green of

its oblong cut-in leaves. The golden-leaved Quercus

Concordia looks a free, decorative slow-growing Oak,

with scarcely a thade of green about i's crowded-
together pectinate leaves.

Chief among the Acers for making a grand land-

scape tree is Acer pseudo-phaLauus var. atropurpureus.

It has quite as large a leaf as the invaluable Syca-

more, and then its dusky-brown upper-surface, and

its dull violet uuder-surface, make it a most effective

tree. Acer Schwedleri is a more liver-coloured leaf,

and is generally three-lobed, and a limp that does

not stand out like the leathery A. atropurpureus.

The cut-leaved silver-leaved Maple (Acer dasycarpum

heterophylUuu) is also a stylish form of tree, with

green leaves and pale wine-coloured stems and leaf

foot-st.ilks. The purple form of the Hawks-claw

Maple (Acer platanoides laciniatum) is ono of the

most distinct of the larger-leaved Maples, with large

leaves, carried on slender foot-stalks. Acer Woorleyi

is a nice greenish-gold-leaved Sycam.ire. Acer

ginnala is a close-growing, upright, finely-cut Maple,

not unlike a Birch in its leaf-form, a free-grower, and

very efiective as an ornamental tree.

The purple leaved Hazel makes a very effective

low-gi-owing tree. Its great cordate, rounded, ovate

leaves, tell well among its fellows, with upper-surface

bronzy, and under-surface claret-coloured. Among
the v.arietie3 of greens we have in a landscape this is a

notable gain. The purple Birch is a fine fellow to the

ordinary alba, having bronzy stems and leaves ; and

the cut-leaved Weeping Birch (Betula alba lacinata)

passes pleasingly before the eye. The Aucuba-leaved

Ash has large, ovate, clouded green and white leaves,

quite a departure from the normal form, and when
grafted on straight stems, as it is here, it makes a beau-

tiful ornamental standard. The mop-headed llobinia

inermis makes a .splendid plant, with beautiful pin-

nate leaves of a captivating shade of green ; the

standards here are very striking. The Imperial

variety of Alder (AInus glatinosus imperialis) has

deeply incised leaves of a fine shade of green, and

grows freely. The variegated Elm has about as much
white as green on the leaves, and is a good grower,

making shoots a foot long in the season. The golden-

leaved variety of Ulmus campestris (Louis Van
Houtte) has nicely formed ovate leaves of fine sheen

of gold on the upper surface, ranking high as an

ornamental subject. We wore much struck with the

golden variegated Cornel bush (Cornus sibirica

Spiithi. It is a free grower, ami very striking in the

landscape, standing well, too, in smoky districts,

where Acer Negundo gives way. Among L-aburnums,

Cytisus vulgare aureum is a notable subject ; its

fine trifoliate leaves of a golden cast attract atten-

tion, and it appears to be a free growei.

Chief amongst the lower-growing bush trees and
shrubs, we would place the yellow-berried Hawthorn.

Its finely cut leaves, as fine as anything in sub-tree

life we have, command attention ; and then its great

croD of berries, generally in clusters of four or five,

makes a fine terminal appendage to each shoot.

The snowy-flowered Mespilus, with its white penta-

phyllous flowers, make it a very desiiable subject

among others ; and the Snowdrop-tree ( llalesia tetrap-

tera) is crowded up its sterns with three to five

drooping white bell-formed flowers. The serrate-

leaved Elder (Sambucus racemosa serratifolia) makes
an ornamental shrubbery plant, with a profusion of

small scarlet berries in midsummer. The Weepitig

Pear (I'yrus salicifolia pendula) has hoary stems, with

lanceolate leaves and promineut. white mid-ribs,

making ornamental plants when grafted. The golden-

leaved Privet (Ligustrum ovalifolium aureum) is a

handsome companion to the well-known and invalu-

able ovalifolivim Pi'ivet, its leaves having broad irregular

margins of white, the green centres having a tendency
to colour ruby with .age. The W.ayfaring tree (Vibur-

num Lantana) makes one of the best of orna-

mental shrubs, with its crowd of scarlet

berries, grand to look at, .and fine for in-

door ornamental work. The v.ariegated Snowberry
looks well, and i^ so useful for what we may call a

scavenger plant under the drip of trees. The golden
Weigela is a useful gain amongst that chass of orna-

mental shrubs. Its leaves are large and golden-

coloured, all the better for being set in reddish

steins ; the new Weigelia Eva Kathke has terminal

dull-red Pentstemon-like flowers. The Brambles ai'e

in great variety, many of them showing leaves,

flowers, and fruit together. Shepherdia argentea is a

highly-finished .suliject with beautiful silvery leaves

shining like a piece of silk on bronze-gold stems.

Coniferous plants do not do very well about towns
;

the principal exception is the Austrian Pine, which is

grown here in quantity. The one above all others

th.it is doing well, and commanding a ready sale, ia

Picea puugens glauca. It forms a most symmetrical
young tree of model pyramidal habit, the branches

clad with closely set needles of a beautiful glau-

cous hue ; as a villa Conifer of not too large

dimensions it is unequalled. Hollies, particularly

green Hollies, are in quantities and in varied sizes,

and are doing well. The deciduous Mountain Holly
(Ilex monticola), is worth noting, although one does
not take to Hollies without leaves in winter, but they
are as singular and unlike a Holly as possible from its

oblong pall-grocu smooth leaves, and then the
b.alance is in its favour when it is furnished with
strings of red berries on the leafless stems.

Herbaceous plants are largely grown, an.! ths

mixture of those and of Alpines in the rockeries,

surmounted on salient spots with specimens of

Adam's Needle ( Yuccafllamentosa), with its candelabra-

like flower spikes, now full of flowers, are very
showy. Rudbeckia purpurea looks well in crowds of

its composite flowers with dullish-crimson rays.

Scabiosa caucaaica is a striking plant with it bluish

flowers, and the white variety is particularly choice.

Heliopsis Pitcheriana carries splendid golden flowers,

and is one worthy of general cultivation. Astilbe

rivularis has fine leaves, and grows rampantly, all the
more so in moist situations, bearing large white
flowers. Columbines are in great variety, and eo are

Campanulas ; the purple-belled gUimeiata being in

profusion among many others. Ceutaureas and
Chrysanthemums, particularly of the maximum type,

arrest attention, as well as many other herbaceous,

and alpine plants.

The Hooses.

Large quantities of Crotona .are grown, one called

ruberrimua being much grown for market ; and so

are Colons, Caladiums, and every description of orna-

mental-leaved plants. Gardenias are found in quanti-

ties, and clean and vigorous, radicans and Fortunci

especially. Stephauotis is of tbe fine freo-flowering

variety, with broadly ovate coriaceous leaves, and full

of umbels as one looks along the branching stems.

Pavetta montana with its Ixora-heads of white flowers

is notable. 1 was glad to notice a fine lot of Plum-
bago capeusis, and the white variety, which finds a

ready sale. It is a good old decorative plant. Daphnes
also are in quantity, and among a lot of Acacias, A.
pubescens singled itself out. Kochea falcata, too, is

worthy of general cultivation.

The stock of Azaleas is a large one, the one most in

demand for selling as plants for greenhouses or for

cut flower purposes, being Deutsche Perle. It is here

in great quantity. Large beds of Begonias, both
single and double, were a blaze of flower. Tea Roses
are grown by the thous.ands in houses which get
little ventilation. Ivies are done here excellently, and
p.ains are taken to have strong fully-developed varie-

gated sorts, strung up perpendicularly in pots set close

together. Petunias. Pelargoniums, Tydasas, Qloriosas,

he, pass before the eye. Ferns of all sorts fill a
large space, and so do Clematis of sorts, Fuchsias,
and such like. Callas are also grown largely, the
two most notable sorts being EUiotiana and Ptut-
l.andi, both h.aving yollow instead of white spathes.
The leaves of EUiotiana are not unlike a Dieft'en-

bachia, pale green, with white blotchy spots, Both
sorts have received the highest award from the
Royal Horticultural Society. J. Anderson.

Trade Notices.
Mr. Alex. MoQrehor, who has been head gar-

dener to Charles Walker, Esq., of Brettargh Holt,
Kendal, for the last twenty-two years, loaves to start
business for himself at the Union Street Nurseries,
Greenock, which he has t.aken on a lease, and where
he intends growing for market purposes, plants,

flowers, and fruit.

Mr. H. W. Ward, an old and talented corres-
pondent of this journal, having left Longford (Jastle

Gardens, Salisbury, has taken some land distant
about 2 miles from the town of R.ayleigh, Essex, and
intends to carry on the business of nurseryman and
florist.

ni
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SOCIETIES.
.

BATTLE FLOWER SHOW.
*' The month is now September," as John Uulhih sang,

" tlie hunter's moon's began," and so aviranier flower shows

should be all over. At any rate, Battlo Show would have

been had it not been postponed because the chief day of the

Hastings' Carnival was fixed fur the same date, an alteration

v/hich. however, did not please many inhabitants of Battle.

But bo the diflfcrinoes of opinion what they may, the last

horticultural event of the se;ison is, ;is it deserves to bo, very

popular in the l<x;ality. and no exertions aro spai'ed by the

committee, and the honorary secretary, so aptly named
AUwork, to make it successful.

The exhibits were arranged in three large marquees, but

had there been a fourth it would have been better, as there

were many evidences of crowding. As usual the cottagerfi

•showed very well, proving what a little encouragement,
properly exercised, will do ; and the prizes provided by the

lluchess of Cleveland, by Lord and Lady Brassey, the Honour-

able T. A. Br;i.=Bey, and his lady, brought keen rivalry

;

while 1 am told the neatest and prettiest garden in the parish,

which took 1st honours, was in every way a model of

neatness and good culture. The lion's share of the prizes in

the Open Division fell to Mr. T. Portnell, gr. to Sir AitcniBAT.n

Lamb, Beauport, and, indeed, he seems quite invincible in

(lowering plants, and stove and greenhouse cut-flowers. lie

was also successfid with fruit, but was beatoa by Mr. J.

Snow for Colonel Hankcy's prize for eight dishes, which
always invites a shari'' competition. By far the best Peaches

were staged by Mr. Jenner, gr. to E. T. Lambert, Esq.,

Telham Court. Fruit, generally, was not of the size and
colour of that of last year, although Plums were very good

;

some Gages, and other kinds grown <m a high wall on young
trees, and shown by Major Tuori-e, were beautifully finished,

and excellent in every point. Besides stove and grecn-
liousc cut-llowers, florists' flowers were well shown; the

Cactus Dahlias of Mr. W. Strkdwick, and some bright and
fresh Phlox Drummondi, shown by Mr. J. CiiivEua, being very
noticeable. Table decorations wore good, Mrs. Gilmouii
from Ilawkhurst being to the fore ; while the best bouquet
was that shown by Mr. W. Alien, gr. to Lord Biias-srv

Normanhui-st. A Currespondent.

HORTICULTURAL FETE AT MILTON.
Sr.iTKMBicii 9, In.—The ninth annual exhibition .'f tluwiTs,

frui^ and vegetables in connection with the Milton ami
Sittingbournc Horticultural Society, which took iilace in the

Board Schoula, Milton, nn Wednesday and Thiirsday last,

will be memorable for hiving been the means of bringing

about what was, perhaps, one of the lincst displays of

hortieultuiMl produce ever seen in Kent.

An interesting retrospect of this uoique result was due to

the competition among amatoiir and cottagei-s' horticultural

societies in the county for the Ivent Champion-belt, offered

by Messrs. H. Cannei.l & Sons, Swanley. The Iwlt, accom-
panied by substantial money prizes, forms a competition

which has been in existence for some years. It w.os insti-

tuted by Messrs. H. Cannell tfc Sons with the object of pro-

moting the higher cultivation of vegetables by amatevir and
cotu^ge gardeners. The idea " caught on" directly, and for a
time the champion belt took up its residence in West Kent.
At the luncheon at Rodmersham lost year, Mr. H.
Cannell announced that the conditions of the competition
would in the future bo altered, and that, In addition to

the collection of vegetables, fruit and flowers would
also bo added. Under the new conditions, cultivators

of flowers ;ind growers of fruit would be gtven chances of

cxliibiting thcii" skill in these special departments.
There were ten entries this year, the competing societies

being Milton (the holders), Ash-next-Sandwlch, Chatham,
Jiynsford, Gillingham and New Brompton, Ightham, Mil^ted,

Murstou, Rodmersham, and Rochester and Strood. The
exhibits were staged along one si-le of the building, and each

collection was nca'ly put up. The competllion was for ten

varieties of vegetables, six dishes of hardy fruit (distinct

varieties), and a stand of annuals, or other out-door grown
flowers, an*anged for effect (the dimensions of the stand to be

2 feet by 1 foot 6 in.). The collection of fruit consisted of two
dishes of Apples and two dishes of Pears, each distinct (six

to a dish), a dish of twelve Plunis, and a dJsh of Cherries.

The vegetables were as follows :—Three Cauliflowers, six

Beet, six Tomatos, three Marrows, nine Ouions, a dish of

Kidney Potatos, and a dish of round Potatos (nine to a dish),

thirty Runner Beans, six Carrots, and six Tuinips, First

prize of £3 and champion belt, Rodmersham, with an aggre-

gate of S7J points ; tind, £-2, Milton, 82 points ; ih'd, £1,

Eynsford, T.S points; and 4th, Ightham, 70} points. The
highest possible number of points was 102.

THE BUNYARD CENTENARY
SHOW.

Septhmber 15, Iti.—A thoroughly representative cxhihition

of fruits, vegetables, and llowers, was held in the Com
Exchange, Maidstone, on the above dates. Kentish grown

fruit, with its char«cteristic finish and quality, was strongly

€n evideitce. This remark applies not only to ont-door fiaiits,

but also to Grapes, which were very fine. The vegetable

classes were surprisingly well filled. A most commendable

feature of the shnw was the encouragement given by special

classes to the smaller growers, including the amateur and

the cottager. The collections of vegetables exhibited eoUoo-

tively by separate local societies thoroughout Kent, made

a most imposing display, there being no fewer than ten com-

peting societies. The arrangements throughout were excellent,

thoattractivenessoftheshowbeiiiggi-eatlyenhanced by Messrs.

BuNv.iRU & Co.'s own exhibils, which embraced a reproduc-

tion of the fruit trophy car which appeared in the Lord

Mayor's Show in London in IS'.i". Groups of plants and cut

flowers, also from the same source, added greatly to the

effect. The good wishes of those present at the luncheon

[held at the conclusion of the judging] were expressed for the

increased prosperity of the firm, and an acknowledgment was

made of the impetus given to fruit culture far and wide by

the high-class productions so Ircquently and successfully

exhibited from Maidstone.

Fi-uit,—For a collection of twelve dishes of indoor and out-

door fruits in variety, Mr. Jarnian, gr. to 11. L. C. Bras.sev,

Esq., Preston Hall, Maidstone, was placed 1st for a collection,

including not a weak dish. CJrapes werc represented by Mus-

cat of Alexandria, heavy bunches, fine in berry and colour

;

Black Alicante was well finished ; Pears, Pitniaston Duchess

and Triompbo do Vienne ; Apples, Americim Mother and

Gravenstein ; Peaches, Princess of Wales and Sea liigle

;

Nectrrine, Victoria ; Plum, Coc's Golden Drop ; Melon,

Hero of Lockingo ; and a strong dish of Morello Chon-ies.

Mr. Earl, gr. to O. E. D'Avioiioit Golbsmid, Esq., Tnnbridge

Welhi, also exhibited well, his best dishes being Grapes,

which wore almost equal to those in the best exhibit.

For eight dishes, Mr. liobinson, gr. to W. Lawremk, Esq.,

HoUingboume, was Ist. having well-coloured Grapes.

Madame Treyvc Pears, and Cox's Orange Pippin Apples as

his best dishes. Mr Snow, The Gardens, Wadhurst Piuk,

showed well in this chtss, but liy an imulvcrtenco ho sUiged

nine dishes, which led to his di8qu,'Uific;ition ; bis Grapes

and Peaches were of excellent qviality.

For six dishes, distinct (for gardencra employing a lad or

hoy only), Mr. Keif. gr. to .\. T. Kil-MCK, Esq., Wcaverlng

Street, w:i3 1st for an all-round good exhibit of hardy fruits,

the best Ijeing Grand Duke I'lunis, extra flno ; excellent Pit-

m.xston Duchess and Durandcau Pears, and Worcester Pear-

main Apples. Mr. Kcnnard, gr. to Hkrbert Monckton,

Esq., was Cnd.

For three distinct kinds of Gr.ipes Mr. Snow was 1st, with

largo wellcolom-cd Black Hamburgh, fine in liorry ; extra

good Museata, large bunches, well finLshcd ; and Gros Maroc,

In similar condition. Mr. itoiuNSoN, who followed, .also

sliowed well, but he had siuallcr bunches. Mr. Eaiu. w:ls 1st

for Muscats, with large wcIbpi>>portioned bunches, be Ixjing

the only exhibitor. Mr. Snow won for Black Hamburghs,

having another cpially fine jiair of bnnches.

For Buckland Sweetwater Mr. Uorinson was l.st : and for

.any other whito Grape al.so, iiavingclear examples of Foster's

Seedling. For two bunches of any Grape, size of l)en-y and

of bunch being the qualificati.ais, Mr. Ilabjohn, gr. to lion.

K. P. Neville, Birliiig M;inor, w;us easily 1st with Gros Maroc,

having weighty bunches an.l immense well-coloured berries.

Peaches were shown well, but in more than one instauco

the wet weather h.ad left its mark upon them. Mr. Wrxidward,

gr. t.3 UooKR Leioh, Esq., B.uliam Court, was 1st for six

dishes, staging fniits of extra .luality .and finish, the best

varieties being Dymond, l^rini-css of Wales, Late Admirable,

Sea Eagle, and Lady Palmcrston; Mr. Browning, gr. to S.

Lee Smith, Esq., Larkfield, was L.'nd, with smaller fruits.

The best trio of Nect.arincs. .\lbert Victor, Victoriii, and

Pitma.ston, were shown by .Mr. Snow; .and the next best.

Pine-apple, llivers' Orange, anil I'itmastou (very close to the

former), came from Mr. Woodward.

Mr. Jauman had the best three dishes of Poaches in

Thames B:uik, Bellegarde, and Se:i Eagle, all in good

condition.

Mr. Earl was easily Ist for Plums, with well ripened

Jefferson, Bryanston Gage, and Coe's Golden Drop.

Tomatos, though not present in hirge numbers, were excel-

lent in quality, Mr. Lewis, gr. t)T. Oliverson, Esq., East

Sutton Park, Ijeing 1st.

For two varieties of dessert Tomatos, Mr. Humjihrey, gr.

to A. M. DoRMAN, Esq., Ashford, was lat, with New Green

Gage and Sunbeam, both yell.nv kinds.

With six dishes of Pears, Mr. Lewis was a splendid 1st,

with very fine examples of Souvenir du Congr&s, Willi.ams'

Bon Chretien, Triompbo de Vienne, and Doyenne Boussoch.

For three dishes, Mr. Uab.johs was 1st : his selection com.

pi-ised Doyenni5 Boussoch, Souvenir du Congrts, and Brock-

worth Park. Mr. Graves, gr. to Rev. E. Bartrdm, Wakes
Cobie, was 2ud.

In the cliiss for twelve dishes of Apples, Mr. Lewis won
again with an even exhibit, the Viest being Peasgood's Non-

such, The Queen, Golden Noble, :md Mtre de Menage.

In the class for six dessert kinds, Mr. Brownino was a

worthy 1st, having varieties of liigb-elass qu.ality, as Cox's

Or.ange, Kibston, American Motlicr, King of the Pippins, and

Mabbott's Pe.irmain ; in Mr. Graves' 2nd prize exhibit,

Ribston Pippin was very good.

Mr. Lewis vt.as 1st for the best dish of Lady Sudeley Apple,

with well-coloured fruits.

Veyttahks.—These were shown in Large qu.ontities in a

number of classes, so arranged as to give an opportunity t©

all, from those with large "gardens down to the allotment

holders.

The competition in the large class for not more than

eighteen kinds brought four excellent exhibits. Mr. Snow
was 1st, bis collection being staged to the best advantage,

whilst there was an absence of coarseness, for where size

was apparent it was combined with good quality. His best

exhibits were Peas (Kentish Hero), Hill's Prize Scarlet

Runners, EUam's Cabbage, Autumn Giant Cauliflower (large,

but solid and clean), and Ailsa Craig Onions. Mr. Clements,

gr. to the Rev. H. H. Domerain, Westwcll Vicarage, was a

very close 'Jnd indeed, the arr.uigement only detr.icting in a

measure fivm the efieet .as a whole ; Red Celery w.as fine, so

wore Tomatos, Puritan Potatos, Excelsior Onions, and

BrxLssels Sprouts.

For nine varieties distinct, Mr. Kknnard w.as 1st, with an

extra good exhibit, well arr,anged, the quality being specially

good, and the best dishes those of Wind.sor Castle Potato,

Autumn Giant Cauliflower, and Cheltenham Beet.

Vcgefcibles shown in the next division were for prizes offered

for special strains of Messrs. Bunvard & Co.'s own selection

or as introduced by them. For their strain of Cheltenham

Beet, Mr. Thomas, gr. to Miss Balston, Thornhill, w;is 1st.

For Hill's Prize Scarlet Runners, Mr. C. Beale, Wheeler

Street, w.is 1st. For Turnip-rooted Carrots, Mr. NuN.v,

HoUingboui-nc, was 1st.

For Buuyard's Whito Sp.anish Onion, Mr. HosilER was again

Ist with the finest siiniple we have seen this year ; a superb

exhibit. For St. John's Day Cabb.age, Mr. Clements w.as

1st ; .and for Ellam's Eai-ly, Mr. Frond, gr. to J. B. Hensen
Est!-, Tunbridge, occupied the same place. For Puritan

Potatos, Mr. Clements won, and alS') for Windsor Castle,

both being fine specimens. For Snowdrop Potatos, Mr.

Coward, Ashford, was 1st with a good exhibit.

For six varieties of vegetables, open to amateurs who
oeciusionally employ a g.ardener, Mr. Clements, Westwell,

was 1st ; and in a similar class for nine kinds, Mr. W. Mist,

Ightham, occuijied the same post of honour.

In the class for an unlimited collection, in which the

membera of various local societies nmy combine their

exhibits, there was a grand display, and no fewer than ten

entries for the eight very liberal piizes. The Milton Society

w;is tho winner of the 1st prize, and rightly so, in a very

keen competitiim ; this exhibit was of even quality, very

fresh and bright. Ihe Ightham Cottagers* Society was a

good 2nd, with a few more select dishes than in the 1st prize

exhibit, but scarcely so weighty. These and all of the other

exhibits in this diss had a line of iilaiits between and at tho

back of each ; thus the divisions were simple aud the efTeet

was excellent, and tho fcibles were only about 21 feet high,

being thus very convenient.

Cut J-'loiecrs.—These were shown in three sections. Mr.

Kennard had the best twelve plants of Asters in pots as

lifted from the ground ; anJ Mr. Ilardaway, gr. to Colonel

Pin- the best twenty-four cut blooms in another chrss.

<.>thcr chisses were provided for Astors, ;Uso for Scabious,

Phlox Drummondi and Zinnias, the exhibits being good,

althougli in most cases tho wet weather had evidently had

some etfect upon them.

Messrs. Bunvard's own exhibits were distributed through-

out the show to the best possible efl'ect, forming good

acce.s.sorics behind dishes of fruits, and in various other ways.

The firm's chief efforts with fruit were to be seen on the

fruit trophy, as here they had a selection of the best Apples

and Pears in b:isket3, and as sm-all pyramids at the base, the

whole being very tastefully finished by the use of Cr.ategiis

pyracantlia in berry and cut flowers. This exhibit

was flanked by a group of well-grown and freely-flowered

zonal Pelargoniums on the inside, and by cut flowers, plants

in imts, and heavily laden trees of Apples and Pears in pots

on the other.

The proceeds after the payment of prizes will be distributed

between the G.ardencrs' Royal Benevolent Institution, the

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, and the Church Institute at

Maidstone. ^^

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICUL-
TURAL.

September 0, 10.—The annual exhibition of this society

was held on the above dates in the Waverly Market, Edin-

burgh, and was a very gieat success. The Fruit cUlsses were

Ihe most important, but Plants, cut Flowers, and honorary

miscellaneous exhibits from nurserymen were present in

considerable qu.antities.

Fruit.

Seldom or never has the Waverlcy M.arkct been filled

with a finer collection of Fruit, especially Grapes, than on

this occasion. The white or black bnnches of Grapes may

at times have been bigger, but seldom, if ever, have they

been equal or suiwrior in quality, finish, and bloom. Nor

were big bunches lacking; the 13J lb. cluster of Black Muscat

grown by Mr Leslie, of the Portcullen Gardens, Perth,

furnishing an admirable Ulustration alike of size and quaUty.

There were also some admii-.able clusters in the general col-

lecUons of fruit, as well .as in the special classes for Grapes

;

in the magnificent collection from the Forth vmeyards ;

in those of Messrs. Buchanan. Bri.ige of AUau,in which

Hamburghs, Alic.ante.s, Ahiwick Seedling, Cooper's Black,

and Cannon HaU Muscat, were splendidly finished. The

finest Mmcats in the show were from the same dis-

trict that is. at Rothesay, Bridge of Allan, grown by Mr.

Rutherford on old-establtobed Vines. His bunches were not

more than from 3 to 4 lb. in weight, but they had tliat rich
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golden hue—the sure sign uf the highest quality in Muscats

—that enabled Mr. Rutherford to take the whole of the 1st

prizes for Muscata. The succees was 80 striking and com-,

plete as to suggest serious questions as to the effect of size of

wood and of bunch, and also the age of the Vines in reliction

to colour, quality, bloom, &c.

The que&tion is not a new one, but it has not as yet been

satisfactorily settled. Perhaps Mr. RuTHERroRD may be

induced to chronicle his views on the subject. He was good

enough to state, in a conversation at the show, that the

Muscats lost weight in the final process of finishing, as also

that they seldom reached their best until probably two

months after they were ripe. Most of us have noted such

facta before, but they need re-discuasion, as does another

view advanced by the gi-owers of the splendid Grapes from

the Forth Vineyard, viz. , that while manurial dressings do

brighten the berries without doubt, their effect on flavour

is probably nil, or may prove injurious. One more point

:

have the Messrs. Buchanan or any one else ever been able

to colour the Cannon Hall Muscat up to the golden standard

of Mr. Rutherford's Muscat of Alexandria?—and if not, why
not?—or what relation the size of the berries has to the

inferiority of the finish?

Grapes may he said to have dominated the fruit show

—

three fine bunches in eacli collection of twelve varieties, and
two bunches in the collection of eight varieties. Then there

were cUisses for the best bunches of Grapes, containing at

least three varieties—for two bunches of Muscat of Alexan-

dria ; two bunches of Hamburgh ; one bunch of Muscats ; one

bunch of Hamburgh; one bunch of Alicante; one bunch of

Alnwick Seedling ; one bunch of Groa Colmar ; one bvinch of

Lady Downes ; one bunch of any other black Grape ; one bunch

of any other white Grape ; one bunch of finest-flavoured

black Grape ; one bunch of finest flavoured white Grape ; one

bimch of finest densest-bloomed black. It is only needful to

add that moat of these classes were well filled to make it

abundantly evident that the Koyal Caledonian Horticultural

Society still holds its place and power as patron of Grape

and other fruit growing.

The names of the winners in a few of the principal classes

are appended. There were also numerous classes for varieties of

Apples and Pears in single dishes of six fruits, and of Currants,

Gooseberries, &c. In the hmg list of classes for Apples, there

was only one not familiar to Southerners, James Grieve,

raised in Edinburgh we understand.

Collection of twelve dishes of fruit, grown in an orchard

house ; not more than two dishes (distinct varieties) of each

kind, Grapes excluded. 1st, J. Hdnter ; 2nd, W. CRt'DE^f,

Castle Kennedy ; 3rd, Thomas Bowman, Lasswade.

Collections of twelve dishes of fruit. Pines and Bananas

excluded.— 1st, Mr. A. Kibk, Alloa ; 2nd, Mr. J. Hunter,

Lambton Castle Gardens; 3rd, Mr. Smith, Uxenford Castle

Gardens.

Collection of twelve dishes of fruit grown out-of-doors, Ist,

Mr. J. Day, Galloway House Gardens.

Collection of eight dishes of fruit, Ist, Mr. J, Hcnteb
;

2nd, Mr. A. Kikk.

Six bunches Grapes, at least three varieties. Ist, J. Leslie,

PortcuUen G .rdena, Perth ; 2nd, D. in W. Buchanan,
Kippen.
Four bunches Grapes, distinct varieties, let, J. Leslie ;

2nd, G. Potter, Whitehall Gardens, Cumberland.

Two bunches Grapes, Muacat of Alexandria. Ut, W.

Butherfokd, Bridge of Allan ; 2nd, J. MaitijoN, CurriehiU.

Two bunches Grapes, Black Hamburgh, let, W. Rutiieu-

FOED ; 2nd, G. Potter.

One bunch Grapes, Muscat of Alexandria. Ist, W. Ruthhr-

FOBD ; 2nd, P. M'Donald.
One bunch Grapes, Black Hamburgh, let, W. Ruther-

ford ; 2nd, D. Kidd, Carberry Towers Gardens.

One bunch Grapes, Alii'mte. ist. I). &l W. Buchanan ; 2nd,

J. Paterson.

One bunch Grapes, Alnwick Seedling. Ist, U. TH0MA>i,

Bonnybridge; 2nd, D. & W. Buchanan.
One bunch Grapes, Gros Colmar. 1st. A. Rowland, Yester

House Gardens ; 2nd, J. Macpherson, Mayfield.

One bunch of Grapes, Lady Downes, 1st, H. Thomas; 2nd,

J. BoYO, Callander House.

One bunch of black Grapes not named above. 1st, W. L.

Farmer ; 2nd, W. J. Green, Vorks.

One bunch of white Grapes not named above. 1st, J.

Potter ; 2nd, J. Day.

One bunch Grapea, finest flavoured black. Ist, G. Potter
;

2nd, J. Morrison, Archerfield Gardens, Drew.

One bunch Grapes, finest flavoured white. 1st, W. Ruther-

ford ; 2nd, J. S. Allan, Dumfries.

One bunch Grapes, black for fiuest bloom. 1st, J. Mac
PHEBsoN ; 2nd, T. Boyd, Falkirk.

One Queen Pineapple, not less than 2Jlb. in weight, le*,

D. Kidd ; 2nd, M. M'Intyre, Innerleithen.

One Pineapple, any other variety, not less than 5 lb. in

weight. M. M'Intybe.
Collection of Apples, twelve varieties, three of each, ripe

or unripe. Ist W.Culton, Castle- Douglas ; 2nd, J. Nowkll.

Six Dessert Apples, two varieties, three of each, fit for the

table. 1st. J. Colton.

Collection of Dessert Pears, six varieties, three of each,

ripe or unripe. 1st, J. Nowell; 2nd, J. Day.

Six Pears, two varieties, three of each, fit for the table. J,

Nowell.
Vegetables.

Collections of Vegetables were capital and clean, and the

Potatos, notwithstanding the delutfe of rain, free from

disease. Tomatos were superb ; Cauliflowers good ; Cabbages,

Savoys, Bmssel Sprouts, coarse and large ; Celery and

Turnips, all the dishes, save one golden yellow, were good.

Leeks, a dozen or more, were superb; Onions fine but not

numerous considering that Edinburgh is full of French and
German Onions, hawked in ropes through the town, and
that Scotch Onions in the shops are mostly inferior. The
pots of well-grown Parsley were a welcome feature, and all

the beat Carrots well shaped.

Collection of Vegetables, twelve varieties, lat, D. SPBean,
Johnstone ; 2nd, W. Harper.
Twelve varieties of Potatos, six of each. 1st, R. Wilson;

2nd, J. CossAR, Dunbar.

Plants.

The two tables of jjlants exhibited for prizes were grace-

fully arranged, and maintained a nice balant^e between foli-

age and flowers. Messrs. Laird's table, between the two,

chiefly filled with choice new flowering and foliage plants,

probably helped. Pnth stove and greenhouse plants were
choice and good. A fine Clerodendron BaUouriana, a white

Lapageria, and a grand Statice were excellent. Foliage and
table plants were also rich, fresh, and nicely blended and
contrasted. Tuberous-rooted single and double flowered

Begonias made a bright display of colour, while Fuchsias and
Zonal Pelargoniums took us back to old times. Pot Lilies .

were plentiful and good, while Balsams, Cockscombs, Arc,

were inferior.

Table of plant:!, circul.ir, 12 feet diameter, for eftect— 1st,

G. Wood, Oswald Road ; 2nd, J. M'Intyre, Darlington.

Four stove or greenhouse plants, in flower, distinct varieties

(First Prize preseiited by the Corporation of the Citj' of Edin-

burgh)— 1st, J. M'Intyre; 2nd, G. Wood.
Four Orchids, distinct varieties—lat, D. Wilson, Glasgow

;

2nd, W. Hutchinson.
Four exotic Ferns, distinct species, exclusive of all others

—1st, J. Napier.
Two Gleichenias, diatinct apeciea—1st, J. M'Intyre.
Four Adiantums, distinct species—Ist, J. M'Intyre,
Tree Fern, not le.'^s than :! feet stem— 1st, A. Laino.

Four British Ferns, distinct varieties—lat, J. Napiek.
Nine dwarf Bricish Ferns, distinct virieties—Ut, J.

Preston.

Six Lycopods, not loss than three species— 1st. G. Chaplts.
Edinburgh.

Six foliage plants, distinct species, exclusive of Palms—
Ist, T. Lunt.
Six foliage plants, distinct species, exclusive of Palms, pots

not exceeding 9 inches— ist. T. Li NT.

Two Crotons, distinct varieties-1st, T. Lunt ; 2nd, J

M'Intyre.
Six table plants, foliage, distinct varieties, pots not exceed-

ing ij inches—Ist, D. Mackat; 2nd, A. Urquhart.
Six table plants, lerns, distinct varieties, pots not exceed-

ing ij inches— Ist, T. Lunt.

Six tuberous-rooted Begonias, single, distinct varieties—
lat, D. M.*ckay ; 2nd, D. Adams.
Three tuberous rooted Begonias, double, distinct varieties

—1st, G. Chaplin; 2nd, S. Abbott, Prestonfield Hou?e.

Two Fuchsias, distinct varieties—Ist, D. Mackay.
Six Chrysanthemums, not less than throe varieties—1st,

D. Mackay ; 2nd, J. Pearson.
Three pots Liliums, distinct varieties, in bloom-- 1st,

J. Bald.

Roars.

While the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Hocicty has done

much of its best and most important work among fruit, it

is even more creditible to show to all comers through ita

great shows in the Waverley Market what can be done by
skill and culture and dogged pegging away to wrest a rich

harvest ol Roses from such le iden skies and flooded suils a^

have prevailed through this August and September. We
have seen more and better Hoses than were to be SL-en here

this year ; but when one heard, .saw, and felt the energy and
persistency of these northern rains, the wonder grew not

that the Roaes were not more pcrltct, but that so fine

blooms were present. In fact, BO Car as nt..t a few of the

white and light pink Teas nud perpetiials were concernod,

most of thorn were without speck or Haw ; white many, moit

of the more glowing colours, bore traceaof overmuch washing.

But considering their local environments for the last month
or more, the Roses were wonderfully iilentiful and good. An-
other singular fact may be note i—few or no southern growers

put in an appearance. How is this ? Is it that the prizes are

not good enough, or were the rains, of which we have had so

much in the North, came too late to reach the roots of the

Roses? Or can it be that the Scotch trinity of growers fortradc,

the Messrs. Cocker of Aberdeen, the Messrs. Croll of Dundee,

and Messrs. Smith & Son of Stranraer nro impregnable on

Caledonian ground? It is gratifying to find them scattered

so widely over the country so that their success can hardly be

based on the unco-gudeness of either their soil or climate.

These three firms secured all the prizes in the nurserymen's

classes, excepting a few jirizes taken by Mr. .1. Downie, Edin-

burgh, and Messrs. Adam & Craigmile, Aberdeen, and Mr. H.

Dickson, Belfast.

The prizes for private gardeners v/ere also won by very few

men.
Twenty-four Roses, distinct varieties. Ist, W. Parlan*,

Rosslea Row ; 2nd, J. Hood.
Twelve Roses, distinct varieties. 1st, J. Hood; 2nd, W.

Parlanb,
Twelve Tea Roaes, not less than six varieties. Ist, W.

Parl\ne; 2nd, A. Brydon.

Cut Flowers other than Roses.

Gladiolus, H0II3 hocks, clear of disease, beautiful and stately ;

Dahhas, Herbaceous plants, Carnations, Picotees, Pansies,

Chrysanthemums, Asters, annuals, all wore good. Bouquets,

apraye, &c., in which Pancratiuma, Eucharia, and Orchids

played a conspicious part, were tasteful.

A Few Nurserymen's Clasbbs.

Messrs. R. B. Laird k 'Sons won Ist prize for tWenty-ioUr
evergi-een shrubs in distinct kinds, there being no other
exhibitor. The same firm were awarded lat prize for six

Palms in distinct species, Mr. A. Potter being 2nd.

For twelve Conifers in pots or tubs, distinct species, Messrs,

J. Dickson <t Sons, excelled Messrs. R. B. Laird & Sonk.

Mr. J. DowNiE won for twelve plants most suitable fur

table decoration, Messrs. Laird k, Sons being 2ncl.

The bsst tree Ferns we e frona Messrs. R. B. Li.iRD il

Sons.
Honorary Exhibits.

The Show was largely furnished and enriched by the
liberal contributions of the leading nurserymen. Messra,
D1CK50N &L Co , 7, Waterlfto Place, Kdinburgh, had a largo

table arched over with Grape vines, filled with choice pro-

ducta, and fringjd vdth a magnificent collection of Apples
grown in their Sdverton Nurseries. Moasra . Methvem «Ss

Sons had a splendid table richly decoratei with Lilies,

Crotons, Caladiums, a most satisfying maze of beauty and
fragrance ; and yet another filled with the newer and
grander tuberous Begonias. Mr John Dowkie, Princes
Street, had a rich collection of dwarf Cannns. Liliums,

Begonias, and foliage plants. Messrs. Laird & Sons had a

rich display of charming foliage 1 plants, crowned with the
graceful Coccus plumos.i, and va rious other Palms and
groups of plants. Messrs. Jvme-* it Son, of Hanover Street,

showed some choice Conifers,

The growers of herbaceous plants were greatly in evidence.

Messrs. Cocker Ai S()NS of Aberdeen being the largest exhibi-

tors, having over 200 species and varieties. Messrs. DodrieA
Co. of Rothesay, and others, also niv'e a brillLint display of

Cactus Dahlias, Mnrigrilds, Asters, and Pentsteraons. Tables

of herbaceous plants were also shown by Messrs. Laino &
Mather, Kelso. Mr. John Fohhes of Hawick, whose
grand clean spikes of llollyliocks were the admir.ition of all;

W. Fell ifc Co, Wexham ; Mr. Campbell, High Blantyre

;

Alexanoeu Lister, Rothes.iy. who showed a matchless col-

lection of Pausies ; Chas. Irvine of Jedburgh and others

Mr. EcKFoRD, Wem, Sbiop.shire, had a table of Sweet Peas;

and Messrs. Lainc. k Mather, Kelso, had a companion tabic,

entirely furnished with their new seedling white Chrysan-

themum Duchets of York, grown wholly in the open air.

Charles Irvine. Jedburgh, showed the finest Penste-

mons yet seen; and the Mcsi-rs. Buchanan, of the Forth

Vineyard, a charming red Tomato, Stirling Ca.stle.

Mr. CuTHBERTsoN, fiom Rothesay, and others also showed
herbaceous plants. Glidiolus, and Hollyhocks.

ADVICE TO THE TRADE.
TflE Florists' Exchang.i of New Yoi k lately insti-

tuted .1 competition ivitli a view of nacertiiiiing the

best methoil of forming .and maintiiining a satis-

factory business eatablisbment. Tl>e following are

some of the recorameridat ous made in the prize

esfay ;

—

Employ conipcteut help.

I'ay your liilU promptly.

Keep your environments tii'y.

Be punctual iu delivering orders.

Read, study, pause and consider.

Waintuin a reputation for honesty.

Work h.ard and study intelligently.

Be nent iu your personal appearcince.

Never permit lounging iu your stored.

Grow only what oau be sold at a profit.

Always grow the staples iu cut Howern

Send out all orders attractively put up.

Post your customers on cultural points.

Place adveitising where it will do most good.

If your tr.ade calls for cheap plants, grow them.

Oft'er bargains whe j you can afford to do so.

Provide a waiting-room for your customers.

Keep your prices as consistently vuiiform .as possible.

Keep a supply of seed-i aud bulbs of the best

quality.

Keep a stock on hand of jardinieres, baskets, &c.

Treat your employes as you would like tj be

treated.

Anticipate fashion, and bo always ready to meet
her caprice.

Keep a few of the advertised novelties ; also one or

two curiosit es.

Remember daily the sick poor in your locality with

a few iiowers.

.Siiow some telling effects iu your grceahousei in

plant arrangement.
Endeavour to educate your custom'Jrs to purchase

high-grade material.

Do the work for others eutrusted to you carefidly

and conscientiously.

Adorn your surroundings where yoiu- work will be

Been to best adv.antagc.

Always have some window attraction iu the form

of a novelty or tasty design.

Ilave the interior decoration and furniture in ycur

store in perfect harmony.
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If situated for it, handle vegetable plants and fruits

;

but only the best varieties.

Send a few flowers to church every Sutulay for

piiljiit and altar decoration.

riace your advertisement in the programme of any
local concert or other local happening.

When called upon, be ever willing to aid an enter-

tainment promoted for the sake of charity.

Keep your name before tho public as much as

possible, in every legitimate manner.
Make a personal canvass of your town for business

wherever you are likely to secure any.

Be courteous to your patrons, and if you employ
help, exact from them similar conditions.

Provide your village square with a sample of free

beddinc; for one season ; get a contract tho next.

Kxplain the eccentricities o£ plants, according to

environment ; " What is one man's meat is another's

poison."

Be generous to your patrons—and visitors ; a

button-hole or corsage-bouquet freely donated, always
brings its reward.

Encourage the school children to love flowers by
offering a prize in the form of plants or otherwise, for

the best written essay on the subject of flowers.

Give free exhibitions, and invite tho people and the

press to witness them— say at Chrysanthemum,
Christmas, and Eastor times ; or whenever you have

a display worthy of notice.

Additional Hint.s to thk Beginner.

Do not get discouraged.

Ecouomi.se every inch of space.

Buy in bulk in order to get the largest discounts.

Be able to deal intelligently with outside firms.

Have a thornugli knowledge of tho work you
are to undertake.

Boar in mind that what is worth doing at all is

worth doing well.

Subscribe to your trade and all thorough-going
horticultural papers.

Employ your time profitably ; it pays better to

pull weeds than to talk politics.

Be methodical in keeping your accounts. Never
hesitate to work at the head of your men when
necessary.

Enquiries.

" He that qiu'sthiu'lh much sJudl learn mit^h."—Bacom.

A coUREsi'ONDENT, "J. C. M.," wouId be obliged

if any of our readers will state tho disadvant.nges or

otherwise of using the following for preserving wood-
work of greenhouses and garden-frames, instead of

paint. Creosote, tar. and sulphate of copper. Would
either of them have an injurious effect upon plants,

or give an unpleasant flavour to Tomatos or Cuoum-
bei's ? He wouM want to use the preservative after

the house is put up.

The Rev. Canon Ellacombe, Bitton Vicarage,

Bristol, would like to know if Clematis Sioboldii

(not. Rer/., xxiv., '25, and intnlai, August, 1882) : and
Phlox Van Hcnitti ( But. Ryj., xxix., 5), are now in

cultivation. Ho used to grow both, but has not seen

either of them for many years, and would like to get

them again.

Richard CuRNOW.—We regret to announce the

death of Mr. liicbard Curnow, which occurred at sea,

whilst on his way home on sick-leave from Columbia,

Mr. Curnow had been in the service of Messrs, H.
Low & Co., The Nurseries, Clapton, for more than

twenty-two years, the last nineteen of which he had
spent as one of their Orchid travellers, and he was,

without doubt, thoroughly at home in his employ-

ment on foreign service. For some three months he

had suffered from malarial fever, and succumbed to a

paralytic seizure on August 25 last.

Henry Knight.—We regret to announce the

death of Mr. Henry Knight, head-gardener to His

Majesty the King of the Belgians, which took place

at Laeken, Brussels, on AVednesday, September 9

last, aged sixty-two years. We shall allude at greater

length to the deceased gardener in our next issue.

©liittiaiin

Sir Thomas Dawson Brodie, Bart.—Tho
death of this gentleman took jil.ace on September 0,

at his Eorfarshire residence, Idvies House, in his

sixty-fourth year. The deceased b,aronet was known
throvighout Scotland for the active interest that he

took in the welf.are of the Scottish people, supporting

many institutions established for science and art, and

the furtherance of p'lilanthropic work. He will be

gi'eatly missed in t'lo^e count-es where his extensive

property is sit\iated. Ho was a great admirer of the

wild aud beautiful, and spout large sums of money
in Nairnshire and Morayshire in developing and main-

taining the forosts nnd trees generally. He was a

munificent patron of agriculture, horticultnre, and

arboriculture, of which there is much tangible proof

at Carron House aud Powgoulis, in Stirlingshire

;

and he was largely engaged in tree planting in For-

farshire. The funeral took place at Dean Ometery,

Edinburgh, on Thursday, September 10, in presence

of a large number of sympathising friends.

[The term "accumulated temperature" Indicates the aggre-
gate amount, aa woU .19 the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for tho period
named : and this combined result ia expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twonty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of bourB.1
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holders of last year's seed. For Wisconsin 2s. per qr. more
money is asked. Haricot Beans are strong. The Board of

Trade Returns give the imports of Clover and grass seeds

into the United Kingdom for the first eight months of thiy

year as 272,717 cwt., value £ 02ii,302, as against 261,961 cwt,
value £609,6S7, for the corresponding period of 1S95.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Glasgow : SepUmhcr 16.—In the appended figures will bo

found the averages of the last week's prices :

—

FruU.

:

—Pears,

2». 4'^ per case ; Apples, 6y. (3'/, to 10«. do. ; Green Gagos, ^d.

to Gd. per pound ; Gooseberries, 1*. per ewt. ; Tomatos, Jersey,

4c;. to 5d. per pound ; do., Scotch, 7*'. to 9d. do. ; Plums, 'i^d.

to Ad. per povmd ; Grapes, home, 2s. do.; Turnips, 2«.

to 2.<. C>d. per dozen bunches ; Cabbages, 8-/. to Ocf. per dozen;
do., Red, 2jf. \jid. to 'is. do. ; Cauliflowers, English, 23. to 2^ G(/.

piT dozen; do., Edinburgh, Is. to Is. Zd. per bunch;
Parsnips, d^. 'Qd. to Gs. per cwt. ; Herbs, assorted, Id. to 2d.

per bunch ; Leck-s, 'Zs. to 2.*. 6(^ per dozen bunches ; Onions,
Dutch, 3s. 6rf. to to 4s. 6rf. per bag ; do., Portugal, 10(/.

per stone ; do., Globes, 3s. to 3s. &d. per cwt. ; Parsley, Ss. to

10«. do. ; Onions (silverskin), Qs. to 7s. per dozen bunches;
Celery, 2s. to 2.*. 6c£. per bundle ; Potatos, M. per stone

;

Carrots, 4.<, Qd. to 5f. per cwt.; do., new. Is. to Is. Qd.

per dozen; Cucumbers, 4s. to 4s. Gd. per dozen; Let-
tuces, Gd. to Sd. per dozen ; do., Cos, 9'/. per dozen ;

Radishes, *dd. to Is. per dozen bunches ; Horseradish, 2s. M.
to is. per bunch ; Beans, broid. Is. to Is. 3*^ per stone; do.

French, 2s. to 2s. (17. do. ; Mushrooms, Is. to Is. Zd. per
pound ; Rhubarb, 2s. bd. to 3s. per cwt. ; Beetroot, Id. per
dozen

; do., new, 3«. Gc?. to 4s. per dozen bunches ; Cress,

Zd. perba>ket ; Brussels Sprouts, 2s. i3i. per stone.

Liverpool: September l^.—Voi^ios : Early Regents, Is. 4r?.

to Is. M. per cwt. ; Sutton's Abundance, Is. 6i. to 2s. do. ;

Maincrops, Is. lOti. to 3s. Zd. do. ; Bruce, Is. 4(^ to Is. ^d. do.
;

P. E. Kemps, Is. 6rf. to 2f. 2(1 do. ; Turnips, Gd to 9(/. pfr
doz. bunches ; Carrots, Qd. to Hd. do ; and Zs. per cwt. ; Parsley,
4^^. to 6'^ per bunch ; Cucumbers, Is. to 2s. 6J. per dozen

;

Onions, English, Qs. to 7s. per cwt. ; do., foreign, 3s. 6(1 do.

;

Lettuces, Orf. to gel per dozen ; Cauliflowers. 6rf. to Is. id. do.

;

Cabbages, Qd. to lOd do. ; Celery, Is. to 2s. per dozen heads.
The prices in St. John's Market were as follows :—Potatos,
6(1 to 8*1 per peck ; Grapes, Is. to 2s. Orf. per pound ; foreign,
Ad. to S'i. do. ; Pines, English, 4s. to (is. each ; Damsons, lA'l

per pound ; Cucumbers, M. to Sr/. ; Mushrooms, 4-^ per
pound.

Variorum.

The Alimentary Value of White and
Brown Bread,—At tUu Taris Academy's luuetiug

in June, M. A. GlliARD cuntcuded that white broad,

mad J from pnro fluwer, is quite as nourishing &%

browu broad containing all the bran of the Wh^at.
"I have already pointed out," he observed, "that
an identical proportion of gluten is present in white
bread made from flour that has been bolted, so as to

leave 40 per cent, behind, and in brown bread mido
from flour, from which only 25 per cent, has been
rejected." Another objection made to white bread is,

that it does not furnish the human organism with
sufficient phospheric acid ; but M. GiRiUD contends
that the difference is unimportant in favour of brown
bread. While, not even in the poorest countries, does
bread now constitute the exclusive iliet ; eggs, milk,
choes,e, Chestnuts, Potatos, and other vegetables
supplying a far more important contingent of

phosphoric acid than the difference between the
quantities cuntaiued in white and brown brea 1.

While physiologists ajsert that the human organism
requires 31i) grains of phospheric acid daily, M.
GiKAiiD has weighed and analysed the daily food of

labourers in the poorest districts, and found that it

amounted to double the above quantity. He con-
siders the normal bread to be that made from flour

that has given up .30 per cent, of corticle, to serve as
fiHid fur caltl.^ to be given back to men in tlie form of
meat. Jmu-n. Hue. Arts.

Q'm\fe/m

TrejpoTwtent

A Business as Florist : E. G. W. Doubtless
there are openings in Loudon for pushing men iu

th^ florist trade, but we are unable to advise you
in the matter.

AucouNt OK Mount Hauri in Last Wehic's
Issue. Uy inadvertence, the name of the gardener
was printed Mr. Jones instead of Mr. H. Garnett.

Books : W. E. Mushrooms for the Million, by Mr.
J. Wright

;
published at the Journal of Horticulture

OflSce, 171, Fleet Street, E.G.

CHRYSANTHEMnM LEAVES : Kill-m-ritjkt. We can

discover no trace of fungus upon the leaves, and
the disfigurement is, we believe, due to another

cause. It might be the result of excessive or

inappropriate manures, or other cultural error.

Chrysantqem DM Show-boards : E.C.L. For twelve

incurveds, 2 by IJ feet, holes 6 inches apart from
centre to centre, 6 inches high at the back, 3 inches

in the front. Two " 12 boards " make one for

twenty-four blooms, and three of them will do for

thirty-six blooms, and so on ; or boai'ds may be

made on this pattern to suit a particular number.
The stands for six blooms are 1 h feet long by 1 foot

broad. For Japanese blooms of twelve the board
should be 2^ feet long and 1| feet broad, the holes

7 inches apart from centre to centre. Stands for

six blooms 14 inches long and 21 inches wide, the

height at the back 7 inches, and at the front 4 inches.

All stands to be painted green, and to have the

supports made secure. See the National Ch njsan-

llifnium Socicly's Annual Report for 1895, p. 5ti.

Cineraria Fungus : S. J. G. The Cineraria rust is

Coleosporium seueoionis, P. The only remedy re-

commended hitherto is the spraying with Condy's

Fluid—but your plants appear to be too far gone

for any hope of success. M. 0. V.

Fruits fob Naming : A.L. T. Only send six kinds
;

and if you can spare them, two fruits of each.

When sending Plums and stone-fruits generally,

forward shoots with foliage, and send them before

they are perfectly ripe.

GROWfH ON Leaves op Grass: /. D. The orga-

nisms growing upon the dead-grass and leaves

belong to Physarum cinereum, a group which is

placed on the borders of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms under the name of Mycetozoa. See

Guide to British Mycctozoa, price 'id., British

Museum (Natural History), Cromwell Road, S.W.
IV. G. S.

Insect : Dcndrobe. It is a species of beetle, Dia-

xenes probably imported with some Orchids. As
it is an insect which injures the leaves of Orchids
and other plants, it should be hunted for and
destroyed, although it is scarcely likely to become
acclimatised. — h'nquira: Gryllus migratorius

(Locust).

Manure from Town : JV. E. The manure contain-

ing a large quantity of spent Hops will not grow
Mushrooms, although when thrown into a heap and
allowed to ferment till partly decayed, it will make
a good manure.

Melons ; A. G. 11. The fruit and foliage seut

showed no bacteriosis in the stems, or of any
fungus disease in the fruit. The scorched spots on
the leaves exhibited no trace of parasite, hence
there appears to be no danger of infection, and we
are disposed to attribute the condition of the

plants to some error iu culture rather than to

inherent disease. M. 0. C.

Monstera deliciosa : Thos. Flelchc-. Not c )n-

sidered of sufficient interest to be figured. We
believe that its receipt was acknoivledged iu due
course. Many thanks.

" .* TIlc ai)jdi>aiwti to ituiiieJlowcra, and cspu-UUli/ /raits, arii

m nwileruun at tins scamn, as severcli/ to tax uar rcsot'.rccs. 'J'hci/

nitail an expcndituic of timf, labour, and rnonc//, o/ r:hivh our
rc-uiers havt tittle idea. We are vntlinfi to obtii/e our corre-

spondents as far as we ean. hut we muU request lltat lhe>/ wilt

observe the rule iliat not more than six varieties be

s.ut at any one tiene. Tlie specimeiis should be </ood ones,

just ufipYoachinrf rifieneis, and to prevent disappointment, they
sli mill be properlif nundiered, euul carefulht packed. ]ye do not
n.'tl. rtfike to send answers tUroiigli I'le post. Delan in aity e tse

li nnteuklnldr.

Names ov Fruits: G. D. Ajypks ], Warner's
King ; 2, Frogmore ProUtic ; 3, Gravensteia.
—Pears: 1, Beurrci Sterckmanns; 2, Hessle

:

3, Louis Bonne of Jersey. — Carter, Parje ,0

Co.—1, bad specimen ; 2, Reinette du Canada
; 3,

New or Winter Hawthornden.—^. S. B. 13, War-
ner's King ; 14, Margil ; 15, Dumelow's Seedling

;

17, Rosemary Russet ; 18, Potts' Seedling. /.

Chadwick. 1, Lord Lennox; 2, Blenheim Orange
;

3, Cowarne's tjueening ; 5, New or Winter Haw-
thorndou ; 7, Belle de Bruxelles ; 8, Pitmaston
Duchess.— (?. .4. 1, Cox's Pomona; 2, Potts'

Seedling ; 4, Emperor Alexander ; .5, Rosemary
Russet ; 6, Fearn's Pippin; 9, LordSuflield. Pear .

Beurri; de Capiaumont.— W. G. 1, liraudey .Seed-

ling ; 2 and C, Striped - Beeling ; 3, not recog-

nised ; 5, Hauwell Soaring.—Billinyham. Pears :

2, Beurrd Sterckmanns ; ^3, Pitmiston Duchess
;

5 and 13, Duchesse d'Angoulemo ; 6, Mare-
chal de la Cour ; 7, Bergamotte d'Espe-

ren ; 9, Marie Louise; 12 and 18, Bergamotte
d'Esperen ; 14, Beurre Diel; 15, Glou Mor9eau.
Apples : 19, Lord Grosvenor ; 22, Warner's
King ; 23, Duehess of Oldenburg ; others

not recognised.

—

D. W. Apple: Dutch Codlin.

—

W. Austin. Pear: Williams' B^n Chretien.

Apples .- 1, Lincolnshire Holland Pippin ; 2, Fearn's

Pippin ; 3, Worcester Pearniain ; 4, Claygate Pear-

main.

—

F. G. D. 1 , Marechal de la Cour ; 2,Beurrd
Diel ; 3 and 4, Williams' Bon Chretien ; 5, Not
recognised ; 6, Hessle.

—

A. C. F. 1 and 5, Not
known ; 2, New Hawthornden ; 3, King of the

Pippins ; 4, Red Ingestre ; 6, Beurre Diel.

—

A. 'G. IT. 1, 3, 9, 10, 14, 21, 24, 23, are all

Blenheim Orange ; 2, Beauty of Kent ; 13, Beauty
of Keut ; 6, The Queen ; 8, Hollandbury ; 16,

HoUaudbury; 11, Cox's Orange ; 18, Old Pom-
meroy ; 17, Prince Arthur; 4, Line's Prince

Albert ; 20, Keswick Codlin ; 22, Royal Russet
;

1."), CeUiui. A few others not known.

—

M. D.
Pear : Beurri Clairgeau^a fine specimen.

—

Apple :

Not recognised—resembles Crimson Quoining, or

Queening.

—

F. A. T. The Grape is Syrian, a

variety of only third-rate quality.—/. B. T.

Pears : 1, Qausell's Bergamot ; 2, Beurri d'Amanlia.

Apple, Cox's Orange Pippin.—/. M. The small

Apple may be merely a local variety ; we canot

recognise it from such a specimen as that sent.

Najies op Plants : Currespondenls not answered in

this issue are requested to be so ejood as to consult tkc

following number.—A. B. L. Tropajolum spsciosum.
—Phono. Paliurus australis.

—

-L. B. G. 1, Epi-

dendrum species, send when in flower; 2, Epideu-

drum purum ; 3, Cyprlpedium Eismannianum
( Boxalli X Harrisianum).

—

F. M. Vauda tricolor

formosa, a very pretty variety.

—

F. Br. 1, Poly-

podium aureum ; 2, Adiantum cuneatum Phillipsii

;

3, Gymnogramma oohraoea ; 4, Pteris tremula ; 5,

Denstajdtia davallioides-; 6, Doodia caudata ; 7,

Begonia incarnata, oommouly called B. metallioa in

gardens ; 8, Hedychium ' Gardnerianum.

—

G. B.

5, Ginkgo biloba (Maiden-hair tree) ; 9, Ptelia tri-

foliata (Hop-tree); 10, Biguonia radicans ; fruits

next woek.

—

E. C. L. Kindly send a shoot

—

Kent

<t ISnjdon. Datura Stramonium.

—

M. 1, Pteris

argyrraa ; 2, Woodwardia radicans ; 3, Aspleuium
pnemorsum ; 4, Todea pellucida ; 5, Aspleuium
ijulbiforum ; 6, Adiantum speciosum ; fruits next

week.—S'. L. Epideudrum alatum. It is a very

pretty and fr.agrant species. — J. W. Hajman-

thusnataleusis.— .S'. /. 11. 1, Draciona rubra ; 2, Dra-

caena terminalis ; 3, Croton Johannis ; 4, Crotou

chrysophylhun ; 5, appears to be the same as 3
;

6, Croton longifolium ; 7, Croton irregulare ; 8,

Croton interruptum ; 9, Croton nigrescens. —
W. M. B. Onopordon acanthium (Cotton Thistle).

—

/. M. P. Clerodendron fallax. The species Quercus

next week, if they can be identified without fruits.

—

T. W. 1, Statice Halfordi ; 2, Statice sinuata ; 3,

Statioe floribuuda ; 4, Statice macrophylla ; 5,

Statice profusa.

—

H. //. IK. The crested Fern is

I'leris cretica albo-lineata aristata ; the other, Adian-

tum coucinnum.—5. Di:con. The leaf is Pulmonaria

offioinalis (Lungwort), and the labiate plant probably

a species of Dr,ieoccphalum.— 0. />'. l.Ophiopogou

Jaburan ; 2, Autherieum variegatum, probably
;

send when in llower.— W. II. Dieers. 1, I'hyso.s-

tegia imbrioata ; 2, Chrysanthemum balsamita ; ',i,

Sedum populifolium ; 4, Erica stricta ; 5, CaUina

vulgaris ; (5, Acrostichum scaudens.— tr. Abbey. 1,

Sedum .sarmeutosum ; 2, Cuphoa cyauea ; 3, C.

Llavea (C. miniata) ; 4, Maurandia erubescens.

Narc^issus Bulks : C. D., Roscmorran. Most of the

bulbs are badly dcc.ayod, and contain iiunibors of

the ' bulb luite," as well as the larv;o of a weevil.

You should carefully examine the whole of the

consignment, and reject all bulbs that are not

perfectly sound. Burn these, as there would be

nothing gained did you use them. If you have

already plau'-ed some such bulbs, we should be

disinclined to use the ground next year for any

kind of bulbs. Plant it with other crops, and give

it dressings with quick-lime and aoot during svinter.

Peaoh House : T. 11. If you want early fruit,

choose a lean-to with a southern aspect, otherwise

a span-roofed house is best. The pots to be

plunged in the soil of the border, if large, should

have three holes just above the bottom of the pot,

and one large one or three middliug-sized ones iu

the bottom.
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Red Currants and Gooseberries for a North
Wall: J. A. Of the first, choose Kaby Castle,

Red Dutch, Long-bunched Red, and Knight's Large

Red. Of the second, choose the red-skinned

varieties Rifleman, Ironmonger, Keen's Seedling,

Warrington Sm;iU Rough Ked, and Slaughterman.
Yellow : Leveller and Yellow Champagne. Green :

Hepburn's Prolific and Pitmastou Green-Gage.
Gooseberries may be trained fan-shaped, or as

single and double-stemmed cordons ; and Currants

as U-shaped cordons on short stems, or as oblique

cordous with two or four .stems. The stems of

cordons of either fruit should stand not nearer

together than 14 inches; and having decided on
the form the plants are to take, it is an easy matter
to calculate the distance apart at which to plant.

Red-si'Ider on Carnation Souvenir de la Mal-
MAISON : J. A. 0. Repeated vaporising with
Richard's XL All should rid the plants of red-

spider without injuring the former, but as it has
not done so, you might try a solution of soft soap,

4 oz., flowers- of-sulphur 2 oz. to the gallon, the

sulphur mixed like mustard is made, that is with a

small quautityof water, and then added to the water
in bnlk. By making 30 to 40 gallons of this mix-
ture, and one man holding the plants over the edge

of the tub containing it, they can be conveniently

syringed by another operator on the upper and
lower aides of the leaves. Two or three npplications

at intervals of three days should clear the plants of

the plaguo. Preferably the mixture should be
used in a warm state.

Red SI'IDER ON Violets ; J<(ps. and K C. L. 1{ the
soil and air be kept moist, and the under-sides of

the leaves well syringed when the weather is dry
and warm, the red-spider will disappear. Use
Richard's XL All Vaporiser, twice or thrice.

Roses : //. M. /;. We know of no Ro.^e named La
.Belle Lyounai.se ; but there is Belle Lyonn.aise of

Levet, sent out in 1SG7, with canary-ycllow-
coloured blooms, changing to whitish salmon-red

;

it is a seedling of Gloire de Dijon. Lacharme, in

1S54, also named one of his Roses Belle Lyonuaise,
but it is flesh-coloured. Gloire Lyonnaise is one
of Guillot's raising, and came into commerce in

18S4. It is a very vigorous grower, and on that
account might be calleil a climbing variety ; its

flower has petals of chrome-yellow at the centre,

changing to glistening white in those towards the

margin of the flower.

Rust on Grai'ES : J. A. See answers to corre-

spondents, under heading "Injury to Graiies," in

our issue for September 5 last.

SxRAWBEHliiES : G. B. The first runner coming from
the mother plant will in all probability produce
the stronger plant in a given time th.an one th.at

is produced further away, owing to the great length
of time which it has for development before it is

detached.

A good specimen of a veryTwin Cuujmber : G. D.
freqvient [ihenomena.

Wall-plates of GLASsnousES : li. P. Red, or pitch
Pine. It should overlap the brick-work on either
side, and the overlapping parts channelled or
ploughed to prevent the ingress of water.

CoMMUNK-ATitiN.s UiiCKivKD.—Rev. C II.~W. G. .S ~ !•:. .1. L
—Black io & Sons.— F. Nash.— C. Dawson.— -J. T. I«iruljcit.

—U. D.-A. K.— E. F.—J. U.—U. A.-J. W. M.-li. L!. -

\V. T. (thanks for 2s, sunt tor Gardeners* Orphiii Fiiml;,

—

A. (SiMcA.—J. D.—J. M. -W. L. Yates.—T. W. 1!._T. G.-
Gardener.—W. E. GumUeton.—T. J. C—C. lierck Bovn-gy
& Co.— A. n.—E. C.—E. E. W.—6. W.—J. A.—T. Holicv
—J. Mclntyro.—F. K —J. B.—D. W.—Gardener.—H. W.—
.1. W.— I). T. Fish.—M.—R. D.--U. S.—N. E. B.

PlIOTOQRAl'llS, Rl'FiniMKNR, Atr., RkcrivRD WITH T(I\NKS. -

II. I.ow A' (:<i. Thaukg tor l.wn-liii|>c.l (.lypripetlinni, wliieh
i.s very intrre^tin^'.

CONTINUED INCEE.UE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
•• GARDENEBS' CHRONICLE.'

IiiPoaT.»NT TO Advertiser?.— TAe Publisher has the satis-

Jactioii oj announciiij that the circulation of the ^'Gardeners'

Chrouicte" hts, since the reduction in the price oJ the paper

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,

and that it oontinnjs to increase weekly

Adixrtisers are reminded that the " Chronicle" circulates am'i/u/

COUNTRY GEN-rLKMEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS
AND OARDLN-LovERs at ftofltc, that it has a specialh/ hinir

FOREION ANn COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it ',-

vreicrved Jor rgjersnce in all the principal ii&rarifi'.

Tlie"DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, SOs.

1896. NBW CATALOGUB GRATIS. 1896.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS,
SPOUTING, PUMPS, &C.

THOS. W.ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDKY,

STOXJKBItlDaE.

SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

These tools are no w

being made in all Bhape!>,

sizes, and weights, suit-

bble for Qardening.
Stiortiog, and all pur-

poses where the Pich,

Shove), or Hoe is re-

(^uired.

PRICES.
Cabbiage Paid: —

Black 5i. 6t/.

Half Bright ... 6s. 6d.

All Bright ... U. ed.

On receipt of P. O.

Special Terms for
quastitiis.

ST..26 AUCKLAND
VAUXHALL.

LONDON. S.E.

Telegrams :
-

" Pikeman, London."

HILL & SMITH, »n'ti^r''&Tv';'
And at LO.SDON A DUBLIN.

IRON BAR <„-

if PENcma, 3 4
IBON ENTRANCE ~ *

PARK i FIELD .5 g
GATES. t^r.m

STRAINED WIRE ^^"^
FENCINQ. f^'S

OALVANISKD ^~ ".

WIRE % S
NETTINa.

BLACK
VARNISH. S

The Famout) I'OROUPINK TREE GUARD.
Pi ice Lists Free on Application.

As above.

.^ti",;uL illMil

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in

any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed, 26 ft. by 12 ft., £50; 30 ft. by 15 ft., £70. Brick-
work excepted. For particulars, see oar CatalOKue. post-free.

Superior Portable Frames, large stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
2I-0Z. glass, carriige paid ;—1-Iight frame, 4X6, 3b#. 6d. ;

2-liglit frame, 6x8, bis. ; 3-Iight frame, 12 X 6. 85». 6rf.

Span-roof Frames, ! x 4. jtj ;;<. ; 9 x s, £( l.">».

HARDY BRUIN & CO., LEICESTER.

BENSON'S
<(

£5. 5s.
LUDGATE" WATCH

BEATS ALL OTHERS FOll

ACCURACY,
D;JRABILITY, and

Co

a;

o

P2ICE.

b

?5

Send for Book of lUuBtratlons and Prices, post-fiea.

BENSON'S
ENGAGEMENT

RINGS.

6000 at Lowest Makers' Prices,

BetwitbBrillisBts, I' meralds, Pearls,

Rubies, Opal, Turrjuoiee, Ac of the

purest quality. Book of Illuft'-a-

tions, with Pattern Sizes, post free.

J. W. BENSON,
The Steam

Factory,

62 and 64, LTJDGATE HILL, E.C.,

And at 28, ROYAL EXOHANQE, B.C.

ESTIBUSHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SoUTnAMPTDN RUII.mNBS, CH4M0KRT LiNG, W.O.

TWn AND-A-flir.P per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OURRE.VT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

jums on deposit, and allows interest at the rateof TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BDILDINa SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSB FOE TWO aUINEAS
PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD L&ND SOCIETy.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVE

jHILUNUS PKK MONTH.

The BIRKBECK ALtlANACE. with full particulars, post-

|te«, FRANCIS RATKNSCBOrT. Manager
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fHE GARDENERS' GHRONIGLl

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gardhitebs' Ohboitiolb Tklhobams.— Tht

Registered Addrest for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams is " Gardchron, London,"

ASVEBTISEICENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING
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THE

|5* rA< Pioneer of cheap, aimple, emd elective heating for imall
Greenhouse t.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of the»>e

Boilers, and a consequent Rheapeoine in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows i

—

No. 1. £2 12«. ; No. 3. £,i Ihs ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger sites.

Complete Apparatus from £l 85. Libia and Estimates on
applic itioo.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughboroaiih. Letcestershir**.

I.ondoD Office : 96a, Victoria Street. Westminster, S.w.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND AliL OASDEN SXTNDBIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Mannfaoturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OTTS WELL-KNOWN HAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, QUzed and Painted.

OASH
FBIOES,

CASHL^OE
PAID.

Larger tizes at proportionate pricet.

R. HALLIDAY &
ROYAL HOBTICULTURAI. WORKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
fo ufrtl|^0«K£.Mr.H.SKKXToi«..SMMi«miin An. V Hnrir^wH*- V-* ^

.

1-
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.
" Coaohing " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.E.H.S.. Hextable, Kent.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr .Tohx Bkaithwaite. for tlie put four ;uid a brvlf years

Plant Foroman at Earoock, Hamilton, as Gardener to

T. W. Watsjx, Esq., Midstoni Hall, Hamilton, N.B.

Mr. Jxo. Julian, as Head Gardener to C. H. Williams, Esq..

Roath Court, Cardiff.

Mr J BOEKK, late Head Gardener at Mark Hall, Harlow,

Essex, as Gardener and Bailiff to Stanlev Leiohton,

Esq., M.r., Sweeney Hal', Oswestry, Shropshire.

Mr. JIcQuAKER, Foreman under Mr. Alex. McGkeoor, at

Brettargh, Holt Kendal, succeeds the latter as G.ardener

to Charles Walkek, E-sq., at that place.

Mr. Peter Williams, after two ye.ars' .service at Cikfleld

Gardens, near Nantwich, .as Head Gardener to — Ran-
STEAD, Esq., of Invcresk, Tilston, near Malpas.

Mr. David Gikson, late of Falkland Park Gardens, South

Norwood Hill, as Head Gardener to J. B. Johnstone,

Esq., Coombe Cottage, Kingston-on-Thames.

Mr. Geo. Nichols, formerly Foreman at Quux Park Gardens,

Birchington, Kent, as Head Gardener to F. Barint,

Gould, Esq., Merrow Grange, Guildford.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Hooper & Co., Centr.al Avenue, govent Garden—Bulbs.

B. R. Cant, Colchester— Roses.

W. B. Hartland, 24, Patrick Street, Cork, (I), Daffodils, (-'),

Bulbs, (3), Irish grown Tulips.

W. Atlee. Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, U.S.A.—Sweet Peas.

R. Veitch & Sons, Exeter—Bulbs.
Tecs. IMRIE & Sons, 123, High Street, Ayr—Bulbs.

H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley. Kent—Bulbs, Primulas,

Perennials, Roses, Fruits, Cactaceous PLants, ic.

Dobhie & Co., Rothesay—Descriptive List of Potatos.

Thos. S. Ware. H.alo Farm Nurseries, Tottenham— (1).

Dahlias and Begonias, Perennial Herbaceous and other

Plants, (2), Lilies, Iris and Narcissus, (3), Cai-nations,

Roses, Clematis, Climbing Plants, and other Hardy
Perennial Species, (4), Bulbs.

PARTNER WANTED, in an old-established

NURSERY, in the Midlands. A practioalmao preferred.

Only small capital require!.—ABIES, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C. ^^_^
ANTED, GARDENKR (Scotch preferred),

for Isle of Wight. Must he capable of Growing any

kind of Early Vegetables, Tomatos, Vines, Melons, aid every

description of Flower Oardeniog. Age about 40. married, not

more than one child. Gardeners' cottage in grounds, loung

under-gardener kep^.—K., 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

ANTED, HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER.—Muit understand QUss, and have unex-

ceptionable references. — Apply by letter, to W. C. BOYD,
Esq., The Grange, Waltham Cross.

ANTED, an active intelligent MAN, to

act as a FOREMAN JOBBING GARDENER, and

solicit orders for Contract Gardening and General Nursery

Stock, in a new neighbourhood, N.W. Moderate salary and

commission.-State einerience. wages expected. &c., to Z
,

Girdmers' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,3trand,W.C.

Market Gardener.

WANTED, at Michaelmas, practical WORK-
ING MAN, to take charge of 6 acres.—Must under-

stand quick rotational cropping, also to do daily round in

adjoining town. No glass ;
good house ; liberal wages, and

commission en goods sold.— Apply, by letter, to W. W.
BKDDOME, Manor Farm. Bii, Henley-on-Thames.

ANTEdT^OREMAN, for a Scotch Nur-
sery, with a thorough knowledge of Forest and Orna-

mental Trees, Shrub", Fruit Trees, and Roses. Good salary,

and permanent situation to a competent man.— P. R.. Gar-

deturs' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street . Strand, W.C.

Eoae Grower Wanted.

WANTED, a steady MAN, as ROSE
GROWER —One who has been accustomed to grow

in quantity, exhibit, and competent to execute orders.

—

Apply, stating where last employed, wages expected, age, &c ,

to JNO. JEFFERIE3 AND SON, Royal Nnraeries, Cirencester^

ANTED, a first-class GROWER of out

flowers and potatuEf, for the Midlands.—He must be an

energetic, reliable, and competent man, and quick at his work ;

preference to a married man, and an abstainer.— State age,

wages, and experience, to MIDLiNDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W,C. _^__

WANTED, an experienced MAN for growing
and Forcing Bulbs in quantities, including Liliums,

Lily of the Valley, Tulips, Narcissi, *c. —Apply, stating age,

wages required, with references, to O. E. & F. W. LILLEY.
St. Peter's-in-the-Wood, Guernsey.

WANTED, for a Small Nursery, a steady
young MAN, experienced in General Market stuff, and

attend to Horse. To live in.—Apply, stating age, salary re-

quited, with references, to C. TAYLOR, Peddar Road, South

Shore, BlackpQoL ^

WANTED,—Young Man for the Houses,
wages lis. per week; bothy, &c. — Apply with

references to C. H. PERKINS, The Gardens, Milcon Abbey,
Blandford.

ANTED, TWO TRAVELLERS (Cyclists),

under 30. uonjarried
; proved ability as Salesmen

essential. Knowledge of Agriculture and Horticulture deair-

able. Remuneration partly by salary (small), and partly by
eommissioD. Travelling expenses paid. Private security for

£50(} rdjuired. May be sent abroad if proved competent.—
Apply by letter to JOSEPH FISON aXD CO., Ltd.. Ipswich,

stating age. whether possessing knowledge of French and
Spanish, and full particulars of experience. All applicants

complying with these coaditions will receive an answer
within fourteen days.

ANTED, young Man FLORIST, quick at

Makiog-up ; able to do a Market Trade where there

is plenty of competition. North of England man preterrei.—

Wage and reference to G.. 41, Wellington St.. Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKINO SITUATIONS.
Aduertisera are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

THOMAS BUTCHER can reoommend several

HEAD and UNDER GARDENEKS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-

ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTCHEB, Seed Merchant

and Nurseryman, Croydon.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will bo able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with

particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester^

Gardeners, Fann-BaUlffB. Foresters, &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are

always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS. Chesteb."

F SANDER AND CO. oan reoommend several

• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER
GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;

men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
"

a. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AKD 00., St. Albanfl.

GARDENER (Head). — Age .3-5, married;
requires situation where three or more are kept. Frut

and flowers Indoors and Out. Orchids, &c, Of strictest

integrity; good health, and active habits. Oan be highly

recommended by present employer.-Apply to GARDENER,
Daniels Brothers, Nurserymen, Norwich.

GARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman wishes

to recommend his Head Gardener.—Age .16, married,

two children ; has been with him five and a half jeara as

a first-class all-round man. Well up in all the leading brnnchei

of Gardening. Can furnieh the highest references from other

first-class places.—S. SMITH, 11, Sumpten'" Pathway, Hoole,

Chester.

GARDENER (Head), age 34.— G. Gurney
ieeks situation as above. Thoroughly practical in all

branches. Twenty years' experience in good establishments.

Five years in present place ; fcur previously at Londesborough

Park, Yorks. Highly recommended by Mrs. Poivkll,

Maesgwynne, Whitland, South Wales.

GARDENER (Head) seeks situation.—First-

class practical experience in all branches. References

of the highest order.—Full particulars on application to " H.,'

Dicksons' Nurseries. Chester.

ARDENER (Head).— Age 36; good
general knowledge " S^peoialite Orchids." Eight years

present situation, four and a half years previous in (he

Downside Collection, Leatherbead ; twenty - two yf"'
practical experience. Good references ; married.—RlDEK,
Thorn's Gardens, Sevenoaks. Kent.

MR. T. OSMAN, Ottershaw Park, Chertsey,

would be pleased to recommend his FOREMAN (W.

Carpenter), age '28, as HEAD GARDENER to any Lady or

Gentleman requiring a good trustworthy man. Thoroughly

experienced in all branches. _

GARDENER (Head).-Age 40, married;
conversant with tvery department of Gardening lite.

Thorough praciical experience in Fruit, Flowers, Vegetables,

&c Can be thoroughly recommended by present and previous

employers.— G. NEWTON, 189, Cornwall Road, Netting Hill,

London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, one
child. Mr, Suttox. Gardener, Silverlands, Cheitsey,

can with confidence recommend his General Foreman, H.

Higgs, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services

of a first-class man.

GARDENER (Head).— Industrious, soher,

reliable; first class Fruit,lFlower, and Orchid grower.

Twenty-five years' experience in all branches of Gardening.

Highly recommended.—R. H.,88,Beulah Rd., Thornton Heath.

O ARDENER (Head),—T. Miles seeks
vJ situation as above. Seventeeu years' experience, ihrfe
as General Forfmin in present situation. Thoroughly exj e-

enced in Houses, Kitchen Garden and Pieasureground. A^^'-'A
Good character from present and previous employer?.—Siftou
Park, Stobe, Slough.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, one child :

thoroughly experienced. Early and Late Forcing,
Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, Flower and Kitchen Gar.Vn,
&c. Leavirg through ettate being sold.—M. FIELD, The
Cottage, Chuich Path. Wotiiog, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head).—Beresford V. JVJel-
viLLE, E ()., M.P.. would be pleased to recommend a

Man at present Foreman here to any Lady or Gentleman in
want of a Gar !ener ; thtrjughly ifEcient and trustworthy.

—

A. FRENCH. Ford Yanor, Lingfield, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—A Lady wishes to
recommend her Head Gardener, who has been with her

five years. Well versed in Growing Orchids, Vine", Peaches,
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Leaving through eptabli^h-
ment breaking up. Age 32, married, three children.—H.
REA, 119, Danbrook Road, Streatham, London, S.W.

ARDENER (Head), age 30—Mr. Bowman,
late of Hylands Park, Chelmsford, can h'ghly recom-

mend a man as above. Thorough practical experience in all

branches. Inside and Out.—Mr, BOWMAN, Royal Floial
Depot, London Road, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Head).—Age .34 ; thoroughly
experienced with Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumb-'if,

Tomato', Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Stove and Greeihoure
Plants, Kitchen and flower Garden.— J. NE3LING, Wyastciie
Leys, Monmouth.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
ESTATE BAILIFF. Leaving through death of (he

Earl of Macclesfield, Highly recommended by the Countess
of Macclesfield, and many others.—W. M. GEDDE3, The
Gardens. Shirburn Castle, Tetsworth, Oxon.

GEO. ABBEY, Avery Hill Gardens, Eltham,
Kent, can with every confidence highly recommeEd his

General Foreman as HEAD GARDENER, who has had six

years' thorough practical experience in every branch of the
profession here, and nine years in two other first-rate situations.

''PONMAN MOSLEY, Esq. strongly reoom-
X mends, as HEAD WORKING GARDENER (where two
or three are kept), with gool all round knowledge; life

experience ; well np in Tree Planting and Laying out. Total
abstainer; age 36. Eleven years in present service.—W.
BUTLER. Bangor's Park, Uxbridge.

p ARDENER (Head Woeking).—Age 34,
^ J one child, age 6 ; thoroughly experiencedin all branche".
Wife understands Dairy. -GARDENER, 86, Ashbrook Road,
Upper Holloway, London.

GARDENER (Head Working, or otherwise).
—Age 33, no encumbrancfs ; sixteen years' gooi practi-

cal experience in farly and late Grapes, Peaches, Pinei,

Melons, Cucumbers, Tomato', Mufrhrooms. Stove and Gieeii-

houae Plants, Orchids, Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kifch-n
Gardens. First-class reference from preseat employer as to
ability ; total abstainer

;
private place preferred ; state wagea.

Can enter immediately.—HORTUS, 41, Wellington Streef,

Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head Working), Scotch.-
Age 46 ; is open to engage with any Lady or Gentleman

requiring the services of a first-class man. Excellent Fruit.

Flower, and Vegetab'e Grower. Twenty-two years' gooi
character from present and previous employers.— J. M.,
2, Harding Road, Eastfteld, Ryde.T-W,

GARDENER (Head Working); age 30;
abstainer.—W.M. Piper, Head Gardener, Hjiands Park,

Chelmsford, desires to recommend his Foreman, H. Gibb, to

any Lady or Gentleman rfquiring the servicaa of a gcoi prac-

tical Gardener. Firstclass references aa to character and
abilify.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,
married, no family. Eighteen years' esperienfle in aU

branches of Gardening ; good references ; disengaged.

-

GARDENER, 58, Abbey Lane, Belgrave, Leicester.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 28 ;

sixteen years' ezperieoce. Mr. G. Gurney, Maes-
gwynne, Whitland, Carmarthenshire, would be pleased to

recommend L. Nicholas as above.

GARDENER (Head Working, or Single-
handed).—Age 35; understands Inside and Out;. Ex-

perience in Early and Late Forcing. Head Gardener four and
a half years, Chadahunt Hall, Kineton, Warwick.—W. S CONP,
Warkworth Gardens, Banbury, Oion.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 29.-
A Lady wishes to recommend her Gardener, where one

or two are kept. Good practical experience in all branche".

Married, no family. -B. BALL, Elm Lodge,Winkfield,WindgO''.

GARDENER (Head Working), where four
or five are kept. -Age 30; fourteen years' practical

experience in all branches of the profession. Two vear;*'

excellent character from present employer. — W. HILL,
Gardens, Godint«n Park, Ashford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).- Thoroughly experienced in the manage-

mentofgood ^-irdeii. Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, &c. Married,

two childre t youn^^est nine. First-class references. —
QARDENKP lanslope, Stoney Stratford.
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GAKDENER (Head or good Skcond), where
Beveral are kept, married ; fourteen'years' good practical

ezperieoce id all branched). Excellent testimoniala.—ARTHUB
READ. Old Catton. Norwich.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or other-
wise).—Age 27. single ; six and a-half yearslwith present

employer. Can be well recommended.—T. BARRETT. Nether-
field, Weybridge, Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
— Kitchen Garden Foreman; thorough experience,

with good references and character.—F. GROVES, Shelling-
ford, near Faringdon, Berks.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help ia given) —Age 26» single. Good references.

—

A. J. W., Sunnymede Cottages, Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER (age 25) wants situation as
Second of three or four. Would take any eubordioate

place in good garden. Ten years' experience. Excellent
references.—J. GREEN. Upper Longdon, Rugeley, Staffs.

GARDENER ; age 31, married, where one or
two are kept.—Thos. Dennes, Binfield Park Gardens,

Bracknell, can strongly recommend the above as a steady
persevering all-rouod man. Highest references,

GARDENER (single or otherwise)~Married
;

well up in Vines, Tomatoi, Hard and Soft-wooded
Plants. Good references.—W, SELLEY, 22. Vinton Terrace,
Moultan Hill, Swanley Junction.

G>
ARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—Age

T 27, single ; eleven years' practical experience in the
general routine of Qariieniog, including two years as Fir^^t

Journeyman, Inside, Well recommended. Abstainer. No
Circulars.- BEESON, 87, High Street. Netting Hill Gate,
London, W.

ARDENER (Second) of four or five.—
Age 25, married, no family; good experience. Well

pecommended,-v., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 2(^ ; eleven
years' experience, both Inside and Out.—A. BUTTERY,

9, New Hall Gardens, Abbey Foregate, Shrewsbury.

GARDENER (Second), in a small establ ish-
ment.—Inside and Out. Age 21. Can be well recom-

mended.—F. FREEMAN, Bredon'a Norton, near Tewkesbury,
Worcestershire.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise), where
four or five are kept. Well up in Melons, Cucumbers,

Vines, Tomatoa, &c. Over three years' excellent reference?.

—

E. LAWRENCE. 32. Hawley Road. Kentish Town.

ARDENER (Second). — Age 26; can be
well recommended.— "J. BE3T, The Vyne, Basingstoke,

Hants.

ARDENER (Second of three), or JOUR-
NEYMAN.—Age -21; eight years' experience both In-

side and Out. Good character. Disengaged. — THOMAS,
Church Place, Rookham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).—Age 23 ; four years' good reference. Eight

years' experience (Inside).—J. WILLIAMS, 29, Ardington,
Wantag", Berks.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; five years'
experience. Can have good character. Used to Intide

and Out. Disengagei.— F. KNIGHT, Wateiford, Lymiogtoa,
Hants.

GARDENER (Under, Inside and Ont, where
three or four are kept).—A Qentleman can strongly

recommend a young man (age 22) as above. — QKORUE
THOMAS, Condover Hall Gardens, Shrewsbury.

ARDENER (Under) ; age 20.—A Gentle-
man wishes to recommend a son of his Head Keeper as

above. — Apply to E. W. PAKKER, Esq., Skirwith Abbey,
Carlisle.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; five years'
experience Inside and Out. Good references ; abstainer.

—H. HOLBROOK, 61, Cobden Road, Sevenoika, Kent.

GARDENER (Under), Inside, or Inside and
Out.—Age 23, single ; eight years in present situation.

Good reference.—G. H. MARTIN, Knedlington, Howden,
East Yorkshire.

ARDENER (Under).—G. Goddard, The
Gardens, Bishopsgate, Englefield Green, will be pleased

to recommend a young Man, age 22, in Private Establishment.
Eight years' experience, Inside and Out.

GROWER.—Age 27 ; life experience in Ferns
and Soft- wooded Stuff. Good references.—E. HOWLETT,

6, Cook's Cottages. Albury Road, Merstham, Surrey.

GROWER.—Age 28; life experience in all
classes of Market, Pot, and Cut Stuff (first-class),

Tomatos, IJulbs, &c.—C, Hope Cottage, Ballard's Lane,
Church End, Finchley,

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR (General), and FOREMAN

(Working). — Thirty years' practical experience in
leading Nurseries. Roses. Clematis, Rhododendrons Coniferee,
Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, &c. General knowledge
of the Trade. Good reference.—T. 0., Rose Cotl c-s, Otter-
sbaw, Chertsey.

FOREMAN in Market Nursery where quan-
tity ia re(|uired ; knowledge of General Stock. Age 25

;

twelve years' experience. Gool testimociaU.- W^. E , 41,

Wellirgton Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN (Inside or General,).—Age 26
;

first-class references.—JESSE JEEVE*. Church Road,
Preston, Hitchin, Herts.

FOREMAN, or Manage a small Nursery,
experienced in General Market Stuff.—Age 33. married ;

can be well recommended. Abstainer. Disengaged.—W.,
45, Grecian Street, Maid&tone.

MR. LOW, Euston Hall, will recommend
E. Ireland as FOREMAN (Head or Si:cosd), in a

large establishment. Married. Life experience in good places.
—Heath Cottage, Caterham Valley.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN.—Age 2t3 ; well up in the general

routine Oatside Nursery Work. Good Salesman, Budder.
Grafter, requires situation . Good references.—R. E. 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C,

URSERY FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR,
thirty years' experience, Hard, Soft-wooded, and general

Market Plants. Tea Roses, Clematis, Cyclamen, Cut Flowers,
*c.—W. GOULD, The Nurseries, Glencarse, Perth.

pi BONUS.—FOREMAN (Inside), age 2()

;

c^^ twelve and a half years' practical experience in good
establishments. Excellent testimonials.-B. F. T., 29, Stam-
ford Road, Fulham, S.W.

FOREMAN (General, or Inside).—Age 27

;

eleven years' good experience ; two jears and four
months as Foreman ; and can be highly recommended.

—

A. BAENES, Lordswbod, Shirley, near Southampton.

DECORATOR or FOREMAN, in good estab-
Itsbment,—Age 25 ; ten years' experience in good

places. Excellent testimonials. Diseogaged.—A. GOOD-
MAN, Cobham, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN (First). — Age 23; ten
years' experience. Excellent character.—W. THORN-

TON, The Garden', Nymans. Crawley. Sussex.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
—Arc ^2 ; three years in present place, fire previoua.

Good character.— J. BKAUCHAMP, Coweafield Gardens,
Salisbury.

TOURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good establish-
^f ment.—A^e 31 ; four years' experience. Good reference.
Bothy preferred.—K. WI3E, The Gardens, Oak Hill, East
Barnet, Herte.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside
and Out.—Age 2.'>: ten and a half years' experience.

Good reference.—K. SMtTH. The Gardens, Playden, Berk-
hamated, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Oat.—
Age 24 ; six yean,' experiencp, three in present place as

Second. Good character. Leaving for improvement. —
GEO. ADAMS. Hilton Park, Wolverhamp'.on.

To Gardeners and Narserymen.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 24; six jears' experience in Tomatos and Cucum-

ber*, and General House Work. (Jood references.—W.WIL-
KINSON, care of H. Gray, The Mount, Royston, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN (Under), in the Houses, in
a good Establishment.— Mr. Glek. Brambletye Gardens,

East Grinstead, would be pleased to recommend a young man
as above to any Gardeoer requiring a steady, trustworthy,
and energetic assistant.

To Nurserymen and Others.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—Age 25; eleven
years' experience in all branches, including Orchids,

Wreaths, and Cro ses ; good at Propagatirg. Good references.
—F. B., Ill, Hackney Road, London.

JOURNEYMAN (First) ; age 23.—Mr. Dix,
Head Gardener, Freeford Hal), Lichfield. Staffs , can

thoroughly recommend F. Ealini; as above. Good character.
Bothy preferred

.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside). — Age 21; eight
years' experience ; not afraid of work; eicellent refer-

ences from present and previous employers, Abstainer.

—

JAMES HOLLIS, Chapel Oak, Harvington. Evesham.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 20; four and a half yearb* experience in a good

garden ; good reference; bothy preferred.— H. D. PROSsEB,
Maesllwych Gardens, Glasbury-oc-Wye.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Oat).
—Ago 24. Good references. — PIKE, Whitestaunton

Manor, Chard, Somerset.

JOURNEYMAN, under Foreman, in the
Houses.—Age 22 ; seven years' experience in private

establishments. Excellent references.—G. U., Ivy House.
Ham Common, Surrey.

JOURNEY MA N.—Frank Watmouqh,
age 21. seeks situation as above. Excellent reference".

Four years' experience from Coleahill and Uaristow Gardens,— 4, Singapore Terrace, Ealing Dean.

YOUNG MAN seek3 situation in Garden,
Nursery, or any capicity. Knowledge of General Nur-

lery, and Jobbing Gardening Work.—C. J., 41, Wellinirtou
Street, Strand. W.O.

YOUNG MAN, age 24, quick at Potting,
Tying, and Watering. Good Budder and Grafter. Teu

years' experience. Good reEerence. — G. Ai-TLEY. Noith
Feltham, Middlesex.

^1TUATI0N in Nursery, or Private.—Age 27,O single; life experience In Fruit and Flowers; highly
reoommended,- J. CLI£ME!)T, Bircombe. near Lewes, Sussx.

IMPROVER, in Houses and Out, under good
Gardener. Can be highly recommended Age 20; ac-

customed to Glass. — ROBERT LiWRE.VOE, The Royal
Nurseries, Merriott, Somenec.

IMPROVER seeks situation under Head Gir-
dener, Inside and Out. — Age 19; bothy preferred.

Three and a half years' good character. Disangaged —
WALTER DEAN, Kingston Road, Heokford Park, Poole.

IMPROVER.—Situation wanted by a young
Man, age 17. Inside and Out; bothy preferred; two and

half years at Farnhim Castle.—R. HOLE, South Vieiv,
Farobam, Surrey.

IMPROVER, Inside, in private establishment.
—A Gardener wirhes to recommend his son, age Ut as

above. Three years* good character from last situitiun
Would pay jBi.— A. STKPHENSOS, The Gardens, WestfleW'
Highgate, N.

TMPROVER.—Young Man (19), who has had
-I- four years' experience in the Seed department tf a
Nursery, desires a situatioi as Improver.—H. C. THORNT<JN,
Clappers, Crawley, Sussex.

IMPROVER, Inside and Out.-Age 19; two
and half years in last pla-je. Gootl character. Bothy pre-

ferred.—J. F., Ecchinswell, Sydmooton Laundry. Newburv
llerks.

'

IMPROVER.—Young Man, age 18, desires a
situation as Improver. Has had three years' experience

in Market Garden. Good character. — Q. PATRICK, 5,
Claremont, Ripon.

TO NURSERYMEN.—IMPROVER, age 20^ ;

three and a half years in tfarket Nurseries, seeks
situation in Nursery (Inside).—B., 2, Homlean Villas, Hatfield
Road, St. Albans.

''rO GARDENERS, &o.— A young Man,X abstainer and of good character, seeks situation. Dis-
engaged.—W. F., a, Sherwood Villas, Boxeth, Harrow, Mid-
dlesex.

O GARDENERS.— Situation required by a
young Man, age 20; lite experience Inside and Out;

gcod references —0. KIMBER, 6, Cook's Cottages, Albury
Road, Merstham, Surrey.

T^0 NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.

experience in good London Nurseries. Good references and
character.—H., 3. Stanborough, Lancaster Road, New Barcet.

TO S E E D S M E N.—Situation wanted as
ASSISTANT SHOP.MAN, five years' experience with

Scotch and Enf^lieh Firms; hive good references. Apply—
S. MlLELLAN. (j'ueensberry Slrect, Dumfriis, N.B.

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted as SHOP-
MAN or TRAVELLER, age 28 ; twelve years' experience,

English and Irish Trade.—SEEDSMAN, 31, UpperGrand Canal
Street, Dublin.

i: FED TRADE.—Situation wanted as ASSIS-O TANT. Age 18 years. Excellent references and cha-
racter.—ALPHA, Hurst & Sons. 15.', Houndsditch. London.

A YOUNG DUTCHMAN, 22, well acquainted
with the culture of Bulba, packing, and dealiup-, > esires

situation in England by the end of September or Octcljer,
With a view to further improve in the above.—Please addr*ss,
W. A. E.. care of Nygh A: Van Ditmarts, General Advertising
Otlices, Rotterdam.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser seeks engagement
as MANAGER or TR.4.VELLKR. Sixteen years' experi-

ence ; good references from present employers.—A, H. C,
Hurst & Sons, Houndsditch, London, E.

SHOPMAN. — Age 25; ten years' practical
experience in all branches. Good reftrjnces,— C. R.,

41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

O NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, and
FLORISTS. — Situation wanted by energetic young

man. Sixteen years' practical experience in Seed«. Bulbs,
Florist, and general Nursery Work

;
quick and active Sales-

man, understanding general routine of the trade all through-
out. Highest references as to abilities and qualifications —
J. H. B.. Tintern Cottages, Ordnance Raad, Hounslow, W.

SEED TRADE.— Situation wanted as SHOP-
MAN. Age 25; nine years' expeji>'nce in all branches of

the Trade; Garden and Agricultural Seeds: also Nursery.
FirBt-cIas^references.—A. H., Mr. Guiver,The Town. Enfield, N.

CLERK.—Young Man, with seven years' expe-
rience in Seed and Nursery Trade, seeks engagement.

Highest references.—B. A., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
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JAMES SENDALL & CO., Ltd, CAMBRIDGE.
C0N8EBVAT0BIES,

PLA.NT HOUSES,

ORCHID HOUSES,

VINERIES,

HEATING
APFARATUS,

with all the

Latest Improvements,

and Newest Methods

cf Heating and Ven-

tilation.

VINERIES,

TOMATO HOUSES,

CUCOMBER HOUSES

made specially for

Nurserymen and

Market Oardeners.

NEW LISTS
with

Prices & Testimonials,

Post Free,

RANGE of MARKET GARDENERS' HOUSES, 200 feet long by 15 feet wide. Trices on applioition.

TOMA.TO HOUSES, as erected at Farnham, Woodbridge, Ipswioh, Newark, &c., &c.

No. lOO.-CUCUHBER FRAMES.
No. 101.- GARDEN FRAMES.

6 ft. by 4 ft.

8 ft. by 5 ft.

8 ft. by 6 ft.

12 ft. by 6 ft.

16 ft. by 6 ft.

£1
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H' CANNELL AND SONS' AUTUMN
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SWANLEY, KENT.
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ENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
STBAWBBRHIES, tor Forcing or Garden Culture.

GEORGE BUNYARD ft Co., The Royal Nurseries. Maidstone,
beg to intimate that their New Descriptive Catalogue is now
ready, and may be h^ post-free on application.

The largest and best stock in the Trade.

OHN RUSSELL, Commission Agent,
47, Wellington Street, Corent Garden, W.C.

ikers. L. & S. W. Bk. Telegrams. " Euonymus, London."
Telephone. 2707.

Bankers,

>EAT.—Excellent Brown and Black Fibrous,
for Rhododendrons, American Flaots, &o.

Sample bag, 2s. Qd.

F. STREET, Heatlierside Nurseries, Camberley

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDING
HYiCINTHS (SINGLE).

Sutton's Inimitable Scarlet, Pink, Light Rose, Blue, Light
Blue, Dark Blue, Pure White, Tinted White, each per dozen,

4<. ;
per 100, aSs. Price per 100) on application.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE BEDDING
TOLIPS (SINGLE).

Sutton's Inimitable White. Yellow, Crim*on, Scarlet. Rmo
and White. Purple, Lilac, each per dozen, 3s. j psr 100, 10s. 6d.

Price per 1000 on applic ition.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

CHOICE NAMED HYACINTHS, TULirS,
FREE3US. NARCISSI, il:., for Pot Culture; also

BCJLIH of every description for Bedding purpoe«!>. Dost quali-

ties only at most modera'e prices.

DICKaONS, Royal Seed 'Warehouse, OHESTBB.

Table Plants.

DRAC^NAS, CROTONS, ARALIAS,
C0J03, QEONOMAS, 4c.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration.
B. S WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Moiuiiea,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

BATHS CARNATIONS.—My NEW CATA-
LOGITE for l^9i, with Cultural Notes, is now ready,

Po-t Free on applicatir^n My colleciion of Carnations and
Picotees is one of the largest aiid beist in the kingdom, and
conta n4 all the choice t ne^ va'ieties. Orders should be
b.oked at oooe to avoid dlsippointmeot.

K. U. BlTH, Wisbach.

Kew Catalognes.

CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST of
CARNATION", PI OTKES, PINK3. *c.. *c.. is now

ready. It coutains macy Novelties now being distributed for

the first time, anil which have gained numerous Certificates.

A CATALOGUE of DUTCH and OTHER BULIU.
Also the New ROSE, FKUirTREE. * SHRUB CATALOGUE.

All the above will be sent post free on applicaticn.
THE ROYAL KURSEKIBS, SLOUGH.

WR.
1.T1 a

ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS

R(fer4>Dcea caa be given to customers ia Dfarly every town ia

the Uaited KiigOom. EMfEm/R NAHUISSUS, extra fine

bulbs, 5j. per dozen ; average size, 4s. per dozen. BARRC
CON3PI0rU3,3f.6d. per dozen ; i5j.perl03. HORSFIEtDX.
extra selic:ed bu.bs. Us. 6d. per dozen ;rftOod average size,

28. per dyzeq ; 154^ per 100. SIK WATKIN.3*. 6^. psr dozen.:

Orders over £5, Ten per cent, discount. FuU list on applica-

tion. . , liorth Tepby Street, Birmfngham. '

OVV is the TIME to PLANT P.^0N1ES,
Dell h niums, Gaillardias, and Fyrethrums.

Citalogue of KELWAY AND SOV, LaDgport.Somerfet.
N

ASPIDISTRA LEAVES, home-grownj
10». per 100.

H. MARSHALL, Florist, Batnham, 'Bognor.

WANTED, The Gem Calceolaria Cuttings
;

also Offsets of Echeveria sfcunda glauca, and Zonal
Geranium Cuttings, bsdding varieties.

THOMAS HOWES AVV SON, Highbury Nursery, Black-
stock Road, Finsbury Park, N.

WANTED to Exchange quantity of Ivy-leaf,

Tom Thumb, iic, bedding lieraniums. for Queen of

Whites (old plants with cuttings), or hetbaceoua plants.

W. CRAVEN, WoodUnds Hall GarJens. Bridgnorth.

ANTED, CALCEOLARIA CUTTINGS,
Oolden Gem ; any >) lantity.

W. TYLKB, 117, Angel Road, Edmonton.

WANTED shortly, large qaantity of Gros
Co'.mar young VINES, tho or )ast year's growth, not

fruited. State price per 100. and where on view.

W. FOX, Lambley, Nottingham.

w

Uagnlflcent New Ytllow Self Oarnatlon.

QUEEN OF THE YELLOWS.—The finest
and most perf-et yellow Carnation ever TaisKl. It is

veiy vigorous in haoit, very fref-floweriug, perfect in form,
and extra large tlower. ll does not split the calyx

;
grand

beddioK^variely ; strong plants, 6^. each.
MALMAISON CARNATIONS in best varietiep,
BEDDING and THEE CARNATIONS; hne collectioo.

Price List on application.
It S. WILLIAMS & SON. Victoria and Paradise Nurset its,

VpfOT HoUowa*, London. N.

Plant Now.

BARR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS.
Barr's *' Covent Garden " Greenhouse Collection of 3'0
Bulbs, 3:

s

IBulbs. 2I».
Barr's' " Coveot Garden " Collection for Flower-ga'den of 700
Barr's " Amateur ''Collection of Daffodils, 3 each of assorts, al5.
Barr's Bulbs are all of Urst (juality only, and are sent, carriage

paid, on rtceipt of remittance. Catalogues free.

BARR & SU.VS, 12 & 13, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.—W. INNES
STUCKEY. Landscapi Gardener, 48, Dyne Boad,

Brondesbury, N.W. Thirteen years with Mr. H. E. Milner.

ORCHIDS.—Fine healthy plants, with flower-
Fpikes : Odontogloesum graude, Oncidium rarioosum

Rogersit, Cattteya Il^rrisoh-ft;. Price, 5s. each, to make room.
A. H. ORIUSDITCH. .5. Clayton Square, Liverpool. .

CYMBIDIUM LOWII.-Six grand Specimens,
in No. )2 potsi also 5u(l nic4 young plats of CtELOGYNE

CBIjTATA. in 60-pots. Pficeoo application.

T. BVILLIE. Il'uvl.y. near Dart ford. Kent.

PEACH and NECTARINE TREES.- Twenty-
four large hil('Mt.an lird-trained trees, each covering

100 feet super, of trellit. with good fruit-bearing growths.
Will be sold (h^ap to immediate ptirrha^er, to clear houre.
For particulars apply to WILLIAM WHITELET, The

Nureerief, Hillingdon Heath, Fxbridge.

EUCHAKIS, strong and clean, in 32*8, tome
thiowinK upflower-spikos. 305. per doE. Winter-tlov orin^

CARNATIONS, in 4d'8, splendid stuff, 12^. doc. bOUVABDIAS,
in 43'8, extra bushy, 10s. per doz. Samples and names on
application.—WaLSHAW and SON, ScarborouKh.

iTy hardy tree^
from Chalk Hills. 400 feet high.

FRUIT TREES.— Largest stock in the county, transplanted.
true to name, and free from American lilight.

FOREST & ORNAMENTAL TREES, CONIFERS. ROSES, &0.
' New and Rare Hardy Trees and Shrubs. &c. .

See Planters' Guide and Tree Catalogue (56 pages), post-free.

'Rail Carriage [aid (up to 65 miles), on Fruit and Rose Tteet
value £2 and upwards.
£DWIN HILLIER AM* SON, Nurserymen, Landscapists,

and Contractors, Winchester.

ACKENZiE AND MONCUR, Limited,
Hothouse Builders and Heating Engineers. Edinburgh,

London, and Glasgow. BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. Plans and Estimatts for

all kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions. Summer
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, free. Splendid Illustrated
CATALOGUE.

London Office: 8, C4MDEN ROAD. N.'W,

ISHURST COMPOUND, used since 18.Vj,

for Red Spider. Mildew, Thrip*, Greenfly, and other
blight ; 2 ouuces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dre-ising for Vioea uad Orchard house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emultion %vhen
paraflia is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes \s., 3s., and lOs. 6a.

ISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Itn^s 6d. and Is., from the Tr^de.

Wholesale from PRICES PATEVT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). London.

J WEEKS & CO., HorticQliural Builders >to

• Her Mbjesty, H.R.H. the Princjof Wales, H.M. Oovfrn-
ment. Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Rojal Hort. Soc. Royal
Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of the

Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers.— King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Telegraph Address "Hortulanu8,London,"Tel**phone, No. 8728.

T
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

In the HlRh Court of Jastlcj, Chancery Division.

PBACOCK V. OLYMPIA, LIMITED.

OLTMPIA adjoining Addison Koad Station. CLEARANCE
SALE of valuable SPEOIMSN PALMj and OTaEK
PLANTS. B^ order o£ the Rec;ivir fjr the Debenture-

halders.

IMPORTANT to the FURNBHISG TRADE, GENTLEMEN,
AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHERUE and MORRIS are

favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION on

the Premises, Oljrmpia, Addi-on Road. W.. ou WEDNESDAY
NEXT, September 30, at 1 o'clock precisely, the valuable

collection of about

500 SPECIMEN and HA.LF SPECIMEN
PALMS

and other DECORATIVE PLANTS, comprisio); 17 magniticent

specimens of Seaforthia elegans, 8 to 10 ft.; very fine plants

of Latania borbonica, Phucnii, Cotyphai', Thrios^x. Chamserops,

Ficus, Specimen Bamb'O. Green Bays. Ornamental Shrub* in

tubs; Aloes, green and varigated ; Cycas revoluta ; Gerani'jm?;

Solanums, and other miscellaneous plants.

Catalogues may be had <f the person in charge of the

Gardens; of JOHN HOLME?, Esq , Solicitor. 31, Clement's

Lane, K.C; of Messrs. EDWARD MOORB & SONS,
Chartered Accountants. ;i. Crotby Square. London, E.C ; and

of Messrs. PROTHEROE and MoRRIJ, Auctioneers and

Valuers, 67 and 63, Cbeapside, London, E.C.

Llllum looglflorum.

IMPORTANT CONSIONMEST of 3'0 CiSB5 from Japan.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that they have received advice ot the

shipment of the above 3'u OAS E3, and as soon as they arrive

in this country the data of Sale will be announced.
Auction Room', 67 and 68. Cbeapside. London. E.C.

Tiinoridge Wells.

About ten minutes walk from either of the Tunbridge
Wells Railway Stations.

TWO DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of well-rooted NURSERY
STOCK, by order of Messrs. Thomas Cripps & Sons.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Tunbridge
Wells Nurseries, Tunbndge 'Wells on TUESDAY and WED-
NESDAY, October 6 and 7, at 12 o'Cock precisely each day,

2000 Specimen BORDER SHRUBS, 3)00 Hardv CLIMBERS
and other PLANTS. .30CO Standard and Dwarf ROSES. ;000

oval-leaved PRIVET, 20:0 Standard APPLES, all named and

the best kinds; lOOO ORNAMENTAL TREE?, together witi a

prime Stack ol MEADOW HAY, about ;» toi s.

The Stock may now be viewed. Catalogues may b» liid on
the Premises, at the Seed bhop. 48. High Street, Tunbridge
AVells : and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 6'<, Cheap-
side, London, E.C.

Cbllwell Nurseries, CMlwell, Notts
CLEARANCE SALE of FRUIT TREE5, in consfquence of the

approaching Expiration of Lease of a portion cf these

Nurseriee.

MESSR8. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Messis. J. B. Pearson k. Son, to SEuL by

AUCTION, on the Premise?, as above, oa THURSDAY, Oct. 8

at Twelve o'clock precisely, without reserve, a quintity of

general NURSERY STOCK, recently trans.j!antfd and baanti-

fully grown, including 8 OUO STANDARD and 6 .500 PYRAMID
APPLES. 7,000 FANCY HOLLIES, and a number of PEARS,
PLUMS. CHERRIES, &o.
May b3 viewed. Catalogues may be obtained oo the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapade,
London, E.C.
N.B.— Messrs. Pearson & Sons state that owing to the

favourable rains their trees have made magnificent growth,
and are in grand, clean, healthy condition.

PREIIMISARY NOTICE OF

FORTHCOIVUNC SALESoNURSERY STOCK

IMPORTANT TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND
OTHERS ENGAGED IN PLANTING.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce the following fixtures :

—
OCTOBER 13.-Atthe NURSERIES, FRAMFIELD, by order

of Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son.

OCTOBER 15.—At the NURSERY, AMPTHILL, Beds, by
order of M*. I. Crick (one dav).

OCTOBBR 19 to 24.—At the NURSERIES, BAQSHOT, by
order of Mr. Chas. Noble (six dajs).

OCTOBER 21—At the NURSERIES, CLIFFE, Kent, by
order of Mr. W. Home.

OCTOBER 37, 28, and 29.—Attbe HALE FARM NURSERIES,
TOTTENHAM, by order of Mr. T. S. Ware (three days).

OCTOBER 29 and 30. — At HOLLAMBY'S NURSERIES,
OROOMBRIDGE, Tunbridge Wells, by order of the Exors.

of the late Mr. Edwin HoUamby (two days).

NOVEMBER 6. — At the NURSERIES, COOKSBRIDQE.
T.ewpp, by order of the Exorj. of the late Mr. F.

Woollard.
NOVEMBER 18 —At the NURSERIES, CLIFFE, Kent, by

orderof Mr. W. Home. Second Sale.

NOVEMHER 3. 4, and 5.— At the ALMA NURSERIES,
FARNHAM, by order of Mr. S. Bide (throe days).

DATES NOT FIXED.

OCTOBER, — At the WOOD LANE NURSERIES, ISLE-
WORTH, by order of Messrs. Chas. Lee & Son.

Other Sales are in course of being arranged, and notices will

ba announced in due course.

The Auctioneers wilt be plea'ed to forward Catalogues of

any of the above Sales free by post on application.

Auction and Estate t>nices, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

Farnham, Surrey.
SALE of WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK, by order of

Mr J. Clarke.

\|'ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJ. SELL by AUCTION, on the Premis s, the Albion
Nursery, Hale Road, Farnham, on THURSDAY, October 8, at
12 o'clock, 20n0 Specimen BORDER SHRUBS, from IS to

10 feet, mostly tine plants grown with pleaty of room;
75 Christmaj Tree", 6 to 9 test ; 3000 oval-leaved Privet, 2 to
3 feet; 60'J Dwarf Roes, to name, extra strong; JOOO Ber-
beris, 1 to 2 feet; 300 strong clumps of Delphiniums and
Pseonies; 700 Azalea Mollis and pootice, 1 to 3 feet: 1200
Gooseberries, Whinham's Industry, also Greenhouse Plants,
including several Azaleas and Palms, green and variegated
Aspidistras, Specimen Ferns, 200 Chrysanthemums, 6 Rustic
Garden Seats, &c.
May bs viewed. Catalogues on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

Friday Next,
A FINE IMPORTATION of 100 STANHOPEA MADOUXIANA

and HO S. RODIGASIANA, by order of Monsieur F. Claes.

An IMPORTATION from Brazil ot CATASSTUMS, CYRTO-
PODIU.VIS, CATTLEYAS, KPIDENDRUMS, ONCIDIUMS,
and BULBOPHYLLUMS.

ESTABLISHED DENDROBIU.M WARDIANUM and 300 lots of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

VfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
I'l SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, EC, on FRIDAY NEXT,
October 2. at half-past 12 o'Olock.

Oo view morniog of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS.
S.VLIS EVERY DAY (Batardaya excepted).

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, and SATURDAY NEXT.

VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJL sell by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 6S, Chejpiido. London, F.C., EVERY DAY (excepting

Saturdays), at 12 o'clock, large consignments cf NAMED
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other
BULB^ from Holland, received d rect for Unreserved Sa'e,

Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buvers ; together with
white ROMAN HYACI>frHS, paper - white NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS, special TULIPJ, &o.

On view morning of Sile, and Catalo,;ues had.

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 9, 1896.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

20,000 ORCHIDS.
OFFERED WITHOUT ANY RESERVE.

The greater i-ORTiorf will Bloom early this

Winter and the conkng Spring.

7000 DENDROBiaal PHAL-ffiNOPSIS
SCHRODERIA.NUM,

Over 3000 ODDNrOGLOSSaM: CRISPUM
(Pacho Type).

The two grandest Orrhidi kcown. The Glory o( the East,

a id the (^ jeen of the Wes ern Co.-Qillera=>. No rther Orchid

a proachea Ih^^m m lljriferousnejs, utilty, and beauy. The
O lon'pgloasum cri^prm we Lbi'jlutely warrant thtm the
fine-.ttvpe; thfse wa know are the true Pucho round, perfect

kind, th.t cannot le (quailed by any Cher formcf the specie?.

The Deiidfobiums a»e abiclutely i eifec'. We guarantee them
the best and finest 1 it tv.r imported.

9000 CATTLEYAS, L/ELIAS, DENDROBES,

and CYPRIPEDIUMS.
A Consignment ot L.ELIA ANCEPS,

o£ a grand white type, with rhomboid petals, as in Dawfonii,

and found only in this type.

NEW SOBRALIAS.
DENDROPHYLAX FAWCETIL

Flowers snow-white, resembling those of ArKropcum Fournieri-

anum. Off 'red for the first time.

SCnOMBURGKIA. TflOMSONIANA.
Flowers like a cream-(o'oured Leeli.i pupurata, wilh a bUck-
maroon lip. Twenty flowers borne on a ppike.

Also a very big lot of

THE GRiNDESr OF ALL EXHIBITION CATTLEYAP.
Season of Blooming, Way and .June.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs F. Sander & To.,

St. Albans, to SELL the foregoing in their Central Auction

Rooms, 67 and 63. Cheapside, London, E.C.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTGH BULBS
SALES NEARIY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to annonnoe that
he has arranged with seveial of the first Nurserymen

in Holland to Continuously Supply his Sales, during the

present season, with only really First-claas Bulbs, of the best

quality.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, as above, at half-past 12 o'clock
precisely each day—

GRAND IMPORTATIONS » DUTCH BULBS
FROU LEADING GROWERS,

in the finest possible order, and specially lotted to fuit bjth
large and small buyers. A large quantity of

FRENCH FORCINO BULBS, LILIUMS, PALM?, &c.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Skegoes?.

Vf R. G. F. W. CASH will SELL by AUC-
..'1 TION, on MONDAY NEXT, September V8, ISSo, by
Order of Mr. J. R. :storr, in consfquence of land havirg been
sold for bjilding-purposes, a GRUENHOUSE, 93 feet long,

18 feet wide, 11 feet high; a GREENHOUSE, 18 feet long,

9 feet wide. 7 feet high. Both are fitted with the necessary
light-lifting and hotrwater apparatus. Also four large

CUCUMBER FRAMES, &•. Sale punctually at 2 p.m.
Detailed particulars from the Auctioneer, Wainfleet, R S.O.

OLD-ESTABLISHED SEED BUSINESS for
SALE. Tn good Business Centre. Stoek and Fixtures

at a low valuation.— F. O.. Gardeners' Chroivc'.e Office, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand. W.O,

FLORIST and JOBBING BUSINESS for
SALE in a first class Market town. Forty m'nuter

North of London. Good connection. Particulars of

—

J. B. A,, 41, WellinRton Street. Strand, W.C.

HADLEIGH, SUFFuLK. — TO BE DIS-
POSED OF, the Lease, Goodwill, Stock in Trade, and

Glass Erections, &j., of above NURSERY, comprisirg about
\\ acres of Land, oovenient D WELLING-UOUSB, Pacfaing
and Potting Sheds. SEED SHOP, and Fittings. Lease about
nineteen years unexpired. Rent £27. No other Nurpery
within several miles. Price £150. Apply to

—

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Graveaend.

FLORIST, NURSERY, and MARIvtiT GAR-
DEV BUSINESS, beautifully lituated near UUh and

Itristol, and capible of extension. Good Dwelling- houM^
Stabling, Pigneries. and Orchard (about \2 anres in a'l). Kent
low. Iixtensiffe area covered with glass. aoJ properly heatt-d.

Abundant supply rf water Mowing through the premises. Twj
Railway Stations near. Purchase or Partner.

CLEMEVT GARDINER. 14, John Street, Bristol.

SEED, FLORIST, and NURSERY BUSI-
NG9S

;
g-^nuine old-estiblished. Small Market town ;

splendid Seed trade. Shop best position ; email Nursery a' d
Garden, four Greenhouses, &c. Piice. including stock, &c ,

aoout£i?ri Splendid opportunity. Low rents Good r*:a>o i

for disponl.— J. H., Gardenert' ChroniiU Orti ;e, 41, Wellii g-
ton Street, Strand, W.C.

TO FLORISTS, &c.—TO BE LET, in the
centre ot Bedford, SHOP, DWELLTNQ-HCUSE, and six

GREENHOUSES. Apply—
HARDWICK, 62, Park Road, Bedford.

FOrTsA-LE, 175 SECOND-HAND lights.
Apply to GARDENER, Bmnksea, Foole, Dorset.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finext

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

'yREEj TOPPING.— Dangerous Trees Lopped,
JL Topped, and taken d iwn by experienced Men ; distance i o
object.—Apply to J.CARNE, Steam Saw Millp,Tootirg,Sutiey.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davia' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for Is.

B. R. DAVIS. Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil. Somerset.

T OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
-L-i Prepared Runners from Maiden Plants : —

Thury, Paxton, President, and others.

Sample packet, 6d. ; 100. i.f. Qd., carriage paid for cash. List.

W. LOVEL AM) SON, Strawberry Farm, Driffield.

BOX'S BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,
are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonias

at Temple Show. Exhibition of 2 acres in bloom till end of

September, at West Wickham Nursery, near station. Mid
Kent. S.E.R. A visit solicited.—JOHN R. BOX, Croydon.

PLANT NOW, HYBRID PRIMROSES.
Finest Strain, after years ot careful selection and hybrid-

izing, Flowers as large as a half-crown. All colours. Plants,
5s, per 100; choice aelecteJ seed, \s. per picket.

SAMUEL AUGER. Primrose Nursery, Fordham.

LILA.C CHARLES X.—Bushy plants, 3 years
old, full of flowering budp, cultivate 1 in potp, fcr early

forcing. 1*2'. to IBs. p^r dozen. A few do/en extra large
plants 5 and 6 years old. 21?. and 30s. per dc/en. Cash with
order. —T. .TANNOCH, Lily Nureeries, Dersingham, King'd
Lynn, Norfolk.
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ROSES IN POTS.
WM. PAUL & SON

Beg to call attention to their immense Stock of the above, now ready for delivery. The plants are

of the finest possible quality, and include all the best varieties in the Hybrid Perpetual,

Tea-scented, and other classes :
—

Extra-sized plants, established in 8-inch pots, suitable for forcing i „q ,.,. , ^„ dozen •

and general pot culture, including climbing kinds, for Con-
J ,.,^ V-io* xmi; „r„i'i-is «.., irJi

servatories, &c., with shoots 8 to 12 feet long )
^^"' *-'-' ^'•^' ^^'^ ^^" P" ^^"•

Smaller plants, in .S-in. and 6-in. pots 15f. to 24«. per dozen ;
£'6 to €8 per 100.

Standards, established in pots, fine for Conseivatories . . 3«. Gd. to 6s. each ; 3()». to £4s. per doz

„ A few Extra Large plants .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . . . 7s. Qd.io 21a. each.

Plants on their own roots, established in 5-inch pots, suitable for ) 10» Gd. to 18«. per dozen.

present planting or for pot culture . . . . . . . . ) £'4 4s. to £'6 per 100.

The Stock of Koses in the open ground for Autumn Delivery is also this year unusually extensive,

and unsurpassed in quality.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOQOE, post-free on application.

PAULS' NURSERIES,lv^ALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

EXHIBITIONS.
NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM

SOCIETy. Royal *r|aarium, Westminster.
October 6, 7, snd 8, 1896.

EXHIBITION of CHRY-ANTBEMCTM'!, TABLE
DECORATIONS. *c.

Schedules of Prizes on appHcition to

—

RICU4RD DEAN, Secretary, Ealin?, London. W.

a a
U «a

2 B
§§ i^m:^^^^^^^^^^^:MM

"ainmi.'sjuijj! ,1 .

R. HALLIDAY &, CO.,

§2
2 <

SB

*—?tr"iS^j^ M ^

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHEiTER.

Vineries. Stoves, Oreeohonaes, Peach HouEe", Forcing Housea. &c, cocstruMei on our improvei plan are ih»
perfection oJ (irowin^ houses, and for practical u'ility, eco .cmy, aud durability cannot be ciualled. We only do ore cl. ss

of work, and ttat THK very best,
COUeervatOtlea and Winter Gardens desif;nei architec(ur*lly corr<ct without the as!ti»-lar.ce of anyone out ot our

fi-ra. from the smallest to the larnest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boiler?, ericte<^, and success
guaranteed in all caces Melon Frames, Sisbes, Hot Bad Boxes, &c., alw ys in Stick.

Ptan^, E^timali.^, and Ciitolof)ueif Fr(f. Cmto era icailed on in ami part of ihe. Kingdom,

Our Maxim i* and alwjys ha^ baen

—

MODERATE CHiRGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

EASTBOURNE HORTICULTURAL
SO:iKTY'j| CHRYiANTHKMUM and FRUIT SHOW.

November 3 and 4, l8S)i.—3EVER4L OPEN CLASSES fur
Chrysanthemum 1 and Fruit: G)Od Prizes. Schedules now
ready. Application tc— _ , „„_,,. , „

21, Brooklyn Terrace, Eastbourne. ^ *' "EWMA V, Sic .

A LTRINCHAM, BOWDON, >ALE, and
CX. DISTRICT CHBYSA^TaEMUM SDCIETV.
GRAND SUO^ ot CaBYSiNTHEMUMs. WINTER

FL0«'ER9. FRnir, «c.. on November 6 and 7. H9iJ. Ca,h
I'rires and Mf dais, value £ iO. Schedules free from —

C fA=. HEWirr, Sec, 7, Sjniiway Roa'", 41 rinth.m

QTRAWBERRIES.-A fine collection of theO best varieties can be supp'ied. Orders bhjuld be booked
now. Descriptive CATALO JUE po t free.

THOjIAS rivers & 80.V. Sawb:id.<rworth.

S
To ChtysaDthemnm Exhlbltorp.

PRINGTHORl'E'S TaTKNT CUP and
TUBE is acknowledcrd th« best by the .Vational ChryssL-

tbemum Society
; and leading Exhibitor* u- c it. 9s. per doz..D,

po t f-ee for c s 1 wilh odfr.— O. SPRINQTHORPE, The
Gardens. Ccombe Court. Kinf^ston on-Thames.

EWTREE CARNATIONS.-Primrose Day,
finest yellow, very Urge and free; Wm. Robin-on,

finest sc»rlet. strong and free fliweiing. Fine bushy plants of
above, in ft inch po"s. Price on application.

CRANE AND CLARKE, The Nune.ies, March, Camba.

^0 000 EUUNYMUS, Green and QoMen,
'Jy'^^yfyj all splendid b^^hy plants —TRBEV : 1 > in.
to 15 in., at 30». per 100; l.l in. to 18 in., at 41.'. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in

, at 55i. per liX); al in, to 'l in, at 7js. pr 100;
25 in. to 40 in. at ppeoial prices.
QOLDEN : 5 in. to lain., at 3s to 8i. per dozen. Oa^h with

order. J. J CLARK, Goldstone, B.ighton.

ARNATIONS. — Strong Rooted Layers of
Crimson Clove. Oloire ds Nancy, and Germinis, at 14>.

l>»r 100. Also Duke of Fife (Scarlet), and Lizzie McGowan
(White), both very free Winler-tliweiiDg Carnations, in 3i's,
with at least three (lowering stems, lis per dozen.

Free on rail. Cjth wih Order
W. J MYATT, Hexfable,Swanley.Junction, Kent.

»|ALMA1S0N'S BLUSH, Strong, Healthy
I'X Stuff, in Moch Poti, ready for a shift. 8s. re' dozen,
£.1 per 100. AHo Strong Lv ers of OERMVNIt. OLOIBE DE
NANCY. ALIOB AYER3, aid RAliY. Hj per 1 jQ.

A M'CULLOCH, Newstead Abbey Gardens, No'ts.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE);— Ferns, in 2i inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48'a. 10 b»ft
selling sorts. 6. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6>. I'O, 50>. 1000; Adi-
aotum cuneatum, in 4^*s, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz ; ditto,
for making large plants (]<iickly, 16.i. and 20*. ICO; Cyperus,
Aralias, Grevilleas, Begonias. Geraniums, in 48'8,6s, per doz.

;

Marguerites, Mignonette, CampaLulas. ChrjFanthemumt,
Solauum., and Erica graci.is. in 48s, 9s. per doz.; Ficus,
Pdlms, Dncaeoas, Crotons, and Bouvardias, in 48"8, 12j, p.r
doz.; Listh free. Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH,
Lindon Fern Nu-senen. Looghborough Junction, Loudon. S,Vt

,

GUILLERMO KALBREYER
BEGS TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING WELl.-KXOWN ORCHIDS AT UNDERMENTIONED PRICES :-

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM, CATTLEYA TRIAN^, best variety, £6 per case,

best broad petaled variety ... £45 per 1000 ^rHRDDFRI £9
„ LUTEO-PURPUREUM ...^£36 „ ,'; SANDERIANA I £S ',', ',',

„ CUSPIDATUMPLATIGL0SSUM,=e3G „
,, MENDELl „ £9 „ „

PILUMNA FRAGRANS NOBILIS, ^36 „ cJ:^^^izi^:j^^,^^i:LiIli^i:^'::tlSJ^^
The plants are packed with the greatest care and best method, but under no circumstance will G. K. hold him-elf responsible for the state of plants

on their arrival in Europe. Condttions --An Consignments are shipped entirely at Buyer's risk and expense from port of shipment. Planis ordered
must be paid for on receipt of bill of lading to Messrs. ROESING BROTHERS AND CO., 10, Basinghall Street, London, E.G., who will then give
orders for forwarding the consignment to the Purohafer, > .

o >
, ,

6

The best time/or dispatching Orchidsfrom here, and to establUh them idth the best advantjge in Europe, are the months-December to April.

EARLY ORDERS INViTED.
A considerable reduction will be made on orders of 1000 and more of each kind of Odontoglossum, and on four cases and more of Cattleya of each kind.

Orders of less than one case of a kind, can only be executea at a 2-5 per cent, higher price.

Address :-G. KALBREYER, La Flora, Bogota, Eepublica de Colombia,
Cablegram Address :—FLOBA, BOGOTA. ---^. .__.i
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SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST. free.

P.MoABT aUR,The London Nursery, 4. Maida Vale. London,W

.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C. Prompt oash.H

FOR SALE, Two Splendid PALMS, in Tubs,
one Latania borbonica, 6 f-et, and one Phceoix reclinata

8 feet high. For full particulars apply to—
M. L., Salcey Lawn, Northampton.

SEEDLING LATANIA BORBONICA with
two leaves for Sale. 85. per lOO.

F. GLABK, Manor Bold Nursery, Park Laoe, Tottenham.

NION SEED (Just Harvested). — Grown
from Prize Bulbs of Ailsa Craig, Lord Keeper, and Boyal

Jubilee.—O. H. COPP, Holccit Gardens, Sherborne.

SPECIAL OFFER OF FERNS. — Pteris
cristata, well-furnished plants, in 48'd, 20s. per ICO at

Nursery ; packed free on rail 4t. per 100 extra. Lomaiia
Oibba, in thumbs, 7«. per 100, cash with order.

HOLLANDS, Lee Park Nursery, Lee, S.E.

^LIA PRJE^TX^, L. ANCEPj",
CATTLETA CBISPA, C. HABBISONI^ VIOLACEA,

to hand in fine order,
it. 6i., 3s. 6ii., and 5>. each.

W. L. LEWIS AMD CO., Sonthgate, Londo-, N.

STRAWBERRIES. — STRAWBERRIES.—
All the leading rarietiep, in strong runners and id pots,

ready for immediate delivery. Descriptive Catalogue on
application.

BULBS.—The best procurable, at low prices. Oatalogne free

oa application.
BIOHABD SMITH ahd CO.. Worcester.

Hyadntlia, Tulips, CrocuB, LIUob. &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale OATALOQUE noiv ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. R. SILBEBBAD AND SON. 25, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars. E.C.
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

STRAWBERRIES. — 11 Acres especially for
ECNNERi.

BOYAL 80VEBE ON, rooted runners, 20« pir l.OCO.

STEVaNS' WONDER. „ „ lOj. par 100.

EMPEBOR WILLIAM, „ „ IBj. per 100.
Catalogue of tbese in pots, and all other kinds in cultivation,

sent pQst free.—H. CAN.>IBLL and SONj, Swanley. Kent.

HZEISSOLD, 13, Glockenstrasse, Leipzig,
• off'rs a Urge assortment of CAOrUj. AGAVE j, *c.

Price List gratis and post free.

N.B. —I am authorised to sell a Collection of Cactus belonging
to an amateur, consisting of, in part, 200 rare species, and large
eihibitiOQ plants. Particulars furnished on application.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SP£CIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, fis.

B. AID O. OUTHBBRT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Hercbante,
Sonthgate, N. Established 1797.

ALMAISONS.— Princess of Wales (deep
Pink), beautifally Clove-ficented (the queen of Malmai-

Bons for cut flowers and decorations), fine plants, 125. perdoz ;

Malmaisons, Blush, 9s. per doz. BORDEK OARNaTIOXS
(Selfs), Picotees, Flakes, and Biz7,ar«8, the finest named vars.

extant, my selection, 6x. per dozen.
CHAS. A. YOUNG. Floral Nursery, West Derby nr. Liverp ol.

SAMPLE BEFORE YOU PgROHASE.
HYACINTHS, the pick of Holland. 4*. per dozen.

,, 2nd size, named, 23 par dozen.
TULIPS, Due Van Thol (scarlet;, 2s. per 100.

,. La Reine (ro^y-white), 2s. 6rf. per 100.

DAFFODILS, finest sorts, mixed, specially recommended,
2s, ^i. per 100; do,, SioKle. common. If. per 100.

All other Bulbs equally cheap. Samples (full value) with
Catalogue, sent for Is., stamp i or P.O.

MORLE AMD 00., Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W.

VALUABLE ORCHIDS.
About 3000 RARE ORCHIDS in splendid condition, of

which a great many have been gathered in bloom by an expe-
r.encei Ccllector, from quite new localities. A great number
are natural hybrids, and unique Odontoglossums and Catt-
leyaa. They have been painted by him. Also there are
fifty-three amongst them that will be guaranteed unique
types, and not existing in Europe. Oattleya Pyanae (after

locality of section), labiata. flowers from May to end of June;
targ4 wonderful new variety. Some of these with ovdr 100

bulDs and leaves. Cattleya azulea,the fiaest Oattleya in the
ivorld ; large bpecimens, but only a limited number collected in

bloom; there are pure whites amongst them. There is alto a
new variety of Cattleya autumnalis, which flowers in its native

country at Christmas, w.th large sepals and petals, with dark
or m^OD. Aho an unique Cattleya. wonderful, grown tn an
antique Indian pot; also Cattleya Mossiee albi, with flower-

sheaihs ; and C. vlrginalis, C. Wagneri alba, C. chirgoaense
alb«, C. Ft^rcivalliana alba, two plants with flower-sheaths.
collected and painted in bloom ; many rare varieties of Ooti-
dium, large plants. Ala ) 50 Odontoglossum xanthinum, true

;

80 Cattleya Mendoz«e. never imported before. All to be Sold
in one lot. The unique plants cons st of Cattleyas and Odon-
toglossums. The whole have been placed in a Private Gen-
fjeman's hands, and will be guaranteed by him. Address

I
'tters only—
F. HAWKER, 40, Armoury Sq, Stapleton Rd., Bri&tol.

Uclted Horticoltoral Benefit and Provident Society.

THE ANNUAL DINNER will take plaoe on
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 7. 1898. at 6 p M.. at the Holborn

Restaurant, W.a W. J. NUTTING, Esq.. will preside.
Tickets, 5*. each, may be had of the Secretary, W. COLLINS,
9, Martindale Road, Baliam. S.^.

FOR SALE, lar^e Specimen TREE FERNS
and CROrONS, suitable toi Cuttings and Autumn Dec3-

ratiODS.—Apply, Mr. A. OFFER, Handcross Park, Crawley.

VIOLETS.—Marie Louise, strong clumps for
Forcing ; 4«, p r dozen. 25s. per 100.

SMITH, Manley, Lichfield.

FOR SALE, Sir Joseph Paxton well-rooted
STRAWBERRY RUNNER i from maiden plants; true

to name ; 2s per 109 ; or 8s, per 1000.
H. TINSLEY. Bolsover, Chesterfield.

Strawberries at Reduced Price?.

GEORGE BUN YARD and CO. beg to say
they are now offering the best sorts, in fine plan's, at

reduced rates. CATALOGUES frc.
Royal Nurseries, Maidbtone.

FOR SALE, 100 CHRYSANTBEMUMS,
finest sort", in 9 to ll-inch pots, well grown, and staked-

up with 4 feet Bamboos. Have all been giown in pots.
Apply to W. COPF, Whilton Lod<e, Rugby.

ORDER CARNATIONS.—Strong, healthy
layers of *' Ketton Rose'* and others now ready. Apply—
GEO. DRABBLE. Ketton Hall Gardens. Stamford.

B
FOR S.'V.LE, several thousand 2 and 3-year-old

ASPARiOUS PLANTS; aho seven fine large f^n traiDed
APRICOT TREES, in good condition, or would exchange some
of either for GeraniumH of approved sorts, Arum'>, or Spireea^,

WILLIAMS, tholsey, Berks.

MALMAISON CARNATIONS, in 4-inoh
pots, 60». per 100 ; Oermani i, Reynolds Hole, and

others strong layers 185. per luO.

J. LITTON, Grosvenor Cottage, Bath.

^ ^00 000 BULBS, none b
fJtf9j\J\J^\J\J\J lOOTulip', mised. Ij 4d. ;

bette *.—
. named vb-

rieties. from 2t. 3d ; Doub p, la 9d B. st unnamed Hyacinths,
llr.; named, 12s. Qd. Freeeia odorata, 3j(. Nar. Polyanthus.
3t. (Li3t.)-SELLENS, Bulb Grower, Coventry.

CTRAWBERRY RUNNERS. -Aug. Bedded,O Extra Good Stuff. Viccmteese H. DeThury. Prebi lent,
and John Ru^ttin, 3s. per 100, 25s. per 1,000 for c ish. Carriage
paid ; samples free.

CABBAGE PLANTS, half-a-dozen best leading varieties.
2s. 6d. per 1,000, such as Leeds Market, Mein's No. 1. Kershaw's
Perfection. &c. Grand Stuff. Carriage forwaid ; Cash with
Order.- J. SLATER, Nurseryman, Ac. bkipton.

CARNATIONS. — James Douglas begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1891. and

Spring, 1897, is now ready. It coutaiLa desoripcions of the
New Border and New Milmiison CarnatioDs, with Cultural
Directions. SEEDLING CARVATlONd. best strains, 3«. 6d.
per dozen ; 25i. per 100. Catalogue po^t-free.

Bdensi<1e, Greit Boohham. Surrey.

CARNATION, Hunting Pink, splendid scarlet,
floe plants, .3; 6rf. p"r duzeo ; Raby Castle, ;s. 9i. per

dozen. Mr?. Sintiins PINK, U. per dozen. All free.

CHARLES TWYFORD, To nes.

New Catalogae Free.

LILIES, CALOCEIORTI, BRODL-EA.. —
Thpse beautiful bulbous plai t specially described, also

many oUi-^r varieties. Over fifty awards during ths last two
years for novelties and collecf io isof hardy njwers.

R. WALLACE and CO., Kilufl^ld Gardens, Colcher>ter.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.
G gintic Bulb', measuring oj ta 6 inches round,

perdoz., 2s.; per 50, 7*. tSrf.
;
p'sr 100, II5.

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA.
Fine Bulb.", 2l. W. per W.

LILIUM HARRISIL
Gigantic Bulbs, measuring 9 to U inches, very plump,

hard bulb.", per dozen, los,

GLADIOLUS COLVILLEI ALBA, THE BRIDE,
Strong H ilbj for Forcing, per 100, 2.! ('t

; 1000, 20s.

CHINESE SACRED LILIES.
Large Bulbs, direct from Amoy, China. I'jrces well, and

proiuces eirlv, swee'^-scented Howeri. Per dozen, 55.;
per 50, 155. Qd. ; per 1 X\ 28'.

SPANISH IRIS.
Choice Mixed, U. per 100; do., Yellows or Whites,

2». per 100.

AU Bulbs of the very finest guahtt/. and carej'uVi/ packed.
Orderd executed immediately.

W. H. HUDSON, F,R.H,s.,
Wholesale Bulb and Lll; Importer,

KILBTJKN, LONDON, N.W,

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
nsed both at home and abroad.

Agent for London :— J. QKOROK, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putn. y, 8,W,
Agent for Channel Islands ; — J, H, PARSONS, Market

Place, Qnemeey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON ASH SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vinejard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEVSMEN.

BENTLEY'S
COMPOUND LIQUID

QUASSIA EXTRACT.
IgiUo;, 9/d; 1 gallon, 4/3; 5 gallons. 19/2; 1) gallons, 37/6

40 gallon., .3/d per gillon.

Chemical Works, Bareow-on-Humbeb, Hdll.

FU Ml GATOR
FOR GBEENHOOsES.

One is sufficient for 1300 cubic fett.

RBDUCED PRICES-9S. per dozen j refills tor three tins 2..

per packet.

THE BEST and CHE&PEST IN THE MARKET.
E. O. HUaHES, Victoria Street, MAKCHESTER.

SOLD By ALL SEEDSHBN.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5i, M.
per bag. on rail ; 15*. per cubic yard, in 12-yard trucks,

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 3». 3d. per bag ; lOi. per cubic yard,

WALKER kSD C0„ Poole, Dorset,

HILL & SMITH, "^ll^'b^u^di?^!^''

Ard at LONDON & DUBLIN,

1:^&W:^ %
Combined Mesh Wire Netting,

Saves 20 per Cent, over ordinary Netting. Write for the

New RBDI7CBD PRICE LIST,
IRON FENCES, GATES, TREE GUARDS,

BL&CE VARNISH. &c.

ILIiUSTBATES OATALOOUE FB£E.

W, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,

2«. 6d. nett ; per post, 2<, lOd.

JONES^&^TTWOODs3^^*^ Stourbridge
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BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT. ORCHID. TOMATO, md CUCDMBER HOUSES, BOILERS, VALVES, PIPES, and FIFTINGg.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fixed by eKperien, el worhmeo in any part cf the tinf^drm.

No 7.S SPAN-BOOF GARDEN FRAME.

CHEAP GREENHOUbES.
LKAN-TO, 10 f«et by ^ feet £9 10
SPAN, 10 feet by 8 feet 10 10

OlAze''. Pninto-. Pfobe.l. ^n ! ^nr inffe Pnid.

GARDEN FRAMES in Every Variety.

No. 75, MELON & CUCT7MBEB FRAME.

Cucumber j 6 ft. by 4 ft.. Painted and Olazed, ea. 13/1

Frame Lights) 6 ft. by4ft.,l'npainted& llnclazed.ea. ^/-

tjurveys nude in .iny put of the Coufitry.

No. 77.-VIOLET FRAME, «feet by 4feet, I QHa
similar lo No 7,"^, with two linbts. f Ov£>.

WRITE FOa CATALOGUE?.
CARRIAGE PAID

OD Orders of 408. value to
most ^t^tioD8 ia Eogland and

WalcN : bJk) to Dublin. Cork, Kdmliurnh, and Glmifiow.

TRADE MARK.

CLAYS
TnADE MARK.

MANURES
Are sold by the Trade in 6d. and Is. Packets, and SEALED BAOS-7 lb., 3?. 6d. ; 14 lb., 4s. 6d. : 28 lb , Ts. 6d.

:

56 lb., 12s. 6d. ; 119 1b., aOs.

Or from the Manufacturers, carriagd paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except Sii, packets).

EVERY PACKET, BAG, and SEAL BEARS THE RESPEOTIVE TRADE UARK, WHICH IS

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.

GREAT REDUCTION IK FRAMES
OTJB WELL-KNOWN MAKX.

NOTE
Crushed Bones, Peruvian Ouano, Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Nitrate of Potash, Sulphate of Potub, Kainit,

Superphosphate of Lime, &c. Tobacco Cloth and Pa^ er. Beat Qualities only. Prices on application.

^\ I
A ^/ D Q^\ 1^1 Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, Ac.

V^L»/A T OC O Vi/INy TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 3^d.

;

Twenty-five Copies, 6s. ; fifty, lOs. ; and one hundred, 20s.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

OARDENF.RS' CnRONICLE OFFICE. 41, WELLIXOTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be paV

together and taken apait in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Olazed and Painted. &
6 feet long, 3 feet wide /

6 feet

12 feet

6fe«t
12 feet

12 feet

4 feet

4 feet

6 feet

6 feet

6 feet

OASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
PAID.

Larger sizes at profjortio .ate pricei.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
BOTAL HOHTICULTtTRAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
London jScgnt.iAr. H .SK BLTon .S'o^'diinian.&o..:!. HollowavM .. M.

G LASSI GLASS! CHEAP QLASbl
4tb8. 15 oz., in (SO-feet boze*,

Sizes from 10x8 up to HX 0, at 4s. 6d t>er box.
4ths. 21 oz., in 100 feet bozes,

Si£«A, 10X8 and 12x8, at 8«. per box.
3rd9. 21 or., in 200-feet boxes,

S'ZPS. 9x7 up to U X 10, at 18<. per box.

Ex nbarf, London. All other sizes equally cheap.
Full detailed list of stock ^)^es t-eut free on application to

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
72, BISHOP8G4TE STREI-T WiTHlN. LONDOM. B.C.

GIVING AWAY
To all applicants our New Illustrated Catalogue (3 34 pages), about !,200 Illustration', bound ia cloth, of

WE
ARE
NOW

GREENHOUSES.
PLEASE APPLY AT ONCF, AND MENTION " GARDENERS' CHRCNICLE "

W. COOPER HORTICULTURAL
,, LID., PROVIDER?^

The Urgrest §team Woiks in the World, Inspection inv.ted-

755, OLD KEMT ROAD, S,E.
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VEITCH'S
GENUINE BULBS.

Veitch's Bedding

Hyacinths,
IN DISTINCT COLOURS.
CBIMSON,
BBIGHT BED,
DARK R03E,
lilGHT-BOSE,
DARK BLUE,

BBIGHT BLUE,
LIGHT BLUE,
PURE WHITE,
ROSY WHITE,
YELLOW.

SELECTED MIXED, from Choice Varieties,

Bulbs Carriage Free when amounting to 10s,

and upwards in value.

For details see CATALOGUE, forwarded

Post-free on application.

JAMES VEiTCH& SONS
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

WFROMOW AND SONS beg to draw
• tho attention of Planters generally to t >eir extensive

and varied Stock at their Nurseries at Windlesham, Bagshot,

Siirrev. The plants are all very carefully grown, and cannot

D.saibly be in better condition for removal, evtrything having

been transplanted vrithin two years, and much of it during the

past season. There is a much larger stock than in Mr, K.

Ma'on'8 time, W. F. & Sons having added a large farm at

Astaze Hill, adjoining part of old nurseries, which is well

8'ocked with good and useful things well worth inspeition.

Descriptive Catalogues on application.

Gentlemen visiting the Nurseries would be met at Sunning-

dale or Bagshot Stations by appointment.

The following are a few items of the Stock to offer ;—

200 000 SHKUBS, for potting, boiing, and winter-gardeniDg.

30 000 DWARF and OLIMBINQ ROSES.
6,000 STANDiRO ROSES.

40,000 FRUIT TREES.
200,000 PRIVET OVALIFOLIUM.
40.000 Best GOLDEN PRIVET.
200 000 RHODODENDRONS, named Hybrids and Seedlings.

60^000 Other AMERICAN PLANTS.
SO.OfO SEAK*LE. for forcing.

80,000 IRISH IVIE4, in and out of pots, 1 to 12 feet.

lUOOO Standard PLiNES, LIMES, ACACIAS, ard ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, DUTCH and OTHER BULBS,
of all kinds, at mod'?rate prices.

Mason's Nurseries. Windlesham, Bagshot, Surrey ; also

Chiswick, Hounslow, and Acton Green.

25 PER CENT. SAVED

!

/<>)•.

V̂/
The best HYACINTHS the

WOELD PRODUCES AT

^21-J each.
2d.

Before buying else-

where, sendfor our

CATALOGUE
(fbbb) and
compare
prices.

'^.
\^/ ^

"^

EXPECTED
FAMINE in

HYACINTHS
To avoid disappointmeot
OBDEH AT ONCE.

'ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed liret size, 10/6 per 100.

Bulb Growers & Seed Merchants,

34, MANSELL STREET, ALDGATE
LONDON, E.

AHD Tbb Nvbbebies. Haarlem. Holland-

^.
o.

WORLD-RENOWNED BULBS.
Well Bipexed, and in Splendid Condition.

HYACINTHS for PotS, f «. to 9s. per dozen.

HYACINTHS for Exhibition, lOs. id. per dozen.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, indistinct colours, 17s. 6<f.

per 100.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, all shidei mixed, 13s. (d

par 100.

TDLIPS, Single and Doable, mixed, 2». erf. per uo.

DAFFODILS. Double, 4s. per 100.

CR0CD3. Mixed, 10s. e.i. per 1000.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Grnlis anil Pott-free.

B.S.WILLIAMS&SON
victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPEE HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

DENDROBIUM PHAL/ENOPSIS
SCHBODEBIANA,

1000 Plants, in all size), thowing Flower, from 3s. 6rf. each.

Sample Blooms sent.

CATTLEYA AUBEA,
With or without Sheath?.

PHAL.ffiNOPSIS.
The finest plants in the country. AMABILIS, SCHIL-

LKBIANA, GRANDIFLOBA, SANDEBIANA, STUAETIANA,
&c. Prices on application.

HEATH & SON, CHELTENHAM.

c^^RmmuMS.
THE BYECKOFT SET of DBESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Brush, and Case, complete, lOs. Od.

Large Forceps for Pulling Centres, 3». 9i.

Smaller ditto for Dressing, 21. 9d.

The Best Cups and Tubes are The BECKETT.
All sizes, both for Japanese and Incurved, at 9s. per doz.

;

or with additional tube for raising the bloom 3 inches

higher than the ordinary one, 12». per dozen.

The SPRINGTHORPB, for .Japanese and In-

curved, all sizes, Os. per dozen.

All free for Caik with Order.

HI I n U [ O Ryecroft Nursery,
. J. JUNtO, HKHER GREEN, LEWI8HAM .

NOW READY.

HARPE'S
BULB

CATALOGUE.
FOBt Free on application to

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,

S LE A F B D.

ceneraiTnursery catalogue
For AUTUMN, 1898.

specialties: English Yews, EDgUsh Hollies, Aucuba8, Speci-

men ConiEtree. Standard Roses, and General Nurseiy Stock;

New Violets. &c. Also Putch and Forcing Bulbs.

CATALOGUES post-free on Application.

FREDERICK PERKINS,
NUBSERYMAN, KeGENT'S STREET, LEAMINGTON £PA.

lUTBUSH^S MILL-
' TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise ot the quality. Numerous
Teatimonials. None genuine unless

in sealed packagfs, and priyited cul-

tural direction.^ enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6s. per bushel, Is. extra for

package ; or, Is. per cake, free per

Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

C^

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connoction with any other Firm of
the same name.

& SON*S
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHEB

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PLANTS.
Our deBcriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Full Cultural DiREcrio.ss,anl pirticularaas to Free

Delivery, will be sent post-free, on application to our

offices at OVERVEKN, near HAARLKM, HOLLAND; or

to our General Agents

—

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER :—

ROMAN HYACINTHS, l|-inch and upwards. 13s. 6d. per 100.

smaller 10». 6d. „
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 6».

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 6s.

DOUBLE VAN SIGN DAFFODI LS, first size,

imported bulbs 6*- ^'^' •»

Now ready for delivery.

is. ed. per 100 ; ed. doz.

DUC VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet

ARTUS
LA RHINE , „
L'IMMACULEE
DUCHESS ot PARMA „ 1

WOUVERMAN „
CHRYSOLORl ,, 6». per 100; 1». 3d. per dozen.

Second-size HYACINTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed Us. Od. per 100.

Named ditto, our selection 18l. 6i. „
First-size HYACINTHS, thebest quality, and

first-class varieties 45. to 9s. per doz.

NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3s. 6d. per 100.

PRINCEPS 5».

For September delivery. All orders over 5*. carriage paid.

3S. In the £ discount oft all Bulbs for " Cash with Order."

CATALOGUES now ready.

niniUlAV t> Pn Durdbam Down NurseileB,
uAKAWAl & bU., Oiifton. BrtBtol.

FERNST-FERNS!!
For Decorative Purposes, or for Potting od.

50,000 in. i'i-in potsi-Pteris cristata, major,
nobilis, tremula, albo lineata. and Adiantum fulvum, also

Aralias, at 9s. per 100 ; 500 and upwards, at 85. 6d.

In large 60's. Pteria cristata, nobili-o. aud albc-lineatl cristata,

at is. M. per (tozen ; 20s per 10 '.

In IS's, Pteris cristata. Dobilis nip jor, tiemala,G)mnogramma
aurea, also Adiantum elcgini end pubescent, at 4s. Gd.

per dozen.
Above prices are for dsb OLlf. Packing Free.

An Inspection at the ^ urseries is Invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHBATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHBATH, S.E.
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Winter-Flowering & Early-Forcing Plants

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds for forcing.

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering.

BOUVARDIAS, crowned with flower-buds, including the
litest Noveltiee.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum strain.

CTTISUS. fine (trong plant*.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
EPACRIS, of sort^. very fine for winter.

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &c.
GARDENIAS, best sorts, well budded.

LILIUM HARRISI. extra strong.

PRIMULA SINENSIS ALBA PLENA, in fine varieties.

ROSES, finest Teas and Hybrid Ferpetuals, strong plants
grown in pot-^ forforcing.

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, Empress, and other kinds.

GRAPE VIN6S, Canes very fine and we'l lipened.

Orders are now bting execttttd for the above- in fine condition.

For Complete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulb
Catalogue, gratis and post-free on application.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. ».

To the Trade.

nMALLER AND SONS beg to offer a very
• extensive and unusually well-grown Stcck of ERICAS

C^yenalisand the other varieties) ; EPACRIS. SOLANUMS.
UENIJTAS. CYCLAMEN, DOUBLE WhITE PRIMULAS.
B01IV4RDIAS, of sorts; ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, and other
KlCKSS; PALMS, in vaiiety: GREVILLEA ROBUSTA.
A-JPAKAQUS PLUMOSUS.SVEPHANOTI-i, DIPLADENIAS.
FICUS ELASTICA. CROTONS, TREE CARNATIONS of sorts;
TEA ROSES in pots; BORONIAS of sorts ; VINES in pots, &c.

An inspection is invited.
Trade Catalogues forwarded on application.

Burnt Ash Road Nurseries, Lee, S.E.

TO THB TRADE.

DUTCH BULBS!
FRENCH BULBS and ENGLUH BULBS.

Dee our Special Wholesale CATALOGUE of BULBS,
containing List of all the Best Varieties of

Hyacloths, Tulips, Crocus, Llllums, Daffodils, Snow-
drops, Iris, Fseonlea, &c., free on application.

Pleise compare our trices b- pre pending i/our Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
Seed and Bulb Merchants.

Exeter Street, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

TO THE TSADE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
SEEDS of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERING

SHRUBS and TREES, obtain&b.e from
NIMMO AMI BLAIB,

Seed Merchants and Seed Growers, Duoedin, New Zealand.
London .Agency :—W. G. INNE3 and CO., S?, St. Mary Axe.

Catalogues Fxchanged.

DUTCH BU LBS.
PRICE LISTS of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &C.,

FREE on APPLICATION, lor SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.
Apply to—

S, A. VAN KONIJNENBXJRG & CO.,
NOORDWIJK, HOLLAND.

NEW VIOLETS.
Admiral Avellon. very large royal purple fiower§ ; Princesee

dea Galles, the largest, and sweetest Violet. These are the
(Cre&test novelties io Violets since I introduced the popular
Ma'ie luuise. Nice established plants, in pots. 12*. per dozen,
90s. per 100. California, very large, sweet-scen'ed, free-
flcwering nice plantf, 6s. per dozen, 4Ps. per 100.

GENERAL NURSERY CATALOGUE on Application.

FREDERICK PERKINS,
NUR-SFRYMAN, BEGEST'S STREIT, LeAMINGTOX SpA.

CARNATIONS I PINKS
IN GREAT VARIETY.

CATALOGUES on application.

LAING & MATHER,
By Special Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

Appoimtmemt. KELSO-ON-TWEED.

WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SELrCTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices, 6s , 7s. 6d., 10s. 6d., 15s., 21s., 12s., 63s.,

and 106s. each ; Carriage Free.

FJf^E PER CENT. DIUCOUHT FOR CASH.

For full particulars of Contents of these Boxes, and
LisU of the Beot Bulbit of (he Season, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
BeauUftiUy Illustrated,

GRATIS AND POST FRBB.

Seedsmen by Roynl Warrants tx) H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. tlie Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

GRAND NEW GERANIUM,
KING OF DENMARK.

Jlcccivod an Airai-i^ "/Merit, May 5.

Flowers semi-double, measuring from 2 to 2^ inches in

diameter; colour rich rcsy Balmou. Hubit of plant dwarf and
sturdy. An ac<iuisition either ai a pot plautor for cut floH'ers.

Strong plan s, in 48- pots. 1S^ per dozen.

Packing free on rail. Cash with order.

M. LARSEN,
Roebuck Nureery, Infield Highway, Middlesex

;

And ;f7-l, Cove-nt Garukn Flower Market.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDBOBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write for List.

lAMrC rVDUTD EXOTIC nurseries.
JAiVlto Lirntirv, Cheltenham.

BULBS
For Outdoor & Indoor Culture

Large CoUecCions of all the very Best Varieties o!

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

irises. Lilies, &c.
Only the very best supplied. Prict^s extremely moderate.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FIIEB ON AI'PLICATION.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.

THE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1896.

THE EOSE SEASON OF 1896.

TT is very diEEicuU, nay, impossible, when
-*- writing about the Eoso soa.'^on, to dissociate

our ideas of it from tiie various exhibitions which
have been held during the season, nor perhaps
is it quite necessary to do so. Some people are
very fond of railing at fat Hoses as if they were
monsters of iniquity, and as much to be avoided
as a stout lady in an omnibus -but after all,

where would the Eose have been at the present

day if growers had not expended Iheir energies
on the beauty of such flowers. "Oh!" it would
bo said, " we should have had the dear old Eoses
of our early days ;

" but these were only
summer Eoses. They were pretty enough, and
sweet enough, but you might have gone out
into acres of them from the mouth of July
onwards, and not a ghost of a bloom could you
find ; but now with our hybrid porpotuals. Teas,

and Noisettes, and that anomalous section,

hybrid Teas, we can go on gathering Eoses
until frost interferes. Yes, truly, we had the

monthly China, pleasant and sweet enough,
but not to be compared with the other sections

to which I have alluded.

Garden Eoses have, I think, obtained a very
fair share of attention during the past few years,

and it is just possible that people may go to the

other extreme—as they did, for example, with
single Dahlias. I suppose that of ten persons

that used to grow them some years ago, only one
does so now. Thus, though I greatly admiie
single and garden Eoses, I am not iiiepared to

disparage all others, those especially which have
benefited by the skill and attention of the

hybridiser. The National Eose Society has, I

think, been not slow to recognise their value

and importance, although, at the same time, it

does favour the exhibition varieties.

The Chabacter of the Season.

In eetimating the character of the past

season, we must bear in mind the great dif-

ference there is in the various localities where
Eoses are grown. Between the south of Eng-
land and the northern counties there is a fort-

night's difference in the time of blooming ; and
when the season is abnormal, that is, when
it is especially early or especially late, it

may tell injuriouslj^ on the Eose-garden, more
particularly when the owner is an e.xhibitor.

And so it is again in the matter of climatic

influence ; in an especially droughty season

like that which we have just passed through, it

has not affected all districts alike—for example,

here, in East Kent, it has not beou anything

like so severe as in the western counties,

and not to be compared with the drought of

1893. We had a splendid tweuty-four hours'

rain at the end of June, in which many other

districts do not seem to have shared. I have a

letter before me from a well-known amateur
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in Somersetshire, in which he says :
" We have

had the worst drought here ever known, my
Eoses were all out of bloom by the first week in

Juno ; and although the second bloom gave me
some good flowers, they were very irregular,

and our time was so occupied with watering

and keeping things alive, that we could not

attend to the special requirements of our

beauties." And this had held all through the

season, not only with the Bose, but with other

flowers; and, therefore, anyone living in a more

backward situation would be in a much more

favourable position, either for enjoying his Eoses

at home, or for exhibiting. Effects of the drought

must not be so much looked for among the large

growers, who have acres of Hoses, as amongst

amateurs whose culture is confined to a few

hundreds or thousands. There are other points

which have an amount of influence on such

questions which are not always taken into

account : in a soil which is light and friable, the

Eoses will come much more rapidly into bloom

than they will in a heavy and tenacious loam
;

also it makes a considerable difference whether

a "rower has all cut-backs or whether he has a

quantity of maiden plants, the latter are always

later than the former, and I do not think that

any exhibitor can continue showing all through

the season unless he have a good number of

those. Prom these and other circumstances it

generally happens that the opinions of growers

as to the character of the season will vary much,

and will be coloured by their own personal sur-

roundings ; but this has not been the case with

the past season, an unanimous opinion from all

parts of the kingdom being that it is the worst

season that Eoae-growers have experienced

since 1879. Those who recollect that ter-

rible year, will remember the incessant rain

which ruined all their hopes, and made them

almost ashamed of the Eoses they had to

exhibit; this year, although the Eoses were

very inferior, it was from a very different reason.

The long-continued drought at a time when

they are generally in the habit of receiving a

plentiful supply of moisture, and the hot suu

which accompanied the drought, rushed the

flowers prematurely into bloom, and where the

locality was an early one this was the more

keenly felt, as I have already noticed with

regard to Somersetshire. Owing to the same

cause we missed the stands of Lord Penzance's

beautiful Sweet Briars ; and little was seen of

any of the earlier-blooming Eoses.

Insects and Drought.

It was somewhat remarkable that in a season

when insect-posts were so abundant, when our

Oaks were half denuded of their leaves, and our

seedling crops eaten off by ground caterpillars,

that wo did not suffer more from insects on our

Eoses. I do not think that the maggot was

more than usually abundant—in fact, not so

much so, and there were no such wholesale

attacks of aphides us we have witnessed in some

dry years. As far as my own culture is con-

cerned, I have had no occasion to use a syringe

to rid the plants of them . After the first flowering-

time was over, we looked with some degree of

doubt to the condition of our plants. I am
speaking only of dwaifs, as most amateurs now
gi'ow them ; there seemed to be little of that

pushing out from the base on which we depend

for next year's shoots. But when the rains

came, it was marvellous what a difference soon

showed itself, and how rapidly the plants

became filled with vigorous and healthy shoots.

This has gone on, and along with it we have

been ivble to gather excellgnt blooms, especially

of Teas. Thus, one grower writes to me :
—

" I

have cut to-day a dozen blooms of Souvenir

d'Eliso A'ardon, which I should not bo ashamed

to put up in the height of the Eose season."

The Exhibitions.

Turning now aside from the general con-

dition of Eoses in our gardens to the exhibitions

which have been held, specially those of the

National Eose Society, it was seen how largely

the character of the season influenced them.

There was no standing in rapt astonishment

before stand after stand of blooms of unparalleled

excellence, for such were not to be seen ; nor,

indeed, were there many individual blooms of

surpassing merit. The great Eose tournament,

held by the National at the Crystal Palace, is

that which excites the keenest interest, and

most clearly shows the character of the season
;

and here one heard on every side complaints,

both of the number and the quality of the

blooms exhibited, and the general verdict was

unfavourable — and this, although exhibitors

came forward from all parts of the country, and

England, Scotland, and Ireland, were well

represented. As might have been expected, the

north had a good time of it, especially amongst

the nursoi-ymen ; but as far as amateurs were

concerned, the advantage did not lay so much
with the northerners. The record of one

southern grower, the Eev. Joseph H. Pember-

ton of Havering, near Eomford, being very

remarkable : he began with Colchester in June,

and ended with Leicester on August 4, during

this time attending at a dozen shows, he carried

oft' most of the principal prizes for amateurs,

among them being the two challenge trophies of

the National Eose Society, the Mayor's Cup at

Colchester, the Sutton Cup at Eeading, the

Challenge Cup at Croydon (finally won), .and

Challenge Cup at Woodbridge, beside two Gold

Medals and four Silver, the Oold Medals accom-

panj'ing the challenge trophies. Messrs. Hark-

ness & Sons amongst nurserymen have made
a remarkable record also, having won the two
challenge trophies.

New Varieties.

Of new Eoses there has been a scarcity, espe-

cially as regards those raised abroad ; in fact,

I do not recollect one for the present season

that has made any impression as a Eose likely

to be a great favourite in future years. The
Gold Medal of the National Eose Society was
awarded to a sport, not a seedling, exhibited by
Messrs. Alexander Dickson & Sons. There
are still some Eoses much to be desired to

which we seem to be no nearer. We should

like to see a white A. K. Williams or Charles

Lofebvre ; and a yellow hybrid perpetual with

more claim to that title than Gloiro Lyonnaise,

which was sent out under that misleading name.
There does not seem to bo any diminution

of the interest in Eose growing or Eose exhi-

biting. Societies rise and fall. Exhibitors pass

away or grow tired of it, but still the interest in

the flower does not seem to flag. There is but one

other flower which exceeds it in these respects,

that is the Chrysanthemum ; but beautiful,

varied and valuable as this is, especiallj' owing
to the time of year at which it is in full beauty,

it can bear no comparison with the Eose—more-
over, it must be flowered to get it in perfection

under glass, which is not the case with the Eose.

The Eose and Floral Decoration.

I do not think that the attempts to make use

of the Eose for decorative purposes have been

very successful at our e.xhibitions. It may be,

and \ think probably is, that the time is too

limited to enable exhibitors in other classes to

pay as much attention as they might do to this

matter ; or is it that the Eose is hardly adapted

for grouping ? It may be heresy to write this,

but I think most ladies feel it a difficulty when
Eoses are brought for indoor decoration. The
bouquetists of Paris are supposed to excel all

others in the elegance of their arrangements,

'

but I well remember many years ago when
the directors of the Crystal Palace Company
were anxious to procure some of the best

examples from Paris, the woeful disappoint-

ment experienced at the lumpy, mop-like

character of the arrangements sent by some
of the leading houses who were in the habit of

supplying the ladies who frequented the brilliant

court of Napoleon III.

Such then is the record of what has probably

been the most disappointing season ever ex-

perienced by Eose-growers ; after a mild winter,

in which no losses were experienced, and Eoses

broke well with the promise of great excellence,

our variable climate exerted its power, and
failure was announced on every side. Let us

hope that better times are in store for us, and
that while the energies of our Eose-growers
continue undiminished, their efforts may be

rewarded in 18il7 by a more congenial season.

Wild livse.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
«

L.ELIO CATTLEYA x VELUTINO - ELEGANS
(Cattleya rcluthia 9, L.-C. x elegans 3), new
gard. hyh.

This pretty hybrid, which receutly received a First-

class Certificate of Merit at Paris, is the latest novelty

produced by that indefatigable Orchid hybridist

M. Chas. Maron, Orchid grower to M. Fouraier of

Marseilles. The plant, so far as it has yet developed,

resembles in growth a stout form of Cattleya

velutina, and the pretty and fragrant flowers, which
are produced several together on upright spikes, boar

a striking resemblance to those o£ a good form of

Cattleya Schilleriana. The sepals and petals are o£ a

creamy-wliite tinged with nankeen-yellow, and veined

with rose ; the showy labellum, which is blush-white

at the base, has the side lobes folded over the

column ; the broad front lobe is of rich crimson

purple veined with white, and having an orange-

blotch at its base, and a toothed and crimped
margin. James O'Brien.

A Wild Banana of New Guinea.

In the tenth volume of the Proceedings of the

Llnncan Societi/ of New South Wales, p. 348 (1885),

the late Mr. N. de Mikloiiho-Maclay alluded to a

Musa from New Guinea " with fruits contaiuing very

large, irregularly-shaped seeds (about 10 mm. long

atid 11 mm. in diameter), which, when ripe, are of a

brilliant black colour, and are greatly used by the

natives as ornaments." In the same volume, p. 35t>,

the writer of these remarks offered from personal

inspection fuller notes on these seeds, and gave then
to this species the name of M. calosperma, and an
account of the Papuan M. Maclayi was also given. In

a letter written in Sydney on September 4, 1885, the

distinguished Russian naturalist mentioned (hero

translated), *' i\lusa calosperma seems to occur only

sparingly on the Maclay coast, that part of the north

coast which stretches from Cape Croisilles to Cape
King William), but is said to be very frequent

near the south-eastern point of New Guinea
and on tlie Louisiade Archipelago." Towards [the

end of last year Sir William Mncgregor saw, 35 miles

up the Mambaro river, this same Musa. In ref. r-

euce to tliis His Excellency writes mo under date,

December 15, 1895: — "I had a specimen brought
on board the Merrie Kinjland, where I invited Mr.

W. Fitzgerald to study it. He undertook to send
you his description of it. I enclose a sketch of the

fiuit by Mr. Winter. The bunch of fruits would
have Weighed nearly 1 cwt. It is not edible ; the
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seeds are used for making beads. It is a fine band-

some plant."

From Mr. Fitzgerald's notes, forwarded by him
from Cooktown on February 7, 189G, and now given

with some alterations in tlie organograpliic words, I

extractas essential the following :
—

" I did not collect

the specin;ens of tie Banana, which grows on the

Mambare river. Mr. Biitterwortli, on the request of

Sir William Macgregor, brought a spike on board.

Height 15 to 25 feet ; stem stout ; leaves 8 to 1(J feet

in length, 2 to U feet across ; spike (thyrsoid raceme)

pendulous, o\ feet long by the same (in largest) cir-

cumference (as regards the fruit masses seen) ; bracts

broadly ovate (very acute, according to Mr. Winter's

dolineationK 9 to 12 inches long, bright green.

Flowers numerous, J to 1 inch in length, white, the

lobes of tlic caly.x firm, linear, with sharply-recurved

mai'gins ; corolla-lobes small, membranous ; stigma

trifid ; fruit about •" inches long by IJ inch in

diameter, outside p.alc yellow ; pulp whitish, streaked
with purple. Seeds 24 to 28 ; testa bony, black.

Albumen mealy, bitter. The fruit is not eaten by the
natives, and is known to them by the name of Tubi.

From a necklace madeof these seeds,and transmitted

by the Lieutenant-Governor, it may be added, that the

seeds attain the length of half an inch, and are often

semi-ovate in form. The necklaces are called by the

natives Gudugudu. Mr. Winter's drawing (of much
reduced size) indicates the flowers and fruits forming
a total mass of ovate-conic form with crowded bracts.

Muaa Fitzalani, as here recognized, differs from
M. calosperma in the comparative paucity of its

flowers, at least within some of the bracts, and in pulp-

less fruits with much smaller seeds. M. Hilli, which
through Mr. 13ertlioud is now known also from the
Johnstone lliver, is more widely separated by still

more gig.Tntic size, by a raceme erect, at least, during
flowering time, as well illustrated by Sir Joseph
Hooker, in JManica! Ma<,ia:ine, t. 7,401 (ISy,';), by its

longer and les.< acute bracts, by yellowish flowers, by
proportionately broader fruits with jellow pulp and
smaller seeds.

M. Scemauni {Gardcnrrs Chronicle, tliird series,

Vol. viii., p. 182 [1890], with a woodcut from a

photograph by his Excellency Sir John Thui-ston)

belongs also to the series of specits with erect

inflorescence, but may perhaps be identical withM.
Fehi of Tabiti and New Caledonia, as suggested in

the Kcw /nikr I have not succeeded in identifying

M. calosperma with any of the thirty-five congeners
recorded by Mr. Baker in the Annals of Jlolan;/

vol. vii., and in Mr. Dyer's Kew Bulletin for 1894.

Should this I^Iusa on further access to ampler material

prove specifically distinct from Mr. Maclay's plant,

then it should bear the name of Sir William
Macgregor.

Attention may here be drawn at this apt oppor-
tunity to a Musa of extraordinary ornamental value,

to which Dr. Warburg refers (in Professor Engler's

Jahr Biichtr, xiii., 274), with totally red leaves,

cultivated by aborigines in New Britain, but indi-

genous to the Solomon Islands. It may only be a
variety of .some well-known species, but is not to be
found in Australian gardens. Ferd. van Mueller

K.C.M.Q., M. <t- Ph.D., Ll.D., F.R.S.

Fig. 61,—ertthronium hartwegi ; colour op the flowers white and tellow.

(SEE F. 862.)

THE GENUS ERYTHRONIUM.
Tnis genus of liliaceous plants is chiefly known

perhaps from its only representative on this side of

the Atlantic Ocean, viz :—E. Dens-canis, commonly
known as the Dog's-tooth Violet. There are at present

not more than a dozen species altogether known to

botanists, and with the exception of E. dens-canis,

these are natives of the United States and Canada.

Small though the genus be, it has not failed to give n
certain amount of trouble to botanists so far as

identification and nomenclature are concerned. Dr.

Sereno Watson in the Proceedings of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences (vol. xiv., 1878, p. 260,

vol. xxii., 1886, p. 479), and Mr. J. G. Baker of Kew
in the Journal of the Linncan Society (vol. xiv., 1875,

p. 296), and in the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle

have both grappled with the genus, but nowhere
I believe has a complete monograph been published
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at one time. An attempt to do this has been made

in the following notes, in the hope that such will be

of interest to readers of the Qardcmrs' Chronicle.

As the species do not appear to admit very readily of

a natural classification (except perhaps by means of

the stigmas), they have been described in alphabetical

order for the sake of convenience.

1. E. alhidum, Nutt.—This species is a native of

the wet pastures of New York and Pennsylvania,

extending to Minnesota and Texas, and flowers during

April and May. The corms are ovoid and stoloni-

ferous. The leaves are oblong-lanceolate, slightly or

not all mottled. The peduncle bears a solitary white

or bluish-white flower, the lanceolate reflexed seg-

ments of which are 1 to 1^ inch long, without

auricles at the base. Style slender, stigmas somewhat

spreading.

E. bracteatum, Bigelow, is considered to be a closely

related form. It has somewhat larger leaves, and

differs, moreover, in having yellow flowers, and being

a native of the mountainous regions.

2. E. amei-icanum. Smith.—This species extends

from Canada to Florida and Texas, inhabits wet

meadows, and produces its flowers in April and May,

like E. albidum. It was introduced early in the

present century to England, and in 1808 was figured

in the Butmikal Ma'jashu; t. 1113, where it is stated

to have flowered with Messrs. LodJiges, of Hackney.

The corms are ovoid and stoloniferous as in E. albi-

dum, but the leaves are usually not only larger than

those of that species, but they are also mottled with

greenish-purple. The solitary flowers are clear yellow,

the segments often having reddish-brown dots at the

base, while the stigmas are undivided.

3. E. c'Urinam, S. Watson.— ThL? is a comparatively

new species, having been discovered in 1887 by Mr.

T. Howell in the Deerbreek Mountains, Oregon.

As indicated by the specific name, the colour of the

flowers—three of which are usually borne on the

peduncle

—

m lemon-yellow. There is, however, a

broad orange-coloured blotch near the auricled base

of the segments, while the tips are often suffused with

a tinge of pink.

4. E. Dcns-canis, Linn.—This is the only species

native of the Eastern Hemisphere, and ia, of course,

well known to almost everyone as the common Dog's-

tooth Violet. It is found wild chiefly in Central and

Southern Europe, although forms of it extend across

Asia to Japan. The corms are ovoid, cylindrical, and
furnished with a mr)rc or less membranous tunic.

The ovate or oblong-lanceolate leaves are glaucous-

green, marbled with dull purjile. The peduncle bears

a solitary flower, rose or violet-purple (rarely white),

with brown dots at the base of the recurved segments,

the inner whorl of which is provided with basal

auricles. Stigma trifid. This species has been in

cultivation for more than a century, and was figured

in the Bntanlral M(i(/a:inc in 1790, t. 5. Two very
distinct forms are figured in Sweet's British Flower
Garden, 2 ser., tt. 71 and 76.

Besides the white form, there are two other varie-

ties of E. Dens-canis, viz., (a) sibiricum, a more
robust form, from the Altai Mountains; and (b)

japonicum(Baker), a Japanese form with violet-purple

flowers, having a distinct blackish spot at the base of

the petals.

5. E. (jrandifiorani, Pursh.—This was figured in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, in June, 1871, p. 831, in con-
nection with some interesting remarks from the pen
of the late Mr. Andrew Murray. E. grandiflorum is

a native of Oregon and Washington Territory. About
1827 or 1828 it was discovered by David Douglas
(who was despatched to that region by the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society), and it seems to have flowered at
Chiswick for the first time in cultivation about 1835
or 1836. The corms are elongate-ovoid, bearing
oblong-lanceolate unmottled leaves, 4 or 5 inches in

length. From one to six flowers are borne on the
peduncle

;
they are white or cream-coloured, with a

more or less orange zone at the base. Stigma trifid.

There are apparently many forms of E. grandiflorum,
and so far as published particulars go, not a little con-
fusion seems to exist as to their identity. The form
figured in Botanical Mmjazine in 1868, t. 5714, as E.
giganteum, and in Gartenilora, 1873, t. 767, seems

to be the same as the variety known as albiflorum.

It was collected originally by Douglas, iu California,

at an altitude of 6000 to 10,000 feet, and its large

white flowers, with yellow base, seem to be the largest

and handsomest of the genus. The leaves—unlike

those of the species proper—are mottled with dull

purple. The variety minor is indigenous to Utah and

Colorado, and is distinguished by its smaller yellow

flowers and crimson stamens. It is figured (as E.

grandiflorum) in the Bot. Reg., t. 1786, and Behj.

Ilort., xxvi., 109, t. 6.

6. E. Hartwerji, S. Watson.—This species is named

in honour of another of the Royal Horticultural

Society's collectors—Theodor Hartweg. He col-

lected it on the mountains near Sacramento about

1836. The late Mr. Bentham, however, in his Flanta;

Harticcgiance, published in 1839, simply refers to

it as E. grandiflorum, Pursh. ; but Dr. Sereno

Watson, in the Proceedings of the American Academy

oj Arts and Sciences, xiv., 261, describes it as a new

species. Several specimens of it were shown at the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on March 25

last by Messrs. Wallace i; Co., of Colchester. The

illustration (fig. 64), which was made from one of

them, will give an idea of the habit of growth and size

of the flowers. The upper surface of the green leaves

is marbled with dull purple. The flowers arc, as a

rule, solitary,l,but two or even three may be produced

on the same peduncle. They remain in good con-

dition for three or four weeks. The segments are

cream-coloured, with a more or less orange zone at

the base.

7. E. IIcndersoni,S.Wa,Uoa.—This distinct species

was discovered in 1887 by Messrs. L. F. Henderson

and T. Howell in Oregon, and is named in compli-

ment to the former. It has oblong tunicatcd corms,

and oblong dull green leaves faintly mottled with

purple-brown. One or two flowers are 'jiroduned on

the peduncle ; the reflexed segments are pale purple

with a very dark purple base surrounded by a tinge

of pale yellow, the inner segments being shortly

clawed and auricled, and the filaments arc coloured

light purple. Figured in the Bot. Mag., 1888, t. 7017.

8. £. HoKcUi, S. Watson.—This species was dis-

covered about the same time and place as E. citrinum

and E. Hendersonii, by Mr. Howell, whose name it

bears. It is said to bear a resemblance to E.

Hendersoni, and there seems to be a doubt as to

whether the surface of the leaves is plain or mottled.

The petals are more or less of a pale pink tint, witli a

deep orange-coloured spot near the base. The inner

petals have scales or auricles, and the stamens are

white.

9. E. propullans, A. Gray.—This species is a native

of Minnesota, wliere it was cnUected by Mrs. Hedges
and Miss D.-vrliugton. The corms are small, ovoid,

and stoloniferous, and the oblong lanceolate leaves are

slightly mottled. The one flowered peduncle is only

2 or 3 inches long, and the flowers are rose-piu-ple,

with a yellow base ; stigma undivided.

10. E. ])urinirascc)is, S. Watson. — This species

differs from all the others (except, perhaps, E.

grandiflorum) in that its peduncles carry from four

to a dcBen flowers in a sub-umbellate raceme, instead

of the normal one or two. They are in colour pale

yellow, tinged with purple, and have a deep orange

base. The corms arc 1 to 2 inches long, producing

somewhat large undulate leaves.

E, revolulum, described by Mr. Baker in the Gard,

Chron., Jan. 1876, p. 138, is probably the same as the

E. revolutum, Sm., and E. grandiflorum Sraithi,

Hook., and seems to be a slender one-flowered form

of E. purpurascens. Specimens were collected in

Nootka Sound by Menzies, and the flowers are

said to be largo, tinged with purple or rose.

E. muUijlorum, Torrey, seems also to be referred to

E. gi'andiflorum and E. purpurascens, but it is

probably a variety of the latter, on account of its un-

divided stigma. It has mottled leaves, and the

pendunclej are said to bear as many as fifteen flowers

at a time, these being in colour bright lilac with a
yellow base.

A plant named E. Johnson! was shown at one of the

Royal Horticultural Society's meetiogs early this year

(1896) by Messrs. Wallace & Co. It has rose-coloured

flowers, but does not seem to have yet been deter-

mined as a distinct species.

Growers of these pretty border-plants may be

interested to know that most of the species described

above will probably be in cultivation very shortly, as

I believe Messrs. Wallace have received consignments

of them from their collector in the United States.

For the sake of arriving at a correct nomenclature,

let us hope that it is so. John Weathers, Asst.-Sec,

F.H.S., London.

KEW NOTES.
BuDDLEiA VABiiBiLis.—Information is asked with

regard to a plant under this name in the collection of

Mr. Gumbleton at Belgrove, Queenstown (see Gar-

deners' Chronicle, p. 301). The true plant of that

name is a Chinese species, described by Mr. Hemsley

in the Linncean Society's Journal, vol. xxvi., p. 120,

from specimens collected in China by Dr. Henry, and

is a large shrub with quadi-angxilar branchlets, nar-

row, lanceolate, toothed leaves, from 2 to 12 inches

long, and rose or yellow-coloured flowers in cymes.

So far as I know this plant is not in cultivation. But

this name has also been erroneously given to an

African species, introduced from Natal to Kew in

1894, and described in the Kew Bulletin, 1894, p. 389,

under the name of B. pulchella, by Mr. Brown, who
says it is very distinct, and unlike any other species

in the genus, its leaves being small, very variable in

shape, but mostly hastate, glaucous green, the flowers

in branched panicles, small, white with a yellow eye,

and strongly scented. It forms a somewhat straggling

shrub at Kew, where it is grown in a pot in the open

air in summer, and wintered in a cold frame.

It flowers freely in October.

Polygonum BALDScnnANicoM.

This is an elegant free-flowering climber, which we
owe to Dr. Kegel, who introduced it from Bokhara, iu

Tiukestan, in 1884, when it was described and figured

in .4c/. ffort. Petrop., viii., p. 684. A plant of it was

sent to Kew last year by Professor Max Cornu from

the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, and it is now to be seen

in the collection in the herbaceous ground, where it

has scrambled over a cluster of pea-sticks, forming a

Bindweed-like mass of long, thin stems, clothed with

cordate leaves, 2 to 4 inches long, and terminating in

long branching, elegant panicles of pink-tinted white

flowers. It stood the cold of last winter without

protection. As a trailer, it promises to be a plant of

considerable usefulness. The Pidygonuras are par-

ticularly attractive at this time of year, and some of

them form such grand specimens if planted on lawns,

one wonders that they are not more often thus

employed in gardens.

HeLIOFHILA SCANDEN3.

An example of this pretty greenhouse creeper may
now be seen flowering freely in the succulent-house

at Kew, where it is trained along a rafter at the cool

end of the house, the shoots hanging loosely and

bearing narrow lanceolate leaves 2 inches long, with

numerous terminal nacemes of white flowers, some-

thing like those of Erysimum, to which the genus is

related. H. scandens is a native of Natal, whence it

was introduced to Kew about ten years ago, but it

lias never been so decidedly attractive as this ye.ar.

About sixty species of Heliophila have been described,

all of which are natives of South Africa.

DiMORPHOTHECA ECHLONIS.

This plant is now flowering freely in the open air

at Kew. It has grown vigorously throughout the

Bummer, but has flowered somewhat shyly until

lately. It may be called a sub-shrubby form of D,

annua, with flowers nearly twice as large. Whether

it is really perennial, as stated by Cape botanists,

remains to be proved ; in any case, it is worth grow-

ing as an autumn-flowering Composite. The flowers

are not unlike those of a Paris Daisy, but the disc is

purplish, as also ia the lower side of the ray florets.

BrOnsvioias.

Two species of this genus of South African bulbous

plants are now in flower in the Cape-house at Kew,
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viz., R. Jo.iephiii;!! and B. f^iganteti. There i.s not

miicli difference between them, the former being, how-

ever, larger in all its parts, the umbel of flowers twice

as large, and the colour deeper. These plants flower

rarely in this country, but the excessive amount of

sunshine of the past summer appears to have favoured

them, as I have heard of several others flowering

lately beside those at Kew. They are very attractive,

glorified Nerines one might call them. B. Josephinse

original Amaryllis ornata nf Aiton, and to h.ave been

cultivated at Kew over one hundred years .ago. It

has small, globose, purplish, short-necked bulbs, thin

leaves about 1 foot long and 1 inch wide, a slender

peduncle of the same length, bearing several flowers

with a slender cui'ved tube 5 inches long, and a limb

1 inches wide, consisting of oblong-acute segments,

white faintly tinged with red along the mid-rib at the

back. It comes very near C. Sanderianum, a native

^^ f'^'^W^'-'-

Fia. 65.—CE4N0THD.S THYBSIFLOROS : COLOUR OF THE FLOWERS DKLRWTE BLUE.

has a scape 1 S inches high, bearing an umbel of about

fifty flowers, each of which has a stiff pedicel one foot

long ; the flowers are 3 inches long, the segments of

which are reflexed, and coloured bright red. Eight

other species have been described, but so far as I know

none of these is in cultivation. The genus has been

crossed with Amaryllis, and there are good reasons

for believing that it would cross with Nerine.

Crinum ydcc.eplordm.

Plants of this Crinum from Sierra Leone are now

flowering in the stove at Kew. It is said to be the

of the same region, but the latter has wider leaves,

and is a sturdier and more ornamental plant. Examples

of it are also in flower at Kew, as also of C. angustum,

C. asiaticum, C. Hildebraudti, C. giganteum, and

C. Mooreanum. IF. IF.

NOTES ON CEANOTHUS.
Ceanothds thtrsiflorfs, EschscJwlt:.—The illus-

tration (fig. 65) is reproduced from a photograph taken

April II, 1896, in the Botanic Garden of the Univer-

sity of California, at Berkeley, California. The tree

from which the branch wai out is five years old, is

about 12 feet high, with a spread of 10 feet, and has

a stem 3 inches in diameter ; the thyrses range from

2^ to 5 inches in length. This species is figured in

the Botanical Ref/istcr, xxx., t. 38, from a specimen

in the Royal Horticultural Society's garden, raised

from seed sent from California by Hinds while on the

Sulphur voyage ; the thyrses as there figured are

much less densely flowered than is usual with us.

The plant seems to have gone out of cultivation ia

England, as there is no mention of it in Nicholson's

Dictionary of Gardening ; it is, however, certainly

well worthy of re-introduction, for no flowering shrub
can be more effective when well grown. Tho
colour is unique, a delicate blue, only very indif-

ferently represented in the Botanical Register, fig. xxx.

In its native wilds it grows best on northern slopes
or in cool ravines.

Another handsome species now flowering with us
is 0. foliosus. Parry, of a more northerly range than
the last, with smaller inflorescence, and of a much
deeper blue colour. This shrub has a low, spread-

ing habit, the more erect stems being rarely over
3 feet high, but producing many long spreading
branches from the base ; these sometimes covering
an area 15 feet in diameter. When completely
covered with blossoms, this plant is very effective on
a northerly bank. It does not appear to be known
in England.

C. IcsvigatuB, Hook., now just coming into blossom
here, ia a species from yet farther north, and is

remai-kable for its large leaves, dark green above,
pale beneath, with a heavy cinnamon odour ; these
sometimes attain a breadth of 2J inches, and a
length of 3i inches. The thyrses are large and showy,
of a yellowish-white colour. I have not seen it in

its native wilds, but in the garden it maintains a
bushy habit.

As an ornamental species, my preference is for

Ceanothus Parry i, a bcautifully-fli)wered .shrub from
to 10 feet high, with a more bushy habit and

smaller leaves than ha.s C. thyisiflorus, and deep blue-

coloured flowers This species is closely allied to

papillosus, but was described as distinct by Professor

Trelease in 1888. /. liurtl Davy, University of
California.

TREES AND SHRUBS AT FOTA.
A RIDE of a few minutes' duration by railway from

either Cork or Queenstown brings the traveller to the

private station of Fota, and a word or two explaining

the object of the visit to the statiou-ma.ster secures

the traveller admission to this jealously-guarded and

secluded domain.

The island forms only a small portion of the landed

possessions of the Hon. A. H. Smith-Barry, M.P., a

descendant of the ancient house of the Barons of

Ban-iemore. The Castle of Barriemore has long been

in ruins. The residence at Fota is a rambling sort of

mansion, with few. if any, architectural pretensions
;

but the island on which it stands has much to recom-

mend it in the eyes of some persons, in its utter

quietude and retirement from the press and stress of

the world outside, for being cut off from the main-

land by water, visitors are few.

The climate, like that of the whole district, is

mild and humid, and to many persons decidedly

relaxing in its effects ; and if itjdoes not form an idea 1

abode for man, vegetation from milder climes than

our own succeeds admirably. The plants of the warm
temperate parts of the world, as Australia, Japan,

the northern island of New Zealand, Chili, and Peru

find heie a congenial home, growing with vigour to a

large size. A gardener seldom finds any difficulty in

getting access to a brother of the craft, and a few

words of introduction sufficed to put us and

Mr. Osborne, the head gardener, on an amicable

footine-, and we were soon engaged in the agreeable

occupation of examining the beauty of tree and shrub

in the extensive pleasure-grounds. It may be here

stated, that there is an outer belt of plantations

near the shores of the island, and an inner one sur-

rounding the pleasure-grounds and gardens, both of

these belts, which are of considerable depth, and con-
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sist of common species of timber-trees and ever-

greens, serving as windbreaks and screens. Tlie island

is almost flat, and but little elevated above high-

wattr mark ; indeed, on one occasion, a good many

years ago, the sea broke through, causing consider,

able damage among the trees and shrubs.

Our way led by a straight walk, bounded on either

hand by tall Portugal Laurels, Quercus lies, and

other trees ; and here on the broal margin

of turf were noted plants of Azara microphylla,

24 feet in height, and as much in diameter. It is

here a most desirable evergreen shrub ;
the flowers

are green and fragrant, and numeroiisly produced in

the spring. Eugenia apiculata, a once common green-

house shrub in English gardens, and still largely grown

on the Continent, and which might well take the pl.ace

oftheeonimonUrge-leavedMyrtlein large greenhouses,

being a faster grower, and bearing cutting better, was

flourishing in this part of the grounds ;
one e.tample

measuring 8 feet in height, and almost as much in

diameter, was noted. A specimen of another inmate of

the greenhouse, and one not often seen nowad.iys, even

there, Fabiana imbricata, formed a large busb, and near

by it was a very fine example of Chamicrops e.xcelsa,

planted twenty-seven years ago, which was quite un-

injured by the frosts of 1894-95 ; it is about 15 feet

high. Veronica Traversii robusta formed a splendid

bush, which, in its season, is covered with a profusion

of blue flowers. It is one of the handsomest of the

genus, and may safely be trusted out in the neigh-

bourhood of London.

A tree of Benthamia fragifera measured 40 feet

in diameter, and was laden with fruits at present

unripe ; not far distant fiom this handsome and

rare object was remarked a fine half-tree of

Embothrium coccinea, and one of Cornus (Vibur-

num) brachypoda, syn. C. macrophyllum, a pretty

Japanese species, succeeding only in the warmer

parts of Britain. The tip.'* of the shoots were just

putting on their autumnal colouring of rosy-red,

giving the plant a very attractive appearance. It

is as remarkable a shrub, but in a different way,

as are Colletia cruciata and C. spinosa. Tlie first-

named CoUetia was a plant forty years old, and

10 feet high and broad. Leptospermum grandiflorum

is a strong-giowing white-flowering bush, although

it was killed to the ground in 1S94, as was also a

bush of L. lanigera. Close by these shrubs there is

growing the largest specimen of Ilex comuta in

Britain ; it measures 7 feet in height by 7 feet in

breadth. Another fine thing was Glyptostrobus

sinensis pendula. In this part of the grounds most

of the Japanese Conifers are represented.

The pond with an island, planted with gigantic

Thamnocalamus IS and 20 feet high, and several other

species of Bamboos ; on the margin of the lake

several varieties of New Zealand Fla.x and Gunnera

manicata ; and the surface of the water all a-flower

with Nymphscas, including M. Marliac's handsome

hybrids, and N. Leydeckeri, and others, is a feature

that imprints itself on the memory. Chamrcrops

excelsa, Eulalai japonica, Arundo Donax, and giant

gra-sses, form some of the surrounding vegetation of

the lake, and the whole, not being in the least bit

trim or too gardenesque, had a remarkably natural

tropical look. The handsome large-leaved Berberis

nepalensis grows into a big bush, as do Salvia

leonuroides (formosa), of which a vigorous plant was

remarked with scarlet calyces to the flowers, of

whioli many remained ; and Tracheleosporum Jas-

miniflorum. A bush of a species of Edwardsia grows

and flowers well in the open. Many species of

Pittosporum in variety are planted about the grounds

in sheltered spots ; and one of the pretty P. undu-

latum, forming a perfect columnar example, has

grown to '20 feet in height. It flowers freely in the

spring, but the flowers drop without setting, as we

observed no seed-vessels on the plant. A compara-

tively immense tree of Arbutus Andrachne, with the

peculiar flattened and channelled limbs, and .stem of

a reddish colour, was remarked. So largo a tree as

this one must, wo should imagine, be extremely rare

in British g.ardens.

Conifers are, however, the chief glory of Fota, so

many fine specimens of the tenderer spec'e«, as well

as those capable of enduring the hardest frosts experi-

enced in these islands, abounding. The beautiful

trees, which stand in a kind of orderly confusion, and

at, in almost every case, sufficiently wide distances

apart as to secure perfect development, witli the

softest and greenest turf below them as a fitting set-

ting, could not fail to please the most exacting critic.

Here there are no cruel frosts to kill and maim, and

the only danger to be feared is snow. And we all

know how carefully-tended garden trees with their

long and wide - spreading branches, collect the

snow when it fall t heavily and without wind, until

its weight is too much for the branches to c.irry.

An example of Thuia borealis (Nutkaensis) com-

pacta, a lovely variety with finely cut foliage, and

having a height of 40 feet, and a Sequoia semper-

virens, 60 feet high, with a stem 9 feet in circum-

ference, have few equals.

Abies Albertiana is a fine large tree, beautifully

proportioned ; a good example of A. br.ichyphylla, and

one of the rare A. Pinsapo var. glauca, with blue-green

needles, were noted. A still more rare tree w:v3 a

splendid Pinus Devoniensis (Montezuma:), 40 feet

high and broad. The grey-green colour of the long

needles, and the peculiar growth so different from

other Pines, stamp this a first-class tree for planting

in mild parts of the country —in .all others it is

always unsatisfactory.

Of Cryptomerias there are several species and

varieties, and all of them do well. A fine large spe-

cimen of C. j.aponica spiralis, in which the needles

coil tightly round the young shoots; C. j. Sandersii,

which originated in Cork, and has pretty foliage and

a dense habit of growth : beside the type C. japonica

and C. elegans, were remarked. Abies Webbiana has

grown into a beautiful specimen of large size, and

it bears cones freely. A tree of Cedrus atlantica

glauca, a seminal variety, his reached a height of

00 feet, and proportionate breadth.

Of Picea religiosa there are two trees near to each

other, and 70 feet in height, perfect specimens

;

the one with glaucous green foliage, the other of the

normal green tint. In the cones no difference can bo

detected. Splendid examples of Abies grandis and

A. Nordmanniana were noted. The reputedly tender

and rare Cupressus Lindleyana formed a well-fur-

nished tree, 45 feet in lieight. Another " biggest tree

of its kind in Britain," is a Cupressus macrocarpa—

a

faultless example.

Of miscellaneous species of trees, mention may be

made of a form of Liriodendron tulipiferum contortum,

20 feet high ; of a large example of Pterocarya cauca-

eica,of Eucalyptus coriaceus (E. amygdalina of some

botanists), whose stem at the base measures 7 feet in

girth, and whose total height is 50 feet. The tree

was once somewhat injured by the removal of some

trees which sheltered it, but it has now quite recovered

its health.

A large hardy Fernery exists in the garden, and

is very well furnished with choice species. We
observed Lomaria chilensis, a fine evergreen species

;

B.ilantium culcitum, also evergreen ; Cyrtomium

falcatum, Woodwardia radicans, the latter with

fi-onds 8 feet in length, and which propagates itself

freely on the rockery from bulbils ; and Dicksonia

antarctica, many fine specimens, from 5 to 15 feet

high, with a spread of fronds of 14 feet.

Fota is furnished witli extensive kitchen-ganleus,

excellent fruit-walls, on which very excellent fruits

were noticed ; numerous modern-built glasshouses,

which are well filled with useful kinds of plants ;

and everything in and about the gardens bears the

stamp of the mister cultivator, and man of taste and

liberal ideas. Mi'. Osborne has, we believe, held the

post of head-gardener to Mr. Smith-Barry for the

lengthened period of twenty-nine years, and he has

therefore had the satisfaction, rare in these days of

change, of tending to the needs of the rare species of

tree and shrub from the time most of them were

planted, and seeing them arrive at their present size.

THE SEED TRADE.
The Grass and Clovbb Crops.—Our customary

advices from Germany in reference to the actual and

anticipated crops of Grais and Clover seeds show

that the yield of the former has been, on the whole,

smaller than that of last year, and some kinds have

disappointed the expectations of the early summer.

The two leading kinds of Agrostis— the fine and the

Marsh Bent-grasses, promise exceedingly small yields

in the United States, as well as in Germany : and as

dealers sold out pretty closely last season, prices are

likely to be high. Aira flexuosa (Hair-grass) has

been harvested in small quantities, all of which are

more or less discoloured by rain. Alopecurus pra-

tensis (Meadow Foxtail) has given a satisfactory

yield, but as the stocks on hand were largely ex-

hausted early in the year, prices will rule us high as

last season. The quality of the seed i-i excepti3n.ally

fine, and it is of a high degree of purity, and the

growth is expacted to be in every respect satisfactory.

Anthoxanthutn odor.itum (Sweet Vernal-grass), and

the form of it knowu as Pueli, show a yield con-

siderably less than that of last year, but the sample

is fine. Avena elatior (Oat-grass), is good in crop

and quality. D.vctyUs glomerata (Rough Cock's foot-

grass) is said to have proved a complete failure

in the United States, and it would seem no

imports can be looked for from thence. The New
Zealand crop is medmm, the seed heavy and pro-

mising. Prices are advancing owing to a large

demand. France reports a good crop, but it is com-

plained of the bulk that other grasses are mixed with

it. Cynosurus cristatus (Dog's-tail-grass) is almost

a failure, and prices are sure to be 'nigh.

The, Sheeps and other hard Fescue - grasses have

gre,atly disappointed the expectations entertained

during the earlier part of the season ; but the weather

became bad, and continuous rains spoiled much of the

seed. A small yield is inevitable, and as considerable

expense will be incurred in cleaning the seed, prices

are certain to be high. The fine-leaved form (Festuca

tenuitolia) grew b.adly in consequence of the autumn

of 1895 being so dry, and this followed by the equally

unfavourable spring of the present year, the yield is

light, and has had to be thoroughly cleaned, thus

raising its value in the market. F. pratentis (Meadow

Fescue) shows a crop less abundant than last year,

but in consequence of good stocks having been held

over in some quarters, prices are likely to be lower

than those of Ust year ; the quality of the seed is

excellent, though a little discoloured by rain. Tall

Fescue-grass (F. elatior) saved in southern Germany is

about onehalf the crop of last year, and will not

cover the expected demand.

Holcus lanatus (Creeping Soft -grass) has given

a good crop of satisfactory quality and high purity.

Lolium perenne (Rye-grass), and L. italicum (Itali.an

Rye-grass), have both been harvested in abundance,

and prices are lower than those of last season.

Phleum pr.atense (Cat's-tail or Timothy-grass) has

proved an excellent crop in the United States, and

prices there are lower than for several years past

;

nothing appears to be known at present of the

German crop. Of the meadow grasses, Poa nemo
rails has yielded a fair average crop, rain having

.affected it but little. Poa trivialis has a smaller crop

than during the past two years, and the price has

advanced. P. pratensis is a failure, and the present

high prices are likely to adv.incc. Pbalaris arundi-

uacea (Reed Canary-grass) is scarce, the dry spring

having affected its growth.

All Clovers are expected to yield less seed than

last year, though it is too early in the season to

report with anything like accuracy. Sainfoin has

produced an abundance of seed, but the samples are

stained by rain. Trefoil has been harvested in small

quantities only, and prices are likely to rise. White

Clover gave a medium crop, but no fine samples have

put in appearance iu the market as yet. A large crop

of Alsike has been secured in America ;
there the

seed is very che,ap. Trifolium incarnatum has quite

failed iu Italy, and a small crop only has been obtained

in France. German and Austrian crops are good,

and though the seeds are discoloured by rains, the

seed grows remarkably well. In reference to red

Glover and Lucerne, it is as yet too early to form a

definite opinion, but unless the weather changes for

the better, the crop is likely to be an indiff'erent

one. Pimm.
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Foreign Correspondence.

LATE TULIPS.

We greatly approve of thu editorial i-emarks (ia

your recent issue of September 10) ou the practice

of giving Latin names to garden varieties. We hive

for many years protested against it, and those who
were present at the first Daffodil C jnferences will

remember Mr. Krelage's, and others efforts in this

respect. Especially the nomenclature of Tulips

would become very annoying and confusing if this

regrettable practice became universal. Tlie origin

of most garden Tulips is absolutely unknown, and it

is very difficult to state whether Tulips generally

known under well-registered botanical names arc

really the species described by their authorities.

Many Tulips which first were described as

original species have afterwards proved to be

old garden Tulips, escaped from gardens long ago,

and found again growing wild. It ip, therefore, of

no use to give botanical names to any old garden

Tulips which may have been re-discovered of late
;

appropriate fancy names are to be preferred, and will

doubtless be approved both by nurserymen and

amateurs.

The second point, referred to in The Field, and
reprinted in your columns without any mark of

approval or disapproval, should not be confounded

with the condemned practice described above. The
chissification of rectified amateur Tulips has nothing

to do with the giving of Latin names to garden Tulip--.

We are very proud to st<ate that the catiilogue to

which reference is made in Thf' Field is ours, and wo
are glad to have an occasion of defending our system

of classification, which we shall certainly not abandon.

Late rectified amateur Tulips have for a very long

period of time been a special feature iu Holland, in

French Flanders, and in England. The Uutch col-

lections are the oldest
;

those in England were
especially renowned in the first part of the pre-ent

century, and the Flemish collectors went their own
way, and raised their best varieties about the same
time. The development of Tulip culture in each of

the three countries has its own story, and as, of

course, no regular couimunication between the Tulip

lovers of these countries existed to any extent, the

result was the formation of three well-distinguished

strains of rectified amateur Tulips.

The Dutch strain, which was already renowned in

the last part of tho eighteenth century, did not improve
very much in later year.-', but has always been kept

by some of the Dutch nurserymen, who can still

supply these varieties true to name.

The Flemish strain is distinguished by flowers

which are very effective and beautifully coloured, but

they do not exactly answer to the English Tulip

rules. These flowers, which only include Violettes

and Koses, but no Bizarres, are irregularly flamed

and blotched, have not always a white base, and

are as a rule, of longer shape than English

Tuhps. The English strain, which has of late revived

to a great extent, thanks principally to the inde-

fatigable zeal of Messrs. Barr and others, does not

need further description in this paper. Each of these

strains consists of different varieties, and there are

only a very few which are to be found as well iu the

English as in the Flemish or the Dutch collections.

The English Tulip collections contain the Dutch Rose

Tulip, Hei'oine, and others ; the Dutch strain includes

the Flemish Violet Tulip, Louis XVI., and so on.

We have intentionally catalogued the three strains

separately, in consequence of their distinct characters.

English Tulip collectors, of course, only allow the per-

fect English varieties in their gardens, but other plaut-

lovers, who do not grow these Tulips from the stand-

point of the Tulip-fancier, but rather to enjoy their

beauty, may prefer the Dutch and Flemish ."trains.

This is, of course, a matter of personal taste only, but

we, as growers, are obliged—so as to enable our

customers to choose what they exactly want—to

classify late T\ilips in a convenient and practical

manner.

The third remark, which in the Fidd is some-

wh;it mixed up with the former, refers to the new
strain of late self-coloured Tulips, which we have

named in honour of the late Charles Darwin. This

question may be considered as settled already, since

the distinctness of this strain is so generally admitted,

that the demand for "Darwin " Tulips now far sur-

pa'ises the production. We do not like to be our own
laudatois in this question, but we kindly beg to allow

to reproduce what your esteemed contributor, Mr.

W. Watson, of Kew, said ou the matter two
years ago, when the same question arose in the

English horticidtural press. This is what Mr. Watson
then wrote in a London letter to Garden and Fortst

:

—
(February 21,1891)—"English horticultural papers

are actively discussing these plants just now, some of

them holding that the " race " recently named in com-

pliment to the great naturalist, and offered by Messrs.

Krelage & Son, of Haarlem, i» not in any way di-tinct

from the old " Breeder " Tulips, which are forms of

T. Oesneriana. In my opinion, there is a difference,

the plants offered by Messrs. Krelage being much
superior in colour attractions to the Breeders of

English gardens. The former have been grown at Kew
several years now, and their extraordinary colours

attract considerable attention. No less an authority

than Sir Frederick Leighton, on seeing them at Kew
two years ago, expressed hinrself delighted with them,

because they were so diffeieut from and so uuich

more artistic iu colour than the Tulips usually grown
in gardens. If the quibbling over the name only leads

to the general cultivation of these Darwin Tulips, it

will h,vve been productive of some good. I would
rather call them Darwin than Breeder Tulips,

even if they were identical, the latter name
suggesting something unfinished or imperfect,

whereas the flowers themselves are beautiful iu their

colours, kaleidoscopic, never hai'sh or disagreeable to

the eye, and often showing the most subtle blending

of browns, and purples, ami greens—iu short, all

colours. Breeder Tulips have never held a very pro*

mineut place m EngUsh horticulture— not within the

last twenty years, at any rate ; but, unless I am much
mistaken, these Darwin Tulips of Messrs. Krelage are

certain to become favourite with all who love true

beauty of colours in a flower."

We may add, that the enormous demand for

Darwin Tulips hsis proved the truth of Mr. Watson's

prophecy. £. II. Krcla'je d: Son, Haarlem, IloUand,

September, 1896.

greens become changed to a yellowish tint, whi'e

yellows and reds are the most successful, especially

the latter. The splendid bright crimson of ihe fruit

of Momordica cochiiichinensis, after immersion for

about two year--, show but very slight change, tho

fluid it elf being only slightly tinged with yellow.

In alcohol the bright-coloured, fleshy fruits, quickly

lose their c jlour, and become bleached ; while in a

saturated solution of salt-and-water the colours are

fairly well retained for a year or two, after which tho

fruits themselves become soft and pulpy, and tho

colours, whether reds, greens, or yellows, have a

faded appearance. The results then, so far as time

will yet allow us to speak, are iu favour of formalin.

John R. Jacl:»rjn.

FORMALDEHYDE.
Refeuring to the use of formaldehyde fur pre-

serving vegetable tissues, a subject which has

been ventilated in the Oitrde)iers' Chronicle during

the past mouth, I m-iy now. perhaps, be allowed to

give a few mure details than 1 was able to do iu my
last comnjunicition. This substance is now known
in commerce under the name of formalin, and

appears as a water-white solution. In a small

pamphlet ou formalin issued by Schering, of Berlin,

the following description of the substance is given.

Formalin is the name v( a saturated aqueous solu-

tion of 40 per cent, of formic aldehyde fCH.Ot.

Formic aldehyde is a gas prepared from wood-spirit

and other alcoholic liquid* by oxidation. It dissolves

easily iu water, and is called in commerce formalin.

It can be readily employed in any strength. For

most purposes a solution of formalin, consisting of

one teaspoonful of the fluid to one quart of water

suffices. In many cases, however, a much more
dilute solution is sufficient. It is an excellent dis-

infectant and antiseptic, and is perfectly harmless.

All kinds of food, such as meat, poultry, game, fish,

fruit, &c., can be preserved by it. Fruit should

be dipped in the formalin solution for about a minute,

or wiped with a cloth moistened with it, in older

to prevent external decomposition. As a preservative

in which to keep fruits for museum purposes, a for-

malin solution of the strength here stated has, so far,

been successful in preserving their substance and

shape for a period of about two years, for it must be

remembered that the substance is a comparatively

new introduction. For preserving colours, however,

the results are not in all cases equally satisfactory
;

DUDLEY LODGE, HAEROW-ON-
THE-HILL.

Tuis is a garden which owes much to the artistic

tastes of the owner, H. W. Bryans, Esq., who, during
the few years he has resided there, has greatly

altered it from the common type of lawn and border

garden, usually bare of everything iu the winter, and
filled with "bedding plants" in the summer; to a

pretty garden containing much variety, and one in

which the botanist, florist, or the mere lover of

flowers would be able to find much to interest and
ple;i.se. The alterations entailed much hard work, and
a considerable amount of money. Numerous fine

shrubs and herbaceous perennials wore planted,

which will, in the course of time, fully compensate the

proprietor. At a short distance from the boundaries

of the garden, raised banks have been thrown ud, and
planted at tho top, and in places, on both sides, with
flowering deciduous and evergreen shrubs. The
outer side of these banks is skirted by a pleasant tree-

shaded walk, and in various parts, spring and

summer-flowering plants, such as Primrose Polyanthus,

Forget-me-nots, Foxgloves, Saxifrages, &c., are

planted so as to obtain some flowers both early and
late. In the shade, clumps of Hypericum, Viuoas.

Ivies, and other suitable things, find a home ; and

the small-leaved Ivy is made use of sometimes

to trail over spots where Lily of the Valley, Daffodils,

and other bulbs are planted, which has, when these

are in flower, a pleasing effect, and when the bulbs

have died down, there is still a bright green carpet of

Ivy instead of the bare soil.

Looking over tho garden from beueath a rustic

arch, and across the expansive lawu, Mr. Bryans'

dwelling, climber-dad, comes into view ; on one tide

a view over the surrounding cliarming landscape has

been opened up, unobstructed by a light iron screen,

to which are looped varieties of Clematis.

Ou another side of the house the front portion of

the girden is shut off b/ a light wmught-iron screen,

made from Mr. Bryans" design, and which a thin

covering of Ampelop.sis and other creepers decorate

without quite concealing it. Beside it is a rosary,

planted with a good selection of Koses, and around the

entire garden runs a broad herb.rceous border, varied

in height, and undulating in outline.

When planting on so large a sc ile, the larger-growing

fpecies have to be planted in c'umps, otherwise the

effect produced is poor, especially when observed at a

distance, hence the clumps of Hollyhocks, Phlox, Iris,

Anemone japonica, both white and pink ; Delphi-

nium, Gladiolus, Eryngium, and other showy border-

plants, afford a constantly changing show of flowers.

The brightest colours at present are obtained from

varieties of Helianthm, tEnotheras, Lobelia cardi-

nalis, Pyrethrum, and Potentilla, with here and there

glowing Gladiolus, Tritonia Uvaria,&c. In planting the

borders, the use of ioliage for contrast in colour and

form has been well considered, and clumps of Boc-

eonia corJata, Eryngiums, &c., have been well and

effectively placed. As an aid to the floral display,

annual and biennial species are used whenever they

do not interfere -nith the perennial plants.

In one of the recesses was observed a pleasing

group of thinly-planted shrubs, filled ia -with

large specimens of Abutilons, which are still

covered with bloom, the bed being finished

with a broad edge of Calceolaria amplesioaule.
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The group is as pretty as any in the garden
;
^^d

we were told that this sort of planting for summer

effect will be carried out on a larger scale another

season.

Thei :SalviaB have been very bright, and are

BO still. We remarked here Salvia patens whose

flowers' are of a handsome shade of blue, the neat

S. Horminum with heads of floral bracts vai7ing from

pink to rich purple ; a patch of hardy Heaths, and

Menziesia polifolia in flower, and at other points some

interesting objects. Here, as in other gardens, zonal

Pelargoniums are being crowded out by hardier

plants. Here some fine beds of Begonias put the

Pelargonium to ehame, at this end of the season. /. O'B.

PLANT Note.

most cases to show signs of decay, or it will be found

at the neck of the plant. It is often difficult to save

a plant when decay is deep seated, and that is one of

the reasons for having the plants at all seasons in

places where easy inspection of them is possible. No

plant suffers more from neglect than the Auricula,

but on the other hand, it repays careful culture.

During the months of October and November the

plants will gradually lose most of their le.avcs,

leaving a filbert-shaped bud or crown. If the heart

be plump, and the root-stem stout, then the spring

may be looked forward to with hope, for the chances

are all in favour of good growth aud line bloom.

The Auricula is never without iuterest, even when at

rest. It is weU, however, to be as attentive to the

plants in winter as in spring aud summer, and no

grower should grudge his plants this much. R. D.

CHRYSOGONaU VIRGINIANUM.

In the new gardens of Aldeuham House, Elstree,

Mr. E. Beckett cultivates this plant in patches, which

are very effective and charming at this season

of the year. The generic name, Chrysogonum, is

Kiven, according to the Dictionary of G(ir<h:nii,<j, as

bcin" derived from two words—chrysos, gold
;
and

goiiu, a knee or joint ; in allusion to that peculiarity

of the plant of mostly flowering at the joints of the

stem. It is of a somewhat dwarf and bushy growth,

producing rather freely yellow composite flowers

of a showy character. It seems to do well at Aldeu-

ham House, both in the heavy st.il of the new shrub-

bery beds, and in the lighter soil of the garden

attached to Mr. Beckett's residence. It is a hardy

herbaceous perennial, aud makes a pleasing display

when in full bloom. It is propagated by division of

the roots in spring. The geuus is said to include

others, but the above appears to be the only one in

cultivation, and is very seldom met with. R. D.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

THE AURICULA.

AuRicDLAS in pots appear to have stood the

hot, dry weather without injury. I have seen

several collections in different parts of the country,

which are satisfactory in theu present appearance.

Probably the fears of cultivators caused more than

usual attention to be paid to their wants. My own

plants acquired a generous leafage during the fine

weather, aud they have not stopped growing yet,

though the decay of the outer leaves shows that the

resting season draws nigh. With cooler weather

there has come less need for water, and as November

approaches it should be sparingly afforded, and then

only to prevent the soil becoming so dry as to cause

drooping of the leaves. If thi? should happen, place

the pot in water to ensure the ball being thoroughly

moistened, and return it to the stage. If a plant be

allowed to get dust-dry, the younger root-fibres perish,

and of course .an injury is done to the plants. I prefer

to keep the soil fairly moist all through the winter,

and then if the drainage be good aud the soil sweet, no

harm eusues ; whereas, stagnant moisture is always

hurtful, and I quite understand why it was that the

growers of a past generation, who had to winter their

plants in a cold frame, used to insist upon the im-

portance of having the drainage of the pots in good

condition in the autumn. Some plants will, of

course, die in the best-managed collections ;
" cracks

"

go down before the deathly visitant as well as the

inferior types. Rarity affords no immunity.

Amateurs who possess only an elementary know-

ledge of Auriculas sometimes write in fe.ir to inquire

ii the natural decay of the older leaves means coming

death to the plant ? Certainly not, if the plant

is healthy and doing well ; but if otherwise, if in

harmful soil, then there is rea-son to fuar further

injury. An unhealthy plant manifests itself in the

leaves looking weakly, curling at the sides or ends,

and in a stoppage of its growth. Such plants need

immediate attention, and the soil shaken quite away

from the roots, which if examined will be found in

Trees and Shrubs.

CORNUS SANGUINEA VAKIKGATA.

Under this name %ve have growing here an orna-

mental variegated-leaved Dogwood 5 to 6 feet in

height, which is very effective wheu seen in company

of evergreen and deciduous shrubs. It succeeds

in rather moist situations ; and in winter, when the

leaves—which have a silverywhite variegation—have

fallen, the red colour of the stems and shoots is a

pleasing feature.

SriBJiA ARIyEFOLIA.

This pendulous white-flowered shrubby Spir;ea is

one of the most attractive of the species flowering at

midsummer ; and as the planting season is now at

hand, it is worth noting as being a valuable plant for

the shrubbery border, or for planting as a .ipccimen

on the lawn or in the semi-wild garden, in either

position it being a most telling object wheu in flower.

The flowers are freely produced oven on partially

shaded plants, and when so grown the flowei-s are of

a purer white than wheu growing on bushes fully

exposed to the sun. It grows from \i to 15 or

more feet in height, and appears to flourish in

almost any kind of soil. C. Herrin, Drojimoi'e.

MiscdUmcom IFo)*.—Capsicums and Chilis, which

have been growing in pots placed in cold frames up to

the present time, should now be removed to a warm

house to ripen their fruits. And if planted out in

frames, the plants may be pulled up with the fruits

attached, and hung up in a warm house to finish off.

Dwarf early Peas are now podding, but the rainy

weather has caused mildew to become troublesome,

rendering it very necessary to syringe the haulm with

soft-soap and sulphur in water, so as to check thespread

of mildew. The hoeing of the soil has not been possible

for some two or three weeks, and the growth of weeds

has been rapid ; and should the soil not be in a fit

state for the hoe to be used, hand-weeding must be

resorted to, otherwise beds of newly-raised Onions,

Cauliflowers, Spinach, &c. will become greatly drawn

or smotliered with them. Weather permitting.

Broccoli, Coleworts, &e. should be partially eai-thed

up before the leaves cover the ground. Where Potatos

that were iuteiiined with these crops are still unlifted,

they should be dug up as soon as possible. Slight

frosts may now occur at nights, and the materials for

protecting rows of dwarf aud runner Beans should

be got in readiness. For this purpose, canvas or mats

fixed to short stakes driven into the ground on either

side, just level with the tops, answer well. Vege-

table Marrows are fruiting freely now, and should be

protected in some kind of way. Where Tomatos are

standing ui pots outside, remove them to a warm,

airy house. Gather the fruits from those planted out-

of-doors as soon as they begin to colour, and place them

iu a warm, dry place to ripen.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By Chari r.i Herrin, Gardooei-, nropnvjre, Maideuhe.irt.

LcUucc. — Plants from sowings made about the

end of July will now be sufficiently .advanced for

tying up when dry. At this season of the year.

Lettuces which in early summer fold-in and bl.anch

without trouble, need to be tied up so as to obtain

the desirable blanched heart. The seedlings from

the sowings of Brown Bath Cos and other varieties

which were made about the middle of August will

now be large enough for transplanting to vacant

spaces at the foot of south walls, after due preparation

of the soil ; and a larger batch bo planted out in a

part of the garden well exposed to the sun, which is

moderately rich. After making the soil firm, proceed

to plant the Lettuces in lines at ,12 iuchos apart, and

9 inches in the row. If a g.arden-frame can be spared,

place it on a hard bottom, and after spreading over

the surface soil to the depth of 3 inches, make it firm,

and plant Lettuces therein at 3 inches apart, to serve

as a reserve stock of plants. The lights should be

kept off the plants, e.xcept in excessively wet or frosty

weather.

Endin-.—Where sufficiently advanotd in growth,

the best may be blanched as required, by placing an

inverted flowerpot over the heads, or tying them up

with matting when dry.

i^ti-'/s.—Sweet and bush Basils and Sweet Mar-

joram may now be pulled up by the roots aud dried

m the shade. AV'here green Basil is required, some

of the smaller plants may be pottcd-up. Seeds

should also be sown thinly in boxes forthwith, and

placed in a warm huuse, where, when germination

has taken place, the foliage should be kept dry to

prevent "fogging" off. During the late drought

Tarr,agon made but little growth, but since the rains

set in has grown freely, and where it is much in

request, a portion of the growths mny be cut aud

dried for future use.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
Uy Jno. McIntvkk, iLudunor, Wood.-iido, Dailiugtoii.

Bulhs and Plants for Forcinfj. — Uake prepa-

rations for the forcing of bulbs and plants to

provide flowers during winter. If a large quantity

of flowers for cutting be required, pot-up 200 or

300 bulbs of the common yellow Daffodil, as these

gener.ally give a bettor return than almost anything

else. If the bulbs be potted now, and for the next

two months plunged in .ashes, they may then be

placed iu a brisk heat, and will flower about

the cud of December. Eight or tea bulbs m.ay

bo put into each 5-inch pot, and the compost in

which they are planted may consist of good sandy

loam and river-sand. If the plants of Azalea mollis

are planted out subsequeutly to the flowering

season each year, the plants that have been two years

in the open and have set a considerable number of

flower-buds should now be potted up. If the plants

be lifted early, it tends to the maturing of the wood

and the buils, and they become belter prepared for

early forcing. A compost of peat and leaf-mould is the

best in which to pot them ; aud for the present keep

the plants in the open air. Richardias which were

planted out iu the spring should also be potted-up.

Lift them carefully, and preserve the soil about the

roots as much as possible. Some old pottiiig-soil of a

rich and light nature will suffice for them, and pots

varying from 5 inches to 8 inches in diameter will be

necessary for the different-sized plants. When the

plants have been potted, place them in a cool pit,

which should be kept close for a fortnight ;
but

a''terwai-ds expose the plants fully on all favourable

occasions, and when growth has commenced, aftbrd

them an abundance of water. The most sappy

growths upon Deutzia plants should be removed, and

if any of the plants require to be repotted, this may

be done at the present time. When lifting Deutzias,

it is well to reduce the ball as far as practicable, and

make use of pots a very little larger. Use good, rich

loam, inclining to clay.

Dwarf 'iruwimj Stom: Plants.—Tho present time is a

suitable one for the propagation of most dwarf-growing

stove plants, the stock of which requires to be con-

stantly renewed, iu order to have nice fresh young

plants. Panicum (OpUsmenus Burmanni), Pellionias,

aud Fittonlas, may be put iuto 3-iuch pots, placing

four or five cuttiug-i in each pot. They will soon take

root if placed in the pi-oi)agatiiig-ciisc, and become

useful directly afterwards, when the old stock may be

thrown away.

Allifitandas, itc—Speciraeu plants in flowtr should

be moved iuto a house of intermediate temperature,

aud if att'orded weak liquid-manure occasionally they

will continue to give a supply of flowers for some

time to come. The. same remarks apply equally to

Dipladenias, Bougainvilleas, and Clerodendrous.

Gcna-al Worl-.—A.\\ shading may now be removed

from the plant houses, and air should be admitted upon

all suitable occasions. During the next month a little

extra fire-heat should be given in the daytime, par-
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ticularly if the weather be sunless. The watering of

plants should now be effected before noon eacli day,

30 that the excess of moisture may evaporate dui'ing

the afternoon. The conditions should be made as

far as possible conducive to the ripening and harden-

ing of the wood in the plants. Re-.irrange the

plants in the stove, and remove all bulbous and
tuberous plants, such as Achimenes, Caladiums,

Gloxinias, &c., that have become unsightly. This

will provide room for the earliest plants of Poin-

s-ttias, which may be thinly distributed on the side-

stages. All hard-wooded greenhouse plants now out-

of-doors will need to bo removed to the houses

shortly. Carefully examine all of them, and if thrip

or red-spider be found, syrin ^e thom with strong soap-

suds from the laundry twice or three times in suci;es-

sion ; this should rid them of all insect pests, and
give a glossy, healthy appearance to the foliage.

FRXTITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. I'ort:, G;irdunur, IIi;4hcIero C letle, Newbury,

SlrtiLoboTiz-planls in Puts.—The runners made by
the plants since the latter were potted should be re-

moved as soon as observed, and the soil kept free

from weeds. When heavy rains fall, the plants are

usually moistened sufficiently at the roots ; but when
the rainfall is slight, the surface of the soil m.ay be

wet, while below it is too dry, and this is a matter

that should be carefully looked to. If grown iu

s uall pots, afford weak manure-water once or twice

a week. Do not let thom crowd each other, or thtir

development will not be satisfactory. See that no
worms get into the pot,<, an 1 if any have done so,

afford lime-water to the foil, which will have the

effect of oiusing thom to come to the surface.

Cucumbers.—They may be well gathered up. The
top heat in pits, &c., should be kept at 70^ by night,

and SO" by day ; lower temperatures than these

may cause mildew to appear. Plants for fruiting

soon will require supplies of liiiuid-manure when
moisture is needed at the root. Do not over-crop nor

allow fruits to hang too long on the bines, but out and
store them in a cool place. All mile blossoms and ten-

drils should now bo taken off as fast as they appear, and
no more foliage retained than can be fully exposed to

sunlight. The syringe should now be use 1 only

at closing time on bright days, using water
for this purpose as well aa for root watering

at a warmth of 80'. Top-dress with rich, moderately
light, turfy loam, made warm, as the plants a Ivance,

and apply as much as will cjver the young roots

which show through the surface. Young seedlingi or

rooted cuttings intended for fruiting iu the winter may
be planted out, and affjrded plenty of air on every
favourable occasion, and a temperatare of 70^ by
night and 75° by day, with an increase of 10° or 1,'>°

from sun-heat. Should thrips or green-fly appear,
lightly fumigate the plants. Plants stUl in bearing
un hot beds must have the proper degree of heat
maintained by a frequent renewal of the linings ; keep
the shojts thinly disposed, and regularly stopped a'',

one joint beyond th; fruit, and cover the lights at

night with mats.

Eirli/ Viiierici.-'Xinea with which a start will be
vaxie iu November should now be pruned, and the
wounds dressed with styptic or patent knotting.

Remove the looser portions of the bark, and wash
the rods with a weak mixture of soft-soap and water,
using a rather stiff brush in doing so, and working it

well into all crevices. The outside border, it any,
should be covered with shutters, or something that
will thro* off rain, a thick covering of dry leaves
being placed on the border as soon as ' these are
procurable. Keep the Vines cool by throwug open the
ventilators to their full extent.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W, U, Weiife, liiuf.jr.l, Djikin,-.

Moisture in Ihe Ilou^sas.—Owing to the raiuy
weather which af.p:ars tj pre\ail evtrywl.ere, the
management of Orchids, where they exist iu quintity,
should be modihed as regirds atmospheric moisturi',

it being a miatake to maintain, in the present ttate of

the atmosphere, a standard of moisture suitable t noagh
in warm dry weather. And more espec'ally should
atmospheric moisture be reJuced in the inttrmediate
and C30l-houses ; whilst as regards the w.u'm-house8,
a certain degree of moisture should be maintained in

order to counteract the drying effeotii of art flcial

heat necessary in keeping up a proper temperature, but
even here damping dowu should not be frequently
performed. Till there is a need of more artificial

heat, the East Indian, Cattleya, and Mexican divisions
may be damped to a moderate extent morning and
evening ; the intermediate and Odontoglossum-houses
will have the requirements of the plants met by one
thorough damping done in tho morning if it be dull,

sprinkling the paths again in the evening only if the
day has been sunny. Beginners in Orchid culture
keep on syringing and damping-down each time the
ail- in the houses gets iu the least degree dry, but
experience teaches us that this practice is a bad one
for tho plants, especially in the autumn, when most
of the plants are finishing up or have completed their
growth for the season. To enable new growths to

mature, prevent or check the development of spot,
to whicli all species of Orchids ai'e liable, each divi-

sion .should be allowed tn get comparatively dry for

a few hours during the middle of the day. It is also
important that tlie house or division be well venti-

lated, as much air as possible being admitted to every

p irt, when it c in be done without causing any great
fluctuation in the temperature of the house or divi-

sion. In the absence of sunshine, the plants do not
dry up so quickly as was the case a month ago, and a
goj 1 deal of jud,'meut is reipiired in affording water,
a'ld ttie grower will have to be guided by the stsite of
each plant, whether in active growth, at rest, or
approaching the flowering stage. The present is a
critical season for a few of the Cattleyas that are
finishing up their growth, viz., for C. Trian^ei, C.

-Mendeli, C. labiata. C. Eldorado, C. Dowiana, C. D.
anna. It may happen that in damp weather the
sheath which encircles tho now pseudo-bulbs becomes
soft, and of a dark colour, which, if it be not quickly
slit, may cause decay in the pseudo-bulbs. Tho plants,

therefore, should be carefully examined every day,
slitting the sheaths from top to bottom when these
signs of imminent injury are noticed, and keeping
the plants drier at the root for a few days afterwards,
and the air drier,

Rfpottinij.—Plants of Cattleya Trianioi, C. Mendeli,
and C. Mossias which have grown too large for their

pan or pot, are liable to suffer from lack of rooting
materials

; and as at this se;ison, on the completion of
growth, tho leading pseudo-bulbs make many new
roots, more rooting-spaoe may be safely afforded

them. Seme Orchid cultivators object to a re-potting

at this season, for fear of injuring tho plants ; these
fears are needless if the right time be chosen, and due
care taken in doing it. As soon as growth in the new
pseudo bulb is finished, and yomig roots become visible

at the base, the [lot or pan should be broken, and as

much of it taken away as may be without disturbing
tlie drainage or roots, and the whole be placed in a

suitable sized pot, filling in around the plant and
nearly up tJ the rim of the pot with crocks, and sur-

facing with the ordinary Orchid-compost. -After

such repjtting, afford water very sparingly, merely
letting it run over the ed.;e of the compost.

Where the walls have fixed copings, red spider is apt
to establish itself on the foliage at the tops of
Peach and Nectarine trees .at this season, but it may
be dislodged by using a suitable insecticide syringed
on to it with the wall-tree engine or hand-pump,
the foliage being afterwards kept clean by forcibly
syringing it with eleau soft water every day as early
iu the afternoon as possible.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By 13, Wj)I' -.Art;, Giriener, Kolk'-tun Hall, Hurtuii-un-Treiit.

Fruit-gathering.—The fruit of late varieties of

Apples and Pears should be examined from time
tD time, taking only those which part readily

from the shoots. The heavy rains have been of much
benefit to orchard trees, and garden trees not arti-

ficially watered, swelling up the fruits of late varieties.

Do not gather any fruit before it is fully ready, or it

will shrivel, and be of little use. Fruit wdiich has to

be kept in good condition till the spring requires much
care in gathering and the handling afterwards. When
putting fruit into the fruit-room, keep tho sound
and best to themselves ; and those which are de-

formed, or which show signs of insect attack, in some
other place apart from them, so as to avert any
chances of infection by spores of moulds—they will

do well enough for present culinary purposes. Fruits

that are badly bruised, also very small fruit, unless

they are intended for cider making, should be given
to the pigs or got rid of forthwith. No rotting fruit

sh jul 1 1)3 a'lowed to remain iu tho fruit-room.

Plums, <fcc.—Fruits of late varieties may be gathered
as they acquire a desirable stage of maturity, and
laid thinly on the fruit-room shelves for a week or

ten day^ ; and if required to be kept for some time
luuger, they should be wrapped in soft tissue paper
and put into shallow drawtr.s or boxes in a cool place
till wanted. It is good practice to gather late Peaches
and Nectarines as soon as they will part readily from
the stalk, many being thus saved from wasps and
flies. Gather them wheu quite dry, aud place on
some soft kind of material in the fruit-room to ripen.

They will remain good for a week or ten days.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hkulky Wakilk,^, Gaideuur, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Rosis are flowering profusely, the Teas especially,

and unless damaged by frost, there is the promise of
a quantity of Roses for some time U> come. The
demand for Hoses increases annually, if one may
judge from the output of some of the large Rose
nurseries

; aud as the season for making Rose-beds or
filling up of gaps in old ones approaches, the present
affords a favourable time for making notes of varie-
ties which are found to succeed in a particular
garden, district, or soil, Itoses varying much in this
respect. Where but little care can be bestowed upon
the plants, Gloire de Dijon is one of the best to
plant, as it will afford plenty of flowers with a
minimum of good cvdture. In preparing a Rose-bed
or border, the soil should be well manured and
treuchcd, aud if it is very heavy soil, road-scrapings
should be largely added to the staple iu process
of trenching ; but shallow or poor soils should
be dressed with marl that has been exposed to
the air, or even clay may be beneficial. Old beds
may have any of those ingredients added to the soil,

so as to impart now vigour to the plants. Burnt
garden refuse and wood-ashes are seldom misplaced
in a Rose-bed, as they are substances which help to

keep the soil sweet. If a number of plants of a
certain variety is rciiuired, tho order should be given
to a nurseryman at an early date, so as to ensure
their early despatch if planting is to bo oaiTied out
during November, which is generally considered to be
the best planting month.

Jferhaccous Vurders.—New borders may be simi-

larly treated to those for Roses, and the work begun
at an early date, which in the majority of cases is

preferable to spring planting, except in the case of
weak but valuable plants, or such as do not withstand
severe winters very well ; and these should be win-
tered in cold frames, or a sheltered place out-

doors, to bo planted out early iu the spring
when the plants are starting into growth. The
arrangement of a herbaceous border depends greatly

upon its position and width. The latter may not
be less than 10 feet, if a fine efl'ect is desired. It

may have a background of flowering shrubs, aud ij

these be placed at intervals they add to the effective-

ness of the whole. As back-row plants, Hollyhocks,
Sunflowers, Delphiniums, Tritomas, Pajonics, tall-

flowering Asters, Galtonia candicans, Echinops iu

variety, Lathyrusl atifoUus aud rotundifoUus, Lilies

of various species. Papaver orientale, &c,,do very well.

As second-row plants, use may hi made of Harpalium
rigidum, shrubby Phloxes, Anemone japonioa and its

several varieties, Solidagos, Coreopsis lanceolata,

Aconitum autumnale, Statice latifolia, Pyrethrums in

variety, Irises of a great number of species, and
Eryngium amethysticum. As third row plants the

following are excellent, Gaillardias, Antirrhinums,
Peutstemons in variety, Potentillas, Aquilegias,

Matricaria, Rudbeckia Newniani, Scabiosa caucasica,

Achille.as, Carnations, Brodifca cougesta, Chelone
barbata, Eiigeron Geum, Helleborus uiger and other
dwarf forms, Ileuchera sauguinea, Montbrctias, &c.

The front of the border may be filled with dwaffer-

growing plants, as Sweet Williams. Pinks, Carna-

tions, Picotees, Polyantlius, Violas, Aubrietias, Alys-

sums, CEnotheras, Convallaria, Iris cristata, Ranun-
culus, Erica carnea, Helianthemums in varictj'.

Aster sibirica, and many others. Although it is not

desirable to plant in straight lines, the foregoing list

will afford an idea as to the arrangement of tho

various plants named,

Gancral Work.—Sweeping and rolling will be very

necessary after the rain that has fallen, aud the

edgings of the turf require cutting to preserve a tidy

appearance, Muwiug will still require to be followed

up, but where the lawn has suffered much from lack

of rain, mowing should not be carried ou very late in

the season, it being preferable t(5 roll the turf ou every

favourable occasion. Walks should be freed from
weeds, which abound at the present time, and if this

work be well done at this season, the walks will keep

clean till the spring, at which season it is advisable

to destroy the weeds with " weedkiller,"
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.
Letters for Publication, as well as specimens and plants for

naming, should he addressed to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Covent Garden, London. Communicationa
should he WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,
sent as early in the week as possible, and duly sigjied hy

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be printed, but

Jceptas a guarantee of good faith. The Editor does not under-
take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-
munications or illustratio7is, unless by special an^angement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

THURSDAY,

JOXDAT,

I Royal Horticultural Society's Show
Oct. 1^ of Fruits at the Crytstal Paluco

1 Royal Horticult
U of Fruits at

( (3 days).

SALES.
utch Bulbs, at Protlieroo & Morris'

Seit. i!S-| Rooms.
ulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

fDut
%{ R.
LBuU

TUESDAY, Sept.H

ffEDNESDAV, Sept. ;:o

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

Oct.

SATURDAY, Oct.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe tfe Morris'
Rooms.

Bulbs, jit Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

Clearance Sale of Speciraei; Palms
and tither Plants, at Olympia,
Addison Roail. W., by order of
the Iteceiver for the Debenture
Holders, by Protheroe & Morris.

Bulb?, Palms, ac, at StcvcLs'
Rooms.

i Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &Morrib'
1 < Rooms.

\ Bulbs, at Stevens* Rooms.

f
Dnt<.h Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

., .
Imported and Established Orchids,

"
I

at Protheroe .fe Morris' Roonis.
Miscellaneous Property, at Stevens'

I Rooms.

3—Bulbs, at Stevens* Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WaEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF PORTlf-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK —65'.

The advantages accruing to
TheCulti^vation settlers in California who cariv

of Fruit in ii. • j , ,. „ . , ''

California. on the industry of fruit culture
in an intelligent manner and

according to modern methods, have frequently
been expatiated upon in these and the columns
of numerous journals in this country

; and on
the strength of the statements thus given cur-
rency to, doubtless many emigrants have in-

vested much money in the business. It is con-
ceivable, too, that many of these persons have
met with but a very mediocre amount of suc-
cess, owing partly to the usual great abundance
of the crops of various kinds of fruit, the lack
of consumers, and of means of rapid communi-
cation. As showing the present unfavourable
aspect of the fruit-growing industry in that

country, we publish the following letter from
Mr. Wm. Kettlewell, gr. to Mrs. A. J. Pope,
St. Helena, Napa, formerly of Steventon Manor,
Hampshire, together with a cutting from The
Examiner of San Francisco of August 16 :

—

" During the past eight years I have resided here I

have often seen bright reports of the fruitgrowing
business, and the fortunes to be made at it, pub-
lished in the columns of the Uardcners Chronicle and
other English newspapers. I herewith send you a
newspaper report, which exhibits the true condition

of the fruit-growing business as it now stands. The
same thing occurs every year. This season being the
worst fruit season on record in California, I think in-

tending etnigr.iuts should not waste valuable time, and
very often their hard-earned savings, in fruit-culture

here. California produces fruit in enormous quan-
tities, but the groat difficulty i.s to turn it into money
at any price. During the time of my residence here,
fruit h.is not averaged 1 cent (.!f/.) per pound. I

remember my father turning the pig.s into our
orchard when Apples were fetching only Is. per stone
in Yorkshire $0|ne years ago."

The statement in The Examiner, which we have
not abbreviated, is as follows :

—

'
' Nearly ewety inch of available space on Jackson

Street wharf was occupied yesterday by crates of

fruit and vegetables, which anybody could have had
for the asking. McDonogh and Runyon, to whom
most of the fruit was consigned, found that the

market was glutted, and offered it to the orphan
asylum and other public institutions. The result was
that commerce in the vicinity of the wharf was
blocked for several hours by the teams that came to

cart the fruit away. Th' re were five hundred boxes

of Pears, five hundred boxes of Peaches, and about
two hundred and fifty boxes of Tomatos to be dis-

tributed.

" The attention of Health Inspector Jordan was
called to the condition of the fruit, and he telephoned

to the Board of Health. Inspectors Brown and
D.vvis went done to the wharf, and they came to the

conclusion that the fruit was not fit to eat. No
objection was made to this judgment. The fruit, it

was said, was intended for preserves or jellies. For
this use it was agreed that the fruit was all right, but
the wharf was still in a crowded condition when the

teams had packed away all they could carry, and
hundreds of tons were thrown overboard.

" The California Trarspoitatiou Company has been

carrying the fruit from the Sacramento River, but

the shipments have been so heavy that the steamship

people hiive been obliged to give way to the Southern

Pacitic Company. The present outlook is that there

will be another glut in the market next week.

•' The steamer /I Zi'ira of the CaliforniaTransportation

C.mpauy was due yesterday moriiiug with a cargo of

Pears, but up to last evening she had not put in an ap-

pearance. She had too large a cargo on board, and got

stuck in the mud in the Sacramento River. Most of

the fruit on board will probably be consigned to the

bay."

This statement seems to show that some, at

least, of the Californian fruit-growers are as

negligent in the matter of fruit preservation by
drying, bottling, and canning as those of this

country.

The use of American Vinos
American Vines, whereon to graft the finer Euro-

pean varieties, has, as is known to

most of our readers, proved the salvation of tho
vineyards in many parts of France. It is not
that the American Vines are exempt from Phyl-
loxera, but when attacked they do not fall so

ready a prey to it as do the European kinds.

But the number of American Vines is large,

and their individual peculiarities correspondingly

diverse ; some thrive on some descriptions of

soil, others on laud of a different description.

All this has to be found out by experience,

and put on record by cjnipetent observers. On
clay soils, where there is little or no lime, all

the American kinds can be grown more or less

suocessfullj', but where the soil is of a calcareous

nature, it is only certain of the varieties that

succeed. Thus, Vitis Beilandieri is the best

stock on limestone. On other soils it does even
better, but on these it is surpassed by Vitis

rupestris, which will not grow at all on the

limestone. Such is the nature of the facts col-

lected in a little work by MM. Viala and L.
EAVAi;, and which may be commended to the
notice of those of our colonial friends who culti-

vate vineyards, and which is not without
interest to our home growers.

A description is given of tho more important
species and varieties, accompanied by illustia-

tions. Tho powers of adaptation to jiarticular

soil, and the degree of resistance oifcred to tho
Phylloxera is also noted, according to observa-
tions made in tho Agricultural School at Mont-
pellier. A number of hybrids are also described,

and of some of them the interesting observation

is made (p. 227), that the powers of adaptation
are greater than in the case of the parent
species. They are more vigorous, as hybrids
are apt to be, and they have at least equal

powers of resistance. Hybrids between our
European Vines (all forms of V. vinifera) and
various American species have also been raised

in great numbers. The hybrids, speaking
generally, have a better power of adaptation

than the pure American species, but their

powers of resistance to the Phylloxera are not

to be depended upon.

Taking the number 20 as representing abso-

lute immunity, the authors of the book before

us give the following comparative table :
—

20.—Absolute immunity.
19.—V. rotundifolia.

IS.—V. riiaria, V. rupestris—V. cordifolia, riparia

—rupjstri?, cordifolia — riparia, cordifolia — rupes-

tris ....
17.—V. Berlandieri, V. monticola (?), riparia

—

Berlaodieri, riparia — monticola, rupestris — Ber-

landieri.

1(1.—Rupestris du Lot, rupestris de Ldziguan,

cinerea—rupestris, riparia—aestivalis.

15.—V. cinerea, V. icstivalis, V. candicans.

11.—Vialla, Solouis, Novo-Mexicana, Noah. . . .

13.—Taylor, Michigan ....
12.—Jacquez. Herbemout ....
11.— York, Madeira ....
10.—Elvira ....
9, below 10.— Otiiello, Autuchon, Concord, V.

Labrusca, Seuasqun, Black Defiance, Crotou, Uuchcss,

&c.

The groups numbered 1(3 to 20 have sufficient

resistance in all soils
;

groups If and 15 include

Vines with resistance only sufficient in sandy and
damp soils where the Phylloxera does but little

harm ; the Vines classed under 13 and under should

be absolutely eliminated from vineyards.

A table in the Appendix shows the number
of hectares in France treated with various

insecticides, as compared to the number
of hectares on which American Vines are cul-

tivated. The figures are very interesting, but

we can only find room for tho entries relating

to the years 188i) and 1894, and we give round

numbers only. In 18S0, (iOOO hectares (a hec-

tare = 25 acres) were devoted to the growth

of Vines grafted on American stocks ; dOOO

hectares were treated with bisulphide of carbon,

1000 n'ith sulpho-carbonate of potassium, 8000

hectares were treated by submersion, a process

which can, of course, be carried out in certain

localities only.

In 1894 the number of hectares variously

treated v/as—American grafts, 663,21-1; bisul-

phide of carbon, 50,452 ;
sulpho-carbonate of

potassium, 8,744 ; submersion, 35,325.

Chapters on cultivation and on the methods

of grafting are given, and the work ends with a

bibliography, a classified table of contents, and

an index. We need not say how much those

add to the value of the book, whose full title we
append in a footnote.*

Calceolarias at The Grange, Bookham.
—The residence of Autudr Bird, Esq., is about a

mile and a half from Great Bookham railway-station,

and from Mr. Dodglas' Edenside Nursery. Tho

whole area represents SO acres, and a large part of this

is occupied by the garden and pleasure-grounds. Ihe

usual features of a garden are all represented. There

are fruit and plant-houses, in some of which we

noticed during the summer very fine crops of Cucum-

bers and Tomatos. The vegetable g,ardon is rather

small, being little more than one acre in extent. The

plc;isure grounds are distinctly pretty, and there ai-e

* ie.< Viynei Anu'rkaints, Adaptation, Culfurr, Gre^age

yepiniires, par P. Viii..\ a L. RiVAZ (Paris ; Fikmin-Dioot),
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some old chalkpits now clothed with under-shruba

and Ferns, which afford an excellent opportunity for

creating a very picturesque feature. They are very

pretty even now, for some work has already been

done in them. Mr. A. W. Smith, the gardener, has

had charge only for a comparatively short lime, and one

of the first floral effects he produced was by a group

of well-grown plants of herbaceous Calceolarias in

the spring of the present year (see fig. 66). In cases

where a gardener may move to a place possessing

few plants in the houses suitable for furnishing a

quantity of bloom, it is worth while to remember

attention of the committee was first drawn by the

Superintendent, Mr. S. T. AVright, to a large collec-

tion of Potatos, chiefly late varieties. These had all

been well cultivated, and fur the season had done very

well. On lifting a few roots of each, however, some
were found to be too small or indifferent croppers,

some had supertuberated Cuusiderably, especially the

long kidney varieties. A few gross growers were all

root-tibre, and had few or no tubers ; and some others

gave very fair results, though in no case equal to

what otlier varieties have yielded in previous better

seas'iDs. The comujittee selected nine varieties for

have not been previously found quite true to character.

The committee then visited the quarter devoted to an
extensive trial of Beets, ^\'hether due to the season,

which led to irregular germination, or to bad stocks,

very few of these were really true to character. Many,
fully one-half, were of very coai-se growth, more like

Mangold Wurzels, the roots being also coarse. A
few roots of each row were pulled, and sliced longi-

tudinally, so as to thow the colour aud texture of the

flesh. Many were too light in colour or had coarse

flesh. One or two had a dark colour that was very

objectionable. Some, however, had to[)s and roots

Fia. 63.— A cr.o-jp ot CAi,CEni,.\uus at "THt gh.4NG£,' bookham, sdrbey, in 1696. (>E£ p. 368.)

that there ai"e plants of such a character, which may
be raised from seeds, and iu a few months be avnil-

ublo for the puipose. The herbaceous Calceolarias

are just such plants, and though they are less culti-

vated than formerly, we think many gardent rs have

very insufficient reasons for banishing theui from

their houses.

Royal Horticultural Society. —A fifth

meeting of the members of the Fruit and Vegetable

Committee waa held at Chiswick, on Thursday, Sep-

tember 17. Present : Mr. P. Crowley, tliairman : and

Messrs. J. Smith, A. F. Barron, G. Wythes. W. Uates,

J. Wright, G. W. Cummins, W. Farr, K. Fife, G. H.
Miles, and A. Bean, thus makiuE: a full qiorum. The

cooking, and samples having been so prepared, were

submitted to the members at the close of their labours,

when the following received awards: — Sutton's

Triumph, a fine well knowu white round, aud Syou
House Prolific, had theii' previous awards confirmed ;

Saxon, white round (Keut k Brydon), and Early

White Kidney (R. Dean), each had three marks
given. Some trials of C.ibb:iges, spring grown,

were next inspected, but whilst there were amongst

each, especially those of Early York, many good,

true heads, far too many were not true. In one

instance a lar»e, thickly-veined Drumhead, the

stock was excellent, but the variety is totally un-

fitted for garden culture. It is a pity that large

Cabbages should be sent to Chiswick for trial that

that gave great satisfaction. The following were

selected for three marks each ; Nutting's Dwarf Red,

from J. Veitch & Sons, Nutting & Sons, and Heine-

mann ; Cheltenham Green Top, from J. Veitch k Sons,

Watkius i Simpson, Nutting & Sons, and Yates;

Dell's Crimson, also from J. Veitch & Sons, and

Dobbie & Co. ; Perfection Dvpai-f Red, from Hurst &
Co. ; and Egyptian Turnip-rooted, from Vilmorin &
Co., and Watkins & Simpson. Some varieties and

stocks of knowu good reputations had either suffered

from the season, or else were represented by inferior

strains. As Beets do not increase rapidly iu variety,

and we can hardly expect to greatly excel the best of

what we now have, it seems very advisable that the trial

be repeated nest year, but to the exclusion of every
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coarse, worthless variety tbat is nnSt for garden

culture. Chiswick meiiis better treatment than to

be made the dumplog-ground of any kind of rubbish ;

we have a right to expect that only the very best wUl
be sent there for triaL

The Orchid Houses at Kew, like similar

structures in most gardens, are less gay just now than

they have been during the greater pare of the year,

but a week ago we noticed there a very fine spike of

flowers upon a plant of Vanda ccerulea. It contained

seventeen espauded blossoms of lai^e size and good

colour, and they exhibited that delicate mottled

appauance that is observable in some flowers of

this spjci^. It is grown in an intermediate-house,

with a temperature such ai is afforded Cacdeyas.

Where S3 many species have to be giown under one

roof, as at Kew, successful culture becomes the more
difficult.

A Muscat Grape Sport at Chiswick —
A correspondent remarks on what is an undoubted
Muscat Grape sport, which might have been seen

recently in the great vineryat Chiswick. J ust within the

west entrance, and on the right hand side, is a strong

Muscat of Alexandria vine. This season one of the

laterals, about S fet;t from the floor, threw a bunch
the berries of which exhibited almost precocious size

from the first ; and when shown the other day to the

Fruit Committee, not inly were the berries fully

one-third larger than were those on any of the other

bunches, but the ekiu was fiiiuer, as also was the

flesh, and the flavour was of the finest. It wa? gene-

rally agreed that the bunch and berry were exact coun-

terparts of the Cannon Hall Muscat, and Mr. J. T.

Wbight will propagate the sport from the lateral

by means of eyes next year. It would be doubly
interesting if eyes from the true Cannon Hall Muscat
were struck at the game time, so that young Yin^
from the two could be planted and fruited simul-

taneously. Also eyes from other laterals of the

original Muscat variety should be grown on. The
sport leads naturally to the inference that Cannon
Hall Muscat may have originated in the same way.

It is believed, judging by the excellent set on
the sport bunch, that the flowers, if the sport

be perpetuated, will set freely : and if that should

be so, it might ^ea'ly enhance the value of the
varitty.

The Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Asso-
ciation.—The annual business meeiing of the Asso-

ciation will be held in the Council Chamber of the

Guildhall, on Wednesday evening next, Sept. .30, at

eight o'clock prompt. The President of the associa-

tion will take the chair. Business: to rec-ive the
secretary's and treasurer's report for the past year ;

to elect a president, vice presidents, secretary, trea-

surer, and committee for 1596 97 ; and to transact any
other competent business that may be brought
forward. The following programme for the session

1 596-9; has been adopted :
— Wednesday, Oct. 7. Mr.

W. Charley, gardener at Wonford House, will read a
paper on Soils ; on Wednesday, Oct. 21, Mr J. W.
Moorman, superintendent, Victoria Park, London
(formeriV in the gardens at Po'timore Park),

will read one on Violas for Bedding Purposes.

On Wednesday, Nov. 4, there will be no meeting,
owing to the Devon and Exeter Horticultural Society

holding their Chrysanthemum and Fruit Show on
November 5 and 6. Wednesday, Nov. Is, Mr. G.
Foster, gardener to U. Hammond Spencer, Hlsq.

,

Glendirragh, Teignmoutb, will read a paper on
Cbrvsanthemums and their Culture ; on Wednesday,
Dec. 2, Mr. F. W. Meyer, Royal Nurseries, Exeter,

will discourse on Famous Gardens at Home and
Abro;ui' illustrated by lime-light : aadon Wednesday,
Dec 16, Mrs. Macali^ter, Uam'slade, Bamptoo (an

honorary member of the Association i, will lecture on
Flowtrs for Decorative Purposes.

New Roses.—Itismorethanaweekagothatthe
first large-flowcring Cijrysanthemums of the seasoa
reached us, yet we have now to acknowledge a ma^i-
Scont bouquet of Rose blooms, as fieah, as pretty,

and as sweet as if midsummer was still with na rather

than the closing days of September. Madame Abel

Chatenay is a hybrid Tea variety. The flowers are

of moderate size, full, and very sweet. In the

bud the colour is rich rosy pink, bordering upon

cerise, the petals dose, and the bud shapely, and

as the flowers become developed, a lighter tint is as-

stmied : it appears to be very free flowering in habit.

Queen Mab belongs to the pleasing group of China

Ros^, and is one of the newest varieties in tbat free-

blooming section. The bods are very pretty, and

resemble those of W. A. fiichirdson in their adapta-

bility for use in buttonhole and other small bouquet&

The flowers are more full than the usual type of

China Rose ; they are produced in very great pro-

fusion, and the colour is more or less salmon-pink,

the base of each petal being pale canary-yellow. The
growths appear robust, and are exceedingly well

armed with formidable spines. Both varieties

are sent us by Messrs. W. Pacj. i Soxs, Waltham
Cross Nurseries, Herts.

The Royal Gardeners* Orphan Fund.—
We are glad to learn that a coucen in aid of this

fund has been arranged to take place under the

auspices of the Shirley and District Gardeners' and
Amateurs' Mutual Improvement Association on
Wednesday, the 30th in>t. The secretary is Mr. H. J.

HoBBT, 41, Padwell Road, Southampton.

Berlin Imperial Garden.—The S/ufi'ld Indt-

pendaU of September 21 says that Mr. Owes Thomas,
of the Royal Gardens at Frogmore, was recently

asked to select one of his young men to proceed to

Berlin, in order to develop the vineries in the gardens

attached to the Imperial Palace. The relection has
now been made, and the viticulturist will shortly

leave Windsor for his new appointment.

Mr. W. G. Head.—We regret to learn that the

popular superintendent of the gardens at the Crystal

Palace was the subject of a critical operation for an
internal complaint on the 21st inst. It is, however,
fatisfactory that the operation has been successfully

performed, and that there is every hope of a speedy
rrcovery.

ShirleyGardeners'AND AMATEURS' Mutual
Improvement Association.—At a monthly meet-
ing held on the ilst inst. in the Parish Room,
Shirley, Southampton, Mr. T. Low.vs, honorary
secreUry of the Winchester Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Association, give a lecture on " The
Cultivation of Ro:)t8 Crops in Gardens." The
lecturer referred chiefly to Potatos, CaiTots, Onions,
and Beet ; and there was a very interesting discussion

on the relative value of Potato sets. There was also

an exhibition of vegetables, &c, and C. G. Sttart
ME.v-TEia, Esq , J. P. (gr., Mr. W. Risbridgen, was
awarded a certificate for a collection of six kinds.

Esparto Grass in Tunis.-It is officially

reported from Tunis that the quantity of PUparto
Grass (Stipa tenacissima) continues to decrease, the
value shipped from the various ports in the south
amounting only to £43,652, which showed a decrease
of £14,769, as compared with the previous year.

This is accjunted for by the continued increase of

wood-pulp for paper-making. Paper of the best class

U, however, still extensively made from Esparto, and
there is consequently a considerable demand for this

article. Unfortunately for Tunis, Algiers and Tripoli

likewise produce an abundance, and ofi'er a serious

rivalry to the Tunisian production. Independently
of tbis, the Tuuisian merchant suffers from a more
severe encumbrance in his transactioas. There exists

a vicious system of taxation, which, taken with the
great falling off in the value of his merchan-
dise, reduces to almost a minimum the possibility

of gain on the sile of the exporter. A reduc-

tion of this taxation is much to be desrel, as

it would not only improve the prospects of an impor-
tant branch of trade, but would, at the same time,

by so doing, give employment and support to a large

number of natives, who in years of bad harvest are

dependent on the Esparto gathering as a means of

livelihood.

Artificial Coffee-beans. — Artificial whole
Coffee has long been known as a commercial com-
modity, but we were scarcaly prepared for the state-

ment recently mide by the IFat In'Uan and Com-
hicrciiil Advertistr, that it is now manufactured to

an alarming extent, consisting of the roasted meal of

different cereals worked up with dextrin. Two dif-

ferent factori^ it is stated, hive been established at

Cologne, which undertike to furnish the requisite

machinery and plant, with directious for making the

false Coffee-beans. The apparatus supplied by these

wholesale swindlers is capable of turning out more
than half-a-ton daily, at a cost of about .£1 per cwt.,

good Coffee having nearly five times this value in the

mu-ket. The fictitious Coffee is difficult of detection

by ordinary examination, especially when a propor-

tion of genuine Coffee is mixed with it.

Wheat Acreage of Great Britain.—From
the last issued number of the Joarnal o/ the Btard

of Agriculture we take the following few, but s'ogges-

tive, figures contained in a brief tabular state-

ment, entitled " PreUminary statement for 1S96,

compiled from the returns collected on the 4th

of June, and comparisons with previous years." From
this we learn that the acreage in Wheat in 1896 was

1,093,957; in 1895, 1,417,483; in 1894, 1,927,962 ;

in 1893 the acreage was 1,897,524. Passing on to

the details we find that the increase of 1896 over

1895 was spread over England, Wales, and Scotland

—

the counties in which le^s Wheat was sown this year

than list were London and Cumberland— those

which have the smallest acreage. In the county of

L )ndon only 181 acres of Wheat were sown and

reapel. The i-ealer will re «iily notice the disparity

between the present year's acreage and that recordo.l

for 1894 and 1893 ; but just a line to note that there

are now 2-31,005 acres less in Wheat than two years

since.

The Bushel-basket Case.—Gardeners will

feel interesteJ to know that the decision of the

Brentford Justices, that all bushel baskets used for

meisuring must be stamped, is not to go unchal-

lenged. On Saturday Mr. Bell, on behalf of Mr. A.

Reffell, applied to the Justices to slate a case for

the consideration of the Court[of Queen's Bench. The
Chairman stated that he and his brother magistrates

bad duly received t'le notices served upon them, and

had carefully per.ised them. The case was of very

far-reaching !mport.<nce, an I was ouo that should be

known throughout the country. This being so,

they were wiUing to aid in a finJ decision being coma
to ; but otherwise they did not consider the points

raised in the notice would have been sufficient for

them to state a case upon. They had prom'ised to

aid in a full and final decision being obtained ; and,

therefore, they would raise no objections to stating a

case when the legal formalities had been complied

with.

Cryptogamic Society of Scotland,—The
members of th's society held their twenty-second

annual conference on Monday, September 13, and

three following days, in the beautiful village of

Fochabers, some nine miles from Elgin, N.B., and
within a few minutes walk of Gordon Castle. The
members present, all of whom stayed at the Gordon
Arms Hotel during the week, were : — Rev. Dr.

Stevenson, Glamis, President and Hon. Secretary ;

Professor James J. F. King, Glasgow [since dead]

;

Professor J. W. H. Trail, Aberdeen University ; Kev.

Dr. Keith, Forres : Dr. Watson, Slateford, Midlothian;

Rev. D. Paul, Roxburgh: Mr., Mrs. and Miss Craw-

ford, Slateford, Midlothian ; Mr. Angus Grant,

Drumnadrochit, Inverness ; Dr. Gage, Aberdeen
;

Mr. Rennison, Pai-ley ; Mr. McKeozie, Glasgow, &c.

On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday*

the party visited the Castle grounds, deer park, Spey-

side, and the various woods in the district. Each
day they secured many interesting specimens of fungi,

these being the particular cryptogams they were in

quest of this year. A number of the specimens

found were exceedingly rare, but none of them is new
to science. The members were delighted with their

visit to the Fochabers district, and ivith the hos-

pitiUty extended to them at the Gordon Arms.
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GARDENERS' SPORTS.—A friendly and interest-

ing series of Athletic gports, confined to gardeners

and gardeners' labourers, waa held on Saturday, the

19th inst, in a field at Ferguslie Park, Paliley, kindly

granted by Sir Thohab Glen-Coats, Bart. The
events consisted of racing, jumping, hammer-throw-

ing, vaulting, tug of war, &c. Each event was well

contested, and great interest was shown in the pro-

ceedings. The judges were Messrs. Dosald McBeas
and Robert McHabdt. At the conclusion of the

sports, the prizes were distributed by Mr?. Wiixu M
Cameeos.

The Assessment of Glass-houses. — A
question of importance to nurserymen and fruit and

flower-growers is likely to engage the attention of the

Courts of Law ere long, dealing with the assessment of

glass. Hitherto, the view has been hell that gla» should

be considered a utensil iutrade,and therefore free from

being assessed .either for poor or district rating pur-

poses. The Worthing Case has been regarded as hiving

dealt with the point, and finally drawn theline between

rateable and unrateablc glass. But, in spite of

this, the nurserymen and market gardeners in the

Brentford Union (Middlesex), an area which com-

prises such agricultural and fruitgrowing districts as

Islewurth, Twickenham, Heston, Greenford, Kaling,

and Brentford, have had the glass in their possession

or use dealt with in a manner that has caused them
perhajfi little short of coostcmation. The work was

not undertaken by the overseers of the parishes (who

have hitherto eschewed rating glassi, but the Assess-

ment Committee of the Union took it up themselves,

and employed Mr. C. F. J OSKS, a rating surveyor, to

get out the lists. Upon what grounds cr bases he has

made his valuations is unknown, and not the

smallest amount of information \iia been given

by the Assessment C<jmmittee to the gardeners

or the legal gentlemen who represented them
on the appeals they made to the committee.

As instances of re-assessment, on one garden at .\cton

there has been a jump from £$ to £14 in the net

rateable value, more than five times as much ; whilst

at UanwcU, at a big niusery, the rise has been nearly

four times as great, viz., from £40 to £140. In

another case, also at Hanwell, the rise was from £50
to £100, or just double : and yet in another case, as

I see, the rise was but i.i, viz., £56 to £60. In the

iustance of large glass-houses at ChL-wick, the rjtio

on increase was less than double ; at Brentford the

rule seem'^d to be two-thirds, Le., from £24
to £':S. On one garden at Twickenham, the

increase was from £24 to £1(,0 ; but in another case

in the s,ime parish there was the remarkable rise from
£2 to 475, or thirty-eight times as much .' These
are but a few cases out of many, and the general

principle that has been followed, it has been stated,

is to rate the land on which the glass stands as if it

were buildingUnd. Before t!ie committee the cases

have been argued at great length, and a variety

of views have been urged, but with no effect in the

majority of instances. In a few appeals, however, the

assessment committee have feared the strength of

their own figures, and have made reductions : but
their obvious intention throughout has been to have
the ijuestions tffited oa appeal to Quarter Se^ons.
A number of the gardeners in the district have com-
bined, and intend carrying the cases to Quarter
Sessions, having been fully advised the actions of the

ussticsment comuuttee are unjust as well as illegal.

The Irish Gardeners' Association have
determined to celebrate the tercentenary of the intro-

duction of the Potato into Ireland by holding a Ci-nfer-

ence and Exhibition of Potatos in Dublin towards the

close of the year. The Potato was first planted in

Ireland in 1596 by Sir AValtek RAi.EiGa, in the garden

attached to his residence. Myrtle Villa, Youghah
The house is preserved, and its antique furniture

maintained precisely as it was in Km Flea's time aal

the exact spot in the ground is shown to visitors

where the Potato was for the fir-t time planted in

Irish, and indeed in European, soU. Iriih _Vors.

The Queen is going to extend a considerable

S'lm on improvements at Osborne. Large kitchen

gardens are to be forme J, and extensiTe hot-houses

are to be built. At present all the fruit and v^e-
tables which are constmied at the Palace are supplied

from Frogmore. Truth.

ASSIMILATORY INHIBITION IN PLANTS—The
Jottrnal of the Zinneaii SocUtii, published on July 8,

contains a paper by Mr. Altbed Jakes Ewaet, " On
Assimilatory Inhibition in Plants," that is to say, the

causes which check the formation of nutritive matters

in plants. The author's conclu^ioBS are as follows :^
"By the operati'jn of a variety of agencies, a con-

dition of aeiinilitory arrest or inhibition may be

induced in living chlorophylliiceous cells and tissues.

These are—dry heat, moist heat, cold, desiccation,

partial asphyxiation, etherisation, treatment with

adds, alkalies, and antipyrin, accomulation of the

cartKt-hydrate products of assimilatiun, immersal in

very strong plasmolytic solutions, and prolonged

insolation. The inability to assimilate is, if the cell

remain hving, only temporary, being followed sooner

f>r Uter by a more or less complete recovery of the

power of assimilation. During the whole time m
which the power of assimilation is absent,

the cell continue to respire. By the direct

effect of each particular agency, the respira-

t':iry activity may, in some caa^, be but little

affected etherisation, overaccomulation of carbo-

hydrates;, in one case is increased (moist heatX bat

in most is diminished (cold, desiccstion, imnvrrinn in

strong plasmolytic solutions . The question, whether

or not an aftereffect may al:~j be produced on respi-

ration, is unable sensibly to affect the rexilts obtained

as regards assimilation. If the inhibition of assi-

miUtion experimentally prwiuced be perm.inent, the

cell finally dies, and ceases to respire. In Uie great

m ijority of cases no visible change in the chlorophyll

or the chlorophyll grain is associated with the stop-

p ige of aasimilatioD. In such cases (ke Mrimilitocy

arrest probably originates in the pUamatic stromi of

the chlorophyll corpuscle, and may be due to Bome

breakage in the noceaary vital oonnftion between

the assimilatory pigment and the Mnimilatory plasma.

Most of the above inhibitory agencies operate by
checking or arresting the initial stages or pritnai7

processes of assimilation ' dev' :'mpo8itioa of CO, and

formation of carbohydrate! : but since the accomnla-

tion of carbohydrate affects tssimibtion, any cause

interfering with the rapidity of its removal (torn the

assimilatory cells may also finally effioet their power

of as^im'dation. Hence in the plant, as a whole,

assimilatioa may be influenced by caosee operating

upon the general cell protoplasm and affecting the

later stages in the process of asimilation ^absorption,

elaboration, and transformation of the assimilated

carbo-hydrates), either of the assimilatory cell itself

or of the cells which are dependent upon it for their

supply of carbo'nydrate food-material, or by a closure

of the channels through whi:h these carbohydrates

are removed. Cells in which the gteoi colour of the

chlorophyll grains is quite maied by the presence of

a brown or reddish-brown pigtaent may show a dis-

tinct power of aesimilation. If the reduction of the

chlorophyll be complete, as~:milati<Hi ceases. In

certain cases isolated chlorophyll bodies miy con-

tinue to assimilate for a short time after removal

from the cell to which they belong. A developiitg

leaf in which the chlorophyll grains are being deve-

loped ' ah ii iVij ' by protoj Ijismic differ«ntiation,

lacks at first the power of ri^-imiUtion. The com-

mencement of assimilation is determined mainly by
the development of the chlorophyll pigmoit, but is

also largely influenced by other indeterminate factors,

probably plasmatic in origin.'

PuBucATiONS Received.—ifand-firf of Tna
i!n ! Shrnki .TTOifi in Ar' -ztum, Rv»al Ganiciu.

K'.tc. Part IL "Gamopetala; to Monocotyledons."

— Orchids of Baj-ma, by E. CiRsst.—Agricultural

S:atiMiu, Inland, Her Ma;T»:ys Stationet; Office,

Dublin.— Year-bod of tht t •., -J Statei Departaunt

of Ayriodturt.—Jotnal of ri- Bo>/al Hmtw^dtmral

Sorietg for August, 1S96.

—

i[ut-»iri Botaaieal Oerdrm,

SirmtJi Report.—Report of W:rt of the Agrinltmral

EjcperiwttiU Station of the rmr.rsify of California, for

the Tear 1894-95.

PL.^'T POETEAITS.
C:- > : -01^-5X11 catPVM vae. cjuxk, IJikdenia^ X. VTxm.

O. c^isrrx tas. mklcagbxa, L. finrtfti. i.nirff io, t. itxx.
O. SPECTABILE X L I^XDEIE, Zimdau^, t. TTLXIU.
O. B.rBiO!>osirx X . Xoulexia, t. dxtu.
O. WiLCKEiyrx TAE. ECm«, limdemim, t. DXix.
PcAca T&iOMpfiE &E Tebbobct, BmUetiM ^A.-icriemliMFe^

d:c^ August.
FksTAS QcAETixiAXA, uUire of bythnea, mtrodneed by

Schweiofiiith. Learea bneeobte, waved ; flowecs roae-
er4a«zre4, in termiml ootymba. Gartem FUnn, Scfilemher I,

1S£^ Hart. Dammaxm k Oo.

THE DOUGLAS FIR.
The remarks upon the Dotiglas Fir, on p. 3'>2 of

Ojrdineri ChotucU for Sept. 12, are in several points

interesting. So far as the timber of the Donglas Fir

grown in this country has yet been tested, it has not

shown the peculiar tecden^ of the imported spars

mentioned by " H. R." to shell-off the annual rings of

wood in splinters in the manner he desoibes, and
which would prove a great drawback to its general

usefulness. Still, it has been found that home-grown
wood ofDooglas Fir possesses a much lower breaking

strength than that imported from Oregon and bitiah

Colombia. This brittleness of the wood may become
less and leas, however, as the tree attains to full

maturity in propetly-tteated pbntations in Britain ;

and perhaps it may ultimately stand as great a
breaking strain as the imported article. The timber

of a fully -matured tree a century or more old, and
grown in a dose canopy wood, is required to

give a reliable and usefid test of the qualities of the

OongUs Fir timber grown in this country. Till that

time arrives, well on in the twentieth century, its

merits can only be guessed at, as a matter of

speculation.

Many thousands of the Douglas Fir have been

planted on the Perthshire estates of the Eari of

Mansfield within the past forty years, and they are

thriving vigorously in all manner of {daces whoe a
tree of its nature has the least dance of ancceat

All these have been raised from seed prodooed by
one tree growing at Lynedoch, a few miles north-west

of Perth, on the Scone eetites. This fertile tree,

which is cf the "green" variety, and another fine

tree of the '• blue " variety, which fruits bat spirsdy,

were planted in the year 1S34, by Lord Lynedoch,

It ho then oxned the property, and which afterwards

p issed into the hands of the Earl of Mansfield. Thej
are «pleudid example of the Douglas Fir, and as seen

this autumn, they are still thatiag and gruwing with

great ngoor—the seed-bearing tree being still pro-

tected by the fence decribed by " H. VL," b> defend

the cones &om squirrels and other maraodets, for

which purpose it has proved very eSeti&ve.

Two plantations of Douglas Rr were formed oo the

ix-one states by Mr. Wuiiam MeCorquodale in IS57;

one at Muirward, near Scone, exxending to about

1 -3 acres : and the other, about the same in extent,

at Taymoont. a few miles to the northward, and

lying between the public road and the railway. a"o-3ut

half-way from Perth aud Dunkeld. This latter

plantation is probably the one shown to '" H. R-" by

Mr. MeCorquodale. and it is easily seen by tzavdUers

on the High'iand Railway, which runs for some dis-

tince along its eastern boundary. This plantation

has had a considerable addition made to it recently,

and both the youug and older pottions are thriving

vig'>ronsIy, and are notable esunples of the userul-

ues; of the Douglas Fir as a forest tree in Sc-<.>tiai>d

.

It is reported, thai when Profesor Schwappach, of

the Forest Academy, at Eberswalde, Pmasia, in-

spected this pluication cf Douglas Fir. daring his

rvcent visit to the Scvi'ttish Aiboricnltural Society, he

declared it to be the best e\anip!e he ita 1 se>;n in

this country of the correct treatment of forest trees

:

because, with a &ir ciX'C' on the gto'ind. a close

canopv IS mamtained, causing the regular decay of

the branches from the ground upwards, and natc-

rallv deaning the s:ems, and jirodjcing tiie best

quality of timber. In the ban is of the present

wood - manager on the Seone estates. Mr. Alex.

Pitcaithley, the foundition so well bud by Mr.

MeCorquodale is fully maintained in these funed

plantations. M.
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Home Co rresp ondence.

HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS.—I read the note by youi-

correspondent "H. M.," p. 272, on the cultivation

of Hydrangea hortensis with interest, as it is one of the

most desirable plants for the greenhouse in spring and

summer. It forces readily under good treatment,

heads 15 inches in diameter being obtainable from

plants in 5.',-inoh pots. Unlike " H. M.", I ne .'er had

difficulty in inducing cuttings rooted in early

summer to flower the following spring and

summer. I insert cuttings of slightly hardened

wood (if too soft, they do not strike readily) in small

pots filled with loam, leaf-mould, and sand, late in

May or early in June
;
plunge them in a close case in

stove temperature, and as soon as they are rooted,

remove them to a greenhouse or cool pit, and in a few

days pot tbem in singly into 4-iach and 5-inch pots,

and as soon as the roots have taken to the new soil,

remove them to a cold frame fully exposed to the sun,

and aired freely till late in the summer, when they are

put outside. All the summer and autumn they are

kept well supplied with water. On the approach of

winter they are removed to a cold greenhouse, and

kept slightly dry. Early in March they are potted-on

into t) and 7-iuch pots, and given greenhouse treat-

ment. As soon as the flower-heads show, the pots

are placed in saucers and kept well supplied with

diluted liquid-mauure. By the above treatment

plants can be got bearing from one to four heads of

flowers from 9 to 15 inches in diameter, and the

plants from 15 to 20 inches high. Very good results

are obtained from plants raised annually from cuttings,

but in this district in cottage gardens large specimens

5 feet through may be setn growing in the open, and

bearing their beautifully-tinted flowers in abundance

every year. R. Tarnbult, Bcac/dcy.

A CURIOUS PLUM-SPORT.—For two years past

I have been invited to visit Alton, Hants, and examine

an odd spoit on a Plum-tree ia the garden of Dr.

Stewart. This year, time offering, I went to Alton to

see that lasm natune. Dr. Stewart's garden abuts on

to the high road thatrunsthrough the to wn, and is at its

southern end. The variety in question is Mitchelson's

Plum, and is one of a pair of standard trees purchased

from Shilling, of Hartley Row, just about thirty

years ago. The main stem is clear of branches up to

6 feet in height, then there breaks out a stout one,

and about 3 feet up this branch a smaller one diverges,

and the whole of the groivth on this branch has not

only smaller leafage than is found on the rest of the

head of the tree, but every Plum produced on it is

yellow, having the form of the purple Mitchelson's,

but not quite so largo. Really, they resemble fruits

of Coe's Golden Drop. The flesh, however, is rather

dry and mealy, and separates readily fiom the stone.

The shoot in question appeared some eight year's since,

and the yellow fruits have been produced for tivo

years in succession. There were fully two quarts on

the branuh this year. The tree, as it is close to his

residence, has been under Dr. Stewart's notice, ever

since it was planted, for he is a keen, indeed almost

enthusiastic, pomologist ; but never at any time has

there been any budding or grafting done of any other

variety on the tree. The sport is such undoubtedly,

a id possibly it is a case of reversion to one of the

Mitchelson parents. Some way up this sport-branch

a strong shoot has broken out this season. I have

iisked that it may be left, as there are evidences of

t'lat also being a reversion to the original variety.

Dr. Stewart's garden is full of Pear, Apple, and I'lum

trees, and he has amongst them many fine sorts.

The soil is somewhat tliiu, resting on chalk, but

whilst checking strong growth, it seems capable of

frequently produuing heavy crops of fruit. A. Dean.

PELARGONIUMS versus BEGONIAS.—Our garden-

ing propheta never tire of predicting the inglorious

end of the reign of the Pelargonium in our gardens,

especially as a bedding-plant, and proclaiming the

advent of its invincible rival, the tuberous Begonii).

Is it likely to happen, I wonder ' Fancy the banish-

ment, the total obliteration of the Pelargonium of our

youth, and all for the sake of a scentless, heavy-

looking flower, of nondescript origin, as useless in

an ordinary posy as a Sunflower or a Thistle

head ! Fashion can do much, but here, I hope

she will be only very partially successful, and

that wo shall keep our dear, expensive zonal tri-

colors, bicolors, and many scented Pelargoniums.

I had almost said that I hoped Perouospora devastaus

species would come over from the western hemi-

sphere and afl'ect the tubers of the upstart Begonia.

It was once shy and ashamed, and hung its head

prettily, and was not in tho least obtrusive. It was

very nice of the plant to do this, and we
petted it, making nice beds for it in com-
fortable warm corners, where it grew well,

and quite came up to one's expectations of it.

But now that it has been improved, its manners are

impudent not to say aggressive. A corner is not

good enough, for it must have the finest place in the

flower parterre, forsooth ! and only think, the chit

cannot be more than thirty years old. It is enough
to disgust An Old Band.

FACTS RELATING TO APRICOTS. — From
numerous investigations it has been found that good
ripened Apricots should contain not less than sixteen

times a greater weight of flesh than of pits. The
relation between fibre and juice in the flesh is usually

quite constant, the juice amounting in all the best

varieties to about seven-eighths of the flesh. The
quantity of sugar in Apricots ranges generally

from 4 to 6 per cent. ; but it may, iu excep-

tional cases, go up to 15 per cent. It appeals

that a low amount of acids in the fruit is com-
bined with a high percentage of sugar. The Apri-

cots as a whole (pits included) show from 1 to 2

per cent, of albuminoids, but in inferior varieties

this constituent sometimes goes down to less than 1 per

cent. The fruit of the Apricot abstracts from the

soil in each 1000 lb., 1 lb. of nitrogen, and o lb. of

mineral constituents, of whicli potash is the leading

ingredient, amounting to more than one-half of the

totd minerals. Phosphoric acid is not so heavily

drawn upon, but amounts to about 10 per cent, of

the ask. Soda is somewhat less in quantity than

phosphoric acid. Lime and magne>ia are about in

equal demand, being one-third that of soda ; the

pits, however, require for their perfect formation

twice the amount of these ingredients than does the

flesh of the fruit. Sulphuric acid also shows largest in

the pits, while silica is in greater demand by the flesh,

of which probably the outer skin takes the largest

share. The amount of nitrogen required for the

production of wood and fruit, and more especially

for the increase of the non-nitrogenous constituent

sugar on the fruit, emphasizes the necessity of an

early replacement of this ingredient in the soil.

J. J. Willis, Ilarpcnden.

A DRESSING FOR WOODWORK.—In answer to

"J. C. M.," on p. 343 of the Gardeners' Ckronicle, I

woul I advise him to put on his garden-frames to

protect them, and also greenhouses, &c., Stockholm-

tar, thinned with petroleum, in about the proporticm

of 1 quart of petroleum to 1 gallon of the tar, the

wood to be thoroughly dried before tho mixture is

put on. Two coats would preserve the wood, and
last longer than any other kinds of paint that I

have tried. It dries quickly of a brown colour
;

it will take white or any other coloured paint,

and is very cheap. We use it largely at Basing

Park ; and it is a dressing that will be very much
used when its good properties are better known.

I ask all who are putting up new garden buildings

to give it a good trial, as it will not injure the teii-

deieit plants. I have a new house just dressed with

it, which is filled witii Ferns and Cinerarias, and these

plants are doing splendidly. Wm. Smiftlu; The Oardeiis,

Basiiiy Park, AIIju.

At one time the stage in one of my plant

-houses was very much out of repair, aud my em-
ployer suggested that the repairs then to be made
slijuld be creosoted. This was done, aud all of the

plants in the house aft'^rwards became unhealthy,

par.icularly Adiantum cuueatum and Ficus elaslica.

The whole collection, in a more or less degree,

appeared as if they had been scorched. Beforj

using tho creosote all of the plants were perfectly

healthy. I have used g.\s-tar upon frames three or

four months previous to putting plants in them, and

with very satisfactory results. 0. B.

CRANSTON'S EXCELSIOR ONION.— Cranstim's

Excelsior Onion is in great request amongst exhi-

bitors of large Unions, these persons knowing that

to win in keen competition only a variety of known
superiority over others must be grown ; that is, it

should be of handsome shape, large siz-, with very

small neck, clear iu the skin, and of excellent quality

throughovit. That the above-named Onion has all

the qualities that go to make an Onion a favourite

with exhibitors, may be judged from the fact, that

at an exhibition held at Hereford on the 16th,

there were ninety-four entries for this variety alone,

aud this in response to handsome prizes ofl'ered by

Mr. J. Wilson. The most of the English, Scotch and

Welsh counties were represented, and in which were

included the most prominent Onion exhibitors in this

country. The whole exhibit was a splendid one, and

worthy of record, most of the winning bulbs sealing

over 2 lb. weight each. The winners were :—1st, Mr.

H. Pitt, Abergavenny ; 2rid, Mr. Noah Kneller, Mal-

shanger, Biisingstoke ; equal 3rd to Mr. G. H. Copp,

Holnest Park, Sherborne ; and Mr. H. Folkes, Gad-
desden Place, Hemel Hempstead. Three other prizes

were also awarded, and these went to Mr. J. McKague,
Dalton in-Furness ; Mr. John Leeson, Barrow-iu-

Furness ; and Mr. A. Bevan, Gloucester. The judges

evidently selected only those bulbs for prizes

which, beside other excellent qualities, were well

ripened, and which, considering the season, was only

what might have been expected. A.

MAIZE, OR INDIAN CORN.—The note upon this

subject iu the Gardeners' Chronielc, at p. 308, leads

one to suppose that Maize as a vegetable is practically

unknown in England. I admit the cultivation of the

plant is not general, but there are several gardens iu

Devonshire where it has been grown successfully for

the table for some years. Mr. P. C. M. Veitch, iu

his garden at Exmiuster, near Exeter, has for years

grown a crop of it for his table, he, as an old Cape
colonist, considering mealies one of the best of

vegetable dainties when properly cooked. The seed

is sown on a hot-bed about the end of the month of

March, and when the plants are a few inches high,

they are tr.insplanted to fairly rich ground in a

sunny situation. They then grow so rapidly, that good

cobs of 5 to inches iu length may be cut by the last

week in July. Provided varieties which ripen early

be chosen, there is no difliculty in growing maize in this

part of the country, as " A. M. U. " remarks ; and it

is, in addition to extendingthalist of table vegetables,

a wholesome and delicious article of diet. The
ordinary Maize or Indian Colrn of the corn-dealers

would not answer, but there are two or three early-

maturing kinds that never fail to produce good cobs

about the end of July or early in August. Andrew
Hope, Exeler. [Kindly say what name these early

varieties bear. Ed.]

HARVEST FESTIVALS.— AVe now are, or shortly

shall be, in the thick of these reminders of the rapid

passing away of the year. 'What follows may serve

as a useful hint to the respective committees of the

Gardeners' Benevolent lustitution and the Gardeners'

Orphan Fund. For ten years Sir Walter Gilbey

has urged the claims of the Royal Agricultural Bene-

volent Institution to participate in the distribution of

the offertories made in the various places of worship

on the occasion of harvest festival services. That tho

institution is doing a good work is shown by the fact

that it maintains 1,163 pensioners of over sixty years

of age, all of whom have occupied farms, but who have

been reduced to their present condition mainly through
agricultural depression. During the last six years,

the sum of £39,298 lis. 3<i. has been received in col-

lections, last year's toUil being the largest ever

received. If one may say so without, of course, even

the faintest intention of criticising this really admir-

able flow of charity, long may it continue 1 Yet
one may remark that the collections at harvest

festivals would seem to be the very source from
which such gardening charities, as I have named at

the commencement of this note, should derive > eiy

material benefit, for it is the gardeners' art, principally,

that produces the trophies seen at such. /. B.

Scotland.

PENTSTEMONS.
Mk. Cu.vRles Irvine, nurseryman, Jedburgh, Las

been for several years making rapid progress in iho

improvement of the Peutstemou, and three years ago

he was successful in bringing forward a new strain.

I'^or these flowers he has been awarded numerous

first-class certificates in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and

elsewhere. List week a visit to his nurseries at Oak-

vale revealed a show of Pentstemous that far exceeded

expec'ations, both in extent and quality. Th's year's

seedlings, compared with those of previous years, are

nut ouly superior in size of spike and shape of flower,

but in general colour and marking ; the spikes, which

are pyramidal in form, are thickly set with blooms,

while the flowers are well developed and of very large

size, some individual blooms measuring from 2] to

3 inches in diameter. The Marchioness of Lothian is

one of great elegance ; tho flower, which is large and

of excillent form, is of rosy-carmine, with chocolate

marks and beautifully striped with purple. The

March ^juess has a keen rival in the Countess of
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Dalkeith, a beautiful waxy-white, edged with a faint

tint of mauve ; this flower, along with a few others

of the s.imo race, has a faint tinge of yellow. The
Border Maid, which recently carried off first honours

at Kdinburgh, is pale pink in colour, with a pure

wliite throat, and beautifully feathered with crimson.

Waverley is a charming specimen of perfect form,

being of a bright pink with crimson feathering.

Pcrh.aps one of the finest was named after Rob Roy,

the bold outlaw ; it is a light scarlet, faintly tinted

with crimson, and thro.at of white. Mr. Irvine,

besides being great in Pentstemons, h.os gone largely

into the cultivation of Roses, Carnati<ms, Delphiniums,

&c., and it may be interesting to mention that this

year he was successful in producing a pure white

Delphinium ; it is not only white in colour, but is

a most perfect flower, of a Large size, and of excellent

quality. This, so far as we know, is the first pure white

Delphinium ever raised in the United Kingdom. X. Y.

OF SWALLOWS.
By Harrison Weir.

{All ritildg rcgp<-'fiL)

Few, if any, birds are more beloved than these,

not even the almost sacred robin, the children's

garden and our household pet. How eagerly wc all

Each and all beloved in their degree. As a rule,
'

' the continent.al traveller " comes home again about

the beginning of April. Once I remember he came
on old Quarter-day, April t^ ; but he is generally

later, varying in time from April 11, 1SJ4,

March 30, 1846, and out of the si.tteen years

noted, the latest arrival was April 25, in 1S52.

Naturally the bird, when possible, adapts his time

of coming to that of being able to get food. If

the weather is not genial, or it rains or snows inces-

santly, then but one fate awaits him—death. Perhaps

thus it is that some c jme earlier th--*n others, and so

the latter escape the wintry winds, the frosts and
snows. "The Rev. George Marsh noted the

springs of lS49-.00-ul were cold and back-

ward. In the year 1850 the beginning of May
was so severe and frosty (which it generally is).

that a great number of swallows died of stan-jtion,

it being too cold for the insects to leave their retreats :

1110 being picked up by the mill at Chippenham, and

several were found dead on the edge of Draycot

pond," where, doubtless, the poor birds had re-

sorted, as they often do, for the purpose of feeding on

the gnats and other insects that frequent such places

at these times ; often they seek the most sheltered

situations, as marshes and willowy dells, wherever

the same insects are to be found, be they on the sides

ones ' in the nest slowly .starse to death, and he with
the gun goes in again, well pleased with what he has

done, and cats his dinner ; while there lie the dead,

they that have wearily come thousands of miles to

their loved home, thinking, if they do think, to rest

and go again, with their family. Never ! they, the

weary, are at rest—dead : and the little ones starving.

How cheering is the sweet twittering song of the

swallow in the early morn, as he sits on the chimney-

top singing to his mate brooding over her eggs in

their nest on the brick's ledge a little way down,

and how different from the other bird's note, the

chaffinches' spink ! spiuk !— spink ! or the goldfinch,

greenfinch, or everywhere chirping sparrow. I lave

always loved to listen to the swallow's twittering

softened melody, and to watch him as he sits, while

ever .and anon he darts away, with undulatory flights

over field and meadow, now and again scarcely a foot

above the grass and meadow - flowers, then aw.ay

skimming over some distant pond, with open be.ak he

takes in myriads of insects, some of, if not most of

which he brings home to her, his nest-mate, for I

have seen both swallows and martins feed the sitting

hens.

And when the young arc hatched, how careful and

unceasing are the parent birds in their nurture, from

early morn until sundown : still they fly, to and fro

-^ \<>%
\^

FlQ. 6".—TOUNQ SWALLOWS, A3 THET APPEARED
ON JDNE 28, 1896.
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FlO. 6S.^T0UNO SWALLOWS, AS TBET APPEARED
ON JDLT 1, 1S96.

look for ''the first sivallow ;" and when seen, how
talk of it. And what a truly-beautiful bird it is—how
graceful in every line, how its colours flash in the

sunlight as it dashes past, itself almost a tiling of

light, so quickly it comes and goes. It is here, and

it is gone, a fast-diminishing speck, gUding away o'er

flower-decked meads, and the dappled hedgerows, in

the new-born spring. On, on, he goes, this long-

curved winged " thing of beauty," seeking the home
not only of last year, but also perhaps of many others

—the same chimney, the same rafter, shelf of timber,

or some cosy ledge. Where? He knows where I

Though he left it mouths ago, and that in hasty

fight, travelled thousiinds of miles to warmer climes,

still, througii alt the long mouths of absence, he has

never forgotten his English home, and tlie way to

it. And as he flies he feeds, on the ephemerai

that so often sorely vex and try the temper of " we "

gardening folk. As he comes, while he stays, as he
goes, he is doing us a natural insect-destroying

service. A bird of " all good ' and no harm—abso-

lutely none. No wonder, then, we look for the

coming of the swallows, the martins, and the swifts.

of the rivers, already beautiful and gay with Blue-

bells, or among the nodding Daffodils, unharmed in

such retreats. For these are they

" That come before the swallow dares."

But if the weather is fair, and the spring-tide is but

like a foretaste of summer, and the soft west wind

dallies about the budding trees and hedgerows, the

days and nights being mostly free from frosts, then

all goes well with the almost out-wearied traveller

who finds his home—and " rest."

But it is not always peace then for the new-come
beauty from other and more sunny skies. No ! nor

even though he has young to tend, nourish , and

rear ; for there are those that, because this beautiful

loveable creature is swift of flight, is agile on the

wing, take a gun and go outside, standing, perhaps, on

the very door-step of their houses to shoot, to maim,
and to kill these "beauties," these beloved birds,

flying to and fro about their young-filled nests. Yes !

to shoot at and try to kill these not only harmless but

highly serviceable birds. What for ? Why, for

" practice," practice and " sport." And so the '

' little

bringing myriads of insect life, day by day. A short

time since, while staying at a country-house, where

there were numbers of swallows' nests under a shed-

roof, on ledges within 10 feet from the ground,

I noted that as soon as the young could, they

placed themselves in a row with their beaks just

showing above the rim of the nest, as in fig. 67, and

it was remarkable to observe how each took his or her

turn in the feeding. Then a couple of days after they

perched on the side, see fig. 68, and with the same

fairness in feeding, long after they were apparently

well-fledged ; there they sat, until one day the old

bird took them away somewhere—far away, and left

them, and came back for further incubation. Then

again away, and this time not to return, but to gather

for a long journey, and then to come again next

spring. When the weather is unfavourable, such as

prolonged and heavy rains, then it is the young die

in their nests, for there is, unfortunately, no help

for it, for no food can be got, for insects fly not

at such times, and so they die forsaken, and

mostly these nests are not occupied again another

year.
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BOTANICAL SECTION OF THE
BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

At the opening meeting held on September 17, the

President ofthis section, Dr. D. H. Scott, M. A., F.R S.,

Honorary Keeper of the Jodrell Laboratory, Royal

Gardens, Kew, limited the scope of hia address to

modern morphological botany, which he described as

the accurate comparison of plants, both living and

extinct, with the object of tracing their real rela-

tionships with one another, and thus of ultimately

constructing a genealogical tree of the vegetable

kingdom.

The problem presented, he said, is a purely his-

torical one, and is perfectly distinct from any of the

questions with which physiology has to do. Yet

there is a close relation between these two branches

of biology ; at any rate, to those who maintain the

Darwinian position. For from that point of view we
see that all the characters which the morphologist has

to compare are, or have been, adaptive. Hence, it is

impossible for the morphologist to ignore the func-

tions of those organs of which he is studying the

homologies. There is no essential difference between

adaptive and morphological characters, but the

physiologist is interested in the question how organs

work ; the morphologist asks. What is their history ?

The origin of the great groups of plants is perhaps an

insoluble problem, for all that can be directly ob-

served or experimented upon is the occurrence of

variations. Such investigations can but throw a side-

light on the historical question of the origin ef the

existing orders of living things, and the morphologist

must use other methods of research. The embryo-

logical method has scarcely received justice from

botanists. The law of recapitulation (or repetition of

phylogeny in ontogeny) has been very inadequately

tested in the vegetable kingdom. Whatever its value

may be, it is certainly desirable that the development

of plants as well as animals should be considered from

this point of view ; and this has so far been done in

very few cases. So far, at least, embryological re-

search has only yielded certain proof of recapitulation

in a few instances. Comparative work, in so far as it

is limited to plants now living, can never yield cer-

tain results. To determine the blood relationships

of organisms, their past history must be deciphered,

and paliBontology alone can supply I'cal historical

facta.

Anatomical Cbaracters.

In judging of the affinities of fo.ssil plants, vegeta-

tive characters must be made use of, and especially

characters drawn from anatomical structure. In

many specimens the anatomical features are the only

ones known, and in cases where the reproductive

structures have been discovered, the conclusions

drawn from anatomical characters have been con-

firmed. The study of fossil botany is thus likely to

call attention to points of structure formerly passed

over. Anatomical characters are being made use of

in the classification of the higher plants, and thus an

effort is being made to place the classification on a

broader basis. Anatomical characters are undeniably

adaptive, but it is a mistake to suppose that they are

necessarily the expression of recent adaptations ; on

the contrary, there are examples of marked auatomical

peculiarities which have become the common property

of large groups of plants. A given anatomical

character may be of a high degree of constancy in

one group, while extremely variable in another, and

characters are often most constant when most

adaptive.

Histoloov.

Minute histology is a subject lying on the border-

land between morphology and physiology. The
questions of the present day may be of as much
importance in the history of botany as the discovery

of the nucleus. The centrosomes, those mysterious

protoplasmic particles, supposed to determine the

plane of segmentation of the nucleus, it really perma-
nent organs of the cell, must rank as co-equal with
the nviclcus itself If they are not constant morpho-
logical entities, but temporary structures, do the

causes of nuclear division lie in the nucleus itself, or

in the surrounding protoplasm ? The detailed agree-

ment in the structure and behaviour of the nucleus

in the higher plants and the higher animals is most

remarkable. Is this striking agreement the product

of inheritance from common ancestors, or is the

parallelism dependent solely on similar physical

conditions in the cells ?

Alternation of Generations.

It has been known ever since the great discoveries

of Hofmeister that the development of a large part of

the vegetable kingdom involves a regular alternation

of two distinct generations, the one, which is sexual,

being constantly succeeded—so far as the normal

cycle is concerned—by the other, which is asexual.

This alternation is most marked in the mosses and

Ferns, taking these words in their widest sense. Now
as regards this life-cycle, which is characteristic of all

plants higher than Algso and fungi, there are two

great questions at present open. The one is general.

Are the two generations, the sporophyte and the

oophyte, homologous with one another, or is the

sporophyte a new formation intercalated in the

life-history, and not comparable to the sexual plant ?

The former kind of alternation has been called

homologous, the latter antithetic. This'question in-

volves the origin of alternation ; its solution would

help us to bridge over the gap between the Arche-

goniata; and the lower plants. The second problem is

more special — has the sporophyte of the Pteridophyta,

which always appears as a complete plant, been

derived from the simple and totally different sporo-

phyte of the Bryophyta, or are the two of distinct

origin ? At present it is usual, at any rate in Eng-

land, to assume the antithetic theory of alternation.

On this view the sporophyte first appeared as a mere

group of spoors formed by the division of the ferti-

lised ovum. Consequently the inference is drawn

that all the vegetative parts of the sporophyte have

arisen by the " sterilisation of potentially sporogenous

tissue." That is to say, there was nothing but a mass

of spores to start with, so whatever other tissues and

organs the sporophyte may form must be derived from

the conversion of spore-forming cells into vegetative

cells. The assumption on which the theory rests

need not necessarily be accepted. There is another

view for which much is to be said—namely, the

theory of Pringsheim, according to which the two

generations are homologous one with another, the

o/iphyte corresponding to a sexual individual

among Thallophytes, the sporophyte to an asexual

individual. Pringsheim says :
— " The alternation

of generations in mosses is immediately related to

those phenomena of the succession of free genera-

tions in Thallophytes, of which the one represents the

neutral, the other the sexual plant. " He illustrates

this by saying— " The moss sporogonium stands in

about the same relation to the moss plant as the

sporangium-bearing specimens of Saprolegnia stand

to those which bear oiigonia, or as, among the Florideac,

the specimens with tetraspores are related to those

with cystocarps. " This gets rid of the intercalation

of a new generation altogether ; the modification of

the already existing sexual and asexual forms of the

Thallophytes is only required. The sudden appear-

ance of something completely new in the life history,

as required by the antithetic theory, has a certain

improbability. Nature is conservative, and when a

new organ is to be formed, it is almost always

fashioned out of some pre-existing organ. Hence I feel

a certain difficulty in accepting the doctrine of the

appearance of an intercalated sporophyte by a kind

of special creation.

M03SE3 AND FeRNS AND FoSSlL BoTANY.

In discussing the relation between Mosses and

Ferns, Dr. Scott said that few people realise how
insoluble the problem is ; but, without being a

partisan for the homologous theory, he protested

against the dogmatic statement that alternation of

generations must have been the result of the inter-

polation of a new stage in the life-history. In the

presence of the gieatest mystery in the morphology

of plants, all ought to keep an open mind, and not

tie themselves down to assumptions, though they

might use them as working hypotheses. The Pre-

sident next discussed the histological characters of the

two generations and the sexuality of fungi, and then

dealt with the evidence of descent derived from fossil

botany. It has revealed the existence iu the car-

boniferous epoch of a fourth phylum of vascular

Cryptogams, quite distinct from the three which

have come down to our own day. The keenest interest

now centres iu the Ferns and Fern-like plants of the

carboniferous epoch. No fossil remains of plants art

more abundant or more familiar to collectors. In

certain cases the whole Fern plant can be built

up. Finally, he referred to the Cycad-Iike fossils

which are a striking feature of mesozoic rocks.

In conclusion. Dr. Scott remarked on the wonderful

fascination of the records of the far-distant past, iu

which our own origin, like that of our distant

cousins the plants, lies hidden. If any fact is

brought home to us by the investigations of modern
biology, it is the conviction that all life is one ; that,

as Niigeli said, the distance from man to the lowest

bacterium is less than the distance from the lowest

bacterium to non-living matter. The problems of

descent, though strictly speaking they may often

prove insoluble, will never lose their attraction for

the scientifically-guided imagination.

Professor Vines, in proposing a vote of thanks to

Dr. Scott, remarked that the discourse was of special

value to teachers, who find great difficulty in keeping

themselves informed of the advances made in the

many and various branches of botany. Dr. Scott had
touched upon many points of importance, and indi-

cated the present state of knowledge of those .subjects.

He believed that the public usually made the mistake

of supposing that botany is a single science. On the

contrary, it is an aggregate of sciences, each of which

it is impossible for one man to fully pursue.

The vote of thanks was seconded by Professor

Bower, and carried with acclamation.

Other Sdbjects.

Professor P. Magnus, of the University of Berlin,

read a paper ou Some .Species of the Chytridiaceous

genus Urophlyctis, sketches and specimens of which

were handed round for inspection.

In the unavoidable absence of the author, Mr.

W. G. P. Ellis, M.A., of Cambridge, a paper ou
" A Parasitic Disease of Pellia epiphylla " was read by
Mr. A. C. Seward, M.A. Mr. Ellis's paper, which
was illustrated with lantern-slides, dealt with a

disease extending over a pan of Pellia epiphylla at

the University Botanic Garden, Cambridge, during

May and June, 189(5, and caused by a mould allied to,

if not identical with, Ascotricha, which lias become
endoparasitic. The fungus was isolated, cultivated in

hanging drops, gelatine tubes and flasks ; and conidia

from a pure culture when applied to fresh Pellia plants

reproduced the disease.

Mr. Vaughan Jennings, Demonstrator of Botany
and Geology in the Royal College of Science, Dublin,

gave an account of Corallorhiza innata and its asso-

ciated fungi, illustrated by large diagrams. Mr.

Jennings also exhibited diagrams of a new genus of

Schizomycetes, which he believed to be reproduced

by longitudin.al fission instead of by transverse fission,

as is usually the case in the Schizomycetes.

Professor Hartog and Professor Marshall Ward dis-

agree<l with Mr. Jennings' views, tho farmer suggest-

ing that it w.as quite possibly a case of dichotomous
branching.

The Ascent of Water in Trees.

On the occasion of the meeting of the Botanical

uection on Friday, September 18, after short addresses

by Mr. D. T. Gwynne-Vaughan and Mr. G. F. Scott

Elliot, Mr. F. Darwin read an elaborate paper on the

Ascent of Waterjin Trees. The two questions to be

considered, he said, were—(1) What is the path of the

ascending water ? (2) What are the forces which pro-

duce the rise ? As a result of Strasburger's experiments

on stems, in which the tissue has been previously

killed, it may be concluded that the ascent of water

is due entirely to physical cau.ses. The leading idea

of botanists who have worked on .Strasburger's lines

has been that the raising of water to the tops of

trees depends on the quality which water possesses

of resisting tensile stress. Experiments have proved
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that the amount of tenaion which water wiU bear

is e<iual to about seven atmospheres. If, therefore,

the leaves at the top of a tall tree can exert the

requisite upward pull on the water in the trunk, it

seeina certain that the pull can be transniitted to the

level of the ground. This opens up tUe question

whether the leaves can exert this traction on the

water iu the tracheal, and whether there are any

factors in tlie problem incompatible with this theory.

The conclusions now adopted are that the sun's heat

causes the evaporation of the water with which the

walls of the mesophyll cells are imbibed ; this water

is replaced by imbibition from the cell sap. The
concentration of the cell sap so produced maintains

the osmotic force of the cell, which again exerts

suction on the water on the tracheals. The question

of the resistance to the flow of the transpiration

current is in want of further investigation. The
theory now being considered requires that there

shall be continuous columns of water from leaf to

root. This is a violent disturbance of current views,

since it has been insisted by Sachs and others

that at the time of most active transpiration

the vessels contain air and not water. Stras-

burger has concluded that approximate continuity

of water-columns is a condition of primaiy import-

ance, and has made out the cognate fact that the

whole of the alburnum need not be simultaneously

occupied by a transpiration current
;
parts of it may

be so occupied while parts of it are filled with air, and

do not function as waterways. Strasburgcr states

that he has seen water creep past the air-buljbles in

coniferous tracheids. It may be concluded, generally,

that the tracheals in their youngest condition may
contain water in continuous columns, since the

cambium cells from whicli they arise certainly con-

tain fluid, though it is known also that this condition

is not absolutely maintained. It must therefore be

believed that either the transpiration cuiTcnt is able

to travel past the air-bubbles, or that tracheals partly

filled with air may again become continuous water-

ways by solution of the air.

Professor Vines said that the problem of the ascent

of water in trees still remained unsolved after 200
years of research. The subject now to be studied was
the suction force of the branches. Heobserved when
experimentiog with a living branch that it was capable

of developing auction force. He removed all the leaves

and tlien found it still capable of producing tension.

He concluded that the trunk and branch of the tree

must be studied apart from the leaves, and then
afterwai'ds the efTect of the leaves in conjunction
with the stem must be considered. He inferred

that the development of suction force was not
dependent on the living protoplasm of the branch,
since a specimen poisoned with copper subsulphate
can still produce the action. In this case there

can be no osmosis. His latest experiments had been
with dry sticks of Hazel not poisoned. These can
develop a suction force of nearly a quarter of an
atmosphere. Since the question of life and osmosis
was eliminated, he supposed that the problem was
purely a physical one. The physical constants of
dead-wood must be known without taking into

account the question of osmosis.

Mr. .Jolly, speaking on behalf of his colleagne, Mr.
Dixon, as well as himself, described experiments
which they had performed to determine the osmotic
power in stems. It had been doubted whether the
suction force was sufncient to overcome the resist-

ance. They fouud that a plant enclosed in an air-

tight vessel could be subjected to a pressure of
16 atmospheres of carbon dioxide and 26 atmospheres
of air before the leaves began to crumple.

Professor Fitzgerald expressed his satisfaction that
physicists, botanists, and chemists were at length

obliged to meet on a common plane. He believed
that one of the great difficulties of botanists in

accepting the idea of the tensile property of water
was due to the incorrect ideas prevalent as to

the difference between solids and liquids. A liquid

was not a substance which could be easily pulled
apart, while a solid resisted the action ; but in a liquid
the particles readily slid over one another, while in a
solid they did not.

On the motion of Pidfessor Marshall Ward, a

special vote of thanks was given to Mr. F. Darwin,,

which was extended by the President, Dr. Scott, to

all who had contributed t^i the discussion.

(To be continued).

THE VEGETABLE PRODUCTS
OF NAPLES.

In a report on the trade of the consular district of

Naples, Mr. E. Neville-Rolfe gives some interesting

notes on the Orange and Lemon groves, from which

the following facts are gathered. When an Orange-

grove is planted, wild trees are put in, and grafted in

the usual way. They grow with bare trunks to i or

5 feet from the ground, and then the branches run

out and form the fruit-bearing portion of the tree.

In this grove an innovation has been introduced

which is as ingenious as it is beautiful. Lemons are

grafted upon the bare and non-productire stems of

the Oranges, about 2 feet from the ground, and

twined iu garlands from tree to tree, thus not only

increasing the productiveness of the grove very

materially, but adding greatly to the picturesqueness

of its appearance. Orange-trees being usually i>lanted

in rows at a measured dist;mce apart, a grove has

ahvays a geometrical appearance, which is unsatis-

factory ; but this appearance is very much modified

by the Lemons, which break the lines in all directions.

There is a legend, which most people firmly

believe, that the grafting of a second fruit on

the parent-stem materially altera the type and

quality, not only of the original fruit, but also

of the graft, and it is sometimes gravely asserted

that Blood Oranges are obtained by grafting the

Pomegranate on to the Orange. This is a complete

fallacy. Both fruits retain their original quality, and

neither borrows anytliiug from the other. There is

thus no ditference between the Lemons grown in the

Orange grove from those grown in the grove where
Lemons alone aie cultivated.

The Orange trees produce about 10,000 Oranges

annually. The varieties of the Orange grown are

the Seville for the making of marmalade, and
Blood and Vanille for the table. These are sent to

the Naples market and exported—mainly to Hull.

The Lemon.trees flower three times a year, and
produce an average crop of 3fi,o00 Lemons, which are

exported in cases to Hull, London and America. The
trees are all trained on an arbour-trellis, and are pro-

tected in the winter by screens made of straw

against the possibility of fiost. The packing, both of

Oranges and Lcmonn, is done by women, each fruit

being rolled separately in tissue paper. The Torren-

tine women have a special rei>utation as packers, and
go about in gangs in the neighbourhood during the

season.

The_ grove of Mandarins consists of standards

trimmed to a round shaj>e like umbrellas. These
bear a fine fruit, unusually large of its kind, .and

form a valuable article of export. The annual yield

is about 30,000. The Citrons grow a very large

fruit, weighing from 3 to 4 lb. each. Their rind is

used for making candied-peel. These trees produce
about 2,000 fruits annually, which are sold to grocers

at from 50 cents, to 1 franc apitoe. Limes, which are

also grown, arc reserved for home consumption.

The plantations of other fruit-trees are all carefully

pruned, as in France, and not allowed to run wild, as

is the custom in some part.^ of Italy. The Fig
crops come in the spring and autumn, and the Figs
of Posilipo have a well-deserved reputation for their

excellence. The variety kno.vn in England as the

Isjhian, or Black Ischian, is here known as the Trojan,

showing probably that in remote times it came to

these shores from Asia Minor. In order to hasten the

ripening of the fruit for the market by ten or twelve
days, the top of it is touched with cotton-wool dipped
iu Olive-oil.

Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums of all kinds,

Olives, Cherries, Raspberries, Mulberries, Loquats,
Cape Gooseberries, Prickly Pear, Strawberries, and
many other fruits grow iu great profusion, and are of
excellent quality. The Strawberries are not in gi-eat

variety, those most used being the indigenous wild

mountain Strawberry, which when cultivated, grows
to a good size, and has an exquisite flavour.

Besides the.se fruits, there is the " Percuochi," a

kind of hard Peach unknown in England, but larger

than the largest Peach, and something in taste

between a Peach and a Nectarine, although in colour

it more nearly resembles an Apricot. Both summer
and winter varieties of Pears do well, but Apples do
not give an abundant crop, though what there is of

them is excellent. The Apples grown on the

Torrento Mountains, not twenty miles oflT, are first-

rate eating, unrivalled for keeping, and the trees

are extremely productive. Sixty large Walnut-
trees produce abundant crops, chiefly exported to

America. The Sorbe, or Service-tree (Pyrus Sorbus)

is largely grown. The fruits are gathered in

September, tied up iu bunches, hung to an outside

wall to ripen, and are ready for the table at

Christmas. Ttjc Mulberry grove produces about 30

quintals {10,0501b.) of leaves for feeding silkworms,

and these are reared in a large house built expressly

for the purpose, which will provide for the hatching

of ten ounces of eggs, producing many thousands of

worms. The eggs are hatched by an incubator. The
walls of the silkworm-hou.se ore covered with climbing

Uoacs, Jasmine, and other flowers, which give food to

a dozen hives of highly -productive bees, the best

kinds of which are the Ligurian.

Sir John ErichSEN.—This distinguished sur-

geon died on Wednesday, the 23rd inst. , at Folkestone,

from a paralytic seizure. .Sir John Erichsen was born
in 1818, and notwithstanding his father was a Copen-
hagen merchant, Sir John was brought up in Eng-
land, and became a student at the University College,

London. The dece.ased was the author of many
bo<iks upon surgeiy and physiology. He was made
a baronet early in 1895, was the senior Surgeon-

Extraordinary to the Queen, and had been President

of University College, London, since 1S87.

Professor KiNQ.—Professor James J. F. King,
Ql:isgow, died on Monday, 21st inst., at the Gordon
Arms Hotel, Fochabers. He went to Fochabers on
Monday, 14th inst., to attend the annual Conference
of the Cryptogamic Society of Scotland, of which he
was Treasurer. On the Tuesday he accompanied the
members in a long outing in search of fungi, and iu

the evening was present at their meeting in the hotel,

and attended to tho business of the society.

He retired for the night, not feeling very
well, and next day he decided to stay in bed.

He gradually got weaker, and until Saturday was
attended by some of the medical members of the
Cryptogamic Society. Dr. Gage, Aberdeen, left the
hotel on Saturday, believing that if the professor con-

tinued to improve, as he was then doing, he would be
able to leave for the south in a few days. On Sunday,
however, a change for the worse was noticed. iJr.

Hitchcock, Fochabers, was called in, and at once pro-

nounced the case hopeless. The deceased gentleman
was Professor of Botany in Anderson's Medical Col-

lege, Glasgow, and a lecturer in the Glasgow and
West of Scotland Technical College, and the Veteri-

nary College. He was sixty-two years of age. Need-
less to add, the sudden death of the genial doctor has

given intense pain to the members of the Cryptogamic
Society, of which body he was a most enthusiastic

member.

FriEDRICH a. H. GirEOUD.—This eminent and
much respected Berlin gardener died on August 26,

1896, at tho age of seventy-five years. He came of

French parents domiciled in Berlin, and the greater

portion of his life was spent in Germany, beginning

his career as gardener in the royal gardens at Sans
Souci, near Potsdam. After serving in various places

he came to England iu 1851 , and obtained a post in

Kew Gardens, visiting, as occasion offered, some of

the best plant-giowing places at that time in this

country, including Mrs. Lawrence's at Ealing, Chats-
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worth. Messrs. J. Velocli & Sons, and others. In

186i, GireouJ became head-gardener to tlie Duko of

Sagan, at Sagm, whose oxtonsivo gardfiiis ofTiirud him

A wide field in which to display his abiliti-s. In 1868,

he bec.ime garden-inspector, and later du<-al gai'den-

director. He w.is tlie recipient of varion-i medals,

received iu 1889 the patent as royal OokonomieratU,

and the French Good Service Order for agriculture

and horticulture,

Henry Knight.—Mr. Henry Knight, whose

death, we announced in our last issue, was not, as

Borne have supposed, a Scotchman, but was born at

Taunton on December 14, 1831, and therefore at the

time of his death was in his sixty-second year. At the

the age of fifteen he lost his father, and having to ob

tain employment, wa^ for three or four years after-

wards iu Messrs. Veitch & Son's seedshop, at their

Exeter nurseries. He then weut to the gardens at

Dalkeith Palace, then under the charge of Charles

Macintosh, in the year 1853, where althougli we find

his name on the garden books as a journeyman, it was

probable that he was really an improver. Those who

knew him at that time say he was a " nice, quiet, well-

be-haved lad," and he bore the same excellent reputa-

tion till the end of his services at Dalkeith in 1859.

In the meantime Macintosh had retired, and was

succeeded, in 1855, by W. Thomson, by whom
Knight was ultimately raised to th-? post of senior

foreman under gla'-s witii the charge of the fruits,

seriing in that capacity for several years. On one occa-

sion the Countess of Pavia called during the summer
season at Dalkeith, and was shown over the gardens,

and being favourably impressed with what she saw

in the way of fruit culture, and in the general appear-

ance of the place, requested Mr. Thomson to select for

her a gardener who would be likely to carry out

gurdeniug operations in the same excellent style at

her place, Cilhteau I'ontchartrain, Seine et Oise, in

France. Without hesitation, he recommended Mr.

Knight, who lin ^the ye.ar 1859 or 1860 entered the

Countess' service as head gardener. There he

remained eight years, and carried out a great deal

of heavy and expensive work in remodelling the

gardens, constructing lakes, roads, ka., and erecting

a considerable number of glass structures. He
much astonished the Parisians with the size and
quality of the Grapes he grew at Pontchartrain ; and
in 1866 he sent some to a meeting of the Hoyal Hor-

ticultural Society, which are said to have greatly

astonished the leading^Grape growers of that day in

this country. Mr. Knight's name also appears in the

list of exhibitors at the great Intorn.atiou.al Horticul-

tural Exhibition held in London iu that year. He
remained at Pontchartrain eight ye.ars, and iu 1867

he was appointed gardener to the Duke o( Roxburgh,

at Floors Castle, Roxburghshire. Being desirous of

becoming acquainted with horticulture as pursued
in the South of England, he left Floors on the

death of the Duke, and became head gardener

to the late Right Hon. W. H. Smith, M.P., Green-

lands, Henley-on-Thames. Hero he remained for

four years, resigning his situation as a consequence
of disagreement with the estate agent ; and when
His Majesty the King of the Belgians required a

Superintendent of the Royal parks and gardens at

Laekcn, Mr. Knight was recommended by Dr. M. T.

Masters, the editor of the Gardvners Chronicle, who
was thanked by the King himself for having done so,

who likewise informed him that the Duchess of Rox-

burgh, then oae of the. Ladies-in-waiting to Her
Majesty the Queen, confirmed Dr. Masters' statements.

The Duchess' connection with the English Court may
afford a reason for the statement we have seen that it

was on the Queen's recommendation tliat Knight was

appointed.

The Royal demesne and chateau of Laeken are

distant about 2 miles from Brussels, and rank as

regards the beautiful park and gai'densamong the finest

in Europe. The conservatory (fig. 69, p. 376) is of enor-

mous dimensions, although the cB'ect of the building as

a whole is somewhat marred by the unnecessary mas-

siveness of the ironwork. Knight, however, was not

responsible for that, the design and the materials

being supplied by Belgians. Many new glasshouses

were erected, and others rebuilt according to modern

ideas, and the gardens greatly aUered an! improved

during the past twelve years.

Mr. Knight enjoyed the confidence and esteem of

the King, and he was higldy respected by the

members of the Belgian royal family. Only last year,

on returning home after a visit to the King of the

Belgians, the Duke of Westaiinster wrote to Mr.

Knight exiiressing his congratulations at the splendid

order and artistic appearance of the gardens under

his charge. Mr. Knight had been ill for about

six weeks previous to his death. He leaves a

family of si.K, three sons aud three diughters,

two of whom, a son and a daughter, are settled in

Australia, aud two are unnrirried, and reside at

Laeken. The eldest son, James Knight, is engage!

in farming in Australia ; the second is in the bank-

ing business ; and the youngest, Thomas, is being

brought \ip to the gardening profession at Messrs.

B. S. Willi \ms & Sou's, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Mr. Knight was a man of marked ability ; he was

fully conversant with the French language, and his

The Late HEKRY KNIGBT

geniality made him a great favourite with all. The

funeral took place at Laekeu on Saturday, Septem-

ber 12, and was attended by a large concourse of

mourners, the funeral proce.-ision to the cemetery

numbering 400 persons. His Majesty the King of

the Belgians being represented by Baron de Gotfinet,

Colonel- Equeixy to His Majesty ; the King also sent

a magnificent wreath of Orchids, the centre of which

was composed of Cattleya Leopold IL, grown by Mr.

Knight. Amongst others present were Count de

Kerchove de Denterghem, Sir Francis Plunkott,

G.C.M.G. ; M. Boxtal, Burgomaster of Laeken ; Baron

Wyckerslooth, and Alessrs. J. Linden, C. Murray,

Kodegas, Dr. Thomson, and others, besides the entire

personnel of the Royal Garden., and Parks. It may be

meutioued that Mr. Knight was for many years a

valued correspondent of this journal, at first over the

signature of " Chevalier," and latterly over those of

"H. K.,"and"K."

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

O.VCIDIUM HEMATOCHILUM.

Tills is one of the handsomest of the Lanceanum

section of Oncidiums. True. It is only about half the

size of 0. Lauceanum, but it thrpws a handsome

raceme with a large number of flowers, and the spikes

vary from 2 to 3 feet in length. Wo have known the

species 'for years, but it is by no means plentiful
;

and it was a'pleasure to note a plant of it in that varied

' collection of Orchids formed by E. Ashworth, Esq.,

Harefield Hall, Wilmslow (.Mr. Holbrook, gardener).

The plant had two racemes, one bearing eighteen and

the other thirteen flowers. The colouration and,

indeed, formation of both sepals and petals are alike,

the ground-colour being pinkish-yellow, with crowds

of Indian-red blotches, which is so characteristic of

Lanceanum. The lip has two stiff-looking wings, all

but sessile, and the unprotected column rests on a

circular knob immediately above the wings ; the

lower portion expands from a liaear line to a con-

siderable circular blade with similar ground-colour to

the segment, only the blotching is more pronounced.

EriDENDRUM G0D3EFFI.\NU.M.

This is one of the atro-purpureum section of Epi-

deudrums which is worthy of cultivation, as it is

essentially distinct from many of its compeers. The

flower-spike is showy, the one in question in the

Harefield House collection bearing eighteen flowers,

and the individual flowers take the eye being of

g jod form. The sepals and petals are ovate, clumping

well together, having a sienna ground, the cinnamon

colour shining through ; aud tlie margin forms a fine

decided hue of old gold colour. The upper lobes of

the lip are pinkish-white, while the lower obcordato

blade has whitish ground with prominent purple

lines. It was growing in the Cypripedium-house,

which seems a good one for these West Indian Epiden-

drums.

Dendrobium Hookeriandm.

This is a distinct species, and a welcome one flower-

ing, as it does, at this season ot the year. It has tho

yellow colour of D. Brymerianum, and a little of the

fringed lip of that delightful Orchid. It seems to be

a lanky grower, after the way of D. triadenum, but is

much less robust in habit, and throws its short spikes

of flowers towardstheextremity of the pseudo-bulb. Its

flowers are large, measuring about 4 J in. across. The

sepals are broadly linear, acuminate,and turned back at

the edges until nearing the point ; the petals are of

much the same formation, but more inclined to be

ovate, and the colour of the whole of the segments is

yellow. The lip is circular, springing from a con-

volute base, completely concealing the column, and is

in colour similar to the segments, with tlie very

prominent fringe, above alluded to ; the two eyes at

the base are of deep maroon, with an orange blotch

above them, leaving a broad band of yellow running

right up to the base of tho column.

Dendborium Deabei.

This is one of the most desirable, and undoubtedly

the most lasting of all the white Dendrobes. Mr. Ash-

worth has always grown and shown this well, and

the fact of one of the plants that came under my eye

being at the Manchester Whitsuntide Exhibition, and

is still in flower, shows how persistent are the blooms.

We all admire the species because of its evergreen

habit, the pale-green ovate leaves, forming a grand

setting for the crowd of flowers that come in various

numbers towards the extremity. The flowers, too,

are exquisitely white, of as good formation, too, as

D, Phalfflnopsis, and the greenish lines) running

tofether at the upper blade of the labellum adds to

its" attraction. Mr. Ashworth's gardener has the

plants in various house.s, but it appears to be most at

home in a brisk East Indian temperature, and appears

to like limited rooling-space and moisture at the

roots.

ZviJOPETALUM MAXILLARE OaUTIERII.

The fine plant which we noticed at p. 95, col. c,

grown by Geo. Shorland Bill, Esq., Ashford (gr.,

Mr. Hay), is now in full flower. It has thirty-six of

its grand violet aud white blended flowers fully

expanded, and is quite a refreshing sight among

other flowering Orchids. The robust character of its

leaves, and shining distended pseudo-bulbs, command

attention, springing as they do from a Tree-Fernstem.

J. A.
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Vegetables.

TURNIPS WHITE AND YELLOW, NEW
AND OLD.

YouB notice of the new Milan Turnip yielding

bulbs 7 inches in circumference within a month of

sowing, wakes up old practitioners accustomed to the

slower pace of the White Stone, White Dutch, or

Yellow Maltese. We carefully note that soil, site,

and season were forcing—the former rich, the locality

warm (near Exeter), and the season included between

July and August 29. Still, edible Turnips obtained

in one month fi om time of sowing was worthy of the

record you gave of the Early Milan on p. 297, and

will cause it to be very generally enquired for.

Turnips, like Radishes, can hardly be too quickly

grown. The Early Strap-leaf, White Stone and Extra-

early Paris Market, a Carrot-shaped variety, have

prove! the earliest in my past experience ; but
obviously the Extra-early Milan is a dead beat to

these in regard to time. The Red Globe Turnip is

not especially early, but it is admirable as a main,

reliable cropper, remains long in season, and proves

reliable and good for autumn sowing.

Jlessrs. Dobbie and other nurserymen ofler very

special selections of White Model and Golden Ball

Turnips of fine form and size for garden purposes,

but it seema as if no one cares to grow white Turnips
in Scotland. Out of eighteen dishes shown at the

recent meeting of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society there was only one dish of white Turnips
shown, aU the others being Golden Balls, as like each
other as two peas in a pod. This is the more extra-

ordinary, as in many families in England neither

French nor English cooks will use yellow-Heshed
Turnip.". And I think it will generally be admitted
that other conditions of soi', climate and culture being
equal, white Turnips are milder and sweeter than the
yellow

; and in Turnips yellow colour can bring no
advantage, for white Turnips, ekilfully cooked and
served, are more like whipped cream than those of

any other colour.

Perhaps some of our friends who still are, and
perhaps always have been, north of the Tweed, will
tell us through the Gdvdencrs' Clironii-le why they
nearly all gi-ow Yellow or Golden Ball Turnips ? and
while they are among our garden roots, why they all

grow Carrot-rooted instead of globular or Turnip-
rooted Beets .' the finer strains of Turnip-rooted or
Egyptian Beetbeing earlier, better, morenutty.flivoured
than the longer-rooted varieties. And yet, at the
show already referred to, tliere were twenty-four lots
of Carrot-rooted, and not one Egyptian. These differ-

ences in regard to the form and colour of popular
vegetables are so pronounced as to excite notice and
invito explanation. One more and I have done, why
is the Red Globe Onion more popular in Scotland than
iu Eugland. D. T. P.

SOCIETIES.
HOVE HORTICULTURAL AND INDUS-

TRIAL EXHIBITION.
September 16, 17.—The nineteenth annual exhibition of

this flourishing society was held at the Hove Town Hall on
tlie above dates.

For a collection of four dishes of fruit, Mr. H. Harris, gr.
Deunc Park, Horsham, was 1st with Barriugton Peachos,'
Pitmaston Orange Nectarines, Royal Favourite Melon, and
Black Hamburgh Grapes, good ben-ies but lacking colour

;

2nd, Mr. W. E. Anderson, gr. to S. CoWELt,, Ksq., Preston,'
who had good Hamburgh Grapes, Royal George Poaches^
Louise Bonne of Jersey Pears, and Brown Turkey Figs.

Collection of Apples, consisting of six varieties, Mr.
CARTER was 1st with Peasgood's Nonsuch, Warner's King. The
Qiietn, Worcester Pearmain, Lord Lennox, and Duchess of
Oideiibcrg; L^nd, Mr. Harris, with Lord Suffield, Emperor
Alexander, Blenheim Orange, Worcester Pearmain. &e.

In the special Grape classes the chief prize-takers wore
Messrs. Anderson. Lawranck, and G. House,

Pota'os, si.>t varieties, were well shown by Mr. J. Pearl, gr.
to R. Bi;vAN, Esq., Withdean, who was 1st, with King of the
Russets, Maguum Bonum, Supreme, Satisfaction, Snowdrop,
and Reading Hero

; and Mr. F. Rapley, gr. to Miss Visick, «t.
John's, Preston, was 2nd.

Vegetables were excellently shown by Mr. E. Lawranok
and Mr. Raplev.

Cottagers exhibits wei-e less numerous than usual, and

scarcely so good as in some previous years.

ROYAL SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL.
September 19.—On Saturday this society had the privilege

of visiting Amiston, Garebridge, Midlothian, thi splendid

domain of Dundas. Esq , who, in tli^; most courteous manner,

received the visitor.s{chiefly from Edinburgh and the southern

parts of Scotland), and the deliglit of the foresters rea-rhed

the maximum pitch when Mr. Dundas produced maps
showing the gradual bvit great changes made on the forests,

park, and grouads since they were laid out m the old formal

style with consummate care in 1690. Capability Brown
(among other great landscape gardeners) applied his skill on

the spacious area of woods, reducing much of the formality,

and introducing a style more in harmony with modern taste,

but enough is left to show the gigantic scale on which the

planting was first done : the long avenues of gigantic Limes,

Planes, Beeches, and other forest trees, show that great

labour must have been expended, and the interest

in forest planting maintained fur many generations. The
present proprietor (so highly esteemed for the benefits

rendered in various directions to the county) has nobly done
his part towards the maintenance of ornamental and com-
mercial forestry. The formation of the ground, with deep
ravines, streams of water, a* d cascades, seen throughout
the domain, is most suitaLlc for testing the growth,

hardness, and general suitability of trees and shrubs
for ornamentid planting. A grand batch of specimen
Larches are gi-owing on the tanks ; no disease or

stuntintr being observed on these steep dechvities ; there
are also many thriving o.iks, and among some fice Ash trees

noticed is one huge spreading tree that measures 15 feet in

girth 4 feet up tlie bule, and HI feet at 2 feet from the
ground

; this tree is about 250 years old. A gi-and Syca-
more, with wide-spreading head, is lt;| feet in girth of bole.

A stunted Oak, but aiso of good size, is 3U0 years old ;

and another is nearly 4uo years old. Growing in poor soil

is a fine Oak, and the oldest on the place, whose girth is

10 feet.

Passing along one of the avenues," chiefly consisting of, large

Lime-trees, mixed with Oak, Elm, Beech, and Ash, we came
to a plantation of Scot.s Fii-, very handsome trees, with clean,

straight btems, 45 to 60 feet high, and averaging Ui^ feet in
circumfei'cnce of stem. Others ware noted of gi-ander pro-
portions, with stems 60 to TO feet in height, and 112 feet to the
tops of the crowns. Some wonderful Larches, with stems
SO feet high, and free from branches; and grand Sweet
Chestnuts, with stems lo feet and 11 feet in girth were
noted. Passing on towards the spacious and imposing
mansion, fine old Yews were remarked, interspersed with
Beeches, Sweet Chestnuts, and some other timber trees,
giving this part of the grounds an antique appearance.
Many grand Larches st;iud near to these, and one which
measures 114 feet to the top, with 0.5 foet of clean stem,
and a girth (4 feet up) of 10 feet, is a magnificent speci-
men. An ItalLan Black Poplar, UO feet high, growing
beside two .small Oaks planted at the same time, shows
how well adapted to the position is the llrst-named as com-
pared with the latter. A beautiful glade consists of Sequoia
gigantea, Abies Douglasii, and Picea nobilis shows trees in fine
vigour. A plantation of Spruce Firs standing at wide distances
apart, have an attractive appearance with branches drooping
towards the ground. These were said to have been selected
trees from the nursery-beds, and they are now 120 feet or
more in height, and funiished with branches to the ground.
Some fine Douglas Firs are over 100 foet high, and 7J feet in
girth at 4 feet up the .stem. A number of rustic. Ivy-covered
bridges thrown across a brook connect the ornamental with
the commercial woods ; and hereabouts some fine specimen
Picea nobihs, 40 feet high, planted thirteen years ago, are in
full vigour, and of remark.able beauty. There is much iu the
gardens worthy of note, through which we were conducted by
theagent for the estate ; and Mr. McTapfgart, the head-gardener,
gave us useful information in regard to his treatment of the
Apricots under glass. This fruit, along with Plums, does splen-
didly on the back walls of the glasshouses. The Moor Park is

the favourite variety. Apricots are grown also on a south wall,
with uniform success. Many of the Peach-trees observed under
glass are of great age, but they produce fine fruits in abund-
ance. Passing along the spacious vegetable garden, crops
of every sort seemed of remarkable goodness. The Apple
crop is a good one, and many fruits were bcmg housed.
Muscat of Alexandria and Lady Downe's Grapes were
remarked in the vineries, the latter especially being in fine

condition.

The company were entertained in Mr. Dundas' dining-
room to a substantial tea, the thanks of the visitors being
afterwards cxpres.sed by Mr. M. Dunn, of Dalkeith.

Va^o^m.
The man who thiuks all tlie time and never acts is

a stick—he is too sleepy to succeed. The man who
acts all the time ami never thiuks is a plodder—he
does what others toll hi jj, but does nothing that he
tells himself. The successful man not only thinks

all the time, but backs up his thinking with acting all

the time. MiniieapoUi Bulletin.

Markets.
•

COVENT GARDEN, SEPTEMBER 24.

[We cannot accept any responsibiUty for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us reguUrly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, wlio revise the list, and who are responsible

for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quaUty of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. 8. d.

Arums,p.l2blooms
Asters, English, doz.

bunches
Bouvardias, perbn.
Carnations, 12 bun.
— 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
doz. bun.

— doz. blooms
Eucharis,- per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, coloured,
per doz. sprays ...

Lilium Harrisi, per
doz. blooms ...

— lancifoUum,
doz. blooms

JIaidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches...

Marguerites, per 12
bunches

3 0-60 Mignonet e, per
doz.

3 0-60 Orchids

:

4-06 Cattleya, 12blms.
4 0-60 Odontoglossum
6-20 crispum, 12bm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

3 0-60 let, per 12 bun.
10-40 — per 12 sprays ,

16-96 Pyrethrums, 12 bu.
10-30 Roses, Tea, per doz.

— coloured, doz.
— yellow (Mare-

chal), per doz.
— red, per dozen
— red, doz. bun.
— Gloire,doz. bn.
— Safrano, p. doz.

4 0-80 Stephanotis, 12Bps.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.

2

BLOOM in variety.

;, d. s. d.

6 0-12

0-6
4-0 6
0-4
9-16
9- 1 6

0-4
6- 1

0-6
0-6
0-2
0-4
2-0 4

Plants in Pots.—Aver,
8. d. s. d.

0-12
0-30
0-15
0-5

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistra, par doz. 12
— specimen, each 5
Asters, doz. pots ... 3

Chrysanthemum, p.
doz.

Coleus, per doz. ...

Dracjena, each
— various, p. doz.
Erica, p. doz.
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz.,..

Ferns, small, doz. ...

0-9
0-4
0-7 6
0-24
0-12

0-24
0-2

AGE Wholesale Prices.

8. d. 5. d.

Ferns, various, doz. 5 6-12

Ficus elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, doz. 12 0-36

Heliotrope, per doz. 4 0-60
Lilium liancofo-

lium, p. doz. pots 9 0-12

Marguerites, p. doz. 6 0-10
Mignonette, p. doz. 4 0-60
Palms, various, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-S4
Pelargoniums,Scar-

lets, p. doz. ... 2 0-40
Solanum, p. doz. ... 12 0-15

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Pricfs.

. d, s. d.

Apples, cooking, in
vai-iety, per
sieve...

— dessert, in va-
riety, per ^
sieve

Damsons, per half

sieve
Grapes, Alicante, Ist

quality, per lb.

— Alicante, 2nd
quality, per lb.

— Hamburgh, 1st

quality, per lb.

— Hamburgh, 2nd
quality, per lb.

— Gros Colmar,
per lb

— Muscats, Eng-
lish, 1st quality
per lb

2ndqual., p. lb.

Ve(jetable8.—Average Wholesale Prices.

2 6-30

6-4

3 6-40

10-13

9-10

10-13

6-09

10-16

1 9- 2

10-10

Grape's, Muscat,
Channel Is-

lands, per lb. .

.

:
— Gros Maroc,

per lb
Figs, per doz.
Melons, each ..'

Nuts, Cob, per lb.

Peaches, 1st size,

per doz.
— 2nd do., per

doz.
— 3rd do., per

doz.
Pears, Pitmaston, p.

half-sieve ...

— Calabash, half-

sieve
Pine-apples. St. Mi-

chael, ciwh
Prunes, p. J-sievc...

s. d. s. d.

10-13

10-13
6-08
6-10
3

'.I 0-12

16-20

4 0-46

6
4

Beans, Scarlet Run-
ner, p. sieve

Cauliflowers, per 5

doz.

Cucumbers, home-
grown, per dz.

Marrows, Vegetable
per 5 doz. tally ...

s. d. s. d.
I

1 0- 1 G
i

2 0-30

2 0-

Mushrooms, (Indoor)
per lb

,
— (Outdoor), per

! half-sieve
Tomatos, home-

grown, smooth,
' per doz. lb. ..

— ord. kinds, do.

s. d. s. d.

•,<- 1

3 0-

1 6
3 6
23

Potatos.
The market generally is in a very bad state. Owing to the

late licavy rains most sauiples show a largo proportion of

diseased tubers, and in coasequence, exceedingly low prices

have to be taken to realise. Sound tubers still command
the prices given iu our last report. J. B. 2'homas.

SEEDS.
London: SepUrnher '2'A.—Messrs. John Shaw & Song, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Corough, London, S.E
,

describe to-day's seed market as barely attended. C'lover-

Beeds, of all kinds, with bad Ilcjnie, American, and Conti-

nental crop pi-ospects, point to hifjlier values. For Trifoliiim

tiie demand is abont over. Winter Turcs keep steady. Rye is

advancing. A.s regards Wisco nsin Green Boiling Peas, the up-

ward movement previously noted, is making rapid and sub-

stantial progress. Haricota are firm. More money is asked

for Lentils. In oatmeal tlicre I'.as been a most remarkable

rise. As regards Canary seed, the undertone daily gains in

strength and holders show a balder front. Hemp-seed tends

agahist buyers.

rRXJIT AND VEGETABLES.
Liverpool : September 23.—The following are the avcra!,'0 o

the prices at market at this date :—Potatos, Sd, to Idrf. per

peck ; Cucumbers, 3d. to M. each ; Damsons, Ikl. per pound ;
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Grapes, English, 2s. 6d. to 'is. per pound ; du. foreign, ^<l. to

St/, do. ; Mushrooms, 4'i. to 8(/. dr>. The above are the St.

John's prices In other markets prices average :—Potatos,
Main Crjpj, 2*. 'M. to 3«. (Sd. p^r cwt.

; pink eyed liemps,
2s. to Is. {\d. do. ; Sutton's Abundance, \s. i)i. to 2*. 'id. do. ;

Bruce, Is. Otf. to 2s. "id. do. ; Turnips, CJ. to 8d. ptr doz.

bunches; do,, Swedes, \g. to Is. '2.d. per cwt. ; Carrots, Qd. to

8(^ per do?;, bunches. 3a. per cwt. ; Ouion.s, English, 5«. to
7s. per cwt. ; do., foreign, is. do. ; Parsley, 4'/. to Qd. per
doz. hunches ; Cucumbers, \r. to Is. Qd. per do*en ; Cauli-

flowers, Qd. to \s. id. do. ; Cabbages, Gd. to lOii. io. ; Celery,

Is. to 2s. 3d. per dozen.

Glasgow: SeptcniWr 2i.—The folio wiog arc the average.^

of the prices current at this market during the'past week :

—

FiuU :—Pears, 2ir. 3d. per case ; Apples, id. to Gd. per pound ;

Green Gages, 5fZ. to 6d. do. ; Tomatos, Guernsey, id. to 5'i.

do.; do., Scotch, 7'1. to 9d. do.; Plums, i^d. to id. do.;
Grapes, home, 2*. do. Vegetables :~'T\iraii>s, yelluw 2a. to
'28. Gd. per dozen bunches : Cabbages, 8(/. to 9d. per dozon

;

do., Red, 2<. Gd. to 3.s. do. ; Cauliflowers, English, 2*. to 2s. Gd,.

do. ; do., Edinburgh, Is. to l.s-. id. per bunch ; Parsaips, 5,«. Gd.

to Gs. per ewt. ; Herbs, assorted, hi. to 2t/. per bunch ; Leeks,
2s. to !*. Cd. per doz. bunches ; Mint, Gd. per bunch; Onions,
Dutch, 3v. Gd. to ii. Gd. per bag ; do., Portugal, IGd. per
stone ; do,, Globe, ;i.i. to 3.t. (Jt/. per cwt. : Parsley, Sj. to 10«.

do. ; Celery, table, 2*-. to 2s. Gd. per bundle ; Potatos, Sd. per
stone; Carrots, 4«. 6d. to 5». per cwt.; do., new. Is.

to It. Gd. per dozen ; Cucumbers, 4t. per dozen ; Lot-
uces, Gd. to 'Sd. per dozen ; do., Cos, Od. per dozen ;

Radishes, dd. to Is. per doziu bunches ; Hor-saradish, 2s. 'M.
to3f. per bunch ; Beans, broid. Is. to Is. 'id. per atone; do.
French, 2s. to 2s. Gd. do. ; Mushrooms, Is. to Is. :id. per lb.

;

Rhubarb, natural, 2s. Gd. to 3«. per cwt. ; Beetroot, 7d. per
dozen; do., new, 3*. Gd. to is. pjr dozen bunches; Cross,
3d. porba-ket ; Brussels Sprouts, 2s. G.l, per stone.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42" Fahr. for the period
named ; and this combined result is expressed in D.iy-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying V continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an Inversely proportional number of hours.]
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Natural Ordbes : A. M. B. Davidsonia pruriens

(Saxifrageae), Cardwellia sublimis (Proteacere),

Aeterolasia Muellei-i (Rutacea;).

Orchid Unhealthy : /. B. It may be a case of what
is somewliat vaguely called Orchid disease, and

which is very liable to attack Cattleya Warscewiczii

and C. Dowiaua aurea ; or, it is possible that your
plant has been situated where the direct heat from
the hot-water pipes, or the draught from a ventilator

or door reaches it ?

Pterocarya caucasica : H, May. In the southern

districts of England this plant fruits with con-

siderable freedom. Such an occurrence may be

rare in county Sligo, but we have seen it in fruit in

other parts of Ireland. Tlie plant does remarkably

well at Fota.

Ramondia : W. W. The cause of the discoloration

and shrivelling of the leaves of Ramondia is not to

be found in the plants themselves. There is uo
appearance, and no trace of fungus disease, not even
of Bacteriosis. In one plant there is a white sapro-

I>hyte upon the dead tissues, but it can have nothing
to do with the disease. The cause will have to be
sought in external surroundings. Some suuh results

might be produced by imperfect drainage. M. C. C.

Refuse from Papermill: Gardener. As affording

lime and potash to the soil, the substance would
certainly have its advantages if used as a top dress-

ing, stirred into the surface with a hoe. Two to

three cwt. to the acre would suffice at any one time.

Tomato Crop on a Single Plant : It. G. A tall

well-grown plant under glass will produce from
15 to 20 lb. of fruit, and an out-of-doors plant 6 to

6 lb. These are merely approximate figures, so

much depending on soil-culture, variety, and the
time when the seed was sown.

Tomato Plants with Abnormal Leaves : W. L. Y.

No trace of fungus in the foliage of Tomatos to

account for the abnormal development discovered
;

and it would seem that an arrest of growth has

taken place, due probably to the cool conditions of

weather.

Users of the Divining Rod : J. C. We are unable
to give you the addresses of these persons. You
should use our advertising columns.

Communications Received.—Mortens & Co.—E. J. L —
W. W. & Co.—A. H. O'K.— F. Roemer (shortly).— R.

Sutton, Winnipeg.—A. S. B.—F. H.—Puzzled. -W. N.—
F. G. D.—A. H.—Tempus Fugit.—G. H. 8.—F. Uerringtou.

-F. Lee.—Dobbie & Co.- W. C. F.—G. A., Avery Hill.—

D. T, F.-R. D. L —Claud Lonsdale—C. H.—J. M. B.—Dr.

King.—F. J. T.—A. 8. S. —Gardener.—E. W.—J. II.-

J. H. Maiden. -W. B. H —B. R.— F. F. S. & Co.—T. II. F.

— E. U.—F. Kluinnikel.—J. W.—A. F. B.—F. C. Small-.-

H. E.-C. T. D.—M. D.—R. D.—G. 8 —G. A —C. W. D

—

D. 8. M.—W. G. 8.—A. Cook.-E. H. C — E. M.—N. E. B.

— I. J. W.—A. D.—H. 8. -J. A.—E. B—M. T. M —
H. W. W —A. Button (many f anks).

Photoqraphs, Specimens, &c., Received with Thanks.—
From .Miirchese Han' ury, of Euphorbia.—From F. Koemer.
L:tbelia erinus.—From T. Christy, Indian Corn.—H. R.,

Apple-tree Grafting.-W. H. D., Cowdenknowes.—W.
ilobctts, various.—J. Mclntyre, Darlington, various.

—

8. P. H., many thanks for tbe plants of the abnormal foi-m

of Linaria vulgaris.—U. J. C, thanks for interesting

specimen of m.'ilformcd Dahlia. — Colonel K. B, Ingram
(with thanks).

CONTINUED INCRE.iHE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
'•GABDENEIIS' CHRONICLE.'

iMPOaTA.vT TO ADVEBTiBEtts.— ri« Publisher has the satis-

Jaction oj aanouncitlQ that the circulation of the *
' Gardeners

Chro:iicle" ft IS, since the redurtion In the price oJ the paper,

Ia;rea33il t3 t'aa extent of more than 90 per cent.,

ani thit it continues to increase weekly

Advertisers are reminded that the '* Chronicle" circulates amomj

COUNTRV CENTLK5IEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS

AND GARDEN-LOVERS at home, that it has a specially large

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it is

preserved }or reference in all the principal Libraries.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

I2x|0jl4x|2 18x12 I6x|4l20xl4 20x16 24x|6 22x|8
4x|ol|6x|2 20x|2'l8x|4l20x 15 22x18 20x|gl24x|8

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet

boxes, 3rds and 4ths qualities.

English Glass, oat to buyer's sizes at lowest

'pe'ioea, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

a^OBGE FAKMILOE tc SONS.
34, St. John Street, West SmlthfLeld, London. B.C.

stock Lists and Priceson applic&tioD. Please quote Gard. Chron.

WINTER

eHOaiNC fiTAPLCS ASFIxeO.

APP BO AO H I N G.
USE

Thorpe's Patent
^Glazing Staples.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
ruBt. Practically
everlasting. Sumple
grOB8 a^Borted right
and left hand, tent

post-tree, 1/9.

The Harriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Stree% B.C.,

Manufacturers of tbe High Qrade " Marriott " Bic] cles
and Tricyolea. CATALOGUE on application.

Tlie"DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 60s.

1896. NEW CATAL0GUBOR4Ti8. 1898.

BOTWATER PIPES, BOILERS,
SPOUTING, pumps, &c.

TH08.W, ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

STOUBBRIDGE.

EPPS'S Al PEAT
(SELECTED specially for ORCHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, *o. FEAT sent to all parte of the
world at Special Through Bates. Large or small quantitifs.

EPPS & CO.,F.B.H.s..Peat Depdt,Kingwood.

TENTS ! TENTS ! I TENTS ! I ! — I have
purchased 6000 AJIMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost
£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28*. each

;

inferior qualities, 22s. and 24<. each. Cash with order ; can be
sent on approval. Specially adaptable for sportinir and pleasure
purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINGHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
" April 29, 1896. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tenta,

safely received to-day. I am very pleaded with them.
" F. H. Hill. Duddingston Pirk. Portobello, Midlothian."
MARQUESS for Flower Showe, Sports. &c.—Made ot best

Tent Canvas. 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs. Runnera.
Lines, M^Detp, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, cash
£U. cost £36.

ANDREW POTTBB, Melbonme Works, WolTerhamptoD.

GOAL! GOAL I! GOAL!!!
Mr. Pascoe is now supplying his Celebrated

LARGE ANTHRACITE
HORTICULTURAL COAL & 'COBBLES'

At Lowest Possible Prices for Cash-
Buy cirect fr(m the Producer, and Save Middlemen's Profits.

ENQUIRIES SOLTCITED.

T. T. PASCOE, ''^ Swansea.

Wl N E ES^EISI C ES
r
6 PENCE

WILLBUYABOITLE!
#»#% WHICH WILL MAKE

DQ CUSSES
6 MINUTES
OF DELICIOUS,
NON-INTOXICATING WBNE

Mm/'l^ Boirle, Pott Frff\for 9 stumps.
A t.nAy writea :

—"The fid. Bottle of Ginper Wine Easencfl
.nil 'i Si viral bottles of most Delicious Wine, farhrttii- ilinu
M h it wr hiiVb paid 2a. ft bottle for. Il is most siii:alil«; for
< iiiiilr-'ii'^ (larlies,"

MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS f"r
nji.kiiij,' Delk-ious Non-liroxi.-atintr Bf^r. A lid.

B.ittit niiikes SG.illoiis. Sample Bottle, stamps,
or a Sample of both Post Free for IS stamps.

NEWBALL &. MASON, NOTTINGHAM.
i '. Aeent3 Wanted. «

NON-INTOXICATING WINE.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHIMPTOK BUILDINQS. CHAMOEBT LUfE, W.O.

TWO-Ain)-A-HALF per Cent. INTKBEST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OURRKVT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mam monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

BAVINQS OEFARTUENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receivee small

snma on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBSOK BOILDINQ 800IETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO SUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOP OF GROUND FOB fIVB

SHILLINQS PER MONTH.

The BIBKBECK ALMANtCK, with lull partionlara. po«t-

(r» FKA.NCIS RAVRN.><rH<)rT. MnnHo.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDINO. DRIVING. SHrOTINO. CYCLINa,
FISHING, SKATING, &C.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AOAliNST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, OORNHILt, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.
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GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
(" THE TIMES OF HORTICULTURE'')

^ Witt^l^ Jlltti^trateu gaurnal
(ESTABLISHED 1841)

Among the Coti'esjfondents & Contributors to recent Volumes the follotving, out of many Hundreds, may be named .—
ALPINE PLANTS:—

BALL, J., F.R.S., the late.

CHURCHILL, G. C, Clifton, Bristol.

CORREVON. H., Geneva.
DEWAE, D., GlasKOw.
DOD, Rev. C. W., Malpa^.
JENKINS, E., Hampton.
POTTER, B.. York.

AMATEUR GARDENING :-

BADGER, E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs., "E. V. B."("Day8

and Hours in a Garden ")
BRIGHT, the late H. A. ("Notes

from a Lancashire Garden").
CLARKE, Col. Trevor.
CORDEROY. Justin.

ELLACO.MBE. Rev. Canon.
EWBANK, Rev. H.. Ryde.
FREVUN-MITfORD. A. B.
GUMBLETON, W. E., Belgrove, Cork.

SALTER. J.. K.B.S.
THOMSON, W, Teignmoulh.
WEIR, Harrison.
WILSON. G , F.R.S.. Weybridge.
WILKS, Rev. W., Shirley.

ARBORETUM, &C. :-
ANNESLKY, the Earl of.

ACLAND, Sir T., Burt.

ACTON, T., Kilmacurragh.
BAKER, W. B., Bayfordbury.
CKOUCHER, O., Ochtertyre, Crieff.

DUCIE. the Earl of.

MACLEAY, Ihe late Sir G.
MEATH, the Earl of.

NICHOLSON, O. Curator, Koyal Oar-
dens, Kew.

POWERSCOllRT, Viscount.

RASHLEIUH. J.. Menabilly.
SARGENT, Prof., Arnold Arboretum

Cambridge, U.S.A.
SHANNON, the Earl of. the lat«.

SMITH, T. A. Dorrien, Esq.
STAIR, the Earl of.

TREVELYAN, Sir W., Bar'., the late.

VAN VOLXEM, J., the late, Brussels.

CHEMISTRY :-
CHURCH, Prof., F R.S.

DEH^RAIN, Prof., Paris.

DY^ER, Bernard.
GILBERT, Sir J. H., F.R,S., Roth-

amsted.
LAWES, Sir J. B., Rothamsted.
MITCHELL, W. S.

MOLLER, Dr Hugo, F.R.S.
WARINGTON, R. F.R S.

WILLIS. J. J., Kolhamsled.

DISEASES OF PLANTS -
ARTHUR. Prof., New York.
BOS, Dr. Ritzema, Wageningen.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.

KLEBAHN, Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS, Prof, Berlin.

MASSEE. G.. Kew.
MURRAY, G., British Museum.
PAGET, Sir James, F.R.S.
PHILIPPS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, Dr. C. B., King's Lynn.
PBILLIEUX, Prof., Paris.

SMITH. W. O.
SORAUER, Prof., Froskaa.
WARD, Prof. MarshaU.

PERNS ;-
BAKER, J. G.. Royal Gardens, Kew.
DRUERY, C. T., Fo est G:ite.

HEMSLEY, A.
JENMAN. British Guiina.
LOWE, E. J., Chepstow.

FLORISTS" FLOWERS, &c. :-

DEAN, R., Ealing.

DODWELL, E. S., Oxford, Ihe late.

D'OMBRAIN, Rev. H. H., WestweU.
DOUGLAS, J., Ilford.

ENGLEHEART, Rev. G.
HORNER, Rev. F. D.

LLEWELYN, Sir J. D., Bart.

MOI.YNEUX. E,. Swanmore Gardens.
PAUL, O., Paisley.

TURNER. C, the late.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ADLAM, R. W., Johannesberg.
ALBUFF, Dr., Odessa.
ANDERRSKN. J.. Sweden.
ANDRK, E., Paris.
BARRON, L , New York.
BENNET, H., the late. M.D., Mentone.
BUDDE, J. K., Utrecht.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

CARRIERS, E., Paris.
CARUEL, Prof.. Florence.
CORCORAN, Odessa.
COSTERUS, Dr.. Amsterdam.
CLOS, Prof., Toulouse. [Brussels.
CREPIN, Director, Botanic Garden.
DAMMER, Dr. Udo, Berlin.
DE BOSSCHfiBE, C, Antweip, Bel-

gium.
DK CANDOLLE, Casimir, Geneva.
DEVANSAYK, A. de la. Angers.
DBUDE, Prof., Dres<len.
DUCHARTRE, Prof., the late, Paris.
ENGLER, Prof., Berlin.
ERNST, Dr., Caraccas.
FORSTER. O., Scheibbs, Upper Austria.
GLAZIOU, Dr., Rio Janeiro.
GOOD^LE, Prof.. Harvard University.
GOEZE, Dr., Oriefswald.
HANIiURY, Comm., Mentone.
HANSEN, G., California College of

Agriculture.
HANSEN, Prof. Carl. Copenhagen.
HENRIQUES, Ptof., Coimbra.
JOLY. C, Paris.
KANITZ, Prof.. Klausenburg.
KERCHOVE, Comte de, Gand.
KOLB, Max, Munich.
KRELAGE, E. H., Haarlem.
LANGE, Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN, H., Popayan.
LEMMON. J. O., Oakland, California.
MACFARLANE. Prof., Philadelphia.
MEEHAN, T.. Phihidelphia.
MICH KM. M., Geneva.
MONTEIRO, Chev., Lisbon.
MOTTET, H., Sceaux.
NAIIDIN, C, Antibes.
NELSON. W., Johannesberg,
OLIVEIRA, J. D'., Oporto.
ORTGIES. E., Zurich.
OUDEMANS. Prof., Amsterdam.
PENZIU, Prof.. Geneva.
PIROTTA, Prof., Rome.
PYNAEBT. E., Ghent.
REGEL. E., the late.

RODIOAS. E., Ghent.
ROVELLI, Sig., Pallanza.
hOZlt. K.. Pars.
SOLMS, Prof., Count, Slrasburg.
SURINGAR, Prof., Leyden.
TRELEASE, Prof., St. Louis.
TROUBETZKOI. Prince, the late,

(Eucalyptxis).
VAN TUBEKGEN. C. O.. Junr.
VILMORIN, H. L. de, Paris.
VILMORIN, Maurice de, Paris.
WIGMAN, Bot. Garden, BuiteoKirg.
WILLKOMM, Prof., Prague.
WITTMACK, Dr., Berlin.
WOLKENSTEIN, P.. Soorath, Russia.

FORESTRY —
BRACE, C. J., Orleans.
FORBES, A. C, Bjwood. Wilts,
FRANCE. C. S., Aberdeen.
MAYR, Dr., Munich.
MICHIE, C. Y., Cullen, Aberdeen.
ROGERS, H , Plymouth.
SCHLICH, Dr., Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's Hill.
WEBSTER, A. D.
WEBSTER. J. B.

FRUIT CULTURE 1-
BAKRON, A. F., Chiswick.
BLACKMORE, R. D., Teddingtcn.
BUNYARD, G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley, Sussex.

'

CRUMf, W.. Madreflield Court.
MARKHAM, H., Mereworth.
RIVERS, T. F., Sawbridgeworth.
KOUPfiLL. W.. Harvey Lodge.
TURTON. T., Maiden Eriegh.
WILDSMITH. W.. the late.

WOODWARD, Geo., Baiham Court.

GARDEN BOTANY :-
BAKER. J. G., F.R.S, Kew.
BALFOl n. Prof.. Edinburgh.
BARBEY. v., Lausanne,
BROWN. N'. E., Herbarium, Kew.
BIRBIDGE. F. W., Botanic Gardens,
CLARKE. Col. Trevor. CDublin.
CLAiiKE, C. B., Pres. Linn. Soc.
CORNU, 'Prof. Max, Director of the

Jardin des Plantes, Paris.
DE CANDOLLE, A., the late. Geneva.
DYER, W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELWES. H. J., Cireii.pster.

FRANCHET, M., Paru.

GARDEN BOTANY :-
HEMSLEV, W. B., F.R.S., Kew.
HOOKER, Sir J. D., K.C.S.I., UU

Director, Royal Gardens. Kew.
JACKSON,J.R.,Museum,Royal Oardena,

Kew.
LEICHTLFN, Max, Baden-Baden.
LINDSAY, R., Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh.
MAXIMOWICZ,Dr.,Iate,St.Petersburg.
MOORE. F.. Royal Gardens, Qlasnevili.
MORRIS. D.. AasisUnt Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLIVER, Prof.. F.R.S.. Kew.
STRICKLAND, Sir C.Bart.
TODARO, Baioi, Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereno. Boston, U.S.A., the
late.

GARDEN INSECTS:—
BLANDFORD, F.
McLACHLAN, R., F.R.S.
MICHAEL, A. D., F.R.S.
WESTWUOD. Prof.. F.R.S , the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS :-
BARR. P., Covent Garden.
CLARK, W. A., York.
CREWE, Rev. H. Harpur, the lat«.

DKWAK, D , Bot. Oardenn, Glapgow.
DOD. Rev. C. W., Molpas.
ELLACOMBE, Rev. Canon.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.
EWBANK. Rev. H., Ryde.
FOSTER. Prof., Cambridge.
HARTLAND. Baylor. Cork.
JENKINS, E., Hampton.
POTTER, B., York.
WILSON. G. F.. F.R.S.. Weybridge.

INDU AND THE COLONIES :-

BANCROFT, G., M.D., thelate, Queens-
land.

BENNETT, G.. M.D., Sydney, the late.

BOLUS. H., Capetown.
BROADWAY, W. E., Royal Botanical

Gar-lens, Trinidad.
CBAOWUK, W. Hope, Botanic Gar-

den. Kingston, W.I.
DUTHIE, J. F., Saharanpore.
FAWCETT.W., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C. Ilong Kong.
HART.J.H, Superintendent, Botanical

Department, Trinidad.
IM THURN, Everard, British Ouiana.
JENMAN. J. S.. British Guiana.
KING. Dr., F.K.S., Director, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta.
KIRK. J , Wellington, N.Z.
LAWSON, Prof. , The late. Nova Scotia.
MACOWAN, Prof., Cape Town.
MACOUN. Prof., Ottawa.
MOORE. C , Sydney.
MUELLER, Baron Sir Ferd. von,
MURTUN, H. J., Siam. [Melbourne.
RIDLEY', H.N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singapore.
SAIINDERii, Prof., OtUwa.
SMITH. T., Timaru, New Zealand.
STOREY, H. Oodeypore.
TRIMEN, H., FJt.S., Director Royal

Gardens. Ceylon.
TUTCHEB, Hong-Kong.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

ban. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING :-
ANDRE, E., Paris.
BAINES. T., the late. South gate.
BURVENICH, F., Ghent.
CHEAL, J., Crawley.
OOLDRING, F., Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JOHNSON, T. P., New York.
MAWSON. Windermere.

ORCHIDS :—
ANDERSON, J.. Manchester.
BULL. W., Chelsea.
COOKSON, N., Wylam-on-Tyne.
DE B. CRAWsHAY, Sevenoaks.
KRANZLIN. Dr., Berlin.
LAWRENCE, Sir Trevor, Bart., M.P.,

President, Royal Horticultural Soc.
LINDEN. Lucien, Brussels.
LOTHIAN, the Marquis of,

O'BRIEN, James.
OOTRAW, A.
PFITZER, Prof., Heidelberg.
REICHENBACH, Prof., the late.
RENDLE, A. B., Brit. Mus.
BOLFK, R. A., Kew.
BOSS, Comm., Florence.

ORCHIDS :-
SANDER, F., St. Albans.
SMEE, A. H., Wallingtoo.
SWAN, W.. Bystock Gardens.
VEITCH, H. J., F.L.S.. Chelsea.
WHITE, R. B., Arddarroch.
WHITE, W. H., gr.. Sir T. Lawrence.

PRACTICAL GARDENING:—
ATKINS, J.

BLAIR, T., Shrubland Gardens.
CLAYTON. H. J., Grimston Park.
COLEMAN, W., EastnorCastle Gardens.
COOMBER, J., The Hendre, Monmouth,
CROMBIE. D.. Powerscourt.
CULVERWKLL, W.. Thorpe Perrow.
CUMMINS, G. W., Carshalton.
DEAN, A.
DIVERS, W. H., Belvoir.
DOUGLAS, J., Great Gearies, nford.
DUNN. M., Dalkeith.
EARLEY, W., Morden.
FINDLAY, B., the late, Manchester.
FISH D. T., County Council, Suffolk,
GILBERT, B., the late, Burghley

Gardens.
HARROW, W., ShefBeld Botanical

Gardens.
HEMSLEY, A.
HERRIN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J., Guunersbury House.
LAMBERT, J., Powis Castle.
LEACd. W. 0., Albury.
LINDSAY, R , Edinburgh
LYNCH, R. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
McISTYBE, J , Woodside Gard.ns
McI.EOD, J. F., Dover House, Roe-

hampton.
MELVILLE, D., Dunrobin Gardens.
MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens. (Fruit.)
MILLER, W., Coombe Abbey.
MOORE, F. W., Royal Botanic Garden

Olasnevin.
PARKEK, B , Goodwood Garden'.
POPE, W., Highcleie Garden-.
POWELL, D. C, Powderham Caatla.
PBINSEP, H. C. Uckfield,
SIM -SON. J.. Woilley.
SMITH, J., Mentmore Gardens.
SMITH, W. H., West Db>u Paik

Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE, M„ Carron House, N.B.
THOMAS, 0., Frogmore.
THOMSON, W., tne late, Clovenfords

(Vines).
WADD9, B., Birdiall. York.
WALLIS. J., Keele Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle Gardens.
WARREN, H., Aston Clinton Oardeus,
WATSON, W.. Royal Gardens. Kew.
WEBSTER. C, Gordon Castle Gardens.
WILDS.MITH, the late W.
WILSON, D.
WOODQATK, G , Eolleston Hall

Gardens.
WYTHES, G., Sion House Gardens,

And many others.

ROSES ;-

BENNETT. H., the late, Shepperton.
B08CAWEN, Hon. and Rev. J. T., the

late.

D'OMBRAIN, Rev. H. H., Weatwell,
Kent.

FISH, D. T., Kdinburih.
FISHER, Rev. 0.
GIRDLESTON, T. W.. Sunningdale.
MAWLEY, E., Berkhamsted.
PAUL, O., Cheshunt.
PAUL, W., Waltham Cross.
PIPER A
VIVIANDMOREL. Lyons.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, ftC. :-
BENNETT, A. W.
BONA VIA, Dr. E.
BOULGER, Prof.

DARWIN, the late Charles.
DE VRIES, Hugo.
FOSTER, Prof. Michael. Cambridge.
GARDINER, W., Cambridge.
QLAISHEB, James (Meteorology).
GOEBEL, Prof., Munich.
GOODALE, Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GRAVIS. Prof., LiSge.
HENSLOW, Rev. O., Ealing.
MACLEOD, Prof., Ghent.
OLIVER, Prof. F. W.
WALLACE. Alfred.
80LM9, Count, Strasburg.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.
" CoaohiDg " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates nnaconstomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to snit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.E.H.S.. Hextable, Kent.

V
Tbe Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustire Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just out.

Price 5s. ;
post tree. 5.«. 6(i.

A. F. BARRON, 13. Sutton C urt Road. Chiswic^.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the fioest quality ORG ilD PEAT. Also

for Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Fern", Rhododendrons, &c.

By the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in

bulk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from

London or Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and

Special Quotations tor delivery to any Station or Port.

G. H. RICHARDS. Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,

London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Deputs, Bingwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
HOGO &, Robertson, Dublin—Bulbs.

Sp/ETH, Bautnschule, Baumschulenweg, Bcrlin—Ornament.al

Trees and Shrubs, Conifers, Fruits, &c,

D. S. TiToMPsns & Sons, Wimbledon, Surrey— Bulbs.

Mason ii Lickle?, 12, Queen Street, Carm.irthen— Bulbs.

Geo. Bruce & Co., 3.^, Market Street, Aberdeen—Bulbs.

Ant. Roozen & Son. Overveen, near Ha.irlem, Holland —
Dutch and Cape Bulbs.

Thos. Cripi'S & Son, 49, High Street, Tunbridge Wells -

Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Conifers, Ferns, Fruit Trees,

Roses, Greenhouse Pl.mts.

GABDENINa APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. C 8 Goss, formerly of South Lodge, Horsham, as Gar-

dener to the Hon. Sir RaymonuTvbwhit Wii.son, Bart.,

Stanley, Bridgenorth, Salop.

Mr. F.. F. Hazi.f.ton, formerly engaged at Tiing Park, Trent-

ham, Brocklcsly Park, and other noted gardens, succeeds

Mr. Ward as Head Gardener at Longford Castle, Salis-

bury.

Mr K. DoWDlNO. late Head Gardener at The Hcrmifatgc.

Ascot, as Gardener and B.aiUff to Chahles Emmott, Esq.,

Eoglemere Wood, Ascot, Berks.

Mr Geo. CLisniNr., for the last, five years Gardener and
B.liliff at Sanderstead Court, Croydon, Surrey, .as Head
Gardener and Bailiff to Frank HuBST.Esq., Colwood,

H.aywards Heath, Sussex.

Mr. James Foro, who has been for 'he last four ye,ar3

Head G-ardener and Manager to Miss G. S. Milne Home,

Paxton Housi Gardens, .as Head Gardener to C. A.

Duncombe, Esq., St. Mary's, Beverley, Yorkshire.

Mr. .James Waller, for the past ten years at Boxted House,

Essex, as G.ardener to G. Mather Horsey, Esq., The

Bourne, Widtord, Herts.

P.VB.TNERSHIP WANTED.—A young Man,
w th good practical knowledge of Market Nursery in all

i r,» branches, wishes to join a Gentleman with not less than

£.500 capital at his disposal, in starting a Market Nursery for

London Mirkets.-X. Y. Z., Post Office, Ponder'a End,

Middlesex.

WANTED, PROPAGATOR and GROWER,
for Market Nursery. Vines, Cucumbers, Tomatos,

Plants, and Cut Flowers.—Apply, stating age, references, and

wages, to J. FERGUSON, White Gate Lane Nursery,

Blackpool.

ANTED, OUTDOOR WORKING FORE-
MiN with knowledge of Landscape Work ; must b

3

trustworthy, sober, and industrious, and held a situation a

considerable time ; a good man would find a permanent

situation. State aj,e, salary, &c. to POPE and SONS, King's

Norton Nurseries, Birmingham,

WANTED, a ROSE FOREMAN ;
expe-

rienced and active young Man.—State wages re

quired, to GEORGE PRINCE, 14, Market Street, Oxford.

WANTED, FOREMAN for the Houses,
about 25 years of age ; well up in Fruit and Plant

Growing, including Orchids, and House Decorations. Wages
18i. per week and Bothy.—Apply by letter only to GEORGE
P. BOUNCE, King's Weston Gardens. Bristol.

WANTED, FOREMAN (Inside), for Private
Garden.—Must be thoroughly well up in his work.

Good workman, and used to the Management of Men. Not

under 2i. Wages 2.55. per week, rooms, attendance, milk.—
Address, D.. 'Gardeners' CAronicie Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, London, W.C.

WANTED, SEVERAL YOUNG MEN
having two years' good reference, for Vine Border

making, and preparing the same for planting. Suitable Men
would find permanent places. Apply by letter only, enclosing

references, to Claigmar Vineyard, Church Enl Finchley.

WANTED, TWO IMPROVERS, acous-

to Nursery Work. lo and Outside.-State age,

experience, and wages expected to T. JANNOCH, The Lily

Nurseries, Dersingham, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

WANTED, TWO TRAVELLERS (Cyclists),

under 30. unmarried
;

proved ability as Saltsmen

essential. Knowledge of Agriculture and Horticulture desir-

able. Remuneration partly by salary (smalls, and partly by

commission. Travelling expenses paid. Private security for

£503 required. May be sent abroad if proved competent.—
Apply by letter to JOSEPH FI30N and CO., Ltd.. Ipswich,

stating age. whether possessing knowledge of French and

Spanish, and full particulars of experience. All applicants

complying with these conditions will receive an answer
within fourteen days.

WANTED, CLERK, to act as Book-keeper,
and do General Office Work connected with a Seed.

Bulb, and Nursery Business in the London suburbs. Wjuld
occisionally have to give assistance at counter.—State expe-

rierce, age. wages r( quired, and full particulars, to Z. Y. X..

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St„ Strand. 'W.C.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER. with wife to take Laundry, for the Midlan-'s.

Must be thoroughly experienced in every branch of Gardening,

bjth Inside and Out, Early and Late Forcing. Beriding-out,

Tennis Lawns, &c -Apply by letter to M. 0., 41, Wellington

Street, Strard, W.C.

ANTED, a GARDENER. A Nurseryman
in the North of Scotland wants an energetic young

MAN. with a good practical knowledge of General Nursery

Work. Wage?, ids. per week —Send certificates, stating age,

to X., 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

ANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENEH, a good all-round man, who will not object

to make himself generally useful, or to dig 2-ipit deep, may
find a comfortable situation at Finchley, 7 miles north of

London. Must be well up in the Fruit and Vegetable Gar-

dens. Assistance given. Good personal character indis-

pensable. Wages, 30s.—Apply by letter only, stating previous

engagements, to A. B.. Messrs. Rixon & Arnold, 29,Poultry.E.C .

WANTED, by a gentleman in the North of

England, early in November, a first-class practical

all-round GlRDENER; single-handed place. Must have had

a real good training. Only good tempered, active, hard-

working men with the high' at credentials need apply. Good

wages and commission to a suitable man.—Write, stating age

and full particulars, to T., Box 18J, Smith's Advertising

Agency, 132, Fleet Street, London. E.C.

T^7ANTED.—Can anyone recommend a tho-

V T roughly good MAN to take charge of the Vineries and

Peach-houses here Waaes 16s. per week, and live in the

bothy. Also, an IMPROVER, about 18. —Apply to W.
MILLER, Combe Abbey, Coventry,

WANTED, TRAVELLERS on COMMIS-
SION for Hort'Cultural Trade. Good terms g ven.—

Apply to YOUNG AND D0BIN3ON, Holmesdale Nurseries,

Stevenage, Herts.

WANTED, a thoroughly experienced P,OOK-
KEE'ER and CASHIER, with a knowledge of the

trade preferred. Apply, with references and salary expected,

to—W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, 63. Nethergate, Duodee.

WANTED, as JUNIOR SHOPMAN, a
young MAN who has been accustomed to a smart

counter tiade. snd with somn knowledge of the Nuriery

businesspreferred.-State experience and salary required to

GEO. COOLISG & SONJ. Seed Merchants and Nurserjmen.

Bath.

WANTED, LADY FLORIST, thoroughly
efficient in making up: good saleswoman. First-

class references required.— A. Z., 41. Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

TO
WANT PLACES.
GARDENERS AND OTHERS
SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;

men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their

profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several

HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-

ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTCHER. Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

\yfR. T. OSMAN, Ottershaw Park, Chertsey,
ITl. would be pleased to recommend his FOREMAN (W.
Carpenter), age 28, as HEAD GARDENER to any Lady or

Gentleman requiring a good trustworthy man. Thoroughly
experienced in all branches.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 35, married;
requires situation where three or more are k»pt. Fru c

and flowers Indoors and Out. Orchids. Ac, Of strict' st

integrity; good health, and active habits. Can be hiehly

recommended by present employer.—Apply to GARDENE'l,
Daniels Brothers, Nurserymen, Norwich,

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
ESTATE BAILIFF. Leaving through death of the

Karl of Macclesfield. Highly recommended by the Counte.s

of Macclesfield, and many others.—W. M. GEDDE3, Tha
Gardens. Shirburn Castle, Tetsworth, Oxon.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 29.—Mr. Crump,
Steward to the Misses QOLDS.'alD, Tongswool, Hawk-

hurst, desires to recommend his General Foreman to an/
lady or gentleman requiring the services of a steady, persever-

ing reliable man,

GARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman wishes
to recommend his Head Gardener. Age 36, married,

two children : has been with him five and a half years a-i

a first-class all-round man. Well up in all the leading brancha i

of Gardening. Can furnish the highest references from other

first-class places.—S. SMITH, 11, Sumpten's Pathway, Hoole.

Chester.

GARDENER (Head).—Bbresford V. Mel-
ville, E,q.. M.P.. would be pleased to recommeud a

Man at present Foreman here, U) any Lady or Gentleman in

want of a Gardener ; the roughly efficient and trustworthy.—

A. FRENCH, Ford Manor, Lingfield, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head). — G. Gurnky seeks

situation as above. Twenty years' practical experience

in all branches. Five years in present situation; four p-

-

viously with Mr. McPherson, Londesborough Park, Yorka.

Highly recommended by Mrs. Powell, Maesgwynne, Whit-

land, South Wales.

GARDENER (Head).— .^ge 34. married, one
child (8 5 ears). Mr. SUTTON, Gardener, Silverlands,

Chert5ey,can with confidence recommend his General Foreman,
H. Higgs, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services

of a firstHslass man

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate

• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men. competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when tne best

selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paralise Nurseriee, Upper Holloway. N.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with

particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.
^^^

Gardeners. Faxm-Balllffs, Foresters, ftc.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Aiyftese respectability, and thoroupHi/ practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DICKSONS, Chesteb."

GARDENER (Head).—The Honble. Louisa
Canning wishes to highly recommend her late Head

Gardener, eighteen years unexce;.tional cba'acter.—Apply to

64, WandeRoad, Upper Tooling, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where four or more
are kept.—A gentleman can highly recommend his late

Head Gardener to any Lady or Gentlemin requiring the ser-

vices of the above. [Age 37, married.- J. A. WORSFOL'J,
Mead Row. Godalming, t urrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. Smith, Head
Gardener to the Earl of Rosebery, Mentmore. Bucks,

can strongly recommend his Foreman. J. Weston, as a tho-

roughly practical and trustworthy man ; sixteen years' expe-

rience in all branches, including three and a half yeirs at

Mentmore, aho at Hatfield House, Ohildwickbury, and Latimer.

GEO. ABBEY, Avery Hill Gardens, Eltham,
Kent, can with every c nfi fence higbly recommend his

General Foreman, JOHN Lek, age 31. as HEAD GARDENKK,
who has had six years' thorough practical experience in every

branch of the profession here, and nine years in two other

firtt rate situations.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; £5 will be
given to anyone for information that will lead to

AdTerti'er securing a first-class aituition as above. Life

experience in large eBtablishmenta,—A., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, London.

ARDENER (Head Working), age 30.—
Mr. Cripp-S. Newby Hall Gardens, Ripon, highly recom-

mends his Foreman. H. Lloyd, as above. Thoroughly expe-

rienced in all braache". Three and a half 3 ears in present

situation.
'

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 31
large experience in Orchids and Carnations. Thc-

roughly efficient in all departments. Excellent testimonials

und references as to character and ability.—BOLTON, Cowper
Villa, Cavendish Road, St. Albans, Herts.

GARDIiNER (Head Working); age 30;
abstainer.—Wm. Piper, Head Gardener, Hylands Park,

Chelmsford, desires to recommend his Foreman, H. Oibb, to

any Lady or Gentleman retjuiring the aervicssot a gcoi prac-

tical Gardener. First-class references as to character and
ability.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 29.—
A Lady wishes to lecommend her Gardener, where one

or two are kept. Good practical experience in all branches.

Married, no family,—B. BALL, Elm Lodge,Winkfleld,Wind8or,
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GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or three are kept,—Age 4^, mariied, no family ; good

practical experience in all branches. Eight yeare' good
character, eleven previous —D.M.,Caen Leys, Aeh§tead,,Surre)-.

G
'GARDENER (Hkad Workino), Scotch.—
^ Age 39, married, no family ; thoroughly understands

the profession in all braoohe?. Well recommended.—A. C„
14, Priory Park Rjid, Sudbury, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Bead Working).—Age 35,
marrie''. no family. Life esperieoce in Early and

Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, and the general
rfquiremeots of a good establishment. Good references.--

P. T.. The Gardens, Peterley Manor, Great Missenden.

GARDENER (Head Working) .—Age 30;
sixteen yearb' practical experience, Inside and Out, in

different good establishments. Good references.—R. HILL,
Ketton Cottage, Stamford, Lincolnshire.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married ; twenty years' practical experience in choice

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and routine of a good Garden.
Four yeard' goad character.—T. BELL* Byram Cottage,
Wixe's Lane, Clapham Common, S.W.

TONMAN MOSLEY, Esq. strongly recom-
mends, as UEID WOSKENG GARDENER (where two

or three are kept), with gool all round knowledge; life

experience ; well up in Tree Planting and Laying out. Total
abstainer; age 36. Eleven years in present lervice.— W.
BUrLER, Bangor's Park, Uxbridge.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help i-4 given).—Age 21

;
good experience in all

branches. Good refe ence. — FRANK BAKEB. Mill Road,
Royston, Cambp.

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
— Age 28, single; thorough experienc* in Flowers,

Fruit, and Vegetables. Good references and characters.

—

T. GROVES, Shellingford, near Faringdon, Berks.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where help
isgiven.—Age 27, married

; good general experience in

all round Gardening. Abstainer.— X., 5, Riverdale Cottages,
Hanwortb, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise),
ia Gentleman's service or Small Nursery.—Age 21,

married, two children. Good character. Wages. ]8x. to20r.
p'r wfek.—ROBERTS, Brick House, Plympton, Devon.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or good
Second),—Age 27; life expe-ience. Inside and On*'.

Dlsengagei through death of employer. Abstainer. Highest
references.-W. SHEPHERD, Hackney Place. Maidstone.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 20;
well up in Flower and Kitchen Gardens; also good

Bedder.-F. E. JOSCELVNE, Woodland^ Swanley, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Age 26, married when suited.

Abstainer. Fourteen }; ears' practical experience in all

branches, both Inside and Out. Excellent references. Over
two years as General Foreman.—H. W., 5G, Radnor Street,
King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
htlp is given).— \ge 26, single. Good references.

—

A. J. W., Sunnymede Cottages, Maidenhead, B«rk!>.

GARDENER seeks situation as Single-
handed, or good Second —Age 2tt ; eleven years'

experience, both loade and Out.—H. PATCHING, 1, Nelson
Terrace, Southern Cross, Portslade, near Brighton.

GARDENER —Should any Lady or Gentle-
man require a first-class Gardener, Geo. Drahiile.

Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford, would have pleasure in sup-
plying particulars of a pushing, energetic man.

GARDENER (Working), where two or more
are kept, or FOREMAN in Florist; practical in all

b-anches. Two and a half years' good character ; age 40,
marriel. one child.—ARTHER WILSON. 13, Station Road,
Gillingham, Kent.

GARDENER ; age 31, married, where one or
two are kept.—Thos. Desnes. B;nfield Park Gardens,

Bracknell, can strongly recommend the above as a steady
persevf ring all-round man. Highest references.

GARDENER, where two or three are kept.

—

Age 26 ; ten years' experience in the Houses, and Kitchen
and| Flower Garden. Good references —W. Q., 5, Belmont
Grove, Ohislehurst.

ARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First).-Age 23; four years' good referencr-. Eight

years' experience (Inside).—J. WILLIAMS, '2% Ardiogton,
Wantage, Berks.

ARDENER (Second of three), or JOUR-
NEYMAN.—Age 21 ; eight years' experience both In-

side and Out. Good character. Disengaged. — THOMAS,
Church Place, Bookham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise), where
four or five are kept.—Well up in Cucumbers, Melons,

Vines, Tomatos, Herbaceoup.'&c. Over three 'years' excellent
references.—E. LAURENCE. 32. Hawley Road, Kentish Town.

ARDENER (Second). — Age 26; can be
well recommended.—CJ. BEST, The Vyne, Basingstoke,

Hants.

CJARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN,
f age 21 ; nine years' experience both Inside and Out.

Excellent references, bothy preferred, disengaged. — G.
ROBERT?, Biddenham, Bedford.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—
Age 27, single; eleven years' practical experience in

thegeneial routine of Gardening, including two years First
Journeyman Inside. Well recommended. Abstainer. No
circulars.—F. BEESON, 18, Burrard Road, West Hampstead,
London, N.W.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; five years'
experience. Can have good character. Used to Inside

and Out. Disengaged.—F. KNIGHT, Waterford, Lymiogton,
Hants.

GARDENER (U'ni)er). — Young Man^
Abstainer, and of good character, seeks situatiou where

three or four are kept.—W. F., 2, Sherwood Villas, Boxeth,
Harrow, Middlesex.

USIIROOM GROWER, in quantities, for
Market, Inside and Out. on the Ridge System —Age Z2,

married ; well recommended as to conduct and ability. State
wages to L. H.. 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.— Age 247
ten years' practical experience ia leading Nuraeries.

Well up in Heaths and Boses. Good Biidder and Qrafter.
First class references,— T. ASTLKY, North Feltham. Middlesex.

PLANTSMAN.—Young Man, over seven years'
experience amongst Palms, Ferns, Folisf^e, Carnations,

Bouvarfliai', and all kinds of Flowering Plants, Hulbs, &c.,
seek, situation in good nursery or private establishment as
above. Becommended. — S. W., 41, WellingUm Street,
Strard, W.C.

DECORATOR or FOREMAN, in good estab-
lishment.—Age s-S ; ten j ears' experience in good

places. Excellent testimoniiU. Disengaged.—A. GOOD-
MAN, Cobham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Scotch) wants situation as
OrxarDE foreman, or second (Infide).— \ge23;

eight years' experienre Inside and Outaide
;
good references.—

JOHN Mcintosh, Wal.leo, Chialehursl.

LECTRICIAN and GARDENER (Undrr)
seeks situation. — Age li, single ; has good Flower

Garden experience, and is a practical electrical engineer.

—

T. W. S., Lyocombe, London Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

FOREMAN, — Age 2S ; life pxperience in
general loutine of Gardening, with House and Table

Decorating; also Orchids. Good reference as to abilities.—
FOREMAN. 1, Myrtle Cottages, The Rushett. Locg Ditton.

To FruU Growers. &c.

FOREMAN or MANAGER.—The under-
signed, who has been Foremsn the last three ami a half

years at R. Bath's Fruit Farm, reiiuires re-engagement. Can
give excellent references. Strong, active, und trustwoithy ;

oge.'U.—H. GREEN, Osborne Farm. Wisbech.

iVoSE GROWER or PROPAGATOrT —
-iV Thoroughly understands Seedling Briar aid a'l olher
kinds o( Ro*e Stock. Hardy Trees, Shrub-, CIemati.«, Ac.
S. LEY. 3% Cheater Street, Cirencester.

MANAGER or FOREMAN, by experienced
married Min. Well up in Growing and Forcing.

—

G. M., 171, Granville Road. Child's Hill, Heudon.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; well up in general
Outside Nur:*ery Work. Good Salesman ; Budding,

Grafting, and Execution of Order-. Life experience.— P, T.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN on a good place (General or In-
side) —Age 25; t«n years' experience Inside or Out.

Highest reference.—WM. GREIS. The Gardens. Fulshaw Hall,
Wilmslow.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN.—Age 35, married. London ex-
perience; Propagating, Ft-rn Raiciog, Out Flower.

ForcinjT, Fruit, &c. Provicces preferred.—Srate particulars
to FOREMAN, 41. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

FOREMAN (General, or Inside).—Age 30;
life exp<^rience in good establishments. Eight and a

half years aa iToreman. Highest r-'fereaees and testimonials.
C. H. W.. 41, Wellington Street. Strand.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN, Market Nursery.— Age 34,
married; Mushrooms, Vines, Cucumbers, Tomatos, &c.

First-class Wreaths, &c. Twenty years* eiperience. —
GEORGE BELL, 47, Station Road, Manor Park, E.

MR, LOW, Euston Hall, can recommend E.
IRELAND as Foreman (Head, or good Second);

married. Life experience in good establishments; distance no
objection.—Hoath Cottage, Cutetham Valley,

FOREMAN or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 27;
good experience in fi^st-class places ; well-up in Fruit

culture and Plants.— A., 4, Whitbieid Terrace, HatHeld Road,
St. Albans.

JOURNEYMAN (SECOND,or Second of three).
—Age 19J ; tix years' experience. Good character.

Abstainer. Disengaged. — F. WERNHA'tf, Wellhous*. near
Newbury, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside). — Age 21; eight
years' experience ; not afraid of work ; excellent refer-

ences from present and previous employer-. Absta-ner.—
JAMES HOLLIS, Chapel Oak Lodge, Harviogton. Evesham.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside
and Out.—Age 25; ten and a half years' experience.

Good reference.-E. SMITH, The Girdens, Playden, Berk-
bamsted, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN (Third, or Second of Two).
^' —A young Man, age 24, seeks situation as abDve; good
references.—JOHN HYDE, Mimram Road. Welwyn, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN (Under), in the Houses, in
a good Establishment.—Mr. Glen. Brambhtye Garden-*,

East Grinstead, would be pleased to recommend a young man
as above to any Gardener requiring a steady, trustworthy,
and energetic assistant.

"lOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
^' —A(tea2; three years in present place, five previous.
Good character.— J. BBAUOHAMP, Cowesfield QardeDS,
Saliabury.

JOURNEYMAN (First or Second), in large
place.—Age 21; five years' practical experience. Can

be well recommended. -W. THRUSH, Dunster, Somerset.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 21 ; seven years' ex-
perience, lostde or Out. Four years* good character from

last situation.—F. WYLK9, Shiplake Hou^e Lodge, Heoley-
OD-Thames.

I OURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good establish-
*f ment.—Age 21 ; four years* experience. Good reference.
Bothy preferred.—E. WISE, The Gardens, Oak Hill, EaeC
Barnet, Herts.

TMPROVER, Inside.—Situation wanted by aA Young Man, age 18 ; has had three years' experience in
.Market Nursery. Good character.— E. SALMON, Fulwell
Nursery, Twickenham.

IMPROVER. — Gardener recommends young
Man, age 18, as above; (]uick. strong, and wilting to

learn.—C. D , g, Church Lane, High Stieet, Hampstead, N.W.

IMPROVER.—Young Man (19), who has had
four years* experience in the Seed department tt a

Nursery, desires a situation as ImpiOTer,—H. C. THORNTON,
Clappers, Crawley, Sus*ez.

\''OUNG MAN (age 20) seeks situation.—
A- Well-up in Ferns ard general Pot Stuff. Four years'

g)od charac'er ; abstainer.—W. G , 2, Aberdeen Road, tipper
Kdmonton, N.

VUUNG MAN, age 17, seeks situation in
X. Nursery or Private. Disengaged. — S. TOUALIN,

1. Albert Cottages, Bexley Heath. Kent.
'

\''OUNG MAN requires situation.—Age 22
j

well up in Ferns, Solt-woodei Stuff, and Fruit. Nine
years' experience.—A , 10, Mayfield Boad. Green Stree*-,
Entleld Highway.

TO GARDENERS —Wanted, by aotiveyoung
Mao, age 2i, situation m the Kitchen Garden or

Pleisure Grounds. Good experience.— E. KITF, Graz.ely
Green, Burghlield, Berhs

To (iARDENERS.—Young Man, age 2(5,
sepks situation; seven years' experience Inside and Out

;

very highly recommended. Bothy preferred.—Q. RIJHARO-
SON, BlaclflaDds. East Mailing.

TO SEEDSMEN.—John Poynteh, Son, and
Macdonalds, Seed Merchants. Dumfries, can highly

recommend an ASSISTANT qualified in all branches of the
businees.

A YOUNG DUTCHMAN, 22, well acquainted
with the culture of Bulbs, packing, and dealing, ' esires

situation in England by the end of September or October,
with a view to further improve in the above.—Please address,
W. A. E.. care of Nygh k, Van Ditmarts, General Advertising
Offices. Rotterdam.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser seeks engag:ement
as MANAGER or TRAVELLER. Sixteen yeais' eiperi-

eoce; good references from present employers.-A. H. C,
Hurtt & Sonf, Houndsditch, London, E.

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted as SHOP-
MAN. Age 25; nine years' expetience in all branches of

the Trade; Garden and Agricul'ural Seeds; also Nuis^rv.
First cli s< leferences.—A. H.. Mr. Guiver,TheTown, Fn field, N.

SEED TRAD E.— Situation wanted as
SHOPMAN, age 20, Six years' experience. Knowledge

of Book-keeping- Giod reference and character.—SEEDS-
MAN, &c., 7. CraigP, Stirling. N.B.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN (First), in
a good establighment.—Age 24 ; bothy preferred ; good

a]I. round experience; can be well recommended; disengaged.
—GEOKGE MAXEY, Sharnbiook, Bedford.

SHOPMAN. — Age 25; ten years' praotioal
experience in all branches. Good references.—C, B.,

41, Wellington Street, Strand, 'W.C.

FLORIST,—A young Lady, thoroughly expe-
rienced, desires re-eng'gement. First-clias references,

—FLORIST, 14, Clarendon Road, West Green, Tottenham, N,
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SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

(ftp

Patented in seventeen
different countries.

These tools are now
being made in all Bhapea,

sizes, and weights, suit-

able for Oardening,
Sportinft, and all pur-
poses where the Pick,
ShoveT, or Hoe ia re-

quired.

RETAIL PBICES,
Carriage Paid: —

Black 65. %d.

Half BriKht ... 6s. ^d.

All Bright ... Is. e>d.

On receipt of P. O.

Special Trade Terms
and all particulars may-
be had on application.

26. AUCKLAND ST..

VAUXHALL.
LONDON, S.E.

Telfgrams : —
' Pikeman, London."

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

M. per boahel ; 100 for 30i. ; truck, looM (about 2 tons), 60i.

Bafcs, id, each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIQHT-BBOWN FIBROUS PEIT, 5i. id. per sack ; 5 sacks,

25i. ; sackd, id. each,
BLACK FIBBOUS FEAT, 5t. per sack ; 5 sacks, 22t. ; sacks,

id. each.
COABSE SILVER SAND, If. id. per bushel ; 15>. per half-

ton ; 2is. per too, in S-bushel bags, id. each.
YELLOW FIBBOUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, l3. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8r. M. per sack.
MANURES, QABDEN STICKS, TOBACCO CLOTH, RUSSIA

MATS, *c. Write for Price LIST.
H O SMYTH. 21, Qaldsmith Street, Drury Lane, W.C.

celebTated XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATQR.
The Cheapest, Most Simple, and Best Fumigator in existence. A Liquid Compound simply

Evaporated from a Small Copper Cup by the Agency of a Spirit Lamp.
Prepared in Bond, froai Duty-Free Tobacco, by Special Permission of the Hon. Boatd

of H.M. Customs.
One famigation vritt this clears houses of insects for double the length of time that can be accomplished

by the use of any other Fumigitor. Note the remarkable saving of expense :

—

"^vf^Jfe;;.

Compound
Por using in the Pumigators.

#
Uttle.

>o. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

Enough for

cubic feet.

40,000

20,000

10,000

5.000

«. d.

24

13

6 6

3 3

Fumigators
(Will last for Tears)

To do 5,000 cubic feet of spaoe at a

time, 2s, each.

To do 2,000 cubic feet, 1$. Qd. each.

*,* Showing a cost forfumigating

of only 8rf. per 1000 cuiic feet of

space.

PiliNl No. 11.207.

TESTIMONIAL.
Prom W. H. WHITTAKEB,, Gardener to Sir Hickman B. Bacon, Bart.,

Thonock, Gainsborough.
" I am truly pl*-a«_ed to add another to your list of teslimonials, as your Fumif(ator is undoubtedly the best I hare ever u ed.

I find it certain death to all insect pests, whilst the most tender foliafie is not hurt in the least. When I took rhargi here, the

Peach-house was in full bloom, and was infected with bjth scile an 1 lly. As you remembe.-, I wrote, asking if yon confci<lerH.l

it safe to fumigate under the circumstances. I foUowel your advice, and tb? result was surprising ; after once fumigating, the

fly was all dead, and most of the scale. I told this to a neighbmriog girdener, who, out of curiosity, oime tj witness my 'eujnd

application, which was in the evening ; next morniaif, we foaad all the s:a'e. old and young alike, * >i'iite dead." My frien'',

like myself, was delighted. I save him circulars, which ha took to his employer. Mr. Peaisan Morton Hou^e, G linsbirontili,

whom I understand obtained a No. 2 Set, which has g ven every satisfaction. After usicg your Fumigator, one feets h^ cauujc
praise it too much."

To he had from aH Nurscrpnen, Seedsmen, Florisis, and Sundricsmcn ;

or., direct from the Sole Proprietor,

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E

V/. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER ahd HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES^ G/.RDEN LIGHTS, ^-c.

BXTILSEB TO THE PRINCIPAL GBOWEBS IN THE TJNITKD KIVGDOM.

O&OHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND POB ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES PBEE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addressed to the " Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the OfBce. 4l.^jrelliogtoa Street, Cov^nt Garden, London, W.O.
Printed lor the Proprietors br Messrs. Bra.dbubt, Agnew, & Oo. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of White(riara. Oity of London, in the County of MidJleaez, and published by

HAmar Qillabd Cote, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul's, Oovent Oarden, in the said Oouaty.—Saturdat, September 'JO, 1896, Agent for Manoheater—John Hbywood.

J
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 6S, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. CATALOGUES FOR ALL AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Tunbrldge Wells.
About ten minutes walk from either of the Tunbridge

Wells Railway Stations.

TWO DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of weU-rooted NURSERY
STOCK, by order of Messrs. Thomas Cripps & Sons.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE aj^d MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Tunbridne
Wells Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, on TUESDAY and WED-
NESDAY NEXT, Oct. 6 and 7, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day,

2000 Specimen BORDER SHRUBS, 3000 Hardy CLIMBERS
and other PLANTS. 30CO Standard and Dwarf ROSES. SOOO
oval-leaved PRIVET, 20C0 Standard APPLES, all named and
the best kinds ; 1000 ORNAMENTAL TREES, together wit!i a
prime Stack of MEADOW HAY, about 30 tons.

The Stock may now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on
the Premises, at the Seed Shop. 48, High Street, Tunbridge
Wells ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheap-
side, London, E.C.

Farnbam, Surrey.
SAIE of WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK, by order of

Mr T Cl&rko

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premis'e, the Albion
Nursery, Hale Road, Farnham, on THURSDAY NEXT, Oct. 8,

at 12 o'clock, 2000 Specimen BORDER SHRUBS, from U to

10 feet, mostly fine plants grown with plenty of room ;

75 Christmas Tree?, 6 to 9 feet ; 3000 oval-leaved Privet, 2 to

3 feet; 609 Dwarf Roses, to name, extra strong; 2000 Ber-

beris, 1 to 2 feet; ;jOO strong clumps of Delphiniums and
Paeonies; 700 Azalea Mollis and pontics, 1 to 3 feet; 1200
Goosfberriea, Whinham's Industry, also Greenhouse Plants,

including several Azaleas and Palms, green and variegated
Aspidistra?, Specimen Ferns, 200 Ctirysanthemums, 6 Rustic
Garden Seats, &o.
May be viewed. Catalogues on the Premises, and of the

Auctioaeers, 67 and 68, Gheapside, E.C.

Chilwell Nurseries, CUlwell, Notts
CLEARiNCE SALE of FRUIT TREES, in consequence of the

approaching Expiration of Lease of a portion of these
Nurseries.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Son, to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on THURSDAY NEXT,
October 8. at Twelve o'Clock precisely, without reserve, a
quantity of general NURSERY STOCK, recently transplanted
and beautifully grown, including 8.000 STANDARD and 6,500
PYRAMID APPLES, 7.000 FANCY HOLLIES, and a number
of PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be obtained on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapiide,
London, E.C.
N.B.— Messrs. Pearson & Sons state that owing to the

favourable rains their trees have made magnificent growth,
and are in grand, clean, healthy condition.

Ampthlll. Beds,
UNRESERVED SALE OF HOLLIBS, FOREST TREES, and

other NURSERY STOCK, by order of Mr. Isaac Click, who
is clearing the grnund,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, Tlie Houghton

Pdrk Gardens, Ampthill, Beds, 1^ miles from Ampthill
Station, Midland Railway, OQ THURSDAY, October 15, at
1 o'clock, 9,000 GREEN HOLLIES, IJ to 5 feet. Young,
Strong, and Healthy, all moved in 1891, 1.000 HORSE
CHESTNUTS. 2 to 4 feet, 4,000 QUICK, SPECIMEN SHRUBS
in variety, THUJOPSIS, CUPRESSUS, LAURELS, YEWS,
Ac, 5,.=)00 GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, 3 to 4 jeare,
6C0 FRUIT TRI!E3 of Sorts, and other STOCK,
May now be Viewed. Catalogues on the Premises and of

the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14.

FIRST SPECIAL LILY AND PLANT SALE
OF THE SEASON.

221 CASES OF JAPANESE LILIES.
Received direct from Japan for unrese.-ved Sale.

Important to the Trade.
100 cases containing 17,000 LILIUM LONQIFLORUM
90 „ „ 9,000 „ ,,

7 „ ,, 630 „ ,.(eitra large bulbs)
14 „ „ 2,.520 ,, „ GIGANTSUM
9 .. ,, 1,S00 „ ,, „

660 LYCORIS AUREA , and 260 Copies of Lily Flower Books.

Also 120 LILIUM EENRYII, 1 360 L. SPECIOSUM MEL-
POMENE, 1,700 L. SPECIOSUM ALBUM KB.ETiiERI,
3,00 L. THUNBERGIANUM, and 100 L. UKEYWII.

500 HEMEROCALLIS ADRANTIACA MAJOR.

10.000 SPIEJEA JAPONICA, in baskets as
received.

50,000 LILY OF THE VALLEY, Berlin Crowns.

1,000 AZALEA MOLLIS, also CAMELLIAS, RHODODEN-
DRONS. &c, together with 160 lots of HARDY BULBS and
PLANTS, ROSES, CLIMBING and ether PLANTS.

Also a consignment direct from Bermuda, consisting of

.3.360 LILIUM HARBISn, 9 to 11 inches
8,500 ., LONQIFLORUM. 6 to 7 inches
600 AMARYLLIS JOHNSONII.

(fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS willM SELL the above to AUCTION, at their Central .Sale

Rooms. 67 andBS, Cheapfide, London, E.C, on WEDNESDAY,
October 14, at 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

FBIDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1896.

ENORMOUS SALE OF 20,000 ORCHIDS,

ABSOLUTELY WIIHOUT RESERVE.

THK VKHY GRANDEST KNOWN TYPES

7,000 DENDROBIUM: PHAL^NPPSIS
SCHRODERIANUM,

THE GLORY OF THE EAf?T.

In simply Perfect Condition ; they will bear Flowera on their
preaent growths ia November and December, and on their new
growths about April or May,

We Guarantee them the Best and Finest lot m
EVERY WAY EVER IMPORTED,

3,000 odontoglossxtm: crispum
(True Pacho Type),

The Queen of the Western Cordilleras,

We absolutely warrant them the finest type: these we know
are the true Pacho, round, perfect kind, that canoot he
equalled by any other form of the specie?. They are Sander's
genuine, unapproachable and p^eiless Pacho type, unecjualled
for size of flower, substance, qnility and perfection of form.

Grand varieties have emanated from our former importa-
tions. These now offered are most distinct looking in every
way, and we can most strongly recommend and thoroughly
guarantee them, the finest and best procurable.

A Consignment of L.ELTA ANCEPS,
Sent as Grand White. The original Dawsonii type, with
broad rhomboid segments of a dazzling white, found only in
that variety.

SCHOMBURGKIA TflOMSONIANA.
Undoubtedly the finest in the genus. Twenty blossoms borne
on a Bpike; flowers like a cream-i oloured Leelia purpurata,
with a black-maroon lip.

DENDROPHYLAX FAWCETTII.
Offered for the first time.

Flowers snow-white, resembling ADgr(i?cum Fournierianum.
Grows and Flowers without Leaves.

NEW SOBRALIAS.
Rare and Lovely kinds.

L-ffiLIA PURPUPATA.
Exceptionally splendid Plants with huge bulbs, plump eyes;
moat distinct lookinfi; and beaut ful specimens are among
them.

CATTLEYA, Intermedia and Varieties.

A most distinct and diverse lookiog lot. many having the
appearance of Lalia elegans. These and the Lrelia purpurata
were found growing together In company with Cattleya
Leopoldii.

VANDA C(EIiULEA in Flower or Bud.
Boxes of miscellaneous Orchid^', etc.. etc.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander & Co.,

St. Albana, to SELL the foregoing in their Central Auction
Rooms. 67 and 68. Cheapside, london. E.C., ABSOLDTELY
WITHOUT RESERVE, on FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9th.

Cattleyaa not to hand ; we hope to make a big Cattleya Sale
on their arrival.

Normandy, near Guildford, Suirey.

The Normandy Manor Estate, adjoining the Wanborough
Railway Station.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE OF SALE BY TENDER, TO
WISD UP THE ESTATE.

MESSRS. rROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL BY TENDER the remaining seven

lots of the FREEHOLD PROPERTY, known as the Normandy
Manor Estate, comprising in all 184a. 3r. 33p., which will

include the unique and model Nursery and Fruit Garden,
known as the Manor Nureeries, of 4la. 3r. 38p. ; two produc-
tive Freehold Farms, including valuable enclosures of arable
and rich pasture land and ^several choice freehold sites for
buildiog. all situate in the parish of Ash^ in the county of
Surrey.

Forms of Tender may be had on the premises ; at the White
Lion Hotel, Guildford; of Messrs, J. & T. PARROT. Solicitors,

Aylesbury ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, EC. Tenders will be received at the OJiioes of
Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, B.C., until 12 o'clock noon on Thursday, October 22nd.
The Vendors do not bind themselves to accept the highest or

any tender.

Auction aud Estate Ofllces, G7 and 68, Cheapside. E.C.

Framfield, near Uckfleld, Sussex.

About Two Miles from the Uckfield Station, L. B. vt S. C. R.,
where conveyances can always be obtained.

GREAT SALE OF ROSES. FRUIT TREE ». & OTHER
STOCK, by order of Messrs WILUAM PAUL & SON.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premise?, Arches Farm,

Framfield, near Uckfield, on TUESDAY. OCTOBER 13, at
Half-past 12 o'Clock,

10.000 LWARF AND CLIMBING R0SK3,
Of splendid quality, all first rate Hybrid Perpstual and other
varieties.

6.000 STANDARD AND PYRAMID FRUIT TREES,
Apples. Pears, and Plums, exceptionally clean and healthy
trees of fine vigorous growth.

6,000 CLEAN AND HEALTHY FRUIT STOCKS. OF S0RT3,
20.COO WELL-GROWN MANETTI STOCKS,

SCO PINUS AUSTRIACA. 5 ft. to S ft,

Handscme trees, that have been grown singly with plenty oC
room, and have been recently transplanted ; and other stock.
May now be Viewed. Catalogues on the Preai ej and of the

Auctioneers. 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

SunnlDgdale, Berks.

SIX DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of exceptionally well grown
NJRSERY STOCK.

By order of Mr. Charles Noi 1«.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL BY AUCTIOS, on the premises, the Nurseries,

Sunniogdale, close to Sunniogdale Station, and within easy
distance of BaKshct, S.W.R., on MONDAY, October 19, and
FIVE FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'clock each diy. without
the least reserve. S3veral acres of unusually well-growa
NURSERY STOCK, the whole in the beat passible condition
for removal, comprising :

—

10,000 APPLE TREES, standard, pyramid, an I bush,

12.000 OVAL LEAF PRIVET, l.OOO bushy AUCUBA3.
3,000 HARDY GHENT and MOLLIS AZALEAS,

thousands of RHODODENDRONS, including the best nimed
and h>l)riils, and the finest in theTiade; millions of other
useful CONIKERS, EVERGREEN and DECIDaOUS SHRURS,
ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREE', ROSES, &o., too
numerous to mention, the cream of the Nursery, and the flnest

stock ever offered to the public.

May be viewed any day prior to the sale. Catalogues miy
be bad on the premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C.

Feltham.—Preliminary Notice.
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE of FERNS and OTHER

PLANTS in Pots.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. W. CoorER. Limited, who are

relinquishing tliis branch of their business, to SELL by
AUCTION on the Premises, at an early date, the whole of the
STOCK IN TRADE, including many Thousandi of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, PALMS. FERNS. ROSES,
VINES, .tc, aho large quantities of CLIMBERS in variety,
and other Stock.
N.B. The Valuable FREEHOLD of 64 AcrcsoE fertile LAND,

and the GREENHOUSES erected thereon, will be offere t at
the Mart. London. E.C, in one or two lot^, at the end o! the
present month.

Detailed particulars will appear next week.

DUTCH BULBS.
SALES EVERY DAY (Saturdays excepted).

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., EVERY DAY (excepting
Saturdays), at 12 o'Clook, large consignments cf NAMED
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other
BULBS from Holland, received d-rect for Unreserved Sale,

Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers; together with
white ROMAN HYACINTHS, paper - white NABCIS3US.
SNOWDROPS, special TULIPS, tc.

On view morning oE Sale, and Catalogues had.

Isleworth.- Preliminary Notice.

ANNUAL SALE of thousands of beautifully grown Y'oung
CONIFERS and GOLDEN EUONYMUS for immediate
potting, window boxes, or for growing on ; aho hundreds
of SPECIMENS from their famous collection of ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, ipecially suifciye for Park and Avenue
Planting. By order of Messrs. Charle* Lee & Son.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL as above by AUCTION, on the premises. The
Wood Lane Nurseries, Isleworth, on TUESDAY, October 20. at

12 o'clock.

Fuller particulars will appear next week.

Two Great Sales of Fruit Trees.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

MESSRS- PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg
to announce that they have received instructions from

Mr. W. HORNE to ho'd TWO GREAT SALES of PRUIC
TREES, Sic, on Ihe Premises, Perry Hill, (.)'<<'. near Roches-

ter, on WEDNESDAY, October 2l8t, and WEDNESDAY,
November LHth, 1898.

Catalogues of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G.
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, and SAIUKDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS

\rR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
i^'-l AUCTION, at his Great Booms, 38. King Street,
Covent Oarden, W.C., as above, at balf-paat 12 o'Clock
precisely each day

—

GRAND IMPORTATIONS o DUTCH BULBS
FROM LEADING aR0W£R3,

in the finest possible order, and specially lotted to suit both
large and amali buyers. A large quantity of

FRENCH FORCING BULBS. LILIUMS, PALMS, &c.
On view momiDga of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNE8DAT NEXT.

GREAT SALE OF BULBS, SHRUBS,

AND PLA NTS.

FROM GHENT.
Specioten LATANIi BORBONICA, KE.STIA BKLMORE-

AMA. ABKCAS, 200 AZiLEA INDICA, well let with bud,
FICU3 ELASTICA, a variety of DBAC.TWAS, *c. Also a
Selection cf

ENGLISH GROWN PALMS.
FROM HOLLAND.

Two Ixportations of Small Decorative Shrubs, iocIudiDE
BOX, AUCUBUS. RHODODENDRONS. EUONYMMUS,
ABIKS. C,YPRH83DS. ftc. for In or Out Door Cultivatif.n.
f-TAXDAKD and PYRAMID FRUIT TREES, ELM TREES,
LILACS, GREEN HOLLIES. Several Hundred DWARF
HOSES tu Name, AZALEA MOLLIS, &c.

A]eo

A Special Collection of Fine HYACINTHS, specially selected
for Qlassea and Pots, and in large and small lot". Rare
NARCISSUS, Beautiful TULIPS. DAFFODILS, 4c., &o.

FROM FRANCE.
Ten Thousand Early White ROMAN NARCISSUS. Paper
W hite NARCISSUS. Improved Variety, GLADIOLI The
Bride, FREESIA KEFBACTA ALBA, LILIU.M CANDIDUM,
LILIUM HARRISII, and other Bulbs f,r early forcing
ANEMONES. VALLOTAS. CARNATIONS, 1000 SPIBKl
JiPONICA and Varieties, IBH, SNOWDROPS, ic.

MR, J. C.STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Room", 38, King Street, Covent Garden, on

WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 7. at Half past Twelve o'clock
precisely.

On View morning of SUa, and Catalogues bad.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

ENS OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to annonnce that
he has arranged with several of the first Nurerimen

iu Holland to Continuously Supply his Sales, during the
present seaaon, with only really First-class Bulbs, of the best
quality.

Feltbam Hill. Feltham. BUddlesez.
TO MARKET GtRDENERS, FRUIT OROWEBS, NUR-

SERYMEN, and 0THER9.

MR. R. J. STEEL is instructed by Mr,
A. W. Smith to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,

as above, on THURSDAY'. October 8. Ig9S, at 11 for 12 o'Clock
noon, about 60,000 FRUIT TREES (3 years old), comprising
Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, and Peaches, all of the choicest
and most prolific kinds. The Apples consisting of Early
Juliaof, Worce-.ter Pearmain, Manx and Ke-wick Codlios,
Stirling Costle, Warner's King, Duchess of Y'ork Favourite,
Duchess of Oldenburg. Qaarrenden, Cox's Orange Pippin,
Ecclinville. The Pears—Williams' Bon Chretien. Heasel's
(Pitmaston Duchess), and Calabas. The Plums are chii-fiy
Cza/, Monirch, Viotoria, Pond's Seedling, Rivers' Prolific, Gis-
home's, an I Belle de Septembre. The Peaches are Barrington'd,
Hales Earlv. Royal George, and Dr. Hogg. The Cherries are
Morelto. The above stock will be lotted to suit all Buyers.
May be viewed seven days prior to Sale. Catalogues of the

Auctioneer, Broadway House. Hanwell, and Boston Gardens,
Brentford.

WANTED to RENT or LEASE a few
GUs bcusea rear London, suitable for Orchids.—

V. L S.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street.
Strand, W.C.

WANTED, SECOND-HAND ROCHFORD
BOILER and 4 inch lipes. Parlioulars to—

Mr. CIARKF, Queen's Park Market Nursery. Northampton.

ABOUT Sir Acres of FREEHOLD LAND,
old pasture, with rich yellow loam, admirably suitable

for Horticultural Purposes. Within Two Minutes of Railway
Station, and clofe to main Road. Fine open position, ten
miles north. Portion may remain on mortgage if required.—
Full particulars from MARK GILBERT, Auctioneer, Enfleld
Highway, Middletex,

LARGE COLLECTION
OF

ORCHIDS
TO BE SOLD PRIVATELY,
Land Required for Building Purposes.

ABOUT 3000 PLANTS,
C0.M['KI3'K<; ABOL'T

600 Specimen Cypripedium insigne,

100 Specimen Cymbidium Lowianum,
60 Specimen Lse ia purpurata,

50 Specimen Coelogyne maxim i Chats-
worth, &c.,

500 Cattleyas, including Percivalliana,
gigas, Mendeli, Trianasi, Labiata,
autumoalis, and others,

200 Odontoglossum citrosmum,

CYPRIPEDIUMS—
Hirsutissimum, Callosum, Spicerianum,

Barbatum, &c.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM,
and many other Orchids, all established, and in

the pink of health.

A OBBAT MANY IN BlD OK FlOWgB.

Gentlemen forming Collections, or adding to,

can do so at exceedingly low prices.

On view

—

CUMBERLAND PARK NURSERIES,
WILLESUEN JUNCnON, LONDON, N.W.

OLD-ESTABLISHED SEED BUSINESS for
SALE. In gool Business Centre. Stock and Fixtures

at a low valuation.— F. O., Gardeners' Chron:c'e Office, 41 ,

Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

NURSERY PREJtllSES, consisting of well-
tuilt House, large Conservatory, 3 Greenhouses, Stable,

Car;-,'hed, Ac. The Freehold to h> Sold. For full particulars
apply to MARK GILBERT, Auctioneer, BnBeld Highway,
London, N.

OR SALE, or TO BE LET, on Easy Terms,
a well-established NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUSI-

NESS, eight Glaf9hou.te0, »ll heated and su>cked. an Acre of
land; a low price for a quick 9eltleaie..t. Apply—

R. B , 11, Bjwen Villas, Wembley, Harrow.

TO BE SOLD, as a Going Concern, an Old-
eslablithed NURJERY and FLOBIjT BUSINESS, with

JOBBING BUSINESS atUched. In good locality, near
Glasgow. Convenient to two stations. Stocked with general
Nursery Stuff, Greenhouses, Framn^. Implements. &c.,«c. AU
in good condition. Price £3S5. Full informition given.
Address Lj M.. Gardeners' CAroiic-fi Office, 41, Wellington

Street, Strand. London, W.C.

SEED, FLORIST, and NURSERY BUSI-
NE33 ; g-nuine old-estiblished. Small Mirket town;

splendid Seed trade. Shop best position ; small Nursery and
Garden, four Greeiihoasep, Ac. P. ice. including stock, Ac.,
atwut £165 Splendid opportunity. Low rents Good reason
for disposiL- J. H., Gardeners' Cfi.roni.l! OIKoe, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand. W.C.

FLORIST, NURSERY, and MARKtT GAR-
DES BUSINESS, beautifully situated nesr lUth and

Bristol, and capible of extension. Good Dwelling-house.
Stabling. Piggeries, and Orchard (about 12 acres in all). Bent
low. Extensive area covered with glass, and properly heated.
Abundant supply cf water flowing through the premises. Two
Bailway Stations near. Purchase or Partner.

CLEME?iT GARDINER. 14. John Street, Bristol.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS"
HORTICULTURAL BEGISTEB containa faU parti-

Qolaraof the above, and can be obtained, gratia, at
87 and 68. Cheapside. London. E.C.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minatea from St. Pancraa.

CORDON PEARS, APPLES, &o. — Well-
spnrred Fruiting Trees, 5 to 7 feet.

WILL TAYLER, Hampton. Middlesex.

EXHIBITIONS.

BRIGHTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW.

NOVEMBER 10 and 11.

Entries close November 4. Sihedules and particulars of

THE SECRETARY. 87, Western Road. Brighton.

LEAMINGTON, WARWICK AND DISTRICT
CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.

At LBlMI.SarON. NOVEUBER 19 and 20, 189J.

£100 IN PRIZES.

Schedtrles and Entry Forms now Ready, of the Secretary
Advtrtiier OIBce, 76, Parade, Leamington.

SPRING WATER FOUND by the use of
HAZEL ROD or STEEL SPRING.—Apply to T. K. D.MEBEWEATHER, South View House, Bedminster, Bristol.

EVEHY GARDENER should send post card
for NEW ILLUSTRATED LIST of TEAK WOOD RB

CEPTACLE3 for growing Plants. Fern-,'and Orchids ; cheaper
than pot ware.—C. E. WEST, F.R.H.S., Boundhay, Leeds.

PEAT.—Excellent Brown and Black Fibrous,
for Rhododendrons. American Plmts, A3,

Sample bag, 2s. erf.

F. STBKET, Heatheraide Nurseries. Camberler.

A

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
toselectfrom. Write for LIST. free.

P.MoABTHUB,The London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale, London.W.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRY,
knocked out of dJ's, well rooted excellent stuff Bf. per

100 ; out of Thumbs, 5j. Also several STOVE PLAyis, very
cheap. Send for List.

ROBERT CROSS, Worstead, Norwich.

LLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert seat out for thirty years.

Maidens, 6* ; 2-yr . Is. 6d. each ; Urger to 21s each
GEORGE JiUNYARD a>d CO., Maidstone.

Distributed in November.

i=i 900 000 BULBS and ROSES.—
tjtf^yjyjiyjyjyj a Lady writes: -"Your Bulbs area
marvel of cheapness. Fleare send 1(00 best Tulips at 2ls *'

(Trial solicited). -SKLLENS, Bulb Grower, Coventry.

HARDY FERNS.—Ten varieties, massive
roota, for Oubide Planting ; 50, 3i. 6d. ; 100. 6s ; 1000,

60t.
;
SPHAGNUM M033, Largo Orowne, 4i «d per 3 bu-hel

aack : .5 sacks, 20j —J. BYRNE, FeUside, Kendsl.

TO MARKET GROWERS.-Abont .5 J bushels
of EARLY MiEROW PEAS (Ne Plus Ult-a type> tit

to gather middle of Jane. —.Apply Mr. B. sKIPWORTH
40, (jueen Victoria Street, F.C.

STRAWBERRY.—ROYAL SOVEREIGN is
acknowledged the best for forcing and field, in cultivation

as early ta Noble, more productive than Paxton. and flavour
well nigh (qual to British Queen.
Fine plants 2uj. per 100 >. warranted true. Special price t)

the trade, and for lar^e 'Quantities.

H. CaNNELL and sons, Swanley, Kent.
'

EMS of ENGLISH GROWN NARClSS,&c.
VERY CHEvP: of best QUALITY:

Pheasant Eje. Pseudo or Lent i ily. 1$. ; Double White, 2$. ;
Albas Stella. 2s ; Single Incomps .2t.; V -uble Incomps.* '.is.

Doube D-tf^il*, 3s ; CjDoaure. 3s. ; Burbidgei. 3s ; Pii he^
of Urabant, 3j. ; Tnncep%. 3r, 6d.; Kugilobut. 45. 6d. ; Leedti
amahilis, 61. 6rf ; Orange PhT-^itx. 70. ftd per 100 ; iiir Watkio.
3t. 6d. per dozen. Aconite^, Large Yellow Crocus, Star of
li.thlehem, Single and Double Snowdrops, at 1*. per loj.
Cash with all orders Satisfaction guaranteed.

O. YORKE. Bulbist. Retford.

STRAWBERRIES, Strong runners.—Royal
Sovereign, 2*. 6d. per ItiO; Sir Jostpb Paxton. Is. Qd. icr

100 ;
Vicomtesaa H. de Thury, 1«. 6d. per lOO.

RASPBERRY CANES.—Superlative, 6s. per ICO ; Carter's
Pro ific, 3^. per 100; Semper Fitelif, 3s. per 100; Hornet, 3s.
per 100. Special quotations for large quaotitie-. Carriage
paid on orders of £l value.

JOHN CaiVERS, Histon, Cambridge.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE):—Fema, in 2fioch pots. Stove and Green-

house, :i0 best selling sorts, 12s. 100; ditto, large, in 48's. 10 best
selling sorts. Qi. doz. ; strong seedlings, Qs. 100, 50s. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 4S's, for cutting, 6«. and Ss. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, lis. and 20*. ICO; Cyperus,
Aralias, Grevilleas, Begonias. Geraniums, and Solanum?, in
48'8, 6j. per dor. ; Marguerites, Mignonette, Chrysanthemums,
and Erica gracilis, in 4S's. 9j. per dozen ; Ficus, Palms,
Draceenas, Crotons, and Bonvardias, in 48's, 12«. per dozen ;

Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London
Fern Nurseries. Loaght>orongh Junction, London, S.W.

G^ENERAL NURSERY CATALOGUE
For AXJTXTMN, 1898.

Specialties: English Yews. Eaglish Holliefi, Aucubaa, Spec
men Coniftr^e. Standard Roses, and General Nursery Stock
New Violets. &,c. Also Putch and Forcing Bulbs.

CATALOGUES po».t-rree on Application,

FBEDERICK PERKINS,
Nurseryman, Reqem's Street, LEAMiyo'-ox 'rj.
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To DISPOSE OF, 2 ARAUCARIA. exceha,
12 feet ; 4 large PALMS, fiom 5 to 7 feet; what offers?

Address QARDENEB, North Cray Place, Foots Cray, Kent.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
CoTent Garden , W.C. Prompt cash.H

CARNATIONS. — Mrs. Reynolds Hole and
Mr«. Muir, strong layers. )2s. id per 100, free on rail,

F. W. BRADLEY, New Koad, Peterborongh.

BE SOLD, a very fine CAMELLIA TREE,
double white, full of buds. Stands about 8 feet high, in

new box, which takes to pieces, and is fitted with angle-irors,

screws, and wedges. Price fi 10s., or offers—Apply, 194, High

Boad, Balham.

THREE Splendid SPECIMENS of

VABIKQATED ALOES, in fine condition, planted in

tubs The Aloes measure about 7 feet high and across, and

are probably 30 years old. Will be sold much below value,

owing to want of space.—A. HOLT, Oaklands, Leamington.

ALMAISON CARNATIONS, in 4-inch
potii, 50i. per 100; Oermania, Beynolds Hole, and

others, sitong layers. 18i. per 100.

3. LITTON, Qrosvenor Cottage, Bath.

OX^ BEGONIAS, for quality and quantity,

are unequalled ; obtained highest award for Begonias

at Temple Show. Exhibition of 2 acres in bloom till end of

September, at West Wickham Nursery, near Station, Mid

Kent. S.E.B. A visit soUcited.—JOHN R. BOX, Croydon.

OVELS' YORKSHIRE STRAWBERRIES.
Prepared Banners from Maiden Plants:—

Thury, Paxton. President, and others.

Sample packet. 6d. ; 100, is. M., carriage paid for cash. List.

W. LOVEL ASD SON, Strawberry Farm, Driffield.

ImpOTtanTto Uushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITY MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5».

R. AND 0. CUTHBKBT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,

Southgate. N. Ettebliahed 1797.

S'^TRAWBERRIES. — STRAWBERRIES.—
All the leading varieties, in strong runners and in pots,

ready for immediate delivery. Descriptive Catalogue on

application. „ ^ , .

BULBS. Tte best procurable, at low prices. Catalogue free

on application.
BICHAED SMITH AHD CO., Worcester.

CCn (\C\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
OVi V/V/V all splendid bnshy plants.—QREKN : 12 in.

to 16 in , at 30i. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40«. per 100 ;

18 in. to 21 in., at 65i. per 100 ; 21 in. to2« in., at 75». psr 100 ;

ib in. to 40 in. at special prices. „ ,_ .^
GOLDEN : 6 in. to 13 in., at 3». to 8f. per dozen. Cash wit*

order J. J- CLABK, Goldstone, Brighton.

MALMAISONS. — Princess of Wales (deep

Pink), beautifully Clove-scented (the queen of Malmai-

sons for cut flowers and decorations), fine plants, 12s. per doz.

;

Malmai«)ns, Blush, 9f. per doz. BOEDER CARNATIONS
(Selfs), Picoteee, Flakes, and Bizzares, the finest named vers.

extant, my selection, 6j. per dozen.

OHAS. A. YOUNG. Floral Nursery, West Derby nr. Liverpool.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. B. Davis' Descriptive

CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double

Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for 1«.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Yeovil, Somerset.

To Nurserymen and Others.

TO BE DISPOSED of, the COLLECTION
of CONSERVATORY and OBEENHOUSE PLANTS, con-

Foisting of Dracaenas, Azaleas, Camellias, Palms, Genistas,

Ferns, Fuchsias, Lilies, auratum and others ; Geraniums in

store pots ; Begonias, Gloxinias, Primulas, Cinerarias, &o.

On view Monday and Tuesday next, October 4 and .>.—Apply,

the GARDENER. Muswoll Hill Villi, Muswell Hill. N.

Hyadntlis. Tulips, Crocus, LUles, &o.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholeeale CATALOGUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. B. SILBERBAD AKD SON, 2B, Savage Gardens,

Crutched Friars, E.C.
j ». ,w.

N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

Eentleb-grown Fruit Trees, Roses, Sc

LAING'S very large Collection of APPLES,
APRICOTS, CHERRIES. NECTARINES, PEACHES,

PLUMS, BUSH FRUIT. aUo ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,

STANDARD and DWARF H.P. and TEA. BOSKS is mag-

nificent this season ; as well as their Vines (fruiting and

planting canee). Figs, Roses in pots. Asparagus, Seakale.

Forcing Flowering Shrubs, Planta, and Bulbs. Inspection

cordially invited. Catford Railwav Station. Telephone, 9390.

Telegrams, ".Calabium. London.''

Catalogues post free on application.

JOHN LAINQ AND SONS. Nurseries, Forest Hill, London, S.E.

RETARDED LILY CROWNSTJ
IBuy EErARDED LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS

for Flowering before Christmas.

No Trouble, no Loss and Disappointment.

Write at once to—

T. JANNOCH, DERSINGHAM, NORFOLK,
F r P.ves. 4c, as Stock is limited.

SUPERLATIVE RASPBERRY
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.

Per dozen, 3s., per 100, 18« ; extra showy, 65, per dozen.

Price per 1000 on application.

For description see Strawberry Catalogue.
Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps

GEORGE BUNYARD AND CO , Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

NEW VIOLETS.
Admiral Avellon, very large royal purple flowers ; Prince-se

des Oalles, the largest and sweetest Violet. These are the

greatest novelties in Violets since I introduced Ih** popular

Marie Louise. Nice established plants, in pot*, 12-'. per dozen,

90s. per 100. California, very large, sweet-!C;n ed, frer-

flowaring nice plants, 6s. per dozen, 40s. per 100.

GENERAL NURSERY CATALOGUE on Application.

FBEDEKICK PERKINS,
Nurseryman, Beqest's Stre' t, Leamington Spa.

NOW BEADY.

HARPE'S
BULB

CATALOGUE.
Post Free on application to

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,

SLE AFOBD.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
THE BYECROFI SET of DRESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Brui.h, and Case, complete, 10s. Gd.

Large Forceps for Pulling Centred, 3s. 9d.

Smaller ditto for Dressing. 2j. 9d.

The Best Cups and Tubes are The BECKETT.
All sires, both for Japanese and Incurved, at 9s. per doz.

;

or with additional tube for raising the bloom 3 inches

higher than the ordinary one, 12s. per dozen.

The SPRINGTHORPE, for Japanese and In-

curved, all sizes, 9s. per dozen.

Allfreefor Cash with Order.

HI I n U C O Ryecroft Nursery.
. U. uUNtO, HITHER QR&EN, LEWISHAH.

TO THE TRADE.

DUTCH BULBS!
FRENCH BITLBS aad ENQLI&H BULBS.

Bee our Special Wholesale CATiLOQUK of BULBS,
containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HyadothB, Tulips, Crocus, LUiums, Daffodils. Snow-
drops, Iris, Ffflonlee, &c., free on application.

Please compare our Prices bfjre sending your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
Seed and Bulb Merchants,

Exeter Street. STRAND, LONDON. W.C.

C^
lUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

eneure succesa. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6x. per bushel, It. extra for

package ; or. If. per cake, free par
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH andSON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries. EiOndon, N., and Barnet, Herts.

TO THE TRADE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
ALSO

SEED3 of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERING
SHRUBS and TREES, obtainable from

MIUMO fsr> BLAIR,
Seed Merchants and Seed Growers, Dunedin. New Zealand.

London Agency :—W. G. INNKS and CO., 22, St. Mary Axe,
Catalogues Kichakged.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDB.OBES A SPECIALTY.
PLEA8K Write fob List.

JAMES CYPHER/^SS'^t'S^ISS!"'

EUCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32'8, some
throwing upflower-spikes, 30s. per doz. Winter-flowering

CARNATIONS, in 48's, splendid stuff, 12s. doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in 48's, extra bushy, 10s. per doz. Samples and names on
application.—WALSHAW AND SON, Scarborough.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
( Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORG ilD PEAT. Also
for Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Fern^, Rhododeodronp, &c.
By the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in

bulk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from
London or Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt atd
Special Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port.

Q. H. RICHARDS. Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth.
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depots, Ring^^ood, Ham-
worthy, and Warebam. Address all letters to London Wharf.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

mmm BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

SILVER SAND
Is admitted by the
leadingNursftryman i

to be the Best
Quality obtainable I

in the Trade.

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of theoe

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which oontain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus tave half tka

ordinary cost..

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Bail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Bates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied

at loweet possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

QEO. QARSIDE. Jan.. F.B.H.S., Lelghton Buzzard. Beds.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very beat for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. QBORGE, 14, Redgrave Koad,

Putmy, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AHD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and TestlmonlalB on application.

Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

For destroying Insects on Plants.

Used by erery Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.

The CHEAPEST and REST.
Half-pinW 1/4. pinU 2/«, quaite 4/«, half gallons 7/6,

gallons 12/0, 6-gsllon Drums 10/6 per gallon.

Carriage Paid.

B G HUGHES, Victoria Street, MANCHESTER.
Sold by all Seedsmen. Pamphltii free on application.

LASSl GLA.SS! CHEAP GLASS 1

4ths. 16 or., in 60-feet boies.

Sizes from 10 X 8 up to 14 x 10, at 4 1. 6(i. per box.

4ths, 21 02., in lOO-feet boxes,

Siies, 10X8 and 12x8, at 8«. per box.

3rds, 21 or., in 20O-feet boxes.

Sizes, 9 X 7 up to 14 X 10, at 18s. per box.

Ex wharf, London. All other sizes equally cheap.

Full detailed list of stock sizes sent free on application to

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
ja, BIBH0PS91.TK STBKET WITHIM, LONDON, B.C.
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NEW STRAWBERRY "LODIS GADTHIER."
THE

LARGEST STRAWBERRY KNOWN.

WONDERFUL CROPPER!

TWO CROPS THE SAME SEASON!

DELICIOUS FLAVOUR-

TRY IT!

Ask for PRICE LIST, with COLOURED PLATE,

FROM OUR AGENT—

W. RUSHFORTH, Nursery Mount, LEEDS.

TEUB NAT0BAX 8IZB. THIS KNGEA-CING, 5s.

[ N.B.—Sept. 7.

—

Just mvarded a Certifi-

cate of Merit, by National French Society

of Paris, on presentation of a dish of

Second Crop FRriis

!

LETELLIER & SON, CAEN, FRANCE.
(^ORIGINATORS OF THE SPINFLESH GOOSEBERRIES.)

CELEBRATED XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR. BENSON'S
The Cheapest, IMost Simple, and Best Fumigator in existence. A Liquid Compound simply

Evaporated from a Small Copper Cup by the Aj^enoy of a Spirit Lamp.

Prepared in Bond, from Duty-Free Tobacco, by Special Permission of the Hon. Board
of H.M. Customs.

One fumigation with this clears houses of insects for double the length of time that can be accomplished
by the use of any other Fumigator, Note the remarkable saving' of expense :

—

•

<(

J35. 5s.
LUDGATE" WATCH

Compound
For using in tbe Fumigators.

1 1 ttle.

>o. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

Eooiinh for

cubic feet.

40,0(j0

20,000

10,000

5,000

J, d.

24

13

6 6

3 3

Fumigators
(Will last for Years)

To do 5,000 cubic feet of spaoe at *

time, 2s. each.

To do 2,000 cubic feet, Is. 9d. each.

*,* Showing a coit forfumigating

of only M. per 1000 cubic feet of

space.

BEATS ALL OTHERS FOR
ACCUBA.CY,

DURABILITY, and

Patent No. 11,297.

TESTIMONIAL.
From W. H. WHITTAKEB, Gardener to Sir Hickman B. Bacon, Bart,

Thouock, Gainsborough.
" I am truly plt^ased to add aoctber to your list of testimonials, as your Fumigator is undoub.e<^lv the best I have ever u ed.

I find it oertaiD death to all insect vests, whilst the most tender foliatze is not hurt in the least. When I took charg-; here, the

Peach-house was in full bloom, and was infested with both scile ani H/. As you remember, I wrote, asking if yoa conbider..d

It safe to fumignte under the circumstances. I followe i your advice, and the result was 8urpri;*ing ; af. er once fumigating, the

fly was all dead, and most of the scale. I told this to a neighbiuring gardener, who. out of curiosity, cime to witness my keujnd

application, whnh was io the evenii,« ; neic morning, we found all the sja'e, old and yo'ing alike, 'qiite dead.' My frien*^,

like myself, was delighted. I fave him circulars, which hs took to his employer. Mr Fearson. Morton House, Gainsbjrongh,

whom I understand oblaioed a No. 'I Set, wh-.ch has given every satisfaction. After usii g your Fumigator, one feels he caiiojt

prdite it too much."

To be had from a'.l Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Florists, and Sundriesmen

;

or, directfrom the Sole Proprietor,

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E

Of?

!^

o

paiCE.

o

to

b

to

Send for Book of lUostrations and Prices, post-f.ee.

BENSON'S
ENGAGEMENT

RINGS.

5000 at Lowest Makers' Prices,
set with B-iliinnta, irmeraMs. Hesrlp,

Kubies, Ojal. TurquoiJ-e. &c. of the
purest quality. Book if lUutt a-

t:ons, wiib Patten Sizes post fr,«.

J. W. BENSON,
Thk Stram

Factory,

62 and 64, LUDGATE HILL, EC,
And at 28, ROYAL EXCHANGE, E.C,
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WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SELECTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices, 6s., 7s. 60., lOs. 6d., les., 218., i2s., 638.,

and 105b. each ; Carriage Free.

FIVE PES CENT. DISCOUNT FOB CASB.

For full particulars of Contents of these Boxes, and
Lists of the Best Bulbs of the Season, see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beaatifull7 niuatrated,

GRATIS AND POST FREE.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES^ROSES
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

WRITE FOR OUR

Illuslratcd and Descriptive Catalogtie,

Post Free, Zd.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBRID3EW0RTH, HERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

GRAND NEW GERANIUM,
KING OF DENMARK.

Received an Award of Merit, B.I/.S., May 5.

Flowerfl semi-rlouble, measuring from 2 to 2^ inches in
diameter ; colour rich r-'sy fialmoo. Uiibit of plant dwarf and
sturdy. An acquisition either at a pot plant or for cut flowers.

Strong pUn'B, in 48- pots. IS*, per dozen.

Far.hing free oa rail. Gash with order.

M. L A R S E N,
Roebuck Nurcery, Eiifield Highway, Hlddleaex;

And i7'i, Covekt Garden Flower Market.

TENDERS
FOB

NURSERY STOCK.
"yENDERS addressed to the Chairman of the
-*- Board of Control, City Hall, Toronto, will

be received tbroogh the Registered Post up to

Noon of

MONDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1893,

For the Supply of about

12, 00 TREES
(DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN),

FOR THE CITY OF TORONTO.

The Trees are to be supplied either this Fall,

or next Spring, but Tenderers must state when
their Stock can be delivered, to the

CANADIAN ADVERTISING AGENCY,
60, Watling Street, London, E.G.

•lOHN HALLAM, Chairman, Parks and
Gardens Committee.

R. J. FLEMING (Mayor), Chairman
Board of Control.

City Hall, Toronto, September 14, 1896.

TO THE TRADE.—Well-grown DWARF
and STANDARD K03ES from first-class Continental

Grower. Novelties and leading varieties supplied. Special

quotations for larpe quantities.

Cross of Honour. World's Exhibition, Amsterdam, U96.
D. KKNCHENIUS, Hoogeveen, Holland.

EoElish Catalogues and prices free on application to agent

—

J. B. REYNOLDS, Beaminster, Dorset.

FOR SALE, ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT
RESERVE,

20,000 ORCHIDS.
GRANDEST TYPES in SUPERB

ORDER.
See Advertisement on Inside of Front Page,

By order of Messrs. F. SANDER & CO.,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1886.

Catalogues on Application.

CATTLEYAS are not yet to hand. We hope
to make an Important Sale of a grand lot of

CATTLEYAS and L^LIAS on their arrival.

THE NEW FIBSr EARLY KIDNEY POTATO.
ki BRITANNIA,"

THE FIRST
A FORTNIGHT EARLIER THAN *

in:
MYATl'3 ASHLEAF."

Excellent flavour, capital cropper with short fetout haulm.
This 18 the very earliest for forcing, and is recommended for
growing under gla's in bede or in pots and frames* producing
a crop for use at Christmas and during the early months of the
year,

ELCOMBB & SON
have great pleasure in offering this new variety of Potato, and
would especially draw the attention of Gdrdenera to its unique
character ; it is probably the only kind that will succeed in
ordinary & zed flower-polis, bearing a crop of new Fotatos with
but little trouble aad expense, and at a time when they arA
esteemed a luxury.

9d. per lb. ; 9s. per peck of 14 lbs.

Trade price on application.

EliCOMBE & SON,
The Hampshire Nursery and Seed Estiblisbment,

ROMSEY.
Wholesale Agents, Nuttino & Sons, 106. Southwark Street,

Londop.

TO OUR VALUED AND ESTEEMED CUSTOMERS.

WE have the gratification to announce that the cloud which over-

shadowed us during the Spring months has passed away, and

Gloucester has now as clean a bill of health as any city in the kingdom.

This is to us a cause of rejoicing, and we are anticipating a good Autumn

Trade.—Yours very truly,

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
Seed Growers and Nurserymen, GLOUCESTER.

P.S.—Our DUTCH BULBS have arrived in excellent condition, being

sound and well-ripened. The late rains have had a beneficial effect on our

EOSES, FEUIT TREES, FOREST TREES, &c.

fJ^SS^w. PAUL & SON,
ROSE GROWERS

Ba Appointment to Her Majesty (he Queen.

Cttt, Plant, Bulti & sttt ffitrcjants.'

SPECIALITIES:
ROSES in all forms Priced Catalogue free.

FRUIT TREES of all kinds ... Priced Catalogue free.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS. Priced Catalogue free.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS Priced Catalogue free.

BULBS AND CAMELLIAS ... Priced Catalogue free.

SEEDS & GARDEN SUNDRIES Priced Catalogue free.
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PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOB EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER :—

ROMAN HYACrKTHS, 4|-iDch and upwards, 13s. 6d. per 100.

., smaller IDs. 6d. ,,

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 5s.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 6s.

DOUBLE VAN SIGN DAFFODILS, first size,

imported bulbs 6*. 6d. ,,

Now ready for delivery.

DUC VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet ,

ABTUS „
I

LA RKINE ,

L'lMMACULEE
DUCHESS of PARMA „
WOUVERMAN
OHRYSOLORA ,. 6«. per 100; 1«. 3(i. per doien.

Second-size HYACINTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed 14s. Od, per 100.

Named ditto, our selection 18*. 6rf. ,,

First.size HYACINTHS, the best quality, and
first-class varieties 4s. to 9s. per doz.

NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3s. 6(i. per 100.

PRINCEPS Ss.

For September delivery. All orders over 6l. carriage paid.

38. In the £ discount off all Bulbs for " Cish with Order."

CATALOfiUES now ready.

2s. M. per 100; 6d. doz.

CARAWAY & CO.,
Dordbam Down Nurseries,

Clifton, Bristol.

The best HYACINTHS the
WOULD PRODUCES AT

25 PER CEKT. SAVED ! /<>)•

Before buying else- />^ /exPEOTED
where.sendforour/ A^^^j^jjjg .^

HYACINTHS

®^2IT- J each.
Id.

CATALOGUE
(frkb) and
compare
prices

<5
KO.

V.

To avoid diaappoiDtmeDt
OEDER AT ONCE.

'ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed first Bize. 10/6 per 100.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Growers & Seed Mercbants,

3i, UANSELL STREET, ALDGATB
LONDON, E.

Am) THB NUB8EBIE8. HlARLEM, HOLLAKS.

FERNSI-FERNS!!
For Decorative Purposes, or for Potting on.

50,000 in. 2^-in pots: — IHeris cristata, major,
Dobilis, tremula, albo lineata, and Adiaotum fulrum, also

Aralias, at 9s. per 100 ; 500 and upwardf, at Ss. 6rf.

In large 60'9, Pteris cristata, nobilis, and albo-Unedti cristata,

at 2». tirf. per dozen ; 20s. per 10'.

Iq 48'9, Ptetiscrietata. Dobilis. major, tremula, Gjmoogramma
aurea, also Adiantum elegan^ and pubescent, at 4s. 6d.

per dozen.
Above prices are for Cash only. Packing Free.

An Inipection at the Nurseries is Invited,

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

BULBS
For Outdoor & Indoor Culture

Large Collections of all the very Best Varieties o;

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

Irises, Lilies, &c.
Only thevery bestsnpplied. Prices extremely moderate.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FREE ON APrLlCATION.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.

VEITCH'S
GENUINE BULBS.

94r^^

VEITCH'S
SHOWY TULIPS,

FOE BUDDING,
ALL FLOffERING AT THE SAME TIME.

SCAELET DARK PUSPLE
BRIGHT "c BIMSON R C SE
DARK CRTMSON ORANGE
CHERRY RED YELLOW
RED, EDGED-YELLOW WfllTE.

SELECTED MIXED, from Choice Varieties,

Bulbs Carriage Free when amounting to 10«\

and upwards in value.

For ddaih see CATALOGUE, furwarded
Post-free on application.

JAMES VEiTCH& SONS
lUiY.\L EXOTIC NUllSEUY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

EVERGREENS. EVERGREENS.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

JOHN PERKINS and SON offer the fol-

loffioK SHRUBS ia larjre Quantities and ezcelloit

Htuhty. all haviDK been recently trinpplanled.

ENGLISH VEWS, 2J to 3. 3 to 4, 1 to .s, and 6 to 8 ftCt.

QOLDKN YEWS. :; to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.

CtlPRKSSUS LAWSONIANA. 4 to i 5 to6 and 6 to 8 feet.

THU.IOt'SIS BOREALIS, .5 to 6. an.l 6 to 8 feet.

RETINOSPORA PLUMOSA, 4 to 5, and 6 to 6 feet.

.. ,. AURKA. 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTa VIBIDI3, 4 to 5. and
.S to 6 feet

,. „ ALLUMIIand FRISERII. 5 toSfeet.

AUCUHA JAPONICA, 1 J to 2, and 2 to 2} feet.

BOX. HANDSWORTH, L'J to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL CAUCASICA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 5 to 6 feet.

, ROTUNDIFOLIA, 2 to 3. and 3 to 1 feet.

„ PORTUQAL, 2 to 3 feet.

HOLLY, GREEN. 2i to 3, 3 to 4, and 5 to 6 feet

„ „ SHEPHERDIIand HODQI.\'SII,4to5. and5to6feet.

Special cheap offers on application.

62, MARKET SQUARE MORTHAMPTON.

THE YOKOHAMA NURSERY GO.
LIMITED,

Nos. 21—35,

NAKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

Tbe Largest Exporters
and Growers of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EULALIA PANICLES.

MOSS, SEEDS, TREES, SHRUBS, &c..

Produced in Japan.

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER :3, 1896.

DESCRIPTI VE CA TA LOGUES sent on application.

BADEN-BADEN.
AETER tho lapse of a few years I again find

myself in this favoured spot. There are

few towns wUich I like better than Baden-
Baden, and after a rather long run on tho

Continent, it seems to me still to hold, its own,

and can boar comparison with other localities of

the .sort. But, of course, my attraction to this

part of tho world does not come from the richly-

wooded hills, or the bright streets ami villas, or

the old Schloss, or anything else that might be

named, as it does from the Botanischer Privat

Garten, and tho well-known genius who presides

over it, and to whom wo are all indebted for so

manj' of the attractions which our gardens

possess. His many friends in England will be

glad to know that Horr Max Leichtlin seems

to me to bo very much as ho was a few years

ago, when I last had the pleastire of seeing him.

At any rate, his interest in his garden i.s quite

unabated, his activity seems to be just tho

same, his friendliness and willingness to help

one in every way is what I have known it to be

for manj' years past ; and 1 hope and believe

that this centre of interest for all the lovers of

llowers has a long existence before it, and that

he will yet gather in from his borders multitudes

of rare seeds with his own haii'ls for many years

to come, and send forth, if it be jjossible, even

grander, and brighter, and more iiitere.sting

things than we have yet had from him. But a

word about the garden and its ornamoiits at

this season of the year may, perhaps, bo accept-

able to those who have not seen it of late.

It should be remembered that the year is

hastening onward towards the close. There

are patches of yellow in the woods, the Walnut-

tree beneath my window has just been stripped

of its load, and autumn asserts itself on every

side in a way which cannot be mistaken. This

is far from being the time when one would

choose to visit Max Leichtlin's garden, or

expect to find very much of blossom in it, but

I felt certain that oven now I should not come

in vain, and that expectation has been verified.

For one thing, let me say the Kniphofias are

such as I have never seen elsewhere. K. Nel-

son! is of great value, because it blossoms the

latest of all, and it is certainly one of the

loveliest and most elegant of them. K. natal-

ensis is the most highly-coloured of the lot
;

K. Triumph has a kind of bright yellow

candelabra-like habit of flowering; and a

small yellow one which is not very tall, and

has not as yet been named, struck mo very

much indeed, and is certain to please. But
perhaps I may as well say at once, that

the most striking plant in the garden just
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no-w is Coriaria nepalensis— it was so eu-

tii-ely new to me. Max Leichtlin says it

has been in full beauty since last July, and is

likely to be so tiU the frost sets in. The crys-

talline, deep yellow fruit is attractive in the

highest degree, and when the statement is

added that the shrub is quite hardy in this

part of the world, it will be seen that this

acquisition from the Himalayas is of great

value, and will be much sought after.

There was a new Hedysarum in the borders

which I liked very much; Trachelium rume-

lianum is a nice little flower, and I saw many
specimens of Campanula mirabUis, of course

not in blossom just now, from which great

things are expected. Liatris cyUndracea is

stiU very nice, but I am told it is far from

the best ; I think it is L. graminifolia that

Leichtlin praises the most, but its time had gone

by. Thalictrum Dolavayi has no need of men-

tion from me, but I never saw such fine speci-

mens as there are here, and there seem to be

two varieties which differ very much in the

foliage, but are in other respects alike. Some

Lobelias are still very attractive. L. fulgens

rosea and L. f. violacea correspond with their

names, and thoy brighten up the borders

exceedingly ; they differ from what I have as yet

come across. Calceolaria alba should not escape

notice, it will be a valuable little shrub if only

it is sufHoiently hardy. In one of the houses I saw

an Agapanthus, which throws all others into

the shade ; it rejoices in the name of A. maxi-

mus var. Krelagei ; and while any Agapanthus

is good, tills must be put in the first rank of all,

where autumn flowers are looked for. Close by

it was a very large Belladonna Lily, Amaryllis

Belladonna rosea perfecta, a beautiful thing

in its way. But I could extend my list of

plants and bulbs which are in blossom, even now,

to a very great length. Sternbergia macrantha

is in all its glory at present ; I suppose it is

one of the finest of Mr. Whittall's many intro-

ductions—the only draw back that it has is, that

it is naked stemmed, and blossoms without

the leaves. Gerbera Jamesoni seems to be

quite at home with Max Leichtlin, though it is

strange to hear from him that it has not done

well lately in the way of blossoming, because of

the continuous wet. I have a plant at Eyde
which must be four or five times as large as

any which are here ; and though very robust

and strong, it did not blossom well this summer
in one of the hottest and driest places that could

be conceived. If sunshine in one locality puts

it out, and rain iu another, what are we to do

with it r" My plant did splendidly in the

summer of 1894 and 1895, but it has quite

failed this year ; and I hear from my gardener

that it has done nothing since I left home, some

six or seven weeks ago, though it is in a very

robust and healthy condition.

I might weary your readers if I mentioned

everything that interested me this morning.

Scabiosa liookeriana is a novelty which has seen

its best for this season. I think Max Leichtlin

said it had been a puzzle to him for fifteen

years. He has two or three good Delphiniums

which have not as yet found their way into

commerce ; one is a sort of dark claret

colour, which had not at all begun to fade.

I noted flowering plants of Galanthus Olgoe

Eeginte, but it is nothing more than G. nivalis,

with a very precocious disposition, which makes
it outstrip all its compeers in eai'liness ; it is,

nevertheless, well worth possessing, for by its

aid all lovers of Snowdrops (and who is not a

lover of Snowdrops ?) may cover three out of

the four quarters of the year {with their

favourites, and only be without them when there

is quite a glut of other flowers. Old friends

turn up here in multitudes, though I miss a

good many of those which I have known before.

Onosma albo-roseum, Omphalodes LucUioe,

Polygonum spherostachyum, Arnebia echioides,

Pelargonium Endlioherianum, Primulas without

number ; Aubrietias, and such like plants

abound on every hand. There is an Aubrietia

which I want some day to see in blossom very

much, for it is called the Beauty of Baden

;

and if it bo that, what a beauty it must be ?

And this Beauty of Baden has almost entirely

refused to yield any seed at all. But Max
Leichtlin has conquered it; and from one

single seed which he espied he has raised a

plant which has a very curious look about it,

and is certainly very different from its parent.

It has not had time to blossom as yet, but

who can say what it will bo !'

I wish I had time to spare, and could linger on

here for month after month. What might not

one learn under such conditions as are found

here ? and with such a master as this ? How
I learnt that he could do nothing with one

plant till he kept it cool by covering the

ground with Polygonum vaccinifolium, and

then .all the trouble disappeared. How another

(Iris Hartwegii, which has also bothered me
till now) must be moved at one season of the

year, and only at that one ; how this difficulty

may be met and that triumph .may be secured

can be learnt only here, "so far as I know.

I said to my friend as he was guiding me over

his terraces and pouring out experience as he

only can do it
—" I wish to goodness you would

write a book and let the world a little more into

your wonderful secrets." His answerwas: "lam
only an apprentice." I thought to myself I

should be quite satisfied to be an apprentice to

an apprentice if I could only get to know the

tithe of what you know, and could apply my
knowledge as well. Henry Eivhauk.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

peduncle | to 1 J inch long, the flowering part 4 to 8

iucUes long, and J inch in diameter when fresh. Bracts

minute, scarcely half a line long, ovate-acute, bearing

clusters of three to five sessile flowers in their axils.

Bracteoles very minute. Perianth-segments half a

Hue long, ovate-acute, green, ciliate, with white hairs.

Ovary half a line in diameter, globose trigonous,

green, densely covered with stiff white hairs. Styles

three, divided to their base into numerous long,

filiform stigmas, of a bright rose-madder colour, dry-

ing brown. Native of the Bismarck Archipelago.

Possibly the plant is diojcious, as, so far as I am
aware, only female flower-spikes appear to have been

produced on the introduced plants, the stock of which

is iu the hands of Messrs. F. Sander & Co. N. E.

Brown.

L.ELIO-CATTLEYA X ScHiLLERiANA, Schofield's variety

[iicw var.).

This is one of the most beautiful of the race of

hybrids resulting from the natural hybridisation of

Lrelia purpurata and Cattleya intermedia which I have

seen. By far the greater part of the L.-C. x Schil-

loriana in gardens appear to have come from C. inter-

media hybridised with L. purpurata, but like the

variety figured in the Sdcct. Orch., i., t. 6, as Lajlia

gigautea, whose first flowers I had the pleasure of see-

ing, this one is without doubt from Lfelia purpurata

and Cattleya intermedia. Indeed, it might be

described as approachiug closely to L. purpurata in

size and showiness. but with a change of form, mostly

observable in the lahellum, wrought by the influence

of the other parent.

The flower is much broader in the petals than

ordinary varietie.?, and the gorgeously-coloured lip is

fine in form, and surpasses that of any other variety

which I have yet seen. The sepals and petals, which

are each about 3.V inches in length, are silvery-white

tinged and veined towards the edges with pale rose.

The nearly-circular front lobe of the lip is close on

2 inches broad, and of a rich blending of violet,

ruby-red, and crimson, colours which also appear on

the extended side-lobes, but on which they fade ofi

to a purplish lilac tint both inside and outside of the

upper edge. A broad band of deep purple colour

marks the centre of the lip, with primrose-yellow,

changing to white at the sides. It flowered with

Q. W. Law-Schofield, Esq., New-Hall-Hey, Uawteu-

stall, Manchester (gi-., Mr. Shill), and as the plant ia

a very weak one, it may be expected to improve

James O'Brien.

ACALYPHA SANDEBI, N. E. Brown (». sp.)

This is a very beautiful species of Acalypha, quite

distinct from any other at present in cultivation.

Most, if not all, of those that are cultivated are grown

for their foliage, but the charm of this novelty resides

in its long, drooping, female flower-spikes, which are

dense and bushy, like a squirrel's tail on a small

scale, and of a beautiful, bright, rose-madder colour,

eflectively contnistiug with the uniform bright green

of the leaves. Undoubtedly it is a very distinct and

attractive plant, and will probably prove to be one

of the most striking novelties of next season. It

w.as discovered growing near the sea in the Bismarck

Archipelago, by Mr. Micholitz, when collecting in that

region for Mr. Sander. Mr. Micholitz states that it is

a sun-loving shi'ub of strong growth, very floriferous,

and that the beautiful flower spikes last a long time

iu perfection. At his request I have great pleasure

in attaching to the plant Mr. Sander's name. The

following are its botanical char.Tcteristics.

A vigorous shrub, attaining a height of 10 to 15 feet.

Leaves spreading, with pubescent petioles, 2 to

2 1 inches long, and blades 5 to 5 J inches long, 3 to

3i inches broad, ovate, acute, or shortly acuminate,

rounded at the base and emarginate at the insertion

of the petiole ; the margin vai'iably serrate, with obtuse

teeth, that are large or small, or sometimes almost

wanting on the basal half of the leaf ; upper surface

bright green and sparsely hairy, under surface paler

green and nearly glabrous, except along the midrib

and base of the principal nerves, which are more or

less pubescent. Male flowers not seen. Female flower-

spikes axillary, densely rqany-flowered, drooping, the

METHODS OF PROPAGATION,
(Continued from p. 331.)

Training.—The fan-like form of training is the only

one used for Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, .and

for most kinds of Plums iu this country. As the

name implies, in such trees the branches radiate from

a common centre, and are formed by heading back

the maiden fruit tree close to the bud or graft, and

when fi'esh shoots are formed, training them into

their places by means of wooden frames made of

shakes firmly inserted in the soil, so as to make a

diagonal pattern, like some light temporary fence.

To these stakes the shoots are tied with raffia. As

the natural tendency of a tree is to grow upwards iu

a line from the root, and carry all the strength into

this central stem, the trainer has to keep his

lower branches very low indeed, if possible, at right

angles to the axis of his tree, letting the others

follow upwards .and outwards, till the tree is finished,

but avoiding a central stem used in horizontal

work. By this method the danger of crowding is

obviated, and the sun and air are able to reach every

portion of it, which is necessary to the ripening of the

wood, and therefore to fruitfulness.

Bii.sh and Pyramidal Foriiis.—The training of trees

to occupy positions in the orchard and garden, inde-

pendent of the support of a wall or fence, is much
more .simple, and the pruning-knife is the sole aid,

upon the judicious use of which depends the for-

mation of the required tree. Taking a maiden tree

which miy have been obtained from bud or graft, we
will proceed to make a " bush

'

' tree of it. If from
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a bud, it will probably hf^ve but one shoot ; this

must be headed back to three or four eyes, which

will soon burst into growth, and should then be

prevented from growing towards the centre, and from

crossing each other, the object being to form an open

or bowl-shaped tree. AVhen the laterals have grown
from 2 to 3 feet, and are partially ripe, they must be

stopped, iu order to induce them to throw short

spurs, such as may eventually produce fruit. Let the

operator, however, secure an outside bud to terminate

the shortened shoot, as this will serve to keep open the

youug tree, and prevent branch crowding. This kind

of tree is used very largely by fruitgrowers in the

suburbs of London and other large towns, where they

this period of growth, so that the purchaser may
finish the work in his own garden. There is too

great a tendency now to demand a finished tree,

called in the catalogues a fruiting tree, and nursery-

men, therefore, sell many trees which have already

fruited in the nursery ; but this practice is not the

best for the future well-doing of the tree, and skilled

gardeners prefer young trees.

Standard Treci are obtained from the nurseries

generally when they are three or four years old,

and are formed by encouraging the growth of one

central shoot, forming eventually the bole, but the

height from the giound-line to the branches varies in

different counties ; in Kent it is 5A to 6 feet, while in

ACID.VNTHERi BKOLOR : FLOWERS WHITE, WITH A PURPLE-COLODRED BLOTCH.

allow a crop of Beet, Turnips, or even Potatos,

bstween the trees ; while in rural fruit-growing dis-

tricts, bush-fruits and Strawberries are generally grown
between the rows of permanent standard trees, until

the latter become so large as to require all the room.

Pi/ruinlds are formed, on the other hand, with a

central shoot, from which shoots should extend out-

wards all round, making the foundation of the

tree. This is achieved by heading back the central

axis or shoot, and encouraging the formation of

lateral ones, the uppermost being trained to secure

the upward growth ttf the tree; while by leaving the

terminal bud on the right of the tree one year, and

the next one on the left, a comparatively erect central

bole is secured. Nurserymen, as a rule, do nut

further train pyramids, preferring to sell them at

the midlands and north 5 feet is the maximum.
When the required altitude is reached, the shoot is

stoppedor headed back ; this excites the dormant bud.s,

and three or four of them are allowed to grow freely,

forming the head, while those below are permitted to

remain for the purpose of thickening the bole, being

generally stopped to two or three leaves. These

spurs are not removed until the tree is thick enough

to stand without a stake, or until the tree is sold.

Modilications have been made of the standard form

of training by a well-known Kent firm, and so

amateur's standards are obtalneJ. These are simply

standard fruits on dwarfing stocks—Apples on the

Paradise stock. Pears on the Quince stock, and Plums

on the Myrabelle and Sloe, and perhaps Cherrif a on

the i^ahaleb.

Instead of these being kept short by early pinching
and pruning, they are encouraged to run up standard
high ; and the laterals, which are almost always pro-
duced by trees on these stocks, are pruned back to

two or three buda, as is done in the formation of

cordon trees. It follows, tberelore, that fruiting

spurs are formed the whole length of the stem or

bole, and later, there is a good fruitful head in

addition. Probably this form of tree will become
very popular with amateurs who have small
gardens. The necessary after-tre.atraent of standard
or amateur standard trees is to plant carefully,

avoiding deep planting, unless in very light soils,

and to make the trees thoroughly secure against

wind by staking. Plant as early in the autumn as

you can, even if a few leaves still hold on to the

branches, and the following spring cut back each shoot

to three or four buds, and just above an outside bud.
By such treatment the head will be kept open, which
is very essential In all fruit trees, especially those

standard trained.

After planting, give a liberal mulching of partially-

decayed dung, that from the cow-yard being prefer-

able, and let It remain all the winter. In the spring

just fork it under the soil, but avoid disturbing the

roots in doing so.

There are many other methods of training used,

especially on the Continent, which one English firm

has endeavoured to make popular in England. How-
ever, most gardeners have quite enough to do without
engaging in " fancy-work, ' which I as one of the old

school must call these methods of training. Experience,

(To W coitliniwl.)

ACIDANTHERA BICOLOR.
Tins is a pretty member of the li-idaceaj, from the

more mountainous parts of Abyssinia and the /.anibezi

country. Itwasdescribed by llochst, in Rerjciisli. Flora,

1844, p. 25, but until a few years ago, cornis appear
never to have been introduced into this country,

although the [ilant has been cultivated to some e.xtent

in America. It flowered at Kew, we believe, In 1892,

and this was no doubt the first time in England.

The globose corm is from J to 1 inch In diameter, and
enveloped with fibres, and the foliage resembles that of

the less robust section of Gladiolus. The stem of the

flowers shown in fig. 71 were about lij inches long,

but they would become longer if cultivated in a

gi cenhouae. Each spray bears from four to six widely-

expanded flowers. The perianth-tube is creamy-white

and alendei', and about 4 inches long. It is divided

into six oblong-acute segments, which, in the speci-

men figured, were Ik inch long and
.J

inch broad in

the centre. The five lower segments are stained

with blotch* s of purple at tlie base, from which the

almost erect one at the apex is free.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, who exhibited

flowers at the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society at ihe Drill Hall, when a First-cla-ss Certifi-

cate was awarded the plant, inform iis that A. blcolor

is hardy at Coombe Wood, and in similarly sheltered

places it will be a useful and pretty addition to this

class of bulbous flowering plants. In most situations,

however, it will be likely to sjicceed If the corms be

lifted and stored during the winter, and iu spring

planted out in a warm border. It would be valuable

also in a cold greenhouse in 8 or 9-inch pots, which

would contain several corms, and conseijuently a

consideiable number of pretty and sweet scented

flowers.

Foreign Correspondence.

BEGONIAS AT FERUltliES.

The collection of tuberous-rooted Begonias at Per

rieres includes the best French varieties up to date.

In the middle of September the plants were at their

best, and the flowers equalled in siza a good Camellia

bloom. It may be worth while to name a few of

the finest as a guide to readers of the Gardeners'

CAruHft'/e, who may desire to add to their collection

some of the best continental varieties. I will name the
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best first, and the rest in order according to their

merit. Albert Crousse is a very compact gi-owiug

plant, flowers abundant, double, pink, each bloom mea-

sures 5 or 6 inches across, and by far the best of all
;

Camille Flamniarian is very vigorous in habit, flowers

double, very large, and peduncles rather long, colour

of flowers salmon-pink ; Doctor Feltz is a vigorous

grower, flowers double, colour rich bright red, but diirkcr

in the centre of the flower ; Amiti^ is a rose-coloured

one and double ; Triompho de Nancy has immense
double flowers, these are straw-coloured and very

attractive ; Normandie grows vigorously, and has a

fine appearance, the flowers are double and very large,

colour pink ; Gloire d'Echouche has extra large dense

flowers of a pale pink hue. The single flowering varie-

ties are also of great merit, and some of the flowers

from plants raised from seeds this season measure

18 centimetres (7 inches) across, and the colours are

very fiue. Great cai-e is taken each season when fer-

tilising the flowers to keep together those of the same
shade of colour. The seed was sown in heat about

the end of January. They were pricked-out, and

afterwards planted in frames in April, and were
planted in their present position about a foot apart

towards the end of June. A, C. C.

THE WHEAT CROP OF 189G.

To find a harvest which began as early as the

present one, we must go back to the year 1S6.S, a

period of twenty-eight years. In 1868 we began to

cut our Wheat on the 14th of July, this year we com-

menced on the 18th, our usual time on this farm for

beginning harvest being about the middle of the first

week in August. There is a considerable agreement

between the Wheat crops of these two remarkable

years, which I shall refer to later on. After an
exceedingly hot and dry September, October began
with a heavy ,rainfall during the first fortnight,

2 inches having been measured the last two weeks;

and the first three days of November being fairly dry.

The first week in October was hot, the remainder of

the month was cold ; altogether the weather wa.s

very suitable for the sowiugof Wheat, and the seed was
got in under very favourable conditions. November
was a very warm month with a good deal of rain ;

December was cold with about an average fall of

rain. From the beginning of January to nearly the

end of February, the weather was unusually warm,
and also very dry. March was a very warm month,
a good deal of rain fell during the first week, some in

the second week, and in the third week nearly

2 inches fell. Except upon light land, no spring

corn could be sown during this month. April was
warm, and although more or less rain fell every

week, the quantity was but small. At this period,

when the Wheat began its active growth, its appear-

ance was highly favourable, the great fear was that it

was in too luxuriant a state to bear much rain.

Fortunately the month of JVfay, which was both hot
and vei-y dry, and consequently suitable to the
AVheat, quite destroyed the prospects of the
hay crop. June was a very hot month, with an
excess of rain during the first half, and a deficiency

during the last two weeks. There was some excess

of temperature in July, with a deficiency of rain, and
as the weather did not break up until after the
middle of August, the crop was secured in excellent

condition in most of the great Wheat-growing districts.

Altogether, the season from beginning to end may
be considered to be highly favourable for the Wheat

;

a good seed-bed, a warm and dry winter, and a hot
and dry summer, while the rainfall in June, chiefly

in the early part, which amounted to 2J inches, was
a great benefit to the AVheat, preventing the grain
from ripening too rapidly, and giving us a crop which,
for quantity and quality combined, has rarely been
exceeded. Although the rainfall during this harvest
yeai', beginning with October and ending the middle
of August, was considerably deficient, but we have
already more than made up the deficiency, no less

than 7 J inches having fallen during the last five weeks.
The following table shows, in the usual form, the

produce of Wheat on the selected plots in the ex-
perimental field at Rothamsted for 1 896, which is the

fifty-third year of the successive growth of the crop

on the same land. It also gives, for comparison, the

average produce of the same plots over ten, thirty-

four, and forty-four years, 1852 to 1895 inclusive :—

Years.

<a ,'0 -

£ So
SHi

__

Artificial Manures.

( -T3 1^ oi o

Bushels
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tiful treea in the forests of Lagos, where it forms

straight, smooth stems, 60 feet high, averagiug

12 inches to 14 inches in diameter. Kach tree yielti.,

from 10 to 15 lb. of rubber, which is obtained by

tapping the trunk in the rainy season. The raw

rubber has been valued in England at 2s. to 3,'. per Vo.

Judging by the behaviour of the young plants at

Kew, this tree grows very rapidly, and as the rubber

obtained from it is of considerable commercial value,

its distribution from Kew to our Colonies and India

is likely to be productive of good results in years to

come. According to information given in the Kew
Bulletin for March and April last (on p. 76), tlie

are insipid. The Kew plant grows in a shallow bed

of ricli soil in a sunny position along with Coffee-

trees and tlie Champaca ( Miehelia Champaca). It

ripens seeds, from which plants are readily raised,

and these grow to fruiting-size in about four years.'

DlOSPYEOS KAKI

is again fruiting freely in the .Succulent-house at Kew.

Evidently this plant is easily managed if treated

similarly to the Camellia, but affording it all the

sunlight and air possible during the summer. The

fruits arc as large as middle-sized Peaches, bright

scarlet when ripe, and if eaten when the pulp is soft

FlO. 72.—KANDIA MACULATA : FLOWERS COLOUHED PURPLE AND WHITE.

(As growing in the Royal Botmic Gardens, Edinburgh.)

total exports of this rubber from Lagos last year

amounted to over 5,000,000 lb., of the value of

nearly A'270,000.

EuaENIA MALAOCENSIS.

The -Malay Apple, Jambosa malaoceusis of gardens

is a handsome stove shrub when grown as at Kew,
where, in the Palm-house, it has attained a height of

12 feet. The plant, as seen at Kew, is abundantly

branched, and furnished with large, oblong, glossy green

leaves. It flowers two or three times a year, and each

time the crimson blooms are succeeded by crimson-

coloured egg-shaped fruits, 3 inches long, which have a

soft, juicy, edible pulp. According to Sir Josejih

Hooker, there are many varieties cultivated in dif-

ferent parts of the tropics for the sake of the fruits.

Here it is an ornamental plant rather than for its

edible fruits that it deserves cultivation, both flowers

and fruits being attractive. In this country the fruits

they are decidedly palatable. The Kew plant is

about 6 feet high, with sturdy branches, and ovate,

leathery glossy-green leaves, as large as a man's hand.

It is planted in a bed of gravelly soil, and receives a

mulch of cow-manure evei-y year, in the spring. The
fruits remain upon the'plant a month or more after

they are coloured, and are very ornamental. I wonder

if Mr. Rivers has ever tried this plant in pots, like other

fruits '] The fruits of the Kaki, or Japanese Date

Plum, are grown in the south of Europe for the Paris

market, where I am told they realise what may be

called fancy prices.

Passifloba eddus.

This is a variable species, and some of the foims
arc less fructiferous than other.s, although all appear

to flower freely. One variety in the Water Lily-

house at Kew has flowers almost as large again as

the type, and the corona-rays are of a bright purple

colour ; the leaves also differ from the ordinary form

in being larger and less uniformly lobed. It is

worth including among stove-flowering climbers. The
free-fruiting variety has been, and is still bearing

a good crop of egg-shaped, purple fruits. The
species is grown here and there chiefly as an orna-

mental plant, but it is worth more attention as a

fruit-producing plant of easy culture, the pulp of the

fruit being so deliciously flavoured that it might be

used in a variety of ways for flavouring. It is known
as the Mountain Sweet Cup. P. laurifolia, the Water
Lemon, with orange-yellow fruits ; and P. mali

formis, the Sweet Cup, with ovate acuminate leaves,

and green and yellow fi'uits, are two other species

which find favour in some tropical countries on
account of their delicious fruits, but although they
grow well and flower at Kew, I have never .seen them
in fruit.

The Cotton Plant,

when properly grown, is not without attractions as a
stove shrub. A gi'oup of plants in the Palm-house,
and another in the Succulent-house, at Kew, are now
flowering .and seeding freely. The plants are 4 feet

high, furnLshed with short horizontal branches, and
palmately-lobed, hairy leaves : the flowers are like

those of Hibiscus, cupped, cream-yellow, and 2 inches

long ; tho pods containing the seeds, enveloped in

cotton, are egg-shaped, 2 inches long, when mature
hard, and green, finally bursting and displaying the

cotton enveloping the seeds. The Kew pl.ants are

all forms of Gossypium herbaceum, which fur-

nishes the varieties cultivated in India, known
as Indian Cottons, G. barbadense being the

source of the varieties known as the American
Cottons. The seeds were sown at Kew in March, and
raised in a tropical house ; the plants are potted on
as they require it, the final shift lieing into 8-inch

pots. They were grown in a moist warm-house, as

near the glass as possible, and are allowed plenty of

sunlight. They require careful watering, anything

like e.\cess causing them to turn yellow, and the

flower-buds to drop off before opening. Fresh plants

are raised each year. W. W.

RANDIA MACULATA.
This showy plant belongs to the Natural Order

Cinchonacea;, n,amed in honour of Isaac Kand, for-

merly Pi-cfectus of the Botanic Garden of the Society

i>f Apothecaries, at Chelsea. The genus consists of

about ninety species of erect or climbing shrubs,

inhabiting tlje tropical parts of Africa and Asia.

The species depicted in our illustration (fig. 72),

and better known in gardens as Gardenia Stanleyana,

is figured under th<at name in the Butanical MiKjazinc,

t. 4185. The flowers, very fragrant, consist of an
extremely long slender tube, cylindrical, dark purple
in colour, dilated above, and opening into a bell-

sbaped mouth ; the limb, of five broadly-ovate,

spreading obtuse segments, is purple and white
without, pure white within, and is covered (except at

ttie margin) with oblong dots of a deep purple hue.

The flowers are produced singly from the forks of the
branches, and when fully grown are about 9 inches

long, but several months intervene between the time
of their first appearing and their full development.
The leaves are spreading, subcoriaceous, oblong, and
set on short petioles, and quite entire. A plant was
exhibited, from Kew, at a meeting of the Horticul-

tural Society of London, in March, 1845. (See

Gardeners' C/ironicle, March 8 of that year, p. 152.)

Although like Gardenias, of easy cultivation in a

stove, Randia maculata is a plant which is seldom
seen outside of botanical gardens ; and the illustra-

tion of an example of it about 7 feet in height which
we now afford our readers, came from the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.

THE APPLEY TOWERS GRAPES.
Lady Hutt and Appley Towers Grapes raised by

Mr. Myles a good many years ago, at Appley Towers,

Isle of Wight, are seldom seen in good form, but we
may hope to inspect good sample bunches soon, and

amongst others, Mr. Bowerman, gardener at Hack-

wood Park, Hants, has them. The first-named variety

is a superb-looking Grape, the latter not so large this

year, but the Vine is likely to throw better ones another

year. The variety was worked on a Vine Muscat

of Alex.andria two years last spring, consequently it has

made three annual growths, and the rodhasreached the
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top of the house. It larries six buQches, which average

three pounds weight each, of handsome form, though

oddly each has a shoulder. This leads to the inference

that the single shouldering is characteristic of the

variety. The berries arc large, rounded, and clear in

colour, indeed the bunches almost look like white

Alicantes.and they need two or three weeks' more time

to finish. How far they will do that has yet to be seen.

If, however, they presently put on an amber tint they

will be attiactive. In a class forany other white. Lady

Hutt, when well grown, should be a strong feature.

The Appley Towers Vine is less vigorous, but it carries

several handsome buuche.s, which somewhat resemble

Gros Maroc in form of berry. They are colouring

well. It is hoped that these Isle of Wight-raised-

Grapes, the products of a single " berry," will justify

their so far good reputation, and become worthy of

wider cultivation. A . D.

THE CUERANT PLANTATIONS
AROUND PATRAS.

On August 15 a friend and myself started from

Athens on a visit to Patras to see the Currant harvest.

We left Athens at 4 o'clock in the morning, riding to

Corinth on our bicycle.'!, being 25 kilometres on our

way before the sun rose. After sunrise we made all

speed towards Corinth, at which town we arrived at

10 A.M. Some very fine scenery was passed on the

way, especially where the road winds along the side

of a precipice, on one side of which is a sheer descent

into the sea, and on the other a steep acclivity several

hundred feet high, clothed with Pines to the top.

Higher up the side of the precipice, on a similar ledge,

the railway from Athens to Corinth winds, both high-

road and railway being good specimens of modern

engineering.

On arriving at Corinth we found that the road went

only a short way beyond the town, and there was no

road to Patras ; aa the train was leaving for Patras in

thirty minutes, we decided to travel the remainder of

the way by rail. Soon after leaving Corinth, one is

in the midst of the vineyards, whose produce being

mostly of a small, white kind, are dried. The rail-

way skirta the sides of the mountains, which are

broken by narrow ravines, the sides of which are

clothed with tangled masses of wild Olives, evergreen

and prickly Oaks, Oleanders, Arbutus Unedo, tall-gi-ow-

ing Ericas, and various dwarfgiowing trees, with a few

Pines, all matted together with Smilax aspera, wild

Vines, Clematis orientalis, C. vitalba, an Asparagus,

&c. In places where the mountains drop and form

low hills, or where there is a piece of level ground

between the base of the mountains and the sea,

Olives and Lemon-gruves, mingled with patches of

Vines, come right down to the seashore.

At ^-Egion, about lOU kilometres from Corinth, the

mountains recede from the sea, leaving a broad belt

of gently-sloping ground, and at once a plunge is

made into the Currant-vineyards, which continue

onwards to Patras itself, and rouud the coast for

many miles ; the peasants were busy gathering the

fruit, and laying it in the sun to dry, forming a very

interesting scene in their white dresses amongst the

dark green of the Vmes.

We arrived at Patras about 4 p.m., and stayed there

the night, in the morning riding out to Rion, a few

kilometres out of Patras. It is from here, and also

from ..Egion, that the best Currants are supposed to

come. On arriving at Kion we went to the house of

General Hadjyannis, a large cultivator, owning much
land, who gave us a cordial welcome.

The Vines planted consist of canes of the previous

year's growth, and these when trimmed are put into

trenches about 1 foot wide and 2 feet long, dug at a

distance of from 3 to 3 J feet apart each way, varying

in depth from 1 foot near the seashore, wliere there

is plenty of moisture, to 2§ or eveu 3 feet on the

slopes at the foot of the mountains, where the Vines re-

quire watering by irrigation, but which is not necessary

near the seashore. When planting the canes, the men
give them a slight twist to split them in places, aa

they say the canes then root more readily. The
base of the cane is then placed at one end of the

narrow trench, laid along the bottom, and brought to

the surface at the other end of the trench. This is to

get as much rooting surface below-ground as possible.

The trench is then filled in and the soil well trodden,

and the top of the cane is then cut back to two or

three eyes above the surface of the ground. Planting

may be done at any time between the fall of the leaf

and the beginning or middle of March (Greek style,

which is twelve days behind our calendar) ;
still, the

end of January, February, and the beginning of March

is considered the best time for planting. The young

Vines do not make much growth the first year, and do

not produce fruit till the third year.

As soon as the leaves on fruiting Vines have fallen,

the canes are cut down to within 1 foot of the old wood,

and the Vine is then cut round through the bark with

a saw near the surface of the grouud. I cannot quite

understand the exact influence this has on the Vine,

but that it aflTects the commercial value of the Vines

will be seen from the following :—One season General

Hadjyannis had a plot of Vines left uncut, and the

results, to say the least of it, were not very gi'atifying,

as the year before the experiment this plot yielded

12,000 lb. of dried fruit, whereas the year of the

experiment, when the fruit was gathered, this plot

only yielded 1500 lb. of dried fruit. The following

year, on returning to the old system of cutting

through the bark with the saw, the yield was 6000 lb.,

and in the fjllowing years the crop was up to the

average. After the bark lias been cut, the soil from

between the rows is drawn up around the Vines in

something the same style as Potatos .are earthed-up

in England, this being to loosen the surface, and

allow the water to penetrate more readily to the roots

of the Vines. The Vines have to be watered by

irrigation, where there is not sufficient surface-

moisture. In the mouth of March the Vines receive

the final pruning, being cut back to two or three eyes.

When the buds begin to swell, the ground is dug
over and levelled, the Vines receiving no more water

until the following winter, except, of course, what

they may receive from an occasional shower. The
Vines now require very little attention until the

flowering stage, when they are carefully gone over,

and each bunch dusted with flowers-of-sulphur to

prRvent mildew ; of course, should the spring be wet

and cold, a close look-out is kept in case of mildew
appearing on the foliage, which, if it made any head-

way, would destroy the season's crop. The only other

disease they are troubled with at Rion appears about

the time the fruit is turning colour ; it commences as

a small black spot on the berry, and soon after this

appears the IjRrry shrivels up and falls off. On
examining some berries infected with it, I found

them to be full of a dark brown dust, which led me
to think that the disease is caused by some kind of

fungus. Tlio berries examined were ordinary Grapes,

the Currant-grape not being so liable to the disease.

Sometimes this disease does not appear for several

years.

In the month of August the fruit is ripe and ready

for picking; after being cut it is carried by mules and

donkeys to the drying-grounds near the house, where

it is spread out to dry on a prepared sloping piece of

ground plastered with cow dung. The reason this is

used is because it dries and forms a clean surface, free

from cracks and dust. General Hadjyannis told me
that he and most of the large growers use large

wooden trays shaped something like hand-barrows, to

lay the fruit on, in preference to the sloping banks of

soil, because, in case of rain coming on during the

drying time, they are more convenient, as they can

be stacked one above the other, and covered with a

tarpaulin ; whereas on the ground the rain is liable to

penetrate to the fruit and spoil it, even when covered.

Drying the fruit takes from nine to fifteen days,

according tn the state of the weather. When dry the

fruit leaves the stalk very readily, all of it is picked

over by hand and the larger stalks removed ; it is

then plased in sniall winnowing machines worked by

hand, which separate the good fruit from the bad,

and clean out the smaller stalks. The fruit is then

the familiar Currant, known to everyone ; it is now
packed in the boxes as seen in the shops at home,

and is then quite ready for export. The boxes in

which the Currants are packed are chiefly made in

Patras, the manufacture giving employment to a large

number of men.

After a very pleasant day we returned to Patras,

staying there the night, spending the next day in

looking round the town, which is pleasantly situated at

the foot of the mountains. We paid a visit to some of

the Currant plantations on the other side of the town

from Rion, on the road to the ancient Olympus. On
making enquiries we were told tliat the crop this year

is well up to the average, but rather late on account

of the backward spring.

We left Patras at 8 p.m. on Monday, by steamer,

going up the Gulf ut Corinth, passing through the

Corinth Canal into the Gulf of .^gina. arriving at

Pirieus, the port for Athens, at 6 a.m., well pleased

with our visit to Patras ; tbe green vineyards and

wooded mountain slopes being a pleasant change to

the country around Athens, which is very arid and

barren-looking at this time of the year. Thos. Howy,

Hue Kijiesia, Athens.

FLORISTS' Flowers.

CULTURAL NOTES ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS
No time ought to be lost in placing the bulk of the

plants intended for the production of large blooms

under cover. Many gardeners think that the plants

by being left out of doors two or three weeks after

the petals become visible, are retarded in their-

development ; but this is mistaken practice, for when
the calyx h.os burst, it is useless to think of checking

the further expansion of the blooms. Much better

then, when the flowera have reached this stage, to

place the plants under glass, and allow them to flower.

Much of the damping of blooms complained of in

some seasons is traceable to the plants being kept out-

side too late after the florets have begun to unfold.

Early removal from outside is a very good way of

hastening on such plants as have set their buds a

little too late to admit of the blooms being in perfec-

tion on a given date. The locality, too, in which a

gi-ower is situated has to be considered ; if it be low-

lying, and probably damp, early removal to a glass-

house is necessary, for the reason that early frosts are

more to be feared than in high, and consequently

drier, places. Before housing, every plant should be

rendered quite clean, and free from every kind of insect.

Let no mildewed example be housed with clean ones,

as, under the conditions prevailing in a house, the

fungus is sure to spread, and work much mischief.

As a cure for mildew, thoroughly wet every leaf on

both sides with the flowers of sulphur and quicklime

mixture, so often recommended in these pages. For

the information of new readers, I will repeat it here.

Place 2 lb. of sulphur and 2 lb. of quicklime in

10 quarts of water, and boil for twenty minutes. For
syringing on the plants use two wine-glassfuls of the

mixture to four gallons of clean cold-water. A
syringe with the jet affixed causing a single stream is

best for applying the liquid, as by placing the fore-

finger over the orifice the stream may be directed

upwards and spread over the plant just as may be

required. A light, airy, span-roofed house is the best

structure in which to flower the plants ; but owing

to lack of such a house, the Chrysanthemums are

placed beneath the shade of Vines and Peach-trees in

forcing-houses, or of climbing plants in the green-

house or conservatory. Before the plants are housed,

all surplus shoots should be removed from the Vines

and Peach-trees, so as to admit as much light and

air as possible, and the plants themselves should not

be crowded together ; and air should be afl'orded night

and day. In what way the plants shall be arranged

is a matter requiring a good deal of consideration.

A sloping bank formed of them is a good one, both

for observation, convenience of watering, and other-

wise attending to the plants. It exhibiting is a point

which has to be considered, it is prudent to arrange

the Japanese varieties by themselves, as fire heat may
be necessary for these whilst the blooms are develop-

ing ; besides, the flowers are improved, the colours

brighter, and the florets come out clearer and more

regularly than is the case in unheated houses. Place

the plants as near to the glass as possible, as this will
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prevent the footstalks of the blooms becoming drawn
iind weakly. Should the weathei' continue dry and

warm after the plants are housed, alight .syringing over-

head, at least once daily, will do good. Extremes of

drought, or of moisture in the air, as well as at the

roots, do. not favour fine blooms or healthy green

foliage. Continue to administer plant-food steadily

and regularly, but avoid the excessive use of any kind

of stimulating food, the preservation of the roi'ts in a

vigorous condition being a point of much importance.

It is seldom that a plant will require watering

more than once a day, and not always so

often, evaporation being slow at this season.

Water should be applied only in the forenoon, and in

damp or foggy weather the amount of air admitted

should be leas than in clear, bright weather, and the

hot-water pipes should be kept warm day and night,

the aim being the maintenance of a buoyant

atmosphere in the bouse, and a s'.eady temperature

of 48^ to 55^. Plants whose Innls are late in devt-lop-

ing should be stimulated with sulphate of ammouLa,

/,iven in liquid form at the r.ite of half-anounce to

one gallon of water. Green-fly attacks the expanding

blooms, and must never be allowed to establish itself

amongst the floret-i or on the leaves. An attack of

green-fly, if not very severe or long-negkctcd, may bo

got rid of by fumigating the plants with nicotine in

the form of XL All vapori-er or with tobacco-paper,

iind it is a good plan to fumigate the house twice or

ihrice on csnsecutive nights.

The plants growing against walls should now
receive their final training ; the recently-formed shoots

being sufficiently long to be made secure to the wall,

(.ither by nails and shreds, or what is more simple, by
a piece of wire run nlong in front of tbem and made
r ist here and there to the wall. E. Muli/neiix.

BOTANICAL ADDRESSES AT THE
BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

(Coiicliuled from p. .IT^v)

TnE section met in the forenoon on Saturday,

'September 19, at the l^niversity College, Dr. Scott

i 1 the chair.

Dr. Oustav Mann communicated the .esults of

experiments carried on by Mis-s Lily H. Hine on the

changes in the tentacles of Droseia rotundifolia, pro-

duced by feeding with albumen, in the form of

(lartially-boile 1 white of egg. Lantern slides illus-

trating the changes observed at various intervals were
exhibited.

Mr. D. Morris, assistant-director of the Royal (3ar-

deu'i, Kew, contributed a paper, which, in his absence,

was read by Mr. Seward, on "The Singular Etlect

produced on certain Animals in the West Indies by
Keediog oa the Young Shoots, Leaves, Pods, and
Seeds of the Wild Tamarind or .lumbal Plant (Leu-

caeni glauca, Benth.)." The properties of this plant

had received little or no attention in this country. It

is commonly found along roadsides and in waste
places in tr.ipical America. The plant was much
more plentiful in the Bahamas than in Jamaica ; it

was, in fact, distinctly encouraged in the former
islands as a fodder plant. The people were fully

aware of the singular effect it produced on horses,

c.iusing them to lose the hair from their manes
and tails. It also affected mules and donkeys.
Its effect on pigs was still more m.->rked. These
animals assumed a completely ntked condition,

and appeared without a single h.air on their body.
Horses badly affected by Jiimb.ii were occtioually

seen in the streets of >fa3siu, where they were
known as " cigar-tiils.'' Such dilapidated animals,

although appireut.Iy healtliy, were considerably de-

preciated in value. They were said to recover when
fi>d exclusively on corn and grass. The new hair was,

however, of a different colour and texture, "so the

animals were never quite the same." One animal
was cited as having lo^t its hoofs as well, and in con-

sequence it had to be kept in s'ings until they grew
"gain and hardened. The eflects of the Jumbai on
horses, mules, donkeys, and pigs were regarded as

accidental—due to neglect or ignorance. The plant

was really encouraged to supply food for cattle, sheep,

and goats. The latter greedily devoured it, and were

not perceptibly affected by it. It would be noticed

that the animals affected were non-ruminants, while

those not affected were ruminants. The probable

explanation was that the ruminants, by thoroughly

mixing the food with saliva and slowly digesting it,

were enabled to neutralise the action of the poison

and escape injury. The seeds probably contained the

deleterious principle in a greater degree than any

other part of the plant.

Professor Trail, F.R.S., exhibited a number of floral

diagrams of the Polygonaceie, each one showing some
variation in the arrangement of the floral organs.

On Monday the section mot at University College,

the chair being taken by the President,*Dr. Scott.

Professor Bower, F.R.S., stated the result of his

investigations into the number uf spores contained in

the sporangia of various types of Filicinese.

Professcu' Chodat, of Geneva, discussed the rela-

tionship of the various groups of green Alga^, anrl

illustrated his remarks by an elaborate seiies of

black-board drawings. He dwelt especially on the

variability of the thallus and modes of reproduction

of such forms as Pleurococcus, Volvox, ikc. He con-

cluded with a review of the facts observed, and their

importance in determining whether or not there exif-ts

any affinity between these groups of Alg;c and tho

lower mosses and fei'ns.

Mr. '.V. H. Lang, M.B., B So , give an account of

some peculiar cases of apogamous reproduction in

Ferns. From the results obtained from cultures uf

normal forms of Nophrodiuui Filix-mas, it appears

that apogamy stands in no definite relation to crest-

ing. Cultures of crested varieties of other species

produced young plants of normal development at

first, but after nine months apogamously-developed

plants were produced in some cases. Possibly in

these cases the prolonged cultivation of unfertilized

prothalli is a more important factor than the cresting

of the parent plant.

Tho two last papers led to a discussion on the

alternation of generations.

Profe.-.sor Uower contendei! that the examples
brought forward by Mr. Lang were abnormal, and as

such not a fit subject for strict argument as to the

origin of alternation.

Dr. Scott, in replying, said that the antithetic

theory of the alternation of generations, if it meant
anything, meant that a new generation, the sporo-

phyte, w;is interpolated, and was not a modification

of anything pre-existing. This view he protested

against, and said there was no evidence to show that

the two generations are distinct. He maintained that

apogamy is reversionary. In some cases this mode
of reproduction is more efficient than the normal
method, and the number of cases in which it occurs

is increasing.

Professors Magnus, Harfog, and Zacharias also

ciiticised Professor Chodat's remarks.

In the afternoon, in the presence of the President,

Sir J. Lister, Mr. Thiselton-Dyer, F.R.S., director of

the Hoyal Gardens, Kew, delivered a lecture on **The

Geographical Distribution of PLants.'' He said that

places where certain plants are found growing ai'e not

always places to which they belong, or the places

which suit them best. Uniformity of climate and
other conditions cannot account for the character

of the vegetation in various parts. No flora is so

widely distributed as that of the British Isles,

and there is no species which is absolutely

peculiar to the islands. The British flora is only a

part of a larger flora extending over the northern

part of the old world, and known as the flora of the

palicarctic region. This reginn extends from the

polar lands to North Africa. In it the common cha-

racter of the flora can be recognised, though ia

travelling from north to south the species change.

The same dift'erence in species occurs with change of

altitude. Latitude and altitude are in this way inter-

changeable terms. The flora of the northern part

of the new world is included in the nearctic region,

which extends from the polar regions to Mexico.

The trees of this region are like those characteristic

of the palfcarctic region. The eastern European
flora is not found, as would be expected, on the

eastern side of America, but on the western, and
American plants are found growing in Japan. With
regard to tropical flora, on the high lands of Africa
plants common to Europe are to be found. The
flora of Australia is probably one of the most ancient,

and that of New Zealand is like it, but with striking

omissions. The flora of both shows a remarkable

likeness to that of tho Andes. The gener.al conclu-

sion to be drawn from the distributiun of the flora is

that the species progress southwards with a greater

divergence latitudinally. Extracts from the " Times."

Colonial Notes.

TYPHOON IN HONG-KONG.
TvpHOONS are of frequent occurrence in Hong-

Kong during the latter months of the summer,
although i*, is seldom that we get them of such
violence as the one which visited us on July 29,
The last one worth noticing was in October, 1894.

but previous to that, there had not been a severe

typhoon since 187-1. The 1894 typhoon was very
destructive, but tho ono this year appe.ars to have
been even more so. Wo first received tidings of it

from tho Spanish Consul here, who w.as informed of

the same by cable from Manila on .July 27, as

follows:—" There is a depression to the E. N.E. of

Manila, in the Pacific, not very far off the East of

Luzon." On the following day the same gentleman
kindly supplied the additional telegram from
Manila : " The depression reported yesterday to

the E.N.E. is a typhoon of great violence. It is now
teaiing across the north-east part of Luzon, and its

course seems to be S.S.E. to N.N.W." The same
day the Hong-Kong Observatory officials hoisted a

re<l drum, indicating that the typoon was believed to

be more than 300 miles east of the colony. On this

date the barometer read 29C1 at 4 p.m.. and was still

falling. The previous day's reading at tho same hour
wiis 29-6(>. The next day, the 29th, the following

notice was issued from the Hong-Kong Observatory :

" To-day, at 8.1.5 am., the black drum (typhoon within

300 miles, and to tho east of the colony) was hoisted.

At 9.5 a.m. one gun was fired (strong gale expected).

.\t 10.30 a.m. the typhoon centre appeared to be
about 2."i0 miles S.E. of Hong-Kong, moving in a

N.N.W. direction. Strong N.E. to S.E. g.ile is expected

here. The black south cone was hoisted at 10.30 ,\.,m."

At 4 P.M. the barometer read 29'10, and the Observa-

tory gun was fired at 5.45 P.M., indicating that a

typhoon was expected here. Such were the warnings

we had of the storm, and very timely they proved to

be. When the gun is fired once, it is taken as

the signal to make speedy preparations for a gale.

Residents iu the colony shut up their houses and bar

all windows and doors. The captains of vessels in

the harbour move their craft to safe anchorages. In

the Botanic Gardens we were soon at work moving
plants to sheltered positions, closing up houses,

rolling up shading, and making everything secure

that was likely to be damaged. By 5 p.m. we had

done all that was possible to be done, and the only

thing was to await the result. The following few

items of the progress of the typhoon may be of

interest: At 9 a.m. (on the 29th) tho sky became

overcast and the wind began to rise, with rain falling

at intervals. The force of the wind kept increasing

all day, so that by tj p.m. a strong N.E. gale was

blowing. After this it was increased to typhoon

force, and between 9.30 p.m. and 10.30 p.m. it was

biowing at the rate of 103 miles an hour as registered

by the anemograph at the Hong-Kong Observatory

Soon after midnight the violence of the wind began

to abate, and by daylight the typhoon had passed to

the west of (he colony. The lowest reading of the

barometer was 28'87. On the 30th a notice waa

issued from the Observatory saying that the

centre of the typhoon had passed some distance

to the South of Macao. The amount of damage

done in the gai-dens is almost irreparable. It

will take thirty" years at any rate before they are in

the condition they were before the typhoon. Should

there be any more severe typhoons during that time,

it is quite impossible to say when they will regain their
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beauty. In the 1894 storm, many of the largest

trees were blown down, and now a great many more

have met with the same fate, about sixty altogether.

This is not counting shrubs and herbaceous plants,

many of which were blown clean out of the ground.

Fortunately the typhoon was accompanied by very

little rain, otherwise the damage would have been

much greater. Trees and shrubs whicli have been

left standing are in a mangled condition, the beauty

and symmetry of most of them being entirely gone.

Anyone going through the gardens at the present

time could easily imagine that it was winter-time in

England, as there is scarcely a leaf to be seen. An
aviary in the gardens had its roof taken off, and most

of the birds escaped. Outside of the gardens many
large shade trees were uprooted, and much damage

done to others. Houses were unroofed in all parts of

the colony, and contx'actors will have a busy time of

it for some months to come. In many instances

chimneys were lifted off and dumped clean through

the roof on to the bedroom floors. Much damage
was done to shipping in the harbour, as several

vessels dragged their anchors and colUded with one

another. It is said that one vessel alone will cost

7,000 dollars to put her in thorough repair again. As
far as the police have been able to find out, upwards of

fifty Chinese were drowned in the liarbour through

the capsizing of their boats ; so that altogether the

1896 typhoon has left many traces behind which will

be long remembered by the inhabitants of Hong-
Kong. W. J. Talchcr.

Cultural Memoranda.
•

I'HRYNIUM VARIEGATUM.

I KIND many growers have failed to do this plant

satisf.icturily this season. Being in a hurry to get

the plants in early, they have been started before

their usual time, and although at first the variegation

has shown well, they have quite run out before they

were large enough for use. The best way to ensure

keeping this useful plant in good character is to take

off the suckers or young shoots soon after they get

above the ground. They may then be potted in some
light sandy compost, .and will soon start into growth
.again, and do not have time to get too vigorous.

While plants frequently divided will retain their

variegation well, plants grown on without disturbing

tlie roots, will almost invariably run out until they

become almost wholly green. A . I/emsIci/, in '• A mcrican

Florid," Stptemhei' 12, 1896.

The Week's Work.
THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White, Burford, Dorking.

Shading, tic.—Dendrobiums, Cattleyas, Epiden-
drums, Cyrtopodiums, Catasetums, Schomburgkias,
the deciduous Calauthes, and all terete-leaved Orchids
should be exposed to the sun's rays as much as is

possible. The whole collection of pseudo-bulbous
kinds will be benefited if plenty of light be admitted

to the jilants. There is no other period when the
plants appreciate direct sunshine as now. '1 he
growth made early in the season by Aerides, Sacco-
labiums, Vandas, Renantheras, and Angrfficums also

requires exposure to the sun for several hours each
morning, and all shading may shortly be dispensed

with. The sun may still, however, be too strong for

Phalcenopsis, Bollcas, Pescatoreas, Cypripediuuis
generally, Phaiu.?, Augraecum Ellisii, A. citratum, A.
Sanderianum, A. pellucidum, Anectoehilus, Ccclo-

gyne Cumingii, C. asperata Lowii, .and C. Veitcbii,

and they should therefore bo shaded independently
of the other occupants of the hou.se. Some of the
Oncidiums, Odontoglossums, Masdevallias, and other
cool-growing Orchids may be injured by exposure to

extra sunlight.

Pcslx.—Thoroughly cleanse the houses of insect

pests by fumigating them on two successive cveniiigs

with the XL All vaporiser. Look carefully over
the newly-potted plants in the cool-hou-es each
evening, in order to entrap any slugs that may have
been brought in with the sphagnum moss used in the
potting compost. To the same end use .as traps some
young Lettuce-leaves, pieces of Potato, bran, &c.

Miscellaneous Plants.—The dwarf-growing L:tlia

pumila and its varieties now throwing up their

flower-spikes should be removed from the cool-house

to a light position in the intermediate-house, and
liberal supplies of water at the root will he necessary

until growth is completed, when the pl.ants m.iy be

repotted if this be necessary. Small shallow pans

are more suitable than pots or baskets, and only a

small quantity of peat and moss is requisite for the

plants to root in. Plants of Miltonia vexillaria that

have been in the cool-house during the summer
should be placed in the Cattleya or intermediate-

house, but they will require an abundance of fresh air.

The following Orchids should also be removed to an

intermediate temperature as the nights become
colder : Miltonia Phalscnopsis, Masdevallia tovarensis,

M. Wendlandiana, M. ionocharis, and all Masdevallias

of the Chimsera section, also Odontoglossum Krameri,

0. cirrhosum, and 0. HaiTyanum. In the cool house,

plants of Oncidium varicosum .are sending up strong

many-branched flower-spikes, and it should be re-

membered that these plants quickly exhaust them-
selves if allowed to retain their flower-spikes too

long. It is advisable to cut the spikes immediately

the flowers are fully expanded, and if they be placed

in water will remain fresh for a considerable period.

Oncidium concolor will not require quite so much
water as when in full growth ; and the compost should

be keptjust merely moist until the flower-sjiikesappejir.

Oncidium Krameri and 0. papilio prefer a light

position in the East-Indian house ; they m.ay be
grown in baskets or pans with a very small quantity

of material to root in, and they should be suspended

near the roof-glass. It is advisable to remove the

flower spikes from these plants as soon as they have
produced three or four flowers.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Charles IIerrin, G.irdener, Drupmure, Maidenbc.id.

Caulijlowcrs — Plants from August-sown seeds
may now be pricked-out into suitable quarters.

Where hand-lights are provided for wintering them
out-of-doors, the plants m.ay be placed in these. In
such case the land should first be well prepared by
deeply working it, as this position will bo a per-

manent one for the majority of the pLints. A
moderiite dressing of h.alf-rotted dung may be dug
into the top spit also. Make the ground firm by
treading when dry enough, and place the hand-
lights in lines, leaving about l!^ foot between
them. If these be about 18 inches square, six plants
may bo wintered in each : one at each corner,
and two central ones, the latter being evcntu.-vlly

traus|)lanted. After planting, a little lime or soot
should be scattered among the plants. If liand-lights

are not to hand, a supply of plants may be kept
through the winter in cold frames. Spread on a
hard bottom about 4 inches of moderatelj'-ttiff soil

containing some old Mushroom-bed manure. Level
and make it moderately firm, then prickout the plants
at .') to 6 inches apart. A number of plants may be
potted-up in 3-inch pots, and wintered in similar
frames. Keep the lights partially closed until the plants
are pari ly established, but expose the plants afterwards
at all times when frost is not present. If the spare
plants be planted in sheltered corners, they may
stand the winter if it be not very severe. Cauliflowers
of the Autumn Giant type now heading-in should be
protected from slight frosts by having the outer
leaves twisted over the heads

;
growth has been very

rapid during the past month, .and will be vei-y

susceptible to injury from frost should this set in
early.

Cardoom. — For blanching these, some sweet
hay-hands are very suitable, and they should be
bound carefully, and not too tightly .around the
stems. Bl.auchiiig may also be done with brown
paper bands, afterwards earthing-up the stems with
soil.

il/«.s/nV)0'His.— Beds should now be prepared in the
Mushroom-house, the manure for which should have
been thoroughly prepared by frequently turning it

over.andbein a state ofdryness. Ifthe manure be ready,
take it into the house, make the beds, which should
be thoroughly well beaten, and insert the spawn.
The spawn used should be fresh and of the best
quality obtainable. A good brick is thoroughly per-

meated with white cotton-like threads, and all dark-
looking ones should be rejected. Break iij) i.n ordi

uary-si/.ed brick into .about eight pieces, anil insert

the pieces flat-wise 6 inches ajjart just below the
level of the surface of the manure, beating them in

firmly with the hands. Should there be any doubts
as to the heat remaining moderate, the beds may be

left for a few days before soiling over. Insert a stick,

and after twenty-four hours if this feels but com-
fortably warm to the hand, the bed may be cased

over to the depth of lialf-an-inch with loamy soil

tli.at has been passed through a half-inch sieve, and
afterwards well beaten down with a spade.

Ocncral ]Yor]c. — Advantage should be taken
of dry d.ays to continue the earthing-up of Celery.

Where the tops are tall .and likely to break down,
tie up the leaves of each head with a piece of matting.

M'alks should be cleaned, and Box-edging may be

relaid if necessary. Clear away old Pea and Bean
haulm, and any weeds and rubbish that exist, and burn
-them in an out-of-the-way place. The sticks should

be bundled up and taken to the wood-jard. Should

frost appear probable, gather all Runner Beans whit-h

are ready tor use ; they will remain fresh and good

for ten days, if laid out thinly in a cool shed.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hedlev Wakeen, Gardener, Aston Clinton, Triuff.

Deciduous Trees and Shrnhs.—Pl.anting-time having

arrived, any operations required in planting, lifting,

.and replanting should be pushed forward with

despatch. If shrubs are purchased from a nursery,

it is prudent to select those of modcr.Uo tv/.a of theii-

kind, as these .are removable with more safety than

larger ones, and much is saved in railway charges and

cartage. In diggiug out deciduous tr^es on the

place, much of the soil about the roots should be

retained, and although this is contrary to what is

usually done, the good effects are apparent the first

season in the strengtli with which the buds open.

When trees are removed from a distance, not much
soil can bo kept about the roots, but care should

be taken, however, to enwrap the roots in damp
straw or mats.

Latc-hloominij Roses.—Although Roses were injured

by drought, many Teas and H.-P.'s .are giving good

flowers, and in some instances these are finer than the

first ones. Some varieties appear to bo loss affected

by drought than others, viz., the H.-P.'s : Captain

Christy, Duchess of Bedford, Duke of Tcck, John

Hopper, Mrs. John L.aing, La France, Ulrich Brunner,

Alfred Colomb, and Francois Michclon. Teas

:

Madame Br.avy, Jules Fiuger, Edith GifTord, Rubens,

M.adamo Hosto, Madame Caroline Kuster, Madame
Lambard, Marie Van Houlte, Souvenir de S. A.

Prince, Anna Olivier (very • good). The Bride,

Catherine Merraot, and Bouquet d'Or. Although

many others are flowering, the above-named varieties

afford the best disjilay of bloom.

General Il'or/-.—The recent gales have done much
damage, .as well as littered the garden with leaves,

Ac, and the amount of sweeping and cleariug-up

entailed will in most places be very considerable.

Dalili.as and other tall plants have suffered greatly,

and the quantity of bloom on the plants will be much
curtailed. It will be necessary to make safe by

bro;«l strands of m.atting all shoots of the Dahlias not

actually detached from the pl.ants, making thetn .as

presentable as circumstances will allow. The mixed

flower borders, now past their best, should be afforded

ageneral tidying, and be planted or partly re furnislied

wioh Wallflowers in variety, Canterbury Bells, both

single and double-flowered ; AUysum, Sweet Wil-

liams, biennial Stocks, .and other hardy plants for

flowering in the spring and early summer. Besides

the above, small patches, &c., of early and late-

flowering bulbs m,ay be planted. Tin Lawns, if in

good condition, should still be kept somewhat closely

cut, thereby saving much trouble and time in sweep-

ing up the treedeaves. Gravel walks that m.ay have

been hoed and left in a rough condition for a few

d.ays may now be raked level and rolled. Kvcn if no

fresh gravel be added, the walks after such a loosening

up and rolling will be greatly improved in appeal ance.

Preparations should soon be made for rotilling tho

flower-beds with bulbs .and spring-flowering ]>lant3.

AVhero the beauty of the plants has departed in a

bed or beds, the operation of diggiug, m.auuriug if

nece.ss.ary, and pKanting with the above, should bo

undertaken without delay. Seeds of h.ardy annu.ala

m.ay be sown, and as many of the plants pass through

an ordinary winter unhurt, it is an advantage to have

flowers earlier and larger than spring-sown ones.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
l;y W. I'.il-E, G.irdunur, llisUclul-c Cislle, Nuwbuiy.

illid-sea.ion (Irape- lu lies.—In Vinei'ies from which

fruit has been cleared, the Vines will be the better '

for a little attention being paid them at the present

time, sub-laterals being removed, and the main
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laterals shortened somewhat, but not so much so as to

remove the principal leaves, 3a on their preservation

the complete development of the buds for next year

depends. A free circulation of air is necessary in

such vineries, and if there is doubt about the wood
being thoroughly miitured in time, a small quantity of

artiBcal lieat should be afforded for several weeks.

The spent mulching on the borders should be cleared

off them, and as much of the surface-^oil talien away as

possible without disturbance of the roots, ?nd a top

dressing of fretbly-cut loamy turf, with a small quan-

tity of Thomson's or Bentley's Vine-manure and
seme charcoal applied. If t. e loam is close and
heavy, it should be mixed and used when in a fairly

dry condition, aLd only a moderate quantity of

water afforded to those Vine-borders which are in

the vinery, the outside ones needing no water. If

the vineries are used for s oring plants during the

autumn, a wooden trellis should be placed on the
surface, and the plants placed on it.

Latcr-lccpiiiij drapes.— The&e being now quite ripe,

a dry moving air should be maintained as a means of

preventing the decay of the fruit, which surely takes

pla e in a stagunnt state of the air. The warm air

also brings out the sugary constituents of the fruit,

an essential point in tiick-skinuid late-keeping varie-

ties. Attificial beat should be afforded during dull

weather, and also at night, with a slight amount of

air admitted constantly by the upper ventilators.

A temperature of 5(1" to aS" at night should be
allowed, with a rise of 5' to 10' in the daytime. The
inside borders should not be allowed to got very dry.

When affording water, the mulching should be drawn
aside, and returned over the soil when the job is

iinished. Choose a fine, bright day for affording
water. Young Vines planted in the spring should
now have the laterals removed, taking care, how-
ever, in doing so, to preserve the principal leaves

intact ; and to let the Vines be exposed to light and
air, so as to ripen the wood.

Pines.—The plants of Cayenne and Black Jamaica
now swelling their fruits should be supplied when
dry with weak guano-water ; and a moist, genial state

of the atmosphere maintained. Where the soil has
sunk much in a pot, a top-dressing of turfy loam
and horse-droppii'g.-i in equal proportions may be put
on the top, pressing it well round the stem of the
plant. Sprinkle the foliage and the surface of the
plunging material occisionally on fine days, when the
house is clo ed, which may be sufficiently early to

allow the interior warmlh to rise to 85° or 90°
for a time. It the i ecently-potted suckers have
started to make roots, they must be placed in

pots of ,S inches in diameter without delay, and
in these the (ilauts will remain till the spring.

A bottom-heat of itO' to 'Jo*^ should bo maintained
fur rooted suckeis till the roots have permeated the
soil. A sturdy coudition of the plants may be
ensured by vcuiil.iiing the pit freely whenever the
woa'her is favourable for the purpose, a bottom-heat
of 80" being steadily maintained, and water and
weak liquidniamire afforded when required. The
plants should be examined twice a week, to ascertain

their condition aa regards root-moisture. Be sparing
in the use of the s) riuge.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McI.styre, Gu-dener, Woudsido, Darlington.

Uard-woidid Platits that are still out-of-doors should
be house 1, without delay, presuming that previous
directions for cleansing them have been carried out.

The best structure for a collection of hard-wooded
flowering plants is a dry airy house, in which there
is sufficient heating apparatus to prevent frost enter-

ing Avoid, as far as possible, mixing them with soft-

wooded plants, except when the plants are in flower.

WiiHei- and Sprhuj-iowenng Bidhs.—Continue to

pot- up batches of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, and
other Dutch bulbs, or the entire stock may be potted
at once and plunged in ashes. By growing tliem
after.»ards in different temperatures a succession of
bloom may ea-ily be obtaiued. Plunge them in ashes
or other tin. ly-siited material, and cover the crown
of bulb wi'h I'iversaucI, to prevent the growth fr.im

rnst at the .'lag; when it first appears from the
bulb. The bulbi will be ready for removal from the
ashes when they h^ve made 1 inch of growth, and it

is essential that they be not suffered to remain
longer, in which case the growth becomes weakly.
When they are tal^en from the plnnjing material,

l>lae' them ill uohl frames where they may be pro-
tected iu severe wo.iiher, and remove batches of them
into he.it as required. The earliest plants of Roman
Hyacinths may be put into heat at once for furnish-

ing flowers in November. The old double yellow Nar-
cissus Telamonious plenus is a most useful bulb for

growing in pots to use as decorative plants. Well-
ripened bulbs may be easily forced to produce flowers
at Christmas, and they are very free-flowerin:;. Pot-
up at once as many bulbs as will be required, and
plunge similarly to the others. It is well to use both
5-inch and 6-inch pots, putting eight or ten bulbs in

eich, filling in wich any ordinary rich compost.
About six weeks is necessary to bring them into
flower. Lilium Harrisii should be treated much the
same as Hyacinths, but in my experience it is more
tender than most bulbs, and should not be allowed to
become frozen.

t incrarUts.—Do not permit the plants to b ecome
pot-bound, but shift them into larger pots as soon as
this is needful. The compost should consist of loam,
leaf-soil, and dried cow-manure, adding about one-
fourth part of sharp river-.sand. Pass the cow-
manure through a

.J
-inch sieve. For the present,

keep the plants in cool, airy frames, but remove them
to a house when mat,3 do not firm suBicient protection
.against frost. Some of the plants should be ready
for their final shift into 5-inch pots, in which
size they flower much earlier than others with
more root-pace. When the [ilants are approaching
the flowering stage, they may be fed with a weak
solution of sheeps'-dropping.

Pelarijuniums. — In order to obtain very early
plants, a few of these may now be cut hard
back, and when they have commenced to break
afresh shake them out of their pots, and repot
them into a size smaller, using a compost of good
rich loam two parts, leafsoil and river-sand one part
each. Pot them firmly, and spray them over with
the syringe until roots have formed. A low span-
roofed house or warm pit is well adapted for their
culture.

Herbaceous Calceolarias should now be moved from
3-inoh pots into larger ones. A compost of rich
fibrous loam, and a sprinkling of sharp sand, is the
best for them. Keep them as cool as possible, in
frames containing ashes, taking care to elevate the
plants near to the roof-glass. One of the commonest
reasons of failure in the culture of Calceolarias is due
to the phnts becoming attacked by aphis ; on the
first appearance of this pest, they should be fumi-
gated gently on two or three successive nights.
If fumigated strongly the plants are liable to injury,
and care should be taken that all the foliiige is

thoroughly dry before commoiiciug this operation.

Fruit Gatha-ing. — This will still require close
attention in order to harvest the fruits when in a
dry condition. Any Morello Cherries, or red and
white Currants that still hang upon the trees should
be frequently examined, as they are apt to decay
during wet weather.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
l!y G. WooDiiATK, (Jirdonor, KoUust^xi Hall, Burtoa.nn- Trent.

Wallints should be left upon the trees until the
nuts leave the husks naturally ; they will then be
freer from stain. When the nuts appear to be ripen-
ing, give the trees a good shake occasionally until the
whole of them are secured, and the nuts will be
uniformly matured. Have them thoroughly well
dried, and afterwards pack them into tubs or lar^e
jars, and cover eachlayer of nuts with alayerof silver-

sand and a sprinkling of salt. They may then be
stored in a dry and cool place.

Raspberries.— If any new plantations be necessary,
the ground should be well trenched ; at the same
time work into it a heavy dres.sing of manure. In
soils of a light nature, plenty of well-rotted manure
wUl be required, but heavier and retentive soils should
bo afforded manure which is only partially decomposed,
and at the same time add plenty of mortar-rubble.
The site chosen should be one that is perfectly free
from Couch-grass and Combine (or as the latter is

often called Laplove and Bindweed), the roots of
which are very difficult to eradicate from the fibrous
roots of Raspberriea Of vai ieties, one of the
best is Superlative. It U hardy in constitution, a
heavy cropper, and in ordinary seasons it produces
good fruits until the middle of September. Carter's

Prolific, and Northumberland Fillbasket, may also be
recommended. Of the yellow fruiting kinds, .Magnum
Bonnm, White and Yellow Antwerp are the best.

Autumn fruiting varieties include Octob.r R"d, and
October Yellow, llispberries may be tr.aiued in

v.irious ways, but, for general purposes, the espalier
treatment is the most convenient. Fur this mode of
training, the rows should be not less than 4 feet apart
from each other, and they should run north and south,
the plants being 2 feet distant from each other in
the rows. Light iron hurdles, li iving two horizontal
bars, are capital supports for tr.dning the canes to,

and if given an occasional coat of paint or black
varnish, they will last for a number of years, and
present at all times a tidy appearance.

THE APIARY.
By E-xi'ERT.

Feeding the Bees.—The showery weather last month
is causing bee-keepers much trouble and expense,
it having been impos.^ible for the bees to gather
nectar, consequently the stores have diminished very
much, and many hives which would have with-
stood the winter without artificial aid, will now
require a few pints of syrup to enable the inmates to
make up for the loss of honey. The feeding should
be done as quickly as possible, to allow them to seal
over the combs before cold weather sets iu ; unsealed
combs fermenting, and causing dysentery. In feed-
ing, keep the bees well supplied with syrup till they
have sufficient to winter upon.
A good many hives of driven bees will be found

(even after being well fed) to bo in a weak state, owing
to the bad season, in which case it is advisable to
join them to another lot that may require strengthen-
ing, after taking away the queen from the weaker lot,

as it [lays much better to keep one strong hive
through the winter than two weak ones, if you even
manage to get the latter through the cold weather. In
uniting bees, be as expeditious aa possible, as at this
time of year the brood, if exposed, will get chilled
before uniting ; and do not om.t to dust both lots of
bees with flour, otherwise they will fight, and many
will be killed. When feeding, place plenty of quilts
over the feeder, to afford warmth, and encour.age the
bees to take the food down, or they may be inclined
to cluster in the centre of the frames instead of
taking down the syrup ; if this is carefully seen to,

many hundreds of bees may still be hatched out,
which will be found a great advantage in the spring.

Caii'Iij,—A cake of candy placed in each hive over
the broodnest, on the top of the frames, whether
they are a strong colony or not, is a sure preventive
of starvation in the winter, when there is no chance
to examine the hives. I find the following receipt
(Cowan's) is the best for making candy, viz.,— Put
about three quarters of a pint of water into a tin

siucepan or fish-kettle ; let this boil, then add li lb.

of the best white sugar ; keep boiling, and stirring the
contents to prevent burning. To ascertain if it bo
sufficiently cooked, dip a finger into cold water, and
then into the boiling sy up,'and back into the water

—

if done it will be found crisp and brittle : and having
placed a piece of paper in some saueers orsoiip-plates,

pour the c.tndy into these, place on the frames with
the paperalheiing ; this will prevent the quilt getting

sticky. Be sure the sugar does not burn in the boil-

ing, as this will be very injurious to the bees, and no
amount of boiling will make it set hard. For stimu-
lating foo ', stir into the syrup .vhen boiling 1 lb. of

Pea flour.

Quills.—These should always be cut of the exact
size to cover the frames without turning them up at

the sides; cheap stair carpet, about 4rf. per yard, or
felt, make good coverings ; and some bee-keepers
recommend American cloth for the first quilt, and
then wrap up with three or four extra blankets or
carpets, chaff, &c. A cheap and good plan is to

purchase a few ohl Government blankets; cut these

to the proper size, and sew three together, with
glazed naphthaline sprinkled between each piece ; this

will keep them warm, and the naphthaline will keep
the wax moth away, and .also help to prevent any
disease appearing amongst the bees. In oases where
straw skeps are used, see that they are well protected
with wire netting or other means from the ravages of

mice and rats, which are great enemies to bees in the
winter.

A New Viburnum.—In the Botanical Gazette,

U.S.A., W. Dean and 13. L. EnsrxsoN describe and
figure a new species of Viburnum, apii.arenlly closely

related, on the one hand, to V. dentatum, I.. : and
on the other to V. pubescens, Pursh. The plant was
discovered by Mr. Demetrio, near Cole C'ami>, Benton
County, Missouri, in .Inly, 1891. It is distinguished

from 'V. dentatum (which it most resembles in foliage)

and V. MoUo by its longer and much more com-
pressed fruit and seed. It differs from V. pubescens

very decidedly in foliage, having much more orbicular,

deeply cordate, and much longer petioled leaves,

which are also of a larger size than any of the related

species. It has been named V. Demetrionis.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.
Local News—Correspoiuknts will grr:ntly oblige fty sending

to the Editor early inl^:lligenix of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the mitice of horticulturists.

Newspapers.—Correspondents sending vevsjxipers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATDRE FOR THE EN-
SUING WKEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTV-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICE.—63°.

The thiid annual exhibition of

The Fniit Show. British-giown fruits, under the

auspices of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, may be described, equally with
its predecessors, as a satisfactory one. We say
this without implying thatthe exhibit]on that has
been opened but a few hours since is equal in ex-
tent to the one held last autumn. That exhibi-

tion and this one have been held under very
opposite circumstances indeed. Barely is it our
privilege to experience such a wonderfully

good fruit season as that of 1895, nor must we
expect the average exhibition to be equal lu

quality to the one then held. As we have said,

the circumstances this season have been un-
favourable, to the i^roduction of hardy fruits,

and to substantiate this, we may refer our
readers to the lemarks upon the crops with
which we were favoured by our correspondents,

and which were published a few weeks ago.

But it is the autumn especially that has been
adverse to the exhibition of iruits grown in

the open, for the winds and storms that have
prevailed during [September have been, in a
measure, phenomenal.

It is due in a large measure to the condi-

tions of September weather that there are

fewercollectionsof fruit staged on this occasion,

and this is the weak point in the display.

Competition is less keen and numerous. As
to the quality of the fruit upon the tables,

generally, there was little to which exception

could be taken. Apples are not quite such
splendid fruits as those of "9.5, but in many
instances, this season, they have assumed a

capital colour. Pears are better represented

than Apples, and in the classes the competition

is better, but we believe there is not a single

dish of Williams' Bon Chretien in the show, a

circumstance due to the early character of the

season. Grapes are of average quality
;

some of the bunches are such as give a fruit-

grower consideiable pleasure to view, and
among these the unequalled variety Muscat of

Alexandria is well shown.

There are considerable exhibits from the

trade of an honorary character, but there

appears to be a growing indisposition to enter

the competitivo classes on the part of

many nurserymen, which may involve at a
future time the making of arrangements that

will ofl'er to the trade a greater measure of

recompense than they may at present expect.

In the compilation of the schedule, we regret

that the classes which last year were framed
with the object of attracting exhibits of dried

and bottled fruits, have beeu wholh' omitted.

Sir T. Lawkexce, in a speech he made at the

Ci-ystal Palace last year, drew attention to the

importance of the question of preserving, by
means of drying, that portion of a year's fruit

crop that may be in excess of the immediate

demand. We are convinced that Sir T. L.\w-

RENCE was right in taking such a view of the

mitter, and at all times and seasons this ques

tioi should be pressed upon the attention of

horticujtuijsts ip this ooui try. Of course, we

are aware that there has been little response

on former occasions to the invitation for dried

fruits ; but, perhaps, that is the more reason

why the efforts should be continued.

There is one detail in the management of the

exhibition that calls for approval. On the

exhibitor's card, in each instance, there appeared,

in addition to the number of the class, a cut-

ting fiom the schedule, which in print clearly

set forth the conditions and requirements of the

class.

This afternoon the lecture was upon " the

importance of British fruit-gi owing from a Pood
point of view," and on Friday and Saturday
there will be lectures and discussion upon "The
Cider and Perry Industry," and "Gatheiing,
Storing, and Profitable Utilization of Apples
and Pears."

Before we conclude, we desire to express the

regret that most of our readers feel that Mr.
Head, who is usually so active at horticultural

displays at the Palace, is lyiug seriouslj' ill at

his residence. Mr. Head, who has recently sus-

tained a most serious operation, has the

sympathy of all horticulturists who know him.

A GRE.^T deal has been done of
Street Planting, late years towards the embellish-

ment and sanitation of our towns
by the planting of trees in the streets, and by
the conversion of town squares into gardens.
Of the great benefit that has accrued, of the
immensely improved aspect of our towns, there
cannot be the slightest doubt. It is even ques-
tionable whether the merely decorative part of
the business is not in some cases overdone, and
whether, when the space has been j)roperly

laid out and planted, the cost of decora-
tion (as apart from roaintenanie) might not
fairly be left to private munificence ; and the
pockets of the ratepayers, to this extent, re-

lieved of the demands made upon them. There
is another question which requires consideration

—How far, or fur how long a time, is this tree-

planting likely to he successful in the future 'f

Some of the trees planted in our streets, when
properly looked after, look well enough now.
But how long will they continue to do so, or to

improve ? The answer to this question must
necessarily be vague and indeterminate, but, at

the same time, there can be no question that

the decay and ultimate death of most of these

trees must occur at a period long anterior to

the average age of the particular kind of tree.

This premature failure is due, we believe, not
so much to unfavourable conditions of the
atmosphere, except, of course, in the vicinity

of chemical works, as to faulty methods of
planting. Take, for instance, the trees on the
Thames Embankment. They were originally

planted too closely, and no thinning has ever
been carried out. Planes come under the cate-

gory of forest trees in the sense that they are

trees of the largest size, and, therefore, they

are not suitable for narrow streets or for

confined spaces, where they must naturally

encroach too closely on the houses, and deprive

the inmates of light and a free circulation of

air. But on the Embankment there are no
houses, and the trees have by annual curtail-

ment been so far kept within bounds, and their

shape, as far as clipped trees go, is not un-
pleasing. But the endurance of those trees,

great as it is, will come to an end some day
from starvation and root-sutt'ocation. A space

covered by a grating is, it is true, placed round
the base of each tree, and through that space

water and air (meaning oxygen) are supposed

to find their way to the r6ots ; but as ev< ry

physiologist knows, the minute root-fibrils and
root-hairs which take up the water and the
matters requireil for tho nutrition of the plant

are not placed near tho base of the trunk, but
some distance off, where they can avail them-
selves of the drip from tho leaves. The most
active and the most important parts of tho roots,

from this point of view, are sealed up be-

neath flag,stones, hard ^[a'•adam, or imper-
meable asphalte. True, tho roots will, as we all

know, travel in search of moisture and make
the best of circumstancos, but in our streets

where are they to go ? AVhero will they find

the requisite moisture ':

Diffusion and capillary action , no doubt, render

all important service in these cases, but there

must come a time when these agencies will fail,

when the soil will become "sour," destitute of

life-giving oxygen, and exhausted of its nutri-

tivo properties. A tree manages by leaf-

agency to manufacture and to store in the bark
so much nutritive matter, that it will for a time
and to a certain limited extent, be comparatively

independent of its roots. This is probably

one reason why we occasionally meet with
tiees which manage to exist for jears

under the most unfavourable conditions. We
remember two cases which we have known for

a half of a century, the one is a Maple, origin-

ally an inmate of some garden, but now so

placed that the pavement comes close up to the

trunk without any interval, whilst the finer

roots are under the hard roadway, where water

and air can with difficulty penetrate, but where
gas from leaky pijies finds a jiassage, as is

evidenced from the blackness of tho soil when
disturbe.l. This particular tree has not much
increased in size for years past, but it

manages to live on, and is in a healthy con-

dition. The Other case is a Laburnum, of some
fiftj' or sixty years of age. Its trunk is com-
pletely buried up to the level of its lowest

branches by l.J feet of soil, stones, and rubbish

—and yet tho tree is quite healthy. In this

case the feeding-roots are doubtless several feet

or yards it maj- be away under a lawn. These

two instances, and especially the first one, seem
to conflict with our previous vaticination . Never-
theless, it soems clear that it can only be a

question of time, and that the life of the tree

will be materially shortened. In any case no
planter will question the propriety of affording

to the roots an adequate supply of water and
air, with ample drainage, .so that no stagnation

and consequent gradual suffocation of the rots
may occur.

The Parisians had the start of ua in embel-

lishing their streets, and they carry it out even

now on a scale beyond anything we attempt.

They have accumulated experience as to what
trees to plant in particular localities, how to

plant them, in fact, how best to put the trees

into such a position as best to adapt themselves

to the "environment" surrounding them.

In former years wo have had occasion to note

the splendid publications on tho plantations in

Palis by ALPn.^ND, Barillei' des Champs,
Andre, and others, but a smaller and more
handy volume was needed, and this has now
been supplied us by Mr. Chargueraud.*

The work ha^ been published under the

auspices of the Prefect of the Seine, and oQi-

County Council would do a useful service by

causing the book to bo translated. It deals with

avenue or street-planting, giving amplo details

of the method of planting, the species of trees to

* Traits des Planiaii/iJis d'Alignement et d'Ornement dans les

VilUs ' t stLT les rou/es Departementales. Par A. Charoueraud,
Oiivrjige orne dc :!:^8 gT.-^Tures, (Paris: Roth&ohild. ISiHi.)
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be selected, their management, the diseases and

njurios to which they are subjected. Under

this latter heading we fail to find mention of

the injury from heavy steam-rollers, such as we

saw some years ago in a street in the west of

London. The number of street trees in Paris

is given at 122,877, of which 2(3,000, in round

numbers, are Planes, 17,000 Horse- Chestnuts,

15,000 Elms, 9000 Ailanthus, eoOO Sycamores,

4000 Maples, 4000 Robinias, 2000 Limes, 1000

Paulownias. The other species used are nu-

merous in kind, but the numbers of individuals

ai'e small ; thus we are astonished to find only

12 Poplars mentioned (p. 249), 4 Ashes, 1
'

Catalpa, 1 Oak, 1 Mulberry, 1 Sophora. Tho

figures apply to street trees'(oci?-e« iValifjne-

meiit) only ; but even allowing for this cir-

cumstance, wo suspect some error in the

enumeration, if not, our neighbours do not

avail themselves of their resoui-ces.

The second part of M. Charg0era.ud's

volume is devoted to planting along the roads

in country districts, and deals not only with

trees for shelter and firewood, but also with

fruit-trees. We have heard enough of the

objections on the score of marauding boys.

With a proper selection, sufficient might be

grown to satisfy the stomachs of the thieves,

and yet leave a large margin over for culinary

or manufacturing purposes, for, of course, no

one would plant under such circumstances the

choicest varieties.

Wo need not discuss this matter further, but

in conclusion strongly commend M. Cii.vugue-

kaud's volume to tho notice of our readers.

The National Chrysanthemum Society.—
A largely-attended meeting of tbo General Connniltee

took place at Anderton's Hotel, on Monday evening

last, Mr. B. Wynnk in the chair. Aft?r tlie trans-

action of preliminary biLsiness, the following resolu-

tion was carried by acclamation :
" Thit the President,

Sir EuwiN Saunders, be requested to convey to Her
Most (ji-acious Majesty, the Qoeex, tbe heartfelt con-

gratubitious of the National Chrysanthemum Society

upon Her Majesty's long and prosporou.5 reign, wh cb
has now exceeded in duration I bat of any previous

monarch of tliis country. Tbe Society also de.'iires to

assure Her Majesty of tbe loyalty and devotion of tbe

numerous members, not only in this country, but in

all parts of the world." Tlie Seci-etary laid upon
the table the index of a new Register of Members
which had been prepared, and which contained the
names and addresses of 834 members ; and further

stated that there were 134 societies in affiliation. He
also announced that he bad just completed tbe third

Minute-book, and they had now in their possession

the continuous records of tbe Society for the
past thirty - five years ; the earlier records of

tbe society have been unfortunately destroyed by
fire. Those in their possession dated from tbe annual
general meeting of members held on December 12,

IStil. Tbe financial statement made by the secretary

showed that the sum of £371 19s. 6d. hal been
received during the first half of the pi-esent financial

year, and tho Special Jubilee Fund amounted to

£282 17s., in addition to £201 given as special prizes.

The chairman said that a further sum of £ 1 00 was
recjuired to ensure a fin.-incial success to tbo Jubilee
celebration, and exhorted the members to use their

best endeavours to obtain that sum. It was resolved

that the annual dinner take place at Anderton's Hotel
on Thursday, November 20, and that on tliis occasion

the representatives of the gardening press should be
invited. Forty seven new members were elected, in-

cluding three Fellows, the secretary announcing that

since February 1, nine Fellows and 129 ordinary

members had been elected. Among the members
elected on this occasion were Signer A. Sc.vlabndis
of the Royal Gardens, Mouzi, Italy ; and M.
CODILLAID, Registrar of the French National Chrys-
anthemun Society. Four societies were admitted to

affiliation, 'including the French National Chrysan-

themum Society, the secretary announcing that it

was the twenty -sixth society affiliated since February 1.

Ealing GARDENERS' Association.—Tbe eighth

annual meeting of this body was helil on tbe evening

of Tuesday, September 29. From tbe yearly report

then submitted to the members, it ap,iears that the

Association is in a flourishing condition. There has

been a satisfactory increase both amongst tbe honorary

and ordinary member.f. The meetings ('ome twenty-

five in all) held in the Session 1895-96, were well

attended, the papers and tbe useful discussions result-

ing therefrom were of a high order of merit, and the

prizes offered at stated periods by gentlemen resident

in Ealing and the neighbourhood (added to those

offered by the Association), for table plants and

flowering pl.ants, brought out keen contests, thus

adding con-iderably to tbe attractiveuess of such

meetings. A very laudable practice, favourably

referred to in the report, is in vogue hero, the

setting apart of certain evenings during the .Session

for the discussion and answering of questions

collected at previous meetings on various matters

appertaining to gardening, the difficulties encoun-

tered, &c., on which information is desired. By this

method of proceilure, much useful knowledge re-

sulting t:om varied experiences, is obtained; indeed,

a night's questions may be desci ibed as a series of

short, concise, pithy papers, and put into practical

f'lrm, as the experience gained in every-day practical

work connected with the garden aud its varied

surroundings. Question-night is an institution that

deserves imitation by kindred societies Regret w.as

very properly expressed that the prizes for essays

on gardening subjects bad had but a poor response, and

the younger members especially were e.irne.-tly urged

to enter such competitive li^tj more keenly in the

future {when prizes will be again offered), as a means

of carrying out one of tbe chief aims of the associa-

tion, viz., the encouragement of mutual improve-

ment. The association also remembers the claims of

the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund ; for on Sept. 24

the Secretary, Mr. Walter Kiiueuts, paid into tbe

Fund of that worthy charity the sum of £15, the

roiult o£ a collection at a smoking concert ; and when

matters are finally adjusted, it is anticipated that

there will be a bdance of a few more pounds to

hand over to the Fund. Tbe receipts during the

session, 1895-'.)t) a'uouuted to £67 9«. ; expenditure,

£60 I3s. 6d. ; leaving a balance of £6 15s. tid. in

hand. A good list of papers has been secured for

the forthcoming session, 1896-97 ; and thanks wei'e

accorded to this journal at the meeting under notice

for its references to tbe work of the Association

during the preceding session ; and also to the chair-

man, S. A. Sewell, Esq.

Lime in Plant Chemistry.—In a recent

issue of the Annals of Botany (Vol. X., No. 37)

P. GkoOM gives an account of some experiments on

the function of calcium in plant chemistry. It is well

known tliat plants will not thrive luiless supplied

with a small amount of calcium in their food ; one of

tbe symptoms of malnutrition when this element ia

absent l)eing the accumulation of .starch in the tissues.

More tli.an twenty years .ago Coeh.m came to tbo con-

clusion that line of the functions of calcium was to

assitt the carrying of carbo hydrates. Working sub-

sequently on the same subject, K. F. W. Scuimpeb
showed that, in plants which normally contain

cry.-.tds of calcic oxalate, oxalic acid is a bye-product

in the building up of proteids, and that, in the

abience of calcium, a^id potassie o.xalate accumulates

in the leaves and buds and acts as a poison. He con-

cluded that the calcium served to neutralise this salt,

but played no fnndamencal part in the conduction of

carbohydrates, since these were proved to travel with-

out a coi'respouding muvement of c.ilciuui. Giiooji

suggests that the chuking of tbe tissues with starch

may bj due to the fact that potassie oxalate arrests

the change of starch into sugar, and sliovvs by cxperi.

mont that the diastatie action of extract of malt upon
arrowroot-starch is hindered by even very dilute solu-

tions of the acid salt ; also that the same substance

retards the proeass of the change of starch into sugar

in the living leaf of the Canadian w.iter-weL-d (Elodea

canadensis) ; and further, as tbo soluble oxalate .accu-

mulates, that the mvuufacture of starch is retarded,

a id, fiudly, t'le protoplasm is killed. The possibility

of the diastatio action in plants, which, like 0.x,alis,

norm dly contain a considerable amount of acid

potassie oxalate in solution in their leaves, is ex-

plained by the fact already elucidated by Giesslee,
that tbe salt is stored in tbo epidermis, not in tho

assiaiilatiug tissue. Giessleb suggested that the

object was protection from snails .and tbe like, but

GiioOM thinks, from his own experiments, that the

protective siguificanco is at most seojndary, aud that

the primary reason of the superficial storage of tbe

oxalate is because its preseucs in the underlying

tissues would derange the metabolic processes.

Natural Science.

Varieties OF Cedar.— It is not generally known
that the term Cedar in commerce is not :„ generic

one. The pencil Cedar is, strictly speaking, Junl-

perus virgiuiau.a, but J. bermudiana is also used

for the same purpose, the wood of the two trees

being pr.ictically indistinguishable. The Cedar of

Lebanon, Cedrus Libani [Barrel), and its two varie-

ties, the African Cedar, C. atlantica (M.anetti), .an 1

the Indian Cedar, C. Deo.lara (Loudon), do not appear

to be distilled for oil. Other trees known as ('edars

are the West ludian White Cedar, Teeoma Icucoxylon

(Mark), the American Red Cedai-, Thuja occidentalis

(Lum.), the Californian Wliite Cedar, Libocedrua

decurrens (Torr.), the New Zealand Cedar, Liboce-

drus Bidwilli (Hook.), tbe Australian Red Cedar,

Cedrela toona (Roxb.), and the West Indian

Cedar, Cedrela odorata. The last is of interest, as

being the wood of which cigar-boxes are made. It is

also largely used for cabinets, wardrobes, &c., in the

West Indies, since insects have a strong dislike both

to the lour and tbo taste of the wood. It would

seem, therefore, that tbe volatile oil, of which Messrs.

SoniiMMEL obtained 3 per cent., would be more

valuable than that of Juuiperus virginiana ai an

iusectifuge. The waste wood from tbe manufacture

of cigar-boxes could easily be utilised for this purpose.

The oil baa a specific gravity of 0'915, aud boils

between 265° and 270°, and has an optical rotation of

5°'053 in 100 mm. tube. Mr. Hart, in " liiithiiii

Botanical Oardenx, Trinidad."

AGARICUS CAMPESTRIS. — If wom.ny judge from

the numerous communications received from residents

in the country, tbe weather is extremely favourable

to tbe growth of the common edible Mushroom, and

doubtless of many other fungus of which, of course,

the laity take no cognizance. It would seem that

great heat, followed by abundant rains, are the

necessary conditions of an abundant year.

Orchids Untrue to Name.—It may be of

interest to Orchid dea'ers and fanciers to allude to a

case which was noted in the Orchid licrieir for tho

present month. A case came before h's Honour,

Commissioner Keur, at tbe (.iity of London Court on

Tuesday, August 4, tbe plaintiff being Mr. D. B.

Rapi'art, Promenade, Liscard, Cheshire, and the

defendants, tbe executors of tbe estate of the late

Mr. O. D. Owen, Selwood, Rotbesb«in. The former

gentleman purchased at the auction sale of this well-

kn )wn collection, sever.d choice and v.duable species

aud varieties, part of which, upon floivering, proved

untrue to name, and of little value ; and not feeling

disposed to stand by such a bargain, bo made an

appUeation for the high prices paid to be refunded.

This request being met by refusal, the plaintiflF

decided to bring an action to recover bis rights. For

tbe plaintiff, there appeared two well-known experts,

who testified to seeing the plants in flower, .and th.at

they were not true. A third expert also appeared,

who could testify that no variety of Orchid would

alter its character by changing into another v.ariety.

Verdict for tho plaintifl' with costs. Generally

speaking, mistakes of this kind are acknowledged by

the seller, and compensation in some form or another

given, and had the defendants been well advised, the

case should not have been allowed to come into court.
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Lifting the Roots of Street Trees.—
Garihn and Forest for August 26 gives the following

on this subject, which may afford a hint to town

surveyors and others. Sometimes when the grade of

streets or grounds is to be raised, it is desirable to

elevate the trees at the same time. Near Phila-

delphia, according to Medians Monthly, trees 50 feet

high, and with trunks 18 inches in diameter, are

lifted with very little check to their growth in the

following way. A trench is dug around a tree so as

to leave a ball of earth, and when it is dug to the

proper depth, the earth is spaded from auder the

ball on one side, and a block set under the roots as a

fulcrum. Two guy ropes are then attached to the

tree, one on the side where the block is set, and the

other opposite it. When the rope toward the block

is drawn, the tree is tilted, and the mass of roots is

lifted up on the opposite side. Earth is then packed

under the elevated roots, and then the rope on that

Bide is drawn. This lifts the roots on the block side,

and more earth is placed there. In this way the tree

by beiug swayed backward and forward, having

eirth thrust under it at each tilt, is soon elevated as

many feet as Is needed, and stands on the summit of a

firm mound of earth.

The New Cemetery at Douglas, Isle of
Man.—We learn that the Ist prize offered by the

Town Council of Douglas, Isle of Man, for a plau for

laying out the new borough cemetery has been

awarded to Messrs. W.m. Fell & Co., nurserymen, of

Hexham. The gi'ounds consist of about 12 acres, and

fine views of Douglas Bay are obtained from them.

Smithsonian Institute.—The death of Dr.

(looDK, aud the absence of Professor Lanoiet from

the United States, prevented the fiftieth annual

meeting of the trustees of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion (which was to have been held on September 7),

from takiug place. This was the first time in the

existence of the institution that the annual meeting

h;vd failed to be held.

Dr. Trimen.—We regret to learn from the

Ciijlon Ohscrvcr that Dr. Tui.me.s, the Director of the

Ceylon Botanical Gardens, is somewhat seriously ill.

A New Chrysanthem jm Publication. —
Le Cliri/sanl/iiiitc is the title of the first number of

the quarterly report issued by the French National

Ciirysauthemum Society. From it we learn that the

first Conference to bo held under the auspices of the

society will take place at Bourges on November 7.

It is interesting to record that a special notice has

been sent round to the various raisers reminding
them that a registrar has been appointed, and asking

tSem to submit the names of their new seedlings for

approvil so as to avoid the duplication of names.
Le Chri/sanllicni", contains a list of the officers and
committees of the society, and a list of memoirs.

The rules as passed at the general meeting in January
:iro given, a translation of the Jubilee circular of the

National Chrysanthemum Society, aud several other

articles are also included.

Ornamental Plants of New South
Wales.—Mr. J. H. Maiden, the successor of Mr.

Cii. Moore in the Directorship of the Sydney
Botanic Garden, has done good service in drawing up
a descriptive catalogue of " Some New South Wales
Plants worth cultivating for Shade, Ornamental, aud
other Purposes." It was published in the Ai/ri-

c dtural Oazctte of New South Wales, and has also

been issued separately. Primarily intended for the

use of the citizens of New South Wales itself, it

will be found useful in otlier parts of the world
;

aud it is all tlie more valuible from being based on
t'le practical experience of the author, who has long

bjen an experimental cultivator. A priced catalogue

is given of seeds sold by a "Sydney firm," with size,

cilour of flo.vers, and native names. This is followed

by a systematically-arranged, descriptive enumera-
tion of a selection of native plants. The most
viUiablo part of this work consists of particulars

of the soil and situation in which the plants grow
naturally. Some of these particulars will doubtless

come as a surprise, though none the lees wel-

come, to gardeners who have unsuccessfully

attempted the cultivation of some of the plants

in question. Certain plants, we are informed,

grow and thrive in fine sand, others in leys,

others in swampy ground. Not less valuable

are the selections of plants for various purposes, such

for instance, aa trees for street-planting, plants for

the sea-side, sand-binding, and other purposes. We
may add that this little publication is issued from the

Government printing press at Sydney.

Collections by Children on Behalf of
the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.—In view of the recent correspondence iu the

DaUy Telegraph aa to the "good" and "bad"

manners of children, it is a pleasing sign, as well as

an encouraging feature, to find that some young

people whose parents are connected with gardening,

take a loving and active interest in the cause of

charity. Here is a case in point, which we are glad

to notice : Frances Parker, aged 9, the daughter of

the well known gardener at Goodwood, has forwarded

to the secretary of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution the sura of £1 a*., which she had col-

lected in aid of the old people. We hope that little

Francos Paiker's worthy example will be followed by

many other little folks, aud with similar success.

Our charities will never lack support so long as the

rising generation are inculcated in the principles of

benevolence.

The British Association.—The excursionists

in the Isle of Man were on Monday, September 28,

favoured with fne weather. The botanists drove to

various places in search of specimens, including Snae-

fell Mountain and Bullamoar. At the latter place,

which is low-lying, they inspected the fine collection

of coniferous plants and other exotica. The archaeo-

logists visited the ancient forts at Kamsey, and the

geologists drove to Peel, and inspected the red sand-

stone rocks. At night the excursionists dined at

Douglas, when the Lieutenant - Governor (Lord

Hennikeb) was their guest.

The Weather.—It is to be feared that much
damage has been done in parks and gardens by the

destructive gale, accompanied by rain, which visited

the southern aud western parts of the United

Kingdom in the early hcjurs of Friday, Septem-
ber "25. In London there was a very rapid fall in the

barometer, followed by an equally rapid rise. In

Ireland the direction of the wind was northerly, and
in the western part of the Channel westerly. In

some places extensive Boods are reported.

The American Agricultural Budget.—
The total amount set forth in the Appropriation Act
for the United States Department of Agriculture for

the fiscal year ending on June 30, 1897, is 3,255,532

dols., or more than t'650,000 sterling. Taking some
of the items which apply to horticulture and agricul-

ture especially, we find the largest is 883,772 dols.

for the weather bureau, followed by 750,000 dols. for

the agricultural experiment stations, and 729,440

dols. for the bureau of animal industry. The sum
of 150,000 dols. is assigned to the division of

seeds, for the purchase, propagation, and distribu-

tion of such valuable seeds, bulbs, trees, shrubs.

Vines, cuttings, aud plants, as are suitable for culti-

vation in the various parts of the United States. The
division of statistics receives 145,160 dols., of which
10,000 dols. "may be expended in continuing the

investigations concerning the feasibility of extending

the demands of foreign markets for the agricul-

tural products of the Uuited States, and to secure as

far as may be a change in the methods of supplying

tobacco and other farm products to foreign countries."

The sum of 29,500 dols. goes to the division of en-

tomology, and the same amount ti the division of

chemistry. This is closely followed by 28,520 dols.

for the divi.!ion of forestry ; 27,560 dols. for the division

of biological survey (hitherto called the division of

ornithology and mammalogy) ; 26,600 dols. for the

division of vegetable physiology and pathology, " of

which so much thereof as may be directed by the

Secretary of Agriculture may be applied to the in-

vestigation of Peach yellows, Californian Grape-disease,

root rot and blight of Cotton, Pear blight, and

the diseases of Citrus fruits, and the remedies there-

for ; " 23,800 dols. for the division of botany ; and

22,500 dols. for experimental gardens and grounds.

The division of agrostology receives 18,100 dols., and

the division of soils 15,300 dols., both of these divisions

making their first appearance in an Appropriation

Act. The division of accounts and disbursementa

gets 16,300 dols., and the division of pomology 12,500

dols. ; 7,000 dols. go to the Ubrary, 5,400 dols. to the

museum, and 5,000 dols. to fibre investigations. There

also a sum of 15,000dols. is for nutrition investigations,

with provision for co-operation between the Depart-

ment and the experiment stations. Times, Sept. 28.

FLTXTON HALL.
Tins fine Elizabethan mansion (fig. 73), with its

beautiful gardens and well-timbered park, the seat of

Sir Hugh E. Adair, Bart., has long occupied a dis-

tinguished position in East Anglian landscapes. The

park consists of about 500 acres, and has quite recently

been largely added to, thus linking on the fine old

timber to the modern groups, belts, and clumps that

first meet the visitor's eye on entering the park from

the Hammersfield Lodge. These groups, which are

mostly planted with the Black Austrian Pine, Pinus

Laricio, Larches, Spruces, &c., have, under suitable

cultivation and timely thinning, developed into good-

sized shapely trees. Most of these belts and clumps

of young Firs and other trees are lighted up with a

fringe of Lsburnums, Cratjogus in many varieties,

and other flowei ing trees and shrubs, which greatly

add to the effect by contrast with sombre-hued Firs,

while hardly interfering with their growth aud uses

as screens and shelter.

The older portions of the park abound with fine

timber, chiefly Elm, Beech, Sycamore, spreading

Horse-Chestnuts, the latter in magnificent blossom at

the time of my visit ; aud Oaks of magnificent

stature, and clean straight boles. On the north

side of the mansion, which has recently undergone

extensive alterations, including a massive facing of

stone, an avenue of enormous Sycamores, planted iu

double lines, evidently of great age, extends for

more than half a mile. Its width is 60 yards, and

this avenue afforded a welcome retreat in such

burning weatlier as that of the past summer. Near

the avenue stand some notable specimens of Pinus

ponderosa, 60 to 70 feet higli, the remains of a large

number that hive been destroyed by the gales to

which East Anglia is peculiarly subject. The

numerous Oaks at Flixton are magnificent specimens

of a fine quaUty of timber. On the land lying between

the mansion and the home farm, sufficient timber

might be found to rebuild the British navy on the

old lines, should the whirligig of fashion ever again

commit our national defences to wooden walls [I],

and the owner be found willing to devote his Oaks to

such patriotic purposes. It would seem that a long

line of proprietors have regarded the Oaks at Flixton

in the light of much-prized heirlooms, excellent in

their way for enriching and adorning the estate. The
present owner, who is iu his eighty-first year, has

entered with extraordinary zeal and energy into the

improvement of the mansion, the gardens, and the

estate generally ; but, so far as could be learnt, no

improvement must involve the sacrifice of a single

Oak out of the many thousands that exist there.

Within the pleasure-grounds there stands alone a

very notable Oak, which forms the boundary of three

parishes, which at one yard from the ground measures

16 feet in girth, aud is fully two centuries old.

Near this is one of the finest plants of Berberis vulgaris

ever seen by the writer. This grand old hardy shrub

has been uprooted from many a copse and hedgerow,

on the strength of a statement that it fo-ters the

spread of mildew. This is the more to be regretted

as we have few shrubs that are more beautiful in

tender leafage, in blossom, and in its drooping bunches

of berries, and bronzy foliage in the autumn. A fine

Mulberry tree of probably 300 years old forms another

interesting link with old times ; although many of

the so-called new creations, nf which a newly-built

retaining wall, nearly three quarters of a mile long

enclosmg the gardens and grounds, are others.
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The pi inning, rearranging, furnishing, and planting

of the gardens at Flixton reflect much credit on all

those nho aie concerne'i in them, namely, Sir Hugh

and Lady Adair, and their talented pardener, who

has been at Flixt.'iu for abont twenty-six years. Sir

Hugh, while taking an interest in all branches of

gardening, is fpfcially partial to cjniferou^ trees ;

and I noticed some nice specimens weie getting up of

Abies Pinsapo, A.bracteata, A. Webbiana, A. Veitchi,

Finns C'embra, I*, exeelsa, Libr. cedrus decurrens.

Cupressu:! Lawsoniana, C. L. var. Intea, Sequoia

gigantea, Cedru^ Liliani, and Abies Douglasii. Among
deiiduous trees and thrubs were Acer Leopoldi, A.

Negiiudofoliisvariegata, PrunusPissardi, purple-leaved

birch, Cytisus Laburnum, Ciat^tgus of various species

and varieties, Persian, white-flowered and other

Lilac -i
;
golden-leaved Privets, as standards and as

buslies. Several beds of Rhododendrons have been

planted ; and the dividing walls of the garden are

well clothed with Roses, Clematis, and other beau-

tiful plants, as well as with the too-seldom-planted

Eerberis stenophylla and Cotoneaster Simon^ii.

At the end of May last the bulbs, which had

flowered in the geometrical and other parteires, were

mostly in the sere and yellow leaf, and the summer
bedding-pla'its were not yet planted. But in the

herbaceous perennial borders, in which Lady Adair

takes great inleiest, a capital collection of healthy

plants in greit variety was observed, notable among
which were tliose welcome plants Alyssum saxatile.

Phlox prostrata, and Iberis sempervirens, early-

blooming Delphiniums, and Pioonies.

Two handsome conservatories are attached to the

miDsioD, and these were well furnished with large

specimens of Camellia japonica, Lapigeria rosea, ami
L. r. alba, Orchids, some very choice Gloxinias, and

a magnificent Eucharis grandiflora, Begonias, and

numerous other subjects. The plant-stove was filled

with a capital collection of the older favourite tro-

pical plants, together with numerous others of modern
introduction. These sfc'ive-plants are very success-

fully cultivated, anl I remarked good examples of

AILimanda, Kondeletia, Franciscea, Mayenia erecta,

Medinella magnifica, Croton, Dracicna, Gardenia,

Ixora, Clerodendron fullax, C. Kfempferi. besides

foliage plants, and some remarkably fine Fpecimens,

smothered in bloom, of the beautiful and fragrant

Tabernajmontana coronaria.

A choice, if small, collection of Orchids is being

got together, and quantities of Chrysanthemums,
Salvias, Carnations, and other flowers are also grown
for decorative purposes. Miss Jolifl'e and Winter
Cheer being the varieties of the Carnation grown in

the largest numbers.

Tea Roses have he-e what they deserve in every good
garden, a house to themselves, where under proper
treatment, and a tentative kind of pruning, which
consists of the hard cutting-back of each shoot as

the flowers are removed, a continuance of bloom from
November to May, or even longer if such be desired,

is obtained.

Surrounding the m.ansion and pleasure grounds is a

large piece of ground enclosed with ornamental wire

fencing, largely used as a nursery for such Conifers as

Pinus austri-ica, P. Laricio, Cedrus Deodara, C. atlan-

tica, Abies D >iiglasii, and many others. Grapes are

remarkably well done at Flixton, as are also Peaches.

Nectarines, Cucumber.-), Melons, Tomato', Ac. A good
many thousand bedding plants are employed in fur-

nishing the geometrical parterres, and as material for

filling VHcant spots in the herbaceou* borders. About
six vears ago a new kitchen-garden, of about 2 acres,

was hid out at some considerable di.stance from and
entirely out of sight of the mansion. This was
fully furnished with prjmising crops of vege-
tables, while the walls, and the borders alongside of

the chief walks, were planted with fruit trees trained
in a variety of methods. The borders ou each fide of
one of the central walks are planted with pyramidal
A|iple trees of nice shape, which are well cropped

;

espalier Apples and pyramidal Pears occupying a cor-

responding position on each side of another walk.
The walls are being rapidly furnished with care-

fully-trained Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, Pear, Cherry,
nd Plum trees. The somewhat heavy soil suits all

sorts of fruit remarkably well. By the simple expe

dient of planting different kinds and varieties of fruit

on a variety of aspects, Mr. Fisher succeeds in im-

proving the quality and extending the season of many

of the Pears and other fruits. The varieties of Aprieols

mostly grown at Flixton are the Shipley, Roman, Large

Early, and Kaisha. The older varieties of those of

the Peach and Nectarine are those chieHy grown. A
I'art of the south wall is occupied by Marie Louise,

Beurre Djel, B. Ranco, B. Hardy, Huyshe's Prince

Consort, Doienne du Comice, and Ollivier de Serres

Pears Some part of the west wall is planted with

such Pears as Winter Nelis, Beurre Sterkmann,

General Todleben, Williams' Bon Chretien, Jose-

phine de Maliues ; while Clapp's Favourite,

Thomson's and Bergamotte d'Espeien are grown on

the wall facing east ; and WiUiams' Bon Chretien

and Beurr(5 Gift'ard ou the wall facing north. Cherries

and Plums are also planted on north and east

walls. All of the Pears are worked on the Quince

stock, and they are models of good training, and very

fertile.

Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries, and Straw-

berries were of great promise this season ; and while

the bolting of Cabbages wa3 a common occurrence,

it is worthy of note that of the two popular v.Trieties,

Ellam's Eirly and Enfield Market, grown side by

side, not one of the first, nor many of the second

bolted. The walks in the kitchen garden are edged

with the blu'^ Staffordshire tiles, and the coping of

the walls with the same kind of material is as unique

as it is effective. Flat tiles projecting as eaves about

6 in. from the top of the walls materially help to ward

off frost. The w.iter supply of the gardens is abundant,

pipes and hydrants being found in almost every

part of them. I would add, in conclusion, that in

these d.ays of agricultural depression when so many
private gardens are being starved, it was refreshing

to meet with a gentleman of the olden time who
willingly affords every possible assist.'noo to his

talented gardener, Mr. Harry Fisher, in the making

and improving of the garden. Mr. Ki-lier I am
proud to s.ay, was one of my first pupils in East

Anglia. />. T. F.

Home Correspondence.

HEDGEHOGS.— It would be interesting to know if

auy of your correspooilents have proved that hedge-

hogs will eat the large beetles that infest most
Orchid and other warm plant houses. We have
found them to do so, when live beetles were put

into a covered box with the hedgehog. We have
had two of these animals in our Orchid-house for

some time, and were led to try the experiment by
perceiving when looking round of an evening that the

beetles got fewer in number. //. J. *'.

PERENNIAL ASTERS AS POT PLANTS.— It may
appear to some almost absurd to suggest that Michael-

mas Daisies make good and useful pot plants, and
yet they do. as Mr. J. Hudson is showing in Gun-
nersbury House Gardens at the present time. Having
a fairly good collection, he thought he would strike

cuttings of some of them in the early part of the

summer, and having a bed of soil in a frame, he
placed them therein until they were tooted, and then
potted them off, placing three or so in a 32.sized pot,

and then plunged them among the plants in one of his

Strawberry beds. These struck plants are now growing
nice heads of bloom, and as a matter of course

they vary in height according to the height to which
the variety gr^ws. These miniature plants are

coming in very useful just now to replace in the

borders the annual A.sters, which have gone down
sadly before the rains, as they invariably do, being
only fair weather subjects. But some of the dwarfer-
growing sorts are in the plant-houses, and one espe-

cially, named Patulus, is truly charming, the plants

from 6 to 9 inches in height, and having, for

theii size, quite large heads of bloom, looking

like miniature Cinerarias. Some knowledge of the
varieties is necessary in order to select those having
the largest and finest colours, these being the more
effective. The height at which the variety grows does
not so much matter, because they come in useful in

mixing with other plante. and some of the taller forms
would mix well with Chrysanthemums. R. D.

SWEET PEA CUPID.—"A M.'s " experience of

this new Pea is similar to my own. Outside it has

been a complete failure round here, all the flowers

dropping off before opening. Under glass it was a

success, which leads me to believe that the climate

of Scotland, so unlike the country of its origin, is too

cold and damp for its development. It would be
well if others who have grown it would record their

experience, so that both buyer and teller may be on
tlieir guard. Michael CuOihcrlmii , Uulhcsay,

PELARGONIUrviS AND BEGONIAS. — " An Old
Hand " was. no doubt, in a satirical mood when he

wrote on this subject in a recent issu''. If written

since the heavy rains began, he must have been

highly favoured if Pelargoniums gav« better bloom
than Begonias. I have rarely seiii the former so

thoroughly demoralised all through the month of

September as this year. On the other hand. Begonias

have, amongst ordinary bedding plants, been almost",

the only ones affording bloom. No doubt Begonias will

be employed for bedding purposes much more
largely in future years, especially since they can now be

purchased as dry tubers at re:isonably cheap prices. If

sweet-scented plants are desired, would not a number
of handsome cut-leaved Cape Pelargoniums, planted

thinly on a carpet of Musk, or of dwarf Heliotrope,

give all that was desirable ? Such beds would suffer

very little indeed in a wet autumn such as we are now
experiencing. A. D.

A NEW IDEA IN ORNAMENTAL GARDENING.—
The above heading may appear sensational, but how-
ever new ideas, useful ones and otherwise, from time
to time suggest themselves to the mind, and peoples'

tastes vary so much ; moreover, novelty is sought
with such earnestness in these days that a little

divergence from the old time miy be pardoned.
Hobbies are carried to such an extent in horticultural

and other pursuits, that I venture to make public the

following suggestion. Some people spend thousands
of pounds on Orchids, some their hundreds of pounds
on rockwork or American gardens, but I think mv
garden would prove more interesting, more beautiful,

and less expensive in maintenance th.an any of the
aljove. Of late I have visited many private gardens
and nurserie.s, and have been so delighted with the

flowering shrubs and trees, and also with the varie-

gated varieties of some, that I am convinced a garden
consisting exclusively of flowering trees and shrubs,

both evergreen and deciduous, and a garden of varie-

gated and handsome foliage, berried trees and shrubs,

would be most enjoyable. I was struck with the

beauty of a large Gum-cistus bush, some 12 feet high,

which I recently saw at Portsmouth growing iu a

small garden. In nurseries there are many small

specimens of such species, and a few larger one-'.

Until some trees and shrubs have attained a con-

sitlerable size, their beauty is not developed ; take,

for instance, theA'enetian Sumach, the Judas-tree, the

Acers, or the Tulip-tree, &c. How beautiful this

season have been the Golden Elder, the Acers, double-

ilowered Thorn.s, Almond, &c. ; and now in the

autumn the bright scarlet and yellow berries of the

Mountain Ash. In recalling to mind some of the

nooks contained in some of the more extensive

gardens of which I have had charge, I remember a
visitor's surprise when a mass of Gucldres Rose,

Pyrus, Berberis Darwini, Lilac, &c., came suddenly
into view, although tliey had passed without notice

the same kinds of shrubs ami trees before amongst
other evergreens. Now a garden planted entirely with
flowering trees and shrubs, and another one con-

taining species with variegated and coloured foliage,

with berried trees, &c., I think, would be charming
and interesting. There would be something to

admire each day in the year, from the common Qorse
and Broom to the stately Magnolia. Some of the
most telling I would plant in groups to produce
effect, and others should occupy borders varied in

shape, so as to form recesses, prominent positions,

and curves, and others again as single specimens.

A garden of some -1 or 5 acres or more, tastefully

laid out and planted in the .above manner, would have
a grand effect. There are very many suitable places

to be found in some large establishments for such
a garden. Many gardens possess an aiboretum
and pinetum, the former interesting, the latter stately

and pleasing, but both of them lack the daily varia-

tion that would be seen in the gardeu I propose. In

some old disused kitchen gardens there are walls

still standing, and at the foot of such many really

ben iti fill shrubs might be planted. The trees

remarkable for their foliage or berries i would prefer

to 'lave by themselves in a separate gaideu. It was
my intention to give a selection of such trees and
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shrubs, but I found the list too extensive. I should

like to see the above ideas carried out, and would

feel a pleasure in assisting such an effort, if com-

menced with spirit. I would ask those who are apt

to cavil at a new idea to well weigh these suggestions

before they criticise them. We want more variety in

the formation of gardens, and I have attempted to

suggest a means of obtaining it, Edward Beiinetl,

Queen's Road, Eijham.

CHASSELAS VIBERT.— In a house of Frontignan

Grapes at Gunnerabury House, this variety, which

apparently produces the largest bunches under glass,

is also praised by Mr. Hudson as being a good out-

door variety. Amateur gardeners often enquire for a

Grape which they can grow in a cold house, and in

all probability Chasselas Vibert might meet their

requirements. It lacks the high quality of Dr. Hogg,

Grizzly Frontignan, and Chasselas Musque ; but it is

yet very pleasant to the palate—sweet and sprightly.

Mr. Hudson said that, in a favourable season, the

flavour of the fruit grown in the open air is good.

R. D.

PROFESSOR J. J. KING.—As an old pupil of this

worthy man, whoso death will be deplored by those

who knew him intimately, may I cr.ive space for an

eulogistic word or two concerning him. He was one

of Nature's gentlemen, genial and gentle, always

ready to explain and go over the ground again and
again to any of the students under his care ; his face

beaming with satisfaction when he found us interested

and enthusiastic. In our botanical rambles in ("lydes-

dale, o'er moor and mar.sh, or crag or torrent, ho was a

most delightful companion. Simple in manners,

unaffected, and even careless in dress, he led our

little forays by Bothwell Woods or through Campsie
Glen, calling a halt now and then to demonstrate a fact

or draw a comparison, and the student w,a3, indeed,

a dullard, who was not wiser at the end of the journey

than at its beginning. Goiug through a clachan one
Saturday afternoon, about twenty of us, with our

vascuhiras on our backs, Mr. King (who carried an

extra large vasculum) was addressed by one of the

yokels, and asked if he would give them a tune,

supposing that his botanical outfit was some
kind of musical in.strument. He once obtained

for me from his brother, who, I believe, waa

at the time (in 1881) British Vice - Consul

in Chili, some native Potatos of a species

which had never been kuown to t,ako the Potato

disease. I sent them to a friend in Ireland for

trial. The first year they escaped, although the

produce was very imsatisfactory, but the second

year a few diseased tubers appeared among them.
When Mr. King was at Kensington in 1883, studying

the higher botany, 1 paid him a surprise visit in the

laboratory, and I can, in my mind's eye, now see the

glow of pleasure that spread over his honest face

when 1 appeared. Though fungi and mosses were

his favourites, he loved botany in all its branches,

and his death will be felt as a great loss to botanical

students in the colleges iu which he taught. A ndrew
Hope.

LATE POTATOS.—These, it is feared, will have

suffered somewhat from the late rains, especially in

low-lying districts, or where the soil is retentive.

About Uckfield the crop is not, as a rule, so heavy a.s

that of last year, although some of the varieties have

turned out fairly well, with but very few diseased

tubers. It seems to me that Potatos generally are

not planted sutficicntly early to enable the tubers to

complete their growth before they are checked by
frosts : hence the poorness of the crops. Growera
well know that when the haulm is cut dowm by
spring frost, the crop is sure to be a light one ; but

if they could hit on that happy medium whereby
injury in the .spring, or at too early a date in the

autumn, could be averted, yet planted in time to

complete their growth while the soil was warm and
dry, the tubers would doubtless be of a better

flavour. With so much rain of late, the liftiug of

the crop cannot take place for some considerable

time on stiff land, and it is to be feared

that the tubers left in the ground will suffer.

There are many varieties of Potatos iu cultivation,

and gardeners would do well to grow only the best.

Those who have to meet a large demand need to

grow such as give a good crop of fair-sized tubers,

which is of far more importance to them than show
varieties, whose evenness of outline is perhaps their

chief recommendation. 1 fear that in the matter of

judging Potatos at shows, the judges are apt to err on
the side of mere appearance. Potatos, as a rule, in

private establishments, are served up as dressed

dishes, and seldom plain cooked, and a fair-sized tuber

finds most favour with the cook ; and if this can

be obtained of good quality, the gardener should

stick to that variety till he has proved some
others to supersede it. Many varieties in a season

like the present were on poor ground too small to be

useful, and were fit only for sets ; while tho.se of more
robust habit that had not made their growth before

the wet weatherset in, have siiper-tuberated so muchas
to be worthless. Varieties of the Potato deteriorate to

a considerable extent, and more so in some soils than
in others ; it is therefore always advisable to obtain a

change by procuring the desired varieties from fresh

growers. Of the thirty varieties grown by me this

season, Sutton's Flourball was best. They were
planted on March 24, and lifted on September 8, that

is before the moisture in the soil had time to do
any serious damage ; in fact, the soil beneath
the roots was at the time quite dry. I plant all

uf the strong growers at 3 feet apart, so that

the ridges are wide. The crop of the variety men-
tioned was excellent, and most of the tubers, of

which there from fifteen to twenty at a root,

weighed about half a pound each, which would give

more than thirty tons to the acre. They are of supe-

rior quality. Ne.xt to Flourball came Windsor Castle,

also excellent, and the same may be said of Supreme,
Trium[>h, Snowdrop, Marvel, Robust, The Qarton,
and Schoolmaster. The question is often asked, if

whole or cut sets produce the best crops. My beUef
is that there is a great advantage in planting whole
sets, as the weight of sets per acre is much less if

they are selected of an even size ; but, as a rule,

too little care is taken in selecting them, or

to prevent growth being made before planting.

I am strongly of the opinion that the amount uf soil

lirawn up to the stems has much to do with the

weight of the crop, as those which are planted ah.allow

and have but a small quantity of soil dnawn up to

them were not nearly so good, or the crop so heavy,
as those to which a greater amount of soil was afforded.

This may, I think, be easily accounted for in a

season like that of this year, with a light rainfall

during the summer. With the wide deep ridges the
drought affected the plants iu a lesser degree. There
are, moreover, various .advantages in the autumn
preparation of the land which is to carry Potatos,

more moisture being retained iu it than if spring-

dug or ploughed. Farmers, as a rule, do not take

this into consideration, hence the reason so many of

them fail to get good crops. In most gardens the
quantity of Potatos grown is limited, the main
supplies being grown elsewhere, but the tubers do
not usually give satisfaction to the cook, being uneven
in size and mis-shapen, or they are too smalt. Potatos
when put into store, should never be covered with hay
or grass. H. C. Primep.

A HORSE-CHESTNUT TREE IN FLOWER.—As one
of the vagaries of the pres>-nt season, it may prove of
interest to put on record the fact that at the present
time, facing the roadway, ami in the grounds in front

of " The Chestnuts," ( hiswick, is a fine Horse-
Chestnut tree in flower. It is practically denuded of
its foli.age, but here and there some belated leaves
have pushed forth. The tree thus presents a strange
aspect, the bare branches showing up the birds'

nests scattered about the tree. This strange occur-
rence is doubtless due to the wood and buds having
been well ripened early in the summer, and the
development of a few of the latter has been hastened
by the rainy weather lately experienced. According
to the statement of an old inhabitant of Chiswick,
this is the third time that this particular tree has
flowered in this way. /. B.

DELPHINIUM ZALIL. — The engraving of this
plant in the Uardrnei-s Chronicle, p. 24 7, leads me to
inquire of others their experience regarding its dura-
tion in gardens in this country. In the description
of its character in the Tmnsactinns uf the Linncean
Society, quoted in the Qard. Chnui. ,a.t p. 248,appear the
words Herba perennis. Judging from several plants I

raised from seed sown in 1894, and which bloomed
in 1895, I think it is only a biennial in this country.
This is unfortunate, if correct, as the pale yellow
Bowers look rather pretty, especially when a short
distance from the observer. The spikes vary con-
siderably in density of flowering, and the one drawn
on p. 247 appeai-s to be an exceptionally fine one.
The plants do not appear to be so liable to injury
from slugs as those of 1). midicaule. S. .4rno«,
Carselhorn, Dumfries, N.B.

MAIZE AS A VEGETABLE—I grow Maize with
success, and it is easier to cultivate than Cabbages.

Instead ofraisingthe young plants in heat andcoddling
them in pots till the weather gets warmer, I sow the
seeds in the open in the last days of April or firot in
May, which I find gives the best and earliest results.

The only difficulty that I find is in selecting the cobs
for cooking. Either hard or very soft corn will not
do, but something between the two. The varieties

I grew this year are in tlieir order of coming into use.

Sutton's Early Dwarf Sugar, August 1; Golden
Dewdrop, August 17 ; Cobbets, August 18 ; Early
Six Weeks, August 24 ; Yellow Canada, Septem-
ber 1 ; Country Gentleman, September 10 ; and
Large Flesh Colour, September 20. The first two
or three varieties could be grown as a field crop in
selected warm soils or situation in the warmest parts
of the southern counties. But I do not write from
experience of Maize as a field crop in this country ;

it ripens so freely in the open garden here, that I

think it would do so in a field, where by being sown
in bulk, the plants would shelter each other. The
enclosed are samples cut today, not the ripest, as
they are used for consumption as fast as they become
ready, [Excellent— Ed.] Geo. Abbey, Jan., A venj Bill,
Ettham, Kent.

It would be helpful in re'ation to the dis-

cussion that has arisen concerning Corn - cobs, if

Mr. P. M. Veitch will tell us how his cobs when
gathered, are dressed, and sent to table, and
how consumed f I have been of opinion that the
method of sending to table and consuming them does
not meet with the approval of the English people, at
home at least. Oddly enough, but a week or so since,
there came to hand a letter from the extreme North-
west of Canada, in which these mealies are leferred to.

The place is so far north that the temperature goes
<lowu to 30" below zero in winter, hence is far from
being an ideal climate. The letter is dated Septem-
ber 4, the writer referring first to garden produce,
says :

" If it still keeps warm ami dry we shall have
Vegetable Marrows to eat in a few days, also some
Cucumbers, and the Tomato-bines are loaded with
green fruit. I do not care so much if they do not
ripen, as I use the green fruit to pickle, it helps to
make fine chow-chow (whatever that may be). We
had our first feed of ' sweet corn ' yesterday, and it

went fine. I was saying it was a pity some one had not
got a snap-shot to take my portrait, in the act of eat-

ing ; there I Bat holding an end of the Corncob in each
hsnd, .and biting off the corn. It is a rare trouble to
get the com ofl, as you cannot use knives and forks
at all well for the purpose." Now, if it be absolutely
needful to consume these Corn-cobs in this distres-
singly ungainly way at table, is it probable that their
consumption will ever " take on " here. That seems
to be the point. I would mention that iu this instance,
all the things named, Maize included, were raised
from seed sown outdoors in May. A. D.

The best variety of Ktaize to grow as
a vegetable in this and similar warm parts of the
country is Adams' Early, synonymous with Extra
Early Adams. It grows but 3 to 4 feet high,
matures quickly, cobs of a good size, milky-
white, and fairly firm. Another good sort is Cory
Early, which bears a reddish-coloured cob. There is

a sub variety of this one with a whiter cob.
Manhattan will do very well in some years, but in a
wet summer it grows very tall, and matures late.

The Early Minnesota is said to be an early variety, but
I do not know anything more about it. Adams' Early
is the most suitable variety to grow for table in the
West of England. Andrew Hope, E.ceter.

Plant Note.

MARIGOLDS A3 WET WEATHER PLANTS.
The dwarf types of the French Marigold, and espe-

cially the Double French and the single-flowered

Legion of Honour, make capital wet-weather plants.

At the Royal Nursery, Slough, there are lines of the

latter which have borne the drenching rains of the

past few days without apparently affecting the bril-

liancy of the blossoms, for as soon as the rain ceases

and the petals become dry, the flowers are as gay as

ever. The chocolate coloured forms of the double-

flowered French Marigold, with their compact blos-

soms, formed, as it were, of a number of circles of

golden-brownedged combs, and these, too, throw off

moisture readily. While the annual Astei-s have a

wretched appearance, the Marigolds brave the rain,

and will continue to do so until destroyed by frost,

R. D.
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THE SEED TRADE.
American Seeds.— In connection with the exhibi-

tion now beingheld under the auspices of the London

Chamber of Commerce to illustrate articles of every-

day supply and demand in the British colonies, a start-

ling fact is made prominent in the department devoted

to farm and garden seeds, to the effect that the United

States of America conducts nearly the whole of the

trade in these commodities. I feel constrained on the

face of such an announcement to ease my patriotic

feelings, and whilst I am bound to admit there is

some amount of truth in the statement, so far as it

exists, so much the worse it is for our colonies that

things in this direction should remain as they are.

An idea prevails amongst seedsmen in Australia,

particularly those who cater for the retail trade, that

American-grown seeds are preferable in their climate

to those of English origin. (I mention Australia

because it is there that the Americans find their best

market.) They say our seeds are so full of moisture

that they will not keep. Again, they maintain that

we cannot grow many of the species adapted to their

warm climate, such as are so largely produced in the

United States ; and, thirdly, that we are unable to

compete in price—an important item, from their point

of view, in these times of meretricious cheapness.

As to the existence of real American seeds, I have

yet to learn that the United States is entitled to be

called a seed-producing country in this sense, for if

we except California, a fine State only j ust coming

into prominence, I should hardly know in what direc-

tion to go to find what could be justly called a seed

farm proper. One or two of the old-established

Philadelphia, New York, and Boston houses may
have good breadths of a few special things

under growth, but they could not help admitting

that a very large portion of their " stock in ware-

house " was produced in other countries. There

is no denying that their climate will grow Squashes,

Water-Melons, pole, Lima, and wax-podded Beans,

Tomatos, and Cucumbers, but most of the

garden products which the British colonist wants, go

into America from other conntries. All their best

garden Peas come from Canada ; all their choicest

Cabbage, Beet, Celery, Carrot, Spinach, Cauliflower,

Radish, Turnip, Lettuce, Onion, Mangold Wurzel,

and Swede seeds are produced either in England or

on the Continent of Europe ; and it was just the

same with the choicest flowers. We grant that our

climate is a damp one, but it our home-grown seeds

are properly harvested and treated they are the best

the world produces, and will travel safely and keep

as long as germinating seeds are expected to. Why
is it so very many of the best families in the anti-

podes send regularly to England for their seeds ?

The answer is not far to seek.

It is hoped this brief communication will tend to

correct the notion that all seeds obtained from
America are American, when it is an admitted fact

that the larger proportion of them are European in

origin, and only one or more years older than if

bought from the producing countries ; and I strongly

recommend our Australian friends to give this point

their serious consideration. Ayri.-IIorti.

GROSS GROWTH OF WALL
TREES.

A HEAVY rainfall after a long drought will cause fruit

trees as well as other kinds of vegetation to make
growth in the upper part of the crown to the detri-

ment, in the case of fruit trees, of the lower branches,

and especially is this the case with stone fruits and
Figs more than other trees [because of the abundance
of roots. Ed.], and it is not desirible to allow this

growth to go on unchecked, as it tends to prevent the

wood becoming matured. In Apricot trees this

growth is often of good use, as when branches have
died off from heat and drought, and other causes,

and better than removal is a timely thinning of the
older wood, so as to allow the new shoots to be laid in

at an early date. Peach and Nectarine trees when old

sometimes make a strong growth at a late part of the

season, which, if it can be widely spread over the tree,

greatly helps to make a presentable show, a ad being

afforded plenty of sunshine it readily matures. After

all, I do not advocate the retention of very old shabby

looking trees, preferring young and handsomer ones.

As regards the gross shoots made by young trees,

these should be checked early ; especially strong shoots

proceeding at right angles to the wall, and emerging

from the main branches, otherwise fore-right shoots,

which, if allowed to grow to any length before re-

moval, cause gumming, which is not conducive to

the health of the trees. Trees which make much
breast-wood, or fore-rights, should be root-pruned

as soon almost as the crop of fruit is taken,

lifting them right out of the soil and re-planting. A
few years ago there were some young Plum-trees at

Sion which gummed badly, and made very gross

shoots, and these were lifted the third week in Sep-

tember, with the result that the wood now made is

6rm and short-jointed, the trees crop grandly, and

gamming does not occur. In some cases it is suffi-

cient to open out a trench at a fair distance from

gross-growing trees, and cut through the larger of the

roots, especially those that extend downwards. When
filling in the soil, old raortaror burnt garden refuse, and

coal-ashes (not manures), should be incorporated with

it, and brought close to the cut-root Plums go wrong

from the failure of a crop of fruit, for nothing keeps

grow th in check like regular cropping, but frost some-

times ruins our hopes, and in such cases root-pinining

or lifting are best, it being useless to use the knife on the

branches. Fig trees on walls grow very freely after

periods of heat, the roots revelling in the warm soil, and

no tree requires moro timely attention to ensure the

ripening of the wood than the Fig ; indeed, I pay more

attention to this than I would to covering up the trees

in the \Yinter, for if the fruiting wood be well ripened

frost will do less harm, unless in winters like that of

18-1895. It is much better to use the knife freely

early in the season than to crowd the shoots in July

and cut away when the leaf has fallen, or when giving

protection. Much attention to the ripening of the

new shoots and the removal of gross-growing ones is

required if good crops of figs are looked for. The

remarks as to lifting and root-pruning as advised for

young Plums hold good with Figs ; indeed, more so,

and there is no better season than the present for

carrying them out. G. Wytlics.

Vegetables.

VARIETIES OF PKAS FOR LATE CR0P3.

Mr. Hudson is carrying out, in the gardens of

Gunnei-abury House, a somewhat interesting trial of

late Peas. A trial was made last year on a small

scale, and Peas were gathered fully one week earlier

than this season, which Mr. Hudson attributes to the

fact that the drought had the effect of checking the

early growth of the plants, and on the change of the

weather the plants made a vigorous gi-owtli, but no

early blossom. Some of the dwarf yarieties have

grown much beyond their normal height, and they

are still growing. A few varieties were sown on

July 7, and among them Chelsonian, which is already

6 feet in height. It is a strong grower, and free from

mildew, but late in producing pods ; another season it

would be best to sow this variety fully one week
earlier. A good crop is now forming, which may
produce usable pods. Criterion, sown at the

same time is quite 5 feet in height, and quite ten diys

earlier than Chelsonian, and it pods remarkably well.

It is now fully 5 feet high, and growing freely.

Prodigy is the earliest Pea, and the pods are almost

ready to gather. It is cropping as well as in summer,

for Prodigy is one of the best of summer Peas,

Duchess is of the .same type as Prodigy, but with

not so large a pod, and not so desirable for late

work. Autocrat, fine late Pea as it is, should have

been sown one month earlier, in order to secure

Peas in the first days of September. It is naturally

a late podding Pea, and invaluable for exhibitions at

the end of August. Some others were sown three days

later, among them William I., but this variety is not

60 early as Prodigy by about a fortnight. Sutton's

Bountiful, sown at the same time, is a very good Pea

for late cropping, as is also Sutton's Al, dwarfer in

growth than the preceding, a little earher, and cer-

tainly a capital variety for late crops ; both are strong

growers , and with, this year, scarcely a trace of mildew.

Empress of India, another Reading variety, is a strong

grower, producing weU.-fiLlled. green pods ; and Early

Giant in the same way is also a useful Pea.

In a more open piece of ground, WilUam I., of

which there were five rows, appeared to be as early as

any of the others noticed, those being more or less

under trees ; but it had reached a height of 5 feet,

and was carrying a good crop of pods. This and

Sutton's Al were sown on July 20. The first-named

had reached a height of i feet.

The trials showed that the best varieties for late

crops, are Prodigy, Sutton's Al, Sutton's Bountiful,

William I., and The Duchess. One lesson taught

appeared to be that naturally early varieties are the

best to sow successionally for late crops, and that

they should be sown in the open on slightly-raised

ground ; aid seeing there is a tendency in late Peas

to grow beyond the average height, there should be

abundant space afforded between the rows. R. D,

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

British-grown Fruits at the Crystal
Palace. [Sec also p. 400.)

Thursday, Octoher 1, and two foUvwiinj days.

The Schedule is divided into the following divisions:—
Division I., containing fifteen classes for fruits grown under

glass or otherwise ; open to gardeners and amateurs only.

Division II., containing seven classes, open to nurserymen

only. Division III., containing twenty-seven classes for

fruits grown in the open air ; open to gardeners and

amateurs only. Division IV., containing eighty-six classes

for single dishes of fruit grown in the open air ; open to

gardeners and amateurs only. Division V., special prizes for

the best-fl ivo\n-ed dessert .Vpples and Pears.

The whole of the competitive classes are given below.

Division I.—Fuuits Growk under Gnaa on Othbrwisk
Open to GARDEMKR>i and AMATEt/RS ONLV.

The first class wa^ for a collection of twelve dishes of

ripe fruit, in not fewer than six kinds, nor more than

one blick and one white Grape, or more than two

varieties of any other kind. There were three competitors,

and the winner of the 1st prize, which also included

a Williams' Memorial Medal, was Lord HAURiNoruN, Khas on

Hall, Djrby (gr., Mr. .T. H. Goodacre\ In this exhibit were

very long bunches of Muse it of Alexandria Grapes, of mode-
rate quality only, being only average in colour, form of bunch,

uul size of berry ; much better bunches of Al'canto, good

Pitmaston Duchess, and Beurre Hardy Pears, Ribston and

Cox'i Orange Pippin Ajipl a. Golden Eagle Peach and

Monarci Plum, Countess and Hero of Lockinge Melons, and

Smooth Cayenne aiid Jamaica Pines ; a good collection, but

not * qual to some we have seen. The 2nd prize divided Lady

H. Somerset, Eastnor C;istle Gardens, Ledbury (gr., Mr.

Harris), from Sir Jos. 1*ease, Bart., Hutton Hall, Guis-

borough, Yorks (gr., Mr. J. Mclndoe), who was 3rd ; each of

these excelled in particular dishes, but we could hardly

follow the judges in the manner in which they awarded the

prizes.

In the ?nd prize exhibit there were Madresfield Court and

Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, both moderate in quality ;

smooth Cayenne Pine, Sutton's Royal Favourite Melon, good

in size, but somewhat discoloured; also High Cros Hybrid

Melon ; Pears, Pitmaston Duchess, very fine ; Apple, Wor-

cester Pearmain ; Pt aches. Lord Palnierfeton and Nectarine

Morello Cherries, Coc'a Golden Drop Plums, and Brown
Turkey Figs,

In Sir J. Pease's collection, the Foster's Seedling

Grapes were decidedly weak, and Gros Maroc is hardly a

first-class variety, but the two Pines were grand ; Peaches,

eea Eagle and Exquisite were very fine ; a pretty Golden

Drop Melon ; capital Washington Apples ; and Pears, Nec-

tarines, and Plums of average quality.

The best collection of eight dishes was one from W. H.

D'Arcy, Esq.jStanmore Hall, Middlesex (gr., Mr. W. Tidy).

He had excellent grapes of Muscat of Alexandria and Aln-

wick Seedling, the Muscats being the most commendable.

Peaches Late Admirable were even and good ;
there wero

Pears Louise Bonne of Jersey and Pitmaston Duchess^

Apples, Ribston Pippin, and some excellent examples of

Passiflora edulis. A seedling Melon of moderate quality

completed the exhibit. There was one other competitor

only, viz.. Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill House, Ampthill,

Middlesex (gr., Mr. W. J. Empson). He had good Alicante

Grapes, but the Pears, Apples, Peaches and Plums were ot

moderate quality only.
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Grapes, &c.

Sh- dis'.iaci vjivieticit, hiUi bla-rk and irhite mimt he rcpve-

ge,^lf^^.—\si prize to Mr. Wm. Taylor, gr. to Chas. Bayer,

Ksq., Tewkcsbvn-y Lodge, Forest Hill, for an even set of

bunches, weighty, and fine in berry, but a little wanting in

colour in a few instances, Gros Maroc was large in b>ini:b,

colour weak ; Trcbbiano large, and well tiu shed; Madresfield

Court, good in berry, colour weak ; Gros Colmar, extr<i fine

in bunch and finish ; Muscat of Alexandria, medium bunches,

well coloured ; and Alicante, welt finlslied. Mr. Reynolds,

gr. to Messrs. de IIoths'.hii.d, Gimntrsbury Park, Acton,

w.is a close 2nd, the bunches not so heavy, but the finish

was good : the varieties were Gros Maroc, extra fine berries.

Muscats, well formed bunches, good in colour ; Alicante,

large bunches ; Madre^ifield Court, well ripened and coloured;

Buckland Sweetwater, well coloured : and Alnwick Seedling,

good in bunch and colour. Mr. Goudacre, gr. to Earl of

Harrington, Elvaston Castle, Derby, was :ird, coming up
close ; his best being Musrat of Alexandria, Mrs. Pince's

Muscat, and Mrs.Pearson, all first class exhibits, the bunches

of medium size.

Grope.*, fore distinct varieties, two buncJies of each.—The
1st prize was awarded to Mr. W. Taylor, gr. to Alderman

Chaffin, Bath. The bunches were large and well riptrned, Muscat

of Alexandria well coloured and large in berry ;
Madresfield

Court, large but rather weak in colnur; and Gros Maroc, extra

infinish and size of berry. Mr. F. Harris, gi-. to Lady Henry
Somerset, Ledbury, was '2nd with smaller bunches ; Gros

Colmar was here shown in the best po.«;siblc condition, the

bunches largo, the othtr kinds being (iros Maroc and Muscat

of Alexandria. Mr, F. Cole, gr. to Sir Gko. Ui'bsell, Bt

,

M.P., Reading, came third with a good exhibit, the Muscats

being extra fine, and the Black Hamburgh's good.

/Hack- Unmbiu-ghs, three hunches.— \si, to Mr. W. Taylok, for

well kept bunches, a little weak in colour, but good for the

season; '2nd, to Mr. Mitchell, gr. to F. W. Flf.mini:, Esq.,

Chilworth Manor, Rornsey, wh<i had two extra largo bunches

and one smaller, but the three were better in all other points

thun the first award.

Mifln \thbl Court, three biuivhc^.—lnt, to Mr. W. Tavlok,

Bith, the bunches lar^c, also Ijciries, but the colour a little

weak ; lind, to Mr. W. Taylor, Forest Hill, the bunches

smaller but the colour better.

Gros Colmar or Gms Maroc, three tttnc/ic*.—1st, to Mr. W.

Taylor, Bath, for grand bunches of the latter kind, finer

than which in bunch, berry and colour, cjuld not be desired

—a grand exhibit. 2nd, to Mr. Goodacre, for Gros Colmar,

splendidly coloured and fine in berry.

Aii'-anie, thne bunchei^.—Ut, to Mr. W. Tidy, gr. to W. K.

D'AitiY, Esq., Stanmore, the bunches and berries large, and

the colour deep blue-black. 2nd, to Mr. W. Taylor. Bath.

Tlic bunches here were largi;r, but the fruit not quite so

good.

Ladi/ Downes, three bnnckeK.—'lat to Mr. W. Tii»y, who staged

large well-coloured bunches with extra fine berries. 2nd

to Mr. A. Kemp, Coolhurst, Horsham, the colour here being

deficient.

All!/ other Blncf: ffrope-f.- lat to Mr. \V. Tidy, who staged

well-finished large bunclica of Alnwick Seedling. 2iid to

Mr. W. Taylor, Forest Hill, who had Gros Guillaurao un-

usually fine in colour and berries, but small for the variety

in bunch. :!rd to W. Mitchell, fur Mrs. Pincc Muscat, extra

fine in bti-iches and woU-ci 'loured. To these latter the 1st

prize should most decidedly have been awarded.

Muscat ef Al€xandria.~\%,t to Mr. W. Tidy, who had large

bunches of good shape, tho clours of the best, whilst the

berries wore large; 2nd, Mr. W. F. Cole, also with large

bunches, well finished; 3rd, Mr. W. Lees, gr. to A. Bkvan,

Esq., Trent Park, who had tho best coloured bxmches of any,

which were likewise heavy (a very strong class).

Any ot'.er White Grapes.—1st to Mr. W. Taylor, Bath, who
staged probably the finest three bunches in the show, in

Cannon Hall Muscat, the hemes extra large and the colour

deep amber (very fine); 2nd to Mr. Reynolds, who staged

Foster's Seedlmg in admirable condition.

Figt, one dish of one varittu.—There was only one exhibit,

and this was from T. W. Erle, Esq., Liphook (gr., Mr, P. U.

Edwards). The variety appeared to be Negro Largo.

Colteciions of Hardy Fruit,^la the class for a collection not

exceeding fifty dishes grown entirely in the open, the 1st

prize was a Gold Medal offered by the Fruiterers' Company.

This was withheld, however, in the discretion of the judges,

and the 2nd prize only awarded to the exhibit from

Mr. A. WvATT, Hatton, Middlesex. This collection

consisted exclusively of Pears and Apples, and the

fruits, though many of them wei'o of fair size, were less

clean and attractive than they should have been, many of

them being considerably dashed and damaged by wind.

Lord Foley, Ru.xley Lodge, Esher(gr., Mr. J.W. Miller) was
3rd, who added a little variety to the collection that was
wanting in the other exhibit, by the inclusion of Walnuts,

Medlars, and Quinces. Other hardy fruits, however, might

and should have been shown, had the weather been more
propitious, as the class was by no means limited to Apples

and Pears, the only limitation being that the fruit should

have been cultivated in the open.

In tho collection for thirty-six dishes, grown partly or

entirely under rI^i^s. there was much more interest. The
1st prize was taken by Sir J. W. Pease, who had
Grapes, Buckland Sweet\^aUer and Gros. Maroc, Negro
Liirgo and Brown Turkey Figs, Nectarines Humboldt
and Byron ; Peaches Bellegarde Golden Eagle, Sea

Eagle, and Exquisite ; Apricots Moorpark (shrivelled)

;

Magnum Bonum and Coe's Golden Drop Plums
;

Bryanston Greengage, and Late Duke Cherries, Of Pears we

noticed fine Bcurr^ Baltet, Doyenne Bous=och, Doyenne du

Comice, Pitmaston Duchess and Beurre d'Amanlis :
Apples

Bietingheimer Red, Grand Duke, Const-antinc and Maiden's

Blush, &c. J. W. Miller, Esq , Pewardstonc Lodge, Ching-

ford(gr.,Mr J. Nicholson) was 2nd, and the only other ex-

hibitor. The whole of the fruit in this collection had been
grown on pot trees on a west border, with glass protection

overhead only. The exhibit Tacked variety, consisting only

of Apples and Pears as it did, but many of these were of very

fine quality, though many of them were unripe.

Division IL—Nurserymen Only.

The fii-st class in this division, which usually brings out an

exhibit of great attractiveness, was this year without an
entry, viz,, that for a collection of fruit trees in pots.

Colkction of Hard}/ Fruits groini partly vinUr tjlans. —
Messrs. G. BuNYARD k Co., Maidstone, obtained 1st

prize in this class with an excellent exhibit arranged on
one of the sqiiare tables placed cornerwi se in the tnm-
sept. An Apple tree carrying a fine crop of fruit was
considerably elevated in the centre, and this was surroimded
by Grapo vines, Fig trees in pots, and a few ornamental ber-

ried plants, &e. »>n the Hat part of the table were placed
baskets and dishes of Pears, Ai)plcs, Grapes, Figs, iic,

all of exquisite appearance and quality. Some of the more
noticeable of the Apples were the follo%ving : Beauty of

Kent, Mere do Menage, Calville Rouge Pr(;coce, Ribston
Pippin, Belle Pontoise, Gloria Mundi, Cox's Pomona, Lady
Hcnniker, King of Tomkins County, Peasgood'a Nonsuch,
Sandringham, Fearn's Pippin, (.'ox's Orange Pippin,Wealthy,
Akera, Lane's PrinceAlbert, Mother (American), Blenheim Or-

ange, Tibbel's Pearmain, Cornish (iilliflower, Bismarck. Rose-
mary Russet, Braddick's Nonpareil, Beauty of Kent, Emperor
Alexander, Warner's King, and Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling.

Of Pears, wo noticed tho following : — Doyenne du Cornice,

Durundeau, Beurre Jean Van Gecrt, Mario Benoist, Gilogil,

Conrcrcnco, Mario Louise, Bcurru Fouqueray, Beurre
Clairgcau, Pitmast^m Duchess, Beurrd D-jmont, Dircctcur

xVlphand, President Osmanville, Beurrd Itmco, &c. There
were also Tomit(»s, Figs, &c.

t'olliction of not feirtr tKnn T.'t, nr more than 100 distinct

I'arittitK of Hardy Fruits, grown ryitireti/ in the open air.—
Hero Mcsfirs, Glo. Bunvard were again the 1st, and only

exhibitors. In the centre of the table was a squarepyramid,
formed of finely-coloured Apples, upon the top of which
rested a large crown, composed of ornamental cnibs and ber-

ries, with green lejives for a background. The table itself

was laden with dishes of Apples, Pears, Grapes, Nuts, Med-
lar's Plums, &c. All the produce w;i8 very fine. Some of the

Apples were arr.mged in cones, from the centre of which
appeared a Croton or Drac;eua.

ColUction of not fewer than thirty or more than fifty distinct

varieties of hardy fruitA, groicn in the open.—Mr. H. Berwick
staged a very fine lot of produce la this cLuja, and
was deservedly 1st. There were Apples, Pears, Prince
of Wales* Peaches, Almonds, Damsons, Coe's Golden Drop
Plums, A:e. We noticed particularly fine samples of the fol-

lowing Apples, The Queen, t'oo's Pomona, Warner's King,
Autumn Pearmain, Annie Ehzabcth, Houry Morning, Cox's
Orange Pippin, Tyler's Kernel, and Ribston Pippin. The
Pe.ars were likewise of extra quality. 2nd, Mr. A. Wvatt
Hatton.

ColUrtioH of not facer than thirty or more tftan fifty distinct

Varieties of Apples. TUcac were grown entirely in the open
air, and were arranged on a tilde space of aljout 24 feet by
3 feet. The schedule allowed foliage plants to be added, and
branches of any fruit-bearing trees or bushes ; none of these

was used, however, by the exhibitors. The 1st prize was
taken by Messrs. Geo. Bcsvaru & Co., Maidstone, who
staged fifty dishes and l>asket.s of verj' choice fruits.

Some, indeed many of the varieties, were represented
by very large specimens, and the colour of the greater
number was exceptional. The t^ueen. Gold Medal, Striped
Beefing, Peasgood's Nonsvieh, Waltham Abbey Seedling,
Bowhill Pippin, Lord Grosvenor, Cel lini Pippin, Tower
of Glamis, King of Tomkin's County, Hambling's Seedling,
Twenty (Junce, Stirling Castle. Wealthy, Tyler's Kernel,
Castle Major, Ecklinville, Mere de Menage, New Hawthorn,
den, Murfifs Seedling, Worcester Pearmain, Lord Derby,
Beaumann's Reinette, Gloria Mundi, Cox's Pomona, Mrs.
Barron, Lady Hcnniker, Warners King, Newton Wonder,
Lawry's Cornish Giant, Graham's Royal Jubilee, Grenadier,
Hormead's Pearmain, Bismarck, Bramley's Seedhng,
Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling, Pott's Seedling, Bietingheimer,
Alexander, Winter Ribston, Stone's or Loddington, Golden
Spire, Lime's Prince Albert, Foster's Seedling, Washington
Belle Pontoise, Manx Codiin, LordSuffield, Farmer's Seedling,
and Golden Noble were the varietiesincluded, and they formed
a very fine collection of varieties ; 2nd, Mr. Jno. Bashan,
Fair Oak Gardens, Bassaley, Newport, Mon. In this collec-

tion there were also some very fine dishes of fruit.

Collection of not feicer than thirty, or more than fifty distinct

varieties of Pears, grown entirely in the open air.—No decora-

tions were used in this class eittier, and the Ist prize was
again taken by Messrs. Geo. BunyaRD & Co. The varieties

were, SouvonirduCongres, Conference. Poire d'Anch, Mad.ame
Chandy, Grosso Callebasso, Brockworth Park, Zepbirin,

Gregoire, Emile d'Heyst, Marie Benoist, Princess, Doyenne
du Comice. Baronne de MeUo, Duchess d'Angouleme,
President d'Osmanville, Comte de Flandre, Beurre Baltet,

Pere Gilogil, Beurre Jean Van Geert, Brown Beurr^, Beurre
Fouquei"ay, Pitmaston Duchess, Br.om Park, Beurre
Baeholier, Fertility, Beurre Clairgeau, Duchess de Bordeaux,
Vicar of Winkfield, Madame Andre Leroy, Marguerite Mar-
rillat (fine specimens of a new Pear), Conseiller de la

Cour, Bourr^ Benoist, Vineuse, Durondeau, King Edward,

Catillac, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Fondante de Therriott,
Beurr^ de Jonghe, Beui-re Hardy, Magnate, Bellissime de
Hiver, Bcurrd Superfin, General Todtleben, Beurre du
Brusson, Uvedale St. Germain, Belle Julie, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Bourr^ Diel, Noveau Poitean, Marie Louis''. Mr. H.
Berwick, Sidmouth Nurseries, Devon, was 2nd, with a
eapital lot of fruits worthy of all commendation.

Division IIL

Apples, dessert and cooking.—In class 23 there were four
collections, the fruit generally being of fine size and
good colour, bright and shapely. The 1st prize for

twenty-four dishes, sixteen cooking, and eight dessert,

w;is won by Mr. G. Woodward, gr. to Ro<;er Leigh,
Esq., Barham Court, Maidstone, who had of the former
Bramley Seedling, very flue; Bismarck, Belle Dubois, Em-
peror Alexander, veiy fine ; Peasgood's Nonsuch, a little

uneven ; Mfere de Menage, Lord Derby, The Queen, Beauty of

Kent, Warner's King, Waltham Abbey Seedling, Stone's,

Alfriston, Lane's Prince Albert, and Reinette du Canada
;

and of dessert, Ribston Pippin, Bmwnlee's Russet, Barnard's
Beauty, Melon Apple, Washington, very good ; Cornish Gilii-

flower, finely coloured ; Cox's Orange Pippin, and Bau-
maun's Red Winter Reinette, very fine. 2nd, Mr. W. King,
gi-. tty J. Colman, Esq., Gatton Park, Reigate, who had, in

very fine character, Warner's King, Beauty of Kent, very
fine ; Peasgood's Nonsuch, Golden Noble, Cox's Pomona,
Irish Giant, Lane's Prince Albeit, Stirling Castle, The Queen,
and EckliTiville ; and of dessert, Cox's Orange Pippin, Cellini

Pippin, Ameriein Mother, King of Pippins, and Worcester
Poarmain, all brilliantly coloured. 3rd, Mr. John Nowell,
Maindett Gardens, Abergavenny, who had t^ome very good
fruit indeed.

There were also four collections of twelve dishes in class 24,

eight culinary and four dessert. Mr. W. G. Pragnell, gr. to

J. K. WiNOKiEi.D DniBY, Esq., Sherbome Cattle, Dorset, was
1st, with some very good fruit. Of cooking varieties, he had
Lord Derby, Peasgood's Non such, very fine ; Warner's King,
Tho Queen, brilliant in colour ; Gascoigne's Scarlet, very
fine ; Annie Elizabeth, Bramley's Seedling, and Blenheim
Pippin, highly coloured ; King of the Pippins, very fine ;

American Mother, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Ribston Pippin.

2nd, Mr. T. W. Startl p, West Farleigh, Maidstone, who had
very fine dishes of Warner's King, Peasgood's Nonsuch,
The Queen, Potts' SeedUng, Bismarck, very good; Lodding-
ton, Emperor Alexander, and Gascoigne's Searlet, very fine ;

Bavuuann's Red Winter Reinette, Cox's Orange Pippin, Wor
cosier Pearmain, and Ribston. 3rd, Mr. G. H. Sage, gr. to

Earl Dvsart, Ham House, Middlesex, who had P» asgoi^d's Non-
such, Em peror Alexander, Tyler's Kernel, Ribston Pippin,

and Cox's Orange Pippin.

In (Jlass 25, for nioo dishes, there were five collections, Mr.

W. Slogrove, gr. to Mrs. Craukord, Reigate, was 1st, with a
well-balanced collection, having of c<ioking varieties, War-
ner's King, Sandringham, Peasgood's Nonsuch, very fine;

Emperor Alexander, very good; Beauty of Kent, finely

coloured ; Bismarck, t^ox's Orange Pippin, Washington, and
Bauroann's Red Winter Reinette ; 2nd, Mr. T, Tdrton,
Maiden Erlegli, Reading, who had very fine M&rede Menage,
Blenheim Orange, Warner's King, Striped Beaufin, with
King of Pippins. Cox'sOrango Pippin, and Adam's Pearmain
as dessert sorts ; Mr. J, Hill, gr. to C. R. Adeane, Esq.,

Brabraham Hall, Cambridge, was 3rd, andhe had fine Mfere de

M<5nagc, Peasgood's Nonsuch, H oary Morning, brilliantly

coloured ; and good Ribston Pippins.

Cooking Apples.—In Class 20, for six dishes ofcooking Apples,

thei-e were five exhibitors, Mr. G. Woodward taking the 1st

pi-ize with superb examples of Belle Dubois, Peasgood's Non-
such, Stone's, Warner's King, Lord Derby, and Emperor Alex-

ander ; 2ud, Mr. T. W. Startup, with Warner's King, Peas-

good's Nonsuch, Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling, Pott's Seedling

Belle Pontoise, and Waltham Abbey Seedling ; 3rd, Mr,
Lewis, gr. to Thos. Oliver.son, Esq., Staplehurst, having

very good Peisgood's Nonsuch and Lane's Prince Albert

In the following class for three dishes of cooking Apples,

there were eight collections. Mr. J. Bowery, gr. to H. H.
Burnard, Esq., Attleborough, was 1st, having very fine

Lane's Prince Albert, Emperor Alexander, and Peasgood's

Nonsuch ; 2nd, Mr. Geo, Goldsmith, gr. to Sir E. Loder,

Bart., Horsham, with Warner's King, Hollandbury, and
Lane's PrinceAlbert ; 3rd, Mr. G. H. Sage, also with very fine

examples.
Dessert Apples.~ln class 28 for six dishes, the fruits were

brilliantly coloured,and there were eleven competitors ; the 1st

prize falling to Mr. G. Woodward, with brilliant examples of

Cox's Orange Pippin, Washington, Bavimann's Red Winter

Reinnette, Barnack's Beauty, Ribston Pippin, and Calville

Pnecox. 2nd, Mr. W. King, also with very fine examples i f

King of Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin,

Amcriean Mother, Worcester Pearmin, and Jefferson ; 3rd,

Mr. Geo. Goldsmith, he having a dish of Cornish GilHflower.

There were twelve collections of three dishes of c essert

Applesiuchi8s2it, 1st, Mr. R.Edwards, gr. to G. H. Field, Esi;!.,

Beechy Lees, Sevenoaks, who had fine Ribston and Cox's

Orange Pippins, and Washington ; 2nd. W. F. B. Parfitt,

Reading, with the same varieties. Mr. A. Kemp, Coolhur.st,

Horsham, was 3rd, having very good Ribstons and Cox's

Orange Pippin*.

There were seven collections of twenty-four dishes of

dessert Pears in class 30, Mr. Woodward, with a magnificent

collection consisting of Beun-e Diel, Marie Benoist, Emill

de [Heyst, Beurre Superfin, Pitmaston Duchess, Doyenne

du Comice, ICing Edward, Beurre Hardy, Vineuse, Durondeau

Beurre d'Anjers, Passe Crassane, Josephine de Malines,

Brown Beurre, Doyenne d'Alen";on, Bon Chretien, L#ouise

Bonne of Jersey, a marvellous dish for size and colour;
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Baron de Mello, Soldat Laborenr, and Winter Nelis-

Slid, Sir. J. Powell, g r. to Colonel BrvmEp., M.P. , Ilsington

House, Dorchester, who had some fine dishes, including

Gloii Morveau, Gansel's Ecrgamot, Doyenne du Cornice, Pit-

niHston Duchess, BeuntS Bachelier, Easter Beurr^, Beurr^
d'Aremberg, Beiirr^ Rince, Durondeau, Beurrd Superfin,

Thompson's Brown Benrr^, Zepherin Greffoire, Knight's

Jl'.inarch, and Josephine de Malines ; 3rd, Wr. G. Gold
SMITB, Horsham, hia leading dishes were River's Princess Mag-
nate, Pitmaston Duchess, Souvenir du Congrfes, Beurr^

Superfin, Marie Benoist, Marechal de la Cour, Urbaniste,

Thompson'?, Beurrt- Fouqueray, and Marie Louise.

There were five collections of twelve dishes in class 31. Mr.
W. G. Pragnell, Sherborne Castle, was 1st, with a veiy fine

lot of fruit, consisting of Beurrt Diel, General Todleben, Pit

mastou Duchess, Duchess d'Angouieme, Mar^chal de la Cour
Chaumontel, Durondeau, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Emile d'Heyst'

Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Doyenne du
Cornice. 2nd, John Warben, Esq., Handcross P^rk, Crawley,
with Beurre Bachelicr, DoyenmS du Cornice, Pitmaston
Duchess, Beurre Diel, Durondeau, Easter Beurre, Beunv
Alexander Lucas, Beurre Jean Van Geert, Glou Moi(,'eau,

Gansel's Bergamot, and Marie Louise ; 3rd, Mr. W,
Cotterdl, gr. to Sir W. Gearv, Bart., Uxc^n Heath Park,
Tonbridge, also with some excellent fruit, the chief varieties

being Brockworth Park, Duchesae d'AngouIt»me, Du-
rondeau, Beurre Bosc, Doyenne du Comice, Van Mona Leon
Leclerc, and Gansel'a Bergamot.

There were four collections of nine dishes in Class 32, the
lat prize going to Mr. W. Jones, gr. to J. R. Brougham, Esq.,

Carshalton, who had a good collection, consisting of Duchesse
d'Angouieme, Pitmaston Duchess, Beure Bachelier, Beurre
Superfin, Beurrt fiaater, Urbaniste, Mar^chal de la Cour,

Glou Morveau, and Marie Louise; 2nd, Mr. G. Fknnell,
Tollbridge, with a good c Ilection also, having Pitmaston
Duchess, Nouveau Poiteau, Beurr6 Bachelier, Doj-enne du
Comice, Souvenir du Congres, Marie Louise, Beurre Brown,
Beurrt Diel, and Emile d'Heyst ; 3rd, Mr. Geo. Wythes, gr.

to Earl Percy, who had in fine character Beurre Bachelier.

Gros Calebasae, Durondeau, goldat Laboreur, ^nd Beun'6
Diel.

There were nine collections of six dishes in class 33, Mr.
W. Slourove, Reigate, showed excellent fruits, having
Fondante de Cuerne (very fine), Diicbesse d'Angouieme,
Pitmaston Duchess, Doyenn^ du Comice, Durondeau, and a

splendid dish of Louise Bonne of Jersey. 2rid, Mr. Andrews,
gr. to the Hon. W. Low i her, Campsey Ashe, Wickham
Market, who had a very fine lot also, consisting of Doyenne
du Comice, Pitmaston Duchess, BeuiT^ Bosc, Souvenir du
Congrfes, verj' fine Beurrt- Hardy, :ind Hacon's Incompa-
raVjle. 3rd, Mr. W. H. Bannister, gr. to H. St. Vincent
AiMEs, Esq,, Weathury-on-Trym, who had Souvenir d>i

Congrfe?, very fine ; Beurre d'Anjou, and Doyenne du Cornice
as his hest.

There were five lots of three dishes. Mr. C. Harris, gr. to

A. O. Smith, Esq., East Grinstead, was 1st, with fine

examples of Beurre Diel, General Todtleben, and Pitmasttn
Duchess. 2nd, Mr. T. W. Startup, with Pitmaston Duchess.
Princess, and Doyenn^ du Comice ; 3rd, Mr. J. W. Abraham,
Beckenham.
Stewing Pears.—There were seven collections of three dishes

of stewing Pears, Mr. G. Woodward was iat, with very fine

Grosae Calebasse, Uvedale'a St. Gennaiu, and CatiUac ; Mr.
Geo. GoLDssiiTH was 2nd with Belleaime do Hiver, Catillac,

and Uvedale's St. Germain ; 3rd, Mr. A. Cotterell with
smaller, but clean bright fruit, having Verulam, Vicar of

Winkfield, and General Todtleben. There were seventeen
single dishes in the following class, Mr. C. Uoas, gr. to Cap-
tain Carstairs, Wellford Park, Newbury, was 1st with Uve-
dale's St. Germain ; Mr. H. Beames, gr. to H. W. Stock,
Esq., Rutland Lodge, Peterborough, was 2nd, with the same ;

aud Mr. C. Harris, East Grinstead, 3rd, with CatiUac.
Peaches.—There were three collections of three dishes of

Peaches in class 37 ; Mr. G.Woodward being placed 1st, witli

Nectarine-Peach, Sea Eagle, and Princess of Wales, all very
good for the time of year. Mr. A. Maxim, gr. to Col. H.
Walpole, Heckfield, Hants., was 2nd, with Sea Eagle, Nec-
tarine-Peach, and a yellow-fleshed variety, unnamed. 3rd,

Mr. J. Mflndoe, gr. to Sir J. W. Pease, Bt., M.P., Hutton
Hall, Guisborough, with unnamed varieties. There were
seven single dishes in class 38 ; Mr. J. Wallis, gr. to R. Snevo,
Esq., Keele Hall, Newcastle, Staffs., waa 1st, with a fine dish
of Thomas Peach, a Isrge and very late fruiting variety from
Florida, of a pale yellowish-green colour. Mr. Gibson, gr.

to T. F. BuRNABV-ATKiN.-i, E.sq., Sevenoaks, was 2nd, with
an unnamed variety ; and Mr. T. Harris, Eastnor Castle, 3rd,

with Lord Palmeraton.

Nectarines.—There were no entries for three dishea of Nec-
tarines, and two only for a single di.sh. Mr. J. McIndoe was
lat, with bright but small fruits of Byron ; and Mr. G. Rey-

nolds, Gunnersbury Park, waa 2nd, with Victoria.

Plums, J)cs8ert.--0{ Pluma there were two collections of
four dishes of dessert in Class 41. The 1st pri7.e, with Jeffer-

son, Grand Duke, Coe's Golden Drop, and Bryanston Green-
Gage, wa** taken by ; 2nd, Mr. W. J. Empson, gr. to

Jir. AViNOFiEi-D, Ampthill, Beds, with Kirke's. Coe's Golden
Drop, Jefferson, and Grand Duke. There were five dishea of

one dessert variety, Mr. F. Hakriw, Eastnor, was 1st, with
very good Coe's Golden Drop ; Mr. H. C. Prinsbp, Uckfield,
was 2nd, with the same; and Mr. C. Herrin, Dropmore
Gardens, 3rd, also with Coe's.

Plums, Conlinr/.—Only two collections of four dishes of

cooking Plums were st;iged in Class 43. Mr. J. McIndok,
Hutton Hall, was 1st, with good Magnum Bonum, Pond's
SeedUng, Diamond, and Hello de Septembrc ; 2nd, Mr. W. J.

Empson, with Gr.and Duke, Cox s Emperor, Diamond, and

Monarch. There were three dishes of cooking Plums m the
clasi for single dishes. Mr. H. C. Puinsep was 1st, with
Monarch ; Mj-. G. Fennei.l, Fairlawn, Tonbridge, 2nd, with
Grand Duke : and Mr. A. H. Rickwood. gr. to Lady Treake,
Twickenham, 3rd, with Imperiale dc Milan, a fine purple
variety, carrying a rare bloom.

Gape Pluvis.—There were five single dishes of these. Mr.
J. Hill, gr. to C. R. W. Adeane, Esq , Cambridge, wfis 1st,

with Reine Claude de Bavay ; Mr. J. Gibson, gr. to Prince
Hatzfeldt, Chippenham, '2ni, with Bray's Grenn-Gage, a
rather large type ; and Mr. C. Herrin 3rd, with L:ite Trans-
parent Gage.
Damsons, Prunes, d:c.—There was but one collection of four

dishes, Mr. W. J. Emp-ox. Ampthill, being the exhibitor,
having Pnme Damson, King of Damsons, and the Yellow
Bullace.

Cherries. -There were four dishes of Cherriea in class 47,
for a single dish, all aforeUos. Mr. F. Harris, Eastnor
Castle, was 1st, with superb fruit; Mr. C. Herrin, Drop-
more, waa 2nd ; and Mr. A. Maxim, Heckfield, 3rd.

Nuts.—There were three collections of six dishes. Mr. G.
Cn.\MBERS, Mereworth, was 1st, with Walnuts, Sweet Chest-
nvit, Webb's Champion Filbert, Coeford Cob, Kentish
C«'b, and the Hazel Nut ; 2nd, Mr. T. Turton, Erlegh,
with the large-fruited Late Walnut, the large-fruited

Mid-season Walnut, the common W.alnut, Sweet Chestnut,
Web's Prize Cob, and Kentish Cob ; 3rd, Mr. W. King, having
Filberts and Nuts in variety.

Quinces.—There wore fourteen dishea of Quinces in Class 40.

Mr. H. C. Prinsbp was Isb, with line fruit; Mr. Mitchell,

gr. to F. W. Fleming, Esq., Chilworth, Manor, Rorosey,
2nd; and Mr. G. Go[.dsmith 3rd.

Division IV.

Singh disfies of fruit t/rown in the open—Gardeners and
Amateurs

Dessert Apples.

Allen's Evf rillsting, only one dish, and a very poor sample.
2nd prize awarded to Mr. H. Godden, gr. tn the Hon. F. W.
Buxton, Sawbridgeworth.
Baumann's Ited Jtcin elle.—Eight dishes,! si, Mr. McKen/ae,

gr. to F. G. W. CoRNWALLis, Esq., Linton Park, Maidstone,
a good clean sample : 2nd, Mr. G. Woodward, gr. to W. Leiqii,

Esq., Maidstone; 3rd, Mr. J. Hudson, gr. to the Messrs.
Rothschild, Gunnersbury.

Braddick's Nonpareil.—Two lots only, a poor sample, lat,

Mr. Woodward; 2nd, Mr. T. W. Startup, West Farleigh.

Bro/cnlee'g liusset.^Fonr dishes, some pretty clean fruit.

1st, Mr. Woodward ; 2ud, Mr. Bennett, gr. to T. L. Bovd,
Esq.. Tonbridge, Kent I 3rd, Mr. J. Novvell, Abergavenny.

Clai/gate Pmrmain.—Five d'\3hea, moderate samples, 1st,

Mr. pRiNSEP, Uckfield; 2nd, Mr. Bannister, gr. to H. St.

Vincent, Esq. , Bristol ; 3rd, Mr. Woodward.
Court Pendu Plat.—Ten dishes, l.st, Mr. Roas, gr. to Cip-

tain Carstairs, Newbury ; 2ud, Mr. Prinsep ; 3rd, Mr. W.
Mills, Shoreham.

Cox's Orange Pippin.— \ beautiful lot of thirty-three dishes,

showing how popular is this delicious variety, for which
more prizes should be given. 1st, W. King. gr. to J . Col-
man, Esq., Ueigate, very handsome samples ; 2nd, Mr.
Whodwabd; 3rd. Mr. Mitchell, gr. to AV. F. Fleming, Esq

,

Romaey. Commended, Mr. Startup. Seveial others equilly
deserving commendation.

Fearn'a Pippin. —Tqu dishes, generally good. Ist, Mr.
McKenz(e; 2nd, Mr. Bannister; 3rd, Mr. Hill, gr, to C. R.

W. Adeane, Cambridge.
Kerry Pippin.—Six dishes only. Small, but pretty samples.

1st, Mr. Startup ; 2nd, Mr. J. Nowell; 3rd, Mr. Lewis, gr.

to J. 0L1VER9OK, Eaq., Staplehurst.

King of the Pippins.—Twenty-one dishea, including aomo
beautiful samples, lat, Mr. W. C. Pragnell, gr. to J. H.
WiNGFiEi.D DiGBv, Esq., Sherbome Ciistle ; 2nd, Mr. W.
Kino ; 3rd, Mr. Powell, gr. to Col. Brymer, Dorchester.

Mabhott's Pea nna in.—Three dishes only. 1st, Mr. McKen-
zie, with good samples ; 2nd, Mr. Startup ; no 3rd awarded.
ManntngtoH Peaiinai ti .—Eight dishea. 1st, Mr. Turton,

Maiden Erlegh; 2nd, Mr. Woodward; 3rd, Mr. Pkinsep.
jVar(;i7.—Seventeen dishes, rather poor samples, 1st, Mr.

Goldsmith, gr. to Sir E. J. Loder. Hor.sham ; 2ud, Mr. G.

H. Sage, gr. to Earl Dvsart, Ham ; 3rd, Mr. Spencer, gr. tn

H. C. Moffatt, Esq., Roas.

American Mother.—K\^ht dishes, some beautiful fruits,

let, Mr. McKenzie ; 2nd, Mr. Spencer ; 3rd, Mr. Woodward.
Ribston Pippin.—Nineteen dishea ; some fine examples,

l.st, large, but not handsome, from Mr. Bayford, gr. to

C. Lee Campbell, Esq., Rosa; 2Qd, Mr. Kemp; 3rd, Mr.
Saok ; Commended, Mr. Bannister.
Rosemary Jiugset.—Four lotfl only, and rather indifferent.

1st, Mr. Tollemache, Bury St. Edmund's ; Sod, Mi-. Startup.

No 3rd awarded.

Scn.rlet Niinpareil.—Eight lots, Ist, Mr. J. Hudson, very
handsome samples ; 2nd, Mr. Torton ; 3rd, Mr. Woodward.

Sturmer Pippin.—Ten dishes, lat, Mr. Chambers, Mere-
worth, very large ; 2nd, Mr. Ross ; 3rd, Mr. Bannister.

Worcester Peanuain. — Eleven dishes ; some beautiful

samples. 1st, Mr. Emp.son ; 2nd, Mr. Goldsmith ; 3rd, Mr.

Prinsep.
If'i/tten's Pippin.—Two dishes only, lat, Mr. Godden ; no

2nd."

Yellow higtstre.—Eight lots, some of small, yet very pretty

samples. 1st, no name attached ; 2nd, Mr. Spencer ; 3rd,

Mr. Ross.

Any other varieii/. —Twenty-^our dishes in several varieties,

lat, Mr. Spencer wiih big Melon Apples, of the aize of

Bismark ; 2nd, Mr, Wojdward, with beautiful Washington ;

3rd, Mr. Slogrove, gr. to Mr. Crawford, Reigate, same
variety. Others good were Gravensteiu, Hackwood Beauty
of intense colour, Swedish Rein;ttc, Crimson Queening, &c.

Cooking Apples.

Alfri^ton-—Seven dishes, generally good. 1st, Mr. Ro99,
very fine samples ; 2nd, Mr. Woodward ; 3rd, Mr. Nowell.

.Sisjimv^.— Eleven dishes, some very fine. Ist, Mr. McKen-
zie, with superb fruits; 2nd, Mr. Wojdward; 3d, Mr.
Parfitt, Reading.
Blenheim Orange.—Ten lots of this popular variety, sorae

very fine inleed. lat, Mr. Bannlster ; 2od, Mr. Eiko; 3rd,
Mr. W. H. Godden.
Bramlcy's Sttdting.—Nine dishes, some very fine. Ist, Mr.

Gibson, gr. to Prince Hatzfeldt, Devon ; 2nd, Mr. Ross

;

3rd, Mr. King.
Celini Pippin.— Fifteen dishes, some excellent. 1st, Mr.

King ; 2nd, no card ; 3rd, Mr. C. Herrin, gr. to L.idy Fortes-
cue, Dropmore.

Cox's Pomona.—Fifteen dishes, generally good, and of rich
colour, lat, Mr. King; 2nd, no card ; 3rd, Mr. Herrin.

Ditchess of Oldenburg.—Two dishes only, let, Mr. J.

Nowell; 2nd, Mr. Lewis.
Darne I oic's Seedling.—Thirteen dishes, sorae capital samples.

Ist, Mr. Ross ; 2nd, Mr. Herrin ; 3rd Mr. McKENZrE.
Ecllinville Seedling.— Six lots. 1st, Mr. McKenzie ; 2nd,

Mr. Woodward; 3rd, Mr. Herbert, gr. to J. T. Charlks-
worto, Esq., Nutfield.

Binpcror Alerander.—Fourteen dishes. 1st, with beautiful
fruits, 1 Mr. Woodward; 2nd, Mr. McKenzie; 3rd, Mr.
GOLUSMIIH.

Gascoigne's Scarh-L—^ls. dishes. 1st, Mr. Woodward; 2nd,
Mr. Startup ; 3rd. Mr. Maxim, gr. to Colonel H. Walpole,
Heckfield Place.

Gcldi:n Nohle.—Nine dishes, excellent. Ist^ Mr. Woodward,
clean and pretty sample; 2nd, Mr. Herbert; 3rd, Mr
McKenzie.
Golden Spire.—Five dinhcs. 1st. Mr. Woodward; 2nd, Mr.

Nowell ; 3rd, Mr. Lewis.
New Hawthorndrn.—Ten dishes. 1st, Mr. Woodward, who,

however, had two weak fruits ; 2nd, Mr. Herrin; 3rd, Mr.
Lewis.
Jlornieads Pearmain. — Three dishes only. 1st, Mr.

McKenzie; 2nd, Mr. Woodward; 3rd, Mr. Startup.
Lane's Prinve Albert. -Hevcntoen lots. A fine collection.

1st, Mr. C. Ro.ss, with superb samp'ea ; 2nd, Mr. Sage ; 3rd,

Mr. Woodward.
Lord Derbij.—Nine dishes. 1st, Mr. Woodward ; 2nd, Mr.

Sage; 3rd, Mr. Startup.
Lord Grosvenor.—Only two dishea, and but one good, from

Mr. Woodward ; Mr. Salmon, of Chester, getting 3rd.

Lord SvQicld.-Fowr dishea. 1st, Mr. Woodward; 2nd,

Mr. Startup; 3rd, Mr, Lewis.

Mere de Mi'nage. —^on\G superb fruit being shown. Ist,

Mr. Turton ; 2nd, Mr. Woodward : 3rd. Mr. Roas.

Newton tVonder.—Hix dishes. 1st, Mr. Hudson ; 2nd, Mr.

Harris, gr. to — Perowlev, Esq.. Croydon ; 3rd, Mr. Lewis.

Peasgood's Nonsuch.— lat to the Horticultural College,

Swanluy, principal Mr. F. G. Powell ; this exhibit waa
weighty, and finely coloured, being fullj' ripe ; 2nd to Mr.

J. MoRTER, Upper Norwood, as large, but not so uniform as

the preceding ; 3rd to Mr. J. McKenzie, also a grand dish.

Ten exhibits.

Pott's Seedling.—iBt to Mr. J. H. Salmon, the fruits large,

but rather uneven ; 2nd to Mr. T. W. Startup, West Farleigh,

whose exhibit was more uniform, and of better colour, but

not ao heavy. Six exhibits.

Ror/al Jubilee.— 1st to Mr. G. Woodward, who bad a grand

diah of well coloured weighty fruita ; 2nd to Mr. C. Ross,

whose fridts were of smaller size. Three exhibits.

Sandringham.—1st, to Mr, G. Woodward, the fruits were
well coloured, aolid and weighty ; 2nd, Mr. W. Sloorove.

Six exhibits.

Seaton Home.—The 2nd priv;e was awarded to Mr. Touton,

who had a very good dish, but was the only exhibitor.

Spencer's Fa onur ite.—\iit to Mr. O. Woodward, who showed
finely-coloured, deep yellow fruits, and in good condition —
the only exhibit.

1g Sliding Castle.—\s,t to Mr. W. H. Bannister, the fruita

being large and weighty, extra good ; 2nd to Mr. J. H.

Salmon, who had another good dish of fruits. Five exhibits.

St07it.'$ or Lodilington Seedling.—lat to Mr. G. Woodward,
who had a grand dish of immense fruits, in every sense per-

fect ; 2Dd to Mr. McKenzie, with smaller examples. Five

exhibits.

The Queen.—lat to Mr. T. W. Startup, who had a dish of

large, finely-coloured fruita; 2nd to Mr. G. Chamberj*,

Mereworth, whose fruits were quite as large, but not so well

coloured. Seven exhibits.

Tower of Glamis —1st to Mr. C. Ro-iS, with a fine weighty

diah ; 2nd to Mr. G. Woodward, whose fruita were almost

equal to the winner. Six exhibits.

Warner's King.—1st to Mr. J. McKenzie, who had very

hir^e fruits ot extra weight, and clear in colour ; 2nd to Mr.

H. C. Prinsep, who waa last from point of aize. Fifteen

exhibits.

An;/ othtr ('((rit///.— 1st toMr. W. Mancey, Merstham, for

well-coloured Hollandbury its only recommendation at the

best ; 2nd to Mr. McKenzie, for a grand dish of Gloria Mundi,

quite the best exhibit in this class ; 3rd to Mr. G. Woodward,
who staged Waltham Abbey Seedling, thia diah alao was
much better than the Ist prize. Twenty-six exhibits.

Dessert Pears.

Berganiotle d'Eaperen. —Ist, toMr. A. Basil, gr. to Rev. O. S'

PoiVELL, Weybridge, the fruits large and weighty—a fine
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diab ; 2ud, to Mr. W. Jones, gr. to J. R. Brol-gham,

Esq., Carshalton, who also had a tine dish. Nino exhibits.

Bi:in-n- Bo$c.—\iii, tu Mr. Andrews, C'ampsey -Vshe, Wick-
ham Market, the fruits were large, but lacked colour ; 2nd, to

Mr. J. Hill, gT. to R. W. Adeane, Esq., Cambridge, with
riper fruits. Six dishes, and one dish of Doyenni!' du Cornice

under the came of BeurrO Bose.

Beurre Diel.~lst, to Mr. G. Wythes, gr. to Earl Percy,
Syon House, who had by far the best dish, s^Jendid clear

fruits of large size ; L'nd, to Sir. G. Woodward, whose dish

was also of first-class quality. Sixteen exhibits.

Bturre Duraont.—No exhibit was shown true to name ; two
were staged—one of Beurr(? Ranee, and another of President

Oemondvillo
; evidently there is some confusion in this Pear.

Bern-ri Hardy. — \&t,io'M.T. G. Woodward, who had a superb
dish of ripo fruits ; 2nd, to Mr. Andrews, who had a
smaller set of fruits. Nine exhibits.

Beurn' Superfn.—lst, to Mr. G. Woodward, with an equally

fine dish to that in the preceding class. Eight exhibits.

Coii/trencc— 1st, to Mr. J. Nicholson, gr. to J. W.
Melles, Esq.. Chingford, for a dish of uneven fruits, some
very good. The only exhibit.

ConRcilkr de la Cow:— 1st, to Mr. A, Basile, with good
samples

; 2nd, to Mr. W. F. Bannister, for a good diah. Six

exhibits.

Bmite '/'^(.'^'^ — 1st, Mr. G. Woodward, with a remarkably
fine dish, bright and oven; 2nd, Mr. Geo. Goldsmith; and
3rd, Mr. A. Hasile. gr. to the Rev. O. L. PowtLL, Weybridgo.
Fondante d'Automne.—Three dishes were staged, and as

there was no trace of a 1st prize, it may be presumed it

was withheld, Mr. Basile took the 2nd prize with a fairly

good dish ; and Mr. Geo. GoLDSMn'H, the 3rd.

Glou Moffcuu —Of this variety there were fourteen dishes,

Mr. G. WooDWARii taking the ist prize, with a very good
dish ; Mr W. Cotterell, Tonbridge, waa -ud ; and Mr. C.

W. Chabd, Bygrove House, Clapham, w;is 3rd.

Easter Beuvn' ~0( Easter Peurrd there were 10 dishes,

Mr. J. Powell talking the 1st prize with an excellent dish of

fruits Mr. Woodward was 2nd with much larger but not so

woU finished frui s, and Mr. W. Jones, Carshalton, 3rd.

Duroniieau.—Of this Pear there were 12 dishes of well

coloured examples, Mr. W. G. Paonell, Sherborne Castle,

was 1st, with a magnificent dish of fruit, large in size and
superbly coloured. Mr. G. Womuward was 2nd with smaller

but highly coloured fruit, and Mr. W. Cotterell, 3rd.

Buchtsse de Borkauj-.—Of this there wore 2 dishes, but
one was disqualitied, and Mr. Geo. Goldsmith, Horsham,
was awarded the 1st prize for a fairly good representation of

the variety.

Boi/fiin^ du Cornice.—Of this popular Pear there were 15

dishes, Mr. B. Calvert, Bishops Stortford, being placed Ist

with a very fine disli indeed. Mr. Woodward wxs 2nd, and
Mr. R. Edwards, (gr., H. Field), Sevunoaks, 3rd-

Josephine dt Maline<.—Of this v.ariety there were sixteen

dishes. Mr. C. Ross, Welford Park, was 1st, with a nico^

bright even dish of fruits of fine quality; Mr. Woodwaku
w;i8 2nd, with fruit only little inferior ; and Sir. J. Powell,
Dorchester, 3rd.

Lou iM Bonne of Jersci/.—Of this thore were fifteen dishes.

Some very handsome examples being staged. Mr. J, Gib3on,
Chippenham, was 1st with fruits of very lirgc size, though
not well finished : Mr. J. Bow lkv, Attleboro, w.as 2nd, also

with very fine fruit ; and Mr. T. Potter, gr. to P. WdR8LKV,
Esq., Cuckfield, 3rd.

Marie Louise—Oi this popular Pear there were sixteen
dishes, the 1st prize going to Jlr. J. Hill, Cambridge, for a

grand dish of fruits ; Mr. W. A. 'v'ook, Calne, was 2nd, with
larger fruist, bulnot so well finished ; and Jtr. J Powell, 3rd,

Mai'fjuerite MarHid —Of this variety no examples were
staged.

N^luvelle Falvie. —Five dishes were staged, the 1st prize

being taken by Sir. T. Spencer, gr. to H. C. Moef,\tt, Esq.,

a very fine sample; Mr. G. Wythes, Syon House, v.-as

2nd, and Mr. .\. Basile, 3rd.

PUmosloii Ditchers. — There w.is nioeteon dishes of this

Pear, many of them very fine. Mr. T. G. Powell, Hortieul-
tural Colleg.', Swanley, was 1st, wiih well-culoured fruits.

2nd, Mr. W. Manning, Upi>or GalUm, Merstham ; and :ird,

-

Mr. C. Harris, East Grinstead.

Seckie. —Oi this variety there were six dishes. Mr. C. Ross
was 1st with well-finished fruits ; Mr. B. Calvert, gr. to Col.

Archer lIoonLON, Bishops Stortford, 2nd; and Mr. J,

I'owi-XL, :;rd.

Souvenir du i'ongrts.—Of this variety therj was only one
dish—a very fine one from Mr. W. H. Bannlster, Bristol.,

Thompsons. --Yive dishes of this viriety competed. Mr. F.

Harrih, Eastnor Castle, was 1st, with fine well-ripened

fruit; 2nd, Mr. C. Ross; and 3rd. Mr. W. H. Bannister.

Tri'>mi)he de Vienne.—Of this variety there was no repre-

sentative.

Winttv i\V?L<.—Nineteen dishes of Winter NeUs competed.

Mr. R. Edwards, gr. to G. H. Field, Esq., Sevenoaks, was 1st.

with a dLsh of trood-sizedfniits ; 2nd, Mr. G. Woodward
; and

3rd, Mr. H. C. Prinsep.

Any other Variety. —Twenty-four exhibitorscompeted in this

class. Mr. W. Dakders, Andover, was placed 1st with u

grand dish of Duchess d'AngoulOme ; Mr. H. C. Prinsep was
2nd, with the same vaiiety ; and Mr, W. Pope, Highclere,

3rd, with Marie Lou'se d'Uccle.

Division V.

This consisted only ol two clssse3, one of which was a com-
petition fnr the best flavoured Apple, and the other for the

best flavoured Pear. This was part of a competition that will

extend fur a year, to be eug.i,5^ed in at every meeting of the

Royal HorticiUtural Society fronj July, 1$96, to June, 1S97.

The prizes are furnished from a fund placed at tho disposal

of the Society by the firm of Messrs. Jas. Veitch k Son,

Chelsea. On this occasion, there were eighteen dishes '

staged, and the ist prize was obtained by fine sp3cimeus

of Cox's Orange Pippin shown by Mr. H. C. Prinsep,

gr.. Buxted Park, Uckfield; 2nd, Bibeton Pippins, from Mr.

T. W. Startup. West Farleigh.

From fourteen dishes of Pears, the variety s looted for the 1st

prize was Thompson's, grown upon a bush tree, in southern

aspect, in heavy loam, upon the Quince stock, in Kent ; 2ud

Bourre Hardy, from a western w.iU, thelsoil heavy loam, upon

the Quince stotk. Both dishes were shown by Sir Wm.
Leauv, Bt., Tollbridge (gr., Mr. W. Cotterill).

Gardeners^ Luncheon.
Some fifty or sixty gentlemen were present at the gar-

deners' luncheon, which wus presided over by Sir Trevur

Lawrence. In giving the toast uf "The Queen," the Chair-

man alluded to the fact that Her Majesty w.is not only a

pAtron of the Royal Horticultural Society, bat also a frequent

exhibitor, and be added that in the present year especially

they would drink the toast with the greatest enthusiasm.

The toast having been duly lionourel

—

The Chairman rose to propose the health of tho Judges,

who had been kind enough to give their services on tho

present occasion. The judgin<i of fruit was, ho said, au
exceedingly diftieult matter, aiiil they would quite believe

that when he told then, on information which had .just

reached him, that in tho present show a dish of Cox's

Orange Pippins had been awarded a prize as Ribston

Pipp lis (Liiughter). He only mentioned it to show how
exceedingly dttlicult the task w.c:, and how indebted they
were to the gentlemen \vb,^ undertook such labour.s^and

that without fee or reward. Tho Ruyal Horticultural Society

arc indebted in many ways to the professional gardeners of the

United Kingdom, and the fact that very few complaints wcro
forthcoming concerning the awards proved that the gentle-

men who acted as judges l.cld the highest position of

authority. Ho thought they would agree with him, and
having regard to the ch:iracter of the season w^hich had been
very unfavouniblo, the exhibits were of .a highly meritorious
and Siitisfactory character. The same, however, had
to be said of the se;ison in Italy. There they might
suppo.«e everything would be perfect, but he had just

returned from tho Italim I..;ikes, and the vintiges

thcro would prove failures, as the Grapes were rot-

ting. What, therefore, eould they expect in their own
country, where galos and storms had prevailed. Ho
hoped, however, that they would be able to satisfac-

torily compete with tho foreigner, 'who always intruded
his fruit upon us. In conclusion, he thanked tho roprosen-
tativeiof tho Crystal Palace (Mr. Gillman and Mr. Gardiner

,

whii had done so much to make the show a success, and ho
coupled witi tho toast tho name of Mr. Thomas, the Queen's
gardener.

Mr. Thomas briefly responded. Ho said it waa always a
pleasure for gentlemen to undertake the work of judging
where there was such an excellent variety. l>ccauso they
themselves could learn many a lesson. Alluding to the
exhibits, ho observed that ho did not mean tos;»y there waa a
perfect bvmch of the Mus&tt Grapes (Alexandria) in tho
show, but some of tho specimens ho had seen more nearly
approached that high standard than usual.

©bttuari)*

altbincham agricultural and
horticultural.

SKPTEMBKil '24.—This is ouc uf the gre.it shows in Cheshire,

held iu the Park, Devesdale, Bowdon, where every depart-

ment in conuection with laud was represented. There were
over 3,50) entries in all. The strlctly-spe-lking horticultural

prodiieo w.is laid out in a large tent by itself, and the respec-

tive classes were well filled. Tnat for the best eullection uf

horticultural produce was won by Miss Lord, Ashton ou-

Merscy, comprising black and white Grapes, some Peaches

and NecLariues, Apples, Pears, and such like, with a very

good lot of vegetables, eompiising Pumpkins, Ca.uUflowers,

Onions, Pofcitos, Peas, Leeks Carrots, 4c. The 'Jnd prize

went to Sir F. Forbes AD.iM, Lymrii.

For six Drumhead Cabtago.'i, Mr. P. KvLands, Thelw.dl,

WiLs 1st; Sir. Pearson-, Heystcad, :2nd. For thi-ec Savoys,
Mr. W.y. .R. (lovLE, Dunham, had a very superior lot, and so
had also Mr. .T. Bbow.v, Dunham : and for three Red Cab-
bage?, Mr. T. Warburton was 1st ; Sir P. Forbes Adam, 2Dd.

For three Cauhflowers there was a large competition, and a

gener.ally grand lot, chiefly of Autumn Giant, Mr. C. Thorpe,
Altrincliam, 1st ; .and Mr. .T. Wvlkrr, Hale, -ind.

For si.K Parsnips with tox>s i.-n. Miss Lord w;is 1st ; and
Messrs. J. & F. Pearson, 2nd and 3rd.

For six Altrinchaoi Carrots there was a large competition,

.as we would naturally expect, Mr. .T. Darbyshire, Timperloy,
1st ; and Mr. J. Hewitt, Hey Head, 2nd, the roots not
being so large, but clean and well shaped. Mr. Jackson
took the thx-ce piemier prizes for any other variety with
LoDg Red.
The PotatoB formed a largo exhibition of themselves, and

were generally of first quahty, Mr. P. Davies, Warburton,
andJIr. PAitKBR, High Peover, bcin'» Ist and 2nd with twelve
colo\ired kidneys ; and the former exhibitor winning easily

with twelve white kidneys : the same grower having the
best twelve round coloured, and the best twelve white.
For the best twelve Potatos of any variety introduced since

l:^'.t.'', Mr. J. H. Newton, Warburton, was 1st with Universal;

Mr. E. Clare 3nd, with Goldfinder.

William BrOCKBANK.—The death of this well-

known Manchester horticulturist took place at his

residence, Brockhurst, Didsbury, on the 25th ulfc., at

the age of 66. Like his father, he became a sur-

veyor and engineer, and in conjunction with his

partner in business carried out many importinl works
in surveying for i'ailw.ays, and in staking out new
ones. In public matters Mr. Brockbank took a
leading part, doing much in the direction of public

education. He was a Governor of the Royal Insti-

tution, a Fellow of the Linneaa and Geological

Societies, and as a Member of the Manchester Literary

and PliilosopUical Society he contributed many papers

on botanical and geological subjects; among others,

a full and detailed account of the section of earth

exposed in the railway cutting between Levenshulme

and Fallowfield, illustrated by diagrams of the

strata, and showing the gradations from the Permian
formation to those of the upper coal measures. Though
in the immediate neighbourhood in which he resided

he never sought official position, he yet exercised

a considerable influence and interest ia local

aSairs. In tho matter of the water supply to

the district, and in other things in which his per-

sonality was not seen, but on which largely the health

and well-being of the people depends, Mr. Brockbank

look au active although unobtrusive part. That he

was often misunderstood was frequently apparent, but

tliose who knew him best can have no hesitation in

stating that under a somewhat austere exterior there

beat a sympathetic heart. This was shown when he

t'lrew open his gardens and grounds for the enjoy-

ment of those around him on Sunday afternoons
;

anl though the privilege was abused to au extent

which necessitated tho withdrawal of the privilege,

this latter step caused Mr. Brockbank considerable

regret. He was buried in the grounds of the Friends'

Meeting House at Ashton-on-Mersey.

To the readers of tlio Ganlciiers Chronicle Mr.

Brockbank will be known by his occasional contribu-

tions to gardening literature. Mr. Albert Jlutters-

head, who was his gardener for the space of thirteen

years, states that Mr. Brockbank was an ardent culti-

vator of hardy Alpine and herbaceous plants, and

certain sections of florists' flowers, notably the

Auricula and the Polyanthus.

Tho late Thomas Mellur named a grey-edged

flower after him, and Mr. C. Turner, a fine alpine

variety. He raised some fine gold-laced Poly-

anthuses, Black Cap and Black Knight in particular
;

and his Auriculas and Polyanthus were frequently

seen'on the exhibition table at Manchester, and occa-

sionally in London. Primulas of all types found in

him an ardent admirer and cliltivator, and in his

garden at Brockhurst he had every facility for growing

these plants ; the rockeries and rock borders were

mostly built on a natural brow-aide, which consisted

chiefly of sand. He made a great hobby of Saxfrages,

and raised seedlings, among them some very promising

forms from McNabiana. Mr. Mottershead states he

had au enormous number of species and varieties.

He grew Narcissus largely also, and his experiments

with them led him to the conclusion that it is pos-

sible to reproduce double varieties from seed. The
H ellebores and the Leucoium were also favourites.

A vigorous controversialist, Mr. Brockbank fre-

quently' appeared in print, and controversies in wl.ich

he took part generally ended in some debatable

subject being placed on a more satisfactory basis.

He did much towards defining the various species of

the Hellebore and Leucoium. Some two or three

years ago Mr. Brockbank busied himself with experi-

ments in the direction of endeavouring to alter tho

colours of flowers by the absorption of aniline dyes.

Enquiry.
'* He that qtt€stio7ieth nuichslmU karn miuh."—Bacon.

Plague op Cockroaches.—Will some experienced

reader kindly inform " L." what can be done to ex-

terminate a plague of cockroaches. \\'hat is the best

remedy after various traps, catching by hand, poison-

ing with arsenic in honey, with phosphorus in butter,

and with the ordinary phosphor paste, have been tried

and in vain ! The insects still come in apparently

undiminished numbers.
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Variorum.
Vegetables.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Pruning Fruit Trees in Italy.—The disad-

vantages arising from the failure of fruit trees to

produce in successive years a uniform quantity of

fruit are well known to all engaged in fruit culture,

and information regarding any system of cultivation

that has for its object the equalisation of successive

crops, especially when it is said that such system has

been successful, must be of interest to them. Accord-

ing to Consul Seymour of Palermo, with the view of

equalising the crops in the Sorrentine Peninsula, it

has been shown that good results have been obtained

from the following method of pruning. Prune con-

considerably after a scarce year, cutting away some of

the fruit-bearing branches, and little after a full year.

This system, though the opposite of the old, seems to

be in theory the proper one, for it is due to the fact

that during the loaded year the tree is deprived of

nourishment that might be used by it next year in

the formation of fruit ; and by depriving the tree of

the branches which only deprive it of fruit, there will

be less nourishment required by the fruit in the

following year, and the tree will have more for the

formation of fruit.

Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, OCTOBER 1.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day. but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Cut Flowers.—averaob Wholesale Prices.
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into a garden frame and treated there. It is

prudent to shade from bright sunshiuo for a few

days those plants which are fumigated.

Dahlias Diseased : D. tfc Co. Dahlias infested by a

Sclerotium, which seems to be almost the same as

that attacking Potato haulms—alluded to in the

QartUncrs Chronicle in 1880 and again in Vol. XX.,
1883- -when the discovery of the Peziza (Peziza pos-

tuma) upon the sclerotia was announced, »nd figures

given of the stages of development. M. 0. C.

Drac.e.va LiNDENt: A. Uatton. Wo are much
obliged by your sending the flowering-spike for our

inspection.

Gardener's Memorandum Book: A. C. The exact

kind of book that you require would have to be

[ specially made, the manufacturing firms not keeping

them in stock. You expect too much from us.

Grapes : J. Ross. The fruit is affected by the

" spot" fungus—Glseosporium lajticolor. There is

no known cure, but you may reduce the chances of

infection by destioying by burning all of the

affected bunches.

Grdds on Bulds of Liliu.m auratum : E. Bland.

Probably tho grubs are the larvce of a species of

weevil. Let some of them hatch out, and then

send the insect here, and we will give you its

name. Gather up all that you can and destroy

them. Weevils in any stage of development are

injurious in the garden.

Insect : John Johnston. The beetle attacking Lselia

anceps is Diaxenes dendrobia, several times alluded to

in our columns in connection with Dendrobium. It

is an imported insect knowuat present only in its con-

nection with orchid-houses in this country. R. MiL.

Insects on Dendrobiums : Puzzled. The insects

attacking your Dendrobea are plant-bugs {not

beetles) of the genus Lopus. We cannot identify

them with any European species, so they were
probably imported with the Orchids. R. McL.

*,* The application to naim iloweri, and upeciallij friiUs, are
so )iu»iermts at this season, as severely to tnj: our resource*. Theti

entail an expenditure of time, labour, and money, of which our
readers have little idea HV are willing to oblige oxir cirre-

spondtnts as far as we can, but we must request that t/try will

observe the rule that not more than six varieties be

sent at any one time. The specimens should be good on^s.

just approaching ripeness, and to prevent disappointment, tlioj

should be properly numbered, and carefully packed. We do not

undertake to send answers through the post. Delay in any case
is unavoidable.

Nasies op Fruits : A.S. G. Pears : 1, Seckle : '2, Marie
Louise d'Uccle ; 3, Hambledou Deux ana ; Apple.s,

4, New Hawthornden ; 5, Warner's King ; C, King
of the Pippins.

—

C. II., Doncostcr. 1, Alexandra
Lambre ; 2, Bergamotte d'Esperen ; 3, BeurriS

d'Amanlis ; 4, Beurr^ HarJy (all very excellent

examples).

—

£. W. 1, Pear Marie Louise d'Uccle
;

3, Duchess of Oldenburg— not Beauty of Bath
;

2, Easter Beurrt- ; 4, Royal Russet ; 5, not recog-

nised.

—

J. H. Pear Doyenn(S Eoussoeh, more hand-
some than good.—/. M. B. 1, Queen Caroline

;

2, Cellini ; 3, Striped Beefing ; 4, Beachamwell
;

6, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 7, Downton Nonpareil.

—

Tarr it- Arlcll. Apple unknown to us.— Hardener.

1, Chaumontelle ; 2, Beurre Clairgeau ; 3, not

known ; 4, Beurr^ Diel ; 5, Bergamotte d'Esperen;

6, Eyewood ; 7, Marie Louise.

—

Dr. King. Pear
Louise Bonne of Jersey (over-ripe) ; Apples, 1 and
2, not recognised, but they are not Lord Suflield

;

3, Cox's Pomona ; 4, Cellini ; 5, Cox's Orange (a

fine fruit).

—

C. Dihson Smith. Apple, 1, similar to

Beauty of Kent—an old, very excellent Kentish

Apple; 2, not known.— C. Lonsdale. 1, Cox's

Orange Pippin ; 2, not recognised ; 3, Yorkshire

Beauty.—J3, £. Apples: l,Lord Derby ; 2, not sure of;

3, Brabant Bellefleur ; 4, some local sort ; 5, Mi-re

de Menage ; 6, Golden Noble : Pear, Beurre
Clairgeau.— 17. N. 1, Beauty of Kent; 2, Lady
Henniker ; 3, Blenheim Orange ; 4, Golden Noble;

5, Stone's Apple ; 6, Bramley's Seedling.

—

Parked
in tack-box, in hnij, no nctmc sent. 4, 5, King of the
Pippins ; 7, Ecklinville SeedUng ; 8, not recognised

;

9, Braddiok's Nonpareil ; 10, Ribston Pippin.

—

A. Ballard. 1, not recognized (u very fine hand-

some Apple) ; 2, Cellini.

—

J. P. D. Pears: 1, not
recognized ; 2, Mar(5chal de la Cour; 3, Beurre
Diel ; 4, not known ; Apples: 5, Besspool ; 6,Ladie8'

Finger. (We had tenpence to pay upon your box. )

—

F. G. D. 2, Gansell's Bergamotte ; 3, Urbaniste ; 4,

5, 7, Marie Louise ; 6, Chaumontelle.

—

A. i_l. B. 1,

Cellini ; 2, Gloria Muudi ; 3, Jolly Beggar ; 4, Queen
Caroline ; 5, Emperor Alexander ; (J, Yellow In-

gestre.

—

F. H., Eastnor. Apples : 1, Duchess's
Favourite ; 2, seems to have been grown under
gla'!s, therefore out of the ordinary character ; might
be Mabbot'a Pearmain, or even King of the Pippins.

—F. Lee. Grape : should say it is Alnwick Seedling
;

rather better flavoured than usual, and well sot.

—

Q. Masscy. 1, Pitmaston Duchess ; 2, Beurre Diel.

Names op Plants : Correipondents not answered in

this issue are requested to be so good as to consult th:

follomng nitmber. — /. C. Tethury. 1, Crakcjus

C'elsiana ; 2, C. flava ; 3, C. ooocinea ; 4, Betula

(two things here), cannot name without fruit
;

."i, Crataegus orientalis (C. odoratissiraa). —
S. II. G. Traohelium cooruleum.— Z". B , Leeds.

Gougora galeata, more commonly known in gardens

as Acropera Loddigesii and Asplenium Belangieri

(ayn. Veitchiana).— IF. y. JF. 1, Cosmos bipinnatus;

2, double purple Larkspur. — /. D., Kin'/slmri/.

An exceptionally fine form of Cattleya War.scewiczii

(syn. C. gigas).

—

Tcmpu.i Furjit.— 1, Aster dumosus ;

2, specimen not sufficiently good ; 3, Aster

Amellus ; 4, Chrysanthemum uliginosum ; 5,

Helianthus rigidus.— H'. ('. Foot. Not a Truffle,

but a hard Puff-ball—Scleroderma vulgare. Cattle

will not eat it, so there is no danger of its poisoning

them. A'ery common in some places, .1/. C C.—
6'. //. 5. 1, Pellionia Daveaneana ; 2, Dorstenia

eontrayerva ; 3, (Echmea Weilbachii ; 4, Vitia gou-

gyloidcs ; 5, Hedychium flivescens ; 6, Brexia

madagascarieusis ; 7, Hibiscus mutabilis.—/. /;'.

1, Cratiogua crus-galli ; 2, Crataegus tanacetifolia ;

3, Crata;gus grandifolia.— i". M. Cannot name it,

materials insufficient.

Notice to Qoit Service : A Twenty J ears' Reader.

1, Excepting in the case of wilful misconduct, a

month's notice is usually given ; 2, To be strictly

legal, it ought to be given before 12, noon ; 3,

You can claim a month's wages, and a sum equiva-

lent to tho rent of the cottage, fuel, and vegetables,

if you have these allowances.

Pteris : W. G. Some races of garden-raised Pteris

are very liable to go in the manner shown by your

specimens. Sometimes the brown patches appear

after fumigation, and sometimes after a suilden fall

in the temperature of the house. If you raise tho

plants youreelf, get spores from another place.

Tomato-roots Covered witu Warty Excrescences :

A . L. Undoubtedly the work of eel-worms intro-

duced with the soil, which together with the plant?,

clear out and char ; and obtain soil from an unin-

fected source.

Tulips : Tulip. AVe should certainly not use them
for forcing purposes, nor should we expect fii-st-rate

results from them out-of-doors, or in pots.

Vines . R. D. L. We cannot see any Phylloxera

mites in tho roots sent, but some of them appear

to be in an unhealthy condition. Should you find

further specimens confirmatory of your suspicion,

we shall be pleased to examine them.

Walnuts : Harrow. Obtain a long ladder, and some
Hazel-rods a dozen or more feet long, and with

these appliances you will be able to reach most of

the clusters of nuts on the trees. Do not do

any more thrashing of the trees than is necessary

to dislodge the nuts, and do not gather them
before the outer hu.'sk parts quite freely from the

shell of the nut. After drying the nuts in the

shade, store in slightly moist sand, or place them
without sand in large flower-pots covered with
another pot or anything that will keep out moistm'e,

and bury in dry ground 1 foot below the surface.

A pinch of salt over each layer of nuts will prevent

mould growing on the nuts ; indeed, the nuts may
be buried in salt if they can be kept in a dry room.

RICHARDSON'S

Communications Received.—G. \.—3. W.—S. B.—G. P. B.

—H. Woodgate.— F. Bennett.—J. R. G.—K. H.—L. V. P.—
J. Forbes—H. D. H.—M. A —W. P. Epping. - F. K.—
A. W. S.—11. A.— !-. Bi-untjii-O. L. A.—W. G. Fitn-

gerald.—W. T. Thiselton Dver. — W. Collins.- J. B.

—

D. McD.—H. Cannell—F. W. R.—W. Sargent—B. I,. H.—
J. Anderson.—G. M. -Thos. Foster.

Photographs, Specimens, tic, Received with Thanks.—
N. M. Freer, Chicago (many thanks for photogr;iphs,

which will receive ovir consideration).—W. S. Tillet.— Sir

Trevor L-iwrence, Bart.—W. I..— X. M. Freer, Chicago.-
J. Anderson.—G. J. Bvirch,

COSTISUED INCRE.iSE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
•'GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.'

Important to Advertisers.— The Publisher has the satis-

faction of announcing that the circulation of the " Gardi ners

Chronicle" has, since the rciludi^n in the firice OJ the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,

and that it continues to increase weekly

Advertisers are remiwleil th^it the " Chronicle " circulates among
country gentleme.v, and all classes of gardeners
AND garden-lovers at home, that it lias a specially lar ge

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, an/1 thnt it i$

preserved for reference inail the principal Libraries.

QUALITY
OF WOBK

ONSUBPASSED,

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Conservatories, Greenliou*ie-,

Vineries, Peach House?, Stove aad
Orchid Houses, Slo.

Lowest Prices possible.

Mao
Heating Apparatus

complete.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

DARLINGTON.

STOCK SIZES—In InoheB.

12x10 14x12 18x12 16x14 20x14 20x|6 24xl6 22x|g
4x|0 I6x|2 20x12 Igx|4i20x 15 22xl6 20xl8'24x|g

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet

boxes, 3rds and 4th8 qualities.

English Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest

prices, delivered free and sound in the country

in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

GEORaE FABIflLOE Sc SONS,
34, St. Jobn Street, West Smlthfield. London, E.C.

Stook Listsand Photon applioation. Please quote Gard. Chron.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 18o9,
for Red Spider. Mildew, Thripg, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ouuces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounce? as

a winter dressing for Vioes and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and aa an emulsion when
paratfio is used. Has outlived many preparations iatended to

supersede it. Boxes Is., 3s., and 10s. 6«.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. B^xes 6i. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in

any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed, 25 ft. by 12 ft., £50; 30 ft. by 15 ft.. £70. Briok-

work ezoepted. For particalare^seeouiCatalogne, poet-free.

Superior Portable Frames, large stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with

21-oz. glass, carriage paid:—1-light frame, 4X6, 36«. 6d.

;

2-light frame, 6X8. SSs. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6. 85*. 6d.

Span-roof Frames, 6 x i. £2 5s. ; 9 x 5, £3 i5i,

HARDY BRUIN & CO.. LEICESTER.
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GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ s. d.

1-light, 4ft.by6ft...^ O^H
PBICES,

CABBIAGE
PAH).

Larger tizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HOBTICtJLTUEAX WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Ao-ufon^^ent.Mr.H.SKKl.TON.Seedsman,&0. .a,HollowayRd.,N.

2
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We FurBlsli Promptly

ESTIMATES m^
FOR EVERV K-ND OF

|j/t2GLASSHOUSES
Kr^ecii rnv-ptcf Pait'Culars.

SUaVSYS MADE.
MA/^UFAefURCRS, IP3WICH,

Write for Our

NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE,

CODsiistiDg of l.'O psieea foiitainii t;

Dumeroui tie--ign9 o;

Conservatoiles, Greech^uses, &-.

Post Free on Application.

TEAK -WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.

« pi

5 '^

m -

WRINCH & SONS, Eorticultural

Buildeis,

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS, 57 HOLEORN VIADUCT.

IPSWICH 1 LONDON, ec.

WINTER

SHOKIflC &TAfL£S AS FlXSOk

APPROACHING.
USE

^'Thorpe's Patent
^^ Glazing Staples.

Broken panes re-

placed inatantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlaatiog. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

poet-free, 1/9.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL OABDEN SUNDKIES.

Tbe Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Stree'., B.C.,

Manufacturers of the High Grade " Marriott" Bicjcles
and Tricycles. CATALOGUE on application.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

TENTS I TENTS!! TENTS!!! — I have
purchased 6000 ARMY TKNTS (40 ft. circumtereDw?).

scarcely used. Ck>mplete ;with poles, pegs, and Hoes. CoHt
£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28t. each

;

inferior qualities, 22s. and 24f. each. Cash with oider ; can be
sent on approval. Specially adaptable for eportinff and pleaaur*^

purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKIVQHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimooial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
•' April 29, 1S96. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day. I am very plea-^ed with them.
" F. H. Hill. Duddingston Park, Portobello, Mi-ilothian,"

MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet tty 18 feet, with Po'ee, Pegs, Runners,
Lines, Malletfi, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, casli

JEU. coat £3fi.

ANDREW POTTER. Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton

From

WitLuut doubt the Cheapest, most complete, Simplest to

erect, and btst value for money in the Trade. It is a weJI-
" nown fact that ordinary Ku'lders could not Supply the
Timber alone at the price which we Charge for a house

Complete, with Staffing, Ventilator?, Glass, Jkc, Ac, all ready for erecting by any
Handy-man or Gardener. Thtse houses are made by Special Machinery, in lots of

never less than One Hundred at the Time, and we are satisfied with small profits

and quick returo^^.

M^V ^"^ ^ W Y ^° * position tt undertake exten

We are 1^1 M W \/\/ ^'^^^ ^°^ repairs to any extent^^ ^^^ If \§ and give estimates for alterations
cf, or additior s to, exibtiog

Hcuiesor Heating Apparatus. You would do well and will save 40 . at least in buyiog
from u«. Under ;ny circumstances do not place your orders for any kind of Horticul-

tural Work until jou have seen our Citalogue, which contains 364 pages and 120i»

iilustratiODs, published at l5. But to all appliciintsduring the next 14 days they will be

GIVEN AWAY.
Send ot Once. Menli'-n the '*Gardeners' Chrcnide."

W. COOPER, Ltd.. HoRTicuLTUKAi. Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD. LONDON. S.E.

THE COTTAGER'S CALEMDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

By the late Sib JOSEPII PAXTON, M.P. Eepl-inted from the Gardeners' Chronicle,

Price 3d., post-free 3Jd. ; twenty-five copies, Ss. ; fifty, IDs. ; and one hundred, 20s,

Parcels of not less than 25 delivered, Carriage Free, in London only. Not less than 100 Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR OCTOBER.

oT-v-r>.^ /^ ^ .
(Roval Horticultuml and Agricul-

SUNDAT, Oct. 4^ tural Society of Ghent.

{National Chrvsanthemum Autumn
Show at Royal Aqu:irium (ihree

days).

SUNDAY, OiT. 11—Brussels Orchidienne Meet.

i

Royal Horticultui-.al Society's Com-
mittees at Drill Hall, West-
minster.

TUESDAY. OCT. -27 » Roy^^Horticultural Society', Com-

WEDXESDAY. Oct. ,8 ]
To|quay Chrysanthemum Society's

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
EVERY DAY J Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &

(fxceft Salurdai/) ( Morris' Rooms.

.t/^v-^. .f n ^ =( Dutch Bulbs, Azaleas, Palms, ic
MONDAY, OiT. 5| at Stevens' Rooms.

Unreserved Sale of Nursery Stock,

at the Xurseiies, Tunbridge
Wells, by order of Messrs. T.

Cripps & Sons, by Protheroe it

Morris (two days).

Poultry and Pigeons, at Stevens'

Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

TUESDAY, Oct. 6'

WEDNESDAY O.T.

THURSDAY, J

FRIDAY,

I Dutch Bidbs, Shrubs, Pl:ujts,

j Palms, &c., at Stevens' Rooms.

/Side of well-grown Nursery Stock,

at the Albion Nursery, H.ale

Road, Famham, by order of

Mr. J. Clarke, by Protheroe

i: Morris.

Oct. 8< Clearance Sale of Friiit Trees, at

the Nunerieii, Chilwell, Not's,

by order of Messrs. J. R. Pearson

& Son, by Protheroe t Morris.

Dutch and French Bulbs, at

Stevens' Rooms.

Great Sale of 20,000 Imported Or

j

chids, by order of Messrs. F.
' Sander £ Co., at Protheroe &

Moixis' R-xtme.

1
Scientific and Miscellaneous Pio-

perty, at Stevens' Rooms.

S.VTUKDAY Oct. 10—Dutch Bidbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.
" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates nnaconstomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNB. F.R.H.S.. HextaWe, Kent.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. 3d.

per bag. on rail ; 15j. per cubic yard, in 12-yird trucks.

BBOWN FIUROns PEAT. 3J. 3rf. per bag ; 10«. per cubic yard.

WALKER iSD CO.. Poole. Dorset.

V
Tbe Best Present for a Qardener.

I N E S AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture erer published.

Third Edition just out.

Price .*>.«.
; poat tree, bs, dd.

A. F. BARKON. 13. Sutton C urt Road. Chiswick.

WORKS OF AUTHORITY ON BOTANY.

T INDLEY'S ELEMENTS of BOTANY.
-l^ With Illustrations. 8vo. cloth. Price 9s.

T INDLEY'S MEDICAL and CECONOMI-
-Li C\L BOTANT. With numerous Illustrations. 8vo.

cloth. Price hs.

LINDLEY'S SCHOOL BOTANY.
A Complete Manual of Rudimentary Botany for Students.

&c. With 400 Illustrations. 8vo. cloth. Price .5s. 6d.

London: BRADBURY, AONEW. AlfD CO., (Limited).

Bouverie Street. E.G.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDIN3. DRIVING. SHOOTINa. CYCLINa,
FISHING, SKATING, &C.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretarf.

NEW and RARE ORCHIDS.—Advertiser
wishes to meet with a Gentleman willing to share

expenses to an hitherto tmeiplored locality where New and

Bare Orchids are known to exist. Advertiser has had eighteen

years' experience as Grower and Collector ; his late expedition,

from October. 1895, to July of this year, has been very remu-

nerative to his agents in Europe. References as to ability. &c.,

are of the highest class. The Advertiser will treat with

Englishmen only.— G. L., Kilburn Post OtEce, N.W^

WANTED, by a gentleman in the North of

England, early in November, a first-class practical

all-round O iRDENEB ; single-handed place. Most have had

a leal gcod training. Only good-tempered, active, hard-

working men with the high< st credentials need apply. Good
wages and commission to a suitable man.—Write, stating age

and full particulars, to T., Box 181, Smith's Advertising

Agency, 132, Fleet Street, London. E.G.

WANTED, a good GARDENER, who under-
stands Grapes and Outdoor Wall Fruit, and to Snper-

iLt;nd Cows and Poultry.—Under-Gardener and Cowboy kept.

Must be married man. and not more than two children.

Wages about 23*. a week, cottage, coals, and lights found.

Per>onal character required.—Apply, by letter, to J. A.

KSIGHT. Bletchley.

ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, good active

practical all-round GARDENER, and to make himself

gecerolly useful.—Single-handed place. Must have had ex-

perience in Growing Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables for Mar-

ket. Inside and Out. Assistance given. Abstainer preferrfd.

Good wages and commission to competent man.—Apply,

stating age, with references and copies of testimonials.—B.,

41. Wellington Strand, W.C.

ARDENER REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY
(Third of six) .—Care of Flower Garden and Pleasure

Grounds ; cottage.—B.. The Firs. Malvern, Worcestershire.

ANTED, as GARDENER, a thoroughly
reliable married MAN, without encumbrance. Sole

charge of Garden. -Apply.B. B., Exder Gar. tte Office, Exeter.

Honsekeeper and Cook ; also Qardener.

WANTED, by an unmarried Clergyman (oo.

Durham), for Oct. S7, MAN and WIFE, without young
children ; man to be Sexton of the Church and Cart taker of tbe

School, also to male himself generally useful in and about the

Vicarage ; knowledge of Vines and Plants necessary (no grave-

yard work or kitchen-garden). Wife to be housekeeper and a

trained cook. Both to live in the Vicarage. Wages, without

board. £1 ICj. weekly ; stating ages, and sending reference

for cooking, cleanliness, fcc., to S. B., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

Rose Grower Wanted.

WANTED, a steady MAN, as ROSE
GROWER —One who has been accustomed to grow

in quantity, exhibit, and competent to execute orders.—

Apply, stating where last employed, wages expected, age, &c ,

to JNO. JEFFEBIES and SON, Boyal Nurseries. Cirencester.

ANTED, a PROPAGATOR & GROWER,
expert in general Indoor Stock, including Ferns and

Tea Roses (grafting and growing). Wages, 25j. p-r week, with

share of conofortable room in nursery cottage. Excellent opening

for capable and energetic Toung man. First communications,

private. State experience, and where gained, age. Ac. to—
CONFIDENTIAL. 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden,

London, W.C.

ANTED, a trustworthy WORKING OUT-
SIDE FOREMAN, to take Management of small

Nursery (9^ acres'*, where things are done up to date. Must
be good Budder and Grafter, and thorouglily understand his

buiiness. To suitable young mirried man wishing to get into

good permanent position, this is aa opirtunity seldom

met with.—Apply, stating age, wages required, and expe-

rience, to JAMES WRIGHT, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Leicester.

Nursery Foreman.

WANTED, for a large Nursery, a thoroughly
practical MAN as NURSERY FOREMAN. Outdoor,

capable of managing a large staff of men. Must be a first-class

hand at Fruit Tree.', Rcse.", and General Nursery Stock. A
permanent situation and good wages to a suitable man. No
one need apply whose character will not hear the st'ictest

investigation— Apply. |with refeiencep, » ages expected, and

full particulars, to F. B. W., 41, WellingtoiSt., Strand, W.O.

WANTED, an experienced MAN, for the
Outside.—Must hi a good Budder and Grafter, and do

Spade-work. Rosa's. Conifers. Rhododendrooa. ClemHis. &c .

grown.—State wages and particulars to JOHN STANDISH
AXD CO.. Boyal Nurseries, Ascot.

ANTED, TWO First-class London Market
MEN, to liveon theNursery. Married. Must be well

up in CiRCATIONS. Forcing Bulbs. Lihes, Bose^, Arums, &c.

Men who can and will work ; 1 o'clock on Saturdays.—F. W.
MABMONT,TheNursery.Shepperton, Middlesex. L.&S W K
£ tition five miLutes from Nursery.

WANTED, a young Man for the Pleasure
Grounds, wages 19j. per week, mu.t be neat and

clean in his work, and used to machine. — Apply to A.

OBEENHAM, The Gardens, Wythen«hawe Hall. Northenden,

Cheshire.

WANTED, a MAN to assist Nursery Fore-
man. Must be able to Invoice and despatch goods,

and correspond, fco—Apply personally, after 3 p.M , to

B. NEAL, 319, Trinity Road, Wandsworth Common.

ANTED an IMPROVER for Nursery, all

Glass. Must have had some experience in Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, and able to produce good references, both

as to character and ability. Will have to take turn (with

Fires. Apply personally ; wages 15.!.—E. ST. JOHN T0CKEB,
Silveidale Nursery, Sydenham, S.E.

SEED TRADE.—WANTED, UNDER-
SHOPMAN, for a Brisk Counter Trade. Unexceptional

references required. State age, experience, salary required,

and full particulars.—FRANK YATES, Seed8man,Nottingham.

ANTED, for Market Nursery, HANDY
MAN (youDg) to do glaziog, pipe tixlog. &c. ;

quick,

aod well up in his work.—Red land's Nursery, Emsworth.

ANTED, NURSERY CLERK.—One who
is capable of gettiDg-up and superintending despatch

of orders. Must be well acqnainted with Stove and Green-
house Plants. Only those who can produce good testimonials
need apply, stating age and wages required.—WILLIA.SC
"WHITELEY, The Nurseries. Hillingdou Heath, Uxbridge.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are caufioiied against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, Ac—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

Gardeners. Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters. &c.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

A>^A«( respectability, &iid thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—"DIOKSONa. Chester."

F SANDER AND CO. oan reoommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HE4D and UNDBB

GARDEN'ERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their

profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AXD CO.. St. Albans.

THOMAS BUTCHER oan reoommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first- rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-

ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOHEB, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

Head and Under Gardeners. Farm Bailiffs, &e,

JOHN LAING AND SONS, Forest Hill
Nurseries, London. S.E., are alwajs in a position to

RECOMMEND MEN of the highest respactability, and
thorough'}/ piaci.cal at their busines?. Full particulars on
application. No fees charged . — Telegraphic address,
*• CALADIUM, London." National Telephone, 96S0.

SHOULD any Lady or Gentleman require a
first-class HEAD QARDENER, Geo. Drabble, Ketton

Hall Gardens, Stamford, would have pleasure in supplying
particulars of a thoroughly reliable energetic man.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
ESTATE BAILIFF. Leaving through death of the

Earl of Maoclesfield. Highly recommended by the Couateu
of Maccleseeld, and many others.—W. M. GEDDE3, The
Gardens, Shirburn Castle, Tetsworth, Ozon.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 35, married;
requires situation where three or more are k^pt. Fru t

and flowers. Indoors and Out. Orchids, &c. Of strictest

integrity ; good health, and active babita. Can be highly
recommended by present employer.—Apply to QARDENER,
Daniels Brothers, Nurserymen, Norwich.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. Smith, Head
Gardener to the Earl of Rosebery, Mentmore, Bucks,

can strongly recommend his Foreman, J. We'*ton, as a tho-

roughly practical and trustworthy man ; sixteen years* expe*
rience in all branches, including three and a half yeArs at
Mentmore, alfo at Hatfield House, Child wickbury, and Latimer.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no children.
Siotch ; thorough good all-round man; sixteen years

Head Gardener to G. A. EVERITT, E-^q , Knowle Hall, War-
wickshiie. is now disengaged, and seeks another appointment.
Excellent testimonials and reference to late employer.
—Present address. WILLIAM COMFORT. 17, Stewart
Terrace, Edinbu-gh.

GARDEN! U (Head), age 30.—Mr. Eabl,
Head Qarf^- ler, Somerhill, Tonbridge. can highly re-

commend his Foi- nan, E. Leach, as above ; first-class experi-

ence with Orchids. Kruits, &c., and the usual requirements of

a good g^T^*^ '

; fivd years in present situation.

GARD NER (Head), where three or more
are k^^t; age 30, abatainer.—W. Piper, Head Gar-

dener, Hylands Park, Chelmsford, highly recommends his

Foreman. H. Gibb, to ary Lady or Gentleman requiring the

services of a good practical Gardener. First class references as

to character and ability.

GARDENER (Hkad), where four or more
are kept.—A gent'eman can highly recommend his lattt

Head Qardener to any l.>idy or Gentlemin requiring the ser-

vices of a thoroughly experienced ami trustworthy man.
Age 37, married.—J. A. WORSFOLD, Mead Row, Godalming,
Surrey,
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GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
ESTATE MANAGES, Scotch.—Married ; thoroughly

practical and trustworthy. Ten years in present situation.

Well recommended.— A. BB0WNIK9, Stanhill Court, Charl-

wood. Surrey.

GARDENER (Hbab).—Bbeesfohd V. Mel-
ville, Eiq., M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfield, Surrey, would

be pleased to recommeod J. Pitts, at present Foreman here, to

any Lady or Gentleman in want of a Gardener; thcroughly

efficient and trustworthy.

GARDENER (Head), age 34, married, one
child (8 years) —Mr. SuiTON, Gardener, Silverlands,

Chertsey.ean with eonfidence recommend bis General Foreman.
H. HlGGS, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of

a first -elass man.

GARDENER (Head). — Majob Gambieb
Parrv, Highnam Court, Gloucestershire, can with

confidence recommend J. Hammond as a first-class man, tho-

roughly experienced in all branches of the profession ; most
reliable and energetic. Age 32 ; married when suited.

ARDENERr(HEAD).—W. Adams, age 36,
married, no family, wishes to correspond with Gentle-

man rtquiiing practical man as above ; left last place through

a deith.-9, Graham Street, Eaton Terrace, S.W.

4.>»J will be paid by Advertiser in securing^O permanent situation as HEAD QABDENEB. Highly

recommended as a proficient man.—B. B., 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HASDED).—Joseph Perkiss, Esq , would be pleaed to

recommend .ToHN BiCHARDS, age 38, as above ; a death cause

ofleaving: five years' character. -J. BICHABDS, Lnbruham,
Market Harborough.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 40, two children, youngest 9; tho-

roughly experienced in the management of a good garden

;

Vines. Melons, Cucumbers, &c. First class references.—

GAEDENER, Hanslope, Stony Stratford.

GARDENER (Head, or good Second).—
Age 25 ; ten years' practical experience Inside and Out.

Four years' good character from last emp oyer, two years pre-

vious. Life abstainer.-A. SLATES, Canal Terrace, Penk-
ridge, Stafford.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
one child, age 6 ; thoroughly expsrienced in all branches.

Inside and Out —OABDENER, fc6, Ashbiook Eoad, Upper
Holtoway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head Woeking).— Age 31
large experience in Orchids and Carnations. Tho-

roughly efficient in all departments. Excellent testimonials

and references as to character and ability.—BOLTON, Cowper
Villa, Cavendish Road, St. Albans, Herts.

GARDENER (Head Working).—A Gentle-
man, leaving district, strongly recommends bis Head

Working Gardener. Life experience in all branches, including

Orchids. Age 39, one child, age i2 —Stite wage-, *c , A. S.,

care of F. WALLACE, Esq., Stratford Hofm, West Hill,

Putney Heath.

ARDENER (Head Wobkin»).—Age 35,
married

;
good all-rouDd man. BeQutrei situation

where three or four are kept. Twenty years rn present plac»,

last (eren years Head.—0. PEA.SK. Swalcliffe Fark. Banbury.

TONMAN MOSLEY, Esq. strongly recom-
mends, as HEAD WORKING GABDENER (where two

or three are kept), with gwl all round know.edge; life

experience ; well up in Tree Planting and Lading out. Total
abstainer; age 36. Eleven years in present terrice.— W.
BUTLEB. Bangor's Park, Uxbridge.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 30;
sixteen years' practical experience. Inside and Out. in

di£fereDt good establishments. Good references,—B. HILL,
Ketton Cottage. Stamford.

GARDENER (Head Working), age 30.—
Mr. CRiPPS.Newby Hall Gardens. Bipoo, highly recom-

mends his Foreman, H. Lloyd, as above. Thoroughly expe-
rienced i a all branches. Three and a half 3«ars in present
situ&tUn.

ARDENER (Head Wobkinq), where three
or four are kept; age 30, married, one ebild : h-ghest

references from pre ent and previous places, leaving through
giving up.~W. B. CHARLES. 1, Clare Yillao, Bath Boad.
Stroud, Qloustershire.

GARDENER (Hbad WobkingV—Aj. h 38,
single. Mr. F. Barry can with confidence rec mmend

F, Bridle his deceased father's late Gardener fwho w * with
him for the last ten years) as a thoroughly r* c'i-al 'nan in
all branches.—Apply to F. B., Bush Hill HjUij Gardens,
Winchmore Hill, N.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where help
is given.—Age 27, married

;
good general experience in

all round Gardening. Abstainer.—X., 5. Biverdale Cottages,
Haowortb, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 20;
well up in Flower and Kitchen GarHens; also goo I

Bedder.—F. B. J03CELYNE. Woodlands, Swanley, Kent.

GARDENER; age 31, married, where one or
two are kept.—Thos. Desnes. Binfield Park Gardens,

Bracknell, can stiongly recommend the above as a Bt«ady
persevering all-round man. Highest referentM,

GARDENER '(Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Age 26, married when suited.

Abstainer. Fourteen years' practical experience in all

branches, both Inside and Out. Excellent references. Over
two years^ as General Foreman.—H. W., 56, Radnor Street,

King's Boad, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise, where
four or five are kept.—Age '2i ; well up in Melons,

Cucumbers, Vines, Tomatos Ac, Over three years' excellent

references.—E. LAWRENCE. 32, Hawley Boad, Kentish Town.

GARDENER (Second), where five or six are
kept in the Garden.— Single ; ten years' experience.

Insi.ie and Out. First-class references. — P. KEErLEY,
Hylands, Bomford, Essex.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(FiBST).—Nine years' experience. Mr. F. SiMMONDS,

Mambead Park, near Exeter, Devon, can highly recommend
G. Watson aj above.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise).—
Age ^7. single; el«ven years' practical experience in

the general routine of Gardening, including two years as

First Journeyman, Inside. Well recommended. Abstainer.
No circular?.— F. BEESON, 18. Burrard Road, West Hamp-
stead, London, N.W.

GARDENER (Undkb) and CAREMAN, or
GABDKNER (UsDER).—Age 23. aingle; where there

are two kept preferred. Three years' character.— Apply to

D. H., 1, WiltOD Cottage,, Datchet.

GARDENER (Undeb).— Situation wanted
by a yoQDg man, and who uDderatands Cowe. Four yean,'

good character.—H. SEWARD, Whitatone, Exeter.

GARDENER (Under, or Sikgle-handed).
— Age 23, siogle, abetaioer; good character fiotn pre-

vious employers; disengaged.—W. PBOtrTING, S, Astaford

Boad, Feltbam, Midd'esea.

C'^
ARDENER (Under").—Age 25 ; eight years'

M exoerieoce. Inside and Oat; good references.-W. E.,

Woodham Mortimer, Maldon, Essex.

GROOM-GARDENER seeks situation. " Used
to driving, and good experience in all branches of thd

Garden. Two and a half yearo' good references from last

place. Four yearo' previous.—HaRBY BATCHER, East
Tytherley, near Stockbridge. Hants.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER.— Age 24;
ten years' practical experience in leading Nurseries.

Well up in Heaths and RosfH. Good Bodder and Grafter.

First class references.— T. ASTLEY, N'orth Feltbam, Middleeex.

ROSE GROWER or PROPAGATOR. —
Thoroughly understands Seedling Briar and aU other

kinds of Boss Stock. Hardy Trees. Shrub', Clematis, ftc—
S. LEY. 35, Cheater Street. Cirencester.

ORCHID GROWER, or TRAVELLER.—
B. EICHEL. for eleven years with M^f-srs. CiiiRLES-

WORTH & Co.. is open for eogagemeot. Good knowledge of
Orchids and Plants; the Hybri'jisation and Raising of Orchid
Seedlings a specialty.—Address to 4rt, Spring Garden^, Heaton

,

Bradford.

ANAGER or FOREMAN, Experienced.
Married man. Well up in Growing and Forcing.

—

O. M., 171, Granville Boad, Child's Hill. Hendon.

GARDENER (Scotoh), age 23, wante situation
as OUTSIDE FOREMAN, or Secosd Inside.- Eight

years' experience Inside and Outside. Good references.

—

JOHN McINTOSH, Walden, Chislehurst.

FOREMAN.—Age 2S ; life experience in
general routine of Gardening with House and Table

Decorating, aUo Orchids. Good references as to abilities.

—

FOREMAN. 1, Myrtle Cottages, The Boshett, Long Oilton,
Surrey.

FOREMAN (General, or go d Inside).—
Age 28; life experience ; four \eari as Foreman. Two

years in present situation. Good; references.— W. GILL, The
Gardens, Colston Bassett, Bingham, Notts.

FOREMAN (General, or Inside).—Age 25;
ten years' experience. Inside and Out. Highest reference.

—W. O., The Gardens,' Fulshaw Hall. Wilmslow.

OREMAN and GROWER.—W^ell up in
Mushrooms. Tomato§. Grapec, C^^CQmber^ Palms. Ferns,

Cut Flowers, tc. Excellent references.—A. B., 68, Foynton
Boad, Tottenham, N.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN and GROWER.—Age 25; ten

and a half years' best experience in principal Nurseries.

Well up in all branches, including Palms, Cucumbers, Tomato!>,

Mushrooms, Fe'ns, Bedding anJ Herbaceous Plant*. Has
taken three First Prizes for Floral Dt vices. Could take charge
tf Small Nursery.—F. AUSTIN, 11, Chorch Street, Stratford-

:n-Avon.

TOURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good establisb-
• I ment.—Age 21 ; four years' experience. Gooi rf ference.

Bothy preferred.—E. WI3S, The Gardens, Oak Hill, East
Bamet, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN (Second, or Second of three).
—Age 19^ ; eiz years' experience. Good character.

Abstainer. Disengaged. — F. WERNHAM, Wellhouss, near
Newbury, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside).— Age 21; eight
years' experience ; not afraid of work ; excellent refer-

ences from present and previous emplqyerf. Abstainer.

—

JAMES HOLLIS, Chapel Oak Lodge. Harvingtou. Evesham.

TOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out).
^f —Age 22 ; three years in present place, five previous.
Good character.— J. BEAUCHAMP, Cowesfield Gardens,
Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN (Fibst or Second), in large
place. —Age 21; fire years' practical experience. Can

be well recommended. --W. THRU3H, Dunster, Somerset.

TMPROVER.—Young Man (19), who has had
-1- four yearb' experience in the Seed department of a
Nursery, desires a situation as Improver.—H. C. THOBNTON,
Clappers, Crawley, Sussex.

IMPROVER, in Houses.-Age 19 ; four years
experience under glass with Plants and Fruit. Not

afraid of work. Can be highly recommended ; bothy pre-
ferred.—Apply to B. LAWBENCE, Scott's Eoyal Nurseries,
Merriott, Crewkerne.

\TR. GEORGE, Champneys, Tring, can very
i-*-l~ highly recommend a young man for Flower Garden
and Pleasure Grounds. Most energetic and obliging. Marri€<l,
one child.

SITUATI (-*N wanted as Second of three in
good establishment. Plants preferred

;
good reference.

State wages, with bothy, &c. ; five years' experience.—J. B.,

51, Hadlow Road, Tonbridge.

SITUATION Wanted, in Nursery, by young
man (age -)) ; has bad five and a half years' practical

experience, having served his app'caticeship in a leading
provincial Nursery.— P. J. WALLER, Tushmore. Crawley,

SITUATION wanted by a young Man, age 19,
in good Garden. Bothy preferred. Highly recom-

mended by Mrs. Ueton' Rouins and Heid Gardener. Over
four yeirs'experience in present bituatioa.—E. McCDLLOJH,
Delaport Gardens, Wheathampitead, Herts.

A^OUNG MAN, age 20, seeks situation.—
A Six years in present place ; used to General Nursery
Work. Good reference —HAYNEd, Mount Cottage, Whitby.

y'OUNG MA.N, age 21, seeks situation in
Garden —Eight years* experience Inside and Got —

A. 0. WHtTH, Harbledown. Canterbury.

T'^OUNG MAN, age 23, seeks employment in
Garden. Eight years' good character. Non smoker

and Abstainer. No previous experience.

—

Z , :9, Peak Hill

Gardens, Sydenham.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser seeks engagement
as MANAGER or TRAVELLEB. Sixteen years" experi-

ence ; good references from present employers.—A. H. C,
Burfet & Sons, Houndsditch, London, E.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, or Inside
and Out.—Age 25; ten and a half years* experience.

Good reference,—E. SMITH, The Gardens. Flayden, Berk-
hamisted, Herts,

SHOPMAN.— Age 25; ten years' practical
experience in all branch^. Good references.-C. B.,

41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

CAPITALISTS and FRUIT GROWERS.
A young Man age 31) with a good knowledge would

like to engage with any gentleman as a^ovp. Capable of

raising his own stocks. Good references and testimonials.

—

A. B. C, 41. Wellington Street, Strand.

'^pO GARDENERS. —J. Eastwrll, The
JL Garde 8, Bhinefield. Brockeoburst, Hants, wnuld be
pleased to recommend a min (age 23) for Flower or Kitchen
Gardens.-Apply as atove.

LANDSCAPE GARDENERS and
NUBSEBYMEN.— Advertiser, ten years' practical ex-

perience in high-class establishments, desires situation as

Landscape Draughtsman and Foreman in General Nursery;
or would Superintend Jobbing-work. Exceptional references.

—SMITH. Westgill, Annan, N.B.

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—Young
man (age 2i) ; six years' experience in Plant' and .Fruits.

Good references.—C. W., Harefield Grove Gardens, near Ux-
bridge. Middlesex.

T^O NURSERY'MEN. — Respectable young
-I- man. age 22, seeks situation Insde or Out. Two and a
half years in general Nursery Work. Go^d character.

Abstainer.—S. B., 53, Dyer Street, Cirencester,

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.—Y'oung
Man, age 23: seven years' experience in Ferns. Palma,

and So(t-wooi1ed Stuff. Excellent charac'er.—QEO. CROSS,
Mrs. Ppicer, Tamer's Hill, Cheshunt. Herta.

CLERK requires a situation, many years' expe-
rience in tbe Nursery and Seed Trade ; accnstomed to

Book-keeping and general offiae-work. Good references.—F.,
41. Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

SEED TRADE.—.Situation wanted as SHOP-
MAN or TRAVELLER ; age 28 ; twelve years' experi-

ence, English and Irish Trade. Good references —SEEDSMAN,
31, Upper Grand Canal Street, Dublin.

SITUATION wanted, by a young Lady, in good
Florist'?. Highest references.—Apply, D. E., 41, Wel-

lington Street, Strand, W.C.

©
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MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDSof HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

)

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2b.

HOBTICUXTUKAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENQINEERS,

LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE

;

London Office :—96a, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

V/. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER ahd HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ifc

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

CUCUUBER

and

TOIIATO

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIIIATES FREE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

C3^^torial commanications shoold be addressed to the " Editor ;" Advertisement9 and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Qarden, London, W.O.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbury, Aqnew, St Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. Oity of Londm. in the Couaty of Middlesex, aad published by

H^RBT OUiLABD OOVB, at the Office, 41, WeUington Street. Pariah of St. Paul's, Oovent (Pardon, in the said County.—Saturdat, October 3^ 1896. Agent for Manchester—John Heywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should be received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

EW GIANT DAISY "THE BRIDE."
If everybody who values the best hardy flowers could

Bee the large pure white heads of flowere two or three times
the size ever before seen, together with its long strong stems,
they would be surprised, and all would grow it for Cut
Flowers, and a variety of other purpcses. Come and See,
is. 6d. per dozen, ISs. per 100.

H. CAKtlKLL AVD SONS, Swanley, Kent.

RCeiDS.—B. S. Williams & Son have an
immense stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An inspection invited. IllustrAtod Catalogue post-free.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

CORDON PEARS, APPLES, &o. — WelU
spurred Fruiting Trees, 5 to 7 feet.

WILL TAYLEB, Hampton. Middlesex.

BORDER CARNATIONS.—Strong, healthy
layers of " Ketton Koee '' and others now ready. Apply

—

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford.

^ELIA PR^STANS, L. ANCEPg,
CATTLKTA CRISPA, C. HABBISONL£ VIOLACKA,

to hand in fine order,
lit. 6d., 3s. id., and &s. each.

W. L. LEWIS iSD CO., Southgate, Londor, N.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. B. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for 1».

B. B. DAVIS, YeoTil Norseriea, Yeovil, Somerset.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE CROCUSES.
A briUaQt display of Crocuses in pots can be obtained in

(he early days of bpriog by planting; now.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE CROCUSES.
The four Crocuses we offer under the title of Inimitable

are worthy of their name. They are the largest flowers
known, peifecUy distinct in colour, and have no rivals for pot
culture. Sutton's Inimitable White. Blue, Yellow, Lilac-
veined, each per dozen, Sd.

;
per 100, 6t. ; per 1000, iit.

SDTrOITS BDLBS OENriNE ONLY DIBBOT FBOM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, BEADING.

Table Plants.

DRAC^NAS, CROTUNS, ARALIAS,
CO;03, QEO.VOMAS. *c.

Handsome Plante for Table Decoration,
B. 8. WILUAM3 * SON. Victoria and Paradise Noneriea,

Upper Holloway, London, N.

Magnificent New Tellow Self Carnation.
QUEEN OF THE YELLOWS.-The finest

and moat perf»ct yellow Carnation ever raisfd. It is
ver/ vijtorous in haoit, very free-flowering, perfect" in form,
and extra large flower. It does not split the calyx ; grand
beddinjr variety ; strong plants, is. each.
MALMAISON CARNATIONS in best varieties.
BEDDING and THEE CARSaTIONS

; fine coUection.
Price List on application.

B S. WILLIAMS Sl SON. Victoria and Paradise NurserieF,
Upper Hollowa- , London, N.

CARNATIONS. — Jamks Douglas begs to
announce that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1893. and

Spring, 1897, is now ready. It contains descriptions of the
New Border and New Malmaison Carnations, with Cultural
Directions. SEEDLING CARNATIONS, beet strains, 3j. id.
per dozen; 15». per 100. Best CARNATION SEED, iJ. M.
and 2t. td. per packet. Catalogue post-free.

Edeoside, Great Bookham. Surrey.

New Oatalogne. Free.

LILIES, CALOCHORTI, BRODLEA.

—

ThPse bedutiful bulbous platt* specially described, also
many olh^r varieties. Over fifty awards during the last two
years for novelties and coUectioasof hardy flowers.

R. WALLACE i.iD CO.. KilLfleld Gardens, Colche.ter.

BATH'S CARNATIONS.-My NEW CATA-
lOQUE for if9!. with Cultaial Notes, Is now ready,

POrt Free on application My coUejlioQ of Carnations and
Piootees is one of the largest atJ best in the kingdom, and
conta-ns all the choice. t new vaiieties. Orders should be
booked at once to avoid disappointment.

E. H. BATH, Wisbech.

N

OARRS SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS.
A-» Birr's Greenhouse CoUection of .3:0 fine Bulbs, 21 j.
Barr 8 Flower-garden Collection of 70U suitable Bulbs, 21».
Barr s "Amateur " Collection of Daffodils. 3 each of 25 sorts 21 j
Barr's " Woodland." 400 bulbs in 20 sorts, 211.
Barr's Bulbe are all of first quality only, and are sent carrisge

paid, on receipt of remittance. Catalogues freeBARB * SONS, 12 413, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

OW is the tImE to PLANTIp.EOnIeS,
Delphiniums, Gaillardias, and Pyrethrams.

CaUlogue of KBLWAY akd SON, Langport. Somerset.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.—W. INNES
STDCKEY, Landsospi Gardener, 46. Dyne Road,

Brondesbury. N.W. Thirteen years with Mr. H. E. Milner.

-yREE TOPPING.-Dangerous Trees Lopped,
-I- Topped, and taken d iwn by experienced Men ; distance no
object —Apply to J CABSF, Steam Saw Mills, Tooting, Surrey

E
The New Favourite Dwarf Early Wrinkled Pea,
^GLISH WONDER.—We are in a position

to make advantageous cffer rf th s Pea. Sample au.l
pnce on application.

OHARLEj SHARPS and CO , Limitel, 8 Oiford.

"^UT FLOWERS received on Commission,

—

/ Plants and Flowers supplied. Cash with order,
W. G. BAILEY, Flowi r Market, Covent Garden, W.C.

c

PEACH and NECTARINE TREES.—Twenty-
four large half-standard-trained trees, each covering

KO feet super, of trellis, with good fruit-bearing growths.
Will be sold cheap to immediate imrrhaser, to clear house.
For particulars apply to WILLIAM WHITELEY, The

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

HOICE NAMED HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
FREB3IAS. NARCISSI, ic, for Pot CoKure ; also

BULBS of every description for Bedding purposes. Beet quali-
ties only at most modera'e price.o,

DICK80NS, Royal Seed Warehouse, CHESTER.

To those Re-plantlng Bearing Peach-trees.

WICETON has some very fine, young,
• dwarf-trained and half-standard well-bilanced,

fibrously-rooted bearing Trees, to offer " from South Wales."
Price on application.—ORANABD NURSERY, PUTNEY.

ANTED, CUTTINGS of CRASSULA
OOOCINEA. to bloom ueit year. State price, or Ex-

change tor Geranium Cuttings. H. Jacoby, Flower of Spring, or
Golden Harry Hieover.—MORRIS. Barham Court, Maidstjne.

ANTED, CALCEOL.ARIA CUTTINGS,
Golden Gem ; any quantity.

W. TYLEB, 117, Angel Road. Edmonton.

ANTED, GENISTAS, good 48 stuff; also
smaU PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, smaU PALMS, and

Store Boxes of mixed FERNS.— State lowegt cash price per 100,
to FLORIST, Hiuton, St. George, Crewkeme, Somerset.

ANTED, a large quantity of CALCEO-
LABIA CUTTINGS. Best price given.
21, St. Mary's Road, Lower Edmonton.

G

K

W
WANTED, STRAWBERRIES and RASP-

BERRIES ;-8ooo Royal Sovereign, 10,000 President,
and 10.000 Paxton. Also lOCO Raspberry Superlative, 1000 do..
Carter's Prolific. Must be good and tme. Cash on deliverr

'

T. ABNAli, Oxford.

^ACTI.—Opuntia oylindrioa, 2s ; 0. Dilleni,
2j.

; O. vestita, 2j. 6if. ; O. leucotricha, 2». M.; 0. tuoi-
cata, 3«. ; Echinocactus Ottonip, 2«. erf. ; Ceieus nycticallis, 2s ;Cereus serpeotinus, 2j. ; PhyUocactus Peaoocki, li. 6d.; Pile.
ceieus fossulatus, 6«. 6rf. Large healthy plants. Send for List.

Large collection.
Mrs. BRAMWELL, Woodside. Eastleigh, near Southampton.

ENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
Oeobge Bu.iyabd & Co., Merchant Nurserymen,

PomologisU, Ac. beg U say the following Catalogues wfU be
sent poet free :-ILLUSTRATED FRUIT AND ROSE LIST
SIX stkmpi

: General Catalogue OF ROSES, free ; GENERALNURSERY CATALOGUE, free ; HERBACEOUS PLANT LIST
free

; STRAWBERRY LIST (CCLTURAL). free ; BORDER
CARNATION LIST, free; MARKET GROWERS' FRUIT
UST, free.—The Royal Norferiee, Maidstone.

R. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS
are acknowledged by all to be the best and finest.

References can be given to customers in nearlv every town in
the United Kingdom. EMPEROR NARCISSUS, extra fine
bulbs, 6i. per dozen ; average size, is, per dozen, BARRI
OONSPICUUS, 3i. 6d. per dozen ; 2bs. per 100. HORSFIELDI
extra seltcted bulbs, 2». id. per dozen

; «ood average size"
2». per dozen

; \U. per 100. SIR WATKIN, 3». 6rf. per dozen."
Orders over £5. Ten per cent, discount. Full list on applica-
tion. North Tenby Street, Birmingham.

T K Y HARDY TREES
J- from Chalk HUls, 400 feet high.
FRUIT TREES.-Largeet stock in the county, transplanted,

true to name, and free from American Blight.
FOREST & ORNAMENTAL TREKS, CONIFERS, ROSES, Ao.

New and Rare Hardy Trees and Shrubs. &c.
See Planters' Guide and Tree Catalogue (56 pages), post-free

Rail Carriage paid (up to 65 miles), on Fruit and Rose Trees
value £2 and upwards.
EDWIN HILLIER AXD SON, Nurserymen, landscapiste,

and Contractors, Winchester.

WEEKS & CO., HorticDltnral Builders to
• HerMajesty.H.H.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M Govern-

ment, Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soc. Royal
Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Building. Patentees of the
Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers.—King's Road, Chelsea S W
Telegraph Address "Hortulanu8,Londoii,"Telephone,No.8r28'
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

CBNTRAL AUCTION BOOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68, CttEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOQUKS FOB ALL AUCTIONS SENT FBEE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Framfleld, near Uckfleld, Sussex.

About Two Miles from the Uckfield Station, L. B. & S. C. B.,

where conveyances can always be obtained.

GREAT SALE OF R03E3. FRUIT TREE!. <fe OTHER
STOCK, by order of Messrs WILLIAM PAUL & SON.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, Arches Farm.
Framfleld. near Uckfield, oa T0E3DAY NEXT, October 13. at

Halfpist 12 o'clock,

10.000 DWARF AND CLIMBINGt R03E3,
Of splendid quality, all first rate Hybrid Perpjtual and other
varieties,

6.000 STANDARD AND PYRAMID FRUIT TREES,
Apples. Pears, and Plums, exceptionally clean and healthy
trees of fine vigorous growth.

6,000 CLEAN AND HEALTHY FRUIT STOCKS, OF SORTS,

20,000 WELL-GROWN MANETTI STOCKS,

5C0PINUS AUSTRIACA, 5 ft. '.to 8 ft.,

Handscme trees, that have been grown singly with plenty of

TOom, and have tee i recently transplanted ; and other stock.

May now ba Viewed, Catalogues on the Premi.ei and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

Ampthlll. Beds.
UNRESERVED SALE OF HOLLIBS, FOREST TREES, and

other NURSERY STOCK, by order of Mr. Isaac Crick, who
is clearing the ground.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premises. The Houghton

Park Gardens. Ampthill, Beds, IJ miles from Ampthill
Station, MIdlaid Railway, 01 THURSDAY NEXT. Oct. 15, at

1 o'clock, 9.000 GREEN HOLLIES, If to 5 feet, Y'oung,
Strong, and Healthy, all moved in 1894, 1.000 HORSE
CHESTNUTS. 2 to 4 feet, 4,0M QUICK, SPECIMEN SHRUBS
in variety, THCIJOPSIS, CUPEESSUS, LAURELS, YEWS,
Ac. 6,.W0 GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, 3 to 4 years,

6'JO FRUIT TREES uf Sorts, and other STOCK.
May now be Viewed. Catalogues on the Premises and of

the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C.

WEDNESDAY NEXT, OCTOBER 14.

FIRST SPECIAL LILY AND PLANT SALE
OF THE SEASON.

221 CASES OF JAPANESE LILIES.
Received direct from Japan for uoreeerved Sale.

Important to the Tkade.

100 cases containing 17,C00 LILIUM LONOIFLORUM
DO „ „ 9,000 „
7 „ ,, 630 ,, ,, (extra Urge bulb.s)

14 „ „ 2,820 „ „ QIQANTSUM
9 .. ,. 1,800 „ ,, „

660 LYCOBIS AUREA , and 260 Copies of Lily Flower Books.

Also 120 LILIUM HENRYII, 1 360 L. SPEOIOSUM MEL-
POMENE. 1.700 L. SPECIOSUM ALBU.M KB.BrZERI,
3.0.0 L. THUNBBRGIANUM, and 100 L. UKEYWII.

601) HEMEROCALLIS AURANTIACA MAJOR.

10,000 SPIB.ffiA JAPONICA, in baskets as
received.

50,000 LILY OF THE VALLEY. Berlin Crowns.

1,000 AZALEA MOLLIS, also CAMELLIAS, RHODODEN-
DRONS. &c , together with 150 lots of HARDY BULBS and
PLANTS. ROSES, CLIMBING and ether PLANTS.

Also a consignment direct from Bermuda, CDnsisting of

3.350 LILIUM HAREI8II, 9 to 11 inches

8,500 ., LONGIFLORUM. 6 to 7 inches
500 AMARYLLIS JOHNSONII.

3,600 CROCUS, KING OF THE WHITES (new),
RARE AMERICAN BULBS, Stc.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.G., on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, October 14. at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Normandy, near Guildford, Sairey.

The Normandy Manor Estate, adjoining the Wanborough
Railway Station.

NOTICE OF SALE BY TENDER,
TO WIND UP THE ESTATE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL BY TENDER the remaining seven

lots of the FREEHOLD PROPERTY, known as the Normandy
Manor Estate, comprising in all 184a. 3r. 32p., which will

include the unique and model Nursery and Fruit Garden,
known as the Manor Nureeries, of 41a. 3r. 38p. ; two produc-
tive Freehold Farms, including valuable enclosures of arable
and rich pasture land and several choice freehold sites for

building, all situate in the parish of As'b, in the county of

Surrey.
Forms of Tender may be had on the premises ; at the White

Lion Hotel. Guildford ; of Messrs, J. & T. PARROT. Solicitors,

Aylesbury ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Chpapside,
London, E C Tenders will be received at the Offices of
Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London. E.C, until 12 o'clock noon on Thursday. October 22nd.
The Vendors do not bind themselves to accept the highest or

any tender.
Auction and Estate Offices, 67 and 68, Cheaps'de, E.C,

Friday Next, October 16.

\TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
irJ. SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67
and 68, Cheapside, London. E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT, Oct. 18.

at half-past 12 o'clock, from Consul F. C. LEHMiNN, 600
ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLU of the best type, and including
both the large white and the violet-blotched varieties, in grand
condition. ONCIDIUM PAPILIO KRAMERI. in good plants
and fine condition. AGRVND ANGULOA, allied to A. dubia,
but with rich Apricot-yellow flowers. Qaita new to the Col-

lector. Fine masses of PERISTERIA ELITA, the favourite
Dove Orchid. B0LLE4. CGCLESTIS, the handsomest dark-
blue Orchid. ERI0P3IS RUTIDOBULBON. rare species, with
splendid racemes of gold-and purple flower'. Houlletia spe-
cies, CATTLEYAS frcm Popayan, BULBOPHYLLUM EXAt-
TATUM. and another sioguUr BULBOPHYLLUM SPECIES,
and various other Orchids of great bjtinical interest, ioclyiing
SERRASTYLIS MODESTA, Rolfe, an tutirely new genua.
Also from a Continent il grower, two good plants of the new
L.ELIO-CATTLEYA x VELUTINO-ELEGANS, which was
awarded a First-class Certificate at Paris. August 27. 189),
described in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 2i. 1895, p. 390.

Foar LselioCattleya x Andreana (C, bicolor x L. c elegans),
First-class Certificate, Paris, 1895. Three L.ELIO-CATTLKYA
X SALLIERI (L purpurata Williamsii x C. Loddigesii), and
a small lot of rare Malayan Orchids.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Special Trade Sale.—Isleworth-
ANNUAL SALE of thousands of beautifully grown Young

CONIFERS and GOLDEN EU0NYMU3 for immediate
potting, window boxes, or for growing on ; by order of
Messrs. Chas. Lee & Son.

Important to Nureerjmen, Florists, Builders, and Others.

A Catalogue of thousands of best

GOLDEN EUONYMUS,
and other varieties, in splendid condition and colour,

from 9 to 15 inches.
Thousands of Small SHRUBS for Boxes, including Hardwick

Bos, Gold and Silver ditto, Phillyrea iaurifolia. Green
Euonymus, Siiver ditto, and rudicans.

20D0 C0NIEER3,
including Retinospora plumosa. ditto siiuarrosi, and plumosa

aurea ; Golden and Tom Thumb Thuias.
2300 LIGU3TRUM. Best GOLDEN,

and other varieties for boxing, viz, Incidum. japonica. and
macrocarpg, from 9 to 18 inches, very bushy.

Hundreds of Specimens from their famous collection of

ORNAMENTAL TREES,
incluiiiog the bsautiful Tricolor, Dogwood, Comus elegantis-

sima, Planes. large leaf Purple Beech. Chestnuts, Ash,
Birch, Spani&h Chestnuts, Maples of sorts, Evergreen Oaks
and others. Elms of sorts; Poplars, canadensis, Lombardy,
and others. Alao

FLOWERING TREES,
Laburnums, Almonds. Caragana?, Rose Acacias. &c., &c. A

quantity of oval-leaf Privet, very bushy, 3 feet.

6C0 DWARF TEA ROSE-i, of best sorts, including William
Allen Richardson, Crimson Oloire de Dijon, Niphetos,
Catheiioe Mermet, Papa Gontier, &.c.

EXTRA STRONG TEA R03ES, and Climbing ditto, in
3i-pot9, 6 to 10 feet high, including Gloire de Dijon,
Crimson Rambler, Maiechal Nie?, W. A. Richardson,
and others.

YUCCAS, of sorts ; a quantity of berried S0LANUM3,
in 48- pots.

COB(K I. SCANDENS VARIEGATA, in 48 and in 32-pot8.

850 CLEMATIS JACKMANNI (improved variety), in 48- pots,
in full tiower. Dutch Honeysuckles and other Climbers,
in jutp.

A quantity of 2-year and maiden VICTORIA PLUMS.
RHUBARB, of best soits. Hundreds of CURRANT and

GOOSEBERRY TREES, of best sorts, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the premises. The

Wood Lane Nurseries, Isleworth (five minutes' walk fiom the
Isleworth Station. L. & S, W. Railway, and twenty minutes'
walk from Osterley Park Station, District Railway), on
TUESDAY, October 20. at 12 o'clock.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises ; at 36, Hammersmith Road, W.

;

and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.G.,
and Leytonstone.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. W. Home, Perry Hill,

CI ffe, near Rochester, Kent (adjoining Cliffe Station, South
Eastern Railway), to hold a great FRUIT TREE SALE, by
AUCTION, on (he Premises, on WEDNESDAY, October 21,
at half-past 11 o'clock,

200,000 FJRXTIT TREES,
consibting of 100,000 Apples. Pears, Plums, and Cherries;
62.000 strong 2-year Crown Bob Lancashire Lad, Whinham's
Industry, and Rifleman Gooseberries; 33,000 Baldwin Black
snd Dutch Red Currants ; 30,000 Fastolt and Norwich Wonder
Raspberries; 1C0,000 Royal Sovereign, Noble, and Faiton
Strawberries; 30.LOO 2 year Conoover's Cjlossal Asparagus,
halt a ton of the rew Vegetab'.e, Stathys tubcrifera. a few lots

of Early Rivers' Nectarine, new Pfars Le L-^ctier and Con-
ference, new Plum Monarch, new Raspberry Superlative, new
Asparagus Barr's Mammoth, new Strawberries Stevens*
Wonder and Monarch, 100,000 Hardy White Cos Lettuce, &c.
Mr. Home will cart all lots to rail after the Sale, free of
obarge. Luncheon at 11 o'Clock. Sale half-past 11 o'Clock.
Catalogues may be had on the Premises, at the Bull Hotel,

Rochester, and of the Auctioneers and V^lQer?, 67 and 68,
Cheapside, London, E.G.

Sunuingdale, Berks.
SIX DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of exceptionally well grown

NQRSERY STOCK.
By order of Mr. Charles Noble.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL;BY auction, on the premises, the Nurseries,

Sunniogdale, close to Sunningdale Station, and within easy
distance of Bagshot. S.W.R., on MONDAY, October 19, and
FIVE FOLLOWING DATS, at 12 o'clock each day, without
the least reserre, sjveral acres of unusually well-grown
NURSEBY STOCK, the whole in (he best possible condition
for removal, comprising :

—
10,000 APPLE TREES, standard, pyramid, and bush,
4,000 LIMES, 7 to U feet,

12,000 OVAL LEAF PRIVET, 1,000 bushy AUCUBAS,
3,000 HARDY GHENT and MOLLIS AZALEAS,

thousands of RHODODENDRONS, including the best mmed
varieties and hybrids, the finest in the Trade ; large quantities
of useful CONIPERS for general planting, and Young Stock
forpolting and growing-oo; EVERGREEN and DECIDIJOtlS
SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES, ROSES;
many thousands of BERBERI3 AQUiFOLIA for cover plant-
ing, and other Stock, too numerous to mention, the cream of
the Nursery, and the best ever offered to the public.
May be viewed any day prior to the sale. Catalogu -s mny

be had on the premise.^, and of the Auctioneers and \'aluerH,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C.

Hanworth, Middlesex.
About a mile and a half from the Feltham Station, Lj^don

& South Western Railway,

IVIPORTANT TO THE TRADE.
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE o' PALMS, FERNS, and other

STOCK, useful to Florists, Market Grower.", and others.
By order of Messrs. W. Cooper. Limited, who are relin-
quishing this branch of their business.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, Cooper's Nur-

series. Hanworth, Middlesex, on THURSDAY andFRtDlT,
October 22 and 2y, at II o'clock prec'sely each day (n con-
sequence of the large number of lots), absolutely without
reserve,

'2o,003 PALMS of sortB, in 48, 60, and thumb- pots, including
10,000 KENTIA BRLMOREANAand FOSTERtANA
7.0UO LATANfA BORKONIOA
6,000 PHtENIX RECLINATA

50.000 KENTIA and ARECAS, small plants in boies
20,000 FERNS in 48 and OO-pots, consisting of Adiantums

Lomaria.", Pteris, &c. ; 2000 pots of SEED-
SPORES, 1000 HEATHS, 11,000 CYPERUS
ALTERNIFOLItrS

11 000 GENISTAS, in 48 and Sipots
1,600 HYDRANGEAS, CROTONS, ASPARAGUS PLU-

MOSUS
2,600 VINES, in 48. 24, and W-pots
2,800 MARQUERITEE, 2)00 ARALIAS, 1700 C4LLA3,

BEQONHS, S0LANUM3
3.250 ROSES in pots, in variety

4%000 PELARGONIUMS and IVYLEAF GERANKTMS,
in 48 and 60-pot«; 6000 AMPELOPSIS, CLE-
MATIS, and other Climbers

12,000 VERONICAS
SEVERAL THOUSANDS of MANETTI STOCKS, and

quantitias of othdr useful Stock.

May now be ^viewed. Catalogues may be had on the
Premises, of Messrs, W. COOPER, Limited. 755, Old Kent
London, E,C. ; of Messrs. DOWSON, AIN8LIE Ann MaRTI-
NEAU, Solicitors, 19, Surrey Street, W.C. ; and of the Auc-
tioneers, Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, F.C.

N.B.—The Valuable FREEHOLD NURSERY, comprising
about 64 Acres of fertile land, with 60 Urge Greenhouses Cot-
tages, and Trade Building", will be offered at the Mart,
London, E.C , in one or two lots, at the end of the present
month. The Outdoor Stock will be sold on the Premises in
November, unless taken by the purchaser at a valuation.

Hollamby's Nurssrles, Tanorldge Wells,
GREAT ANNUAL SALE of first-class NURSERY STOCK,

450,000 CONIFERiE, LAURELS, HARDY CLIMBERS.
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, AZlLEAS, LARCH
SCOTCH and SPRUCE FIRS, QUICK, ASH, HOLLIBS
YEWS, ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES, and other
Stock, in great variety. By order of the Executors of the
late Mr. Edwin Hollamby.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above. On

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 29 and to, at 12 o'Clcck
each day.
May be viewed any day prior to tha Sale Catalozues may

be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Friday Next.
By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.

IMPORTANT to FLORISTS, and OTHER LARGE BUYERS of
IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM. the finest of all Oncids
ODONTOGLOSSUM CITROSMUM in marvellous maaseg.
ODONTOGLOSSUM INSLKAYI, in line condition
ONCIDIUM KRAMERIANUM, now extremely scarce,
CORYANTHKS MACULATA, a very choice species.
CATTLEJA HARRISONI.T;, &c.

Also a few fine plants of the very rare CffiLOGYNE ROD-
WISSENI, the whole stock for sale (another property)
and 300 lots of ESTABLISHED 0RCH1D9.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include the above in their ORCHID SALE, on FRIDAY

NEXT, October 16, at half-past 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

ToUenham, N.

Adjoioiog the Tottenham Hale Station, Q.E.B.

GREAT ANNUAL SALE, by order of Mr. Thomas S. Wire.
Three days.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham. N., on TUESDAY, October 27, and
TWO FOLLOWING DiYS, at 11 o'clock precisely each daj,
in consequence of the large number of lote.

2,?00 HOSES in pots, extra strong.

100,(00 CARNATIONS and PIC0TEE3 in pots, the best
varieties in cultivation.

TREE CARNATIONS.
50,00) Double and Single Tuberous rooted BEGONIAS, pro-

bibl; the finest collection in the world.

60 010 CLEMATIS and AMPEL0PSI3. and other Climbers.

lOO.OJOSEAKALE and ASPARAGUS. Extra strong Forcing
Stuff, a specialty at this nursery.

10,000 HOME-GROWN LILIES.

200,000 Berlin Crowns LILY of the VALLEY.
FOROING PLANTS and BULBS in endless variety.

200,000 HERBACEOUS PLANTS and MISCELLANEOUS
BLTLBS, consisting of a large quantity of NARCIS-
SUS, best Forcing as well as Border varieties.

CHRISTMAS ROSES and other Stock.freely described
in Catalogue.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

67 and 68, Cheapside, loadcn, B.C.

DUTCH BULBS.
SAI.ES EVERT DAY (Satordard excepted).

VfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
I»A SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67
and 6-<, Cheipsid«, London, E.C., EVERY DAY (exception
Sattir.l)t>s). at 13 o'clock, Urge consignments cf NAMED
HY*CINrH3, TULIPS, C80CUS. NARniSSUS. and other
BULBS from HolUod, received d-rect for Unreserved Sa'e,
Lotted to .(uit the Trade and Private Buvers; together with
white ROMAN HYACINTHS, pjper white NAHCIS^US,
SNOWOKOPS. special TULIPS. &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he haa arranged with aeveral of the firet Nur.-erymen

ta Uollaod to Contiououaly Supply his Sales, duriog the
present season, with ouly really First-class Bulbs, of the best
quality.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

IMPORTANT SALE O F PLANTS.

20OO Choice named English and Foreign Standard
dwarf, and CLIMBISO ROSES, including many of
the best sorts.

Large Importations of Small bsautlfully-grown
CONIFERS and various SHRUBS, Flowering TREES,
CLIMBERS, &o , from Holland.

1000 Hybrid Rhododendrons, Azalea Indlca. and
A. MOLLIS; various PALMS, DRICEVAS, and otiier

Plants from Ghent.

30,000 Best Berlin Lily of the Valley CroWiis, Just
received direct.

A SpecUl Collection of extra fine Hyacinth;. In-
cludiDg many of tbe best and newest varieties.

A large quantity of

EABLY FOBCINGf BULBS.
LILIUMS. NARCISSUS, FREESIAS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Eoom-. 3S King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Citober H.
at Half psst Twelve o'CiOck precisely.

On View morning of Sile, and Catalogues had.

UONDAY. TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, and SAIURDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, as abo^e, at half-past 12 o'Clock
precisely each day

—

GRAND IMPORTATIONS o DUTCH BULBS
FROM LEADING OEOWERS,

in the finest possible order, and specialty lotted to suit both
large and small buyers. A large quantity of

FRENCH FORCINO BULBS, LILIUMS, PALMS, &c.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

1600 LOTS OF THE FINEST
DUTCH BULBS,

l.V VARIETY.

MESSRS. THOMAS JAMES and DAVIES,
35, Temi'LE Street, Bihmingham.

On MONDAY and THURSDAY each week.
CommissioDa carefully executed.

LtBGE SALE of STOVE and ORHENHOUSE PLANTS.
FRUIT TREES, ROSES. GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
RUSTIC ARCHES. VA^ES. &c.

MESSRS. THOMAS JAMES and DAVIES
will SELL, at their Room^, 35, Temple Street, Bir-

mingham, at half-past 11 a.m.
Sales of Planta and Nursery Stock every week. Catalogues

free.

Central Auction Mart, Bristol.
ESTABLISHED and IMPORIED ORCHIDS, including Den.

drobium Pheltenopsis Sth oierianom, i wlia tenebrosa,

Odoiitcglossum Insleayi, ."MJ Seeding Cypripe^iump, in

Flower or Bu^, &c. , from Messrs. W. L. Lewis & Co. Also

200 lots of ESTABLISHED and FLOWERING ORCHIDS
in great variety, from Messrs. Charlesworth & Co. And
150 grand pieces of ODONTOSLOSSUM CBISFUM, from
Mr. Aime van den Bogaeide.

MESSRS. DUROSE SUTTON and UO. will

SSLL the above by AUCTIO.N on THURSDAY NE.XT,
October 15, ISSll. at Twelve o'Clock.

ratalogues of (he Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

1. <,iueen Anne Buildings, Bristol, and at Frome, Somerset.

EXHIBITIONS.

Tbe Noisery, Downbam Uarket.

FIFTH ANNU.VL S.\LE or NURSERY STOCK,
COMI'BI!-IN(*

11,000 FBUIT TREES.
Specially grown for Market Gardeners -^nd Fri.it Growers,

including the best varieties and most prcfitab'e Market torts.

200 ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.
liOOO Strong Transplanted L4RCH.
3,00" MYRU BELLA.
75u B03ES. 60J CARNATIONS

6 000 ROYAL SOVEREIGN STRAWBERRIES.
WHICH

MR. CHARLES HAWKINS is favoured
wHh instructions from Me^sr^. Bird A: V'al'ance 1o

SELL by AUCTION, on FRIDAY, October IB. lti'6, com-
mencing at half-past 10 o'clock.

Catalogues will be forwarded ufion application totlieAu^-
lioaeer, Downbam Market, and Bunk Chambers, King's Lynn.

East Bam.
PLASHET GROVE NURSERIES.

SURPLUS STOCK, lomprising—

20,000 SEEDLING AND OTHER FERNS.
Large assortment of—

ROSES. CHRYSANTHEMUMS, RHODODENDRON', CAR-
NATIONS, CLEMATIS, JASMINE, PALM-i, «tc.

MESSRS. MARK LIELL and SOX will

SELL the above by AUCTION, on THURSDAY
NEXT, October 16. at I'i o'Clock, sharp.

Catalogues of Auctioneers, 42, High Street, East Ham, E.

WANTED to RENT, 600 to 1000 feet
GLASS, with BOUSE and LAND. No stock.

H. S., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, a SEED BUSINESS.—One that
has run down merely through 1-ckof tbe necessary

push will be treated wilh. No Glass or other encumbrance.

—

X Y'., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE. — WANTED to buy
about 20 ions.—Send price to A. Z , Box 191, Smith's

Advertising Agency, 132. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

ABOUT Six Acres of FREEHOLD LAND,
old pasture, with rich yellow loam, admirably buitable

for Ilorticultural Purposes. Within Two Miuutea of Railway
StatioD, acd close to main Koad. Fioe open positioa, tea
miles north. Portion may remain on mortga(je if req lired.—

Full particulars from MARK GILBERT. Auctioneer, Eofield
Highway, Middleiex.

LD-ESTABLISHED .SEED BUSINESS for
SALE. In good Bu9ines.9 Centre. Stock and Fixtures

at a low valuation.— F. O.. GaTceners' Chronc'e Office, 41,
Wellington Street, StraLd, W.C.

FOR SALE, FKEEHOLD NURSEKY,
TaiRrKE>f GREESHonSES.

well built and well stocked. Full particulars.

J H., Fernhead Nuriery. PUntaiioa Boad, Hextab:e. Keot.

NURSERY PREMISES, consisting; of well-
built Houoe, larg) Conservatory, 3 Greethouses, Stable,

Cart-thed, Ac. The Fr-^hold to b? Sold. For full particulars

apply to MARK QILBSRT. Auctioneer, Enfield Highway,
London, N.

CEED, FLORIST, and NURSERY BUSI-O NESS ;
genuine old-estiblished. Small Mirket town;

splendid Seed trade. Shop best position ; small Nursery ai d
Garden, four Greenhouses, &c. Piice, including stoch, &c.,
aDout£l95. Splendid opportunity. Low rents. Good reason
for disposaL— J. H., Gardenert' Cftronicle Office, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Strand. W.C.

FIRST-OLASS FLORIST'S BUSINESS and
NURSEBY' for SALE, in good portion, main Eoad,

West (Corner-thop). Large well-fitted Show Conservatory,
with Dwelling-hoisa attached. Keturcs. £1100, with splendid
piofiU. Rent. £130. Price, £ir,<\. Splendid opportunity for
practicil man.—Apply to McCORiJUODALE and CO., Auc-
tioneers and Valuers, 19, Cockspur Street, Charing Cross, S.W.

KENT COUNTY CHRYSANTHEMUM and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GRAND ANNUAL

EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS and FLOWER?,
FRUITS and VEGETABLES, at the Rink Hall, Blackheath.
opposite South Eastern Railway Station, on October 28 and
29, 189 i. Schedules on application to tj- ttay w^-r, Qa..
The Gardens. The Cedars, Lee. S.E. * • *"^' "O"- »«<=••

ASTBOURNE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S CHRYSANTHEMUM and FRUIT SHOW,

November X and 4, 1891—SEVERAL OPEN CLASSES for

Chrysanthemum I and Fruit: Good Prizes. Schedules now

"2tfBro?kt"T"rc°e7Eastbourne. ^- ^- ^^^^^^- «"'•

HUDDERSFIELD and DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The SIXTH EXHIBITION of the above Society will be held
in the Town Hall. Huddersfield, on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
DAY, >'ov. 10 and 11, 1898. Eotrirs close on Tuesdiy, Nov. 3.

Entry Forms and .^'chedalf s may be obtained from—
JOHN BELL. Hon. Sec. Mirrh, Haddersfield.

ARLISLE and CUMBERLAND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOOIETY.-CHRYSANtHEMUM, FRUIT,

and VEGETABLE SHOW, in the Drill Hall. Carlisle, on
NOV. n & 12, 1S93. Entrie< close Nov. 4. Schedules and
particulars of the SECRETARY, 3'J l. Lowther Street, Carlisle.

URY ST. EDMUND'S' & WEST SUFFOLK
HOBTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW of CHRYSANTHEMUMS, Corn Exchange,
Bury St. Edmund's THURSDAY and FRIDAY, Nov. 12 and 13.

lS-9i!. £100 in Prizes. Entriej clcse Friday, Nov. g.

Scher-ules free of the Hod. Sec , GEO. A. MANNING, 19,

Abbeygate Street, Bury St Edmund's.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

GREAT JUBILEE FESTIVAL AND

EXHIBITIONS.
IIOVAL Ai.iU.MlRI.M, WKSTMlN.STKlt,

November 3, 4, 5, and 6.

£760 in Money Prizes, in a'^ditiou to Valuable Piects of

Piale. Cups. Medals, &c

SOHEDULBS of PRIZSS on applicalion to—

lUt'HARD DliAN, Sccrclanj, Ealing, London, W.

FOR SALE, at G or Ion House, laleworth, a
RtNGEof GLtSSHOUSES.six in number, as they stand,

with Hot-water Apparatus complet*, and F r it-class Tabular
Boiler to h<»at the fame. May be seen any day by applying to
the G ARDZNES on the premises.

LORIST, NURSERY, and MAKKb.T GAR-
DEV BUSINESS, beautifully (iluated near Kith and

Brivtol, and capible of ezrensioo. Good Dwelling • house,
Stablirg, Piggeries, and Orchard (about \i acres in all). Rent
low. Kxtensiv.- aiei covered with glass, and properly heated.
Abundant supply ( f water 11 3wing through the premises. Two
Railway Stations near. Purchase or Partner.

CLEMEST GARDINER. 14. John Street, Bristol.

TO LET.—FLORIST and NURSERY 15USI-
NESS. beautifully sUuale.l. Seaside. Near Bristol.—For

particulars apply B., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. Tbe finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutea from St. Pancras,

EVERY GARDENER should send post-oard
for NEW ILLUSTRATED LIST of TEAK-WOOD BE-

CEPTACLKS 'or growing Plant*. Fern., and Orchids ; cheaper
than pot wire.- 0. E. WEST, F R.H.3.. Roundhay. Leeds.

PEAT.—Excellent Brown and Black Fibrous,
for Rhododendrons, Amer'can Flints, &o.

Sdtrple b3g, 2s. 6d.

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseries. Camberlef.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
toselectfrom. Write for LIST. free.

P.MGARTHUR.The London Nursery, 4. Maida Vale. London.W.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C. Prompt oash.

Strawberries at Rednced Prices.

GEORGE BUN YARD and CO. beg to say
thev are now offering the best sorta, in fine plan's, ac

reduced rates. CATALOGUES free.

Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GIANT BERIIN IICY OF TBE VALIEY.
WICETON'S well-known GIANT BERLIN

• LILY OF THE VALLEY'.- 100 COO Planting Crowns
a* 1 U. Qd, per 1,000, 1 and 2years; also a few thousand retarded
Crowns. Price on application to

—

W. ICETON'S, Putney, S W.

STRAWBERRIES. — STRAWBERRIES.—
All tbe leading varieties, in btrong ruoners and in pots,
ready for imnaediate delivery. Descriptive Catalogue oo
application.

BULB3.—Tte best procurable, at low prices. Catalogue free

on application.
RICHARD SMITH asd CO., Worcester.
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WORLD-RENOWNED BULBS.
Well Ripened, and in Splendid Condition.

HYACINTHS for Pots. f». to 9s. per dozen.

HYACINTHS for ExMbltlon, lOj. 6((. per dozen.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, in distinct colours, 17«. 6d.

per 100.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, all ehades miied, 13s. (d

per 100.

TULIPS, Single and Double, mixed, 2». erf. psrKO.

DAFFODILS, Double, is. per 100.

CROCUS, Mixed, 10s. 6d. per 1000.

ILLUSTRATBD CATALOGVB G^-atis and Poit-free.

B.S.WILLIAMS&SON
victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES'ROSES
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

WHITE FOB, OTJR

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, 3d.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBBID3EWORTH, BERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

FERNS I-FERNS!!
For Decorative Parpoaes. or for Potting od.

50,000 in. 2i-in pots :—rteris cristata, major,
nobilis, tremula, albo lineata, and Adiantum fuWum, also

Araliaa, at 9s. per 100 ; 500 and upwards, at Ss. Qd.

In large 60'fl, Pteris oriatata, nobilis, and albo-lineata cristata,

at 2t. ^d. per dozen ; 20s. per 100.

In 48*8, Pteris cristata, nobilis, major, tremula, Ojmnogramma
aurea. also Adiantum elegana and pubeacens, at 4a. Qd.

per dozen.
Above prices are for Cash only. Packing Free.

An Inspection at the Aurseries is Invited.

B. PRIMROSE,
BLACKHEATH NUBSKBIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK. BLACKHEATH. S.E.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
THK BYECROFX SET of DBESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Brufh, and Case, complete, 10s. 6d.

Large Forceps for Pulling Centres, 3s. 9d.

Smaller ditto for Dressing, 25. 9^.

The Best Cnpa and Tubes are The BECKETT.
All aizes, both for Japanese and Incurved, at 9s. per doz.

;

or with additional tube for raising the bloom 3 inches
higher than the ordinary one, l'2s. per dozen.

The SPRINGTHORPE, for Japanese and In-
curred, all sizes, ds. per do/.en.

All free for Cath with Order.

HI I n U C C Ryeoroft Nursery,
. u. uUUlO, hitbek green, lewisham.

PRELIMINARY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER :—

ROMAN HYACINTHS, 4}-inch and upwards, 13s. 6d. per 100.

,, „ smaller 10s. Qd, ,,

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 5s.

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 6s.

DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, first size,

imported bulbs 6s. 6d. ,,

Now ready for delivery.

DUC VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet x

ARTDS „ I

LA REINE ,

L'IMMAOULEE
DUOBESS of PARMA „
WOUVERMAN
CHRTSOLORA ,, 6>. per 100; I>. 3d. per dozen.
Second-size HYACINTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed 14s. Orf. per 100.

Named ditto, our selection 18s. 6d, „
First-size HYACINTHS, the best quality, and

first-class varieties 4s. to 9$. per doz.

NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3s. 6d. per 100.

PBINCEPS 6s.

Now ready for delivery. All orders over 5s. carriage paid.

3S. In tbe £ discount off all Bulbs for " Cisb with Order.'

CATALOGUES now ready.

2s. 6rf. per 100; 6rf. doz.

Dordbam Down Nurseries,
CARAWAY & CO.,°"Ta?torB°n^t^'

(ANT'S
^ World-renowned

R0SES.

For catalogues apply

BENJAIYIIN R. CANT,
Rose Grower, COLCHESTER.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDROBES A SPECIALTY.
Please White for Lmt.

TAME'C PVDLII7D exotic nurseries,
J AlYl £<d L I rnL I\, OHELTBNHAU.

THE NEW FIBSP EARLY KIDNEY POTATO.
i(

B R I T A N N I A."

THE FIRST
A FORTNIGHT EARLIER THAN '

IN !

MYATX'J ASHLEAF."

Excellent flavour, capital cropper witb short btout haulm.
This is the very earliest for forcing, and is recommended for
growing under glass in beds or in pots and frames, producing
a crop for use at Christmas and during tte early months of the
year.

ELCOMBE & SON
have great pleasure in offering this new vaiiety of Potato, and
would especially draw the attention of Gardeners to its unique
character; it is probably the only kind that will succeed in
ordinary s zed flower-pots, bearing a crop of new Potatos with
but little trouble and expense, and at a time when they arA
esteemed a luxury.

9d. per lb. ; 9s. per peck of 14lbp.
Trade price on application.

ELCOMBE & SON,
The Hampshire Nursery and Heed Kstabiishment,

ROMSEY.
Wholesale Agents, Nutting & Soas, 106, Soathwark Street,

London.

26 PER CENT SAVED!

The BEST HYACINTHS the
WORLD PE0DUCB8 AT

i2d.
each.

Before buying else-

where , E end for our
CATALOGUE
(free) and
compare
prices.

'^^

' V̂.
^;

:o.

EXPECTED
FAMINE in

HYACINTHS
To avoid disappointment
OBDER AT ONCE.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed tirst size. 10/6 per 100.

v.
34.

AITD THB

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Growers & Seed Merchants,

MANSELL STREET, ALDGATB
LONDON, E.

NORSEBIES, Haarlem, Holland.

EVERGREENS.-EVERGREENS.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

TOHN PERKINS and SON offer the fol-

t} lowing SHRUBS in large quantities and excellent

quality, all having been recently transplanted,

ENGLISH YEWS, 2J to 3. 3 to 4 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 ftet.

GOLDEN YEWS, 2 to 3, and 8 to 4 feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 6. 5 to 6 and 6 to 8 feet.

THUJOPSIS B0REALI3, 5 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

RETINOSPORA PLUMOSA, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

,. ,, AUREA, 3 to 4, and 4 to S feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA EBECTa VIRIDIS, 4 to 5, and
.5 to 6 feet

„ „ ALLUMII and FRASERII, 5 to 6 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, I J to 2, and 2 to 2J feet.

BOX, HANDSWORTH, 2J to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL CAUOASICA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 5 to 6 feet.

„ BOTUNDIFOLIA, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

„ PORTUGAL, 2 to 3 feet,

HOLLY, GREEN, 2J to 3, 3 to 4, and 6 to 6 feet.

„ „ SHEFHERDIIandHODaiNSII,4to5,and5ta6(eet.
Special cheap offers on application,

62, MAKEET SQUARE. NORTHAUPTON.

For Outdoor & Indoor Culture

Large Collections of all the very Best Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

irises, Lilies, &c.
OnlytheverybestsuppUed. P>-ices extremely moderate.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers, ,

CHESTER.
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Kentish-grown Fruit Trees, Roses, jcc.

LAING'S very large Collection of APPLES,
APBICOrS, CHERKIES, NECTARINES, PEACHES,

PLUMS, BUSH FRUIT, alto ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,
STANDARD and DWARF H.P. and TEA ROSES is mag.
nificent tbia seaeon ; as well as their Vines (fruiting and
planting canes). Figs, Rosas in pots. Asparagus, Seakale,
Forcing Floneriog Sbruts, Plants, and Bulbs. Inspection
cordially invited. Catford Railnur Station. Telephone, 9660.
Telegrams, *'CAHriUM. Loot' on."

Catalogues post free on application.

JOHN LAINQ AND SONS, Nurseries, Forest Hill, London, S.E.

PALMS and DECORATIVE PLANTS.—
ARECA LUTBaOENS, thumbs, 18s. per 100 ; 60>, 36».

;

4S's. IRf. doz. ; 3;.''s. 30j. dor..

ASPARAGUS PLUMOJA. 60's, {0/, per 100; 48's, 1 20s, per
100; true Nana, ^^^. duz.

CYOAS BEVOLUTA, well ebtablished, with good leaves, 5l.

FICUS ELASTICA,'4l>s, Us. doz. ; 32V, 18s. doz.
KENTIA SEEDLINGS, from Vs. per 100; thumbs. .30«. per

lOU; fO's, M$. per HO.
LATANIAS:, :ij'a. from iWs. doz. ; 24's, from 90s. doz.
LIVrSTciNlA ROTUNDIFOLIA. 48's, 48s. doz ; 3i's. 7il. dol.
PUiKNI.K RUt'K<lLA, thumbs. 2's. per 100; 60's, 50f. per

luO ; 48'8, 241. to .Ifi'. doz. Cash wiih order.

W. ICETON'S, Putney, S.W.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2^inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 bestsellingsorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48's, 10 best

selling sorts, 6i. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6>. 100, SOl. 1000 ; Adi-

antum cuneatum, in 4S's, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly. 16s. and 20>. 100 ; Oyperus,

Aralias, Grevilleaa, Begonias, Geraniums, and Solanums, in

48'b, 6s, per doz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette, Chrysanthemums,
and Erica gracilis, in 48's, 9s. per dozen ; Ficua, Palms,
Dracsnaa, Crotons, and Bouvardias, in 48's, I2s. per dozen

;

Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London
Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

STRAWBERRIES, Strong runners.—Royal
Sovereign, 2s. id. per 100 ; Sir Joseph Paxton, Is. 6d. per

100 ; Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Is. id. per lOO.

RASPBERRY CANES.—Superlative, 12s. per 100 ; Carter's

Prolific, 3s. per 100 : Semper Fidelif, 3l. per lOO ; Hornet, 3s.

per 100. Special ijuotatious for large quantities. Carriage

paid ou orders of £1 value.

JOHN CHIVERS, Hitton, Cambridge.

A FEW HUNDRED TRUE

PINK MALMAISON LAYERS,
At 30s. QERMANIA. cheap, lo clear.

BB0THER3T0N, Prestookirk, Scotland.

H. LANE & SON'S
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

RHODODENDRONS, CONIFERS,
DECIDUOUS & EVERGREEN TREES & SHRUBS,

IVIES, CLEMATIS, and other FLOWERING PLANTS, FOREST TREES, &c.,

May he had on Applii-ation at

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED, HERTS.
130 Aercs arc devoted to the Cullivation of Nur.iery .^'urk. L'arruigc Paiil lo London on. Ordcr.s ui-er £1.

•K^'l^% w. PAUL &SON,
ROSE GROWERS

By Appointment to Her Mdjes^/y ttie Queen.

Crrr, |9lant, Suit ft ittl jBtrctants

SPEC lALITIES:
ROSES in all forms Priced Catalogue free.

FRUIT TREES of all kinds ... Priced Catalogue free.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS. Priced Catalogue free.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS ... Priced Catalo£ue free.

BULBS AND CAMELLIAS ... Priced Catalogue free.

SEEDS & GARDEN SUNDRIES Priced Catalogue free.

»', ;,

4i LONDON^

TRADE MARK.
CLAYS

^^^^^'^s

INVI .TOR

TRAD£ MABKi

MANURES
Are sold by the Trade in Si. and 18. Packets, and SEALED BAGS-7 lb., 2e. 6d ; 14 lb., 4s. 6d. ; 28 lb., Ts. 6(1.

56 lb. 12s. 6d. ; 112 lb., 20s.

Or from the Manufacturers, carriage paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except Qd. packets).

NOTE j
EVERY PACKET, BAG, and SEAL BEARS THE RESPECTn'E TRADE MARK, WHICH 13

( THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.

Crur«hed Booes, Peruvian Guano, Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda. Nitrate of Potash, Sulphate of Potash, Kainit,
Superplia~pliate of Lime, 0.0. Tobacco Cloth and Paper. Be^t Qualities only. Prices on application.

CLAY & SON,

CYCLAMEN SEED, of our well-known strain,
as u(cd by ourselves. Price ou application.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Bush Hill Park Nursery, Middlesei.

CARNATIONS,—Extra strong, well rooted
layers of Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Raby Castle, and Old

Clove, I0». per 100.— J. PARSONS, Codicot«, Welwjn.

pEACHES and NECTARINES, Standard-
-^ trained Fruiting Trees ; Orape Vines, good solid Canes;
also Fig Trees in Pots. Worth a visit.

WILL TAYLEB. Hampton, Middlesex.

EUCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32'g, some
throwing up flower-spikes, 30r. per dor. Winter-flowering

CARNATIONS, in 48'8, splendid stuff, 12j. doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in 4B's, extra bushy, 10s. per doz. Samples and names on
application.-WALSHAW ahd SON, Scarborough.

SPECIAL OFfER of FERNS.—Pteris oris-
tata. well furnished plants in 46's, 20s. per 100 at Nur-

sery, packed free on rail 4s. per 100 extra. Cash with order.
HOLLANDS. Lee Park Nursery, Lee, S.E.

FOR SALE, TWO large PALMS, in Pots—
LATANIA BOBBONIOA and PHCENIX. Too large for

owner. Will be Sold cheap.—For particulars apply to—
O. A. BACON, Oardener, Sutbury, near Burton-on-Trent.

BE DISPOSED OF, for want of room,
a private Collection of COOL and INTEBMEDIATK

O RCHIDS, about 380 plants ; also 50 CACTUS , 3 large PANCRA-
TIUM FRAQRANS.2or31arge EUCHARIS AM4Z0NICA, &c.
Apply to A. LVDDIABD, The Oardeni, Kidbrooke Lodge,

Blackheath, 8.8.

ARNATIONS.—Extra strong layers, Raby
Cattle and Old Crimson Clove, las. per 100, U. per SO.

Carriage paid.—GRANGE, Shepperton, Middlesex.

FOR SALE, PORTUGAL LAURELS from
'3 to 3 feet, well furnished ; IVY, Irish. 48's. strong

;

Geraniums, La Favourite, Double White, 48's. full of flower.
VAUSE, Nurseryman, Leamington Spa.

LLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty years.

Maidens, 5s. ; a-yr , 7s. &d. each ; larger to 21s. oaoh
OBORGE BUNYARD and CO., Maidstone.

Distributed in November.

manure Manufactiirers, Bone Crushers, &c.
TEMPLE HILL LA.NE, STBATFORD, LONDON, £.

^f\ 0C\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J')\J\J\J all splendid bushy plants GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30s. per 100 : 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. per 100;
25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

Important to Uosbroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITfi MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND O. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merobants,
Southgate. N. Estshlished 1797.

MALMAISONS.— Princess of Wales (deep
Pink), beautifully Clove-scented (the queen of Malmai-

sons for cut flowers and decorations). 6ne plants. 123. per doz.

;

Malmaisous, Blush, 9s. per doz. BORDER CARNATIONS
(Selfe), Piooteee, Flakes, and Bizzares, the finest named vars.

extant, my selection, 6s. per dozen.
CHAS. A. YOUNG, Floral Nursery, West Derby nr. Liverpool.

CARNATIONS. — Strong Rooted Layers of
Crimson Clove. Gloire de Nancy, and Germania, at 14s.

per 100. Also Duke of Fife (Scarlet), and Lizzie McGowan
(White), both very free Winter-flowering Carnations, in 32's,

with at least three flowering stems, 12s. per dozen.
Free on rail. Cash with Order.

W. J. MVATT. Hextable, Swanley Junction, Kent.

JG. CARVELEyS First Offer of CARNA-
• TIONS.—Almira, yellow flaked rose. 8s. per dozen;

Alice Ayres, 4s. per dozen ; Comtesse de Paris. 8s. per dozen.
Old Crimson Clove, 3s. per doz. ; Duchess of Fife, 8s. per doz.

;

Mrs. F. Watts, 4s. per dozsn ; Montague. 8s. per dozen ; Her
Maje&ty Pink. 3s. per doz. All warranted well-rooted. Cash
with order.—Provence Nursery. Sebastopol Boad. Edmonton.

EMS of ENGLISH-GROWN NARCISS, &c.
VERY CBEIP! OF BEST QUALITY !

Pheasant Eye. Pseudo or Lent Lily, Is. ; Double White, 2s. ;

AlbuB Stella, 2s ; Single Incomps.. 2s. ; Double Incomps.. 3s. ;

Double Daffodils, .35 ; Cynosure, 3s, ; Burbidgei, 3s. ; Duchess
of Brabant, 3s. ; Frinceps, 3s, 6d. ; Bugilobus. 4s. 6^^. ; Leedsi
amabilis, 6s. 6d. ; Orange Ph(jenix, 78. M. per 100 ; Sir Watkin,
.3s. 6d. per dozen. Aconites, Large Y'ellow Crocus, Star of

Bethlehem, Single and Double Snowdrops, at Is. per 100.

Cash with all orders Satisfaction guaranteed.
O. YORKB, Bulbist, Retford.

Dutch Bulbs.

FOR CASH WITH ORDER, we send FIRST-
CLASS HYACINTHS, at the following prices :—

S. ROSE XORMA per 100 9s,

S. WHITE BAROS VAN THUKL per 100 9l.

S. RED GERTRUDE per 100 8s.

LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS per 1000 aOs.

S. TULIPS L4 REINE per 1000 8s.

YELLOW PRINCE per 1000 258.

„ DUCIiESSE DE PARMA per 1000 7s.

KEIZKRSKROON per 1000 14s.

LIL. LANCIFOLIU.M ALBUM per 100 9s.

„ „ BUBRUM per 100 8s.

GLADIOLI SPILLACERUS EXTRA per 1000 20s.

Please note all piices being for first-class Bulbe.

HYACINTHS, at 50s. per 1000. Apply to

M. VAN TIL, Warmond Holland.

Mixed
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FRUIT SHOW, 1896, CRYSTAL PALACE, OCT. I, 2, & 3.

AGAIN I I

ACHIEVED I !REMARKABLE SUCCESSES
THE PRINCIPAL FIRST-CLASS PRIZES

WERE OBTAINED THROUGH THE USE OF

WOOD k SON'S PBizE MANURE, "LE FRDITIER;
(See Kepobx.)

FOR GRAPES.
The following are examples of the results which LE FRUITIER produces :

—

Mr. tidy, of Stanmore Hall Gardens, was awarded FIVE FIRST PRIZES. No Seconds, nor Thirds.

Mr. EMPSON, of Ampthill Ilouse Gardens, obtained Seven Prizes :—Two Firsts, Three Seconds, Two Thirds.

IN FIVE YEARS Mr. EMPSON HAS WON FIVE HUNDRED PRIZES, 12 MEDALS, and 2 SILVER CUPS,
FOR EXHIBITS ALL GROWN WITH WOOD & SON'S " LE FRUITIER."

Price, Delivered Free to any Station in the United Kingdom, 20s. per Cwt.
Specialists in Manures, Peats, Soils, Sands, Insecticides, Weed Killers, & every description of Horticultural Eequisites.

Carriage Paid ftuotations, by Road, Rail, or Steamer, to any part of the United Kingdom.

33 MEDALS AX I) CERTIFICATES OF MERIT AWARDED TO

W. WOOD & SON, Ltd., NORTH BRITISH WHARF, WOOD GREEN, LONDON.
Send for our Illustrated Catalogue. Fifth Edition.

J. WEEKS AND GO., F.R.H.S.,
Telegraph

—

" HoETULANUs, London."

AND

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W. Telephone, No. 8728.

CONSERVATORIES DESIONED and BX7II.T to

SUIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

ORCHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST
IMPROVEliENTS.

PLANT AND FRUIT HOUSES FOR ALL
PURPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the

Best Quality.

ALL RINDS of BOILERS, our Improved and
other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings, Connec-
tions, and Fittings, at Lowest Retail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright
Tubular Boilers of aU Sizes, conditionally

Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKS & CO., F.R.H.8.,

Horticultural Builders and Hot- Water
Ajyparatus Manufacturers^

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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VEITCH'S
GENUINE BULBS.

VEITCH'S DAFFODILS,
FOR EXTENSIVE PLANTING.

DOUBLE YELLOW
SINGLE YELLOW
ODORUS
PHEASANT'S EYE
DOUBLE WHITE
BIFLORUS
TENBY

BUTTER-AND-EGGS
LEEDSII
NANUS
INCOMFARABILIS
STELLA
PRINCEP3
BURBIDGEI

FINE MIXED HARDY SORTS.

Bulhs Carriage Free when amounting to 10«"

and upwards in value.

For details see CATALOGUE, forivarded

Post-free on applicaticn.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GRAND NEW GERANIUM,
KING OF DENMARK,

Received an Award of Merit, li.I/.S.^ May 5.

Flowers semi-double, measuriog from 2 to 2^ inches in

diameter: colour rich rosy salmon. Hsbit of plant dwarf and
sturdy. An acquiaition either as a pot planter for cut flowers.

Strong plants, in 48- pots. 18-«. per dozen.

Packing free on rail. Cash with order.

M. L A B, S E N,
Roebuck NoTEery, Eofleld Highway, Hlddlesez;

And VIZ, CovENT Garden Flower Market.

Early Winter-Flowering & Forcing Plants,

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds for forcing.

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering.

BOBONIA MEGASTIGMA, fie o bushy plant!.

BOUVARDIAS, crowned with flower^buds, including the
1-itest Noveltiep.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Gigauteum stra'n.

CYTISUS fine ttroDg plants.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
EPACRIS, of sort,«, very fine for winter.

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &C.
GARDENIAS, best sorts, well budied.

PRIMULA SINENSIS ALBA PLENA, in fine rarleties.

ROSES, finest Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals, strong plants
thrown in pots for forcing.

SOLANUM HYBRIDDM, Empress, and other kinds.

GRAPE VINES, Canes very fine this year, ftwell ripened.

Orders arc. tvnv heitu; eTeciittd for the above ifi fine condition.

For Complete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulb
Catalogue, gratia and post-free on application.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

WEBBS'
COLLECTIONS

BULBS
CONSIST OF THE FINEST

SELECTED

HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUS,

LILIES, SNOW-

DROPS, Etc.

Prices, 68., 7a. 6d., lOs. 6d., ISs., 218., 42a., 639

,

and 1053. each; Carriage Free.

F/rK PER CENT. DIUCOUNT FOB CASH.

For full particulars of Contenta of these Boxes, and
Lists of the Best Bulbs of the Sea-wn. see

WEBBS' BULB CATALOGUE,
Beaatlfull; Illuatrated,

GRATIS AND POST FREE.

Seedsmen by BoyiU Warrants to H.M. the Queen
and R.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

No Connection with any other Firm of

the same name.

%^m
CELEBRATED

HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE, and EXOTIC

BULBS & PXiANTS.
Our descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, containing

Full Cultural Direction's, and particulars as to Free
Delivery, will be sent post-free, on application to our

offices at OVERVEEN, near HA.\RLEM, HOLLAND; or

to our General Agents

—

Messrs. MERTENS & CO.,

3, GROSS LANE, LONDON, E.G.

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1896.

RAMBLES IN NORTH WALES.
T)Y the end of July the grass was burnt
-'-' brown—indeed, almost consumed—at Kew,
and the leaves were falling fast, so that, after

the somewhat monotonous journey by the

North-Western Railway, it was highly refresh-

ing to enter the green pastures and copses of

North Wales, where wild flowers still abounded.

Upper Bangor was our destination, and there,

thanks to the kindness of the gonial Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Griffith, we found pleasant and com-
fortable rooms in which to sjjeud so much of our
holiday as could not be passed in the open
air. Mr. Griffith, I may mention, is the

author of the excellent Flora of Amjlesea and
('<iriiari'o)isJiire, published last year, which is a
groat help to the lover of the flowers of the field

and forest. Indeed, it was owing to this cir-

cumstance that we were so fortunate as to

make his acquaintance. When we arrived, the

wild Roses were over, but before the end of

August there was conspicuous evidence of their

abundance and variety in the heavy crop of

brilliantly-coloured hips. Brambles, however,
were in their full beauty of flower, and
Brambles have developed such a variety of

forms in this district as to at once attract the
attention of the visitor : and Mr. Griffith, aided

by the most compstent British and continental

authorities, has thoroughly worked out this

interesting and beautiful element of the native

flora. His book and some previous observation

had prepared us for the wealth and variety of
Blackberries in this neighbourhood, though we
can make no pretension to any special know-
ledge of the characteristics of tho numerous
forms distinguished by such experts as Mr.
Griffith. He has not only a good herbarium of

the Blackberries, he has a practical knowledge

of their various flavours and qualities, and
Blackberry-jam of fine quality is one of the

good things we found on his table. Writers in

the Gardeners' Chronicle and other papers de-

voted to gardening are frequently asking why
Blackberries are not more generally cultivated.

It is, perhaps, because they are no sooner ripe

than they begin to decay. Still, I am convinced

from early experience that Blackberries may
be much improved by cultivation. But that by

tho way. The one thing that particularly

attracted our attention on our first walk from

Upper Bangor to Meuai Bridge, through Coed

Menai, was the profusion, luxuriance, and

be.tuty of one particular kind of Bramble.

On turning to Mr. Griffith's Flora, we found

upwards of thirty species or varieties, which-

ever one is disposed to call them, enumerated as

growing in the immediate neighbourhood of
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Bangor, The beauty of this particular Bramble,

forming the principal part of the undergrowth

of the Coed Menai, skirting the road, and half-a-

mile or so in length, made us desirous of know-

ing its proper name. Of the kinds figured in

Syme's English Botany, it is nearest, in the

colour and size of its flowers, the one there

named discolor, but quite diiierent in foliage. It

has an enormous inflorescence, sometimes nearly

a yard in length, and pink flowers often nearly

2 inches in diameter. The quality of the fruit

we had not a chance of testing, because the

children and the birds between them plucked it

all before it was quite ripe. As an ornamental

plant, however, it is certainly one of the

best among the British Brambles. As Mr.

Griffith informed us, it is the form named

Rabus gymnostachys ( syn. E. maoro-

thyrsos) in his book. - Our inquiry on

this point led to his showing us his

collection of dried specimens, concerning

which he had a fund of sound information on

their, several qualities, ornamental and edible.

This led up to his oSering to accompany us

sometimes on our walks—an offer we accepted

with much profit and pleasure, for it ended in

our collecting, with his assistance, living plants

of a few of the most striking kinds for Kew.

These included those named E. mercicus var.

chrysoxylon, E. gymnostachys, E. cambricus,

and E. Griffithianus in Mr. Griffith's Flora. E.

cambricus, Mr. Griffith regards as the best of

all for fruit. It is, he also informed us, the same

asR.lentiginosus. Anotherfactnot, perhaps,very

generally known in connection with Brambles,

may be worth repeating here. It is not a very

uncommon thing for the long, pendent stems to

bend down and take root, and continue growing

from the same organic apex in an upward

direction. In course of time, the connection

with the parent plant disappears, and there is

an independent plant. Occasionally it happens

that the stem or branch rooting in this way is

severed from the parent at some distance from

the ground, and instead of growing on from the

normal apex, the growth is backwards, as it

were, from the branch which has become

detached. In consequence of this freak in

nature, we have a plant with the prickles

directed in the opposite direction to the normal

one. This, as one can readily imagine, very

much puzzled the batologists, or cunning ones

in Brambles, until the clue was discovered.

Among the Brambles close down to high-

water mark in the Menai Straits, we observed

some exceedingly long cable-like stems growing

down from the steep declivities towards the

water. Some of these were 5 or 6 yards, per-

haps more, in length. The Easpbei'ry is very

common in the neighbourhood, and the curious

Eubus Leesii also occurs. It will be remem-
bered by some readers of the Oardener.i' Chronicle

that a correspondent some years ago claimed to

have raised this particular form as the result of

a sexual ci-oss between the Strawberry and

Easpberry.

A Bramble, Eubus saxatilis, that one would
hardly expect to find at so low a level, is found

on the slope of the straits between Menai
Bridge and Bangor. IF. B. H.

(To be coyitinmd).

New or Noteworthy Plants. Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ERYTHREA ARMA.TA, Wats*

The accompanying illustration (fig. 14, p. 426) shows

what will most likely prove to be the first instance

of Erythrea armata blooming in cultivation, being

taken from a specimen growing at Moutecito, near

Santa Barbara, California, and about sixteen years

old, from seed. Last summer it sent out three

flower-scapes over 12 feet long, gracefully arching,

and of a feathery appearance, bearing myriads of

exceedingly minute flowers, which failed to set any

fruit. This quite remarkable Palm has become of

late not uncommon in gardens, both in Cali''ornia and
in Southern Europe, where it goes mostly under the

names of 'Brahea Roezli and B. glauca. In lower

California, and here, it is popularly known as " Palma
azul" and "Blue Palm," being one of the more
glaucous, if not the most, among Palms. In its dis-

tribution this species is strictly limited to the

peninsula of Californiii, making its first appearance

some forty miles south of the boundary-line of the
United .States, and reaching as far down as the

neighbourhood of Cape -St. Lucas, always in the
interior, never approaching the coast. It is essentially

a Palm of dry regions, contrary to its only congener,

Erythrea edulis, of which a detailed account, by the

undersigned, appeared in the Gardeners' Chroniele of
April 29, 1893, p. 507 ; and it is worth mentioning that,

in its northern habitat, where it is frequently associated

with Washingtonia filifera, E. armata is never found
growing in the bed of the canons, which are pre-
ferred by the taller and stouter-growing Washiug-
tonias, but is seen only on the cliffs, its rope-like

roots finding their way among the parched rocks to a
wonderful distance. Under cultivation, E. armata
shows a remarkable faculty of adaptation to better
conditions, taking willingly to a liberal supply of
water, provided the soil be properly drained, and it will

then make very fast growth, not to be compared, how-
ever, with that of E. edulis, and less than ever with
Washingtonia filifera. From the same region of lower
Californi.!, and adjoining Sonora, other species of fan-

Palms have been brought of late years, of which very
little is known up to now, and I hope to be able some
day to give an account of them to the readers of the
Gardeners' Chroniele. The whole of Mexico is sure
to be for years to come an inexhaustible mine of
vegetable productions, as it is of metallic wealth.
Dr. F. Francesehi. [There is a small specimen of
this beautiful Palm in the temperate-house at

Kew. The glaucoui-blue of the foliage is very
attractive. Ed.]

LiELlA PUJiiLA ALDi Var. (E. Ashworth), n. var.

This is a true albino of the plant known in gardens
as L. pricstans, .and of which a variety with white
sepals and petals, and with a labellum coloured
purple on the anterior part, appeared with Mr. \Wm..

Bull in 1889, and was named L. priostans alba ; and
hence the varietal name for the present form in order

to distinguish it.

In recording it but Uttlo need be said but that it

is a snoiv-white form, with no other colour in any
part of it save a chrome-yellow tinge extending from
the base to the centre of the lip. In fact, it is a

beautiful albino of precisely the same nature as Catt-

leya intermedia .alba (Parthenia). It flowered with
D. B. Kappart, Esq., The Promenade, Liscard,

Cheshire, at whose request the distinguishing name
ia given, as the main portion of the plant has passed

into the famous collection of Elijah Ashworth, Esq.,

Harefield Hall, Wilmsjow, Cheshire. James O'Brien.

* Erythrea. annata,—S. Watson, in Watson's Botan;f of
CaU/oriiia,ii. (1880), 212 :

—"Taller and more graceful than
tlie last (R. eduli.s), H) feet high ; leaves glaucous, the
jietioles nan-ower, more concave above, and margined with
numerous stout, more or less hooked, slightly-spreading

spines ; folds, thirty to forty, split nearly to the middle ou
both edges, scarcely lancerate ut the apex, and but slightly

filiferous ; branches of the panicle more slender ; carpels

densely tomentose ; fruit smaller, lines long, the seed half

an inch in diameter ; embryo at the b^se. Brahea (F) armn'a
Watson,'

BOTANICAL ORCHIDS AT TRING PARK.
In the extensive collection of rare Orchids of

botanical interest, formed by the Hon. Walter Roths-
child at Tring Park, Tring (gr., Mr. E. Hill), a large

number of pretty and interesting things can always
be found in flower, but at no season of the year
is their beauty so appreciable as at present, when,
among the showy species there, the unrivalled

Dendrobium Phalseuopsis Schroderianum is the only
thing in flower in quantity. A group of excellent

varieties of these have for a long time adorned the

entrance to one of the large houses, and a handsome
picture they make, with that kind of beauty which
can be t.aken in at a glance ; but for diversity of
form, quaintness of colouring, and marvellous
structure, interesting to examine closely, and attempt
to divine the meaniug of, the species generally known
as " botanical " have decided advantages.

Of the many Bulbophyllums now in flower, the
gigantic B. grandiflorum, with its extraordinary

hooded whitish flowers, exquisitely netted with
yellow aud brown, and which was illustrated in the

Gardeners' Ohroniclc from Sir Trevor Lawrence's
plant, April 6, 1895, p. 429, is one of the most extra-

ordinary species. Among other singular species in

flower are Bulbophyllum Dearei, a very showy
flower ; B. micranthum. Hook, f., with graceful

racemes of bright purple flowers ; the white B. hirtum .

and B. aurioomum, a very curious Bulbophyllum
from Sierra Leone, with stout scape, and head of

conspicuous bracts at the top, from which proceed,

two or three at a time, some remarkably-formed

flowers with black, hairy labellum ; two or three

forms of that pretty species known in gardens as B.

umbellatum, and the allied B. maculosum.
Among the „Cirrhopetalums, the noble C. Eoths-

childianum, by far the handsomest species (illus-

trated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov. 23, 1895

p. 609), is again sending up its showy flowers ; aud
C. omatissimum, C. Macrsi, C. picturatum, and
others are in bloom.

Among the Catasetums, of which there is here a

grand collection, are in bloom C. Bungerothi, C.

macrocarpum, and the hybrid between the two
named C. x splendens ; several forms of the pretty

and variable C. fimbriatum, differing not only in the

colour but in the odour of their flowers—one having
the perfume of Aniseed, and another that of the leaves

of zonal Pelargoniums. Others in flower are Catasetum
purum, C. Imschootianum, C. albo-roseum, C. cal-

'

losum, C. Christyanum, and two or throe fine species

not yet determined.

The cool house ha.s a very complete collection of

Masdevalliae, PleurothalUs, llestrepias, '&a. ; and in

bloom were noted charming specimens of the sin-

gular beetle like M. gemmata, M. uidifica, aud M.
gibberosa ; the dark purple M. calura, M. Carderi,

M. Gaskelliana, M. Reichenbachiana, M. peristeria,

M. torta, M. ionocharis ; the mossy-stemmed M.
musoosa, whose lip closes like a trap on being irri-

tated ; M. ery throchsete, M. Davisii, M. x Courtauldiana,

M. X Measuresiana and M. x Hincksiana, besides

many of the showier but more common species. With
these were charming plants of Restrepia antennifera,

varying much in the quality of their flowers. One
very large form had golden-yellow flowers, spotted

with reddish-purple—far superior to the ordinary

variety ; K. elegans, R. striata, PleurothalUs rhombi-

petala, P. elachnpus, and other PleurothalUs,

Octomerias, &c.

In the warmer houses the numerous plants of the

scarlet Habenaria militaris, whicli here grows and
prop.agates with the greatest ease, make a fine show

;

and H. carnea, H. nivosa, and the large H. Suzannie
;

also Dendrobium bracteatum and D. b. album, D.

antonnatum, Hartwegia purpurea, a yellow Spatho-

glottis, a very interesting lot of Erias and Poly-

stacliyas, Koellensteinia graminea, and the handsome
Choudrorhyncha Chestertoni, both of which are here

almost perpetual bloomers
; the handsome Pescatorea

Klabochorum, a good representative of a diflScult

class of Zygopetalums which thrive at Tring Park
;
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Zygopetalum (Warseewiceella) marginatum, the pretty

pure white Odontoglossnm Krameri album, several

very bright magenta-coloured Cochlioda vulcanica,

and a very handsome supposed new Triehocentrum,

with large pure white flowcra, having a few blood-

red spots.

In a cold frame some of the Diaas have been

blooming well ; also Diuria maculata ; and still

Caladenia alba is in flower.

The long dry summer aeems to have suited the

Neriuea remarkably well, for one of the houses is

filled with their brilliant scarlet heads of bloom.

towards finishing, and the longest pseudo-bulb is

3 feet 11 inche.?, with a circumference of bulb of

'2§ inches. No. 2 has many pseudo-bulbs with six

growths, the longest 3 feet 2 inches, with a cir-

cumference of bulb of 2| inches. No. 3 has

several bulbs, and the longest growth is 2 feet

8 inches, with a circumference of 2| inches. We
have seen pseudo-bulbs quite as long, but never

so big as three plants, taking them in the

aggregate ; and moreover, they are short-jointed,

the interuoJes bulking nearly as much as tbo nodes

themselves, and indicating fulness of inflorescence—

as you have been doing ! The chances are, when
the plants get distui'bed by either inserting into

larger baskets with more pabulum about them, or if

the roots get ecraped from the teak-wood, and are

carefully dealt with, that the plants might go down ;

but then to leave well alone won't always do." This

is another object-lesson to the best of culturists, that

there is no single royal road to success with many of

our epiphytal Orchids. /. A

.

CaTTLETA DoWIANA AUREA lIARMORATi.

But twice before have we se3n this bexutifu

-EKVTnuE.\ armata, the blue palm

DENDROB10M WaRDIANOM IN A ToWS GREENHOUSE.

In one of those houses which one frequently sees in

the back garden of a tenement, constructed to hold a

few Orchids without any pretence to being ornamental,

are some unique Deudrobium Wardianum. They

were purchased three or four years ago by Mr. John

Qillibrand, Leamington Street, Blackburn, and placed

in squ.ire teakbaskets of about 9 inches square,

and there they have grown, as the owner saya himself,

" he does not know how," getting a little water just

as it suited him, when he came back from the duties

of the day, and sometimes not. I place upon record

the measurements of three of the plants ,—No. 1 has

numerous pseudo-bulbs with four growths getting

quite a sight to look at with their wealth of leaves

before the plants wane into a deciduous state. One

versed iu these thing.^ could easily see, as I told the

owner himself, that there were " no thanka" to him

for what might be called abnormal production. The

plants, untouched for three years, suspended from

the roof with their p?eudo-bulbs hanging down among

a nondescript lot of plants, with an earth floor, and that

in condition very like the roads outside, according to the

weather, and the roots enveloping the teak-baskets,

and looking, like long - planted Orchids, dryish-

looking and ripened off. " What am I to do with my
plants this time after they have flowered ?

" said Mr.

Gillebrand. "That is a poser," answered I
;
"do

variety. Firat from the Right Hon. Lord Roths

cliild's gardens, and then from Q. 0. Sloper, Esq.

;

the third specimen is now forwarded by M. Chas.

Maron, head gardener to M. Fouraier, of Marseilles.

It is probably one of the results of the natural cross-

ing of C. Dowiana aurea and C. Warscewiczii, which

resulted in C. x Hardyana ; but in this case the

reversion ha-s been markedly towards C. Dowiana

aurea. The noble-looking flower resembles in moat

respects a fine form of C. Dowiana, but the sepals

and petals are heavily marbled with rose-purple,

through which the groundcolour of soft nankeen-

yellow shows between the veining. It is a handsome

variety, and fragrant, like the rest of its class.
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The Rosary.

THE ROSE SEASON OF 1896.

Two or three weeks back it looked very much as i£

this subject should be written of in the past tense,

but the recent rains put so much new life into

the plants that our Roses once more promised a grand

autumnal display. The month of June has not the

same proverbial monopoly of Rose blossom as was

the case years ago ; we now have a grand lot of

varieties which continue more or less in blos;om all

through the summer, and give us a grand display

early and late in the season. The old Bourbons,

Banksians, Damasks, Gallicas, Provence, and others,

seldom bloomed more than once during the season,

and that generally at the end of June. The class or

section of Hybrid Perpetuals have also been vastly

improved in this respect, for if we except a few old

favourites such as General Jacqueminot, Alfred

Colomb, Charles Lefebvre, Duchesse de Morny, Ma-

dame Victor Verdier, Maurice Bernardin, Sdnateur

Vaisse, and Jules Margottin, there were not many
autumnal bloomers of sterling merit in this class

foity years ago. The beautiful Teas and Noisettes

are grand during every autumn, whether wet or fine,

and here we have such a vast choice in the form

and substance of blossoms. In a fine and dry

autumn, Ernest Metz, Madame Bravy, Comtesse de

Panisse, Etoile de Lyon, La Boule d'Or. and others

of globular form, will open even better than during

the months of June and July, and are a great help to

the more single or fewer-petalled varieties that always

expand freely.

A notab'.e feature in my Rose-garden i9 the sudden

disappearance of mildew, which had been very preva-

lent up to the advent of recent showers. I do not

remember so sudden recovery from a bad attack

before. By the way, it was recently my privilege to

see the Waltham Cross Roses, and when in Mr. W.
Eumsey's nursery, the most remarkable feature was

the absolute freedom from mildew of his new Rose,

Mrs. Rumsey. Several hundreds of this grand garden

decorative Rose were growing side by .side with other

varieties, among which I noticed Mrs. John Laing,

Queen of Quecna, Her Majesty, and Marchioness of

Londonderry. These are more than usually subject

to mildew, and even Ulrich Brunnor was badly

attacked, but Mrs. Rumsey was entirely free. I sh.all

have more to say respecting this variety when touch-

ing upon the new Roses exhiliited this season, but we
have Done too many varieties so miUlew-rcsisting

as this.

Our prospects were particularly good after the mild

winter, and I was more than a little surprised to find

so much brown pith in the wood when pruning.

Several apparently healthy and sound rods, intending

for pegging-down, had to be cut away entirely on

account of brown unhealthy pith. Nor did the

plants in this district break into new growth in nearly

so satisfactory a manner as one could wish, owing to

the late frosts every morning for some weeks,

accompanied by an almost scorching sun by day. The
extreme contrast was evidently a great trial to Roses.

Upon walls with a south aspect this was not so

noticeable, probably owing to the retention of sun-

heat by the walls, and its effect upon young Rose

growths in this position.

Maggots, and the larva; of the stem-boring sawfly,

were more numerous and destructive than usual,

necessitating constant hand-picking during the early

part of the summer. Last season I was much
troubled with the Rose-weevil, but this season they
have been remarkably scarce upon the same ground.
The sawBy has been worst upon the Hybrid Sweet
Briars, scarcely a single shoot escaping last spring.

A few have been attacked throughout the whole
summer and long after other Roses were quite free

from this pest.

Early-blooming Roses were not good here, and the

Reading Show of the National Rose .Society was
certainly a great surprise to me ; the splendid collec-

tions of garden Roses, also Teas and H. Perpetuals,

being a great treat after those of mid-Sussex at that

date. The intensity of colour throughout the show

was remarkable, and it we saw no sensational blossoms,

the uniform quality and strong competition was most

pleasing. As a matter of fact, the number of blooms

staged was 3(IS0, or 320 more than at any other

southern provincial show of the National Rose Society,

Gloucester ranniog it very closely last year. At the

metropolitan show, held in the Crystal Palace, there

were only 5061 blossoms staged, or 800 less than the

average for a metropolitan show, and this, where

there are almost twice the number of classes pro-

vided at Reading. The Crystal Palace show was not

so good in quality as usual, but was by no means the

worst we have seen there, although we heard many
persons stoutly maintaining such to be the case. So

i-ecentlyas 1893, the number was mucliless, while the

quality could not be compared to those of the present

season. Indeed. I doubt if one could have found a

stand equal to Messrs. Harkness' seventy-two, which

won the coveted trophy this season, had they chosen

from the whole of that class in 1893. There were

few, if any, prizes unappropriated ; nor did many per-

sons compete unsuccessfully, seeing there were sixty-

one prize-winners out of seventy-three exhibitor.s.

Scotland, Ireland, and no less than twenty-one English

counties were represented here. The performance

of the Messrs. Dicksons & Sons, Newtownards, Ireland,

was good. To cut Roses at 7 a.m. the day previous,

travel over 500 miles with thirteen changes of tnxin

and steamer, and then secure Ist honours in all six

classes competed for, deserves some comment.

Mr. 0. G. Orpen, Colchester, was one of the most

successful amateurs, aad secured the Harkness Cup
(value 25 guineas), not by winning it three times in

the aggregate, but consecutively. He also won the

Trophy and Gold Medal for eighteen Trees and

Noisettes ; was 1st for twelve ditto
;
and well up in

several classes. The Northern Exhibition, held at

Ulverston, wa.s a decided success, and like the earlier

one at Reading, came as a surprise to many, more

especially to those who travelled down from London,

and were early aware that no Roses had left Col-

chester, with the exception of a few from Messrs. D.

Prior & Son. If wo except the Teas ami Noisettes,

the quality was fully equal to those at the Crystal

Palace, .and in more than one instance the competi-

tion was very keen. Messrs. Harkness & Sons of

Bedale, and Mr. Lindsell of Hitchin, have carried off

both Troiihies offered for nurserymen this season,

and the Rev. .1. H. Peniberton, Haveriog-.attc-Bower,

has done the same in the amateur divisions.

A large number of Silver and Bronze Medals are

offered at the various Rose shows of societies affi-

liated with the National Rose Society, but I will

only mention the winning blooms at the Society's

own exhibitions. At Reading, Mr. 0. G. Orpen

secured the medal for the best Tea or Noisette,

with a rather loose but large flower of Madame
Hosto ; a good Kaiserin Augusta Victoria (H.T.) also

won a medal for Mr. Orpen for the best Rose other

than a Tea or Noisette. The best hybrid perpetual

in the trade classes at this show was a superbly-

finished A. K. Williams, from Messrs. Harkness &
Sons, Bedale ; and the best Tea or Noisette, a nice

bloom of Maman Cochet, from Mr. B. R. Cant,

Colchester.

At the Crystal Palace Show the amateur-medal

Roses were (Tea-scented) The Bride, from Mr. 0. G.

Orpen ; and (H.P.) Her Majesty, from H. V. Machin,

Esq., Worksop. The trade-medal blooms were Mr.

B. R. Cant's Duchesse de Morny, and Messrs. Harkness

& Sons' Innocente Pirola. At Ulverston, Her

Majesty won for Mr. Ward, and Catherine Mermet

for Mr. E. B. Lindsell, Hitchin ; the trade vrinners

being Messrs. R. .Mack & Son, Catterick Bridge, with

Victor Hugo, and Mr. Merryweather, Southwell, with

Maman Cochet. The last - named variety secured

two of the medals, Her Majesty also doing the same.

Duchesse'.de Moruy s the oldest variety of these silver-

medal winners, having been brought out thirty-three

years ago. Catherine Mermet is also an old variety,

the others being introduced between 1877 (A. K.

Williams) and 1893 (Maraan Cochet). It has not

often happened that all of the medal Roses have

been good groweis and free bloomers, Comtesse de

Nadaillac, Horace Vervet, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon,

Xavier Olibo, and other magnificent Roses, of but

indifferent growth, do not appear once this season.

It is also singular that only two of the same varieties

won last year, when Her Majesty again secured two

medals, A. K. Williams taking one out of the

remaining ten medals. All four of the winners at

Gloucester last year were either bad growers, or very

indifferent Roses to open.

Once more have the hybrid Teas proved themselves

a most useful class, and although we cannot siy any-

thing fresh of such old favourites as La France and

Captain Christy, the best introductions in this class

during the last decade are among the most valuable

Roses grown, Caroline Testout, Viscountess Folke

stone, Augustine Guinoisseau, Kaiserin Augusta

Victoria, Marquise Litti, Belle Siebrecht, Clara Wat-
son, Gustave Regis, Madame Abel Chatenay, Madame-
Pernet Ducher, anfl more especially Marjorie, having

been most beautiful throughout the season. Marjorie

is one of the very best light-coloured Roses grown
;

it is always clear and clean, of good form, and is pro-

duced very freely. The colour is white, suffused with

clear salmou-pink, deeper towards the centre — a

wonderfully useful Rose, both under glass and in the

open.

The most remarkable feature among new Roses

was the productions from Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons,

Newtownards. Tliis firm have many grand novelties

in hand, and it once more secured the Gold Medal for a

new seedling or sport with H.P. Helen Keller, a Rose

that has come very Consistently through the past hot

season. Remembering such grand varieties as Mrs.

W. J. Graat, Mrs. Sharman Crawford, Marchioness of

Londonderry, Margaret Dickson, Earl of Dufferin,

Jeannie Dickson, Ethel Brownlow, and others thit

have stood the trial of several seasons, we can look

forwai'd to the newer introductions with confidence.

Mrs. Rumsey was not put up as an exhibition Rose, but

it produces a good proportion of blooms, sufficiently

fit for that purpose. I never saw a freer bloomer
than this Rose, nor any of a moi-e striking colour

;

always clear and bright, and with from six to twelve

good flowers upon a dwarf maiden plant. Each

blossom is carried upon long, straight stems, and

the mildew-proof foliage renders it one of the very

best for decorative purposes, especially towards the end

of the summer, when this madaly is most prevalent.

The cold, frosty mornings early in the season

chccke.l growth so much, that eyes from the b.ise of

dw.arfs started sooner than usual, giving us some
grand rods early in the summer upon stiff soils .and

where freely waterel. Those upon La Rosiere,

General Jacqueminot, Duke of Conn.aught, Duke of

Edinburgh, and others of like habit, flowered well

throughout August, when pegged down similar

to ripened shoots in the spring, while an ample

supply of other rods was made.

A Tea-scented Rosa that yearly grows in favour

with me is Dr. Grill—one of the first and last to

bloom ;
exceptionally free, in fact always carrying

some blooms all through the season. This morning

I cut a good bloom with a stem of 18 inches, and

upon the same shoot there are still eleven more good

blooms that can be cut with equally long stems, and

with from five to eight buds around each. It is

invalu,able for decoration, exquisitely scented, and of

a beautifully clear coppery yellow in thi3 centre,

melting off to clear rose at the edges. I cannot close

these few rambling notes without mentioning the

Hybrid Sweet Briars. The cold weather did not

affect these, nor did the dry summer check growth to

the same extent as in many other varieties. They

have been a valuable addition to the Rose garden

from the time their first leaves expanded. One can

tell at once when within the neighbourhood of these

sweot-foliaged plants. There are three forms in

which they surpass other single Roses : as tall

standards they droop over, and are a grand sight
;

they make the finest and stoutest of hedges three

seasons after planting, reaching from 12 to 15 feet

high, and as far through ; they are also grand aa

specimens upon the lawn, but should never be

planted with other Roses, nor grown under glass.

A. Piper, Uckfiild,
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PERESKIA BLEO.
Pereskias differ from all other Cacti in haviug a

shrubby habit, cylindrical stems, large fleshy Laurel-

like leaves, and a paniculate inflorescence. They are

most nearly allied to Opuntias, which also have true

leaves, borne on the young joints of the stems, that

fall oS' at an early stage, except in the case of 0.

stems 3 inches in diameter, with green, shining bark,

and large cushions of rigid, sharp spines, 2 inches or

more in length. The leaves, which are borne thickly

on the branches, are ovate-oblong, from 3 inches to

G inches long ; the flowers are 2 inches in diameter,

and consist of a regular circle of rosy-red petals, with

a cluster of whitish stamens ; they remain fresh on
the plant several weeks, usually developing in the

The development of tho spines of Pereskia is

peculiar. In all other Cacti the spines are largest

and most abundant ou tho younger parts of the plant,

the older woody parts being either spineless or much
less spiny than when they were younger. In Opuntia,

for instance, there are few or no epines on the old

stems of even such spinesent species as 0. horrida

and 0. nigrescens ; and this is the same in Cereus,

FlQ. 75.—PERESKIA BLEO : PETALS llOSY-KED, STAMENS WHITE,

subulata, tlie leaves of which are persistent. But a

Pereskia bears no resemblance to an Opuntia, and

still less to any other Cactus ; it is much more like a

Gooseberry-bush, and one of the species, P. aculeata,

is known as the West Indian or Barbados Gooseberry.

There are about a dozen species, and the largest of them
is P. Bleo, of which an illustration (fig. 75) appears,

prepared from a large specimen which flowers annually

in the Succulent-house at Kew. Here it forms a

stout branching shrub about 10 feet high, the stoutest

autumn, but appearing all through the summer on

well-grown plants. It is a native of Colombia. P.

aculeata also forms a scaudent shrub at Kew, and

blooms annually, the flowers being in terminal pani-

cles, each '2 inches across, white, tinted with rose, the

stamens orange. This species is generally grown as a

stock on which to gi-aft Cactus Epiphyllum, but P.

Bleo is stouter, and is in every way better for that

purpose, the stems of P. aculeat i being too slender to

carry large heads of Epiphyllum.

EchinocactuB, &c. In Pereskia the contrary is the

case. Thus, in P. aculeata, the younger branches

have only short spines in pairs in the leaf-axils, but very

old stems are clothed to the ground with cushions of

spines fixed firmly in the bark, each cushion com-
posed of from twenty to fifty spines 1 inch or more
in length. From two to six new spines are developed

in the centre of each cushion annually, and as the old

spines remain firmly attached,Hhe cushions become

quite formidable. It would be impossible for an
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animal to climb the stem of an old Pereskia. In P.

Bleo this cbaracter is even more striking. The fruit

of Pereskia is a fleshy berry, something like a Goose

berry, and covered with clusters of short bristles. It

is yellow when ripe and edible, being used for making

preserves in the West Indies. The leaves of P. Bleo

are suid to be eaten as salad in Panama. W. W.

PHYSICAL PEOPEETIES OF
BORDEAUX MIXTURE.

When a moderately diluted milk of lime is mixed

with a solution of copper sulphate which is not too

dilute, an abundant precipitate is at once formed.

Microscopic examination reveals the interestiug fact

that this precipitate ia largely made up of precipita-

tion membranes, often in the form of small cells.

The membranes are exceedingly thin, and doubtless

this is the cause of the precipitate being very bulky

and slow in settling. Besides the bluish membranes,

there ia usually an amorphous granular precipitate,

partly adhering to the membranes, and partly free in

suspension in the liquid. The precipitation mem-
branes that are closed show very curious phenomena

of growth. The membrane breaks at some point, pro-

bably because of pressure from within, and as the

solution pours out of the break a new membrane is at

once formed, inclosing the liquid a second time. This

process ia often repeated several times, until finally

the cell either collapses or the composition of the liquid

it contains becomes the same as that without. The

great majority of the membranes seen in the freshly

prepared mixture are not closed. Thii is probably

because the calcium hydroxide solution if neces.sarily

very weak.'' Frank Schwarz f states that copper ace-

tate solution of 5 per cent, or loss and potassium

ferrocyanide of 0'4 per cent, or less give no complete

c^lls. Kven where a strong solotioa (8 per cent.) of

copper acetate was used, a O-l per cent, potassium

ferrocyanide solution gave no homogeneous membrane.

It is very advantageous that the solution of calcium

hydrate cannot be made more concentrated, since it

tends to prevent the formation of thick and dilficulty

permeable membranes, such aa often occur where two

very strong solutions are mixed.

The writer has found that Bordeaux Mixture pre-

Ti.ared from diluted solutions settles more slowly, and
t'le chemical action also seems to be accomplished more
quickly. This, it is believed, may be because in a

dilate solution fewer closed cells are formed which
servo to delay the reaction. It is especially disadvan-

tageous to use lime containing coarse granules, for

when oncj inclosed in a precipitation membrane the

pro(;eis of solution and precipitation is greatly delayed.

The attention of the writer was first drawn to the

matter when attempting to prepare Bordeaux Mixture
neutral in reaction. Some poorly-slacked granular

lime was used, and it was found in a number of cases

that after standing twelve to twenty-four hours the
mixture became distinctly alkaline, although neutral

when prepared.

Some precipiteitioa membranes are impermeable to

various solutions. It is not known, however, to what
extent the membranes formed in Bordeaux Mixture
are permeable to calcium hydroxule or copper sul-

phate, and the subject offers a promising field for re-

search.

In any attempt;! to make a mixture similar to Bor-
deaux, but using potassium or sodium hydroxide in-

stead of lime, the effect of the concentration of the
solution on the character of the precipitation mem-
branes would be much greater, since these hydrates
are easily obtained la very concentrated solutions.?

It la proba'de that the freshly precipitated copper
liydroxide Is in the colloid state, and contains much

• See tablo of solubility in future article.

t Schwarz, Frank. Die morphologi.'ictia und oheraische
Zu3aninionset/,unif Je3 Protoplasmas ; L'S Fiillungsersehei-
niinniin uni kllnstliche Strukturo i (Uoitrligo zur Biologio
der Pfl.inzen, horaii.s^. v. F. Ciilin. S, II. 1, p. 147).

t The writer would surest th.at the difficulty experienced
by chemists in waihing out tlie alkali from precipitated
copper hydroxide may l>e dm to the formation ofcells having
a thidk membrane, aud imprisoning the alkali. Pos.sibly the
difficulty might be avoidod by uiing more dilute solutions ii>

precipitating.

water. This would increase the bulk, reduce the
specific gravity of the membranes, and greatly impede
settling. To account for the changes undergone by
the mixture on standing, it seems necessary to aasume
that the molecvilea in the membranes are in a labile

arrangement. The extremely bulky nature i:if the
fresh precipitate would also be explained if it could
be assumed that It is distended With Imbibed water.

Thecalclumsulphateisapparentlyneverthrowndown
as precipitation membranes, but always as minute
granules or small crystals. The specific gravity of

the hydrated sulphate (CaSO/2H.jO) Is from 2-2 to
2*4.* Because of its low specific gravity, and very fine

state of subdivision, it settles slowly.

After standing, very interesting changes take place

In the precipitates of the mixture. After a few days,

especially If the mixture ia agitated occasionally, the

precipitates become very much less bulky, and micro-

scopic examinations show that Instead of delicate pre-

cipitation membranes of Cu(OH), and granules of

CaS0.,2H.^0, the deposit cousiats of beautiful, regular,

and good-sized crystals. In many cases the copper
hydroxide is in the form of splendid blue aphioro-

crystals, while the gjpsum is usually In twin cryst^als.

It has puzzled the writer to account for the formation

of crystals of copper hydroxide, since it ia almost
absolutely insoluble in the fluid in which it is sus-

pended. However, it is thought that the fresh pre-

cipitate In its colloid condition imbibes a considerable

quantity of water without dissolving, and may allow

the molecules sufficient lability to enable them to re-

arrange themselves In the form of crystala.t As to the
increase in sizeof the crystals of gypsum, all the writer

can suggest is, that aa the solution coola after being

warmed by the heat liberated in the double compo-
sition, It becomes saturated, and still more gypsum
crystallises.

When sprayed upon the foliage, the drops of

Bordeaux Mixture soon begin to show crystals. A
pellicle of calcium carbonate quickly fornix, ami as

evaporation proceeds, calcium sulphate, and [uobably

soni9 calcium hydr.ite crystalll.se. As long as wet,

and whenever wetted with rain or dew, the neutrali-

sation of the caustic lime proceeds rapidly. This
also doubtless takes place slowly when dry, especially

if the .air contains .any moisture. Eventually all the

calcium hydrate is changed to calcium carbonate, the

length of timo required to effect the change varying

from a few hours to a few weeks, according to tlie

amount of excess of lime used In making the Bordeaux
Mixture and the state of the weather. After this

when wo'ted with rain, the carbonate ia gradually

dissolved away, aud finally all traces of the mixture
disappear.

Adhesivk Properties op Bordeaux Mixture.

One of the conditions necessary to the success of a

preventive mixture like the Bordeaux Is, that it must
adhere well, so that neither wind nor rain can easily

remove It.J When properly prepared, Bordeaux Mlx-

* Biedermaun, R. Calcium, Ladouburg, Handw.ut^rb. d.
Chera., 2, p. 44 i.

t Schwarz, Prank. Die morph(jIo„'ijche und chemische
Zusamnieusetzung des Protoplasiuas (Uaitra^e zur Itiologie

der Ptlauzen, herausg. v. F. Cohn, llcft. 5, I, pp. 140—154).
The changes occurring during the slow growth and on the
tauding of precipitation meaibranes of copper ferrocyanide
and other compounds are described and illustrated. In a
number of cases a gradual growth of very small granules or
crystals within the membrane is described, and some suc'i
ch.injes are figured.

; The addition of soap to Bordo,uix Mixture to increase the
adhesive or wetting capacity was first made in this country
by Mr. B. T. Gallow.ay, when trying to find s.ime .spray

capable of wetting the very waxy young leaves of various
Ooro.als (see experitnrnts in the treatmout of rust affecting
Wheat and otlier cereals, Jour, of Mycology, vol. vii., No. 3,
lS9y, p. 202). The addition of a considerable amount of soap
greatly increases the tendency of the liipiid to sprea 1,

instead of contr.aoting to form large drops. A relatively
onormous quantity (a.s much or even more than the amount
of copper sulphate used) has to be added to secure this result.
Tlie chemical changes involved are almost entirely unknowa.
!t is probable, however, that the whole of the calcium sul-
phate must be thrown down as an insolvent lime soap, before
the 3o(vp ran yield a lather with the wa'er As the calcium
sulphate is but slightly soluble, it it possible t lat even after
a lather his formed from the sudden addition of a largo
.amount of soap, it may continue to dissolve an:i precipitate
the soap in tolution, and eventually caus5 the improved
wetting effect due to the soip to di3ap;e.ar.

ture has adhesive properties that are truly remarkable,
though, according to GIrard • several other copper
mixtures adhere still better.

Before the evaporation to dryness of the drops of
the mixture, a number of factors come into play that
have an effect on the sticking qualities of the spray.
In the first place, the tendency of the liquid to
collect in drops and fall from the leaf may prevent
the surface from being evenly wetted, and also pre-

vent any couslderable amount from drying on the
leavej. As far as can be judged from our present
knowledge, the principal copper talt present ia Bor-
deaux Mixture is copper hydroxide Cu(0H)2. As
already mentioned, this salt is said to be entirely

insoluble in the presence of calcium hydroxide in

solution. After the neutralisation of the calcium
hydroxide, the rain, containing CO.^, ammonia, and
nitrates, can act on the copper and effect the solution
of small amounts. In 1887 Mlllardet aud Qayon f
published the record of an experiment bearing on the
solubility of copper salts In Bordeaux Mixture. This
is such an interesting article that we quote from it

the following :
—

"On April 10 the following types of the mixture
were prepared :

—

Mixture.
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further stagnation. How far this belief is justified by

facts, however, it is difficult to say. That tree-roota

absorb large quantities of moisture from the soil

goes without saying ; but so do the roots of any

thick and fast-growing farm crop during the growing

season, and we have no reason to believe that the

latter have any appreciable inSuence in drying the

soil for any length of time. No doubt the penetra-

tion of the soil by the tree-roots renders the surface

more porous and permeable by moisture than would

otherwise be the case ; but this influence cannot

extend to any great depth. Probably the absence of

all superficial signs of stagnation account for this

more or less widespread belief. When once a humus
layer has accumulated on the surface, all, or a great

deal, of the stagnant moisture is cither absorbed by

it, or lies immediately below it, and a comparatively

dry footing exists at all but very wet periods. But

if a hole be dug, or a tree uprooted by the wind, tho

true state of affairs is soon seen by the water quickly

collecting. In fact, this humus layer rather aggra-

vates the evil by checking evaporation, and giving

rise to various organic acids, which are exceedingly

injurious to the roots of many trees. The "pump-
ing " of Larch and Scotch Pine stems, due to tho

infection and decay of the main roots, and which sub-

sequently extends to the bole, is mainly caused by this

acidity and lack of aeration of the soil, and the havoc

caused by gales on flat moory soils may also be traced

to the same circumstances. In all such cases, drain-

ing is the only sure cure, or preventive measure,

althougli it requires careful consideration whether

the crop to be grown will pay for the operation.

The distinction between stagnation, and water as

passing through the soil, should always be noted.

iSome species, such as Spruce and Larob, like healthy

moi<ture ; others, such as the Alder or Birch, will

thrive in a bog, and consequently the amount of

draining necessarily varies with the species of tree to

be grown. Asagencral rule, the treeischosentosuittlio

situation, and not the situation to suit the tree, there-

fore the amount of draining required is reduced to a

minimum, being chiefly confined to the removal of

stagnant water, and the tapping of springs. Any ex-

tensive drainage .system, such as is common on agri-

cultural land, is certainly out of place in an ordinary

plantation, that is, if theexpense ofcultivation istobear

some relation to the value of the crop cultivated. A
great deal depends, of course, upon climate and rain-

fall. In a warm climate less draining is necessary

than in a cold and humid one. In the former, mois-

ture favours the growth of trees ; in the latter

a wet soil usually causes infertility. It sometimes

happens that draining has to be performed after

a plantation is some years old, either through

neglect at the time of planting, or owing to an im-

pervious layer of soil preventing the desired per-

colation of moisture beyond a foot or too below the

surface. This is sometimes considered a risky busi-

ness, the sudden removal of the water being likely to

lead to bad results. A peat bog, after being draiueJ,

subsides to a considerable extent, and the surface-

roots of any trees growing in it are in pretty much
the same position as a man who had been rescued

from a watery grave would be if abadoned in a sandy

desert. In such a case it is quite conceivable that

draining may do a certain amount of harm ; but

whenever the soil is sufficiently solid and dense to

retain its capillary power and former bulk, Utile fear

need be entertained as to the ultimate result of

judicious lirainage. A. C. Forbes.

PERCRISTATE FERNS.
In the entire range of foliage plants there is none

which for delicate and extreme elaboration of orna-

mental detail can compare with those forms of Ferns

knoivn to the initiated as percristate—i.e., crested

throughout. With the numerous heavilytasselled

forms of the Pteris family most people are familiar-

because they are so easily raised, and come so true

from spores that nurserymen are enabled to put

them ou the market by wholesale- Tasselled Maiden-

hairs are also not unfrequently seen for the same

reason, and if we examine many conservatories

and groenhoufes where amateurs give Ferns a promi-

nent position, we shall find specimens of various

other species—Davallias, Microlepiai, some exotic

Lastreas, and so on, with tho peculiar faculty of crest-

ing or tasselling developed very prettily. In all these,

however, this tasselling is confined to the tips of the

fronds and the tips of the side divisions, or, at any

rate, it is rare to find tho tertiary divisions showing

any sign. In the true an<l thoroughbred percri.^tate

varieties, however, these tertiary divisions or pinnules

are unmistakably .and symmetrically " fanned " out or

tasselled, so that instead of, as in a merely cristate

form, a terminal tassel and a score or so of lateral

ones constituting the character, the side divisions

•are built up of two exquisitely-beautiful rows of

smaller crests, adding immensely to the charm

of the individu.al frond, and the plant aa a

whole. Now it is a very extraordinary fact that,

despite the immense number of exotic species

of Ferns which have been introduced into this

country, and tho large number of varieties which have

originated from these under culture or more rarely

as imported wild lind.s, we are not aw.ire that a single

thoroughbred percristiite form figures among them ;

that is to say, such perfect forms as exist among our

British varietal Kerns, as we shall presently show.

Another remarkable point is, that these extreme

forms are not, in most cases, the result of selective

culture, but were found in full perfection in a wild

state. Among the Shield Ferns, Polystichum angut

lare to wit, there is Mr. J. Moly's find, known .is

cristata gracile, a perfect gem of neatness, of which

similar types, but in every case distinct ones, have

been found by Dr. Wills, .Mr. Gray, Mr. Cowper, and

others. In all these the usually sharply-pointed

pinnules of tho species are del icately " fanned "-out intr)

slender numerous teeth at the expense of the tassel

at tlie tip of the frond, which is small. It is, how-

over, .amongst the Lady I'Vrus ( Athyrium filix-f(cmina)

that we must naturally seek for Dame Nature's best

efforts—nor shall we be disappointed. The form

known a« A. f.-f. Klworthi is perfect in type, being

heavily tasselled, perfectly symmetrical, with the

pinnules bearing well-developed, fan-shaped tassels.

This w.a8 fovmd near Nettlecombo. A form found by

tho late Mr. James in Guernsey, known as A. f-f.

coryiubiferura Janiesi, has the same character, but

the large crests are much heavier and denser.

A. f-f. percristatum consens originated as an

aocidentol seedling at Wanstead, and is therefore not

precisely a wild find, though it is not the result of

selection. This is the moat perfect form we know of,

the pinnules being long and slender, with a distinct

tMsel, and not a fan - sh.iped expansion as in the

previous forms. It« seedlings vary in tho extent

of tho cresting, but ara all percristate, and as

some of them tend towards A. f.-f. oorymbiferum

Jamcsi, that is a possible origin for it. For the

most advanced types of thii class in this species

we must, however, look to the setigerum or bristly

section, tho original uncrested plant of which there

was found by Mr. Garnett in Lancashire, a beautifully

divided variety, in which the usually plain edges of

the divisions are densely cut into bristle like pro-

jections. The spores of this, strange to say, invariably

yield a good percentage of crested forms, many, or

moat of which, revert in time to the uncrested stite,

either wholly or partially. Some, however, have

proved constant in themselves, and partially so in

their progeny, the ultimate result being a number of

pecuharly beautiful forms, with the percristate cha-

racter so marked that the pinnules are simply bristly

tassels of bewildering fineness. Finally, in this

connection we have some of the plumose superbum

sports of this family, wherein percristation is " going

one better," as it were, and the pinnules, or fourth

divisions, show the fanniug-out distinctly.

It is a well-recognised tact that in all Ferns,

the divisions and sub-divisions are almost inva-

riably fcub-forms of the frond itself, and display

the same character, so far as tho smaller grade

of development permits ; hence, as a rule, a ro-

bustly grown well-crested Fern will display more

or less evidence of a cresting tendency in its smaller

divisions. And we find the same thing to occur

with other varietal typos, truncate fronds bear trun-

cate pinn;e and blunt pinnules and so on ; but to be a

true percristate P^ern as the connoisseur under.ftands

it, there must be no half-and-half measures about it,

no mere tendency, but a distinct and unmistakable

cresting throughout, even in the small plants— and this

is so rare a feature, though, as we have seen, it exists

in perfection in sever.al of our British species, that no

true Fern collector should be without one or more

specimens of the best of them. Their delicacy of

structure does not mean delicacy of constitution, they

are as hardy as the common forms, though ten times

as beautiful, and tlieir culture is of the simplest ; and
yet, just as a prophet has no honour in his own country,

these gems of native beauty find no place in countless

ferneries where exotics by the thousand rule the roast,

and cause far more trouble and expense with lesqer

returns. Chai. T. Drucri/, P.L.S.

Book Notice.

MANURES: Soil Nitrogen, and its

Nitrification.

These subjects, which are so intimately associated

with all successful plant-culture, have been very help-

fully treated by the able pen of Professor M. P. P.

DehiSraiu in a treatise of 220 pages.*

The author in the first pait of his work considers

the question of manures, and states that while

farmyard manure remains the foundation of all plant-

food supplies, yet the past few seasons of drought

have ta\ight some very practical lessons from the

fact that owing to tho reduced growth of forage

crop? oil the farm, and tho consequent reduced pro-

duction of animal manure, the farmer had necessarily

to turn his attention more to artificial manures with

which to grow his crops ; and also to the introduc-

tion in his rotation of those crops which have the

power of .assimilating from the atmosphere and from

the subsoil the nitrogenous plant-food which, it

purchased in the market, would be a considerable

item of cost.

The author calls attention to the fact that during the

pa-t thirty years the discoveries of depoi>its of natural

phosphates and of crude potash salts have caused to be

placed upon the market almost unlimited amounts of

these materi.als, and the resources appear to be almost

inexhaustible, so that the cultivator will have no lack

of an abundant supply of mineral plant-food. While,

on tho other hand, guano from which the nitrogenous

plant food has in times past been so largely drawn,

ia now nearly, if not quite, used up. Nitrate of soda,

which was formerly declared to be a mere manurial

stimulant, is now generally acknowledged by all

practical cultivators to supply nitrogenous plant-food

of the most concentrated and direct kind, its action

being wholly a feeding one. The deposits of nitrate

of soda are immense, and distributed over vast areas

of country. The late Charles Darwin stated that tho

greater portion of the southern countries of South

America consists of soils containing nitrate of soda.

He found that one deposit extended to about

1.50 miles in length, and from 2 to 3 feet in thick-

ness- The author, however, advises the farmer and

the horticulturist to be prepare! for the final exhaus-

tion of these beds, immense though they be. An I

further, as the manufacture of sulphate of ammonia

will from hygienic progress be shortly rendered im-

possible, we must look forward to a time when we

shall be deprived of these two powerful agents of

soil fertility. From whence then shall the cultivator

of the future derive his supplies of nitrogenous

plant-food ? This question is answered in the second

part of the work.

Forms of Nitrotjen in the Soi/.—Nitrogen occurs in

the soil under several different conditions, and is

derived from varied sources. As a part of the soil-

air, it exists as free nitrogen where it is essential to the

" Paris: Riieff et Cie., Editeurs, 106, B>alevard Saint-

Germain.
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life of certain microscopic forms which seize upon it

and render it available to higher plants. Temporarily

and in transition stages, nitrogen occurs in the soil as

ammonia and as nitrous acid, but these forms pass

rapidly into nitric acid from which most of the liigher

plants derive their chief supply. By far the larger

part of the nitrogen of soils is, however, stored in the

form of humus, and this through the processes of

fermentation and of nitrification is gi-adually made

available to plants in the form of nitric acid. The

roots of growing crops and of vegetable products in-

corporated with the mould contributes no small

amount of material to the stores of organic matters in

the soil, a part of which is converted into humus
,

but the plants whose roots leave in the soil the largest

amounts of nitrogen are those belonging to the

Leguminous family, such as Clovers, Beans. Peas,

Lupins, (fee.

Sources of Soil Nitrogen.—The author says, in ask-

ing from whence comes the nitrogen of the soil ? we

raise one of the most important questions of practical

culture, and one which to-day is taxing to the utmost

the skill of many very able investigators.

In the greater number of ordinary soils the propor-

tion of both carbon and nitrogen become leas and less

as we penetrate below the surface, consequently these

substances must have had their origin in vegetation

which had once grown upon the surface. Some soils

wliich are called alluvial possess a subsoil-fertility

which appears to have been a deposit derived from

the remains of vegetation washed from other soils.

Fertility of soils is, therefore, due to the organic

residue of previous generations of plants, mixed with

certain mineral substances, the most important of

which are the phosphates and potash.

The soil, then, is the medium in which the con-

version of any form of nitrogenous compounds,

whether animal or vegetable, into ammonia and nitric

acid is effected ; this is partly absorbed by the plants,

paitly fixed by the soil, and partly also, if oppor-

tunity offers, carried away by running water. The
action of the soil, however, does not stop there !

multitudes of living and active organisms, constantly

present in it, transform with great rapidity the

ammonia into nitrate, in which form cultivated plants

greedily absorb and convert it to their uses.

Green Manuring.—The author deals largely with the

principles of green-manuring, since this practice bears

in an important manner upon the nitrogen question,

and offers an explanation of some of the statements

made in the text. To incorporate great masses

of vegetable matter into a soil increases its water-

holding power, makes it more porous and richer in

humus, and imparts to it certain physical properties

which are highly beneficial to plant life and the

growth of crops. But we distinguish between two
classes of plants : the nitrogen consumers, and the

nitrogen producers : the latter possessing the

important property of being able to live upon the

nitrogen of the air ; they produce not nitrogen, nor
something that did not exist before, but they convert

the non-serviceable free nitrogen of the air into

serviceable combined nitrogen of plant and soil. All

nitrogen-producers, so far discovered, are leguminous

plants, and it is probable that every member of this

family possesses this power. Peas, Beans, Vetches
Clover, Serradella, and Lupins have in turn been the

objects of experiments, and, while much yet
remains to be explained, it is now known that we
have in nature great numbers of minute microscopic

organisms living in the soil, which have the habit of

locating themselves upon the roots of certain kinds

of plants, and especially those of the leguminous
family. These organisms, once seated upon the roots

of a plant congenial to them, cause the formation

of little enlargements or tubercles, in which they

live, drawing nourishment from the plant upon which
they have established their home, but in return giving

to it compounds of nitrogen which these organisms
are able to produce fi'om the free nitrogen of tho

soil-air.

This living together of the leguminous plant and
the adventitious organism for mutual benefit is

frequently met with in the vegetable kingdom, and

is called symbiosis ; it is a purely business relation,

and when either host or visitor overtakes and crowds

out the other, the death of both results speedily.

We must refer the reader to the work itself for a

more complete ri!!:un>4 of this important subject, and

one that seems likely in the near future to cause a

revolution in the practices of the agricultural world,

and to a certain extent those of the horticulturist also.

J. J. Willis, Harpenden.

and the latter worked to a good depth, for the plants,

being gross feeders, they soon exhaust it. In places

where a large supply of flower is wanted at this season,

Asters should be largely grown.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE FLOWER GARDEN.

By Hedley Wakken, Gardener, Aston Clinton, Tring.

ShruhheriesunGrassy Banks.—Those banks which are
steep, and therefore difficult to mow with a machine,
might be made more ornamental in feature, if instead
of being turfed, they were planted with evergreen
shrubs and plants suitable to form undergrowth, and
if here and there a mass of rock-work or tree-roots were
placed, on which scandent and trailing plants might
spread at will. Such an arrangement might include
plants of a more or less upright habit of growth,
which should be planted at a variety of distances apart.

Those best suited for this purpose are Berberis steno-

phylla, variegated Box, Escallonia macrantha, where
not too tender ; Cupressus in variety ; Juniperus
chiuensis, Thuia in variety, Hollies, Gynerium argen-
teum, Mahonia Herveyi, Golden Privet, the varieties

of the Yew with yellow variegated foliage ; Yuccas
gloriosa and filamentosa. Plants suitable for forming
undergrowth may include the following : Cotoneaster
microphylla and Simonsii, St. John's Wort, Peri-

winkles, Ivies in variety, and Mahonia aquifolia.

Ericas, Honeysuckles, &c. 8uch an arrangement
would have the advantage of taking less labour in the
keeping than grass, besides being a pleasing feature.

Clitnbiwj Plants for Walls.—These familiar subjects
will soon demand attention if new species are going
to be planted, or the old plants re-arranged. All
new stations should be well manured, and tho soil

trenched two or three spades deep, as any special

pains taken in this respect will aid the plants in get-

ting a good start, and enable them to make rapid
growth, and remain in vigour for a number of years.

Among plants which cling without assistance, except
at the first, are all the species and varieties of Ivy,
and Veitch's var. of Ampelopsis (A. tricuspidata the
common species does not climb) are the best. Bignonia
radicans is another plant that requires but little

assistance, excepting when first planted. Wistaria
sinensis and the Magnolias are all good plants for
covering large spaces. Crataegus pyracantha, C. p.

Lelandi, Cotone;ister Simonsii, and C. microphylla
are plants whose bright red berries make them desir-

able plants in the winter season, and should find a
place in every collection, the first two especially.

Escallonia macrantha, pretty in foliage and bloom,
requires a somewhat sheltered position, or to be pro-

tected during hard weather. Ceanothus azureus and
others, Honeysuckles, Passiflora ccerulea, Roses,
Clematis, and many others may also be used with
good effect.

Michaelmas Daisies are now at their best, and a few
remarks on the best varieties will be of use to many.
One of the earliest Asters is linariajfolius, which is

a very pretty variety, that continues to flower freely

well into October ; the habit is dwarf and compact,
and the flowers are of a very pretty blue colour.

A. Amelias and A. bessarabicus are amongst the
most beautiful, and should be included in every
collection. A. niveus is a good white variety, and
very useful for cutting. A. Chapniani has beautiful

large bine flowers, which, when arranged in glasses

with autumn coloured foliages, always look nice. A.
ericoides has small-sized pretty flowers, white with a
yellow centre ; and the plant is about o feet in height.

A. longifolius formosus is a dwarf compact-growing
variety about 2 feet in height, producing flowers of a
ploiising rosy hue. A. sibiricus is a very distinct-

looking plant, growing as a rule not higher than 1 foot,

the colour bright lavender ; but it varies slightly

in different soils. Of late - blooming varieties,

there are Asters grandiflorus, Uovis, Shorti, and
paniculatus. For Asters the easiest mode of pro-

pagation is by division of the roots, which may be
done as soon as the plants have ceased flowering, or

early in the spring, ju-^tas they are beginning to move,
and in cold soils the latter method is the better one

;

but in sandy, open soils, autumn division is more
suitable. When planting or re-planting Asters, plenty

of well-rotted manure should be dug into the soil,

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
ByG. AVooDGATE, Gardener, RoUoston Hall, Burton-on-Trent.

The season for planting most kinds of fruit trees

having arrived, all necessary arrangements should be
made so that no undue delay may occur when the
work is commenced. These preparations may con-

sist of notes of the various varieties, which give

the longest supply of the different kinds of fruit
;

those which are found to do the be^t in the district

;

the number of each variety required for making good
vacancies, or for forming new quarters of fruit-trees

and bushes. Orders for these should be sent to the
nurseryman early, in order that the trees, &c., may be
received and planted in good time, and while there is

some little warmth in the soil to encourage rooting.

Trees which are planted just before or as soon as the
leaves have fallen make earlier and better growth in

the spring, and require much less after-attention than
spring-planted ones. Land intended for carrying fruit

trees for a great number of years requires good culti-

vation ; it should be deeply trenched, if it will

bear it, but in most cases it is better prac-

tice to keep the true top - spit still at the top,

and trenching and well breaking up the soil beneath
it. In process of digging, use plenty of lime-rubble and
charred soil and rubbish, if the subsoil is retentive

;

and unless the soil is poor in plant nutriment it is

better not to add any manure before the planting is

done, and then merely as a top-dressing and mulch. '

Fresh loamy soil should be got in readiness in suffi-

cient quantity to afford a good barrow-load to each

tree or bush. A good sort of planting-compost is six

parts good turfy loam, four parts old potting-soil, and
one part wood-ashes, with a sprinkling of fresh slaked

lime, all well mixed together, and placed under cover

till wanted. Most kitclien gardens are well drained,

but when fresh land is to be planted, the drainage

of the same is a matter of the first importance. In

fruit-bearing land the distance between the drains

will depend upon its nature, but the depth at which
the pipes are laid should not be less than~3 feet, and
not more than 4 feet.

Blackberries.—As soon as the fruit is gathered from
the plants, the netting, or other protection which may
have been used, should be taken off them and tho-

roughly dried and stored in a dry place, and well out

of the reach of mice. Cut away all the old fruiting-

wood of the brambles, and tie up a sufficient number
of the strongest to take the place of tho old ones

removed. All weak and superfluous growths should

likewise be cut out, and the stools afforded one or

two good applications of fairly strong raanure-watei'.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Burtord, Dorking.

Hints in Begard to Temperatiore.—At this season

cultivators of Orchids will have to prepnre for

sudden alternations in the outside temperature, and

especially in the early morning hours, when sharp

frosts often occur without any warning. The proper

method to avert injury to the plants from this cause,

is to keep a rather higher temperature whenever a

frost is likely to occur. During October the degrees

of warmth at night should be—East India-house, 05°

to 70°
; Cattleya and Mexican-houses, tiO° to 65° ; in-

termediate-house, 55° to 60°, the higher degrees being

employed when the external air is at about 45° or

50°, but when the thermometer outside nears the

freezing-point, the lower figures are preferable. In

either case, when banking-up the fires the last thing

at night, the gardener should so manipulate the

dampers that there may be a fall of several degrees

by the early morning hours. If the temperature of

the various houses should fall below what is con-

sidered right, no water must be afforded to any of

the plants, or any damping-down proceeded with,

before the temperature has risen to the proper

height, as under the circumstances the drier the air

of tho house the less risk there is of plants getting

chilled. The Odontoglossum-hou.se should be kept at

about 55°
; or in the event of cold weather, at about

50°. Be sure that no plant is very near to the roof-

glass, particularly plants of Phalfenopsis, Epidendrum

bicoruutum, Angrcecums, Graramangis EUisii, Brough-

tonia sauguinea, the tall-growing Cattleyas and

Liclias, and especially L. elegans, all of which are

ii-reparably injured if they get in the least degree

chilled. The deciduous Calanthes would be safer

if they are now lowered 1 foot or further from
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the glass, the leaves often becoming spotted and
prematurely decayed from this cause. As the pseudo-

bulbs of such species of Calauthes are now full grown,

and the bloom-spikes pushing up, the regular applica-

tion of liquid-manure ought to cease. The tips of Ihe

leaves are also comnieucing to turn brown, and

although these are unsightly they must not be clipped

off, but allowed to remain till decayed naturally,

and as the foliage decays so should the amount
of water afforded gradually decrease, and by the

time several blooms have appeared withheld alto-

gether.

Thr, Intcrmcdiatc-liousc.—In this house the plants

of Vanda Kimballiana and V. Amesiana are pushing

up their flower-S[dkes, and seeing that both species

require but little water in order to keep them plump,

very little i-hould be affoided—in fact, the latttr

should be kejit on the dry side, its thitk srcculmt
foliage being liable to decay if much mo's'.ure be

afforded. Strong plants of CymbidiumLowlanum, and
C. Lowio-eburncum, on the contrary, now showing

their flower-spikes, should be afforded plenty of

moisture at the root, and those not yet showing for

flower kept rather dry at the root for several weeks
longer, otherwise there will be a re-commencement of

growth, and a consequent failure of the plant to

flower. In the coolest part of this house Cypripedium
Spicerianum, C. Cbarlesworthi,and C. Schlimi usually

thrive luxuriantly, and inmost cases their flowers will

be about to expand. These last a long time in good
condition. These three species should be grown by
everyone who is an admirer of Cypripediums, their

cultivation piesenting no diffi ulties when carried out

in a comparatively cool house with abundance of root-

moisture afforded at all times. Cypripedium insigne

and its varieties are also showing for bloom, and the

spikes should be guided up through the strong leaves.

Plants of Cculogyno cristata and its varieties should

bo encouraged to finish up strongly, for the larger

the pseudo-bulbs, the greater tho number of the

Cowers. Abundance of water shoidd now be afforded

them till the flower-spikes appear, and then gradually

reduced. The different varieties of Miltonia specta-

bilis, M. Moreliana, M. Bluntii, and M. Lubbersiana,

make a very pleasing show at this season. After tho

flowers of these Miltonias fade, a short season of rest

in tl e coolest part of the house should be afforded the

plants, very little water being applied before grow'th

recommences.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McIntyre, Girdouor Woudsidc, Darlington.

Piiinula si)icnsis. — The earliest batch of pl.ants

soon coming into bloom should receive a shift into

pots luSiciently large for them, small though they
be ; three and four pegs IJ inch long, either

before potting or directly it is done, should be placed

r.jund the short stems of the plants to steady them,
as if this be not done, the plants in handling are

apt to break off at the collar. It is a good practice,

when the final re-potting is performed, to surround
the stem just at its junct'on with the soil with small

bits of charcoal, which set ve to absorb moisture at a
point at which the plants are liable to damp-off even
when most carefully afforded water. The succession

plants, if large specimens are required, should also re-

ceive a finid re-potting. 7 or Sinch pots being the sizes

chosen ; which, excepting for exhibition plants, are

sufficiently large. Primula sinensis, when finally

re-potted into 5 and 6-inch pots, are more useful for

ordinary purposes than when the pots and plants are

larger. After this date all the stock of plants of

Primula sim-nsis should bo housed in a greenhouse or

Peach-house, placing them near the glass. It is of

great importance that the plants are placed where
they are free from di ip and damp, and there is good
ventilation.

The Houses.—In October all glasshouse-roofs should
be thoroughly washed outside, in order to remove all

matter that will ob.-truct the light. Some gardeners

never wash the outside of the roof, depending on the

rain to do this, but it is certain that at the end of

autumn there is sure to be a great amount of accu-

mulated dirt upon it, which renders the glass to

a certain ccleat impervious to light. At Woodside
this job is regarded as a most important one.

Small EJijinij Planhfoi- the Ptant-slar/cs. —There is

still time to propagate those dwarf or creeping plants

used for edgings of all sorts, namely, Selaginella den-

ticulata, S. Merteusii, S. JI. variegata, S. apoda, &c
,

Oplismeruis Burmanui, Tradescantias, Ficus repens,

&c. These small plants, if fresh looking and healtliy,

are of much use for indoors decoration of all kinds.

and one can scarcely have too many of them, hence

the need to be always raising fresh stock.

Winter-flouerivy Species cf Begonias may be classed

with winter-flowering stove-plants, requiring, as do
these, a little extra attention at this season. These

species of Begonia, when well done, aflorel quantities

of cheerful-looking flowers, useful for cutting, often

fragrant : and the plants, if planted out against the

walls of the stove or warm conservatory, afford

bloom abundantly.

(/((((/oims should be afforded a warmth of 70° by

night, fnd 75° or a little more by day, which will

cause the jilanls to grow freely and set their flower-

buds. To keep them free from aphis and mealy-bug,

dip them overhead in soapsuds made w ith soft-soap,

and having a warmth of 90"
; to kill mealy-bug, adding

petroleum at the rate of one wine-glassful to one gallon

of soapsuds.

FBXTITS UNDEB GLASS.
By \V. Pol'i:, G:irdtuor, Ilitlidcro t'aitlu, Newliury.

Earliest Pot Fig Trees.—As soon as the leaves fall,

tho recpiired amount of pruning of the shoots should

be performed, and the trees washed with warm soap-

suds ; and if scale or red spider have been noticed on

the trees during the season, let them bo dressed with

a solution of soft-soap at tho rate of 4 oz. to 1 gallon

of hot-water, and half a wine-glassful of petroleum,

all being well mixed together. Apply this with a soft

brush to every part of the tree, being careful, how-

ever, not to damage tho embryo fruits. If repotting

be necessary, there shouUl be no delay in doing it.

Tho plints being turned out of the pots or tubs

should h.ave some of the soil taken from the sides of

the ball, the roots shortened, and then be repotted into

slightly larger pots or tubs. If, as is the case in process

of time, thelargest size of pot desirable has been reached,

the annual repotting may be varied by picking up the

surface soil, going as far down as it can be conveniently

got at, shortening the roots thus laid bare, and filling

with fresh soil rammed firmly together. It is,

however, ad .'isable, say, every third year, to tvn-n

out tho trees, reducing tho roots slightly in length,

and more especially those at the bottom, and repotting

in tho same pots or others of the samo size. Let the

drainage be thoroughly overhauled, it being very im-

portant that the water passes freely away. The soil

employed in potting Figs should consitt of four parts

good yellow loam, one part mortar rubbish, a small

portion of well-decayed rich manure, aud a sprink-

ling of crushed bones.

The EavUcst reach-house. — The trees being at

rest, tho house should be kept cool aud airy at

all times ; and if the top lights are removable,

they should be taken off, and the house kept

in this state till the time arrives for closing

it. The recent heavy r.iinfall will obviate the

need of watering any of the borders that are fully

exposed for some time to come, but where the roof

lights are not removable, caie must be taken that the

bfirders do not lack moisture at this season, affording

also liquid-manure to old, healthy trees which are

becoming weak from age, or from being heavily

cropped, and even the fully exposed wall-trees will be

benefited by manure-water, provided the drainage is

good. The liquid-manure, when applied whilst the trees

are at rest, will not need diluting with clear water.

If the pruning of the trees has not been done, no

time should now be lost ; dressing them afterwards

with an insecticide, securing the branches and shoots

to the trellis, and putting the house in proper order

for forcing.

Second Earhj and Mid-scrison Pcaeh-honxcs.—Trees

requiring to be lifted should be seen to before Ihe

leaves fall, especially young trees inclined to make
gross growth. Once fruitfulness is att.ained, excess

of growth is generally arrested for some years. The
operations of tree-lifting should be rapidly per-

formed, so as not to expose the roots longer than

necessary. Mutilated roots should be cut away
cleanly with a sharp knife, also such of them as may
have gone deep into the soil, bringing tho latter

nearer the surface, and laying them in fresh soil.

During the work of replanting, make the groimd

thoroughly firm, aflbrdiug a good watering, and a

mulching of short manure.

being left any longer in the soil. If the tops are

vigorous, cut them ofl", and place in a heaj) wiih some
combustible materials and burn them forthwith, and
proceed with all expedition to lift the crop. When
dug out, the tubers should remain on the surface an
hour or two to dry, most of the soil adhering to the

tubers then falling off, and they can be storeil in a clean

condition. It will simplify the storing if the tubers

that are suitable for consumption be gathered up first,

leaving the small ones and those fit for planting

purposes to be gathered up afterwards. Where a
cool, roomy root-store exists, which is constructed

partly underground, this is the best place for storing

Potafos, as here they can be turned over and
examined by the men in bad weather as occa-

sion may require, and diseased or decaying

tubers removed. Potatos from a store of this

description tasto better than do those taken

direct from a pit or clamp. The latter must, how-
ever, in many gardens be used in lieu of better

accommodation. The clamp should be located in

some shady, dry spot ; aud in making it, a com-
mencement should be made by throwing out the

earth to the depth of 1 foot, and width of 3 fec^, the

length being determined by the quantity of tubers to

be stored in it. Tho bottom and sides should be
lined with dry bracken, straw, or similar material,

and tho Potatos piled up into a ridge, and covered

with about 6 inches of bracken, &c., before the soil is

banked over them ; and as there is always a certain

amount of sweating in such a mass of dampish
tubers, the final closing of the ridge with soil should

be delayed for a few days, to allow some at least of

the moisture to escape, and taking the precaution to

cover with tarpaulin, &c., at night or when it is

likely to rain. In storing the tubers, the first

Potatos requireil should be placed at one end of the

ridge, aud the remainder in rotation, divisions for tho

varieties being easily made across the clamp with

bracken or clean straw. The sets for planting

Lhould be placed in some cool yet frost-proof

shed, those of Ashlcafa .and other varieties being

spre.id out thinly upon shelves, or stood endways

up in boxes.

Beetroot.—As frosts are likely soon to occur, tho

crop should be stored on a flue dry day. It is good

practice to loosen tho soil between the rows with a

digging- fork, as there is then but little chance of their

losing the tip on being drawn out of the soil.

Throw aside all coarse and over-large roots ; and

twist the tops oU' the best samples. Select also some

of the finest shape and colour for seeding purposes,

and store apart from the bulk of the crop. Clamping

is the more satisfactory method of storing Beetroots,

as is proved by the fact that we have still some of

last year's crop in good usable condition. Our clamp

is in a shady spot.

Brussels Sprouts.—The plants have made luxuriant

growth during the past month, and although ours

were planted later than usual, good Sprouts ready for

use are plentiful on the stems. As Brussels Sprouts

are essentially a winter vegetable, it is not prudent to

begin to send them into the kitchen at too early a

date, certainly not till Scarlet Runner and other

Beans are over. As there are always a number of

decaying leaves on the stems of the earlier successions

of the plants, these should be removed and cleared

away on a dry day, the freeing of the stems from these

allowing the air to circulate freely amongst the plants,

enabling them tho better to withstand hard frosts.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Charles Herri-v, Gardener, Dropmore, Maideubciid.

Late Potatos.—The first opportunity sliould now be

taken of dry weather to lift the tubers of Potatos still

remaining in the ground, nothing being gained by their

Variorum.

Telephoime and other Wires,'and Storms.
— It has long been held from practical experi-

ence that the network of wires now found in many

towns protectsthose places frjm the effects oflightning,

aud probably also prevents many thunderstorms from

breaking over them. An official inquiry his been re-

cently male in Germany as to the influence exerted by

telephone wires on atmospheric e'ectricity, with a

view to set at rest the question whether d.rnger from

lightuiug-stroke is increased or diminished by a close

natwork of wires. According to the D(s Welter, tho

inquiry has shown that the wires tend to weaken the

violence and diminish tho danger of the lightning-

stroke. Returns obtained from 340 towns provided,

and from .'560 not provided, with a telephone system,

show that the danger varies in the proportion of 1 to

4 6 between the two cases.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Illustrations.— r/ie Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, fioioers, trees.

£c. : but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SUNDAY,

TUESDA''-,

JIONliAT,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY, Oct. U

THUK'^DAY, Oct. U

Olt. H— Brussels Orcbideenne Meet.

1 Royal Horticiiltur.il Society's Com-
Oct. \:w. niittees at Drill Hall, West-

FRIDAY,

/

SALES.
/ Lmtch Bulbs, at rrotheroe &

Q,. ,., 1 Morris' Rooms.
*" • " I Bulbs ;mfi Libums, Sbrubs and

' Plants, at Stevens' Rooms.

(Dntcb Bulbs, .at Protberoe &.

M )rris' Ri ijms.

Grertt 8alc of Roses, Fruit Trees,
and other S'ock, at Arches
Farm, Framfield, by order of

Messrs. Wm. Paul & iSon, by
Protberoe & Morris.

Bulbs and Plants, at Stevens
^ Rooms.

' Dutch Bulbs, at Protberoe <k

Morris* Rooms.
First Special List and Plant Sale,

I

at Protberoe & Morris' Rooms.
Bulb.^, Palms, Liliums, Roses,

^ Sbrubs, &c. , at Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protberoe &
Morris' Rooms.

Unreserved Sale of Hollies, Forest
Trees, and other Nursery Stock,
at the Houghton Park Hardens,
Amptbill, Beds, by order of Mr.
J. Crick, by Protberoe <fe Morris.

Bulbs and Plants, at Stevens'
Rooms,

Dutch Bulbs, at Protberoe i
Morris' Rooms.

Established and Iiuportod Orcbi 's,

at Protberoe & Morris' Rooms.
Scientific and Miscellaneous Pro-

, perty, .at Stevens' Rooms.

Ojr. 16

Rni'univ n, T ,» t Hutch and French Bulbs, at Ste-bAI L UUA\ , OtT. 1,
^ ^^^^. pgy,,^^

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WbEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTYTHREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.-51'3'.

Discu.ssiON.s in and out of Par-

Producc^
liameut during the session of
Ifi'JG, respecting agricultural and

market gardening disabilities, have had the
effect of forcing into prominence the urgent
necessity for cheapening and expediting the

carriage of produce to markets in towns and cities

all over the country. It is a fact that foreign

produce can often be more swiftly and economi-
cally brought to the salesman than can that of the
home producer. A ship-canal strikes right into

the heart of the land, and by this means
may be deposited in a great centre of popu-
lation provisions from the uttermost ends of

the earth, which find quick sale, and are
despatched and received at the furthest limits

of the United Kingdom within a few hours of
being handed over the ship's-side. The market-
gardener at home can best say under what con-
ditions of time and expense his goods are mai'-

keted, and how his accounts are balanced year
by year. It pays in the fruit season to have
special steamers from French ports and from
those of Belgium and Holland to catch the Eng-
lish market ; and the same applies to vegetable
produce. Meanwhile, apart from railway carri-

age, the great highways leading, say, to London,
from all parts of the compass re-echo, night
after night, the weary tread of the great and
fiUhy market - waggons, making their way
through many miles of tedious haulage, return-
ing -with the empties and manure after some
hours of unrest in the vicinity of the various
market-places.

Light railways may now be constructed with

certain relaxation of the rules applicable to

road locomotives, and some encouragement is

given to new-fangled motors for hauling on
country roads, and to the extension of tramwaj'
schemes for lightening burdens affecting the

utilisation of the soil. Why not focus the whole
under the kindly care of one great combination ;

comprising representatives of London—of the

County Council, the Corporation, the Chambers
of Commerce, the Institutes of Civil and
Mechanical Engineers, and other bodies ? No
benefit, as a rule, accrues from isolated efforts

—though in the matter of agitation isolated

effort may be of great advantage. One such
case has just been placed on record. An impor-
tant proposal—novel so far as affecting the north
of England, and emanating from the Board of
Directors of the Manchester Chamber of Com-
merce, was made public in Manchester on July
2.'3. The Chamber after having evidence of the
practice in other countries respecting the use of

tramways for the carriage oC merchandise by
night passed a resolution to the effect that,
" in their opinion, the utilisation of the existing

tramway lines would be a very great advantage
to the trade and industries of Manchester and
neighbourhood—more especially in connection
with the traffic to and from the Ship Canal
Docks ; and that the present time is opportune
for calling public attention to this important
question."

It would be for the great combination above
alluded to—meeting during the Parliamentary
recess—to take stock of such Acts of Parliament
as bear on the problem to be solved, and with
the help of the Home Othce and the officials of
the Department of Agriculture, formulate a pro-
gramme of procedure as affecting two or throe
large centres of population. Unfortunately,
London is divided, as it were, against itself,

but that would not prevent the drawiug-up
of a scheme for the rapid transmission to all

the metropolitan markets of the produce grown
within a radius of, say, ten miles, by the

aid of new methods, old water-ways, and the

use by night of the many lines of tramway now
in existence, supplemented by miles of light

railway. Bents and rates are so heavy—so

burdensome to the ^'ower who has to compete
with foreign growers not so handicapped as he
—that we ventore to believe a large meed of

success would follow the efforts of the combina-
tion of authorities to -which attention has been
drawn above.

Since the above has been in type, a commer-
cial contemporary has mentioned that the

success of Mr. Balfour's light railways in

Ireland is assured. One or two companies are
being formed to work some mineral properties

lying close to the lines—one for plumbago,
which was proved of value .some years since.

< )f course, other goods than agricultural 2>ro-

duce would be carried ou the linos to bo con-
structed on this side of the Irish Channel.
Several of our groat railway compiuies are now
prepared to carry small parcels of market-
garden and kindred produce, by passenger
trains, at a more moderate price than formerlj-.

The motives of the companies may be j)urely

patriotic—perhaps not ; at any rate, it is to be
hoped that this move may not interfere with
the formation of companies for the laying down
of light railways, wherever a profitable opening
may be found for such.*

* From clause 27 <.f the rules made by the Board of Trade
with respect to applicatious to the Light Kiilway Cummi.s.
sioners for orders autborising light railways, we Icara that
"every application to tbo Commissioners for au o der must
be made in the month of May or of November, except in the
year 1898, when it must be made in the month of December,"

Royal Horticultural Society. The next

Fruit and Floral Meeting of the Rojal Horticultural

Society will be held on Tuesday, October 13, in the

Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria Street, Weatminster,

1 to ri P.M. At 3 o'clock, a Lecture will be given by
Ml-. E. BuRRELL on " H.ardy Summer Flowers." The
Committees will meet as usual.

Chrysanthemums in the London Parks.—
Tlie e.xbibition of Chrysanthemums iu Southwark
Park, as we are informed by the superintendent, will

be opened to the public ou Thursday, the 15th inst.

There are here between 3,000 and 4,000 plants,

including a number of novelties. The plants are

looking well, and tliere is a prospect of a di-^iplay as

good as that of last year.

Dinner-table Decorations at Oxford.—
The decoration of the Imperial luncheon-table at Oxford

station on Tuesday, October 4, was most elaborate,

tbe principal flowers used being Orchids, amongst

which were beautiful and laige spikes of Odontoglos-

sum Alexandrse, 0. grande Oucidium macranthum,
and tine examples of rare Cypripediums, and other

beautiful Orcliids. The centre of the table was occu-

pied by a golden basket filled with these flowers,

intermixed with fronds of Adiantum Farleyeuse,

leaves of Croton and other exotics, the b.isket being

still further decorated with ribbons of the Russian

and English colours. Other smaller gold baskets

were filled with Orcluds, Pitcher-plants, &c., and

an elaborate design arranged upon the cloth com-

pleted tlie decorations. The basket of Orchiiis from
the centre of the luncheon table was graciously

accepted by the Tsaritzi. Tlie floral decorations were

c.irried out by Messrs. Wills & Stu.vK, florists, of

London.

Randia MACULATA.—In addition to the parti-

culars afl'orded iu uur note ou this plant in our last

issue, Mr. Harrow, of the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Edinburgh, said that tbe plant when received from Kew
iu 1803 was about '2 feet higb, and stood in an 8-inch

pot. Under pot-culture a florifei'jus habit does not

seem to be fully attained, and the growth is slow.

Pruning is not followed by good results, and no

new gi'owth has formed ou the p.irts upon the shoots

wbich were pruned. When in full flower the plant

is very attractive.

Royal Gardens, Kew.—We announce with

great pleasure the publication of the s cond part of

the Hand list of the trees and shrubs grown iu the

Arboretum. The part before us, wh ch is published

at a very low price, comprises the Oamopetala;, the

Munochlamydew, and the Monucotyledonea;. The
utility of a carefully-compiled list of this description

is enhanced by the fact that the work is not a mere
compilation, but is tho result of the special researches

of trained experts. The nomenclature and synonymy
may therefore be relied on as accurate. Ultimately

we may hope the several parts may be combined into

one whole, and thus form a new Jloytui Kewcnsis.

The "Palm-House " in Sefton Park,

Liverpool.—We lately gave an illustration of the

fine Palm-house, presented to the city of Liverjiool

Park by Mr. Yates Thompson. We may now add

that Messrs. Veitch & Sons have been entrusted

with the task uf furnishing it, and so satisfactory is

tho result that we purpose to give another illustration

later on. Tlio Palm Hou-e was formally luado over

to the citizens on the 0th inst. A statue of Parkin-

eon adorns the building, and others are to follow.

Elementary Gardening.—Sir John Gorst
might possibly take a hint from Russia in developing

the scope of our primary education curriculum.

Apparently many primary schools, especially in the

villages, have orchards and kitchen gardens attached

to them, and from a recent report of a province in

South Russia we gather that not only has almost

every school an orchard and kitchen garden for the

use of the schoolmaster, but that nearly half of the

schools are already in possession of "small model
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kitchen gardens, orchards, tree plantations, or farms,

at which gardening and sylviculture are regu-

larly taught." The pupils are carefully initiated

also into the mysteries of silkworm culture and bee-

keeping ; and even vineyards are to be found in con-

nection with some of the schools situated in Caucasia

Besides tending to encourage the pursuit of agricul-

ture as a calling, and so diminishing the rush of

population to the towns, we cannot but feel that

another important item is the effect upon the health

of the children, by the interchange of sedentary with

outdoor studies.

National Rose Society.—a meeting of the

General Purposes Committee will be held, by kind

permission of the Horticultural Club, at their Rooms,

Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster, on

Friday, the 9th iust., at 2.30 p.m., to revise and com-

plete proofs of the Supplement to the Catalogue, and

decide on suggestions to be made in it as regards some

varieties now in the oflScial catalogue. H. Honeywood
D'Ombrain, Edwakd Mawley, Hon. Secretaries.

A meeting of the General Purposes Committee

will also be held, by kind permission of the Horticul-

tural Club, at their licoms, Hotel Windsor, Victoria

Street, Westminster, on Tuesday, the 13th inst., at

2 P.M. H. HuNEYWoOD D'Ombraix, Edward Mawley,
Hon. Secretaries.

Flora of Venezuela.—The flora of this

extremely rich intertropical country is being' inves-

tigated by Professor H. H. Uusby, who states that

the most conspicuous of the tree family in the lower

Orinoco district are members of the orders Lecythi-

dace;c, Sapotacea;, Meliacere, Leguminosea), Palmai,

Apocynacete, and Laurinca;. The Leguminosea; and

Bignonaceic are chiefly represented by climbing and

twining plants. Soft and hard-woods, fit for a variety of

useful purposes, abound, the latter being of handsome

grain, and taking a good polish. About 500 species of

plants were collected, the aim being to obtain thiity-

two specimens of each, in order to supply corre-

spondents, including most of the leading universities

of the United States and Europe. A number of

plants have been collected likely to be of use in the

arts and in medicine, and great results are expected

when sufficient time has elapsed to allow of liis

specimens being thoroughly examined.

Sussex Agricultural College, Uckfield.
•—A party of the students at the Agricultural

College, Uckfield, had an experience lately of

combining instruction with plea.sure in a visit to

Haywards Heath. The party arrived at Haywards
Heath about 11.40, and with Mr. W. Goabing as

guide, they visited the Applefield l^urseries. Mr. W.
GoARiNG is the lecturer on gardening under the Tech-

nical Instruction Committeeof the County Council. The
nurseries mentioned belong to Mr. Qoaring, and the

students had an excellent opportunity of not only

inspecting the range of grounds and glasshouses

devoted largely to the culture of Tomatos and flowers,

but gaiued a practical insight into the method of

cutting, packing, aud despatching the flowers, &c
,

to market. The flowers in season were white Dahlias,

yellow Marguerites, Chrysanthemums, &c. While
the morning had been employed in visiting a flower

farm, the afternoon was devoted to more direct agri-

culture in a visit, by permission of Mr. T. Bannister,

to Sugworth Farm, where general farming and cattle-

ra'sing are carried on under the direction of that practi-

c,d agriculturist. Yet a further opportunity of inspeet-

inp; the system of cattle-raising and management was

afforded the students by the permission of Mr. Black,

who h,as the management of the Borde Hill (Mr.

SrhTHENSON R. CL^RKE) herds, to visit the e-^tato

f.irms. At Christmas-time the animals from the

I'.orde Hill estate are frequent prize-winners, and
the htudents bad exceptional opportunities of gaining

an insight into one of the most important branches

of farming. Sugworth and Borde Hill lie between
Haywards Heath and Balcorabe, another agreeable

jaunt for the students, who, after their most enjoyable

visit, left H.aj wards Heath between five and six

for Uckfield.

How Customs Duties injure the Trade
OF a Neighbouring State.—In Moravia, on the

borders of the river Thaya, a tributary of the March,

the peasantry cultivate Cucumbers in the fields on a

great scale, the fruits finding their way all over

Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bohemia, Servia, Hou-

mania, Bulgaria, and even to America ; Bohemia

taking, probably, the greater quantity. The
Cucumbers or Gurken are preserved in salt-and-

water or in wine-vinegar and spices, the larger fruits

being put into the first, and the smaller ones into

the latter kind of pickle. The produce was at one

time sent into Gei many in largo quantities at a low

rate of import duty ; but now that the duty on green

Cucumbers has been raised to 4 marks per 100 kilog.,

and that on pickled Cucumbers much higher, raising

the price five times as much, the trade Las greatly

fallen off. Moreover, if Dill, spices, or Morello

Cherry leaves are found in the pickle, the importer is

fined five times the value of the goods, and forfeits

the same into the bargain. The cultivators in

Moravia sell their Cucumbers elsewhere ; it is only

the subjects of the German Empire who suffer, and
have to go without, or pay dearly for, their beloved
" Znaimer Gurken." The average production of

Cucumbers is, as we learn from the Gartenflora,

120,000 to 180,000 cwt., of which about the half are

pickled in ono way or another on the spot.

Zonal Pelargoniums. — We have received

from Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, of the Home
of Flowers, Swanley, something which, as he says

show the strides made in the size of these flowers,

to wit, the zonal Pelargoniums, when cultivated

under glass. Accompanying these were some blooms
of our vi ry old acquaintance Tom Thumb, which,

although quite eclipsed iu size by the new comers,

beats them all in brilliancy, and it is this, and tho

long succession of flowers, that still make that old

variety a favourite in many a country garden. The
new varieties of zonals have colours not possessed by
the older representatives of the family, and this,

together with their enormous trusses, and pips of

2 inches in diameter, render them almost indispen-

sable warm greenhouse plants iu the dull season.

Botanic Garden, Basle.—A new botanic

garden is iu cour-e of formation in this city. We do

not know the motives for the change, but it would
seem as if the new garden would have no greater

area than the old, and the situation is scarcely, it at

all, more open. Tho new garden will, however, be in

proximity to the chemical and physical laboratories,

tlie technical schools, and other Universityfbuildings,

the oom[jleteneBs of which, considering the size of the

town, mf.kes an Englishman, cognipant of what he

has at home, feel rather humiliated. But still the

contrast is not so painful as it was a few years ago.

DE ViLMORIN— D'ESTIENNE.—The marriage of

Mdlle. Elizabeth Lev^que de Vilmorijj with the

Vicomte d'Estienne d'Orves is announced.

"Flora of Berkshire."—Mr. G. C. Druce
intends publishing a flora of this county, and invites

Bubscriiitions. If the Flora be as well done as

that of the sister county of Oxfordshire, as we have no

doubt will be the case, British botanists will have

reason to congratulate themselves on a valu-

able addition to their literature. The work, which

will extend to a volume of about 500 pages,

is intended to be not only a catalogue, but a

history of the plants of the county. The v.irious

botanical writers .since 1 5.50 have bten pretty exhaus-

tively consulted, and no pains have been spared in

personally visiting nearly every parish in the county

in order to mako tho work as complete as possible.

In the Fhira .about 1,000 flowering plants and

Ferns will be enumerated, in addition to a large

number of varieties and plants of casual occurrence.

In order to show their distribution through the

county more completely, Berkshire has been divided

into five botauical districts, which are ba.sed upon the

river drainage. The plant distribution through these.

and also through the border counties, will be shown
in a tabular form. Brief sketches of the topography,

the meteorology, the geology, river drainage, and the

physiography of the botanical districts will be given.

The work will also include short biogi-aphies of the

various botanists who have investigated the Berkshire

botany. The book will be puWished by the Claren-

don Press. Mr. Druoe's address is 118, High Streetj

Oxford.

Anguloa CloweSII.— Mr. Alixander Hag-
GART of The Gardens, Moor Park, Ludlow, kindly en-

closes a photograph of a plant of Anguloa Clowesii that

flowered under his care last spring, and which is remark-

able in the number of flowers on it. This spring two
breiks started from last year's pseudo-bulb, one

having three blooms, and the other four, of splendid

size, substance, aud colour. The photograph sent iu

illustration is by the Hon. Lucius O'Brien, and

f.iirly represents the character of the plant, but is not

suited for reproduction.

New Garden Plants of the Year 1895.

—The last number of the Kew BulUtin is devoted to

a catalogue of the names of all the plants introduced

into cultivation in 1895. Pamphlets of this descrip-

tion are very apt to be Uiislaid. We trust, therefore,

that an occasional volume will be issued, comprising

the lists for several years. In any case, the cordial

acknowledgments of horticulturists are due to the

Kew authorities for these publications, the low price

of which puts them at the disposal of every gardener.

LOCKINGE PARK AND GARDENS.
Tuis charming estate of about 60,000 acres is, as

most of our readers are aware, the property of Lord

Wantage, .and is situated in Berkshire. It is readily

accessible from Wantage Road station on the Great

Western liailw.ay. On the occasion of a visit paid to

the gardens on May 16 last, I was met by the genial

head gardener, Mr. Fyfe. A well made and pretty

carriage-drive of about 3 miles in length leads the

visitor to the house and gardens. The Park on either

side is well timbered, with a somewhat undulated

surface, which is made the best of, aud planting on

an extensive scale is being carried on. Such pretty

subjects as Hippophae rhamnoides. Honeysuckle

planted in clumps, red Dogwood, Laburnums, Thorns

in large numbers, Gorse, and Broom, were remarked.

The omall village of Wantage is passed through,

occupied chiefly by workmen employed on the estate,

the cottages of an ornate style, provided with good

gardens, the fronts gay with flowering plants at most

seasons.

The comparatively new kitchen garden of 4 acres

in extent is enclosed with high walls, and here evidences

of good cultivation abounded, and the crops had a very

thrifty appearance. The walls are well covered with

perfectly trained fruit trees of various kinds, the

Apricot, Peach, and Pear trees carrying fine crops of

fruit. The foliage presented a yellowish hue, which

is accounted for by the subsoil consisting of chalk
;

but this notwithstanding, Mr. Fyfe assured me most

fruits, especially Pears, Eni.-h oft to perfection. I was

struck with the appearance of a wall covered with

Morello Cherries, which afl'orded a contrast to the

other trees, the foliage being of a deep green colour.

These Morellos were carrying immense crops of fruit

;

aud they were planted three years ago in jnire

leaf soil, and dressed annually since with the same

material. Previous to this having been done, Morello

Cherries were a failure. Large numbers of hardy her-

baceous perennials are cultivated on the borders of the

kitchen garden, the sides of the principal walks being

lined with them, so that there is always something to

interest the visitor. On the south wall a fine range

of glasshouses, devoted principally to the cultivation

of choice fruits, has been erected. The first and

second houses entered contained Peach and Necta-

rine trees in robust health, and heavily cropped. The
third house is au early vinery, iu which the Vines

were carrying a fine crop of Black Hamburgh, Foster's
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Seedling, and Madresfield Court Grapes, nearly ripe.

The next vinery is planted with Muscat of Alexandria,

a fine house, 40 feet by 22 feet ; the bunches were

large and very well set. The centre house of the

range is of octagonal shape, aud it is planted with Roses

and flowering climbing plants. No. 6, a fine house

of Hamburghs ; No. 7, a mixed house of Grapes. The
house beyond this one is a vinery newly planted with

Muscat and Madresfield Court Vines, which were

making excellent canes. The borders of the

vineries have been overhauled by Mr. Fyfe, who has

been long known as a successful grape-grower, aud

his reputation is not likely to suffer diminution at

Lockinge. The end-house is devoted to the Fig,

which is cultivated in the natural way, and the

trees chiefly Brown Turkey, were heavily cropped.

Nearer to the mansion a number of useful houses,

pits, and frames are erected, which are devoted to

the cultivation of large quantities of stove and green-

house plants, and Orchids, of which last a number of

healthy plants were remarked. Melons, Cucumbers,

and large quantities of bedding-plants are also culti-

vated in these houses. Carnations in large quantities,

aud especially fine Souvenir de la Malmaiaou and Uriah

Pike, were remarked. Melon Hero of Lockinge, still

the favourite variety here, is largely grown. Tomatos
growing in S-inch pots, and trained up both sides of

a span-roofed house, were laden with fruits, Dsvarf

Champion being the variety. It may be remarked
that some of the plants from this house were exhibited

at the last Temple Show, Mr. Fyfe being awarded a

Silver Medal for them. Oiher houses were filled with

well-grown plants of Crotons, Dracaenas, Calanthes

(very fine), Clerodendron fallax, Streptocarpus, Kran-

cisceas, &c. ; the frame-ground, which is paved with

wooden bricks, was well stocked with all kinds of

bedding plants in process of hardening otT. Flowering

aunuals are grown in large numbers, aud good sturdy

plants were observed which had evidently been pro-

perly attended to in the matter of pricking-out, &c. ;

tlie conservatory is a large building in which exten-

sive alterations were beiug carried out.

The mausion, of red brick and stone, is pleasantly

situated, aud commands ch.armiug views all arouud,
the southwest front looking on to a pretty lake, and
at this point is the rock-garden, the subject of our

illustration (fig. 76). As will be seen, the design has

many pretty features, aud is a good example of Mr.

Pulham's handiwork.

The planting hereabouts as elsewhere shows taste

and judgment, and is consequently effective even

now. Alpine, aud other plants of low growth, cover

the rocks, and fill the iuterstices about the rockery.

Japanese .\cers, which have been larfjely planted,

are now fine objects, and the specimens of Golden Yew
are wonderfully good. The small antique church is

close by. Tho head gardener, who has occupied that

post but four years, is no stranger to Lockinge, he

having acted in the cipacity of fort-man in the

gardens some tweuty years ago. He then went to

Thames Ditton House as head ; and later, to Overstone

Park, Northamptonshire, from which he was trans-

ferred to his present situation. It may therefore be

taken for granted that he enjoys the confidence of

Lord and Lady Wantage, aud tliat the multifarous

matters of which he has the charge, will not be

neglected. E. B.

Home Correspondence.

ROUND AND TAPERING BEETS.— I do not think

"D. T. F.'s" estimate of the relative value of Turnip-

rooted aud Carrot rooted Beets, will meet with general

acceptance. Yet the Turnip -rooted forms are best

for early purposes there can be no doubt whatever,

and they may be regarded as best up to the end of

• August. No sooner, however, are tapering roots fully

grown then these are found to give the finest colour

and the most refined flesh. Flavour, too, is of the

very best, and invariably best where both colour of

fiesh and quality are good also. Turnip-rooted Beets

have not yet reached that high average perfection

found in the best strains of tapering forms. We saw
the other day at Chiswick that only one or two out

of probably a score were good enough to be entitled

to three marks, whilst really fine-fleshed rich-coloured

tapering-rooted varieties were numerous. I think

that the immersion of the Carrot-rooted forms into

the soil tends to tho production of that high e.Koel-

lence we so much desire. Thus, we almost inv.iriably

find roots that have a good portion of their tops

above the soil to be -rather coarse. Then, those roots

grown in strong, rich soils, are rarely so good in

colour and texture as are those grown under more
moderate conditions. I have never ate more deli-

cious Beets than some which came from a cottager's

garden recently. On a number of boys' allotment

gardens the other day, Nutting's Dwarf Red was not

only of the most perfect form, but gave roots of

great excellence. Beets are often sown too early,

and either the root< become unduly large, or getting

checked in hot weather, become rather hard-fleshed.

When growth is quick and unchecked, then, as a rule,

the roots are rich-coloured and delicious. ,^1. D.

COCKROACHES.—If "L," who inquires in last

week's Qanlcners' Chrnnkle, p. 409, for a means of

getting rid of c ickroaches, will write to Mr. Howarth,
Superintendent, Weston Park, Sheflield, thi-i gentle-

man will be able to assist him. He has just banished

these insects from the Sheffield Union Workhouse,
where they threatened to make the place unin-

habitable. The guardians and the inmates are

delighted with the result. D. Q.

With reference to query from " L.," in

Gardeners' Chronicle of last is-sue, I Ciin state from
over twentv'-five years' experience, that Chase's Beetle

Poison effectually eradicates cockroaches in a few

days, if pl.aced about the houses. The square eggs of

cockroaches often come in tho roots of imported
Orchids, and if not noticed when potting-up the

plants, soon fill tho Orchid-houses with cockroaches.

Some lumps of Chase's Beetle Poison about the

stages are most effectual. E. S. B.

THE NEW FRENCH CLIMBING BEANS.—Visitors

to tho Temple Show of tho Royal Horticultural

Society in May last, will remember that in the

remarkable collection set up by Messrs. Sutton &
Sons of Reading, there were three climbing types
of the Dwarf French Be.au. I think I am right in

stating there are four or more candidates for fivoiir,

but three of them only were exhibited on this

occasion ; ami they showed their adaptability for

forcing in pots, for they had made a good, vigorous

growth, and were well furnished with pods. Tender-
and-True is a climbing form of the well-known Cana-
dian Wonder, and it is like the latter in all respects

plus the running h.abit ; .ind like the dwarf form, it

produces long handsome pods. Epicure can claim

some distinctness of character, and one characteristic

is its abundant cropping qualities. The seeds of this

variety are small in size, and of a brown colour, quite

distinct from those of the preceding. Earliest of All

is a new claimant to public favour, to be put into

commerce next year ; aud it is said to be decidedly

quick in turning in. The public saw the three stand-

ing side by side, and so had but small opportunity of

judging which was the earliest and which the latest.

I was, however, informed that the examples of Earliest

of All were from seeds sown a fortnight later than
those of Tender-and-True, aud yet the former had
pods ready to gather a fortnight sooner than tho
latter, while it produces its pods in larger clusters.

The seeds are quite sm.ill aud white. It does seem
that the introduction of the foregoing varieties makes
it possible to have forced Climbing Beans with as

much ease as the dwarf types, and quite as early. li. D.

EXTRAORDINARY RAINFALL OF SEPTEMBER.—
The month of Septembt-r just past has given, in the

neighbourhood of Harpcuden, Hertfordshire, a most
exceptional rainfall, amounting, according to Sir John
Lawes' Rothamsted gauge, to 8'077 inches, which is

equal to the enormous quantity of 815| tons of water
on each acre of land. The aver.ige fall for September
in this district is about 2^ inches, or 257i tons of

rain per acre, so that there has been received in the

past month o5S| tons in excess of the normal fall.

This exceptional rainfall has broken the record, for

since the Rothamsted rain-gauge was constructed in

18,'i3, that is forty-three years ago, no month has

given so large a rainfall. The nearest approach to it

was in October, 1865, when 7 36 inches of water fell;

the next heaviest rainfalls were in July, 1855, when
6 96 inches fell ; and in AuRust, 1879, when 6'65

inches were recorded, J. J. Wi/lis, Harpend, n.

SWEET PEA CUPID. —This Pea, as with ''A. M."
and Michael Cuthberlson (see Gardeners' Chronitlc

pp. 341 and 404), has been a complete failure here. I

had nearly 200 plants growing in beds in the flower-

garden, and there were uut a hundred flowers

e.\pauded on the whole lot during the season. The
habit of the plant is everything to be desired for an

edging-plant, being very dwarf aud prostrate. It also

shows an abundance of flower-buds, but nearly every

one drops off just before it should expand. Thii

is a great pity, and a disappoiutment, too, as it would

have been an acquisition for the embeilishment of the

flower-garden had the flowers come to perfection, as

we have so few good dwirf white-flo .veriug plants

suitable for flower-beds. I have seen this Pea grow-

ing in several places I have visited this season, and in

each it behaved in the same manner as with me.

J. II. W. [We read similar complaints about the

plant in German periodicals, aud the plant is there

being recommended for hlling window-boxes, and
growing under glass. By sowing it early in pots, and

getting it into bloom early, it might be used out of-

doors in a variety of ways. Ed,]

HYBRID CYPRIPEDIUMS.— An interesting discus-

sion could be raised on the subject, giving the period

elapsing between fertilisation and germination, ascer-

taining whether the seed-parent does not exercise a

more powerful influence than the polleu-parent
;

whether some species have not a closer affinity towards

each other than others, and thus cause a speedier re-

sult, &c. Have the " offspring " of Cypripedium and
.Selenipedium been successfully flowered .' I have

been told by .some ^Yo, by others )Vs, and that when they

flower it will always prove the same as the seed-

bearing plant. Still, " Nil Desperandum,'' and I

mean to persevere. I can only give my experience so

far as I have yet gone in raising plants bctweeu the

Cypripedium and Selenipedium, and I think you will

agree with me when I s.ay that a record has been

established. In December, 1894, I poUeuised S.

Schlimi with C, Spicerianum ; the seed-pod was ripe

abiut the beginning of March, and seed was sown ; in

about four months it germinate f, and I now havo

healthy plants with about six leaves. Again, in

December, 189.'), I pollenised S. Dominianum with

C. Chamberlainianum ; the seed-pod was ripe in

March, and seed sown. In May it had germinated,

aud there were plants some with leaves a quarter of

au inch long, while now, at the end of September,

there are strong, vigorous-growing plants, with three

and four leaves, some of which are over 5 inches long,

bearing a decidedly Seleuipedian character, whereas in

the former cross the leaves are short, though pointed,

but bearing no resemblance to a Selenipedium leaf, and

by no means of such vigorous habit as those of the

Chamberlaiuianuum aud Dominianum cros?, which in-

duces me to believe ihatCypripediums of the Chamber-

lainianum and Victoria Marise species have more

affinity with the Selenipediums, and hence grow away
more lapidly. Shall I ever flower those? It re-

mains to be seen. I will only add, the reverse cross

was tried in lioth these instances, and though the pod

ripened in about twelve mouths (the usual time for

most Cypripediums), the seed failed to germinate.

T. W. Sn'inbarne, \Vinchcombe, Cheltenham.

WHITE AND YELLOW - FLESHED TURNIPS.—
Though not a resident in the North, I would like to

say a few words of praise in favour of yellow-fleshed

Turnips, especially for winter and spring use. As
regards my own taste I certainly prefer the variety

named Golden Ball, and I have never had any com-

plaint from the cook on account of its colour. I sow

the seed of this variety in the third or fourth week in

July, which are nice bulbs at this season, aud will

continue to increase in size for some time longer. I

find them most useful for spring use, and I have kept

them so late as the middle of June, aud then they were

really good for flavouring purposes. In my opinion,

a good yellow Turnip is much better flavoured than a

good white one, J. Maync, Bicloii.

FAILURE OF NARCISSUS HORSFIELDI.—I find,

as I also found last year, that my Ijulljs of Narcissus

Horsfieldi are artected with basal-rot. Is the con-

stitution of this variety not standing the strain of

cultivation ? Can any of your readers say if basal-rot

is general in N. Horsfieldi '! The hulbs have, I

notice, been increasing in si/.e and fleshiness, especially

those grown in Holland. When basal-rot did start in

bulbs of this nature, it would develop quickly. It is,

perhaps a case of over-cultivation with N. Horsfieldi,

which was a bulb of a very strong constitution ; but

if grown contiuually on rich soil to increase its size,

as there is a craze for large bulbs, it perhaps has

reached its limit, aud declines further artificial treat-

ment. Can some of your correspondents give their

opinion ? Calyx.
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MAIZE, OR INDfAN CORN.—I received from tlie

United States of Columbia some Indian Com, I was
told that it produced a plaut which would not be
found in any other part of the world, so far as records
went up to the present time. I planted a few of the
seeds, and put them out in the garden very late in

the yeir. These plants have grown up to be 10 feet

high, and they are of most gigantic proportions. They
are 8 to 9 inches in circumference some way up the

stem ; some have black stems, some green. There
is no sign yet of their flowering, but they are still

growing. The stem is covered with hair, and they
present, to my mind, a most remarkable appearance.

If you could tell me who would be likely to be
interested in such a subject, I should be much
obliged. Thos. Christy.

THE LATE WILLIAM MORRIS.—It has been well

said of him who joined the great majority on Satur-

day last, that his poetry (or a great part of it) exists

for precisely the same purpose as his tapestries,

flowered linens, and silken embroideries, to express
the beauty of colour, line, and material That he
was au ardent admirer of Nature, having an intense
joy in natural beauty, is evidenced by a perusal of
some of his works. The following lines show his

admirat'on of trees, &c. :

—

' And all about were dotted leafy trees

—

The Elm for shade, the Linden for the bees
;

The noble Oak, long ready for the steel

That in that place it had no fear to feel

;

The Pomegranate, the Apple, and the Pear,

That fruit and flowers at once made shift to rear

;

Not yet decayed, therefore, and in them hung
Bright birds that elsewhere sing not, but here sung
As sweetly as the small brown nightingales
Within the wooded deep Laconian vales."

Kelmscott House, Hammersmith, where 1 e lived,

faces the Thames, and is fronted by some fine

old Elms, planted very many years ago by the
'' Ecclesiastical Commissioners

;

" and now, when
the leaves are falling from these old monarchs in

the tree way, one recalls his pictures of the months
in " The Earthly Paradise "—pictures which are
amongst some of the most beautiful in literature.

"October" is immortalised in the following line*:—
'' Oh, hearken, hearken ! through the afternoon.
The grey tower sings a strange old tinkling tune.
Sweet, sweet, and sad the toiling year's last breath.
Too satiate of life to strive with deatli.

And we, too—will it not be soft and kind.
That rest from life, from patience, and from pain,
That rest from bliss we know not when we find.

That rest from love that ne"er the end can gain ?

Hark, how the tune swells, that erewhile did wane !

Look up, love—ah, cling close and never move I

How can I have enough of life and love ?
"

Did his Elm-embowered residence—facing the
"Silvery I ?i Thames"—suggest those lines of his
on " London," wherein he says ;

—

" And dream of London, small and white and clean,
The clear Thames bordered by its gardens green.

"

Whatever he touched he gave life and beauty to ;

even out of such an ordinarily dull and prosaic thing
as a mill, he could find something animate and cheery
to write about, as :—

-

" O'er the oily smooth mill head.
There hung the Apples growing red

;

And many an ancient Apple-tree
Within the orchard could he see ;

While the smooth mill-walls white and black.
Shook to the great wheels' measured clack,

And grumble of the gear within.
V\'hile o'er the roof that dulled that din.

The doves sat cooing half the Any,
And round the half-cut stack of hay.
The sparrows fluttered twittering." /. B.

GRAPES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.—It seemed
to be generally held that the Grape classes at the
recent Crystal Palace show suffered a good deal
from the nature of the tabling used, snd by which
hey were too much broken up. Where there
are several lots of bunches on one side, some on
another, and others on a third, not only is effect

greatly maned, but accurate decisions are rendered
very difficult. AVhen Grapes in any one class are
all arranged on one face, then it is much more
possible to compare bunch with bunch, and to get
an estimate of relative quality. Because of the
disconnection of the centre square of tables it was
needful in some cases to have classes so broken, that
some bunches of one class were on one table, and
come on another. That is a method of arranging

Grapes that should never be tolerated. Doubtless it

was due to the prevalent fashion of arranging the
tables at the Palace, but every one must admit that
tables should be accommodated to the exhibits, and
not the exhibits to the tables. If the tabling be
staged by the Crystal Palsice employ^ without
reference to the Royal Horticultural Society, then
the mistake is easy to understand. Probably it is

but needful to point out the error to have it so far

remedied, that in all cases the tabling shall be so
arranged as that any one class of anything—Grapes or
otherwise—shaU always have one face only. The
broken tabling in the lower part of the nave of
the Palace answers admirably for the trade collections
of fruits, itc. ; but for the smaller competitive classes

above the transept it worked badly. Next year it is

hoped the utilitarian will take the place of what is just
now regarded as the picturesque. If, however, centre
tables or benches are insisted upon, better fill them
with plants or fruit trophies than with small compe-
titive exhibi's. A judge is reported to have said, in
relation to the Muscat Grapes shown, that some
bunches nearly approached the high standard of per-
fection in shape. This remark naturally raises the
not uninteresting one as to how far in making awards
a'l other things in berry, colour, and finish, but not
mere size of bunch being equal, contour or form in
bunches, that is of the recognised character of the
variety, should have weight. I could but notice how
many nearly handsome bunches there were at the
Palace that would have been much more so, had un-
desirable shoulders been early remove 1, or a few
berries here and there cut out, that would unduly
break form or contour, without adding anything to
merit. I think form or outline in a b inch a great
merit. Others seem to think bulk in a bunch to be
of far more coosetjuence. But judging bunches for
weight is a matter for the scales, and not for intelli-

gent men. The 1st and 2nd prize bunches in the
Alicante class presented a case in point, one having
ungainly size, the other handsome form and finish.

The handsomest bunch in the Muscat of Alexandria
class was not the largest on the 1st prize board. All
on the 2nd prize board lacked form ; and in the next,
one bunch was handsome, and a second would have
been but for uu unhappy shoulder. Not the biggest,

but certainly the best finished and prettiest bunches of
Muscats, were those shown by Mr. GooJacre in the
lai^est class ; indeed, this exhibitor seemed to have
a generally good appreciation for form in bunch, irre-

spective of mere size in berry or bunch. Some
very ungainly bunches were shown in the larger fruit

collections, although I do not know where weight in
judging was givin for or against in consequence : the
best bunches were Mr. Mclndoe's Gros Maroc and Mr.
Goodacre's Alicante. I have been looking over the
illustrations of various Grapes found iu Mr. Barron's
book on the Vine. I find there that by far the larger
number, intended, ao doubt, to present typical
bunches, are shoulderless, and are generally of hand-
some form or outline. No harm would be done if

Grape exhibitors, and especially the younger ones,
would study these illustrations, and seek to bring
their best bunches somewhat into line with them.
A judicious u«e of the scissors should help to bring
them into the form desired without materially sacri-

ficing berries. It very often happens that small
defects of thii nature cannot be seen until on the
board

; but a closer study of correct form would
enable many faults to be detected on the bunch
whilst yet hanging on the Vine. Objection was taken
to the tying together of Gros Maroc and Gros Colmar
Grapes, on the ground that the first colours very
early, whilst the latter is diflScult to colour, hence it

needs greater skill in cultivation. Then Gros Maroc
is, relative to quality, so poor a Grape, that it does
not seem worthy of a class ; whilst good, well-finished

Gros Colmars really are very meritorious. A. D. [We
do not think the natural form should be interfered

with more than can be avoided. Ed.]

Societies.
BOYAI- HORTICULTXTRAX.

OcTOiiER 1, 2, 3.—At the ^how of British grown fruits

held at the Crystal Palace on the above dates, and reported

in our last issue, were the following honorary exhibits, which
may now be mentioned :

—

From South Wales came one of the very finest collectrous
of Apples in the show. It was the produce of Wm. Bythwav,
Esq.. Warborough, Uanelly (gr., Mr. Wilkins). The collec-

tion included upwards of ninety di&hes. and in many cases the
varieties were represented by fruits superior to those
included in any other exhibit. There were twenty-five

excellent fruits of Teas^ood's Nonsuch, fiaid to have come
from one small tree ; and the King of the Pippins, Grand
Duke Constantine, Mere de Menage. Bismarck, and, indeed,
most of the varieties, were of especial merit.

Messrs. C. Lke & Sov, Hammersmith Road, and EaliDg
Dean, had an exhibit of Pe^rs and Apples in dishes and
hiskets, relieved in the centre by the use of a few Palms and
other foliage plants. There was considerable variety repie-
sented by the exhibit, both Pears and Apples being numerous,
and many of them were of fine quality.

Messrs. Jos. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley,
displayed a fine lot of fruits of Apples and Pears upon one o
the centre tables, and a few young plants of Bismarck Apple,
also carrying .^ fine crop of fruits. Upwards of 150 dishes
and varieties were staged, amongst which there were soma
fine samples indeed.

Mes-srs. Jos, Cheal & Sons made a display of Dahlia
blooms.

Mr. W. Horse, farmer and fruit grower. Perry Hill, Cliffe.

Rochester, exhibited ci.>mmendable fruits of a dozen
varieties of Apples.

Messrs. GAYMER& Sons, Attletwrougb, Norfolk, had one
of the tables occupied with a cone-like wooden stage, upon
which was displayel a number of dishes of Apples and
samples of their Nor.'oik cyder.

Mr. Jno. Watkins, Pomooa Farm, near Hereford, m.ide
display of b ight-coloured cyder Apples, and bottles of cyder.

Messrs. Pacl & Son, The Old Nur^ries, Cheshunt, had a
comer table laden with produce from their estabhshment,
which included Apples and Pears in considerable variety.

Messrs. S. Spoonek k Sons, Hounslow Nursery, Middle-
sex, exhibited about fifty dishes and basket*) of fruits upon
one of the side tables. Many of the dishes of Apples and
Pears were of very commendable quality. King of the
Pippins, Hoary Morning. G»}lden Noble, Duchess' Favourite,
Cos's Orange Pippin, Carlisle Castle, Blenheim Oi-ange.
Margil. Lady Henuiker, and Warners King may be men-
tioned among some of tie best.

Messrs. T. Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, added greatly
to the attractiveness of their exhibit, by the inclusion of
some finely-fruited orchard-house trees iu pots, which they
arranged along the centre of the tabic. Among these were
trees of Emperor Alexander. Sutton Beauty, Melon. Bis-
marck. Reinette Dor^ de Hensen, Bijou, and Belle de
Maguy Apples ; and Conference, Doyenne du Comice,
Passe Colmar, and Marie L?uJse Pears. A tree of Rivers'
Late Orange Plum, laden with fruits, was most attractive.

The fruits in dishes were of very high merit, and we
may instance the following :—Pears, Beurr^ Superfiu.
Princess, Doyenne Boussoch, Pitmas'on Duchess, Doyenud
du Comice, Emille dHeyst, Bijou, Marie Louise dUccle,
Brown Beurr^, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Confereoce.
Apples, Emperor Alexander. Rivers' Codlin, Lane's Prince
Albert, C^x's Orange Pippin, New Hawthornden, Bismarck,
Ribston, Buckingham, Peasgoods Nonsuch, Belle Dubois
(very fine), King of Tomkins Coimty, The Queen, Wash-
ington, and Blenheim Orange. Black Alicante and other
Grapes were capital ; and of Plums there were Wyedale,
Grand Duke, Autumn Beauty. Monarch. Coe's Golden Drop,
and several seedlings ; Lady Palmerston and Salway Peaches
were also good.

The exhibit from 3lessrs. Jso. Laikg & Sons was displayed
upon a long table, the surface of which was covered with
white paper. In the centre was an elevated ridge, facing

either way, and running about three pa'ts the length of

the table. This was packed on either side with handsome
Apples, except in the centre, where some bunches of Grapes
were di.^played. The top of the ridge was a narrow flat sur-

face, and upon this were dishes of Apples, and a few small
foliage plants. The rest of the table space was covered with
dishes of Apples and Pears. Some of the varieties most dis-

played, and of better quality, were King of the Pippius,

Cellini, Blenheim Orange, Pea-sgood's Nonsuch, Wellington,

Coxs Pomona, Cox's Orange Pippin, Worcester Pearmain,
Emperor Alexander, Wealthy, Scarlet Pearmain, Beaumann's
Red Reinette, Ribsto i Pippin, Newtown Wonder, &c. Of
Pears, we noticed BeumS Bosc. Beurr^ Diel, Pitmaston
Duchess, Conference, Orange Bergamotte, Marie Louise,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, and others.

Messrs. Laing had also a group of choice pLants of various

descriptions, and including a number of Begonias in flower.

The effect of the group was unusually good. Another exhibit

from the same establishment consisted of hardy flowers.

Messrs. J-is. Veitch & Sons. King's Road, Chelsea, made
a large exhibit of Apples and Pears, and a few miscellaneous
fiuits. These were placed upon several table.^, and the

Pears represented upwards of ninety varieties. Amongst
them we noticed fine specimens of Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Gansel'a Btrrgamotte, Pitmaston Ducbesa, Dojeune du
Comice, Beurrt^ Baltet P&re, Dr. Hogg, Piincess, excellent

fruits of Thompson's, also Beurr^ Fouqueray, Beurr6 Bache-
her, Magnate, fine fruits of Beurre Supei fin, Marie Benoist,

Gedley's Beurr-*, Belle Julie, Baronne de Mello, and others

The collection of Apples comprised a hundred varieties,

and was -^markable f^r a tray containing forty-eight fruits

of Cox's Orange Pippin, unusually good in size, appearance,

and col i- ; Tyler's Kernel was also well exhibited, and Bis-

marck, Golden Noble, CeUini Pippin, Peasgood's Nonsuch,
King of the Pippins, Warner's King, Blenheim Orange, Frog-

more Prolific, Bramley's Seedling, and others. All of the

Puars and Apples shown were from pyramids in the open.

Ten varieties of Plums were from the open also, but some o

them were rather over ripe, Goes Late Red, Belle de Septcm-
bre, Wyedale, and Monarch, were in good condition. A few

Figs, Cherries, Arc. Three bunches of a new black Grape,
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Royal Leammgtou, were shown. The variety may be valu-

able, but he spec'mens were not fully ripe-

Messrs. Jas. Veitch A: Sos'* had also <% table devoted to a

llection of Nerine Fothergilli major in flower, a variety

with very fine brillisntly-coloured flowers. The plants were

good specimens, and bore a Cipital lot of blooms.

Another of Messrs. Veitch's tables was occupied with an

exhibit of spmys from berried plants, and a capital r.u3ge of

variety was illustrated.

From the Chiswick G.ardcns of the Royal Hoiticnltural

ociety was e^thibited a collection of fine Grapes, and some

disbes of varieties of Pears known to be good ones.

A fine lot of fruits of the variety Duke of Yonc Tomato was

liown by Messrs. Fellowes k. Ryder, Orpington, Kent.

Messrs. J. R, Pearson 4: Sons, Chilwell, near Kottingbaui,

showed twenty-four dishes and baskets of the Apple Newton
Wonder ; a capital variety well exhibited.

A large display of fruits of the Young's Eclipse variety of

Tomato was made by Messrs. Young & DoBissoH, Stevenage,

Herts.

From the HortiL-ultuml College, Swanley, Kent, wasexlii-

bited a quantity of produce of good quality, and included

numerous varieties of Apples and Pears, exiellent Grapes,

also Tomatos, Xuts, ic.

Mr. T. 8. Ware had large exhibits of FUblia blooms and
Begonias ; and Mr. J. R. Box. Ci-oydon, made an extensive

exhibit of double and singletlowering Begonia plants, all

of which were seedling varieties, and of a good strain.

Mr. B. Wkll-s, The Fruit Nurstrries, Crawley, exhibited

5utme dishes of Apples. Messrs, Wood t Sons. Wood Green,

N., bad a stand devoted to horticultural sundries, inc'uding

peat of lirst-rate quality; and the pat-nt Storing-trays

known as " Orr's," and described by us when reporting tbe

show held List year, were again placed before the notice of

visitors.

The Conferences,
fruit as food.

On Thursday a Conference was held in the Teirace Hall of

the Crystal Palace, when Mr. Edmcnd J. Baillie, of

Chester, read a paper on " The Iraptirtanca uf British Fruit-

growing from a Food Point of View." Mr. Geo. Busyard
presided, and there was an excellent attendance of the

gcnend public.

Mr. Baillie said the subject suggested consideration in a

direction somewhat different from that in which usually

the thoughts of the Fellows and friends n( that Society were
Invited. In dealing with a necessary requirement of the

great human taraily— fo*jd, there might be different views

as to what might constitute the necessaries and the

luxuries of life. He held tliat fruit—which included all

tbe cereals, such as Wheat, O.tts. and so on—was the h'gbeat

form of food for tbe hunian family, that was to .'lay those

portions of plants wliich did not come inb> direct contact

with the soil or with manurial agents, but wliich were borne,

earried, developed, and matured in the air and sunlight,

and as a rule had within them the vital properties of the
renewal of the life of the S|>ecies in some form or another.

The importance of home-grown fruit would never be rightly

realised until the great masses of the population, esj^eciaUy

in the denser centres, were better educated in questions, first

of hovisehold thrift, and economy in habits of domestic cleanli-

nes', and in the realization of the importiince of happy
he;Uthy environment, and until they were scho^tled and
pr.ictised in the better methods of coiikery, which wouM
implv and compel the immedi;it« revision of their pre-

conceived notions of reLitive values of food • stuffs,

and would introduce them forcibly tAi the importance
of right dietetic principles .is applied to cottige-homes
and the needs of the working popuLatiun geucndly. What-
ever were their opinions on the subject if fruit as food, he
felt sure they would agree that ficsh-foods in well-ordere^l

households even formed a too important and constant item
of diet, and that with the working chis.'ies fruit as food was
pntctically unknown. In the gre;it advance in the so called

education of the people this question h.id been passed over,

and on 3 had only to gain access to tbe home of an ordinary
working-man, or to become sufficiently friendly to get near
him at his dinner-time, to see ujion what sorry stuft'he had
to bear the burden and beat of a Ubourday, The Royal Hor-
ticultural Society, which had done so much noble work in the

p tst, would add still gieener laurels to its wreath if it would
help tbe work of existing organisations bent up»^>n the improve-
mentof theeconomicaspectof theconditionof tbe people. The
cliims he advocated teuded to the employment of Libour in

healthy occupjitions, and the energies of labour so happily and
wisely directed would have for their ultimite end the
wealthier, happier, life of the people of the earth. He would
fain hope that they would determine that these considera-

tions now well worth their closer and more serious attention.

Unless they grappled with them, they could never rightly

realise the importance of British fri»it growing from a food

piint i-f view.

Mr RouPELL, Norwood, speaking as an experienced
fruitgrower, said he always Hstenetl with the greatest

pleasure and profit to Mr. Baillie. Alluding specially

to Tomatos, he said the fact that such large quanti-

ties were being consumed w;is something to be thankful
for. Nothing had surprised him so much as the rapid

growth of the taste for that fruit. He remembered the

time when Tomatos were looked upon as very little superior

in flavour to the Potato-apple, but now the demand exceeded
the supply. Of course, he was speaking of sound, ripe
fruit, and n-'-t of the lubbish that w;is put upon the arket.

With reference to the views of vegetarians, he could not help
thinking that a Norfolk dumpling was greatly impro\ed by
the addition of a little bit of beef-suet ; and he noticed

that vegetiirLans spoke as if they eschewed everything

but vegetable food, while at the same time indulii^ing

in milk, cheese, and .sometimes gfuyd beef gravy.

With regard to the planting of Apples, he said his experi-

ence had shown that if they h;id a fairly good soil and used
he Paradise stock, they would fret a crop the second year after

planting, and might look fur an average crop e^ery year after.

If one sort did not bear, another would, and it was only
necessary to select those of g.>>d qualities. The old varieties

were now out of date, and a nurseryman would be only too

glad to obliterate them from the lis: altogether. That,

however, could not be duue, because gardeners are contiuu-

lly asked by some old-fashioned persons for a particular

variety they were fond of when boys. With Cox's Orange
Pippin, the American Mother, and one or two other varieties,

t*jey could dispense with the old Ribston. A dozen varieties

of Apples might be grown in an average garden, but care

should be taken that the soil w.is not exhausted, as was too

often the case, before planting took place.

Mr. Basuam Busselley, Mon ), spoke of the enormous
benefits which would accrue to the coal-minera and
other hard workers in his district, if they made
a freer use of the Apple He considered growers h.i*l got

l>eyond the stage of carping criticism, and he was certain

they could out-do the foreij: ler in the way of cultivation.

Of his own exhibits at the present show nut .a single tree

w;is planted nine years ago, and he was so satisfie*! with his

experiments that he would continue them. Most )>f his

exhibits were grown on the Paradise stock, which w:is much
better than the old Crab-tree stock. A very much finer fruit

was obtained, and they could depend upon it that if they

were to hold their own in fac« uf the large importation of

fruit, they must make up their minds to grow 9<nnething

superior to the foreign article. If they did that, he had con-

fidence in the future t>f the itritish fruit-grower.

Mr. BvTHEWAV (Llanelly , who had some fin • fruit in the

show, in repy to the Chairm-au, said he had ne«er grown
under glass, and he certainly did not l»elieve in walls. He
considered that South Wales w;ia the country for Apple-

growing, on account uf its moisture. America had the

colour, "but," added the spe.ikcr, "I beat the Americans
this time. I might s.iy." he added, " that I live in a g.ile of

wind ; and if I can grow, inyonc with tbe needful enthu-

siasm and love for the cUlin^ can do as well"

Mr. A. H. Pear-son pn.i«j^ed a vote of thanks to Mr.
BatUie, and said that the fruit they saw that day showed
that Mr. Bytheway had the assistance of something other

than tbe gale of wind he spoke of. The vote having been

carried, thanks were .also ac-urded to Mr. Bunyard for pre-

siding, and the ConfcrenL-c adjourned till tie following day.

Second Day s Conference.
ihe cidkr and pehry inuustrv.

Os Friday, <>ct.jber2, Mr Rau lffb OtiOK, MP, read a

paper on the subject of cider and perry, dealing with the pro-

ce.ts of mauuf icture, and sui^gesting means for the extension

of the industry. Mr. Ge»t. Bi svaro presided in the absence

of Sir Trevor Lj^wresi t, who sent a telegram regretting

that ho was unable ti be present through indisposition.

Mr. Cook s:\id he hail no doubt that it was ^n conse-

quence -A the public interc>^t \xc had taken in the promotion
of the cider and perry indiLstry that he had been honoured
with an invitation to read a paper on the subject before the

Royal Horticultural Society. He had long been of opinion

that the cider industry w;is one capable of consideraltle

development, and from which farmers might derive more
profit than they did now. The industry was formerly one of

great importance. Dr. Beale, a distinguished horticulturist,

who wrote in the second h;ilf of the seventeenth centurj',

declared that Herefortlshire orchards were a pattern for all

England ; and Evelyn, somewh;it later in the same century,

said that toe same coimty had Ixicome one entire orchard.

The same Dr. Beale extolled the eider produced, and alluded

to the fact that King Charles 1., with the gentry who were
brought thither as prisoners, preferred it before the best

wines those parts afforded. The industry of cider and perrj--

making was a profit.able one throughout the eighteenth and
into the early part of the nineteenth century. The industry

declined for two reasons. Durinj the French war the price

of com and meat w:\s very high, and farmers, turning their

attention to corn-growing and cat tie-raising, grubbed up
their orchards, and as other agricultural produce became
more profitable, they neglected to keep up such orchards as

were allowed to remain. The second reason was the seltish

and suicidal cunduct ol the cider merchants and middlemen,
who, after bringing the liquor frc>m the farmer at a low price,

thinned it with water, making, as the saying went, five hogs-

heads out ol three, and foitified it in order to disguise their

malpractices, and make stuff sufliciently pa atable to sell in

Bristol and L^mdon, which were the chief centres of the
trade. The result was to bring cider into general discredit

with the public, and u tiinately lessen the demand. There
was this to be siJd for the ider ;\nd perry industry, it was at

the present moment the only agricultural industry which
appeared to be capable of development to an almost un-
limited extent, and in which we were, in a great degree, not
as yet seriously endangtd by f.'rcign competiiion. It was
therefore a hopeful industry, and there was every reason to

believe that once the merits of good cider and perry were
generally known, tlja demand would reyolt in these drink^
taking the place, not indeed of good wholesome pure beer,

but of the many artificial beverages by which the taste of the

public was now go sadly vitiated. The industry was still one
of much more importance than was generally Eupposed.
The principal cider and perry producing counties of England
were Devon, Hereford, Somerset, Worcester, and Gloucester.
In area under orchards in these counties were 115, f»4'. acres in
1894, and llC.l**!.' in 1S95, an increise of 1,147 acres. Cider
w.is also made in the five neighbouring counties of Cornwall,
Dorset, M >nmr)utb, Shropihire, and Wiltshire ; and it had
been ca culated that the area under orcharding am 'Unted
to about 140,' 00 acres. The authors of that great work. The
HertfordsJtiTe Pomtna, g^ve as an average yield a low average)
of liquor per acre of 200 gallons, and the aveiage price 3d.

a gallon. He considered this considerably below the true
figures. He wotUd put the yield at 3<» gallons per acre, and
the price ^d. per gallon. The total production would be
3:1,600,000 gallons, and the value £700,000. ThU showed
that the ind'istrj- was a coD.siderable one. Having described
the process of manufacture, he said all Apples and P*arB
would not make good cider and perry. The process of
making w^s sim^jle, and resembled that of wine-making.
Fermentation was the most difficult stage in the process.

Either it was unduly delayed by cold or by a deficiency of

sugar in tbe fruit ; or, what was more often tbe case, it was
too persistent, and continued b>^ long as ultimately to exhaust
all the sugar in the cider, and render it hard ; and it might
pnx-e d a stage further and become acetous, when of course
the liquor was ruined, and pr.ictically became vinegar. Ex-
perience could overcome these difficulties to .an extent, but
the knowledge w:\s more or less superficial, and not being
founded on scientific principles, it to«i often died with those
who practised it. All manufacturers had much to learn.

There were two systems of cider making, originating in the
endeavour to overcome the difficulties of fermentation,
especially the tendency to the conversion of all the natural
fugar of the fiuit iuto ulcohol. By the first system—the
natural system—fermentuition was checked before all the
sugar had been converted into alcohol, .and the resulting

liquor was bottled, or sent out on draught, with a sufficient

portion of its natural sweetness remaining in it to render it

palatable to the general public. By the second system, the
liquor was fermented to dryness, that was t<> say, all the
sugar was converted into alcohol, and in order to render
it acceptable, it was afterward i sweetened by the
addition of a substance, such .as saccharin, which would
not stit up fresh fermentation, and if it was wanting io
ftiivour, some flavouring substance was added also. Both
systems had their votaries, Tbe second was the easier of
the two, but he grejitly preferred the first, and it was of

cider and perry so m.%de that he ventuied to extol the
merits as wholesome beverages. He recommended these
drinks because they were natural drinks, made from the
juice of lipe fruits without the admixtui-e of any foreign

substance, pleasant to the palate, refreshing, and of low
alcoholic Btrength. Ordinary cider, such as would be accept-
able to the general public, rarely contained as much as 4 per
cent, of alcohol. Having spoken of the medicinal quaUtiea
of these diinks, he proceeded to consider the industrial

v.alue of the trade, and the benefits which would accrue
to the f:irmers who had orch.ards. In years of abundance,
fruit (Apples and Feara) was too often left to rot on the
ground for want of a demand. There was do difficulty in
selling really good sound liquor, and there could be no doubt
tliat its ni:inufacture was already tjeing taken up in t^Ufferent

parts ot the Ui.itcd Kingdom and our colonies. As to there
being no fear of outside competition, he might be asked to

justify his opinion in face of the considerable importation
from America—our only rival worth naming. The Board
of Trade returns did not support the view that the English
markets were in immediate danger of being swamped by
American cider. He hoped that the real reason why the
importation of American cider had not increascvl to the

extent at one time feared was to be found in the inferior

quality of the article compared with that produced at homo
Much of the American cider imported into this country was
Pasteurised,^ and so had to be artificially aerated after its

arrival. If not Pasteurised, a chemical preservative, such as

salicyUc acid or bo.auic acid, had to be added tu it, in order

to enable it to bear the voyage. He was not sufficiently

versed in chemistry to say what might be the effect on the
human system of L-ontinutd doses of these drugs, which
formed the basis of most of the secret nostrums sold

to cider makers for tbe doctoring of the liquor ; but

:is the object of using them was to enable inferior drink, o

drink already on the turn, to be passed off ai good, he
thought their use should either be prohibited, as was already

the case in some countries, or that a statement of the kind
and quality of the agent employed should appear on a label

attached to the article sold

To obtain a regular supply of good English cider and
periy, the first thin^ to be done was to renovate our

orchards, destroy the old and worthless trees, and replace

them with the most approved vintage fruits, which
experience bad shown to be suited to a given locality

He advocated penal legislation, which would affect those

persons who would not properly look after their trees, as

was the case in Tasmania ; he also considered that at least

two experimental establishments should be started in the

country at the cost of the State ; that the cost of carriage for

cider should be reduced, for which purpose the State should

acquire the canals ; and that the Adulteration Acts should be

more rigidly enforced.

The Chairman asked how soon young cider trees came into

bearing*

Mr. Jobs Watkin-s Hereford, in reply, said that few
sorts of cider trees were early bearer?, but if a good fruit

was w:inted it was worth waiting for. They must all be
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tbankful to Mr. Co:)k for his compreheusive paper. He
himself was a cider-maker, and he found no difficulty in sell-

ing his best cider—the demand practically speaking, was
unlimited. Of ciurse, in a large business there was always

an amount of liquor which had to be sold at a cheaper rate,

but it w.vs not the class of cider he wished to develop. If fie

public required a good article they should be pi-epared to pay
fur it. Mucu cider was sold thit was quite innocent of Apple

juice at all !

Mr, G.A,vMER, Norfolk, expressed the pleasure he had ex-

perienced in listeniog to the pap3r. lie spoke of some
American cider having been analysed. He would not, he

said, state what the result of the analysis was, but if the
public would only hive some analysed—and the cost was next
to nothing— they would be surprised at the result I

Mr. TfLL, Kent, asked if an Apple could be recommended
that would do for cider as well as for culinary purposes.

Mr. Watk I xs said there were several varieties, and
promised to supply a list to the Secretary of the Royal

Horticultural Society.

Mr. A. Dean, Kingston, suggested that no license f^r

alcoholic liquors should be issued in this country unless the

person seeking the license would undertake to sell cider.

That would put the brewers 01 their mettle, especially as

they were doing all in their power to " tie "' as many houses
as possible.

Mr. Cook said the question of " tied " houses was one he
had considered. He had been informed that certain brewers
were going to take up the trade and sell ctder as well as

beer.

Mr. Dean.—Not their own manufacture?
Mr. Cook.— I hope not. He added that the middleman

derived too great a benefit from the cider trade at the ex-

pease of the farmer. At a certain hotel in London, he had
to piy 2j. a quart for cidsr, 85. a gallon ! He wrote to the

directors, who said thit a raistike hid bj3n mide—ithad
been going on forsDmc years—.ind the pricj wts reduce! to

one-half. I'l Herefttrd, where they ought to know better,

he had been charged Is. 6d. a quart ; and in another town he
hid to pay for Americm cider at the rate of 5s. %d. a gallon,

although it was sold to de.Uers in this country at from Stf. to

10(f. a gallon.

The Chairm m, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Cook,
said they were all indebted to that gentleman for the ener-

getic action he was taking to raise the industry. He was
glad to see that Mr, Cjok was going in for a really good
article as, as had been said, there were some sorts of cider that
should only be approached with prayer and meditition. He
hoped a taste would ba revived for a good wholesome liquor

from which the health and the pocket of the community
would benefit.

The vote was carried enthusiastically, and the Conference

adjourned.
{To be conthiued).

DEVON AND EXETER GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Seitember :]0,—The annual meeting of the members of

this association took place in the Guildhall on the above

date, the Right Worshipful the Mayor of Exeter presiding.

Tbe Hou. Secretary Mr. A. Hoi-e road the committee's

report for the session lSf/;'-96, which stated that in the begin-

ning of the sixth year of tte existence of this Association the

committee was in the pleasing position of looking back upon
its work with genuine satisfaction, and looking hopefully to

the future. The report referred to the fact that a branch

of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution had been

formed in Eseter, with an influential a id comprehensive

committee. The Spring Flower Show was referred to as

a great success. The committee recommended that it be an
annual fixture. The committee acknowledged handsome
gifts to the library, one being a presentation copy of

A Traveller 8 Noks : or. Travels Hound the IVorld in Pursuit of

Norlicidtural Knoioledge, by Mr. James H. Veitch, of the

Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea, presented by the author.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
October 0, 7. S. —The second show of the season, under

the auspices of this society, was comaienced in the Royal

Aquarium on Tuesday last. We regret that in u measure it

must be written a poor display, and it certainly bore no

comparison with the splendid exhibition that took place in

October last year. We were prepared to expect only a

moderate display, for the unfavourable character of the

weather latterly has been notorious, but in most of the

classes there was little competition indeed, and of Pompons
there was not an exhibit worthy of mention in these columns.

It would be disappointing if the success of the forthcoming

Jubilee Exhibition were in proportion to that under nolice,

but this may not necessiirily be so, for the weather has
dnlaycd the plants in a manner quite unexpectedly, and in

November there may be an abundance of exhibition blooms.

On the other hand, however, there is an impression that

Chrysanthemums will not be phenominally good this

autumn, or as first-rate aa the Society would wish upon tho

occasion of the Jubilee.

The group of Chrysanthemum and foliage plants had to be

arranged upon a space of 72 superficial feet. There were
three exhibits of considerable merit, and the 1st prize was
obtained by Mr. H. J.Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Hither Green,

Lewisham, whose arrangement showed excellent taste. The

blooms upon the Chryainthemums were not crowded, but
were of fine quality, and the Crotons, Draca^ ias, and Ferns,

with which the group w.1.3 embellished, were disposed in an

effective mauner. Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Red-

hill, was 2nd, with a very different gr >up, in which foliige

plants played a less prominent part. A U'lmber of plmts
was includ-^d of Madame Gustave Henry, a white incurved

Japanese, elsewhere notic;d as the recipient of a First-class

Certificatj, Admiral Avellan, Souvenir do petitj Amie Louise,

and others, were well shown in the gr-»up. The ."Jrd prize

wa* taken by Mr. Geo. Stevens, Putney.

TtDent)f-/our Blooins, Jopane!-e.—The 1st prize was taken by
Mr Jas. Agaie. nurseryman, Havant. The Howers, whilst

b'jing commendable, were not so good as those shown at the

similar show last season. Some of the best were Emily
Silsbury, Duchess of York, Phcebus, The Graphic, Duchess
of Wellington, Pallanza, &e.

Ticdve Blootih-i, Jopanese.—The 1st prize in this class was
al»o taken by Mr, Jas. Agate. His varieties were The
Graphic, Madame Jos, Allamnnd, Mrs. Trafford, Ph»«^bus,

Wm, Seaward, Madame E. Rosette, Wilfred Marshall, Princess

May, Le Chartrex, Emily Silsbury, Pallanza, and Mutual
Friend, 2nd, Mr. Jas, Wa't, gr. to Henry Bell, Esq., Fi z-

John Avenue. Hampstead. Varieties in this exhibit included

Wm. Tricker, President Borel, Col. W, B. Smith, Duchess of

York, Flame, and Sunllower.

Six lilooim, Iiicurrtd.—'M.r. Jas. Agate was Ist, with
blooms of moderate quality, which lacked depth and build;

the varieties were Mons, R. Bahnant, Perle Duphinoiu*, a

Japanese incurved bloom as shown, and Globe d'Or. 2nd,

Mr. D. M. Hayler, gr. to W. Hannaford, Esq., J,P., Tenter-

den Hall, Hendon.
The best two vases of Chrysanthemum blooms, to contain

twelve blooms of large-flowering varieties in each, and any
suitable foliage, &c., were from Mr. J. Tullett, gr. to

G. Alexander, Esq., Warley Lodge, Brentwood, and they
well deserved all commcndatiou ; Mr. J. Brookes, gr. I0

W. J. Newman, Esq., Park House, Totteridge, was 2nd ; and
Mr. Jas. Aoate 3rd,

2'tcelve Blooms Japanese (Amateurs).— Mr. Martin Silsbury
was Ist, with an exhibit that contained but one coloured

variety, other than yellow or white. Snowdrift in the

front row was a pretty seedling bloom with perfectly

white, rather wide florets, somewhat twisted. Other Seed-
ling varieties were included, and there w;i3 a good bloom of

Emily Silsbury ; 2nd, Mr. W. Amies, South Ashford,

Kent.

Sic Blooia<iy Japanese (Amateurs).— Ist, Mr. M. Silsburv,

including four aeedlings, and a bloom each of Bmily Silsb .ry

and Sunflower. 2nd, Mr. W. Amies.

In the Single-handed Gardener's Classes, a 2nd prize was
gained by Mr, J. Knapp, gr. to F. W. Amsdrn, Esq., 22, Chi-

chester Road, Croydon, for twelve blooms of Japanese dis-

tinct : and the s.ame exhibitor was lat for a collection of six

blooms distinct, showing W, H. Lincoln, Mons, A. Molin,

Madame E. Rey, Mrs. [W, H. Lees, M. C. Capitante, and
Mdlle. Thert-se Rey.

Floral Arrangements (O/icn).—The best table of bouquets,

and other designs illustrating the value of Clirysanthemums
for such purposes, was one from Mr. L. II. Caloup, Fei-n

Bank Nursery, Stoke Newington. The exhibit w.as a com-

mendable one. Mr. W. (Jrees, Junr., The Nurscric,

Harold Wood, Es.tex, was 2ud ; and Mr, Henry O, G.xkford,

Stoke Newington Station, 3rd.

Mr. D. B. CitASE had an exquisite trio of Epergnes

arranged with Chrysanthemums ; and Mr. C, J. Gatkhousb,
Granville Nursery, Lewisham, was 2nd.

The best vase of Chrysanthemums suitable for fciblc

decoration, was one from Mr, D, M. Hayler, gr. to W.
Hannaforij, Esq., Tenterden Hall, Hendon.

Non-compHUive Exhibits.—That the floor of the building

was fairly well furnished with horticultural produce, it wa.s

due to the numerous and large exhibits made by the trade

and others.

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth Nurseries, showed a number
of blooms of Chrysanthemum Barbara Forbes, an October

flowering white incurved Japanese variety, which was awarded
a First-class Certificate in September. There were other varie-

ties also, some ofwhich weresubmitted to the Floral Committee.

A numVier of Callas were shown also of the Little Gem
type, but with several distinctive names attached, the reason

for which was not apparent.

Mr. Jno Watkins, Pomona Farm, Hereford, and Messrs.

Wm. Gaymer & SoNH, Norfolk, exhibited specimens of eider

and cider Apples-

Mr. S. Mortimer, Famham, made an exhibit of various

types of Dahlia blooms ; and from Mr. Norjian Davis, Fram-

field Nurseries, Sussex, was an extensive collection of

perennial Asters in variety.

Mr. Thos. S. Ware showed a number of Chrysanthemum
blooms, and one of the fountains was decorated around the

base by Dahlia blooms from the same firm.

Mr. CiiA-s. Turner, Slough, showed a few Dahlias ; and Mr.

Chas. Siiaw, florist, Sherwood, Nottingham, made an ex-

hibit of Chrysanthemum blooms grown out-of-doors. Cannas
were exhibited in a nice group of plants from Messrs. H.
Cannell & Sons, Swanley ; and Messrs Dohbie &. Co., Rothe-

say, had out-of-doors grown Chrysanthemums, and a collec-

tion of Dahlia blooms.

Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham, famished a
large table with sprays of Pelargonium bloom ; and a few
Chrysanthemums, and Dahlias and fruit were shown by
Messrs. J. Cheal Ar Sons, Crawley.

A pretty group of Crotons was the exhibit of Mr. T. W#

Davies, gr, to — Darnell, Esq., Devonshire House, Stamford
Hill,

Chrysanthemums in sprays from plants which hadnot been
thinned, were shown by Mr. W. Piercy, S'.', Beardwell Road,
Forest Hill.

Messrs. Sankey & Son, Bulwell Pottery, Nottingham, had
some of their well-known flower-pots ; and samples of tho

One-and-All manures from the AaRiouLTURAL and Horti-
ccLTURAL association were noticed.

Mr. H. Berwick, Sidmouth Nurseries, exhibited fruit, as

did also Messrs. Jno. Laino & Son, Forest Hill, S.E., and
Me-isrs. Spooner & Sons, Hounslow.

Messrs. Webb & Sons, Stourbridge, had a collection of

vegetables ; and jMr. A. Larke, 14, Kensington High Street,

was responsible for a sparsely decorated dinner-table.

Messrs. Cutbush & Son.s, Highgate, had a t;ible of foliage

phmts, aud a few plants in flower of Begonia Gloire de
LoiTain '.

The Floral Committee bad a considerable number] of

subjects brought imder its notice, though but few Chrysan-

themums were present, as it is a little too early for them to

be shown in the best form. Surprise, a very fine large-

flowered Japanese, l;U-ge, full, and broad-petalled, the colour

bright c. imson-amaranth, with a silvery reverse ; and
Madame Gustavo Henry, a large, full, broad-petalled white

both from Mr. 'W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill,

both received First-class Certificates of Merit.

Some varieties of a promising character, especially in the

way of early-flowering decorative varieties, were shown by
Mr. H. J. Jones and Mr. F. G. Foster, which will be seen in

more matiu-ed character later on. Snowdrift, a highly pro-

mising white from Mr. Martin Silsbury, was also much
admired, and will, no doubt, receive a Certificate of Merit

before long. The same may be said of Lady Grey, also a

fine white Japanese, from Mr. R. Owen.
In the way of Dahlias, First-class Ccrtifie ites of Merit were

awarded White Cactus Miss Webster, from Messrs. Dobbie &
Co., Rothesay and Orpington ; and to the following Pompon
varieties, from Mr. C. Turner, Slough, viz. ;—Dagmar,
Clarissa, and Gunivere. They also had some new Cactus varie-

ties, that were scarcely in sufficient character so late in the

season to be at their best. Mr. Jarnold, Stock, Devonport,

sent some of his pretty decorative varieties ; and Mr. John
Green, Derchuu, his new Cactus variety, Aurora, also a little

out of cliaracter.

Messrs. J. Lainq & Son, Stanstead Nurseries, Forest Hill,

received an award for a fine early Apple, named Sir J. Banks,

From Mr. T. S. Ware came a distinct-coloured Nerine,

named Novelty, and a fine form of Sternbergia lutea, named
macrantha. Several other subjects were staged, but the

foregoing were the most noteworthy.

EXPEEIMENTS WITH '*JADU
FIBRE."

TflE following paper was read by the Secretary at

the meeting of the Agri-Horticultural Society of

India, held recently :

—

**Jaiia Fibre as a Propagating Medium," com-

parative experiments in propagat'on by *'Gootee"or

"China'' layer, with tbe aid of '^Jadu Fibre/' and

the ordinary kneaded clayey earth have been con-

ducted since May 15 last with the following results :- -

Variety.

Aglaia odorata

Amherstia nobilis

BougainviUea lateritia

Rrowneaa

CiEsalpinii Grabami

Cochlospcrmum Oossypium

Filicium deeipiens

Lichets

Mangos

Olea fragrans

Crotona

DraciPuas

Dracaena fragans latifolia ...

,, Lindeni

,, Goldeaua

Rootoii in
Jadu.
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" Gontce."—The following is the description of pro-

pigation by " Gootee." as it appeared iu the Transac-

ti'ins of the .Society, vol. iii., p. '1 , and vol. vi., p. IS :

— " Select a firm, healthy branch, the wood of which

is well ripeneJ, and immediately below a leaf-bud

take off a sma'l ring of bark, about 1 inch wide

;

scrape the woody part well, so that no bark remains.

Apply a ball of well-tempered clay, bind it securely

with tow, or other soft bandage, mike it fast to

a stake if necessary ; hang a small pot having

a hole in the bottom just over the 'Gootee,'

and supply it with water daily. In a few

months you obtain a fine well-rooted plant

As soon as the roots are seen protruding themselves

through the bandage, the branch may be cut off from

the parent tree, and planted where it is intended that

it should remain. If it be fouad that the flow of

water from the pot suspended above the ' Gootee '

trickles too quickly, it is suggested that a thin piece

of rope, knotted at one end, be passed into the pot

and through the hole, the knot fitting the inside of

the hole rather tightly ; the other end of the rope

should be drawn tight, and attached to the top of the

' Gootee.' In this way the water will trickle down

the rope, and be distributed evenly over the

' Gootee.' ''

Hitherto Filicium decipiens has defied all methods

of propagation, e.-icept in the way of cuttings on a hot-

bed under glass ; but a few good plants were secured

by ".Jadu" being used in the " Gootee " instead of

earth or clay. Extract from " Calcutta Daili/ Xcws."

SCIADOPITYS VERTICILLATA.
If one may give credit to rumour, this choice

Conifer does not grow very freely in many placei in

the British isles, a matter of regret when we consider

what a handsome and distinct tree it is. I have

about two dozen specimens imder my care, which I

have mostly grown from the seedling state; they are

in perfect health, with dark green leaves, and make
over 1 foot of growth annually. We find the best time

for transplanting is from the midiUe to the end of

OL-tober, and the soil they grow best in is loam, peat

and leaf soil in equal parts. They require to be

plaiiteil iu a sheltered situation, as cutting cold

wiuds very soon change their colour. Sotue plants

which wo put out in proiiiinent but exposed sites, had
to be removed to shelter ag:iin ; they also require a

certain amount uf shade, and copit^us supplies of

water during the summer months when growing

freely.

If left to nature, I find the Sciadopitys will grow
with a single leader and an open habit of growth, but
if the leader be stopped when the plant is about 1 foot

in height, it will send out lateral ^owths, and lay

tlie foundation of a well-shaped tree, and later on will

send up a leader. Recently, 1 measured a plant that

had been stopped three years ago, and is only seven
years from the seedling state, and I find it is 5i feet
iu height, and 13 J feet in circumference. Planter.

William Robinson.—Many of our readers will

learn with regret that Mr. William Robinson, head-
gardener for twenty yeai-s to Mrs. F. L. Ames of
Boston, U.S.A., died on Wednesday, September 16, at
the age of forty-five years. Mr. Robinson was a native
of Bedale, Yorkshire, and was in early life employed
in such good gardens as those of the Duke of Cleve-
land and Sir Titus Salt ; and he was for some years
employed in Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons' nursery, Chelsea.
He was a good all-round gardener, and an expert culti-

vator of Orchids, and a hybridiser of them as well, and
succeeded in raising some highly interesting crosses of
Cypripediums, some of which are likely to remain
extremely rare, owing to the scarcity of the parent
species. He also tried his skill on Masdevallias, and
several of his raising have been distributed.

Mrs. Darwin.—The death is announced, at the

age of 88, at Down, Kent, on the 2nd inst., of Mrs.

Darwin, widow of the late Charles Darwin, the

illustrious naturalist. Mrs. Darwin's ma;deu name
was Emma Wedgwood, and she was the daughter of

Darwin's uncle, Josiah Wedgwood, and the grand-

daughter of the founder of the Etruria works. She
was married to Mr. Darwin on January 29, 1839.

After their marriage they lived at 12, Upper Gower
Street, where they remained until 1842, when the

move to Down was male. It was at Down that

Darwin died on April 19, 1SS2. A few days more
and Mrs. Darwin might have lived to hear a Bishop at

the Church Congress speak in wise and sympathetic

terms of that hypothesis which another prelate some
yaars since endeavoured to ridicule. But Bishop
Wilberforce had not taken the measure of his Huxley !

William PatersON.—After a record of forty-

years' faithful service as head gardener to Her
Majesty the (Jueen, at Balmoral, Mr. William Tater-

son died on Monday of this week, at Daisy Cottage,

Balmoral, at the age of 72. Mr. Paterson was a man
of fine character, of the highest integrity, and of

genuine Christian spirit, qualities that wore appreci-

ated by his lloyal mistress and by the Royal Family.

William Paterson was born in 1821, at Mortlach,
Banffshire, where his father rented a small farm.

He received most of his education at the parish

school of Fochabers, and, when 16 years of ago,

he was apprenticed to Mr. Christie, nursery-
man, Fochabers, [in whose nursery in those days
there was grown a good general stock. New shrubs
were always added as they came out, and this gave
William Paterson an excellent opportunity of acquir-
ing a knowledge of their names, mode of propagation,

kc, as well as the management of nursery stock.
From Fochabers Mr. Paterson removed to Aberdeen,
where he entered the then celebrated nurseries of

Messrs. Roy <t Sons, and he remained there for two
years, acq\iiriug a still wider knowledge of his pro-
fession. Thence he entered the service of the Duke
of Leeds at Old Mar Lodge, Braemar (a few miles
above Balmoral Castle), where he remained two
seasoni. In 1847, on the recommend ition of Mrs.
Farquharson, of Invercauld, Mr. Paterson was
appointed head gardener to Sir Robert Gordon,
at the old c;istle of Balmoral, which occu|iicd

a site not far from the present stately pile. Bdnxiral
was at that time Ic.xsed by Sir Robert from the then
Earl of Fife. Only three davs after Mr. Paterson'a

appointment Sir Robert died, and Her Majesty
the Queen then took over the n-malnder of the lease,

on the expiry of which she purchased the Balmoral
estate. It was at Martinmis, 1S47, that Mr. Paterson
went to Balmoral, and in August of the following
year he was formally appointed to the position from
which he only retired in 1S92, in consequence of
declining health. A pension was granted him by Her
Majesty, who also placed the beautiful Daisy Cottage
at hij disposal, where with his wife, who survives
him, he spent the concluding years- of his life, enjoy-

ing every comfort. Five years ago Mr. Paterson
underwent an operation at the hands of Professor
Ogston, of Aberdeen University, which was success-

fully performed, and prolonged his life, although
latterly he suffered a good deal of pain. If any-
thing could have alleviated tho-fe sufferings, it would
have been the constant solicitude for his comfort
shown by Her Majesty the Queen, Princess Henry
of Battenberg, and other members of the Royal
Family. During his last illness he was attended
twice a day by Sir James Reid, Her Majesty's

private medical man. Mr. Paterson had a thorough
knowledge of his profession. He was not only a
successful florist, but he had a wide and accurate
knowledge of shrubs and trees, and he was possessed
of excellent taste. Few could with more skill pro-
duce a bouquet or decoiate a table.

Mr. Paterson leaves a widow, one son and three
daughters. The son is Lieutenant Paterson, Ist Vol.
Bit. Gordon Highlanders, Aberdeen, one of the best-

known shots in Scotland. The funeral took place on
Thursday, the 9th inst., at Crathie Churchyard
Balmoral.

Alexander Simpson Smith, Gardener
AND Naturalist.—The death, at the age of 59

years, is announced of Mr, Alexander Simpson Smith,

head gardener at Castletown, in which capacity he
had served the family for nearly thirty-five years.

Mr. Smith came originally from Aberdeen, where he

and a younger brother, who at the present time is head

gardener to Lord Rosebery at Mentmore, served their

apprenticeship, and afterwards became distinguished

members of their craft. Mr. Smith's quiet and un-

obtrusive manners endeared him to all with whom he
came in contact. He took a lively interest in every

social movement affecting the good of the district in

which he so long resided, and in which the influence

or his gentle life will not soon be forgotten. Mr.
Smith leaves a widow, three sons and one daughter.

His remains were interred in the Castletown family

burial ground in Rocklift'e Churchyard. Mr. Smith
was a born naturalist as well as a most enthusiastic

sportsm in. His interest in zoology was not limited to

ornithology. He observed wild life too lovingly to

limit his interest to any one section of natural history

Many natui-alists residing in other parts of England
have enjoyed the rare privilege of being introduced

to the bird-life on the Solway Marshes by Mr. Smith.

He was at all times very ready to supply information

about local natural history when the Birds of Cum-
bcrlaml was in preparation. Mr. Smith was also a

regular contributor and subscriber to the British

Rainfall, edited by Mr. G. J. Symons, F.M.S., several

copies of the annual record having been presented to

Tullio House by Mr. Smith.

iThe term "accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-

gate amount, aa well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or bulow 42° Fahr. for the period

named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued fur

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

au inversely projiortional number of hours.]
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THE PAST WEEK.
The following- summary record nf the weather throughout

the British Islands for the week ending October 3, is

furnished from the Meteorological Office :—
"The weather during this period showed a considerable

improvement over the kingdom as a whole, but a good deal

of rain was again experienced in the western districts.

"The te^npcrature differed very little from the mean. The
highest of tlie maxima, which were recorded on September 27

over England, and later in the week over Ireland and Scot-"

land, ranged from 'aO" in the ' Channel Islands,' and GT° or
63" in most of the English districts, to 63° in ' Scotland, N.,'

and 61° in ' Scotland, W.' The lowest of the minima were
registered about the middle of the week, and ranged from
34° in ' Scotland, N. and E.,' and 35" in ' England, E.,' to 41'

in ' England, S..' and to 4S° \a the 'Channel Islands'

"The rai>i/ai? somewhat exceeded the mean over Ireland

and in ' Scotland, N.,' and just equalled it in ' England,
S-W. and N.W. ;' in all the other districts, however, the tall

was considerably less than the normal.
" The bright sunshine slightly exceeded the mean in

' England, N.E.,' and just equalled it in 'Scotland, E.,* but was
deficient in all other parts of the kingdom. The percentage
of the possible amount of duration ranged from 33 to 28 in

most of the English districts, to 21 in ' Scotland, W.' and
'England, N.W.,' 16 in 'Scotland, N.,' and 15 in "Ireland, N.'"

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Pricfb.

Enquiries.
** He that questloneth much shall learn mitch."—Bacon.

Eczema Caused by Roman HTACtNTH.—It would
appear iu some Instances that a form of eczema has
been caused by handlinp; bulbs of the common Roman
Hyacinth, or possibly by the Buckwheat-packing in

which they are received in this country. Has any
large dealer in these bulbs noticed anything of the
kind this year ? Hyacinlhits.

Screen of Ferns.—A correspondent, " H. T. M.,"
writes: "I have for several years derived much
pleasure in collecting specimen fronds of exotic Ferns,

which I have pressed, and am now keeping in a large

folio, my intention being to form a collection in the
way of a screen of four folds, but am at a loss to know
how to proceed in placing the fronds on to the screen

which has a smooth white surface, also what adhesive
to use for the purpose. Will any reader of the Oar-
dciiers' Chronicle, who has had experience in such,

kindly advise me,"

A R K E T S.

COYENT GARDEN, OCTOBER 8.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. Tliey are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Cut Flowers.—Averaoe Wholesale Prices.

». d. a. d.
I

ArumB,p.l2blooroB 3 0-
Asters, English, doz.

bunches
Bouvardias, perbn.
Carnations, 12 bun.
— 12 blooms ...

Chrysanthemums,
doz, bun.

— doz. blooms
Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, coloured,
per doz. sprays ...

Lilac, wh. (French),
per bunch

Lilium Harrisi, per
doz. blooms ...

— lanci folium,
doz. blooms

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, per 12
bunches ...

Mignonette, per
doz. bunches ... 2 0-

3 0-
4-

4 0-
6-

3 0-

i n-
2 6-
1 0-

.1 0-

3 6-

3 0-

9-

1 0-

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, a2blms.
OdontogloHSum
crispum, 12 bm.

Pelargoniums, scar-

let, per 12 bun.
— per 12 sprays ..

Pyrethrums, 12 bn,
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, doz.
— yellow (Mar6-

chal), per doz.
— red, per dozen— red, doz. bun.— Gloire, doz. bn.
— Safrauo, p. doz.
Stephanotia, 12 sps.
Tuberoses, 12 blms.
Violets (French),

doz. bimches...
~ (Bng.), per

doz. bun.
— Paraie(Eng.;,

doz. bun.

. d. s. d.

6 0-12

2 0-60

10-60
:) 4- 6

2 0-40
9-16

) 9- 1 6

2 0-40
6-10
0-6
0- «
0- 2
0- 4
2-0 4

Orchid-bloom in variety.

Plants in Pots.—Average Wholesale Prices
f. d. s. d. '

s.

0-12 Ferns, small, doz.... 1

0-30 — various, doz. 5
0-15 Pious elastica, each 1

0-5 Foliage plants, doz. 12

Adiantum
,
per doz. 4

Aspidistras,perdoz. 12
— specimen, each 5

Aaters, doz. pots ... 3
Chrysanthemums,
per. doz 4

Coleus, per doz, ,., 2
Dracienas, each ... 1— various, p. doz, 12
Erica.s, p. doz. ... 10
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz.... 6

Heliotropes, p, doz.
0-9 Marguerites, p. doz.
0-4 Mignonette, p. doz.
0-7 6 Palms, various, ea.

0-24 — specimens, ea.
0-12

! Pelargoniums, Scar-

i

lets, p. doz,
0-24 Solanums, p. doz..,.

d. s. d.

0-2
0-12
0-7 6
0-36
0-6
0-10
0-6
0-10
6-84

0-4
0-15

Apples, cooking, iu
variety, per
sieve...

— dessert, in va-
riety, per ^-

sieve
Figs, per doz.
Grapes, Alicante.lat

quahty, per lb.— Alicante, 2nd
quality, per lb.

— Hamburgh, 1st
quality, per lb.

— Hamburgh, 2nd
quality, per lb.

^- Gros Colmar,
per lb

— Muscats, Eng-
lish, 1st quality
per lb. ...

Sndqual.. p lb.

a. d. s. d.

2 0-26

2 6-40
6-08

10-13

6-08

10-13

6-09

10-16

2 0-26
1 0- 1 fi

Grapes Muscat,
Channel Is-

lands, per lb. ..

— Gros Maroc,
per lb

Melons, each
Nuts, Cob, per lb.

Peaches, 1st size,

per doz.
— 2nd do., per

doz.
Pears,Pitmaston,p.

half-sieve ...

— Calabash, half-

sieve
— Doyenne du

Comice, per
^ -sieve

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each

Prunes, p. J-sieve...

s. d. s. d.

9-10

10-13
16-20

3

9 0-12

4 0-50

3 0-40

4 6-50

0-70

5 0-60
4 0-50

Vboetables.—Averaoe Wholesale Prices.

. d. s. d.

Cauliflowers, 5 doz.
Cucumbers, home-

grown, per dz.

Mushrooms, (Indoor)
per lb. ...

0-S

10

s. d. a. d.

Tomatos, home-
grown, smooth,
per doz lb. .. 3 6-40

— ord. kinds, do. 2 0-26

POTATOS.

Best samples in gofjd dcmanl, at 7«Vi. to 75s. ; inferior,

35.5. to 50.<. Disease still prevalent in most districts. J. B.

Thomas.

SEEDS.
London: October 7. — Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E.,

de cribe to-day's seed market as only moderately atten led.

Samples of yearliuL' Clover-seed conti-iue to meet with consi-

derable speculative attention at advancing rates. The new
American Red proves this season most disapp )iuting, both

in quality and price. Alsyke is strong at the recent advance.

Perenn al and Italian Rye grasses are steady. There is no

chinge this week in eithT Rye or Tares. Bl lo boiling Peas

of all descriptions tend upwards in value, price h come mitc-

rially hif^her from Holland, owing to some extensive pur-

chases rtcently by the Dutch Government. More money is

asked for H.iricot^. Miiatardand Rapeseed unalterel.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Liverpool : October 7.—The following are the averages of

prices since last report :—St. John's : Potatos, M. to lOJ.

per peck ; Cucumbers, 4rf, to S(/. each ; Grapes, English, Zs.

to 4s. per pound ; do. foreign, 6'/. to 8'/. do. ; Mushrooms,
4rf. to M. do. Birkenhead: Grapes, Engl sh, 2s. to 3^. per

pound; do. foreign, 4(/. to 6(£. do.; Pineapples, Efiglish, 4.«,

to S,*. each; Damsons, \\d. per pound. North Haymarket

:

Potatos: Giants, 2.v. to 2s. Ad. per cwt. ; Main Crop^,

2*. Zd. to 3*. 6(i. do. ; Suttons' Abundance, 'la. to 2«. 3(f . do. ;

Bruce. 2s. 2d. to 2s. Si. do. ; Cartons, 2s. to 2^. 3^. do. ;

Turnips, (id-in\)d. p r dozen bunches; Carrots, M. to 8J.

do. ; do,, 2s. fid. U* 'is. per cwt. ; Onions, English, bx. to 0.<.

per cwt. ; do., foreign, 2s. Gd. to 2s. ihi. do. ; Piu-sley, 4</. to

Gd. per, dozen bunches ; Cauliflowers. Gd. to \0d. per dozen
;

Cabbages, 0<^ to H)<^ do. ; Celery, la. to 2s. do.

Glasgow: Ocinb'r 7. — The folio sing figures represent

the averageo of the past week's quotations :—FMa( ;—Pears,

2ff. 'id per case; Apples, Gd. to \Gd. per pound ; Tomatos,

Guernsey, 4rf. to 5J. do. ; do., Scotch, "d. to 'JJ.

do. ; Plums, 3}rf. to Ad. dol ; Grapes, home, 2.«. do. ;

Vegetables :— Turnips, white, 2*. Gd. per bunch; Savoys,

Is. 3(i. per dozen ; Cabbages, 8e/. to 9i/. per dozen ; late, do.,

1.''. to Iv. Cd. do. ; Red, do., 23. Gd. to 3,s. do. ; Cauliflowers,

English, 2.J. to 25. 6-/. do. ; do , bunch, G(/. to Is. ; Parsuips,

At. per cwt. ; Herbs, assorted, ,\d. to 2d. per bimch
;

Leeks, Is. to 2s. fd. per doz. bunctes ; Mint, green,

Gd. per bunch ; Onions, Dutch, 3i. to :\s. Gd. per bag

;

do., Portugal, 10(/. per stone ; do., Globe, 33. to 3^. Gd.

per cwt, ; Parsley, 5?. to Gs. do. ; Syboes, 4d. to bd. per
doz, bunches ; Celery, table, 2s. to 2s. 6d. per bunch

;

do. comm-'U, '.*d. to 1*. do. ; Potatos, Sd. per atone ; Carrots,

3,-*. to 4s. per cwt.; Cneumbors, 4,1. to 43. 6t/. per dozen;

Lettuces, Gd. to 9(£. per dozen ; do., Cos, 9d. do. ; Radishes,

ikl. to Is. per dozen bunches ; Horseradish, 23. 3d. per bunch
Beans, bro id, Is. to Is. \id. per stone ; do. French, 23. to 2s. Gd.

do. ; 8'arlet Runners, Is. erf. do. ; Mushrooms, Is. to Is. 'id.

per lb. ; do,, open air, 28. per cwt. ; Beetroots, 7rf. perdozsn
do., new, 3*. Gd. to 4s. per dozen bunches; Cress, 3rf. per

ba-ket ; Brussels Sprouts, Is. Gl. to 2*. per stone.

BRACHYCHITON ACERIFOLIUM.—We note in

Oarden and Forest for September 'J3, an allusion

by Mr. E. SninTEVANr to this plant, which, he says,

does well out-of-doora ia Ihe ^:outhe^Il part of Cali-

fornia. A tree is mentioned which is 25 feet in

height, and of fine pyramidal shape. At the time of

flowering it is destitute of foliage, but is literally

covered with blossoms, which are in colour bright

vermilion, and in shape resemble those of Lily of the

Valley. This should make a good plant for our warm

conservatories and greenhouses. At present it is

only seen in Botanic Gardens. We may assume
that pot culture, as in the case of the tree-like

Acacias of Australia, would dwarf the growth of

the plant to convenient dimensions without spoiling

its floriferousness. This species is now placed under
Sterculia, vide Index Kavcnsls.

iowejpondenU

Books: W. S. P., teytonstonc. Fruit Farming for
Profit, by O. Buiiyard, 3rd edition, published by
F. IJunyard, 29, Week St., Maidstone ; or a similar
one brought out recently by J. Cheal, Lowood
Nuisery, Crawley.

—

Market Gardcninrj. Husbandry,
by A. Koland, sold by D. \V. Morgan, The Abbey
Library, Little C'nllege Street, Westminster, S.W.

—

Kitrhcn and Markrl Gardening, by Shaw, published
by Macmillan & Co., London. This contains a list

of tools, and figures of the same, that you require.
— Query. Carnation Culture fur AnMteurs, by B. C.

Raven.scroft (published by L. Upcott Gill, 170,
Strand, W.C).

Canada ; F. B. Certain seeds can be harvested in

a very fiue condition in Canada, especially some
kinds of gra.sses. Peas, and Clovers ; but as regards
perennial (lierbaceous ?) plants, it would not do to
venture on growing any but those which are capable
of withstanding a very low temperature. Your
otlier in<juiiy .sliould rather be addressed to the
editor of the Canadian Horticulturist, Ottawa.

Conifers for Chalk Soils : Junior. Abies ama-
bilis, cephalonica, Douglasii, grandis, magnifica,

nobilis, Nordmanniana, Pinsapo, nud Webbiana.
Picea Alcockiaua, excelsa, Morinda, nigra, and clan-

brasiliaua. Pinus Cembra, excelsa, halepensis,

Lambertiana, Laricio, Pallasiana, Pinaster, ponderosa,
Strobus, austi'iaca, and sylvestris.

CvMBtPiOM LowiANOM : T. F. To have flowers on a

plant of Cymbidium Luwianum in September shows
that the cultivation has been at fault. The plant

should be showing the flower-spikes in January or
February, and during the resting period prn-

ceeding its flowering the compost should be kept
slightly moist, never dry. Your note affords no
particulars as to culture.

Ficus ELASTICA : C. li. M. Place the plant in heat
of CO^ to 70°, so as to induce growth ; and in

.January or February take the tips with some
nialure wood at the base, and as much of the one
and two. year- old wood .as you can obtain from the

p'ant, making this into lengths of three to four

nodes, and inserting them not deeper than three-

quarters of an inch into a bed of sand, or sand and
loam, on a bottom-heat of 80° to 85°. Keep close,

and afford air when there is excess of moisture.

FrUITINO of .StKPHANOTIS Kl.ORIBUNDi : J. A. B.

Not uncommon iu warm years.

Fniiirs AND Clay Soil; Porno. Apples and Pe.ara

as bushes or espaliers would be suitable, if the

land be properly drained, and as yoii have forty

varieties of these fruits worked on dwarfing stocks,

tliey would come early into bearing, and endure in

good condition for ten t<j fifteen years. Being in

Sussex, your Pear.s, whatever the varieties, should

ripen out in the open quarter. It you decide to

jilant standards on free stocks, any variety of Apple
should succeed, excepting perhaps the Calville's,

Court Pendu-Plat, and a few others. Some selection

would be advisable in regard to Pears, refraining

from planting those which ripen late or scarcely at

all in this country. Most e.arly and raid-season

varieties will do well, also Mario Louise d'Uccle,

Chaumontel, Knight's .Monarch, Glou Mor^eau ; the

stewing varieties, as Yerulam, Vicar of Winktield,

and Catillac ; Brown Heurre, Genei'al Todtleben,

that delicious small Pear Aston Town, Beurr^

d'Aremberg, &c.

Gardeners in New Zealand, &c. : E. R. The pros-

pects of a gentleman's gardener are, we believe,

not of the rosiest description in this colony, and

we would not advise you fo go there with an idea

of meeting with remunerative employment in such

a capacity. The climate is temperate and insular iu

character. Victoria would serve your purpose

better.

i
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"Gardening Appointments" : A. L. We make no
charge for inserting these announcements.

Hollies : Young Gardener. These may be removed
and planted in a manner similar to that described

for Laburnums ;
but the removal should not be

undertaken till the month of April, or later.

Latk Growtu on Cattleta : Porno. There is no
better course than to let them grow till of full size,

and then rest the plants,

LiLYorTHE-Valley Prize : Convallaria. We are

of the opinion—and it would be generally so decided
' in this country in case of similar di3]>uto—that a>

tho schedule contained no condition iu regard to

the time the plants should be grown in tho pots,

the prize was rightly given to the best pots of Lily-

of-the-Valley, notwithstanding the circumstance

that they were filled with dormant (dry) crowns.

MaRuuerite Carn.vtions : Pumo. As the plant

flowers si.K months after sowing the seeds, and good
strains produce a large percentage of double flowers

in varied colours, there seems to be little gained by

propagating it by cuttings or layers. It is now too

late for layering, unless you could manage it in

po'.s under glass.

•»* Tlie aitjitkation to natne.Howera, and eepecialli/ friiUs, are
fo numerous at this season, as severeti/ to tax our resources. They
entail an expenditure of time, labour, and money, of which our
readers have Utile idea. JCe are most desirous to obliye our
c >rrespnndeiits as far as we can. Out we must request that thoj

will ohs/^rve the rule that not more than six varieties be

S'lit at a-iy one tinlc. The sjiecimens should be <iood ones,

jn.it approaching r'penr's, and to iirevent disappointment, they

sh'iuld be projierly numbered, and carefully packed. We do not

W'dertake to send ansioers through the post. Delay in any case

i« nn .voidable.

Names of Fruits : W. D. H. Pear, Bergamotte
d'Espcren.

—

J. F. Emperor Alexander.

—

Ticced.

1, Vorkshire Greening; 2, Hawthornden ; 3,

Grange's Pearmain ; 4, Cox's Pomoua; 5, Blenheim
Orange; C, Golden Noble.

—

G. A. 1, Beurrd
Olairgeau ; 2, Williams' Victoria ; 3, Welbeck Ber-

gamotte ; 4, Duchesse d'Angoulome ; 5, Pitmaston
Duchess ; 0, Brown Beurrd.— /. ir. 1, Mother

;

2, Celliui ; 3, Josephine de Malines ; 4, Soldat

d'Esperen ; 5, Althorp Crassane ; 6, Court of Wick
;

7, Duke of Devonshii'e.

—

F. Bennct. Apple.s, 1,

Alfriatou ; 2, London, Syn. Five Crowned Pippin
;

3, Claygate Pearmain. Pears, 1, Souvenir du Con-
grf'S ; 2, Soldat d'l^speren.

—

S. B. 1, Old Crassane
;

2, Autumn Bergamotte ; 3, Brown Beurr(S ; 4, Beurr(5

Diel ; 6, Blenheim Orange ; 7, Plum Keine Claude
de Bavay.— Wood'jaie. H, Pitmaston Duchess; 2,

smashed ; 3, Beurri d'Aremberg ; 8, Marie Louise
;

14, Doyeund du Cornice ; lii. White Doyenne?.—
/. R. G. ] , Worcester Pearmain ; 2, Winter, or

Old Pearmain ; 3, Lane's Prince Albert ; 5, Twin
Cluster Golden Pippin ; 4, Here de Mi'uage.

—

L F. P. 1, Dumelow's Seedling ; 2, Dumelow's
Seedling ; 3, not known ; 4, Sturmer Pippin ; 6,

not known ; 7, Beauty of Kent. Pear, badly
bruised, probably Marie Louise.—A". H. Apple,
Old Mouarch.—We acknowledge the receipt of Is.

in stamps from /. P. D. for the funds of the Royal
Gardeners' Orph.an Fund.

—

Amateur. 1, Striped
Beefing ; 2, Winter Strawberry ; 3, not known

;

4, Blenheim Orange ; 5, poor specimens of Louise
Bonne of Jersey ; (i, Beurrc d'Amanlis.

Names op Plants: CorrespomleMs not answered in

tkU i.8sue are requested to be so 'jootl as to consult the

follou'ing number. —• G. Battle. 1, Ophiopogon
Jaburan ; 2, Ailanthus glandulosa, probably ; 3,

iSpirica Aruucus, so far as we can teilin the absence
of flowers ; 4, Purple-leaved Hazel ; 5, Abies Pin-
eapo ; 6, Calycanthus floridus, probably ; 7, Hibis-

cus syriacus var. — all of them veiy wretched
specimens.—/. G. Sluntiehi. We cannot imder-
take to name florists' varieties of flowers.—/. T.,

Epsom. Pterocarya fraxinifolia [caucasica] ; fruits

next week.—/. W. B. Cattleya Eldorada

—

E. if.,

Dorset. The single Dahlias are very pretty, and
well worth increasing.—//. A'., Farleijh. Alonsoa
linifolia.

—

M. A. 1. Thuya orientalis var. japouica
;

3, Cupressus Nootkensis ; 4, Ruscus hypophyllum
;

0, Cupressus funebris.— C. G. 1, Koelreuteria
paniculata ; 2, Borago officinalis.

—

P. F. 1, Aster
bessarabicus ; 2, (Enothera Fraseri ; 3, Heliantlms
multiflorus, flore-pleno

; 4, Coronilla Emerus.

—

H. T. Ligustrum lucidum.

—

G. R. I, Siberian

Crab ; 2, A Crab not recognised ; 3, Staphylea
pinnata ; 4, Clethra alnifolia. Send alpines when
in bloom, and when in fruit if possihle— /'. B.
The yellow flower is Sterubergia lutea, the uther
Colclncum autumnale variety.

Plague OF Cockeuaches.— Replying to " i," a cor-

respondent recommends Penny, Hester & Co.'s

Magic Paste ; it is sold at 26, Mayfield Road,
Dalston, N.E.

Soots Fir : Lymitujton. The injury to the tips of

the shoots is occasioned by the Pine-beetle, Hylurgus
piniperda. You cannot do anything to arrest the

mischief beyond clearing away and burning all

rubbish in the wood, which fjrms hybernating

quarters, for the insect.

Seedling Apples : W. Thompson. Fruits large, very

highly coloured, and beautiful, but of poor quality
;

greatly inferior to others in cultivation.

Slu(i Descending bv Meaxs of a Thread : /. Cowan.

This was the occasion of considerable corrospon-

donoe in the last volume of the Gardeners' Chronicle

for 1895, pp. 160. 190, 216, and 245. The slug, a

small species, probably came into the house with the

imported Orchids.

Transplanting Aged Lahuhnum Trees: Yuumj
Gard-ner. If you are careful to extract as many of

the roots as possible, and to keep them moist after

they are dug out of the soil, and spread them
out over a broad beehive-shaped mound raised in

the bottom of a hole that is rather more in

diameter than the root mass, the job being per-

formed at the present season, the trees should not

fail to succeed. The other essential points are the

pruning away of all badly-damaged roots, and to

mutilate them as little as possible. In the work of

digging out, to go down deeply and get out some or

all of the tap roots, i.e., those which descend per-

pendicularly into the soil, to reduce tho size of

the crown, and to secure the trees when
jilautcd either with guying wires secured to

stout stumps driven deep into the soil, or with

three 7 feet-high-stakos placed round the trees at a

• distance of 1^ feet from the stems, for unless tho

rocking of the trees by the wind be prevented,

their re-establishment wilk-xtend over several years,

or it may not take place at all. Before planting,

the soil should be well trenched and manured, and

well consolidated by trampling it both during and
after planting. There is another way of removing

the trees, viz., by excavating them with solid balls

of soil and roots 5 feet to 6 feet in diameter : all

roots outside this mass being carefully dug out

entire, or as nearly so as possible, enveloping them
in wet grass, &c., and fastening them down to the

top of the ball with wooden pegs. To move such

masses of soil involves the use of a transplanting

machine, or of massively made trolleys, and several

horses.

Tree Ferns. If the person for whom we inserted a

notice concerning 'Tree Ferns in the Gitrdcners'

Chron Icle, wiW kindly furnish ua with his address,

we will forward to him several letters we have

recently received.

Vine Roots : R. D. L. We are of opinion that Phyl-

loxera is present on the Vine-roots. The ap|iear-

ances favour such an opinion, and on careful

examination wo find a very young individual of

what can scarcely be other than the insect itself.

If you wish for further proof you will probably

obtain it by taking up a piece of a larger root than

those sent, shaking off the earth, and examining

crevices or depressions, where the insects will be

found congregating in little masses. R. McL.

Communications Received.—G. Rcnthe (too late for inser-

tion .—M. U.— A. Kemp.—F. W. Smith.—H. M—W. C—
W. W.—R. L. H.—G. Dutlield.—W. L.— D. T. F—W. W

—

M. F« M — R. D—R. S., Jersey.—J. Mel.—J. A—D. R W.
—C. T. D.—A. D. W.—T. W. -E. C—J. Comber— R. T.

-

B. W.^J. J. W.—A. E. S. — W. G.—J. A. — C. H. P.

—A. B. R.—M. B.—M. M — F. M—H. E.—L. B.-L. M.—
J. H. H., Trinidad.—J. E. M., Melbourne.-W. E.—D. S.—
X. F., Chic.igo.--A. S., Peelers. Brussels.-Marquis H. , La
Mortola.—G. J. B.—F. Kleinnikel, Vienna.—H. 0. F.—
Knut Boviu, Stockholm,—B. S. W.—Max Leichtlin, Buden-
B.iden.—G. S.—T. W.—H. & Co.—W. G. G., memor.imium.
—T. H. G.— H. E—T. W. R.—D F. W.—W. P.. Epping —
A. M. D.—J. P.—W. H. W.-H K.—T. W. R.— R. K.

PnoTOQRAPHS, Specimens, &c., Received with Thanks.—

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
" GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.'

Important to Advertisers.— The Piiblisher has the satis-

Jaction oj annouucimj that the. circulation, of the ^^ Gardeners'
Chronicle" h'ls, since the reduction in the price oj the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,

and that it continnes to increase weekly

Advertisers arc rcmindol that the " Chronicle " circulates anwng
COUNTRY GESTLE.MEN, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS
AND garden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, aild that it iS

preserved Jor rtjerewx inaUthe prituApal Libraries.

Plants Shipped to all Faits.

TTITATSON and SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
T V Street, Londoo, E.G., give special attention to the

receptien and forwardiDg of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffia. Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks, Palm Seeds, &o.

HyaclntliB. Tallps, Crocns. Llllea, &c.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, Jan., Haarlem,
• Holland. Wholesale OATAIiOQUE now ready, and

may be had free on application to—
Messrs. B. SILBEBRAJ) 1.ND SON, 25. Savage Gardens,

Crutcbed Friars, E.C,
N.B.—Many new, rare, and interesting plants and bulbs

will be found in this Catalogue.

'^PO THE TRADE.—Well-grown DWARF
X and STANDARD ROSES from first-class Continental

Grower. Novelties and leading varieties supplied. Special

(lactations for large quantities.

Cross of Honour, World's Exhibition, Amsterdam, U96.
D. KKNCHENIUS, Hoogeveen, Holland.

English Catalogues and prices free on application to agents
J. B. REYNOLDS, Beaminster. Dorset.

C U P E R L A TTN^e" R AS P B eIi R Y
O (Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.

Per dozen, 35., per 100, 18s. ; extra showy, 65. per dozen.

Price per 1000 on application.

For description see Strawberry Catalogue.
Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps.

GEORGIE BUNYARD and CO , Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

CIUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price. 6s. per bushel, 1«. extra for

package ; or. U. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSHandSON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London. N., and Barnet, Herts.

TO THE TRADE^ONI-Y.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
ALSO

SEEDS Of NATIVE FOLIAOB, and FLOWERINQ
SHRUBS and TREES, obtainable from

NIMMO AND BLAIR,
Seed Merchaota and Seed Qroweis, DuDedio, New Zealand,

London Agency :—W. Q. INNKS and CO., 23, St. Mary Aie.
Catalogues Exchanged.

I

TO THB TRADE.

DUTCH BULBS
FRENCH BULBS and ENQLISH BULBS.

Bee our Special Wholesale CATALOGUE of BULBS,
containing List of all the Best Varieties of

ByaclDths, Tallps, Crocus, Lllluma, Daffodils, Snow-
drops, Iris, Fssonles, &c., free on application.

Please compare our Prices before sending your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SKED and BL'LU MERCHANTy,

Exeter Street. STRAND, LONDON, W.C

RETARDED LILY CROWNS!!
Buy BETARDED LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS

for FlowerlDg before Clirlstmas.

No Trouble, no Loss and Disappointment,

Write at once to

—

T. JANNOCH, DERSINGHAM, NORFOLK,
For Prices, Ac . as Stock is limited.

NOW READY.

Si HARPE'S
BULB

CATALOGUE.
Post Free un application to

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,

SLEAFOBD.

DUTCH BU LBS.
FRICE LISTS Of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, tec,

FREE on APPLICATION, for SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.
Apply to—

S. A. VAN KONIJNENBUBa A CO.,

NOORDWIJK, HOLLAND.
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BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORna, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT. ORCHID, TOMATO, &0., HOUSES, BOILERS, PIPES, and FITTINGS.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fixed by experienced workmen in any part of tti* country.

No. 73. SPAN-BOOr GARDEN 7&AM£.

BOILERS of ALL MAKES and
Supplied at the Cheapest Rates.

TANKS, VALVES &c

SIZES CHEAP GREENHOUSES.
LEAN-TO, 10 feet by 7 £eet *8 10
SPAN, 10 feet by 8 feet 10 10

Glazed, Painted, Packed, and Carriage Paid.

No. 75. MELON & CTJCTTMBEK FRAME.

LISTS FBEE.

Cucumber ( 6 ft. by 4 ft., Painted and Olaoed. ea. 13/3

Frame Lights ( 6 ft. by4ft.,Unpainted&Ungl»«ed,ea. 5/-

Our Celebrated Ko. i Check-end Saddle Boiler.

To Heat from 300 to 3O0O feet of 4-inch Piping

NO. 77.-VI0LET FRAME, 6 feet by 4 feet, I QHo
similar to No 75, with two lighta. t «JV.>0»

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES.
CARRIAGE PAID

Orders of 408. value to
most stations in England and

Wales ; also to Dublin, Cork, Edinburgh, and Qlasgow.

GUILLERMO KALBREYER
BEGS TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN ORCHIDS AT UNDERMENTIONED PRICES :—

CATTLEYA TRIAN^E, best variety, £6 per case.

SCHRODERI „ £9

SANDERIANA „ ^8

MENDELI „ ^9
The caeee measure about 20 by 34 in., and contain from 40 to 70 good strong pieces of

Cattloyas, of Odontoglossum crispuoi about 250, and of the other Orchids 180 good strong plants.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM,
best broad petaled variety ... £45 per 1000

,, LUTEO-PURPUREUM - ^36

„ CUSPIDATUMPLATIGL0SSUM,£36 „

PILUMNA FRAGRANS NOBILIS, ^36 „

The plants are packed with the greatest oare and best method, but under no oircumstanoe will G. K. hold himself responsible for the state of plants

on their arrival in Europe. Conditions

:

—All Consignments are shipped entirely at Buyer's risk and expense from port of shipment. Plants ordered

must be paid for on receipt of bill of lading to Messrs. ROESING BROTHERS and CO., 10, Basinghall Street, London, E.C., who will then give

orders for forwarding the consignment to the Purchaser.

The best time/or dkpatohing Orchids from here, and to establish them with the best advantage in Europe, are the months—December to April.

EARLY ORDERS INVITED.
A considerable reduction will be made sn orders of 1000 and more of each kind of Odontoglossum, and on four cases and more of Cattleya of each kind.

(Orders of less than one case of a kind, can only be executed at a 25 per cent, higher price.

Address :
— G. KALBREYER, La Flora, Bogota, Republica de Colombia.

Cablegram Address :—FLORA, BOGOTA.

From

56/-A 18/-

Without doubt the Cheapest, most complete. Simplest to
erect, and bfst value for money in the Trade. It ia a well-
known fact that ordinary Builders could not Supply the
Timber alone at the price which we Charge for a house

Complete, with Staging, Ventilators, Glass, 4c., Sec, all ready for erecting by any
Handy-man or Gardener. These houaes are made by Special Machinery, in lots of
ntver less than One Hundred at the Time, and we are satisfied with small profits

and quick returnp.
in a position to undertake exten-
sions and repairs tn any extent,
and give estimates for alterations
of. or additioLs to, existing

Houses or Heating Apparatus. Yoa would do well and will save 40 ,' at least in buying
from us. Under any circumstances do not place your orders for any kind of Horticul-
tural Work until you have seen our Catalogue, which contains 361 pages and 12u.O

illustrations, publithed at Is. But to all applicants during the next 14 days they will be

We are NOW

GIVEN AWAY.
.'>ciid (U Oiifi:. Mention the ^' Garde utr.-i' Chronicle."

W. COOPER, Ltd., Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to tbelr Patent

Uonlclpal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or OBDINABY CAST-IRON GBATE BABS,

SADDLE BOILERS and WELDED BOILERS.
T/ic MUNICIPAL and TUBULAR ones arc rcmarl-abk for their r/rcat hcatimj power, slow combmtion, and

the leiiglh nf time the lire u-ill burn unlhout requiring nttentinn.

Tlies3 Patterns aeoured tne FIRST and HIGHEST PRiZE-a SILVER MEDAL -at the Royal E orttwUtnr^

Society's Exhibition. South Kensington.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.
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SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

Patented in seventeen
different countiiee.

These tools are no t

being made in all shapes,

sizes, and weights, suit-

able for QardeniDR,
Sporting, and all pur-

poses where the Pick,
Shovel, or Hoe is re-

quired.

RETAIL PRICKS,
Carriage Paid :

—
Black 5s. erf.

Half Bright ... 6>. M.
All Bright ... 7s. 6<(

On receipt of P. 0.

Special Trade Term;,
and all particulars may
be had on application.

26 ST.,AUCKLAND
VAUXHALL.

LONDON, S.E.

Telegrams :
—

' Ptkeman, London."

STOCK SIZES—in Inches.

12 - I0{I4'<I2 l8xI2|IBxl4 20x14 20x16 24xl6|22x|8
4x|0ll6x|2 20xl2ll8x|4i20xl5 22x16 20X18124X18

81-oz. Foreigrn, of above sizes, in 200-feet
bales, 3rds and 4ths qualities.

English Olass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

0£OKaE FABMILOE & SONS,
31, St. Jobn Street, West SmUbfield. London, S.O.

Stock Listsand Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

6(f. per bushel ; 100 for 30s. ; truck, loose (about a tons), 60s.

Bags, 4d, each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIGHT-BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s. 6(f. per sack; 5 sacks,

2.5s ; sack:*, 4'i. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack; 5 sacks, iii.; saoks,

4d each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. M. per bushel; 15s. per half-

ton ; 2is. per *oo, in 2-bu8hel bags, 4rf. each.
YELLOVV FIBROUS LOAM, PKAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, Is. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. 6d. per sack.
MANURES, QARDEN STICKS, TOBACCO CLOTH, RUSSIA

MATS, &o. Write for Price LIST.
H G SHTTH. 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane, W.C.

Cfomplbn and FawlCe^.
HOBTICTJLTUBAL

BUILDERS,
HEATING ENGINEERS.
BOILEB MAKERS.

Designers and Manufacturers of

CONSERVATORIES, RANGES,
VINERIES, FORCING-HOUSES, &
every description of HOT-HOUSE.

Best Quality. Lowest Prices.

Surveys made in any part of the
Country. Estimates Free.

New Large Illustrated Catalogue
Post Free on spplication.

CROMPTON^FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 8Jd. ;

Twenty-five Copies, Ss. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, 30b.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered. Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries. Stoves, Oreenhonses, Peach House*, Forcing Houses. &c , coostruoted od our improved plan, are the

perfection of growiOK house?, and for practical utility, ecojomy, and durability cannofe be equalled. We only do ooe class

of work, and that the very best.

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architeetumlly correct without the aesistance of anyone out of our
firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilerp, erected, and succesB

guaranteed in all cases. Malon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in stock.

Plans, Estimates, and Catalogue.^ Free. Ctistoiers waiUd on in any part of the Kingdom.

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the oomplete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GREENHOUSES, OFEICES, PUBLIC BTHLDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILEBS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the latest and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, with WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, withWATERWAY-END, &c.;
VENTILATING GEAR AND VALVES.

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t^e INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1892. for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, \s. PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON, S.E.
Telegraphic Adtoess—" HOT-WATER, London." Telephone. No. 4763.
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ILLXTSTBATEI} OATALOOXTE FBEE.

W. Jonbb' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engrarings,

2i. id. nett ; p«r post, 2<. \0d.

JONES &^rTWOOD
_^ _ Stourbridge:

GREAT REDUCTION IM FRAMES
OXTB WELL-KNOWN MAXE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ f . d.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide
6 feet

12 feet

6 feet

12 feet

12 feet

4 feet

4 feet

5 feet

5 feet

6 feet

CASH
PBIOES,

OABBL&aE
PAID

2
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CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Barbier Brothers & Son, 16, Route D. Olivet, Orleans,

France—Forest aud Ornamental Trees, Conifers, Fruit

Trees, Roses, &c.

Sellens, Coventry—Bulbs.
Frank Cant &; Co., Braiswick Nursery, Colchester—Roses,

Fred. W. Kflsev, 145, Broadway, New York-Hardy Trees,

Shrubs, Bulbs, and Plants.

E. P. Dixon &l Sons, Burton Const;ible and Hull, York

—

Roses, Fruit Trees, and General Nursery Stock.

BECKETT'S
EXHIBITION

FLOWER TUBES

Chrysanthemums, Roses, &c.
To be bad of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

LIST FREE on application to

STILL & CO., l*at??a"J^/eV. LONDON, E.G.

MASON'S^J^^ESSENCESJ
gPENCEl

A BOTTLE
WHICH IN FOR CHILDRENS PARTIES

6 MINUTES WILL MAKE

eOCLASSESoFDEUCIOUS WIHE
Sample lioitle. Post Fre,- for 9 sfamps.

IN ALL FRUIT FLAVOURS.
Jryth'' <i>'>vcr nr IJ hr';rr!>: rli'^cirr Sj,r,-,al lavnurUcl.

MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS tor making
Delieinii^ N'on-Into\it'atiii? llr-tr. A <A. IJnttlr makes
H Callous. Sample Bottle, 9 stcmps, or a Sample
of both Post Free for 15 stamps.

NEWBALL AND MASON, NOTTINGHAM.

Agents "Wanted.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

EIDING, DRIVING. SHOOTING. CYCLING,
FISHING, SKATING, &C.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

E8TABLISSES 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTOH BDILDLKGS, CHAHOEBT LaKE, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEBKST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mam monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHAKES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the enconragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

Bnms on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIREBECK BUHDING B0CIET7.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINBAS

PER MONTH.

BIREBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF OROUND FOB KVB

8HILLINQS PER MONTH.
The BIBKBECK ALMANACK, with full partionlars, post-

be*. FBANOIS BAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaohing " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unacoustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.R.H.S,. Heztable, Kent.

V
The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE C Q L T U R B.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out.

Price 5s. ; post tree, 5s, 6^.

A. F. BARRON, 13, Sutton Cjurt Road, Chiswicfr.

PARTNER WANTED, Sleeping or other-
wise, in Seed and Florist Trade, to extend a well-estab-

lished Business.— Address X., Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

41, Welliogton Street, Strand, W.C.

PARTNERSHIP WANTED.—A young man
with good practical knowledge of Market Nursery in all

its branches wishes to join a Gentleman with not less than
£500 capital at his diepoeal, in starting a Market Nursery for

London Markets.—SMITH, Post0ffice,Ponder'8End.Middlesei.

MILLER, COMBE ABBEY, begs to
• THANK NUMEROUS APPLICANTS for the vacan-

cies be offered, from which he has made a selection.

ANTED, a GARDENER, with thorough
knowledge of Road-making and Landscape-work.

Total abstainer preferred. Must have undeniable character.

Wages lf5s. per week. No coitage.—Apply, atating^full parti-

culars of experience, to GEMS, Cobham.

ANTED, GARDENER (Upper of two).
— Hiid-working; experienced; Church of England.

From country, not tuburbs. £l 2i, and houte. Vines. Appli-
cation by letter only, stating age, and lei gth of present cha-
racter to—Mrs. CHARLES SMITH. Raven&wood, Wokingham.

WANTED, beginning of November, in the
North East of Scotland, a hard-woiking GABDENEK

and ORCHID GROWER combined. Conservatory, Vioeriep,

Stove, Orchid Housep, &,;. Three men under.—Apply, stating
wages and copies of testimonials, to Mesara. BEN. RE[D
AND CO , Seedt-men, Aberdeen.

WANTED, a GARDENER, must be able to
take charge of Garden and Conservatory. Another

kept.—Apply by ietter, to Mr. W. WILLETT. The Cedars,
ChUlefaurst.

WANTED, UNDER GARDENER, with wife,
who would caretake country house in winter; no family.

Characters must bear strictest investigation.— Write H. J., care
of Willings' advertisement oRiies, 162, Piccadilly, W.

WANTED, a reliable MAN as GROWER of
EeidiEg Plants and Cut Flowere, must be g'od at

Wreaths and Bouquets; wages about 20s.—W. CR0WD2ft
AND SONS, Borncastle.

WANTED, at once, EOREMAN PROPA-
GATOR, for General Nurseries in Channel Islands.

One with knowledge of Bulbs and Market Produce preferred.
Must be good Knifesman, experienced in raising Out-door
Stock, Ro;e9, Fruit. &c. Married preferred —Address par-
ticulars, with references, to ISLANDER, 41, Wellingtoa
Stree% Strand, W.C.

WANTED, for a Nobleman'a Establishment
in France, a smart YOUNG MAN, eiperienced in

the O.-ihid Department.— Apply- with all particulars to
B. S. WILLIAMS AND SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Nursery Foremaa.

WANTED, for a large Nursery, a thoroughly
practical MAN as NURSERY FOREMAN. Outdoor,

capable of managing a large staff of men. Must be a first-class

hand at Fruit Tree?, Roses, and General Nursery Stork. A
permanent situation and gocd wages to a suitable man. No
one need apply whose character will not bear the stTictest

investigation,^Apply, with referencep, wages expected, and
full particulars, to F. B. W., 41, Wellington St., Strand. W.O.

NEW and RARE ORCHIDS.—Advertiser
wibhes to meet with a Gentleman willing to share

(speoses to an hitherto unexplored locality where New and
Rare Orchids are known to exist. A<ivertiser has had eighteen
years' experience as Grower and Collector; his late expedition,
from October. 1895, to July of this year, has been very remu-
nerative to his agents iu Europe. References as to ability, &c.,
are of the highest class. The Advertiser will treat with
Englishmen only.- V.. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, AT ONCE, a YOUNG MAN,
not less than 24 years, to take charge of Pleasure

Grounds, help in Houses, take turn of S anday duty, and'Fires.
Wages 18s , bothy, milk, and vegetables.—Apply. G.BRISTOL,
Manor Hi^use Gardens, Effingham, Leatherhead.

WAMTED, APPRENTICE, Inside and Got.
—Comfortable lodgings.—ALLEN, Barlaston Gardens,

Stoke. 3n-Trent.

WANTED, a SINGLE MAN to take charge
of Fruit Trees on Walls, &c. Mmt have had gocd

experience in Pruning, Grafting, and Training in private
gardens. Wages 17s. per week, and bothy. Apply, with tes-

timonials, to— J. VOiS, Kedleston Hall Gardens, Derby.

WANTED as IMPROVER, a young man
not under 18. Wages 12j. per week and bothy.

—

C. HERRIN, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

ANTED, in Covent Garden, active YOUNG
MAN, must understand Boot-keeping, and not afraid

of work ; one used to the Nursery Trade preferred (early hours).
Apply in writirg, stating previous engagements, wages ex-
pected, to-SALESMAN, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a Man used to Jersey Cows, and
to helo in giirden ; wages £1 a week, — Apply to

GARDENER, The Rookery, Roehampton, S.W.

WANTED, NURSERY CLERK.—One who
T T is capable of getting-up and superintending despatch

of orders. Must be well acquainted with Stove and Green-
house Plants. Only those who can produce good testimonials
need apply, stating age and wages required.-WILLIAM
WHITELEY, The Nurseries. Hillingdon Heath. Uxbndge.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT for our City
Depftt ; must have a good knowledge of Seeds. Bulb-i,

Trees, and Plants. Apply in own handwriting tc- WM.
CUTBUSH AND SON, Barnet Nurseries, Barnet.

T ADY W^ANTED in FLORISrsTmusrbe
-L^ first-rate at making-up in great varietv, and have excel-
lent maniers with customers. Apply—M. J., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, Lindon, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GABDENEBS AND OTHEBS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

'

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners, Farm-BaiUfTs, Foresters, tee.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

A'^AeaS respectability, and t/ioroughl]/ practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—"DICKSONS, Chester."

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualitied and energetic HEAD and UNDEB

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability

;

men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND 00., St. Albans.

THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first- rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOHEB, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

Head and Under Gardeners, Farm Bailiffs, &c.

JOHN LAING AND SONS, Forest Hill
Nurseries, London, S.E., are always in a position to

RECOMMEND MEN of the hig/iest lespectability. and
thoroughly practical at their business. Full particulars on
application. No fees charged. — Telegraphic address,
*'CALADIUM, London." National Telephone, 9660.

ICHARD SMITH and C~a
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seelEing situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 35, married;
requires situation where three or more are kept. Fruit

and flowers, Indoors and Out. Orchids, &c. Of strictest

integrity; good health, and active habits. Can be highly
recommended by present employer.-Apply to GARDENER,
Daniels Brothers, Nurserymen, Norwich,

GARDENER (Head).—Married, no children.
Scotch; thorough good all-round man; sixteen years

Head Gardener to G. A. Everitt, E-q , Koowle Hall, War-
wickshire, is now disengaged, and seeks another appointment.
Excellent testimonials and reference to late employer.
—Present address, WILLIAM COMFORT, 17. Stewart
Terrace, Edinburgh.

GARDENER (Head), where four or more
are kept.—A gentleman can highly recommend bis late

Head Gardener to any Lady or Gentlemm requiring the ser-

vices of a thoroughly experienced ;ind trustworthy man.
Age 37, married.-J. A. WORSFOLD, Mead Row, Godatming,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, where one or two ; or
good Single-handed).-Age -i^, married when suited ;

twelve years' good practical experience. Highly recom-
mended —GARDENER, 2, Glenny Terrace, Wilton Road,
Ilford, Essex^

GARDENER (Head) ; age 29.~Mr. Crump,
Steward to the Misses Goldtmid, Toogtwood, Hawk-

hurst, desires to recommend his General Foreman to any L^dy
or Gentleman requiring the services of a steady, persevering,

reliable man.

GARDENER (Head).— Chas. Horn, age 31,
seeks situation as above ; over three and a half years

General Foreman at Temple House Gardens, previously four

years at Spye Park, Wilts. Excellent testimonials. —
G. GR0VE9. Head Gardener, Temple House Gardens, Groat
Marlow, Bucks.
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SHOULD any Lady or Gentleman require a
first-class HEAD QAKDENER, Geo. Dbabble, Ketton

HaLI OardoDS, Stamford, would have pleasure ia supplying
particulars of a thoroughly reliable energetic man.

MK. T. OSMAN, Ottershaw Park, Chertsey,
would be pleased to recommend his FOKEMAN (W.

Carpenter), a^^e 26, as HEAD GARDENER to any Lady or

Gentleman requiring a good trustworthy man. Thoroughly
experienced in all branches.

GARDENER (Head).—Bebesfobd V. Mel-
ville, Esq., M.P., Ford Manor, Liogfield, Surrey, would

be pleased to recommead J. Pitts, at present Foreman here, to

any Lady or Gentleman in want of a Gardener ; thoroughly
efficient and trustworthy.

GARDENER (Head), where four or five are
kept.—Age 30; fourteen years' practical experience in

all branches of th? profeasion ; well recommended by present
employer.—W. HILL, The Gardens, Godington Park, Asbford,
Kent.

ARDENER (Head), age 39, married,
where five or more are kept ; thoroughly experienced

in all branches inside and out ; leaving through establishment
breaking up. Highly recommended ; over nine years in

present place.— G. TIS3INQT0N, Barlboro Hall, Chesterfield.

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
ESTATE BAILIFF. Leaving through death of the

Earl of Macclesfield. Highly recommended by the Counters
of Macclesfield, and many others.—W. M. GEDDE3, The
Gardens, Shirburn Castle, Tetsworth, Oxon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married;
a thorough practical all-round Gardener, with life prac-

tical experience in all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables,

&c. Highly recommended by presentaod previous emplojers,

—G. NEWTON. 1S9, Cornwall Raad, Notting Hill, Lotdoo.

GARDENER (Head AVorking) ; age 35,
married, no family.—A Gentleman wishes to highly

recommeod hia late Gardener. Left through giving up.—
W. P., b. Chestnut Boad, Horley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Mrs. L. E.
Ba^rbv will be pleased to recommend her Gardener

(a^e 28, married when biiited) to an? Lady or Gentleman
renuiring a good all-round Man.— G. W. DANCEB, Mowbray
Lodge, Melton Mowbray.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 45,
seeks situation where three or four are kept; life

experience in all branches. Excellent references, leaving
owing to a death ; twelve years in present situation.

—

J. KNIGHT, Head Gardener, Tyberton Court, near Hereford.

ARDENER (Head Working, or Single-
HANEED).—Age 35, married, no family ; understands

Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, and Plant Houees.
Seven years* good character from past and present employers.
—B. LUKER, The Lorlanda, Laurie Park Gardens, Sydenham.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33, no
encumbrances; sixteen years' good practical experience

in Early and Late Grapes, Peaches. Pines, Melons, Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids,
Chrysanthemums, Flower and Kitchen Garden. First-class

reference from present employer as to ability. Total abstainer.
—W. G., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

G"
ARDENER (HeaVWorking).—Age 34,
one child, age 6; thoroughly experienced in all branches.

Inside and Out —GARDENER, fc6. Ashbrook Road, Upper
Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Age 31;
large experience in Orchids and Carnations. Tho-

roughly etlicient in all departments. Excellent testimonials
and references as to character and ability.—BOLTON, Cowper
Villa, Cavendish Road, St. Albans, Herts.

ARDENER (Head Working), age 30.—
Mr. CRiPPS.Newby Hall Gardens, Ripon, highly recom-

mendj his Foreman, H. Lloyd, as above. Thoroughly expe-
rienced in all branches. Three and a half jears in present
situation.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married ; large experience in Fruits, Chrysanthemums,

&c. ; thoroughly efficient in all departments. Four and a
half years in present situation as Foreman. Excellent testi-

monials and references.—GARDENER, Regent's Lodge S.,

Berrylands Road, Surbiton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Mr. J.
Martin, The Gardens. Buchan Hill, Crawley, can with

confidence recommend his Foreman, W. Perry, to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practical
and trustworthy Girdener. Life experience in all branches.
Excellent references from previous employers. Age 32,
married, one child.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Middu-aged, married, no incumbrance ; a

thoroughly practical all-round Gardener. Goad character
from present and previous employers as to ability, Ac.

—

Please state particulars to GABDENBB. Albert Villas, Chapel
Road, Bexley Heath, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Second),
on a Gentleman's place, or any place as CARETAKER.

— Married, one child (12 montis old).—A. GARDNER, Little-
wo:th, near Stroud, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER '(Single-hajvded, or where
help is given).—Age 2i5, married when suited.

Abstainer. Fourteen years' practical experience in all

branches, both Inside and Out. Excellent references. Over
two years as General Foreman,—H. W.» 56, Radnor Street,
King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 27,
single ; thoroughly experienced in Fruit, Flowers and

Vegetables. Highest references from present and previous em-
ployers.-F. BUTCHER. 56, Chatterton Boad, Bromley, Kent.

GARDENER in a Gentleman's family, where
a boy or help is given.—Mariied, three children,

youngest, age nine. Plenty of good references. Thoroughly
competent in all branches.—J. B. , 15, Skilletei'a Cottage*,
SjathlandsRo&d, Bickley, Kent.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise), where
four or five are kept.—Well up in Vmes. Melons,

Cucumbers, Tomatos, &c. Over three years' excellent
testimonials.-E. LAWRENCE, 32. Hamley Boad, Kentieh
Town, N.W.

G"~ARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(First),—Age 23; four years' good reference. Eight

year4* experience (fntide).—J. WILLIAMS. 29. Ardington,
Wantage, Berks.

GARDENER (Second), or JOURNEYMAN
(FiBST) ; age 25; nine years' experience. — Mr. F.

SlMM0>D9, Mamhead Park Gardens, near Exeter, Devon,
can highly r^ommead G. Watson a^ above.

GARDENER (Undeb).—Age 28, single;
fc-urteen years' experience in all branches, inside and out.

—L. IVEICKeR. 1. Mayleigh Cottages, Petersham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), Iniide and Out.—Age
25. sinele ; tea an 1 a hiif years' exparience

;
good refer-

ence.—E. SMITH. 118. High Street. Sydenham, S.E.

GARDENER (Under), Inside, or Inside and
Out.—Age 22; eight years* experience. Three and a

half years' gool character laat place. — E. F., 44, Cherry
Orchard Road, Croydon.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 25 ; eight years'
experience, Inside and Out; good references.-W. E.,

Woodham Mortimer, Haldon, Essex.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where help
is given.—Age 'iS, married ; life experience in all

branches. Can be well recommended.—JARVIS, Station Road,
Weatbury. Wilts,

ORCHID GROWER, or Head, where two or
three are kept.—Age 31 ; life experience bs'h Inside

and Out. Qood references and character. Four years' ani
nine months in present situation.—W. K., 4, Qrove Hill,

South Woodford. Es^ex.

ORCHID GROWER, or TRAVELLER.—
R. EICHEL. for eleven years with Mu^srs. Charlks-

WORTH & Co., is open fur engagement. Good knowledge of

Orchids and Plants ; the Hybridisation and Raising of Orchid
Seedlings a specialty.—Address to 43, Spring Garden*-, Heaton,
Bradfo.d.

ROSE GROWER or PROPAGATOR. —
Thoroughly understands Seedling Briar and all other

kinds of Rose Stock. Hardy Trees, Shrub', Clematie, 4c.

—

S. LEY. 36, Cheater Street. Cirencester.

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—
Toung man (age 33) seeks re-engagement as PROPA-

GATOR and GROWER. Used to Covent Garden Tradp.
Could act as Salesman if required.—H., cire of Gregory &
Evans. Sidcup. Kent.

TO NURSERYMEN.—PROPAGATOR and
FERN RAISER, age 23; ten yeais* experience in

London Nurseries. Well up in Ferns and Soft-woods. Good
references.—FERNS. l,St.George'8 Cottages,Lower Edmonton.

MANAGER, or FOREMAN, in large up-to-
date Market Nursery, where Fruit, Plants, and Cut

Flowers, are required in large 'juantities. First-class lefer-

ences as to ability, 4c.—G. CL4.YD0N, Whiteley's Nurseries,
Hillingdon Heath, near Uxbridge.

FOREMAN, or MANAGER—Conld take
entire charge of a small Nursery. Well up in Gtowing

Cucumbers and Tomatos, and Cut Flowers for Market.

—

Age 38, married.- C. R., 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN (Working). —Situation wanted
in good establishment; thoroughly experienced (thirty

years) in Roses, Fruits. Conifers. .V . Expert Koifesman ;

has held good positions in le.iiing nurseries.;—^ROBERTS,
5, Bruntwick Street, Liverpool.

MR. LOW, Euston Hall, can recommend
E. IBELA.SD as FOREMAN (Bead, or good Second).—

Married ; life experience in good establishments. Distance no
objection.—Heath Cottage, Oaterham Valley.

FOREMAN (General, or gocd Inside).

—

Age 28; life experience ; four ^ea^4 as Foreman. Two
years in present situation. Good references,—W. GILL, The
Gardens, Colston Bassett, Bingham, Notts.

FOREMAN.—Age 28 ; life experience in
general routine of Gardening with House and Table

Decorating, also Orchide. Good references as to abilities.

—

FOREMAN, 1, MyrUe Cottages, Th- Rushett. Long Ditton,
Surrey.

FOREMAN ^(Greenlees).—Age 28 ; thirteen
years' practical experience. Inside and Out. Table

Decorations. Good references from present and previous
employers.—ALFRED SKINNER. Highcliffe CasUe. Hants.

JOURNEYM^~( Inside, or Inside andfOut)^
—Age 22; abstainer; good characters from previous

employers. Disengaged. — W. WALDRON, Cross Ways,
Eogliehcombe, near Bath.

JOURNEYMAN (Second).—Age 19; under
Glass four years. Highly recommended by Head Gar-

dener. — HEAD GARDENER, Houghton Lodge Gardens,
Stockbridge, Hants.

JOURNEYMAN, in the housei, aged 20 ; five

years' experience. Good character, bothy preferred.-
F.TOWNSEND. The Gardens, Sandhurst Lodge, Well. CoUege
Station, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses, or Inside and
Out.—Age 19}; five years' experience ; good knowledge

of Plants. Good character. Abstainer. — W. WEST, 26,
Devonshire Street, Brighton, Sussex.

1 OURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good establish-
•J ment.—Age 21 ; four years' experience. Good reference.
Bothy preferred.—E. WISE, The Gardens, Oak Hill, Eaat
Bamet, Hert«.

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Under).
—Age 21 ; used to Inside and Outride Gardening; good

characters from previous employers. Disengaged.—A.
PRO WTINQ, 5, Athford Koai, Feltham, Middlesex.

VfR. GEORGE, Champneys, Tring, can very
i-'-t- highly recommend a young man for Flower Garden
and Pleasure Grounds. Most energetic and obliging. Married,
one child.

TMPROVER, Inside.—Youth, age 17^; t?fo
-1- yearb* flzperieace. Qojd character. Abstainer. LeaTiog
to improve. Bjthy not objectel to.—F. THOHSrO.V, Corzou
Street, Slough.

TMPROVER, under Glass.—Age 19 ; five years
X expeiience in Nursery, Inside. Highly recommended.
Abstainer.—C. LOVBLL, 3, Perdiswell Street, Worcester.

IMPROVER.—Young Man (19), who has had
four years' experience in the Seed department of a

Nursery, desires a situation as Improver.—H. C. THORNTON,
Clappers, Crawley, Sussex.

To FRUIT GROWERS.—Young Gentleman,
two years with ^fr.'Emmerson of Swanley, leeks situation

asIMPBOV'KB; under Glass preferred. Good knowledge of
Tomato, Cucumber, and Chrysanthemum-growing, bmall
salary.—1. StockGeld Boad, Streatbam. S.W.

A LADY wishes to place a clever Lad (age 16)
under good Gardener. Excellent character. Wages

less object than careful traioing. — Mra. WUITEWAY,
Hemiogford Grey, St. Ive^, Hunts.

TO GARDENERS. — Young man, age 20
tequirea situation under Foreman. Good references

Four years' experience, chietiy in Stove and Orpeohouses
good Table Decorator. — T. BENNETT, 53, Kettering Road
Korthampton.

''FO NURSERYMEN.—IMPROVER, ageiiOi ;

JL thrM and a half years in Market Nurseries, teetis

situation in Nursery (Inside),—B.. 2, Horndean Villas, Hat-
field Boad, 9t. Albans.

To NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS. —
Situation wanted, by a young man (age 26). Ten years'

experience in good London Nurseries. Good references and
charaoter.—H., 3, Stanborough, Lancast^ar Boid, New Barnet.

SITUATION wanted as Second of three in
good eitablishmeot, Plants preferred

;
good reference.

State wages, with bothy, !k.c. ; 6ve years' experience.—J. B.,

54, Hadlow Boad, Tonbridge.

YOUNG MAN, age 20, seeks situation.—Well
up in Ferns, and general Pot Stuff. Four jears' good

character. Abstainer.—W. G., 2, Aberdeen B^id, Upper
Edmoo ton, K.

SHOPMAN, — Age 25; ten years' practical
experience in all branches. Good referdncea.—C. B.,

41, WelliDgton Street, Strand, W-C.

SHOPMAN (Head, or Second), or would
travel. Gcol connection. Seventeen years Seed and

Bulb Trade. Highest references. Disengaged when suited,

HONESTY. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 2S ; twelve years' experi-
ence in g od gardens. (>ood references.— G. LEWIS,

Little Faringdon, Lecblade, Gloucestershire.

SEED TRADE. — Situation wanted ; eight
years* practical experience in Garden and Agricultural

Seed^i, and all office work. Good references and character.—
GBENETIER, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE,—Situation wanted as SHOP-

MAN. Six years* practical experience in all braoches.
Gojd referencej.—A. H., Mr. Quive-, The Town, Enfield, N.

SHOPMAN, or TRAVELER. — Situation
wanted by a young man^ age ^4, m a good Seed House.

Has had ten years' experience in the Nur&ery and Seed
Tra'^e. Good education, and business abilities. Ghx>d Sales-

man.—J. H. IBED4.LE, 45, John Street. Workington.

'^''O FLORISTS.—Young Lady seeks situation
X. in a good Florist*s as SECOND HAND. Has had West
End experience,—B. S., 9S, Bamsbury Boad, N.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H.R.H, THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MAGKENZIE & MONCUR. L
!..- i .1 -.'<

INTERIOR OF PALM HOUSE ERECTED AT WINDSOR CASTLE GARDENS .

ho;rticultural buildings.
IMPERISHABLE TEAK-WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.

HOTHOUSES IN WOOD OR IRON OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

, *TD.,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS.

LONDON OFFICE—8, Camden Road, N.W.
EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, Victoria Road.

We are at jiresent engaged on Contracts /or the following :—
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, Sandriogham.

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER, Eaton Hall, Chester.

LORD IVEAGH, Farmleigh, Castleknook, Ireland.

COUNT MUNSTER, Maresfield Park, Sussex.

SIR W. D. PEARSON, Bart., Paddockhurst, Sussex.

W. E. GEORGE, Esq., Downside, Bristol.

EDMUND S. HANBURY, Esci, Poles Park, Ware, Hertfordshire.

H. S. CLAY, Esq., Ford Manor, Lingfield.

CAPT. BAIRD, Exning House, Newmarket.

A. BEIT, Esq., Park Lane, London.

&c., &o., &o.

HEATING.
Mansion Houses, Churches, Schools, and other Public Buildings

Heated and Ventilated in the most efficient manner.

AV. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERT DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ifc

BTTILDEB, TO THE PRINCIPAL GBOWEBS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

VINEBIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial commnnicationB Bhould be addressed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " Tlie Publisher," at the OiBoe, 41, Welliugtoa Street, Covent Oardeo, London, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bridbuby, Aqmew, * Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesei, and published by

Easbt aiu.ABD OOTE, at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Oorent Oaidta, ia the said County.—3AICBDAr, October 10, 1899, Agent far Manohejter—JOH.t Setwooo.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In conseqicence of the alteration of the hour of
going to PresSy consequerit on the large increase

in the circulation, it la i^nperative that all Copy
for Advertisementa should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest,

PELARGONIUMS and CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.—Just DOW our display of these is said to be

much the best we have ever had. We should feel a reU
pIeaf>uTe in shoning all interested : our many seedlings of both
thfat we have been working for so many years to attain per-
fection, are a great move onwards. To all thoee notable to
journey, a Catalogue shall be sent, post free.

H. CANNELL and SONS, Swanley. Kent.

Magnificent New Yellow Self Carnation.

/ \UEEN OF THE YELLOWS.—The finest
V^ and most perfect yellow Carnation ever raised ; flow, rs

3 inches in diameter; strong plants, 6s. each. Malmaison
Carnations in best varieties. Bedding and Tree Carnations.

B. 8. WILLIAMS & SON. Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper Hollowar, London, N.

OW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES,
Delphiniuma, Gaillardias, and Pyrethmms.

Catalogue of KBLWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset;. -

ANDSCAPE GARDENING.—W. INNES
STUCKEY, LandBCsps Gardener, 46. Dyne Koad,

Brondesbury, N.W. Thirteen years with Mr. H. E. Milner.

-I AA NAMED HYACINTHS, V2s. ; Splendid
AVV/ Dwarf BOSKS. 6». per dozen. BERMUDA BUTTEK-
GUP, splendid pot plast, 2s. per dozen. Special Trade offers
of Seeds.—SELLENS, Seedeman, Coventry.

N'

I

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE CROCUSES.
A brillaot display of Crocuses in pots can be obtained in

the early days of 6priDg by planting now.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE CROCUSES.
The four Orocusea we offer under the title of Inimitable

are worthy of their name. They are the largest tlowers
known, perfectly distinct in colour, and have no rivals for pot
culture. Sutton's Inimitable White. Blue. Yellow, Lilac-
veined, each per dozen. 8d.

;
per 100. .51. ; per lOOU, 425.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY OIKBOT FBOM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, BBADINO.

ABLE PLANTS.—DRAC^NAS, CRO-
TONS, ARALI43, COCOS. GEONOMAS, &c.

Handsome Plants for "Table Decoration.
B.S.WILLIAMS & SON. Victoria and Paradise Nurxries,

Upper HoUoway. London, N.

Tbe New Favotirlte Dwarf Early Wrinkled Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.—We are in a position
to make advantageous offer of this Pea. Sample and

price on application.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO . Limited, Sleaford.

PEACH and NECTARINE TREES.—Twenty-
four large hairstandard-trained trees, each covering

100 feet super, of trellia, with good fruit-bearing growths.
Will be sold cheap to immediate purcliaAer, to clear house.
For particulars apply to WILLIAM WHITELEY, The

Narseries, Hillingdon Ueath. ITzbridge.

New Catalo^e. Free.

LILIES, CALOCHOKTI, BRODIyEA. —
These beautiful bulbous plaiitt specially described, also

many other varieties. Over fifty awards during the last two
years for novelties and collections of hardy flowers.

B. WALLACE xifD CO., Kilnfield Qardena, Colchester.

NT. ROOZEN AND SON^S CATALOGUE
for AUTUMN. 1896. now ready, oontains Cultural

Directions and full descriptive details of their immense CoUec-
tiODS of New, Rare, and tine BULB3 and PLANTS (101 pages
in English), and will, as usual, be sent post-free on application
to their AgentP, Messrs. Mertkns A Co., 3. Cross Lane.
St. Mary-at-Hill, E.G. ; or themselves direct at Overveem,
near Haarle.m. Holland.
N.B.—No connection with any other firm of the same name.

KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
George Bunyabd 8l Co.. Merchant Nurserymen,

Fomologiata, &c.. beg to say the following Catalogues will be
sent post free :—ILLUSTRATED FRUIT AND ROSE LIST,
siK stamps ; General Catalogue OF ROSES, free ; GENERAL
NURSERY CATALOGUE, free ; HERBACEOUS PLANT LIST,
free; STRAWBERRY LIST (CULTURAL), free; BORDER
CARNATION LIST, free; MARKET GROWERS' FRUIT
LIST, free.—The Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

R Y HARDY TREES
from Chalk Hills, 400 feet high.

FRUIT TREES.— Largest stock in the county, transplanted,
true to name, and free from American Blight.

FOREST & ORNAMENTAL TREES, CONIFERS, ROSES, Ac.
New and Rare Hardy Trees and Shrubs, fltc.

See Planters' Guide and Tree Catalogue (56 pages), post-free.
Rail Carriage paid (up to 65 miles), on Fruit and Rose Trees

value £2 and upwards.
EDWIN HILLIER ASD SON, Nurserymen, Landscapists,

and Contractors. Winchester.

C1UT FLOWERS received on Commission.—
J Plants and Flowers supplied. Cash with order.
W. O. BAILEY, Flowtr Market, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANTED, a large quantity of CALCEO-
LARIA CUTTINGS. Best price given.
'21, St. Mary's Road, Lower Edmonton.

ANTED, CUTTINGS of CALCEOLARIA
(}olden Gem.— State price per 100, to

H. SWANSBOBO, WarSeld Hall, Bracknell,

ORANGE TREES.—WANTED, two pyramid
tiees about 8 to 9 feet high.—State price and particulars

to JOHN COWAN & CO., The Nurseries, GarstOD, Liverpool.

w

BARR'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS,
Barr's Greenhouse Collection ot 300 tine Bulbs, 21s.

Barrs Flower-garden Collection of 700 suitable Bulbs. 211.
Barr's "Amateur "Collection of Daffodils. 3 each of 25 sorts, 21 j.

Barr's " Woodland." 40O bulbs in 20 sorts, 21j.
Barr's Bulbs are all of first quality only, and are sent carriage

paid, on receipt of remittance. Catalogues free.
BARB A SONS, 12 & 13, King Street. Covent Garden. London.

TO THE TRADET^ell-grown DWARF
and STANDARD ROSES from first-class Continental

Grower. Novelties and leading varieties supplied. Special
quotations for large quantities.

Cross of Honour, World's Exhibition, Amsterdam, Ifc96.

D. KENCHENIUS, Hoogeveeu. Holland.
English Catalogues and prices free on application to agent

—

J. B. REYNOLDS. Beaminster, Dorset.

MR. ROBERT SYDENHAM'S BULBS
are acknowledged by all to be the best and finest-

References can be given to customers in nearly every town in
the United Kiugdom. EMPEROR NARCISSUS, extra fine
bulbs. 5*. per dozen ; average size, is. per dozen. BARRI
OONSPICUUS, 3j. 6d. per dozen ; 26s. per 100. HORSFIELDI,
extra selected bulbs, 2s. 6d. per dozen ; ftood average size,
2s. per dozen ; 16s. per 100. SIR WATKIN. 3s. id. per dozen.
Orders over £&, Ten per cent, discount. Fuji list on applica-
tion. North Tenby Street, Birmingham.

REE TOPPING.—Dangerous Trees Lopped,
Topped, and taken down by experienced Men ; distance no

object.—Apply to J.CARNE, Steam Saw Mills, Tooting,Surrey.

ORCHIDS.—B. S. Williams & Son ha^^
immense stock of clean, healthy plants at low prices.

An inspection invited. Illustrated Catalogue post-free.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

ULBS for BEDDING-OUT PURPOSES.—
Hyacinths, Tulips* Crocuses. Snowdrops, Scillas, Aconites,

&c. : all of best qualities, at most moderate prices. Complete
Collections of Bulbs from 10«. Qd. upwards. Delivered free by
rail or parcel-post.—DICKSONS, Bulb Growers, CHESTER."

B~~ATH'S'CARNATIONS.—My NEW CATA-
LOQUE for 1896, with Cultural Notes, is now ready.

Post Free on application. My collection of Carnations and
Piootees is one of the largest and best in the kingdom, aod
contains all the choicest new varieties. Orders should be
booked at once to avoid disappointment.

R. H. BATH, Wisbech.

90 000 CLEMATIS, IVIES, and other
^yjtfXjyjyj Climbers, in pots. All the best kinds of
above and many other rare Climbers are described in our New
Catalogue, post free,—CLIBRAN'S Nursery. Altrincham ; also
at Manchester, Bangor, and Llandudno Junction.

ALMAISON CARNATIONS, in 4-inoh
pots, 501, per 100 ; Oermania, Reynolds Hole, and

others, strong layers, 13x. per 100.

J. LITTON, Qrosvenor Cottage, Bath.

Contradiction.

SANDER AND CO. do not oflfer £1000 for a
plant of CYPRIPEDIUM FAIRIEANUM ; but for a good

Importation they will, however, give 1000 Guineas for a good
plant in flower of CYPRIPEDIUM INSJGNE, with the flower
or flowers pure white, and of the normal size.

ASPARAGUS for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots. 12s. <od. per 100 ; extra fine, 6 years old,

15« per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, GoMstone, Brighton.

ORDON PEARS, APPLES, &o. — Well-
spurred Fruiting Trees, 5 to 7 feet,

WILL TAYLER, Hampton, Middlesex.

ARNATIONS.—Extra strong layers, Raby
Cabtle and Old Crimson Clove, 12^. per HO, 7s, per 50.

Carriage paid.—GRANGE, Shepperton. Middlesex.

"WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders to
• Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Princeof Wales, H.M. Govern-

ment, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc. Royal
Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of the
Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers.— King's Road, Chelsea, S.W,
Telegraph Address " Hortulanus,LoQdon,"Telephon&,No.£728.
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FORTHCOMING SALES by Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

OENTBAL AUCTION ROOMS and ESTATE OFFICES. 67 and 68. CHEAPSIDE. E.C. CATALOGUES FOR AU. AUCTIONS SENT FREE BY POST ON APPLICATION.

Isleworth.

ANNUAL SPECIAL TRADE SALE
Of thouiands of beautifully erowo Young CONIFBBS and

GOLDEN EUONYMUS for immediate potting, window

boies, or for growing on ; by order of Messrs. Chas.

Lee & Sod.

The Stock comprises thousands of best

GOLDEN EUONYMUS,
and other varieties, in splendid condition and colour,

from V to 15 inches.

Thousands of Small SHRUB 3 for Boies.

20CO CONIFBBS,
including Betinospora plumosa, ditto squarrosa, and plumDsa

aurea ; Golden and Tom Thumb Thui is.

2300 Best GOLDEN PRIVET,
and other vaiietif s for boxing, viz., lucidum, j iponica, and

macrocarps, from 9 to 18 inches, very buahy.

Hundreds of Specimens from the'.r famous collection of

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

FLOWERING TREES,
A quantity of oval-leaf Privet, very bushy, 3 feet.

SCO DWARF TE4. B03ES, of beat sorts, including William

Allen Richardson, Crimson Qloire de Dij>a, Niphetos,

Catherine Mermet, Papa Gontier, &c.

EXTRA STRONG TEA B03E3, and Climbing ditto, in

ai-pota, 6 to 10 feet high, including Qloire de Dijon,

Crimson Eambler, Maicchal Niel, W. A. Bichardson,

and others.

YQCCAS, of sorts; a quantity of berried S0LANUM5,
in 48-pots.

COBOJ 1. SOANDEJJS VABIEGATA, in 48 and in 32-pot8.

850 CLEMATIS JACKMANNI (improved variety), in 48 pots,

in fall dower. Dutch Honeysuckles and other Climbers,

in pDts,

A quantity of 2-year and maiden VICTORIA PLUM3.
RHUBARB, of best soili. Hundreds of CURRANT and

G003EBEBBY TREES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the abDve by AUCTION, on the premises. The
Wool Lane Nurseries, Isleworth (fiva minutes' walk from the

Isleworth Station. L. & S. W. Railway, and twenty minutes'

walk from Oaterley Park Station. District Railway), on
TUESDAY NEXT, October 20, at 12 o'clock.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises ;

at 3t5. Hammersmith Road, W. ; and of the Auctioneers, 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., and Leytonstone.

Great Fruit Tree Sale.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. W. Home. Perry Hill,

ditfi, near Rochester, Kent (adjoining Cliffe Station. South
Eastern Railway), to hold a great FRUIT TREE SALE, by

AUCTION, on the Premises, on WfiDNE3DiY NEXT, Oct. 21,

at half-past 1 1 o'clock,

200,000 FRUIT TREES,
consisting of 110.000 Apples. Pears, Pluma. and Cherries

;

62,000 strong 2 year Crown Bob Lancashire Lad, Whinham's
Industry, and Rifl-?man Gooseberries; 3'i,0)0 Baldwin B!a?k

snd Dutch Red Currants ; 80,000 Faatolf and Norwich Wonder
Raspberries; 100,000 Royal Sovereign, Noble, and Paitou
Strawberries; 30.000 2 year Conoover's C ilossal Asparagus,

half a ton of the new Vegetable, Stachys tuberifera, a few lota

of Early Rivers' Nectarine, new Pears Le Lectier and Con-
ference, new Plum Monarch, new Raspberry Superlative, new
Asparagus Barr'a Mammoth, new Strawberries Stevens'

Wonder and Monarch, lOOOOO Hardy White Cos Lettuce, &c.

Mr. HorDB will cart all lots to rail after the Sale, free of

oharge. Luncheon at 11 o'clock. Sale half past 11 o'clock.

Catalogues may be had on the Premises, at th^ Bull Hotel,

Rochester, and of the Auctionfers anl V. 1 leri*, 67 and 68,

Cbeapside, London, E.C.

Tottenham, N.

Adjoining the Tottenham Hale Station. G.E.R.

GRSAT ANNUAL SALE by order of Mr. Thomas S. Wire.
Three days.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham. N.. on TUESDAY, October 27, and
TWO FOLLOWING D lYS, at 11 o'Jlock precisely each day,
in consfquence of the large number of lots.

?.'00 B0SE3 in pots, extra strong.

lOO.rOO CARNATIONS and PIC0TEE3 in pots, the best
varieties in cultivation,

TREE CARNATIONS.
50.00) Double and Single Tuberous rootel BE30NIAS, pro-

biblr the finest collection in the world.

50 0)0 CLEMlTH and AMPEL0PSI3, and other Climbers.

100,000 3SAKALE and ASPARAGUS. Extra strong Forcing
Stuff, a specialty at this nursery.

10,000 HOME-GROWN LILIES.

200.000 Berlin Crowns LILY of the VALLEY.
FORCING PLANTS and BULBS in endless variety.

200.000 HERBACEOUS PLANTS and MISCELLANEOUS
BULBS, consisting of a large quantity of NABCI3-
SU3, best Forcing as well as Border va'ietiea.

CHEI5TMAS E03ES and other Stock, fully described

in Catalogue.

May be viewel any day pricr to the Sale, Catalogues may
be had on the Piemises, and of the Auctioneers and \'aluere,

67 and 63, Cheaptide, londoo, E.C
J

Sunnlngdale, Berks.
SIX DAYS' UNEESEEVED SALE of exceptionally well grown

NURSERY STOCK.
By order of Mr. Charles NobU.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL .BY AUCTION, on the premises, the Nurseries,

Sunningdale,'clo.se to Sunningdale Station, and within easy

distancs of Bagshot. S.W.R , on MONDAY NEXT, Oct. 19, and
FIVE FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o clock each day. without
the least reserve, several acres of unusually well-grown

NURSERY' STOCK, the whole in the best possible condition

for removal, comprising :
—

10,000 APPLE TREES, standard, pyramid, anl buah,

4,000 LI ME J, 7 to 14 feet,

12 000 OVAL LEAF PRIVET, l.COD bushy AITCUBAS,
3,000 HiEDY GHENT and MOLLIS AZiLE.VS,

thousands of R40D0DENDK0NS, including the best named
varieties and hjl'rids, the finest in theT-ade: Urge quantities

of useful CONIKERS for general planting, and Young stock
forpolting and growing-oo; EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHhUHS, ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREEi, ROSES;
many thousands of BERSERIS AQUiFOLIA for cover plant-

ing, and other Stock, too numerous to mention, the cream of

the Nursery, and the beat i:ver offered to the public.

May be viewed any day prior to the sale. Catalogues may
be bad on the premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

67 and 68, Cbeapside, London, E.C.

Hmworth, Middlesex.
About a mi'.e and a ha'f from the Feltham Station, London

& South Western Railway.

I JPORTANT TO THE TRADE.
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE o! PALMS, FER'^S, and other

STOCK, us'ful to Florists. Market Grower', and others.

By order of Me-srs. W. Cooper. Limited, who are relin-

quishing this branch of their business.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, Coo ler's Nur-
series. Hanworth, Middlesex, on THURSD4Y and FSfDlY*
NEXT, 0;tober 22 and 23. at 11 o'Clock prec aely each day
(in conssqujnce of the large number of lots), absolutely

without reserve,

2) 001 PALMS of sorts, in 43, 60, and thumb-pots, iacludiog
10,n00 KENTIA BELMOBElNAand FOSTERIANA
7 010 LA.TANIA BORBOXIJA
6,000 PHffi^IX RE3L1NATA
50,000 KESTIA and AREC.4.9, scedsin boxes.

20,0.0 FERVS in 4S and flO-pots, consisting of Adiantum",
Lomirias, Pteris, &o. : 2000 pots of SEED-
SPORES, 1000 HEiTH3, 11,000 CYPHRU3
ALTERNIFOLIUS

11 000 GENISTAS, in 48 and 32 pots

1,600 HYDRiNGEAS, OROTO.SS, A3PARIQU3 PLU-
M03US

2.600 VINES, in 48. 24, and 16 pota
2,SjO MAROUERITES, 2 100 ARtLIlS, 1700 CALLA9,

BEQONIIS, SOLANU.Mi
3 2 ROSE-i in pots, in variety

4'.,000 PELIRGONIUMS and IVY-LEVF GERANIUMS.
in 48 and 60-pots; 5JO0 AMPELOPSIS, CLE-
MiTH, and other Climbera

IJ,000 VEROiNICAS
SEVER 4L THOUSANDS of MANETTI STOCKS, and

quantities ot other useful Stock. Also four ustful young
Cart Horses, large pair-horB6 covered Van, Garden Lights, &c.

May now be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Pre-

mi.ei. of Messrs.: W. COOPER. Limited. 7-')5. Old Kent Road,
London, EC ; of Messrs. DOWSON, AIN3LI8 AND MaRTI-
NEAU, Solicitors, 19, Surrey Street, W.C. ; and of tha Auc-
tioneers, Estate Agents and Valuers, 67 and 68. Cbeapside,

London, y.'^.

N.B -The Valuable FREEHOLD NURSERY, coaiprisiog

about 61 tcretof fertile laud, with 52 large Greenhouses Cot-

tages, and Trade Building-*, will ba offered at the Mart,
London. E.C , in one or two lots, at the cud ot the present

month The Outdoor Stock will be sold on the Premises in

November, util iss taken by the purchaser at a valuation.

Maidenhead.
IMPORTANT SALE of choice well-grown Oroameotal Speci-

men SHKUBS and TEEES, FRliir-TREES, &c , by order

of Mr. R Owen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at The Floral Nursetie«, Castle

Hill, Maidenhead, On MONDAY, October 28, at 12 o'clock,

well-grown Ornamental SHRUBS and TKEE3. 100 Specimen
CONIFERS. 6000 SHRUBS and Trets, 4 00 FRUIT-TREES,
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, GAILLiRDIAS, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, ic.
On View. Catalogues on the Premises and of tie Auc

tioaeers, 67 and 68, Cbeapside, London. E.C.

Hollamby's Nurseries, Groombrldge . Tonbridge Wells.
GREAT ANNUAL SALE of young, healthy, and

wen grown NURSERY STOCK.

450 000 CONIPERiE. LAURELS. HARDY CLIMBERS,
E03ES, RHODODENDRONS, AZvLEAS, LIRCH,
SCOTCH and SPRUCE FIRS, (,1UICK, ASH. SPANISH
CHESTNUTS. BIRCH, Weymouth and other PINES,
HOLLIES. YEWS, ORNAMENTAL and FOREST TREES,
and other Stock, in great variety. Also .'iO PIGS. By order

of the Executors of the late Mr. Edwin Hollamby.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, Octobsr 29 snd SO, at 12 o'clock

each day.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioceera and Valuers,

67 and 68, Cbeapside, London, E.C.

Famham, Surrey.
About 1 mile from Farnbam Railway Station, on the

L. & S.-W. Railway.

GREAT SALE of NURSERY STOCK,
By order of Mr. S Bile.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS wil
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Alma Nur

series, Famham. on TUESDAY, November 3, and TWO FOL
LOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Clock each day—

10,000 FEUIT TREES,
comprising Dffarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots;
S-andard, Pyramid, and Horizontal Apples, Pear?, and Plums.

1500 RHODODENDRONS.
2^ to 4 feet, beautifully set with bloom buds,

10,000 STANDARD AND DWARF E0SE3,
by name, comprising the choicest sorts in cultivation.

200,000 fores; trees, splendid stuff, all transplanted.

100,000 strong QUICK.
Thousands of ORSAMENTAL TREES and FLOWERING

SHKUIS.
EVERGIREEN, CONIFER.!!:, and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

in great variety.

May be viewed any day prior to the S lie. Catalogues may
be bad on the Premi es, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and
68, Cbeapside, E.C. and Leytonstooe, E,

Normandy, near Guildford, Surrey.
The Normandy Manor Estate, adjoining the Wanborough

Bailway Station.

NOTICE OF SALE BY TENDER,
TO WIVD UP THE ESTATE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL BY TENDER the remiiDiDg sev.'n

lots of the FREEHOLD PROPERTY, known aa the Normandy
Manor Estate, comprising in all 18ii. 3r, 3ip , which will

include the unique and model Nu'sery and Fruit Gar.len,

known as the Manor Nurseries, of 41a. 3r. 3Sp. ; two prodae-

tive Freehold Farms, including valuable enclosures of arab'e

and rich pasture land ani several choice freehold sites for

building, all situate in the parish of A%b, in the county of

Surrey.
Forma cf Tender m%y be had on the premises ; at the White

Lion Hotel, Guildford; of Massrs. J. & T. PARROT. Solicitors,

Aylesbury; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 6S. Ch^apsidt*,

London, EC Tenders will be received at the OITi ^es of

Messrs. PROTBEROE and MORRH, 67 and 6S, Cheapsid^
London. E.C, uutil 12 o'clock noon on Thursday next, Oct. 23.

The Vendors do not bind themselves to accept the highest or

any tender.
Auction and Estate Offices, 67 and 68. Cbeapside. E.C.

Friday Next, October 23.

SALE of RARE and SPLENDID TYPE-) cf CATTLRYA«,
obtained from the Southern Slip s of the SANTAYUNI
DISTRICT, Th-B Cattleyd gigiH, Sanderti' seoli m, m xed
with C. aurea cbrysotoxa, is the non-plu-^-ultra of all that

is finest in the Catt^eya family, and believed to be an
even fiaertypetbin thoae previously obtained from San-
tavui-i. The plants were gathered on a tmall mountain
range, and our man saw in bloom this grand type of

aurea, the fine.t he has yet seen, growing with Cattleya

gigas Sanderse. It was from the Santayuni district we
orig nally imported the regal Cattleya Oweoiana. the rich

purple Rothscbildiana, and the matvel'ous white-sepiUed
and petalled aurea, Mrs. Fred Hardy.

GRAND EXHIBITION CATTLEY AS, a Short-bulbed Montana
Tjpeot Mendelii, from L3sanu8 Nevada, with spikes of a
doz'-n large flowers, which we think points to C ittleya

Sanderian* bsing mixed among them. We gu irantee

them from a district previouily uoiearchel for Orchids.

They are most rem irkable in appearance, with thicker and
larger spikes than any other Mendeli we know of. O,

Sanderiaoa does grow in close proximity, and the plants

consist of a Montana form of C. Mendeli, C. Sanderiaoa, and
natural hybriia between the two. Owing to the great

length of the journey, and the many mishaps which befel

them, the plants are not so fresh 1.8 we should wish, but
the eyes ari firm and quite dormvUt. and we have no hesi-

tation in saying they will plump up and do w^lL We
commend this tpportunity mo't strongly, for the great

cost, and what must alwiys remain a loss will prevent us

ever again sending to this district.

ANOTHER PROPERTY.
ORCHIDS FROM MADAGASCAR.

For absoluf.e Sale.

Some remarkable kinds are among them. 7hey represent

the remains of a big lot of plants collected by a Fiench

militaTy expert, who travelled in Madagiscar, lately deceaiel,

and are sold on account of his widow and children. Among
them are round- bulbed

BULBOPHYLLUMS, MEGACLINUM9, ARACRANrHEi (?),

PHAIUS, in wav of Henryii. in grand order.

.lORANTHUS ZYGOPETALOIDES (?). remarkable-looking

p'ants received under that name.
and plants like VANDA3, many fpparently quite new
OrchidP. Cirrhopetalum macrobruniei, C. Toug*, Cym-
bidium*looking p'ants. Also

LJECIA ORISPA BUCHAMANIANAxCATTLEYA MENDELI
var. DUKE of MARLBOROUGH (uoflowered).

L,1':lIA ANCEPS DAWSONII, grand varieties of CATTLEYA
MOSSI-E. &o., &c.

BIFRENARIA AURANTIACA. ZYGIOETALUM R03TRA-
TUM, a New BRAS9IA (?). STENIA PALLIDA, Ac.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, by order of Messrs.

F. Sander & Co., St. Albang, at their Central Sale Roomn,

67 and 68, Cbeapside, London, E.C, on FRIDAY, October 23,

at half-put 12 o'clock.

On view morniDg of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Wednesday Next.—Plants from the Continent

3C0 AZILEA MOLLIS, 200 A. INDIC4. 60 CAMELLUS, 60

RHODODENDRONS, and 300 Standard, Half-Standald,

ani Dwarf R0>E3.

MESSRS. PROTIIEROE and MORRIS will

include the above in their BULB SiLF, on WEDNES-
DAY NEXT, October 21, at 12 o'clock.

On view mornine of Sale, and Catalogues* had.

DUTCH BULBS.
SALES EVERY DAY (Saturdays excepted).

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, B.C., EVERY DAY (eicepting

Saturdays), at 12 o'clock, lirge consignments cf NAMED
HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other

BULBS from Holland, received d.rect for Unreserved Sale,

Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers ; together with

white ROMAN HYACINTHS, paper - white NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS, special TULIP3, &o.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Preliminary Notice.

GREAT SALE OF JAPANESE LILIES.

MESSRS. PROTIIEROE and MORRIS will

offer by AUCTION, on THURSDiY, October 29,

68, 00 JAPANESE LILIUM LONGIFLORUM
14,200 „ „ AURATUM
20 000 ,, ,. LANCIFOLIUM KUBBUM
J,OOD LYCaRIS RiDIATA

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY IILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

\fR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
L'-L he has arranged with seveiiil of the first Nurserymen
iu Holland to Continuously Supply his Sales, during the

present season, with only really First-claaa Bulbs, of the best

quality.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of ROSES,

SHRUBS, PLANTS, &c.

GOO Cboice named Standard, Half Standard, and
DWARF R03ES, frcm a leading Grower in Qetmnny,
including many well-known and popular sorts. (Rot«e3

from this grower sod last autunon and spring have given
the greatest satisfaction (during the past summer. )

LirKC Importations of Small baautlfully-grown
COVIFER^ and various ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS,
FLOWERING ar.d FhUIT TREES ; ,101 DWARF ROSES,
CLtvIBINQ R0SE5: AZAT.EA MOLLH, RHODODEN'-
D^ONS a variety of LILI"MS, &o,, from Holland.

Azilea iQfilca, well set with Buds ; Palms In variety,
from Ghent; and a felection of Englislt grown PALMS,
A^HIDISTRAS, FICUS, and other STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS.

A flue Collection ci SPECIAL Hf ACINTHS, for Gliss
or Pot Culture, inoluding many of the best sorts, f om a
trustworthy grower,

DAFFODILS, GLADIOLI, VALLOTAS, SNOWOROPS, IRIS,
JXIAS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, rare NAhCISSUS.

30,000 FORCING BULBS, from France.
anemone FULSENS, PANCRATIUMS. SPIR.El JA-

PONICA, SPIR.EA ASTILBOIDHS, DIELYTRA SPEC-
TABIOE ROSEA, and—

20,000 Best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Eoom", 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 21,

at half past 12 o'Ciock precisely each day.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
AN a SATURDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, as above, at half-past 12 o'Clock
precisely each day—

GRAND IMPORTATIONS^ DUTCH BULBS
FROM LEADING GROWERS.

in the finest possible order, and specially lotted to suit both
large and small buyers. A large quantity of

FRENCH FORCING BULBS, LILIUMS, &o
Oa view mornings ^of Sale, and Catalogaea had.

SneppeTton-on-Thames, Middlesex.
EVENING SILK of 70 frrst-c'-ass Plo'3 of FREEHOLD LAND.

Yl ESSRS. GOUGH and DOVE will SELL
CtI the above bv AUCTION, tt "Railway Ho'el,"Shep-
perton, on WEDNESDAY, October 21, at 6 o'Clock.

NOTES :-
60 Plots, 40 feet frontage by 200 f«et deep.
10 Plots, from J acre to about 2J acres.
Payments by Instalments.
Free Conveyances.

J mile from Station,
17 miles from London.
Excellent deep loamy Eoil suitable for Tomatos.
Good position for erection of Greenhouses.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale ol Messrs. CURRIE,
WILLIAMS AND WILLIAMS, Solicitors. ,'2, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, W.C; and of GOUGH AND DOVE, Auctioneeis,
SuDtury on-ThameP, S W , and 2. Tokenhouse Buildings, E.C.

Addlestone.Eutrey, close to Station.—Clearance Sale.

MR. BOWER is instructed by Mr. .Tames
Hoade to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as

tbjve, ou THURSDAY, October 22, 1893. at 12 for 1 o'Clock,
including 600 CHRYSANTHEMUMS, best market sorts; 250
large WHITE AZALEA ; 2i)U MAIDENHAIR FERNS, ASPA-
RAGUS PLUMOSA, POINSETTIA PULCHERRI.MA, a quan-
tity of SHRUBS ; nine Spjn-roof GREENHOUSES. 10 by 10

each; HOT-WATER PIPE j ; nearly new CLIMAX BOILER.
May be viewed any day prior anil morning of bale. Cata-

lu/ues on the Premises, and of the Auctioneer, Addlestone,
Surrey.

ABOUT Six Acres of FREEHOLD LAND
old pasture, with rich yellow loam, admirably suitable

for Horticultural Purposes. Within Two Minutes of Railway
Station, and close to main Road. Fine open poeitioo, ten
miles north. Portion may remain on mortgage if required.

—

Full particulars from MARK GILBERT, Auctioneer. Enfield
Uilthway, Middletex.

I7OR DISPOSi L,-SMALL NURSERY, in
A. Kood Re ideatial Suburb of Birm^neham. Suit either
General Nursery or Market-work. About 1 \ Acre Land. Four
Houses, each 90 feet by 12 feet, heated throughout by hot
water. Stock optional. Price moderate. Particulars of

—

HODGES, Nursery, King's Heath, Birmingham.

FOR SALE, FREEHOLD NURSERY,
THIRTEEN GREENHOl'SES,

well built and well stocked. Full particular?*.

J. H., Fernhead Nursery. PlautatioQ Road, Hextable, Kent.

N^
URSERY PREMISEs7con8i8ting of "well-
built Houie, large Conservatory, 3 Greetihoused, Stable,

CarNf-hed, Ac. The FreehoM to be Sold. For full particulars
apply to MARK GILBERT, Auctioneer, Enfield Highway,
London, N.

SMALL NURSERY TO BE LET, with
two Greenhouses and Conservatory, fitted with Boiler

and Pipes. Full particulars on application.

Swiss Nursery, Ferry Vale. Forest Hill, Londoa.

WANSTEAD. — Ten minutes' waTk from
Sraresbrook St-atiOD, Woodford Line, G.F.R Seven

miles from London. TO BE L^lT. or LEASE SOLD. WOOD-
BINE NURSEXY, situate as abore. abDut 1 a-re, h Mcdern
Gre'-nhou-es, 750J (-up t. feet heited upin bf.-*t hot water
principlis (Folio 889y) -P^rticuhri of PROTaEROE ami
MORRfS, G7 and 68, Cheapside. E.*^.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticul-
tural Market Garden and Estatb Auctioneers and

Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., and at Leyton-
stone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SA.NDER'S.St. Albans. The «neel

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

EVEhY GARDENER should send post-oard
for NEW ILLUSTRATED LIST of TEAK WOOD RE-

CEPTACLES 'or growi "i» Plants. Fern", and Orchids ; cheaper
than pot wire.—'J, K. WE9T, F R.H.8., Rouodhay, Leeds.

Impartmt to the Trade aud Large Bayers.

APPLY to GODWIN AT ONCE for his
S-PSCIAL OFFERS of the BEST DERBYSHIRE

SPAR aud TnFA.—The Rosarium, Athbouri.e.

To thoae Re-plantlng Bearing Peacb-trees.

WICETON has some very fine, young,
• dwarf-trained and half-standard well bilanced.

fibrouslyrooted bearing Trees, ty offer " from Soulh Walls."
Price on eppli'lltion.-GRANAED NURSERY, PUTNEY.

Seakale, Raspberry canes. Popples, ftc.

FOR SALE, 60 Clumps of Oriental POPPIES,
Scarlet, :i and 4 jearsold ; about 500 head of SEAKALF,

5 RASPBERRY CA.SES, and a quantity of RHUBARB
PAGE (opposite church). Hornsey, N.

500,000 Tlirtvln|%ou^g

FRUIT TRIES for SALE,
Ol'' THE Choicest Market Sorts, iw Large or

Small Quaktities.

CATALOGUES on application of—

J. SMITH & SON,
Market Qari>eners and Fruit Tree Growers,

SIPSON, WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX,
And 458 & 459, CoTEST GARDEN Market, Loxdon.

EXHIBITIONS.

F. FOX, Hon. Sec,

KENT COUNTY CHRYSANTHEMUM and
H0RTICULTUR4L SOCIETY'S GRAND ANNUAL

EXHIBITION of CBRYSANTUKMUM5 and FL0WER3.
FRUITS and VEGETABLES, at the Rink Hall, Blaciheath.
opposite South Eastern Railway Station, on October 28 and
29, 1891. Schedules OD appUcatiOD to
The Gardens. The Cedars. Lee, S.E.

WATFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

President—The Rmht Hon. the Earl of Clauen'DOX.
The ELEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITIOM of CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS, and other Autumn FloweiB and Fruits, will be
held in the Clarendon Hall. Watford, on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY, October 27 and 2S, 1896, when Prizes to the
value of £150 will be competed for.

EULI-.S FOH Memiiership.
A SubjCTiber of 'Js Od. »hall be encitled to One Admission

Ticket and Two Eihibits.
A Subscriber of 5s. shall be entitled tfl Two Admission

Tiolets and Four Exhibits.
A Subscriber of \Qs. (•hall be entitled to Three Admission

Tickets and Six Exhibits.
A Subscriber of 205. shall be entitled to Four Admission

Tickets, and to Exhibit in all Clashes open to him.
Members must reside within a radius of fifteen miles of

Watford.
There are also fifteen classes for Cottaf<era without

entrance fee.

The String Bind of the Herts Yeomanry Cavalry (hy per-
mission of Colonel the Right Hon. the Earl of Clarendon),
under the direction of Bandmaster W. T. Graven, will be in
attendance both afternoons and evenings. Applications for
Membership, Schedule of Prizes, Entry Forms, &c., to be
made to CHARLES R HUMBERT.

Hon. Secretary ani Treasurer, Watford, Hert^
Entiies close on Thursday, October 22.

EASTBOURNE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S CHRYSANTHEMUM and FR0IT SHOW,

November .3 and 4, 18S»i.—SEVERAL OPEN CLASSES for

Cbrysanthenoumi and Fruit: Good Prizes. Schedulea now

'Z'l^x,
'^PP'"'^'''"'" ^°^„

,. E. A. NEWMAN. Sec,
21, Brooklyn Terrace, Eastbourne. [___J__

LOWESTOFT ANNUAL CHRYSANTHE-
MUM SHOW, Norember 4 and 5. Prizes, upwards of

£30. Entries close October 31.

Hon. Sec , J. GUILD LING, Lowestoft.

ALTRINCHAM, BOWDON, SALE, and
DISTRICT CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

GRAND SHOW of CHRYSANTHEMUMS, WINTER
FLOWERS, FRUIT, *c., Nov. 6 and 7, 1896. Cash Prizes

and Medals, value £60. Entries close Oct. 30. Schedules free

from CHAS, HEWITT, Sec, 7, Sandiway Road, Altrincbam.

H~
^Db¥RSFIELD and DISTRICT CHRYS-

ANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
The SIXTH EXHIBITION of the above Sooiety will be held

in the Town HsU. Huddertfield, on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
DAY', Kov. 10 and 11. 1S96. Entries close on Tuesday, Nov. 3.

Entry Forms and Fchedules may be obtained from

—

JOHN BELL, Hon. Sec. Mar&h, Haddersfield.

H I G H T O N CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW.

NOVEMBER 10 and 11.

Entries close November 4. Schedules and particulars of

THE SECRETARY. 87, Western Road. Brighton.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

GREAT JUBILEE FESTIVAL AND

EXHIBITIONS.
ROYAL A(,>UAKIUM, WESTMIN.STER,

November 3, 4, 5, and 6.

£750 in Money Prizes, in addition to Valuable Piecrs of

Plate, Cups, Medals. &c

SCHEDULES OF PRIZES on application tc—

RICHARD DEAN, Secretanj, Ealing, Londoa, W.

NOTICE.
HARRISON'S VEGETABLE and FARM-

KOOT SHOW
Will be held on WEDNESDAY. November II. and THREE
FOLLOWING DAYS, at their Warehouse. Welford Road,
Leicester, when Silver and Bronre Medals and valuable Money
Prizes will be offered in competition amongst their numerous
customers. All goods should be addressed to the Firm,
Carriage-paid. No charge will be made for staging.

Empties will be retu-ned.

HARRISON ANli SONS, Seed Merchants, Leiceiter.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, Standard-
trained Fruiting Trees; Grape Vineo, good solid Canflfl;

also Fig Trees in Pots. Worth a visit.

WILL TAYLEB, Hampton. Middlesex.

ROSE TREES (Dwarf), H. P.'s, 5^. per doz.,
25». per 100. Good Plants. Leading Sorts, my selection.

Cas.h with order.

W. MAGNESS. Rose Grower, King's Acre, Hereford.

OR SALE.—TWO LARGE PALMS (Sea-
foithia elegans), in New Square Oak Tubs; 15 feet high,

and 7 to 8 healthy leaves. Any reasonable cffer to—
FETEBS, Giron's Grcve, Icalberhead.
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RETARDED LILY CROWNS!!
Bny RETARDED LILT OF THE VALLEY CROWNS

for Flowering before CbrlstmaB.
No Tbouble, no Loss and Disappointmemt.

Write at once to

—

T. JANNOCH, DERSINGHAM, NORFOLK,
For Prices, &c , as Stock is limited.

Dutch Bulbs.

FOR CASH WITH ORDER, we send FIRST-
CLASS HYACINTHS, at the toUowiDg prices ;—

S. ROSE NORMA per 100 9s

8. WHITEBABON VANTHUHL per IQO 9J.

8. RBD GERTRUDE per 100 8»

LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS per loOO 20i,

S. TULIPS LA REINE per 1000 it.

YELLOW PRINCE per 1000 I5s

„ DUCHESSE DE PARMA par IOlO 7«.

KEJZERSKROON per 1000 14s

LIL.LANCIFiilIUM ALBUM per 100 9s

., ,. RUERUM per 100
GLADIOLI SPJLLACERUS EXTRA per 1000 20s.

Please note all piices being for first-class Bulbs. Mixed
HYACINTHS, at 60«. per 1000. Apply to

M. VAN TIL, Wannond, HoUand.

TO THE TRADE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
ALSO

SEEDS Of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERINQ
SHRUBS and TREES, obtainable from

NIMMO AND BLAIR,
Seed Merchants and Seed Qroweis, Dunedin, New Zealand.

London Agency :—W. O. INNES and CO., 32, St. Mary Axe.
Catalogues Exchanged.

TO THE TRADE.

DUTC H BULBS!
FRENCH BULBS and ENGLISH BULBS.

See our Special Wholesale CATALOGUE of BULBS,
containing List of all the Best Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Llllums, Daffodils, Snow-
drops, Iris, Fseonles, &c., free on application.

Pleass compare our Prices bifore sending your Orders abroad

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
Seed and Bulb Merchants,

Exeter Street. STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

,,^ FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT^

NOTHING
so

PROFITABLE
AND

EASY TO GROW.
80 Acres of Saleable Trees.

Eu«Ii
an'l

In vuri'ty Packl* (*

[|i:iKO Kn.fi. lor i-i.^li

't'l, 8s. per doicu,
60a. per 100.

Ali other Nursery Stock

Jorward
^I5si«

Trees, 01 Acres. Four Acres of Glass.A SuperbCollectlon of Herbaceous Plants.
OlematlB (80,000) from 16s. per doz.

N.B.—6';«i'/^ riunts are sold at slightly
~ increased prices.

Lists }•'}€€.

GENERAL CATALOGUE.— ('H-.t 17(1 pn;:.-)
ot Nm-h.-ry Stuck. arti.sti.Mlly pmilii. i>il. i m,i

t;iiiiiii- si^iiie liiin.ln.-:d8 or illii.stmtlun^, ,'.ii<l full <-i

VuJuablu litfuniiatli'ii, fn-e uii nr.'ipt ni ::ii. i.n-

poataye. I'Icaao iiicDtiuu ttiis pajM r.

RICHARD SMITH & CO.,WORCESTER

For Outdoor & Indoor Culture.

Large Collections of all the very Best Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

Irises, Lilies, &c.
Only the very best supplied. Frices extremely moderate.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FBEE ON APPLICATION.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.

(ANT'S
^ World-renowned

R©SES.

FOR Catalogues apply

BENJAIYIIN R. CANT,
Rose Grower, COLCHESTER.

WORLD-RENOWNED BULBS.
Well Ripened, and in Splendid Condition.

HYACINTHS for Pots, f s. to 9j. Der dozen.

HYACINTHS for Exhibition, lOs. 6<Z. per dozen.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, in distiDct colours, 17s. M.
per 100.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, all shades mixed, 13<. (d
par 100.

TULIPS, Single and Double, mixed, 2<. M. per 1 .0.

DAFFODILS. Double, 4s. per 100.

CROCUS, mized, 10s. M. per 1000.

ILLVSTR.iTBD CATALOGUE Gratis anil Tosl-iree.

B.S.WILLIAMS&SON
victoria and Paradise Nurseries.

TTPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ALLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty years.

MaideDs, 5s. ; 2-yr,, 7s. 6d. each ; larger to 21s. each
aBORQE BUmCARD and CO., Maidstone.

Distributed in November.

HEASANT-EYE NARCISSUS.— Genuine
bulbs 3s. per bushel, hi. two bushels. Mrs. Sinkins

CARNATION, Is. lar(;e clump. Cash with order.
CARTER, 20, Windmill Street. Oravesend.

HYACINTHS, fine named, from 2s. per dozen.
TULIPS, fine named, from 2s. per 100.

DAFFODILS, finest Trumpet sorts, mixed, 3s. per 100 ;

26s. per 1000 (worth more than double). All other Bulbs
equally cheap and good. Send for Price List to
MORLE AXD CO., The Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W.

riA AAA EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
*-'V/lVV/V all splendid bnshy plants.—QREEN : 12 in.
to 15 in., at 30i. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 55s. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. per 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.
GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3j. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Qoldstone, Brighton.

STRAWBERRIES. — STRAWBERRIES.—
All the leading varieties, in strong runners and in pots,
ready for immediate delivery. Descriptive Catalogue on
application.

BULBS—The best procurable, at low prices. Catalogue free
on application.

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Worcester.

EUCHARIS, strong and olean, in 32's, some
throwing upflower-spikes, 30s. per doz. Winter-flowering

CAKNATIONS. in48'8, splendid stuff , 12s. doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in 48*8, extra bushy, 10s. per doz. Samples and names on
application.—WALSHAW and SON, Scarborough.

OIANT BERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY.
WICETON'S well-known GIANT BERLIN

• LILY OF THE VALLEY.- 100.000 Planting Crowns
a* 1 3s. 6d. per 1,000, 1 and 2 years ; also a few thousand retarded
Crowns. Price on application to—

W. ICBTON'S, Putney. S.W.

STRAWBERRIES, Strong runners.—RoyalO Sovereign, 2s. 6d. per 100; Sir Joseph Paxton, Is. 6d. por
100 ; Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Is. 6<i. per 100.

RASPBERRY CANES.
Carter's Prolific, 3s. per 100 : Semper Fidelip, 3s. per 100

;

Hornet, 3s. per 100. Special quotations for large quantities.
Carriage paid on orders of £1 value,

JOHN CHIVERS, Histon, Oambrid|;e.

A FEW HUNDRED TRUE

PINK MALMAISON LAYEES,
At 30s. GEKMANIA., cheap, to clear.

BROTHERSTON. Prestonkirk. S^^otland.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS 1—
(TRADE):—FerQ8, in 2i-inch pots, Stove and Oreen-

house, 30 best^elllngsorts, 125. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48*8. 10 best

selling sorts, 6i. doz. ; strong seedhnRs. 6j. 100. 50j. 1000; Adi-
antum cuneatum, id 48's, for cutting, 6). and 8s. doz, ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly. 16s. and 20s. 100; Cyperua,
Aralias, Grevilleas, Begonias, Geraniums, and Solanumf, in

48's, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette, Chrysanthemums,
and Erica gracilis, in 48's, 9s. per dozen ; Ficus, Palms,
Draceeoas, Crotons, and Bouvardias, in 48'8. 12t. per dozen ;

Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.—J, SMITH, London
Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

UTB^USH ' S mYlL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Muah-
roomq. and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6s. per bushel, Is. extra for
package ; or, Is. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. OUTBUSHandSON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries. London, N., and Barnet. Herts.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

OHOIOE DENDBOBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write for List.

lAMCC PVDLIUD exotio nurseries,
J/ilVlliO L/irrllLl\, CHELTBdHAM.

20 ACRES' ™'T TREES.
^a ^^ f^ ^0 I 1k^r 1° All t.he best sorts and forms,

for the Villa, Garden, or the
Orchard. Free from Blight and Disease. Clean, healthy
stems and branchep. Carefully pruned in good form. Roots
a mass of fibre. Sizes from maidens to trees 6 to 8 years old,

of many kinds, and all True to Name.

NEW CATALOGUE with Descriptions and Prices post-free.

CLIBRAN & SON.
manchester, bangor, llandudno junction, and

Olbfield Nubseby, Alibimcham.
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EVEBCREEWS.-EVERCREENS.
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

JOHN PERKINS and SON offer the fol-

lovring SHRUBS io la»(fe quantitifls and exo«lI«nt

quility, all baviDg been ncently transplanted.

FNOLISH YEWS, SJ to 3. 3 to 4 4 to 5, and 6 to 8 ftet.

OOLDEN TEWS. 2 to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.

CITPRESSU3 LAWSONIANA, 4 to -5. 5 to 8 and 6 to 8 feet.

THIIJOPSIS BOREALIS, 5 to 6. and 6 to 8 feet.

KSTINOSPORA PL0MOSA, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

,. ,, AlIREA, 3 to 4, and 4 to5feet.
CUrRBSSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTa VIRIDIS, 4 to 5. and

6 to 6 feet

„ ., ALLUMir and FRASERII, 5 to fi feet.

*U0UH1 JAPONICA. IJ to 2. and 2 to 2f feet.

IIO.X:. HANDSWORTH, 2J to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL CAUUASICA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and StoBfeet.
,, ROTUNDIFOLIA, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

„ PORTHaAL, 2 toSfeet,
HOLLY, GREEN, 2^0 3, 3 to 4, and .= to 6 feet.

„ „ SHEPHERDIIand HODQINSir,4to5,and6to6feet.
Special cheap offers on application,

62, MARKET SQUARE MORTHAMPTON.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /<^'
The best HYACINTHS the

WORLD PRODUCES AT

^ 2k «''^''-

Before buying else-

where,fendforour
CATALOGITE
(pkkb) and
compare
prices.

'^.

'<
V̂/
EXPECTED
FAMINE in

HYACINTHS

-O,

To avoid disappointment
OBDER AT ONCE.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed first eire. 10/6 per 100.

V.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Growers A Seed Mercbanta,

34, MANSELL STREET, ALCOATE
LONDON, E.

Ainj The Nursebils. Haarlem. Hoi.unt)

PKELIMINAKY OFFER.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
OFFER :—

ROMAN HYACINTHS, 4|-iQeh and upwards. 13j. id. per 100.

,, ,, smaller 10>. 6ii. „
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 8».

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 5«. „
DOUBLE VAN SIGN DAFFODILS, first size,

imparted bulbs 6f. 6d. ,,

Now ready for delivery.

2j. 6rf. per 100
J
id. doz.

DUO VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet
ARTUS
LA RKINE J
L'IMMACULEB
DUOHESS of PARMA „ I

WOUVEBMAN „ )

CHRYSOLORA ,, 6». per 100; li. 3d. per doien.
Second-size HYACINTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed 14s. Od. per 100.

Named ditto, our selection 18<. id. „
First-size HYACINTHS, the best quality, and

is. to 9s. per dor.

3s. id. per 100
5».

All orders over 5s. carriage paid,

3s. In the £ discount off all Bulbs for " C ish with Order."

CATALOGUES now ready.

firstrclass varieties

NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE
PRINCEPS

Now ready for delivery.

CARAWAY & CO.,
Dnrdham Down NurEsrleB,

Cufton, Bristol.

CHRYSAWTHEMUMS.
THE BYECROFr SET of DRESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps^ Brui-h, and Case, complfte, 10*. 6rf.

Large Forceps for Pulling Centred, 3«. 9d.

Smaller ditto for Dressing. 2s. 9d.

The Best Cups and Tubes are The BECKETT.
All sizes, both for Japanese and Incurved, at 95. per doz.

;

or with additional tube for raiaicg the bloom 3 inches
higher than the ordinary one, 125. per dozen.

The SPRINGTHOKPE, for Japanese and In-
curved, all sizes, !^s. per dozen.

All free for Cash with Outer.

HI I n U C C Ryecroft Nursery,
. V. vUntd, HUBER GRB£N, ^.E^ISpAU,

Royal Parka. &c.—Crass Seeds.

THE COMiMISSlUNliKS of Her Majesty's
Works, &c., are prepared to RECEIVE TENDERS for

the SUPPLY of GRASS SEEDS for use in the Royal Parks, &o,,

during the year 1897.

Forms of Tender, containing full particulars, may be

obtained at this Office any day, except Saturday, between the

hours of Twelve and Tbree.
Tenders are to be delivered before 13 o'clock noon on Satur-

day, 24th instant, addressed to the SECRETARY, H.M. Office

of Works, 13, Whitehall Place, London, S.W., and marked on

the outside, " Tender for Grass Seeds, Royal Parks, Ac."
The Commissioners do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any Tender.

H.M. Office of Works. REGINALD B. BRETT,
12, Whitehall Place, S.W. Secretary.

October 10, 1898.

STRAWBERRIES.—Sir Joseph Paxton, good
strong plants, well rooted, for Sale; Is. per 100, It. id.

per 1000. BBAY, Chandlereford, Southampton.

ALMS.—200 well-grown KENTIAS, 2 feet
high, for sale. Best offer.

H. A., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W C.

KEYNES' ROSES.—Strong and well-rooted.
Thoroughly good and reliable. Catalogues gratis.

KSYNES, WILLIAMS axd CO., Rose Growers, Salisbury.

ENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C. Prompt o&sh.H

«,JUPEKh ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—ThousandsO to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHUB.The London Nursery, «.Maida Vale. London,W.

PEAT.—Excellent Brown and Black Fibrous,
for Rhododendrons. American PI ints, &o.

Sample bag, 2s. id.

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseriea, Camberley,

LARGEPALM, LATANIA BORBONICA,
measuring 12 feet through; also a large THBINAX

ABBOBBA. Will be sold cheap. What offers?

F. J. BOBBY, Margate.

MARIE LOUISE VIOLET.—strong, healthy
Crowns, for Planting in Frames, 15«. per 100. 2s. id.

per dczen ; second quality, 12j. per 100. Cash. Samples sent

for 3 stamps.— J. OLDHAM, Stougbtoo, Leicester.

~M\A\ PR^STANS, L. ANCEPf,
OATTLEYA CRISPA, C. HABRISONia: VIOLACEA,

to hand in tine order,
2s. ii., 3s. ^d., and 5s. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, Londo-, N.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, &s.

B. XND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. EsUblished 1797.

S~
U P E RTaT 1 V EHrTAS PB E R R Y

(Bunyard's true stock).

- The finest Raspberry ever sent out.

Per dozen, 3s., per lOO. 18s ; extra showy, is. per dozen.
Price per 1000 on application.

For description see Strawberry Catalogue.
Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamp'^.

GEORGE BUNYABD AND CO , Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

EXTRA LARCE^Pyramid APPLES&PEARS.
We are offeriog the above, exceptionally cheap, to clear.

6 to 8 ft. high. 2 to 4 ft. through, strong fruitiog trees, grafted.

Our selection, named, will carry fruit this year.
24.'. per dczeu. £i". lOJt. per 100, fr;e on G.W. or S.W. Rails.

JOHN SCOTT ft CO.,
R0Y4L NURSERIES. MERRIOTT. SO.VlEH>ET.

^^ANT'S
WOBLD-FAMED

ROSES
CANNOT BE SURPASSED.

WE GEOW NOTHING ELSE.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

PBICES ABE LOW.

Carefully address

—

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Nursery, Colchester,

VALLEY,
Bulbs of the best quality.

For Sale.

9^ C\(\(\ LILY OF THE
^Ot)\J\J\J Berlin Crowns.
Apply to—
H. SCHMIDT, 4, Mole View Villas, East Molesey, Surrey.

•' Tlie Largest Grower " of

DAPHNE CNEORUM MAJOB,
DAPHNE CNEORUM MAJOR IMPROVED VARIBTY.

Good plants of the above at 63s. to 75s. per 100 ; or from 9s..

to 12s., and l&s. per dozen. Sample plants sent to any addrMS
on receipt of postal order or stamps to A. KNOWLES, Horaell

Birch Nursery, Woking Station, Surrey.

CALCEOLARIAS. — Golden Gem, strong
stocky Cuttings, free from frost, at 2s. per 100. post-free ;

ORNirHOGALUM. hardy white-flowering Bulb; also,

TULIPS, IBIS, and White GLADIOLUS, all fresh from
Borders, at 2s. id. per 100; STRAWBERRIES, Ruskin 1st

Early, Royal Sovereign 2nd, and Latest-of-AlI. These sorts

nearly double the former length of Strawberry seasons. Cash
with order—J. WILLIAMS, Pengwithal, Llangarron, nr. Boss.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most snperb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Doabl*
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for Is.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Teovil, Somerset.

"PUONYMUS, IVIES, &c^

GREEN, 18 to 24 inches, strong bushy plants ... 40s. per 100,
12 to 18 inches ,, 20<. „

SILVER, 13 to 15 inches „ 25s.

OVATA, AMEB. (Golden) 9 to 12 inches „ ... 40s. „
.... ,. 6 to 8 inches „ ... 20s.

IRISH n'lES 5 to 7 feet, staked ex. ex. ... 60s. „
VERONICA TRAVERSII. 9 to 12 inches 5s. „
Extra ftrong 2 and 3 year BLACK, RED, and WHITE

CURRANTS, and GOOSEBEBBIES of all the leading kinds.

Special quotations on application.

WILLIAM POTTEN, Camden Nurseries, Cranbrook, Kent.

icn ApnrQoTREES&SHRUBS.
I 1 1 I U I In r I III 'he finest possible oon-IVw ff^wltlHW ditioD, for The Villa, The
Mansion, The Plantation, or The Game Covert. All in vigorous,

heallhy condition, not stunted, starved, or closely grown and
drawn. Carefully and fre.juently moved, and the roots con-

sequently are a mass of fibre, ensuring safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descriptions of above, and of many
Rare and New Plants, post-free from

—

CUBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham;
Also at MANCHESTER, BANGOR, and

LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

Th.e very best for all purposes.

The result of many years* experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. GEORGE, 14, Redgrave Boad,
Putmy, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islandi : ^ J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON iifD SONS. Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.

Analyaia sent with orders ot ^owt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN,

For destroying Insects on Plants.

Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.

The CHEAPEST and BEST.
Half-pinU \j-^, pints 2/6, quarts 4/6, half gallons 7/6,

gallons 12/6, 5-gallon Drums 10/6 per gallon.

Carriage Paid.

E. G. HUGHES. Victoria Street, MANCHESTER.
Sold by all Seedsmen. Pamphlets free on application,

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859,
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and othep

blight ; 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to IS ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as au emulsion when
paratliQ is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes 1*., 3s., and ICs. Qi.

GJSHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. IJjzes 6i. and Is., from the Trade,

WholeftalG from PRICE S PATKST OANpLg COMPANY
(Limited ), London.
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FRDIT TREES and VINES.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to direct attention to their very fine Stock of all the leading varieties of the above.

CATALOGUES AND ALL PARTICULARS MAY BE OBTAISED AT

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON.
PALMS and DECORATIVE PLANTS.—

ARECA LUTKSCENS, thumbs, 18s. per 100 ; eOV, 36s.

;

48's, 18». doz. ; 32'8, 30j. doz.

ASPARAGUS PLUM03A, 60's, 60f, per 100; 48's. 12)s. per
100 ; true Nana, 24«. doz.

CYCAS REVOLUTA, well established, with good leavef, oi.
and 7s. 6rf. each.

yiCUS ELASTICA. 4S's, 12s. doz. ; 33'i", 18s. doz.
KENTIA SEEDLINGS, from 10». per 100; thumbs, 30>. per I

100 ; eO's. 50s. per ICO. i

LATANIAS, 32'3. from 60s. doz. ; 24'a, from 90s. doz.
LIVrSTONIA ROTUNDIFOLIA. 4S's, 48s. doz ; .li's. 72s. doz.
PHffiNlX RUPICOLA. thumbs, 21s. per 100; eo's, 50i, per

100 ; 48'8, 24». to .^6.1. doz. Cash wil h order.

W. ICETON'S. Putney. S.W. ^ !

Strawberries at Reduced Prices. I

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO. beg to say
they are now offerinjf the best sorts, in fine plan's at

reduced rates. CATALOQUES fre<>.

Royal Nurseries, Maid&tonp.

H. LANE & SON'S
DESCRIPTIVE GATALOCUE OF ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

RHODODENDRONS, CONIFERS,
DECIDUOUS & EVERGREEN TRTES & SHRQBS,

IVIES, CLEMATIS, and other FLOWERING PLANTS, FOREST TREES, &c,,

May he hail on Application at

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED, HERTS.
1.30 .1 crcs arc di.rvlcd to the Cullivaiiun of Nursery fS'.oel: Carriar/i: Paid to London on Orders orer .f 1

.

(^^v^\^(^^oowm^
a ly^^i^ioji is

CnYAUt/JC. C*tfl

tm%)Xm-y 8( ^OH,Caen.CaIV3c(os.Franc6.

COLOURED PLATE AND PRICE LIST TO BE HAD FREE FROM OUR AGENT,

WM. RUSHFORTH, NURSERY MOUNT, LEEDS.
Popular Prices—Fine Plants—Just Ready to Ship Now—Enormous Success.

SALE OF LAST SEASON, £4000 - WORTH.
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ME. WILLIAM BULL begs to intimate that

the followiDg STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
a- e only offered at the specially low prices annexed as long as

uESold, not lets than half-a-dozen supplied of any one kind.

In this list will be fonnd many rare and choice plants not

usuilly sold at anything like the prices.

Per dozen.— «.

CAREX ELE8ANS VAEIEGATA 4

ANTHURIUM SCHEEZEBIANUM 6

ODONTOaLOSSUM CRISPUM 42

SlINTPAULIA lONANTHA 6

KILLINGIA MONOCEPHALA
MACKAYA BELLA
" SWEET .=0P," ANONA SQUAMOSA
" CHERIMOYA." ANONA CaERIMOLIA
PELLIONIA DAVEAUANA
PANICUM VARIEO4T0M
„ INTERMEDIU.M

SYNaONIUM ALBO-LINEATUM
ClF.LOGYNE CRISTATA
CYKTODEIRA METALLICA

,. FULGENS
FITTONIA OIGANTEA

„ ARQYRONEURA
OXALIS BIIPLEURIFOLIA
•'C0NTRAYE8VA ROOT," DJilsTEKIV CONTRA-

YERVA
MILTONIA VEXILLARIA
CLKRODENDEOV BlLFOI'RrANIIM
OENTRiDENIl FLOBIBUND V B03E4.
"ARROWROOT," MARANTA ARUNWSACEA
ANTHERICU.M VARIEGITUM
HIBISl US ROSA SINB-NSIS INrERMEDHTS
SEL4GIKELLA AFRICANA 4 I S. EMILIANA ...

„ FLAGELLIFERA ...6 ,, APODA ...

,. IN^EQUALI FOLIA ... 4 ] .. O.^SIA ...

"HINGEB," ZINGjBER OFFIOINATE
"ZKRUMBET QINQEB, " do. ZKRU.MliET
ABUTILONS of Sorts
AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUM
CATTLEYA MOSSI^
MARANTA NITENS

,, BIOOLOR
BREDIA HIBSUTA
ARAUCARIA BIOWILLII
SONEBILt MACULATA PICTA
PEPBROMIA METALLICA
"ANNAXrO DYB," BIXA ORELLANA
CBOTONS, in variety
DRAC.ENA SANDEBIANA

,. GLADSTONEI
L.ELIA ANCEPS
"BANYAN TBEE," flCUS INDICA
ARDISIA PAYOHPHALA
PIPER ORNATUM
TRADESCANTIA ELONGATA
„ ZEBRINA
,. AUREO-VARIEGATA

DIEFFENliiCHIA MAGNIFICA
„ MEMOEIA CORSI 18 1 D. BOWMANIl
„ BARAQUINIANA 9 „ PICTA

" COFFEE," COFFEA ARaBIuA
CYPRIPEDIUM INSIQNE
NEPHTHYTIS LIBERIOA
EUCHARIS AMAZONICA
CALLIPHBURJA HARTWEGIANA
"CUBEB PEPPER." PIPER CUBtEi
"JAPANESE PEPPER," do. FUT0KAD3UBA
HEMIORAPHIS COLORATA
MELASTOMA MALABATHRICi
BEGONIA ALBO-PICTA
„ SEMPERFLORENS ATROPURPUBEA

" GUAVA"' PSIDIU.M riATTLEYANUM
" PATCHOULI, P0G03TEM0N PATCHOULI
VERONICAS 01 Sorts

OALLA, LITTLE GEM
FOUBCBOYUOA GIGANTEA
CLERODE^DRON MACKOSIPHON
ANTHURIUM GALLEOITIANUM

„ FLORIBUNDA
„ CR^STALLINUM
„ REGALE

"GCARANA TEA,"PAULLINIASORB[LIS
" AFRICAN RUBBER," LANDOLPHCA WATS0NI4NA
PITCAIRNIA ALTENSTEINII

„ CORALLINA
,. PLATYPHYLLA

STROBILANTHUSDYERIiNUS
CYPEBUS LAXUS
" CA8DAM0N," AMOMUM CARDAMOMUM
AMOMUM VITTATUM
VRIESIA BRACHYSTACHYA
' LOQUAT." ERIOBOTRYA JAPONICA
" FEVER - DESTROYING TREE," EUCALYPTUS

GLOBULUS
IMANTOPHYLLUM MIMATUM, good established

imported plants, not yet llowered in this country

FERNS.
CTRTOMIUM FALCATUM FEN80MII
LASTREA CORUSCA (New Fern from Japan) ...

PTERI3 WIMSETTII
NEPHROLEPIS BAUSEI
PTBRIS SERRULATA VOLUTA (New)
LOMARIA CILIATA
BLECHNUM OCCIDENTALE
ADIANTUM CUNEATUM ELEGANS
CHEILANTHUS CHLOROPHYLLA
DOODIA ASPERA MULTIFIDA
PTERIS HASTATA
0YMN0PTERI3 QUERCIFOLIi
A8PLENIU.M BULBIFEBUM
PTEBIS INTERNATA
LASTREA ARISTATA VARI EG iTA

PAIHS.
QEONOMA GRACILIS

SCHOTTIANA
COCOS WEDELLIANA
KENTIA BELMOBEANA

FOKSTERIANA
LATANIA BOEBONICA

12

Per do7.
. 4 u

. 3

. 6

. 3

. 4

. 3
Per doz..60
..9.60
..6
..6
..4

Early Winter-Flowering & Forcing Plants.

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds for forcing,

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering.

BORONIA MEGASTIGMA. Alc bueby plants.

BOUVARDIAS, crowned with flower-buds, including the
latest Noveltie".

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum strain.

CYTISUS- fine ^t^0Dp: plants.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
EFACRIS, of sorts', very fine for winter.

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &C.

GARDENIAS, best sorts, well budded.

PRIMULA SINENSIS ALBA PLENA, in fine varieties.

ROSES, finest Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals, strong plants

fjrown in pots for forcing.

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, Empress, and other kinds.

GRAPE VINES, Canes very fine this y«ar, k. well ripened.

Orders are now being executed for the akcrotin fine conditim.

For Ccmplete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulb
Catalogue, gratis and post-free on application.

VICTORIA & TARADISE NURSERIES,
UPfER HOLLOWAY. LONDON. H. I

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES&R08ES

A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW
OFFERED FOR SALE.

WRITE FOR OUR

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue^

Post Free, Sd.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBRIcaEWORTH, HERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

fOW BEADY.

WILLIAM BULL. F.L S.,
ESTABLISHMENT tuK NEW A.NU BARE PLANTS,

536, EltlG'S ROAD. CHELSEA. LONDON, S.W.

HARPE'S
BULB

CATALOGUE.
Post Free on application to

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,

SLEAFORD.

FERNSPfERNS!!
For Decorative Purposes, or for Potllng od.

50,000 in. 2k-in pots:—Pteris cristata, major,
nobilis, tremula, albo lineata, and Adiantum fulvum, also

Aralias, at 9s. per 100 ; 500 and upwards, at Ss. Gd.

In large 60's, Pteris cristata, nobilis, and albo-lineati cristata,

at 3«. (id. per dozen ; 20x. per lO'J.

In 48's, Pteris cristata, nobilis. major, tremula, Gjmnogramma
aurea, also Adiantum elegans and pubeac«ns, at 4*. 6d.

per dozen.
Above prices are for Cash only. Packing Free,

An Inspection at the Nurseries is Invited,

B. PRIMKOSE,
BLACKHEATH NURSERIES,

ST. JOHN'S PARK, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1896.

THE CHAMPS ELYSEES.

THE recent visit of the Czar to Paris has

boon of some interest from the gardener's

point of view, not only as affording an instance

of the importance of trees in the embellishment

of city streets in general, but more particularly

because of the discussion which has taken place

in this connection on this particular occasion.

The elaborate preparations made by tho

Parisians to decorate theii" beautiful city did not

receive unanimous approval in France, even

among tho most ardent supporters of tho

Franco-Russian eulenti: It was not that

objection was taken to the vast amount of

money spent, but rather to the way in which it

was spent, to the flimsy methods which wero

adopted in many eases, and to tho inartistic

effect thereby produced.

More especially was tho protest made in con-

nection with the " decoration " of the Champs
Elysi'es, where the recent memorablo cyclono

and the subsequent equinoctial gales played

havoc among tho trees. If the beautiful

avenue is really magnificent, as is indeed

generally admitted, then, said the critics,

it was unnecessary to suspend garlands of

variegated paper rosettes to the trees, in

order to atone for the iirematurelj' - fallen

leaves. More than one influential journal

appealed to the authorities to prevent tho

perpetration of the outrage, as it was called,

however natural it might appear to the

theatrical decorators who had been employed to

decorate the line of route. And when, at tho

last moment, it became apparent that the good

counsels would not prevail, the Juurnul des

Dehats cynically suggested that, as birds are

scarce in the Champs Elysees, the addition of,

say, a hundred thousand mechanical songsters

among tho trees would not only attract more

attention to the paper flowers, but would show

their absurdity, and serve, moreover, as an

object-lesson for future occasions, by teaching

that trees may be beautiful even in the autumn,

but that they may be disfigured very easily

indeed.

It may be of interest in this connection to

give a short historical account of the Champs

Elvsees, which now contain more than JOOO

trees. At the beginning of the seventeenth

centm-y the site which the promenade now

occupies was still land in cultivation, with

isolated houses and small gardens attached. In

1616, tho Queen Regent, Marie de Medicis,

purchased a portion of this land, which bor-

dered on tho river, and planted a long private

walk, known as the Cours do la Reyne Mere,

which subsequently, and until the French
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Eevolutiou, became a favourite resort of the

aristocracy.

The celebrated landscape gardener, Le Notre,

afterwards designed the adjacent Grand Cours,

which, towards the end of the reign of

Louis XIV., received its present name of

Champs Elysees. The avenue was lengthened
by the architect Gabriel in 1764, and the

ownership passed from the Crown to the State

in 1792. On condition of further improvement,
it was ceded to the city of Paris by a law of

1828.

The law's delay was a truism also in France
at that period, and it was not until 1S3J that

the Municipal Council of Paris appointed a
commission to rejjort upon the subject, or until

1S41 that any steps for further amelioration

were taken. Not, indeed, that none were
necessary, because the Champs Eh's6es were
described in 1S36 as almost impassable by day
on account of the bad state of the roads, and by
night by reason of the hosts of vagabonds who
frequented them. It would, however, be

tedious to refer to the work which, since that

date, has produced the promenade of which
Parisians are so justly proud.

As regards the various buildings which have
at various times been built in the Champs
Elysees, it may be mentioned that the first

concessions for this purpose were given in the

reign of Louis Philippe for the erection of

various c(//e«and pavilions. During the Second
Empire several structures were added, including

the Palais de 1'Industrie, which, in 1832, was
leased to the State by the municipal council at

a yearly rental of £60. The rent was raised in

1890 to no less than £1000 ; and the total

revenue received by the city of Paris for the

various buildings in the Champs Elysdes

smounted to nearly £11,000 in 1895,

New or Nouw^orthy Plants.

GONGORA SANDERIANA, Krzl, n. sp*

At first sight, I assumed that I had to deal merely

with a variety of Gongora portentosa, Rchb. and

Linden, but an examination of the plant showed so

many differences, that I resolved to establish a now
apeeies. The pseuso-bulbs are nearly 5 inches high,

and towards the base 1.J inch broad, the leaves are

broader, the racemes fewer flowered, 6ve or six in

moat specimens ; and they are provided with pedicels

of the unusual leugth of 4 inches. The side-sepals

are as broad as long, the odd sepal broadly ovate ;

the petals and the column have the same shape as

those of G. portentosa, but the lip is somewha
different. The mesochile, viz., the principal part of

the lip, is low from the base to the middle ; elevated

from the middle to the end, and forms two

square-shaped side-lobes, with the two charac-

teristic bristles on the posterior edges, whilst in

Gongora portentosa the side-lobes occupy the whole

length of the mesochile, ending in two prominent

teeth. The bristles are placed at the anterior edges
;

the lip when seen from the side is much higher in

' Gongyra Sandcriaua, Krzl., n. sp.—Atflnia Gong, por-

tentospe Rchb. f. Bulbis ma:?nis angiiste conoideis obtusia
10—12 cm. altis, basi 4 cm. diam. ; foliiapotiolatis Lite ub-

longis {excl. piidunculo) circa 25 cm. longis, 11 cm. latis

quinquenerviis ; racemo longo i>eiidiilo, 30 cm. cxcedento
pan -ifloro ; bractois miniitia triangnlis, ovariis cum pedi.

cellis 8—9 cm. longia ; aepalo dor3.ali late ovato acuto,

lateralibus majoribua latisaime ovatia (aqullongis ac latia),

acutis aaticii pone apicem ainuatia
;
pctalia craaais carnosia

linearibua anticc arlstatis ; labelli pade deaoendente libelli

bypocbilio rcctangiilc aftixo linear! ; meaochiUo anguato infra

rectilineo marginibus implicatis contigui.s, lobulia lateralibus

errcctis qiiadratis jingulo posteriorc (basin vcr.sus) in cirros

ipsis Ion 'iorea aiiice circinn.atoa prodii'itis, rima inter lobuloe

aiiguata ttiberculo crasso postice (basin versus) ac ito buic
rimfe .anteposito apico mesochilii .acv)tato in cpichilium
lineare semilonginn tenuissiraum anguatato. Florea illua

G. leportontosit Rchb. f. et Linden, magnitudine euperant
color G. galeati^j typicne, Jptroduxlt F. Handf^r, Voru-
eamensis, F. Kriintlin.

'

' ' '

G. portentosa than in the new species. The colour of

G. portentosa, figured in the Bot. Mag., t. 6284, is

white, or partly flesh-coloured, finely spotted with
more or less intense purplish colour

; whereas the

colour of G. Sanderiana is darker, yellowish or

brownish, with numerous rose-coloured spots, espe-

cially on the whitish-yellow petals .and column. The
flowers when fading have the peculiar perfume of

fading flowers of Stanhopea. The characters I

pointed out show a plant very near to G. portentosa,

but as the peculiarities of the lip are of the highest
systematical value, we must admit a new species.

The plant was imported from Peru by Messrs. F.

Sander & Co., St. Albans, aud flowered for the first

time in Augu-t. F. K.

TRICHOPILTA COCCINEA.
By the kindness of Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., we

are enabled to give an illustration of a very fine

specimen of Trichopilia coccinea which he saw in the

of this rarity is as follows :—In Tlie Garden, of

August 21, 1886, is a note mentioning that there are

seedlings of Odontoglossum in Mr. Buchan's collection

at Southampton. At the sale of the collection. General
Berkeley, of Southampton, purchased the seedlings

that had grown fairly strong. In 1893 the first plant

bloomed. It appeared at first sight to be a white-lipped

0. Uro-Skinneri. The Orchid Committee gave it the
A.M. under that name. There was diversity of

opinion, but it was hoped that, given further time
aud more plants, blooming would prove it.

In 1895, Mr. E. Ashworth bought the remainder
of this plant, as well as the other seedlings of the

same batch. I have just had Mr. Ashworth's letter,

s.aying none of his plants will bloom this season,

much to my disappointment, for I hoped that 1896,

being its tenth year, would settle the matter ; but
my plant is the only piece out of the b.atch that

has as yet bloomed. Referring to the correspondence

I have, commencingwith the lateMr. Buchan in August,

1886, I find that his gardener, Mr. Osborne, does not

FlO. 77.—TBICHOPILIA OOCCINBA : GROWN B? HERR OTTO FRCEBEL, ZORICH.

gardens uf Mr. Otto Frnnbel at Zurich, and a photo-

graph of which he obtained, aud forwarded to us

remarking :
" It is one of the finest examples of

successful cultivation I have ever seen."

Probably, since its first introduction from Central

America, where Warscewicz discovered it in 1849, no
plant of equal beauty to this has flowered in gardens

;

and such <a display of carmine-crimson flowers among
the bright green psoudo-bulbs and foliage must form
a charming picture, some idea of which a glance at

our illustnation (fig. 77) will give.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ODONTOGLOSSUM URO-SKINNERI ALBUM.
This phant passed into my collection on Oct. 10,

1893,* aud is now again in bloom for the second tinio
;

the 1893 spike was its first appearance. The history

* The rofcrencQs to this plant are in 0(-(!/ii*/ Tifc/cjo of Nov.,

18(13, p. 3.11 ; .Sept, IS'.IS, p. "iM ; Oot., 1S1)5, p. 290, and the
various horticultural papers following on Oct. iO, lS9:i, when
part of |l)ti ptant WiiK aw.ari|c)d ail A.M. by (;bc Iloyal Ilortj.

culti}raj Society,

remember if ho crossed th3 Uro-Skinneri flowers,

or whether it was merely self-fertilised. This is

unfortunate, as there is but the plant to prove the

second parent, and to those who are familiar with

Orchid hybrids, this is barely enough, for in many
cases it is very hard to see which the parents were
With the plant now before me, as well as 0. Uro-

Skinueri (its known mother), jind 0. Bictoniense, it

is hard to prove, but ea.sy to believe that 0. Rossii

had a "hand in the deal, "or perhaps 0. Humeanum
on account of the yellow sepals and petals. But the

crest of the lip excludes 0. Rossii in tola, for it is

that of true Uro-Skinneri. The form .as well as

the colour of the lip say " Rossii " plainly enough;

S3 here are two " points " in the chief segment

of the bloom in direct opposition to each other. So

the lip, barring its colour, is like that of " Uro-

Skiuueri." Now we come to a pure yellow column

with form and wings like its mother. Where does

the rosy colour go to, and where does the yellow

come from under the influence of self-fertilisation ?

So what is the column ? Now the petals ? These are

narrower than in 0. Uro-Skinneri : they are yellow,

faitttly dotted all oyer with a darker shade. Hqw is
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the banding and aggregation of brown of 0, Uro-

Skinneri's petals turned into yellow dots all over the

petal ? The sepals follow the same lines as the petals,

except the depth of the keel or. their backs. The spike

has 0. Uro-Skinneii habit on a much smaller scale,

opening one or two blooms at a time, but the bracts

and buds are different. Finally, the plant— its leaves

and bulbs are smaller and more delicate than those of

0. Uro-Skinneri, hence, the evidence is here for Rossii

parentage, the leafjoins the bulb rather peculiarly, and
the bulbs are more elongated and less spotted than

O.Uro-SkinnerL Which was thefather? Dc B.Crun-liaii.

individual flowers spring. It is growing and flowering

in an ordinary conservatory, and a plant very greatly

prized by its owner.

MiLTONIA ClOWESI CBANDtFLORA.

A specimen plant of this useful species is growing

in Mr. Hinchliffe's conservatory. The plant is bear-

ing twelve racemes of flowers, each consisting of

about twelve flowers of large size, much larger

and brighter indeed than iu the normal form. The
dorsal sepal of the species stands erect, while the two

inferior ones are retrorse, and as it were, hug the

flower foot-stalk ; the petals emerge at right angles.

FlO. 78.—CACTUS DAHLIA "FANTASY."

Cypbipedium ChamberlaInian'dm.

In the collection of Sam Hinchliffe, Esq., Ash-

field Hall, Cheshire, is a superior variety of Cypri-

pedium Charaberlainiaaum. Like most other im-

ported species, the flower ot this species differs

greatly in form, colour, and size. The one in ques-

tion is very robust, and has a peduncle which has

reached 2 feet from the base, has been more or less

in flower for two years, and shows that it has pro-

duced twenty flowers during that period. It is

strikingly distinct from all other species in the

curiously formed, large walled-in greenish bracts,

which impart a grotesque appearance, from which the

and then converge towards the dorsal sepal, forming

au insect-looking outline. The Indian-red blotches

on a yellowish-cinnamon grouud, are common to the

whole of the segments. The lip is large and panduri-

form, the blade whitish, the bridge a dull purplish-red

with jellowridged calli, a good lasting flower, and an
exceedingly eS'ective one for specimen purposes. Au
intermediate temperature seems best suited for it. J. A.

Cattleta Warscewiczii "Countess of Derby."

This remarkable variety of Cattleya Warscewiczii

is again in flower in the collection of Thomas Statter,

Esq. (gr., Mr. R. Johnson), Stand Hall, Whitefield,

being its third year of flowering, and the flowers are
of finer quality than those of previous years. It was
exhibited in 1894, and received a First-class Certi-

ficate from the Koyal Horticultural Society. Unlike
all other C. gigae, its segments are pure white with-

out, and the form of the flower is exceptionally good.
The beautiful crimson colour on the blade of the all

but circular lip is very striking, the more so because
of the purity of the white segments, and the edging
is of cerise. On the blade of the lip are two large

orange blotches, and then a blending of crimson, with
pale orange lines run up the tube to the base of the
column. The outer portion of the convolute half of

the labellum is heavily marked with shaded crimson,
but the albino segments puzzle one aa to whether it

is a natural hybrid, Warscewiczii and aurea, or a spon-
taneous evolution from an uncrossed Warscewiczii
capsule. The plant is growing well in one of those
t.apering cylindrical teak baskets that are in common
use at Stand Hall ; and Air. Johnson says that it may
be regarded as a good grower. /. A.

CACTUS DAHLIA " FANTASY."
Op the numerous varieties that have been obtained

in this section of Dahlias since the type originated in

D. Juarczi, one of the most distinct, and one of the
most quaint in appearance, is the variety under notice.

"Fantasy" was exhibited at the National Dahlia
Society's Exhibition at the Crystal Palace by Messrs.

J. Burrell k Co., Cambridge, when a Certificate of
Merit was awarded it, although doubts were expressed
ns to the flower-stems being so long as desirable. On
Sept. 8 there were two dozen blooms of the variety
exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society at

the Drill Hall, with stems as long and as stout as

could be wished, and the Floral Committee recom-
mended an Award of Jlerit. As will be seeu from
fig. 78, many of the florets are much incurved,
others are twisted, and the general appearance of the
flower is crabclaw-hke. The colour is bright red, and
very showy.

The Rosary.
«

NAME.S OP ROSES.
While handling some of the newer Roses a day or

two back, I was more than usually struck with the
close similarity, the repetition, and the seemingly
foolish length of many names. It is difficult for many
amateurs to be certain of what Hose they are speak-
ing, when we find no fewer than three distinct varie-

ties under the same cognomen. As an example,
let us take Madame Victor Verdier, a favourite
dark Rose ; this was sent out in 1864 by E. Verdier,

who also introduced another H. Perpetual in 1884
under the name of Souvenir de Madame Victor
Verdier ; while, previous to this, we had Souvenir de
Victor ^'erdier from the same firm, and Victor
Verdier from M. Lacharme. We have by no means
exhausted the Verdiers, for I find Eugenie Verdier
(H.P.), Eugene Verdier (Moss), and Eugene (another
H.P.), also Madame Eugene Verdier sent out by
Guillot Senior, 1859 ; in both the H. Perpetual and
Tea scented classes the latter issue of Oloire de
Dijon, sent out by Ant. Levet iu 1882. In fact there
are a couple of Roses in the H. Perpetuals named
Mademoiselle Eugenie Verdier, a seeding of Guillot
Junior, 1869 ; and this season we have Souvenir de
Madame Eugenie Verdier among the newer H.
Perpetuals. Such minor cases as Charles Verdier
(H.P.), and Madame Charles Verdier (H.P.),

Lacharme, 1864, we might leave with Emilie Verdier,
Paul Verdier, Marie Verdier, and others, were it not
that we now have Souvenir de Charles Verdier in

addition. But I think enough has already been noted
to show how very confusing Hoses under the name of
this family have become.

It is almost as bad with the varieties named after

the Orleans family, for we have no fewer than fourteen

ending with this word. Many of them are not so

short and simple as Due d'Orleans, but give full

names of princes and princesses. Here we also have
Prmcesse Marguerite d'Orleans, both in the hybrid
perpetuals and Teas. Albert la Blotais appears twice

m the H.P. class ; Anna de Besobrasofl', twice
;

Comte de Paris, among both Teas and H.P.'s ; we
have Victor Hugo and Souvenir de V. Hugo in the

H.P.'s, also the hxtter among Teas. The confusion

caused by Ruses being named in remembrance of one
who has already been honoured with a representative

name in the list is increasing very rapidly. Another
example from the Dukes and Duchesses may be

given. We have Duke of Edinburgh in the H. P.'s,

and the Duchess in two classes; Duke of Conuaught
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appears among H.P.'s, and among the H. Teas, the

Duchess also appearing in both classes. If a person

orders or speaks of Itose Duchess of Connaught or

Duke of Connaught, which does he mean ? Impera-

trice Eugenie figures four times, and in as many
distinct classes. I could fill an entire page with

similar examples among Roses alone, so that we
should endeavour, when naming new varieties, to

avoid these elements of c'ntusion, which are becoming

greater every year.

Koses named after titled persons are necessarily

often of some length, but could not such as Henri

Plautigenet, Comte d'Anjou, Grande-Duchesse heri-

tit-re Hilda de Bade, Grand-Due hi^ritier de Luxem-
bourg, Imp^ratrice Maria Feodorowna de Russie,

Krouprinzessin Victoria or Malmaison a fleurs jaunes,

R(5gierungsrath, Stockert or Conseiller du Gouverne-

ment Stockert, and others have been shortened .'

Fian^ailles de la Princesse Stephanie et de I'Archiduc

Rodolpho was the name given to a Rose sent out by
M. Levet in 1880-81, but now very sensibly reduced

to Stephanie et Rodolphe. There are also very many
puzzling names for the average amateur to pronounce

and spell, while considerable confusion is caused by

one speaker pronouncing them correctly, and another

in the EngUsh tongue as spelt.

I often hear complaints that a grower has forwarded

the wrong Rose under a certain name, the purchasers

getting a variety quite distinct from that desired, and
utterly useless for tlieir purpose. Even in a first-

class Rose nurseiy such an error may easily occur,

unless the class or section to which the desired Rose
belongs be also given. Classes are a great pitfall to

amateurs, but this duplication of well-known names
is becoming far worse. Can any reader suggest a

remedy? A. Piper.

GilOWTH OF TREES IN
NEW ZEALAND.

Probably some of our readers may be interested

in the following details of the growth of trees in

New Zealand. Mr. T. W. Adams, an extensive

sheep farmer, of Greendale, Canterbury, has for many
years devoted considerable time and attention to

arboriculture, and has got together a large number of

tree?, of different species, Pines especially. A few

months ago, at a shjw in Canterbury, Mr. Adams
exhibited no less than sixty cones, the fruit of as

many kinds of Pines. Having so large an area of

tree', and being an enthusiastic arboriculturist, I

wrote to him, asking if he would kindly take the

trouble to measure some of his trees, their height,

circumference, and general growth, for publication,

as I thought such details might be of interest. In

response, Mr. Adams has obtained the me.nsurements

of a gi'eat many trees, and the other day I received

the following report from that gentleman, for which

I thank him very much. W. M.

:

—
" Mr. W. Morgan : Dear Sir, by the mail to-day I

am forwarding the promised paper. I have been

long, very long in preparing it, and now it is not so

complete as I should have liked to have had it, but it

takes a good bit of time to take the measurements of

the trees, especially as they are scattered over a con-

siderable area. Whea the first settlers took up the

land on the Canterbury Plains, they felt very keenly

the want of firewood for domestic uses, and also

shelter from the furious gales that blew unchecked

across that extensive plain. Stimulated by the

Forest Tree Planting Encouragement Act, and the

desire to make their surroundings more comfortable,

many farmers commenced to plant considerable

areas ; and now look where you will, groves of gum,
wattle, and Pines meet the eye. And if even the

extensive treeless tracts of pumice in the Auckland

province are to be clothed with timber, much va'u-

able information could be gleaned from the ex-

perience of planters in Canterbury. Seeds, too, of a

very large number of species of hardy trees could be

obtained from there.

"The list of trees enumerated in the fiUowing

table does not contain more than half the number
of species growing here. And as the area planted

on this farm exceeds 110 acres, a good oppor-

tunity is given of testing the value of any tree,

especially as in moat cases a considerable number
of each kind have been planted. There are many
difficulties in the way of stating the exact rate of the

growth of trees, but] the figures given to represent

the rate of growth will bo useful, 1 representing

the fastest growth, and 10 the slowest. But there

are many things these figures will not explain : for

instance, plant Wattles and Pinus radiata together,

and for the first five years the Wattles will most

likely lead, but after that the Pines will forge ahead

of the Wattles, and leave them entirely in the rear.

And so with many others ; but the estimate made
is from the experience of many years, and in most

cases with a considerable number of plants of each

variety.- -I am, !cc., T. W. Adams."

N;ime of Species.
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THE GENUS BRODI.EA AND ITS
ALLIES.

{ContinwA from p. '.'d'.K)

Series II.

—

conlhiiud.

Group 5 (TnteUia).— Flowers few iu an umbel
;

peJicels not articulated at tbo apex. Ofary sessile.

—

South American.

These are the South American species of the sub-

genus Triteleia, which have never till now been

published under Brodiaea, and which stand therefore

in the Kew Index under M ilia, where tbey were placed

in my Monograph of 1872. Except uniflora. tbey arc

little known in cultivation ; and as they are fully

dcFcribed in my Monvipri/ili, 1 shall not repeat the

descriptions. Tbey fall into two sets, one with a

FlO. 79.—BHODI.EA, I'ROHABE.Y onANDtFLORA.

(See aui-denci-a' CUronkle, August 22, lS;iC, p. 213.)

comparatively long funnel-shaped, and the other with

a short campanulate perianth-tube.

* Perianth-tube funnel-shaped, usually as long as

the segments.

2G. B. Iieichtlini [Milla LdcUlini, Baker, in

Bot. Mug., t. 62.36). Chilian Andes.

27. B. sesiliflora {Milla scssiVHora, Baker).

Chili,

2S. B. patagonica {Milla palaijonica, Baker).

I'atagonia.

29. B. uniflora (Trilehia uniAora, Lindl. But.

Seij. t. 1921). Buenos Ayres.

Var. conspicua {Triteleia comtpiciin. Baker, in

Sand E(p. But., t. 43).

A'ar. Tweediana {Milla Twecdiana, Griseb.).

30. B. Sellowiana {Triteleia Sclloioiana, Kunth).

Monte Video and South Brazil.

31. B. nivalis {Tristagina nivalis, Poppig Nor.

Gen., t. 140). High Andes of Chili.

32. B. Poppigiana {Triteleia Poppigiana, C.

Gay). ChiU.

** Perianth-tube short, campanulate.

S3. B. setacea {Milla setacea. Baker). Tuciiman.

31. B. hirtella {Milhi hirtdla, Baker. Trilehia

hirlella, Kunth). Monte Video.

;',r>. B. subbiflora {Triteleia Berlevoi, Kuuth.

Allium siiljliijlorum, Colla). Chili.

36. B. vittata {Milla litlata, Griseb.). Entrc

Rios.

37. B. brevipes {Tritclria hrcvipes, Kunth.).

Chili.

38. B. bivalvis {Triteleia hivalvis, Lindl).

Chili.

39. B. violacea {Triteleia violacca, Kunth).

Chili.

40. B. Philippiana {Triteleia grarilis, rhilippi).

Araucania.

tfroitp 6.— Perianth-tube short, campanulate; seg-

ments spreading. Filaments short, broadly winged.

{Culliprora, Lindl.)

41. B. ixioides, S. Wats. {Ornithogalum ixloldcs,

Ait.; Cidlipinrn lutea, Lindl, JM. Reg., t. l.'iSO;

Hook., Bol. Mei'j., t. 35SS).—Leaves two to three,

narrowly linear fleshy. Peduncle 1 to 2 feet long.

Flowers 10 to 20 in an umbel
;
pedicels 1 to 2 inches

long. Perianth bright yellow, j to 1 inch long

;

segments oblong, longer tlmn the tube, keeled with

green. Filaments short, furnished with abroad wing

on each side, with an acute tip, like the Alliums of

the section Porrum (fig. 81). Coast ranges of Cali-

fornia, norfhward to Oregon.

^t9^
FlO. 80.—DRODI.tA ;»KSri:ROCORl>UM) I.ACTEA.

42. B. lugens {Triteleia lugens, Greene).—Habit

and size of the last, but the perianth deep saffron-

coloured within, the tube and midrib of the segments

brownish-black, and the wings of the filaments

without the terminal teetb.

California. Discovered by Dr. Greene on moun-
tains behind Valaville in M.ay, 1886. Not Bgured.

43. B. scabra {Cedliprora- sealira, Greene, in

Erythrea, iii., 126).—Very like B. ixioides, but the

margin of leaves, peduncle, and pedicels scabrous.

Perianth bright yellow, half an inch long ; segments

ovate, twice ius long a? the tube, distinctly keeled

with brown. Cusps of the filaments very small, erect;

anthers white.

Common in the Middle Sierra Nevada of Cali-

fornia. Our only authentic specimens are in a fine

collection sent recently from the Sequoia region by
Mr. O. Hansen. Not figurel.

Var. (?) aniliiia, Greene.— Leaf-margins and pe-

duncles less scabrous than in the type
;

pedicels

purplish, and anthers blue. Same locality as the

type.

Group 7.—Perianth-tube very short, campanulate.

Stamens uniseriate from the throat of the lobe
;

filaments short, lanceolate.

44. B. hyacinthina {Hesperoscordmn hyaein-

Ihinuin, Lindl., H. Lewisii, Hook.). Leaves two to

three, linear, i to J inch broad. Peduncle 1 to

2 feet long. Flowers ten to thirty in an umbel
;

pedicels i to' 1 inch long. Perianth purple,
.J
inch

long ; segments ovate or oblong, thrice the length of

the tube. Ovary shortly stipitate.

Var. ,9. lactea, S. Wats. {Ilrsperoscnrdnm hictcum,

Lindl., Bot. Meg., t. 1639).—More slender than the

type, with white flowers and longer pedicels (fig. 80).

From Central California northward to British

Columbia, frequent in moist ground.

45. B. lilacina {Triteleia lilaeina, Greene).

Peduncle less then 1 foot long. Flowers ten to fifteen

in an umbel. Perianth lilac-purple, \ inch long.

Stamens half as long as the perianth-segments

;

filaments hardly at all dilated.

Amador county. Sequoia region, California ; dis-

covered in 1SS6 by Mi's. M. K. Curran.

This concludes the list of all the species with

which I am acquainted that fall under the genus

Brodiiea, ai defined by Bentham in the Genera

Plantarum. I must on another occasion say a few

words about three or four species allied to

Brodi.xa, which he admits as constituting distinct

genera. /. (/. Baker.

{To In continued.)

^9^
^^"1°/^

FlO. J-'L— BRODI.E.X IXIOIDK^.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
BORDEAUX MIXTURE.

(C^laiiud from p. 428.)

" Os the evening of April 12 the five jars were

exposed in a garden in an open place. After April 13

they were watered simultaneously by all the rains

that fell. When it did not rain for some little time,

each jar was given an equal quantity of rain-water,

which had been collected in advance. Each dialiser

was placed separately iu a funnel draining into a test-

tube, in which any water poured on the apparatus

finally collected. Every two or three days the water

from each of the five apparatus was i-emoved simul-

taneously and analysed separately. The following

shows the order of appearance of the copper in the

water which bad drained through the mixture :
—

Mixture No. 1 April 17

Mixture No. -' April 19

Mixture Nn. 3 April 24

Mixture No. 4 April 25

Mixture No. .'. April 30

" Other tests of the same nature, made by washing

with rain-water leave-j o£ Spindle-wood and Box-wood

(Buxus), previously sprayed with these same five

types of Bordeaux ilixture, gave analogous results.

In general, the copper appeared iu the water which
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had washed the leavea more quickly when the mixture

contained less lime."

In 1890, the same authors'' reported another ex-

periment showing that Bordeaux Mixture, with

1 kilogramme of copper .sulphate and 300 grammes

of lime to 1 hectolitre of water, after being evapo-

rated at 39° C, and left for days, gave no trace of

soluble copper when washed in distilled water. They

also state that it is the carbonating of the lime which,

when completed, allows the copper to dissolve. This

neutralisation proceeds very slowly in dry air, and is

greatly favoured by a gentle rain of .short duration.

Doubtless .showers, dew. fog. and even rather damp
air favour the transform:ition. f The solvent action of

rain-water after .all traces of lime in the mixture have

been neutralised, may probably be explained by the

following hypotheses :—The ammonia or nitrates con-

tained in rain-water dissolve a small amount of

copper ; the carbonic acid in solution probably dis-

solves some copper with chemical change; pure water,

free from calcium hydroxide, dissolves slight amounts

of copper hydroxide.

Regarding the first hypothesis, it is interesting to

note that rain-water often contiiins quite appreciable

amounts of nitrogen, especially in the form of

ammonium carbonate, ammonium nitrate, and am-
monium nitrite. The results of an investigation by
Failyer and Willard on the rain fallingJ at Manhattan,

Kans., from 1886 to 1890, are of interest in this con-

nection. From the tabulation of results by single

rains for 1888-89 it can be readily seen that the

amount of nitrogen per litre is greater in case of

light showers than for heavy rains. In rain falling

in showers of about 2'5 millimetres or less, the

amount of nitrogen in the form of ammonia was
frequently 2 to 7 milligrammes per litre, and in the

form of nitric acid 3 to 6 milligrammes per litre. On
one occasion there were 12 227 milligi-ammes of

nitrogen per litre (10-376 milligrammes as ammonia,
and 1851 milligi'amme as nitric acid). The
results for the four years from March, 1886, to

March, 1890, give the mean total nitrogen as

0-52-2 milligramme per litre, of which 0'888 was in the

form of ammonia, and 0'156 in the form of nitrates.§

Petermann and Graftiau|| found from an investiga-

tion of all precipitation from January, 1889, to

December 31, 1891, that at Gembloux, Belgium, the

average amount of nitrogen per litre was 1-49 milli-

gramme, of which 111 milligramme was ammoniacal
and 035 nitric nitrogen. This makes the percentage
ratio between ammoniacal and nitric and nitrous

nitrogen 76 to 21 ; while at Rothamsted it is 75 to

25, at Montsouris 73 to 27, and at the German and
Italian stations 73 to 27. " The weight of nitrogen

in the form of ammonium carbonate exceeds, there-

fore, that of the nitrogen in the form of ammonium
nitrate or nitrite." The content of meteoric water
in combined nitrogen was found by Petermann and
Graftiau to be very variable : but, nevertheless, Oue
fact of general interest appears to have been brought
out, viz., a decrease of nitrogen from April to

June or July, when the minimum is reached,

and then an increase to a maximum in February.
The amount of precipitation followed an exactly

inverse rule. It is particularly interesting to note
that fog, snow, and frost are characterised by a very
large nitrogen content. In three cases the amounts of

nitrogen in fog per litre were 260, 5'61, aud 5 milli-

grammes. As to the nitrogen content of dew, little

• Millardut et Gayon. La bouillie bordeliiee celeste (Jour
d'Agr. Prat, 64' .ann. , T. I., No. 8, February 20, lS9o'

pp. 271, ?72).

t The necessity for any excess of lime to be neutralised
before the copper can be dissolved, ia a strong argument
against using any greater amount of lime than is absolutely
necessary.

t Failyer, G. H., and .Willard, J. T. Ammonia and nitric
acid in atmospheric waters (Kans. Expt. 8ta., Second Annual
Rept., 1SS9, pp. 128—132).

5 There is probably some error here, as the sum of nitric
acid and ammoniacal nitrogen is 544 milligramme,
not 0-522.

II
Peleimana, A., and Graftiau, J. Recherche.s sur la

Composition de I'Atmo.sphdre (Bull. Stat. Agr. Gembloux,
No. 5-2, July, 1893, pp. 1—26 ; reviewed in Chem. Centralbl.,
44, 1893, Bd. 1, No. 15, pp. 710—712, and also quoted in A. de
Ceris, Cronique agricole ; Jour. d'Agr. Prat., 57' ann., T. II.,

No. 36., Sept. 7, 1893, p. 322).

seems to be known. From the high content of fog,

however, it may be suspected that dew also is rich

in combined nitrogen. These very small amounts of

carbonate, nitrate, and nitrite are doubtless of great

importance in effecting the solutions of small amounts

of the nearly insoluble copper salts present not only

in Bordeaux Mixture, but in many other fungicides.

Probably cupro-ammonium compounds are formed

which are soluble in water. As to the details of the

process of solution, however, little is known.

It is quite probable that the carbonic acid dis-

solved in atmospheric water may dissolve small

amountsof thecuprichydroxide. However, the amount

of C0„ present, even in a saturated solution, is very

small. Puchner* found the amount of CO^ in the

open air in the vicinity of Munich, Germany, to vary

constantly and considerably at all heights observed

(1 centimetre, 2 metres, and 10 metres above the

ground). The following table illustrates the great

extent of the variations, the amounts being the cubic

centimetres of CO., contained in 10 litres of air, all

observations being reduced to 0" C. and 760 milli-

metres pressure :

—

Amount of Carb:)nic Acidin the Air in an Open Field near
Munich, Germany,

Height.
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that iu the presence of sugar or similar organic

substances, caustic alkalies produced precipitates

which are soluble in excess of the precipitants.

Sugar and sirup have been used extensively

in France to dissolve in part the cupric hydroxide

and basic carbonate occurring in fungicides.

It would take but very little sugar to have as much
solvent power as the traces of ammonia and CO^ in

rain or dew. Of course it is possible that other sub-

stances besides sugar might find their way from the

plantrcell to the drops of liquid containing the copper,

and aid in dissolving it. Pons* found that although

neutral and acid salts of copper are strongly insoluble

in fats and fatty matters, the hydrate and basic salts

are rather easily soluble. He believes the fatty

matters of the cuticle of plants are comparable with

animal fats and not with wax, and consequently that

they would be likely to exercise a solvent action on

copper salts.

Finally, it is possible that substances secreted or

excreted by cells of parasitic fungi may effect the

solution of a small amount of copper. The ferments

and cements secreted by the hypha tips of many
parasitic fungi, especially when they come into con-

tact with a solid body, and in case the solid particle

contains copper, might dissolve a considerable amount
just about the delicate growing tip.

If, as is quite possible, the copper is quickly

absorbed by the fungus cells, the solvent could then

take up another portion, which in turn would be

absorbed by the fungus, and so on. In this manner
poisoning might ensue, even though the copper were

only very slichtly soluble. From what has been said,

it can be seen that further researches on the con-

ditions governing the solubility of the copper com-

pounds used as fungicides are very much needed.

Scarcely anything has been definitely settled.

Almost all writers have overlooked a number of the

conditions influencing solubility. Extract from
" Bulletin No. 9, I'.S. Department of AgriruUure,"

Condiuhd.

over 1 cwt. Tie a piece of muslin over the top

before the lid is put on, and fasten with a sealed label.

In sending away smaller quantities, secure a few

sweet tins holding about 13 lb. each ; tie over with

cloth or muslin, as in the above case, before placing

on lid
;
pack tins in box, and pack round firmly with

shavings to keep firm (see fig. 82).

In all cases in despatching honey, place a label with

words on, in large letters iu red ink, " Honey, with

care," adding date, and time of despatch, if by rail
;

and write to the purchaser a day or so before, telling

him by what train he may expt-ct the consignment.

The Apiary.

PACKING HONEY FOR TRANSIT EY RAIL.

M.iNY bee-keepers after selling their honey often

find it difficult to get it to its destination in safety
;

but a good and cheap way of sending away sections is

to get a " No 1 Tate's cube sugar-box," which will

require packing at the bottom (outside) with soft hay
or waste, and covered over with canvas or sackiug,

and tacked up round the box for about 3 inches, this

preventing any damage being done by rough usage

in transit. The box will take three crates of section.-*,

each holding twenty-four 1-lb. sections; the orates

should be made a little smaller than the box, to

allow the ends and sides to be well packed with rolled

newspaper to keep them from shaking. Two small

pieces of wood should be attached to the crate on each

end, to act as handles to lower into box by means of

stroug string. Thin pieces of wood 4^ inches deep

should be placed between the rows of sections in

each crate, to keep them firm, and a sheet

of uewspaper laid over the top of each crate

will prevent any of the sections beiug spoilt if

any honey should run from the crate above ; this

little precaution will often prevent the loss of a good

many sections. A cushion stuffed with shavings or

chaff should be placed on the top crate ; the lid should

be then screwed down firmly. It has also a small

crate fixed to it ou the top, with glass sides, showing

a dozen sections ; this will prevent the case from

being roughly treated, when it is seen to contain

honey. A case of this sort can be sent over any rail-

way at a cost of about one farthing a pound (owner's

risk), without any damage being done, if the direc-

tions as given are properly carried out. Below is a

rough sketch of case, which can be fitted up at a

very nominal cost.

Packing Run Honey.

In sending a quantity away, a good plan is to

borrow a milk-chum from a dairyman, which will hold

* Pons, B. Le cuivrc et le taildiou (Jour d'Agi-. prat.,

4« ann., T. II., No. 34, 1890, p. 276,.

FiC, S2.—A lAtE SUGAR-BOX, FiriED TO HOLD CB.ltCS Of

CASES or HONEY.

Winter Feedino.

Candy-cakes should be placed on hivos where

feeding with syrup has been discontinued, and they

should be placed over the top of the brood-uest to

allow the bees to get it without much trouble. Do

not allow more than seven or eight frames to be left

in hives, for the sake of warmth ; a good plan is to

place an empty frame in the centre of the brood-

chamb r. to allow them to cluster on it closely.

Ventilation.

Now robbing has ceased, it is as well to open

the entrances a little wider to give the bees more

air, as nothing tends to dispel damp so much as

ventilation.

THE NEW ZEALAND FLORA.*
It will be remembered that the most famous of

modern navigators, Captaiu Cook, was accompanied

on his first voyage by two naturalists who took their

place amongst the foremost scientific men of the day

—Sir Joseph Banks and Dr. Solander, the entire

cost of the natural - history investigations made

during the voyage being defrayed by the generosity of

the former. Captain Cook first lauded on the shore

of New Zealand at Poverty Bay, on Sunday, the 8th

October, 1769, and subsequently visited Tolaga Bay,

Opuaragi (Mercury Bay), the Thames River, the Bay

of Islands, Queen Charlotte Sound, Admiralty Bay,

&c , during which the naturalists collected about

360 species of flowering-plauts and Ferus, But they

were no mere collectors : folio drawings of most of

the plants were made by Sydney Parkinson, one of

the draughtsmen eugaged for the voyage, and on the

return of the expedition to England were engraved

on copper ; while excellent MS. descriptions were

prepared by Dr. Solander, the entire cost being

defrayed by Banks. Unhai>pily, these plates and

descriptions have never been published. At the

insumce of Sir James Hector, the Board of Governor.)

of the New Zealand Institute authorised the necessary

outlay for copying the descriptions iu London, and

* Notes on MS, Descriptions of Collections made durirt'

Captain Cook's First Voyage. By T. Kirk, F.L.S. Read

before the Wellington Philosophical Society, Sept. 2.5, IRH.i.

the MS. is now submitted for inspection. Sir Joseph
Hooker, in the introduction to the original Flora

Novw-Zclaiiilice, speaks of Solander's MS. in very

high terms, and from such references as I have
already been able to make, I can heartily indorse his

testimony to its merit. It is most unfortunate that

for a century and a quarter, plates and descriptions

alike have remained inaccessible to local botanists.

Had they been published by their authors, the

boiany of New Zealand would have been far better

known sixty years ago than was possible under tho

conditions that then existed, a large amount of error

and confusion would have been avoided, and the sy-

nonymy of many species greatly simplified. Many of

Solander's names, which in the maj ority of species are

most appropriate, have been applied to different

plants, while others have not come into use in any

way, many New Zealand plants having been described

by Continental writers who had no knowledge of

Solander's excellent work.

It is perhaps not generally known that Sir Joseph

Banks was extremely anxious to accompany Cook on

his second voyage, and succeeded in having a grant of

£4,000 voted by the House of Commons to pay for

the necessary assistance ; but, owing to the resolu-

tion not being sufficiently well defined, the Comp-
troller of the Navy, who from some obscure cause

wished to thwart Banks, succeeded in preventing him
from joining the expedition. John Reynhold Forster,

and his son George, were a[ pointed chief naturalists,

and received the sum voted by the Governtnent at

the instigation of Sir Joseph Bonks. Their botanical

work, although of great value, was not equal to that

of Banks and Solander either in extent or quality.

Their collection of New Zealand phajnogams and Ferns

comprised only ItiO species, of which about 150 were

published in George Forster's FlornltP Inaularam

Auslralium Prodromus. A few others were described

in Charactcrcs Oemrmn and De Plantis Etseitlentis

fnsularum Oceani Auitralis Commcniatio Bolaitica,

but the descriptions are very meagre, and sufl'or

greatly by contrast with the excellent work of Dr.

Solander. The specimens collected by the Forsters

were arranged in fasciculi, and distributed to various

museums and private collections. Unfortunately, in

some instances a plant has received different names

in different fasciculi, resulting in a large amount of

error and confusion. Their drawings of the plants

and auimals collected during the voyage were pur-

chased by Sir Joseph Banks for i400, and are

included in the Banksian Collections now iu the

British Museum. It is worth while to remark that

the three works already mentioned, with another,

De Plantis Mai/ellanicis et Allanlicis, all published

between 1776 and 1787, comprise all that was

published respecting the botany of Cook's first and

second voyages, and therefore all that was published

respecting the botany of New Zealand prior to M. A.

Kichard's l-'ssai d'une Flore de la Xouvcllc Zilande,

in 183-2. In this connection I should like to state my
seuse of personal indebtedness to C. R. Carter, Esq.

,

who, at my suggestion, has kindly placed copies of

these books in the fine collection of works on New
Zealand, which he has so generously presented to the

New Zealand Institute. Apart from their special

value to the botanist, a considerable amount of

historic interest must be attached to them by all

New-Zealanders.

The Minister of Education has sanctioned the

small outlay necessaiy for obtaining a complete

set of proofs from the Banksian drawings of

New Zealand plants in the British Museum, and

copies reduced by photo-lithography will be printed

at the Government press, to form a special volume

of illustrations for the Student's Flora of Aeio

Zealand, now in preparation. The MS. volume of

descriptions will be bound for the library of the New

Zealand Institute.

I am reluctant to allow this opportunity to pass

without expressing my thanks to Sir James Hector

for his continuous and loyal etfurts to insure the new

Flora beiug made ajj complete and exact as possible.

When its publication was first mooted some years

back, he advised the Government that, as a simple

matter of business, it would be wise to send the
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editor to London to examine the collections of New
Zealand plants made by the early botanists, and

especially the vast accumulations that have been

sent to Kew during the last thii-ty or forty years.

The same course had previously been suggested by

Sir Joseph Hooker, but had not been brought under

the notice of the Government. When the Govern-

ment declined to adopt the advice, Sir James warmly

supporteed the proposal to secure the MS. copy of

Banks' and Solander's unpublished Flora, which is

now before the meeting, and thus rendered material

assistance. He has done everything in liis power to

facilitate the work, and render it as nearly perfect as

NOTES ON PLANTING BUSH
FEUITS.

Bdsh fruits, by which are meant Currants, Goose-

berries, Blackberries, and Raspberries, being mostly

European plants, are easily grown, which may, perhaps,

account for plantations of them often being found in

a neglected condition. The bushes succeed best upon

loamy soils, sheltered yet open to the sun, and on land

sufficiently elevated as to suffer but little from spring

frosts. Light dry soils are unsuitable for these fruits,

and particularly so in southern English counties. The

unsuitability of such land may be, however, in a mea-

sure, counteracted by planting iu partially-shaded

positions, and by applying dressings of heavy soil and

decayed cow-manure. As an instance of this, I have

Gooseberry-bushes growing satisfactorily upon a north

border, shaded by a wall iu a garden, whilst they

failed in the open quarters. In preparing for plant-

ing, the first consideration is to attend to the proper

draining of the soU, which is best secured by 3 inch

tile drains, placed 3 feet in depth, and 15 feet more

or less apart, according to the character of the sub-

soil ; always bearing iu mind that it is safer to err iu

placing them rather closely, than by having them too

far asunder. The soil should next he trenched

to a depth of at least 2 feet, and as the top spit

invariably consists of the best soil, it should be kept

on the surface ; while, as the operation proceeds, deep-

rooting weeds, and large stones should be removed.

The best results follow when this work is done in fine

weather, i.e., at a season when the soil is work.able ;

and it is advisable to accomplish it some months

previous to the time of planting, to allow of its settling.

After the trenching is completed, the land should

receive a liberal dressing of decayed farmyard-

manure, that from cow-sheds, as already stated,

being best for liglit soils, while stable-manure

is preferable for that of heavy soils, and this

should be forked into the surface. The most
suitable time for planting is the end of October, or

early in November, although it is better to defer it

to a later date than do it when the soil is wet, and

will not crumble. Should the bushes be received

when the soil is in a wet condition, they should be

laid in by the heels, tUl a favourable time for planting

offers. In planting upon good soil, all the varieties

of Currants and Gooseberries grown as bushes should

stand 6 feet apart each way, and care should be taken

that they are not placed deeper iu the soil than they

were when lifted from tlie nursery lines. Straggling or

badly-bruised roots must be removed, and the re-

mainder spread out at the bottom of the hole, making
the soil firm about them, completing the job by
mulching each plant with short mauure. The cordon

mode of cultivating Gooseberries has its advantages,

and plants oi this description can be planted in

lines in the opeu ground, and look nice by the sides

of the walks, or upon walls. Tliey are very useful,

owing to the fruit keepijg till late in the autumn,
when grown upon north walls. Gooseberries and
lied Currants may also be grown as standards, and
compact-growiug varieties, upon 3 feet stems

neatly staked, and carrying crops of ripe fruit, are

certainly ornamental. Kaspberiies, particularly the

strong varieties, should be planted in rows at 6 feet

apart, and the plants at 'A feet asunder iu the rows.

For ordinary requirements the growing of numerous
varieties of those fruits is not advocated, although

several are necessary in ordei- to include the best for

special purposes ; and iu couclusiou 1 will name a

selectiou of good varieties, although others equally

good might be euumerated.
Gooseberries.—For cooking when grceu : Antago-

nist, Industry, Keepsake, Lancashire Lad, Crown Bob,

and Berry's Early Kent. For flavour : Early Sulphur

Glenton Green, Whitesmith, Warrington, Green

Gascoigne, Green Sage, Red, .and Yellow Champagne.
For bottling : Rumbullion. For preserving : War-
rington, Ironmonger, and Keen's Seedling. For

exhibition : Speedwell, Dan's Misttke, Leveller,

Cathirrina, Telegraph, Thumper, Antagonist, and

Snowdrop.
Currants.—Black : Ogden's Black, Lee's Prolific,

and Black Naples. Red : Cherry-Currant, Reine Vic-

toria, Red Dutch, and La Constante (the latter is a

valuable late variety). White : White Dutch, and
Cut-Leaved.

Raspberries.—Red : Superlative, Semper Fidelis,

Cai'ter's Prolific, and Baumforth's Seedling. Yellow :

Yellow Antwerp. Autumn-fruiting : Belle de Fon-

tenay. Thomas CoouiW'i'.

KEW NOTES.
Orchids at Kew.—Among the many species at pre-

sent in flower iu the Orchid-houses at Kew the follow-

ing are noteworthy. In addition there are many in

flower which although not showy, are yet interesting

botanicilly. There is promise of a good display of

Dendrobiums, Cattlcyas, &e., in the fine growths made

this year under the influence of the exceptionally

large amount of sunshine experienced during the

summer : — Angrreium bilobum and the variety

Kirkii, A. Scottianum, Cattleya labiata, C. aurea, C.

Holfordii, C. Bowringiana violacea, Cirrhopetalum

ornatissimum (what a nauseating odour the flowers

of this plant have !), C. pulchellum, Cycnoohes Eger-

touianum (a spike 18 inches long, bearing numerous

yellow and black purple flowers with curiously

bunched lip), C. chloroohilon, C. Loddigesii, Cypripe-

dium concolor, C. Stonei, C. Charlesworthii, Epiden-

drum prismatocarpum, Habenaria carnea, L;clia

elegans.Odontoglossums, various; Oucidiums, various;

Phakonopsis Esmeralda, P. Lowii, P. violace.a, .Sobralia

sessilis, true, a lovely species ; S. Wilsoui, apparently

only a variety of S. macrantha ; Stenoglottis longifolia,

and Vanda con'ulea. IT. W.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. WuiTE, Burtord, Dorkinj.

Catnsclum, M.yrmodcs, and Ci/cnnrhcs.— Plants of

these species now out of bloom, or which have finished

their growth without flowering, should now be re-

moved from the East Indian-house to a very light

position in the Mexican-house, and on no account be

shaded at this season, direct sunlight being necessary

to harden and mature the latest-made pseudo-bulbs.

The plants will require scarcely any water iu dull

weather, but plenty after sunny days till the leaves

have fallen, when, if well matured, they will need no
water for a period of several months. Badly-ripened

growths, on the contrary, require water once a week
or fortnight, in order to preserve them iu a plump
state. Catasetums, after producing their first tlower-

spikes, if strong, frequently send out others a few

weeks later, but these it is advisable to pinch off, to

prevent the new pseudo-bulb being weakened and
hindered iu the finishing.

Odontoglussum ciirosmam, — Plants which during

the summer months have been hung up in the Cat-

tleya-house, but which may have mule little progress

lately owing to lack of sunlight, may be removed to

a light airy position in the East Indian-house, or warm
stove, keeping them well supplied with water at the

root. The plants under this sort of treatment will

finish up in good time, and become properly ripened

before the winter sets in.

Daulvohiiim Phahenopsis.—The large importations

oS'ered for sale at London auction - rooms recently

will have induced new men to attempt their cultiva-

tion, and a few hints as to the management of the

plant on arri\al will be useful to many. The plants

on being unpacked should be closely examined for

a destructive beetle usually infesting the species,

and boring small holes in the pseudo-bulbs. The
only means of exterminatiun is to remove the pierced

bulb, and burn it immediately. Each pseudo bulb
should be cleaned with a sponge dipped in warm
water after all the doc lyed parts and dead roots have
been removed, then place the plants in pots or baskets

just large enough to hold them for ouo season;

making the plants firm by tying the pseudo-bulbs to

neat sticks, an important point in obtaining a good
root-hold, and use nothing about the roots but clean

crocks. To revive the plants, it is advisable to place them
in a modei-alely dry intermediate-house. It is not good
practice to attempt to make them suddenly plump,
or to excite growth before natural activity commeuces,
or the plants may fail to produce growths when the
proper time for so doing arrives. But little moisture
should be afforded for several months after potting,

the crocks being merely moistened occasionally.

Many of these imported plants are approaching their

flowering stage, and no doubt the buyers of them will

be impatient to see then- plants in flower ; but I

would strongly advise them to pinch out every flower-

spike, for the reason that flowering will debilitate the
plants greatly. The cultivator should, moreover,
avoid any kind of treatment that would tend to cause
growths being made during the winter ; but in the
spring, when growth commences anew, the plants may
be potted iu peat and sphagnum-moss, using but a

thin layer of it, and Orchid-pots small iu proportion

to the size of the plants, gradually inuring the plants

to a greater degree of warmth. When in full growth
they will require the warmest house and lightest

position in it that is available.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Charles Herein, Gardener, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

Lettuce awl Endive.—Some gardeu-frames may now
be prepared for hulding a number of nearly fully-grown

Lettuces and Endives, which should be lifted with as

large balls of soil as convenient, and transplanted in

the soil in the frame at about 6 inches apart, or at

such distances that they will stand clear of each
other. The frame-lights should only be made use of

to shelter the pkants from raiii and night frosts.

The curled-leaved varieties of Endive are very

apt to rot if allowed to get wet, and for this

reason the broad-leaved Batavian Endives are

the best for winter use. During tharp frosts

mats or litter should be placed over the frames.

The later-raised Lettuces have not made much pro-

gress owing to the cool temperature and excessive

rainfall, and it will be advisable to plant a good
batch of the stronger seedlings at tho foot of south

and west walls and other somewhat sheltered places
;

the smaller ones being planted a few inches apart iu

cold frames, sheltering them in severe weather wiih

mats, kc.

Cahhiiges.—A second planting of Cabbages should
now be made. The young plants have not made much
progress, and the Cabbages that were first planted

out have not made gross growth, or such as might
not be able to withstand the severities of an ordinary

winter. The first planted Cabbages should now bo
lightly earthed up with the hoe when the ground can

be caught in a dry state. If planted on firm ground,

such as that which cai'ried this year's Onions, the

growth will be stocky, and with the earthing up
properly carried out, frost and wind will do them
little harm.

Asparagus.—The stems of the plants in the per-

manent beds having matured, may be cut off and
cleared away before the berries drop off. There is,

I believe, no advantage gained by allowing the stems
to remain after the leaves turn yellow. Cut them
off close to the ground, and remove forthwith from
the beds. The stems on plants in newly-made beds

will probably continue to grow some little time
longer, and this being so, they should not be removed
befoie they are ripe. 'I'he cleared beds should be
weeded either by hoeing, or by hand if the surface

is very moist, and the first opportunity taken to

slightly loosen the surface. Tho mauuriug of the

beds is ofcen done at this season, but in the case of

heavy land, it is not an advisable practice ; but where
the laud is of light nature, manure may now be
applied in a half-rotten state. As tho roots of the

plants are not injured by even severe frost, tho beds
are the better for being left uncovered by manure, and
open to the sweetening influences of frost and wind
till early spring, when thoroughly rotted manure
should be used to top dress them.

Hints (M Work in General.—The late successions of

Celery should now be freed from the small basal

leaves and the suckers that spring from the crowns,

and when dry aft'orded an earthiiig-up of 1 or 2 inches

in height—not more, or the heart-leaves will be

over topped. The stems of fruiting Tomatos growing

out-of-doors should be severed at the ground-level,

the leaves removed, and hung up iu a warm place,

such as the back wall of a late vinery, where some
of the fruits may ripen suflioiently to be useful in
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the kitchen. Tlie plants in the late sown Spinach

[[uarter should be thinned somewhat, so that they

stand just clear of each other.

FBUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. PuFii, Gardcnur, Highclere C.ittle, Newbury.

The Pincri/.—The pinery in which are plants of the

Queen required to ripen their fruits in thfl months of

May and June, 1897, should have the temperature
gradually reduced to about 60° at night, .and from
6.5° to 70° in the daj time, giving air, more or less,

according to the conditions prevailing out-of-doors.

The bottom-heat sliould be kept at 75°. The aim of

this reduction of warmth, is the affording of a period

of comparative rest till the boginuing of the new
year. The plants being in pots plunged to the rim in

moist tan or leaves, and not being iu the neighbour-

hood of any hot-water pipes, will need very little

water till a greater degree of heat is aSbrdod when
starting them into fruit, although an occasional

examination of the soil will be necessary, great dry-

ness at the root being dangerous. Maintain a

rather moist, genial atmosphere in tlie house in

which fruits are swelling off, sprinkling the paths

and walls daily, and the surface of the bed occa-

sionally, but the plants themselves should not be
syringed. The amount of water afforded the soil must
be sparing, the aim of the cultivator being the keeping
of the soil in a moist, but not a wet state ; and through-

out the winter water may be withheld altogether as

soon ,08 a fruit begins to colour, any excess of

moisture at the root at this stage and season ofteu

causing blackness at the core. A night temperature
of 70° should be maintained, and by day 75° to 80°

;

bottom-heat being steady at 85° to 90°. Suckers on
these fruiters, wheu of fair size, should be twisted off,

and after laying in the Pine-stove to dry somewhat
they should bo potted into deep 6-inch pots, and
plunged in a bed having a brisk heat,with the tips of the

leaves nearly touching the glass. Roots are quickly
formed under these conditions, and the leaves do
not become drawn as is the case with suckers left on
the old stools till the spring arrives. Those suckers
which were potted late in the summer shoidd
be making free growth, and will be benefitod

by having plenty of air on favounvblo days, and
a smaller amount of water at the roots, although
these must not be kept very dry. Examine
them at the least once a week during tho winter
months, and afford water when it is necessary.

Those standing in small pots and likely to become
pot-bound shortly, may be repotted into slightly

bigger pots rather than rnn the risk of their starting

prematurely into fruit. It is advisable to let the tem-
perature fall for these young plants to about 6u° at

night, or 65° in mild weather by day, with a steady
bottom-heat of 80'.

Ciicicmber.i.—As the days shorten, moisture at the
roots and in the air of the house must be corre-

spondingly reduced, discontinuing overhead sprink-
ling, and relying for aerial moisture ou sprinkled
paths and other surfaces. Undue dryness of the soil

should be guarded against by affording as much water
as will prevent flagging, or just enough to keep the
bed in a moist state. Admit a little air on bright
mornings, and closing early. The lateral shoots
should be stopped at every joint, and all mis-shapen
fruits removed as soon as observed. The plants
should be lightly cropped, and no fruit allowed to
remain uncut after having become large enough for

consumption. A few fresh horse-droppings spread
over the surface of the bed at short intervals of time
will be beneficial by affording a supply of ammonia to
the plants, and tend towards keeping them free from
red-spider. Keep -free from thrips and aphides by
timely light fumigations with tobacco, and dust with
sulphur for mildew should it appear. A night tem-
perature of 70° will be suitable, rising to 75° or 80°

in the daytime.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By jNo. McIntyrk, Girdcner, Woodside, Darlington.

Ixoras.—Such of these as are now past their best
and sliowing signs of cessation of growth, may be
removed to a cooler house, and the quantity of water
aSorded at the root reduced, but at no time
altogether withheld, or the shoots will shrivel. A
late vinery, if warmth be afforded to dispel damp
from the Grapes, forms a very suitable place for

storing Ixoras. Here the plants may stay for three
months

; indeed, such quarters are very suitable for

any species of stovo-plants that needs to be kept cooler

when at rest.

Ptdins, <{('. —• Any which from various causes
have had their growth checked, should be placed in

the stove to make new leaves in readiness for use

another year. This holds good of the plants that have
been much employed in house-decoration, or that

have frequently been seut to shows ; it applies also to

Gycads. I have a large plant of Cycas circinalis that

was checked in its growth during the summer, and it

is throwing up a fine crown of leaves under this

kind of treatment. Old specimen Cycads should
have their stems abundantly sprinkled. Autumn-
struck stove plants of any kind, if rooted, should be

placed in pots of a size likely to carry them
through the winter, and put im a shelf near the glass.

PotUnij Soih and Cumpui^ta.—Where open or closed

sheds exist, and the space can be spared, the various

materials used in potting plants should be got together

without delay .and placed therein. The loam, which
ought to consist of light and heavy qualities, should
have been in stack for one year or longer, for the

grass-roots, &c., to have become partially decayed.

The loam that gardeners like the best is that

which has been taken from a sheep-pasture or

other grazing-laud, but as this cannot always bo
obtained, then such as comes nearest to it should
be obtained. The country gardener can usually

stack his turfy soil in the open one year or more
before he uses it ; the town amateur, on the other
hand, buys what he requires of the soil-dealer, and
has but little choice in the matter of quality, but he
at least should stipulate for being supplied with
turfy soil—not sub-soil, destitute of fibre. If turf be
cut at home, it may range in thickness from l.J to

3 inches, according to the <[uaUty of the soil—thick

on good loam, and thin on poor or gravelly ones.

When carted to the soil yard, stack tho sods or

turves solidly together, and finish off the heap as a

ridge or a cone, with a sharp slant to throw off the

rain ; and keep it free from weeds. \Vhen the grass

grows out at the sides, as it will do in the summer,
shave the sides thinly with a sharp spade, and then
it will not give any further trouble. Where the
potting shed is furnished with soil-bins, these should
be filled. Do not omit to store in the dry a sufficient

quantity of well decayed and partially decayed le.af-soil.

These should be piisscd through fine-meshed sieves

to remove undeoayed portions, sticks, and rubbish.

For the making of leaf-soil as many Oak, Chestnut,

and Beech leaves shotdd be collected aa possible— one
can scarcely have too much of it in the garden. The
leavesof the Lime, Elm, Horse-Chestnut, andSycamore
do nut make such good leaf-mould, although wheu
mixed with dung they make fairly lasting hot-beds.
Peat, both hard and soft, is to be met with near some
large gardens, the former being good as a potting-

soil for hard-wood plants and others, which like those
have fine hair-like roots, and that do not like frequent
root disturbance ; the latter does well for growing
Ferns, some kinds of Orchids, Aohimenes, Gesneras,

Anthuriums of the leafy species and varieties, and for

mixing with loam and leaf-mould for a great variety

of uses. Like loam, it sliould have been iu stack

for at least a year before it is used for potting,

although when employed in conservatory borders it

may be used in a fresh state at or near tho bottom of

such, being very good at that depth for keeping the

borders well drained, decay taking place but slowly
when it is removed from the action of the air.

Failing a home supply of peat, recourse must be hiid

to the soil-dealer : and the buyer should insist on
being supplied with an article which being cut at

least one year, is fit for immediate use in potting his

plants. Then there is Orchid-peat and sphagnum-
moss, which every Orchid cultivator must have in

store. A stock of sand, both pit and rivet kinds,

should be stored, and it ought to be clean, that is,

free from loam or other soil. Sea-sand answers well for

most things, and if it be stored for a time oiit-of-doors,

the rain frees it from much of the salt particles it con-

tains. The above constitute the greater part of the gar-

deners' laboratory, and he merely requires a few such
aids to growth as dried cow-dung, fowls', or pigeons'

dung, that has been fermented in a big heap ; some
well-decayed stable-dung passed through a half-inch-

meshed sieve, a bag or two each of crushed bones,

bone-meal, Peruvian-guano, Vine-manure, and super-

phosphate of lime, to be prepared for any emergency.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hedley Wakren, Gardener, Aston Clinton, Iring.

Spriiiy Bedding.—Except iu very sheltered places,

the plants will have become so unsightly as to make
it desirable to clear them away forthwith, and pro-

ceed with the planting of bulbs and spring-flowering
plants. Before digging the soil in the beds, it is

generally advisable to dress it well with rotted
dung, which is better for the futur.' occupants

than summer manuring, and one dressing usually
suffices for tlio entire year. Having made pre-
parations for planting the beds, and having decided
on the manner in which they will be filled, planting
in masses of one or two harmonising colours only if

the beds are small should be done. No two colours
may be placed close together that would have a dis-

cordant effect, such as purple near red, or scarlet or
blue with red, unless fits complement yellow be in

the near neighbourhood. Brown and white are toler-

able, as for instance, Wallflowers and a white Narcis-
us, or Tulips, or Hyacinths. Daisies of decided colours
are useful as edgings, and for filling quite small beds

;

also Scillas, white and blue. Chionodoxas less so, the
habit of the plants being more straggling. Silene
and Saponaria ocymoides; and Forget-me-Nots in
variety are all of use. Plants that are of dwarf
growth, such as Aubrietias, Daisies, &c., may be
planted thinly as groundwork or edging, the inter-

vening spaces being planted with Sedums, Hernia-
rias, Antenn,aria, &c., or with dwarf Tulips, Crocuses,
or Soillas, .as may be desirable. Iu some instances
small evergreen shrubs may be used as " dot " plants,

and these serve to relieve the beds of flatness, and
save the expense of using Dutch bulbs. Other spring-
flowering plants, are alpine Auriculas, Primroses and
Polyanthuses, perennial Arabis in variety, Alyssum
saxatile, Pansies, Erica carnea, &c. Of bulbs there
are Crocus, Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Snowdrops

;

tubers of Eranthis hjemalis Winter Aconite, Ranun-
culuses, &c. It should be borne iu mind that in

beds planted in patterns, the latter should be simple,
beds thus planted usuidly afli'ording the most satis-

faction. A simple and telling arrangement for a

circular bed about 1 2 feet in diameter, may be made
as follows :—A central plant of Yucca recurva, a
gi'oundwork over the whole of the bed of yellow
Polyanthus, dotting over the whole Scarlet Tulips

;

and if an edging be thought desirable, using Aubrietia
purpurea. Another simple arrangement m,ay be as

follows :—riant a groundwork of .alpine Auriculas,
dotting the whole with Narcissus "Golden Spur,"
placing tho latter not less than 9 or 10 inches apart

;

and where an edging is required, use the red or white
Daisies. Beds occupied solely with bulbs, or iu

which other plants aie thinly disposed, should receive

a surfacing of Coeoa-uut fibre.

Gciwal Wurk.—All tender plants used for bedding
purposes should now Ije got under cover, and afforded
free ventilation iu mild weather. Cuttings of bedding
Pelargoniums should be frequently examined for

decaying foliage and flower-buds, which should be
sedulously removed.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By G. WooDiiATE, G.irdeuer, Rollo.stun Hall, Iiurton-i>u-Treiit.

Pliintiiiij Fruit Trees,—Before proceeding to plant

on ground long occupied by fruit trees, the infertile

soil of the tree stations should, to a large extent, be
dug out to a depth of 1| to 2 feet, and wheeled ou
to the kitchen garden quarters, where it may be spread

about, and other soil from another part of the garden
substituted, adding to this some pasture loam, lime
rubbish, and chan-ed soil and refuse. If there are

drains under the trees or in the adjacent soil, they
should be examined as to their efficiency. The layer

of rubble which ought always to be laid over the

drain- pipes, and should not be less than 6 inches in

length, should be freed from soil and then covered

with thick turves. After filling in the stations with
the new mixture of soil, &c., make it firm by tramp-

ling lightly if it be sufficiently dry to allow of this

being done, otherwise it must be left to settle by its

own weight. This sort of preparatory work should

be uuderfciken in dry weather, planting being done
as soon as the trees come to hand from the nursery.

Peach and Ncrtariiic Priminj.—The shoots of the

late varieties which have borne fruit this year should

be removed, and a light brushing with a new birch-

broom be afforded the entire trees as soon as the

leaves attain their autumnal tint, always drawing
the broom from the centre to the extremities. This

may require occasional doing at intervals of a week.

If the fallen leaves are burned forthwith, many
insects or their eggs, which might ultimately cause

trouble, will be destroyed. In the borders of

many kitchen gardens, fruit trees are planted in

lines parallel with the w,alk3, and in symmetrical

order, and when a vacancy occurs in the hues,

some of the woru-out soil should certainly be replaced

with that which contains more fertility, and which
has not carried fruit trees in recent years. Thn
quarters intended to be planted with bu-h fruits of

all kinds should be well dressed with rich farmyard

manure,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY

SALES.
/Unreserved Sale of well g^rown

Nursery Stock, at The Nurseries,
Sunninfidale, by order of Mr.

/ Chas. Noble, by Frotheroe it

Oct. 19 \ Morris (six days).

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe k Morris'

Rooms.
Important Collection of Dutch
V Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

{Annual Special Trade Sale of Nur-
sery Stock, at the Wood Lane
Nurseries, Isleworth, by order
of Messrs. Chas. Lee ifc Son, by
Protheroe & Morris.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

400 Pens of High-class Poultry and
Pigeons, at Stevens' Rooms.

-Great Sale of 200,000 Fruit Trees,

I
at Perry Hill, CUfTe, near Roches-

I ter, by order of Mr. W. Home,
I by Prothere h Morris.

Oct. 21 J Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe i' Morris"

j
Rooms.

I Great Sale of Roses. Plants, Shrubs.
I Dutch Bulbs, Arc, at Stevens'
\ Rooms.

( Great Clearance Sale of Palms.
Feras, .and other Stock, also
Cart Horses and Van, by order
of Messrs. W. Cooper, Ltd., by
Protheroe ir Morris (two days).

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe <fe Morris'
THURSDAY, Oct. 22 ( Rooms.

Tenders to be received at Messrs.
Protheroe h Morris' Office, i(e

Normandy Manor Estate, Guild-
ford.

Dutcli Bulbs. Liliums, Shrubs, &c.

,

^ at Stevens' Rooms.

( Orchids from Messrs. F. Sander h
Co., at Protheroe ii Morris'
Rooiiis.

Oct. 23 .' Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe & Morris'

^ Rooms.
Scientific and Miscellaneous Pro-

L perty, at Stevens' Rooms.

SATURDAY Oct. 24—Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

FRIDAY,

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—49-2°.

Baron
VON Mueller.

By the death of Baron Ferdi-
nand VON Mueller, or, to give

him his British style and title.

Sir Ferdinand Mueller, on the 9th inst, as

announced by telegram a week ago, Australia

has lost its greatest botanist, science generally

one of its most devoted disciples, and humanity
one of its greatest benefactors. Personally he
was known to few of us, having, in 1S47, loft

Europe to which he never returned ; yet there

are probably few botanists and hortioultui-ists

in the wide world who have not been in cones-

pondence with him, or who are not in some way
acquainted with his writings. Apart from an
inborn egotism that marred, to some extent, all

his writings and speeches, he was a most estim-

able man, expending his income for botanical

and charitable purposes, generous and helpful

in all ways. He has done more than any other

single individual for the advancement of science

in the southern hemisphere. A conscientious

and earnest man in all that he undertook, yet

withal a little unpractical

!

Ferdinand Mueller was born at Eostock in

1S25, and studied medicine and natural history

at Kiel, graduating there as Ph.D. Between
1840 ancl 1847, he investigated the flora of

Schleswig and Ilolstein, but, so far as we know
he published nothing relating thereto. At the

latter date he had premonitory symptoms of

phthisis, and having previously lost both his

parents, he emigrated to Australia. The change
of climate had tho desired effect, though he never

attained to a robust physique, lie commenced
his career as a chemist's assistant in Adelaide,

where he soon attracted attention by his study
of the native plants. Four years were devoted

to the botanical exnloration of South Australia

at his own cost, and to the last he gave valu-
able guidance to younger men ; taking special

interest in the exploration of New Guinea and
the antarctic regions. In 1852, under the
administration of L.vTrobe, the first governor
of Victoria, he was appointed Government
Botanist. His first contribution to the botany
of Australia appeared in the Linncea, vol. xxv.,

1852, under the title of Diagnoses et Des-
criptiones Plantarum Novarum, quas in Nova
HoUandia australi proecipue in rei/iunibus

interioribus detexit et invest igarit. This was
succeeded by a number of papers on the
botany of the same region in Hooker's London
JournalofBotanyJ- a,nith.e-a, in 1855, he published
in the first volume of the Transactions of the

Fhilosophical Society of Victoria, descriptions of

the interesting novelties discovered by himself
in the Australian Alps. After this, not a month

mortification which he never forgot, as to the

last, his letters contained references to it. But,

to the credit of the colony, be it said, he was
retained as Government botanist at his former

salary. The herbarium and library just out-

side the Botanic garden remained under his

control ; the garden itself he never entered

after his removal.

In 1858-59 the first volame of his Fragmenta

Phijtographicp Austral ice was published. Ttiis

was continued down to about 1882, comprising

eleven thin volumes, and a fragment of a

twelfth, of Latin descriptions, giving evidence

of the progress of botanical discovery in

Australia.

In 1861 the question arose of preparing a

Fiora of the whole of Australia, written in

English ; and although it was the ambition

of his life to carry this out, and for it he' had

Tbe L.vtf, FERDINAND VOK MUELLER.

passed from that time to the present without some
further contribution to the flora of Australia.

In 1855-56 he was attached to an expedition

sent out under Gregory for the exploration

of the Victoria Eiver, and other districts in

Central and North Australia ; and as early

as 1863, he had already, in his various

journeys, travelled upwards of 20,000 miles

!

The estimation in which his labours as an

explorer are held by geographers, is evidenced

by the fact that a river in Queensland, a moun-
tain in Spitzbergen, a range of mountains in

New Guinea, a cataract in Brazil, and a glacier

in New Zealand, all bear his name. In 1857

he was appointed to the directorship of the

Melbourne Botanic Garden, a post ho held until

1873, when, much against his will, he was
relieved of tho functions belonging thereto, in

consequence of his not meeting the popular

requirements of the period, and of the desir-

ability of appointing a practical horticulturist

to manage the garden. This was a bitter

so long been collecting materials, he magnani-

mously and unselfishly gave up the task to the

late Mr. Bentham, because it was essential to

its satisfactorj' accomplishment that the author

should be able to examine the types of the

multitude of previously-desoribed Australian

plants deposited in European herbaria. How
faithfully and pleasantly von Mueller assisted

Bentham in the seven volumes of the Flora

Anstraliensis v!X3i,yh& gathered from the prefaces

to the first and last volumes of that great work.

The whole of von Mueller's extensive Aus-
tralian herbarium was transmitted to Kew,
case after case, and the whole was returned

without the slightest mishap. Von Mueller's
feelings towards Bentham are expressed in

his wi'itten inscriptions in the first and
last volumes of tho Fragmenta, presented

to the latter, and now in the Kew library. In

the first, the dedication runs thus :
—" Botanico

quarn maxirne ivstimando Georgia Bentham, <fcc.,

opusculum offert auctor." In the last, long after
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the comjiletiou of the Flora Austndknsis, he

wrote:

—

Illustriisimv G. Beufham PhyUyra-

phoruiu vtnerahili, Nestori Jteytii Plaiitaruin

Australke prohissiino, perhistruturi rolumeii

modfstum Scriptorc ubhitum.

These tributes to the merits of Be>'tham,

whom he might have regarded in the light of a

rival, are more eloquent of the worth of the

writer than anything we could say in his

praise.

Of late years he was collecting materials for

of the utmost value to botanist and horticulturist

alike. Among the multitudinous works that

have issued from the prolific pen of the deceased,

there is one deserving of special mention. It

is that on Sfflect Extra-tropical Plants readily

eligible for Industrial ( 'iilture, ifec. The first

edition, if it may be so termed, consists of a

series of papers, partly lect ures, delivered or pub-

lished between 1857 and ls71. A second, con-

solidated edition, appeared in 1876, and since then

augmented and revised editions have succeeded

various others, attest alike the broad sympathies

and the prodigious industry of the author. The
depressed financial condition of the colony

hampered him in his publications, but in his

last letter to us be mentions his intention to

resume at once the publication of his mono-
graph of the Candolleacete (Stylidiaceio of

others), to complete that of the Salsolacea?, and
to bring out supplements to his monographs of

Eucalyptus and Acacia, while he even hoped to

bring out one more edition of his lidect Plaatis '

FlO. 84.—AGARICINF.r,. (SEE P. 466.)

a Flora of New Guinea, and published numerous
leaflets on the subject, a form of publication

that is not a little inconvenient.

As maj' be imagined from what has already

been said, a com jjlete bibliography ofMueller's
writings would till many pages ; therefore, we
must be content with mentioning a few of his

more important works. Prominent among these

are his illustrated monographs of the genera
Eucalyptus, and Acacia, and of tho Orders
Myoporine;!.' and Salsolace;o, most valuable

works from a practical as well as from a scientific

point of view. The Eucalyp>toijrapliia is, indeed,

specially remarkable among similar publica-

tions. Then there are the various editions of

his Censxi of Australinn Plants, a compilation

each other until last year, when the ninth was
published. From a small beginning it developed

into a general handbook on plants suitable for

cultivation in extra-tropical countries. Taking
the editions in the order theyappeared, the fourth

was in the German language, translated by our

old correspondent. Dr. Ed. Goeze, Curator of

the Botanic Garden at Greifswald. Then there

is a French edition, conjointly edited by
Mueller and Uuaeles Naudin, and pub-
lished under the auspices of the French
Acclimatisation Society. Works intended to

popularise the study of botany, such as the

Introduction to Botanic Teachings at the Schools

of Victoria—the Key to the system of Victorian

plants, illustrated with numerous cute, and

In the distribution of botanical specimens,

and in the communication of plants of horti-

cultural or economic value, he was equally

energetic. There is scarcely a botanic garden

here or on the continent that has not been

enriched by him ; not a colony, nor a depen-

dency which does not owe to him some valuable

introduction. Eucalypts, Acacias, pasture-

grasses for arid climates, fruit trees, timber

trees, tanning materials, perfume plants—no-

thing likely to be useful in anj' particular

colony was omitted. At the same time, ho was

indefatigable in developing the resources of his

adopted country, and directly or indirectly was

the originator of many now flourishing indus-

tries. Nor was his attention confined exclu-
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sively to plants, for we read of the iidrndudion

to central Australia, at his instigation, of the

Camel for transport purposes.

One illustration of his zeal for horticul-

ture is shown ia the great numbers of Fellows

of the Eoyal Horticultural Society who wera

proposed by him. The Society, indeed, owes

no little to the unselfish action of Baron

VON Mueller, who, when the Society threw

off South Kensington shackles, and started on its

career of pure horticulture, expressed his sym-
pathy in the way just mentioned. Indeed, in

the last letter received from him shortly before

the telegraph brought news of his death, there

was a proposal-form for the election of yet an-

other Australian Follow of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

VON Mueller was a most voluminous corres-

pondent. For nearly forty yeavs, the present

wi-iter has been in correspondence with him,

and of late years hardly anything has happened
with such regularity as the receipt on every

Monday morning of one or more communica-
tions of some kind from Baron von Mueller.
Two or three such communications were received

weekly on the average, but the number has
occasionally mounted up to as many as seven

and even nine 1 The last of these communica-
tions utilised in this journal was one on a new
Musa from New Guinea, printed in our last

issue, p. 300. Since then, indeed, on Monday
last, we received an original sketch of the in-

florescence of this plant (fig. So), which we
now reproduce on p. 4(i7, not only for its

own sake, but in memoriata.

Sir F. Mueller was at the head, or intimately
associated, with every movement for the promo-
tion of intellectual culture, not only in Mel-
bourne, but directly or indirectly throughout
Australasia. He was truly an enthusiast in all

that related to the botanical and geographical ex-

ploration of his adopted country
;
yet, none the

less, a strong supporter of the renowned musical
society, known as the Melbourne Liedertafel,

an<l other social institutions.

In a short notice, as this must necessarily

be, it is difficult to do his memory justice, and
yet be faithful to the truth. There is no doubt
that he denied himself the pleasures of matri-
mony partly from conscientious motives, but
particularly in order to be free to give his time
and his income to his favourite pursuits ; his

house was blocked with specimens, so that
sitting room and domestic comforts wore de-

ficient. Yet, in contrast with this self-denial,

he was insatiable in his desire for titles and
notoriety. This weakness caused him to publish
botanical contributions in every possible organ
open to him, and occasionally led him to the
commission of regrettable inconsistencies in

botanical nomenclature.

With all that one can say in praise and
honour of his intense energy and industry
manifested in spite of a somewhat delicate con-
stitution, and one can hardly say too much,
it would be affectation to ignore the fact

that he needlessly added to the synonymy
of Australian plants by simultaneously pub-
lishing many of them under two generic names,
so that whichever view one mighttake of generic
limits, his name would still stand as the
authority ! He also indulged in other vaga-
ries, incomprehensible, considering his vast
experience. For example, he reduced all the
numerous and often very distinct species of
Fpilobium found in New Zealand to the
common E. tetragonum; and under Styphelia
(Bpacride.'o) he ranged nearly a dozen genera,
commonly accepted as distinct.

With regard to honours and distinctions,

of which, as we have said, he was inordinately

proud, he was what most persons would consider

overwhelmed, being a corresponding member of

over loO learned societies, and the recipient of

orders and decorations in embarrassing pro-

fusion. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal

Society in 18(51 ; in 1871 he was created an
hereditary Baron by the Kingof Wubtemburg ;

he was one of the first to beappointed to the Order
of St. Michael and St. George ; in 1879 he
was made a Knight Commander of that Order

;

and in 1888 he was awarded one of the Royal
Medals of the Eoyal Society of London.
We in the mother country can estinnte the

value of his services to science, aud believe that

all Australia will join us in saying that he
deserved well and highly of his adopted country.

At present we have only telegraphic notice of

his death, and do not know how it came about.

Drawings of Mushroom-like Fungi at
THE British Museum, Cromwell Road.—

a

few weeks ago we published a brief notice of the
exhibition of coloured horticultural and botauic.d

drawings in the Department of Botany at the British

Museum, as arranged by Mr. George Morray, the
Keeper of Botany. In our present number, as

typical of the season, we are able to give a much-
reduced copy of a drawing (one of a series of six),

male by Mr. WoRTHi.VGro.-J G. Smitu, to illustrate

the chief Orders of the larger fungi. The illustration

gives typical examples of Musliroom-like fungi. The
other five drawings in the British Museum, made at
the suggestion of .Mr. Georoe Mdrr.iy, give types of
Bo'.eti, the woody Polyporea; of trees, the Morels,
the Pufl'balls, the Clavariea;, or Club-fviugi ; and
the Jelly-fungi, or TremelUnea:. Close by thesedraw-
inijsare nearly fifty others, made by the same draughts-

man. In our illustration (tig. S4) the top left-haul

fungus is Agaricus muoidus, a white, highly mucila-
giDous and sticky fungus, frequent on old Beeches

;

said by some enthusiasts to be edible. The large

Agarics on the left represent A. rubescens, another
esculent. The two smaller e.'camplos close to the
left-hand margin belong to the greeu-bluo and poi-

sonous A. airuginosus. The rainute white specimens
with hair-hke stem^ growing on the dead leaf at the
bottom left are A. cipillaris. The three Agarics on
the top right are the spleadid glutinous orange-

coloured A. at^iposus. The three large black fun^i
on the right are the fetid and poisonous " Magpie
Coprinus," C. picaceus. The Agaric in the centre of
the drawing is the scarlet-topped aud p jisonous A.
muscariu-i, and the tall slender-stemmed exam des
just beneath are the beautiful yellow-topped A.
epipterygius, common on dead bracken. The small
fungi growing close together, like a regiment of

soldior.-i, at the bottom right, represent a colony of

A. diss3minatu5, an Agaric common in damp hedge-

rows at this time of the year, remarkable for its

peculiar habit of growing in closely compacted
companies.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITU-
TION.— It is with much pleasure we make the
announcement that Lord Rothschild has kindly

expressed bis iutDution to preside at the next festival

dinner (58th) in aid of the funds of this admirable

charity, tj be held on a date to be fixed by his

lordship iu June, 1897—the month in which the

CJutEN, who has been the gracious patroness of the

Institution for so many years, will, if spared, com-
plete the sixtieth year of her reign. We have no
doubt that Lord Hothsohild will be well and
influenlially supported on the occasion, and we
trust the funds of the charity will be greatly benefited.

Battersea Park Chrysanthemum Show.
—The exhibition of Chrysanthemums, as we are in-

formed by Mr. Coi'PiN, will be opon to tho inspection

of the public in the frame-yard, at Battersea P.trk. on
Saturday the 17th inst. and for some weeks, from
10 A.M. until dusk.

Bruce Findlay Memorial Fund.—The appeal

on behalf of the three daughters of the late Mr. Bruce
Findlay, has been liberally responded to in Man-
chester and elsewhere, the amount already received

or proiui-ed amounting to £l'i'10, and as the need
is great, it is hoped that this sum will be largely

increased.

"Botanical Magazine."—The plants figured

in the October number are :

—

Actdiidia p'j'iiijama,, Planchon, tab. 7497.—A climb-

iug halfhardy shrub with purplish petioles, oblong,

finely-s.-rrulate, glabrous leaves, aud racemes of

nodjing suj-globose flowers, each about J inch in

diime'.cr. The plant belongs to the Teriistrcctniaoea:,

an 1 is a native of Japan.

Alu:aiii rcvcrxj,, N. E. Brown, in Gardeners'

Chrj.iicle, 1S90, ii., 33—tab. 7498.

Luhijras undtUatas, Boissier, tab. 7490. --This is

the plant known iu gardens as L. Sibthorpii (Baker, in

Gxrdciicrs' Chronicle, 189L), ii., 764). It flowers

eailier thn L. rotuudifohus, and is smdler than that

species. Kroai L. latifolius it differs in its broader

leaflets, aud more numerous flowers.

Frilillaria nobilis. Baker, tab. 7500.— A pretty

little Kritiilaria, remarkable for its dwarf-habit, and
largo dark cUret-colonred flowers. It was discovered

by Si.vrE.Niis in Armenia, and introduced into cultiva-

tion by Herr Max Leichtlin.

Purroti'i Jacqacinonfiaiia, Decaisne, t.ib. 7501.— -V

Himilayan shrub having, as the elitor remarks,

litcli iu common with Parrotia, but more with

Fothergilla. It has roundish puckered leaves covered

with stellate hairs, and numerous small tlower-s

aggregated in heals surrounded by conspicuous

white bracts.

The Decorative Uses of Flowers.—Tho
use of flowers for interior decorations, particularly

on ojjasions of ceremony and festivity, has always

hiea a universal custom among the Japmese, and
out of this pistimo they liave elaborated a method
distinctly their own, which, upoa examination,

reveals losthetic principles of a high order. With
the October number of the Stmlio, which is the first

part of a new volume, will be commenced a series of

illustrated articles fully describing, tor the first tim3

in any European publication, the wonderfully original

methods of flower arrangement adopted in Japan.

Tills number will also contain tho first of a series of

illustrated articles upon the Arts an! Crafts Exhibi-

tion at the New Gallery.

The Surveyors' Institution. — The first

ordinary general meeting of the session 1S96-97

will be held at the temporary address, Savoy Street,

Victoria Embankment W.C.. on Monday, Nov. 9,

1896, when the President, Mr. Daniel Wat.sey, wdl

deliver an opening address. The chair will be taken

at 8 o'clock. Members attending the meeting will

enter by the mun door of tho Medical Examination

Hall, fronting the Embankment.

Ealinq Gardeners' Association, — An
interesting and lengthy paper was road at the

meeting of this body of Ealing gardeners on October 6,

by Mr. A. Wright, gardener at Falkland Park,

Norwood, the subject-mattor of which was " The
Cattleya-house, aud what may be done with it." The

methods of arranging the interior so as to show off

the plants in the best manner, and yet secure

healthy growing conditions for them ; and for

securing a moist atmosphere at the smallest expen-

diture of labour. Cultural details of a general

character were also fully dealt with, and the kind

of plants noted, which may be allowed in the house

at seasons when tho Cattleyas have but little blojm

upon them.

" FlORILEGIUM HaRLEMENSE."—The wish has

been repeats lly expressed that tho AUnim van Eerlin,

an Ulustrated work on bulbous plants, published from

1872 to 1881 by the then existing firm, A. C. van
Ekdeu, should bo continued. Fifteen years p.assed

before the fnlfilinant of this desire soeined practicable.

When the quostion cimo before tho " Algemeene

Vereeniging voor Blojmbollencultuur," thero appeared

to be insurmountable difficulties in tho way of its

being p iblished by that body. Finally, an agreement
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was made between the directors of the " Vereenig-

ing " and the Messrs. De Erven Loosjes, pub-

lishers, of Haarlem, whereby the latter undertook the

publication under the superintendence of the above-

mentioned directors. The first number of this new
publication, which bears the general title of Flori-

legium Harkmense, is now ready. It is composed of

three coloured jjlates, with accompanying text in

Dutch, English, French and German. The plates are

chromo-lithographs from the firm of J. L. Goffabt
(formerly G. Sevebetn.s), of Brussels, the well-known

specialist for reproducing pictures of flowers and

plants. The original drawings were made by Dutch
artists. For tlie following numbers the publishers

have secured the co-operation of Mr. A. Goosse.ns of

Brussels. Two editor.i have been ohoseu by the
" Algemeene Vereeniging voor BloemboUencultuur,"

and to these gentlemen is left the selection of the

plates, with the understanding that uo plate shall

appear in tho Florilcr/ium Harkmcnso until it has

received the approval of the directors. This work is

not only valuable to bulb-growers and to those in the

trade, but should be in the possession of all lovers of

plants. The plates are of quarto size, the flowers being

represented of their natural dimensions and colour

on a dull brown background. The plants figured are

single Hyacinth La Grandesse, raised by M. Vincent
VAN DER WiNNE about thirty years ago, and which is still

considered the best single white for trade purposes.

Tho second plate represents four early Tulips :— 1,

Keizerskroou, the oldest early single iu cullivatiou

(scarlet, bordered with yellow) ; 2, White Pottebakker
;

3, Proserpina, crimson ; 4, Vermilion Brilliant. On
plate 3 are sliown four %-arieties of Naroissu.s, viz

,

maximus, John Horsefield, and albicans. The pub-
lication is likely to be very serviceable, as giving

representations of the best varieties for cultivation,

with details of their history. The illustrations aro

faithful representations, devoid of ex.ig^eration.

Ripening of Lily Seeds.—Linde.mdth de-

scribes experiments (Bcr. d. Deui. But. Qestlhrk,

August, 1896), showing that it is possible to ripen

the seeds of Lilium candidum and of Lachenalia

luteola if the fruitingstalk is cut away from the

bulb and laid aside ; whereas he states that the

seeds do not ripen on the plant. The inference

is, that if the stalks are left on the plants,

the bulbs withdraw materials down from tho

fruits, and the seeds cannot be ripened. That
the stalks, &c. , contain much nutrient substance

seems proved by the fact that iu Hyacinthus orientalis

and Lachenalia luteola they will develop bulbils if

cut pieces of them are placed in water. These
bulbils do not develop ordinarily, because the excess

of material from which they are formed would then
pass to the filling bulbs below ground. Now, if this is

so, i.e., if the flowering-st;ilks, kc, of plants like

Lilies, Hyacinths, Lachenalias, kc, contain important

food-supplies which go to feed the bulbs, it must ba
a mistake to cut off the flowering-stems when the

flowering is over, under the impression that the bulb
is strengtheued. And, further, if seeds are prevented
from obtaining the stores iu the stalks owing to the

draught in the filling bulbs, some explanation of diffi-

culties in raising Lily-hybrids may be forthcoming,

and more success ensured. It would be interestiu"

to know what raisers have to say.

Dyed Flowers.—" Button-holes " of a clear

lilac colour are being sold iu the streets of London
which may well puzzle the uninitiated. They
resemble, when seen at a distance, Parma Violets or

double Hepaticas. A little examination, however,
reveals that they are the flower-heads of some white

Composite, probably the double-flowered form of

Achillea Ptaruiica. These have been dipped iu some
violet dye ; at any rate, they have a more natural

appearance than the green Carnations once popular,

whilst for the majority of button-holers botanical

anomalies are matters of indifference.

Jubilee Year of the Melbourne Bo-
tanic Gardens.—The jubilee of the Melbourne
Botanic Gardens has been reached, and appropriattly

celebrated by further improvements. There are

several historic trees in the gardens, some planted by
Mr. L\ Trobe, others by his daughter and by Mr.

John Abtuub, the first Curator of the gardens. A
Norfolk Island Pine was planted by Jlr. John
Dallocby, Cui-ator, in 1S50 ; it is now 62 feet high,

with a diameter of 2 feet 10 inches at 7 feet from the

ground. The islets in the largo lake have been

recently finished. They will represent tropical

islets, witli a vegetation chiefly of Palms, which have

been transferred from other parts of the garden by
the system of transplanting the Director has used

with such good effect. Iu Mr. Finn's Chronicles

of E:irlij Melbourne, it is stated that 50 acres

of ground, were marked off by Mr. Hoddle
at Batman's Hill for a botanic garden in 1842,

but were afterwards found to be unsuitable.

The present site was then a beautiful valley. From

Fin. S5.—INFLORE.SCENOE OF Ml'SA ALOSPERMJi.

(See description by Baron Ferdiiiiind von Mueller, p. 3tJ0, in
our Issue for September 26, 1S96 ; aLso p. 46li.)

1836 to 1841 it was a sort of missionary school-ground
for the aborigines, and it was next occupied by the
Messrs. HaWdon as a slaughtering-place. The Botanic-

garden reserve was proclaimed by Mr. L\ Trobe in

February, IS It!, on the recommendation of a com-
mittee of the City Council : and by May 1, 1847, Mr.
John Artuub, the first gardener, had it iu excellent

condition. Mr. Arphur died iu 1849, and was suc-

ceeded by Mr. Dallochv. Baron voN Mueller (first

appointed Government-botanist in 1852) became
director in 1857. The management of Mr. W. R.
GuiLFOYLE, who was appointed when Mr. J. J. Casey
was Minister of Lands, dates from IS"-^.

The United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society.—The aunual dinner of this

Society was held on October 7 at the Holborn Res-

taurant, London, when W. J. Nutting, Esq., offi-

ciated as Chairman, being supported by Sir Clarence

Smith, Messrs. H. B. May, James H. Veitoh,

John Gould Veitch, W. Y. Baker, A. F. Barron,

Geo. J. Ingram, and other well-known supporters

of this now rapidly-increasing benefit society, which
has for its exclusive object the assistance of

gardeners during sickness, calamity, and old age.

The chairman in a most practical and suggestive

manner laid before those assembled the benefits

which are afforded to members, urging those present

to make its advantages better known. On behalf of

the society the Treasurer replied, thanking the

chairman for his advocacy of its claims on the

horticultural community. Other speakers fol-

lowed during the evening ; amongst tho toasts

that of "The Press," thanking them for their

continued valuable support, was received with
enthusiasm. Mr. Geo. Gordon, who replied to the

latter toast, alluded to the fact that those who ai'o

employed on the horticultural papers, being gar-

deners, are admitted as membere. The present value

of the invested funds is £13,700, which, with cash in

hand, makes the handsome sum of £ 1 4,000. This fact

alone thould be sufficient to claim the confidence of

the entire community, and be the means of many
more joining its ranks. Over one hundred sat down
to dinner. The Chairman, before the conclusion of

the meeting, informed those present that -Mr. H. B.

May had promised to fill the chair at the next dinner

in 1S97. The Secretary's address is, Mr. W. Collins,

9, Martindale Road, Balham, London, .S.W.

Foreign Correspondence.

JADOO FIBRE AND VINES.

I HAVK experimented with Jadoo fibxe with
the greatest care in two different modes :

—

1st. I grafted some French cuttings on Ameri^n
roots, and made a nursery of (JOO plants with

Jadoo, and alongside it the same quantity of plants

grown in the ordinary way in earth. The Jadoo
had no bad effect (as I had thought it might
have) on the success of the grafting itself, and
the shoots at the end of the summer were longer

and a deeper green in the Jadoo-uursery than in

the adjoining one ; the roots were more numerous,
stronger, and longer where Jadoo was employed than

without it. Without any possible question the

employment of Jadoo has given the best results.

2nd. At the end of March last, I replenished tho

missing plants in the open vineyard with grafted

American Vines planted in Jadoo. It is right to say

that the roots of these Vines were very badly

developed. On September 20 we laid bare the roots

of some of these Vines, which had thrown up magni-
ficent shoots, and we were pleased to discover that their

roots were developed in Jadoo in a truly extraordinary

way ; and the result appeared to us as conclusive .as

that of the other expe riment. We intend to make a
plantation of young V ines, and use Jadoo about the

roots. De Meronu, Cli liteaii la Brr/orcc, Sfaryaux.

Home Correspondence.

pernettya mucronata, etc.—As the outdoor
flowers become more scarce, the beauties and use-

fulness of the berry-bearing shrubs become more
evident, and where due thought has been given to

the planting of these, as it has in the pretty hill-side

gardens of Frank E. Marshall, Esq , Newlauds,
Harrow-on-the-HiU (gr., Mr. Page), the brightly-

coloured fruits of the different species of Cratiogus,

of Rosa rugosa, kc , harmonise well with the sofo

blue tints of the species of Aster, the bright yellow

of the autumnal Helianthus, the showy heads of

(Chrysanthemum uliginosum, and the colours of tho

few remaining summer and autumn flowers. In one

of the large beds a number of good bushes

of Pernettya are planted, and these are among
the most beautiful objects in the garden, ladeu .as

they are with a profusion of berries, which exhibit

gi'eat variety iu their colours. Here, as in many
other gardens, where Pernettyas thrive and berry

well, the fact may iu a great measure be attri-

buted to their being planted in a situation whtro
there is a good clear light, while at the same time
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they are sheltered by other low-growing shrubs. In

the same bed Galtonia candlcans is flowering for the

second time this year ; and Andromeda japonica, and

other Andromedas are well set for flower. In the

plant-houses the Begonias and zonal Pelargoniums are

gay; and a neat specimen of LjoUa aneeps is sending

up a good supply of flowers. B.

BUDDLEIA VARIABILIS.—A word of answer to a

paragraph in " Kew Notes," in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, September 26, p. 302, about Buddleia

variabilis. I think the Chinese plant is in cultivation.

Lemoine. of Nancy, sold this year under that name
a plant which agrees with Mr. Hemsley's description.

Marc Micheli.

DELPHINIUM ZALIL(Z). sitlp/nireum).—My expe-

rience with this charming Larkspur is, that it must
certainly be called a pereunial. We have plants here

which have flowered several seasons in succession,

forming quite strong tufts of several stems every year.

I find it does well in a good loamy soil, either in the

herbaceous border or on the rockery. I remember
when several years ago it flowered here for the first

time, I felt much disappointed with the poorness of

flower and its colour and decided to discard it
;
but

seeing it a week later in an Erfurt garden, the plants

being there in splendid condition, with flowers of an

almost bright yellow colour, I altered my opinion,

and we have grown it ever since, classing it among the

most desirable of hardy perennials. It seems to do

best in summer, with an abundance of sunshine, and

preferring rather a dry to a moist soil. 0. Reuthe,

Tottenham.

Mr. Arnott, on p. 405 of the Gardmirs'

Chronicle for October 10, has some remarks on

this plant, and inclines to think it is an annual.

It has proved itself a perennial with me, but a very

unsatisfactory one. Early in the season, the leaves

became spotted with fungus, and by the time

the flowers opened they were nearly all destroyed

with it, so that the flowers made a sickly show. If I

remember rightly, it was introduced from a dry

region of Africa, or Arabia [Afghanistan], and it

evidently will not succeed in damp districts, like

Dumfries and Rothesay. It is a pity, it being a

distinct and beautiful pecies. Michael Cuthhertson,

Rothesaii.

ACIDANTHERA BICOLOR.—With regard to the

history of this plant, I beg ito state that I received

bulbs of it from young Mr. Schimper in 1872 ;
he

was then a student at Karlsruhe, and had the bulbs

from his father, who was a son-in-law of King
Johannes of Tigre. Some bulbs also went to the

Grand Duke's garden, but it flowered first in my
garden about 1875 or 1876. It requires a hot summer
to ripen well, and to grow its bulbs to size. Max
Lcichtlin, Baden-Baden.

MAIZE, OR INDIAN CORN.—If Mr. Christy will

oblige me with some seeds of the variety he refers

to, or will let me know where they are to be obtained,

I will try them under various conditions, and report

the result. As good seeds cannot be ripened with

certainty in this climate, it would be necessary to

know the correct name and place of origin. I have

grown the Zea Curagua 1 1 feet high, with cobs weigh-

ing half a pound each. 7'/tos. Fletcher, Grappcnhall,

Warrington.

TURNIPS, WHITE AND YELLOW.— I see UO
reference to the remarks of " D. T. F." in your issue

of September 26 ult. in any of your issues subsequent

to that date. That his remarks with reference to

the varieties of Turnips are perfectly justifiable (it

being quite the exception to see any wliite varieties

grown north of the Tweed), is indisputable. It is

likewise well known that the Swede is largely culti-

vated in Scotland for culinary purposes, so that tlie

affinity in colour of the Orange Jelly Turnip and the

Swede may have something to do with the favour it

receives in the North. Couple this with the match-

less superiority of the Orange Jelly as a main-crop

variety, and we have, as far as I can gather, the only

argument that can be adduced in favour of this

variety being chosen by our northern neighbours in

preference to such sorts as Chirk Castle, Red Globe,

&c. Albert Updone.

I for one quite agree with Mr. J. Mayne,
on the above subject. Certainly, as an early

Turnip, Extra Early Milan should have the first place ;

and next comes Snowball, which I consider to bu the
best white Turnip that we have. But for how long a

time will these or any other white Turnip stand in

first-rate condition ?—not for very long ; therefore,

gardeners must grow the varieties, especially where
space is limited, which are the best keepers, and I

grow Golden Ball. English and French cooks have
often told me that yellow Turnips are preferable

during autumn, winter, and spring at the best table,

because of their superior flavour ; and that is also my
experience. A . Mclnnes, Falkland Palace, N. B.

SWEET PEA CUPID.—The experience gained by
cultivators in many parts of the country of the

behaviour of this kind of Sweet Pea is, that it is

useless for outdoor culture. I sowed some seed in pots

early in February, which did fairly well, but the

plants did not flower till the first week of May, and
the flower-stalks are so short that we could not use

them for filling flower-glasses ; and thinking to

increase the vigour and size of the blooms, I tried a

little artificial manure on some, and very shortly

afterwards these plants turned quite sickly-looking,

and stopped flowering. I also took some of the

flowering plants outside, and very soon after removal
from the greenhouse no more flowers could be got

to expand on them. No more Cupid Sweet Pea for

us. Alex. Mclnnes, Palace Gardens, Falkland, Fife.

GRAPES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.—Your cor-

respondent, " A. D.," p. -436, under the above heading,

complains that Gros Maroc was classed with Gros
Colmar, and thinks that Ores Colmar is the better

Grape. I think that is quite a matter of opinion, for

with us Gros Maroc, in the same house and on the

same stock, was a good-flavourei and useful Grape;
whereas Gros Colmar was very poor, so much so, that

I cut it out, and I have seen the variety at several

places where it has not been a success. The quality

and nature of the soil, and special culture, may, how-
ever, make the difference. Our Gros Maroc here is

worked on Muscat of Alexandria. A few years since I

called upon Mr. Turton at Maiden Erlegh, and he said

that his employer, the late ilr. Hargreaves, was fond

of Gros Colmar ; still, I think that it is a matter of

opinion as to which is the better all-round Grape.

B. M., Nac'iuri/.

A correspondent of yours, who prefers

Gros Colmar to Gros Maroc, either is gifted with an
eccentric palate, or has made a slip of pen. The
former is scarcely ever fit to eat, and is perhaps the

worst of all the Grapes we grow ; but the latter is

not far inferior to Black Hamburgh. Vinilor.

A PRECOCIOUS BUSH OF THE WHITE LILAC—
As showing the unusually warm character of the past

season, we have a large bush of white Lilac in bloom
in the gardens at Beachley. It is an old bush, at

present shedding its leaves, and flower.spikes are

small. B. TiirnhuH, Beachley.

PROGRESS IN THE REIGN OF VICTORIA.—I see

no reference in your columns to the progress that

our profession has made during the long reign of our
Queen. Horticulture at the commencement of that

period must have been at a very low ebb. Under her

wise and successful reign the horticultural profession

has done glorious work for the destinies of this great

empire. We have only to look at our three 100-feet

houses ablaze with bloom of zonal Pelargoniums at

the present time, and compare them with those grown
by the aid of the old brick-flue Polmaise system of

heating of sixty years ago. Greenhouses in those

days were simply wooden sheda ; now they are nearly

all glass, light, and airy, and this artificial arrange-

ment is as nearly consistent with Nature as it is possible

to be. How different is the genial warmth we apply

at the present time by hot-water pipes hung along and

from the roof, and by the utilisation of as much
sunlight during winter as can be got. These low, angle-

shaped structures grow plants immensely better than

houses of that period, and which were called " Plant

Killers;" to say nothing of the abominably ill-con-

structed fire-place, that was a continual source of hard,

black work and annoyance to cultivators. As a proof

of how things have improved in floriculture, I have

sent you flowers of the old—then exclusively called

—

scarlet Pelargonium Tom Thumb. This now insigni-

ficant flower was at that time the pride and glory of

every well-kept garden, and up to thirty years ago
' scarlet Geranium " was the general term, for the

simple reason t!(at wo had no other colours ; now,

from this exceedingly bright and brilliant .scarlet we
have many decided colours, and innumerable inter-

mediate shades and tints—pure white, salmon, pink,

orange, and plum, bordering on purple. I have sent

you pips of these, the time gone-by Tom Thumb, and
it will bt a«ked, " Is it possible that all these other

colours and immense additional size have been bred

and sprung from this?" The answer is "Yes," and
he exclamation can be no other than "It's marvellous !

"

Now let us look at their size ; the old favourite

measures barely 1 inch across the top petals, whereas
some of this years raised seedlings, which I send you,
are over 2J inches across. The substance of flower
sixty years ago, and these had best not be compared
for fear that the consequent word of exclamation be
qiiestioned. I think flowers have done their

part in advancing with the times, and that horticul-

turists also have done honour to their Queen and
their country. Perhaps no government or country
ever did so little as our's in acknowledging and en-

couraging the good and all-important work that has
been going on during aU these many years. Fruit of
all kinds has made as much progress. Strawberries,

for instance, in those days were Strawberries in name
only, poor diminutive fruit tied on straws and so

carried about and sold ; now we have immensely im -

proved form, size and flavour. I am at this moment
writing with a 43-acre field in view, and during the
past fruiting season I counted twenty special trucks
from other companies' lines waiting at our station to

be filled with this refreshing fruit, and despatched to

nearly every large city and town in the North. To
send off' 70 tons of this fruit in one day, and from one
station, to say nothing of what was carted by road to

London during the day and night, must fill everyone
with admiration. And nearly all other kinds of fruit

have advanced both in quantity and quality at the
same ratio. Vegetables : Potatos sixty years ago
were like Strawberries, nobody knew how to grow
them ; their nature and constitution had not been
entered upon, the result wai that only the very
inferior ones—hardly good enough for the pigs—were
cultivated, and even these were considered a luxury.
Whereas, this last spring, in consequence of the
improved cropping and disease-resisting qualities,

they were so abundant that a farmer (Mr. T. Wood)
positively sold 60 tons at 10s. per ton. I have known
similar kinds of Potatos sell at £10 to £20 per
ton twenty-five years p.go. And so I think the whole
system of horticulture has done noble things in

feeding and making us more comfortable than ever

before ; so one and all, let us give three hearty cheers

for Queen Victoria, may she continue to reign over
her millions of subjects for many years to come.
H. CanncU, Sirunley. [We admire Mr. Cannell's

enthusiasm, and sympathise with his patriotism, but
we have not done yet. Mr. Cannell has more wonders
in store, we doubt not ; and the electric light has not
yet been adopted in our market gardens, as it will

be, and the cimrse of progress has only begun. Ed.]

DWARF-GROWING CALLAS.—In your report of the

exhibition of the National Chrysanthemum Society,

you state that I exhibited Callas of the Little Gem
type under distinctive names, the reason for which
was not apparent. Had your reporter ever grown
many of the Little Gem the reason would have been
most apparent, for the simple fact that it is not

possible to obtain two or three dozen plants of Little

Gem in bloom at this time of the year. The
varieties I exhibited are distinct from Little Gem.
Devoniensis compared with Little Gem is much
earlier, and will produce ten times the quantity of

spathes, and is superior in form and substance. The
" Godfrey Calla " has also the above-mentioned good
qualities, but is double the size of Little Gem. I

think if these facts can be proved, I am justly entitled

to aflix distinctive names. W. J. Godfrey, E.nnonlh.

[It would be better if some one else—say the judges

—affixed them. Ed.].

New Invention.

NEW KINDS OP GARDEN or FORESTRY TOOLS.

Under the name of "Sharpington (patent)

combined pick and shovel," two tools of this descrip-.

tion, a short-handled and a long-handled one, have

been fent for our inspection. The long-handled is

suitable for emigrants for use in breaking up virgiu-

soil where the pick would be in constant use in

loosening stones in the soil and breaking up the sub-

soil. The short-handled implement is simply a coal-

miner's pick and spade combined, ,ind we are incom-

petent to form an opinion of its general usefulness.

Some means should be adopted to prevent the point

of the pick, when it is laid back on the shaft, running

into the hand, as it might do when worn by uf.e.
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Trees and Shrubs.

COPRESSUS MACROCARPA LUTEA.

This beautiful Cypress, raised by Messrs. Dicksons,

of Chester, is an undoubted acquisition, and the tree

when it has acquired age, retains its beautiful yellow

tint ; the habit is compact, but not so much so as to

be formal, and the foliage is finely divided. The
word variegated, as applied to this plant, is scarcely

correct, the whole of the foliage being suffused with

yellow : even the rind ol the branchlets harmonises

with the general colouring. There is no difference

either in shape or arrangement of the leaves between

the species and v.iriety, these being short, awl-

shaped, .and loosely imbricated. It makes a good

pot-plant. A. D. Wchstcr.

Rhus cotinoides.

The Sumachs are famous for the beauty of their

autumn colouring, and there is no species that does

more to justify their reputation than R. cotinoides.

This shrub, in addition to the charm of its beauty, is

a plant of great interest as well. The genus Rhus, as

now constituted, comprises two groups, one of which

is the old genus Cotinus, the other the one to which

the Poison Ivy (R. toxicodendron), the Stag's-horn

Sumach (R. typhina), and numerous others belong.

Of the Cotinus group there are only two species, viz.,

the well-known Venetian Sumach (Rhus Cotinus), a

native of Europe and Asia, and the species under

notice, which comes from the Southern United States.

It is a very rare shrub, and is said to be found wild

only on two or three of the mountains between

Northern Alabama and Western Texas. It appears,

indeed, to be in process of extinction. As its

name implies, it bears much resemblance to

its Old World prototype, having larger leaves

with a more obovate outline, but of the same
smooth, rounded character. I have not seen it

flower in this country, but it has the same feathery

style of inflorescence as our European plant. Just

now, however, it is very noticeable for the rich and
glowing beauty of its leaves. They are red, more or

less suiTused with orange, and give the species a

prominent place among the trees and shrubs with

beautiful autumn foliage.

Lespedeza Sieboldi.

The number of autumn-flowering shrubs is so

limited that every one with any pretensions to beauty

has a claim to be brouglit into notice. Such a claim

has this Lespedeza — aleguminiferous shrub, introduced

from Japan by Siebold, but a native also of China.

It is seen at its best during a warm September and
October, such as that of 1895, and the very reverse of

what we have this year experienced. In spite of these

recent adverse conditions, it has managed to give a

pretty display, the beauty of the flowers being much
enhanced by the graceful habit of the shrub. It

dies down to the stool each year, but sends up slender

shoots during the summer 6 feet long. The flowers

are borne at and near the ends of the shoots, a slender

panicle spriuying from the axil of each leaf, and the
whole forming a large branching raceme 2 feet long.

The flowers are of a rosy-purple colour. The plant is

of easy culture, thriving in any soil that ia fairly rich

and moist. The old stools ought to be divided at

intervals of every few years, the result being a more
vigorous growth and blossoming. The species ia

known also as Deamodium penduliflorum, and erro-

neously as Lespedeza bicolor, which is a very different,

earlier-flowering shrub, of dwarfer habit.

The Honet Locdst (Gleditscbia triacanthos).

Although a perfectly hardy tree in Britain, this

does not acquire the same striking character that it

does in sunnier climates. In the south of France,

especially about Hyferes, it can be seen growing in

hedgerows, and at this season presenting a remarkable
appearance, by reason of the great number of large,

broad, twisted pods that hang loosely on the trees,

and rattle with every breeze. It has flowered and
fruited this year in the South of England, and might
possibly have ripened seeds had the last month or

six weeks been more sunny. The flowers are green

and inconspicuous. The tree is worth growing for the

bright yellow colour its foliage tuma in September.

A good-sized itree, not far from the Palm-house at

Kew, is a most conspicuous feature every autumn,
especially on bright mornings or afternoons when the

low, almost level rays of the sun light up the foliage

into a brilliant mass of vivid yellow. The spines

with which the tree is so formidably armed, are not

so strikingly developed as in the hot Mediterranean
country, where they stand out from the stems stiff

and sharp as bayonets, and branching. But even in this

country, it would have to be a serious peril one would
elect to escape from by climbing the Honey Locust.

Crataegus punctata.

Among the many Thorns which this autumn have
beautified our gardens by their abundant fruits, few
have been more striking than this American species.

It has an obovate leaf, the blade sending down two
narrow wings almost to the baee of the petiole ; it is

2 inches to 4 inches long, irregularly toothed, except

at the ba.se, smooth, and dark green on tlie upper
surface, paler and pubescent below. The wood is

light-coloured, and occa-sionally armed with stout,

straight spines \\ inches long, which become
branched on the older wood. The flowers appear in

May and June in broad, flat corymbs, each flower

being % inch across, and pure white. The fruit is one
of the largest of all the Haws, measuring close upon
1 inch across ; it ia almost globular, and the calyx,

with its five narrow-poiuted sepals, still adheres at

the top. la the ordinary form the fruits are red

when ripe ; in the variety aurea they are bright

yellow ; and in the variety brevispina they are of a

dark, dull purplish-red. In almost every case they
are sparsely dotted, a character to which the name
refers. The species is a small tree, and was intro-

duced in 1746 ; it is one of the most desirable of

American Thorns. W. J. B.

RAMIE AND CHINA GRASS.
Ramie and China Grass are the commercial names

for two varieties of an Indian nettle-like plant, Boeh-

meria nivea, and its variety tenacissima. Generally,

however, the term Ramie is applied indiscriminately

to both. These two plants are the source of a fibre

which for strength, finene-ss, and lustie, is pre-

eminent among vegetable fibres, and is said to be

inferior only to silk. Thoy are easily cultivated, very

prolific in fibre-yielding stems, and easily manipu-
lated. They are abundant, either wild or cultivated,

in various parts of Indin, Malaya, China, Japan, &c.

Under cultivation in this country one of them yields

annually at the rate of twenty stems per square yard,

and they are as easy to cut, bind, and handle, as

Osiers.

But no means of extracting the fibre so as lo make
it pay have yet been revealed, although prizes and
rewards have been offered by the Indian, Fi'ench, and
other govemmeuts, for a macliine or process that would
separate the fibre from the stem and bark cheaply and
expeditiously. Experiments have been going on for

the last twenty-five years, and capitalists have been
impatiiently waiting, money in hand one might say,

for the right invention to make Ramie a promising
speculation. China Grass may be successfully grown
in this country, as is shown by its behaviour at Kew,
and it has been suggested tliat the cultivation of this

plant might be profitably undertaken in the south of

Ireland.

The demand made upon Kew for a supply of fresh

stems for experimental purposes has led to the culti-

vation of China Grass on a somewhat extensive scale

there, about a hundred square yards beiog planted

with it. The average yield ia at the rate of twenty

stems per yard, the height of the stems being from

5 to 6 feet. These are developed in about four

months, and are at their beat in September.

China Grass (Bcehmeria nivea) has a root-stock

formed of interlacing, somewhat fleshy rhizomes, up
to half an inch in thickness. To test the value of

these for purposes of propagation, about one hundred
pieces an inch long were pknted in the spring in a

cocoa-nut fibre bed in a warm-house. In ten days
from the time of planting, they had each developed
numerous shoots 2 inches long. Some of these root-
cuttings were grown on and planted outside in June,
where they formed large plants, producing about six
good stems each by September. From this it is

evident that to work up an unlimited supply of plants
is merely the work of a few weeks. The quarter
upon which the bulk of this plant is grown having
become poor, the plants were lifted early in the
year, cut up with a spade into clumps from 6 inches
to a foot through, and replanted 2 feet apart after the
soil had been broken up and manured. In this
qu.irter there is now a fine crop of stems, which were
ripe for cutting in September, and a second crop of
young stems has already reached a height of 2 feet.

Evidently, therefore, had the first crop of stems been
cut as soon as they were ready, a second crop, almost
equal to the first, might have been got in one year.
Some of the stems grown this year have been tested.
Twenty green stems with leaves removed weighed
4 lb.

; these yielded 1] lb. of wet ribbons (filasse),

and this, when dry, weighed 5 oz. From this it is

roughly calculated that 1 acre would yield about
2 tons of dry filasse per crop.

This plant is quite hardy at Kew. The stems are
annual, perishing with the first severe frcst.

Ramie (B. nivea var. tenacissima) differs from the
type in having distinctly cordate not cuneate leaves,
and in their being green on both sides, the leaves
of the type being silvery beneath. It also diflers

in being less hardy, plants placed out-of-doors under
favourable conditions this year having produced stems
only 2 feet high, whilst the leaves suH'ered with the
first chill. In a hot-house the stems have grown to a
length of 4 feet. The green fibre from the plants
grown at Kew is much stronger in China-grass than
in Ramie. They are both equally prolific of fleshy

roots and stems, and they may be propagated with
equal facility from root-cuttings. In this country
the green form (Ramie) is practically worthless. It

should be borne in mind that the term liamie is

applied to the hardier and more .valuable form.
li'. ;r.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

{Coixchukd from p. 4.'is).

Third Day-s Conference.
gathering, storing, \nu profitable utili-

sation of apples and pears.
Mr. Philip Crowlev, F.L.S., Treasurer of the Royal Horti-

cultiir.il Society, rrni Chaii-man of the Fruit Committee
presided on this occasion.

Mr. John Watkins of Hereford road a paper on " Gather-
ing, Storing, and the Profitable Utilisation of Apples and
Pears." He said that anyone looking round the grand col-

lections of fruit at that ahow, must be struck by the
fact that our growers could produce as good fruit as anyone
in the world. Why then had the foreigner capturei our
market-s? We could grow the fruit, but; that was only one
part of the business of fruit-growing for a profit. He had
known many excellent growers fail to make both ends meet
from ignorance on the best method of harvesting and turning
their truit into money.
The time of gathering Apples depended, to a great extent,

upon the variety, the season, and the state of the market;
but, as a rule, most large, early, soft-fleshcd Apples, such as
Ecklinville Seedling, Lord Sutheld, and others of the same
class, should be gathered early, before they were fully ripe.

They would tben travel much better. Early dessert Apples,
on the other hand, were generally best left on the trees until

fully ripe. They then developed their best flavour and
colour. Both should be marketed a3 quickly as possible, as it

was wonderful how soon the early Apples lost their fresh-

ness, and therefore their markefcible value, after being
gathered. If there were heavy crops, it was a good plan to

thin the fruit very considerably—evt-n to the extent of half

the crop—before they were nearly fully grown, and to

market those picked. It was more than probable that

the remaining crop would develop so much better, and
more profit would be made, with less strain on the

trees. To make fruit-growing a commercial luccess,

crops and home markets had nob only to be studied, but also

the reports of crops and markets abroad. If Apples were
selling well, and there was a prospect of heivy importations

from abroad, the fruit should be gathered early, an d marketed
with the early sorts ; but if English crops were heavy, and
there was no fear of large importations, the mid-season

Apples should be allowed to remain on the trees to fully

colour and mature. They would then keep longer for later

markets, and be more attractive when sold, if carefully

packed. Last year, the general quality of the American and
Canadian fruit wag not good, consequently, when the glut

of fruit wa.'i over, the English grower who kept his fruit well,

was rewarded by a large advance in price. This year, how-
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ever, there was a prospect of heavy impoi-tations of good

fruit, and he would advise growers to market early, and keep

only their best late-keeping sorts. It was stated that Canada

alone would expo t l.SOO.OOO barrels. The general opinion

was that Apples should be perfe -tly dry when picked, but

from his own long experience, he had never found any harm
done to the Apples for market purposes, if picked

when a little damp, provided that they were not very wet,

and stored so thickly as to heat—indeed in many c.isea

they hal kept fresher and plumper, though, nerhaps, at the

expense of their best flavour if used for dessert.

rears did not require quite the s,an>o treatmeit in gather-

ing as Apples. Early Pears should alw.ays be g itherod for

market before fully ripe. Late Pears, like late Apples,

should be left to fidly mature on the trees, or they did not

ripen or keep well.

As to the mode of gathering Apples and Pe.ars, this could

not be done too carefully. All fruit .should be carofuHy

placed in the b,askct, which should have ^ swing handle, and

be lined or padded. Fruit should never be dropped into the

basket, but placed there by the hand. Choice specimens of

Apples and Pears should be placed in very shallow baskets.

Large crops of commoner fruit should bj allowed to gently

nil out of the basket. Fruit could not be too carcfu ly

handled, nothing co'il-lbe more harmful ti fr lit than the

plan iidoptei by some pickers, who slung a bag i-o -nd their

bodies .and dropped the fruit into it.

To m ikc the most money of fruit it would sometimes h.ave

1 1 be stored—probably for some months, and upon the con-

struction of the store-room depended to a great extent the

condition and market value of the fruit. For high-choss or

specimen fiu taproperly-coustruoted fruit-room with shelves,

was necessary Tliis need not be an expensive structure,

but it shoold be b>iilt so that a low and uniform temperature

could be maintained. It should be quite free from draughts,

but capable of bein? ventilated when necessary. Apples

required good ventilation for the first three weeks or a

month .after being gathered, but after this time, the more

securely they are kept from the air and draught, tlie better

they would keep. Apples, too, were best kept from the

li,'ht, and darkness did not interfere with their colouring after

being stored. The fruit-room should be frost proof. Apples

kept best just above, but never below, freezing-point. The

rooms should have doublj walls, and double w.ndows and

doors. The frost would not pass between two such walls

even if thin. ,aa the air between effectually prevented it, but

the inner wall should not touch the outer wall, as the frost

would enter .at that point. He had often had specimen

fruit from two seasons in such a room at the same time, and

ciullalw.aya make a fair display at the Royal Agricultural

Society's show, which was held in June. Large quantities of

fruit would keep well if Laid on the floor \i or IH inches

deep, and covered up from the light. Should frost enter, the

fruit affected should not be touched until the frost had

disappeared. Tlie loss from frost would thereby be greatly

lessene '. The less an Apple was handled after being

picked the better it would keep, and he found no necessity

for following the old fashioned method of frequently wiping

the fruit to remove the moisture. Pears, on the contrary,

rjquired a rather higher and drier atmosphere than Apples.

He next turned to the all-important step in fruit-growing

—the marketing and profitable utilisation of the fruit. Dif-

ferent markets had to be studied, and the classes of fruit they

sold best ascertained. Some markets disposed most readily

of large cooking Apples, another market preferred high

colour to quality, and it was no use sending eommon fruit

t) Covent Garden Market; but there were markets which

would take it. Large coarse sorts of Apples, such as Cat's-

heads, would not sell in London, but they would do so in Wales

aad the North. The grand Cox's Orange Pippin would make

a high price in London, but it would not do nearly so well in

Manchester. Wykin Pippin, a high-flavoured but not very

attractivelookhig dessert Apple, would sell well in Bir-

mingham, but buyers in other parts of the country would

not look at it.

Everything, however, turned on the w.ay in which they did

their grading, and they could depend upon it that th:; future

of the English fruit trade depended upon that most important

leratton. Other countries surpassed us only by tbc fact that

they understood the art of sending their fruit to market in

a'l attractive condition, and by sending to this country only

their best. Of course, no grower could grow all best, and

t'aere were markets for the seconds and thirds, as well as for

tbe very choicest. If, however, all these were sold ungradtd

t'ley would fetch but a third-rate price for the lot, wherea

1 they wore properly giaded, the best would make the best

price in the mirket for the high-class fruit, the seconds

would make their value, and the thirds could be utilised for

Bime other purpose. There should also be a fourth grade

for extra selected choice specimens, which would fetch the

highest price for special occasions and decorative purposes.

In September he had s.ild by public auelion, at Hereford,

Apples (Peasgood's Nonsuch) at 4,«. 6d. to 6s. per box

of one dozen—and that to . dealers ; whereas plenty of

common fruit sold at tlie same sum per hundredweight.

The thirds could be very profitably disposed of to jam-

makers ; and the smalls were suitable for cider, altliough he

warned them that sharp, sour cooking Apples would not

make good cider. Rich, sweet, and highly-flavoured Apples

made good cider ; but the best dessert Apples were worth too

much money to be utilised for cider, and it would be folly to

use them when as good, or better, cider could be made from

less costly fruit. Large fine fruit from young trees did not

make as good cider as smaller fruit from old trees. If the

thirds could not be utilised for any of these purposes, they

should not hesitate to throw them away, rather than mix

them with the bettir claS3—th.it was, if t' ey h,ad no pigs or

othtrs'ock requiring to be fed It would p ly them better.

Pears sh'^uld be raded in the same way as Apples.

Then the greatest care and discrimination should be exer-

cised in the packing. Different sorts should never go in the

saaie package. The best gradis shoild be brmded, and

whatever the pickage, it should be packed fairly, but as

attractively as possi le. Inferior fruit shouM not be co7ered

over by good fruit, but th; fni t should be of the same c'ass

throughout. T is gained the confidence of buyers and the

public. The English packer was gaining wisdom in this

respect, .and as home grown Apples were more in demand
than they were some years back, it was for ourselves to say

whether that demand should or should not be maintained

and increased.

The Rev. P. Ci.ementi-Smith, F.R H.S., said he had had

some experience in p.acking, and he received fruit from his

friends in Como, Quebec. He rather took exception to

forcing Apples into barrels. The way they did it in Canada

was to loosen the rings of the barrel until it was full, and

then t'ghten the rings. Apples should not have any
*' play." There was a feeling, however, in Canada that the

barrel system was not altogether successful. He personially

preferred the Australian system of oblong or square boxes.

Mr. RouPELL (Streath.am Hill) said Last year he had

a few tons of A pplos sent up from one of the fruit dis-

tricts, and he particularly requested tliat care should bo

taken in packing the fruit. The fruiterers sent in

large barrels, containing .about 11'2 lb. The barrels

were lined with a thick spongy paper, and on the

top there was a pad of paper with .some straw, a wicker

cover being drawn tightly over the whole with strings. Tie

Apples arrived in capital condition, and the only objection t<)

the wicker top was that it was rather a temptation to the

railway men to open the barrels and occasionally test tlie

quality of the fruit. Some of the finest fruit was very im-

patient of bruises. There was even a difference in that respect

between American, Australian, and English Apples. He
Jancied English Apples were more juicy and more impatient

of bruises than the others. The Blenheim Orange was a

favourite Apple, and there w.as an almost unlimited

demand for it in London. There was hope for all

who would take the trouble to grade properly. With

reference to the storing of fruit, Mr. Watkius had stated that

it was better to err on the side of dampness rather th.an

dryness. He wish ed Mr. Watkins had been more emphatic

on that subject. Gener,ally speaking, gardeners kept their

fruit a great deal too dry, and when it was sent into the

house it was often shrivelled. He remembered when a

boy feeling for Apples in the long grass, and he found

some Mannington Pearmains in excellent condition,

although they had lain in the snow. Some varieties

would burst with the frost, but Cox's l Irange Pippin, Sturmer

Pippin, -and Mannington Pear main would stiind several

degrees of frost without injury. Washington and American

Mother would st.and the frost very well ; but still it w.as

important to keep the frost out. If, however, that could not

bo done, they should not despair, .and if they only refrained

from handling the fruit, their less from frost would be

inconsiderable.

Mr. F. B. Parfitt (Reading) asked whether Apples packed

by the dozen in cardboard boxes would find a market in

London.
Mr. Watkins replied that such boxes might find a ready

sale .among private consumers. He did not think smaller

quantities than two or three dozen would pay for market

purp^s s

,\ hearty vote of thanks wbs 'hen ace rded t > Mr Watkins

f.,r hii pap.T, and the proceedings ended.

OcroBER 1:1.— .V meeting of the C mmittces of this Society

was held in the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, on

Tuesd.iy last. In most respects the display was more th.an

equal to our expectations, the hall being fairly well filled

with mLscellanoous exhibits. The absence otChi-j'santhemnms

in any cpiantity, again formed a subject of remark, and it is

evident that collections generally ar o very late. It is seldom

that two Gold Medals are awarded to exhibits at one

meeting, but on this occasion the Orchid Committee

recommended this highest honour to a magnificent plant

of Vanda Sanderi.ana, from J. Gurkev Fowler, Esq.; and the

Fruit Committee made a like award to a very representative

collection of garden produce, consisting of most kinds of

fruits and vegetab les, from Mrs. 'Winokield. The weather

w.as exceptionally cold, but nevertheless there were many

choice species of plants staged, including a group of Adiantum

tenerum var. Farleyense, and a considerable number of

Orchids. The collections of Dahlia blooms, and out-of-door

Roses, are probably the last of the kind we shall see

exhibited this season.

Floral Committee.

Present: W. Marshall, Esq., Chairman; and Messrs. Jno.

Eraser, H. B. May, H. Herbst, R. Dean, Robt. Owen, GeP

Stevens, J. F. McLeod, J. H. Fitt, R. B. Lowe, C. J. Salter,

W. Bain, J. D. Pawle, Geo. Nicholson, Chas. E. Shea, J. W.

Barr, George Gordon, J. T. Bennett- I'oe, Geo. Paul, C.

Beckett, Chas. Jeffries, H. H. D'Ombrain, H. Turner, Ed.

Mawley, C. T. Druery, Jno. Laing, R. M. Hogg, and J.

Eraser.

A collection of Michaelmas Daisies, shown by Mr. J. Hod-

son, Gunncrbury House Gardens, Acton, Middlesex, con-

sisted of a number of plants in flower in 5-incli pots. Many
varieties were noticed, and the plants bore a profusion of

bloom. The plants were obtained from cuttings which were
inserted in a cold frame on May 30 l«.st (Bronze Flora Medal).

A group of plants of Adiantum Farleyense, from Mr. H.
B. Mav, Dyson's L.ane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton, exhibited

this handsome species of Fern in capital condition. A few
plants of the excellent winter-flowering Begonia Gloire de

Lorr.aine hidden by blossoms, were from the same nursery

also (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Young & Dobisson, Stevenage, Herts, made an
exhibit of sprays of Michaelmas Daisies, and other hardy
species of flowers.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Sw.anley, Kent, exhibited a

lew sprays of C.annas in variety, including such capital

varieties .as Queen Charlotte, Ed. Meig, Seiiateur Monte-
fiore, Capt. P. de Suzzoni, yellow, with faint marks ; Dr.

Vergely, and Beauts Poitevine, an intense, self-coloured

variety.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley,
made a large and— considering the cold—a surprising dis-

play with D.ahlia b'.ooms. Decor.ative Cactus and single

blossoms were well represented, and three Aw.ards of

Merit were obtiined. The varieties so honoured were Mrs.

Kingsley Foster, a fine Cactus-shaped flower of amber
colour; Miss Kathleen Goschen, a single (lower of good
form, centre of petal white, and margins deep crimson ; and
Miss Hulson, also single, with rose-coloured petals, the

centre of which is piartially white (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. .Ias. Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Chelsea, exhibited

some plants in flower of Amasonia punicea, and a number ot

sprays of their hybrid greenhouse varieties of Rhododendrons.

Mr. Thos. S, Ware. Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham,

made an extensive display with cut flowers, including early-

flowering Chrysanthemums, a few Mieh.ielmas Dahlias, Arc.

Mr. Ware also exhibited a few Nerines in flower, including

a seedling variety named Novelty. The flowers are large, in

a rather loose umbel ; they are rose (Coloured, the petals are

long anl only slightly recurved, and the flower is very dis»

tinet. A Bronze Banksian Medal was awarded the group.

The best exhibit of Chrysanthemums was from Mr. W.
Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey. The new
v.arioty, Madame Gustave Henry, was shown in several in-

stances, and a plant cont.aining two blooms also. An Aw.ard

of Merit was recommended, and it will be remembered that

at the National Chrysanthemum Society's Show the variety

was given a First-class Certificate.

Mr. Wells had twenty-four lirge blooms of different

varieties, including Graphic, Thomas Wilkinson, Reine

d'Aligleterre, Hairy Wonder, Madame C. Champon, Ernest

Fierens, Surprise, &c.

Messrs. Frank Cant & Co., Braiawick Nursery, Colchester,

exhibited a group of flowers of late blooming Roses. These

bunches of blooms, cut with plenty of foliage, were very

attractive, and were unusually good for so late a date (Bronze

Banksian Medal).

Mr. Geo. Prince, nurseryman, Oxford, showed some Tea

Roses in glasses, arranged upon a half pyramid with n.arrow

shelves which were covered with black velvet (Silver B.ank-

sian Medal).

Mr. Willard, gi-. to the Biironess lluiinETT-CourTS, Holly

Lodge, Ilighgate, exhibited some plants of a variegated sport

from Begonia metaUica. The variegation is distinct and good,

and the variety is to be known as B. M. Regiua (Award of

Merit).

Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, exhibited a few

Dahlia blooms, and Awards of Merit were made to Ophelia, a

finely-sh aped Cactus bloom ofbright cerise colour ; to Clarissa,

a pretty pale yi How Pompon ; and to Geraldine, one of the

tinted Pompons, the prevailing tints in which are rose and

buff.

Mr. R. Owen, Maidenhead, exhibited blooms of a New
Seedling Chrysanthemum, named Lady Grey, a Japanese,

reflexed, with white and fairly bro.ad florets ; and of Golden

Sheaf, apparently most useful for decorative purposes.

From Mr. W. F. Rosojian, The Nurseries, Sholing, Hants,

was exhibited blooms of Chrysanthemum Beauty of Sholing,

a v.ariety of some merit.

Flo-vvers of vari ties of Nerines were sent by Mr. F. W.

Moore, Botanic Gardens, Glasnovin, Dublin ; and by Mr. J.

L. Mansell, Guernsey.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chel-

sea, were awarded a First-class Certificate for Aglaonema

Curtisii. The leaf-blade s of this handsome plant are .about

10 inches long and 3 inches wide, .and the stalk C inches long.

They are green, with white bands running diagonally across

the leaf.

Mr. H. B. May, Dyson's Lane Nursery, Edmonton, showed

a handsome new Asplenium, named A. Hcrbstii. The plant

was apparently a young one. the fronds very foUaoeoua, and

a bright olive gicen colour (Award of Merit).

An Award of Merit was also recommended to Lobelia

Gerardi, a v.ariety with moderate-sized blue flowers ;
and to

Salvia splendens grandiflora, with larger, and handsomer

flowers than the type, both from Sir Trevor Lawrence.

A First class Certificate was awarded to Pteris Childsii, a

plant of which was exhibited by Mr. T. Childs, New Eltham.

It has compound fronds with much subdivided pinna). The

tips and margins of tbe fronds being very prettily tissellod

or pereristate.

Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill Nurseries, Woking,

exhibited several specimens of the Scarlet-leaved Oak.

A first-rate eolleetion of Asters or Michaelmas Daisies was

contributed by Mr. Beckett, gr. to the Rt. Hon. H. H.

Aldenham, Aldonham Park, Elstree. Varieties of a largo
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number of types were well represented, and a Silver-gilt

Banksim Medal was deservedly awarded.

Messrs. 1!abr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, mtide

a display consisting of out-of-door Chrysantliemuras, several

spceioa of Lilies, also Aconitum autumnale, Astrantia major,

Michaelraag Daisies, <fcc. (Uronze Flora Medal).

Orchid Committee.
Presenl : Harry .J. Veitcb, Esq , in the chair ; and Messrs.

Jas. O'Brien illon. Sec), T. B. Haywood, Sydney Courtanld,

J. Gurney Fowler, Thos. Statter, Elijah AsUwortb, H. B.il-

lantine, H. M. Pollett, W. Cobb, De B. Crawshay, H. J.

Chapman, W. 11. White, J. Jaques, E. Hill, .and T. W.

Bond.

J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, South Woodford
(gr., Mr. Davis) exhibited a magnificent specimen of Vanda
Sanderiana, whicji might well te described as a great bush,

Learing many grand flower-spikes with an aggregate of 127

flowers—one of the very finest specimen Orchids ever ^een.

The plant had recently 137 blooms, but one .spike h.as passed.

For excolltncc of ciilture .and profusion of flower, a Gold

Medal was awarded.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Soss, Royal Exotic Nursery, King'.s

Road, Chelsea, had a t;xsteruUy. arranged, group of rare

Orchids. Their novelties were tliree in numljcr, by faf the
best beingCattleya x ApuUu (C. Moisia; ? , C. .\eiandiie <J ), a

hybrid of quite new features. The fine flowers, which were
nearly as large as those of C. Mossia', more resembled in

form and in their firm substuice those of C. Aelandiic. The
sepals and pct;il5, which are well displayed, are of a peculiar

buff-pink colour, lightly veined with rose, and with seme
distinct purple markings irregularly displayed. The bro.ad

scoop-shaped lip is bright crimson -purple in front, with
yellow markings in the centre ; the side lobes being liUish-

wliitc, edged with rose—a very striking flower (First.class

Certificate). Another pretty new hybrid was Lielia x Clar-

inda (L. Perriui ?, L. pumila (J), a neat flower, with pale

purple-tinted sepals and petals, and intense dark purple-

maroon front and veining to the lip ; and Cattleya x Minucia
(Loddigesii •?, Warsecwiczii tS ) with delicately-tinted flowers,

baa improved, its prettily shaped cream-white, yellow and
rose labellum being a very attractive and distinct fcatm-e.

In Messrs. Vbitch's group were good examples of Cattleya
X Wendlandii (Bowringiana x Warscewiczii) ; C. X Mantinii
(Bowringiana x Dowiana) L..C. .x Nysa, L -C. X Eimoraia,
Cattleya x porphyrophlebia, the elegant little Cielogyne
Veitehii, with its droojiing sprays of white flowers spirally

arranged ; Cypripedium x Milo, C. X T. B. Haywood and
many other Cypripediums ; Peristeria elata, several fine

Cattleya Dowiaua aurea and C. labiata, and many other rare

species. The group was awarded a Silver Flora Medal.

Tnos. Stattek, Esq., Stand Hall, Wbitefield, Manchester
(gr., Mr. R. Johnson), again showed the noble white Cattleya
Warscewiczii " Countess of Derby," which had previously
received a First-class Certificate. On this occasion a Silver

Flora Medal was voted. Mr. Statter also showed Cattleya
bicolor coirulea, with slate-blue lip : and C. x Prince of

Wales.

ELi.rAH ASHWORTH, Esq., Harcficld H.all, Wilmslow,
Cheshire, showed the beautiful Cattlcj'a labiata autvimnalis
" Mrs. E. Ashworth," with pure white sepals and petiils.

The lip was marked in the front with bright purple, and mar-
gined with white (First-class Certificate).

Cattleya Dowiana, Wheatley's variety, sent by F.
Wheatlev, Esq., Devon, afforded a similar case of suppres-
sion of the colour of the sepals and petiils as that in Mr. Ash-
worth'.? C. labiata. The sepals and petals were white, with
the faintest trace of yellow, the lip being that of a good
C. Dowiana aurea (First-class Certificate).

C. h. N. IxfuiAM, Esq., Elstcad House, Oodalmiug (gr.

,

Mr. T. W. Bond), staged a small group of very flue hybrid
Orchids, for which a Silver Banksian Medal was awarded.
Of them Cattleya .\ Triumph (C. Luddemanniana x Law-
renceana) was a charming plant, with flowers of one uniform
lilac tint, and with a slight purple marking on the lip. It
resembled C. L,awrenceana, concolor in tint (First-class
Certificate). Cattleya x Eclipse (C. maxima X Skinneri),
was a very distinct hybrid, with much resemblance to
0. maxima, bvit with a more tnnnpet-sh.apcd lip (Aw.ard of
Merit.) C. X Jupiter (Lawrenecana x Wai-secwiczii var.)
was a very pretty hybrid, resembling a Ught form of C.
Luddemanniana (Award of Jlerit) ; Lx-lio-Cattlcya x T. W.
Bond (C. labiata autumualis x L. purpurata), resembled
L.-C. x Eximia, but the autumnid labiaUi wrought a ch.ange
in the time of flowering; L..C. Firefly (L. Dormaniana x
C. Bowringiana) was a singular little rose-purple flower;
and the L.-C. X (C. bicolor x L.-C. x elegans), was a pale
form of L.-C. x Andreana, previously shown.

Messrs. Hl-OH Low & Co.. Clapton, staged a good group,
in which the central figure was Cypripedium Charleaworthii)
Lowe's variety, a grand and massive flower, good in every
respect, and by many thought worthy of a higher award
than the Award of Merit accorded. The dorsal sepal w.as

3J inches across, and perfectly flat. In Messrs. Low's
group also were Cattleya x porphyrophleDia (intermedia x
superba)

; several fine C. Dowiana aurea and C. labiata •

Oneidium ornithorhynchum album, Cypripedium x Madame
Georges Truffaut, C. X James Buckingham (Enfieldieilse x
bellatulum), C. insigne Lutwychei, C. x Chas. Canham,
Cycnoches chlorochilon. &c. (Silver B,inksian Medal).

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son, Victoria and Paradise Nur-
series, Upper Holloway, N., staged a group, in the centre of
which was a fine plant of Arachnanthe Lowii. With it were
Vanda tricolor superba, Cattleya x blesensis, C. labiata
varieties, Dendrobium Phatenopsis Schroderianum, Cypri-

pedium Adonis pictum, a very neat and pretty flower ; C. X
Arthurianuin, C. tonsum, C. insigne Wallaeei, C. X Pitcheri-

anum WilUams' v.ir. C. X Crossianum, Coilogyne Mas-

sange.ana, Coehlioda vulcanica var. grandiflora, Oneidium
ornithorhynchum albtmi, O. Forbesii, ftc. (Silver BanksLm
Medal).

Messrs. Sander & Co., St. Albans, had a ery effective

group, in which were L;olia pumila delicata, a nearly white

form ; four plants of the singular H.abenaria Susann;c

Odontoglossum grande, a fine specimen of Dendrobium
aureum, Vanda cterulea, Cypripedium X Fairy Queen
(Curtisii X Druryii), C. X McNabianura (callosum x con-

color), i-esembling a pale C. X M,ir.shallianum ; C. X .Vleides,

C. X Uihleinianum, C. X .Maynaidii, C. X nobilior, Calautho

vestita Sander's var., Cielogyne Sw.ani.ana, Oneidium
Kraineri, and a singular little grcenlBh Epidendnnn named
profusum (.Silver Banksian Medal).

A cultural commendation was given to J. C. Ramdess,
Esq., J. P., WUlinghurst, Shauiloy Green, Guildford (gr.,

Mr. A. N.ash). for a splendidly-grown plant of a very fine

v.iriety of Vanda cterulea, with two .spikes, bearing together

twenty-five flowers.

A. H. S.MEE, Esq., The Grange, Carshalton (gr., Mr.

Cummins), showed the beautiful little Comparcttia speciosa,

with three spikes of its showy light orange flowers (Award
of .Merit).

T. W. Swinburne, Esq., Winchcombe, showed a good

Cypripedium Charleswortbii.

D.: B. Craw-shay, Esq., Itosefiel d, Sevenoaks gr,, Mr. S.

Cooke), again exhibited Odomtiglosum Uro-Skiuucri album,

the extraordinary form raised from seeds, and which have

produced plants in which the colouring of the lip is entirely

suppressed.

O. .Sherland Ball, Esq., Ashford, Wilmslow, Cheshire

(gr., Mr. A. Hay), sent a fine floweret Cypripedium insigne

Sanderje.

Fruit Committee.
Present : Philip Crowle}', Es j. (chairman), and Messrs.

Geo. Buuyard, H. J. Pearson, Jos. Cheal, G. W. Cummins,

A. F. Barron, A. H. Pearson, J. Wright, Alex. Dean, H. W.

Ward, W. Pope, W. Farr. Chas. Ross, G. Wythes, Jas. H.

Veitch, II. B..lder8on, and Geo. T Miles.

An extensive cuUection of fruits and vegctjiblea w*is shown
from the gardens of Mrs. Wi.sceield, .\mpthill (gr. , Mr. W.
J. Empson). Black Hamburgli and Golden Queen Gmpes
were very good ; Apples and Pears were present iu numerous
varieties, and Gourds of difiering form, colour, and size

added to the attractiveness of the exhibit. A few Phims,
Damsons, Walnuts, Cob-D\its, Medlars, Oranges, Melons,

excellent Tomatos, Quinces, (.'apsieums, and Cucumbers
were noticed. Of vegetables there were many meritorious

varieties including Cauliflowers in several viu-ieties, large

Carrots, Parsnips, good Leeks, excellent Ailsii Craig and
Holbom Model Onions, Turnips, Kohl Rabi, Beet, SUindard
Bearer Celery, Carter's Little Prize, and Carter's Early Voi-k

C.ibbage, Ne Plus Ultra and Jubilee Beans; also Kale,

Lettuce, and a nmnber of varieties of Potatos were all

included in this most represcutiltive exhibit of garden
produce. A Gold Medal was deservedly awarded to this

exhibit.

One hundred dishes of Apples and Pears were included in

a commendable exhibit from Mr. Geo. Wythes. gr. to Earl

Percy, Syon House, Brentford, which was displayed over

white tssue paper, and Ampolo psia leaves and bunches of

berries were strewn between the dishes. Some little groups

of Apples and Pears, exhibited up'-n partially-coloured Vine
leaves, were more pleasing in efTcct than others in the usual

plates. Many of the Apples exhibited a onsiderablc amoimt
of colour, and Beurni Diel and other Pears were good (Silver-

gilt Knightian Medal).

The best Pear before the committee in the Veitchian com-
petition was Doyenne du Comice, .shown by Mr. C. Hekrin,
Dropmore Gardens. They were from a bush-tree on the
Quince, in an open situation- The 'Jnd prize was taken by a
dish of Thompson's, shown by CoL Brymeb, M.P. These
were from a tree upon a west wall upon light 3(ul in
Dorsetshire.

The 1st prize for Apples was given to Cox's Orange Pippin,
from Mr. Geo. Wythes, Syon House Cardens, from jiyramid
trees, four to si.x years old, on the Paradise stock ; 'Jnd, Uib-
aton Pippin, from Orchard standard trees, shown by Mr. C.
Herrin.
Mr. Jas. Hudson, Gunnersbury House Gardens, showed a

basket of first class fruits of Newton Wonder Apple from
dwarf trees on Paradise stock, planted on grass-land in
November, 1S94 [Cultural Commendation),

Mr. Hudson had also dishes of six varieties of Peas the
pods being capit.ally filled. They were Sutton's Boimtiful,
sown on July 20 ; Criterion, sown on July 7 ; Sutton's Al
sown on July 20 ; Empress of India, July 10 ; William I.

July 20 ; and The Duchess, July 7 iCultur.al Commendation).
Mr. J. Harris, Waddou House Gardens, Croydon, exhibited

a Seedling Melon named Hairis' Favourite, a scarlet-fleshed
variety.

Mr. J. C. Tallack, Livermere Park, Bury St. Edmund's,
had a seedh'ng variety of Apple, muoheoloured fruits, but
not perfectly ripe.

Another Melon was shown by Mr. G. Tulford, West Park
Gardens. Damerham, Surrey; and a seedling Potato by Mr.
Geo. Wythes.
Some fine roots of Celeriac were shown by Mr. Bain, gr. to

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bait., Burford, Dorking; and two
large Gourds by Mr. A. G. Freer, New Biompton (Vote of
Th.anks).

The Lecture.

In the afternoon, a paper by Mr. Burrell upon '* Hardy
Summer Flowers," was read by Mr. Jno. Weathers, Assistant-
Secretary. After remarking that such a subject might per-
haps have been more opportune e.irlier in the season, when
it CO. lid have been illustrated by specimens from the beds, Mr.
Burrell s.aid that he intended only to speak of a few genera that
had during the last few ye.ars obtained a much higher place in
popular estimation than formerly, and instead of dealing with
the hardy flower-garden generally, he should only refer to
plants suitable for beds or borders in the near vicinity of the
dwelling-house. A few rem,arks were made upon the plant-
ing of geometrical beds with such flowers, close to the
house. ,and emphasis was placed upon the importance in
such ca es of making the selection of pla .ts very carefully
and carrying out the planting with much taste. But isolated
bedsupon turf were very much more suit-able situations for
hardy perennial flowers. Some of the genera selected for
mention were Phlox, Delphinium, Antirrhinum, Campa-
nula, Carnation, Ilelianthus, Asters (perennial), Veronicas
Lobelias, Pyrethrums, Pentstemons, and Violas.

Bef.n-e speaking of some of these individually, Mr
Burrell remarked upon the wonderful improvement that
had been obtained in several of these genera, in Phloxes
Delphininms, Violas, Pentstemons, &c. One characteristic
of liardy plants wm an advantage, a new variety or choice
specimen could be multiplied by propagation (which in most
instances was very easy), and a good number of plants
obtained in a very short space of time. Phloxes could bo
propagated by cutting •, layers, or division of the crown.
The soil at Claremont was very light and s.andy Antir-

rhinums did capitally. The old plants were cut back in
autumn, and the su-faco of the soil loosened with a fork
after which, a mulching was applied before winter. A few
cuttings should be taken every ye.ar to maintain a vigorous
stock, and the spikes of bloom were better removed as soon
as the lowermost flowers were well expanded.
Campanulas were satisfactory in special beds. They were

invaluable, and would furnish flowers in colour from Cam-
bridge blue to intense purpU, and the white ones were
pretty also. Camiwnulas, Megaseas, and Saxifragas, were
some of a number of plants that were more satisfactory when
planted by themselves than if mixed with other species.
Carnations did very well at Claremont, and were layered
early each season, not more than 5 per cent, failing to make
good plants.

In such SOU Mr. BuiTell had found it useful to employ
spent Slushroom-bed manure or similar material, and when
planting is finished a mulch is given. Delphiniums were
not so happy upon the light land, and flourished best where
the land had been improved by the addition of more retentive
constituents. Helianthuses were easily cultivated, and gave
excellent results. Lobelias had been much improved. They
were best planted in bold clumps uprm a groundwork o'
Pinks or simUar habited plant. They were perfectly hardy
at Claremont, but wore mulched in early winter. A few
remarks of a genenil character were made upon the other
genera.

Mr. DougUs (chairman) said that Phloxes should be pro-
p.agated from cuttings, and clumps ought not to be left more
than two years undisturbed. Carnations should alw.ays be
planted out in the autumn ; tliey are perfectly hardy.

DEVON AND EXETER GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

October 7.—Mr. W. Charley delivered a practical lecture
on this d.ate at the Guildhall, Exeter, before the members of
the Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Association, on "Soils."
Mr. A. Hope presided, and there was a numerous attendance.
Mr. Charley devoted the opening p.assages of his address

to an explanation of the degrees and qualities of soils, their
ingredients, the provision of proper subsoil, &c.
At the conclusion of the lecture Mr. Charley showed

several examples of Devonshire soils, pointing out their chief
characteristics.

An interesting discussion followed.
Several members gave in their names to enter for the

course of lectures on " Plant Life," now beginning under the
University Extension Technical Course. A number of the
seeds cont;uning larv.-e of Carpocapsa saltitans were shown,
and the description as given in the ff.i A?fi!«-s' Chronkk of
X.,vember 12, ISjft, was read, showing that this entomo-
logical curiosity, to which so much attention has recently
been given, was known in England nearly forty years ago.

FUNGUS FORAYS.
Leicester.—The annu.al Foray of the local society took

place on Thursd,ay, October 8, and fortunately was favoured
with dry weather. The members mustered more strongly
than was anticipated, so that an extra vehicle had to be
provided for the ride to Chamwood Forest, or what remains
of it.

The start was made at 1.30, and the return before six, so
that it was only a moderate half-day excursion, of which
about two hours was occupied in riding : hence a record of
between eighty and ninety species may be reg.arded as a
satisfactoiy result. That out of these nearly a score were
new to the record of Leicestershire fungi was gratifying to
the organisers of the outing. The only species collected in
sufficient number to bo prepared for tea were Trichotoma
nuda, .and Amanita rubescens, both of which gave satisfaction
to the consumers. In no case were the specimens numerous, .and
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some of them were mhcb saturated with moisture. It was re-

marked that some of the commonest species were conspicuously

absent, and although the common Mushroom has been noted

as plentiful in many other localities, not a single individual

was seen. This was but a shadow of what fungus fomys
were a few years ago, since the number of specimens of any
single species was exceedingly small, but the enthusiasm
was little diminished, and the number of species recorded

was about of an average for the length of time occupied and
the number of collectors. Of the ladies present, one at

least rose to the exigencies of the oecafcion, and manifested

an intelligent appreciation of the opportunity to acquire

jrj ptogamic knowledge.

West Kent Natural Histobt Society held its annual

Fungus Foray on Saturday afternoon, October 10, starting

from Orpington Station about 2 o'clock, for a quiet walk to

Paul's Cray Common, picking up stray contributions by the

way. It was not a great party, but a genial one, and the

weather, for once, was of the same disposition. One little

mannikin of ten years old exhibited as earnest and intelli-

gent an interest in the proceedings as any of his elders, and
. some of the best things of the day came through his hands.

Of course, his father was a fungus-hunter, and had
" trained up his child in the way he should go,"

with success. If more fathers followed the same course

the next generation would realise its benefit, but, as it

is, "cram" and not reci-eation, is the order of the day
—for juveniles. Upwards of sixty species were collected

and identi6ed before 5 o'clock, when the little party

settled down at the "Bull" at Chislehurst to a repast,

which was accompanied b}' a dish of Blewits, well prepared,

and a smaller one of Amanita rubescens. Somehow all these

forays are strongly utilitarian, and the questiuu of the day is

invariably— " Is it good to eat?" Edible fungi were rather

scarce in the field, and most of them too much saturattd with

the late rains ; but the httle black Mycsna puUata was one
of the tinds, for almost the first time since its discovery at

Epping. Boletus piperatus and Clitocybe clavipes are by no
means common in the Home Counties, but were represented

by single specimens. Although we heard of some of the

members enjoying that i>hase of natural histofy which is

represented hy football and bicycle, those who were present

did not appear to regret it. M. C. C.

Markets.

An Agricultural and Horticultural
College For Cheshire.—The Cheshire County
Council, at a cost of £10,000, has establislied a new
college at Holmes Chapel, which was opened recently

by the Duke of Westminster. It is intended to im-

part sound instruction in all that concerns the culti-

vation of the laud, the complete course extending

over three years, and no pupil can enter for a shorter

period than one year.

COYENT GARDEN, OCTOBER 15.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. Tha prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Cut Flower.s.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Peter WhittON.—This well-known Perthshire

gardener passed away on the 5th inst., at Meth-

ven Castle, where he had been head-gardener to the

Smythes of Methven, for nearly fifty years. Though
not an exhibitor, he was a thorough all-round

gardener, and a member of the Royal Scottish Arbori-

cultural Society. It is not given to everyone to

strike cuttings and live to see them grow to trees 60

feet high. The Conifers he planted are indeed now
admirable specimens.

This year, the kitchen garden attains its centenary,

and it is remarkable that during that period there

have been only three head gardeners at Methven.

In " the sixties," when the pleasure-grounds were

extended, Mr. Whitton planted many Conifers, the

main feature being an avenue of Cedrus Deodara,

commonly called "The Simla Walk," from the fact

that the plants were raised on the place from seeds

sent from Simla to Mrs. Smythe by her cousin, the

Earl of Elgin, then Viceroy of India.

Mr. Whitton took an active part in the aifairs

of the parish, being president of the village

library for over thirty years, and an elder in the

parish church for thirty-six years. His funeral was

largely attended, many head gardeners being present

;

snd an act which spoke volumes for the respect in

which he was held by the family he so long and

faithfully served, was that Colonel Smythe attended

his funeral.

Of his five sons, two followed gardening, one being

the Superintendent of the Glasgow Public Parks, and

the other Superintendent of the Dooars District of

one of those new gigantic Tea companies in India.

Mrs. Whitton predeceased her husband only six weeks.

Mr. James Jackson, an old pupil whom Mr. Whitton

had recommended, has been appointed his successor.
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but jvist equalled it in the ' Midland Counties ' and the
'Channel Islands,' while in * EngLind, E. and S.' it was a
little above it. The highest of the maxima wore recorded on
rather irregular dates, and ranged from 64' in 'England, S.,'

and 63' in ' England, E.' and the * Channel Islands,' to 08° in

'Scotland, W.,'and to .07" in ' Scotlaud, N.' The lowest of

the minima, which were registered about the middle or end
of the week, r^n from 28' in 'Scotland, N.,' and 30' in ' Scot-

land, E.,' to 39' in 'England, N.W.,' and to ^4° in i\Q
'Channel Islands.' By the end of the period temperature
had fallen quickly over the northern half of the kingdom,
and the decrease was spreading southw;irds.

"The rainfall exceeded the mean, the fall being more than
twice as much as the nonnal in nearly all the western and
northern districts.

*' The bricPit tunnkiiie was again deficient generally, but
equalled the mean in 'Scotland, N./ and exceeded it in
' Scotland, E.'

"

TIGRIDIAS IN SCOTLAND.
At Logan House, iu Wigtonshire, these pretty

flowers have been cultivated during the last two
seasons with exceptional succesa. Mrs. McDonall, of

Logan, is an ardent horticulturist, and the Tigridia is

one of her favourite flowers. Seed brought from
Mexico by Messrs. Kenneth k Douglas McDonall, and
sown in May, 1895, produced plants which flowered

in July of the same year. They received no protec-

tion during the following winter, and this year

they came up in remarkable strength. On a

plot of ground devoted to their culture, 15 feet

in length by 5 feet in breadth, the Tigridias

produced between July 12 and October 1, 3,751
flowers. Many of the plants reached the unusual
height of .3 feet 3 inches above the ground.
For these statiatica, I am indebted to Mr. Douglas
McDonall ; and having frequently visited Logan Gar-

dens during their period of floral development, I am
in a position to certify that they are absolutely correct

in name. The fact that the seed was obtained in

Mexico, the native land of those exquisite semi-tropical

flowers which equal the finest Orchids in artistic impres-

eivenesg, has doubtless had much to do with their mar-
vellous success. The varieties most cultivated at Logan
House were pavonia, grandiflora .alba, eonchiflora, and
immaculata. The la<t-mcntioned variety, which is a
pure white, is especially fine. I have always been of

opinion that the evanescence of Tiyridias, which, like

the Iporacoia of California, seldom last for an entire

day, is largely attributable to their perpetual habit

and extraordinary pi-oductivoues'. No sooner has
one brilliant flower dis ippeared than another is pro-

paring to occupy its place. Their rapid development
is not less wonderful than their unique perpetuality.

David R. WillUimson,

Enquiry.—

•

Amateur Gardener will be glad to be informeJ
if lime manure from a tannery is a safe an efficacious

top-dressing to destroy worms in a lawn ; and if so,
what quantity per rod may be safely used '. Or can
any one recommend an efiectual worm-destroyer ?

CoTveSfooTuknt

Cauelli.\ FuniTiNo : Ed. S. It is not an uncommon
occurrence for these plants to bear seeds, e<pecially

the semi-double and single-flowered varieties. See
Oantaicrs' Chroniele, December 27, 1S73, for figure

of feed-pods. We do not think that the beating
of fruits i-i tlie cause of the sickly folia>;i!—that
c.imiug, prob.iblv, from a soured, ill-drained soil.

CoRRECTio.\ : In article on Rose Season, p. 426, col. 2
(about half-way down), should be read, " .Messrs.

Harkness & Sons, of Bedale and Hitchin, have
carried otf both Tropliies," &o.

Fungus: D. F. Wrujlu. Only one specimen received,

and that a section of large brown-spored Cortinariusi

insuBScicnt for its determinatjori,

Erbatdm : At the Fruit Show held at the Crystal
Palace, Oct. 1, 2, and 3, Class 129, for Pitmaston
Duchess Pears, ths 2ad prize was awardel to Mr.
W. Mancey, not Manning, as reported.

Grdbs ox Pui.mrose Roors : C. L. We believe

them to be those of the smiller cockchafer.

Names of Fruits.
*,* Tlie application to n'l'ii'. jl->io:ri, and especialli/ fruits, are

so tiunierouf at tfiie seawi, as .i^ uereti/ to tax oar resourcet. TUey
entail, an ej:pendUuix of tun'', lojiour, and mon?^, of which oar
retdere have Utile idiia. ire ari mnt desirous to o')l'r/e our
c irrespondents as fur as we can, buU we must request that they
will observe the rule that not more than six varieties 6«
8 nt at any one tiine. The speciinens should be good ones,

justapproaehlnft ripene'S, and to prevent disappointn-nt, they
should be property numbered, ant carefully packed. We do not
U'idertake to send answers through I'M post, Dilay in any cise
is unavoidable.

T. J., Epsom. 1, Cox's Pomona ; 3, Adams' Pear-
main ; 4, Dumelow's Seedling ; 5, Forge ; 7,

Golden Noble ; 8, Dutch Mignonne ; 9, Mario
Louise ; 10, Reinette du Canada. — A. L. T.

19, 25, Dumelow's Seedling ; 17, Rymor ; 13,

Eckliuville Seedling ; 13, Ribston Pippin ; 16,

Catshead.

—

Ilillinr/'lon JJeatli, Pear, Pitmaston
Duchess; 1, New Hawthornden ; 2, Lord Derby

;

6, Catshead ; others not known.

—

Johnson d- Sotn.

Your Apple is not rec jguised.

—

U. it Co. 1, Doon-
side ; 2 Rymer ; 3, Claygate Pearmain.

—

T. //. 0.

I, Thompson's; 2, decayed; 3, Duchesse d'Angou-
lemo ; 4. Josephine do Malines ; Apples, 6, Golden
Noble

; 7, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 9, Reinette da Canada
;

II, Bes^pool, 10, BleuUeim Orange.

—

Mcmorandam.
1, Doyennd Boussoch ; 2, Fondante Charneu ; 3,

Gloria Mundi ; 4, Van Men's L^on U Clerc ; 6,

Vicar of Winkfield ; :>, not known. Thanks for the
care that was taken to send the apecimens in good
condition.— //. C. 1, Winter Strawberry ; 2,

Small's Admirable ; 3, Fearn's Pippin ; 4, Mire
de Menage ; 5, Golden Noble ; 6, Beurr(5 d'Amanlia.^
G. S/wtton. 2 and 6, Dumelow's Seedling ; 4. Queen
Caroline ;8, Yorksbire Greening ; 9, Smart's Prince
Arthur ; 10, Blenheim Orange ; 12, Lord Suthcld

;

15, Alfriston ; 13, Gloria Mundi ; 14, Cellini.—
T. W. SwwHdd. 1 and 2, Comte de Lamy

;

4, Kmille d'H^yst ; 5, Beurre Diel ; 6, not
known: a big, worthless variety.

—

Wm. Gci.

Uoiujh. 1, Beurrd Clairgeau ; 2, Napoleon ; 3

and 4, Beurrd Diel.—/. J. P. 1, Alfriston
;

2, Brabant BoUefleur ; 3, Hambledon's Deux-
aus(?); 4, Round Winter Nonsuch; 5, much
bruised, but believed to be Gravenstein.

—

Kent it

Bnjilon. Pear : Duchesne d'AngouKme. Apj/lcs :

2, Hoary Morning ; 4, Yorkshire Groaning ; 5,

Tom Putt ; others not known.— /?. Yours are
mostly strange to us. 1, Lord Derby ; 4 and 5,

Brabant Bellefleur; others not known.—/. P.

Dacies. Pear too much decayed to be named ; it

is attacked by a fungus.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not aiisioerel in
tliis issue arc requested to be so good as to eoiisull th:

followintj number.—M. D. Picea ajanensis.

—

R. B.

1, Cephalotaxus pedunoulata ; 2, Cupreasus ob-
tusa var. (Retinoapora of gardens) ; 3, Cupre-sus
obtusa; 4, Cupressua pisifera var. fiUfera (Reti-

nospora) ; 5, Tsug;i Pattoniana ; 6, Cupreasus
nootkatensis.

—

U. K. Farleigh. Cycnoches chloro-

chilon, the Swan Orchid

—

W. II. W. 1, Croton
angustifolius ; 2, Croton AigburthGem ; 3, Crotoa
Kvansianus ; the others without numbers are Dra-
caena oruata and Begonia.

—

R. K. ], Davallia

Mariesii ; 2, Davallia bullata ; 3, Asplenium luci-

dum ; 4. Zingiber orticinale (Ginger-plant)
; 5,

Leycesteria formosa.— T. 11^. R., Westonbirt. Yea.

No. 6, with yellowish fruits, is Crataegus orieutalis

vir. odoratissirai (there are two varieties of this

species, the other is called C. orientalis var. sau-

giinea, and has dark red fruits). The other spe-

cimen is C. coccinea van, an extremely variable

species.— .4. M. Cestruiu (Habrothamnus) fascicu-

latum — T. G. Acer eriocirpum. Sir Charles
Wager's Maple.

—

J. E. 1, Calycanthus occiden-

t lie ; 2, Garrya elliptica, male plant ; 3, Staphy-
lea pinnata. — II. H. 1 , Liolia Pen icii ; 2, Jas-

miuum Sambac ; 3, Geranium sauguineum ; 4,

Geranium pratense.—J.-. E. Viburnum Opulus,
nat the Dog-wood.

—

0. B. 1, Thuya orientalis

var. Sieboldi ; 2, Cupressas Lawsoniana ; 3, Syringa
Jooikioa; 4, A Holly which we cannot name ; 5,

Taxus appressa.—/. U., Manchester. C'ratfegus

pyracantha. Daphne Mu^ereum.

—

Ciffar Box, X.
Celsia cretica ; Orchid next week.

NoTiCF TO Leave; /. ^f. Your case is o implicated
by the fact of notice having been given by an
".agent," who may or in.iy not have had adequate
authority to act. A full month's notice was neces-

sary under the circumstances. If a false accu-

sation can be proved, you can sue for defamation.
Consult a solicitor.

Pelargo.N'ium Sport : J. P. The sport, with green
and white foliage, and pure white flowers, is very
pretty, and from the description you give of the
plant's habit, the variety would appear to be well
worth preserving. To ascertain if a similar one is

already in commerce, communicate with some
firm which makes a speciality of Pelargoniums.

Tennis Court on a Slope : S. E. Having deter-
mined on the site for the court, make a commence-
ment by cutting a level drift from a spot
about 15 yards down the slope, and push this drift
into the slope until you reach the upper limit of
the space to be excavated, or a little more. This
drift will afford a guide in removing the soil from
the higher p;irt of the site to the lower, as levels
can be taken from it to the right and left. The
removed soil must be firmly trampled aa the work
of raising the level of the land proceeds ; but we
do not think that any ramming ia required, as that
would be liable, if the soil is heavy, to make it im-
pervious to water, with the result that it would be
a long time in drying and becoming'fit to play upon
after rain. In fact, it would be advisable to lay
down three rows of pipe-drains 3 feet, letting these
run in the direction of the slope, and empty them-
selves on to the turf some few yards down the slope.
The sides and ends will have to be made as long
sloping banks, merging gradually into the surround-
ing grass land. Y'our spirit-level and a builder's
" straightredge " 12 feet long are all the levelling
instrumenta required ; although some stout wooden
pegs driven into the ground after duly levelling from
one to the other will assist in obtaining a true dead
level. A coating of good mould should be spread on
the surface before laying the turf. To accommo-
date the court and the players, a lesser length than
30 yards by 15 yards will not do.

Tree Seeds (.\merican) : Enquirer. Mr. J. H. H. Boyd
Cagle, Tenn., U.S.A., supplies these wholesale.

White Carnatio.n : //. II, A good double flower,

but the splitting of the calyx ia a serious fault,

although a common one. Like that of most seed-
lings, the constitution is, as you remark, very
strong, so that the variety will, for some years to
come, not be so liable as older Carnations are
to fall a prey to fungus diseases.

Words e.ndixg in "i" and iN"n": Enquirer. In
practice this is pretty much a matter of individual

preference. If you are a Latin scholar, you will

have no difticulty with purely Latin words ; but
when a word from some other language becomes
Latinised, there is room for difference of opinion,

and still more for variation in practice. So far as

any rule at all can be laid down, we think euphony
suggests the following practice :

—

Words ending in a consonant have a single " l"
in the genitive—thus, Alocaaia Sanderi.

Words ending in a vowel have two " II
" in the

genitive—thus, Alocasia Backhouseii.

Words ending in an aspirate take the double " li

"

—thus, Alocasia Veitchii.

Words ending in a sibilant take the double " ii
"

—thus, Alocasia Williamsii. But as we have
already said it is, except in purely classical words,

a case of do as you please !

Communications Received, — Tr* seder & Co. (no letters
enclused).—W. G. S —H. M.— P. C. M. V—W. B. H.—
W.C.—H.M W.—E. J. L.—G. H—.\.J.M.—W. C—T. F. D.
-J. P.—A. C. F.—A. P.—Pampas Grass.—B. R. & Co.—
E. H—SirChas. Stricklaud.—R. T — J. W.—A. C—W. C.
—A. G. B.—W. Henderson.—J. B.—J. H.— J. E —J. Edlin
—H. Weir.—R. D.—J. D.—W. B. H — E. B.—H. M A. 1).

— E. C —W. L.—J. C —T. C —J B —H. J. V.— E. H. A. —
J. Heuder on.—F. F. G.^. Cater & Co.

PHOTOGRAPHS. Sl-ECIMEMS, &C., RECEIVED WITH THANKS.

—

A. H.—J. P.—G. U.—A. D. W. (many thanks).

COarmifED INGRE.iSE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
" gardenehs' chronicle.'

Impobtant to Advertisers.— The Publisher has the satis-

faction oj announcing that the circulation of the "Gardsnersf

Chronicle " has, since the reduction in the price of the paper.

Increased to the extant of more than 90 per cent.,

and that it ooatinaes to increase weeklv

Advertisers are remind&d that the " Chronicle " circulates among

COONTRV GENTLEMEN, AND ALL CLA.SSES OF GARDENERS

AND aARDEN.covEP.s at home, that it has a specially large

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it li

preserved tor refererxe in (HI the principal LxbraTia.
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From

riS^-.

Without doubt the Cheapest, most complete. Simplest to

erect, and Ust value for money in the Trade. It is a well-
known fact that ordinary Builders could not Supply the
Timber alone at the price which we Charge for a house

Complete, with Staging, Ventilatore, Glass, 4c., &c., all ready for erecting by any
Handy-man or Gardener. These houses are made by Special Machinery, in lots of

Dfver less than One Hundred at the Time, and we are satislied with small profits

and quick return?.
M^ ^^^ ^ U y in ^ position to undertake eiten

ma gr- r\l % W \/\i sions and repairs to any extent,

J^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ and give estimates for alterations

of. or additin- s to. existing

Housesor Heating Apparatus. You would do well and will save 10'. at least in buying
from us. Under aiy circumstances do not place j our orders for any kind of Horticul-

tural Work until >ou have seen our Ciitalogue, which contains 364 pages and 1200

illustrations, publiihed at \s. But to all applicants during the next 14 days they will be

GIVEN AWAY.
Stnd at Onct Mentit'ii the " Gardaicrs' ChrankU."

W. COOPER, Ltd.. Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT "ROAD. LONDON, S.E.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

By the late Sm JOSEPH PAXTOX, M.P. Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Price 3d., post-free SJd. ; twenty-five copies, 5s. ; fifty, 10s. : and one hundred, 20s.

Parcels of uot less than 25 deli\ered, Carriage Free, in London only. Not less than 100 Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

yV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.
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We Furnish Promptly

ESTIMATES
FOR EVERY KIND OF

GLASSHOUSES
Free on receipt of Paiticulars.

Write for Our

NEW ILLUSTBATED
CATALOGUE,

CoDsistiofC of 120 paees, cODtaiDiDf;
Dumeroui deAigas o:

ConEervatoiles, QreeDhoases, &:.

Post Fkee os Application.

n

n §

•^ >

W 2
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w »
w H
a; on
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WRINCH & SONS, Horticultural

Builders,

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS, 67, HOLBORN VIADUCT,

IPSWICH I LONDON, ec.

fiegistered Trade Mark

The Success achieved hy Exhibitors at past Chrysanthemum and other Shows

has clearly demonstrated, by examples staged, that the

XL ALL MANURES
are of the greatest importance to those ivho

jr^w, / ,| . .^^,^) ^js/i to have fine blooms and superior fruit.

Re(;ist«red Trade Mark.

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
To be used one part to tifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.

Read the remarks below of a Champion Grower.

1 pint, \s. ; 1 quart, Is. %d. ; 1 gallon, .3«. 'M. ; 4 gallons, 12». Cheaper in bulk.

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANURE.
FOR TOP DRESSING or APPLYING IN SOLUTION.

Where there is a Heavy Crop of Fruit or Flojvcrs to finish of-— Use this !

TO OBTAIN A (iUICK and BENEFICIAL EESULT.
In 1« , 2s. Qd., 5«., and 10s. tins. The small (juantity necessary will make it a cheap manure,

Mr. W. H. LEES, The Gardens. Trent Park New Bamet one of the most successful exhibitors of Chrysanthemum
Blooms duriDK 'he season of 1894 and 189?. This celebrated grower writes :— " I have used your new Lujuid Manure on many
things this season with highly satisfactory results— especially on Chrysanthemums."

The above and all other XL ALL SPECIALITIES can be obtained from all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, or direct from the Proprietor

—

Q. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LOHOON, S.E.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.
To

THE PUBLISHER,
41, Wellinffton Street, Strand,

LONDON, w.c.

Please send me " The Gabdenebs' Chboniclk " for _

commencing ,/or which I enclose P.0.0.

. 1896.

Months

®" Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this Office must be paid for In advance.
THE UNITED KINGDOM :— 12 Montlia, 15s.; 6 Months, 7s. 6rf. ; .3 Months, lis. M.; Post-free.

ALL FOREIGN SUBSCKtPTIONS, Including Postage. 17«. M. for 12 Months.
Receipts for less than six months' subscription will not he sent unless specially asked for.

P.0.0. to he m%de palpable at the Post Office.

GREAT aUEEN STREET, London, W.C, to H. G, COVE.
Cheques should be crossed " DRUMMOND,"

G. C.
Oct. 17, 1896.

NOW IS THE TIME FOR STACKING

W. W. & S.'s VERY CHOICE

^S/gf NEW CUTTING
or SPLESIJID

ORCHID PEAT.
Also PEATS for

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Selected Large Square Turves, full of

Bright Brown Bracken Fibre.

And all other qualities of the

PURE BROWN BR.\CKEN FIBRE.

RHODO. PEAT, to clear grouutl, 15s. per ton, F.O.U

Mide up in Combination Truck-loads, including other qualities

of PEAT and SPECIALITIES, such as

CANES, BAFFIA, MANURES, &c.

33
MEDALS and

DIPLOMAS of MERIT
AWARDED TO

W. WOOD & SONS, Ltd., F.R.H.S,
NORTH BRITISH WHARF,

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.

GLASS! GLASS! CHEAP GLASS!
4ths. IB or., in 50-feet boies,

Sizes from 10x8 up to 14x10, at is. 6d. per box.
4tbs. 21 oz., in 100 feet boxes,

Sizes, 10 X 8 and 12 X 8, at 8#. per box.
3rd8. 21 oz.. in 200-feet boxes,

Sizes. 9x7 up to 14x10, at 18i. per box.

Ex wharf, London. Ail other sizes equally cheap.
Full detailed list of stock sizes eent free on application to

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPAJJY,
73, BiSHOPSQATE StBEET WITHIN. LONDON. E.O.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPIOH BUIIJ)IJIQS, CHAlCOEBr LiME, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayableon demand.
TWO per Cent, on OURRE.NT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
4-HAlE PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDINQ SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO SUINBAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF QROUND FOB FIVB

8HILLINOS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with lull particulars, post-

(TM. FRANCIS RAYENSCBOFT, Managsr.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Q-AUDBirsBs' Ohboniolx Tklbgrams.— Th
Registered Addreii for Foreign and Inlcm/
Telegrams is " Qardchron, London."

ADV£KTISEIIC£ITTS.
SCALE OF CHAKGES fob ADVERTISING

HJSAD lilUB CBAJRGED AS TWO.
4
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BECKETT'S
EXHIBITION

FLOWER TUBES

Chrysanthemums, Roses, &e.
To bo liud of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

LIST FREE on opplication to

STILL & CO., IkuoTo'^A LONDON, E.G.

SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

f

Patented in seventeen
different couotiies.

These toola are no v

being made in all shapes,
sizes, and weights, euit*

able for Oardening.
Bportinf;, and all pur-
poaes where the Pick,
8hoTel, or Hoe is re-

quired.

RETAIL PRICES.
Carriage Paid :—

lilack bs. 6rf.

Half Bright ... 6s. Qd.

All Bright ... Is. 6d.

On receipt of P. 0.

Special Trade Terms
aad all particulars may
be had on application.

25. AUCKLAND ST.,

VAUXHALL.
LONDON. S.£.

Telegrams :
—

** Pikeman, London."

SAVE HALF THE COST.mmm BEDF0RD8HIRB
COARSE AND FINS

SILVER SAND
Ib admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Beat
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consamers shoold Bay Direct from the Owner of these
Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half tht
trdinarj/ cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Bail or Canal. All Orders executed unth the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-
way Bates in force to all parts. AH kicds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

QBO. aARSIDB. Jan., F.R.H.S., Lelghton Bazzard. Beds.

ILLUSXBATED 0ATAL0GX7E FREE.

W, JoNBs' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pages and 99 Engravings,

2s. 6d. nett ; per post, 2s. lOd.

JONES &;,TTWOODV ^^ Stoiirr R inr;r

HILL & SMITH, ^^liJ'b'u^di'fj:'"
And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

m
Savea :

Combined Uesh Wire Netting.
per Cent, over ordinary Netting. Write for the

New REDUCED PRICE LIST.
IRON FENCES, GATES, TREE GUARDS,

BLACK VARNISH. &c.

BENSON'S
ti

iS5. 5s.
LUDGATE" WATCH

PEATS ALL OTHERS FOR
ACCURACY,

DDBABILITY, and

05

ft;

o

p.aicE.

o

b

to

Send for Book of niustratlonB and Prices, post-fiee.

BENSON'S
ENGAGEMENT

KINGS.

5000 at Lowest Makera' Prices,
set with Brilliants, Emeralds, Pearls,
Rubies. Opal, Turquoise, &c., of the
purest quality. Book of llluft'a-

tions. with Pattern Sizes, post fne.

J. W. BENSON.
Thk Stkam

Factory,

62 and 64, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.,
And at 28, BOTAL EXCHAKaS, B.C.

WINE ESSENCES
i)

PENCE

60
WILLBUYABQITLE

WHICH WILL MAKE

GLASSES

6 MINUTES
OF DELICIOUS,

Non-Alcoholic Wine
FOR CHILDREN'S PARTIES.

Sajnple Ih'llU, Fo<l Fre>' for 9 itamps.

In all Fruit Flavours.
Try the Gingrcr or Elderberry

;

These are Special Favourites,
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS f'

r

miikiiit; Delicious Non-Iutoxir.ains Tii'T. A tj.l.

Buttle ni:ikes 8 Gallons. Sample Bottle, 9 stamps,
or a Sample of both Post Free for 15 starrps.

NEWBALL & MASON, NOTTINGHAM.
AffC-ts Wonted

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED Bpecially for OBOHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBBE, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, Ao, PBAT sent to all parta of the
world at Speoial Through Rates. Large or small quantities.

EPPS & 00.,F.R.H.S,.Peat Depdt, Bin^wood.

RICHARDS^NOTED PEAT,
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the fioest quality ORG aiD PEAT. Also
for Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Rhododendionp, See.
By the sack, cubic yard, too, or truck-load. Can be seen in
bulk at London Wharf, Immediate despatch either from
London or Grounds. By Rail or Steamer, Prompt aLd
Special Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port,

Q. H, RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S,E. ; Peat Grounds and Depats, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

RCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. 'id.
per bag. on rail : I5». per cubic yatd. in 13-yard trucks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 3». 3d. per bag ; 1(X. per oubio yard.
WALKER Airo CO.. Poole. Dorset.

V
Tbe Best Present for a Qardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.
Third Edition just out

Price hs. \ post free, 55. 6(i.

A. F. BARRON. 13. Sutton Curt Road. Chiswick,

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one desirous of

Renting a Farm or Residence, or Purchasing an
Estate, can have copies of the

MIDUND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-
land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always contains large
numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,
Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDINa. DRIVING. SHOOTING. CYCLING
FISHING. SKATING, &c.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, OOENHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.
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GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. J F. SiMFSos, for tbe pist torn- years Hea 1 Oardencv to

W M Smvtiie E<i., The Lawn, Warwick, as Head dar-

de'nar to C. T.' .Mandek, Esq , The Mount, Tetteuliall

Wood, Wolverhampton.

Mr. T. E. Slatek, late Head Gardener at the Observatory,

Crowboroiioh, as Gardener and Bailifl' to W. C. Alex-

ander, Es.i., He.athfiold Park, Heathfield, Sussex.

Mr. R. .T. Hamill, until recently General Foreman at The

Nur.^eries, Fiveo iks, Jersey, as He.ad G irdencr to F. S.

Roberts, Esq., Beauvior, St. Saviour's, Jersey.

Mr WiLi.-.AJi Chandler, late General Foreman at Sudbourn

HiU, Wickhxm Market, as Head Gardener to Daniel

Ford Goddvrd, Esi., M.P., Oak Hill, Ipswich.

Mr JoiiM Cami'Iiell. until recently Head Gardener at Dro-

martin Homo. Dundrum. co. Dublin, .as Held Gardener

to W. D.r.i.KV, E-iq., Violet Hill, Bray, Wicklow.

Mr. JTii.LMM T. Street, for the p.ast throe years Head Q.ar-

dener at Ormesby Hall, Gt. Yarmouth, as Head G.ardcner

to Malcolm U. I.wlis, Esq , Glenfame H dl, Enniskillen,

CO. Leitrini.

Mr. J nix HiRRis, as Head Gardener to F. J. Haurison, Esq,

Maer, Newcastle, StaSordshire.

Mr. CH.VRLES Herbert, of Frensh.am PUce Gardens, Farn-

ham, as Gardener to General Halt Noble, RidgeleyOik,
Reigate.

Mr. Thos. TRO.MA.S, for the last seven years Forem.an at Red-

leaf, Penshurst, has been appointed Gardener to F. E.

CoLMAN, Esq., Nork Park, Epsom Downs.

Mr. Albert Chandler, recently Foreman at Woburn Abbey
Gardens, as Gardener to A. James, Esq., at Coton House,

Rugby.

Mr. Thomas Nelson, for the last seven and a half years Head
Gardener at Bowood Park, Calne, Wilts, as Gardener to the

Marquis of Lansdowne, Tullyallan Castle, Kincardine-

on- Forth, Perthshire.

Mr. E. Crook, formerly Foreman in the Gardens, Wynustay,

Ruibon, as Gardener to Col. Frank Ainsworfh, Lostock

Dene, Bolton, Lancashire.

Mr. Arthl-r Bilungton, tor the last flye and a half years

Foreman at Bowood Park, as Head Gardener to General

Sir Richard Wilbraham, Bode Hall, Scholar Green,

Cheshire.

Mr. G. GaEEN as Gardener to the Misses Peerv, The Larches,

HiUingdou.

Mr. 0. Gill, until recently Foreman in the gardens at Coton

House, Rugby, as Head Gardener to J. S. Beroheih, Esq.,

Bel-size Court, Hampstcad, N.W.

Mr. W. Green, Gardener to Mrs. Hyderman, Grove Hall,

Twyford, Berks, as Gardener to the samelady atStanlake

Park, Twyford, Berks.

Mr. Geo. Wicks, for the past live and a half years Foreman .at

The Glade, Englefield Green, as Gardener to Georoe
Campbell Oiffard, Esq., Bulkcky House, Englefield

tlrccn. Stiiines, Surrey.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED
Steward * PovEv's, " Victory " Sto.am S,awing and Planing

Mills, RbodcswcU Whaif, Carr Street, Limcbousc,
London, E.—Amateur Gieenhouscs, &c

Dkksons (fe Co., 1 Waterloo Pl.ice. Edinburgh— (1) Roses,

Carnations, Pinks, Violas, to.
; (3) Fruit Trees.

J. M. Thorbikn h Co., 1.5, John Street, New York, U.S.A.

Wholesale List of American Seeds.

Ellwanoeb t Barrv, Mount Hope Nursery, Rochester.

N.Y.—Fruit .and Ornamental Trees, Herbaceous Plants,

Roses. &c.

Wm. Paul & Sons, Waltham Cross, Herts—Roses.

Geo. Cooling & Sons, Bath-Roses, Fruit Trees, Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs.

Wm. Clibran & Son. OldBel 1 Nur cries, Altriucham—Rrses,
Conifene, Fiuit Trees. Plants for Spring Forcing, Rhodo-
dendrons, American Plants, Forest Trees, Arc.

ESTATE SALES.

The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates.

THE "WOROESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794.

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the

upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining

counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference

and distribution plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues

of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised

in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

The " WOROESTER HERALD " is the most effective organ

for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the

leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates

most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.
Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing

such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms
SPECIMEN FREE. Friceid.

Published Friday for S iturday.

OfhokS! — 72, HIGH STBEiT, WORCE.STEB.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.
" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.R.H.S.. Hextable, Kent.

Clly of Liverpool.

The Right Honourable Frederick Arthur, EiRt, of DE^BY
G.C.B.,Lord Mayor.

CURATOR—BOTANIC GARDENS.

THE COUNCIL of the CITY of LIVERPOOL
require the services of a CURATOR for the BOTANIC

GARDENS, who will also be required to act as Deputy Super-

intendent of all the Parks and Gardens in the City, and may
be rojuired to give Lectuies on Botanical subj'-cts.

Salary, £150 per annum, with House. Coal, sni Gas. tuljeot

to a deduction of £3 per cent, per annum to the Corporation

Superannuation Fund, and to a condition that the Candidate

appointed will effect an Insurance on his Life (if not already

insured) to an amount equal to 2 per cent, of his Salary.

Applications, stating age, and previous eogagements, accom-

panied by copies of not m-ire than three Testimonials, endorsed
" Curator, Botanic Gardens," must be tent to the Town Cleik

not later than Ten o'clock on the 31st day of October, 1S96.

By Order—HARCOURT E. CLARE, Town Clerk.

Municipal Offices, Liverpool, October, 1S96.

Manchester Royal Botanical Gardens.

THE COUNCIL are desirous of appointing a

successor to the late Mr. Findlay as CURATOR and

SECRETARY. Applicants must have a thorough knowledge

of Horticulture, be experienced in conducting Horticultural

Exhibitions, Musical Entertainments, &c., also a good Corre-

spondent, and capable of keeping accounts. Age £0 to 4i.

Salary, to commence, £JO0 per annum, with good Hou;e. Coal,

and Gas. Applications to be made, with lest menials

enclosed, not later than October -li, addressed-
Hon. SECRET ARIES, Botanical Gardens, Manchester.

CAN any Gentleman recommend as GAR-
DENER (Head Working), a thoroughly experience!

Married Man, between 35 and 40, without encumbrance? Wife

must le experienced Laundress.—Those with urst-rate charac-

ters cin apply to F. 0., St. Bernards, Caterham, Surrey.

WANTED, at ONCE, a GARDENER
(Under), young Man, aged 20, used to Kitchen and

Lawn-work, to Assist under Glass. Christian, non-smoker

preferred.— A. H,, 36, Victoria Road, South Korwood.

WANTED, OUTSIDE FOREMAN (Scotch
preferred), mast be well up in Groundwork, the

planting of Trees and Snrubs, and good knowledge of Hardy
Plants. Wages 205. p!r week with bothy.— Apply, encbsirg

copies of testimonials, stating age. and position held in pie-

vious situation-, to ALEX. WRIGHT, The Gardens, Falkland

ra-k, South Norwood Hill, S.E.

WANTED, NURSERY FOREMAN.— One
who has had experience in organi'iug Labour, and

Oroning General Pot-sti ff (Palms. Fern', &c ) for Market and

Wholisile Trade. Character must bear strictest invest!

gation as to abiUty, honestry, sob iety, and puncUiality. Only

Iho e having had good experience in similar capacity need

make application, by letter only, stating previous experierca

and wages required. Age between 35 and 40. Married.

Home found.— 0. BETHELL, The Nurseries, HiUingdou

Heath, near Uxbrldge, Middlesex.

WANTED, FERN GROWER, must be expe-
rienced and well-up in work cf Fern Growing ;

quick

at Potting, »c. ; first-class references requ rjd. Apply, with

full pait culars. to—W. T., Vineyard Nursery, Shooter's Hill.

WA.NTED, GROWER. — Market leading
hand, must be a leliable man, quick at Potting, Tying.

Watering, &c. Apply, stating experience.— B. E. W., 41.

Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

WANTED, a practical MAN, well-up in Seed-
Growing, Farm, Vegetable, Flower, and Herbaceous

Plants, accustomed to Staging, with some knowledge of Glass.

—Apply, stating references, wages, and experience, to FRED.
SMITH AND CO., Seed Glowers, &j , Woodbiidge, Suffolk.

WANTED, a JOURNEYMAN, for the
Housps. Geneial Plants; to take turn at Fires and

Sundays. No bothy.—Apply to JOHN GEE, Victoria Nur-

series, Banbury Road, Oxford.

, FLORISTS and GARDENERS.—
-M. WANTED, a young MAN. to Assist in the Preparation

and Mounting of Artificial Plants. Every encouragement

given to the right man.—Apply by letter, stating wages

rfquired, age, and references.—Write to P. Q. 46, Messrs.

Deacon's, Leadeuhall Street, E.G.

To^Frult Growers and Market Gardeners.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a young MAN
as IMPROVER. Must have a Rood keowledge of

Tomato, Cucumber, Grape, and Chrysanthemum Growing;

also of Outside Gardening. Age not to exceed 18. No one

need apply whose character will not bear the strictest investi-

gation. —Apply, wiih references, wages expected, and full

particulars, to SECRETARY. Friars Place Estate, Acton,

Middlesex.

WANTED, a strong, willing YOUNG MAN,
used to digging and planting, for Nursery near Wal-

thamstow. Wages to commence with 15s. per week.—Apply
to SMITH, Chingtord Hall Nursery, Chiogfold Rd., Chingford.

TO
-I A

WANTED, an intelligent YOUNG MAN,
with a good knowledge of Plants, to Assist in Wait-

ing on Customers, and Office W"ork.—Write, stating expe-
rience, age, and wages expected, to W. FBOMOW AND SONS,
Sutton Court Nurseries, Chiswick, W.

WANTED, Oct. 24, FIRST JOURNEYMAN
for the Houses, not under 23 years of age. Must. tho-

roughly understand Chrysanthemumf", Vines. Melons, &c., and
quick at work Cbothy). Address, with all particulars and tes-

timonials—WM. LEWIS, Bast Sutton Park, Staplehurs*", Kent.

WANTED, MAN of good address, well
actiuainte'l with Horticultural Trade, to Represent

an important House.—Address A. L., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

WANTED, SHOPMAN, experienced in Seed
Tiade and Office-work, State age, experience, and

salary required, with board and lodgings provided.—BIRD and
VALLANCE, Nurserymen, Downham, Norfolk.

WANTED, a young MAN as CLERK and
BOOK-KEEPER—Energetic and accurate, w.th a

knowledge of the trade. Apply, stating age. experience, and
salary eipscted, with references, to—W. J. WATiOS, Seeds-
man, Town Hall Buildings, Newcaitle-on-Tyne.

WANTED, LADY in FLORIST'S.—Must
have excellent ekill and taste in Mounting, and

pleasant manners with customers. Goad wages.-Apply,
ARABIN. Belmont Nurseries, Portswood, Southampton.

WANTED, LADY FLORIST.—Must be
thoroughly proficient in allbraoehfs—Posie?, Wreiths,

Crosses, Sprays. Ac. State salary require ', age, references —
Send Photo tu D., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welliogton
Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability

;

men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans,

THOMAS BUTCHER can reoommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOHEB. Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

Head and Under Gardeners, Farm BilUffs, &6.

JOHN LAING AND SONS, Forest Hill
Nurseries, London. S,K., are alwajs in a position to

RECOM.VIEND MEN of the highest respectability, and
thorough'y p;acUeal at their business. Full particulars on
application. No fees charged. — Telegraphic addrees,
* CALADIUM, London." National Telephone, 9690.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applicatioQS from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. Joha's Nurseries. Worcester.

Gardeners, Farm-Balllffs. Foresters, &;c.

DTCKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DI0K3ON3, Chester."

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of

the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.— Victoria

and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. N.

EXPERIENCED SCOTCH GARDENERS.-
U A few very superior reliable men of excellent ability

jn our booke. To anyone r( quiring such, and supplying us with
requirements, we will be pleased to submit pirticulars.-

AUSflS AKD McASLAN, 89, Mitchell Street, Qlafgow.
Established 1717.

GARDENER (Head).— Chas. Horn, age 31,
seeks situation as above ; over three and a half years

General Foreman at Temple House Gardens, previously fcur

years at Spye Paik, Wdts. Eicellent testimonials.—

G. GROVES, Head Gardener, Temple House Garden?, Great
Marlow, Bucks.

GARDENER (Hkad).— Mr. Smith, Head
Gardener to the Earl of Rosebery, Mentmore, Buck.",

can strongly recommend his Foreman, .1. Weston, as a tho-

roughly practical and trustworthy man ; sixteen years' eipe-

rience in all branches, includiug three and a half years at

Mentmore, aleo at Hatfield House, Childwiokbury, and Latimer,
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GARDENER (Head), age 30—Mr. Earl,
He id Gardeaer, SDmerhill, Tonbridj^e. can highly rec jm-

mend his Foremao. E. Leach, a^ above ; first-clais experieuja
with Orchids, fruits, Ac, and the usual requiroments of a g Jod
garden ; fire years in present &ituatioD.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married
;

a thorough practical all-round Gardener, with life prac-

tical experience in all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables,

&c. Highly recommended by present and previous employers.
—a. NEWTON. 1S9, Cornwall Rjad. Notting Hill, Locdon.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HiNDED) seeks situation.—Sxperienced in Greenhouse,

Fruit. Flowers, aad Kitchen Garden. Seven years present
situation.—W. SPILLER, Burcombe, Salisbury.

GARDENER (Head), where four or more
are kept.—A Nobleman can highly recommend his Head

Gardener to any Lady or Gentlemm requiring the services of

a tboront,'lily experienced tnistw.rthy man. Age 43; family,

cue, age 13; also abstainer.—£. D., Kingston Hill Place,

Kingston.

ARDENER (Head).—Middle-age, married,
one in family ; thorough all-round experience Exctl-

lent teatiaiojialfl.—Apply. S.. Gardeners' CAro«tc/t' Offlc % 4 1

,

Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Beeesford V. Mel-
ville, Esq., M.P., Ford Manor, Liogfteld, Surrey, would

be pleased to recommend J. Pitts, at present Foreman here, to

any Lady or Gentleman in want of a Gardentr ; thoroughly
efficient and trustworthy.

GARDENER (Head).—Sir John Ramsdkn
can recommend an experienced Min as above; tho-

roughly trustworthy; ten years in last situation. Age 3^,

married, one child.—H. TEMPLE, Sprigging'a Nursery, St.

Albans.

SHOULD any Lady or Gentlemm require.

a

first-cla&s HEAD GARDENER, Geo. Dbabdlb, Ketton
Hall Gardens, Stamford, would have pleasure in supplying
particulars ot a thoroughly reliable, energetic man. '

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, two
children, ages 7 and 8. Thoroughly experienced in the

Culture of Fruits and Plants under Glass. \'ines, Peaches,
Melons, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Excellent refereoceE>.

—R. PERRIN, The Gjrdens, Heatherdene, Farnham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head); age :ii3, married, no
family. -J. NE.S3, late Gardener at Overstone Park,

Northampton, is open to engage with any Lady or Gentleman
requiring the services of a firsi-olaas man. Twenty-years' ex-
peiimie in Flowers. Fruit, and Vegetables.j Four years in last

situation.—Cresswell, Morpeth.

SFIOULD any Lady or Gentleman require a
first class HEAD GARDENEB, James Cocker, Chesters

Gardens, Humshaugh, North Tjtia. will have pleisure in
supplying p rtii. ulars of a thorough practical, energetic man .

GARDENER (Head, or good Sinolk-
HANnKD).— Middle-aged, mirried. no incumbrance; a

thoroughly prartical all-round Gardener. Goxi chaructor
from prtsent and previous employers as to ability, &c.—
Please state particulars to GARDENER. Albert Villas, Cbipel
Road, Bexley Heath, Kent.

GARDENER (Head WoRKiNG).--Age 34:
also Land and Stock. Thoroughly eip»rienced in all

branches. Inside and Out —GARDENER, t6, A^bbtojk Road,
Upper HoUoway. London, N.

GARDENER (Head AVorking) : age 34,
married.—A Qenileman will be pleased to recom-

mend his present Head Gardensr to any one requiring the
services of a practicable, steady, energetic Man.—F. SAN-
SOME. Gardener, ShentoQ Hall, Nuneaton.

GARDENER (Head AVorking).—Married,
no family. Thorough practical experience in all

branches. In^tde and Out. Q-)Od character.— B., Mr. Wilkins,
Stationer, Horley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working). Age 35,
married, no family.— A Gentleman wishes to highly re-

commend his late Gardener; left through giving up.—W. P.,
8, Chestnut Road, Horley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), age 30.—
Mr. CRIPP9,Ne\vby Hall Garden3. Ripon, highly tecom-

mendi his Foreman, H. Llovd, a3 above. Thoroughly eipe-
heDced in all branches Three and a half yeara in prej«Dt
situation.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
one chilJ ; thoroughly experieoced, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers. Tomatos, Stove and OreenhouEe Plants,
Orchids, Flower and Kitchen Gar. en, &c. Excellent tettimc-
nial^.—M. FIELD, 32, Southwxd Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, one daughter ; thoroughly experienced in the

Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants and Chrysanthe
mums, the Early and Late Forcing of Fruit and Vegetable",
the routine of work connected with a first-class establishment.
Twenty years' practice in leading Gardens. Three and a half
years as Head in last place. First-class character from latt
place.— G. B., The Cemetery, Luton, Beds.

ARDENER (Head Working, or good
SiMGLEHANEED).—Age 42. married, no family

;
gocd

all-round man. Twenty years' experience. QoDd testi-
monialg —?, BURTON, Letheiingsett, Norfolk.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good Sin-
gle iiiNiJED).—No family ; experienced in Kitchen and

Flower-garden, Greenhou e, &e.
;
good references.—D„ Clifton

Down Farm, Trusslor's Hill, Albourne, Hassocks, Su-rey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32;
married ; large experience in Fruits. Chrysantnemums,

8lc. ; thoroughly efficient in all departments. Four and a
half years in present situation a.% Foreman. Excellent testi-

monials and references.—9ARDENEE, Regent's Lodge, s
,

Berrylande Road, Surbiton, Sjriey.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Colonel
NoRRis highly recommends hia Head Working Gar-

dener, where two or three are kept. Seven years in present
service, thirteen previous. Mirried, age 35.—3. PEiSE,
Swalclifftj Park, Banbury.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 27;
good experience in general Garden-work. Willing to

be useful.—W. ELLI:^, Alverstone, Woking.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 26,
single ; experienced in Fruit. Vices, Cucumbers. "Tomatos,

&c. Seven years 'n prefent bitu'^tion. Personal reference.—
H., care of Chamberlain, Orpington, Kent.

GARDENER (good Single-handed), or
otherwise.—Age ys ; twelve years' experience in firat-

class gardens. Total abstainer. Excellent characters.— S.,

19. Lordship Road, Stoke Newiogton, N.

GARDENER, where help is given, or Single-
handed.—Age 33, single; two years' good character,

five previoup, for all-round luside and Out. — A. MOORE,
RuECombe, near Tringford, Berks,

GARDENER.—Used to all kinds of Glass,
Flowers, Fruit, and \'egetables. Well recommended

by present emploter, who is leafing.—A. COX, May Cottages,
Grosvenor Road, Hounslow.

GARDENER (Seiond, Single-handed, or
with help),—Age '^i, married, no family ; fourteen

years' thorough experience in good all-round Gardening.
Understands Vines, TomatDs, Cueumbeis, &c., under Glass.
Good character.—J, MINGAY, 20, Gruneisea Rjad, Church
End, Finchley.

GARDENER (Second, or otherwise), where
three or four are kept.—Well up in Tomatds Melon?,

Vines. Cucumbers. Herbaceous Plants, &c. Over tbrde years'
excellent references.—E. LAWRENCE, Zi, Hawley Koad,
Kentich Town, N.W.

GARDENER (Under), seeks situation, Inside
and Out.—Age 21; good Scytheaman.-J. KaRIIY,

The Gardens, Formosa, Coo^ham.

ARDENER (Under), Inside and Out.—
Age 23; six years' expenecce, and gooii character.

Abstainer. — B., Fvtismere Cottage, Fortis Green, East
Finchley, N.

rjARDENER (Under). — Age 25; eight
VX years' experience. loside and Out. Qood referpnces.

—

W. E.. WooJham Mortimer, Maldoo, Essex.

GARDENER (Under).— Young man, ab-
stainer and of gooi character, seeks situitioo.— W. F.,

2, Sherwood Villas. Roxeth, Harrow. Middlesex.

VTANAGER.—Market Garden, Fruit Farm, or
t*X other Fruit Growing (Indoor and Outa fpecialty) ; also
Vegetables, Htr*e8. Stock, Aic. Age 64. Fitstcla&s references.
—J. S. S., Road View, Petersham, Surrey.

TO GROWERS for MARKET.—
G. BETHELL, Manager to Mr. Wm. Whiteley, The

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridg-, can recommend a
MANAGER, thoroughly experienced in Growing in large
quantit:oj for Market Plint?, Fruit, and Cut Flowers.
Kxperiencei in the tuper^ i ion of Labour, and well acquainted
with the Trade and the general routine of a large establish-
ment. Highest references from Trade connection.

RCHID GROWER, or TRAVELLER.—
R. EICHEL, for eleven years with Messrs. Charlks-

WORTH & Co.. is open for eagagement. Good knowledge of
Orchids and Plants ; the Hybridisation and Raising of Orchid
Seedlings a specialty.—Address to 43, Spring Oardenf>, Heaton
Bradfo.d.

PROPAGATOR and GROAVER.—Age 24;
ten years' experience ; first-class references. Well up in

Heath", Roses, &c. Good Buddtr and Grafter.—T. A., 3, North
Feltbam Place. Feltham, Middlesex.

FOREMAN.—Age 28 ; twelve years' experi-
ence in g od gardens. Good references.— G. LEWIS,

Little Faiingdon. Lechlade, Gloucestershire.

FOREMAN :(Greenlees).—Age 28; thirteen
years* practical experience, Inside and Out. Table

Decorations. Good references from present and previous
(mployers.-ALFRED SKINNER, Highcliffe Castle. Hant?.

FOREMAN (Working). —Situation wanted
in good establishment; thoroughly experienced (thirty

J ears) in Roses, Fruits, Conifers. &,\ Expert Knifesman
;

has held good positions in leaiing nurseries.^— ROBERTS,
3, Bruntwick Street. Liverpool.

FOREMAN and GROWER.—Well up in
Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomato?, Mushrooms. Ferns, Cut

Flowerp, &c , having had entire charge of Market Nursery —
M., 68, Poynton Road, Tottenham, N.

FOREMAN, on a good place.—Age 25; ten
years' txperience In&ide and Out. Highest references.

—

Apply to W. G., Ashton Hayes, near Chester.

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENEti (Under).
—Age 21 ; u?ed to Inside and Outside Gardening ; good

characters frum previous employers. Di engaged.—A.
PRO ffTING, 5. As-hford Road, Feltham, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; four years'
experience.' Can be well recommended by Mr. B. MARKS,

Gardener, Hardwick House, Bury St. Edmund's.

I
OURNEYMAN (Inside), in a good establish-

•| ment.—Age 21 ; four years* experience. Good r*-ference.
Bothy preferred.—E. WISE, The Gardens, Oak Hill, Eat.t
Barnet, Herte.

JOURNEYMAN, Outside and In.—Age 20;
five jeafh' experieoce. Good references from present

emplojer.—a. RUMBLE, Waterloo Road, Wokingham Berks.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 23. Mr. F. Stubbs,
Norman Court Gardens. Salisbury, wishes to recommend

R. Rowsox. Sound practical knowledge of all branches.
First- cla63 testimonials previous and present.

f tURNEYMAnT^^^W Chbatbb, Head
»l Gardener to Sir W. Pixkl, Shrovir Hall, Cosham,
Hants, can with conficfence recommend F. Purto.x as above.
Has lived io the above gardens two years, and ii leaving to
improve.

To Nurserymen.

JOURNEYMAN (First).—Age 2o ; eleven
years' experience in Cucumbers, Tomatos. Grapes, and

general Stove and Greenhouse Stuff. Good references.—Q,
BARFORD. Hoo Gardens, Welwyn. Herta.

VOUNG MAN, age 20, seeks Situation, used
J- to general Nursery Work ; six years in present place.—
HAYNES. Mount Cottage. Whitby.

IMPROVER (Inside).—Young Man, age 20
;

three years ULder Glasf. Fifteen months in Vineries.
Good references. — W. CHAMBERS, 106, Tulke.h Brow,
Ashton, near Preston.

TMPROVER.—Young Man (19), who has had
i four years' experience in the Seed department cf a
Nursery, desires a situation as Improver,—H. C. THORNTON,
Clappers, Crawley, Sussex.

IMPROVER, Inside, in private establishment,
—Age 19; four years" experience; good reference; ab-

stiiner; bothy preferred.—A. STEPHENSON, The O^rdens,
Westfield, Highgate, N,

T~
HEAD GARDENERS.—Wanted to place

a Youtb, age 16, farmer's son. with a Head Gardener or
Nurseryman, where he could learn the Cultivation of Flowers
and Plants.—Mrs. OUQHTOS, Northleach, Gloucestershire.

''PO HEAD GARDENERS.—Yonne man re-
X. quires situation as JOURNEYMIN. First or Sfcosd.

in good establishment. Well recommended from last situa-
tion.—C. MAGNESS, LulliDgatone Villa", Swanley, Kent.

n^O GARDENERS.—Young Man seeks situa-
J- tion in Garden. Five year.^' experience Inside and Out.
Age IHi- Good character. Abstainer.-W. WEST. 2f, Devon-
shire Street, Brighton, Sussex.

To GARDENERS. — Yonng man, age 26,
seeks situation. Seven 3 ears' experience, Inside and

Out Very highly recommended. Bothy preferred. —
Q. RlCaARLS JN, Knowlton Court. Dover.

TO HARDY GROWERS.—Young Gentle-
man is anxious to obtain thorough knowledge of Flower

Growing.—H. W. S., Cintra House, Anerley Hill, S.E.

''pO THE SEED TRADE,— A young man,
-L ase 21, is open to engagement as SHOPMAN in a
Retail Flower Seed Business ; seven years first-class expe-
rience. Has a good knowledge of Plants. Can be highly
recommended. -WM. MALLETT, 161, Spring Road, Ipswich.

SALESMAN (for Market Nursery).—Under-
stands Market Value of Pot and Cut Plantp. Good

testimonials.-GEO. GARWOOD, Salesman. W. Whiteley'e
Stores, 227 and 238, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

EED TRADE, — SHOPMAN or
TRAVELLER. Twelve years' experience. Wholesale

and Retail. Good references.-L. H., 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

SHOPMAN, CLERK, or ASSISTANT.—
Age 3); fifteen yearo' experience. Thorough knowUdge

of Seed and Nursery Trade. Satisfactory reference!.—H. J.,
F. Yates, Seed Merchant, Nottingham.

TO FLORISTS.—Situation wanted, in Shop
or Nursery. Eleven years.' exoerience in nil Cut

Flower Work, Decorating, and under Glass. Good references.
Country town preferied.—MOBTIiMER, 3, Woodview Terrace ,

Highgate, N.

FLORISTS.—A young Lady desires re-engage-
ment. Well up in all branches; West end experience.— ^. Z., 13, Wharfdale Road, King's Cross, N.

YOUNG LADY seeks re-engagement in
Florist and Fruiterer's. — Gcoi Saleswoman; well

verged in making Wreaths, Bouquets, Spraje. Four years*
reference.—A. JOYCE, Skirbeck Road Nursery, Boston.
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IS A PURE COCOA
Made amidst Pure and Healthful

Surroundings

" The most popular of the Cocoas of to-day is that

made in that most pkasant of manufactories— the

factory in a garden— of Cadbury Brothers, at Bourn-

ville, near Birmingham. Cadbury's name is in itself

a guarantee of purity of manufacture and absolute

freedom from alkaline adulteration. It represents, on

the authority of the Lancet, the STANDARD OF
HIGHEST PURITY at present attainable in

regard to Cocoa."

(flOBURY'S
^^^"^^ Cocoa

ABSOLUTELY PURE,
therefore BEST.

fADBURY'S COCOA is appreciated throughout the

world as a pure, delicious beverage, entirely free

from adulteration. It is at once a refreshing,

stimulating drink, and a nutritious food— probably

more nourishing than any other beverage. It is

light, refined, and digestible, and can be safely and

beneficially taken ac an article of daily okt AT ALL
TIMES AND ALL SEASONS.
" The typical Cocoa of English manufacture—absolutely

" The Analys
pure;

m

w
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Editorial communications should be addressed to the "Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bbadburt, Aosew, fc Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Precinct o£ Whitefriara, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Habbt aiLIillU) COTB, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Qarden, in the said County.—Satdbday, October 1 1898. Agent for Manehestei—JoHM Heywood.
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
AND SAIURDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at hia Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Oarden, W.C, as above, at half-past 12 o'clock

precisely each day

—

GRAND IMPORTATIONS o DUTCH BULBS
FROM LEADING GROWERS.

in the finest possible order, and fpecially lotted to »uit both

large and small buyers. A large quantity of

FfiENCH FORCING BULBS, LILIUM3, &o.
On view momiDgs of Sale, and Catalogues had.

•WEDNESDAY NEXT.

GREAT SALE OF ROSES.

Specimen Latanla Borbmlca, Eentlas, Dracaena;,
best sorts of AZILEA INDICA, and varioos Flints from
the Conticent.

leoo Choice named Standard, Short Standard Half
STANDiRD, DWARF, aul POT K03ES. from celebrated

ENGLISH, GERMAN, and DUTCH
GROWERS,

iLCluding many well-known and [ oj)ular sorts, in splendid order.

An Importation of Small Evergreens and Shrubs,
LILIUMS, from Holland.

A Collection of ENGLISH-GROWN PALMS.
A fine Collection of SPECIAL HTACINTBS, for Glass

or Pot Culture, including many of tbe best soits, f om a
trustworthy grower.

DAFFODILS, OLADIOU, VALLOTAS, SN'OWOROPS, IRIS,
IXIAS, LILIUM CANDIDUM, rare NAKCIJSU3.

30,000 EORCINO BULBS, from Franco.
ANEMONE FULaKN3, PANCRATIUM^. SPIR.Sl JA-

PONICA, SPIB.Bl A3TILB0IDKS. DIELYTBA SPEC-
TABir.E ROSE 4, an-l—

20,000 Best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS.

MR. .L C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Eoom", 3S. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C , on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Ojlober 28.

at half past 12 o'Ciock precisely each day.
On view morning of Hale, and Catalogues had.

anURSDAY, OCTOBER 29.

SPECIAL TRADE SALE OF ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Room). 33. King Steet,

Covent Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY. October 29 at half-

past 13 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. J, W. Mjore, a
grand importation of ORCHIDS, comprising

—

300 Lots of VANDA OCERULTA
200 „ CYPRIPEDIUM SPICERIANUM

AND OTHER

IfilFORTED & ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS
N.B.—Gentlemen wisbiog to include Planta in this P^i'e

aie requested to send List not ]a'er than THURSDAY N£Xr.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he haa arranged with several of the first Nurserymen

iii Holland to ContiLuously Supply his Sales, during the
present season, with only really First-clasa Bulbs, of the best
quality.

DUTCH BULBS.
SALES EVERY DAY (Saturdays excepted).

\fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJ- sell by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67
and 68, Cheapsida, London, B.C., EVERY DAY (excepting
Saturdays), at 12 o'clock, large consignments cf NAMED
HYACINTHS, TfTLIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other
BULBS from Holland, received direct for Unreserved Sale,
Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers; together with
white ROMAN HYACINTHS, paper - white NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS, special TULIPS, &o.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Maidenhead.
IMPORTANT SALE ol choice well-grown Ornamental Speci-

men SHRUBS and TREES, FRUIT-TREES, &c , by order

of Mr. R. Owen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at The Floral Nutsetie.-, Castle

Hill. Maidenhead. On MONDAY NEXT, Oct. '26, at 12 o'clock,

well-grown Ornamental SHRUBS and TREES, 100 Specimen
COXIFERS. 5000 SHRUBS and Trees. 4000 FRUIT-TREES,
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, GAILLIRDIAS, QBEENHOUSE
PLANTS, tc.
On View. Catalogues on the Premises and of the Auc-

tioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C.

Tottenham, N.

Adjoining the Tottenham Hale Station, G.E.R.

GRBAT ANNUAL SALE, by order of Mr. Thomai S. Ware.
Three days.

VfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJ. SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Halo Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham. N.. en TUESDAY NEXT. Oct. 27. and
TWO FOLLOWING D lYS, at 11 o'clock precisely each day,
in consequence of the large number of lots.

2,500 ROSES in pots, extra strong.

100,000 CARNATIO.VS and PICOTSES in pots, the best
varieties in cultivation.

TREE CARNATIONS.
50,OOJ Double and Single Tuberous-rooted BB90NIAS, pro-

bably the finest collection in the world.

5U OX) CLEMATIS and AMPEL0PSI9. and other Climbers.

100,000 SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS. Extra strong Forcing
Stuff, a specialty at this nursery.

10,000 HOME-GROWN LILIES.

200.000 Berlin Crowns LILY of the VALLEY.
F0K:;IN0 plants and BULBS in endless variety.

200.000 HERBACEOUS PLANTS and MISCELLANEOUS
BULBS, consisting of a large quantity of NARCIS-
SUS, best Forcing as well as Border v.irieties.

CHRBT.MAS ROSES and other Stock, fully described
in Catalogue.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
b^i had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
67 and 68, Cheapside, londoo, B.C.

Hollamby'B Nurseries, Groombrldge Tan orldge Wells.

GREAT ANNUAL SALE of youDg. healthy, and
well grown NURSERY STOCK.

450,000 CONIFER.^. LAURELS, HARDY CLIMBERS,
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS. AZ iLEAS, LARCH.
SCOTCH and SPRUCE FIRS, (lUICK. ASH. SPANISH
CHESTNUTS. BIRCH. Weymouth and other PINES,
HOLLIES, YEWS. ORNAMENTAL and FORBST TREES,
and other Stock, in great variety. Also 30 PIGS. By order
of the Executors of tbe late Mr. Edwin Hollamby.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on

THURSDAY and FRIDAY Nf XT, Oct. 29 and iO, at VI o'clock
each day.

May be viewed any day prior to tbe Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of tbe Auctioneera and Valuers,
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Famham, Surrey.
About 1 mile from Farnham Railway 8 Nation, on the

L. & S.-W. Railway.

GREAT .SALE of NUBHERY 8rOCK,
By order of Mr. 8 BiJe.

\rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
irX SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Alma Nur-
series. Faroham. on TUESDAY, November 3, and TWO FOL-
LOWING DAYS at 12 o'clock each day—

10,0C0 FRUIT TREES,
comprisincr Dwarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines, and .Vpricots;
Standard. Pyramid, and Horizontal .Vpp es. Pear.', anl Plums,

1500 RHODODENDRONS,
2^ to 4 feet, beautifully set with bloom buds.

10.000 STANDARD AND DWARF ROSES,
by name, comprising the choicest sorts in cultivation.

200,000 FORISr TREES, splendid stuff, all transplanted.

100 OOO strong QUICK.
Thousands ol ORNAMENTAL TREES and FLOWERING

SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN, CONIFER.S, and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

in grfat variety.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sile. Catalogues may
be had on the Premi e4, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and
68, Cheapside, E.C. and Leytonstone, E.

Hanworth, Middlesex.
About IJ mile from the Feltham Station. L. & S. W. RIy.

VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY FOR SALB, with
Fossession, by order of Messrs. W. Cooper, Ltd., who are
relinquishing this branch of their business. IMPORTANT
to FLORISTS, MARKET GROWERS, LAND SPECU-
LATORS, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard,

B.C., on FRIDAY, November 6, at 2 o'clock, in one or two lots,

the valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE, known as COOPERS
NURSERIES, Hanworth. Middlesfx, comprising an arei of
about 64 Acres of Fertile Lani, possessing a frontage of
IPOO feet to the Main Read, with 52 large Greenhouses, all

efficiently heated with about 75,0)0 feet of Hot-water Piping.
Commodious Tradd Buildings and Cottage. The Land is par-
ticularly adapted for the Growth of Fruit Trees and General
Nursery Stock, and posEesaes alto prospective Building
Value.
Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be had at (he Mart

;

of Messrs. W. COOPER iND CO., Ltd., TaS, Old Kent Riad,
London, S.E.; of M<'i8rs. [DOWSON, AINSLIE ANn MAB-
TINEAU, Solicitors, 19, Surrey Street, ^.Q.: and of the Auc-
tioneers, Estate Agent! and Valuers, 67 and 6P, Cheapside, E O.

Cooksbildge, Sussex.
Two Minutes walk from Cooksbridge Station, and two-and-a-

half miles from Lewes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL BY' AUCTION, on the premises, the Cooksbridge
Nursery. Ccoksbrldge, near Lewes, Sussex, on FRIDAY, Nov. 6,

at Half-past Twelve o'clock, by order of the Executor of the
late Mrs. F. Woollabd, a quantity of

—

VALUABLE and WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK.
Consistirg of Specimen BORDER SHRUBS and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, comprising Pinus, Thujas, Cupreseus
Poplars, Horse Chestnuts, &c., 1500 Common and Portugil
LAURELS. AUCU8AS and ENGLISH YEWS, good usff >1

stuff ; 3000 FRUIT TREES. Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-
trained ; about 3000 ROSES, well-grown Standards. Dwarfs
and Climbers, all true to name; CLIMBING IVIES, VIR-
GINIAN CREBPURS aid AMPELOPSIS, and a large quantity
of HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
May now be viewed ; Catalogues had on the premises, aLd

of the Auctioneera, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, B.C.

West Farlelgh, Kent.
About IJ miles from Wateringbury and East Farleigh Railway

Stations on the S. E. R.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premises. Parsonage

Farm. West Farleigh. Kent, on TUESDAY, November 10,

at 12 o'clock punctually, by order of Mr. T, W. Startup, who
is desirous of thinning his plantation, about

1000 CHOICE APPLE TREES,
o' the finest bush (growth on the English Paradise Stocks, all

carefully prepared fur transplanting, and in good bearing
condition.

Also STANOARD and DWARF PLUMS and DAMSONS.
G003EBERRY and CURRANT BUSHES, well giown, and
inclu iDg the best market kinds.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues had oa
the Prf raises; and of the Auctioneers, 67 aod 6t^, Cheapside,
London, E.C.
Note.— Most of Ihe above Stock was purchased of Me8fr\

George BuuyarJ & Company in 1893 and 1893. and h ii

already boroe good crops of tbe tioest quality of fiuit, spjct-

mens of whicb have taken First and Second ptiies at the
Royal Horlic-Altural Society and the principal Kent Shows.

Heme Hill. S E.
PBELIMINARY NOTICF.

UNRESERVED CLEARANCE SALE of the whole of Ihe
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. ESTABLISHED ORCKIDS.
GARDEN UTENSILS and FLOWER POTS. FARMYARD
SUNDRIES, aod a capital SUMMER HOUSE.

By order of W. Sopper,Eeq , who is leaving the neighbourhood,

Y/|
ESSRS. PKOTHEKOE and MORRIS will

i.r 1. SELL the above on the Premises, Eversley, Heme Hill,

S.E.. on WEDNESDAY, November 4, at half-p.st 12 o'Cl. c*.

May be viewed Catalogues on tbe Premises; and of the
Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, B.C.

Thursday Next. October 29.
I-'UPORTANT CO.NsIjNMENC of 400 CASES of LILIES,

received direct from Japan.
61 H20 LILIUM LONQIFLORUM
9.740 „ AURA1UM
4,080 ,. SPKCIOSUM ALBUM
20 6o0 „ ., RUBRUM

1,200 LY'CARIS RtDIATA
A'so, L. HIiNRYII. L. SPECIOSUM MELPOMENE, L. 8.

ALBUM K8.1:TZERII, HEMEROCALLIS AURANHlCA
MAJOR, special consignment of rate AMERICAN BULBS.

300 AZALEA MOLLIS. 200 A. INDICA, 60 RHODODEN-
DRONS, and 50 CAMELLIAS, from the Continent.

Standard. Half-standard. Dwarf and Climbing KOSES

;

SWEET BRIARS, HARDY BULBS, &c.

\/rESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
i-TX SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale
Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, EC, on THURSDAY, October i9,

at 12 o'clock.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, October 30.

THE "CEDAR GRANGE' COLLECTION of wellg-own,
healthy ESTABIUHED ORCHIDS.'compriaing VAND »S,
CATTLRYA-', L-ELIAS, 0D0NT0OLO3SUMS. DFN-
DROBIUMS, 4;;. ; 300 Lots of ESTABLISHED 0RCH1D3
from various sources, ORCHIDS ia Flower. Ac.

MESSRS. PKOTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central J=»ala

Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEX T,

OCTOBER 30th. at Half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morninj{ of Sale, and Catalogues hil.

Friday Next —October 30.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
include in their ORCHID SALE on FRIDAY NEXT,

October 30,

200 LA.RGE GOLDEN-YELLOW CALLAS,
(RICHARDIA PENTLANDII)

The finest type. Splendid tubers
; just ready to grow and

Flower.
On view morniog of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday, November 6.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AU'^TION, at their Central Sale Rooms,

67 and 68. Cheapside, Loodon, E.G., on FRIDAY, Novembe' 6,

at half-pist 12 o'Jlock, a larg<» importation cf OATTL&.YA
MOSSl.E, ju-t received in splendid conditioD, ex ss. '*Din,''

many of ihem in very fioe masses, some gigantic, (roballr
the largest ever imported, one having 200 bulbs, another litO

bulb.'), and one 115 bulb!i, besides a large number with 2j, 30,
and 40 to 50 bulbs each, and upwards. They are from a new
district, which accounts for the remarkable size of the speci-
mens. Among them may be expected white and various oiher
rare varieties.

On view mofDing of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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Important Sale : tbe
"CASTLETON HOUSE" COLLECTION of

ORCHIDS,
locludiDg the most Valuable and Bare Varieties, tbe Property

of A. H. Milton. Efq.. of Clifton.

MESSRS. ALEXANDER, DANIEL, SELFE,
AND CO. will SELL by AUCTIOV, at the Bank Auction

Mart. Corn Street, Bristol, on THURSDAY, October £9. 1896,

at 12 o'clock, the First Portion of this Splendid Collection of
ORCHIDS, comprising :—Grand Specimen Plants—Cattleya
aurea, C. aurea chrysotoza, C. aurea naarmorata. Fine Speci-
men8 nnd Grand Varieties—Cattleya Mossiae Wagnerii, C.
eldorado Wallisii, C. Skinneri albas, C. Trianaei alba)>, C.
Schroderse albas. Grand Plants—Cattleya O'Brieniana. Extra
Grand Varieties—Cattleya Uarrisoniu:- (enormons and ^raod-
shaped flowerb). Cattleya Mendelii bella, C. Triansi Dods3nii,
C. Triansei gTandiflorum. Grand Plants— Cattleya gigas, C.
Qaskelliana, C. crispa, C. labiats, C. Mendelii, C. MossiEe,

C. Triancei. Xeelia purpurata (enormous size flowers). Iiolia
purpurataalba.L. grandistenebiu^a. L. anceps albas. Splendid
Collection of Cypripediums. including C. Chas. Biehman, C.
Chas. Canham, C. picturatum, C. Calypso Cooksonianum, O.
Artburianum, C. Lathamianum magniticum, C. Morfianise,
C. grande, C. insigne Maulei, &c. Very Fine Plants—PhaliC-
nopsis amabilis. F. Schilleriana. Coclogyne Pandurata, C.
Lemoniana, and C. cri&tata albas. Vanda Sanderiaaa,
V. coerulea fgrand dark large flowers). Lycatte Hetti.
L. SMnneri albas (beautiful form-). The grand lot of
Dendrobes include splendid plants of D. nobile nobilius.

D. Sanderiannm. D. Leechianum. D, Caoksoni, D. Ainswortbi,
D. Domini, D. Wallichianum. D. aplendidiesimum, D. Hilde-
brandi, &c. Dendrobium Wardianum alba^ (pure white .

Phaleenopsis Schrodenanum. Grand lot of OdoDtogloseums,
iniluding O. Buckeiianum, O. Andersonianum ; grand spotted
Hybrids, O.T>o Skinneri, O. Halli (fine forms). Grand specimen
plant, O. Halli magnificum ; O. Halli U. xanthoKlos^um.
Specimen plant, O. triumpbans Rossi mnjus (grand flowers

i

;

O. crispum (grand plants), <&'., &c.
Catalogues may be obtained oC the Auctioneers, Bink Cham-

bers, Corn Street, Britt^I (and 31. Old Jewry, London, E.G.).
On view two days prior to Sale.

WANTED TO RENT, 500 to 1000 feet of
GLASS, wilh COTTAGE and LAND. Little or DO

Stock.—H. S., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

TO BE LET, about a of an acre of WATER-
CRESS BEDS, together with a piece of OABDEN

GROUND. Also THREE C1VE3 for Mushroom powing.
Together or separate. Adjoining station, G, E. Railway.
Apply to J. E. RUSSELL, Tbe Bury, Westwell, Bunting-

ford, Herts.

To Nurserymen and Fmlt Orowers.

TO LET.—FIVE GREENHOUSES, 7500 ft.

superficial, well-heated, with Potting-shed, and half an
acre of Garden. Stock about £1.^0. Immediate possession.

GERALD KNIGHT. Westgate House. Sleaford.

CORDON PEARS, APPLES, &o. — Well-
spurred Fruiting Trees, 5 to 7 feet.

WILL TATLER, Hampton, Middlesex.

\TALMAISON CARNATIONS, in 4-iiich
i.*JL pots, 50j. per 100; Germania, Reynolds Hole, and
others, strong layers l&s. per luO.

J. LITTON. Qrosvenor Cottage, Bath.

PEAT.—Excellent Brown and Black Fibrous,
for Rhododendrons, American tlants, &c.

Sample bag, 25, 6(i.

F, STREET, Heatherside Nurseries, CamberleJ.

Extraordinarily Cheap.—Must be Sold at otice

^l\i\ BUSHELS, PHEASANT-EYE NAR-•.-W OISSUS (dry bulbj), :i!. 9i. per bushel; 10 bushels
for .32s. 6rf. Fine bulbs, not lubbiah.

B. GAYE, Carlton, Lowestoft.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.
CUTHBERTSON'S Illustrated and Descriptive

CATALOaUE of over 1000 species aud varieties post-fre •

MICHAEL CUTHBERTiON. The Great Scotch Hert.aceons
Grower, Rothesay.

Strawberries at Reduced Prices.

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO. beg to say
they are now offering the best sorts, in fine plants, at

reduced rates. CATALOGUES free.

Royal Nurseries. Maidstone.

T tELIA PR^STANS, L, ANCEPl?,
X^ CATTLEYA CRISPA, C. HARRISONI^ VIOLACEA,
to hand in fine order,

it. 6i., 3s. M., and 5j. each.
W. L. LEWIS AND CO.. Southgate. Londor. N.

Important to Musbroom Qrowers.
CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM

SPAWN. Always alike ; moat prodnctive. Hundreds
of testimonials. Per bushel. 5i.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed. Bulb, and PUnt Merchants
Southgate. N. Bttablisbed 1797.

Contradiction.

SANDER AND CO. do not offer £1000 for a
plant of CYPKIPEDIUM FAIRIE4NUM; but for a

good Importation only. They are, however, willing to give
1000 Guineas for a good plant in flower of CYPRIPEDIITM
INSTGNE, with the flower or flowers pure white, and of the
normal size.

GIANT BERLIN LILY OF THE VALtEY.
WICETON'S well-known GIANT BERLIN

• LILY OF THE VALLEY.- 100 COO Planting Crowns
at 12*. 6d. per 1,000. 1 and 2 years ; also a few thousand retard ed
Crowns. Price on application to

—

W. ICETON'S, Putney, S.W.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Fancraa.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.C. Piomptoaah.

KEYNES' ROSES.—Strong and well-rooted.
Thoroughly good and reliable. Catalogues gratis.

KSYNKS, WILLIAMS asd CO., Ro-e Growers, Salisbury.

^EAKALE for Forcing and Planting.—VeivO strong —For prices apply, slating quantities required, to
ASHTON KEYNES, Nursery, Tottenham, Middleiex.

pTERIS TREMULA.-A few thousands of
J- fine bushy stuff for Sale, tat for 48's. Price. 10s. per 100.
Packing free.— H. J. a>d A. HUGaSS, Mechley Park Nur-
series, Birmingham.

CPECIAL OFFER.—Polyanthus, mixed, 5«.per
kJ 100; Gold-laced. 6s. per 100 \ Pansies. bett miied strains.
•5s. per 100; Sweet Williams, 5j. per 100; Canterbury Bells
miied, 5r. per 105 ; Foigloves, .5s. per 100. All the above are
good strong plantj", all transplanted. Free on rail. Cash wiih
order. -P. BOULTON, Beechenlea Nursery, Swanley.

Tj^UCHARIS, strong and clean, in 32's, some
J-i throwingupflower-spikes. .30j. perdoi. Winter-flowering
CARNATIONS, in 48's. splendid stuff, 12s. doz. BOUVARDIAS,
in 48's. extra bushy, 10s. per doz. Samples and munes on
application. -WALSHAW and SON, Scarborough.

UCUMBER SEED. Warranted Home-grown.
Quality First-clase.

TELEGRAPH, splendid strain ( Ir. for 40
ROOHFORD. true > 2,. 6rf. pe, mo, po.trfree.WHITE SPINE, favourite market variety, 3s. per I'KJ; cheaper

by the 1000 —MAN'AOEB, Wale Street Nurseries Ba«inK.toi.e.

inr: DUTCH BULBS, 2s Qd. ; Half, Is. Qd.
±\J'J carriage free, including 3 Hyacinths. 10 Tulips,
mixed; 10 Naicis-us (Pheasant's eye), 10 Scillas, blue; 16
Ranunculus, mixed ; 15 Iris hispanici, mixed ; 12 Crocup,
mixed ; 10 QIadiolas (The Bride). 10 Jocquils, yellow, sweet-
scented

; 10 Anemones (The Bride). All superfine flowering-
bulbs.-YATES, Bulb Merchant, Ivy Road. Hounslow.

^0 000 EUONYMUS, Green and Golden^
*J\^^\J\J\^ all splendid bushy plants,—GREEN : 12 in.
to 15 in., at 30s. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 65s. per 100; 21 in. to 21 in., at 75s. per lOO ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.
GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

STRAWBERRIES. — STRAWBERRIES.—
All the leading varietie?, in strong ruDners and in pota,
ready for immediate delivery. Descriptive Catalogue on
application.

BULBS.—Tte best procurable, at low prices. Catalogue free
on application.

RICHARD SMITH aud CO.. Worcester.

HYACINTHS, fine named, from 2*. per dozen.
TULIPS, fioe named, from 2s. per 100.

DAFFODI'.S. finest Trumpet forto, mixed, 3s. per UO ;

26y. per 1000 (worth more than double). Ail ether Bulbs
equally cheap and good. Send for Price List to
MORLB AND CO.. The Conservatories, Fiochley Road. N.W.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. S^e B. R. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for Is.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeoril Nurseries. YeovU. Somerset.

GARDEN and OLD-FASHIONED ROSES.
—25 btrcng plants for 22j.6d. Distint varieties such as

have been exhibited in such fine form during the past season,
including Bardon Job. Janet's Fr.de, Copper Austrian,
Gustave Regis. Single Yellow Austrian. Pt-pita, Laurette
Messimy. Crimsan Rambler. York and Lancai-ter, Pereian
Yellow, Rose de Meaux, Sec, forming a very charmirg
collection of the best old-fashioned and garden Roses. New
Rose lif-t. post free.

GEU. COLLING AND SONS, The Nu'seriei. Bath.

FOREST TREES
AD \iTi:ip

For Profitable Planting, Shelter,

Game, or Ornament.
One of th? L\rge3t, Hardiest. Healthy, and Moat

Se ect Stocks In Europe.

I NSP EC T I y I X V IT E D.

C.'lt.iloguoa free, and any inform.ition given on .ipplication to

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,
NUESEIIYMEN TO H.M. THE liUEKN, AND B.n.II.

THE PRINCE OF WALES,
WOOD FORESTERS FOR CROW.V LANDS,

CARLISLE.

EXHIBITIONS.

EASTBOURNE HORTICULTURAL
SOCrETY'S CHRYSANTHEMUM and FRITIT SHOVT

Kovember 3 and 4, 189a.—SEVERAL OPEN CLASSES for
Cbrysanthemum. and Fruit: Good Prizes. Schedules now
ready. Application to— _ . „„„„.„ „

21, Brooklyn Terrace. Eagtbourne. ^- *- t^E^MAN, Sec.

ALTRINCHAM, BOWDON, SALE, and
-ii- DISTRICT CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
GRAND SHOW of CHRYSANTHEMUMS. WINTER

FLOWERS, FRUIT. *c.. Nov. 6 and 7, 1896. Cash Prize,
and Medals, value £60. Entries close Oct. 30. Schedules free
fromCHAS. HEWirT, Sec, 7. Sandiway Road. Altrincham.

r)EVIZES CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW,
-*--' November 10. 1898.
For 24 blooms of Incurved Chrysanthemums, 200».. IOOj., 60i.

21 blooms of Japane&e, Cup value 105»., 40 ., 25«.
And many other Prizes.

Schedules of Prizes from—

_ THOMAS KINO, Castle Grounds, Devii.s, WUts.

H^JDDERSFIELD and DISTRICT CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

.
"^^^

S,''^'^^
E.\;aiBITIOS of the above So;iety will be held

in the Town Hall. Huddertfield. on TUESDAY" and WEDNES-
DAY. Nov. 10 and 11. 1896. Kntriis close on Tuesday, Nor. 3.
Entry Forms and Fchedules may be obtained from

—

JOHN BELL. Hon. Sec. Mir=h. Huddersfield.

FOLKESTONE CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

GRAND EXHIBITION. November ID, 11, 1896. £100 and
Six N. C.S. MSDALS in PRIZES, open to all Eoglan.l. Prizes
to Gardeners' Societies in Kent. BRONZE JUBILEE MEDAL
N C. S. for Bent Bloom in Show, J.,p,neS' or Incurved,
Judges:—Mr. George Gordon, Kew ; Mr. Richard Dean.
Secretary, N. C. S. ScheduUs sent on receipt of address. All
prizes won, guaranteed. Eniry forms of

—

T. J. HARRISON, j „
W. H. HAMMERTON, j

'*"'°- ^"'•
3, Canterbury Boad, Folkestone.

COUNTY BOROUGH of HANLEY, STAF-
FORDSHIBE, CaRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

(Affiliated with the National Society).
The FOURTEENTH ANNUAL E.XHIBITION will beheld

in the Victoria Hall (Town Hall), on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY. November II and 12 neit.
Schedules on application to

—

J. AXD A. KEST, Sew., Hanley Park.

BR A D FORD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCrETY.-NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION, in St.

George's Hull. November 13 and 14. £100 and four Silver
Cups to be competed for. Entries close November l*.

Schedule", &o., from J. COLLIER, Hon. Sec, 5, thipiey
Fields Road, Frizinghall, Bradford.

T-'HE WEST of ENGLAND CHRYSANTHE-X MUM SOCIETY, Nov. 10 and 11. in Plymouth Guildhall
Over £ 50 in Prizec. Entries close Nov. 4.

CHAS. WILSON. Hon. Sec. 4, North Hill, Plymouth.

OYAL BOTANICAL and HOKTICULTU-
RAL SO ;IETY of MANCHESTER

BXaiBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS. &c, to be held in
the Town Hall, Manchescr, on F8I0AY and SATURDAY,
November 20 and ^1, ls96.

Entries close on Nov. 18. Schedules on application to the
Honorary Secietaries, Royal Botaoicil Gardens, Manchester.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY'.

GREAT JUBILEE FESTIVAL AND
EXHIBITIONS.

ROY.\L AijU.VlUU.M, WESTMINSTER,
November 3, 4, 5, and 6.

£760 in Money Prizes, in addition to Valuable Fleets of
Plate. Cups, Medals. &c.

SCHEDULES OF PRIZES on application to—

RICHARD DEAN, Secretartj, Ealing, London, W.

NOTICE.
'

HARRISON'S VEGETABLE and FARM-
BOOr SHOW

Will be held oa WEDNESDAY, November 11. and THREB
F0LLOWIN9 DAYS, at their Warehouse, Welford Road,
Leicester, when Silver and Bronte Medals and valuable Money
Prizes will be offered in competition amongst their numprjus
customers. A 1 gcoda should be addre»ed to the Firm,
CarbiaitE-paid. No charge will be made for staging.

Empties will be retu»ned.
HARRISON ASD SONS, Seed Merchants, Leicester.

To Cliiygaiithemum Exhibitor?.

SPRINGTHORPE'S PATENT CUP and
TUBE is acknowledged the best by the National Chrysan-

themum Society ; and leading Exhibitors u^e it. 9s. per dozen,
pa-tfree for cis"! wilh order.-G, SPRINGTHORPE, The
Gardens, Coombe Court, Kingston on-Thames.

PLANT PROTECTOR. — All interested in
rare Hardy Plants should apply for Sketch and particu-

lars of this widely-approved Patent Shelter. Substaotiai,
near, and fixtd anywhere instantly.

WOOD'S PLANT CLUB, Kirkstall, L-eds.
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600,000 TMlTlng yonug

FRUIT TREES for SALE,
Of the Choicest MiBKET Sorts, in L^roe or

S.VALL Quantities.

CATALOGVES on application of—

J. SMITH & SON,
Market Oabdekers AMD Fruit Tree Growers,

SIPSON, WEST DKAXTON, MIDDLESEX,
And 458 & 469. Cotent Gardem Market. Losdos.

CANT'S
WOBLD-FAMED

ROSES
CANNOT BE SURPASSED.

WE GROW NOTHING ELSE.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

PBICES ARE LOW.

Carefully address

—

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Nursery, Colchester.

FBELIMINABT OFFEB.

BEST BULBS FOR EARLY FLOWERING.

CARAWAY & CO.
offer :—

ROMAN HYACINTHS, 4}-inch and upwards, 13i. id. per 100.

„ ., smaUer lOi. M. „
PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS 6».

DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS 5«. „
DOUBLE VAN SION DAFFODILS, first sire,

imported bulbs 6i. 6<i. .,

Now ready for delivery.

2s. 9d. per 100 ; id. doz.

DUC VAN THOL TULIP, Scarlet
ARTUS
LA REINB , „
L'IMMACULEE
DUCHESS of PARMA „ I

WOUVERMAN ,, J

CHRYSOLOKA ,, 6/. per 100; 1«. 3d. per doien.
Second-size HYACINTHS, in distinct colours,

unnamed lis. Od. per 100.

Named ditto, out selection IS$. id. „
First-size HYACINTHS, the best quality, and

first-class varieties 4s. to 9s. per doz.

NARCISSUS, CYNOSURE 3». id. per 100.

PRINCEPS 8».

Now ready for delivery. All orders over 5«. carriage paid.

SB. In the £ discount off all Bulbs for Cash with Order."

CATALOGUES now ready.

CARAWAY & CO.,
Dnrdtaam Dovn Nurseries,

CUfton, Bristol.

ICn AOnrQoTREES&SHRUBS.
I 1 1 I LI I W\ r (^ In ihe fioeet poestble con-W iB^^llla^/ JitiOD, lor The VilU, The
Mansion, The Pl&ntation.orThe Oame Covert. AU in vigoroue,

healthy condition, not Btunted, starved, or closely ^own and
drawn. Carefully and frequently moved, and the roots con-
sequently are a masa of fibre, ensuring safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descriptiona of above, and of many
Rare and New Plaats, post-free from

—

CLIBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham

;

Also at MANCHESTER. BANGOR, and
LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

TO THE TRADE.

DUTCH BULBSI
FRENCH BULBS and ENOLI&H BULBS.

Bee our Special Wholesale CATALOGUE of BULBS,
containing List of all the Best Varieties of

HyaclDthB, Tulips, Crocus, Llllums. Daffodils, Snow-
drops, Iiis, Fseonles, &c., free on application.

Please compare our Prices be/ore sending your Orders abroad.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
Sef.d and Bulb Merchants,

Exeter Street, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

m
i FRUIT i

NOTHING SO PROFITABLE
AND EASY TO CROW.

80 Acres of Saleable Trees.

The best procurable. Lists Free.

ROSES
HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS.

1^r.ii-h'- in v.trieiy.

L'ani.ige free, Inr' I'asli with "Hlfi.

B - per doz., 60 - per lint.

All other Nursery Stock carriage
/oiiva rd.

ROSES in POTS J.TI
Ornamental Trees. 91 Acres

A Superb Collection of
Herbaceous Plants.

Four Acres of Glass.

C!emalis(80,000) from 15/-perdoz.

'S.V..—Single rUxnis are sold at
slightly increased prices.

GEHERAL CA TALOCUE
(Ov.?r 170 pag(-s' nf Niii-sery tStook

ai-tisticaHy produceil. oont-iiiiinp some
Itiiinlreils of illiistmlions. am! full of

valuable ioforniatJon. free on ro eipt of

Sd.for postage, riensciiieiiliini I !:i^papl-'l

RICHARD SMITH & Co., WORCESTER.

m
cUTBUSH'S MILL-

TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unUss
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price. 6f. per bushel, 1«. extra for

package ; or, 1m, per cake, free per
Parcel Poet.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries. London. N., and Barnet, Herts.

(ANT'S
^ World-renowned

R0SES.

FOR CATALOGUES APPLY

BENJAIVIIN R. CANT,
Rose Grower, COLCHESTER.

S'.UPERLATIVE RASPBERRY
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.
Per dozen, 3^., per 100. ISs ; extra showy, 6«. per dozen.

Price per 1000 on application.
For description see Strawberry Catalogue.

Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps.
GEORQE BUNYARD AND CO.. Royal Nurseries, MaidBtone.

ii

JIM SMYTH," "Sll^Un
The finest scarlet border variety ever offered.

Has won 1st Prize two years offered by Martin Smith, Esq.,
and has been awarded five Certificates. To obtain the genuine
thing buy direct from the raiser, and beware of bogus varieties.

Strong rooted layers, 42s. per dozen,
H. Q. SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane, W.C.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2i-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 bestseUingsorta, 12s. 100; ditto, large, in 48's. 10 best
selling sorts, 6i. doz. ; strong seedlings, 65. 100, 50s. 1000 ; Adi-
antnm cuneatum, in 48*8, tor cutting, 6». and 8». doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 16j. and 20*. 100; Cyperus,
Aralias, Qrevilleas, Begonias, Geraniums, and Solanums, in
48'8, 6s, per doz. ; Marguerites, Mignonette, Chrysanthemums,
and Erica gracilis, in 48's, 95. per dozen ; Ficus, Palms,
DraCEenas, Crotons, and Bouvardias, in 48'8, I2t. per dozen

;

Lists free. Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, London
Fern Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W,

PALMS and DECORATIVE PLANTS.—
ARKCA LUTBSCENS, thumbs, 18s. per 100 ; eo's, 36j. ;

4S's. 181. doz. : 32'8, 30s. doz.

ASPAKAGUS PLUM03A, 60's. 60s, per 100; 48's, )20s. per
100 ; true Nana, 24s. doz.

CYCAS BEVOLUTA, well established, with good leavec, 5s.

and 7s. id. each.
FICUS KLASTICA. 48'b, 12s. doz. ; 32'3, 18s. doz.
KENTIA SEEDLINGS, from 10». per 100 ; thumbs, 30s. per

100; 60'e, 60s. per ICO.

LATANIAS, 32'8, from 60s. doz. ; 24'9. from 90s. doz.
LIVISTONIA ROTUNDIFOLIA, 48'8, 48s. doz ; Si's. 72s. doz'.

PHCENIX RUPICOLA. thumbs. 21s. per 100; eo's, 60s. per
100 ; 48's, 24s. to 36s. doz. Cash with order.

W. ICETON'S, Putney, S.W.

ROSES IN POTS
For Forcing, Ac. 12/. to 305. per doz.

TEAS, H.P.'s, CLIMBING, &c.
Fine healthy plants of leading and beat sorts.

Descriptive Catalogue free.

W. RUMSET, JoynlDg'a Nurseries, Waltham Gross, N

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-OROAVN

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Pla.nts
Everg-reens,
Roses, &c.
stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogruea Post Free.

DiCKSONS
Haraerles PUCCTCD
(480 Acre*) UnLOILII.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prioee

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE SENDIIOBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write fob List.

TAIWPC PVDUCD EXOTIC nurskries,
J AlVl CiO t> I 1 tl IL 1\. CHELTBNHAU.

DUTCH BuTbS^
PRICE LISTS Of H7ACINTHS, TULIPS, &C.,

FREE on APPLICATION, for SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS.
Apply to—

S. A. VAN KONUNENBUBG & CO.,

NOORDWIJK, HOLLAND.

TO THE TRADE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
ALSO

SEEDS Of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERING
SHRUBS and TREES, obtainable from

NIMMO AND BLAIR,
Seed Merchants and Seed Growers, Dunedin, New Zealand.

London Agency :—W. O. INNK3 and CO., 22, St. Mary Axe.
Catalooues Exchanged.
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WORLD-RENOWNED BULBS.
Well Kipexed. iXD ix Splendid Cokdition.

HYACIHrHS for Pots, P«. to 9t. per down.

HYACINTHS for Exhibition, lOi. 6<i. per dozen.

HYACINTHS for BeddlDg, in distinct colours, 17s. id.

per 100.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, all shades mixed, 13s. (d

per 100.

TULIPS, Single and Doable, mixed, 2i. 6rf, par KG.

DAFFODILS. Double, is. per 100.

CROCUS, Mixed, 10s. U. per 1000.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOOVE Oralis and Poil/ra.

B.S.WILLIAMS&SON
victoria and Paradise Nnrserlea,

TJPPEB, HOLLOWAT, LONDON, N.

EVERCREENS.-EVERCREENS.
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

JOHN PERKINS and SON offer the fol-

lowing SHRUBS in lariie qnantities and excellent

quality, all havinK been recently transplanted,

ENGLISH YEWS, 2} to 3. 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 6 to 8 feet.

OOLDEN TEWS. 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

CIIPKESSU3 LAWSONIANA, 4 to .5, 5 to 6. and 6 to 8 feet.

THtUOPSIS BOBEALIS, 5 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

BKTINOSPORA PL0MOSA. 4 to 6, and 5 to 6 feet.

.. ,, AURKA, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA EREOTa VIBIDIS, 4 to 5. and
^ to 6 feet

,, „ ALLUMII and FRASERII, 6 to « feet.

AUCnBi JAPONICA. IJ to 2, and 2 to 2J feet.

BOX. HANDSWORTH, 2^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL CAUOASICA, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 6 to 6 feet.

„ ROTUNDIFOLIA. 2 to 3. and 3 to 4 feet.

„ PORTUaAL, 2 to 3 feet,

HOLLY, GREEN, 2J to 3, 3 to 4, and 5 to 6 feet,

„ ,, SBEPHERDIIand HODQINSII,4to5,and5to6feet.
Special cheap offers on applioatioD.

62, MARKET SQUARE, BORTHAMPTOH,

QQACRES' FRUIT trees!
§mV ^IwllkW la all the best forts and forms.

for the Villa GardeD, or the
Orchard. Free from Blight and Disease. Clean, healthy
ttems and braDchep. Carefully pruned m good form. Roots
a ma^s of fibre. Sizes from maidens to trees 6 to 8 years old,

of miny kinds, and all Tkue to Name.

NEW CATALOGUE with Desoriptiots and Prices post-free.

CLIBRAN & SON.
JIANCHESTEB, BANGOR, LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, and

OiDFiELO Nursery, Altrikcham.

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES'ROSES
A LA.R()E AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

WBITE FOB OUB

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, M.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBBID^EWORTa, BEBXS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

NEW GALLASorARUM LILIES.
What K/'c tlie wJcantinjcs claimed for these

" THE GODFBEY "

Is weeks earl.er (h>n the OLD VARIEIY,

' THE GODFBEY •'

Is much whiter than the OLD VABiETT,

" THE GODFBEY"
Is tupeiior in form to the OLD VARIETY,

" THE GODFREY "

Is much freer Howeiirg than Ihe OLD VARIETY.

" THE GODFBEY"
Requires but one quarter of the space taken by the

OLD VARIETY.
' THE GODFBEY '"

Will supersede Ihe OLD VARIETY.
" DEVONIENSIS "

Is superior in form to LITTLE GEM.
" DEVONIENSIS"

Rf.iuires less spice Ihan LITTLB GEM,

DEVONIENSIS"
Will produce ten ppai hes to One of LITTLE GEM,

•• DEVONIENSIS"
Has more 8nb>teLCe Ihan LITTLE QEVf,

" DEVONIENSIS "

li in months before LITTLE GEM.

Tliete Caltas are earlier, whiter, more lloriferom, and

vf better form than any other.

Blooming Plants, Vs. 6d. each.

W. J. GODFREY,
EXMOTJTH,

DEVON.

For Outdoor & Indoor Culture

Large Collection! of all the very Best Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

Irises, Lilies, &c.

Only the very besttupplied. Priees extremely nu>d*rat*.

lUaatrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

TO THE TBADE,

^mE's

i^NDA'/

The Finest Dwarf Early Wrinkled
Marrow Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.
Wc are in a poftitlon to make adi-aots-

jzeous c ffer cf this Pea.

SHARPE'S^EEN PEA.
Finest Blae Wrinkled Marrow.

T/aiie Price on application.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO. ^'^^It'"''
To obtain the True Yellow-Fleshed Variely t|i)ly to—

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFQBD.

CHRYSAHIHEMUMS.
THE BYECROFT SET of DRESSING

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs ot Forceps, Brui-h, and Caee, complete, 10s. Gd.

Large Forceps for Pulling Centred. 3*. 9d.

Soaaller d^tto for Dressing. 2i. 9d.

The Best Cups and Tubes are The BECKETT.
All sizes, toth for Japanese and Incurved, at 9s. per dcz.

;

or with additional tube for raising the bloom 3 inches

higher than the ordinary one, 12*. per dozen.

The SPRINGTHORPE, for Japanese and In-
ou?Ted. all sizep, Qs. per dozsD.

All free/or Caih wiA Order.

HI I n U E Byeoioft Nursery,
. d. J Unto, HITHER GRBEN. IiBWlgH.^M.

AUTUMN PLANTING.—For Sale, 20,000
good ASH PLANTS, S to 6 feet.

W. HASLaM, Cowdray Estate Office, Midhurst.

CUCUMBER SEED, Rochford's Covent
OardeD Favourite. Selected. 5t. per ounce. Ca^h with

order.—J, O, MARSHALL, Nureeryman, Potter's Bar, N.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST. free.

P.MoABTHTrR.TheLondon Nursery, 4. Maida Vale. London,W

.

FOUR BUSHY CAMELLIAS, from .5 to
8 feet biitb, well eet with bud, also bandsome well-

feathered .\RAUCARIA EXOELSA, 13 feet, sold for want of
room,—CAMELLIA, 41, Wellinston Street, Strand, W.C.

ROSE TREES (Dwarf), H. P.'s, .5s. per doz.,
25f. per 100. Good Plants. Leading Sorts, my selection.

Cash with order.

W. MAGNESS. Rose Grower, King's Acre, Hereford.

LLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty years.

Maidens, bs. ; 2-yr , 7s. Sd. each ; larger to 21» <ac^.

QBOBOE BUNYA.RD and CO., Maidstone.
Distributed in November.

A

NOW IS THE TIME FOR STACKING

W. W. & S.'s VERY CHOICE
NEW CUTTING

OF SPLENDID

ORCHID PEAT.
Also PEATS for

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Selected Large Square Turves, full of

Bright Brown Bracken Fibre.

And all other qualities of the

PURE BROWN BRACKEN FIBRE.

BHODO. PE.\T, to clear ground, 15s. per ton, F.O.R,

Mdde up in Combination Truck-loadi', including olber qualities

of FEAT and SFECIALITIE j, euch as

33

CANES, BAFFIA, MANDKES, &c.

HEDATS and

DIPL0BIA8 of MERIT
AWARDED TO

W. WOOD & SONS, Ltd., F,R,HS„
NORTH BRITISH WHARF,

WOOD QREEIf, LONDON, JX.

GOOD GLASS!
CHEAP GLASS!

Good Qualify, 15-oz, la BO-ft Boxes.
Sizes 10K8 12X8 iax9 13x9 Uxii 12X10 14x 10 at 4s. per bDi,

4U1B, 16-oz, in lOO-ft and 200-ft. Boxes.
( 12 X 10 12X I i 12x14 1^x16 12x18 12x20) 100 ft.20Cft.

Sizes.' I2X'24 14 X 16 14 Xl8 14 x 20 14 X 24 16 a 18 >at 7 d 14,-

(16x20 16x24 18x20 18x24 \ per boi.

20-oz , In lOO-n. and 200-ft Boxes.
(1:j\8 at Sj. per 100- ft. box.

1l2 - -4tb3, 21-OZ.
10 11 10 12> 13 , at 9s.

9 <7 10x813x812xl014xlOin 200-ft. boxesj^^s.'ie'',''",!"^

100-ft. 200 ft,

10s. 6d. at 20t.

per box.

3rds, 21-OZ., lOO-ft Boxes.
12x10 12 X 12 14 : i2 l»x 12 18,-; 12 iOxla Hxl4 ^at lis. 6ii,

18x1420x14 18x16 20x16 20x1821x18 ... ) per box.

3rds. 21-OZ, 200-fc Boxes.
2Cx '4 18x16 20x16 21X16 20X18 22-18 i4X l8at i3<. perbox
Note.—No box can be divided, and one size only is contained

in each box.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER of ALL KIND3,
l^x'.i s &bbir, fat 5.«. per lOO feet.

CATALOGUES of PAINT, &.-,. post free

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
p, Bispora^ATS iXf^EFT WiTB's tltnio^ »(,.
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GIVE IT A TRIAL THIS YEAR. YOU WILL WANT NO OTHER '' MAIN-CROP" NEXT.

JULY 23rd,
o

Wl«W.J0HNS0N4S0N

BYmS LONDON -;// >
', 23!?JIJLV 1695 "H

' GARDEN PEAS )y

1895.

TWO SILVER BANKSIAN MEDALS
HAVE BEEN AWARDED TO US

Foi:

COLLECTIONS OF GARDEN PEAS
iiY Till;

Royal Horticultural Society.

NEinZ^ PEA-

JULY 14th,

.^BO'&T'ON

i
" 14T''JULV 189C>.,'

* -. FOBCOUEITlONOF .

T GARDEN PEAS

1896.

"BOSTON UNRIVALLED."
The superior merits of this new Pea have been recojinised by the Committee of tfw Royal Horticultural Society, after competitive trials

at Chiswick in 1890, who awarded it the liighest distinction, three Crosses (XXX), and a First Class Award of Merit.

We ventured to predict tliis very fine Pea would gain appreciation from those who gave it a trial, and the many gratifying reports we
have received are convincing testimony as to its general excellence and popularity.

" Boston Unrivalled " is a remarkably handsome Second Early Marrowfat Pea, of the best table quality ; height, 2^ to

S feet ; pods large, 5 to 6 inches in length, of the "Telephone" shape and colour, but more even in size than that well-known variety,

there being from 9 to 11 fine peas in the pods ; these mostly hang in pairs, literally covering the haulm, which is robust, and not subject

to mildew.

The extraordinary productiveness of this Pea is a marked feature, and in our extensive trials of Peas has always been conspicuous for

the profusion of its pods. As an Exhibition variety it has scarcely a rival, and for private gardens, or market growers, is alike valuable,

and undoubtedly ranks as a decided improvement and groat acquisition in profitable Horticulture.

Retail Price :—Per sealed Half pint Paeliet, is. 3d. ; Pint Paclcet, 2s. Od.

FOR S03IE TESTIMONIALS AS TO ITS VALUE, PLEASE WHITE TO-

W. W. JOHNSON & SON, Ltd., bost"u;cXsS,.

S WM- PAUL & SON,
ROSE GROWERS

By Appointment to Her Majesty the Queen.

Cttt, IBIant. eulb & xtti jBtttJantB.

JflAM C^^

SPECIALITIES:
HOSES In all forms Priced Catalogue free.

FRUIT TREES of all kinds ... Priced Catalogue free.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS. Priced Catalogue free.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS . Priced Catalogue free.

BULBS AND CAMELLIAS ... Priced Catalogue free.

SEEDS & GARDEN SUNDRIES Priced Catalogue free.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! X<P->*

Thb best hyacinths the
world produces at

^ 2iid.
each.

Before buying else-

where , 6 end for our
CATALOGUE
(free) and
compare
prices.

'^.

' .̂V/

'EXPECTED
FAMINE in

HYACINTHS
To avoid diBappoiDtmeDt
ORDER AT ONCE.

<5
<<y.

(j Vroman hyacinths,

Vy

Quaranteed first size, 10/6 per 100.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Growere & Seed Merchants,

84, HANSELL STREET. ALDGATB
LONDON, B.

ARD The NDBBERIEa. H^ABLEM. HOLLA^^al.

The Selly Hill Collection of Seedling Orchids.
RAISED by CHAS. WINN, Esq., "THE UPLANDS," SELLY HILL, BIRMINGHAM.

MESSES. CHAELESWOKTH and CO. beg to inform their numerous patrons, that they have posted the

Catalogiie of above: anyone not having received a copy, should kindly write, as the Collection is absolutely

the largest and finest that has ever been placed on the Market.

THE PLA-NT« ARE PRICED AS REASONABLE AS. THE GENERAL COLLECTION.

THE COLLECTION IS ON VIEW AT OUR NURSERIES.

CHARLESWORTH & CO., HEATON, BRADFORD. YORKS.
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VEITCH'S
GENUINE BULBS.

VEITCH'S DAFFODILS,
FOR EXTENSIVE PLANTING.

DOUBLE YELLOW
SINGLE YELLOW
ODORUS
PHEASANI'S EYE
DOUBLE WHITE
BIFLORUS
TENBY

BUriER-AND-EGGS
LEEDSII
NANUS
INCOMFARABILIS
STELLA
PRINCEPS
BURBIDGEI

FINE MIXED HABDY SORTS.

VEITCH'S COLLECTIONS OF DAFFODILS
TO SUIT ALL REQUIREMENTS.

For details see CATALOGUE, forwarded
Post-free on application.

Bulbs Carriage Free when amounting to 10s.

and upwards in value.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

RETARDED LILY C ROWNS!!
Buy BEFARDED LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS

for Flowetlog before Christmas.
No Teouble, no Loss and Disitpointment.

Write ftt once to

—

T. JANNOCH, DERSINQHAM, NORFOLK,
For Prices, ho , aa Stock is limited.

FRUIT TREES.
We hold a large and varied ttxi of the above, in first-rate

quality, and at reasonable prices.

Descriptive Catalogue on application.

S. SPOON£B & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, HOUNSLOW.

Early Winter-Flowering & Forcing Plants.

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds tor forcing.

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering.

BOBONIA MEQASTIGMA, fine bushy plants.

BOUVARDIAS, crowned with flower-buds, including the
latest Novelties.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.
CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum strain.

CYTI8US. fine strong plants.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA.
EPACRIS, of sorts, very fine for winter,

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &c.
GARDENIAS, best sorts, well budded,

PRIMULA SINENSIS ALBA PLENA, in fine varieties,

ROSES, finest Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals, strong plants
grown in pots for forcing.

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, Empress, and other kinds.

GRAPE VINES, Canes very fine this year, II well ripened.

Orders are now being eiecuttd for the alotie in fine condition^

For Complete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulb
Catalogue, gratis and post-free on application.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. H.

MR. WILLIAM BULL begs to intimate that
the following STOVE and GBSBNBOUSE PLANTS

ae only offered at the specially low prices annexed as long as
ut sold, not le^B than hdlfa-d(z<?a supplied of eny one kind.
In this list will bs found miuy tare and choice plants not
usually (Old at anything like the price".

Per dozen.-
CAREX ELEOANS VARIEGATA
ANTHURIirM SCHEBZttBIANUM
ODONTi)9LOS5UM ORHPUM
SlINTPAULIA lONANTHA
KILLINGIA MONOCE?aALA
MACKAYA BELLA
••SWEET .'OP." ANO!JA SQtJAMOSA
CHERIMOYA," ANONA CJERIMOLIA
PELLIONIA D4VEAUANA
PANICUM VABIEIATU.M
„ INrERMEDIUM

SYNGONIUM ALSO LINEATUM
CfELOGYNE CRISTATA
CYRTOOEIRA METALLICA

,, FULQENS
FITTONIA OIQANTEA
„ ARGYRONEURA

OXALIS BUPLBURIFOLIA
"CONTRAYERVA ROOT," DORjTENIi CONTI

YERVA
MILTOMA VliXILLARIA
CLERODKNDRO.N BlLFOURfANUM
CEVTRlDENIl FLOBIBH.'^D I ROSEA
•ARROWROOT,' MtKANTA ARUNUI<fACEA
ANTHERICU.M VAKIEGATU.M
HIBISCUS ROSA H.N'ENSIS INTERMEDIUS ,..

SEL4GIHELLA AFRICANA 4 I S, EMILIANA
,, FLAGELLIFERA .6 „ APODA
,. IN.EQUALl FOLIA ..4 o| ,. CISilA

•GINGER," ZINGIBER OlflCINAI.E
•'ZERUMBET GI.NQEB, ' do. ZERUMllET ...

ABUTILONS of Sorts
AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUM
CATTLEYA MOSSI.E
MARANTA NITENS

., BICOLOR
BREDIA HIRSUTA
ARAUCARIA BIDWILLII
SONEBILA MACULATA PICTA
PEPEKOMIA METALLICA
"ANNATrO DYE," BIXA ORELLANA
CROTONS, in variety
DRAC.TJVA SANDERIANA'

.. GLADSTONEI
L.ELIA ANCEPS
• BANYAN TBEE," HCUS INDICA
ARDISIA PAYOEPHALA
PIPER ORNATDM
TRADESCANTIA ELONGATA
„ ZEBRINA
,. AURRO VARIEGATA

DlEFFENBtCUlA MAONIFICA
„ MEMORIA C0R8I 18 u I D.
,. BAR\Q1'INIANA 9

••COFFEE," COFFEA ARaBIJA
CYPRIPEDIUM INSIQNE
NEPHTHYTIS LIBERI3A
EUCHARIS AMAZONICA
CALLIPHRURIA HARTWEGIANA
"CUBEB PEPPER. " PIPER CUBtBl
•'Japanese PEPPEB.'do. futokadsura
HEMIQRAPHIS COLORATA
MELASTOMA MALABATHRICA
BEGONIA ALBO-PICTA

.. SEMPERFLOBENS ATROPURPUBKA ...
• OUAVA'" PSIDIU.M CATTLEYANUM
•• PATCHOULI, POG OSTEMON PATCHOULI
VERONICAS of Sorts
CALLA, LITTLE OEM
FOURCBOViKA GIGANTEA
CLERODE^DKON MACR03IPH0N
ANTHUBIUM GALLEOITIANU.M
„ PLORIBUNDl
„ CR1ST4LLINUM

RKGALE
"OUARANA TE*,"PAULLiNIA'sORBVLIS !!!

. BOWtfAMK
PICTA ...

12
30
6
\i

u
4

'2

30
41
18

IS
18

12
4

4

9
9
«

12
12
18
6
6
12
12
6
12

6
4

18
1^
4

4

18
12
18
12
30
18
30

•AFBICAN RUBBER." LANDOLPHIAWATSONIINA 43
PITCAIRNIA ALTENSTEINII 18
„ CORALLINA 18
„ PLATY^HYLLA 18

S^ROBILA^THUSDYEBIlNUS 4
CYPERUS LAXUS 4
"OAKDaMON." AMOMUMCARDAMOMUM 12AMOMUM VITTATUM 18
VRIEMA BRACHYSTACHYA ]'
• LOQUAT. ERIOBOTRYa JAPONICA ... . 9
FEVER -DKSTBOYINQ TREE," EUCALYPTUS
GLOBULUS 9

IMANTOPHYLLUM MINIATUM, good eatsblished
imported plants, not;yet liowereo in this country 12

FERNS Per dor.
CTRTOMIUM FALCATUM FENSOMII 4
LASTREA C0RU8CA (New Fern from Japan) 6
PTERIj WIMSETTII 4
NEPHROLEPIS BAUSEI 4
PTERIS SERRULATA VOLUTA (New) ' 6
LOMARIA CILIATA 6
BLECHNUM OCCIDENTALE 3
ADIANTUM CUNEATUM ELEOANS 6
CHEILANTHITS CHLOBOPHYLLA 6
DOODIA ASPEBA MULTIFIDA .,.

PTEBIS HASTATA
GYMNOPTEBIS QUKRCIFOLIA ,„
ASPLENIUiVI BUL8IFERUM
PTERIS INTERNATA
LASTREA AKISTATA VARIEGATA

PALMS.
GEONOMA GRACILIS

SCHOTTIANA
COCOS WEDELLIANA
KENTIA BELMOREANA

FOKSTERIANA
LATANIA BORBONICA

,. 9
.. 3
.. 6
,. 3
,. 4

,. 3
Per dcz..60.90.60.60.60.40

WILLIAM BULL. F.L.S.,
ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS,

B36, EISG'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

darilcncrs' (l[Iirj)irick.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2-1, 1896.

BAD-NAUHEIM.
T>.\r) - N.VITHEIM, a small town of ;i,(i()0

^^ inhabitants, is so called to distinguish
it from Nauhoini near Gross-Uoran ; it is about
one hour by rail north of Frankfort, and a rising

w;itering-j)laco long celebrated for its warm
saline spring.s. It lies at the foot of the last

spur of the Taunus mountains called Johannis-
berg. There is a pleasant walk of about a mile
to the summit, on which is a tower, the last

lemainn of an old monastery surrounded bj' a
wood. At a quarter of an hour'.s distance is the
Frauen forest

;
joining it on the south is the

Kauheimer Iloch forest. A drive connects and
passes thro.igh them. Another walk may bo
made to the neighbouring villiige of Schwalheim,
where the chalybeate spring rises, affortling an
exceedingly agreeable effervescing draught.
Friedberg, with its picturesquely situated

Schloss, where the Grand iJuke of Hesse-
Darmstadt often resides, is within three-

quarters of an hour's walk of Nauheim.

Some quarter of a century ago, Nauheim was,
perhaps, more freijuented by gamblers than
patients; but when the "tables" were sup-
pressed in 1872, it changed its nature, and is

now a most important curative place. One
advantage of former days remains in the mag-
nificent park of 1 50 acres, having a profusion of
trees of all sorts, and of all ages from sixty years'
growth downwards, as fresh ones are continually-

being planted. They are grouped in fine avenues,
or in clusters, or singly. The park is intersected

by broad walks, covered with grey, coarse river-

sand ; so that new and charming views open
out at every turn. At one end is a large
lake, supplied by the Usa - bach, about
one mile round, with wooded islands, and
numerous swans and ducks. This affords

plenty of boating, fishing, and bathing. The
whole of the park is perfectly free to all the

world. At the highest part of the park stands

the former gambling-house, now called the

Kurhaus. The fine large rooms are eon-

verted into leading, dining, billiard, and other

purposes; while outside is a broad terrace,

partly under cover of a glazed roof, for tea, &c.,

and promenading, while a band plays every
afternoon and evening. To support these luxu-

ries everj' visitor is subjected to a small tax.

As the Kurhaus stands on the elevated ter-

race, the grassy slopes below are almost the

only parts where flowers are cultivated. These

deserve much praise. Of course, no one here,

or elsewhere, in Germany, ever dreams of

walking on the grass, because turf, as on an
English-mown lawn, does not exist. They sow
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the Grass-seed every year, aud the short, erect

foliage delights the German eye.

Against the wall of the terrace, and by the

sides of the central steps, is a tall bank of a

cordate -leaved Polygonum, terminating above

with its Spiraia - like feathery intiorescence.

Then come massed groups of Cannas, blazing

with scarlet and gold, and edged with ordinary

garden flowers, as Petunias, Zinnias, Gail-

lardias, &c. Numerous round and other shaped

beds adorn the slopes. Of these there are some

interesting features. One is, that of some

excellent carpet-beddiug ; but it is combined

with taller herbaceous plants. Thus in one,

arising out of low and variously coloured

herbage in patterns, are little standard Helio-

tropes or Lantanas, from 2 to 3 feet in height.

In another one the circles are filled with Begonias

or an A gave, or groups of Asters, Pelargonium?

or Lobelias, &o. This combination of carpeting

with herbaceous flowering plants has a very

pleasing effect. Of isolated plants, there are

clumps of Arundo Donax, Bocconia japonica,

about 8 feet high; Musas, Nicotianas, &c.

Another peculiar feature is a pair of beds with

Coxcombs "reverting," i.e., throwing up ta'.l

and semi-fasciato and partially-feathery masses ;

while other beds contain excessively dwarf

Coxcombs massed together. Fuchsia fulgens.

Castor-oil plants, and others make small and

effective clumps.

Vases are arranged at intervals along the terrace.

Each contains an Agave, but its sombreneas is

relieved by the addition of Boweriug plants, as

Tropffiolum peregrinum, .Japanese Honeysuckle, Pe-

tunias, &c., being grown in the same vase. All the

tall pillars supporting the electric lights are similarly

ornamented. Indian -corn, variegated Hop and

grasses, Tropioolums, Cucurbits, &c., are massed

round the base, while the climbers scramble as high

as they can up the pillars.

The great feature of Bad-Nauheim is, of course,

the saline springs. One called the "Sprudel" shoots

up a massive column of water 25 feet or more from the

centre of a ciroular enclosure. This contains a large

amount of common salt in solution, besides carbonic

acid and other ingredients. Its great value for

medicinal baths resides in the action of the strongly

effervescing gas on the skin. Smaller springs supply

saline medicinal waters. These are drunk between

7 aud 8 A.M., while a band plays, the patients

walking about among the trees and flower-beds

enjoying (?) their draughts.

An ingenious method is adopted to concentrate the

salts. As coal is an expensive article in Germany,

they have erected gigantic walls of faggots some

hundreds of feet long and about 50 feet in height.

The brine is conveyed to them by pipes, and then

made to turn a wheel so as to pump the water to

the top. It then percolates through the faggot.?,

evaporating as it trickles down ; the water containing

the condensed salt is now collected below. A plat-

form is erected all along the side of this wall of

faggots, with covered seats, where patients sit and

take "whitTs of the briny," trying to imagine they

are seaside breezes !

A remark may be made about the wild flowers of

the neighbourhood, as well as along the saline springs

elsewhere of this part of Germany, in tliat the

presence of salt has developed quite a quantity of

•saline plants." Thus the maritime Pl.intain, com-

mon on our own sea-shores, is most abundant, as well

as Spergula maritima, a "maritime" form of Atri|rlex,

&c. They grow by the side of the paths leading to

the "saline evaporators," as they may be called. The

question arises, how did they get there? For Bad-

JTaulielm is about 200 miles from the nearest sea-

coast. Have they ti-avelled from the shores of Hol-

land, or have they been " evolved" on the spot ?

A last word on the floriculture of the locality,

This is devoted to Roses, especially for cut blooms.

Heveral villages around are noted for Kose-cuHure,

e.g., Stein furth, which contains the largest Rose

garden in Germany, with some millions of Roses. They

are grown as dwarfs, about a foot high only ;
this

renders them easy of management, and very flori-

ferous. Oeorge Ilcnslow.

FLORISTS' Flowers.
•

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
TSESE flowers have withstood the wind and rain

lately far better than anything else in the herbaceous

borders, with the exception of the Michaelmas

Daisies; but as the Chrysanthemums give a much
greater range of colour, they have proved by far the

more useful flowers foi- cutting purposes and garden

decoration. The following varieties are the best that

I have for flowering up to September 30:—Alice

Butcher, bronze ; Alexandre Dufour, claret ; Arthur

Crepy, pale yellow ; Lady Fitzwigram, pure white

—

does not fade like Madame Desgranges ; La Vierge,

good white ; Madame Louis Lionnet, fawn, Japanese ;

Madame Charvin, crushed strawberry, Japanese ; M.

Gustave Grunerwald, bright pink, tipped yellow,

Japanese ; Madame Besgrauges, white ; Mrs. Hawkins,

yellow ; Pr^cocit(S, Japanese, blush with purple aud

yellow centre—very distinct and pretty ; Piercy's

Seedling, yellow, shaded with brown ; Roberta, deep

yellow ; Sadington, grey ; Vicomtesse d'Avene,

reddish - purple, Japanese. The majority will

survive an ordinary winter outside if pro-

tected with some short litter or co.al - ashes

;

but to make sure of keeping the stock, it is

best to have a plant of each kind iu a cold frame, and

to strike cuttings early in the spring. This plan also

ensures a change of position for the plant each year,

which is very necessary in order to got good flowers,

as the old stools, if allowed to remain, grow taller and

weaker the second season, aud their flowers are not

so good. I have sometimes lifted the plants from

the borders just when the flowers commenced open-

ing, and potted them for conservatory use, &c., and

have found that they retain their foliage and flowers

well if placed in a sheltered position and syringed

for a few days ; they also make better specimens iu

this way, than when kept all the time in pots, and

there is less labour in watering, &c. ; but the colours

of the flowers are much brighter if grown and

flowered outside entirely. W. H. Divers, Belroir

C'Mth G'lrdens.

The Rosary.

ROSES IN POTS.

Now that our supply of cut Roses from plants in the

open has disappeared, it behoves us to look for our

winter and early spring supply of blooms to plants in

pots. Unless one has a house devoted entirely to Roses,

it is not an easy matter to grow them satisfactorily.

Although the practice of successful growers has been

given in these pages many times already, the present

opportune season, and the importance of making

a correct start, ^e reasons for reverting to the

subject. He is indeed a clever grower who can

succeed in getting a satisfactory crop of blooms from

pkants that have been improperly treated. Therefore,

let us see what condition a pot Rose should be in

previous to forcing it. Whether the variety be a

vigorous grower of the Mar^chal Niel and William

Allen Richardson type, or one of more compact

growth, auch .as Catherine Mermet, Niphetos, and

Francisca Kruger, it is essential that the plant be well

matured. A well-ripened pot plant i-i seldom so

utterly denuded of leaves as the same variety when
lifted from the open ground ; nor is it necessary it

should be.

I would strongly recommend that all Roses

intended for future pot culture be purchased in

pots in preference to plants from the open nursery

rows. In most cases a more bushy plant is obtained,

and such plants are invariably mors amenable to

culture in pots, than are those lifted from the ground.

The most, suitable varieties are quite as oheaply ob-

tained in this form, and a start can generally be made

the same season, which is hardly possible with lifted

plants. If they are purchased iu 4-inch pots, the

plants may be repotted into others, 6 or 7 inches in

diameter. The type of Rose I would recommend for

this treatment, includes G. Nabonnand, Maman

Cochet, Niphetos, The Bride, Madame Lambard, and

other free growers which flower from almost every

growth. Commence with a ripe though small plant,

and little pruning is needed; only cutout the weakest

centre growths, and shorten the remainder half-way.

I would also select small pot plants when purchas-

ing those varieties usually grown as climbers ;
MariS-

ehal Niel, William Allen Richardson, Climbing Perle

dea Jardins, and similar varieties, unless one can

secure these in potsof extra large size, and carrying rods

ranging from 5 to 10 feet iu length. Small plants of

climbers should be grown ou for a season before full

crops of flower are permitted. We must work upon

the same lines as when growing climbers upon our

houses : none but sound ro Is of the previous season

being likely to give a proEtable crop of blooms, and

under correct culture it i^ possible to get a heavy

crop in a short time ; also to cut back the plants and

thus allow more room for others until such time as

the most forward can be stood outside. There are

sure to be several plants liot doing sufficiently well

to pay for house-room after the end of May. This

cutting away of wood that has flowered is practically

the only pruning necessary for climbing varieties

when grown in pots.

Thus far I have only spoken of plants in the first

season they are forced. Established plants need

more detailed pruning. For example, a Mane ^ an

Houtte, or Niphetos, in a 12-inch pot will be carrying

a large bush of wood, much of which will be composed

of laterals, which besides being weak, will be crowded

towards the centre. The first thing is to remove the

whole of such growth, and then prune back the

remainder more or less hard, accordiug to its posi-

tion. It may happen that three or four good pieces

of wood are close together. If it is not possible to

tie the surplus shoots into a less crowded part of the

plant, it will be wiser to sacrifice some of them.

At the same time as many blooms as possible :.re

wanted during winter, and therefore do not pnme

quite so closely as would be done in the open, where

quality is the point most considered.

I am taking it for granted that the plants have had

the benefit of open air treatment from about the early

part of July, and if they were forced last season, such

plants w ill now possess firmand partiallydormant wood.

The next items to consider are drainage, and re pot-

ting or mulching .according to requirements. A nee

outlet for surplus water is most important, but

it is often only necessary to pick out a little du t

that may have stopped the holes during the late

summer exposure. If the plant was re-potted last

season, the removal of the top-soil as far as possible

without serious root injury, to be followed by a good

mulching, will be sufficient. Before adding the new

compost I sprinkle a little dried blood-manure upon

the old ball, and then fill in firmly. Care should be

taken that the old ball is sufficiently moist not

to need much water, or the best-feeding proper-

ties of the compost and manure will not only

be washed away before the roots can utilise

them, but the compost itself will become more or

less sodden. Many growers have an objection

to re-potting Roses intended for early forcing,

but I have found it a great advantage if care be

taken not to greatly disturb the roots. A plant

that has been growing all the summer will have

exhausted the food in any ordinary compost, and the

Roses need more or less fresh soil. Even if they

are turned out, the loose soil broken off as far as

possible, and then replaced in the same pots, I find

we get more vigorous growths. Much soil can be

removed without disturbing the roots very much,

and new roots certainly push out more freely and

quickly when a little fresh compost is added.

After pruning and potting, a cool temperature for

two or three weeks is an advantage. This allows of

the formation of new roots, aud the wood and eyes

become plump and ready for a start as 'soon as a
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sligbt rise is made iu the temperature. Under more

hasty treatment, tbe wood may become excited

before root action, and a week or two later receive a

cbeck, whicli, however slight, ia harmful. Early in

November is an excellent time to start pot Roses to

bloom from January onwards, and the temperature

should never exceed 55° to 60° until the flower-buds

in the new growth are visible, when a rise of 5° to

10° will be safe, if thought necessary. A steady tem-

perature, absence of draught from ventilation, and

due care in wateiing are essential ; but a very little

natural rise or fall, according to outside influences,

is not harmful. Care in these matters will generally

prevent mildew, and blind or flowerless growtlis.

Insects must be combated from the first, but the

methods for destroying these ore well known, and

need not be mentioned here. Weak manure-water

sprinkled about upon a bright day, or at any time

when the atmosphere may be dry, will help to keep

the foliage healthy and clean.

The selection of varieties is of considerable import-

ance, and I would not have these too numerous.

Marechal Niel, Climbing Niphetos, Willi.am Allen

Richardson, Crimson Rambler, and Climbing Perle

des Jardins, are grand when grown upon the long-rod

system, and can be flowered with certainty each

reason. More compact growers are found in the

following eighteen, which will aflbrd a good variety

of colour and form, Augustine Ouinoisseau, Mrs. W. J.

Grant, Caroline Testout, Marjorie, Francisca Krnger,

Kdith GifTord, Madame do Watteville, Maman (^'ochet,

Madame Lambard, Niphelos, Catherine Mermet, The
Bride, Madame Engine Resal, Souvenir de S. A.

I'rince, Medea, General Jacqueminot, La France, and

Captain Christy. .4 . P.

Cattleta X Lord Rothschild = C. Gaskelliana x

C. AUKEA.

This is a fine hybrid Cattleja, with flowers as large

as those of either of its parents, and an exceedingly

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CATTLEYA x BRYMERHNA = C. SUPERBA x

C. ELDORADO.

Tuis novelty is about as large as C. superba, but

the influence of C. Eldorado has moulded it into

a closer, more beautiful form. The parents have

dwarfed pseudo-bulbs, and, as is well known, neither

of them shows a disposition to grow freely for any

length of time. There are three flowers on a pretty-

looking healthy plant. The sepals ore lanceolate
;

the petals are rhomboid, and close well together, and

are of a deep rose-tint, a shade intermediate between

the rich colour of C. superba, and the paler colour of

an ordinary C. Eldorado. The lip is finely and per-

manently inflated, the purplish-rose of the base of

the blade being beautiful, and the paler colour up
the tube being clad with distinct yellowish lines. It

is a very striking hybrid flower, showing its parentage

in its face ; and the plant is in excellent condition, as

nearly every one of the Cattleyas are in Mr, Statter's

famed collection, under the wise management of

Wr. Robert Johnson, and are improving with age.

For a full description of the earlier life of Stand Hall

Cattleyas, see Gardeners' Clironiclc, October 19, 1895,

p. 4ri4, col. c -. and p. 455, cols, a, b, c. /. A.

MiLTONIA ClOWESII VaRIETT.

A flower of a very singular and pretty variety of

Miltonia Clowesii has been sent by H. Gary Batten,

Esq., Abbot's Leigh, Bristol, who says of it :
—" I

bought it at a sale about two years ago, and I suppose

it was an imported plant, although it was potted before

I bought it. At any rate, it had a very neglected

appearance until I took to it ; but I see no reason

why it should not now go on well, there being several

good healthy bulbs iu the pot. It has always borne
the name 'Miltonia spectabUis,' but now that it has

flowered it is proved not to be that species."

The flower had the sepals and petals of a bright

Indian-yellow colour, and with but few of the brown
blotches which cover the greater part of their surface

in ordinary forms. There is a light purple tinge at

the base of the segments around the column, and the
base of the lip is rose-purple, and its blade white.

S6.—CATTLEYA X LOBD BOTHSCHrLD = 0. OiSKELI.UNA X
r. Al'REA.

(Greatly Reduced.)

pleasing blending of the colours. It was in flower at

M. Wells, Esq.'s collection at Sale two years ago, and

last year at Stand Hall, where it now is ; and this

year it is much superior to what it then was. The
plant, which was a small piece, which I saw taken off

the original certificated plant at Broomfield, Sale, is

now in a teak-basket, and its roots have pushed
through the interstices of the basket, and elongated

themselves to abnormal dimension^, measuring about
4 feet from the point of junction with the pseudo-
bulbs (see fig. 86). The segments of the flower are

of the form and size of a laige Gaskelliana, and
of similar pale rose colour, only having a dash of

the aurea marking, which, as orchidists are aware,
is more common to the lip, however, than to

either the sepals or petals of that species ; the upper
portion of the labellum is very much inflated, and
forms a deep tube, which is adorned at its orifice with
an orange blotch, shading off to nankeen, as in C.

aurea. It maintains, however, the circular form of

its seed-parent, but has the fine shade of purplish-

ciimson of its pollen-parent, A charming novelty.

Confirming the justice of the awar.l of the First-class

Certificate of the Orchid Committee.

CHEMISTRY OF THE STIL\W-
BERRY-PLANT.

In order to ascertain the requirements of the
Strawberry crop, and its effects upon the soil, com-
plete analysis of four varieties of Strawberries have
been made by Professor F. T. Shutt, M.A., F.I.C.,

F.C.S., of the Canadian Department of Agrlculturo.

The names of these varieties are .Sharpless, Crescent,

Wilson, and JIanchester, the whole plant, including

roots, being examined. The plants were collected

while in flower during the month of June, and before

the fruit had appeared. They were carefully freed

from adhering soil, weighed, and analysed.

The subjoined table gives, in addition to other

information, the percentages of water, organic matter,

and ash or mineral matter, which together make up the

composition of the plant.

Anahnii of SI rambei-:y Plants {Wkole Pliinls in Floicer,

coll'ctfd June 4).
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-4s'i.—Thia represents the miaeral ingredients

taken from the soil by the plant. Its two moat

essential constituents are potash and phosphoric

acid.

The data given in the foregoing table calls for no

specia' comment in detail. There is a great similarity

in the composition of the four varieties of Straw-

berry-plants, the variation from the average being

small.

The following interesting table gives the perient-

agea of the important constituents in the ash of the

whole Strawberry-plant in flower, collected June 4 :—

Percentages of Important Mineral C'tmstttacnts in whole

Strawbcrri/ Plants.

Name of Variety.

Con-stitnonts.
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dwarf and sturdy plants, that asked for no sticks to

support thera, and which threw up tine heads of large,

well-shaped flowers. The time to sow is the months

of July and August, and the best place is a cold frame

or pit with north-east aspect. Sowings may bo made

up to September.

The Cineraria should be treated almost in the same

manner, but the seed should be slightly covered with

light friable soil, or a piuch of sand, and as soon a»

large enough, the seedlings should be pricked off into

shallow boxes or pans. May and June are good months

in which to sow Cineraria seed, but the young plants

must be kept as cool as possible. If grown cool, the

danger from aphides and thrips will be more easily

avoided. The caterpillar of the common white butterfly

(Pierisbra^aica?) is very fond of young Cineraria leaves,

and must bo circumvented by careful watching aud

picking.

EONTGEN ILLUSTEATIONS OF
FLOWERS.

About the middle of last February, I invited some

of my students in the University Extension College,

Reafling, to assist me in making experiments on

Riintgen photography, and a class was formed for

this purpose, consisting of Messrs. Herbert, Hooper.

Soper, Twiney, West, Vetts, and my colleague Mi-.

Dodgson. I suggested in the first place that wr

.should photograph similar-sized fragments of all

manner of substances, to find out which arc trans-

parent to the X-rays, and if possible to ascertain the

causes of transparency and opacity. One evening

Mr. West brought a number of pieces of red, orange,

yelloiv, green, blue, and violet glass—these were

grouped upon a plate and photographed, when to our

surprise, the violet glass came out much more opaque

than any of the others, not excepting the black. I

pointed out that the next step nnist be to analyze the

gl.a.s.s in order to ascertain whether its opacity was due

to any chemical contained in it, and also to try it side

by side with other violet substances, to see if the

efl'ect was connected with the colour. The analysis

was entrusted to Mr. Twiney, who found cobalt ami

alumina in addition to the ordinary constituents of

glass.

Meanwhile, Mr. West had the idea that a flower

such as the Hyacinth, while of the same colour as the

glass, would be entirely different from it in composi-

tion ; and accordingly in our next experiment he placed

a deep violet-coloured Hyacinth by the side of the

coloured glasses. On developing the photograph, the

flower was distinctly seen, and I found cm examining it

with a lens, that not only the outline of the petals,

but the veins and the internal structure of the ovary

could be traced. Since that time, Mr. We.st, to

whom the original idea is due, has followed up this

branch of the subject in conjunction with myself, and

we have taken a large number of photographs of

plants, flowers, and fruits. It is not every focus-tube

that will photograph a flower, those that show the

bones of the human body best are quite useless for

this purpose ; the Riiutgen-rays emitted by them go

right through every part of a flower, just as they go

through solid flesh. It is only the feebler rays from

tubes bai'ely capable of s-howiug the bones of a child's

hand, that can reveal the internal tissues of a plant.

It may be asked, what parts of a leaf or flower are

shown in these Riintgen photographs? The answer

is, tissues containing air are more transparent, and
those containing much water are more opaque to this

kind of X-rays. Hence, any portion of a leaf, such as

a vein thicker than the rest, will come out more
strongly iu the photograph. By carefully regulating

the exposure, Mr. West and I succeeded in photo-

graphing the veins on the petals of a purple Clematis.

But colour apparently has very little to do with it,

for we succeeded equally well with pure white
flowers. Hollow stems, and the mature pith of most
plants come out very distinctly by virtue of the air

in them.

Seed-vessels especially make very pretty objects,

the seeds appearing as if enclosed in an almost per-

fectly transparent envelope, as for example in the
Hyacinth, fig. 87, and the Columbine. Most flower-

buds photograph well, but the details are aa a rule

too minute for reproduction. Thus, in a Daisy-

bud, the partially-developed petals, and 'the crowd of

florets on the disc, and also the softer central tissues

of the receptacle, can be made out with a lens. If

Fro. ST.— SEED-VESSF.LS OF HVACISTH : SROWIKG SEErS IN

THE INTERIOR.

only one could photograph those tissues on a

magnified scale, I believe the outline of every cell

would be seen, as is the case with some of the larger

vessels in certain kinds of wood. But magnification

is at present impossible in photographing with

Rontgen-rays.

-Fl'CnsIA BL'D ; ^HOVVINO TBE PARTS OF
THE FLOWER.

The Fuchsia is perhaps the best subject for repro-

duction, because its internal details are fairly large

and simple. It is shown in fig. SS.

The Snowflake, known locally as the Loddon Lily,

is another good example. The internal structure

of the ovary can be seen, and the ovules distin-

guished. Some tissues, apart from the water they
contain, seem to be more opaque than others. I have

photographed the gi-een berries of the common
Laurel, and find that the kernel of the seed and its

hard shell can be distinguished even when the entire

berry is immersed in water. A young Apple, about
the size of a Cherry, showed the core sharply out-

lined, but very faint. Beech nuts were clearly seen

within the green fruit. Horse-Chestnuts, about a week
after the fall of the flower, showed very little detail,

the young nuts being barely distinguishable from the

husk. As the development proceeds, the difference

becomes more marked, evidently because the nut
grows more solid iu texture, and acquires a hard skin,

while the husk becomes spongy.

It is noteworthy that a stick of charcoal, photo-

graphed by the X-i-ays, shows the pith, if there is any,

and the grain of the wood.
The work done by the other membera of the class

related mainly to branches of the subject which do
not come within the scope of an article in the
Oardciiers' ClironkU. I may, however, mention that

all our subsequent experiments confirm the views

which I first expressed in a public demonstration of

Kiintgen-photography on March IS, that just as we
have light of different colours, so also there are

luintgen-rays of different kinds; and just a-s blue
light will pass through the lens of a camera, but is

stopped by ruby glass, while red light is transmitted by
both, so also the RiJntgen rays by which plants can
be photographed, will not easily pass through water
or aluminium, although both water and aluminium
are very transparent to the kind of Rontgen-r-ays used

for photographing the bones of the human body.

But we cannot decide a-s yet which sort of

Riintgen-ray should be compared to the red, and
which to to the blue of oi-dinary light. This autumn
I propose continuing the experiments. (Seorge J,

Burrh, .U.A., -21, Nurhani Road, OxjorJ. [Other

illustrations were kindly forwarded, but they cannot

be successfully reproduced. Ed.J

ROUGHAM HALL, SUFFOLK.
The beautiful seat of E. J. Johnstone, Esq.,

has long formed a striking and picturesque

object on the highway between Bury St. Edmund's
and Stowmarket, about four miles from Bury.

For several generations Rougham was famous for

the family of Bennets, its peat, and its Rhodo-
dendrons. The house near to common and heath,

wa.s built by one of the Philip Bennets, who suc-

ceeded each other here through several generations.

The Drurys, a well-known Suffolk family, held this

estate before the Bennets, and probably some of the

fine timber that still enriches the estate belongs to

that early period. Be that as it may, with the advent
of the present proprietor great improvements have
been effected, alike inside and out, and the mansion
and gardens are being furnished and adorned with
every modern appliance and convenience regardless of

expense ; the more recent and largest improvements in

the gardens and grounds have been carried out under
the direction of Mr. George Paul, the well-known rose

grower and accomplished landscape gardener of the

Old Xur.-^eries, Cheshunt, Hertfordshire.

With the exception of its thriving plantations, the
chief arboricultural glory of Rougham, has lain

in the extreme beauty and enormous numbers of its

Rhododendrons. Here through several generations,

the Ponticum section of Rhododendrons have grown
like weeds, sub-cropping the fine plantations that
spreads far and wide from the Hall in the direction

of the Rougham station on the Great Eastern
line, and lighting up the heath with a glow of colour

that delights the eyes of so many travellers in the
Rhododendron season.

But special sites for American plants are, as some
gardeners rather too strongly express it, seldom good
for much else, and hence it wa.s found that the

grounds around Rougham Hall (a light sandy peat),

was by no means favourable to the growth of Roses

and other trees and shrubs, though the district

round is emphatically a Rose centre. Hence the bold

resolution to give the new rosary near the Hall a

favourable start on new soil, and thousands of cart-
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loads were removed from the heath to lay a sure and
solid foundation of permanent success among the

Roses, and other shrubs, trees, and plants around the

Hall. For such permanent and lasting improvements,

it is just as needful to make proper provision as to lay

the foundations of a mansion solidly and well.

In dealing with such demesnes as Rougham, it is

of importance to bear in mind that landscapes can

be cut out as well as planted. The whole of the

large wood proceeding from the Hall across the

heath to the station is a happy hunting-ground for

objects of beauty and interest for the garden. In

not a few cases it was found impossible to eee

the fine timber for trees, and even the glorious

masses of the Rhododendrons, spreading far and

wide in unbroken phalanx, often shut each other

out of sight. One of the first wants of old gardens

and pleasure - grounds is space for observation.

Vast numbers of fine specimen Oaks, Spruces,

Thorns, &c., have thus been evolved out of

crowded masses, and set in the new light of attractive

landscapes. One of the freshest chai'ms of such

landscapes is the spontaneity of their evolution
;

yesterday it was a mass of verdure or other colour,

to-morrow the masses may be moulded into groups,

with bewitching glades between. Thus, through

evolution, we may get very many more and better

effects in our landscapes. Ideas of distance, grandeur,

freedom, as well as variety may be cut out as well as

planted in. Only a few touches of taste or flashes of

genius, and behold revealed on the instant are the

beauties of shrub and tree, of wood aud w.alk, of green

vistas or far-away church steeple or tower that may
have been hidden for many years. We have seen not

a few landscapes transformed by bringing in a winding

river, the sight of the sea, the glory of the rising and

setting sun, clear peeps into the open face of the

sky, a mountain summit, or a farreachiug spread of

field or forest, or may be of only Butterciips and

Daisies.

Rougham has been fortunate in finding a garden-

artist in Mr. George Paul, quite as anxious to cut out

or show up all the old beauties as to plant the new
and equally well qualified for either. Mr. Johnstone,

the proprietor, and his gardener, Mr. Henley, have

also thrown themselves with fervour in both direc-

tions, and Rougham seems in a fair way of becoming

one of the most charming and fairest places in the

county of Suffolk, or indeed in the country.

The new rosary is planted with the ch oicest varieties

;

and there is also much freshness and variety given

to it by the use of considerable variety in form, size,

and training, and by surrounding the whole with a

Rose hedge. The place was already crowded with

thousands and tens of thousands of Rhododendron

Ponticum as well as some 400 of the choicest hybrids

,

and quantities of Kalmias and Azaleas have been

planted and edged with hardy Heaths. Quantities

111 the best shrubs have also been planted, such as

.Japanese Maples, Magnolias, Pyrus japonica, Syringas,

double and single Lilacs, Almonds, Thorns, Weigelas,

Laburnums, Cerasus, Deutzias, and many other

deciduous shrubs.

For coloured foliage, free use is made of purple

Beech, Liquidambar, golden Yews, golden and other

Hollies, Elders, Privets, &c., and fine m.asses of the

best varieties of Rhododendron, with borders in front

of them for hardy herbaceous and Howering plants
;

and gardens have been made in other parts for other

purposes—as, for instance, the Dell garden for early

bulbs ; the Alpine garden, hardy Fernery, the Rootery,

the idea of which is said to have originated with the

proprietor and his gardener, all of which are fur-

nished with the best possible material by Mr. Paul,

and are rapidly growing into verdure and beauty.

The flower garden and shrubberies cover some-

where about 15 acres, and the green glades and walks

are at once spacious and charming ; one that starts

from near the fernery is 12 feet wide and 100 yards
long, and leads off to the left on to a gravel walk
6 feet wide.

Again, proceeding from the hardy fernery, on the

right is a green walk 20 feet wide, running round on
to the pleasure-ground, and to the Rose-garden. Other
walks and lades proceed in various directions, the

object being to provide alluring walks to all the chief

points of interest, and also affording a choice of gravel

over turf in wet weather. The chief pleasure-

grounds lie on rolling ground, the natural levels being

mainly preserved. There are some fine views of

trees, &o. from the handsome conservatory attached

to the mansion, and from this point the mixture of

lawn and beauty of flower and shrub have a very

remarkable and pleasing effect, while the gravel-

walks or green glades allure us to closer fellowship

with nature in the woods with their carpet of Rhodo-

dendrons. The conservatory was well furnished with

Ferns, I'alma, Aspidistra, Eucalyptus, Begonias,

Pelargoniums, and other flowering-plants.

Great improvements have been made, and many so-

called imperishable glasshouses built in the kitchen-

garden within the last few years. There is a well

walled-in garden of about 3 acres, with the inevitable

" slips " beyond. The walls are well furnished with

admirably - trained choice fruit-trees, especially of

Peara, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, &c. The vegetables

were of the finest varieties, and the highest quality.

The kitchen-garden is on the opposite side of the

public road to the mansion, flower-garden, and ple.i-

sure-grounds, and is situated on a much better kind of

soil. Splendid Asparagus and other vegetables grow

in it. As an index to the character of the climate

and soil, it may be said that a fine border of interme-

diate Stocks that bad stood in the open air all the

winter without any protection was in bloom at the

end of May last, aud that 1 |saw here some of the

finest heads of Asparagus that 1 have .seen in Britain,

and other vegetables as good.

There were several fine vineries of Muscat, Black

Hamburgh, Gros Colmar, Lady Downes, and Alicante

--the earliest Muscats being grown in pots—and the

early Hamburgh in a house. The Alexandra Peach

was also lipe in May. Noblesse Peach, and
Pine-apple Nectarines were swelling off fine crops.

On shelves at the apex of the houses were seen fine

samples of Royal Sovereign Strawberries ; and Pines,

Melons, and Tomatos were noted.

The plant-houses consist of a plant-stove well fur-

nished with fine specimens of exotic Ferns, Palms of

choice species, Dracicnas, Pandanus Veitchii, Dendro-

bium nobile, D. Wardianum, &c. The large green-

house 40 feet long by 20 feet wide, was mainly filled

with Carnations, Pelargoniums, and double fimbriated

white-blossomed Petunias for cutting. Other smaller

houses were furnished with later plants in succession.

There weie also a fine house of Odontoglossums, and

two other Orchid-houses containing a very promising

collection. Among the Orchids were some fine

L;elia.s, Cattleyas, Oncidiums, Calauthes, and Cypri-

pediums. The Croton-house contained some finely

-

coloured specimens of these, and other choice stove-

plants. In a word, the utilitarian, as well as the

ornamental side of these fine gardens, reflect the

highest credit on all concerned in planning and carry-

ing out sii successfully the many improvements that

have been made. D. T. Fish.

Vegetables,

GLOBE ARTICHOKES.
In England Globe Artichokes pre comparatively

little esteemed, perhaps because the edible portion is

found to be tough, or not sufficiently fleshy. This

leathery state of the bracts is due to faulty culti-

vation. Artichoke stools are planted in a part of

the garden, and there they remain for ten, twelve, and

twenty years! Naturally the stools become large,

strong, support coM weather much better than young

stuff, give a great quantity of flowers, which appear

early in the season; but what is the produce like

in quality and flavour ? For market purposes it is

all right. When once the planting is done, the

ground reserved to Artichoke culture requires very

little labour, and furnishes abundant crops. In

private places the gardener does not want large quan-

tities of flowers, a few only, but fine in size, full in

flavour, and that is all.

A trial of the following treatment will certainly

realise the private gardener's wishes, the results of

the trial being always successful. Artichokes like

recently-manured and 'newly-dug soil. In spring the

ground should be trenched to a depth of 24 inches

(60 centimetres). Between the trenches should be
put a good layer of new horae-litter. A stock of

Globe Artichokes, of the variety " Gros vert de Laon "

(which unfortunately does not reproduce similar

plants from seeds), is then planted at the end of

April or beginning of May, according to the weather
;

a distance of 32 inches (80 centimetres) should be
observed between each plant. It is necessary to

shade for a few days the newly-planted stuff with a

painted bell-glass, a flower-pot, or an inclined tile
;

a cup is made ai-ound each plant in order to facilitate

the watering, and assure a good start. These young
plants as soon as rooted will grow vigorously, and
will give in August and September, sometimes later,

voluminous and fleshy flower-heads, such as it is

impossible to- obtain on an old stool. In the middle of

the summer, if the weather is dry, it is as well to let

the plants rest for a short time, in order to con-

tribute to the formation of the flower. Directly it

appears, all the means necessary to favour a strong

vegetation and vigorous growth must be employed,

such as frequent waterings with manured compo-
sition, and stirring the surface of the earth around the

plants. The Globe Artichoke, to furnish strong

growths, requires to be transplanted every year.

In autumn, after the first sharp frost, gene-

rally about the end of October or November,
all the Artichoke's leaves are cut to a length of 12 to

16 inches (30 to 10 centimetres). Afterwards the

whole plants are surrounded with a mound of coal-

ashes, covered with a bed of dry leaves, the Arti-

chokes being sensitive, and subject to disease if the

temperature varies much. The next spring, when
the sheltering mound is taken off, nice young growths

may be found well rooted in the ashes, ready

to grow on at once if planted in a suitable place

They are easily separated from the old stools, and.

planting is performed as before mentioned.

After clearing oB" the young plants, the ground is

levelled, the ashes well spread over the surface, and

deeply dug. It is then ready for other crops. Fol-

lowing this simple method, superb heads of Globe

Artichokes, good and beautiful, joining the useful to

the agreeable, may be obtained, That produce is

consequently worthy to figure at table or in the

m.arket, where the old stool's production, often of

small size and middling value, show a piteous

appearance by comparison.

The coal-ashes used in sufficient quantity performs

three important functions— Ist, they constitute a

manure ; 2nd, they permit the air to penetrate easily

and in sufficient quantity to the bottom of the plants
;

3rd, they offer the advantage of not retaining the

moistui'c. Lonis Uctitil, A'cw.

[We gave a figure of the Laon Artichoke, which is

remarkable for the depth and succulence of its recep-

tacle in our number for Nov. 30, 1895, p. 049, and

strongly commend it to our gardeners and to our

cooks. Ed.]

RAMBLES IN NORTH WALES.
(Cmiditilril from p. -124-)

Onb's first impressions of Bangor are not likely to

be altogether favourable, because there are too many
" foolish w.ills," as the author of the guide-'oook

designates a particular one that shuts out the view at

the top of the recreation-ground. Every gate leading

into a pasture or a wood is locked ; yet the street-,

doors of the houses in Upper Bangor are not only

left unlocked, but often wide open, with nobody

immediately at hand. On our inquiring into this

apparent anomaly, we were told that the gates were

not locked so much to keep visitors out as to keep

the cattle in ; and as there is a commendable absence

of notices threatening to pro.-iecute trespassers, we

accepted the explanation. So far as our experience

went, there was no objection to your getting over the

wall or the gate, and wandering where you pleased.

But perhaps it would be better if there were less

freedom, for itinerant Fern-dealers, and visitors com-
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bined, are stripping the country of the Ferns. We
remarked on the rarity of Ferns in accessible places

in the neighbourhood of Bangor, and we were assured

that those marauding collectors sent oft" several

hamper-fulls at a time, of such Ferns as Aspleuium

marinum ; and we were offered huge tufts of the

Parsley Fern for a penny each at Aber Waterfall.

Boys have discovered that they can make money by
this means ; but common as this Fern is on the

mountains of North Wales, it is not inexhaustible.

No doubt it is difficult to make such regulations as

would prtvent the depredations of wholesale col-

lactors and dealers, yet not shut out the compara-

tively harmless visitor ; though, imfortimately, there

are destructive visitors. But we must leave the wild

flowere, as we wish to say a few words about garden-

ing and cultivated plants. There is some very good

gardening around Bangor and Carnarvon, for example

both sides of the Straits in great abundance, and

surpassing in dimensions those one usually sees in

the neighbourhood of London. We did not visit any

of the large and celebrated gardens, of which there

are several both in Anglesea and Carnarvonshire,

but Jlr. Griffith's garden, on a succession of

slopes or terraces, offered much of interest, espe-

cially to the botanist. The owner has long cul-

tivated a considerable collection of hardy plants,

including a selection of the local rarities. Among
these is Kosa Wilsoni, only known in a wild state in

one spot in the Straits. A variety of the Golden Rod,

or perhaps a distinct specie.s (Solidago cambrica,

Huds.), from the mountains, had retained its dwarf

habit and earlier flowering 8e;i.son after twenty years'

cultivation. Associated with the common form, it

flowers from April to June, whilst the season for the

common form is from July to September. As Soli-

Flo. 8y.— A MELON DEVELOWD AT THE COLLAR OF A PLANT, IN THE GAUDEN OF
L0UI3 TlLtETT, ESQ,

but there is not nearly enough of it. Juilging from
our little experience and observation, we should say

that these towns are by no means adequately sup-

plied with fresh vegetables and fruit ; and tliere

seems room tor enterprise in this direction.

One of the things a visitor from the valley of tlie

Thames is likely to envy the dwellers on the Meuai
Straits is the slightly milder winter they enjoy there.

Everywhere there is evidence of this in the fine

Fuchsias and Hydrangeas which give so much colour

in late summer and autumn to the shrubberies and
lawns and cottage gardens. It is true we saw no
Fuchsias even approaching in size the famous one at

Ramsey, in the Isle of Man (see Gardeners' Chronicle,

September, 1SS6, p. 397, fig. 79) : but they are nearly

as prominent in Bangor as in the island, forming large

permanent bushes full of flower at a season when
most shrubs are past their beauty. Unlike most
shrubs, too, they continue flowering for a long period,

Escallonias, Myrtles, and Cordyliues, though much
less commonly planted, appear equally at home.

Then there aie arboreous Laurels and Sweet Bays on

dago^ go. S. cambrica is certainly more easily dis-

tinguished than many of the numerous North

American forms generally accorded specific rank.

Hieracium is another genus largely developed in

North Wales, and Mr. Griffith had a collection under

cultivation, but they had run together, forming a

continuous carpet, and were to be shortly uprocted.

Among them were H. villosum, H. murorum var.

pulcherrimum, H. cambricum, H. sparsifolium,

H. maculatum, H. auiantiacum, and the very

distinct H. ample,\icaule. More attractive and

ornamental were Rumex sanguineus, and a pure

white-flowered variety of Galeopsis dubia. The

rare Anglesea Helianthemum Breweri, and wild

Asparagus from the same county, were also ther«, as

well as an interesting variety of Saxifraga sponhemica,

mentioned in Mr. Griffith's Flora as undescribed.

Rosa rugosa and Anemone japouiea were very fine,

the latter being difficult to eradicate, we were told,

when once it gets a hold.

But we must cease, for we fear we have little to

say that is of general interest. Yet one word more

about the " foolish " walls. Though by no means so

attractive as living hedges, they often are very

attractive, from the crop of Lichens, Mosses, Ferns,

and other plants they support. In unfrequented

places one came upon square yards covered with

Asplenium Trichomanes. There was also a culti-

vated wall at Portmadoc that particularly attracted

our attention, the broad top being nearly covered for

many yards with Anturhinums in great variety and

in full flower. Associated with them was Cen-

tranthus ruber, also in flower, and a quantity of

Wallflowers in seed. W. B. H.

AN UNUSUAL POSITION OF A
MELON.

Our illustration (fig. 89) exhibits a curious freak

observed on a Melon plant this year in the garden of

Mr. Louis TiUett, Norwich. A flower formed on the

stem close to the ground, and a fine fruit resulted, as

will be remarked. It is a most unusual position for

a fruit to be produced ; and although no shoot is

visible in the photograph, it is most in accordance

with the habit of the plant to suppose that a very

short shoot with a bloom upon it was emitted by

the stem.

India.—

—

PAINT USED AGAINST WHITE ANTS.

During a brief visit t<j the Native State of Qondal

the writer (Mr. Gollan), recently gave this subject con-

siderable attention. There seemed to be no doubt that

His Highness the Thakore Sahib, by his enlightened

action in this matter, had efl'ected a radical improve-

ment. Tlie trees throughout his State were all

p linted as described, and not a single tree could be

und showing the mud encasements so characteristic

of the presence of white ants. And very possibly, as

a consequence of the care bestowed on these trees

they wero healthy and vigorous, while those in neigh-

bouring States wore sickly and badly attacked with

white ants. The useful ingredients were said to bo

as follows :
—

1 part Dokamali ynin (the resiu ut Gardenia gummifer.i).

2 parti. Asafcetida.

i parts B.ir.ir AIogf.

'1 parts castor-oil cake.

These are well pounded, mixjd and kept in water

for about a fortnight. When thoroughly united, and

what may be call decomposed into a thickened com-

pound, water is added in order to bring it to the con-

sistency of paint, and the colouring matter then

added. Tlie mixture is now ready for use, and if

thoroughly applied for about 2 feet will check not

only the attacks of white ants, but of red ants and

other insect pests. Its effect will last for two years

or more. The cost of the preparation comes to about

4 to 5 rupees per 100 trees. Report of the Saharanpnr

Botanic Oarrhn,

BorANic Garden Pebadenyia, Ceylon.

To fill the vacancy caused by the ill health (we

regret we have now to add, the death) of Dr. Trimen,

Mr. J. C. Willi* has been appointed. Mr. Willis

is a complete stranger, even by name, to many

botanists and horticulturists, but he will have ample

opportunity of making himself known.

Violas and Pelargoniuivis.—We trust tl at

growers of tlie=e plants will at once respond to the

invitation of the Royal Horticultural Society by send-

ing for trial at Chiswick varieties which they deem

be.st for massing in beds or border. Six plants of

each variety should be sent. Readers are referred to

p. 75 of the last part of the Journal of the Society

(August, 1896) for further directions, and for

details concerning other trials to be made. The

council have also decided to make a trial next year of

zonal Pelargoniums : outdoors, in summer, 1897 ;

indoors, for autumn and winter-blooming, 1897-98.

Four plants of each should be sent, two for planting

outdoors, two for growing through the summer in

pots for autumn and winter blooming.
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GLASS SUBSTITUTES IN
GERMANY.

Theke are several substitutes for glass iu use in

Germany, the chief among them being tectorium,

fensterpappe, and hornglas. Tectorium is a sheet of

tough, insoluble gum— said to be bichromated

gelatin—about one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness,

overlying on both sides a web or network of

galvanised iron or steel wire, the meshes of which are

generally about one-eighth of an square inch. The

United States Cousul-General at Frankfort says that

both surfaces of the tectorium in ordinary use are

apparently covered with a varnish of boiled linseed

oil, and it feels and smells similar to the oiled-silk

that is used in surgery, and for sweat-bands iu

summer hats. It is lighter than glass of equal thick-

ness, is tough, pliant, and practically indestructible by

exposure to rain, wind, hail, or any shock or blow

which does not pierce or break the wire web by a

violent thrust. It may be bent in auy desired form,

and fastened in position by crimping, nailing, or with

putty like ordinary glass, and when punctured, it may
be easily repaired. Its translucepce is about the

sime as that of opal glass ; its colour a greenish

amber yellow, which fades gradually to white from

exposure to the sun, so that wbUe arresting the

direct rays of sunshine, it transmits a soft, modulated

light, which is said to be well adapted to hothouses

and conservatories. It is a poor conductor of heat

and cold, and thus preserves a more equable tempera-

ture than glass in rooms containing growing plants.

The only objections that can be urged against

tectorium are that it is more or less inflammable, and

that in very warm weather the outside surface is

sometimes softened until dust will adhere to it, but

this may be removed by wipiug or washing, a service

that is usually performed by the rain in exposed

situations. Tectorium is an English invention, and

Consul-general Mason says that as far as can be

ascertained, it is not patented iu Germany. It is

claimed for it that it has effected an important

economy through its immunity from breakage,

which, in case of large roofs of glass, are so frequent

and so expensive to repair.

Italy.

PELARGONIUM PELTATUM, 4i(o».

This plant is well adapted for growth in hanging-

baskets, and also for borders, and for covering the

sides of embankments in gardens. I have lately

admired such an embankment, about 60 feet long, and

about 12 feet high, in the gardens of Prince Sepino

and of Marquis Spiriti, in Naples. When the Pelar-

gonium is in flower, the wall appears as if it was

covered with a pink carpet, here and there sprinkled

with some green. The skilful head-gardener, Mr.

Giuseppe De Sonca, told me that the plant grows

without the least trouble. During the month of

March, the email branches are taken off and left iu

the sun for throe or four days, in order to get them
quite dried. This is indispensable, owing to the

facility with which the plant grows. These branches

are then planted at a distance of 4 to 8 inches, leaving

them without watering for about a fortnight. After

this time, and especially if the season is dry, the

ground must bo watered, in order to keep it constantly

damp. After about one month, the embankment will

be perfectly covered, and in the middle of May,

the plant begins flowering. The flowering season

lasts till the end of July, and it will attain its highest

development, and produce its best effect, from

June 15 to July 15.

In the month of January the plant must be cut

down in order to avoid a too large development of

leaves, and to strengthen it. When frost occurs, the

plants may be sheltered with mats, or even with seme

straw.

In Naples, when the Pelargonium is grown iu pots

in order to force it, the plants are removed in Novem-
ber to the hothouse, which must, however, be well

ventilated and moist ; and then they must be repotted

iu a mixture of Chestnut-earth, common-earth, and
old cow or sheep manure. The plant will then

flower about the end of December, or iu January.

PBOrAGATION OF CAMELLIAS.

In the same villa of Prince Sepino and of the

Marquis Spiriti, I remarked the way in which
Camellias are multiplied by layers. The small plants

appeared during the month of July to do very well.

The head-gardener proceeds thus ; After having

chosen the young branch, he splits it for a length

of about \ inch, iu the form of the beak of a flute.

The split goes through the half of the branch, and
between the two surfaces of the wound a piece of

cork is placed in order to keep it open. He then

jiricks with a penkuifc the upper part of the split to

facilitate in thi-i w.ny the growth of roots. After

haviug placed the layer in a rather deep pot (fig. 90),

he fills the latter with very fine mould from the

Chestnut-woods. This way of setting layers widely

differs from the usual one. In this way, the end of

the upper branch is placed in direct contact with the

parent, and perfect success is attained. The Gardenia

can be treated in the same way with facility.

Dr. Giucaniii Mullanali, Portici, Ainjnsl, lS9t5.

FlO. VI.). I'UOl'.\()A'I'lU.N Ol- (.mKl.LlAS.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE FLOWER GARDEN,

By Hedley WiKEEK, Gardener, Aston Clinton, Iriiiff.

Ruses.—If much planting has to be done in the

rosary, the beds or borders should now be prepared.

In some places it is necessary to lift the plants every

two or three years, for iu some soils, unless this be

done, they die away. If Roses have to be lifted, and
they are to be planted again in the same beds, the

roots should be laid in whilst the beds are being pre-

pared for their reception. The condition of the soil

in the beds will be the best guide to the planter as to

the additions required, but in the majority of ciises

the addition of lime-rubble or old mortar, thoroughly
decayed manure, aud -[-inch liones will suffice, deeply

trenching the beds and well incorporating the whole

together. If this operation be done early in the

season, the plants will Sower as freely as old-estab-

lished plants during the forthcoming season. Plants

received from the nursery may be treated similarly.

Early planting is especially desirable this season, as

the present weather is moist aud cool.

General Work: — Continue to plant trees and
shrubs whenever the oppoi'tuuity offers. The sweep-

ing and rakin^'-uii of leaves will consume much labour

for several weeks, but it should not bo neglected.

The mowing of the lawns and of the rougher

grass in the less - frequented parts of the grounds

may now be discontinued, but continue the rolling of

turf when the weather permits. Parts of the lawn

needing to be re-turfed or levelled should be attended

to upon the first fiivourable opportunity, for all work
of this description needs to be done during open

weather. The turf near the edges of flower-beds may
requii'c attention through having become trodden

down or bare. If it be re-levelled or re-turfed, the

outline of the beds will be more discernible. The
planting of trees and shrubs should be accomplished

as opportunities occur, bearing iu mind that good
drainage is essential, whether natural or artificial.

Little need be done in the shrubbeiics with the

exception of clearing away all weeds, and if Nettles

or other quickly-spreading weeds are abundant, fork

over the ground, and remove as many roots as

possible. Previous to re-gravelling or re-surfacing

auy walks, they should be cleaned of all weeds to pre-

vent any appearing through the fresh gravel. All

walks and drives should be rolled frequently.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. II. WiiiTK, BuiforJ, Doiking.

Cattlcya-lioHsi:—Cattleya Bowringiaua is one of the

most useful and easily-cultivated of all Cattleyas.

The plants are now developing their flower-spikes,

Some uf the flowers being already open. The newly-
made pseudo-bulbs are producing clusters of young
roots from their base ; they should be examined to

ascertain if they require more root-room. AVere the

work of re-potting to be delayed until the flowers fade,

theroots would then be so numerous and long that they

would be damaged during the process. When about
to repot well-rooted specimens, carefully break the old

pot and take it away piece by piece without disturbing

the roots or di'ainage materials. Prick out as much
of the compost as possible, and transfer the pl.ant

into a pot a size or two sizes larger. Place around the

old roots some clean drainage material, aud over tins

a thin layer of rough sphagnum-moss, aud afterwards

a compost of the best fibry peat, a small (piautity of

moss, and plenty of small crocks. Water sparingly,

and induce root-activity at the expense of growth as

far as is practicable. These remarks also apply to

those plants which have done blooming, but have not

been repotted. Keep the plants well exposed to the

light. Plants of Lajlia Perriui should be afforded

fresh rooting material immediately they have finished

blooming.

Such rare and beautiful hybrids as Cattleya

exonien8is,Liclio -Cattleya Canhamiana, L.-C. Arnold-

iana, L.-C. eximia, L.-C. Blessensis, L.-C. Pha:be, L.

cuspatha, aud many others that are in full growth,

should in the case of large specimens be elevated well

up to the roof-glass, and the smaller plants may be

suspended from the roof. Until growth is fully

made, keep them in the warmest part of the Cattleya-

house. C. eldorado aud its varietie.s should be kept
during the winter months in the coolest part of the

East Indian-house. They are rooting freely now, but

care must be taken not to over-water the plants.

Mexican-house.—Such. plants as Lceli* anceps, L.

albida, L. autumnalis, L. Marriotiana, and others,

now producing their flower-spikes, now require very

little water at the roots. The night temperature of

this house should be kept between 55" and 60°. By
day with sun-heat it matters little how high the tem-

perature may rise if plenty of ventilation be given.

L;elia Gouldiana being iu full growth, should be
placed close to the roof-glass of the warm-house.
Give copious supplies of water until the flower-spikes

appear. L. rubescens (acuminata), now producing

spikes from its partially-matured growths, should be

equally encouraged.

Schomhur'jkias.—Pla.uts of Schomburgkia tibicinia,

S. Sanderiana, and S. Kimballiana, that are showing
spikes, should be kept in the lightest position avail-

.able in the East India-house, but they mutt not be

watered too freely.

Intermediale-huusi.—Platyclinis Cobbiaua, like P.

filiformis and P. uncata, appears to enjoy the cool,

moist temperature of this division the whole year

round, but P. glumacea prefers the warm atmosphere

of the stove during its season of growth. Until such
growth commences, keep it in the intermediate-house.

Do not over-water plants of Oncidium cheirophorum
now that their flowers are advancing, and prevent

water from lodging in the axils of the leaves. Mas-
devallias should be watered very sparingly during

dull rainy weather, and the compost should never be

made wet to saturation. The atmosphere surround-

ing them should be rather dry than the reverse, but

when fire-heat becomes necessary to keep the tempe-

rature to 50°, sufficient moisture must be given to

counteract it.

Cool-house. — Odontoglossum coronaruim and its

variety miniatum, being strong scaudcnt growers,

require considerable house-room, and it is a good

plau at this period to suspend the plants well up to

the light. If the sphagnum-moss ou the surface o£

the compost be in an unsatisfactory couditiou, it

should be removed, and fresh green heads of moss
carefully pricked in. Keep the sphagnum-moss growing

freely by means of copious wateriugs.
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PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McIntvkk, (_;ardeuor, WouUsidu, Darlington.

Mdphorbia (Poinseliia) palchci-rimn. — Those ex-
amples of Euphorbia pulcherriuia which have well-
developed bracts may be dotted about in the stove or
warm conservritory among the other inmates of these
structures, aud thus be made to impart a cheerful,
fresh-looking appearance to the otherwi-e unattrac-
tive plant abodes at this season. In order to induce
free and healthy growth the plants should not be
stuck in ill-lighted positions, but be afforded places
where liglit falls abundantly. The plants may be
supplied at this date with manure- water, the soil

in most cases being somewhat exhausted.

Ckrtisanlheiiim)U.—These plants being uowjbrought
under glass, should, like the preceding, be afforded all

the light possible to bring out the true colours, pre-
serve the foliage, and in the full development of the
bloom. Never crowd Chrysanthemums together, the
result being irreparable injury—a good rule, but
often sinned against in places where the glas.^-house

accommodation is limited. Even then, if st.iging of a
permanent kmd be at hand, or some temporary
staging can be erected with boards and pots, some-
thing may be done to avert some of the evils

brought about by crowding the plants. When
the weather is fine, a good deal of ventilation
together with a little lire heat should be afforded
to all the houses holding Chrysanthemum?. The
.lapanese varieties finish better if placed in 'a house by
themselves than when mi.\ed with the incurved and
other varieties ; they aro benefited by being
aflforded more fire hpat than those, aud some amount
of shade during bright sunshine. Moreover, the
florets being long and soft, are more susceptible to bo
injured by damp if the house be kept at too low a
temperature. The feeding of the Japanese may be con-
tinued till tlie flowers are partially expanded, when,
I think, it is safer to attbrd water only. Every plant
should bo carefully examined almost daily to ascer-
tain the state of the soil as regards moisture, and
never allowing it to become very dry.

Aiithurmm Andrcanuvi. — Where plants have
become " leggy " the tops should be taken off,

placed in spagnum-moss and peat singly in 4-inch
pots, and put into the propagating case till rooted ;

aud the stools should be kept dry, and be given a
warm corner in the stove until they break afresh

;

but this needs only to be done if a larger number of

plants is required.

Eucharls fframlijtora. — Out plants flower twice a
year, and if the plants flowered in May, June, or
July, and they have made fresh growth, move them
into a cooler house, say 50' to 5.V', for three or four
weeks, just to afford a slight check to growth. At
the conclusion of that time, remove the plants to a
house having a temperature of ti.')^ to 70°, where they
will flower in December.

(icsiieras for winter flowering should be stood in a
dryish, warm position. Gesueras are sometimes
gro.vu in small pots for furnishing purposes, couse-
prently the latter will be filled with roots, making it

necessary for the g.irdener to pay close attention to
the matter of aftbrding water. Guard against damp
benches and floors, the bloom of Gesneras being
easily injured by excess of moisture in the air.

Salvia sjoleiidens and patois. — These plants, if

grown throughout the summer for flowering in the
winter, biding now in bloom, are valuable adjuncts to
Chrysiinthemums in brightening the greenhouse and
conservatory, or standing in the mansion. Copious
doses of liquid-manure and a few degrees extra
warmth may be afforded them till the first bloom.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Highclore Cutlo, Newbury.

Earliest forced Put- Vines.—If ripe new Grapes are
required in the month of April, pot-Vines ai-e the
most suitable for producing them, and no time should
now be lost in getting the Vines into position, in
readiness for making a commencement. To ensure
tlie best results, a well-heated span or lean-to pit
sliould be provided, along the front of which the pots
must be placed on pedestals of brick, stone, or even on
large flowerpots, and fermenting tree leaves and
stible-dung packed round them up to the rims.
These materials before being used should have been
occasionally turned over to sweeten aud get rid of
the extreme heat, as care must be taken that the
fermenting mass docs not exceed 70' or 75°.

Uut little firoheat will be needed at the first, unless
in very cold weather, and a warmth of 55" at night
will be sufficient, till the buds ha\'e fairly started to
grow, when it may be increased to 60'. Let the

canus be suspended iu a horiiioutal position, or with
the ends dipping somewhat, retaining them thus till

the buds break imiformly the whole length of the
canes, aud dew them over with the syringe two or
tlireo tim^s a day, unless moisture hangs upon them.
.Should the Vines not have been shortened to the re-

quired length, and styptic applied in proper time, it

must not now be done, but disbudding done instead
after growth has begun. For early forcing no va-
rieties are better than Black Hamburgh and Foster's

White Seedling.

Early Vines in Bo'-ders.—This vinery having been
put into proper order for a start as was directed in

my previous Calendar, it may be closed about the
middle of November, aud a bed or ridge of fermenting
material similar to that described above being formed
upon a staging of boaids along the centre'.of the inside
border, which should be turned on alternate days, and
fresh material added as the heat goes down. This
mass will aSbrd sufficient warmth to start the Vines.
Treat the canes like those in pots, lowering the upper
end of each till it is level with the front lii;hts.

Whenever the weather is fine, syiunge the canes twice
daily with tepi<l water, doing this sufficiently early in

t'.ie afternoon to allow of the wood becoming some-
what dry before nightfall. The proper degree of
temperature is 50 to 'i5°, with an increase of 5°

during the day, till the \'ine3 have broken. Always
make use of the sun's heat to as large an extent ;is

possible by clo!-ing at 1 or 2 r.M., and avoid high
night temperature*. An outsiile Vino-border should
bo covered with a thii.-k bed of dry tree-leaves, or
Forn, with thatch or shutters over all to throw off

rain aud snow, aud retain the heat in the soil.

Succession-liuutcs.—Push on with the pruning of the
Vines as soon as the foliage is off, or as soon as it is

seen by the change iu coUnu- that it is properly
matured. Early pruning' is provocative of rest, and
for Vines to be successfully started in December, it

should not be longer delayed. Clean and dress the
rods according to former directions, also remove
soure I or inert soil, going down to the rootii, and
apply a dressing of fresh compost ; and if the soil of
the inside border is dry, it should be well watered.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Charlks IIbrkik. Gardener, Dropmoro, Maidenhead.

Hcahal'.—Where very early produce is required,
a small number of the earlie-<t-planted crowns must
now be lifted, and if the soil is very moist, they
should be left on the ground for a few days in an
exposed plaoe, with all the r.jots attached, to cause
the leaves remaining on them to part readily from
the crowns

; even slight frost.s f U'afew nights will be
found advantageous, as then the crowns when placed in
beat start into growth more reaflily. Growth at this

season is sluggish, still very hard forcing must not be
resorted to, or the result will be bad. Unless in urgent
request, the very early furciug of Seakale cannot be
recommended.

Rkuharh.—A few clumps of some early variety of
Rhubarb, such as Johnson's .St. Martin's, or Hawkes'
Champagne, may be lifted aud similarly exposed to
the Seakale roots. If new plantations of Rhubarb
are necessary, the work may be undertaken at tljis

season, the crowns from autumn-planted Khubarb
starting into growth the folio.ving spring as strong, if

not stronger, than when planting is performed iu
February. The ground for Rhubarb should be well
manured and deeply trenched, the plant luxuriating
in a rich, porous soil. The simplecrowus, with roots
attached, should be set out iu threes triangularly,

about 9 inches apart, and the clumps of roots afforded
a space of 4 feet from row to row, and 3 feet apart
iu the rows. A mulch of h.alf-roUen manure should
be afforded when the planting is finished.

illijhc Arliehohc.^.^Thes,e plants have made much
growth during the past month, which, being tender,
and li.ible to injury from frost, it will be advisable to
pot up a batch of suckefs as reserve stock (see p. 492,
present issue). In the event of severe frosts setting in,

these suckers should be placed in a cold frame,
or some other situation where they can be protected.

Turnips, when of a useable size, should be pulled,
the tops removed, and the bulbs clamped, other-

'

wise they may become in the event of mild
weather, woolly and almost uneatable. Small
bulbs from later sowings should be allowed to re-

main iu the soil. Yellow-fleshed Turnips are very
hardy, and these and the white-fleshed varieties will

continue to grow for sometime longer. The latest-

grown Turnips will produce useful " Greens " in the
spring, if the bulbs be not required, or they are not

large euough for use. To encourage growth, keep
the ground between the rows stirred with the
Dutch-hoe.

French Beans.—Late sowings of these plants, which
were made in cold pits, will need to be carefully
afforded water and air. very little water however being
required; but with the best attention French Beans
cannot be expected to last much longer in cold pits and
frames. Air should only be admitted in favourable
weather, the lights being closed early in the afternoon.
At night it will be advisable to cover the glass with mats.
Beans growing in heated pits will require abund.ant
moisture at the root, and overhead syringing in bright
weather, or red-spider will obtain a footing on the
leaves

; and it is sure to be troublesome if the plants
stand near the hotwater-pipes, in spite of every efl'ort

made to prevent it.

THE H-AJIDY FRUIT GARDEN.
ByG. WooiJUATE, Gardener, RoUostou Hall, Burton-un-Trent.

A List of Varieties of Pruits.~The planting season
having arrived, I submit a list of varieties of the
various kinds of fruit, which may serve as a guide to
some of our readers who intend to plant this year.
The varieties I have selected are those that will
afford fruit for a considerable length of time, and
which thrive in most parts of the country.

Kitchen Applis. — Alfristou, Blenheim Orange
rippiii. Beauty of Kent, Bism.arck, Byford Wonder,
Cellini, Cox's I'omona, Chelmsford Wonder, Duche.ss
iif Uldeuburgh, Dumelow's .Seedling, Ecklinvillo
I'ippin, llambling's Seedling, Frogmore Prolific,

Grenadier, Keswick Codlin, Lord iJerby, Lane's
Prince -Vlbert, Mere de Menage, Newton Wonder,
Northern Greening', Pott's .Seedling, Pea«good's Non-
such, .Sandringham, Striped Beaufin, The Queen,
Tyler's Kernel, Warner's King, aud Winter Haw-
thornden.

Dessert A/tplcs.—Allen's Everlasting, Braddick's
Nonpareil, Cox's Orange Pippin, Devonshire (Juar-
reriden. Early JIargaret, Fearn's Pippin, Golden
Reinelte, Iiish Peach, Kerry Pippin, King of the
Pippins, Mr. Gladstone, Margil, Mannington Pear-
main, Uibston Pippin, Rosemary Russet, .Scarlet

Pearmain, Sturmer Pippin, Worcester Pearmain,
Cockle Pippin, and Williams' Favourite.

Dessert Pears.— Beurrc Gitt'ard, B. d'Amanlis, B.
Hardy, Bergamotte d'E8|)ereu, Comte de liaiuy,

Doyenu^ d'Et^, D. du Comice, Easter Beurre, Fon-
dante d'Autiimne, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie
Louise, Mario Benoist, Knight's Monarch, Olivier des
Serrcs, Princess, and Williams' Bon Chretien.

Oulinari/ Pears. — CatiUac, Bellissime d'Hiver,
Uvedale's St. Germain, and the Vicar of Winkfield.

Peaches.—Alexander, Barrington, Dr. Hogg, Dy-
mond. Early Louise, Grosse Miguonne, Hale's Early,
Noblesse, Princess of Wales, Royal George, Violetto
Hative, aud Walburton Admirable.

Nectarines.—Advance, Elruge, Humboldt, Hard-
wicke Seedling, Lord Napier, Pine-apple, Rivera'
Early Orange, and Victoria. It may be said that
North of the Humber Peaches and Nectarines -iliould

be planted only on south walls, and even on this

aspect there are places where ripe fruits are not
obtainable, and the wood seldom ripens without the
use of artificial heat.

Apricots should consist of Frogmore Early, Breda,
Hemskirk, Large Early, Oullin's Early, Peach, and
Powell's Late.

Culiiiary Plums are—Archduke, Early Prolific,

Rivers' White and Red Magnum Bonum. Monarch,
Pond's Seedling, Prince Englebert, The Sultan, The
Cziir, Denyer's Victoria, and Washington.

Dissert Varieties.—Bryanston Gage, Coo's Golden
Drop Denuistou's Superb, Green Gage, Jefferson's,

Kirke's, Oullin's Golden Gage, Reine Claude de Bav.ay

fouly on warm walls anywhere), Reine Claude Violette,

and Transparent Gage.

Blackberries.—Two good kinds are laciniatus, and
Wilson Junior.

Cherries.—Belle d Orleans, Bigarreau, B. Napoleon,
Black Eagle, Black Tartarian, Early Purple Gean,
Early Red Bigarreau, Elton, Frogmore, Early
Bigarreau, Governor Wood, Mammoth, .May Duke,
Morello, Belle Maguifi((ue, a light red Morello doing
excellently as a standard ; Reine Hortense, and
Werder's Early Black.

Red Currants.—Cherry Red, Knight's Large, La
Constante, La Fertile, Mammoth. Raby Castle, and
Red Dutch.

White Currants.—Dutch Cut-leaved, aud White
Versailles.

Black C'(ir/-anfa. —Naples, Carter's Champion, Lee's

Prolific, and Baldwin s Black.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, 05 well as specimens and plants for

naming, should be aMressed to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications
should be WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,
sent as early in the wc^k as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. I/desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee of good faith. The Editor does not under-
take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused coiri'

munication^ or illiistratiOTis, unless by special arrangement.

Illustrations.— r/i€ Editor wUl thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawiiigs, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees,

t&c. ; but hecannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local tiews.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending
to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

de:firab!e to bring under the mitice of horticulturists.

Newspapers.—Correspondenfs sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY.

WEDNESDAY,

MONDAY,

Roy.iX Uorlicu'ttiral Society's Cum-
mince« at Westmin-tor.

West Hertfordeliire Cbrysiinlhe-
inum Show, at Walfurd two
diys .

i'JSteyiiiiig ChryganthenT. m Show
O.T os;^ (two days).

I

Torquay Chrysinthe-Dum Show
( wo dayp).

SALES.
Duk-h Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Monis U'loms.

Important Sale of Shrubs and
Fruit Trees, at the FJoral Nur-
series, Castle Hill, Maiden-
head.

Dutch Bulbs, Plants. Li.iums, &c
,

at Sleven^' Ko >ins.

Oct. 26

TUESDAY.

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 28

THURSDAY, Oct. 2y

FRIDAY, Ocr. 30

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &
Morris' Uopni^,

Great .\nnual Silc of Roses. Car-
ji;itiona. Jletoiiias, Climbers,
Lilies, ani Herbaceous Plant-,
at the 1 1 ale Farm N tu-.seriea,

Tultcnh.ani, liy order o' Mr. T S.

Ware, by Pmlheroe ii Morris
(three days).

The First Portion of the Valuable
I and Extensive Collection of

British Lcpidoptera, formed by
]

G. A. Bxiggs. Esq , at Stevcnfe*

, llov-nis {two days).

'Dutch Bulbs, at Frotheroo &
Morris' Uoonis.

' English, German,and Dutch Roses,
Palms, &.C.. from Ghent, Dutch
Bulbs, Plants, Lihes, Ac , at
Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Balbs, at Protheroe 6l

Morris*' Room''.
Great Annual Sale of well grown

Nureerj' Stock, at Hollamby's
Nurseries, Grooinbridgo, Tun-
bridge WtUs, by Protheroe &
MoiTis (two days).

Roses, Palrn^, Shrubs, and Dutch
> Bulbs, at Stevens' llooms.

Dutch Bullis, at Protheroe 6c

Morris' Rooms.
Imported and Established Orchids,

at Protheroe & Morris" Rooms.
Miscellaneous' Property, at Stevens'
Rooms.

( Dutch and French Bulbs, atSATURDAY, OCT. 31 |-'4-';,„,r^„„,-'

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOB THE EN-
SUING wbbk, deduced from observations
OF FORTY-THREB years, at CHISWICK—46-6°.

Edmund Boissiek, who died in
a Garden il>u- ii i

Catalogue.
l^*''-'' '^^^ ^ell known among
naturalists as one of tho inost

assiduous and critical botanists of his time. He
was a great traveller in Spain, Italy, and in Asia
Minor, accumulated large collections, published
numerous notes concerning them, and at length

* Hortus lioi8sirr(inuf.~E,nnmcrnUon dea plantes cultiv»5cs

en 18S5 i Valleyros (Vaud) et i la Pierrii)re Chambiisy pics
Geneve, par Eugt-ne Autran, conservatenr de I'berbier Boissier

^ Chambesy ; et Theopbile Durand, conse vateur au jardin
Botanique do TE at a Bruxelles. Preface de M. F. Crepin.
Directeur du Jarjin Bjtaniqiie de Bruxelies. (Geneva: Qeorge
tl Co ,

8vo, 1S'J6, pp 671,)

co-ordinated those relating to Eastern districts

into his excellent and most useful i^?ora Orientalis.

All this is well known to those concerned ; what is

not so well known even among horticulturists

is, that the great botanist took means wherever
possible to control ai.d extend his observations

on the dried plants of his herbarium by com-
parison with the living specimens. To this end
he collected, at Valleyres, at the foot of the

Swiss Jura, a collection of herbaceous and alpine

plants, which has excited the astonishment and
stimulated the admiration of those privileged to

see thein. Visitors to the garden at Valleyres,

says M. Cbepin, in tho preface to this volume,
were always struck with astonishment {emer-

veilles) at the sight of the rockeries, the walls,

the beds, which overflowed with a host of plants

derived not only from the European Alps, but
also from those of Asia and America. Between
three and four thousand species and varieties

were thus got together. Notices of this garden
will be found in our volumes for June 28,

and September 6, 1890. At Chambesy, near

Geneva, Boissier also established an arboretum,
the trees of which have now, we believe, been
transferred to the estate of M. Barbey, the son-
in-law of Boissier, and one who has himself

achieved a reputation as an eminent botanist.

The work before us contains a methodical cata-

logue of the species and varieties growing in the

two collections at the time of Boissier's death.

From this list it will be seen that it is not only

alpine plants that are cultivated, but other

plants as well, such as Cactaoea?, Orchidace.iB,

and bulbous j'limts generally. Thus there

are over seventy species of Mammillaria,
as many of Cerous, of Mesembryanthemum,
and of Masdevallia, fifty-seven Dendrobiums,
fifty Odontoglossums, sixty Oncidiums, sixty

species of .Vllium, and so forth. Altogether

some .5,000 species are here classed under their

natural orders, with the names of their authors,

the place and date of publication, synonyms,
illustrations and geographical distribution. In
almost all cases, as we are told, the original

descriptions have been referred to, so that the

errors arising from trusting to compilations and
transcriptions have been, as far as possible,

avoided, whilst, at the same time, current errors

in nomenclature have been rectified in accord-

ance with the rules of priority. No doubt the
Iiiih'.T Knwensis has furnished much assistance

to the compilers, though much of their work
was in type prior to the publication of that

monumental work. The work is well printed,

and the proofs have been carefully read. An
alphabetical index of the genera allows of

ready reference to any group required.

The authors have succeeded in preparing one
of the best garden catalogues yet issued, and
one that will be most serviceable to directors of

botanic gardens, and to those cultivators and
collectors who take an interest in the history of

the plants they cultivate.

It might not be difficult in such a mass of

detail to point out an error of commission here
or one of omission there, but it would be an
ungracious task in the face of the intelligent

care and diligent labour that have evidently

been expended on this publication.

Dr. Hknry
TiirMtiN.

The fi lends and acquaintances of

Dr. Hexky Trimen will receive

the news of his death with deep

sorrow. His modesty, his gentleness, his sym-
pathy, his right-mindedness, his sweetness ef

disposition, and readiness to help, were as

remarkable as his extensive botanical attain-

ments . Tkimen was educated for the medical
profession, and took the degree of Bachelor of

Medicine at the University of London. Attach-
ing himself particularly to the study of botany,
he became an assistant in the Botanical Depart-
ment of the British Museum ; and on the death
of our old correspondent. Dr. Tiiw.\ites, in

1882, became Director of tho Royal Botanic
Garden at Peradenyia, Ceylon. That position

he filled till compelled recently by ill-health to

relinquish his duties.

Dr. Trimen first attracted attention by the
excellent Flura of Middlesex, prepared by him-
self in conjunction with Mr. W. Tiiiselton-
Dyer, the present Director of the Royal Gar-
dens, Kew. That book has formed the model
on which all subsequent county floras have
been prepared, and the more closely they have
approximated to it, the more valuable has been
the result.

During tho period of his service in the British

Museum, Thimen was associated with the late

Professor Bentley' in the preparation of the

standard work on Medical Botany, and also

edited tho Journal of Botany, in which periodical

appeared several critical notices from his

pen. On his appointment to the director-

ship of the beautiful garden at Peradenyia,

TuiMEN took up tho work left unfinished by
TnwAi PES, and devoted himself to the prepara-

tion of a complete flora of the island. Three
parts of the llandbuok to the Flora of Ceylon

have appeared, bringiogthe workdowutotheBa-
lanophoracere, so that the work is well advanced,

and wo trust material may be in hand for its

completion. It is accompanied by an atlas of

coloured pi ites of the moi-o interesting species.

Not long since Trimen visited this country to

seek medical assistance, when his friends wore
shocked at his condition, and entertained fore-

bodings which the event has only too surely

verified. Dr. Trim en died at Peradenyia on
the 1() inst., in his o.'5id year.

Few plant-anatomists have at-
Aui'USTF

Tkkcul. tained a higher position than did

AuGUSTE Trkcul, whose death
at an advanced age is announced. Of late

years he published little, and led a very retired

life, so that he is little known to the modern
generation. He is not even mentioned in

Sachs' Uistori/ of Botany, though most of his

best work was done before that book was pub-
lished, and is important enough to find place

in any book purporting to be a history of

botanical science. Thkcul devoted special atten-

tion to the development and relations of the

vascular sj-stem in plants, as well as to the

mode of growth of stems and roots, tho

effects of decortication, the production of gnaurs,

and other subjects of interest to cultivators.

He studied the minute anatomy of the Nym-
phoBacew, investigated the nature of the per-

foratio.is in the loaves of some Aroids, e.g.,

Monstera, and classified the Artocarpaceie. In
the early part of his career Tekcul travelled

on behalf of the French Government in Texas,

the Rooky Mountains and Mexico, but

some of his collections were lost by shipwreck

off the Azores. Tri5cul was a member of the

Academy of .Sciences, and died at the age of

seventy-eight.

A Large Specimen of Euphorbia
ABYSSINICA. — The subject of uur illustration

(fig. 91) is a gigantic specimcu of Euphorbia

abyssinica, wliieh stood iu front of the marble

terrace in the gardens of the Marche&e Hanbury,

at La Mortola, until the present year, when it sue-



(The Gai-deners' Chroniclf, Octobil- 24, 1896.

Fit:, ai,—A FINE Sl'ECIMEN OF EFFUORBIA ABYSSINICA, GROWN IN THE GAliDtNS OF TUE MAKCHESE UANBUKT, AT LA MOKTOLA.

(SEE P. 496.)
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Climbed appareutly, tu cold. The height of the

plant as given to us was 19 feet 8 inches, and the

circumference of the sieai 2} feet. Its age w.ia

twenty-nine years, and it was believed to be the

largest specimen of its kind in Europe.

Tercentenary ofthe Potato.—At a meeting

of the Irish Gardeners' Association, held at the Sack-

ville Hall, Dublin, on August 26, it was unanimously

decided to hold a Conference on the Potato in 1896.

With the introduction of the Potato into Ireland, 300
years ago, is associated the name of Sir Walter
Raleigh

; and the Irish Gardeners' Association, in

celebrating the tercentenary of the event, have
done so as i befitting memorial to Raleigh, and
at the same time with a view of placing on record

the exceptional and remarkable progress that

has been made in its subsequent cultivation ; and
further, in order to attract the notice and com-
mand the special attention of all those interested in

the cultivation and preservation of this one of the most
important of our national foods. The unusually
abundant crop of this year affords a favourable oppor-

tunity for examining the numerous kinds cultivated

throughout the country, and to compare their merits.

Not only will hundreds of varieties be available for

comparison, but it is proposed to make the Congress
instructive and educational. The Conference will not
take the form of an ordinary exhibition, as there will

be no competition and no .prizes. All growers of

Potatos are invited to send collections or specimens,
and the more numerous these are the greater will be
the interest the exhibition will create. It is desirable,

therefore, that every collection should be accom-
panied with as much information as can be furnished
with regard to the soil, exposure, and physical condi-
tions of the districts in which they were grown. The
committee desires that an effort be made to procure
specimens of all the varieties that are grown in the
various districts, and that all should be distinctly

labelled with the name or names under which they
are known in their respective localities. All packages
should be addressed to the Secretary, Potato Confer-
ence, Rotunda Rooms, Dublin, and must be delivered,

carriage free, on or before December 8. Exhibitors
staging their own Potatos may do so on the morning
of December 9, to be ready for the inspection of the
committee by 12 o'clock. Notice of intention to

exhibit must be given to Mr. Thomas Shaw, Secre-
tary, not later than December 1, stating the number
of varieties to be exhibited, and the amount of space
that will be required. The committee trusts,

however, that applications for space be sent in

as soon as possible to prevent disappointment.
The committee of the Irish Gardeners' Association,

who have undertaken this Congress, regrets th^t their

funds do not permit seed merchants' or other trade
exhibits to be shown free of charge, and they are,

therefore, compelled to fix a nominal tariff of Zd. per
square foot to such exhibitors, but all specimens or

collections sent from amateurs or private growers
will be admitted entirely free. Several eminent
E jgli^h and Scotch firms, as well its the Irisli seed
trade, &c., have already signified their intention to

exhibit collections of Potatos, as well as appliances and
remedies used for the prevention of Potato diseases.

The following papers and lectures have already been
promised, and the official programme of the hours
when these will be given will bo duly announced :

—

Professor Johnson, D.S.C, F.G.S., Royal College of

Science, and Keeper of the Herbarium, Royal Dublin
Society : "The Potato Plant, in Health and Disease."

Illustrated by microscopic and lime-light views.^
Professor E. J. MoWeeney, M.A., M.D., M.Ch., &c. :

"On Sclerotium Disease of the Potato Plant—its

Cause and Preveulion/' with demonstration of

affected plants, specimens of the sclerotium-fungus,

lantern slides, and microscopic preparations—Arthur
W. Sutton, Esq., F.R.H.S., of Messrs. SoTTON k Sons,
Reading :

" The Potato." Illustrated by lantern views,

as used on the occasion of his lecture before the Royal
Horticultural Society of England, in November,
1S95.—Professor Malden, Cardington, Bedfordshire,
late Agricultural Superintendent, Royal Dublin
Society: 'Enghsh and Irish Potato Cultivation

and Trade." — Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothsay,

N.B. : "Twenty-five Years' Experience on Potato

Culture in Scotland and South of England.'

—

A. FiNDLAY, Esq., Markinch, N.B. : "Remarks on

Raising New Varieties of Potatos."—Mr. M. MAoniRE,
Miillin's Cross, Dunleer :

" Opinions upon the Disease

and Cultivation of Potatos in Ireland."—Mr. W.
Cotter, Cabra, Dublin; "The Past, Present and

Future of the Potato," &c.—Gentlemen who are in-

terested in the cultivation of the Potato, and who are

willing to act on the honorary committee, will please

notify same to the secretary as early as possible. An
official list will be duly aunounood in the public

press. Alfred O. Watkins, President ; Robert
M'Craw, Vice-President; John J. Egan, Treasurer

;

Joseph A. Rochford, James M'Donough, Thomas
SiiAW, Secretary, Executive Sub-committee. All

communications to be addressed to Mr. Thomas
Shaw, Secretary, Rotunda Rooms, Dublin, where the

Exhibition will be held on December 9 and in.

The Worshipful Company of Gardeners.
—The Membt-rs of the Court of the Worshipful Com-
pany of Gardeners, with a few personal friends, were

entertained by the Master, Mr. N. N. Sherwood, at a

banquet at the Trocadero, now managed by Mr.

Lyons, a member of the Court, on Wednesday even-

ing last. At a Court meeting held previously to the

banquet it was decided to offer the freedom of the

Company to the Hon. Alicia Amherst, in recogni-

tion of her work entitled The History of Oardcnimj in

Enrjland.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—Wo
are requested to state, in reference to the great

Jubilee Exhibition which is to open at the Royal
Aquarium on Tuesday, Nov. 3, with a second compe-
tition on Thursday, Nov. 5, that all entries for either

show must be sent in to the Secretary, Mr. R. Dean,
Ranelagh iioad, Ealiu?, by Friday, October 30.

Everything must be staged ready for the judges by
10.30 A.M. on the mornings of November 3 and 5.

All plants shown on November 3, with the exception

of the trained specimens in classes 2 and 3, all fruit

and vegetables, also all miscellaneous exhibits, must
remain until the evening of Friday, November 6,

Cut flowers and table decoratious can be removed at

10.30 P.M. on the evening of Wednesday, November 1.

Strangers exhibiting for the first time are informed
that cards for naming out flowers, and pins for

securely fastening them to the stands, oau be
had at the flower-show office in the Aquarium on the
morning of each show. The tables and other parts

of the building will be roped off while the judges are

making their awards, and only those privileged to be
present while the judging is proceeding can be
admitted within the enclosures. Exhibitors arc

requested to make themselves tharoughly ai;-

quainted with the " R'^gulations for Exhibitors," on

pp. 55 and 56 of the schedule of prizes.

The Jubilee Banquet will take place in the Whitehall
Rooms of the Hotel Metropole, at 6.30 p.m. on the
evening of November 3, Sir Edwin Saunders, the
President, in the chair. Tickets one guinea each,

whicli can be had of the secretary. On Thursday,

November 5, the exhibition will be largely renewed,

as competition will take place in thirty-four addi-

tional classes ; and immediately after the awards are

made, both of November 3 and November 5, a cata-

logue of the exhibits will be issued, with the names
of the prize-winners, which will be ou sale in the
building. At 7 p.m. on the evening of the 5th a

Conference will take place in the library, Mr. T. W.
Sandi;rs in the chair, when papers will be read by
Mr. G. Gordon "On the Types of the Chrysanthe-

mum and their Characteristics, with Suggestions as

to the Adoption of a Fuller Classification ;
" by Mr.

Norman Davis, "On the Points of (Quality or Pro-

perties of the various Types as E.xhibition-flowers,

and the Value to be Apportioned to Each ;" and by
C. E. Shea, Esq., "On Setting-up Blooms for Exhi-

bition, and the Principles upon which an Effective

Arrangement of a Stand is Based." The Secretary of

the National Chrysanthemum Society offers admis-
sion tickets at a considerable reduction in price to

parties of not less than twelve persons, members of

affiliated Societies ; and some of the main lines of

railway are aflbrding special facilities for reaching

London.

The Special Prizes offered by the Trustees of

the Veitch Memorial Fund, on November 3, viz.,

Nos. 19 and 20 ou p. 66 of the Schedule of Przies, and
which are stated, in error, to be "open"—can be
c impeted for only by amateurs and bond, /ide gar-

deners. " Amateurs " being defined as including any
person not engaged in trade as a dealer in plants or

seeds. The Turner Memorial Cup aud Prizes, which,

by an oversight, are stated to be open to competition
by nurserymen only, .should have been, and are

open to all comer.s.

Oct- 21 : A meeting of the Floral Committee
took place on the above date, Mr. J. Bevan
Occupying the chair, when a goodly number of

exhibits were staged First-class Certificates were

awarded to incurved Rena Dula, bright silvery

rose, with silvery reverse, a charming variety of

great promise for exhibition purposes; plants with

blooms were staged, showiug the variety to be of dwarf

habit, from Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham ; to Japa-

nese M. Hoste, white, suft'useJ with delicate blush,

very broad petalled, and flue quality ; and to Pride

of Exmouth, delicate lilac-pink, of fine substance

aud stout petals, from Mr. W.J. Godfrey, Exmouth
;

and to Pride of Mudford, a magnificent American
variety, the large, full, deep flowers of a brilliant

amaranth hue on the surface, with silvery reverse, a

splendid exhibition variety from Mr. W. Wells, Karls-

wood Nurseries, Redhill. Etoile Polaire, from M. E.

Calvat, broad-petalled flower of deep pink, flushed

with purple, is very promising. So are Aliss Muriel

Go-chen, from Mr. H. J. Jones, a charming shade of

yellow, and good full substance ; Marjory Kinder, from

the same exhibitor, yellow, of a pleasing soft colour
;

and Antoinette, a large broad-petalled pure white

variety from Mr. H. J. Jones, which was commeuded.
A very promising sport from Madame Edouard Rey,

pale chestnut with buff reverse from Messrs. Pearson

&, Sons, Chilwell Xurseries, the committee wished to

see again. It was named Nelson, but the committee

added the prefex of Lord to distinguish it from

the Japanese Anemone bearing the name of Nelson.

We are requested to announce that the

Chrysanthemum Society of America desire to offer a

special prize of a Gold Medal to the National

Chrysanthemum Society to be competed for at the

forthcoming Jubilee Meeting. lu the event of its

acceptance on Monday next by the general com-

mittee of the National Chrysanthemum Society, this

American Gold Medal, which is of the value of £5, is

to be awai'ded to the best twelve commercial blooms,

one variety from any source. To be considered from

an American point of view, viz., exhibited in a vase

(to be provided by the exhibitor), with not less than

18 inches of stem, of a pleasing saleable colour,

size and substance also to be coQsidercJ. Further

particulars can be obtaiued of Mr. R. De.in, the Hon.

Sec , National Chrysanthemum Society.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society will bo

held ou Tuesday, Oct. 27, iu the Drill Hall, James
Street, Victoria Street, Westiuiustor, 1 to 4 p.m.

A paper on " Chrysanthemum i," by Mr. W. H. Lees,

will be read at 3 o'clock.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITU-

TION.—The committee of the Sandringham Horticul-

tural Society have forwarded, through Mr. A. Mau-

KELLAR, the sum of A'5 us. in aid of the funds of this

Institution

Change of Address.—The editor of the

Juuniat nf Hotaiii/, Mr. Ja.mes Britten, F.L.S.,

announces that his address is now 126, Kennington

Park Road, Loudon, S.E.

Death of Mr. L. Boehmer.—We regret to

learn, writes the Japan Garxttc, iu its issue for Sep-

tember IS, 1896, that Mr. L. Boehmer, an old resi-

dent of Yokohama, who established the firm of

Boehmer & Co., recently died in Germany. Mr.

Boehmer had been iu bad health for some years, and

left for Europe in the hope that the change would

cB'ect an improvement.
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Shirley Gardeners' and Amateurs' Mu-
tual Improvement Association. — 'rruniag

Hardy Fruit Trees for Pleasure and Profit," was the

title of a paper given by Mr. J. Miles, The Gardens,

Portswood House, to a large gathering of the members
at the Parish Room, .Shirley, Southampton, on the

10th iust. the President, Mr. W. F. G. Si'RANGEr,

C.C., in the chair. Mr. Miles dealt with the subject

very fully, illustrating his remarks with examples of

good and bad pruning, taken from trees in the dis-

trict. Summer pruning was also recommended,

but from the paper it appeared to be an operation

demanding much care and judgment, especially as to

the time of starting the pruning, otherwise it meant
failure certain and| complete. Koot-pruniug also

came in for a share of attention, being strongly

recommended. There was a discussion, one member
expressing an opinion that the care recommended in

root-pruuing was not necessary, he as a market

gardener having found the rough-and-ready method

of chopping off the roots with a spade to answer as well

as all the care advised by Mr. Miles. A vote of

thanks was most cordially tendered to Mr. Milks at

the close of the discussion, also to the exhibitors, and

the president. The exhibition was chiefly of fruit.

Eastbourne Horticultural Society.—
Many of our readers will bo intcro.'sted to know th;it

all notifications from intending exhibitors at the

lOastbourue Chrysanthemum Show should be sent to

the secretary, Mr. E. A. Newman, not later than

Tuesday, October li7, after which date entry fees will

bo doubled.

Mr. John Walker's Root and Onion
Show.—At the annual exhibition, held on Tuesday,

October 20, at Thame, some 300 specimen roots and
nearly as many bulbs were staged in competition.

The Onions, known as " Walker's Exhibition," are a

good-sized type of White Spanish, with a finely-rounded

base, the premier set of twelve bulbs, exhibited by
Mr. A. G. Nichols, Nuneham Park Gardens, being

models of shape and bulk. The second prize went to

Mr. C. Gbben, Stanton House Gardens ; Mr. R. Lte,
.Sydmonton Court Gardens, third ; Mr. W. Mubet,
Kewley Road, Oxford, fourth. The competition was
open to all England. The roots were good for a dry
summer, Long Red and Globe Mangels turning the

scale at 28 lb. ; Swedes averaging lij lb. per root.

Worm-eating Slugs.—The Editor of the
Juuriial of Malacoloiji/ is still desirous of obtaining

living specimens of worm-eating slugs (Testacella;),

80 as to add to the records he has of the distribution

of these animals in the British Isles, and which he
hopes to be soon in a position to publish. All com-
munications must be addressed to Wilfred Mark
AVebb, " EUerie," Crescent Road, Brentwood, Essex.

Floral Decorations : Real and Simu-
lated.—The last number of the Hcviu HorlioAc did
not appear with its wonted punctuality. The reason

is now apparent in the numbers of illustrations it

lays before its readers of the Horal decorations in Paris

at the time of the recent visit of the Russian Emperor.

Caution.—Mr. A. W. Cowan, New Bridge
Street, Bkckfriars, desires to caution gardeners and
others against a man who, it is alleged, is canvassing
for orders and receiving payment in advance, for

which he gives receipts in lead pencil. Mr. Cowan
has given no authority for such proceedings.

Nova Scotian Apples.—Reports from the
fruit districts say that '• the promise of a magnificent
output of Apples places this important branch of

agiiculture beyond peradventure."

Stock-taking : Septembe.-;. — It is worth
while noting here, .as a prelude to the usual matter
under this heading, that the lately-issued Inland
Revenue Returns for the past [Uarter, whilst recording
a falliugoffto theamouutof£:jtJJ,651 as compared with
the same period last year, add the welcome informa-
tion that the receipts for the t; v months show an in-

crease of £1,262,921 as compared with mouths April
to September in 1895. This is satisfactory, as are

also the Board of Trade Returns for the month just

ended.

The Imports.

show a grand total of foreign and]colonial, £33,1 1 1,156,

as against .f30,618,8.i4 for September, 1895, showing
an increase of £2,192,302. Our usual excerpt from
the ' summary '' table is as follows :

—

IMPOBTS.
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CiEsiuM DiscOLOE, Mechan&' Monthly, t. 9.

Dahlia iCactua section), Princess Victoria Louie, Garlm
Flora, t. 1430.

EbCALLONiA MAORANTHA, Hook et Amott, R€vu£ de VHorti-

cuUure Bdgf, October 1.

Gentiana Ani'Rewsii. Wiener GarlenzeitvMg.lneit. ix., t. 3.

Ghikfinia Blumgnavu, Garden, Septamber 12.

Iris Dol'glasiana, Garden, October 3, 1896.

Iris tectorum, Garden, October 3, 1S96.

Iris missouriknsis, Garden, September 5.

Onosma albo-roseum, Garden, September 26.

Prunus mime. Oardc7i, August 29.

Rhododendron Halopeanum X. flowers large, flattish.pale

pink, slightly spotted. Revue Horticole, September 16.

Saxifraga MuscoiDES, Garden, September 'J6.

Stephenandra tanak.e, Franchet & Savatier. A rosa-

ceous shru-', vrith leafy stipules, cordate, pinnatifid, acumi-

nate leaves, which assume a rich orange colour in autumn.
Gurlendora, t. 1431.

HUNBERQIA LAURiFOLiA, Bi'llHin R. Soc. Toscaua d'Orti-

caltu-a, t. ix., 1896.

TcLiPA Greigi, Garden, September 19.

VtRNONiA FLEXLfQsA, S. BrazU, Qowe -heads lilac. R vus

Horticole, September 1.

Vriesia Foelmanni, Reniede VHorticidture Be'gc, October 1.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The long-continued showery weather has not been

favourable to the perfect development of the blooms.

In glass Btractures, which are not quite waterproof,

much trouble will be ciused by drip. If the blooms

are allowed to remain directly under such drip, the

florets will certainly be injured, and the quality of

the bloom be much impaired. The blooms mu-t be

relieved of any surplus moisture that may have

formed upon them, and when it cannot be dislodged

by a gentle shake, it may be absorbed by the use of

blotting-paper.

Continue to maintain a gentle warmth in the hot-

water apparatus, to provoke a circulation of air.

Moisture upon the blooms is frequently the result of

the blooms having become very cold, and thus induced

a condensation. Water must be given the roots

very sparingly, and always in the morning, after

which the surplus water from the pots should be
mopped up. Strong stimulants should also be avoided,

as conducive to damping in the blooms ; and during
the present weather, any stimulant that is given
should be first diluted considerably. Shade the

plants from bright sun, to obtain perfect colour in

the blooms, as well as to preserve them. Much
injury is done to opening flowers by sudden exposure
to hot sun, especially if it follows several dull days.

The manner of arranging the plants in the various

structures will h.ave a distinct bearing on the
requirements of shade.

In many gardens the Chrysanthemums are flowered

in Vineries and Peach-houses, aud if the house face

south, the plants may still be arrange i with a face to

the north. Seldom are all the leaves removed from
the Vines or Peach-trees before the Chrysanthemums
flower, and sufficient shade is then afl'orded the
plants by the remaining leaves. Should it be desirable

to retard any particular bloom, this may be easily done
by spreading over it a sheet [of thin tissue paper,

which should be removed in the evening. Permanent
shading during the time the plants are in flower is

best and easiest applied by making a mixture of lime

and flour in equal proportions of the consistency of
paiut. This should be applied to the outside of the
glass with an ordinary whitewash-brush [or a thinner

solution may be applied with a syringe. Ed.]. Any
decaying leaves should be promptly removed from
the plants, as they render the atmosphere le.5s pure.

S, Mohjiicii.r.

the locrility of the' garden, the time at which the

plants are rai5ed; and it is]only"those'cultivators who
expect very moderate returns, who will sow the seed

at the season named. In foggy and damp, dark

weather, the flowers drop wholesale. If the seeds

be sown towards the end of the month of December,

or later, far better returns may be looked for, which

is better than waiting till the fii*bt-sowii p'au's make

a second growth of blooms.

French Beans may be obtained in quantity in mid-

winter, and at a much less cost, with a small amount

of sunshine and daylight, and it is to this fact that

I place most importance.

During September and October, if we have good

autumn weather, French Beans sown late in July,

with only cold frames as a protection, give a late

supply, as the pods do not so soon get tough and

stringy at this season when allowefl to remain on the

plant ; and it the pods are gathered wheu of a fair

size, they keep in a good condition for a long time, if

the stalk end is placed in fresh water in a cool place,

with a little charcoal in it to keep it sweet.

I now come to the difiicult period, November,

December, and January ; and to provide for that

season at the least amount of expense, the cultivator

must do so in September. I am aware some may
object, and say, why sow at this sea.son, when seed

sown much later will give a crop ?

Early French Beans may be sowu on a bed or in

pots, it being immaterial which, providing there is a

minimum top-heat of 60' by night, and 70" by day, and
5° to 8' more when a crop of pods has been secured.

A small podding variety should be chosen, as Sion

House, Ne Plus Ultra, or Mohawk, sowing thinly, and

thinning early so as to obtain tturdy plants. Con-

siderable warmth may be used at the start, and till

the plants have formed the third leaf, when it must
be reduced, and again raisiog the temperature in a

few weeks time when the flowers appear. The
plants mu-t b3 afforded all the light possible,

and a depth of soil of about 6 inches, manuring aids

being given in the liquid form. If pjts are used,

those of 7 to !• inches are large euough, and good

crops may be obtained from plants grown in smaller

ones ; if the pots can be stood on a slight bottom-

heat so much the better. The chief points are a

strong early plant aud a free set, and if these be

obtained the plants will give pods all througli

December, if they are alTorded water carefully, and

kept steadily growing. From plants in beds more

pods are obtainable, and it is the best method
;

but wiiohever is adopted, a showy early plant should

begot. G. Wiilhcs. [Where the electric light is avail-

able, it should certainly be tried m the case of French

Beans in wiuter. Ed.
]

FRENCH BEANS.
I u.WE never been able to secure a profitable crop

of Beans in the months of December and January.

The plants grow well enough, but they do not

pay for the labour, fuel, and trouble expended on
them ; at least, that is my experience at Sion.

When French Beans are sown in the month of

November, when the days are very short, the plants are

deflcieut of roots, and without plenty of roots, growth
is poor and pods few. We sometimes say, rather

thoughtlessly, that the French Beans may be culti-

vated with ease all the year round, but very much
must necessarily depend on the kind of forcing-house.

Home Co rresp ondence.

THE QUEEN'S CELEBRATION. 1897, AND THE
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S TEMPLE
SHOW.—London will be visile! in June, 1897, by

crowds anxious to take part in the festivities connected

with the Queen's celebration ; and it might bo a good

idea for the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

to embrace such a favourable opportunity to fit in

the date of their show with that of the celebration.

It may be a little late for Orchids, one of the great

features of the show, but no doubt even then a good

representative display of the-c glorious flowers c.uld

be obtained. There is little doubt that if the 1897

show could be held in celebration week, it would

result in a big financial success—certainly one well

worth consideration in view of the many claims upon

the Society for the proper prosecution of its im-

portant work. May one put in a plea for a more prac-

tical recognition of the piivate gardener .at this show /

and suggest that good money prizes be offered

for the best examples of cultural skill iu the culture

of plants, flowers, fruits and vegetables. Medals may
servo as sufficient acknowledgment to the trade, the

latter being amply compensated from the advei tise-

ment point of view ; no such consideration, how-

ever, enters into the gardener's position, hence

the comparative paucity of gardeners' exhibits at

these shows, and the very undue preponderance

and inevitable sameness of trade exhibits. Would
not some novel and peculiarly suitable interest be

excited at next year's show were the Council to off'er

prizes in an open class for the best sixty plants,

hardy, or ^tove and greenhouse, introduced during

the last sixty years ''. Some such restriction as to

numbers would be needed, looking at the numerous
and wonderful introductions during this period, audit
allows for one plant during each year of the reign.

As showing, too, the splendid advance made in certain

genera, the authorities of the Botanic Gardens scat-

tered throughout the Empire, might be induced to

exhibit types of plants or flowers from their respective

representative collections that first came into

cultivation in 1837. Visitors to such a show as

the one under notice, have little or no opportvinity

of inspecting Covent Garden, which has not
inaptly been termed the best garden iu the world,

and, so far as garden produce is concerned, it is

sufliciently near the trut'n for all practical purposes.

Why not at the next Temple Show set apart for

"market growers" some classes to illustrate what
may be called decorative plant culture ? In this what
may be called the golden age of garden literature,

how interesting and instructive would be an exhi-

bition of some of the best books and papers that

have seen the light since the Queen ascended the

throne in 1837 ! What magnificent literary advance
has been made all round since this time ! Or we
could go back a few centuries, for as Johnson, in

his History nf Gardening, ttlls us, that the author of

the first book written on the cultivation of the soil

in England was by Walter de Henley, in the reign

of Edward III., 1327—^1377. In a translation of this

work by Elizabeth Lamond (1890), we learn that

the earliest edition was the English translation

issued by Wynkyn de Worde, immediately followed

both in the 5IS. and the printed copy by a tract on

.

the planting and grafting of trees, adapted and trans-

lated by Palladius. Altogether, the Queen's celebra-

tion in 1897 would seem to furnish to the representa-

tive Society of British Horticulture a magnificent

opportunity for illustrating the progress of the Gentle

Art, during a reign that will be memorable from
whatever point of view it is regarded. J. B.

On June 20 next, should Her Majesty be

BO long spared, she will complete the full term of

sixty years reiguiug over Great Britain. During
that sixty years horticulture has made wonderful

strides, indeed it has almost more than kept pace

with other professions, vocations, and industries of

the kingdom. It is presumably not too late to ask

whether it is iu any way proposed to celebrate that

event, and to show the world that horticulturists

fully realise the wondrous progress of that sixty

years of the Victorian era. Were the event to fall

in the month of May, then the usual Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Temple .Show might have formed a

fitting horticultural celebration, assuming that a real

effort was made to that end. But the event will be a

month later, and assuming there will be a great horti-

cultural festival, it would seem advisable to defer the

Temple Show for a few weeks, or else to withhold it for

the year, in order to make way for one of a national

aud representative character on or about June 20. To
havo a show worthy of the occasion, it is needful

that it should, if that be in any way possible, portray

the various stages of horticulture from 1837 to 1897,

because then there would be tangible evidence fur-

nished of tho remarkable development of gardening

during the queen's reign. Possibly it will be pleade 1

the suggestion comes too late, and that nothing can

be done. I do not assume that such excuse will be

made in other directions, where other trades aud

vocations are concerned. Horticulturists should be

only too pleased to have a special opportunity to

exhibit to the world at large how fully they appre-

ciate the benefits which the longest reign in British

history has brought to them. It is so difficult to

realise the immense development of hoiticulture

during the past sixty years, to remember what it

was in the thirties, and compare that period with

the nineties. Gardening has been growing in every

direction all the time, and to many perhaps so in-

sensibly that when they come to reflect on all that

has been accomplished, they are amazed. The stories

as to the decadence of modern gardeners will not

bear hearing, when it is remembered what gardening

is now, and what it was two generations ago. If

then some few men stood out as bright and shining

lights, it was because the rank and file were not what

they now are. He must indeed be a great man who
can iu gardening claim to stand head and shoulders

above his follows to - day. As years have

rolled on, aurl there has been so wonderful

a development of culture as of material, the removal

of the duties ou glass having worked a revolution

in house erection and utility
;

j\ist as the removal of
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the paper and advertisement duties has made our fine

horticultural press possible. But people to-day can

as easily forget—perhaps, indeed, never knew—the

difficulties which sumptuary laws created for gar-

deners, as they can the general condition of the

country at large, when the Queen began to reigu, and

which, like to horticulture, too, has undergone a great

beneficial change and revolution. It will be interest-

ing to learn how far the suggestion of some excep-

tional horticultural celebration of the Queen's reign

of sixty years be received. It may to some seem

simply a loyal suggestion, but to the many it will be

regarded as a horticultural one. It is in that sense

8;)eoially that I submit it. A. D.

RED SPIDER AND XL ALL FUMIGATOR. —Dis-
cussing the advantages of this excellent preparation

with a Tyneside gardener a few days ago, the fact was

clearly demonstrated to me that Messrs. Richards

make no mention of red-spider (except by way of

etcetera), in particularizing the advantages of their

preparation. My friend, whilst admitting its great

utility, maintains that it will not kill red-spider in

anything like the manner it rids plants of other pests.

A Peach-house was given in support of the theory, that

having been twice subject to the necessary doses accord-

ing to the published directions given for the cubic

space ; other means had to be resorted to, to get rid of

the spider. Perhaps some of our large fruitgrowers will

give us their unbiased opinions on this matter. /. /.

RENOVATING VINES.—If the Grape vines have
been on the wane for several years, they should have
their roots examined to ascertain the cause, waiting,

however, till the crop is consumed or cut, and placed

in the Grape-room. If the examination shows th'd

soil is in a sour or much compacted state, the work
of lifting tho rojti, and replanting them in fre.sh

soil, should at once be undertaken. The soil sliould

have been prepared so that the roots may be lifted

and re-pl mted with r.ipidity ; and as large quantities

(if manures mixeil with the soil tend to sour it, it

sliould in gieat part bj left out of tho compost,

nutriment being atfordeJ by means of top dressings.

When N'ines are lifte i early in the autumn, and care

is exercised in doing tho work, the produce is far

better the first year afterwards than it was the pre-

vious year, and it will continue to improve if the

Vines are not cropped tio heavily. A commencement
should be mule at that part of the border that

is farthest from the Vine, taking out a deep trench,

and shoveling out the soil, .alway.s keeping the trench

clear for a sp.ice of 2 feet in width, tlius affording

plenty of sp.ice to carry out the work of under-

mining and searching for the roots. Continue to dig

out all of these, working along the face of the trench,

and in the direction of the stems of the Vines. The
root-i of the Vines, as they are got out of the soil,

should be hundled up in wet litter, aud slung up to

stakes. Having cleired the soil of the roots, it

shnild be wheeled away, and the ilrainage put in

good order again. It is not prudent to uncover

many roots at one time, as the period of exposure
would be ton long, and the Vines might suffer.

Having seen to the drainage, proceed to lay turves

over it the grass side downwards. Proceed to wheel
in the prepared soil, making it firm, and spreading

out the roots evenly and at various depths. It is most
e3senti>il that semi-detached pieces of the roots may
be removed if roots be abundant, otherwise they may
be left ; the broken ends of the roots cut smooth, and
at intervals the strongest roots and bare thongs may be
notchei, to induce the emission of root^. After
replanting Vines at a higher level than formerly,
to allow for the settling down of the border, a light

application of tepid water, and a mulch 3 inches
thick of decayed manure, may bo put on the border,

if it lie an outside one. The Vines, tre.ated as above
described, should be shaded on sunny days for a few
hours, and the vinery kept moderately close. It will

als J be advisable to wet the Vinos three or four times
a day, as well as the walls, floor, &c., more or less

according to the state of the weather. The ^'ine3 will

probably soon recover from their root-disturbance,

which will show this in a freshening of the foliage
;

the \'ine3 may then be gradually aired freely. Forcing

next year should not begin early, or the Vines
hastened (iverniuch or heavily cropped. //. MarkhiaUf
Merewnrtlt.

HYBRID GLADIOLI FOR LATE FLOWERING.--
During a visit to Linton Park, Kent, on October 2,

1 noticed some fine pots of these in the conservatory
just opening their flowers. Few things would have
looked so chaste and pretty as they did, standing on
the stage among a quantity of pale-coloureil Chrys-

anthemums and other things. Mr. MoKenzie said

they were pitted up several weeks later than the

ordinary time for planting out, and had been kept

dry until potted ; they looked the picture of healtli,

and were carrying three aud four spikes of bloom in

6-inch pots. The red-flowered kinds are just what is

wanted at this dull season, when the bright summer
flowers are almost over. W. II. Divers.

LATE PEAS.—Some gardeners object to crop the

land with late Peas because, as they aver, mildew
always destroys them. This is, I dare to say, a

valid reason if the earlier varieties of Peas which are

not the best for autumn cropping are sown. The
Wrinkled Marrows are the best for this purpose ; and
British Queen, and Ne plus Ultra, both old varieties.

are still the best late Peai providing a stimulus be

kept up at the root. These Peas will then form a

number of lateral shoots, and they will therefore bear

stepping frequently, thus prolonging their bearing.

There is nn doubt mildew is in a great measure

favoured by the torpidity of the roots brought

about by dryness accompanied by much sunlight, or

by long periods of moist rainy weather accompanied
by low temperature. Deep digging is very e sential

for success with late Peas, the roots of the plants

descending to a much greater depth than is generally

believed. Trenches, like those dug out for Celery,

should lie made 2 feet deep and wide if the soil is

good so far from the surface, and this trench should

be afforded rotted dung, which when trodden down
firmly will be 6 inches thick, over this 6 inches of soil

should be returned, doing this at two operations, and
affording water to soak the whole mass. Above this

there should be placed a second layer of dung, cover-

ing this with soil and affording water as before,

and filling up to within C inches of the surface.

'Phis kind of preparation does away with the usual

surface-watering. The Peas should be sown in a

shullow drill, and covered with a good depth of soil,

a slight mulch, .say 2 inches deep, being placed on
each side of the row. If these directions are carried

out, no water, or but little, will be required by the

plants. The sticks used for the varieties of Peas

named should be 7 or 8 feet long, and when the

haulm reaches to within 1 foot of the top of the

sticks, it should be stopped, for the encouraging of

lateral shoots before the energy of the plant becomes
reduced by the production of large quantities of ter-

minal blossoms. The quantity of Peas that may be

gathered from a single row thus treated is astonishing.

Should the haulm grow so vigorously as to overtop

the sticks, it may be again stopped at the points.

With these precautions taken, mildew, if it should

appear on the plants, will not influence the growth
of the plants or greatly hinder. At Osberton the

soil was very suitable for Pea and Potato cultivation.

I was never troubled with mildew on late Peas. The
soil was such that I wa^ enabled to grow better vege-

tables there than anywhere else. EduKird Beinielt,

Queen's Hoacl, Eijham.

SOME SUGGESTIONS ABOUT SPRING BEODINQ.
— It is, I think, rightly believed by many persons

competent to form an opinion, that the spring-garden

can be made as attractive a-s the summer-garden. Not
only are the materials to the hand of the gardener
exceedingly various and capable of lovely combina-
tions, besides affording grateful fragrance, but man-
kind sees in the revival of Nature from her long

winter sleep, much to admire and inspire ; moreover,
it is so long since out-of door flowers were enjoyed,

that everyone is glad to have Howers in the place of

bare soil. I offer the following suggestions for plant-

ing the beds at this season :—A bed of Anemone
appenina, the flowers of which are of a bright sky-

blue tint : planting should be done as soon as the

summer bedding is removed. When flowering is

passed, lift the tubers and lay them in the reserve-

garden till foliage has died down, when they should be
stored away in sand till required again. A bed of mixed
varieties of Anemone coronaiia made at this season,

and another planting made about one month later.

Primula cashmiriana makes a nice bed, if planted in

the autumn. It is a comparatively new species, but
seed is obtainable of nearly all nurserymen and seeds-

men ; it should be sown in the spring, and grown in

the open air. Primula Sieboldi, if treated similarly

to P. cashmiriana, does equally well, and the two
form a ple,asing contrast ; it has succeeded admirably
at the Sheffield Botanic Gardens from seedlings

raised the previous summer. Dicentra spectabilis is

a beautiful early-flowering plant, that requires for its

best effects to be brought out in a shady situation
;

planting in the autumn, or as soon as the plant begins

to show signs of returning vitality in the early spring.

A bed of TroUius asiaticus has a nice eflTect, but

the double-flowered varieties are to be preferred ;

planting in the autumn when taken up from the

beds after flowering, the plants should be carefully

divided, and the pieces planted in the reserve-ground.

Alyssum saxatile var. compactum strikes readily from

cuttings in the spring in mild bottom-heat, or under

a hand-light, in a sandy compost ; they are lar^^e

enough to be used in the beds the following autumn
if properly cared for during the growing season.

Sanguinaria canadensis, lifted and divide i in the

spring, and planted out in the reserve garden till the

autumn, should be thinly planted at this season—it

spreads freely. There are not many gardens where a

few plants of Doronicum caucasicum are not to be

found; and when the beds are ready in the autumn,

lift and divide (not too severely), and plant the

pieces at about 1 foot apart, care being taken to

cut away the old flower - stalks when dividing.

Arabis albida from spring-sown seed, furnishes bloom-

ing plants for the spring-garden, but I much prefer to

lift old plants from the borders or the alpine garden,

dividing, and planting in the reserve garden, and
planting in the flower-beds at this season. Beds of

Narcissus are generally admired, and beds may be

planted with the bulbs at this season, putting them
out at 9 inches deep, and 1 foot apart, planting three

bulbs t'igether in each hole, and making very firm.

The surface of the bed miy be planted with Her-

niaria glabra, and an edging of Aubrietia purpurea

afforded the beds. Any of the early varieties of

Narcissus will do. especiiiUy N. gi-acilis. The foliage

of these bulbs dies down soon after flowering, and
tho bulbs do not suffer any cheek from early lifting.

T. Ajiplthji, Botanical Qardens, SlirjIieUI.

ECZEMA CAUSED BY ROMAN HYACINTHS.—
Those who have had to do with the unpacking of

Hyacinths when received from Holland, even when
each bulb is wrapped in paper and packed without

Buckwheat husks, have frequently experienced a

good deal of skin irritation when they touch any
portion of the face with the hands. Many years ago,

when I was in one of the large wholesale seed houses,

large numbers of Hyacinths used to be handled by me,

and always with this result ; and it was as true of the

ordinary Hyacinths as of those of the Roman type, and
in dealing with the various kinds of bulbs I found there

was more of thisirritation from the Hyacinth bulbs than

from any other. It is possible there may be a peculiar

irritation coming from the Roman Hyacinths, but it

w.as not perceptible, so far as my experience goes, in

any more than in the blues, or reds, or whites. I

used to fancy that in the act of handling the bulbs

.almost infinitesimal particles of the soil in which

the bulbs had been grown, and attaching themselves

to the fingers, were conveyed to the face and neck. I

h.ave at times experienced the most acute irritation

from this cause, -ff. />.

DWARF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—I herewith send

you (October 12) two Chrysanthemum blooms, one of

William Tricker, and one of Mrs. E. S. TraSbrd, a

sport from W. Tricker. The plants have been grown
in Cinch pots, and are 22 inches high. They were

struck late iu May, and have since been grown by

Mr. Milford, gardener to Lady Wilton, Egerton Lodge,

Melton Mowbray, who has a batch of similar plants.

Iu Mr. Drover's book on the cultivation of the Chrys-

.anthemum, speaking of Wm. Tricker, he writes :
—

" Colour a delicate rose ; without doubt, one

of the finest incurved Japanese varieties of this colour

yet sent out ; cuttings should be taken the fii-st week

in February, and grown on to a height of about

."i ft." Surely, if bloomsequal in size to those I send you

can be grown without any special cultivation in about

six months in 6-inch pots, it must be a decided

advantage to have plants so dwarf, and to grow them
in Euch a short sp.ace of time. /. Don. [The blooms

which were sent with this note were very large and

good. This variety, and Mdlle. Thdrfese Rey, and

some others, are very easily produced in the manner

described above, but they should be thinned to one

bud. Ed.].

PLANTING.— It will be wi.se on the part of all

who niiy purpose planting or re-planting trees and

shrubs, to get the work done as speedily as possible.

There may be some soils so saturated that it may be

well not to be in toj much haste ; but such cases are

few indeed, as, in spite of the recent heavy rainfall,

percolation has been rapid, and a dry day or two will

soon help to remove traces of the rain. The soil

now is in very diverse conditions to what it was in

October last year, when unusual heat and drought

prevailed. Growth has of late been strong, and wood

sappy, so thatearly liftingwilldomuch good in checking
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this exuberance, in emaing tlie woody fibre of the

shoots to harden, and conduce to a speedy leaf-fall.

The sooner pknting takes place, the earlier will new
roots be made, and trees and shrubs become estab-

lished. There may be cases in which severe pruning

of coirse roots before planting may be needful, but
such hard pruning may be counterbalanced in the

spring by a free use of the knife above ground. Still,

these may be but exceptional cases. Remembering
what followed in the winter of 1894-95, when
intense frost locked up the soil, and prevented all

planting for several weeks, we may be wise to think

that severe frosts may, during the ensuing winter,

follow upon the recent heavy rains. No one can

tell, but all may conjecture, drawing conclusions

from previous seasons. If, therefore, hard weather
sets in by -and -by, stopping all planting operations,

how much wiser will have been those who, without
necessarily waiting for the fall of the leaf, planted

early, and so saved a winter, perhaps a season. Even
if the weather once more becomes dry, nothing can

so affect the soil as to make it other than eminently
fitted as now for planting. A. D.

WHITE AND YELLOW TURNIPS.—The note signed
" Albert Upstone" in the Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 4*58,

has caused me to refer to p. 378, where, above the

time-honoured initi.als ' D. T. F.," I find the assump-
tion that " it seems as if no one cares to grow white
Turnips in Scotland," and an appeal to those beyond
the Tweed to give through the pages of the Qanhncrs
Clirnnicleihe reason why. This seems to call "Albert
Upstone " to the front to represent Scotland, and
he apparently does so to his o,vn satisfaction

by swallowing " D. T. F.'s" assumption, and
giving an hypothesis in place of a real answer.

Is there none amongst the thousands of bright lads

in garden-bothy or seed warehouses in Scotland who
will take the trouble to give " D. T. F. " the answer
which would be so easy to them ' Though I now write
from England, amongst one of the things '' thouglit

on " by me is white ' neeps," so toothsome and good,

which I have lo hopes of ever seeing equalled here [!].

Will some experienced Scotch cultivator living in

Scotland, afford " D. T. F." information about white
" neeps," how much they are grown and prized, .and

at which season they are good ? Srot.

DELPHINIUM ZALIL(Z>. s«/yi/i«ivum).— I am much
obliged to Mr. Reuthe and Mr. M. Cuthbertson
(p. 468), for so kindly replying to my enquiry regard-
ing the perennial nature of this pretty Larkspur.
Mr. Reuthe's experience leads me to think it may be
worth while to try it again, although that of Mr.
Cuthbertson is unfavourable. The excessively moist
winter of 1895-96 may have had something to do with
the loss of my plants. My garden is only some
2.5 feet above the mean sea-level, so that the climate
more nearly corresponds to that of Mr. Cuthbertson's
nursery than that of gardens close to Dumfries. I

did not suggest, however, that it was of annual but
biennial habit. I think it is possible that it may help
to give us new shades of colour in this charming
genus of plants, fi. Arnolt, Carsefhorii, In/ Dumfries,
N.B.

^

SWEET PEA CUPID. -Permit me to add one
more to the adverse opinions of this Sweet Pea for

outdoor culture. Here, also, it has proved quite
useless for this purpo.3e. I daresay there are some
who think a Sweet Pea of such dwarf habit is not
needed for our gardens. I do not share this view, as
it appears to me that there are many purposes for
which a free-flowering, non-climbing, and dwarf Sweet
Pea could be used to advantage. Cupid, it is to be
feared, will not meet the objects in view. S. Arnolt,
Carsethoin, Dumfries, N. B.

PRECOCIOUS BUSHES OF CHOISYA TERNATA,
ETC.—As instances of the hot and dry season, much
too dry as we know to our cost, bushes of Choisya
ternata are ag.iin in flower for the second time tliis

season. A Black Hamburgh Vine growing on the
side of my house, east aspect, has ripened a few
dozen bunches of fruit. James Baxter, Boldre Granr/e
Gardens, L]itninglon.

GRAPES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.—My name
having been mentioned by my friend, " R. M., New-
bury," in his communication (see p. 468), allow me
to state that not only was my employer, the late Mr.
Hargreaves, as well as all his family, particularly partial
to Gros Colmar Grape, but the visitors to Maiden
Erlegh were full of their praises of this variety ; and
had I grown it to the exclusion of all other Grapes for
late consumptiou, it would have given greater satis-

faction than Lady Downes and Black Alicante, which

followed it, neither of which was liked because of the

thickness of the skin. Like " A. D.," I was not a

little surprised to see Gros Maroc and Gros Colmar
classed together ; and I can endorse all that he says

concerning the merits of these varieties. The cul-

tural requirements of the two are so diflferent, I should

not be surprised to learn that Gros Colmar was
quite unfit to eat when grown in a temperature
that suited Gros Maroc, the former not only requiring a

much higher temperature but also three months' longer

tiTie, in order to ripen thoroughly, when in my
opinion it more than compensates for the extra cost

of firing. Gros Colmar thus grown is useful from
December onwards. I unhesitatingly say that no
other black Grape is so delicious. " Vinitor " should,

I think, have been fully acquainted with the culture

required by Gros Colmar before he so unhesitatingly

classed it among worthless varieties. It would be

interesting if some of the principal fruiterers in

Covent Garden would kindly afPu'd readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle their opinion of the two Grapes
in question. I have always understood that the fine

Colmars sent from Clovenfords are of splendid

quality ; and, on the contrary, a friend told me a few
years ago that in Covent Garden a fruiterer said that

Gros Maroc was never asked for a second time.

T. Tiirton.

ASTER ERICOIDES.—This little eein is in full

flower just now, and a pretty sight it makes, with its

multitude of miniature star-like flowers. Here, in

Perthshire, we find it so useful that we flower it in pots.

Our mode of procedure is as follows: the old plants

are taken up and divided in the spring into single

stems, with roots .attached, and potted in /i-inch

flower-pots. When established the tops are pinched,

add the plants are grown cool, and planted outside in

May, at 4 feet apart. At the end of the month of

September they are lifted and potted in lU-inch pots,

and stood in a cool Peach-house to flower. The
plants are about 30 inches high, and 3 to 4 feet in

diameter. The flowers are white, with a yellow

centre. We find them very useful for cutting, being

light and graceful, and capable of standing a long time
in water. A. Morton.

BEET.—Will you allow a Scotsman resident in

this country to comment on the question put by
" D. T. F.' on p. 378 of the Gardeners' Chronicle as

follows, " Why they (the Scotsmen) all grow Carrot-

rooted instead of Turnip-rooted Beet ' " This inquiry,

it seems to me, would lead Scotsmen to infer as a

natural sequence that in England it was ciuite the

exception to grow the normal form, or, as " D. T. F."

calls it, the Carrot-rooted, Insteiid of this, however,
I quote the following figures ; - The English firm

with which I am connected sold last season over
90011 packets of the ordinary long forms of Beet, and
fewer than 6,')0 of the T\irnip-rooted. Rx i/isa

loquitur. Scot.

Forestry.

TREE-GROWTH.
The partial development of the annu.al shoots

in trees deprived of their bark, which was referred

to by correspondents of the OarJciier.^' Chronicle

of August 29 and September 5, is only one of several

interesting facts which are to be seen in trees

which, either from accident or design, are in a

more or less unnatural condition. The phenomenon
above referred to proves that the course taken by the
crude sap in its ascent from the roots to the leaves,

takes place through the sap-wood of the stem. The
growth of the shoots on the barkeil trees is in no way
more remarkable than it would have been had the bark
remained on. The generally-accepted view of the
growth of a tree is, that the watery sap rises through
the outer rings of the stem into the leaves, there

becomes greatly changed, and passes from the leaves

through special vessels in the bast or inner bark in a
downward direction, from which it finds its way as

required to the cambium or growing layers. The
removal of the bark, therefore, if not carried too far,

does not interfere directly with the growth and
support of the leaves, but prevents the food which
they prepare being put to its proper use by the
destruction of the conducting channels and the catu-

bium layer. The continuation of growth in the
annual shoots under such circumstances depends
upon the capability of the stem to retain its water-
conducting power, and the amount of reserve m,ate-

rial contained in the roots (a part of the stem below
the portion barked), by which they are able to carry

on their absorptive functions. In the case of trees

bai'ked up to their smallest branches and twigs, the
water-conducting power of the upper parts of the
stem is soon lost, or reduced below the needs of the
leaves, owing to outer influence.s, such as sun and
wind carrying off most of the sap by evaporation

before it reaches the growing shoots. Where large

branches are ringed at their bases, however, so that

at leaat a part of the bark of the crown remains con-

nected with the roots, their growth proceeds for

many years with little or no decrea.«e of vigour or

health, and only ceases when the decay of the barked
portion cuts oS' the supply of sap. The growth of

the roots of trees barked at the surface of the ground
usually continues for one or two years after barking,

though whether this is entirely due to the store of

reserve materials in the fleshy part of the cortical

tissue, or partly to root-gi-afting upon neighbouring
trees, it is difficult to say. Branches of .Scots Pine
and Larch may be frequently seen with their b.oses

completely isolated from the bulk of the stem-
bark by the nibbling of squirrels, and the.se branches
continue to grow and furnish materials for a growth
of new wood, which each year covei's a fresh portion

of the barked stem ; and in cases where the injury is

slight, eventually again forms a connection with the

main body. In all cases of this kind a great deal

depends upon the nature of the wood of the tree, and
the course taken by the .s.ap under normal conditions.

According to some authorities, the rise of the sap is

oiinfined to one or two years'-old rings in certain

species, while in others as many as five or six are

concerned in the business. In the latter the sap

ascent would probably be continued for several years

longer than in the former, while the resistance offered

by the wood to decay would also exert its influence.

In resinous Conifers, the saturation of the wood on
the outside of the barked stem with resin, which
occurs when the cells and cell-walls lose their w.ater,

acts as a protection against the cracking and drying
of the stem by atmospheric conditions, and its infec-

tion by fungi. Another interesting feature of the
vitality of woody tissue is the throwing out of adventi-

tious shoots or" w.ater-branches" by tree-trunks felled

in winter, and left lying with the bark on. Elm,
Oak, Poplar, Willow, fic, on damp ground, con-

tinue growing in this w<ay for two or three
years, and the dwarf shoots on young Larch
stems and branches left on the ground also develop
and keep green for a mouth or two. Of course,

such growth.s are entirely dependent upon the
reserve materials in the sap-wood and inner bark,

and the increase in the wood-ring which accompanies
them is almost nil. These growths, however, are of

some economic importance, as they are the means of
removing the sap and starchy compounds from the
timber, which indirectly do so much to hasten its

decay
;
and it may be that the reputation of winter-

felled timljer is partly due to this fact. Another
rather curious freak in felled trees may ,alao be
noticed here. If Larch be felled in late summer,
and the branches trimmed off, the stems do not cease

growing, as might naturally be supposed, but con-
siderable additions aie usually made to the wood-ring
after all connection with roots and leaves has ceased.

At the edges of the cut surfaces, where branches have
been removed, or at the butt end of the tree, new
growth may be seen being pushed out in ex.aotly the
same way as when a living branch is removed from a
standing tree in June or July. This growth, however,
does not appear to be a direct continuation of that made
previous to felling, for a few days' interval apparently
elapses between the felling and its commencement. But
the must curious part of the affair is, tl^at whereas under
normal conditions the growth of the wood-ring
ceases on an average at the end of August, this .ab-

normal growth continues throughout .September
into October, and in some cases is resumed in the
following spring. The same growth also occurs in

the root-stock, and is evidently duo to some dis-

turbance of the relations between leaf and stem,
although the precise explanation must be left to the
plant-physiologist. So far, we are not .acquainted

with any other species in which this kind of growth
takes place with the same frequency, .and to so

marked a degree, ^l. C. Forbes.

Shirley Poppy.—Dr. Prain reports, according
to the Kete Bii/lelin, p. 126, that the Shirley Poppy,
Papaver Rha?.as var. latifoUa, has been in continuous
cultivation in Scotland for over half a century. It is

the P. Hookeri of Baker, Bot. Afar/., t. GT2'.). The
ultimate production of a "variety" by carefully re-

peated selection is thus shown to be possible, for no
question can be entertained of the accuracy of Mr,
WiLKs' experiments.
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Markets.

COVENT OARDEN, OCTOBER 22.
[We c;mnot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are furuished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must bo remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply io the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums, p. 12 blooms
AHter.s, English, doz.

bunches
Buuvardias, perbn.
Carnatinns.riblms.
Chrysanthemums,

doz. bun.
— doz. blooms

Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, coloured,
per doz. sprays ...

Lilac, wh. (French),
per bunch

Lilium Harrisi, per
doz. blooms ...

— lancifolium,
doz. blooms

Maidenhair Fern,
ner 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, per 12
bunches

Mignonette, per
doz. biuichcs ...

Mimosa (French),
per bunch

s. d.

3 0-

3 0-

4-
1 0-

3 0-

1 0-
•2 (i-

1 0-

1 0- :

3.d.

6

6
2 (1

4 (J

4

3

3 0-60

10-20

2 0-40

10-10

Violets Tarnio (Fr.
),

pur bunch
Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12blm.s.
Odontoglossum
criapum, 12 bra.

Pelargoniums, scar-
let, per 12 bun.

— per 12 sprays...

Pyrethnims, 12 bu.
Roses, Tea, per doz.
— coloured, doz.
— yellow (Mare-

chal), per doz.— red, per dozen
— red, doz. bun.
— Gloire, doz. bn.
— Safrano, p. doz.

Stephanotis, 12eps.
Tuberoses. 12 blms.
Violets (French),

doz, bunches...
(Eng.), per
doz. bun.

— Parmo(Eng.),
doz. bun.

s. d. s. d.

A 0~ 1 (I

6 0-12

2 0-00

3 0-00
4-06

2 0-40
9-16
0-16

.10-6
6-10

(i 0-12
4 0-60
10-20
3 0-40
2-04

1 ('- —

16-26

3 0-40
Orchid-bloom Id vaiioty.

Plants in Pots.-

Adiantum, per doz.
Aspidistras, perdoz.
— specimen, each

Asters, doz. pots ...

Chrysantliemums,
per plant

Colcus, per doz. ...

DraciBuas, each, ...

— various, p. doz.
Ericas, p. doz.
— hyemalis, per
doz.

Fruit.—.

Apples, cooking, in
variety, per
sieve

— dessert, in va-
riety, per J-
aieve

Grapes, Alicante.lst
quality, per lb.

— Alicante, 2nd
quality, per lb.

— Hamburgh, 1st
quality, per lb.

— Hamburgh, 2nd
quality, per lb.

— Gr6s Colmar,
per lb

— Muscats, Eng-
lish, Istquality
per lb

—AvERAOB Wholesale Prices.

».

Evergreen Shrubs,
in v.iriety, doz..., 6

Ferns, araad, doz. ... 1— various, doz. 5
Ficufl elastica, each 1

Foliaiio plants, doz. 12
Marguerites, p. doz, 6
Palms, various, ea. 2— specimens, ea. 10
Pel irgoniums,Scar-

lots, p. doz. ... 2
Sohumms, p. doz.... 12

d.
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OooSEBEBRT LONDON: Hochville. This very large,

red-coloured, somewhat inferior-flavoured variety,

was raised by Banks in the fir»t half of the

present century. Fruits were shown at Chester in

1839 of the weight of 29 scruples; and in i812, at

Thatto Heath, of 31 scruples 13 grains. It has

been known to reach a weight of 35 scruples.

Grapes and Vine Shoots Diseased : J. E. The
plants are attacked by a fungoid disease called

" Anthracnose," or " speck." Strong nitrogenous

manures should be avoided, and the plants should

be pinched back and kept very open for a season, so

as to leave every p.irt exposed to air and light.

Cut away and burn all dead or badly-diseased parts,

and wash the spotted branches once a fortnight

with a 10 per cent solution of paraffin in water and

a little soft-aoap. (r. M.

HvDBANGFAS : Enquirer. The mast satisfactory ma-
nure for these plant.?, according to HofTmaiin, is a

mixture of sulphate of ammonia with half its

weight of phosphate of potash. Ot this mixture,

,^ grammes were dissolved in a litre of water, with

which the plants were watered once a week.

Names of Frdits.
*»* Tht appUiatioii to name ^Howers, and especially fruits, are

so numermts at this season, as severeltfto tax our resources. They
entail an expenditure of time, labour, and money, of which our
readers have little idea. We are most desirous to oblige our
c-^rrespondeiits as far as we can, but we must request that they

will obsei-ve the rule that not more than six varieties be

stilt at any one time. The specimens should be e/ood ones,

)ust approaching ripeness, and to prevent disappointment, they

should be properly numbered, and carefullypacked. We do not

nt'dertalte lo send answers through the post. Delay in any cote

is unavoidable.

J. Henderson. Withoiit shoots and foliage it i^

difficult to name Grapes, yours may be Lady Hutt
or Mrs. Pearson.

—

X, no name. Probably Barbarossa.
—A. Q. B. 1, Fearn's Pippin; 2, Dumelow's
Seedling ; 3. Cox's Orange ; 4, a cider Apple,

surely ; 5, Ribston Pippin ; 6, Northern Greening
;

7, IJumelow's Seedling.

—

Cromarty. 1, Beurre

niel ; 2, Beurrd Bosc ; 3, Hacon'a Incomparable
;

4, Flemish B(auty; f>, Williams' Bon Chrdtien

:

highly creditable examples from a district so far

north.

—

J. B. 1, Beurrd Ranee; 2, BeuiTd Diel ;

3 and 4, Bishop's Thumb ; R. T. 1, Duchesse
d'Angoultimc ; 2, Josephine de Malinea ; 3, Beurre'

Superfin ; 4, I'.aronne de Mello ; .'>, handsome, but

worthless ; 0, King of the Pippins ; William C,
Battle Ahhi'/i. 1, Peaagood's Nonsuch ; 2, Tom
Putt; 3, Cellini (?) ; 4, Lord Grosvenor ;

.', not

known ; (J, Hutch Codlin. — C. B. 1, Small's Ad-
mirable ; 2, not known ; 3, Hoary Morning ; 4,

Brabant Bellofleur ; .""i, overripe — probably Benrri'

Superfin ; 6, Marechalde la Cour.— C. /•'., Tuar. 1,

Beurrd Clairgeau ; 2, Doyenne Blanc : 3. Nouveau
Poiteau.— ,/. T. H. Similar to Lord Lennox.

—

P. M. G. Your Pear is Beurrd Bosc, a well

known variety, much grown around London.
It is of French origin ; should succeed with

you against a wall. 1, Apples, the small one is

Summer Thorle; 2, cot recognised, but excellent.

—

/. M. B. 1, Golden Noble?; 2, Alfriston ; 3,

Heinette dii Canada ; 4, Blenheim Orange ; 5,

Claygate Pearmain ; 6, Old Nonpareil.

—

R. Grind-

rod. Pears : 1, Alexandre Lambro ; 2, Emile
d'Hdyst ; 3, Glou Mor^eau ; 4, Winter Crassane.

Apples not recognised.—/. W. 1, Beurrd Ranee ; 2,

Bergamotte d'Esperen ; 3, Duchesse d'Angouleme ;

4, Winter Crassanc ; .^, Shobden Court ; G, Apple
not known.— B. R. A- Co. Apple ; Striped Beefing.

A. Chapman. 1, Emperor Alexander ; 2, Holland-

bury ; 3, The Queen ; 4, Besspool ; .'i. Pears,

Doyennd Gris ; G, Winter Crassane.

—

II. II., Cater-

ham. Plum : Poupart's.

—

Sir C. S. Apple greatly

resembles what is known here as Yorkshire Beauty.

Pear : Comte de Lamy.

—

E. Holimlir. The Apple
you send seems to be distinct ;

probably a good

kitchen sort, but not attractive.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this iisue arc requested to be so good as to consult the

following number, — /. Howard. Salix incana. —
Oxford. The numbers were detached, and we can-

not tell to which specimens they applied. The red

Passion-flower is Passiflora racemosa ; 2, Tacsonia

exoniensis; Nephrolepis tuberosa (the Fern);

Colocasia antiquorum, often called Alocasia vio-

lacea ;
Heterocentron roseum (the Stove-plant) ; the

grass is Paiiicnm capillare. — IT. /'., Eppint/.

Daphne gnidmin.

—

A. M. D. Physostegia iniVm-

cata.

—

Ciijar-ho.r, X. Seraphyta nmltiflora, Fisch.

et Mey. (Epidendrum diffusura, Sw. ). R.A.R.—
/. W. Sequoia (Taxodium) aempervirens.

—

T. D.
Crataegus Pyracautha var. Lalandei, Aristolochia

elegans, Mast., Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept, 5, p. 301,

woodcut.— J. C. Phytolacca icosandra.— /. C. S.

Next week.— W. 0. W. 1, Thuya dolabratit varie-

gata; 2, Weigelaroseavar. ; 3,Thuyagigantea(Lobbi
of gardens) ; 4, Berberia Darwini ; 5, Euonymm
radicana variegata ; 6, Cytisua racemosua.— C. W.

Stapelia, next week.

—

Z. Z. We cannot name such

scraps. —J/eHs. Crataegus Aronia ; Pears, next week ;

Pinus pinaster cone.

—

Hants. 1, Croton volutus ; 2,

Croton cornutus ; 3, Dracsena marginata gracilis ; 4,

Draco3na congesta ; 5, Draca;na rubra ;
ti, Dracaena

terminalis.— 5". W. B. 1, Antbemis tinctoria ; 2,

Geranium sanguineum ; 3, Nepeta violacea ; 4,

Lamium purpureum var. maculatum ; 5, Lyai-

machia vulgaris.

—

A. J. Peziza aurantia,

—

E. B. C.

Siayrincliium Bermudiana ; is it wild in your neigh-

bourhood :'— D. A. B. Panicum capillare of gar-

dens. - C. S. R. B. Panicum capillare.— T. B.

Oncidium prretextum.—.4. .?., Xonrieh. Macliira

aurantiaca, the Osage Orange. — ./. M. Phytolacca

icosandra.— W. J.J. Why address the publi.-her

on such matters ? It causes delay and trouble.

Thank you, however, for sending good specimens.

1, Caryopteris Mastachanthus ; 2, Osmaothua Aqui-

folium ; 4, Oyptomeria japonica var. elegans ; 3,

Retinospora plumosa.— .7. H. Your ."ipecinien is

insuflicieut.

Oval SHAPFD Fr.owER Bed : J. II'. There 1.-= no
" proper "-shaped form of an oval. The bed should

be made of such dimensions that it be suited to the

position it will occupy on the lawn or in the flower

1 arterre.

Rhododendron : Hai/. Yours is probably Rhodo-
dendron Oibsoni. It is not easy to propagate

from an old worn out plant such as you describe,

but jou may succeed if you put the plant into a

warm greenhouse now, and after a time take

cuttings, which you should keep in the same hou.^c

as the plant, and cover with a bell glass.

Schedule at Fruit Show : J. F. The judges were
wrong to disqualify the collection of varieties of

fruit, because it is their duty to interpret the sche-

dule literally, .and if the wording be " varieties," it

should be permissible to exhibit two varieties of

Apples or other fruit. The compilers ot the

schedule aie the persons to blame in this case, as

in most otliers. No doubt they worded the 3I iss

for varieties, and at the same time required dis-

tinct kinds. See p. 0, Rules for .TmhjitKj, and Si'ff-

(leslions to Schedule-mahrs, published by the Royal

Horticultiu-al Society, price l,s. ]il., post-free.

Seedling Ttd^as : /. P. Your Tjdica.s show great

variation, and are very pretty, though not more so

than m.any others previously in gardens. We cannot

s.ay whether your crossing of ihe vai ieties as you
describe it has made a diftereuce. The form of

the tube certainly seems more ventricose than we
have before noticed.

Spanish Chestnuts > Streatham. If you buy the

best kinds of Chestnuts in the shops .and layer

them in a cold frame in sand or light soil,

protecting them in hard weather by means of

litter, for they must not get frozen, they will have

germinated by the spring ; and when the ground

has got warmed a little you may plant them
out where they are to grow permanently. Mark
the position of each with a stake, to which the

joung plant may be loosely fastened when it reaches

the height "f 1 foot. Walnuts of all kinds may he

treated similarly, for being deep tap rooted trees,

they grow better and are less liable to be blown
over if this root be iet.ained, which is not always

the case when once or twice transplanted.

Tomato Fruits : F. 0. ti. There is no fungus ilis-

ea'e in the Tomato fruits, and no means of deter-

mining from them .alone what is the ca\iSR of

failure. It must concern the plants theinselves,

and their surroundings. M. C. C.

Tomato Roots: F. G. S. The roots are affected

with eel-worms, often figured in these columns.

Burn the plants, turn o>it the soil, and start with

fresh soil.

Communications Received.—.T. W.— II. M. J. T ~1j c —
W. D., Egypt.—J.—J. H. G —Ch. de IJ. , Antwi-rp. -Cliaile.-i

Baltet, Troj-es.--A. Oognuiux, Vorvier.'!.—Dr. C, Basle —
The E.arl of A.— G. H.— Dr. U, Uei-lin. - Uelencveld
Couticb—Comto de K., Ghent. — " Single handed." -Rev.

A. C.-W. B. H., Cork.—W. M. 1!.-H. M. J. T.-H. C —
Weeds.—W. D —J. W.—J. F.-J. A.—A. J. I,.-A. —M.

—H. May.—P. V. I,. S.—H. D—.J. Mclntyvo - A. I). W.—
C. T. D.—M. E. M.—A. 0. F.—J. P.-J. Want.-.I. E.—
H. E. T. -W. n. D.—J. C. S.-A. J. B —J. H.—J. W.
H. W.-J. T. H,—Q. R.—The Majur.—W. D. - J. H.— A. J
—J. n.— R. M — D. R.—J. B.— F. Cant (next week).

PhOTOORAPHS, SPECIMEN9. ifeC, RECFaVED WITH THANKS.-
J. D.—E. Senary.—A. Cogniaux, Verviers.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

6d- per bushel; 100 for .30s. ; tru'jk, looae (about 2 tons). 60j.

B (S-i, ii. each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LiaHT-BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 6s id. p«r sack; 5 sacks,

25s. ; sack^, 4't. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack; 5 sacks, 22s. ; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 9d per bushel ; 153. per half-

ton ; 26s. per too. in 2-bu9hel baRS, id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, Is. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8.'!. 6i. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH, RUSSIA

MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.

H. G SUYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane, W.C.

r]chards^noted peat.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the fiopst quality ORG IID PEAT. Also
for Steve and Grfenhouae Plants, Fern-, Rhododendronf), &c.
By the sack, cubic yard, toa. or truck-load. Can be seen in

bulk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from
London or Qrounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt aLd
Special Quotation'^ for delivery to any Stat ion or Port.

G. H. RICHARDS. Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth.
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depots, Rinf;wood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

CHRYSANTHE MUIVIS.
If 50U want to take PRIZES use

NITRATE OF SODA,
THE BEST MAXURE.

4 lb. tins, purity ffuaranteed, wii-.h tlireclion-i how to use it,

t} b9 bad of all leading Seedsmen, price is

FURTHFR ^AH'] ICUl.AKS FROM
TIIK PlillMANENT NlTll.-VTE C'OMJIITTEK,

.S, GRACEOHUKCH STREET, LONDON, B.C.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purpoaes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. OBORQE, 14, Redgrsva Road,
Putn.y, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

PUce, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :-WM. THOMSON AHD SONS, LTD.. Tweed

Vineyard. Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.

BENTLEY'S
COMPOUND LIQUID

QUASSIA EXTRACT.
J gallon, 2/»; 1 gallon, 4/.'!; 6 eallons, 19/2 ; 10 gallons, 37/6

40 gallons, 3/4 per gallon.

Chemical Works, BAUBOw-ON-HnMBEB, Holl.

FU Ml GATOR
FOR GBEENHOOSES.

One is sufficient for 1300 cubic feet.

REDUCED PRICES-9S. per dozen ; refills for three tins 2i.

per packet.

THE BEST and CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.

E. O. HUGHES, Victoria Street, MANCHESTER.
SOLD Br ALL SEEDSMEN.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859,
for Ked Spider, Mildew, Tlirip?, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ouLCes to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from rake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
parallin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes \s., 35., and 10s. 6a.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Baxes 6rf. and 1*., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.
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MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

A.ND

ALL KINDSof HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys

made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HOBTICXTLTUBAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

London OflBce :—96a, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

ACCIDENTS,
RIDINa. DRIVING. SHOOTING, CYCLING,

FISHING. SEATING, &C.

H. LANE & SON'S ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

RHODODENDRONS, CONIFERS,
DECIDUOUS & EVERGREEN TREES & SHRUBS, ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS

IVIES, CLEMATIS, and other FLOWERING PLANTS, FOREST TREES, &c., insured against by the

May he had on Ajipiiialiini at

THE NURSERIES, BERKHAMSTED, HERTS.
130 Acres are devoted to the CuUivation of Nursery S'-ock: Carriatje Paid to London on Orders orer i'l

.

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.

64, OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN. Secretary.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, &C., HOUSES, BOILERS, PIPES, and FirTINOS.

HEATING APPARATUS
Fixed by experiear ed workmeo in any part of the country.

No. 73. SPAN-BOOF GARDEN FRAME.
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We Furnish Promptly

ESTIMATES
FOR EVERY KIND OF

GLASSHOUSES
Free on receipt of Particulars.

SURVEYS MADE.
Mv\NllFAeflJR£:K.5, iP$wicH. ^

Write for Our

NEW ILLTTSTBATED
CATALOOITE,

Consisting of 120 pa^es. oontaining
numerous designs of

ConBervatorles, Greenhouses, &c.

Post Free on Application.

TEAK -WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.

WRINCH & SONS, Horticultural

Builders,

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS. 67, HOIBORN VIADUCT,

IPSWICH 1 LONDON, e.c.

From

Witbuut doubt the Cheapest, most complete, SimpUet to
erect, and bf st value for money in the Trade. It is a well-
known fact that ordinary Builders could not Supply the
Timber alone at the price whioh we Charge for a bouse

Complete, with Staging, Ventilators, Glass, Ac, &c., all ready for ereotiag by any
Handy-man or Gardener. Thtse houses are made by Special Machinery, in lots of
never less than One Hundred at the Time, and we are satisfied with small profits

and quick returop.

M^Y y*^W^ V Y in * position t3 undertake exten-

We a.re 1^1 % W \/\/ ^'^^^ ^°<^ repairs to any extent,

J^ ^ ^^^r If If and give estimates for alterations
of, or additions to, existing

Houses or Heating Appiratus. You would do well and will save 40 'at least in buying
from us. Under any circumstances do not place jour orders for any kind of HorMcul-
tural Work until you have seen our Catalogue, which contains 364 pages and 1200
illustrations, publieihed at \s. But to all applicants during the next 14 days they will be

GIVEN AVJAY.
."^end ot Once. Mention the "Garden ' Chronicle.

W. COOPER, Ltd., Horticultural Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD. LONDON, S.E.

.^LONDONq;

trade mark.
CLAY'S INVI > 'n,i,.-iTOR

TRADE MARK.

MANURES
Are sold by the Trade in 6(1. and Is. Packets, and SEALED BAGS—7 lb., 28. 6(1. ; 14 lb., 4B. 6(1. ; 28 lb., Ts. Cd. :

56 1b.,12s. 6(1. ; 112 lb., 20s.

Or from the Manufacturers, carriagd paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except 6d. packets).

EVERY PACKET, BAO, and SEAL BEARS THE RESPECTIVE TRADE MARK, WHIOH IS

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.NOTE
Crushed Bones, Peruvian Guano, Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Nitrate of Potash, Sulphate of Potash, Kainit,

Superphosphate of Lime, &c. Tobacco Cloth and Paper. Best Qualities only. Prices on application.

CLAY & SON, Hanure Ifflanufacturers, Bone Crushers, Ac.
TEHPIiE MILL LANE, SIBATFOB.I}, LONDON, E.

masons^j::^essences|
gPENCEl

A BOTTLE
WHICH IN

6 MINUTES WILL MAKE

eOCiASSESoFDELICiOUS WINE
Siimpli- Bottle, Poxf Frrr fnr 9 stamps.

IN ALL FRUIT FLAVOURS.
Trijilit aiiuirror Lhlrrlnrrii : i!^, .<i' nrn Sprriitl F.iv.mriti'x.

MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS for making
Dc-U<-iuusNon-Xutn\ic!itiiiii Hi'cr. A lid. Bottk' makes
8 (inllmis. Sample Bottle, 9 stamps, or a Sample
of both Post Free for 15 stamps.

NEWBALL AND MASON, NOTTINGHAM.
' Agents Wanted-
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent

Uunlcipal or Angular Cliambereil

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or ORDINARY OAST-IBON OBATE BARS,

SADDLE BOILERS and WELDED BOILERS.
The MUNICIPAL and TUBULAR ones arc rcmai-kabk fir their ;/rcal hcataxj puwcr. alow combtustion, and

the length of time the fre uill burn wilhnut rcijuiriwj attention.

Tiiesa Patierna aeoured tne FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER MEDAL -at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Exhibition. South Kensington.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— ^RQ^JT ELEVATION— '— LONGITUDINAL SECTION- —SEC7IONAL PLAN—

The loDgitudtoal section gives a view of the fire-box. water epiee, flue^, &c. The cro9fi eectiOQ gives a view of the tire-box, water-
space, and V-thaped back. The front elevation shows it set in bncKiroyk, which ii necessary/ f.r thi.< class cj boiler.

SPECIAL BOILERS made to suit all purposes and Te(|uiiement8, and Estimates given for HKATISG APPARATUS.

We make Boilers from £3 IDs.
When writing for PRICE LISTS please state approximate requirements.

OUR PRODUCTIONS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING MERCHANTS,
IRONMONGERS, and SEEDSMEN, or DIRECT FROM—

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS ; and SURREY WORKS, LONDON.

HUNDREDS OF REFERENCES CAN BE GIVEN IF REaUIRED.

GARDEN CRAFT SERIES-NEW VOLUME.
Globe Sro. 4'- Ne/.

THE NURSERY- BOOK:
A Complete Guide to the Multiplication of Plants.

By L. H. BAILEY.
THIRD EDI HON.

MACMILLAN & CO., Limited, LONDON .

WORKS OF AUTHORITY ON BOTANY.
UNDLEY'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY. With Dlustrations. 8vo, cloth, price 9*.

LINDLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY. For Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools.
Price Is., sewed.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY. Comprising the Names, History,
and Culture of all Plants known in Britain, together with a full Explanation of Technical
Terms. Medium 8vo, cloth, price 18«.

WINTER

LINDLEY'S MEDICAL AND (ECONOMICAL BOTANY.
tions. Svo, cloth, price 5«.

With numerous Dlustra-

1^.:.

'

6HD*inC 6TAPLES AS FIXED.

APPROACHING.
., .,= .,.,- -_v USE

Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staples.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

postrfree, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Stree^^, B.C..

Manufacturers of the High Grade " Marriott" Bicjcles
and Tricycles. CATALOGUE on application.

Tlie"DENNIS'"

HEATING

APPARATUS.

1896.

Complete, 608.

1896. NEW CATALOGUE GRATIS.

HOTWATER PIPES, BOILERS,
SPOUTING, PUMPS, &C.

THOS.W, ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRT,

STOTTRBRIDOE.

London : BRADBURY, AONEW, A CO. (Limited), Bouverie Street, E.C.

STOCK SIZES—in Inches.

I2xl0 14x12 18x12 I6x|4 20x|4 20xl6 24x|6(22x|8
4x|0 I6x|2 20x12 lgx|4 20x16 22x|6 20x|8'24x|g

31-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet
boxes, 3rds and 4ths qualities.

English Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &c.

OEORGE FARMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlttifleld, London, E.C.

Stook ListAand PrloMOn application. Pleaae qaot« Gard, CAron.

BECKETl'S
EXHIBITION

FLOWER TUBES

Chrysanthemums, Roses, &c.
To bu U:id of lUl Seedsmen and Nursciymeii.

STILL & CO .l\t?o\%^l?aVn. LONDON. E.C.

TENTS I TENTS ! ! TENTS ! ! ! — I have
purchased 5000 ABMY TBNTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost

£6 each, Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28t. each
;

inferior qualities. 22i. and 24f. each. Cash with order ; can be

sent on approval. Specially adaptable for sportinK and pleasure

purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINOHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out

of many hundreds weekly :

—

•' April 29, 1S9S. Dear Sir.—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
" F. H. Hill. Duddingston Park, Portobello. Midlothian."

MAKQUEKS for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 18 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Bunners,

Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, oasb

£14. cost £33.
ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton.

RCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. M.
per bag, on rail ; 15». per cubic ya^d, in 12-yaxd trucks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3j. Sd. per bag j 10*. per cubic yard.

WALKER UO) CO., Poole, Dorset.
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CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

P?^?^!^
CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,

FOBCING-HOUSES, PITS, FRAMES, &c.

M
H
<1

n

oM
H

o
u

o

Elaborately Illustrated Catahgue Post Free

CROMPTON ATAWKESTCHELMSFORD.

SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

Patented in seVdllteen
differtnt couuliies.

These tools are no
being made in all sbapef)^

sizes, and weights, suit-

able for Qardening,
Sporting, and all pur-

poses where the Ptok,
shovel, or Hoe is re-

quired.

RETAIL PRICES,
Carriage Paid: —

Black 5s. Sd.

Half Bright ... 6s. 6d.

All Bright ... 7s. 6d

On receipt of P. O.

Special Trade Term-,
and all particulars may
be bad on application.

25, AUCKLAND ST..

VAUXHALL.
LONDON, S.E.

Tekgraraa :
—

' Piltfmun, London."

HILL & SMITH,
BBIEBLEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

H. & S s BLACK VARNISH,
For Iron,

Registebed Tb&pb Mark

Wood or Stone Outdoor Work.
Forty years' regulation.
Ready mimel. Dries in

ten minutes with perfect

gloss. Is used at "Windsor
Castle, Kew Gardens,
and London and Dublin
Parks, and most Land-
owners. In 18 and 36-

gallon Casks only. Is. *id.

per gallon at works,
Is. Bd. at nearest Railway
Bt&tiOQ,

The Success achieved ly Exhibitors at past Chrysanthemum and other Shows

has clearly demonstrated^ by examples staged^ that the

"^'^XL ALL MANURES
are of the greatest importance to those who
wish to have fine blooms and superior fruit

Registered Trade Mark, R-gistered Trxde Mark

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
To be used one part to fifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.

Read the remarks below of a Champion Grower.
1 pint, \s ; 1 quart, \s. %d. ; 1 gallon, 3s. 9A ; 4 gallons, Vis. Cheaper in bulk.

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANURE.
FOR TOP DRESSING or APPLYING IN SOLTTXION.

Where there is a Heavy Crop of Fruit or Flowers to finish off-— Use this !

TO OBTAIN A QUICK and BENEFICIAL EESULT.
In Is., 2s. &d.. 5.S., and 10s. tins. The small quantity necessary will make it a cheap manure.

Mr. W. H. LEES. The Gardens Trent Park New Barnet one of the mo&t euccessful exhibitors oE Chrysaotbemum
Blooms durio)^ the reason of 18i^4 aud 189^. This celebrated grower writes :

— " I have used youP new Liquid Manure on many
things this season with highly satisfactory lesults— especially on Chrysanthemums."

The above and all other XL ALL SPECIALITIES can be obtained from all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, or direct from the Proprietor

—

G. H. RICHARDS. OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

§3
St?

S a

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach House?. Forcing Houses, &c , constructed on our improved plan, aie the

perfection of tjrowinii bousec, and for practical utility, ecoaomy, and durability cannot) be equalled. We only do one clasa

of work, and ttat THE VERY BE-^T.

ConBervalOtlea and Winter Gardens designed architecture lly correct without the assistance of anyone out of our
(iim, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilerp, erected, and buccess

guaranteed in all ca^es Melon Frames, Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &;C., always in stock.

Plans, Es{iiiiat(S. and CattiJot/urs F,-t'i\ Cti.-'lo.j.ers icai/nl on in any part of the Kinpdoni.

Our Maxim is and always baa been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-GLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

From To

THE PUBLISHER,
41, Wellington Street, Strand,

Lo^Do^', w.c.

Please send me " The Gardbnebs' Cheoniclb " /or

I89C.

Months

commencing ,/or which I enclose P.O.O.

^ Please Note that all Copies sent Direct ftom this Office must be paid for in advance. JB
THE UNITED KINGDOM :—12 Month's, 15s. ; 8 Months. 7s. Si. ; 3 Months, 3s. 9d. ; Post-free.

ALL FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS, Including Postage, 17s. 6rf. for 12 Months.

Koceipts for less than six months' subsohption will not be eent unless specially asked for.

P.O.O. to he made payable at the Post Of/ice,

GREAT aUBEN STREET, London, W-C, to H. G. COVE,
Cheques »honld be crossed " DRUMMOND."

e. r.
Oct. 3», 1898
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

OARDBUraBS' OhbONIOLB TlUBORAMS.— Tht

Registered Addrest for Foreign and Inland

Telegrams it " Oardchron, London."

ASVEBTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

HBAn ZilNJB CHABGED AS TWO.
4
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Inatmction In Horticulture.

A SHORT Course of ELEMENTARY
INSTRUCTION in the Science and Practice of Horti-

culture will be given during the three weeks commencing
November 9. The class will be held daily^t the Technical
Laboratories. Chelmsford. The Committee are prepared to

receive applications for admission from youths over fourteen

years of age resident in the county, and either employed in

gardens or seehing such employment.
From these the Committee will select candidates for fifteen

Scholarships, holders of which will be eligible to receive a
maintenance allowance during their course of instruction, and
will be allowed a return railway fare t) Chelmsford.

For further particulars and forms of application (which
must be returned before 12 o'Clock noon of Friday, October 30)

apply to— J. H. NICHOLAS, Sfc-etaiy.

County <!Hfice3, Chelmsford.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE. F.E.H.S.. HextaWe. Kent.

STOVESKSTOVES!
ROBERTSS (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about Id.,
without attention.

For Greenhonses, Bedrooms, &c.

Pamphlets. Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sen*.

.See in use at Patentee's.

THOMAS ROBEETS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

MATS SCrPERSEDED BY USING
" PR I PI nniUin " ^'•"'•^ °^ prepared Hidr aud
rniUI UUmU Wool, a perfect protection to

all Plants & Blooms. Cheaper

than any kind of mat, and will

last for years.

To be had from all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen.

CANVAS.
Registered Trade Maik.

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED specially for ORCHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, *o. PEAT sent to all parts of the
world at Special Through Rates. Large or small quantities.

EPPS & CO., F.R.H.S„Peat Depdt, Bingwood.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF OAKDEN OPEB.ATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the

above subject.

Price Sd.; post-free, SJrf,

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

Establishes 181S1.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed or
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OURRE^^T ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the enconragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

snms on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUaDINQ 80CIBTT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVB

SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with fuU partienlsrs, post-

Itm. VRANOla BATBNSOBOFT, Manager.

Mancliester Royal Botanical Gardens.

THE COUNCIL are desirous of appointing a
successor to the late Mr. Findlay as CURATOR and

SECRETARY. Applicants must have a thorough knowledge
of Horticulture, be experienced in conducting Horticultural
Exhibitions, Musical Entertainments. &c., also a good Corre-
spondent, and capable of keeping accounts. Age 30 to 45.
Salary, to commence, £iOO per annum, with good Houfe, Coal,
and Gas. Applications to be made, with test'monials
enclosed, not later th^n October 26, addressed

—

Hon. SECRETARIES, Botanical Gardens, Manchester.

City Of Liverpool.
The Right Honourable Frederick Arthur, EARL of DESBY

G.C.B., Lord Mayor.
CURATOR-BOTANIC GARDENS

THE COUNCIL of the CITY of LIVERPOOL
require the services of a CURATOR for the BOTANIC

GARDENS, who will also be required to act as Deputy Super-
intendent of all the Parks and Gardens in the City, and may
be required to give Lectures on Botanical subj'cts.

Salary, £150 per annum, with House. Coal, tni Gas. &uljeot
to a deduction of £-3 per cent, per annum to the Corporation
Superannuation Fund, and to a condition that the Candidate
appointed will effect an Insurance en his Life (if not already
insured) to an amount equal to 2 per cent, of his Salary.

Applications, stating age, and previous eogagements, accom-
panied by copies of not more than three Testimonials, endorsed
" Curator, Botanic Gardens." must be tent to the Town Clerk
net later than Ten o'Clock on the 31st day of October, ISSS.

By Order-HABCOURT K. CLARE, Town Clerk.
Municipal Offices, Liverpool, October, 1896.

ARDENING INSTRUCTOR.—WORKING
G4RDENER WANTED (Siogle), to take charge of a

Small Garden and Nursery in connection with an Agricultural
School, and ab!e to give demonstrations in improved Hor:,icul-
tural processfe to Students and Villagers. Apply, stating
salary required, and names of two references, to Secretary—
M. C, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W C.

ANTED, 7s GARDENER (Head
WoKKiNO), an active married man, without encum-

brance, by an English Qentlemao, in a quiet part of Ireland.
Must thoroughly understand Growing Hardy Fruits, Flower.-",
and Vegetable?, and have some knowledge of Shrubs and
Herbaceous Plants. Wife good Laundress or Dairywoman.
Comfortable lodge.— P. BICKNELL. 86. Cromwell Rjad, S.W.

WANTED, GARDENER ( Head
Working), oneother kept. Well up in Horticulture

and Chemical Manures; experienced in the Modern Culture
of Fruit and Vegetables, particularly Mushrooms (oo flowers) ;

active, thoroughly reliable, and interested in his work; no
bothy. Letters only, in first inrtance, giving full particulars
to J. G. ANDERSON, Helvetia, Eltham, Kent.

WANTED, GARDENER (Head Working),
thorough experience in Vine, Melon. Stove and Green-

home, Flower, Fruit, and iVegetable Culture. Competent
to manage Home Farm and Poultry. Wife, dairy, when
rf quired. State wages, and gi^e reffrences to latest servce.
Abstainers preferred. Apply by letter only, to— X., Mr.
Clark, 19, Yerbury Read, London, N.

WANTED, GARDENER and WIFE, with-
out family, to take charge of small House and

Gaiden
; Wife to Cook, and Attend to Family when in re&i-

dince—Apply, with full pirticulars as to wages, &c., to
C. WORSLEY, Manager, The Hall Nurseries, Bushey, Herts.

WANTED, GARDENER and COOK,
married couple, for quiet, country p'ace. Wages £33,

live in. Must be early risers, punctual, and willing.— Address,
stating age, and full particultrs, BETA, East Court,
GiUingham, Kent,

WANTED, a thoronghly good conscientioas
GARDENER, for the Country — Wtill up in Growing

Fruit and Vegetables far Market ; well practised in Budding
and Grafting.—Apply, with full particu'ars, to Mr. COOPSR,
Calcot, Wt^stby Road, Boscombe, Hants.

WANTED, a thoroughly competent
BEGONIA SPECIALIST an-i GROWER. Entire

charge of Depirtment — H. J. JONES, Ryecroft Nursery,
Lewif-ham.

WANTED, NURSERY FOREMAN.-One
who ha" had expenecce in organi-ing Labour, atd

Growing General Pjt sti ff (Palms, Fern-, &c ) for Market and
Wholf sile Trade. Character must bear atrictcjt iavesti
gation as to ability, hont-stry, sob iety, and punctuality. Only
iho e having had gond experience in similar capacity neei
make applicition, by ktter only, stating previous experiecci
and weges requiied. Age between 'Ab and 40 Married.
Hou'e found. -G. EKTHELL. .The Nurseries, Hillingdon
Heath, near Uxbridge, Middlesex.

WANTED, WORKING FOREMAN, must
und-rf.tand B'gonias, Gloxinias, and Florist's Flowers.

Also TRAVELLERS on Commission.—YOUNG & CO., The
Nurseries, Stevenage, Hert.".

WANTED, an energetic MAN, as ROSE-
FORKHAN for Branch Nuriery. Must have a little

knowledpe of Shrubs, and be a thoroughly steady, reliable
man.— S ate age. wwire and references, to ' ROSA." Gardena-s'
CUroiikle Oilise, 41, WelliDglon Street, Strand. W.C.

WANTED, November 7, FOREMAN for
the Houses. Thoroughly understanding choic:* Stove

and Greenhouse Plant", Orchids, Chryaanth^mums
;

good
Fruit Grower, especially Pines. Not under 2tJ, single. No
bothy. Wages, 25s. Those having held similar situation
apply with reference, <fcc., to Mr. GEO. HUMPHREY, Nash
Court Gardens, Favereham.

WANTED, JOURNEYMAN, for the Honses,
not under 23. Must understand Chrysanthemums,

Vines, Peaches, &c. No bothy.—Address, with all particulars,
T, FISHEB, Hampworth Gardens, Downton, Salisbury.

WANTED, a young MAN as CLERK and
BOOK-KEEPER —Energetic and accurate, with a

knowledge of the trade. Apply, stitiog age. experience, and
salary expected, with references, to—W. J. WATSON, f esds-
man, Town Hall Buildings, Newca,tle-on-Tyne.

WANTED, a STOKER, must be strong and
active, one with some previous experience preferred.

Good wage^ and a permanent place to a suitable man.

—

H. B. MAY, Dyson's Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, well up in Hot-
house Fruit, Grape?, Peaches. Figs, &l:. Cottage

and 185. per week.—Reply to Mr. OAKES, Nowton Court,
near Bury St. Edmund's.

WANTED, a MARRIED MAN, for Pleasnre
Ground and Greenhouse.—One who can Mow with

Scythe and Machine ; must be able to Milk if lequired. Wife
to attend to Lodge-gate. Wages 16« . with lodge (three
rooms).—Apply to C. MARKWELL, Kenward, Yalding.

WANTED, HORTICULTURAL APPREN-
TICE, -south Coast, near Sea. Premium fSO.

Refer Clergy, Solicitors.—Apply, W., 41. Wellington Streo',
strand. W.C.

QEED TRADE,—WANTED, an active, ener-O getic young MAN, to act as MANAGER of the SEED
and MANURE DEPARTMENT in a large House in Irelacd.
He must be a man of some experience, of good address, and
thoroughly well up in all branches of the Seed Trade.-Apply,
stating age. experience, salary expected, &l:., to L. L., 41.
Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the
authorities and returned to the sender.

The pressure upon our space at this season of the
year is so great, we are compelled to state

that advertisemeiits received after 6 P.M. on
Wednesday xcill, in all proliahility, he held
over to the next lueek.

THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first- rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTdHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

Head and Under Gardeners, Farm Balltffa, &o.

JOHN LAING AND SONS, Forest Hill
Nurseries, London, S.E., are always in a position to

RECOMMEND MEN of the highest respectability, and
thorough y ptactical at their business. Fuil particulars on
application. No fees charged. — Telegraphic address,
" CALADIUM, London." National Telephone. 96!i0.

ICH ARD SMITH and CO^
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applicatiooa from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Ladv or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

Gardeners, Farm-Bailiffs, Foresters, ftc.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DI0K3ONS. Chester."

T^XPERIENCED SCOTCH GARDENERs!^
i-^ A few very superior reliable men of excellent ability
on our book". To anyone riquiring such, and supplying us with
requirements, we will be pleased to submit particulars —
AUS7IS AND McASLAN, 89, Mitchell Street, Glaseow
Established 1717.

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albins.

GARDENER (Head).—Sir .John Ramsden
can recommend an experienced Man as above; tho-

roughly trustworthy ; ten years in last situation. Age 38,
married, one child.—H. TEMPLE, Sprigging's Nursery, St.
Albans.

GARDENER (Head), age 35, married,
requires situation where three or more are kept.

Fruit rtQQ Flowerp, Indoors and Out, Orchids, &c. ; of strictest
integiity, good health, and active habits; can be highly
recommended by present employer. — GARDENER, ^Daniels
Bros., Nurserymen, Norwich,
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GARDENER (Bead).—Mr. Smith, Head
Gardener to the Earl of Rosebery. Meotmore, Bucks,

can strongly recommeDd his Foreman, J. WeatoD, as a tbo-
rougfaly practical and trustworthy man ; sixteen years' expe-
rience in all branches, includlug three and a half years at
Mentmore, ah o at Hatlield House, Childwiokbury, and Latimer.

GARDENER (Head), age 30.—R. C. Hodg-
son, Esq , Copt Hail. Mill Hill, Cin highly recommend

his Foreman as ab^ve. Well experienced in all Garden Wor>.
Oicit satisfac ion given in present and previous places. Good
characters.- FOREMAN, Gardens, Copt Hall, Mill Hill, N.W.

C^
ARDENER (Head) ; age 30.- G. Taylor,

A Gardener, Byram, Ferrybridge, Yorhs, can with con-
fidence recommend his present Foreman, A. Havebcbokt,
to any Lady or Gentleman in want of a Gardener, thoroughly
efficient and trustworthy.

GARDENER (Head), where seven or more
are kept; married when Puited.—K. Gray, Gardener

to B. Barclay, Ehi.. Bury Hill. Djrking, Surrey, can highly
recommeDd his son as a good practical all-round man; also
well up in House and Table Decoration.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 36, married, no
family. -J. Ness, late Gardener at Overatone Park,

Northampton, is open to engage with any Lady or Gentleman
requiring the services of a first-rlasa man. Twenty-years' ex-
peritnce in Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables. Four years in laat

situation.—Cresswe)!, Morpeth.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANDED),—Middl*^-aged, married, no incumbrance; a

thoroughly practical all-round Gardener. Good character
from present and previous employers as to ability, Ac-
Please state pirticulara to GARDENER. Albert Villas, Chapel
Road, Bexley Heath, Kent.

^HOULD any Lady or Gentleman require aO first class HE4D 04RDKNEB, JAMfis Cockp:r, Chesters
Gardens, Humshaugh, North Tyne, will have pleasure in
supplying pirtiiulars of a thorough practical, energetic man .

GEO. ABBEY, Avery Hill Gardens, Eltham,
Kent, can with every confidence highly recommend hia

General Foreman. John Lek (age 31) as HEAD GARDEN6R,
who has had tix years' thorough practical experience in every
branch of the profession here, and nine years in two other
first-rate situatioas.

GEO. DRABBLE, Ketton Hall Gardens,
Stamford, would have pleasure in suppl^iog pai t culars

of a thoroughly reliable, energetic man, to any Lady or
Gentleman r(<)uiring a first-class HE4D-GARDENEB.

GARDENER (Head), where several are
kept.— ige iU ; sixteen years' practical experience in

all branches, including Orchids. H'ghly recommended by
present employer. Excellent testimoniali* from Buifjrd
Lodge, Blenheim, &c. -T. BEKSLEY, Wargrave Manor,
Twyford, Berk?.

GARDENER (Head):; age 29.—Mr. Crump,
steward to tlie Misses Golcsmid. Tongswood, Hnwk-

hurst, debires (o recommend bis General Foreman to any Lady
or Gentleman rtfiuiriog the services of a steady, persevering,
reliable man.

GARDENER (Head).—Berksford V. Mel-
ville. E811..M. p.. Ford Manor, Liogfield, Surrey, would

be pleased to recommend J. Pitts, at present Foreman here, to
any Lady or Gentleman in want of a Gardener ; the roughly
efficient and trustworthy.

GARDENER (Hrad), age 30—Mr. Eahl,
He id Garif ener. Somerhill, Tonbridge. can highly rec ^m-

mend his Foreman, K. Leach, as above ; first-clasa experience
with Orchids, fruits, Ac, and the usual retiuirements of a good
garden ; five years in present situation.

GARDENER (Head); age 34, married.—

A

Gentleman W'H be pleased to rt commend his present
Gardener, who has bten with him nearly six years, to any
one requiring the tetvices of a practical, trustworthy man —
F. SANSOME, Gardens, Shenton Hall, Nuneaton

GARDENER (Head); age 34, married.
—Exceptionally goofi man seeks re-eDftaKenent as above.

Thoroughly practical in all branches of Gardening, iccluding
Orchids. Fxcellent testimonials and highly reccinmended.

—

F. F., 161, Wilmslow Boad. Rusholme, Manchester.

GARDENER (Hkad).—Age 30, married;
thoroughly experienced in all branches of the prof s-

sion ; also. Grass-land, Cows. Pigs and Poultry. Disengaged
JanuarylT.—COLEMAN, Webber's Nurseries, Tonbridge, Kent.

GARDENER (Hkad).—Age 36, married, two
children, ages 7 and 8. Thoroughly experienced in the

Culture of Fruits and Plants under Glass, ^'ine8, Peaches,
Melons, IFlower and Kitchen Garden. Excellent references.'
—R. PEREIN, The Gardens, Heatherdene. Farnham, Surrey.'

GARDENER (Head); age 36, married.—
A Gentleman can highly recommend his late Head

Gardener to any Lany or Gentleman requiring the services of
a thoroughly experienced, trustworthy Gardener. — J A
W0B5FOLD, Mead Row, Qodalming, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married, one child, age 6 years. Thoroughly experi-

enced in Vines, Orchids. Stove, Greenhouse, Fruit, and all
routine of Gardening. Highest references.—A. COLEMAN,
care cf Mr. Triggs, Holbeton, Ivjbridge, Devon,

GARDENER (Head Working).—Colonel
NORRis highly recommends his Head Working Gar-

dener, where two or three are kept. Seven years in present
iervice, thirteen previous. Married, sge 35.—G. PEASE,
Swalcliffe Park, Banbury.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
married, one daughter ; thoroughly experienced in the

Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants and Chrysanthe
mums, the Early and Late Forcing of Fruit and Vegetables,
the routine of work connected with a first-class establishment.
Twenty years' practice in leading Gardens. Three aod a half
years as Head in last place. First-claas character from last
place.— G. B., The Cemetery, Luton, Beds.

GARDENER (Working).—Life- experience
in large places ; seven years in present situation. Age

36, married, one child (age f)-—GARDENER, Perrystone,
Ross, Herefordshire.

GARDENEK, all round, Inside and Out, wants
place where children are who have to learn French

and German, to complete h mself in English; age 3i.—
E. KNAUER. Id, Evelyn Gaidens, Kew Road, Richmond.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).—
Married, age 27 ; well up in Grapes, Peache?, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, Flowers, and Kitchen Garden.—A. S.,
65. Dale Street, Chiiwick.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 25;
married, no family ; life experience Inside aod Out.

Well up in Chrysanthemums, Vines, &c. ; thirteen yeara'
excellent character. — W. SALMON, 19, Martin's Roid,
Shortlands, Kent.

GARDENER (SixGLB-itANrED).- Age 27,
married, no family

; good experience in general Garden-
work.—W. ELLIS, Alverstone, Woking.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).
— Age 27, married; eleven years' good practical ex-

perience. Four and a half years' good character as Sing'e-
hinded —H. MITCHELL, 78, Lowlield Street, Dartfoid Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed), small place.
—Age 41, married, no family; understands Vine",

\ raits, Flowers, Pleasure and Kitchen Garden. Christian and
Abstainer. Twelve months' character in present situation,
seven and a half previous.—T., 22, York Road, Actoo, W.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).-Age
25, single ; twelve yearo' experience in first clasf Gnr-

dens; abstainer; excellent testimonials.—S., 19, Lordship
Road, Stoke Newiogton, N.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
otherwise),- Age IH); fourttca yearti' experience. Inside

and Out. Life abstainer. Excellent testimoniala.—H, HOL-
LOWAY, Hutton Park, near Brentwood, E.'Sex.

GARDENER (Kitchen or otherwise).—Can
manage Rees, Cows, or Poultry. Age 47, single

; good
references from present and previous cmplojer.- GaRDENEH
20, Guildford Park Road, Guildford, Surrey.

G,ARDENER (Second, or otherwise), where
- three or four are kept. — Well up in Cuoumbers. Melons,

Vines. Tomato?, and Herbaceous Plants. Over tl rie years'
excellent characters.—B. LAWRENCE, 33, Hawley Boad
Kentish Town, N.W.

GARDENER (Second, Single-handed, or
wiih help).—Age is, ma-ried. no family; fourteen

years' thorough experience in gool all-round Gardening.
ITnderstands Vmea, Tomst is. Cucumbei3. &c.. under Gla^s
Good character.— J. MINGAY, 20, Gruoeisen Riad, Church
End, Finchley.

GARDENER (Under), seeks situation under
Glafs.— Age2l ; can have five years' fir<'t-c1acs character

f/om present emplojer. who is leaving. — H. MELLETT,
Wooburn. near Maidenhead, Btjrks.

YfANAGER (Market Nursery). — Thorough
i-'J- knowledge cf giowiog for Market in large quantities.
Fruit and general Pot-stuff; good Prop igator and Fero-raiser;
tfficient salesman

; book-keeper (double-entry), correspondent,
and well acquainted with office routine and tride require-
ments —ALPHA, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.*^.

The

^r GROWERS for MARKET.X G. BETHELL, Minager to Mr. Wm. Whiteley, '.„.
Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, LTxbridg\ cin recommend a
MANAGER, thoroughly experienced ia Growing in la'ge
qtiantitie^ for Market PUnt.c, Fruit, and Cut Flowers.
Experienced in the fupervision of Labour, and well acquainted
with the Trade and the general routine of a large establish-
ment. Highest references from Trade conoectioD.

MUSHROOM GROWER, Indoors or Out-
Young man ; six jears' expeiience.—A. S , 60, Wsg-

horn Street, Peckham, S.E.

FOREMAN (General, or Inside).—Age 17
;

eleven years' good experience, over two >eara as Fore-
man ; can be highly recommended —A. BARNES, Lordswood,
Shirley, ceir Southampton, Hants.

FOREMAN and GROWER.—Well up in
Grapei, Cucambera, Tomato?. Mn^h'ooms. FeTDa. Cut

Floweia, kc , hiving had entire charge of Market Nureery —
M , 68, Pojnton Road. Tottenham. N.

FOREMAN (Greenlees).—Age 28; thirteen
5eai3' practical experience, Inside and Out. Table

Decorations. Qood references from present and previous
employers.—ALFRED SKINNER, Highclifte Castle, Hants,

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN.—Age 27

;

twelve years' experience in good establishments. Well
used to Fruit Culture, also Plants.—A., 6, Salisbury Terrace,
Long Lane, Crouch End, Finchley.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside and Out).—Four
^ jears' experience. Good character. Age 23. — W.
KRYER, Caddington, near Luton, Beds.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out)
—Age 21; four sears' good character. Bothy preferred"—C. G. LEEDHAM, Elsham, Lincoln hire.

JOURNEYMAN in a good establishment,
age 20 ; three years' good reference from present sHuation.—C. ROSIKRE, The Garoena, Standen Manor, near Hunger-

ford, Berts.

JOURNEYMAN in good Garden. — Mr. F,
Harris. The Gardena, Kastnor Castle, Ledbury, will bs

pleased to recommend W. D. Smith, age 2.', to anyone rei^uir-
ing a hard-working energetic young man.—W. D. SUITH,
Owlpen Lodge, Dursley.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 23. Mr. F. Stubbs,
tj Norman Court Gardens. Salisbury, wish'^s to recommend
B. Rowsox. Sound practical knowledge of all branches.
First-clasa testimoniala previous and present.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Out)

;

age 22; three years in present place, five previous
; go:d

character.—Address, J. BEAUCHA.VIP, Coweifield Oirdens
Salisbury,

JMPRO^ER, Inside, in Market Nursery, ori Private Gardens — Age 18; three yeirs" experience in
Market Nursery. Good reference. Abstiinsr.—SALMOS,
17, CamberwellTerr»(e, Leamington.

JMPROVER, Inside.—Age 18.i
; four years inX presentsituation. Good reference. Abitaioer.—W. BEAL,

The Qardens, Bsrkin Manor, Horlon, Slough, Bucks.

JMPROVER.—Young Man (19), who has had
M. four years' experieace in the Seed department of a
Nursery, desires a situatioa as Improver.— H. 0. THORNTON
Clappers, Crawley, Sussex.

*

IMPROVER.—Y'onth, two years with large
Fruit Grower in Swanley, seeks situation as IMPROVER.

Under Glass preferred. Good knowledge of Tomato. Cucumbe.-,
and Chrysinthemum Growing. Sm.i'l talary.—C , 1 Stock-
field Road, Streatham, S. W.

VOUNG MAN, age 23, seeks employment in
J- Garden.- Eight years' good character. No previous

experience. Would accept nominal wage* to cmm^nce
Z , 19, Peak Hill Gaidens, Sydenham.

OVER 20 year.' experience, leading Ilorticul-
turtl Bu^ioesa. Speaks and Corresponds fluently in

Swedish, Spanish, French. German, Englith. Abitaiier.
Ac'ustomed to travel on the Continent and Rus-ii in New
Plants, Orchitia, and Seeds; in United States, South America,
tor well-known Firm". Highest testimoniala as to ability.'
Reliable.—A. B . 22. Iverson Road. Kilburn, London, N.VT.

TO HARDY GROWERS.—Young Gentle^
man is anxious to obtain thorough knowledge of Flower

Qrowiog.-H. W. S., Cintra House, Anerley Hill. S.E.

'^pO NURSERYMEN.- Young Man, age 2.3,
-1- successful Propagator, well up in Rosis, Fern^. and
General Stock.—0. D , 41, Wellingtoa Street, Strand, W,C.

SHOP ASSISTANT wants situation in the
Seed and Bulb Trade, having been in th^ retail tradi for

six years, al&o with knowledge of garden imvi'meots; with
good reference. Age 22.—G. NELDER. 49. Latchmere Grove.
Battersea, S.W.

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted as SHOP-
MAN", nine years' practical expjrience in all branohes ot

Ihe Trade; tirst-cla*s references.— V. HILLIER, American
Nurseriep, Downham Market,

ASSISTANT in a Retail Seed, or Seed and
Nursery Fstablishment —Age 21 ; six years' experience

in tie first-named.-J. E. TAPLIN, 151. High Street, Uxbridge.

COWMAN, and Help in Garden.—Age 20;
thoroughly (ompetent and trustworthy. Beeommended

by prestnt and previous employers. — J. SSLWOOD,
3. Pjinter's Cottages, Ham Street, Ham, Surrey.

STOKER.—Age 23, married ; seeks situation.
Gjod references. Six and a half yeara at Dysoa'a Lane

Nurseries. Thoroughly experienced. Willing lo be useful —
BARFOOT. 59. Aberdeen Road, Upper Edmonton.

TO FLORISTS and FRUITERERS.-Young
Lady, age 9.i, seeks re engagement in Florist's or

Fruiterer ':^. Good references—'^. L. COOPER, 146. Bogoor
Road, Chichester.

To FLORISTS.—Young Lady (Viennese), ot
many years' practical experience, waors a place. Mode-

rate salary, .''peaka English.—M. SOirlMER. 46, Paignton
Road, South Tottenham, N.

TO FLORISTS.—Young Lady seeks situation.
Age 19 : well up in all branches. West-End experience.

—A. E., 5, Stonefield Street, Cloudesley Square, N,
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FRUIT SHOW, 1896, CRYSTAL PALACE, OCT. I, 2, & 3.

REMARKABLE SUCCESSES
ACAIIVi

ACHIEVED ; i

THE PRrNCIPAL FIRST-CLASS PRIZES
WERE OBTAINED THROUGH THE USE OF

WOOD k SON'S PRIZE MANURE, "LE FRDITIER."
(Sbe Repoet.)

F O R GR AP E S.
The following are examples of the results which LE FRUITIER produces :

—
Mr. tidy, of Stanmore Hall Gardens, was awarded FIVE FIEIST PRIZES. No Seconds, nor Thirds.

Mr. EMPSON, of Ampthill House Gardens, obtained Seven Prizes :—Two Firsts, Three Seconds, Two Thirds.

IN FIVE YEARS Mr. EMPSON HAS WON FIVE HUNDRED PRIZES, 12 MEDALS, and 2 SILVER CUPS,
FOR EXHIBITS ALL GROWN WITH WOOD & SON'S "LE FRUlTIEIi."

Price, Delivered Free to any Station in the United Kingdom, 20s. per Cwt.

Specialists in Manures, Peats, Soils, Sands, Insecticides, Weed Killers, & every description of Horticultural Eequisitcs

Car/iage Paid ftuotations, by Koad, Rail, or Steamer, to any part of the United Kingdom.

S3 MEDALS AND CERTIFICATES OF MERIT AWARDED TO

W. WOOD & SON, Ltd., NORTH BRITISH WHARF, WOOD GREEN, LONDON.
Send for our Illustrated Oatalogue. Fifth Edition.

AV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER aiid HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ^c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial commuoicatioas sboald be addressed to tbs '* Editor ;" AdvertiaemeDts sod Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the OflSce, 41, Wellingtoa Street, Coveot OardeD, London, W.C.
Printed for the Proprietors hj Messrs. Bradbuby, Aqvew, & Oo. (Limited). Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriarti, Oity of Londoa, in the County of Middlesex, and published by

Hakrt Qqxaad Ootb, at tho Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St Paul's, Oorent Garden, in the said County,—SatubdaTi Ootobar '2.^,1 396. Agent for Manohester—JoHJf Hetwood.
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Mai.chestei' Botjuiic Gar-
dens, notes from tbe
lean I H;wwti

:i24

525
52.S

525
530
5;U
523

530

Araujia senciferft ana
entrapped moth ...

Plants, new or note*

woithy
Potato, the tercentenary

of the
Queen's reign, the cele-

bration of the
Kaby Castle Gardens ...

Scientific committee of

theP.H.S

Societies-
Brussels Orchidc^nno
French National Chry-
santhemum

National Chrysanthe-
mum

Royal Horticultural ...

Watford Chrysanthe-
mum

Trees and shrub.'i

Turnips, white and yel-

low
Week's work, the—

Apiary, the
FIov

5:il

5'.:-i

fA2

[ower garden, tbe ...

Fruits under glass ...

Hardy fruit garden ...

Kitchen garden, the...

Orchid-houses
Plants under glass ..

Willows, and their U83 in

ba.sket-work

523

523

520

.^22

532
520

5:J3

525

5:0

530
533

535

524

53:[

527
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
Agave fcroxin flower in tli3 gardens of the Mai-cbesc

Hanbury, at Lji Mur ola ^25

AraUJia sericifera, and entrapped n\oth 523

Oltaria Haaati as a bush .. 583

RaWy CiiStle. Durham 521

Yutcs Conscrvatorv, the new, at Sefton Park, LiTerpool 620

For Present Sowing.

SUTTON'S PRIZE CYCLAMEN,
Mixed, per packet, 5*. and 2$. 6d., post-free. Novembar

is the beat time to sow Cyclamen Seed. The GarJ<ntiuj

World. February 24, 1894, says :-*' While some cuUivatOfs

Urow their Cyclamens for spring tloweriog, MessrH. Sutton A
Sods make a point of bavirg a display in the autumn which
will last through the winter. The seeds were sown in Novem-
ber, 1893. and came into bloom io about eleven moaths. They
have been tlowering freely ever since, and will csntinue in

presentable and handsome o^nditioa till tix months have

elapsed."

SUTTON'S SEED3 GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FHOM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S
SEEDSMEN, READING.

'^rULIPS. — TULIPS. — TULIPS.
-L LATE and BARB SINQLE QARDEN SORTS.

Some very rare and scarce.

Write,—HARTL AND. Seedsman. Cork, Ireland.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

Ill consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINO
at the latest,

ELARGONIUMS and CHRY.SANrrHE-
MUMS.—Just now our display of these is siid to be

much the best we have ever had. We should feel a reil

pleasure in showing all inteTCbted : our many ^eel11in(c9 of boih

that we have been working for so many years to attain per-

fection, are a great move onwards. To all thote notable to

journey, a Catalogue shall be sent, post free.

H. CANNELL AND SONsj, Swanley. Kent.

ALVAT'S "AUSTRALIAN 60LD7' and
nearly 1000 other best CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Fully

described in my new Catalogue, post free. Wells' Book on
•* Mutnc," 1». 2d., from—

W. WELLS, Earlswood Nurseries. Redhill. Surrey.

To those Re-plantlng Bearing Peach-trees.

WICETON has some very fine, young,
• dwarf-trained and halt-standard well-bilanced.

flbrously-rooted bearing Trees, tn offer " from South Walls."

Price on applioation.-GRANARD NURSERY. PUTNEY.

FOR SALE.—Abont Three-quarters of an
Acre of good SKAKALE. May be seen at anv time.

Offers invited.—RUMSEY ANn RUTTER, Limited, Marling
Park Nursery, Hampton, Middlesex.

ASPARAGUS ROOTS.—Six years old, 10».

per 100 on rail; cheaper standing; any quantity.

Splendid roots.— B. BILL, The Cottage, Windleaham, Surrey.

Amaryllis.-Amaryllis.

BS. WILLIAMS AND SUN are offering
• splendid Bulbs of this popular plant at very low prices

previous to re-potting, in cjts^'iueDfs of want of lottn.

Mamrd varieties, fit. aud 6]i. per doz. ; Seedlings 30>. per dor.

Vic'oria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, Ix>ndoo, N.

RUITING PEACH and NECTARINE
TREES— Dwarf, Half-Standard, and Standard-trained

Trees, all beet varieties, large quantity to select from.

Size and ptice on application to WILLIAM WBITELEY,
The Nurseries. Hilllngdon Heath, Uxbridgg.

oT^AnA CLEMATIS, IVIES, andothrr
Jiiyj^yjyjyj CMmbers, in lot.t All the beet kinds of

above uud many other rare Climbers are described in our New
Cataonue, p»t f'ee.-CLIBRVN'S Nursery. Altrincham j also

a^' Manchester, Bangor, and Llandudno Junction.

ENRY RLDES. Salesman. Central Avenue,
Coveat Oarrien, W.C. Promptoaah.H

BULBS for IIEDDIING-UUI' PURPOSES.-
Hyacintha. Tulips, Crocuses. Snow trops. Scil'a', Aconite*,

&c. : all of best qialilies, at moat moderate prices. Complete
Collections of Bulbs from 10». M. upward*. Delivered free by
rail or parcel- post.— DICKS0N3, Bulb Growers, CHESTER.

B~
A'm^'^GARNATIONS.^y NEW CATA-
LOGUK for 1896, with Cultutal Notee, is now ready.

Post Free on application. My collection of Carnations and
Picotees is one of the largest and best in the kingdom, and
contains all the choicest new varieties. Orders should be

booked at once to avoid disappointment.
B. H. BATH, Wisbech.

ENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
George Bunyabd fc Co.. Merchant Nuraerjmen,

Pomologists, 8lc„ beg to say the following Catalogues will be
sent post free :-ILLUSTRATED FRUIT AND ROSE LIST,
six stimps ; General Catalogue OF ROSES, free ; GENERAL
NURSERY CATALOGUE, free ;

HKKBACEOUS PLANT LIST,
free; STRAWBERRY LIST (CULTURAL), free; BORDER
CARNATION LIST, free; MARKET OROWBKS' FBUlT
LIST, free.—The Royal Nurierie,", Maidstone.

EGONIAS A SPECIALTY. — LAINGS'
Gold Medal Collection of Single and Double Varieties is

still the premier. Orders now being booked for dry tubers.

Catalogues free. Telephone 9660.

JOHN LAISO AKD SONS. Forest Hill Nurseries, London, 8.K.

New Catalogue. Free.

LILIES, CALOCHORTI, BRODI^A, —
Theae beautiful bulbous plaut* specially described, also

many other rarities. Over fifty awards darinji the last two
years for novelties ami coUectioos of hardy flowers.

B. WALLACE and CO.. Kilnfield Oardens, Colchester.

WANTED, 500 healthy MAIDEN APPLE
TREES, varioup, guaranteed true to name?. State

price, varieties, and quantity of each in stock, to —
D. BECKWirtJ, MiQklewits Orchard, Katingwold, Yorke.

WANTED.—VINES: Blaok Hamburgh, 100
2-year old canep. Price and particulars to—

TH03. HODSON, Bulb and Fruit Grower, Wainfleet, tines.

BARK'S SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS.
Barr's Greenhouse Collection of .300 tine Bulbi", 2is.

Barr'a Flower.garden C^iUection of 700 suitable Bulbs. 21*.

Bart's " Amat^r ''Collection of Dbff >dils,3eacb of Ijdscrta, 21s.

Barr's" Woodland." 400 bulbs in 20a>rts, '.ils.

Barr's Bulbs are alt of first <iuality o Uy, and are sent carrii-ge

paid, on receipt of remittance. OatWoguee free.

BARB & SONS, 12 & 13, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

TABLE PLANTS.—DRAC^NAS, CRO-
TONS, ARALIAS, C0C08, GEONOMAS, &c.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration.
B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper Holloway, London, N.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.—W. INNES
SrCCKEY, Landscap) Gardener, 46, Dyne Road,

BrODdesbury, N.W. Thirteen years with Mr. H. E. Milner.

OW is the TIME to PLANT PiEONIES
and DELPHINIUMS.

Catalogue of KBLWAY add SON, Langport. Somerfet.
N
CHRYSANTIIEMUxMS from SCOTLANP.

Oar collection conststs of •*>52 rarieties, the very bebi iu

cultivation, all modrrata in price. Descriptive priced lists

free on application.
DOBBIE AMD CO.. Flori-jts to Tirs (?UEi:v. BOraKSAY.

ALLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty years.

Maidens, 5s. ; 2-yr , 7^. Qd. each ; larger to 21x each.

QBOBQF. BUNYARD and CO., Maidstone.
Distributed io November.

AZ.VLEA INDICA. — Fine plants, wtll set

Milh bloooi, in 6 io>!h pots, 2i. eicb, ^li. par do^on.

AZ \T.K* MOLL!*', full o' lliwer-budf, 12s. and 185. ferdo7eii.

BK!C ( IIVRMALU, li le f^t wiut«?r btooaiiu((. iu b it.cb po ",

I8tf. per i\vL u.

P.ILMS in variety , ((ocd plants in 5-ir.ch pots. 2lf. per drzf>n.

QAKVWAY AfD CO., Durdiam Dow i Nurseritrs, C.illo ,

BtisU//.

TRY HARDY TREES
from Chalk Ui.ls 400 feet high.

FBUIT TREES.— Largest stock in the county, transplanted,

true to name, and [ree from American IlliKht.

FOBBST & ORNAMENTAL TREKS, CONIFERS, ROSES, &0.
New and Rare Hardy Trees and Shrubs. &c.

See Planters' Guide and Tre« Catalogue (56 pages), pott-fiee.

Rail Carriage paid (up to 65 miles), on Fruit and Rose Tjees
value £2 and upwards.
SDWIN HILLIBR and SON, Narserymen, Landscapists,

and Contractors, Winchester.

CA AAfk EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
t/V/^UvV all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30». per 100 : 15 in. to 18 in., at 40». per lOO

18 in. to 21 in., at 55>. per 100 : 21 in. to 24 in., at 75l. p!r 100

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 13 in., at 3s. to 8j. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Ooldstone, BriKhton.

Imponant to tluatiroom Growers.
pUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
\^ SPAWN, Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds
of testimonials. Per bushel, &J.

R. AHD G. CITTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Msrohants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

STANDARD ROSES. — fcplendid, straight,
well-grown, large heads, leading varietiep. Catalog'ifs

oaappl'Cition—FREDERICK PERKINS. Nurseryman, Regent
Street, Leamington Spa.

To Rose Growers,—Amateur and Trade.

SEEDLING BRIARS. — Traasplanted, for
budding next season, in quantity.

STANDARDS of GLOIRK DE DIJUN, with good head?.

Offers solicited.

G. HODGSON, Hemsworth. Wakefield.

WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders to
• Her Majesty. H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M. Govern-

ment, Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soc. Royal
Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of the
Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers.—King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.
Telegraph Address *'Hortulanu8,London,"Telephone,No. 8728
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

Farnham. Surrey-
About 1 mile from Farnham Railway Station, on the

L. 4 S.-W. Railway.

GREAT SALE of NUESERY STOCK,
By order of Mr. S. Bide.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by ATTCTION, on the Premises, The Alma Nur-

Feries. Farnham. on TUESDAY NEXT. November 3, and TWO
FOLLOWING DAYS, at 12 o'Clook each day—

10,000 FRUIT TREES,
comprisinir D irarftrained Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots ;

S'.andard, Pynmid, and Horizontal Apples, Pear?, and Plums.

1500 B H ODO D ENDBONS,
2J to 4 feet, beautifully set with bloom buds.

10.000 STANDARD AND DWARF ROSES,
by name, comprising the choicest sorts in cultivation.

200,000 FOREST TREKS, splendid stuff, all transplanted.

lOO.OOO strong QUICK.
Thousands of ORNAMENTAL TREES and FLOWERINa

SHRUBS.
EVERaREEN, OONIFER.E, and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS

in great variety.

May be viewed any day prior to tbe Sile. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and

68, Cheapaide, E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

Hanwortu, Middlesex.
About H ™'le f'O™ the Feltham Station. L. & S. W. Ely.

VALUABLE FREEHOLD NURSERY FOR SALE, with
Possession, by order of Messrs. W. Cooper, Ltd., who are

relinquishing this branch of their business. IMPORTANT
to FLORISTS. MARKET GROWERS, LAND SPECU-
LATORS, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard.

E.C., on FRIDAY NEXT, Nov. 6, at2 o'clock, in one or two lots,

the valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE, known as COOPERS
NURSERIES, Hanworth. Middlesex, comprising an area of

about 64 Acres of Fertile Land, possessing a frontage of

leOO feet to the Main Road, with 52 large Greenhouses, all

efficiently heated with about 75,000 feet of Hot -water Piping.

Commodious Trad* Uuildings and Cottage. The Land is par-

ticularly adapted for the Growth of Fruit Trees and General

Nursery Stock, and posfesses aho prospective Building

Value-
Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be had at the Mart

;

of Messrs. W. COOPER AND CO.. Ltd., 75% Old Kent Road,
Londo->, S.E. ; of Messrs. DOWSON, AIN3LIE Ann MAR-
TINEAir, Solicitors, 19, Surrey .-treet. W.C. : and of the Auc-
tioneers, Estate Agents and Valuers 67 und 68. Cheapaide. E C.

Cooksbildge, Sussez.
Two Minutes walk from Cooksbridge Station, and two-and-a-

half miles from Lewes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and BIORRIS will

SELL BY AUCTION, on the premises, the Cooksbridge
Nursery, Ccoksbridge. near Lewes, Sussex. on FRIDAY NEXT,
Nov. 6. at Half-past 12 o'Clock, by order of the Executor of the
late Mrs. F. WooLLAKD, a quantity of

—

VALUABLE and WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK.
Consistirg of Specimen BORDER SHRUBS and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, comprising Pinus, Thujas. Cupressus.

Poplars, Horse Chestnuts, &c., 1500 Common and Portugal
LAURELS. AUCUBAS and ENGLISH YEWS, good nsefil

stuff ; 30O0 FRUIT TREES. Standards. Pyramids, and Dwarf-
trained : about 300O ROSES, well-grown Standards. Dwarfs
and Climbers, all true to name; CLIMBING IVIES, VIR-
GINIAN CREEPfRS aid AMPELOPSIS.and a large quantity
of HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
May now be viewed; Catalogues had oo tbe premises, and

of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cbeapside, London, E.G.

West Farlelgh, Kent.
About 1^ miles from Wateringbury and East Farleigh Railway

Stations on the S. E. R.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, Parsonage

Farm, West Farleigh, Kent, on TUESDAY. November 10,

at 12 o'clock punctually, by order of Mr. T. W. Startup, who
is desirous of thinning his plantation, about

1000 CHOICE APPLE TREES,
o! the finest bush growth on the English Paradise Stocks, all

carefully prepared for transplanting, and in good bearing
condition.

Also STANDARD and DWARF PLUMS and DA.MSONS.
GOOSEBERRY and CURRANT BUSHE3, well giown, and
inclu^'ing the best market kinds.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues had on
the Premises; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.C.
Note.— Most of the above Stock was purchased of Messre.

George Bunyard & Company in 1892 and 1893. and hag
already borne good crops of the finest quality of fruit, epeci-

mena of which have taken First and Second priies at the
Royal Horticultural Society and the principal Kent Shows.

Heme Hill, S E.
CLEARANCE SALE c f the whole of the STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS. GARDEN and FARM
IMPLEMENTS, SUMaMER-HOUSE, &c. Short Notice.

MESSRS, niOTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL BY AUCTION on the Premises. Eversley, .39,

Heme Hill. S.E.. on WEDNESDAY next. November 4. at
12"30 o'clock precitely, by order of W. Sopper. Ef^q (who has
recently left the neighbourhood), the whole of the STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, comprising well-grown Palms and
Ferns, 30 Camellias, Azaleas, and Roses, 200 Orchids, &c.,
together with a large assortment of Garden and Farm
Sundries, Frames, Lights, Roller?, Garden Seats, and a
cipital Summer-bouse.
May be viewed day prior to the sale. Catalogues may be

had on tbe premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 & 63,
Cheapside, E.C.

Friday Next, November 6. 1896.

SALE of SUPERB TYPES of Ci^TTLSYAS and L.T.LIAS,

Grand Plants, in Grand Order.

CATTLEYA INTERMEDIA WHITE, probably (be Large,
Lovely White Variety PARTHENIA,

Also 10 Plants of CATTLEYA INTERMEDIA SNOWFLAKE.
We guarantee the plants to be according to our descrip-
lion ; buyers can fully rely in each and every case on our
guarantees. We shall show a preserved flower on tbe day
of Sale which will give an idea of the great size of the
White Blossoms of the incomparable Parthenia.

L.ELIA PURPURATA.—Found growing with the white
intermedias and a remarkable type of Lcelia etegans.
We warrant them special. Collected on the mainland,
and quite from a different district to where purpurata
usually comes from. Many splendid specimen) are among
them. We never saw so great a variation displayed by a
coobignment; it is wonderful : and the plants could not
be in better order. Many exhibition specimens are among
them : they are a superb lot of plants, with plump bulbs
and fre&h green leaves—full of native vigour.

tMLlk ELEGANS.—Most remarkable type, foind growing
with Lielia purpurata, wh'te Cattleya intermedia, and a
very distinct Cattleya Species or Hybrid. 'I he type is

wonderfull/ distinct aid varied-looking. They are in

grand order, and varieties among them are certain. There
are snow-white flowered forms, and deep purple varieties
with broad spreading flowers among them. Our man
speaks most highly of them, and also of the large white-
flowered intermedias be speaks in glowing terms. The
whit* and crimson elegans, and superb purpuratas, were
all found growing together.

CATTLEYA SPECIE3 (?).— Hybrid between L.^lia elegans
and Cattleya Leopoldi. A few remarkable plants found
growing with lEelia e'egans, L. purpurata, the white
intermedia, and Cattleya Leopoldi. The natives say they
have big flowers, with bright crimson lip. and golien,
crim'icn-epotted segment".

ZYGOPETALUM GAUTIERII.—The bluest of blue Orchids,
more ne rly approaching sapphire-blue in its intensity
than any other Orchid. No collection should be without
this really superb Orchid, which is invaluable for

hjbridising.

CATTLEYA TRIAN.EL—Vot the red Popajan form, but
mostly the round, fungoid, white^sepa lad and petalled
kind from Cuodamaras,

CYPRIPEDIUM CILIOLARE —A beautiful Slipper Orchid,
now very scarce, and diffioult to obtain, valuable for

hybridising and cut flower work.

AlsoONCIDIUM^, BRAS3AV0LAS, &c.

Also BEAUTIl'aL 0RCHID3 in FLOWER. &c.

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION BY

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
at their Central Sale Rnom?, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

Lon-^oo, E.G., on FRIDAY NFXT, November 6, at half-past

1 2 o'clock, by order of Messrp. Sander & Co, , St. A Ibans.

On view mornioi; of ^ale, and Catalogue^! had.

Friday Next.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms,
67 and 68. Cheapside, London. E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT, Nov. 6,

at half-p^st 12 o'Olock, a larg'^ importation cf CATTLEYA
MOSSI.TI, ju''t received in splend d condition, ex ss. '*Don,"
many ot Ihem in verv fine masse?, some gigantic, probably
the largest ever imported, one having 200 bulbs, another 190

bulbs, and one 115 buU><), besides a targe number with 2J, 30.

and 40 to 50 bulba each, and upwards. They are from a new
district, which accounts for the remarkable size of the speci-

mens. Among them may be expected white and various other

rare varieties.

Also a small but cboice importation of L-l^dtA PR.ICSTANS,
rf ceived direct—another property.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

To 1)6 Sold.

THE NORMANDY MANOR NURSERIES,
near Quildford, Surrey, area 42 Acres, with 16 Green-

houses, efficiently heated by 2700 feet piping, to be Sold, on
advantageous terms, to wiud up the Estate,

Full particulars of Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C.

Perry Barr, Blnnlngham.
PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr, Aime Van den Rogaerde,

Orchid Importer and Grower, of Perry Lodge. Perry Barr, Bir-

mingham, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premito*, as above,

on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 17 and IS.athalf-

pa&t 12 o'clock each day.

15,003 ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM,
collected in the b^st districts of Pacho and La Vega, imported
and semi-established plant", and 50tl0 SE\If-ESTABLISHED
CATTLEYAS, TRIAN.'E. MOSSI.T:, GASKELLIANA, SKIN-
NERI, LABIaTA, &c. All the plants are in splendid health

and unflowered.
Catalogues of the Auctioneers & Valuers, 67 and 68. Cheap-

bide, London. E.C.

DUTCH BULBS.
SALES EVERY DAY (Saturdaya excepted).

MONDAY. TtJESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, and SATURDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, as above, at half-past 13 o'clock
precisely each day

—

GRAND IMPORTATIONS o DUTCH BULBS
FROU LEADING GROWERS.

in the finest possible order, and specially lotted to suit both
large and small buyers.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

TV/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJi sell by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 69, Cheapside. London, E.G.. EVERY DAY {eiceptinn
Saturdays), at 12 o'Clock, large consignments cf NAMED
HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS. NARCISSUS, and other
BULBS from Holland, received d-rect for Unreserved Sale,

Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers ; together with
white ROMAN HYACINTHS, paper - white NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS, special TULIPS, Sto.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

GREAT SALE OF BULBS.

600 Choice named Standard, Short Standard Half-
STANDARD. aud DWARF ROSES, from a celebrated
Prize Grower in Germany, including many of tbe best-

known sorts.

A Selection ol Standard Roses from an English
G ower.

An Importation of Llliums from Japan, comprising
LILIUM LONGIFLORUM EXIMIUM and L LONQI-
FLORUM (supposed L. Browni).

A Small Collection of English-grown Palms.

Azaleas from Ghent to name.

A fine variety of Azalea mollis. Choice Rbododen-
DRONS. well grown LAURELS. AUCUBAS. RKTINO-
SPORA. CONIFERS, and other small DECORATIVE
SHRUFS, CLIMBERS, and a large number of ROSES,
&c., from Holland.

A Surplus Stock of ORNAMENTAL SQRUBS, from
aa English Nursery.

Also a Grand Importation of

SPECIAL. DUTCH BULBS.
From a truatworlhy Grower.

30,000 FORCING BULBS, from France.

26,000 Best BerUn LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS
DAFFODILS, GLADIOLI, SNOWDROPS,
ACONITES, FREESIAS, ANE HONES,
IRIS, IXIAS, NARCISSUS,

DAHLIAS, AMARYLLIS, SPIR.Ei JAPONIOA, and varieties

Vf R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
l.yi. AUCTION, at his Great Booms 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, November 4,

at half-pa3t 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has arranged with several of the first Nurserymen

in Holland to Continuously Supply his Sales, during the

present season, with only really First-clafls Bulbs, of the best

quality. ^^^^^
Fourth Annual Sale.—Millord Nurseries, Hllford,

near GODALMINO, SURREY.—Highly importantTHREE
DAYS' SALE of first-class NURSERY ST03K.

MESSRS. MELLERSH have received
instructions from Messrs. Maurice Young & Sod, to

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Milford Nurseries,

Milford, near Godalming. on MONDAY, TUESDAY, and
WEDNESDAY, November 16, 17, and IS, 1890. at 11 for

12 o'clock precieely each day, a large quantity of exceptionally

well-grown NURSERY STOCK,
lotted to suit all classes of buyers, comprising 3,000 specimen
Evergreens and Conifers in borders, from 3 to 8 feet, consisting

of Piceas. Abies. Pious, Cupressus Lawsoniana. Fraaerii.

Erectas, Ctcrulea. &c. ; Thujas. Cedrus Deodara. Aucubas.

Laurels, Hollies, Golden Junipers, Golden Yews. &c. ; many
thousand well-grown small shrubs, suitable for pots, winter

bedding, window boxes, or growing on, such as Retinosporasof

sorts. Cupressus, Thujas, all in good variety ; a quantity of

named Hybrid and Ponticum Rhododendrons, Azalea Mollis,

and Pontica, &c. ; large quantity of transplanted Forest Treea

from IJ to 4 feet, comprising Ash, Hs/.el. Spanish Chestnut,

Scotch Fir. Spruce Fir, Withy. *c. ; a quantity of Standard,

Pyramid, and Trained Fruit Trees ; Standard and Pyramid-

flowering Crabs. Ornamental Deciduous Trees. &c. ; 1.000

Dwarf H.P. Roses of leading kinds; Tea Roses in pots.

Clemati'f, Ivies. Ampelopsis. Honeysuckle, Passion Flower. Ac. ;

I.OOO fine bushy Laurels of sorts from IJ to 3 feet; Oval-leaf

Privet. 2 to 4 fee-t ; and a quintity of general Nursery Stock.

The Auctioneers specially invite the attention of intending

planters to this important sale. They have personally inspected

the stock, which has made good growth, and is in exceptionally

fine condition for removal this season.

The stock may be viewed. Luncheon (by ticket) will be

provided each day for purchasers, and Catalogues may be

obtained on the premises, and of MESSRS. MELLERSH,
Auctioneers and Surveyors, Godalming and Guildford.
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Central Auction Mart, Bristol.
GREAT UNRESERVED SALE of FIRST-CLASS DUTCH

BULBS, including about 13.000 HYACINTHS, to name ;

many thousands of TULIPS, NARCISSUS, &o ; 7000
GLADIOLUS THE BRIDE, and other Bulbs, with
360 AZALEA MOLLIS, splendid stuff, well set with
buds ; 120 OLOIRE DE DIJON ROSEJ, HARDY
PLANTS, &c.

MESSR!*. DUROSE SUTTON and CO, will
SSLL the above by AUCTION on THURSDAY NEXT,

November 5, 189J, at 12 o'clock.

Catalogues of the Horticultural Auctioneers and Valuers,

2, Queen Anne Buildings, Bristol ; and at Frome, Somerset.

TO BE LET, about f of an acre of WATER-
CRESS BEDS, together with a piece of GARDEN

GROUND. Also THREE CAVES for Muehroom glowing.
Together or separate. Adjoining station, G. E. Bailwiy.
Apply to J. R. RUSSELL, The Bury, Westwell, Bunting-

ford, Herts.

FOR SALE, at Gordon House, Isleworth, a
RANGE of GLASSHOUSES, six in number, aa they

stand, with Hot-water Apparatus complete, and first-class

Tubular-boiler to heat the same.—May be seen any day by
applying to the GARDENER on the premises,

CECOND-HAND SADDLE BOILER, andO large quantity o? 4 ioch H.-W. pipes aod connections, in

(rood condition, for sale. Apply— FITTES^, Aldenham Street

Board Schools St. Pancras, N.W.

GREAT SALE OF ORCHIDS.
{BY PRIVATE TREATY.)

PUBCHASEHS OP OrCHIDS SHOULD SEE

JOHN COWAN'S & CO S CATALOGUE
Which is now ready.

A large quantity of Orchids, in the finest condi-

tion, are off-red at

GREAT REDUCTIONS.

INSPECTION is EARNESTLY INVITED.

JOHN S. IRELAND,
Horticultural and Agricultural Agent,

122, GEOBaS STREET, EDINBUaGH.
Lists forwarded oa application. Agencies invit-d.

Catalogues post-free on application to

the Company,

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

FOR ORCHIDS^ and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St, Pancras.

SPARAGUS for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roota, 125. Qd. per 100 ; extra fine, 6 yeara old,

15s. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Appiragus always
makes top price at *^ovent Garden.

J. J. CL\BK, Market Gardeoer, Goldstone, Brighton.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
THE FINEST HOUSE OF THE FINE3T NOVELTIES IN EUROPE.

W. J. GODFREY has pleasure io stiting that his ANNUAL EXaiBinON is NOW OPEN, and excels all previous

ones. The Collection embracfs Novelties culled from all pirts of the world, and is displayed in the Best and most
HaLdsome Chrysanthemum Show House in the Kingdom. (Catalogues Free).

No one interested in Chrysanthemums should fail to inspect same. Worth going many miles to see.

W. J. GODFREY, The Nurseries, EXMOUTH, DEVON.

KEYNES' ROSES.—Strong and well-rooted.
Thoroughly good and reliable. Catalogues gratis.

KEYNES, WILLIAMS AND CO., Ko?e Growers, Salisbury.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoAHTHIJB.The London Noreery, 4.

M

aida Vale. London,W.

MALMAISON CARNATIONS, in 4-inoh
pots, 60». per 100; Qermania, Reynolds Hole, and

others, strong layers. I85. per luO.
J. LITTON, Grosvenor Cottage, Bath.

Extraordinarily Cbeap.—Must be Sola at one*.

OAA BUSHELS, PHEASANT-EYE NAR-^VV OlSSUS (dry bulbi), 4t. 6i. per bushel j 10 bushel!
for 405. Fine bulbs, not rubbish. Sample bulbs :ent free.

B. QAYE, Carlton, Lowestoft,

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants,

CUTHBERTSON'S Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALO8UE of over 1000 species and varieties poat-tre.'.

MICHAEL CUTHBERTJON, The Qreit Scotch Herb.i?eona
Grower, Rothesay.

EACHES and NECTARINES. — Dwarf-
trained younR fruiting trees, which have kept up a con-

tiDuoiB eupply of fruit since middle of July to present date in
cold orchard house. Names and price from

—

FREDERICK PERKINS, Regent Streer, Leamington Spa.

Strawberries at Reduced Prices.

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO. beg to say
thev are now offering the best sorts, in fine plants, ftt

reduced rates. CATALOGUES free.

Royal Nurseries. Maidstone.

GIANT BERLIN LICY OF THE VALLEY.

WICETON'S well-known GIANT BERLIN
• LILY OF THE VALLEY.- 100 000 Planting Crowns

a* 1 U. 6d. per 1,000. 1 and 2 years ; also a few thousand retard ed
Crowns. Frice on application to

—

W. ICETON'S. Putney, S.W.

GOOSEBERRY TREES, 10,000 Strong Two
TeiTs. Beat Market ^'drietiep, Mitchell's. Keepsake,

Winham'd Industry, and Lancishire Lad,
On Rail, \2s per 100; £i per 10)0.

G. W. RESTALL. Leckhampton. Cheltenham.

PRIZE COB FILBERTS.
MR. COJPER, F.K.H.S., is the largest grower

in the kiniclom of the abo^e for sale. Plantatioos near
Readinf^. Price Lists and Pamphlfta on application to —

Mr. COOPER. Calcot. Bofcombe. Hants.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM.
LINDEN'S UNRIVALLEO TYF»E.

THJJ LARGEST AND HEALTHIEST STOCK IN CULTIVATION.
We have much pleasure in offering a limited lot of VEKV FIXE SE:MI-ESTABLISHED PEAXTS. UXELOWERED,

from the very same district whence we have imported our FAMOUS STRAIX which produced OD. CllISPUM AUGUSTUM
(sold 300 gs.); OD. CRISPUM MELEAGRIS ; OD. CRISPUM CITRATUM (sold 240 gs.) ; OD. CRISPUM
MOORTEBECKIEXSE (sold 270 gs.) ; OD. CRISPUM LIXDENEE (sold 220 gs.) ; &c„ Sec, ke.

( Fine Plant, 7s. 6d. ; the dozen 63s.

UNFLOWERED Splendid Plant in Spike, 10s. 6d. ; the dozen 100s.

( Stronger at 15s. ; the dozen 150s.

B^- CARRIAGE PAID TO LONDON. "WS
APPLY TO- MESSRS. LINDEN, L'Horticulture Internationale, BRUSSELS.

FRIDAY, NQVEMBBR 13. 1896.

BY ORDER OF MESSRS. W. L, LEWIS and CO,, SOUTHGATE.

CATTLEYA ACLANDIv^.
A MABVELLOtrS IMPORTATION OF ABOUT

2000 PLANTS,
FROM A NEW DISTRICT, IN MAGNIFICENT ORDER, WILL BE SOLD BY

Messrs. PROTHEROE& MORRIS, 67, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON
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FRDIT TREES and VINES.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
Beg to direct attention to their very fine Stock of all the leading varieties of the above.

CATALOGUES AND ALL PARTICULARS MAY BE OBTAISED AT

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON.

We Fumlsti Promptly

ESTIMATES
FOR EVERT HIND OF

GLASSHOUSES
Free on receipt of Particulara.

SURVEYS MADE.
w^ Mv\/^urAefaRLK.5Jp5wicH. ^

Write for Our

NEW ILLT7STBAT£I>
CATALOaTJE,

CoDsistiDg oE 120 pageB, contaiDiDK
numerous designs of

Conservatotles, Qreenbonses, JEC.

Post Free om Application.

TEAK -WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.

WRINCH & SONS, Horticultural

Builders,

ST. LAWRENCE WORKS, 07, HOLBORN VIADUCT.

H I

S n
«• f

S §

H "

a o
so

^

IPSWICH 3 LONDON, ec.

FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

A"! m \-^,i^

Nothing so profitable and
easy to grow.

So Acres of Saleable Trees.

THE BEST PROCURABLE.
Lilts free.

jHUNDREDS ofTHOUSANDS.
Piushes in variety. Packing and

LjCarriage fiee for Cash witfi order.

Hi- ptr <loz., 60/- per lliO.

AU ether Nursery Stock
carriageJoilvard.

»'inPDTS From 15/- a doz.
Ornamental Trees, 91 Acres.
A Superb Collection of

Herbaceous Plants.
Four Acres o( Glass.

[
Clematis(80,000)from 15 -doz.

1
]S\B-— Singh' Plants arc so/d at

j//t ht/v inoiasid />>n-i-<i.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
(Ov.T 170 iingefllof Nursery Stork,
aili^ti.allv prM.|iici'fl. ( Miil.Tiiiing

si.iM.' hiiii.lre-ia nf illiisti;itHins,

ami tiill «.!" T.iliial'le infurmation,

rrce on recoipt of 3d. for [lostage

I "RICHARD SMITH &C° WORCESTER

m

i

The Success achieved ly Exhibitors at past Chrysanthemum and other Shows

clearly demonstrated, by examples staged, that the

XL ALL MANURES
are of the greatest importance to those who

wish to have fine blooms and superior fruii.

Registered Trade Mark. Registered Trade Mark_

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
To be used one part to fifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.

Read the remarks below of a Champion Grower.

1 pint, \». ; 1 quart, 1«. Gd. ; 1 gallon, 3«. M. ; 4 gallons, 123. Cheaper in bulk.

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANURE.
FOE TOP DBESSING or APPLYING IN SOLUTION,

Where there is a Heavy Crop of Fruit or Floioers to finish off-— Use this !

TO OBTAIN A QUICK and BENEFICIAL EESULT.
In Is., 2a. Gd.. 6«., and 10«. tins. The small quantity necessary will make it a cheap manure.

Mr. W. H. LEES. The Gardens. Trent Park, New Bamet. one of the most successful exhibitors of Chrysanthemum
Blooms during the season of 1894 and 1896. This celebrated grower writes :— " I have used youi new Liquid Manure on many
things this season with highly satisfactory results—especially on Chrysanthemums."

The above and all other XL ALL SPECIALITIES can be obtained from all Nurserymen

and Seedsmen, or direct from the Proprietor

—

C. H. RICHARDS. OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.
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EXHIBITIONS.

THE BLACKBUBN and DISTRICT Hor-
ticultural SOCIETY'S SHOW of CHKYSANTHE-

MUMS, ORCHIDS, &c.. in the Bichange Hall, Blackburn
(lighted by Electricity). Open Class for Chiyaanthemum
Blooms, Silver Cup value 5 Guineas, and other Prizes. Entries

close Monday, Nov. 2. Schedules & entry formsfrom HERBERT
ARTHUR, Hod. Sec, 146, Preston New Road, Blackburn.

FARNHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

A SHOW will be held at the CORN^ EXCHAKGE, Farnham.
on NOVEMBER 10 and 11, 18%. PRIZES to the value of £:;;!

for Cbrysanthenaums, Fiuit, Flowers, and Vegetables, will be
offered in the Open Classes. Schedules and Entry Forms from

F. WELLE8-P0LEY, Hon. Sec.

Heath House, Fambam.

lke'stone'^hrysanthemum
SOCIETY

GRAND EXHIBITION. November 10, 11, 1896. £100 and
Six N. C.S. MEDALS in PRIZES, open to all EoKlaod. Prizes
to Oardeners' Societies in Kent. BRONZE JUBILEE MEDAL
N. C. S. for Best Bloom in Show, Japanese or Incurved,
Judges:—Mr. George Gordon, Kew ; Mr. Richard Dean.
Secretary, N. C. P. Schedules sent on receipt of address. All

prizes won, guaranteed. Entry forms of

—

T. J. HARRISON, ( „ „

W. H. HAMMERTON. (
**°°' ^*^^'^-

3, Canterbury Road, Folkestone,

ING&TUN-ON-THAMES.—20th ANNUAL
SHOW of the KIN8STON and SURBITON CHRYj-

ANTHEMUM SOCIETY, at Drill Hal), Kingston (Surbiton or

Kingston Stationp, L. & .-". W. R.), TUESDAY and WEDNES-
DAY, November 10 and 11. Eighth Champion Vase, value
25 guineas, and numerous valuable Prizes. EntrifH clo e

Nov. 6. Schedules of Mr. E. H. DODlsr, Hon Sec, "Ortner,"
Surbiton Hil*. Surrey.

/ -(REAT YARMOUTH CHRYSANTHE-
VT HUM SOCIETY.
The EIGHTH ANNUAL SHOW will Uke place in the

Town Hall, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November 11

and 12. Silver Cup value £5 5*. given for 36 Japane;e
Blooms. Schedule* and all information from—

C. W. HORNE. Hon. Sec , Royal Naval Hospital

URY ST. EDMUND'S & WEST SUFFOLK
HOSTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW of CHRYSANTHEMUMS, Corn Eichnnge.
Bury St. Edmund's, THURSDAY and FRIDAY, Nov. 12 and 13.

1896. £100 in Prizes. Entries close Friday, Nov. 6.

Schenules free of the Hon. Sec , GEO. A. MANNING, IS).

Abbeygate Street, Bury St. Edmund's.

BRADFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.—NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION, in St.

GoDrgfl's Hall, November 13 and 14. £100, and four Silver

Cups to be competed for. Entries close November ;».

—

Rchedules, &c.. from J. COLLIER, Hon. Sec, b, ^hipley
Fields Road, Frizioghall, Bradford.

HEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY

ANNUAL SHOW, Corn Exchange, Sheffield, NOVEM-
BER 13 and U, 1896. Open cla.°s Prizes. £15. For Schedules,
free, apply— WM. HOUSLET, Secretary,

177, Cemetery Road, Sheffield.

BEDS PAXTON SOCLETY'S CIIRYSAN-
THEMUM SHOW.—At the Town Hall, Leeds. Nov. 24

and .'>.^, 1896. £180 in Prizes, including Four Silver Chillenge
Cup?, Schedules may be had of the Hon. Sec.

—

JA.MES CAMPBELL, The Gardens. Methley Park, Leeds.

YORK CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
The SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held on

NOVEMBER 18th, 19th, and 20th, 1893.
LTpwards of £200 offered in Prizfs, in liberal proportions, for

Plants, Cut Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables.
C li tllenge Prize, value £20, added to the First Prize of £10

for :j6 Cut Blooms. Cup value £10, and £l c%»-h for Group.
N. C. S. Silver Medal, &c. Schedules, &c., to bo had from—

J. LAZENBr, Sec, 13, Feasegate, York.

BIRMINGHAM
GREAT

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
NOVEMBER 11 and 12, 1896.

£276 OFFEBED in MONEY PBIZES,
INCLUrtlNG

£10, £7, £5, £3 acd £L 10s. for Group of

Chrysanthemums.

£:0, £7 10s., £o, £2 10s., £1 10s., and £1 for

24 blooms, Incurved, distinct.

The same for 24 blooms, Japanese, distinct.

And .£5, £3, and £2 for six bunches of Grapes,

ALL OTHER PRUNES LV PROPORTION,
Entbiks Close November 4.

Schedules and all information oan be bad,

post-free, on application to

—

J. HUGHES, Secretary,

140, High Street, Harborne, Birmingbam.

o

HOLLIES, Green English, from 1 to 3 feet.

Well-roJted, perfect plants; will move any distance.

Samples and price from

—

FRED. PERKINS, Regent Strfet, Leamington Spa.

CLEARANCE SALE, — Pheasant - Eye
Narcissus, Bulbs, 3*. per bushel, 5s. two bushel'',

guaranteed genuine Bulbs. Ca&h,
CABTEB, 30, Windmill Street, Qravesend.

FOR SALE, 10,000 PTERIS TREMULA
FERNS, in 3-inch pots. Good stuff for pottiDg or. Cash

with order. Post-office orders payable at Leyton.
T. BALDWIN ijsro SON, Edith Nurseries, Burchall Road,

Leyton.

NCIDIUM CRISPUM,
IN SPIKP,

Fine, healthy uo flowered plants.

is., It. 6i., lOs. M.. and I5>. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, LondOF, N.

\7'I0LETS, California and Marie Louise.—
T Specially prepired for Forcing. 1 foot across, 3s. 6(i.

per dozen, 25i, per 100 ; smaller, by post, 2s. id. per dozen
Cash. THOMAS ROSEaS, Lodsworth, Fetworth.

DWARF and STANDARD ROSES, Ribes,
Privet. Currant, and Qoo'eberry Trees, Manetti, Clemitis,

V'italba Stocks. Price on application. Trade suppled.
B. HOUGH, Bisley.

HYACINTHS, fine named, from 2s. per dozen.
TULIPS, fine named, from 2s. per 100.

DAFFODirS, finest Trumpet sorts, mixed, 3s. per IfO ;

26.<. per 1000 (worth more than doub e). All ither Bulbs

equally cheap and good. Send for Price List to

MORLK AND CO., The Conservatories, Finchley Road, N.W.

STRAWBERRIES, Strong runners.—Royal
Sovereign, 2t. id. per 100 ; Sir Josi pb Pazton. Is. M. | er

100 ; Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Is. M. per 100.

RASPBERRY CANES.
Carter's Proific, 3». pjr 100 ; Semper Fi 'eli-, 3s. per 100 ;

Hornet, 3i. per 100. Special quotations for large quantitief.

Carriage paid on orders of £1 value.

JOHN OHIVEBS, Histon, Cambridge.

PLANT ING SE ASON.
HARDILY-GROWN

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Eversi^eens,
Roses, &c-
stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT,"

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

DiCKSONS.rc
nraer...

QH£STER.(480 Acrei) I

OLD TURF for SALE.-Fresh cut, sound,
aDd good quality ; for pottiod. Pnce for a bhort time

only. 9s. per tiucb of fire toip. on rail. Terms. Caf^h en
delivery.—H OaRDNEB. Queen Victoria Road, Coventry.

SEAKALE for Forcing and Planting.—Very
fltroDK —For prices applv utatioK quantities required, to

H. RICHMOND, Ashton Keynes Nursery, Tottenham.

ROSES. — Unequalled at twice the price,
splendid Dwaifa. 6s. per dczeo; Bermuda But ercup,

Sing'eand Double, 2s. per d(z:D. Charming pot plant.

SELLENS, Bulb Grower, Coventry.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. B. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOQUE, f ree. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for 1<.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries. YeoTiJ, Somerset.

30,000 CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Three hundred and fifty varieties. Only the newest and bast.

List 'ree.

HEAD GARDENER. Perly Cross, Tcignmouth, Devon.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2^inch pots, Stove and Green-

house. 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48'b, 10 best

selling sorts, 6t. doz. ; strong seedlings. 6«. 1^0, 50s. 1000 ; Adi-
antum ouneatum, in 4S*s, for cutting, 6<. and 8j. doz ; ditto.

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20i. ICO ; Oyperus,
Aralias, Grevilleae, Solanume, in 48's, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerites,
CbrysaDtheinums, and Erica gracilis. Solanump, in 43'8, 9s.

per dozen ; Palma, Fious, Dracaenas, Orotons, Bouvardias,
Erica byemalis, Cyolamen, in 4d'9, 12s. per dozen. Lists free.

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, CiOndoo Fern
NuraeTies, Loughborough Junction, London, S.W.

PEAT.—Excellent Brown and Black Fibroag,
for Rhododendrons. American Plants, &o.

Sample bag, 2s. 6cf,

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseries, Camberley.

OSE TREES (Dwarf), H. P.s, 5«. per doz.,
25s. per 100. Good Plants. Leading Sorts, my selection.

Cash with order.

W. MAGNESS, Rose Grower, King's Acre, Hereford.

ORD PENZANCE NEW HYBRID
SWEET BRIARS.—The complete set of 16 distinct

varieties, assent out in 1894-5, for 25s. Strong plants that
will flower freely next year. These lovely Hybrids are a great
addition to Garden Roses. Our new Bose Catalogue, de-
scribing all the best old-fashioned and Garden Roses, gratis
and post-free.

GEO. COOUNG AMD SONS, The Nurseries, Bath.

ALMS and DECORATIVE PLANTS.—
AREOA LUTBSCENS, thumbs, 18s. per 100 ; 60"s, 36s.;
48'8. 18s. doz. ; 32'8. 30s. doz.

ASPARAG0S PLUM03A, 60'8, 60s, per 100; 48'8, 120s. per
100 ; true Nana. 24s. doz.

CYOAS REVOLUTA, well established, with good leavep, 5f.

and 7s. id. each.
FICUS ELASTICA. 4H's, 12s. doz. ; 32'8, 18s. doz.
KENTIA SEEDLINGS, from 10s. per 100 ; thumbs, 30s. per

100 : 60's, .50s. per ICO.
LATANIAS, 32'8. from 60s. doz. ; 24'8, from 90s. doz.
LIVISTONIA ROTIINDIFOHA. 48's, 48s. doz ; 3i's, 73s. doi.
PHCENIX RUPICOLA. thumbs. 21s. per 100; 60'8, 50s, per

100 ; 48's, 24s. to .les. doz. Cash with order.

W. ICETON'S, Putney, S.W.

TO THE TBADE ONIsY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
SEEDS of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERINa

SHRUBS eind TBEES, obtainable from
NIMMO iNu BLAIR,

Seed Merchants and Seed Growers, Duoedin, New Zealand.
London Agency:—W. G. INNES and CO., 22, St. Mary Axe.

Catalogues FxcHANGttD.

FRUIT TREES.
We bold a larfce and varied ^tock of the above, in first-rattt

quality, and at resaonable prices.

Descriptive Catalogue on aftlication.

S. SPOONEB & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, HOUNSLOW.

CHRYSANTHEIVIUMS.
THE BYECROFT SET of BBESSINO

INSTRUMENTS.
Three pairs of Forceps, Bru»-h, and Case, complate, lOf. 6<j.

Larfce Forceps for Pulling Centred, 3«. 9d.

Smaller ditto for Dressing, 2s. 9d.

The Best Cups and Tubes are The BECKETT.
Ail sizes, both for Japanese and incurved, at 9«. per doz.

}

or with additional tube for raising the bloom 3 inches
higher than the ordinary one, \2$. per dozen.

The SPRINGTHORPE, for Japanese and In-
curved, all sizec, 05. per dozen.

All free for Cash with Order.

HI I n U C Q Ryecroft Nursery,
. U. UUnCO, HITHER OR£EN, LEW18HAU.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDBOBES A SPECIALTY.
Pleabe 'Weite foe List.

TAMCC rVDUITD kxutic nursbribs,
JAIVICO LlJrrllLlV, CHELTENHAM.

Thb best hyacinths ihk
wohld produces at

SAVED !/c^-

Before buying else-

where, ' end for our
CATALOGUE
(free) and
compare
prices.

EXPECTED
FAMINE in

HYAClMTHS
To avoid disappointment
OBDEH AT ONCE

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed first size, 10/6 per 100*

MICHAEL RAINS & CO..
Bulb Giowera & Seed Mercb&nte,

UANSELL 8TEEET, ALDQATB
LONDON, E,

AJTD THI NCB8EBU8, HAARUtM, BoUANO.
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150 ACRES
sTREES&SHRUBS.
In the finest possible con-

dition, for The Villa, The
ManwoD, The Plantation, or The Game Covert. All in vigorou?,

healthy conditiop, not stunted, starved, or eloeely grown and
drawn. Carefully and frequently moved, and the roots con-
eequently are a mass of fibre, eosunng safe removal when Bold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descripticnso! above, andof many
Rare and New Plants, post-free from—

CLIBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham

;

Also at MANCHESTER. BANGOR, and
LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

CANT'S
WORLD-FAMED

ROSES
CANNOT BE SURPASSED.

WE GROW NOTHING ELSE.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

FBICES ARE LOW.

Carefully address—

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Nursery, Colchester.

very Healtby
Thriving young500,000

FRUIT TREES for SALE,
Of the Choicest Market S"obts, in Laboe or

Small Quantities.

CATALOd'ES on apflicatim Ij-

J. SMITH & SON,
Market Gardeners and Fruit Tree Growers,

8IPS0N. WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX,
And 458 & 469, Covent Garden Market, London.

TO THE TRADE.
The Finest Dwarf Early Wrtnklefl

Marrow Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.
We are in a position to make advanta

Keous offer of this Pea.

sharpe's"queen pea.
Finest Blue Wrinkled IVfarrow.

Trade Price on application.

C1

SHARPE'S victor POTATO, ^"i^^"^'
To obtain the True Yellow-Flf shed Variety 8[)ply to

—

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFORD.

^UTBUSH'S MILL-
_V TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN
—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will
ensure suecesa. All growers speak in
high praisfiof thequality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-
tural direction/t enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6». per bushel, Is. extra for
package ; or, Is. per cake, free per

, .
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

CARAWAY & CO.
SPECIAL OFfER.-CASH WITH ORDER.

STANDARD APPLES.
£7 lOs. per 100. Ail leading and best kind?, our selection.

12 assorted Standard Applp, Cherry. Pear, and Plum, Mr.
\2 assorted Pyramid Trees, Apple. Pear, and Plum, aOs.

13 assorted Trained Trees for walls.

Apil\ Cherry, Nectarine, Peach, Pear, and Plum, all best
trees ard good varieties, 40s. per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES, all named, 2s. 6rf. per dozen ; 18s. per lOP.

CURRANTjJ, assorted Black. Red, and White, is. Gd. per doz.

;

IS.', per lOO.

R4SPB£KaiE3. 1'. Qd. per dozen ; ICy. per ICO.

ROSES.
Roses, best Darned Hjbrid Feipetuals, our selection, ."JS*. per

100 : 20s par tO. 12 packed and paid per Parcel Post, for

75. 6d.
}2 Tea Roses, packed and piid per Parcel Pest, for 105 6rf.

Tea Roses, in pals, including Marechal Nie', Gloire de Dijori,

> iphetoe, and other varieties, 12s. and 2is. \nr dozen.
VINES, strong planted canep, 4s. each.
ASSORTED EVKRGREENS, gcol plants, 4s. to 18s. per dozen.
ASSORTED FLOWERING PLAN IV, 45. to 9s. per cozen.
ASSORTED STANDARD TREES- e.g.. Thoins, Limes Moun-

tain Ash, Plates, &e., 18s. per dozen,

CLIMBERS.
Ampelcpiis Veitchi, the bjst for covering wall-^, r quires do

nailtog. Is. each.
Clematis Jackmani, and othtr soits, 15s. p3r dozen ; our^elec-

tiOD, Ir. 6rf. eueh,

Ivie?, in sorts, 9d., Is , and Is. 6rf.

CARAWAY & CO..
Durdham Down Nurseries,

Clifton, Bristol.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
Autnmn. 1896. Specialties; English Yews. English Hollies,

Aucubas, Specimen Conifeise, Standard Rosee, and general
Nursery Stock, New Violets, &c. Also Dutch and Forcing
Bulbs. Cata'ugues free on application.

FREDERICK FEBKINS,
Nurseryman, REGENT STREET. LEAMINGTON SPA.

Kentish-grown Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

LAINGS' large Colleotion of APPLES,
APRICOTS, CHERRIES, NECTARINES, PEACHES,

PLUMS, BITSH FRUIT, alto ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,
STANDARD and DWARF H.P. and TEA ROSES is mag-
nificeot this eeasoD ; aa well aa their Vices (fruiliog and
planting canes). Figi^, Rosea in pots. Asparagus, Seakale,
Forcing Flowering Shrubs, Plants, and Bulbs. Conifeim. &c.

Inspection cordially inrited. Catford Railway Station.
Telephone, 9B60. Telegrams, *'Caladium. Lone" on."

Catalogues post free on application.
JOHN L4INQ AND SONS. Nurserie.-, ForestHill, Loidon.S.E.

For Outdoor & Indoor Culture
Large Collections of all the very Best Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

Irises, Lilies, &c.
Oiily the very best supplied. Prices extremely moderate.

lUuatrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. 468).

POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.

HORNE'S
FRUIT-TREE
DRESSING

Has stoo'^ the test for ten
years as the best remedy yet
known for capturing the
Caterpillar Moths that ascend
the trees in October and

November.

Pamph'ets wilh particulars
pa&t-free.

A Grtat Clearance Sale of Fruit Trees, by Auction.
On the Premises, Perry Hill, Cliffe, neor Rochester, is fiaed for

WEDNESDAY. November 18.

7 ',000 Standard, Half-Standard, and Maiden Apples, Pearp,
Plums, and Cherries; 40.000 2-yr. Gooseberries ; 30,000 Black
Currants; 50,000 Raspberries ; 100,000 Strawberries. &c,. &c.,
arejincludel. Catalogues of Messrs, PROrHEROE & MORRIS,
67, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Male. Ftmale.

GARDEN and OLD-FASHIONED ROSES.
—25 strong plants for 22s. 6d. Distinct varieties, such as

have been exhibited in such tine form during the past season,
including Bardon Job. Janet*8 Pride, Copper Austrian,
Gustave Regis. Single Yellow Austrian. Pepita, Laurette
Messimy, Crimson Rambler. York and Lancaster, Per^ian
Yellow, Rose de Meaux, &.C., forming a very charmiog
collection of the best old-fashioned and garden Roses. New
Roee Int. post free.

GEO. COOLING and SONS, The Nurseries. Bath.

SUPERLATIVE RASPBERRY
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.
Per dozen, 3s., per 100. 18s ; extra showy, 6s. per dozen.

Price per 1000 on application
For description see Strawberry Catalogue,

Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps-
GEORGE BUNYARD AMD CO.. Royal Nurseries. Maidstooe.

"JIM SMYTH," ^Sl-l^Sttion

The finest scarlet border var ety ever offered.

Has won Ist Prize two years offered by Martin Smith, Esq.,
and has been awarded five Certificates. To obtain the genuine
thing hay direct from the raiser, and beware of bogus varieties.

Strong rooted layers, 425. per dozen,

H. G. SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane. W,0.

EXTRA LARGE Pyramid APPLES & PEARS.

We are offering the above, exceptioDBlly cheap, to c'ear.

6 to 8 ft. high, 2 to 4 ft. through, strong fruiting trees, grafted.
Our selection, named, will carry fruih this year.

245. per dczen, £0 105. per 100. fr^e on G.W. or S.W. Rails.

JOHN SCOTT A CO.,
ROYAL NURSERIES, MERRIOTT, SOMERSET.

RETARDED LILY C ROWNS!!
Buy RETARDED LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS

for Flowering before Christinas.
No Trouble, no Loss and Disappointment.

Write at once to

—

T, JANNOCH, DEKSINGHAM, NOKFOLK,
For Prices, &o., as Stock is limited,

ROSES IN POTS,
For Forcing, Ac, 12r. to 30». per dor.

TEAS, H.lVs, CLIMBING, &o.
Fine healthy plants of leading and best sorts.

Descriptive Catalogue free,

W. RUMSEY. Joynlng'a Nurseries, Waltham Croas. N.

(ANT'S
^ World-renowned

R0SES.

FOR Catalogues apply

BENJAIYIIN R. CANT,
Rose Grower, COLCHESTER.
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Winter-Flowering & Early Forcing Plants.

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds for forcing.

,. MOLLIS, baded with buds.

.. Ghent varieties, very fine.

BEGONIAS, winter-fiowering.

BOfiONIA HEQASTIGUA, ficc bueby plants.

BOnVARDIAS, including the latest Noveltie?.

CAMELLIAS tine sorts* well set with floiver.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds,

,. MALMAISONS, and other varieties.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum strain,

DEDTZIA GRACILIS, splendidly set with flower budp.

EPACRIS, of sorts, very fine for winter,

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &c.
GARDENIAS, well budded.

GENISTA, fine strong plants.

aifDRANGEA PANICULATA GRANDIFLOBA.
HALMIA LATIFOLIA, covered with buds.

LAORUSTINUS. dwarf stems, com pict heads.

LILAC ALBA VIRGINALIS. CHAS. X., and PERSICA.
LILIUM HARBISII, eitra strong.

LILY OF THE VALLEY Clumps and Single Crowns.

ROSES, finest Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals, strong plants
grown in pots for forcing,

SOLANQM HYBRIDUM, Empress, ai.d other kinds.

SPIB^A ASTILBOIDES and JAPONICA.
STAPHYLEA COLCHICA, very fine.

VIBURNUM OPULUS (Guelder Rose).

GRAPE VINES. Canesveryfinethisyear, i well ripened.

Orders art jiow bting extcnttdfor the above in fine conditim.

For Complete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulb
Catalogue, gratis and post-free on application.

VICTORIA & TARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY. LONDON, N.

FOREST TREES
ADAPTED

For Profitable Planting, Shelter,

Game, or Ornament.
One of the Lirgeat, Hardiest. Healtby, and Most

Select Stocks In Europe.

INSPECTION INVITE D.

Catalogues free, and any information given on applic;ition to

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,
NOBSERTMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN, AND H.Il.H.

THE PRINCE OP WALES,
WOOD FORESTERS FOR CROWN LANDS,

CARLISLE.

NEW VIOLETS.
Admiral Avellan, very large, royal pufple flowers ; Piinces:^^

de Qalles. the largest and oweeteat Vialet. Theae are the
greatest norelti*8 in Violets siuce I introduced the popular
Maiie Louise. Establibhed plants in pots, \2s. per doz , 90^.
per 100. California, very large. sweet-si-ented. free tiowerirg,
Kood plants, 6*. per doz.. 40s. per 100. General Nursery Stack
00 application.

FREDERICK PERKINS,
NUltSEllYMAN, REGENT STBEET, LEAMINGTON SPA.

RHODODENDRONS.
Best Kinds. Well Budded, Beautiful Foliage.

£7 10s. to £15 per 100.

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseries,

CAMBEBLEY, SURREY.
BURBERRY'S AMATEUK ORCHID

CULTIVATOR'S GUIDE BOOK, New Edition.

THE ORCHID hEVIEW for 1695. Ditto tor 1S96. Nov. an.I

HiC. parts will be sent to purchaser when published.

THE BOOK of CHOICE FERNS, Schneider, in parts, new,
complete.

CASSELL'S POPULiR GARDENING, four vols., complete.
Offers solicited.

O. HODGSON, Hemsworth, Wakefield

PAUL k SON'S

CHESHUNT ROSES.

NEW CATALOGUES 01

POT ROSES FOR FORCING.
Five Silver Cups. Their great specialty.

STANDARD ROSES,
The finest in the Trade.

DWABF and CLIMBING ROSES,
Nearly all on the Briar.

DWARF TEAS &HYBRID TEAS
In large ijuantities, for massing.

GARDEN ROSES & Single Species
The finest coUeotion in Europe.

NEW and CHOICE ROSES,
Turner's Crimson Rambler, Alister, Stella

Grey, &c.

PAUL'S CARMINE PILLAR,
The grand New tingle Pillar Rose.

Paul & Son's
CHESHUNT FRUIT TREES
STANDARD APPLES for Orchards,

The largest stock of thf linest trees.

Ornamental TREES & SHRUBS,
for Avenues & Parks. New & Rare kinds.

HOLLIES and CONIFERS,
Specimen Hollies & Ilhcdodi-ndrons 10 ft. high.

HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS.
AL50

BDLB3, SEEDS, CANNAS, and OTHER SPECIALTIES.

New Priced Catalogues poit-free from

THE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT.

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES^ROSES

A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW
OFFERED FOR SALE.

WRITE FOR OTJR

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, M.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBRIDSEWORTH, HERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1896.

riCTORIAL ASPECT OF Kp:W.
n'^UE fine series of views of the lake in the
-*- Kew Arboretum and its vicinit)', the work
of M, and Madame de I'Aubinieie, were referred

to in the Kew BiiUetin for last year (p. 303),

when a selection from them was placed on
exhibition in the North Gallery. The talented

artists have now had twenty-four of the most
characteristic engraved by Count Ostrorog, and
published in a volume entitled Tlie I'lHtry uf
Keii' Gardens, of which Her ^Majesty the (Jueen

has been pleased to accept the first copy. At
their request the Director furnished the fol-

lowing preface :

—

"Visitors to Kew who admire its slatel}'

trees, its sylvan glados, and its spacious lawns,

probably in most cases suppose that Nature
endowed it with its charms. But this is far

from being the case. Kew throughout is the

creation of the art of the gardener apjilicd con-

tinuously for a century and a half, and never

even at the present day ceasing to modify,

develop, and refine.

Laud.scape gardening, as exemplified in such

a domain as Kew, is peculiarlj- Engli.sh. It

originated, no doubt, partly in au intelligent

appreciation of the possibilities afforded by the

climate, which allows smooth turf to grow in a
manner unknown in other countries, partly in

the demand for giving to country mansions

harmonious and sympathetic surroundings.

Its evolution has been gradual, and it is not

without interest to notice that Kew has been

the scene of the earliest attempts of its successive

masters.

English gardens down to the end of the six-

teenth century were ordinarily walled enclosures

laid out with extreme formality. Thej- were

adjuncts to the dwelling-house, and shared its

defensive protection against disorder. The
gardener stayed his hands at the Limits of his

boundary.

Though in the next century walls gave way
to hedges, the treatment of the garden still

remained formal. The stately methods of the

great French landscape gardeners were bodily

transported to England at the Restoration.

They were, it may be admitted, well suited to

splendid pageantry and a grandiose mode of

life. But they were only adapted to largo

domains, as they sought to bring the sur-

rounding park into connection with the garden

by the plantation of extended avenues. This

extension was the germ of landscape gardening

proijer ; but the defect of the system was that

its interest was almost exhausted at a first

impression, and its monotony soon became

wearisome.
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The beginning of the eighteenth century saw

a violent reaction against the formal style. This

was largely due to the influence of Pope and

Addison. Switzer was the first to introduce

'rural gardening.' The object waste connect

the garden with its natural surroundings without

the stiff and costly methods of Le Notre.

Bridgeman at about the same time went even

further. In the Royal Garden at Richmond

(now incorporated with Kew) he ' dared to

introduce cultivated fields, and even morsels of

a forest appearance.'

Kew, as it exists to-day, was formed by the

fusion of two distinct properties or domains,

both royal, but with entirely different histories.

They corresponded roughly to the west and east

halves of the present gardens. The western

half was known as Richmond Gardens (or the

Royal Garden at Richmond). The eastern half

corresponds in great part to the grounds of Kew
House, and to this the name of Kew Gardens

was originally confined. The two properties

were separated by Love Lane, the ancient

bridle-road between Richmond and Brentford-

ferry. This was shut up, and the two properties

thrown together m 1802.

Frederick, Prince of Wales, the father of

George III., obtained in 1730 a long lease of

Kew House. Sir William Chambers, who
erected the Pagoda, the Orangery (now Museum
No. III.), and other buildings, many of which

have not survived, gives a description of the

eastern half of the gardens in the middle of the

last century.

' The gardens of Kew are not very large, nor

is their situation by any means advantageous,

as it is low and commands no prospects. Origi-

ninally the ground was one continued dead flat,

the soil was iu general barren, and without

either wood or water. With so many disadvan-

tages, it was not easy to produce anything

tolerable in gardening; but princely munifi-

cence, guided by a director equally skilled in

cultivating the earth and m the polite arts,

overcame all difficulties. What was once a

desert is now an Eden.'

The task could not have been easy. But
there seems reason to believe that in the main
features which still survive it was the work of

Kent, who has been termed the ' founder of the

school of landscape gardening.' By the intro-

duction of the sunk fence or ha-ha (largely

used at Kew) instead of walls or fences, he

brought external scenery into his landscape

effects.

An even more celebrated practitioner of the

art, ' Capability Brown,' was employed by the

Dowager Princess of Wales to remodel the western

half of the gardens. A pretty clean sweep

was made of the ' rural gardening ' of Bridgeman.

Brown's entire plan, which included the erection of a

new lalace, was never carried out. But Kew pro-

bably owes to him the beautiful Hollow Walk, now
devoted to Rhododendrons, which, according to local

tradition, was made about the middle of the last

century by the Staffordshire militia while quartered

at Kew.
For the greater part of a century after this Kew

remained comparatively untouched. After the acces-

sion of Her Majestyito the throne it was df termined to

devote it to the purposes of a national botanic garden.

Sir William Hooker wa» appointed the first director,

and assumed office on April 1, 1841. The part then

opened to the public was only the original Botanic

Gardens of about 15 acres. The remainder had lapsed

into the condition of a wilderness, and was used as

a g<rae preserve by the late King of Hanover.

r>y slow degrees the ground accessible to the public

was inortaseJ, and in 1850 the whole of the ' pleasure-

grounds' were thrown open, Sir 'NVilliftm Hooker

found himself in charge of a spacious area, in many
parts thickly wooded and overgrown, but devoid

mostly of distinctive features or picturesque efifects.

The problem which he and^his successors have had to

face was how to treat this so as to convert it into

a beautiful garden after the English plan, and yet

utilise it for the scientific purposes to which it had

been devoted.

The plan adopted was that which has been cus-

tomary in the treatment of great domains in this

country in more recent times. It combines some-

thing of the more ancient practice with a free

employment of that which succeeded it. The formal

treatment which is still needed to harmonise gar-

dening with architectural effects blends insensibly

with the naturalistic, which is most appropriate at a

distance. Formality has neither been carried into

the landscape with Le Notre, nor bauished altogether

with Kent and Brown. When large buildings—the

Great Palm -house, the AVinter Garden, the New
Museum, and the Water Tower—were erected for the

new purposes to which Kew had been devoted, the

ground immediately adjacent to them was laid out

under the advice of Nesfield in a strictly formal and

stately way. To him are also due the long vistas

which stretch [away into the pleasure-grounds, now
the Arboretum. The more distant portions have

been gradually remodelled, the aim being to weave

the various collections of trees and shrubs into a

whole which should avoid an artificial, and yet yield

an agreeable effect, while still subserving a definite

purpose. It can hardly be doubted that the result

has been successful, and that it is possible to construct

a great botanic garden which shall sacrifice nothing

to its object, and yet be neither arid nor ugly.

The lake at the sonthern end of the Royal Gardens,

like every other picturesque feature which they con-

tain, is of entirely artificial origin. It is difficult,

peihaps, now to realise that the ground it occupies

was once as flat as the rest. The lake was commenced
about forty years ago by Sir William Hooker, who
had nothing more than an old gravel-pit to work

upon. It was further developed by Sir Joseph

Hooker, and no pains have since been spared to

improve its scenic beauty.

1 believe it was by accident that its pictorial merits

attracted the attention of M. and Madame de

I'Aubiniere. At any rate, they have devoted two
years to the work of depicting its varying aspects,

and a collection of their studies is exhibited in a

room at tlie North Gallery." Kew Bulletin.

Bruges, and flowered for the first time in the collec

'

tion of this gentleman, who was highly surprised

and enchanted to find himself that morning the

iiealw! posiidens of this fine plant. F. RrdnzUn.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

CATTLEYA RARRISONIANA, BATEMAN,
COMTE VISART'S VARIETY.

This is a very good thing indeed. Imagine a

well-developed flower of the typical form, but of the

purest snowy white except a little pale golden yellow

blotch on the Up, and some purplish microscopical

spotlets on the reverse-side ofthe sepals. The flower I

have at hand is in its natural position, full 10 cm.

(1 inches) across, the odd sepal linear lanceolate, the

lateral ones falcate, and elegantly bent downwards ;

the petals are broader, and waved at the border ; the

lip is rather different from that of Cattleya Loddigesii,

the species to which C. Harrisoniana has close re-

lation, but the middle lobe is more waved and

crisped ; the veins are stronger marked, and the

five longitudinal keels are very elevated. If botanists

regard those characters as trifling ones, this

question may be discussed at another time, for

to-day Cattleya Harrisoniana stands as a true

species also accepted by Reichenbach, who
changed the name to Epidendrum Harrisonianum.

If the typical plant is estimated as desirable, this

variety will be appreciated far more. Albinos are

very much in fashion to-day, but true albinos of

every spocies are always very scarce. Among a largo

lot of the typical Hpeoimens imported by Mr. I<\

Sander into his new establishment at Bruges, very

few speoimeus of this variety were found. One of

them was purchased by Count Visart, St. Croix,

EABY CASTLE GARDENS,
Raby is, perhaps, one of the 'grandest places

from a horticultural point of view that is to be found

in England, and the baronial castle, surrounded by its

moat, is one of the most characte ristic structures any

where to be seen, being in a perfect state ofpreservation.

It is situated one mile and a hali north of the village

of Staindrop, and is traditionally supposed to occupy

the site of the house given by Canute to the church
of Durham. The present edifice is principally

indebted for its splendour to John de Neville, who in

1379 obtained a license to construct a castle on his

manor, and to embattle and crenulate its towers and

walls. The park consists of some hundreds of acres,

and is well stocked with various species of deer, and

the breed of red deer is considered to be the finest in

England ; fallow deer are also numerous.

On the occasion of a recent visit, we entered the

" East Garden " through the old gateway, which is

iu keeping with the castle. The chief features of this

garden are fruit-walls, a ribbon-border and hedges of

Fuchsia Riccirtoni, which is hardy in the northern

locality if protected by straw and mats. This

variety of Fuchsia is used as a background plant in

all the flower borders at Raby. On the north wall

of this garden well-trained healthy young Morello

Cherry-trees were bearing heavy crops of fruit ; tho

most of them were planted by Mr. TuUet, the

present gardener. The Apples grown in this garden

are principally culinary sorts, and the trees are

young, in a good bearing condition, and at the time

of my visit were laden with fruit of large size.

The south wall has in front a border 1 2 feet wide,

which is bedded out in ribbon style, with Henri

Jacoby Pelargonium, Alyssum maritimum, Mrs. Lever

pink-flowered Pelargonium, Viola Bullion, and a

splendid Lobelia of Mr. TuUet's raising, its beautiful

colour and compactness stamping ita s one of the best

Lobelia erinus in cultivation. On the opposite side to

the ribbon border we come face to lace with one of

the finest sights in the way of a wire fence, covered

with Clematis Jackmani. About every 7 or 8 yards

standards are raised which create a grand effect, and

interepersed are a few Lady Caroline Neville

Clematis.

The other walls are covered with fruit trees, and
one half of a wall 200 yards in length, has been re-

planted with the best known kinds of Pears ; and on
the other part of the wall the Plums, Pears, and

Apples, are in good condition. One lean-to house, built

against the south wall, measures 50 by 9 feet. It is

planted with the well-known Kaby Castle Fig, and the

trees were bearing a good crop of fruit of fine quality.

All round this garden a ribbon-border runs for

150yards, ina semi-circle. At the background of

this border is a hedge of Fuchsia Riccartoui, next

a row of Calceolaria Qiilden Gem ; Rev. Atkinson

and Bonfire zonal Pelargoniums ; also silver-leived

Pelargonium May Queen ; Viola Blue Bell, then

Pyrethrum, and finally an edging of Lobelia erinus.

On the south wall there are two late Peach-houses,

120 feet in length. All the fruit-tree borders have
been remade by Mr. TuUet since he came here.

Some of the old trees were replanted, and others

shifted, and throughout the house tho trees were noted

as being heavily cropped with fruits of fine quaUty.

The Peaches chiefly consisted ofthe varieties Dr. Hogg,

Sea Eagle, Bellegarde, Barrington, Royal George,

Noblesse, and Princess of Wales. Nectarines are

Pine-apple, EIruge, Lord Napier, and Pitmaston

Orange. In front of those Peach-houses is a trian-

gular bed, filled with bodding-plants, the centre being

filled with sub-tropical and fine-foliage plants, goldeq-

leaved Elder being used with good efl'ect.

Leaving the east garden by an archway covered

with Clematis in full flower a'^ the time of my visit,

the visitor outers the Rose and Carnation garden.

This is laid out in the Italian style, and the beds are
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filled with Carnations and Roses ; the varieties of the

former mostly planted are Raby Castle and the old

Queen of Bedders, a very fine scarlet variety. The
scrolls all round were very effectively planted with red

and white dwarf scarlet Nasturtiums, Viola Bluebell

being used to bring out the colour. The Rose beds

are filled with all the leading varieties, and the plants

were cleau and healthy.

PHSsing from this garden wo enter the " gi'ass-

garden " by .^he fountain, which is one of the prettiest

of the Raby gardens. It is entered from the castle

by a new gateway, which forms also the chief

entrance to the gardens. The middle-walk has a

border on each side planted with Hollyhocks as

back-row plants. About 40 yards from the gateway

plants of Yucca aloifolia, and three of Campanula

pyraniidalis. All these clumps are loosely arranged

on the grass.

At the top of this garden, which has a southern

aspect, is a wall that is covered with Apricot trees,

young, healthy,and which bore splendid crops of fruit.

In front of the wall runs a border 12 feet wide, most
effectively planted in ribbon style.

Pa-ssing from this garden, the " Dutch garden " is

entered. It is well sheltered by Yew hedges of good

height. The beds were filled with plants having a

choice blending of colours. Several beds of tuberous

Begonias in this garden were very fine, the plants

blooming [irofusely. At the top of it, facing south,

is a conservatory loO feet in length by 20 feet in

Mr. Tullet told me that the Vines carry fine

bunches of fruit. The principal feature in this

garden consists in its borders of herbaceous plants,

which contain most of the leading kinds of herbaceous

perennial plants, the borders being a perfect mass of

bloom during spring, summer, and autumn. The
plants are arranged in rows, and the back row con-

sisted, this year, of Cactus Dahhas, double flowered

Poppies, then came Zinnias in mixture, then rows of

Asters, and of Eist Lothian Stocks. Another border

was planted with Tritoma Uvaria as a back line

plant ; following this were, in order of their names.

Anemone japonicai zonal Pelargoniums, and Viola

Bullion.

We now enter the chief plant-houses. One span-

Fjg. 92.—baby castle, durbam. (see p. 520.)

the visitor comes to a small lake, furnished with a

fountain in the ceutre, surrounded by a rockery, the

stones of which are covered with natural moss. This

garden is also bounded by fine old Yew hedges, and
it has a lawn in the centre, upon which is a very fine

bed, planted this year, in a simple manner, which
was a glorious mass of flowering-plants. Dracsena

Veitchii serves as a useful centrepiece, with Scabious,

silver-leaved Pelargonium May Queen, small Fuchsias,

and Perilla Nankinensis, filled the bed which was
bordered with Blue Bell Viola. A feature in this

garden consists in sub-tropical plants dotted about in

clumps of three or sis ; one clump noticed was formed

of three Bamboos, which grow from 6 to 8 feet in

height, and of three Campanula pyraniidalis, 4 to 5

feet high. Other clumps were formed of three plants

of Phormium tenax Veitchii and three Lilium aura-

tums; still another clump was planted with three

width—a half-span. The roof of this building is

covered with creeping flowering plants. One feature

of the place is a large plant of Brugmansia alba, pre-

senting a noble appearance when covered with its

large white flowers. Orange-trees in this house were

bearing fine fruit of good quality ; and the house, on

the whole, is well filled with choice plants, showing,

in their cleau and healthy appearance and profusion

of bloom, good cultivation.

Leaving the Dutch gaiden, we go westward to the

gardener's house. On the south wall of the garden

at this point ai-e two Peach-houses, ons an early

house, the other a succession-house. The trees in

these peacheries are healthy, and bear excellent fruit,

especially noticeable being the varieties of Peaches,

Sea Eagle, Exquisite, Goshawk, and Stanwick Elruge

Nectarine. A vinery forming part of this range is the

earliest house, but the Grapes were all consumed.

roofed house is I.IO feet long by 24 feet wide, divided

into three parts. Entering by the western door, the

stove division is entered ; here the plants include the

best known species in cultivation, including many

of recent introduction. Every plant is in good

condition.

A second house, devoted to the cultivation of

stove plants, was entered from the first one, and in

this was found a huge specimen of Cycas revoluta in

fruit, and other fine specimens, notably Maranta

Veitchii, Phcenix rupicola, and a magnificent speci-

men of the Golden Fern. Some Bananas in this

house are well done. A few Orchids noted here are

also well grown.

Passing from the stoves, a greenhouse was entered,

in which a Lapageria rosea extending over the roof

was a grand feature, it being covered with blooms at

the time.
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These three houses are well adapted for plant-

growing ; all the brick-work used consists of glazed

white brick, which has a clean bright appearance.

Ranges of pits skirt the front of these houses ;
cold

ones are devoted to Violet-growing, for winter

supply, the variety Marie Louise being one of the

varieties grown in quantity ; Lady Hume Campbell is

also thought much of as a Violet for succeeding M.

Louise.

After the Violet pits come those in which Cucum-

bers are gi'own ; then Pine-pits on the old system

—the Pines grown in them are very fine. The varieties

consist of Queen, smooth Cayenne, and Charlotte

Rothschild. The fruiting Pine-stove is an old-

fashioned structure that serves its purpose very well

;

it is divided into two compartments.

The propagating gi-ound is large, as it needs must
be to supply the requirements of the place. Passing

from the plant-houses the North garden is reached,

and note is made of the fine specimen Conifers. A
wall facing south extends the entire length of this

garden, on which are built the four chief vineries,

which have a length of 200 feet by 20 feet in width.

All the borders in these houses have practically been

renewed recently, and the Vines show the good effects

of this, the canes being strong, and the foliage clean

and healthy. The Vines bear fine crops of Grapes,

large in bunch and berry, that colour well. The
varieties mostly grown are Barbarossa, Madresfield

Court, Gros Colmar, Muscat Hamburgh, Black Ham-
burgh, Black Alicante.

The Muscat Vines look well, and several new canes

have been planted. The last house consists principally

of Hamburghs, the crop was a nice one, and the fruit

well-coloured. To the north of this garden we come
to what is called the " new kitchen garden," of 4 acres,

made two years ago. This garden is intended princi-

pally for the growing of winter vegetables, all of

which had a most healthy vigorous appearance. The
advantage afforded by this new garden is that owing
to its exposed position, the crops grown in it are

thereby better enabled to resist the rigours of a severe

winter than those grown in sheltered gardens. Jvim
Mclnlyre, Woodside, Darlington.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CYPEIPEDIUM X LEYSENIANUM.
This is one of the most distinct of recent seedlings,

taking front rank among the bellatulum crosses, and
a plant of it is flowering in the choice collection of

Samuel Qratrix, Esq. (Mr. David McLeod, gr.). West
Point, Whalley Range, Manchester. The flower is

after the general outUne of the Fairrieanum breed,

having arching petals, in this particular instance

elongating to a point considerably under the level of

the thimble-shaped pouch. The dorsal sepalis roundly
ovate, in colour a fine purplish-roso, flushed with deeper
rose lines, radiating from base to extremity. At the

basal portion is a cloud of green ; the inferior sepal is

half the size of the dorsal, with fine rosy-pink lines on a

greenish-ground, purely ovate. Petals much broader

than any of the Fairrieanum breed, but twisted, or

rather screwed, of beautiful arching outline, ground-
colour greenish-white, with a profusion of very dis-

tinct chestnut spots, with a general flushing all over
the surface, as in the dorsal sepal. The pouch
is formed as in bellatulum, it is very smooth,
and of a vinous colour ; staminode reniform, and
exposed, with a cloud of dense lines around it

;

peduncle twice the length of that of bellatulum. Mr.
Gratrix bought it as a cross between bellatulum and
barbatum ; but this is evidently a mistake—there is

no barbatum about it. It is more like vexiUarium x
bellatulum, as tlie flower could not have an arching
outline in its petaliferous limbs with either barbatum
or bellatulum commingled. There is no doubt about
it being from bellatulum, and from a second remove
of the Fairrieanum breed, possibly vexillarium. /. A.

Orchids at Bklsize Grove, Hampstead.

The suburbs of London contain many pretty and
interesting gardens, and Orchids are cultivated in a

greater number of them than is generally supposed ;

and, singularly enough, where properly cared for,

they thrive better than most other plants, and in

spite of London fog and smoke, they give a better

proportion of autumn and winter flowers than other

warm-house plants generally do. A very good

example is found in the garden of W. Shuter, Esq., at

Belsize Park, where Mr. Armstrong, the gardener,

succeeds in cultivating Phatenopsis successfully, a

feat which many in more pretentious country gardens

cannot boast of. The plants have been kept in

health and flowered regulai-ly for years. They never

grow into large specimens, for as a leaf or two is

made others are lost ; still, they preserve their good

health. Another satisfactory Orchid in Mr. Shuter's

garden is Pleione lagenaria, of which there ai'e at the

present time some very pretty plants in 4S-size pots,

covered with pretty white and crimson flowera.

In the warm - house the Calanthes have made
splendid pseudo-bulbs, and are sending up stout

spikes ; and many species of Cypripedium are in

bloom, including C. Spicerianum, C. Sedeni, and

C. longifolium ; also Aerides virens, Ciologyne

speoiosa, Epidendrum osmauthum (known in gardens

as E. Godseffianum and E. Capartianum), and several

other species. Through his large correspondence

with the tropics, Mr. Shuter often gets some singular

species and rare plants, and many years ago, when
Cattleya eldorado and its white variety C. e. AVallisii

were little known in gardens, we remember seeing

quite a show of their pretty, fragrant, and variously-

tinted flowers in his Orchid-house. Nor are other

branches of gardening neglected, as witness the fine

house of Chrysanthemums which Mr. Armstrong
has set up ; the heavy crop of black Alicante Grapes

;

the good supply of Cucumbers, and the great variety

of pretty table and decorative plants, such as Crotons,

Dracx-nas, Amasonia punicea, Saiutpaulia ionantha,

Streptocarpus, &c., to be seen in beauty in the

houses. Gardening in Loudon may be difficult, but
diligence always secures good results.

LilLIA PUMILA.

The plant known in gardens as Lwlia prEBstans has
been flowering in coUectious for some time past, and
although they exhibit great variety, there is no doubt
that they may be referred to the typical Lselia pumila.

On the other hand, the species often called La;Iia

pumila Dayana is a distinct species, which should be

called L:olia Dayana.

The finest form of Lwlia pumila which wo have

soeu this season is forwarded from the collection of

Dr. Jessop, Roundhay Mount, Leeds (gr., Mr. T.

Tyson). In colour it is rich and bright, and its

broadly ovate petals exceed 5 inches across, measured
together, the width of each being 2 inches. It is a

very pretty species, and the flowers in proportion to

the stature of the plant, are of extraordinary size.

Sketch and photographs of a fine variety of the

same species are kindly sent by Ernest A. Tucker,

Esq., Vernon Lodge, Preston, Brighton. /. O'B.

THE TERCENTENARY OF THE
POTATO.

It is with great pleasure that we notice that an
exhibition to commemorate the tercentenary of the
introduction of the Potato into the United Kingdom is

to be held this year at the Rotunda Rooms, Dublin,
from December 8 to 10, under the auspices of the
Irish Gardeners' Association. We wonder what
would have been the result had not the tuber found
a home on our shores, for without pausing to think
of what would have taken the place of the Potato in

the food of the working-classes of England, it would
have meant starvation entirely in many districts of
Ireland, where the Potato is the staple if not the
only food, and its cultivation the one industry of the
inhabitants. If the pig pays the rent in the sister

isle, the Potato certainly feeds its master, and in many
parts of the western coast a dish of Potato^, with an
occasional fish, constitutes the whole of the menu the
full year round.

The vegetable, which belongs to the natural order

of the Solauacere, is believed to have been well known
to the natives of Chili and Peru, from whom it is

thought by many authorities to have been procured,
aud brought to England from Santa Fe by Sir John
Hawkins in 1565, while others maintain that it was
introduced into this country by Sir Walter Raleigh,

in 15S6 ; others, again, ascribing its introduction to

Sir Francis Drake in the same year. Certain it is

that Queen Elizabeth two years previous, viz., in

1584, granted a patent " For discovering and planting

new countries not possessed by Christians," when Sir

Walter Raleigh equipped some ship 3 and set sail for

America. Thomas Herriott, who accompanied this

expedition, sent home the description of a plant
called Opeuawk by tho natives of Virginia. Gerard,
in his Herbal, mentions that he had the plant from
Virginia, that he had grown seedlings of it in 1590,
and that it grew admirably in his garden. He gave
it the name of Solanum tuberosum, afterwards

adopted by Linnseus, which title it still retains. The
plant is stated to have been generally introduced in

1592, and its first culture in Ireland is generally

credited to Sir Walter Raleigh, who had large estates

in that country round and about Youghal, in the

county of Cork, in 1596 (according to some 1595),
and it is this date which is to be honoured by the
tercentenary exhibition ; the house and garden
where it was grown still exists, and are shown.

Sir Robert Southwood, President of the Royal
Society, claimed the honour for his grandfather of

having first cultivated the plant iu Ireland, ho
stating that his ancestor obtained roots of tho plaiat

from Sir Walter Raleigh's gardener at Youghal, ou
going to taste the Apples of the fine American fruit,

being so sadly mortified at not finding them, and of

his subsequent discovery of the tubers, when his

master desired him to throw out the weeds, is

probably authentic. The Potato, it seems, had been
known in Europe for some considerable time before,

though the tuber was not known in Flanders
till 1620.

A fine kind of Potato was, first brought from
America by Mr. Howard, who cultivated it at

Cardington, near Bedford, in 1765, and its culture
in England became very general soon after. The
name which we now apply to it seems to have
been taken from the Spanish and Portuguese,
while they derived the epithet from the mountaineers
of Quito in South America. The inhabitants of
Quito called it Papas, which the Spanish corrupted
into Baltata, and the Portuguese softened it into Bitlata,

hence the English Potato. The plant was cultivated

in Ireland long before its introduction into Lanca-
shire, which was owing, it is said, to a shipwreck at

the mouth of the Ribble. From Lancashire it soon
spread, first to the gardens, and gradually into the
fields of Great Britain.

The failure of the Potato crop in Ireland for several

years, especially in 1846, caused a famine, to which
succeeded a pestilent disease of which multitudes
died, among them many priests and physicians. Par-

liament then voted .£10,000,000 sterling for the relief

of the inhabitants, and several countries of Europe
and the United States of America forwarded pro-
visions and succour of various kinds. In 1868 half

a million acres were under Potato cultivation in

P^ugland and Wales, against one million acres in
Ireland alone. In 1872 the Potato disease prevailed

very extensively in England, aud in consequence tho
value of Potatos imported amounted to £1,651,240,
against £225,732 only the preceding year. In 1876
a great deal of alarm was caused by the importation
in the autumn of the American Potato-beetle, a bug
which came to bj very generally known as the Colo-
rado-beetle, but which has now very foitunately been
well nigh exterminated, at any rate on this side of the
big ditch.

Although we import now a very large quantity of

Potatos, not only from abroad, but from the Channel
Islands, these latter being generally the first in the
market, there U no doubt that tho British-grown

tuber still holds its own, aud this is shown iu the
fact that during the past twenty-five years tho trade

has undergone a great and a significant change for

the better, the volume of imported Potatos
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having very considerably decreased. For the

three years ending 1875, the annual average

importation was 268,157 tons, while for the three

years ending 1895 the annual average importation

was only 154,835 tons, an average decrease of no less

than 113,322 tons. This year, although the crop has

been laree, it is now, owing to the rains, becoming

very diseased, and those Potatos which are still in the

ground may be looked upon as doomed. Indifferent

sorts are now fetching only £1 per ton, and many

growers in the Fen districts are offering good sorts at

as low as 10s. a ton, and the common varieties they

are giving away to whoever likes to clear them. When

it is boi-ne in mind that in the poorer districts of

Loudon anything but good Potatos are retailed at a

halfpenny a pound, which means at the rate of

£4 5s. per ton, some idea of the profits made by

costermongers and greengrocers will be gained, while

the better sorts are sold at prices which yield from £6

to £7 per ton. The German redskins, which were

foi-merly very popular, h.ave declined very much in

favour, while the Belgian kidney is also now veiy

seldom seen in the markets. From its importance

alone as a staple food, the Potato deserves to be

honoured by an exhibition, the more so as its cultiva-

tion is esscnti.ally an industry of the British Isles.

Well may we say, " Floreat Potato, rootand branch I

''

Wm. Norman Bron-n.

Colonial Notes.
»

WEST AUSTKALIAN PLANTS.

TllK Western Australian Ycar-hook, a copy of which

has ju.--t reached us, contains an article from the pen

of the late Baron von Mueller on the " Vegetation of

Western Australia," one corner of which we used to

know as Swan River, but which now sti-etches from

south to north, forming the eastern third of the great

Continent. The Baron contributes a list of the extra

tropical species of plants, among which are many of

the greatest value for horticultural and economic

purposes. The last sentence of the memoir has all

the more interest in that it reached us after the death

of the lamented botanist :—" lu p.arting sorrow-

fnlly and reluctantly from this charming flora, with

the elaboration of which the writer throughout

more th^in forty years has become prominently iden-

tified, and which to his extreme regret he can hardly

hope ever to see again, he trusts that, should life still

be spared to him by merciful Providence, if ho cim

still further unroll in future editions of this anniial

the descriptive picture of the great and largely unique

We-teru Flora for fuller cognisance and appreciation,

it will bo to him one of the most pleasing of tasks.

"

Trinidad.

The October number ofthe Bulletin ofMiaeellaneous

InfonniUion, pubUshed by the authorities of the Royal

Botanic Garden, contains a variety of notes of interest

to the colonists, and to naturalists generally. Two
drift fruits are mentioned, one the fruit of Mani-

caria saccifera ; Ihe other, which was not recognised

till recently, is now shown to be the fruit of Saco-

glottis amazonica, a tree belonging to the Humiriacea),

now discovex-ed to inhabit the Cedros district of

Trinidad, but previously only known from the banks

of the Amazon. A note on the Sugar-cane shows

that numerous seedling plants may now be seen in the

gardens. Some of these may be found superior to the

varieties from which they sprang.

C.ii'E OF Good Hope.

Messrs. P. Macowau and Eustace Pillans have pre-

pared for the Department of Agriculture an excellent

treatise, entitled A Mamud of Pracliea/ Orchard

Wnrh at the Cape. The Cape, speaking generally, has

two very different climatic areas, the conditions in

the eastern half being very different from those in the

western poition. Consequently, special directions,

applicable to each case cannot be given. The general

principles of cultivation are nevertheless of universal

application, and having gVasped them, the cultivator

should be in a position to apply them to his own

needs. The points most neglected in fruit culture at

the Cape—may we not say the same here—are the

incredible neglect of the mechanical condition of the

soil, and the general avoidance of deep trenching, the

unintelligent use of irrigation, the absence of any

intelligent system of sub-drainage, unscientific

pruning, both formative and in maintenance, and an

easy satisfaction with seedlings that have thrown

back, instead of only growing pedigree sorts propa-

gated by bud and graft. Reform of cultural custom

and practice on these five points lies at the founda-

tion of all improvements in Cape fruit growing. The

1»3.— FLOWER OF ARAUJIA SERICIFEUA ; SHOWINi.
.MODK OF CAPTURE OF MOTB.

pollen-m;»s8ea
; b, their stalks ; c, proboscis of motli

;

D, he.id of moth ; E, portion of antenna.

directions are given in so " racy " a style as to make
them amusing reading, while their forcefuluess should
result iu general improvement.

AEAUJIA SERICIFERA
AND MOTH.

So.ME time ago a discussion arose in these columns
respecting this plant, whicli is sometimes called the
" Cruel Plant," the flowers of which were said to be

c:ipable of ensnaring moths and other insects, and it

was also affirmed by some, and denied by others,

that such was the case. I resolved to study closely

the subject as soon as occasion offered, and I have
just recently had ample material for so doing. That
such is the case is undeniable, and I have made a

rough sketch to illustrate the manner in which it

takes place.

The family Asclepiadaceie, to which the Araujia or

Physianthus belongs, are very complicated iu the struc-

ture of their flowers, and to illustrate the subject fully

would require several diagrams of the different organs,

but the accompanying illustr,ation (fig. 93) is sufficient

to show how it takes place. A shows the two pollen-

masses, which are attached by B, two glandular bodies

in the form of a caudicle, or tail, to the stigma ; and
c represents the proboscis of the moth entrapped.

The pollen - masses, being glutinous, adhere to

the proboscis, and by their peculiar arr.angement and
connection to the caudicles, B, a strong leverage or

resistance is produced by the exertion of the moth
in attempting to withdraw its proboscis.

Again, the proboscis, which is thrust beyond tho

pollen masses, is caught a slight distunoe from the

point, and the moth finding itself caught, rolls the

eud which becomes wedged tightly against tho

appendages which forms the corona.

One morning I found seven moths entrapped,

inchidiug two large Privet Hawk moths (Sphinx

Ligustri), .and five Pot-herb- moths (Hadena ole-

r.icea). and other insects.

I am also further convinced that there is a change
which takes place iu the organs of the flower during

the day-time, as I have observed that as soon as the

sun shines upon the flowers, some of the moths
succeed in effecting their escape ; and I have also

remarked that the Humming-bird-moth (Macroglo.ssa

stellatarum), which flies iu the d.ay-time, thrusts

its proboscis into tho flowers without ever being

caught.

It is probable that the warmth of the sun

causes an expansion of the flower, or else there is

but a slight sensitiveness in tho organs. It is also

curious to notice the little lizards making thtir

round iu tho morning amongst the flowers, searching

for the moths which are entrapped. Rlriera.

WILLOWS AND BASKET-WORK.
" Iv basket-work," says tho Kew Bullclin, quoting

from a paper by Mr. W. J. Cochrane iu the Transac-

tions of the Ilvjhland and Agricultural Society of

Scollaiul, "is the main use to which they are to be

put, perhaps tho best kind is the common white

Willow, Salix alba, which grows fast and attains a

largo size, yielding tannin and salicin, while, iu

addition to its utility for basket-making, its wood is

suitable for wattles, fuel, and chip. Tho common
Willow, Salix viminalis, is a very good osier for

general purposes, being suited alike to rough and to

delicate work ; while a tailor variety, the long-leaved

Willow, Salix triaudra, growing to a height of 20 feet,

is one of tho most useful of all Willows. Amongst
others I would mention S. rubra and S. laurina

;

whUst if the substance salicin, obtained from tho

bark and used for medicinal purposes, is wanted, the

species S. fragiUs, or the crackling Willow, is recom-

mended as being the richest iu this substance, and at

the same time yielding a fair amount of very good

timbtr."

In order to determine botanically the different

osiers bearing these local mimes, cuttings of a dozen

kinds were obtained at Kew from Mr. R. Brown,

Somersham, Hunts, a practical osier grower
; these

have now flowered, and have been definitely

determined.

1. GUbskins, Salix tri.andra, $ ; 2. Jelstiver, S.

triandra, $ ; 3. Black Hollander, S. triandra, <J ;

i. French osier, S. triaudra, <J ; 5. Old blruik, new
kind, S. triandra, $ ; 6. Green sucklings, S. trian-

dra, S ; 7. Black Mauls, S. triandra, $ ; 8. Cardinal

Willow, S. alba, var., 9 ; 9. Golden osier, S.

viminalis, (? ; 10. Cane osier, S. viminalis, f

;

11. Welsh osier, S. purpurea, <J ; 12. Mottled

Spaniards, S. decipiens, ?

.

(S. decipiens is very nearly allied to S. fragilis, and

is placed as a mere form under that species by many
authorities ; otliers regard it as a hybrid.)

According to Mr. Brown, Nos. 1, 2, -3, I, 6, 7. 11,

12, are the best for basket-making (for the best class

of work), while Nos. 5, 8, H, and 10, are for rougher

work, such as gardening-baskets (for Potatos

fruit, &c.).
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NOTES FKOM THE MANCHESTEK
EOTAL BOTANIC.

CATTLETA X POBPHYROPHLEBIA = INTERMEDIA X

SDPERBA.—This is a hybrid, partaking more of the

characteristics of the seed than of the pollen parent.

In habit it shows some likeness to the growth of C.

superba, with its stiff roundish leaves, and its plump

smooth-skinned foot-stalks ; but it is more after the

intermedia type, both in foliage and in flower. There

are three flowers springing from the sheath, larger

than those of intermedia ; sepals lanceolate
;
petals

ovate, vpith a fine sheen of blush ; lip very showy and

of good size. The convolute half of it of similar

colour to the segments, the lower portion expanding

to more than normal form of either of the parents
;

theextremity being a clear shade of magenta, with the

central lines running up to the end of column,

showing all the more prominently because of the

white ground colour on either side of these magenta

lines. There is no doubt that the intermedia colour

and formation is a little disturbed, but not to the

extent of either the bright colour and rather straggling

form of a normal flower of Cattleya superba.

ACALYPHA MUSAICA.

This plant is casting a fine dash of colour in the

Botanic stove. It is allowed to ramble amougst a

mixture of stove plant-s, the roots getting through

the pot into the bed uf earth, and the wealth and

beauty of the leaves arrest attention. Tlie leaf is ovate

ac\iminate, with numerous blunt serratures, and the

intermediary ribs springing from the central one very

prominent. What enhances its appearance is the

effective crimson shade of tlio leafy matter between

the subsidiai-y ribs. This, too, is interspersed with

brownish-black spot^ here, and patches there, making

an effective combination. As an ornamental plant it

is exceedingly striking, not only for a botanic, but

for any garden where there is a warm conservatory.

Nepknthes X Mastersii.

There \i a grand plant of Nepenthes Mastersii

growing in a square basket ; suspended from the roof

of the stove, there were score? of its fine ruddy brown-

shaded pitcher appendages, the pitchers being nearly

all uniform in size, because of its being kept "short

by the head," not allowed to ramble away, as when

that is permitted the pitchers invariably elongate

until almost to become converted into tendrils. There

is no doubt that to suspend Pitcher plants within a

short distance from the glass in a house where there

is abundance of foliage within, and below the eye-line,

encourages robust habit, and it is well exemplified

here.

Seaforthia elegans.

There is a very fine plant of Seaforthia elegaus in

fine fruit in the Palm-house of the gardens. It is a

splendid subject for ornamentation, either in a small

or a large plant, and when one sees it with its orna-

mental drooping thyrses of inflorescence, it is more

than pleasing. The crowds of red coffee-looking

bsrries as round as a Rowan, get scattered about, and

numerous self-sown berries are producing young

plants about and around the pareut tree. Unfortu-

nately, to provide head-room for this giant among
Palms, the house will shortly require to be

raised
;

pity many of our Seaforthias have to be

Sacrificed for want of suitable accommodation.

PSIDIUM POMIFERU.M.

This favourite species of the race of Myrtacese

from the West Indies is in splendid fruit in an

intermediate house. It is allowed to grow up

and ramble away, its leaves rubbing the glass, and

it seems to be easy of culture. It bears brownish

stems with ovate leaves on short footstalks ; the

leaf is of a light shade of green. From the axils of

the leaves spring the fruit, generally in pairs. The
fruit ripens off into a fine shade of lemon, is round,

and smooth in the skin. It is of excellent flavour.

It is the first time I have partaken of the fruit of

Psidium pomiferum, and I can thoroughly recommend
it as an acquisition to tlie choicest dessert.

All these plants have been under the management

of Mr. Charles Paul since Mr. Bruce Findlay's

decease, and these and the collection generally are

doing well.

The Annex k Show House.

This show house of 250 feet in length by 54 feet in

width, is laid out with the view of forming a pleasing

groundwork for exhibition plants. The prome-

nades are spacious, 33 feet wide, winding round

central beds, and offering a good view of all the

subjects arranged on the sloping sides and in

the central designs. The roof is curvilinear, tied

together with suitable iron rods, and the living

drapery is entirely of the five-lobed Ampelopsis

quinquefolia. In summer, while the great mid-

summer show is on, it is simply beautiful, the

festoons hanging down in all directions, hugging the

taller Tree Ferns and Palms in the central beds
;

when shows are not on, it is kept filled with a variety

of plants in flower, the main stay being Kentia Fos-

teriana, Seaforthia elegans, Latania borbonica, Aroca

lutescens, Cham;erops excelsa, C. Fortunei, C.

humilis, Dicksonia antarctica, Alsophila excelsa, R.

WiUiamsii, Cyathea dealbata, Araucaria excelsa, and

A. Cunninghami. At the time of one of my visits.

Lilies were in flower, and the sides were covered with

the useful Francoa appendiculata, the Tobacco plant,

various Ferns, and Fuchias in groups, a collection of

the handsome cut-leaved Japanese Maples, and several

of the beautiful vari-coloured Cannas. From the lun-

cheon entrance, which was the main entrance during

the great exhibition of 1887, the view commands the

whole area, from the steps down to the music room
entrance, and on a great exhibition day it is one of

the most pleasing of sights. J. A

.

Trees and Shrubs.

ABIES BllACHYPHYLLA.

This is well worthy of attention, being of free

growth, highly urnaraental, and perfectly hard}'. It

is handsome in growth, having regular whorls of

somewhat rigid, horizontally-placed branches, with

densely-arranged small leaves, that are deep green

above, and intensely silvery beneath. The cones are

cylindrical, Zk inches long by 1} inch wide, and
smooth by reason of the non-protruding scale bracts.

The stem grows stout and sti-aiglit, and when planted

in light, dampish soil, and a sheltered site, the

upward rate of growth is from IS inches to 24 inches

per year.

One of the largest and best-furnished specimens I

have seen is growing at Claremont in Surrey, having

been planted by H.K.H. Princess Beatrice on April 7,

1873 ; it is now considerably over 25 feet in height,

the branches covering a spread of fully 18 feet in

diameter.

Tliere cannot be a doubt that in the present species

we have a highly ornamental tree, and one that, if I

am n it greatly mistaken, will yet turn out of value

for forest planting in this country. So much do I

think of the tree, that I have just recommended its

use in the formation of an avenue in an old-fashioned

English park. A. D. Webster.

Laurels.

Among broad-leaved Evergreens grown for orna-

ment iu Britain, the Laurels occupy a leading position.

The best known are the ' Common Laurel Cherry,

'

Prunus Lauro-corasus, introduced from the Caucasian

regions about 320 years ago(1576) ; and the "Portugal

Laurel," brought from Portugal about the year 1648.

The Common Laurel Cherry is one of the most effective

of evergreen shrubs iu gardens and pleasure grounds,

and when allowed ti> grow free, without cutting or

trimming, it assumes the dimensions of a small tree,

but rarely a shapely one, and in favoured localities it

then bears, iu good seasons, abundant crops of its

cherry-like fruit. The typical variety of the Common
Laurel is rather tender on wet and heavy soils, and is

frequently killed to the ground in severe winters
;

but the two fine varieties, colchica, and rotundi-

folia, have both proved to be much hardier

than the type, and are very distinct and efl'ective in

their appearance. Several other varieties of the

Common Laurel are in cultivation, and all of them
are more or less useful for ornamental planting.

The Portugal Laurel is a much hardier, and on the

whole, a more useful shrub, since it is i-arely killed

by the severity of our winters, unless when planted

in the worst situations ; and it is more amenable to

pruning and trimming without spoiling its appearance.

And because of these valuable properties, it is much
used in topiary work, and where it is necessary to

keep the shrubs close cut in annually. There is not

a better or neater covering for steep, formal slopes

or terraces in pleasure-grounds than thickly-planted

Portugal Laurels, cut back early in spring to a flat

surface, from 1 to 2 feet above the ground. With a

little attention to the removal of stem-shoots, the

Portugal Laurel forms a handsome small tree, and in

good soil rises to a height of 40 feet or more. In

this attractive form it might be oftener seen, if

those in charge of vigorous young plants, growing in

suitable places, would give them the needful atten-

tion, by training them to clean stems with well-

balanced heads for a few years. The specimens with

clean stems and rounded heads, trained in imitation

of Orange trees, and set out in many flower gardens,

are minor examples of the appearance which well-

managed standard Portugal Laurels would present,

with the addition of a more natural and vigorous

aspect.

Having occasion to inquire recently as to the exist-

ence of large and old specimens of Laurels in Britain,

none were clearly traced to be over a century old,

except where the specimens have been renewed by

suckers, or side- shoots, rising from the base of the

original plants. What was said by Loudon, in h'lBArho-

retum cl Frulicetum Brilannirum, 1844, vol. ii., p. 719,

to be " the largest common Laurel in the world," grew at

Shclton Abbey, co. Wicklow, Ireland, and was stated

to be growing iu a light loamy soil, on a sub-stratum

of shingle. It w.as then ninety years planted, 45 feet

high, diameter of trunk 6 feet, and of head 101 feet.

The trunk is stated to have been about 1 A feet high,

and had an extraordinary diameter at that, as com-

mented on by Loudon at the time. Like most of the

old Laurels mentioned by Loudon, as notable speci-

mens half a century ago, the Shelton Abbey Laurel

has disappeared before the storm, forty or more years

ago. It would be interesting if some of the contri-

butors to the Qardencrs' Chronicle would point out

where old and remarkable specimens of Laurels are

to bo seen, especially those the age of which is

known to be approaching, or over, a century, with a

note of their condition and dimensions at the present

time. M.

GAKDEN - TRAINING IN
GERMANY.

[The following extracts are taken from an article iu

the Dundee Advertiser. We commend them to the

notice of our readers in confirmation of our often-

expressed opinion as to the absolute necessity for

further and more thorough educational training in this

country. Ed ].

Geisenheim.— There are many schools for the

study of fruit-culture in Germany, but this is the

most important. It was established twenty-four

years ago. The grounds extend to 74 acres, most of

which are planted with Vines, though the fruit,

flower, and vegetable gardens are extensive. The
buildings are large, and well furnished. In the

laboratory I saw a lecturer working like a slave,

with his sleeves rolled up, surrounded by those

innumerable bottles and pipes and globes which are

indispensable to the chemist. I was more at home iu

the botanical-room, with it.s wax models of fruit of

every kind and colour, and its epeciuitus of plants

dying and dead, victims of those same germs—same,

at least, to the ordinary individual, which bring

decay and death to countless numbers of the human
race. Lut perhaps I was most at home in the little

jam manufactory, with its tiny p.ms aud fruit-drying

and peeling-machines. It is in every respect a model
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of neatness and perfection ; wliile the wine manu-
factory seema to have every appliance neceasai'y to

teach the student bow to transform the hiacioiis

Grape into Rhenish wine.

The importance of this and similar institutions

throughout the country, more or less closely con-

Students come to this college not only from the

remotest part of the German Empire, but from all

the ends of the earth. At the present time there are

three students from Australia, one from France, and
four from Russia. Before entering the college they

must have a University education. The necessity for

Fl9, n.—AGAVE FEROX, IN FtOWEB IN THE GARDENS OF THE MARCntSE BANBDBT,
AT LA MOBTOLA.

A full course of study takes two years, and the
probable cost is about A'30 per year, which is trifling

when compared with the expense of a University
training in Scotland. It is not necessary to take all

the subjects, and selection is made according to tlie

aim of the student, and the period of training is in

consequence reduced. For instance, just now there
aie twenty-three students entered for one year only.
Besides there are seventeen studying fruit and Vine
cultivation, and twelve studying fruit culture. Some
of these students settle down on the Rhine, and
others go to Italy or California and begin the practical
work of life.

The school is run on popular lines, and short
courses of lectures are given on such subjects as cul-
tivating, packing, and drying fruit, the manufacture
'>f jam and wine, and any other subject that may be
of interest to those who cannot undergo a full course
of training. These short periods of tuition are invalu-
able to the gardeners and fruit-growers of Germany,
and they seem to be taken advantage of. When
leaving the college I saw about twenty or thirty men,
some of them pretty well up in years, who had come
to undergo a short period of training.

The Germans go to the foundation of things, and
it will not be disputed that their ideas of fruit culture
are far ahead of our own. But they are as practical

as they are theoretical. At this college theory and
practice go Iiand in hand. The working day begins
at C.30. Lectures are given then and during the
forenoon. After dinner the students rough it out in

the gardens and fields pretty much as labourers do,
thus receiving an education which is indispensable,
and which cannot be bought or obtained in any other
w.ay. The evening is devoted to transcribing notes

;

and those of the students who stay within the college
grounds mu.st retire at ten. Sunday is the only day
they have to themselves, as on that day there is no
work done.

nected with the State, cannot be over-estimated, and
they show conclusively the interest that is being

taken in the development of the fruit trade ; and the

thoroughness with which the work is carried on goes

a good way to explain, when applied to other

industries, why the Germans are shooting ahead and
taking the place of Britain in the markets of the

world.

this will be at once seen when I tell you that the

subjects include chemistry, botany, anatomy,

physiology, mineralogy, zoology, and mathematics
;

besides such subjects as the cultivation of fruit,

flowei-3, and vegetables, the preservation and packing

of fruit, and the manufacture of jam, jelly, and wine,

land surveying, soil cultivation, landscape gardening,

and I know not what besides.

AGAVE FEROX at LA MORTOLA.
Our illustration (6g. 94) represents a plant ofAgave

ferox, growing in the gardens of the Marchese Hanbury
at La Mortola, near Mentone. The central plant in the
foreground is Yucca aloifolia, at the left are plants of

Agave Frauzosini and Yucca guatemalensis ; in the
background is a 8owering-plant of Agave Salmiana,
and near the enormous peduncle of the Agave ferox
is a flower-spike of Agave filifera. The Agave ferox
was laden with seed-capsules, 2 iuches long, in the
first week of last, August, and it would appear that
this species propagates itself by seeds only, as it does
not show any stolons around the base of the rosette
of leaves or bulbils within the inflorescence, as so

many other species do. The photograph from
which our illustration was prepared, and th» infor-

mation concerning the plants composing the group,
were kindly afforded by Mr. K. Dinter, the Curator
of the gardens at La Mortola.

Belgium.
•

MEETING OF THE BRUSSELS ORCHIDfiENNE.
At the meeting on Oct. 18, MM. Lucien Linden et

CiE. showed a group of fifty La-lia pra^stans flowering

abundantly, the flowers distinguished not only by
great variety of colouring, but by their exceptional

size. These fine specimens were newly introduced.

The same firm showed also an extra dark Oncidium
Lanceanum, a very pretty Odontoglossum Hunue-
wellianuui, remarkably coloured

; quite a collection

of Cattleya labiata, Lselio - Cattleya illuminata

(C. labiata autumnalis x L. purpurata), with the sepals

and petals of the former and lip of the latter. L'Hor-

ticulture Internationale sent two very fine Vanda
Sanderiana, the flowers large, three divisions delicate

rose, the other two darker—the lip dai'kest of all
;

Catasetum revolutum roseo-pictum and C. revolutum

aureo-maculatum, two first-class varieties ; and Odon-

toglossum crispum Triomphe de Rambouillet, one of

the most beautiful of known varieties. M. Alf.

Van Imshoot showed an excellent variety of Mil-

tonia Blunti Lubbei-siana, Cypripedium Elliottianum
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and Rotlischildiauum ; Zygopetalum Weudlaudi, with

alargelipborderedwidelywith white; Cypripedium x

Massaianum (C. superciUare x C. Rotlischildianum),

with large flowers and a remai'kable lip ; Coelogyne

pandurata ia great beauty. From the Royal Gardens

at LaekeQ came a splendid Cattleya aurea, with three

well-developed blooms. Visitors to this meeting

were agreeably surprised to find the large hall turned

into an exhibition-room. There is therein now an

interesting collection of ornamental plants, tastefully

arranged in fancy pots and stands. Oq November 15

a Chrysanthemum show will be held there. On
October 25 a Franco-Belgian competitiou for the

twelve best varieties of Cattleya labiata autumnalis

will take place in this building.

The jury decided, in future, to be more particular

as to the plants to which they allotted rewards. On
the occasion of which we now speak, first-class

Diplomas of Honour were awarded to MM. Dalle-

magne for Odontoglo.ssum Triomphe de Rambouillet
;

MM. Cahuzac for Lielio-Cattleya x illuminata ; M.
Linden for Cataaetum spendeus var. aureo-maculatum
(all the above were d I'unanimili'j ; M. Linden for C.

revolutum var. roseo-punctatum ; and M. Coppens for

Cattleya Eldorado var. A second-class Diploma was
allotted to M. Liuden for Catasetum fimbriatum var.

Coguiauxi. The following first-class Certificates of

Merit were allotted to M. Van Imshoot for Cffilogyne

pandurata (d V unanimite) ; MM. Lucien Linden et

Cie. for a collection'of Cattleya labiata (VVarocqueana),

(i I'unanimiU jiar cuvlamation, and again for Lzelia

prsestans ; to M. Linden for Vanda Sauderiana ; Dr.

Capart for V. Sanderiana ; M. Stepman for Cattleya
labiata ; for C. aurea from the Royal Grounds,
Laeken ; and for Cypripedium Mas.saianum to M.
Van Imshoot. A seco ad-class Certificate was awarded
to M. A. Van Imshoot for Miltouia Lubbersli.

The Week's Work.
THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

By Q. WooDOATE, Gardener, RolloJiton Hall, Burton-uu-Tren .

Ooosdierries are greatly in request both for tarts,

for preserving, and for dessert. I have, therefore,

selected six varieties of each colour. Keds : Com-
panion, Clayton, Conquering Hero, Dan's Mistake,

Duke of Sutherland, and Red Champagne. Yellows :

Broom Girl, Candidate, Catherine, Glory of Ratcliff,

High Sheriif, and Leader. Greens : General Mark-
ham, Green Overall, Green London, Green Walnut,
Gretna Green, and Lofty. Whites : Alma, Antagonist,

Caieless, Freedom, King of Trumps, and Lady
Leicester.

Figs.—Brown Turkey and White Marseilles are

two varieties which succeed well against a south wall,

but require some kind of protection during the
winter.

Qrape Vines, if planted against walls having a south
or south-west aspect, will produce a large quantity
of fruit in favourable seasons, which though not
sufficiently ripened for dessert, is suitable for making
first-class wine ; Black Cluster, Pitmastou White
Cluster, July Frontignan, and lloyal Muscadine, are

four hardy and useful kinds.

Quinces and Medlars.—The three varieties are Apple-
shape, Pear-shape, and Portugal ; the last-named
makes the best marmalade, but does not produce its

fruit so freely as the other two. Of^Medlars, the two
best varieties are Dutch and Nottingham ; the former
produces the largest fruit, but the latter has the best

flavour. Quinces and Medlars shoulil be left on the
trees until sharp frosts occur. The Quince does not
keep well for more than two months after being
gatliered. Put sufficient of the soundest of the
fruits away to last that period. Tliey should
be stored in a dry, cool room, but not with
other dessert fruits, as the aroma of the Quince
seems to attach itself to other fruits. The remaining
part of the crop of Quinces should be taken into the
kitchen. When Medlars are gathered, dip the stems
in strong brine, as a preventive against the attack of
mould. The fruit should afterwards be thoroughly
dried, and then stored in the fruit-room, placing the
fruit singly on shelves with the eye downwards.

Nuts and Pilherls.—Atlas Cob, Kentish Cob, and
red and white Filberts, are good varieties. A few
plants of Cosford and Pearson's shovdd be planted
among the others, as they produce such an abundance
of male catkins. Of Walnuts, Dwarf Prolific is a good
kind to plant, as it produces nuts much earlier than
other varieties. Another good one is thin shelled,

the nuts of which are well filled, and of good flavour.

Caterpillars of various kinds are most destructive
to hardy fruits, and every means should be taken to

reduce their numbers. Put pieces of grease-proof
paper, 6 to 8 inches wide, tightly round the stem of

fruit-trees, choosing the smoothest portion of the
bark between the lowest branches, and well above
the soil. On this place a thin layer of a sticky com-
position, as Home's Fruit-tree Dressing, or one of the
many kinds that are advertised for that purpose.
Young standard trees which have any supports
attached to them, must have some composition placed
round these also. In the case of espaliers, all the
supports which enter the ground should be given a
layer of the conapositiou at a point just above the
soil. The composition will require renewing during
the wintei-, for the bands should be kept on until

March.

THE KITCHEN" GARDEN.
By Ch.\rle3 IlERHiy, G.lrdeuer, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

Storing of Culinary Roots.—Beetroot being a rather
tender root, I have already advi-sed its being lifted

and stored, but where the roots are still in the ground
no time should be lost in getting them under cover,
or some of them may be injured by frost. Carrots
up to the present time have continued to grow, making
early lifting unadvisable, especially as a few degrees
of frost do not injure the roots. If the crop is to be
stored in theroot-house they should be carefully drawn,
adherent soil rubbed off, and the tops cut ofi' about
half an inch from the crown. As the Carrot is more
liable to decay than the Beetroot, more care becomes
necessary in storing them, and some dry earth should
be used for separating the layers of roots. A Carrot-
heap may form a b.ank against a wall, or a cone
standing free on the floor ; but in whatever fashion
they are stored, the tops ought to be uncovered, so
as to permit of the leaves gi'owing. as they then
will do, a little. Carrots may be left in the ground
and protected from frost by means of litter or
bracken, especially if there is no wireworm in the
laud. A covering of 6 inches in thickness will be
sufiicient to preserve them safely in any ordinary
winter, as if slightly frozen they take|no harm when
left covered whilst thawing.

Sahafy and Scoi-zonera may bo lifted and stored as
advised for Beetroot, although these roots retain their
freshness and good quality much better when allowed
to stand where they have grown, a portion of the
crops being protected in severe weather in the same
method as advised for Carrots. These roots are,
practically speaking, quite hardy, but a portion
should be protected, otherwise lifting in frosty
weather is diSicult.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Owing to the drought, these
plants were very late in forming tubers, but they
have made rapid growth since the 'rains, and the
tubers are sufficiently large for table-use. It may be
stated that, so long as the tops remain green, the
tubers are increasing in size. In any case, the roots
should be left in the ground and lifted as may be
required. I find that Sutton's Wbite is a variety in

every point superior to the old purple. A portion of
the crop should be covered with litter, so that lifting

may be rendered possible during frosts.

Crosncs.—The useful Chinese Artichoke, Stachys
tuberifera, has not made its usual amount of growth
this season, and the tubers are still very small ; how-
ever, they may yet increase in size slightly if left in

the ground, as they should always be, and lifted as

required.

Various.—The maincrop Leeks should be well

e.irthed up to facilitate the blanching of the stems,
and being quite hardy plants, no other kind of

protection from frost is needed. Cardoons should be
similarly treated, or else swathed in hay-bands.
Celery, if sufficiently advanced in growth, should be
moulded up high when the earth is dry enough to

use for this purpose, the tops of the ridges being
given a sharp slope to shoot oB' the rain ; and the
higher the earth is piled up the loss protection with
other kinds of materials will be needed later on.

Celery heads which are full grown may bo earthed so

as to cover the leaf-stalks and a portion of the lower
foliage.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By JNO. McIntyhk, Girdciier, Woodside, D.arlington.

Cyclamens.—If these were raised from seed in the
autumn of 1895 or early in the spring of this year, they
should have been finally re-potted last August or early

in September ; if however, owing to lack of opportunity,

this was not done, it may now be done. A suitable

compost for these plants consists of two parts fibrous

loam, one each of leaf soil and sharp river or pit-sand.

Much care should be taken in the potting of Cyclamens,
their large and fleshy roots being easily inj ured. While
some plants require firm potting, Cyclamen will not
thrive if potted too firmly. Having mixed the soil in

readiness for a beginning being made, let the required
number of pots be crocked with care, and let every
one be clean and sweet, using either new or very clean
pots and crocks. In re-potting use no rammer, but
gently press the soil round the old bsU. Those plants
which are re-potted at this season will be useful late in

the spring. In the case of corms which flowered last

year, and were shaken out and planted out in cool pits

or frames in April and May last to start afresh, if they
were re-potted at che proper time they will now have
become established, and more water may be afforded

them, but this should be tepid. The degree of warmth
applied to plants about to come into flower is 55° at

night and 60° by day. Vigorous plants may be
afforded some kind of artificial fertiliser ; but plants

which are not healthy and not growing kindly should
not be supplied with a fertiliser, to do so being an
error in treatment.

Bouvardias. — Those Bouvardias which, being
planted out in frames during the summer, had the

root-masses cut of a suitable size for being put
into pots, may be taken up and potted. In doing
this, do not disturb the roots much ; and after

potting place them in a temperature of 60°, keep
close and shaded for a week, or till there is no longer

any flagging ; afford water once copiously, and
then but moderately till they are established.

Azaleas.—If there is a good stock of small plants,

some of those with very prominent flower-buds may
be placed in a pit or house with a temperature of 55"

to 65°. They will Howor if gently pushed on about
the end of November, and one of the best for early

blooming is Deutsche Perle.

Deulzias may now be lifted from the opeu ground
and potted in readiness for forcing ; the plants mature
better for the check given by lifting them at this date.

Palms and Cycads, which were sent to exhibitions,

or used for decorative purposes, and afforded stove

treatment last month, should now be in active growth,

and in need of every encouragement to make good
growth, and to this end frequent applications of some
trustworthy fertiliser should be made. It must be
noted that I only advise this treatment for such

Palms and Cycads whose growth, on account of their

frequent use, h,as been checked at the proper season.

MisccUaneons Items.—Continue to push forward
winter-flowering plants by placing them in positions

near the glass, in a forciug-liouse which has a higher

temperature than that of the stove. All flowering

specimen plants, as Clerodendron, Ixora, Bougainvillea,

Allamauda, and Dipladenia should now be at rest. It

must be remembered that most of them must not be
subjected to a lower temperature than 50°, water being

very sparingly afforded, some growers indeed withhold
it altogether. I do not agree with this practice, and
think that water, in sufiicient quantity, should bo
applied to keep the wood and roots from shrivelling.

Dipladenias being tuberous-rooted plants, will mature
their growths better if afforded scarcely any water,

and must on no account bo placed in a lower

temperature than that of an ordinary plant stove.

Bougainvilleas should always be treated as warm
greenhouse or intermediate-house plants. This plant

will stand with safety during the winter months in a

house having a temperature not falling lower than
45°, and water should be withheld till the time arrives

to start the plants into growth. Allamaudas, on the

other hand, should have water sparingly applied

throughout the resting season, and be afforded a

temperature not lower than 55°. The flowering of

the Ixora depends upon the thorough ripening of the

shoots ; keep the plants therefore on the dry side, in

a temperature of 60°, and as soon as the shoots are

ripe, cut these hanl back.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Burford. Dorking.

Dendrohinmi.—By the time this note appears in

print most of the evergreen section of Deudro-
bium, such as Farmer!, thrysiflorum, densiflorum,

Schrodera;, Qriffithianum, chrysotoxum, and its

variety suavissimum, will have finished their growth
for the season. This will render their removal to the

coolest part of the intermediate-house a matter of

prudence. The species above-named should not be

severely dried otf as is proper for the deciduous

species, but they should be sparingly watered
occasionally so as to keep the foliage fresh-looking,

and the pseudo-bulbs from shrivelling. The rare
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D. Harveyanum will now have begun to rest, and a
cool place in the East Indian-house will be a suitable

place for the plant during the winter. The same
conditions will likewise suit D. Treacherianum.
Dendrobium sulcatum is an evergreen species which
seems to do best in an intermediate temperature at

all seasons. If any of the above-mentioned species

should have started again into growth, they should
be kept in the warmer and lighter part of the
house until growth is completed. Such Dendrobiums
as Bensoni;c, crcpidatum, Virgiueum, cretaceum,
Pierardi, Dalhousieanum, euosmum, iimbriatum,
Parishii, albo-sanguineum, primulinum, superbum
(macrophyllum), and its varieties Burkeiand Huttoni,
will not endure low temperatures whilst at rest, and
the cooler part of the East Indian or warmer part of
the Cattleya-houses form suitable wintering quarters
for the plants. Dendrobium Bensonia:, Parishii, and
albo-sanguineum require to be kept rather dry whilst
at rest, but the others above-named must be watered
often enough to prevent undue shrivelling of the
pseudo-bulbs. Those Deudrobes that are more or
less in growth at all times, viz., glomeratum, sub-
clausum, Hhodostoma x , Huttoni, .sanguinolentum,
purpureum, curviflorum, triadenium, Ac, should
be encouraged to grow with plenty of heat and
moisture at all seasons. Plants of D. Bryraorianum
as a rule do not thrive for any length of time in a
stove-like temperature, but succeed in the less warm
Cattleya-house, where also D. cymbidioides will grow
luxuriantly.

Jlulleas and Pcscatorens.—Wlien well-grown, few
Orchids are more highly appreciated tlian the BoIlea.s

and Pescatoreaa. Our plants of both genera arc now
freely growing, and are placed at the coolest part of

the ICiist Indian-hou'p, where the temperature during
the winter does not descend below IJO'. TIio plants
are stood where they ciin bo conveniently shaded, the
least degree of sunshine or very strong light being
injurious. The air around the plants is kept very
moist always, and the plants are never allowed to
become dry at the root. A pailful of tepid rain-

water should be kept handy, and the growths dipped
into it several times a day to prevent red-spider
finding lodgment on the foliage.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. PoPK, Gardener, Uighclere Cistlo, Newbury.

Miihcason and Late Vineries.—If only a few
bunches are hanging on those Vines which will be
started e.arly in the month of February, they should
be removed with as much of the shoot attached as can
woU be spared, and placed in bottles 611ed with water,
in which some charcoal is placed. The bottles must
be so suspended that the bunches of Grapes will hang
quite clear of them. The foliage on the shoots thus
relieved of fruit may be cleared of leaves, but
the ends of shoots that have been allowed to
extend beyond the bunch should not be cut.
For storing Grapes in bottles, a late vinery where
fruit is still hanging on the Vines, or a cool dry fruit-
room, should be selected. Vines are benefited by
the removal of the crop of fruit, as it allows of
free exposure of the Vines to the air. Should the
wood not be thoroughly matured, mild artificial

heat may be used by day till the foliage gives indica-
tions of falling oil'. In later houses, where the Grapes
are expected to hang till the end of the year or longer,
the atmosphere should be kept dry, but the tempera-
ture not so high as to cavise shrivelling of the berries

;

50° to 55", with liberal ventilation on dry days, will be
a suitable degree of warmth just before the foliage falls,

a critical time for Grapes, and it is then that the fruit
becomes very liable to decay and requires the closest
attention on the part of the cultivator. If the foliage
is very dense it should be reduced somewhat, taking
leaves from the ends of the lateral shoots first, which
will enable the meagre sunlight to have access to the
bimches. The border should be covered with clean
dry straw, or bracken, to prevent evaporation
from the soil and dust, which if it sets on the
fruit spoils its appearance. No pot should remain
in a vinery where Grapes are hanging if water
must be afforded them. See that the directions given
for covering outside Vine-borders is carried out.

Fiffs, Early Pot-trees.—Trees which it is intended to
' force early, should be brought under cover, and be
stored for the present in some cool, airy place, being
careful that the soil does not get too dry. Any
shortening of shoots, or reUeving of crowded and
weakly one.s, may now be attended to, and the trees
washed with a brush and soft-soap at the rate of 8 ozs.
to the gallon of warm water. As soon as the foliage falls

from the earliest of the trees gi'owing in the border
the pruning and cleaning of the trees can be carried

out. As a dressing for Fig-trees at this season, Gis-
hurst Compound and soap and water, thickened to

the consistency of paint, with loam and soot, may be
used. Trees growing too robustly should be root-

pruned, removing in so doing some of the large roots,

and covering the smaller and younger ones with fresh
compost, which should be rammed firmly, and a
mulch may be applied over all. Water will not be
requu-ed till forcing begins. This is, or should be, a
period of complete rest, the house being kept open
whenever there is no severe frost.

fllraichirrics for Forciw/.^These plants must now
be afforded protection, and cold-irames, Peach-houses,
or the like cool and airy quarters do well for this
purpose. They will require water at the root
occasionally. Plants for late forcing should be
plunged to the rim in coal-ashes, or cocoanut-fibre
refuse, on an elevated spot in the frame-yard, and in

very severe weather some bracken or litter should be
laid lightly over them, removing it directly it is no
longer necessary.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By HuDi.EV Wakren, CuJuacr, .Vston Clinton, TrinR.

Clematises. — As ornamental flowering climbers.
Clematises .are found among the more useful and gene-
rally popular plants : and the species and varie-
ties are so numerous, that suitable positions for them
for a display of bloom may be obtained during fully
nine months. If used simply to cover walla, the
evergreen varieties, C. montaua and C. cirrosa, are
suitable, and although their llowerd are somewhat
small, they are abundantly |)roduced. The large-

flowering varieties especially should receive liberal

manuring as surface-dressings, am! not be dug over or
disturbed at the roots. The pruning of the different

varieties is a point in their cultivation which must
be carefully studied, the spring and autumn flowerera
requiring quite different treatment in this respect.
Those which flower on the old wood, and these are
usually early llowerers, should not bo pruned till after

they have flowered, when any necessaiy pruning and
training should bo done ; and those which flower on
the current season's wood may be pruned in
early winter, cutting back the shoots on old
examples rather severely, so as to obtain an
abundance of young flowering-shoots. The train-

ing of all varieties should not bo neglected,
or a tangled ma.ss will result that will defy the efforts

of the gardener to unravel ; but after the long shoots
are laid in, in the desired direction, on fence*; arches,

walls, &c., and to the desired length, some to reach a
foot or so from the ground, some half-way to the top,

and others to the top, they .should be left alone, too
severe training spoiling the efi'ect. If stations are to
be made for Clematises, the land should be well-

manured and deeply-dug—putting at the least a
6-inch layer of half-rotten, rich dung at the bottom of
each trench or hole. In heavy soil the drainage
should be carefully seen to, adding rubble, sods, &c.

;

in light soils, on the contrary, no extra precaution
in this direction is necessary. The following selection

of varieties in their various sections and onler of

flowering may be helpful to those who are intending
to plant during the present season.

Patens section (flowering from May to June).

—

Albert Victor, lavender, pale bars ; Fair Rosamond,
blush-white, red bars ; Lady Londesboro, silver-

grey, pale bars ; Miss Batemau, white, one of the
best ; Mrs. Quilter, pure white, very fine ; Sir Garnet
Wolseley, pale blue, plum bar ; The Queen, mauve-
violet, very large bloom. The growths made in this

section of plants should not bo pruned at all, but
when too numerous, remove entirely all wood not
required, retaining the best-matured growths at their
entire length.

Florida section (flowering from June to July).—Belle
of Woking, silver grey, good double

; Countess of
Lovelace, bluish lilac, very atti-active

; Duchess of
Edinbro, white, double, vigorous, and fragrant

;

Enchantress, double white, flushed rose ; John Gould
Veitch, lavender-blue, double, very fine ; Venus Vic-
trix, pale lavender, double, very good. In pruning,
treat as in the Patens section.

Lanurjinosa section (flowering from June to October).
—Anderson Henry, creamy white, very fine ; Duchess
of Teck, white, mauve bar ; Fairy Queen, pale flesh,

pink bar, very large ; Lady Caroline Nevill, blush,
lavender bars, good ; Lawsouiana, reddish purple,
very distinct ; Louis Van Houtte, violet purple, dark
veins ; Mrs. Hope, lavender, large, fine form ; Prin-
cess Beatrice, silvery lilac, magnificent variety

;

Reine Blanche, mauve, lighter bar, good. Plants in

this section should be but moderately pruned.

Jackmanni section (flowering from July to October).
--Alexander, pale violet, free; Gipsy Queen, velvety
purple, free and good ; Jackmanni, deep purple, very
popular variety ; .lackmanni superba, an advance on
the former; Lilacina floribunda, pale lilac, six-petalled,

good ; Madame Edouard Andr^ velvety crimson,
unique ; MagniCca, reddish purple, red bars, very
fine ; Rubella, claret, free, vei-y tlistmct ; Star of
India, reddish-purple, red bars, good ; Velutina pur-
purea, mulberry, distinct. Plants m this section
should be severely pruned, in most instances to within
12 or 14 inches of the soil.

Vitieella section (floweringfrom July to October).

—

Lady BoviU, grey-blue, cupped, very fine : Madame
Thibaut, lilac, red bar, good ; Mrs. James Bateman,
pale lavender, veined ; rubra grandiflora, jich claret,

distinct ; Thomas Moore, rich violet, white stamens,
good ; Venosa, an attractive striped variety. In
pruning, treat as in Jackmanni section.

Montana section (January to May).—The varieties

in this section are not numerous, montana being the
most popular variety. Although indivisa lobata is

classed with this section, it is not hardy, and should
be grown only in a greenhouse or conservatory, where
it usually thrives .and produces an abundance of small
star-like flowers ; it is also evergreen.

Herbaceous section (flowering from June to Sep-
tember).— Coccinea, vermilion, interior of flower

yellow
;

Davidiana, of shrubby growth, lavender,

fragr,ant ; integrifolia, bluish-violet, good ; recta,

white, scented, a good variety ; recta angustifolia,

white, foli.ige small. Although plants of this section

are seldom seen, thoy should be included in every
collection of herb.aceous plants, however small.

THE APIARY.
liy KXPEItT.

Bxlra Covering for Bees.— I have previously men-
tioned that second-hand Government blankets make
good quilts to cover the frames with in winter, throe
thicknesses being tacked together, with a small pro-

portion of flaked naphthaline sprinkled between each
before being sewn ; and in .addition to this, a very
simple and inexpensive plan is to place a few news-
papers or sheets of brown-paper over the quilts, to

aild to the warmth, and to take the place of extra

wraps that may be required as the weather gets

colder ; and leaving out the question of expense, there
is but little doubt that paper will keep the frost from
penetrating into the hives to a great extent, and will

also keep the temperature of the hive fairly even,

if the bees are strong, and too many frames are not
allowed to remain, otherwise the bees scattered over
a larger space must sufi'er in consequence as the cold

weather comes on. And I would strongly advise

all bee-keepers not to open any hives in cold

weather, as harm must be done in doing so.

I may mention that I purchased a few days ago,
two old rick covers in very good condition for a few
shillings from a local dealer, and these when cut up
made good quilts, and were quite sufficient to make,
after three had been put together, quilts enough for

covering sixty or seventy stocks, which shows how very
cheaply coverings can be secured by a little forethought

before purchasing ; and in addition to cheapness the
very small proportion of tar in the cover tends to

keep moths and other insects aw.ay.

Feeding.—On examining an apiary I found that one
of the stocks of driven bees had not taken down any
of the syrup that had been given to them, owing to a

fault in the feeder, and as there were plenty of bees

in the hive I thought it worth while to try and save

them if possible, and firstly took away several frames,

leaving them five filled with foundation, to keep the
bees in as small a space <as possible to keep them warm.
I then placed on a " Canadian rapid feeder " filled

with warm syrup, which I carefully covered up with
thick quilts, cushions, &c., after placing hot bricks

on the top of the feeder, to keep the temperature at

its normal height, and so encourage the bees to take

down the syrup. If I had not done this, they would
not, in all probability, have taken down cold syrup
so late in the season. In a few days I found they

had taken down all the syrup, and after filling the feeder

again, I found this was also taken down, and the

combs sealed over, and the stock is now strong

enough to stand the winter with the aid of a candy-

cake made from a receipt which appeared in a previous

article. In addition to this, I placed in the hive at

the back several partly-filled 1 lb. sections. I do
not recommend this without it is carried out very
carefully and without delay. I have tried this as an
experiment, otherwise I should have had to unite

them to another stock, which I was anxious to avoid

doing.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES. THURgDAY,

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.
Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intdligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desiraUe to bring tmder the notice of horticulturists.

newspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to See.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NOVEMBER.

SUNDAY,
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which we had the pleasui-e of seeing recently,

and the results of which will be eagerly awaited.

In the meantime may we hope that similar ex-

periments be made next season at Chiswick, in

the case of Peas and Beans. A half-crown

bottle of Nitragin and an hour or two's work
are, as it seems, all that is required, and the

results of one season's growth of a row of Peas
and one of Beans, with a check-vow untreated,

would probably suffice to show whether the

experiment were likely to be useful to horticul-

turists, or worth continuing for a second season.

Up to the present time seventeen varieties of

Nitragin have been prepared for as many agri-

cultural crops. French Beans and Scarlet

Eunners are not in the list, but as these are of

great consequence to gardeners, we have no
doubt the deficiency could speedily be supplied.

In the light of those discoveries, we may
well ask, What are we coming to ? A
pinch of fertilising dust, a few drops of bac-
terial fluid, an hour or two's exposure in the

twenty-foul- hours to the electric light. These
are among the methods by which the " new
cultivator " will baffle the antagonism of

climate, neutralize foreign competition, diminish
the cost of production, increase the amount of

the crop. Can all this be true ? Yes ; we have
no doubt that substantially it will be so, and
great is the responsibility of those who do not
avail themselves of the opportunities put before

them

.

Essex County School of Horticulture.
—A course of elementary instruction in the science

and practice of horticulture will be given at the
Technical Laboratories, Chelmsford, during the last

three weeks in November. Students must be resi-

dent in the county, and must either be employed in

gardens, or intending to be so. Eight or nine hours
daily are devoted to the work ; of these two hours
are occupied by lectures and didactic teaching, two
hours in the laboratory, three hours in the garden or
greenhouse, one hour or one hour and a-half are em-
ployed in reading. In the first week soils in relation

to plant life are treated of, in the second fruit culture,

and in tlje third planting and propagation. We need
not detail the instruction given in the lecture-room, but
we may specify the work that is done in the garden
as follows :—Study of different kinds of soils, mixing
soils for pot culture ; demonstrations and practice in

digging and trenching
;
preparation of beds for her-

baceous plants
;

preparation of ground for fruit

trees ; drain-making demonstration and practice
;

planting fruit trees and bushes
;

pruning fruit

trees and bushes
;

practice in root-pruning ; visit

to a fruit farm ; training of trees, nailing of

wall trees; pruning of Vines; visit to nurseries

and private gardens
;

planting herbaceous beds ;

planting bulbs and spring-floweriug plants
;
potting

bulbs for forcing
;

preparation and insertion of

cuttings of deciduous and evergreen shrubs ; trans-

planting and pruning shrubs. The programme is an
excellent one, but one better adapted, as we think,

to a lad who has been employed in garden work for

twelve months than for an absolute novice, who would
find it hard to see the significance of what he was
doing, and harder still to keep up day by day with
the instruction given.

Floral Decorations in Paris.—One of the

most ingenious decorations on the occ.ision of the
Russian Emperor's visit, according to the Itcoue

Ilvrlkule, consisted in attaching flowers to the stalks

of Grapes {rajlcs). In eating Grapes, the berries are

picked off and the branched stalks left on the plate.

Some ingenious decorator had the idea to take these

bunch-skeletons and attach to their free tips small
paper flowers. The bunches were tied on to the
trees, so that they looked like pyramidal inflo-

rescences. The designer must at least be credited

with ingenuity. The glazed paper flowers tied on
the trees in the Champs Elys^es were simply

circular discs of paper stamped or cut into four or

five lobes at the circumference. Two of these were

placed in apposition, but in such a way that the lobes

of the one alternated with those of the other, as

the sepals of a flower would do with the petals. The
paper was then folded in half or in quarters, and so a

more or less funnel-shaped flower was formed. We may
commend these devices, not indeed to our horticul-

tural societies, which, we trust, will keep free from
such things, but to the managers of the flower-

battles, which are now becoming popular.

The Cardiff Gardeners' Association
held a meeting at the Temperance Club, St. John's

Square, Cardiff, on Tuesday evening, October 20,

Mr. A. Pettiorew presiding. Mi-. John Stuiirie

delivered a very interesting address, which he illus-

trated by means of specimens under the microscope.

The subjects of Mr. Storrie's address were " Cyclosis,

or Circulation of Cell Sap," " Low Vegetablj

Organisms,'' " Ancient Vegetables," and the" Forma-
tion of the Coal Measures."

Japanese Flower Arrangement.—In the
current number of the Studio, Mr. JosiAH Conder
has an article ou the Japanese method of ari'anging

flowers. Instead of crowding a mass of more or less

incongruous flowers into one meaningless bouquet,
where no individual flower has a chance of display-

ing its form and its characteristics, and where the

flowers are so jammed that the wires which support
them are concealed, the Japanese arrange their

flowers singly or loosely. From a b.ise which is

really, .as it appears to be, a support, rises one prin-

cipal branch, and from it diverge one or more
secondary branches, now ascending, now spreading,

now reflexed, so that when analysed the arrangement

is seen to Ije a more or less close copy of the natural

growth of a shrub or tree, each with its own pjecu-

liarities modified by external circumstances, and the

growth in one direction balanced by that in another.

Economic Entomology.—Messrs. Weslky &
Son's catalogue. No. 126, contains a long list of

publications relating to injurious and useful insect',

which will be of interest to students of the subject.

The address of Messrs. Weslet & Son is 28, Essex

Street, Strand.

Cattleyas at Brussels —A " match " took

place ou SuniJay last at the Horticulture Interna-

tionale between M. Lucien Linden and M. D*lle-
magne, of Ilambouillet, France. The two compe-

titors were to present a certain number of varieties

of Cattleya labiata var. autumnalia imported within

the last six months, and the jury was called on to

decide which was the better collection, having regard

solely to the quality of the flowers. Voting was by
ballot, and when the result was announced it was

found that all the voters were of opinion that M.
Linden wa» the winner of the " match."

Fruiting Pomegranates.—Mr. E. C. A.
BvRONS records in the Oarden, p. 306, the production

of no fewer than nine Pomegranates from a tree

growing against the south wall of a house. This is

so far as we know, the first time the Pomegranate has

been recorded as fruiting in the opeu air in this

country.

French National Chrysanthemum So-
ciety.—The first meeting of this newly-formed
society's floral committee was hehl at Lyons on the

21st in.st. The exhibits were not numerous, but cer-

tificates were awarded to the following varieties :
—

National Chrysanthemum Society's Jubilee (Calvat),

a large pinkish incurved Japanese ; A. Verlot (t'alvat),

Aug. Nonin (Calvat), Lucile Mathieu de la Drome
(de Reydellet), and Madame Fleur de Lis (Beney).

Eight other varieties were the recipients of " felici-

tations." The society has just issued the second
num'oer of its ofiicial publication, Le C'hrysantliime,

containing details of, the conference to be held at

Bourges on Nov. 7, reports of the committee meet-
ings, several essays on various subjects connected
with the flower, a list of donations to the society's

library—from a perusal of which we wonder when
some of our leading English Chrysanthemum socie-

ties will consider it a part of their programme of

operations to do li'sewise. Chrysanthemum litera-

ture is now becoming so extensive that unless an

attempt be made soon, great diSiculties will be

encountered in securing some of the old and scarce

treatises that have been written by authors at home
and abroad. As instances of which we should feel

curious to know how many present-day cultivators

there are who have ever seen Ruprecht's work, Utbcr

das Chrijsanthtmum Indicum- published in Vienna

sixty-three years ago ; George Taylor's treatise

published forty-five years ago ; or the more modern

ones of Lebois of Paris, and John Salter of

Hammersmith. These should all be, as some are,

in the Liudley Library, access to which, it may be

remembered, is not confined to Fellows of the Koyal

Horticultural Society, but also to members of the

Chrysanthemum Society—indeed, subject to certain

regulations, to the public at large.

National Chrysanthemum SOCIETY: Op(.28,

1896.—The Floral Committee met on the above date,

and some excellent varieties were staged, and several

First-class Certificates of Merit were awarded. To
Mr. C. Beckett, The Gardens, Aldenham House,

Elstree, came Japanese Royal Sovereign, a large deep

yellow incurved variety, which may be described as a

greatly improved W. H. Lincotn ; to Messi-s. H. Can-

NELL & Sons, nurserymen, Swanley, for Japanese

Mrs. J. M. Lewis, a broad petallcd white variety, in

the way of Mdlle. A. D. Gdbert, but yet distinct

enough from it ; to W. Seward, Esq., The Fir.^,-

Hanwell, for Japanese John Neville, bright orange-

red with golden reverse, very bright in colour,

and distmct ; and to George Seward, the sur-

face of the petals dark orange, with a pale yellow

reverse, very pleasing in colour. To Mr. Nor-
man Dams, Framfield, Sussex, for Japanese

Western King, a fine broad-petalled incurved white

variety, rather small, but of high quality ; to Japanese

Nathau Smith's White, a large full white flower, with

drooping florets, the petals horned at the points, and

to Modesto, a magnificent yellow Japanese, as glorious

in colour as it is fine in size and build, much incurved

and very deep. These were raised by Messrs. Nathan
Smith & Son, Adrian, Mich., and we thus see that

America and the Colonies are in the front rank in pro-

ducing new varieties. A similar award was made to

Mr. \V. Wills, Earlswood, Redhill, for Australia,

bright violet amaranth, with a silvery reverse, very

large and full, a New South Wales seedling. A
yellow-flowered hairy variety, named Lescadie Gentils,

from Mr. Quetier, Orleans, the committee wished to

see again, as they also did a large white incurved

variety, named La Perle d'Algeria;, also a white, which.

Mr. C. GiDSON, The Gardens, Morden Park, stated

is a true incurved. A white Nerine was shown by
Mr. T. S. Ware, of Tottenham.

The Jephson Gardens, Leamington.—We
understand that Mr. T. W. Dell, who has for several

years held the position of head-gardener at the

Jephson Gardens, Leamington, which has hitherto

been managed by a committee, has been appointed to

the important office of head-gardener and parks-

manager, under the Leamington Corporation. The
municipal authority having obtained powers under
the New Town Improvement Bill, will take over the

gardens on November 1 next.

Dessert Apples as Decorations. — M.
Charles Baltrt, of Troyes, describes how, at certain

of the banquets recently held in connection with the

recent Franco- Russian fltes, French horticulturists

provided fruit not merely of the finest quality, but

prepared in a fantastical manner, but showing consider-

able patience and care. He mentions how the delicate

Apple, Calville Blanc, gathered in the fertile regions

of Rosny, showed a carmine glow upon its pearly

surface, thanks to the art of the grower, who had

moistened the skin in summer with a damp sponge
;

the drop of water formed a blister, and the colour

developed under the sun's rays. Another little arrange-

ment also astonished the guests : the Russian eagle

spread its wings in green on the Alexandre Apples,

in white on the Calvillos ; a paper cut with the

desired silhouette was stuck on to the skin, forming a

•/
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screen which the sua'a rays did not penetrate, and at

harvest-time, on raising the paper, a non-coloured

design was apparent, By reversing the process, a

piece of paper covered the fruit, leaving the pattern

only exposed t) the sun, so that the design appeared

in red.

Mr. James GOLOIE spealiing, in a letter, of cer-

tain incidents in tlie life of his fatlier, the late John
GoLDiE, says :

—" My father visited this country

(Guelph, Ontario, Canada), in 1817, returning to Scot-

Und, I thinls, in 1818. He came baclc again in 1S19

and remained, I believe, till 1821. In 1824 he made
a collection of plants, trees and .shrubs for the Bota-

nical Gardens that were then being constructed in St.

Petersburg, Russia, ami went there with them. He
was connected with the gardens for some time. He
travelled in that country collecting novelties, and
introduced many fine things. He afterwards re-visited

Russia and Siberia to investigate the rich botanical

weilth there. He came to Canada in 1844 with his

family, and resided at Ayr till his death. Nearly all

of his journals and notes of travel in the various

countries he visited were lost by the burning of his

house." Medians' Monthhj, October.

German Government Fruit Depot. — A
correspondent of the Dundee Advertiser thus speaks

of the institution described in our columns, by our
Berlin correspondent, some time since :

—" It was
established about three years ago, and exists for

the purpose of assisting the fruit-growers of

Germany. They send samples of their fruit
;

those arc shown to fruit-dealers. A bargain is

struck if the parties, through the medium of the

Department, can fix a price, and the fruit delivered.

This is done free of cliarge, and entirely with the

object of developing the trade. So far it has been
appreciated by seller and buyer alike, and has met
with entire success. Other depots are t > be starteil,

if, in fact, they have not already been established, in

dilfereut centres throughout the Fatherland.''

Dutch Competition in Fruit.—Were the

freight from Holland as high as the freights paid by
the home-grower, it would be a big obstacle in the

way of foreign competition. But, while railway ser-

vice and freight are about as unsatisfactory in Scot-

land as they could well be, diSerent companies
compete with each other to carry foreign produce,

and the result is extremely low rates, which enable

tlie foreigner successfully to compete with the home-
grower. Prom Rotterdam, for instance, to Hull, it

is 230 miles, and the freight is only 24s. per ton. The
passage takes eighteen hours. As stated in my last

article, it is 91 miles from Hull to Manchester, and
the freight is 23*. 9d. Fruit can be in the Man-
chester market in something like twenty-six hours
after it leaves Holland, the whole distance covered

being 321 miles, and the freight 473. 9i^. From Rot-

terdam to Leith it is about 380 miles. The ordinary

passage is thirty hours, but the Britannia, one of

Messrs. Gibson & Co.'s boats -the fastest boat trading

between the Continent and Scotlund— has done the

passage from quay to quay in twenty-seven hours. The
i'reight on Strawberries is 30s. per ton ; Currants, 35s.

;

and Gooseberries, 20s. Special trains convey the

fruit on the arrival of the steamers to different towns
throughout the country. The Dundee boat comes
from Rotterdam in thirty-six to forty hours. It leaves

on Saturday, and is in on Monday. Currants are

charged 40s. per ton, and Gooseberries 2ris. If the
fruit were sent to Scotland by Harwich, the time
would be considerably lessoned, though, no doubt,

the freight would be increased. Fruit leaving

Holland at night is in Harwich next morning, and
could be in tlie Glasgow market twenty-four hours or

so after it is shipped. The full significance of these

figures cannot be thoroughly understood until they

are put alongside the rates charged in Scotland, and
T intend in a subsequent article on foreign competi-

tion to make a comparison. Dundee Advertiser.

Farmers and the Income tax.—The Board

of Agriculture has this week issued a leaflet of great

interest to all connected with farming—as, by the

way, it is to all of us. The subject was noticed by

the Board iu 1893, and at the time gave much satis-

faction ; the issue of the present leaflet is as opportune

as it is of value, for the matter has been carefully

revised and brought up to date. Advice is given to

farmers under all the schedules, and also in cases

where there has been a remission of rent by the

landlord, who, in turn, has something placed to his

credit where there has been deterioration or destruc-

tion of crops. The farmer is shown how to proceed

in procuring a return of money paid to the Receiver

of Taxes. Generally speaking, the four pages consti-

tuting the leaflet are of interest to all connected with

British husbandry, and copies may be obtained,

post free, on application to the officials of the Board

of Agriculture, 4, Wiiitehall Place, S.W. It is to be

presumed that market-gardeners have the same

statutory rights as farmers or " persons occupying

lands for the purpose of husbandry only."

LONDON Pride.—It has been aasnmed on very

slender foundation that Saxifraga umbrosa received

the name London Pride because it was a favourite

plant of London, the famous nurseryman, who died

in 1717. London is further supposed to have been

the means of introducing it to cultivation. In the

current number of the Journal of liotanij, Mr. BaiTrKN

points out that it was common in London in Geiiard's

time, and that it " flourished exceedingly " in his

garden. Geuaiid says it was called of our London

dames "Pratting Parnell ; " wliilst Parkin.son says

some of our English gentlewomen have called it

Princes' feather. The name London Pride .attached

to the plant before the end .if the 17th century.

Belgian Fruit Culture.—The Dundee Adnr-

liser is publishing a series of articles on small-fruit

culture iu Belgium. One shows how by labour and

diligently tilling sm.all areas the peasantry have

converted what is naturally a very poor soil into

productive land. Strawberries and bush fruit are

largely grown, together with Onions and other

vegetables. The Englisli market is, of course, largely

catered for ; andjsomc Scotch jam, it is hinted, h.vs a

basis of Belgian Carrot -but it is a question whether

the fruit would not be cheaper than the Carrot

!

Horticultural Agency.— Mr. John S. Ire-

land, who is so well known in the North among

gardeners, foresters, and agi-iculturists, has com-

menced business .a.s a Horticultural and Agricultural

Agent, at 122, George Street, Edinburgh. Mr.

Ireland is already entrusted with several important

agencies, which his great experience and business

abilities will enable him to carry on successfully.

A One Man Exhibit of Tulips in Cork,
1897.—The notice in the Cork press that Mr. W.
Baylor Haktland, of Ardcairu, Cork, is giving a

" one man exhibit " of late single self-coloured Tulips

in May, 1897, for the benefit of Hospital Saturday

Collection. It is unique for Ireland, and we wish the

undertaking much success. The collection should be

worth seeing.

general effect. Rockeries of this stone have also been

built flanking each of the entrances. Conspicuous

among the plants in this central portion are four very

fine specimens of Seaforthia elegans ; they are from

20 to 25 feet high, and it is expected that in time

they will grow about 10 feet more, which will bring

them well into the dome, Between these four plants

are arranged varieties of Dracaenas, Bamboos, Euca-

lyptus, Verschaffeltia splendida, Cocos, &c. The

following is a list of the varieties in this central

portion .—Chamcerops excelsa, Sparmannia africana,

Strelitzia augusta, Aralia trifoUata, Seaforthia elegans,

Laurus camphora (Camphor-tree), Clethra ai-borea

(Lily of the Valley-tree), Cocos flexuosus, Citrus

species (Orange tree), Latania borbonica, and Bam-

busa aurea. There are also twofineDicksoniaantarctica

on the walk. Between the eight pillars of the dome

are suspended large baskets containing various

trailing plants. These are intended to relieve the

openness of the great dome, and in a few years

they will present a mass of delicate overhanging

foliage.

A wide border r>ms round the entire building, the

principal plants in which are the following :

—

Draca>na lineata, Rhapis flabelliformis, Glaziova

insignis, Rhopala corcovadensis, Caryota Cunning-

hami, Kentia Fosteriana, Araucaria Rulei, Bidwilli,

and elegans, Draca3na lineata variogata, Hedychium

Gardnerianum, Pritchardia grandis, and varieties

of choice greenhouse Rhododendrons. The climbers

on the roof include the following varieties :—Coba;a

scandens variegata, BougainviUea glabra, Stigma-

phyllon ciliatum, Passiflora racemosa, Lapageria rosea,

Myrsiphyllum asparagoides, Passiflora coeruleo-race-

mosa, Clematis indivisa lobata, Lapageria alba, Aspa-

ragus plumosa scandens, Plumbago capensis, Tecoma

jasminoides, Bignonia chirere, Cissua rhombea, Passi-

flora Constance Elliott, Tacsonia exoniensis, Staun-

tonia latifolia, and Habrotha unus elegans. The

building WIS erected by Messrs. Mackenzie & Moncur

at a cost of about £10,000.

THE NEW CONSERVATORY AT
SBPTON PARK, LIVERPOOL.

We have already (July 18, p. 66) figured the exte-

rior of this building, the munificent donation of Mr.

H. Yates Thompson, to the City of Liverpool. We
now lay before our readers a view of the interior as

furnished mainly by Messrs. James Veitch & Sons.

The idea of Mr. Yates Thompson was to supply a build-

ing which should be not only a pUce of refuge and

shelter during inclement weather, but one which should

afford delight to the eye, interest to the student,

and generally make life brighter, and, it may be,

better. The whole space underneath the dome is

filled with plants, skilfully arranged. Around the

margin of tliis space a rockery has been built, some

3 to 4 feet high, entirely composed of tufa stone,

brought specially from Matlock Bath for the purpose.

This stone is well suited for this class of decoration,

being porous, and partially honeycombed, which

enables it to get quickly covered with small Ferns

and mosses, thus giving a soft and pleasing tone to the

CHRYSANTHEMUM CHAT.
Again we have entered upon the season so largely

devoted to the worship of the Chrysanthemum, and

one is led to reflect if its claims to such admiration

iu 1896 are less forceful than they were half-a-dozen

ye.ars ago. It is evident at the outset that in almost

all gardens the greatest floral effect during the next

six weeks will be due to the cultivation of this

eastern plant. There are, doubtless, other plants

that, under special culture, are capable of affording

blossoms in November, and it is happily not rare to

see a house of Eucharis in bloom, or even a few

Carnations, and a magnificent blaze of Pelargo-

niums. Salvias, Cyclamens, Heaths and Orchids,

besides many other species, are also in bloom in

more or less abundance. It may be remarked, too,

that the possibihties in connection with the practice

of postponing the flowering season of many plants

by means of a " retarding " process, may far exceed

our present knowledge of them. Still, we admit

that at the present time it is not easy to point to a

plant that might be grown out-of-doors for six

months during the year that would repay for its

cultivation by yielding a display of flower in the

late autumn suitable for aU purposes in the sinie

measure as does the Chrysanthemum.

Persons who are not disposed to favour the attempt

to thrust large blooms upon us, before Dahlias and

even Roses have disappeared from our gardens, may

have noticed that, until this week, there have been

very few such blooms exhibited during the present

autumn. The poor character of the September show

held by the National Society was nothing unusual,

but that held upon the 13lh of the present mouth was

also of very small extent ; yet last year, an exhi-

bition held at nearly the same date, was a distinct

success. This fact may be taken to indicate that the

plants are shghtly later than usual—certainly later

than last season ; and this view is supported by the

appearance of the various collections we have had the

opportunity to inspect.
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During the coming week the National Chrysanthe-
mum Society will celebrate by the beat means in

their power the attainment of its Jubilee, and it is

hoped that the exhibition at Westminster will be the

largest and beat ever held. A glance at the appoint-

ments on p. 52S will give some idea of the number of

exhibitions that will be held during November, but
that list only includes some of the more important of

them, and probably a greater number of smaller
events are omitted. Editors of horticultural journals

will have some difficulty during the next few weeks
in preventing each issue from becoming merely a

Chrysanthemum number.

In the LdNDON Parks.

In most of the parka under the management of the

County Council the usual autumn displays of Chrys-
anthemums are now open for inspection by the public.

The liberal policy which is pursued by the Council
in matters pertaining to the management of the parks
and open spaces has been frequently referred to in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, and an illustration of this

is afforded by the Chrysanthemum exhibitions. The
holding of these has necessitated the building of

houses suitable to display the plants, in addition to

the cost of raising them and of increasing the stock.

That the privilege of visiting such floral manifesta-
tions, provided by the rates, is appreciated by a great
part of the populace, is attested by the thousands of
visitors to each of them, and the remarks that are

made during an examination of the flowers.

Battersea Park is accessible to a very large popula-
tion, by whom it is used with greater fre edom than
ever for moat forms of recreation and amusement.
The Chrysanthemum exhibition is held in a house
in a spot known as the frame-yard, and close to the
Albert Bridge entrance. The house is furnished
with strict regard to aeneral efifect, and the result is

first-rate. The pi....<s are arranged in one group,
which faces a broad [nth running along one of the
sides. They are arranged to make three undulations,
with good sweeps on the surface. At the back of

the group have been trained tall plants on the rafters

of the house, and at the side of the building to

which the path adjoins, the same means to give
at furnished appearance have been adopted. Such
varieties as Margot, and similar ones, are trained to

the rafters
; and the Cedo Nulli varieties, and Sceur

Melanie, besides many others of similar character,

have been tied down upon an improvised trellis to

hide the wall as far as possible. At none of the
parks has this been better done. The display was
opened on the 17th inst., and many of the blooms are
more developed than in other collections, even
incurved types such as Queen of Kugland, Jeanne
d'Arc, and others are nearly fully built up. Many
varieties of the Japanese section are capital, particu-
larly Charlotte de Montcabrier, rosy-lilac in colour,

and very distinct. President Borel, Sunflower, Miss
Dorothy Shea, and Florence Percy. The newer
variety, Lady Byron, may be seen here as a
flrat-rate deep Japanese flower of pure white. This
variety especially is very fine at Battersea. The
only conspicuous variety of the Anemone type
is Descartes, and of the Pompon Mdlle. E. Dor-
dan. Altogether, the exhibition provided by Mr.
Coppin, the superintendent of this park, is the
best we have seen at Battersea ; and much credit is

due to Mr. Wheeler, who has had charge of the
plants throughout the season, for they are possessed
of vigorous foliage, and individually present a good
appearance.

Walerlow Pari; at the top of Highgate Hill, is of

fmaller area than most of the others. It was a

present from the late Sir Sydney Waterlow, and is

composed of hill and dale throughout. A rustic

bridge and waterfall have been constructed in this

very pretty rendezvous since we hist visited it,

which, when furnished witli suitable plants, is

likely to prove a further attraction. In regard
to the Chrysanthemum exhibition, and in com-
parison with other parks, Mr. Pallett, the
superintendent here, has had both advantages and
disadvantages, for the atmosphere at this elevation is

decidedly more favourable to vegetativ* growth than

in Victoria, or Southwark parks, for instance. But
the accommodation for housing the plants is insuBB-

cieut, and it has been necessary to put a new roof
on the old conservatory, the completion of which was
not efifected early enough to prevent the plants from
being huddled together for a time in the small vineries.

It has been finished now, however, and the display
to be seen here is quite commendable. Many well-

known varieties could be mentioned as exhibited well,
such as D. B, Crane, Louise, Phosbus (one of the
best smooth-surfaced flowers of deep yellow), W.
Tricker, &c. .Mrs. E. S. Trafford, on second crown
buds, is a capital colour

; Utopia is a finely-formed
.lapanese flower, florets slightly recurved, and cream
coloured

; Bride of Maidenhead shows very well, so
does Madame Carnot and Mrs. H. K. Williams.

Finsliiry Parf.—Visitors to this particular park-
one of the finest—are informed that the Chrysanthe-
mum show will be found in the house that it has been
held in for years—excepting three years ago, when the
plants were arranged in a fine new house that had just
been completed. Owing, we suspect, to the architect
embodying in his plans his own ideas rather than
those of a practical man, the house was found to be
too high and otherwise unsuitable. It is now used as a
conservatory for Palms and miscellaneous plants. The
other house has a span-roof, is of a good length, but
is not sufficiently wide. Last year, a path ran round
the sides of the house, and the plants were arranged
to face both ways. To provide a change, the exhi-

bition now open is composed of one group with
undulations on the surface, and a serpentine margin
to the face. A path runs through the house upon
one side. The show was opened to the public on
the 10th inst., and visitors have good reason to be
pleased with its general character. When our visit

was made, one of the most conspicuous varieties was
Mrs. E. G. Hill, which, as tall plants at the back,
carried a fine lot of blooms. Mrs. C. K. Shea,
Madame Lacroix, Golden Beverley, Yellow Avalanche,
Marquis de Paris, Florence Davis, and J. R. Pearson
are only some of those that appeared to good advan-
tage. Mons. Chas. Leboscqz and Descartes, both
Anemone-flowered varieties, are so good that they
should be in every collection. The labels to the plants
are printed ones, but the spelling upon them might
be improved with advantage.

Victoria ya)*.— There is usually a fine exhibition

made at this p.\rk. The superintendent, Mr. Moor-
man, has long been known as .an enthusi.istic culti-

vator of Chrysanthemums. The show is made in a
fairly wide, span-roofed house. A path runs through
the centre, which is faced on either side by a fine

group of plants extending the whole length of th>
house. In the arrangement there have been obtained
the usual sweeps or waves upon the surface, and the
best effect possible has been secured. Mr. Large, the
grower, has to contend with a vile atmosphere, but
the plants have been well cultivated, and about
2000 are required to furnish the house, whilst another
1000 or 80, we saw under an improvised shelter for

replacing extra-early flowering plants when they have
passed. The collection upon the whole is rather later

than some others, but there were many varieties with
perfected blooms a week ago. We noticed Mons.
Gruyer, a rather flat Japanese incurved bloom, with
rose-coloured florets, and a straw-coloured centre,

the reverse of florets very silvery. The new variety,

Jno. Fulford, was not yet in bloom ; Bride of

Maidenhead, Mutual Friend, and the fine Lady Byron
were good, also Robert Petfield, and Pride of Madford,
a new Japanese incurved, with purple-crimson florets,

and silvery reverse, the florets being very broad
;

Qloire du Rocher is always an unusually bright
colour in this collection. Miss Elsie Teichmann
is a very large flower, with broad florets, slightly

twisted and incurved. The colour as seen here is

creamy white, but rather deeper towards the centre

of the bloom.

llirjhijatc Cemetery.—The Chrysanthemum has long
since invaded some of our cemeteries with its presence
A few days since we saw some hundreds of plants

arranged in a house in the one at Highgate. It is

said that they were grown with a view to displaying

them to the public when visiting the graves of

their departed friends, but before the blooms have
faded, they are sold in order to recoup the company
for its outlay. On one plant in this collection, there
were flowers of both Mdlle. Lacroix and Mr. C. E.
Shea. It will be remembered that the latter is a
sport from the former.

(To be continued).

OLEARIA HAASTII.
No other flowering shrub of the year, has been

so profuse and attractive as this New Zealand plant
during late autumn.
Here the compact specimens are, as the photograph

taken by Mr. W. Waite .shows (fig. ytj), literally
covered with flowers, forming large b.all-like masses of
white.

The plant is well known, having been introduced
in 18!J8 by Messrs. Veitch of Kxeter, yet its popularity
does not seem to have brought this species to such a
frequent use .as might be expected. When we con-
sider the ease with which it can be grown, and the
numerous ways in which it may be used for the orna-
mentation of our giirden, this is the more surprising.
It has been used for hedges ; and for a mixed border
of shrubs is most useful, lightening the sombre green
foliage by the floriferousness at this season. It is a
good town plant.

Home Co rresp ondence.

THE QUEEN'S CELEBRATION, 1897.—The sug-
gestion of your correspondent "A. D." in Giirdeiiers'

Chronicle, p. 500, concerning an exhibition portraying
the advancing stages of horticulture during Her
M,ajesty's reign, is a happy one. And what marvel-
lous changes we should see in all departments.
When Her Majesty ascended thei-e were few Roses
of merit [?], if we except some half-dozen or so species,
a variety or two of Mosses, Provence .and Damasks,
that .are still found in the be.st and most complete
collections. Our best yellows at that date were
Banksia lutea and Rosa lutea variety ; Harrisoui, a

double-flowered form of Austrian Briar. In this
colour alone we have a very interesting improvement;
.all forms and sizes, shades of yellow .and copper, in
delightful variety and quantity, from the deep apri
cots of .Safr.ano (1839), Mdme. Falcot (1858), and
Willi.am Allen Richardson, to the magnificent size

and form of Manchal Niel. It is the same in almost
every cl.ass. Miglit not small classes or collections
be got together, each one being confined to those
v.arieties introduced during a decade ? Oue would
see at a glance the improvements which have been
made, and a series of such classes ,at the Crystal
P.ilaco .show of the N. R. S. would certainly attract
much attention. A . P.

NEPENTHES. —These interesting and handsome
plant-i are grown lu considerable numbers at Syon
House. These are cliiefly concentrated by Mr.
Wythes in two of the houses, the largest being sus-

pended in the newer Banaua-houte, where the condi-
tions are perfectly suited to the needs of the plants,

others are in one of the three-quarter-span stoves over
the Orchids. Of thi3 newer species, N. mixta is grand
in pitchers and colouring, so also are N. Curtisii

superba and N. x Mastersii. H.

MALMAISON CARNATIONS.— I send you a few
blooms of the variety "Princess of Wales." The
plmts have been grown iu the gardens of the Hon.
Henry Edmund Butler, NIdd Hall, Ripley, Yorkshire,
in 6-inch pots, and have produced on an average ten
terminal buds. .Some of the blooms have measured
upwards of 6J inches in diameter, and the majority
of the Ijlooms have been over 5 inches. W. D. [The
blooms represent very successful culture. They are
both large and fTagrant. We are sorry we cannot
use the photograph. En.]

EGYPTIAN BEET IN SCOTLAND.—A Scotsman's
remarks on p. 502 of the last issue of the Gardeners'
Chronicle, draws attention to the fact that " D. T. F.,"

on p. 378, has discovered that Egyptian Beet is never,

or hardly ever, grown in Scotland. A limited ac-

quaintance with gardeners and gardening north of

the Tweed, is probably an excuse for ignorance of

the value of Egyptian Beet in this northern clime.

It does not pay to' grow it in quantity for either

public or private consumption ! Edinbvirgh market
growers know a good l!oet, and one that pays them
well. Egyptian has been tried, and found wanting
m these essential qualities. Beta, Bona,
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WHITE ANO YELLOW TURNIPS. — Patriotic

Scots ayont the Tweed need not take " D. T. F."

too seriously, and should allow him a reasonable

length of time to renew his early acquaintance

with Scottish horticulture. If " D. T. F." had
looked into the AVaverley Market about 9 o'clock

last Saturday rooraing, he would have seen what
market gardeners 6nd most profitable for the supply

of their customers, and he would have found
white "Neeps" strongly in evidence. October,

however, is not the sea-son for white "Neeps " in

Scotland, which is from May to September. In

summer it is about as rare to see a yellow " Neep "

as it ia to see a white one in the winter. The
i^rly Milan (extra earl}-, if " D. T. F. " likes I) Turnip
has been grown for many years in every garden and
market garden of any note north of the Tweed, and
it forms the st.aple supply (or the Edinburgh market
in May and June. In private establishments, white-

fleshed Turnips arc in demand, and in most gardens

of repute a supply of them must be maintained " all

the year round." With the aid of Early Milan, it is

an easy matter ; but where yellow fleshed Turnips
are acceptable, they are quite aa easy to grow, an<l

quick growing, and must be disposed of when fit or

tbey spoil. If sown too early it runs to seed ; the most
enduring form of white flesh Turnip is the Green Globe.

On the other hand, the yellow or golden fleshed Turnips
are all exceedingly hardy, solid in texture, almost glo-

bular in shape, will keep through the winter, and eat

the next season as sweet as though they had just been
lifted. The garden varieties of these Turnips are only

refined stocks which, in the course of re-selection,

have become smaller in size, more symmetrical in

shape and delicate in the texture of their flesh, and
constant experience of them from youth upwards
leads the .Scotch gardener to prefer them to the

soft-hearted kinds of the south. As to the flavour of

the one against the other, it is the general opinion

that the white does not nearly approach the yellow.

With respect to round Beet, the very name
" Egyptian " is sufficient to frighten many of our
northern gardeners from giving it a space, and what-
ever may be said in its favour on the point of earli-

ness. there is no getting away from the fact that the
" cooks " do not take to it. I asked one the other

day why it was so, and her answer was, " that the

colour boils out i;o easily, and its shape produces such

FlO. 96.—OLEABIA HAASTII: ILOWEBS WHITE. (SEE P. 532.)

keep much better after they are liftel and stored in

the late autumn. They keep firm, crisp, and sweet

from November till May when properly stored.

Modern " i?<Yi(V.'"

I have ouly just seen " D. T. F.'s' note

on p. 37', and with your permission should like,

from my poiut of view, to throw a little light

on the queries he raises. To go back to tho

early days of the Turnip, we find the white-

fleshed variety brought over from Holland, and
first cultivated in fields in the warm sandy soils of

Norfolk ; from here it ran through the country, and
when tried even in the Lothians was found to be

quite unsuitable to the rigours of the climate of

Scotland. In name it became known as the Norfolk

White liouud, but White Globe is perhaps the best

appellation to give it ; at any rate tlie enlightened

farmers of the North were not loug before they

ettected a uuion between it and the Swede, which

they then grew as their leading root crop, and the

result was the stout-hearted yellow fleshed Turnip.

The white Turnip is tasily injured by [frost, whilst

in many varietic; there is un indentation between the

neck and the shoulder, causing the wet to lodge, and
the bulb to rot when the rainfall is excessive. In

rich soils it becomes monstrous in size, flabby and
striugyin texture, and loses a proportionate quantity of

the most nutritive elements of its composition. It is

cumbrous pieces, that, when cut up they spoil the

look of a salad." Early vegetables are not a necessity

in many of the leading establishments in Scotland,

which are, to all intents and purposes, shut up until

late in the summer. The Red Globe Onion is probably

preferred also on account of its hardy nature ; it will

stand any amount of wet, and its solid coat assists it

to withstand to a great degree the ravages of vermin,

and it will keep a twelvemonth if well-harvested.

I was on Deeside recently late in August) when I

found Peas, Gooseberries, and Strawberries in full

season, quite a month later than in the south. Vege-

table seeds thit we sow in the open in March and
April they seem convenient to hold until May and
June. In large places they defy the seasons, as we
do in the south by sowing under protection ; indeed,

it is only under such conditions that many of our

tender things are of service to them. D. McD.

GROS COLMAN AND GROS MAROC GRAPES.—
I ought to know something about " Gros Colman "

I as it was always called when first introduced, and as

Mr. Barron still calls it), for I was, perhaps, the first to

grow it in this country. In appearance it is very fine

when well-coloured, and I have grown the berries to

4 j inches in circumference : but in quality it is sadly

lacking, pulpy, coarse, aad with a very peculiai-, and
to most people, unpleasant flavour. As some persons

like the American Grapes, they may also approve

of Gros Colman. The Vine itself has a very strange
and disagreeable smell sometimes, when in full

vigour and high temperature. Please refer to Mr.
Barron's account of this Grape and of Gros Maroc.
If that great authority can err, it is on the side of
charity. It is much against my interest to speak thus
of the Grape, for I have scores of the Vine, unluckily,

and only a few of Gros Maroc. The slow pubUc
are beginning to find out the rogue, and I can scarcely

sell it now in this neighbourhood. It requires

months of hanging to become really ripe, and then
unless the house is kept very dry and rather warm,
an exudation through the skin takes place, and the

berries rot. " Gros Maroc," though not quite so

large, is almost as handsome, from the lovely blue

bloom it carries ; it ripens about two months earlier,

and is really good. But, like every other fruit, it has
its special drawback. The Vine is a shy bearer while

young, and especially subject to red-spider. Vinitor.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTTTBAL.

Scientific Committee.

OcTuBLR XZ.—rr-ifnt : Dr. Bonavia (in the ClLiir) ; Dr.

RuBsell, Rev. W. Wilks, Dr. Mailer, Mr. Douglas, and Rev.

G. Henslow, Hon. Sec.

Vinci 2>iuv^ed.— ThG following communication had been
received since the last meeting from Mr. Messenger, Woolver-

stone Gardens, Ipswich: — "! enclose a bunch of Black

Alicante Grapes ;ind two leaves, one of Black Alicante^ the

other of Groa Colman. I am desirous of knowing the cause

iif the discoloration of the ."rtem, footstalk, and berry, and
why the leaves are dying at one particular place ; and
further, what remedy I -should apply?" The following

report has been received : — " The foliage, leafskilk, and
also stalks and some of the berries appear to be infested

with fungi, which I believe to be Peronospora viticola, which
I have seen attick Vines in the same form as thasc received.

The leaves first get whitish patches and then dry up, .-\nd

the leafstalks are similarly affected. It would be advisable

to thoroughly scrub or paint the interior of the house, lime-

wash the walls, and remove the surface of the border to

eradicate any germs. It might also be .idvisahle to see that

the border is sweet iind proi>erly drained."— S. T. W.

P<4ato8 2)i«astti.—Samples were received from Mr. H. S.

Dartlet, F.Ii.H.S., of Sevemburg. Shooters Hill, characterised

by having spots within them. They proved to be a form of

the ordinary Potato disease, Perono6p<jra infestans.

Mon^roiu Structurei.— iiT. C. Browne, of Hextable, Kent.

forwarded a fasciated form of Campanula, pnjbably the result

of over nutrition ; a three-podded French Bean, due to

the union of three carpels out of the typical number five ;

and a double Apple, the result of Bynanthy, or the union of

two flowers.

AppU wi'h Red PUth.— TAr. Henslow showed specimens
of the red Apple, known as " Ten Commandments," described

in Hogg's Fruit Manual, p. 22-S. The name is derived from
the ten red spots caused by the fibro-vascular cords passing

through the Apple, the flesh of which is more or less of a

ciimson hue throughout. It Ls a Herefordshire Apple, and
according to Mr. Wright (to whom it had been submitted) is

more elongated than usual. It was received from Zeals (a

village UQ the borders of Wilis and Somerset), where there

are two trees near each other, very old, and 'J feet in

cumfercnce at a height of 3 feet from the groimd. Nothing

is known of the history of these trees. The question was

raised as to the form of the Apple being due to the locality

where the tree grow, as Mr. Bailey liaa lately published a

paper, ' showing how different kinds of Apple trees, though

only grafted, often assume the same form of fruit when
gr-jwing in the same States of North America respectively.

Mr. Wright informed Mr. Henslow that the importance of

knowing the locality in England whence an unnamed Apple

was received had been already felt by himself and Dr. Hogg.

Experiments icitk larimis Salts on the Colour of the Plovcers of

Pelargonia.—DiQ following reports were received ;—

Dr. W. P. RiisiiU's ExptrimetUs icilh White Pdargonnnns.—

"Ten white Pelargoniums were received from Messrs.

Cannell&Sons. Theywere all strong healthy plants. Experi-

ments commenced on June 20. All the plants were taken out

of their pots, the soil gently shaken off, and then repotted.

Two of the plants were repotted In ordinary good soil, the

others in soil which had been thoroughly drenched with a solu-

tion of one of the following salts, all of them being of the same

strength, viz., 13grains to the pint :—Sulphate of iron, sulphate

of copper, nitrate of cobalt, nitrate of nickel, acetate of chro-

mium, sulphate of manganese, nitrate of zinc, and chloride

of ammonium. Tiiey were kept in a conservatory, and were

watered with the respective solutions, containing 6^ grains

to the pint. It was found that the lime in the water lised

was precipitated by the sulphates, and so caixied down some

of the metal; consequently, on June 30, the sulphate of

manganese was changed for the chloride, the aulphate of iron

was changed for perchloride of iron, and the sulphate of

• The Plant Individual in the Light of Eoolution. Address

before the Biological Society of Washington, Jan. 13, ISiio.—

See JourrMl of Horti^Uare, Oct, 15, ISSti.
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copper was dissolved in distilled water. The plants were

watered to the same extent that they would have been

under ordinary conditions of growth. August 1.—All the

plants are now in flower ; all the flowers are quite white,

aud all the plants are quite healthy. September 1. - All the

plants are quite healtliy, and there is no visible difference

between them. October 1.—All the plants are quite healthy,

and still tliere is no visible difference between them."

Rev. W. Wil/^s' Eipa-imcnti with White Pelaigoniuvns.—On
June 24 ten plants of a white-blooming zonal Pelargonium

were received. They were all treated exactly as described in

Dr. Russell's report. After the plants were repotted, they were

for four days placed under the stage of a close Fern-house, and

then brought up on to the stage of a very light and airy green-

house, where they have stood till this date, October 12. At

the commencement pUuts 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 were somewhat

stronger than 2, 6, 0, and IC ; 9 and 10 being the two to which

nothing was added, and which have been watered with

ordinary water. Each plant has had about 20 pints of fluid.

Results :— The plants (none of them) flagged at all from the

repotting beyond losing one or two of the lower leaves. All

have bloomed well throughout the whole season, and are still

carrying fine trusses. No. 1 lost one limb from mildew, hnt

this was probably the result of pure accident, and should not

be attributed to the special treatment. It has since made
new growth which is stronger and more vigorous, and the

fohage distinctly larger than any of the others. No. 2, 8 are

rather stronger, and the foliage darker than the remainder.

No. 7 has every leaf showing all the veins and fibres in clear

pale yellow ; the leaves are also somewhat small, but other-

wise they are crisp aud look perfectly healthy. The colour

of the flowers does not appear to have been in any case or in

the smallest degree affected.

Ii€V. W. Wdk-a' E.i-pcrh,imt8 with Apples.—Three young Cox'a

Orange Apple trees were chosen situated on one border, a

distance of 8 yards separating each tree from the next.

Tree a was dressed with 1 lb. of soot on April 1, May 1,

June 1 and 1-5, Jvily 1 and 15, and August 1 and 15. Tree c

was, on the same dates, dressed with 2^ ozs. of sulphate of

ammonia. The dressing was scattered on the ground within

compass of the spread of the tree's branches, and the ground

was then immediately raked over somewhat hardly to stir

the surface. Tree b was undressed, but similarly raked on

each occasion. The fruit was gathered on September 21, and

on examination on October 12 it was found that the produce

of tree c was very slightly the highest coloured, nodiiTerence

whatever being apparent between the produce of a and b.

The general result of the action of salts used upon the white

flowers was negative, but with chromium an effect was notice-

able on the leaves, in that the fibro-vascular cords remained of

a dark colour, the interstices being yellow-green. This was

the case with Mr. Wilks* plant, and to a less extent with

Mr. Henslow's. All the plants flowered well, and were

perfectly healthy.

October 27.—Judged by the very large d splays we have

now become accustomed to see at the fortnightly meetings

in the Drill Hall, Westminster, the one held on Tuesday last

was much be-low the average. This was in a large measure

attributable to the absence of hardy flowers, wh-ch latterly

have been exhibited in numerous and large collections.

There was a good display of Orchids, and several awarJs

were made. Muc'i interest attached to the exhibits of

Chrysanthemums ; but these were rather less nu'uerous than

might have been expected at such a date, in view of the

circumstance that a lecture upon these plants by Mr. W. H.

Lees was to be read on this occasion. Several novelties of

excellence were before the committee, however, and to a few of

these Awards of Merit were recommended. A group of winter-

flowering Pelargoniums in bloom was shown from the Royal

Garden?, Frogmore ; and iu a few instances there were col-

lections of miscellaneous plants. The fruit display was by no

means equal in extent to such exhibits at the last few
meetings.

Floral Committee.
Present: W. Marshall. Esq. (Chairman), Jno. Fras r, H. B.

May, H. Ilerbst, R. Dean, R. Owen, G. Stevens, J. Jennings,

J. Hudson, J. F. McLcod, T. Peed, R. M. Hogg, "W". Bain,

J. D. Pawlo, Geo. Nicholson, Rev. Geo. Engleheart, J. T.

Bcnnett-Poe, C. E. Pearson, J. Walker, J. W. B^irr, H. J.
.

Jones, C. E. Shea, II. S. Leonard, aud C. T. Druery.

Messis. J. Peed & Sons, West Norwood, exhibited one of

their changetens tic groups of miscellaneous stove and green-

house plants, consisting for the most part of Drac:euas and
Crotons, several Cypripediums, and a few plants in flower of

Saintpaulia i -nantha (Silver Flora Medal).

Another miscellaneous group of plants was the exhibit of

Messrs. Jno. Laing <Si Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E. This
collection include 1 many choice plants, including a finely-

flowered specimen of Cypripedium Harrisianum, several

plants of a cream-coloured .single-flowcrcd Begonia named
Autumn Queen, Dracsuna australis variegata, C'ejihalotus

folUcularis ; and a few Caladiums were noticed {Silver Flora

Medal).

A largo gi'oup of Crotons was shown by Earl Percy, Syon
House, Brentford (gr., Mr. Geo. Wythes), which included a

considerable number of varieties in various sized plan's
(Silver-gilt Binksian Medal).

Several seedling Nerines were exhibited by Sir Trevor
Lawrence, Bt., Burford, Dorking (gr., Mr. Bain). N. flexuosa

major was recommended an Award of Merit. The flowers

arc Ulac-pink, with darker coloured veins, and very effective.

A vai'iety named Meadow Bank, almost coral scarlet, and

Cinnabarina, very bright in colour, were also admirable.

Another exhibit of seedling varieties of Nerines was made
by H. J. Elwe?, Esq. , Colesbourne, Gloucester (gr , Mr. Lane).

These represented various colours and shades, and were very

pretty.

Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking,

exhibited plants, G or S feet high, of a scarlet leaved Oak,

remarkable for keeping its brilliant leaves till mid-winter.

It is apparently a form of Quercus rubra, not of coccinea ;

also plants of Picea pungens glauca and P. p. argentea

(Colorado Blue Spruce), to show how much superior the latter

variety is to the former ; also a group of seedling varieties of

Pemettya iu full berry (Bronze Flora Medal).

A First class Certificate was recommended to Sarracenia

Sanderfe, shown by Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans.

This is a most elegant plant, towards the apex of the

pitchers they are mottled with white, .and the veiaing is of

deep rich purple.

From Her 1L\jesty*s gardens at Frogmore Ml". O. Thomas
exhibited a large group of zonal Pelargoniums In flower.

There were numerous varieties, both single and double-

flowering, and the group was one of the brightest exhibits

ia the hall (Silver B luksian Medal).

Chrysanthemums —A. Pears, Esq., Green Bank, Isleworth

(gr,, Mr. W. Farr), exhibited a very commendable group of

Chrysanthemums, in some instances the varieties being

represented in excellent condition. The Chrysanthemums
were not interspersed with any relief plants, but the group

was faced with a few Palms and Adiantum Ferns (Silver

Flora Medal).

Another group of Chrysanthemums was staged by Mr W.
Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey. Most of the

plants were in 5 or 6-inch pots, and carried one bloom only.

Many of them were of the variety Australian Gold (Calvat), a

cajntal Japanese variety of deep golden colour when the

second crown or terminal buds are taken. As the blossom

develops, the florets open in a twisted or whorled manner
Award of Merit).

A similar award was granted to the variety Mrs. J. Lewis,

a handsome white flower of the Japanese type ; the florets are

wide and pure white, excepting a shght tinge of pale lemon.

This was well shown in Mr. Wells' group, also some plants

of the variety J uo. Sbrirapton. Mons. Chenon de Leche, a

handsome Japanese reflexed variety, of rose and buff, also

from Calvat, and figured in the GanUnns' Chronicle, Vec. 7,

18;ti, p. 683, was included in the group. The florets,

although reflexed, assume a recurved position at the extremi-

ties, where they become spoon or scoop-shaped. Mr. Weli.s

also showed a crioison star-shaped decorative variety mimed
Trafalgar. The group w;is awarded a Silver Banksian Medal.

Mr. Wells exhibited cut blooms of Harry Johnson, ligbt

chestnut, incurved ; Mons. E. Rosette, a long petalled white

Japanese; Lord Justice Lopes, pale lilac-coloured Japanese
;

an 1 Mrs. D. Dewar, a white Japanese.

Among the cut blooms of Chrysanthemums two dozen

from Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exraouth Nurseries, Devon, were
conspicuous. In this stand there were half-a-dozen excellent

blooms of the variety Australian Gold, already noticed in the

group from Mr. Well-s ; but Mr. Godfrey's blooms were of

much deeper and more natural colour (Award of Merit). Mr,

Godfrey also obtained an Award for the variety Pride of

Exmouth, a large Japanese flower with white florets tinted

with Ulac, the centre being straw-coloured. Other good

varieties in this collection were Belle Mauve, Emily SiUbury,

La Garonne, Mods. Hoste, aud Antoinette.

Messi'S. H. Cannell &Sons, Swanley, Kent, exhibited two
very fine blooms of the variety Mrs. J. M. Lewis, pure white,

Japanese, large and very deep (Award of Merit). Among
others of Messrs. Cannell's flowers were Mrs. Oporto Tait,

a broad-floreted fancy Japanese with twisted flor ts, rich

gold colour (Award of Merit) ; Ernest Cannell, an incurved
flower of promising character ; A. H. Wood, a yellow sport

from Primrose League, and Pride of Exmouth.
From Mr. Robert Owen, Castle Hill Nurseries, Maiden-

head, was shown incurved variety, Mr. Jas. Murray, rosy-

lilac, incUned to bronzy tint in centre of flower (Award of

Meiit), and Prefet Cassagneau, a crimsou decorative variety.

Mr. A. H. Rickwuod, gr. to the Dowagek LiDY Freake,
Fulwell Park, Twickenham, exhibited a dozen blooms of a

singular variety, named Fulwell Park. The florets were pale

lilac, curiously striped longitudinally with yellow.

An Award of Merit was recommeuded to Japmese (Hirys-

anthemum Elsie Toichraann, exhibitcl by C. E. Shea, Esq.,

Foot's Cray, Kent. This is an undoubtedly fine acquisition
;

the florets are exceedingly broad, and they are of good

length also. They appear to reflex, but are inciirvod at the

tips. The flowers are very large, white, with .slight lemon in

the centre. It is a seedling raised by Mr. Shea, and a 2>lant

with four blooms upon it was shown.

Orchid Committee.
I'rrsrnt : Harry J. Vcitch, Esq., in the Chair, and Messrs.

J. O'Brien (Hon. Sec), J. Gurney Fowler, De B. Crawshay,

Tl. M. Pollctt, H. Ballantine, J. Gabriel, H. Williams, H. J.

Chapman, J. Jaques, B. Hill, W. Cobb, A. H. Smec, J.

Douglas, T. W. Bond, Sydney Courtauld, and Dr. Maxwell T.

Masters, F.R.S.

A gold medal w;x3 awarded Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons,

Koyal Exotic Nursciy, King's Road, Chelsea, for a remarkably
fine group which would be praiseworthy at any season of the

year. Among the plants of hybrids staged specially remark-
able were the now Caitleya x Elviua (Tiini<^i ?, Schiller-

iaua (J ), a dwarf plant bearing large flowers, the sepals and

petals of which were of that light purple rendered familiar in

Lailio-Cattleya x elegans Turner!, the petals having a narrow

silvery margin. The distinctly three-lobed lip had a broadly-

reniform frout-lobo, of a bright light purple tint furnished

with veins of a darker tint ; the side lobes, which fold over

the column, have their tips singularly erect like the ears of

some kinds of animals, and coloured like the front lobe. The

middle area was of a yellow colour aud streaked with reddish

brown (Award of Merit); Cypripedi\im x Regiu:« (x Leija-

num ?, Fairieanum (J), a very pretty hybrid, suggestive in its

general features of C. X Arthurlanum, but with the upper
two-thirds of the dorsal sepal pure white, and decorated with

a few lines of a purple tint (Award of Merit); and Cattleya

X Patrocini (syn. hybrida) (guttata var. X Loddigesii). In

the centre of the gi-oup stood fine varieties of Cattleya

labiata, and at intervals there were placed panfuls of Cypri-

pedium X cenanthum superbum, C. Spicerianum, C. X
Leeanum sup5rbum,C. X Arthurianum, C. insigne montanum,
C. purpuratum, C. X tesselatum porphj-reum, C. x Cbas.

Canham. and others. Arranged with them were Deudrobium
PhalanopsisSchroderianum, Cattleya x Chloris, Lielio-Cattleya

X SUitteriana, L.-C. X Nysa, Lycaste costata, L. lanipes, &c.

The next largest group was that staged by Mr, H. J.

Chapman, gr. to R. I. Measures, Esq., of Camberwell, and the

specimens in it included both showy and botanically interest-

ingspecies. The remarkable and pretty Cattlo3'a labiata "R. I.

Measures " was a centre of attraction, its fine snow-whito

flowers, with a distinctly defined pure pink veining on the

front of the lip, removing it from the reproach often accorded

albinos, with faint colouring (First-class Certificate). In the

centre of the group was a large specimen of Cojlogyne fuli-

ginosa, covered with its fringed, sooty-lipped flowers ; and in

the group were fine specimens of Cypripedium X Mrs. Chas.

Canham (sixteen flowers), C. X Hy. Graves (Lawrenceauum

X Marshallianum) ; a noble C. tonsum, C. X Allenianum

superbum (Spicerianum X Curtisii) ; C. Schomburgkianum,

C. X Milo ; a lew varietioi of C. insigne, for which the col-

lection is noted ; two forms of Lwlio-Cattleya x Sehilleriana;

some handsome Cattleya labiata, that named "supcrba"
having a huge aud richlj'-coloured lip ; Masdevallia Lauch-

eana, M. x Measuresiana, M. x glaphyrantha ; the singular

Angnecum caudatum, Restrepia Falkenbergi (Botanical

Certificate), and R. antennifer.i (Botanical Certificate). A
Silver Flora Me?al,

The honour of taking one of the two First-class Certificates

awarded on this occasion fell to Messrs. Linden, Park Leo-

pold, Brussels, for the very remarkaVile natural hybrid Catt-

leyax LeCzar (supposed to be a cross, C. lahiataxC. granulosa).

Its nearest affinity seemed to be Cattleya x Victoria Regina

(ilhistratod in the Cardrnrrs' Chrouirfr, June 25, 1S02, p. SOS),

but in this the flowers are larger, the petals broader, and

the isthmus of the lip so much longer as to give some indica-

tions of the influence of C. granulosa. It is certainly a grand

Cattleya. The sepals were light lilac with a greenish tinge
;

the broad petals light lilac-rose with fine purple veining. The

^ido lobes of the lip, which were folded over the column,

were blush-white ; the erected tips purple. The distinct

isthmus connecting the posterior with the anterior portion

of the lip was dark red with rich orange markings, and the

broad front lobe bright crimson-purple with a delicate

lavendar margin.

Tbios. Statter, Esq., Sfcmd Hall, Whitefield, Manchester,

was awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a very pretty stand,

composed principally of cut spikes of numerous vai-ieties of

Dendrobium Phahenop^is Schroderiannm, and Cattleya aurea,

among the latter being C. Dowiana auroa Johnsoni, iu which

the purple colour w .s almost suppressed in the fine golden-

veined lip. With thcQ^ were the handsome Ltelio-Cattloya x
Arnoldiana superba ; L.-C. x Stanleyensis (L. Dayana x C.

aurea) ? L.-C. x lugrami ; Cypripedium X Calloso- Fairie-

anum, C. x Memoria Moensii, &c.

F. Hardy, Esq., Tyntestield, Ashton-on-Mersey (gr., Mr. T,

Stafford), showed a splendid plantof the true Cattleya labiata

autunuiaUs alba with three flowers on a spike; C. xHardyana,

Wrigley's var. ; the pure white Pleione maculata alba
;

Cattleya X Massaiaua, aud several plants of La;lia pumila.

M. Georcjes M.\ntin, Chateau de Bel Air, Olivet, France,

showed a group of the handsome Cattleya X Mantinii (Bow-

ringiana x Dowiana), of which the beautiful C. X Mantiui

nobilior was by far the best, and for it a Cultural Commenda-
tion was awarded. There were in M. Mantiu's group L;i;lio-

C.ittleya x Belaireusis {C. Bowringiana ?, L. autumnalis S),

a most extraordinary hybrid which will doubtless greatly

improre; Lfelio-Cattlcya x Behrensiaua and L.-C. X B.

inversa aud Cypripedium x Boucardii (supcrbicns 9, bar-

b:itnm(J). A Sdver Banksian Medal was awarded the

exhibitor.

U. J. Elwes, Esq., Colesborne, Aadoversford, exhibited a

very interesting group, in the centre of which were a nice

plant of Arundina chineusis, Habcnaria Suzanuie, and the

Bingularlooking H, decipiens. Around them were Dcndro-

bivun Aphrodite, Saccolabium bigibbuni, Acampc papillosa,

PIciouo Wallichiana, P. lagouaria, Dendrobium macro-

fetaL-hyum, Liparis species, and a very curious Cirrhopet;duni

with loug, solitary flower, with purple fringe to the upper

sepal and peUils (Bronze Banksian Medal).

A Cultural Commendation was given to Mis.: D. Saimi,

King's Ride, Ascot fgr., Mr. W. Lane), for a grand specimen
of Cattleya Bowringiana.

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, staged a group iu

which were Phaius Ashworthianvis (Mannii x maculatus),

with yello V flowers :iaid yellow-spotted leaves; Angnccum
Humblotii, Cattleya x Johnsoniana superba, Dendrobium
Johnsoniic, D, Phaljenopsis Schroderiannm, 1>. St;>tterianum,

Oncidium tigrinum, O. varicosum, many fine forms of
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Cattleya labiata, among whicli were C. 1. The Bride, a white

variety with lilac lip, and G. 1. The Poari, also a nearly white

forra.

Messrs. B. S. Williams & Sum, Victoria and Paradise Nur-

series, Upper Holloway, had a group rich in forms of Cattleya

labiata, of which C. labiata versicolor was a specially remark-

able form. Also were included fiood ex imples of Cypripe-

dium X Arthuriauum, C. insigne Wallacei, C. i. punctatum

violaceum, C. x Pitchorianura, William?" var., Oncidium

ornithorhynchum album, O. Forbesii, &c.

Messrs. Honu Low & Co., Clapton, had a pretty group, in

the centre of which was a splendid example of the Swan

Orchid (Cycnochos chlorochilon), also very fine varieties of

Cattleya labiata, and a splendid form of Cypripcdium x
Memoria Moensii. In the group also were Oncidium orni-

thorhynchum album, some good Odontoglossum grande,

Cattleya aurea, Cypripedium x Arthurianura, and other

Cypripediums ; Masdovallia muscosa, Bulbuphyllum Dcarei,

Deudrobium enficldiense, a remarkable flower, resembling

D. Leeanum, but with a longer and narrower lip.

H. Shaw, E.sq., Heathfield, Birch Vale, Derbyshire (gr.,

Mr. J. Chffe), sent Cattleya maxima Heathfield variety.

C. L. N. Ingram, Esq., Elstead House, Godalraing (gr., Mr.

T. W. Bond), sent Lailio-Cattleya x callistoglossa Ingramii,

very rich in colour, and L.-C. X Gazalle splendens (L. x
elegans X C. tricolor).

Sir Wm. Marriott, The Down House, Blandford (gr., Mr.

Thos. Denny), sent Cattleya x La Belle {Warscewiczii x
Harrisonije), a very large light rose flower, with purple front

to the lip ; and Cypripedium X Marriottianum (Spicerianum

X niveum).
Waltkr C. Clark, Esq., Sefton Park, Liverpool, showed

Cypripedium x (Argus Moensii x voxillarium), a very hand-

some hybrid with the rich d irk spotting of C. Argus. S. G.

LuTWYcHE, Esq., Beckeuham (gr., Mr. Paterson), showed

some good Cypripedium, Sue. Messrs. John Lainc & Son,

Forest Hill, had a good group of .showy Orcliids and other

plants.

Fruit Committee.
Present: H. B-ilderson, Esq. (Chairman), andSIessrs. Henry

G. Pearson, J.^s. H. Veitch, Jos. Cheal, A. F. Barron,

J. Wright, Alex. Dean, C. Herrin, J. W. Bates, Geo. Wood-

ward, F. Q. L;ino, Jas. Smith, J. Willard, Robt. Fife, Geo.

Wythes, and W. Farr.

The objects brought before the committee were few and

of no great interest. Mr. Crasp, gr. to F. L. S. FuUambe, Eaq.,

Oeberton, Notts, showed a collection of Melons (twenty- four),

apparently Hero uf Lockinge, well netted, and also weighty

fruits for their size ; a Silver Banksian Medal was awarded.

He also showed a piece of stem of Vanilla aromatica with

pods upon it. Mr. Crasp showed nice-looking bunches of

Golden Queen Grape, a thick skinned variety, with, as Mr.

Barron says, " a squashy pulp," and not much flavour. The
fruit had an excellent appearance, and it keeps well when
well ripened. A Cultural Commendation was accorded.

Several Melons from various exhibitors were shown, but no
award was made. Seedling Apices were likewise shown with

a like result.

A seedhng Grape was shown by Mr. C. Stubbington,

Brookside, Cambridge. A red Cabbage of Drumhea<i form,

and named Black Short-stem, was also shown, together with
two poor varieties of Celery, one being called the self-blanch-

ing, the other was like the Plume variety, but unhko that, it

was furnished with a small tuberous root like Celeriac.

In the gool-flavour competition, Mr. G. Woodwaud, gr.,

Barham Court, was Ist in Pears with Doyenne du Comice,

githered from a tree on the Quince, growing against a west
wall ; and Mr. G. Wythes, gr., Sion House, was 2nd with the

same variety.

In Apples, Mr. Woodward was 1st with Co.x's Orange
Pippin, Urge, high-coloured fruits, from a bush worked on
the Paradise stock ; and Mr. C. Herrin, gr., Dropraore, was
2nd with Ribston Pippin, high-coloured, nice samples.

Lecture on Ch.rysanthem.uins.

The lecture read at the above meetuig was oae by Mr.

W. H. Leks, of Trent Park Gardens, Barnet, the subject being
Chrysantberaurns. It was read by Mr. Weathers, assist.

-

secretary, aod the chair was taken by C. E. She*, Esq., who,
in a few introductory remarks, referred to the exceptional
success that had attended the efforts of Mr. Lees as a i

exhibitor.

At the commencement of the pipei*. which referred mainly
to the culture of plants for the production of specimen
blooms, Mr. Lees remarked upon the great advance that had
been made in regard to the flower since 18f>0, when the Chrys-
anthemum Conference was held by the Royal Horticultural

Society, The best Japanese flower of that year was not
included in the first 100 Japanese varietieun the audit made
by Mr. Shea last season, and in the first ISS varieties there were
only three which were known prior to 1S90. In the raising

of varieties the Continent, especially France, had taken the
lead, and the first raiser in Fnince was M. E. Calvat, the

raiser of Madame Carnot, Australian Gold, and others. L ist

season more varieties were raised in England than heretofore,

and despite an unfavourable climate, it appeared that we
should rival France in this work.

The Chinese or incuived section was probably a little on
the wane, owing, the lecturer thought, to frequent ill-

success in the culture of the plants, which most often was the
result of " taking" too early a bud, or of growing Hia plants
too strongly, in which case the buds opened indifferently.

Single-flowered varieties were deservedly more popular
recently, and next to Japanese, they were th? most useful for

purposes of decoration. The old reflexcd type, such as

Christine, was being driven out by the various types of

Japanese. Anemone-flowered kinds were pretty, and worthy

of retention. Tho recent additions to the early border

varieties were improved in habit, and in the colours of

the flowers.

Novelties in most sections, indeed, wore so numerous from

year to year, that the question a grower had to decide who
wished to keep up to date, and to limit his collection to

reasonable proportions, was, " What not to grow." Greater

discrimination was urged upon the National Chrysanthemum
Society in the ma'ter of granting First-class Certificates, and

none but those that possessed undoubted superiority over

existing varieties should be so distinguished. Last season

there were thirty-six such certificates awarded.

Propagation should be commenced about the beginning of

December, and it Wiis important that a selection should be

mide of ftrong, sturdy cuttings. They should be planted in

light sandy 6oil, and placed near to the roof-glass in a tem-

perature between 40"^ and 50°. In a month or six weeks

roots will have forme J, and they will require to be potted

singly iu 3i-inch pots, using a compost of equal parts of

loam, leaf-soil, and coarse saud. They should then be placed

on a shelf in a cool greenhouse, and both a close atmosphere

and drought should be avoided. From this stage the object

would be to induce sturdy, robust, and uninterrupted

growth. They rau^t be kept secure from frost, but not

subjected to much warmth. When the balls have become
slightly matted with roots, the plants will require to bo

moved ioto larger pots, using a compost of two-thuds loam
and one-third leaf-soil, and decayed horse manure, with

sufficient sand to ensure iwrosity. The potting shouldjibe

done firmly, especially if the loam be light in texture
;

and if the soil is moderately moist when used, no water

should be given for a couple of days or so after the operation.

Stopping the shoots is practised from April onwards,

at suitable dates, for the fixing of the flowering season in

certain varieties that under natural conditions produced

buds at undesirable dates. Many sorts required individual

treatment. Usually, the crown bud, in order to produce a

fine flower, should be formed between August 10 and

August 25. Incurved varieties of the Queen^of England type,

if grown naturally, were apt to h.how the first bud too early.

Some varieties become very coarse if the bud be formed early

In the month of August, as for*instance, Etoile de Lyon if

tho bud shows before Aug. 1 -J. The flower of the same variety,

upon a bud appearing on Aug. 'Zh, would bo of a better colour,

and much more perfect, .\bout the middle of May the plants

should be ready for the final potting, and the soil u&ed on
this occasion should contain more manure. It may consist

of good and heavy loam, three parts, leaf-soil, horse man-
nuro, and a small quantity of broken bones, in addition

to a portion of wood ashes to keep the whole sweet and
porous. It is best not to use soot in the soil, but as a liquid

solution later on. For most of the varieties, pots 10 inches

in diameter are best suited. Make the soil evenly

firm throughout, and place the ball of the plant in such a

position in the pot that it will be covered with

half - an - inch of new material. Leave 1^ inch

space at the surface for receiving water, and a slight

top-dressing. The plants may afterwards be placed

in rows 5 feet apart, and the plants 2 feet asunder from

t^ich other in the rows, where .they will remain during

the summer. Syringing may be done with advantage after

bright days until the middle of August, when it will be less

necessary on account of tho heavier dews at night. Feeding

should be commenced about the third week in July,

using a weak solution of cow-manure and soot on every

third day. The kind of manure should bo changed

e tch week. If any of the excellent artificial manures
be applied, they should be given frequently but

weak. Sulphate of ammonia was rarely necessary, ex-

cept perhaps to stimulate some backward variety or

plant. Moderate feeding should be practised until the

flowers are half expanded. Some varieties need Uttle, but
Bouled'Or would come nearly single if not treated liberally,

and has to be built up with abundant feeding. On the other

hand, Avalanche forms its bud early in August, and becomes
very coarse if over-fed. Incurved varieties generally require

less manure than Japanese sorts, but when the florets have

commenced to open, they may bo given liquid manure at

each time of watering. The plants of all kinds may be

much benefited by a shght top dressing with a rich compost

early in August, which will encourage the formation of new
roots. Immediately the plants are housed, they should be

given abundant air for about a week. When the flowers

begin to open, a little warmth in the hot-water apparatus

may be re^juircd to keep a buoyant atmosphere. The best

temperature to keep at this time is 53°. Give a little top

ventilation during the nights when the weather renders such

possible. The plants will now need less water at the root,

the blooms should be shaded from bright sun, and when they

are half developed the slight shading may be made permanent.

Insects.—A few remarks were then made upon the insects

which are troublesome to Chrysanthemums, and Thripswere

said to be the worst of all. Concealed in the young growing

points of shooti they inflicted injury before it became noticed.

Tobacco-powder should be dusted into the points regularly,

or tthey might be charged frequently with an insecticide

during the whole season until taken inside.

DiseoMS.—Under this name the damping of the blossoms

was described, and declared to be due to over-feeding, in

conjunction with much restricted growth. Rarely does it

occur in the case of bush plants or those grown for decorative

purposes. When it has asserted itself, it is most difficult of

cure, and Mr. Lees has tried rubbing off some of the feeding-

roots, and he has half-broken the stem through. If the stem
at such a time be cut, it will be found to be hollow, and the

pith discoloured. Colonel Smith and Eda Prassarc varieties

exceptionally subject to this malady. AH varieties so liable

should be given less manure. A few words upon mildew
and .spot on tho leaves completed the lecture.

DEVON AND EXETER GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

October 21.—The subject down for discussion at the last

meeting of this association, held on the above date, waa
"Violas for Bedding Purposes, with special reference to

their adaptabiUty for association with other Plants." Tho
paper was written by Mr. J. W. Moorman, superintendent
of Victoria Park, London (at one time in the gardens at
Poltimore Park, near Exeter), who dealt with the subject in

an able manner. The varieties of Violas, Mr. Moorman said,

indigenous to the British Isles, were only six in number,
V. lutea being the parent of tho present race of bedding
Violas, while V. tricolor may be said to be the parent of the
Pansies of to-day. Though tho Viola is a great favourite in

tho cooler climate of North Britain, such gardens as Trent-
ham, CUveden, and Belvoir have shown that it can be grown
to perfection in the south. Claiming for the Viola undeniable
beauty, fragrance, brightness, and diversity of colour, it was
also an accommodating and a homely plant, growing as happily
under the care of the amateur as under the experience and
skill of the professional gardener. To be successful in their

cultivation, four grand principles must be observed, namely:
~(1) Obtain the best and freest-blooming sorts (not neces-

sarily the newest ones); (2) A good, rich, deeply-dug soil;

(3) Always plant out young stock raised by annual propaga-
tion ; (4) Never plant VioLas on ground lately occui>ied by
VioLas or Pansies alone, unless a good quantity of fresh .soil

be added to th"* staple ; but it is better to plant in new
quarters altogether. As to varieties, the fnUowing are good
and reliable :—Whites : Countess of Uopetoun and Countess
of Wharnchffc ; creamj'-white : Sylvia and Lemon Queen ;

Primrose or Sulphur : Ardwell Gem and Luteola ; deep
yellow: BuUion and Lord Elcho ; dark-blue or violet : Archie
Grant, Max Kolb, True Blue, and Holyrood ; Lavender;
Rosea PalUda and Duchess of Sutherland

; pxirple : J. B,

Riding and Doi*othy Tennant ; rose : WilUam Niel and Rose
Queen ; edged or bordered varieties : Goldfinder, Duchess of

Fife, and Border Witch ; fancies : Countess of Kintore, The
Meurns, Bethune, and Mrs. Bellamy. The-c twenty-five are
good, and all possess distinctive charms. The essential

point.s in a good Viola arc : a healthy constitution, a free-

flowering habit, good substance in tho petals, and h>ng,

stout, flower-stalks.

Excepting the protection of a cold frame in severe frost,

and shading from a burning sun, no artificial protection is

required for autumn-struck cuttings. For an early summer
display, cuttings should be taken towards the end of July or

early in August, and when rooted tbey .should be placed in their

permanent quarters before winter sets in. In less-favoured

counties than Devon, that niigh'. not be possible; and in

that case, they must be given protection during winter, and
planted out in early spring. The best cuttings are those
springing from near the base or crown of the plant. For
effect in single rows the plants should be 9 inches apart

;

double rows should be a foot apart from plant to plant, and
the phints should dovetail tuwa'-ds each other. Abundance
of water should be given in dry weather. In combination
with other subjects, yellow Marguerites, blue Cornflowers,
and whit« Violas go well together. Duchess of Sutherland
Viola and silver variegated Pelargoniums harmonise well,

and so do William Niel, Queen of Queens, and bronzed-leaved

Pelargoniums. Tuberous - rooted Begonias, dotted with
Violas, and edged with Iresine Lindeni, combine prettily.

Abutilons and Fuchsias, carpeted with Violas, have a pleasing

effect. Pink Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, interspersed with
Violas, and edged with Iresine or Centaurea, are very effec-

tive ; and so are many more similar combinations.

To illustrate the paper, many leading types of Violas, con-

tributed by Mr. Henrt Cansell, of Swanley, and others,

were exhibited, and plates from the Floricultural Cabinet,

showing the earlier forms of Viola.

Mr. Hope showed a mounted specimen of Viola lutea,

gathered by him near Ben Lomond in 1881, V. lutea being

referred to in the paper read as the parent of all modem
varieties.

Mr. Moorman not being able to be present, Mr. Wm.
Andrews, gr. ^j W. D\xbv, Esq., read the paper for him.
An excellent discussion, and a hearty vote of thanks to

Mr. Moorman followed.

WATFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
October 27.—The eleventh annual show of this society

was held at the Clarendon Hall, W^tforJ. on the above dates.

Owing to the show being held earlier than in former years,

so as to avoid clashing with the National Society's exhibition,

the entries for cut blooms did not come up to the usual

standard, but notwithstanding this defect, the meeting waa

a very successful one.

In the open chiss for groups of miscellaneous plants, 5Ir.

W. K. d'Arcv (gr., Mr. Tidy), came out winner of the 1st

prize. Lord Esher fgr., Mr. Brown) being 2nd; whilst for

Chrysanthemum gi-oup on 50 feet space the indefatigable

secretar>', Mr. C. R. Hdmbert (gr., Mr. Harmer,', took

premier honours. This gentleman, with the same group^
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obtained the Silver Cup, value 5 guiiieiis, for the best group
in the show, and also received the National (.'hrysantheraum

Society's Bronze Medal lor best Chrysanthemums.
The awards in tbe members' class for Chrysanthemum

proups were won by Mr. H. J. Jourdain, C.M.G. (gr , Mr.

Wilson) ; and Lord Essex (gr., Mr. Deane). The former also

took a Silver Cup for best group in this class.

In division 3. for members not employing more than
three gardeners, Mr. C. G. Mott and Mr, A. J. .Touedain,

C. M.G.. took 1st and 2nd respectively ; and tbe prize to members
who only em^loj-ed one gardener, went to the Rev. A.

Wilson, Paris. Some very fine miscellaneous groups were
shown Vjy Lord Clarendon and Mrs. Moon. Lord Alden-

H\M (gr., E. Beckett) was one of the most successful

competitor.s in the show. He obta,ined Ist prize for twenty-

four incurved varieties of cut bloom in the open classes, and
also for twenty-four Japanese varieties in the same division.

He also earned off the prize for the best Japanese

bloom in the show, with a fine Oceana, as well as 1st

honours for six incurved blooms. In the latter division

Major CoLLis Brown (gr., Mr. Ashdown) came 2nd ;

Mr. T. F. Blackwell (gr., Mr. Dinsmore) taking a similar

award for twenty-four Japanese varieties, and also Ist for

twelve incurved varieties. In this class, Mr. V. M. Martin
(gr., Mr. Wooster) won 2nd place, as well as 2nd for twelve
Japanese ; whilst Hon. A. H. Hibbert (gr., Mr. Cox) was
leader. A like prize fell to him for six Japanese (open class),

and the Rev. Burchell Herne (gr., Mr. Fowler) obtained Ist

for six white Japanese blooms. The best incurved bloom was
won by Mr. R. T. Prowse (gr., Mr. Bottom) with a Madame
Harrier. The members' prizes for blooms were secured

chiefly by Mr. T. F. Blackwell, Mr. H. Schlesikger, Mr.
H. J. Lubbock, Hon. A. H. Hibbekt, Mi*. V. M. Martin, Mr.
W. F. D. ScHREiBER, Rev. H. F. H. BuRt hell Herne, Mr.

C. G. Mott. and Mr. F. Taylor.
Messrs. Scrivener h Co., as on the last occasion, can-ied

everything before them in the shape of 1st prize? for

iKiuqueta, wi-eaths and crosses, with an assortment superbly

arranged for effect, the bouquet of Orchids being specially

commented upon by the jiidges. Mr. H, New:man took 2nd
prize for wreaths and crosses. The special trophy for

bouquets of Chrysanthemums was divided between Messrs.

Scrivener and Miss Foden.
Lord Aldenitam w:ts Ist for collection of vegetables (open),

Mr. R. Hentv (gr., Brown) gaining No. 2 prize. Like
awards were secured by Mr. T. F. H alsev, M.P. (gr., Folkes)

and Lord Aldenham ; whilst Mr. Henty won special award
((ffcred by Mes.'^rs. Carter & Co. for vegetables grown from
their seed, with Mr. T. F. Halsey and Lord Aldenuam fol-

lowing him. Other winnci-s for vcgefcibles were Mr. A.

Rowlands and Revs. F. H. UunnsoN and H. F. B. Burchell
Herne. The premier honours for Apples were carried off by
Lord Aldkn'Ham. Mr, \. Rowlands, Dowager Duchess of

Bedford, Mr. W. F. D. S<ttiu;ioER, Mr. D. Hill, and Mr.

R, T. Prowse.

The members' prizes for twelve table Primulas fell to tbo
lot of Lord Alhenham (gr., E. Beckett), and Lord Esher
(gr., Brown), whilst similar honours wore awarded to Mr.

W. F. D. ScHRiEBER(gr., Davis), S. T. Holland fgr., Ricbard-

Bon), and Rev. H. F. H. Burchell Herne (gr.. Fowler). For
six Cyclamen pots, Lor i Aldenham turned out Ist, with
F. May (gr., Burriss) 2nd,

For Pears, Lord Aldenham. Mr. Moon, Mr. J. D. Thomas,
Mrs. Humbert, Mr. Rowlands, and Mr. (\. Doult were an-
nounced leading prizetakers. Tlie awards for the best col-

lection of fruit were obtained by Lord Aldenham and Mr.

J. F. Hal;>ey.

In the division open for ladies only, Miss K. Mead received

1st f r single st^nd of cut flowers a-id foliage, with Miss Bkl-
fjRAVE, 2ad. Miss M. D. Smith was successful in carrying off

1st for six buttonhole bouquets (gents), and also three sprays

of flowers (ladies) ; whilst Miss E.'J. Belgrave was adjudged
2nd in both classes. Miss K. Mead, Mrs. Brinkman, and Miss

J. H. SiUTH were the winners of the awards for buttonhole
bouquets of Violets,

Plant Note.

THE BANFFSHIRE FIELD CLUB.
Annual Meeting.

October 23.—The unimal meeting of the members of this

club was held in the Town and County Club, Banff, on
the above date- There was a good attendance, and Rev
Mr. Anderson, Wbitchills, tbe president, occupied the
chair.

The president proceeded to give his annual address.

At the commencement, he reviewed the work of the society

done during the past year. In this connection he remarked
first on the able papers contributed during the year by
Mr. Bnie, Portsoy. Dr. Alexander Brown, and Mr, William
Cramond, LL.D. Tie then gave an address on " Meteorology
with regard to the Soil and Plant Life." In the
course of a long and exhaustive paper, Mr. Anderson
referred to the meteorological observations which have been
taken at Gordon Castle (tbe Duke of Richmond and Gordon's
Scottish seat) since the last century, as one of the most
valuable and long continued that they had. Mr. Anderson,
in conclusion, favoured tbe club with statistics, compiled by
himself, concerning the accninulated temperatures in the
"growing" six months (April to September), with regard to
tbe rainfall, growth, i:c., whiuh were much ap}ireciated.

NERINE X OBRIENII (PUDICA x PLANTII).

This is one of the most variable in colour of any

of the hybrid Nerines, the dififerent specimens vary-

ing in colour from light carmine to light red, pale

lilac, and in some of the forms to as nearly blue as

Nerines have ever yet come. The flowers of all the

forms have a glistening crystalline appearance when

seen in clear light. The nearly blue coloured variety

bearing a fine head of bloom is sent by Sir Charles

AV. Strickland, Bart., Hildenley, Matton, Yorkshire,

who also sends Nerine x Novelty, a deep pink,

coloured variety, which is very attractive and free-

flowering.

With regai-d to Nerine x O'Brienii, it should bo

said that varietie.'s of this hybrid by some mischance

have got into gardens, and even into the collection

at Kew Gardens, under the names N. humilia car-

miuata, N. humilis elegans, N. humilis coirulea or

coenilescens, &c. The specific name humilis, of

course, does not apply, for the plant is a hybrid as

indicated above. /. O'B.

Law Notes.

TRADE NOTICE.—Mr. C. Hiuks has left

Messrs. Shuttleworth, Ltd., and Mr. C. H. Shilling
has been appointed Managing Director.

EXTRAORDINARY ORCHID DISPUTE.

In the City of London Court on Monday, before

Mr. Commissioner Kerr, the case of Rappart r. Peat

and Dillon was tried, raising a question of importance

to Orchid growers and others. The plaintiff, Mr.

David B. Rappart, The Promenade, Liscard, Cheshire,

sought to recover against the defendants, Mr. W. B.

Peat .and Mr. Malcolm Dillon, executors of the late

Mr. G. D. Owen, 24, Grosvenor Road, Nowcastle-on-

Tync, the return of the sum of £17 6s. M., which

1 > had paid to them for certain Orchids.

Mr. Piesse, plaintiff's counsel, said that plaintiff

attended the sale of the Sehvood collection of Orchids

which was held at Sehvood, Rutherhaiii, Yorks, on
April 24, 25, and 26, 1895, when the late Mr. Owen's
collection was disposed of by auction, Messrs.

Protheroe & Morris being the auctioneers. The
plaintiff's case, shortly, was that he there purchased

Orchids which were not of the rarity represented, and
he consequently asked for his money to be returned.

There was no question of feeling in these proceedings,

the plaintiff considering only that a mistake had been
made.

The plaintiff was called, and said he purchased an
Odontoglossum elegans, four bulbs, with ono growth,

for five guineas. He also bought for eight-and-a-half

guineas a Dendrobium splendiilissimum grandiflorum,

.and aCattleyaSkinneri alba, with sevenbulbs, for which
latter he paid eight-and-a-half guineas. At the time

he bought the plants they were not in flower, and it

was impossible to tell what varieties they were other

than from the descriptions contained in the catalogue,

on the faith of which he purchased. In April, when
the Odontoglossum 'flowered, he found that it was
0. Halli, and was worth, instead of five guineas, about

2.S. 6t/. The Dendrobium turned out to be D. Ains-

worthii, and was worth about 2.s. or 3,«. The Cattleya

Skinneri alba turned out to be quite an ordinary

variety, and not an alba at all. The petals were of a

light rose colour. In cross-examination he said he
could not say he had a very great knowledge of

Orchids. He had only been collecting them during

the past eighteen months. He had about 1,000.

Mr. Commissioner Kerr (surprised) : 'What do you
do with them all ?

The Plaintiff: It is a hobby.

Mr. Commissioner Kerr : Oh !

The plaintifl' further said that he was quite sure

the plants had not got mixed up while in his houses.

He produced the plants in court for the inspection of

the learned judge.

Mr. Commissioner Kerr : I hope the legal atmo-
sphere will not kill them or even damage them.
The plaintiff in further evidence said that the Den

diobium came from the Quorn House collection where
Mr. Owen purchased it. After he had bought it

from the defendants, Mr. Protheroe, who was staying

at the, same hotel as he did, told him that he was
afraid it was not the true variety. At the sale the
plant -was exhibited.

Mr. Edwin Pollock, defendants" counsel, said they
were quite satisfied that the plants which they sold to
the plaintiff were true to their names, and that the
plaintiff had mixed them up in some way or other.

The plaintiff said that he did not complain of any
error of description. What he said was, that he had
not got the plants which he bought.

Mr. Commissioner Kerr said there was no sugges-
tion of mala fides. He thought the matter might be
referred to some one who could act with impartiality,

and in whom the parties had confidence.

Mr. J. Baggall.xy, the representative of Messrs.
Charlesworth, Bradford, Orchid growers and im-
porters, said that in April he happened to call on
the plaintiff on business, when he saw the Odonto-
glossum. It was certainly not an elegans, but a very
poor variety [of Halli].

Mr. James McNab, traveller for Messrs. Sander &
Co., St. Albans, said he also called and saw the Cat-
tleya Skinneri alba, and it was not an alba at all.

The petals were slightly flushed with rose. His
firm sold the plant (which was supposed to have been
bought by the plaintiff') to Mr. Owen, and they paid
thirty-five guineas for it. That could not have been
the one now in question. They also sold Mr. Owen
for fifteen guineas the Odontoglossum elegans. They
were then both in flower, and there was no mistaking
them for the plants now produced.

Mr. James O'Brien, Hon. Sec. of the Orchid Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society, gave
evidence in support of the plaintifl"s case.

For the defendants, evidence as given to show that

the defendants had, in fact, sold genuine plants to the
plaintiff.

Mr. Commissioner KeiT said the case was a very
ditiicult one to decide. He would take time to

consider his decision.

France.

NANCY.
I WILL to-day give you some notes taken at the

establishment of MM. V. Lemoine et Fils, Nancy
which may interest your readers. To begin with, I

was attracted by a collection of Delphiniums, almost
all raised by the firm. All colours, from pale mauve
to purplish-violet ; indigo, navy and turquoise-blue

are there
; and all forms, from semi-double flowers,

bilaterally symmetrical, with variously-coloured mark-
ings, to those with an open and spreading cup quite
imbricated. Among the old varieties wo noticed the
following, which, for their beauty, should be in all

collections : Ranunculiflorum, cobalt-indigo
; Louis

Thibaut, analogous in form, bronze-lilac ; Watteau,
clear-lilac ; Monument, very largo semi-double
flowers, clear navy-blue ; Etoile du Nord, Prussian-

blue ; Froufrou, large pale-bluo pompons. Among
newer varieties are :—Jules Sandeau, torquoise

;

Michelet, indigo ; Emeraude, clear-blue
; Sceptre

d'Azur, very large cobalt flowers ; Sirius, ultra-

marine ; Aziyade, sky-blue ; Falgui6ro, sky and
rosy-white ; Dumaine, torquoise and white

; Rou-
manille, dark violet ; Jos(5 Maria de Heredia, porce-

lain-blue ; and other forms. There were also some
seedlings, distinguished only by numbers, and not in

sufficient quantity to be put in commerce for some
years.

Among the fine.st varieties of Potentilla here seen

were William Rollinson, Indian-yellow
; rosseflora

plena, small, and clear rose
; Eldorado, purple, bor-

dered with yellow : Califorme, golden-yellow; Dra-

peau, yellow, streaked with purple ; Capella, velvety-

chestnut
; Drap d'Or, orange ; Cam^leon, cinnamon,

bordered with yellow ; Mont d'Or, deep yellow
;

rutilant, blackish-purple.

Considerable attention is paid to Ceanuthus. It is

found well to cover the base of these plants with dry
leaves before winter in our rigorous climate, I may
mention Ether, clear ultramarine ; M. Verlot, greyish-

rose ; Pantheon, carmine-rose, a vai iety with double
white flowers ; Cdrcs, rosy-mauve ; Levi.itlian, ir n
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grey ; Othello, bluish-lilac ; Brilliant, purplish-lilac
;

also two uunamed seedlings, one with fine dark

^iol^^t spikes, the other the darkest blue known.

Some specimens of Gladiolus Lemoinei and Nanoei-

nnus were in bloom when I was there. Among them

w:is one usually blooming at the end of June, when
it is valuable. It is dwarf, the flowers well-shaped,

of medium size, pure yellow with black spots. It is

named C. luteus, and can be grown as is C. Colvillei

albus.

Some time ago, MM. Lemoine eudeavoured to

cio.<s Fuchsia Uiccartoni with large-flowered single

ami double varieties, so as to obtain plants which

would staud the winter in the open ground. They
have succeeded, and the following are now in the

market : Drame, Elys^e, TeMgi'aphe, Volontaire,

Enfant prodigue. Profusion, Esp^rauce, and Nestor.

These do well in the open ground if protected with

leaves. The sepals are generally red ; the single or

double corolla is, in most, jviolet or bluish ; the

si/.rs of the blooms are not yet equal to those usually

8e( n, the number of them is, however, considerable.

Another newer collection is that of hybrid Fuchsia

luyrtifolia. The firm has four or five varieties with

elegant foliage, the flowers in quxntities, and showing

all the required characteristics of market specimens.

'J'lu'se plants, co lected in the autumn in a cool house,

flo>\er there during the greater part of the winter.

Another plant, which after the summor-blooming
yielili", under the same conditions, quantities of

flowers, is Fuchsia Gerbe de Corail (F. venusta x F.

bo'iviana). All the upper branches bear, in the axils

of the leaves, long flowers with a fine coral tube, lobes

of the same tint, and a large coral-col.iured corolla. The
blooms are so numerous, that they appear like one

jiyramidal inflorescence ; the flowering lasts from early

in the season in a cool or temperate-house. Another

plant of the same origin, Corne d'Abondance, is also

cultivated.

I.arge-flowered Fuchsias are largely grown by
MW. Lemoine. Among the finest varieties arc

(Countess of Aberdeen, a curious plant, sepals and

petals slightly rosy-white ; Christophe Colomb, very

large flower, double, tender rose, the cup scarlet
;

Pasteur, corolla full, pure white ; Madame Bruant,

corolla bluish- mauve, full ; Capitaine Bruger, corolla

full, bluo-violet : Marcel Uormier, corolla full.salmony-

white ; Princess May, cup flesh-coloured, white,

corolla scarlet ; Francis Magnard, corolla double,

violet, mixed with rose and red ; Madame C'aruot,

large full corolla, white, veined carmine ; President

Uurdeau, flowers full, pure mauve ; Alfred Rembaud,
corolla full, royal purple ; La Fayette, long, double,

prunL -coloured corolla.

Lille.

On the occasion of a visit to M. Em. Mulnard's

horticultural establishment, I noticed good specimens

of Phyllanthus nivosus and Cibotium Schiedei, much
grown by M. Mulnard ; Poinsettia puloherrima

grown because of its length of stem (nearly 6 feet),

which makes it valuable for dressing tall vases

when mixed with Chrysanthemums—sulphate of

ammonia is used for them. Euphorbia jacqui-

niflora is also valued as a cut flower ; Myr.

siphyllum asparagoides (Medeola asparagoides), Lo-

maria neo-caledonica and L. gibba, Solanum nico-

tianuui, fol. var., always in request, especially in

P.iris. Also Cyperus gracilis, Hedychium Gard-

nerianum, grown in small pots, watered twice or

thrice daily, and given a little heat
;
quantities of

Orchids, for the flowers of which there is, in Lille,

always a great demand.

In the open ground I remarked Griseliuia

m icropbylla grafted on G. littoralis, in fine plants with

larjje shining leaves ; Ceanothus Marie Simon, the

hardiest Ceanothus (in the Lille Botanic Garden this

variety is never killed by frost) ; Pyrethrum

uliginosum, with large white flowers like those of

Anthemls. Japanese Anemones, Whirlwind, with

large white semi-double blooms, plant faiily strong, of

good habit ; and Lady Ardilaun, asturdy variety, flowers

and stems longer than those of alba. Boltonia

latisquama flowering abundantly ; Geuoa cOuoineum,

flor. semi-pl. ; Cytisus Schipksensie, a dwarf species

from the Balkans, sending up high tufts from a stock

bearing pretty white blooms—a useful plant for the

rockery ; Scabiosa caucasica, %vith white and with blue

flowers ; Aralia (Fatsia) papjrifera, a valuable

ornamental plant, cuttings made in February yielded

fine specimens with large leaves ; Dahlia Madame
Mulnard, flowers like a double Cactus, golden-yellow

streaked with carmine-red ; a pretty collection of

open-air Ferns, including Cyrtomium (Aspidium)

falcatum, which lives through the winter indoors

even with no fire; and seedling single Dahlias. I also

saw Antirrhinum majus from cuttings made in

September in a cold frame, where they passed the

winter; in spring they were repotted in a hot-bed,

and afterwards set out in the open ground, where

they flower early and abundantly. Ch. Dc Bosschirc.

Markets.

[The term "accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expresfiod in D;iy-

degrees— a "Day-degree" signifjring 1' continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an Inversely proportional number of houre.]
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each; Mushrooms, Is. per pound. Birkenhead:—Potatos,
id. to 8ii. per peck ; Grapes, English, Is. 6rf. to 2s. 6d. per
pound; do., foreign, id. to 6d. do.: Pines, English, 4s. to
&s, each. North Hay :—Turnips, \i)s, to 20s. per ton

;

Potatos, Giants, Is. 9d. to 2s. per cwt. ; do.. Main Crop, 2«. 3d.

to 3s. 6d. do. ; do., Sutton's Abundance, Is. iid. to 2«. id. do. ;

do., Bruce, 2s. to 2s, ed. do. ; Graftons, Is. 9d. to 2s. do.;
Turnips, Gd. to 8rf. per dozen bunches ; Swedes, Is. id. to
Is. 6(i. per cwt. ; Carrots, 2s. M. to 3s. do. : Onions, Enghsh,
5s. to 5s. ul. do. ; do., foreign, 2s. \^d. to 3s. do. ; Parsley,
id. to Qd. per dozen bunches ; Cauliflowers, lOrf. to 2s. per
dozen

; Cabbages, 6d. to lOii. do. ; Celery, lOif. to Is. M. do.

Glasgow : October 28.—The followicg are the averages of
the prices current at market during the past week :—Peiirs,

2«. to 3s. per case ; Apples, id. to Sd. per lb. ; Tomatos,
Guernsey, id. to M. do. ; do., Scotch, 7rf. to 9d. do. ; Plums.
3|rf. to id. do. : Grapes, home, 2s. do. ; Turnips, white,
2s. 6d. per dozen bunches; Swedes, Is. to Is. 3d. per cwt.

;

Savoys, lOi. to Is. 3d. per dozen ; Cabbages, Sd. to k>d. do.

;

do., late, Is. to l.<. M. do. ; do., Red, 2s. 6d. to 3s. do. ;

Cauliflowers, English, 2s. to 2s. Cd. do. ; do , bunch, 6d. to
to Is. ; do., Dublin, 2s. to 2«. 6d. do. ; Parsnips, 4s. 6d. per
cwt. ; Herbs, Id. to 2d. per bunch; Locks, Is. to 2s. fd.
per dozen bunches; Mint, green, 6((. per bunch; Onions,
Dutch, 3s. to 3s. 6d. per bag ; do., Portugal, 10t(. per stone

;

do.. Globe, 3s. to 3s. ed. per cwt. ; Parsley, as. to 6s. do.

;

Greets, id. per bunch ; Celery, table, 2.s. to 2s. Cd. do. ; do.,
common, 9a!. to Is. do. ; Potatos, best, Sd. per stone ; Carrots,
3s. to 4s. cwt. ; Artichokes, 12s. to 16s. cwt. ; Pe:is, Is. ',i((.

to 2s. 6i. per stoue ; Cucumbers, 4s. to 4s. 6rf. per dozen
;

Lettuces, 6d. to M. per dozen bunches
; do., Cos, 9d.

do.
; Radishes, M. to Is. do. ; Horseradish, 2s. per

bunch
; Beans, Broad, Is. per stone ; do., French, 6s. 6d.

per sieve
; S.-arlet Runners, Is. ed. per stone ; Mushrooms,

Is. to Is. ad. per lb. ; Rhubarb, 2s. per cwt. ; Beetroots, 7d.
per dozen; do., new, 3j. to 4s. per dozen bunches;
Cress, 3d. per ba-kct; Brussels Sprouts, Is. 6d. to Is. ;ii/.

per stone.

Enquiry.—«

—

" He thai que^tioneth mitchshall learn micch."—Bacon.

CVCLAMEN-E0D.S NOT Oi'ENiNO.— C. B. IK Writes:—
" I have a quautity of plants of white L'ychuueu

peraicutu, Butterfly, of a good straiu, from Sutton of
Reading, which are good plants, well set with buds,
but these remain buds, and do not expand. Can you
advise me as to the proper treatment '! The plants are
in a light, low house, kept at a temperature of 64°,
and about 56' at uight. Air is admitted during the
day-time freely

; the plants are standing on invei ted
pots on a uiuder-bed, and are healthy, with large
clean leaves

; watering also has been carefully at-
tended to. I shall be very glad if you will show me
what I ought to have done, or not to have done, to
produce the wealth of blossom which I am sure the
plants are capable of bearing. The variety is White
Butterfly. [Can any of our readers who are cul-
tivators of Cyclamens suggest a remedy '! Ed.]

^ {iorrajpondent'^
---T

Apples in Store : 0. I. There is no necessity for
you to wipe the fruits, for when aSbrded air freely
for a month after storing, the moisture that
eKudes from them will be dissipated. If a fruit-

room is so con.structed that sufficient ventilation
cannot be aflforded, then it may be advisable to
wipe the fruits dry ; and it will be well to place
vessels filled with unslaked chalk-lime in the room.

Chrysantiikmoms : T. A. The material sent is too
meagre ; kindly send a plant or two with roots and
soil entire.

Cucumber Leaves Blistered and Deformed : /. B.
No fungus discovered on the leaves sent. The
same are thin and deficient in substance, and we are
inclined to think your methods of culture are at
fault. Obtain advice from some good gardener iu
the neighbourhood.

Market Gakdenino : 0. li. Whi-ther you would
eventually succeed in getting a decent living if you
engaged iu Market Gardening depends on many
things. We all know the stock story tuld of many
self-made men, who usually, so the story runs, come
into a place with their sole belongings secured
in a pocket-handkerchief, or their last half crown
in their pockets. With some energetic or simply
lucky fellows the sum of money that you po.ssess

would be so well managed as soon to lead to a
competency being obtained from trade. We can-
not undertake to further advise you.

Names of Fruits.

[^%* The appluations to name .Homers, and especially
.
fruits, are

so numerous at this season, as seriously to hamper us in tlicexer-

cise of our editorial daties. They entail an expenditure of time,
labour, and money, of which our readers have little idea. We
are most desirous to oblige our correspondents as far as we
can, but toe viu^f request that they will observe the rule that

not more than six varieties be sent at any one time.
The specimens should be good i ones, just approaching ripeness,
and they should be properly numbered, and carefully packed.
We do not undertake to send answers through the post. Delay
in any case is unavoidable.

Mells. 1. Catillac—a stewing Pear; 2, Duchesse
d'Angouleme ; 3, Pear ripe. Doyenne du Comice.— W. D. 1, Gravenstein ; 2, not known ; a local

variety, probably.

—

A. J. B. 1, Vicar of Wink-
field ; 2, Hacon's Incomparable ; 3, Beurre Diel

;

4, Cox's Pomona ; 5, Court of Wick ; 6, Rosemary
Russet.—/. Haiokes. 1, Swan's-egg ; 2, rotten

;

3, Court of Wick ; 4, Beachamwell ; .5, Reinettedu
Canada ; 6, Hoary Morning ; 7. Cox's Orange
Pippin.

—

P. R. Pear not quite sure ; the skin
greatly bruised an 1 rubbed. It is not Beurre
Charneuse ; might be Emille d'Heyst — The
Major. 1, Shobden Court ; 2, Marie Louise

;

3, Nouveau Poiteau ; 4, Beurrd Superfin, 5,

Easter Beurr^ ; 6, Mardchal de la Cour.

—

D. R. 1 , Beurre de Capiaumont, greatly decayed
;

2, Emille d'Heyst ; 3, Napoleon ; 4, Beurrci Diel
;

5, Marie Louise d'Uccle.—/. T. U. 1, The Queen :

2, Bess Pool ; 3, Pine Golden Pippin ; 4, Wareham
Russet ; 5, MinchuU Crab ; 6, small Emperor
Alexander

—

H.IV. S.Beurr^ Bachelier ; 9, Beurre
Sterokmans ; 11, Napoleon ; 12. Mar^chal de la

Cour ; 13, Easter Beurr^ ; 17, Winter Nelis (?).—
J. Jl^. Pears: 1, Marie Louise d'Uccle ; 5, Berga-
mote d'Esperen ; C.Vicar of Winkfield : S, Duchesse
d'Angoulcme ; 9, Hacon's Incomparable. Apples :

1, Gloria Mundi ; 2, King of the Pippins ; 3,

MinchuU Crab.

Names op Plants: Correspondents not answered in
this issae arc requested to be so yood as to consult the

following number.—J. 0. S. 1, Crataegus punc-
tata; 2, Pyrus spectabilis ; 3, CraUcgus Azarolus

;

4, Pyrus lobata. (No. 4 is also known as Mespilus
grandiflora, and Ls thouglit to be a hybrid between a
Crataegus and the Medlar).

—

A. H. Without seeing
your trees it is impossible to be certain of the
identity of the specimens you send. 1, We suppose
is Cedrus atlantica ; and 2, is probably C. Deodara.
F. Puller. Phaseolus Caracalla.— 6". H. Geranium
sanguiueum. Geranium rotuudifolium (probably).

—

D. W. Ophiopogon japonicus, and Lastrea serra.

—

ir. M. Craiisulahybrida.—J. B. S. 77. Pinus
exoelsa, Ligustrum ovalifolium.

—

J.B.J. 1, Aster
novae boracensis ; 2, Dactylis glomerata variegata

;

3, Begonia next week ; 4, Aralia Veitchii
; 5,

missing ; 6, Maxillaria picta. Corrcsfondcut. Cra-
taegus coeciuea.

NovKLTiEs IN Bouquets : Constant Reader. The eo-

called shower bouquet, may be likened to corn
falling out of one side of a large, wide-mouthed
jug. Ribbons of any desired colour are fastened
round the handle of the bouquet-holder, and some-
times bows of narrow ribbon are mixed with the
flowers. A special kind of wire bouquet-holder
is sold by florists, by means of which they are
elevated above the table, &c., on which they are
placed. Any kinds of choice flowers in season are
used in these bouquets ; and those of pendulous
habit or which can be mounted in drooping fashion
may be employed.

Pear : T. T. Your specimen of Pear, Pitmastou
Duchess, weighing 29j oz., is of an unusual weight,
and it has only been exceeded by fruits of Uve-
dale's St. Germain and Catillac, grown in Jersey.

Pruning Fhuit Trees : ./. F. To afford a full answer
to this question would trespa-ss greatly on our space,

aud we therefore can do no more than give a few
rules of general application. In the case of Apples,
when young, that is, in the first and second year
after planting, or when signs are observed which
point to the trees being quite re-established, the
main branches, which may number foui- or six,

should be cut hard back, say to within four or six

inches of the point of divergence from the stem.
Some do this when planting, aud it may answer for

trees that have sulfered much less of roots on
being dug up ; but we think that it is better to

wait one year or even two before pruning back,
the new shoots made by the tree after hard
pruning being of greater strength. Having got a
good break the year of pruning, and thinned out
all the weak, therefore useless wood, the leading
branches may be shortened, at the winter pruning,
to within 1 to 1 J foot of the point from which they

sprung. With this second pruning the trees, if

they are standards, will have the foundation laid of

perfect crowns, and they should be allowed to go
away without any further stopping of the main
branches, except iu the case of those varieties which
are naturally of a weak or pendulous habit, which
m ly need to have all the main branches shortened
by a foot or so every year till the growth of the
branches is reduced by heavy cropping. Nothing
further will be required afterwards than to keep
the middle part of the crown clear of spray,

and to remove interlacing branches. Fruit spurs will

form all along the main branches, these latter will

iu time throw out lateral fiuiting shoots, but they
themselves will cease in great measure in the course
of years to carry fruit spurs. Standard Pears re-

quire much the same kind of treatment, having
regard to the habits of the varieties to form long or

short fruit-spurs, the former being usually asso-

ciated with long-jointed, relatively slender shoots,

or a pendulous mode of growth. Cherries should
be once or twice severely pruned so as to form a

proper number of main bnmches : the after pruning
required to keep the trees from becoming entangled
masses of shoots when young being more satisfac-

torily done by finger-and-thumb pinching when the
shoots are young and quite tender ; much pruuing
of the Cherry with the knife tending to produce
gumming—a fatal malady in the sweet varieties.

The Morello and Belle Magiiifique, a liglit red-

coloured variety of Morello, will on the contrary

endure a good deal of pruning with the knife or

Secateur in the winter and early autumn without
injury. For espalier and wall trees a modification

of these rules is necessary, and more severe pruning-
and disbudding are required to obtain the shoots

that will form the framework of the trees in the
right places ; in restraining the undue growth and
production of breast wood by timely disbudding, in

stopping this at suitable points so as to obtain fruit-

spurs, and iu shortening the leading shoots at the
autumu or winter pruning at half or one-third of

their length, the former when the shoots arc weak,
so that dormant buds will break and furnish further

fruiting-spurs, or shoots which can be turned iuto

such.

Strawukrrv Plants Decaying : A. J. Bolleij. The
plant sent is suffering from an incurable complaint,

that of old age. Better plough them in, aud plant

anew on fresh land.

Tomato : 77. E. T. The Tomato leaves are not really

diseased, there is no fungus present, but every ap-

pearance of the leaves having suffered from a

sudden chill. M. '"'. C.

Top Dressing Vine Borders : T. F. This may be
done at the dormant season if the dressing consists

of soil and manure, the inert soil being removed
down to the proofs. Manorial dressings are more
properly applied during the active season. If your
Vines are apparently in a bad condition, lift and
replant them; see Qardaurs' Ohronide, p. 501, last

week's issue.

Vines : 7?. il7. We have carefully examined the
leaves sent and the roots also, but fail to find the
least evidence of attack from insects or disease

We believe you must look for the cause of the pre-

mature discoloration of the foliage to the circum-
stances attending the culture given the Vines. No
evidence of the first cause is afforded by the speci-

mens, but there is presumably some constituent in

the soil present in undue quantity, as is the case

when overfeeding has been pi'actised.

Communications Received.— J, G.—A. W.—H. H. A.-—M. H.
—C. W. D.—W. W,—.J. E, RadclylTc—J. McL.—E. G. L.
(nest week).—'!'. L., Winchester"—W. E B., Granada.

—

W. K.—Constant Reader.—G. P.- W. B.—W. A. C—H. W.
—C. P. & Co.—R. Cock.—W. E. B., Grenada.-T. M.—
Paulinia (we always like the proper name aud address to
accompany communications).—T. H.—F. F.—A. C. F.

—

R. D.—F. L. W.—W. J. G.-A. K., AUoa.—J. C—H. M.—
J. Mclntyre.—M. C—E. J.—J. -D. C. P. -A. J. L.-C. do
Bofschfire.—W. H. A.—G. D.-T. H. F.-J. J. W.—J. B.—
A. F. B.—A. P.— F. E. T.—B. J. L.—D. McD.—W. H. D.

PnoTOORAPHS, Specimens, &c., Receivkd with Tuanks.—
C. E. S.—J. G., Cantord.—D. II.— E. A. T.—V. Lenioine ot
Fils.- A. S.

CONTINUED INCRE.iSE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
>• GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.'

Important to Advertisers.— 'i'/w Publisher has the satis-

JarAlon oj announcing that tlic ciraUalion oftlie ^^ Gardeners'
Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price oj the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,

and that it continues to increase weekly
Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle " circulates among

country gentlemen, and all classes of gardeners
and garden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it is

preserved tor reference in all the principal Libraries.
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Without doubt the Cheapest, moat complete, Simplest to
erect, and btst value for money in the Trade. It is a well-
faoown fact that ordinary Builders could not Supply the
Timber alone at the price which we Charge for a house

Complete, with Staging, Ventilators, Glass, 4o., Ac, all ready for erectiog by any
Handy-man or Gardener. Thtse houses are made by Special Machinery, in lota of

never less than One Hundred at the Time, and we are satisfied with small profits

and quick return?.

^^V ^^^ ^ K 7 ^° ^ position to undertake exten-

We are lAl » m \/\/ ^ions and repairs to any extent,^^ ^^^F If M and give estimates for alterations

of, or additiors to, existing

Houses or Heating Apparatus. You would do well and will save 40 ', at least in buying
from us. Under aoy circumstances dC not place your orders for any kind of Horticul-

tural Work until you have seen our Cdtalogue, which contains ."^61 pages and 120O

illustrations, publibhed at Is. But to all applicants during the next 14days they will be

GIVEN AWAY
Send at Once. McnU' 'Gardaicrv' CkronicU/

W. COOPER, Ltd.. H0RTICTJLTURA.L Providers, 755, OLD KENT ROAD. LONDON, S.E.

20 ACRES' FRUIT TREES.^V nU I ILW In all the best eorU and forms.
for the Villa Garden, or the

Orchard. Free from Blight and Disease, Clean, healthy
stems and branches. Carefully pruned in good form. Roots
a mass of fibre. Sizes from maidens to tieea 6 to 8 years old,

of many kinds, and all True to Name.

NEW CATALOGUE with Detoriptiocs and Prices post-free.

CLIBRAN & SON.
MANCHESTEK, BANGOR. LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, and

Oldfield Nurseby, Altrincham.

RICHARDSON'S

THOMSON'S
VINE ANDiLANT MANURE.

The very beat for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at borne and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. aEOKQE, 14, Bedgrave Eoad,
Putniy, S.W.
Agent for Channel blands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AMD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^cwt. and upwards.

SOLD ST ALL SEEDSMEN.

QUALIFY
OF WORK

UNSURPASSED.

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Conservatories, Greenhoii?e-

,

Vineries, Peach House?, Stove aud
Orchid Houses, &o.

Lowest Prices possible.

Also

Heating Apparatoa
complete.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

DARLINGTON.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
If jou want to take PRIZES use

NITRATE OP SODA,
TUE BEST iMAXURE.

4 lb. tins, purity guiranteed, with directions how to use it,

to b9 bad of all leading Seedsmen, price is.

Further PARTiouLiRS from—
THE PERMANENT NITRATE COMMITTEE,

3, GRiCECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.G.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 6s. 'dd.

per bag. on rail ; lbs. per cubic yai^, in 13-yard trucks.
BBOWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3s. 3d. per bag ; lOi. per cubic yard.

WALKER iKD CO., Poole, Dorset.

For destroying Insects on Plants.
Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.

Tbe CHEAPEST and BEST.
Half-pints 1/^. pints 2/6. quarts 4/6, half gallons 7/6,

gallons 12/6, 5-gallDn Drums 10/6 per gallon.
Carriage Paid.

E. G. HnOHES, Victoria Street, MANCHESTER.
Sold by all Seedsmen. Pamphltts fret on application.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORG aiD PEAT, Also
for Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Bbododendrons, &o.
By the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in
bulk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from
London or Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt acd
Special Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port.

G. H. RICHARDS. Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depots, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED specially for OBOHIOS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, Ac. PEAT sent to all parts of the
world at Special Through Rates. Large or small quantities.

EPPS & CO., F.K.H.S„Peat Depot, Bingwood.

BENSON'S
((

JS5. 5s.
LUDGATE" WATCH

BEATS ALL OTHERS FOR
ACCUBACY,

DURABILITY, and
FBIOE.

ft;

o

o
to

to

to

b
ba

!?!

by

to
.05

Send for Book of Illustrations and Prtcea, post-free.

BENSON'S
ENGAGEMENT

RINGS.

5000 at Lowest Makers' Prices,

set with Brilliaota, Emeralds, Pearls,
Rubies, Opal, Turquoise, &c.. of the
purest quality. Book of Illustra-

tions, with Pattern Sizes, post-free.

J. W. BENSON, "-nt-c™..,
62 and 64, LUDGATE HILL, E.G.,

And at 28. ROTAL EXCHANGE, B.C.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.
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THE

iS* The Pioneer of cheap simple, and effective heating for smali

Gnenhousei.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of thece

Boil<»r9, and a conspquent cheapening in the cost of produc-

tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :—
No. I. £2 12.!. ; No. 2. £3 lis ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger siies.

Complete Apparatus from £t 8j. Lists and Estimates on

application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.

London Office : 964, VICTORIA STREET. WesTMIMSTER, S.W.

CREATREDUCTIONiH FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
The«e Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Glized and Painted. £ J.

1-light, 4ft. by 6ft...

\

8 ft. by 6 ft.

12 ft. by 6 ft.

16 ft. by 6 ft.

20 ft. by 6 ft.

24 ft. by 6 ft.

.

2
3
4
5
6

CASH
PRICES,

OABBL&.aE

PAID.

/2

3

4
5
6

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

[7 10

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
fo idnn .49ent.Mr.H.SKia.TON.Se«dsman.&o..3,Holloway Rd..N

.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

I2xl0 14x12 I8xl2|l6xl4|20xl4 20x1624x16 22x|8

4><lo!l6xl2 20x|2ll8x|4l 20x16 22x16 20x|8l24x|8

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet

boxes, Srds and 4th8 qualities.

English. Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest

pricea, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

OEOBOE FABMILOE A SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthlleld, I.oi:don. E.G.

**'<^K5k Listsand Prioeson application. Please quote Gard. Chron.

m GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Genuine
Scotch Tin^EEOS.

St. Roiiail'S Where to ge* them direct at
Makers' Prices, Raving 30 to 40

gTJIT percent. Parcels carriage paid.

Patterns poal-free, to bo re-

L & N G T H tiurned withia seven days.
Meotioa this paper.

Unequalled forselectionfitetyle.

Serges, Troueerinjjs.12/6
Tod ForteouB & Co,, Innerleithen, N.B.

Marmion
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PRICES

SahhcTinII-

SPECIAL OFFER.
To induce Gardeners to Test and Prove the value of this remark-

able Manure, we will deliver, carriage free, to any station in the

United Kingdom, 1 CWt. Of "LE FRUITIER" for 208.,

including with each order, 1 bag Of FERTILISINQ MOSS
the new and most successful medium for Plant Culture.

Send for fifth edition of Illustrated Catalonue.

33 Medals and D plomas awarded to

WOOD & SON, Ltd.,
WOOD
GREEN LONDON.

Tlie"DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 608.

1896! NEW CATALOGUE QRATIB , 1896

HOT-WATEB PIPES, BOILERS,
SPOUTINO, PUMPS, &c.

THOS. W.ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

STOUBBBIDGE.

GOOD CLASS!
CHEAP CLASS!

Gsod Quality. 16-oz. la 60-ft Boxes.

Sizes 10x812x8 12x9 13x9 14x912x10 UXlOat 4j per bOM.

4U1B, 16-oz. In 100-ft and 200-ft. Boxes.

il2x
10 12X12 12x14 l.'X 16 12X18 12X20 ) lUO ft.SOO-f^

12X2414X1614X18 14x2014x24 16xl8;-at7/d 14/-

16x2016x24 18x20 18x24 I per boi.

20-oz., In 100-ft. and 200-ft Boxes.

4»h. QlOE i'^XS at 8s. per 100-ft. box.
4«18,J10Z.

J12X10 14X10 12xia ,..at9j

9x7 10x81 Jx8 12x10 14 X 10 in 200-ft, boxes j^J^^-',^^,-P"'"*

12X14 12X16 12X1812X20 12X24^ jp^jlj^ 2)o'tt

IPj. «d. at 20j.

per box.

4th
21

/12X14 12X16 12x1812X20 12X24^
,

ths, ) 14x1614x1814X2)14x24 16x18 ( , ,

-OZ. ] 16x311 16 Xi2 16x24 17X13 20xl3("' '

Il8x20 18x22 18x2420x16 ... )

3rd8, 21-oz., 100-ft. Boxes.
12X10 12X12 14xi2 16X12 18x12 20x12 lixl4 lat lis. 6J.

18x1420X14 18x1620x1620x1824x18 ... ) per box.

3rds, 21-oz. 2O0-fc. Boxes.
20xl4 18xl6 20xl6 21xl6 20X18 22xl8 24xl8atS2i. perbox
Note.—No box can be divided, and one size only is contained

in each box.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER of ALL KINDJ.
1^X3 Sishbar, at ,Ss. per 100 feet.

CATALOGUES of PAINT, &c., post-free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
78, BisHOPseATB Stbkkt Within, Loinwii. B.o.

MATS SUPERSEDED BY USING
" FRini nniUin " ^^^^'^ °^ prepared Hair and

I IIIUI UUmU
-vvoj,!^ ^ perfect protection to

CANVAS.
Registered Trade M»k.

all Plants & Blooms. Cheaper
than any kind of mat, and will

last for years.

To be had from all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen.

TENTS ! TENTS ! ! TENTS ! ! ! — I have
purchased 500O ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost
£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 38f. each

;

inferior qualities, 22s. and 24«. each. Cash with order ; can be
sent on approval. Specially adaptable for sporting and pleasure
purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKI.'^OHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
•* April 29, 1896. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tent«,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
" F. H. Hill, Duddingston Park. Portobello, Midlothian."
MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports, &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet Dy 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Runner;,
Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, cash
£14, cost £.36.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heat«d oompleU, in
any part of the country', best materials only, workmansiiip
gnaranteed, 26 ft. by 12ft.,£50; SOft.by I5ft., £70. Brick-
work except«d. For particulars, seeoor <^talogue, post-free.

Bnperlor Portable Frames, large stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
21-OZ- glass, carriage paid:— l-li,fht frame, 4X6, 36s. 6d.

;

a-light frame, 6x8, 68s. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6, 8,Ss. 6d.

Span-roof Frames, 6X4, £2 6j. -. 9 x ,"., £i i.ss.

HARDY BRUIN & CO., LEICESTER.

W I NTE K APPROACHING.
,
.

,

. . USE
Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staples.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,

and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
groes assorted right
and left hand, sent

post-free, 1/9.

Tbe Marriott cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, E.G.,

Manufacturers of the High Grade " Marriott " Bicj cles
and Tricycles. CATALOGUE on application.

. nVTASON'S
WINE ESSENCES.

PENCE
WILLBUYAB01TLE

WHICH WILL MAKE

GLASSES

6minutes
OF DELICIOUS,

Non-Alcoholic Wine

60

FOR CHILDREN'S PARTIES.
Sar7iple Untd^^ r<>'t F>:-e for 9 ifamps.

In all Fruit Flavours.
Try the Ginger or Elderberry;

These are Special Favourites.
MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS f> r

making Delicimis Noti-Intn.\icfitin(? Bepr. A tnd

Bnttlo makes Si Villous. Sample Bottle, 9 stamps,
or a Sample of both Poet Free for 15 stamps.

NEWBALL So MASON, NOTTINGHAM.
A^er.ts Wanted

THE SYDNEY MAIL,
AITD

HEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS .—
fNTKRCOLONLAL and GENERAL NEWS.
i POKTINO and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BBLL'8

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES on the TUB?
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
CHEFLORAof AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and engrsTed •apeoi-

ally for this Journal.)
.VATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
IQRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HOBTICULTUBB.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.
STOCK and SHARE REPORTS
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

'''^AUTHORs''^''"^'*^"
ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

THE FASHIONS
. DOMESTIC KCGNOMT

INDOOR AMUSEMENTS
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME OIBCLB.COMMERCIAL NEWS.

»^i-".

SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

luatralian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, *q. It conUini
» large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Snbacrlptlon In Advance, £l 68. per Annum.
Single Copies, 6ii.; Stamped, 7d.

Publiahing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales,

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for theSYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL:-
LOKDOB Messrs. Geo. Street * Co., 30, Comhill,E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon A Qotch, St. Bride Street
Fleet Street, E.C.

Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, 188, Strand.
"""O"- James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.
«iS0HE8TEB... James and Henry Grace, T3, Market Street.
Sdinbubqh ... Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street
''^«<»«w W-. Porteous Sl Co., 16, Royal Exchange

Place.

9" Copies of each Journal are filed at the
above Officesfor the use of Advertisers.

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one desirous of

tienting a Farm or Residenoe, or Purchasing an
Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six
halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-
land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always contains large
numbers of advertisements relating to Farms
Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

^ipriruttural ilicjirami^it
An ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of 52 pages
and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming ; advocate
of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisitee,
and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural and Horti-
oultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of
pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-
ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscription,
per annum. 5^., inclusive of postage. Single copies Qd. each,
through all Newsagents.

3, Afcar Street, Strand, London, W.O.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF OASDEN OFEBATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the

above subjeot.

Price Sd.: post-free, S^d,

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.
" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE. F.R.H.S.. HextaWe, Kent.

STOVES l-STOVES

!

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pare and ample heat, 24 hours for about lu..,

without attention.

For Qreenbouses, Bedrooms, &c.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sen'.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 31. Victoria St., Westminster.

SAVE HALF THE COST.
BEDFORDSHIRE

COARSE AND FINE

Is admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

in the Trade.

Consumers should Bny Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus tave half tkt

trdinary coit.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmost

promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Rates in force to all parte. All kinds of PEAT supplied

at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

QEO. OARSIDE, Jan., F.R.H.S., Lelghton Buzzard, Beds.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
W. Smith &. Sos, is, Market Street, nnd 1 fin.l ;i, Harden

Street, Aberdeen—Forest Trees, Frui'i Tree*?, Shrubs,

Roses, &c.

Ebnst Benarv, Erfurt, Germany—List of Novelties in

Florists Flowers, General Plants, Bulbs, &c.

S. Bide, Alma Nursery, Farnbam, Surrey—Hardy and Orna-
mental Trees, Hoses, and General Nursery Stock.

RiVOIRE PfiRE <k Fn.s, IG. Rue d'Alg^rio, Lyon. France-
Trade List of Noveltioa in Dablias, Ljbjlias, Pelar-

goniums, (fee.

P. Lambert, Treves—Roses and Fruits, &c.

J IS. Grievk & Sons, RcJbraes Nursery, Bronf?litou Road.
Edinburgh—Bulbs, Seeds, Plant'^, «&c.

Jas. Backhouse & Son', Vork -Forest aud Ornamunt-al Tree.-i

and Shrubs, Conifera-, &c.

ViGNEBON Film SuccEy.soR, Olivet, Orleans—Roses.

P. J. LooYMANi (fe Zones. Oudenboscb, Holland- Haidy,
Ornamental and Forest Trees, Roses, f:c.

Hogg A: Robertson, 22, Mary Street, Dublin Couifcro,

Forest, Fruit, and Rose Trees.

Hr-vd Gardener, Perly Cross, Teigamouuth, South Devon,

Chrysanthemums.

The Earlswood Nur-eiues, Lid. (W. Weles) — Chrja
antbemums.

Fisher, Son, <m Sibr.vv, Ltd.. Handsworth, near Sheffield-
Fruit. Rose, Forest, and Ornaiiienfal Trees, and General

Out-of door Plants and Shrubs.

Samuel Bide, Alma Nursery, Farnham, also .at Woking—
Conifera; and other Trees and Shrubs, Rhododendrons,
Roses, Fruits, and Herbaceous Plants.

GAKDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Ma. J. Wild, for the pist two and a half years Gardener to

G. J. Marples, Esq.. Brinkcliff Tower, Eccleshall. as

Gardener to the same Gentleman at Thornbridge Hall,

Bakewell, Derbyshire.

Mr. \LFRED SwANWKK. Litc of Roby Hall Garden", Liver-

pool, and Crom Castle, Newton-Butler, as Head Gar-

dener to W. Lee Pilkington, Esq., Edeuhurst, Haytm,
near Liverpool.

Mr. Charles Sheppard, for the last twelve years Head
Gardcn-r at Glcmham Hall, Suffolk, as Gardener to

T. Benskin, Esq., Glenthorn, Harrow Weald, Middle,5ex.

Mr. A. Lampard, late of Basque Gardens, Merrow. Guildford,

as Head Gardener to Viee-Admiral Sir Uohert Moke
MoLYNEUX, K.C.B., Loekner Holt, Chilworth, Guildford.

Mr. Geo. Roberts, Orchid Grower to R. Brooman White,
Esq.. Arddarroch, as Gardener to W. H. Lumsden, Esq.,

Balmcdie, Aberdeenshire,

Mr. ,T. Toppek, Foreman until recently in tho Horticultural

Department of the Zoological Society's Gardens, Regent's

Park, as Gardener to Viscount Grev de Wilton, Hough-
ton Hall,Swaffbam, Norfolk.

Mr. FiiEDRFucK Topham, Glass Foreman at Dover House
Gardens, a,s Head Garden-)r to H. S. H. Lacon, Esq.,

Ormesby Hall, Great Yarmouth.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859,
for Red Spider. Mildew, Thripg, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ouuces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffia is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes Is., Ss., and 10s. 6i,

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Bdics 6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

ESTATE SALES.
The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794.

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation amon^ the

upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining

counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference

and distribution plans and particulars of Estates. Catalogues

of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised

in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

The" WORCESTER HERALD " is the most effective organ

for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the

leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates

most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.
Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,

would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD,"
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing

such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.

Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" i»

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms
SPECIMEN FREE. Price2d.

Published Friday for S iturday.

Offices: — 72, HIGH STRKiT, WORCESTER.

V
Th9 Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
ThP! most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just out.

Price 5s. ; post tree, bs. 6rf.

A. F. BARRON, 13. Sutton C urt Road, Chiswick.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDINO. DRIVING, SHOOTING. CYCLING.
FISHING. SKATING, &c.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, CORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

Established 1861.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTSAMPTOK BCILDIHGS, CHAKOEBY LAKE, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OCRRE.NT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING 80CIETT.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINEAS
PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVE

SHILLINQS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partionlan, port-

ttf. VRAN0T8 BAVENSOBOrr, Manager.

THE MOST NTTTRITIOUS COCOA.

E P P S ' S
GRA'' EFUL- COMFORTING.COCOA

WITH FULL NATURAL FLAVOUR.

WANTED, a PARTNER, with a little

capital, for a Nursery and Seed Business in the North
of Scotland.-Apply No. 1001. 41. Wellington St.. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Head Y>^obk-
INO) —Can any Gentleman recommend a thDroughly-

experienced married man, between 35 and 40, without encum-
brance ? Wife must be experienced Laundress, Those with
first-rate characters can apply to F. O., St. Bernards. Caterham,
Surrey.

WANTED, GARDENER, for Isle of Wight.
Must be capable of Growing any kind of Early Vege-

tables. Tomatos. Vines, Melons, and every description of

Flower Gardening. .Age about 40, married, not more than
one child. Gardeners' cottage in grounds. Young under-
gardener kept.— K.. 41, Wellingtoo Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, good all-round GARDENER,
married; abstainer. Wife to help a little in house.

State wages expected.—S. D. S., care of Messrs. J. & J. Paton,
143, cannon Street, K.O.

WANTED, SECOND GARDENER, where
four are kept ; good in growing Flowers and Fiuit

;

Inside and Out
; punctual, not atraid of work ; not under 20 ;

165., with lodgings ; one recommended by Gardener preferred.

Apply to—JOdN KICKES, Gardens, Manor House, Waltham
St. Lawrence, Twyford, Berks.

WANTED, UNDER GARDENER, with
experience of Vines and Tomatos, willing to learn

Peaches. Must be hard-working and willing to share work
of Furnaces. Cottage found, and place permanent to a man
found suitable after trial.—Address, with all particulars,

OSBORN, Glazenwood, Braintree, Essex.

GRAPE-GROWER.—AVANTED A thorough
good Gra?e-Grow.?r, capable of taking charge of ran^e

of Vintries. Only thosswilh gcol referecces need app'y.

—

ARTHUR MATTHEWS, Tho Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

WANTED, FOREMAN, to look after Trial
GROUNDS, with knowledge of Seel Growing, Glass,

and Nursery Stock. State age, reference, and wagesrequired,
to IRIS. Gardener.' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Straiid, W.C.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, for the .Jobbing,
Gardening Department, with a good knowledf^e of

Lindscape Work.—WaLSHAW and SON, The Nurseries,

Scarborouffh.

WANTED, a smart MAN, for the Houses.
He must be well up in Fruit and Plants, also Deeo-

rating.—For particulars apply to HEAD GARDENER, Floora
Gardera, Kelso.

WANTED, a young MAN, not under 24, for
Pleasure-grounds and Kitchen Qarden. Must be used

to Machine and Scythe, and take turn of Sunday duty and
Fires. Wages, 17^. bothy, milk and vegetables.— ipply,
A. TAYLOR, Brougham. Penrith. Cumberland.

WANTED, a YOUNO MAN for a Market
y » Nursery to take charge of Glas*. must be well up in

prowing Cut Flowerp, Tomatos, &c. for Market. Testi-

moniaU, and wages expected.—HENRY PITT, Brecon Road
Nursery, Abergavenny.

WANTED, a LA.D, to live in the house.

—

Must understand Gt.r.iening, Stoves, Poultry. Age
18 to 20.—Aj ply to J, G.. 202, Upper Denmark Hill, S.B.

WANTED, HORTICULTURAL APPREN-
TICE - South Coast, near Sea. Premium iB50.

Referenca Clergy, Solicitors.— Apply, W., 41, WelliDgtoa
Street, Strand. W.C.

SEEDSMAN.—WANTED, a thoroughly expe-
rienced and energetic MAN, to Manage'and Push the Seed

and Cut Flower Departments in connection with a tirst-class

Nursery Businees in the North of Hjotland.— Apply, stating

particulars, salary expected , &o. . to F. O. . Gardeners^ Chronicle

Office, 41, Wellingtoa Street, Strand. W.C.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER for the Seed
Trade, for the Midland Counties. Principal trade

with Farmers and Market Gardeners.—Apply, H, S. L., Gar'
dmera' Chronicle OfEce, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a CLERK accustomed to the
Nursery and Seed Trade; well up in Book-keeping

and general office work. With good testimonials. State age,

references, and wages expected.—S. W., Gardeners' Chronicle

Office, 4', Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, SHOPMAN.—Good experience
in Seed Trade. Also some knowledge of Nursery and

Floral Business. State wages.— D. B . Gard;ners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, an experienced ASSISTANT
SHOPMAN in the Seed and Bull Trade, with know-

ledge of Nursery. Address, stating age, experience, refer-

ences, and salary asked.—SEEDSMAN, 41, WcUiogton Street,

Covent Garden, London.

S.W. Suburb.

WANTED AT ONCE for Florist's and Green-
grocer's business, young Lady ; experienced, and able

to make up well; plesi^intaud obliging manners essential.

Comfortable place, board and lodging ; state wages expected.
Letters only to R., Messrs. Dixon &. Son, Spencer Park,
Nursery, Wandsworth Common.
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WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from flardeners seeking situations, and that

they will be able to supply any Lady or Qentleman with

particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurser ies. Worcester.

Gardeners. Farm-BalUffs, Foresters, Ice.

DICKSONS, Royal Narseries, Chester, are

always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-

ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address-" DI0K9ON3. 0HK8TEB."

EXPERIENCED SCOTCH GARDENERS.—
A few very superior reliable men of excellent ability

on our books. To anyone requiring such, and supplying us with

requirements, we will be pleased to submit particulars.

—

AUSTIV AND McASLaN, 89, Mitchell Street, Glasgow.

Establi shed 1 7 1 7 . ^
F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several

• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDKH
QARDBNBRS, of excellent character and proved ability;

men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their

profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albans,

THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several

HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-

ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTJHER. Seed Merchant

and Nurseryman, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married;
a thorough practical all-round Gardener, with life prac-

tical experience in all kinds of Fruits. Flowers, Vegetables,

&c. Highly recommended by present and previous employers.

—Q. NEWTON. 189, Cornwall Road, Notting Hill, London.

GARDENER (Head).—Many years' expe-
rience in some of the best Gardens in England. Has

grown extensively for Market. The very highest testimonials

as to abilities, &c. Salary no object.—K. BENNETT, Queen's

Boad, Egham.

GARDENER (Head); age 34, married.—

A

Gentleman will be pleased to recommend his present

Gardener, who has been with him nearly six years, to any

one requiring the services of a practical, trustworthy man.

—

F. SAN30ME, Gardens, Shenton Hall. Nuneaton.

AKDENER (Head) ; age 20.—Mr. Crump,
steward to the Misses Qoldsmid. Tongswood, Hawk-

hurst, desires to recommend his General Foreman to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring the services of a steady, persevering,

reliable man.

GARDENER (Head); age 31, married.
—Exceptionally goo<l man seeks re-engagement as above.

Thoroughly practical in all branches of Gardening, including
Orchids. Excellent testimonials and highly recommended.

—

F. F., 161, Wilmslow Road, Rusholme, Manchester.

HOGLE, Stutton House, Ipswich, having
• finished his engagement with F. LuNNlss, Esq.. is

open for re-engagement to any Lady or Gentleman requiring

a Jpractical HEAD GARDENER. — Age 31 ; Orchids, Table
Decorations, &c. Good references.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—Mr. Dawks,
Templenewsam Gardens, near Leed9, cin with cod-

fldence recommend Thos. Beil. hia preeent Foreman, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiriDg the services of a good man.

ARDENER (Head).-Aged 32, married;
sixteen years* practical experience Inside and Out;

hardworbini; and trustworthy man. Highly recommended.^
GARDENER, 27. North Road, Highgate, London. N.

GARDENER (IIrad).—Age 3(3, married;
thoroughly experienced in all branches of the prof^a-

flion ; aho. Grass-land, Cows. Pigs and Poultry. Disengaged
January 17.—COLEMAN, Webber's Nursepies. Tonbridge. Kent.

ARDENER (Head Working).- Age 32;
married ; large experience in Fruits, Chrysanthemums,

Jkc. ; thoroughly efficient in all departments. Four and a
half years in present situation &% Foreman. Excellent testi-

monials and references,—3ARDENER, Regent's Lodge. S ,

Berrylande Roa^^, aurbitoo, Suricy.

AKDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
one child ; thorouihly experienced, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Stove and Greenhouse Plints,
Orchids, Flower and Kitchen Garden, &c. Excellent testi-

monial. M, FIELD. 32, Southwood Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Married,
no family, age 44 ; thoroughly good, practical, ^nd

competent in Early and Late Grapep, Peaches, Pines, Melons,
Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhonse Plants, Orchids, Chrysan-
themums. Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Early and Late
Forcing. Good character.—GARDENER, 4, Carlton Terrace,
Eardley Road, Streatham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
married, no family ; experience in all branches. First-

class references.—GARDENER, Clatford Villa, Church Rjad,
TeddingtOD, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Hbad Working).— Scotch
;

age 33, no incumbrances. Sixteen years' good prac-
tical experience in Early and Late Grapes, Peaches. Pines,
Melons. Cucumbers, Tomatos. Maahrooms, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Orchids, Chrysanthemums. Flower and Kitch''n
Garden. First-class reference from present employer as to
ability. Total abstainer. — CHAS. WAUGH, Lynn Boad,
Dairy, Ayrshire.

GARDENER (Head Woeking).—Age 34,
mirried, one child, age 6 years. Thoroughly experi-

enced in Vines, Orchids. Stove, Greenhouse, Fruit, and all
routine of Gardening. Highest references.—A, COLEMAN,
care if Mr. Triggs, Holbeton. Ivybridge, Devon.

GARDENER (Head Working); age 45,
married —G. Perceval Smith, Esq , can with confi-

c'coce recommend his Gardener, WiLLtAM Pulunher, who
has been with him for the last five years, to any Lady or
Gentleman re(|uiring athoroudhly practical, trustworthy man.
Inside and Out — G. PERCEVAL SMIIH, Ef^., Eaton, St.
Albans, Herts.

f_J.ARDENER (Head Working).—Married'
vj two children, age 5 and 3; thoroughly experienced in
the Culture of J Stove and Greenhouse Pltnt^. Chrysanthe-
mumt4, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Four years
in present situation.—W. WOOD, The Garden% Knowltoa
Court Dover.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Good all-
round man. not object to Cow. Wife good Dairy and

Poultry Woman. Middle age, no family. Good character —
W. .J., 9. Martenhos Terrace, Groveley Road, Ca«,tle Hill,
Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).-Age
25, single ; twelve years' experience in first clean Gar-

dens; abstainer; excellent testimonialc—S., 19, Lordrhip
Road, Stoke Newiogton. N.

GARDENER, thoroughly experienced, seeks
rseui^agement, SiNtiLE handed, or otharwise. No

ot.jection to a Cow. Age 31. mirried. Gojd charicter —
A. CHAPLIN. Saff-on Roid. High Wycombe, Buck-..

ARDENER.— Age 35, married; good ohar-
acter. Uaderstands Fruit, Fiowprn, Vegetablefl, Grapes,

Ac-W. LOWE, Arabian House, High Beech, Louithton.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Well up in Tomatos, Cucumb«r8. Melons, Vines, Her-

baceous Plants, &c. Over three yenrs' excellent character —
E. LAWRENCE, 32. HawleyRoad.KentisbTown. London, N.W.

GARDENER (Second, Single-handed, or
with help).—Age 28, married, no family; fourteen

years' thorough experience in g>od all-round Gardening.
Understands Vine*. Tomatw. Cun imbers, &c.. under Gla^s.
Good character.—.!. MINGAV, 20. Gruaeisea Rjad, Church
End, Fincbley.

GARDENER (Under), seeks situation, Inside
and Out ; eight years' good experience in both. Gocd

character; well recommended.— A. WHUTE, Littlebourne,
near Dover,

GARDENER (Under), seeks situation Inside
and Out. -Age 22; three years* and twoyear»' rff«rence.—H. SHAW, The Gardens, Formosia, Cookham, Berks.

GARDENER "(Under). — Age 227^eek3
situation as above ; eight years* experience Inside

and Out. Bothy preferred.— Kor particulars, apply to the
GARDENER, Bishopsgate. Eoglefield Green.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER.—Age 24;
ten years' experience ; fir3t-:las8 references. Well up in

Heath", and Roses. Good Hudder and Grafter.—T. A., 3, North
Feltham Place. Fellham, Middlesex.

NURSERY MANAGER.—Twenty-five yearr
thorough practical experience in all branche.^, London

and Provincial. Able to produce largely Cut Flowers, Fruit,
and Pot stuff, and General Nursery Mock of higb-clast quality.
Good Florist and Salesman. — LORE.SZ. Heathfteld Villas,
Hampton, Middlesex.

FOREMAN, or MANAGER (Working).—
Age 3?; experienced in Market Work. Could Manage

small Nursery. About giving up small Nursery Busines" —
F. OOWERS, 61, Eden Road, Walthsmstow.

FOREMAN (Genkral, or Inside).—Age 30
;

well up in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Trees,
Rises, and General Nursery-stuff. Life experience. Efficient
Salesman. Well up in executing Orders. Eight years as
Foreman. Highest references.— S., G -.rdtntrs' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

OREMAN, age 26; life experience; last four
years at Kiiklees Park, Brighouse, Yorks, two and a halt

as Foreman. Derby District previous.—Address, GEO. REID
Little Eaton, Derby.

OREMAN (Greenleea).-Age 28; thirteen
years' practical experience, Inside and Out. Table

Decorations. Good references from present and previous
employers.—ALFRED SKINNER. Highcliffe Castle, Hants.

OREMAN.—Age 2.5; ten years' practical
experience in Fruit, Plante, Orchids, and Decorating.

Good references. Continent not objected to.—Q. BRIGHTM AN,
Steppingley, Ampthill, Beds.

FOREMAN.— Age 28; twelve years'
experience. Inside and Out. Table Decorations. Good

references. — G. LEWIS, Little Faringdon. Lechlade,
Gloucestershire.

To Nuraerymen or Market Qiowers.
JOURNEYMAN, Inside or Out, age 2(3 ; ten

years' experience in Cucumbers. Grapes. Melons,
Wreaths. Crosa.s, Chryaanthemuma, &c. Good references.

—

G. BAJtFOBD, Loo Gardens. Welwjn. Herts.

JOURNEYMAN in good Garden. — Mr. F.
Harris. The Gardens, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, will be

pleased to recommend W. D. Smith, age 22, to anyone requir-
ing a hard-working energetic young man.—W. D. SMITH,
Owlpen Lodge, Dursley.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 23. Mr. F. Stubbs,
Norman Court Gardens, Salisbury, wishes to recommend

R, EowsoN. Sound practical knowledge of all branches.
First-class testimonials previous and present.

JOURNEYMAN (Inside, or Inside and Oat)

;

age 22; three years in present place, five previous
; good

character.—Address, J. BEAUCHAMP, Cowesfield Gardens,
Salisbury.

JOURNEYMAN (First), Inside.—Age 24;
ten years' experience in good places. Good references.—

G. GARLiND. Niad Hall Gardens, Ripley, Yorkshire.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 31; four years' good character : bothy preferred.—

C. G. LtiEDUAM. Elsham, Lincolnshire.

TMPROVER in Nursery or Private Garden.-
-i- Aged 18 ; abstainer. Three years' good character. Mr.
A. J. ijROWN, Gardener, School of Handicraft, Chertsey, will
be glad to recommend as above. State wages.

IMPRO^ER, Inside, in Market Nursery, or
Private Gardens — Age 18; three years' experience in

Market Nursery. Good reference. Abstainer.—SALMO.V,
17, Camberwell Terrace, Leamington.

IMPROVER, Inside. — Youth (17J) ; two
J- yearb' experience. Gdntleman's Garden or Nursery.
Good reference.- J. R.. 18, Bywater Street. Chelsea, S.W.

A^OUNG MAN, age 20, seeks employment In-
-L side, or Inside and Out; four years and nine months'

eKperiente; good references.—W.J. HOLDWAY, The Institute,
£oyne Hill, Maidenhead, Berks.

YOUNG MAN, age 20, seeks situation. Four
years' experience in general Greenhouse Work. Good

reference. Abstainer.—W. G., 2, Aberdeen Boad, Upper
Edmonton. N.

"pO GARDENERS or NURSERYMEN.—

A

A respdctable young man, age 20, requires situation in a
Gentltman's Garden, or Nurseries, no experience ; can be recom-
mended.—WORKMAN. 93, BidgmouDt Gardens. Gower Street,
London.

'rO GARDENERS.— Young Man, age 26,i seeks situation ; seven years' experience. Inside and
Out. Very highly recooimeDded. Bjthy preferred.—Q.
RICHARDSON. Koowlton Court, Dover

^rO NURSERYMEN.—Young Man seeks
-L situation Inside. Experienced in the Market and Retail
Nursery- work.—For particulars apply, J. PEERS, Hale Heatb
Nursery, Hale, near Liverpool.

To NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted in
Nurtery by a young man, age 22, used to general nursery

work. Go:d references. Six years* experience —GOODMAN,
Flora Cottage, Eleanor Road, Waltham Cross. Herta.

To SEEDSMEN.—John Poynteh, Son, &
MacDonalds. Seed Merchants. Dumfries, can highly

recommend an ASSISTANT, qualified in all branches of the
Seed Trade.

SEED and NURSERY TRADE.— Advertiser
(young), seeks fmployment. experienced ; good Counter

hand. Best references.—H , 10, H;gh St., Wandsworth, S.W,

CEED TRADE.— Situation wanted asO SHOPMAV or MANAGER. Fifteen years* experience
with leading Firms. Well up in Garden and Farm Seeds,
Good address and references.—SEEDS, 41, Welliogtoi Street,
Strand, W.C.

SEED T R A DE.—Wanted, situation as
JUNIOR SHOPMAN, or IMPROVER, by young man

who has eerved four and a half years to the Ketail Seed Trade,
but for the last two years has been employed on a Farm. Can
be well recommended.—Apply, McHATTIE ahd CO., Seed
Merchants, Chester.

PAINTING, GLAZING, &c.—Steady young
man seeks work on Nursery or Gentleman's Estate. Good

references —Address, E. H., 57, Bradgate Road, Catford, S.£.

FLORISTS.—Young Lady desires situation as
ASSISTANT, or coull Manage Small Shop. Expe-

rienced. Good references.—E, C, 105, Minet Avenue, Harlea-
den, N.W.

TO FLORISTS and FRUITERERS.—Young
Lady seeks engagement as IMPROVER in lirst-clasa

shop. Wages no object first six months.—" IMPROVER,"'
41, Wellington Street. Strand.
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GIVE IT A TRIAL THIS YEAR. YOU WILL WANT NO OTHER "MAIN-CROP" NEXT.

ykWJOHNSONASON^^^
5 BOSTON

.

' BY RfiS LONDON
V^ 25^JULV 1695
"^ FOP COLi£CTlCN OF '

^. GARDEN PEAS

1895.

TWO SILVER BANKSIAN MEDALS
. HAVE BEEN AWARDED TO US

Foil

COLLECTIONS OF GARDEN PEAS
BY THE

Royal Hortieultural Society.

JULY 14th,
o

-i^^iO
7^

tWWJOHNSONjSON?

BYRHSLONDOU --j

; 14T-JULY 1890 ~ *SI
'^ FORCOU£C:iOnOF .-?/

r GARDEN PEAS !^

1896.

((BOSTON UNRIVALLED."
The superior merits of this new Pea have been recognised by the Committee of t/ie Royal Horticultural Society, after competitive tri.als

at Chiswick in 1896, who awarded it the highest distinction, three Crosses (XXX), and a First Class Award of Merit.

We ventured to predict this very fine Pea would gain appreciation from those who gave it a trial, and the many gratifying reports wo
have received are convincing testimony as to its general excellence and popularity.

" Boston Unrivalled " is a remarkably handsome Second Early Marrowfat Pea, of the best table quality ; height, 2| to

3 feet
;
pods large, 5 to 6 inches in length, of the "Telephone" shape and colour, but more even in size than that well-known variety,

there being fromO to 11 fine peas in the pods ; these mostly hang in pairs, literally covering the haulm, which is robust, and not subject

to mildew.

The extraordinary productiveness of this Pea is a marked feature, and in our extensive trials of Peas has always been conspicuous for

the profusion of its pods. As an Exhibition variety it has scarcely a rival, and for private gardens, or market growers, is alike valuable,

and undoubtedly ranks as a decided improvement and great acquisition in profit;iblc Horticulture.

Retail Price :—Per sealed Half pint Packet, Is. 3d. ; Pint Packet, 2s. Od.

FOR SOME TESTIMONIALS AS TO ITS VALUE, PLEASE WRITE TO—

I. W. JOHNSON & SON, Ltd., Bo1?rNT^yLXsSre.

yV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ^e.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

VINERIES,

and

FORCING

HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIICATES FREE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial commaQicatioas should be addressed to the " EJitor ;
" AdvertisemeQta and Busiaess Letters to " The Publisher/ at the Office. 41, V^Uingtou Street, Covent Garden, LoadoD, W .0.

Printed for the Proprietors by Ideasrs. BRADBaBY. Aqnew, 9t Go. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriarij. Oity of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published by
Haeby Oilluu) Oove, at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street. Pariah o£ St. Faol'a, Oovent Gtarden, in the said Ooanty.^SATUBDlY, Ootober 31, 1896. Agent for Manobester—John Heywood.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Weat Farlelgb, Kent.

About IJ miles from Wateringoury and Ei3t Far'.eigh Railway

Statiouson theS. E. E.

MESSRS. PKOTHEKOE and MORRI& will

SELL by AUCTION on the Premises. Parsonage

Farm, We.t Farleiijh. K«nf, on TUESDAY NbXT, Nov. 10.

at 13 o'clock punctually, by order of Mr. T. W. Startup, who

ie desirous of thinning his plantation, about

1000 CHOICE APPLE TREES,
o! the finest bush growth on the English Paradise Stocks, all

carefully prepared for transplanting, and in good bearing

'^''Al8o''sTANnARD and DWARF PLUMS and DAMSONS.
GOOSEBERRY and CURRANT BUSHES, well giown, and

inclu''ing the best market kinds.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Cataloj^ues had on

the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside,

London, E.G. ^ , „
Note.—Most of the above Stock was purchased of Messrs.

Gforue Buoyard & Company in 1892 and 189i. and has

already borne good cropi of the flaest quality of f.uit, speci-

mens of whicn have taken First and Seconi piiies at the

Boyal Horticultural Society and the principal Kent Shows.

Lower Edmonton.
CLKABiVnE SALE of l7 QRSfiSHDUSEl, FERVS. BBD-

DtSa PLVNC, HORSE, VANS. UTESSILS, &c ; also the

Lease of the Pioferty. By order of Messrs. Young & Sod,

who are relioquiabiog the Business.

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Town Road

Nursery, Town Road, Lower Edmonton, five minutes' walk

from Lawer Edmnnton Railway Station, OQ THURSDAY,
November 23, at 12 o'clock precisely,

30,000 FERNS,
in g'eat variety, an i well-grown plants.

7000 bedding geraniums, and other Plants.

1500 PEL4KG0NIUMS. 1000 GENISTAS.
Tapital Horse, two Vans, Haimsi. Chaff cutting Machine,

ai.zed Lights, Pots, Barrows, Tools, New Bjxe<, Peat, and

other items. Also the erection of 17 Greenh.ines and 2 Pits.

Thousands of feet of Hot- water Piping, Boilers, &c.

Also the LEASE cf the PROPERTY, consisting of Brick

built Dwelling-house. Stabling, and Vao-shel, held for 17

years unexpired, at £10 per annum.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises ; at the Golden Lion Hotel, Lower
Edmonton; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C.

N.B.—The Lease of the Property and the 17 Greenhouses

will first be cffdred in one lot, and if not thus so'd. thei the

Lease only will be put up, and the Glass Erection* sold

piecemeal, as described in Catalogue.

Wednesday, Nov. 18.

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE OF
150,000 FRUIT TREES

will take pl«ce at Perry UiU Clitfa. near Rjchesler, on
WEDNESDAY. November 18, by order cf .Mr. W. Home;
75,000 Standard, Half-itandard, and Maiden Apples. Pear ,

Plums, and Cherries; 4,000 3-yr Apples in 8J varietie< on

English Paradise; 40,0u0 strong 2-yr. Goc < -berries ; 40,00)

Black and Red Currant; 60.000 Kispbenies; 10 ,000 Straw-

berries ; 30,0(10 Asparagus, Ac.
Catalogues cf Messrs PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Au;-

tioneers and Valuers. 67 and 6S Cheapside, London, E.C.

Filday Next.

By order of Messrs. W. L. Lewis * Co.

A Magnificent Importation of

2000 CATTLEYA ACLANDI^
iust to hand em. Magdalma. We have no hesitation in saying

this IS the flnesi importation of this species ever sent to

Europe. There is a number of distinct pieces amongst them,

and doubtless m«ny of the extraordinary blooms cf unique

colouring mentioned by our collector (for translation of whose

letter see Catalogue) will be found. They are from a new

locality on the confines of the Estado da Bahia de todjs os

Santos. Every plant received is offered, and the sale is lotted

to suit all buyers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will sell the abjve by AUCTION at f-e*' Cent'^I

^?},«

Rooms, 67 and 68. Cheapside, London, E.C on FRIDAY « t.v l

,

November 13, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.

ARCNDINA BAMBUSIFOLIA, VANDA CCE.WLEA,

CYPRIPEDIUM SPICERIANUM.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from Mr. J W. Moore, Eldon Place

Nursery. Bradford, to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on FRIDIY
NEXT, Nov. 13, at half-past 12 o'clock, an exceptionally hue

consignment of VaNDA CCERULEA, just arrived. They are

probab y the finest conditioned plants ever imported into

Europe, furnished with healthy green leaves and good roots,

many of them pushing flower.spikes. Special attention is

drawn to a, few specimen plants of huge size, which will create

a Bensation when in flower.

The -tale will also include two plants of the rare and beautiful

GYP BELL^TITLUM ALBUM,ARUNDINABAMBUSIFOLI*.
CYP SPICEBIiNUM.and DE.SDR'IBIUM INFUNDIBULUM.
Also'three plant* in flo ver of OATTLEYA MINTINI NOBI-

LIOB HYBRID, BOSVRINGIANA X AUREA, eihi jited at the

Drill Hall (another property).

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Perry Barr. Birmingham.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRtDE. MARKET

GROWER-I, and GENTLEMEN.
By order of Mr. A. Van den Bogaeide.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on the

Premites. Perry Lodge. Perry Barr, Birmingham, on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY. November 17 and 18. at half-past 12 o'clock,

an enormous quantity of IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS,

IN ALL ABOUT 22,000 PLANTS,
Comprising

2,200 semi-established OD JNT00L0S3UM ALEXANDE.K,
u , flowered

1 11,0 , „ CATTLEYA TBIiNJE. unfloviered

'26O CATTLEYA SKINNERI
100 ON'OIDIUM KRAMERI

1.000 CATTLEYA LABI 4TA
)2) „ GASKELLIiNA
10) .. CirRI.V*
120 MOSSIil!

Also

15,000 ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXVNDR.E,
imported masses, just recoivol in the grandett condition, and

other ORCHIDS. ,„ . „ ^ ,

May be viewed day prior and mornings of Sale. Catalogues

may be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and

Valuers. 67 and 68, Cheapide, London. E.C.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1893.

ENORMOUS SALE OF JAPANESE LILIES.

The Contents of 1180 Cases,
COMPRISING ;

—

46,792 LILIXJM AXJRATTJM.
7,782 ,,

SPECIOSUM ALBUM.
1,320 ,, ,, KUBBUM.
2,630 ,, ,,

MELPOMENE.
47,740 ,,

LONGIFLOBUM, in cases as received.

20,600 ,, ,,
GIGANTEUM.

924 „ BROWNI.
S,400 CHINESE SACKED LILIES.

86 CASES of LILIUM HARRISII, direct from Bermuda,
CONTAINING :

—
750 BULBS

11,400 ,,

700 „

7 to 9 inches.

to 11 „
11 to 14 ,,

MESSRS. PROTHEEOE and MOERIS will SELL the above by

AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on

TUESDAY, November 17, at 12 o'Clook.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

DUTCH BULBS.
SALES EVERY DAY (Saturdays excepted).

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Booms. 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., EVERY DAY (excepting

Saturdays), at 13 o'clock, large consignments of NAMED
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS. NARCISSUS, and other

BULBS from Holland, received drect for Unreserved Sale.

Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers ; together with

white ROMAN HYACINTHS, paper - white NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS, special TULIPS, &o.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

N.B.-There will be NO SALE on MONDAY NEXT, Nov. 9,

in consequence of lis Lord Mayor's Show.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, and SATURDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.O., as above, at half-past li o'clock

precisely each day

—

GRAND IMPORTATIONS o DUTCH BULBS
FROU LEADING GROWERS,

in the Bnest possible order, and specially lotted to suit both

large and small buyers.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

ThuTBdar. Nov. 19.

A Grand Importation of ORCiIIDS, received direc', without

the least Reserve, comprising—
1850 CYPRIPEDIUM STONEI. f'Om a new district

200 „ GR1NDIFL0SU.VI
150 .. MASTERSIANUM
100 PHAL.liSOPSIS ORANDIFLORA
20O ANECTOCHILUS DAWSONIANUM.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 35. King Street,

Covent Garc'en, on THURSDAY, November 19, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely.

N.B.—Lists can be received for this Sale till Thursday nemt.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.

THE BULB SALE r SEASON.

600 Cbolce named Standard, Short Standard Half-

STANDAHD. and DWARF ROSES, from a celebrated

Prize Grower in Germany, including many of the best-

known sorts.

A Surplus Stock of Ornamental Sbrubs, and
various FLOWERING TREES, ICU Stanoard and Half-

Standard RUSES, and choice named APPLES, PEARS,
PLUMS, PEACHES. CHERRIES, NECTARINES, and

other Pyramid and Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES, from

English Nurseries.

Specimen Latanlas, Azalea Indica to name, and a
quantity of Azilea mollis, well aet with buds, from the

Continent.

An Importation of LUluma from Jipan, comprlslag
LILIUM LONUIFLORUM EXL^IIUM and L. LONGI-
FLORUM (supposed L. Browm).

A Small CoUectlon of English-grown Palms.

Also an Immensj Importation of

HYACINTHS.
From a trustworthy Grower, including a splendid selection of

many of the best sorts, for Glasses, Pots, and Borders.

A Collection of SPECIAL TULIPS, and a great
variety of other DUTCH BULBS.

rOROING BULBS, from France.

25,000 Best Berlin LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS.
DAFFODILS, GLADIOLI, SNOWDROPS,
ACONITES, FREESIAS, ANEMONES,
IRIS, IXIAS, NARCISSUS,

DAHLIAS, AMARYLLIS, SPIB^l JAPONICA. and varieties.

VfR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
ill AUCTION, at his Great Room", 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.O., on WEDNESDAY NEXT, November 11,

at half past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR, J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
ho has arranged with several of the first Nurserymen

in Holland to Continuously Supply his Sales, during the

present season, with only really First-class Bulbs, of the best

quality.
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Fourth Annual Sale.—Millord Nurseries, Alilford,

near GODALMING, SURREY.—Highly importantTHREE
DAYS' SALE of first-clase NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. MELLERSH have received
in8truction8 from Messrs. !Maurice Young & Son, to

SELL by AUCTION, od the Premises, the Milford Nurseries,

Milford, near Godalming. on MONDAY, TUESDAY, and
WEDNESDAY. November 16, 17. and \% 1896. at 11 for

13 o'clock precisely each day, a large quantity of exceptionally
well-grown NURSERY STOCK,
lotted to suit all classea of buyers, comprising 3,000 specimen
EvergtoeDS and Conifers in borders, from 2 to Sfeet, consisting

of Piceas. Abies. Pinus, Cupressu^ Lawsoniaua. Fraserii.

Krectas, Ctcrulea, &c. ; Thujis. Cedrua Deodara. Aucubaa,
Laurels, Holliee, Golden Jumpers, Golden Yewa. &c. ; many
thousand well-grown small phruba, suitable for pots, winter
beldiog. window boxes, or growing on, such as Retinoapora^ of

sorts. Oupressus, Thujas, all in good variety; a quantity of

n^med Hybrid and Ponticum Rhododendrons, Azalea Mollis,

and Pontica &;e. ; large quantity of transplanted Forest Treea
from 1^ to 4 feet, comprising Ash, Hazel, Spanish Chestnut.
Scotih Fir. Spruce Fir, Witny. Ac. ; a quantity of Standard,
Pyramid, and Trained Fruit Trees; Standard and Pyramid-
fiowering Crabs, Ornamental Deciduous Treea. &c. ; l.COO

Dwarf H.P. Roses of leading kinds; Tea Ro^es in pots
Clematis, Ivies, Ampelopsis, Honeysuckle, Passion Flower. Ac.

;

1,000 fine bushy Laurels of sorts from Ij to 3 feet ; Oval-leaf

Privet. 2 to 4 fei-t ; and a quintity of general Nursery Stock.

The Auctioneers specially invite the attention of intending
planters to tbiaiaiportant sale. They have perHonaliy inspected

the stock, which has made good growth, and is in exceptionally
tine condition for removal this season.
The stock may be viewed. Luncheon (by ticket) will be

provided each day for purchaaera, and Cataloguea may be
obtained on the premises, and of MESSRS. MELLERSH,
Auctioneers and Surveyors, Godalming and Guildford.

w

OIANT BERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY.

WICETON'S well-known GIANT BERLIN
• LILY OF THE VALLKT.-lOO 000 PlantinK Crowns

a* lis. 6<i.per 1,000. Iand2year3; alsoa few thousand retard ed
OrowDS. Price on application to^

—

W. ICBTON'S, Putney. S.W.

ANTED to RENT, 500 to 1,000 ft. of
GLASS, with LAND and COTDAQK.

N, S., 41, Wellington Street, Strand.

STANDARD ROSES. — Splendid, straight,O well-grown, large heada. leading varieties. Catalogues
ooapplicuion —FREDBUICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent
Street. Leamington Spa,

Extraordinarily Cbeap.—Must be Sold at ooce.

900 BUSHELS, PHEASANT-EYE NAR-
Ad\f\) 01SSU3 (drybulbi), 4j. 61 per bushel; 10 busheli
for 40s. Fine bulbs, not rubbish. Sample bulbs sent free.

K. GAYE, Carlton, Lowestoft.

LLINGTON PIPPIN,—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty yeara.

Maidens, b&. \ 2-yr , 7$. 6(i. each ; larger to 2\s. eacb.

GEORGE BCJNYARD AMD CO., Maidstone.
Distributed in November.

LORD PENZANCE NEW HYBRID
SWEET BRIARS.—The complete set of 16 distinct

varieties, assent out in 189:1-5, for 25s. Strong plants that
will flower freely next year. These lovely Hybrids are a great
addition to Garden Roses. Our new Rose Catalogue, de-

scribing all the beat oldfaahtooed and Garden Bosse, gratis
and post-free.

GEO. COOLING and SONS. The Nurseries, Bath.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2^inch pots. Stove and Green-

house. 30 best selling sorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48'a, 10 beat

selling aorta. 6f. doz. ; strong seedlings, 65. 100, 505. 1000 ; Adi<
antum cuneatum, in 48*8, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 163- and 20*. 100; Cyperus,
Araliaa, Grevilleas, Solanums, in 48'8, 65. per doz. ; Marguerites,
Chryaanthemums, and Erica gracilis, Solanums, in 4S's, 9s.

per dozen ; Palma, Ficus, Dracaenaa, Crotons, Bouvardias,

Erica hyemalis. Cyclamen, in 48's, 12s. per dozen. Lists free.

Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nuraeries. Longhhoroueb Junction. London. S.W.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

took of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

Important to Mushroom Orowers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, Bi.

R. AND G. CDTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate, N. Established 1797.

^^UPEKB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—ThousandsO to select from. Write for LIST. tree.
P.MoARTHUB.The London Nursery, 4. Maida Vale. London.

W

KOSES, ROSES.— Bush, extra line plants,
4r. id. per doz. Send for list.

H. B PACKER. St. Peter's Hill, Stamford.

O

DOUGLAS SPRUCE
(Abies Doug-lasii).

In view of the growing demand for this
splendid Forest Tree, we hold immense stocks at
exceptionally low prices for qualities offered.

DICKSONSNURSERIES.CHESTER.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
OUR YEARLY INCREASE in the sale of

both Plant) and Cuttings arises certainly from the f ct
that all varieties (HOC) are planted out and grown in open
pare country fields, cut down earl/, not allowed to flower,
large clumps removed, and replante J neir th« glass and light.
Stock from these are perfect, and the secret why all this«we
supply carry success wherever they go sttik'ng easily, growing
quickly, and producing larger fljivers.

We cordially invite til to

"COME AND SEE'
the oldest, fioest, and best kep' collection in the world.
Splendid illustrated CATALOGUE post-free to coming
customers A list t£ all varietiei exhibited at the last
Aquarium Show free,

H. CANNELL & fONS, SWANLEY.

EXHIBITIONS.

RASPBERRY CANES. — Northumberland
Fillbasket, Carter's Prolific .N'orwich Woniler, Falstolf.

Well-rooted ptantine canes. Price and sample ou application.
JAMES W. TODMAN. Plitt. near Wrotham, Kent.

FOR SALE, lO.OOcT PTERIS^ TREMULA
FERN, at 9j. per 10', in ainch pot". Good stuff for

Potting-on. Ca'.h with order. Post.cifi -e Orders jnyable at
Leyton —T. BALDWIN AND SON, Edith Nurserier, Burchall
Road, Lejton.

OLD TURF for SALE.—Fresh cut, sound,
and good quality; for potting. Price for a short time

only, 9j. per truck of five tons, on rail, Terms,XCaBh on
delivery.— H. GARDNER, Queen Victoria Ro id, Coientry.

NCIDIUM CRISPUM,
IN SPIKF,

Fine, healthy uotiowered plants.
is., 7>. 6i , 10s. td.. and \bs. each.

W. L. LEWIS AM> CO., Southgate, Londor, M.

HYACINTHS, fine named, from 2s. per dozen.
TULIPS, fine named, from 2j. per 100.

DAFFODHS. finest Trumpet eorts, mimed, 3s. per 100
;

its. per 1000 (worth more than doub'e). All other Bulbs
equally cheap and good. Senil for Price Li^t to
MORLB AXD CO.. The Cooservatorie«, Finchley Road. N.W.

TO PLANTERS.

FARNHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

A SHOW will be held at the CORN RXCHAVQE, Farnham.
on NOVE.MBER 10 and 11. IMti. PRIZES to the value of fili
for ChrysanlbeiEums, Fiuit, Flower*, and Vegetab'es, will be
offered in the Open Classes. Schedules and Entry Forms from

F. WELLER-POLEY, Hon. Sec.
Heath House, Farnham.

FOLKESTONE CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIE I Y.

GRAND EXHIBITION. November 10, 11, 1838. £100 and
Sil N. C.S. MEDALS in PRIZES, open to all Englan.l. Prize!
to Gardeners' Societies in Kent. BRONZE JUBILEE MEDAL
N. C. S. for Best Bloom in Show, Jdp-inesH or Incurvet^,
Judges:—Mr. George Gordon, Kew ; Mr. Richard Dean.
Secretary, N. C. S. Schedul-s sent on receipt of address. All
prizes won, guaranteed. Eniry forms o(—

T. J. HARRISON, 1 _ „
W. H. HAMMERTON. (

^°^- *'"'

3, Canterbury Road, Folkestone.

SHEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
•^ SOCIETY.
ANNUAL SHOW, Corn Eichange, ShtfBeld. NOVEM-

BER 13 and 14. 1896. Open class Prizes, fil.'i For Schedules,
free, apply— WM. HOUSLEY, SecreUrf,

177, Cemetery Road, Sheffield.

WICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL AND
COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETY.

The TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL AUTUMN EXHIBITION
of CHRYSANTHEMUMS, FRUIT. VEGETABLES and TABLE
DECORATfONS, will be held in the Town Hal, Twictenham.
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 17 and 18. 189l).
Grand Military Concert each evening. Extra Prizes iu nearly
all Classes.

All competitors must give notice in writing on or before
TUESDAY. Novtmber 10. 189), of the class or claaaes in which
th y intend. lo ccmpet*. to (he Hon. Secretary, of whom
Schedules and all particulars may be obtained.

EDWARD F. GREEN, Hon. Secretary.
Strsffjrd Hoo<e. Twickenham.

LEED^ PAXTON SOCIETY'S CHRYSAN-
THEMUM SHOW.-At the Town Hall, Leeds. Nov. 24

and :'.S, 1891. £180 in Prizes, including Four Silver ChaUeoge
cups. Sthedules may be had of the Hon 8eo.

—

JAMES CAMPBELL. The Gardens, Methley Park, Leeds.

CHESTER PAXTON'S SOCIETY'S

ANNUAL FRUIT & CHRYSANTHEMUM
EXHIBITION.

(OPi:X to ClIE.<niREmid NORTH WALES.)
Town Hall, Chester, November 17 & 18.

Schedules on application to—
G. P. MILN, Hon. Sec, Grosvenor Museum, Cheater.

YORK CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
Ibe SEVENTEENTH ANhUAL SHOW will beheld on

NOVEMBER 18th, 19th, and 20th, 1898.
Upwards of £iJO(ffered in Prizes, in liberal proportions, for

Plants, Cut Flowers. Fruit and Vegetables,
Ch il'enge Prize, va'ue £iO. added to the First Prize of £10

for 36 Cut B'oims, £10 and £1 ca-h for Grouji. N. C. 8.
Silver Medal, &j. Schelulea, <t -., to be had from—

J. LAZSNBY, Sec, 13. Feasegate, York.

STRAWBERRIES, Strong runners.—Royal
Sovereign, 2s 6if. per 100; Sir Josip'i Pamton, 1». 6<i. jar

100 ; Vicomtesss H. de Thury, Is. M. per 1 10.

RtSPBERRY CANES.
Carter's Pro itic. 3... pjr 100; Semper Fi'elif, 3». per 100;

Hornet, 3s. per 10). Special quotations for large quautitiec.
Carriage paid on orders of £1 value.

JOHN CHI VERS, Histon, Cambridge.

FRIDAY, NOVBMBER 13. 1896

BY OEDER OF MESSRS. W. L. LEWIS and CO., SOUTHGATE.

CATTLEYA ACLANDI^.
A marvellous Importation of about 2000 plants, from a new district, in magnificent ord«r.

ALSO ON

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27. 1896 .

L^LIA PR^STANS.
The true original, and large-flowered type. About 1000 plants, including many extra fine spejiiSena.

TO BE SOLD BY

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS, 67, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON
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FOREST TREES
ADAPTED

For Profitable Planting, Shelter,

Game, or Ornament.
One of the Largest, Hardiest, Healtliy, and Most

Select Stocks In Europe.

INSPECTION INVITED.
Catalogues free, and any information given on application to

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,
NDRSEEYMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN, AND H.B.H.

THE PKINCE OF WALES,
WOOD F0BESTER3 FOR CROWN LANDS,

CARLISLE.
oTREES& SHRUBS.
In the finest possible con-
dition, (op The Villa, The

ManisioD, The Plantation, or The Oame Covert, All in vigorous,

healths condition, not stunted, starved, or closely grown and
drawn. Carefully and frequently moved, and the roots con-
sequently are a mass of fibre, ensuring safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descriptions of above, and ofmany
Rare and New Plants, p09^free from—

CLIBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham

;

Also at MANCHESTER. EANaOB, and
LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

150 ACRES

H. J. JONES'
GREAT CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW

IS OPEN AT
RYEGROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

ALL VISITORS ARE HEARTILY WELCOME.

PEELIMINAEY CATALOGUE POST-FEEE ON APPLICATION.

PAUL &SON,
ROSE GROWERS

fiy Appointment to Her Majesty the Queen.

JTrtc, |3l3nt, Jiiillj & ictt fBcrctants.

-T'HAM CK'

SPECIALITIES:
ROSES in all forms Priced Catalogue free.

FRUIT TREES of all kinds ... Priced Catalogue free.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS. Priced Catalogue free.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS . . Priced Catalogue free.

BULBS AND CAMELLIAS ... Priced Catalogue free.

SEEDS & GARDEN SUNDRIES Priced Catalogue free.

GIVE IT A TRIAL THIS YEAR. YOU WILL WANT NO OTHER '' MAIN-CROP" NEXT.

JULY 23rd,
o

J^?cV^.

' V' AWARDED TO \

rkW.JOHNS0N&SflN

BOSTON
BY RHS LONDON

\ 25~JULT 1895
F0RC0LUCT10N0F

/ GARDEN PEAS

1895.

TWO SILVER BANKSIAN MEDALS
HAVE BEEN AWARDED TO US

FOU

COLLECTIONS OF GARDEN PEAS
BY THE

Royal Horticultural Society.

NE^W? PEA-

JULY 14th,
o

^^i

tWW.J0HNS0N4S0N,^
^ LIMIlED.l
j> BOSTON.'

\^-''- BY RMS- LONDON .

^ '^ KTrjULV 1390. .'

GARDEN PEAS

_c;i-^

1896

"BOSTON UNRIVALLED. >>

The superior merits of tliis iiew Pea have been recognised by the Committee of t/w Roijal HorficuUural Society, after competitive trials

at Chiswick in 1896, who awarded it the highest distinction, three Crosses (XXX), and a First Glass Award of Merit.

\Ye ventured to predict this very fine Pea would gain appreciation from those who gave it a trial, and the many gratifying I'eports we

have received are convincing testimony as to its general excellence and popularity.

*t'^ " Boston Unrivalled " is a remarkably handsome Second Early Marrowfat Pea, of the best table quality ; height, 2^ to

8 feet ; pods large, 5 to 6 inches in length, of the "Telephone" sliape and colour, but more even in size than that well-known variety,

there being from 9 to 11 fine peas in the pods ; these mostly hang in pairs, literally covering the haulm, which is robust, and not subject

to mildew.

The extraordinary productiveness of this Pea is a marked feature, and in our extensive trials of Peas has always been conspicuous for

the profusion of its pods. As an Exhibition variety it has scarcely a rival, and for private gardens, or market gro\vcrs, is alike valuable,

and undoubtedly ranks as a decided improvement and great acquisition in profitable Horticulture. -

Retail Price -.—Per sealed Half pint Packet, Is. 3d. ; Pint Packet, 2s. Od.

FOR SOME TESTIMONIALS AS TO ITS VALUE, PLEASE WRITE TO-

1. 1. JOHNSON & SON, Ltd., B^osTorSSS.
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CYCLAMEN SEED.—Our own saving, from
our well-koown strain, as used by oureelves.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Bush Hill Nursery, Middlesex.

OSE TREES (Dwarf), H. P.'s, 5». per doz.,
25f . per 100. Good Plants. Leading Sorts, my selection.

Cash with order.

W. MAQNESS, Rose Grower, King's Acre, Hereford.

Ca':LOGYNE CRISTATA, well grown and
cheap. Good plants, 1«. ; with 30 bulbs, two or three

tpikes. 2s M.; stronger, 65 bulbs, sir spikes, 5j. ; 100 to 150
bulbs, eight to sixteen spikes, 7f. id. to 12j. 6d. each.

TRUSTEES late J. STEVENSON, Timpeiley, Cheshire.

i ""ATCH YOUR MICE.— Here is a Trap for
V> the Garden or House; fifteen caught in one niche with
one trap. Once set, always set; always baited. One trap
will last ten years. Price 5» , pOBt-free.

J. SCiKLErr, Tasburgh, near Norwich.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most superb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Doable
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for \t.

B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nxirseries, TeoviJ, Somerset.

EACHES and NECTARINES. — Dwarf-
trained young fruiting trees, which have kept up a con-

tinuo'is supply of fruit since middle of July to present date in
cold orchard bouse. Names and price from

—

FREDERICK PERKINS, Regent Street, Leamington Spa.

n:A f\l\i\ EUUNYMUS, Green and Golden,
«7V^VV7V all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.
to 15 in., at 30i. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40j. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in

, at 65i. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75». per 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at f-pecial prices.
GOLDEN: 5 in. to 12 in., at 3j. to 8«. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Ooldatone, Brighton.

ARDEN and OLD-FA.^HIONED ROSES.
—25 (strong plants for 22t. Bd. Distinct varieties, such as

have been exhibited in such fine form during the past season,
including Bardon Job. Janet's Pride, Copper Austrian,
Gustave Reeis. Sirgle Yellow Austrian. Pepita, Laurette
Messimy, Crimson Rambler. York and Lancaster, Persian
Yellow, Rope de Meaux, &c., forming a very charming
coUection of the best old-fashioned and garden Roses. New
Rose litt. post free.

GEO. COOLING AND SONS. The Nurseries. Bath.

RHODODENDRONS.
Best Kinds. Well Budded. Beautiful Foliage.

£7 10s. to £15 per 100.

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseries,

CAMBEBLEY, SURKEY.

RETARDED LILY CROWNS!!
Buy BEPARDED LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS

for FioweiiDg before Christmas.
No Tboublk, no Loss and Disappointment.

Write at once to^

T. JANNOCH, DERSINGHAM, NORFOLK,
For Prices, &c , as Stock is limited.

ROSES-ROSES.
ALL THE BEST KINDS.

WELL-GROWN, WELL-ROOTED PLANTS.

i.V VlGOnOUS HEALTH.

CATALOGUES FREE.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Qarden, W.C. Prompt cash.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

FtmiV.

HORNE'S
FRUIT-TREE
DRESSING

Hes stooi the test for ten
jearsas the best remedy yet
known for capturicg the
Oate'pilfar Moths that ascend
1 he tret s in October and

November.

Panaph'ets with particulars
post-free.

ROSE TREES.—Between 2000 and 3000 for
Sale : Gen. Jacqueminot 4-yr. old stuff selling for want

of room. Price on application. Apply to

—

C. BANKS* CO., Nurserjmen. Enfield Highway, Middlesex.

A Great Clearance Sale cf Fruit Trees, by Auction.
On the Prem-fre3, '"erry Hill. Cliffe, cenr Rorhesler, is fixed for

WEDNESDiY. Novembfl 18.

7'',000 Standarf', Half Standard, and Maiden Apples, Pearp,
Plums, and Cherries; 41111011 2-yr. Oooseliorries; 30.000 Black
Currants ; 50,000 R»<ipberrie» ; lOO.OlU) Strawberries, Sec.. &c.,
are include!. Cutaloguei of Messrs. FKOrBEROE & MOBRIS,
67, Cheapfide, London, E.C.

E M U M S.

Three hundred and fifty Tarieties. Only the newest and best.

List free.

HEAD GARDENER. Perly Cross. Tgjgnmoutb, Devon.

JENNER'S well-known collection of TREES,
SHRUBS, and ALPINE PL.4NTS, good sorts, to be sold

by Private Bargain.—Apply to K. REID, Easter Duddiogeton
Lodge, Joppa, Edinburgh,

STANDARD ROSES.^plendid heads, lead-
ing sorts, H.F. and Tea, on Seedling Briars, 15s. per

dozen. £5 15s. per 100.

BAKER AHD SONS, Collier^ Wood, Merton, Surrey.

^CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.—
V^' Splendid healthy stock of Old and New Varieties. LIST
sent on application. The following four new varieties, one
Cu'ting of each sent post-free for 2«. 6d. :—Pride of Ezmouth,
Edith Tabor, Mrs. H. Weeks, Mons. Chenon de Lecbe.

T. 8IMMONDS. Mamhead Park Gardens, near Exeter.

Kentlah-grown Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

LAINGS' large Colleotion of APPLES,
APBICOT.", CHERRIES. NECTARINES, PEACHES,

PLUMS, BUSH FRUIT, al.o ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,
STANDARD and DWARF H.P. and TEA BOSES is mag-
nificent this teason ; as well as their Vines (fruiting and
planting canes). Figs, Rrs^s in pots. Asparagus, Seakale,
Forcing Flowering Shrubs, Plants, and Bulbs, Coniferje, Ac.

Inspection cordially invited. Catford Railway Station.
Telephone, 9h'rt0. Telegrams. "CAL4DIUM, London."

Cataloguea post free on application.
JOHN LilNO iND SONS, Nun-eries, ForestHill, Lordon,S.B.

PALMS and DECOR.VTIVE PLANTS.—
ARECA LDTRSCEN^, thumb", Jg». per 100 ; eOV, 35».
48*8. 18« doz. : 32'». 30». dor.

ASPARAGUS PLUMO^A. 60's, eo«, per 100; 48's, )20». per
100 ; true Nana, U4f. doz.

CYOAS REVOLUTA, well established, with good leave», 5l.

and 75. Qd, each.
FICUS ELASTICA. 48'e, I2j. doz. ; 32'9, Igs. doz.
KENTIA SEEDLINGS, from lot. per 100; thumbs, 30>. per

100 : 60'b, 50.1. per ICO.

LATANIAS, 32'8, from 80s. doz. ; 24'8. from Ms. doz.
LIVISTONIA ROTUNDIFOLIA 4S8, 48s. doz ; 3a's, 72s. doi.
PH(ENIX RUPICOLA, thumbs. 21s. per 100; eO's, 50s. per

100 ; 48'», 24s. to .16i. doz. Cash wii h order.

W. ICETON'S, Putney, S.W.

SHRUBS and CONIFEK^E.—Picea nobilis,
4 to 5 inches, ea. per 100 ; P. NordmannianB, 2 yrs., I yr.

transp. , 7s. per 100. Escallunia macrantba. 10 to 12 in., 8s.

per 100. Honeysuckle, strong, 6s. per 1< 0. Lsurf stinus, 8 in ,

8s. per 100. Thuia Lobbii, IS in.. :iOs, per 1100 ; do, 2 ft., 60s.
per 1(100. Abit 8 Douglai^ii, - yr., 9 to 10 inrhef, ;i5s. per loi ;

do , li to 3 ft., per luOO. £i ; eilra-fine, do.. 2 to 2} ft.. £i5;

do.. 3 to 3^ ft., 20s per loo. Cedrus deodara, 2 to /( ft.. 6s.

per doz. ; do., 12.to 15 in.. 3s, per doz. Cup. macrocarpa. 'J to
3 ft., 6s. per doz. Picea nobilis, 2 ft.. St. per doz. : P. Nord-
manniana, Pinus cembra, 1} ft, l^s. per iro. Thuia Lobbii. 2
to H ft., 10s. per 100. Thuiopsis dolobrata, 4 to 4} ft., extra
fine, 24r. per dcz.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

FRUIT TREES.
We hold a large and varied ttoch of the above, in first-rate

quality, and at reasonable prices.

Descriptive Catalogve on applicition.

8. SPOON£a & SONS,
HO0NSLOW NURSERIES. HOUNSLOW.

"JIM SMYTH," "Sl-rfauo.
The finest scarlet border variety ever offered.

Has won let Prize two years offered by Martin Smith, Esq.,
and has been awarded five Certificates. To obtain the genuine
thing boy direct from the raiser, and tewareof bogus varieties.

Strong rooted lasers, 42s. per dozen,

H. G. SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane. W.C.

ROSES IN POTS,
For Forcirg, Ac, 12/. to 30<. per doz.

TEAS, H.P.'s, CLIMBING, &o.
Fine healthy plants of leading and best sorts.

Descriptive Catalogue free.

W. RUMSE7, Joyning^s Nurseries, Waltham Cross. N.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
Autumn, lf96. Specialties : English Yews, English Hollies,

Aucubas, Specimen Conifetfe. Standard Bosee, and general
Nursery Stock, New Violet-, &c. Also Dutch and Foicing
Bulbs. Cata'ozues free on applicafion.

FREDERICK PE SKIN'S,
NUBSERYMAN, REGENT STREET, LK4MIKGT0N SVA.

JOHN S. IRELAND,
Horticultural and Ag-rieultural Agent,

122, GEORGE STREET, EDINBURGH.
Lists forwarded on application. Agencies iavjted.

KEYNES' ROSES.—Strong and well-rooted.
Tboroaghly Kood and reliable. Catalogues gratis.

KEYNES, WILLIAMS ±KD CO., Rote Growers, Salisborjr.

MALMAISON CARNATIONS, in 4-inoh
pots, 50*. per 100; Q^rmania, Reynolds Hole, and

others, strong layers. 18s. per lUO.

J. LITTON. Qrosvenor Cottage, Bath.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

CUTHBERTSON'S Illustrated and Descriptive
OATALO&UE of over 1000 species aud varieties poet-free.

MICHAEL CUTHBEBTSON. The Great Scotch Herbaceous
Grower, Bothesay.

FOR SALE, ALLAMANDA HENDER-
SONII, in 19-inch pot, covering roof<«pace 30 feet long

by 6^ feet wide. Cash o£fers to
PETERS, Givon's Grove, Leatherhead.

SUPERLATIVE RASPBERRY
(Buoyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.
Per dozen. 3s., per 100. \6» ; extra showy, 6<. per dozen.

Price per 1000 on application.
For description see Strawberry Catalogue.

Illustrated Fmit Catalogue, six stamps.
GEORGE BUNYABD and CO., Boyal Nurseries. Maidstone.

PRIZE COB FILBERTS.
MR. COOPER, F.R.H.S., is the largest ^ower

in the kingdom of the abore for sale. Plantations near
Reading. Price Lists and Pamphlet* on application to—

Mr. COOPER. Calcot, Boscombe, Hants.

Fifty Nurseries, Maxket Qardeiu, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICITLTURAL REGISTER contains JoU parti-

aalarsof the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

V
Tbe Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just out
Price 6*. ; post free, 6*. %d.

A. F. BARRON. 13, Sutton Curt Road. Chiswick.

BOULTON & PAUL,
HORTTCnLTURAL

BUILDERS, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES. GKEENHOUSES, &C.,

DE>iWNED TO SUIT ANY SITUAIION.

^..«sa,3S^-5?i^fe

Estimates on Application. Ladies and Gentlemen waited
o pon

.

GREENHOUSES FOB AMATEUBS.
No. 47A.-10it. by 7 ft. Ip.j.f.d ,„rt Gi„,ed J ^ 10 »

No. 49A.-10h. by 8 ft. f"""" '"O "'""O-
1 10 10

Carefully Packed and Carriage Paid.

RANGES^of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
Krecied complete lu au> part of lOe Kinguum.

NO. 77.-VIOLET FRAME. 6feet by 4 feet, I QOo
similar to No 75, with two lights. ( <^\Jo.

PADDIAPC DAin °" Orders of 40S. value to

UAnnlAuL rAiU most goo^is suiions.

WRITE FOR CATAtiO'lUE.
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WINTER APPRO AC H I N a.

Thorpe's Patent
Glazing Staples.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly,

and withont top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically

everlasting. Sample
gross apsortetl right

and left hand, ^ent

6Mo»Tfn) ETAPLTs AS nxcDb postrfree, 1/9.

nie Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Qaeen Street, B.C.,

Manufacturers of the High Grade " Marriott " Bicjcles

; and Tricycles. Cii-TALOGDE on application.

gPENCE

A BOTTLE
JWHICH IN

.tiLONDONq;

trade mark.

CLAY'S i4vj -

TRADE MARK.

MANURES
Are sold by the Trade ia 6d. and IB. Paoketa, and SEALED BAGS-7 lb., 28. 6d. ; li lb., 4S. 60. : 28 lb., Ts. 6d. :

56 lb., 12s. ea. ; 112 lb., 208.

Or from the MannfaotiiTerB. carriaiid paid in the United Kingdom for cash with order (except 6<i. pachete).

EVERT PACKET, BAG, and SEAL BEARS THE RESPECTIVE TRADE MARK, WHICH IS

THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS.NOTE
Crushed Bones, Feniyian Gnano, Sulphate of Ammonia, Nitrate of Soda. Nitrate of Potash, Sulphate of Potash, Kaioit,

Superphosphate of Lime, &c. Tobacco Cloth and Paper. Best Qualities only. Prioea on application.

FOR CHILDRENS PARTIES

6 minutes will make

60classe$ofDelicious wine
Sample Bottle, Pod Frtp. for 9 stamps.

IN ALL FRUIT FLAVOURS.
Trjjthc Ginffcr or Et'lerhfrm : Hirg^ am Special fnvouriUf.

MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS for making
Delicious Non-lT]tnxi''atiTi? IV^r. .V Id. IJottlp makes
8 Gallons. Sample Bottle, 9 stamps, or a Sample
of both Post Free for 15 stamps.

NEWBALL AND MASON, NOTTINGHAM.
" Amenta Wanted-

^^ I
A ^X O ^\ ^^ IV I Manure Manufacturers, Bone Crushers, Ac.

Vm/^M T OC O v/INj temple mill lai^e, sxbatford, london, e.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free S^d.

;

Twenty-five Copies, fis. ; fifty, 10s. ; and one hundred, SOs.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE OFFICE. 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
Undertake the complete erection of HEATING APPARATUS for GBEENHOTJSES, OFFICES, PtTBLIO BUILDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILEBS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in tbe Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.

BOILERS of the lateet and most approved class, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, withWATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c.

;

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL ^'INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION. 1892. for HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, \». PRICE LIST FREE.

UPPER GROUND STREET, B L A O K F R I A R S, LONDON, S.E.— '-- " Telephone. No. 4763.Telegraphic Address—" HOT-WATER, London."

Cromptbn anslFawlCe4,efte{m4)rd.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.
Designers and Manufacturers of Ranges, Conservatories, Vineries, Forcing-houses, Greenhouses, and every description of Glasshouse. Best work. Lowest

Prices. Every modern appliance. Surveys made in any part of the Kingdom. Estimates free. Large New Illustrated Catalogue post-free on application.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.
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THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HOBTICin.TITBAL EMaiMEERB to HEB HAJESTT THE QUEEN, CftU BpedaJ Attention to tbalr Pat«nt

Municipal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
others with TUBES, SHELVES, ScHOLLOW or OBDINABY CAST-LRON OBATE BAK8,

SADDLE BOILERS and WELDED BOILERS.
The MUNICIPAL and TUBULAR miet arc renarkahk for their great heating power, slow combustion, and

the length of time the fre will burn u-ilhout requiring attention.

TlieB9 Patterns secured tbe FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER HEDAL-at the Roial Horticultural

Society's Exhibition, South Kensington.

MUNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FHOMT EI.EVATIQM— —LONCITODINAL SECTION

-

•-SECTTONAL PLAN—

Thelo f^itadioal eeotion givet a view of the fire-box, water tpace, ftaes. &o. Tbe crOM section g\ve» a riewof the fire-box. water-
npaoe, and V-ehaped back. Tbe front elevation ahowsit set in britku-o'k, which i$ ntcauary fi.r thia clcui ej boiU':

SPECIAL BOILERS made to iuit all purposes and requiremeDtv, and Eatiinatei i^ren ;for HEA.TINQ APPAEATUS.

We make Boilers from £3 IDs.
When writing for PBIOE LISTS please state approximate requirements.

OUR PRODUCTIONS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING MERCHANTS,
IRONMONGERS, and SEEDSMEN, or DIRECT FROM—

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; and SURREY WORKS, LONDON.

HUNDREDS OF BEFEBENCES CAN BE GIVEN IF BEaUIBED.

HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock /^ T AQQ
always on Hand . IT I j /\ lIlj.

Special quotationt for quantities,

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowest potsibU prices,

NICHOLLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITCH,

LONDON. E.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OTTB WELL-XNOWM UCAEB.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
Thes« Frames are made of tbe Best Materials, and can be pnt

together and taken apart in a few minat«s by any one.

Sizes and Prices. Glazed and Paintad. £
6 feet long, 3 feet wide
6 feet „ 4 feet „

12 feet „ 4 feet „
6 feet „ 6 feet „
12 feet „ 5 feet „
12 feet „ 6 feet „

OASH
PBIOES,

OABBIAGE

V PAH). ,

i.

6
Larger tiiet at proportionate prie*».

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
BOTAL HOKTICCXTURAL WOBKS.

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
6«iui4»i j4(r0U.Mr.H.SKELTOv.8eedan&u.Ao..J.BoUowaT Bd..N.

GOAL! COAL I! COAL!!!
Mr. Pascoe is now supplying his Celebrated

LARGE ANTHRACITE
HORTICULTURAL COAL & 'COBBLES'

At Lowest Possible Prices for Cash.
Buy direct frcm the Producer, and Save Middltmen'i Profits.

ENQUIRIES 8f>LTCITKD.

T. T. PASCOE. '^%\\\^r Swansea.

We FumlBh Promptly

ESTIMATES
FOK EVERT KIKD OF

GLASSHOUSES
Free on receipt of Particulars. 4^ A\v\NlIFAefaRLK.S,IP3WicH.n
SURVEYS MADE.

Write for Our

NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOOUE,

CoDsistiuK of 1^0 panes containing
oumeroLi'* denigoe of

Conserratorlea. GreenbonBes, &c.

Post Free on Application.

TEAK- WOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.
n

H I

I
O

Hi

S3 G

H SO

WRINOH & SONS, Horticultural

Builders,

ST. LAWEENCE WORKS, 67, HOLBORN VIADOCT.

IPSWICH 1 LONDON, ec.
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TO THE TRADE.
The Finest Dwarf Eaxly Wrinkled

Marrow Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.
We are in a posirioD to make advanta

geous cffer rf this Pea.

sharpe's"queen pea.
Fjue&t Blue Wriokled Marrow.

Trade Price on application.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO. ^'''^^^. ^
To obtain the True Tellow-Fleshed Variety apply to

—

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFOBD.

CARAWAY & CO.
SPECIAL OFFER.-CASH WITH ORDER.

STANDARD APPLES.
£7 lOS. per 100. A]I leading and best kind?, our selection.

12 assorteil Standard Apple, Cherry. Pear, and Plum, It.'.

la assorted Pyram'd Trees. Apple Pear, and Plum, 203.

12 assorted T'oined Trees for walls.

Appl-, Cherry. Nectarine. Peach, Pear, and Plum, all best

trees ar d good varieties, 40s. per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES, all named. «. (irf. ler nozen ;
18J. per 100.

CURRANT?, assorted Black. Bf d, and Whitr, a. id. per doz.

;

18.'. per 100.

ESSPBERBIES, Is 6<i. per dozen ; ICs. perKO.

ROSES.
Boees. beat named Hjbiid Pei.ptua's, our ^eleclion, 3.5-. per

100 ; 20s. per tO. 12 packea and paid pe< Parcel Poot, Ijr

7s. C,i.

] 2 Tea Roees, packed and paid per Parcel Post, tor 10s. 6o.

Tea Eo«es, iu pots, including Marechal Kiel, Glbire de Dijon,

Mphetoe, and other varieties. i2s. and 2l.i. per dozen.

VINE.^, strong plinted canes, 4s each.

ASJORTED EVKRGBBENS, goo-l plants, is. to 18s. per dozen.

ASSORTED FLOWERING PLANTS, 4s. to 9s. per cozen.

ASSORTED STANDARD TREES- c J., Thorns, Limes, Moun-
tain Ash, Planes, &c., 18s. per cozen.

CLIMBERS.
Ampelopsis Veitchi, the best for covering wall?, rfquires no

DailiDg, Is. each.

Clematis Jacbmani. and oth<r softs, 15s. pjrdozen; our eelec-

tiOD, 1». 6d. each.

Iviee, in aorta, 9d., Is., and Is. 6rf.

CARAWAY & CO.,
Dnrdham Down Norseiles,

Cufton, Bristol.

25 PER CENT. SAVED! X^*
Thb BhST HYACINTHS the

WOHLD PRODUCES AT

21id. each.

Before buying else-

where, fendforour
CATALOGUE
(frbb) and
compare
prices.

'^.
^oy^

<3,
34,

AXD THC

EXPECTED
FAMINE in

HYACINTHS
To avoid disappointment
OEDER AT ONCE.

ROMAN HYACIKTHS,
Guaranteed firat eue. 10/6 per 100.

MICHAEL RAINS & CO.,
Bulb Oiowera & Ssed Merchanta,

UANSELL STREET. ALDGATB
LONDON, E.

NVBSEBiEa, Haarlem. Holland.

NEW VIOLETS.
Amiral Avellan, very large, royal purple flowera ; Piincef*;©

de Galles. the largest and sweetest Violet. Tbeae are the
greateat novelties in Violets since I introduced the popular
Marie Louise. Established plants in pots. 12s. per doz, 90s.

per 100. California, very large. sweet-scentad. free flowerirg,

good plants, 6f. per doz.. 40». per 100. General Nursery Stock
on application.

FREDERICK PERKINS,
NURSERYMAN, REGENT STREET, LEAMINGTON SPA.

ORn-'IDS - ORCHIDS.
Cl-<*ti, healthy. w«lI-grown plants at reasonable prices;

manv larifp tpoHm(*n« and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDROBES A SPECIALTY.
PLKA8K "Write fob List.

TAIurcc PVDUDD exotic nurseries,
OAlViCii Vlrrlllrv, Cheltenham.

(ANT'S
^ World-renowned

R0SES.

FOR CATALOGUES APPLY

BENJAIYIIN R. CANT,
Rose Grower, COLCHESTER.

20 ACRES' ™'T TREES.
^^ ^J g\ ^0 I § k^# In all the best E<ort8 and forms.

for the Villa Garden, or the
Orchard. Free from Blight and Disease, Clean, healthy
stems and branches. Careiully pruned in good form. Boota
a ma»8 of fibre. Sizes from maidens to trees 6 to 8 years old,

of many kinds, and all True TO Name.

NEW CATALOGUB with Descriptions and Pricea post-free.

CLIBRAN & SON,
MANCHESTER, BANGOR, LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, and

OLDFIELD NUR8EBT, ALTRINCHAM.

.<-^FOR PLEASURE ano PROFIT

NOTHING
so

PROFITABLE

pr/f^ EASY TO GROW.
80 Acres of Saleable Trees.

n varir-Iv Packl e
rJ.iKo Viw. for >:i-h
I' 1. 8s. per dozen.
609. pt-r 101).

A// other Nursery Stock
carria-^:'

Jonva}{t

Ornamental
Trees, 91 Acres. Four Acres Of GlafiS.A turterbColIection of Herbaceous Plants.

CiematLs iSO.OOOl from 15s. per doz.

N.I5. 'Siuij'c J'iioiis are soA/ at siigktly

increased prices.

Lists Free.

(OvorlTO i)aKc.<?)

'".I.iral. .Ml
II.. /ml full ..r

|.t ...I ;;.i. I. if

|ia|..i.

WORLD-RENOWNED BULBS.
Well Ripened, and in Splendid Condition.

HYACINTHS for Pota, .'.5. to '>i. cer dozen.

HYACINTHS for ExMbltlon, *0j. 6rf. per dozen.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, in diatinot ooloors, 17<. 6d.

per 100.

HYACINTHS for Bedding, all shades mixed. Vis. (d
per 100.

TULIPS, Single and Double, mixed, 2>. 6d. per KG.

DAFFODILS. Double, 4s. per 100.

CBOCUS. Mixed, lOs. 6d. per lOOO.

ILLVSTR.iTBD CATALOGUB Gratii and Post-fra.

B.S.WILLIAMS&SON
victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

TO THE TRADE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
SEEDS Of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERING

SHRUBS and TREES, obtainable trom

NIMMO iHD BLAIB,
Seed Merchants and Heed Growers, Dunedin, New Zealand.

London Agency :—W. G. INNBS and CO., 33, St. Mar; Axe.
Catalogues Exchanged.

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-GROWfN

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergrreens,
Roses, &c-
Stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY,'' &" EXTENT,"

Priced Catalogue* Post Free.

DlCKSONSwSi CHESTER..

THE YOKOHAMA NURSERY GO.
LIMITED,

N08. 21—3.5,

NAKAMURA,
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

The Largest Exporters
and Growers of

LILY BULBS,
CYCAS STEMS, DRIED CYCAS LEAVES,

DRIED EULALIA PANICLES.

MOSS, SEEDS, TBEES, SHRUBS, &c.,

Produced in Japan.

DESCRIPTIVE CA TA LOGUES sent on application.

CUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
room*), and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers apeak in
high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed p&c^a.gies, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached. '

,*

Price, 6s. per bushel, \s. extra for

package ; or, li. per cake^ free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London. N., and Barnet, Herts.
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OO0,000 Thriving young

FRUIT TRSES for SALE,
Of the Choicest Mabket Sobts, in Laboe oe

SMALL Quantities.

CATALOGUES on application in—

J. SMITH & SON,
Market Gabdenebs and Fbuit Tree Gbowebs,

8IPS0N, WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX,
And 468 & 469, CoTEXT GARDEN MARKET. London.

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES' ROSES

A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW
OFFERED FOR SALE.

WRITE FOB OUR

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, 3d.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBBID9EW0RTH, HERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

For Outdoor & Indoor Culture

Large Collections of all the «ery Beat Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

I r ises. Lilies, &c.

Only tht very best auppUed. Prices extremely mocLerat4.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogae (Ho. 168).

POST FREB ON APPLICATION.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.

CANT'S
WORLD-FAMED

ROSES
CANNOT BE SURPASSED.

WE GROW NOTHING ELSE.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

PRICES ARE LOW.

Carefully address

—

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Nursery, Colchester,

PAUL & SON'S

CHESHUNT ROSES.

NEW CATALOGUES 01

POT ROSES FOR FORCING.
Five Silver Cups. Their great specialty.

STANDARD ROSES,
The finest in the Trade.

DWARF and CLIMBING ROSES,
Nearly all on the Briar.

DWARF TEAS&HYBRIDTEAS
In large quantities, for massing.

GARDEN ROSES& Single Species
The finest collection in Europe.

NEW and CHOICE ROSES,
Turner's Crimson Rambler, Alister Stella

Gray, &o.

PAUL'S CARMINE PILLAR,
The grand New tingle Pillar Rose.

Paul & Son's
CHESHUNT FRUIT TREES
STANDARD APPLES for Orchards,

The largest stock of the finest trees.

Ornamental TREES & SHRUBS,
for Avenues & Parks. New & Rare kinds.

HOLLIES and CONIFERS,
Specimen Hollies & Rhododendrons 10 ft. high.

HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS.
ALSO

BULBS, SEEDS, CAKNAS, and OTHER SPECIALTIES.

New Priced Cata!o;/ues post-free from

THE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT.

WILLIAM WHITELEY'S

New Autumn and Spring

WHOLESALE

TRADE CATALOGUE
OF

PALMS and FERNS,

PLANTS, ROOTS, d BULBS
FOR FORCING, &c., &c„

IS NOW PUBLISHED, AND POSTED TO
ALL CUSTOMERS.

Buyers should write for a copy, which will

be sent gratis and post-free.

THE

HATURDAT, NOVEMBER 7, 1S96.

SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF THE
CHEYSAN-THEMUM.

T THINK it was in November, 1841 or 1842,
-'- that my father hoisted me up on his shoulder

to carry me in the then new Corn Exchange,
Norwich, to see a Chrysanthemum show, and I

remember as well as possible seeing plants with

one flower in o or 6-iiich pots exhibited thus :

—

Also monster Drumhead Cabbages. I had then

never seen the like before, and both left a
lasting impression on my mind. No one

thought of striking cuttings until April, and

then grew and flowered them in 5 or G-inch

pots, just one flower. These were stood in

pyramidal groups as above. No green baize or

paper to cover the stage ; all bare boards in

those days. The following were some of the

varieties :

—

Tasselled Yellow Cluster Pink
Yellow Cluster Silver White
Yellow Flame Early Blush
Large Lilac Golden Yellow.
Changeable Pale Buff

About four or five years after this I made my
way up to London with eager desire to see the

streets paved with gold, that I had heard so much
talk about in the country. One Sunday morn-
ing, to my surprise, wooden pavements were

pointed out to me as showing the riches of

London in the street. I could find no Chrys-
anthemums ; hardly anyone had heard of them.

After staying eighteen months I returned home.

The Exhibition of 18.51 became everybody's talk

and anticipation. I again ventxired to London
in the autumn of 1850, going to Stoke Newing-
ton, where I was sent by my employer to see

the Chrysanthemums grown by Mr. James in

his skittle-alley at the Rochester Castle Hotel,

Stoke Newington ; flowers were so scarce in

those days that any we could get were admired

intensely. I also went to the show held in the

old red-brick, low-pitched, dark Manor Rooms,
with leaden casement, and small diamond-
shaped panes, in Church Street, and saw monster

specimen plants of the loose half-incurved class

which occupied the room round by the walls
;

there were few people, and I do not remember
seeing a solitary cut bloom, only a few Chinese

Primulas here and there. Nothing here sur-

prised me like the Drumhead Cabbages I saw
at Norwich.

Taylor wrote the first book on the growth

of the Chrysanthemum about 1S53. This

was sold in almost every seed-shop, and it

quite altered the old mode of cultivation. I

continued to visit the Stoke Newington show,

following them in the three different buildings

in which they were held.

Well do I remember seeing in a schoolroom

on the east side of Stamford HiU Road, oppo-

site the present Abney Park Cemetery, a quan-
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tity of the lovely Geo. Rundle when first exhi-

bited, no white incurve had before been seen

to equal it, and talk of its loveliness ran

through all ranks of Chrysanthemum growers.

Mr. Heal, the exhibitor, and the raiser, G.

Eundle, Esq., of Devonport, were the theme

of conversation throughout the year, and

in the following November fine specimen

plants were seen at nearly all shows,

and it was universally admired, for it was

these bush plants which formed the chief show

in those days, and their cultivation was carried

to great perfection. Six plants composed the

great class in those days, and I must say that it

required more real skill than do cut-flowers at

the present day.

About the year 1854, the society called a

meeting at the Eochester Castle, with the object

of passing a law that unless there were 2 inches

of stem clear above the soil and between the

branches, the plants would be disqualified.

The South of London began to get jealous of North

Lonrlou becoming so famous, and shows were held at

the Horn's Assemoly Rooms, Kenningfcon. Four or

five of the Stoke Newington and Stamford celebrities

came and cleared the board of the best prizes. I was

an exhibitor, and got 1 5s. for a large specimen plant.

I think after this the great cattle show building at

Islington was decided upon as the place for exhibition,

and the old society organised a large show there. By
this time several good growers had sprung up South of

the Thames, such as James Weston, whose Pompons,

perhaps, for symmetrical form have never been

excelled ; Glover, of Tulse Hill, and Beecher, of

Plurastead, the crack gi-ower of the South. I think

two of the above-named, if not the third, took first

prizes. This show nearly broke the back of the

great North of London Society financially. The

plants shown were dwarf, and the building unduly

large, and I do not think that I ever saw plants look

BO dumpy and out of place before or since—no

green baize, no Palms, no edgings, and to fill the

building they weie "run out" so much that they

looked as if they had been purposely scattered. At

this show I do not think there was a single board of

cut flowers, but there may have been, and if there

were any they certainly were none of Mr. Lees' flowers.

That I can vouch for ! Meanwhile, the love of the

Chrysanthemum was taking a firmer hold on

the public, shows sprang up iu all directions
;

Salter, of " Versailles " Nursery, Hammersmith,

was introducing new kinds of great merit. Adam
Forsyth, at Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington,

was doing the same, and showing fine specimens at

all the principal shows. Mr. G. Eyles was then at

the Crystal Palace, and a show was arranged there

the next season to mend the disaster at Islington, and

a very fine show there was, the result being the

largest and best ever held up to that time. James

George, now of Putney, had the old Christine, nearly

10 feet over. Mr. Charles Turner was then exhibiting,

and .showed Julie Lagravere, remarkably fine, causing

quite a sensation. I came in for a prize for a large

plant of Drin Drin ; this was about 1859. I and

the late Samuel Broom, Temple Gardens, persuaded

twenty-nine growers to assist in getting up a society

for the district of Bri.xton HilL I was much against

its being held at the " King of Sardinia," a pu'olic-

house, and I had to establish one at a school-room,

and soon got all the support and promises from the

gentry, and they gradually abandoned the pewter-pot,

aud came over to the school. I thus, in the face

of great opposition, absolutely established the Brixton

Hill Society, which from that year to the present has

had the longest and best run of prosperity, certainly

of any society in the South of England, and is to-day

a model association, of whose happiness and welfare

I am always proud to hear. The great event follow-

ing this was the introduction of Mr. Fortune's Japanese

varieties ; and tlie following are the descriptions under

which they were introduced :

—

1. Auraniiam.—Clear golden yellow, of immense
size, aud very double ; this superb plant belongs to

the ribbon-flowered group, and is particularly dis-

tinguished by the breadth aud massiveness of its wax-
like petals.

2. Comet. — Bright orange-yellow, changing to

chestnut-red
;
petals very lone;, and curiously twisted

and curled, which gives to this flower the appearance

of a large bunch of gold thread
;
good habit, free-

flowering, and very double.

3. Leopard.—Bright Indian-red, with large yellow

spots covering the surface of the petals—a most novel

and singular combination of colour, resembling the

curious markings of some of the Orchid family.

4. Red Dragon.—Red-chestnut, tipped with yellow,

and sometimes spotted gold ; the flowers, which are

very double, and of immense size, are composed of

long subulate petals of the most novel and elegant

form, very free-flowering.

5. Titrantiila.—A most singular flower, with a close

button-like disc, and a single spreading ray of long,

slender, tubular, golden florets, 7^2 inches in

diameter.

6. Roht. Fortune.—Bright orange or amber, large,

and very full ; a splendid flower, flowering very late

—

one of the best.

7. The Daimio.—Pale pink, changing to rose-lilac
;

flowers very large, double, and of great substance—

a

showy and attractive variety of the ribbon-form

section.

8. Whard.—One of the most beautiful, flowering

in the form of loose tassels, of a bright red-maroon

colour, dwarf habit, free-flowering, and early.

—{From H. CanneU's "Floral Guide" for 1869.)

The result was a lot of prophesying as to their

future success. At that time, as for a long time pre-

viously, and even after, we were contemptuously

called " Glennyites." George Glenny, who wrote

Properties of Flowers, and the weekly article in

Lloyds, demanded that all flowers must be round,

smooth, and as if mechanically made, colours defined.

The public firmly believed in his dictum, and were

infected by his love. Consequently, nothing could be

more contrary to the public taste than flowers with

long petals in the form of strips of paper or long silk.

Dr. Sharp, of Waltham Cross, whom I used to visit,

was one of the best amateur growers, and a great

raiser, particularly of the reflexed section.

In the year 18C2 I visited Salter's Nursery at Ham-
mersmith ; J. & C. Lee's nursery was on the very

spot where Olympia now stands, and here long green-

houses stood a short distance from the road, with a

Quickset hedge running pretty well half a mile

towards the west —how different then to now !

Salter's Versailles Nursery was directly opposite, on
the other side of the main road to where Lee's

nursery formerly existed. I was surprised at the

few plants—perhaps fifty seedlings in a long French-

looking conservatory ; but what they had were good,

and the elder Mr. Salter spoke very freely and
pleasantly about his having been the first to introduce

the Pompons.

I called in at the new Horticultural Gardens to see

one of the firat shows in the then new conservatory

at South Kensington. ' The late Mr. James, then at

Isleworth, took 1st for six plants ; Messrs. Veitch had
a dozen stand of cut flowers, flat on the board—no
raised cups in those days. These were the first won-
derful Japanese kinds, of which I have given desorip-

tians above. In the centre of the stand was a very

fine incurved bloom of John Salter— the contrast was
wonderful ; no one, so far as I remember, 'saw the

least beauty in the long twisted silk kinds, my friend

with me observing, " Good job the introducer's name
was Fortune, for he will never make one out of them."

Neither did he, for there was no sale for these varie-

ties till years after. I believe it was only I who could

see a future before them, or the slightest hope of their

being more acceptable to the public. It was size

—

the secret of disbudding brought this, that made them
popular. I continued advocating .and growing them,

and issued the following extract from my Floral

Guide for 1869, which are, I think, it may be truth-

fully said, the first pubUshed instructions huw to grow

the Japanese varieties :

—

" These are certainly very novel iu appearance, and

are distinct from the ordinary kinds of Chrysanthe-

mum, and most of the varieties do not fully develop

their flowers until about Christmas, and are therefore

valuable on that account. They are no good for

small specimen-plants, as their habit is rather long,

and they require to be treated similar to the cut-

bloom varieties, that is to say, ti p let the plant grow
upright with about two shoots ; and all the buds
rubbed off but about two or three, that is to say, the

earUest and the latest. They require good cultiva-

tion. These mixed with Azaleas and other green-

house shrubs in mid-winter, have a grand appearance,

and will excite the curiosity and admiration of every-

one, for their colours are very striking, resembling

somewhat the plumage of tropical birds, aud others

have the appearance of tassels made up of various

kinds of beautiful coloured silks, and others of narrow
strips of paper. If damp is kept from them, they

will continue blooming a long time."

I think it was the Stratford Society which held

tine shows in tlmse days, whose members first

adopted my suggestions, and began to thin out their

buds and grow them as I directed, to 8 or 10 feet

high, with one or two flowers. This, I believe, was
carried into effect at their show the following year,

and so they got to be more acceptable. Shirley Hib-

berd and Samuel Broom of the Temple Gardens gave

lectures in all directions, and wrote books. Iu 1875,

Woolwich organised aud hold several splendid exhi-

bitions in the Town Hall ; Napoleon and the

Empress Eugenie drove over from Chislehurst to see

them.

Mr. Mongredien, of Forest Hill, fortunately had

a sport from Mr. George Rundle of a lovely cream-

colour. I purchased and sent it out, calling it George

Glenny. Soon after this the latter also sported, aud

gave us a lovely bright yellow, afterwards called Mrs.

Dixon. This was generally grown, and exhibitions

consisted very much of what were called the

" Rundles." Following this, about seventeen years

ago, Simon Delaux sent over a set of splendid, large,

and distinct kinds. English growers re-named them,

and caused great confusion. There was a hubbub, but

French names were persisted iu by the Hackney

Society. This event brought about the eitablishmeut

of the Floral Committee, and the beginning of all the

good work of the National Society we now see going on.

After this the Hackney Society gave new life to

the Chrysanthemum in Loudon. Saunders aud his

brother wore the first great growers and exhibitors of

the incurved as cut blooms, aud were for many years

champions. Mr. Rainbow was secretary, and ultimately

the late Wm. Holmes filled this oflice, held floral com-

mittees, gave certificates aud used to exhibit ; it was

he (Holmes) who suggested that they should remove

the old society's show to Westminster, as they had

outgrown all the buildings at Stoke Newington.

After exhibiting at Hackney for two or three years, I

followed on at the Aquarium, and for two or three

years many very pleasant incidents could be related
;

its success was surprising. Certainly the most

important alteration was made when at my sugges-

tion the name of the Society was altered from that of

" Hackney " to " National." This change of name the

then president, Mr. Sanderson, the Orchards, late of

Amherst Nursery, and many other members, moot

strenuously and determinedly opposed ; however,

Mr. Holmes could see numerous advantages that

would arise from it, and he ultimately cirried his

views. At the present time it has the largest number

of members, aud the greatest income of any society

of its kind the world has ever seen. I showed, I

think, the first single-flowered Chrysanthemum at a

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society about

eighteen years .ago. Henry Cannell, Swanlci/.

New or Nonwo_RTHY Plants.

CYPRIPEDIUM X ARGO-STONEI
(Argus x Stonei),

new yard. kijb.

Tuis pretty hybrid, which has been raised by

Norman C. Cooksou, Esq., Oakwood, Wylam, North-

utnberland (gr., Mr. W. Murray), bears a striking
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resemblance to the famed C. Stonei platytienium, and

rIso to the best form of IJ. x Moi-ganiie, but its louy

downward-curved petals have larger blotches than in

either of the varieties named. The scape is 18 inches

high, aud bears two flowers. The upper and lower

sepals are white, with many faint green lines radiating

from the base, those near the margin being also

slightly tinged with rose. The labellum is bright

rose on the face, aud white, with yellowish veiuing

on the under side, which also shows the fold or groove

extending from front to back, as in C. Stonei. The

Bbowy petals, which arc 4 inches long, are yellowii-h

at the base, and rose-coloured at the tips, the greater

gentleman that it was imported with a large piece of

Cattleya labiata, bought at one of Messrs. Sander's

sales, and it is, therefore, prenumably of North

Brazilian extraction. It belongs to the GranadilU

section, with entire leaves and free bracts. Its bota-

nical characteristics may be gleaned from the descrip-

tion in the foot-note, aud from the drawing made for

us by Mr. Worthiugtou Smith (fig. 97). The flower.-i

are of a pale greenish or primrose-yellow, whence

the name wo have given to the species, and open iu

the d usk, closing in sunlight, a fact which suggests

that fertilisation is effected by some nightflying

inject. All the Passion flowers require the aid of

would be most suitable. The coronal threads are

more numerous than they are shown to be in the

drawing. M. T. M.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

CYRTOPODIDM WOODFORDI, Renlh.\
.

(Ctrtopeha Woodfordi, Lindl.).

In one or two districts of Grenada, this Orchid is

fairly common. Along the road-side, on stiff loamy

soils, it grows naturally, and also near at haud,'ita

Flo. 97.— fAiSlKLOli-i GALBANA ; FLUWtl b TALL PlUMRubIi-V£LLoW,'^lllAUHAM.

part of its length being decorated with shiaing irre-

gular chocolate blotches. The stamiuode, whicli is a

curious compound of both species, is yellow, with

ruse vcining. James O'Brien.

PaSSIFHIBA GALBANA, MuSl., V. SJi*

For the opportunity of describing and figuring this

heretofore unrecorded species, we are indebted to

R. Creightou, Esq., of Filey. We learn from that

" * Passidora ga.lba.na. Blast., sp, r.ov.- (§ Granadilla) glabra,

ramis gracilibus ;
petiolisad Icent. long., medio purpurascen-

tihus gLandulis. 2 sessilibus munitis ; stipulis majusculJs
foliaceis falcato-Linceolatis .icurainatia ; foliis membraaaceis
circa ti cent, long., 1j mill. lat. , cordatis oblongo lanceolatis,

. l-nerviis* nervo medio in aristam brcvem exeunte
;
pedun-

culis gracilibus foliis longioiibus^glaucis versus apicem .arti-

culatis : bracteis liberis subfoliaceis stipuliformibus a flore

parura remotis; alabastri-i cj'lindrato-oblongis ; flore pallid:!

insects, and some of them are known to be iucapable

of fertilisation by their own pollen I The difficulty

of defining what are to be called species, especially in

Tacsoniiis, is thus accounted for. The present species

is allied to P. Miersii, but the colour of the flowers is

dili'erent, the coronal threads are self-coloured, not

banded, aud there are various other technical diBer-

cuces ; for its culture, warm greenhouse treatment

flavente diim. circi cent., fragrante. crepueculo tantum
apeiicnte ; floris tubo glabro oyathiformi basi intruso ;

Eepalis herbaceis oblongis apice cucuUatis dorso sub-apice

corniculatis ; petalis conformibus planiusculis paullo bre-

viuribus pallide fiaventibus; corona faucialt e filie plurise-

riatis liguliformibus concoloribus petalis dimidio brevioribus
constante ; corona media breviter annulari. superue in tills

pnecedentibus 2—3 plo brevioribus divisa ; corona basilari

cupulari crassiusciUa basin gynopbori cingente ;
gynophoro

tereti glabro ; antheris luteis ; ovarioellipsoideoglabro longi-

tudinaliter costatum ; styli-s ciavatts.

greenish purple scapes may be observed quite at hon.e

in swampy flat patches of land, peering out of the

sedges aud other swamp-loving plants. Its leaves

simulate in situ somewhat those of a common
Greuada-grass, uamely, Panicium palmifolium. I

am told by an old white settler—C. W. Proten by

name—that the lower portion of the plant jields a

viscid sap, by the aid of which broken wares may be

repaired. Grbebach records, at p. 630 iu his Flora of

the British West Indies, upon the authority of Crueger,

that iu colour the flowers are " white with a yellow

spot on the lip." This reference of colouring seems

to me to raise a doubt as to whether Crueger

did not mean C'yrtopodium cristatum of Grisebach,

the latter being— if my memory serves me correctly

— a pure white, with a yellowish tint some-

where about the flower. When I saw it growing
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in the Aripo savanna of Trinidad, it brought to mind

the Lily of the Valley. Our Grenadan C. Woodfordi

certainly shows no tendency to white, but on the

other hand is decidedly of a brownish-gi-een-purple

colour. MTien collecting herbarium mateiial last

year, I noticed the flowering stem to be succulent

and pUable, and the leaves brittle. It flowers

during the months of August, September, and

October. W. E. Broadway, Grenada, B. W. I.

October 15, 1896.

Cattleta laeiata.

I am sending you a flower of Cattleya labiata,

which you will see has a double lip, or rather the

sepals form another lip, and are coloured like the

ordinary Up. I sent a bloom of this plant last year

to several well-known Orchid-growers, who thought

it was only a temporary freak, but advised me to

take notice of its future action. The plant this year

has nine flowers, and all are formed like the one

enclosed, and the colour is very distinct from others

blooming with it. I should be glad of your opinion

of it as to whether it is of any more value than the

ordinary type, and worth a distinct name. It is evi-

dently a permanent deviation from the type. R. C. W.

[In the flower sent the two lower sepals were coloured

like the lip, thus constituting the commencement of

a " peloriate" flower. It is interesting to know that

the plant retains this habit, and we should certainly

advise that it be kept. It is too distinguished an

individual to be named like an ordinary florist's

flower ! Ed.]

CypRIPEDIUM INSIGNE SANDEK.S.

This still holds the field among its associates,

and is likely to do so until Mr. Sander or someone

else gets the desired and desirable white one, even

at a thousand guineas. A famous-grown plant of

Sanderfe is in the collection of Geo. Shorland Ball,

Ksq. (gr., Mr. A. Hay), Ashford, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

It has seven growths in exuberance of health, and is

bearing three flowers, one of which was sent to the

Drill Hall, at the meeting of October 13. If there has

been only one plant of C. Sanderto introduced, then

all the plants of Cypripedium insigne Sanderte ought

to be the same ; and if there be any diSerence it

must be owing to cultivation. It is so valuable a

plant up to now, rather increasing than decreasing in

value, that all orchidists are interested in its history

since first introduced. Mr. Ball's plant, with such

vigour in it, has the largest flowers, up to now, I

have seen. The colour is so enchanting, the green

and the yellow so minutely blended, that it keeps one

looking at it, and looking at it again. There is no

doubt that if there is any blemish in it at all, it is iu

the minute spots on the dorsal sepal. The finish is

exquisite. It comes to be proved whether rank or

gross culture will intensify this spotting. The
smaller flowers are more indistinct iu this particu-

larity. I should like to know personally whether
there were introduced at any time any other plants of

Simderse than the ^one sent out by F. Sander k Co
,

and if the original plant was big enough to be capable

of having more than one variety in it. A cut flower

off a plant does not show up nearly so well as when
one sees the flowers growing on the plant. It seems
far easier of culture than its compeer Cypripedium
eallosum Sanderfo. Nothing could be finer for its

size than Mr. Ball's plant. J. A.

Cattleya aurea var. Statteriana.

In the collection of Orchids formed by H. J.

Hunter, Esq., of Grange Loan, Edinburgh, there is at

present in flower a plant of Cattleya aurea, which from
a most critical comparison with that figured in Liii-

denia, vol. viii.
,
plate .356, is assuredly a specimen of

this choice and hitherto unique variety ; which is

admitted to be one of the finest forms of the

Warscewiczii section. The variety is one that is

Eo very characteristic tliat it is not easily or

readily misjudged, the flower itself has that sub-
stance and boldness of character which at once rivets

attention
; the labellum is large and flat, the central

bxnd of the disc bright and intense purple, spreading
towards the apex and gradually diminishing on either

side back to the lobes of the column—thus giving

the labellum the appearance of having a distinct

band of purple and deep rose, which, 'contrasting

with the rich orange-yellow veins, makes its beauty

indescribable. The original plant worthily recceived

a F.C.C. by the Royal Horticultural Society, Sep-

tember 19, 1890. /. /.

Odontoglossum crispdm var.

The favourite Odontoglossum crispum is so variable,

and the spotted forms so beautiful, and iu a measure

distinct from each other, that it is pardonable if the

one who is lucky enough to flower an exceptionally

good form considers it equal to the best. Such a

variety has been kindly forwarded by J. T. Moss, Esq.,

Wintershill, Bishop's Waltham. It is of the 0. c.

apiatum class, or perhaps nearer to 0. c. nobilior,

illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Feb. 20, 1892,

p. 235. It is a fine variety of the best type, and the

greater part of the surface of the sepals is covered

with red-brown blotches, while the petals bear a con-

nected group of blotches in the middle, a broad white

margin running round them. The flower also has a

purple hue, and is altogether very beautiful.

CONIFEES AT FOKNHAM PARK.
Cdpresscs nootkatensis var. falcata, sijn. Tliu-

jopsis horealis falcata.—Some fine plants of this

Conifer at Fornham Park, Bury St. Edmund's, are

worthy of note, now that the season for tree-plautiug

is near at hand. The variety has a more graceful

habit than the ordinary form, and is of distinct

appearance even when seen at a considerable dis-

tance ; and, as most persons will admit, there is too

much sameness amongst Cupressus when not observed

at close quarters, that a variety which is distinct,

when viewed at a distance, is a gain to gardens. A
specimen of the C. nootkatensis falcata, planted in

1872, is now about 25 feet in height.

The collection of Conifers at Fornham is a very in-

teresting one, and well worthy of a visit from the

lover of trees. Some of the rarer forms noticed were

—Pinus Balfouriana, distinct and pretty ; Abies

excelsa inverta, 10 feet high, very curious and dis-

tinct ; A. bracteata, 15 feet, very pretty, the young

bark showing red among the leaves ; Juuiperus

Sabina tamariscifolia pyramidalis, in spite of its un-

wieldy name is worthy of notice ; Juniperus virginiana

pendula is also pretty ; also, J. virginiana glauca. Good
use has been made of the golden forms of Cupressus,

Thuia, &c., which assist in brightening the appearance

of the others considerably. Mention should also be

made of Menziesii, Picea, or Sitchensis, which is

seldom met with in such good form as here. A
perfect specimen of this Spruce, 50 feet high, was

noticed ; and a very large, old tree of the glaucous

form of Cedrus Libani, which is probably the largest

specimen of the kind in Britain. Of the more

common species, there are many fine specimens here

which are well cared for. The soil is gravelly. W. R.
Divers, Belroir Castle Gardens.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CHAT.
(Continued from p. 632.)

SOUTHWABK PARK.

This is another open space |in a locality that

very much needed one, but the atmospheric con-

ditions are far from congenial to the growth of plants,

or even of hardy trees. The house in which the

Chrysanthemum exhibition is held is T-shaped, but
the arras are unequal in length. The plants are

grouped together in the centre, and the group fol-

lows the shape of the building. Here and there

it takes the form of a cone, and among the Chiy-

santhemums are interspersed a number of Palms

and green-leaved Dracaenas. A walk encircles these

plants, and divides them from the stage that

runs along all sides of the house. The bottom has

been taken out of this, and Clirysanthemums are

placed upon the ground, though at first sight

they would appear tu be dwarf plants upon the stage

merely. The collection contains a good number of

the hirsute kinds, amongst which we noticed the

following :—King of the Hirsutes (yellow), Louis

Boehmer, and the white variety of same, the well-

knovra Hairy Wonder, Spartel (a lilac-rose coloured

variety), Esau, Lady of the Lake, aud W. A. Manda.
The above kinds are all grouped together, and form a

distinct feature. One of the newest of the Japanese

we noticed was Mrs. G. Gover, with much-twisted
florets, red with yellow reverse, and belonging to the

"ragged" section, as a visitor in our hearing termed
it ; Madame Carnot, and a large number of better-

known varieties, bid fair to make good specimen

blooms. Mr. Curie, the superintendent here, has

upwards of 2000 plants. P.

Ston House.

The Chrysanthemums at Syon are now looking

exceedingly well, A recent inspection, by the cour-

tesy of Mr. Wythes, was afforded, and one could not

but be impressed with the Autumn Queen's useful-

ness, either as a plant in a pot, or for the supply of the

blooms when cut flowers in large quantity have to be
provided, as at Syon. The aim of the cultivator is

not so much to obtain them of full exhibition size as to

have a supply that will meet the demand. The e irly

varieties are now all iu flower, whilst mid-season and
late ones are coming on in the various glass-turus.

There are in all about 1300 plants, half of these

being treated as "cut -backs," and the others iu

standard - form. In height the plants vary from

3 feet and upwards. They are holding their foliage

remarkably well, and it is of a healthy green colour.

They occupy in all eight of the houses in the long

fruit-range, in which the Vines aud fruit-trees are at

rest. The plants are grouped effectively, each variety

being kept by itself instead of being indiscriminately

mixed, and are thus easily observed, and the effect is

good. Amongst the most prominent just now are

—

of the Japanese varieties : Elaine, Chai'les Davis,

Amos Perry, John Lightfoot, W. Tricker, and Mrs.

C. H. Payne ; and of the incurved : Baron Hirsch,

Jeanne d'Arc, Brookleigh Gem, Emily Dale, Golden

Queen of England, and Queen of England. Of others

just expanding amongst the Japanese are, Madame
Carnot, Etoile de Lyon, Viviand Morel, Miss

Dorothea Shea, aud Hairy Wonder, all of which
promise well. There are also a few good bush-plants

grown ; these consist chieBy of single-flowered and
the decorative varieties, amongst which Jane is one of

the best, the plants of this useful variety being well-

formed bushy heads. Of others. Lady Selborne,

Source d'Or, and Avalanche are specially good. ff.

Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood.

Among the many successful trade growers whose
enthusiasm and interest are mostly directed to the

propagation and growth of the Chrysanthemum is

Mr. Wells, whose place of business adjoins the rail-

way-station at Earlswood. Mr. Wells is, in fact as

well as in name, a Chrysanthemum nurseryman, for

very few other plants find a place in hU establishment.

Mr. Wells has exhibited well at the early shows
this season, and has obtained several Certificates for

continental and other novelties. The interest attach-

ing to the early shows, however, was as nothing com-

pared with the great Jubilee festival which is held

as these notes are published. A week ago prepara-

tions for the coming struggle were in full progress,

but our attention was not so much concerned with the

group then being placed together in one of the houses,

as with the general collection, which was found to

include very many of this season's novelties, and of

others that were seen but little last year. Mr. Wells

has so many of these that our notes are upon those

only that were specially attractive. One of the fore-

most was Mons. Chenon de Leche, one of last season's

novelties from Calvat ; it has already been described

many times, and has been figured in the Gardeners'

Chronicle from a plant grown at Earlswood. An
Award of Merit was obtained by the variety at

the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,

but we had not previously seen it so large. It is

evident that when grown well, and the colour is good,

this reflexed Japanese is a most distinct and desirable

variety. Close to this was a plant of Mrs. H. Weeks,

an incurved Japanese, also of last season, an English-

raised seedliug of much merit ; and Lady Byron, too,

which will prove to be a very popular white Japanese
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Altbougli Esau, a hirsute variety, was sent out by
Mr. Jones, of Lewisham, at the same time that Hairy

Wonder was distributed from the same establishment,

it is much less often seen than the latter, the result,

no doubt, of its being less easily cultivated. In Jlr.

Wells' collection it has done splendidly—this season

his been favourable to it, and seen thus it is more
attractive than the pojiular Hairy Wonder. It has a

yellow centre, and the rest of the florets are pale

lilac-pink. The flower is close, globular, very full

in the centre, and exceptionally hirsute
; Baroa

Adolphe de Kothschild (Calvat) is a white Japanese,

from the raiser of Madame Carnot. It is of the same
type of flower, but quite distinct, and will probably

be equally large. General Roberts (Owen) is a very
large Japanese, and of a good colour, but apparently
the bud taken should be an early one.

Peile Dauphinoise (Calvat) is catalogued aa a true in-

curved. As seen here, it is yellow with shading of pink.

The flower is of good size, but it is one of the "doubt-
ful " incurved

; as is also Ma Perfection, a pure white
flower from the same raiser, produced upon a plant of

excellent habit. These inciirveds need to be tried

upon difierent buds, and for a second season, before

their true character can be satisfactorily determined.

Madame Gustavo Henry (C-.lvat), a pure white Jap.i-

nese incurved, which was certificated to Mr. Wells at

one of the early shows, is still to be seen, and isgood in

flower and habit. Many plants are in flower . if Calvat's
Australian Gold, which was described in our hvst

issue upon it obtaining an Award of Merit at

the Drill Hill. It can hardly be spoken of too highly,

being of exceptionally good habit, and Mr. Wells has
a number of plants which are being grown under
conditions for testing its adaptability to market
work. Indeed, in this collection a very prominent
place is given to M. Calvat's novelties, and Mr.
Wells appears to rate, at their true value, the
many excellent varieties that have been received
from this raiser during the last few years.

Mrs. J. Lewis, a Japanese reflexed, described
in our last issue, is another of this set. We mentioii
Thomas Wilkias, a rich yellow Japanese, only because
the blooms were extra good — better than Mr. Wells
exhibited this variety at the October show, and he
had some good ones there. A new flower of true
incurved character is Harold Wells, a pretty yellow
sport from Sir Trevor Lawrence. Le Rhone is a well-

known variety of very late habit, generally seen in

bloom during January, and even February. There
are some good flo«ers out here already ; they were
obtained by stopping the shoots in March, .and again
in .(uly. Remaiks might bu made upon many more
varieties in the Earlswood collection, but time and
space forbid. Enough has been said to indicate that
the show to be seen there is an extensive one, that it

includes a large number of novelties, and that Mr.
Wells cultivates them well. P.

At Mr. W. Drake's, Cahdiff.

I had recently the privilege of visiting the
nursery of Mr. W. Drake, at Cath.ays, (.'ardiff, and
the Chrysanthemums which I saw there would
lead one to expect some excellent blooms .at the
various exhibitions yet to be held. The nursery
in question is devoted almost exclusively to Chry-
santhemums, and many of the newest and best

varieties yet raised are included in the collection

there grown ; several of the novelties are, indeed,

acquisitions. The past season of extremes has, appa-

rently, suited Chrysanthemum - culture admii-ably,

and damping of blooms, which the dull wet weather
of the last month would lead one to expect, has made
itself felt exceptionally little. I noted the following as

the best v.arieties gi'own by Mr. Drake :—Mrae. Carnot,

a beautiful Japanese white, very large flowers ; Edith
Tabor, a handsome yellow Japanese, of fine size, and
probably the best of this season's novelties; Mous. Pan-
ckoucke, another good yellow ; the Vicar of Exmouth,
also one of this season's novelties, a very striking

crimson variety, and will, no doubt, be seen

frequently at the exhibitions. Mrs. W. H. Lees, a

fine large white flower slightly tinged with pink, is a
charming variety ; Lady Ridgeway is a new Japanese

incurved, florets o£ a salmon-pink colour ; Mrs. C.

Blick, a Japanese white ; and the Beauty of Teign-
mouth, a fine rose-coloured variety, are all good.

Many more were worth notice, but the foregoing are

the very best in this collection. P. W. 0.

At Downside, Leathbbbead.

The collection of these flowers annually grown in

Mr. Alfred Tate's gardeu is invariably one of the very
best in the kingdom. Having as an experienced
grower a very high opinion of his flowers, it is no
matter for surprise to learn that Mr. Mease pur-
posed taking part in .all the leading classes at the
Koyal Aquarium shows during the current week, and
ere this appears in print everybody will know how
far the grower's confidence has been justified. I was
fortunate enough to see the blooms on October 31,
before one had been cut, yet while they were
nearly at their best. Two large, long span-houses,
opening one into the other, arc filled with the plants,

and to enable visitors as well as workers to see the
blooms to the best .advantage by the aid of stout
trellises, the alleys are lifted to the level of the side-

stago and centre beds, so that whilst the blooms are
fairly near the gUss, everyone can bo seen to the
best .idvantige. Many other plants, however, occupy
positions elsewhere.

A very marked feature is found in the comparative
dwarfness as well .as moderate wood growth of the
plants. Mr. Mease does not feed highly, but ho dons
seek to obtain for his plants first-class turfy loam,
mixed with well-decayed manure, and he pots his plants
comparatively hard. But whilst some growers have
during the late hot weather been employing liquid-

manuro almost daily, forcing very strong stems and
luxuriant le,afagc,hegavehis plants weak manure-water
about twice a week, and a little dry manure sprinkled
about the surface of the soil once in three weeks. Thus
when the excessive wet of September came, the roots

being of a hard wiry nature, and the foliage not unduly
strong, the plants seem to have suflTered nothing

;

whilst other growers who were high feeders found
under the heavy rains, roots soft and perishing or

luxuri.ant leafage absorbing food at the expense
of the flowers. Judged by the x-esults, the moderate
feeding and watering at Downside seem to have been
very successful, for the blooms are indeed splendid,

the Japanese being in fact the finest ever grown there
;

whilst the incurved, if a little later, are all the same
wonderfully good. If in the big Aquarium classes

Mr. Mease is beaten, then must the winning flowers

be entitled to r.ank amongst the finest ever seen. The
Japanese section has now so many whites and yel-

lows, that these two ;olours seem to largely

dominate all others. But they comprise some grand
varieties. The Downside collection includes such
high-class ones as Mutual Friend, Aldlle. M. A. de
Galbert, Madame Carnot (superb). Western King, new
and splendid ; Simplicity, regarded as superior to even
W. H. Lees; Niveus, La Petite Amie, Madame Thdrese
Rey, Madame Achalin, and Mrs. Weeks, with various

others. Then of yellows, Oceana, Thos. Wilkins
Mons. Panckoucke, Phoibus (a splendid reflexed, a

dozen blooms of this being ready for the American
Gold Medal), PaUanza, Wm. Slogrove, La Moucherotte,

Amiral Avellan, Sunflower, Robert Owen, Modes-
tum, a noble incurved; Lord Brooke, &c. ; and of

pinks and darker hues, a few noted hurriedly were
Viviand Morel, Charles Davis, Col. Chase, most beau-

tiful; Viscountess Hambledon, Louise, Etoile de Lyon,
in fine colour ; Mous. Gruyer, President Borel, M.
Georges Birou, Duke of York, Pride of Madford, both
very fine ; E. Molyneux, M. Chenon de Lechd,

Wood's Pet, Miss Dorothy Shea, Australie, Col. W. B.

Smith, Mrs. C. H. Payne, JIadame Van Heede, &c.

Then of incurveds, very fine indeed were C. B.

Whitnall, C. H. Curtis, Robert PetSeld, M. P.

Martignan, Major Eonnaflfon, Robert Cannell, M. C.

Houghton, Princess of Wales, Jeanne d'Arc, Violet

Tomlin, Princess Beatrice, J. Lambert, Mrs. H. King,
Brookleigh Gem, Mrs. F. Hepper, Flora Macdonald,

all the Queen and Empress sections, and indeed

many others too numerous to name. This selection,

however, sufficfs to show how representative the

Downside collection is. A. B.

At Woodhatoh Lodge.

Amongst very many private establishments
in which Chrysanthemums are grown for
the production of large-sized blooms, the
garden of T. B. Haywood, Esq, near Reigate,
is one of the best known. Mr. Haywood is

a gentleman who takes much delight in his
garden, and is seldom better pleased than when
he has a display of more than usual excellence to

exhibit before his horticultural friends. In Mr.
Salter he has a gardener who is enthusiastic in mattei-s

pertaining to Chrysanthemums, and in every other

department, whether indoors or out-of-doors, there is

more than usual neatness and efficiency attained.

Judged by previous displays at Woodhatch, the col-

lection in bloom at the present time is one that should
give employer and gardener cause for much satisfac-

tion. Some of the Japanese varieties are splendid

;

yet on the whole, we think the incurved section has
been grown with equal success. It is a relief—such
as many collections do not afford—to notice the
attention given here to the less popular types, and to

admire very fine flowers of the Anemone, Pompon,
and single-flowered sorts. Flowers from Woodhatch
are generally to be seen early in the se.ason at tlie

Crystal Palace Show, but as this event will not take

place this year, the flowers will not be exhibited

until later, tor they are never sent to the Aquarium.

One of the first varieties we noticed in this collec-

tion was one from Australia, named C. B. Haywood :

it is a white Japanese, florets moderate in width

and length, but the flower builds up to a great depth,

and looks as if it would resist considerable ill-usage

from packing, &c. M. Chenon de Leche was per-

fect in colour and size. Surprise is a fine habited

variety, and has moderate sized Japanese blooms of

carmine crimson, a good colour, and the florets are

good. Close to this were capital blooms of Viviand

Morel, but this is a very well known sort. H. L.

Sunderbruch was also noticed as good here ; and Mrs.

Harman Payne, too, was particularly well coloured.

M. Ph. Dewolf is a yellow - flowered Japanese we
h.avo not observed before—it is promising

; but close

to it were fine flowers of Phoebus, with long broad florets

of rich yellow—a very graceful bloom. Yellow
Japanese sorts are now very numerous and good, still

it is thought that Edith T.abor will excel Phcobus, to

which it bears much resemblance. Reine d'Angle-

terre, as seen here, looked like a refined Etoile de
Lyon of much better colour than that vaiiety. Robert

Flowerday is a very good colour, aud for such is

commendable ; it is bright crimson, with silver

reverse. Amiral Avellan is still another yellow

Japanese, and an introduction of M. Calvat's ; it

has large breadth, and we have ah-eady seen it in

many collections. There were some good blooms of

Christine, and of the finely-formed purple-coloured

reflexed flower Florence Lunn. Major BonnaSbn has

been described as an incurved, but we are not disposed

to look upon it as an ideal one from flowers we have

yet seen ; if staged as an incurved, it will require much
making-up. Commandant Blussett is not so popular

with many growers as with Mr. Salter, who grows it

very well indeed ; when the flowers open freely and
and the florets are smooth and of good colour, it is

distinct and desirable. Colonel Chase is pretty,

although the flowers are not of the largest size, and

the plants run rather higher than many others.

King of Chrysanthemums produces very large

blooms, light chestnut in colour, Japanese, with

slightly incurving florets. The Anemone section

was well represented, and we noticed very fine

blooms of Descartes, one of the best of the type

ever raised ; and of John Bunyan, a yellow variety,

that builds up a good cushion, .and is in every exhi-

bition collection.

We have already said that many incurved varieties

were looking well. The Queen type in several varie-

ties was good, and the flowers unfolding kindly and

building well, but they are doubtless much more

perfect now than when these notes were taken. P.

At Mr. Godfrey's, Exmooth.

When visiting this excellent collection recently, I
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was struck with the dwarf appearance ofthe plants and

their robust health. The house in which they are dis-

played is 175 feet long, and was especially built for

Chrysanthemums last year. Among some of the best

in full bloom was Pride of Esmouth, a lovely lilac and

white, some magnificent cut blooms of which were

being placed on the boards ready for sending to the

National Clirysanthemum Society, which I am glad to

hear since were granted a Certificate. Mens. Hoste,

which has shared the same honours. Warrior, a lovely

terra-cotta, a decided improvement on W. W. Coles.

Antonelli, with broad petals, pure white, a lovely

flower. Mrs. Tucker Pain, much like President

Borel, but richer coloured. J. E. Laker, a very beau-

tiful yellow, slightly hairy. Calvat's Australian

Gold is the best yellow in the collection,

having immeose blooms, without tlie least coarse-

ness. One of the richest yellows wa.s Modestum.

Arona is bronze, shaded carmine ; and Oceana ia a

lovely soft yellow colour, with broad petals. Mr. W.
J. Godfrey was to be seen in quantity, with better

blooms than ever, and it is likely to be included this

season in most stands of cut flowers. Gold dust, a

hirsute variety, was splendid ; and Li Moueherotte

is in the way of C. Davis, but has much larger blooms,

and they are shaded with bronze. Mons. E. Rosette ia

an immeuse flower, colour creamy-white ; the guard-

petals are long, narrow, and drooping. Captain L.

Chaurie, after Lord Brooke's style, has broader

florets and larger flowera.

The above are some of the best from a number of

varieties in full bloom, but very many varieties have

still to perfect their flowers. Beauty of Teignmouth

is represented here in good form. It is strange that

this variety and Pride of Madford were oertificated

by the Royal Horticultural Society last October as

being identical. Pride of Madford was gi'own here

in this neighbourhood years ago —a dull red flower,

and discarded by ChryBanthemum growers, and is

totally distinct from Pride of Teignmouth. D. C.

Pnu-ell.

At Mb. II. J. Jones'.

The position that the Ryecroft Nursery ha.s

attained in the Chrysanthemum world, in a com-

paratively short space of time, is a striking testi-

mony to the untiring zeal of its director. Indomitable

energy is seldom employed to little efl'ect, and

as this ia one of the characteristics of Mr. II. .1.

Jones, it accounts in some measure for the reputa-

tion he has won. In one instance alone—viz.,

in the exhibition and gi'ouping of Chrysanthemums
— he has shown much more than ordinary tact by

endeavouring, as far .as possible, to disregard con-

ventional methods in f.avour of others which possess

originality, though possibly open to objection from

other standpoints. A most zealous supporter, finan-

cially and otherwise, of the National Chry.santhemum.

Society, we were not surprised whenvisitingthenursery

on the 31st ult., to find Mr. Jonea engaged in preparing

his exhibits for the Jubilee Festival. It was known
that there would be considerable competition in the

class for a group of plants arranged for effect, and it

was evident at Ryecroft that no endeavour was to

bo spared in making as fine a show as possible.

Several innov.ations were spoken of, but when
these lines appear in print there will be other's

also which will describe the nature of most

of these groups, and what is very uncertain

at present—the result of the competition. The
Chrysanthemums in bloom occupy three at le.ast

of the houses at Ryecroft, and the largest display is

to be seen in what is termed the large house. Here

the plants are grouped on either side, and a serpentine

yiath in the centre divides them. Such a collection

ia full of novelties, and they are all of very

recent introduction. Indeed, we missed some
of the very best of known varieties, and when
remarking upon same, the reply we got waa in effect

as follows :

—
" That variety and ita characteristica are

well known ; we have ceased to cultivate it for the

production of large blooms, and grow it merely for

stock purposes." Thus we see such v.arieties as

Madame G\i8tave Henry. Baron Ad. ile Rothschild, and
Viscountess Roger de Chezellea. The last-named is one

of this year's set from M. Calvat, a Japanese of old-

gold and oi'ange colour ; it has wide and long droop-

ing florets, and is a desirable sort. Next there is a

deep yellow sport from Primrose League ; it is

named A. H. Woods—the flowers of the type and

sport are apt to be thin, unless well cultivated, bnt

when perfect they are graceful, the florets being

exceptionally long. Western King is the name of an

incurved Japanese from America, which promises to

be very good ; it is white, with pale lemon centre,

and builds up a deep, handsome flower. Matthew
Hodgson is a novelty of the type of Mrs. F.

Jameson, but may be a better colour, and it is said

of it that the centre of the bloom develops more
easily than that of the latter. The next variety we
noticed was one figured in The Album, viz., Herbert

J. Culbush (Jones). This Japanese flower is of large

size, the floi-ets fairly wide and drooping ; colour

deep red with yellow stripes. George Langdon
(Jones) is another of the same set ; it is of

similar type to Edith Tabor — colour canary-

yellow. The florets are good, of fair breadth,

length, and of unusual substance. In Mrs. Richard

.Tones (Jones) is seen a white Japanese of distinct

appearance ; it builds up to a very great depth, but is

not so ^broad as some others. We next noticed

Madame James and Miss Elsie Teichmann, the

latter being the same excellent variety as Mr. Shea

exhibited at the last meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society. Mrs. C. E. Shea has

been a little disappointing in many collections

this aeason, but some flowera here had opened kindly,

and promised to make very fine blooms. Perle d'Ur

may be termed a fine new yellow variety of the haiiy

section, but it is much less hirsute than others, yet

the florets are good and the flower pretty. Duchess

of Fife, Madame Carnot, and Amiral Avellan were all

noticed with good flowers ; and especially distinct and

good is the new Australie, a Japanese incurved

with very broad florets, the reverse of which is clear

silvery- when the flower is perfect, the reverse only

is seen, and it is exceedingly handsome. In Modestum

we see a firat-i'ate incurved Japanese from America
;

the florets are very fine, and the rich colour glorious.

Madame Desblanc is a largo flower of true incurved

type and French origin. The florets are crimson, but

the reverse, which ia moat aeon, ia brown ; it grows

rather tall, and haa very luxuriant foliage. Another

quite new incurved flower ia Yvonne Desblanc ; the

flowers are creamy white, but were not perfect when

we saw them. We have only been able to mcTition a

few of the novelties to be seen at this establishment.

It is well known that Mr. Jones has undertaken the

cultivation of I'elargoniums and Begonias in addition

to the Chrysanthemum, and we were surprised to

find that since our last visit he has built two addi-

tional houses, up,v.ards of 200 feet in length. One of

those is now full of zon,al Pelargoniums in flower.

The culture of other florists' flowers, and of Ferna

also, will doubtless follow. P.

(To he continued.)

moist sand below, and thus serve to maintain the

plants during the parching heat of the Egyptian

summer.

Experiments have .also been made at Barrage to

ascertain what amount of moisture the Agaves will

stand without ill-effects, although it is generally

known that water developes the pulf to the detriment

of the fibre.

Egypt.

EXPERIMENTS WITH FIBRE PLANTS.

Aq.we bioida var. sisalana.—With a view to

utilising tracts of desert land for the cultiv.ation of

fil irons plants, the Egyptian Government obtained

from Florida, in 1894 .and 189.'i, a number of suckers

of this Agave. These were planted for expi-rimeutal

[urposes at dilferent places in Upper and Lower

Egypt, under tlie direction of Mr. E. A. Floyer.

The result, so far as the growth of the plauts

and obtaining of new suckers, has been very satis-

factory. Under the direction of Mr. Walter Draper,

Director of the Government Gardens at Barr.age,

some thou-sands of .\gaves are now being transferred

from their nurseries to their permanent quarters in

the Bchera Desert, the object being to prevent the

drifting of the sand into the canals, and to obtain a

return of fibre from the phants.

Owing to parts of the desert being inundated during

high Nile, it is thought that when the plants become

once established, their roots will be attracted to the

NYMPH.EA X EOBINSONIANA.
Amonq the most useful, as well as the most beau-

tiful, of aquatic plants is the race of hardy Water
Lilies, introduced into commerce by M. La:our-

Marliac, of Temple -sur- Lot, France. The one of

which we give an illustration (fig. 98) was grown at

Gunnersbury by Mr. Hudson, and formed one of a

group exhibited by him at a recent meeting of the

lioyal Horticultural Society. The leaves of this

variety are of a dark blackish colour, sprinkled with

dark claret blotches, Tlie flowers are of an intense

purple-crimson, deepest in the centre, forming a con-

trast with the yellow anthers. The interior of the

sepals is of a light rose colour. The flowers remain

open during the day. The plant, with others of the

same kind, w.as described in the Rfnte llortkole, 189.5,

p. 259, by M. Ed. Andr^. M. Maurice de Vilmorin

has also described severtil in the same periodical.

The pareatago is not given, but from internal

evidence there is not much doubt as to the species

employed. Be this .as it may, we cannot too highly'

commend these beavitiful and hardy Water Lilies.

We hope shortly to publish other illu8tr<ation3, with

notes on their culture, &c.

Forestry.

GERMINATION OF TREE SEEDS.

The proper season to sow the seeds of varioua

kinds of tree seeds is usually taken to be the spring

of the year, and for many pr.actical reasons thia is no

doubt the best and most convenient time. In spring

the so-called dormant period is nearly past, and the

seeds at once begin to undergo those changes which

result in germination, whereas when lying in the

ground through the winter months they are exposed

to many dangers from birds, mice, and other animals,

which may reduce their number considerably. But
from a purely physiological point of view, it may
safely be asserted that the most appropriate time to

sow the seeds of all indigenous plants is at that season

when they fall naturally from the tree or plant them-

selves. Fresh seeds, according to eminent authorities,

contain natural ferments, which act upon the starch

and albuminoid compounds of the seed in much the

same way that pepsin acts upon animal food. These

ferments being chiefly located in the seed-coat or

husk, are naturally the first to feel the efl'ect of outer

influences, such as heat and moistiu-e, and are pro-

bably the first to aufl'er from lack of them. It is a

well-known fact that old seeda not only produce weaker

plants, as a rule, than fresh, but also take longer to

germinate. On the other hand, authenticated cases

are common of the seed of various plants which have

been buried at great depths in the soil for many years,

retaining their vitality .and germinating when again

brought to the surface. These facts indicate the

importance of the conditions under which seeds are

kept between their ripening and subsequent germi-

nation, and prove that the loss of vitality in seeds is

chiefly due to the loss of moisture, occasioned by

evaporation in dry air, ftir however impervious the

seed-coat may be relatively, porosity to some extent

must exist.

The practical moral to be drawn from this is, that

seeds from which strong healthy plants are expected

must not be kept too long in a dry atmosphere, the

limit being determined by the peculiarity of the plant

itself. The seeds of many Leguminosie, for instance,

m.ay remain dormant for many years, while those of

the Walnut and Chestnut are useless if kept dry for two

or three months. But confining ourselves to the ques-

tion of sowing seasons and their influence upon the

growth of the seedling, it is necessary to see wherein
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the difference lies between autumn and spring-sown

plants. Mai.y who have not paid particular attention

to the question of germination, are probably o£ the

opinion that the growth of the plumule and radicle com-
mence simultaneously, but such is not the case. In all

seeds the radicle is the first to make a move, and is

usually an inch or more in length before the cotyledons

probably be from 5 to 10, according to species and

season. With autumn-sown seeds this root-growth is

greatly promoted, owing to the longer period which

elapses bet ween the start in growth of the root and that

of the stem. Under natural conditions, such seeds as

Oak, Chestnut, Walnut, Sycamore, &c., germinate a

few days or weeks after they fall from the tree, pro-

with which miceattack them during the winter months.
A mixture of cow-dung, coal-ashes, and p.araffin laid

in the drills with the seed will, however, usually pre-

vent much damage being done in this way. The seeds

of Ash, Hornbeam, Thorn, &c., which do not usually

germinate until the second season after ripening, will

sometimes start away the first season ifj'gathered

Fig, 93.—NTMPH.EA EOBINSONIANA X : hardy water-lily, flowers rich crimson ; ANTHERS YELLOW. (SEE r. 55S.)

begin to unfold. In the case of tree-seeds, however,

this advance-growth of the tap-root is much more
pronounced than in the majority of seedlings. During

the first year's growth the above-ground portion of

many tree-seedlings is confined to the development of

a pair of leaves, in addition to the seed-leaves. But

upon examining the roots, their growth and deve-

lopment will be found out of all proportion to that

of the stems ; and, supposing the length of the latter

to be represented by 1, that of the former will

vlJing they are surrounded by moist leaves or earth
;

and should the following winter be fairly mild, strong

healthy tap-roots will be developed by the following

spring, although the cotyledons may still remain

inside the seed-coat. Such seedlings, if injured by

late frosts, or other vicissitudes of climate, recover

much more rapidly than those which, after lying in

store during the winter, are only just pa-ssing through

the critical stage at the time of injury. The chief

danger in sowing such seeds in autumn is the avidity

fresh, and sown at once : but a certain percentage will

always lie over, and it is usually better to pit these

seeds for a year than to lose half the seed, or keep the

seed-beds clean the second year, which in some ground

is almost impossible.

With tender seedlings, such as those of Coniferse,

Beech, &c., autumn sowing is very risky owing to

spring frosts, and unless the seedlings are protected

until mid-summer, late sowing in spring is usually the

safest plan. A. C.Forbes.
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JOTTINGS FEOM SYON HOUSE
GAEDENS.

It would be hardly possible to visit so ex-

tensive and Well-managed a garden as that at Syon

at any season of the year without finding much to

interest the visitor. Comparing the years that are

gone with the present time, it is evident that the

opportunities for horticultural advancement are much

greater now, and a visit shows this very markedly,

being in almost every detail quite modern, in so far

as is possible in a garden where evidences of the past

are so apparent on every hand. Structurally, how-

ever, the numerous glass-houses are not modernised,

and they are, therefore, not the lightsome and well ven-

tilated structures one is accustomed to see erected at

the present day. Notwithstanding, there are not

wanting in this representative garden evidences

of high culture, so that in their seasons we

see plants, fruits, and fiowera that refiect gi-eat

credit on an all-round good gardener. No young

gardeners who are so fortunate as to be employed

there will have reason to regret it, if they make the

most of their opportunity of acquiring knowledge.

Of Orchids a choice assortment of the more useful

genera and species has been brought together, also

a fine lot of Nepenthes, in splendid condition.

The best of M. Marliac's hardy, cross-bred. Water

Lilies, which, when established in the orna-

mental waters, will have a nice eS'ect.

Fruit is a strong feature at Syon. In this connection

a collection of siugle cordon Pears on a wall form a

valuable object lesson. The trees were planted

of each v^u-iety in numbers in proportion to

their merits. Some of the earliest fruits to

ripen had been gathered while others were still

hanging, and of the quality and colour of others

still I was able to judge in the fruit - room

a little later on. Particularly fine were the examples

of Durondeau, and the crop was a heavy one. It is a

reliable Pear for early September ;
while another

showy early Pear is Conference. Louis Bonne of

Jersey is highly spoken of at Syon ; and Fondante

d'Automuo they also regard as a first-class Octo-

ber variety. Another of merit is President D'Osmou-

ville ; Emile d'Hejst is a great cropper; Clapp's

Favourite is also grown, as is also Marie Benoist,

Souvenir du Congrcs, King Edward, a good stowing-

Pear and Beurr^ Diel, the fruits of the latter on

yoimg cordon trees being magnificent indeed. The

particular fruits to which this remark applies have

been characterised as among the finest ever seen of

the variety. Numerous Pear-trees are planted in

other positions against walls, and in the open. Straw-

berries, too, are grown by the thousand, and some

5000 plants in four or five varieties are potted

annually for forcing, a considerable item alone when

it is remembered that all the plants are raised

at Syon, Vicomtesse H^ricart du Thury, Royal

Sovereign, President, and La Grosse Sucr<!e, being

the principal, while Monarch and Leader are

also grown ; in the culture of this fruit in the open,

Mr. Wytbes has a system of treating them as annuals,

so to speak, fruiting the plants once, and afterwards

reserving them for runners. In this way thicker

planting is indulged in, and while fewer fruits are

obtained from individual plants, these are of the very

finest quality. Vines and vineries of course, abound,

the fruit in many stages, and the pot Vines for

earliest work already pruned and started at the time

of my visit. The Grape growing department here is

a large one, and fruit of high quality and in abundance

is obtained.

Figs, too, are largely grown, some six dozen fine plans

in pots being forced ready for March, the principal

variety being St. John's.

Of Tomatos, a constant supply is kept the whole year,

and those for winter fruiting are well set and'swelling,

and a succession for March in pots was represented by

sturdy pot plants waiting their final shift. I cannot

leave the fruit department of Syon without touching

on Melons, for not only is Mr. Wythes a foremost

grower of the fruit, but an ardent raiser of new varieties,

some eight or more popular sorts having now been

raised by him, and one called Syon House Gem is in

much demand for late work ; and there is also another
fruit here not usually seen in private gardens, or at

lea.st only those of large size, I mean the Banana,
and to these alone two large houses are devoted, and a

good succession of fruit thereby maintained. Musa
Cavendishi is the favourite species, and suckers are

planted at intervals as they are needed. In this way
plants may be found in various stages of development.

Space forbids more than a mention of flowering and
other plants under glass, of which there are some
1500 Chrysanthemums of all sections and the best

varieties. There are also large batches of Euphorbia
pulcherrima to be counted by hundreds, fine

plants in the best of health. Calanthes, so exceed-

ingly useful late in the year, are much grovra

;

and a few hundreds of Cypripedium insigne,

many other equally useful Orchids, principally such
as best suited for cutting, were noted. Crotons are

largely grown, the plants dwarf, compact, and well-

coloured, and in almost endless variety. A reading-

room for the winter was started a few months ago
for the young gardeners. /.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE FLOWEK GARDEN.

By Hedlev Warren, Gardener, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Gladiolus rorms to be ready for storing, should be
carefully lifted, the adhering soil shaken from them,

not cutting off the stems, but lettini; these remain till

they part easily from the corms, and laying them on

mats in a light, airy shed, where they may remain till

the soil gets dry, when they will be fit for storing

after being cleaned, assorted, and labelled. If increase

of stock be wished for, bulbils, which collect round
the base of the old roots, may bo saved, placing them
in dry sand in bags or boxes.

Roses.—The planting of Roses may still be proceeded

with in the absence of frost if the amount of planting

is considerable. The present month is favourable for

making cuttings of Roses, and Roses on their own
roots are to be preferred where plants worked on Briar

and other stocks quickly die off, which many of the

H. P. varieties do. A cutting should be made from a

strong, well-ripene<l shoot with a heel of older wood ;

it should not be less than 9 inclies long, and is better

if it is l'2to 15 inches. Having prepared a number
of these, and kept them moist meanwhile, t;ike out

trenches with an iipright face on ground that has

been prepared by dressing with gritty-soil and digging,

and firm trampling, and proceed to lay the cuttings

against the face about 4 or inches apart according to

variety, scattering at the bottom of the trench enough
sandy-loam to bury the butt ends aa inch, filling

up with the .staple, and making all very firm with the

feet. The cuttings may range above the surface of

the bed about 4 inches. To prevent in great

measure the frost penetrating tlie soil, a mulch of

half rotten manure may be put on it. The following

are some of the varieties of the H. P. which strike

readily from cuttings : Captain Christy, John Hopper,

Countess of Oxford, Depuy Jaraain, S^nateur Vaisso,

Hippolyte Jamain, Madame Lacharme, Charles

Darwin, La France, General Jacqueminot, Exposition

de Brie, Souvenir de la Malmaison, Chas. Margottin,

Frangois Michelon, E. Y. Teas, and many others.

Sweet, Scotch, and Austrain Briars, Polyantha, Bour-

bon, China or Monthly, Prairie, some of the stronger

Teas grow well from cuttings. Under the same kind

of treatment, cuttings of the following do well

:

Ligustrum, Lonicera of all kinds. Ivy, Ampelopsis,

and Jasmine.

Oeneral Hints on Working.—Although much time

is now occupied in sweeping up tree-leaves from the

lawns, paths, and roads, and carrying them to the

leaf heap, time will usually be found for bush and
tree planting, and re-turfing, both of which the pru-

dent man will try to forward during open weather.

In some places the heavy rains will have put a stop

to planting, it being an unwise proceeding to trample

on the soil whilst it is very moist ; stUl, advantage

should be taken of every day when the soil is work-

able to push on the various jobs of planting.

Herbaceous and other borders being necessarily in

unsightly condition at this season, when the weather

will permit decaying stems and leaves should be

cleared off, and any necessary transplanting and
dividing performed. The plants and bulbs for the

spring flower-garden should be put into the soil with-

out further delay. Pelargoniums and other bedding-

plants in pots and frames, should be aflforded just as

much water at the root as will keep the plants alive
;

any excess of it causing certain decay at this season

unless much artificial heat be afforded, together with

much ventilation, and neither is to be recommended
for the present. Verbenas and similar plants should
be kept very cool ; and should mildew make its

appearance, free ventilation will have to be given,

and flowersof-sulphm' must be freely used on the

plants.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Highclere C istle, Newbury.

The Earliest Peach-house.—Where ripe fruit is

required in April, the trees should be got in readines,

for a start being made about the middle of the

present month, and although fire-heat may not be

needed for the first fortnight or so, the warmth must
be kept from falling below 35°

; merely keep the

house close for that period of time, admitting air in

the middle of the day only, and that for a short time
when the warmth rises to more than 50°. It should be

understood that the slower the trees are started into

growth the stronger will be the blossom and shoots at

the start. A thorough soaking of water (or weak
liquid-manure if the trees are inclined to be weakly)

should be afforded the inside borders where required ;

if, however, the roof-lights were removed during the

autumn months the rain will have sufficiently

moistened the soil. When the house is closed com-
mence to sprinkle the trees with tepid water in the

morning, and also in the afternoons when the day is

fine, but do not keep them always moist. Outside

borders should be protected by adequate coverings of

dry leaves, &c.

Succession Peach-houses.—As soon as the leave.s

have fallen, loosen the trees from their fastenings, and
wash the stem, branches, and shoots with warm soap-

suds, doing the necessary pruning soon afterwards.

Former directions with regard to preparing forcing-

houses should be carried out. When the pruning

is finished, an insecticidal dressing may be applied,

and the trees fastened to the wall or trelUs.

Make the ties loosely to admit of the shoots increasing

in circumference, and so regulate the shoots that they

are spread evenly over the entire area. Keep the

houses cool, and only close the ventilators during

periods of severe frost. If new trees have to be
introduced, planting should not be delayed, selecting,

if possible, those that have been periodically lifted, as

such can be taken up with plenty of fibrous roots,

and if carefully handled the trees will expe-

rience very little check from removal. It is the

better plan, too, to plant good-sized trees that

will carry a moderate crop of fruit the first season,

than small trees that will bear scarcely any fruit for

two or three years. For the earliest crop a few

trees of Alexander and Waterloo should be

planted, for notwithstanding the fact that the quality

of the fruit does not equal the older early

Peaches, they are very precocious, and may be

easily ripened one month in advance of those. A
selection of good varieties suitable fur growing under

glass, given in the order of their ripening, would bo

Alexander, Waterloo, Hales' Early, Early York,

Abec, Stirling Castle, Grosse Mignonne, Royal

George, Barrington, Princess of Wales, Sea Eagle,

Walburton Admirable, and Golden Eagle. Of the

earlier Nectarines are Cardinal, Early Rivers,

Lord Napier, Stanwick EIruge, Humboldt, Pine

Apple, and Violette Hativo. Where late varieties

have grown strongly, and have not as yet shed their

leaves, a trench may be taken out about 4 feet dis-

tant from the stem and down to the drainage, the

roots shortened, and the soil returned to the hole,

a sort of treatment that checks the tendency to form

late growth, and induces a more speedy ripening of

the wood and foliage.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Burford, Dorking.

Vandas.—The cultivation of these stately plants is

frequently not attempted by amateurs on the plea that

they do not produce sufficient bloom to compensate

them for the space that the plants occupy ; but this

should not be, for when well managed, with leaves on

the stems as low as the rim of the pot, they form,

either in or out of flower, some of the most imposing

objects in an Orchid-house. Vanda tricolor is what

may be called an old plant, having been introduced

to this country from Java in 1S46. There are several

distinct varieties of V. tricolor, all of which are well

worthy of cultivation, viz., V. t. planilabaris, V. t.

Bassetti, V. t. Patterson!, V. t. Dalkeith var., V.

auavis, and V. s. Veitch's v.ariety. If any of these

plants require repotting, or if there be any doubts of

the sphagnum-moss below the surface being decayed,
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or in a coudition not conducive to health, autumn is

the best season to attend to their requirements. If a

plant must be repotted because of loss of leaves at

the base, the old material and drainage should be
removed, and if there be found plenty of live roots

some distance up the stem, so much of the lower

portion of it may be removed as will bring the lowest

pair of leaves, when the plant is again placed in the

pot, almost down to the rim. Place the plant in the

middle of the pot, and then put a few large crocks at

the bottom, and over these a layer of sphagnum-moss,
over which spread the lowermost roots, and carefully

•work in amongst them some clean crocks, and a

moderate quantity of unchopped sphagnum-mo.ss,

pressing it down firmly, then distribute more roots in

a like manner, filling up to within half an inch of the

top, and finishing oflf with a cone of clean healthy

sphagnum-moss, well mi.xed with small crocks. It is

important that each stem be made secure by tying

it to a strong neat stick. After repotting or top-

dressing the plants, no water should be afforded till

several days have elapsed, and then water thoroughly.

Afterwards, if the moss uu the surface appears dry,

it will suffice to lightly sprinkle it. so as to keep it

alive. When a plant is established, the quantity of

water may be gradually increased, but the moss must
never be kept in a saturated state, it being advisable

rather to keep the surroundings moist by damping
the sides of the pots and the staging several times

daily. These Vandas require a coolish intermediate
temperature, and after any disturbance of the roots,

to be shaded from strong sunlight.

Habenarias.—At this season the lovely terrestrial

Orchids, Habenaria militaris, H. carnea, and H.

Susanna;, form prominent plants in the warm Orchil

-

house, but their flowering period is but short, and
the plants then commence the resting stage. As soon
-as the flowers fade, the plants should be placed near
the roof-glass, so that the newly-formed tubers may
ripen thoroughly. The leaves will soon change colour,

and the stems die down ; but nothing should be
removed, but left to fall away naturally. When the
foliage begins to get brown, water must be withheld
gradually till the growths are decayed, when the pots
should be placed on a high shelf cotivenient for

-examination of the plants during the winter months
;

for although they are then dormant, they must have
water occasionally, or the tubers will shrivel. At
Burford Lodge I examine them every week, and those
which are found to be dustdry are taken down and
carefully sprinkled with tepid rain-water from a fine-

Tose watering can.

Ci/prljxfliams.—Plants of the following, Cypripe-
dium grande x , C. Sedeni x , C. S. candidulum x

,

C. calurum x , C. leucorrhodum x , C. longifolium,

«nd C. albo-purpvu*eum x , which may have become
pot-bound, sliould forthwith be aft'orded a liberal

Tepotting. Afford the pots plenty of drainage, and
pot firmly with lumpy fibrous peat and a little

sphagnum-moss. To keep the compost porous, and
•consequently sweet, it is a good plan to mix nodules
of tufa with it, around which the roots of this section

of Cypripedium entwine themselves luxuriantly.

These plants grow very freely after becoming estab-

lished, and should on no account be allowed to get
dry.

Catlhyas.—The gi'owths of the distinct-looking C.
Lawrenceana will now be making considerable pro-
gress, some of the plants showing their flower-sheaths.

Jt is important at this period to place them in the
lightest possible position. Tlie affording water to
the plants at this stage requires much judgment,
the young growths being liable to decay if there is

any excess, especially in dull or wet weather. The
new growths should be occasionally examined, as it

sometimes happens that the flower-sheath adheres so
•firmly to the tide of the growth that unless loosened
the flower-spikes come deformed. Plants of C. Per-
civalliana which may have ceased to grow should be
kept moderately dry at the root till the flower-spikes
are seen to be pushing up the sheaths, when more
water may be applied. This species of Cattleya
should also be placed near the roof in the winter
season.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McIntyee, Gai-dener, Woodsido, Darlington.

Forcinij house. — Numerous plants will now be
arriving from the continent, and foremost, for use-
fulness, is Azalea mollis. The successful forcing of
this variety depends upon the state in which the
plants come to hand ; and it is my opinion that plants
when imported are frequently damaged in transit by
the soil about the roots getting dry. Moreover, they

are lifted from the open ground a week, or prob.ibly

a Ijnger time, before the nurseryman here receives

them; this dryness at the root is a very likely occur-

rence. When the gardener receives his Azaleas, they
should be examined, and if root masses are found to be
dry, they ought to be moistened forthwith, and when
the water has weil drained away from them, the potting

should be done. Never allow the plants to remain-
in some dry shed until time can be found to attend to

this matter, but see to it at once. I have found that

if the plants be forced without this very necessary

attention, the flower-buds drop off instead of expand-
ing. In many gardens, plants of Azalea mollis are
brought on annually, no attempt is made to grow
them for flowering a second year ; but where economy
in the garden is studied, it is prudent to prepare the
plant for forcing a second year. The method that

1 adopt is, instead of turning them out - of - doors
as soon as flowering is past, to remove them to an
early peach-house to make their growth, and in the
spring or early summer they are planted out, or
plunged in their pots on a warm border with a south
aspect. In the north the latter is best. If the
summer is fine and warm, the plants do not fail to set

plenty of flower-buds. In unfavourable years, the
plants do not set well, they are not used for forcmg,
but remain in the border for another year, and in most
cases good stuff for forcing is thus obtained. In
potting Azalea mollis, light soil, two parts sandy loam,
two parts go id leaf-soil, should be used. It is advis-

able not to force the plants very early, but to afford

them a good long rest in cold-pits ; the first week in

December is quite early enoui,'h for the first batch of
plants to be placed in heat. Deutzias standing in the
open should be potted up at this seison, also any
bought-in plants arriving out of pots. When potted,
house them in cold-pits, where they will be safe from
frost, where they should remain till placed in the forc-

ing-house. Lily of the Valley imported crowns and
clumps are now coming to hand. Some gardeners
fail in early forcing Lily of the Valley, as was my
own experience for some years, notwithstanding the
healthy and strong appearance of the crowns on
arrival. They were potte<l up, both crowns and
clumps, as soon as received, and kept out of the
reach of frost until wanted for forcing. I found that
when thus treated they would not be forced e.arly

;

and now, on the crowns arriving, they are buried in

coal-ashes in the open with the buds exposed to the
weather. We have now no difficulty in forcing
them, three weeks being sufficient time to flower
them. It is not necessary to pot the roots, but
simply to fill a propagatiugc:use with cocoauut-fibre,

and pack the crowns iu as thickly as possible.

Crowns early forced do not throw up leaves with the
flowers, but to obtain leaves our own home-grown
roots are lifted and forced for foliage to go with the
flowers. A number of Dielytra spectabilis may now
be lifted from the open ground for the purpose of
being forced early in flower. As it is well known,
this species is useful for decorative purposes when
grown in pots, or for cut bloom. Some gardeners
lift large clumps with all the soil that will adhere to

them, and place in large pots : it is, however, I think,
better practice to shake off the soil and cut the large
masses into a number of small pieces, each having a
bud or two and place four to six such pieces in

6-inch flower-pots. There are numerous species
prepared for forcing, viz., Lila'-, Staphylea. Primula
sinensis, .lapanese .Maples, Rliododendron hybridum,
Solomon's Seal, all of which may be plunged in coal-

ashes in the op;n, or in cold-pits with the sashes kept
over them in hard weather. In potting the plants,
make the soil very firm in order that water when
afforded may not pass too rapidly away, otherwise
the original root-mass may remain dry whilst all

around is moist.

Mignonette will now have passed out of flower in
the open border, and recourse must be had to that
which is gi-own in pots. Everyone with suitable pits
or house should grow this Mignonette for winter and
spring flowering. At the end of the month of July,
seed is sown in thumb-pots, and the seedlings are
thinned out till four or five are left, and when these
are estabhshed shift them into (JO's, and then into 48's,

in which size they ought to flower. Sowings for succes-
sion are treated similarly, and come at the last shift into
5-inch pots. The soil for Mignonette should consist
of good loam two parts, coarsely broken lime rubbish
one part, and sharp sand one part. Place the pots on
a shelf that is near the glass iu a pit or house having a
temperature of tiO" at night, and afford water only
when it is really required, and only with the spout of

the watering-pot, and then only in early morning. One
of the best varieties for growing in pots is that called

Matchet.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Charles Herrin, GarJener, Dropmoro, Maidenhead.

Tornatos.—Fruit cut from outdoor plants in a green
state should be kept in a dry warm house to ripen.

If any of these should decay, promptly remove them.
Plants intended to furnish a winter supply of fruits

removed from the cool-house they have hitherto
occupied sine a they were brought from the open air,

may be placed in a warm house for ripening off their

fruits. With fruits fairly advanced in growth no
difficulty will be experienced in ripening them if

sufficient wai'mth and air when the weather is fine be
afforded, a close moist heat being strictly guarded
ag.ainst. The ventilators need not be quite closed
unless the weather is very frosty, and a temperature of

5 )° to 55° at night, rising from 60° to 65° iu the day
time, or more with sun-heat, will suit the needs of

the plants. To assist the swelling of the fruits a very
slight application of some sort of artificial manure
should be spread over the surface of the soil in the
pots occasionally, observing that less is required now
than when gi-owth is more active. The setting of late

blooms will be attended with some difficulty ; still, it

may be done by going over the plants once a day at

noon, when the weather is bright, and giving the rods
a gentle tap to disperse the pollen, catching it on a
piece of paper, and applying it to the stigmas with a
camel-hair pencil. The next two months are usually
the worst for the setting of the blossoms.

Cauliioxoers.— In anticipation of frost of sufficient

severity to injure the heads of the Autumn Giant
Cauliflowers and Autumn-Protecting Broccoli, these
plants should be lifted with all the soil that adheres to
the roots, and transplanted closely together in pits

where lights and other protection may be given
them in h»rd weather. If no pits are available, lift

and plant closely together in a sheltered position in

the open, making walls of bracken or litter round
about the patch, and covering the tops with the same
kind of materials in frosty weather. The heads
should be replanted in an upright position, for when
growing, if laid slanting-wise, the flower is Uable to
open, and become otherwise disfigured.

Siakide.—Roots of this vegetable, lifted a few
weeks ago and left exposed to the slight frosts that
have occurred in the interval, will start into growth
fairly well when placed in heat of about 55' to 6fl'.

If a small place at the warmer end of the Mushroom-
house can be boarded up so as to keep it perfectly
dark, this will make a good place for forcing the roots.

They should be packed close together in moderately
light soil. Seakale may also be forced iu 8 or 10-inch

P'jts if an empty pot be inverted over each, and the
pots stowed away in any warm corner or in a forcing-

house.

THE HARDY FRXTIT GARDEN.
By G. WooDGATE, Gardener, RollcstonHall, Burten-'.-n-Treut.

Transplantinrj.—The season for transplanting has
arrived, but the land is in a satiirated condition, and
in an unfit state for the purpose. Trees received from
a nursery should be unpacked on arrival, and laid-in

in rows singly in some sheltered part of the garden,
care being taken to cover the roots with dryish soil.

In laying-in, the trees should be so placed that the
branches cannot whip each other in windy weather,
and the covering of soil should suffice to keep the
roots moist ; and to do away with risks from fi'ost,

some stable-litter should be placed on the soil. In
laying down new Currant and Gooseberry quarters,

the position chosen should be one in which it

is easy to afford protection by means of nets,

that is. the bushes should be altogether, not scattered

about the garden, the quantity of netting required
in the former,case being much less than in the latter.

Pruiiiny of App'c, Pent; Plxmi, and Cherry-lrees.—
In favourable weather, push on with the pruning of

these trees, so as to get it finished early. If pioper
attention was given the trees in the matter of dis-

budding and finger-and-thumb pruning, but little will

remain to be done at this season beyond the cutting-

back those shoots which were pinched to five or si.x

leaves to three buds from the base. The most
awkward of the fruit-spurs should be thinned if very
numerous, all dead wood removed, and the lead-

ing growths shortened to from 12 to 15 inches,

according as the varieties are of robust or weakly
growths, the latter being pruned the closer. Cordons
and espaliers will require similar treatment, with this

exception, that the leading shoots should not be
shortened before they fill their allotted space, when
they may be treated in the same way as laterals. No
time should be lost in lifting and shortening when
practicable the main roots of all trees which showed
exuberance of growth.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY, Nov. 10 \

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 11

/'Royal Horticultural Society's

Committees : Lecture on Seed
Growing at '^ p.-M.

Brighton Chrysauthemum (two
days), Croydon do. (two days),

Folkestone do. (two days), Han-
ley do. (two days), Huddersfield
do. (two days). Ipswicli do. (two
days), Kingston do. ftwo days),

Leeds do. (two days). Port^^-

moutli do.. West of England do.

(two days).

Blackburn and Distnct Horticul-
tural Sitciety, Carlisle and Cum-
berland Horticultural Society,

('hrysantbemum, Fruit, &c.,

Hull Chrysanthemum, Birming-
ham do. (two days), Yeovil do.

WEDNESDAY, Nov

^Dut(

^jj Imn

THURSDAY, Nov. 12

FRIDAY,

Dutch Bulbs, at Prutheroe &
orris* Ilooms.

Immense ImportatioT of Hya-
cinths and o'ber Dutch Bulhs,

Roses, Shrubs, Plants, and
Liliums, at Stevtns' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe ifc

Morris' Rooms.
Immense Importation of Hya-

cinths and other Dutch Bulbs.
Roses. Shi-ubs, Plants, and

, Liliums, at Stevens' Rooms.

TDutch Bulbs and Imported Orchids,
,., J at Protheroe & Morris" Rooms.

I Misc llaneousProperty,atSteveus'
I Rooms.

SATURDAY Nov. 14—Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WKEK. DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—43-3'

.

we hope in the next issue to be able to repro-

duce his drawing. Singularly enough, whilst

we were engaged in opening the box containing,

this ti easure, a letter was placed in our hands-

from Mr. Woodall, of Scarborough, announc-
ing the fact that the plant was also in flower

with him ; and now we learn that the plant[is^

also in flower at Kew. We reserve further

particulars until next week.

~. T 1 T c TriE National Chrvsanthemum
The Jubilee o£

t
"

m n
the National Society—one of the most^mfluen-

Chrysanthemum tial among the special floricul-
°^'^ ^" tural societies in the present day

—may be said to occupy a unique position ia

Fig. 99.— A TABLE OF CUT BLOOMS, VASES, AND PLANTS, AT THE NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMDM SOOIETY'S SHOW. (SEE P. 570.)

THURSDAY, Nov

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

Nov

Nov,

{Glasgow Chrysanthemum (two
days), Higbgate do. (two days),
Longton do , Winchester do.

!

Bradford and Shipley Chrysanthe-
mum (two days), Eccles, Patri-

croft, Pendleton, and District
do. (two days), Lichfield do.,

Sheffield do., Stockport do (two
days).

Royal Botanic Society : General
Meeting.

u|>

SALES.
x.„.- o f G''eat Trade Sale of Dutch Bulbs
"^"^^

• i at Stcveus' Rooms.

I

Sale of Choce Fruit Trees, at Par-
sonage Farrti, West Farleigh,
Kent, by order of Mr. T. W.

! Startup, by Protheroe & Moriis.
Nov. 10 Dutch Bulbs, at Protheroe &

Morris' Rooms.
Valuable Collection of British Le-
pidoptera, at Stevens' Rooms.

.Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Booms.

Camoensia
maxima.

Not very many, peihaps, of tho

present generation will remember
the excitement that was caused

by Dr. Welwitsch's discovery in Angola of

this superb climber. It was .speedily intro-

duced into commerce by Mr. William Bull,

but it is little more than two years since we first

heard of it flowering under cultivation in the

Peradenyia Botanic Garden, under the charge

of our lamented friend. Dr. Trimen. In this

country we have not heard of the production of

flowers until a day or two since, when Mr.

Bull roused the old interest by sending us a

raceme which had been grown in the gardens

of Mrs. WiNTiiROP, Barton Court, Ilungerford,

under the charge of Mr. W. F. Conn. That

head of flowers is in the hands of the artist, and

horticultural annals. It has witnessed the

Chrysanthemum taking a foremost place among
flowers ill the popular estimation, and it has

greatly fostered the development of the golden

flower by endeavouring to popularise it in many
ways. It has held, and is still holding, exhi-

bitions of Chrysanthemums as surprising in

extent as they are for the high quality of the

blooms displayed. It encourages the develop-

ment of every type of the flower, and presents

it to public view in many attractive and

utilitarian aspects. That it has imparted an

enormous increase in the commercial value of

the Chrysanthemum there can be no doubt. It

has, by bringing many Chrysanthemum societies

into affiliation with it, ramifications extending

to all parts of our own country, and it has
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a substantial hold upon some of our distant

colonies.

Instituted in 1S46 as the Stoke Newington
Chrysanthemum Society, it had its first home
in the " Amhurst Arms," in Shacklewell Lane,

and it would appear that the original intention

of its founders was to hold a fruit show merely
;

but as the Chrysanthemum was at that time

rapidly rising in popular favour, it was also

included iu its programme by the promoters.

Shacklewell is on the north side of Dalston

grown ; but now, almost entirely covered with

bricks and mortar in some form.

Of all those who took part in the inaugura-

tion of the Stoke Newington Chrysanthemum
Society, not one, it is believed, is now living.

The Society soon changeil its quarters to the

Eochester Castle, iu Shields Alley ; and from

thence, later in time, it went to the Manor
Rooms, Church Street, Stoke Newington. It

was while installed at the Eochester Castle that

a considerable amount of vitalitj- was imparted

that time, but very few survive ; Mr. J. George
of Putney, is still among us, and a member of

the National Society. The successor to Mr.
Edwards in the presidency was the late Mr. E.

Sanderson, first elected in 1861, and who filled

that position with one or two intervals neaily

up to the time of his death, a few years since.

The pioneers of Chrysanthemum culture in

Stoke Newington adopted a somewhat unique

method of paying their prize-money. All the

money taken at the doors was divided into prizes

Fig. 100.

—

group of chbtsanthb.mdm.s, at the nationaIi chrysanthemum society's show.

Shown by H. Tate, Esq., Park Hill, Streatham, Suirey (?aidelier, ^'r. W. Howe). (See p, 570.)

Lane, and was formerly (and probably is

80 still) a hamlet to the parish of Hacknej'. It

lies on the east side of the Stoke Newington
Eoad. It was then, doubtless, an open and
breezy district, with its Manor House, and old

family residences with large gardens, on the

sites of which there is now a forest of houses.

Ten years, and probably less, before the

Society was formed, Stoke Newington consisted

principally of one long street, extending
from Kingslaud Eoad to Stamford Hill,

with abundant open spaces and gardens on
either side, in which Chrysanthemums were

to the Society ; Mr. Eobert James, the land-

lord, an enthusiastic cultivator and exhibitor,

was Treasurer ; Mr. Joii\ Edwards, the then

Secretary of the National Floricultural Society,

President ; Mr. George Glenny, Judge ; and
Mr. William Holmes, the father of the late

Secretary of the National Chrysanthemum
Society— then gardener to Dr. Feampton,
Frampton Park, Hackney—was a member of

the Committee. The Frampton Park Nursery,
still in the occupation of his widow, is

on a portion of Dr. Frampto]N''s estate. Of
Ihose who were active workers in the Society at

on a pro rata scale, and handed to the winners

at a dinner which was usual on the evening of

the show. Each man's pile was placed upon a

tray, carried into the dining-room, and dis-

tributed ; and the remark of the late Mr. Arthur
WoRTLEY can be well understood when he said

that it was no easy task to divide such a sum as

i'>0 after the close of the show and pay it away
the same night.

The leading varieties grown for exhibition

cut blooms in those days were Annie Salter,

Beauty, Christine (lilao),^Phidias, and Queen of

England, all of which can still be found under
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their separate headings in the Jubilee Catalogue

of the National Chrysanthemum Society ; also

Aristides, Campestroni, Duke, King, Pio Nono,

Vesta, Dafianoe, Gem, Lysias, Nonpareil,

Eebecca, The Warden, Themis, Formosum,
Dupont de I'Eure, Pioneer, and Cyclops, some

of which, in all probability, still exist in old-

fashioned gardens.

Between 1865 and 1S6S the late Mr. Shirley
HiBBERD -was President. In 1874 the title of

the Society was enlarged to the Stoke Newing-

ton and Hackney Chrysanthemum Society, and

the following j-ear the place of meeting was

changed from the " Rochester Castle" to the

"Lord Stanley," Mr. Robert James having died

in 1871, and the Society then became known as

the Borough of Hackney Chrysanthemum
Society. It was at this time that the late

Secretary, Mr. Willtam Holmes, became

connected with the Society, and his active

personality soon infused fresh vitality into it

and its operations. In 1877 it was resolved that

the annual exhibition should take place at the

Eoyal Aquarium, and it was held there in 1878,

and has continued to be held there since. In

the early part of that year the late Mr. William
Holmes was appointed secretary, which office

he held until his lamented death in 1890. Soon
after Mr. Holmes' election, the home of the

Society was transferred to the Mitford Arms
hotel, near to Hackney Downs.
With the appearance of the Society at the

Eoyal Aquarum, assisted by a subsidy from

the authorities of the building, other shows were

added to that usually held in November, and
the Society entered upon an association which

has greatly assisted to develop it. In January,

1884, the title was changed to that of the

National Chrysanthemum Society, and its

progress became more rapid still ; its Floral

Committee was instituted, its general committee

enlarged, its rules extended to meet the require-

ments of its newly-broadened sphere of work
;

while the Chrysanthemum centenary celebration

in 1890 found it connected with many provincial

societies by affiliation, and some in distant parts

of the earth. It will be remembered that the late

secretary died shortly before the centenary cele-

bration, the lines upon which it was carried out

having been mainly laid down by him. Though
scarcely successful financially, it yet exercised

a potent influence in the way of popularising

the Chi'vsanthemum.

The introduction of the Japanese type b}' the

late Mr. Robert Foutuxe in 1862, not only

imparted a great impetus to Chi-ysanthemum

culture, but the rapid improvements in the type

which soon followed, and the deep hold they

took upon the popular taste, called into existence

many Chrysanthemum societies, and added

materially to the strength and importance of

that now known as the National Society. The
incurved type—attractive as it is—could never

have called forth the floral enthusiasm the

improved Japanese forms aroused in conse-

quence of the extraordinary diversity they

displayed. It is only in recent years that

substantial progress has been made with the

incurved flowers ; the Japanese have gone

forward by leaps and bounds.

The Jubilee Celebration finds the Society

with some 870 members, nearly 100 of whom
are Fellows, and there are in affiliation with it

not less than 136 provincial, colonial, and

foreign societies. The proposal to comme-
morate its Jubilee has aroused much en-

thusiasm, and called forth a degree of finan-

cial support of a most encouraging character
;

its Special Jubilee Fund has reached a sum of

£350 ; in addition it has a sum of £200, offered

in the form of special money-prizes, in addition

to valuable cups, plate, and medals. It is now
trying the somewat hazardous experiment of

holding two large exhibitions within the space

of four days.

One most important branch of the Society's

work has been that of cataloguing and classify-

ing the almost numberless varieties of the

Chrysanthemum which have appeared from

time to time. Its first Catalogue was pub-

lished in 1884, followed by an edition brought

up to date, which appeared in 18S6, and another

was issued in 18S8. In 1890 appeared the Cen-

tenary edition, a work of 108 pages, which, in

addition to classifying most of the leading

varieties, gave also an alphabetical list of all

the varieties its compilers were able to trace.

In 1892 appeared a supplement to this, and a

second supplement in 1894, both superseded by

the Jubilee edition, just issued. The latter is

not quite so bulky as the Centenary edition, but

is broadly comprehensive, one excellent feature

being that the characteristics of the various

sections of Chrysanthemums have been mate-

rially amplified.

The National Chrysanthemum thus appeals

to the flower-loving public on the strength of

the work it has already (and is still) accom-

plishing. It is an active force in horticultural

matters, holding four exhibitions in each year,

and though no one can regard the Royal Aqua-
rium as in any way a fit place in which to

hold flower - shows, yet the subsidy which

comes from the connection enables the Society

to keep so constantly before the public

the Chrysanthemum as an exhibition sub-

ject during the last four months of the year.

Some day we may hope to see a horticultural

hall for the use of all the many societies now
existent.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

Fruit and Floral Meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society will be held on Tuesday, Nov. Ill, in the Drill

Hill. James Street, Victoria Street, S.W., 1 to 4 P.M.

At 3 o'clock, lectures on " Seed-grou-ing " will be given

by Mr. R, Fife, F.R.H.S., and Mr. James Long,

F.R.H.S.

Professor C. C. Babington.—in the hall of

St. John's College, Cambridge, a day or two since, there

was huug a portrait of the late Mr. C. C. Babington,

thirty-four years until 1895 Professor of Botauy in for

the University of Cambridge, and Fellow of St. John's.

The painting was executed by Mr. W. Vizabd, of

Brighton, and is the gift of Mrs. Babington.

BUITENZORG.—The King of Siam, we learn, on

the occasion of a recent visit to these celebrated

gardens, conferred the Order of the White Elephant

on Dr. Tredb. Dr. Tkeob, no doubt, congratulates

himself on the receipt of the symbol rather than of

the reality.

NeriNES. ^ Mr. H. J. Elwbs, Colesborne,

Audovereford, R.S.O., Gloucestershire, writes :

—" As
1 am endeavouring to raise a late-flowering race of

Nerines which shall be equal in beauty to those

which flower early, I should be much obliged if any

of your readers who may have any good and distinct

hybrids or species in flower during November would

send me a freshly-cut truss of flowers by post.

There are two species not in cultivation, as far as I

know—N. lucida, Herbert, Bot. Riy,, t. 497, and N.

marginata, Herbert, which some of your readers in the

Cape Colony might be able to get, and which would

be great acquisitions to the lovers of this beautiful

genus.'

Grand Yorkshire Gala, Floral and
Musical Exhibition. — A general meeting of

guarantors and life members of the Grjuil Yorkshire

Gala was held at Barker's Hotel, York, recently. Sir

JosuPH Terry, J. P., presided, and there was a good

attendance. The following resolution had been

received from the Royiil Horticultural Society :—

,

"The Council of this Society, having heard from

members of the deputation attending the York Gala

of the great kindness and hospitality extended to

them by the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress of

York and by the chairman and committee of the

Gala, wish to express to his lordship and the Lady
Mayoress and to all the members of the committee

their very best thanks and sincere appreciation of the

courtesy shown to their deputation." On the motion

of Mr. Hodgson, seconded by Mr. Henry Scott,

numerous grants were made to the local charities.

Rhea Fibre.—Hitherto planters have found it

difficult to compete with the Chinese in producing

Rhea-ribbons and China-grass, the price of labour

having hitherto proved a stumbling-block to profitable

cultivation. The Chinese method is to strip the stems

by hand, and with a ring of Bamboo on the finger

they clean the strips of bark so effectively that it at

the same time removes the greater portion of the

gum. A machine designed to imitate this operation,

and so enable the planter to put Rhea-ribbons on the

mai'ket at a price considerably lower than the Chinese,

even at their low-priced labour, has been manu-
factured by the Ramie Syndicate, Staines, Middlesex.

The machine is portable, and can be worked by
water, steam, horse, or buUock power. A great

advantage is that it can be used on the field. It

requires no skilled labour, a couple of boys can run

it. It simply requires feeding ; the stems are passed

into the machine and returned as fibre, requiring

only to be taken off and deposited on the drying-

racks. When properly dried, there only remains to

bale it up and ship it. It is asserted that it will pay
the grower in India, West Indies, Australia, and
other countries, such as Algeria, Egypt, Straits Settle-

ments, Java, California, the Southern States of

America, Mexico, Brazil, Argentine, Venezuela, &o.

Where sugar and coSee do not pay, the land can

grow Ramie, and once a continuous supply can be

depended upon, mills will spring up, and the strong

lustrous fibre will becoaie a necessity. It will pay

the planter abroad, it will pay the manufacturer here,

who will only have one cause for oompliuut, and that

will be that the goods made of Ramie last too long.

In the meantime, the plant Btjhmeria nivea can be

gi-own in this country, as the following letter from

Mr. McHAxriE shows ;

—

" We grow a small plantation for our own use. So far as I

;uu able to judge, it would grow .lud p.iy for growing, say, in

Kent. The frost often cuts it down in spring ; however, that

does not seem to interfere much with its growth, for it

comes up again in after weeks as strong as ever. I should

say in the South of France two crops might be obtaincl

in one season, and in India three crops, for it is a rapid-

growing plant. I would not advise a large plantation ; but I

<lo think it worth trial in our best counties, and I shall be

gla<l to .assist anyone who is anxious to make a start.

John W. McHattie,
Gardener to bis Grace the Duke of Wellington,

Strathfields.aye, Sept. 25, 1S9C."

Brussels International Exhibition.—Mr.
J. Dredge, Executive Commissioner for the British

Section of this Exhibition, statss that considerable

progress has been made by him m his work, and that

the prospects of Great Britain being well represented

in all departments are excellent, aud applications for

space are coming in well.

Dock-leaves as Food for Pigs.—Many of

the pastures in the Bernese Oberlaud are so full of

Dock and of Bistort that at this season there appears

to be little else. Seeing the pea-sants cutting the

leaves, and hanging them to dry under the eaves of

their chalets, a dreadful suspicion arose that this might

he the baiis of Swiss tobacco. An enquiry, however,

elicited the fact that the leaves were dried for the

benefit of the swine in the winter-time. Docks and

Dock-leaves run to waste in this country, though the

seeds contain abundance of starch ; and, as we have

seen, the Swiss have found a use for the leaves.

MicROBic Diseases of Plants.—it is only

fourteen years since M. Haktio announced that there
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were no microbic diseases o£ plants ; and Anton de

Bary", two years aftei", had already modified that

decision by declaring them to be very rare, and

explaining this rarity by the generally acid reaction

of the vegetable tissues. Nevertheless, in 1885, ho

mentioned four bacterial diseases of the Pear,

Hyacinth, Wheat, and Totato. Ideas have somewhat
changed now ; the general acidity of plants is no

longer admitted, and, further, there are bacteria which

do well among acids. Mr. EliwiN F. S.mith gives a

good epitome of the st:ite of the question in tha

Amcriatn Nalwalist (August and September), noting,

according to the most authentic works, the bacterial

diseases of plants actually known. He commences
his investigation with the diseases of the Beetroot,

one of which had been already described by Mr. E.

KB.iMEB as being caused by a bacillus not yet specified

;

another has been described by J. C. Arthor and

K. C. GOLDBN, and two others by M. Bollky and M.

HiLTNEB. This work is only in its commeucemeut,

New York Botanic Garden.—A sum of

2500 dollars has boon obtained as an endowment fund
for this garden, and 250 acres of land set aside by
These were so clear and precise, that the collector

the municipality of New York. The herbarium and
library of Colombia College are to be transferred to

the new garden, of which Professor Bsitton is to

take charge.

UrOPEDIUM Lindeni. — An amusing story is

told relating to the discovery of this plant in a recent

number of the Journal des Urchideea. According to

the story, as told by the late M. FcNOic, Linden, in

the course of his wanderings in South America,
entered a cavern, but had hardly done eo when a

gigantic bear rolled down from the rocks above,

dragging with him a huge ni,ass of the Orchid now
known as Uropedium Lindeni. Struck with
astonishment at the plant, Linden soon recovered his

fright at the fall of the bear, which, fortunately for

words :
" Although one has to get up rather early,

still, I think that buying the flowers is the nicest part

of the whole business ; and though some people

think Covent Garden is a rough place for womer,
I don't at all agree with them. The salesmen are so

kind and helpful, and never try to take advantage of

me—and I have lots of friends amongst the barrow-

men. On the whole, I am struck with the kindliness

and friendship of one's fellow-tradesmen ; there seems
to be a sort of creed amongst shopkeepers to help one

another, which one doesn't findin all other walksof life."

Mrs. Heron-M.axhell records that it is really difficult

to buy for her sort of business, and that a wise choice

can only be learnt by experience, and even then a

certain amount of waste must be expected. It is very

curious to note a kind of craze people get for one

particular flower. Once learned, thb particular plant

can be ordered in quantities, and it is certain to be
demanded for every kind of decoration. At present

Chrysanthemums are the rage.

FlO. 101.—A GROUP OF JAPANE.SE CHRVSiNTUI'MUMS.

and Mr. E. Smith renders a valuable service by

collating the results already achieved in this branch

of science. Rcruc Scicnlifriuc.

A Royal Purveyor of Roses.—Messrs. W.m.

Paul & Son, of Waltham Cross, who already hold

the appointment of Rose growers to the Queen,
inform us that they have lately received commands
to supply the plants for a new Kose-garden for

H.tt.H. the Prince of Wales at Sandringham.

Heliopsis scabra, Ladhams's variety.—
Recently some flowers of this variety, which had been

fourteen days in water, but which were looking com-

paratively fresh-looking, were sent for our inspection

by a correspondent. The plants had been flowering

since July, and there was every appearance of their

continuing to do so till cut down by frost. Its habit

is said to be compact and neat, with the flowers

arranged on long branching stems, making it a useful

hardy plant. It originated in the Ladhams Nursery,

Southampton.

him, retired growling fiercely. Some years after,

Linden despatched Funck to South America to

collect specimens of the Uropedium, giving Funck
all the necessary particulars where to find tlie cavern,

had no difficulty in fiuding the spot. Advancing

carefully, rifle in hand, the collector narrated how he

entered the cavern, there to meet with a bear seated

on his haunches. The friendly bear extended his paw
to greet the visitor, and said "Ah, Mr. Funck, and

how is that dear fellow Linden ,' Has he recovered

from the scare I caused him at the time of the dis-

covery of Uropedium Lindeni ? " The story is at

least as tnie as some other narratives relating to the

discovery of Orchids !

A Lady Florist. — Mrs. Heron-Maxwell,
according to the Daily Mall, is to be seen every

morning at Covent Garden buying flowers for her

dainty establishment in Lower Belgrave-street,

London, S.W. Mrs. Heron-Maxwell says she loves

this department of the business. To use her own

The Cultivation of Cyclamen. — MM.
Alex. Hkbert and Georges Truffact contribute

ti:i \,\\e Journal dc la Societi Nali'jnale d'Hoiticulliire

de Prance for August, a paper on "The Cultivation

of Cyclamen," in which they say that:—1. Under
the influence of manures. Cyclamens increase the

total weight of vegetable matter elaborated, but this

increase relates to the leaves, and diminishes the

number of flowers proportionately, thus working for

an effect contrary to that desired by the grower.

2. Successful cultivation of these plants can only be

hoped for by working, as regards physics, on the soil

in which they grow. This soil must, however, con-

tain a sufficient proportion of elementary substances.

In practice, the mixture of leaf-mould and sandy-

clay succeeds well. 3. If it is thought, owing to poor-

ness of soil, necessary to add complementary manures,

our analyses advise the use of a very dilute mixture

of nitrate of soda, chloride of sodium, and sulphate of

iron. 4. Increase of substances useful to Cyclamen, sup-

plied artificially in superabundance, ean yield no
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improvement either to the beauty or the quantity of

the flowers. Selection tends only to this end, and

nutrition improper and in superabundance often

modifies disadvantageously in a few months the

hereditary characteristics peculiar to the race.

Agricultural Returns.—The Board of Agri-

culture has issued the customary statistical tables show-

ing the acreage of crops and the number of live-stock

in Great Britain in 189.5 and 1896. The total number

of acres under orchard cultivation in Great Britain in

1896 was 221,254, an increase of between 3,000 and

4,000 acres over the previous year. This increase is

even more marked in the case of market-gardens,

which in 1893 comprised 96,696 acres, as against

92,837 acres in 1895. Details of this kind are given

for each agricultural crop, and each county.

Clematis crispa, Linn.—This is a species

native of the Southern United States, and but rarely

seen here. For a flowering specimen we are indebted

to Mr. EuRBiDQB. The lobes of the three-parted leaf

are stalked and lanceolate ; the flowers solitary, lilac,

on long, slender stalks, 7 cent, in diameter, apetalous,

the sepals forming a cylindrical tube, each sepal

oblong below, expanding into a broad ovate-acute or

acuminate lilac-coloured blade, the margins of which

are wavy or lobulate.

Botanical Latin Grammar.—a oonespon-

dent asks whether there is not a grammar the

illustrations and examples of whicli have a direct

bearing on horticulture. Instead, he says, of " ham-

mering away" at paciscor—I bargain ; or numus—

a

coin; he would have " fodio— I dig"; Viola—

a

Violet " ; and so forth. We fear there is no such

book. If our correspondent can secure a copy of

Linnaus Philosophia Bvtanica, it would help him
greatly. Linnaeus' descriptive language is admirable

for its purpose. Would that modern botanists and

text-book writers would imitate its terseness and

directness.

The Scottish Horticultural Associa-
tion.—An interesting and successful meeting of this

association was held on Tuesday, November .3, at

a, St. Andrew .Square, Edinburgh, Mr. R. \V. E.

MuRRAV presiding. There was a large attendance of

members, and twenty-four new names were added to

the roll, among which we hear was the name of Mr.

D. T. Fish. An essay on " Glass-structures " was con-

tributed by Mr. John McIntyue, Darlington, which

excited lively interest. It was mentioned in connec-

tion with the forthcoming Chrysanthemum show, Nov.

19 to 21, that it was likely to prove the largest that

has yet been held in Edinburgli, inasmuch as the

space in the Waverley Market had been more largely

taken up than on any previous occasion. Few early

Chrysanthemums have been altogether satisfactory

this season, though great hopes are entertained that

the Edinburgh show may prove the best of the

season. Lord Provost MiDonai.d is to preside at

the opening of the show, and the opening ceremony
will be performed by Sir Lewi.s McIvrr, M.P., and
Lady McIver.

A Beautiful Berried Bush.—Few per.sona

having in them a love for the beautiful, and who
have passed in daylight in front of Dr. Triu'ncfr'm

residence at Surbiton, says the Surrey Comet of

Oct. 24, 1896, but must of late have noticed tlie sin-

gularly striking mass of berries of a rich orange-scarlet

colour seen on shrubs of one kind growing in the

garden, and projecting high above the outer walls.

It is known botanically as Cratjegus Pyracantha var.

Lalandi. Commonly this plant is grown against walls

and houses, being kept hard nailed in and pruned so

that it becomes a semi climber. When so seen ber-

ries are produced in great abundance, but the eftect

is usually fnrm.al.

Winchester Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.—The fifth annual meeting of

the above association was held on Tuesday, Oct. 27.

The secretary's report stated that the society was in

a flonrishing condition, they had a substantial balance

in hand, and the number of ordinary members was a

little over one hundred, and the honorary members

over forty ; the average attendance during the year

was fifty. Mr. Mayo, who had been chairman for

three years in succession, resigned ; and Mr. MoNr,

gardener to Mrs. Warner, was elected chairman.

Mr. Neville, gardener to F. W. Flight, Esq.,

Twyford, was elected vice-chairman ; Mr. Towns
re-elected as honorary secretary. During the winter

session, lectures will be given by Professors Gilchrist

and FouLKES, under the auspices of the Hampshire

County Council.

Flowers in Season.—A very bright scarlet-

coloured, very fragrant Carnation, named Yule Tide,

reaches us from that veteran florist, Mr. John Forbes,

of Hawick, N.B., who tell us in the note accompanying

it that the plant has received six First-class Certifi-

cates this year. As a flower cut from a plant, which

the sender remarks has been in continuous flower for

a period of thirteen months, it is remarkable for size

and substance. As a winter-flowering Carnation it

will run Winter Cheer and some other favourites

hard for a place in public favour.

The French Vintage.—Reports from the

Western Departments of France are stated to record

an unfortunate condition of things, the long-con-

tinued rains having played sad havoc in the vineyards.

The weather is answerable for many a dreary outlook

in vineyards within 20 miles of Paris. Last year we

briefly drew attention to the fact, on the authority of

a consular-agent on leave of absence, that Hops—and

beer—were making way where the Vine had failed.

This, for the sake of the workers, is to be regretted

—

in this connection doubly so.

The West of England Chrysanthemum
Society's fiftli annual exhibition will take place on

November 10 and 11, in Plymouth Guildhall. The

committee are making strenuous efforts to secure a

record, and to that end are introducing novelties of

various kinds. Mr. F. C. Smale, of Torquay, has

been engaged to lecture ou both evenings on " The

Chrysanthemum ,-it Home and Abroad," with special

limelight illustrations. The National Chrysanthemum

Society's jubilee medal will be awarded to the best

bank of Chrysanthemums in the hall, and no doubt

this will lead to even keener competition than last

year. As an inducement to further subscriptions, the

committee have decided to admit to the lecture all

subscriber,'! free of charge.

Presentation to Messrs. Backhouse &
Son, York.—An interesting ceremony took place on

Thursday afternoon, Oct. 29, at Messrs. liACKHousR

& Son's nursery, near York, when a dejiutation of the

Ancient Society of York Florists waited upon Messrs.

Baokhousk to present to them a Gold Medal and

address as an acknowledgment of their generous

assistance to the society in sending collections of

plants, flowers, ami fruits for comiilimentary exhibi-

tion at the summer shows of the society. The depu-

tation consisted of Mr. Geo. Lamb, tre.Tsurer ; Mr. .1.

Ija/.enby, secretary ; Mr. J. K. Wilkinson, and Mr.

John Pillmoor, stewards ; Mr. Councillor Staines, Mr.

K. M.-ickintosh, and Mr. ¥., Everard. Mr. J. E. Wil-

kinson, as senior steward, made the presentation, and

addressing Mr. James Backhouse, by whom the depu-

tation was received, said they were deputed by the

subscribers to the Ancient Society of York Florists

to wait upon the firm with the object of presenting to

them a token of the appreciation which they felt of

the kindness of Messrs. Backhouse & Sou in contri-

buting so generously to the shows which were held

(luring the summer under the auspices of the Florists'

Society. They appeared there as representatives of

the subscribers of the society, who were desirous of

expressing their indebtedness to Messrs. Backhouse

for the valuable help which they had rendered

to their various shows, and for the disinterested

support which they had accorded to the society.

He also took the opportunity of testifying to the very

great and opportune assistance they received from

Messrs. Backhou,?e, who gave them very valuable

support when the Chrysanthemum Show was pro-

jected some seventeen years ago. Hence the

errand of the deputation, Mr. Wilkinson then

handed to Mr. Backhouse a massive and hand-

some gold medal with appropriate design and

inscription, and also read a short address,

which he said would be illuminated and

framed and presented later on. Mr. James Back-

house, in replying, said what assistance the firm

had been able to give had been very willingly

rendered, and he hoped that in the future the firm

which he then represented would be able to still

further the interests of the Society. He thanked

them sincerely for the token which they had pre-

sented to his firm of their good will. He then invited

the deputation to make a tour of the extensive ranges

of glass-houses, in which are fine collections of

Orchid.s, Ferns, and plants in great variety.

Sixty-eight Cherries in a Bunch.—In the

Qartenflora for October 1.^) is a photogi'aphic illus-

tration of a bunch, consisting of sixty-eight Cherries,

.all springing from a common stalk. The bunch is

preserved in the museum of the Agi'icultural high-

school of Berlin.

The Fruit Crop in the United States.

—The fruit harvest, s,ay3 the Echo, has been enor-

mous in certain districts of America this year. la

the Chatauqua region Grapes are so abundant that

the price offered barely covers cost of transport,

and the greater portion of the Apple crop in places

distant from market centres has been left to rot on

the ground, or is utilised as food for pigs. It is to

be hoped that improved methods of preservation will

be introduced whereby excess produce may be kept

until a time when the demand is such as to enable it

to be sold at a profit.

New Publications. — A Book about Roses,

by S. Reynolds Hole, Dean of Rochester, fifteenth

edition (Edward Arnold), contains a list of the

best exhibition and garden Roses. A view of a Rose-

hedge in the Deanery garden, .and sundry other illus-

trations, are new features in this most popidar

volume, which retains its freshness even in a fifteenth

eiMtion.— Year- llool.- of the United Slates Department

of AffriaiUurc (1890), contains a number of articles

on the application of science to practice which are of

the greatest interest to cultivators ; an excellent

index renders them readily accessible. — Report of

\V(n-l: of the. Aijrkaltnral Experiment Stations of the

Uiiircrsilij of California, 1896, is full of valuable

information on soils, water, fertilisers, fruitgrowing,

plant-diseases and like matter. The botanic garden

of the University at Berkeley is under the charge of

Mr. J. BnRTr Davy. The introduction of the Aus-

tralian Salt-bush, Atriplex semibaccatum, will, it is

said, render productive vast tracts of land which are

at present a blot on the landscape. It will also prove

of great profit to owners whose farms are marked by

alkali spots which have resisted orchard or pasture

extension. By means of the Salt-bush, these spots

can be covered with verdure, and the resulting forage

will aid greatly in maintaining domestic animals.

Sachalin has not justified the expectations formed of it.

Tlie Foothill Culture Station near Jackson till lately

under the charge of our correspondent, Mr. Hansen,

who has studied the Vijgetation of the district, enume-

rating 800 species as growing in Amador County, ahd

among them a large number of species of Oaks.

—

An Enri/elopaiiia of Oardenin;/. By T. W. Sanders.

(CoLLiNaBiDdi-;.) A second edition of this' useful

little book has appeared ; its aim is eminently prac-

tical—to give in the smallest compass, and with the

least expenditure of words, the prinnip.il details

relating to garden plants which an amateur i.s likely

to w.ant. Mr. S.inders has condensed into lesi than

000 p.ages details which the reader without such help

might have to consult numerous volumes. Sometimes

brevity leads to obscurity ; thus, under Achillea, we

find" Int. (foreign species) 1596." We suppose one

particular species was introduced in the year 1596,

but it is not specified, and there are not l,'i96 species

of Achillea.

—

Hesdorffem Mouatnlteflc fiir Blamcn

and Oarten Freiinde. (Berlin: Robert Opfenhelm.)

This is the first number of a new periodical devoted

to amateur gardening, and illustrated with coloured

plates and other illustrations. The contents are

varied and interesting.— i)(C( i'c»i»ai)-c' Pratique d'ffor-
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ticiilture el de Jardinarje, par G. Nichiilson, traduit

parS. MoTTET (Paria : Octave Doin), has now reached

the end of the letter P. It is needless to reiterate here

our appreciation of this useful book.— The last number

of the Bolclim da Sockdadc Brotcriana, published at

Coimbra, contains,amongst other things, a classification

of the species of Quercus according to the anatomical

structure of the petiole. Professor Henriques con-

tinues his contributions to the Flora of Portugal.

The professor enumerates three species of Pinus, two

of Cupressus, four of Juniperus, and one of Taxus,

as natives of Portugal.

—

Die Tierparas'ddren Kranh-

heiten der PJlanzen. Von Dr. A. B. Frank.

(Breslau : Trewendt.) A second edition of a useful

book on the diseases and deformities of plants caused

by insei^t and other animal agencies. It is a book we
often have occasion to refer to as containing detailed

lists of the insects and other nroaturns injurlou-i to

plants.

—

Sonw New tinalh Wales Plants innrl/i t'ul/i-

Tiiliii;/ for Sliadf and alhi r J'liyposes. By J. H.

Maii>kn. The title explains the object of this publi-

cation. We have often urged our colonial friends

to endeavour to develop t'leir own resources rather

and Praelice of Dairy Work. Translated from the

German of W. Fleischmann by C. M. Aikman and

R. Patrick Wright. (Blackie & Co.) This is not

a book which we can review at length in these

columns. It must suffice to ,say that it is a standard

book of great excellence, and one which, in view of

the great foreign competition to which they are sub-

jected, British, and especially Irish, dairy-farmers

should make themselves acquainted with.

—

Avurican

Qrape-Qrowinfi and Wine - .ytnluig. By Geokqk

HusMANN. Fourth edition. (New York : Orange

JuDD Company.) A very complete manual, which

will be serviceable in those of our colonies where the

Vine is cultivated in the open air. Full directions

are given for making wine. The author writes in

such a cheery, wholesome spirit that he impresses his

readers, and will, no doubt, influence them for good.

New Invention.

PL.\NT PORTRAITS.
Rit-nKNAKlA ArRANTlAC\, LiiiilU-y ; Kninzlin, Xi-nia

0,;hidaera, t. -'SI.

Poi.Rol'Hvr.l.L'M SESSILIPI.ORI'M, Wenilland and Kniii/.lin,

,\V/Mtl 0,;-lii'li'cta, t. 290, I.

F.Q. 102.

—

wood's plant protector.

than sequaolously imitate our Chrysanthemum and

other similar culture. How vastly more interesting

would be a good collection of the plants mentioned

in Mr. Maiden's list.

—

F/cars ti Olseidu-, Rerac /lias-

trie d'Ornilholnfle et d'Horlicullnrc. A publication

issued by M. K. de Wael, of Boulevard de la Seune,

Bruxelles, and devoted to birds and flowers.

—

T/ic

IVin-seri/ Book-. The second title of this book will

remove auy misconception that might arise as to its

object; it runs thus:—"A complete guide to the

multiplication of plants." It is, in fact, a third

edition of a book by Professor Bailet, and is pub-

lished by Messrs. Maomillan. The author inci-

dentally mentions the subject of grafting, and shows

that the prejudice against it is due rather to improper

or faulty grafting than to anything necessarily in-

jurious in the process itself. The first five chapters

are devoted to general considerations connected with

propagation, the sixth to the special means requisite

in the case of individual genera ; this portion of the

book is alphabetical. A glossary and an index com-

plete a book which should be in every garden library.

—The Book of the Davy : A Manual of the Science

CatasrTi'M Perox, Krinzlio, .Kenia J0nladur,(i, t. iSS, II.

CypRlPEDn'M CnAMBKRi.AlsiANUM, O'Brien ; Kriinzlin,

X^nia Orchi'tacea. t. 284.

CvpRipRDU'M Wor.TERHSi'M, KrlinzUn, .W.ou 0,-fliiJ'tcta,

t. 282.

Drndkobiom olomervtum. Itoltc ; Kiiiii/lin, \'"na

Oiy'.Maceti, t. 290.

Dendromecum RIOIDU.M, Gfirdetl, 0,'t-)ber 10.

Centiana ANriREW.fii, Wiener, Ilhulrierlr tlorlrn Zftlnnn,

t. iii.

Qo\c;oK\ cisslDEA, Rchb. f., ; Kki zlin, .V-»ii.r Orclddacm,

t. 289.

Habenaria MEDII9.E, H. ScHLElHt.Eltl, and H. ocrULT^N!^,

Kninzlin, Xtnia On-iiidacea, t 2SG.

Habenaria Sovahxie, Kranzlin, Xeuia retiidarca

,

t. 287, II.

Phal.«vop313 antennmkrra. lU-hl'. f. ; Kruiizlin, Xtula

Orchidacea, t. 285.

Philadelphus LEMOfNEi, Moller's Deulsetie Gihiner Zcitung,

Aupist 20. A croS3 between 1' miorophyllus and P.

carunarius.

PoLvaTiCHYA Hoi.sTii, Kianzliii, Xeniix Orchidacea,

t. 287, I.

Pri-nos AMVODAr.i's var. macro.aRpa, Carden, October IT.

Stenocoryne Wendlvndiana, KrUnzlin, Xe}iia OrchUlacea,

t. 289, I.

Trkhopilia siiiLTlElORA, KrUnzUn, Xeniu Orcliidttcea,

t. 288, I.

Vanda viTEtLlNA, KraDzUn, Xenia OrcltidiKea, t, 283.

Xanthorbiza APilFOLiA, Tijdscliri/l i\ Tuinbouw, t. 1.

WOOD'S PLANT PROTECTOR.

The frame shown in fig. 102, has,' been devised by

Mr. J. Wood, Kirkstall, near Leeds, with a view to

supplying a suitable means for the convenient pro-

tection of many plants and bulbs that are not abso-

lutely hardy, and especially such as are injured

more by the excess of wet than cold during the

autumn and winter months. It is made of cast-iron,

in two pieces, which are capable of being locked

together by a strong pin and socket. The

metal is angled, and the castings have been
" barffed " by a patent method to prevent them

from rust. The stout upright is 2 inches wide, and

1:! inches long. The frame is U^ by lU inches

and by means of a pin is dropped into the

socket of the upright, when it becomes ready to

receive the sheet of glass, for which convenient

grooves are provided. The glass sheets used are

IS inches by 11 inches, or 13 inches by 11 inches.

The object of the inventor has been to produce a

protector of durability, and capable of being fixed in

a moment.

Notices of Books.

How TO Study Wild Flowers. By the Rev.

George Henalow, &c. (,The Religious Tract

Society).

This is a little book as full of information as, to use

a common phrase, an egg is of meat. It is intended,

as the title page tell us, for the use of schools and

private students. The student is presumed to wish

" to know something about our wild flowers, but he does

not quite know how to begin to study them. To

show how he may be able to do this without other

assistance is the aim of the present book." The book

is thus intended expressly for the novice. The direc-

tions and the informatiou given are, it need hardly

be said, excellent. Our only fear is that the beginner

may be alarmed and deterred at the outset. At any

rate we think it may be well if he refrain from read-

ing the preface till he has made some little progress

with the examination of the flowers. Beginners re-

quire to have what to them are new phenomena, and

specially new ideas, placed before them sparingly and

gradually. When they have mastered a few elemen-

tary facts and digested a few leading principles, a

stronger dose may be given, but at first it seems best

to be content with small portions frequently repeated.

This method ot giving mental nutriment i.s, it is true,

not easily cai-ried out by such accomplished teachers as

the author of this book. There is with many teachers

a tendency to tell all they know at once, and to con-

dense into a small number of pages an amount of

information that might well be spread over a very

much larger space. A few carefully selected illustra-

tions leading up from the simple or conspicuous to

the more complex and less easily recognised forms

seems preferable. A multiplicity of ex,amples neces-

sitates a number of contractions and floral formulas

which may prove embarrassing to the beginner, but

the study of which, we may assure him, he will find

fascinating as he goes on. One excellent feature in the

present book is the manner in which the author keeps

before the mind of the reader the significance of the

facts and phenomena he brings under his notice. The

"reason why" is constantly kept in view, and the

appearances and phenomena presented by plants are

co-related with the conditions under which plants

exist, and with their actual requirements. In like

manner, the relationships between plant and plant

and the evidences of a common ancestry, more or less

remote as the case may be, aro carefully pointed out.

Mr. Henslow appropriately takes many of his illustra-

tions from the experiences and practices of the florist.

" If we ask how it is that insect-visited flowers aje

generally more conspicuous and less fertile in Nature

than the insignificant self-fertilisers, the answer resides

in the fact that intercrossing is a temporary stimu-

lating process, and tends t) make the plants
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raised from their seed finer plants in the popular

sense of the term. For florists find that when they

cross their flowers, those on the seedlings raised

frotu them are often larger and more variously coloured,

and the foliage may also be " improved," while even

a large number of seeds may at first be produced, but

all this tends to detract from the reproductive energy,

and soon reduces the degree of fertility ; so that florists

find that after having crossed and re-crossed a plant

with the view of " improving '' it more and more, i.e.,

in a floricultural sense, they Eoon get to the end of

their tether : the " best " flowers at last fail to produce

much or even any good seed, and they have to start

afresh on some new line." Mr. Henslow's illustration

of the abundance of flower in a particular Dendrobium
as contrasted with the paucity of seed-vessels, loses

some of its force by the consideration of the vast

numbers of seeds produced in one pod. Self-fertili-

sation in plants is not considered by Mr. Henslow to

be iujuiious, and there isno doubt from Mr. Henslow's

previous observations and researches that too much
importance has been attached to the alleged injurious

effects of self-fertilisation. Whether the advantage,

which must Ije admitted, of an occasional cross, has

been similarly over-estimated remains to be seen.

Mr. Henslow's book is illustrated with woodcuts

illustrative of the structural features detailed in the

text. For the sake of the ne.xt edition we point out

that fig. 37, p. 1.56, more nearly represents Gentiana

acaulis than G. pneumonanthe.

The work is one eminently suited for the thoughtful

and patient student, and it is one well calculated to

stimulate research and to promote a real knowledge
of botany.

The Orchids of Burma.*

Too great praise cannot be bestowed on such
patient workers in the botany of any district as

Captain Bartle Grant, of the Border Regiment, Adju-
tant Rangoon Volunteer Rifles, has bestowed on the
clever compilation under notice, and in which the

Orchids of Burma are brought together in a handy
volume ; described, remarked upon, and their refer-

ences given, the whole constituting the most com-
plete anil accurate work on the subject, available for

the identification of species, or for the use of the
student who is anxious to go over the ground already
opened up and renrlered easy by the steady, plodding
labours of (Japtain Bartle Grant, whose reasons for

undertaking the work, as given in the preface, at once
suggests the usefulness of liis finished work to all who
have cause to consult its pages. Captain (5rant says,

" When I commenced the study of Burmese Orchids,
I found the want of a book of reference at a modera'e
price, suitable for a beginner's use, a serious obstacle

to my progress." And to provide for the want which
no one was better able to estimate than himself, he
commenced the long and arduous task which he has
so well completed. The Orchids of the Andaman
Islands are also included with tho.se of Burma, and
both localities have been largely drawn on by im-
porters for some of the most beautiful Orchids in

cultivation, such as Dendrobium Wardianum, Vanda
ceerulea, V. Amesiana, and V. Kimballiana ; but a

study of Captain Grant's work reveals the same
story that perusal of any complete enumeration of'

the local flora of any tropical country reveals, viz.,

that for every species now grown in gardens, there
are a dozen equally pretty and interesting yet to

be got over—not of the showiest, perhaps, but still

good garden plants. To those interested in Burmese
Orchids, either in India or elsewhere. Captain Grant's
work, which is to be obtained through Bernard
Quaritch, 15, Piccadilly, London, will be of inesti-

mable service.

How Much He Thought He could Earn.—Presiding at the annual meeting of the Yeovil and
District Gardeners' Association on Friday, Judge
Philbriok, Q.C, F.R.H.S., in the course of his open-
ing remarks, said he had often thought, and some-
times said, that if the worst came to the worst, he
could earn 2». a day at propagating.

• Tkc Oixk'uh of Burma (indudinq those of the Andaman
Islaiuls), by C.iptam Bartle Grant. Rangoon, 1895.

Home Correspondence.

the AUSTRrAN BRIAR.—The " Austrian Briar,"

or " Harrisoni," Rose, usually flowers but once in a
season. Last year, however, three plants of this

variety flowered during August and September, and
we propagated from them, with the result that all

are now (Oct. 19th) in full bloom. Frank Cant li- Co.,

Colchester. [With this communication we received a
glorious bunch of this highly fragrant and distinct

Rose. We congi-atulate Messrs. Cant on this impor-
tant "find." Ed.]

SCHUBERTIA QRAVEOLENS.—I often wonder
why this grand stove climber is not more generally
grown. For cut flowers it is almost invaluable,

for the long succession of blooms which can be
obfavined from a freely-grown plant for quite six

months. At Eastou Park, near Grantham, there is

a plant trained on the roof of one of the stoves, which
has produced a great quantity of its pure white wax-
like, sweet-scented Bowers ever since May this year, and
will continue to flower for some time longer. Most
of the trusses on this plant consisted of from six to

nine flowers, and the flowers are much larger than
those of Stephanotis grandiflora, which they very
much resemble. Another grand old plant, contrast-

ing well with the above in the colour of its flowers, is

Ipomoea Horsfallise, a plant of which is doing equally
well under Mr. Watson's care at Eastou, and show-
ing many trusses of its deep rose coloured Sowers.
The plant looks likely to flower the winter through.
A. 0.

CELEBRATION OF THE SIXTIETH YEAR OF
HER MAJESTY'S REIGN.—As numerous suggestions

are under consideration for celebrating the sixtieth

year of Her Majesty's beneficeut reign, may I venture
to bring before the British people a long felt need of
the horticultural community? Hcirticidturists have
no common meeting place, no centre, and the estab-

lishment of a Home of Horticulture—a Royal Home
of Horticulture, if Her Majesty graciously appointed
it so—would be an event worthy of this period of our
national history. It U quite unnecessary to cmpliixsise

the inconveniences inseparable from flower and other
similar shows held in buildings not structurally

adapted for them, and to do more than refer to the
undesirability of holding exhibitions in places to

which any exception can be taken. Our institute

would be above any ohjectionable connections. I

would suggest the establishment of a Home of Horti-

culture which should be so designed as to aflTord

facilities for further promoting the interests of other
arts, painting, music, &c. It is generally admitted
that the best pictures are not always received at the
Academy ; here they wouhl find a welcome home.
On behalf of music, the overflowing nonprofessional
talent might here find ample opportunities for

development, even for the assistance of philanthropic
enterprises ; such a trio might be advantageously
united to their mutual benefit, and to the improve-
ment, enjoyment, and advancement of everyone.

Having worked out this project somewhat in detail

I beg to invite co-operation towards its attainment.

The aim is to bring together all horticultural interests

to a metropolitan home, presided over by life

governors, qualified in the first instance by donation.

Kvery gardener would be eligible for election to the
position of life governor whenever a vacancy occurred,
the qualification fee being only required from the
first board of governors for defraying expenses
in the initiatory stage of the society. Suitable
premises being found, and furnished in every parti-

cular with due regard to the intention and require-

ments of the establishment, arrangements would be
made for a continuous session of exhibitions, lectures,

concerts, &c., and an annual convention would be held
perhaps in May to consider the year's work, &c. For
the convenience of visitors, a properly conducted
buffet, with reception and reading-rooms, would form
part of the scheme, also a library of books of refer-

ence upon horticulture. [The Lindley Library might
be made available.] We all know and appreciate

the refining influence of beautiful flowers, hence the

home to house such in our great metropolis might do
a great deal to counteract the degrading influences

of music-halls, &c. Let us hope that another Joseph
Paxton will come forth and erect a Crystal Palace in

one of our central London parks as a home of horti-

cuture for Great Britain. James L. Wood, F.R.H.S.,
Cranhrook, Oakleiijh Park, Whetstone.

STRAWBERRIES IN NOVEMBER.—I have sent you
a few Strawberries picked from an open border facing

south, and have many more in bloom, showing the
mildness of the weather. The variety is Vicomtesse
H. du Thury. Jr. Lewis, gr.. East Sullon Park, Staple-
hurst, Kent.

MICHAELMAS DAISIES.—Of all the late out-
door autumn flowers, none can compare with the
Michaelmas Daisies, Starworts, or perennial Asters.
After more than a month of rough weather, in-

cluding frost of 6°, which blackened and destroyed
almost every other outdoor flower, several varie-

ties of the Michaelmas Daisy looked very little

the worse. When this is taken into considera-
tion, it is a matter for wonder that these plants
are not more planted, although they are beginning to

be generally recognised as valuable flowers for the
flower garden and herbaceous borders. Where much
house decoration is required, what is there at this

season so well adapted for filling large vases as the
beautiful branching sprays of such Michaelmas Daisies
as Ericoides, Robert Parker, Paniculatus, W. J. Grant,
Cordifolius, Diana, and others. They are of easy
culture in any moderately good soil, as well as in

the semi-wild garden, and on the rockery the
very dwarf species may be planted ; while in

positions where the' tall-growing varieties can
be grown in ma.sses they are very effective. It is in

September and throughout October that they are
generally most serviceable, especially when other
outdoor flowering-plants have their flowers spoiled by
frost ; those which flower at this time should be
planted in larger numbers than the earlier-flowering.

Here, in South Bucks, as elsewhere, the past summer
was very trying for these plants, although when the
rain came, towards the end of August, a wonderful
change soon took place in the plants, .and growth from
this timewas all that could be wished for.although finer

weather would have been acceptable at the flowering
period. One of the best early-flowering varieties is

A. Amellus bessarabicus or Amellus major, as I have
it there is no difference. It begins to flower rather
too early, but it has wonderful lasting properties, the
flowering period generally extending into October, and
for furnishing armtuls of flowers for house decoration
or harvest festivals, it is one of the best, and its

masses of dark violet flowers are very effective

in the herbaceous border. The plant averages

2 feet in height. Arcturus is a very distinct dark
purple variety, 3 to 4 feet high. Of pink-flowered
forms Isevigatus is a little gem, of compact growth
and dwarf habit, averaging not more than 2.J feet in

height. Perhaps the best of all as regards colour,

which is a beautiful pale blue, is Nancy, which flowers
towards the end of September, height 3 feet. Cordi-
folius albutus, C. Diana, and Paniculatus W. J. Grant
are still flowering (October 23) ; they produce graceful
sprays of pale blue or lavender flowers, very useful

for cutting, the latter variety branching to the ground,
height 4 feet. Robert Parker, growing 5 to (J feet in

height, with larger flowers of soft lavender-blue, is a

beautiful variety, the plant lasting in bloom until

near the end of October. Archer Hind is another
late-flowering variety, still good, with panicles

of soft blue flowers ; and Maia, also now in flower, is

of a darker shade than the preceding. Nova; Angliic

roseus and N. A. pulchoUus are taller varieties, dis-

tinct in colour, rose and violet. I have as yet
omitted the white-flowered varieties, some of which
are extremely beautiful, and in some respects of

more value as cut flowers than the violet, blue or

purple varieties. Perhaps the best of the September-
flowering Asters is A. Belgica Harpur-Crewe, which
Rrows to 5 or more feet in height, and branches
freely ; flowers white with yellow eye. Purity, grow-
ing about the same height, is rather later, the flowers

are pure white, very good. Janus, white, 4 to 5 ft.
;

fl iwers still open. John Wood is another fine white, of

dwarfer habit
; Versicolor Themis is a good dwarf

variety, 2 feet to 3 feet ; Esme is the best dwarf
white variety (l.J foot), with large white flowers, some
still open ; this was one of the Rev. C. Wolley Dod's
seedlings, and through his courtesy the writer is

enabled to grow this charming variety. A small

flowering, but extremely useful variety for cutting, is

Ericoides (2 to 3 feet), a great favourite for vase-

work. The same may be said of Tradescantii, the

first flowers of which are opening now ; the sprays

are very graceful, and the foliage being small,

lanceolate, of a deep green colour, giving it a very
light appearance— this grows 4 to 5 feet in height.

In the above will be found a good selection from the

now numerous varieties catalogued. Twelve good
ones, arranged as nearly as possible according to the

flowering-season, are :—-Amellus bessarabicus, Harpur
Crewe, la3vigatus, Nancy, Purity, Esme, cordifolius,

Diana, Robt. Parker, paniculatus, W. J. Grant,

N. Anglisa roseus, ericoides, Tradescantii ; all may be
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easily increased by division. A very good plan is to

pot up a few suckers of each variety, which are

plentiful about this time, and winter in cold frames,

or plunge them outside, to be pl.inted out in spring.

The later varieties are very useful grown in pota for

conservatory decoration. //.

THE SECOND FLOWERING OF CHOISYA TER-

NATA.—Seeing Mr. Baxter's note on the second

flowering of Choisya ternata tliis season, I may be

allowed to state that, in the gardens which I have

just left, Embley Park, Romsey, there is a large plant

of it in full flower at the present time. I may also

say that silicate manure is good for it, a fact which I

discovered by its being planted close to a Vine, to

which this sort of manure was applied ; and some of

the Choisya roots got into the Vine-border, with the

I'esult that its growth was much influenced for the

better, and its flowering extremely fine. The plant

was not protected during severe winteiy weather, and

did not suffer more than .some of the Laurels and

Rhododendrons, which shows that it is a fairly hardy

plant. John Champion, Hascomhe, Oodalminy.

THE PLANTING OF PEACHES AND NECTARINES.
—The substitution of young trees for old ones is a

matter tliat ijut;ht to be provided for a few seasons in

advance, so that when the time arrives for grubbing

out the old trees, a number of fine treei may be found

on the walls wherewith the fruit-wall may be kept

replenished. If these young specimens are lifted at

this date, and the work is well and carefully done,

fruit is produced the first season afterwards. The
practice of planting maidens of the Peach, Plum,

Cherry, Pear, Apple, &c., on vacant parts of the fruit-

walls and espalier fences is a good one, that no gar-

dener should neglect, as in a very few years these

trees, with proper care in pruning and training,

become useful in filling gaps almost at once. I have

just lifted and re-planted three sucli young specimens,

whicii have been trained for placing iu forcing-houses,

the varieties being a Pineapple Nectarine, Goshawk
and Late Admirable Peaches. These trees were se-

lected three years ago, and on being lifted were found

to possess an immense number of fibrous roots, just

the kiud one likes to see in a fruit-tree which is

expected to yield fruit the first year. These trees will

suffer scarcely any check from the transplantation. In

planting in lightsoil iuthe warmerparts ofthe country,

heavy loamy soil should be mixed with tho staple, add-

ing besides this plenty of lime rubbish, burnt earth,

bones, or failing the latter, some rotted manure. I

always firmly ram the soil when tilling the holes if it

be iu a moderately) dry state at the time. The best

Peaches and Plums, aUo Cherries, which have grown
at Mereworth, are planted in good soil, which was
rammed a good deal at tlie time of planting the trees.

Under this sort of treatment the shoots made are

short and sturdy, and fruit-buds always numerous.
Those planted under glass are treated in the

same manner, and with the best results. Opinions

v.iry as regards varieties to plant, and for mid-
season Peaches I fancy there is none better than
Dymond, Royal George, Noblesse, and Stirling

Castle. As an early variety Waterloo always

does well at Mereworth ; Bellegarde is excellent under
glass, but does not produce its shoots quite so

freely as some others, so that very careful attention is

needed when disbudding. I planced two years ago

an early Grosse Mignonne, but as yet I do not feel

well satisfied with its behaviour, and its place will pro-

bably be taken by Hale's Early. It would be in-

teresting to hear the experiences of others concerning
Early Grosse Mignonne. M. Markham, Mereworth

CaMle.

THE FLOWERING OF BAMBOOS. — Bamboos
generally flower rarely, and are supposed to perish im-

mediately after flowering. There are, however, several

Hutheuticated exceptions to this rule, Arundinaria
Sinioui flowei'ing annually at Kew and elsewhere

;

Tharanocalamus Falconeri, often called Bambusa fal-

cata, also flowers frequently in the temperate-house

at Kew, and does not sufter in consequence. This
species has been known to flower simultaneously all

over large areas, and to die immediately afterwards.

The Kew pUnt was, therefore, considered to be

abuormal. I have, however, lately seen iu the
"Kibble" Conservatory at Glasgow several plants

bearing a few flower-culms, and I was assured by Mr.

Dewar that it is of annual occurrence there. In the

large conservatory at Cbatsworth I saw lately a large

specimen of Bambusa arundinacea bearing a few
flower-branches, and Mr. Chester said he had seen

the same plant in flower several times, and looked
upon it as a usual thing for the plant to do so.

Specimens of this plant were sent to the Kew Her-

barium, where the name has been verified. We
have, therefore, three species of monooarpic Bam-
boos proving polycarpic under cultivation in this

counti-y. Is it possible that the effect of artificial

conditions for a long period has been to modify the

habit of these three species in the prodnction of

flowers intermittently, or does the same thing happen
in the ease of wild plants, and escape notice owing to

the deuae leafage of the barren stems ? W. W.

THE LAST FLOWERS OF AUTUMN.—Notwith-
standing the extreme lateness of the season, I have

two Oriental Lilies—speciosum Kra;tzeri and S.

roseum, still in bloom in my garden. I had
auratum flowering as late as October 16, with

twenty-five flowers fully expanded, and quite fra-

grant at that time ; but the speciosuras I have

mentioned, and which are characterised by great

hardiness of nature, are later still. This species

is invariably the last of my Lilies to bloom

;

and for this reason it is all the more highly prized.

Roses have as yet been little aSected by the influence

of the frost (of which we have had in the southwest
of Scotland many degrees for several nights past),

and many beautiful varieties, such as Mrs. Sharman
Crawford, Mrs. John Laing, Merveille de Lyon, Mr.

Cranston's Crimson Bedder, Marie Van Houtte, and

Duchess of Bedford are flowering still. So also arc

the garden Ghrysinthemums, which have never

ceased blooming since the beginning of July, their

season being much longer than usual this year. This

is all the more remarkable, because the heavy raina

and storms which recently prevailed were exceedingly

unfavourable to floral productiveness, and to what is

usually termed " perpetuality." There can bo no
((uestion that during that exceptionally trying period

myriads of flower-buds of every description were

totally destroyed. I sincerely trust that my Rose

trees may soon bo quite dormant ; very exuberant

vegetation at this season is dangerous, and should be

as much as possible repressed. David R. Williamaon,

CYCLAMEN BUDS REFUSING TO OPEN.— Your
correspondent who signs himself " C, B. W.,"does not

mention the use of manures to his plants, now that

they should be about to develop their blossoms. My
plants are full of flower-bnds. and 1 am applying some
weak liquid-manure water from the farm-ysu-d. Our
plants growing in the same temperature, and the same
kind of house as " C. B. W.'s, " and I have never had
any Cyclamens which did not open their flowers

satisfactorily. It'. B.

• Replying to " C. B. W.'s " question as to the

reason of white Cyclamen buds not opening, we think

this is due to their being grown in 64° of heat on

inverted pots without saucers ; a hot, dry atmosphere

for Cyclamens at flowering time is liable to cause this.

We believe that if " C. IS. W." will water liberally, and
place saucers under the pots, the buds will open freely.

The best staging for Cyclamens at this time is a

close stage, covered with ashes. .S'ltrtun <t Sons.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BEAUTY OF TEIGNMOUTH.
—What a muddle seems to be made of this beautiful

variety ! With your permission I would like to give

its history .—In 1894, Messrs. Hannaford & Son, of

Teignmouth, received from a relative in Australia a

batch of seedlings. Some of these were placed in the

hands of Mr. Geoi-ge Foster, of Teignmouth, to grow,

among them being two varieties named Beauty of

Teignmouth and Pride of Madford. Upon trial the

first-named was found to be a good thing ; the other

a dull red of small size, and it was discarded.

Some fine blooms of Beauty of Teignmouth
were placed before the Floral Committee of the

National Chrysanthemum Society in the autumn of

that year, but were unnoticed mainly owing to the

fact that the room in which the Floral Committee
sat was a very dark one, where anything coloured

could not be distinguished. For the same reason, at

the Devon and Exeter show, Mr. Foster was dis-

qualified for exhibiting Beauty of Teignmouth in a

splendid stand of thirty-six blooms. The judges, one

of which is known all over England, considered it

identical with Duke of York, which was already in

the stand, and I admit Beauty of Teignmouth can be

grown from the early bud to l3e hardly distinguished

from Duke of York, and such was the case in this

instance. However, this disqualification was the

means of bringing Beauty of Teignmouth into notice.

In October of 1895, the Royal Horticultural Society

gave an Award of Merit to Pride of Madford, and a

fortnight later to Beauty of Teignmouth, which, as

certilicated, is one and the same thing. In the same
season I placed a couple of good blooms of Beauty of

Teignmouth before the National Chrysanthemum

Society, which were passed. Last week this as

Pride of Madford was certificated by the National

('hrysanthemum Society, which in the last issue of
the Gardeners' Chronicle is given as Pride of Malford,

an American. It seems hard to get the merits of

Beauty of Teignmouth acknowledged, W.J. Godfrey.

AUTUMN TINTS.—Although the autumn has been
extremely wet, and high winds have prevailed at times,

some trees and shrubs at Dropmore ha^e assumed
very beautiful colours, although not quite comparable

to those of last yeir. Up to the ti'ue of writing

(Oct. 16th) not sufficient frost has occurred to

injure either flowers or foliage here, and many trees

and shrubs are very conspicuous in the woods and
shrubberies by their richlj' coloured foliage. Of
shrubs, none can compare with the richly coloured

leaves of the Ghent Azaleas of dazzling crimson, red,

bronze, and gold, which for house decoration, associ-

ated with white or other suitable coloured floweis, are

effective and useful. While noting these it may be

interesting to remark that those with pink, crimson,

red and other highly-coloured flowers usually have

the least colour in their autumn foliage, which often

dies off of a dull reddish brown or greenish-brown

tint, while the highest coloured foliage is found
almost exclusively on bushes whose flowers are

of a yellow or orange colour. These are usu-

ally highly coloured even when growing in partial

shade, although exceptions occur occasionally in

these, as sometimes I have found a single

stemmed plant among a batch of seedlings with dull

green or brown foliage growing in the middle of

others highly coloured, and under similar conditions

as regai-ds growth and light. The Venetian Sumach,

Rhus Cotinus, Is a very showy subject, with crimson

foliage [In some soils and places this is a soft yellow.

Ed.]. The single - flowered Viburnum Opulus is

handsome, with both crimson foliage and berries also.

One of the finest pieces of colour just no v among
trees is seen in a densely leaved specimen of Pyrus

torminalis, branched to the ground, and about 50 r

more feet in height. This tree appears even more
vivid in its colouring than was the case last year, the

leaes being a beautiful bronzy red colour. Tliis

species of Pyrus is always a feature Iu the autumn,
as the foliage invariably h.as high colours, although

in some seasons the colouring is higher than in others,

but never have 1 seen it more so than this year.

Quercus coccinea, the Scarlet Oak, is also finely

coloured now ; this tree is well known for the hand-

some colouring of the foliage in the autumn. Maples

have suffered much from the severe storms of wiud

and rain, for although the foliage of many attained a

crimson and gold colour, the leaves were soon stripped

off' by the rough winds, and the trees are now quite

leafless. The wild Cherries, "Geans," form a plea-

sant feature in the woods and pleasure-grounds

dotted among other trees. Besides being handsome
pillars of white blossoms in spring, they are also the

first among woodland trees to assume the crimson

tinted foli.age in early autumn : these have also

suffereii from the rough weather, but to a lesser

extent than the preceding, the leaves hanging on the

shoots very persistently. The Chestnut and Beech

woods are rich in yiUow and bronze ; and our large

trees of Magnolia acuminata are handsome, partly

owing to the size of their leaves, the colour of which

has now assumed a beautiful golden brown. The
Common Birch is b-autifully clad with yellow leaves,

while the deciduous Cypress is a pyramidal picture of

brown and yellow foliage, C. fferrin, Dropmore.

NARCISSUS HORSFIELDI FAILING.—A correspon-

dent writing over the signature " Calyx," inquires in

the Gardeners' Chroniele, p. 435, concerning a failure

of the bulbs of Narcissus Horsfieldi. Speaking from
an experience of well nigh twenty years, I may say

uuhesitatlngly that N. Horsfieldi is not addicted to

the particular kind of malady known to gardeners as
'• basal rot ;" indeed, so far from being general in this

variety, it is the reverse, as in all my experience I

have never had an instance of it. Judged by the

general behaviour of this variety, it cannot be called

a bulb of very vigorous growth, although it is one of

the most prolific in reproduction by means of oft'-sets.

In cultivating N. Horstioldi an over-rich soil is not

wanted to render it prolific, and it is particularly so

when left iu the soil for say three or four years. It

will then, in either light or heavy soils, assuming

always the latter are fairly well drained, surpass the

bulk of the trumpet Daffodils. Dutch-grown bulbs,

however, while somewhat lai-ger than those grown in

England, frequently consist of very soft tissue, the

result of being overfed, and the result i< well known
to all cultivators of the flower. In fact, this gross

feeding is as unnatural as it is unnecessary, and is not
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adopted by the best growers for the reason given

by your correspondent, viz. "when basal rot starts in

bulbs of this nature it would quickly develop."

Moreover, it is not those over-large bulbs which pro-

duce the largest flowers, but rather those that com-

bine size, firmness and solidity. When it is neces-

sary to manure these bulbs, it is best to put the

manure six inches or further below the base of the

bulbs, and not to dig it in indiscriminately before

planting. And those who require the best value for

money would be consulting their interests by dealing

with an English firm of repute, making a stipulation

for home-grown bulbs. .Such as these may be planted

in any good and deeply-worked ordinary soil without

manure of any kind. Indeed, if " Calyx " adopts this

view, and the above suggestions also, he will liud that

this variety is as strong and sound in constitution as

ever. Allowing the bulbs to remain in one spot for

three years is one of the best preventatives to over-

manured soils, though commercially this is scarcely

possible. E. Jetiliiis.

EFFECTS OF THE LATE RAINS. —Those who take

the trouble to note down from time to time the

progress of the various Kitchen Garden crops, will

have found some pecuhar and instructive lessons this

autumn, many of which are worthy of mention. It

will, perhaps, be remembered by many that we had

an exceptionally dry time up tu the 22nd of August,

owing to which there wm much difficulty in getting

seeds to germinate, or plant-! to grow with anything

like the freedom one would wish. Turnips that were

sown at the end of July made but little progress for

the first three weeks, but after that date they

grew very rapidly, so much so that by the end

of September such varieties as Snowball, Stone,

and Veitch's Red Globe were a pound each in weight.

Cabbage sown at that date made but poor growth

for a while, since which, however, they have done

remarkably well. Later sowings of both Onions,

Cabbage, Lettuce, aud Cauliflowers, have scarcely

grown at all, aud this has thrown gardeners con-

siderably out of their calculations. In ordinary

seasons Cauliflower that was sown early in Sep-

tember would by this be large enough for trans-

ferring to the cold frames ; at the present time

they are only just showing the rough leaf. Tho.so

who find themselves thus situated would do well

to prick the plants out into boxes and keep them
growing steadily through the winter, otherwise

they will be behind in spring. Although such varie-

ties as Early Forcing or First Crop are useful for

sowing in heat at the commencement of the year, and

will produce heads before the Walcheren raised from

seed sown in the autumn, the latter is a fine main

crop variety which, if well grown, never fails to alfor'!

satisfaction. Onions, again, may be sown at the pre-

sent time in pans or boxes, but such sowings entail a

considerable amount of labour to produce a crop

equal to that obtained from seed sown in the open

during August. It is to be feared that the second

sowing of Cabbage will in most places prove a

failure ;
particularly will this be so where the soil is

heavy aud retentive. Where it is more porous the

water will have passed through more readily, and

therefore not reduced the temperature to such a low

degree as is the case on stifl" land. The late sowings

of Lettuce and Endive have sufl'ered considerably

—

most oi the seed perishing in the ground ; while

Carrots have been just the opposite, for these have

grown with marvellous rajiidity of late, as sowings

made towards the end of J uly have produced i-oots

that are ready for use. There is a great difficulty in

getting the soil dry enough to earth up the Celery,

and unless a change for the better takes place soon,

much of it will rot before it is ready for use. All

green vegetable crops are very tender, therefore if we
should be visited with an early winter they will sufTer

considerably. Broccoli have made such rapid pro-

gress of late, that a small am<mnt of frost would
do them considerable damage ; preparations should be

made for their protection. It would be advisable to

check their growth by timely lifting, there being

little danger of them sufl'ering from lack of moisture

at the roots. Such things as Parsley are full of sap,

and would be affected by the firet sharp fiost

;

a good quantity ought therefore to be placed

in a convenient place, where protection could be
afforded should it be found necessary. It is al?o

well to be provided with material lor covering

Asparagus-bods that are intended for forcing,

that the roots may be lifted whenever they are

required. Globe Artichokes are also more liable to

suffer after .^o much wet, therefore the ground round
their roots ought to be mulched [fine coal ashes are

recommended for this purpose. Ed.] to exclude the

frost. If these things receive attention in time,

there will be less risk of the plants suflfering "hen

winter sets in, but when driven off till late, there is

often much difficulty experienced in getting the work

done. ff. C. Prinsep.

A PLEA FOR THE BARBAROSSA GRAPE.—

I

send you a photograph taken last year of oue of our

five vineries at Thornham, when 260 bunches of

Barbarossa Grapes ripened well. Our Vine was

planted some twenty-five or thirty years ago, to

furnish crimson-coloured leaves for dinner-table

decoration, in the good old times when the Prince

of Wales, the Dukes of Edinburgh and Connaught,

and other grandees used to visit here. I think Vines

in many houses are much too near the glass.

Some forty-eight years ago I lowered the Vines in

the other vineries to a distance of 25 inches from

the glass ; it i=i easily done by puttmg spikes in the

rafters with a hook at the bottom of each spike for

stout wires to rest on, and the Vines dropped down to

them. The A'ines are thus much warmer, and the

Grapes are earlier fit for cutting. The house in which

is the Barbarossa Vine, and which is the subject of the

photograph, is span-roofed, 60 feet long, 1 2 feet wide,

and 15 feet to the ridge. The main stem is at

about 3 feet distant from the glass at the sides, and

rather more than 5 feet from the apex of the roof,

so that the warm air plays freely between the leaves

and the glass. There are 300 bunches of well-ripened

fruit on the \ine this year, half of which we shall

place in bottles as soon as the leaves have fallen.

Thi-i Grape, as most of your readers are aware, is

not of such good quaUty as the Black Hamburgh,

but it is an excellent keeper when cut and bottled,

and is good even so late as the end of the month

of April. Tlie shoots will have rooted in the water

contained in the bottles ready for planting if required.

Of course, all pot-plants in the house are removed as

soon as the Grapes begin to colour. J. Perkins, ijav-

dcner to Sir Duimld Macfarlanc, T/iornham Hall, Eijf..

[The photograph alluded to by Mr. Perkins, shows a

very fruitful old Vine of the Black Barbarossa, whose

stem was carried round the sides and ends of the

vinery, at a sufficient distance from the upright glass

to admit of bearing-shoots 3 feet long being laid in ;

the central area being similarly furnished with laterals

which nearly meet at the tips. The crop was a heavy

one and the bunches large, as those of the variety

always are under good cultivation. Unfortunately,

the photograph is unsuitable for reproduction. Ed.]

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.

Novmber 3 and 4.

JIRYSANTHEMUMS have been ex-

liibited at the Royal Aquarium during

the present week in greater abun-

d^uce than ever. The National

Society, whose care it is to maintain

and increase the popularity of the

llower, has done all it possibly could

to make the celebration of itt? Jubilee

an event nf siK-h importance that it may be remembered for

many years. The Special Jubilee Exhibition, which was

opened on Tuesday last, was a remarkable one. The com-

l)ctition in most of the classes was uncommonly large, and

the result was such that the A'luariiim was filled with the

display ; and in addition the St. Stephen's Hall w;is only just

capacious enou;jh to accommodate the uollections of fruits

and vegetibles that were arranged theru. During the

aftcruoon and evening of Tuesday the building became

BO thronged with visitors, that it was a, matter of physical

impnssibiUty for anyone desirous of criticising the exhibits

to effect his purjwso. This extraordinary crush towards

the latter part of the day, and the bad light previous to the

illumination uf the building by the electric light, was suffi-

cient to impress the lea-it susceptible person with regret that

hordcvilturists are still without a liall or suitable building in

the metropolis, where this and every other exhibition per-

taining to horticulture might be held, under conditions less

opposite in eharaclor to the spirit of horticulture. In any

proposed celebration next year by horticulturists of the com-

pletion of sixty yeirs" reign by Her Majesty the Queen, the

provibion of such a hall should be given a first consideration.

The exhibition, in regard to matters of detail, was specially

noteworthy for the popularity attending the Japanese varie-

ties. These were increasingly abundant ; for instance, theru

were a dozen entries in the class for sixty blooms of distinct

varieties, and near upon thirty collections in a class for

twenty-foxir blooms. The increase of varieties which pro-

duce larger flowers and greater variety in colour and form,

is also still maintained. Indeed, the popularity of this

section is more pronounced than ever. On the other

hand, there was not a single entry in a class for reflexed

blooms, and but poor competition in those for Anemone-
flowered varieties. We are glad to observe that the single-

flowered varieties were well shown in several collections, for

their beauty and usefulness entitle them to a greater share

of popular favour than they have ever yet been given.

Incurved sorts were present in considerable quantity, but

there is little enthusiasm respecting them, aud they are

unmistaisably less popular than in the early days of the

National Society. Nor are they exhibited better or even as

well as then. The blooms seem more flat, larger, but lesi

perfect in form, oven the old Queen and Princess types.

The trained specimen plants were equal to any that we
remember to have seen, and it was remarked that some of

the newer varieties, such as Viviand Morel, Chas. Davis, Col.

W. B. Smith, and Gloire du Rocher, have proved to be suit-

able ones for this purpose, but the old Christines, Margot,

Elaine and Sceur MiSlauiu, arc still unsurpassed. As will

be seen from our report, there was a good competition in the

open class for a group of Chrysanthemums arranged for effect,

but on the whole these exhibits were less interesting than on

some former occasions.

The arrangemen'-S for such a show, re organized and re-

constructed on Thursday, as these lines are passing throng

the press, must have necessitated an enormous amount of

work, and it is creditable to Mr. Richard Dean, the

Secretary, upon whom most of this devolves, that they

were so satisfactory. On the evening of Tuesday a Jubilee

Banquet was held, under the presidency of Sir E. Sai'N-

VERS, at the Hotel Metropole.

PLANTS.
Open Classes.

Groups,—There were five competitors in the class for a
group of Chrysanthemumsin pots, mingled withfoliageplants,
to b arranged for effect in a circle of 12 feet in diameter.

The 1st prize consisted of a Gold Jubilee Jledal and £10. and
there were three other prizei.

All of the groups were staged in a line in the gallery

directly opposite the centre stage. The small space allotted

each, and this being a circular one also, there was not
the amount of variety ui the method of arrangement
adopted that could have been wished. It needed very
considerable discrimination to decide the euperior merits of

one or another.

The 1st prize was awarded to Mr. H. J. Jones, Hye-
croft Nursery, Hither Green, Lewisham, a judgment with
which we had not occasion to diflor. Tho intention in this

case waH to include as many plants in the space as possible,

and alxnit half of them consisted of novelties of the pro*cut

year. Yet there was not undue crowding, each bloom
could bo seen distinctly, and the quality of those was
distinctly suporifu-. Tho face at tho base was largely com-
posed of Ferns, including Adiautum Farleyense, also

Selaginella, Draciena Sanderiana, various Crotons, and such
like'plants. Plants ofCocos Wedelliana relieved the face of the

group throughout its circumference, and the summit was
crowned by a tine plant c)f Kentia Fosteriana, which was
too heavy for such a position. Mr. W. Howe, gr. to Henry
Taie, Esq, Park Hill, Streatham, was awarded -Jnd prize,

and his exhibit being that of an amateur, was distinctly

creditable (see fig. 100, p. '>i53). The 3rd pri/.o was taken by
Mr. W. Wells, Earlswoud Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey. The
exhibit was arranged to give a light and graceful effect, and
this end was secured in a greater degree in this group
tban in any, and some judges would probably have placed it

2nd, or even Isb. Mr. Tho.?. S. Wake, Hale Farm Nursery,

Tottenham, w;is 4th ; and the other exhibitor was Mr. W,
Davies, gr. to W. F. Daene LL, Esq., Devonshire House,
Stamford Hill, London, N.

Trained Spciihicns.— ThQro were several collections of these,

and niostoftbom deserve special commendation. Tiic principal

class Wiia for Nine Trained Si-ecimens, distinct, of any or all

sections. Tho prizes offered were liberal, tho 1st consisting

of a Gold Jubilee Medal and .t;15 ; and there were three
others of proportionate value. The 1st prize collection was
undoubtedly one of tho very finest we have seen. It came
from Mr. D. Donald, gr. to J. G. Bakclw. Esq., Knott'b
Green, Leyton ; tho varieties were Margot, W. Seward, Pink
Christine, Col. W. B. Smith, W. Tricker, Chas. Davis,

Viviand Morel, Jno. Shrimpton, and Elaine. The 2nd prize

was awarded to Mr. J. Brooke, gi. to W. Kkvnolds, Esq.,

The Grove, Highgate, and the plants from this exhibitor

were of fine quality also ; we noticed one specially good
specimen of the variety Gloire du Rocher. ;jrd, Mr. W.
Davoy, gr. to C. C. Paynk, Es j., Cedar Ho ise, Stamford Hill

;

aud Ith, Mr. G. U. CoorER, Lower Sydenham Road, Croydon.
Six trained specimen Pompon Chrysanthemums, distinct,

were likewise best from Mr. D. Donald ; he had White
Martha, William Kennedy, a crimson purple re^exed variety

;

Frances Boyce, a pink-flowered Anemone Pompon ; W. West-

lake, Yellow Martha, aud Soeur JUlame. Mr. J. Brookk was
2nd, and included amongst his varieties were Black DuugUis.

Mr, Anstie, yellow; and Adonis, roBy-lilac, 3rd, Mr. G.

H. Cooper.
CCT FLOWERS.

Open.

JapanM.—The first and most important of the cut flower

classes was one for sixty blooms of Japanese, distinct. There
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were at least twelve cumpetitors, auJ it was expected that

the 1st prize would bo won by Jlr. Lles, the champion of

last season ; or by Mr. \V. Mkase. The judging decided iu

favour of the latter exhibitor, gr. to Alfred Tate, E8<j.,

Uo.vnaide, Leatherhoad, who w;ui well 1st. The varieties in

this collection were:—Back Row: Mutual Fiaend, a mar-
vellous white ; Wood's Pot, International, Jas. Myero, Mrs.

J. Shrimpton, Duke of York, Miss Gosi;hen, Madame Carnot,

very fine ; Edith Tabor, one of thu boat yellow novellies ;

Mrs. G. Carpenter, Simplicity, Mrs. C. H. Payne, Mrs.

Dorothy Shea, Mrs. W. H. Leee. Silver King, A. H. Woods,

Etoile de Lyon, M. Pankoucke, Australie. 2nd Row;
President Borel, Pride of Swanloy, Viviand Morel, Mrs. H.
Weeks. Mons. Chenon de Leche, a handsome flower ; Mdlle.

M. Hoste, Van der Heede, Ph<obus, Hairy Wonder, good ;

Ed. Molyneux. H. L. Sunderbruch, Madame Alf. Chatin, M.
Chas. MoliD, Colonel Chase, Modestum, an excellent yellow ;

Western King, Violetta, W. G. Newett, Chas. Davis and Oceana,

&c. Front ; Mrs. B. Ironside, Pride of Madford, Mrs. Chas.

Blick,Thos.Wilkins, Mons.Gruycr, Mrs. F. Jameson, Eda Prass,

Henry Jacotot fils, Florence Davis, Sunflower (not large), Guir-

lando, Robert Owen, Mdlle. Thercse Key, Mrs. Herman Kloss,

Viscountess Hambledon, Lord Brooke, Madamo M. Ricoud,

Niveum, Souvenir de Petite Ami, and Colonel W. B. Smith.

2nd, Mr. W. H. Lees, gr. to F. A. Blvan, Esq., Trent Park,

NewBarnet. The flowers in this collection were also g'Xjd.and

most of them were novelties. Edith Tabor, Mrs. W. H. Lees,

Madame Rozain, Madamd Ad, Chatin, Baron Ad. do Roths-

child, Mrs. J. Lewis, Phcubus, M utual Friend, Western King,

Emily Silsbury, Calvat's Australian Gold (good), Dorothy
Seward, International, Miss Elsie Teichmann, Lady Byron,

M. Chenon de Lecho, are instances, all of which were well

represented ; 3rd, Mr. A. HagLjart. gr. to the Hon. LU'iu-s

O'Brien, Moor Park, Ludlow ; -Ith, Mr. J. W. McHattie, gr.

to His Grace the Duke of Wellington, Strathfieldsaye.

fncurved Bloonis.— 'Slr. Mease also won the premier award for

incurved blooms, and staged sixty very commendable blooms,

in not fewer than thirty-six varieties, some of which might
be described as excellent, but others were weak, lu the

back row were Queen of Eugland, of fair quality ; Olo'je

d'Or, Empress of India, Golden Empress, C. B. Whitnal,

Juo. Lambert, J. Doughty, Major Bonnaffon, Mrs. R. C.

Kingston, Lord Alcester, C. H. Curtis, and Robt. Potfield.

Second Row: Baron Ilirsch. Miss M. A. Hagg.vs, Robert
Cannell, Noel Pragnell, M. K. Bahuaut, Ami Hoste, J. L^m
bert, M. P. Martignat, A. S liter, J. xVgate, Jeanne d'Arc,

Lord Wolseley, and William Tunuiugton. Front Row : Flora

McDon;Ud, D. B. Crane, Prinuess of Teck, rather weak
;

Refulgons, Brookleigh Gem, good ; Mrs. S. Colman, Princess

Beatrice, Mrs. W. Shipman," Empress Eugenie, Mrs. Fulford,

Mr. J. Murray, J. Doughty, Mrs. F. Heppor, Violet Tomlin,
and'Madame Darier.

Of eight other competitors, the most successful was Mr. W.
Higgs, gr. to J. B. Haskev, Esq., Fctcham Park, Leiithor-

head. The flowers were very bright, and but little inferior to

those iu the collection already noticed. Some of the nnjro

attractive in this exhibit wore Empress of India, Ami oste,

Joiniio d'Arc, '.'has. H. Curtis, J. Agate, Jno. Lambert,
Princess of Wales, and Madiimo Darier. 3rd, Mr. W. H. Lt:Es;

and 1th, Mr. J. H. Goodacro, gr. to the Earl of H vrrinotox,

ElvHston Castle, Derby.

Aadnone-Hotiy.red vaneHet.—'DxcYa were but two competi-
tors in the class for thirty -siv blooms, including specimens
of each type. The 1st prize was aw rded to Mr. W. Skeggs.

gr. to A. MosKLEV, Esq., West Lodge, Barnet. He had blooms
of Duchess of Westminster, Jeaune Marty, li-jbin Adair, M
Pankoucke, Owen's Perfectio ., Jno. Bunyati. Mrs. Levin, very
fine ; Sir Walter Raleigh, Mdlle. N. Bruu, Mens. Dupanloup,
W. W. Astor, Madame Lowton, Queen Elizabeth, M. Ch.

Leboscqx, Thermidor, Mrs. J. Benedict, Descartes (excellent).

Cincinnati, Gladys Spaulding, Acquisition, GlUck, and Miss
Margaret. There were pretty Pomjion Anemone vaiieties in

the exliibit also, of which we noticed Mrs. Wyneas, Antonius,
yellow ; Emily RowbJttom, blush white ; Jeanne Hackett,
with yellow cu.shion and white ray florets, and others. 2nd,

Mr. J. Justice, gr. to the Right Hon. Sir R. Temple, The
Nash, Kem]i5ey, Worcester. There were some excellent

blooms in this collection. JIadauie Montcls, Calliope,

Antonius, and Delaware, for instance.

Siiirik-doiiwe'l Varieties.—Several competitors entered the
class for twenty-four varieties of single-flowered Chrysanthe-
mums, three blooms of each large variety', and six of the
smaller oues. The lat priiso was won by Mr. G. W. Forbes,

gr. to D. NicoT, Esq., Regent House, Surbiton. This ex-

hibit compared very favourably in point of beauty and effect

with those of other and more popular type?. The large

flowering varieties were :--Alphonso, pure white, with yellow

disc ; Mrs. D. B. Crane, yellow ; Miss M. Kennie, light yellow,

edged with rose-pink ; Ad. Sir T. Sym'ind, yellow ; Maud
Robinson, red, with yellow centre and disc ; Mrs. W. J. Cross-

ley, white, with blush at tips of the florets ; Miss Brown, pale

pink, with white centre ; Jaue, pure white; Miss M. Wilde, a
very pretty flower of ro9y-lilac, with white centre ; La-iy

Churehill.deep brown florets, tubvilar; and CUaiming, a chest-

nut-yellow, very fine. The smaller-llnwered ones included

Snowdrift, E irhwood Terra Cotta, Scarlet Gem, Sarah Wells,

very pale lilac ; Frederick Kanth, elegant; Miss Mary Ander-
son, the best type of single Chrysanthemum The Echo, Mora,
Old Gold, and Miss Annie Holden. 2nd, Mr. Ja,s. Agate,
nurseryman, Havant, in whoso exhibit we noticed a very
dark crimson variety naiied Gartie Sedgeley, and other good
ones; 3rd, Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nuisories.

Market Growers O.nlv.

This waa a class for twenty-four bunches of Chrysanthe-
mums as grown for market. There were only two exhibiiors.

and the Ist prize was awarded to Mr. Norman Davies, The
Vineries, Framfield the flowers iu this collection were
arranged in flat bunches or sprays, and the varieties were Mrs.

Briscoe Ironside, Stanstead White, M. Pankoucke, W. Holmes,
Major Bonnaffon, Souvenir dc Petite Amie, Miss F. Lunn.
Chas. Davis, The Talisman, a fine yellow, handsome bloom ;

Beauty of Framfield, very deep crimson single : the old

Source d'Or, still one of the best ; Viviand Morel. Mrs. E. S.

Trafford, Eynsford White, Glady.s Roult, pure white reflexed ;

and Pallauza. Mr. F. G. Foster, Brockhamptou Nurseries,
Havant. who was 2nd, and showed the blooms arranged in

round bunches.

SPECIAL JUBILEE PRIZEB.

Cut Flowers.

For T icenty-j'our Incurred Bloouia Z)i«(int^—The Ist prize, a
solid Silver Teapot, was given by the Ichthemic Guano Co.

This was worthily awarded to Mr. T. Robinson, gr. to W.
Lawrenlf, Esq., HoUingboume, whose best flowers were
those of J. Agate, Major Bonnaffon, Brookleigh Gem. Lord
Roscbory. Mr. J. Gardener, Lord Wolseley, C. H. Curtis, Lord
Alcester, Triomphe d'Eve, and Lucy Kendall (a choice ex-
hibit, and remarkably even and bright) ; cash prizes followed
iu this class, the 2nd go ing U> Mr. H. Butcher, gr to T. Busy,
Esq., Lodge House, Smeath Hill, whoso exhibit was rather
pale in colour, the best being C. H. Curtis (extra tine). W.
Tuunington. and John Fulford; and the 3rd to Mr. B. Cul-
vert, gr. to Colonel Hoiblon. Bishop's Stortford, whose
flowers wore large and bright.

For Tioelve Incurved Bloo,)is Disiinct.—The prizes were all in
cash, the Ist award going to Mr. Silaji Colo, gr. to Earl
Spencer. Althorpe Park, Nottingham, who showed strongly,
and with largo, even, and well developed b'ooma, the finest
were John Lainbort. J, Agate (very fine), C.H.Curtis. M.
Bahiiant. and Golden Empress. The 2ud prize Wiiaawardod
to Mr. Jas Wyatt, gr. to James Perry, Esq , Bradonhurst,
Caterhani Valley, the flowers not quite so even, but strong
in the Quoou and Empress families, with Violet Tomlin and
Madame Darier, Ijoth fine in colour. Mr. Jones, gr. to
C. A.Smeth-Rvland. Esq , Bariord Hill, Warwick, was 3rd
in this, a very strong class.

For Twelve Japone^f- Anenioiu Blooim, dUtinctt is always an
attractive class, when, as on this occasion, the flowers are of
good quality. Ttie 1st prixe. a Silver Cup, was presented by
Messrs. H.\(o »fc Uaio. London and Dublio, and was awarded
to Mr. J, Justice, gr. to Right Hon. Sir Richard Temi'LE.
Worcester, who had a ^uperb stand, the blooms large, and
in good charjictor, the finest being Enterprise, Sir W. Raleigh,
W. W. Astor, Queen Elizabeth, John Bunyan, and Madame
Cabrol. 2nd prize in cash, was adjudged in favour of
Mr. C. Light gr. to the Rev. A. C. John.sun, Capcl,
St. Mary, Ipswich, whose best blooms were Nelson, John
Bunyan, and Enterprise ; and the :Jrd prize to Mr. Skeggs,
gr. to A. Must.EV. Esq., West Lixigo, Havant, who had
another good st-and.

For twtlrc iacurrc/ Ohoiii^ distinct (oi>en to aniiieur
growers only), the prizes were pixso itod by the Williams"
Memorhil Fund, and in the form u( Medals The Silver
Medal was awarded to .Mr. W. Amies, South Ashford, Kent,
the best flowers here were C. Curtis, J. Agate, and Lucy
Kfendall, with D. B. Crano very pretty and distinct, the
petals broad and old gold colour ; and the Bronze Medal to

Mr. EnwARD Jones, Bower Street, Bedford, who was 2nd in

this class with medium-sized even flowers.

For tioelre Japanese Oloonis di^linisl (open ti a.nateurs only).

—The 1st prize, a " Little Samson " heating apparatus pre-
sented by Mr. Sam Deards of Harlow, was awarded to Mr.
Stredwii k. Silver Hill, St. Leonards, for a grand stand of

richly coloured blMoms, the finest being Chas. Davis, Van der
Hecde, Silver King. Mons. Molin, Rose Wynne, Mutual
Friend, and Viviand Morells. The Silver Medal being judged
in favour of Mr. Martin SiLSBaRv, Shankhn. Isle of Wight,
whose best blooms were Hairy Wonder, Thos. Wilkins, and
Mutual Friend; and the Brun?,c Medal to Mr. Arthl-k
Stammers, Knowles, Essex, Mutual Friend here was again
very fine.

For tfip, prizes offered hy f/ir VeiU}h
. Memoriol Fund

TriL'ite'^i the competition w;is confined to two classes, viz.,

one for six blooms of the best novelty in Chrysanthemums
notpre viously exhibited, one variety only { Amateurs), in which
the prize was one of £j and the Yeit^'h Memorial Medal ; this

was awarded lo Mr. Martin Silsbltry, ''Providence."
Shauklin, Isle uE Wight, for grand blooms of a seedling of

great promise named Lady Isabel ; it is a very broad-petalled
Japanese, of large size and substance ; the colour is white,
with blush tints as age comes on ; quite distinct, with the
form of Lord Brooke, to which it is a fitting companion.

Ill the ivrrespundiifj cinss of the I'eitch Memorial Trusttrs
/>;• six varieticf of Japanese Chrysciithemums sent out in
1.S95 or l^'Oe, three blooms of each, the prize of similar value
and the Medal was awarded to 5Ir. H. Lane, 1, Melville

Terrace. Sandown, Isle of Wight. This was an excellent

stind, the varieties being Phosbus, very fine ; Emily Silsbury,

I>u:'c white reflexed, fine ; W. Fife, colour of Viviand Morel,
but shorter in the petal ; Mr. C. (.)ichard, primi-ose-yellow,

rather thin, but large ; W. Dornay TaiUandier, Chestnut
colour, fine and distin.t; and PuUanza, a deep golden
yellow.

Fur tJic valuable cash prises offered by Mr. }L J. Jones,

Rijccroft Nurjcry, Lrwisham, for twenty-four Japanese
Vhrys'jiithtmiim blooonis, di^ititict. the competition was
excoediogly keen, being, iu fact, almost, if not quite unique,

no fewer than twenty-eight exhibitors competing. The
1st prize of £-S was awarded, after a close scrutiny, to Mr.
Chas. Penfold, gr. to Sir F. Fitzwvgram, M.P., Leigh Park,

Havant. This exhibit was of unusual excellence, and well
set up, the flowers being of extra size aid rich in culour
The bcfet wore Chap. Davis. Madame Carnot, Edith Tabor,
Chenon de Lech^ (grand), Vander Hede, Viviand Morel.
Beauty of Teignmouth. and Ed.i Prass Tlic 2nd prize of

£0 going in favour of Mr. Messenger, gi-. to C. H. Bern ebb.
Esq., Woolverstone Park. Ipswich, who came close to the
Ist prize board, tho finest here being Madamo Carnot,
Phrebus, Mrs. H. Kloss, Duchess of Wellington, Mrp. C. H.
Fa>-n6, and Lord Brouke : whilst the 3rd and 4th prizes of

±;4 and £2 were respectively awarded to Mr. F. Cole, gr. to
Sir Gfoboe Russell, Bart , Swallowfield Park, the best being
Boule d'Or (ninety -five), Modestum, and T. Wilkins; and to

Mr. G. W. Drake, nurseryman, Cardiff, whose stand was
most commendable and of even quality.

For T I'clvc Incurved C/iri/santliemitms, diidnci, to be selected
from the list published by the donors (Messrs. W. & G.
Drover, nurserymen, Fareham), the 1st prize was awarded
to Mr. J. R. Heasman, gr. to Mrs. Oxlev. Fen PUce. Tm-ner's
Hdl, Sussex ; the best blooms here were Empress of India,

G Iden Empress, Madame Darrier, Mrs. S. Coleman, and
Princess of Wales—a pretty and even lot. Mr. T. Lockie,
gr. to A. J. TuoRNHiLL, Esq., Diddington Hall, Huntingdon,
was a close 2nd, his best being Jeanne d'Arc, Lord Alcester,
and Lady Hardingo ; Mr. John Gayner, gr. to Mrs. Ander-
son. Waverley, Farnham, being awarded the .'ird prize with a
good board of even flowers.

For the prize:, offered b;/ Messrs. IC. Cutbii^h <{• Sons fur
.Mj- blooms of Jupane:ic Mrs. Lhorles BU'-k (open], the Ist

award was made in favour of Mr. H. Lodge, gr. to Mrs.
Menet, Hookerill, Bishop's Stortford, his set of sLx being
much tbo finest ; tho colour a pure white, the flowers large,

and with the petals of great breadth. Mr. Chas. Blick, gr.

to JIahtin Smith, Esq., The Warren, Hayes. Kent, was 2nd,
with what looked like another variety ; at any rate, the
flowei-s were quite distinct, being more in the way of
mammoth flowers of Avalanche— they were very fine

and full.

For Six Bloomi ofChrysanthemum snot less than, Four Varietw^
to be sclecte d from Mr. J. Godfrey*B nine novelties of 1 806.

the prizes being oflored by Mr. W. J. Goderey, nursi;ryman,
Exinouth, the following awards were made:—The 1st to Mr.
G. W. Drake, nurseryman, Cardiff, the finest flowers being
those of Pride of Exmouth, broad in petal, suffused with a
faint flush ; and Mr. Hume Ling, a large rosy-purple variety,

of some considerable merit ; and the next to Mr. Norman
Davis, The Vineries, Framfield.

For Six Blooms of Edith Tabor {Japamse, nev:).—The prizes
were offered by Mr. R. C. Notcdtt, nurseryman, Ipswich,
tho Iflt being won by Mr. Messenger with three grand
flowers, rich deep yellow in colour, broad in petid, and large,

this variery is one of great merit, as shown by this exhi-

bitor. The 2nd pri/io was awarded to Mr. Robert Bassil,

gr. to D. H. Evans, Esq., Shooter's Hill, Paugbourne, equal
in colour, and of great excellence. (In all, five exhibitors.)

Tablk Deo»raiion8.

For three stands or ei>ergnes of Chrysanthemum blooms
suitable for table decoration the cnmpetition was very keen,
and the exhibits on the whole very suggestive. Mr. F. W.
Sbale, Vine Nurseries, Sevenoaks. was placed 1st, with
three arrangements in every way suitable for the [purpose,
the centre one, as it should bo, being much the larger ; the
work was lightly and effectively done, with medium-sized
flowers (bronze and yellow), with appropriate foliage. Tho
2nd prize was awarded to Mrs, W, Green, jun., Harold
Wood, Essex ; this, too, although somewhat bolder and with
more colour, was in most respects commendable, the one
mistake made was in using three stands nearly of one size.

For one vase of six blooms of any one variety of Japanese
Chrysanthemums arranged with any foliage—no vase to be
more than IS inches in fceight— the 1st prize was awarded to

Mr. James Brookes, gr. to W. J. Newman, Esq., Park House,
Totteridge, who employed Madame Carnot to good effect.

TLe 2nd award being made in favour of Mr, D. Crane, High-
gate, N., he depending on a yellow variety. Two or three
other exhibits in this class ran these two exhibitors very
closely.

There were classes, too, for vaccs coutaining Chrysanthe-
mum blooms, arranged with foliage, &c., to lest effect.

FRUIT CLASSES.

These generally were remarkably well died, the conipeti-

tion being not only keen, but the quality generally was very
high. The Grape collection class was a surprise, no less than
16tj bunches, mostly of fine form and quality, being staged.

No wonder the judges had to take some time in their

deliberations.

Collections of Fruit.—Only tliree lots were staged, exhibitors
apparent'y finding it difficult to make nine good dishes. Tbe
best came from Mr. Gleeson, gr. to C. J. Kevser, Ksq., The
Warren, Stanmore, who had nice Muscat of Alexandria and
Mrs. Pince Gi-apes, a good cluster of Bananas, Pines, Melons,
Apples, Pears, &c. Mr. J. Hayes, Castle Ashby Gardens,
Northampton, was 2nd ; and Mr. J. W. Empson, gr. to the

Hon. Mrs. Winofield, Ampthill, was 3rd.

Grapes.—Timra were fourteen collections of twelve bunches
staged, to include not fewer than four varieties. It was with
five only that Mr. W. Taylor, gr. to C. Bayer, Esq., Forest

Hill, won the 1st valuable prize, havinjj of whites, fine

Trebbiano, and good M uscat of Alexandria, also very perfect

Alicante, Gros Colmar , .ind Gros Maroc. Very close indeed
came Mr. Taylor, gr to Alderman Chaffin, of Bath, who had
fine Gros Colmar. Alicante, Gros Maroc. Madresfield Court.

Foster's Seedling, Muscat of Alexandria, and a rather small
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cluster of Canon Hall Muscat. Mr. Goodacre, gr. to the Earl
o£ Harrinqton, Elvastoii Castle, was 3rd; and Mr. W. Tidy,
gr. to W. R. D'Akcv, Esq., St.inmore Hill, was 4th.

In the class for three bunches of any white, eight lots

being staged, Mr. Tidy wa? Ist with capitil Muscat of
Alexandria; Mr. F. Cole, gr. to Sir G. Russell, M.P.,
Reading, was 2nd, haviug fine bunches, though not large
berries ; and Mr. Taylor of Bath was 3rd with the s tme
variety.

Black Grapes in three bunches were represented by seven
lots, the best, very hiiidsome AUcantc, coming from Mr.
T.ii'LOR of Forest Hill; Mr. Tidy being 2nd with the same
vai-iety ; and Mr. Taylor of Bath was 3rd with fine

Gros Maroc. In a class for Gros Colmar. the prizes given by
Messrs. W. Thompson & Sons, Clovenfords, these three
exhibitors repeated their wins in the sinie order, all having
very fine bunches and grand berries, though in no caie too
black. In this class eight lots w ere staged.

Pears and Apples.—These fruits always figure largely at
the National Chrysanthemum Society's November Show, but
they seemed to be exceptionally good this year. Mr. A. J,
Thomas of Sittiugbourue had the best six Pears in Beiure
Clairgeau, Bcurrc; Diel, Doyenne du Cornice, Pitmaston
Duchess, Columbia, and Madame Andrd Leroy. Mr. G. Wood-
ward, Barham Court Gardens, Maidstone, was 2nd, having
capital fruits ofBeurri d'Anjou, Pitmaston Duchess, Emile de
Heyst, Fondaute de Noix. Beurrc- Diel, and Doyenne du
Comice. Mr. Stowers of Sitlingboume was 3rd.

Dessert Apples were in beautiful foi-m and colour, and of
excellent si2e, and there were a dozen lots of ,8ix varieties,
the best and most beautiful fruits coming from Mr. W. King,
Gatton Park Gardens, Reigate, who had American Mother,
Cox's Orange Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, King of the Pippins,
Ribsfcon Pippin, and Cox's Pomona. Mr. G. Woodward was
2nd, haviug also beautiful fruits of Baraack Beautj-, Ribston,
and Cox's Orange Pippins, CalviUe Rouge, Melon-Apple, and
Brabant Bellefleur. Mr. Thosias, of Rodmersham, was 3rd,
having in his six, good Barchard's Seedhng, CLaygate Pear-
main, Fearn's Pippin, and Glory of England, which is

evidently Giscoigne's Scarlet.

Of cooking Apples, eleven lots being sent, samples generally
were very fine. The judges seemed to have been taken with
the high colour found in Mr. Iving's half-dozeu dishes, though
others materially excelled them in bulk. The varieties were
the Queen, Bramley's Seedling, Blenheim Pippin, Cox's
Pomona, Peasgood's Nonsuch, and Beauty of Kent. Mr.
Woodward was again 2ud, havinf? splendid samples of Stone's
Pippio, Lane's Prince Albert, Emperor Alexander, Peasgood's
Nonsuch, Waltham Abljey Seedling, and Belle du bois. Mr.
Stowers was 3rd, also having remajkably fine samples. lu
other parts of the building there were very fine and extensive
collections of Apples and Pears, from Messrs. W. <fc J. Brow.v,
Stamford, Mr. H. Berwick, Sidmouth, who had Ciipital

samples ; as also had Messrs. J. Laino Sl Son, Forest Hill,

whose fine heaps and dishes were prettily dressed with
plants ; Messrs. Spoo.n'ER tfe Sons, Hounslow, who largely
used flat baskets ; Messrs. C. Lee &, Sons, Hammersmith

;

and Messrs. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate.
Messrs. D. & W. Bdchanan, Stirling, had fine bunches of

Grapes, and baskets of the same, and Tomatos ; also largely

exhibiting samples of Vine leaves, richly coloured.

Vegetables.

Rarely has there been seen such an arra.v of high-class
growers, or such splendid quality, a.s was found on the tables
on this occasion. The splendid prizes offered by Messrs.
Jas. Carter & Co., Webb & Sons, Sutton 6i Sons, Harrison &
Sons, Johnston Ai Sons, &o., as also by Messrs. Dobbie dj Sons,
proving wonderfully attractive.

Messrs. Jas. Carter »{ Co's C^(^s(S.—The first of these was f.r

ten Icinds of vegetaljles, fifteen collections being 8t;iged.

Mr. E Beckett, gr. to Lord Aldenham, Elstree, was 1st,

having superb samples of Leeks, Intermediate Can-ots, Giant
Red Celery, Cauliflowers, White Turnips, Potatos, Tomatos,
Ailsa Ciaig Onions, good Beet, and Brussels Sprouts. Mr.
Brown, gr. to W. Heniy, Esq., Abbots Langley, was 2od,
having somewhat similar kinds ; Mr. C. J. Waite, gr. to the
Hon. Col. Talbot, Esber, was 3rd ; Mr. W. Pope, Highclere
Gardens, coming 4th ; and Mr. Bowerman, Hackwood
Park Gardens, was 5th.

With nine bulbs of Carter's Record Onion, Mr. Bowerman
was 1st, Mr. PoPK being 2nd, the samples being exceptionally
large.

Webb <t Co.'s Prizes.—There were fourteen collections of
nine dishes, also for valuable prizes, st.aged in this class.

Here Mr. Bowerman was a good 1st, having a faultless col-

lection, including grand Leeks, Carrots, Onions, Celery, Beet,
Cauhflowers, Potatos, Tomatos, &c ; Mr. T. Wilkins, gi-. to
Lady Theodora Guest, Henstridge, was 2nd ; Mr. Waite
being again 3rd. and Mr, E. Beckett 4th.

Messrs. llarrisoa tk Soil's Class.—This was for six dishes
only, and Mr. W. J. Empsos was 1st with very nice .samples of
Cauliflowers, Perfection Carrots, Cocoa-nut Onion, Sitisfac-

tion Potatos, Tomatos, and Parsnips
; Mr. Beckett was 2nd,

and Mr. Waite 3rd.

Messrs. Suttoti <t Son's Prizes. — These were limited to
Potatos, eight lots of fifteen dishes being presented in one
case. Here Mr. E. 8. Wiles was a good 1st, having very
beautitul bright samples of Abundance, Nousuch, Satisfac-
tion, Windsor Castle, Perfection, Magnum Boniim, Reading
Ruby and Russet, &c. ; Mr. W. Pope, whose samples also
were capital, was 2nd ; Mr. Dowdeswell, Sittingbourne,
being 3rd ; and Mr. S. Cole, The Gardens, Althorpe, 4tli.

In the class for two varieties, Mr. Waite w.as 1st, with
Windsor Castle and Supreme ; Mr. Wu.es being 2nd.

The Societi/s Class for six dishes bro ught a stiff comnetition,
the v.iriaties largely being those mentioned. Mr. E. S.
Wiles was 1st; Mr. E. Chapping, Sittingboume, 2nd; and
Mr. Dowdeswell Sri.

Messrs. Joktisoii's CtaMcs.—There was again good competition
fjr this firm's prizes, for twelve varieties, iii whicb competi-
tors already named figured largely, with capital samples.

Mes.9rs. Dobbie <£• Sons' Classes. —These were all for single
dishes, and a wonderful competition resulted, there being,
for instance, some sixty or more half-dozens of Leeks, the
majority comin? from Scotland; but, oddly enough, Mr.
B0WERM.4N of the South came 1st with huge specimens,
wonderfully blanched. Mr. Foster, gr. to T. F. Halsey,
Esq., near Hemel Hempstead, was Isf for Globe Onions, Mr.
Bowerman again coming 1st for flat samples. Mr. W.
Dendv of Horsham had the best six Beets, and Mr. Scott of
Haddington had meilium-sized, clean, pretty Intermediate
Carrots. Mr. E. Beckett staged the finest, best Ijlanched,
and heaviest white and red Celery, Mr. Waite the best
Parsnips; but 8co tchmen were the only exhibitors of yellow
Turnips, sending most beautiful Golden Ball, the best
coming from Mr. Lancrod of Fife ; Mr. Mackinnon of Crieff
bjing 2nd. It was specially noticeable that most of the
leading prizes in these classes w ent to the Southeners. A
good nurnber of Parsnips and Beets ran rather big .and
coarse. Evidently some instruction in what constitutfs
handsome and desirable exhibitio n samples is still greatly
needed. If ordinary exhibitors who visit such a show as
this do notleam better from the object-lessons the judging
gives them, then nothing will help them.

HONORARY EXHIBITS.
There were non-competitive exhibits of flowers, fruits,

vegetables, horticultural sundries, and implements, and of
most articles pertaining to horticulture. Below we have
noticed all of the important stands in this section.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch ffi Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,
Chelsea, had a group of Chrysanthemum plants in flower, in
which they exhibited numerous novelties of the present
season. The plants had been well cultivated, and the group
presented a bright .and good display.

Mr. NoKiMAN Davis, Framfield Nurseries, Sussex, made an
uncommonly attractive exhibit, immediately under the great
organ, upon the ground-floor. The cut-blooms were .arranged
on boards, and in ornamental vases, and deep graceful
glasses. The adornment of the group with docor.ative
maleriall and plants represented the best fciste (see fig. !)9,

p. 562) ; nor was the quality of the blooms other than flrst-

class —Niveum, Modestum, and Western King, in vases and
glasses, wore superb. Many novelties were also deserving
of attention.

A non-competitive exhibit by Mr. H. J. Jonrs of Chi-ysan-
themum blooms in vases upon stands, and amidst a profusion
of ornamental foliage plants .and other decorative material,
attracted considerable attention. The whole had an artistic
and well furnished appearance. The cut blooms upon the
stands were of excellent quality, .and were representative of
novelties.

Messrs. H. Canne:.l & Sons, Swanley, Kent, made a great
show. One of their tables, of considerable length, presented
an exceedingly bright appear.ance, it being built up high,
with an exhibit in the shape of a ridge. On one side there
was a display of zonal Pelargonium blooms in sprays, a cha-
racteristic feature of Messrs. Cannell's exhibit at these
November shows. On the opposite side was staged a mag-
nificent collection of Chrysanthemum blooms, including a
large number of present-day novelties, and arranged one
above the other, distinctly, and relieved with pieces of
Cyperus, all in excellent taste. Many of Calvat's recent
varieties were included, and others of English and American
raisers. Novelties that Messrs. Cannell are sending out
include Baron Tait, a seedling from Primrose League, a
narrow floretted Japanese, making a very deep flower,
and golden-yellow in colour. Mrs. Oporto Tait, also yel-
low, an incurved Japanese, with fairly broad fiorets. Miss
Ella Curtis, also Japanese, with long florets of bronze or
dark buff and yellow. Austin Cannell, sai I to be a good
incurved. Robert Powell, a Japanese of great depth, in
colour buff and yellow, and others. A fine display of
Queen Charlotte and other varieties of Cannas were from
Messrs. Cannell too, and the old Tom Thumb Pelargonium,
and a few very weedy-looking Chrysanthemum pLants, said
to be a fac-siraile of the quality of exhibits fifty years ago.
M. Ernest Calvat, the celebrated raiser of new Chrysan-

mums at Grenoble, France, sent over a few blooms repre-
senting his latest novelties, but from those sent an accurate
estimation of their value could hardly bo made.
Mr. H. Shoesmiph, Claremont Nursery, Woking, exhibited

upwards of si.x dozen blooms of Chrysanthemums, including
a,dozen exquisite flowers of Mens. Chenon de Lechc ; Madame
Carnot, H. L. Sundorbruch, Viviand Morel, Mutual Friend,
and others, were capital.

A very large exhibit of Chrysanthemum flowers was made
by Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth Nurseries, Devon ; some of
them were shown as bunches, useful for decorative purposes,
including Clinton Chalfont, a line yellow variety. 'The speci-

men blooms of new Chrys.anthcinums represented a great
number of varieties. Particularly fine were Australian Gold
(Calvat), Mutual Friend, Baron Ad. de U.ithschild, Oceana,
Pride of Exmouth, Modestum, Miss Elsie Teichmann,
Phtebus, and others.

Another exhibit of cut blooms was from Mr, Owen, of
Castle Hill Nurseries, Maidenhead, in which were several
seedling varieties of considerable promise, and other new
ones now extensively exhibited.

Messrs. Cutbi'sh & Sons' stand in one of the galleries

included a fine lot of Chrysanthemum plants, also Souvenir
de la Malmaison varieties of Camatioo, Heaths, winter-
flowering Begonias, &e.
Messrs. B. S. Williams & Sons, Upper HoUoway, London,

N., had a group of Orchids and foliage plants. There was a
nice collection of C.ittleya gigas and C. labiata, &c.
Mr. Isaac House, Coombo Nursery, Westbury-on-Trym,

showed flowers and plants of the Violet California, and
Pansy blooms

; whilst a group of plants in flower of zonal
Pelargoniums, King of Deiim irk, w.as from Mr. M. Laksex,
Roebuck Nursery, hlnfield Highway.
Mr. W. Pier ;y, S9, Beadnell Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E.,

showed bunches of Chrysanthemum blooms. One ol the
fountains was well decorated with Chrysanthemum blooms
and ornamental foliage pLants, by the Ichthemig Guano
Company, Ipswich.
Messrs. D. & W. Bucbaxan, Forth Vineyards, Stirling,

exhibited some re narkably fine Gros Colmar Gripes, ami
prcttily-tintcd Vine leaves.

Mr. W. M. Mitchell, Luton, Chatham, Kent, exhibited a
" Chrys.anthemum Plant Protector." The pot containing the
plant is isolated by me.ans of- water, to prevent earwigs, &c.,
from reaching it, .and thus obtaining access to the pUant.
Another invention, to eflect the same i>urpose, was one
shown by Mr. H. F. Brown, )20, Selhurst Road, South Nor-
wood. This is known as " The Island Plant Protector," and
consists of an earthenware saucer to contain water, and a
deep pan to be inverted, and stood in the former ; upon this
is placed the pot conbiiuing the plant. Messrs. Darby <fc

Sons, AVeston Street, King's Crjss, London, exhibited stoves
for heating conservatories, &c. Another stand was devoted
to specialties of Messrs. Laws, manure manufacturers, Mark
Lane, London.
Mr. P. Waterer, Fawkham, Kent, exhibited a collapsible

show beard ; and Messrs. Still &. Co., 24, Charles Street,
Hattou Garden, London, S.E , displayed "Beckett's Exhibi-
tion Flower Tube."
The Springthorpe Exhibition Flower Tubes were shown by

Mr. G. Springthorpe, Combe Court Gardens, Kingston-on-
Thames.
Very beautiful indeed was the collection of Potatos set up

on a huge table by Messrs. Sutton cfe Sons, of Reading. They
had on view bi^ heaps or biiskets of all their best and most
productive varieties, including some thirty-two distinct. Of
these wonderfully fine were Satisfaction, Wuidsor Castle,
Sutton's Flourball, Jlagnum Bonum, Sutton's Seedhng,
Supreme, Reading Russet, Best-of-AU, Harbinger. Triumph,
and others, including a grand-looking new white Kidney,
named Rehance.

Messrs. H. Deverill & Sons, Banbury, had, with other
vegetables, superb examples of their Ailsa Craig, Cocoa-nut,
Rousbam Park Hero, Good Keeper, .and other Onions, with
fiuc Leeks, Bejt, Celery, &c.

Messrs. Jas. Carter k Co., High Holbom, staged, also on
a huge table, a wonderful collection of Gourds, Cabbages,
Potatos, Onions, Turnips, Celery, Cauliflowers, 4c., making
quite a vegetable trophy.

Messrs. W. Johnson &, Sons, Boston, had a fine and very
varied collection of Potatos, capital .samples of Up-to-Date,
Johnson's Prolific, Satisfaction, Chancellor, Abund.ance,
Snowdrop, Jeannie Deans, and many others.

Jlessrs. U. Dowell & Son, Ravanscourt Avenue, Ham-
mersmith, had a .display of horticultural sundries garden-
pots, &c. Messrs. Carter, Page & Co., 52 and 53, London
Wall, E.C., also exhibited a considerable quantity of gar-
deners' requisites, manures, &c. ; and from the -^oricultural
AND HiiRiicuLTURAL ASSOCIATION, Ltd., Dcptford, Loudou,
was a similar exhibit.

Jlr. Jog. Arnold, 32, St. Paul's Road, Camden Town,
London, N.W., exhibited peat, loam, and other requisites for

the garden.

Mr. J. George, Horticultural Sundriesman, had a tab'e
well filled with specialties from the sundriesman point of
view ; and some remarkably fine Grapes that had been
produced with the help of Thomson's Vine-manure.

Messrs. Wood ife Son, Wood Green, London, N., had a con-
siderable space devoted to the exhibition of peat, Mushroom
spawn, and other requisites far gardens.

Messrs. Fenlon & Son, 8, Tudor Stl'eet, Temple, London,
showed a variety of ga. and oil-heated hot-water boilers.

Messrs. R. Sankey & Son, Nottingham, showed a variety
of earthenware flower-pots.

Mr. Sam. Deards. 34, Old Broad Street, London, ex-
hibited heating .apparatuses.

Greenbousei were shown by Messrs. Steward & Po\'Et,
Rhodeswall Wharf, Limehouse, London ; and by Messrs,
Pearoe k Co., HoUoway Road, London.

THE BANQUET.
The banquet in connection with the Jubilee celelritim

of the society took place at the Hotel Metropolo on the
evening of the opuniug-day. Sir Edwin Saunders, the
President, in the chair, supported by Sir Trevor Lawrence,
Bart., the I President of the Royal Horticultural Society;
Jlessrs. F. A. Bcvan, C. E. Shea, C. C. Paine, and R. Bid-
lantine, as representing the vice-presidents ; also Messrs.
J. II. Veitch, T. Harrison, 11. J. Cutbush, H. Turner,
H. Williams, Geo. C. Bompas, Leon.ard Sutton, W. Roljin-
son. Dr. Henry Bond, P. Waterer, &c., the vice-chairs being
occupied by Messrs. B. Wynne, R. Dean, T. W. S.an-

ders, and T. Bevan. After the usual loyal toasts,

the Chairman proposed success to the National Chrys-
anthemum Society, remarking that it was originally

founded at Stoke Newmgton, in 1S4|), and from
that point traced the history and development of the Society
from 1846 to the present time, dealing with the facts much
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as they arc set forth in an article upon another page. The
toast of afiiHated Societies was given by Mr, C. E. Shea, and
responded to by Mr. T. Bevan. That of President of the

National Chrypanthemura Society was given by Sir Trevor

Lawrence, who emphasised the importance of establishing in

London a HorticultTiral Hall, available for the different

special suc'ctics to hold their exhibitions in. In responding
to the toast of the donors of special prizes, Mr. F. A. Bevan
strongly recommended the adoption of a more suitable place

n which to hold their exhibitions—a sentiment which was
\v;irmly cliecrcd by the company. The Press, proposed by
Sir, J. Harrison, was responded to by Mr. George Gordon.

Thursdaify November 5,

A second competitive fIiow took place on Thin-tday, au'l

was continued yesterday. The character of the schedule

more nearly resemliled that used at the annual shows than

did the one followed on Tuesday last, in which wers included

80 many special Juliilee featiires. All of the non-competUivo

exhibits that were stage i on Tuesday were continued until

Friday night, but some of them were brighteiied by the

addition of a few extra blooms, (fee. In addition to these, so

many of the competitive exhibits that wore of fruits or vege-

t;ibles were continued also, and also the five groups in Tues-

day's competition. The change was therefore principally

evident in the cut flower classes and table decorations, &c.,

tlie whole of the exhibits of which were renewed. Upon the

wliole there was le-^s competition in the classes than on Tues-

day, but 8')mc specially popular ones were very well and

keenly contested.

In the exhibit from a foreign member of the society,

the exhibits did not equtl expectation. In the special

class of F. A. Bevak's, Esq.. for twenty-four blooms of white

Japanese Chrysaathemuras, the front row of blooms to l>o

raised 6 inches above the board, and the middle ani back

rows raised in proportion, theie was no exhibit, although

there had been one ent'-y made. As the more important

classes in Timrsday's competition were secured by Mr. \V. H.

Lees, there has been no champion at this season's festival

who, as last year, won almost all the chief honours. There is

;i conferenee to be held as our pages pass through the press, at

which several papers upon the Chrysanthemum will be read,

CUT FLOWERS.
Affiliated Societies,

competiiion.

The lirst cLiss was tho usual one arranged for Horticultural

and Chrysanthemum Societies to compete. Each Society

exhibits twenty-four blooms of incurved and twenty- four

blooms of Japanese varieties. There were five competing col-

lections, and the Ist prize consisting of the Challenge Trophy
and £10 was won by the Portsmouth Chiysanthemum Society,

the blooms being furnished by Mr. Agate of the Havant

Nurseries, and Mr. Penfold, gr. to Sir F. Fitzwioram, Leigh

Park, Havant. The varieties of Japanese staged were buck

row : Viviand Morel, Mons. Pankoucke, Eva Knowles. Mrs. O.

Carpenter, Mutual Friend, Phoebus, Van den Heede, and
Madame Carnot, extra good, -ud row: C. Davis, Etoile

de Lyon, Mdlle. A. de Gilbert. International (good), Efhel

Addison, Phippe Riviore, a good white ; Reine d'Angleterre,

and Edith Tabor (fine). Front |row : M. Ricoud, Wra. Se-

ward, M. Cbenon de Leche, Amiral AveDan, Mdlle. T. Rev,

Beauty of Teignmouth, Golden Gate, and ^ladame E Capi-

tant. The stand of incurved blooms included several of much
merit, the varieties were, Back row : C. H. Curtis, Lord Al-

cester, Globe d'Or, Empress of India, Major Bonnaflbn,

R. C. Kingston, Jas. Agate, Eaiily Dale. 2nd Row : Jeanne
d'Arc, Golden Empress, Baron Hirsch, Queen of England,

Violot Tomlin, Miss A. Haggas, William Tuuniugton, R. Pet-

field. Front Row : M. Darier, Brookleigh Gem, Lord Rose-

bory, Jno. Fulford, Prince Alfred, Princess of Wales, Lord

Wnlseley, and C. B. Whitnell.

Tho disparity in quality between tho above collection and

that from the Bromley and District Chrysanthemum Society

was exceedingly little. Some of the best Japanese blooms in

this collection were Madame Carnot, M. Chenon de Lech^,

Graphic, Beauty of Teignmouth, Edith Tabor, International.

Viviand Morel (exceedingly good colour), Australie, A. H.

Wood (not quite at its best), and Sunflower. Amongst the

incurveds we noticed fine«blooms of Lord Alcester, Empress
of India, Mme. Dairier, Golden Empress, C. H. Curtis, and
Miss Haggas; 3rd, tho Southgate and District Chrysanthe-

mum Society.

Licnrred blooma.—'Vhc best thirty-six incurved blooms,

distinct, in competition for the Holmes Memorial Challenge

Cup and £10 was from Mr. W. H. Lees, gr. to F. A. Bevan,

Esq., Trent Park, New Bamet. The varieties staged were :

—

Back row : Chas. H. Curtis, Mons. Bahuant, J. Agate, Globe

il'Or, Robt. Potficld, Major Bonaffon, Queen of England,

I'urlc Dauphinoisc (a Japanese incurved, ;is shown), Empruss
i)f India, Baron Hirsch, Jno. Limbert, ]\Irs. R. C. Kingston.

•2nd row : Madame Darrier, M. P. Martignat, Ma Perfection

(weak), Prince Alfred, Hero of Stoke Newington, D. B.

Crane, Ijurd Wolseley, Mrs. Coleman, Lord Rosebcry, Miss

Haggas, Jeanne d'Arc, Violet Tomlin. Front row : Princess

Teck, Barbara, Lucy Kendall, Mrs. N. Davis, Beauty (weak),

Boiuiie D\mdec, J. Lyne, Jr., Princess of Wales, Mr. Brun-

lees, Bruoldeigh Gem, Lady DorothyandMrs. Halliburton. 2nd,

Mr. W, Higgs, gr. to J. B. Hankev, Esq., Fretsham Park,

Leatherhead. The best blooms in this stand were Miss
H;iggas, Madame Darrier, Chas. H- Curtis, J. Agate, Mrs.

Beale, Empress of India, Princess Teck, Lord Alceeter

Jeanne d'Arc; 3rd, Mr. F. G. Foster, Brockhampton Nur-
series, Havant ; 4th, Mr. B. Calvr^rt, gr. to Col. Archer,
Houblin. Hallingbury Place, Bishnp's Stortford.

Six Incurved, one Varietij.—Here Mr. J. J-^nes, gr. to C. A.

Smith Rylanp, Esq., Warwick, was an easy first, having

some of the finest blooms of C. H Curtis ever seen. The
same variety from Mr. F. G. Fokter, Havant, was 2nd ; and
fair, Violet Tomlin, from Mr. C vl\ eut, whs 3rd.

Jnixi n>\<c Blomns.—In the principal cla«8 for Japauese bloDUis

and in the competition for the Holmes Memorial ChaUen^'o

Cup and £10 as first prize, the principal exhibitors on Tuesday

last reversed their positions, and Mr. W. H. Lees won with

forty-eight distinct blooms of much merit. The varieties

were : Boi-k Ti-^i'-—Mrs. W. H. Lees, Edwin Moljmcux,

Calvat's Austi-alian Gold, Australie, Mutual Friend (fine),

Chas. Davis, A. H. Wood, Pride of Madford, Ladv Saunders.

Hairy Wonder (large bloom, not first-rate in colour), Phoebu.s

(very good), Etoile do Lyon. Ma'l;ime J. Bernai'd, Fdith

Tabor. Jno. Shrimpton. Madame f 'amot (good) : 2nrl Ren"—

Modestum. Viviand Morel, Emily Silsbury, Le Moucherotte.

Miss Elsie Teichmann, Miss Ethel Addison, Duchess

of Wellington. Col. Chase. Reino d'Angleterre (good in

nolour). Louise. Jlrs. C. H. Payne, Mephisto, Thos. Hewitt,

Mrs. F. Jamcpon, Intei-nationaWgonl), M. Chenon de Lecln'-.

Front yjoic—Mrs. H. Weeks. Dcuil de Jules Ferry (verv

distinct in colour), C. W. Richardson, Mons. Ad. Girond,

Amiral Avellan, 'Souvenir da Petite Ami, Mrs. Wheeler,

Rose Wynne, Sunflower (eood), Jlons. G. Montigny, Mrs.

J. Lewis, G. C. Schwabe. ^Irs. H. Kloss, Oce.ana,

Viscountess Hambledon, and Florence Davis, both of the

last named good. Mr. W. Mkasr was not v»»ry far behind,

but generally his blooms appeared a little smaller. Some

of 'the best were Moni. Pankoncko, Viviand Morel.

Mrs. G. Carpenter. Miss D Shc:i, President Borcl. Mrs, W.

H. Lees. M. C. Molin. Duke of ^'ork. Australie (very fine).

Lord Brooke (a deep flower). International, E. Molyneux,

(very good in colour). Madame (.'iirnot, a large sized bloom.

Mutual Friend, Chas, Davis. r>rd. Mr.W. Higgs, gr. to G. B.

Hawkrs, Esq. Fetcham Park, Leatherhead. There were

several very fii-st-class flowers in tlic collection, that at any

other show would pnibably obtain a first prize. 4th, Mr. L.

Dunmall. gr. to P. Watebeb. Esq. Fawkham.
Tirenty-four hlnoniA hi nr-f ffi\r,:r than eigliteen vari^tUf. — \

special prize of a Silver Cup w.as added in this class, to the

1st prize of thirty shillings. There were six or more com-

petitors, and the collection of blooms th.at won for Mr. Jas.

Stredwick, Silver Hill, St. Leonards, the first position in the

class could not be described jis other than a commendable

one. the flowers being even in size, and good in colour and

quality. The varieties were Bnck Ro^r, Viviand Morel,

Mutual Friend, Chas. Da\'is. Mrs. C. H. Payne, Chas. Da\is,

Viviand 5Iorel. M. Pankoucke, International, T. Wilkins,

Madame de Galbert. Viscountess Hambledon, Phrebus. Miss

Dorothy Shea, Beauty of Teitmniouth, M. Clias. Molin, Rose

Wynne, Silver King, Mr. A. H. Neave. Van den Hiede. Eda
Prusse, and R. Dean. The names of the flowers should have

been written more distinctly. ?ud. Mr. H. Lovr. Melville

Termco, High St., Sandown, Isle of Wight. This exhibit

nonsistcd of blooms of good average quality, but too small to

be first-chiss. 3rd. Mr. Gko. Heal. Compton, Guildford ; 4t>i,

Mr. W. AMIF.S, South Ashford. Kent.

Tifflre hlonm< Jistni^t.—In addition to the 1st prize of thirty

shillings, there was in this'class a special prize of a Silver Cup
given by Mr. F. H. Clemow. There were seventeen competi-

tors in this popular class, and the fortunate exhibitor to

whom the 1st prize was awarded was Mr. W. Robinson, gr. to

the Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Lopes. Westbury. Wilts. In the

back row was a specially good bloom of Madame Carnot, and
one of Primrose League, the latter a little too pale in colour

probably; Hairy Wonder, Pride of Exmouth, Viviand

Morel, ^Irs. Hume Long and Pride of Madford were also of

extra merit. Tlio remaining varieties wore K<iith

Tabor, Oceana, Commandant Blu-;sett and Lady Rideeway.

A collection of mueh beyond average merit obtained 2nd
prize for Mr. W. Slogrovo, gr. to Jlra. Crawford. Gatton

Park, Reigate. The varieties Viviund Morel, M. Chenon de

Leche, International, Etoile de Ly-in. Amiral Avellan. Thos.

Wilkins. and G. C. Schwabe were the best here : 3rd, Mr.

J. Brookes, gr. to W. J. Newman, Esq.. Park House,

Totteridge, who included fine blooms of Viviand M'.^rel,

Ch;is. Davis, and Commandant Bluss&tt : 4th. Mr, W.
Messenger, gr. to C. H, Berxers. Esq., Wolverstone Park,

Ipswich.

Six Japanese WhiU\ On^ rrtne?'/.—The best blooms, those of

Madame Carnot, wonderfully fine, coming from Mr. J;xs.

Gibson, gr. to A. H. Watts, Esq., Chiswick. Mr. Calvert
coming 2nd with Mdlle Theresa Rey ; and Mr. T. H. Lodce
3rd with Mrs. C. Blich.

.Six Blomnis of auft other Colour.—!Mr, W. Roeinson' was 1st

with splendid Viviand More] ; i^Ir. Forbes coming '2nd with

E. Molyneux ; and Jlr. J. Watt, gr. to H. Bell, Esq., was ;>rd

\vith fine coloured B. Smith.

sir Jupourse Imil,-ml wore hardly good examples of this

section. Mr. Robinson, gi". to L"rd Justice IjOPFm. West-

bury, had the best in Louise, Australie. Oceana, Pride of

Madford, Miss E. Addison, and one unnamed. Blr. T.

Carver was 2nd, and Mr. Messenger, gr. to C. H. Berkbrs,
Esq., Ipswich, 3rd.

Si.c Japanese BJoom.'i, hninj ppfolhiJ varMie.'i.—There was but

one half dozen, coming frooa Mr. W. Batchelor, gr. to Lieut.-

Col. Vernon, Uxbridge, who liad Hairy Wonder, V.aucauson,

Mrs, De Ward, Louis Boehmcr, Lady of the Lake, &c.

Refiexed Blooms.—On this occasion there were five collections

of large-flowered re flexed blooms exhibited, but at the pre-

vious competition on Tuesday last there was no exhibit of

reflexcd varieties present. The dozen blooms in this

instance were requii-od to represent nine varieties at least.

Mr. W. Mease, gr. to A. Tate, Esq., added the 1st prize in

this class to his other triumphs, and the varieties he showed
were Christine, Pink Christine. Cullingfordi, Mrs. Forsyth,

Cloth of Gold, Fred Hart, Dr. Sharpe, Phidias, and
Crimson King ; 2nd. Mr. W. Robinson, gr. to Lord Justice

LoPE-S, whose bloom of Cullingfordi was specially well

coloured ; :.!rd, Mr. R. C. Notcdt, Broughton Road Nursery,
Ipswich. Evidently the interest in these reflexcd varieties is

on the wane.
Ltirne-Jiowered and Japanese Anemone^ Tioenty-four Blooms.—

,\ capital class, the blooms generally being very fine. i\Ir.

II. Prickett, gr. to T. M. Hakvcv, Esq . East Barnet, was
1st, with Owen's Perfection, Madame Lawson, Bucher-
Toulousienne. Dame Blanche, Queen Elizabeth, Lady Mar,

garct, Caledonia, W. W. Astor. La Deuil, Descartes, Emperor,
and Thorpe Junior, amongst others, verj' fine ; Mr. J. Moule,

gr. to H. T. Williams, Esq., Hadley, was 2nd, having Bene-
dict, Mr. Lawson, J. Buuyan, Ernest Callie, and G. Spaulding,

good ; Mr. Skeggs, gr. to A. Moslev, Esq., Barnet, was 3rd.

Tirehe Large Jloirered, Japanese excluded.—Mr. C. Light, gr.

to tho Rev. C. E. Johnson, Ipswich, was 1st. having good
blooms of Fleur de Marie, Lady Margaret, Delaware, G.

Spiulding, Miss A. Lowe, Arc, ; Mr. Skeogi: was 2nd; and
Mr. Maule 3rd.

Twtlvc Pompons, dutinct.-The trebles made a good class,

the best coining from Mr. Caryer, gr. to Mr. W. Messner,

who had good Toussaiut Marie, Rubra perfecta, Prince of

Orange, President, Black Doughis, Comte de Momy, Osiris,

W. Westlake, &c. ; 2n1, Mr. Mills, gr. to F. Hovd, Esq.,

Croydon, who had some Anemones in his lot ; Mr. T. L.

Turk, gr. to T. Roskv, Esq., coming 3rd.

Singleff, set up in Trebles, made a charming class, and were

numerous. Mr. J. Mtebs had the best in Purity, Snow-
wreath, Mrs. D. B. Crane, Bertie Sedgley. Golden SUir, Effie,

Ewan Cameron, George Rose, Arc. ; 2iid, Mr. G. W. Forbes,

gr. to D. Nicol, Esq., Snrbiton ; Mr. W. Weli-s, Earlswood,

being 3rd.
AMATEUR CLASSES.

Six Japanese blooms diHinrt, a capital class ; Mr. A. N.

Knight, Ashford, Kent, was best with fine Phtjebus, Prefct

Robert, Mr. Schwaber, Ju'es Ferry, Madame Carnot, and
Viviand MoreL Mr. Silsburv was a capital 2od, having

Hairy Wonder, La Moucherotte, Mutual Friend, Thomas
Wilkins, Emily Silsbury, and Ethel Addison, all good. Mr,

StredwiOk was 3rd.

Six Japanese blooiiiSt one i^fjWefy.—Mr.ESTKEDWiCK, St. Leo-

nard's, was a good Ist with Charles Davis ; Mr. C. A. Wil-

kins, Swanley, coming 2nd ; and Mr. Silsbury, 3rd, with

Emily Silsbury.

Single Jiandedgavdeners.—'Wiih twelve incurved blooms,

Mr. W, Wilkins took Ist place, with fair specimens; Mr.

W, H. Apthorxe being 2nd; and with six blooms, the posi-

tions were reversed, Mr. Apthorne being 1st ; and Mr.

Wilkins 2nd.

Mr. Apthorxehad the best six Japauese, including Mutual

Friend, Phoebus, Charles Davis, &c. ; Mr. Edwards, of

Cambridge, coming 2nd.

Pol Pltintx (opfn)—Although there were many fine trained

specimen plants, almost the whole of them were of those

shown on 'Tuesday, and there can be no need to recapitulate

their names,
WilK four trained specimens Mr. J. Brooks, gardener to W.

Reynolds, Esq., Higbgate, was placed 1st, his plants being

capitally flowered. Mr. D. Donald, gr. to G. Barclay, Esq.,

who also had grand plants, was 2nd ; and Mr. Davey, gr. to

<_'. C. Painb, Esq., Stamford Hill, was 3rd. Mr. Donald had

the best six standard plants, large flowered ; Mr. Davey
coming 2nd. Mr. Donald was again Ist in the six trained

Pompons, Mr. Brooks being 2nd.

Mr. Davey had the best four trained standards, and Mr.

Donald the best single spe imen, a perfect pyramid of

La Vierge.
TABLE DECORATIONS.

Tahh Oj BoU'iMt:i, Wreaths, Sprays, ete.—There were four or

more competitors in this class, each ofwhich did his or her best

tti illus'rate the decorative vahie of Chrysanthemum blooms.

Mr. H. C. Garford. Floral Depot, Stoke Newington, was the

winner of the 1st prize ; 2nd position was obtained by Messrs.

Harwood Bros , Nurserymen, of Balham, and Mrs. W,

Green, Jun., Harold Wood, Essex, was 3rd, hut judged from

any standpoint we think the last-named exhibitor should

have been second.

Tim vases of dri/santhemnms.—There were eight or more

competitors for the best'twovasesofChrysanthemums, blooms

to consist of Pompon or Anemone Pompons arranged with

foliage for decorative effect. The 1st prize was obtained by

Mr. Mark Webster, gr. to E. J. Preston, Esq. Kelsey Park,

Beckenham. In these there was no use at all made of Anemone
Pompons, but Mdlle. Elsie Dordan and other Pompons were

used with v.arious-coloured foliage to much effect ; 2nd Mr. \

Meridew, gr. to Dr. Paul, Camberwell House. CumberwcU

:;rd Mrs. W. Green, Jr., Harold Wood, Essex.

One r<wt'.—The best vase of six blooms of any variety of

Japanese Chrysanthemum, arranged with foliage, etc., was

from Mr. R. E. Wii^on, 32, Margravine Gardens, West

Kensington ; blooms of Viviand Morel were those used, and

the vase was draped gracefully with elegant Smilax ; 2nd,

Mr. Ed Jones, 51, Bower Street, Bedford.

Ix'dii-^' C/'fts.—Ladies were encouraged to compete in a

class for a hand basket of Chrysanthemums suitable for a

drawing-room tiible, and arranged with foliage. The

victorious lady was Miss E. Pentney, Vale Cottage, Hanger

Hill, Ealing, who hud apparently made free use of the
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market variety Source d'Or ; Miss Sedglev, The Nurseries,

Caterham Valley, who was 2nd, eschewed all varieties but
Viviaud Morel, all of the flowers being fairly well coloured

ones. 3rd, Mrs. W. Green, Jr., Harold Wood, Essex, whohad
evidently carried out the idea that variety is charming.
Tko Hand Bouqv.ds of Chrijsantheniunis —Several of these

exhibits were in exceptionally good taste. Mr. Mark Web-
ster, gr. to E. J. Preston, Ksq., Kelsey Park, Beckeuham,
who had 1st prize, having two very elegant bouquets, indeed.

The 2nd prize was taken by Mr. Arthur Pentnev, and the

3rd by Mr. W. Salmon, Ivy Cottage, Elder :^oad. West
Norwood.

STEYNING CHRYSANTHEMUM.
October 2S, 29.^A pleasing and successful exhibition was

held at this town oa tho above date. Although this is only

the fifth year of its existence, the Society has almost doubled

its membership.

The 1st prize and the National Chrysanthemum Suciety's

Medal went to Mr. C. Knowles, gr. to the Rev. Prebendary
C. W. A. Napier, Wlston, who had a well-grown and arranged
group. Mr. G. Hart, gr. to Mr. Head, Shoreham, was 1st for

three specimen plants ; for a single specimen ; and he was
1st for twenty-fiitir blooms of J.ipinese, receiving also the

National Chrysanthemum Society's Medal for the exhibit ;

he was also 1st for twelve incurved varieties. Mr. J. Stred-
wtCK, Silvorhill, Hastings, was 1st for twelve blooms of

Japanese varieties ; as was likewise Mr. R. Bottino, Henfiel'l,

for six of thesj varieties.

The local Challenoe Cup, given for the best twenty-four
blooms of large-fl Jwering, in not less than twelve distinct

varieties, was won by A. Slaughter, Esq., Jarvis Villa,

Steyning, who now retains it, as well as a National Chrysan-
themum Society's Silver Medal. This was a bright and fresh

stand of blooms. The division open to ladies only, resulted

in keen competition. Miss K. White was ist for a well-

arranged basket ; Mrs. A. White for a shower bouquet ; Mra.

A. Slauohter for a vase filled with Chrysanthemums ; and
Miss K. White again in front for an epergne. We have
seldom seen a prettier and better arranged show, or one
where the plants and flowers were of so superior a character.

TORaUAY AND DISTRICT
GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

October 28.—The president, committee, and members of

the Torquay and District Gardener.' Association are to be

congratulated on having arranged the moat successful

Chrysanthemum exhibition held in Torquay as yet.

As is usually the case in Torquay, the nurserymen contri-

buted largely. Thedisplayof Mr. W. B. SMALi:of Torquay was
one of the brightest, and most tastefully arranged in the
hall. It consisted chiefly of well-grown Chrysinthemums,
amongst which were many of the newest variclies, includ'ng
a fin-i white M idame Carnot, Mutual Friend, Edith Tabor, a

yellow incurved Japanese ; Belle Arlesienne, creamy piuk
;

Charles Davis, a bronze-yollow ; Col. W. IJ. Smith, terra

cotta ; Director Kowallek, a grand purple-viol it incurved
;

King of Chrysanthemums, Indian red and old gold, &o.

Messrs. R. Veifch & Sons of the Royal Nursery, Exeter,

exhibited close on thirty dishes of Apples of great
merit, as well as Orchids, Primulas, Carnations, Cannas,
Viol, ts California, Princess Beatrice, and Princess of Wales,

the winter-flowering Begonia, Gloire de Lorraine, and a

numbei of interesting rock and alpine plants.

Messrs. CuRTirf, Sanford & Co. 's choice general collection

included Chrysanthemums in variety, Palms, Heaths,
Primultis, Bouvardias, Crotons, &c.
Mr. W. Allward sent some very handsome Fcrn^, amongst

them bsing the new Pteris Wimsettii, and line specimens uf

crested Pteris and Nephrolepis, as wellas Chrysantliemums,
Pdras, Cyclamens, Primulas, and which together made an
attracti^-e display. The management of tie South Devon
Fruit Fanu sent a fine lot of fruit, which comprised some
fine bunches of Muscat and Gros Colmar Grapes, Tomatoa,
Apples, and Mushrooms, very daintily arranged.

Messrs. Jarman 6l Co.'s (Chard) exhibit, consisted of about
fi ty dishes of Apples, some extraordinarily fine Potatos, and
some equally fine Onions.
Mr. G. Peauce, of Torre, is well known in the Borough for

ihs superior quality of h's products as a market g;irdener,

and his collection at the Bith Saloon dd him great credit.

It was well grown without Icing coarse.

Mr. Wells, nurserymm, Redhill, Surrey, contributed a

box of splendidly grown blooms; and Mr. Isva^ House,
Bristol, specimens of the new giant Violet California.

Amongst the honorary exhibitors were Miss Lwers, of

Upton Leigh, and Mrs. Wilson, Luneville, Mrs. Rawson,
Bramhope ; Dr. W. Ford Edgelow, specimen plants of

Begonia *' Gloire de Lorraine;" Mr. W. Bushby, Torwood,
Mr. *.'. KiTsoN, Coilaton, and Mrs. Trevor Barclay. All

their exhibits were highly commended.
The CUL flowers generally wore exceedingly good, both in

size, colour, and substance. The Japanese blooms were un-

doubtedly the most meritorious, the incurved being, per-
haps, the weakest section in the remarkably strong classes.
The iucurved appear to be less appreciated than formerly.
The groups wore remarkable for the closeness of competi-

tion; they were beautifully arranged, and anyone with any
know edge of Chrysanthemums and grouping will support
the judges in their awards. To give visitors an idea of how
our friends across the Atlantic exhibit their Chrysanthe-

mums, there was a class for cut flowers to be shown with
their foliage, in vases. There were thr'ie entries in this

cliss, and the blooms in old blue Oriental vases were, in our
opinion, a long way in advance of those shown in boxes,

although the individual blooms might not have been quite

as large.

la the evening a lecture, entitled "The Chrysanthemum
at Home and Abroad," was given by Mr. F. C. Smale before
a crowded attendance. The lecture was illustrated with
some unique and beautiful lantern-pictares, prepared for

the purpase, the photographs hiving been taken by Mr.
S. Bretton, from a rire ojUection of water colour paintings
from Japan, pictures from America, France, and other places.

Mr. Smale dialt with the pictures, first describing the
system of Chrysanthemum growing in the home of the
flower—Japan. Many spjcimens were shown on the screen
hitherto unknown in England, some extremely pretty and
graceful, and others which English people would not
altogether admire, but nevertheless floral novelties. The
Chrysanthemum in America was tht* i dealt with, the

lecturer pointing to the advantages and dis.idvanta2;es of ex-

hibiting flowers in vases, as is the rule in the United
States. He said more gracef'd effects w.3ro obt liuable,

and the foliage could also be shown, but it involved injury

in packing the flowers, especially if they had to bo ex-

hibited at a distance. Nevertheless, the pictures of American
exhibits in dainty vases proved conclusively that t'le

Chrysan^^hemum could be made much morj attractive iu

thatw,i7 than when placed on the usual green exhibition
box. Jlr. Smale then proceeded to deal with tho'Ch'ysan-
thcmum in France, the collection of Mr. Jones, of the Rye*
croft Nursery, and that of Messrs. Pearsoa of Nottingham.
Not the least interesting feature of the lecture was a descrip-
tion of the pests which attack Chrysanthemums, illustrated

according to the Japanese idea.

Plants in Pots.—Averaok Wholesale Prices.

ASCOT.
November 4, o.^In the Grand Stand the Annual Exhibi-

tion was held, and it was in every respect a succ ss. Cut
blooms werd the feature of the show. Mi-. J. Salter, gr. to

T. B. Haywood, Esq , Woodhatch. Reigate, won the

premier award for both incurved and Japanese varieties iu

each case, for twenty-four varieties, the blooms being of

high quality.

In the incurved section, Mr. Neville, gr. to F. W. FLionr,
Esq., Twyford, Winchester, secured the 2nd award; while Mr.
T. Denne, gr. to N. S. Cookson, Esq., Binfield Park, Brack-
nell, occupied a similar position in the class for Japanese.
For twelve incurved, Mr. F. Hereman, gr. to Lady J. Keane,
Rosemount, Sunniogdale, won the premier position.

In a similar class for Japanese, Mr. Wilson, gr. to R. C.
Christy, Esq., Ribsden, Bagshot, was the chief prize-winner.
Mr. W. Lane, gr. to Miss J. Dcrnino Smith, King's Ride
Ascot, won easily the Hon. Mrs. Ashley PossONnv's Silver
Cup for the best iucurved and Japanese blooms in e'ghteen
varieties. To this collection was also awarded the Bronze
Medal oEEered by the National Chrysanthemum Society, for

the best exhibit of Chrysanthemums in the local classes. The
premier Japanese bloom was Madame Carnot, in Mr. Neville's
stand. In the incurved section, Charles Curtis received a
similar recognition, this also belonging to Mr. Neville.
Mr. Lane had much the best exhibit in the class for a col-

lection of Chrysanthemums grown in pots, which were dwarf
yet carried erood blooms, accompanied with satisfactory leaf-

age. Mr. T. Denne h*d the best group of Chrysanthemums,
interspersed with foliage plants and Ferns. Mr. W. L.,

Farmer, gr to H. P. Lkschallas, Esq., Higham, Windle-
sham, occupied a similar position, with a group of miscel-
laneous plants. .Many other creditable exhibits were staged
in the v.arious sections, space however, forbids further details.

A R K E T 8.

COVENT QARDEN, NOVEMBER 7.

Cut Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

. d. g. d.
Anemone, doz. bun.
Arums, p. 12 blooms
Bouvardias, per bn.
Carnations, 12blm8.
Chrysanthemums,

doz. bun.
— doz. blooms

Eucharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, coloured,
per doz. sprays ...

Lilac, wh. (French),

T' r bpich
L.liim M^i.-rtsi, per

d j^. il < 'lid ...

— 1 i'y(T\i. . i:im,

doz. bloo-n
Lily of the V-nloy,
dozen sprays

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, per 12
bunches

Mignonette, per
doz. bunches ...

Mimosa (French),
per bunch

1 6- 2 i;

4 0-60
6 0- y

10-20

3 0-

1 n-

2 6-

1 0-

10-20

4 0-80

2 0-30

0-4

Orchids :—
Cattleya, 12blms.
Odontoglossum
crispum, 12bm.

Pelargoniums, scar-
let, per 12 bun.

— per 12 spraya.

.

Pyrethrums, 12 bu.
Roses (French), per

doz. blooms
— Tea, per doz. ...— yellow (Mare-

chal), per doz.— red, per dozen
— red, doz. bun.
— Gloire, doz. bn.
— Safrano, p. doz.
Stephanotis, per 12

sprays
Tuberoses, 12 blms.
Violets (Fr.)Parme,

per bunch
— — Czar, per

bunch— — doz. buu.
— [Bng.)j per

doz. bun.

2 0-

3 0-
4-

2 0-

1 0-

9-

4 0-

6-
y 0-

4 0-

1 0-

3 0-

y-

*. d,

12

6

6

6
4

2

1 ti

r

1

IS
tf

2

4

6

4

3

Adiantum, per doB.
Aspidistras, perdos.
— specimen, each
Chrysanthemums,

per doz.
— specimen plants,

each
Chrysanthemums,

per plant
Coleus, per doz. ...

Dracaenas, each ...— various, p. doz.
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz....

:d.
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Enquiry.

** iZe that questioneth miich shall learn, much."—Bacon.

We have received letters from two correspondents,
one living in the Isle of Man, and the other in Soot-
land, who are desirous of information regarding the
raising and planting of Blaeberries or Bilberries on
moorland. Should the seeds be sown and the young
plants brought on in a nursery, planting them out
when of a size likely to succeed among other moor-
land vegetation .' In one of the cases, the woodland
is "full of them," but none is on the moor. There
are sheep to contend with here. Perhaps some of
our readers will supply the needed informiUon.

rrupoTuknU

AnAUCAHiA IN Ill-health: J. C. Beyond affording
fresh soil to the loots at their extremities, and
over the entire area in the possession of the roots,

there is nothing that you can do to restore the
tree to health. The splitting of the bark is simply
the result of growth in the stem, and would occur
in any case, although it would be more apparent
in a droughty summer, followed by a wet autumn.

Books : Geo. C. The C'arna/ion, its Uislnri/, Properties,
and Management, by E. S. Dodwell, Derby

;

W. Bacon, Becket .Mill Works.—./?. Af. Lts E»;/raii
is published in the French language by Messrs.
Kueff & Co., 10(3, Boulevard St. Germain. We do
not know the price.

Earlit WiiiTEFLOwicriED Ibls : E. V. II. Iris Baker-
iana, which has white falls, also some forms of I.

iberica, I. xiphium var. Blanche Pleur, I. xiphioides
var. Mont Blanc, and others of this section, all of
which force well. There are white varieties of Iris

olbiensis, and an early-flowering species, growing to
the height of 1 foot ; I. stylosa alba is very early iu
flowering. These mostly flower in the month of
April, but they can be hastened by gentle forcing.

No forcing may be done if the plants are not well
rooted in pots. They will do well in warm situa-

tions, especially suitable being a place ,it the foot of
u wall. We have no experience of planting them
out iu a Tomato-house, but should suppose that
they would succeed, provided they had a light
position, and are not forced severely.

Mos.s ON Law.v : ir. C. The growth of moss may be
due to lack of drainage, or to tree-shade. If it be
the former, means should be taken to drain the
land by means of underground drains, which, if

trees and shrubs are near, should be made of

stones broken Macadam wise, and laid in V-shaped
drains to the depth of 9 inches ; pipes are no use,

as they get stopped by the roots. Having done
that, scratch off the moss with a rake, and give
the lawn a dressing of loam and fine wood ai*he3 at

the rate of six of the former to one of the latter,

and on this dressing sow lawn grass seeds. The
dressing and sowing will be best done in the sprmg,
it being now too late. Rake in the seeds lightly,

and roll the surface when the soil is dryish, and
does not stick to the roller. An annual
(Ircsmg of wood - ashes and a triennial one
of loam will keep the lawn in good condition, bare
places being restored by sowing seeds. If you like,

Trifolium repens and T. minus may be sown with
the grasses, these plants covejing the ground
quicker than the grasses. They die out in great
part in a few years, by which time the grasses have
spread over the entire surface.

Names of Frdits.
"»* The apjiliiatioiin tit nainfflfurfys, and estpecialhj fronts, art

so nunlernuK at this season, as Sfriowli/ to hamper ns ia the exer-
C'se nf on,' editorial iluties. They entail an expenditure ol time,
labour, and monet/, ofwhichourrei-ders have little idea. We
are most desirous to oblige nar correspondents as far as ue
can, but toe Hiit.'i reque-^t tliat theif will observe the rule that

not more than six varieties be s'tu at any ot,e time.
The s/ieeiinens should be flood onet, just approacbinti r'pene^s,
and tltcy shouUl be properh/ numbered, anil cttrefully packed.
}Ve do not unde,-take to send answers through t/ie post. Delay
ill any ci.se is un voidable.

Drummond <C- Son.?. Your Apple is named Rymer
syu. Newbold's Duke of York.

—

Cinislaut Reader. 2,

riue-apple Rusfet ;
.'!, Winter Quoiuing, or Duck's-

bill ; i. Royal Russet ; 5, Sturmer Pippin ; 6, Cox's

Pomona ; 7, Adams' Pearmain ; 9, Golden Noble
;

10, Cornish Gilliflower.

—

Fulfords. Pear, Belle de
Bruxelles ; 1, not known; 2, Yorkshire Beauty;

3, Cockles.— IV. A. 0. 2, Beurre Diel ; 6, Marie
Louise

; 15, Nouveau Poiteau ; 12, Bergamotte
d'Esperen'; 16, Mardchal de la Cour ; 7, Beurrd Char-
neuses. There were two Pears numbered alike,

13, the melting fine quality fruit is Doyenne du
Comice, the other, not melting, is Catillac.

—

Carter, Page it Co. 1, Apple, Feam's Pippin ; 2,
Duchesse d'Angouleme; 3, Beurre d'Aremberg.

—

]V. B. 1, Besspool .' 2, not known; 3, Hormead's
Pearmain ; 4, Beauty of Kent ; 5, Hawthorndeu ; 6,

Sturmer.

—

U. W. 4, Beurr^ Ranee ; 21, Beurre
Bachelier ; 10, Passe Colmar ; 24, Beurro Char-
neuse ; 20, not recognised.

Names of Plants : Correspondents not answered in

this issue are requested to be so good as to consult the

following number.—J. B. J. Begonia Ingram!.

—

/. Enfield. 1, Cheilanthes hirta ; 2, Ehcagnus
pungens variegata ; 3, Lomatia eilaifolia, Bot.

Mag, t. 1272; 4, Pittosporum variegatum ; 5,

Leucopogon Cunninghami.

—

F. W. B., Burnlei/.

It is impossible to give the correct name of the
shrub without seeing flowers.—S. L. 1, Pteris

B;ui.sei ; 2, Cypripedium ffinanthum superbuni.

—

It'. T. J. The decay of the Calanthe spikes is

most likely brought about by a check wrought
possibly by a sudden fall in the temperature.
Sometimes the spikes will decay by injudicious use
of liquid manure.

—

C. IFanl. Stapelia variegata.

Paullinlv THALiciRiFOLtA : Puallinia. Take cut-

tings of ripened shoots and insert in pots of sandy
soil cased with sand under a bell-glass in a bottom-
heat of 80°. The more suitable time is March and
April, just when growth is on the move. Layering

can also be done, if only a few plants are requiretL

Qdick-lime IN Tomato bolse: R. V. H. It maybe
laid on as top dressing, \ to ^ inch thick. There
is no necessity to bury it more than a few inches,

as the water afforded the border will contmually

carry it downwards.

SroRiiNi; Dessert Aitlks : Enrjuirer. There is no
mystery about storing Apples, either dessert or

culinary varie'ies, if the following points are

observed ; and what suits the one is good for the

01 her. The fruit should be very larefuUy handled
when gathered .and put into the fruit room ; it

should be put in one, or for culinary varieties

two layers ; air should be given till there

is no more *'sweating" observed, and after-

wards the room should bo kept dark aud
close, air being affc.rded occasionally to dissipate

moisture. The best sort of fruit - room is

cue that is partly under ground, if the laud

is well drained uround it ; it should have eithir

14 -inch walls or double walls that is, two walls

of 4.^iuch brick work with a Ij-inch space between.

The roof should be of thatch or tile—it the latter,

there should be a boarded or plaster ceiling, and
there should be an outer and inner door. The
fruit should lay on shelves made of battens about

2 inches wide, or on trays of the same kind of con-

struction, which can be pulled out and are con-

venient. The temperature should be between
35° to 40°. Before fruit is stored the room should

be sulphured by burning 1 ouuce of tulphur in a

saucer, with the doors closed, and the walls after-

wards lime-washed. Never leave decaying fruit or

musty hay or straw iu the room, or place the fruit

on either, although brown or white paper are per-

missible. .\ fruit room cf this kind will answer
equally well for Pears, Nuts, Medlars, Quinces,

for retirdiug or keeping for a time store fruits.

Pineupples, aud Melon'". Any Pears, however,

which are approaching ripeness, should be placed,

a few at a time, in a warmer place—say with ,a

temperature of 50° to 55°, whereby their flavour

is much improved.

ToMiTo Leaves Diseased: R. Von der ffft/de. It is

Cladosporium fulvum. Re the Tomato mould so

fften alluded to, and first described in the

Gardeners' Chronicle. M. C. C.

Communications Received.—D. M.—J. B. M. & W. -Dr.

King(CiilcuttiO.— D. R. W, -E. C- E. H. W.—C. B. P.

-

F. R., Quedlinbiirgh.—U. T. F.—G. M.— F. Heinemann.—

A. II. M.—Professor Bailey, I baca -A. B. W.— E. H. W.

—W. W.—N. E. B.—T. Turton (next week).—E. M.-H.
von der Heyde.-W, E. B.—W. Fell h Co.—W. Weeks,

BromU y.—E. H. C. (the" e is uo traceof your communication

;

can you uot send again?).—C. Want.- .1. J. W.—II. W. W.—
G. W.-J. H.-A. C. F.—W. P.—H. W.-G. W.—G. G —
R. L. H.—W. W.—0, M. C—J. JIcI.-J. B.-A. D.—B. D.

J.—A. P.—J. A.—T. B.—T. C.-T. T. F.—C. H.— E. J.—

A. H.—C. T. D.

STOCK SIZSS—in Inches.

I2xr0|l4x|2 18x12116x14 20x14 20x16 24x|6;22x|g
4x 10 16X12 20xl2ll8x|4 20x IB 22x 16 20X18 24x18

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet
boxes, Srds and 4ths qualities.

Englisli 01as8, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

aEOBOE FABMILOE & SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Bmlthfleld. London, B.C.

Stock Liflt^and Prioeson application. Please qaote Card. Chron.

BECKETT'S
EXHIBITION

FLOWER TUBES

Chrysanthemums, Roses, &c.
To be had of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen,

l/ST FREE on n)->pUcatioi, to

STILL & CO.,fi'.aSg&LOIIDOH, E.C.

ROOFING FELT
For all purpope3 the best Felt that c\a be

made is that marked with a RED HAND trade mark.

Those who ue th'se Fells ( fhe "RED HAND")
are always more than Batisfied.

Your dealer kepps them or will obtain (h m for you.

SAMficTiMl;-

PRICES

10-

131-

SPECIAL OFFER.
To 'nduce Gardeners to Teat and Prove the value of this remark-
able Manure, we will deliver. carrisjEe frpp. to any S'tatton in the
United Kingdom. 1 cwt. Of "LE FRUITIER" for 208..

including with each order. \ big Of FERriLlSiNG MOSS,
the new and most succesifui medium for Plant Culture.

Send for fifth edition of Illustrat-d Catalojju".

33 Medals and D pl^mas awarded to

^^^Een, lonoom.WOOD & SON, Ltd..

Tlie"OENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 608.

1896. NbW CATALCGnB^R*TI8

HOT-WATER

1896.

FIFES, BOILERS,
SPOUTING, PUMPS, &e.

ad TH08.W. ROBINSON.
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

8T0URBBIDOE.

9
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4th9,

21 -OS,

GOOD GLASS!
CHEAP GLASS

!

Good QualKy. IB-oz. la BO-ft Boxes.

Sizes 10X8 12X8 12X9 13X9 14x912X10 14X10 at 4s. per boi.

4th9, 15-oz. In 100-ft and 200-ft. Boxes.
(lax '0 12X12 lax 14 l/X 16 12X18 i2x20 l lOO £t.200-f^

Sizes-; 12X2414X1614X18 14X20 14X24 16x18!- at 7/6 14/-

(16X20 16x24 18x20 18x24 ) per box.

20-oz., In 100-ft. and 200-ft Boxes.
... „, „ 112X8 at 8s. per 100-ft. boi.
4tBs, ^l-OZ.

•Ji2>;io 14XCU 12X12 ... atPs. ,,

9x7 10X812xS12xl014xlDill 200-ft boxes
-j ^^51; 18s.

"",!"'

100-ft. 200 ft.

at lOs. id. at 20s.

per box.

3rd8. 21-oz., 100-ft. Boxes.
12x10 12x12 14xi2 lex 12 ISX 12 20x12 16X14 (,at lis. 6(i.

18X1420X14 18X16 20X1620X1824X18 ... ( per box.

3rds. 21-oz.. 2O0-fc. Boxes.
20x14 18x16 20x 16 21X16 20X 18 22x18 24x18 at S2s. per box
Note.—No box can be divided, and one size only is contained

in eacli box.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER of ALL KINDS.
1^X3 s-shbir, bt 6s. per lOiJfeet.

CATALOGrUES of PAINT, &-.. poeWree.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
73, BIMH0P86ATK STREET WITHIN. LOHDOH. B.C.

SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

Patented in seventeen
different countries.

These tools are now
being made in all shapes,
sizes, and weights, suit-

able for Gardeninf;,
Sportinft, and all pur-
poses where the Pick,
Shovel, or Hoe is re-

quired.

RETAIL PBIOES,
Carriage Paid:—

Black bs. 6(i.

Half Bright ... 6s. 6d.

All Bright ... 7«. 6d.

On receipt of P. 0.

Special Trade Terms
and all particulars may
be had on application.

25. AUCKLAND &T..

VAUXHALL.
LONDON. S.E.

Telpgrams :—
' Pikeman, London."

ILLUSTRATED 0ATAL0GT7E FBEE.

W. Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water/'

Second Edition, 216 pages and 9H Engravings,

2«. 6tf. nett
;
per post, 2s. 10^^.

StCurbiridge

MATS SUPERSEDED BY TTSING

"FRICI DOMO"

CANVAS.
Begistered Trade Mark.

Made o£ prepared Hair and
Wool, a perfect protection to

all Plants & Blooms. Cheaper

than any kind of mat, and will

last for years.

To be had from all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen.

W. COOPER
NOTICE.

PARTICULARS OF NEW PRICE LISTS

FOR 1896-7.

£3 16s. Complete.

IS NOW READY,

A COMPLETE CATALOGUE
OF ACL

GOODS MANUFACTURED
AND SOLD BY US,

CuntaiDlng 364 Pages and 1200 Illustrations

(Issued Free "F Charge to all our Customers) and supplied
to every re^ider upon application, acconipaniect by stamps or
Postal Order for the eum of

Is.
A Voucher for the Sum paid will he sent ivUk the

List, and will be accepted in jiart payment of any order

amountinrj to 10s. or upwards.

£2 lOs. Complete.

CONTENIS OF SECTIONS.
Section.

1.— ConB«rvatorie9, GrfenhouPPs. Vineries, Orchid
Hou8*a. Plant aod Forcing Houses, Frames,
Pits. Uandlights, Ac

II.—Poultry, Kennel, Rabbit, and Pigeon Ap-
pliances. &c.

ni.—Rustic Work
IV.—Iron Buildings and Boofiog, Church Furni-

ture, &c
V.—Heating Apparatas, Cooking Stoves, &c.

17— 64

65- 98
99—1.'!4

135-178
179-228

Complete Apparatus, £3.
VI.—Horticultural Manurep, Fertilisers. Insecti-

cides. Worm and We(d Destroyers, Sun-
shades, Soils. &c 229-216

VIl.— Lawn Mowers and Edge Cutters, Tennis
Markets. Garden Rollers. *c 247—268

VIII.—Horticultural Timber 288-280
IX.—Horticultural Sundries, Wirework, Foun-

tains. Vases. Statuary, &c 231—343
X.—Vegetable and Flower See-s, Plants, Dutch

Bulbs. &c 343—3?3

Frames from 178.

Special Low Quotations for Horticultural
Timber, Iron, and Glass.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,
HORTICULTURAL PBcVIDERS,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

CHRYSANTHE MUMS.
If you want to take PRIZES use

NITRATE OF SODA,
THE BEST MANURE.

4 lb. tins, purity guaranteed, with directions how to use it,

to be bad of aU leading Seedsmen, price Is

Further Particulars from—
THE PERMANENT NITRATE COMMITTEE,

3, GRACECHUKOH STREET, LONDON, E.O.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PUNT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. OBOROE, 14, Bedgrave Road,
Putmy, S.W.
Agent (or Channel Islands : — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place. Guernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON Am) SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859,

for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrip'*, Greenfly, and other
blight ; 2 ouuces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ouncfe as
a winter dretsiDg for Viues and Orchard- house trees, in lather
from rake, for American blight, and as an emulsion wh^n
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations ioteuded to
supersede it. Boxes \s., 3^., and lOs. 6j.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes 'id. and l5., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

BENTLEY'S
COMPOUND LIQUID

QUASSIA EXTRACT.
i gallon, 3/6 ; 1 gallon, 4/3 ; f< gallons. 19/2 : 10 gallons. 37/6

40 gallons, 3/4 per glUon.

Chemical Works, BARROw-oN-HnMBER, Hull.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the ti. .est quality OEC ilD PEAT. AIho

for Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fern^^, Khododeodroop, &(*.

By the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen m
bulk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from
London or Qrounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt ai d

Special Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port.

Q. H. KIOHAROS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambetb,
London, S.E. ; Peat Qrounds and Depots, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham, Address all letters to London Whaif.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

6(i. per bushel ; lOO for 305. ; truck. loose (about 3 tons). 60«,

Bjgs, Ad, each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCBID PEAT.
LIGHT-BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 5> M. per sack ; 5 sacks.

25s. ; flacks, 4-1. each.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT. 6i. per Back; 5 sacks. 22s.; sank*,

4d. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. M per bushel; 15s. per half-

ton : 2Hs. per *on, in 2- bushel bates, id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8». Hd. per sack.

MANURES, GABDEM STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH, RUSSI

I

MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.

H. G SMYTH. 21. Goldsmith Street. Drury Lane, W C.

HILL & SMITH,
BKIEB.LEY HILL, near DUDLEY.

H. & S 's BLACK IfARNISH,
For Iron, Wood or Stone Outdoor Work.

Forty years' reputation.
Ready mize^. Dries in
ten minutes with perfect
jrloss. I^ lifted at Windsor
Castle, Kew UftTdena,

and London and Dublin
Parks, aud most Land-
owi ers. Tn 18 and 36-

(lalion Casks only. \s. 6d.
per gallon at works,
Is. Sd, at nearest Railway

BegisYered Trade Mark. Station.

Replies p'ease meotiop this adrerttspm'^Dt,
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The Success achieved hy Exhibitors atpast and present Chrysanthemum Shows,

notably Aquarium, Nov. 3, 1896, has clearly demonstrated,

by examples staged, that the

XL ALL MANURES
are of the greatest importance to those who
wish to have fine blooms and superior fruit.

R«giBtered Trade Mark. R^giatered Trade Mark.

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
Ifl^T' There's something in it which cannot be obtained in a

Dry Manure.
To be used one part to fifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.

Read the remarks below of a Champion Grower.
1 pint, \s. ; 1 quart, 1«. 6rf. ; 1 gallon, 3«. Qd. ; 4 gallons, 12». Cheaper in bulk.

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANURE (po^7er

)

FOB TOP DRESSING or APPLYING IN SOLUTION.

Where there is a Heavy Crop of Fruit or Flowers to finish off-
— Use this !

TO OBTAIN A QUICK and BENEFICIAL RESULT.
In \s,, 2s. Qd.. 5s., and 10s. tins. The small quantity necessary will make it a cheap manure.

Mr. W. H. LEES, The Gardens. Trent Park New Bamet one of the most successful eibibitors of Chrysantbemum
Bloomp. Tbis celebrated Kfower writes :

—
" I have used your new Liquid Manure on many thiuga this season with highly

satisfactory results—especially on Chrysanthemums."

The above and all other XL ALL SPECIALITIES can be obtained from all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, or direct from the Proprietor

—

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

WATER SUPPLY
FOB

Gardens and Greenhouses.
NO SKILLED SUPERINTESDENCE. OR DANGER.

THE "RIDER" HOT-AIR ENGINE
Baises 1000 gallons 80 feet high for an expendi-

taire of ONE PENNYWOBTH of Fuel.

Cranston's Nurseries say:— "We should be very
sorry to be without it now."

SOLE MAKERS :—

HAYWARD - TYLER & CO.,
Address: 63, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOXrSE BUILDEBS and HOT-WATEB ENGINEEBS

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
vineries, Stoves, Greenhouses, Peach Bonsei, Forclag Houses, &c, construoted on our improTed piai

perfeetion of growmii bouses, and for practical utility, economy, and durability cannot bo equalled We onlv do
of work, and that the very best. ^

Conservatories and Winter Gardens designed architeoturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our
firm, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water HeatlDg Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected and «ii<.c«.»
guaranteed in all cases Melon Frames. Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in Stock. ,

auu ouLcess

Plans, Sstiiiiales, and Calatoaacs Free. Customers icuiled on in any part of the Kingdom.

\ Oar Maxim is and always has been

—

BODERATB CH&BQES. FIRST-CLASS WORE. THE BEST MATERIALS.

), are the
one class
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ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. '6d.

per bag, on yail ; 15«. per cubic yard, in 13-yard trucks,
BKOWTN FIBROUS PEAT, 3j. Sd. per bag ; 10». per cubic yard.

WiuLKER ixv CO.. Poole, Dorset.

EPPS'S Al PEAT
(SELECTED specially for ORCHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, &o. FEAT sent to all parts of the
world at Special Through Rates. Large or small quantities,

EPPS & CO., F.R.as.,Peat Depdt, Bingwood.

TENTS 1 TENTS!! TENTS!!! — I have
purchased 6000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete with poles, pegs, and lines. Cost
£(5 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28«. each

;

inferior qualities, 22s. and 241. each. Cash with order ; can be
sent on approval. Specially adaptable for sporting and pleasure
purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINGHAM
PALACE, The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly ;

—

" April 29, 1896. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tents,
safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.

•' F. H. Hill. Duddingston Park, Portobello, Midlothian."
MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Runners,
Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, oasb
£14, cost £36.
ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton

.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GABDEN OPEBATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the

above subject.

Price Sd.; pott-free, S^d.

41, WELLINGTON STREET. STRAND. W.C.

THE MOST NUTRITIOUS COCOA.EPPS'S
GRAl EFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA

WITH FULL NATURAL FLAVOUR.

Established ISCI.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTOH BOIIDIHQS, CHAHOEBT LaHE, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mnm monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSB FOB TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVB

BHTLLINQS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

frM. FRANCIS RAVKNSOROFT. Manager.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDING, DRIVING, SHOOTING, CYCLING,
FISHING, SKATING, &c,

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSDRANCE CO.,

64, OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.
Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILB BROffNB. r.R.H.S.. HextaMe. Kent.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. T. Hugbes, for more than six rears Gardener at

Brimington Hall, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, as Gardener
to J. A. Knicut, Esq., Holne Chase, BletcUley, Bucks.

Sir. T. W. Dakckb, late Gardener at Mowbray Lodge, Melton
Mowbray, .as Gardener to J. G. ANDEEiON, Esq., Helvetiii,
Eltham, Kent.

Mr. J.*.MEs Robertson, two and a half years Foreman at
Eastwood Park, Giffuock, Gla.sgow, as Gardener to
J. C. KoBEKTS, E-.q., Baldon House, near Oxfurd.

Mr. J. Champio.v, Head Gardener to Colonel Shakerlev, at
Embley Park, Romsey, Hints, has removed with that
Gentleman to Burgate, Hascombe, Godalming.

Mr. J. H. Walker, for the past eleven years Head Gardener
at " Goldbeaters," Mill Hill, N.W., .as Gardener to ^V. W.
Marshall, Esq., Buckden Towers, near Huntingdon.

Mr. Henry Jones, late foreman in Normanby Park Gardens,
loncaster, as Gardener to J. Hocn.soN, Esq., Nooton
Hall, Li:icoln,

Sir. G. Brown, for twenty year. Head Gardener to the
Marquis of Lansdownk, at TuUyalLan Castle, N.B., .as

Head Gardener at Bowood Park.

FOR THE COMING WINTER!:!

WALTERS & CO.'S

WOOD ROLLER BLINDS.
Suitable for Covering Flames, and for the Protection of

Half-Hardy Piants and Crops.

IB, 3d, per Eq, yard. Boiler, 29. per foot run extra
On leceipt of 4s, a sample blind, 4 ft, by 6 ft. drop length

will be forwarded.

ORCHID BASKET MANUFACTURERS,

707, Hig h Street, Leytonstone, London, E.

STOVESPsfOVK!
ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, ^*± hours for about Id*.
without attention.

For Greenhouses, Bedrooms, &o.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sen*.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS. 34. Victoria St.. Westminster.

WALSHAW AND SON, eoarborough,
THANK the MANY APPLICANTS for the post of

Jobbing Foreman, and as tbey are too numerous to answer
separately, bfg to assure them that their applications are
receiving careful coo'ideriition.

PARTNERSHIP WANTED,—A Gentleman
with capital, withes to join an establi&hed Nurseryman

and FUrist in the country. Would manage cffice and assist
in general management of Nu-sery,- Addrefs, PROGRKSS
careof Mr. Robaon 53, AlkhamRoad, SiokeNewington. London

ANTED, for America. — HEAD GAR-
DENEK. married preferred, m-ddk.aged and strictly

temperate. Must have good general knowledge of Gardening,
iocludiDg Orchid Culture and Fruit Growing under Glass.'
Must also be a good Manager of Men. Wages £i(jO with house*
—Apply, by letter only, to JAMES VEirCH and So.vs, Royai
Exotic Nurserv, Chtlsea, S.W.

ANTED, GARDENER (Skcond), single;
well up in Kitchen Girden, Tomato^, Cucumber?

Vines, Palm^. and Herbaceous Plants. Escellent character
from last employer ; by letter only to J. W. BENSON, Etq.
Walton Oaks, near Epsom.

'

ANTED, UNDER GARDENER, with
eip-rience of Glaes and usual Kitchen and Flower

Garden knowledge. Wa,>es, with bothy, 17i.— Enclose copies
of reftrencea to (i. N. MORTBN, The Bank, St. Alban'e.

WANTED, a GARDENER and COOK, for
qaiet, country place (without children); hutband as

Single-handed GROOM - GARDENER; wife well-trained
GENERAL SERVANT, who can cook well. Must be early
risers, punctual, and willing.— Address, stating age, experi-
ence, wages (live in), and references, BETA, Ea&t Court
Gillingbam, Kent,

'

WANTED, a thoroughly practical MAN
(Unmarried), as Chrysanthemum, Tomato, and Straw-

berry GROWER, for Market. Must be steady, industrious,
and able to Manage Men.—Apply, with references and wages
empected, TUENBR BROS., Nurserymen, Hale, Liverpool

Ty^NTED, a FOREMAN (Outdoors), for a

iTTwo
^"^^ '^"'sefy— 9ive particulars to THOMAS PER-

KINS AND SONS, Nursery and Seedsmen, 34, Drapery,
Northampton.

ANTED, middle-aged MAN in a Market
Garden where Mushrooms and Tomatos are grown

for Market, under the supervision of employer, one who can
make himself generally useful. There are about 15,000 ft. of
Glass.—N. J., 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

ANTED, smart, pushing HANDS, for
Potting and Watering.—Age, wage, and experience,

to P. JAGGER, Florist, Roigate.

R. BARHAM, Croxteth, Liverpool, will
shortly require THREE.JOURNEYMEN.-Characters

must bear the strictest investigation. None but total abstainers
need apply, by letter only, with testimonials.

WANTED.—To Nurserymen and Florists.—
An exceptional opportunity for a smart, INTEL-

LIGENT MAN, competent to Manage very i Id-established
Nursery, with option of purchase.—Address, H. V., Thrupp's
Advertising Office, 12a, Fleet Street, E.C.

WANTED, a MARRIED MAN for Nursery,
to take charge of Glass. Must be well up in growing

Tomatos, Cucumbers. Mu&hrooms. Bedding Stuff, &c., for
Market. Testimonials and wagesexpected ; house in Nursery,
—E. COLLER, Grande Maison Vineries, Covent Garden Market.

ANTED, a YOUNG MAN, about 20, in
the Houses, under the Foreman.—JAMES WALTON,

Hornpark Nursery, Lee Green, S.E.

WANTEdT ASSISTANT, for Retail Seed,
Bulb, and Fruit Trade, Must be good at Cut Flower-

work. One with a knowledge of Nursery Stock and Book-
keeping preferred.—Apply, in own handwriting, stating expe-
rience and references, to W, GOARING, Hayward's Heath.
Wages to commence at 2)j, per week.

SEEDSMAN.—WANTED, a thoroughly expe-
rienced and energetic MAN, to Manage'and Push the Seed

and Cut Flower Departments in connection with a first-class
Nursery Business in the North of Sjotland.—Apply, stating
pirticulars, salary expected, Sto., toF. C. Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

WANTED, NURSERY CLERK, one wh'oTs
capable of dispatching and invoicing good* ; must

also be able to correspond and understand the trade generally.
Apply personally to-R. NEAL, The Nurseries, 319, Trinity
Road, Wandsworth Commoo.

WANTED, a well-educated and steady
YOUTH, in the Office, and to help with Seed Orderp,

&c., when required.—Apply in own handwiitiog. ttitingage
and ;wages r*quired, and giving refereocep, which must be
good, to C. R., Gardener*' Chronicle Office, 41, Welliogton
street, Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, an INVOICE CLERK.— One
Vt need to the Trade. Quick Writer. —Apply, stating

age, reference, and wages required, to WATKINS and
SIMPSON, 13, Exeter Street, Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters
addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

The pressure upon our space at this season of the
year is so great, we are compelled to state

that advertisements received after 6 P.M. on
Wednesday will, in all prohahility, he held
over to the next iveeJe.

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD QABDKNER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of
the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway. N.

Gardeners, Farm-BaUlffs, Foresters, tea.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

At^^e5( respectability, and thorouffhl^ practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—"DI0K9ON3. Chester."

INEXPERIENCED SCOTCH GARDENERs!^
-i A few very superior reliable men of excellent ability

on our books. To anyone requiring such, and supplying us with
requirements, we will be pleased to submit particulars
AUSTIS AND McASLAN, 89, Mitchell Street, Glasgow
Established 1717.

"

F SANDER AND CO. oan reoommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F SANDER AND CO., St. AJbane,
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THOMAS BUTCHER can reoommend several
HEilD aod UNDER QARDENERS of first-rate character

and prored ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTCHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

ICH ARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applicationa from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supplf any Ladv or Qentleman with
partioalars, &c.—St. John's Kurseriea Worcester.

GARDENER (Head), age 30.—Mr. Eabl,
Held Gardener, Somerhill.Tonbridge. can highly recdm-

mend his Foreman, E. Leach, as above ; first-class experience
with Orchids, fruita, Ac, and the usual requirements of a good
garden ; fire years in present situation.

GARDENER (Head); age 3L—Mr. Dawes,
Templenewaam Gardens, near Leeds, can with con-

fldence recomcuend Thos, Bell, bis present Foreman, to any
Lady or Gentleman r€'|uiring the services of a good man.

GARDENER (Head), age 27.—Mr. Lees,
Head Gardener to R. QaiNCEV, Esq , Oakwood. Chiale-

hurst, Kent, can with confidence recommend P. Heath to any
Lady or Geatleman requiring the services of a trustworthy and
hard working man; life experience in large eEtibiishments ;

references from previous places.

ARDKlNER (Head). — A Qentleman can
strongly recommend, as. Head Gardener where two or

three are kept, a Young Mao, who has been Foreman in a big
garden for six years where nine are kept.—Apply, MATOB
CaOLUONDELEY, Condover Hall, Shrewsbury.

C:jARDENER (Head) ; age 30.—G. Tayloe,
VJ Gardener^ Byram, Ferrybridge, Yorks, can with con-
fidence recommend his present Foreman, A. HAVERCROFr,
to any Lady or Qentlemin in want of a Gardener, thoroughly
efficient and trustworthy.

£'? BONUS givea to anyone who is the means
'-^ of the Advertiser getting a good situation as HEAD

GARDENER Has good character and testimonials.— X. Y.,

Gardener t Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 32, married;
life practical experience. Inside and Out. Highly

recommended as hard-working and trustworthy man.—Ihe
GlUDENER. 27, North Road. Highgate, London. N.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 29.—Mr. Crump,
steward to the Misses Ooldsmid. Tongswood, Hawk-

hurst, debires to recommend bis General Foreman to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring the services of a steady, persevering,
reliable man.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 34, married.—

A

Gentleman wdl be pleased to recommend his present
Gardener, who has been with him nearly six years, to any
one requiring the tervices of a practical, trustworthy man.—
F. SANSOME, Gardens, Shenton Hall. Nuneaton.

GARDENER (Head), where several are
kept.—Age 31 ; sixteen years' practical experience in

all branches, including Orchids. Highly recommended by
present employ* r. Excellent testimonials from Burfori
Lodge, Blenheim, &j.—T. BEESLEY, Wargrave Manor,
Twyford. Berks.

ARDENER (Head).—Married ; a thorough
practical aI!-TOund Gardener, with life practical expe-

rience in all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Nearly
sixteen years in present situation. Leaving through reduc-
tion —W. CARTER. Hirrowins.QueeosSury, Bradford, Yorks.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 35,
A Gentleman wishes to highly recommerd his late

Gardener; thoioughly experienced in all branches. Married,
no family.—W. P., 8, Chettout Road, Horley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age S6,
married, no family ; experience in all branches. First-

olasareferencrtB.—GARDENER, Clalford Villa, Church Kjad,
Teddington, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34,
married, one child, age 8 years. Thoroughly experi-

enced in Vines, Orchids, Stove, Greenhouse. Fruit, and all
routine of Gardening. Highest references.—A. COLEMAN,
care if Mr. Triggs, Holbeton, Ivybridge, Devon.

ARDENER (Head Working).—G. W.
Forbes, Regent's House Gardens, Surbiton. Surrey,

wishes to highly recommend his Foreman, who has been here
the past four and a half yearp, to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a practical Fruic and Plant Grower, also Chrysan-
themums and general Gardening, and who is in every respect
h'ghly trustworthy.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Good all-
round man, not object to Cow. Wife gooi Dairy and

Poultry Woman. Middle age, no family. Good character.

—

W. J., 9. Martenhoe Terrace, Groveley Eoad, Castle Hill,
Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with help).
—Age 25; twelve years* practical expeilence in all

branches. Highest references. Abstainer.—S,, 19, Lordship
Road, Sioke Newington, N.

GARDENER (Single-handed). — Age 27,
married, no family; good experience in general Qardea

Work.—W. ELLIS, Alverstone, Woking.

GARDENER.—Age 35, married; good char-
acter. Understanda Fruit, Flowers, Vegetablea, Orapes,

*0.—W. LOWE, Arabian House, High Beech, Loughton.

G.ARDENER.—Wm. Morgan, for the last

ten years Head Gardener to the late Sir Wm. Gil-
strap, Fornham Park. Bury St. Edmund'a, is open to engage
with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of

thoroughly practical man.—Snailwell, Newmarket.

GARDENER (Second, Single-handed, or
with help).—Age 28, mairied, no family ; fourteen

years' thorough experience in good all-round Gardening.
Understands Vines, Tomatos, Cucumbers, &c., under Glass.
Good character.—J. MINQAY, 20, Gruneisen Boad, Church
End, Finchley.

GARDENER wants situation as Second,
where two or three are kept.—Age 23 ; experienced

with Glass, Kitchen Garden, and Flower. borders. Good
reference.—DYEB, Falfleld, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (Undeb).—Seven years' expe-
rience ; last place four years. Good character. Disen-

gaged.—F.WYLKS, Shiplake House Lodge, Henley-on-Thames.

GARDENER (Undeb), Inside or Out.-
Thoroughly competent and trustworthy. Strongly

recommended frjm present and previous situations. Bothy
preferred.- J. 3PAER0W, The Gardens, Ballard, Kingston
Hill, Surrey.

ROWER or GENERaI, age 26 ; eleven
years' experience among Soft Wood, Foliage Plants,

Boses, Fruits, Ferns, and Bulb-forcing. Good characters.

—

BAKEB, Post Office, Cbeshunt, Herts.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER of Vines,
Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Chryaanthemums,

Furns, Hard and Soft-wooded Plants, for Market. Good refer-
ences.-H. HEWITr, Parley Farm, Parley, Surrey.

TO NURSERYMEN.—PROPAGATOR and
FERN-BAISBR. Age 24; eleven years' experience in

London Nurseries. Well up in Ferns and Soft-woods.
Good references.— FICUS, 1, St. George's Cottages, Lower
Edmonton.

USHROOM GROWING, In or Out.—
Spawn Making, Tomatos, Cucumbers, &c. Easy dis-

tance; London preferred.—W. BUTLER, Poet Office, Burton-
on-Trent.

To Nurserymen.

FOREMAN, or GROWER. — Age 28
;

fourteen years* experience in leading London and Pro-
vincial Nurseries in raising and Growing Ferns, Palms, and
general Maiket Stuff. Also experience as Halesmaa in
Covent Garden Market. Good references.-S. 8ELLARS, 27,
Trulock Road, Northumberland Park, Tottenham, London, N.

FOREMAN, age 26 ; life experience ; last four
years at Kirklees Park, Brighouse, Yorks, two and a half

as Foreman. Derby District previout.—Address, GEO. BEIO,
Little Eaton, Derby.

OREMAN,— Age 28; twelve years'
experience. Inside and Out Table Decorations. Good

references. — G. LEWIS, Little Faringdon, Lechlade,
Gloucestershire.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; ten years' experience.
Well up, bath Inside and Out. Good references. —

Apply to W. G., Ashton Hayes, Chester.

O R E M A N. — W. Bennett, Gardener,
Talygaro, Llantri-ant, Glamorgan, will be pleased to

recommend William Foster to any Gardener requiring a
tliorough practical and trustworthy man. Well up in Fruit
and Plant growing. Three years in present »taatioa as
Foreman.

FOREMAN.—Ten years' practical experience
in first-class places. One year and a half as Foreman.

Can be highly recommended. — W. SWANSBOKOUQH,
Warfield Hall, Bracknell.

FOREMAN (Inside).—Age 23; nine years'
practical experience Inside and Out Five years present

situation. Excellent references.-A. UNWIN, Anston Hall
Gardens, .Sheffield.

FOREMAN, age 27.—Mr. Mabkham. Mere-
worth Castle, Maidstone, will be pleased to recommend

his late Foreman. Thos. Harris, who has been with him over
two years. Thirteen years' excellent experience in good
eetablisbments.

FOREMAN (Working), in good Nursery.—
Thirty years' experience in leading Nurseries, Well up

in Fruit, Ro^es, Conifers, &c. ; expert Budder, Grafter, and
Knifesman.—W. CROUCH, 112, Victoria Roid, Tranmere,
Birkenhead.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 21; four years' good character; bothy preferred.—

C. G. LKEDHAM, Elsham, Lincolnshire.

JOURNEYMAN (Fibst). — Age 24; nine
tj years' experience Inside and Out. House and Table
Decorations. Can be well recommended,—F, SAUNDERS.
Over Worton, Steeple Aston, Oxon.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; five years'
practical experience; can be well recommended. Leaving

through a death.—G. SEWELL, Penn, Amersham, Bucks.

JOURNEYMAN in good Garden. — Mr. F.
Harris. The Gardens. Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, will bs

pleased to recommend W. D. Smith, age 22, to anyone requir-
ing a hard-working energetic young man.—W. D. SMITH,
Owlpen Lodge, Duisley,

JOURNEYMAN, or GARDENER (Undeb).—
tJ Age 21 ; used to Inside and Outside Gardening ; good
characters from previous employers.-A. PROWTINQ, 5, Ash-
ford Road, Feltham, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Establishment.—
Mr. Martin, Berry Hill Hall Gardens, iMansiiBld, Notts,

will be pleased to recommend to any Gardener, a thorough
hard-working, energetic young man, age 24, with knowledge
of Orchids.

JOURNEYMAN in the Houses.-Age 26; six
years' experience in good Market Nurseries ; well-up in

Tomatos, Cucumbers, Ferns, and Sott-woo.'ed Plants. Good
references. North preferred,-H. A., 1, Gladstone Boad,
Horsham, Sussex.

IMPROVER.—Youth, two years with large
Fruit-grower in Swanley, seeks situition as IMPROVER.

Under Glass preferred. Good knowledge of Tomato, Cucum-
ber, and Chrysanthemum.growing. :?mill salary. — C,
1, Stooklield Road, Streatham. S.W.

IMPROVER in Nursery or Private Garden.—
Aged 18; abstainer. Three years* good character. Mr.

A. J. BROWN. Gardener, School of Handicraft, Chertsey, will
be glad to recommend as above. State- wages.

]>EV. W. LINDSAY, Llanvair Rectory, Aber-
X\j ([avenny, thoroughly recommends Youth (18J, worked
in garden under his father four years. Wants a garaen wheie
he can learn horticulture in all its branches. Wages no great
object. Desires improvement.

TO GARDENERS.—H. Ogle, Hutton House,
Ipswich, highly recDmmsnds a Youog Man, age 24, for

Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Machines, *c. Two years in
present place.

To GARDENERS.—Young Man, age 2(5,
seeks situation ; seven years* experience, Inside and

Out. Very highly recommeoded. B^thy preferred.—G.
RICHARDSON, Knowlton Court. Djve-.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted as
GROWER.—Age 27, single; well up in Palm?, Ferns,

Cut Flowers, Vines, Ac. Ten years' experience —IV. H. C,
4, Archibald Road, Worthing, Sussex.

To NURSERYMEN.—Young Man seeks
situition Inside. Experienced in the Market and Retail

Nursery-work.-For particulars apply, J.PEERS. Hale Heath
Nursery, Hale, near Liverpool.

To NURSERYMEN. — FERN GROWER
and General Nursery Hand. Nine years' experience in

London Nurseries. Age 22. Qool leferences,— C, 1, fct.

George's Cottages, Lower Edmonton.

TO NURSERYMEN. — Advertiser requires
situation as BOOK KEEPER. Well up in Office Wotk.

Thirteen years in last situation. Highly recommended.
London preferred.—D., 26, Cremorne Road, CheUea. S.W.

TO NURSERYMEN."Situation wanted as
GROWER; aged 29. Good general hnowledg^; of

Market work. Good references.—J. O., 164, Iverton Koad,
West Hampstead, N.W.

TO NURSERYMEN, &c. — Young Man
(age 26) seeks fmployment. Good knowledge of plants,

including Orchids. Also Office Work.—L H,4I, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Situation wanted by
young Man, age 25, used to general Nursery w,ork

;

seven years' experience. Good references.—LACOMSLE, 3,
Inverness Road, Upper Edmonton.

''FO NURSERY'M EN.—Young man, age 23,
-i- seeks situation in Market Nursery ; ten years' experience
in good Nurseries, both Inside and Out; thoroughly successful
Budder and Grafter. Excellent references.—Apply W, G.,
41, Wellington Street, Strand.

''PO MARKET GROWERS.—Situation wanted
J- by young Man (age 20). Seventeen years* experience,
two from present situation. Grapes. Tomatos, Cacumbers,
Pol Stuff

, and general routine of Mirket Establishment.

—

WEBSDELL'S, Garden, Aberystwyth,

SEEDSMEN, &o.—Advertiser requires situa-
tion. Experienced in the Retail Seed and Corn Business,

Bulbs and Sundries, some knowledge of Plante, &c , also
office duties; capable of relieving principal or conducting a
branch. Good references. Moderate wages. — WILTS.
Gardeners' CAr(m:c/e Office, 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C,

SEED TRADE.—Young Man, age 24, desires
situatioa as ASSISTANT or CLERK (Shorthand), in

good Retail House.-JOSEPH FYLES, 36, Chapel Street,
Ormskirk, Lancashire.

SALESMAN, or ASSISTANT SALESMAN,
—Well up in the Markets of Pot and Out Flowers.

Good references.—G. GARWOOD, New Buildings, Loughton.

FLORIST.—Young Lady, experienced, desires
an engagement in a flrst.class Florist's, City or West

End.—Apply. D., 103, Gower Street, W.O.

TO FLORISTS and FRUITERERS.—Young
Lady seeks engagement a.% IMPROVER in first-class

shop. Wages no object first six months.—"IMPROVER,'*
41, Wellington Street, Strand.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO

AGKENZ

H.R.H, THE PRINCE OF WALES.

MONCUR, Ltd.
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS & HEATINe ENGINEERS.

LONDON OFFICE—8, Camden Road, N.W.
EDINBURGH—Upper Grove Place.

GLASGOW—43, Victoria Road.

INTERIOR OF PALM HOUSE ERECTED AT WINDSOR CASTLE GARDENS .

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
IMPERISHABLE TEAKAVOOD HOUSES A SPECIALTY.

HOTHOUSES IN WOOD OR IRON OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

We are at present engaged on Contracts for the following :—
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, SandriDghim.

HIS GRACE THE EUKE OF WESTMINSTER, Eaton Hall, Chester.

LORD IVEAGH, Farmleigh, Castleknook, Ireland.

COUNT MUNSTER, Maresfield Park, Sussex.

SIR W. D. PEARSON, Bart., Paddockhnrst, Sussex.

W. E. GEORGE, Esq., Downside, Bristol.

EDMUND S. HANBURY, Esci, Poles Park, Ware, Hertfordshire.
'

H. S. CLAY, Esq., Ford Manor, Lingfield.

CAPT. BAIRD, Exning House, Newmarket.

A. BEIT, Esq., Park Lane, London.
'

.
' &c., &c., &c,

HEATING.
mansion Houses, CliuTcIies, Schools, and other Public Buildings

Heated and Ventilated in the most efficient manner.

yV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER ahd HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ifc.

BTTILSEB TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTiniATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial communications should be addreaaed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Busiueas Lettara to " The Publisher," at the Office, It^ Wellington Street, Oovent Garden, London, W.O
Printed for the Proprietors by Idessrs. Bradbury, Agnbw. St Oo. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriaru. Oity of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published )/

Ui.RBY Qellahd Gove, at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St, Faol's, Covent Qard«a, in the said Oounty.—Saturdat, November 7> 1896. Agent for Maoohester—John Qeywood.
j
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In coneeqtience of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press^ consequent on the large increase

in the circulationy it is irni'pei'ative that all Copy
for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

Seeds and Plants Abroad.

TO ALL THOSE who are desirous of sending
the bef-t and sweetest garden productions of good old

England safely to their moat distant friends bbroad, or thoae
there wishing to import, we thall feel a real pleasafe in send-

ing free to comiog customers particulars of oui^ totally unpre
(iedented success, and at contiderably less cost than formerly,
from all ountries.

H. CANNELL and SONS, Swanley. Kent.

NOW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES
and DELPHINIDMS.

Oatalogue of KELWAT XND SON, Langport. Somerset.

R. JOHN CARDER begs to inform his
friends, connoisseurs and buyers of Odontoglossum

orispum. that he CEASED to .CONSIGN his COLLECTIONS
of OROHIDS to Mr. AIME VANDEN BOQAERDE in
August last.

ORCHIDS.—B. S. Williams & Son have an
immense stock o( clean, healthy plants at low prices.

Aq inspection invited. Illustrated Catalogue post-free,
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Manchester Vholesale Flower Market.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Cut Flowkb
Salesman in the North of England.

Best Market Prices returned for ConsigDmeDt<). Packing
Boxes and Labels free. Cheques weekly.

N.B.—Prompt attention given to all orders for Cut Flowen
by Letter. Telegram, or Telephone.

National Telephone, 1059. Established, 1878.

Beantlftil Flowers for Spring Bedding.
SUTTON'CJ INIMiTAliLE HYACINTHS

for BEDDINO (SINGLE).—Sutton's Inimitable Scarlet,
Pink. Light Rose, Blue, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Pure White,
and Tinted White, each, per dozen, 4s.

;
per 100, 26j,

BUTTON'S INIMITABLE TULIPS forO BEDDING (SINGLE). — Sutton's InimiUble White,
Yellow, Scarlet, Ro*e. and White (striped), Crimson, Purple,
and Lilac, each, per dozen, 2s.

;
per 100, 10*. (ii.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRBCrT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING.

EWARE of MARCH WINDS. — TREE
TOPPING. Dargerous trees, lopped, topped, and taken

diwn by experienced ttien ; distance no object. Apply to

—

J. CARNE, Steam Saw Mills, Tooting, S.W.

MAGNIFICENT CARNATION. — New
Vellow Self Carnation, (^uecn of the Yellows The

finest and most perfect yellow CarDation ever raised ; flow, rs
3 inches in diameter ; strong plants, 6s. each, Malmaison
Carnations in best varieties. Bedding and "Tree Carnations.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON. Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
Upper Hollowav, London, N.

''pULIPS. — TULIPS. — TULIPS.
-*- LATE and BARE SINGLE GARDEN SORTS.

Write.

Some very rare and scarce.

-HARTUND, Seedsman, Cork, Ireland.

A

FRUITING PEACH and NECTARINE
TKBBS.- Dwarf, Half-SUndard, and St>iDdardtraiDed

Trees. kU beat varieties, large quantity to select from.
Size and prie* on applio-tion to WILL'AM WfllTELEY,

The Nur^ertifs. UiUiogOon Heath, Uxbridge.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS from SCOTLAND.
Our collection consists of b^2 varieties, the very best in

cultivation, all modetate in price. Detcriptive priced lists
free on apolicatioa.
D0B8IE AND CO.. Florists to the Queen. ROTHESAY.

ANDSCAPE" GARDENING.—W. INNES
SrnCKBY, Landaoaps Gardener, 48. Dyne Road,

Brondesbury, N.W. Thirteen years with Mr, H. K. Milner.

KEYNES' ROSES.—Strong and well-rooted.
Thoroughly good and reliable. Catalogues gratis,

KEYNES, WILLIAMS AND CO., Rose Growers, Salisbury.

LLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty years.

Maidens, is. ; 2yr , Is. M. each ; larger to 21«. each.

. GEORGE BUNTARD AND CO., Maidstone.
Distributed in November.

To those Re-plantlng Bearing Peach-trees.

WICETON has some very fine, young,
• dwarf-trained and half-standard well-balanced,

fibrouBly-rooted bearing Trees, to offer " from South Walls."
Price on application.—QRANARD NURSERY, PUTNEY.

STANDARD ROSES. — Splendid, straight,
well-grown, Jarge beads, leading varieties. Catalogues

onapplcuion.—FREDEHICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent
Street, Leamington Spa.

BATH'S CARNATIONS.—My NEW CATA-
LOGUE for 1896, with Cultural Notes, is now ready.

Post Free on application. My collection of Carnations and
Picotees is one of the largest and best in the kingdom, and
contains all the choicest new varieties. Orders should be
booked at once to avoid disappointment.

R. H. BATH, Wisbech.

Plants Shipped to all Farts.

W'ATSON AND SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
street, London, E.C., give special attention to the

reception and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World. Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay. .

Dealers in Virgin Cork, Raffla, Bamboo Canes, Garden
Sticks, Palm Seeds, &o.

B
Plant In November.

ARR'S OLD ENGLISH TULIPS, to which
were awarded the Gold Medal of the Royal National

Tulip Society at the Temple Show, London, May, 1896.
This is a revival of an Old English taste. Plant now.

60 in 60 fine sorts of Old English Tulips ... 60f. 631. and 84*.
2' .. 1*5 . ,. ,, 211. 30». „ 60».
12 .. 12 7/6 12/6 „ al>.
liiKK'S CHOICE MIXTURE, from the Largest Collection

of Old English Tulips in existence, per 100. 16«. j p. doz., 2«. id,
BARR & SONS, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 800 pages, and 311 Illustrations, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet publisbed.
Super-royal 8vo. Price ijj. ; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom. 265. ILr^.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseriea,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

CALVAT'S " AUSTRALIAN GOLD," Is. 6d.
each, and nearly 1000 other best CHRYSATrrHEMUMS.

Fully described in my new Catalogue, post free. Wells' Book
on '• Mums," 1». 2d. Special Terms to Trade Growers.

From W. WELLS, Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey.

90 000 CLEMATIS, IVIES, and other
'^^l^'yJyf Climbers, in pots. All the best kinds of
above and many other rare Climbers are described in our New
Cata'ogue, post free. -CLIBR AD'S Nursery, Altrincham ; also
at Manchester, Bangor, and Llandudno Junction.

UOR FORCING—Lily of the Valley, strong
1. Be.lin Crowns and Imported Clurajs. fc'pirjBasJUj oics,
ccmp eta. mu tiHora, as il cidep, palmata; Diflytra fpecta-
bihs. Ac. &c. All thoroughly well ripened, and in excelleLt
cjnditir»n fur forcing purpj.e-.

LICK-ONS. ho-al Fied War. house, CHESTER.

New Catalogue. Free.

[ ILIES, CALOCHORTI, BRODI^A. —
1-^ These beiut.ful bulbous plaLt^ specially described, al^o
many other rarities. Over fifty awards during the last two
years for novelties and collections of hardy flowers.

R. WALLACE AND CO., Kilnfleld Gardens, Colchester.

ZALEA INDICA, — Fine plants, well set
with bloom, in 5-inch pots, 2f . escb, 2li. per dozen.

AZALEA MOLLIS, full o' flower-bud.", 12j. and 18j. per dozen.
ERICA HVSMALIS. fine for winter- blooming, in 5-inch pots,

' 185. per dozf^n.

PALMS in variety, good plants in 6-inch pots, 21j. per dozen.
OAR4.WAY AiiD CO., Durdham Down Nurseries, Clifton

Bristol.

KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
Qeobqf. Bunyard II Co., Merchant Nurserymen,

Pomologiats, *c., beg to say the following Catalogues will be
sent post free :—ILLUSTRATED FRUIT AND ROSE LIST,
six stamps ; General Catalogue OF ROSES, free ; GENERAL
NURSERY CATALOGUE, free ; HERBACEOUS PLANTLIST,
free

; STRAWBERRY LIST (CULTURAL), free ; BORDER
CARNATION LIST, free; MARKET GROWERS' FRUIT
LIST, free.—The RoyalNurteries, Maidstone.

T OR.D PENZANCE NEW HYBRID
±J SWEET BRIARS.—The complete set of 16 distinct
varieties, assent out in 1894-5, for 255. Strong plants that
will flower freely next year. These lovely Hybrids are a great
addition to Garden Roses. Our new Rose Catalogue, de-
scribing all the best old-fashioned and Gaiden Roses, gratis
and post-free.

GEO. COOLINQ AlTD SONS, The Nurseries, Bath.

OHLENDORFF'S GUANO GARDEN
MANURE and CHINCHAS PKBUVIAN GUANO, the

Best for all Horticultural Purposes. Prcduce good results
without exhausting the soil. Unrivalled for Tcmato;.,
Cucumbers, and other Vegetables. A boon to Gardeners and
Prize-takers. Supplied by Seed' men and Nurserymen.

J WEEKS & CO., Hortionltural Builders to
• Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Princeof Wales, H.M. Govern-

ment, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Sec. Boyt-I
Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of tie
Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers.— King's Road. Chehea, S.W
Telegraph Address "HortalanuB,London,"Telephbne,No.87^?
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SALES BY AUCTION.
MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS^TCH BULBS

ME. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Coveot Garden, W.C, as above, at half-past 12 o Clock

precisely each day

—

GRAND IMPORTATIONS^ DUTCH BULBS
FROM LEADING GROWERS,

in the finest possible order, and specially lotted to suit both

large and small buyers.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Wednesday Next.

I M PORTENT S:ALE.

800 Choice named Standard, Short Standard, and
HALF-STANDARD, DWARF, CLIMBING, and Pot

i:OSES, from celebrated English and Foreign Growers.

LUlums from Japan.

Choice Fruli Trees.

Ornamentil Shrubs, a Eplenald Collection,

Rhododendrons and Azaleas, hest sorts.

English and Foreign Palms.

50,000 Best Berlin Lily of the Valley Crowas.

An Immense Importation of spsclally flae

DUTCH BULB3.

Together with a large Collect'oa of HARDY PLANTS,
BULBS, and ROOTS,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Poom», .3,8. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, November 18,

at half- past 12 o'C'ock precisely.

On view morning of Sile, and Catalogues bad.

^Thursday Next.

Nineteen Cases of Orchids received direct from
Singapore, in fine cjnditioa. without the leas re^ier ve

(tome in cases as received), comprising

—

1850 PiantJ of Cypripedl«m Stonel Including some
|^i.very fine masses, long green leaves, and collected in a new

Iccality.

200 Cyprlpedium grandullferum or Prseatans.

Ito „ Masteraianum, the long lost Cypripeiilura.

100 Phalsenopsls grandlflora.

A Case of Anectochllus Dawsonlanum.
Also

An importation of Orchids from Brazil. Including

C\TTLBVAS. EPIl)ENDRUM3, CYRTOPODIU.VI AN-
DES'iONI, and others.

Estiblished ORCHID 3, &c,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
by AUCTION, at hia Great Booms. :J5, King Street.

Covent Gar<'eD, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT, November 19. at

halt-past 12 o'clock precisely, g

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY IILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that

he has arranged with several of the first Nurserymen

in Holland to Continuously Supply his Sales, during the

present season, with only really First-class Bulbs, of the best

quality. _^
Perry Barr, Birmingham.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE, MARKET
GROWERS, and GENTLEMEN.

By order of Mr. A. Van den Bogaerde.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on the

Premises. Perry Lodge. Perry Barr, Birmingham, on TUE-iDAY
and WEDNESDAY NEXT. Nov. 17 & 18, at halt- patt 12 o'clock,

an enormous quantity of IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS,

IN ALL ABOUT 22,000 PLANTS,
Comprising

2,200 semi-established ODONTOQLOSSUM ALEX INDBTK.
unflowered

1 050 „ „ CATTLEYA TRIANJE, unfloiered

iBO CATTLEYA SKCNNERI
100 ONCIDIUM KRAMERI

1,000 CATTLEYA LABUTA
120 „ QASKELLIANA
100 „ CirRIN*
120 ,, MOSSI^

Also

15,000 ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXA-NDRyE,
imported masses, just receivei in the grandest condition, and
other ORCHIDS.
May be viewed day prior and morninga of Sale. Catiloguas

may be had on the PremiBes. and of the Auctioneers and
Valuere, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Lower Edmonton.
CLEARANCE SALE of FERNS. BEDDING PLANTS. HORSE,

VANS, UTENSILS, &c ; also the Lease of the Property.

By order of Measrs. Young & Son, who are relinquishing

the Business.

MESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Town Road
Nursery, Town Road, Lower Edmonton, five minutes' walk

from Lower Edmonton Railway Station, on THURSDAY,
November 25, at VI o'Olock precisely,

30,000 FERNS,
in great variety, and well-grown plants.

7000 BEDDING GERANIUMS, and other Plants.

1500 PELARGONIUMS. 1000 GENISTAS.
Capital Horse, two Vans, Harness. Chaff cutting Machine,

Glazed Lights, Pots. Barrowa. Tools. New Bjxes. Peat, and

other items.
Also the LEASE cf the PROPERTY, consisting of Brick-

built Dwelling-house. Stabling, and Van-shed, held for 17

years unexpired, at £10 per annum, with the erection of 17

Greenhoiues and 2 Pita. Thousands of feet of Hot-water Pip-

ing, Boilers, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises; at the Golden Lion Hotel, Lower
Edmonton ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, E.G.

Tueaaay Next, November 17.

ENORMOUS SALE OF JAPANESE LILIES

The Contents of IISO Cases, comprisiog

—

48,792 LILtUM AURiTUM.
7.78i ,, SPECI03UM ALRUM.
1 320 „ „ RUBRU.M
2.P3) „ .. MELPOMENE.

47 740 ,, LONOIFLORUM, in cases as received.

20,fii0 „ ,. GIGANTEUM.
924 „ BROWNI.

2,400 ,. CHINESE SACREB LILIES.

86 CASES OF LILiUM HARRISII,

Dirt ct from Fermuia, containing—

7.^0 BULBS 7 to 9 inches.

n.JOO „ 9 to 11 ,,

7fO ,, 11 to 14 .,

Aso 2 10 <Z ILEA MOLLIS, 200 A. INOnA, .W RHODODEN-
DRONS, and ft I CAMELLIAS from the Continent ;

OAR-
NATIONS, English-grown LILIES, 60 Lots of Choice

STOVE an.i QREENaOUSE FERNS. PALMS, Standard,

Half-stan.tarl, ^.nd Dwarf ROSEJ, CLIMBING PLANTS,
HARDY BORDER BULBS and PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 6R, Cheapside, London. E.C., on TUESDAY
NEXT, NOVEMBER 17, at Twelve o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, Noyember 20.

FOR SALE WITdOUT RESERVE.

WiNTKR and EARLYSPRINO FLOWERING 0RJHID3,
all large-flowered, beautiful decorative kmds; well-

grown, healthy plants, tdickly set with flower-buds,

which cannot fail to yield a wealth of tloral beauty, suit-

able alike for h .us* and con9erv,itory decoration, bouquets,

button-holes, wrea'hs. and all floral requirements. Every

plant is as yet nt (lo« ered in Europe. All are in grand

order, and of the finest types procurable. Etch plant

is carefully selected, and has well-matured growths,

which miHt inevitably flower profusely. All are of the finest

winter decorative kinds known, and will certainly give a

g-and fljTal disp'ay throughout the dull months of winter

and early spring

LYOASTE AROMATICA and Varieties.-Lirge, well-shapd
plants.

LYCASTE DEPPF.I and Varieties, containing many fine

spscimens.

DENDROBIUM CRASSINODF, finest Birberianum type.

DENDBOBIUM SUAVISSIMUM, piolucing huge spikes of

deliciously-acented flowers.

DENDROBIU.M NOBILE, from the Lang Tang Mountains.
The typical plants aie uaeqialled for decorative effects,

and from this form innumerable valuib e varieties have

been obtained.

DENDROBIUM JAMESIANUM— Flowers nearly 4 inches

across, dazzlingly snow-white, except the lip, which is

stained with Cinnabir-red.

DENDROBIUM FINDLAYANUM.—The first to fljiver in

winter, most profuss bloomiog, and yielding a most gay
iffect.

DENDROBIUM FARllEBI, bearing great pmd mt raoemes of

lovely flowers.

CCEOOGYNE OBljTATA.—A justly popular Orchid, always
in demand for wreaths, bouquets. &c.

DENDROBIUM HYBRID9 aid CHOICE VARIETIES ; also

ODONTOGILOSSUM ALSXANDR.E, guaranteed the true

I'acho type, the large round maesive-flowered perfect

type admitted the finest of all.

ODONIOSLOSSUM BOSSII MAJUS, CCELOGYNE
CalSTATA, &e.

L^LIA PURPURATA.—The remainder of the plants from
our last Sale, found growing with the La-lia elegans and
white intermedias, then sold.

Also 9 cases of L/ELIA ELEGANS and L. PURPURATA re-

ceived direct for Unreserved Sale (another property).

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION BY

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS at

their Central Auction Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside.

London, E.G., on FRIDAY NEXT, November 20. at half-past

12 o'Olock, by order of Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS.
SALES EVERY DAY (Satordaya excepted).

\fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJ. SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67
and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., EVERY DAY (eicepting
Saturdays), at 12 o'clock, large consignments of NAMED
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other
BULBS from Holland, received direct for Unreserved Sale.

Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers ; together with
white ROMAN HYACINTHS, paper - white NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS, special TULIPS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Soatbwick, Sussex.
Within 2i miles of Brighton (West).

IMPORTANT SALE of MARKET-GARDEN LAND.

MESSRS. WM. WOOD, gON & GARDNER
will SELL by AUCTION, at the "Old Ship" Hotel,

Brighton, on THURSDAY'. November 26, 1896. at 4 o'clock p.m.
sharp, very highly desirable MARKET GARDEN HOLDINas
of about 4^ acres each. Rich soil. Ea-y reach of ca[ital
Markets.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be had of W. F.
VERRALL, Esq., Solicitor. Worthing ; and of MessTs.
WM. WOOD. SON. AND GARDNER, Land Agents and
Surveyors, Crawley, Sussex.

Central Auction Hart, Bristol.

GREAT UNRE.SERVED SALE of FIRST-OLASS DUTCS
BULBS, in large and small lots; a consignment of

FLOWERING and ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, including
50 named Hybrid Rhododendrons, Azalea mollis, Dwarf
Standard, and Climbing Roses, Conifers in v.iriety, &c.

MESSRS. ])UROSE SUTTON and Co. will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on WEbNESDAY

NEXT. November 18, 189fl (the first day of the Bristol Chrys-
aothemum Show), at 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morDiog of Sile. Catalogues of the Horticultui'al

Auctionper3 and Valuers, 1, (^aeen Aine Buildings, Bristol;
and at Frome, Some set.

Central Auction Mart, Bristol.

SALE of ESTABLISHED and IMPORTED ORCHIDS, in-

cluding OdoQtoglosnitn crispum, (). citroamuoa, La-lia

proeitans (true), a variety cf ORCHIDS in Flower or
Bud, &c.. from Messrp. \V. L. Lewis & Co. Also Den-
drobium Phaltenopsis Schroderianum. Ltelia anceps alba,
and o'her Orchids, established and imported, another
property. And 50 EUOHARIS AMAZONICA, and 4 large
plants of PANCRATIUM FRAQRANS.

MESSRS. DUROSE SUTTON and CO. will
SELL the above by AUCTION on THURSDAY NEXT,

November 19, 1896 (the second day of the Bristol Cbrysaotbe-
mum Show), at 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view morninR of Sale Cataloguea on application.

WANTED to BORROW, for three or four
years, £300, at Ti p;r cent. Security of a first-class

LEASEHOLD NURSERY BUSIPfESS offered. 4 Acres, and
Glass, Sheds, &c.—Address, S. M. W., 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

HOUSE REQUIRED by THOS. CHRISTY,
F L S , to RENT, close to a Railway Station, within

thirty minutes of City, Brighton, or South-Eastern Railway
preferred. A house, with four sittiog-rooma, library, seven
good bed-rooms, besides servants' rooms, bath-room, hot and
cold supply (state whether house is lighted by gas or elec-

tricity), servanti' otHca^, conservatory, and about 200 feet run
of glas' houses, including propagating pits for economic plants,

or With full rights for erecting same ; five acres of land, facing
south, high ground, gravel soil preferred ; house for gardener?,
stable, cow-house ; good water service ; tennis lawn, full size.

Catalogues useless if unmarked.—TH03. CHRISTY, F.L.S.,
Malvern House, Sydenham, or 25, Lime Street, E.O.

As the owner of Malvern House property deiires to cover it

with small houses. I shall be much obliged if any Gentleman
will as^^ist me to find a suitable place to move my collection of
Economic Plants to, early in 1897.

FLORIST'S BUSINESS and NURSERY for
SALE, io Main Road, W. (Corner .'•hop). Large, well-

fitted Show Conservatory, with Dwelling-house attached.
Returns, £1100. Rent. £130, Price. £650. Sp'endid chance
for practical man.— ^].ply to McCOBQUODaLE and CO.,
Auotioneers and Valuers, 27, (.harlea Street, St. James', S.W.
(removed fiom 19, Cockppur Street. S.W.).

To SELL or LET, SMALL NURSERY, in
be^t Suburban Villa District of Glasgow, 450 square feet

of Glass. Heated for Forcing (pipes). Capital opening for

Jobbing or Market Mao.
Mr. WHITE, Connel Cottage, Bridge of AlUn.

CMALL NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUST-O NESS, old established ; small market toffo. Midland
counties. A seedsman wishes to DISPOSE 0? THIS BRANCH
of the Business. IJ acres ground, low rent. Satibfactory

reasons. Price £100, for Greenhouses, Frames, PUnts. Trees,

Shrubs, ftc —Address first, FLORIST, Gardeners,* Chronicle

Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London.

FOR DISPOSAL, SEED, FLORIST, and
FRUIT BUSINESS, in a Urge Market Town, North of

England. Excellent Double-fronted Shop, with Warehouee,
well fitted up with Drawers, Caso, itj, Bni all necessary

fittings for Seed Trade. A large trade is done in Cut Flowers,
principally Wreaths. Rent only £l5 per year. This would
be an esoellent opening for any one with moderate capital,

wishing to go into tte Agricultural Seed Trade.—Apply,
R. E. W,, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
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RIVERS' MONARCH PLUM. (Natural Size). 150,000
""^"^^-^^

FRUIT TREES

-"S^V.

%^,

J'ew Veg

2500
liable, Stachy

or ALL KiNry

\ HE CATALOGUED FOR

Mr. W. HOBNE'S
GaEA.T

lEARANCESALE,
cn the Prem'se'i, Ferry Hill,

I liff-f, Dear Rochester. K'?nt

(a> jjJQing Cliffe Station.
South-Ea&tern Railway^ on

WEDNESDAY Nl^Xr,
Noveiriber IS, at 11 'M\ by

Me<^ar8
PROTHERCE & WORl IS.

Loiifisticff ( i

7 ,^o^Standa^(^,Ha.f standard
;iii I Maiden Apples, Cherries
I'eirf", and Plums ; 40,000
'trou^ 2-yr. Po^s, Whinhim,
I li', and K ti-'man Goose-
rnea; 4,( UO 3yr. App'eti,

1 Engli^h Pararti?e in S)

^irietifs; 40 000 Baldwin
:uid early Black and R'd Cur-
rants; few ihouaand Carter's

(.'hampion Black ; 50,000 Raep-
herries; aO^tiOOConoovfr'sCol-
to^sal Asparagus ; 100.009

H yal Soveie gn, ^-axton, and
NoMe Strawberrifs ; SO.OOU
llLirdy White Cos Lettuce,
Al^-o a few 'o^a of Rarly
Riverb*Neotarine; NewPears,
Leclierand Conference; Ne .v

Asuaagus. Bun's Mjmmoth
9 Tuterife-a: Ne* Ra-pberry, Superlative. &c. . Mr. W. H ^rne will cart all lots to rail free of charge.

Cataloguett of the Auctioneers, 67, Cheaptide, Loudon, E.C.

OF THESE PLTJMS ARE INCLUDED.

H. J. JONES'
GREAT CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW

IS OPEN AT

RYEGROFT NURSERY, HITHER GREEN, LEWISHAM.

ALL VISITORS ARE HEARTILY WELCOME.

PRELIMINARY CATALOGUE POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

MIDLAND COUNTIES. - Exceptional
opportunity. Lucrative FLORIST and CUT FLOWER

BUSINESS, in important Town. Compact Freehold Property.
Several Greenhouses and Dwelling House. Cause of selling,

ill htalth. Every investigation allowed. Personally inspected
and recommended. Price, Freehold, including Greenhouse?,
SlccV, &c , about jEtSOO. Large portion may remain.— Full
particulars of PROrHEROE and MORRIS, Estate Offices,

67, Cheaps de, London. E.C.

80,000

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden. W.C. Prompt cash.

ORCHIDS.— 200 for Sale, Cool and Inter-
mrdiate, mostly thcwinR flower.—Apply. H. L.,

231, Sydeobam Road, SjdeDharo, LoDdoo, S.E.

COVERT, at per 1000 ; Broom, common, 2-yr.
seedlicgi. 4s. td ; IJ to 2 £e«t, 16s. ; 2 to 3 feet, Mr.

Qorse or FufZe 2-yr. seealingp, 5s, 4?t per 10,000; do., 1 to

IJ ft.. 15s.—SAMUBL SMira, Slaghills Nursery, nr. Matlock.

EACHKS" and" NECTARrNES. — Dwarf-
trained young fruiting trees, which have kept up a con-

tinue IS supply of fruit since m'ddle of July to present date in
cold orchard house. Nam-sand price from

—

FREDERICK PERKINS, Regent Street, Leamington Spa.

Strawberries at Reduced Prices.

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO. beg to say
thev are now offering the best sorts, in fine plants, at

reduced rates. CATALOQUES free.

Royal Nurseries. Maidstone.

GIANT BERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY.

WICETON'S well-known GIANT BERLIN
• LI LY OF THE VALLEY.- 100,000 Planting Crowns

at 12j. 6d. per 1,000, 1 and 2 years ; also a few thousand retard ed
Crowns. Price on application to

—

W. ICETON'S, Putney, S.W

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finesi

stock of Orchids in the ^orld.—30 minutes from St. Paocras.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
-" ~ 7 " " •' '

Three hundred and fifty varieties. Only the newest and best.

List free.

HEAD GARDENER Perly Cross. Teignmoulh, Deron.

ASPBERRY CANES. — Northumberland
Fillbasket, Carter's Prolific, Norwich Wonder, Falstolf.

Well-I03ted plantin,: canes. Price and sample on application.
JAMES W. TODMAN. Piatt, near Wrotham, Kent.

Herbaceous and Alpine Flanta.

CUTHBEKTSON'S Illustrated and Descriptive
C.ATAL03UE of over 1000 species and varieties post-fre-.

MICHAEL CUrUBERTiON, The Great Scotch Herhiceous
Grower, Rothesay.

ASPARAGUS for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots. 125. 6i. per 100 ; extra fine, 6 years old,

15». per 100. On rail, cash witT ordrr. My Aepiragus always
makes top price at Coveat Garden.

J. J. OL\RK, Market Oardener, Qoldatone. Brighton.

SHRUBS, &c.—Arbor-vitfe Amer.. 3 to 4 ft..

205. per 10\ Azara microphylla, 2 to 2* ft.. 45. per doz.
Cotoneaster microphylla and C. Simonsii, 2 to 3 ft., \2s. |per
100. Escallonia macranlha, pots, 2 to 2J ft.. 305. per luO; E.
Whit«, 6». per doz. Fuchsia Riccartonii, 20.f. per 100; Black
Amer. Spruce, '^^ ft., fine, \2'. per UO; Pampas Grass, extra,
8s. per doz. Honeysuckle, strong. 125. pe- 100; Hypericum
c»lycinum 12s. per lUD. Griselinia littoralis, bushy, 2 to

2J ft,, 85. per doz. Holliea. varietiHs, 1^ to 2 ft., 6s. per doz.

;

Jasmine, white and nudiflorum, Ps. \ er doz. ; Oolchic Laurel,
lA ff.. 125. per 100; do., 2 t»2ifeet. 1 Is per 100. Rotundifolia,
1 foot, 8.'. per 100. Lilac, white and purple, 2 ft., 45. per doz.
Olearia Haastii. 2 ft , bu-hy flower-buds, 65. per doz. Prunus
Pisiardi, 4 ft., fii. per doz. Acer Negundo, variegate<l, 3 tr.,

6s. per doz. ; Yucca glo'io^a and lilamentosa, 6s. per doz.
GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

EXHIBITIONS.

SHEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

ANNUAL SHOW, Corn Exchange, Sheffield. NOVEM-
BER 13 and 11, 1896. Open claps Prizes. £15 For Schedules,
free, apply— WM. HOUSLEY, Secretary,

Cemetery Road, ShtfBeld.177

nnWICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL AND
J- COTTAGE GIRDEN SOCIETY.
The TWENTY-EIGHTH ANSUALAUTUMN EXHIBIIION

of CHRYSANTHE.\ir MS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES and TABLE
DEtdRATIONS, will b» helo in the Towii Hai, Twicsenham.
on TUKkDAY and WEDNESDAY', November 17 and 18,1896.
Grand Military Concert each evening. Extra Prizes in nearly
all Clatses.

All competitors must give notice in writing on or before
TUESpiY. Nov. mber 10. 189 >, of the class or classes in which
th y intend to ctmpete. to the Hon. Secretary, of whom
Schtdul-8 and all particulars m^y be obtained.

EDWARD F. QREEN, Hon. Secretary.
Straff jrd Hou-e. Twickenham.

LEEDS PAXTON SOCIETY'S CHRYSAN-
THEMUVI SHOW.-At the Town Hall, Leeds, Nov, 24

and ?.">. 189;. £180 in Prizes, including Four Silver Chillenge
cups. S, hedulea mjy be had of the Hon. Sec—
JAMEj CA MPBELL, The Gardens. Methley Park, Leeds.

COUTH SHIELDS and NORTHERN
'~J Counties chrysanthemum society.
The above Exhibition will b? held on November 23 and 26

JUBILEE PRIZES.
Sch'duleson application to BERN vKD COWAN, F.R.H.S.,

Hon. Secretary. Harton, South Shields. Established in 1882.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
THE NEXT

BIRMINGHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW

WILL BE HELD ON

NOVEMBER 10 and ||, I897.

BEGONIAS of the newest and most snperb
type, including many rare varieties. Double and Single,

for Conservatory or Bedding. See B. R. Davis' Descriptive
CATALOGUE, free. A handsome coloured plate of Six Double
Varieties and a Treatise on Cultivation, free for Is.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, TeOTil. Somerset.

PELARGONIUMS, Best Market Sorts lamed,
strong, healthy, well rooted, in 3-inch pots, 18s per 100,

packed free for cash with ord*-r.

A. SIMPSON AND SON, Heworth Nurseries. To-k.

^EAKALE ! SEAKALE^ SEAIvALE!—O Magnificent selected Crowns for forcing, Ss. per 100,
80', per 1000. Net cash with order._J. DiXON & SO.^,
Spencer Park Nu-aeriea, Wandsworth Common.

HYACINTHS, fine named, from 25. per dozen,
TULIPS, fine named, from 2s. per 100.

DAFFODI'S. finest Trumpet eorte, mixed, 35. per ICO;
26s. per 1000 (worth more than double). All other Bulba
equally cheap and good. Send for Price List to
MORLE ASD CO.. The Conservatories, Finchtey Road, N.W.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 beat sellingsortB, 12s. 100; ditto, large, in 48'8, 10 best
selling sorts. 6». doz. ; strong seedlings, 6*. 100. 50*. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48*8, for cutting, 65. and 85. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, Itis. and 20«. 100; Cyperus,
Aralias, Grevilleas. Solanums, in 48'8, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerites,
Chrysanthemums, and Erica gracilis, Solanump, in 48's, 95.
per dozen ; Palms. Ficus, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardias,
Erica hyemalis. Cyclamen, in 48's, 12i. per dozen. Lists free.
Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries. Loughborough Junction, London, S.W,

QWEN'S

P NG LISH
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Hold highest posii ions at Eihibitions and Elections of 1896,

surpassing all British firms.

C.talogoe and culture 7*^.. post free.

P. 09 £N, Haldeshead.

TO PLANTERS.

DOUGLAS SPRUCE
(Abies Douglasii).

In view of the growing demand for this
splendid Forest Tree, we he'd immense stocks at
exceptionally low prices for qualities cffered.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER
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^n (\(\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
0\J »i\J\)\J all splendid bushy plants.—QBEEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30j. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;

18 in. to 21 in., at 65J. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. per 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

QOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8j. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CL4RK, Goldstone, Brighton.

GARDEN and OLD-FASHIONED ROSES.
—25 strong plants for 22s. 64 Distinct varieties, such as

have been exhibited in such tine form during the past season,

including Bardon Job. Janet's Pride, Copper Austrian,

Gustave Kegis, Single Yellow Austrian. Pepita, Laurette

Messimy. Crimson Rambler. York and Lancaster, Persian

Yellow, Rose de Meaux, &c., forming a very charming
collection of the best old-fashioned and garden Rosea. New
Rose \\it. post free.

UEO. COOLINa AND SONS, The Nurseries. Bath.

STRAWBERRIES, Strong runners.—Royal
Sovereign, 2s. 6rf. per 100; Sir Joseph Paiton, Is. M. per

100 ; Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Is. id. per 100.

RASPBERRY CANES.
Carter's Pro'ific, 3s. par 100 ; Semper Fidelis, 3i. per 100 ;

Hornet, 3s. per 100. Special quotations for large quantities.

Carriage paid on orders of £1 value.

JOHN CHIVEBS, Histon, Cambridge.

PRIZE COB FILBERTS.
MR. COOPER, F.R.H.S., is the largest grower

in the kingdom of the above for sale. Plantations near
Beading. Price Lists and Pamphlets on application to—

Mr. COOPER, Calcot. Boscombe. Hants.

PALMS and DECORATIVE PLANTS.—
ARECA LUTBSCEN3, thumbs, 18s. per 100 ; 60's, 3Ss.

4S's. 18s. doz. ; 32'8, 30s. doz.

ASPARAGUS PLUMOSA, BO's, 60s. per 100; 48'a, 120s. per

100 ; true Nana, 24s. doz.

CYCAS REVOLUTA, well established, with good leaves, 5l.

and 7s. 6(£. each.
FICUS KLASTICA. 48'8, 12s. doz. ; 32'8, 18s. doz.

KENTIA SEEDLINGS, from 10«. per 100; thumbs, 30s. per

100; eO's, 60s. per 100.

LATANIAS, 32's, from 60s. doz. ; 24'e, from 90s. doz.

LIVISTONIA ROTUNDIFOLIA. 48'8, 48s. doz ; 3i'a, 72s. doz.

PHCENIX RUPICOLA. thumbs, 2Is. per 100; 60'8, 60s. per

100 ; 48'9, 24«. to 368. doz. Cash with order.

W. ICETON'S, Putney. S.W.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
OUR YEARLY INCREASE in the sale of

both Plants and Cuttings arises certainly from the f ict

That all varieties (1100) are planted out and grown in open
pure country fields, cut down early, not allowed to flower,

large clumps removed, and replanted near the glass and light.

Stock from these are perfect, and the secret why all those we
supply carry succees wherever they go, striking easily, growing
quickly, and producing larger flowers. As a proof, they have
made Mr. Mease the Champion of the Champions.

We cordially invite all to

"COME AND SEE"
the oldest, finest, and best kept collection in the world.

Splendid illustrated CATALOGUE post-free to coming
customers. A list of all varieties exhibited at the last

Aquarium Show free,

H. CANNELL 8c SONS, SWANLEY.

ROSES, RH ODODEND RONS, &c.
ROSES, Bush, extra-fine plants, leading sorts, our selestion,

42s. per 100, 7s. per dozen.

,, Climbing, Tea and Perpetual do , 70s. per 100, lO*.

per dozen.

,, Dwarf Standard do., 12s. per dozen.

„ Standard and Half-standard do., 16s. to 21s. per doz.

RHODODENDRONS, Seedlings, from 6*. per dozen.

., Hybrid, named, from 12s. per dozen.

AZALEAS, ANDROMEDAS.and KALMIAS.from 12s. per doz.

HONEYSUCKLES, JASMINES, and other Climbers, from 6s.

per dozen.
SEAKALE, extra-strong, for forcing, 10s. <od. per 100.

FRUir TREES. ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN and
CONIFEROUS SHRUBS.

BULBS of every description for Forcing and Planting.

Packing free, for Cash with Order. Descriptive Catalogues
free on application.

W. FROMOW AND SONS, Windlesham Nurseries, Bagshot,
Surrey ; also Chiswick, Hoanslow, and Acton Oreen.

'

MELON^EED.
Our fruit has won Two Silver Medals (Royal Horticultural

Society) &c., Two First Prizes, Certificate of Merit.

Sucrin de Tours, 3s. %d. per packet.

L^rL'i'uraf.!. ::: ^h'-^^-p'-p--'' Jetcn?'tLl

^roA"mplnr*t&c.:::}^-p"p-^-" -1 ^Tol:"-
And other good Market and Table Fruits.

Gardtners' Chronicle June 13. 1895 :— " Messrs. E. J. Sarjeant

& Co. exhibited excellent fruits of Hero of Lockinge, and fruits

of Sucrin de Tours, scarlet- fleshed variety, with uncommonly
deep cork-like netting, I inch deep." (Silver Banksian Medal).

Order early. Only a limited quantity.

E. J. SARJEANT & CO.,
BBOTJGHAM BOAt), WOBTHING.

SUPERB ORCHEDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
toselectfrom. Write for LIST. free.

P.MoARTHUR,The London Nursery, 4. Maida Vale. London.W.

HOLLIES, Green English, from 1 to 3 feet.

Well-rojted. perfect plants; will move any distance.

Samples and price from

—

FRED. PERKINS. Regent Street, Leamington Spa.

SUPERLATIVE RASPBERRY
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.

Per dozen. 3s., post-free, 3s. M., per 100. 18s. ; extra strong,

6s. per doz. Pi ice per IDOO on application.

For description see Strawberry Catalogue.
Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps.

GK0R3E BUNYARD AND CO., Royal Nurseries. Maidstone.

OLYANTHUS.—Mixed, 5s, per 100 ; Gold-
laced. 6j. per 100. AQniLEQIAS, mixed. Is. 6d. per

dozen. CHRYSANTH4. Is. 6d. per dozen. SWEET WIL-
LIAMS, 5s per 100. CANTERBURY BELLS, 5s. per 100.

FOXGLOVES, mixed, 6s. per 100. PANSIES, best mixed
strains, 6s. per 100 ; Bedding, White, Yellow, Purple, 5». per

100. All the above are good strong plants, all transplanted.

Free on Rail. Cash with Order.

P. BOTTLTON, Beechenlea Nursery. Swanley.

OR SALE.—500 LILIUM HARRISI-
in 48-pots, strong; 1600 ARALlA SIEBOLDI, 48'8

and 60's; 500 BOUVARDIA HUMBOLDTII CORYM-
BIFLORA, in 48's. 1000, in 60's; 2000 CALL AS ; 1100

EIIL4LIA JAPOVICA V'ARIEGATA ; 1000 OPfllOPOGON
JABURAN VABIE:5ATnM; SIX SPECIMEN PLANTS of

IMANTOPHYLLUM MINIATUM.
Prices on application.

GEO. BLUNDELL, Oak Villa Nursery, Friern Barnet.

SHRUBS and CONIFER.E.—Pioea nobilis,

4 to 5 inches. 6s. per 100; P. Nordmanniana, 2 yrs.. 1 yr.

transp., 7s. per 100. Escallonia macrantha. 10 to 12 in., 8s.

per 100. Honeysuckle, strong, 6s. per lOO. Laureetinus. 8 in ,

8s. per 100. Thuia Lobbii, 15 in.. 30s. per 1000 ; do, 2 ft., 60s.

per 1000. Abies Douglasii. 2 yr., 9 to 10 inches, -iSs. per lOCiO
;

do., IJ to 2 ft., per 1000, £5 ; extra-floe, do., ii to 2J ft., £6 ;

do., 3 to 3i ft., 20s. rer 100. Cedrus deodara, 2 to 2j ft.. 6s.

per doz. ; do.. 12 to l.'i in.. 3s. per doz. Cup. macrocarpa, 2 to

3 ft., 6s. per doz. Picea nobilis. 2 ft.. 8s. per doz. ; P. Nord-

manniana, Pinuscembra. IJft, 16s. per loo. Thuia Lobbii. 2

to 2^ ft., 10s. per 100. Thuiopsis dolobrata, 4 to 4^ ft,, extra

fine, 24'. per doz.

GAHLIES MirCtlELL, Nurseryman. Stranraer.

NEW VIOLETS.
Amiral Avellan. very large, royal purple flowers; Princesse

de Galles, the largest and sweetest Violet. These are the

greatest novelties in Violets since I introduced the popular

Marie Louise. Establ thed plants in pots, 12s. per doz ,90s.

per 100. California, very large. sweet-scented, free flowerirg,

good plants, 6s. per doz.. 40s. per 100. General Nursery Stock

on application.

FREDERICK PERKINS,
NUR9EKYMAN, REGENT STBEET, LEAMINGTON SPA.

C^
UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 65. per bushel, 1«. extra for

p:^fc;''"i!^''*5^i7T-'^1(f^;!5?M package ; or, U. per cake, free per
C?>Ak:i«-j(K«'-i»Afc*' Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

Highgate Nurseries, Londoa* N., and Barnet, Herts.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

OHOIOE DENDSOBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Wbite fob List.

I A 1\/rDC PVDLIPD EXOTIC NUBSKRIES,
JAlVitLo LlrrliLrx, cheltbhham.

FRUIT TREES.
We hold a large and varied stock of the above, in first-rate

quality, and at reasonable prices.

Descriptive Catalogue on applioatiom.

S. SPOONER & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURS ERIES, H0UN8L0W.

ROSES.-ROSES.
ALL THE BEST KINDS.

WELL-GROWN, WELL-ROOTED PLANTS.

IN VIGOROUS HEALTH.

CATALOGUES FREE.

THE ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND
NO T I CE.

THE NEXT ELECTION of CHILDREN
to the Benefits of this Fund, consisting of an allowance

of 6s. per week until they attain the age of 14 years, will take
place EARLY in FEBRUARY. All applications must bs made
on a proper printed Form, copies of which maybe obtained
gratis of the Secretary, or any cf the Local Secretaries. Such
Forms must be correctlv filled up, duly signed, and returned
to this Office by WEDNESDAY, December 1-5, 1896.

A. F. B IRRON. Secretary,
Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, Chiswick, Lord m.

November, 1896.

Young Qooseberry Trjes.

NAND F. SALMON beg to offer strong
• 3 yr.-old trees of their renowned WHITE LIOS in

quantities. Price on application.—N. and F. SALMON, The
Orange, Heston, Hounslow.

GRAND NEW VIOLET.—The Californian.
Largest, sweetest, most prolific, longest stemmed. A

great acquisition. Well-rooted plant* 6*. per doz. ; 40.^. par
100; carnage paid, cash with order.

ISAAC HOUSE, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol.

o NCIDIUM CRISPUM,
IN SPIKE.

Fine, healthy unflowered plants,
6s., 7!. 6i., 10s. Hd., and 16s. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, London, N.

C'^HRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.—
J Splendid healthy stock of Old and New Varieties. LIST

sent on application. The following four new varieties, one
Cii'ting of each sent post-free for 2.». (>d. :—Pride of Exmouth,
Edith Tabor, Mrs. H. Weeks, Mons. Chenon de Leche.

T. SIMMONDS. Mamhead Park Hardens, near Eieter.

Imjtortant to Uushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6s.

R. AND a. CUTHBERT. Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgate. N. Established 1797.

EJ. BATCHELOR has to offer the fol-
• lowing PEACH gS from a Peach-house 9 feet by 9 feet

:

—Barrington, Gros Mignonne, Royal George, Magdala, Prince
of Wales. Goshawk, Bellegarde, and Red Magdalen. Also dwarf
H. P. ROBES in the leading varieties. principiUy on Briar
Cuttings, per 100 or lOOO, Price and list on application to—

Harlow Heath Nurserie.", Harrogate.

SPRUCE FIR PLANTATIONS.— Gentlemen
Thinning their Plantations, can readily dispose of the

surplus trees, showing good profit on laud, by tending the
trees cut off ju<'t below feathering, to Crown Trading Com-
pany, Limited, for disposal as Christmas-trees. Small Spruce
in quantities, 3 to 5 feet, al o requiied.—For further parti-
culars write, AQENT, Crown Trading Co , Limited, Stratford
Market, London.

ANTHRACITE,—Haud-pioked, an excellent
quality. I am offering this Coal a': a low price, and

should be pleased to communicate with buyers. Despitched
to any Station in the kingdom. Please address—

WILLIAM WALL, Lower Edmonton, Middlesex.

ASTON-CLINTON STRAW MATS, the
warmest coverings for pits and frames. Sizes, 6 ft. 6 in. by

3Et. 9in. at2». ; 6ft. 6io. by4ft. 6in.at 2s. 2d. ; eft. 6io. by 7ft. at
35. 2d.—Apply to Miss MOLIQUE, A8ton-Clinton,Tring. Bucks.

ARCHANGEL MATS are scarce and dear,
but preient high prices will not be maintained, as we

expect a cargo in course of this month, when price^ will be
reduced. We are now supplying new 7 feet SIBERIAN
MATS, which are superseding Archangel Mats, being thicker

and closer woven. Low quotations for these aid other kinds
can be had on application.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 6, Wormwood Street,

London, EC. Telephone No. 2377.

STOVESPSTOVES!
ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, S4 hours for about Icl.,
without attention.

For Qreenhouses, Bedrooms, &o.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St„ WeBtmlnater.

Oenulne
Scotch TinrcsDS.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

St. Ronan's

SUIT
LENGTH

12/6

Where to get them direct at
Makers' Prices, saving 30 to 40
per cent. Parcels carnage paid

.

Patterns poet-free, to be re-

turned within seven days.
Mention this paper.

Unequalled forselection& style.

Serges, Trouserings.

Marmion IS/-
Ivanhoe 18/9
Leithen 19/6
Quair
Flora
Ettrick
Yarrow
Teviot

Tod Forteous & Co.. Innerleithen. N.B.

21/0
22/-

23/3
24/3

25/6
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The Success achieved hy Exhibitors atpast and 'present Chrysanthemum Shoios^

notably Aquarium^ Nov. 3, 1896, has clearly demonstrated^

by examples staged^ that the

XL ALL MANURES
are of the greatest importance to those who
wish to have fine blooms and superior fruii.

Registered Trade Mark. R**gistered Trade Mark.

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
DJT" There's something: in it which cannot be obtained in a

Dry Manure.
To be used one part to fifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.

Read the remarks below of a Champion Grower.

1 pint, 1«. ; 1 quart, Is. 6d. ; 1 gallon, 3«. Qd. ; 4 gallons, 12s. Cheaper in bulk.

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANURE (po^w'aV)

FOR TOP DRESSING or APPLYING IN SOLUTION.

Where there is a Heavy Crop of Fruit or Flotvers to finish off— Use this !

TO OBTAIN A QUICK and BENEFICIAL RESULT.
In !.« , 24'. 6(/.. 5s., and lOs. tins. The small quantity necessary will make it a cheap manure.

Mr. W H. LEFS. The Gardens. Trent Park New Bamet ooe of the most successful exhibitors of Chrysanthrmum
Bloom". Tbis celebrated glower writes :

— " I have used your new Liquid Manure OD maoy things tfalB seafioo with highly
satisfactory leaults— especially on Chrysanthemums."

The above and all other XL ALL SPECIALITIES can be obtained from all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, or direct from the Proprietor—

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHDT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

TENTS I TENTS 1 1 TENTS III — I have
purchased 6000 ARMY TENTS (40 ft. circamference),

ecaroely ueed. Complete with poles, pegs, and Hnea. Cost
£6 each. Will send any number, carriaf^e paid, for 28<. each

;

inferior qualities, 22j. and 24<. each. Cash with order ; can be
sent on appioval. Specially adaptable for sportiod and pleasure
purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINGHAM
PALACE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—
" April 29, 1896. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tflots,

safely received to-day. I am very pleased with them.
•' F. H. Hill. DuddinRston Park. Portobello, Midlothian."
MARQUEES for Flower Show?. Sports. &o.—Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Bunners,
Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, cash
£14. cost £.36.

ANDREW POTTER. Melbourne Works. Wolverhampton.

CATAPULTS ! — CATAPULTS ! — CATA-
PULTS !—Extraordinarily powerful, accurate, durable.

Entirely new system. Shooting made easy. Birds, rabbits,

easily killed
; garden-pests destroyed without noise, trouble,

or expense. Every Qard<»ner should possets one. Sent post-
free for Is., Itf 6(2., 2s. iid , according to strength required.
Catapults carefully made by skilled workmen of the best

materials only. Satisfaction and accuracy guaranteed, or cash
returned. Hundreds of testimonials. If more than one Cata-
pult ordered at a time. dd. discount allowed on each one bought.

E. GAYE, The Elm?, Carlton, Lowestoft.

"are you' roofing?

~
or Re-rooting any part of your house u*
outbuildings?
If so jou should use RED HAND Rcofirg Fel'f.
Kvprv jard printed wiui ilie tfu-ie mark, a

RED HAND. Eat-ir st to use ; beet in wear
;

cli(*ap*'sl III in-* end.
Vour dealer keeps tl-ero. or will cibtain them for yoi*.

LINDLEY'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY. With Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, price 9«.

LINDLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY. For Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools
Price Is., sewed.

London : BBADBTJBY, AONEW, A CO. (Limited), Bouverie Street, E.G.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GABDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CON SERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KIKDSof HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys

made on payment of out-of-i)ocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOCUF,
With numercua Dasigns, post-free, Ss.

HOKTICULTtrBAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATEB
ENGINEERS,

LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE

;

London Office :—96a, Victoria Street, V/estminster, S.W.
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TRADE OFFER.

LILIHM

For Immediate Delivery.

Large Consiguments just to hand in

Splendid Condition.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

WILLIAM WHITELEY,
THE NUESEKIES,

HILLINGOON HEATH, UXBRIDGE.

TO THE TRADE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
ALSO

SEEDS Of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERING
SHRUBS and TREES, obtainable from

NIMMO AND BLAIR,
Seed Merchants and Seed Orowers, Dunedin, New Zealand.

London Agency :-W. G. INNES and CO., 22, St. Mary Aie.

Catalogues Exchanged.

on ApRFS* FRUIT TREES.
#.11 nUIILU In all the best torts and forms.^^ . .-w.-^ for the Villa Garden, or the

Orchard. Free from Blight and Disease. Clean, healthy

stems and branches. Carefully pruned in KOod form. Roots

a mass of fibre. Sizes from maidens to trees 6 to 8 years old,

of many kinds, and all True to Name.

NEW CATALOGUE with Descriptions and Prices post-free.

CLIBRAN & SON.
MANCHESTER. ISANQOR, LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, and

OLDFIELD NUEaEBY, Altrincham.

GEORGE PRINCE'S
CELEBRATED

OXFORD ROSES,
14, MARKET STREET, OXFORD.

50 best varieties, including 7 H.T.'s and 9 Teas;

packing free, for 35s. Half Collection, 18s.

GUARANTEED ON SEEDLING BRIAR-

RHODODENDRONS.
Best Kinds. Well Budded. Beautiful Foliage.

£7 10s. to £15 per 100.

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseries,

CAMBERIiEY, SURREY.

FOREST TREES
t'"" adapti;d

For Profitable Planting, Shelter,

Game, or Ornament.
One of tli3 Lirgeat. Hardiest. Healtliy, and Moat

Select Stocks In Europe.

INSPECTION INVITED.
C.-itiilHKUOs tree, imtl any information given on application to

LITTLE & BALLANTYME,
HUnSEUYMEN TO II.M. THE QUEEN, AUD H.Ii.H.

TUB I'llINCE OF WALES,

WOOD lOllESTERS EOR CRUWN LANDS,

CARLISLE.

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-OROWN

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Pla.nts
Evergreens,
Roses, &c.
stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

DiCKSONS c?5°oTin) CHESTER.

LAURUS NOBILIS (Sweet Bay), in all sizes,

standards or Pyramids, at very favourable prices.

K « LMIA LATIFOLIA, showing flower, 60 franca per 100.

AZALEA MOLLIS, small clumps, 30 francs per lOOL). or

2.50 francs for lO.dOO, and 3260 francs for 100,000.

AZALEA MOLLIS with feven to ten flower-buds, 2S fr. 50 c.

per 100 ; with from ten to thirty flower-buds, .Sb francs

per 100.

HYBRID RHODODENDRONS, in bud, strong plants, 100 francs

per 100.

PHORMIUM TENAX, fine plants, in tubs (cuves), b franca

each.
, ,,v r

PRUNUS LAURO - CERASU3, Common Laurel, :0 francs

per 100.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONI. Green, 9 francs per kilogramme.

FELIX S*P, Horticulteur, Thielt. Pelgium.

JOHN S. IRELAND,
Hortieultural and Agricultural Agent,

122, GEORGE STREET, EDINBURGH.
Lists forwarded on application. .Agencies invited.

CARAWAY & CO.
SPECIAL OFFER.-CASH WITH ORDER.

STANDARD APPLES.
£7 10s. per 100. All leading and best iindp, our selection.

12 assorted Standard Apple, Cherry. Pear, and Plum, 16i.

12 assorted Pyramid Trees. Apple, Pear, and Plum, 20s.

12 assorted Trained Trees for walls.

Apjle, Cherry. Nectarine. Peach, Pear, and Plum, all best

trees and good varieties, 405. per dozen.
GOOSEBERRIES, all named, 2s. 6rf. per dozen ; 18s. per 100.

CURRANTS, assorted Black. Red, and White, 2s. erf. per doz.

18.'. per 100.

RiSPBEKRIES, Is Sd. per dozen ; 10s. per lOO.

ROSES.
Roses, best named Hybrid Perpetuals, our selection, 35'. per

100 : 20s. per EO. 12 packed and paid per Parcel Post, for

7s. 6d.
1-2 Tea Roses, packed and paid per Pdrcel Post, for 10s. 6rf.

Tea Roses, in pots, includiog Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon,

Mphetoe, and other varieties, 125. and 2is. par dozen.

VINES, fttrong planted canes, 4s. each.

ASSORTED EVERGREENS, KOoi plants, 4s. to ISs. per dozen.

ASSORTED FLOWERING PLANTS, 4s. to 9s. per cozen.

ASSORTED STANDARD TREES-f.^r.. Thorne, Limes, Moun-
tain Ash, Planes, &c., 18s. per dozen.

CLIMBERS.
Ampelopsis Veitchi, the best for covering wall?, reciuires no

nailing, Is. each.

Clematis Jackmani, and othtr sorts, 155. par dozen ; our eelec-

tiOD, 1/. 6rf. each.

Iviep, in sorts. 9rf., Is., and Is. 6rf.

CARAWAY & CO.,
Durdham Down NurserieB,

Clifton, Bristol.

(ANT'S
^ World-renowned

R0SES.

FOR CATALOGUES APPLY

BENJAMIN R. CANT,

Rose Grower, COLCHESTER.
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150 ACRES
oTREES& SHRUBS.
In the finest possible con-

JitiOD, lor The Villa, The
Mansion, The Plantation, or The Game Covert. All in vigorous,

healthy condition, not stunted, starved, or closely grown and
drawn. Carefully and frenuently moved, and the roots con-

eequently are a mass of fibre, ensuring safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, withdescriptionsof above, and of many
Rare and New Plants, post-free from—

CUBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham;
Also at MANCHESTER, BANQOR, and

LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

For Outdoor & Indoor Culture.

Large Collections of all the very Best Varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissi, Snowdrops,

Irises, Lilies, &c.
Only thevery bestaupplied. Prices extremely mod^ratt.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue (No. <68).

POST FREE ON APPI.IOATION.

DiCKSONS
Bulb Growers & Importers,

CHESTER.

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES^ROSES

A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW
OFFERED FOR SALE.

"WRITE FOR OUR

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue^

Post Free, M.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBRIDaEWOBTH, HERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
Autumn, 1896. Specialties : English Yews. Enj^lish Hollies',

Aucubas. Specimen Conifer*, Standard Roses, and general
Nursery Stock, New Violtts, &c. Also Dutch and Foicing
Bulbs. Catalogues free ou application.

FREDERICK PEBKINS,
NURSERYMAN, REGENT STREET. LEAMINGTON SPJ.

TO THE TRADE.
Tto Finest DwaifFarly Wrinkled

Mairow Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.
We are in a position to make advanta

geous offer of this Pea.

SHARPE'S^EEN PEA.
Finest Blue Wrinkled Marrow.
Trade Price on application.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO. ^''i^.l'^'
To obtain tl« True Yellow-FUsbed Variety apply to

—

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFOBD,

Winter-Flowering & Eaily Forcing Plants.

AZALEA INDICA, finest kinds for forcing.

.. MOLLIS, baded with buds.

,, Gbent varieties, very fine.

BEGONIAS, winter-flowering,

BORONIA UEGASTIGUA, fi^^c bushy plants.

BOUVARDIAS, including the latest Novelties-.

CAMELLIAS, fine sorts, well set with floirer.

CARNATIONS, tree varieties, loaded with buds.

.. MALMAISONS, and other varieties.

CYCLAMEN, our superb Giganteum strain.

DEDTZIA GRACILIS, splendidly set with flower budp.

EPACRIS, of sorts, very fine for winter.

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, CAFFRA, &0.
GARDENIAS, well budded.

GENISTAS, fine strong plants.

aYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRANDIFLOFA.
KALMIA LATIFOLIA. toiered with buds.

LAORUSTINUS divarf stems, conjnct heads
ULAC ALBA VIRGINALIS. CHAS- X. an! PER8ICA
LILIUM HARRISII, extra stroDg.

LILY OF THE VALLEY Clumps and Sio>lo Crowns.
ROSES, finest Tens and Hybrid Perpetuals, strong plants

grown in pots for forcing,

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM. Emiiresa. and other kinds.

SPIR,SA ASTILB IIDES and JAPONIOA
STAPHYLEA COLCHICA. very fice.

VIBURNUM OPULUS (Guelder Rose).

GRAPE VINES. Canes very hi.eihisjear, * well ripened.

Orders are now being exectUtd j'yT the alovein fine condition.

For Complete List and Prices, see Illustrated Bulb
Catalogue, gratis and post-free on application.

VICTORIA & PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, R.

CANT'S
WORLD-FAMED

ROSES
CANNOT BE SURPASSED.

WE GROW NOTHING ELSE.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

PRICES ARE LOW.

Carefully address-

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Nurserv, Colchester,

25 PER CENT. SAVED! /(^o*
Thk BEST HYACINTHS the

WORLD PEODCCES AT

«^2Iu each.

Before buying else

where , e end for our
CATALOGUE
(fbeb) and
compare
prices

'^^
:^
.V/

.0.

EXPECTED
FAMINE in

HYACINTHS
To avoid disappointment
ORDER AT ONCE.

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
Guaranteed first sise, 10/6 per 100.

<3 MICHAEL RAINS & CO.

V,
Bulb Growers & Saed Merchants,

34. UANSELL STREET. ALDGATB
LONDON, E. V

AXS TBZ NCKSEB1E9, HaIBIEM. HOLLAHD. '

THE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER H, 189(5.

THE ROSE GAEDEN IN
AUTUMN.

'l^IIE season which has been so unfavourable
-*- to the losaiian has continued its evil cha-

racter far into the autumn ; in previous years

growers have been generally able to gather a

fair quantity of Roses (of course in proportion

to the number of their plants) till towards the

middle or end of November, but these have
been mostly from Tea Roses, which certainly

deserve much more the title of Perpetual than
the class that bears that name ; but the deluge
of rain with which we have been visited during
the last two months has seiiously damaged our
hopes in this respect. During the months of

September and October we have had here (in

IJast Kent) about 13 inches, and as our average
for the year is about 26 inches, it may bo well

imagined in what a water-logged condition the

ground is, and how sappy the wood is ; so that

should sharp frost come, the eflect will bo very
serious. As I always prune my plants at this

season—by pruning I mean the cutting out of

old wood so as to give the plants more air and
sunlight— I think this is a season iu which the

jiractice will tell more favourablj' than in somo
others ; it will be very difficult for the wood to

ripen, but it will have a better chance of doing
so under such conditions.

It will now be desirable, as soon as possible,

to fill up vacancies, and to make new planta-
tions where necessary. The number of new
varieties is not very great, but there are somo
of the older sorts which the gr-owcr may desire

to dispense with and substitute new ones in their

place, although the result of our shows this

season leads us to question very much whether
wo shall bo justified in so doing; when we see

such old flowers as Duchesso de Morny gaining

the Medal at the great National show as the

best H.P. But the following Roses, which
have been tabooed by the Catalogue Committee

of the National Rose Society, and will, there-

fore, most likelj' not bo found in their next
edition, may, I think, be safely dispensed with :

—In H.P.'s, Devienne Lamy, Madame
Lacharme, Marie Cointet, and Mrs. Baker ; iu

Teas and Noisettes, Bouquet d'Or, Eliso

Fugier, Madame Bcrard, Mous. Furtado among
exhibition Roses ; among garden Roses, H.P.'s

Bruce Findlay, Comtesse Cecilo de Chabrilland,

Henri Ledechaux, Mari'chal Vaillant, Miss Has-
sard, Mrs. Harry Turner, Princess Mary of

Cambridge, and William Warden ; in Hybrid

Teas Lady Henry Grosvenor, and Souvenir tie

Wooton ; and among Teas and Noisettes,

Emilie Dupuy, Goubault, and Luciole, although

there are some of these that growers who have

walls or fences may like to retain, such as

Bouquet d'Or and Madame Berard.

> Of the new Roses the following may, I think.
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be safely recommended as I think likely to

prove valuable, some for exhibition, and some
for gardening purposes. Amongst Hybrid Per-
petuals. Captain Hayward, which has been
exhibited in such good form by Mr. George
Mount and others this year, that any doubt as

to its being sufficiently full can no longer be
entertained ; Clio, Helen Keller, Marchioness
of Londonderry, Mrs. E. G. Sharman Crawford,

which promises to be a formidable rival to Mrs.
John Laing; amongst Hybrid Teas, Charlotte

Guillemot, Marquise Litta, Mrs. W. J. Grant

;

and amongst Teas and Noisettes, Maman
Cochet, Muriel Grahame, and Sylph.

Of garden Eoses, tbe following will, I think,

give satisfaction :—Lord Penzance, Lady Pen-
zance, Flora Mclvor, and Jeannie Deans, the

best of Lord Penzance's Hybrid Sweet Briars
;

Crimson Eambler, Paul's Carmine Pillar

(single), Marchioness of Lome, Clara Watson,
Duke of York, AUster Stella Gray, Beaute
Inconstante, G. Nabonnand, and Madame
Pierre Cochet.

I think that this list will include the most
reliable of the new Eoses ; there are some others

which promise well, but we must wait awhile
until their merits are better proved.

Another subject that must engage the atten-

tion of Eose-growers is that of mulching : there

are two ends which are sought to be gained by
this, the protection of the plants against frost,

and the giving of nutrition to the roots. The
practice amongst those who exhibit Eoses is

to mulch heavily at this season of the year those
plants from which exhibition Eoses are intended
to be cut, and there are various excellent reasons
given by those who advocate and those who
oppose the practice ; but as the practice seems
to be almost universally adopted, I presume
that I may recommend that it should be done

—

it is my own plan in my small way, and I see

no reason to regret it. This very wet autumn
makes it, I think, the more necessary, for the
shoots are so full of sap that they will suffer

generally from hard frost if we get it. It is a
good plan before putting on the manure (which
I do not think should be too short) to draw some
earth round each plant, and then place the
manure over this ; but I hardly know how in
the present condition of the ground this is to be
done, and if we wait much longer the frost may
catch us before we are aware of it, and there-
fore as soon as we get anything like dry weather
the operation ought not to be retarded. I
remember once an eminent rosarian recom-
mended leaves as a protection, but I tried them
and found that the first high gale scattered

them all over the garden ; others recommend
encasing Tea Eoses in straw envelopes, but as

this is calculated to encourage premature growth
I should certainly not recommend it. Moreover,
one does not care about protecting the upper
growth of even Teas, for when pruning takes

place in the spring all this is cut away, there-

fore so long as the coUar of the plant is secured
from frost it will be safe, as strong shoots spiing
up about or near the base, and will soon fill up
the bed. In what I have said now about
protection, I have had in my mind dwarf
plants only, as the great majority of the
plants grown by amateurs are of this character.

When standards or half-standards are grown, I
think the better plan is always to put some
light material, such as bracken, among the
growth, but it is very diffioultj in severe frost to

preserve them in any way, and I have seen
more than once whole quarters of most pro-

mising plants completely destroyed, With

regard to Eoses upon walls, a different course is

to be adopted ; most of these are grown on
walls facing south, and they are exposed to

great variations of temperature when there is

much sunshine. It is therefore desirable to

cover up the whole plant with matting, or some
other material, which can be removed from
time to time when there is no risk of frost,

because it is not desirable that the plants

should be made tender by over-much care.

There i i One other subject about which some
amatem-s re anxious at this time, namely,
that of obtaining stocks for budding next year

;

those who want to grow standards or half-
standards will be on the look out for the Briar,
man, and will make incursions into the neigh-
bouring woods and hedgerows for the purpose
of obtaining plants of the Dog-rose. Those
who wish to grow dwarfs will probably not
care to take the trouble of making cuttings
of the Manetti or Briar, but will obtain
theii- plants of both these and the seedling
Briar from some neighbouring nurseryman—
the sooner the better, now—and when obtained,
they should be planted in shallow trenches, so
that they can be more easily worked by-and-
by. If space be not a matter of too great con-
sideration, better to give room to the plants,
putting them 6 or 8 inches apart ; this will be
better both for the grower and the plants
themselves. All these operations will, of course,
be retarded by such weather as we are now
experiencing, but it is far better that it should
be so than that they should be carried out when
the ground is in an unsuitable condition. Wild
Rose.

BASING PARK, HANTS.
What seems to be in these days of quick railway

transit, a sort of out-of-the-way rural district, just
such as a light railway might most efficiently serve,
is all that portion of East Hants which lies between
the Alton and Winchester, and the direct Portsmouth
railways of the South-Western RaUway Company.
For somewhere in the centre of this district lies the
charming estate named Basing Park. It is a noble
place, not to be confounded with Basingstoke. This
park is the residence of W. Nicholson, Esq , is situated
about midway between Alton and Petersfield, being
nearly 9 miles from each, and it is not unknown
to gardeners, because the head gardener Mr. W
Smythe. now one of the patriarchs of his profession
is very well known to a wide circle, and has been there'
some twenty-one years. He has often wielded his pen
effectively as a contributor to the Gardeners' Chronicle.
The mansion which has a fine bold frontage, lookino-
from an elevation over much charming scenery ig
flanked at one end by a fine conservatory, 70 feet long
and in the centre 25 feet wide. It is furnished with
Palms, Ferns, Camellias, Fuchsias, Abutilons, indeed
flowering and foliage plants in great profusion,
giving to the large area a very gay aspect, whilst
from the roof haug jTacsonias, in diverse colours
and in rich profusion. These climbers were chiefly
from a batch of seedlings Mr. Smythe raised
seventeen years ago. Hydrangea Hortensia, both blue
and pink, were flowering profusely. It was mentioned
that the blue tint was obtained by giving the plants
occasional waterings with alum solution. Outside
the lawn slopes away gracefully, and upon it are
many fine trees ; especially good are various Conifera),

Sequoia gigantea, 75 feet high, and with a huge bole
3 feet from the ground, 14 feet 6 inches round.
Araucarias are very fine, so also Sequoia sempervirens,
Cryptomeria japonica elegans, Cedrus Deodara, Abies
Nordmauniana, and Abies Lowiana, fruiting finely,

&c. ; also Weeping Beech, and many beautiful trees.

In this respect the place is undoubtedly rich. Shrubs
also thrive luxuriantly, notwithstandiug the nearness
of the chalk. In a secluded spot a large hardy
fernery makes i very interesting garden feature.

Parterre bedding is modestly done, but not close
under the windows, where a broad expanse of turf
seems to be most appreciated, but somewhat remote.
A special feature was Basing Park Begonia, raised
some years since by Mr. Smythe through crossing B.
Weltoniensis with one of the large-flowered tuberous
varieties. The plants grow 20 inches in height,
bloom profusely, having pendent flowers of a magenta
hue, and are remarkably persistent, whilst it quite
defies harm from rain. In every direction the exten-
sive pleasure-gi-ounds are full of interest, and are

admirably kept.

The glass-houses are extensive. One unheated
orchard-house is 300 feet long and 12 feet wide;
this structure has the back wall covered through-
out with Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums,
and Figs. Plums, cordon-shaped, are trained

up the rafters. A low wire-arched trellis the

whole length is covered with Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, &c. ; and behind are semi-bush Pears and
Plum-trees. All these crop heavily every year, and
the produce is immense. Certainly it is here a most
valuable orchard- house. Grapes are largely grown io

a range of six houses, each about 35 feet long, and
15 feet wide. The earlies are filled with Hamburghs
and Foster's Seedlings, planted over twenty years,

and still doing well. The crop was ready the first

week in May. Then comes a house of Muscat of

Alexandria, M.idresfield Court, and Alnwick Seed-

ling, with good crops. Then a longer houseful

again of Black Hamburghs, Foster's Seedling, Kaisin

de Cala'ore, here very fine ; and Gros Maroc. The
fourth house is filled with Black Alicante and Groa

Mai-oc, here much liked ; the fifth is full of Muscat of

Alexandria, a good crop ; and the last is planted with

Black AUcante, Mi-s. Pince, Lady Downes, and Muscat

of Alexandria, for later cutting. Then there are

numerous plant. Cucumber, and Melon-houses, and

Pine-pits for these fruits, chiefly the Smooth Cayenne,

which are well grown ; and recently a useful addition in

the shape of a range of span-houses for forcing purposes

has been added. Very noticeable in one of the plant-

houses were seedling-plants of Clerodendron fallax

from seed sown in February last, and now 20 inches in

height, carrying huge leafage, and which will, when in

bloom, have splendid trusses of scarlet flowers. Such

plants, with Poinsettias, also largely grown, are most

valuable for giving colour in the winter. As else-

where, Tomatos have to be largely grown. Ladybird,

a selection from Perfection, seems to be the favourite,

for it is here an abundant cropper.

It is very interesting to note that outdoors, and

especially on old trees, there have been heavy fruit-

crops. Apples and Pears especially have been most

plentiful, in ."ipito of the poorness of crop elsewhere.

The chief exception to this rule is found in a number

of huge and exceedingly aged fan-trained Pear-trees,

that, covering an arched trellis, form a leafy tunnel

through the kitchen-garden, having beneath a

broad walk. The trees seem now to be too old to

be productive. In front of the great orchard-house

stand some old stunted standard Apple-trees, kept

specially for covering with the Canary Creeper in

summer, when they form beautiful objects.

The kitchen-gardens have become somewhat dense

with fruit trees, although some e.Koellent vegetables are

grown. Other ground in a large p.iddock has been

enclosed several years, and now forms a fine vege-

table garden, where everything seemed to be doing

well. A striking feature of the place is a noble avenue

of Araucarias, though, as is invariably the case with

these trees, growth has not been even. It is notice-

able that in some cases the male trees, easily distin-

guished from the females, by the denser character of

their cone production, are the finest, and in other

cases females are the strongest. Many of the trees,

however, are very fine specimens. This avenue leads

from the home-park to the fine new church lately

erected by Mr. Nicholson, the spire of which now
forms a notable landmark. Mr. Smythe is yet

remarkably vigorous and energetic, and does his work
wonderfully well. He does not get many visitors,

but those who see the place will admit that its keep-

ing does him great credit, A. D,
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METHODS OF PLANT PROPA-
GATION.

{C\jntlnv.€d from ;>. 491,)

Primdla sinensis.—This species of Primula, so

wonderfully improved of late years by the florist in

the variety and brightness of its colouring, and the

size of its flowers, is rather a difficult subject to raise

from the seed. The seeds are of a hard, horny nature,

and require a long time to germinate, unless they are

quite fresh. Indeed, a good rule for all the Primrose

Some gardeners do not use moss to cover the seed-

pots, but employ a piece of glass or tile, the latter

having its advantages, as it keeps the seed in dark-

ness- -a favourable situation for all seeds, and does

not admit slugs woodlice, &c,, which gnaw off the

plants as soon as they appear, and the seeds being

uncovered with soil are devoured, together with the

germ. As soon as the seed is found, to have germi-

nated, the tile, moss, &c., must be removed, and a

sheet ot glass substituted, which may be tilted half

an inch at one side, so as to afford ventilation to the

best for procuring flowers for seed-saving pur-

poses—present fewer difficulties, the seed ger-

minating readily, and the dangers arising from
insufficient ventilation, such as damping-olf, and
etiolation (drawing) are less ; although the same care

is needed in preparing the soil, sowing, shading,

&c. These late spring sowings need not be made in a

hot-bed, a temperature of 60° sufiBcing for germi-

nation ; and during the summer greenhouse treat-

ment, or such as is afforded by a cool-pit or garden-

frame, suits the plant.

Fro. 10.3,—CLEMATIS MONTANA AND IRI3 iCDTA, A SYNONYM OF SIBIRICA. SENT BY MB. S. KEBRV, DATFIELD PRIORY. WITHASI. (SEE P. f.Ofl.)

The flowers of the Clematia white; ani those of the Iris Ul.ic-blue, aud bright violet vcina on a light gr..imd.

tribe, is to sow the seed as collected, using soil similar

to that recommended for the Calceolaria, but coarser,

and enriched by the addition of decayed cow-manure,
passed through a fine-meshed sieve. The soil should

be made firm in the pots or pan», and after sowing the

seed, it should be afforded water copiou.sly. The
pots, &c., should be left to drain, and then covered

with fine dry wood moss, or sphagnum-moss, so as to

ensure a constant even state of moisture and shade,

merely removing the moss from time to time to

ascertain if small slugs, wood - lice, &c., or other

creatures are to be found in it.

seedl;ng,^, and a slight amount of shade afforded

iluring bright sunshine, and only then. It glass be

used to cover the seed-pans at the first, it should be
covered by a piece of brown paper or a little moss,

removing it as in the case of the opaque coverings when
germination has taken place. Suppose that the seeds

were sown in warmth of 70° in February or March,

preferably in a hot-bed, the seedlings must be

removed in a week to somewhat cooler quarters,

and be kept close to the roof - glass, and the

glass covering the seeds should then be re-

moved. Sowings in May— and these are the

Primula japimim, a fine perennial Primrose, intro-

iluced from Japan by Mr. W. Bull, is an excellent

plant for the rockery or alpine garden. The crowns

should be slightly protected with cocoa-refuse or

other like material in the winter. It is a difficult

plant, however, to raise from seed, requiring usually

great patience on the part of the gardener. I pur-

chased some of the first plants distributed, and was

fortunate in saving plenty of good seed, while I

hybridised it with all the species of Primula then

obtainable, including Himalayan forms, and P. sinensis,

but was not successful in getting any hybrids. Six
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panfuls of seed were sown most carefully, and after

waiting for twelve mouths for the seedlings, five pans

were turned out, and one was left in an open pit

facing north. The following autumn was rainy, and

chancing to pass the pit where this pan stood, I was

delighted to sec the soil literally covered with seed-

lings of minute size. Therefore if you want to raise

P. japonica, give it plenty of time.

All species of hardy Primroses are difficult to

deal with. In these I include the alpine Auricula,

but the seed of this species, if it be sown in shallow

pans or boxes, and placed in a cold frame facing the

east, will germinate freely, provided it is fresh ; or

the seed may be sown In shallow driUs in the open

ground, on a cool border any time from June to

August.

Cyclamen.—This plant,though belongingto the Prim-

rose family, has large, fleshy seeds, produced in seed-

vessels which, before maturing, project above the

foliage, but later the peduncles twist themselves into

a close spiral, bringing the ripening seed-vessels close

to the sod, and no doubt in its natural habitat, into the

soft soil or humus commonly found in shady places,

when the seeds germinate. Let us take a hint from

this, and prepare our pans or boxes by making the

soil firm, then sowing the seed, and covering with

sifted leaf-mould mixed with a small quantity of fresh

loam. When the little corms have reached the size

of Sweet Pea-seed, they should be carefully pricked

out into boxes, avoiding thereby breaking or injuring

the roots ; water copiously, and shade for a day or

wo. On no account permit the soil ever to get dry.

Keep the plants growing freely in intermediate-house,

and when they have developed five or six leaves, they

may be potted into small 60's. The final shift into

48'a should be made as soon as the roots reach the

sides of the pot. The soil used for this shift should

consist of leaf-mould one-half, and well-decayed cow-

dung ; fresh loam, and a little sharp sand, forming

the remaining half. June to August is the best time

to sow seed of the Cyclamen.

The Begonia, so greatly improved and varied of late

by the skill of Messrs. Laiug, Cannell, T. Ware, and
several continental nurserymen, has become a florist's

flower, and plants, true to the characteristics of its

parents, may be raised from seed with facility. The
seed is best treated like that of the Calceolaria, a

slight covering of sifted leaf-mould being given the seed

when sown, and the sowing should be made in the

winter or early spring. It is advisable to employ gentle

heat in raising seedlings. If the seed was not sown
very thickly, the seedlings may be left till the tubers

have become as large as Peas, and then potted into

60's. These tubers, unlike the corms of the Cycla-

men, may be allowed to dry-oif iu October or No-
vember, and rested till the following spring, in a dry

state. This is easily secured by laying the pots on
their sides under the stage iu the vinery, or other

cool dry house, or preserving the tubers in flower-pots

in cocoa-nut fibre or sand.

7%e Slreptocarpus, so wonderfully improved from
the two old forms, S. uniflorus and S. Rhexi, is

another subject which requires special treatment

and skill to raise successfully, owing to the exceeding

fineness and lightness of the seeds. This is produced

in a twisted fruit or pod, from which the genus takes

its name. Prepare your box or pan as for sowing

the seed of the Begonia, then pour the contents

of the seed-packet on to a white card, and with the

end of a lead-pencil or a camel's-hair pencil push ofl"

the seed a few at a time on to the moistened soil,

covering it slightly with finely-sifted leaf-mould and
silver-sand. Put a bell-glass or piece of glass over

the pans, and plunge half-way in gentle hot-bed.

Remove the glass from time to time, and wipe off the

moisture, or it may cause damping-oS'. As soon as

large enough to handle, prick off the plants into

boxes or large pans, shading them for a day or two,

and then afford plenty of light and gradually more
and more air. Do not let the plants crowd one
another, but pot them into single pots as soon as their

leaves touch each other, shading them from the direct

rays of the sun for a while, and letting them flower

in the small pots first, when the poor forms can be
weeded out and the good ones potted on.

Ericas ma.y be easily raised from seed sown on the

surface of lumps of sandy peat dusted over with fluo

silver-sand, and then covered closely with a bell-glass
;

but the soil and saud should be thoroughly sterilised by

being baked iu an oven, or the spores of moss and

Liverworts, almost always present in surface-soUs,

will germinate and rapidly choke and kill out the

little Erica seedlings. Every gardener knows that

seed, taken from a florist's variety, will not often

produce the same exactly, there being a constant

tendency to revert to the original type ; but this

should make propagation by means of seed the more

interesting, as there is always the hope that some

good novelty may arise. Expa-knce.

{To be contliiiu'd).

CLEMATIS MONTANA, ETC.
On p. 589 is an illustration {fig. 103) that has been

re-produced from a photogi-aph kindly furnished by

Mr. S. Kerry, Hatfield Priory, Witham, which shows

the pretty decorative effect produced by the easily-cul-

tivated floriferous Clematis montana. Most species of

Clematis have the best appearance when but

slightly confined by ties or trellis-work, and

allowed to ramble at will ; and our illustration

shows a plant with its shoots trained on pieces of

wire or string, fastened to a water-spout at the top,

and at the bottom to the wall, or a strip of wood

nailed to it. The border skirting the dwelling is

planted with clumps of the very common Iris sibirica,

a species with linear leaves, about 18 inches long, grow-

ing in tufts of five or six. The flowers have a lilac-blue

limb, and falls much veined with bright violet on a

light ground. There are many forms of the species

differing iu the colour of the (lowers. Flowering as it

does at the same time as the Clematis, the eSeut

would, doubtless, be very pleasing.

Belgium.

In Brussels, at L'Horticultdre Internationale,

there are now in bloom a fine Cattleya Rex, C.

superba, remarkable for exceptional brilliancy of

colouring ; Cmlogyne Massaugeaua, with ten floral

racemes, the longest measuring over 27 inches
;

numerous species and varieties of Vanda are also in

full flower ; Oncidium Lanceanum is coming into

bloom ; there is a new importation of Oncidium,

which contains exceptionally fine specimens.

MM. LuoiEN Linden et Cie., at Moortebeke, have

some Cattleya labiata and Triaa:ei with wonderfully-

luxuriant foliage, showing both good cultivation and

good air. There are certainly at least 7000 or

8000 spathes of 0. labiata which will be in full

flower about the middle of November.

M. StePiMan, of Messemacker, has some excep-

tional Asparagus Sprengeri coming largely into use

for decorative purposes, and Cypripedium montanum
covered with bud.

In the houses of M. Florent Pauwels, at Deurne,

near Antwerp, are some well-flowered plants of

Odontoglossum bictonense ; another variety of

this species with large flowers with a purplish

rose lip ; Odontoglossum Roezli, with large flowers,

newly imported ; Vandas and Aroids ; a curious

Dendrobium cruentum, and Vanda suavis and

tricolor. The Phatenopsis are still flourishing

;

many P. amabilis are notable for richness of

bloom. Cypripediums do well, there are excellent

varieties of C. Veitchi, C. grande, with three fine

flowers ; Epidendrum prismatocarpum, quite a mass

of numerous blossoms ; Acineta superba and Cattleya

Pinelli. I noted also a cutting of Acalypha macro-

phylla more than 3 feet high, and with very large

leaves ; Nepenthes Burkei, with a dozen pitchers
;

Anthuriums flowering well, A. Leeraer de Beuoker, a

good variety, is noteworthy for the abundance of its

flowers. I would also mention thriving seedlings of

Cypripedium and of Odontoglossum.

CHEMISTRY OF THE STRAW-
BERRY-PL.iNT.

(Continued from po.<j€ 4'.i[.)).

The following table illustrates the average compo-
sition of the ash of the Strawberry-fruit when fully

ripe.

Percentage Coiapositmi of the Ask of Strawherrif-ftihit.

Per cent.

Potash 41-07

Soda S-4S

Lime 14-21

Magnesia 1*37

Irou oxide and alumina 5'89

Phosphoric acid 13'83

Sulphuric acid

Silica

3-13

1201

100-00

These figures illustrate the fiict that while the ash

of the Strawberry-plant contains about 6 per cent, of

phosphoric acid, the ash of the fruit contains nearly

1 4 per cent. ; the average amount of potaish iu the

four varieties of plants is 26 per cent., against 41 per

cent, in the fruit. Dr. Goessmauu, Director of the

State Experiment Station, Amhei-st, Mass., U.S.A.,

has found that the constituent potash averages nearly

54 per cent, in the ash of Strawberry-fruit.

Soda averages but 1 per cent, in the plant, while

in the fruit this ingredient reaches over 8 per cent.

The lime is only about oue-half as much in the fruit

as it is in the plants, while magnesia ranges about

5 per cent, more in the plants thau in the fruit.

The comparatively large proportion of silica and of

oxide of irou and alumina in the ashes, both of plants

aud of fruit, arc interesting from a scientific stand-

point, but need not be considered here, as they are

elements supplied in abundance by every fertile soil.

The quantity of Strawberry-fruit obtained per

acre varies enormously, ranging from 75 bushels to

300 bushels, or even more. A good average yield

of Strawberries will probably weigh 10,000 lb.

According to Pierre an acre of Strawberry plants

(above-ground growth) and fruit, will consist of the

following constituents :
—

Constituents.

Dry sub.stance

Nitrogen

Ash (mineral matter)

Plants.
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TLe loss of plant-foDtl that the soil sustains through

the gathering of the fruit, is not, compared with some
other garden crops, an excessive one. At the same
time, it is to be remembered that the soil has to pro-

vide, in addition to those elements required by the

fruit, the fertilising constituents as given in the

foregoing table, though, as already pointed out, the

greater part of the latter will eventually return to the

soil (alwajs provided that only the fruit is taken

away).

A soil to be well manured must contain a large ex-

cess of available plant-food over and above the amount
tliat can be utilized by the Strawberry crop, since it

cannot be supposed that the roots will be able to

absorb, by virtue of their disposition in the soil, more
than a comparatively small proportion of such fer-

tilising ingredients.

The Strawberry is usually considered an " exhaust-

ing crop," yet, as far as the real loss of plant-food

through gathering the fruit is concerned, the facts,

looking at them superficially, scarcely bear out this

opinion. To replace or restore to the soil the sub-

stances so removed by the fruit, would not in itself

appeal' to require a very heavy application of manure.

It is found, however, as a matter of practical

experience that, to make Strawberry culture suc-

cessful, the soil must be fed very liberally. High
manuring for Strawberries is an essential condition

for successful growth. We may advance several

reasons why such is necessary, and why this practice

does not conflict with what has already been said, and
shown by the foregoing analysis.

The growing season is short, and more especially

the fruiting period. During a comparatively brief

time there is a large demand for immediately avail-

able forms of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash,

and especially in the first and last of these elements
;

a demand that must be met if the best results are

to be attained. Even the richest soils contain only

small amounts of such plant-food that is readily

assimilable, and hence the necessity for tho presence

in the soil of a Lirge quantity of manure that will

easily yield up its fertiUsiug ingredients. This is

found to be the case more particularly when the

rainfall during the fruiting season is beloiv the

average. Then the benefit of good liquid-manure, or

ot assimilable fertilisers applied in solution, is

apparent. The amount and kind of fertiliser required

depend very largely upon the se;\son and the cha-

racter of the soil. For pot-culture of Strawberries

available plant food is more especially needed, owing
to the limited area for root-distribution. /. J. Willis

JTarpcnden.

THE EUSTS AND MILDEWS OF
CEREAL CKOPS.

The most important and the most comprehensive

work upon the above subject has recently appeared

under the title of Die Gelreidcroste* The authors.

Dr. J. Eriksson and Dr. E. Henniug, have done their

work most thoroughly, and are to be complimented
on the completion of their painstaking investigations.

That an octavo volume of 460 pages should be
written concerning only six species of parasitic fungi,

illustrated by twelve plates containing 143 coloured

figures, would a few years ago have been considered

impossible. The importance from an economic stand-

point, however, of these parasites, has produced a
good deal of literature ; no fewer than twelve pa^es of

the above work are occupied by an enumeration of the
various books, memoirs, monographs, and papers on
this subject which have appeared during the last 100
years in various parts of the world. The history of

the Wheat-mildew dates from remote antiquity,

but, of course, it is only during the last half century
that its literature has become so alarmingly exten-

sive. The principal diseases, known as Wheat-
mildew and Wheat-rust, are due, as everybody knows,
to less than half-a-dozen fungi. Of these, by far the

most important is what we call, in England, Wheat-
mildew, or as tho authors designate it, black-rust

—

Puccinia graminis, a parasite which attacks not only

* Die Geti-eiikfostf, by Dr. Jakob Eriksson and Dr. E.
Benning (Stockholm, Svo, pp. 403. with 13 coloured plates.)

Wheat but also Rye, and to a less extent, Oats,

Barley, and various grasses. Every botanical

student is now taught that this fungus passes one

part of its life on the Wheat plant, and another

upon the Barberry ; but the authors have gone a step

further into its life-history, and find tho old Puccinia

graminis to be a collective species. All forms of it

have their aicidiospores on the Barberry, but the

uredospores are not in every case capable of trans-

mitting the fungus to all the species of grasses

and cereals on which the Puccinia occurs. For

instance, the uredospores taken from Rye readily

enough infect healthy Rye plants, but are inoperative

upon Oats and Barley ; and those from Oats produce

no effect when applieil to Wheat and to Barley.

From the result of a long series of cultures, the

writers come to tho conclusion that the old Puccinia

graminis includes at least five different forms, namely,

1, Secalis, on Rye, Barley, and Twitch (Tritieum

repens) ; 2, .Vven;c, on Oat ; 3, Tritioi, on Wheat

;

4, Airae, on Aira casspitosa ; 5, Poas, on Poa compressa

We are at once met by the question :—Are these

five distinct biological species, or are they only forms

or varieties which have acquired, so to speak, a taste

for their respective host-plants to the exclusion ot

other graminoc ? a question easier asked th.an

answered, for much can be advanced on both sides.

The next most familiar Wheat-diaoase is what we
have been in the habit ot calling Puccinia rubigovera

—the early spring-rust. The authors have, however,

shown that this really consists of two species, which
they call the yellow-rust and the brown-rust. Tho
yellow-rust (P. glumarum, SL-lium.) is well distin-

guished in its uredo stage by having its uredospores

upon broad yellowish stripe* on the leaves; by the

individual sori being yellow, and the teleutospores

principally confined to the leaf-sheaths and haulms,

where they form minute black lines. Ot this specie^,

the Kcideal form is unknown. It is the more
injurious to the Wheat-crop since it is apt to attack

the glumes, and when it does, it distorts ami dwarfs
the kernel.

The brown-rust (P. dispersa, Eriks. and Henu.) has

its uredospores in scattered dark orange or yellowish-

brown sori, its teleutospores are found mostly on the

under-surface of the leaves, and its scoidiospores occur

on Anchusa vulgaris. The teleutospores ot the5e two
species resemble each closely in size, in colour, and
in form, but, according to the authors, the promy-
cellial spores of P. glumarum are yellow, while those

of P. dispei'sa are colourless. Both germinate in

autumn. During the present year (1896) both species

have been observed in Norfolk, but P. dispersa has

been by far the most abundant during July and
September, although earlier in the season the uredo

of P. glumarum was sufficiently common.
The next most important I'uccinia is P. coronata,

the crown-rust ; it mainly affects the Oat-plant, and
to us in Great Britain is economically unimportant.

The authors also regard this as a collective species,

having its oscidiospores upon the two Rhamni, R.
cathartica and R. frangula.

One half of the book treats of what the authors

call the secondary ca'ises of Wheat-rust and mildew.

These couple of hundred pages have a much wider
range of interest, as they appeal to the Wheat-grower
rather than to the botanist. Tlie influence of situa-

tion and drainage, the physical and chemical condition

of the soil, the previous crop, the seed-corn, the mode
of sowing, the influence of the weather, of the neigh-

bouring vegetation, and the susceptibilities of the

different varieties of Wheat, are all treated of in

detail and at considerable length. With regard to

the chemical constitution of the soil, the tact that

potash favours the early ripening of the crop, while

an excess of nitrogen delays it, is shown to be of

importance, as in the former case the disease is

retarded, while in the latter it is favoured. During
the years 1890-93, 134 varieties ot Wheat were tested

at the experimental station near .Stockholm as to

their susceptibility to the three rusts before men-
tioned, and their respective disease-resisting capa-

bilities shown in a tabular statement. At the same
time, some thirty varieties each of Oats, Barley, and
Rye were similarly examined, while such questions

as the influence of the number ot stomata, and the

thickness of the epidermis on the susceptibility of

different varieties were carefully gone into. The
last chapter is devoted to the various protective

measures available for combating or preventing these

diseases. Charles B. Plowriijht, M.D., Kitvj's Lynn,
yw. 2, 1896.

NOTES FEOM THE EOYAL
BOTANIC GARDEN, EDINhURGH.

RuELLi.v MACBANTaA is a plant which should be
grown wherever decorative plants are much in

request at this season, nothing being more effective

than a good number of this plant, e.ach bearing large

showy flowers. Several plants of this species have
been flowering here in an intermediate-house for a

long time. By means of a succession of cuttings

struck at different times, plants of all sizes have
been obtaineil, which range from 3 feet or more in

height downwards. These plants will continue to

flower for a considerable period of time.

fjMiwat piir^a. — As a climbiug plant for the
greenhouse, Ipomtoi purga makes an extremely

pretty show at this season. -Vlthough nearly, if not
quite hardy here, its flowers are produced too late

out of-doors to come to perfection. Here it has long
survived in a cold frame, its long, climbing growths
annually appearing in the spring. In the cool economic-
house a plant is trained over the roof, and is opening
its dee|) purple-coloured flowers, these appearing

generally singly upon axillary peduncles, but this is

compensated for by the largo number produced,

which, when observed against the shining-green

glabrous foliage, have a pretty effect. It is the true

Jalap plant, and is, perhaps, better known by its

synonymous nxme of Exogonium purga. It is a
native of Mexico.

Aucmo/)ie:/i/t(i rae.cmosa.—Like the above plant,

this is far from being a common one in gardens ; it

is, however, deserving of a place amongst the climbers
grown in the stove. When established, the steins

climb by strong tendrils to a considerable length.

The foliage is of a dark-green tint, and leathery in

texture. The racemes, which are axillary, carry a

considerable number of light-yellow tubular flowers,

of a handsome appearance. Like most of the genus,
it is a native of Brazil, and the best method of culti-

vating it is to plant it out in a border and train the
growths under the glass, where thorough ripening
can be ensured.

ili/rlits Ziima.—X fine attractive specimen of this

nearly hardy shrubby species is in full fruit at the
jjresent season. The berries are produced in great

abundance, and resemble somewhat those of Black
Currants, but they are borne in greater profusion.

In a cool greenhouse it is well worth a place as a

flowering and fruiting plant. This species makes a

good companion to JI. Ugni, with red fruit. Both are

natives ot Chile, and easily cultivated as greenhouse
plants.

Ttieohroma cacao. — While mentioning fruiting

plants, I must note the occasion of this, the " Cocoa
plant," producing one of its large fruits in the

economic-house in the gardens. The plant is a large

one, and occupies a central position in the bed, and is

about 12 feet high. Many attempts have been made
to fertilise flowers without success, and the fruit tho

plant is now carrying appeared just .at the base of the

stem, and is now nearly 4 inches long. Although of

easy culture as a stove-plant, its fruiting is not a

common occurrence.

Anr]ri.ecum Scuttianum. — A good plant ot this

species is now flowering in the Orchid-houses here,

its spurred flowers attracting attention. The strag-

gling terete stems usually hang over the basket-sides,

thus showing more advantageously the pretty white

flowers.

A. bilobiim.—This is another pretty Angrsecum

now in flower. It is of small growth, with leaves

about 4 inches long, deeply lobed at the apex, with

brown spots upon the surface, and a brownish

margin. The flowers are white, and upon the

reverse of the sepals a browish tinge is noticeable,

while the pedicels are also ot that colour. The treat-
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ment found suited to this west tropical African plant,

as well as to A. Soottianum, is a yery warm moist

temperature, with abundance of moisture at the

roots.

Masdevallia cucuUata.—This is a very distinguish-

able plant on account of its almost blackish-purple

flowers, which are borne upon scapes singly, and
appear amongst the foliage. The tail is about

IJ inch in length, and yellowish-green at the tip.

First discovered by Liaden in 1842, near Bogota, it

was not until 1883 that this species was successfully

imported by Messrs. Shuttleworth & Co. In its

native habitat it is said to be named " The Widow,"
perhaps on account of its sombre-coloured flowers.

^Vhere Masdevallias are gi'own this species deserves a

place.

BarTceria elegaiis.—At this season of the year all

flowers are welcome, and plants of the above are very

useful for decorating purposes. The long racemes of

whitish flowers, with a lip having a large reddish-

crimson blotch upon it, are attractive. Barkerias are

said to be found upon low twiggy bushes, near water,

in their native habitat, Mexico ; and certainly the

roots look as if such a medium to cling to wonld suit

them well. R. L. Harrow, Royal Botanic Qardcn,

Edinburgh.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CHAT.
{Continued from p. 558.)

CHRTSANTHEMnMS AT Cbiswick.—It seems, and is

indeed very appropriate, that at the garden of the
Royal HorticultMral Society the Chrysanthemum
should be well cared for. Exactly half a century
ago, Eobert Fortune was sent to China by the
Society on a plant-collecting expedition, one that

resulted in his despatching to this country many hor-

ticultural rarities, and amongst them were two
small-flowering varieties of Chrysanthemums, grown
and held in great esteem by the florists of the Island
of Chusan. Towards the close of the year, one of

these new flowers was staged at the Society's

rooms in Regent Street, and named the Chusan
Daisy, the first Pompon then introduced. But this

is not, by any means, the Society's first record in

dealing with the flower. At Chiswiok in 1821, there
were twenty-seven varieties cultivated, and two years
later the number grew to forty-eight. At the present
time there are about 800 plants at Chiswick, repre-

senting over 401) varieties, the general condition of
which reflect credit ou the superintendent, Mr. S. T.

Wright. To specify a few amongst the many noted
on a recent visit. Amongst the incurved may be
mentioned : Empress of India, white, very large and
fine. Lord Rosebery, long medium-sized petals, of a
silvery-mauve shade, lined white ; never recurves,
and requires no dressing. Miss M. A. Haggas, in

this we have the long-looked-for Qoldeu Princess ; it

is a light golden yellow sport from Mrs. Heale, pro-
perly fixed. Mrs. Q. Ruudle may be justly described
as the most beautiful white Chrysanthemum in culti-

vation. A new variety, named Alfred Lyne, is white
tipped with pink. A fine addition to the incurved class

is Mrs. Robinson King, deep golden-yellow sport from
Golden Empress. Robert Cannell, having large flowers,

bronze-red, with under petals distinctly gold-coloured,
every petal broad and bold, a fine variety. Lord
Woheley, a sport from Prince Alfred ; it resembles
its pareut iu general form, but is larger, of more
substance, and of a bronzy Ime—distinct, and good.
Good also were Baron Hirsch, D. B. Crane, Jeanne
d'Arc, Mrs. James Murray, and Lord Alcester.

The Japanese varieties form a good selection. We
may specially note, perhaps, the finest in this sec-
tion yet introduced :—Edwin Molyneux, colour deep
rich raaruon-red outside, petals when expanded of the
richest golden tint

;
petals immense, both iu width

and length. Beauty of Exmouth is a beautiful
variety, the blooms, pure ivory-white, are large, with
a very refined appearance

;
petals of good substance,

gracefully curling and tvfisting. The well-kuown
Avalanche, white, is quite worth a note ; and the old
White; Elaine is still good. President Borel, rosy-
purple

; Mrs. E. U. Hill, clear pearl-pink. A useful
exhibition variety is the new Herbert J. Cutbush, a

unique flower, with long petals, of medium width
;

colour deep red, heavily striped yellow. William
Seward, a magnificent deep rich blackish-crimson
flower, florets exceedingly long, resembles in shape
Sunflower

; the florets, however, are firmer, and the

whole flower considerably heavier. Duke of York,
one of the finest in this section ; the colour of the

reverse of the petals, which is the principal part seen,

is of a deep pink ground colour, heavily shaded bright

silver—a decided acquisition. A beautiful white is

Madame Carnot. The old but still good James
Salter, delicate pink, is by no means to be despised :

and the same remark applies to Lady Selbomo, pure
white, a sport from James Salter. A noble, high-

built flower of splendid .substance is Eda Prass, lilac,

turning to blush ; Eynsford White is well named

—

it is a fine flower. J. B.

Messrs. Jas. Vkitoh and Sons.

Like all other garden plants, the Chrysanthemum
is grown in considerable numbers by this extensively

known firm at Chelsea. The collection difiers,

however, in one characteristic from most of those

belonging to the trade that we have already noticed.

Messrs. Veitch do not raise seedlings each year, and
as one sees the plants, fresh from viewing Chrys-

anthemums elsewhere, it is noticed that the varieties

represented are known ones, and there is an absence
of a great number of "promising" and "unpro-
mising" novelties, that one usually has to inspect and
criticise. Still, if this work is not taken up,

another task seemingly as difficult, is the endeavour
to obtain all novelties of repute and value, and
at the same time, keep the number of varieties

grown from becoming unreasonably large. This

weeding-out and rejecting, in fact, is much the

same in the case of such a collection as it is to the

amateur grower, who wishes to keep abreast of the

times. Previous to the exhibition of the National

Chrysanthemum Society, there was a good dis-

play arranged in one of the houses, and visitors

to the establishment at that time had an excellent

opportunity to see blooms of the popular kinds.

The flowers have been rather below than above
the average in point of size this season, and a few
have opened less kindly than on some previous occa-

sions. It is with some difficulty that plants which
make part of their growth iu the late summer, and
have to develop their buds during September and
October, are cultivated for exhibition blooms iu such
a populous district as Chelsea, but the ta.sk is a

heavier one when September and October prove so

unpropitious as they have been this season. It is

interesting to hear, in view of the contiguity nf the

place to the metropolis, that one of the very best

varieties during the present season has been Mrs. H.
Weeks. It is an extra large flower, of the Japanese
type, white, faintly tjnted with pink ; the florets are

of great width, and the flower when well grown is an
unusually deep one. Modestum has given satis-

faction also, and may be said to be one of the

very best of the season's novelties. It has been
described in these pages more than once ; so have
Australian Gold, Lady Byron, Mutual Friend, Nyanza,
and M. Chenon de Lech^. King of Chrysanthemums
(Japanese), we have only seen good in a few instances

;

it is a very large flower, of a chestnut tint, but iu-

clined to be a little rough. Le Moucherotle, Oceana,
Simplicity, Madame Rozaine, Mrs. Geo. West, and
Amiral .-Vvellan, were otliers of the newer ones
noticed. The last named variety has many admirers
and is considered a good yellow Japanese. From our
own point of view, there are others of nearly the
same colour which excel it. The excellent Australie

that was exhibited well at the Aquarium shows,
was not quite in character at Chelsea. The bloom
when at its best is a superior incurved Japanese,
all the florets of which incurve until the silvery

reverse of each is alone seen. An incurved flower,

by name Ideality, has been little evident this

season
;

it was noticed at Chelsea, where it appeared
to be of moderate promise. A glance was taken of a

few of the other houses, where Bouvardias, Heaths,

winter-flowering Begonias, and other species were in

flower, but the blooms of the Begonias, and of the
Orchids, will fall a prey, in more or less degree, to
the next dense fog.

CATTLEYA x LE CZAR.
(PCATTLEYALABIATA x C. GRANULOSA )

Our illustration (fig. 104, p. 593) gives a representa-
tion of a very fine natural hybrid Orchid, exhibited
by Messrs. Linden, 1'Horticulture Internationale, Pare
Leopold, Brussels, at the Royal Horticultural Society
on October 27, when the Orchid Committee awarded
it a First-class Certificate. Reference to our illustra-

tion of Cattleya x Victoria Eegina in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, June 25, 1892, and compari,son with the
illustration now given will serve to show that,
although there is a certain resemblance, there are
yet many points of difi'erence, and these, from a
florist's point of view, are decidedly in favour of Messrs.
Linden's plant. The sepals are light lilac, with a
greenish tinge ; the petals lilac-rose, with very fine

purple veining. The base of the Up is blush-white,
the erected tips of the side-lobes purple ; the long
isthmus joining the base to the front lobe of the lip,

and which seems to indicate C. granulosa so markedly,
is dark red, with some orange markings

; the front
lobe bright crimson-purple, with a deUcate lavender-
coloured margin. It is a very fine Cattleya, and
evidently a free grower.

Notices of Books.—--

—

The Flora of Dumfriesshire, etc. By G. F.
Scott-Elliot, kc. (.Dumfries : Maxwell k Son.)

In order to give a trustworthy criticism of a book
of this character, the reviewer should have at least as
intimate a personal knowledge of the flora as the
author himself. As this is a state of things not gene-
rally attainable, it is only possible to full back on
generalities. The topography is specially the work of
Mr. Scott-Elliot, who is an accomplished traveller, and
can consequently condense into a few pages details
that, to a less experienced observer, would demand a
much larger space. Mr. Scott-Elliot is also respon-
sible for most of the information relating to insect-

visitors. Various specialists have given their aid in
the subjects of meteorology, geology, and the assist-

ance of many others in furnishing particulars as to
the habitats of particular plants is duly acknow-
ledged. We are pleased to find that, not only is the
topography of each species given, but that the par-
ticular conditions under which each grow.s are n )ted,
e.g., in the caao of 'I'halictrum minus, we are told it

occurs "on moist ground on whinstone soils or mud
in sun or half-shaded and wind-sheltered places, iu

narrow ravines." An excellent map and indexes of the
insects and plants mentioned are very important
features of the work, which no student of the botany
of the border counties can afford to ignore.

Official Catalogue of the National Chrys-
anthemum Society, Jubilee Edition (London :

E. W. Allen, 4, Ave Marie Lane ; and Richard
Dean, Hon. Sec , Ranelagh Road, Ealing).

The society, whose latest catalogue now lies before
us, rendered a signal service to the Chrysanthemum-
growing fraternity when it first resolved, twelve years
ago, to publish an official catalogue of the varieties of

the popular autumn flower for the use of its members
and exhibitors. Several editions, with intervening
supplements, have appeared since then, and when we
remember that 135 affiliated societies are bound by the
terms of their afliliation to accept the catalogue as their

standard on all disputed questions of classiti cation

and nomenclature, it will readily be seen how needful
it is that frequent and careful revision should be
made.

The Jubilee Edition iu form resembles its pre-

decessors in many respects, but great changes,

almost amounting to a complete revolution, will be
found in those leading sections beloved by
exhibitors, viz., the Incurved and Japanese. Moat of
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the varieties recognised as indispensable on the ehow-
board at the date of the last revision have disappeared,
and a multitude of more modern varieties have taken
their place. Some slight alteration has taken place in

the titles of the selected list.s, for we find they now
consist of Incurved, Japanese Incurved, Hairy,

Reflexed, Large Anemones, Japanese Anemones,

we notice that the committee has adopted a new
method of aiTangement. Instead of the varieties

being registered under the initial letter of the first

word in personal names, the reader must now seek
for them under the first letter of the surname. Thus,
Charles Davis will no longer be found under C, hut
under D ; and Mdlle. Th^r^se Rey under R instead of M.

which comes the description of colour, form, peculiarity
of floret, season, height, and a note of such as have
been awarded Certificates by the Floral Committee.
From a literary point of view, a valuable contribu-

tion will be found in Mr. Barman Payne's biblio-

graphy of the Chrysanthemum, which contains a list

of all the books and pamphlets, both English and

Fig. 104.

—

cattleta x lb czak : sopposed natdbai hybkid. (see p. 592.)

Pompons, Pompon Anemones, Singles, and Eai-Iies.

The group known as Japanese Reflexed, owing to

difficulties in distinguishing the difterences between
them and the ordinary Japanese, has been abolished,

and the varieties forming that somewhat artificial

division have been merged under the heading of

Japanese in Section II.

The alphabetical list in the new issue is a con-
tinuation of the one given in the 1890 catalogue, and

This may prove at first a Uttle difficult to some
who have grown used to the old method, but on the

face of it will seem to be the only rational method
of cataloguing, and is a system already adopted by
Chrysanthemum cataloguers iu other countries.

There has been no change made iu the description of

the selected varieties for show ; the name of the

flower comes first, followed by the raiser's name in

brackets, then the date of distribution is given, after

foreign, that have been published during the past

sixty years or more. These number eighty-three,

and do not include anything of the nature of a trade

catalogue. Many of them are of great rarity, and

perhaps, from a cultivator's point of view, of little

practical value, but they are interesting as illustrative

of the manner in which the flower has been dealt

with by horticultural writers in different parts of the

world. The price of the new Jubilee I)d^tio^^ is Is.
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Colonial Notes.

TAMAICA.

The Bulletin of the Botanical Department for

September, 1896, contains a useful article on the

cultivation of Oranges, Lemons, Citrons, &c., in

Sicily and Calabria. Mr. Jenjian continues his

synoptical list of the Ferns of Jamaica.

Cetlon.

Mr. John Christopher Willis has been appointed, on

the recommendation of Kew, to succeed to the
,
post

vacated by Dr. Trimen as Director of the Botanical

Department, Ceylon, and whose subsequent death we

recorded in our last issue. Mr. Willis is M.A. of

Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, aLsd held for

three years from 1890 the Frank Stuart Studentship

for botanical research. At the time of his appointment

he filled the posts of Senior Assistant to the Regius

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow, and

of Lecturer in Botany at Queen Margaret's College in

that University. Mr. Willis left England for Ceylon

on August 21 last. Mr. Willis is the author of

a manual and dictionary of flowering-plants and

Ferns, which is shortly to be published by the

Cambridge University Press, in the biological series

of the "Cambridge Natural Science Manuals."

Morphology, natural history, and classification will

aU be treated of, and the two illustrated volumes

will contain a glossarial index of English names^

economic products, technical terms, &c.

Calcutta.

Mr. George Herbert Cave, a member of the gar-

dening staff at Kew, has been appointed by the

Secretary of State for India in Council, a gardener on

probation on the stafif of the Royal Botanic Gardens

at Calcutta. Mr. Cavo had served as sub-foreman in

the Propagating-pits. He left London for Calcutta

on September 18 last. Kew Bulletin.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE HABDY FBTJIT GARDEN.

By G. WooDCATE, Gardener, RoUestou Hall, Bnrt^n-on-Treut.

Bmh Fruit.—The bushes, espaliers, and cordons of

Gooseberries and Red and White Currants may now
be pruned if finches are not troublesome. A great

point in pruning the bushes is to keep the centres

open, and the branches so arranged and sufficiently

far apart, that space is allowed for the lateral growth.

If it is the practice to shorten these lateral

shoots about midsummer, as was then advised,

the buds at the base of them will now b;

prominent, and all the smaller side-growths should

be pruned back to within half-an-inch of their

base, which will still leave numerous fruit-buds. Do
not keep any fruit-spurs which have got of great

length, but remove them entirely : their plnce will

soon be taken by younger ones. The shoots left on
the main branches should also be stopped close, if

for the extension of the crown a bush has reached its

allowed limit ; whilst those on young bushes should

be left from 6 to 8 inches or more in length, according

to the habit of growth of the variety, stubbingback
all other shoots to half-an-inch. Cordons may need,

if old, a new shoot or two laid in, and the old ones,

or some of them, removed, which is perhaps a better

method of growing Gooseberries and Currants than

the single-stemmed plant, as it admits of shoots being

laid-in if some should die off, or have to be removed.
All side-shoots or laterals must be spurred-in at the

winter-pruning, and half cut-back in July. Cordons and
espaliers should be extended by laying-in new shoots

to form branches in time, and secondary shoots of

various lengths left all over the area to be covered

in the case of the latter. In pruning the Black
Currant, remove the dead branches, and those which
bear but little fruit, and cut away some of the
branches which crowd each other, so that light may
reach the centre of tlie bush. Be careful to collect all

prunings of the Black Currant and bum them forth-

with, in case the bud-mite should harbour on them
;

then afford the soil a good dressing of soot, and point

it in lightly with the fork : and when the ground is

frozen ami will carry a wheelbarrow, dress it with
farmyard-manure, giving the bushes a good dressing

to the distance that the roots extend. Wood for

making cuttings of these bush-fruits may now be

selected, which should be straight, and from 12 to

15 Inches in length. When these are made into cut-

tings, remove all the buds, excepting those within

3 inches of the upper end, and insert them 6 inches

deep, in rows, at 1 foot apart, and 6 inches between

the cuttings, making the soil firm about them.

Trained A^jples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries may
have thfiir branches unfastened from the walls, and

the needed pruning performed. It is then a good

time to re-point the walls if this be needed, thus de-

stroying the favourite hiding places of insects. If

some Portland cement be mixed with the lime used

frost will not affect it. I would advise that where
possible, the walls should be wired, which will pre-

serve them, besides facilitating the training of the

trees. In fixing the wire for fan-trained trees let it

run two courses of bricks apart, and get it close to

the wall, or nearly so, as it always becomes slack in

time. For horizontally-trained Apple and Pear-trees

the wires may be fixed 1 foot apart, and the wire

should be fairly stout. Where anything has to be

done to the walls, the trees, after being loosened and
pruned, should be tied up in convenient-sized

bundles, and supported by stakes some distance away
from the wall.

Fig-trees should be protected from frost either by
unfastening the branches from the wall, tjnng them
up loosely in bundles, placing these on the ground,

and covering them with clean straw and mats ; or they

may be thatched as they stand with straw. Aspa-

ragus-tops, &c., and cover the border with littery

manure.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Chari.f.s IIbrrin. Gardener, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

lirocroli.—As these have nearly completed their

growth, means should be taken to harden and protect

the stems against severe frost. Owing to the sort of

weather we have experienced for the last two months,
the growth of leaf has been luxuriant, and it is as a

consequence soft, and in a condition to be readily in-

jured by frost. If the laud is well exposed (not inside

garden walls), and not over rich, the plants will be
in a better condition to withstand severe weather,

whilst those in the rich soil of the garden will

succumb in large numbers. If growth is luxuriant,

the present is a suitable time to stay further growth
by heeling over the plants ; but before the work is

begun, all decaying or yellowing leaves should be
stripped from the stems. Begin by taking out two
spadefuls of soil from the uoi-thern side of each

plant in the first row, and with a spade or

fork from behind gently lift the plaut slightly,

and press the stem over into the hollow thus

made, taking a similar amount of soil from
the next row of plants to cover the stems after they
are pressed down, slightly treading it or beating it

with the back of the spade to make it firm, and so on
from row to row until the whole quarter is finished.

The soil should bury the stems up to the leaves, as

it is at this point that the frost most inj arm them.
Treated in this manner the Broccoli heads will be
rather smaller than would be the case had they not
been lifted, but if they are moderately strong, the
heads will be large enough for tlie best table, whereas
if left without heeling over and protecting the stems,

the losses may be great, especially after a wet
autumn, as the past has been.

Broad Beans.—Where it is not convenient to raise

the earliest crop of Broad Beans in pots in a warm-
house for spring planting, the present is a suitable

time to make a sowing in the open ground. The
ground should be dug over, and a dressing of well-

rotted manure incorporated with it ; the ground
should be consolidated iu some way when dry on the

surface, and the seed sown forthwith. Due allow-

ance should be made for failure of some of the seeds,

by sowing thicker now than would be required in

warm weather ; and if eventually the plants are

crowded, they may be thinned or transplanted in

early spring. Sow iu double drills a few inches

apart, these to be distant 3 feet if more than one
double line is required. The Seville long-pod, or if

a smaller Bean is liked, the Early Mazagan, a very
hardy variety, may be sown.

Digying and Manuring.—Any ground unoccupied
by crops should be trenched or dug simply one spit

deep whenever the weather is favourable. Some
idea of the position to be assigned to the various crops
should be formed before the digging and manuring are
commenced, and the land prepared accordingly. That
ground whichisintendedforrootcropswiU be the better

for not having a heavy dressing of rotten manure,

and for these roots it is advisable to choose a piece

of ground that was well-manured for some previous

crop ; and in the digging to work-in a dressing ol

wood-ashes or charred refuse and soot, and if it be

too rich in humus, quicklime may be added.

Trenching or digging two or more spits deep is

generally of great advantage in the kitchen

garden, but care should be taken not to bring to

the surface the infertile subsoil, or in the case of

heavy land, that which in its nature approaches clay.

If the land is not iu good heart to the depth of

3 spits, or 2, as the case may be, the soil lower than

these should be opened-up with a pick or fork, and
left in position. It does such subsoil much good to

mix with it lime, wood-ashes, and charred refuse
;

and the rougher parts of the garden rubbish-heap

and half-decayed manure, the best manure being put

below the top spit. Gas-lime, if used, should be

scattered thinly over the surface, and be left a few

weeks before digging it in ; it is a valuable fertiliser

and cleanser of the soil, and is valuable as a dressing

where clubbing affects the Brassicas. The land should

be left in a rough state, to be acted upon by the

weather. In some cases, where the land is very

heavy, it may be advisable to defer digging until the

spring, or a short time before sowing and planting

become necessary.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By JNO. McIntyre, Girdoner, Woodside, Darlington.

Epiphjllum truncatum.— Any of these useful plants

which may be set with flower-buds should be placed

in the forcing or other warm-house so that they may
expand their flowers by the end of next month.

Epiphyllum truncatum varieties ,alw,ays look well

when grown as standards grafted on stocks of Pereskia,

and are then excellent subjects for filling vases.

Grown in small pots from cuttiugs, the plants make
good subjects for filling baskets, edgings to stages,

table decorative-material, &c.

Salvia patenn and .S'. snlcndciis, H cultivated for

winter flowering, may, as regards a part of the stock,

be pushed into flower by the aid of warmth, and

being gross feeders, they will be benefited by the

regular application of liquid-manure.

Euphorbia jacquiaeefiora. — A charming winter-

flowering plant, and one which, when well grown,

produces large quantities of flower-sprays, useful in

a variety of ways, either when on the plant or cut

from it. The plant does well planted in borders in a

warm house, where its long shoots can be made to

cover walls and trellises, and clothe pillars. I have

sometimes observed the plant on the walls of vineries,

but there is the drawback that it canuot be flowered

BO early in winter, although it comes in later on. To
grow this species of Euphorbia, choose two parts

peat, one of sand, and one of lime-rubbish. Where a

wall is not available, the plant should be cultivated

in a pot, the growths being pinched repeatedly during

the season of growth, to induce bushiness. Afford a

good heat at this season, and the sprays will be large.

Euphorbia puleherrima {Poinsettia).—l( the plants

are cultivated in a warm pit in the manner recom-

mended in a previous Calendar, they should now be

ready for removal to the show-house, where, dotted

about amongst plants with large foliage, they will

brighten the house for several months. This species

may also be placed in a conservatory which is kept

at intermediate temperature, and from this house

they may, when required, be passed into the dwelling

as decorative objects. Continue the use of some
good fertiliser until such time as the bracts are fully

developed.

Chri/santhemums, now at their best, should be guarded
from damp, which has given much trouble to gar-

deners this season. The plants should be well supplied

with water at the roots, and even if the water be given

to them early in the morning, it is almost impossible at

this season, even with fire-heat, to get the atmosphere
of the house dried up whilst daylight lasts. Damping is

in my opinion the outcome of the plants and buds
not being sufficiently ripened previous to housing.

Mildew is very common this year, and will be best kept

in check by dustings of flowers-of-sulphur. The present

is a good time to look over the collection with the

viow of discarding such varieties as are inferior, or

which do not succeed. This work of selection is

absolutely necessary, so many new varieties coming
out every year. Some of the recent introductions are

so much in advance of the older varieties, that weeding

out must be done if it be only to keep jiace with the

time.s. Particularly is this the case with the Japanese.

Before discarding a variety it should have been
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grown for three years, as the bought-iu young
plants are seldom satisfactory the first year.

Any of the earlier plants wliich haA'e done flowering
ehoiiUl be cut down, and encouraged to form shoots
for cuttiijgs, and those that are shy to throw cuttings

should be placed in warm i|uartui's till shoots emerge
at the base of the stem.

PottiiKj Materials. — ha.y in sufficient store of pot-

ting materials under cover to serve through the
winter.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White. Burford. Dorking.

Calor/i/ne Saitdcriana.—The r.are Coilogyue .Sander-

iana, now in full growth, enioys tlie tempenature of
the Cattleya-house, where it should be placed, so as

to be afforded plenty of liglit, and supplied with an
abundance of water until the growths are finished,

when the supply should be gradually diminished, and
until discontinued altogetliGi'. \\'Tien the new pseudo-
bulbs are mature, remove the plant to the cooler
part of the intermediate-house, where the temper.xture
in the winter is between 50' and .^5°. If during rest
the bulbs shrivel slightly, no ill-effects need be feared,

as these soon get plump if, when the flower-spikea
show, the plant is stood in a vessel of water for a few
minutes.

Masdcvaltia tovarcii'iis is now sending up its

numerous flower-spikes of pure white flowers, which
appear well above the green foliage. The plants
should be kept in the coolest, shadiest part of the
intermediatehouso, where the flowers will remain in
good condition for several weeks. Care must be
taken not to give much water at the rout at this

season, or many of the leaves may be lost. It is a
matter of common knowledge that the current
season's spikes, if not cut oil', will produce blooms
again next year; but, as a rule, to let them romain
weakens the plants, .and it is better to remove them
when the first flowere fade.

Tlic Coiil-house.—The plants of Epidondrum vitel-

liuum are fast forming now pseudo-bulbs, and should
be placed in the lightest position, and afforded plenty
of moisture at the root until the growths are fully
made up, when drier treatment should be the rule till

the flower-spikes commence to push forth. Trichosma
suavis is worth cultivrttiug if only for the fr.agrance of
its flowers. The plant is now starting into growth,
and may require re-potting. In rc-potting it, ordi-
nary Orchid-compost, with plenty of clean crocks,
should be made use of. The rare Odontoglossum
madrenso ia imdoubtedly one of the most distinct and
haud.some of cool-house Orchids, of which its deli-

ciously-fra'.;rant flowers have formed a special feature
at Burford for many weeks. Usually by the time
that the flowers fade the pseudo-bulbs are fully m.ade
up, but if the spike be cut as soon .is the blooms are
open, the pseudo-bulbs are only about half-grown
through, and such being the case, the plant should
be generously treated till the pseudo bulbs are fully
matured. Afterwards, and while at rest, just afl'urd

suflicient water to preserve the roots from perishing
and the peudo-bulbs from shrivelling. The best
time to re-pot the plant is when the new roots push
from the base of the last-made growth ; and it is

good practice to confine the roots to the smallest
possible-sized pots. Fresh fibrous peat, with a small
addition of chopped sphagnum-moss, form a suitable
compost, good drainage being very essential.

Calaulhcs.—The pseudo-bulbs of the dcciduoiis
species of Calanthes are now of full size, and showing
for flower. At this period there must be no drying
up of the soil, but a moderate amount of water should
be afforded till all the flowers are expanded, when
water should be gradually withheld. When in bloom,
the plants should be arranged in the cooler part of
the house, .and where it is possible to keep their
immediate surroundings somewhat drier than the
other occupants of the house.

Dcndrobium Phalcenopsis.—Well-rooted plants of
this beautiful species now form a feature in Orchid-
houses, with their long, aiching flower-spikes and
great variety of colour in the flowers. While the
plants remain in bloom they may be placed with the
Calanthes, the drier atmosphere afforded those favour-
ing the lasting of the flowers. After the spikes are
removed, place the plants in the lightest pirt of a
house the winter temperature of which does not fall

below (30. Only just sufficient water to jirevent
undue shrivelling is required at that season.

PhaUemjvsix SchiUeriana and P. amabilis.—Such
of these plants as have made up their leaves and are
now pushing up their flowerspikes will require the

utmost care in affording water ; therefore, it is not
good practice to dip the plants or otherwise saturate

the compost, but rather to lightly sprinkle the moss
and the sides of the baskets, to which gener.ally the
roots cling. Very small plants of these species pro-

duce flowers, but it is not advisable to pinch out
the flower-spikes if the plants are healthy, with
the object, may be, of getting them quickly into

a stronger condition ; because they will inva-

riably send up other flower-spikes, greatly to the
detriment of the plants. It is far better to

let the first blooms fully expand, and then remove
the spike, keeping the plant so treated dormant till

the proper growing season commences. Specimens
with long flowerspikes must not be kept too close

to the roof of the house, or the end of the spikes

may decay by reason of the cold air passing between
the laps in the glass. All of the green-leaved varie-

ties, as P. Marie. P. tetraspis, V. violacea, P. Ludde-
m.anniana, &c., should be carefully protected from
the sun's rays even during the winter. If the sum-
mer shadings have been removed, these species should
be so placed that they may be permanently shaded
by plants with large foliage.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Heulkv Warren, Gardener. .Vstwu Clinton, Trin^.

General Operatinn. — During mild weather the
principal work will consist of transplanting deciduous
.^pecie8 of trees and shrubs, and during weather
unsviitablc for outside work of most kinds, the col-

lecting and burning of garden-refuse, trimmings, he,
may be proceeded with, the ashes from which form
.an excellent dressing for lawns in poor condition, or

for flower-beds and borders. Garden walks should
now be turned or otherwise dealt with, so that the
surface may bo bright, smooth, and hard. It is very
essential that the catch-pits, gratings, and grips for

convoying surface-water away are put in good order,

otherwise water will pass through the gravel, m,aking

it soft, and unfit for walking upon for a long time
.after r.ain has ce,-ised to fall, or it will cimse runnels in

the surface and much labour in jiutting matters right.

The grating laid over catch-pits need not be large,

unless the walks are very broad, and the descent
rapid, otherwise they are too conspicuous, a suitable

size for an ordinary walk being ti inches square. The
pits beneath the gratings should be of brick, and
carried 6 inches lower than the drain-pipes.

Bcddin'i plants, such as Violas, Verbenas, Calceo-

larias. Antirrhinums, kc, should be fully exposed to

the air during mild weather, removing the lights or

oth«r coverings altogether. Bedding Pelargoniums
should be very carefully atlbrded water, and decay-

ing leaves and flower-stems should be promptly
removed, otherwise the plants themselves may decay,

especially if they are being wintered in fruit housos,

to which artificial heat cannot be afforded them for a

time.

Dahlias.—The roots should now be lifted without
injuring them more than can be helped, and laid out
to dry before storing them away ; the stems should
be cut down to within 6 inches of the tubers. The
labels should be fastened to the tubers with fine

copper wire or stout string, not to the stem, the latter

almost invariably becoming detached from the root

when thoroughly dry. The roots will pass safely

through the winter if stored in a dry cool house or

shed, where frost can be excluded.

Roses in masses, and of one variety, are seen to

greater advantage than beds consisting of many
varie'ies, or when planted in straight lines or rows.
Those who have adopted the former style of planting,

either of H. P. or Teas, will be aware of the gain in

a finer display of colour. Although such varieties of

H. P. as La France, Captain Christy, Alfred Colomb,
Paul Neyron, and others, are excellent for this object,

yet the hardier varieties of Teas appear to be more
suitable in most gardens, succeeding as they do in

light soils, and being to a greater degree proof against

mildew, and more continuous flowerers than the H. P.

vai'ieties, and not losing their foliage so soon as the
latter. Should the weather be severe, some loose

litter or bracken should be distributed among the
plants. One of the best rose-coloured varieties for

bedding is Madame Lambard, and although it

varies in colour, it must still be classed as one
of the best, aud especially as this coloiu' in

Teas is somewhat scarce. It is of hardy con-

stitution, free in growth, and a good bloomer.
Among the light-coloured varieties, Marie Van Houtte
is one of the best, resisting mildew, and of good
habit for massing ; its pale lemou-yellow blooms are

acceptable in all stages of growth, being useful for a

variety of purposes. Of the flesh or bronzy-rose
coloured varieties, Anna Olivier must h,ave the first

place, this variety being of splendid growth, very
free-flowering, and hardy. As to pruning, this last-

named Rose does not se.-^m to be at all particular, as
flowers are freely produced under any circumstances.
Perle des .lardins is a good yellow variety, but it

cannot always be depended upon unless the situation

is somewhat sheltered. JIadame Hoste, Jean Ducher,
Hon. Edith Gifford, Catherine Mermet, and Madame
de Watteville are desirable varieties, of vigorous
growth and habit.

FR'aiTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, G.irdenor, Highclere Castle, Newbury.

Cucumber Plants.—The application of water must
now be more sparing, just sufficient being afforded to

keep the soil moist, aerial moisture being obtained
by sprinkling the paths, WiiUs, &c., every morning,
and in the early afternoon when the day is bright.

The water used should bo not of less warmth than the
temperature of the air of the house, the same holding
good of soil employed for top dressing the bed from
time to time. Afford a slight quantity of top venti-

lation when the weather is mild ; maintain a night
temperature of 70°, except during very cold or windy
weather, when a fall of a few degrees may be allowed,

which is better practice than heating the hot-water
pipes too severely ; the day tempemture may range
from SO' to 85' with sun-heat. Crop lightly, or the
plants will be weakened. Keep the young growths
regularly stopped, and bo sure that thrips and other
injiu-ious insects are kept in check.

Pineapjilc.—The plants which are caiTying fruits

that will ripen early in the uew year, which have
attained full size, must not receive much water, nor,

on the other hand, be kept very dry at the roots.

Each pot should be examined once a week, and if

water be needed, enough should be ajiplied

to keep the soil moist, but not wet. When
the fruits begin to colour, especially the .Smooth
Cayenne, withhold water altogether, or the fruits

may become black at the core, more particularly

if kept for a while after becoming ripe. Keep
the temperature of the fruiting-stove about 70' by
day, giving a small amount of air when it can be kept
at that height with sunshine. The bottom-heat
should be steady at 85° to 90°, and do not let the air

become parchingly dry, which it is apt to do now that

more .artificial heat has to be used, but sprinkle the
paths, &c., and other surfaces frequently, not wetting

the hot-water pipes. If any of the late varieties

show signs of starting into fruit, the pl.auts should be
placed by themselves where a little higher and
moister temperature and bottom-heat of 85' to 90"

can be afforded. Keep them from getting dry at

the root, but do not overwater them.

Successions.—Plants intended to start into fruit in

early spring should be kept somewhat cool and dry,
55° to 60° will be warm enough according to the state

of the weather ; and if these plants are plunged in

deep beds of moist tan, or leaves, and not too near

the hot-water pipes, they will require very little water
for the next six weeks—but if plunged in shallow beds

with hot water pipes close under them, water will

be oftener required.

Slickers, if potted up in the early autumn, and well

rooted at this date, should be kept quiet for the

next two or three months, affording the pit liberal

ventilation whenever the weather is favourable, with
a night temperature not exceeding 60° when mild,

and 5' less when cold and frosty. Merely afl'ord

enough water to keep the plants healthy. Kecently-

potted suckers in low, light pits may be kept 5°

warmer, so that they m,ake a little growth through-

out the winter, affording them plenty of room, and
also a little air daily whenever possible. During
frosty nights a covering of mats or Frigi-domo over

the glass, where it can be apphed, is a great help in

keeping an uniform temperature, and much better for

the plants than hard firing.

Campanula rotundifolia.— Surprise is often

expressed at the name given to this Harebell, inasmuch

as the rounded leaves are frequently not to be seen. In

fact, they perish early, leaving only the lin&ar-lanceo-

late leaves visible. Gi>ebel, according to a note in

the Botanical Gazette, has been enabled, by diminish-

ing the light, to cause the shoots to produce round

leaves exclusively until more strongly illuminated,

when they form long leaves.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, njs well as spccimtns and plants for

naming, should be addressed to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-

ton Street, Covent Garden, London. Communications

should be written on one side only of the paper,

sent as early ui the week as possible, and duly signed by

the writer. Jf desired, the signature will not be printed, but

kept as a guarantee ofgood faith. The Editor does jiot under-

take to pay for any conirib^itions, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations, unless by special arrangement.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY,
SUNDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THUBSDAY",

FRIDAY',

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY, Nov. 19

Nov. 14—Royal Botanic Society Meeting.

Nov. 15—Ghent Chrysanthemum Show.

/ Chester Paxton Society's Fniit and

iCnTT 17/ Chrysanthemum Show.
r.ov. i/< Chrysanthemum Show at Birken-

(. head.

{Chrysanthemum Shows at New-
castle, Bristol, and York (York
Florists).

Nov igi Chrysanthemum Shows at Edin.
) burgh, Bamsley, & Leamington.

i

Chrysanthemum Shows at Man-
chester Town Hall, and at
Alderley Edge.

SALES.
/'Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &

V r iftj Morris" Rooms.
"O"- ""S Bulbs, Plants, and LiUums, at

\_ Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Great sale of 22,000 Orchids, .it

Perry Barr, Birmingham, by
order of Mr. A. Van den Bugaerde

...I by Protheroe & Morris (two

•,''S days).
Important consignment of Japan-

ese Lilies ; also Azaleas, Roses,
&c., at Protheroe & Morris'
Rooms.

V Poultry, at Stevens' Rooms.

I

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &.

Morris' Rooms.
Clearance sale of 150.000 Fruit Trees

at Perry Hill, ClifTe, Rochester,
by order of Mr. W. Homo, by
Protheroe & Slorris.

J
Roses, Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Plants,

I Lilies, Dutch Bulbs, A'c, at
Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Twenty-five cases of Orchids re.

ceived direct, Liliums, Bulbs.
\ &c.. at Stevens' Rooms.

FRIDAY, Nov. 20

Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Orchids from Messrs. F. S-iuder &
Co. , at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

Miscellaneous Property at Stevens'
.^ Rooms.

SATURDAY, Nov. 21—Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOB THE EN-
SUING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTYTHREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—41'9'.

We had the pleasui-e last week

^°ma'* "^ recording the simultaneous

flowering of Ihis noble tropical

climber at Kew, in the gardens of Mrs. Win-
THROP, Barton Court, Hungorford, and in those

of Mr. WooDALL, of Scarborough. It was intro-

duced into cultivation by Mr. Wm. TiuLL, and

flowered for the first time in this country in the

garden of Mrs. Ruddle, The Mythe, Tewkes-

bury ; see Keiu Bulletin, 1894, p. 402 ; Gard.

Chroii., January 12, 1895, p. 44. It also flowered

in 1882 in the Trinidad Botanic Garden, and in

1894 in the Peradenj'ia Botanic Garden, as we
mentioned last week, but it was not till a few

days ago that we had the opportunity, thanks

to Mr. Bull, of seeing the flowers which were

produced in the garden of Mrs. Wintiirop,
Hungerford (gr., Mr. Conn), and from which
the accompanying illustrations (fig. 105, p. 597,

and fig. lOG, p. 601) wore taken.

* Camocfisia maxiiiut, WELWiTsca, ex Bentham in Genera

Plantarum, i., 557 (1865), and in Transactions of the Linnean
Socittii, vol. XXV., 1800, p. 302, tab. 36.

The plant upon which this genus was founded

was discovered in Angola by the late Dr. Wel-
wiTSCH when in the Portuguese service, and by

him, in was in consequence, named after the

famous Lusitanian poet. The genus was
adopted by Mr. Benthasi in the Genera Plan-

tarum, and was more fully described by him in

the Transactions of the Linnean Society, with a

beautiful illustration by Fitch, taken from the

dried specimens.

It is a climbing shrub, "common in dense

forests of the Golungo alto, adorning the loftiest

trees of the outskirts with its splendid bunches

of pendulous milk-white flowers, tinged "with

gold on the edge of the petals "
(
]Vel>i'itsch).

The specimen before us is slightly puberulous,

with long-stalked tri-foliolate acuminate leaves,

minute stipules, and close racemes of flowers,

which, under cultivation, are erect rather than

pendulous, as originally described and figured,

but which, when growing over tall trees, as

described by Dr. Welwitsch, might well be

pendent, as he describes them. The inflores-

cence and outer portion of the calyx are thickly

covered with dense, felted, coarse brown hairs.

The bracteoles are about half an inch long, lan-

ceolate, deciduous. The calyx-tube, measuring

about 2 inches in length, is leathery, cylindric,

curved, dividing into a relatively short, irregu-

larly five-lobed limb, of which the thick seg-

ments are imbricate in the bud. The five

petals, which are twice the size of the caly.x,

spring from the throat of the calyx, all have

long, white, narrow stalks, and all e.Kpand

above into a spoon-shaped limb, somewhat
papery in texture, plicate and crumpled in the

bud, reticulate in venation, and edged with a

narrow border of rich orange or yellow, which
Mr. WooDALL describes as tipped with gold

lace, so delicate and fairy-like is the frilled

edging. The uppermost petal, or standard, is

much larger than the others, and has the inner

surface of the disc as well as the margins flushed

with yellow. The side-petals or wings are at

first upright and rigid within the standard,

but as the artist remarked while making his

sketch, they are endowed with elasticity when
touched by the pencil, and after the discharge

of the pollen they become drooping. The two

lower petals and the stamens are also at

first quite rigid, Ijut subsequently fall. The
snow-white stamens are shorter than the

petals, ten in number, forming a tube at

the base, filamentous above. The narrow
angular ovary is stalked, its stalk adherent

to the tube of the calyx for its lower half

The cylindric style is slightly hairy at the

upper part, and terminates in a green, cushion-

shaped stigma.

The flowers have a delicate fragrance, which

has been compared to that of Vanilla. The
yellow colour of the edge of the petals is

apparently due to the presence of a coloui-ing

matter in the four or five rows of cells nearest

to the margin. Those at the extreme edge

are raised into pimple-like elevations, whilst

those on the surfiioe of the disc of the petal are

flat and sinuous in outline, containing in some

cases oil in small quantities and minute starch

grains, or some substance faintly coloured blue

by iodine.

The thin texturo of the petals causes them to

be fugacious, and the golden rim which is so

beautiful an adornment to the frilled edge very

soon turns to a dirty brown. These circum-

stances detract greatly from the value of the

flower in a gardener's eyes, but it must be

remembered that the flowers are in clusters

and open in succession, and that when grown

as seen by Welwitsch in Angola, they no
doubt amply justify his eulogium.

The full botanical details relating to this fine

climber are given in the works cited in the foot

note. The illustrations by Mr. Worthington
Smith, figs. 105, 106, with the notes here given,

preclude the necessity of fiuther description

;

but the following particulars extracted from the

communications with which Mr. Watson, Mr.
Conn, and Mr. Woodall have favoured us

will bo read with interest ;

—

Mr. Conn has his plant growing in a small bed

15 inches across, 30 inches long, and 22 inches deep.

The compost consists of loam, with a little peat and

charcoal intermixed. In this the plant makes strung

growth. Mr. Conn has five heads of bloom, which

are erect. Mr. Conn adds that it is really a magnifi-

cent climber, with its large deep green leaves.

Mr. Woodall says :

—

" Mr. Thiselton Dyer kindly gave me a young

plant three years ago, which I planted out when big

enough, in a stove border, where it is now in flower.

There are two large bunches of its large but sadly

flimsy and evanescent white flowers open. It is deli-

ciously fragrant, and were it only less short-lived would

be well worth growing ; as it is, the flower seems

hardly to last six hours, and its milky-white colour is

not relieved by any other shade or tone. The foUage

and growth of Camoensia maxima is so fine, that it is

to be regretted its enormous flowers are of so little

value from a gardening point of view."

Mr. Watson writes :

—

"The floivering of this plant simultaneously in

three gardens in England is an event of some interest,

.seeing that it has been in cultivation since 1873, when
ceeds of it were sent to Kew by Mr. J. Monteibo, of

Angola. The first record of its having flowered

under cultivation was in 1882, when a plant bloomed

in the Trinidad Botanic Garden, then under the super-

intendence of Mr. H. Pbkstok. The Kew plant has deve-

loped several racemes, one of which has been cut to be

figured in the Holanical Maga:ine, and afterwards to

go into the herViarium ; a second raceme will be at its

best in a few days, and there are others less advanced.

The racemes are terminal on ripened branches, and

they are erect (not drooping, as hitherto believed).

It may be said at once that the Camoensia is not

likely to be of any value as a market plant ; at the

same time it is one of the most beautiful of all

tropical Leguminosic, and where room can be

atlbrded for it, no plant has a stronger claim upon

those who love flowers that are truly beautiful

Mr. MoNTEiRo, to whom we are indebted for the in-

troduction of this and many other African rarities

sent by him at different times to Kew from Angola,

thus writes of the Camoensia in his interesting book

AiKjola and the River Comjo (Macmillan, 1875):

—

' It was at Quiballa (a large town situated on a low

Hat-topped hill on the northern limit of Angola) that

we were so fortunate as to obtain specimens of the

flowers, and a quantity of ripe seeds of the beautiful

plant, named Camoensia maxima by its discoverer,

Dr. AV'^ELwrrscH. We saw it growing along the sides

of the road as soon as we left the gneiss foi-mation

and entered on the mica slate ; but most abimdantly

in the more bare places on the sides of the hills at

Quiballa,"in the very hard clay of the decomposed

mica slate.

'"The Camoensia grows as a hard, woody bush,

with rather straggling lung branches, covered with

fine large leaves, and bearing bunches of flowers . . .

Its roots spread underground to great distances, and

shoot out into other plants, so that, on attempting to

remove what we thought were nice small plants, we
always came on great thick roots, which wo followed

and found to proceed from old bushes at a consider-

able distance . . . Haifa dozen of the seeds germinated

ou arrival at Kew Gardens, so that I hope this lovely

flower will be shortly in cultivation, a welcome

addition to our hothouses.

'

" At Kew, the plant behaves exactly as described in

the above extract, tho bed in which it is planted
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Fig. 105.— camoeksia maxima: portion of inflorescence, and milk-wbite flowers, with a frilled edge of gold colour.
(see v. 596.)
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being a mass of thick woody roots, from whence

numerous suckera spring. These, however, are not

allowed to grow, the specimen being limited to about

five stems, the thickest being now nearly 2 inches in

diameter, and very hard. The longest shoots are

about 12 feet in length, and they are almost wholly

clothed with bright green tiifoliate leaves. New
shoots are developed freely all over the plant, and to

keep it from becoming a thick tangle, many of these

are removed annually. It is planted in a hot, moist

stove in a raised border of rich well- drained loamy soil,

below which there are several hot-water pipes. The
stems are trained on wires close to the roof of

the house, which is somewhat flat, and faces due

south. During bright sunshine the house is shaded

with an ordinary canvas-blind. This plant has been

in this position for about ten yeai-s, and all sorts of

experiments have been made to induce it to flower
;

but although it has always grown most vigorously, it

has never shown any signs of flower before this year.

Plants tried iu the large Palm-house and other

tropical-houses, including the Succulent-house, were

not so successful. If planted in a suitable position

in a tropical garden this plant would soon cover an

enormous area. We intend to put in cuttings of the

branches which are now in flower, in the expectation

that they will respond more rea dily to treatment for

flowers than has been the case hitherto. It would be
interesting to hear if the plants in Trinidad and
Ceylon have flowered regularly since they first

yielded. Probably the exceptional amount of bright

sunshine enjoyed in this country during the early

part of the pa.st. summer had a great deal to do with

the flowei iug of the Camoensia."

LiNNEAN Society.— An evening meeting will

be held on Thursday, Nov. 19, 1896, at 8 P.M., when
the following papers will be read :— I. " On the Struc-

ture and Development of the Hyobrauchial Skeleton

and Larynx in Xeuopus and Pipa, with remarks on
the Aflinities of the Aglossa," by Mr. W. G. Ride-

wood, B.Sc, F.L.S. II. "Amphipoda from the

Copenhagen Museum and other sources," by Rev.

Thos. R. R. Stubbing, F.R.S., F.L S.

Horticultural Institute.— The following

letter needs no explanation. We have others relating

to the same subject which we shall publish later on :
—

"Tlie representations contained in my letter, which
appeared in the last issue of the Ganhiiers' Ckroau-lc, have
received the strongest support, by the remarks made at t le

banquet of the Chrysanthemum Society on November :i, by
SirTREVoRL*wRENCKandF. A. Bevan, Esq. These gentlemen
deserve our best thanks for their outspoken disapproval of
existing arrangements, and the note of encouragement they
have given for united action t.wards the establishment of a
Home of Horticulture. The time is ripe for prompt action,

and this era in our nation's history cannot be more suitably
celebrated than by the inaugiu-ation of such an institution.

Will you kindly grant space in your columns for correspond-
ence upon this most important question, viz., the estiblish-
ment of a Home of Horticulture, with a view of convening a
meeting at an early date to devise ways and means?—Jame^
L. Woor>, Oaklci^'h Park, Whetstone."

The Threatened Scarcity in India.—We
understand that the Secretary of State for India

has shipped some thousands of sacks of vegetable

seeds suitable for growing in the districts of Northern
India that are threatened with scarcity. The selec-

tion, packing, and shipping were accomplished by
Messrs. Cartkb.s, the Queen's seedsmen, London, in

the short space of nine days.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ire-

land.—At the Chrysanthemum and fruit show of

the Royal Horticultural Society, which opened at

Ball's-bridge, Dublin, on Wednesday afternoon,

November 4, the exhibits shown as not for competi-

tion included a collection of fruit, consisting of

nearly 200 dishes from the Koyal gardens at Fro"-

more. Her Majesty's head gardener went over
specially to see the fruit staged, and Hkk Majesty
directed that at the close of the show the fruit

should be sent to the Hospital for Incurables at

Donuybriiok for distribution among the inmates.

Birmingham Amateur Gardeners' Asso-
ciation.— The above association held its second
annual Chry.santhemum show at the Technical School,

on the evening of Nov. 6. Councillor R. F. Martinbau
(Vice-president) occupied the chair, and there were

also present Messrs. J. W. Oliver (Vice-president),

R. F. Rees (hon. Treasurer), W. B. Griffin (hon.

Secretary), Hy. Hill, &c. The exhibits were far

more numerous than last year, but on account of the

early date and the rather unfavourable season, the

flowers were not so large nor so good in colour as in

average seasons. Messrs. W. H. Peake and J.

Miller both exhibited some excellent stands, the

former taking no fewer than three firsts.

Stock-taking : October.—Much disarrange-

ment of trade has been caused by the Presidential

campaign in the United States, and a bad influence

has been exercised on our markets by the imminence

of a famine in India, and bad harvests in Australasia

and Russia. The top price of Wheat went up some 10s.,

other qualities sharing proportionately in the advance.

The Presidential campaign has ended, as all know,

and business men are now engaged making up for lost

time, so that we may expect the Board of Trade

Returns for November to show a much better state

of trade than is indicated by the Returns now under
notice, good though they are in their totals. The
following is our usual extract from the " summary "

table of imports for the past month :

—

Imports.
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that growing promiscuously with othoi' varieties,

which were badly affected with it, the foliage of

Appley Towers remained perfectly green. As to a

description of the bunches exhibited at the above

show, they were of fair size, averaging 2 lb. in

weight ; the berries were large, somewhat of the

Gros Maroc shape, and the colour and bloom perfect.

As in the case of Mr. Bowerman's Vines referred to

by "A. D.," each bunch has a single shoulder, so that

evidently this is a characteristic of the two varieties

said to have been raised from the same berry, viz.

Lady Hutt and Appley Towers. P. F. L. S., Jersey.

GROS MAROC AND COLMAN GRAPES.—The idea

of putting Gros Maroc before Colman is a novel one

—

at least, to northern gardeners. At exhibitions, in

shops, for consumption iu private families, Gros
Maroc is mostly in bad repute ; still, when the appear-

ance of a Grape is the object, none is more beautiful

than Gros Maroc, but their coarseness of pulp and
ordinary flavour are much against it, and when pur-

chasers Iiave become acquainted with these defects,

they ask for a more palatable variety. Gros Colman
is sometimes objected to by owners of gardens, but
this is because the fruit is sent to table before it is

fully ripe ; for my part I never cut them for dessert

till they have hung six or eight weeks after they are

fully coloured. Gros Maroc I have grown for m-jny

years, and have always found it to crop capitally, and
make strong canes and foliage, resisting attacks of

disease and insects better than most varieties.

Reverting to Gros Colman, it will be conceded that

it takes more prizes during November at northern
shows than any other Grape, and those persons who
have seen the examples shown by Mr. Leslie, of
I'crth, which invariably take many of the leading

prizes at Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, Perth, and
other places, will admit that these Grapes have few
equals iu the North. I also know how the fruit

tastes, as I have often had to judge them. The
exhibits (not for competition) which have from time

to time come from Clovenfords tell the same tale. I

could grow them more easily in England than in

Scotland by reason of the greater amount of solar

heat enjoyed during the autumn months, but I can

get them quite as well-flavoured in the north. Mr.

Leslie has, in his vineries at the present time, as 6ne
crops of Gros Colman as may bo seen, and while there

lately on a visit, I could not but admire his Grapes of

all kinds. Muscat of Alexandria and Alicantes were
remarkably good, and I expect to sec Mr. Leslie taking

leading position at the shows. I have been to see

another " northern champion," who took six 1st

prizes at Edinburgh in September— I mean Mr.
Ru'herford, the gardener at Airthrey Castle, near the
Bridge of Allan. Gros Colman does not stand high
at Airthrey—Muscats, black Hamburgh, Duke of

Buccleuch, and some others, are the varieties most
anpreciated there. It is more than probable that

Gros Colman has not been fairly tested, that is,

leaving them long enough on the Vines before cutting

them for the table. A late vinery is being planted
there (at Airthrey), and very probably Mr. Leslie

may find a foeman worthy of his steel at late shows,
as he has already found at the summer and autumn
shows. Neither of these exhibitors crops lightly

;

still, the crops of Grapes they obtain are of finest

quality. M. Temple, Curron, N.B.

I was pleased to observe Mr. Turton's

remarks on this fine Grape, which has always

been a favourite of mine, and if at any time I

should have another opportunity of putting up
vineries, I shall certainly endeavour to have one

house (not too large) especially for Gros Colman, as

I consider it a kind of Grape woithy of high cultiva-

tion. Many persons find fault with its flavour, but
proper treatment makes a wonderful difference, as does

grafting the Vine on Black Hamburgh stock, which
considerably improves the flavour. If Gros Colman
had the good keei'ing qualities of Lady Downes, it

would, no doubt, be more commonly grown than it

is. I do not know much concerning white Gros
Colman, a variety which was raised a few years ago,

and should be much obliged by a few remarks from
any one of the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle who
may have grown and fruited it. A. J. Long, Wi/fold

Court Gardens.

Your correspondent " Vinitor " lacked success

in growing Gros Colman Grapes fit for the palate, as we
learn from his letter in the Gardeners' Chronicle, con-

trary to his own interest lie has become prejudiced

against Gros Colmau, as is evidenced by the many
accusations that he brings against it. As I have
always beld a contrary opinion (my experience with it

extending from 187'3), I am sending herewith a bunch

of each of the two varieties, when your opinion as to

which variety the description " Vinitor " gives of the
quality of Gros Colman really applies will be
accepted as being correct. The Vine from which the
bunch of Gros Maroc was taken is worked on a Black
Hamburgh, and the fruit is of much better flavour

than when it is grown ou its own roots. Trusting
to my own long experience of Gros Colman, I have not
referred to Mr. Barron's book on the Vino for his

account of the two varieties in question. I may,
however, be permitted t<:> add that the finest house
of Gros Colman I have ever seen was at Chiswick, and
it was, I believe, the same year that the Apple Con-
gross was held there. Apart from the exhibition of

Apples, nothing in the gardens at that time attracted

so much attention among gardeners as the house of

Grapes. If Mr. Barron failed to get sufficient sweet-
ness into the fruit to give him a good opinion as to

its quality. I should say that the house in which
they were growing was at fault. It was to the best

of my recollection a long narrow house with short
flat roof, and high upright front. The vinery iu which
Gros Colman is grown in the gardens at Maiden
Erlegh, is just the reverse of the Chiswick house,
having a very sharp-pitched roof, and is a very liglit

house. T. Turlon, Maiden Erlerjh. [Gros Maroc was
the better Grape in flavour. En.]

EXHIBITING GRAPES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
—In arranging the competitive tables for Grapes at
the Crystal Palace, they should be so put as to have
the exhibits to face one way only. The four-sided
tables at present in use are of great advantage to

some exhibitors, and as great a disadvantage to
others. If my recollection of the tables bo correct,

the square ones held twelve bunches of Grapes ou
each side, and the sides faced the points of the compass.
The exhibitor who stages his fruit on the north-
west side, hai an advantage over those staged on the
south-east side, becau.»e the roof of the Palace being
of glass (if the day happen to be fine), the rays of the
sun will shine on the Grapes that are staged on the
south and east sides, whereas those on the other side
will not have as good a light, and all the loss if tall

pot-plants stand in the middle of these tables, aa was
the case in 189-t. Nevertheless, Grapes of good
colour can be judged in bright sunlight, and will lose

nothing by it ; whereas badly-coloured Grapes will

lose by judging them in the same light. All good
judges prefer to expose them to as much light as

possible before giving a decision. The judges wlio
act at the Crystal Palace shows with tables airanged
as above sliown, labour under a great disadvantage,
especially when there is little difference between
twelve, six, or three bunches of Grapes, when the
fruit is placed on opposite sides of the table, one lot

being in the shadow, and the other in the light ; and
it will sometimes happen that the exhibits in the
same class are staged on a different table. It is

probably not needful to point out any more errors, to
h,ave them remedied. The Royal Horticultural
Society will surely make arrangements in time to

accommodate exhibitors another year. The better
way would be for the tables to be placed iu the nave
of the Palace with one face only, as by such an
arrangement the judges would be better enabled to
carry out their duties. I endorse " A. D.'s " remark
on trimming the bunches of Grapes, and I use the
scissors very freely in trimming the bunches and
shaping most varieties of Grapes, especially if the
bunches are large with heavy shoulders. A large

'

loose bunch with large berries and finely finished is

not a perfect bunch of Grapes ; whereas, a smaller
bunch that has been trimmed will be ligliter in weight,
but firm and compact, and may be large in berry and
finely finished, and will be considered a perfect bunch.
Nevertheless, a large, heavy bimch of Grapes, if other
poiuts are good, is very difficult to beat. It should
have symmetry of bunch, size of berry, and finish, to
be perfect. A. Kirl, Nonooud, Alloa, N.B.

POTATOS.— In the matter of Potatos, whether
large I'otatos or many, is it worth your while to

record, as may truthfully be done, that Mr. Edward
Viuall, of this parish, recently found upon a single

root seventy-four Potatos, whose combined weight
was twelve pounds and a half ! Archibald Constable,

Hiijh I/itrslwuod Vicarage, Bu.rkd, Oct.10, 1890.

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII PURPUREA.—This is one
of the very best climbing plants for summer as well

as autumn effect. As a single specimen, or asso-

ciated with evergreen plants, it is much admired.
Its long growths are useful when cut in decorations

of all descriptions. The plant is perfectly, hardy,

thrives in a good sandy luam, and makes a rapid

growth if mulched once a year with a rich compost.

It would be effective if planted at the base of some of

the forest trees near to woodland walks or pleasure-

grounds, where the shade is not too dense. Here we
have Ampelopsis hederacea in such positions, and at

this season of the year it is lovely. Herhrrl Hay,
Marhree Castle, Sligo.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, BEAUTY OF TEIGNMOUTH
(
Pride of Madford).— llr. Godfrey's notice in your hi.st

issue only partly explains the anomaly of this variety

having been Certificated under two names, and Mr.

D. C. Powell at page 558 does not throw much light

on the matter. That it was grown in Sydney nnder
the name of Pride of Madford prior to October, 1S95,

I can positively assert, and the dull red thing I

never saw there iinder that name. The question

arises, did the two varieties sent to Teignmouth get

interchanged, or was the wrong variety sent over

from Victoria to Sydney ? Possibly the blooms cer-

tificated here as Pride of Madford were grown from
Sydney stock. That they arc one and the same
there is not the shadow of a doubt. I am not a

Chrysanthemum fancier— probably could not iden-

tify six "whites if my life depended on it— and was
quite unaware beforehand of the confusion whicli

had arisen
;
yet, on going through a collection of

Chrysanthemums lately, I immediately recognised

Pride of Madford as grown in Sydney in what is

here known as Beauty of Teignmouth ; and this I

remarked to the grower. He then pointed out to

me the dull red variety originally supposed to be
the genuine Pride of Madford. Chrysanthemum
growers—especially those in Sydney—will be inte-

rested to know which name it is best entitled to, and
by which it will be known. So much for the comic
side of the medley. Now let tis regard the matter
from a more serious aspect, Buyers will probably
in many cases have ordered the variety under botii

names, and, but for a timely explanation, might
assume they had been "got at." I am sending to

my Sydney friends in June .some presumably good
things from among the newer varieties, and might
po.ssibly have sent Pride of Madford back to the land

of its birth, where—should it have survived the

voyage of 12,000 or 14,000 miles—it would have
been consigned to the rubbish-heap with small

thanks to me for sending, however good, what was
already there in abundanco. C. Bennett, Warblinylon,

Ilarant.

NEEP'S WHITE. YELLOW, GOLDEN, BEET-
TURNIP, AND CARROT - ROOTED RED GLOBE
ONION.—Permit me to thank your genial and obliging

correspondents for their contributions on this inte-

resting and by no means uuim^iortant subject. For
many years I have been more or less familiar with

the vegetables, &c., grown on both sides of the

Tweed. As judge, horticultural lecturer, observer,

reporter and cultivator, I have noted with inte-

rest the rise and fall of not a few varieties, but
had never seen such a complete change of colour

and form on the two sides of the Tweed as was
so prominent and pronounced at the last great

Waverley show of the Royal Caledonian Horti-

cultural Society last year. Having judged at the

Palace and several other shows, and also seen many
gardens shortly before, the change was the more con-

spicuous and apparent. Naturally I enquired the

reason why. With everj' desire to be thankful for

small mercies, in this matter, however, I can hardly

pronounce the answers as exhaustive or decisive.

For example, I wholly demur to the statements that

Turnip-rooted Beet, carefully selected and well cul-

tivated, is inferior in quality or less sightly iu ealsd

than the long rooted. Neither have I yet seen

any Beet in Kdinburgh equal to the finer samples
grown and shown in the Soutli. The Golden
Globe and other yellow Turnips shown in

Edinburgh were models of form and quality.

But what not a few call superior flavour to white,

is simply, too much Neep, such as others, and the

majority of French chefs, designate harsh snd strong.

It may be admitted that culture is the dominant factor

in the flavour alike of Neeps and Beets, rather than
form and colour, yet the correlation of flavour to

colour is worth noting, and is at times probably far

more potent than we imagine. But iu not a few
things the wide open eye leads us rather than our

blind palates. Hence, perhaps, Golden Neeps have

been preferred at times to Red Dutch, and Greeu-topped

Stones. Neeps as white as the driven snow, and
sweeter than a mild fresh Walnut. And then again

crimson, or crimson colours rule the roast among
Beets, though some may prefer greener, paler,

or even the whiter strains of Sugar-P.eet, this last

being less earthy than most other Beeti. The Red
Globe Onion is also held by some to keep longer, and
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rest or sleep more soundly than most other coloured

Onions, golden or white. la any one prepared with

facts or proof that the warm colour helps the Red

Globe, or other high-coloured Onions, to keep better.

Again, is there any better reason than use and wont

why we should insist on having our Onions

white and our Beets crimson ' Here, too, in

Great Britain our Cucumbers must be green.

Cross the Channel to Paris, and you will find

many, perhaps most of them white and nasty.

But the correlation of colour from size to flavour and

quaUty were hardly raised in my first letter, which

naturally noted the fact that, in the great vegetable

show of the Royal I'aledonian Horticultural Society

in the Waverley Market, Edinburgh, few or no white

Neeps, nor Turnip-rooted Beets, were to be seen or

found. Vour readers will, I am sure, agree with me
that the questions put and answers given, have had

considerable interest to producers and consumers alike.

In " D. McL.'s" most interesting letter, the cook

comes in to bar Turnip-rooted Beet, because the

colour boils out of it, and its shape produces such

ugly pieces as to spoil the look of the salad ; and yet

who has not seen this same cook manipulate cleverly

with her knife, or a clever cutter's represen-

tations of Carrot, Keep, or other vegetable flowers

for garnishing her dishes ? If the cook will ask the

dairyman who makes her butter-pats blossom as

a Marechal Niel Rose, he will show her how to

make round discs of Beet look things of taste

and beauty in her salad. One more point gave

me special pleasure, that is, that the seedman's

letter in the Gardeners' Chronide of last week, in

which he stated that the English firm with which he

was connected sold nearly ten thousand packets of

Beet last year. I care but little that 9000 of these

were long forma, and 650 Turnip-rooted ; but I

rejoice that iu Buteshire, and'on both sides of the

Tweed, consumers have learned to eat Beet, though

I have seen but scant proof as yet, either in the shops

or markets of Edinburgh, that Beet - eating in any-

thing like so popular in the north as it is in the south.

Butif" Scot's" numbers may be accepted as an average.

Beet may soon be as popular as Tomatos. D. T. F.

CYCLAWeNS FAILING TO OPEN THEIR FLOWERS.

—One can feel for " C. B. W." in respect to the

failure of his Cyclamens, Twenty years since I had

some Cyclamen plants which failed similarly, and,

like him, I applied for advice to one of the horticul-

tural journals, and received answers and advice in

great abundance, but much of it conflicting—so much
so, that putting the whole of the evidence I thus

obtained together, I began to unravel the subject for

myself. In my case the plants had been grown in

5-inch pots, and the corms were crowded with flower-

buds, scarcely one of which expanded properly. They
did not, as appears to he the case with " C. B. W.'s

"

plauts, "remain buds," but those that got beyond

that stage produced deformed blooms. Externally,

my plants gave evidence of good culture, that is,

they were clothed with handsome foliage, and about

10 to 12 inches across. Nor was this all, for on some

of the largest I counted 120 buds, and a few of

them had considerably more, which made matters more

provoking, since both my employer and myself were

looking forward to a fine display. " C. B. W." does

not give the size of pot his plants are growing in,

which would be useful information. Nor is anything

said about tlie kind of soil used, and so forth. The
temperature given is rather iu excess of what is

usually employed, a maximum of 50° by artificial heat

being sufliciently high. The excess of heat, however,

would scarcely cause the mischief, though it might

produce weakly stems and leaves. 1 have but httle

doubt that the mischief is the result of a check which

might be due to insuSicient food supplies at the time

when the flower-buds were forming, or at some sub-

sequent period, when the buds were quite small.

This view is materially strengthened by the fact that

the buds " remain buds, and do not expand." Indeed,

this is perhaps the most critical period for the Cycla-

men, and a check or series of such at such a time

cannot be remedied afterwards. It is at such time that

the plants, provided these be in small pots, require con-

stant care and watchfulness, and a wise step where
such beautiful things are grown is to have a weak
solution of liquid cow-manure and soot-water iu

readiness, and aflbrd somu of this twice weekly

to the plants. If the plants referred to by
" C. B. W." are oue-year-old seedlings, there has

doubtless been a check as stated ; but if the corms are

older, other causes may have assisted to the same
end. My own plants were two and three years old,

and I 'came to the conclusion that an impoverished
condition of the soil, and a slight check combined,

had contributed to their failure to bloom. The
batches of plants raised subsequent to this mishap I

watched very closely, and as soon as there were signs

of buds forming, I took measures accordiugly ; and
I never had another failure. I naturally concluded

that I had solved the mystery in my own case, and
I think there is little doubt that something near

akin has happened to "C. B. W.'s " plants. I take

it your correspondent has ascertained whether or not

he has perfectly-formed buds on his plants, as this

would be the surest way of arriving at a right con-

clusion iu the matter
;
good buds would quickly

respond to the a]ipIication of a weak stimulant of

soot and cow-dung, and nitrate of soda at the rate of

one ounce to three gallonp of water. But unless the

buds are right, no treatment at the present time will

avail, and this year's blooms will be lost. J.

CERTIFICATED DAHLIAS IN OCTOBER.—The
fact that Awards of Merit were made to several

varieties of DahUas as late as October 1 3, almost marks
a record. At the corresponding meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society in 1895, Dahlias were

largely shown, but acai'cely an Award of Merit was
made to a new variety. The fact that Dahlias were
so finely shown— for the Cactus, single flowered, and
Pompon Dahlias were as good as we saw them early

in September—emphasises the need for a meeting of

the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society during the third week in September, and I

hope the Council will see its way clear to arrange for

one another year. It ought to be so, because so

many good things are in flower between the first week
in September and October 13, which cannot be

expected to last in good condition until the latter

date. If a fruit show is to be held by the Royal Hor-

ticultural Societyat the Crystal Palace early in October

in 1897, there should be no difficulty in arranging for

a meeting of the Floral Committee there. Still,

one should certainly be held in the Drill Hall,

soon after the middle of September. The growers of

DahUas in particular contribute so much to make the

meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society from the

end of August to the middle of October gay and
attractive with Dahlias, that they deserve some con-

sideration at the hands of the council. Besides, the

Fruit Committee might reasonably support such a

timely suggestion, as a goodly number of varieties of

fruit are at their best during the interval of inaction.

New fruits and vegetables cannot, it appears, under

present arrangements, be dealt with at the Crystal

Palace, therefore opportunity should be afforded for

doing so in the Drill Hall. And lest it should be put

forward as a plea tor inaction, that difficulty would
be experienced iu getting a good quorum of each

committee together at that season of the year, I do
not, from observation, fear any such result : there

will always be sufficient numbers present to do
justice to any novelties which may be forthcoming.

A Correspondent

OLEARIA HAA8TII.—This beautiful Evergreen,

figured in last week's Qardcners Clironkle, is a grand
acquisition for town-planting, making splendid growth,

and flowering profusely in situations where nothing

but Euonymus radicans will thrive satisfactorily. It

is entirely unafl'ected by the dense togs which prevail

in and around Loudon during the winter months
;

while Aucubas, Hollies, Arbutus, &c., suffer to the

extent of losing two-thirds of their foliage. IF. //. A

.

YELLOW-FLESHED ROOTS.- -" In my opinion a

good yellow Turnip is much better-flavoured than a

good white one," says Mr. Mayne, of Bicton. That his

opinion is correct there can be absolutely no doubt.

But the same thing is found in so many directions,

that it in natural the question be asked, What is the

connection that undoubtedly exists between yellow

coloration and flavour in vegetable products ? As
with Turnips, so with Potatos. The yellow-fleshed

varieties invariably give better flavour than do those

of entirely white-flesh. If there are heavier croppers

amongst the white-fleshed ones, none have taste

superior to that of the Ashleaf Kidney, and the

same thing will be found throughout all the

varieties. Even iu Tomatos we have none better

than the yellow Golden Nugget, although the

quality is not highly marked iu any of these fruits.

Still, in many of the red ones an absence of flavour

is remarked. Again in Apples, we find the highest

flavour iu Ribston and Cox's Orange Pippins, and
both these have slight tinges of yellow in the

flesh. Flavour is a distinct and far from a common
ingredient in fruit or roots of all kinds ; how
many varieties have we that have no taste what-

ever ? Of both Apples and Pears those which have
flavour in a highly marked degree, may almost be

counted on the fingers. AVe see the most reliable of
all Grapes for high quality, Muscat of Alexandria,
to give the highest flavour, and it is yellow iu

colour ; whilst no fruit grown gives such remarkably
high flavour as does the Pine-apple, and that too is

yellow. Possibly these facts may not be esteemed
sufficient data on which to build up the theory that

in vegetable products yellow colour and flavour go
together. If we do not grow yellow Turnips much
in the south, it is due chiefly to ignorauce of their

superior quality, and also to prejudices against yellow
and in favour of white-fleshed Turnips. A. D.

PERENNIAL ASTERS AS POT PLANTS. I have
grown some very fine specimens of the Michaelmas
Daisies iu pots this season, and have tried from
twenty to thirty varieties. They will prove very
useful as pot-plants for the decoration of conserva-
tories. The method I adopted was the following ;

—

The clumps have a tendency to run very fast in the
herbaceous borders, and when these require to be
trimmed back, I save the crowns, and place nine or

ten of them in an 8-inch pot in good loamy soil.

This is done about the middle of February, and
water is given sparingly until growth has commenced.
When the shoots are about 3 inches high, they are

thinned out to about five or seven, according to the
variety. I began to feed when the plants were about
12 inches high. I regard the taking of cuttings as

unnecessary. They were taken indoors just before

the flowers commenced to unfold, and they continue

from August until the second week in October,

beginning with Aster acria, and finishing with

A. Andromeda. The varieties I should recommend
for small conservatory decoration would be A. acria,

pharmacoides, vesta, lajvigatus, nanus, spectabihs,

cordifolius, elegans, vimineus, horizontalia (very

elegant), A. W. Grant, and Amellus bessarabious. For
larger houses, Novi-Belgi vars. Lady Trevelyan,

Harpur Crewe, Juno, Mons. d'Angon, Kavenanse,

puniceue, and Novae - Angliw roseus. These are

very free-flowering sorts. Those in the first selection

do not grow more than 4 feet in height, but can be

had 3 feet through. If thinned to three or four

shoots they would not be more than 2 feet through.

I intend stopping the shoots upon some of the

plants next season, for I have noticed that where a

branch has been broken off' by accident it has had a

tendency to m.ako the plant produce more shoots, and
remain dwarfer. M. E. Mills, The Gardens, Coombe
House, Crui/don.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.
OcTOBEK 27.

—

Present: Dr. M. T. Ma-^ters (in the Chair);

Mr. Douglaa, Rev. W. Wilks, Dr. Bonavia, Mr Ch. E. Shea,

Rev. G. Henslow (Hon. Sec).

New Carnation Disease.—Mr. Douglas exhibited specimens
of Carnation plants badlj' attacked by a species of bacterium
(Bacterium dianthi), giving a silvery appearance to the leaves.

It had previously proved to be very destructive in America,
1 nd it is probable that it will now be &o here. If the leaves

are cut away when first attacked the disease maybe arrested;

spraying with a weak solution o( ammoniacal copper car-

lionate may be tried, but the only remedy if it be more
bevero is to burn the plauts. The fungus attacks the middle
of the leaf, and then spreads both wayd.

C/u-i/saiUhemaiii Malformed.—Mr. Jenkins, of Hampton, sent

a specimen of Madame Desgranges, in which the white ray
florets were almost entirely suppressed. The flowers sent

wore borne by one plant only, which was growing in the

same pot with another of the sume name ; but while all the

flowers on the one plant were malformed, all on the other
were very good. No disease being apparent, it appeared that

the latter plant had withdrawn the nourishment from the

soU at the expense of the former, which was consequently
starved.

Primula obf:onica cross.—Dr. Masters exhibited a truss and
leaf of a plant raised by crossing P. obconica with P. sinensis

(wild form). The offspring, beyond a slight decrease in

hairiness, tc, could not be distinguished from the female
parent

.

Photu'jrapk of Palm.—He also showed a photo of a Palm new
to cultivation, received from the late liaron von Muellor, who
wrote as follows:— *' In lSb2 I described the Beatrice Palm,

then discovered by Mr. Eugene Fitzalan on Mount Elliott in

N.E. Queensland (Ptychosperma Boatrica-). It is allied to

P. Alexandnu, but is remarkablu for the wide enlargement
towards the base of the stem with stop-like processes. It

differs also in the much less hardness of the stem, and iu the

leaves being almost straight to the summit, besides in having
smaller fruits and other minor characteristics." Thi.s com-
munication, rfceived about a fortnight after the Baron's

docease, is the last of his many contribtitions.
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Melon Fruit, Photo.~Dr. Maatera also showed a photograph
of a Melon growing from the unusual position of the
" collar," or junction between root and stem on the ground.

Nitragine.—lt was suggested that this material, consisting

of the bacteria peculiar to each particular leguminous crop,

and used by allowing the aeed to soak in it, or by fertilising

the soil with it, should be tried at Chiswick.

Hypertrophy of Trop(toh'.m.~l>r. Masters also showed a

dense globular mass of abortive shoots, which had grown at

the base of the stem, probably in consequence of some injury

to the collar. Such abnormal outgrowths are not uncommon
in Pelargonia, which are allied to Tropiuolum.

NovEMDEa 10.—An ordinary meeting of the Committees

was held in the Drill Hall, James Street, Westminster, on

Tuesday la^t. Cnnsiderins the date of the season there was

an average number of exhibits, but it is probable that there

would have been more Orchids present but for the sharp

frosts that have occurred. As might have been anticipated,

the major portion of the display was furnished by Chrys-

anthemums, of which there were many collections shown,

both as plants and as cut blooms. Fruit was little shown if

we except the finecoUe.jtion of Grapes noticed below. There

Wxs a large exhibit of vegetables from Messrs. Dobbie.

large bloom of rosy purple, with purple and yellow cushion,

a meritorious variety exhibited by Mr. Gardiner.

From C. E. Shea, Esq., Foots Cray, Kent, were exhibited

three dozen Japanese incurved and Japanese reflexed

blooms. Slany of the novelties were represented in excel-

lent condition, together with a few of the older ones
(SUver Flora Medal).

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth Nurseries, Devon, exhibited
forty-eight blooms of Chrysanthemum novelties, also a few
blooms of varieties of Carnations and bunches of decorative

Chrysanthemums. Moat of the varieties of Chrysanthemums
were novelties that have been exhibited previously ; others

we have not before noticed. Wilfred H. Godfrey, Japanese
incurved, very dark chestnut and yellow ; Indiana, a very

broad flower of lilac-pink, florets slightly incurving ; and
Mr. J. P. Bryce, crimson Japanese with bufT reverse, were
promising varieties (Silver Flora MedalJ.

Miss A. S. RiDOE. Staines (i^.. Mr. Geo. Lane), showed
.-IS incurved Chrysanthemums Miss A. S. Ridge and Triumph
d'Erc, but no award was made.

Jlr. RoREBT Owen, CiWtlc Hill Nurseries, Maidenhead,
exhibited a nice lot of blooms in bottles. The habit of the
varieties was illustrated by the long stems attached to the

flowers. An Award of Merit wa^ ipcommended to l)iike of

Wellington, a Japanese incurved of old gold or buff-colour,

very large ; and to Mr. R. Owen, a yellow decorative

variety, with extremely narrow tlurct.-i (Aw.ard of Merit).

varieties, and the group was faced with a few foliage plants,

the whole creating a bright floral effect (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Messrs, YofNO and Dorisson. Stevenage, Herts, exhibited
cut blooms of Chrysanthemums, Gloxinias in flower, &;c.

(Bronze Banksian Medal).

Orchid Committee.
Present ; Harry J. Veitch, E^q. (in the chair), and Messrs.

Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Sec), De B. Crawshay, H. M. Pollett, E.

Hill, T. W. Bond, J. Gabriel, W. H White, H. J. Chapman,
Chas. Winn, C, Pitcher, S. Courtauld, H. Ballantine, and T.

B. Haywood,

Messrs. Ja-. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's*
road. Chelsea, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a very
remarkable group of Orchid?, consisting exclusively of

hybrids, numbering thirty-two, and all distinct and ahowy,
forcibly illustrating the w^rk of the firm in raising hybrid
Orchids, especially those which flower in the winter, a class

in which the imported spcciesstill leave room for the hybridist's

skill to a very great extent. The liQest of these hybrids
was L'tjlio Cattleya v Nysa superba (L. crispa x C. Warsce-
wic;;ii), to which a First-class Certificate wjjs awarded. It

ruiybe sddof thi-i hybrid that it is one of the few which
excel in beauty the f ra ms L -C x exonienais which Messrs.

FiO. 106.—CAMOENsi.\ Maxima: flower seen in section, with details.

S, standard petal ; W, side petals, forming tho wings ; K, lower pete's, forming the keel ; C, C, sepals. Pollen cells magn. 120 diam. (See p. 596.)

Floral Committee.
Present: W, Marshall, Esq., in the Chair, with Messrs.

n. li. May, H. Herbst, U, Owen, G. Stevens, J. F. McLeod,

C. Jeffries, J. Walker, J. D. Pawle, G. Paul, C. E. Pearson,

C. E. Shea, C. Bliok, H. Selfe Leonard, J. Laing, Rev. H. H.

D'Ombrain, E. Mawley, J. Eraser, and R. M. Hogg,

Mr, Reynolds, gr. to Messrs. de KoTilsciiiLit, Gvmnersbvn-y
Park, Acton, W., eKhibited about a score of plants in bloom
of Lycoris aurea. This is a very pretty species, and pro-

duces four, five, or six blooma upon each scape. For an
illuatration of the flower see Gardeners' ChroincU, p. 545,

vol. xviii., 3rd S, (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. Jas. Veitch ik Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,
King's-road, Chelsea, were recommended a Botanical Certi-

ficate tor Amorphophallus variabilis. The plant shown
appeared to resemble A. campanulatus, but diflfered slightly

in colour.

Mr. H. J. JoNRs, Ryecroft Nursery, Hither Green,
Lewisham, staged three blooms each of airs. C. Orchard, an
incurved Japanese of pale lemon, large (Award of Merit} ;

Jas. Cornford, white, incurved Japanese ; H. J. Cutbush,
yellow Japanese, marked with rose ; and Plateau de Teck,
white Japanese, florets shghtly reflexed.

An award of Merit was recommended to Anemone-
flowered Chrysanthemum Mr. Hugh H. Gardiner, a fine

Royal Standard, a very striking crimson Japanese, with
reflexed florets, was well worth remark, as wtre also several

other good seedlings.

A pretty Japanese Chrysautheumm bloom named Pelnio

wa.s exhibited by C. E. Shea, Esq., Foots Cray, Kent. The
folotu* w;v3 yellow passing into red.

Mr. Geo. Wytlies, gr. to Earl Pbrcv, Syon House, Brent-

ford, made a di.splay with_ Chrysanthemum blounis. These
were cut with long stems and staged in earthenware bottles,

three in each, the whole very freely interspersed with foliage

plants \8ilver Flora Medal).

Mr. II. J. Jones, Hither Green, Lewisham, displayed an
exceedingly pretty group of Chrysanthemums, interspersed

with Crotons, Palms, and other fine foliage plants. The quality

of the blooms on the plants was first rate. Ma Perfection

was one of the varieties included. It has already be>^n de-

scribed in these columns as a doubtful incurved bloom, and
an Award of Merit was recommended to it upon this occa-

sion, when it was generally voted a Japanese incurved.

Madame Carnot, Mrs. C, E. Shea, Mrs. H. Chiesman, Major
Bonnaffon, Eiith Tabor, and others were very fine, and the

general effect was one of exceptional beauty (Silver-gilt

Flora Medal).

Another grotip of Chrysanthemums was one staged by Mr.

Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, near Tottenham. The
plants in this case were of single- flowered .and decorative

Veitch raised many years a^o, and to which L.-C. Nysa
superba has some resemblance, except that the flowers are

broader in all their parts, and the glowing colour of the lip

inclines more towarcLs reddish crimson than to purple.

Another pretty novelty was Cattleya x Fabiola (Bowringiana

X Harrisii x). C. x Harrisii, it will be remembered, is

C. labiata Mendeli S x Leopoldi $. Cattleya x Fabiola,

in the form of its flowers, partakes of C. Bowringiana, hut
they are much lar^rer, the sepals and petals of a lilac tint,

the front of the lip d irk pu'-pl;. There were also

observed in the group three fine hybrids of I.jflia

Perrini, viz., L:Hlio - t'attleya x Lady Rothschild (L,

Perrini x <'. Warscewiezi), a very showy flower, with a

lip of soft purple colouring, and white tube to the folded

ase ; the sepals and petals are of a light rosy-lilac hue
;

L.-C. x Decia{L. Perrini x C. aurea). in which the prismatic

arrangement of the colouring of the lip is very beautiful

;

and L.-('. x Statteriana(L. Perrini x C. labiata). <^ther good
hybrids were L, ('. x Palhis, severel Cattleya x Mantini,

Cypripedium x Niobe, C. x Arthurianum, C. x vexillarium,

C. X Leeanum, C. x tesselatum porphyreum, C. .\ Milo,

Masdeviillia X Ajax (x Chelsoni x Peristeria), M. x Asmodia,
and several hybrid Selenipediums.

Fred. Hardt, Esq., Tyntesfield, Ashton-ou-Mersey (gr.,

Mr. T. Stafford), showed a very remarkable imported Cjiiri-

pedium from the Shan States, about which opinions differ as
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to whether it is a variation in the nature of an albino of

C. Charleswortbii, or a natural hybrid. Certain it is that

the like has not appeared before, and the name Cypripedium

'* Fred. Hardy," will serve well to distinguish it. The foliage

somewhat resembled that of C. hirsutissimum, and the

flowers had petals and Up of a clear greenish-yeUow colour,

upper sepal pure white, with a faint purple tinge at the base,

and the staminode was white, with a pale yellow boss iu the

centre (Award of Jlerit). Mr. Hardy also exhibited a good

form of Cattleya x Hardyana.

W.Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange, Stone, Stafford (gr.,

Mr. Stevens), received a Silver Banksian Medal for a very

pretty group of very fioe flower-spikes of Odontoglossum

crispum, 0. Anderson!anum, &c., set up with equally fine

Cattleya labiata ; Odontoglossum crispum, " Golden Queeu,"

a fine light yellow flower with brown spots, secured an

Award of Merit.

Hamar Bass, Esq., Bj-rklcy, Burton-on-Treut (gr., Mr. .1.

Hamilton), showed Cattleya maxima alba, a true albino, with

pin-e white flowers, and the first which has appeared of this

species (First-class Certificate). G W. L^w-Schofield, Esq.,

New Hall Hey, Rawtenstall, near Manchester (gr., Mr.

Shill), exhibited a grand plant of the pure white Pleione

maculataalba. with thirty flowers : also drawings of several

of the rare hybrids in his collection.

Baron Sir H. Schroder, Tlie Dell, Egham (gr., Mr. H.

Ballantine), showed a noble spike of the original Cymbidium

X Traccyanum, which secured a Cultural Commendation ;

also the white Cattleya labiata Countess Fitzwilliam.

H. S. Leon, Esq ] Bletchley Park, Bletchley (gr., Mr.

Hislop), showed a superbly grown plant of LseUa pumila

(Bletchley Park var), with eleven very large and finely-

coloured flowers (Cultural Commendation); also Cattleya

labiata venosa, a strange form, veined and striped oa all the

segments with purple, and with a pale rose median line up

the sepals and petals. It is a pretty form, and it would be

interesting to know whether it is constant ; the allied C. 1.

marmorata of Mr. Gabriel having reverted, for atime at least.

Messrs. F. Sander ^ Co. had a neat group edged

with Sophronitis grandiflora, consisting of, among other

things, Cypripedium X Alcides, varieties of C. insigne,

Cyperorchis elegans, Dendrobium Johnsoniie, some good

varieties of Cattleya labiata, the pretty TrichopiUa brevib,

La?lia pumila, Phaio-Calanthe x Arnolduw, Oncidium tigri-

num, and the singular Calantbe x albata (veratrifolia x

Cooksonix, a curious break between the evergreen and the

deciduous Calanthcs, with white flowers, intermediate in

form between the parents. Tlie group was awarded a Silver

Banksian Medal.

C. L. N. Ingram, Esq , Elstead House, Godalming (gr.,

Mr. T W. Bond), showed Lfelio-Cittleya X Minerva (L.

Perrini X C. Lawrcnceana), a very i>retty rose-coloured

flower with purple lip ; L.-C. X Homtre (L. Pen-ini X C.

PercivalLina), of the form of L. Perrini, but with a rounded

crimped front to the lip, like a small C. Mossia; ; and L.-C.

X Meteor (L. Dayana X C. Bowringiana).

Messrs. Huori Low & Co., Clapton, had a bright group in

which the Cattleya labiata were specially noticeable, and the

variety C. 1. grandis had very Urge and richly-coloured

flowers. This group also contained excellent plants of

Miltonia Roezli, M. R. alba, Cattleya X Minucia, &c. (Vote

of Thanks).

Mr. R. GuLZOW, Bexley Heath, staged a pretty group

in which were many good form of Dendrobium Pha-

lienopsis ; the most admired being D. 1*. Miss Lawford,

a pure white flower, with delicate pink vcining on the

labellum. Some very fine Cattleya labiata were also in the

group (Vote of Thanks). FrauIda Brandt, Riesbach, Zurich,

sent a very richly-coloured form of Odontoglossum Krameri

and Odontoglossum cristatellum. Col. Wil-son, Hillside,

Allerton, Liverpool (gr., Mr. Hcaley), sent Cypripedium x
(bellatulum X callosum). J. Hawthorn Kit>on, Esq.,

Elmet Hall, Leeds (gr. , Mr. T. Bonsall), sent a splendid form

of Odontoglossuni Uro-Skinneri and Cattleya Bowringiana,

Elmet Hall varieties. H. Shaw, Esq., Birch Vale, Derby-

shire (gr., Mr. ClifTe), showed Cypripedium x Hobsoni. H.

H. Bolton, Esq , Height Side, Newchurch, Manchester (gr.,

Mr. Eastwood), sent Cattleya labiata Janeit, a very large

variety. Messrs. Garraway & Co., The Nurseries, Clifton,

showed a strange double form of Cattleya labiata.

Fruit Committee.
Present: Philip Crowley, Esq. (in the Chair), and Messrs.

Geo. Bunyard, G. W. Cummins, A. H. Pearson, Alex. De*n,

Jas. H. Veitch, Jno. A. Laing, F. Q. Lane, James Smith,

T. F. Rivers, J. Willard, H. W. Ward, and W. Balderson.

An excellent collection of twenty-four bunches of Grapes
was shown by C.Bayer, Esq., Tewkesbury Lodge, Forest Hill

(gr., Mr. Taylor). This exhibit included three bunches of Mrs.

Pince, one of which was remarkable for good colour, two
bunches of Mrs. Pearson of much merit, two buoches of Gros
Maroc, an equal number of Gros Colman, two good bunches
of Muscat of Alexandria, two of Gros Guilliuirae, two large

bunches of Trebbiano, one small bunch of bl.ick Hamburgh,
two excellent bunches of Black Alicante (fairly large, and
possessing remarkable colour), two bunches of Foster's Seed-
ling, two of Lady Downes, and two of Alnwick Seedling.

Tho-sc of Foster's Seedling were the weakest of the varieties

shown (Silver KniKhtcan Medal).

Messrs. Dobbie & Co , Rothesay, N.B., and Orpington, Kent,
filled one of the large tables with exhibits of superior
vegetable.-*. There were very fine Onions of large size, large

heads of Celery, some exccptionaliy good International Prize,

and Champion Leeks, Parsnips, Beet, and some very even
roots of yellow-fleshed Turnips were included, together with
Parsley of a good type (Silver Banksian Medal).

Competitive Fridt C(assfs.-~In Pears the 1st prize for flavour

Wiis taken by BeurrtS d'Anjou, shown by Mr. C. Herein, gr.,

Dropmore, the fruit being clean, of fair size, and free from

blemish ; the 2nd prize fell to Knight's Monarch, shown by

Mr. Robert Mahrr, gr., Tattenden Court ; the fruit came

from a pyramid growing on the wilding stock. Other varie-

ties were shown, but they failed to obtain a place ; these

were Beurr^ Diel, Brown Beurr€, both from pyramidal trees ;

Soldat Laboreur, Marie Louise, and Glout Morceau, from

ti'ees on the Quince.

The Apple Cohipctiti'm.—'Bore the 1st prize was taken by
Cox's Orange Pippin, exhibited by J. T. Cbarlesworth,

Esq., Nutfield Court. Surrey (gr, Mr. J. W. Herbert), and

was the produce of a pyramidal tree worked on the Paradise

stock, growing on a light loamy soil, overlying marl, con-

tiining much iron-stone. The fruit was large, and above the

average in size. The 2nd prize fell to Ribston Pippin, shown
by Roger Leigh, Esq., Barham Court, Maidstone (gr., Mr.

G. Woodward) ; the fruit was of high colour, and eame
from an espalier tree growing in the open quarter, and
worked on the Paradise-stock, the soil a moderately heavy
loam. Several dishes of Cornish GilUflower, Fearn's Pippin,

and King of the Pippins eame from various exhibitors.

Various seedling Apples were shown by Messrs. W. &, J.

Brown, Stamford, but they failed to meet with approval,

although of nice appearance. W, H. Barber, Esq., Wem,
Salop, showed Apple Queen Caroline.

Lectures on Seed Raising.

The First Lecture wasdelivered by Mr. R. Fvke, who at the

commencement remarked upon the importance of the ques-

tion, and said that crops raised immediately from seed

formed by far the greater portion of the food of nations.

The remaining part was also furnished indirectly by seeds.

Though the process of seed saving had been practised in all

emmtries and in all times, it was only when connected with

a high state of civilisation that the work became a'fine art.

The selection of seedt of vegetables and flowers was
now practised so commonly that each seed finn usually

possessed its own strain of particular plants. The efforts

of seedsmen were directed to maintaining or surpassing

the improvements that had already been obtained in

the plaints with which they had to deal. This was done
by two methods, viz. , selection and cross-fertilis;ition

.

The latter process was necessary when it was wished to

unite in one phint the qualities possessed by two. But to

fix a type, and to gradually improve one, careful selection

from year to year was necessary. The lecturer then said

that the quality of selected seeds would depend largely upon
the seedsman's idea of wh.at '* selected " seeds should be.

Personally, Mr. Fyfe thought that selected seeds should be

the immediate produce of roots or plants selected for the

production of the same, and the process would require to be
repeated each generation.

Next was given a description of the lectvirer's own prac-

tice in 8uch matters. A few remarks were made upon the

force of heredity in plants, which needed much care to be
exercised to prevent any reversion to previous forms oi^cur-

ring. To illustrate the difficulties that occurred sometimes,

and in certiin plants, when an endeavour was made to fix a
type, Mr. Fyfe referred to and gave particulars of experi-

ments he had made with Calendula. The seed sown from
an orange-co'.oured Calendula continually produced seedling

plants that bore flowers of all shades of colour from pale

lemon to deep onmge, and he had found that if a plant
with orange-coloured flowers was moved when in flower the

blooms became jiale lemon, and again reverted to orange

later. The colours of flowers, and even more stible charac-

teristics in some plants, were very variable. The French
Marigolds and single Dahlias were other instxncea given.

Alterwards some very interesting statements were made
regarding natural crosses that had taken place between
varieties of Turnips that had been planted near to eachothcr.

White-fleshed Red Globe and Golden Ball, Red Globe and
Model White, hud crossed naturally with each other as they
flowered in the open. The results of the seeds saved from
the plants were of much interest, and were perfectly

evident from the Turnips Mr, Fyfe exhibited.

Cranston's Excelsior Onion and Debbie's Selected Red had
crossed in a similar manner. Attention was drawn to the
well-known fact that the more highly a plant was cultivated

the less seed does it yield. In conclusion, Mr. Fyfe referred

to a belief that existed to the effect that seed saved from
certain portions of a plant was bett^ir or truer in character

than from other portions. It hid been proved such was not

the case.

A Second Lecture upon the same subject, so far as it related

to Agricultural crops, was delivered by Mr. Long. The
choice of soils, and the draining, manuring, and cleansing

of the land were referred to. The careful selection of mH
roots and plants saved for seed-producing, the need of pre-

cision on the part of the seedsman in regard to characteristic

details in plants, the necessity of moving selected plants and
planting them at proper distances in isolated positions, the
tendency to cross fertilisation if means were not taken to

prevent the same, were subjects upon which the lecturer had
something to say. Incidentally, reference was made to the

havoc that has latterly been worked amongst the Mustard
crop by the mustard-beetle.

The Rev. W. Wilks (Chainnan), in thanking the lecturers,

referred to the points raised in Mr. Fyfe's paper re the
colours in flowers, and said that experiments were now being
made to ascertain the cause and what influences the colours

in flowers and fruite. It would probably be a long business,

and not much positive information could be expected for

s ome time, but in any case they would soon prove that certain

conditions and circumstinces did not affect the colour in

flowers or fruits.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Conference.

November 5.—A Conference was held oh the evening of

Thursday in the Library of the Royal Aquarium, when
papers on the Chrysanthemvim were read by gentlemen

well known in the Chrysanthemum world. Mr, T. W.

Sanders presided.

The types of the Chrysanthemum and their character-
iSTics, with suOoestions as to the adoption of a
FULLER CLASSIFICATION.

Mr. George Gordon, editor of the Gardeners' Magazine,

read a paper on this subject. He said he felt some diflidence

in dejiling with the .'subject of classification, because it did

not admit of picturesque treatment, and because they were
all to some extent familiar with it. He had, however, obeyed
the wish of the committee in preparing a paper on the

subject. In discus.sing the questious of classification of the

types of the Chrysanthemum, or, indeed, of any other flower,

there were two points which should be kept in view. One
was so to arrange the groups, sections, or classes, that the

multitudinous forms could with the aid of tcchni&il descrip-

tions, be allotted a place in their proper section without any
gre^it difficulty. The other was to adopt as the b;isis of the

classification the grouping and designations that had come
to be generally adopted by the cultivators of the flower.

Such a cla-ssification woiild necessai'ily lack novelty, but it

wovdd prove useful, and in a question of this kmd, utility

should be the first considemtion. The necessity for placing

the varieties of the Chrysanthemum m proper order had
long been recognised, and several attempts had been made..

Having passed in review these attempts which had been made
by Mr. A. H. Haworth 03 years ago, and Mr. Salter in

ISO.o, he said it was somewhat singular that the latter, so

recently as 30 years ago, should not have attempted in his

extension of Haworth's classification to include the large

Anemone and the reflexed varieties, which were then plentiful

and of greater relative importance than the}' were at the

present day. Seventeen years ago the writer prepared a
wholly new classification which found considerable favour,

from the fact that it had, with the exception of one class,

been generally adopted by Chrysanthemum societies iu the
United Kingdom. In this classification there were Tsecti ns.

(I) iDcurved, (2) Roflcsed, (3) Large Anemone-flowered,

(4) Japanese, (5) Pompon, (*5) Anemone-flowered, and (7)

Intermediate. Since the publication of his first classification

in 1S79, the Chrysanthemum had undergone a remarkable
development, and several new types had been added, with
the result that it w;is no longer suflicient. He, therefore,

suggested that the classification of the types of the Chrya-
antUemum should be increased. " My suggestions are,"

continued the writer, " that the classification shDuld com-
prise twelve sections, and that these should be arranged as

follows :—

1. Incurcad.—HhG incurved varieties represent in the matter
of form tlie highest degree of perfection to which the Chrys-
anthemum has been brought, and the perfect bloom does
not require the trained ej'e for the full appreciation of its

beauties. The incurved bloom should be as nearly globular

as possible : the florets broad or of medium breadth, with
perfectly smooth margins and entire apex, rounded or passing
to a point, and to be finely incurved, and so closely and
regularly arranged as to form a solid ball ; the colour to be
clear and decisive. In determining the relative merits of

incurved Chrysanthemums when placed upon the exhibition
sta^e, flatness of the blooms, irreguUu-ity of the florets,

hollow centres, weakness of colour, and want of freshness,

are serious defects which should be given full consideration

by the judges in making their awards.

2. Japanese.—In this class wo group all the large-flowered
varieties with blooms remirkablo for their irregular and
fantastic form, and as these evince so great a diversity of

character it is practically impossible to give a definition that

would apply with any degree of exactitude to any consider-

able proportion of them, nor is it desirable to mould them
according to any set of rules, as one of their most valuable

attributes is the great variety in form as well as colour

afforded by the blooms of the varieties belonging to the
section. The blooms of the Japanese Chrysanthemums
should be of medium or large size, and more or less irregular

in form ; the florets may be broad or thread-hke, or of any
breadth between these extremes. They may bo entire or

divided one or more times, drooping, horizontal, erect, or

incurving ; but there should not bo any great difference in

the size or form of the florets of any one bloom ; the colour

should bo pure in the case of the white varieties, clear in

the light shades, and rich and effective in the high-coloured

forms. Size of bloom according to the respective varieties
;

fulness, uniformity in the size and shape of the florets, and
purity or brightness of colour are merits ; and extreme
regularity in the arrangement of the florets, coarseness,

confused or thin blooms, and ineffective colouring are defects

3. Japane.^e Incuired.—The varieties fonuing this section

are distinguished from the typical Japanese by the incurving

of the florets. The blooms of the Japanese incurved should

be of large size, globular in outline, and have florets, narrow
or of great breadth, and irregularly incurving. In the

varieties of this section, depth as well as diameter of bloom
is of importance, although less so than in the c:ise of the

incurved ; but like the blooms of these the whole of the
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florets should incurve, the incurving of a few of those in the

coutro uot being sufficient tu entitle the variety to a place iu

the section. Lar^e si/e without coarseness, effectivoneds of

colouring, and well incurved tlorets are merits ; and the

reQcxiug of the florets, whether from, age or any other ca'ise,

thinncsa and want of brightness, are defects. For the

present the varieties properly belonging to this section are

admissible in all ehisses for Japanese, unless special classes

are provided for them, in which ease, provided it is desired

to exclude them from the other classca, there should Ije a

stipulation to that effect in the schedule.

4. Large R''tkxfd.~T'hQ varieties belonging to this class

should have flowers that are more or less circular in outline,

and with regtilarly-arrange'd florets. Tbe blooms of the

reflexed should be from medium to large, perfectlj' circular

at the circumference, and with high centre; the florets may
be narrow or broad, but should have a regular margin and an
entire apex, and regularly reflex, the colour to bo clear and
decisive. Evenness of outhne, regularity in the arrangement
of the florets, arc merits ; and irregularity, whether in the

outline or the florets, or hollow centre and dulness of colour,
~ are defects.

;'». large Aaemone-Fhwered.—These comprise a very distinct

and extremely beautiful class, and they should on all occa-

sions bo kept quite distinct from their more showy but less

refined rivals, the Japanese Anemones. The Anemone
Chrysanthemums, without respect to class, consist of two
distinct sets ->f florets—one strap-like, droopuig or spreading
uut horizontally, and known as the ray tlorets, and forming
the border ; and the other quilled, and forming the cushion
or disc. In the case of the large Anemone-flowered, the ray
florets should bo broad, and so regularly arranged us to furni

an even and perfectly circular outline, and clear or rich in

outline; and quilled florets so arranged as to form a hemis-
pherical cushion-like centre. Regularity of the ray florets,

Ingh centre, and bright colouring are merits; and uncven-
ness in the outline, hoUowness in the centre, and ineffective

colouring are defects.

(j. Jopanest: -4(U'*/(0rte.'i—These, as in the ordinary type of

Jajianeso, have blooms distinguished by their large-size, fan-

tastic form, and eflcctivo colouring. In the Japmese
Anemone Chrysanthemum the centre shovild be full, but not
noi-essarily hemispherical, as in the large Anemone-flowered;
and the ray florets of varying bre.idth, short or of considcr-

al)lo length, drooping or horizontal, »^urlod or straight, but
more or less irregtdarly ai*ranged. The irre^'ularity of the
ray florets is one of the moAt liistinctive characteristics of

the .section; and it should be distinctly understood that
riiughness in a large Anemone-flowered does not justify it

having a place in this section, of which elegance is one of its

must distinctive characteristics.

7. //air// Of //.rxtt/e.—TIie varieties with blooms furnished

with glandular hairs on the back of [the floreta, belong
almost exclusively to the Japanese sections, but it does
not necessarily follow that this class should be limited to

them. On tbe contrary, all varieties, of which the flowers

are constantly hirsute, aic admissible. The blooms, ihero-

furc, may be incurved, or reflexed, or fantastic in form,
have Anemone centres or not ; but they must be constantly,

in a greater ur leaser degi-ee, furnished with glandular hairs

on the back or reverse of the florets, and the profusion of

these should bo reg-arded as one of the chief points of merit.
5. Pompous.—^The small-flowered or Pompon Chrysan-

themums are so valuable for various purposes that any ten-

dency to excessive size, relatively speaking, or coarseness,
should be eff'ectually checked. The Pompon Chrysanthemum
may have blooms rather flat or globulai', and the florets may
be flat, fluted, or quilled, spreading out horizontally, erect,

or incurving ; but the blooms should be neat, and not ex-
ceed two mehes in diameter.

It. Fringed i*t»;Hyiyrts.—In, this section the distinguishing
characteristic is the division in the florets, which, instead of

being entire as in the typical Pompon, may be fimbriated at

the margin or deeply cut. In all other particulars the
varieties belonging to the section agree with the typical
forms, and they may be shown with them unless there are
stipulations in the schedule to the contrary.

10. Pompon Anemones.^These, as in the case of the Pom-
pons, have a dwarf habit, small foliage, and neat blooms ; but
they differ from them in the blooms consisting of tw.i dis-

tinct types of florets. The Pompon Anemone is a minia-
ture counterpart of the large Anemone-flowered. The ray
florets should be flat and regidarly arranged, fonning a com-
plete circle, tlie disc full and hemispherical, and the colour
clear and decisive. Irregularity in the ray florets and a low
cushion are serious defects.

11. Larg 'flowered SingUs.—Tha single YATiaties are rapidly
acquiring importance, and the diversity in the size of the
blooms has rendered it necessary to form them into two
groups, the first group to comprise those varieties which
have blooms exceeding three inches in diameter and large
foliage. The blooms of the large-flowered singles should be
not less than three inches in diameter under ordinary cul-

ture, and contain not more than two rows of ray florets ; the
latter may be long or short, drooping, horizontal, or incxu'v-

ing, and regular or irregular iu an*angement, while the
disc tlorets must not be sufficiently raised as to form a
cushion in the centre.

1-2. Pompon Sti^-ies.—Varieties to be admissible in this

chxss should have the short sturdy habit and the small
foliage characteristic of the Pompons and the Pompon ^Vne-

mones. The blooms of the Pompon singles shoiUd not
exceed three inches in diameter when grown under high
culture; they should not have more than two rows of ray
florets, and these should be regularly ai'ranged ;md per-
fectly tlat ; the disc must not be raised or unduly promi-

nent. In determining whether a single variety belongs to

this or the section immediately preceding it, the size and
character of the foliage should be taken into account.

Continuing, the writer says :—With reference to the defi-

nitions, £ would take advautige of this opportunity f'^r

suggesting the desirabQity of members of committees, of

judges, and, indeed, of all who have to deal with new
varieties, making themselves faniiUar with the points de-

fining the several classes, for it is only by a fulness of

knowledge that we can hope to avoid mistakes. This

appears to be especially necessary in the case of the incurved,

for a danger has been foreshadowed of varieties being added
to the class that properly belong to the Japanese incurved.

No one could possibly be more ready to welcome additions to

the class than myself, but I do not want it to be the re-

cejitacle for Japanese incurveds that are neither bold enough
or sufficiently beautiful to justify their being distributed as

such. So long as the incurved arc retained- and 1 see no
signs of their being pu,shed out by their more showy rivals

—

let us insist upon regularly-arrange<I and overlapping florets

that, when ]jroperly develoj^ed, will form a bloom globular

in form and full in the centre. On the other hand, the

florets of the Japanese incurved must not be so regularly

aiTanged as to form a globe. With regard to the typical

Japanese, it is not necessary th^it I should say nmch, boeauso I

have now nothing to do with the merits of blooms when in

competition ; but I would, in passing, express my entire con-

currence with the action of the Catalogue Committee in

abolishing the class for Japanese reflexed. I have never

liked the class, and experience in judging has convinced me
that it wivs an unnecess;iry and undesirable one. The reflexed

section does not retniire any 8i>ccial comment, except to s;iy

that it would be a great g;iin to improve the class by adding
to it a considerable number of varieties, that we may Iiave

finer flowers and a greater diversity of colour in the section.

Mr, WiTTV ;vsked whether the writer could s;iy what
cavisod the " hairs " to gro v tipon hirsute flowers ?

Mr. Goi>DON said he had not gone into tbe matter with
sufficient depth to Ik; able to give the botaniciU description

of the cause. He thought that a ]>eeuliar constitution of the
variety caused the hairs, but at present we wore not sufli-

ciently informed as to the causes.

Mr. Wirrv .s:ud he had been inquiring into the point for

some time pjxst, ami he had been examining the flowers
umler the microscope. At first ho thought that what he saw
was a decomposition of tho tissue, but on further examina-
tion he found that every one of the glands Wiis charged with
wat*:r, and that each gland had a beautiful dewtlnqt up.>n it.

Of course. Nature bail made that provision for some jiur

pose, and he thouglit someone might be able to help him in
solving tbe problem.

The(_'n,\niMAN suggested that the petals were collecting
more moisture than they could carry, and that tho moisture
was forced out and formed the dewdrop.

Sir. WiTTV said that was ju.st the opposite of the view he
took, which was that the drop of water was really fi>od for

the flower.

Mr. SiiKA said the matter w;is not underatood at present,
btit he rather agreed with the Ch.iirman that the drop was a
provi-sion of Nature for getting rid of certain moisture; but
certiinly it had nothing to do with the decay of the flower.

The drop could bo seen on the freshest flower. It was pro-
bably due to the abnormal growth of an ordinary cell, which
became overcharged.
Mr. SiiKA suggested that one of the blooms should be sent

to tho Scientific Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society, who wovdd give them the best answer they could
possibly obtain. It v/ould be an interesting point for them
all.

Mr. Orchard, speaking with regard to classification, said
if they were going to drift into further sub-divisions be did
not know where they would be landed by their next jubilee.

A» to the ** hairs," ho thought they were the result of an
excess of protoplasm through over-<Ievelopment.

Mr. W. II. Fowler said he had always thought that the
" hairy " section should be left with the Japanese, and that
the former should not have a section entirely to itself.

large deep, nil incurving flower—extra fine ; Matthew
Hodgson, bright orange crimson colour—very promising,
small as shown, but brilhant in colour, was Cummeudcd ; it

came from Mr. W. Seward, Hanwell. Incurved Golden
Nugget, from Mr. R. Owen, Maidenhead, was also com-
mended ; it is of the colour of Jardiu des PLintes, but of
different build.

Floral Committee.
November 9.—A considerable number of new varieties

were staged on this occasion, and among them a few of ex-

ceptional merit.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Japanese Golden
Elsie from Mr. Bugden, gr. to Sir Neville Chamberlain,
Southampton, a sport from Elsie, and shown under the name
of Golden Ball, but as a variety of this name is already in
existence the Committee named it Golden Elsie. It is very
free, the flower small, finely shaped, and of a bright yellow
colour. It was Certificated as a market variety, and will
doubtless become popular. A similar award was made to
Japanese Anemone Hugh H. Gardiner, a flower of a bright
magenta-purple, coloured ray florets and bronzy cushion,
from Mr. S. Ely, gr. to HrioH H. Gardiner, Esq., Nettlebed,
Henley-on-Thames ; to Japanese Mustapha, a large flower
with broad pure white florets, somewhat incurving and
flat, a highly promising variety, from Mr, C. Gibson, gr.,

Morden Park, Mitcham ; to Japanese incurved Duchess of

Fife, a large full flower with long, fairly bread florets,

shown as an incurved variety, but considered by the Com-
mittee to belong to the Japanese section, from Mr. E.
MoLYNEux, gr., Swanmore Park, Bishop's Waltham. This
List-named variety was also shown by Mr. W. Harvey,
Cbislehurst. First-class Certificates were awarded to
Japmese Mrs. C. Orchard, a large incurving white flower,

which in the centre is yellow—highly promising ; and to
Saruian Gem, in colour orange-red, with golden reverse, a

SOUTHAMPTON CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovKMBER ::. 4.—The Victoria Hall was again the site of

the annual Chrysanthemum exhibition on ihe above dates.
Both plants and cut blooms were present in large numbers,
but probably the latter created the greater interest.

CHESTERFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 3, 4.—The Chesterfield Chrysanthemum Society

has only just completed its third year, "but the -shows it has
held- notibly the Last—prove that there is decidedly scope
for such a society In the coal-mining district around Chts-
terfield. Gentlemen employing gardeners in the loc:ility

are taking an active interest in the welfare of the Society,
and the public evince an encouraging disposition to patro-
nise the annual exhibitions of the autumn blooms. The
entries this year were nearly double tho number List year,
and there was a marked improvement in the quahtyofthe
exhibits.

EASTBOURNE.
Nov. ;;, 4,—Looking back a couple of seasons, wo note a

wonderful improvement in the above show. Both in
numlicr and quality a very ncedfiU move forward has been
made.
Groups, fruits, cut-flowers, and vegetables were excellent,

aaalso were the many non-competitive exhibits. Mr. .lupp.gr.
to G. BouLTON, Esq., Eastbourne, was uost successfiU, not
only gjtining 1st and the National Chrysanthemum Society's
Certificate far eighteen Jap mese, but being well to the fore
in many other classes.

HEREFORD FRUIT AND CHRYSAN-
THEMUM,

NovRuiiER 3, 4.—The fifth annual show of this society was
hold in tho Shire Hall, Hereford, on the above dates. Apples
an 1 Pears, for which about sixty clas.ses were provided, made
a fine display, although they were not in such abundance as
la-st year, nor iii size quite up to the usual Ilcreford-shire

stmdard
; they were, however, remarkably fine in colour

.and free of blemish.

Chrysanthemums (Oi'En).

The best Group of Chri/santhemuim was arranged by Mr.
Williiuus, gr. to Sir J. Pulley, Lower Eaton ; it was not
over-crowded, the foliage being good, and the flowers large
and well coloured.

T/iirti/'Six Blooms, di^tiactf ttoenty-/our to be Japanese. —
1st, Mr. I.ockyer, gr. to J. C. Hanbitry, Esq.. Pontypoo
Pdrk, who staged a fine lot of well-linished flowers, the best
being Chas. Davis, Mutual Friend, Madame Carnot, Duke of
York, M. Moselleir, Empress of India, C. II. Curtis, and
Princess of Wales ; '2nd, Mr. Williams, gr. to Sir J. Pi'i.ley,

with good flowers of J. Wilkins, Col. Chase, Col. W. B. Smith,
Eda Prass, &c.

'Iwelre Japanese.~Aat, Mr. W. Dtvis, gr. to A. Wright,
Esq., (Quarry House, Newent, who hid Mrs. C. H. Payne,
Colonel Dav s, Madame Carnot, &c. ; 2nd, Mr. Williams.

Ttcdve Iiicurved, distinct.—In this class Mr. Lockver and
Mr. W. Davi.s were placed equal 1st The former's best flowers
were Princess of Wales, Queen of England, Empress of India,
andMrs.CUbran; Mr. Da^-is having Jeanne d'Arnc, Miss M. A.
Ilaggas, and Lord Alcester amongst his best.

The smaller classes of fruits and flowers wore well con-
tested, and the exhibits good.

Dried fruits were also shown in excellent condition by Mr.
A. Trotter, gr to F. Recardo, Esq., Ledbury. As were also
bottled fruits, by Mr. John Weaver, Chester. Thos. Cootuber

EALING HORTICULTURAL.
November 4.—The annual Chry.santhemum, <fcc., show,

held in the Victoria Hall on the above date was, on the whole,
a fairly good one. The Japanese varieties were a notable
feature of the display, and of a high standard of excellence ;

the special exhibits (non-competitive) were noteworthy, and.
as is usual at this society's shows, the prizes offered amongst
cottagers were keenly contested.

COVENTRY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 4, 5.—The second annual Chrysanthemum show

W.13 held at Coventry on the above dates. The show was a
complete success in every way, the entries were nearly
double those of last year, and the quality of the exhibits in

every cLiss were very much better. The large hall of the
Corn Exchange was filled with beautiful si*ecimens of Chrys-
anthemums, and the addition of PrimuLis, fruit, and vege-
tables made an agreeable change. The priueip;U prize-takers
were G. Singer, Esq, ; Sir Richard Moon; J. K. Stanley,
Esq.; 8. Loder, Esq.; P. A. Mantry, Esq., M.P. There
were also splendid exhibits not for competition, from Messrs.
Perkins & Sons, Mr. W. Finch, E. Petre, Esq. ; Sir R.
Moon, and others, which added greatly to the success. Mr.
F. CoiiTis was an energetic secretary.
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KARKET HARBOBOUGH
CHRYSaNrHEMUM.

Xov. 4, 5.—This society held its anniril show on the above

dates, when the quality of the exhibits was a little below the

standard of previous years. The following were the chief

prizewinners ;
—

The class for a group of Chrysanthemums arranged for

effect with foliage and flowering plants, was won by Mr.

Duncan ; followed by Messrs. Plowman & Son, who were
successful in a competition for a group of Chrysanthemums
alone.

There were five entries in the class for eighteen cut blooms
of Japane e, and 1st prize was gained by Mr. Pearce, gr. to

T. LoDEK, Esq., Hove Avenue, Northampton. The best

twelve white Japanese were from Mr. Wood, Delaprfe Abbey

;

Mr. Pearce was 2nd.

Mr. HoTLE was 1st for twelve Japanese blooms distinct
;

and Mr. Houlin for eighteen Incurved blooms. For twelve
incurved blooms Mr. Hovle was an easy 1st.

Vegetables were very good. In Messrs. SuxroN'fl competi-
tion for six distinct varieties, Messrs. Gould, Bvrfuot and
Kempsuall were the winners.

Fiuit exhibits included fJrap33, Apples, an i Pears.

Primulas were shown by Messrs, Duncan and Wilson ;

Cyclamen by Mr. Wilson ; and Holanum by Mr. Kempshall.

A pleasing feature at this show was the sale of some fruits,

flowers, and vegetables for charitable purposes.

plants, cut flowers, and fruit being contributed for sale by
.some of the exhibitors, and others. It is satisfactory to
note that a good sum of money was obtained for this essen-

tially gardeners' institution.

WOLVEEHAMPTON CHRYSAN
THEMUM.

November 4, .'..—The fourth annual show of this society

was held in the Drill Hall, Wolverhampton, on the above

dates, and was a great success. The blooQis staged were
excellent, :ind the company sliowed their appreciation by

attending in thousands. The show was opened by the

Mayoress, attended by members of many of the county
families. The chairman of the committee, Mr. O. A. Bishop,

Wightwick Manor, and his colleagues, have, in the short

space of four years^ worked up one of the most prosperous

societies in the Cjuntry. The total number of classes in the

schedule numbered forty, and these were well filled. So

encoviragiug also was the prize-list, that growci-s from all

parts competed for the coveted honours.

In the non-competitive section, Messrs. Dobbie & Co.,

Rothesay, sent a collection of Japanese blooms, both whow and
decorative, for which a Certificate of Merit was awarded.
W. Hatton, Esq., Hill Grove, Kidderminster (gr., Mr. T.

Poole), sent a fine collection of twelve bimches of Black
Grapes, superlily finished ; and he was awarded a Diploma
and Gold Medal for these.

A fine collection of twenty dishes of Apples, and tea dishes
of Pears, were sent by A. L. Vernon, flsq,, Hylton Park,
Wolverhampton (gr., Mr. John Boulhy), Certificate and
similar award ; a like award being made to Messrs. Thomas
Rivers &. Sons, Sawbridgeworth, for twenty-five dishes of

Apples, and eighteen dishes nf Pears. Certificate of Merit tn

Messrs. Tom IS. Dobbs & Co., nurserymen, Wolverbaiiipt"n,
for a mixed exliilat of Palms, h.ardy shrubs. ChryMiui-
themum.s, and vegetables, iueluding .some fine fruits nt"

Blair's Prolific Cucumber,

The competitive groups were very fine, and the 1st prize
went to T. G. Baker, Esq.. Waterdale, t'ompton, Wolver-
hampton (gr. , Mr. Shingler), whose group contained fine

blooms of Sunflower, Duchess of York (fine flowers),

Duke of York, Charles Davis, Wm. Tricker, Viviand
Morel, Amiral AvcUan, Madame Carnot, La Boule d'Or ;

2nd, S. T, Mander, Esq., Wightvvick Manor, Wolver-
hampton (gr., Mr. G, A. Bishop), who staged good plants of

Madame Carnot. A. Payne, Viviand Morel, Etoile de Lyon,
Col. W. B. Smith, Charles Davis, Louise, (fee. Decorative
groups of Chrysanthemums and other plants mingled, as 1st,

E, HoRTON, Esq., Bescot (gr. Mr. S. Horton), with a well-

arranged lot of plants, among which were Cocos plnmosa,
Bamboos, I'andanus. Euphorbia, Eiilalia, Eucharis, and
some well-flowered Orchids, Ac, ; 2nd, K. W. T. Jones,
Esq., The Oaklanda, Wolverhampton (gr., Mr. W. Rudge),
whose group contained good Cocos WedoUiana, Chry>ian-
mums, and Orchids in variety.

Chiii^ai}tliiiniiius: -In the cla.H3 for three specimen Japanese
dissimilar, Alderman (Jiioroe Thompson, Priory House,
Dudley, was 1st ; 2nd, Mrs. Ear^ Dunstall Hall. Waterdale
(gr., Mr. U. Jones).

Cut Blooms, —The.se were well contested. The first twenty

-

four incurved formed an ein^eedingly full stand shown by
H. H. France-Havhiihst. Ks^]., Overly, Wellington (gr., Mr.
S. Bremmcll) ; 2nd, H, W. Hari.ev, Esq., whose stand con-
tained similar varieties to the winning one.

In the class for twenty-four Japanese varieties, Ist, H. H.
France-Havhurst, Esq., It. W. D. Harlev, Esq., being 2nd.

W. ROBERTH, Esq., Pedniorc (gr., Mr. J. Parker), was 1st for

twelve incurveds, showning g()od blooms, H. H. France-
Havhi'RSt, E^q,, was 2nd,

Fruit wflj! shown in .some quantity by gentlemen resident
the district, but nothing that calls fur any comment from

us, nor do the fine vegetables which formed part of the
ehow.
One notable feature was the taVjlo in aid of the (Jardeners'

Royal Benevolent Institution ; this was taken in charge
by Mr. Rkhard Lowe, Mrs. Bishop, and Miss Lowe,

HARROGATE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 5.—The second annual show of the Harrogate

Chrysanthemum and Paxton Society was opened in the

Drill Hall, Harrogate, on the above date. The entries were
more numerous than last year, and besides Chrysanthemums
there was an excellent show of fruits and vegetables. The
groups of plants in the open classes were very striking

features.

The Ist prize for the best group of Chrysanthemums,
arranged in a half-circle not exceeding 50 feet, was awarded to
Mr. E. B. Faber, J. P., of Belvedere, Harrogate; the 2nd
went to Mr. J. Pettinger, Strawberrydale Nurseries; and
the 3rd to Mrs. Witham, Stafford House, Harrogate.

The 1st prize for the best group of miscellaneous plants,
not exceeding 100 squire feet, arranged for effect, was won
by Mr. E. B. Faber, who also won the 1st in the next class,

a group not exceeding 60 feet ; Sir Peroival Radcliffe and
the Rev. T. Sheepshank.'^ taking 2nd prizes.

The winners in the cut flower competitions were :—
Cut B/ortiH.s-.—Thirty-six distinct varieties (eighteen in-

curved, eighteen Japanese) : 1st. A. Milnthorpe, Harrogate ;

2nd, A. Clark »i: Son, Rodley. Twelve incurved: 1st, C. H.
Simpson, Ackworth, Pontefract ; and 2nd, A. Milnthorpe.
Twelve Japanese : 1st, A. Milnthorpe. Sis Japanese, dis-

tinct : l.st, A. Milnthorpe. Six incurved, distinct: 1st. C.

H. Simpson. Six reflexed. distinct: 1st, Messrs. A. Clark it

Son ; 2nd, C. H. Simpson. Six Japanese. Anemone : 1st, C.

H. Simpson. Epergne for dinner table, Chrysanthennnus.
any foliage allowed : 1st, R. Hutchinson, Kirby Overblow.
Basket of Chrysanthemums, with any kind of foliage ; 1st,

E. J. Batchelor, HaiTogate.

DEVON AND EXETER HORTICUL-
TURAL,

November 5, 6.—The one-hundred and eighty-fourth exhi-

bition of this society was held in the Victoria Hall on the

above datea. Circular groups of Chrysanthemum plants,

aiTunged on the floor of the large hall, had a very good
effect. Trade exhibits helped largely towards the general

effect, and the numerous dishes of Apples furnished rich

colouring. Cut Vilooras were staged in a separate hall, but
in this section a slight falling-ofl" in quality and numbers was
apparent. The reflexed and Anemone varieties were jioorly

represented, no exhibit of the former being .staged, anil but

<.ne of the latter.

Groit^is.— In the class for groups arranged for eflect, there
were tliree exhibits, Mr. Rowland, gr. to W. Brock, Esq,,

Parker's Well. Exeter, being a good Iwt. In the centre of

the group he had a gi-.iceful plant of Cocos plumosus. while
the Chrysanthemums were of good quality, very fresh, and
the colours l)right, and all nicely finished ofl" at tlie base
with Adiantuin, A-c. ; 2nd, Mr. Williams, gr, to ,\. It. Simm.
Esq.. who had al^n well-flowered jdants, but tlie group
lacked the finish of the preceding exhibit.

Mr. Rowland was the only exhibitor of a group of Chrys-
anthemums in i)ots giown in a natural way, and was
awarded the 1st prize.

Groups of miscellaneous plants, in which not more than
twelve Chrysanthemums were admitted, formed a pleasant
feature. They were arranged in diamond-shaped groups, on
slightly raised stands placed across the centre of the Hall,

and Mr. Rowland was again the moat successful exhibitor ;

2nd, Mr. Prothero, gr. tn Mark Farrant, Esq.

A class for twelve Cltrysanthemum plants, in 6 inch pots,

brought but a pour exhibit. Table-plants were numerous,
Vmt only a few o( them were good; on tie other hand,
Violets in pots were numerous and good. The Ist prizo
exhibit waa sho.vn by Mr. Abrams, gr. to T. Kkkewich,
Esq. Bonvardias. Solinums, &c., were numerous.

Cut Bloo.,t!i.—\n the principal clas?, that for thirty six

Japanese, distinct vaiieties, the 1st prize consisted of a
Silver Cup, f r which eighty competed, Air. G. Foster, gr. t)

H, Hammond Spenper, Esq , Teignmouth, taking tho lat

position with a collection of meritorious flowers, well set up,
and comprising the following varieties amongst others:^
Australie, Graphic, Princess Maj', Robt. Owen (fine). Silver

King, Oceana, Miss Dorothea Shea, Madame Ad. Chatin,

Miss E, Addison, Mr. J. HoUingworth, Van den Heede,
Madame Carnot, Deuil de Jules Ferry, Mutual Friend, Duke
of York, Mrs. C. IL Wheeler, Mons. Chenon de Leche,

John Seward (good), Madame E. Capitant, Ph.ebus, and
Miss E. Teichmann. Mr. Wilkins, gr. to Lady Theodora
Guest, was a good 2nd, having, among others, very fine

Phrebus, Mrs, J, Slirimpton, and Madame A. Chatin; 3rd,

Mr. Mairs, gr. to Sir J. Shki.let, Bart., whose stand lost much
in effect through the low and flat setting up of the blooms.

For eighteen Japanese blooms, Mr. T. Hill, gr. to the Rev.

T. Hi'TfFiiNs. was Ist in a close competition, having good
flowers of the following varieties: Madame ( 'arnot, Edith

Tabor, Duke of York. M. O, Biron, Ma.lame A. Chatin,

M. Chenon de Lech.5, Austmlic, I^ord Brooke, J, C.

Schwabe, Miss Dorothea Shea, M. Gruyer, and Mello.

A. Galbert ; 2nd, Mr. Foster, in whose stands were note-

worthy tlowers of several varieties.

For twelve Japanese there was a strong competition, Mr.
Mairs being 1st with a good stand, among which Madame
Carnot, Miss Dorothea Shea, and Primrose League, were
noticeable blooms ; 2nd, Mr. G. Lane, gr. to T. Turner, Esq

,

CuUompton.
Incurved blooms were not lirgely represented. In the

class for twelve distinct, Mr, Stiles, gr. to Miss Fripp,
Teignmouth, was 1st, with medium-sized flowers ; 2nd,
Mr, Foster.

Mr. Prothero was 1st for a stanl of six bunches of
singles, with Gold Star, Snowflake, Queen of Singles,

Calliope, Tisiphone, and Souvenir de Londres.

Miscilhineous Bxkibits of a non-competitive character con-
siderably added to the attractiveness of the show. Messrs.
R. Veitch & Son staged fifty dishes of highly-coloured
Apples and various plants, including the pretty winter-flower-
ing Begonia, Gloire de Lorraine. The Exeter Nursery Co.'s
exhibit included a fine collection of well-grown Chrysanthe-
mum plants, intermixed with ornamental leaved plants.

Mr. C. J. ScLATER, Devon Nurseries, staged eighty dishes
of Apples. Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chard, also exhibited a
large collection of Apples.

/rwiV.— Forty-three classes are devoted to fmit at this
exhibition, chiefly Apples and Pears, the classes being
arranged very much on the lines of the CrysUU Palace show
of the Koy.al Horticultural Society, nuny being devoted to
single dishes. Compare! with this exhibition, however, the
Devon samples fell considerably behind as regarded size,

although, taken a* a whole, the colovir was perhaps better.
For three bunches of Alicante Grapes, seven good .stands

were tabled. 1st, G. W. Matthew, Esq., Exmouth, whose
exhibit was stated to have been grown without artificial

heat ; 2nd, Mr. Da\ rv.

Mr. Seward, gr. to Sir J. O. Ffrqi'^ion Davie, Bart , waa a
good 1st for Muscats, and also lor three bunches of any other
variety with good Gros Maroc ; Mr. Davey being 2nil, with
fine GrosColman.
The competition wa.s very keen in the class for thirty dishes

of Apples, distinct, Mr. Seward being again successful in
winning the 1st award with a very even collection ; Mr Gar-
land, gr. to Sir T. D. Acland. Killertou, was a good 2nd.
For twelve varieties, Mr. Cornish, gr. to W. Minipic, Esq.,

was 1st ; and for six varieties. Mr, T, Stark, gr. t) the Hon
Lady Walrond, was 1st. Among nine lots of Blenheim
Orange Pippin, Mr. Stahk was 1st.

Pears were shown in fewer numbers, although some very
fine samples were staged. Mr. Garland was a good 1st for
nine varieties, six dessert and three culinary.

WINDSOR CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 5, G.— The fifth annual autumn exhibition wa3

held in the Albert Institute, and w.as a successful one.

Groups of Chrys;inthemums were a distinct feature, the

plants being dwarf, thoroughly well suited for the purpose,

besides being plentifully clothed with foliage ; while they

carried good blooms. The arrangciiieuts were in everyway
satisfactory.

Mr. < 'olc, gr. to Mrs, E. B. Fostrr, won premier position; and
Mr. Wiiod. gr. to Lord Boston, Hed^or, was 2nd. To the l.st

prize group was also aw.irded the Uron/.e Modal, giv(n by
the National Chrysanthemum Society for tho most meri-
torious exhibit of Chrysinthemvims in the show.

Mr. R. Cawte, gr. to W. B. Avrkv. E.sq., staged the finest

specimen -plants. They were well-grown examples of leading
varieties.

A Silver Challenge Vase was offered for one naturally-grown
plant, and this was won by Mr. F. J. Paul, gr. to Mrs.
BuwEHiNo, who had a large plant of W. Tricker, profusely
flowered.

NOTTINGHAM AND NOTTS
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

Nu\KMBER G, 7.—A very suiiessfol exhibition by this

Soci.ty was held on the above dates in the Mechanics' Hall.

Although there were only three competitors in the open
class for twelve incurved and twehe Japane.tie lilooms, dis-

tinct varieties, Mr. Goodacre, gr. to tho E^trl of Harrino-
TON, waa well deserving of 1st place. Among Mr. Goodacre's

Japanese blooms, however, woro none equal to Mr. Sk.as

Co(.e's Mutual Friend, with which Earl Spen(^'er's gardener

can'ied ofl* the prize for the champion .Tapaneso bloom. Mr.
Cole's incurved blooms were, however, unequal to tho.se of

Mr. Goodacre, but Jiia exhibit wa^ well wortliy of 2nd prize
;

:ird place being taken by Mr. W. Ball, gr. to Mr. K. Enfield.
This is the first year in whicti prizes have been offered for

balcony decoration with groups of Chrysanthemums, and of the

two competitors Mr. .1. Folcjuam displayed tlie best taste in

the matter of arrangement, Mr. Yarnell, gr. to Mr, J. W.
Turner, accomplished a very creditable performance in

i-arrying off 1st prize in four of the open classes fi>r specimtn
plants, and for a table decoration.

Mr. F. Ct'X had .some splendi*! bloonii in the first of tho

(dasses open to all members, amongst his incurved Chrysan-

themums being specimens of Alfred Salter, Robt Petfield,

and Lord Alcester, while included in his six Japanese were a

line Madame Carnot and a equally g<)od Vivian<l Morel.

For some years Mr, J. Bei.i. h.as been an exhibitor, and
now he has been rewarded, his blooms, which placed him
iJnd to Mr. Cox, being a great credit to him, his M, Chenon
de Lech^ being particularly noticeable. In the next four

classes, both the incurved and Japanese blooms were excel-
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lent, and altogether the entries were quite satisfactory.

It was, however, in the artisan claBees that the entries were
the most numerous, and in one case there wore as many as
fifteen, while in another there were but tw(» less. An inter-

esting exhibit, and one which demonstrates that even out-
door some very nice Chrysanthemums may be grown, is that
staged (not for competition) by Mr. C. Shaw, who has pre-
viously proved himself an excellent grower of the summer
nd autumn varieties of this plant.

LOUGHBOROUGH CHRYSANTHEMUM
AND FRUIT.

November 6, 7.—The effurts made earlier in the year to
bring about the amalgamation of the two societies into
which the oriffinal Loughborough Chrysanthemum and Fruit
Society bad split having been successful, the annual show of

the once more happily united members was opened on Friday
afternoon, November G, at the Loughburough Cora Exchange.
Although the weather has not been over favourable to the
growing of Chrj'santhemums, the specimens sent in were of

exceptionally fine quality, many very beautifid blooms being
staged.

In the open classes Mr. J. Smith was the most successful
exhibitor, carrying off no fewer than five out of the possible

six Ist prizes, and thus winning the Bronze Medal awarded
by the National Chrysanthemum Society this year to each of

the affiliated societies in celebration of the jubilee of its

existence.

In the amateurs' classes the National Society's Certificate

awarded to Mr. Buurows. The amatovirs* and cottagers'

classes were well filled and the competition in nearly every
case was excoUent. A fine collection of fruit was exhibited.

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 10, 11.—This well-known society hold its twen-
tieth annual show on the above dates, and as navial in the

spacious Drill Hall. The show was better furnished with

trained plants than has been the case for some two or throe

years. The miscellaneous groups, although pretty, are inva-

riably at this time of the year dull, lacking floral colour

whilst the Chrysanthemum gi-oups were of the usual solid

stereotyped order, giving fine, but very formal banks. If

these two groups could ha blended, tho prizes added, and
half as much space again given to each, some splendid

groups might result. As next year will see the society's

majority, a good opportunity will offer for some break m
the monotony of perennial chissos.

Plant Croupi.—The best one of miscellaneous form was
arranged by Mr. Uidge, gr. to C. Swinken Eady, Esq.,
Weybridge, light and graceful, but wanting more colour.

Chrysanthemum Groups were of tho usual order, but the
one set up by Mr^ Forbes, gr. to I). Nichol, Esq., Surbiton,
if formal, had a well-raised point, and sloped down to a
dn\iblc edgmg of La Petite Amie, a white Japanese in 6-inch
puts, the plants IS inches in height, and cupitUIy Howered.
The general quality of all Mr. Forbes' Jap;iuese fluwers was
excellent. Mr, W. French, gr. to Mrs. Barclay. Wimble-
don, was 2nd ; and Mr. G. H. Sage, gr. to Earl of Dysart,
Ham House, 3rd.

Trained Plants.—The best six of these ramo from Mr. J.

Swan, gr. to G. Murray Smith, Esq., Weybridge, whu bad
really good specimens, not too big, of Mrs. G. llundle, Dr.
Sharpe, W. Tricker, Viviand Morel, Sunflower, and J. Salter.

Mr. S. Pead, gr. to R. S. Bond, Esq., Surbiton. was 2Qd,
but his plants were far too hardly tied, and .short of bloom.
Mr. J. Plowman, gr. to V. Layers SMirii, Esq., Long

Ditton, had the best three trained plants in unnamed
varieties.

The finest three large-flowered standards came from Mr.
F. KiDg, gr. to A. F. Perkins, Esq , Holmwood, who had
Richmond White, Christine, and Chinaaiau ; Mr. Watkins,
gr. to R. W. Monro, Esq., Coombe W arren, coming 2nd.

Mr. Swan had the best foui' trained Pompons in Golden
Marthe, M. Montels, W. Westlake, and Snowdrop.

Primulas.— 'SU'. Mileham, gr. to A. T. Miller, Esq.,

Leatherhead, had the best six doubles, fairly well bloomed
;

and Mr. Peap the best singles, of fair quality. The best six

Boiivanfias came from Mr, Atkins. Mr. Maxgi'ega, gr. to

the Dowager Lady Hay, Putney, had the best nine table-

plants, a pretty selection : and the best berried plants,

pretty erect bushes of Solanums came from Mr. Atkins
:

lai-ge fruited Capsicums, from Mr. Frbnch, coming iind ; and
well-fruited PhysaUs Alkekengi, from Mr. Sex, 3rd.

Cut Flowers: The Challenge Vase.—The new Vase, a very
handsome silver fiuit-bowl, was on this occasion competed
for by but four competitors, the interest the competition
once created being now much discounted elsewhere. It

was won this time by a worthy exhibitor, who has fre-

quently tried hard—Mr. G. Hunt, gr. to P. Ralli,
Esq., Ashtead Park. His incurved, really a capital

lot of blooms, included Duchess of Fife, very fine; J.

Agato, Alfred Baiter, W. Tuimiugton, S. Coleman, Nor-
man Davis, C. B. Whitnall, Lord Alcester, Globe d'Or,

Empress of India, John Lambert, C. H. Curtis, M. C. King-
stfin, Roljort PetfieM, and J. S.Uter. And his .Tapanese in-

cluded good blooms of Madame Camot, Viviand Morel,
Jas. Myers, Madame A. Chatin, M. Paukoueke.
Edith Tabor, Maiame Gruyer, W. C. Mewett, Silver

King, A. Molyneux, Mr. W. H. Lees, Ch. Dawes, Rose
Wynne, &c. ; Mr. W. Jinks, gr. to Eooar Brdcb, Esq.,

Watton, was 2nd, having in his stand the premier Japanese,

a beautiful Madame Carnot ; Mr. F. King was 3rd.

Jucurved Bloonv<.—The best twenty-four, capiUil flowers,

were staged by Mr. Higgs, gr. to J. B. Hankey, Esq
,

Fetcham Park. He had Chas. Curtis, a superb flower, and
premier of tho section ; also Major Bonnaffon, too like the
preceding; W. Tunnington, M. C. Kings on. Globe d'Or.

John Lambert, Princess of Wales. Miss Haggas, Empress of

India, Percy Norman, all good. Mr. G. Hdnt oame 2nd,
with excellent flowers ; Mr. Jinks being placed 8rd.

With twelve incuri'ed, Mr. F. Kino was 1st, having Rtbcrt
Cannell. Lord Alcester, Empress of India, Golden Empress,
Globe d'Or, Robert Petfield, J. Agate, C. B. Whitnall, Ch.

Curtis, Queen of England, Miss Haggas, and Mrs. H. King);

Mr. A. Felgate, gr. to the Dowager Duchess of Wellington,
Walton, was 2nd.

Mr. Springthorpe. gr. to W. A. Bevan, Esq., Coombe
Warren, had the best six blooms in Baron Hirsch, Ch. Curtis,
Glube d'Or, J. Agate, Princess of Wales, and Jeanne d'Arc

;

Mr. Mileham was 2nd.

The best six blooms of one variety were bi-oad, bvit

rather flat Ch. Curtis, from Mr. Springthorpk ; fair Em-
press of India coming 2nd, and Glol>e d'Or 3rd.

Japanete Bloo.n:^.— 'Sir. niG«;s was again 1st with a fine lot
of flowers in the class for twenty.f.ur. having Mdlle. Marie
Hosto, Chas. Davis, Ethel Addisun, Hairy Wonder, Inter-
national, M. Chenon de Leche, Mdlle. Ricoud, Viviand
Mttrel, Madame Carnot, M. Pankoucke, and Mi-s. C. E.
Shea of the best : Mr. Coombes, gr. to W. FrRZE, Esq.,
Toddington, was 2(id, having very good Miss W. T. Drowett,
C. Shrimpton, Mutual Friend, and others; Mr. J. Hunt
was 3rd.

Twelve Bloom*.— ykr. F. King led hero with good Midame
Camot, Miss Elsie Teichmann, Viscountess Hambledon,
Madame Thermae Rey, Phcebus, M. C. Molin, and others ; Mr.
J. Cook, gr. to S. Samson, Esq.. WiUton. was 2nd: and Mr.
H. Squelch, gr. to W. C. Bond, Esq., Dorkiog. was ;trd. Mr.
Ma8ter.man had tho best six Japanese, Mr. J. Plowman
coming 2nd ; and with six blooms, one variety, Mr. Spring*
thori'e wiis .again 1st, having the rich yoUow Phwbus in fine
form

; Madame Carnot, from Mr. Cook, coming 2nd.

K^fUxed.-'Xhc&Q were few, and seem fast going out of cul-
tivation. Mr. U. Uawkes, gr. to G. B. Tati;, Thamts Dittm,
had tho best twelve, in quite old varieties ; Mr. Pitcher, gr.

to W. M. Dunnage, Esq , Surbit^m, loming 2nd.

Anenont, large-flowered, made a strong class, the flowers
being exceptionally good. Mr. W. Jinks was Ist with twelve
blooms, including J. Bunyan, Enterprise, Delaware, M.
Dupanloup, Mad:une Cabrol, W. W. Astor, Sir W. Rale gh,
&c. ; Mr. A. Turner, gr. to C. F. Murray, Esq., Epsom, was
2nd. With twelve Pompons in trebles, Mr. Carter was Ist
with good blooms of Porle des Beauts, Osiris, W. Westlake,
Charles Dickens, Prince of Orange, La Vogue, kc. ; Mr.
Plowman being 2nd. The latter had tho best Anemone
Pompons.

Singles in trebles made a very telling class, Mr. Atel-
GATK comiug 1st, having Hemfray, Jessie Carpenter,
Miss Brown, Yellow Giant, D. Windsor, Duchess, f:iiz;»beth,

Ac. ; Mr. Forbes wjis 2nd. Tlie latter had the bcbt eighteen
blooms in trebks of the three Rundles, making a nice diiss.
A First class Ccrtitteato was awarded by the judges to Japa-
nese Mrs Maljng Grant, very similar to M. Chenon de
Lech.-, shown by Mr. Jinks as a seetUing.

FruU and VajiUbUs. -The best collection of fovn- dishes
came from Mr. C. J. Waito (gr. to tho Hon. Col. Talbot),
Esher. who ha<l Aliainte Grapes, Coe's Golden Drop Plums,
still good; Bevirrj Did Pears, and Cox's Orange Pippin
Apples. Mr. G. 11. Sage was 2nd. The latter had the
best four dishes of Pears, in Beurre Bachelier, Easter Bourri-.
Duchesse d'Angouleme, and I'vedale's St. Germain. Mr.
Sago als3 ha<l the best six dishes of Apples, Lord Derbv,
Emperor Abxandor, and Prince Albert, and Cox's Orange,'
Blenheim aud Ribston Pippins, all good. Black Grapes
were very few; the b'st were good Gros Colman, coming
from Mr. ElUott. gr. to Captain McDonald, West Moulsey

;

and Mr. G. A. Cole-Fettam had the best White in fair
Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. W. Tavi.er, Hampton, and Mr.
J. Miller, gr. to Lord Folkv, Ruxley Lodge, showed excellent
colleptions of fruit.

Vegetable competitions wer*.- limited to six kinJs only, in
large baskets, and Mr. C. J. Waite was, as usual, an easy
1st. Many smaller and local general classes have to remain
unnoticed. The we;ither was excellent and the attendance
large. The new secretary, Mr. Victor Donet, seems to have
given every satisfaction.

John Edward Gray.—On the 8th inst.,

suddealy, at Naples, the day after his arrival there
to occupy the Cambridge University table at the
Zoological Station, John Edward Gray, B.A., Scholar
of King's College, Cambridge, second son of S. 0.

Gray, of 71, Uel.-iie Park Gardens, N. \V., and great-

nephew of the late Dr. John Edward Gray, of the
British ilttieam, aged tweaty-t;vo years.

Vegetables.
•

SUTTON'S FAVOURITE CABBAGE LETTUCE.
I WAS able to cut from plants out of doors the

first week in the present month (with only a little

protection at night) heads of this valuable variety.

They were raised from seeds sown at the end of the
mouth of July, and trausplauted to a south border.
They were ready for use as soon as the Cos varieties

were over. Where Lettuce is in demand all the year
round, ai it is here, this variety cannot be too highly
valued. It is of excellent flavour and good in colour
A. B. Waddi, Climlan, Bucks.

The Weather.

IThe term "accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifj-ing V continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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Law Notes. Out Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

THE AGRICULTURAL RATES ACT.

The market-gardeners in the Brentford and Rich-

mond Unions are already being furnished with
evidence that their position under the new Agri-

cultural Rates Act is not all they had been led

to believe it would be. The Breutford Union
Assessment Committee recently instructed the
overseers of the different parishes in its large

area to prepare lists of property to which the

Act might be applied, and engaged an assessor, upon
whose report all glasshouses and land under glass

were included as being entitled to contributions fi-om

the Imperial Exchequer. This view was arrived at

upon a careful consideration of the Worthing case,

which was read as holding that the presence of glass

on laud does not alter the agricultural character of

the land. To this view the surveyors of taxes

demur strongly, and, acting under the instructions of

the Board of Inland Revenue, are appealing agaiust the

arrangement. In Richmond a couference has been
held, and the view there was strongly in favour of

concurring in the view of the Inland Revenue autho-
rities. This wide divergence of opinion leaves appa-
rently open only one course—recourse to Quarter
Sessions, and the Breutford Union Assessment Com-
mittee express the view that they will not alter the
position they have taken up until an adverse opinion is

given by the higher authorities. Another view the
surveyors of taxes take is, that occupied buildings

upon laud are to be assessed for local rating
purposes at nothing below the figure they are
assessed at for the house-duty. The effect of this is

in several cases to make the assessment of the house
alone greater than that for the entire holding, and to
absorb in the house, for which no grant is of course
given by the Government Exchequer, the value of

the land, and so prevent the holder of the latter

receiving that benefit which the .Vet contemplated
he should have. The Assessment Committee,
moreover, cannot give him any help by adding
a fresh assessment to his land, as they are, by the
Act, bound to leave the assessment of the whole
holding as it is at present, and neither make it greater
nor less. Consequently, if the views of the surveyors
of taxes are correct, and the Assessment Committee
accept them as such, the gardener who happens to
have a habitable building on his land stands a chance
of losing a grant in aid of his rates for five years, and
even if he should appeal, as he has the right to do as
soon as the lists under the Act are published, and
succeed in inducing the Assessment Committee to lower
the assessment on the house, he would be too late to
derive any benefit. This point again is put forward
by the Inland Revenue authorities, and nothing less
than an appeal to the law courts will decide the
question. Obviously it behoves gardeners themselves
to look into these questions, and themselves procure
such information as can lead them to help those who
are trying to protect them against the construction of
the Act as applied by a Government department.

Markets.

COVENT QARDEN, NOVEMBER 12.

[Wo caunot accept any responsibility for tbe subjoined
reports. They are furnislied to us reguUrly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any p.articular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day, but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Plants in Pots.—Averaqe Wholesale Prices.
. d. s. rf,

I 0-12
I 0-30
i 0-15

Adiantum, perdoz. 4
Aspidistras, perdoz. 12
— specimen, each 5 0-15 Fe'ms, small, doz. ..

Chrysanthemums, — various, doz.
per doz. ... 8 0-12 Picus elastics, each— specimenplants. Foliage plants, par
each 16-20 doz

Colons, per doz. ... 2 0-40 Marguerites, p. doz.
Dracainas, each ... 10-76 Palms. v.ariou.s, ea.— various, p. doz. 12 0-24

,
— specimens, ea.

Evergreen Shrubs, Pelargoniums, Scar-
in variety , doz. .. , 6 00-24 lets, p. doz.

Ericas, p. doz. .., 10 0-12 Bolanums, p. doz...:

s, d. >. d.
Ericas, hyemalis,
per doz 12 0-15

10-20
5 0-12
10-76

12 0-36
6 0-10
2 0-10

10 6-84

6 0-80
12 0-15

Anemone, doz. bun.
Arums, p. 12blooms
Bonvardias, per bn.
Carnations, 12 blms.
Chrysanthemums,

doz. bun.
— doz. blooms

Eueharis, per dozen
Gardenias, per doz.
Gladiolus, coloured,
per doz. sprays ...

Lilac, wh. (French),
per bunch

Lilium lloMfsi. per
doz. Woojus ...

— landu ium,
doz. bloom-i

Lily of the Valley,
dozen sprays

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches...

Marguerites, per 12
bunches

Mignonette, per
doz. bunches ...

Mimosa (French),
per bunch

». d. s. d,
16-26
4 0-60
6-0 1)

10-20

3 0-60
10-40
2 6-40
10-30

10-20

3 6-50

4 0-80

2 0-30

9-20

4 0-80

2 0-40

2 0-40

10-16

Orchids :

—

Cattleya, 12 blms.
Odontoglossum
crispum, 12 bm.

Pelargoniums, scar-
let, per 12 bun.

— per 12 sprays...
Pyrethrums, 12 bn.
Roses (French), per

doz. blooms
— Tea, perdoz. ...

— yellow (Mare-
chal), per doz.

— red, per dozen
— pink, per doz.
— S.afrano, p. doz.
Stephanotis, per 12

sprays
Tuberoses, 12 blms.
Violets (Fr.) Parme,

per bunch
— — Czar, per

bunch— — doz. bun.
— (Eng.), per

doz. bun.

. d. s. d,

) 0-12

! 0- 6

0-6
4-0 6
0-4

0- 2

9-16

0-9
0-2
0->4
0-2

0-6
3-0 6

Enquiry.

0-3
6 —

16-26

Orchid-bloom in variety.

Fruit.—Average Wholesale Prices.
. d. s. d.

Apples, cooking, in
variety, per
sieve 2 0-30— dessert, in va-
riety, per i-

sieve 2 6-40
Grapes, Alicante, let

quality, per lb. 10-13— Alicante, 2nd
quality, per lb. 6- S— Gros Colmar,
per lb 13-16— Gros Colmar,
2ndqual.,perlb. 1 -

— Muscats, Eng-
lish, Ist quality
per lb 2 6-30

VaoBTABLEs.—Average Wholesale Prioes
s. d. 8. d.

Grapes, Muscat,
2iidqual.. p. lb.

— Gros Maroc,
per lb

Medlars, per j-sieve

Melons, each

Nuts, Cob, per
100 lb.

Pears, Doyenne du
Cornice, per
4 -sieve

— Duchess, per
^-sieve

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, eatjh

. d. s. d,

10-16

10-13
2 6-30
2 0-26

25 0-27 6

5

6

5 0-60

Beans, French.
Channel Is.,

per lb.

Cauliflowers.p, tally
of 5 doz

Cucumbers, home-
grown, per dz.

Mushrooms, (Indoor)
per lb

Tomatos, home-
i

grown, smooth,
' perdoz. lb. ..

selected
— ordinary kinds,

do
— Canary Islands,

per case, about
12 1b

s. d s. d.

3 6 —
4 0-46

10-20

3 6-40
POTATOS.

Stocks have greatly increased since last report, and prices
easier. Dimbars, OOjj. to IQOs. ; Lincoln Mam Crop, 805. to
85.«. ; Blacklands, 40s. to 45s. per ton. J. B. Thomas.

SEEDS.
London: Novmiber U.—Messrs. John Shaw & Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E,
report to-day's market inactive. Clover seeds are for the
moment receiving less attention ; meantime values, all along
the line keep steady, whilst American Bed is cabled higher.
Italian Rye-grass is firm, at the late rise. As regards Turkish
Canary-seed, the remarkable upward movement in freights
has quite stopped shipments to England. The new Hemp
seed comes good and cheap. There is no alteration in either
Mustard or Bape seed. Some fine Canadian Haricots just
landed showiog good quality, and being reasonable in price,
attract attention. Full rates are realised for White Runners.
Linseed is d-All. The Board of Trade Returns give the imports
of Clover and gniss-seeds into the United Kingdom for the
first ten months of this year as 317,708 cwt, value £609,350 ;

as against 309,943 cwt., value £688,741 for the corresponding
period of 1895.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Glasgow : Novcnber 11.—Averages of the priceo ruling

during the past week : — Fruit : Pears, Or/, per pound;
Apples, 1». to -2.^. 6d. per stone ; Tomatos, Guernsey, 5rf. per
lb. ; do., Scotch, 6^d. do.; Grapes, home, Is. to 2s. do.

;

do., foreign, 6d. to U. do. Vegetables: Turnips, white, iis.

to 28. 6(/. per dozen bunches; do., Swedes, Is. to Is.' 'M.
per cwt. ; Savoys, Is. to 1«. 3d. per dozen ; Cabbages, Sd. to

'.!(/. do.; do, late. Is. to Is. 6(f. do.; do.. Red, 2s. 6d. to
8s. do. ; Cauliflowers, 2s. to 2s. Gd. do.

; Parsnips, 4s. 6il.

per cwt. ; Herbs, assorted, Id. to 2tl. per bunch; Leeks, in'.

to 2s. Gd. per dozen bunches ; Mint, green, tid. per bunch
;

Onions, Dutch, 3s. to 3s. 6d. per bag; do., Portugal, U. per
stone ; do.. Globe, 3s. to 3s. 6d. per cwt. ; Parsley, os. to Gs.

do.; Greeos, 4'/. per bunch; Celery, table, 2^1. do.; do.,
common, i}d. to Is. do. ; Potatos, best, 8d. per stone ; Carrots'
2s. Qd. to 3». Gd. per cwt. ; Artichokes, IDs. to 14s. do. ';

Cucumbers, 48. to 4s. Gd. per dozen ; Lettuces, 6d. to 'Jd'.

per dozen ; do., Cos, Od. do. ; French, Is. do. ; Radishes, 9d.
to Is. per dozen bunches; Horseradish, 2s. 6i. per bunch

;

Broad Bems, Is. to Is. 6d. per stoue ; Frencli Beans, 4d. to
C>d. per peck; Scai-let Runners, Is. Qd. per stone; Mush-
rooms, Is. to Is. 3d. per lb. ; Beetroot, 7d. per dozen ; Cress,
3d. per ba-kot ; Brussels Sprouts, Is. 6d. to Is. li(/. per stone.'

Liverpool: No^jcmber 11.—Averages of prices at the fol-
lowing markets : -St. John's : Potatos, Sd. to lOi/. per peck

;

Grapes, English, Is. to 2s. 6(/. per pound; do., foreign,
Gd. to 8f7. do. ; Pines, English, 4s. to 8s. each ; Mushrooms,
Is. per pound. Birkenhead :—Potatos, M. to 3J. per peck ';

Grapes, English, 2s. to Ss. Qd. per pound; do., foreign,
4rf. to 6rf. do. : Pines, English, 4s. to Qs. each.

'* He that questioneih rtiwiKskaXl learn, mucft.."

—

Bacon.

HoR^ SYLVANJi:.

—

Studies of the Forests, ttc, of
Nor/A- west America, hjR. Brown. Who was the pub-
Usher of this book, and where can a complete copy be
obtained ? Massachusetts.

Notices to Correspondents.

*»* JVe have received reports of Chrysanthemum
shoios held at Hull, Brighton, Lewes, and many
other places, which tee are quite unable to notice in

the present issue, through itisu^icnei/ of space.

Beoonlv Roots Eaten: A. II. M. Weevil grab,s,

probably Otiorhyncbus. Remove all the present

earth, and burn it, together with any plants badly

infested. Carefully wash the roots in GiehurSt

Compound, or with some other insecticide before re-

planting. As the perfect weevils feed at night,

shake the plants after dark over a sheet of paper,

and destroy the insects, if. McL.

Black Cdrrant Buds Disfigured : Main ifc Co. The
buds are infested by the Currant-bud mite. The
mites will spoil the whole of the bushes another

year if you do not cut off and burn the affected

shoots, and spray the bushes now and in the spring

with petroleum emulsion. To make the emulsion,

take soft-soap 1 lb., petroleum J pint, and water

3 gallons. First dissolve tlie soap and the water,

then add the oil, and keep the whole well agitated

whilst using it.

"Botany for Beginners": J. IV. W. We think

this is out of print. Apply to Messrs. Bradbury,

Agnew & Co., Bouverie Street, Fleet Street.

Briar Stocks with Buds Oi' Tea Roses inserted

IN them : W. II. B. In mild winters no harm
will accrue to the buds, but in a severe one it will

be advisable to fasten some strawy litter or bracken

round the stock at the part in which is the bud, or

bend the head of the stock down into a hole

thrown out to one foot in depth, cover with soil
;

secure the plant in that position with a stout peg,

and cover the stocks with litter.

Cattleya Sheaths sot Developing : Pomona. It

is probable that your Cattleya labiata produced

more buds than it could develop, and hence some
have expanded and some failed.

Celery Rotting at the Heart: A. U. S. When
this occurs at the present season, it ia usually

the effect of depriving the heart-leaves of light

whilst growth is still active. This is brought

about by a too rapid earthing-up, and the decay

commencing with the leaves extends downwards
to the root. It would occur with any variety in

any kind of soil.

CocuMBERS IN Ill-health : C. F. It. There is not

the slightest trace of Bacteriosis or of any fungus

disease in your Cucumbers. The foliage is very

much spotted, but the spots are not caused by
fungus, and there is no trace of mycelium. Close

microscopical examination has failed to furnish any

clue to the mystery, which can only be found on

the spot. M. C. C.

Forcing Hklleboros nicer : T. J., Constant Reader.

The plant will not bear much forcing, and it suffices

to pot up the clumps, and place them in a light

position in the greenhouse or pit, with a minimum
degree of warmth of 45', to have them in tlower in

December. They are better for being e.stablished

in pots or small tubs, one or two years in advance.

The plant is showing its Qower-buds even at the

present time on out-of-door plants.

Hollies : A'. G. M. Unless you can transplant

them with lai-ge balls they should remain where
they now are till April.

Insect: A. II.—A plant-bug of the genus io;)i«. See

answer to "Puzzled" in our number for October 3.

R. McL.

Insects in Cuou-mber-hduse: C. B. W. Kindly

send specimens of the insect which curls up like a

woodlouse. Meanwhile, try the effect of carbolic

acid, or of Ijorax in powder strewn in their haunts,

in driving the creatures out of the place. Baking
the soil before making use of it would kill the

larva) and insects. Exposing to very strongly fer-

menting stable-dung in aclo.se pit would have uu
almost equally good effect.
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Lilies Diseased : R. F. A bulb of Lilium Harris!,

sent ia bad condition, although wh»n potted six

weeks ago it was all right. The scales at the

tips, and in other parts, exhibit brown patches of

rot ; but in these we can distinguish no fungus
mycelium. Thare are some minute cells, resem-

bling bacteria, but not numerous, and it is au open
question whether they have anything to do with
the disease. R. F. complains that his kulbs went
in the same manner last year. Very soon after

exposure, the diseased spots are cov«»ed with a

saprophytic mould. M. 0. C.

Ltk : A. E. D. Wood-ashes mixed with water,

allowed to stand for a time till it is clear, when it

is fit for use.

Names of Fruits ; Sherrington. Pear, Beurre Diel
;

Apple, Claygate Pearmain.

—

II. K. 1, Doyenne
Boussoch( ?) ; 2, Comte de Lamy ; 3, King of the

Pippins. E. Beck. Pear, Beurr^ Bosc ; Apples,

1, Col. Vaughan ; 2,Rymer.— ./. L. T. '26, King
of the Pippins ; 43, Fearn's Pippin ; 40, Court of

Wick ; 47, Sturmer Pippin ; 34 and 50, not r«-

coguised.

Names of Plants : Correspondenla not answered in

this i»sae are requetled to be so good as to consult the

following number.—S. P. 1, Pteris aquilina ; 2,

Solidago virga aurea (Golden Rod) ; 3, Polygonum
species.

PhaL/ENOPsis : Garden. The injury may have hap"
pened to the Phalsenopsis from the cause you
describe, but it is more likely that it has been
brought about by cold, or by being kept too wet
and cold occasionally.

Scale on Holly: F. Fitzwaler. The "scales" on
Holly are a species of Aspidiotus, probably new to

this country ; the hedge is very badly attacked,

and it is singular it had not been previously noticed.

Time will determine whether your application of

petroleum has been beneficial. It is very difficult

to " get at " scale insects, because the scale often

protects the young brood underneath it. A very
simple " wash " hiis been recommended, viz. :

—

2 lb. of hard laundry soap to the gallon of water ;

it is worth trying. H. McL.

The Kecipe for Canker in Fruit : /. M., Cornwall-
Vie will ascertain if it be one, the use of wliich is

recommended by the nurseryman named.

TOMATOS IN Ill-health : .V. S. We find no trace

of fungus disease in tho Tomatos sent. The pe-

culiar condition of the fruits is the same as we
have observed in two or three consignments to us
for report, and from the fruits themselves we are
unable to say anything. We are disposed to
attribute the wrong to some external circumstances,
or to climatic conditions, to which the fruits them-
selves furnish no clue. M. C. C.

Varieties of Different Kinds of Hardv Fruits :

J. M., Cornwall. Not a very good one as regards
Gooseberries, Strawberries, and dessert Peai's and
Apples. It should always be remembered that the
best varieties fetch the highest prices, and they are
generally as productive as inferior ones, therefore
to be recommended for market purposes and cot-

tager's cultivation. The kitchen varieties of Apples
consist largely of early varieties.

White Cactds : S. T. We do not know exactly
what plant you mean, but no Cactus fruit is poi-

sonous ; and some, like the Opuntia, are used in

places as dessert fruits.

Communications Received.—S. T.—W. H. W.—W. B.

—

F. C. H.—Smithsonian Institute.—D. T. F.—W. Wocci &
Sons.—W. F.C.— R. M.—N. E. Br.—Hurst (SiSon.-J. K. B.,
Utrecht.—J. R , QuedUnburg.—J. B.—A. C. F.—Yorljshiro
fJardener.—N. E. B.—D. T. F.—A. P.—J. Allsup.-J. H —
W. W.—J. llcl—D. R. W.— E. B.—E. C -W. G. S.—
T. Goacher ; could you send another schedule ?—J, H. Hart.—P'Helencveld, Contioh.—E. E. S —J. Q.—E H C —
R. C, Lichfield.—R. HuUister.—J. Bowdeu. -A. W H —
E. M.

Photooraphs, Specimens, &c.. Received with Than^.—
Messrs. Sander, Bruges.—W. Bull.

CONTINUED INCREASE ia the CIRCULATION OF THE
" GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.'

Important to Advertisers.— The Publisher hits the satis.

Jactioii oj announeliig tlmt the circulalion oftli& " Gardeyiers'

Chroaicle" has, since the rcduetion in the price oj th'cjiaper^

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,
and that it continues to increase weekly

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chroniele" circtdates among
countrv gentlemen, and all classes of gardeners
AND garden-lovers at home, that it has a specially large

foreign and colonial circulation, and that it is

j^eierved tor Tijenrvx in (M the TprincipaX Libraries.

MATS SUPERSEDED BY USING
" FRICI DOMO

"

CANVAS.
Kegistered Trade Mark.

Made of prepared Hair and
Wool, a perfect protection to

all Plants &; Blooms. Cheaper
than any kind of mat, and will

last for years.

To be had from all Nursery-
men and .Seedsmen.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutee by any one,

Sizes and Prices, Glazed and Painted. £ i.

1-
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

Gabjdbitbbs' Oebonioli Tilzobams.— Tht
Registered Addrest for Foreign and Inland
Telegrams U " Oardchron, London."

ADVEBTISEICENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

HBAIt LIHB CBABQED Aa TWO,
4 Linei
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J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
Telegraph

—

" HOBTULANUS, LoNDON." CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W. Telephone, No. 8728.

OONSEBVATOBIES CESIGIfED and BXTII.T to

SXnT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

OBOHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST
IMPROVEMENTS.

PLANT AND FBUIT HOUSES FOB ALL
PUBPOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the

Best Quality.

ALL KINDS of BOILEBS, our Improved and
other Valves, Hot-water Pipes, Castings, Connec-
tions, and Fittings, at Lowest Betail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright

Tubular Boilers of all Sizes, conditionally

Guaranteed for Ten Years.

J. WEEKS & CO., F.R.H.S..

Horticultural Builders and Hot- Water
Apparatus Manufacturers^

CHEL.SEA. I.ONDON. S.W.
Tli8"DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, fiOs.

1896. NEW CATALOGPB 0RATI8.

HOTWATER
1896.

FIFES, BOILERS,
SPOUTING, PUMPS, &C.

TH08. W.ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

STOUBBBIDGE.

GOOD CLASS!
CHEAP CLASS!

Good Quality. 16-oz. In so-{t. Boxes.

Sizea 10x8 12x8 12x9 13x9 14x9 13x10 14X10 at 4j. per boi.

4Ui8, 16-OZ. in 100-ft. and 200-ft. Boxes.
{ 12X10 12X12 12X14 12x16 12x18 12x20 1 100 £t.200-ft.

Sizes^ 12X24 14X16 14x18 14x20 14x24 16x18 5-at 7/6 14/-

(16X2016X24 18X20 18X24 ) per box.

20-oz., In 100-ft. and 200-ft. Boxes.
,,u, „, ., J12X8 at 8s. per 100-ft. box.«ns,ji-oz.

-J 12x10 14X10 12X13 ... at 9s. „

9x7 10X812X8 12x10 14 X lOin 200-ft.boxes.j ^^^' 'j*^- P" *"*

f 12X14 12X16 12X18 12X20 13X241
4x1814x20 14x24 16X181
<X22 16X24 17X13 20xl3|
3x22 18x24 20x15

3rds, 21-oz., 100-ft. Boxes.
13X10 12X13 14X12 16X12 18x12 20x12 16x14 ^at lis. 6<i.

18x1420x14 18x1620x1620x1824x18 ... ) per box.

Srds, 21-oz.. 200-fc. Boxes.
20X 14 18 X 16 20x 16 24 X 16 30X 18 22 X 18 24 X 18 at 22s. per box
Note.—No box can be divided, and one size only is cootaioed

in each box.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER of ALL KINDS.
1^X3 sishbar. at 5s. per 100 feet.

CATALOaUES of PAINT, be, p08^free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
73, BiSHOPsaATG Stbeet WiTHin, Loirsoit, B.O.

f 12x14 12x
4ths, ) 14X1614).
21K1Z. ) 16x20 16 X

( 18x20 18x

I Srds, 18s. ,,

o) 100-ft. 200-ft.

3 Vat 10s. M. at 20j.

I
per box.

BENSON'S
II

J35. 5s.
LUDCATE" WATCH

BEATS ALL OTHERS FOR
ACCUBACY,

DDBABILITY, and

00

te;

K|

i^

ft?

o

PBICE.

''J

o

to

to

.05

Send for Book of niostrallons and Prices, post-free.

BENSON'S
ENGAGEMENT

BINQS.

6000 at Lowest Makers' Prices,
set with Brilliants. Emeralds. Pearls,
Rubies, Opal, Turquoise, &o.. of the
purest quality. Book of Illustra-
tions, with Pattern Sizes, post-free.

JU/ D [: II n U Thb Steam
. IT. DlNoUII, Factory,

62 and 64, LUDGATE HILL, E,C.,
And at 28, BOYAX EXCHANOE, E.C.

SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

Patented id seventeen
di£fereDt couDtries.

These tools are now
being made in all shapes,
sizes, and weights, suit-

able for QardeDiDff,
Sportiog, and all pur-
poses where the Pick,
8hoveI, or Hoe is re-

quired.

RETAIL PRICES,
Gabbiage Paid:—

BLaek hs. Bd,
Half Bright ... 6$. 6d.

All Bright ... 7s, 6d.

On receipt of P. O.

Special Trade Terms
and all particulars may
be had on application.

26, AUCKLAND ST..

VAUXHALL.
LONDON, S.E.

Telegrams :

—

' Pikeman, London."

FOB THE COMING WINTEB ! ! I

WALTERS & CO.'S

WOOD ROLLER BLINDS.
Suitable for Covering Fiames, and for the Protection of

Half-Hardy Plants and Crops.

is. 3d. per Bq. yard. Boiler. 2d. per foot run extra.
On receipt of 4^. a sample blind, 4 ft. by 6 ft. drop length

will be forwarded.

ORCHID BASKET MANUFACTURERS,

707, High Street, Leytonstone, London, E.
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BECKETT'S
EXHIBITION

FLOWER TUBES
Fur

Chrysanthemums, Roses, &c.
To be had of all Seedsmen and Kursorymen.

LIST FREE on cpplicaUon to

STILL & CO, l\t?orG«B; LONDON, E.C

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heat«d complete, io
any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guarajiteed,25 ft. by 12ft.,£60; 30 ft. by 18ft., £70. Brick-
work excepted. For particulars, seeoar CataloKue, post-free.

Baperlor Portable Frames, large stock ready for
immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
21-oz. glass, carriage paid:—l-light frame, 4X6, 36*. %d. ;

2-light frame, 6X8, 58j. ; 3-liglit frame, 12 X 6, 85i. M.
Span-roof Frames, 6 x 4. £2 f s. ; 9 x 5, £3 16».

HARDY BRUIN & CO., LEICESTER.

HILtl & SMITH, «n^ei^.%^g5Ll?'>

- And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

PORCUPINE
TREE GUARD.
The Maximum of Utility

with the Minimum of Cost.
Is a perfect protection

against
Sheep, Horses, or Stock.

It i^ mide 6 feet high, by
13inche9 square (in halves.
which bo! t together), of Birb
Wire, attached to an Iron

Frame.

Price, 9s. and lOs. each.

Catalogues free on applicatioa, naming ihis advertisement.

wiNE Essences.

6 PENCE
WILLBUYABOITLE

^^^^ WHICH WILL MAKE <

60 GLASSES

6 MINUTES
OF DELICIOUS,

Non-Alcoholic Wine
FOR CHILDREN'S PARTIES.

SampU' U.lll.'. r.rl Fr.e /..)• [) Uamin.
In all Fruit Flavours.

Try the Ginger or Elderberry;
These are Special Favourites.

MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS [ r

iijiikiii- Ij.liri.ns X.,n-Ih'(,\iri,iiin.' V.'"r . A fid

I'.Mitl.. in:,k..< Mi;,ii,,ii<. Sample Bottle, 9 ttamps,
or a Sample of both Post Free for 15 stamps.

NEWBAVL & MASON, NOTTINGHAM.
A'c-t-i Wanted

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Kelwat & Co., Langport, Somcr etshire—Gladiolus fwhole-

sale),

(.'LARK Bros, k Co., 65, Scotch Street, Carlisle—Forest, Orna-
mental .ind Fruit Trees, Roses, etc.

Damman.v 4 Co., San Giovanni a Tediiccio, Naples- Goner.il
Catalogues,

W. h 3. BiRKESiiEAD, Fern Nursery, Sale, Manchester-
Ferns and Selaginellas.

Bri'ant a Portieks (Vienue) -Trees, Fruits, Roses, and
General Nursery Stock.

Herd Bros., Victoria and Castle Nurseries, Penrith-Forest
and Ornameutiil Trees, Roses, Carnat:ous, .and Fruit
Trees

Anthony Waterer, Knap HiU Nursery, Woking, Surrey-
Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Conifers, Rhod deudrons, 4c.

Wji.i lAM Whitelet, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge-Wholesale
List of P.alms and Ferns.

F. C. Heinemann, Erfurt, Germ.my—Trade Ofter of Novelties
in Flowers.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Georoe Neville, for the p.i.st eiRhte, n months as Fore-man under Jlr. W. Allan, Ounton Park, Norwich, ,as
Heac Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Chesuam, Upton
House, Baiibiuy, O.ton.

C. CooMBER, for the last six years G.ardener to the West"
gat,e-on-Se.% ost.ate, .as Head Gardener a d Bailiff to
Leach Lewis, E.sq., Sacketfs Hill, Broidstairs.

W.M. Hi-TCHiNSON, until recently Gardener, Balmcdio
Aberdeen, as [Head Gardener to D. Tod, Esq., of East-wood Paik, Girtuock, Renfrewshire.

M •. ArsriN Cadwell, for the past four .and a half vears Gar-
dener in Stagoden Gardens, Park Crescent. Southport
and formerly of Eaton Hall Gardens, CUesler .as Head
Gjrdener to Mrs. Bibbv, Hart Hill, AUertou, Liverpool.

R. G. MiCHlE. late of Holmacre, FallowSeld, as Head
Gardener to C. Roskel, Esq., Brokehurst, Didsbury.
G. H. Clack, late Foreman in the Gardens at Hampton
Court House, H,ampton Court, as Gardener to Maior
DoiiERTV, \eriion House, Weston Park, Bath

Mr

Jlr

:Mr.

.Ml

Mr.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GABDEN OPERATIONS,

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the
above subject.

Price Sd.: post-free, 8Jd,

41, WELLINGTON STREET. STRAND, W,C.

ESTATE SALES.

The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among 11 e
upper and middle classes in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution plans and particulars of Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised
in the columns of the ' HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

The " WORCESTER HBRALD " is the most effective organ
for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates
most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let
would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD,"
the leading County Paper, Specially adapted for bringing
such notices before Tenant Farmers, Large circulatien.
Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms

SPECIMEN FREE. Price 2d.

Published Friday for S iturday.

OrFIOES ! — 72, HIGH STRl? iT, WOROESTKK.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING,

" Coaching" by Correspondence arranged for in-
tending Candidates nnacoustomed to write papers.
Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE. F.E.H.S.. Hextable, Kent.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5*. M.
per bag, on rail ; 15j. per cubic yard, in la-yard trucks.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3a. 3d. per bag ; lOi. per oubio yard.

WALKER AlTD CO.. Poole. Doraet.

Sipricultural Bcoiiomifit

An ILLUSTRATED MONTHLI MAGAZINE, of 52 pages
and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming ; advocate
of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisites,
and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of
pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-
ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. SubscriptioLS
per annum, 5x., inclusive of postage. Single copies 6d. each,
through all Newsagents.

3, Agar Street. Strand, London, "^ .C.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL
ACCIDENTS,

RIDINa, DRIVING. SHOOTING. CYCLING.
FISHING, SKATING, &0.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO,,

64, OOSNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

Establishes 1861.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SonTHAMPTOK BUIIDIMOS, OHAHOEBY LAIfB, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayableon demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT AOOOITNTS. on the mini-mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100
STOCKS abd SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the eaoonragement of Thrift the Bank receives small

urns on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PBR CENT, per annum on each completed £1,

BIRKBECK BUILOINQ SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINBAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR HV B

SHILLINaS PBR MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full psrtioulare no«t-

*"* FRANOIS RAVENSOBOrr. ManageT

THE MOST NUTRITIOUS COCOA.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA

WITH FULL NATURAL FLAVOUR.

WANTED, an active WORKING MAN, to
SUPERINTEND OTHERS, and Take Orders for

Nursery .Stock. Bulbs, Gardening, &c., on Salary acd Commis-
sion. —State full pirliculars, wsges expected, &c., to MORLE
AND CO , Conservatories. Finchley Road. N.W.

WANTED, GARDENER (Single-handed).
—Thorough practical experience ^n^ide and Out abso-

lutely necessary. House found. Apply by letter only, stating
wages required, lo-WILD, Sipson, Middlesex,

WANTED, GARDENER, to grow Grapes,
PEACHES, Cucumbers, Tomatos for Market, at a

private Garden in the country. Wages, about 20j. and house.—C k S., care of WiUson, Printer, Horneastle.

WANTED, SECOND GARDENER, single,
live in bothy.—To grow Grapes. Peaches, Melons,

Tomatos, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, Plants, generally. By letter
only, with references and wages expected.—JOSEPH SPARKS,
Upper Grove Home, Roehampton, Surrey.
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WANTED a FOREMAN, where six are kept

;

a fir9t-cla39 man well up in Vines. Melons. Cucum-
bers, anfl Stove Plants. Preference will be given to Mum.
Grower and Table Decorator. Married or S iu^le.—Apply to

E. DOVE, Head Gardener, Bickly Hall, Bickly, Kent.

WANTED, an energetic YOUNG MAN,
well up ia Propagating and Growing large quantities

of ChrysaDthemums for Market. State ajre, wages expected,

and where laet employed, toWALTER T. WARE, Inglescombe
Nureeriee, Batb.

SEVERAL YOUNG MEN REQUIRED for
Vine Border Making. Apply, by letter, encloeing

references, to—
Ctaigmar Vineyard, Church End, Finchley, N.

A GOOD SITUATION is ofifered to a steady,
reliable YOUNG MAN, for Tomatoi, Chrysanthemums,

Bedding Stuff, &c. One who can invest £iO to £.50, safe

security.—J , 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a YOUTH, about 18, under
Glass and to assiat with Fires. State wages.—Apply

by letter only, Castle Nursery, West Noiwood.

WANTED.—HANDY YOUNG MAN, to
Work Couple of Glass-houses, &c., and to Assist in

Shop occasionally. I8i. to commence. — CRAIG, Florist,

Camberley, Surrey.

FLORIST.—WANTED, a young MAN who
can Furnish, Fill Boxes, and make himself generally

useful in a shop.-Apply to WM. BROOKS and SON, 184,

Begent Street, W.

WANTED, SHOPMAN, in our general re-
tail Seed and Nursery Business, and with a knowledge

of Floral Work. Wages and full particulars to LIXTON
BROTHERS, Bedford.

WANTED A JUNIOR ASSISTANT used
to Garden and Agricultural Seei Trade.—Apply,

stating ege, experience, and salaryrequired, J. M. STEWART,
Seedsman, 16, Market Street, Nottingham.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARBENEKS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

The pressure upon our spare at this season of the

year is so great, we are compelled to state

that advertisements received after G P.M. on
Wednesday will, in all prohahility, he held

over to the next week.

Oardeners, Farm-Ball UTa, Foresters, fto.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thcrougkly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" W0K3ONS, CHESTER."

EXPERIENCED SCOTCH GARDENERS.—
A few very superior reliable men of excellent ability

on our book?. To anyone requiring such, and supplying us with
requirements, we will be pleased to submit particulars.

—

AUSTtS AND McASLAN. 89, Mitchell Street, Glasgow.
Established 1717.

F SANDER AND CO. oan recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

THOMAS BUTCHER oan reoommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have pai-
ticulara free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTCHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

ICH ARD SMITH 17^ Co!
beg to announce that they are constantly receiving

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
partioolarsy Ac—^t. Joho's Nurseries. Worcester.

HOGLE, Stutton House, Ipswich, having
• finished his engagement with F. Lunniss, Esq., la

open for re-engagement to any Lady or Gentleman requiring
a practical HEAD GARDENER. — Age 31 ; Orchids, Table
Decorations, &c. Good references.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.— Sir William Walrond wishes to recom-

mend his Head Gardener, age 46. for a similar tituatioa in a
large establiebment, or as Gardener and Bailiff in a small
establishment. He is thoroughly efficient, and leaves for no
fault. He has been with Sir W. Walrond for six years, and in
previous situations nine and twelve years respectively.
Bradfield, CuUompton, Devon,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33 ;
thoroughly

competent in Fruits, Stove audi Greenhouse Plants,

Vegetable and Flower Gardening. Twenty years' experience.

Well recommended.—WM. EVERINQHAM, Methley, Leeds,

Yorks.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—Mr. Dawes,
Templenewsam Gardens, near Leeds, cin with con-

fidence recommend Thos. Bell, his present Foreman, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good man.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF; middle-aged, married, no family ; five years

in last place, and twelve years previous ; thoroughly expe-
rienced in the management of gardens, farm, buying and
felling of stock, Ac; wife could undertake dairy if required

;

first-class references.—Address, "M. S.," 1, Floral House,
Chertsey. Surrey.

ARDENER (Hbad), Married.— Life expe-
rience in good situations; well -jp in all branches. Can

be highly reconomended. — GARDENER, 13, Priory Place,
Priory Boad, Clapham, S.W.

GARDENER (Hbad). — A Lady highly
recommends her Head Gardener, age 30, married, one

child
; thoroughly practical in all branches.—W. R. C, 1, Clare

Villas, Bath Road, Stroud.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 45; life expe-
rience in some of the leading estaolisbments; well

versed In the management of Woods and the general work of
a large Bstate. Te&timonials of the highest order, and refer-

ence kindly permitt»d to Walpole Oreenwell, E-q.,.lP.—
Address, C. STOCKING, Marden Park Oardeo, Caterh:m
Valley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married, one child, age 7 ; Life experience. Practical

in all branches. Seven years in la^t place as Head. Good
character.—T. G., Brampton Abbdts. near Boss^ Heretordahire.

GARDENER (Head AVobking) ; age 30,
married.-Mr. S. Burgess, The Gardens Golders' Hill,

Hampstead, would be pleased to recommend J. Sayer. as
above, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the servicea of a
competent man. Been with him two years.

GARDENER (Head Working).—G. W.
FoRiiR^, Regent's Hou<?e Gardens, Surbiton, Surrey,

^visfaes to highly recommend his Foreman, who has be^^n here
the past four and a half years, to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a practical Fruic and Plant Grower, also Chrysan-
themums and general Gardening, and «boia in every respect
highly trustworthy.—Address as above.

GARDENER (FIbad Working).—Age 36,
married, no family ; experience in all branches. Fir»t-

classreferences.—GARDENER, Clatford Villa, Church Rjad.
Teddington, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 34;
situation wauted as above, three or four unf*er. First-

class experience. Good references Wife could take Laundry.
—A. B., 4, Chevet Street, Sidney Road, Homertoo, N.E.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with help).
—Age 25; twelve years' practical experience in all

branches. Highe.st references. Abstainer.—S., 19. Lordship
Road, Sioke Newjngton, N.

GARDENER.—The Advertiser desires to re-
commend his late Gardenpr. who has served him

honestly and well for fifteen year*-. He is thoroughly trust-
worthy, hard-workinjr. and i..-actical; successful with Glass.
Flowers, and Vegetables, and competent to take charge of two
or three men. He has proved him«.elf an exceptionally valu-
able servant.—R. M. ESPLIN. Mount Torrel. Higher Brough-
ton, Manchester.

TO GROWERS for MARKET.—
G. BETHELL, Manager to Mr. Wm. Whiteley, The

Nureeries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridgi, can recommend a
MANAGER, thoroughly experienced in Growing in large
quantities for Market. Plintsi, Fruit, and Cut Flowers.
Experienced in the Sjpervis'oo of Labour, and well acquainted
with the Trade, and the general routine of a large esiabiish-
ment. Highest references from Trade connect'on.

NURSERYMEN.—PROPAGATOR and
FERN-RAISER. Age 24 ; eleven year-,' eiperience in

London Nurseries. Well up in Ferns and Soft-woods.
Good references.— riC0S, 1, St. George's Cottages, Lower
K Imonton.

TO NURSERYMEN. — FERN GROWER
and PROPAGATOR.—Age 22 ; well up in Ferns and

General Pot Stuff. Nine years in London Nurseries. Good
references.—C, 1, St. George's Ck>ttages, Lower Edmonton.

FOREMAN or MANAGER of NURSERY
or Private Garden, where Surplus Stock is sold. Well

up in Growing forMjrket. Thirts-nine yeariof age. L fe eipe.
tnce.—E. GODDEN„Hop CotUge. Swanwick, Southampton.

FOREMAN (General). — Age 33, married;
well up in Fruit Trees. Roses, Carnations, Dahliap, &c.

Lite experience. Good knowledge of Inside work. Highest
reference.—J. H., 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 28; twelve years' expe-
rience in first-class places. Good references.-G. LEWIS,

Little Faringdon, Lechlade, Gloucestershire.

FOREMAN.—Age 2.5; ten years' practical
experience. Inside and Out. Excellent reference.—

W. G., Ashton Hayes, near Chester.

FOREMAN, age 27.—Mr. Maekham, Mere-
worth Castle, Maidstone, will be pleased to recommend

his late Foreman, Thos. Harris, who has been with him over
two years. Thirteen years' excellent experience in good
establishments.

FOREMAN.— Age 25; ten vears' practical
experience in Fruit, Plants, Orchids, and Dec3rating.

Good references. Continent not objected to.—Q. BRIGHT
MAN, Steppingley, Ampthill, Beds.

JOURNEYMAN (Second).—Age 19; good
character. Can be recommended by Head Gardener.

Total abstainer. Disengaged.—F. ELLIOTT, Punster, Somerset

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; five years'
practioil experience ; oan be well recommended. Leaving

through a death.—O. SEWELL, Penn, Amersham, Bucks.

JOURNEYMAN (Second), Inliide, or Inside
and Out.—Age 21; six years' experience, one year with

Viscount Hamplen. and ^wo years with the late Lady Dacri:.
Good references.—W. WILKINSON, 6, Lower Fore Streit,
Edmonton.

NURSERY or otherwise.—Young Man, aged
24. seeks situition; well-up in Grapes, Fern", Mu.h-

rooms. Chrysanthemums, Cucumbers. Tomatos, and all kinds
of Potstuff ; life experience. Good character.—Apply, W.G.T.,
2, Alver Road, Stoke Road, Gosport.

IMPROVER.— Y'oath, two years with large
Fruit-grower in Swanley. seeks situation as IMPROVER.

Under Glasi preferred. Good knowledge of Tomato, Cucum-
ber, and Chrysanthemum-growing. Small salary. — C
1, Stockfield Road, Streatham. S.W.

i^\(\ BONUS.—Wanting, to place a LAD,
oS/l-V/ age 16. in a good Garden. Bothy. Reply full
particulars—J.WEBB.fThe Gardens, Manor House, Horsham.

Farmer's Son, who''pO NURSERYMEN.
J- has had ten years" practical working experience, espe-
cially Fruit trees and Roses, in leading London and Provincial
Nurseries, wishes to enter smaller Nursery where he could
learn more the secreta of the Trade, and Help with Books

;

his had Management of Men. Excellent references, and a
Worker. Would Manage Branch. — G. L., 41, Wellington
Street. Strand, W.C.

A DVERTISER(8ge24Vwishe8 for a po'sThi
.^~V a Nursery Business. Is especially well up in Hardy
Planta, Bulbs, and Florists' Flowers. Would accept a small
salary to commence. Has spent six years in Nurseries, and
possesses excellent references. Well educated and connected.—T. Z , Claremont, Chelmsford.

TO GARDENERS.— Situation wanted, to
work in Kitchen Gart'eo, where two or three are kept.

Age 27. Can be well recommended. Total abstainer.—
A. NEWMAN, Troy Town, Balcombs, Sussex.

TO GARDENERS.—Young Man, age 20,
requires situation under Foreman. Good reference.

Four years' experience, chiefly in Stove and Greei houses.
Good Table Decorator.—T. BENNETT. Hayea Lodge, Tywell,
Northampton.

MARKET GARDENERS, or SEED and
NURSERYMEN.—Farmer's son wishes to learn the

BusiEe» Some knowledge. Good references. State terms,—H.. 1, HsnjVerTerrace, Weymouth,

TO NURSERYMEN or GARDENERS.—
Young man (age 23), desires to learn Gardening. Small

Premium or Bjnus. No previous experience.— A- , 19, Peak
Hill Gardens. Sydenham.

SEED TRADE.— Young man, aged 21, six-
aod-a-balf jeara experience, desires s-tuation in Seed

warehouse. Good references.—A. J. aER4.RD. Market Pla;e,
Coldstream.

SEED TRADE.—Advertiser wants situation
as SHOPMAN or TRAVELLER. Good references. Twelve

years' experience ; knowledge of Corn Trade. Apply—W C
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

"

^HOPMAN, or SALESMAN,—Age 31 ; ex-O perienced in all Floral Work, Seeds, Bulbs, Sundries, and
General Nursery Stock. Book-keeping, &c. — A, B 41
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. " '

SEEDSMEN, &0.—Advertiser requires situa-
tion. Experienced in the Retail Seed and Corn Business,

Bulbs and Sundries, some knowledge of Plants, Ac, also
office duties; capable of relieving principal or conducting a
branch. Good references. Moderate wages. WILTS
Gardemrs' ChronicleOdce, 41 , Wellington Street. Strand, W.o)

SHOPMAN. — Fifteen years' experience in
Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds. Knowledge of Plant'

—For references. &c., apply to W. J. SMITH, 31, Roxburnh
Street, Kelso, N.B. ' '

^

nro FLORISTS and FRUITERERS.—Y'oung
-L Lady, age 17, with twelve months' experience, seeks
engagement ai IMPROVER, in good shop. — M. W., 64
Sturton Street, Cambridge. '

'

TO FLORISTS AND FRUITERERS.—
Young Lady, experienced, seeks Re-engagiment in firat-

class shop. London or Suburbs preferred.—E. HOPTROFP
Langton Green, near Tunbridga Wells.

*

-yO FLORISTS.—Y'oung Lady seeks re-engage-X ment in Florists. Two years' good experience.-A 19
^ an thoipe Street, Putney, S.W. '
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WE notice OyGI* 20 users of our Manures were successful in obtaining the Principal Prizes at the

National Jubilee Chrysanthemum Show held on November 3. It is also worthy of note, the remarkable

unprecedented success of Mr. Tidy, of Stanmore Hall Gardens, who obtained FIVE FIRST PRIZES
(no Seconds or Thirds) for his wonderful exhibition of

—

Grapes fed with Wood & Son's Prize Manure,

"LE FRUITIER,"
Exhibited at the Eoyal Horticultm-al Society's Fruit Show, Crystal Palace, October 1, 2, 3, 1896.

ttw FACTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES, -m
Special Ofifer, Carriage Paid to any Station in the United Kingdom, 20s. per Owt.

"
LE FRUITIER,

JI The CELEBKATED
FEUIT MANURE. "LE FRUITIER,

If The perfection of

PLANT FOOD.

Specialists in Manures, Peats, Soils, Sands, Insecticides, "Weed Killers, & every description of Horticultural Requisites.

Carriage Paid Quotations, by Boad, Bail, or Steamer, to any part of th.e United Kingdom.

33 MEDALS AND CERTIFICATES OF MERIT AWARDED TO

W. WOOD & SON, Ltd., NORTH BRITISH WHARF, WOOD GREEN, LONDON.
Send for our Illustrated Oatalogue. Fifth Edition.

W. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ^c

BXriLDEB TO THE PRINCIPAL OROWEBS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

OBCHID

HOUSES,

CUOXniCBEB

and

TOMATO

HOUSES,

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND rOB ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT, ESTIMATES FREE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

y^ aditorial commanioatioDB shoald be addressed to the " Editor ;" Advertisements and Basiaess Letters to "The Publisher," at the Offloe, 41, WellingtOQ Street, Oovent OardeD, London, W.r*.

^^Printed for the Proprietors \ij Messrs. Bbadbubt, Agnew. & Oo. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriars. Oity of Londori/'in the Coonty of Middlesex, and published by
Uabby flTT.T.ARn OOVB, at the Offloe, il, Welliiigton Street. Pariah of St. Paul's. Oovent Oardea, in the said Ooonty.—Satitbday, Kovember 14, 1896. Agent for Manohester—JOHN Hetvood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
Ill consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should be received BY
. FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING

at the latest,

Seeds and Plants Abroad.

To ALL THOSE who are desirous of sending
' the bei-t aod sweetest garden productions of good old

England safely to their moat distant friends abroad, or those

there wishing to import, we shall feel a real pleasure in send-

ing free to cumiog customers particulars of our totally unpre-
oedented success, and at considerably less cost than formerly,

from all countries.

H. CANNELL AND SONS, Swanley, Kent.

TABLE PLANTS.—DRAC^NAS, CRO-
TONS. ARALIAS, COCOS, QE0N0MA9, &c.

Handsome Plants for Table Decoration.
B. S. WILLIAMS & SOK. Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Upper HoUowaT, London, N.

SUTTON'S BULBS for IMMEDIATE
PLANTING.

Sutton's HYACINTHS, NARCISSI, CROCU'lHS, TULIPS.
SNOWDSOPS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUSES, SCILLAS,
&0. Collections at 10s. 6d , 2lj , Vis., 6.3i., 105J.

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIRECT FROM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL
SEEDSMEN, READING,

AmarylUa.-Amaryllis,

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON are offering
• splendid Bulbs of this popular plant at very low price-*

previous to rf-potting, in coD-*e.nieLra of want of loom.
Named varieties, iJs. and Mi. per nor.. ; Seedlings .'Wi. per dor.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Ifpper Holloway, London, N.

ULBS for BEDDING-OUT PURPOSES.—
HyaciotlH, Tulips, Crocuses. Snowdrops, Scillas, Aconites,

&c. : all of best ii'iatities, at most moderate prices. Complete
Collections of Bulbs from 10*. 6rf. upwards. Delivered free by
rail or parcel-post.-UICKSONS, Bulb Growers, CHESTER.

ATH'S CARNATIONS.—My NEW CATA-
LOGUE for 1898, with Cultural Notes, is now ready.

Post Free on application. My collection of Carnations and
Picotees is one of the largest and best in the kingdom, and
contains all the choicest new varieties. Orders should be
booked at once to avoid disappointment.

R. H. BATH, Wisbech.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.—W. INNES
SrUOKEY, LaDda;aps Gardener, 48, Dyne Road,

Brondesbury, N.W. Thirt««n years with Ur. H. B. Milotr.

B~EWAI<E of MARCH WINDS. — TllRR
TOPPING. DiDg^rous tree?, lopped, topped, and takteu

d wn by eaperifnced aien ; di^t^nce no object. Apply to —
J. CaRNE, Steam Saw Mills, Touting, S.W.

FRUITING PEACH and NECTARINE
TREES. — Dwarf, Half-Standard, and Standard-trained

Trees, vll be^t varieties, large tiuantity to select from.

Sire and pries on application to WILLIAM WUITELEY,
The Nurseries, Hilliogdon Heath, Uxbridg^.

New Catalogue. Free.

LILIES, CALOCHORTI, BRODL-EA. —
These beautiful bulbous plants specially described, also

many oth'ir rarities, 0%'er fifty awards durinf; the last two
years for ooveltiea aod coltectiODSoE hardy flowers.

B. WALLACE and CO., Kiiotield Gardens, Colchester.

ZALEA INDICA. — Fine plants, well set
with bloom, in 5-inch pots, 2t. each, 2ls. per dozen.

AZ4LEA MOLLIS, full o* flower-budf, 12s.and ISs. perdoxen.
BRICL HVEMALIS. fine for wiDter-blooming, in &-inch pots,

185. per doz^n.
PALMS in variety, good plants in 5-iDch pete, 2ls, per dozen.
GARIWAY AKD CO., Durdham Down Nurseries, Clifton

Bristol.

CALVAT'S ** AUSTRALIAN GOLD," U dd.
each, and nearly 1000 other best CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Fully described in my new Catalogue, post free. Wells' Book
on " Mums," U. 2d. Special Tftrms to Trade Growers.

From W. WELLS, Karlawood Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey.

ANTED, Standard KIBES, LARCH 2 feet
to 3 feet. Seedling Thorns. To OFFER. Standard Ash.

Standard English Oak, Hazel. Privet Oval and Common,
Manetti Stocks, Box Green U feet to 3 feet, cheap ; also a
Box Hedge 3 feet by 3 feet, tr. three years aince.

B. B. DAVIS. Yeovil Nurseries, SoTneraet.

ANTED. EVERGREENS for blocking.
May be leggy up to 6 feet, but thick and good from

6 feet to 10 feet. Cheap. Particulars to — GARDENER,
Warren Hou&e, Kingston Hill. Surrey,

wANTED.— BOX-EDGING. Good
suitable for immediate use.—Particulars' to

CLIBRANS, Nurserymen, Altrincham.

Staff,

w To tne Trade,
ANTED, well-rooted LAYERS: Uriah

Pike, Miss Jol. ft?. Price per 100.

SIS LEY, O'k'ord Hcuw, Qodalm-ng.

LARGE PALMS & DECORATIVE PLANTS.
Immense Stock.

All sizes up to 20 feet for Sale or Hire.
In»ipeetion Invited. Prices on Application.

B. S WILLIAMS A SON. Victoria and Paradise Nuraertes,

Upper HoUbway, London, N;

N

Plant In November.

BARU'S OLD ENGLISH TULIPS, to v?hioh
were awardel the Gold Medal of the Royal National

Tulip Society at the Temple Show, London, May, 1896.

Full Drscriptive LIST of the finest Named Varieties on
application.
lURR'S CHOICE MIXTURE, from the Largest Collection

of Old Ennliih Tulips in eiislence, per MO. ISl. ; p.<\o!. .2l..ld.

BARR & SONS, 12, Kinu Stie't, Covent Garden, London.

OW is the TIME to PLANT PyEONIES
and DELPHINIITMS.

Catalogue of KBLWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

''PO THE TRADE. — SPECIAL CHEAP
X OFFER to clear. White Komin Hyacinths, first size,

83 6i. per 100; second %\ze,7s.M. per 100. Double Roman
and Mixed Polyanthus Narcissus, 2s. fjd. per 103.

JOBN R. KING. Seed Grower, Coggeshall.

'p U L I P S. — T U L I P S. — T U L I P S.
A LATE and RARE SINGLE GARDEN SORTS.

Some very rare and scarce.

Write.—HARTL&ND, Seedsman, Cork, Ireland.

C"»ARNATIONS. — James Douglas begs to
J announfe that his CATALOGUE for Autumn, IS'.X. and

Spfinjr. 181*7, is riofv ready. It contains descriptions of 1h«
New Border and N..W M.ilmti(<on Carnations, with Culturnl
Direitons. SEEtlLINO CAUSATIONS, he«t strains. 3s. M.
per dozen; VbJ. p-r lUO. B.-.t CARVATION SEED, Is. HJ.

and 2i. 6ci. per picket. Catalogue post-free.

Edensii'e, Great Uookham, Surrey.

T/'ENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
-iV GfeOR<iE BuNVABD & CO., Merchant Nurserjmen,
Pomologista, &c., beg tJ say the following Catalogues will be
sent post free :-ILLUSTRATED FRUIT AND ROSE LIST,
«ii stamps; General Catalogue OF ROSES, free; GENERAL
NURSERY CATALOGUE, free; HERBACEOUS PLANT LIST,
free : STRAWBERRY LIST (CULTURAL), free ; BORDER
CARNATION LIST, free; MARKET GROWERS' FRUIT
LIST, free.—The Royal Nuneries, Maidatone.

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 800 pages, and 311 Illustrations, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet publisbed.

Super-royal 8vo. Price 25r ; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom. 25s. lud.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries

Upper HoUonay, London, N.

RAVEL.—RED SCREENINGS, best quality
and colour, for Garden Paths, binding without sticky

clay in it. GRAVEL STONES, or RED GRAVEL, as dug, un-
sifted, 3». Orf- per ton. free on Rail, Camberley, S.W. Railway

WALKER AND CO., Gravel Contractors, Camberley.

HLENDORFFS GUANO GARDEN
MANURE and CHINCHAS PERUVIAN GUANO, the

Best for all Horticultural Purposep. Produce good results

without exhausting the soil. . Unrivalled fpr Tomatoa
Cucumbers, and other Vegetables, A boon to (Jardeners and
Prize-takere. Supplied by Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

MACKENZIE AND MONCUR, Limited
Hothouse Builders and Heating Engineers. Edinburitb,

London, and Glasgow. BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. Plans and Estimates for

all kinds of Horticultural Buildings, Pavilions. Summer
Houses, and Heating Apparatus, free. Splendid Illustrated

CATALOGUE.
London Office : 8, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders to
• Her Majesty. H.B.H.the Prince of Wales, H.M. Govern-

ment, Admiralty Dept.. War Dept., Royal Hort. SocRojal
Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of the
Duplex Upright Tubular Boilfr*".— King*s Road. Chelsea, S.W.
Telegraph Address " Hortulanus, Loudon,''Telephone, No. ^73?.
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

Lower Edmonton.
CLEARANCE SALEot FERNS, BEDDING PLANr5, HOBSE,

VANS, UTENSILS, &c ; also the Lease of the Property.

By order of Messre. Young & Sod, who are relinquishiDg

the Easiness.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Town Road
Nur&ery, Town Boad, Lower Edmonton, five minntes' walk
from Lower Edmonton Railway Station, on THURSDAY
NEXT, November 28, at 12 o'clock precisely,

30,000 FERNS,
in great variety, and well-grown plants.

2000 BEDDING GERANIUMS, and other Plants.

1000 GENISTAS.
Capital Horse, two Vacs, Harnsss, Chaff cutting Machine,

Glazed Lights, Tools, New Boxes, and other items.

Also the LEASE of the PROPERTY, consistinu of Brick-

built Dwelling-house. Stabling, and Van-sbed, held for 17

years unexpired, at £10 per annum, with the erection of 17

Greenhouses and 2 Pits. Thousands of feet of Hot-water Pip-

in?, Boilers, &c.
Maybe viewed any day piior to the Sale. Catalogues mav

be had on the Premises ; at the Golden Lion Hotel, Lower
Edmonton ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 67 and 68,

Cheapside, London, E.C.

Thursdar Next, November 26.

SPECIAL SALE of HARDY PERENNIALS, comprising
PYRETHRUMS. PHLOXES. I8H, Double an-i single,

P.EONIES. TRITOMAS, LILIUMS in variety. TEA and
other SOSES, BEGONIAS, CARNATIONS, DAHLIAS,
and O'hsr BULBS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION at thei.- CenllMl Sale

Booms. 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C, on THURSDAY
NEXT, November 26, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next.
By order of Messrs. W, L. Le\vis & Co.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 08 Cheapside, E.C, on FRIDAY NEXT. November 27. at

ha'f-past 13 o'clock, 100 specially selected plants of L.HLIA
PB.T^STANS, true original type, mostly grand masses, a grand

lot of ODONTOGLOSSUM INSLEAYI. and CATTLBYA
ACLANDI.l!, and others, together with ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, from various owners.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Tuesday, December 1.

A CONSIGNMENT OF

695 GASES OF JAPANESE LILIES,
Received direct for Unret^erved Sale, ccomprising

—

30.300 LILIUM AURATUM.
12,900 „ SPECIOSUM ALBUM.
6.810 „ „ RUBRUM.
600 „ „ variety, green-stemmed.

5,420 „ LONGIFLORUM QIGANTEUM.
430 „ BROWNU.

Also—
"^ 12,0;0 Sieds of KENTIA BELMOREANA,

2J,000 „ „ FOSTEBIANA.
Together with AZALEA INDICA and MOLLIS, CAMELLIAS,

and RHODODENDRONS, from Belgium; STANDARD
and other ROSES, English-g'Own LILIES, tiTOVE and
GREENHOUSE FERNS and PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., on TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 1, at Twelve o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS.
SALES EVERY DAT (Saturdays excepted).

lllESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItjL sell by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C. EVERY DAY (excepting
Saturdays), at 12 o'clock, large consignments of NAMED
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other

BULBS from Holland, received direct for Unreserved Sale.

Lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers; together with
white ROMAN HYACINTHS, paper - white NARCISSUS,
SNOWDROPS, special TULIPS, &o.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, and SATURDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Qarden, W.O., as aboTC, at half-past 12 o'Clock
precisely each day

—

SPLENDID CONSIGNMENTS oHYACINTHS
TULIPS, CROCUt-?, NARCISSUS, .^o.,

FROM LEADING GROWERS,
in the finest possible order, and lotted to suit all buyerei.

On view morniogs of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS-DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has arranged with several of the first Nureerymen

in Holland to Continuously Supply bis Sales, during the
present season, with only really First-class Bulbs, of the best

Quality.

Wednesday Next.
IMPORTANT SALE.

800 Choice named standard (In tliree sizes), Dwarfs,
and other 1!0SES, from celebrated English and Germ.-n
Growers.

LUlnm anratam, L Brownli (?), and L. longiflarum.
from Japan ; CHINESE SACRED LILIES.

A Cnolce Selection of FruU Trees.

Ornamental Slirubs. a fine CoUecticn.
English and Foreign Palms and Azaleas.

Collection of Gladioli and Narcissus. LlUum Harrlsl.

60,000 Best Berlin Ll'y of the Valley Crowns.
An Immense Importation of specially fine

DUTCH BULBS.
A Collection of Carnations and Border Flant.'.

Together with a large variety of BULBS and ROOTS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Booms .38. King Stree',

Covent Garde". W.C-, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, November : 5,

at half- past 12 o'C ock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.

TRADE SALE of BULBS and PLANTS.

Twenty Cases of Araucarla excelsa, jast Im-
ported, to be sold as received direct.

75 000 Best Berlin Lily of the Valley Crown i.

7 000 Splraa japonlca and varieties.

Several Hundred Standard Roses, A fire Aisort-
mentof beautifuUy-giown ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, and
a lariielot of LILIUMS, &c., from Holland.

LlUum auratum and Others, from Japan.
And an

Enormous Importation of Dutch Bulh3 Daffodils
GLADIOLI. FREESIAS. L. HARRIS5I, &c.

800 Standard and CUmbln; Roses.

\f R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above
I'X by AU.^TION, at his Great Koom». :». King Street.

Covent Garrci, 'W.C., on THURSDAY NE.XT, November 26, at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

"THE CALDERSTONES,"
Cildcrstone Road, AUerton, near Liverpool.

MR. JOHN COWAN has been favoured with.
iostructiois froTi Chap. Mclver, Esq . owing to his

prolonged ^b^ence ffom home, to SELL by AUCTION on the
PffmisfS, "The Calrierstone'." Calderslone toad, Allertoo,
on THURSDAY, November 26. 1896, at half-past 11 o\~lock,
prcropt, his grand collection of choice

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Inf hiding tine specimen CROTOVS. I)RAC".T:>f A S PtNCRl-
TIUMS. ADIASTHM CUNEATUM, AZALEA INDICA.
AStlDISTRAS, ASPARAGUS Pr.IIMO'SIIs, DKCOR.\TIVE
BEUUNIAS, Latf-flowering CURYS INTllEMUMS. STRAW-
BERRIES in Pots, &c ; a large (jiianttty of the plants being
of useful bize for House and Table Decoration. Together with
a choice and well-grown lot of

—

ORCHIDS,
Comprising CffiLOGYNES. DENDROBIUMS. CALANTHES,
CATTLEYAS. L.ICUAS, AERIDES. CY.VIBIDIUM-', 0DON-
TOGLOS5UM3, ONCIDIUMS, &c , in great variety.

Thpre will al o be iDCludei over 10(1 Head of High-class
POULTRY, and Stack of RICH MEADOW HAY, early crop
of 1S.^,^.

" Cald< Vzitones" is about ten minutes' walk from Mcssley
Hill Station on the I. & N -W. Rdilway.

On view any day prior to Sale, on applying to the Head
Gardener, Mr, Tunnington CataIo.iuei may be oljtained from
the Head Gardener; or po^t-'ree .fiom the Auctioneer, Mr.
JOHN COWAV, The Vineyard, Qirston. Liverpool.

Soathwlck. Sussex.
Within 2J miles of Brighton (West).

IMPORTANT SALE of MARKET-GARDEN LAND.

MESSRS. WM. WOOD, SON & GARDNER
will SELL by AUCTION, at the "Old Ship" Hotel,

Biigbtjn, en THURSDAY, Novembfr26, 1896. at 4 o'clock P M.
thtrp, very highly de.irable MARKET GARDEN HOLDINGS
of ab^ut 4^ acres each. Rich soil. Ea y reach of cajital
Markel.s.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be had of W, F.
VFRRALL, Esq., Solicitor, Worthing ; and of Messis.
WM. WOOD. SON. AND GARDNER, Land Agents and
Surveyors, Crawley, Sussex.

WANTED, to RENT, with view to Parohase,
600 to 1000 feet of GLASS, LAND, and COTTAGE.
N. S., 41, Welliiigtjn Street, Strand, W.C.

WAN ED to PURCHASE, a FLORIST'S
BUSINESS, where Plants, Seeds, Sundries, &c., are

alto retailed. Price must be moderate. Full investigation
required.—Particulars to X. Y. Z., dayi'oiers' C'hroaide Office,

41 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C,

WANTED to RENT a SMALL NURSERY
with Gla'^s Erections heated, and one or more acrea of

Land with or without stock.—J. MAKSHALL, Wooler Road,
Weston-super-Mare, Somerset.

SMALL NURSERY and FLORIST'S BUSI-
NESS, old established ; small market town. Midland

counties. A seedsman wishes to DISPOSE OF THIS BRANCH
of the Business. 1^ acres ground, low rent Satisfactory
reasons. Price £100, for Greenhouses, Frames, Plints. Trees.
Shrubs, 4c —Address first, FLORIST, Gardener^' Chronicle
Office, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, London.

IDLAND COUNTIES. — Exceptional
opportunity. Lucrative FLORIST and CUT FLOWER

BUSINESS, in important Town. Compact Freehold Property.
Several Greenhouses and Dwelling House. Cause of selling,
ill health. Every investigation allowed. Personally inspected
and recommended. Price, Freehold, including Greenhouses.
Stock, &c., about £i500. Large portion may remain. —Full
particulars of PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, Estate Offices
67, Cheapside. London, E.C.

OR SALE, quantity of 4-iDch HOT-WATER
PIPING. BEND?, &c.. complete, in good condition, for

Greenhouses (about 12 to 14 tons).

BINLEY, 27. Catherine Road, Stamford Hill, N.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hohticul-
TURAL Market Qardek and Estate Auctioneers and

Valtters, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., and at Leyton-
itone. E. Monthly Horticultural ReKister had on application.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden. W.C. Prompt cash.

ORCHIDS in Bud, from 1^. Qd each; or if

Growing in West's Patent Orchid Baskets, from 2s. <d.
Carriaxe paid. Catalogue free.

The LEEDS ORCaiD CO.. Roundhay, Leeds.

FOR DISPOSAL, SMALL NURSERY,
FLORIST'S, and SEEDSMAN'S BU^INESS in the Mid-

land Countiep. Low Rent. Within 1 mile of Market in a
thriving town. Satisfactory reason for disposing, and if

necessary part of the purchase-money might remain.—Apply,
P. S.. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

a ÂRDEN and OLD-FASHIONED ROSES.
V>i —25 strong plants for 22s. 6rf. Distinct varieties, such as
have been exhibited in such fine form during the past season,
including Bardon Job, Janet's Pride, Copper Austrian,
GuBtave Regis, Single Yellow Austrian. Pepita, Laurette
Messimy, Crimson Rambler. York and Lancaster, Persian
Yellow, Rose de Meaux, &c., forming a very charming
collection of the best old-fashioned and garden Rosea. New
Rose litt. post free.

GEO. COOLING and SONS, The Nurseries. Bath.

TO THE TRADE ONLY.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
ALSO

SEEDS of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERING
SHRUBS and TREES, obtainable from

NIMMO iND BLAIB,
Seed SAerchants and Seed Growers, Duoedin. New Zealand.

London Agency :—W. 0. INNE3 and CO., 22, St. Mary Axe.
Oataloques Exchanged.

OOO ,OOO Tirlvlng young

FRUIT TREES for SALE,
Of the Choicest Market Ports, in Large or

Small Quantities.

CATALOd'ES on application to —

J. SMITH & SON,
Market Gardeners and Fruit Tree Growers,

SIPSON. WKST DRAYTON, MIDDLKSEX,
And 458 & 459, Covent Garden Market. London.

Great Sale of Flrst-cla&s Dutch Bulbs.

MORLE AND CO. have just had consigned to
Ihem '27 caaea of first quality DUTCH BU/iH for

abflolute Sale during the next 4 days. They a-e overstock of
a noted Grower of Haarlem, Holland. The whole are in firat-

rate condition, and are offered at most ridiculous prices for
Cas^. to effect a clearance.
HYiCINTHS for pots or bedding, mixed, from the best

sorts, per 10*. Is. ; very fine ditto, 9s.

TULIPS, Due Van Thol, per 100, ^d. Duchess de Parma, red
and yellow, bold, large flower, per lOf). ]« 6d.; p^r li 00, 12s.
Couleur Cardinal, per 100, i^v.

;
per KtOO. 1S». Belle Alliancp,

brillidnt scarlet, per 100, 25. Wouveiman, the bi^et rich
purplf. per 100, Is. 6d. Artiisor Crimson King, per 100. lOrf.

Lac Van Ryn, variegated foliage, per lOO, 7s. 6rf. Fine
mixed from the above, and other varieties, per 100. U.

;

per 1000, 9s. Also Cardinal's Hat, 2s. ; Keiz^^rskroon. 2s.';

Ro-a Mundi. 2s. erf.; Remb andt, 2s,; Potter, Is. 6(^. ; Blanc
Border, Is. 6rf. pit 100; and otherc.
LILY OF THE VALLEY, fine Berlin Crowop, grown in

Holland, per 100, 4s.; per 10^0. 35s. SPIR/E4 JAPONICA,
fine clumps, per doz.. 2a.

\ p. 100. 12s. Lilium lancifolium,
roseum, and rubrum. doz.. :s M ;p.l00,lfis. Agapanthus um-
bellatus, the blue Afrii'an Lily, large, 4s. per doz. Aho a fine
lot of AMARYLLIS, very choice sorts, to (olour, 12s. per doz,
MORLE AND CO. have received their first consignment of

LILIUM AURATUM in splendid condition, which theycffer
at 26s., 40s., and 50s per 100; 4! , 6s.. and 9s. per doz.

Address, THE CONSERVATORIES, Finchley Road, London.
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FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Orow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

atook of Orchids in the World.—30 minates from St. Pancrae.

ON SALE, CURTIS' BOTANICAL MAGA-
ZINE, 63 Tols.. bound in 25 vols , from 1787 to 1841 £J0.

Or would buy from 1841 to present date to complete second
copy. First 36 vols., bound in 18 vols , red Moroco, HOl.

WANTED, NICHOLSON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY.
W. H. STANSFIELD, 97, St. Luke'eRoatl, Soutbport.

CCHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.—
J Splendid healthy stock of Old and New Varieties. LIST

sent on application. The following four new varieties, one
CuUiDg of each sent post-free for 25. Btf. :—Pride of Exmouth,
Kdith Tabor, Mrs. H. Weeks, Mons. Chenon de Leche.

T. 8IMM0N0S. Mamhead Park Gardens, near Eieter.

Important to Hosbroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 5i.

R. ASD a. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchant*,
Southgate, N. Bbtablished 1797.

N C I D I U M C R I S P U M,
IN SPIKE.

Fine, healthy unflowered plants,

is., 7f. Hi., 10s. eif., and \bs. each.
W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, Londor, M.

ASPBERRY CANES. — Northnmberland
Fillbasket, Carter's Prolific, Norwich Wonder, Falstolf.

Well-rooted planting canes. Price and sample on application,
JAMES W. TODMAN, Piatt, near Wrotham, Kent.

GRAND NEW VIOLET.—The Californian.
Largest, sweetest, most prolific, loogebt stemmed. A

(treat at'iuisitiOD. Well-rooted plantj 6*. per doz. ; 40i. per
100 ; carriage paid, ca«h with order.

ISAAC HOUSE, W estbary-on-Trym, Bribtol.

[VIES, and other
All the best kinds of

above and many other rare Climbers are described iD our New
Catalogue, post free.—CLIBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincbam ; abo
at Manchester, Bangor, and Llandudno Junction.

ASPARAGUS for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots. 12x. 6i. per 100 ; extra fine, tj years old,

\bs. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes lop price at Covent Garden.

J. J. CLARK, Market Gardener, Goldstone, Brightoo.

GIANT BERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY.
WICETON'S well-known GIANT BERLIN

• LILY OF THE VALLEY.- 100.000 Planting Crowns
a* 13«. Qd, per 1,000, 1 and 2 years; also a few thousand retard ed
Crowns. Frice on application to

—

W. XCETON'S. Patney. SW.

PRIZE COB FILBERTS.
MR. COOPER, F.R.H.S.,i3 the largest grower

in the Jiingdom of tbe above for sale. Plantationa near
Reading. Price Lists and Pamphlets on application to—

Mr. COOPER, Calcot, Boscombe. Hants.

LORD PENZANCE NEW HYBRID
SWEET BRIAR3.—The complete set of 16 distinct

varieties, assent out in m9l-5, for 25s. Strong plants that
will flower freely next year. These lovely Hybrids are a great
addition to Garden Roses. Our new Rose Catalogue, de-
scribing all the best old-fashioned and Ga* den Roses, gratis
and post-free.

GEO. COOLING and SONS. The Nurseries, Bath.

90 000 CLEMATIS, r
t^\J»l\f\J\J Climbers, in pote. i

STRAWBERRIES, Strong rnnners.—Royal
Sovereign, 2s. 6d. per 100; Sir Joseph Paxtoo, ij. 6d. per

100 ; Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Is. id. per 100.

KASPBEKRY CANES.
Carter's Prolific, 3s. per 100 ; Semper Fidelip, 3s. per 100 ;

Hornet, 3s. per 100. Special quotations for large quantities.
Carriage paid on orders of £1 value.

JOHN CHI VERS, Histon, Cambridge.

KEYNES' ROSES.—Strong and well-rooted.
Thoroughly good and reliable. Catalogues gratis.

KEYNES, WILLIAMS AND CO., Rose Growers, Salisbury.

90 000 fi"t-cl»s8 TURVES for SALE.
^\f1\J\J\J £1 10s. per 1000, on rail —Apply—

GARDENER, Woburn Park, Weyaidge.

OR SALE, 40 PINES, in their Fruiting
Pots. Apply to—

R. STEAD, Ousefleet HbU, Goole.

klNESE ARTICHOKES (Stachys fuberi-
fera).—A few cwt. for disposal, 40s. per owt., on rail;

small quantities, 6<i. per lb. Cash with order. Sample on
ap;?lication.—H. &. A. PCLLES-BHRRY, Somptiog, Worthing.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

EXHIBITION.

30,000
Calvat's Set and New Varieties of 1898, Is. 3<f. each.

HEAD GABDENHR. Perly Cross, Teignmoulh, Devon.

Young Gooseberry Trees.

NAND F. SALMON beg to offer strong
• 3 jr.-old trees of their renowned WHITE LION in

quantities. Price on application.— N". aud F. SALMON, The
Grange, Heston, Hounstow.

Mancbeeter Wholesale Flower Market.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Cut Flowbb
Salesman in the North of England.

Best Market Prices returned for Consignment*. Packing
Boxes and Labels free. Cheques weekly.

N.B.—Prompt attention giyen to all orders for Cut Flowers
byJLelter. Telegram, or Telephone.

National Telephone, 1039. Established, 1878.

SUPERLATIVE RASPBERRY
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.
Per dozen. 3s., post-free, 3s. '^d.. per 100, 18s ; extra strong,

6s. per doz. Piice p*r lOOO on application.
For description see Strawberry Catalogue.

Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps.
GEOBSE BUNYARD and CO , Royal Nurseriea. Maidstone.

OR SALE.—500 LILIUM HARKISI,
in 48-pot3, strong; l.iiij AR4LiA 8IEB0LDI, 49'8

and eO's; 500 BOUVARDIA HUMBOLDTII CORYM-
BIFLORA, in 4S's. lOOO. in 60s; 2000 CALLIS; 1010
EIILILIA JAPONICA VARIEGATA ; 1000 OPHIOPOOON
JABURAN VARIESATaM; SIX SPECIMEN PLANTS of
IMANTOPHYLLHM MINIATUM.

Prices on application.'

GEO. BLUNDELL, Oak Villa Nursery, Friem Barnet.

National Chrysautbemuin Society,

EARLY WINTER EXHIBITION
DECEMBER 1, 2, and 3.

Valuable Prizes for Chrysanthemums, Cyclamen, Cbineee
Primroses, and Btrried Plants.
Schedules of Priz^ on application to—

RIJHARD BEAN. Secretary, Eel ng, W.

POTATOS,—Myatt's Ashleaf, grown on high
XbTxi, 60s. per too.

G. F. YOUNG, Swineshead Abbey, near Boston.

FOR DISPOSAL (owing to want of room), a
Pair ARAUCABIA EX0EL3A (Norfolk Island P.ne),

about 10 feet, well furnished ; also. 1 PHiE VIX BE JLINATA,
8 to 9 feet. Open to a reasonable cffer.

SAMUEi, BIDE, Alms Nursery, Farnham. Surrey.

^0 7)00 EUONYMUS, Green and^ Golden,
0\J tiK/K/yj all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.
tolSic, at 30s. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100 ;

18 in. to 21 in., at 65s. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. per 100;
25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.
GOLDEN: 6 in. to 12 in., at 3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE):-Ferns, in 2^inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 bestseUingsorts, 12s. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48's. 10 beat
selling sorts, 61. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100. 50s. 1000 ; Adi-
antom coneatnm, in 4S*s, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s. 100 ; Cyperua,
Aralias. Grevilleas. Solanums, in 48's, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerites.
Chrysanthemums, and Erica gracilis. Solanums, in 48's, 9s.

per dozen ; Palme, Ficus. Dracsenas, Crotons, Bouvardiaa,
Erica hyemalis. Cyclamen, in 48's, I2s. per dozen. Lists free.

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, London Fern
Koreeries. Longhboroueh Junction, London. S.W.

TO PLANTERS.

UT COUPLE TE

CATALOGUE&CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
will be ready •hortly. "hen I bote to submit aJcitional

varieties o( sterling worth to the many others of eicep'ioi a'

merit now in commerce.
In addition to the Cultural Articles in my Guide, I have

much pleasure in anoounciag one from tbe pen of Mr. W. H.
Lees, whose reputation as a grower 19 world-wide.

POfeT FREE FOR FliiHT STAMPS.

H. J. J0NE3. Eyecroft Nurseries Lewleham S F.

AURUS NOBILIS (Swtet Bay), in all sizes,
Standards or Pyramids, at very favourab'e prices

K»LM1A LATIFOLIA, showing lloirer, 6J francs per 100.

AX ILEA MOLLIS, small clumps, 30 fraccs per lOOJ, or
250 francs for 10,'CO, and 2260 francs for 100.000.

AZVLEi MOLLIS with seven to ten flowjr-bud-, 2.") fr. 60 c.

per 100; with from ten to thirty flower-buds, 3-3 francs
per 100.

HYBRID RHODODKNDROKS, in bud strong plants, lOJ francs
per 100.

PHORMIUM TEN4X, fine plants, in tubs (cuves), 5 francs
each.

PRDNUS LADBO - CERASU.^, Common Laurel, :0 francs
per 100.

CUPRES3U3 LAWSONI. Green, 9 francs p'r kilogramme.

FELIX S4P, Horticulteur. Thielt. Pelgium.

DOUGLAS SPRUCE
(Abies Douglasii).

In view of the growing demand for this

splendid Forest Tree, we hold immense stocks at

exceptionally low prices for qualities offered.

DICKSQNS NURSERIES. CHESTER-

RHODODENDRONS.
Best Kinds. Well Badded. Beaatifal Foliage.

£7 10s. to £15 per 100.

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseries,

CAMBEBLET, STTKSET.

IRfl APPrQ°TREES&SHRUBS.
Illll Hljliril Inthe finest possible con-\\^\J riWIIbW dition, for The Villa, The

Mansion, The Plantation, or The Game Covert. All in vigorous,
healthy condition, not stunted, starved, or closely grown and
drawn. Carefully and frequently moved, and the roots con-
sequently are a mass of fibre, ensuring safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descriptions of above, and of many
Rare and New Plants, post-free from

—

CLIBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham

;

Also at MAXCHESTER. BANGOR, and
LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 87. 1896 .

BY ORDER OF MESSRS. W. L. LEWIS and CO., SOUTHGATE, N.

THE UNSOLD PORTION OF

CATTLEYA ACLANDI^.
TRXTLY MAGNIFICENT PLANTS IN GRAND ORDER.

ALSO

L^LIA PRJESTANS.
The true, original, and large-flowered type. About 100 plants, including many extra fine specimens.

TO BE SOLD BY

Messrs. PROTHEROE& MORRIS, 67, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON
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SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write forLIST. free.

P.MoARTHnR,The London Nursery, 4, Maida Vale, London,W

,

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

CUTHBERTSON'S Illustrated and Descriptive
CATAL03UE of over 1000 species aud varieties post-fre :.

MICaAEL CUrHBEBTiOS, The Great Scatch Herbaceous
Grower, Rothesay.

WEN'S BRITISH CHRYSANTHEMUMS
hold highest positioDS at Exhibitions and ElectiODS of

best varietiesi, surpassing all other firms combined. Catalogue,
Id. Culture, by W. H. Leps, W. TunniogtoD, E. Molyneux,
and C. Orchard. Id —R. OWEN, Maidenhead.

EJ. BATOIIELOR has to offer the fol-
• lowin (; PEACH fiS from a Peach-house 9 feet by 9 feet

:

—BarringtOD, Groa Mignonne, Royal Qeorge, Magdala, Prince
of Wales, Goshawk, Bellegaide, and RedMigdalen. Also dwarf
H. P. ROSES in the leading varieties, principilly on Briar
Cuttings, per 100 or 1000. Price and list on application to—

Harlow Heath Nurseries, Harrogate.

FRUIT TREES.
We hold a large and varied stock of the above, in first-rate

quality, and at reasonable prices.

Descriptive Catalogue on application.

S. SPOONEK & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES. H0UN9L0W.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE SENDBOBES A SPECIAI.T7.
Please Write for List.

EXOTIC NUKSBRIKS.
CHELTENHAU.JAMES CYPHER.

C^
lUTBUSH'S MILL-

' TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in
high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6s. per bushel, 1». extra for
package ; or, 1«. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. trUTBUSH andSON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants.
Highgate Nurseries. London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

1^ KIRK'S VINE and PLANT FOOD. ^
The production of Mr. Kirk, F.K.H.S., Alloa, N.B. '

4^/;A HIGHEST AWARDS have been obtained
"TUV/ by its use, includiog Cballenge Silver Tea and Coffee
Service ; 9 Cups ; 8 Medals ; Dr. Neil's Bequest of £30 in 1893 ;

l8t a'. Crystal Palace in 1894 ; 1st, Dublin, 1895 ; Ist, Newcastle.
189'i; and 1st, Edinburgh, Sejitember, 189l5.

Sold by allNurserjmenaDdseedsmen. Perton,£15; cwt .liJ.

Carriage paid. Edinburgh Agent—TILLIE and TUBNER. 12,

Melbourne Place ; or J. D, KfBK, 74, Wigmore Street, London,

BENTLEY'S
COMPOUND LIQUID

QUASSIA EXTRACT.
i gallon, ?/6; 1 gallon, 4/3; 5 gallons, 19/2 ; 10 gallons. 37/6

40 gallons, .3/6 per gallon.

Chemical Wohks, Baruow-on-Humbeb, Hull.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859,
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thripa, Greenfly, and other

blijht ; 2 outices lo the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ouncee as
a winter dresiing for Viues and Orchard house trees, in lather
fron rake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffia is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
snpsrsede it. Boxes Is., 3s., and 10s. 63.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Bjxes Qi. and 1«., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

ASTON-CLINTON STRAW MATS, the
warmest coverings fjr pits and frames. Sizes, 6 ft. 6 in. by

3ft. 9in. at 2s. ; 6ft. 6in. by 4tC. 6 in.at 2s. 2d. ; flft. Bio. by 7ft. at
3«. 2rf.—Apply to Miss MOLIQUI", AttonClinton.Tring, Bucks

FOB THE COMING WINTER!!!

WALTERS & CO.'S

WOOD ROLLER BLINDS.
Suitable for Covering Frames, and for the Protection of

Half-Hardy Plants and Crops.

is. 3d. per sq. yard. Holler, 2d. per foot run extra.
On receipt of 4s. a sample blind, 4 ft. by 6 ft. drop length

will be forwarded.

ORCHID BASKET MANUFACTURERS,

707, High Street, Leytonstone, London, E .

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OUB WELL-KNOWN UAXE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taben apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sises and Prices. Glazed and Painted.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide
( oasti

PBIOES,

OABBIAOE
.

PAID. ,

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
BOYAL HORTICITLTITKAL WORKS,

MIDDLETONj MANCHESTER.
Condon ^^enj,Mr.H.SiELTON,Seedsman. Ao.. 3. HollowaYRd..N,

HILL & SMITH, ^'^'^''JgEiS?-;"'

And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

6 feet
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S WM: PAUL & SON,
ROSE GROWERS

By Appointment to Her Majesty the Queen.

JTrtr, )9liint, tJulb & StcO fBcrctants.

SPECIALITIES:
ROSES in all forms Priced Catalogue free.

FRUIT TREES of all kinds ... Priced Catalogue free.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS. Priced Catalogue free.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS Priced Catalogue free.

BULBS AND CAMELLIAS ... Priced Catalogue free.

SEEDS & GARDEN SUNDRIES Priced Catalogue free.'THm CK^

The Success achieved hy Exhibitors atfast and present Chrysanthemum Shows,

notably Aquarium, Nov. 3, 1896, has clearly demonstrated,

by examples staged, that the

s/j
XL ALL MANURES
are of the greatest importance to those who
wish to have fine blooms and superior fruit.

Rfgiatered Trade Mark. Registered Trade Mark.

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
H^P There's something" in it which cannot be obtained in a

Dry Manure.
To be ased one part to fifty of water, making the cheapest Plant Food in the market.

Read the remarks below of a Champion Grower.
1 pint, Is. ; 1 quart, \s. 6rf. ; 1 gallon, 3«. Qd. ; 4 gallons, ]2s. Cheaper in bulk.

XL ALL PERFECTLY SOLUBLE MANURE (po^'Zer)

FOR TOP DRESSING or APPLYING IN SOLUTION.

Where there is a Heavy Crop of Fruit or Flowers to finish off
— Use this !

TO OBTAIN A QUICK and BEInEFICIAL RESULT.
In !«., 2.S. (yd.. 5*., and lO.s. tins. The small cjuantity necessary will make it a cheap manure.

Mr. W. H. LEES, The Gardens. Trent Park New Barnet ooe of the most Buccessful eihibitora of chrysanthemum
Blocm-. This celebrated grower writes :

— " I have used your new Liquid Manure on many things this season with highly
satibfactory resulta— especially on Chrysanthemums."

The above and all other XL ALL SPECIALITIES can be obtained from all Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, or direct from the Proprietor

—

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Vineries, Stoves, Greenliousea, Peaoh House^ Forcing Houses. &c , conatruoted on our improved plan, are the

ppifec-tion of Krowinn house?, and for practical u'ility, ecoaomy, aud durability cannot be equalled. We only do one class
of work and that the very best.

ContervaiOrlea and Winter Gardens designed architectur»Ily correct without the assistance of anyone out of our
fiim. from the smallest to ihe Uraest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilere, erected, and succeaa
guaranteed in all cases M'^lOO Frames. Sashes, Hot Bed Boxes. &C.. always in Stock.

Plans, E.^liiaaks, and Calolofjuca Fro:. CiiMo t^ers icatU-'. on- id any jiarl of the Kingdom.
Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST WATERIALS.

4tha. ai-oz. J}2X8.

GOOD CLASS!
CHEAP CLASS!

Qood QualKy, 16-oz. In 60-ft Boxes.

Sizes 10x812x8 12X9 13X9 14x912x10 14X10 at 4s. per box.

4ths, 16-oz. In 100-ft and 200-ft. Boxes.
( 12x10 12X12 12x14 UX 16 12x18 12x20 ) 100 ft.20O-ft.

Sizes^ 12x24 14xl6 14xl8 14x20 14x24 16xl8!-at7/» 14/-
(16X20 16X24 18X20 18X24 ) per box.

20-oz., In 100-ft. and 200-ft Boxes.
at 8s. per 100-ft. box.

12X10 14x10 12X12 ... at9s. „
9x7 10x813x812x1014x10 in 200-ft boxes] ^J5^''j**-P*''"*

n2xl4 12X18 12X18 12X20 12X241 ,^,, '„'',.
4th8. I 14X1614X18 14X20 14x24 16x18 (. '

n. «rf .. Qn.'
21-01. S 16 X 20 16 X 32 16 X 24 17 X 13 20 X 13 f" '""•

""V *' ^"'•

(18x2018x2318x2420x15 ... )
per DOi.

3rds, 21-oz., 100-ft. Boxes.
12X1012X12 14X12 16X12 18X12 20X12 16X14 lat lU. M.
18x14 20x14 18X16 20x16 20x18 24X18 ... f per box.

3rdB, 21-oz.. 2O0-fc. Boxes.
20X14 18 X 16 20 X 16 24 X 16 20 X 18 22 X 18 24 X 18 at 22J. per box
Note.—No box can be divided, and one size only is contained

in each box.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER of ALL KINDS.
Ijx3 838hbar, at 5s. 9d. per lOiJ feet.

CATALOGUES of PAINT, Ac., post-free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
73, BI8H0PB6ATK STREET WiTHIK. LOITDOII. B.O.

ILLUSTRATES OATALOOUE FREE.

W, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 316 pages and 96 Engrarlngs,

2<. id. nett; per post, 2i. lOd.

JONES^^,e^ attWOOD
Stourb ridge

WINTER

6H0*IIIC 6TAPLEG AS FIXCa

APPROACHING.
, .,. . . ^. USE

Thorpe's Patent
.. Glazing Staples.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly
and withont top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left hand, sent

post-free, 1/9.

The Harriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.,

Manufacturers of the High Grade " Marriott " Bicycles
' and Tricycles. CATALOGUE on application.

MATS SUPERSEDED BY USING
Made of prepared Hair and
Wool, a perfect protection to

all Plants & Blooms. Cheaper
than any kind of mat, and will

last for years.

To be bad from all Xursery-
men and Seedsmen.

"
FRICI DOMO

"

CANVAS.
Registered Trade Mitk.

CARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.

id. per bushel; 100 for 30s. : truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60«.
Bags, id. each.

SPECIAfLY SELECTED OECBID PEAT.
LIGHT-BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5j. td. per sack; 5 sacks,

25s ; sack-, 4o£. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT. 5j. per sack; 5 sacks, 22s.; sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, Is. 9d. per bushel ; ISs. per half-

ton ; 2ds. per 'on. in 2-bushel bags. id. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD. Is. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. 6d. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH, RUSSIA

MATS. Slc. Write for Price LIST.

H (5 SMYTP, 21, QaWsmith street, Drury Lane, W C.
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS-
OUR YEARLY INCREASE in the sale of

both PJaota and Cuttings arises certainly from the f ict

that all varieties (1400) are planted out and grown in open
pure country fields, cut down early, not allowed to flower,
large clumps removed, and replanted near the glass and light.

Stock from these are perfect, and the secret why all those we
eupply carry success wherever they go, striking easily, growing
quickly, and producing larger flowers. As a proof, they have
made Mr. Mease the Champion of the Champions.

We cordially invite all to

"COME AND SEE"
the oldest, finest, and best kept collection in the world.
Splendid illustrated CATALOGUE post-free to coming
customers. A list of all varieties exhibited at the last

Aquarium Show free,

H. CANNELL & EONS, SWANLEY.

(ANT'S
^ World-renowned

FOR CATALOGUES APPLY

BENJAMIN R. CANT,
Rose Grower, COLCHESTER.

TO THE TRADE.
a The Finest Dwarf Early Wrinkled

Marrow Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.
We are in a position to make advanta

geous offer of this Pea.

SHARPE'S~QUEEN PEA.
Finest Blue Wrinkled Marrow.
Trade Price on application.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO. "^^"aXs°^^'
To obtain tl>e True Yellow-Fleshed Variety apply to—

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFOBD.

GEORGE PRINCE'S
C E L E p. R A T E D

OXFORD ROSES,
14, MARKET STREET, OXFORD.

50 best varieties, inoluding 7 H.T.'s and 9 Teas,
packing free, for 35s. Half Collection, 18.v.

GUARANTEED ON SEEDLING BRIAR.

20 ACRES' FRU'T TREES.^W nW I IkW In all the best Forts and forms,
for the Villa Garden, or the

Orchard. Free from Blight and Dieease. Clean, healthy
stems and branchep. Carefully pruned in good form. Roots
a mass of fibre. Sizes from maidens to trees 6 to 8 years old,

of many kinds, and all True to Name.

NEW CATALOGUE with Descriptions and Prices post-free.

CLIBRAN & SON,
MAXCHESTER, BANGOB. LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, and

Oldfield Nurseby. Altrincham.

CANT'S
WOELD-FAMED

ROSES
CANNOT BE SURPASSED.

WE GROW NOTHING ELSE.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

PRICES ARE LOW.

Carefully address

—

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Nursery, Colchester.

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-ORO^VN

Forest, Frui±,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergrreensi
Roses, &c.
stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," &" EXTENT."

Priced Cataloeues Port Free.

DiCKSONS
Nurierlea PUCOTCD
«80 iorei) bnCOlLn.

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES'ROSES

A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW
OFFERED FOR SALE.

WRITE FOR OUR

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, 3d.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBRIDaEWORTH, HERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E,R.

FOREST TREES
ADAPTED

For Profitable Planting, Shelter,

Game, or Ornament-
one of tbe Largest, Hardiest, Healthy, and Host

Select Stocks In Europe.

INSPECTION INVITED.
Catalogues free, and any information gfiven on application to

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,
NOESERYMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN, AND H.H.H.

THE PRINCE OF WALES,
WOOD EOBESTERS FOR CROWN LANDS,

CARLISLE.
FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

//Hi
Nothing so profitable and

easy to grow.
80 Acres of Saleable Trees.

MB (HUNDREDS ofTHOUSANDS.
Bushes in variety. Packing and

-iCarriage free for Cash with order.

8/- per doz., 60/- per 100,

A/i o/'ifr Nursery Stock
carriageJorn^uard.

fIN POTS From 15/- a doz.
amental Trees, 91 AcreSi
Superb Col ection of

Herbaceous Plants.
Four Acres of Glass.

[natis ,30,000) from 15 -doz*

A'./'. — •Vrc'''' Plants arc sold at
i/j^ /.//; itii'i casi'if /•rhes.

CEKERAL CATALOGUE
(n\-i?r \'ii t'.T^pfilnf NiiiBiMv Sfricfe,

ai1i>-ti<M h pr-Hiiiccil, i niit:iitiing

snni<> h- mlir Is of i]tiistt:i(lnn3,

and lull 111 v.iliialile iiiroiTicition,

free on ret-'uipt nf 3d. for p<.>t.l.igo

RICHARl SMITH &C° WORCESTER

CARAWAY & CO.
SPECIAL OFFER.-CASH WITH ORDER.

STANDARD APPLES.
£7 lOS. per 100. All leadlog and best hind?, our selection.

12 assorted StandarJ Apple, Cherry, Fear, and Plum, l?f,

\2 assorted Pyramid Trees, Apple, Pear^ and Plum, 20j.

12 assorted Trained Trees for walls.
Apple, Cherry, Nectarine. Peach, Pear, and Plum, all best

trees aod good varieties, 40*. per dozen.
GOOSEBERRIES, all named, 25. 6rf. per dozen ; 18*. per 100.

CURRANTS, assorted Black, Red, and White, 2s. 6d. per doz.
ISy, per 100.

R4SPBERRIES, Is 6rt. per dozen ; IO5. per 100.

ROSES.
Roses, best named Hybrid Perpetuals, our selection, 35». per

100 ; 20s. per £0. 12 packed and paid jier Parcel Post, for

7s. Gd.

12 Tea Roses, packed and paid per Parcel Post, for 10s. 6rf.

Tea Roses, in potF!, including Marcchal Niel, Oloire de Dijon,
Niphetos, and other varieties, 12s. and 2ls. per dozen.

VINES, strong planted canes, 4s. each.
ASSORTED EVERGREENS, gooi plants, 4s. to 18s. per dozen.
ASSORTED FLOWERING PLANTS, 4s. to 9s. peroozen.
ASSORTED STANDARD TREES-r.f?., Thorn?, Limes, Moun-

tain Ash, Planes, &c., 18s. jier dozen.

CLIMBERS.
Ampelop^s Veitchi, the bset for covering wall?, requires no

nailing, Is. each.
Clematis Jackmani, and other sorts, 15s. par dozen ; our Eolec-

tion. It. Gd. each.

Iviee, in sorts, 9d., Is., and Is. %d.

CARAWAY & CO.,
Durdham Down Nurseries,

CUfton, Bristol.
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ROSES-ROSES.
ALL THE BEST KINDS.

WELL-GROWN, WELL-ROOTED PLANTS.

IX VIGOROUS HEALTH.

CATALOGUES FBEE.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

MELON_SEED.
Our fruit has won Two Silver Medals (Eloyal Horticultural

Society) &c.. Two First Prize?, Certificate of Merit.

Sucrin de Tours, 3s. 6(i. per packet.

L"rk';°ou';r. :::
•::} ^'-^-v^^v^^"' \:^rXll

And other nood Market and Table Fruits.

Gardtners^ Chronicle 3\xnQ 13. 1896 :—*' Messrs. E. J. Sarjeant

& Co. exhibited excellent fruits of Heroof Loctinge, and fruits

of Sucrin de Tours, scarlet-lleahed variety, with uncommonly
deep cork-like netting, s inch deep." (Silver Banksian Medal).

Order early. Only a limited quantity.

E. J. SARJEANT & CO.,
BROUGHAM ROAD, WORTHING.

PAUL & SON'S

CHE8HUNT ROSES.

NEW CATALOGUES 01

POT ROSES FOR FORCING.
Five Silver Cups. Their great specialty.

STANDARD ROSES,
The finest in the Trade.

DWARF and CLIMBING ROSES,
Nearly all on the Briar.

DWARF TEAS &HYBRID TEAS
In large quantities, for massing.

GARDEN ROSES & Single Species
The finest colleotion in Europe.

NEW and CHOICE ROSES,
Turner's Crimson Rambler, Alister Stella

Gray, &o.

PAUL'S CARMINE PILLAR,
The grand New Single Pillar Rose.

Paul & Son's
CHESHUNT FRUIT TREES

STANDARD APPLES for Orchards.

The largest stock of the finest trees.

Ornamental TREES & SHRUBS,
for Avenues & Parks. New & Rare kinds.

HOLLIES and CONIFERS,
Specimen Hollies & Rhododendrons 10 ft. high.

HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS.
ALSO

BDLBS, SEEDS, CANNAS, and OTHER SPECIALTIES

Neio Priced Catalogues post-freefrom

THE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT,

ALLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty years.

Maidens, 5s. ; 2-yr . 7s. ^d. each ; larger to 21*. each.

GEOEQE BUNTARD and CO.. Maidstone.
Distributed in November.

ROSES, RH ODODEND RONS, &c.

BOSES, Bush, eitra-fioe plants, leading Eorta, our selejtion,

i'i$. per 100, 7s. per dozen.

Climbing, Tea and Perpetual do , 70! per 100, 1 'i.

per dozen.

,, Dwa>£ Standard do., 13^. per dozen.

„ Standard a-d Half-standard do., 15J. to 3l». per doz.

RHODODENDRONS, Seedlings, from fs. per dozen.
Hybrid, named, from 125. per dozen.

AZALEAS, ANDR0MEDA3. and KALMtAS, from 12s rer doz.

HONEYSUCKLES, JASMINES, and other Climbers, from 6s.

per dozen.
SKAKALE, eitra-stroog, for forcinir. I0». 6al. PT 100.

FRUIT TREES. ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN and
CONIFEROUS SHRUBS.

BULBS ol every description for Forcing and Planting.

Packing free, for Cash with Order. Descriptive Catalogues
free on application.

W. FROMOW AND S INS. Windlesham Kureeries, Bagsbot,

Surrey ; also Chisnick. Hoq*is1ow, and Acton Qreeo.

LILIUM

For Immediate Delivery.

Largo Consignments just to hand in

Splendid Condition.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

WILLIAM WHITELEY,

THE NUESERIES,

HILLINODON HEATH, UXBRIDGE.

GRAND ROSE TREES—in Standards, and
Dwaifs, and Climber?.

FINE PEA.CH TREES -in Newest and
Best Varietiep,

ROYAL SOVEREIGN Strawberries—
io Runners ;

anil many other vdiieties in pots.

FORCING RHUBARB — the best Early
Red Champagne.

SEAKALE, Grand Roots.

GRAND LONDON PLANES-straii^ht in

stem and good heid.-i.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS, thousands of.

LEAFY BOWERS-for Villa Gardens : the
Weeping Ash Tree.

HARDY CLIMBERS, in Pots-the self-

supporting Cieeper, Ampelopsis Veitchi, & Ivies.

PROFUSELY BLOOMING CLEMATI?,
in great variety, Honey^ucklei and Jasmines.

JOHN PEED & SONS,
The Nurseries, Mitcham Rd., Streatham, S.W.

THE

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 21, 1896.

THE RECESS COMMITTEE AND
FORESTRY.

'T^IIE report of Mr. Plunkett's Recess Com-
-'- mittee on the advancement of agriculture

and other industries in Ireland by the establish-

ment of a special Board, is well worth perusal

by those who regard the rural population of the

country as something more than a " submerged
tenth " which has fallen behind in its ideas and
methods of living. A glance through its pages

almost makes one ask, " Why should England
wait ? " for if the suggestions made are duly

carried out, they would far exceed anything

which is being done or attempted in Great

Britain. But the special feature of the report

which interests us more particularly is the view

taken by the Committee ujjon the forestry

([uestion. That they fully realize tho import-

ance and true signifioauoo of forests in national

economy is shown by tho following passage

:

'
' No one can enquire with any thoroughness into

the subject of forestry without being convinced

that this is one of the most important of all the

directions in which, with the aid of tho State,

the wealth of Ireland may bo increased."

This is a truth which ought to be instilled

into the public mind not only in Ireland, but

throughout the British Empire. In the most

recently published trade statistics it appears

that the value of the timber and wood-pulp

imported during ten months of 1898 exceeded

that of the corresponding period of 1895 by

'ih millions, and this with a somewhat

similar number of acres of comparatively waste

land, and select committees on the unemployed !

In reviewing the forestry question the Com-
mittee chiefly confine themselves to quotations

and extracts from the report of M. Howitz, a

Danish forestry expert who gave evidence before

the Eardly-Wilmot Committee of 18S6. In

addition to being a little out of date, this report

is also a little imaginative. For instance, M.

Howitz "calculated" that some 3,000,000 ot

acres might be planted, prepared, and fenced,

at a cost of £ i to £0 per acre, and that the

modest sum of £20,000,000 would do more than

cover the outlay on planting 4,000,000 acres.

This is credible enough, but the free use of

ciphers looks a little suspicious of somewhat

easy-going calculations. But it is when he

comes to the expected returns that M.

Howitz seems possessed of a highly optimistic

temperament. Remunerative thinnings six

years after planting, and full returns in twenty-

five years' time sound well ; but one would liko

to see the data from which these computations

were made. In the State forests of Prussia, nett

yields of 20s. per acre are exceptional, yet M.
Howitz puts this yield as the lowest that may
be expected ; and on the ptrength of this estimate

the Committee show a profit of £3,000,000 per
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annum on the same number of acres planted.

At this rate, forestry in Ireland ought to attract

the attention of company-promoters and capi-

talists. It is rather unfortunate that the opinion

of men acquainted with the state of the timber

trade, and the demand for home-grown wood

in Ireland, was not obtained by the Committee,

for information derived from such sources is

usually of a more prosaic nature than that of

enthusiasts. Witheverycare,andin possession of

all possible information, the estimation of the

yield from timber crops to be cut in fifty to a

hundred years' time is quite unreliable, for it

is impossible to predict the price of timber in

general or of that of a particular species so far

in advance.

In sketching the work to be taken m
hand by the suggested forestry bureau, the

committee say, " The great work of re-afforest-

ing Ireland, the possibilities of which are

indicated in Part II. , might be brought to nought

for our time if it were botched at the start

through being entrusted to inferior and un-

skilful hands. A very recent warning on this

point is furnished by the experience of the

Congested Districts Board, whose later reports

contain a confession of several failures in its

forestry operations as a result of ignorance of

this extremely technical business. AVe feel

bound to state our conviction that it will be

necessary to go to the Continent for an expert

capable of undertaking this branch of the new

department's work . . .
." The AVoods and

Forests Department of India might be expected

to furnish the requisite man—and we do not

say that it would not ; but Indian experience,

being acquired amid a tropical vegetation, does

not seem available for forestry work in our

climate."

When we consider that any intelligent labourer

who understands the planting of cabbages, is

equally competent to plant a forest, and that forest-

planting is usually considered to be the branch

of forestry in which the iortff ,/?'/'' British forester

least needs instruction, we cannot but come to

the conclusion that the Congested Districts

Board, whose forestry operations have been

entirely confined to planting work, has either

been unfortunate in its choice of men, or

that the failure must be attributable to other

causes than the one suggested. Perhaps

the old proverb, that "Too many cooks spoil

the broth," may find application here. The
committee is also in error in supposing that

the question of climate affects the principles of

forest science in any way. That an Indian

forest officer first entering upon his duties in

this country would have a good deal to learn

regarding the peculiarities of the local climate

and its effect upon sylvicultural methods, goes

without saying ; but an export from the conti-

nent of Europe would proba))ly be at an equal

disadvantage as compared with one wlio had
had several years' experience in the locality.

The duties of the expert suggested would be

rather of an administrative nature than relating

to the actual sylvicultural operations of the

forest, and it seems more reasonable to suppose

that a native of this country would grasp

the poUtical and social side of bis position

more readilv than a foreigner. Not only this, but

the question of grazing-rights, and its successful

settlement, which the Committee recognise as

a necessary preliminary to afforestation, will

depend in a great measure upon the tact,

judgment, and due appreciation of the native

character shown by this official, and a foreigner

would obviously be at a great disadvantage

regarding the.'ae points for a considerable period

after taking office. If Cooper's Hill has not

turned out a man competent to fill this post

within the last few years, something is wrong
somewhere.

Whether the scheme mapped out by the Com-
mittee will ever be carried out in earnest remains

to be seen, but the fact that they give it a promi-

nent place in their report is an encoui-aging

sign. So far, any afforestation-work under-
taken by public departments of the State in this

country has beenmade little more than an excuse

for leaving the great bulk of the work undone.

State-work ought to set a good example to the

individual, and not merely consist of the maxi-
mum expenditure of money with the minimum
of results. Let us hope that, if genuine State

forestry is established in Ireland, the principle

may also be extended to England, Scotland,

and Wales, whose-need, if less urgent, is almost
as great.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

ANSELLIA CONFUSA, N. E. Br.

This is one of the most beautiful of all the An-
sellias, and cue in which the butanical features for

regarding it as a species, apart from its greater floral

beauty. It bears an ascending, branched, many-
flowered inflorescence, each flower measuring *J inches
across. The sepals and petals arc ovate, and equal
in colour, which is cream-white barred with purple.

The thrce-lobcd labellum has purple-coloured stripes

on the white interior of the side-lobes. The two
keels running from the base of the lip are strongly
defined, and give the best test for the species. These
keels are of a bright-yellow colour, and the anterior-
lobe of the lip is also yellow

; the column is white
freckled with purple. A plant is now in flower in
the collection of rare Orchids belonging to the Hon.
Walter Rothschild at Tring ]*ark, Tring. J. (J B.

AMERICAN SEEDS.
In reference to an article which appeared recently

in these columns, showing that our colonies de-
rived their seeds largely from the United States,
llesars. D. Landreth & Sons, communicate a long
letter to the Florists Bxc/mtu/Cj from which we extract
the following details. If our home climate is not
suitable for ripening all seeds, it is certain that many
of our colonies could perfectly well raise their own
crops. The Americans with their high protective
notions would, of course, admit that the "colonists
would be right" to do so. " We were once colonista

ourselves, and we were right." Let us hope that a
sense of our reciprocal dependence will make it right
all round.

It might he aakef]. Why does not this firm inrrease the
piuportions of its importations? To which we reply, that it

is our busineas to grow American seeds, and because we
believe in American seeds and American everything elee.

The seed farms owned in foo simple by thin firm are

:

IJloomsdalc. 500 acres; Re^dland. 146 acrcy ; Monaskon,
-J22 acreH ; Granville, 4T"i aLiea. And rented from the estate
of liavid Landroth ; Georgcy, 7S acres; Huntun's, 185 acres ;

Bellemont, 200 acres. On these particular farms, in

summci, is employed a force uf 200 hands, and in harvest-
time the force is increased to 450 hands. Here is a total of

1803 acres, and not a bushel or a ponnd of anything sold off

these lands excejit garden seeds ; all agricultural seed, hay,
corn, and feeding stufts bought from neighbouring farmers.

It is true, seeda produced upon these farms cost us more
than we can purchase them for from London h luses, but
they are dryer and consequently of better vitality, and,
more than that, they keep their vitality ; for they show a
higher percentage when two years old than the European
seeds do at one yeai*. For English seeds aie not only fre-

qnetitly defective itnmediately after harvest, but during the
ocean voyage to America suffer a further loss of ten to twelve
points in vitality.

The Loudon correspondent of the Chronicle admits
Americans can grow Pumpkin seed, but says all their Beet,
Cabbage, Celery, Carrot, Spinach, Radish, Turnip, Lettuce,
Onion, Maogel, Cauliflower, and Swede, is obtained from
Europe. He does not know that every one of these except

the last three are grown profitably in the United States, and in

large quantity, as for example, about 1,000,000 pounds of

Onion seed is annually grown in the United States. We do
not know how much Lettuce and Carrot, but immense
quantities, as well as large quantities of Turnip, Cabbage,
Beet, Celery, Radish, and Spinach.
The American crops of Peas, Beans, and sugar-corn arc

immense, and while the Canadian product referred to by the

Chronicle correspondent amounts possibly to half a million

bushels annually, garden sorts and Marrow Fats combined,
it is surpassed by the product of garden Peas alone raised in

the two States of Michigan and Wisconsin. And yet we
would ask if the Chronicle correspondent takes the ground
that these Peas grown in Canada are not American.
Perhaps the correspondent of the Chronicle fsiils to realise

that we have a wide range of climates and soils in the United
States—climates as variable as those from Denmark to

Algeria, England to southern Russia. Why should we not
grow seeds

An Englishman familiar with the large products in Europe
of Mangel, Sugar-beet, and Swede, and comparing those vast

quantities with the infinitesimal quantities grown in the
United States, might jump at the conclusion that this is not
a seed-gi-owing countiy ; but that woidd be a misapprehen-
sion on his ijart, for America more than balances that

account by an enormous product of teeds of Water Melon,
Cantaloupe, Cucumber, Tomato, Squash, Pumpkin, Egg-
plant, Peas, Bush Beans, Lima Beans, and other pole Beans
—very small quantities of which are grown in Europe.

If the correspondent of the Chronicle will turn to the United
States Census Report, ISSO, he will read that there are in the

United States 596 seed-farms (evidently an Incomplete return)

with a total of 160,951 acres, 06,500 acres of which are

devoted exclusively to the growing of vegetable and flower-

aceds; while one million bushels of selected grains of corn.

Wheat, and Oats for seed are grown on other farms not
included in this enumeration.

The report shows that of the 590 seed-farms, 258 are in- the
North Atlantic division, 157 in the North Central division,

89 in the South Atlantic division, 57 in the South Central
division, 35 in the Western divisioii ; total, 596.

The value of the implements used in the culture of the
seed crops of these farms is over 2i;i,0(io dols. The value of

the farms, buildings, and implements, is stitcd to be over
18,000,000 dols. Quito 90 per cent, of these farms have come
into existence since IStiO, but the seed farmers, excepting the
almost innumerable number of those who grow Vine-crops,

and Peas, Beans, and com, are now much depressed by com-
petition from England, Franco, and Germany, for in those

countries seeda not of somi-tropical habit can be produced at

less cost because of larger yields per acre, due to greater

moisture, and because of cheaper labour. These two con-

ditions unfavourable to the American seed grower are

aggravated by the reduction of the tariff to 10 per cent. The
duty to be protective should bo 40 per cent, and it looks as

if that bippy day was not far distant. At present it is im-
possible, so far as the growing price goes, to compete with
Europe on parallel lines in the production nf Cabbage,
Turnip, Beet, Carrot, Radish, and a long list of other seeds ;

yet this firm still keeps at it because American seeds are

wanted, and wanted badly.

Through colonial days, so far as ia recorded, all seeds for

the field and garden were imported from Europe, there being
no traditions of any seed-merchants in the Colonies till after

the revolutionary war. The first seed-merchants in America
established themselves in Philadelphia, one in 1784, another
about 17'.i2, and another alxjut 17'.i4, andafourth in 1801. The
first still continues in business, the others only transacted

business for a few years.

The fifth seed firm in antiquity of foundation was estab-

lished in 1S02 in New York, and still continues, soon to reach
the age of 100 years. D. Landreth di Sons^ Philadelphia, Pa. ^

Seed Farmers and Merchants since 1784. [The Florists' Exchange,
Oct. 24, 1896.)

NYMPH^A CHROMATELLA.
This, another of M. Marliac-Latour's cross-bred

hardy Water Lilies (see ante, p. 558), the leaves are

of a brownish olive-green colour blotched with dark

purple, and tlie flowers, which are of large size, are

pale Bulphur-yellow in the centre, becoming yet paler

towards the circumference. Our illustration (fig. 107)

was taken from a specimen grown by Mr. Hudson in

the open air in a small lake at Qunnersbury.

Foreign Correspondence.

UNITED STATES.

I HATE read the notes o£ " A. M. 0." aad others in

the Gardeners' Chronicle on Maize or Indian-corn,

and think I can give your readers some facts in the

case that will enable them to grow corn that will
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mature, possibly not ripen enough to keep for another

year's seed, but certainly ripe enough to eat and to

be enjoyed as "green corn," or " roasting ears," as

we call it here.

Now, there is corn and corn, just as there are

Apples and Apples in your country ; that is, there

are hundreds of varieties of corn here, just as there

as " sweet corn," and of this there are many varieties

that vary in colour, size, sweetness, size and length of

cob, earlinesg of maturity, &c. As a rule, the white

varieties are preferable for table use, and as a rule

are sweeter and of better flavour than the yellow

kinds ; still, we have a black and a red variety that

are sweet and much liked by many, although their

coarser and not so sweet as what are known aa
" sweet corn."

For field culture in the more northerly States and
in New England, those having short and small cobs,

and only eight or twelve rows of kernels on the

cob, are grown, as the season of freedom from frost is

short, and hence we aim to get kinds that mature in

FlO. 107.—NYMPH^A CHROMATELLA : HARDY WATER-LILY. FLOWERS PALE PRIMROSE-COLOCBED. (SEB P. 620.)

are hundreds'of varieties of Apples with you, and of

these hundreds of varieties but very few are ever

used for cooking as "gi'een corn" or as "roast-

ing ears." The great majority of these varieties

are of the classes known as " field com,"

and are grown and used for food for animals, or for

'starch and alcohol-making, and not at all for table

use. The corn that is used for table use is known

colour is not attractive for table use. En parenilihe,

I might say that the com we use for grinding into

"corn-meal" is not derived from the varieties gene-

rally used for eating aa " green corn," but is obtained

from field varieties. In the Eastern States, yellow

corn-meal is generally used, while in the West
and South, white meal alone is supposed to be fit

for the human stomach ! The field varieties are

about four months from the planting of the seed to

its thorough ripening. In the west and south, larger

kinde are grown, and are generally of the class known

as " Dent," or " Horse-tooth," from the size and shape

of the kernels. The plant of this corn grows to a

height of from 10 to even 15 or 18 feet ; while that

grown in the north eldom exceeds 5 or 6 feet in

height. Most of the varieties of sweet com are
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quite short, aud much of it very dwarf, often when

fully grown not exceeding 3 feet in height. In your

climate none but the dwarf kinds of the sweet corn

should be grown, and of these I feel sure there are

several that would mature fit for table, as up to if not

above the north limits of England. It grows well and

matures in Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, Minne-

sota, Oregon, and States along our northern frontier.

Of the sweet corn the following are the earliest and

dwarfest :

—

Cory Early : this is the earliest, height about

3 feet. White Cob Cory : this is very early, and

about 3 feet high. Early Minnesota : is early, but of

poor flavour. Extra Early Adams : early and good,

cob about 6 inches long. Crosby's Early : early and

excellent, dwarf. Perry's Hybrid : cob about 6 inches

long, flavoui' good. Rosyln's Early Hybrid : is early

and good. Moore's Early : one of the best, but not

earUest. Henderaon : very good, medium season

kind. Ne Pins Ultra : Late, but very good.

Squantum : extra good, but too late except for

southern and western counties of your country.

Stowell's Evergreen : A most excellent late variety
;

it has the peculiarity of remaining fit for table-use

longer than any other variety I am acquainted \vith.

This would be a good kind for your warmest and

most sheltered valleys. From what I have seen and

heard, you do not, as a rule, pluck your ears when
they are fit for use—-you pluck too early, and while

the kernel is watery
;
you should not pluck the cob

until the kernel is "in the milk," that is not until

the fluid in the grain has passed from mere water to

a rich thick milky fluid. But you must not go to

the other extreme, and not pick till the grain is

'

' glazed," for then it is not fit for table-use. It is

in the prime when the fluid contents are thick and

white, like rich milk. I also fancy you do not cook

it properly. If left in the water in which it is boiled

after it is cooked, it becomes watery and " soppy,"

and is not fit to eat. It should be cooked as one
would boil an egg, namely, until the fluid is tho-

roughly coagulated, and that is about all. Our rule

is to have the water at full boiling-heat, then drop into

it the properly-stripped ear, and let it boil only from
five to ten minutes, and then you will have a " dish fit

for a king." As to eating the corn off the cob, anyone
with good teeth can bite it off, but those who do not

wish to eat it in that way can, with a sharp table-knife,

cut it off the cob without getting any of the woody
cob along with the grains. Then having flavoured it

with a little salt and butter, and black pepper, if that

is liked, you can eat it with a fork or spoon. If eaten

oS the cob the butter and salt should be put on the

grains of corn. What we know as " roasting ears," is

the corn fit for eating oif the cob, but in preparing it

for use it is roasted (toasted if you will), before a

quick fire. This way of preparing it is generally

followed where it is prepared outdoors, say by hunters

and the like, and is the plan universally iised in the

south by the " darkies " when robbing the cornfields

of the planters. If I were going to try to grow corn

in England I should select two or three of the earliest

kinds, and Stowell's Evergreen, aud should grow in

cold frames, planting the seed about 1 inch deep, say

in March, and in May should transplant in to a non-
shaded part of the ground, putting the plants at least

30 inches apart each way, and the Stowell plants

4 feet apart. Keep the soil around the plants well

stirred, but not "hilling up" the plants at all.

The soil should be fairly rich, but not too much so,

or you will get stalks and foliage, but not ears. If

the soil is very sandy or chalky, water should be
given occasionally, but only when the blades begin to

curl their edges. When water is given, it should be
given in abundance, and then withheld until this

curling is again noticed. The dwarfer varieties will
mature ears fit for use in sixty days fiom transplanting.

In warm sheltered valleys I have no doubt you can
mature the plant from out-door planting. In this
case you .should plaut the seed not more than an inch
deep about May 20, and in four months I have no
doubt you would have excellent corn fit to eat from
the cob. Any of your seedsmen can procure from
their correspondents in New York, Boston, or Phila-
delphia any of the dwarf, sweet corn I have named,
Dootw, Chicago,

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

M0RM0DE3 BUCCINATOR.
The extraordinary variability of this species is now

demonstrated in the Hon. Walter Rothschild's re-

markable collection at Tring Park, where no fewer

than seven varieties of it, diS'ering very widely in

colour, are in flower. The typical M. buccinator has

greenish sepals aud petals, and whitish up-turned

trumpet-shaped labellum, peculiar to all the forms

of the species. M. buccinator flavida has brownish

sepals and petals, and clear yellow lij). M. B. auran-

tiaca has greenish sepals and petals, with brown lines

and rich orange lip, aud M. B. lentiginosa, has Indian-

yellow flowers, mottled and spotted with chestnut-

brown. Another variety has brown-striped sepals

and petals, and blush-white lip ; and others still

differ from any of these. Other Mormodes in flower

are M. Cognaiuxi, M. Rolfeana, M. ignea maculata,

the singular hairy-lipped M. Lawrenceana ; and

another species, with very handsome, delightfully

fragrant flowers, in which the sepals and petals are

gamboge-yellow, spotted with chocolate, and the showy
lip rose-pink, spotted with reddish-purple. It is

allied to, or a fine variety of, M. tigrina, Rodrig.

Varieties of M. pardina are also about to expand their

flowers, and promise great variety in that species also.

Of allied pLants the handsome Cycnoches maculatum,

C. Egertonianum, and a large number of Catasetums

are in flower. These plants are easily managed at

Tring Park by Mr. E. Hill, growing them in a similar

manner to the deciduous Dendrobiums, and sus-

pended near the roof as much as possible. They are

watered liberally while making growth, and until the

stout fleshy pseudo-bulbs are completed and the leaves

begin to turn yellow, after which water is almost

entirely withheld until they grow again. /. O'B.

Cyprii'Euium Charleswcirtui.

There is a whole house, quite SO feet long, filled

with Cypripedium Charlesworthi in the Heaton
Nurseries, Bradford. It presents at this time a

remarkable sight, with quite 1 000 flowers expanded.

The variety of this species is greater even thau most
others of our acquaintance. The dorsal sepal vary-

ing from those fine lustrous vinous shadings and lines

to a pale blush. The substance of some of the

varieties is great, not only in the dorsal sepal, but
in its petals and pouch, and as one of the intermediate

race with a peduncle half and between niveum on the

one hand, and the barbatum race on the other, it

presents a stylish appearance. It is growing away
with thousands of fellows with quite ordinary atten-

tion, and, but for its plentifulness, would be much
more appreciated. J. A.

BURFOBD, DORKINU.

One of the many pleasures of inspecting the famous
collection of Orchids in the gardens of Sir Trevor

Lawrence, Bart., the President of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, is the extraordinary variety of the

species it includes, and which ranges from the earliest

specimens introduced to gardens, to the latest

novelty, and those still undetermined, and which
have yet to be named and described. Of the former

class, the hbitorical specimen of Renanthera cocoinea

is one of the earliest introductions of Asiatic

epiphytal Orchids, and perhaps the oldest cul-

tivated plant of the bame class known. Many
other examples in contradiction of the theory

that Orchids must necessarily degenerate, and

ultimately die under cultivation, are to be found

at Burford, and the carefully - labelled plants

in many cases give ample proof of their being

old inhabitants of the Burford Orchid-houses. For

example, a few noted promiscuously were Odonto-

glossum aspersum violaceum, purchased fifteen years

ago ; O. crispum guttatum, now in flower fourteen

years ; 0. Hallii, seventeen years ; and the rare Zygo-

petalum Burkei, described in the (fardeners' Chronicle

December 1, 1883, from plants which Burke collected

for Messrs. James Veitch k Sons, the plant now
about to flower at Burford being one of the first

distributed.

In most of the houses, the showy species and the

lesser pretty botanical kinds are evenly balanced,

for here it is the practice to put the lesser in

stature wherever they may be found to thrive

best, instead of having houses set apart for

them alone, and it is this provision for giving

such various conditions under which they may be

grown, which, in a great measure, accounts for so

many tiny gems thriving here which have speedily

vanished from other collections. lu all cases, how-

ever, the small plants are brought near to the glass of

the roof in the house which they are placed. In

the first house entered we found a fine show of

Cypripedium Charlesworthi, C. Spioerianum, aud

C. X Leeanum superbum, with a fine example of

C. L. giganteum, and other forms of the same showy

hybrid, the greater number of which were raised at

Burford. Here, too, was a grand specimen of

C. insigne violaceo-punctatum, which is still one of

the finest of its chiss ; also the fine C. i. Dormania-

num,aud the matchless yellow and white C. i. Saudene

;

a panful of the pretty C. Schlimi, the plant well

furnished with flowers ; the showy C. x radiosum

(Lawrenceanum x Spicerianum), a number of neat

plants of the yellow Oncidium cheirophorum, and of

the mauve 0. ornithorhyuchum ; the singular and

pretty Epidendrum Lancheanum, with a raceme of

flowers very distinct from those of other species
;

the new Trichoceutrum longioalcaratum, with white

flowers with crimson blotch, and in which the spur

is singularly elongated ; and a graceful specimen of

Platyclinis Cobbiana.

In the next house, a cool one, are some fine

examples of Oncidium varicosum, 0. spilopterum

(generally known as 0. Saintlegerianum), some few

species of Odontoglossums in bloom, and also Coelo-

gyne ocellata, Epidendrum inversum, Oncidium

O'Brieuianum (Reich, f.), a Paraguay species of the 0.

pubes class ; and Seraphyta nmltiflora, a Mexican

species, recently shown as Epidendrum profusum

—it is of the habit of the slender-stemmed Epi-

dendrums, and bears a branched inflorescence of

greenish-coloured flowers.

The intermediate-house which comes next, had in

flower some plants of Cattleya labiata, with richly-

coloured flowers ; the pretty L;elia pumila ; some of

Cattleya Dormauiana, C. O'Brieniaua ; the handsome

and still rare Trichopilia brevis, illustrated iu the

Oardeiiera' Chronicle, Nov. 30, 189."i, p. 641 ; a batch

of the pretty Vanda Kimballiana, and two of the

finest specimens of Vanda Amesiana ever seen in gar-

dens, one possessing eleven pairs of leaves, and throe

very robust spikes of flowers. These wonderful

plants were acquired by Sir Trevor Lawrence from

Messrs. Otto Froebel of Zurich, when last ha

visited Switzerland.

Iu the large warm-house, which has a water-tank

in the middle, were noted remarkable collections of

Catasetums, some Cycnoches, Bulbophyllum, aud

Cirrhopetalum, which are suspended from the roof,

and all thrive equally well in spite of the fact that

they naturally inhabit widely separated countries with

diS'erent climates. All of the Catasetums hang on

one side of the house, and that part of it nearest to

the side staging, thus having the width of the walk

between them and the tank. Glancing along them,

we noticed how remarkably the air-roots sent out

around aud beneath the baskets and pans in which

the plants were grown, all turned obliquely and

directly towards the tank, the thousands of roots all

pointing in one direction, giving the appearance seen

in the slender branches of trees over which a gale of

wind is blowing. The Catasetums and allied plants

are grown like the deciduous Uendrobes, aud rested

after the leaves have fallen ; and this seems to be the

chief thing necessary to preserve these singular

plants, which formerly used to be considered very

difficult to keep in good health. Of those in flower,

we remarked splendid forms of Catasetum Bungerothi,

one having purple sepals and petals ; some equally

handsome C. x splendens, the showiest having flowers

of [rich orange with purple spots on the sepals and

petals ; C, Christyanum, C. purum, and others ; and

C. iraperiale, the richest purple Catasetum, is also

sending up a spike. Of the Cirrhopetaluma
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the oldest inhabitant is a pan filled ivith C. Cnmingi,

about 2 feet across, and which with its numerous

rosy-red umbels of delicatcly-poisod flowers forms a

a charming object. Cirrhopetalum Mastersii, with

heads of beautiful coppery-yellow coloured flowers,

and a few others, are also in bloom. Besides these

were Bulbophyllum Dearei, B. Careyanum, the sin-

gular small-gi-owing Madagascan B. Pervillei, and

Trias disciflora were in flower. In this same house,

and placed above the tank, species of Phalsenopsis are

doing well, including P. antennifera in many varie-

ties, and a few others which were in bloom. Here

also a supposed new white Schomburgkia was

sending up a flower-spike, and S. rhionodora var.

Kimballiana was about to produce its handsome

blooms. Among other Orchids in flower were

Dendrobium sanguinoleutum, D. glomeratum,

D. ;< rhodopterygium, D. macrophyllum, Lielia

pedunoularis with many spikes, Cattleya luteola,

and just beginning to flower a grand array of the Bur-

ford hybrid Calantbes, some of which have dark, ricli

colours, and all havo some di.stinguishing feature to

render them desirable. Here, too, were some good

pansful of Antcctoohili, the A. (Macodes) petola grow-

ing and increasing rapidly.

One small house held a charming display of the

varieties of Dendrobium PhaUenopsis Schroderianum,

no two of which are alike, though all are beautiful,

and especially the white varieties with the delicate

rose-tinted segments. In this house were niunbers of

Eulophias and Lissochilus, those of the former in

bloom being E. virens, a rather pretty and graceful

species. In the adjoining house many curious species

were in flower, one of them, Polystachya Buch.anani,

reminding us of John Buchanan, the sturdy

pioneer of the Upper Zambezi, who sent it and other

interesting plants from that p.art of Africa, but who
died on his w.ay home on the !)th of March last. Here

in flower were Liparis reflexa, .\campe p.apillosa,

Angrwcum bilobum, and other Angi-.ccums ; and sus-

pended in a corner was a very remarkable Dichpea

sp., which might be said to be a disappointing plant,

for it looks as though it were de.ad, but it is haalthy

enough, .and flowering with faded-looking flowers,

the seeming decay being natural and peculiar to the

plant. Other pretty things in bloom were the richly-

coloured Epidendrum phoeuicum, an old but vei-y

handsome species, Dendrobium Mooreanum, and other

Dendrobiums.

In the large stove the giant Qrammatophyllum
speciosum is growing with vigour, but it does not

flower ; Vanda Hookeriana, which formerly gave

some trouble, has reached to the roof, and still has

leaves down to the pot ; so also its charming hybrid,

V. ,x Miss .loaquim, which it is hoped will soon

flower. In this house lately one of the plants of

Vanilla had over sixty pods ; and the charming collec-

tion of novelties in Bertolonia and Sonerila have
leaves as handsome in their way as the showiest

flowers. In the larger Cattleya-liouse stands the

gigantic plant of Cattleya Lawrenceaua, of which we
recently gave an illustration, and it is none the worse
for its heavy crop of flowers. Here was remarked
a fine batch of Pleiones in flower, consisting chiefly of

masses of P. lagenaria, P. maculata, and lesser plants

of the white P. maculata .alba. These Pleiones

Mr. W. H. White, the Orchid grower at Burford,
remarks, are never divided after the manner advocated
by some, but they arc, when repotted, merely turned
out, reduced in size, and as long as practicable,

returned to the same comparatively .small pots, and
hence the profuseness with which they l)loom.

Cattleya :< Harrisii, Ij;elio-Cattleya x Juvenilis,

some grand Cattleya Eowringiaua, including the
purple-tinted 0. B. lilacina, Lslia tenebrosa, and
others, were in bloom ; and it was noted that the
many varieties of L. anceps were .about to m.ake a
good show.

The Burford hybrid Dendrobiums occupying one
side of a house, .are in grand condition, and some of
them about to flower ; and the little house devoted to
the raising of hybrids, contains many strange crosses,

and among the pretty things in bloom we noted
Cypripedium x concolawre, C. x Lawrebel, and

C- X barbatum Warneri -: bellatulum, one of the

brightest rose-purple flowers of its class.

A splendid collection of Sobraliaa, consisting of all

obtainable species and varieties, waa observed. In
the cool-houses in flower were Maxillaria lepidota, a
graceful species, with hundreds of its long, uarrow-
petalled flowers ; fine plants of M. grandiflora, M.
picta, Miltouia Candida grandiflora, M. Clowesii,

Epidendrum vitellinum raajus, JIasdevallia tovarensis,

M. leontoglossa, M. macrura, and other Masdevallias ;

and Pleurothallis. In a warm-house a batch of
Habenaria militaris was still flowering, and also one
or two H. camea. These charming plants wore sup-
posed to be almost unmanageable until Mr. White
worked out the problem at Burford, and now they
are being well grown in many gardens. J. O'B.

POLLINATION OF PE.VR-
FLOWERS.

All over the country there are large healthy Pear-
trees which Ijlossom most beautifully every year, but
it is not followed by any fruit. The owner will do
well to try planting Pears of another variety in their
neighbourhood, so that the pollen of the flowers of
the new-comers may find its way to the flowers of
the now barren trees.

.\n exliaustive inquiry, conducted by Merton B.
Waitc, under the direction of B. T. Galloway, just
published as liulhlin No. 5, Division of \'cgetalile

Pathology, United States Department of Agriculture,
reaches the following general aummary and con-
clusions :

—

" In the pollination work on the Pear two distinct
kinds of experiments have been tried— 1, simple
b.agging experiments, in which b.ags of paper, cheese-
cloth, or netting with meshes (ten to the inch) were
placed over the unopened buds, and outside pollen
thus excluded

; 2, careful hand pollinations of flowers
which were em.asculated while yet in bud, and pro-
tected from all other pollen by paper b.igs. These
experiments were carried on in large numbers, and at
four different places— at Brockport in 1891, .and at
Scotland, Rochester, and Geneva in 1892— all in New
York State. The conditions of the trees were widely
different, a.s was also the weather at flowering time.
The work w.as done on a large number of varieties of
Pears, several of the same varieties occurring in each
of the four series of experiments. The results under
these varying conditions have substantially agreed,
in most cases being remarkably uniform. The fruits
resulting from the different kinds of pollen showed
interesting differences, which tend to corroborate the
conclusions.

" It should also be noted that similar experiments
were tried on the Apple and the Quince, along with
the Pear work. The v.arieties of Apples are more
inclined to be sterile to their own pollen than the
Pears. With the former, in the great majority of
cases, no fruit resulted from self-pollination. The
results, as a rule, however, were less clear-cut than in
the Pear, because with most of the self-sterile varie-
ties an occasion.al fruit will set under self-pollination

and none of the varieties were very completely .self-

fertile. The (Quince, on the other hand,] seems to
fruit nearly as well with its own pollen as with that
of another variety. The following conclusions are, it

is thought, fully warranted from the evidence which
has been given, and doubtless many who read this
will recall observations in practical orcharding which
give further support :

—

" 1
.
Many of the common varieties of Pears require

cro9s pollination, being partially or wholly incapable
of setting fruit when limited to their own pollen.

"2. Some v.arieties are capable of self-fertilis.ation.

"3. Cross-poUinjition is uot aocomplisJied by apply-
ing pollen from another tree ..f the .same grafted
variety, but is secured by using pollen from a tree of
a distinct horticultural variety—that is, which ha.s

grown from a distinct seed. Pollen from another tree
of the .same variety is no better than from the .same
tree. This failure to fruit is due to sterility of the
pollen, and not mechanical causes.

" 4. The impotency of the pollen ia not due to any
deficiency of its own, but to the lack of affinity

between the pollen and the ovules of the same
variety.

"5. The pollen of two varieties may be absolutely
self-sterile, and at the same time perfecty cross-

fertile.

"6. The state of nutrition of the tree and its

general environment affects its ability to set fruit

either with its own pollen or that of another tree.
" 7. Bees and other insects are the agents for the

transportation of pollen.

" 8. Bad weather during flowering-time has a
decidedy injurious influence on fruitage by keeping
away insect visitors, and also by affecting the fecun-
dation of the flowers; conversely, fine weather
favours cross-pollination and the eettmg of fruit.

"0. Pe.ars produced by self-fertilisation are very
uniform in shape. They differ fi:om crosses not only
in size and shape, but also in some cases in time of
maturity and in flavour.

" 10. Among the cro.S3es the differences were slight

or variable, so that their variations are not to
bo ascribed mth certainty to differences in pollen.

"11. Self-fecundated Pears are deficient in aeedg,
usually having only abortive ones, while the crosses
are well supplied with sound seeds.

"12. Even with those varieties which are capable
of self-fecundation, the pollen of another variety is

prepotent, and imle^s the entrance of foreign pollen
l>e prevented, the greater number of fruits will be
affected by it, as shown by the study of Buffum
Pears.

"1:3. The normal typical fruits, and in most coses
the largest and finest specimens, either of the self-

sterile or self.fertile sorts, are crosses.

" Practical Conclusions.

"1. Plant mixed orchards, or at least avoid plant-
ing solid blocks of one variety. It is not desirable to
have more than three or four rows of one v.ariety

together, unless experience ha.s shown it to be per-
fectly self-fertile.

'• 2. Where Large blocks of trees of one variety
which blossomed well have failed to fruit for a series

of years without any apparent reason, it is exceedingly
probable that the failure is due to lack of cross-

pollination. The remedy is to graft in other varieties
and supply foreign pollen.

" 3. Be sure that there are sufficient bees in the
neighbourhood, or within 2 or 3 miles, to properly
visit the blossoms. When feasible, endeavour to
favour insect visits to the blossoms by selecting
slieltered situations, or by planting windbreaks."
A mcrican Af/ricullurist.

The Rosary.

SOME NEW VARIETIES OF THE ROSE.
Among the finest varieties of recent introduction

are Enchantress, Queen Mab, Sylph, and Zephyr,
natives of Waltham Cross ; Muriel Qrahame and
Helen Keller, the former introduced, and the latter

originated by Messrs. Alexander Dickson & Sons, of
Newtownards ; Fiametta Nabonnand, for which we
are indebted to the eminent French rosarian bearing
the latter portion of that name ; Carmine Pillar,

which we owe to Mr. George Paul, of Cheshunt, who
h.is rarely given us a more brilliant variety, or one
more serviceable for garden decoration ; and Duchess
of York, of exquisite complexion, raised by Messrs.
Cocker, of Aberdeen.

Enchantress, which I h.ad the pleasure of seeing for
the first time at Waltham Cross last year, is, I under-
stand, a cross between a China and a Tea. Hence,
probably, its almost unprecedented perpetuality and
free-flowering qualifications. It is a beautiful creamy-
white Rose, with a suggestion of buff in the centre.

It is Large, full, and globular in form, with glossy-

green foUage, which forms a graceful contrast to the
f;i.scinating flowers, the latter of which are produced
in great profusion.

Queen Mab, which is of Chinese extraction, is un-
doubtedly the most distinctive variety of this special

class that has been produced since Laurette Messimy.
It ia vigorous in growth, and, unlike the French Rose
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to which I have juat alluded, has flowers of great

substance ; it blooms with much facility. Its colour

ia delicate apricot, shaded in the centre with orange,

the exterior petals being faintly flushed with rose.

Mrs. W. J. Grant (called in America Belle Siebrecht),

and Grand Duke de Luxembourg, the former raised by
the Newtownards firm, the latter by Soupert &
Notting, in 1892, are highly interesting additions to

the race of Hybrid Teas. Mrs. W. J. Grant, which
gained some years ago the Gold Medal of the National

Eose Society, I have already described in a previous

contribution to the Gardeners' Chronicle. It com-
bines the attributes of Lady Mary Fitz-William with

those of the fragrant and distinctive La France.

Modem pink-coloured Roses are for the most part

somewhat deficient in the matter of fi'.igrance ; but
this is an exception. I am not yet sufficiently

acquainted with the character and tendencies of

the new hybrid perpetual entitled Helen Keller, to

pronounce a decisive opinion upon its value ; but it

appears to be a very promising variety, though I

cannot believe that it will ever rival Marchioness of

Downshire, Earl of Dufferin, or Mr.'. Sharman Craw-
ford. Sylph and Zephyr are admirable Roses for the

garden, with large full flowers almost white in colour,

of highly refined aspect : but by reason of the pecu-
liar silkiness of their closely folded petals, exceedingly

susceptible, like Mrs. James Wilson, to the influence

of rain. Muriel Grahame, described as a valuable

variation from that prolific parent of modern Tea
Roses—Catherine Mermet ; but I hope, ere long, to

have this gratification, for I intend to add it next
month to my collection. It opens, I am glad to learn,

with greater facility than the fairest of its sisters, the

incomparable Bride.

Fiametta Nabonnand, whose name, I find, is seldom
printed accurately, by reason, presumably, of its un-
familiarity, has bloomed with groat freedom and to

to some artistic purpose, in my garden this year. It

is a sport from Papa Qontier, one of the most attractive

of modern Tea Roses, but is considerably larger and
fuller tban its parent, though somewhat less productive.
Its colour is fascinating ; satiny-white, delicately

tinted with rose. Only in the texture of its beautiful

petals does it give evidence of the influence of the
law of heredity. Its flowers are inpariably of a
globular form ; in this respect they somewhat
resemble those of Souvenir de S. A. Prince, but they
have not the regrettable pendulous tendency of that
snow-white English Rose.

A yellow Hybrid Perpetual of considerably deeper
colour than Gloire Lyonnaise would be a great
acquisition

; but a variety of this character has not
yet appeared. Nor has a pure white Marie
Bauraann or A. K. Williams, with the perfection of
form and fascination of fragrance possessed by those
varieties, as yet proved a possibility to our British
rosarians. Nor, though we have achieved a Madame
Hoste, a Medea, and a Perle des Jardins, does there
seem to be any hope of our ultimately obtaining a
less delicately constituted, more perpetual, Mar^chal
Niel. David R. If iUiamson.

Trees and Shrubs.

HYPERICUM MOSERIANUM VARIETY
TRICOLOR.

Tnis variegated variety of H. Mosorianum is a very
meritorious novelty. Its leaves are beautifully edged
and marbled with white and brilliant red. Presently
with me the white is absent, and the red and green
leaves are very efl'ective. To bring out the colouring
of this little shrub to perfection, it requires to be
grown in poor sandy soil with a auuny exposure. It

is a decided acquisition
; its goldon-yellow flowers,

with centre of darker coloured stamens, are sufficient

to commend it for general cultivation—add to these
its variegated character, and we have a plant deserving
special attention. It is at home on the sunny side of

a rockery, or the front of a herbaceous border.
Michael Cuthhertson, Rothesay.

CoPRESSnS GOVENIANA.

When seen in a flourishing condition, which, imfor-

tunately, is not often tie case in this country,

Cupressus Goveniana is at once one of the most
interesting and beautiful of the hardy, or rather half-

hardy, Cypresses. I have just had an opportunity of

examining probably the largest, certainly the

healthiest, specimens of this tree in the country, and
of comparing it with the not very widely distributed

C. cornuta, which by some authors has been elevated

to specific rank. The two are in every respect

identical, the bright green, scale-like leaves and
curious horn-like projections at the scale-tips being
well pronounced in both. Like the Chinese Juniper,

one of the greatest points of attraction in Cupressus
Goveniana is the pollen-cones, they being so thickly

produced as to impart to the specimen a very unusual
and beautiful appearance. The seed-cones, too, are

freely produced, and are of the most harmonising
tints of dark and light brown, and rendered distinct

from every other species by th'^ curious projections at

the scale-tips, each of these being half an inch long.

To the casual observer, Cupressus Goveniana looks

like a dwarfed, globose specimen of the better known
C. macrocarpa ; indeed, it is always bushy and dense
of habit. The finest specimens of this and many
other Cypresses that I have seen are throughout
Ireland, both north and south ; and one of C.

Goveniana only thirty miles from Belfast ia nearly

40 feet high, and fully half that in branch-spread.

It occupies no sheltered situation, and yet the foliage

is green as a Leek, and thickly and equally arranged

on every side of the tree. The soil is moist loam.

C. Goveniana glauca is, for ornamental purposes,

superior to the species, the hoary, glossy-blue foliage-

tint reminding one of that of the Tamarisk-foliaged

Juniper. This pretty variety is rare in cultivation,

but it should not remain so long if the batch of young
plants that I saw are to be placed on the market.

A. D. Webster.

Book Notice.—•

—

DiCTIONNAIRE ICONOGRAPHIQUE 0E3
ORCHIoeES.*

It goes without saying, that a work projected, car-

ried out, and edited by that clever authority on
Orchids, Monsieur A. Cogniaux, and in which the
drawings and coloured plates are the work of Mon-
sieur A. Ooossens, whose power of artistically figuring

Orchids is known far and wide, must be of the highest

merit. Indeed, all works of the kind are good and
useful in a greater or lesser degree, publishers being

careful not to incur the very heavy cost inseparable

from the publishing of such works without certifying

themselves that a reasonable accuracy characterises

the letter-press, together with beauty and faithfulness

in the plates.

In the work under notice a new element has been
introduced, viz., the publication of the plates, each

with the accompanying descriptions, references, cul-

tural remarks, &c., in handy little portfolios, so that

each plate and the matter relating to it is complete
in itself ; and the collection, when completed in the

portfolios, each of which will be lettered on the back

with the name of the genus contained in it, will give

a readier means of studying Orchids, and identifying

them, than has previously existed. The utility of this

plan of giving detachable illustrations of Oichids

might be much enlarged upon, but it will be suffi-

cient to point out how useful and interesting such

portable means of conveying a correct notion of what
is meant, these plates will be to amateurs in their cor-

respondence, and what a pleasant pastime it will be
for them to compare their flowers with those given

in the Illustrations.

A commencement will be made of each set of

plates with the type forms, which ore to be followed

by the leading known varieties, and also new forms

as they appear. As for example, the Odoutoglossums

* Dictionnairz Iconographique din Orchidies. Directed and
Edited by A. Cogniaux ; Illustrated by A. Oooaaens.
(Schaerbeek : Bruxelles, 24, Rue Quinaur.)

which are illustrated in the first issue (which was
intended to be devoted entirely to that genus), had
not unforeseen difficulties delayed some of the illus-

trations. No. I is typical Odontoglossum crispum ;

1 a, 0. c. stellatum, which is the form usually avoided
in gardens ; 1 {, 0. c. var. de Madame Madoux, a finely

spotted form
; and 1 c, 0. c. var. Bousiesianum, which

resembles that known to us as 0. c. punctatissimum.
Necessarily at the commencement a strong continental
character will be found in the varieties illustrated, but
British amateurs doubtless have only to supply the
material to see their own treasures also represented.

With the illustration of the type of each genus, the
history, general characters, and geographical distribu-

tion are given, and engravings furnished showing the
habit of the plant, and the poUinia, and other points

necessary for purposes of identification. In fact, the
style of the work has been well considered and
matured. The plates, which measure about 7 inches
by 5J inches, will be double when necessary, as in the
case of Laelia purpurata in the present issue. The
other plants illustrated are Miltonia vexillaria, M. v.

superba, M. v. radiata, M. spectabiUs, M. s. bicolor,

M. s. Moreliana, and Cattleya Brymeriana. When
we consider the large number of Orchids which have
as yet not been figured, and those figured which are

not of easy access, it is pleasant to contemplate the
great addition which this work forms of materials for

reference purposes. The plates are to follow each
other rapidly, and we shall watch with interest the
development of this novel

i ublication.

Ceylon.—

•

I AM sure you will sympathise with us in the
great loss we have sustained in the death, from para-

lysis, of Henry Trimen. He was a beloved friend to

those who were closely acquainted with him, as we
have been during his residence of sixteen years in

Ceylon. The scientific world has lost a most keen,

true, and careful observer and investigator of natural

history, not only in the one special study of botany,

but also of many subjects which generally follow the

footsteps of a man of culture and learning. He was
of a most genial disposition, kind, and attentive to

his subordinates, and very ready to assist the poor
and needy. We may say he died with his pen in

his hand, endeavouring to finish that valuable record

of his labours, the Flora of Ceylon. It is some satis-

faction to his friends to learn that it was almost com-
pleted at the day he was struck down. J, A

.

The Herbaceous Border.

PLANTING HERBACEOUS PHLOXES.
TuonoH hardy perennials, as a whole, are usually

regarded as among those things that may be planted

at almost any season, I am assured that this is a

mistake with respect to many of them—that is, if

they are planted with a view of securing good results.

Many groups of species or individual plants are well

suited for being planted in the autumn, and among
the former may be mentioned the herbaceous Phloxes,

which are included under the general head of P.

decussata, in which are also included P. pantculata,

P. pyramidalLs, and others. These plants produce

annual stems, and do not remain evergreen, as do the

forms of P. suffruticosa, a totally distinct gi-oup of

early vai'ieties, with foliage, in many instances, like

some of the Pentstemons. These sub-shrubby kinds,

however, are not so much grown as the herbaceous

section, being generally more difficult to suit in the

matter of soil and situation, while the P. decus-

sata varieties are at home in almost every kind of

soil. It is of these latter kinds that I now wish to

speak. If planted at this season, they will be quite

established before hard frosts usually begin. The
chief requirements for these Phloxes is a deepish,

very rich soil, and in these respects it is scarcely pos-

sible to err. Trench the soil 2 feet deep, incor-

porating plenty of manure with it as the work

proceeds.
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It is not uecessary to bury the manure deeply, as

Phloxes are largely surface-feeders. Select a spot

quite iu the open, and if a damp spot can be found

in the garden, this will suit the Phloxes. Avoid

planting neai' to the shrubs in shrubberies, or where

the roots of trees extend, or their branches overhang.

In planting, bury the crowns 2 inches below the

margins so aa to keep in the water. When in flower,

his plants formed a grand sight, and were well worth

going many miles to see. Plants out of pots may be

planted at varying seasons, but even these are better

in their permanent positions as soon as possible,

shaking all the soil from them prior to planting, so as

to give them a fair start. /.

Fig. 1U8.—pehsskia aculeata : kluwers ckeamt-white.

surface, pressing or treading the soil firmly. Avoid

the high-mounded bed, which throwsoffthe water that

the plants require, but give preference to the bed that

is sunk below the surrounding level. The late Mr.

R. Parker grew one of the finest collections of Phloxes

at Tooting ever seen, and the plan he adopted with

his beds of specimens was to flood the land twice or

thrice a week, the beds being eaithed up at the

CHRYSANTHEMUM CHAT.
{Continiud from p. 592.)

The Edinbhegh Chrysanthemum Show. — The

verdict is that the flowers are late this season, and on

the whole scarcely so fine as in some recent years.

A somewhat doubtful statement.

The following are some of the finer blossoms

or plants noted among some of the more notable

market growers around Edinburgh, and the
champion growers of cut-blooms and plants in

pots, such as Mr. Carruthers, Mr. Cavanagh, and
others : Chas. Davis, Duchess of Wellington, Etoile

de Lyon, Edith Tabor, a fine yellow
; Mrs. Weeks,

Van den Heede, President Borel, Phcebus, Mutual
Friend, exquisite] light rose ; Mrs. E. G. Hall, Mrs.

Bernard, M. Gruyer, Mrs. Godfrey, graphic, rose and
white ; Thos. Wilkins, Emily Silsbury, Baron
Rothschild, W. Tucker, Hairy Wonder, Calvat's

Australian Gold, Princess May, Avalanche, Col. W.
Smith, Viviand Morel, Commandaut Blussett,

J. Shrimpton, Madame de Sevin, Bouquet de Dame,
Madame Hoste, Mrs. Cox, L'lsi're, Col. W.
Smith, Niveus, Louis Brchmer, Mr. Shea, Madame
Cambou, Mrs. C. E. Shea, Deuil do JuleS Ferry.

The Newest Hairv Chrtbanthemums.

Notwithstanding the acknowledged fact that

Chrysanthemums, generally, have lost much of their

novelty and importance, the ''hairy" varieties, the

first of which, Mrs. Alpheus Hardy and Louis
Bbhmer, came from .Tapan, and are now well

known, continue to enjoy popularity. And just as,

at the beginning of the present craze for novelty,

the slightest difl'erence in form, size, colour, sufiBces

to constitute a new variety, this peculiar group
has received additions of much merit in recent

years. These novelties are M. d'Ambriere, rose-pink

with stripes of a lighter shade, the central florets

incurving, and this showing the bronze-coloured

reverse furnished with golden-hued hairs ; Raphael

Collin, light pink with saffron-coloured edge, the

reverse of these florets 3afl"ron-ycllow with golden

hairs ; Duvet Blanc, a veiy large flower with snow-
white florets covered with long white hairs ; Mygall,

a flower of pleasing form, the florets leather-yellow

and old-rod, at the base crimson, the central florets

green, and the hairs fawn-coloured ; Madame
Sekarek, under silvery-rose colour, with large florets

covered with numerous long haira ; Plume d'Or,

a large cone-shaped flower, light-yellow in hue, with

the reveree of the florets thickly furnished with hairs,

the best yellow of this race ; Hairy Wonder, a

flower of immense dimensions, heavily haired, is

pretty well known in this country. lUustrUHc Garten

Zeituiig.

PERESKIA ACULEATA.
For the opportunity of figuring flowers of this old

inhabitant of our gardens, we are indebted to Mr.

Burbidge, the Curator of the Botanic Garden, Trinity

College, Dublin. The plant is a true Caclus, but,

like its fellow Pereskia Bleo, recently figured, it

bears flat leaves. It grows under Mr. Burbidge's

care iu a warm stove, and is 15 feet and upwards in

height, aud produces its whitish flowers almost

every year. It is commonly known as the Barbados

Gooseberry, as in the West Indies the yellow fruits

are eaten in the form of preserves (see fig. 108).

The Apiary.

DAIRY SHOW,

At the show which has recently been held at the

Agricultural Hall, there was au exceptionally fine lot

of honey exhibited, both iu sections and iu run, snd

from the good (juality shown from all parts of England,

we may consider we have had a fairly good honey

season. And]" there is at this show a meeting of

the largest and best bee-keepers, who are always

williu!:; to give any information they can towards the

further develppmeut of beo-keejiing, aud often to

indicate (if not buyers themselves) where a customer

for your produce may be found, as sometimes a sur-

plus is left over where a good many hives of bees are

kept. There is also a good opportunity of seeing and

examining all new appliances, and obtaining a

thorough insight into the use of them ; and

to beginners it is of special interest, aa they can
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decide as to which system it is best to adopt before

commencing bee culture. Having decided which
hive to adopt, commence having them made, or make
them, during the winter months, to be ready for

use in the spring. The hive I use and lite best is

the ordinary bar frame, but made on the tiering

system. Be quite sure it is of the standard size with

hollow walls, so that it can be packed with saw-dust

or cork-dust, which prevents a good deal of frost from

penetrating into the hives. The great advantage of the

tiering system is, that you can place an empty crate

of sections under the full one, which will not distiu'b

the bees very much, and by placing a " super

clearer" between the full and empty crate the

sections can be taken away without any trouble or

fear of stings.

SUPER-0KAT£S.

These should also be got ready in the winter

months, as it is very awkwxrd to find your bees

ready for them where there is none to hand, which
means loss of honey and swanns when they are not
required.

Protector Skkp.s.

A very simple plan is to get an ordinary cbeese-

box, cut out the bottom, and place over the skep,

which can be covered with an old pan or slate, and

then covered with sacks or cloths ; another plau, and
a good one too, is to get from a gun.smith a powder-

tin, cut out the top, and place this over the skep—this

can be painted.

Removing Bees.

Frosty weather is a good time to remove Btock,

because they do not notice the removal so much, as

they are all snug and warm in their winter quarters.

Before removing, secure the entrance, and also screw

down a piece of wood on each side of the frames tu

keep them from moving ; or place a few bricks on them,

which will often do as well, but always be sure to

keep the hive upright.

Emer«ency Bo.xes and Bar Fh.^me.

1 hope to give a description of these and their

advantages in my next article.

GRAPE-VINES IN LONDON.
To the present generation of Londoners the sight

of ripening Grapes on sunny walls in and around the

town, is of rarer occurrence than was the ca.se when
subm'ban residences were very necessarily protected

against unlawful entry by high brick walls.

A red brick wall ia all very well when it gets old,

and its fiery colour toned down by sooty deposits

aud moss, Linaria cymbalaria, Wall Rue, Wallflowers,

and Snapdragons, and our forefathers very properly

did their best by planting Ivy, Jasmine, Roses,

fruit trees and Vines to transfigure the fiery-looking

horror into a thing of beauty. Some of these old

walls exist in many of the suburbs, or what once were

suburbs, but which are now incorporated with London
proper. The varieties of Grape-vines planted were

usually Miller's Burgundy, and varieties of Sweet-

water, whose fruits ripen in ordinary summers if the

Vines are suitably pruned winter and suinmor, the

shoots kept thinly disposed, aud new fruiting shoots

laid in yearly. Usually a wall Vine gets an little

attention as regards its roots aud shoots as an Ivy

plant, with the certain consequence of its fruits being

poor in quality, and ill-ripenod ; whereas, given the

care bestowed on a Peach or Fig tree, the Vine would

reward the cultivator as generously as those.

The writer has in his miud's eye a roomy house of

great age, situated near the site ofthe present Imperial

Institute, once doubtless the habitation of a wealthy
citizen, and the tiled roof of which was almost

covered with a Sweetwater Vine. This Vine may have
had at one period of its existence the benefit of suitable

pruning, training, and manuring, but in the last years

of its life it was utterly neglected ; still it would in

good years ripen off large quantities of delicious fruit.

The main stem and branches rested on a stout

framework of wood, which enaVjled the bunches to

hang, clear of the tdes.

Seeing the success of the Castle Coch vineyards at

Cardiff, it is certain that out-of-doors Grape-culture,

if properly followed up, would pay in the London area.

The WEEK'S Work,
PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By Jno. MclNxrRE, Gardener, Woodside, Darlington.

Fcnia-t/.—Many species of Ferns are now in a state

of inactivity, and some at rest ; still, it is possible to
make the fernery attractive. If it is the practice to

Ijring on Adiantum capillus-veueris in successioual
Ijatches, a fernery may be made fresh-looking even
now. All decaying fronds shoidd be removed once
or oftener in a week. Resting plants if in pots placed
elsewhere should be kept out of sight, scale insects

sponged ofl' the larger and more enduring fronds.

Pockets and bracket-shells and other devices should
be nicely edged with small Ferns having fresh young
fronds, or with Isolepis gracilis, sinking the small
pots in the mould, and generally making the mi )st of
the materials at hand. These efforts are always much
appreciated in the dull months.

T/it' Furcinrj-housc. — Roman Hyacinths for flower-

iug about Christmas-tide should be introduced in

quantity, also pots of Narcissus, not forgetting some
of the Tenby Daffodil (obvallaris) and Pseudo-Nar-
cissus or common Daffodil, as the plants stand forcing
well, and affords quantities of blooms for cutting,

as do also the large and small flowering Hoop-petticoat
Narcissus in white and yellow varieties, Indian Azaleas,

may now be freely forced for flowering in December,
sel ecting varieties with a good set of flower-buds, and
in various colours. One of the best white Azaleas
Deutsche Perle, should be grown in quantity for

forcing, and small plants well set with flower-buds

can be cheaply bought. As a good deal of heat is

required in this house, say from 65° by night to 75°

to 80° by day, a considerable amount of damping
down will be called for, and the syringe used on hard-

wooded plants three or four times a day in bright

weather, and never less than twice. Nothing is more
conducive ti> healthy growth thau a genial bottom-
heat of about 80°, obtained by means of a deep bed
of tree-leaves, or leaves and stable-manure, although
it is now customary to rely much more on the heating
ajiparatus.

BiMisforForeiiuj and olhcrunsc.—If these bulbs aro

plunged in cttal-ashes, or kept in some other manner
from the light, they should now be examined, and
those Avhich have made a fair quantity of roots so as to

begin to cover the outside of the ball of soil with a

network of roots should be, removed to low brick

pits, and placed near the glass, fire-heat being

employed to keep out frost, but for no other pur-

pose. To prevent the frost sealing up the coal-ash

beds contaiuing bulbs, it is well to cover them with
» layer of stable-Utter 2 feet thick, or it may be diffi-

cult to open them in the event of hard frosts occur-

ring. The Lilies which are to flower late in the

spring, or early in the summer, should remain in

coal-ash beds, or in beds of tree-leaves, on the north
side of a wall throughout the winter. L. longi-

florum var. Harrisii, which will not stand frost for

any length of time, should be well protected against it.

Lily bulbs often get eaten by rats and mice in hard
winters, and many a valuable bulb is lost thereby ;

l>ut protection against these creatures is not difficult.

Each pot should stand on a piece of tile or slate, aud
be covered with another piece, which will do no
harm to the growth of the stems if the pots be
examined betimes late in the winter, Lily bulbs being

usually potted low down in the pots, for the sake of

oarthing-up the stems as they grow. Having pro-

tected the pots in the manner described, tree leaves

or coal-ashes (fine) may be packed around and laid on
.above them. If leaves be used, it should not be in

such quantity as will produce licat.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Uigliclcre C.iBtle, Newbury.

Earliest Forctr! Pot Vines.—Vines that were started

at the beginning of the present month should be
showing signs of growth at this date, and a slight

increase of temperature, say, 55'' at night aud 65° by
day, may be afforded as a maximum, a small amount
of ventilation being given at the upper lights or

ventilators on bright days when the warmth has

risen to 70°, but avoiding a draught.

Early Vines in Borders.—To obtain ripe Grapes in

the month of May the vinery should be closed at

about this date, especially if the Vines are young and
they grow with vigour, such requiring a longer time
to start them into growth than aged ones, which
may have been forced for a series of years. The
canes should be depressed till the upper ends are as

low as the point at which they bend upwards.

so as to induce a regular break. If the canes are
wetted twice or thrice daUy with warm water, and a
bed of fermenting materials be placed upon a raised
wooden platform, breaking will be considerably
favoured. Fire-heat will not be wanted for the first

week or two, nor, indeed, till the Vines have broken
into growth, unless the weather should be unusually
cold. The heat of the manure should be kept up by
the addition of fresh materials at short intervals of
time. A temperature of 50° at night, aud 55" by
day, with a slight rise by sun-heat, will suflSce till

the buds begin to move.
1/ic Laic Fineries.—Much care is called for on the

part of the gardener at this season in preserving the
thin-skinned varieties of Grapes hanging on the Vines
from decay. The bunches should be examined every
day, and decaying berries removed, a gentle warmth
being maintained in the hot-water pipes, so as to dispel
damp, the temperature being kept about 50°. Ventilate
these vineries freely whenever the weather is favour-
able for doing so. When the leaves have fallen, the
Grapes may be bottled if a cool dry room be at com-
mand. The Vines may then be pruned and dressed,
and as a longer season of rest will thus be afforded
them, they will start more strongly next year. To
secure the best results, the latest Vines should be
stiirted into growth early in the mouth of March, aud
Gros Colman even in February, which allows suffi-

cient time for the fruit to ripen before the sunny
season ends.

Fif/s, Early Put Trees.—These trees should be put
in order for a start being made soon. If the pots are
placed on pedestals of brick or stone, the spaces
between them may be filled in with fermenting mate-
rial, which may be renewed from time to time as

may be necessary, without moving the plants.

Rather dry Oak or Beech leaves form the most suit-

able heating materials, if a small quantity of stable-

litter be put with them. A strong rank heat is not
desirable, 65° being high enough for the present.
The top-heat should range from 50° to 55". When
the buds swell freely, the temperature may be increased
to 55° at night and 60° in the daytime by artificial

meaus, allowing 70" to 75° with suu-heat, ventilating

as required early in the day. S|iriukle the trees with
tepid water every morning, aufl in the early afternoons
of fine days.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W, H. WiinE, Burford, Dorking.

t'attki/as.—Many of the autumn-blooming Cattleya
labiata will be at their best, needing much care in

affording water at the root, the young pseudo-bulbs
quickly turning black aud decay if the compost be
kept very moist ; or if that does not occur, the plants

may start to grow prematurely. After flowering those
which produce roots freely from the base of the
floweringgrowth, they may be re-potted or top-dressed,

whichever may be necessary.

C'l/j'iipcditoii licllatulnm.—Those who do not suc-

ceed with this species should put the plants in the

coolest part of the Cattleya house during the winter
months, and keep them at the root rather on the dry
side.

Oihiituijlossum- house. — The lovely Trichopilia

(Pilumna)fragi'ansnow in flowei' will require very little

water after the flowers fade till growth recommences,
when, if neces8ar3', the plant may be re-potted with
safety.

Winter Rcpottinij.—In large collections there will

be at all seasons some Orchids requiring to be re-

potted, but as a rule many plants will be at rest, and
others less inactive are better if not unnecessarily
disturbed. Those which can be safely re-potted now
aro Di.sa grandiflora, D. racemosa, D. tripetaloides,

1). longicornu, and the hybrids D. Vcitchi, D.
Kewensis, D. Langleyensis, he. When breaking up
large masses of these plants, a good deal of care is

called for on the part of the cultivator, the roots being

brittle and easily injured. When the .specimens are

made up again, place the growths which are of one
size together so that they may bloijm at the same
time. To increa.se the stock of any variety, the long

white offsets may be left attached to the tubers, and
these will in time make tubers and roots, and the

following year they may be potted off' singly. Disas

root freely in black sandy peat, to which are added
.some chopped sphagnum-moss and small bits of lime-

stone. The pots or pans used should be well drained.

Plants not requiring to be re-potted should have

much of the old soil picked out, and be surfaced with

fresh material. During the winter the cool-house is the

best oue for Disas, but in early spring, when the

Odontoglossums need shading, the Disas must be

removed to the gi-eenhouse. When Disas are well
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established in the new compost, a few heada of live

8phagnum-mo8s should be inserted in the surface of

the compost sothatan equable degree of moisture about
the roots may be maintained. Pleiones or Indian

Crocuses are plants which also require re-potting, &o.

at this season. The varieties P. concolor, Wallichiana,

proeeox, lagenaria, maculata, and its variety

alba, are now going out of bloom, and as soon

a£ the flowers fade, new roots push out from the base

of the young green shoots ; then is the time to re-pot

the plants. To do this, turn the pseudo-bulbs out of

the pot, remove most of the old soil, but instead of

dividing the peeudo-bulbs and bed'ling them out,

as some recommend, re-pot them in clumps, the

pseudo-bulbs almost touching each other. Pots or

shallow pan.s may be used, but those who prefer to

grow the plants suspended, will find pans the more
convenient receptacles. Ample drainage is a neces-

sity, large supplies of water being required by the

plants. Over the crocks place a thin layer of clean

sphagnum-moss, then one of the potting material,

upon which the base of the clump should rest

;

and having placed the pseudo-bulbs, fill up around
them firmly with a compost consisting of equal parts

of fibrous loam, peat, and sphagnum-moss, mixed
with a moderate quantity of coarse silver-sand, the
whole of which should have been previously well

mixed together. Bare spaces between the pseudo-
bulbs may be filled in with the roughest parts of the

compost, giving preferiuco however to the moss.

The re-potted plants should be placed near to the

roof-glass of the Cattleya or intermediate-house, and
little or no water should be given. After the lapse of a
few weeks, water may be afforded sparingly till the
growths aro well advanced, and when thoroughly
established the plants will take almost unlimited
supplies. The cooler varieties, as P. humilis and
Hookeriana, having completed their growth, and as

these generally flower in the month of February, they
may be suspended close to the glass in the Udouto-
glosBum-house, and aflorded sufficient water to pre-

vent the pseudo-bulbs shrivelling till that time.

In the Mexican division, Ladia cinnabarina is stai'tiug

to grow, and if a larger pot or fresh conqjost be
required, attend to these matters forthwith. The
compost best suited consists of fibry peat two-
thirds, and sphagnum-moss one-third, with a mode-
rate quantity of finely-broken crocks mixed in it.

This species requires careful watering, for if kept very
moist, the roots will decay. It is safe pi'actico to let

the soil become thoroughly dry before affording water.

In this division A'anda teres will have made suHicient

growth for the season, and plants which were given

fresh material for the roots to cling to at the right time,

have become tirmly established. This plant shoidd
not be watered heavily as in summer, nor on the
other hand, ke|it so dry as to cause the stems to

shrivel, or some of the lowermost leaves will fall oti'

;

but afibrd it a slight dewing overhead whenever
shrivelling is feared, and it will keep fresh, and in its

proper season bloom abundantly. The flower-spikes

on weakly plants of Lielia albida, L. autumnalis, and
L. Marriottiana, should be removed, or the plants

will dwindle away. Even strong-established plants

of this fine species would be strengthened consider-

ably if eased of their spikes immediately the flowers

are expanded.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hedley Wakren, Gardener, Ast«n Clinton, Tring.

f>>i'(cl Briar.—This species of the genus Kosa is

receiving a much greater degree of attention than

formerly as plants for making garden-hedges and
for decorative purposes, .and where a vigorous and
hardy plant is required, and apart from the delightful

iragrauce of all of the varieties, and their varied

colovirs, nothing is more suitable for planting.

Lord Penzance's hybrid Briars form a very desirable

collection, and every garden of any pretentions should

include some of them. These hybrids impart to the

garden at a dull season a good deal of desir.able

brightness of colour when the bushes are covered

with haws. The following are among some of the

finest varieties now in commerce, which can be well

recommended to those who purpose planting :—Amy
Kobsart, deep rose, abundant bloomer, vigorous

;

Anne of Gierstein, dark crimson, graceful habit
;

Brenda, peach-colour, bright golden anthers, dis-

tinct ; Catherine Seyton, soft rosy-pink, free-llower-

iug, perpetual ; Flora Mclvor, pure white, blushed

rose, large flowers, good ; Jeannio Deans, semi-double,

scarlet flowers coming in clusters ; JuUe Mannrring,

pearly-pink, deliciously scented, very good ; Lady
Penzance, copper-coloured, the base of petals a bright

yellow, free, very fragrant ; Lord Penzance, fawn,

sometimes tinted with pink ; Lucy Bertram, deep
crimson, centre pure white, distinct : Meg Merrilies,

bright crimson, abundantly furnished with fruits, one

of the best ; Minna, large pure white, tinted blush, of

good habit, and vigorous ; Rose Bradwardine, clear rose,

free-flowering, robust habit.

Christmas Hoses (UclUh^irus iiif/er) may be somewhat
hastened in their time of flowering if handlights or

movable frames are placed over the clumps in the

open air, keeping them close for a time. The glass

should be covered at night if the weather is frosty.

Some gardeners lift the plants and place them in

gentle heat, but where a sufficient quantity of flowers

can be obtained by covering the jilants in the above

manner it is preferable to do si, the plants being im-

patient of disturbance at the roots, and suffering from
the application of artificial heat. Climate has a good
deal to do with the successful cultureof Hellebores, and
the gardener is sometimes blamed for that which he

is unable to prevent. A mild, moist climate appears

to suit them best, a fact which may be supported by
the enormous quantity of bloom annually grown for

sale in Devon and Somerset ; and from the fact that

roots obtained from those districts persistently refuse

to give satisfactory results when planted in gardens

in some other counties.

Hcrhaccuas Bunkrs should now be cleared of all

dead or decaying growths, if not already done, and
the transplanting or ro arranging of the borders pro-

ceeded with ; after which the surface should be

mulched with decayed stable-ilung, taking care that

the labels are not buried or destroyed when this is

done.

Hannncalus.—On light, warm soils, the present

month is suitable for the planting of corms. The
soil should be well dug or trenched, after affording it

a liberal dressing of decayed manure. Plant in drills

2 inches deep, or throw out tlio whole of the soil to

that depth, and let the corms be about 6 inches

apart. The ground should have been well consoli-

dated previously. The month of February is a more
suitable time to plant if the land is heavy.

Olailiulus Colvihi and il.s Varieties may now be

planted in a warm, sheltered position if early blooms
are looked for, the soil being previously deeply dug,

after liberally dressing it with rotten manure. Ifthe

ground can be slightly raised so much the better ;

for although the Gladiolus likes plenty of moisture,

it should p:iss away cpiickly. Plant the corms

t inches apart, iu drills about 'i inches deep, at the

bottom of which put a layer of sand for the corni to

rest upon. In severe weather protect the beds with

straw-mats, which are capable of warding off 10^ to

1-J' of frost.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Ch.\rle8 Herrin, Gardener, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

Ptas.—In gardens, the soil of which is of a mode-
rately light kind, a plentiful sowing of Peas may be

made about the 20th and onwards to the end of the

present month. The sowing of Peas at this season is

not generally advocated. A Slewing made in heat in

January coming as soon, or even sooner ; and in

heavy land, it is always better to wait till the New
Year before sowing in the open. However, in light,

warm soils, or where the conveniences for raising

Peas in warm pits and frames do not exist, it is worth

the risk to made a sowing in this month, which, should

the plants pass through the winter safely, will furnish

some early gatherings. For such cases I would
advise the sowing of the drawf prolific variety

Chelsea Gem on a south border. Sow the seed in

rows at 3 feet apart in wide drills not more than

3 inches deep. It will bo advisable to damp the seed

with petroleum, and then roll it iu dry rod lead, or

shake it in a box containing the red-lead powder.

This will preserve it from loss by mice, which are

troublesome in must country gardens. The seed

having a long time to remain in the ground before

it germinates, should be sown thicker than

at other times, and a mixture of soot and dry wood-

ashes sprinkled in the drills before the sowing is

made. William I. and Ringleader are early varie-

ties, growing 4 to 5 feet high, that may be sown
on the open quarters. The laud for these early

crops should have been well worked, or some plot

selected that has been trenched and heavily manured
for the preceding crop. It will then suffice to afford

it a dressing of wood-ashes or chaired refuse and soot,

and point the surface.

Herbs.—The shoots of Tarragon being much in

request in many establishments all the year round,

some of the roots should be lifted from the open

and placed in rather deep boxes with some light soil

stuffed tightly around the roots, and placed in a

warm-house. The roots of Spearmint may be simi-

larly treated, but Mint is not usually requii'ed by
the cook at quite so early a time. Boxes filled with
Parsley plants should be placed in a sheltered posi-

tion, out of the reach of frost, such as under south

walls, where sufficient protection for the present

will bo a garden-mat, or something of the kind, sus-

pended over it during frosty nights.

Furcinrj Asparai/us.—The roots will now force more
readily, especially those which have been prepared
for this purpose, and whose tops ripened oft early.

The late frosts will have induced a more perfect state

of rest if the crowns were exposod to the air. A hot-

bed about 4 feet in depth having been made up of

well-prepared materials, place on it a 1, 2, or Slight

frame, or fill a brick-built pit heated by hot-water as

regards the top-heat. To have a lasting but not

violent heat, mix fresh stable-litter and Beech or Oak-

leaves in the proportion of two of the latter to one of

litter, and get these into a fermenting condition before

making use of them. Trample and beat them whilst

making-up the bed, and leave it untouched for a few
days, then test the heat, and when it appears to be
steady at 75" to 80^, and not before, cover the surface

after making it up with more leaves—nut litter, with

a 3-inch layer of loam and leaf-mould mixed ; on this

place the roots close together, cover to a depth of

3 inches with light soil, and [mt on the lights. If

the heat remains steady, the frame may remain
covered with mats till growth commences, when, it

green heads are required, light and air must be
gradually admitted, affording the latter more or less

in accordance with external conditions.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By Q. WooDOATE, O.-irdener, Rolloston Hall, li(irton-'_n-Trent.

PlaiUimj Trees and Bushes.— If drier weather has

rendered planting possible, let the work be rapidly

pushed forward. The planter, before putting a tree

or bush in the hole prepared for it, should not omit
to cut-back the coarser roots, and such as may be

bruised or broken, although many gardeners consider

this unnecessary labour, a broken or bruised aud
twisted root healing and growing as well as one that

is clean-cut. Itoots with a decidedly downward
trend should be bent to the horizontal position, or

be cut hard-back. It should, however, be remem-
bered, that no standard tree can exist without tap-

roots to steady it, although bushes, pyramids, and
espaliers may do so if otherwise supported. The
roots should, however, be spread out when planting

—

radially, and with a very slight dip downwards. Those
of the Quince and Paradise stocks, growing naturally

near the surface, should not be deeply buried,

and may in wet, cold soils, be planted in very

shallow hole', the soil being mounded over them.

On some stiff clayey lands the same kind of shallow

planting is advised, trees on thetree-stuck, or the trees

may be planted onmounds that have been made before-

hand. These should not be less than 1 2 feet in diameter,

nor higher at the centre than 1 5 inches. This kind of
.

planting on large mounds answers well for orchards

under grass, but it is unsightly and inconvenient in

gardens, seeing that it renders under-cropping in a

measure^im possible, and is undesirable as well. Which-
ever method of planting has to be adopted, a few

barrowloads afforded to each tree of top-spit soil, of

road-scrapings, potting-bench refuse-mould, a sprink-

ling of lime, charred earth, refuse, &c., all well mixed
together, will alw.ays be of benefit to the trees. This

mixture should be incorporated with the soil at the

bottom of the hole, and used to cover the roots when
filling in. Having planted the trees or bushes, at

once proceed to make them secure against the wind,

fastening wall-trees, espaliers, and cordons loosely to

the wall or trellis ; and standards, bushes, and
pyramids if higher than 5 feet to a .itout stake, or

three stnkes placed one foot distant from the stem,

using new hay-bands for the fastening. These bauds

whilst steadying the trees or bushes allow the roots to

sink with the soil. The final staking and tieing

should be done in April. To prevent the ingress of

frost, a mulch of rotten manure about o inches in

thickness should be placed over the soil as far a,%

the roots extend.

The Fruit room.—Much early fruit will be getting

past its best, and decay will have set in, in some of it,

rendering a frequent examination of the shelves and

racks a matter of importance, one rotten fruit soon

spreading decay amongst sound fruits. The Apple
crop this year being a poor one in some districts,

every care should be taken of this kind of fruit.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY, Nov.

THURSDAY, Nov. 2fj

FRIDAY,

\ Royal Horticultural Society's Corn-

No v. 24^ mittees, at the Drill Hall, West-
( minster.

SALES.
/ Dutch Bulbs, at Frotheroe & Morris"

\ Rooms.
Nov. 23 { A splendid Collection of Dutch

i Bulbs. Liliums, Plants, &c., at

V Steven's Rooms.

(Dutch Bulbs, at Frotheroe & MoiTis'

Rooms.
Dutch Bulbs, Roots, Rare Lilies,

,
&c- at Stevens' Rooms.

Nov. 24 "\ The Third and Concluding Fortion

of the valuable and well-known
Co" lection of British Lepidop-
tera formed by C. A. Briggs,

Esq., at Stevens' Room.s.

Dutch Bulbs, at Frotheroe & Morris'

Rooms.
The Third and Concluding Portion

of the valuable and well-known
Collection of British Lepidop-
tera formed by C. A.

Esq., at Stevens' Rooms.
Roses, Fruit Trees, Border Plants.

Azaleas, Palms, Shriibs, Lilies,

Dutch Bulbs, A;c., at Stevens"

Ruomp.

{ Dutch Bulbs, at Frotheroe & Morris"

Rooms.
Clearance Sale of Bedding Plants,

Horse, Van, and Utensils, also

the Lease, at the Town Road
Nursery, Lower Edmonton, by
order of Messrs. Yoimg & Sou,
by Frotheroe &; Monis.

Twenty Cases of Araucaria excelaa,

Roses, Plants, Shrubs, Dutch
Bulbs, &c., at Stevens' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, at Frotheroe& Moms'
Rooms.

Imparted and Established Orchids,
at Frotheroe & Morris' Rooms.

400 Lots uf Miscellaneous Effects,

from Tarious Private Sources, at

Stevens' Rofims.

Nov. 27

I4OC

8ATUEDAY, Nov. 28—Dutch Dulbs, at Stevens' Booms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TBMFEEATUBB FOR THE EN-

SUING WEEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTV-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—41-5°.

The Council of the Rf yal Horti-

tionsoftlia cultural Societyannou icethatthe

Royal Horticul- next examination will be held in
tural Society.

^^^ various centres ou Tuesday,

April G, 1897. The examination will comprise

questions on some of the subjects detailed iu

the following syllabus, copies of which, with

all further particulars, may be had from the

Secretary of the Eoyal Horticultural Society,

-117, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Elementary Knowledge on which Horticultural
Practice is Based.

1. Soils, good aud bad ; their uature and composi-

tiou. Weeds and their indications.

2. Requirements of growth—water, heat, air.

3. Seeds : nature of, duration of, vitality in, and

modes of germination.

4. Roots ; nature and functions of ; fibrils aud root-

hairs ; what they do, aud hnw they do it

—

what helps and what hinders Ihem.

5. Stems and branches ; their nature, work, and

uses ; helps and hindrances to their work.

6. Leaves : what they are, what they do ; helps and

hindrances to their work.

7. Tubers and bulbs, leaf-buds and flower-buds.

8. Growth aud development : increase in size and
changes of composition and structure ; forma-

tion and storage of food materials.

9. Flowers: their component parts; what they do;

artificial fertilisation.

10. Fruit : changes and development during ripen-

ing ; forms aud varieties, as, e.g., Apple,

Strawbiriy, Plum, &c.

11. Seed : foruiatiou of.

12. Variation and selection,

13. Names and orders of common garden-plants,

trees, &c.

HORTICOLTURAL OPERATIONS AND PRACTICE.

1. Surveying and landscape gardening ; elements of.

2. Choice of site for garden.

3. Description and use of implements under each

bead.

i. Operations connected with the cultivation of the

land, with explanations and illustrations of

good and bad methods ; digging aud trench-

ing ; draining ; hoeing, stirring the soil, and
weeding ; watering

;
preparation of seed-beds ;

rolling and raking, sowing, transplanting and
thinning

;
potting, planting ; aspects, positions

and shelter ; staking
; earthing, blanching, &c.

5. Propagation. Elementary principles cuttings,

budding and grafting, stocks used, layering,

division, branch pruning, root pruning ; old

and young trees and bushes. Training.

6. Fruit culture ; open air aud under glass ; Small

Fruits ; Apples and Pears ; Stono Fruits
;

gathering and storing ; packing and marketing.

General knowledge of fruits, and selection of

varieties.

7. Vegetable culture : tubers and roots
;

green

vegetables ; fruits and seeds ; rotation of

crops, and selection of varieties.

8. Flower culture, outside and under glass.

9. Manures and their application.

10. Improvement of plants by cross - breeding,

hybridisation, aud selection.

11. Ai'boriculture : trees and shrubs—their culture.

12. Insect and fungus pests: prevention and treat-

ment.

Anthony
Watereb.

Another of the links between

Chandler ^^'^ present and the past has dis-

appeared. Times and circum-
stances have so changed, that but few of the

present generation have anything but a hearsay
knowledge of the once famous nursery at Yaux-
hall. The Camellia, for the culture of which
Mr. Chandler earned his reputation, has gone
out of fashion, aud Vauxhall is about the very
last place iu which one would now look for a

nursery.

The business was established early iu the cen-

tury, under the style of Napier & Chandler,
and on the death of the latter, as Chandler &
Buckingham. Subsequently it was known as

Chandler & Sons, under which title it re-

mained till 1858. About fifty years ago the

nursery, during the Camellia season, was one
of the sights of London, the long-house being
certainly a beautiful sight, and unique in its

way. Mr. Ch-A^ndler was not only a skilful

cultivator, but an excellent artist in water-
colours. He figured many Orchids from Messrs.
Veitcu's establishment, and loaves behind him
an extensive collectionof drawings, which will be
of much interest a sa record of horticultural pro-

gress. Alarge number of varieties was also raised

by Mr. Chandler at Vauxhall, some of which
were found to be hardy in that situation, whilst

several were illustrated in one or other of the

works below mentioned.

In 182(; Messrs. Chandler & Bucking-
ham published a quarto volume of plates under
the title of Camellia Britannha, and in 1831 a

series of plates which Pritzel characterises as
" pulcherrimPB " was published, the descriptions

having been supplied by Mr. W. B. Booth,
long an officer of the Eoj'al Horticultural

Society. The title of this work runs thus :

—

" Illustrations and descriptions of the plants

which compose the natural order CamelUte, and
of the varieties of Camellia japonica cultivated

in the gardens of Great Britain. The drawings
by Alfred Chandler, the descriptions by
William Beattie Booth. London, 1S31,

folio xii., -IS pp., 40 tab. col. (pulcherrimse).

Mr. CuANDLER, who Was in his ninety-third

year, died at East Dulwich on the 10th inst.

The announcement we have to

make of the death, on the

16th inst., of Mr. Anthony
Waterer, in his seventy-fifth year, will come
with almost as much surprise as regret to those

who conversed with him at the last meeting of
the Boyal Horticultural Society not a fortnight

since. The name of Anthony Waterer, of

Knap Hill, was a good deal more than a house-

hold word among his associates and fellow-

countrymen. In the United States, ou the

Continent, wherever Rhododendrons can be
grown, there were the name and fame of

Anthony Waterer established. So long ago
as 1832, we read of a hybrid raised by him
between Khododendrou arboreum and R. cau-

casioum, whilst hundreds of Azaleas, even at

that time, owed their origin to him. Since then
not a year has passed •\\ithout the introduction of

new varieties ; whilst so high was his standard,

that the new introductions were certain to be

improvements. A new race of Azaleas was
raised by him from the Californian E. occidentalis

onlyafew years since. In many cases, a particular

variety which had won the commendation of the

experts, was not allowed to get into commerce,
either because it did not satisfy the e.xaoting

requirements of the raiser, or because he had
still better in reserve.

But Rhododendrons and their allies were not

the only objects of Mr. Waterer's predilection.

There are fewer greater sources of pleasure

in store for the lover of trees and shrub.s than

a visit to Knap Hill. The variety of ornamental

and interesting trees, and Conifers, including

Hollies and Yews, was only equalled by
the care exercised in selecting aud propaga-

ting the best. The introduction of the

Spirrea known as Anthony AVaterer, is com-

parativel}' recent, whilst the selected forms of

Picea pungens known as argentea, is one of

the most beautiful and most hardy of Conifers.

Lilies and Primroses also received their share

of attention ; so that no matter at what season

the visit is paid to these vast nurseries, there

is certain to be much to interest the visitor.

a statue to

Darwin.

The movement for the erection

of a monument to Ch.vrles

Darwin in his native town of

Shrewsbury was a good deal stimulated by the

discussion on his theories at the Church Con-
gress there last month. It is now announced

that the long-debated scheme will be carried

out forthwith. The Shropshire Horticultural

Society has, wo learn, with commendable i)ublic

spirit, undertaken to bear the whole cost, which

is estimated at from £1,000 to £1,200.

This act of the Shropshire Horticultural

Society is worthy of the highest commendation.
Few men have done more to advance tho theory

of horticulture, and as a consequence, the suc-

cessful prosecution of the art, than Darwin;
but it has been left for what we had considered

to be a great Flower Show Society, and nothing

else, to do this great public duty.

AeRIDES Lawrence/E.—By the kiudness of Sir

TuEVOR Lawrence, Bart., we are enabled to illustrate

the original form of this finest of all the species of

Aerides, which was imported from south-east Mindanao

in 1883, and named in honour of Lady Lawrence. In

the habit of the plant, aud in the bright aud rich

colouring of the flowers, it resembles Aiirides

quinque-vuluerum, also a Philippine species ; but in

the more dense arrangement of the flowers it is like

Aerides odoratum, which inhabits India aud China.

To both species, however, it is infinitely superior in

point of size, and iu the stately beauty of it? flowers
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Fig. 109.—iEKiDES lawkbnce.e. (see p. 628.)

which are white, marked with rich amethyat-purple,

the tip of the spur being green. AiJrideB Lawrenceso

requires to be grown in a warm, moist house.

LiNNEAN Society of London.—November 5.

— Dr. GuNTHER, M.A-, F.R.S., President, in the

chair. Jlessrs. A. B. Freeman Mitfobd, t'.B., and
William Tyson were elected, and Messrs. Veilnon
H. Blackman and Percy Groom were admitted

Fellows of the Society. Dr. Morris, C.M.G., exhi-

bited specimens and slides illustrating the occurrence

of raphides in the bulbs of the common Hyacinth of

gardens (Hyacinthua orientalis and varieties). Forms
of eczema were said to have been produced in persons

haudhng and cleaning these bulbs. Although the

fact was familiar to gardeners, the cause did not

appear to have been clearly traced. Experiments
and observations at the Jodrell Laboratory at Kew
had shown that both dry and moist scales were

capable of producing considerable irritation in certain

cases when applied directly to the skin. There was

little doubt that the raphides were the prime agents.

These needle-shaped crystals (composed of oxalate of

lime) varied from 5,!^ to .^Jg
of an inch in length, and

were arranged in close bundles, easily dispersed by
rubbing tho dry scales. In the growing plants they

were doubtless protective, as snails for instance

avoided Hyacinth bulbs, but attacked others growing
close by. lioman Hyacinths (var. albuliis) were
understood to cause greater irritation than other

varieties. Dr. D. H. Scott described some experi-

ments which he had tried, tending to confirm the con-

clusion that the irritation of the skin produced by
contact with the bulb-scales of Hyacinths is due
immediately to puncture by the numerous raphides.

On behalf of Dr. H. B. Hewetson, of Leeds, Mr.
Hartini; exhibited photographs of a specimen of

Macqueen's Bustard (Otis Macqueeni) which had
been shot at Easington, in Holderness, on October 17

last, and gave a brief account of the species, which
had now been met with in England for the third

time ; the first instance of its occurrence having been

noticed in Lincolnshire in October, 1817, and the

second in Yorkshire in October, 1892. Mr. Hdqh
Warrand exhibited a remarkable bird, which was
believed at first to be a hybrid between the red

grouse and ptarmigan, but which in the opinion of

Mr. Ooilvie Gkant, Mr. Millais, and Mr. Hartikg,
could only be regarded as an abnormally pale-

coloured grouse. Only one possible instance had been
recorded of such a hybrid as was suggested, viz., in

the case of a bird which was exhibited some years

ago by Professor Newtcjn to the Zoological Society

(P. Z. ,S., 1878, p. 793), and had since been figured

by Mr. Millais in his work on game birds. A speci-

men of the cream-coloured courser (Cursorius isabel-

linus), an extremely rare visitor to this country from
North Africa (probably rid Spain\ which had been
shot on Salisbury Plain, at Earlstoke, on October 10

last, was exhibited by Mr. Hartinq, who gave par-

ticulars of the occurrence, and stated that another

example of this bird had since been obtained in

Bouley Bay, Jersey. A paper by Mr. A. VV. Waters,
F.L.S., on Mediterranean Bryozoa was then read.

Dr. S. ScHONLAND communicated a paper on some
new species of Crassula from South Africa, which he
had obtained from localities which had been very

rarely visited by botanical collectors, and which were
believed to be undescribed. Mr. J. G. Baker, who
criticised the paper, spoke in favourable terms of the

care which had been taken by the author in its pre-

paration, and thought there was sufficient j ustification

for describing the species mentioned as n ew. A
revisionary Monograph of the New Zealand Holu-

thurians, by Prof. A. Dendy, D.Sc , F.L.S., of

Christehurch, N.Z., was read. The Rev. J. Wnir-
mee made some remarks on the Trepang fishery in

Samoa, where several edible species of Holothurians

are gathered and prepared for the market ; and called

attention to the well-known fact that a small fish of

the genus Fierasfer used the body of the Holothurian

as a habitation.

The next meeting of^the Society will be held

on Thursday, November 19, at 8 p.m. precisely, when
the following papers will be read : I. Mr. W. G.
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RiDEWoor, B.So., F.Z.S., "On the Structui-e and
Development of the Hyobranchial Skeleton and
Larynx in Xeuopus and Pipa, with Remarks on the
AflSnities of the Aglossa ; II. Rev. T. R. Stebbing,
M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., "On Amphipoda from the
Copenhagen Museum.''

Royal HoRTrcuLTURAL Society.—The next
meeting of the Fruit and Floral Committees of the
Royal Horticultural Society will be held on Tuesday,
November ii, in the Drill Hall, James Street, Vic-
toria Street, S.W., from 1 to 4 p.m. At 3 o'clock a floral

demonstration will be given by the Rev. Professor
Geo. Henslow, M.A.

Drawings of Certificated Orchids.—At
the meeting of the Orchid Committee, on the 'Zlih

ult., it was decided to memorialise the Council on the
subject of obtaining for reference coloured drawings
of the Certificated Orchids shown before the
Committee. To this memorial the following answer
has been received :

" To the Chairman of the
Orchid Committee —The resolutions you forwarded
to me were duly consided by the Council on Tuesd.ay,
and the following resolution was agreed upon, and a
copy of it ordered to be forwarded to you :

' The
Council views with favour the principle of the resolu-
tion of the Orchid Committee under date of Oct. 28.

The Council would now be glad if the Committee
will clothe their proposals in such definite form as to
details and probable cost, as will supply a basis for
discussing them with the Council, or some members
of it.' I am, &c., W. 'Wilks, .Secretary." It is hoped
that there will be a full attendance of the members of
the Committee on Tuesday next to further consider
the matter.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITU-
TION.—The Committee of this Institution at their
meeting held on the 13th inst., decided to place
twenty candidates from the list of applicants on the
funds at the next election, which will take place on
January H, 1897. Of these candidates ten will be
recommended for election without votes, they having
complied with the terms of Rule III. s. 5, and other
rules in connection therewith. The remaining ten
will be elected by the votes of subscribers in the
usual way. In thus increasing their liabilities by
adding to the pen.siou list the largest number of
candidates ever admitted at any one election in the
history of the Institution, the Committee had in
mind the fact that next year will witness the celebra-
tion of the sixtieth year of the Queen's reign, and as
Her Majesty has been for forty-five years the
gracious patroness of the charity, they intend to
appeal to all gardeners, and other friends of the
institution, to assist them in making some special
efi'ort on its behalf during the coming year in com-
memoration of an event which is unparalleled in the
annals of this country.

The Gardeners' Orphan Fund. — At the
last meeting of the committee, the following special

subscriptions were announced by the Secretary : —
Ealing District Gardeners' Mutual Improvement
Society, i'ly

; Canterbury Hospital and Charity Fete,
A'lO; Sandringham Horticultural Society, £a ,">s.

;

Mr. J. Selway, Bettenhanger, Dover, £.?i lOji. ; Forest
Hill and Catford Horticultural Society, sale of
Flowers, i'2 'Is. ; small sums, per the Editor of the
Gardeners Chronicle, £1 17s. 64.; Mr. John Roch-
ford, £1 5s. 6(!. ; Mr. J. Miles, Southampton, £\ 8s.

;

Mr. W. Stevens, Walton, Stone, box, £1 ; and small
sums, £1 93. The Secretary announced that Cana-
dian Stock, value £500, had been purchased, thus
bringing up the Reserve-fund to nearly £900. A
letter was read from Mr. John Fraser, resigning the

I
ost of auditor he has held since the establishment of

the Fund, assigning as a reason the claims of business.
The committee learned the fact of Mr. Fraser's resig-

nation with greit regret, as he had proved a most
painstaking auditor.

National Horticultural Society of
France.—M. Vioek, the Minister for Agriculture,
has been elected President of the Society by an
almost unanimous vote. The number of voters was

324, so that 163 votes would have constituted an
absolute majority. M. Viqer obtained 303 votes.

Horticultural Club. — The monthly dinner
and conversazione took place on Tuesday, the

10th inst. Owing to the number of Chrysanthemum
shows going on, in which so many of the members
were interested, the meeting was comparatively a

small one, which was the more to be regretted

because a very interesting paper was read by Mr.
Charles E. Pearson of Chilwell, Nottingham, on
" New Varieties of the Chrysanthemum." A discus-

sion took place afterwards, in which most of the
members joined ; aud a vote of thanks was unani-

mously accorded to Mr. Pearson for his excellent

paper—which we hope to give in a future issue.

Edinburgh Chrysanthemum Show. As
this sheet is passing through the press, we learn that

at the great Chrysanthemum show in the Waverley
Market there are over 900 entries, and nearly 200
competitors. The show will be continued for three

days.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—A
meeting of the Floral Committee took place on
November 18, and some interesting novelties were
staged. One imp(irtant point came up for discus-

sion—as to the position of some of the newer in-

curved types. At the last meeting of the committee,
it was decided that incurved Duchess of Fife is an
incurved Japanese, and yet on the occasion of the

Jubilee Show this variety was included in the stands
of incurved, and passed by the judges. It was
eventually decided that the Floral Committee
recommend the General Committee to take some
action in reference to the incurved varieties, with
a view to a fresh classification, if necessary.

First-class Certificates of Merit were awarded to

Japanese, Simplicity, a white reflexed variety in the
way of Madame Carnot, pure colour, fine petal ; and
Sunstone, soft yellow, deeper in the centre, full and
pleasing. These are varieties raised by Messrs.
Nathen Smith & Son, Adrian, Michigan, and were
exhibited by Mr. Nobman Davis, Framfield, Sussex.

The same award was made to Japanese, Joseph
Brooks, yellow and deep apricot on the surface,

deeper (pn some of the older flowers, a fine full variety

of much novelty of character, from Mr. W. Sewahd,
Hanwell ; also to Mrs. Marling Grant, a seedling from
Gloire du Rocher, colour, apricot, deeper on the basal

petals, full and very attractive, from Mr. W. Jinks,

The Gardens, The Beeches, Walton - on - Thames ;

a Certificate of Merit was also awarded to Mr. A. G.

HrBBUCK, orange crimson with a straw-coloured

reverse, a bright tinted, large, and full flower of con-

siderable merit. It was exhibited by Mr. W. H. Lees,
The Gardens, Trent Park, Barnet, and Mr. H. J.

Jones, Lewisham, but in accordance with the rules of

the Society, the Certificate went to the former as

having the 'oest blooms,

CamoenSIA. — A few particulars gleaned at
Kew may be added concerning this remarkable
plant (figured in our last issue, pp. 597and (JOl). The
roots are apparen tly destitute of the nodules which
ch ractei'ise so many of the Leg uniinosie, a fact which
points to a different life-history. The young .shoots,

like the stipules and young leaves, are densely
covered with coarse brown one-celled ribbon-like

hairs. The lanceolate stipules are much in

advance of tbe leaves in development, and act the
part of bud scales by protecting the young leaves on
the fast-growing shoots. Judging from the native
country of the plant, this coating must be needed
to prevent excessive evaporation rather than as a pro-
tection from cold. The leaflets arc con-duplicate, the
terminal one being the first to develop, so that the
development of the leaf-blade, as a whole, is from the
tip downwards in a centrifugal manner. The develop-
ment of the petiole on the other hand is just the
reverse, from below upwards or b^isifugal. At the
base of two lateral leaflets are two small stipells,

which are probably rudimentary leaflets. The stalks

of the leaflets are much thickened, especially on the
under surface, so that, in all probability, the leaflets

are endowed with extensive powers of movement

according to the exigencies of the plant, and the
nature of the surrounding conditions, such as light.

The woody tissue of the petiole forms nearly, if not
quite, a circle. The stomata, which are oval, are
extremely numerous on the under surface of the
leaf. The pollen was figured by Mr. W. G. Smith in

the illustration at p. 601.

Botanical MAQAZINE.— The plants figured in

the November number are the following :—

Cijcnoches Haagii, Rodrigues.—A species from the
delta of the Amazon, with flowers of moderate size,

aud lurid green colour. Kew ; t. 7502.

Rhododendron serptjUifoliiim, Miquel. — .-V dwarf
species like R. (Azalea) amcena (see Gardencn'
Chronicle, 1882, vol. i., 429) ; t. 7603.

PcHlslemon azurcus, Eentham. — A Califoruiau
species, varying greatly in stature and habit. The
lower leaves are linear-lanceolate, tapering to the base

;

the flowers in terminal racemes, purple, streaked with
rose ; t. 7504.

Haworthia xiphiophylla, Baker.—A new species,

with tufted, linear-lanceolate leaves, beset with trans-

lucent prickles, and central racemes of small cream-
coloured flowers. Native of Cape Colony

; t. 7505.

Acanlholiiiion vcniisdim, Boissier. — A hardy
Statice-hke plant, with tufts of linear leaves, and
spikes of pink flowers. Native of Asia Minor

;

t. 7506.

Library of the Late William Morris.—
The TinKS, in its issue of Nov. 7, in the course of an
article on Mr. Morris's library, has the following:

—

" Of herbals, of which Mr. Morris was a great lover,

he possessed a copy of the earliest of all— that printed
at Spira [!] by John and Conrad Hist [!], .about the
year 1480 ; he also possessed a copy of tbe finest of all

—that of Fuschius, printed at Basle in 1542, and this

copy is in its original stamped binding. The earliest

productions of the presses at Augsburg and Ulm, the
collection is singularly rich.'' The Herbal of John
and Conrad Hist is not mentioned in Pritzels
7'kcsa unis. Can any reader give us further particulars

about it?

A Preventive of Canker in the Apple.—
Every gardener will be glad to know of tbe following
remedy for tint troublesome m-ilady-the canker
affecting the stem and branches of the Apple. Super-
phosphite of lime, 12 lb. ; nitrate of potash, 10 lb. ;

Sulphate of lime, 8 lb. ; common salt, 4 lb. ; sul-

phate of iron, 1 lb. Mix these different substances
intimately, aud apply at tbe rate of 4 oz. to 1 square
yard of land. We are indebted to Mr. T. P. Rivers
of Sawbridgeworth for the formula.

The Surveyors' Institution. — The next
Ordinary General Meeting will be held on Monday
November 23, when a paper will be read by Mr.
Walter C. Ryde (Associate), on "The Agricultura-
Rates Act, 1896." The chair will be t.aken at

8 o'clock. Those proposing to enter their nvmes for

the Students' Preliminary Examin tion,to bo held on
January 20 and 21 next, must intimate their intention
to the secretary before the last d.ay of November.
It is proposed to examine candidates from the
counties of Lancashire, Cheshire, Yorkshire,
Durham, Cumberland, Westmoreland, and North-
umberlaud, at Manchester. Camlidates from other
counties in Englaud and Wales will be examined in
Loudon. Irish caudidates will be examined in

Dublin. The Students' Proficiency Examination will
commence on March 22 next. Examinations qualify
ing for the Classes of Professional Associates and
Fellows will .also commence on March 22 next. All
particulars as to the days, subjects, and course of
examination will be forwarded on application to the
secretary. Candidates for the professional examina-
tions will be examined in London only.

Notice is alio given that the next Special-
Certificate Examinations iu Forestry, Sanitary
Science, and Laud Surveying and Levelling, are
proposed to be held on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday, June 15, 16, and 17. Particulars of these
examinations can be obtained from the secretary.
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MAXILLARrA STRIATA. ROLFE.—This is one of

the prettiest of the Maxillarias iu the group
made familiar to us iu gardeus by M. graudi-

flora and M. venusta, both of which have white

flowers. It was first made known by plants imported
from Peru by Messrs. Linden, of Brussels, from
whose first specimen Mr. Kolfe named and described

it. Later it was exhibited at the Koyal Horticul-

tural .Society by Mr. Moore, from the Koyal Botanic

Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin, when it was awarded a

Botanical Certificate ; and still more recently by
Messrs. F. Sander & Co., of St. Alb,ans, who secured

for it an Award of Merit, their plant supplying the

subject from which our illustration (fif,'. 110) wa.s

taken. The sepals and petals are yellow, striped

with red-brown, and the lip white with purple

veining. liiko the others of its claf.>i, it is an

easy plant to grow, if placed in a cool intermediate-

house.

land for the purpose of husbandry only." The pre-

sumption seemed' a very natural one, but aa the

ways of taxmakers are not always as those of

other men, it was determined to sound the Com-
missioners of Inland Revenue on this point. The
surmise was not ill grounded, as the following extract

from the reply, dated November 12, testifies :

—"The
leaflet to which you refer does not apply to nurseiies

and market gardens. Ever since the imposition of

the Income Tax in b^l'i, the asEessmeuts made
under .Schedule B in respect of the profits arising

from the occupation of nurseries, or gardens for the

sale of produce, have bfeu based not on the annual

value of the lands, but uu the actual profits estimated

according to the rules of Schedule D of the

Income Tax Acts." Payment of taxes on profits

realised—that is, after mnrketing the harvest would

save a great deal of troviblo, and woiild certainly be

most just to the gardener or nurseryman ; what the

FjG. 110.—MAXILLAKIA STBIATA.

National Amateur Gardeners' Associa
TION.—The annual November exhibition of autumnal

flowers aud fruit, under the auspices of the National

Amateur Gardeners' Association, was held on Tuesday
uight, 10th inst., in the Memorial Hall, Farringdon

Street, .\rrauged upon the benches was a very fine

display of Chrysanthemums, all grown by members
of the association, and the Kyecroft championship
prize for twelve cvit blooms of Japanese Chrysanthe-

mums was awarded by the judges to Mr. H. .\.

NEED.S, of Woking. The Cheal trophy for fruit was
won by Mr. F. M. Vukes, of Southampton. During
the evening a meeting of the members was held, a

paper on "Cool Orchids ' being read by Mr. W.
Baxter, of Woking.

Market Gardeners and the Income Tax.
—At p. 531 of our number for October 31, under the

heading of "Farmers and the Income Tax," attention

was drawn to the issue by the Board of Agriculture ot

a leaflet designt-d to advise farmers on matters

relating to the Income Tax as payable by them. The
paragraph in question closed with the words :

" It is

to be presumed that market gardeners have the

same statutory rights as farmers or persons occupying

objections to this may be might interest not a few of

us to learn ; we commend the subject to the chairman

of the Board of Agriculture and to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer.

HARRISON'S Yellow Rose.—Messrs. Paul it

Son, of the Old Nursery, Cheshunt, send us flower-

ing specimens of the double yellow Austrian Briar,

a variety of Koea lutea. It is singular that we should

have received this from two sources this autumn.

We do not remember ever before to have seen it

flowering a second time in one Beason.

M. Bergman.—We understand that M. Fi.r-

uiNAND Bergman is about to leave Ferrieres. aud

that his son, M. Ernest Bergman, will leave at the

same time. A successor is already appointed. Ffiii-

dinand Bergman was born near Melun in 1826, and

in 1837 entered the gardens of Baron James de
Rothschild as an apprentice. In 18-13 he visited

England, working at Chatsworth under Paxton, who
subsequently laid out the park at FtTrieres. From
Chatsworth Bergman went first to Messrs. Lee of Ham-
mersmith, then to Rollisson's at Tooting, afterwards to

Dalkeith, and ultimately to Baron HlTiEL at Vienna.

In 1816 Baron Rothscuilu appointed him to take

charge of the park and gardens at Ferrieres, where
for the most pai't he has remained. During the

Franco-Prussian war, Bergman remained at his post,

and owing to his zeal and tact, comparatively little

injury was done by the invading troops. In 1887
the fiftieth anniversary of his horticultural career was
celebrated, the opportunity being taken by his friends

and associates to present him with an appropriate

mark of their esteem.

The Root Tubercles of Leguminos/e.—
In the last number of the Coinplis Rairlus, M. Nai'din

expresses some doubts as to the alleged power of

microbes to effect the fixation of nitrogen. M. Naddin
calls attention to the fact that Robinias, Cercis,

GymnocladuB, and many other genera are cultivated

successfully in the ab.seuce, as it would seem, of any
bacterium special to them. Seeds were sown iu soil

which had been submitted to prolonged boiling, iu

order to kill the microbei. The result was that

plants grown in soil thus sterilised germinated more
rapifUy, and the seedlings were more vigorous, than

those grown in ordinary soil.

Fibres.—A Travers Lecture on '' Recent Re-

searches in Commercial Fibres," will be delivered at

the London Institution, on Monday afternoon,

November 30, at .1 p.m., by Dr. Morris, C.M.O.,

Assistant Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew. In

view of the considerable interest taken at the present

time in China-griws and Ramie, these fibres will be

particularly dealt with. The lecture will be illustrated

with lantern slides aud specimens.

Chrysanthemum Madame Carnot.— We
hear from Mr. Wells of the Earlssvood Nurseries

that this exceedingly popular, large-flowered, white

Japanese variety, has given a canary-yellow sport.

Flowers will be exhil)ited at the meeting on Tuesday

next of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Chrysanthemum Awards. —In addition to

the .Awards of Merit given in our report of the last

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, an

additional one was unanimously recommended to

Japanese Madame Paul Lacroix. Three excellent

blooms were shown by Mr. P. O. Knuwles, gr. to F. C.

Crisp, Esq., Henley on-Thames. As shown, the

blooms were very deep, having florets of moderate

width, but uf considerable length. The colour waa

bright but rather pale yellow, passing to very pale

lilac in the oldest floret. The variety has been in

commerce for two years or more.

Swansea and District United Gardeners'
Association.—We leai n from Mr. Miln'er, gardener

at Teurice Cattle, that the gardeners of the district

around Swansea are to be congratulated on the success

they have so far attained in establishing an associa-

tion for the encouragement of horticulture iu this

prosperous district. The committee is very grateful

to Sir John T. D. Llewelyn, Hart., I\I.P., for the

great interest he is taking in the matter, and also for

kindly undertaking the otfice of President for the

ensuing year. The Committee have arranged for a

st-ries of papers to be read during the winter months
on different subjects relating to gardening, and they

are looking forward hopefully to being enabled to

have a summer show in Swansea, the suggested site

being the new Market Hall, which is near completion,

and which will undoubtedly be one of the finest sites in

the kingdom. The hon. secretaries are Messrs. .\. K.

Drum.mond and W. Da vies. It is intended that the

following papers shall be read during the winter season,

18yti-97, in the lecture-room of the Public Library :

ISOti — November 19, by Mr. AV. W. Petiigrew,

Superintendent of the parks and open spaces, Cardiff";

subject," The Process ot Fertilisation." December 17,

by Mr. W. S. Gilbert, The Gardens, Baglan Hall
;

subject, '•Chrysanthemums and their Culture."

1897—January 21, by Jlr. R. Milneu, The Gardens,

I'eurice Castle ; subject, " Apples aud their Culture."

February IS, by Mr. C. H. Evans, Sw.msea ; subject,

' Parks aud Open Spaces ' (illustrated with lantern-
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slides). March 18, by Mr. Foote, The Gardens, Clyne

Castle; subject, "The Peach: Its History and

Culture." Meetings to commence at 8 p.m.

Large Potato.—Mr. Milleb, of Fairlie, N.B.,

is getting to be well known in the north as a grower

of Potatos. He has produced a lot, nine of which

weighed a stone of 14 lb. ; the largest of these turned

the scale at 2 lb. 3 oz. ! Truly, a gigantic specimen.

Crosses between the Margaret and
Tree or Perpetual-flowering Carnations.
.—We remark in the report of the meeting of the

Prussian Horticultural Society on October 29 last,

that Mr. Behrens exhibited some very pretty crosses

between Margaret and Tree Carnations, some cut

flowers of which had been alreadyshown from the same

plants in August, and at the end of October the plants

were still beautifully in bloom. The characteristics

of the crosses are, the non-liability of the calyx to

split, perfect hardiness, coming true to colour from

seed, long duration of flowering, and of the blooms

when removed from the plants.

German Cyclamens.—The following is a

brief description taken from the Gartenflora of the

treatment pursued by H. TuBBBNTHAL.of Charlotten-

burg, with Cyclamens. It may be noted that it was

this cultivator's plants which the Prussian Horti-

cultural Society selected for comparison with plants

raised from English seed. The compost which he

uses consists of peat, four parts ; hot-bed soil, two

parts ; leaf-soil, one part ; and half-a-part, sand.

The seed was sown in October ; the seedlings

pricked out at the end of December, shifted into pots

at the beginning of March, and put into their flower-

ing-pots at the beginning of August. At the end of

that month they were removed from the frames in

which they had been growing, to a house, the plants

doing better in the latter.

Home Correspondence.

a horticultural institute.—No one is more
anxious than myself that a suitable building be pro-

vided in London where horticultural societies can hold
their meetings for business purposes ; but the provi-

sion of a hall suitable for large exhibitions is a matter
ofconsiderably wider range. My experience of London
exhibitions, which may be said to have begun with
the first National Rose Show in St. James' Hall in

1858, leads me to the conclusion that a buildinc

suitable to hold an exhibition on anything like an
extensive scale must not only be very large, but also

contain the needful offices, adding considerably to its

area and cost. There is no building in London other
than the Aquarium, the Agricultural Hall, or Olympia,
that can accommodate the ordinary exhibitions of the
National Chrysanthemum Society, and leave the
necessary spaces for locomotion. I do not forget the
Crystal Palace, but it is a serious railway journey
from London to reach it, and this makes its use for

large exhibitions one of expense and labour. Pro-
bably St. Stephens' Hall at the Royal Aquarium is

one of the largest in London ; it is l.'J6 feet in length
by 80 ft. in breadth, and yet, though almost completely
filled on the occasion of the recent Jubilee Show, it

only accommodated about one-fourth of the exhibits.

Some idea of the extent of tabling required to stage

a large exhibition of cut flowers and other things
requiring tables may bo gleaned when I state that
there was provided at the Jubilee Show about
7600 superficial feet of tabling ; of this amount nearly
3000 feet was on the ground-floor, 24.50 in St.

Stephen's Hall, 1420 in the north gallery, and 740 in

the south gallery, and this in addition to the floor

space occupied by groups. These statistics show that
a hall capable of containing a representative exhibi-
tion must not only be very large, but have galleries

as well, in addition to the necessary offices and places
for stowing away such stores as tabUng, &c. ,Such a
building could be erected and properly fitted up only at

an enormous cost. Then there would be rates to

pay, and a large sum annually for keeping the building
in repair, insurance premiums, &c. It only the
Crystal Palace, the Agricultural Hall, or Olympia
were nearer the centre I Olympia has the nearest
approach to a horticultural hall, only that the light

is defective ; but it needs to be nearer to Charing-
Cross to be readily accessible. In this respect, the

Royal Aquarium has an immense advantage over

every other public building of its size ; but no one
can possibly regard it as an ideal place for such exhi-

bitions. It also possesses ample side-buildings, for the

storage of tables and other accessories. A horticul-

tural hall suitable for business meetings and small

gatherings like the bi-monthly ones of the Royal
Horticultural Society, the Carnation and Auricula
Shows, and the meetings of the Floral Committee of

the National Chrysanthemum Society, Committees,
&c., is possible ; but a big hall, capable of containing the

exhibitions of the National Rose and the National
Dahlia Societies, to say nothing of larger require-

ments, is, I fear, likely to remain an unrealised

longing, despite many ardent desires that such a place

should be provided. R. Dean.

HORTICULTURAL HALL.—Residing, as 1 do, a
long distance from London, my visits are some-
what infrequent ; nevertheless, I have just as much
sympathy with horticultural progress as to cordially

re-echo your own remarks pp. 564 and 568, as also

Mr. Wood's, p. 568, as Ito the desirability of a horti-

cultural hall being built or begun in London next
year. I am assuming that horticulturists, as a body,
will be desirous that something should be done to

mark the sixtieth year of the Queen's reign. To my
mind the originators of such a scheme will necessarily

be residents in or within a reasonable distance of

London. What more likely body to do this than the
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society ? Of
course, it would not be wise to confine the use of the
building to the purposes of that body alone. But as

the natural leaders of progressive horticulture, they
should take the lead in such a matter. Representa-
tives of other horticultural societies could join them.
Perhaps some Government influence could be " got

at " by getting the authorities of Kew Gardens to

join as well. In these days of rapid communication,
much of which, as a natural course, gravitates to

the metropolis, doubtless there are hundreds of

persons who are able, and willing, to subscribe to

such a fund, if it was only properly put on foot. It

may be said there is time enough yet ; but in

view of the many other objects that doubtless

will be brought forward, I for one do not think

there is much time to lose in making a start. Seeing

that, so far as charitable institutions are concerned,

horticulture is well equipped already, there is no
need to fear division of opinions on this important
part of horticultural duty. One more matter I

venture to suggest in conclusion, viz., that all sub-

scriptions to such a fund as is herein suggested

should have attached to them some advantages in

the shape of lite or auuual membership, in accord-

ance with the amount subscribed. Yorkshire

Gardener.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BEAUTY OF TEIGNMOUTH.—
After reading Mr. Godfrey's note in (inrdeners'

Chronicle of the 7th inst., and seeing a small flower
of James Lynch in his exhibit at the National Chrys-
anthemum Society's show at the Aquarium, which
was said to be the true, and a«, I think, worthless
Pride of Mad ford, I would like to give your readers
another history of the Pride of Madford and James
Lynch. These two varieties were sent to Mr. Salter,

gardener at Woodliatch Lodge, Keigate, in 189;i,

both named Pride of Madford, but were found to be
dead on arrival. I believe both Mr. Owen and Mr.
Canuell imported these two varieties for the follow-

ing season, and one or both of them were to be found
in their catalogues. Messrs. Hannaford & Sons must
have got the names mixed or lost in transit, when
they received them in 1894, at which time the
varieties had already been named and distributed in

Australia, and exported to England. Beauty of
Teigumouth i.s no other than Pride of Madford ; and
I know its history. I introduced it, and was awarded
the F.C.C. at the National Chrysanthemum Society,

on October 21, for Pride of Madford, syn. Beauty of

Teignmouth. It is an Australian variety, and was
named by Messrs. Hannaford, and to them be the credit

for such a grand variety. We have also to thank them
for other good varieties, viz. , Oceana, Australie, and
C. B. Haywood, the last named one of the grandest
flowers, and easiest grown of any Chrysanthemum
that we have. Those who were so fortun.ate as to

see eight or ten plants at Woodhatch Lodge, each
carrying three grand flowers, will not easily

forget the sight, for the bloom on it is equal
in size to that of Australia, but the shape and make
are those of the old Maiden's Blush. This variety

was distributed very late in last spring, so that

no other grower besides Mr. Salter (who had the
stock) had a chance of growing it as he was enabled

to do. Those growers who like " woppers," must not
omit to get it. A flower of Pride of Madford when badly
grown from the first crown-bud, and that of a good
broad-petalled Duke of York, well grown, so nearly
resemble each other, that I do not wonder that even Mr.
Molyneux was struck with their similarity ; but
when Pride of Madford is at its best, this similarity

does not exist. The first crown-bud is certainly the
proper bud to take, although it comes a bit too soon
for November shows ; but the flowers from the second
crown-buds show an eye, and the florets are reflexed,

making the flower appear quite different, but the
colour is splendid. /K. Wells, Earhwood.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A " CRISPUM 7 "—At the
Royal Horticultural Society on the 10th, while dis-

cussing Mr. Thompson's so-called " Od. crispum
Golden Queen," this question was put to me by one
of the little knot of " discussants " (to coin a new word,
as we were not disputing, as that practice would ill-

beseem theRoyal Horticultural Society). I wonder how
many of us really know what our reply would be
were we asked by one who said he did not know, and
believing us to be better informed, awaited the hoped-
for information, which I think, in many cases, would
render the ignoramus "still wiser." If all the plants

that have been certified by the Royal Horticultural
Society and other societies the world over could by
any improbability be got together in bloom for the
ignoramus, and " That is Od. crispum," be told him
as the world's reply, he would probably say " Oh," for I

feel certain he would never recover the shock to get

more breath. He might think to himself " Well !

it is pretty variable, at any rate." From the outset,

in the days of Bateman, Od. crispum was mistaken
by him when he saw it, and re-named Lindley's
species after H.R.H. the Princess of Wales. What
would he say now were the thousands of much-
mixed forms to be presented to him ? Perhaps
if all who have a theory were to have a meeting
and settle the points that determine a "crispum,"
we should be able to lay down somewhat of a
law whereby plants in future could be correctly

named, and hybrids be relegated to their nearest

named distinct forms, that can be always known when
seen. To facilitate an argument that I hope will lead

to this desirable end, I will air my theory with the
hope that others will add their voices to the solo,

and by making it a chorus we shall get an ensemble

that will be of lasting use to us all. To get a clear

idea, I commence with three bases (N.B, I was in

Ireland once!). There are three so called species

which grow together, Odontoglossum crispum,
gloriosum, and luteo-purpureum, (odoratum as under-
stood by some, comes from a different place), and as a

rule they are supposed all to grow at Pacho (Sambo
would say, " Mighty big Patch " too). Look over
1,000 in bloom at once out of one importation, and
you will see a large majority of white or rose-tinted

forms, these I beheve to be crispum
;
you will also find

a email percentage of gloriosum, and possibly a still

smaller one of luteo-purpureum. You will find a

small proportion of hybrids called 0. Anderson-
ianum (crispum x gloriosum), and also possibly a still

smaller number of hybrids called Wilckeanum. These
three species and their resulting primary hybrids are

the first links in a terribly long and confusing chain.

Luteo-purpureum and gloriosum are easily known

;

therefore, why not crispum ':* The true crispum, I

believe, is the spotlessform that has a yellow disc to the

lip, two yellow teeth at the base, and the two plates at

the sides of its channel under the column, only
sufficiently raised from the surface so as to expose
the ends of the nerves like tiny points. As soon as

the yellow usurps more than the disc of the lip, and
as soon as spots and marks appear, then I consider

that there is an evidence of hybridity. No one can

tell the myriads of cross fertilisations that have
taken place. This has been proceeding till one can

only fancy there is not a true crispum left. I have
no doubt I shall be confronted with all sorts of crush-

ing arguments. I hope to be able to reply, and if I

am beaten, there are many who can take up the

cudgels. Between us we may elicit some useful

information, dc B. Crawshai/. [What were the

characteristics of the plant first iutroduced ?

—

Ed.]

NOTES ON GRAPES.—Considering the present

"express" mode of cultivating the Grape-vine, it is

rather surprising that we have not aeon and heard

more of the new varieties. Lady Hutt and Appley
Towers, than we have done. When introduced they

were brought prominently before the public by
tempting descriptions from competent authorities,

which induced me, and doubtless many more, to give

them a trial, but since their distribution compara-
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lively little has been heard of them, either for or

against, and this must be my apology for troubling

you with my experience with these varieties. The
most convenient way in which I could test them
was by inarching them upon some three years'

planted Vines, Lady Hutt on Foster's Seedling, and
Appley Towers on Madresfield Court, growing in a

house otherwise devoted to Black Hamburghs,
which are ripe in August. They are both
robust growers, and show fruit and set freely. Lady
Hutt, in particular, has very large foliage, which
obliges me to have the spurs unusually wids apart, and
the laterals severely stopped, in order to let the sun
in amongst the shoots to mature them and colour the

fruit. The bunches of this variety are fairly large
;

our best weighed 41b. ; the bunches taper regularly

down from rather large shoulders. The berries are

the size of those of an ordinary Black Hamburgh
;

thin-skinned, globular, and in flavour sweet and crisp,

improving by the fruit being kept some weeks after

it is ripe. It is, to my taste, much better than cither

Foster's Seedling, Buckland Sweetwater, or Mrs. Pear-

son. There is something about it that reminds me of

the Royal Muscadine when well ripened outdoors—

•

which may not appear a high attribute ; but
tastes differ, and I may mention that I knew
an invalid lady who preferred Muacadmes of this

description to the best Muscat of Alexandria or Mrs.

Pince. One fault it has, namely, its colour, a

greenish-white, which may account, to some extent,

for its lack of popularity. I cannot speak from expe-

rience of its keeping properties further than say it is

in this respect considerably better than the Black

Hamburgh, for owing to cultivating it in a vinery

which is cleared of its crop in the month of November,
no attempt could be made to keep the fruit to a later

date. Although it is said that Appley Towers Grape
was raised from a seed taken from the same berry as

that which gave us Lady Hutt, there Is not much iu

common in these varieties. In foliage, flavour,

colour, and shape of berry, they are quite dis-

tinct. Appley Towers has characteristics which
much more closely resemble Black Alicante.

Particularly is this noticeable in the foliage, and the
shape, size, and colour of the fruit. In some other
respects, however, when compared with that useful

variety, it is, as most will allow, its superior. In
flavour it is more piquant, the pulp is firmer, and as

far as my observation goes, it will compaie favour-

ably with Black Alicante as a good keeping Grape.
It does not equal Alicante in size of bunch, my
largest having scarcely reached three pounds weight.

The bunch is tapering, with prominent shoulders.

My remarks apply to the variety worked >ipon a Madras-
field Court stock, and inarched upon an Alnwick Seed-
ing Vine in another house, where its bunches and
berries are smaller, although there is no difference in

flavour. I have not previously had Gros Maroc so well
flavoured as this year, which fact may be attributed

to the unusual amount of sunshine afforded in this

year, and there can be no question that the lack of
flavour iu Gros Maroc, and that of some others,

Alicante in particular, sometimes apparently arises

from the Vines being grown too cool. There is no
comparison between the flavour of Gros Maroc and
Gros Colnian as grown here, the first-named being
much the better, yet not so good as that of Alnwick
Seedling. Gros Colman always had (I do not now
grow it) an insipid and earthy flavour, for which our
heavy soil may in a measure be responsible. I could
not, however, obtain so good a degree of colour in

the fruit as some gardeners do. When cultivated
as were the bunches exhibited recently at Hereford
by Mr. Grindrod, it is a magnificent-looking Grape,
and causes one to cease to wonder why good flavoured
varieties are sometimes sacrificed for appeirance sake.
Tliiit. Cooiiihcr.

PERENNIAL ASTERS AS POT-PLANTS.—In re-

ference to a note about these on p. 600, I may say
that during a recent visit to Aix-les-Bains, 1 was
much struck in Miss Willmott's beautiful garden at

Tresserne by an arrangement of pot-plants on a stage
opposite the drawing-room windows. The most con-
spicuous flowers were some pots of Leonotus
leonurus, which I have never seen out-of-doors in
England ; next to these in merit were many pots of
Afiter Nov;o Augliie in various shades. These were
flowering profusely all through October, the plants
being'not more than a foot high. As 5 feet is the lowest
height at which I have ever persuaded this Aster to
flower in my garden, I was curious as to their treat-

ment. They were grown by M. Tissot, who has a
nursery-garden belonging to a large orphanage at

Chambery. He informed me that these plants were
grown from young shoots taken off in February. They

are potted at once, and stopped three times during
their growth, the last shortening being at the end of

June ; they are grown out-of-doors the whole time.
I am afraid that the ordinary English summer is

hardly hot enough to admit of this plan being exactly
followed ; but the idea of autumn decoration with
potted Michaelmas Daisies deserves more attention
than it has yet received in England. C. Wollcy Dod,
Edge Hall, Malpas.

SOCIETIES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

November 10.— Present : U. McLachlan, Esq., F. R.S. (in

the Chair); Dr. IJonavia, Dr. Ru-sscll, A. D. Michael, Rev.

W. Wilks, J. Weathers.

Carnation Disease.—In referc'iico to the diseased Camationa
exhibited on October 27, Mr. Douglas wrote, saying the
disease wa3 caused by Bacterium Dianthi, Arthur, and that
the disease was known in the United States as Bacteriosis.

Mr. Massee of Kew aays, " Plants if strong and healthy may
be kept free from the disease by keeping the foliage dry, and
preventing the presence of aphides. Overhead spraying
should be done only oceasionally on bright days, the water
containing ooly a email amount of ammoniacal copper-
carbonate."

Abaonmd Catthi/a.—'Slr. E. St. John Tucker, Sydenham,
sent a pseudo-bulb of Cattleya labiata autunmalis whicli,

instead of developing a flower, produced siv sheaths one
within tlie other from the apex of the pseudo bulb. Mr.
Tucker thought a maggot might have been the oAuse of the
freak, but beyond a small hole in the outer sheath there
were no signs of insect attack.

Frititifiiig Bee »j Catasetum t.identntum., Hook. Specimens
of this bee which bad been sent to Kew by Mr. Hart of the
Botanic Gardens, Trinidad, were exhibited. They were of
a metallic shining emerald -green colour, .and ai»mewliat
larger and rounder than an ordinary honso-fly. The name
of the bee is Chrysautheda nitida. It is a native of
S. America.

Mustard Beetle.— A. box of living beetles known as Phaidon
cochlearia; was exhibited. These beetles devour crops of
Mustard in the eastern counties, and are very destructive,

Swede Tuniip wdh " Fiupers and roc*;."—Mr. Jas. Long of

Wisbech sent a specimen of Swede affected with this

myxomycetous disease, Plasmodiophoni Bnia-tiea;. It was
stated that there would be a crroup of fifty or sixty plants
aflected with the disease in a crop of several acres, and no
particular notice was taken. In fact, the diseased pLmts
were allowed to produce seeds, which afterwards developed
healthy plants.

Colour Ex-perimenta.^lt w;i3 decided that Dr. Russell, Mr-
Wilks, and Professor Henslow should use some of Judson'n
dyes with a view to their absorption by the roots of

Hyacinths under experiment.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Conference [lyovember 5).

(Coiicl'MUd from p. (503),

THK P01KT3 OF Qt'ALITY OR PBOPERTIEU OK THK VAKIOl'S
TVPfa A3 Exhibition Flowers, and thb values to be
APPORTIONED TO EACH.

Mr. Norman Davis, Chrysanthemum Nurseries. Camber-
well, said : At the present time there was a great diversity
of opinion as to the estimate to be placed on the various
points which go to make up what was understood as
quality, much of which appealed to the taste and
fancy of the individual rather than to the practical

side of the question —even experienced judges differing
over quite minor points. It was no wonder, then, that
exhibitors so often complained that they did not under-
stand the principles which underlie competent judging, and
had nothing to guide them. He could not, of course, agree
to any rules tending to require judges to expand their

decisions at the beck and call of exhibitors ; still, it wa.n not
only desirable that judging should be more uniform in

character, but a defined system, free from complications,

would tend to give judges move confidence in their decisions,

if for no other reason than that the public imderstood them.
The greatest difference of oi:tinion which existed among
experts lay in the value to be attached to different qualities

as were found in the various types of blooms. Now, there
were something like seven cardinal points in a flower, each
of which liad to be studied and appraised in order to find the
total value of each bloom. Some experts considered depth of

flower a supreme point ; others valued most width of floret ;

while some again regarded form, solidity, or length of floret as

cardinal virtues ; but he did not suppose that any practical man
would desii-e to convey the idea that if a fl-iret was broad it

wovdd be accorded high points, however defective it might
be in other qualities, or that a deep and solid bloom should
be similarly regarded if it wa.s narrow and wanting in a due
proportion of other points of merit. Tkese qualities wero
essential where they were characteristics of a type ; but
tiken by themselves they should not be allowed to override

other considerations, and should always be estimated iu con-

junction with other well recognised qualities. In the great
Japanese class were found flowers of totally different cha-
racteristics ; as for instance, the "Phoebus" type, with its

great depth of bloom, though of moderate width ;
" Mutual

Fnend,"a shallow flower, but with immense long florets;
and "Edwin Molyneux," in which width of floret was
grandly characteristic. So he thought it would strike most
of them that to take any particular characteristic and attach
a cardinal value to it could only lead to the greatest con-
fusion in j udging. Separate features did not makeup the
perfect flower

; perfection lay rather in the well-balanced
proportions of all essential qualities in the same flower. The
perfect flower, and whatever type it might be, should
always be in their mind's eye ; then as size was the deside-
ratum they all aimed at, other points being equal, size

should count as everything. Hard-and-fast rules should not
be framed which would compel judges to vmduly appraise
any one essential characteristic—for if that were done judg-
ing would not only involve vastly more labour, but good
judging would be rendered impossible. The characteristics
of each class had to be defined and a maximum value fixed
to the cardinal points ; but what should be considered car-
dinal points had to be determined according to the par-
ticular section under review. To judge a flower for its size,

and then to consider its separate qualities, was to judge it

twice over. What had to be guarded against was the over-
powering importance attached to size ; some judges could not
get away from size, even when the bloom might be faulty, and
he admitted that it required courage to bring a large coarse
bloom down to its proper level. Colour and freshness were
essentially cardinal points in all flowers, and if these
were always accorded their full value, large, coarse,

and ungainly blooms would disappear, and without re-

gret, from the show-boards. They might have flowers
as large as soup kettles if they covili be made so by skilful

culture ; but they should insist that they should he uniformly
good on all points, and as bcautifid and perfect as the
smallest vaiiety. In defining what should be the essential

points of merit, he said the customiry maximum number of
points given to perfect flowers was .''ix, but these points
were calculated by quarters, which gave in reality twenty-
four points—thus, if the said one point was to be given to

colour it would only obtain the whole of that value when in

perfection— it could have a quarter, half, three-quarters,
or two whole jjoiuta as required—maximum points for

judging Chrj'aanthemums. For Japanese, whatever type
when mixed : Size, including form, 4 iK>ints, colour and fresh-

ness, 1 each. For the sections of incurved and rcflexcd, also

Japanese incurved and Japanese reflcxed, wlieu these are
judged separately: Size 2 points, form and finish 2 points,

colour and freshness 1 each. All the Anemone classes : Size
1 point, cushion 'J points, ray florets I point, colour and
freshness 1 each. (Note.— In Pompon Anemones there should
be a maximum size.) Hirsute or Hairy Chrysanthemums :

Size 2 points, characteristics 2 points, colour and fres,hiiess

1 each. Pompons: Size with maximum limif, 2 points, form
'2 points, colour and freshness 1 eacl". Single varieties : Size

'J points, with maximum for small varieties, form 2 points,

colour and freshness 1 each.

8frrTiNO-rp Blooms for Exhibition, and the Pkinciples
I'PON WHICH AN Effective Arrangement of a Stand is

Based.

Mr. Chas. E, Shea (The Elms, Foo^a Cray, Kent), read a
paper on this subject. He said those who were habitual
attendants at our leading Chrysanthemum shows could not
fail to be impressed with the fact that there aro yet many
exhibitors-clever cultivators it might be—who materLally
injured their prospects of success by faulty setting-up and
inharmonious arrangement of their blooms. They might
have devoted imremitting attention to the cultiu'e of

these plants, and with signal success. The ])looms were
there, and yet at the last moment they deliberately
threw away points by defective staging—and points could
not be thrown aw a^' with impunity in these days of neck-
and-ncck competition. It was, of course, in the amateur
section that lack of experience was displayed ; but a visit to
even that exhibition showed the neglect of the most obvious
rules of the staging exhibition flowers. Flatness of

st iging and absolute ignoring of the pi imary laws of
contrast and harmony of colovir were conspicuously
displayed even in some of the largest classes. Ho
could not but believe that the hurry and excitement,
which were inseparable from competitive exhibitions, tended
to relegate to the back ground a matter of the utmost
importance. Of the practical importance of good staging
there could be no doubt. It was sometimes said that cultiva-

tion being the essense of the competition, it was the duty of

the judge to base his award solely upon the consideration of

the relative excellence of the Individual blooms from the
cultural standpoint, and that only in the event of an
absolute equality ol points, ought and could the question of
staging come in. Possibly, from a theoretical point of view,

that might be so ; but instances were not wanting in which
such an absolute equality had occurred. But surely this view
did not embrace every practical aspect of the matter. In the
tirst place, a flat and badly-staged bloom might not present

to the eye of the Judge the bloom in the aspect best
calculated to permit of a full appreciation of its true perfec-

tion. Again, by inharmonious arrangement of colour, a
bloom might seem to have less of brightness of

colour that a more euitiible contrast and aiTange-

ment of adjacent blooms would show it to possess.

In short, bad staging was just neither to tht, exhibitor nor
to the judge, for it might tend directly to mislead ; and even
beyond this who could deny that a grandly-staged stand had
on the mind an influence which created a general bias in

favour of that stand. He was convinced that it required a
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conatant w.itcbfuluess on the part of tlie judge to prevent
himself from being swayed by this insidious influence. Be-
fore staging it should be made perfectly sure that the plants

had been thoroughly examined, and that absolutely every
one of the blooms from whicli the final selection was to be
made, had been scrutinised. It should not be discovered

after the stand had been completed that some other bloom,

would have been better, as that might result in a re-ai-range-

ment of the whole stand. Then the preliminary staging should

be done in a place lighted in the same manner, as to top-light,

as the place of intended exhibition. The blooms should be

firmly fixed in the tubes, which should permit of sufficient

elevation, and if possible, just a little forward tilt. The giants

should be put in the back row and at tbe ends. In very

large classes there might necessarily be some failure of

identity of size and weight. In such cases he would advise

the strengthening of the back row with the best blooms, which
should also be placed at the two ends, and for a row or so

in the centre. In the smaller classes no such precaution was
necessary, for the superabundance of first-class varieties now
furnished the exhibitor with a choice so wide that selection

from this point of view was needless. If the number of

blooms available permitted, all coarse varieties should be
excluded. Refinement should be the key-note. In the

Japanese classes, the blooms at the end of the stand which
were exposed to view, should be of a pendulous and drooping
character, such as Madame C'amot or Mutual Friend. For
the same reason, varieties of this character should prepon-

derate in tbe front row. Of two blooms of the same size

—a light and a dark one—the former would look the

larger. Therefore, at the important points—the ends-
light varieties should prevail. Of course, these considera-

tions must be subject, within reason, to the general rules of

contrast and harmony of colour. The height of tbe blooms
should be regulated from the front row, taking care that a

general level of the blooms be preserved. A3 to colour and
effective arrangement, that exhibition furnished him with
many oliject-lessons of h' iw not to dispLay the blooms to the

best advantage, and nothing could be more uninteresting

and mawkish than much that ho had seen. One aim shuuld

be brilliancy of effect by the broad contrast of adjacent

blooms. The dark varieties should be dotted here and there

with fair regularity throughout the stand. The more bril-

liant yellows must sparkle here and there, and shovdd not all

be crowded into one section. It was well in a large stand, in

the first place, to roughly, .ind subject to alterations, to

place these leading bright and striking contrast blooms in

positions over the whole board, and then proceed to the

filling in of interspaces with varieties of less obtrusive and
more delic^itc and tender shades. A great deal of experi-

mental changing would be foiuid nccessarj-, but in practice it

would tie foruid a useful start. Whites and yellows would be
found very accommodating in their readiness to harmonise
with most other colours. Having mentioned a ^eat number
of varieties which would make harmonious settings, he said

it was, of course, next to impossible to lay down rules which
would enable a person who had practically no instinctive

sense of harmony to deal ctfectually with the mingling of

myriads of subtle shades. To such he would say, cultivate

such latent t^ilent as might be in them by studying grand
examples of good staging, which never failed to grace our
leading shows. There was no difficulty that would not give

way before persistent effort. There would be no ultimate
failure where the intention to succeed existed.

In the discussion which followed on the two last papers —
The Chairman said the subject of Mr. Shea's paper had

already been treated by the Royal Horticultural Society,

which had drawn up a code of rules. He thought it might
be undesirable to disturb that code, except for very good
cause ; otherwise, the floral world would have two codes to

goby.
Mr. Davus thought that if they coidd agree with the

Royal Horticultural Society, their own Society might eelect

portions of the Royal Horticultural Society's code which
most suited them.

Mr. W. H. Fowler understood thatthe Royal Horticultural
Society had already started a code.

The Chairman 8.iid that was so, and the Chrysanthemum
was included.

Mr. Fowi.ER considered that it would lie a pity in that caae

to have two codes which might clash. That difTiculty

would not be felt so nuich in London, where there were so

many judges ; but it would be felt in many parts of Eng-
land, where there were so many shows and so few judges. As
to Mr. Davis's paper, he considered that that gentleman did
not, in apportioning points, attacli s\ifficient importance to

colour and freshness. He thought judges ought to go for

colour and freshness more than for size.

Mr. Davis said he had not seen the Royal Horticultural
Society's code, but he had heard that the points laid down as
far as Chiysanthemums were concerned were impracticable.

There were too many cardinal points. They wanted a

workable yet simple code.

Mr. Gordon said the Royal Horticultural Society formed
a committee which deputed a number of gentlemen to take
charge of particular classes of flowers. He was invited to

take charge of the Chrj'santhemum section, and was in-

structed to obtain the assistance of gentlemen of authority
upon the subject. They had Mr. Jones and Mr. Dean, and four
or five others, who were members of the National Chrysanthe-
mum Society, and they endeavoured to prepare a code that
should be thoroughly workable, and at the same time simple.
They might not have succeeded as they could have wished,
but he believed Mr. Davis would find it not quite so elabo-

rate as he. had been given to imderstand. With regard to
judging by codes, he might say that he did not consider it

would bo possible for a judge to caiTy that code with him
on the day of the exhibition, and work from it ; but he did
regard a code, by whatever Society it was formed, to be of
very considerab le value if the cultivators would, in the first

instance, make themselves familiar with it so as to know
what points to aim at. It was a strange thing that a Chrys-
anthemum expert did not begin to recognise the value of
a code until he had had some eight or ten years' experience of
judging. As to judging, he considered that size was of no
value whatever unless it was accompanied by other good
points, because a flower unless it was fresh and beautiful
was, to his mind, obnoxious. As to the staging, they had a
great deal to learn, and he should be surprised if that exhi-
bition had not given them many an object lesson.

Mr. W. H. Lees said they should go for the beautiful in a
flower. After that was obtained, size went to the credit of

the cultivator.

Mr. Bevan urged them not to get into opposition wit'i the
Royal Horticultural Society.

The Chairman assured him there was no thought of any
sach thing.

Mr. Dean in proposing a vote of thanks to the readers of the
papers and the chairman, said the conference had been most
instructive and interesting. As to the Royal Horticultural
Society, there was a feeling that that society knew more
about Orchids than about Chrysanthemums. They must not
forget after all that the National Chrysanthemum Society
was a national society, and, ;is8uch, should have a code of its

own. He w;is quite certain such a code would be warmly
welcomed throughout the covintry.

Mr. Witty seconded the motion, which was carried.
Mr. Gordon in reply, said there should be no difficulty in

preparing a code of their own. They might do the sa me as
the National Rose Society did.

The Chairman also replied. He said something had been
mentioned about differences with other societies. He
thought it Just as well for Ihem to have a little difference
sometimes, a.s without it they would lose their individuality
as a Chrysanthemum society.

The pi-oceedings then terminated.

ULSTER CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 10.—The eighth annual show ofthe above Society

wasjheld in the St. George's Market, Belfast, on this date. The
plants were .irrangcd on the floor, and small exhibits on
tables, thus giving every facihty for inspection. I shovild

like to see many more large shows have the exhibits arranged
in this manner, the plants being more readily scanned, and
the effect is better. It is but eight years since this Society htld

its first show, and year by year the exhibits have increased,

and the show of this year may be looked upon as one of the

moie impoi-timt held in the country. The show was opened
punctually at 1 f.m. by Lady Dufferin, the members of the

Society and the general public being present in large

numbers.

Cut blooms formed a large section, and the Japanese varie-
ties were shown in fine form, for in Ireland, as elsewhere, it

has not been a favourable season for the full development of

the flower. Incurved were not quite so good as tbe Japanese
being lacking in si^e, although of good form. The competi
tion is restricted at present to Ireland, but it is, we believe,

the intention of the committee to make the competition
open,

Mr H J. Jones, Ryecrofl Nursery, Lewisham, S.B., had a
choice and varied display of Chrysanthemums, for which bo
was awarded let prize, and a very highly commended certifi-

cate. Groups of plants , and plants generally, being nvnne-

rously shown, the competition was keen.

The Veitch Memorial Medal, and prize of ^5^ were awarded
Mr. J. Blakiston-Houston, D.L., Orangefield (gr., Mr. T.

Gray), for the best group of stove and greenhouse plants
an'anged for effect. The Marchioness of Dufferin, the Countess
of Anne.^ey, Mrs. Dunbar- Duller, and the Lady Mayoress
adjudicated upon the respective merits of the dinner-
tible decorations. The Ist prize was awarded to Messrs.

Thompson &; Son, Donegall Place, Belfast.

Mr. Wm. Robertson. J.F., Netherleigh, won 1st prize for

a group of thirty pots of Chrysanthemums ; and for a group
of twenty pots, Ist honours went to Mr. Robekt Tennent,
J.l*., Rushpark Both gentlemen were most successful in a
number of the other classes for Chrysanthemums in pots.

Mr. R. Tennent, J. P., was 2nd for a group of stove .and

greenliouse plants, which made a most excellent display.

Mr. J. D. Barbour, D.L., was awarded premier honours
for six Cinerarias ; and the Marquis of Downshire c.irricd off

the '«nd prize.

In Ferns, Mr. R. Tennknt, J.P., Mr. W. McCau.-i.and,

Lord O'Neill, Mr. J. Lepper, and Major Shakman-Craw*
FORD, D.L,, were the leading winners. Mr. Robertson was
a highly successful competitor in the other classes of pl.mts

displayed in this section.

Mr. Thomas Adams carried off all the leading honours in

the classes for amateurs who do not keep a gardener.

Fruit.—Vcv^ fine displays of Grapes were those made by the
M.arquis of Downshihje, Lord O'Neill, Lady Howard Bi'Ry,

Major Sharman-Crawford, and Mr. Wu. Roberton, J. P.

The exhibition of Apples was a highlj- successful featiu'e of

the show, and in the amateur classes a great advimce was
noticeable upon previous exhibitions. The 1st prize, with
which was accompanied the society's Challenge Cup, value
ten girineas, with £4 added, for twenty-four dishes of

Apples, distinct varieties, was won by Lieutenant-General

Pakenitam, whose display in this, and in other classes, was
characterised by a high standard of excellence.
There was a good show of Pears, for which the leading

prizes went to Lord Derasiore. and Major Sharman-
Crawford.

Veg€to.bUs.~Th& display of vegetables was above the average
in quality, and highly creditable to our northern exhibitors.
The entries were veiy large, and most of our leadmg growers
were represented. In connection with experiments carried
out imder the auspices of the Chemico-AgriciUtural Society
of Ulster, there were interesting exhibitions of Potatos by
Mr. W. W. Davidson of Brookfield Agricultural School
Moira ; and by Mr. W. E. Best, The Cairn, Aghalce. Mr'.
David Allen, Clonoriol, fitrandtown, had an exhibit of
twenty-four dishes of Futiitos, which included Ochel Gem
Seedling, the new seedling Caxton, Satisfaction, Windsor
Castle, and other good varieties. Mr. Samuel McCausland
exhibited some dishes of the new seedHug Potato Lord
Dufferin, which will, it is said, produce 20 tons per statute
acre.

The Countess of Pembroke succeeded in gaining the three
special prizes for incurved, Japanese, and yellow blooms.
The arrangements in connection with the show were in every
particuhirof an admirabla character, and reflected the utmost
credit upon the executive.

The Society entertained the judges and friends, to the
number of sixty, at dinner at the Imperial Hotel. The
chair was occupied by R. J. Hilto.v, Esq., J.P., supported by
Mr. Drkson of the well-known Rose Nurseries, Belmont.

FOLKESTONE AND DISTRICT
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

NovtMPER Ui.— Fur a new society Folkestone did remark-
ably well for this its first venture, getting together a nice
show on the above date. The foytn- of the theatre in the
pleasure-garden, with a large room at the side, were utilised
for the purpose, the groups ;md plants in pots being in the
former, and the cut blooms in the latter. The keenness
of competition in some of the leading classes surprised the
promoters, and excellent blooms were staged. Altogether,
the attempt to add to the winter attractions of this rising
watering-place rcsidtcd in a complete success, greatly
assisted by an afternoon concert given in the theatre on the
afternoon of the first day I'y the Countess of Radnor and her
daughter, Lady SkeUmerdale.

The lirunzc- Jubilee Medal of the National Chrysjinthemum
Society wjis awarded to Mrs. R. C. Kingston, a fine mcurved
variety shown in its best character by Mr. J. Buss, Smeoth
Nurseries, Kent, a grower who was very sucessful, as he
took thi! 1st prize for tweuty-four blooms, twelve Japanese,
and twelve incurved.

Mr. Pavnl, The Gardens, Elmhirst, Buckley Park, was Ist
with twelve Japanese

:
and Mr. C. J. Bess 1st with twelve

incurved.

Mr. Geo. Mount, nurseryman, Folkestone, bad the best
group arranged for effect, lightly and gracefully set up;
Messrs. G. &i A. Clark, florists, Dover, were 2ud.
Plauta of Chrysanthemums shown in eighteens, twelves,

and sixes admit of improvement, which will no doubt follow.
Messrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone, contributedi

collection of 160 .dishes nf Apples and Pears. Mr. George
Mount also had piles of Co.x's Orange Pippin and other leading
Apples, alternated with plants ; ;ind Mr Jos. Wilson, Sand-
gate Road, Folkestone, a table of floral decorations.

IPSWICH.
November 10, 11.—A good .show was held in the Public

Hall, Ipswich, although in some few classes a falling off was
noticeable in the number of the exhibits owing" to the date
clashing with that of other societies' shows.

The group class brought no fewer than sLx exhibits, and a-s

all of them showed well, the di-splay made was an exceed-
ingly fine one. Mr. W. Adams, gr. to W. J. Catchpolr, Esq.,
Uusaell House, Ipswich, was 1st with well-developed blooms
and Mr. H. J. Southgate, gr. to C. WniTFiKLD Kino, Esq.*
Morpeth House, Ipswich, came in a good 2nd.

There were but two competitors for a group of Chrysan-
themvuiis and foliage plants, viz., Mr. P. C. Notcutt
Broughton Road Nurseries, Ipswich, who was an easy 1st;
and Mr. A. Chenery, gr. to W. Adams, Es.]., Chestnut House,
Ispwich, who was 2nd.

Mr. GiLiiERT, Floral Nurseries, Ipswich, won the Ist prize
for a group of miscellaneous plants arranged as for effect.
Mr. NoTcuTT occupying the 2nd place. Both .showing very
creditably.

Cut blooms are much encom-aged, the prizes being
numerous and enticing. For thirty-six Japanese, distinct,
there was but one entry, that of Mr. W. Messenger, gr. to
C. H. Berners, Esq., Woolverstone Park, who showed well-
coloured examples of some of the h-aduig varieties, espe-
cially noteworthy being Miss Maggio lllenkiron, Mrs. C. H.
Payne, Elmir de Smith, Edith Tabor. Lord Brooke, Modes-
turn, and Triomphe de St. Laurient.

The competition in the class for twenty-four Japanese was
keener, and here Mr. Notcutt secured the leading place vrith

heavy blooms of high quality, his best being Mrs. C. Blick,

Madame Carnot, Nivoum and Uorothy Seward.
For twelve Japanese, Mr. W. Adams won easily with fine

blooms of Madame Carnot, Edith Tabor, Intornational, M.
Pankoucke, &c.
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Mr. C. Light, gr. to the Rev. A. Cecil Johnson, Capel
Street, was 1st for Anemone blonias. Mr. Notcutt had the
best single-flowered varieties.

Cut flowers, arranged with any kind of foliage, in a space
5 feet by 3 feet, made a great display.

The now usual competition with Chrysanthemum bios-

sums, cut with long stems, and inserted in vases, formed
part of the display.

NORTHAMPTON.
November 10, 11.—This Society held its twenty-fifth

annual show on Wednesday and Thursday, and altbough pre-

vious exhibitions have been good, thia year's eclipsed all

previous attempts, botd in num ber of entries and quality of

the exhibits. The exhibition relloctetl much credit upon the

Hon. Sec. (Mr. W. Draper), who discharged his duties iu a

very satisfactory manner.

The following are the chief prize-winners. For the group
oE Chrysanthemums there were two entries, Mr. Soden 1st,

and Mr. B.\teman 2nd.

Si.K Japanese, distinct, not dwarf trained, Mr. Gwillam
1st, followed closely by Mr. Mannisu. Four Japanese, dis-

tinct, Mr. Gwillam was again iilaced 1st, Mr. Reeve being
Und. Incurved, distinct, dwarf trained, Mr. Mannino and
Mr. Gwillam were 1st and 2ud respectively.

Cut Blootiis. — Eighteen incurved, distinct, Mr. Copson,
gr. to Mrs. Phipps, Collingtree Grange, w;i3 let: followed

by Mr. W. Pearce, gr. to Mr. G. Loder, Flore House,
Weodon.
Twelve incurved, distinct, Mr. Copson was again lat ; and

Mr. Cole 2ud.

Six incurved, one variety, Mr. Pgarce showed some grand
blooms of Charles (.'urtis, which elicited a great deal of

admiration. Mr. Copson was '2nd, with same variety.

Eighteen Japanese, distinct, Mr. Pearce was 1st, with a

good collection of fine, even- sized blooms ; Mr. Woods
being 2nd.

Twelve Japanese, introduced since 1S'.I2. Mr. Peauce was
again Ist, followed by Mr, Coi.e.

Six Japanese, distinct, introduced in the spring of IsitS

and 1S96, Mr. Cole was 1st, followed by Mr. W. Pearce.
Six Japanese, one variety, Mr. Woods. Delapre Abbey,

Northampton, was 1st, with good blooms of Gtoile do Lyon

;

and Mr. CorsON 2nd.

Three Anemone and three rcdcxcd, Mr. Liplcr, Mr.
CoPsON, and Mr. Haves were 1st, 2nd, and 3rd respectively.

Table of Chrysanthemum bluum^ with Ferns and foliage

plants, Mr. Woods was 1st with a groundwork of Crotous,

Kerns, Gi-evilleas, and Moss, with a few largo blooms arnmged
above the plants ; very pretty, but a trifle heavy. Mr. Ref.ve
w;w 2nd with a table rathur weak in blooms, but strong in

plants, a nice Cocos Wedilclliana in the centre, and small
Crotons, Ferns, Palms, Acalypha trieolor ; altogether it was
a very pretty exhibit. Mr. Kempshall, gr. t» Sir. Chas. E.

IsHAM was 3rd. His exhibit was very weak in the centre,

and also not enough giouudvvork.

Primulas were very good. For twelve whites grown from
seed, supplied by Messrs. Tiios. Perkins Ai Sons, Northamp-
ton, Mr. Holland was lat, and followed by Mr. Ubeve and
Mr. Smith. For twelve single coloured Primulas, Mr. Bate-
man, gr. to R. L. Bevan, Esq., Brixwurth Hall, was 1st with
some well grown specimens of " Sutton's Rosy Queen." This
is a good variecy, and. well shown and grown by Mr.
Bateman ; Mr. Reeve being 2nd,

Fruit.— Fruit was shown abundantly in all classes, and
competition was keen. Black Grapes, tw<i bunches, Mr.
Alexandr\ was 1st with some well finished bunches of Black
Alicante; Mr. Hayes being 2nd with same variety. \\'hite

Grapes were exhibited l)y Mr. Hayes, anrl Mr. Alexandra.
//. A'.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX.
November 10, 11.—Throughout this shuw the competition

was numerous and keen. Indeed, spacious as the accom-
niodatinn is, there was scarcely passage-room for the visitors,

especially between the tables and group.n. Groups are

always good here, and the competitors threaten to become
more numerous than the available space is sufticient for.

(ifonj's: For a circular group of Chrysanthemums, aided
by other plants, Mr, G. Mile.s, Dyke Road Nursery,
Brighton, won with a remarkably good an-angemfent of
Palms, Crotons, Ferns, &c. The feature here was some
good plants ai-ranged at intervals near the outer circle, and
built up to with Asparagus, etc. Mr. Simms, gr. to C. J.

Inwood, Esq., The Retreat, Dyke Road, was a good 2nd. For
a smaller group, Mr. J. Turner, gr. to Sir G. Smythe, Bart.,
Wick Hall, Hove, won with an equally good arrangement

;

Mr. F. Rapley, gr. to Jliss Visick, Withdeane, following.
The 1st pri?:e in both of these classes includes a silver-gilt

medal presented by Mr. Junes, Ryecr.iit Nursery,
Lewisham. A grand circular group of Chrysanthemums
came from Mr. T. Fairs, gr. to R. Clowes, Esq., Hassocks,
who easily excelled Mr. G. Milks in this ease.

Plants were fairly numerous and good, Mr. J. Hill, gr. to
Marriage Wallis, Esq., Withdeane, had the best four
pyramids (good), four standards, four dwarfs, and four
Pompons, by no means ^a poor competition. The best
standards came from Mr. E. Meachen, gr. to Mrs. Armstrong,
Withdeane; Mr. Hill following. The Silver Medal of the
society was awarded to Mr. Hill.

Flowering plants were good. Mr. M. Tourle, gr. to P.

BAHCiiARD, Esq., Horsted Place, won for six well-berried

Solanums ; Messrs. W. Miles & Co., Hove, for twelve
Cyclamen; Mr. J. Bunnev, Hassocks, was ahead in a strou'j

class of twelve Primulas.

Cut Fit Im IS : Ten competed in a class for thirty-six

Japanese varieties for which the President's Silver Challenge
Bowl, the National Chrysanthemum Society's Bronze Jubilee
Medal and tlj were offered. This was a very keenly con-
tested class ; eventually Mr. T. Dancy, gr. to E. J. Pope,
Esq., St. Leonard's Forest, Horsham, was placed 1st. This
stand contiiined grand examples of Charles Davis, MiUame
Carnot, Miss I). Shea, Cecil Wray, W. H. Lees, Lily Love,

and Edwin Molyncux. Mr. W. Wallis, gr. to Mrs. Mkw.s,
Hartfield, was a capital 2nd, and had good flowers of Viviaod
Morel, Kentish Yellow, Madame Cai"not, and Mons.
Pankoucke.

Seven competed with twenty-four Japanese bloouis, and
again gave the judges considerable trouble. The 1st prize,

and an additional Silver Medal by Mr. H. J. Jones of

Lewisham, was secured by Mr. J. Stredwick, Silver Hill,

St. Leonards-on-Sea. Mr. M. Tourle, gr. to F. Bakchard, Esq.,

Horsted Place, being a close 2nd.

Mr. J. R. Heasman, gr. to Mrs. Oxley, Fen Place, Turner's
Hill, put up a grand box of twelve Incurved blooms, the
best of which were Lord .\lcester, John Limljort, and Miss
M. A. Haggas.

Six collections of twelve Japanese blooms were staged ;

Mr. P. J. Palmer, gr. to C. E. Leooe, Esq., Chicheater,
winning with good flowers of Good Gracious, Mdlle. M. Hoate,
and Mrs. R. J. Hamill among others ; Mr. G. Dancy, gr. to
C. C. NoCEioi-s, Esq., Crawley, might well have been pLtced
e:iual with Mr. Sayers, gr to the Misses Cook, Nutley, who
was placed in front of Mr. 8. Baker, gr, to F. H. Baxenpale.
Esq., Framfielti. Tuese four stands were remarkably closp.

The best blooiu of Hairy Wondor in the show was in Mr. S.

Baker's \x>\. Mr. Palmer was also 1st for six incurved
varieties ; his C. H. Curtis and Lucy Kendall being
particularly well finished. Mr. S. Baker, gr. to F. U.
Uaxendale, Es<i., won for six Japanese, and had iui extra
go<)d flower of Mons. Pankoucke.

Mr. H. Harris, gr. to Mrs. Everskikld, Donne Park,
Horsham, was well ahead for six Anemone-flowered, and also
for twelve trusses of single varieties.

For six -Tapancso blooms of any one varie y, Mr. T. Danxv
won with Viviand Morel ; Mr. A. F. Grace, Ste^-niiig. lor
six yellows, with Golden Wcddhig ; Mr. R. BorriNi:, Hen-
field, with some grand Madame Carnot for six of any white :

and Mr. C. Savers, Nutley. for six incurve I with Lord
Alcester. There wore from six to ten competitors in each
of the above classes.

The best basket of Chrysjinthtmums came from Mr.
Douglas Erlam, Portland Lodge, Worthing ; and the l>e8t

dinner-Uible arrangement from Mr. S. Johnson, Sedcnville,
Worthing.

Tables of cutChrysanth mums arranged with small Ferns
and other plants, brought out nine lotg, the piece of plate
going to Mr. M. Standing, gr to Mrs. Joad, Patching,
Worthing, for a splendid tible, though very little in front of
Mr. H. Head, The Drive Nursery, Hove.
Four competed for the Brighton Amateur Challenge

Trophy and Silver Medal, in addition to money prize. The 1st
was awarded to Mr. J, Lillev, 32, Cuthbert Road, Brighton,
after a very close competition all round ; this class is limited
to growers within a 3 mile radius of the Pavilion. Mr.
TiLi.v was also 1st for six Japanese and for six incurved
varieties. Mr. Harris, Horsham, was Ist for twelve
Japanese in the amateur's division.

Fruit: Apples and Grapes were the chief fruit.s. For
three bunches of any white variety, Mr. J. Muddell, gr. d.
Mrs. Hemder-son, Sedgwick Park, Horsham, won with fine
examples of Muscat of Alexandria. For three bunches of
black Grapes, Black Alicante won for Mr. R. Heasman, gr.
to Mrs. Oxi.ev, Turner's HilL

Mr. G. Goldsmith, Horsham, was 1st for dishes of
dessert Apples, and for four dishes of culinary varieties.
The best dessert Apples were Cox's Orange Pippin from Mr.
J. Sandh, Haywards Heath.

The non-com petit ice exhibit-^ were ntnnerous. Messrs. LAiNtj
& Son. Forest Hill; Messrs. Cheal & Son, Crawley; and
Messrs. Balchin k Sons. Brighton, having fruit. Messrs.
Weli.s Ai Co., Earlswood, and Messrs. Cannell & Sono,
Swanley, showed specimen blooms and new Chrys-
anthemums; while Mr. J. Batkev, East Street, Brighton,
had a very pretty group of Orchids and table plants.

BOROUGH OF HANLEY.
November 11, 12.—The fourteenth annual exhibition pro-

moted by this Society was held in the Victoria Hall, Hanley,
on the above dates. In the unavoidable absence ot the
Duchess of SutberLand, the show w;\3 openc.l by the Mayor
of Hanley, M. Tunnicliffe, Esq. Compared with former
5'ears, this year's show will rank as one of the best yet held
by the Society, and is another proof of the present-day
popularity of the Chrysanthemum.

Amongst the noncompetitive exhibits was a fine collec-
tion of Palms, Ferns, Chrysanthemums, and other plants,
exhibited by Mr. J. Kent, Superintendent of Uanle^ Park.

'

Messrs. Clibran & Son, Altriuchano, sent single-flowered
Chrysanthemums ari-anged in bunches, which is a good mode
of ihowing these flowers when removed from the plants;

and on the same stand were three d )zen specimen blooms of

Japanese varieties.

Another attractive feature was a collection of sixty dishes
of Apples and Pears, shown by Mr. C. Roberts, gr. to C. H.
Wright, Esq. , Halston Hall, Oswestry.
The competitive groups and cut blooms were good

throughout, and the competition in the various classes

was keen.

Forgroup of Chrysanthemums, J. Maddock, Esq , Alsager,
w;is Ist ; and li. B. Ni.xon, Esq., Leek, 2nd.

For group of plants, arranged for effect, C. S. Jones, Esq.,

Stoke Villa'j (gr., Mr. Giblis), was 1st, whose group contained
Drac;*'na Sanderiana, Odontoglossums, Oncidiums, some
well-coloured Crotons, and a Cattleya labiafct ; Dendrobiums,
Cocos Wedelhana, Anthurium Andr.-anum, and exotic Ferns
in variety, ind, J. Madduck, Esq., with a group contiining
well-coloured Crotun Victoria, C. majesticus, C. Mortii, Dra-
cienas, various EulaUas, &c.

Miss Whitley w;us Ist for six plants of Japanese varieties

of Chrysanthemums.
Foliage plants or Ferns (six) were well shown by T. W.

Harrison, Esq. (gr., Mr. Goodhill), Northwood, Stoke, who
was 1st. There were included a fine specimen of Phlebodium
aurcum, Adiantum trapeziforme, Pandanus Veitchi, Phu^nix
recUnati, and Cocos Wedelliana ; C. S. Jones, Esq., was 2nd.
The 1st prize for twelve tabic plants was taken by

M. Hall, Es'|., Prestbury.

Cut Flo>r€f>!.—'Mr. Roberts, gr., Halston Hall, Oswestry,
was 1st for twenty-four incurved varieties, staging fine

blooms ; and Mr. Bremmcll, gr. to H. H. Fause Hayhurst,
Esq., was 2nd.

Mr, Roberts w;is likewise 1st for twenty-four Japanese

;

Mr. J. McPhail, Queen's Park, Longtou, was 2nd, many
modern varieties being shown by each.

Mr. H. H. F. HAVHiHsr was 1st for twelve incurved ; and
Mr. C. S. Rdherts for twelve Japanese.
The best lx>x of cut flowers in variety came from Messrs.

JtNKiNsoN & Son, Newcastle-under-Lync.

YARMOUTH.
NovEMHER 11. "This society held it eighth annual exhibi-

tion in the Town Hall on WcdnesiLiy, Xovenilwr 11. In the

quality and number of the exhibits, the show was thought
to be superior to any that have preceded it. The specimen
pi mts in pots wero perhaps a trifle weak, but the cut

blooms shown were of excellent cluiracter. Interest

principally centred .around the exhibits of cut flowers from
Japanese varieties. Seven competitors entered the class for

thirty-six blooms of distinct varieties, and, eventually, Sir

Saville Crosslkv was awarded 1st prize.

TtJNBBIDGE WELLS.
November 11, 12.— This was one of the most suecessfu

shows held by this society. Fruit and vegetables were extra

good and numerous; while the cut-blooms of Chrysanthe-

mums were excellent.

The best group of Chrysanthemums came fiom Mr. J.

Smooker, gr. to Mrs. Hall, Broadwater Down ; a miacclla

neous group winning in another class for Mr. J. Howes, gr
to W. Cobb, Esq., Broadwater Down.
For twenty-four cut flowers, incurved, Mr J. Howes led

with a superb lot of blo<nus ; also for twelve and for six

incurved blooms. Mr. J. Snow, Tliu Gardens. Wadhurst
Park, won for twenty-four Japanese and for twelve blooms,
followed by Mr. Howes. Mr. J. Moss, Matfield, led for six

Japanese blooms idistiuct) and for six blooms of any one
variety, followed by Mr, J. Snow in each case.

Primulas, table-plants, and Solanums, were good. Special

mention must be made of some Poinsettias from Mr. Austin.

gr. to F. Webb, Esq., Broadwater Down, whose six plants in
6-inch pots c irried nu fewer than twenty-eight bracts, the
majority of which were 15 inches in diameter. One plant,

carrying half-a-dozen bracts, was nine years old, and did not
stand more than 3 feet high.

FruU w.as very good. The best black Grapes were three

bunches of black Alicante (S lb.) from Mr. J. Palnier, gr. to

H. J. Mktcalk, Esq., Southborough — the.se were excep-

tionally well finished.

Mr. F. Bridoer, The Gardens, Penshurst, had the best

dessert Pears, and culinary and dessert Apples.

Vfffelafjk.-^ were exceptionally fine. A collection of twelve

kinds gave much trouble to the judges, but eventually Mr. J
W. Moss, Matfield, was awarded the premier prize ; and Mr.

J. Snow 1st for nine kinds in a special class offered by Mr, J.

Charlton, nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells, who had by far tlie

best trade exhibit in some grand vegetables and farm

produce.

LEWES.
November 11, 12.— A very creditable exhibition was held

here. The blooms and plants were good, but not so numerous

as usual. Vegetables were capital.

For the best group of Chrysanthemum plants, Mr. C. Fun-
nell, gr. to Sfrs. Thorne, Louthover Grange, Lewes, was 1st,

and took the Bronze Jubilee Medal of the National Chrysan-
themum Society. The best group of stove and greenhouse
plants was a pretty arrangement from Mr. J. Adams, gr. to

the Rev. Sir G. Shiffner, Bart.. Coombe Place, Lewes. Mr.
E. Stidworthy, gr. to J. Adajies, Esq., Lewes, had a fine lot

of untrained plants, winning in a -elaas for twelve, and
receiving the National Chrysanthemum Society's Certiflcatd
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Primulas were good and numerous. For six stugles, Mr.
J. Harwood, gr. to A. J. Jack, Esq., Seaford, was mo3t suc-

cessful Mr. S. Smith, gr. to C. R. Kemp, Esq., Bedford
Lodge, Lewes, won in a special class for six singles, and also

for six double varieties. Mr. J. Adams, gr. to Rev. Sir G.
Shiffner, Bart., had the best six table plants ; and Mr. C.

Watkins, gr. to W, L. Christie, Esq., Glyndebourne, the beat

six Cyclamens.

Cut Flowers.—There was strong competition in the class for

twenty-four Japanese, Mr. J. Harwood, gr. to A. J. Jack,
Esq., The Crouch, Seaford, won from Mr. A. Slaughter,
Steyning. There were some magnificent flowers in these

stands. IVIr. C. Sayers, gr. to the Misses Cook, Nutley, was
ahead for twenty-four incurved blooms, showing in grand
form ; Mi. J. Hopkins, High Cross, Framfield, 2nd. Mr. C.

Sayers also won for twelve incurved, for six incurved, and
for six incurved of one variety. Mr. J. Coles, gr. to H. F.

Walker, Esq., Balcombe, won lor twelve Japanese blooms,
for six blooms, and for six blooms of any one variety. From
six to ten competitors staged in each of these classes.

Fi-nil and Vegetahhs.—The best three bunches of Grapes
came from Mr. E. Stidworthy, gr. to J. Adames, Esq., Lewes,
Black Alicante being the variety. Mr. F. W. Thomas, Wau-
nock Gardens, Polegate, won for three dishes of dessert Apples,

and also for three dishes of culinary varieties. Apples were
numerous and good. Mr. J. Hopkins, FramfieM, won for

three dishes of dessert Pears.

Out of nine trays of vegetables, Mr. P. Wheatlv, East
Gate Street, was 1st. Mr. M. Tourle, gr. to F. Barchahd,
Esq.. Little Horsted, winning in a very close competition for

Messrs. Si'tton A Sons' Special Prize.

HULL AND EAST RIDING.
November 11, 12.—As on former occasions, this exhibition

was hell in the capacious Artillery Barracks. Unlike many
other societies, the executive of this show rely chiefly upon

the Chrysanthemum to make the display, and no fruit or

vegetables are encouraged. This is wise, for there is now a

comfortable promenade, and the opportunities are good for

inspecting the exhibits. Messrs, Edward Harland and
James DrxoN are the Hon, Secretaries, and every assistance

is given by them to exhibitors.

(ii-owpK.—YoT several years past this show has been famous
for the excellence of th? groups arranged for oflfect. In
order to put all exhibitors in the group classes upon an
equality, the plan of the groups is drawn to scale, and issued
with the schedule, a novel and capital idea. The space
allowed in the large class for Chrysanthemums is S feet by
14 feet, the front part being two semi-circles. The com-
petition in this class is always keen between three or four
well-known exhibitors.

On the present occasion the lat prize, a Silver Challenge
Vase of the value of 20 guineas, and a cash prize, was won by
Mr. G. Jarvis, gr. to Mrs. Whitaker, CHffe House, Hessle.
The chief points of this group were effective aiTangement,
combined with well-cultivated plants ; Mr. G. Cottam, Alma
Gardens, Cottiugiiam, was a close 2nd, with an imposing
display, the finish in the front being very free and effective,

but the back not so good towards the centre, where a good
Palm would have been an advantage ; otherwise it showed
good culture and effect.

In comparison with other exhibits in thia class, the group
staged by the Corporation of Hull through its gardener was
best in point of collective merit, but no prize could be
awarded to it. The flowers were of excellent quality and the
arrangement good.

For a group of miscellaneous plants arranged for effect in a
space of 100 square feet in the form of a square, with the
sides somewhat recessed, the plants to face all ways, the 1st
prize was won somewhat easily by Mr. Moody, gr. to F. F.
Blado.v, Esq., Suttun-on-Hull. The chief dot plants were
tall ones of narrow-leaved Crotons, well (-lothed with foliage
to the pots, aod upon single stems, the colouring being good :

foliage Begonias told well in the ground-work, and so did
Phrynium variegatum ; around the centre Croton some
plants of Cattleya labiata. The 2nd prize in this class was
awarded to Mr. G. Jarvis, his an-angement being heavier,
but effected with good material, comprising two well-flowered
plants of Eucharis grandiflora, which did not balance well
with tho.se of Cyanophyllum magnificum ; some Cattley. a

and Oncidiurns were used effectively around the centre.
In another class, and a very instructive one at this season

when indoor decorations are frequently required- viz., a
drawing-room mirror or panel group of Chrysanthemums,
interspersed with foli-age plants in a space of 9 square feet, a
mirror 3 feet by feet being provided, the Ist prize was
awarded to Mr. G. C. Coatcs, gr. to W. Wiieatley. Esq

,

Anlaby Road, whoso aiTangement wa.s light, cheerful, and
effective, the irror not being hi<lden, the grouping being
kept low. Mr, G. Cottam followed very closely, he depend-
ing upon large blooms of Japanese chiefly, with very suitable
foliage, inchiding Cissus discolor, for entwining around the
margin of the mitror.

Specimen Plants.—The e mpetition in these classes, of
which there were twelve, was spirited. For three trained
specimens (standards excluded) Mr. C. J. Rinorose, The
Grange, Cottingham, was placed 1st, his plants being of
excellent quality, of medium size, and freah. Colonel A. K.
DicB, Kirk Ella, was a good 2nd.
For three trained standards, Colonel A. K. Uibb easily won

with well- flowered plants of the Rundle family, bearing large
Slooms ; Mr. Rinorose was in this case a rather poor 2nd.

In the next class, that for six plants bush grown but not
formally trained, Mr. Fred. Pape, Butcher Row, Beverley,

was the winner of the 1st prize, showing large, well-flowered

plants, chiefly of Japanese varieties, which were bearing
remarkably good blooms.
The next, and an excellent class, was that for six plants,

" cut backs,'' good cultivation to be the leading feature. Mr.
E. West, The Nurseries, Cottingham, was 1st, a close com-
petition, his finest plants being Viviand Morel and Florence
Davis, both of which bore very finely-developed flowers.

In the classes confined strictly to amateurs, the most
successful exhibitors were Mr. W. Higgins, Queen's Road,
Hull ; and Mr. F. Pape.

Cut Floirers.—In theclass for twenty-four blooms, incurved,
in not fewer than eighteen varieties, and not more than two
of one variety, the Silver Cup and prize of £10 was awarded
to Mr. W. Mease, gr. to A. Tate, Esq., Downside, Leather-
head, whose stand contained a remarkalily even lot of

blooms, bright in colour, of full size, and of perfect foi-m, the
finest being Golden Empress, R. Cannell, Lord Alcester,

C. H. Curtis, Empress of India, W. Tunnington, and C. B.
Whitnall ; of these, Lord Alcester was selected as the
champion incurved bloom of the show. This collection was
thought by the judges to be the best twenty-four incurved
blooms yet staged this year. The 2nd prize was worthily
taken by Mr. J. P. Leadbetter, gi-. to A. Wilson, Esq.,
Tranby Croft, Hull.

In the corresponding class for twenty-four Japanese dis-

tinct, a Silver Cup and jtlO was again awarded to Mr. Mease,
who won somewhat eisily, the blooms lieiog altogether
brighter and fresher ; the following were all grand blooms,
John Seward, Golden Gate, Oceana. Mutual Friend. Modes-
turn, Hairy Wonder, and Western King. Tho 2Qd prize was
awarded to Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, the best here
were Edith Tabor, Miss M. Blenkiron, Pride of Madford,
Oceana, and M. Demay Taillandier.

For two baskets or vases of cut Chrysanthemums, each
containing twelve blooms distinct, one basket of Japanese,
and the other of incurved blooms, arranged for effect, v^ith

any kind of cut foliage, quality, too, being a leading feature.

Air. G, Wilson, gr. to Sir James Reckett, Bart., Swanland
Manor, Brough, was worthily awarded the 1st prize, the
arrangement being most excellent, the blending of sviitable

foliape being quite in accord with the sujxfrb exhibition
quality of the blooms ; bronzes, yellows, and whites, pro-
vailed in the best kinds, the foli.ige of th-* Mahonia .aqui-

folia and Asparagus plumosus and A. tenuissimus were in
excellent taste. Mr. G. Jarvis, gi*. to Mrs. Whitaker, Cliff

House, Hessle, was a good 2nd, with a somewhat similar but
less imposing exhibit.

The best six blooms of anyone variety of Japanese were
those of Viviand Morel, shown by Mr. G. Picker, gr. to F. R.
Pease, Esq., Hesslewood, Hull, these being of deep colour
and perfect finish.

The best twelve large- flowered Anemones in not fewer than
six varieties, were those shown by Mr. G. Burrows, gr. to
Miss Bennett, Westlanda, Grimsby, who had very fine and
well-developed flowers of Miss Annie Lowe, John Bunyau,
t^ueen Elizabeth, Descartes, and Delaware. Mr, Mason, gr.

to A. Smith, Esq., Woodleigh, Hes.slo, came a close 2nd.
For twelve blooms of refloxed, not fewer than fix varieties,

Mr. Mease won again with fine blooms, of which Cloth of
Gold, CuUingfordi, Christine, and Mrs. Forsyth were best;
the 2nd prize going to Mr. Walker, gr. to Colonel Clitheroe,
Hotham Hall, Brough.

In the class for twelve bunches, Pompons, Mr. W. Sinclair,

gr. to B. Mackrem, Esq., Tliwaite, Cottingham, whoso
exhibit was set up in an informal manner, with good length
of stem, the best kinds being White Mdtle. Marthe and Mr.s.

Pateman; Mr. R. Walker was 2nd again in this class, his

flowers being too much packed together.

For twelve singles in not fewer than six varieties, Mr.
Sinclair was 1st once more, with a V>eautiful at:ind, set up
in similar style, the best were Miss Cannell, Mies Sarah,
Mary Anderson, and Souvenir de Londros. Mr. Walkkr was
2nd, but again too much packed (a very strong class).

The boat hand-bouquet in the open class was .shown by
Mr. H. H. Tavler, Newland, a combination of yellow and
bronze ; the next being shown by Miss Taylor, in which
yellow predominated ; and the best epergno for the dinner-
table came from Mr. G, Wilson, gr. to Sir James Reckett,
Swanland Manor. Thi.s was not strictly an epergne as
per schedule, due regard to which is absolutely necessary.
A very fine class, as a rule, is that for a table of Chrys-

anthemums, exhibition cut-blooms, any types, to be shown
inanywaj' the exhibitor thinks best, appropriate foliage being
allowed, the table space 12 feet by 4 feet. Mr, Masos was
on this occasion awarded the 2nd prize, some weakness being
apparent in the quality of the blooms, the .arrangement on
the other hand was commendable ; the champion Japanese
bloom was how over fomid here in Madame Camot.

In the classes open to the East Riding of Yorkshire, and
that part of Lincolnshre within 20 miles of Hull, the com-
petition was very close, and the classes well supported.
For twelve incurved in this section, Mr. R, Walker

fthnwed strongly, and obtained 1st prize, which also carried
with it the National Chrysanthemum Society's Silver-gilt

Medal.

For twelve Japanese, Mr. J. W, B\uk house, Beverley, was
eisily 1st, having grand flowers of Duke of York, Thos.
Wilkins, Madame Carntjt, and 0. C. Schwabo, amongst
others.

Decorative Ctoft>ieft(<>pen to Ladies on 1 1/) are a perpetual source
of attraction at Hull, these being all exhibited in artificial

liglit. In the first and moat important of these classes, viz.,

that for a dessert table 8 feet by 4 feet, decorated with

Chrysanthemums only ,fruit however being allowed, Mrs.H.L.
Leonard, Preston, H\ill, was awarded the 1st prize consist-

ing of a piece of Challenge Plate, and a cash prize of i£4 4s.
;

this table was chiefly composed of Source d'Or, Chrysanthe-

mum and suitable foliage, the centre stand being a most
tasteful exhibit. This table was an appropriate one for the

season of the year, the colom'S warm, but not at all overdone.

The 2nd prize was awarded to Mi-e. F. Topham, Hotham Hall,

Brough, whose table was composed of entirely white Chrys-
anthemums and Ught green foliage.

The best bouquet was shown by Mrs, Mackrill, and the
best spi-ays by Mrs. F, W. Jamk.son, Rtinswick House, whose
designs were quite informal, and most tasteful. Mrs. H. L.

Leonard had by far the best epergne.

In a class for the best tasteful arrangemement of cut

Chrysanthemums or other flowers, Miss Lynette Harland,
Woifreton Lodge, Kirk Ella, was 1st, her arrangement being
bold and origmal—the Latter always a good point when effeet

is not sacrificed.

CARDIFF.
November 11, 12. —The Cardiff Society's show for the

adviuicement of the cultivation of the Chrysanthemum,
held in the Park Hall, was in every respect a successful one,

the exhibits effectively arranged, and generally of high class.

Cut blooms were never better shown, and the trained
plants and gi-oups were remarkable for elfectiveneas, and the
good quality that characterised them. The competition in
these classes was severe, and the chief awards were about
equally divided between Messrs. W. Treseder, A. E. Price,
and Case Bkothers, all of Cardiff. The latter had a large

screen of virgin-cork in front of the orchestra, decorated
with bouquets, wreaths, &c., which were apparently much
admired by the ladies.

Groups of miscellaneous plants, table decorative plants,

and Ferns were attractive features. Good collections of
Apples came from Messrs. Watkins, Pomona Farm, Here-.
ford; J. Basham, Bassaleg, Newport; Clibran & Sons,
Altrilicham ; and Pitt, Abergavenny.

The classes for collections of fruit and Grapes were not
numerous. Mr. Grindrod, gr. to P. T. Phillips, Esq.,
Whitfield, Hereford, was 1st, with a good collection, as he
was likewise for Black Grapes, with splendid Gros Colman.
Mr, W. S. Williams, Glyn Neath, was Ist for Muscat of
Alcxahdria, with well coloured medium-sized bunches.

Cut blooms.—The 1st prize for twenty-four Japanese Chrys-
anthemums, diatmct, was taken by Mr. J. Howe, gr, to T. J,
Masters, Esq., Lanslay, Llantrisant, with a beautiful lot.

many novelties of the year being amongst them.
The variety Ocoan.i in this stand won the National Chrys-

anthemum Society's Certificato as being the best bloom in
the show; Mr. Robinson, gr. to R. W. D Harlev, Esq.,
Brampton Brian, was a close 2nd with fine blooms, although
there were six entries in this class, and all good.
Twenty four incurved, distinct : Ist, Mr. Durable, gr. to

Sir C. Phillips, Picton Castle, Haverfordwest, was the
winner in this class with splendidly finished blooms. There
were five exhibitors in this class.

Twelve Japanese : 1st, Mrs. Llewellyn, Raglan Hall,
Briton Ferry (gr., Mr. Gilbert), having good blooms of lead-

ing varieties, and some novelties ; 2nd, Mr. Howe. There
were nine entered.

For twelve incurved, Mr. RoBI^Tso^' was 1st; and Mr,
Howe 2nd.

Six J;ipanc8C, sent out during 1S05 and 1806.—lat, Mr. G.
W. Drake, nur.'^eryman, Cardiff", with Mrs. Himie Long,
Edith Tabor, Vicar of Exmouth, Pride of Exmouth, Arona,
and Mrs. Peter Sorvator.

A <;hallenge Cup was offered for twelve Japanese and
twelve incurved blooms, distinct, the conditions beuig that
one exhibitor nnist win it twice before it becomes hia
property. Last year it was won by Mr. Robinson, gr. to
R. W. D. Harlcy, Esq. There were six exhibitors, but the
contest really liy lietween Mr. Dundle and Mr. Robinson,
the former having the best incurveds, although his Japanese
wore not [equal to those of his rival. The splendid lot of
incurveds, however, secured for Mr. Dunble the coveted
prizo for this year. His best blooms were Chas, Curtis,
Prince Alfred, Mrs. Heal, Brookleigh Gem, Miss Haggas,
Golden Empress, and Mr. J. Kearn.

WESTONSUPER-MABE,
November 12.—This show was hold on Thursday, at tho

Victoiia Hall, and was a great success. There were nearly

forty classes, and although some were not so well filled as

formerly, others made up for the deficiency ; as regards

quality all tlie cla.sges showed a marked improvement. The
features of the show were the Chrysanthemum banks, the
trained plants, and tho collections of flowering and foliage

plants.

For four Chrysanthemums, large-flowered incurved, dis-

tinct varieties (Japanese excluded), some grand plants were
shown, tlie Ist honours being obtained by Mr. W. Brooks,
of the White-Cross Nurseries, Weston.super Mare ; tho
plants gi-own by him were of the usual varieties, one.
Baron Hirsch, gaining the certificate "Best incurved
plant in the show." These plants were all about (I feet

through, and were just right for exJiibitiou. The 2ndpiize
was awarded to Mi. Ash, gr. to Mr. Holland, with four
plants considerably smaller, but carefully trained, and neat
in appearance.
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Four ditto, untrained plants. Tbit class was woU filled,

Mr. C. Pethiok fgr., Mr. Summorhayesj obtaining premier
honours.

The prize-winners in the class fur four Japancso. distinct,

one stem, trained, were a magnificent lot. The varieties were
W. Tricker, Volunteer, Col. W. U. Smith, and Beauty of Ex-
mouth. Col. W. B. Smith was awarded the Certificate as

the best Japanese plant in the show. In the untrained

class, Mr. Pethick was again successful.

The Trophy, a silver-plated candelbnini, value 2S guineas,

has to be won twice in succession, or three times in all, and
this year Mr. Brooks won it for the second time in succes-

sion, thus securing it outright. The standards shown were
of exceptionally good quality, and close competition resulted

in Mr. W. Brooks securing Ist, and Mrs. Cam f-bell 2nd prize.

For the largest and best-^rowii Chi'j'santbcnunn, a "Geo.
Glenuy," shown by Mr. W. Bruoks, was succt'ssful. In the

cliiss for the best group of Chrysaiithemuuis, the keenest

competition was shown, no fewer than eight banks being
staged. Here Mr. Pethick was 1st, and Mr. W. Brooks 2nd.

The effect of the banks was chorming, and some fine blooms
were noticeable on the platits.

In the six stove and hot-house plants class (Ferns admis-

sible), a creditable display was made. The 1st prize went to

Mr. W. Brooks, who .showed several fine Treo-Fcrns. The
remaining class for plants—a collection arranged on stige —
aroused groat interest, and someboautiful plants were shown.
The bank winniog the 1st prize, shown by Mr. W. Brookes,

consisted of Dcndrobium Phaht-nnpsis Schroderianum, Onci-

dium varicosum Rogersii, Odontoglossum crispuni, Cattleya
labiata, C. Mendeli, C. Bowringiana, Cypripedium Spicer-

ianum, C. insigne, O. Pescit*)rci, Lycjuste Skinneri, Lselia

Penini, Calanthe Vcitohii, &c. Besides these, Caladiums
GabricUe, Ville de Hamburgh, Madame Mllgani, Candida,
Luddomanni, &c., were shown, and Camellias, Roman Hya-
ciutlis, Carnations (Miss Juliffc, Winter Choer, Alice Hayes),
Cocos Wcddelliana, Kcntia Fostcriana, &c,; Crot<)n', Ferns
and many othei-s. The 'Jnd prize went to Mr. II. Pethick
The zonal Pelargoniums staged wore very go<"l, and

included several new varieties. The cut blooms was not up
to the standard of last year, but still thoy were good. The
Japanese Chrysanthemums wore better than the incurved.
In the class for twenty-four incurved blooms in not fcwor
than eighteen varieties, Mr. J. Bishop, Taunton, was awarded
Ist prize. A fine bloom of Empress of India secured the
Certificate for the *' best incurved bloom in the show."

In tho twelve (distuict varieties) incurved class, Mr. J.

Brain, Stoke Bishop, was successful. Some fine (lowers
were in the six incurved class, and tho competition was very
keen, Mr. J. Bavuss, of Wintorbounie. took Lst honours.
Mrs. Beddoes (Easton in Gordano) was the winner of the Ist

prize in the Japaoese class fur twenty -four blooms, and tho
Certificate for the best bloom was awarded her for a fine

specimen of Robt. Owen. Mr. ToDi> was the winner in

tho twelve blooms class; and for six blooms, Mr. J, Dole,
Bristol, secured premier honovus. As usual, in the Litter
class there were a large numl)er of eiitraut.s.

A variety of subjects were shown beyond thost* mentioned
in our report, including some very good examples of the
bouquetist s art, hothouse and hardy fruit — these last in
small amount, and, taken as a whole, the show was one very
creditable to the amateurs and gardeners of the locality.

PUTNEY, WANDSWORTH. AND
DISTRICT.

November 13, 13.—The nineteenth annual exhibition of
the above Society was held in the Oomwcll Hall, Putney,
and was in every respect a c\icces3. 'I'he number of entries
was in excess of last year, and keen competition was every-
where evident. Several fresh ol;isses being this year added
for the 6rst time, attracted tho attention of a great many
competitors. Japanese blooms were, as usual, this season
seen in good form ; Mr. James Ross, gr. to J. W. Charrisg-
TON, Esq., Gifford House, secured tho 1st prize in the class
for twenty-four; while Mr. J. Wright, gr. to H. A. Taf-
NELL, Esq., The Grove, was 1st in the chiss for twelve. And
Mr. J. Dirk, gr. to J. Hooker, Esq., was a capital lst in the
class for twelve cut blooms allotted to single-handed
gardeners.

The incui'ved section here as in common with other shows
was not up to the usiial st^indard. James Ross wasagain 1st
m the premier class, while Mr. ruUTnuuv was :i very close
ilnd. The former exhibitor was also deservedly placed 1st for
six table plants. The Silver Cup, the coveted prize of tho
show, was won by Mr. S. Myuett. gr. to S. Carlisle, Esq.
Ashburton House, who staged in his usual ctyi©

; while the
prize for the best eighteen Chrysanthemums (open to
amateurs) was awarded to A. Lass, Esq. Mr. Chas. Bentley
gr. to Major Bosworth, Ce^ar Court, took the chief honours
in trained specimens.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
HORTICULTURAL

.

November 12, 13.—The show held on the above dates was
not so strong in some things, still, on the whole, it was an
improvement on some former years.

At the entrance to the hall stcod a pyramid about IS feet
high, of fine specimens of Palms and other foliage plants,
standing on a basis garnished with Celery, large Onions,
Tomatos, &c., the exhibit of the Colchester Guako Co.
Inside the hall, all around the sides, were well ornamented with
nurserymens' exhibits. Messrs. Smith & Simons exhibited

a grand collection of Potatos, Snowdrop, Scottish Triumph.

Satisfaction, Duke of York, and H, M. Stanley, were con-

spicuous varieties. These were backed with Ei icas, Lily of

the Valley, Cyclamens, Roman Hyacinths, and other flower-

ing plants. Austin & McAslan had a capibd table of

Chrysanthemum blooms, with an adjunct from Mr. Jones,
Lewishain. in which were many of that celebrated growers
choicest flowers.

Messrs. Brown & Sons, Glasgow, were strong in Grapes.

Apples, and Tomatos. Mr. Kippen's display was much
admired. Tomatos and Gros Colman Grapes were also fairly

represented by Messrs. Bn han \n, CrNNiNCHAM & Wvi.lir,

Glasgow, exhibiting their choice flowering and foliage plant-,

also a collection of Potitos. Tables of plants for competi-

tinn t<»tk up large space, and were finer than usual Chrys-

anthcmuma interspersed with fine-follaged plants is tho

arrangement f pecified.

The lst prize <>ut of five exhibits went to Mr. Dale, gr..

Aitkenhead : Mr. Ari^uibaid, gr.. Bothwell Castlo, was a

capital L'nd ; Mr. Taylor, gr . Blackdale. 3rd.

A small table of Orchids were shown, and a let prize for

Cattleya labiata was awarded to Mr. Mitcheli . Bartatiikin.

Clui/Minffirm"t7i.-i. -The 1st prize for thirty-six blooms i)f

Japanese Chrysanthemums, w,ir won by Mr. Liint. gr, Keir,

with one of the first exhibits ever seen in the N<>rth.

Thirty -six varieties had to be tabled, and these were
in every instance fresh, handsome, and very fully devc-

lojicd. Mr. W. H. Lees was an extra fine bloom, and was
awarded 1st prize as being tho finest in the show ; Louise,

W. Tricker, Sunflower, Piinecss May, Lilian B. Bird, Pvikc
of York, Mutual Friend, Rose Wynne, Viviaud Morel, and
M. Hosto wore extra fine bloonis. Mr. Day, Galloway House
made aguud '-*nd.

Mr. LrNrlnok tho lead al«u with twenty fuur Japanese.

in eighteen varieties, with an e:^liibita6 finoin cpiality as bis

larger one. Mr. Ani>is«i\, gr., Blackhouso, Sko'mnrlie,
was 2nd.

For twelve blooms Japincs^, and twelve of iucurvcds, Mr.
Day took 1st prize, with a fine exhibit ; Mr. Dale, gr.,

Aitkonhcad. was 2nd. For twelve Japanese blooms distinct,

Mr. Lint was again 1st.

The smaller c!;»sses were well represented. Tho bunebes
of singlc-flowored Chrys;\nthemums, throe of each, cvhibitod
in glasses, fdlcd a goodly space, forming a nice show, that
met with much admiration.

Fnitt. Gnipcs of fine quality tame from Mr, Lk.suie, Pit-

cullen, Perth, and were much abovo tho average iu quaUt}'.

His four bunches of Muscats and Groa Cohnau were large in

bunch and berry; Bliwk Alicante were equally gooi ; and Mr.
Camhijon, gr.. Aucht^jrarder House, was 2nd.

Mr. Leslie was 1st for two bunehas of .\licante, excellent

in every respect. Mr. Ohmiston. gr., Milken House, was 1st

for good Lady Dowues'. Other exhibits of this excellent
variety were likewise very got»d.

For two bunches of Gros Colman, Mr, Leslie wha 1st with
two grand bunches ; and Mr. JJills, Wiahaw, was 2nd.

Muscat of Alexantiria is seldom seen in finer condition at

any show than the pair of bunches with which Mr. Leslie
took the Ist prize in that class. Mr. Ai'STE.h had well-

preserved Duke of Buccleuch.

Apples ;and Pears were shown by Mr. Day and Mr.
Cameron.

k>f/(tofjU i.—lu the vtgetable clashes there wore some
extraordinary Leeks. Celery was not equal to some seasons
produce ; Tomatos were niaueruus, but past their best. The
collection of twelve dishes of vegetables from Mr. Broww, gr.

,

Houston, was as near perfection, for gencr.d excellence. ;is

we ;u-e likely to see—Leek The Lyon; Celery Major Clarke,
CaiTot Veitch's Extra; Onion Ci-anston'a ; Brussels Sprouts,
French Beans, .ind Potatos, were ail excellent.

Dislricl Cfc««.—Plants : Groups of Clu-ysanthemuni, inter-

spered with foliage plants, arranged for effect : 1st prize, aud
Medal, M. H. Willkoud ; 2nd, T. Morton, gr. to Mr. J. G.

LowooD. Six Cbrysantbcmums, trained specimens, largo

flowering: 1st, C. Scott, gr. toM--. J. Colley; 2nd, R. Agar,

gr. to Mr. S. Robkrts. Group of British Ferns, twenty-four

varieties; 1st, J. Eadon ; 2nd, W. Smith. Six exotic Ferns ;

1st, R. Agar. Group of Primulas: 1st, C, Scott. Six plants

f • r dinner- table decoration : lst, T. Morton.

SHEFFIELD.
NovEMBEB l:i, 14.— This excellent exhibition was held in

the Corn ENchange on the alxjvo dates, and .so much above
the average were the exhibits generally, that comparison

with the Aquarium Show of the National Chrysanthemum
Society were not unheard from very competent judges.

Comparing the quahty of the exhibits with previous years
—and that is the only standard justifiable—tho blooms on
exhibition were, many of them, superior to last year.
The groups, not shown sohdiy, but with a ple.is-

ing admixture of ereen, were very excellent, Mr. H. M.
WiLLFORD of Walkley, had a fine group in the district

class, for which he was awarded 1st prize , and in
addition, secured a special Medal, presented by Mr. H. J.

Jones of Ryecroft Nurseries, Lewisham.
In the amateurs' and cottagers', Mr. B. Glossop secvired

the prize and Medal for the group.

Opeii C^ts^e^.—Chrysanthemums : Cut flowers, twenty-four
incurved blooms, not less than eighteen varieties ; 1st, J. H.
GooDAcRE, Elvaston Castle. Derby, some of the finer blooms
being Madame Carnot, Pho-bus, Duke of York, Niveum,
Etoile de Lyon, Miss Elsie Teichmann, Madame Rozain.
Mutual Friend, Mrs. H. Payne. Thos. Wilkins, Primrose
League, Miss Rita Schroeter, Mrs. W. H. Lees (splendid\
and Chas. Davis. Twenty -four Japanese blooms, not fewer
than eighteen varieties : 1st, C. Crooks ; 2nd. J. R. Pearson
<fe Sons, Twelve incurved blooms : 1st, C. Crooks, Twelve
Japanese blooms : 1st, C. Crooks. Six incurved blooms :

1st, C. Crooks. Six Japanese blooms : 1st, C. Crooks, fcix

Aneuione blooms: 1st, G. Stables, gr. to Mrs, Wakf., Osga-
thorpe House. Six reflexed blooms ; 1st, C. Scott.

NORTH OF SCOTLAND ROOT, FRUIT,
AND VEGETABLE ASSOCIATION.

November 14.^The annual show of this association w;w
held un Saturday, at Inverurie, N. B. The entries, which
numbered Tf", were in excess of those of last year, and there

was admittedly a fine display of field and garden produce.

There was a fine display of Potatos, which was a feature in

this section, and the excellence of the variety Grampian, was
well shown. The llosebery was also well shown, but the

Chamx>ions, owing to the character of the season, were not

quite HO good as usual. Mr. Paterson, Oruninahoy, won the
Silver Cup for the best sample in the show with a dish of

Snowdrops. In the section of garden Potatos, the Standard
variety was the best among the round whites, but while

almost perfect as a sliow PoUito, its quality is not considered

firrt-cliLss, In the round coloured class, Rosebcry took the

premier place, tho Grampian making a good 2nd. Perkins*

Snowdrop carried everything before it in the long white
section, Mr. Geor<;e Paterson, Torries, c;irrying off the

plate with a remarkably fine sami'Ie of this variety. It

comes early t"i maturity, and was se?n to better advantiige

than some of tho later sorts, which had suffered from
iliseaso. Prizetnkcr was a feature of the long coloured

I'otatofi, this boing a tuber with a good reputation as a
cropper, as well as for the table an<i exhibition. The only
\arioty that came near tho Snowdrop was tho Standard, but
it wa.s beaten on the score of quality. In the other variety

chiss, tho Up-to-date Potato, which has been brought into

prominence lately by producini; at Lord Rosebery's Scottish

scat, Dahneny, a crop of twenty-five tons per acre, was the

most conspicuous di.sh. Other notnblo samples in tho hall

were Recorder and Sutton's Abvmdauce.
Fruit \v.is seen to great advanfcige, Apples being above tho

ordinary standard.

Vegetables were remarkably fino, Onions and Leeks being

pronounced by the Judges to bo tho finest ever exhibited at

Inverurie.

EVESHAM.
Novemrer ll,--'riie Kvcsham Chrysanthemvun Society

held Its annual exhibition in the Towu*Hall on the above

date. Groups of plants arranged for effect were well shown,

while specimen plant? as here catered for, are strongly

shown, not in severely-trained shapes, but us nice, naturally-

grown plants, bearing from twelve to thirty or more good

blooms. Cut blooms of Japanese varieties are also a strong

feature, and on the present occasion the leading stands of

flowera were equal in merit to those usually found in large

and important exhibitions.

Groups ami Plonts. -For a group of Chrysanthemums to

occupy a space of 40 square feet. Mr. Martin, gr. to Miss G.

Bi'RLiNGHAM, Luisdowuc Ilouse, Evesham, was 1st, with a
very creditiible collection of dwarf plants, beariog flowers of

good quality, remarkably blight and fresh ; 2nd, Mr. Chirke,

gr. to J. H. Lkioh, Esq., Hill Crest, Evesham.
In class 2, comprising Chrj-santhemurns and foliage

plants arranged for effect, Mr, Harrison, gr. to J. MoRRi.?,

Esq., Evesham, w;is lst; Mr, Marttn, 2nd. Mr. Harrison
was also lst for three specimen plants, with Marie Hostc,
Florence Davis, and Mrs. Forsyth ; 2nd, Mr. Clarke. Classes

for standard and pyramidal-grown plants brought good com-
petition. Of the former, Mr. Harrison, besides winning the
1st prize in its class, was awarded the National Chrysanthe-
mum Society's Certificate for the best plant in the show,
with a lino standard of Mdllo. Blanche Pigny.

Cut blooms were well shown. For eighteen Japanese,

Ml'. G. WciTS, Bengeworth, Evesham, secured the 1st award,
with line flowers, admirably set up and named, an object-

lesson for some exhibitors in the same class. Among his bo.st

were Madame Carnot, Richard Dean, Thos. Wilkins, Rose
Wynne, M. C. de Lcchd, and Ad. Girond.
With twelve Japanese, Mr. Witts scored another easy

victory, Phoebus, Australie, Madame Carnot, Mdlle. M. A.

de Galbert, and Chas. Davis, with others vei"y fine. Some
very good stands in six of one variety were staged, Mr.
LuSTy being lst with very good Robert Owen ; 2nd, Mr.
Crook, gr. to Lady Hindlip, Droitwich, with Viviand Morel.

Incurved blooms were generally good, Mr. Hillier w inning

for twelve distinct in a strong competition, C. H. Curtis,

Major Bonnaflbn, J. Agate, and Queen of England being

most noticeable. 2nd, Mr. Crook.
In the six incurved of one variety, some remarkably fine

blooms of Charles H. Curtis were staged.

AMARANTHUS CAUDATUS. — I saw this plant

grown in rne of the London Parks during the past

season, being used as dot-plants in large beds of white
Pelargoniums. The plants had clean ttems of about
2 feet, with nice round heads, well fumitbed with tbeir

J endulouscrimson inflorescence,and the eflect was buth

novel and pleaaing, IF. ff. Aggett,iBtrmondst}/, S.£.
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©bfttiar^*
Alexander Martin Byres.— Much regret is

felt in horticultural circles in the North-east of Scot-

land at the painful and sudden demise of Mr. A.
M. Byres, C.A., the genial and courteous Secretary of

the Koyal Horticultural Society of Aberdeen, who
died suddenly on Thursday, at the age of thirty-nine

years. Mr. Byres had been Secretary of the Royal
Horticultural Society of Aberdeen for several years,

during which time he did yeoman service for its

interests. Quiet and unassuming, Mr. Byres had
many friends. His funeral, which was attended by a

large concourse of mourners, took place on Monday,
the 16th inst.

[The term "accumulated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degreea of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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*,* We have received numeroxts reports of Chry-
santhemutn shows, which we are quite unahle to

notice in the present issue, throtcf/h i^isujlicienct/

of space.

Beeobes : Mrs. B. The cottony substance on your
trees is the work of a scale insect or coccus, which
is very destructive. We fear that nothing can be
done now. Spraying with petroleum emulsion might
be serviceable in the case of isolated young trees.

As you rightly say, to collect the dead leaves and
bury them anywhere near the trees would be the
worst possible practice under the circumstances.

They should be burnt on the rubbish-heap. The
trees will most probably die gradually but surely.

CiiBTSANTHEMUM SpoRT : R. 0. 0. The chief quality

of Gloire du Rocher is its superb colour when in

best condition. The blooms are not extra large,

and it is not very frequently exhibited iu first-class

collections of cut-blooms on this account. The
yellow sport you send should be grown on next
season under the best culture possible, and it will

then be easy to determine its value. At present it

is small and unreliable. The general appearance,
however, is pretty. We should hardly have
thought it to be a sport from Gloire du liocher.

What bud was " taken ?
"

Cle.matis vitalba as Stock for Grafting other
Varieties upon : Vitalba. The stocks will serve
the purpose, grafting them with one-year or two-
year-old wood, potting the union below the soil,

and keeping them in a warmth of 55', and mode-
rately close. To make doubly sure, the graft may
be clayed or coated at the point of union with
grafting-wax. The best time is at the end of

winter. The precise part of the stock to operate
upon is just at the grouud-level, or immediately
below it. The method—tongue, cleft, or whip-
grafting.

Electric Light and Cuobmber Culture : 0. A. C.

The matter is still in its infancy ; and the best
methods of using electricity in affording light in

forcing-houses are yet to be discovered. You
might try some experiments this winter and pub-
lish the results. It would not be wise to increase

the night temperature.

Fir Trees in Woods: A. B. Try Quassia water or
Bitter Aloes as a dressing. Rabbits do not usually
gnaw Fir trees, unless the weather is very severe.

If you wish to make the trees quite safe, use
rabbit-proof wire, 4 feet high, and sunk in the soil

6 inches.

Gardeners' Mutual I.mprovement Society : T. G.

If it is understood that an exhibit is not honorary,
but competitive, points should be given and
allowed. No copy of bye-laws has reached us,

although a schedule has done so.

Ivy against Boildings: Subscriber. Providing the
Ivy shoots are not allowed to penetrate between
the crevices of masonry or brickwork, or get into

the roof and raise the tiles, &c., they tend to protect

a wall against damp. They should, however, have
one close clipping when it has covered the wall

in early"spring, the effect of which Is to keep a close

leafy surface.

LiLV Bulb Disease : G. M. <£• others. Recently we
have received from two or three correspondents, in-

cluding Mr. G. Martin, bulbs of Lilium Harris!

suffering from a disease of which we have had uo
previous experience. This is the only species of Lily
which has given evidence of the disease, and in this

case it seems to be widespread and fatal. The bulbs
exhibit brown spots, which soften, and become
rotten ; the subsequent appearance of a common
mould on the spots only complicates matters, and
renders investigation difficult, since this mould is

only a saprophyte, and has nothing to do with tho
disease. In the last reference we are informed that
600 bulbs out of 2000 are diseased, which makes
it a very serious matter. The bulbs do not start

into growth in a proper manner, and when they
grow the shoots are stunted and sickly. We have
examined the diseased spots with the microscope,
and can detect no mycelium, or any disquieting
feature, except the presence of a few comparatively
minute bodies of a Bacterium type ; but it must
always prove a work of great difficulty, requiring
patience and perseverance, to determine Bacteriosis

under such circumstances with anything like cer-

tainty. In the present case (" G. M.") we gravely

suspect it, but we cannot go beyond suspicion. In
face of such an unknown foe, we are comparatively

helpless, and it is too late to suggest dipping tho
bulbs into a solution before planting. M. C. C.

Market Varieties of Fruit : /. M. Dessert Apples,

six to sell direct from the trees. Summer Golden
Pippin, Devonshire Quarrenden, Worcester Pear-

main, Colonel Vaughau, Sugar-loaf Pippin, Kerry
Pippin, or Lady Sudeley. Culinary, six to sell

direct from the trees, Keswick Codlin, Pott's Seed-

ling, Lord Suffield, or where that sort fails, Lord
Grosvenor ; New Hawthornden, Stirling Castle,

Cox's Pomona, or Golden Spire. Dessert varieties,

six to store, King of Pippins, Cox's Orange ditto,

Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling, Wyken Pippen, Bau-
mann's Reinette, and Court Pendu Plat. Culinary

Apples for storing. Small's Admirable, Pcasgood's

Nonsuch, Queen Caroline, Wellington, Prinz Bis-

marck, Lane's Prince Albert, and Lord Derby.
We will give you a list of Pears and Strawberries

next week.

Names of Fruits : /. R., or some similar initials.

Your Pear is Baronne de Mello.—/. S. 1,

White Doyeund ; 2, Small's Duchesse d'Angou-
Idme ; 3, Soldat Laboureur ; Apple, Court of Wick.

E. S. 1, Beurre fiance .'; 2, faster BeurrfS ; 1,

Brabant Bellefleur ; 2, Smart's Prince Arthur ; 3,

Small's Admirable.

—

A. W. H. 1, Waltham Abbey
Seedling ; 2, Grange's Pearmain ; 3, Beauty of

Kent ; !, Golden Noble ; Pe.ar, Beurr^ Bachelier.
—Luculia. Apple Gravenstein.

—

X. Y. '/,. Apple
HoUandbury ; Pear Beurr6 Clairgeau.

—

A. L. S.

15, Emperor Alexander ; 25, Hoary Morning; 51,

Gravenstein ; 53, Old Nonpareil ; 51, Syke House
Russet ; 55, Golden Reinette.

Names of Plants : Correspondentt not answered in

this issue arc requested to be so good as to consult the

following number.—E. J. J. Staphylea pinnata,

probably, but the leaves had all fallen.— C'oHS^an^

Render. Phytolacca decaiidra.

—

J.M.B. Oncidium
varicosum.

—

E. H. 0. We guess that the detached
leaves may be those of Vaccinium myrtillus, but
we have not much confidence in the correctness of

our guess.

Orchid Diseaskd : .•/. L. A . The conditions of cul-

ture seem to favour the growth of a species of

fungus on the Orchids. It may be combated by
the use of the Bordeaux Mixture on the plants,

say once in three weeks, dipping them in it—not

syringing them. If the house could be emptied of

all of the plants, and receive a thorough cleansing,

using sulphur in the lime-wash with which the

brick-work is coated, and the hot-water pipes are

painted, these would be means to the same end.

Planting under the Shade of Beeob Trees : A. B.

Butcher's Broom, Box, St. John's Wort, Ivy, Peri-

winkle, and Scolopendrium, if not too dry.

Vanda Amesiana : Correspondent. We do not

understand what you mean by " crack or break
off." Please inform us which part of the plant is

alluded to.

Communications Received.—Miss McRonald.—A. Pearce.

—

F. M.—R. D.—J. Donnell Smith, Baltimore.—J. C, Blew-
bury.—Professor Farmer.-E. J.—E. H. C—E. M.—A. W.
—W. H. S.—New York Agiicultural Station —J. Cobham,
Junr.—E. Conner.—S. F. R.— R. D—T. L.—Winchester.—
F. B.—V. V. -T. E. T.—C. B. W. t Co.-X. Y. Z. -Sir C. S.

—J. G—E. H. C J. C—E. M.—W. H. S —S. F. R,-E. C.
—T. T.—A. K —W. B. H.— H. M—M. B. G.-P. F. Le S.—
R. P. -H. Weir.—J,—Hans B.—A. C. C—Riviera.—A. P.
- J. OB.—D. T. F.—J. D. E.—J. Mol.—F. B.—M. P.

Photographs, Specimens, 4c., Received with Thanks.—
J. J.

DIED.—On the 16th inst at HorseU, Sm-rey,

Anthony Waterer, of Knap Hill Nursery, aged 74.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
" GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.'

Important to Advertisers. — The Publisher has the satis-

/action oj announcing that the circ^dation of the'* Gardeners'

Chronicle" has, since the reduction in the price oJ the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,

and that it continues to increase weekly

Advertisers are retninded that the " Chronicle" circulates among

COUNTRY gentlemen, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS

AND GARDEN-LOVERS at home, that it has a specially large

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it iS

preserved tor rejenrux in all the principal Librari^.

SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

VJ»

e2^--

Patented Id seventeen
different countries.

These tools are now
being made in all shapes^
sizes, and 'weights, suit-

able for Qardening,
Sporting, and all pur-
poses where the Pick,
Shovel, or Hoe ia re-

quired.

RETAIL PRICES.
Carriage Paid:—

Black bs. %d.

Half Bright ... 6x. 6d.

All Bright ... 7x. 6d.

On receipt of P. O.

Special Trade Terms
and all particulars may
be had on application.

25. AUCKLAND ST.,

VAUXHALL.
LONDON, S.E.

Telegrams :

—

" Pikeman, Ix>ndon."

STOVES I-STOVES

!

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.
Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about Id,^
without attention.

For QreenbouBes, Bedrooms, &o.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent,

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

COAL! COAL!! COALnT
Mr. Pascoe is now supplying his Celebrated

LARGE ANTHRACITE
HORTICULTURAL COAL & 'COBBLES'

At Lowest Possible Prices for Cash.
Buy direct from the Producer, and Save Middlemen's Profits.

EXQUIRIES SOLICITED.

T. T. PASCOE, f;i'rM5^,^ Swansea.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

12 xlOi 14X12 18x12: I6x|4[20x 14 20x16 24X 16122x18
4x|0ll8x|2 20xl2!l8x|4l20x|B 22x|6 20x|8l24x|g

Sl-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet
boxes, Srds and 4ths qualities,

English Olass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in the cotintry

in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

aEOBGE FABMILOE A SONS,
S4, St. Jolin Street, West Smlthfleld. London, E.C.

Stock Listsand Friceson application. Please qaote Gard. Chron.

TENTS! TENTS II TENTS ! ! ! — I have
purchased 6000 AEMY TENTS (40 ft. circumference),

scarcely used. Complete witii poles, pegs, and lines. Cost
£6 each. Will send any number, carriage paid, for 28s. each

;

inferior qualities, 23r. and 34f. each. Cash with order ; can be
sent on approval. Specially adaptable for sporting and pleasure
purposes. TWO JUST SUPPLIED TO BUCKINOHAM
PALA.CE. The following unsolicited testimonial is one out
of many hundreds weekly :

—

'• April 29, 1896. Dear Sir,—Accept my thanks for the tents,

safely received to-day, I am very pleased with them.
*' F. H. Hill. Duddingston Park. Portobello, Midlothian."

MARQUEES for Flower Shows, Sports. &c.^Made of best

Tent Canvas, 30 feet by 16 feet, with Poles, Pegs, Runners,
Lines, Mallets, and Bags, all complete, ready for use, cash

£14, cost £36.

ANDREW POTTER, Melbourne Works, Wolverhampton.
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New Illustrated Catalogae

NOn BEADY,
Containing 361 pp., and 1200

IllustraUoi.s. 1/-, post-free.

A voacber for the sum paid

win be sent with List, and be

accepted in part payment
of any order amouatlug to

10/- and upwards.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,
HOBTICULTUBAL PROVIDERS— TAe Original Inventors of Cheap Greenhouses.

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
The Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World. Inspection Invited.

1000 HOUSES IN STOCK TO SELECT FROM. STEAM WORKS COVER FIVE ACRES.

New Illustrated Catalogue

NOW READY,
Containing 361 pp.. and 1200
Illustrations, 1 -, post-liee-

A voucber for the sum paid
wUlbe tent with list andba
accepted in part payment
of any order amounting to

10/- and upwards.

CIRCULAR-LIGHT
CONSERVATORY.
Substantially constructed on

the most approved priLC'pIe?.

See No. 8 in List, po&t-fief

.

AliIATEnR
FORCING HOUSE.
For Cui-uiubers, Touiatos,

Melons, A;c.

Everj-lhing complete,
from 50s.

^^m.

CUCUMBER
FRAMES.

One Light.
by 3 It I7s

by 4 ft 28s.

T»o lights.
6 ft by 4 ft 30s.

8 ft. bj6ft EOs.

POULTRY HOUSES.
Well and 8ub tantiallv con-

fetructed, warranted water-
proof, complete with door,

ventilator, and slide, from 20s.

5 ft. by 4 ft 20».

«ft. l.}-4 ft 24f.

7 ft. by 5 ft 27s.

9 ft. by 6 ft 32s.

SPAN-ROOF
IMPROVED

POULTRY-
HOUSE.

5 feet louflr, 4 feet wide.

8 feet high. 35'.

6 feet lODg. 4 feet wide,
8 feet high, 40'.

7 feet long, 5 feet wide,
S ft. 6 ID. high, ibs.

9 feet long, t5 f^et wide,
9 feet high, 5'X».

NEW SPAN-ROOF
IMPROVED

POULTRY HOUSE.
4 feet lODg 4 feet wide, 6 feet high

to ridge, ii3-*'

For other bizes and prices, see List. *

AMATEUR
SPAN-BOOF

GREENHOUSE.
Everything complete,
ready for erecting,

From £2 16s.

SEE LIST.

These Qreenhouses are made rs;eoiaIly for Aicarrurs at a

cheap rate, so that any band; -man or gurdtner c^n jiut lliero

together in a few h:urs. Mac'e of good, eound, well-teasoned

red d'al, painted one coit of good oil colour, lock for door, all

necestary iroDwork for ventilation, stages on each side for

plants. Carefully packed and put on rail at the followiDg

prices :-7 ft. by 5 ft., £J 16f. ; 8 ft. by 5 ft., £3 10s ; 9 ft. by

6ff..£( : loft, by 7 ft., £5; 12 ft. by 8 ft, £3; 15 ft. by 10 ft.,

£S 10s.; 10 ft. by 10 ft., £12; 25ft. by 10 ft.. £16. For other

sizes, Bee Liet.

RAPID PROPAGATORS
i"i.>it

RAISING PLANTS
Frcm Seeds. i*lip% or Cutting .

1 f. 8 in. by 1 f". « in V0-.

2 I'. 6 ir. by 1 ft. lu ll. 24s.

4 ft. by 2 ft. 48.'.

"INVINCIBLE" HOT-WATER APPARATDS.

Most Efficient and Cheapest in E.XISTE^CE.

Cost of Complete Ap-
paratus for Greenhouse
w th 4-iDch flow and
retura pipej along one
side :

—

7 ft. by 5 ft. £.i l^s.

H ft. by 6 ft. £.3 OS.

12 ft. by 8 ft. £i Ss.

15 ft by 10 ft. £4 10s.

20 ft. by 10 ft. £) 6s.

25 ft. by 10 ft. £6 bs.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER.
We hold the Lakoest Stock in the Thade, See List.

Special quotations for large quantitiep.

DOVE or PIGEON COTE
FOR WALL.

... £1 2s. erf.

... £1 hi. Orf.

... £1 7s. 6rf,

... £1 lUs. Orf.

COOPER'S HYGIENIC
HFATER

(Without Smoke or Smell).

18 by 2B by 10, will heat bouse 7 feet by
5 feet. Coneumes three-(juaTter pint of
oil in ten hours.

Price. 16s. Extra for gas, 2s.

See No. 287 in List for other sizes.

HORTICULTURAL
GLASS.

BICYCLE or

TRICYCLE
HOUSES.
6 feet lorg, 4 feet wide,

5 feet high.

Bibs.

See No. 212 in List.

These sizes are always in stock.

9 by 7

12 by 12

14 by 10

24 by 14

10 by 8

13 by 9

14 by 11

18 by 16

15 oz.

100 feet.

4ths

3rds . 8s. 6d.

12 by 9

13 by 10

16 by 14

20 by 16

24 by 18

200 feet.

16s. 6rf.

16s. 6rf.

12 by 10

ISbyU
IS by 14

21 by 16

2

100 feet

lis. ..

12». ...

12 by 14

14 by 9

23 by 14

20 by 18

07.

200 feet.

21s. M.
22s. 6rf.

SPAN-ROOF
CONSERVA-

TORY.
Subrtintially and
handsomely buil*.

See No. IS in List.

jKat-free.

LANTERN
ROOF

CONSERVA-
TORY.

A very elegant and
highly finished

structure.

See No. 9 in List.

PORTABLE
STABLE, COACH-

HOUSE, and
HARNESS-ROOU

Combined,
From £7.

See No. 203 in List,

post-free.

GARDEN LIGHTS.
Fainted and glazed

with 21-oz.

3 ft. by 2 ft ... 6s each.
4 ft. by 3 ft.... 6s. Oi. „
6 ft. by 4 ft.... 9s.

UDglazed,6ft.by4ft.,3/a
Special quotations for

large ({uantities.

SAFETY
CHICKEN

COOP.
Coops only. 3s. i'l/, each

.

6 for il... 1 12(or3Ss.
3 ft. Moveable W ire Run,

2... 2d. each extra.

PORTABLE

DOG KENNEL.

'J lOf., 16s., and 2.5s.

GALVANIZED CORRUGATED
IRON ROOFING.

27 in. wide.

3 ft. long
4 It. long
5 ft. long
6 ft. long
7 ft. long
8 ft. long
9 ft. long
10 ft. long

OS.
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RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the fioest quality ORG IID PEAT. Also
for Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, Bhododendrons, Jkc.

By the sack, cubic yard, too, or truck-load. Can be seen in
bulk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from
London or Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt aLd
Special Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port.

G. H. RICHARDS. Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depflts, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

ARCHANGEL MATS are scarce and dear,
but present high prices will not be maintained, as we

expect a cargo in couree of this month, when priceii will be
reduced. We are now supplyina; new 7 feet SIBERIAN
MAT3, which are superseding Archangel Mat«, being thicker
and closer woven. Low quotatiooa for these :iQd other kinds
can be bad on application.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS. 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,
London, E.G. Telephone No. 2377.

CATAPULTS ! — CATAPULTS I — CATA-
PULTS !—Extraordinarily powerful, accurate, durable.

Entirely new system. Sbootiog made easy. Birds, rabbitp,
easily killed; garden-pests destroyed without noise, trouble,
or expense. Every Gard^'ner should posseea one. Sent post-
free for Is., 1« &d., 2s. Gd , according to streogth reijuired.

Catapults carefully made by skilled workmen of the best
materials only. Satisfaction and accuracy guarantee I . or casli

returned. Hundreds of testimonials. If more thtn one Cata-
pult ordered at a time, 6d. discount allowed on each one bought.

E. OAYB, The Elms Carlton, Lowestoft.

THE
RED

Rwfing Felts are the kind jou wait
You should a^k to see them. A few

sbillitigs extra in getting a

thoroughly g03d felt will save you

many pounds in afrer years.

I I A A.I r-N
^^^ ^^^ *''^ ^^^ HAND on every jard

1^ aV |V ^J Vour dealer keeps them or \\ U
^^.^i^i^iM^ obtain them for you.

THE MOST NUTRITIOUS COCOA.

E P P S ' S
ORA.TEFUL-C0MF0RTING.COCOA

WITH FULL NATUBAL FLAVOPB.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDINa. DRIVING. SHOOTING. CYCLING.
FISHING. SKATING, &c.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

84. OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary,

Established ISfil.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTOH BDILDINOS, CHAHOERT LaNE, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTKBKST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on CURRENT AOCOUNTS, on th» mini-

mam monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchased and sold,

SAVINGS DEFARTUENT.
For the enoonragement of Thriit the Bank receives small

snms on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £X.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PimCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOB FIVE

SHILLINaS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partionlara. poet

lr««. FRANCIS BAVBNSOBOFT. Uanacar

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE,
de FLORICnLTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH^IRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865, by F. BuRVE-
mcH, F. Patnaekt, E. EoDiOiS, and H. J. vah Huixb,
Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian Govern-
ment at Ghent. Post-paid, 105. per annum.

H. J. VANHULLE. Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Bel}t im.

THOMAS GREEN & SON. Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS to HER UAJESTT THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to tbelT Patent

Municipal or Angular Cbambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or OBDINABY CAST-IBON OBATE BAB8,

SADDLE BOILERS and WELDED BOILERS.
Tlie MUNICIPAL and TUBULAR ones arc rcmarkabk fur their yreal heatincj power, alow combustion, and

the leiKjth of time the fire will hum without requiring attention.

Tbese Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE -a SILVER MEDAL -at the Rojal Horticultural
Scclety's Exhibition, South Kensington.

IVRJNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FRONT ELEVflTIOM — — LONCITOOINAL SECTION- — SECTIONAL PLAN—
The longitudinal section gives a view of the fire-box, water space, flues. &c. The cross section gives a viewof the fire-box, water-

space, and V-fbiped back. The front elevation shows it set in bricltivo'k, which it necessary f^r thi.< class rj boiler.

SPECIAL BOILERS made to suit all purposes and requirements, and Estimates given ^for HEATING APPARATUS.

We make Boilers from £3 10s.
When writing for FBICE LISTS please state approximate requirements.

OUJl PRODUCTIONS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING MERCHANTS,
IRONMONGERS, and SEEDSMEN, or DIRECT FROM~

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; and SURREY WORKS, LONDON.

HDNDREDS OF BEFJEBENCES CAN BE GIVEN IF BEftUIRED.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FCRM OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Fkom

THE PUBLISHER,
41, Wellington Street, Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

Please send me " Thk GABDiiNRES' Chronicle " for _

commencing .
,/br which I enclose P.0.0._

.189G.

Months

Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this Office must he paid for In advance.

THE UNITED KINGDOM:— 12 Month?, ISs. ; 6 Months, 7s. M. ; 3 Months, .'Js. 9rf.
;
Post-free.

ALL FOBEIQN SUBSCBIPTIONS, Including Postage. 17s. M. for 12 Months.

Beceipts for less than six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked for.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the Post Office,

QBEAT aXTEEN STBEKT, London, W.C, to H. G. COVE.
Cheques should be crossed " DRUMMONU."

O. C.
Not. 21, 1896.
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Just out. 1 vol. royal 8vo, extra cloth, cash price, 188.

THE HON. ALICIA. AMHERST'S

HISTORY OF GARDENING IN ENGLAND.
A New Edition, with 87 Illustrations ot Old English

Gardens, and a Revised Text.

The First Edition was sold within two months ot its publi-

cation, and many wore the disippJintments of unsuccessful

would-be buyers.
Favourable Press Notices have appeared in the Quattejlt/

and other Keviews ; the Times and other Daily Papers.

BERNARD QUARITCH, 15, Piccadilly, London.^

FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one deslrons of

Renting a Farm or Residence, or Purchasing an

Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper is

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-

land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always contains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,

Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let,

TECHNICAL. HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF aABDEN OPEBATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the

above subject.

Price Si.; post-frte, SJi.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C

Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

JUST PUBLISHED.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE

:

THE BEST BOOK ON GRAPES
EVER PUBLISHED.

BT

ABCHIBALD F. BARRON,
Superintendent of the Royal Horticultural Societi i

Gardens, Secretary of the Fruit Committee, &o.

Chapter.
I.

II.

m.
IV.
v.
VI.
vn.
vni.
EC.
X.
XI.
xn.
xm.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
xvn.
xvin.
xrx.
XX.
XXI.
XXII.
xxin.
xxrv.
XXV.
XXVI.
XXVII.
XXVIII.
Plates I.-

CONTE NTS.
Historical Sketch.
Propaffation of the Vine.
Hybridising and Raising Vines from Seed,

Vine Borders; their formation, soils, &c.
Structures for Grape Growing.
Heating of Vineries.

Planting Vines : when and how to do it.

The General Manaa;ement of Vineries.

Pruning and Training the Vine.
Disbudding and Stopping the Shoota.

Setting the Fruit.

Thinning the Fruit.

Keeping the Fruit.

Packing Grapes.
Pot Culture of Vines.
Fruiting Vines in Pots.

Pot Vines as Decorative Table Plants.
Ground Vineries.

The Great Grapi Conservatory at Chiswick,
Vines on Open Walls.
Vineyard at Castle Coch, Cardiff.

Commercial Grape Culture,
Diseases and other Injuries.

Noxious Insects.

Selections of Grapes for Special Purposes.
The Classification of Grapes.
The Varieties of European Grapes.
The Varieties of American Grapes.

XXX. : Illustrations of the best kinds of Grapes.

THE SYDNEY MAIL,
AHD

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS .—
INTEKCOLONIAL and GENEEAL NEWS.
SPOBTINQ and the FIELD, in which ia inoorponted BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES on the TUBF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THEFLORAoC AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and engraTSd upaoi-

ally for this Journal.)
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
AGRICULTURE. PASTORAL, HORTICULTHBE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally

.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTBAUiN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY

.

INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME OIBOLB

.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c_. It containp
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription In Advance, £1 6b. pei Annum.
Single Copies, 6<<.; Stamped, Id.

Fsblishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING HEBALD and SYDNEY MAIL:—

Loifiiai Messrs.Qeo. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill.E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard

Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon * Ootch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.
Messrs. W. H. Smith * Son, 186. Strand.

Bbibtol James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

MANOHEaTER... James and HenryGrace,73, MarketStreet.
Edimbobqh ... Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.
Glassow W. Porteous * Co., 16, Royal Exchange

Place.

1^ Copies of each Journal are filed at the
above Officesfor the use of Advertisers.

" JOURNAL OF HORTI JULTURE " OFFICE,
171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

To be had alio of A. F. BARRON,
Royal Horticultural Gardeiis, Chiswick, London, W,

Demy 8to, Handsomely Bound In Cloth,

Frlce 6s. ; Post-firee, es. 6d.

ricultural i&coitomifit

Ad illustrated MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of 62 pag« 8

and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming; advocate
of co-operation in agriculture, in the supply of farm requisitef

.

and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural and Hort:-
cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of

pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-
ments on wholesale terms, Specimen copy free. Subscriptiois
per annum, 55., inclusive of postage. Single copies Qd. each,
through all Newsagents.

3, Agar Street. Stiand.LoadoD.W.O.

ESTATE SALES.

The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of Estates

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
KSTABLISHED 1794,

The Leading County Paper. Extensive circulation among the
upper and middle classes in Worcesterehire and adjoining
couDties. Advertisers would do well to forward tor reference
and distribution plans and particulars of EBtateR, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised
in the columns of the " HERALD."

Sales Of Stock and AgTlcultural Effects,

;

The** WORCESTER HERALD "is the most effective organ
for giving publicity to anDOuncements of this claas. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates
most extensively among Agriculturists in and around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,
would do well to advertise in the " WORCESTER HERALD,"
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing
such notices before Tenant Farmers. Larf^e circulation.
Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.

For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" ifl

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terma

SPECIMEN FREE. Price2d.

Published Friday for Saturday.

OFnCKBi — 72, maH STREET, WORCESTER

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING,

" Coaohing" by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates nnaconstomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILB BROffNB. F.R.H.8.. Hertable. Kent.

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED specially for OBOHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do, (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, Ac. PEAT sent to aU parts of Ui«
world at Special Through Rates. Large or small quantities.

EPPS & GO.,F.R.H.S..Peat Depdt, Bindweed.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. Sd,
per bag, on rail ; 15i. per oubio yard, in Id-yard trucks*

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 3s. 3d. per bag ; lOf . per oubio yard.

WALKER AND CO.. Poole. Dorstt.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. G. Lkppard, as Giirdener to the Rev. C. E. Roberts,

M.A., The Chilterns, Tring.

Mr. William Morrison, for three years Gardener at Oak
Hill, Southampton, as Head Gardener to W. Bradshaw,
Eeq. , Audley's Wood, Basingstoke, Hants.

Mr. William Comfort, for the last sixteen years Head Gar-
dener at Knowle Hall, Warwickshii*e, an Head, Gardener
aud Wood Manager to Henry Mitchell, Esq., Kylemore
Castle. CO. Galway, Ireland.

Mr. D. Edwards, late Gardener at Northemwood Part,
Lyudharst, Hants, as Gardener to A. E. Clerk, Esq.,
Brecon Hill Park, Churt. near Farnham, Surrey.

Mr. Geo. Barker, has been appointed Head Gardener to H.
A. Bl\'TH, Esq., Stanstcd. House, Stansted, Essex.

Mr. F. Clauk, for the last four years at Road Manor, Bath
as Head Gardener to the Rev. W. A. Duckworth,
Orchardleigh Park, Frome, Somerset.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
IIaaok & Schmidt, Erfurt—Novelties in Annuals for 1S97.

Little & Ballantvne, Carlisle—Trees and Shrubs, Planters'
Guide.

Hooo & Wood, Coldstream and Dun.s—Forest and Orna-
mental Trees, Clematis, Roses, Rhododendrons, &c.

Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon^Genenl Nursery Stock.

H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent—Chrysanthemums.
Ben. UeidACo, Aberdeen—Forest Trees, Roses, &c.

Ern deSchampheleer, Kuede la Station, :i2, h Wetteren
lez-Sand—Fruit Trees, Roses, and other Plants.

FoTHERiNGHAM & KiNC, Dumfrics— Forcst and Fniit Trccs-
Rosea, Shrubs, &c.

W WrtTT, Cupar and Forth—Forest and Ornamental Trees,
lloses, Rhododendrons, Fruit Trees, &c.

WANTED, a PARTNER, with about £100,
for a Small NURSERY and FLORIST BUSINESS

;

there is also good Jobbing Connection.
;Apply, 1(4, Southbridge Road, Croydon.

ANTED, HEAD-GARDENER, where two
are kept.—Thorough knowledge of Stove and Green-

house, Grapes and Melons. Sound knowledge in practical

Flower, Fruit, and Vegetable Culture. Able to direct manage-
ment of Stock, Land, and Poultry. Wife, when wanted,
(hould have knowledge of Dairy. Abstainers preferred. State
wages. Address—X, 29, Yerbury Road, London, N.

ANTED, an experienced GARDENER
(Single-handed), unmarried, able to take care of

Pony and Trap.—Apply, A., 13, Greville PUce, Maida Vale.

W^ANTED, as GARDENER, an active young
Man to take charge of moderate-sized Garden, with

Conservatory, assist in House Work, and make himself gene-
rally useful. — Addreep, with full particulars, C, care of
J &J Paton. 143 Cannon Street, London, E.C.

ANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, for
Inside and Out —Churchman. Age about 21.—State

wage expeiience and reference?, to W. ROBERTS, Upper
Syke, Clayton, Bradford, Yorks.

ANTED, an ENERGETIC MAN, well np
in Propagating and Growing large quaititiea of

Ferns, Palms, Chrysanthemums, Tomatow, and general Pot
Stuff.—Apply, stating previous experience, age, and wages
expected, to Mr. EDWARDS. Florist. &c., Church Road,
Norwood, S.E.

WANTED, a competent FOREMAN for
the Houses. Must thoroughly understand Vines,

Peaches, Melons, Orchids. Good grower of Carnations, Chrys-
anthemums. Rcses, Cyclamen, Mignonette. Only those
holding similar position need apply. Wages £6«, per Aveek,
lodging and vegetables —State age, with reference from labt
place, to F. CHAMBERLAIN, Deepdene Gardens, Dorking,
Surrey.

ANTED, energetic WORKING lOEE-
MAN for Branch Nursery of about 40 acres, for growth

of RhodcdendrODP, privet, Poplars, and Elders chiefly. State
8ge, wagep, and refereocee. Ct-IRFANS, Nurserjmen,
Alliincbam

.
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WANTED, a young MARRIED MAN, small
or no family ; thoroughly understands the Growing

of Grapes. Peache?, Cucumbers, Melons, Tomatos, and general

Inside Work. Total abstainer preferred. Wages 21s., and
house —Apply, Mr. SPIBEY, Head Gardener, Granby Gar-

dens, Ilketton.

WANTED, a YOUNG M A.N, about 20, single

;

thorouf^hly experienced in Outdoor Work ; would
gain experience under Glass. Wages 145 —P, L. HODSON,
Pdmpisford, Camb?.

WANTED, sharp, energetic YOUNG MAN,
about 18, ^good at Books, with experience of Seed

Trade.—E. W. KING & CO., Seed Growers, Coggeshall, Essex.

WANTED, a MIDDLE-AGED MAN in a
Market Nursery, where Mushrooms, Tomatos, Grapes,

and Cucumberp, are grown for Market. One who can make
himself generally useful. Good references required. State
wages with commiesion,—P. E., 41, Weliington Street,

Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a good ALL-ROUND MAN for
Kitchen-garden and Pleasure-grounds. Wages, 18i,

per week, with lodge, milk. &c. Apply—GA.BDEKEK, Loud-
water Souse, Rickmansworth.

ANTED,JOURNEYMAN.—Ageabont24.
Well up in Carnations and Chrysanthemums. Wages

18s , bothy, *c.—T.SrUBBS, Norman Court, Salisbury, Hants.

W7"ANTED, a YOUNG MAN, about 21,
T with gool knowledge of Pottinjr, Waterinjr, and

General Work under Glas?. —Apply, stating ag*, where last

employed, and wage^ expected.—CIURLES WOODBOFFF,
Florist, Sudbury. Harrow, N.W.

WANTED.—A YOUNG MAN, with a good
knowledge of Growing Palms and Stove Plants.

—

Apply by letter only, stating reference, age and wages
required, to WILLS and SEGAR, Onslow Crescent, South
Keubington.

WANTED, SHOPMAN, experienced in Seed
Trade and Office-work. Good Counter-hand, State

age, experience and wages re(iuired.— BIRD AND VALLANCE,
Nurserymen, Downham, Norfolk.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened hy the

authorities and returned to the sender.

The pressure upon our space at this season of the

year is so great, tve are compelled to state

that advertisements received after 6 P.M. on

Wednesday will, in all prohahility, be held

over to the next week.

T^XPERIENCED SCOTCH GARDENERS.—
J--J A few very superior reliable men of excellent ability

on our books. To anyone re(iu'ring such, and supplying us with
requirements, we will be pleased to submit particulars.

—

AUSTIN AND McASLAN, 89, Mitchell Street, Glasgow.
Established 1717.

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
partioalars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

Oardenera, Farm-Balllffa. Foresters, ftc.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Ai^Ae5( respectability, ^u^thorougMy practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.

Telegraphic and Postal Address—*DI0K3ONS. Chester."

THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first- rale character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTCHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

HOGLE, Stutton House, Ipswich, having
• finished his engagemcLt with F. LUNNISS, Esq.. is

open for re-engagement to any Lady or Gentleman requiring
a practical HEAD GARDENER. — Age 31 ; Orchids. Table
Decorations, &c. Good references.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 38, single.—
Rohebt Gbeenfield. F.R.H.S.,ot the Ranelagh Nur-

sery, Royal Leamington Spa. can with every confidence highly
recommend a thorough practical, industrious, intelligent, and
trustworthy Gardener, With exceptional teatimonials.

—

Telephone, No. 517- Private 617A.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—Mr. Dawes,
Templenewsam Gardens, near Leeds, can with con-

fidence recommend Thos. Beil. his present Foreman, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good man.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 32, married;
life practical experience. Inside and Out. Highly

recommended as hard*working and trustworthy man.—Ihe
GARDENER, 27, North Road, Highgate, London. N.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 29.—Mr. Crump,
steward to the Misses GoLDSMiD. Toogswood, Hawk-

burst, de&ires to recommend bis General Foreman to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring the services of a steady, persevering,
reliable man.

GARDENER (Head), where several are
kept.—Age 31 ; sixteen years' practical experience in

all branches, including Orchids. Highly recommended by
present employer. Excellent testimonials from Burford
Lodge, Blenheim, ^ :.—T. BEE3LEY. Wargrave Manor,
Twyford, Berks.

ARDENER (Head Wohking).—Age 36,
married, no family ; experience in all branches. First-

clas4 references.—GARDENER, Clatford Villa, Church Bdad,
Teddington, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head Wobking).—Married ;

life experience. Orchids, ChrjsanthemumB, Stove and
Gretuhou^e Plants, Vine?, Peaches, and Melons, Kitchen
Garden, Early and Late Forcing. Excellent characters.

—

H. B., Mr. H. Scott. Woodside, South Noiwood.

GARDENER (Head Wohking).—Age 36,
married ; thoroughly practical in all branches ; three

yeara in last situation, ten pn-v'iously. Good references.
Disengaged.—A. G. D., Wellcroft Cottages. LightpiU, near
Stroud, Glos.

GARDENER (Hbad Wcbking, or good
Sl>'<iLE-HANr>Ei>, where help ie given).—Thoroughly

practical in all branches; eighteen gears' good references.

—

G. R., Oaklea. Victoria Road. Wimbledon Park.

GARDENER (Head Working).-Age 35,
married, no family. Thoroughly experienced in all

branches . Vines, Peache.i, Melons, Store 'and Greenhouse
PlanU, Flower and Kitchen Gardens.-KNIGHT, Bay Villa,

Kay Lea Road, Maidenhead, Barks.

GAPDENER (Head, or Single-handed).-
Age 38, married : tboroudtily practical in all branchei?.

Understands the Management of Cows, Poultry, Bees, Land,
&c. Five years' excellent character.~0. DINNAGE, To*n
Court, Orpington, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 34, married; a thoroughly prdCtical,

trustworthy, and industrious man. Highly lecommended.

—

I. L , 41, Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

ARDENER (Head, or good Second).—
Age 25; ten years' experience. Inside and Out. Can be

well recommended from previous places.—W. EDWARDS, The
lojge, Milltield, Berkham&ted.

GARDENER (Single handbd).— Age 27,
married, do family ; good experience in general Qarden

Work—ELLIS. Mi 3 Hook, Mnj-luryRoad, Woking.

GARDENER (Single-handed), in a small
place.—Age 23; gOJ 1 reference, WiUiog to make h.m-

self useful.— A. SMITH, Cheapside, Aecot, Berks.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with help).
—Age 29, married when suited ; fourteen years' good

experience. Inside and Out. — W., 4t, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

GARDENER.—Situation wanted by yoang
man (age 24) as Second, where four or more are kept.

Well up in Fruit and Plant-houses. &c. Well recommended.
—E. HAWKINS, Mount Cottage, London Road, Harrow.

GARDENER (Under).— .^ young man, age
23, seeks a situation as above. Uood Inside and Out.

Can be well recommended. At.^tainer. Ten vears' experience.
B., 69, Thr,V.e Road, Streatham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Undrr).— Situation wanted,
for a young man« as above. Good character from pre-

vious situation,—M. BBLLASIS, Old Palace. Mayfield, Sussex.

ORCHID GROWER (Under).—A young
Man, age 22, seeks situation aa above in a pr.vate

place. Gocd experience; good character from last employer.
—F, GATKNBY, Carthorpe, Bedale, Yorka.

PROPAGATOR.—Age 24; quick at Potting,
Tying, and Watering. Gooil Budder and Grafter. Ten

years* experience in leading Nurseries. Good references.

—

A , 3, North Feltbam Place, Feltham. Middlesex.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER (Assistant).
Young Man seeks situation in Market Nursery ; five

years* good experience as above in Market Nurseries. Good
references.—O. KEMPTON, 2, Percy Cottages, Dy90n*3 Lane,
Edmonton.

TO GROWERS for MARKE T.—
G. BETHELL, Manager to Mr. Wm. Whiteley, The

Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge, can recommend a
MANAGER, thoroughly experienced in Growing in large
quantities for Market. Plants, Fruit, and Cut Flowers.
Experienced in the Supervision of Labour, and well acquainted
with the Trade, and the general routine of a large establish*

ment. Highest references from Trade connection.

MANAGER or FOREMAN for growing
Cucumbers, Tomatos, Muehrooms, Grapes, &c,, for

proftt ; also Palms, Ferns, Chrysanthemums, and other flower-
ing Plants; if required, good salesman; aged?; life experi-
ence ; abstainer.—F. GOWEBS, 51, £den Real, Waltbamstow.

A N A G E R , HEAD SHOPMAN or
TRAVELLER.—Thirty years* practical experience in

good Wholesale and Retail Houses. Excellent referenci?.—
G. W. S., 15, Poplar Street, Breck Road, Liverpool.

OREMAN (in the Houses).—Age 25;
twelve years' practical experience in Fruit, Plants, &c.,

in gcol establishments. Excellent references.—C. BURFOOT,
29, Stamford Road, Fulham, S.W.

OREMAN (Working),—Age 29; Palms,
Ferns, &c. Specialist in Cut Flowers, Roses, Lilac,

Carnations, Tuberoses, Bulbs, &c., geeks permanent situation.
—J. H,, Cicala House, Child's Hill, London, N.W.

FOREMAN.—Age 28; twelve years' expe-
rience in firet-class places. Good references.—G, LEWIS,

Little Faringdon, Lechlade, Gloucestershire.

FOREMAN, age 27.—Mr. Mabkham, Mere-
worth Castle, Maidstone, will be pleasad to recommend

his late Foreman, Thos. Harris, who has been with him over
two years. Thirteen years' excellent experience in good
establishmen ts.

FOREMAN, or PROPAGATOR.—Age 26;
well up in Coniferp, Rosec, Fruit Tree?, and general

Outside Nursery Work. Good Salesman. Budding, Grafting,
and the Execution of Orders.—H. B. W., 41, WellinKtoa
Street, Strand, W.C.

FOREMAN.—Age 25; ten years' practical
experience, Inside and Out. Excellent reference —

W. O. ASHTON, Hayes, near Chester.

FOREMAN (Outside).—Alex. Wright, The
Gardeni-, Falkland Park, South Norwood Hll. S.F.,

will be pleased to recommend James Ddrward t4> any Gar
dener in wint of a good man as above. Age 21 ; Scotch.

JOURNEYMAN (Fihst")7— Age 24r^nine
years' experience Inside and Out. Uou^e and Table

Decorations. Can be well recommended.—F. 8AUi>DSB9,
Over Worton, Steeple Aston, Oion.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; five years'
practical experience ; can be well recommended. Leaving

through a death.—G. SEWELL, Penn. Amersham, Bucks.

JOURNEYMAN (First, or good Second).—
Age 23 ; Mr. Dix. Head Gardener, Freeford Hall, Lich-

field, Staffordshire, can thoroughly recommend F. Eilinq as
above. Bothy preferred.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, or Inside and Out.—
Age 22; three years in present place, five prerious ; good

character.—Addreirs, J. BEaUCUAMF. Cowestield Qardens,
Salisbury.

IMPROVER ; age IQh —Mr. Edmund Han-
A. BURY, of Poles, Ware, can recommend a young man as
above. Three and a half jeire' experience under Glass. Bothy
preferred.

"VroUNG MAN seeks situation in Nursery,
-L used to Grapes. Tomatos. Ferns, &c.; last place eight

yearp.—C. H., V>. Wharf Road, Wotmley, near Broxbourne.

HANDY-MAN wants situation. Can do
Repaiis, Paint and Glaze ; also. Plain GbrJening.

Married. Goad references.—G. H., 6, Mill Lane, Croydon.

HANDY-MAN wants situation for Painting,
Glazing, Carpentering, Hot-water Fittings. Suitable

for Private Estate or Nurserie?. Good reference.— C. A.,
Thomas Clarke, Cheehunt Street, Herts.

n ^0 GARDENERS.—A young Man, age 21,
JL seeks situation in Gentleman's Garden, Inside and Out.
Seven years' experience. Total abstainer.—H. RANDALL,
Castle Lane, Devizes, WiltP.

""ro GARDENERS.—Y'ouDg man (age 111),
JL seeks siluation to assist in Kitchen and Flower Gart'en.
Highly recommended.— D. DUNES, Sutton-jn-the-Hill, Derby.

To NURSERYMEN. -Advertiser requires
situation as BOOK KEEPER or INVOICE CLERff.

Thirteen years in last situation. London preferred.—D.,
26, Cremorne Road, CheUea. S.W.

To NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—Sitaa-
tion wanted by a young Man in a Market Nursery ; well

up in Fruit and general Pot Planta for Covent Garden ; eleven
years' experience; good character and references.—H. &S,
Great Queen's Street, Dartford.

TO NURSERYMEN, &c.— Employment
wanted by young Man, agd 26. Well up in all brancheF>,

including Orchids, and Office Work.— L. M. N.. 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

TO FLORISTS AND FRUITERERS. -^
Young Lady, experienced, seeks Re-engagement in first-

class shop. London or Suburbs preferred.-E. HOPTROFF,
Langton Green, near Tunbridge Well?.

TO FLORISTS.—Situation wanted by a young
Lady as ASSISTANT in a Florist's Shop. Well up

in Wreaths, Crosses, Ac. Three years' expel ience.—N,
FBITCHARD, 20, Monnow Street, Monmouth.
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yV. DUNCAN TUCKER.1
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfc.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE TTNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

SPECIAL OFFER.

BONES.
100 TOKS BEST ENGLISH CBUSHED,

1 inch, 5-inch, { inch, and Meal.

Especially prepared for Vine Borders.
,

Carriage paid to any Station. Send name of

Station, Prices per ntarn.

33 Medals and Certi/lnaten of Merit airarded to

W. WOOD & SON, Ltd., F.R.HS.
(ESTABUSHU) 185(1),

WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.

The"DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 608.

1896. HBWJCATALOGOB GRATIS. 1896.

FIFES. BOILERS,
SPOUTING, PUMPS, &C.

HOTWATER

THOS. W.ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

STOURBRIDGE.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very beat for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

QSed both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. aEORQE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putmy, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands:— J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Oaernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AMD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^-owt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN

BOULTON & PAUL, horticultural builders, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES. VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT. ORCHID, TOMATO, &C., HOUSES, FRAMES. BOILERS, VALVES. PIPES, and FITTINGS.

and Gentlemen waited upon
No. 3, GLAZED PORCH, 6ft. by4ft.

Price about £13. Oarriaue paid.

CHEAP GREENHOUSES
No. 47a.—LEAN-TO, 10 ft. by 7 ft. £8 lOS.
No. 191. -SPAN, I'l ft. by 8 ft. ... £10 lOS.
Glazed, Painted, Packed. «c Carriage Paid.

ESTIMATES on Application. New ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
BOILERS of all makes and sizes. Valves, Pipes, and Fittings of every
description. Lists free. Carriage paid on Orders of 40s. to most Goods Stations.

No. 77.—LEAN-TO FRAME, B ft. by 4 ft.

With Two Lights, 30s.
Pit Lights, Propagating Glaeses.

Frames in Kveuy A'ariety.

Editorial oommnnioations should be addressed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Offloe, 4W-Wellington Street, Covent Garden London W r
Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bhadbdby, Aqnew, * Co. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesei, in.'l published byHarby Oiu,abd Ootb, at the Offloe, 41, WeUington Street, Parish of St. Paol's, Oovent Oardau, in the said Ooonty.—Satubdat, November 21, 1896. Agent for Miochesifi— Joa.'i Ubywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase
in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy
for Advertisements should be received BY
FinST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

Seeds and Plants Abroad.

TO ALL THOSE who are desirous of sending
the best and sweetest tzarden productions of good old

England safely to their mo9t distant friends abroad, or those
there wishing to import, we shall feel a real pleasure in send-
ing free to coming customers particulars of our totally unpre
cedented success, and at considerably less cost than formerly,
from all countries.

H. CAMNBLL AST) SOWS, Swanley. Kent .

ENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND.—
Geobqe Bunyabd & Co., Merchant Nurserymen,

Pomologists, Ac, beg to say the following Catalogues will be
sent post free :—ILLUSTRATED FKUIT AND ROSE LIST,
six stamps ; General Catalogue OF ROSES, free ; OENKBAL
NTJRSERY CATALOGUE, free ; HERBACEOUS PLANT LIST
free ; STRAWBERRY LIST (CULTURAL), free : BORDER
CARNATION LIST, free; MARKET 0R0WEB8' FKUIT
LIST, free.—The Royal Noneries, Maidstone.

N'

SUTTON'S BULBS for IMMEDIATE
PLANTING.

Sutton's HYACTNTHS, NARCISSI, CROCUIBS, TULIPS,
SNOWDROPS, ANEMONKS, RANUNCULUSES, SOILLAS,
&0. Collections at 1C>. 6d., 2U , 43]., SSi., 106a.,

SUTTON'S BULBS GENUINE ONLY DIBBOT FROM
SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, READING. '

OW is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES
and DELPHINIUMS.

Oatalogueof KELWAY andSON, Langport. Somerset.

ULIPS. — TULIPS. — TULIPS.
LATE and BABE SINGLE GARDEN SORTS.

Some very rare and scarce.

Write,—HABTLAND. Seedsman, Cork, Ireland.

CALVAT'S " AUSTRALIAN GOLD," Is. Hd.
each, and nearly 1000 other best CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Folly described in my new Catalogue, poet free. Wells' Book
on " Mums," U. 2d. Special Terms to "Trade Growers,

From W. WELLS, Earlswood Nurseries, Bedhill, Surrey.

RUITING PEACH and NECTARINE
TREES.—Dwarf, Half-Standard, and Standard-trained

Trees, all beat varieties, large quantity to select from.
Size and price on application to WILLIAM WHITELEY,

The Nurseries, Hillingaon Heath, Uxbridge.

ATH'S CARNATIONS.—My NEW CATA-
LOGUE for 1896, with Cultural Notes, is now ready.

Poet Free on application. My collection of Carnations and
Piootees is one of the largest and best in the kingdom, and
contains all the choicest new varieties. Orders should be
booked at onoe to avoid disappointment.

R. H. BATH, Wisbech. _

To County Coonclla. Borough Survsyors. and Others.

SPECIALTY of AVENUE TREES of proper
sizes for Street and Park Planting.

PLANES (large stock), OAKS. LIMBS, aud other Trees.
See New Tree and Shrub List, post-free, from

—

PAUL ASD SON. The 'Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt.

Herbaceooa and Alpine Plants.

CUTHBERTSON'S Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALOGUE of over 1000 species aud varieties post-free.

MICHAEL CUTHBEBTSON, The Great Scotch Herbaceous
Grower, Bothesay.

ASPARAGUS for Forcing.—Five years old,
splendid roots, 123. Qd. per 100 ; extra fine, 6 years old,

15<. per 100. On rail, cash with order. My Asparagus always
makes top price at Covent (harden.

J. J. CLA.BK, Blarket Gardener, Goldstone, Brighton.

CCHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.—
J Splendid healthy stock of Old and New Varieties. LIST

sent on application. The following Hve new varieties, one
Cuttiogof each sent post-free for 2s. Qd. :—Mrs. JohnSbrimpton.
Calrat's Boule d'Or, Graphic, Amiral Avellan, and Mrs. Hume
LoDg.—F. SIMMONDS. Mamhead Park Gardens, near Exeter.

90 CiCiCi CLEMATIS, IVIES, and other
^V/^VV/l/ Climbers, in poU. All the best kinds of
above and many other rare Climbers are described in our New
Catalogue, poet free.—CLIBRIN'S Nursery, Altrincham ; also
at Manchester, Bangor, and Llandudno Junction.

ANTED, Standard RIBES, LARCH 2 feet
to 3 feet. Seedling Thorns. To OFFER, Standard Ash,

Standard English Oak; Hazel. Privet Oval and (Tommon,
Manetti Stocks, Box Green Ik feet to 3 feet, cheap ; also a
Box Hedge 3 feet by 3 feet, tr. three years since.

. B. R. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, Somerset.

W'ANTED, 5000 to . 10,000 CARTER'S
CHAMPION BLACK CURRANT ; must be trie to

sort, and strong. Alsoseveral thou'tandeof BLACK NAPLES.
. GOLDIK'S SUPERB EXHIBITION BEET ; DOBBIB'S
EXTRA DARK PURPLE BEET.—These two are very fine
stocks from the North, and as we have very large stocks, we
are able to offer them to the trade at the very- low price of
3^. per lb., 'so far as uniold. Sample supplied on applieation.
HARRISON iND SONS, Boyal Midland Seed Warehouse,

Market Place, Leicester.

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, containing 800 pages, and 311 Illustratioos, making the
most complete, ap-to-date work on Orchids yet publiated.
Super-royal 8vo. Price 25f. ; Free by Parcel Poet, in the
Umted Kingdom. 25s, lUt/.

B. S WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Nanttrier,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Plant In November.

BARR'S OLD ENGLISH TULIPS, to which
were awaroed the Gold Medal of the Royal National

Tulip Society at the Temple Show, London, May, 1896.

Full Descriptive LIST of the finest Named Varieties on
application.
BARB'S CHOICE MIXTURE, from the Largest CoUectioa

of Old English Tulips in existence, per 100, 15i. ; p. doz., 2s. '-id,

BARB & SONS, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

HUDSON'S LILIUM AURATUM fromJapan
—fine bnlbe. 13, 4s. ; 2ft, Is. 6d. ; 100, 26«. fltf. Liimm

longiflorum giganteum, finer and stronger than ordinary, 12,

Ss.Qd.; 25, 6«. t}(f. ; 100, ^3x. Lilium odorum japoaicum, much
finer tban Brownii, immense bulbs, 2s. 6^. each ; 2is. per doz.

JAP. LILY ALBUM, cepicts thirty-seven varieties, life size

and true to Nature; no printed matter; produced in Japan.
Price, 3i. Qd., poet free.—W. H. HUDSON, F.B.H.S , Japanese
Importer. Kllburn. London, N.W.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.—W. INNES
STUCKEY, Landscape Gardener, 46, Dyne Road,

Brondesbury, N.W. Thirteen years with Mr. H. E. Milner.

HOLLIES, Green English, from 1 to 3 feet.

Well-rojted, perfect plants; will move any distance.
Samples and price from

—

FRED. PERKINS, Regent Street, Leamington Spa.

CHOICE NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—
Modesto, Australian Gold, Mrs. H. Weeks. Edith Tabor,

and more than lOO other Novelties of 1896, including many of

sterling merit, at moderate prices. Catalogue of 600 vars. free.

J. W. COLE, MidUind Road Nurseries, Peterborough.

ULBS for BEDDING-OUT PURPOSES.—
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Snowdrops, SctUas, Aconites,

&c. : all of best qualities, at most moderate prices. Complete
Collections of Bulbs from lOs. 6d. upwards. Delivered free by
rail or paroel-post.—DICKSONS, Bulb Growers, CHESTEB.

New Catalocrae. Free.

LILIES, CALOCHORTI, BRODI^A. —
These beautiful bulbous plants specially described, also

many other rarities. Over fifty awards during the last two
years for novelties and cOlle^tionsof hardy fiowers.

B. WALLACE AND CO.. Kilnfield Gardens, Colchester.

ZALEA INDICA. — Fine plants, well set
with bloom, in &-inch pots, 2s. each, ,ils. per dosen.

AZILEA MOLLIS, full of Hower-buds, 12s. and I82. per dozen.
ERICA HYEMALIS, fine for winter-blooming, in &-incfa potp,

13^. per dozen.
PALMS in variety, good plants in 5-inch pots, 2U. per dozen.
GAR4WAY A»D CO., Durdham Down Nurseries, Cliftor,

Bristol. .

ORD PENZANCE NEW HYBRID
SWEET BRIABS.—The complete set of 16 distinct

varieties, as sent out in It:)94-5, for 25s. Strong plants that
vrill flower freely next year. These lovely Hybrids are a great
addition to' Garden Boses. Our new Bose Catalogue, de-
scribing all the best old-fashioned and Oai den Roses, gratis
and post-free.

GEO, POOLING AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bath.

HLEND.ORFFS GUANO GARDEN
MANUBE and OBINCHAS PEBUVIAN GUANO, the

Best for all Horticultural Purposes. Produce good results

without exhausting the soil. Unrivalled for Tomatos,
Cucumbers, and other Vegetables. A boon to Gardeners and
:Prize-takers. Supplied by Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

J WEEKS & CO., Hortioultural Builders to
• Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M. Govern-

ment, Admiralty Dept., War Dept.. Royal Hort. Soc. Boyal
Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of the
Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers.-King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Telegraph Address " Hortulanus,London,"Telephone, No. 872£'.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Tuesday Next.

IMPORTANT SALE OF

JAPANESE LILIES and PALM SEEDS,
ccomprising :

—

9,250 LILTUM AUKATUM.
8 460 „ SPECIOStTM ALBUM.
4.730 „ „ BUBRUM.
600 „ ,. variety, green-stemmed.

Also—
83,000 Seeds of COCOS WEDDELLIANA.
50 000 „ PHCENIX RECLINATA.
12,0 ,, KENTIA BELMOREANA.
24,000 „ „ FOSTERIANA.

in splendid condition. Together with AZALEA INDIOA and
MOLLIS, CAMELLIAS, and RHODODENDRONS, from
Belgium; STANDARD and other ROSES, Englith-g'own

LILIES, STOVE and GREENHOUSE FERNS and
PLANTS, &c.

IV/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

i»A SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E C, on TUESDAY
NEXT, December 1. at Twelve o'Cluck

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next December 4.

A SMALL COLLECTION cf well-grown ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, the property of an officer leaving for India,

comprising

—

ISPhaloenopsisamabilisSchil- 1 Lselic-Cattleya Trcsederi-

leriana, grand plants ana, 3 spikes

1 P. Stuartiana, with leaves 2 L -C. euterpe, 2 and 3

9 to IL' inches long growths
1 Cymbicium Swinburneii, 24 Cattleya Trianeei, with
specimen ;

sheaths

3 C. Lawrenceana 6 Cymbidium Lowianum, spe-

3 C. iosigne Chantinii oimena, with spikes thowing
2 C. RotbschiJdianum 1 laelia anceps alba, large

C. Stonei, extra specimen specimen-plant, with spikes

3 Cattleya BDwriogiana, 33 to A splendid plant of Brassavola

40 bulbs Digbyana. Dendrobiums,

6 Leeha purpurata, specimens Masdevallian, OdontoglOE-
sums of sorts, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapside. London, E.C., on FRIDAY
NEXT, December 4, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Friday Next December 4.

GREAT SALE of CATPLEYAS and L.ELIAS.
The finest cf the Brazilian Orchidiee ; together with a

New Orchid, a glorious Novelty,

EULOPHIELLA PEETERSIANA,
Moat extraordinary—a grand thing, like the late introduced

Eulophiella Elieabethee ; the flowers are large, of a deep

ro9e, produced on strong spike?, which are borne in great

quantities from the axils of the lower leaves.

CATTLEYA AUREA CHRYSTOXA and GIGA9, mixed.—We
guarantee these as the finest types of aurea and gigas.

Collector ssya labellums are of wonderful substance and
colour, and perfect in shape, and that finer forms are

among these plants than flay he has previously sent.

SNOW-WHITE L.t:LIA.—Four plants only, brought home by

our CoUectar, who will attend the dale. Found with
Lselia elegans, but snow-white.

Most remarkable type of LiELTA ELEGANS. found with the

Litlia purpurata, both from the same dietrict as those

offered by us on Nov. 6. Extraordinary varieties are

among them, quite superior to any yet known.

L.T:LIA purpurata.—a grand lot of plants from same
district. Full advantage should be taken of this oppor-

tunity. Our collector is certain varieties are among tbese

plants tuch as have never before been seen in Europp.

CATTLEYA MENDKLI.—A very floriterous typ8 of this

grand and now scarce exhibition Cattleya, obtained from

the remote interior. The difference in the plants points

to the existence of many novelties, and their free-

flowering qualities may be seen by the remains of the

old spikes.

ClTTLbYA SPECIES, offered as received. From the ap-

pearance of the plants and the great thick oM flower-

spikes thdy bear, it would aeem they werefeither a quite

new species, ora geographical form of Cattleya Sanderiana.
Also

CATTLEYA VELUTINA, CAMETHY3TINA, L-T:LIA DOR-
MANNIANA, L^LIA PR/E3TANS (the very dark,

rich coloured type), ONCIDIUM MARSHALLIANUM, O.

CURTUM, O SARCODES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will sell the abave by AUCTION at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., by order of Mesars-

F. Sander & Co., St, Atbads, on FRIDAY NEXT, December 4,

at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday, Secember 7.—Special Sale.

NEW and RARE PERENNIALS, many never previously

offered. All extra strong plants. New Carnatioos.

Violets, and many others. Thousands of older varieties,

coDfisting of Phlox, Pyrethrums, Delphiniums, Holly-

hocks, and Pinks. A splendid Collection of CARNA-
TIONS and PI0OTEE9 in the finest condition, LILIES,
GLADIOLUS. MONTBRETIAS. CAL0CHORTU3 and
other rare Californian Bulbs. AMARYLLIS. TULIPS. &c.

;

TRILLIUMS, from America; ANEMONES, from the

Pyrenees; IRIS, in great variety, from all parts; and a

great variety of Forcing and other Plants.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms. 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., on MONDAY, December 7,

at 12 o'clock.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

DUTCH BULBS.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,

THURSDAY, and FRIDAY NEXT.

VfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
iv-L SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67

and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G.. as above, at 12 o'clock
each day, large consignments of NAMED HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other BULBS from
Holland, received direct for Unreserved Sale. Lotted to auit

the Trade and Private Buyers ; together with white ROMAN
HYACINTHS, paper - white NA8CIS3U3. SNOWDROPS,
special TULIPS. &o.
N.B.—On TUESDAY and THURSDAY NEXT consignments

of DWARF ROSES will also be Sold.

Go view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
AND SATURDAY NEXT.

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at bis Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., as above, at half-past IJ o'clock
precisely each day

—

SPLENDID CONSIGNMENTS oHYACINTHS
TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, fco.,

FROU LEADING GROWERS,
in the finest possible order, and lotted to suit all buyers.

Oo view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Wednesday Next.

GREAT ROSE SALE.
A Splendid assortment of beautlfally-grown Small

^)RNAME^TAL SHRUBS, from English and Foreign
Nurseries.

Choice named Fyramid, Dwarf, and Standard-
trained APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, PEACHES, NEC-
TABISES, CHERRISS, &c.

SO lots of Specimen and Table Falm?. Azalea indici.

250 Hjbrl'i and Oiber Rhododendrons, Ice.

A Large collection of Carnations and other Border
PLlNT.^.

Also Standard, Dwarf, Climbing, and Pot

ROSES,
FROM LEADING OROWER?i

LUlnm Hariisi, L. auratum. L. Brownll (7), t.
LONGIFLDKUM, L. LANCIl'OLIUM ALBUM and
RUBRUM, &c.

A variety of Qladloll, Begonias. Fseonies Narciesne.

60,000 Best Berlin Lily of the Valley Crowas. 2500
SPIK.I^^, and an enormous imporution oi DUTCH
BULBS.

MR. .1. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Boom", 38. King Streer,

Covent Garden, W.C.on WEDNESDAY NEXT, December ?,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Thursday Next.
TWENTY CASES of ARaUJaRIA KXCELSA, as received

direct, without Reserve; also. 75,000 Fresh SEEDS of

KENTIA FOSTERIANA and BELMOREANA.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his Great BULB and LILY SALE on;TaURSDAY

NEXT, December 3.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had

DUTCH BULBS DUTCH BULBS
SALES NEARLY EVERY DAY TILL THE

END OF DECEMBER.

\| R. J. C. STEVENS begs to annonnoe that
LvX he has arranged with several of the first Nureerjmen
iu Holland to Continuously Supply his Sales, during the

present season, with only really First-class Bulbs, of the best

quality.

FOR DISPOSAL, SMALL NURSERY,
FLORIST'S, and SEEDSMAN'S BU.-INESS in the Mid-

land Counlies. Low Bent. Witlxin 1 mile of Market in a

thriving town. Sltisfaotory reason for disposing, and it

necessary part of the purchase-money might remain.— Apply,
P. S., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ABOUT 3 Acres BOTTOM-LAND, with
stream. Suitable for Florist. Two miles from Bourne-

mouth, one from Station. Price almost nominal. Good
opportunity for man with small capital.—CLUNES-BARE AND
CO., Horticulturil Auctioneers, Branksome, Bournemouth.

URSERYMAN and FLORIST'S BUSI-
NESS for SALE, by order of Executors. North London

district. Established over 30 years.—Apply to HOWARD AND
gHELTON, Tower Chambers, Moorgate, E.C.

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneebs,

67 and 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C,
Have the foUowic^, amoog other Nurseries, for immediate

Disposal :

—

SOUTH COAST.—FREEHOLD NURSERY.
Excellent eitaation in thrivirg and important town.

Two Acres (part Building Land), 10 Greenhouses, all heated.
Capital shop. Extensive local trade, IllDess cause of Disposal.
Price £3350. Large part can remain. Folio 8912.

\/riDDLESEX.—Absolute Sale, 10 miles from
ItX Covent Garden. A modern MARKET NURSERY of
4 Acres, with GQOO super feet of Glass, 100 feet run of fits, alt

efficleutly Heated. Ua-eful Outbuildings. i'Ong Leate.
Rent£»0. Price £503. Folio 8904.

SURREY.—Good business locality.— LEASE-
HOLD NUR9ERY of 4 acres, 5 Greenhouses, Conservatory,

Pits and Oulbuildingg, Shop and DwelUngHou^e, had if re-
quired. Lucrative local trade done. Failing health reason
for disposal. Rent £62. Long lease. Price about £750, or at
a valuation. Folio 89^4.

MIDLAND COUNTIES. - Exceptional
opportunity. Important and valuable FLORIST and

CUT FLOWER BUSINESS, in important Town. Compact
Freehold Property. Several Greenhouses and Dwelling Uouse.
Cause of selling ill health. Every investigation allowed.
Personally inspected and recommended. Price, Freehold, in-
cluding Greenhouses |3tock, &c., about £3500. Large pot-
tion may remain. Folio 8918.

GLASS-HOUSES. — DWELLING-HOUSE,
with 90 Poles of LAND for SALE. Situate at Seagrav**,

Beds, near Midland Station. Five Glass houses. 100 ft. by 1.1 ft.,

and Propagating-house. with extra powerful Boilers. Pipes,
and every Appliance. Wants seeing. Write for particulars.

D. ALMOND, Cheapside, Luton, Beds.

FOR SALE.—The latest edition of NICHOL-
SON'S '•DIOnoNARY of GiRDESING;" also, B. S.

WILLIAMS' BOOK on Stove and Grtenbouse Ornamental-
leaved Plants, and Stove and Greenhouse Fiowerii gplants.
Quite new and c'.exo.-T. PERNELLS. The Gardens, fcthardlow

Hall, near Derby.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Orov them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orohids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Panoras.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Coreot Garden, W.C. Prompt cash.

CUPERB OKUtllDS, CHEAP.—ThousanduO to ael'cl from. Write tor LIST, free.

P.MoARTHUK.Th.' London Nar8er7,4,MaidaVale,London,W.

EYNES' ROSES.—Strong and well-rooted.
Thoroughly KOOd and reliable. Oatalogues gratis.

KEYNES. WILLIAMS AST) CO., Bose Growers, Salisbury.

POTATOS.—Myatt's Ashleaf, grown on high
lenl. 65j. per ton.

O. F. YOUNG, Swioeshead Abbey, near Boston.

on AAA CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Calvat's Set and New Varieties of 1896, li. Sd. each.

List free.

HEAD GARDENER. Ferly Cross, Teigamouth, Devon.

Toung Gooseberry Tr.es.

NAND F. SALMON beg to offer strong
• 3 yr,-old trees of their renowned WHITE LIO^ in

quantities. Price on application.— N. and F. SALMON, The
Grange, Heston, Uounslow.

LLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty years.

Maidens, 55. ; 2-yr , 7s. 6d. each ; larger to 21s eacb.
GEORGE BUNY4RD AND CO., Maidstone.

Distributed in November.

PEACHES and NECTARINES. — Dwarf-
trained young fruiting trees, which have kept up a con-

tinuois supply of fruit since middle of July to present date in

cold orchard house. Names and price from

—

FREDERICK PERKINS. Regent Streer, Leamington Spa.

J. BATCHELOR has to offer the fol-
• lowing PEACH KS from a Peach-house 9 feet by 9 feet

:

— Barrington, Gros Mignonne, Royal George, Magdala, Prinoe

of Wales, Goshawk. Uellegarde, and Red Magdalen. Alsodwarf
H. P. ROsES in the leading varieties, priocipilly on Briar
Cuttings, per 100 or 1000. Price and list on application to—

Harlow Heath Nurseriep, Harrogate.

SHRUBS, &c.—Arbor-vitas Amer., 3 to 4 ft.,

20s. per 100. Azara microphylla, 2 to 2^ ft., is. per doz.

Cotoneaster microphylla and C. Simonsii, 2 to 3 ft,, 12*. per
100. Escallonia macrantha. pot3, 2 to aj ft.. 305. per 100; B.

White, 65. per doz. Fuchsia Kiccartonii, :i05. per 100. Biack
Amer. Spruce, 2J ft., fine, 12s, per 100. Pampas Gra^p, extra,

P5. per doz. Honeysuckle, strong, 125. per 100, Hypericum
citycinum. I?5. per 100. Griselinia littoralis, bushy, a to

2J ft., 85. per doz. Hollies, varieties, 1^ to 2 ft., 6s. per doz.

Jasmine, white and nudiflorum, 6s. per doz. Colchic Laurel,

IJft-.. 125. per 100; do., 2 to :?i feet. 14s per 100. Rotundifolia,

1 foot, 85. per 100. Lilac, white and purple, 2 ft, 4s. per doz.

Olearia Haastii, 2 ft., bushy flower-buds, 6s. per doz. Prunua
PiBsardi, 4 ft., 6«. per doz. Acer Negundo. variegated, 3 ft.,

6s. per doz. Yucca gloiiosa and filamentoea, 65. per dcz.

GARLIES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.
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SUPERLATIVE RASPBERRY
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.

Per dozen. 3»., post-free, 3s. 9rf.. per 100, 185. ; extra strong,

6j. per doz. Piice per 1000 on application.

For description see Strawberry Catalogue.
Illustrate i Fruit Catalogue, six stamps

OEORQE BUNYARD and CO , Royal Nurseries. Maidstone,

STRAWBERRIES, Strong runners.—Royal
Sovereign, 2s. 6d. per 100; Sir Josfp'i Paxton. Is. 6(i. per

100 ; Vicomte-^se H. de Thury, Is. 6d. per 100.

R4SPBERRY CANES.
Carter's Pro'ific, 3s. p?r 100; Semper Fidelic, 3s. per 100 ;

Hornet, 3s. per 100. Special quotations for large quantitiee.

Carriage paid on orders of £1 value.

JOHN CHIVERS, Histon, Cambridge.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house. 30 best sellingsorts, 12s. 100; ditto, large, in 48*s, 10 best

selling sorts. 6». doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s, 1000 ; Adi-

antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 63. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s. 100; Cyperus,
Aralias, Grevilleaa, Solanums, in 48'8, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerites,
Chrysanthemums, and Erica gracilis, Solanumf, in 48'a. 9s.

per dozen ; Palms, Ficus, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardiac,
Erica hyemalis. Cyclamen, in 48's, 12i. per dozen. Lists free.

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loadbborougb Junction, London. S.W.

PRIZE COB FILBERTS.
MR. CO'JPER, F.R.H.S.,is the largest grower

in the kiD^doni of the above for sale. PlantatioDS oear
Readiog. Price Lists and Pamphlets od application to

—

Mr. COOPER, Calcot. Boscombe. Hants.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDROBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write fob List.

EXOTIC NTTRSERrHS.
CHELTENHAM.JAMES CYPHER.

RHODODENDRONS.
Best Kinds. Well Budded. Beautiful Foliage.

£7 10s. to £15 per 100.

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseries,

CAMBERLBY, STJRBEY.

ROSES, RH ODODEND RONS, &c.
R03E3, Bush, extra-fine plant?, leading sorts, our selestion.

425. per 100, 7s. per dozen.
,, Climbing, Tea and Perpetual do , 70j. per 100, \^i.

per df'zen.

,, Dwarf Standard do.. 12s. per dozen.

,, Standard a d Half-standard do.. 15s. to-'lj. per doz,
RaoDODENDRONS, Seedling?, from e». per dozen.

., Hybrid, named, from 12s. per dci7:»P.

>Z VLRAS, ANDROMEDAS.and KALMIAS froml2j rer doz
H..»Nb.Y^SUCKLE^, jasmines, and other Climbers, from 6.t.

pfr dozen.
f EAKALE, extra-strong, for forcing. 10s. iW. p r 100.

FKUir TREES. ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERaREEN and
CONIFEROUS SHRUBS.

BULHS o: every description for Forcing and Planting.

Packing free, for Cash with Order. Descriptive dialogues
free on application.

W. FROMOWJ AND S >N3, Windlesham Nurseries, Bagshot,
Surrey ; also '"hiswick. Hoinstow. and Acton Green.

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; moat productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel. 6^.

R. AND G. OUTHBERT, Seed, Bnlb. and Plant Merchants,
Soathgate, N. Ebtabliahed 1797.

GIANT BERLIN LILY OF THE VALLEY.

WICETOiN'S well-known GIANT BERLIN
• LILY OF THE VALLEY.- 100 000 Planting Crowns

a* 1 U. %d. per 1,000, 1 and 2 years ; also a few thousand retard ed
Croffos. Price on application to

—

W. ICETON'S. Fatney. SW.

MANCHESTER WSOLESALE FLOWER UAREEr.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Cut Flowbb
Salesman in the North of England.

Best Market Prices returned for Consignments. Packing
Boxes and Labels free. Cbeques weekly.

N.B.—Prompt attention given to all orders for Cut Flowers
b/ Letter, Telegram, or Telephone.

National Telephone, 1059. Established, 1878.

ARDEN and OLD-FASHIONED^OSES.
—25 strong plants for 22j. 6rf. Distinct varieties, such as

have been exhibited in such fine form during the past sea»on,
including Bardon Job. Janet's Pride, Copper Austrian,
Guatave Regis. Single Yellow Austrian. Pepita, Laurette
Messimy. Crimson Rambler. York and Lancaster, Ptreian
Yellow, Ro(<e de Meiux, &c., forming a very ch^rmiog
collection of the best old-fashioned and garden Roses. New
Rose liht. post free.

GEO. COOLING AND SONS. The Nurseries. Bath.

Leegomery Nursery. Wellington. Salop.

MR. CHARLES BUTLER begs to tender his
sincere Thaoka to his numerous Pa'rona whom he has

had the pleasure of supplying durng the paat 35 years, and
reipecttully informs them that he has this day DISPOSE"
OF HIS ENTIRE NURSERY STOCK and QOODWILt, OF
HH BUSINK.SS to WM. PRITCHAKD & SONS, NURSFBY-
MRN, SHREWSBITRY, and trusts that the same confidence

and support tint he has hitherto received will be eatended to

them io < he future. (Signed) CHAJtLES BUTLER.
October 19. 189S.

In reference to above. PRITCHARD AND SONS respectfully
SOLICIT A CONTINUA"'CE OF YOUR SUPPORT, and
re<)uest that all orders and enquiries be addressed to

—

PRITCHARD AND SONS. Nvr^f.rymkn, SHREWSBURY.

TO PLANTERS.

DOUGLAS SPRUCE
(Abies Douglasii).

In view of the growing: demand for this

splendid Forf st Tree, we hold immense stocks at

exceptionally low prices for qualities offered.

DICKSQNS NURSER I ES. CH ESTER.

GEORGE PRINCE'S
C E L E r. II \ T E D

OXFORD ROSES,
14, MARKET STBEET, OXFORD.

.00 best varieties, including 7 H.T.'s and 9 Teas,

packing free, for 35s. Half Collection, 18<.

GUARANTEED ON SEEDLING BRIAE.

Crompibn andFawKcd.
HORTICULTURAL

BUILDERS,
HEATING ENGINEERS,
BOILER KAKERS.

Design€rs and MaDofactarers of

CONSERVATORIES, RANGES,
VINERIES, FORCING-HOUSES, &
every description of HOT-HOUSE.

Best Quality, Lowest Prices,

Surveys made in any part of the
Country. Estimates Free.

New Large Illuatrated Catalogue
Post Free on application.

CROMPTON^FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

EXHIBITION.
National Chrysanthemum Society.

EARLY WINTER EXHIBITION
DECEMBER I. 2, and ».

Valuable Prizes for Chrysanthemums, Cyclamen, Chinese
Primroses, and Btrried Plants.
Schedules of Priz'is on application to—

RICHARD DEAN. Secretary, Ktl af, W.

CARAWAY & CO.
SPECIAL OFFER.-CASH WITH ORDER.

STAivDARD APPLES.
£7 10s. per 100. All leading and best kindf, our selection.

\2 assorted Standard Apple, Cherry. Pear, and Plum, lit,

12 assorted Pyramid Trees, Apple. Pear, and Plum, ;;Ui.

12 assorted Trained Trees for walls.

Apil', Cherry, Nec'arine. Peach, Pear, and Plum, all best
trees and f;ood varieties, 40s. per dozen.

GnosEBEKRIES, all named, M. %d. per dozen ; 18s. per 100.
CURRANTS, assorted Black, Red, and White, 2S. 6rf. per doz.

ISj. per lOO,

RiSPBERBlES, Is 8?!. per dozen ; Ks. per 100.

HOSES.
Roses, best named Hybrid Peipetuals, our selection, .15-. per

100; '2.QS p»r £0. 12 p^ckea and paid p?^ Parcel Post, fjr
73. M.

^^l Tea Roj-es, picked and piid per Parcel Post, for 10s. 6rf.

Tea Rosef), iu p3ts, JDcludiDfi: Adareehal Niel, Qloire de Dijon,
hiphetop, and other varieties. 12?. and 2\s. par dozen.

VINES, ^.tronp planted canep, 4s each.
ASSORTED EVERGREENS, Rcol planU, 4J. to 18s. p»r dozen.
ASSORTED FLOWERING PLANTS, 4j. to 9s. per oo/en
ASSOhTED STANDARD TREES-eg.. Thorn?, Limes, Moun-

taio A^b, Places, &c., 18s. per oozeo.

CLIMBERS.
AmpelojJMS Veitchi, the b^st for covering wallf, requires no

natlme, Is, each.
Clematis Juckmani, and oth(r sotUj 155. per dozen ; oar felec-

tiOD, 1'. 6</. each.

Iviep, in sOTts, 9d., Is., and Is. 6i/.

CARAWAY & CO.,°"'*^!i?to°n?Vri?t^"""'

^gTOR PLEASURE *nd PROFIT g|>

NOTHING
so

PROFITABLE
AND

TO GROW.
Acres of Saleable Trees.

in v..ri.ty I'acki k
iinge Fife, for i-'Ii
I'-'. 8s. per do2cii,
60s. pf-r 100.

AU other Nursery Stock
C^rr:a\:C

Ornamentat ^— ^^

-

—

—

Trees. 91 Acres. Four Acres of Glass.A buoerb Collection of Herbaceous Plants.
Clemalis {80,000f (pom ISs. per doz.

1^.^. -Single PLints are soU at slightly

increased prices,

-f/j/(vf r^fwe^esr

Lists Free.

GENERAL CATALOGUE.—(OvpflTO pngw)
oi .\iii^'.-ry .Stock. arti.stic:illy iirodiaetl, ron-
tatniii;: some hundreds ol ilhistratiorn. ami full of
valuable iiilonnali.'n, fr>.e on roi.eii>t of :;iJ. for

postat^e. I'lcase mt^nCion this pniicr.

RICHARD SMITH & CO..WORCESTER

20 ACRES' ™'T TREES.
^g^ ^\ ^^ I 1 Im ^/ III ^1 t:he best eorts and forma,

for the Villa Garden, or the
Orchard. Free from Blight and Disease. Clean, healthy
stems and branches. Carefully pruned in good form. Roots
a ma.ss of fibre. Sizes from maidens to trees 6 to 8 years old,

of many kinds, and all True to Name,

NEW CATALOGUE with Descriptions and Prices post-free.

CLIBRAN & SON.
MANCHESTER. BANGOR, LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, and

Oldfield Nursery, Axtrincham.
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(ANT'S
^ World-renowned

FOR CATALOGUES AFFLY

BENJAIVIIN R. CANT,
Rose Grower, COLCHESTER.

FOREST TREES
ADAPTKD

For Profitable Planting, Shelter,

Game, or Ornament.
One of the Largest, Hardiest, Healtby, and Most

Select Stocks In Europe.
INSPECTION INVITED.

Catalogues free, and any information given on application to

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,
KDBSERTMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN, AND H.H.H.

THE PKINCE OF WALES,
WOOD FORESTERS FOR CROWN LANDS,

CARLISLE.

ROSES-ROSES.
ALL THE BBST KINDS.

WELL-GROWN, WELL-ROOTED PLANTS.

IN VIGOROUS HEALTH.

CATALOGTTES FBEE.

PALMS for Sale.—Six large very handsome
Palms, all in good condition.—Apply to the OAR-

DBNEB, North Breacbe Manor, Ewburst, near Guildford.

SEAKALE. — SEAKALE. — Noted Falham
Seakale Crowns for sale. Gxtra large. 9s, per 100 ; or

76s. per 1000, for cash.—Apply to WM. BAGLBY, MiUahot
Farm, Fulham. Established over 200 years.

ASPBERRY CANES. — Northnmberland
Fillbasket, Carter's Prolific, Norwich Wonder, Falstolf.

Well-rooted planting canes. Prioe and sample on application.
JAMES W. TODMAN, Piatt, near Wrotham, Kent.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

CHINESE ARTICHOKES (Staohys Tuberi-
fera).—A few cwt. for disposal, 40s. per owt., on rail;

small quantities, 6(i. per lb. Cash with order. Sample on
ap jlication.—H. & A. PCLLEN-BUKRY, Sompting, Worthing.

COVERT, at per 1000 ; Broom, common, 2-yr,
seedlings, i$. 6ii ; IJ to 2 feet, 16s. ; 2 to 3 feet, a0»,

Oorse or Furze 2-yr. seedlings, 5s, 46s. per 10,000; do., 1 to
IJ ft.. 15s.—SAMUEL SMITB, Slagbills Nursery, nr. Matlock.

ORCHIDS in Bud, from Is. 6d. eaoh ; or if
Growing in West's Patent Orchid Baskets, from 2j. 3d.

Carriage paid. Catalogue free.

The LEEDS ORCHID CO., Roundhay, Leeds.

STANDARD ROSES,—Splendid, straight,
well-giown IftTfte h*'ada, leading varieties. Gataloeues on

application.—FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman. Regent
Stteet, Leamington Spa.

Kf\ 000 EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
'-"-'1^'-' '-' all splendid bushy plants.—OREEN : 12 in.
to 16 in., at 30l. per 100; 16 in. to 18 in., at 40». per 100 ;

18 in. to 21 in., at 65i. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. per 100

;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN: 5 in. to 12 in., at 3>. to 8<. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLABK, Goldstone, Brighton.

SHRUBS and CONIFER.E.—Picea nobilis,
4 to 5 inches, 6j. per 100 ; P. Nordmanniana, 2 yrs., 1 yr.

transp., 7s. per 100. Escallonia macrantba, 10 to 12 in., 8j.

per 100. Honeysuckle, strong, 6s. per 100. Laurestinus, 8 in.,

8«. per 100. Tbuia Lobbii, 15 in., 30s. per 1000 ; do, 2 ft., 60i.
per 1000. Abies Douglasii, 2 yr., 9 to 10 inches, 35s. per 1000

;

do., 1} to 2 ft., per lOOO. £5 ; extra-fine, do., 2 to 2} ft , £6 ;

do., 3 to 3} ft., 20s. per 100. Cednis deodara, 2 to 2J ft., 6s.
per doz. ; do., 12 to 15 in., 3s, per doz. Cup. macrocarpa, 2 to
3 ft., 6s. per doz. Picea nobilis, 2 ft.. 8«. per doz. P. Nord-
manniana, Pinus cembra, Ij ft., 16s. per lOO. Tbuia Lobbii, 2
to 2t ft., lOs. per 100. Thuiopsis dolobrata, 4 to 4J ft., extra
fine, 24f. per doz.

OABLEES MITCHELL, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

UTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will
ensure success. All growers speak in
high praiseof thequality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-
tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 6*. per bushel. If. extra for
package ; or, U. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AKD SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

FLOWERING and DECORATIVE PLANTS.
AZALEA INDICA, best varieties, well set with bloom, in

6-incb pots, 18s. to 24s. per dozen.
LILAC CHARLES X., full of bud. 24s. to 30j. per dozen
GENISTA FRAORANS, good, in 5-inch pots, ISs. per dozen.
ARUM LILIES, showing flower. Is. id. to .3s. (id. each.
PALMS, good, in 48's, Kentias, Latanias. and others, 20s. doz.
ASPIDISTRA LURIDA, good. 2s. 6rf. to Ss. M. each
FERNS, ARALIAS, SOLANUMS. FIOUS, DRACHMAS,

SMILAX, and other plants. Prices on application.

Packing free for cash with order.

JOHN STANDISH & CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

FRUIT TREES.
We hold a large and varied stock of the above, in first-rate

quality, and at reasonable prices.

Descriptive Cataiogue on applioatiom.

S. SPOONEB & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, HOUNSLOW.

MELON SEED.
Our fruil has won Two Silver Medals (Royal Horticultural

Society) &c.. Two First Prizes, Certificate of Merit.
Sucrin de Tours, 3s. 6if. per packet.
Hero of Lockinge i „ „. racket ( * Packet of
Earl's Favourite f

^'- ""• P" P*"**'
J each of these

American Pineapple... ...\ .,,„^, ^,^^, ) varieties.
Vert Qrimpant, Ac. &c,.::;}

^'- per packet
10b.

And other good Market and Table Fruits.
Gardeners' Chronicle June 13, 1896 :- " Messrs. E. J. Sarjeant

& Co. exhibited excellent fruits of Hero of Lockinge, and Iruits
of Suorin de Tours, scarlet-fleshed variety, with uncommonly
deep cork-like netting, i inch deep." (Silver Banksian Medal).

Order early. Only a limited quantity.

E. J. SARJEANT & CO.,
BKOUOHAH BOAD, WOBTHINO,

o

OWEN'S BRITISH CHRYSANTHEMUMS
hold highest positions at Exhibitions and Elections of

best varieties, surpassing all other firms combined. Catalogue,
Id. Culture, by W. H. Lees. W. Tunniogtoo, E. Molyneui,
and C. Orchard, Id —R. OWEN, Maidenhead.

N C I D I U M C R I S P U M,
IN SPIKB.

Fine, healthy unflowered plants,
6s., 7». 6i., lOs. Hd., and 16s. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, Londo-, N.

CHOISYA TERNATA, bushy, out of pots,
£5 per 100. DIOSMA, do. 25s. per 60. PELAR-

GONIUM, mixed, well rooted, 403 66s. ARUMS, outot 6-inch
pots, £10 per 1000-h»lf showing flower-spike. MICHAEL-
MAS DAISY, strong root.", 28 best named. 6s. per doien ; £3
per 100. DKAC.EfA AUSTRiLIS. 9.iLch, £2 per 1000.
CARNATIONS, old Red Clove or Siniins, £i per 1000; mixed
sorts, £3 per 1000,— W. S. TIQHE, Aahford, co. Wicklow.

NEW VIOLETS.
Amiral Avellan, very large, royal purple flowers; Princeese

de Oalles, the largest and sweetest Violet. Tbese are the
greatest novelties in Violets since I introduced the popular
Marie Louise. Established plants in pots, 12s. per doz , 90s.
per 100. California, very large, sweet-scented, free flowerirg,
good plants, 6i. per doz., 40s. per 100. General Nursery Stock
on application.

FBEDEBICK PEBKINS,
NURSERYMAN. REGENT STREET. LEAMINGTON SPA.

V
The Best Present for a Gardener,

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The moat complete and exhaustive Treatise on

Grapes and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just out.

Price 55. ; post free, 5s. Qd.

A. F. BARRON, 13, Sutton Court Road. Chiswiok,

ARCHANGEL MATS are scarce and dear,
but present high prices will not be maintained, as we

expect a cargo in course of this month, when pricet will be
reduced. We are now supplying new 7- feet SIBERIAN
MATS, which are superseding Archangel Mats, being thicker
and closer woven. Low quotations for these and other kinds
can be had on application.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS. 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,
London, E.C. Telephone No. 2377.

CATAPULTS ! — CATAPULTS ! — CATA-
PULTS :— Extraordinarily powerful, accurate, durable.

Entirely new system. Shooting made easy. Birds, rabbite,
easily killed; garden-pests destroyed without noise, trouble,
or expense. Every Gardener should possets onr. Kent post-
free for Is., Is tjd,, 2s. Gd , according to strength rfquired.
Catapults cartfuUy made by skilled workmen of the best
materials only. Satisfaction and accuracy guaranteed, or cash
returned. Hundreds of testimonials. If more than one Cata-
pult ordered at a time. ^d. discount allowed on each one bought.

E. GAYE, The Elms, Carlton, Lowestoft.

ROOFING FELT
For all purposes the beat Felt that can be

made is that marked with a RED HAND trade mark.
Those who use these Felts (The " RED HAND ")

are always more than satisfied.

Your dealer keeps them, or will obtain them for you.

WINTER APPROAGHINa.
USE

^ Thorpe's Patent
>o^^. Glazing Staples.

Broken panes re-

placed instantly
and without top
putty. Will not
rust. Practically
everlasting. Sample
gross assorted right
and left band, sent

post-free, 1/9.

The Marriott Cycle Co., Ltd., 71, Queen Street. E.C.,

Manufacturers of the High Grade " Marriott" Bicycles
and Tricycles. CATALOGUE on application.

CHOflNC GTAPLC

Tli6"DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 608.

1896. NBW CATALOQUB GRATIS. 1896.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS,
SPOUTING. PUMPS, &C.

THOS. W.ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRT,

SIOXrBBBinOE.
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THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER
• .16,000 In Ufle.

ly Tht Pioneer of cheap, timple, and elective heating for $mall
Gttenhouset.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
OwiDg to improved facilities for the manufacture of these

Boilers, and a consequent f^heapening in the cost of produc-
tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :^
No. 1. £2 ia,s-. : No. 2, £3 lbs. ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger Btses.

Complete Apparatus from £i Ss. Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough. Leicestershire.
London Office ; 96a, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

THIS GREENHOUSE ereccea and Q«at«a iximpieM, in

any part of the country, beat materials only, workmanship
guaranteed, 25 ft. by 12 ft., £50; 30 ft.by I6ft., £70. Brick-
work excepted. For particulars, see our Catalogue, poet-free.

Superior Portable Frames, large stock ready for
immediate use, well made, painted four coats, glazed with
21-OK. glass, carriage paid:—1-light frame, 4X6, 36«. 6d.

;

3-light frame, 6x8, bSs. ; 3-light frame. 12 X 6, 85>. 6d.

Span-roof Frames, ^xi, £2 ^-s. ; 9 x 5. £3 15«.

HARDY BRUIN & CO., LEICESTER.

GOOD CLASS!
CHEAP CLASS!

Sizes

vbiio, xu-uia. Ill ivu'ib nuu ^i

( lax 10 laxi;! 12X14 1^X16 12x18
•{ 12x21 14x16 14x18 14x20 14x24
( 18X20 16x24 18x20 18X24 ...

G3od Qualify. 15-oz. In 60-ft. Boxes.

Sizes 10x812x8 12x9 13x914x912x10 14x 10 at 4s. per boi.

4UiB, 16-oz. In lOO-ft and 200-ft. Boxes.
" ~ 18 12x20 ) 100 ft.200-ft.

<24 16x18 J-at 7/6 14/-

\ per box.

20-oz., In 100-ft. and 200-ft Boxes.
,n. „, „, 112X8 at 8s. perlOO-£t. box.
4tb9.21-oz. ^12,,, p i^.^,U 12^13 ...atos."^ ..

,.

9x 7 10x81? XS 12X10 14 X 10 in 200-ft boxes-! l'^*' \l'; P" ^^
t 3ras, Ics. ,,

rl2xl4 12x16 12;
4th8,
21-01.

(•12X14 12X16 12X18 12X20 12X241 ,r^„ „^„
,9. I 14X16 14x18 14x20 14x24 16x18 ( „/.,Z''L ;,,„.'
iZ. V8>:2iU«x22 1«x2ll7xl3 20xl3('"'"!.-°''/ "^"'•

(18X2018X2^ 18x2420x15 ... )
per DOX.

3rds, 21-az., 100-ft. Boxes.
12x10 12x12 14X12 IBX12 18xl2i0xl2 16Xl4)at lis. 8<i.

18X1420X14 18X1620X1620X1824X18 ... ( per box.

3rds. 21-oz. 200-f(. Boxes.
20 X '4 18 X 16 20 X 16 2) X 16 20X 18 22 X 18 a4 X 18 at £2j. per box
Note.—Vo box cao be divided, and one size only is contained

in eacb box.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER of ALL KINDS,
Jjxa 33shbar, at 5s. 9d. per 100 feet.

CATALOGUES of PAINT, &^.. post-free,

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANT,
73, BlSHOPSQATB Stbeet Within. LoirBon. R.U.

StOVESPSTOVESl
ROBERTS'S (.IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pore and ample heat, 24 hours for about Id.y
without attention.

For Greenhouses. Bedrooms, &c
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent,

Si'p in u?e at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 31. Victoria St., Westminster.

BENSON'S
J35. 5s.

"LUDCATE "WATCH
BEATS ALL OTHERS FOR

ACCUBACY,
DUBABILITT, and

00

ft;

it.

'^

ft;

o

PBIOE.

O
to

b

S3
.00

Send for Book of niostratlons and Prices, post-free.

BENSON'S
ENOAGEIVIENT

BINOS.

J. W. BENSON,

5000 at Lowest Makers' Prices,

set wit hBrillianta, Emeralds, Pearls,

Rubies. Opal, Turquoise, &o.. of the
purest quality. Book of Illustra-

tions, with Pattern Sizes, post-free.

The Stbam
Factory,

62 and 64, LXTDOATE HILL, E.G.,

And at 28. BOTAL EXOBANQB, E.C.

FOB THE COMING WINTEB!!!

WALTERS & CO.'S

WOOD ROLLER BLINDS.
Suitable tor Covering Ffames, and for the Protection of

Ualf-Hardy Plants and Crops.

18. 3d. per cq. yard. Roller, 2d. per foot run extra.

On receipt of 4s. a sample blind, 4 ft. by 6 ft. drop length
will be forwarded.

ORCHID BASKET MANUFACTURERS,

707, High Street, Leytonstone, London, E,

SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

Patented in seventeen
different countries.

These tools are now
being made in all shapes,
sizes, and weights, suit-

able for Oardenini:,
SportinfCt and all pur-
poses where the Pick,
Shovel, or Hoe is re-

quired.

RETAIL PRICES,
Carriage Paid:—

Black 5s. 6d.
Half Bright ... 6s. 6d.

All Bright ... Is. 6d.

On receipt of P. O.

Special Trade Terms
aod all particulars may
be had on application.

25. AUCKLAND ST..

VAUXHALL.
LONDON. S.E.

TelfgramB :—
i* Pikeman, London."

ASTON-CLINTON STRAW MATS, the
warmest coverings for pits and frames. Sizes, 6 6Ct. in. by

3ft. 9in. at 2s. ; 6ft. 6in. by 4ft. 6 in.at 2s. 2d. ; 6ft. 6in. by ;ft. at
3s. 2<<.—Apply to Uiss MOLIQUE, Aston-Clinton.TrinK, Bucks.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORG SID PEAT. Also
for Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &o.
By the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in
bulk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from
London or Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and
Special Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port.

a. H. RICHARDS. Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depdts, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED specially for OBOHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade sapplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, 0. N. FIBRE, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, jko, PEAT sent to all parts of th«
world at Special Through Bates. Large or small qaaatitie..

EPPS A 00., F.R.H.S.,Peat Depdt, Bingwood.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. Sd.
per bag, on rail ; 15«. per onbio yard, in 12-yftrd tmeks.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3i. 3d. per bag ; lOi. per cubio yard.

WALKER AHD CO., Poole. Dorset.

THOMSON'S
VINE ANDiLANT MANURE.

The very beat for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London ;

Putniy, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands

:

Place, Qnernsey.
Sole Makers :—WM. THOMSON AHD SONS, Ltd., Twe«l

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

J. OBORQE, 14, Bedgrara Boad,

E. PABS0N8, Market

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD ST ALL SEEDSMEN.

For destroyiDg Insectaon Plants.

Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World,

The CHEAPEST and BEST.
Half-pints l/il. pints 2/6. quart* 4/6, half gallons 7/6,

gallons 12/6, S-gallon Drums 10/6 per gallon.

Carriafie Paid.

E. O. HnOHES, VlctMla Street, MANCHESTER.
Sold by all Seedsmen. Pamphlrts fret on application.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859,
for Bed Sp de-. Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 3 ouLces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dresiing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, in lather

from rake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes 1»., 3s., and lOt. M.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boies id. and 1»., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICES PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

EMjUa BEDFORDSHIRB
COARSE AND FI5B

Is admitted by the
leadingNurwrymen

to be the Best
Quality obtainable

In the Trade.

Consumers ahoold Buy Dlreot from the Owner of thesa

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practioally in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half th*

ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Bail or Canal. All Orders exec^atd with the utmogt

promptness and under personal supervision. 'Special Rail-

way Rates in force to all parts. All ki^ids of PEAT -nipplierf

at lowpst possible prices . Sample Bag sent on appli cation to

OEO. GARSIPE. Jnn.>F.R.p.S., {.eigliton Bvszard. Beds.
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THOSE WHO WISH TO BE IN THE FRONT RANK
OF

PRIZE WINNERS and PRODUCERS of the FINEST FRUIT and FLOWERS cither for EXHIBITION,
HOME CONSUMPTION or 3IAREET, SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE of the

LATEST SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES & LABOUR-SAVING APPLIANCES.
IN" ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT BRANCHES OF GARDENING

THEY ARE REPRESENTED BY

THE XL ALL SPECIALITIES
Beg. Trade Mark for all. Which abe Pboiected by Patents and Tkadb Marks. Reg. Trade Slark for all.

Frequent praotioal experiments, and the best ohemioal skill, in fact no expense whatever has been spared to unite in

producing the best article under each heading.

JJJ^ TESTIMONIALS fiom LEADIN J B0RTICUL1XJRI3TS PROVE THAT THEY ARE THE BEJT in the MARKET.

Professional Gardeners and Amateurs will shortly be sending in to their Nurserymen, Seedsmen, or Florists

the usual Season's orders, DON'T FORGET TO INCLUDE the XL ALL'S which are likely to be required.

XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.
XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE (Wasli).

XL ALL MILDEW WASH.
XL ALL TOBACCO POWDER.

All prepared in Bond from Duty Free Tobacco.

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
XL ALL GRADUATING MANURE.
XL ALL SOLUBLE MANURE.
XL ALL TOMATO MANURE.
XL ALL LAWN SAND.
XL ALL WEED KILLER.

Pamphlets giving full details and prices in connection with each can be oblained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists, or direct from
the Manufacturer, post-free.

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMRETH, LONDON, S.E.
Telegraphic Address:—"VAPORISING, LONDUN

yV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ^c.

BUILDER TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

^•m

\
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very Healthy
Tunvlng young500,000

FRUIT TREES for SALE,
Of the Choicest Market Sorts, in Larqe or

Small Quastities.

CATALOGUES on application to—

J. SMITH & SON,
Market Gardeners and Fruit Tree Growers,

8IPS0N, WEST DEAYTON, MIDDLESEX,
And 458 & 459, Covent Garden Market, London.

TO THE TSADE ONLT.

NEW ZEALAND GROWN SEEDS
ALSO

SEEDS Of NATIVE FOLIAGE, and FLOWERING
SHRUBS and IKEES, obtainable from

NIMMO AND BLAIR,
SMd MerohantB and iseed Growers, Dunedin, New Zealand.

London Agency :—W. O. INNBS and CO., 22, St. Mar; Axe,
Catalogues Exchanged.

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-OROW^N

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergri^eens,
Roses, &c.
stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

DlCKSONS(."r/c'»:,CHESTER.^

TO THE TBASE.
The Finest Dwarf Early Wrinkled

Marrow Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.
We are in a pOBitiOD to make advaota

geous offer of this Pea.

SHARPE'slUEEN PEA.
Finest Blue Wrinkled Marrow.
Trade Price on application.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO. ^^^.1'^
To obtain tlwe True Yellow-Fleehed Variety apply to

—

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFOItD.

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES^^ROSES

A LAEGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW
OFFERED FOR SALE.

WRITE FOR OUR

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, M.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBRinaEWORTH, HERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

EXTRA FINE TRANSPLANTED TREES,
With Straight Ste.ms, Fibrois Koots, and

WELL adapted FOR AVENUE AND STREET PLANTING.

COENISH ELMS. 12 to 14 feet high. 6 feet stems, circumfer
encf of stem 3 ft. from ground 4 to 5 in., 30s. par doz.

HOE3E-CHE3TNUTS, 8 to 10 feet, 1.5s. per doz, ; 10 to 12 feet

20s. per dozen ; extra fioe, 12 to 14 feet, 24». per dozen
gold-leaved. 8 to 10 feet, IBs. per dozen.

LIMES, good heads, 6 to 8 feet, 12i. per dozen ; 8 to 10 feet.

15j. per doz. ; 10 to 12 feet, 2Uj. per doz. ; 12 to 14 ft.,

24s. per dozen.
SYOAMOSE and NORWAY MAPLE, 10 to 12 feet, 15s. per

dozen ; es per 100.

P0PL4RS, Bolleana, Upright, silver-leaved, 8 to 10 feet, 15f

.

per doz., £5 per 100 ; 10 to 12 feet, 18s. per dczia.

Also Specimen CEDRUS ATLANTIC*, 8 to 10 feet high,

7«. M. each : 10 to 12 feet, 10s. 6rf. each.

PINUS INSIGNIS. 2 to 3 feet, 12». per dozen; 3 to 4 feet,

15s. per dozen.
CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA. 3 to 4 feet, transplantal tpring

of 1896, 12s i>pr dozen ; 75s. per 100.

JUNIPERUS SABINIANA. b.uhy. 8s. per dozen : 50t. per 100.

COTONEASTEB 8IMM0NDSII, 2J to 3 feet, 6s. per dozen

;

40s. per 100.

Deciduous Flowering Shrubs, strone bushes, including

SPIR.E»S, WEIGELAS, DEUTZI«S. GURLDRE
ROSRS, *c.. at 30s. per 100; cheaper by the lOOO.

ROSA BUG03A. a grand plant for Covers, 20s. per 10);

cheaper by the 1000.

SWEET BRIARS, bushy. 12s. 6d. per 1' 0.

CATALOGUES tree on application.

Address:—WM. WOOD 8c SON,
THE NURSERIES, MARE-iFIELD. UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

MY COMPLEtE

GATALOGUE&CHRYSANTHEMUIVI GUIDE
will be reany -hortly, when I bO[ie to submit adiiitional

varieties of sterling worth to the many others of exceptional

merit now in commerce.
In addition to the Cultural Articles in my Guide, I have

much pleasure in anoouDcing one from tbe pen of Mr. W. U.
Lees, whose reputation as a grower is world-wide.

POfcT FREE FOR ElGHT STAMPS.

H. J. JONES. Byecroft Nurseries. Lewlsham. SB.

150 ACRES
=TREES& SHRUBS.
In tilt? finest p0'<»ible con-
dition, for The Villa, The

Mansion, The Plautntion. or The Oame Covert. AH in vigorous,

healthy condition, not stunted, starved, or closely growu and
drawn. Carefully and frequently moved, and the roots con-

sequently are a maas of fibre, ensuring safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descriptions ©(above, and of many
Rare and New Plants, pout-free from—

CUBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham

;

Also at MANCHESTER. BANGOR, and
LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
OUR YEARLY INCREASE in the sale of

both Plants and Cuttings arises certainly from the f iCt

that all varieties (1100) are planted out and grown in open
pure country fields, cut down early, not allowed to flower,

large clumps removed, and replanted near the glass ard light.

Stock from these are perfect, and tbe secret why all those we
eupply carry success wherever they go. striking easily, growing
quickly, and producing larger flowers. As a proof , they have
made Mr. MeaSE the Champion of the Champions.

We cordially invite all to

«<COME AND SEE''

the oldest, finest, and best kept collection in the world.

Splendid illustrated CATALOGUE post-free to coming
customers. A list of all varieties exhibited at the last

Aquarium Show free.

H. CANNELL ft EONS, SWANLEY.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
Aatnmn. 1S96. Specialties : Englieh Yews, Enttliah Hollies,

Aucubas, Specimen Cooiferse, Standard Roses, and general
Nursery Stock, New Violets, &c. Also Dutch and Forcing
Bulbs. Catalogues free on application.

FREDERICK PE «KINS,
NURSERYMAN. REGENT STREET, LEAMINGTON SPA.

TO OFFER.
CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.

W. H. Lincoln, Lady Canning. Mrs. H. CannelJ, and Stanstead
White, grand root-cuttings, in -juautity, at 6s. per 100.

Lincoln Improved, 2s. Gd. per doien.

Viviand Morel, Etoile de Lyon. Chas. Davis, El. Jlolyneux,
Sucrtower, M. Bernard. Madame Darrier, Moos. C. H.
Payne, Lucy Kendal, Miss Dorothy Shea, H. L, Sunder-
bruck, and Royal Windeor, li. Hrf. per dozen.

Write for our PRICE LIST of MUMS, other equally good
and newer Tarietiee, hardy and naturally grown.

MANAGER, Redlands Nuisery, Embworth, Hants,

THE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1896.

SOME MORE "BOTANICAL
MAGAZINE" WRAPPERS.

TJ^AELY in the present year I gave some
^^ gleanings (fr'accZe/ifrs' C%»-o;i(c^«, March 28,

p. 389), from announcements and advertise-

ments on the pap'or wrappers of the monthly
numbers of the Botanical Magazine, issued

between 1809 and 1816. I have now the

opportunity of supplementing those notes by a

further selection from volumes which appeared

between 1827 and ISj.j, the most brilliant and
flourishing period of this now considerably

more than centenarian publication. Sir-

William Hooker's editorship commenced in

1827, combining the duties of artist therewith.

As I have more fully explained in my history

of the Boianiral Magazine in the Gardeners'

Clironiele for 1887, Sir William Hooker
initiated the custom of dedicating each volume
to some eminent botanist or horticulturist ; and
the first one he dedicated to Robert Barclay,

who had a fine garden at Bury Hill near Dorking,

I mention this because it was not long after

this event that his collections were dispersed.

The more one looks into the horticultural

literature of the present centurj', the more one

becomes impressed with the desirability of a

critical history of the gardening and gardeners

of this period. But this, by the way. In

August, 18:il, the sale is announced of the

unique botanical collection of the late Robert

Barclay, Esq. The collection, I may add, con-

sisted of living plants. In 1833, the advantages

of advertising in the Magazine were set forth in

the following terms :
" The Botaniad Magazine,

which has been published without intermission

on the first day of every month for the last

forty-five years, and is circulated among the

most respectable classes of society, from its

estabKshed reputation, elegance, and scientific

tendencj', must be viewed with interest by all

persons under whose observations it comes, and

will be found a most desirable medium to

advertisers."

At this date, Mr. Samuel Cuitis, the pro-

prietor, who had an extensive nursery at

Glazenwood in' Essex, was the chief advertiser

in the trade. Ho appears to have had a very

extensive collection of American plants, in-

cluding many rare things. The genus vStuartia

is specially mentioned. Of Roses, 600 named
varieties are ottered, so it must have been diffi-

cult to make a small selection. Kindred pub-

lications figure prominently in the advertise-

ments, and some of them must have been in

the nature of rivals. In May, 1833, the twenty-

third number of the Hortiinltural liegister was

announced. This publication was commenced

in 1831, .under the joint-editorship of Joseph

Paxton and Joseph Harrison, and its history

and developments are interesting. Paston, as
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everybody knows, was gardener and forester to

the Duke of Devonshire ; and Harrison was

gardener to Lord Wharnoliffe. The Horticul-

tural Register was a cheap rival of Loudon's

Gardeners' Magazine, established in 1826, to

which neither Paxton nor Harris an had been a

contributor. But the Register had a chequered

and short career, the cause of which I have not

attempted to discover. Paxton's name appears

alone as editor of volumes two and three. His

name then disappeared, and in its place came

James Main, A.L.S., in the fourth and fifth (and

last), so far as I have ascertained. Main

collected in China, on behalf of Gilbert Slater,

Esq., concerning whom very little is known,

but Main states that Slater was the actual

introducer of Hydrangea hortensis, Eriobotrya

japonioa, Rosa sjmperflorens, and a number of

others; further that he always divided whatever

he hai of value with Sir Joseph Banks for the

Kew collection, as a safer means of preserving

what might be received. This is interesting,

because Banks is the accredited introducer of

these plants in Aiton's Hurtus Kewensis.

The secessions from the HuHindtural Register seem

to have been the outcome of some dissatisfaction, for

iu each case the seceder became the editor of a similar

publication. Harrison started his well-known Flori-

cdtiiral Cabinet m 1S33, and in the preface to the

firit volume, he boasts of having a circulation of

nearly fifty thoiisand copies in nine months. This

number probably referred to the monthly parts. In

1834 Paxton associated with Robert Marnock, founded

the Magaizine of Bitany and Register of Flowering

Plants, a more ambitious publication. Marnock and

Paxton soon parted, and the former became editor of

a new publication, entitled the Floricaltural Maga-

zine and Miscelhni/ of Gardeniiuj, which was by no

means so well illustrated as its rivals, and soon ceased

to appear. But I have been led into a bibliographical

digression, and must return to my advertisements.

In August, jS33, the first volume of Don's "im-

proved edition" of Miller's Gardeners Dictionary was

announced, price £3 12s. This ran to four volumes,

but was never completed. In December of the same

year the St. Germain de Martin Pear was advertised

from Martin Hall, at a guinea ; only eighty plants to

be issued. Fuller's freezing machine and the

Perryan pans were persistently recommended about

this time ;
and a city tailor oiFered to provide so

many suits of clothes a year at a given price, provided

the old suits were returned ! In 1835, Hooker's

Companion to the Botanical Magazine, and Deakinand

Maruock's Florigraphia Britannica were announced
;

and in 1836 The Botanist, couHviCtei. by B. Maund,

F.LS., assisted by the Rev. J. G. Henslow. The

latter is a high-class illustrated work, which ran to

only five volumes. Various artists contributed,

among them two of Maund's daughters and Mrs.

Withers. George Bentham was also a contributor.

What part Marnock took in the Florigraphia is not

explained, but his name appeared only on the first

part, and not at all on the title-page of the complete

volume. The next advertisement of special interest

is the Gardeners' Qo-ette, the first number of which

appeared January 7, 1837, price 5fl!. This is not in

the Kev library, but my friend, Mr. Daydon Jackson,

kindly looked it up for me at the British Museum. Its

full title is The Gardeners' Gazelle : a Weekly Journal

of Science, Literature, and General Neuis. It was issued

in the same form as the present Gardeners' Chronicle,

and was, in a sense, the forerunner of it, edited

by George Glenny. Its independent career, how-

ever, was a short one, as it was amalgamated

with the United Gardener and Land Stewards

Journal in July, 1847, then in the ohird year

of its existence, edited by R. Marnock, Curator of the

Royal B jtanic Society of London. This was con-

tinued under the modified title of Gardeners' and

Farmers' Juurnnl until 1851. At all events, we have

nothing later than that at Kew. Up to within two

years of its demise, it was run, according to the

title-page, f..ir the benefit of iudigeat gardeners and

farm-bailiffs, and their widows and orphans. In the

meantime, in 1841, the Gardeners' Chronicle was

founded, with Dr. Lindley as editor of the horticul-

tural part. A full-page advertisement of it appeared

in the Botanical Magazine for April, 1841 ;
and at

that early date the proprietors were able to publish a

long list of able writers and contributors, both in

practical and theoretical matters. Looking down
that list of between sixty and seventy names,

mostly of men who were famous, or who became

famous, I do not see one whose owner I know to

be still surviving. But when we remember that

the Gardeners", Chronicle is already near the end

of the fifty-fifth year of its existence, we can hardly

expect to find many of the original contributors.

J. C. Loudon's numerous and laborious works were

now copiously advertised in the Magazine, although

he, brave sufferer, was near the end of his career

—a cireer of almost unparalleled activity under the

most adverse circumstances. Few who have used

his wonderful compilations have any idea of the

difii 'ult'es under which he worked, and the intense

sufferings he must have undergone. Shortly after he

cime south, as a young man of twenty, he had an

attack of inflammatory rheumatism which disabled

him for two years, and left him with a stiff knee and

a contracted left arm. Subsequently his right arm
was broken, and then broken again, when amputation

became necessary. At the same time lie lost the use

of the thumb and two of the fingers of his left hand.

In addition to these infirmities he had slow disease of

the lungs
;
yet, we are told, his energy and enthu-

siasm did not desert him even on his death-bed.

Among many other things, we are specially indebted

to him for the particulars he collected and recorded

of notable trees of all kinds throughout the country.

To give an instance of the comprehensiveness of his

work, I may mention that his Encydopmlia of Plants,

in which he was assisted Ly Lindley and James

Do Carle Sowerby, is illustrated by upwards of

20,000 wood-cut figures

!

In February, 1838, we find an address to sub-

scribers, in which it is stated that the only honourable

competitor in the field was the Botanical ScgiUer,

and considerable alterations had been made in the

plan in order to make it more attractive, but that the

Botanical Magazine would be continued in its old

form, in spite of the fact that the proprietor was

losing money by it.

In July, 1838, Mrs. Gore's Rose Fanciers' Manual
was offered at 10s. 6d., with the avowed object of

" rendermg every amateur a Rose-grower." Whether
Mrs. Gore was in the trade does not appear, but the

work was adapted from the French, though it was

intended to make our " gardens independent of

borrowed attiactions," whatever that might mean.

Whether the .amateurs really benefitted by it is

doubtful, inasmuch as 2500 varieties were described,

which would probably perplex rather than help him.

An advertisement of September, 1838, puzzles me
rather ; but perhaps some reader of the Gardeners'

Chronicle may be able to elucidate the matter. It is

the advertisement of a Practical Treatise on the

Material mcd in the Construction of Holdiouses, Con-

servatories, Ac, by J. Thomson, nurseryman and land-

scape gardener, Croydon, Surrey. He describes

himself as the designer and inventor of the improved

wrought-iron boiler for heating conservatories, &c.,

and alludes to his fifteen years' experience in Her
Majesty's Royal Botanic Garden at Kew, and his sub-

sequent position as head gardener to the Duke of Nor-

thumberland at Syon House. Although there are some

discrepancies, I think this must have been the J. AV.

Thomson whose autobiography was published in the

Journal of the Kew Guild in 1894, when he was

ninety years of age. He mentions establishing the

"Exotic Nursery" at Hammersmith in 1835, where

he had about an acre of glass erections ; but he says

nothing of Croydon.

Harrison's Floricultural Cabinet is advertised in

December, 1838, as an unequalled medium for adver-

tising anything connected with gardening, having a

circulation of nearly 10,000 copies monthly. Among
books announced about this date were Miss Jackson's

Pictorial Flora, or I^fitish I^otany delineated iu 1500

lithographic drawings ; and the first edition of that

handy little book, Lindley and Paxton's Botanical

Dictionary. Miss Jackson's book is probably not

very widely known, and it is of no great use, because

the figures, though admirably drawn, are too small

(twelve on an octavo page), especially of closely-alUed

species. In 1844, the first number of a new Horti-

cultured. Magazine, price Is., was announced to be

published by Houlston. I have not seen any part of

this publication.

Coming down to 1851, we find that the dark blue

wrapper has been replaced by a light green one, such

as the Magazine still appears in, with a view of the

Palm house at Kew on the first page. But this change

probably took in 1845 when Samuel Curtis's name

disappeared from the title page, and Reeve became

the proprietor and publisher. This year, 1851, is a

memorable one for horticulturists in many waySi

including Paxton's great achievement in Hyde Park.

A view of the " P.alace of Glass " was given on the

May number of the Magazine as a heading to Row-

land's advertisment of his " Kalydor," &c. Among
the numerous illustrated books of that period I may
mention the Victoria Regia and the Rhododendrons of

Sikkim-Himalaya, and here I must stop. \V. Bolting

Hcmsley.

New or Noteworthy Plants.
—

' » —

LOWIA GRANDIFLORA.*
We are indebted to Mr. Bull for the opportunity of

figuring this singular Orchid-like plant from the

Malay Peninsula. The plant is technically stemless,

the flowers springing in a cluster from the base of the

petiole. The leaf is broadly oblong, lanceolate acumi-

nate, tapering at the base into a concave petiole.

The flower-tube, as may be seen in the illuacration

(fig. Ill, p. 653) is about 7 cent, long, cylindric,

wrapped round at the base by a herbaceous bract.

The three reflexed sepals are olive-coloured, as long

or longer than the tube ; upper petals short, purplish,

linear lanceolate, tapering from the base, fimbriate at

the tips ; lower petal much larger, lip-like, spreading,

with a broad purple concave stalk, expanding into

a large oblong acuminate, pure white, rather thick

limb, 6 to 7 cent, long, 25 mill, lat., covered with a

viscid exudation ; the margins of the lip are repli-

cate, as shown in the section. Stamens five free,

anthers linear ; ovary glabrous. Style purple,

dividing above into three purple, fringed stigmas.

On October 23, 1886, Mr. N. E. Brown described

in these columns a very similar plant to that now

described, but with smaller flowers. That plant he

considered to form the type of a new genus of Scita-

luineae, which he accordingly described as Orchidanthe

borneensis. Father Scortechini, about the same

time, described the genus on the plant which forms

the subject of this note, his publication dating, as we

suppose, from the beginning; that of Mr. Brown

from nearly the end of the same month. Petersen

places both Lowia and Orchidanthe at the end of

the Musaceic, but although the plants are, as he

says, insufficiently known {umjeniigend bekannt),

yet, having seen both the species, we can have no

doubt that they belong to one and the same genus.

The pre-ent species is an ornamental and curious

stove plant. M. T. M.

DiPLADBNiA Sanderi, Hems'., n. sjj.+

This species is intermediate iu character between

D. illustris var. glabra (Botanical Magazine, t. 7156),

and D. eximia, described by me in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, third series, xiv. (1893), p. 120, having

flowers very similar to the former, and leaves

* Lowia loiigiflora, ycortechini, in Nhov. Giorn. Hal., xviii.,

308, t. 11 ; Baker, in Hooker'.s Flora of British India, vi.

(1894), 264 ; Petersen, in Engler and Prantl. Xaturticfien

Pflamen/amilien (Musaceae), 18S9, p. 10.

t Dipladmia Sanderi, Hemsl., n. sp. -D. undique glabra,

ramulis floriferis gracillimis, folia distincte petiolata, aub-

coriacea, oblonga vel anguste obovato-oblonga, cum petiolo

aemipolllL'ari :2—3 poll, longa, acute acuminata, basi rotun-

data, subtus pallidiora, co3ta eupra leviter elevata subtus

leviter impresBa, venis imraersis inconspiouis. Flores rx)sei,

circiter 3 poll, longi et lati ; calycis denies lineari-lanceo-

lati. acutissimi ; corollas tubus ad medium cylindratuB deiu

gradatim dilatatus, lobis rotundalis, IV. B>jttiiig IhmiUy.
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more like the latter. Of D. eximia I have only

seen the one small specimen I described, and

it is possible that it attains larger dimensions

than those given by me in the place cited. It

is characterised by having nearly orbicular leaves,

about ]J inch in diameter, borne on stalks less than

\ of an inch long, flowers about 2 inches in diameter,

and the corolla tube scarcely exceeding 1 inch in

length. D. illustris var. glabra has relatively large

leaves, with numerous very prominent transverse

veins, flowers 3 inches in diameter, and the corolla-

tube is about 2 inches in length. D. Sanderi

h.is rather thick oblong or narrowly obovate-

THE ASH OF OECHIDS.
TuE following interesting correspondence between

Dr. Kedzie of the Agricultural College, Mich,, and a

friend, arising out of the doctor's paper read before

the Society of American Florists, at Cleveland,

appears in the Florists' Excluiiuje :
—

" I have been interested in reading a reprint of

your paper entitled The Chemical Tripod in Flori-

culture, in the Florists' Exchange. In it you make
the statement that no plant can grow in the absence

of potassium and phosphorus. Are you coiTect in

this ? If so, will you kindly let me know where

Fig. 111.—LowiA LONOiFLonA : stove plant.

Sepfils olive, lip vi.*>gid, pure white, witli recurved margins, and with .1 broad violet-eoloured stalk ; style .and

stigmas purple. (See p. 652.)

oblong leaves, including the stalk, from 2 to

'Ih inches long, acuminate at the apex, rounded at

the base, pale underneath, and very obscure

venation
;

petioles about half-an-inch long. The
flowers of all three are very similar in general colour,

but those of D. eximia are of a brighter, deeper, rose

than the others. D. Sanderi wants the darker circle

of colour at the mouth of the tube, characteristic of

D. illustris var. glabra. In other respects, the

flowers of these two are very much alike, except that

the cylindrical portion of the tube of the corolla

is proportionately longer in D. Sanderi. This orna-

mental addition to a favourite genus is a native of

Brazil, whence it was imported by Messrs. P. Sander

& Co., of St. Albans, whose name I have the pleasure

of associating with it.

epiphytal Orchids get these elements ? I am working
on the subject of nutrition for Orchids, and want to

secure all the light available. Gray states that

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon are the only

absolutely necessary elements needed by all plants.

Of course, the terrestrial plants do not flourish with-

out the mineral elements. Do you know whether
Orchids analyze any mineral elements ? Of course,

there is dust in the atmosphere ; but is hardly seems
possible that any solution of it can reach many
varieties of Orchids in their natural habitat. I should

be under great obligation if you can give me any
scientific information on this point."

To tho above question. Dr. Kedzie replied as

follows

:

" Your esteemed favour is received, in which you call

in question my statement that no plant can grow in

the absence of potash and phosphorus, and ask how
can epiphytal Orchids get potash and phosphorus ?

" In this discussion it seems to me that the first

question to be decided is whether such Orchids con-

tain these ash elements ? If epiphytal Orchids do
not contain these ash elements it is useless to

inquire where they can get them. I have therefore

directed my attention to the question whether
epiphytes contain potash and phosphorus. Unfortu-

nately these plants are very precious in our green-

houses, and we do not "have Orchids to burn." I

therefore first turned my attention to an epiphyte

growing on forest trees in Florida, and known as

"tree pine," the Tillandsia bulbosa. Tho roots of

the plant had freely penetrated the bark of the tree,

and the bark had to be cut away to get the separate

plant. ^ On burning this plant there remained 3 per

cent, of aah, from which 25 milligrams of real pot;iBh

(KjO) and 18 miligrama of phosphoric acid were

obtained.

"A quantity of Florida-moss, .Tillandsia usueoides,

was burned which gave 220 per cent, of ash.

Analysis of this ash gave 3'50 per cent, of real

potash, and 1 73 per cent, of phosphoric acid. This
ash contained a large amount of salts of lime and
magnesia, and nearly half their weight of salts of soda.

" Desiring to subject an epiphytal Orchid to the

same process, I obtained from Mr. Gunson, the

College florist, a fragment of Dendrobium nobile,

which weighed 11 '245 grams when dry, and left

335 grams of ash when burned, or 297 per cent, of

ash. From this ash 28 milligrams of potash (K^O),

and 19 milligrams of phosphoric acid (PjOj^) were
obtained. The ash of all these epiphytes contained,

in addition, Ume, magnesia, soda, silica, and oxide of

iron—the same elements that are found in plants

growing in the soil.

" If an epiphyte shall be found that leaves no
ash when burned, we may assume that ash materials

are not necessary for such plant. The fact that the
lowest forms of plant life, such as mould and yeast,

contain potash and phosphorus in their ash, is sig-

nificant. I have just gathered a fungus growing on
the dead hmb of a black Walnut tree, and find it

contained 365 per cent, of ash, and yielded 38 milli-

grams of phosphoric acid. The presence of potash
and phosphoric acid in all forms of plant-hfe is some-
thing more than an accident, and bears some important
relation to nutrition.

•' I now return to the question with which you
started

:
Where do these plants get these vital

minerals ? Manifestly from some outside source
because plants do not form mineral matter. That
epiphytes are on the alert for mineral matter is shown
by their careful conservation of the ash elements they
already hold. Note the thin and papery character
of the cast-ofl' leaves of Orchids, in comparison with
the shed leaves of forest trees. The Orchids seem to

search the pockets for the last penny before they
throw aside their worn out clothes.

" Plants that grow within the reach of the ocean
spray carried far inland by the wind, such as the
Florida-moss, may obtain ash elements from sea-salts

lodged on them. The large amount of the soda-salta

found in Florida - moss would strengthen this

impression.

"Parasitic plants, like the Misleto, by means of

their haustoria, penetrate the cambium of their host,

and drmk in with the sap both mineral matter and
organic food. In like manner the arboreal epiphytes

by their roots penetrate the bark of their host, and
may derive mineral matter from this bark, which is

seven times richer in ash elements than the wood.

Many saprophytes derive their mineral as well as

their organic food from decaying wood, aud it is

reasonable to suppose that arboreal epiphytes should

derive their mineral food from bark.

"If the Orchid is attached to a brick or an earthen-

pot, such materials are merely hardened soil, and from

them the plants, by the acid j uices of their roots, may
extract mineral matter. Florists often place moss in

in the frame that supports the Orchid to retain water,

and the plant may derive a supply of ash. The firm

attachment of the roots of Orchids to the wooden
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frame that gives them support, suggests the possi-

bility o£ the extraction of mineral matter from the

wood. If the water given the Orchids contains

mineral matter, this becomes an evident means of

supplying ash food to the plant. By water culture

I have raised stalks of Indian corn 3 feet high with no

source of mineral food, except well-water frequently

changed. It may be found that by watering Orchids

at the proper time with a very dilute solution (one

part in a thousand of water) of the phosphate of

potash, the growth of the plant may be promoted.
" It is claimed by some that atmospheric dust is

the source of ash elements to epiphytes, but this is

doubtful unless the dust settles upon the bark or

other support of the plant, and thus comes in con-

tact with the roots of the Orchid. We have no evi-

dence that the leaves of land-plants absorb mineral

matter. The normal channel for mineral matter is

through the roots of plants."

HOME-GROWN AND AMERICAN
FRUIT.

That the crop of American Apples is this year

both large and wonderfully good my readers may
ascertain for themselves, apart from market reports,

if they will but look in at the nearest fruiterer's or

grocery stores, where, aa everywhere now, American
Apples) are sold. In face of that fact, it is astounding

to read in the Westminster Gazette an emanation from

the London habitation of Lord Winchelsea's new
home-produce venture—an inexact statement, that

"there is no fruit so wholesome and luscious

as the Kentish Apples and Pears, which are,

alas, too often left on the trees to rot because the

market is glutted with inferior foreign fruit."

It is an unfortunate fact that the foreign fruit, so

far from being inferior, is often much superior in

appearance and sample to our own. That every

dispassionate person must admit, and in all cases

where such &ct is apparent, even in relation to other

produce than fruit, it is so much better to say so,

rather than to trade on falsehood. Did the Kentish

Apples and Pears shown at the Crystal Palace or

elsewhere from Maidstone represent the average

sample of fruit produced in that or in any other fruit-

growing county, then the Winchelsea House state-

ment would be true. But, again, if it were in relation

to the superiority of i our market fruit, then it

would still be false and misleading to state that

such fruit was allowed to rot on the trees. No
one yet ever found good fruit to be unmarket-
able, especially Apples. It is the rubbish which
finds no sale, and would still be comparatively

worthless were there no foreign fruit in the

market. But America can, because of her climate,

give a finish both in colour and in clearness of skin to

her Apples, that ours gener.ally fail to furnish. That
must be always a point in favour of her fruit. It is

but needful to examine the Gravensteins and Kings
of Tompkins County, now seen in such abundance, to

understand that fact, yet neither of these varieties

can claim to be first-class by any means. Neither are
to be compared to our best Biamarcks, or Cox's Orange
Pippins, but how wonderfully superior are they to
our average market samples. Then look at the grading.

It is really wonderful, and shows what immense care
is taken, not only in the handling of the fruit from
gathering to packing, but also in the sizing. Positively

from out of thousands of barrels of any one variety,

it seems as if every fruit had been made in the same
mould. When will our market-growers learn to take
the same pains, and adopt the same methods?
why still send to market in returnable wicker-baskets,

tlie worst of all possible utensils to pack fruit in,

when tubs or boxes would be so much better ? and
labelled conspicuously as home-grown fruit, if thought
desirable, would no doubt find their way where home-
grown fruit does not now, into the ubiquitous grocery
store. There are foolish people who think the surest

way to secure sale for home produce is to appeal
through this system of labelling to people's patriotism

;

what a wretched delusion ! Appeal to the sense of

sight, and to the pockets, if possible, but in no
other way can the purchasing-pubUc be reached.

Give the public the choice of medium and better—

a

few may prefer the better, if it really be so ; but, in

the majority of cases, the cheaper will be preferred.

Thus, the Merchandise Marks Act, having branded

various produce as of foreign origin, has but helped

to advertise it as better than our own, because it often

really is so, or because it is cheaper. Only the other

day the Lincoln Board of Guardians had to give the

preference to Danish butter, not because it was

cheaper, but because, being better made, it would in

bulk keep so much better. Yet these guardians were

eminently patriotic. Very recently, in a fruiterer's-

shop at Guildford, I enquired the price of some fine

French Pears in a box. I remarked to the shop-

keeper, "They are very fine!" And she replied,

" Yes ; and they pack them so beautifully." In a

similar shop in my own town, I remarked on some

home-grown Pears in an ordinary bushel basket—

a

poor sample—and the shopkeeper said, "If they

were all alike it would not matter so much ; but, at

the bottom the fruits are inferior, and much mixed.

"

When the home-gi-ower does not hesitate in this way to

cheat his own countrymen, why on earth should the

shopkeeper or consumer have much concern for him ?

It is humiliating to us, as a productive nation, that

there should be .such lax methods in relation to our

fruit. We cannot in all cases excel the foreigner in

production, but we may always copy, and indeed, if

possible, excel his methods. Our insularity and

ignorant John Bullism have proved to be, in relation

to fruit and other produce-training, grave stumbling-

blocks. Far wiser is it to admit our failings, and

earnestly seek to amend them. A . D.

MALAYAN ORCHIDS.
The recently-published volume of the Journal aj

the Linnean Society includes a paper by Mr. Henry

Ridley on the " OrchidesB and Apostasiacea; of the

Malay Peninsula. As regards habitats, the author

says that :

—"The greater part of the Malay Penin-

sula is covered with dense jungle, which extends to

the tops of nearly all the hills, though the trees at

about 4000 feet elevation are more stunted. In the

low country forest epiphytic Orchids are compara-

tively rare, and wheu they occur are usually situated

on the upper branches of the loftiest trees, so as to

be nearly inacce.ssible. Terrestrial Orchids, chiefly

Neottieic, some of which are saprophytic, occur

scattered all through the forests, usually spai'ingly,

and owing to their dull or brown colouring, are

often very inconspicuous. The Mangrove swamps
and tidal river banks are often very rich in epiphytic

species, which sometimes thickly cover the branches

of the trees. In the drier and more sunny spots

along the se» coast, and the more open rivers,

species of Thrixspermum, Renauthera, and Aerides

scramble over the rocks in thick masses. The open

country, where the forests have disappeared, produces

but few species ; Spathoglottis plicata, Blume ; Eulo-

phia, Geodorum, Bromheadia palustris, Lindl.
;

Habenaria lacertifera, Benth., occur in dry, [grassy

spots. Liparis paradoxa, Rchb. f, ; Thrixspermum
lilacinum, Rchb. f. ; and Vanda Hookeriana, Rchb. f.,

grow in the grassy swamps. A few common species

are abundant in the orchards and gardens of the

villages, such as Dendrobium crumenatum, Sw.
;

D. pumilum, Roxb. ; D. leonis, Rchb. f ; D. micran-

thura, Lindl. ; Cirrhopetalum vaginatum, Lindl.
;

Bulbophyllum clandestinum, Lindl. ; Dendrocella

trichoglottis, and D. filiformis, and Acriopsis javanica,

Reinw.

" In many of the hill forests, Orchids become more
more abundant as one ascends ; the jungle becomes

more open, and on the exposed rocky slopes, called

Padang Batu (stone-flelds) by the natives, a great

variety can often be found. And in these places it is

oticeable that species which in the low country are

only to be found on the tops of the loftiest trees,

«re here to be seen growing on the ground, or quite

low down on the stems and branches of the bushes

and small trees. Thus, on Kedah Peak, at about

3000 feot elevation, the ground in some places is

thickly carpeted with plants of Bulbophyllum, Coelo-

gyne, Dendrobium, Platyclinis, Eria, &c., in such a

manner that one is up to one's waist in them.
" A very different Orchid flora is that of the lime-

stone hills, which are scattered about all over the

peninsula, but which chiefly run in a broken line

north and south. These hills are usually mere
isolated masses of crystalline limestone, of no great

size or altitude, often many miles apart, but appa-

rently forming lines parallel to the main chain of

granite mountains which forms the backbone of the

peninsula. Orchids are here very plentiful, growing
both on the weathered pinnacles of rock, and on the

small trees and shrubs growing in the crevices. The
rooks of the Lankawi Islands, which have produced
so many peculiar plants of all orders, are also of

limestone.

'.' Floweriwj of Orchids.—The rainfall being very

heavy, and spread over the whole year, there is no
distinction of wet and dry seasons ; this is probably

the reason why there is no special flowering season

for most orchids. The greater part of the species

flower at longer or shorter intervals throughout the

year, though perhaps more may be found in bloom in

the first three months."

Belgium.
1

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT GHENT.
The 162nd exhibition of the Royal Agricultural

and Botanical Society of Ghent was held on No-
vember 15, 16, and 17, and was devoted to Chrysan-
themums, ornamental plants, and Orchids. Most of

the exhibits in the Chrysanthemum classes were
groups of well-flowered plants, cut blooms being

somewhat few in number. The jury was composed
of eighteen members, and divided into two sections.

The first section was composed of Mr. C. Harman
Payne, president ; Mr. Dall^, of Paris, secretary

;

and Messrs. Bevan, H. J. Jones, Stepman, and Val
Hal, members. The first section of the jury made
the awards in the Chrysanthemum classes, and the

second section was appointed to judge the ornamental

plants, Orchids, &c.

The most important exhibits were in class 1, a

grand sloping group of finely-flowered plants in pots,

for which a .special prize, a work of art, was oEfered.

This was won by Mr. Ernest Fierens, ths courteous

and genial secretary of the society. There was a

similar class and prize for the trade, and in this the

winner was M. de Vriesere-Remens, who had a large

group of very dwarf plants, rather smaller in size

than those staged by Mr. Fierens. Other groups

were staged in good form by Madame O. de Meu-
lenaere-Fierens, Do Saegher, and Van der Haeghen.

Cut flowers were staged by Messrs. Cannell & Sous,

Ml'. H. J. Jones, and the National Chrysanthemum
Society, to each of whom was awarded a Silver-gilt

medal. In the collection staged by the National

Chrysanthemum Society was a very fine example of

Madame Carnot (grown by Mr. Page, of Southgate),

which was undoubtedly the premier bloom of the

show, and of which the Jury made special mention.

Other exhibitors of cut blooms were Mr. Fierens, Mr.

de Vriesere-Remens, De Saegher, 0. de Meulenaere,

and Mr. Van der Haeghen. New seedlings were

staged by M. Ernest Calvat, and M. de Reydelles.

There were also clas."ios for bouquets and vases of cut

Chrysanthemums.
Most of the groups contained good standard varieties

that are well known to English exhibitors, but there

were some novelties very little known on our side of

the Channel. The chief of these were :

—

Captain L. Chaur^, Japanese incurved, a large

flower ; colour, deep golden-yellow, shaded bronze.

Madame E.schenauer, Japanese incurved, very

largo, with deeply-grooved florets ; colour, bright

rosy pink.

Le Chartreux, Japanese, flat florets, i-ather long

;

colour, pure white, streaked and lined purple.

Dr. Duviard, Japanese incurved, florets of medium
width ; colour, deep amaranth.

President Nonin, Japanese, a very globular flower,

with rather broad florets, deep and solid ; colour,

goldeu-bufP.
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Lawi-enci» ZpcI^, .Tapaue.ie iunirved, very large,

with florets deeply grnoveil and incurving ; colour,

bright rosy-pink.

Soleil d'Octobre, Japanese, flat florets, rather stiff

and erect ; colour, pale canary-yoUow.

CongrSs de Bourges, Japanese, tips of the florets

slightly incurving ; colour, deep rosy amaranth.

Madame Ed. Roger, Japanese incurved, a globular

bloom, with incurving florets ; colour, pale watery-

green.

Madame Berger, Japanese, a very finely-built flower,

similar in form to M. Chenou de Leche, of a pecu-

liarly charming shade of pale rosy-mauve, the tips of

the florets yellow ; a large spreading flower.

Madame A. Brun, Japanese, another spreading

flower, with flat drooping ; colour, white, shaded and

streaked with purple.

Madame Deis, Japanese, of medium size, flat florets,

not too broad ; colour, white, tinted in the centre.

All the above were staged by M. Ernest Calvat.

The novelties staged by M. de Reydelles were all

under a number, and although there were several

promising novelties among them, any reference in

the absence of names would be incomplete. In the

various groups we noticed specially the following,

not generally known in England :
—

Souvenir de Cronstadt, Japanese incurved, very

deeply-grooved florets, a close, compact flower

;

colour, golden ochre-yellow.

Vict. Vaissier, Japanese, very narrow intermingling

florets, tips curly ; colour, rich crimson terra-cotta,

reverse golden tipped old gold.

Cont^ Luigi Sandini, Japanese, florets of medium
width, rather stiff' and twisted ; colour, pure white.

Belle des Gordes, Jap.anese incurved, a hairy variety,

with rather narrow-grooved florets : colour, a charm-

ing sh.ade of shrimp-pink, tinted yellow ; close .and

compact.

Madame H. de la Bknchetais, Japanese incurved.

Several specimens of this were seen. It has grooved

pointed florets, and is a dwarf free-flowering variety

but as .shown, rather hollow in the centre ; colour

pale yellow.

Madame J. I'hauri^, Japanese. A deep flower,

florets narrow and sharply pointed, hairy at the tips
;

colour, reddish-carmine, golden reverse.

Leopold II., Japanese. A Belgian seedling with

flat, intermingling florets ; colour, pale salmon-blush.

Jean Liabaxul, Japanese incurved. A big solid

lieavily built large flower, with very broad florets ;

colour, velvety-crimson insiile ; reverse, chestnut-

bronze.

M. Delamotte, Japanese. Florets long and droop-

ing, rather narrow and curly at the tips ; colour,

deep golden yellow.

Mdlle. Jeanne I!ey, Jap.anese. Introduced into

England a few yeara ago, but not seen yet in such

good form as at Ghent ; long twisted florets in the

Good Gracious style ; colour, pure white.

Perle Dauphinoise, Japanese incurved, solid, and
compact in build ; medium-sized florets, deeply

grooved ; colour, a rich shade of golden-bufi'.

Jean Tissot, J,apane3e, rather narrow florets ; red-

dish-crimson, with reverse of old-gold.

Fleur Grenobioise, .Japanese, long drooping florets,

curly, twisted, and intermingling; pale pink, flushed

purple on the reverse.

Madame Menus de Proli, Japanese ; rather flat

florets of medium width ; colour, pure white.

Piquemal de Rozeville, Japanese, a very distinct

and attractive addition to the hairy section ; it has
sharply-pointed floi-ets, and the colour is dull crimson,

with a reverse of golden-bronze, tips golden.

Mrs. W. Coupland, Japanese incurved, very solid

in buil I ; inside colour chestnut, reverse bronze.

Fleur Lyonnaise, Japanese incurved, rather flat

florets; a hairy variety; colour dull rosy carmine,
reverse golden.

In all the groups there were to be found some
very fine examples of the older-known kinds, such as

Madame Rozain, W. H. Lincoln, Etoile de Lyon,
Madame Carnot, Hairy Wonder, C. H. Curtis, Mrs,

C. Harman Payne, Col. W. B. Smith, Reine d'Angle-
terre, H. C. Sanderbruch, and many of the best in

(he Anemone section. Incurveds were not numerous,

but a few of the newest were on view.

The exhibit staged in the name of the National

Chrysanthemum Society comprised a representative

collection of Anemones .and Japanese, and were grown

by the following members of the Society :—Messrs.

T. Bevan, A. H. Page, J. Brookes, Turk, Martin, and

Skeggs.

CHRYSANTHEMnjIS AT THE ANTWERP EXHIBITION.

At the Antwerp exhibition Chrysanthemums have

played a prominent part lately. The chief exhibitors

have been MM. H. Vanderlinden, Alb. Lunden, and

Meulepus, amateurs ; Berckelaers, Vermeulen, aud

Verbooghen, nurserymen, who showed plants of

much merit. Some exceedingly fine cut flowers were

sent by M. Florent Van Hal. In addition to Chrys-

anthemums there were shown also some good speci-

mens of Cattleya labiata from M. Lucien Linden ; C.

labiata, Vanda cturulea, Oncidium Rogiersi, 0. papilio,

and other Orchids from M. Flor. Pauwels ; various

Orchids from M. Vuylsteke, including hybrid Cypri-

pediums, Ethra, Zephyre, Erato, Loochristianum,

Bellone, and C illiope ; Cattleya aui-ea, several Odon-

toglossum Pescatorei, and other plants. 0. crispum

from MM. Janssens and Cie. was accompanied by

Oncidium Rogersi of unusual size.

Ghent.—At a recent exhibition at Ghent I noted

Cypripediums from M. Ed. Pynaert ; C. Massaianum

from M. Alf. Van Imshoot ; a fine collection of mixed

Orchids from M. L. Desmet Duvivier, including

many pretty Dendrobiums, Phalienopsis, Oncidium

macranthum, of a brilliant golden yellow colour
;

Cypripedium Hornianum, Cattleya Warocqueana

marmorata, Miltonia vexillaria rubella, Promenaca

citrinn, Cypripedium curyandum, selligerum raajns,

Schrodcno, Pleione Ugenaria, and Cattleya Bow-

ringiana. The finest Cattleya shown was C. Peeters

iana from M. Van Imshoot. MM. Be Smet freres

sent some handsome Palms, Ferns, Cycads, and other

ornamental plants ; auiong the Palms was Ptychos-

perma Alexandra^ in full beauty. There were also

Saribus olivaeformia, from the Comtesse de Kerchove

de Deuterghem ; Rhapis flabelliformis, from the Societ<^

HorticoleQantoise; Phienix senegalensLs, froniM. Em.
de Cock ; Areca Baneri, from the Comtesse de Ker-

chove ; Rhapis humilis, frnm the Ghent Horticultural

Society ; and Areca sapida from M. B. .Spae. The

Comtes.se de Kerchove showed twenty herbaceous

and tree Ferns, among thoiii large plants of Adi.antum

cuneatum, A. gracillim\un, I 'yathea medullaris, Lygo-

dium venustum, -Vdiantum pentadactylon and trape-

ziforme, Microlepia hirta cri«tata, Hypoderris Browni,

and Platycerium alcicorne. There was also a fine

collection from M. B. Spae of greenhouse Araucarias,

including some sturdy specimens. Among flowering

plants I may mention Vti-ouica spicata, Sparmannia

africana, Eupatorium odoratissimum, Sonerila Hen-

dersoni, Mcdinilla magnilica. with twelve blooms

(from M. L. Desmet Duvivier), Grevillea Preisii and

La.siandra macrantha.

The Ghent Royal Agricultunil and Botanical Society

have just published a provisional programme for the

fourteenth international exhibition (April, 1898) ; an

important section will be th.it devoted to specimen

plants, and good and old varieties. Ch. De li.

CETERACH OFFICINARUM, A
NATIVE EESUERECTION PLANT.

Ar.THnnaH it is well known that this Fern U
similarly constituted to a number of exotic species,

so that it can withstand with impunity an amovmt of

ilrought and scorching which would be fatal to the

m.aiority of the Fern tribe, I think the following

proof of its persistent vitality, which has recently

been accidentally afforded to me, may be of in-

terest. At the end of September, turning out

the pockets of a coat which I had worn in the

Levant in April and May la.st, I found wrapped up in

a piece of paper a dried and shrivelled plant of

Ceterach officinarum, which I had gathered on one of

my up-country trips, presumably early in May, but

certainly in that mouth, as I left on the 20th.

Although it looked a hoiielesa wreck, it struck me

that here was a fine opportunity of testing to some
extent the truth of tales I had heard, of even long-kept

herbarium specimens having been resuscitated, so I

threw it into w.ater overnight .i.nd left it to soak.

The following morning the fronds had plumped up,

opened out, and assumed the usual dark-green hue,

while the roots had stiffened out and their gro\ving

points could be seen to be white and healthy. I

planted it iu a pan, put it into a frame, and in a very

few days the central fronds began to resume growth,

just as if nothing had happened. This means that

after fully four months' drying, roots and all, be it

remarked, the inherent vitality of the cells was abso-

lutely unimpaired. The thoi-oue;hly dry condition of

the plant was such as no herbarium specimen could

well exceed, and as it is obvious that all functions

must have been entirely suspended, I do not see any

reason why specimens kept for considerably longer

periods should not also be capable of revivification in

like manner. This faculty explains the fact that

Ceterach is so often found on the sunny side of old

walls, where, during long spells of dry weather, they

would otherwise be extirpated. As it is, we may
under such conditions of drought find the little

leathery fronds rolled up scaly side outwards, pre-

cisely iu the fashion of SelaginoUa lepidophylla of the

Texan plains, .and only waiting for a good soaking to

resume their pristine verdure. Ceterach officinarum,

I may add, abounds in Asia Minor, and presents no

appreciable difFerence either in form or size from the

species we found native here. Chas. L. DrMvy, P.L.S.

REARING OF ORCHID SEED-
LINGS AT CHAELESWORTH & CO.'S.

The rearing of Orchid seedlings, particularly on a

large scale, is a branch of practice comparatively

modern. Since Mi'. .lohn Dominy tried his " 'prentice

hand " at Exeter, and later on at Chelsea, others

have followed with small batches, until in the.se later

days Mr. Cookson and others are rearing them by the

thousand. There is not much difficulty in getting a

crop up of Dendrobiums .and Oypripediums, both of

which genera cross and germinate somewhat freely.

There is much more difficulty in getting up a large

brood of (.'attleya.s and its compeer, Ltelia, and moat

difficult of all it is to get up seedlings of Odonto-

glossums. We were much struck the other day in

going over Charlesworth & Co.'s Heatou Nurseries,

Bradford, to see lines upon lines of seedling Cat-

tleya-s pricked out individually into 2.i-iuch pots,

and all as regular iu .size as seedling succu-

lents, the picture of he.altli aud beauty, judged

by au orchidist's eye. There were over 2000 of

them pot against pot. which when fully developed will

occupy a large house by themselves. These tiny indi-

viduals are planted in the centre oftheir respective pots,

among an admixture of chopped peat and sphagnum,

interspersed with gritty silver-.sand. TheCypriped seed-

lings, which are even more numerous, are treated on

similar lines, and these nursery plantations of Orchids

look not unlike beds on a late spring morning of our

ordinary seedling Conifers. The house is a low span-

roof one, and the whole get up is eye-pleasing and

satisfactoi-y.

" But, where ai'e the seedling beds ? " said I to Mr.

Charlesworth. "Have you sown the Cattleya x

LLelia seed on the top of pots with which living plants

are growing?" "Come, .and see for yourself. " I"

a house which the casual visitor is not .alloweil

enter, are Intches of seedlings in various stages.

There the same 2 J -inch pot is used, there the same

kind of material is introduced, and the seed when

ready, is sown in regular horticultural practice

w.ay. There is a struggle between the short shaggy

moss, .and the Cattleya seedUngs, some capsules pro-

ducing gi-eater quantity of fertile seeds than othei's,

and some embryos jostling each other in the

struggle for existence, while some othei-s are wide

apart At any rate the results show conclusively

that the old notion that existed, and which in many

quarters exists still, that the more-difficult Orchids

to germinate can only be encouraged to do so on the

surface of a pot in which a living Orchid exists, is

altogether an erroneous one. Mr. Charlesworth has
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proved it ap to the hilt in his manipulation of cap-

sules and ot thousands of seedlings, and the sooner

the old practice is exchanged for the new one the

better the reeolts are likely to be. It wants some
delicacy of handling to transfer these embryos from

their Eeedling home to form individuals, setting away
on their own account ; but it is done, and in many
cases, when they are more than a year old. Some, of

eooise, much longer : but what must strike every one

before whose eyes these seedlings pass, are the remark-

able regularity and success of the undertaking. The
seedling home seems to be subjected to strong tropical

heat modiced with a proportionate d^^ee of atmo-

spheric moisture : the growing house for the seed-

lings individualised considerably less so.

The eccentricities of abnormal production are, it

is to be presumed, still in their in&ncy. Brassavola

Digbyana is called in to intercross with both Lslias

and Cattleyas, and the harvest of results is yet to be

seen. The hybridising of Sophronites giandiflora

with Cattleya Bowringiana, and the beautiful fresh-

looking seedlings whoee inflorescence is yet in Huhibui,

that are coming on in the Heaton-stove, will almost in

their outcome revolutionise our Orchid produce work.

What hybridisers and cross.breeders should avoid is

the intermixture of colours particularly, not so much
forms, as to be neither interesting nor beautiful, with

the lineaments of their parentage defaced. Hundreds,

one might almost say thousands, of Cypripediom

seedlings would be better chopped up, so far as form

and general appearance go. Mr. Charleaworth, in his

intocro^ings, is endeavouring to improve the various

species and varieties, and up to now be has a

remarkably interesting progeny. /. A.

France.

AMERICAN SEEDS.
The writer of the article entitled "American

Seeds," which recently appeared in the Gardeners'

Chroniclt, is evidentiy ignorant of the remarkable

advance we of the United States have made in the art

of seed-growing, especially during the past fifteen

years.

Unlike the European seedsmen, who have aimed to

discover how best to grow each species under their

local conditions of soil and climate, we liave studied

to discover what conditions are most favourable for

the highest development of each species, and our

country is so wide, and in climatic character so varied,

that we have found some spot in the United States

where the local conditions are the most favourable

possible for the production of the high^t type of

nearly every vegetable. Americans are famed for the

persistence with which they seek to do everything

they have to do with the least expenditure of human
labour, and we have so modified old methods of

cultivation, and of saving seeds or developing new
ones, that we can and do produce seeds of the best

quality at a lower cost in hours of labour than our

competitors across the water. It may be true that

we have not many seed farms such as the writer

refers to—we are too wise to waste our energies in

that way, but there are sections where many farms

are largely devoted to, and their owners have become
experts in, the production of the seeds of some
vegetable which grow to exceptional perfection in

that locality.

Our American system is briefly this : The seeds-

man carefully studies not only each species but each

variety he handles, to discover what are the requi-

sites for its highest development He finds the

locality which will best meet these requisites. He
develops stock-seed of the highest possible quality,

and sends it to that locality to be used in growing,

undar his direction, a crop of seed for him. It is not
strange that he in this way produces seeds not only

of better quahty, but cheaper than they can be grown
on a farm, no matter how skilfully conducted,

where the attempt is made to grow a great many
varieties.

We fear our writer will need to do more than
appeal to the patriotism of consumers in order to

compete successfully with American-grown seeds.

/>. X. Pemj d: Co., Detroit, Mich., in FloriiU' Exchange.

CHRYSAXTHEMUM SHOW IX PARIS.

Os November 17 to 22 a grand exhibition of

Chrysanthemums, fruit and vegetables, was held in

the Palais de I'lndustrie. Chrysanthemums in pots

predominated, but there was a good display of cut

blooms, the raisers ofnew seedlings mustering in strong

force. The National Chrysanthemum of London sent

3 deputation, consisting of Messrs. C. H. Payne, Thos,

Sevan, and H. J. Jones, who were invited to serve on
the second section of the jury. The attendance was
large, and continued so during the whole time the

show was open. There were no money-prizes, the

awards consisting of bronze, silver, silver-gilt, and
gold medals of the Society, with several special prizes

by the President of the Republic, who personally

visited the exhibition both on the first and second

days, and by the Minister of Agriculture.

A large number of new seedlings was staged by
such eminent growers as MM. Calvat, Xonin, De
Reydellet, H^raud, Scalarandis, Chantrier, Mori^res,

and Gormichon. Seven First-class Certificates were
awarded to M. Ernest Calvat for his novelties, three

to Mr. Scalarandis, and one each to MM. Heraud,

Jfonin, Quetier, and De Reydellet. Many of these

new varieties will not be distributed until next

spring. The cut-bloom classes were well filled,

MM. Conillard, Cilvat, Rosette, Anatole, Cordonnier,

Oudot, L^veque et Fils, Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie.,

Ch. Molin, Ragueneau, and others, occupying an

important position, and receiving suitable awards.

Pot-plants in groups were very fine. A grand

display was made by Messrs. Tilmorin-.\ndrieux et

Cie,, Nouin, Patrolin. Bontreux, Delavier, L^veque et

Fils, De Fresne, and Geraad. Other exhibitor*, such

as Messrs. Tvon et Fils, Ragout, Vacherot, and Oudot,

also had good exhibits. A grand Prix d'Honneur, a

work of art, was offered by M. Felix Faure. the Pre-

sident of the French RepubUc, and was won by
M. Auguste Xonin, who staged a wonderfully inter-

esting collection.

The building is well lighted from an arched glass

roof, and the show was held on the upper floor in the

rooms in which the salon is annually held. Alto-

gether there were fourteen of them, and they were

none too large to hold the numerous exhibits.

Without counting cut blooms, there were twenty-five

immense groups, in some cases containing the exhibits

of several prize-winners.

The wide stone-staircase leading to the exhibition

was tastefully decorated on each side mth Palms.

Araucarias, Hollies, and foliage-plants, interpersed

with Chrysanthemums ; and on the top landing

M. Truffaut of Versailles had a most attractive dis-

play of Hortensia Otaksa, which was purchased by
one of the leading Paris florists, M. Lachaume, of the

Rue Royale.

.\fcer the judging was over, a luncheon was offered

to the jury. M. Viger, late Minister of Agi-iculture,

presided ; and after the usual loyal toasts, proposed

the " Health of the Foreign Members of the Jury."

Mr. C. Harman Payne replied in French, expressing

his pleasure at seeing so fine a show, and thanking

the Society in his own name, .ind in the name of his

feUow-countryujen, for the honour done to them in

being invited to take part in the operations of the

jury. Mr. Henry de Vilmorin also made some

remarks.

Throughout the show there was a great variety,

large numbers of the blooms staged being unknown
to English exhibitors. Hairy novelties abounded;

and we may on some future occasion allude to the

most promising more fully than we can do at present.

There were 109 classes, without taking into account

the exhibits hors concours ; and the list of exhibi-

tors, many of whom entered in a large number of

the classes, amounted to ninety-five. Upwards of

150 awards were made. This was the first time the

show was held in the Palais de I'lndustrie, and it

may be regarded as an unqualified success, although

from an English point of view, staging cut blooms in

glass-bottles is not nearly so .ittractive as on the

ordinary green-painted show boards.

CHRT3A^^HEM^:M EsaiBITION AT Caxxes.

The second annual exhibition of this kind was held

in the society's rooms on November 6, 7, and S, and
proved a great success from the one of last year.

Amongst the exhibits was a fine bank of plants in

pots and cut blooms from Messrs. Vilmorin ifc An-
drieux's establishment at Antibes, which included all

the leading kinds. M. Demole occupied the greater

part of the show with a collection of well-flowered spe-

cimens, very fresh, and remarkable for their dwarfness,

many of which were not more than 2 feet in height.

Amongst the collection we noted Etoile de Cannes
(Berthier), a new Japanese variety, brick-red, reverse

gold ; Mons. Thibaut et Koteleer (Delaux), reflexed

of a deep rich crimson-gold reverse : Marie Conte,

white, hirsute : Alpheus Hardy, with several good

flowers. J. Nigon from Antibes staged a good
collection, including Le Reveil, quilled, copper-red ;

Master Clewald. Japanese, straw colour, deeper in

centre : Eugene Testout, brick-red, light buff

reverse, very broad petaK
Several other exhibits made up the show, including

a collection of 400 varieties, but they were very badly

staged. Amongst other varieties of note were Collose

Grenoblois (Calvat >, which is probably one of the

largest incurved known ; the outer petals are quilled,

and often lobed, the inner ones plain, colour deep lilac

with silvery reverse, measurement of flower exhibited

lOj inches across, depth 4j inches. Le Littoral,

rich golden yellow ; L. Canning, Japanese, blush
;

Chrysanthemiste (Delaux}, hirsute, crimson, reverse

bronze, very dwarf ; Fleur Lyonnaise, resembling the

latter, but deeper in colour ; Etoile de Feu, Japanese,

fiery red ; and lastly, Louis Lacroix, which resembles

in form Madame Lacroix, but the colour is a rich

pink—in fact, it stands apart from all others of that

shade of colour.

All these are of sterling merit, and many of which

have not yet found their way into English collections.

F. W. S.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

ODONTOGLOSSUM GRANDE.
Messrs. Sa>'DEb & Co. obUgiugly send us from

Bruges a flower of this species with an unusiul

number of segments. The pecuUarity is due to

synastby, or the union of two flowers. The union

and consequent loss of space determines the partial

or complete suppression of some of the segments.

LiLIA PUMILA.

The past season seems to have suited this pretty

Lselia remarkably well, for it has bloomed abun-

dantly in many parts of the country, and ;orreepon-

dents have sent some remarkable flowers of it. The
most extraordinary was a pure white form sent by
D. B. Rappart, Esq., Liscird, Cheshire ; and now a

very richly coloured variety comes from James David-

son, Esq., Summerville, Dumfries, N.B. This

flower is very large, with broad petals and lip. The

sepals and petals are of a dark rose-colour, with a

still darker flush and a veining of purple. The base

of the Up is coloured Uke the petals on the outside,

and on the inside is tinged with orange. The front

portion is of bright purple, with a lilac tip and

margin. A peculiarity of the flower is that the

ridges running down the lip terminate at the front

with a raised, Cockscomb like blade, much more

highly developed them in ordinary forms. J. Cf B.

CATtLETA BOWRISGIASA.

How very useful this species is at this season,

and how deserving to be grown in quantity.

It is an easily- cultivated species, and can be pur-

chased at a cheap price. There are several varieties

of it, at least, distinct shades of colour are observed

amongst the flowers on different plants which are in

our collection, and there is a difference in their

foliage. The flowers of one in particular are of a

very dark colour when seen in juxtaposition with

others, and every year this dark variety produces the

largest number of flowers upon its spikes. La^t year

we counted twenty-three on its largest spike, and at
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the present time its two largest spikes have respec-

tirely, eighteen and seventeen Sowers. It is an
improTement upon C. Skinneri, not only because it

has more flowers upon a epike, but on account of ita

flowering at this reason, and for this reaaon it is the

more valuable to private gardeners. T. Coomher, Tke
Ucndre Gar'lem.

CtPBIPEDIUM nfSIGBE SAXDEB2.

A fortnight ago, " J. A.," writing about this Cypri-

pedium in the Gardenert' ChrmkU, inquired whether
any one else tlian F. Sander k. Co. introduced it, and
whether the original plant was large enough to hare
more than one variety in it Xo one else introduced

it, and the original plant was so email three ot four

growth8,,'that only one variety was in the piece. The
plant was dirided, one part going to Baron Schroder,

and the other part to Mr. Keaeoree, both divisions

flowering alike. J. H. T.

dangling from the roof of a eod and half-shaded

greenhouse in which this Ine n>ecie8 and its white

variety are both well grown. I tnrltmn you a sketch

of the fruits 'fig. 112; Mr. Bedford kindly gave to

me, by permission of the Hoa Hib. Barton.

L^ageria rosea was introdoeed, I believe, by the

only lately-deceased Tom Lobb to MesBS. Veitch &
Son's Exeter Xuraery in 1;47, &om the highlands of

Peru or ChUi It is figured in the BcA. Mag.,

t. iiil.ioi was named in hooour of the Joe^hhie

Lapagerie, who erentnaUy beeaoie the Empress of

Xapoleon I., and who, as is well known, was a most

devoted gardener at Fontaimriifeaa and daewheie

daring her b^pier days. Even yet her private

i^artmeots at Fontainebleaa are redolent of Violets,

her favourite flower.

Of course, it is quite natoral to believe that this

noble plant has often fruited before thiSk its jubilee

nearly, in our gardens ; but I nerer ba^ipen to have

I wHl report prugicaa, if any, at aome fatore tiine

;

meanwhile, others may teQ as of the fmitiiig of tiiia

plant in British ^rdene. P. W. Bmrhido'.. rXot very
nooramaoo. Ed.I.

FBCITS or lAFJGEBIJl BCSE^

CrPBirEDrcM vnxoiuit.

The variability of this fine old species is well shown
at Mc.\rthur's Xursery, Maida Tale, London, in a

small batch imported some time ago from the Shan
States. In size and form they are nothing in advance

of the old variety, but the distribution of the colours,

especially on the upper sepals, is singular. One form
has a yellowish-green dorsal sepal edged with white,

and vrith only a narrow chocolate-coloured band up
the centre ; another has the upper sepal yeUow,
tinged half-war from the base with brownish-purple,

and with a narrow white margin : a third has a

resemblance to the variety known as BoxalU, but
with a rose-tinted margin to the upper sepal : and a
fourth is of that pallid hue rendered ^miliar in C. x

Chas. Canbam (villosum : superbiens).

LAPAGEEIA ROSEA IX FRUIT.
Bec<g on a visit to Mr. Bedford, at Stral&n House

Gardens, co. Kildare, lately, I was a little surprised at

seeing many fruits, some ripe, and others a-ripening.

met with its fruits before, nor have I seen them
figured anywhere ; though this also must somewhere
or other have long ago been done. Xo doubt, Lapa-

geria would fruit freely enough if properly fertilised,

and it is quite possible that s-oine nectar-hunting hawk-
moth, or fly, or busy bee on honey intent, has eSected

the fertilisation of the flowers «t Sba&n during the

past most &vourable season.

Lapageria as a genas has for its allies Philesia,

Philageria Veitchii, the hybrid between Lapageria

rosea and Philesia buxifolia, at Chelsea : and another

rarely-seen genus called Calliiene. Formerly placed

in a distinct order, Philesiacex, they are now con-

sidered to be outlying, woody-habited, and scandent

or climbing members of the great order of Liliacea?,

with the habit of SmUax, and the flowers closely

resembling those of the homely Asparagus, save in

their gigantic size, bell-shaped formation,and enhanced

phases of coloration.

So far as I can judge by the specimens of the frnit

kindly given me at Strafian. the seeds seem plump
and well-formed, and capable of germination. They
have been duly sown under suitahle conditions, and

Book Notice.

An Imtroooction to Structural Botany.
Part n. Flov.rku Plf.u. By D. H. Sx.-.^

RuD. ^Adam an-i Charke BUck./

SOMK time ago we had occasion to notice in favoor-

aUe tenns the fin* part of this little treaty devoted
to the Hovering phnta. We can qieak no leas

favourably of the preaent instaboeot. It is a tho-

roogfaly original bo(^ and one weD tlMrag^ oat, so
that the main points of atroBtme^ wfaeOer they be
oontinaoaa and homoloeaaa, or whether thej be &-
connected and eonfaaeted, stand ont deadly, in the

ease of the fluweUug plants, three Epical fltoBtataoaa

suffieed to supply a eonqmhenaTe idea of abiKtaie^

and to farmtb a mors or leas ndnmrtail Inatorx.

With the so-called flowerieas {daat^ the eaae ia

differeat. Kot three bat twenty-three " ^pea ' are

seleeted for duaeiiption and diacaonon, and the 91^
between them are many and wide. Each ooe^ then,

has to be oooeidered separately to s ranch grsater

extent than is the case with the groopa of flowering

pbnta. "Rtie slime fungi and the Im.!!*!!! are

iiialaiKy of great groups whoee tnie natme and
position are stSl uncertain. The book is ezoeOenlly

dear, bat it is not one for the stody—it most be
used in tiie laboratory, and its statniieiils verified by
penonal investigation. It will be lees vahaUe to

those who have not the rseosrces of a labontoiy at

their diqnsal, hot to those who dedre to get a dear,

connected aeooont of the distinctive diam UiistitM

and hfe-history of the great groops of the vegetable

kingdom, we most heartily commend Dr. Seott'a

little volnme.

3IETH0DS OF PL-ANT PROPA-
GATION.

Ontimmtifnm f. ^»).)

Stocks fob Azallis atd Bhodoscsdboss.— In
my artide on grafting indoots, the stock advised for

AralfWB was Azalea phcenicea, a robost poiple-

floweied variety, or any robost form of A. indica

;

and for the hardy Bhododendrona. R. poniieDm.

Both of these kinds of 8to(^ may be raised from
seed. The soil in which the seeds are to be sown
should consist of a light sandy peat, made very

firm by pressure, the seed scattered carefnlly

ou *»'« and a light covering of the same
kind of soil afted over it to the depth of

abont half an inch. After this is d<Hie, afKard

water with a foie roae-pot sufficient to wet the soil to

the bottom of the pots, and place in a oool [at ; and
as a eonsideiable loigth of time is required for ger-

minatioD, and cannot be shortened, the seed should

be sown as soon as it is ripe, and the po^ begin to

open. Unless very thidt - leaved, the seedlings

may be left undistorbed till they are 1 to 2 inches

high, when they may be potted-off singly into small

60's, TtiaKng the soil firm aboot the roots, and «1>«/tiiig

them tin the roots have penebated the snL When
the roots appear in numben on the ootade of the

ball, the plants are fit for being grafted, provided it

is then the proper season.

Febss.

Had I been writing, say, abont thirty years ago,

there would, perhaps, have been no necessity for a

separate article on the propagation of Ferns and Sela-

ginellas, but now, owing to the public taste having

improved, the demand for Ferns, and their analogues,

Palma, has been so greatly extended that their rapid

increase and propagati<»i have become a irtsttfr of

some gravity to the florist and the private gardener.

An American florist has been staying with me
lately, and naturally we '-talked shop," as well as

ab-Dut the prospects of the Presidraitial election.

Replying to my inquiry, and knowing that brag

would not go down in my case, he said, " Well, I call
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culate that our firm's annual output of small Ferns

in trays (small flat boxes) aud potees (thumb-pots) is

over two millions, besides fifty thousand lai'ger plants

in 48 and 60-si2;e pots, and a few hundred large

specimens." His is only one of the many establish-

ments that cluster round New York, north, south,

east, and west ; but I make no doubt that some of

our special metropolitan Fern speciaUsts, notably our

good friend, Mr. H. B. May of Edmonton, could even

cap this statement. Nor is this immense quantity a

matter for wonder, considering the marvellous

elegance and grace inherent in Ferns.

It may be noted heie that in those parts of England

where it grows wild, the Royal Fern (Osmunda regalis)

is called the flowering Fern ; and the lovely ' Moon-

wort" ^Botrychium lunaria) is also called the

"flowering Spleenwort," for the reason that the

fertile fronds of each are so covered with theca;

that they assume a spike-like character, and appear

above the ordinary fronds in a marked manner.

So the remark of a lady to me on one occasion, " but

they don't flower, do they ?
" was, after all, not inap-

propriate, as at first sight it may seem to be.

No plants that we cultivate is more suitable

to associate with flowering plants in a collection

than these, while the very low rate at which they

are produced and sold makes them accessible to all

classes. As an ardent lover of nature, and an

admirer of art, I am inclined to think that the pro-

minence given of late to their decorative value has as

much to do with uur advancing art-culture as the

multiplication of art galleries, and the teaching of

"free-hand" and other drawing in schools and col-

leges, while the canon of taste, emanating from

South Kensington, " that iu art, as applied to

decoration, nothing should be faithfully depicted,

especially ou our wall-papers, carpets, dress, &c.,''

cannot apply to them, as their variety is so amazingly

great, that I almost doubt if even au imaginative

artist could evolve out of his inner consciousness,

and transfer to canvas a form of Fern-frond that does

not already exist in nature. Almost all Ferns have a

peculiar subterranean stem, from which, at intervals,

spriug the leaves called in this case fronds ; this stem

is termed the rachis, a name equally applied to the

petiole of the frond by some authors. In Polypudium,

Phlebodium, and notably in Davallia (where it forms

the Hare's-foot in the Canary Islands variety i, it more

frequently exists just above the surface of the soil, so

that it is obvious that by merely taking the Fern aud

shaking off all the soil adhering to the roots, the

rachis may be cut vqj into small pieces, each piece

carrying a frond, or one in its crozier-like bud state.

Repot the pieces so obtained and place them in

a close pit at a temperature of about 60' to 70".

When the young fronds appear, they require to be

syringed or sprayed gently with tepid-water, aud

afl'orded fresh air for an hour or two in the middle of

the day according to the amount of bright sunshine

preseut, afterwards keeping them closely shaded from

the direct sunlight the whole of tlie time. When
the fronds have attained their full development, air

should be afforded constantly, and the amount of

shade reduced.

Another self evident way of propagating Ferns is by

division ; but it will be noted that iu thus treating

the useful Maidenhair, Adiautum cuneatum, and the

noble A. Farleyense, as -veil as others in a less degree,

that unless the pieces used are from the outside of

the stock-plant, they will rarely if ever make good

plants, and even in some cases they will baiely grow
;

if, therefore, you have enough outside pieces for

your purpose, do not pot these.

Some varieties of Ferns propagate themselves in

such numbers iu well-appoiuted ferneries, that little

trouble need be t-aken in artificially multiplying them.

Notably among these are the bulbiferous Spleenworts.

as Asplenium bulbiferum, A. biforme, Woodwardia

radicans, aud others, which constantly produce on

their fronds little bulbils, each bearing a frond or

fronds, aud these only need detaching and laying on

moist soil, covering at the same time with a bell-glass,

to rapidly develop into useful plants. Nor is this all,

for the genus Cystopteris furnishes us with a form

(0, hiilbifera) which produces ou its mature fronds

quantities of little heart-shaped hard bulbils, which

are easily detached, and may be used like the bulbils

of the Aspleniums before-named to propagate this

genus of Ferns. Some of the Blechnums and also

the Polystichums, notably P. proliferum aud P.

Wollastoni, likewise increase by means of buds or

bulbils at the base of the mature fronds, which, being

pulled off or cut cautiously, may, in the same way, be

used for the increase of their kind. Experience.

{To be continued].

The WEEK'S Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By Charles Hkrrin, Gardener, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

Porcinr) Scnkalc and Rhubarb.—These subjects will

now force early, and, failing suitable accommodation,
they may be forced with tree-leaves and stable-

manure in the beds where grown. The leaves shovild

be those of the Oak or Beech, and the stable-litter

should make one-quarter of the whole. The warmth
of such a bed of leaves and litter will last a long time.

The earthenware Seakale-pot, or butter-tub with the

end out, or a temporary frame- work of rail-s, can all

be made of use in keeping the fermenting materials

off the crowns. When a frame-work of sticks is used,

some long litter should first be placed over it, so as to

prevent the leaves falling down. A stake should be

thrust into each bed, which should be about 3 feet in

thickness, the stake bemg withdrawn once a day, in

order to ascertain the degree of warmth, which, if

leaves form the larger proportion, is not likely to be
excessive. If hard frost or much snow fall, it may be

found necessary to stimulate fermentation by the

addition of stable-litter.

Miscillanrous It ins. —Cardoons should receive the

final earthing-up or a thicker covering of hay-bands.

Materials for covering the tops should also be in

readiness, in the event of sharp frosts setting in.

Bracken, where obtainable, is excellent for this

purpose. Celery should be similarly treated ; that

which is fully grown being earthed-up when dry as

high as possible, and the banks being finished with a

slope at the top to throw oflf moisture. Bracken or

eimilai' materials being conveniently placed to be used
for covering the tops in severe weather. The tops of

Globe j\jtichokes are best left unprotected as long as

the weather keeps open ; the stools, however, should

be protected with a covering of leaves or coal-ashes

spread around them 6 inches in depth ; this will

aft'ord sufficient protection for the preseut, and later,

should severe weather occur, litter or Bracken may
be laid r(pund about the tops. Celeriac not being

quite hardy should have some earth drawn up over

the tubers, aud some of the largest may be lifted and
laid-in out of the reach of frost, or put iuto the root-

house for present use. The smaller roots will increase

in size as long as the weather 'keeps open, and they

are better for being left in the ground, a little extra

protection being aflbrded them in frosty weather.

Cauliflower plants from the second sowing made little

progress during the wet autumn weather ; any that

are now of sufficient size should be potted up, if

deficiency iu the ijuantity required exists. After

being potted a few <lays, give water in suflicient

quantity to soak the soil through, aud winter iu a cold

frame. Others in hand-lights aud frames should have
the lights removed whenever the weather is fine and
not fro.sty.

THE HARDY FRtTIT GARDEN.
ByG. WooDOArE, Gardener, Rolloston Hall, Burt«n--.in-Trent.

Insects and their Destruction.—The present season,

when the trees are clear of foliage, should be utilised

in ridding them of insects harbouring in the buds,

bark, and on the .shoots. The most destructive of

these, I think, are the blue-head caterpillar of the

figure-of-8-moth,Diloba coeruleo-cephala; Lacky-moth,

Bombyx neustria ; mottled Umber-moth, Hybernia
defoliaria ; Winter-moth, Cheimatobia biumata, as

well as some others, lay their eggs in difl'erent parts

of Apple, Plum, and Peai* trees, aud which hatch out

at the time when the leaves and flowers expand, and ou
which the caterpillars feed. The figure-of-eight moth
may be caught iu autumn and early winter by means
of a lamp placed under a covering or roof of boards,

dressed with co.il-tar, to which the light attracts

them, and to which they adhere. Spraying with
petroleum and soft-soup mixture is hkewise useful.

The caterpillars which appear in the spring may be
got rid of in great numbers by shaking the trees, and

heavy applications of water by means of a force-pump.

The cocoons should be scraped or brushed off the

bark. The Lacky-moth lays its eggs in compact
ring-like bands on the shoots, aud from these black

hairy caterpillars hatch out about the beginning of

the month of May, and at once spin a web over them-
selves. The caterpillars, when full grown, turn to

chrysalids in cocoons suspended anywhere near their

food-trees, but do not enter the soil. During the

winter these bands of eggs should be sought for, and
the shoots on which they are laid cut off and burnt

forthwith, or otherwise destroyed without removing
the shoots. The better way to lessen their numbers
is to cut oS' the shoots and web with which the cater-

pillars surround themselves, and burn the whole lot,

or to plunge them in a soapy mixture containing a con-

siderable quantity of petroleum. Paris Green is useful

for spraying infested trees in leaf. Do not let rank
grass or herbage be found near the trees. It may be

mentioned on Miss Ormerod's testimony, that the

cuckoo being fond of hairy catei pillars is useful as a

helper. The mottled Umber-moth appears in October

and November, and the remedies advised for the

AVinter-moth, namely, grease-bands placed on the

tree-stems in October, or earlier, are suitable for

this one. The grease used on the bauds may
be ordinary cart-grease if it be free from tai', or

use Home's Fruit-tree Dressing, remembering that

whafever is employed should be prevented from
soaking into the bark, and the best means to this

6ud is to first place a good wide strip of grease-

proof paper round the stem. Some of the railway-

axle greases, which are made of tallow, palm-oil, water

aud caustic soda, answer well as smears ; others, on

.

the other hand, are harmful. All greases get hard,

and require to be renewed twice or thrice during the

autumn aud winter. For destroying the eggs of these

luoths the kerosene emulsion should be used in

March, scrubbing the trunk and limbs with it. The
emulsion is made with | lb. of hard soap, preferably

whale-oil soap, and 1 quart of water. This is heated

till the soap is dissolved, when 1 pint of kerosene oil

is added, and the whole is stirred well together.

Water is then added till the kerosene forms one-

fifteenth of the whole. There are other recipes, but
this is a good one. The gardener will be aware of

the fact that the wingless females of the Winter-moth
are carried to the trees by the males whilst pairing.

To meet this difficulty the lamp lit at uight and the

tarred roof will be found useful. The soil under-

neath trees which were infested this year should be

skimmed ort and charred, thereby destroying many
chrysalids. If this cannot be done, fork it up aud
expose it to the air and to the birds. Prune late all

such infested trees, and burn the prunings, the moth
laying its eggs at the ends of the shoots. This does

much good. The caterpillar of the mottled Umber-
moth is a " looper."

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Biu-ford. Dorking.

Temperatures.—During the winter months the

temperature of the East Indian-house may range

from 60' to 65'
; that of the Cattleya-house from 5,")°

to 60°, the Mexican and intermediate-houses about
55', and Odontoglossum-house .'iO°. These figures

ought to be adhered to in mild weather, but whilst

hard frost or cold piercing winds occur the warmth
may fall a few degrees with benefit to the inmates.

The higher degree of warmth named is proper during

the evening, and the lower degree of warmth is what
the thermometer shoiddshow in the morning. Cul-

tivators of Orchids arc usually aware of the ill efl'ects

of highly-heated pipes, in causing Orchids to get

into an unsatisfactory condition, and they take means
to avoid heating the pipes to an injurious extent. If

the apparatus is not equal to the work it has to do
without making the pipes uuduly hot, the amount of

heating surface should be increased, and the present

mild weather is favourable for undertaking this sort

of work. In houses where the proper temperature

cannot be maintained without exce-sive firing, aud
alterations cannot be loiide, the houses should be

covered at night with thick canvas, garden mats, &c.

The use of fire-heat in the house in which Odonto-
glossums are cultivated should always be kept as low
as the figure given above, or yellow thrips will iucreaso

rapidly, causing the loss of much of the foliago of the

plants. If the stages are made of battens, and the

hot-water pipes are beneath them, a more healthy

condition of things is attained by covering the hot-

water pipes with roofiug-tiles, and over these a thick

layer of moss. It is also aa advantage to have a

small ventilator made close to the spot where the

flow-pipe enters the house, because it is at that point

that the pipes are hotter than elsewhere. As also
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helping to keep the heat from coming directly into

contact with the plants, a few yards of cauvas-shading

may be tacked under the stage, and 6o arranged that

it will hang down in front of the flow-pipe. This

piece of canvas, if kept moist, will help to overcome
the aridity found at this part of the house. At the

present time tlie indicated degree of day-tempera-

tures will have to be maintained by fire-heat, and on
light, bright days as much higher as the sun-heat will

raise it ; and at such times a moderate amount of air

should be admitted to the plants by the top and
bottom ventilators. If the wind is cold, slightly open
the bottom ventilators only, there then being less

risk of chilling the plants than if the top and ijottom

ones are both opened.

Damping Djwn.—A great deal will depend upon
the position and construction of the houses in aftord-

ing aerial moisture, and in naturally dry houses the

temperature should be kept a few degrees lower than

those given, which will render damping down a less

frequent necessity. In the East Indian-house the

paths and stages should be well damped down in the

morning as soon as the right degree of temperature
for the day has been reached, and soon after noon,

always wetting the ground below the hot-water pipes

and out-of-the-way corners. The Cattleya and
Mexican-houses need not be damped so heavily as the

preceding one, the majority of the plants being at

rest. The intermediate-house where there are Vandas,

Sobralias, Cymbidiums, Miltonias, Epideudrums, and
the cooler-growing Cypripediums in full growth, will

require to be well damped down twice daily. The
cool or Odontoglossum-house with a northern aspect

will need very little damping of the floors, kc, at any
time during winter; but a span-roofed house running
north and south will probably require damping once
or twice every day, according to the state of the

weather outside.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By IIedlev WAaaEN, Gardener, AbIou Clinton, Triug.

Remarks on Work in General.—Recent frosts having
deprived most of the trees of leaves, there should
be a general clearing up of the pleaaurn-grounds and
flower-garden. Do not in doing this leave leaf-heaps

about, as a wind might scatter them .again, but forth-

with take them to the leaf-heap. Having cleared up
the leaves, the walks and roads may be rolled. The
leaves that collect under shrubs and trees should not
be left, except they can be covered slightly with
suitable kinds of soil, but raked out for at least some
distance from the sides. If other work does not

press, the shrubberies may be pointed over with a

iligging-fork, first afi'ording a dressing of rotten stable

-

manure to those borders which are impoverished.
I'o rake up all the tree leaves, and not aS'ord some
kiud of manurial aid to the shrubs, is a sure way of

bringing them into a bad condition. The leaves col-

h'cted into the rot-heap should be compacted by
treading them, and then covered with branches of

evergreens or sheep-hurdles, so that they may not get
blown about The leaves of the Oak may be kept
apart, these making the best kind of leaf-mould;

whilst other and softer kinds are useful in mixing
with stable-manure in the making of hot-beds. The
planting of trees and shrubs may be carried on during
mild, but discontinued in frosty weather.

Cumpost Heaps.—It is usual at this season to cart in

tlie scrapings of the roads and pai'ings from gr-ass

verges, &c. , which when thrown together in a

heap with some stable or farmyard-manure, by the

return of spring, make an excellent compost for

dressing flower-beds. It is a beneficial and lasting

dressing for the summer bedding-plants. Where not

obtainable on the estate, road scrapings may usually

be bought for nbout \s. a load.

Pi lining and Clippinij of Skruhs.—Hedges of Yew,
Privet, and other, may still be clipped ; and specimen
Conifers and choice shrubs, whose branches are likely

to be injured by heavy falls of snow, should be
suitably supported. Very useful in this matter are

stout cords secured to the branches and the main-

stem, these not being so much observed as props and
st ikes. Tiiey can be removed in the spring. Tea
and other Roses should be covered up on the approach
(if hard weather, and it is prudent to have a quantity

of bracken litter, &c.,istored in a dry place in readiness

f -r this piu'pose. Ventilate the frames in which
Violets are growing every day for some hours, except

during frost ; doing the same to the frames holding

bedding Calceolarias, Violas. Antirrhinums, Pent-

stemons. Phlox, and half-hardy plants.

Coloneaslcrs.—These plants being in fruit at the

present time are very attractive objects in our

pleasure-grounds, where they are used for cover-

ing rockwork, or left to ramble over the ground
on the margins of shrubberies at will. When once
well-established, Cotoueasters grow vigorously ; and
the species C. Simonsi associates well with most
other shrubs, being of a more upright habit than

most others, and it is efiective either when planted

in groups, or as a solitary plant. C. thymifolia

(microphylla) is a dwarf evergreen variety, and may
be freely used in the rockery, where it is most
cBective when allowed to grow unrestricted. The
berries are small and bright-coloured. This species

when planted at the margin of shrubberies, becomes
an eflective plant in time, giving very little trouble,

needing no pegging-down of the shoots, and owing to

its slow rate of growth, not much trimming. C.

frigida (affinis), unlike those 1 have noted above, is

a shrub of robust growth, reaching a height of 15 and
more feet, with long deciduous, lanceolate leaves, and
bearing numerous corymbs of white flowers, suc-

ceeded by orange-scarlet fruits the size of those of

C microphylla. It is a highly ornamental shrub
during the late autumn. It is best planted in groups,

single specimens seldom growing symmetrically.

PLANTS TINDER GLASS.
By jNo. McIntyrk, Girdener. Woodside, Darlington.

Zonal Pelari/oniums.—The plants which have been
grown on for winter display will now be generally in

bloom, and should be afforded genial warmth, so

that the flower-trusses may expand, and a succession

of them be long maintained. It is an error to aflbrd

these zonals much pijt-room, as the less they have in

reason the better they flower. Assistance should be
giveu with gu,ano-water.

CanuUiuns for flowering diu'ing the winter season,

if raised from layers this year, potted as soon as they
were well rooted, and kept growing, should have

made good plants, ready for their last shift, which
should be into ti-inch pots. Lot the potting-soil consist

of good pasture loam, free fioui wire-worms, one-half;

dried cow-dung, which has been rubbed through a

.j -inch meshed sieve, one-fourth; clean river or pit-

Sind, one-fourth. The soil should be made mode-
rately firm about the old ball, and the latter should

not be sunk more than halt an inch below the new
soil. Place the plants in a low pit, having a tempera-

ture of 5u° warmth, and keep them there till they

are about coming into bloom. Carnations older than
one year flower more abundantly than younger plants,

but the flowers are, perhaps, smaller, if earlier. I

am cutting from such plants which will at the end of

their season have been a period of eight mouths in

bloom. For large plants of S(juvenir de la Malmaison,
pots 12 to 14 inches in diameter are not too large.

Such plants require lime-rubbish and charcoal mixed
with the potting-soil, in order to keep it porous and
sweet. Healthy plants may be afforded frequent

applications of farm-yard manure-water.

Aloeasias.—These, if tuberous-rooted, should now
be kept dry, water being applied at lengthy intervals

of time to keep them from shrivelling. .\. Sanderiana

should not be dried oft, but kept growing, and it will

therefore require water at the roots applied regularly

throughout the winter ; it should also be afforded a

place at the warmest part of the stove.

Store Plants in General.—During December and
January keep the heat of the stove at about 60^ by
night, and 6o' to 70° by day, the object of the gar-

dener being to rest the plants as much as po.ssible,

without bringing them into bad health. With a lower

temperature, less root-watering is required, and the

use of the syriuge must be curtailed ; still, the plants

must not be allowed to get infested with aphides,

red-spider, thrip, or scale, and a constant war must
be carried on against these foes to good plant culture.

If winter-flowering plants are grown, these should be
given ahouse or warm-pitto themselves. If a house for

the speci.al cultivation of Codiacum Crotons exists, the

warmth therein kept may range from 5° to 10° higher

than the plant-stove, and more moisture be afforded in

the air so as to keep red-spider in check. The plants

should be heavily syringed with warm water on sunny
days, and if mealy-bug be present on them, a wine-

glassful of petroleum to 1 gallon of water may be used

occasionally. Spotting of the leaves is common on
plants that are regularly syringed in the winter, and this

is very disfiguring to ihe plants. When these plants

are much infested with insects in variety, cleaning by
hand is the only sure method of ridding the plants of

them. Strong brine may be used on the bark and

main branches, first removing that which is loose,

which will de-troy all insects and their eggs. A

winter wash for fruit trees not infested with Winter
or mottled Umber-moth, is made of caustic-soda and
crude potash, each 1 lb. ; water, 10 gallons, used at

th» temperature of 120° Fahr. This also destroys

moss and lichens. American blight, woolly aphis,

(Schizonem-a lanigeraj, is one of the commonest of

Apple-pests, and difficult to get rid of. First prune
off the dead masses of old bark, in the crevices of

which the broods come forth in the spring to infest

the trees. Clear o3" all rough, rugged bark, and care-

fully inspect the young bark that is in process of

covering the ends of branches and shoots which have
been pruned, this being a favourite laying-place ;

some strong soapsuds brushed into these parts will

destroy the eggs or insects. As dressings to be used
over all parts of infested trees, I may recommend
petroleum, which is best for small young trees, no
more being used than to dab the spot where " wool"
is noticed, not letting it run down the bark. The
dressings which smother the insects are tolerably

efficient and safe in the using ; for instance, lime-wash

in which a little size is put to make it adhere the

better ; a lather made with yellow soap, and laid on
with an old paint-brush ; clear water or soapsuds

forcibly applied with an engine. Always act with

alacrity whenever any wool is ob-^erved on a tree, and
uncover the roots and saturate the soil about them
with soapsuds, the inseot affecting the underground
parts of an Apple-tree as well as the branches and
stem.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, Gardener, nighclere Castle, Newbury.

Earliest Peaches and Nectarines. — The earliest

house may now be closed, aflbrding it at the first very

little artificial heat, a temperature of 10° to 15 at

night, and 50' to 55 in the daytime being sufficiently

high. Air should be admitted moderately wheu at the

latter figure, and closing the house at 65 with sun-heat.

Syriuge the trees, &c., every morning and afternoon

till the buds show colour, .after which syringing

should be discontinued ; the paths and other avail-

able surfaces being, however, moistened as before ; and
always keep shghtly open a few ventilators or lights at

the top of the house so as to get rid of any excess of

moisture, and keep the air sweet and in motion. A bed

of well-sweetened fermenting mateiials placed in the

house will lessen the need of fire-heat, and the

moisture rising therefrom will benefit the trees

more than applications of water with the syringe.

Should the inside border require water, it shouhl be

applied at a slightly warmer temperature than the

mean of the house, and enough afforded to thoroughly

moisten every pai't of it. Water will notba necessary

if the roof-lights were taken off the house during the last

few months ; otherwise it should be carefully seen

to. Outside borders should be covered with some
litter, leaves, &c., and protected in some manner
from rain and snow.

Succession and Late Houses.—Pruning, cleaning,

itc , should now be undertaken. Should scale infest

the trees, a dressing of soft-soap (8 oz. to the gallon),

and hot water, being as good a remedy as any.

Allow the trees full exposure, if possible, till

the time arrives for starting them, as frost cannot

injure the wood if it be well ripened ; although in

the case of trees grown in pots, the latter must be

protected with a covering of leaves or dry litter. If

hotwater-pipes can be emptied in these late houses,

it may prevent injury being done to them by frost.

StrawbeiTics in Pols.—The earliest batch of plants

may now bo got indoors, for which an early Peach-

house just closed for starting, will be a suitable place

if a .Strawberry-house be not at command. Kach pot,

before putting it indoors, should be examined as

regards the drainage, and to remove worms in the

soil ; remove decayed foliage, slightly loosen the sur-

face with a pointed stick, and afford a top-dressing of

loam and manure in about equal proportions, and a

sprinkling of bone-meal or some kind of fertiliser.

Afford waterwith a fine rose-can, and should the pots be

too full to hold of a top-dressing, the fertiliseralone may
be added and slightly stirred in. Should the crowns, in

consequence of rain and cold not be so plump and

well matured as may be wished, it will be well to

plunge the pots in a slight bottom-he.at of fermenting

leaves for a week or two, made up in a cool-house (r

pit, getting the plants near the glass. All st'jck

intended for early forcing should ere this have been

housed in cold pits or frames, admitting plenty of air

to them in all weathers, and affording water to the

roots when needed. Plants for late work may be

left outside, provided the pots are plunged in coal-

asbes or similar material.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, a; i->" L%i ?Tyci-vy.j ci-sJ i\\i«;i?^

Rars:-,.;-, i;V"i.:.i V ^.-Jjnrca^j tc ^A^ EDITOR, 41, Welling-
ton Street, Covent Garden, London. CcitiiviiKa^iu
SJk:MUJ Oe H-EITTX^ 02C 02tE SJDK OXLT OT THE PAPKB,
aoU OS airijr » On met a> j»nwiW«, md duly ngmid bn
Omicrittr. lfdtsindt13uBi99iatmrtwiRiuttieyrviUti,lmt
t^as a gmarmmtti^foedJaUk, UuBHtordeanatmndcT-
tmbtt fmg firmmiiamtniiitiemttOr (s ntmmwtattdeomr
mMmieatiomstriBmilwmtins,miilatt<i ifeeial mrmmgiwtait.

Newspapers.

—

Cmmpimilentt seadimg mL»iifiijiiii Aould t»

tatxfiil to maii Oupan^ntpks ikey ttidk tkt Editor to set.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATTRDAT, 2>ov. 2S—Boyal Botanic Sodetv.

TUESDAT,

MOXDAT,

{Natiosial Ctuysanthemoia S«cietj.
St the Rojal Aquaiium, We^
minster (three days).

SALES.
I'lhtch B-alhs at Pn^theroe &

Xor 30J
SlMTis" Kooms.

I
Omamoital Shrubs, Tilinmg and

V Dntch Bults, at Stevens' Rooms.

/Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe &

WKDXESDAT, Dec.

TULRSDAT,

FRIDAY,

SATCRDAT,

Morris' Rooms.
' Great S-^e ot Roses, Fruit Trees,

J
Rentier Plants, RUms, LUiums

\ Shrubs, *c., at Stevens' Rooms.

i

Dntch Bulbs at Protheroe t
Morris* Rooms.

T'srentT cases of Araucaria excelsa,
7o,C«<i fresh seeds of Kentias
Belmoreana, ic. Ihitch Bulbs.
&c. at Stevens' R^ooms.

(Dutch Bulbs at Protheroe *
I

Morris' Rooms,
Dsc 4

.J
Orchids from Messrs. F. Sander &

I
Co., at Protheroe & Morris'

V Booms.

jj ./ Dutch Bulbs, Lilies, ic, at Steveiis'

^ Auction Rooms.

(XIRRBCTED AVBBAGK TEMPHRATCRE FOR THE ES-
StnSG WKEK. DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIOSS
OF FOBTYTHBEE YEARS, AT CHISWICK—tl'S".

Ln" past years tre have frequently

H,^^re. expressed our regret that our
colonial horticultural societies

should so seqtiaciouslj- foUo'w the pattern and
methods of the European flotrer-show. Of
course it is natural that the colonist should

cherish the flo'wers that he has known in the

old home, but that he should do so to the

neglect of the beauties and noT-elties around

him, seems to indicate a regrettable want of

appreciation. Of what comparatively minor in-

terest to a lover ofplants could a Chrysanthemum
ehow be in Ne'w Zealand, Tasmania, or West
Australia, as compared with a selection from,

the rich and beautiful floras of those countries ?

The objection that these wild plants which

have not yet been made amenable to the 'wiU of

the gardener, or modified consistently with the

taste of the florist, are therefore of less interest,

is easily met. It is only to take them into

cultivation, and do to them what their fore-

fathers have done for the Chrysanthemtim or

other plants.

It is impossible to realise the enormous
variety, the interest, the beauty, the poten-

tiality of new developments, which now lie

well nigh untouched, whilst our colonial

friends are shaking the old world kaleidoscope.

From this point of view it was with peculiar

interest that we learnt from the Queensland

Ifortirullurist that Mr. F. M. Batlbt, the

colonial botanist to whom some botanists are

under so many obligations, had been requested

to read a paper on the subject before the

Queensland Horticultural Society. We entirely

sympathise with Mr. Bailey in the remarks he
makes :

—

" Being asked for this paper has pleased me more

than I can express, for it shows plainly that the

members of the Queensland Horticultural Society are

willing and anxious to devote some little of their

attention to the cultivation of the indigenous plant*.

I hope and trust that the tide will now set in, in

favour of the plants indigenous to the colony, and
that public opinion wiU henceforth be as strong in

favour of our plants as the feeling: vns against them
in years gone by.

I would like to remark, however, that to obtain

satisfaction from any plant it must be given a situa-

tion suitable to its requirements ; therefore, before

planting I would suggest that the planter should take

into consideration the natural habit of each plant he

purposes cultivating—to give it the room it requires

for full development ; that is to say, he should not place

a shade-loving species in full blaze of the sun, or a

kind which enjoys a sonny aspect in a dense shade;

or an inhabitant of the tropics in the coldest or most

exposed situation in the southern gardens. In

sdecting, it must be borne in mind that under culti-

vation most plants are found to change, so that

because a plant in one of our dense scrubs seems

straggling and unsightly there is no reason why, when
given room and a suflBciency of light and air,

it should not form a handsome, compact shrub :

therefore, should its flowers or foliage be thought
worthy, do not discard it, but take it in hand at

once, remembering that with plants of dense forests

and scrubs, there is a constant flght being carried on
for those essentials to their existence, viz., hght and

air, and in search of which they are ever reaching

upwai-ds. Thus we find those straight, erect stems

formed which are of value to the builder and timber

merchant. In only a few instances do we find this

tall, naked stem a peculiarity of the tree or shrub.

In a paper read at the Brisbane meeting of the

Australasian .\ssociation for the Advancement of

Science on " The Peculiarities of the Queensland

Flora,'' I drew attention to plants that had come
imder my notice in which there was a tendency to

sport into a variegated foliage. For plants of this

character, the plant cultivator should ever be on the

look out. They are not so uncommon as some may
be led to imagine, and would well repay cultivation

for decorative purposes. . With the above few general

remarks, I pass on to enumerate, under different

headings, some of the indigenous plants which I con-

sider worthy the attention of our nurserymen and

gardeners."

The enumeration is much too long for us to

reprint, suffice to say it contains many of the

most beautiful and interesting plants kno'wn

to us, and not a few which have not been seen

here in a living state.

We have received the following

^ImUhite^ communication on this important

subject, which it is now desirable

should be freely discussed from a practical point

of view :

—

'
' My letters upon the above subject have not passed

uimoticed ; they have been commented upon in your
colomns, and I have received numerous replies all

admitting the desirabiUty for the establishment of a

Home of Horticulture, but no one has made any
suggestion as to ways and means for its accomplish-

ment. I have given considerable thought to this

subject, and am persuaded that with united eflFort a

Home of Horticulture may be found.

"Time is of value, and none should be lost. To
make a move in this matter I would venture to sub-

mit a plan for the proposed building, and a scheme

for providing the necessary funds. The selection of

the most suitable site is of the first importance, and I

would therefore suggest that a meeting should be

convened at an early date for this purpose.

With yoiir permission, I propose very shortly to

put this scheme before your reidetB so that they may
have a comprehensive view of its details. I trust I

may count upon your kind co-operation. James L.

Wood, Oal-leigh Park; Whetstone."

Our Almanack.—Secretaries of Horticultural

Societies and others, are earnestly reijuested to for-

ward immcdia/dii, the dates of Show Fixtures and of

Meetings of Botanical and Horticultural Societies

of any kind for 1S97, for insertion in the Almanack,
to be published in our issue for January 2.

LiNNEAN Society.—An evening meeting will be
held on Thursday, December 3, lS9t), at S p.m.,
when a paper will be read by Rev. George
Hbmslow, F.L.S., &c., entitled -'Does Natural
Selection play any part in the Origin of Si>ecies

among plants ?

"

Society of Arts' Medals.—At a meeting of
the Society of Arts, held on November IS, the
Society's Silver Medals were awarded for some of

the papers contributed during the last session.

Among those thus distinguished were :—Dr. D.
Morris, C.M.G., M.A, for his paper on "Bahamas
Sisal Industry.' Dr. Morris, who has on several

previous occasions favoured the Society with valuable

papers and lectures respecting the fibre industries,

well illustrated in this paper the importance of this

new fibre plant, which is largely grown in the

Bahamas. To Edward W. Badger, for his paper on
' Fruit and Vegetable Drying." The system of arti-

ficial drying applied to fruit and vegetables is very
generally adopted in the United States, and Mr.
Badger clearly showed the value to the British

farmer of the system by which large quantities of

fruit and vegetables may be saved in times of plenty.

To G. ScoTT Eluot, for his paper on " The Com-
mercial Prospects of English East Africa and British

Central Africa." These territories, as a centre of

British commerce, must ever be a subject of interest

to Englishmen, and Mr. Elliot's useful paper on this

was especially noticeable, on account of his reference

to the portions of Africa which might be foimd to be
suitable for European settlement. All these gentle-

men are valued correspondents of the Gai-d. Ckron.

National Rose Society. — The annual
general meeting will be held on Thursday, Dec. 3,

at the rooms of the Horticultural Club, Windsor
Hotel, Victoria Street, at 3.30. The annual dinner

is to be held on the same day and place, at 5.30 p.m.

National Carnation and Picotee Society
(SoiUhern Section). NATIONAL AURICULA AND
Primula Society (SouMcni Sedioii).—The annual
general meeting of the above societies was held in

the room of the Horticultural Club, Hotel Windsor,
Victoria Street, on Wednesday, Nov. 18, a good
muster of members attending. The report of the

hon. treasurer shows a very satisfactory state of

affairs in the Carnation Society, eighty new members
having joined during the year, making a total of 305

members. Upwards of i'200 were offered in prizes at

the exhibition held at the Crystal Palace in July last,

but owing to the unfavourable season, many classes

were not filled, and but £171 was paid for prizes,

leaving a balance in hand of £236. The Auricula

Society numbers seventy-one members, as against

sixty-eight last year. £6-1 was paid in prize-money,

a balance of £10 12s. being carried forward. The
presidents, vice-presidents, auditors, and committees,

remain the same as last year, with one or two excep-

tions. The Rev. H. Hoxtwood D'Ojibrais, owing to

advanced age, has resigned the chairmanship of com-
mittee of the National Carnation and Picotee Society,

much to the regret of the members. Mr. E. Colby
Sharpln was unanimously elected to fill the vacant

post. Owing to his numerous engagements and

increase of business, Mr. Douglas has been reluc-

tantly compelled to resign the office of secretary to

both societies. The loss of his services is much to be

regretted, and in gratitude for his past services he

was unanimously elected a vice-president of both the

societies, and the following resolution was adopted

with acclamation :
—" In accepting with much regret

the resignation by Mr. James Dol'gl4S of his post as

hon. secretary of the two societies, the members desire

to place on record their hearty appreciation of the

devotion with which he has always striven to pro-

mote to the utmost the interests and prosperity of

the societies, and 'to express to him their grateful
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or gtaininate catkins have produced pistillate flowers

and ripe Chestnuts. Professor Meehan says that

these cases of the development of a female flower are

due to a relative excess of nuti'ition which deter-

mines the formation of female flowers. The catkin

in the case of the Chestnut must lose its usual slender

form and caducous habit, and become more or lees

perBistent.

The CypripediUM Group.—In the current

number of the Orchid Eeviev), Mr. Roue has an

interesting and valuable paper on Cypripedium and

its allies. As to the genera, Mr. Rolfe makes four,

thus distinguished :

—

Ovary 3-celled, with axile pla-

centas ; sepals valvate.

leaves plicate ; perianth

persistent ; seeds sub-

globose. Selenipedium.

leaves conduplicate
; peri-

anth deciduous ; seeds

fusiform. Phraqmipedium.

Ovary 1 -celled, with pai'iental

placentas ; seeds fu.oi-

form.

leaves plicate
;

perianth

persistent ; sepals val-

vate. Ctpfipedium.

leaves conduplicate
; peri-

anth deciduous ; sepals

imbricate. Paphiopedium.

CHISWICK GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.—At the

fortnightly meeting of this suburban body of gar-

deners, ou Thursday, November 19 an interesting

and able paper was read by Mr. S. T. AVriiiht, the

President of the Association, entitled "Intense Cul-

ture," as applied to the small gardens usually attached

to the better class of suburban houses.

A Thanksgiving Pumpkin.— The American
Society in London celebrated a thanksgiving day on
Thursday by a dinner in the Grand Hall, Hotel Cecil,

at which Mr. Bayard, the American Ambassador,

was the principal guest. A curious feature of the

banquet was an enormous Pumpkin weighing 1 75 lb.

This big vegetable, after constituting the attraction of

several American horticultural exhibitions, has been

placed at the disposal of the American Society in

London by the grower. Captain Kromer, late 3rd New
York Cavalry. Schohaire c(j.. New York State.

HiGHGATE AND DISTRICT CHRYSANTHEMUM
Society.—The Secretary of this Society desires to

inform our readers who are Chrysanthemum growers

for exhibition, that a silver cup, valued at 10 guineas,

will be offered by Mr. Horace Regnalt at their next

exhibition as a prize for forty-eight cut blooms, of

which half must bo incurved, half Japanese varie-

ties, with not more than three blooms of any variety.

Morphology of Pine Cones. —Professor
Meehan, in sending some specimens with leafy bracts,

writes as follows :—You will be interested iu some
specimens of Picea Alcockiana which I scud with

this. It was a great struggle between the effort

to make a cone and that to make a branch. I

have numbers on several plants. In some cases

the branch, and in others the cone, nearly wins.

I think it clearly proves my conception of the

morphology of the cone which I have often pre-

sented, lu my first p.aper "Adnation in Conifene,"

to which the Editor kindly adverted at the

time, I maintained that the outer epiderm of a

Pine-branch was composed of aduate (perhaps I

should have said couuate) leaves. In a subsequent

paper " On the bractea iu Lirix," I showed it was
these leaves, becoming free in authesin, that formed
the bractea, and the buds developed from the axis

usually producing the phylloidal branch, or needle.

I believe my views are now generally accepted, and
these specimens confirm them. Other interesting

questions are involved. Though perceisiug that en-

vironment has to do with the modification of form

to some degree, I have never felt the facts warranted

the conclusion that it was any great factor in the

evolution of species. This I would refer to varying

degrees of interuEil energy. The mere accident of

environment seems out of place in a methodical sys-

tem where so many things must work together in

harmony for the machine to go at all. But there are

at times strong facts in favour of changes in plants

from environment to a degree that we regard

as specific. From my own researches, I am
satisfied that Pinus fallax, and Picea pungens of the

Rocky Mountains, have changed from the original

Pinua ponderosa and Picea Jleuziesii, and that this

change occurred solely from the sudden ele%'ation of

the land. Still, these changes are slight. Indeed,

many regard the four forms but as two species, for

all the many ages since the conditions were changed.

The present specimens of P. Alcockiana are cer-

tainly due to conditions of environment. There are

about a dozen plants, from 2 to 3 feet high. Trans-

planted iu the spring of 1895, it was with difficulty

we got them through the di-ought and torrid heat of

that exceptional season. The growth was but au
inch or twj. Other species of the order, planted with

them, died absolutely ; the vital force was certainly

very low. I have shown that there must be a check

on exuberant vital energy before the female element

in vegetation has a chance to exert its power; aud a

still greater check before the male element has auy

show at all. In the case of this Picea, the "environ-

ment' had sufficient influence to control the vege-

tative energy to some extent. My paper on the " Rela-

tive Characters of Allied European and American
Species of Trees, " confounded Mr. Daewin, as he

frankly admits in his Domedkaliun uf Plants and
Animals. But I think I can now see that a change

in a single particular may so divert the current of

life-energy, that by mere mechanical law other

changes mutt of necessity follow. For instance, tlie

more dense and compact growth of the European
Linden, as compared with the American Linden, may
be fairly referred to the difl'erent lengths of the

growing season. But the density or laxity, once

acquired, the arrest or development of other parts of

the plant would be a natural consequence of diverted

energy ; and the manifestations would, also of neces-

sity, be in precisely the same lines in any tree under
the same original environment. The uniformity in

these relative characters which struck Mr. Darwin,
myself, aud others, as so remarkable, would now
seem to be remarkable if they were not so. At any
rate, it seems clear, that if the conditions of environ-

ment prevailing in 1895 should continuously operate

on Picea Alcockiana, we should have a permanently

dwarf and very distinct form.

Novelties. — Messrs. Ja.mes Carter & Co.

forward to us a list of about 15u varieties of flower-

seeds introduced for the first time by their house
since 1857. Some of the flowers are of Californian

origin, and wore originally made known to botanists

many years before by DoU(;las. Others are the

result of long and careful selection at the hands of

Messrs. Cartiou. In some years only two or three

novelties were introduced, whilst in 1868 no fewer

than fourteen varieties wore oB'ered. Certainly

Messrs. Carteh may claim to have made our gardens

brighter than they found them.

CATTLEYA LABIATA. — Mr. Moore obligingly

sends us from Glasnevin a flower in which the two
lower sepals have assumed the yellow markings in

the centre of the disc, which is found in the lip.

From the same source we have a flower of Cattleya

superba, in which the lateral petals are coneresuent

with the column, thus altering the whole appearance

of the flower.

Chrysanthemums at Antwerp.—Tho Ant-

werp Royal Horticultural Society organises, at each of

its Chrysanthemum shows, special classes for

specimens more than a year old. I this year noted

the following plants sent by M. Vermeulen :

—

Souvenir de Toulon, plant 61 feet across, seventy-five

flowers measuring nearly 8 inches ; Amiral Avellan,

with fifteen blooms nearly 8 inches across by 5|

inches high ; M. Benj. Qiraud, plant over 3 feet high,

nearly 2 feet above the pot, with 100 flowers

measuring neai'ly 4 inches across ; Col. N. B. Smith,

with fifty flowers neai'ly S inches across ; Reine d'Angle-

terre, with fifty blooms 9.| inches across ; Madame
Taulier, plant nearly 5 feet across, 75 flowers 5 inches

across ; Florence Davis, plant about 5 feet in diameter,

seventy-five blooms nearly 6 inches across ; M. Ad.

Girand, plant 5 feet 8 inches high, 2^ feet above the

pot, with sixty flowers 7J inches across; G. W.
Childs, plant over 3 feet across and in height, pot

included, with fifty flowers measuring yj inches
;

William Seward, plant 3 foet high, bearing fifty

flowers 7^ inches across ; Mrs. Irving Clarke, with

thirty blooms lO.V iu. diameter, nearly 6 inches high :

and M. Demay Taillandier with thirty flowers 9|
inches across and 6.^ inches high. Tho favourite

varieties in Antwerp are : Mrs. Dr. Ward, Aida,

Kentish \Vhite, I'luternational, Silver King, President

Armand, Reine d'Angleterre, M. Ch. Molin, Louis

Voraz, M. Max. de la Rochterie, Madame Carnot, Mr.

H. F. Jones, and Irving Clarke. Ch. D. B.

Winchester GARDENERS' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.—A lecture was given on Tues-

day, November 17, by Professor Gilchrist, B.Sc. (in

connection with the Agricultural Department, Uni-

versity College, Reading), on "Soils and Manures."

Prof. Gilchrist showed on a map the difl'erent kinds

of soil in the district and in various pai'ts of the

country, but dealt chiefly with the soils of the

district and how to treat them. He also stated

what some kinds of soil were deficient in, imd what

to apply to them, especially in cases when iron,

magnesia, and lime, were needed. The application

of lime, and its uses, were dealt with, as well as

diBfereut kinds of manures, aud the crops they were
most suitable for.

Scientific Horticulture.—The third expe-

dition of the American Society for the Promotion of

Scientific Horticulture is [was]on the southern slope of

the Himalaya mountains, to which position it has

worked its way from the Island of Formosa during

a year aud a half. The search for Orchids is the

principal object of the expedition. Besides Orchids,

however, a number of fruit, ornamental trees, vege-

table, flower, and other seeds have been collected

which the society proposes to distribute free to any

one interested in the subject of horticulture. Toe
general object of the expedition is to obtain some

seeds of the remarkable vegetation of Asia, aud then

to acclimatise them to the climate of America. Some
of the most enthusiastic meinborsof the society expect,

by grafting, to produce a variety of new fruits from

the combination of our domestic and the foreign

specimens. The party is in charge of Professor

Jamei A. Craddock, M.A., Ph.D., the pomologist of

the society. He has four young men with him.

The expedition has been exposed to the usual dangers

of trans-Asiatic travel ; it has had encounters with the

natives of the countries through which it haa passed,

aud has braved the fever that lurks in the night air,

not to speak of the insect pests. George C. Asper,

the secretary of the society aud organiser of the

expedition, lives at 410, West Forty-seventh Street,

New York City. He is a member of the firm of

Geokge C. Asper &, Co., the proprietors of the

Mohawk Valley Nurseries, at Schenectady, N. Y., and

a similar establishment in California. He is coi-

sidered an authority on horticulture, being a botanist,

pomologist, aud entomologist. He is delighted with

the evident success of the expedition, which he

declares is the most succeisful of any the society his

sent out. The expedition now iu Asia left Now
York in March, 1894. It proceeded to Yokohama,

Japan, from Sau Francisco. The work of research

was begun in Formosa, and continued there for several

months. Specimens received from there are of great

beauty. The American Society for the Promotion of

Scientific Horticulture was organised fourteen yea-s

ago. The officers are :

—

Maslmilian Ddrand, Pre-

sident ; Georol C. Asper, Secretary ; James Crad-

dock, pomologist ; D. Montgomery Liddell, M.A,.

Ph.D., entomologist. Extract from the " National

Nuracrym/ii't," Rocheiter, New York.
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Nutritive Value of the Horse-Chestnut.
—M. Paul Gay contributes to the Annaks Agruiiomi-

ques for Sept. 25 a paper ou the '

' Nutritive Value of the

Horse-Chestnut," and the results of his experiments

in this direction are summed up in the following

terms:—" 1. Horee-Chestuuts possess an alimeutary

value at least three times more than that of the

richest forage Beet-roots. The agriculturist can,

after this statement, calculate the actual value of

these fruits according to the ecouomic conditions

under which they are found, and he will see it it be

wise to use them after he has estimated the total cost

necessitated by collecting the harvest. '1, Horse-

Chestnuts, whoa cooked, have an alimentary value

far exceeding that of the raw Chestnuts. 3. Horse-

Cheatnuts are readily eateu by cattle ; further, they

have no injurious influence over the richness and

quality of the milk. Calves feed on this milk

without unpleasant results. 4. Pigs show a marked
dislike to this food ; it must not then be thought

possible to utilise it for feeding these animals. This

([ucstion of the value of the Horse-Chestnut for

feeding stock seems to us now completely answered.

Advocated and employed for a century and a half, its

use could not be made general owing to a popular

lircjudice, which attributed to it violently poisonous

eflfects. We will hojie that recent scientific research

made in this direction, and knowledge of the ali-

mentary value of this food, will dispel the foolish

belief, and that henceforth agriculturists will decide

to utilise a product so little costly and so long

mipjudged."

Effect of Certain Bacteria upon Legu-
minous Plants.—According to the A iimdcs Aijruno-

mli/iua for Oct. 25, the chief conclusions clironiolod

by F. NuBBE and L. Hiltneu in their recent publica-

tion as to the effect of certain bacteria upon different

varieties of leguminous plants, are as follows :
—" The

experiments furnished a very decisive result ; they

showed, in fact, clearly, that the beneficial action of

bacteria on the development of plants is only surely

felt when the plants are inoculated with the parti-

cular bacterium peculiar to the species. As a rule,

there can be no substitution for the special bacteria

of the plant under consideration of a bacterium from
another species without considerable impairment of

the action of these micro-organisms. The same expe-

ments showed further : (o. ) That the tubercles of

leguminous plants remain without influence on the

development of the aerial part of these plants, as long
as the soil itself furnishes nitrogen in sufficient quan-
tity. (6.) That, from the moment when the nitrogen

of the soil begins to fail, plants that have no tuber-

cles, or which are furnished with insufficiently-formed

tubercles, cannot supply the required amount of

nitrogen, and the leaves of leguminous plants in

especial cannot be regarded as organs capable of

assimilating the free nitrogen of the atmosphere.
Soil is fertile only when duly aerated and in a moist

condition. Air is necessary for the germination of

seed ; for the respiration of roots, it oxidises

organic matter. This combustion results in the

production of carbonic acid, which dissolves the lime

and keeps the soil permeable. It burns up the

ammonia under the influence of the ferments

(microbes), and induces the formation of nitrates,

the .most powerful elements of fertility. Water is

equally indispensable ; in di-y soil germination does
not take place, or, if when the plants are raised

drought supervenes, the young plants languish and
end by dying. When the plant has formed its first

leaves, they are submitted to the action of solar

radiation aud give off by transpiration a considerable

quantity of water ; if the roots are not supplied with

well-watered soil, the leaf loses its turgescence,

ceases to absorb carbonic acid from the air, aud
to form vegetable material. In dry soil the fer-

ments remain inert, the nitrates are no longer formed,

the plants are ill nourished, develop rapidly, quickly

ripen their seed, but the crop is indifferent. The two
primordial conditions of plant-life are, therefore, the

aeration ot the soil and its moisture." " Sui- le Travail

du Sol," par M. P. P. Dehirain, Annalts Agrono-
miques, October 25, 1896, pp. 449, 450.

TomATOS. —The ConnccticiU E:tpcriinenl Station

Kcpurt, 1895, states that— 1. A forcing-house 'I'omato

crop yielding about 2 lb. of fruit for each square foot

of bench-room, takes in the bines and fruit, for every

100 square feet of bench-space, not leas than

—

GraDis. Lb.oz.

Nitrogen l-'S { ^'^"iodlr*
*" "'"'* °'

J .'.

i>K =r.K.-i.. .,:j ,.- f Equivalent to dis.'iolved
rhosphorleacid.. 60 { 'bone-black 1;;

Potash .,-., ( Equivalent to muriate of
""-

( potash 1 'J

Of this from a fourth to a fifth only is in the bines.

2. To enable the plants to get those fertiliser elements

as required, there should be a large excess of thom in

the soil, perhaps double the quantity given above.

3. Every 100 lb. of Tomato fruit takes from the

soil a[)proxiuiately

—

,.2 i Equivalent to
'

( soda
to nitrate of

l-hosphoric aoid... o-9^^'J'^{,^'»'t""»<*'^»°''«^'«°«- ,^
\ black y

,, ,,„. ,.,. t Equiv.alent to muriate of
'"'"•^ ^"\ poUA 10

4. It is possible to grow a crop of forcing-house

Tomatos, amounting to 2 lb. or more per square foot

of bench-space, perfectly normal in size, colour, taste,

and chemical composition, by the aid of commercial

fertilisers alone, and in soil composed of coal-a«he8

and peat.

Aralia CHINENSIS.— It is comforting to know
that the plant commonly called in gardens Dimor-

phanthus mandschurieua, may henceforth with pro-

priety, be called by the moi e euphonious name which

heads this note. According to Dr. Harms in an

article on the genera Aralia and Panax contained in the

twenty-third " Band" of Encler's Botanigrhc Juhr-

liiichcr, the following specific names arc also synonyms.

A canescens (Siebold & Zuccarini) ; A. elata (See-

maun) ; D. elatus (Miquel) ; A. mandschurica (Maxi

mowicz), A. Planchoniaua (Hawe). A. spinosiis

considered to be distinct.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—The
general committee met at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet

Street, on the 23rd iust. Mr. B. Wynne, in the

Chair. The secretary submitted a report respecting

the recent Jubilee show, and some correspondence

relating thereto, some extra prizes awarded by the

judges being confirmed. A report was presented

from the schedule sub-committee recommending that

the usual October Exhibition should take place on

October 12, 13, and 14 ; the November Exhibition

on the 9, 10, and 11 ; and the early Winter show on

December 7, 8, and 9 ; the fixture of the usual Early

show in September was postponed. The foregoing

recommendations were confirmed. Twenty-two new
members were elected, including one Fellow, and
the secretary stated that 1.^2 candidates for member-
ship had been elected since the commencement of the

year.

National Dahlia Society. — The annual

meeting of this Society was held at the Horticultural

Club, Hotel Windsor, on the 24th inst., Mr. K.

Mawlky, Chairman of the Committee, presiding, the

leading Dahlia cultivators and exhibitoi-s being well

represented. The annual report, which w,is read by
the Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. W. Girdlestone, set

forth that if the number of bloomsshown at the Crystal

Palace last September was less than usual, and espe-

cially of the Cactus varieties, it was not to be attributed

to any diminution of zeal on the part of Dahlia

growers, but to the abnormal character of the season,

as an almost rainless spring and summer prevented

the plants from making their natural growth at

the usual time, even whcu the plants were well

watered; aud then the rain comiug just when
the plants should have bloomed, they instead

stai'ted into growth as vigorously as to promise to

flower indefinitely, many being in full growth when
the show w;ts held, and some growers were unable to

exhibit in consequence. If the extent of the show
was below tile average, yet fine quality was displayed

in the flowers. The class for a vase or epergne of

Dahlias for decorative purposes was a pronounced
success, and formed an excellent addition to the dis-

play. The cottagers' and amateurs' class was not so

satisfactory as could be desired, as the persons

who exhibited were not those it was hoped would
have been attracted ; what was desired was new
competitors or beginners in Dahlia culture.

It would, perhaps, prove more useful in this

direction if the class was reserved for those

who had never before won a prize at the show.

The report cone luded by giving a list of the varieties

of Dahlias certificated at the last exhibition ; and by
expressing thanks to the donors of special prizes. The
financial statement showed receipts from all sources,

including the balance in hand at the beginning of the

year, amounted to i'142 19s. li/., and the entire

expenditure, including the payment of prizes awarded
at the Crystal Palace, to £\Zi 8s. 9i/., a balance in

hand of £8 lOs. 4rf. being carried forwai-d. The list of

Cactus Dahlias was revised, such varieties as Beauty

of Eynesford, Countess of Radnor, Henry Cannell,

Kynerith, Lady Henry Grosveuor, and Viscountess

Folkestone, were struck out as being of inferior

form, and the eight certificated varieties of

the present year—viz., lona, Mrs. Gordon Sloane,

Mrs. Leopold Seymour, .Starfish, Keynes' White,

Cycle, Fantasy, and Charles Woodbridge added. It

was resolved to drop the term decorative from the

schedule, there being now so many fine varieties of

the true Cactus type. It was announced that the

annual exhibition would take place at the Crystal

Palace on September 3 and 4 next. The Kev. Cuas.

Fellowes was re-elected President ; also the Vice-

President and committee. Mr. E. Mawlev was

re-elected Hon. Treaaurer, and Mr. T. W. Girdle-

.sTONE Hon, Secretary. Separate cla.sses were made
for a v«se of Dahlia blooms, and for .in epergne, both

ilesigned to show the decorative value of the flower,

foliage and grasses being added. It wm also resolved

to create two new classes for tix blooms of one

variety, viz., white and red. A resolution was

unanimously passed, reijuesting the Council of the

Royal U orticultural Society to arrange for a meeting

of its committees about the middle of September, as

at that period of the year a good many seedlings

are in the best condition. The proceedings closed

with a hearty vote of thanks to the Treasurer fur his

services in that capacity, and for presiding ;
and also

t'j the .Secretary.

Shirley and Surrounding Districts Gar-

deners' and Amateurs' Mutual Improvement
Association.— rhe monthly meeting was held at

the Parish Room, Shirley, Southampton, on Thurs-

day, the 19th inst., when Vice-President T. G.

Harper, Esq., presided, there being a good attend-

ance. Mr. E. T. Mellor, B. Sc, London, Lecturer

in Biology, Hartley Institution, Southampton, gave

a lecture entitled, ''Plants and Air," illustrated by
chemical experiments and diagrams. The exhibits

included cut blooms of Chrysanthemums and a few

plants.

Loughborough and District Gardeners'
Mutual Improvement Association. - This

newly-formed Association, of which W. C. Buuueh,

E.S11. (head of the firm of Me.--sengeks k Co ) is

President for the ensuiug year, held their first meet-

ing on Tuesday, November 17, in the Co-opera-

tive Rooms, Woodgate. Mr. A. Hamshike, pre-

sided. There was a good attendance of members
present to hear Mr. English of Kingston Hall Gar-

dens read his paper on " Makeshifts in the Garden,"

which was well received, other members stating

their views upon the subject-matter brought be-

fore them. A unanimous vote of thanks was

accorded Mr. English for his paper. It is in-

tended to hold fortnightly meetings during the

winter months, and monthly meetings in the summer.
The committee have met with much encouragement,

already they have six "Vice-Presidents," and a list of

nearly fifty members. Ou December 1, Mr. A. Ham-
shire, of Beaumanor Gardens, reads a paper on

"Grape-Vine Culture.' December 15, Mr. A. J.

WiLLSHEi;, The Gardens. Stanford Hall, on " The
Carnation. " Mr. D. Roberts, gardener at Prestwold

House, is the Hon. Sec.
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New Publications. — The Hyhridkation of

Roses, the National Rose Society's Prize Essay, by

Walter Easlea.—Proceedings of the Ayri-Borlicul-

tural Society of Madras.—Cottage Qardening, edited

by W. Robinson, vol. viii. (Cassell & Co.). -

Elementary Geology, by G. S. Bodlgeb (Collins, Sons

& Co.).— An Introduction to Structural Botany,

Part II., Flowcrhss Plants, by D. H. Scott, Ph.D.

(Adam & Charles Black).—Lindenia, Part xLVit.

—

Botanical Microtechnique, by Dr. Zimsiermann, New-

York (Holt & Co.).

—

yatiiral History of the Ancients,

by Rev. G. M. Watkins (Elliot Stock).—Pflanzen

Phjsiologische Anatomie, Dr. Habeblandt (Leipsig :

Engelmann),—Transactions of the Edinburgh Field

Naturalists' Society (Blxokv/ood & Sons).—-Florilegium

Haarlemcnse (Haarlem : Db Erven Loosjbs).—Le

ChrysantMme (Lyon H. Bouvier).—The Principal

Household Insects of the United States (Washington :

Government Printing Office).— Physique Mcteorolo-

gique, par Leon Ddmas (Hut, Mionolet). — A
Beautiful World (London : Ball).

PLANT POETRAITS.
Begonia festiva, a Pseony-flowered variety of a rose

colour, raised by M. Crousse of Nancy. Jlbifttration HorticoU,

t. 67.

Bertongrila X Madame Lucienne Lindek. leaves dark
green with a central silvery blotcb, and numerous small
white spota dispersed over the whole upper surface. ILlus-

tratioR Ilorticole, t. )iS.

BOUGAINVILLEA (iLABRA VAR. SaNDERIASA, MoiliteUT
d'Horticulture, November 10.

Bouoainvillea SPECTABfLis, MoiiUeur d'Hoi'ticaUure
November 10.

Cattleva TrianvEi VAR. IMPERATOR, L. LiNDEN. Avariety
with the Up as deeply coloured as that of Lselia purpurata.
Lintlcnia, t. dxxviii.

Carrierea CAI.YCINA, Bixaccous shrub from south-west
China, Revue Horlicolc, November 1.

Clerodendron squamvtum, Revue d'HortmiUure Beiges
November.

DeNDROBIUM FORMOSUM, RoxBDRGH, VAR. oioanteum,
Lindenia^ t. dxxvi.

Epiphronitis X Veitchi, iJMue Forticoi^, October 10.

EpisciA CH0NTALEN31S, /Jeruc (/7/br(icuttMrcBe?i7e, November.
Iris atrofdsca, Garden, October 24.

Lespbdeza hibta, MeekanA' Monthly^ t. 10.

Pear Margaret Marillat, Bulktm d'Arboriculture,
October.

Phal-Enopsis leucorhoda, Revue Ilorticok, November 1.

Puilodfndron MAMEi/spathe-hooded, ivoi-y-white ; tube.
deep crimson ; spadlx as long as the spathe. wl lite. HlHsira!-
tion Horticole, t. 66.

Primula rosea orandiflora, Garden, November 7.

Rose Crested Moss—entifolia cristati, Rosen ZeitvnQ,
Novembers.

Trichopilia crispa VAR. maroinata, Lindenia, t. dxxvh.

EUCALYPTUS CALOPHYLLA.
A HEALTHY young tree of this handsome Gum-tree

baslatelyfloweredfreelyinthetemperate-houseatKew.
It was planted out in a bed of peat at the south end
of the house about three years ago, and it has grown
with exceptional vigour, Eucalypti generally growing
spindly and weak in this house. E. calophylla is one
of the most ornamental of the hundreds of species
known. I have seen large examples of it in South
Africa, where it is grown in gardens, and also as a
street tree

; it was also recently noted in Garden and
Forest as one of the most beautifid of the Eucalypti
grown in California, where it endures several

degrees of frost. It forms a sturdy, leafy, pyramidal
tree (fig. 113), and flowers when from 12 to 20 feet

high, the flowers being borne in crowded clusters on
the young branches, each flower consisting of a
green woody cup-like calyx, and a brush-like cluster

of white stamens 2 inches across. The leaves are

ovate lanceolate, about 5 inches long, bright green,

vfith a whitish margin, the midrib, petiole, and bark
of the young branches being bright red. The species

wns introduced to Kew by Allan Cunningham from
King George's Sound, where it form an immense tree.

It flowered at Kew for the firet time in 1843, when
an excellent flgure of it was published in the

Botanical Magazine under the name of E. splachni-

carpon. The wood of this species is said to be of

considerable value, being hard, close-grained, and
finely veined. W. W.

Home Co rresp ondence.

ABNORMAL PLANTS. —At one of the recent
meetings of the British Association at Liverpool,
during the discussion which followed a paper on
certain features of Fern reproduction, the objection
was raised that, as the examples brought forward
were abnormal, they were not a fit subject for strict

argument as to the origin of alternation of generation
with which the discussion dealt. Now, considering
that in these abnormal types we have a very large

number of plants which, for no reason that we can
determine, have broken away from the usually hard and
fast lines of the species, not merely in outward form,
but also in the very important matter of their mode
of reproduction, it seems to me that this objection, if

recognized, would close a field of research which is

especially likely to yield fruitful results. In the
first place, among these abnormal forms which
have received the extremely unscientific name of
" monstrosities," we have examples of sudden and per-

sistent changes of type, which mean nothing more
nor less than the appearance of new species in so far

that they differ much more widely from the specific

type than many species do from one another. In the
second place, to confine study of the morphological
side of Ferns to the normal varieties is to pick out
those whose life cycle is known, and to ignore pre-

cisely those which have broken through the standard
regulations, as it were, and are therefore the most
likely, by their varietal character, to show long
lost ancestral traits as well as fresh modifications of

existing ones, since eveiy cultivator knows that once
a " break " is made, the progeny varies both ways.
Suppose, for instance, a case of complete reversion to

an antique typo supplying the missing clue to

the origin of alternate generation were found, this

being a solitary plant, would rank as an abnormal
form of some species, and be disqualified for scientific

consideration. The "sports," "freaks," "monstro-
sities," are all pursuing certain laws of growth, of

which practically nothing is known, and inasmuch as

in Ferns more particularly, they are the product of

purely natural conditions, being mainly wild plants,

surely it is not well to discourage research because
they present unusual features. Of late years, the
study of abnormal Ferns has resulted iu several dis-

coveries of interest, which go far to elucidate pre-

cisely the difficulty presented to biologists by the
alternation of generation. We know now of at least

one Fern (Lastrea (Nephrodium) Pseudo-mas cris-

tata) which reproduces itself freely and constantly

from spores without any sexual agency whatever.
This was Professor Farlow's discovery of Apogamy,
and is not peculiar to that variety or species. Not-
withstanding this faculty, however, this Fern has not
lost that of further variation, and in one of its progeny,
identical in form with itself, it was found that it was
capable of producing prothalli on its young fronds

without the agency of the spore. An independent sport

is now in my possession in which this faculty is persis-

tent, so that the frond becomes simply a stage of the

prothallus life. The prothallus produces a bud which
develops into a stalked prothallus, with a basal bud
for primary frond ; as the later fronds increase in size,

they assume the usual cellular structure of stipe and
frond, a necessary condition for their size, but this

cellular structure thins out at the edges and terminals

into that of the prothallus again, and upon these,

buds are speedily developed if brought into contact

with the soil. Query No. 1—Where is the alter-

nation of generation here ? And query No. 2

—

What is the use of the complicated arrangement of

archegonia and antheridia when the whole business is

thus completed, and robust plants result, and are

perpetuated without them ? Chas. T. Druery, F. L.S.

(Query No. 3— Is not too much stress laid upon the
so-called alternation of generations ? And query
No. 4—Are not the phenomena witnessed the result

of adaptation of the old generation to new circum-

stances or requirements rather than to an entirely

new generation ? En.]

TREES AT DUFFRYN.—A place situated in the

immediate centre of a coal-mining district, as is

Duffryn, Mountain Ash, the Glamnrganshire seat of

Lord Aberdare, is scarcely the situation in which
gardens of much interest are likely to be found. On
a recent occasion in company with Mr. Pcttigrew,

gardener at Cardift' Castle. I was conducted through
the grounds by Mr. Davies, Lord Aberdare's head-

gardener, we saw, amongst other interesting things,

some fine trees which appeared to me to be worthy of

note. The most conspicuous of these was a common
Cherry, which is said to be the best specimen of its

kind in Wales. Be this as it may, I can reiterate Mr.

Pettigrew's remark upon seeing it, " It is the finest

Qean I have seen ;

" and Mr. Davies informs me that its

total height is 82 feet, and its girth at 3 feet from the
ground is 8 feet 2 inches. Its bole is as straight as
that of a Larch, and it measures 35 feet to the hrst
branch, while the bark is without blemish—a good
criterion that the soil at Duffryn suits the Cherry.
A common Holly, iu robust health, cone-shaped,
with its bottom branches sweeping the turf on which
it stands, and its whole surface thickly beset with
clusters of berries, next drew our attention. The
diameter of the lower branches is 58 feet, and its

height is 30 feet. A perfectly-formed tree, with
dense foliage like this one, particularly in winter,
when thickly furnished with its ripe fruit, is an
object of great beauty, rivalled by few, if any other
shrubs. Another prominent tree of symmetrical shape,
and about 18 feet in height, and as much through, with
its bottom branches touching the turf, standing upon
a sloping lawn, backed up by evergreens, which con-
siderably enhances its beauty, proved to be Crataegus
orientalis, remarkable for its downy twigs, peculiarly-

cut foliage, and large bright red haws, which are pro-
duced in abundance. Thorns of this type appear to

be neglected, while Paul's Scarlet, and other showy
flowering varieties, are being commonly planted in-

stead. Each class, however, has its characteristic

beauty, and is equally deserving of the planter's

attention. Cotoneaster frigida, upwards of 25 feet in

height, and thickly bemantled with its pretty berries,

was another conspicuous plant. This is also

very ornamental in the autumn, and is deserving
of more attention than it generally receives.

Another tree deserving of mention is a large Birch,

possessing unusually wide-spreading branches, whicli

extend 29 yards in diameter. It may be of interest

to mention that Osmunda regalis thrives here
along the natural rocky margin of a stream, where it

is indigenous, and assists considerably to make a
pretty feature. Thomas Coomher.

NEW VARIETIES OF TOMATOS.—The past few
years have brought us a great many new varieties of

Toniatos, and althoiigh sometimes one makes a trial

of some of these, and obtains one which is better than
what has been hitherto grown, there are many gar-

deners who will have met with disappointment iu

regard to the lightness of the crop of fruit obtained,

probably by reason of the new variety setting its

flowers badly. I would therefore suggest that no new
Tomato be awarded a Certificate, or any award,
unless it is exhibited of good size in flower-pots, say,

of 8-inoh diameter, not less than three pots, as by so

doing the judges will be better able to gauge the

setting of the blossoms. The true character of the

variety will be thus determined, and a more correct

estimate be formed of it than is possible from dishes

of fruit. Expcrinienta,

RARE CONIFEROUS TREES.—Probably nowherj
in the British Isles are there larger or healthier speci-

mens of the rarer Conifers than within a short drive

of the shores of Lough Neagh, in the county Armagh,
Ireland. There the Fitzroya, Podooarpus alpina,

Athrotaxis selaginoides, Gephalotaxus Fortunei, and
a variety with round berries about the size of ripe

Oak-apples (See Gardeners' Chronicle, Jan. 26,1884, var.

sphsoraUs) ; Pinus Bungeana, P. Jeffreyi, Abies mag-
nifica (true), A. lasiooarpa, Juniperus drupacea,

Cupressus obtusa, C. Goveniana, C. Lindleii. Torroya
californica, and L. nucifera have attained to large

dimensions, and wear a healthy appearance that quite

charms tlie lover of these interesting species.

A . D. Wihster.

UTRECHT.—At present we have in the propa-

gating-pit very nice plants of Anaatatica hierochun-
tioa, the Rose of Jericho, remarkable that it would
not grow in soil from Arabia. Leaf-mould, with
river-sand and a bit of clay, is the best for them.
They remain in flower for some time, but the

flowers are very small. J. K. Hiiddr.

ARAUJIA SERICIFERA AS A MOTH-TRAP.—Will
" Riviera" pardon me if I point out to him that his

description and drawing of the method by which this

plant catches moths and other insects, as given on

p. 523 of this volume of the Gardeners' Chronicle, is

quite inaccurate in certain particulars, and I do not

think he can have observed the actual position of the

proboscis whilst held by the flower, or he would have

seen that the position of the proboscis between the

pollen masses as represented iu the diagram A, B, c, is

quite an impossible one. The structure of the flower,

so far as the staminal part is concerned, is as follows

:

the five anthers are attached to the dilated part of the

style, in the manner common to all Asclepiads, and
form a short pentagonal cone around it. The margins
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of the anthers are broad, bard, and horny ; they are
contiguous to one another, and somewhat projecting
outwards, so that between each pair of anthers, and
formed by them, isan almost-closed fissure, but sUghtly
gaping at the base

;
behind the fissure is the stig-

matic cavity, and seated at the apex of the fissure is

a minute, blackish, horny body (the pollen carrier),

with a chink down its outer face directly continuous
with the fissure between the anthere, and to this
horny body are attached by little stalks the pear-
shaped pollen-masses, one on each side of it. These
pollen-masses hang down in the pocket-Like cells of
the anthers, one mass in each cell, and the cells are
separated from each other by a solid partition, so that
it would be i[uite impossible for a moth to insert its

proboscis between two pollen-masses, as shown in the
illustration, for the remarkable part of the structure
of the pollen-apparatus of this and all other Asclepiads
is, that one of the pollen-masses attached to each of
the little horny bodies belongs to one anther, and the
other pollen-mass to another anther. I have never seen
insects entrapped by this plant, but I have no doubt
it takes place very much as in other Asclepiads ; thus,
the moth in sucking up the nectar gets its proboscis
inserted in the wedge-shaped base of the fissure

between the anthers, and, in withdrawing it, it is pulled
farther and farther up the fissure, and is held more
and more firmly by the pressure of the horny, elastic

anther-wings, and tbe moth is often unable to escape
from their grip. Should the moth succeed in pulling
its proboscis quite up to the apex of the fissure, it

then enters the chink in the little horny body to
which the pollen-masses are attached, by which it is

again clasped tightly ; but then the insect finds little

difficulty in pulling this body away from its seat, and
with it the pollen-masses from their cells, and flics

away with them. The horny body is never in the
least glandular as described in any Asclepiad, but, on
the contrary, is usually very smooth, and often highly
polished ; in the plant in question it is rather opaque.
N. E. Brovn. [The illustration was a faithful repro-
duction of the head and proboscis of the moth as it

reached us. Ed.]

APPLEY T0WER3 AND LADY HUTT GRAPES.—In
answer to your correspondents, p. 599, I may state
that I have these varieties grafted upon a Vine of

Ores Colman, Appley Towers on the top, and Lady
Hutt on the first spur on the bottom of the Vine. It

was interesting to watch the progress of these three
varieties of Grapes on the same stock. The fruits of
Appley Towers and Lady Hutt were colouring nearly
a month before Qros Colman showed any signs of

colour. The ability to hang on the Vine in good con-
dition was as good, if not better, and the flavour supe-
rior to that of Gros Colman, and I am sure that when
they are better known they will become popular
varieties for winter consumption. A Vine of White
Colman, growing in the same house, is a very poor
kind of Urape, and not to be compared with Lady
Hutt. One of your correspondents remarks upon the
northern gardeners' notion of placing Gros Maroc
before Qros Colman ; but we find that Gros Maroc,
ill the month of September, is much superior to Gros
Colman—and as a proof of this I may mention that it

was put first in the "any other Black Grape" class

at the Edinburgh show held last September, beating
Muscat Hamburgh and Madresfield Court, 'ivhat do
correspondents of the Gardeners' Chronicle sa.j to that (

A. Kirk, Norwood, Aiwa, N.B.

We have these two varieties of Grapes growing
together in a vinery with the Black Alicante, and so
far the former has not had the good quality attributed
tD it by some of your correspondents. This poorness
of flavour may possibily be due to the Vines not
being inarched on others. Lady Hutt has pronounced
Sweetwater flavour, but berries and buuches are oetter
than those of any Sweetwater. The Vines might do
better in a late vinery than an early one. The
vinery our Vines grow in was started in December last,

and Lady Hutt ripened first, and then Appley Towers,
which wasripe fuUythree weeks before Black Alicante
in the same vinery ; the roots of the Appley Towers
Vine being outside, and those of Black Alicante
inside the vinery, which is more in favour of the
earlier ripening of the fruit of Appley Towers. I

should say that the latter would succeed if planted
along with Black Hamburgh in a vinery, as if

required the fruit would then hang longer than the
Hamburgh, and give an extension of the supply

;

and I find that the fruit is better for hang-
ing some time after it is ripe, the skin being then
less tough, and the flavour improved. I may add,
that this season the fruit of Dr. Hogg Vine has been
good in size of bimch and in flavour, which was

decidedly musky. Apparently this variety would be
a suitable one for cultivating in a cool house, where
Muscat of Alexandria would not answer. T. R. Sladc.

A HORTICULTURAL INSTITUTE.—Most readers
of Mr. K. Dean's letter in the Gardeners' Chronicle
of the 21st inst., will admit that he made out a good
case against this project. Many of us are well aware
of the fact that he considers no place for the
National Chrysanthemum Society can equal the
Aquarium. I only wish he would make up his mind
that the place was a most unsuitable one for a flower-
show, and he would really endeavour to get a better
one

; then there would be some chance of the
National Chrysanthemum Society holding its exhi-
bition in a place which would do the exhibits credit.

I doubt whether any other Society in the sv.r'd of
any pretentions holds its exhibitions in such a very
unsuitable place. The Aquarium has little else
besides size to recommend it, and it has much
against it ; for one thing, the light could hardly be
worse, and on the second day of the show you could
hardly see the colours of the flowers for the dust
from the floor, and the shower of wet filth which
drops from the roof. Then, again, all those side-

shows, with the everlasting cries of " Pass this way,
please, to see," &c. ;

" Just about to commence ;

"

"Have you seen the Great Mystery?" &c. These
cries are howled from all quarters. Undoubtedly,
the three days of each of the four shows held by the

Fks. 114.- A CLIP FOR .SUSPENDINO GRAPES AMD PRAR.^.

National Chrysanthemum Society are a great help to
the Aquarium receipts ; in fact, the third day of
each show may be said entirely to favour the
Aquarium, for the exhibits are no credit to

anyone, what with the dirt and parching heat.
Mr. Dean makes much of the large amount of space
required, but I, with many others, fail to understand
what Apples, Pears, and other fruits, Potatoa and
other vegetables have to do with Chrysanthemums
and the National Chrysanthemum Society. We hear
a great deal about the over-worked secretary and
committee, and the want of time on adjudicate to

varieties of Chrysanthemums which would be put
forward for certificates; and yet these vegetables, &c.,

are added, which require quite one half of the large

amount of the tabling used. One exhibit of Potatos
in particular ran quite across the large hall, and con-
sisted of lai'ge heaps of tubers which in the aggregate
could not weigh very much less than a ton. The
majority of visitors pay very httle attention to the
vegetable exhibits. The cut blooms of Chrysan-
themums are always the primary attraction. Let
us stick to our last, and the tables will not re-

quire so much space when packed away. Of course,
it is very kind of the authorities to lend the Aquarium
for show purposes, but I should like to see the
National Chrysanthemum Society, that is, the exhi-
bitors, considered more than they are, and the coS'ers

of the Aquarium a great deal less. M. U. M,

MICHAELMAS DAISIES IN POTS AT KEW. —
There is not the least doubt that these hardy
perennials will in the future be cultivated in pots
for the further cmbelliehment of the greenhouse.
At p. 600 of a recent issue allusion was made to the
subject, and as a succession of these plants have
flowered under glass at the Royal Gardens, Kew, this
year, a further note may not be out ofplace. It will, I
think, bo admitted that there is room for a selection
of these plants, particularly of the varying shades of
blue, a colour not very abundant at this season.
These plants are also suited to a variety of purposes,
while the flowers that are produced under glass
are very pretty for culling for filling vases,
&c. Lately at Kew, in the Camellia section
of No. 4 House, a charming lot of Aster grandi-
florus was noticed. This is not only the largest-
flowered, but also one of the most beautiful.
The plant forms a branched bush abou 2 feet
high, and was surmounted with numbers of its

blue starry blossoms about 2 inches across. To be
able to get this variety to flower in a cool green-
house in the middle of November is well worth the
trouble, particularly as it is a species which rarely
expands its flowers in the open air, and for several
years in succession well-established plants in a light
well-drained soil have scarcely perfected a flower
owing to frosts occurring in October. One of the
prettiest varieties noted at Kew was A. turbinellus,
plants of which were arranged in a group ; the
flowers are

i
reduced on slender wiry stems. This

species attains a height of 3 feet. Others were A.
dumosus, well suited to small pots, and forming
compact bushes 9 inches high. A. Irevigatus has
masses of rosy-lilac blossoms, and it stands about
20 inches high—very pretty and delicate looking.
The varieties of A. cordifolius are pretty, viz.,

0. albulus, C. Diana, and C. elegans, also A.
ptarmicoides superba, the ray-florets of which
are pure white

; A. Isevis arcturus, with
flowers of rosy-lilac and blackish stems. Others
suitable for pots are A. sagittifolius, with light
blue flowers, and A, Novi-Belgii densus, though just
a little stiff, may be included for its fine blue shade.
The chief point to aim at is a succession of flowers
from the middle of September, as up to this date
the earliest forms expand equally well out-of-doors,
and of course much later if frosts keep away. Where
an extra good effect is desired, the plants may be
.•dlowed to grow unchecked, potting some well-rooted
pieces in February or March in good ordinary soil,

and plunging them a good distance apart in the open.
By stopping or pinching, the bushes may be increased
iu size, while the sprays come in greater numbers if

of smaller size. If a plant be found to be too tall, it

may be cut down the first week in June to within
6 inches or 1 foot of the pots. Where height is no
detriment, a system of pinching early in May, and
again in June, will cause the plants to become
bushy. /.

New Invention.

CLIP FOR SUSPENDING GRAPES and PEARS.
In the Vine districts of Switzerland, the con-

trivance shown in fig. 114 is used to suspend bunches
of Grapes so that they may be kept free from bruising
or other injury. By pressing in the middle the two
sides of the wire-loop, the clip at the lower end
opens, and the stalk of the bunch being inserted, is

held firmly. The clips are made in various sizes, of
galvanised wire of varying thickness. We find those
of the size represented above as amply sufficient to
suspend Pears. Their use in the fruit-room, or to
suspend bouquets, is obvious.

Colonial Notes.
«

" WESTERN AUSTRALIAN YEAR-BOOK."
The ninth annual issue of this publication, for

1894-5, is now to hand. Among the contents is an
account of the discovery and history of the district,

also a record of the climate, geography, and'constitu-

tiou of the various districts from the earliest to the
present time. The industrial and other capabilities

of the colony are mentioned. Among the most
interesting contents is a treatise from the late Baron
Ferdinand von Mueller, on " The Vegetation of

Western Australia," followed by a classified list, from
the same pen, of Extra-Tropic West Australian Plants,

many of which are well adapted for culture in this

country. These contributions are yet another proof
of the industry and knowledge shown by Baron von
Mueller in the many branches of his favourite science.

r
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Law Notes.

THE EXTRAORDINARY ORCHID DISPUTE.

Judgment.

In the City of London Court on Wednesday, Mr.

Commissioner Kerr delivered judgment in the case of

Rappart v. Peat and Dillon, which was before him

some time ago, and which raised questions of peculiar

interest and importance to Orchid growers and others.

The plaintiff, Mr. David B. Rappart, The Promenade,

Liscard, Cheshire, sought to recover against the

defendants, Mr. W. B. Peat and Mr. Malcolm Dillon,

executors of the late Mr. G. D. Owen, 24, Groavenor

Koad, Newcastle-on-Tyne, the return of the sum of

£17 6s. M. which he had paid to them for certain

Orchids. Mr. J. G. Pease was coiiucil for the

plaintiff, and Mr. Edwin Pollock for the defendants.

The plaintiff's case was that he attended the sale

of the Selwood collection of Orchids, which was held

at Selwood, Rotherham, Yorkshire, on April 2i, 25,

and 26 of last yeai-, when the late Mr. Owen's fine

coUectiou was disposed of by auction. He purchased

Orchids which were not, as be asserted, of the rarity

represented, and he now wanted his money to be

returned as a mistake had been made. He bought

an Odontoglossum elegans, a Dendrobium splendidissi-

mum graudiforuni, and a Cattleya Skinneri alba. For

tho.se he paid £17 6.'!. Gil. The plants were not in

flower when he bought them, .-^o it wa.s impossible to

tell whether the plants really answered the descrip-

tions contained in the catalogue upon which bo

purchased. When the plants flowered, the Odonto-

glossum turned out to be a Halli (worth 2s. 6rf.

instead of the 5 guis. he had paid), the Dendrobium
proved to be an Ainsworthii (worth 2s.), and the

Cattleya Skinneri alba was not an alba at all, but

quite au ordinary v.ariety. As a mistake had been

made somewhere, he asked to h.ave his money
returned.

The defendants' case was that the plaintiti' had

piu'chased, as a fact, what tlie defendants pretended

to sell him. The late Mr. Owen had seen the

Orchids hi flower, and when he bought them, Mr.

Owen paid sums far in exces-i uf those paid by the

plaintifi'. The plaintiff must h.ave mixed them up in

some way or other. There oould be no doubt that

the defendants sold the plaintiff the geiuiine plants,

and not the common varieties wliich was now
alleged.

Mr. Conunissioner Kerr, on tlie l.xat occasion, said

there was no allegation of mala fides on the part of

anyone ; but as the case presented so many diffi-

culties, he would take time to consider his decision.

He now gave judgment. He said the case had given

him more trouble tlian any action had involved fur a

long time past. He could not satisfy his mind that

he ought to give judgment for either plaintiff or the

defendants as he was in so much difficulty. He was
bound to say that the plaintiff had not satisfied him
that he did not get the Orchids that he bought.

That being so, the plaintiff had failed in his action.

Ab the plaintiff might be able to satisfy another judge

iu another court, he would simple nonsuit the

plaintiff so that another action might be brought else-

where. He allowed the defendants their costs.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
[A paper read hn Mr. C. E. Pearson, Chilwell, on the hUh jn.t/.

j

Taking the incurved section first, not because they now
occupy that position, but from old habit, and the fact that, being
few, they are soon disposed of, I should like to remark that 1

think our judgea are getting a little lax in their requirements
as to form, perhaps Iwcause novelties in this clxss are scarce,

and therefore they do not wish to reject anything which has
any pretensions to call itself au incurved. But the fact
remains that several which have been admitted lately liave a
good deal of Japanese blood in them, and require not a little

manipulation to fit them f jr the boards.

Of the new incurved, Charles H. Curtis has undoubtedly
taken the first place, being a gi-and flower in form, size,

and colour, also an easy variety to grow, as may be
gathered frum the speed with which it has taken its place as
a standard variety all over the country. I should give chc
next place to Mra. R. 0. Kingston, sent out the same year

(H95), a pale rosy-pink of first size and perfect form. It also

is a good doer, coming in at the right time without stopping
or other aid. Another very good pink of the .same season
is Mrs. James Uiimy ( Jovrn. of JJort., p. 439% not quite
so large, but worth adding to a select collection. George
Haigh, a dull bronzy flower, sent out this ye;ir, is a sport
from R. Petfield, and is worth having, but, like the parent,
needs special culture. It should be either stopped in May or
else rooted late and grown on quickly. Two other new
bronzes ai-e Bonnie Dundee (1S96), and D. D. Cmue(lS05);
the latter is a neat pretty flower, but only large enough for

the frent row ; the former I had great hopes of, but it is

coming cross-eyed with me; however, the queer season we
have had may have induced this. I hope that it may come
all right another year, as it is a true incurved and pretty
colour ; it should be stopped in March to get it in time for the
exhibition season. L'Amethyste, one of Calvat's 1S9j set, vi as
shown a 'incurved List year, and will be valuable from its

purpk ^olour, but it is too late with me to say anythiug of it

yet, and I suppose this is the case with others, a^^ 1 have not
seen it shown this year. I should advise stopping it in
April next year, and taking the first bud ter.

I am sorry not to be able to say a good word for the red or
crimson novelties of the past two years, as we want the
colour sadly. Owen's Crimson has not given me a flower fit

to exhibit. Jno. Fulford is better, but shows a large eye,
which must be taken out early to get a full flower. Of
whites we have not had much since J. Agate in 1SI>4, the
only one I have noted being Mrs. F. Hepper, sent out this

spring: a well-built flower, of medium size, but rough.
Before leaving the incurved section I may mention Major
Bonna£fon (sent out in 1894) in order to give a cultural hint,

as it comes a pure Japanese if taken in early bud. It should
be stopped March 1, and not given too large a pot.

Coming now to the Japanese, and again taking the yellows
first, I think this has lieen a red letter year for this colour.

I am of the opinion that we have in Modestumand Australian

Gold, two of the grandest novelties seen for the last ten yeai-s.

and being so opposite in shade, there will not be any rivalry

between them. Modestum is the richest colour everseen, and
simply extinguishes any other yellow placed by it for com-
parison. The two are faultless as to si;:e and form, and arc

also fortunately good doers ; those who saw the fine flowers

of Australian Gold shown recently at the Royal Horticultural

Society on small late-struck plants iu 4S'.<!, will concur :\^

regards that kind, and I believe Modestum willprove equally

free.

Of the other new yellows, Oceana, a grand incurved
flower, is worth making a note of ; while Pallanza is now so
well known as to scarcely need mentioning. I am rather

doubtful, now that we have tried it a second season, whether
it will oust Sunflower from the show-board, but it is a
lovely bloom for all other purposes. Edith Tabor and
Phcebus are both splendid flowers, with long falling florets,

and not difficult to manage, requiring no stopping or special

treatment. The former is a little too tall for decorative pur-
poses, but this does not count for much with exhibiting
enthusiasts. Though yellows are sn many, John Seward
must not be left out, as it is a grand flower, and of diflerent

form to most of those already mentioned, the florets being
long and strap-shaped. It is a pure clear yellow except on
late buds, when it assumes a bronzy tint. Buds should be
taken fairly early, as it takes a long time to open. Still

another grand yellow is Sunstone, deep orange at the centre,

shading to primrose at the outside. This was sent out in

the spring, but is very little known, however, and will un-
doubtedly be heard of next season. Two promising yellows,

sent out in the spring of 1S9G, have disappointed most
buyers—viz., W. Slogrove and Lago Maggiore. Of the first

I have not seen a good flower, and the second is too small
for .anything except decoration.

Coming to whites, the swarm is almost as great as the
yellows. One of the best is Lady Byron, a charming flower
of most graceful form though large. Grown naturally it is a
little too early, and requires stopping in March, taking fii-st

bud after. It is rather tender rooted, and should not have
too large a pot. Mrs. Richard Jones is another lovely white,
with long drooping florets cm-ling upwards at the tip.

It is an easy one to grow, requiring no stopping or special
treatment. Mrs. Chas. Blick is another good white, doing
best I find on late-rooted plants ; and there are in aldition
tlu-ee fine whites in Calvat's set for this year, all worth
having—viz., Baronne Ad. de Rothschild, Mrs, J. Lewis,
and Madame Guatave Henry. I had almost overlooked two,
which should however be mentioned— viz., Emily Silsbury,
for early work the best October variety to date, and Elsie
Teichmann, a pretty flower on very dwarf sturdy plant, bu^
not, I think, quite full enough for the board.

Of tinted whites, Mrs. H. Weeks takes the palm, being, in

fact, worthy to rank with Modestum asthetwo finest novelties
of the season. The reason it was not .staged so freely as was
expected on Tuesday, November 10, U that it requires
special treatment, which, of course, tlie growers were not
aware of the first season, and most of them will only get it

nlly general when the shows are over. It is nriturally very
late, and should be rooted as early as possible, pinching the
point out at the end of January. N.B.—This i.s the raiser's

advice ; b\it my grower says he would prefer March 1,

and take the first bud after. This ought to be widely known,
as it is such a splendid flower as to be worthy any pains to
get it. Pride of Exmouth (Journal of Horticulture, p. 4i'>9]

is a white with pink markings, very distinct and good ; as is

also William Fyfe, a varietyapproaehing the old Belle Paule, in
colouring. Of the real pinks, the finest as au exhibition
flower is Austialie, one of the first fruits (with Oceanai from

The Antipodes, where the Mum craze has taken largely ; it

is a purple-pink, with silvery reverse, immense in size, .

but not so coarse as some of the same race, e.g., Mrs. Harman
Payne.

There are two or three of the striped yellow and bronze
Jax>anese worth mentioning, the bestperhaps being Mrs. Jno.
Shrimpton, an immense deep yellow bloom with reddish
stripings, should be stopped in the middle of May. Aroua is

also a fine flower, much in the colour and build of Colonel
Smith, but having more substance, and consequently a much
better laster, the Colonel being notoriously deficient in this

respect. Mons. Chenon de Leche, a curious mixture of

salmon, bronze, and yellow, is mw in its second season and
thoroughly established. There is no difficulty in timing it,

as it makes buds so freely that if one be removed another
may be confidently expected within ten days. Olive Oclee,

a bronzy incurving flower which was expected to be very
tine this year, is a failure vrith me, and I have not seen it

good elsewhere. I had forgotten Mrs. Herman Kloss, a
grand flower and distinct colour, orange overlaid with
chestuut-red ; it is one of the best of this yeai*'s novelties. I

will conclude my list of Japanese with one which stands
quite by itself in colour—viz., Mrs. Briscoe Ironside, a lovely

flesh-pink, the best, I consider, of Mr. Ironside's introduc-

tions. It is a good doer, aui requires no stopping. I have
.some charming flowers on plants the cuttings of which were
not in.serted until IMarch 20.

The singles are most charming subjects for tablo decora-

tion, and there are several very pretty novelties this season,

among them notably Annie Tweed, a deep narrow crimson,

Ewan^Carveran and Mrs. Stubbs, white (one Japanese and the
other a round regular flower); in addition to which Mr.
Davis has a fine crimson single, with exception.ally large

flowers, which will probably come out next year. The list

of flne things I have given is a triumph to the raisers who
are at work on the autumn queen, and I do not think we
have reached the limit of improvement, or indeed ap,iroached

it. Already several grand seedlings have been shown, which
will be heard of later, but as leas than half the season has

elapsed it would be prematui-e to say anything of future

prospects.

SOCIETIES.
—

ROYAL HOBTICXJLTURAL .

November 24.—The meeting held at the Drill Hall, James
Street, Westminster, on the above date, was, considering the

lateness of the date, an unusually bright one, numerous

Oi>?hids, including many crosses and hybrids of a remarkable

character ; tables" fiUctl with Chri'Manthemuni blossoms,

chiefly of Japmese and single-flowered varieties. Gloxinias.

Coleus of varied colouring, a fine group of Dracaena?, and
some small collections nf fruit, including some very well-

grown Pineapples frooi Frogmore licing exhibitcil.

Floral Committee.
Prrf^nil : W. Mar.shall, Esq., in the Chair; and Messrs.

J. Fraser, II. Herbst. R. Dean, J. H. Fitt, R. (twen, G.

Stevens, J. Hudson, J. F. McLeod, C. J. Salter. W. Bain.

T. Peed, G. Nicholson, J. D. Pawle, C. E. Shea, C. N.

Peai'son.C. Jeffries, J. T. Bennett-Poe, G. Gordon. H. Turner,

E. Mawlcy, and J. Laing.

A fine South Sea Island Dracajua, discovered by Mr J.

Broomlield (fig. ll.^»), was shown by Messrs. Sandfr &. Co..

St. Albans, deservedly securing a First-class Certiticate. The
leaves are ir» inches long and 2 inches wide where widest, are

margined heavily and striped lightly with white. The plant
is short jointed as regards the stem, and compact in habit,

indicating, we should say, slowness of growth, and the
leaves on the plant shown are well retained, also evidence
of this. They also showed Cephalotus follicularis, well fur-

nished with its richly-coloured pitchers of gi-een and velvety-

brown. One fine plant of the species was placed under a
bell-glass, and to this specimen a Cultural Commendation
was given.

E. Hyde. Esq ,
Castle Bar, Ealing (gr,, Mr. Holloway),

showed the original ('hinese Primrose, P. sinensis, in
three well flowered examples, the colour a rosy carmine,
petals re^lcxed, the .segments, five in number, leaves
narrow and deeply serrated. He aUo showed a cross

obtained between this species and P. obconica, in which
the corymb of blossoms somewhat partakes of the cha-
racter of the latter species in regard to its form, height
of stiilk, vasalso the form of the lea*". The flower-segments .
do not reflex as in P. sinensis, but are slightly cuaped, and
in colour intermediate between the parents. A cross fl
between P. sinensis and other species nf Prinuila has for long
lieen a desideratum with gardeners, and now that one has
been obtained, we may look for great improvement along
certain lines.

Messrs. Hvnu Low & Co., Clapton and Bush Hill, Enfield,

showed a number of diverse winter-flowering Carnations
viz., Tidal Wave, a flower of a deep-cerise culour ; W. Scott, I
rose-pink ; Daybreak, Helen Keller. Mrs. Nicholson, and T
others. Some well-gi-own and bloomed Cyclamen pcraicum
grandiflorum were amongst their exhibits. A Flora Medal
was awarded.
Mr. R. Gri.zow, Melbourne Nurseries, Bexlcy Heath. Kent,

showed a group of finely-coloured Dracrenaa, among which
we noticed good examples of Duchesse d'Orlcans, with the
foliage of the lower half of the plant of a bronzy colour, and
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that of the upper half a very brilliant n-iroson ; thr? leaves

are ofgreat width in comparison with their length, which is

about 8 inches ; also Sanderiana, Barreni, Lindeni, Lord Wol-
seley, Renardi, Maneuk Bey, A. Schiitt, Doucetti, &c. A
Floral Medal was awarded to Mr. Gulzow.

3Ir. F. W. MooEE, Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, showed
flowering shoots of Buddleia ma dagascareusis, with racemes
of small orange-coloured flowers, which are said to grow of a
far greater length in the South of France. It is probably
too tender for out-of-doors culture anywhere in these islands.

Mr. ff. Bkckbt, Jersey, showed a ragged-looking single-
flowered Chrysanthemum, Daisy Belle, wliite, with a yellow
disc.

Messrs. J. Veitch k, Son, Royal Exotic Niirsery, Chelsea,
showed Begonia Myra, derived from a tuberous variety, and
B. Socotrana ; the flowers are single, of a rich rosy-crimson
colour. The male blossoms fort^mately ai-e somewhat freely
produced; the foliage is almost orbicular in shape, of a
deep green colour. Another Begonia shown was of similar
but not identical parentage. It possesses pecuhar double
flowers, or more truly, the commencement of doubling,
which are of almost the same shade of colour as Myra, and
the habit of the plant is more compact than that variety.

It is named Ensign, and received an Award of Meiit.
This tirm also showed a collection of warm-house Rhododen-
dron hybrids of the Javanico-jasminifiorum type, all of them
of beautifully distinct yet soft colours, the trusses large,

with many blooms on each. An Award of Merit was made
to R. Cloth of Gold, a product of a cross between R. Lord
Wolseley x R. Teysmanni. The truss in the case of this

coloured Incui-ved viriety, with drooping florets ; :uid

Madam A. Chatin (Silver Banksiau Medalj.
From Messrs. Henry Cajjnell fz SoKS, Swanley, came a

choice collection of new varieties, which comprised Pride of
Swanley, a reflexed white Japanese ; Mrs. E. Cannell, rosy-

purple, with silvery reverse, rough as shown ; Cliarles

Wilkins. delicate blush ; the yellow sport from Elsie (an
Award of Merit , Mrs. E. Staines, white ; and Madoc, bronzy-
orange—both single ; and C. F. Payne, a broad-petalled soft

yellow Japanese.

Mr. William Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill, also

bad a select collection, including Miss Louise ',D. Black, a

deep golden incurved, fine in colour—a large, fvill flower,

but bordering closely upon the Japanese character (Award
of Merit) ; Gem of Earlswood, an Anemone Pompon, with
delicate pink ray-florets, and a bright golden centre—

a

charming combination, and of the best form (Award of

Merit) ; James Lynch, an orange-chestnut reflexed Japanese

;

bunches of bloom of Calvat's Australian Gold, cut from
plants in 48-sized pots; some attructive single varieties;

G. J. Warren, the pale yellow sport from Madame Camot,
which the committee wished to see again in better condi-
lion; and Lady Hanham, a delicate silvery buff-pink sport
from Viviand Morel, likely to make a useful decorative

variety (Bronze Banksian Medal).

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, also

staged a collection of cut blooms, consisting of Golden Gate,

Mrs. Smith Ryland, a large golden incurved Japanese

;

Robert Owen, Mr. Cleveland, a sulphur-white incurved ; Mrs.
Langtry, blush ; and Miss Lister Martin, pink, both single

FlO. 1 ].'..— DRAC.tXA BROuMFlKLliL

(See Report of Royal Horticultural Society, on p. (i66,)

variety is large, as arc the individual blooms, and the colour

a soft shade of yellow.

Messrs. Fl^^HER, Sun, & Sibrav, Royal Nurseries, Hands-
worth, Sheffield, showed a yellow-coloured variety of warm-
house Rhododendrons, named Countess of Derby, in which
there is a tendency towards doubling. The truss was of

middle-size, and the colnvir primrose-yellow.

Sir TuEvoR Lawrence, Bart., Burford Lodge, showed
Sonerila Leopold II,, a well-bloomed example, with bronzy
leaves, furnished with Hues of silvery dots; colour of the
flowers rosy-lilac ; the height of the plant was an unusual
one, being 15 inches (Award of Merit).

W. Brvant. Esq., Stoke Park, Slough, exhibited Primula
sinensLs fimbriata in t\vo varieties—the so-called b'.ue, and a
white one. The flowers were in each case large, as also the
trusses, but the foliage was sparse (Silver Banksian Medal).
Messrd. Yooxg ifc Dobinson, Holmesdale Nurseries, Steven-

age, showed numbers of shoots of varieties of Coleus, and
blooms of Gloxinias. Many of the Gloxinias were of good
size and substance, with distinct colour, very pleasing in

some instances. The Coleus were chiefly of the tender
ndoors varieties.

W. F. Darkell, Es*^., Devon.'ihire House, Stamford Hill

(gr., Mr. Davies), showed a group consisting of small Crotona
in pots and cut blooms of (_'hr>\santhemums, chiefly those

of Japanese varietie.«. A few Pandanns Veitchi, small
specimens of Cocos, Ferns, Ac, were used in the group
(Silver Banksian Medal).

The Chrysanthemum did much to\v:xrds famishing the
Drill Hall on this occasion, and in company with many good
varieties now in cultivation, there was a good sprinkling of

novelties, though the committee exercised a wise discretion

in making awards to novelties.

From Mr. Charles E. Shea, The Elms, Foot's Cray, Kent,
came a selection of some of the leading Japanese varieties,

such as Golden Gate, Thos. Wilkins, M. Chenon de Lech€,
Maggie Blenkiron, an incurved flower in the w<iy of Lord
Brooke ; MdUe. Th^rtee Rey, Abbe Mendalhall, a sulphur-

varieties. Mr, B. Ladhams, [Shirley, Soutliampton, sent
fine bunches of Golden Elsie, a valuable sport that will make
an excellent market and decorative variety (Award of Merit).

Mr. W. Jinks, gr. to E. BftrcE, Esq.,W^ton, had some fine

blooms of Japanese Mrs. Maling Grant, a very promising
variety recently Certificated by the National Chrysanthemum
Society, but which on this occasion arrived too late to come
I efore the Committee.
Mr. R. Owen, nurseryman, Maidenhead, had Japanese C

A. Owen, a fine broad-petalled incurving Japanese, bright
gold in colour, and very fine (Award of Merit) ; Jobn Macfee,

pale yellow, deeper in the centre, a Japanese of a decidedly
promising character ; Mrs. Hugh Fenwick, a large white
reflexed Japanese, with pale pinkiah-lilac basal florets ; Mrs.

J. Beggs, a delicate pink, large broad-petalled Japanese;
T. Lookie (incurved), soft lilac, with blush and sulphur
centre, a neat flower ot a promising character ; Mrs, T. D.

Hatfield, a small yellow incurved ; Marcia Jones, a white
Japanese Anemone ; W. Slogxove, &c. (Silver Banksian
Medal}.

Messrs. Yocsa & Dobimson, Stevenage, had a mixture of

varieties— Japanese, Incurved. Pcmpon, and single — of

somewhat poor quality, but said to be from plants grown
only for cuttings (Bronze Banksi.in Medal).

Mr. W. Batchelor, gr. to Lieut.-Colonel Vernev, Uxbridge,
had about three dozen blooms of fine Japanese, including
such leading varieties as Golden Wedding, Hairy Wonder,
Ruth Wynne, Ethel Addison, Robert Owen, Louis Boehmer.
&c. From Mr. Rickwood, gr. to the Dowager Lady Freake,
Fulwell, came some effective bunches, set up in a tasteful

manner, the leading varieties, Viviand Morel, Gloire du
Rocher, Louis Boehmer, J. Shrimpton, Sunflower, G. C.

Schwabe, Challenger, Stanstead White, &c. (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Mr. W. Bain, gr. to Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bt., Burford
Lodge, Dorking, staged a plant of Japanese Mrs. Joseph
Thompson, a large and full ivory-white incurved Japanese of

great promise (Award of Merit).

Orchid Committee.
Pr^HtU : Harry J. Veitch, Esq. (in the Chair); Sir Trevor

Lawrence, Bart, President of the Royal Horticulture
Society; and Messrs, O'Brien (Hon. Sec), J. Gumey Fowler,
E. Ashwortb, De B. Crawfehay, H. M. Pollett, H. Ballantiue,
F. Sander, W. H. White, E. Hill, J. Jaques, H. J. Chapman'
W. Thompson, C. Winn, C. PUcher, W. Cobb. J. Douglas, S.

Com-tauld, W. H. Protheroe, T. B. Haywood, Dr. Masters, and
C. Moore of Sidney, N.S.W.

Riron Sir H. Schroder, The DeU, Egham (gr., Mr. H.
Ballantine), exhibited a group of grand cut examples of rare
Orchids, among which were the remarkable Veitchian hybrid
Sophro-Cattleya x Calypso (Sophronit es grandiflora 9 , Cattleya
Loddigesii - Harrisoni S ), with remarkable flowers ever
4 inches across, and the general form and thick texture of
C. Harrisomie, but much more openly displayed, especially
the handsome labellum. The fluwer was of an uniform rose-
purple, the centre of the labellum rose orange. In the group
also were Jiue spikes of the purple-spotted Odontoglossum
Pescatorei Schroderianum ; the unique and finely -colcured
O. Wilckeanum Godefroyae, O. Chestertoni ; Cypripedium
insigne Snnderce, C. x Niobe, Dendrobiums Phaljenopis
Schroderianum, Lselio-Cattleya x exoni nsis, and the beau-
tiful :uid delicately-tinted L.-C. X Baroness Schroder. The
group was awarded a Silver Banksian Medal. Sir Trevor
Lawrence, Bart., Burford, Dorking (gr., Mr. W. H. White),
showed Lielia x Juvenilis (Perrini ? ,

pumilaj), a very hand-
some hybrid, v-ith light rose-purple flowers, possessing
a purple- coloured lip (Award of Merit) : and Sohralia Lin-
deni, a white flower, with purple veining on the lip.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery. King'^
Road, Chelsea, staged a remarkable group, consisting chiefly
of crosses raised by them, and which was awarded a Silver
Flora Medal. Among the hybrids were no fewer than six
distinct Cypripediums, which in some instances were
derived from the rare C. Fairieaimm on one side. The most
beautiful of these was C. x Baron Schroder (tenanthum
8uperbum9, Fairieanum <J ), which was awarded a First-class
CertiAcate. It is the most perfect in form of the set ; the
upper sepal white, with about fifteen heavily-dotted and
feathered lines of purple; the broad petals a pale yellow,
but furnished with purple-brown lines, and some spot-
ting on the lower faaives ; the shining lip has also
some yellow veins, and it is tinged with purple-brown.
An equally remarkable cross which commanded great
attention, and which also secured a First-class Certifi-
cate, was LasUo-Cattleya x Decia alba (L. Perrini ?, C.
aurea <J), in which the sepals and petals are pure white, and
the lip a delicate rose-pink, with that indescribable close
tracery of silvery-white which is generally to be remarked
in this fine hybrid. Two other novelties were Laelio-Cattleya
X Tireaias (C. Bowringiana 9, L.-C. elegans Tumeri S),
very bright fl- wers, purple-rose tinted (Award of Merit); and
Uelia X Omen (purpurata x autumnalis) a very singular-
looking flower of a light rose colour. In the body of the
group were notei examples of Lylio- Cattleya x Decia. L.-C.

X I>ady Rothschild, and L.-C. x Statteriana, all of them
handsome hybrids of L, Perrini, and noted in the report of

the la.st meeting ; L.-C. X Pallas, Cattleya x Fabiola, Phala--
nopsia x Brymeriana, home-raised ; Cattleya x Chloris,

Dendn^bium glomeratiim, D. subclausum, D. x Cassiope, D.
X euosmum leucopterum, Anguloa uniflora Tumeri. Ac.
Nokuan C. Cookson, Esq.. Oakwotnl, Wyhtm-on-Tyne (gr.,

Mr. Wm. Murray), sent a remarkable home-raised Odonto-
glossum between O. Halli-leucoglossum and O, crispum
Cooksoni, and named O. x Halli-crispum. Its flowers were
of good si^e, and in the form of the lip and crest they dis-

closed much of O, Halli. The .sep;ils were creamy-white
upon which are some large red-brown blotches ; the petals

are of creamj'-white, with one large and several smal
blotches, and the white lip had a yellow crest, and one large

blotch in the centre (First-class Certificate); also Cypri-

pedium X Chapmanii (Curtisii x bellatulum). The upper
-sepal was white, with purple dotted lines, the broad petals

also white, with innimaerable blackish dots over the surface,

and the Up faced with rose.

E. AsHWORTH, Esq., Harefleld Hall, Wilmslow, Cheshire
(gr., Mr. Holbroofc) showed Lie lio-Cattleya x Sjhilleriana.

Ashworth's variety, a very fine form with flowers as showy
as those of Lselia purpurata, and with blush-white sepals and
petals, and rich p\irp'e labellum (Award of Merit) ; La='lia

autumnalis alba, Lucy Dodd, the best white form of the
species ; and the singidar little Epidendnim (Nanodes)
Matthewsii.

R. I. Measures, Eeq , Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell (gr.,

Mr. H. J. Chapman) sent the new Cypripedium > Regina
(Leeanum x Faiiieanum), a charming hybrid with the

general aspect of C. X Arthurianum, but with fine white
dorsil sepal with purple dotted lines ; C. x Edwardii
superbum, a very pretty variety ; C. x Olenus (tjellatulum

X ciliolarelj and L»lio-Cattleya x Sallierii, with pale rose

flowers having a dark rose-coloured marking on tlie lip.

Mr. Ja3. Douglas, Great Bookham, Surrey, showed Laelio-

Cattleya X ApoUonia (L. purpurata X C. Dowiana', a showy
hybrid, with flowers .somewhat resembling those of L,-C. X
Pallas ; sepals and petals of a light rose colour ; lip of dark
crimson-piuple, crumpled at the e dge, and margined with

lilac (Award of Merit).

Sir Wm. Marriott, the Down House, Blandford, showed
Sophro-I-aelia x Marriottii(Sophronitia grandiflora x L. flava),

a hybrid of singular aspect, having the growth of S. grandi-

flora, but stouter, and bearing a three-flowered inflorescence

of orange-coloured flowers, which resemble those of S. grandi-

flora, but with the peculiar elongation of the lip, as in Lselia

flava.
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e. Shirlamd Ball, Esq., Ashford, Wilmslow, Cheshire
(gr., Mr, A. Hay), received an Award of Merit for Cattleya
labiata, Ashford variety, perhaps the richest and brightest in
colour of any shown this season. Mr. Ball also showed the
fine white C. Labiata alba.

E. H. Woodall, Esq., St. NichoLas House, Scarborough
(gr.

,
Mr. W. Hughes), sent a model plant of Vanda cisrulea,

with seven growths and five magnificent spikes, for which a
Cultural Commendation was given.
Messrs. F. Sander & Co.", St. Albans, had a pleasing group,

in which were the line Cypripedtum Leeanum giganteura,
C. X L. retieulatum, C. X L. superbum, and C. x L. virginale,

the last-named a very fine bold flower. Also Lreho-Cattleya
•alb inense var. Lady Brougham, a great improvement on the
older form ; some good Dendrobium Johnsonire, Cattleya
labiata, Cymbidium x Winnianum, a curiously - margined
variety of C. giganteum. Dendrobium Fairfaxii, Cypripedium
X' .Mrs. C. Maynard (nitens magnificum x Boxalli), Odonto-
gloBsum Krameri and O. K. album ; Sophronitis grandiflora,

Angraecum polystachys, Spir.anthcs Forgetianum, <fec. (Silver

Banksian Medil).

W. Bryant, Esq., Stoke Park, Slough (gr., Mr. D. Kemp),
showed Cattleya labiata. Stoke Park variety, a noble plant,
with a four-flowered inflorescence of very large light-coloured
flowers. W. Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange, Stone, Staf-

fordshire (gr., Mr. W. Stevens), showed the rare Odonto-
glossum X elegantius ; also a dozen fine drawings of rare
Orchids in his collection. Walter Cobb, Esq., Dulcote,
Tunbridge Wells (gr., Mr. J. Howes), showed the clear yellow
Cypripedium inaigne Sanderianura, and the elegant little

Liparis longipes. Admiral Cator, Hazelwood, King's
Langley (gr., Mr. G. E. Day), sent Cymbidium cyperifolium,
with elegant narrow leaves, and an inflorescence resembling
C. giganteum, but with a white lip bearing a few rud-browu
spots. H. Worthinoton, Esq., Abbey Lawn, Whalley Range,
Manchester, sent Catasetum x splendens Worthingtonia-
num, a large white flower, with pui-ple tinge on the lip and
petals.

Frau Ida Brandt, Riesbach, Zurich (gr., Mr. J. Schlecht),
sent fine Oncidium Forbesii, Odontoglossum Insleayi splen*
dens, O. Harryanum, Vanda ccerulea, Brassavola cuspidata.
&c. Reginald Young, Esq., Sefton Park, Liverpool (gr.,

Mr. Poyntz), sent Cypripedium x Pitcherianum magnificum,
a fine form of C. x Niobo, and several very distinct varieties
of C. insigne. Walter C. Clarke, Esq., Liverpool, sent
Cypripedium x polychromum (x politum x superbicns).

F. W. Moore, Esq., Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin,
Dublin, exhibited Acanthophippium javanicum (Botanical
Certificate). Miss N. Roberts, 72, Loughborough Road,
Brixton, S.W., showed a collection of very clever coloured
drawings of Orchids. G. O. Sloper, Esq., Westrop House,
Highworth, showed a good Cypripedium X Leeanum.

Fruit Committee.
Pi-esent: P. Crowley, Esq., chairman; the Rev. W. Wilks,

secretary ; and Messrs. T. F. Rivers, W. Fyfe, J. Smith. G.
Wythes, W. Farr, C. Hcn-in, W. Bates, J. A. Laing, A. Dean,
J. Wright, A. F. Barren, J. Veitch, G. Miles, J. Cho^l,
F. Q. Lane, J. Willard, and G. Woodward.

An Award of Merit was given to Apple Clapkam Beauty, a
pretty round flattish variety of medium dessert size, skin
green, shaded with red, flesh soft, good flavoured, and juicy.
Tliis came from Mr. H. J. Sheppard, Bedford. A similar
award was m.ade to Apple St. Martin, useful dessert-size,
fruits conical, striped rod, and pretty. Flesh pleasant, and
good flavour. From Messrs. Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth,
who also had Broken Hill Pippin, not unlike Adams' Pear-
main in size and form, but paler in colour. Mr. .J. C. Tal-
lach, of Livermore Park, Bury St. Edmund's, secured
an Award of Merit for Apple Livermore Favourite. The
fruits were of fair size, conical, intensely coloured, and hand-
some, and soft pleasant flesh, without special flavour, that
was quite white. It should make a capital market variety.

Mr. Owen Thomas, Her Majestv's gr. at Frogmore, was
awarded a Sllver-gllt Knightiaa Medal for an exhibit of
twelve splendid Queen Pioes, that were in size and fruit,
perfection. Mr. Thomas .also showed a dish of yellow
Tomato Royal Windsor. This, it was desired, should be
tried at Chiswick next year with some other of the large
yellows. Also he had twelve very beautiful fruit, 14 inches
in length, of smooth green and handsome Cucumber Frog-
more Prolific, to which a Cultural Commendation was
awarded.
Mr. C. E. Shea, Foot's Cray, Kent, staged a nice, though

small, collection of twelve dishes of Apples and Pears. The
varieties included of the former G,ascoigne's Scarlet, in won-
derful colour; Beauty of Kent, Lane's Prince Albert, Bau-
mann's Red Reinette, Reinette du Canada, &c. ; and of Pears
Leon le Clerc de Leval, Catillac, very fine ; Olivier de Serres,
&c. A Silver Banksian Medal w.as awarded.
A simiLar award was made to a Large collection of forty-six

Apples and eighteen of Pears, from Messrs. J. Peed & SoN.s,
Norwood. They had of Apples, very good for the season.
Lord Derby, Bismarck, Rod Bictighcimer, Hormead's Pear-
main, Lane's Prince Albert, Cox's Orange Pii)pin, King of
the Pippins, Wadhurst Pippin, Hoary Morning, Feam's
Pippin, Betty Geeson, &c. ; .and of Pears, very fine Uvedale's
St. Germain, Catillac, Bezi Mai, Duchess Tardine, Jose-
phine de Malines, Chaumontel, Ac.
Mr. Batchelor, gr. to Lieut. -Col. Vernon, Harefleld,

Uxbridge, staged a dozen small heaps of fruit very prettily
on diverse coloured woodwork, arranged in squares. The
method, however, was not so good as showing in plates.
The fruits, chiefly Apples, were generally small, the best
being Blenheim Pippin, Wellington, Ribston Pippin, King of
the Pippins, &c. A Bronze Banksian Med.al was awarded.

A single specimen of Bismarck Apple, sent by Messrs.
Hurst & Sons, Burbage Nursery, Hinckley, merited notice,
as being the largcift of the variety yet seen. It weighed
18 oz., and had a circumference of 15 inches, and w.as hand-
some and well coloured.
Mr. G. Wvthes, Syon House Gardens, had a dish of

Vilmorin's white tuberous Artichoke, the tuber being 6 inches
long. It was thought that this unusual elong.ation was a
product of tlie season, having grown out, as Kidney
Potatos will.

For Messrs. Veitch & Son's prizes, there were twelve dishes
of Apples staged, and Mr. C. Herrin, Dropmore, came 1st,
with nice, clean, but not highly coloured Cox's Orange
Pippin

; and Mr. W. H. Divers, of The Gardens, Belvoir
Castle, was 2nd, witli a very high-coloured, conical Apple,
very handsome, and having white fiesh, namod La Neige.
The flesh was soft, but not materially high-flavoured. The
Ribston Pippin, Melon-Apple, and Blenheim Pippin were also
shown. Both the prize Apples were from orchard standards,
the former on gravel, and the latter on clay.

•There were eight dishes of Pears shown, the 1st prize
being given to Beum5 du Buisson, a medium-sized nuggetty
obovate variety, having nice juicy soft flesh th.at was very
well flavoured. This came also from Mr. Divers, the tree
from which the fruits were gathered being worked on the
Pear stock, .and grown on an east wall. The second best
variety. Knight's Monarch, a medium-sized sample, came
from Mr. O. Thomas, but no particulars were furnished.
Winter Nelis, Beurre D'Automne, and Glout Morceau, were
also shown, but all Lacked flavour.

BRIXTON, STBEATHAM, AND
CLAPHAM HORTICULTUBAL.

November 11, 12.—The srth Annual Exhibition of this
Society was held at the Town Hall, Streatham, on the above
dates. The groups of Chrysanthemums were of great beauty
and excellence, and were, in the opinion of the judges, all
worthy of a 1st prize. The cut blooms of Japanese Chrys-
.anthcmums were exceptionally fine, and the competition
amongst the exhibitors w.as exceedingly keen. Some remark-
ably fine foliage plants and Ferns were staged, and it was a
matter for regret that the state «f the funds did not permit
of extra prizes being given. A grand display of Orchids
was made. The Ladies' baskets of Chrysanthemums, Ferns,
foliage plants. Grasses, &c., were more numerous and tasteful
tlian upon any former occasion, and the growing interest iu
these exhibits is encouraging to the kind donor of the
special prizes offered for this class.

The National Chrysanthemum Society's Jubilee Medal was
awarded to Mr. Howe for Group of Chrysiinthemums ; and
the Certificates, one to Mr. Weston for six trained Japanese
Chrysanthemums, and the other to Mr. Mobsell for twenty-
four cut blooms Japanese Chrysanthemums.

LICHFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November IS.—A Chrysanthemum show was held in St.

James' Hall on the above date under the auspices of the old
Lichfield Horticultural Society, which bo-asts .an existence
of over eighty years. The show throughout was an excellent
one in every section. The table decorations, bouquets, frait,
and vegetables well maintained the reputation of the gsr-
deners of the district.

Among attractive exhibits of the non-competitive section
were the fine baskets of cut flowers, bouquets, and other
floral arrangements sent by Messrs. Perkins & Sons,
Coventry

;
the fine bunches of Gros Colni.an Grapes, Queen

Pines, collections of vegetables, twelve dishes of very fine
Apples, and a number of Pears, shown by Mr. T. Walmslev
of the City Seed Stores, Lichfield ; the fine groups of LUy of
the Valley, and other plants, shown by Messrs. Matthews
& Brooks, nurserymen, Lichfield ; the collection of decorative
plants, mcluding the winter-flowering Pelargonium Madame
Jules Chretien, shown by Mr. Barran.
Groups of Chrysanthemums were shown by General

Dvott, Freeford Hall, Lichfield (gr., Mr. Dix). who was Ist
The best three plants of Chrysanthemums were shown by
General Dtott and Sir C. Forsier; and the best three
incurved varieties were those of General Dyott and Mrs.
Hinckley.
A group of incurved plants was shown by Mrs. Hinckley,

including Orchids, C.aladium argyi-ites, Eulalia japonica Ura-
cienas. Ferns, Richardias, &c.

'

Mrs. Chadwick had the best twelve blooms of Japanese
varieties, .and General Dyott the 2nd best.
Captain Wehh, Elrord,.wa3 1st for six J.apanesc ; and Mrs.

Chadwick had the linest twelve and six incurved.

TWICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL.
November 17, 13.-The twenty-eighth annual autumn

exhibition took place in the Town Hall on the above dates,
and was universally admitted to be the best show hold for
some time.

Mr. A. H. Rickwood, gr. to L.ady Freaki!, had the best
group of Chrysanthemums, quaUty and effect being the
leading features

; Mr. G. H. Sage, gr. to the Earl of Dysart,
Ham House, being a creditable 2nd.

A very pretty .and efl'ective feature was made in the class
for a group of miscellaneous flowering and foliage-plants,
1st, Mr. H. E. FordiiaM, The Nurseries, Twickenham.

A group of Orchids in flower, tastefully interspersed with
Ferns .and other foUage plants, gained let honours for Mr.
W. H. Odlum.
The principal cut bloom class, in which five competitors

appeared, was that for twelve Japanese and twelve incurved,
distmct. Here Mr. C. J. Waito, gr. to the Hon. W. P.
Talbot, Esher. gained the leading award with very fine
blooms in each section. Mr. T. Osman was 1st for eighteen
incurved varieties.

A noble lot of flowers wa.s contributed in the class for
eighteen distinct varieties of Japanese, which came from Mr
E. Coombs, gr. to W. Furze, Esq.
The best incurved bloom was a fine C. H. Curtis, were

from Mr. C. J. Waite ; .and the best Japanese, a highly
coloured Charles Davis, from Mr. E. Coombs.
The leading prize for twelve Anemones was taken by Mr.

W. J. Wright, gr. to II. A. Tufnell, Esq.
Table decorations, of which the Chrysanthemum fomied

the chief feature, were well shown by Mr. Waite, the Misses
Cole, the Misses Freshwater, Mr. A. Pentnev, and others.
Other table decorations were well shown by Messrs. T. G.
Macgregor and A. H. Rickwood.
As usual, wonderfuul examples of Grapes, Apples and

Pears, for competition, were very successfully shown by
Messrs. Sage, Bentley, Rickwood, Osman, Burton, and
Garrod.
Vegetables and fruit in competition, and as honorary

exhibits formed, as usual, an interesting part of the show ;and we may give the names of the following exhibitors,
Messrs. C. J. Waite, Poupart, and J. Peed & Sons.

BRISTOL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 18, 19. -The thurty-third annual show of this

Society was held on the above dates in Colston Hall, and
proved to be the best that the Society has as yet held.
Entries were unusually numerous, and the competitioU
close, particularly in the classes for cut blossoms of Chrysan-
themums, which were of gre.at excellence. The groups wera
also of considerable merit, as were likewise fruit and
vegetables.

cm Flowers. — Thirty-six blooms, Japanese, Ist, Mr.
Wilkins, gr. to Lady Theodora Guest, with a grand lot,
including Madame Carnot, Mrs. C. Blick, Graphic, Phoebus,
Edith Tabor, Madame Ad. Chatin, International, Duke ol
York, Mrs. Hume Long, Ac. ; this exhibit won the Challenge
Vase, in value 12 guineas. 2ud, Mr. J. Macdonald, gr. to
W. B. Marling, Esq., who last year won the Challenge Vase.
There were twelve entries in this class.

Twelve Japanese, Mr. Baker, gr. to Mrs. H. A. Smith, was
1st amongst eight who entered in this cl.oss with Madame
Carnot, Van der Heede, Lord Brooke, Thos. Wilkins, G. W.
Childs, Mdlle. Th^rfese Rey, Chas. Davis, 4c. 2nd, Mr. P.ain.
gr. to C. Wills, Esq., with Phojbus, Wilfred MarshaU,
Mutual Friend, Mad.amo Carnot, &c.
Twenty-four incurved, 1st, Mr. Bishop, gr. to H. E. M.

Manderden, E.sq., having good blooms of C. H. Curtis, Mrs.
R. C. Kingston, Golden Empress, Lord Rosebery, Cherub,
Empress of India, Lord Alcester, &c. 2nd, Mr. Aplin, gr. to
W. M. Baker, Esq., who ran Mr. Bishop close with Miss
Haggas, C. H. Curtis, J. Agate, Major Bonnafi'on, Globe d'Or,
Lord .\lccster, &c.

Plants.—Group of Chrysanthemums in pots in a space
10 feet by ti feet. Ist, Mr. J. Marshall, gr. to J. Dole, Esq.,
with well-arranged plants possessing large flowers and good
foUage, all Japanese varieties. This g.ained the National
Chrys.anthemum Society's Jubilee Medal ; 2nd, Mr. Bunker,
gr. to A. Shipley, Esq., who mixed through his group a few
incurved varieties, thereby slightly m.arring his exhibit.
Group of Chrysanthemums arranged with Ferns and orna- M

mental foliage plants, Ist, Mr. Attwell, gr. to J. B. Brain, I
Esq. ; Mr. Newbery, gr. to J. Saunders, Esq , being a very
close 2nd.

Four specimen Chrysanthemum plants, 1st, Mr. Ayres, gr.
to Mrs. Gibson, with fine plants of Mrs. Norman Davis, Col.
Smith, Mrs. Dixon, and C. J. Agate ; 2nd, Mr. Sutton, gr. to
W. A. Todd, Esq.

AYLESBURY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 111.—The eighteenth annual exhibition of this

Society took place on the above d.ate, in the Com Exchange
of this market town. The schedule included thirty-eight

classes for Chrysanthemums, and others were devoted to
fruit and vegetables. Eighteen cl.sscs wore devoted to

specimen plants, which alw.ays fonu a feature at this exhi-

bition ; and on the jiresent occasion the competition was in

most classes keen, and the exhibits generally of very good
quality. Cut blooms .also, more espccLally the Japanese,
were well shown.

In cLass 1, for nine plants, Mr. Robins, gr. to Colonel Lee,
Hartwell House, Aylesbury, was 1st, with fine plants in
excellent condition

; 2nd, Mr. Hopkins. For six plants, Mr.
Turnham, gr. to Mrs. Bartlett, was 1st ; 2nd, Mr. Pumell,
gr. to H. Gunn, Esq.
In the class for Japanese, some beautifully-grown plants

were staged by Mr. Brandon, gr. to Mrs. Gurney, who was
1st for three ; while for six Japanese or Anemone-flowered,
Mr. Tipler, gr. to Miss Smith Dorrien, was a good 1st,

having, .among others, fine Sumr Dorothee Souille and W. H
Lincoln ; 2nd, Mr. Tdrnham.
Pompons were very good, Mr. Brandon being easily Istfo
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six, with very fresh, and admirably-bloomed plants of Orauge
Beauty, White Cede Nulli, and Rosinante, among others ;

2nd, Mr. Robins.
Groups for eflect were not a atrung feature ; in the largest

class, to cover 80 square feet, only two exhibitors competed,

Mr. TiPLER was 1st, and Mr. Hopkins 2nd.

Cut blooms were allotted fifteen classes, the most impor-

tant being that for forty-eight distinct, half to be Japanese
and half large-flowered. Several competitors staged. Mr.
Tl'rnham was a good 1st.

For thirty-six bloom?, Mr. Clark, gr. to T. Guknev, Esq
,

was Ist, Mr. Hopkins ind. For twenty-four incurved, 1st,

Mr. Tl'RNham ; 2ud, Mr. Tifler.

In the class for twenty-four Japanese the competition was
keen, and some good stands were staged, and Mr. Turnham
was let ; Mr. Warren 'Jnd, also with good blooms,

A class devoted to hairy varieties brought some interesting

flowers, the best being Esau (a pretty pink), Hairy Wonder,
Mrs. Dr. Ward, Prima Donna, and white L. Bo^hmer ; for

these Mr. Tuhnham was let.

KEATH CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 10.—This society held a very successful show

in Gurfro Hall, ou the above date. Chrysanthemum blooms

were the chief feature. Tbo iucurveds shown by Mr.

Dlmble, who was a remarkably successful exhibitor, being

equal in quality to any that were shown at Bristol on the

previous day. Groups of Chrysiinthcmums, and also of

Chrysanthemums intermixed with ornamental foliage-plauts,

were also good. There was nothing of special lucrit in the

classes for fruit, but vegetables wore well shown.

Cut Flnwers. — Twenty- four blooms (twelve Japanese,

twelve incurved); 1st, Mr. Duiublo, gr. to Sir C. Philups,
Picton Castle, Huvortordwcal, with fine blooms, well finished,

and beautifully coloured.

Twelve incurved : here Mr. Dumble was placed let, with
a fine even lot.

Twelve Japanese, Mr. Gilbert, gr. to Mrs. G. Llewelyn, was
placed Ist m this class.

Croup of Ckriisaut/iemums m Pots.—lBt, Mr. H. Bradly, gr.

to Mrs. GwvN, The Duffryn, who had a well arranged lot of

dwarf plants with large flowers.

SIONE HORTICUIiTUBAL.
November ly.—Thia Society, which has been resting

with a bal ince in hand for several years, held its first

Chrysanthemum Sbow, at Stone.

As a lirat attempt of this kind, the show was con-

sidered a very successful one. The prize list was nota long one,

and compel itive exhibits did not form the chief exhibits.

Un the contrary, honorary exhibits made a very fine display,

notably the tine Orchids from Mr. Thompson, of WaUou
Grange. Opposite to this lot, and at the end of the hall,

Messrs. Jenkins &. Sons, of Newcastle, exhibited a fine

collection of cut flowers in baskets, some bouquets, consisting

of Orchids, wreaths, and other floral designs, together with

Roses, Lilies of the Valley, and the old white Pelargonium
Vobnte, international Chrysanthemums, and other flowers

Mrs. Meakin, of Darlastou Hall, sent agioup of Chrysanthe-

mums, as also W. R. Parker Jervis, near Meaford Hall;

Major Hardiki;, Manor Uous ), Stone; Mr. Tams, Ihe Ha>es,

Stone, all of whom had well-arranged groups distributed

round the hall. Mr. Wai.tep. Little, nurseryman, Stafford,

showed floral designs. Mr. R. Kinpirdeni, the Cedars,

Stone, sent a collection of cut Chrysanthemum bluoms.

Some fruit was also shnwn Mr. A. Evans, Stone, had

Apples and Pears, Mi-. W. Lewis, Stone, showed much
fruit not in competitiiui

A flower stall, in aid of the Gardeners' Orphin Fund -was

promoted b^- Mr. Sievens, assisted by Miss EvANti and Miss

Lewis, who by their efforts made the public acquainted

with tiiis excellent charity.

NORFOLK AND NORWICH CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM.

November 19, 20, 21.—This exhibition took place in St.

Andrew's Hall, and a large side hall, as well as a temporary

building, were utilised fur th^ purpose. It was not uuly

regarded as one of the largest, but also one of the best the

Socety has yet held. Plants, though not striking, were yet

upright-grown examples, carrying good blooms in the case

of the Japanese varieties. In addition, Cyclamens, Chinese

Primroses, &c., were exhibited in their several classes.

The prime attraction of the show .was the class for forty-

eight Japanese, distinct. Sir. W. .Afessenger, gr. to C. U.
Berners, Esq., Woolverstone, Ipswich, with a superb co lec-

tion, fresh, well-coloured, and even, some of the blooms

extraordinarily fine, in pai-ticular Madame Carnot, which
was awarded the Silver Medal uf the National Chrysan-

themum Society. Mr. T. Hanson, gr. to Sir Saville

Crossley. Somerieytun Hall, was a good 2nd.

The best thiity-six blooms, eighteen Japanese, and eighteen

incurved, came from Mr. J. Shiddeck, gr. to the Hon. A. E.

Fellowes, Honingham Hall, who was Ist with a well-balanced

collection, the Japanese particularly good, and in all the

other cut-flower classes the competition was generally even

and close. Charles Cunie was well sho\vn in the incurved

class, but the finest bluom in the show was J. Agate, whi. h

was also awarded the Silver Medal of the National Chrysan-

themum Society. In the class for new varieties of Japanese

sent out since 1892, the best were Mutual Friend, Caddeson,

Madame Ad. Chatin, J Mockar, H. T. Fils, Duke of York,

Madame Carnot, and Phcebus. The limited space at disposal

will not admit of fuller details.

Frl'it was shown in collections ofsix varieties, with Grapes,

Apples, and Pears, in several classes ; the latter were very

good, and if the dessert Apples were small, they were

brilliantly coloured.

Vegetables were a great feature, and some excellent col-

lections were found competing for the special prizes offered

by Messrs. Carter & Co., Sutton & Sons, Daniels Brothers,

and others.

Miscellaneous collections consisted of a fine collection

of Chrysanthemums from Mr. John Green, nurseryman,

Dereham ; Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Ipswich ; Cannas, zonal

Pelargoniums, Chrysanthemums, &c., from Messrs. H.

C'annell & Son, Swanley ; with a large stand of flowers,

fruit, and vegetables from Messrs. Danikls Brothers.

Toe show was continued for three days, and appeared to be

successful in every reipect.

MANCHESTER ROTAL BOTANIC.
November 20, 2L—The early winter show in which Chrys-

anthemums and Orchids form the chief exhibits, was held

in the Town Hall, Manchester, under the auspices of tue

Council of the Royal Botanical Gardens. As a show, though

.somewhat limited in size, it was brighter, lietter, and choicer

than exhibitions held at the same time in former years.

Chiysautheniuun' in Pots were well shown by Mr. Thos.

Harker, Brook House, Fallowfield ; by Mr. C. H. G\di>.\m,

Adrian House, Didsbury; and Mr. R. Hakdwkk, Woodley's

Grange, Ashton-on-Mersey, who took positions in tbe classes

they exhibited in the order named. The plants of W. H.

Lincoln, Etoile de Lyon, Marie Hoste (very fine indeedj,

and Viviand Morel being not only abundantly flowered, but

the blooms were of first quality.

Cut Bloonis.—There was a large competition in cut flowers,

the Japanese coming to the front more prominently than the

incurved, but the competition in either case was keen. For

thirty-six incurved, Mr. J. H. Goodacre, £lv;istoa, was Ist

:

and Mr. A. Tate, Leatherhead, being 2nd. The best blooms

were C. H. Curtis, T. W. Fhght, R. C. Kingston (go<> ) ; Jas.

Agate, excellent white ; John Fulford, Misa Higgs, Princess

Teck.

For twenty-four varieties, Japanese, Mr. A. Tate, was 1st

;

Mr. Goodacre, 2nd. The best among the Japanese were
Pankoucko, International, Primrose League, Ada Lincoln,

C. U. Payne, E. G. Hall, Etoile de Lyon, Chas. Davis, SUin-

stcad White, Mr. W. H. Lees, Mrs. F. Jameson, Miss Dorothy

Shea, Lilian B. Baird, Viv,and Morel, Duke of Vork, Silver

King, Niveus (very tine), Ac.

For thtrty-six miscellaneous cut blooms, Mrs. Bauner,
Roby, Liverpool, was 1st ; Mr. J. Bbocklkbank, 2nd.

In the miacellaneous collection of cut flowers, Mr. T.

Statter, Stand Hall, was 1st with Orchids in variety

;

Miss Lord, was 2nd. Messrs. Cord and Mr. J. Watts.
Cheadle, had a miscellaneous assortment of cat stove and
greenhouse plants.

The Roman Hyacinths grown and shown in 6-inch pots

were a feature, the best coming fro ji Mr. C. H. Lavwobih,
Wilkington, and 2nd, Miss Lord.

Orchids were in great variety, and generally well selected,

few of indifferent appearance being staged. There were no
prizes offered for them. Siwcial Commendations were
awarded Cuarlesworth iz Co , Heaton, Bradford ; Mr. Jas.

CvpHER, Cheltenham ; Hlqii Low & Co , Clapton ; Heath
Hl Son, Cheltenham, and some others.

First c!a»s Certificdte* were awarded to the fallowing

plants :—Cattleya labiata alba and C. I Ashfield var. The
former was one of the choicest white labiatas ever seen,

having excellent form to recommend it
; peerless white

segments, shining like a piece of ivoiy, and equally white

lip, with the blade more ovate than round, and on the crest

a shaded yellow blotch—this caused quite a sensation among
tbe experts. The other form is of the richest purplish-

L-rimsou, solid in colour, not shaded, with a lip equally solid,

of velvety-crimson, broiidly edged with cerise -a gi*and

novelty ; and the two gems represented the extremes in

Cattleya labiata. These came from the collection of G.
Shorland Ball, Esq., Ashfield, Wilmslow (gr., Mr.

A. Hay).

The same honours were voted to Thos. Statter, Esq.

(gr., Mr. Johnson) for Cypripedium insig^e Sandene— still a

long way ahead of all the other varieties of insigne. The
green-and-gold flowers, with the dorsal sepiil top adunied
with ivoi-y-white, looked all the more charming i.mder the

-shade of the bell-glass which covered it.

A similar awai-d was made to Fred H*iiDr, Esq.,Tyntesfield

(gr., Mr. Stafford) for Cypripedium "Fred Hardy,'* shown
the other day at the Drill Hall, which is distioct and note-

worthy, but in too weak a condition to pronounce definitely

upon.
Hugh Low & Co. had a nice lot of Cypripediums, three of

which were singled out for First class Certificates :

—

Cypripedium insigoe Laura Kimball. This is one of the

numerous forms of insigne which has already had an Award
of Merit voted it at the Drill Hall, and which received the

higher award here. It was a smallish plant, with its flower

not fully developed. Its great merit Ues in having no spots

on its dorsal sepal, and the white at the extremity coming
farther down the dorsal than in C. Sandene itself. Its colour

and finish, as shown, are not at all equal to those of Sanderae.

but there is no doubt it is an exquisite variety.

Cypripedium X Alfred Hollington - ciUolare X laevigatum
is a novelty of first lank, having a bold ovate doi-sal sepal
with chestnut Imes radiating from the base to the extremity on
a whitish ground at the base of the dorsal clouded with green ;

the petals arebroadish and arching,with the twist of lievjgatum
completely disappeared, and elongated, to form a striking

appearance, with dashes and spots of Indian red on a flesh-

coloured ground. The lip is of good size and well inflated,

but in point of colour it is the weakest part of the flower.

Cj-pripodium x Mrs. Tautz, = Chantini X Boxalli. TLis
is a pretty flower, rather under - sized, on a short pe-

duncle, suggesting a dwarf seedUng of strong UiH-stamined
parents. It has a rhomboid dorsal sepal, with black heavy
spots on the lower half ; upper half bright Indian red, and
chestnut-flecked in the ground colour, and surrounded for

one-eiglith part of its surface with white ; tbe inferior sepal is

greenish, with sjKjts and hues sparsely placed. Petals, fine

bronze, with central coloured lines, shortish in the Hmbs,
Staminodc large for size of flower, and yellowish.

Messrs. Charlesworth & Co. liad a fine lot of Odonto-
giossum crispum, comprising some extra good forms, also

good Cypripedium Charles worthi, and C.Leeauum giganteum

,

the pretty C. Niobu, the white Lsulia autumiialis, and a

general assortment of Cattlcyas.
Mr. Ja.s Cypher had, as usual, some extra forms of Den-

drobium Phahenopsis Schroderianum, the pale forms mixing
well with some of the most brilliant and dazzling we have
yet seen in this way ; a golden-tinted Cypripedium Leeanum

,

the pretty Odontoglossum x Humeanum, some good Masdo-
vallias, and the bright scarlet Sophronites.

Messrs. Heath & Son, Clieltenham, had a small lot of

Cypripediums, some bright Oncidium varicoaum, and several

Dendrobcs.
Messrs. Clibran &. Suns, Altrincham, had a good group uf

cut Chrysanthemums in various sorts ; Dickson & Robin-

son had a fine set of Cyc'amons, so had also Dicksok, Brown,
& Tait. Other collections were shown which we bavo no

space to notify.

There was a grand assortment of Apples from John Laino
& Son, Forest Hill, Sydenham, shown in the entrance hall,

and which was much admired.

EDINBURGH HORTICULTURAL.
November 11', 2ii. -ji.—Thr gnat Clirysantheimini Exhibi-

tion r.f th.-- 8c«.ttisli Horticultural Association, held in the

Wav(Mii-y JIurlu-t, E'linbuigli, on the above dates, proved per-

haps, the most successful of the series,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Among the Special Frizes ofl"ered was one of £30 by the City

of Edinburgh for forty-eight blooms of Japanese Chrysanthe-

nnuns distinct, with a 'Jnd prize of £12, a 3rd of £S, a 4th of

£5, and a 5th of £3. There were six entries for this class,

which should, perhaps, for importance have led off the

schedule This, like most of the important classes for cut

flowers, wus confined to private gardenei>i and amateurs only.

The Scottish Challenge Cup, value 15 guineas, to be held for

the year by the winner of the first prize in class 20, of £5 for

the best twenty-four blooms of Japanese Chrysanthemums

rlistinct, -Jnd prize in this class £4, 3rd £3, 4th £2, 5th £1,

had ten entries. The same Association ottered several special

Silver and Bronze Medals for the best and second best Chrys-

anthenmms not in cominercc, for the best Chrysanthemum
jilant in classes 1 to 1*2, for tbe best plant in classes 13 to 17,

fur the Wst incurved bloom in the exhibition, best Japanese

l«lo(.ni in the exhibition, for the be.st Japanese bloom in classes

4-.1 and 53.

The sani'? Association oflered lIieirGold Medal, or plate of

equal value, and their Silver Medal for 1st and 2nd i>rizes for a

table of home or foreign fruit, ripe or unripe ; plants and

flowers might be used
;
quality, varitty, and cttcet to be taken

into account. Unfortunately, in this most suggestive and

interesting cla.-^s there were no entries.

The Association also oflered their Silver Medal and a ]t>t

prize of 3 guineas for the best collection of ten distinct kinds

of vegetables, three other prizes being given in this class of

40*-., 30a-., and 20s. Some additional fifteen extra prizes were

given by other patrons, ranging from 1 to 3 guineas, in kind

L.r cash, that added gieatly to the popularity and success of

the show.
Turning to the regular schedule, the prizes fur Chrysanthe-

mums alone, including exhibit 75, group of Chrysanthemum
foliage and otht-r flowering plants, arranged for effect on the

floor 10 feet iu diameter, Chrysanthemums to bo the leading

feature, for which £.>, £3, £2 and £1 were offered, amounted

to fifty-seven.

Prizes for other I'lants, seventeen ; for fruit, twenty-six

;

for ^egetables, twtnty-onc. The more noticeable features in

tlie general schedule were the market giowers' group of Chrys-

anthemums, arranged for effect, to occupy not less than 100

squaiefeet; the nurserymen's, thirty-six Japanese Chrysan-

themums, arranged for effect, to occupy not less that 100

square feet.

Collections of Conifers and other hardy plants in pots, tubs,

and baskets, arranged for effect, and eight specimen Palms m
not more than 14-inch pots or tubs; the prizes in each of

these classes being alike 100*\, 60s.. 20s.

Two or three of the more notable featui'es of the schedule

and on show were the handsome Cake Basket offered is a

1st prize for a circular table, four feet in diameter, arranged

with Chrysanthemum blooms, blooms in glasses and vases,

and interspersed with Ferns and other foliage plants (eij^ht

entries).
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Four vases, Japanese Clu'ysaiithemiuii blooms in each,

Chrysanthemum foliage only used, £,T*, £3, £*J, £1.

Ten show vases, Japanese Clirysaiithemmn blooms iu twelve

varieties, three blossoms of each Chrysauthemuiii, foliage only

to be usetl, £7, £5, £3, £1. A Silvci-'^ilt Medal presented by

H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham, to go with the 1st

Prize.

The Judges were for Cut blooms, Mr. E. Molyneux, Swan-

more Park, Hants ; for plants : Mr. D. Henderson, Cattle

Wemyss, Weinyss Bay; Mr. W. H. Gorrie, Manldslie Castle,

Carluke ; for fruit : Mr. W. Henderson, Balbirnie, Markineli

;

Mr. Thomas Lcnt, Ardgowan, Inverness ; for vegetables : Mr.

John Cairns, the Hirsel, Coldstream, and Mr. Richard
Cairns, Balrudderj", Longforgan.

The show was publicly opened on the 19th inst. by the Lord
Provost in the presence of a goodly company, when Lady
McLaer presented the Corporation Cup for forty-eight

Japanese Chrysanthemums to Mr.McHATTiE, of Strathfieldsaye,

Hampshire, a Scotnh gardener (who used to live with the

Marquis of Lothian, and take the same prize there, remarking

that while she regretted this Cup was leaving Scotland, she

was glad that it had been won by a Scotsman, and that the

reputation of Scotch gardeners was being maintained in

England.
The prize takers in this Preuder i'loss were : 1st, Mr.

McHattie, Strathtieldsaye, Hampshire ; 2nd, Mr. JArffes

Beisant, Castle Huntly, Langforgan ;" 3rd, Mr. James Martin,
Cornsdean Hall, Winchcombe ; 4th, Mr. J. Cabrl'thers,

Hillwood, Corstorphine ; 5th, Mr. D. Nicoll, Rossie, Forgan-

denny. Most of these fruits contained many beautiful

blooms.

For tlce Scottish Ciudlengc Cup Prize fur iwenty-faur hlomiis,

Japanese Chrysantkcviunis, there were eleven entries. Mr.
AoDrsoN being 1st, Mr. J. Lunt, 2nd, Mr. D. Nicoll, 3rd,

Mr. G. Day, 4th, and Mr. Beisant, 5th.

In the next class for twelve Japanese, there were fourteen
competitors, doubtless stimulated by the Silver Medal offered

by the great Chrysanthemum grower, Mr. H. J. Jokes, of tlie

Ryecroft Nurseries, Lewisham, Mr. Lunt secured the Medal
and the Ist prize, Mr. Addison being 2nd, and Mr. G. Martin,
3rd.

For tlie class for twelve Japanese, three of each, there were
twelve competitors, the prizes going as follows : 1st, Mr. M.
Addison ; 2nd, Mr. J. Martin ; 3rd, Mr. Lunt.
The reduction of the number of Japanese (distinct) raised

the number of competitors to twenty-three, Mr. Lunt being
let, Mr. Paterson 2nd, and Mr. J. R. Pearson 3rd.

Classes 24 to 40 in the schedule, were devoted mostly to
blooms in Chrysauthemums of named soits, and added jnuch
to the interest of the Exhibition.

The artistic display of cut flowers of Chrysanthemums in
vases to furnish tables, with their own and other foliage,
formed a most interesting feature of this great show, but thci

details of which our space forbids us to give.

Class 47. —A circular table four feet in diameter, Chrysan-
themum blooms in glasses, interspersetl with Ferns and foliage
plants (eiglit entries). 1st prize (by Messrs. Brook & Sons),
George-street, Edinburgh). A. Bogie; 2nd,

, Mr. Kidd;
3rd, Mr. Jardine. The tables were rather too' mucli alike
and all, save one, draped alike with Panieum variegatum, the
one exception being the pretty green Smilax, a welcome
change. All had a graceful Palm in the centre, and the
Chrysanthemums stood up with a base of Maiden-hair and
other Ferns, Mr. Jardine having a few graceful plants of
Eulalia japonica variegata in addition.

Near to these a large table well hlled with autumn leaves,
fruits, berries, and oones, was prettily arranged by Mr.
Crombie, gr. to Viscount Powerscourt, Ireland. On the
other side of the liall Mr. M. Todd, with a staff of ladies, were
busy selling a quantity of pretty Grasses, plants, &c., for the
beneht of the Gardeners' Orphan Fund, which we trust added
substantially to its funds.

Want of space compels us to omit several other classes for

cut flowers, or to And room to notice some of the finest blooms
in the show on the large table so richly furnished by Mr. H.
J. Jones, of Hither Green, Lewisham.
Two of the many luised or introduced by Mr. Jones were

certiticated at this show—Charles D. Massey, a pleasing .shade
of primrose, and M. P. Purnell, violet rose inside withsih-ei-y
white reverse, and having like petals of good substance in-
curved and curled.

The most cui-sory observer of the signs of the times cannot
fail to uoto that the incurved varieties, the Aneniones,'Pompon,
and other sections of ChrysanthemuiLs are on the down grade,
and that the Japanese are all the rage. Further, that the latest
fashions point to races of hirsute flowers, on the lines of Hairy
Wonder, of which type we are assured there are already a
score varieties.

Among the incurved flowers shown, the Duchess of Fife—

a

sort of mixed form, liowever—took an easy lead. Queen of
England, Alfred Salter, C. W. Curtis, Agate, Loi-d Rosebery,
Lord Alcester, were among the best.

Chrysanthemum plants were remarkably well done, the local
chaiupion, Mr. Cavanacu, of St. Edmonds, Murrayfield House,
Edinburgh, being 1st for four Japanese. 1st for one orange-
yellow

; 1st for one crimson ; 1st for one bronze ; 2nd for two
pots, and 2nd for six pots Japanese ; the last, the premier
prize for plants, in which not a few local growers and others
thought Mr. Cavanaoh 1st, being the only decision wc heard
questioned in the show.

FRUIT
ti always worth seeing in Edinburgh. Mr. Le;,lie, ot Fet-
cuUam House, Perth, took 1st for four bunches, 1st for two
dozen black and white, 1st for two Muscat of Alexandria,
and let for two. Alicante.

The 4ppl^ CicL^As were extremely flue and well filled, the
eutries ranging frtm sis to twelve ia the different se'ctioas.

There were fewer Pears, but the prize lots, especially the 1st

and 2nd, were fine. There were four entries, for six varieties

of Apples, one peck of each, as sent to market, ripe or unripe,

some of which were very tine ; but they needed more careful

grading and sightly packing to enable them to command the

markets or allure tli<- gn.ci'rs from American, Canadian, Tas-

nianian, or other f(nei;j;ii imports.

Fine, too, as the Scotih Apples were, they were eclipsed in

colour and excelled iu size l)y the magnificent collections of

Apples from Mr. Georoe Bunyard, of Maidstone, Kent, and
of John Watkins, near Withington, Hereford. Both these

gentlemen also showed new varieties of great merit, Mr.

Watkins's Byford Wonder, a culinary Apple in season from

November to March, equal to Peasgood's Nonsuch, and Lord
Hindlip, a fine dessert Ai>i»le, from January to May, to follow

Cox's Orange Pippin, and equal to it or nearly so, in quality.

Mr. Bunyan's Alliugton Pippin is said to succeed where the

Orange Pippin fails, and it ^is a first-rate dessert Apple—it

h s received a First-class Certificate from tlie Royal Horti-

cultural Society,
VEGETABLES

were good, and plentifully shown in Leeks and Onions.

Celery large, but somewhat green. Beetroot in quantity,

wholly carrot-rooted. Turnips, twenty entries ; Goldeu Ball,

one. White Toinato-Potatos, fine, clean, medium sizes, and
r-lcar of disease. Neither Salads nor Mushrooms were up to the

highest level of culture on showing.

Before dismissing vegetables, it may be stated that Mr.

John Ireland, of George Street, made a nice show of Potatos

in the rough. And here also were an interesting collection of

Potatos that Lord Rosebery has been experinienting with at

Dalmeny, among the most promising of which for his soil

bi'ing reckoned Mr. Finlay's Up-to-Date, which yielded 19|

tons, and main crop 13 tons per acre.

The trade, as usual, rendered hearty support to the show,

Mr. Thos. Fortune, of Queensbeny-roaJ, leading the way
in an artistic stand of unique gi-ace and beauty, representing

floral harps and other designs of grace and elegance, fur-

nished with Carnations, Acacias. Roses, Cattleyas, Valley

Lilies, draped with Asparagus Ferns, Smilax, etc.

The Messrs, Laird furnished a fine group of Conifers in per-

fect health and great variety and beauty; Messrs. Laing &
Mather, of Kelso, a table richly furnished with Malmaison
Carnations, grouped with Chrysanthemums between, fringed

with Ferns, and positively illuminated with the brilliance

of the new single Chrysanthenmin—Princesr, May—which all

must grow next year.

Messrs. James Dickson & Sons, staged a nice collection of

Shrubs and Conifers, which supply a welcome verdure to the

brilliance of tiie flowers.

Mr. Campbell, nurseryman, High Blautyre, showed a rich

mixture of Carnations and Onions, set as a fringe iu vases on a

case of Maiden-hair Ferns,

Mr. John Downie, Prince's-street, had a fine tabic of Palms,

Heaths, Fenis, Roman Hyacinths, Early Lilies, Cyclanicus,

Pandanus japonica variegata, and others, edged with a nanow-
leaved grass,

Messrs. Dobbie & Son wore again in strong evidence with

Potatos and Onions, as well as a fine arrangement of choice

Chrysanthemums (Japanese), and quite a large collection of

single and decorative varieties, artistically blended with

Palms, Ferns, &c.

Messrs. J. & B. Thyne, of St.SViueent-street, Glasgow, were
strong with Palms, skilfully used, and giving verdure to the

numerous white brilliant Cyclamens of the Imperial strain,

and very fine Lily of the Valley, make a very satisfactory

show.
Mr. Forbes, nurseryman, Hawick, showed a flue stock of

his scarlet Yuletide Carnations, full of buds, which looked,

perhaps, all the brighter with the charming winter-flowering

pink Begonias, Gloire de Lorraine.

Mr. Kirk, of the Forth Vineyard, was there also, pushing
his new industry or trade in autumn leaves, which seems
prospering quite fast enough for his Grapes and Vines.

CONIFER.'E IN FRUIT.
One of the most interesting and attractive features in an

otherwise notable exhibition, was the remarkably fine collec-

tion of specimens of Conifene in Fruit exhibited by Mr. David
Crombie, gr. to Viscount Puwerscourt, at Powerscourt, Co.

Wicklow, Ireland. The specimens were well selected to illus-

trate the characteristics of the species and generally bearing
an abundant crop of cones, or di-upes, they formed a very
artistic and unique table, and were a centre of attraction to

crowds of admirers during the three days the Show was open.
They were effectively set off by sprays, a few species of brilliant

berried trees and shrubs, such as the Strawberry Tree, Arbutus
Unedo, with numerous clusters of its scarlet berries, which so

much resemble medium-sized Strawberries ; Arbutus An-
drachne, from the Levant, with large clusters of small yel-

lowish berries hanging in strings nearly a foot in length
;

Pernettya mucronata, with neat foliage, and branches thickly

clustered with various coloured berries ; the sweet Bay,
Laurus nobilis, with a line crop of glossy black fruit the size

of Morello Cherries ; and sprays of the curious berried spindle

tree, Enonymus europaus, with several species of climbers

and trailers creeping round and hanging over from three tall

vases, set along the middle of a table about 25 feet in length,

and giving the whole a nicely-finished effect.

The collection comprised upwards of sixty species of Cuiii-

fera;, with about twenty other species of trees and shrubs, all

bearing fniit ; and the whole were set oft' by about a couple of

dozen of handsome dishes of choice varieties of Apples and
other fruits, placed in a line round the margin of the table.

As the whole collection, was clearly and distincly named, the

display was highly instructive as well as attractive.

Among the more notable specimens of the Conifer*, Abies

naagniaca was conspicuous by its massive dark-brown coaes,

fully 9 inches long by 3 inches in diameter, in fine contras

with its rich silvery foliage and symmetrical habit . A.
Webbiana, with dark purple cones, 7i inches by 2.} inches ; A.

Pindrow, with similar but smaller cones ; A. cephalonica, A.

nobilis, A. concolor, A. batsamea, A. brachyphylla. .\. firma,

A. Fraseri, A. Pinsapo, A. NordJiianniana, and A. ]>ectinata;

Picea alba, P. nigra, P. Menziesii, P. Moriuda (Smithiana)

;

very handsome cones ; P. polita, and P. orientalis, one of the

prettiest coned in the collection; Tsuga Menziesii (Alberti-

ana), T. Brunoniana, T. canadensis, and Pseudotsuga Dou-
glasii ; Araucaria imbricata, with very fine male and female

cones ; Cedrus atlantica, C. Deodara, and C. Libani ; Cephalo-
taxus dnipacea, with curious plnm-like fruit; Ciyptonicria

japonica, C. j. elegans, and C. j. Lobbi ; Cnpressus funebris,

C. Lawsoniana, C. m-icrocarpa, C. thyoides variegata,

and C. torulosa, Fitzroya patagonica, very nicely

fruited ; Juniperus recurva, J. virginiana glauca, J.

Sabina, and J. sinensis ; Larix leptolepis ; Pinus
densiflora, P. insignis, handsome cones remaining on the tree

for years ; P. Cembra, P. Pinaster, fine clusters of cones ; P.

excelsa, P. nionticola, and P. Strobus, three handsome Pines
with cones somewhat resembling each other, and P. Jcft'reyi,

and P. ponderosa, with large and handsome cones jiroduced

freely on both species ; Retinospora filifera, R. obtusa, and
R. pisifera ; Sequoia sempervirens, Taxodium distichuni,

Taxus baccata with a fine crop of rich golden

yellow berries, in pleasing contrast with the dark foliage

;

Thuja gigantea, Thuiopsis borealis; and last, but by no
means least, Sequoia gigantea, with a profusion of cones of

unusual size, clustering on vigorously-grown branches, show-
ing the Wellingtonia is evidently at home in the south of Ire-

land. Sprays of Quercus glabra were finely fruited, and the

Laurustine, Viburnum Tinus, was shown in full flower, and at

the same time bearing bunclies of its dark-coloured shining

berries, in the midst of its pretty heads of flowers.

The arrangements throughout were most creditable to tin-

Committee and to Mr. Robert Laird, the Secretary, and Mr.

J. H. Murray, the Assistant-Secretary.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Floral Committee.

November 25.—This body met at the Royal Aquarium on
the above date, but only a few novelties were forthcomiug,

Firat-cliiss Certificates of Merit were awarded to Japanese
C. W. Richardson, a clear yellow variety, with somewhat
incurving, but with drooping basal petals—a variety pro-
mising to be of value for exhibition purposes, from Mr. E.
Beckett, The Gardens, Aldenham House, Elstree. Also to
Anemone Pompon Gem of Earlswood, from Mr. W. Wells,
desciibed in our report of the meotiog of the Royal Horti-
cuttviral Society. Single Chrysanthemum Ethelv/hyn, a
spider-formed blush variety, having twisted thread-like
petals, and very free, was commended for decorative pur-
poses, a good bunch ;i8 well as plants being exhibited.

A Special Committee is on the point of being formed to

consider the position to be allotted to the American incurved
varieties.

William Young.—We are son-y to have to

record the decease of the late Mr. WilUam Youug,

oue of Scotland's best-known and most successful

amateur florists. He passed away after a protracted

and suddenly-terminating illness on November 12, at

the ripe age of eighty, and his remains were followed

to their resting-place by a numerous company of

strictly his horticultural frieuds. For more than

half a century he was widely and well known as an

enthusiastic and successful raiser and cultivator of

such florists' flowers as Pansies, Pinks, Carnations,

Auriculas, &c., all of which he raised and cultivated

with marked success, considering that his operations

were conducted under the adverse influence of city

smoke. It was he who, amongst numerous other

outstanding things, introduced the original Malmaison

Carnation, which, with its varieties, now hold bo con-

spicuous and large a space iu the gardens of this and

other countries. Many other superior things were

raised and distributed by him.

For the long time mentioned Mr. Young kept iu

close touch with all the leading florists and gardeners

for a very wide radius around Edinburgh, and

wherever there were samples of the flower he so

devotedly cared for, these were his frequent haunts.

He was always ready to give and take cuttings and

seeds of his much-cherished and loved favourites.

Every spare moment was devoted to then' propa-

gation and culture, and he was never so much in his

element as when associated with gardeners, and in

discussing the details of floriculture. He was a shoe

merchant by trade, but his heart was much moi'e with

Queen Flora than with King Crispin.

For nearly half a century Mr. Young was known

to many as, first, the Aseistant-Secretai-y to the
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Edinburgh Horticultural Society, aad afterwards

as holding the same post in the Royal Caledonian

after tlie two amalgamated. This society has success-

fully established itself as one of the most successful

in every way in Britain, and it must be admitted

that much of its success has been due to Mr. Young's

enthusiasm, and to the untiring energy that he brought

to bear on its development and arrangement. Many
years of the latter part of his life were exclusively

devoted to the interests of the society. To those

who did not know him intimately, his bearing at

times might appear rather abrupt and imperious, but

nevertheless his well-known kindness and genial

nature made him a decided favourite with those who
knew him most intimately. If at times he might

wound the impatient and troublesome exhibitor, his

bark was always worse than his bite, and he was ever

ready with the salve of cheery kindness. He will be

much missed, and his memory cherished by many to

whom he has done a kind and generous service.

mP^d^^'f'rf ^^ili^^ ^^*^* 3^'^^B

[The m aooumulated temperature" indicates tbe aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Pahr. for the period
named : and tliis combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degroe" signifying V continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of bouxs.]

Temferatuki.

.1

§53

+J''5

ACClTMnLATED.
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Chbtsanthbmum from Seeds : 0. M. M. The ferti-

lisation of flowers and the saving of seed are but
little practised in this country, owing to the un-

favourable nature of the climate, bat are mostly

carried out in southern Europe —Madeira and
Algiers. You may ask us any questions you please

in reason if they touch upon horticulture, and we
will reply to them if we can do so.

Hares ANii Fruit Trees: B. 0. Protect the Etems

with rabbit-proof wire, deal rods tied on the stems

about 1 inch apart with iron wire ; or smear them
with a mixture of clay, lime, and cow-dung, into a

pailful of which a wine-glasa full of spirits of tar is

put, and well stirred. This will not harm the

trees. Whatever is used should reach to at the

least 4 feet from the ground.

Insects in Cuco.mber House : 0. B. W. ct Co. The
insects sent are woodlice and millipedes or false

wire-worm-i, both of which exist on living, but
preferably dead or decaying vegetable matter, and
doubtlcFs they have been introduced with partially

decayed leaves or leaf mould, or stable manure.
The millipedes may have come in with the soil of

which the beds chiefly consist. Wherever the

insects are present m the soil, it should be carefully

looked over, and if it could be exposed to a bed of

strongly fermenting stable-dung in a close pit,

many of the eggs and insects would be destroyed,

or it might be treated with boiling water, although
that would not be so certain in effect. Dung might
be similarly treated, and that from old Mushroom
beds rejected for the purpose of making up
Cucumber-beds. In addition to what you have
done the woodlice may be thinned in numbers by
persistently pouring boiling water at night into all

likely crannies, and crevices under stones, slates,

&c.

LARV.E ON Roors OF Cabbage : If. R. The larva;

sent for inspection are those of a white millipede

—

Julus guttatus, one of the so-called " false wii-e-

worms." It feeds on the roots of plants and decayed
vegetation, which accounts for your finding them
on the clubbed roots of Cabbages, on fallen Apples,
on Potatos, &c. It is not so injurious as the true

wire-worm, which somewhat resembles it ; but the
same means may be adopted to rid the soil of it as

are found efficacious with that troublesome pest.

Marguerite Leaves Mined : W. S. The work
of the larv;e of a fly : pick off' the leaves and
bum them if badly aff"ected, but smash the grub
with linger and thumb if it has only just began to

make its galleries.

Market Pears and Strawberries : /. M. Pears to

sell from the trees ; Doyenne d'Ete, Jargonelle,

William's I'.on Chretien, Beacon, Hessel or Hazel,

Aston Town, Beurrd de Capiaumont, Eyewood
Lammas. For sale in boxes ; Beurre d'Amanlis,
Doyenn(5 du Cornice, Beurre SuperBn, Pitmaston
Duchess, Beurr^ Hardy, 15. Bosc, Clapp's

Favourite, Louis Bonne, Duchess d'Angouleme,
Eniilo d'Hey.st, Beurr^ Hardy, Josephine de
Malints, Beurre Buisson. Strawberries ; Black
Prince, King of Earlies, Keen's Seedling, Noble,
Pauline, Vicomtesse H. du Thury, La Grosse
Sucrde, Joseph Paxton, James V^eitcb, Sir C. Napier,
Royal Sovereign, Elton, Stirling Castle, Dr. Hogg,
and British C^ueen ; where it succeeds. President.

Mealybdo on Vines : Market Gardener. Be careful

not to u-'e burning sulphur, a= you kill the buds, if

not the A'ines, by so doing. Clean the rods of
loose bark, and wash them with soft-soap and hot-

water. Afterwards painting them with Gishurst
Compound Soap, dissolved in water, at the rate of
3 to 4 oz. to 1 gallon of water. Paint and white-

wash all woodwork and brickwork, and remove the
upper crust of soil. This must be followed up for

two or three years, and a sharp eye kept for stray
bugs during the summer, touching the clusters with
methylated spirits. In the summer season try
Richard's XL All Compound. It will do no harm
to the Vines, and may kill many of the insects.

Names op Plants : Correspondents not answered in
this iisae are r:quelled to be so good as to consult the

following number.— E. H. C. Doubtless the plant
is a Cucurbit, but we cannot say which one from
your drawing. Send a specimen, and we will try

to identify it.— ./. Hudson, Cambs. Oucidium
tigrinum. It should have more heat than that of
the cool house whilst making its growth. ^^. y. If.

Oncidiiim praetextum, a species varying in colour
from olive-green; to brown, but always having the
slight yellow margin more or less clearly defined— B. B. Cattloya intermedia.

—

Mrs. Brigijs, Bv,ry.

Cattleya intermedia.

Names of Fruits : Sir C. W. Strickland. 1, Huyshe's
Victoria ; 2, Beurr^ Eanoe.—/. G. Pears : 7, S,

Mar^chal de la Cour ; 9, Marie Louise d'Uccle
;

10, Flemish Beauty. Apples: 1, Beauty of Kent
;

2, Besspool ; 6, New Hawthoruden ; 3, 4, not
recognised.

—

S. J. 2, Gascoigne's Seedling ; 3, 4,

Blenheim Orange, good ; 5, not recognised, ex-

cellent qviality ; ti. Royal Somerset.

Poinsettias Losing their Leaves : G. T. The
leaves fall from a variety of causes, such as lack of

water or too much at the root, insuflScient heat or

ventilation, a too light potting soil, crowding the

plants together or with others. We think that you
kept the plants till too late a date in the cold pit,

Red-Spider : C. S. The age to which red-spider

(Tetranychus telarius) lives is not known, but it is

probably only one year. The egg is oval, colour-

less, and is found among the webs on the leaves of

the plant it fastens upon ; and in the case of the
red-spider on Limes, frequently in heaps at the

foot of the boles. The creature hatches from the

egg in about eight days, and is much like the

parent, excepting in having three pairs of legs,

instead of four as in the mature red-spider. The
fourth pair comes with the change of skin. The
colour is various, yellowish-white, brick-red, orange,

and sometimes, in early life, green. As far as

present observations go, the change of colour is due
partly to age, and the nature of the food.

Soil Taken from a Vine Border : A'. }'. Z. The
border must have contained much organic matter,

which has been seized upon by some species of

fungus, the mycelium of which has spread through
it. Before the Vines can grow healthily, this soil

must be cleared out, and new soil- substituted for

it. When the roots of the Vines are dug out, it

will be advisable to wash them thoroughly in

Bordeaux Mixture, and bind them in damp straw

till the new border is ready to receive them.

In this employ pasture-loam not more than one

year dug three-quarters ; bones, charcoal, and
lime-rubble one quarter, and if the loam be very

retentive, a good proportion of sharp pit-sand may
be added. The soil that is put in direct contact

with the roots on replanting, may consist of any
light kind of stuff, such, for instance, as that which
has carried Melons or Cucumbers, mixing with it

gome sifted horse-dung in a rotten state.

Cl'MMUNICATIONfl RECEIVED.—R. N. H.— S. W.—Mathews ii

Brooks.—H. R— A. L. T.—H. W.—M. D.—J. R. J.—
C. Lorenz.—Louis Gentil.—Harrison Weir.—A. W.—J. B.—
A. C. F.—G. Rose, Paris.—W. S.—E. S. L.—H. M.—Dcron
Weekly Times. -'Eitnn.—k. D., Leatherhead.—G. K.—W. J.

—R. L. should have addressed the Publisher.— R. & G,

C'ulhbert—F. M.—W. R.—R. D.—T. B, next week. -S. L.

,

next week.—W. Drumraond, next week.—H. J. L.—W. R.

-W P.-W. K.-J. n.—S. C—A. H—D. R. W.—R. M.-
P, T. S., E itoii Gardens.—H. M.—W. S- A. C. F.-G. S.J.

—J. r. -W. R—L. G.-J. R.-.r. (-..bban.-A. P.—J. O'B.

A. D.— R. D.-T. B. -E. Conner.—H. F.—B. C—W. 3. G.

F S T—T. H. S.—H. J. H—D. T. F.—H. Stapleton.—

D. W. T.

PiiOTooRAPns, Specimens, &c., Received with Thanks.—

A W.—W. T. Messrs. Linden.—W. B. L.—H. Fisher

(Jackson-Harmsworth Polar Expedition). —Justus t'orderoy.

J. J. -T. P., Belfast.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE

" GARDENERS CHRONICLE.'

Important to Advertisers. — The Publisher has the satis-

Jaction oj aiimuiic'uifj that the circulation ft/ the ^'Gardeners'

Chronicle" has, since tJie reduction in the price oJ the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,

and that it ooutinnes to increase weeklv

Advertisers are reminded that the " Chronicle" circulates amonc}

COTJNTRT gentlemen, AND ALL CLASSES OF GARDENERS

AND OARDEN-LovERS at home, that it hcts a specially large

FORKION AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, and that it is

preserved lor rejeretux in aU tik principal Libraries.

CREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OXm 'WELL-KNOWN UAKE.

2
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CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
NoNNE & HcEPKER, AUrensburg, Hamburgh — Floral

Novelties.

A. J. Keeling, lOO, Wasliington Sbrcet, Girlington. Brad-
ford—Orchids, AntburJums, Azalea indica, Camellias,
Roses, &c.

CnAs. LoREN'z, Seed Grower. Erfurt—Floral Novelties.

ROBT. OwEV, Castle Hil', Maidenhead—New and Select
Chrysanthemums, Cinnas, Tuberouy Begonias, &c.

C. DE Sahct, Avenue du Pont-Juvenal, 10, iV[outpellier

(Herault)— Forest and Ornamental Trees, Fruit Trees,
Conifers, Xeviums, Roses, &c.

Jacques Lechevat-ier, 23. Rue Racine, Paris—Botanical and
Medical Works.

Kent- & Brvdon, Darlington. —Evei green and Deciduous
Omaniental and Flowering Shrubs and Trees, and Roses.

Ar-iTiN & MrA:L\v, S:', Mitchell Street. Glasgow—General
List of Nursery Stock.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. E. Axford, for the past three year^ Foreman at Nash

Court Gardens, Favershara, as Gardener to W. C. N.
Chapman, Esq , Heppington, Canterbury.

UaefuT Books for Gardeners.

The POTATO : In Field & Garden.
By W. J. M ILDEN. Price, 3s, 6rf, : Pobt tree, 3s, M

ARTIFICIAL MANURES: °°vUran''a''ur'
By ALFRED SIBSON, F.C.a, Price, 1.'. ; Post-free. Is. 2d.

"MABK LANE EXPRESS" OFFICE, ISO, STRAND, W,".

MATS SaPERSEDED BY USING
" FRIPI nniUin " ^^^^^ °^ prepared Hair and
rniUI UUIIIU Wool, a perfect protection to

all Plants & Blooms. Cheaper
than any kind of mat, and will

last for years.

To be had from all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen.

CANVAS.
B*>(;)3tered Trade Mirk,

THE MOST NUTRITIOUS CCOOA.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA

WITH FULL NATURAL FLAVOUR.

ESTABUSHEI) IBM.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTOM BDILDIMGB, CHAHOERT LAIIE, W.O.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. INTKRKST allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per Cent, on OtJRRE.VT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mam monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchaaed and sold.

BAVINaS DEFARTUENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receires small

same on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HALF PER CENT, per annum on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDINa BOCIBTT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO SUINBAS

PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAIH) 80CIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF QBOUND FOB FIVE

SHILUNGS PER MONTH.
The BIBKBECK ALMANACK, with toll partioolars, post-

('•. FRANCIS BAVBNSOBOFT. Manager.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDINQ, DRIVING. SHOOTINO. CYCLINQ,
FISHINQ. SKATING, &c,

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64, OORNHIIiL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

THE SYDNEY MAIL,
AKD

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES on the TUBF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
IHEFLORAof AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and ongrared especi-

ally for this Journal.)
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL. HORTICULTUBE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally

.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTBALK N
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide oirculation throughout the

Australian Colonies. New Zealand, Polynesia, *<;, It containi
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Snbscrlptlon In Advance, £1 68. per Annnm.
Single Copies, 6d.; Stamped, Td.

Publishing OfHce—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMBNTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL:—

LOHDOII Messrs.Geo. street & Co., 30, Cornhill, B.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombaid

Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon ft Ootch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.
Messrs. W. H. Smith * Son, 188, Strand.

Bbistol James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Manohestkb... James and Henry Grace, T3, Market Street.
EdinbDBOH ... Robertson & Scott, 13. Hanover Street.
Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange

Place.

^P* Copies of each Journal are filed at the
above Officesfor the use of Advertisers.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be nsefnl to Lecturers »nd Students in th*

•bove subjeot.

Price Sd.; post-free, S^d,

41, WELLINGTON STREET. STRAND, W.C,

ESTATE SALES.
The Best County Medium for Advertising Sales of E&tateg

THE "WORCESTER HERALD,"
ESTABLISHED 1794.

The Leading County Paper. Extenaive circulation amonK the
upper and middle claBses in Worcestershire and adjoining
counties. Advertisers would do well to forward for reference
and distribution plans and particulars ol Estates, Catalogues
of Machinery, Furniture, Books, and other property advertised
in the columns of the "HERALD."

Sales of Stock and Agricultural Effects.

The" WORCESTER HERALD "is the most effective organ
for giving publicity to announcements of this class. It is the
leading Agricultural Paper in the County, and Circulates
most extensively among Agriculturists in and _ around
Worcestershire.

Farms to Let.

Land Agents, Estate Managers, and all having Farms to Let,
would do well to advertise in the *' WORCESTER HERALD."
the leading County Paper. Specially adapted for bringing
such notices before Tenant Farmers. Large circulation.
Moderate charge.

Situations Vacant and Wanted.
For producing results the "WORCESTER HERALD" is

recognised as a specially good medium. Cheap Rates.

Apply for Terms

SPECIMEN FREE. Price 2d.

Published Friday for Saturday.

Offices : — 72, HIGH street, WORCESTER.

RtlYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-
tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.
Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE, F.R.H.S., Heztable, Kent.

WANTED, a GARDENER.—An industrious
Man, who can produce good references ; must be able

to take charge of a large Garden, and experienced in Indoor
and Outdoor Work, a comfortable cottage is provided. Man
without children or small family preferred. An Under-Qar-
dener is kept, and either Gardener or Under-Qardener must
understand Cows, and be able to Milk.—Apply by letter, to
Mr. T. LILLEY, slating age, how long in last plac e, full par-
ticulars as to experience, Ac- Address. The Croft. Park Hill,
Ealing, near London.

WANTED, a GARDENER for Sussex, one
under ; thoroughly practical, hard-working Man

;

u-^ed to Marketing Producp, experienced Fruitrgrower, and
with Vines. Single preferrea ; age about 33. Wages, 20j. a
week, DO extras.—Writ*} fully, Horeham Manor. Sussex.

WANTED, SECOND GARDENER, single.
Thorough practif'ial experience absolutely necessary.

Inside and Out. Well up to his work. Room found.— State
8gp, wages, and experiecce to GARDENER. Stone Hall,
Winchmore Hill, London, N.

WANTED, UNDER GARDENER (single)
must underaand milking. Apply, with psrticulais'

if personal, Saturday morning, to E. LEE, Esq..The Goie
Harlington, Midd'esex.

WANTED, Soft-wooded PKOPAGATuK
and GROWER.-Must be used to CarnatiODS aid

Double Pjinoulas. Conslant place to a reliable man.— Apply
with full particuhr^ by letter only. MANAGER. Nether
Street Nurseries, Church End. Pinchley.

WANTED, FIRST and SECOND HAND
for Nursery. Full knowl'dge of Glass and Market

Produce —Write, sending testimonials, to D., 17, Beaumont
Street, Marylebone, London, W.

WANTED, A YOUNG MAN, who under-
stands Propagating, principally Conifers, and a few

Pot Roses and Bedding Plants.— F. STREET, Heatherside
Nurserits, Camberley, Surrey.

WANTED, a JUNIOR, for Market Nursery
in Country. Must be strong, industrious, trust-

worthy, and with some experience Inside an*! Out— Apply,
stating age, wages, &c., to O. P, 41, Wellington Street.
Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a smart, experienced MAN, to
take chargp of Graves and fill up time in Nursery

— Aoply, M VNAQliR, Cfvc^'ery Nurseriej, Aldrington. Hove.

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN, age 17 to 20,
as JUNIOR CLERK; must h» a good and rap d

writer and quick at I'lgure.s Apply, stating experience and
salary e>p9cted,—Box 100, Post Office. Manchester.

WANTED, SHOPMAN, with knowledge of
Book-keeping, for le^ail Seed and Corn Trade. Age

20 to 21. Apply, with particulars, tc—K. FOOT AND SON,
The Sfed Stores. Sherborne, Dorset.

WANTED, a CLERK, to Assist in Otfice and
Outdoors, at Knap Hill Nursery.—None need spply

whose character will not bear the strictest investigation.

—

Application to be made in own handwriting to ANTHONY
WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

WANTED, a YOUNG LADY to take charge
of email busintsi in Fruit, Flowers, &c.— DERBlf-

SHIRE, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.O.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARBENEKS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against havi?ig Letters
addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

F SANDER AND CO. can reoommend several
• highly qualified and enerfietio HEAD and UNDUR

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For alt particulars, please apply to

—

F SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register eome excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any o(
the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victorift

and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, N.
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RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to annouDce that they are constantly receiriog

applications from G-ardenera seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, 4o.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

Gardeners. Farm-BalUffs. Foresters, &c.

DTCKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—'*DI0K3ON8, Chester.**

THOMAS BUTCHER oan reoommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Geotlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 31.—Mr. Dawes,
Templenewaam Gardens, near Leeds, can with con-

fidence recommend Tho3. Bell, hie preaent Foreman, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good man.

GARDENER (Head). — Good all round;
practical life experience in the routine of a Oentle-

man's Establisbmeot. Accustomed to staff of meo.—HE4D-
OARDENEB, Etford, Lymingtou, Hants.

ARDENER (Head). — .T. Larkin, Esq.,
Delrow House. Watford, can confidently rfcommeud

F. Clark, who has been jwith him 'sis yea-s a.% Foreman
;

fourteen } ears' experience in first-cUss places, Aldenham
House, Chevening Fark, &c.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 4.5; life expe-
rience in some of the leading estaolishments ; well

versed in the management of Woods tind che general work of
a large Estate. Tebtimonials of the highest order, and refer-
ence kindly permitted to Walpole Qreenwell, E>q.,J.P.—
Address, C. STOCKINU.The Gardens. Marden Park, Oaterham
Valley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head). Age 80, married, one
child.—A Ladv higbly recommends her Head Gar-

dener ; thoroughly practical in all branches.—W. R. C,
1, Clare Villas. Bath Road, Stroud, Qlos.

GARDENER (Head Wcbking, or good
Single-handed). — Age 41, manned. Twenty-three

years' prautical experience in all branches. Total tib->tainer.

—WHITE, 2, Spring Cottages, Laburnum Road, E»tworth,
Cherteey, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), wants situa-
tion, where several are kept.—Thoroughly experienced

in Vines, Peaches, Melons, Stove and GreeoUouse Plants,
Flower and Kitchen Garden ; tea years' recommendation aa
Foreman, four years' aa Head.—JOBLIN, Deepdene, Bitterne,
Hant^.

ARDENER (Head Working), age 31.—
W. Fowler, Esq. can highly recommeud hia gardener ;

thoroughly experienced in all branches. Leaving through
change of residence.~F. FITCH, Moor Hall Gardens, Harlow,
Essex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
married, no family ; experience in all branches. First-

class references.-GARDi^NEti, Claiford Villa, Cburch Rjad,
Teddington, Middlesex. No circulars.

ARDENER (Head WonKTNQ).--Married,
two boys, 11 and 8 ; iboroughly practical and efficient

in every depatment. Ten years' excellent character.—GAR-
DENER, 2. Lawn View, Sidmouth.

GARDENER (Head Working), where more
are kett.—Age 36, married, no family ; twenty years'

experience in all branches, in Noblemen's and Gentlemen's
establishments. Early and Late Forcing. Good references.

—

H. L., John Glover. The Grove. Shinfield. Beading.

GARDENER (Head , Working)!—Age 33,
married, one child ; life fxperience in all branches.

Efficient with Fruit, Plants, Flowers, and Vege.ables. Good
teet monials as to character and abilities. Recommended.

—

W. ALTON, 95, Reservoir Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

GARDENER (Head, or good ^gle^
HANDED).—Age 34, married ; a thoroughly practical,

trustworthy, and industrious man. Highly recommended.

—

I. L , 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

GAhDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 38, married ; thoroughly practical in all branches.

Understanda the Management of Cows, Poultry, Bees, Land,
&c. Five years' excellent character.—G. DINNAGE, Town
Court, Orpington, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where two
are kept).—Good character; total abstainer.— C. KINUS.

16, Alexandra Road, St. Albans.

GARDENER seeks Single-handed place.

—

Agei;3, smge; eight jears' practical experience in all
branches ; or see after Pony aLcl Trap as well. Good character
frjm la-jt placa.—W. DEAN, 19, Crow.'aad Road, South
Tottenham.

ARDENER (Single-handed, or with help).
—Age 29, mairied when huiied ; fourteen years' good

expeiience, Inbidc and Out. — W., 41, Wellington Street.
Strand, y^.C.

*

GARDENER.— Life experience in Orchids^
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Inside iiud Out

Flower, Kitchen Garden. Good references;— A. RICHABD
SON. 42, Town Street, Chapel Allerton, Leeds.

GARDENER.—Age 26 ; twelve years' expe-
rience Ineide and Ont. Good testimonials from

present and past employers.—GARDENER, 73, Boyton Road,
Hornsey, N.

ARDENER (Undee).—I can with oon-
fideoce strongly recommeDd a yoUDg man, age 24. for

Outside work, aud to assist loside if required ; stroDg and
active. Good testimonials from previous employers. —
OARDENEB, Kew Gardens, Soutbport,

ARDENER (Undek).—Age 20; used to
iQside and Oat. Four years in present place, from

whom be will be recommended by Gardener.— Particulars
from STEPHEN CASTLE, F. R. H.S., Rottesford Vineries.Notts.

/> ARDENER (FOREMAN or Second).—Age
vX 23; abstainer; good references.—W. 0., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

RAFTER and GROWER of TEA ROSES
seeks situation in Nursery, Inside, where first-clabs

blooms and plants are wanted. Good references as ti ability.
&c. Age i5.—R., Heatherside Nurseries, Camberley, Surrey.

GROWER requires situation, — Age 23

;

Cucumbers and Tomatos special. Also Pot Stuff and
general routine of Market Nursery.—W. H., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

GROWER and PROPAGATOR, in a Nursery.
—Sixteen j ears' experience. Good reference,—W.

MILLS, Hope Cottage, Gravel Hill, Henleyoo-Thames.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER in" MarketA Nursery; thoroughly experienced in growing Plants,
Cut Flowers. Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mushrooms, Grapep. Ac.
Afte M6, married. Life experience. Apply—W., care of Mrs,
Edwards, St. Catherine's, Guiloford, Surrey.

O GROWERS for M A R K E T.—
G. BETHELL, Manager to Mr. Wm. Whiteley, The

Nureeries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbndg^, can recommend a
MANAGER, thoroughly experienced in Growing in large
quantities for Market. PUnts, Fruit, and Cut Flowers.
Experienced in the Supervision of Labour, and well acquainted
with the Trade, and tbe geoeral routine of a large eslabiish-
ment. Highest reference^ from Trade connection.

To NURSERYMEN. — Advertiser, age 34.
will shortly be disengaged. Seeks a berth in a First-

class Nursery aa MINAQER, where ability, energy, and
experience are required. A life experienee^n the Propagating
of all kinds of Hardy Plants, bom Inside' and Out. Accus-
tomed to executing large orders, and managing 'large staffs of
men. Eighteen yesr.' character.—E. IM., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, WO.

ANAQER or FOREMAN. — Life-expe-
rience in growing Cucumbers, Tomatos, Mu. brooms,

Palms. Ferns. Chrysanihemume, and other flowering Plants,
for profit. Good Salesman. Age 37, married. Abstainer —
F. OOWKRS, 51. Eden Kcad. Walthamstow.

F""0REMAN or GRCTWER.—Age 27 ; thirteen
years* experience, three years as Foreman. Cucumbers,

Tomatos, Mushrooms, Vines, &c., and general Pot-stuff. Ferns,
Can Sell if required. Good references.—HIOaT, Japonica'
Cottage. Hertford Road. Lower Edmonton.

FOREMAN.—W. Bennett, Gardener, Tal-y-
garn, Llantrissant, Olamorgan, will be pleased to recom-

mend WiLLIiM Foster to any Gardener requiring a thorouttb
practical and trustworthy man ; well-up in Fruit and Plant
Growing ; three years in present situation as Foreman.

FOREMAN, in Nursery, or GARDENER
(Head Workinq). where Surplus Stock is sold. Well

up in Cucumbers. Tomatos, Vines, Chrysanthemums, Pot
Plant), Cut Flowers ftc. ; Hardy Herbaceous Plants and
Hardy Fruits a specialty. Life experience. Good testi-
monials.—E. OODDKN, Hop Cottage, Swanwiok, Southampton.

FOREMAN (General), or MANAGER, in a
Market Nursery.-Good Fern-raiser and Groiver of Plants

and Fiuit ander Glass. Life experience in London Market
Nursery.-S. M. ROSE, Crescent Nursery, New Barnet, Herts.

FOREMAN, age 27.—Mr. Maekham, Mere-
worth Castle. Maidstone, will be pleased to recommend

his late Foreman, Thos. Harris, who has been with him over
two years. Thirteen years' excellent experience in good
efetablisbments.

FOREMAN.—Age 25; ten years' practical
experience, Inside and Out. Excellent reference.—

W. G., AshtoD Hayee, near Chester.

FOREMAN.—Age 28; thoroughly expe-
rionced in Fruit nnd Plant Culture. Two years in last

situation as above. Can with every confidence be recom-
mended.— A. STEVENS, Amersbam, Bucks.

FOREMAN (Working).-Age 33; well up
in Roses, Fruit Trees, and general routine of Inside and

Out. Expert Rudder and Grafter. Gojd Salesman and
Execution oE Orders. Life experience. Highest reference —
H. S. L., 41, Wellington Street, Straud, W.O.

NURSERY FOREMAN, or Second, Inside
or Inside and Out.—Age 25 ; ten years' experience.

Good reference?.—C. W., 41, Wellington Street, 3trand, W.C,

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 19, seeks situation in
gentleman's garden, Inside or Inside and Out; five and

a half years' experience. Bothy preferred.—W. QRIFFIl H3,
ilworth House Gardens, Rugby.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Age 21 ; six years'
experience in Fruit and Plants. Good reference. Bothy

preferred. — GORDON GLENTHORN, Harrow Weald,
Middlesex.

IMPROVER.—Wanted to place a strong Lad,
age 16, under good Gardener, uuder Glats. Two years'

Outaide experience. Premium, if required. Bothy preferred.
—GARDENEH, Milford House, Milford, Surrey.

IMPROVER. — Situation wanted for young
Man, age 20, Inside or Inside and Out; six years' expe-

rience ; good character.—Mr. ASTRIDGB, Upton Gardens,
Alresford, Hants, will be glad to recommend above.

TMPROVER ; age 16A.—Mr. Edmund Han-
-i- BURY, of Poles, Ware, cau recommend a youQK man aa
above. Three and a half yeirs' experience under Olaas. Bothy
preferred.

YOUNG MAN seeks situation in Nursery.

—

Used to Grapes, Tomatos. Cucumbers, Ac. Last place
two years.—J. K., Elm Oreen, Wareside, near Ware, Hertl.

YOUNG MAN, age 20, seeks situation.-Well
up in the Cultivation of Flowers and Plants for Deco-

ration. Good references. Abstainer. — W. QREOO&Y,
2, Aberdeen Road, Edmonton, N.

VOUNG Man, age 20, seeks situation in
-L Garden or Nursery.— Been two years in Girdeo, two in

Nursery. Good reference'.- J. H., 41. Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C.

O PROPRIETORS of FRUIT ESTATES.
—A Grower desires to place a son (age 18), with a

view to his obtaining a full practical knowledge of truit and
Vine Culture (if desired, similar opportunity in Jersey would
be given to the son of a Grower).—Address, with full parti-
culars, CHARLES Q. ROBERTS, Trin'ty Chambers, Jersey.

TO MARKET GARDENERS. — Farmer^
son wishes to learn the business. State Premium

required.-W. B., care of Mr, Dennis, 43, South Street,
Dorchester.

''PO GARDENERS.— Young man, a^ed 20|,
-I- seeks situation as UNDER GARDENER, strong and
active; seven years' experieno. Total abstainer.— H. COLLINS,
3, Winifred Lane, Sion Hill, Bath.

TO GARDENERS and NURSERYMEN.—
Situation wanted by a youog man in Nursery or Private

Establishment, with a view of learning Gardening.—F, LACEY,
Somerby, Brigg. Lincolnshire.

To MARKET GROWERS.- Situation wanted
by a young man who has had nine jeirs' experience in

Growing Cucumbers. Tomatos, Mubhroomp, some Flowers and
Outdoor Stuff for Market. Anyone can apply, H and E. COX,
High Street, Bognor, (or any iaformation respecting F.
CU TBERT, Bedford Street. Bognor.

;;

qrO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.-Situa-X tion wanted as JOURNEYMAN, lubide. Age 22 ; five
and a half years' experience. Good character,—T. FREE-
MAN, 66, Winchester Road, Portswood, Southampton.

^rO NURSERYMEN.—Advertiser requiresX situation as BOOK-KEEPEB, or INVOICE ClEBK.
Thirteen years in last bituation. London preferred.—D,
2i, Cremorne Road, Chel<ea« S.W.

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS. —
Situation wanted by a young Man in a Market Nursery.

Well up in Fruits and General Pot Plants for Covent Garden.
Eleven years' experience; good character and refereocep.—
H., 98, Great Queen Street, Dartford.

TO SEED and MANURE MERCHANTS, or
HORTICULTURAL SUNDRIESMEN. — A Gentleman,

with ten years* experience of travelling (Ireland. Wales, and
England) in Wholesale Seed Trade, is desirous of an engage-
ment to represent a good House in either of abovf-named
Trades. Firat-class references; can command a connection.
Address H., 41. Wellington Street, Stiand, W.O.

TO FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—A young
man, age 22, son of a Dutch Bulb Grower, wants to

spend Bome months in a good Nursery, in suburbs of London.
Board and lodging required in exohange for labour. No
salary, or small salary if boarded out. Ii very active
and willing. He is acquainted with French and German,
and is desirous of perfeccioghinself in the English language'.
Good references given and required.—Further particulars of
J., care of Messrs. Protheroe & Morris. 67 and 68, Cheapside,
London, E.G.

O FLORISTS.—Situation wanted, by "a
youDg man (age 20). as ASSISTANT in a Florist's t»hop.

Three years' experience.—D. P., 12, Leamington Villas,
WilleAden Lane, Acton.

SALESMAN.- Wanted by a smwt youngO man, age 27, situation as above.—Life experience in Pot
Plants and vut Flowers, with good koowledgeof their market
value. Gin be well recommended. Four years' gjod char-
acter.—N, P.. 63, Uxbridge Road, Ealing.

SALESMAN, or SHOPMA.N. — Age 27;O experienced in Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, Sundries, &c.

—

W. A. ELLIS rON, 3, Canterbury Terrace, Maida Vale, W.

^HOPMAN requires a situation.—FifteenO years' experience. Well up in all bi.iac'iee. Good
Ssleaman.—SEEDS, 41, Wellinnton Street, Strand, W.C.

TO FLORISTS.—Young Lady seeks situa-
tion as IMPBOTER.—Miaa O., oare of Roaa, Castleoan,

Barnes, W.
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

SALES DURING THE CURRENT WEEK.
MONDAY NEXT.

A large CollectiOD of Choice BULB3, ROOTS, and
LILIUMS, from Holland and other parts, in large and
Lots, to suit all buyers.

WEDNESDAY NEXT.
Choice name! Standard, Dtrarf, Climbing, and Pot

ROSES, from two of our Leading Growers, including
many of the bsst-known varieties. A selection ot well-

grown Pyramid and Standard and Dwarf-trained FBUIT
TREES, Japanese LILIUMS. LILY OF TEE VALLEY
CROWNS, SPIRJEl, GLADIOLI, P.E0NIE3 ; a poition
of a surplus stock of English-grown Ornamental SHRUBS
and TREE9 ; a large collection ot Hardy BORDER
PLANTS ; 40 lots of small Decorative PALMS, and an
Importat'on of DUTCH BULBS.

THURSDAY NEXT.
Twenty Cuses of ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, as received

direct: STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS; 40 000
best LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS ; 2000 SPIR.Ei..
in large lots; ORCHIDS, Japanese and Dutch LILIES,
DAFFODILS, and a large Consignment of BULBS and
ROOTS from Holland.

MR. J. C, STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Room», 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely

each day.
On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next.
EIGHT magnificent, beautifully-grown SPECIMEN PALMS,

in splendid condition, and a Collection of TABLE and
other DECORATUTE PALMS.

MR, J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms.

38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY
NEXT. December 9.

Sbepnerd's Bash —Central London RsUIway Depot.
GROWING TIMBER. SHRUBS. TURF, GLASS

ERECTIONS, BAND-STAND, and other items.
Absolute Clearance Sale.

IV/rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
ItJ. sell ty AUCTION, on the Premises, The Wood-
house Park Estate, Wood Lane, Uxbridge Road, Shepherd's
Bush. W.. on TUESDAY NEXT, December 8, at 11 o'CIocb, by
order of the Electric Traction Company, the whole of the
GROWING TIMBER and other TREES, comprising about
650 Horse-chestnut, Ash, Oak, Pianee, Lime, Poplar, Willow.
Cedars, Elm, Beech, Birch, Walnut, Mulberry, and others, of
various sizes ; several thousands of Evergreen and Deciduous
SHRUBS, consisting of Aucubas, Laurels, Euonymus. Box,
and Hollies. The Erections of eeven GREENHOUSES, with
Staging, Hot-water Piping, and Boiler ; a nine and a fifteec-

light PIT, a large quantity of Garden Turf, Garden Edging,
Tiles. Burrs, and Rockwork, ornamental Iron Arches, Summer-
houses, two Fossilieed Trees, ornamental Iron Band-Stand,
quantity of Stooe Columns and Pedestals, 10 Hanging Oil
Lamps, and other items.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be obtained at the Offices

of the Electric Tiaotion Company, Limited, in Woad Lane, on
the Estate; 16, Great George Street, Westminster, S W. ;

and of the Auctioneers. fi7 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Ferry Hill. Cliffe, near Rochester.
LAST SALE OF THE SEASON OF 150 000 FRITIT TREES.

By order of Mr. W. Home.

MESSRS. PROTHEBOE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on

WEDNESDAY, December 16, at half-past 11 o'clock :—
40 000 Standard, Half-Standard, and Maiden APPLES, CHER-

RIES. PLUMS, and PEARS.
.30,000 Baldwin, Carter's Champion and Early BLACK CUR-

RANTS.
60,000 STRAWBERRY PLANTS, Royal Sovereign, Joseph

Paxton, and Noble.
15,000 .3 year Pyramid APPLES, on English Paradise, in 40

varieties,

30,000 Connovet's Collossal ASPARAGUS (2 years), and
others.

Catalogues may be had on the Premises: and of Ibe Auc-
tioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C.

Brook House, Soutbgate.
CLEARANnK SALE of STOVE aud GREENHOUSE

PL«NTS. FERNS, GARDEN TOOLS. FRAMES, IM-
PLEMENTS, DAIRY-COW, HOUSE and STABLE
UTENSILS ; also, about 200 Miscellaoeous ORCHIDS. By
order of P. C. Brachi, Esq., who is leaving the neigh-
bourhood.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises.

Brook House, Southgate, 1 mile from Soutbftate Railway
Station, at an early date, which will be announced next week.

Friday Next.
By order of Metsrs. W. L. Lewis & Co.

Grand Imported ORCHIDS, comprising

—

CATTLEYA AMETHYSTOGLOSSA, in perfect condition,
magniticent and varied plants.

CATTLEYA HARRISONI.t:, 25 picked specimens, Oncidium
coDLOlor, &o. Also—

ESTABLISHED PLANTS, comprising—
Loclia Dayana. Odootoglos9um Rostii majue, LteliaacuminatFt,

and Cattleya Harrisonise violacea. all in Flower or Bud.
Also 22i) plants o! CATTLEYA MOSSI.T: (another
property).

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL the sb-iv. by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Uooms, 67 and 68, Cheap<ide, London, E.C, on FRIDAY
NEXT, I .ce^udi 11, bt halt-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

SALES NEXT WEEK.

VfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
i'-l SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67
and 68, Cheapside, London, E C, as follows: —

MONDAY NEXT, DECEMBER 7.

CARMATIOVS and PI0OT8ES, GLADIOLI, MONTBRETIiS,
ANEMONES. IRIS, LILIBS, CALOCHORTI. and new and

rare PERENNIALS, many never previouslv cffered ; at
12 o'clock.

DUTCH BULBS, 700 lots ; also, 300 Dwarf R03E3 ; DO lots of

STOVE snd GREENHOUSE PALMS and FERNS; at
12o'C.'ock.

TUESDAY NEXT, DECEUBER 8
DUTJH BULBS. 500 lots; also 300 Dwaif ROSES. 10) 1 its

of GLADIOLI and CARNATION-', SPIR.?!1.S, LILIUM
CANDIDOM, &c. ; at 12 o'Clock.

THURSDAY NEXT, DECEMBER 10.

SPECIAL SALE of HARDY PERENNIILS. PYRKTHRUMS,
CARNATION*, DAHLIAS, PJEONIES, TBITOMAS,
PHLOXES, IRIS, Tea, Standard, and Dwarf ROSES. 300
AZALEA INDICA, 300 A. MOLLIS, 100 RHODODEN-
DRONS, and 50 CAMELLIAS from the Continent, at
12 o'clock.

On view mornings of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

" Eeble Towers." Boomemoutli.
MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION of ESTABLI -H "D 0RCHID5,

many in Flower and Bud. Also an IMPORTATION of

ORCHIDS from Peru, choice FLOWEbING and FOLIAGE
PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. CLUNES BARE and CO., are
instructed by Messrs. F. Sander & Co , St. Albanp, it

SELL the above by AUCTION, at " Keble Towers," adjoining
the "Grand' Hotel, Bournemouth, on THUKSDAY,
December 17, at half-past 13 o'clock.
On view day prior to and morning of Sale. Catalogues of

the Auctioneers. Branksoixe, Bournemouth.
Immediately after above, Messrs. CLUNES BARE and CO

,

will offer a splendid importation of LILIUMS, AMARYLLIS,
BEGONIAS, &c.

GREAT SALE OF ORCHiPS.

MR, JOHN COWAN will SELL by
AUCTION, in the COAL EXCHANGE, MARKET

PLtCE, MANCHESTER, on FRIDAY, the 11th inet., at

12.30 prompt, a large and splendid

COLLECTION OF ORCHIDS,
all in the very finest condition, and including a large number
of Special Varieties. The entire lot has been selected with
the Rreatest care, and with a view to meet the wants of

purchasers of High-class Orchids.

On view the morning cf the Sale; and Catalogues may be

had from the Hall-keeper, or post-free from the Auctioneer—

THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL,

WANTED, TO RENT, with view to
Purchase, 500 to 1000 feet run of GLASS, LAND, and

COTTAGE.—N. S., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FECI a17~0 fI^ER, through Breach of
Contract.-FIVE GREENHOUSES, 100 feet by 12 feet,

together or separate. Best material. Could be erected by us
at greatly reduced price.

For particulars apply to G. fc W. HAYNES, Horticultural
Builders, Hawley, Dartford, Kent.

LASS-HOUSES. — DWELLING-HOUSE
with 90 Poles of LAND tor SALE. Situate at Leagrave,

Beds, near Midland Station. Five Glass houses, 100 ft. by 13 ft.,

and Propagating-house. with extra powerful Boilers, Pipes,
and every Appliance. Wants seeing. Write for particulars,

D. ALMOND, Cheapside, Luton, Beds.

For Immediate Sale,

ASMALL.CUMPACrMAKKET NURSERY
situate in the Sou'h-western part of London, and

2^ mites from good market; 9 miles from Covent Garden.
Twelve years' lea-e. with option to renew for fourteen years

;

ground rent, £10 per annum. Large Stock on the place may
be had at valuation. Includes 50,COO Tulips, 5000 Hyacintfao,

grand house of Callas Spireeas, and thousands of Bedding
Plants. Also about 600 good Orchids, for cut blooms. A
reasooable offer will be accepted. Further particulars from

—

OWNER, 41, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

NURSERY BUSINESS for SALE, compact
and old-established, in the West of England. In full

working order ; in splendid situation, and good connection.
Incoming about £-^00. for Buildings, Fixtures, &c. Stock at
valuation. For further particulars apply AUCUBA, 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

RUIT and POULTRY FARM.—Midway
between Monmouth and Ross; 12| acres, Cottage,

Stabling. Heated Greenhouses, choice Fruit Trees. To be LET,
or the HREEUOLD wilt be SOLD.
CLUNES BARE and CO., Horticultural Auctioneers, Brank-

some, Bournemouth.

MANCHESTER WHOLISALE FLOWER MARKET.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Cut Floweb
Salesman in the North of England.

Best Market Prices returned for Consignments. Packing
Boxes and Labels free. Cheques weekly.

N.B.—Prompt attention given to all orders for Cut Flowers
by Letter, Telegram, or Telephone.

National Telephone, 1059. Established, 1878.

EXHIBITIONS.
PrellmlnaT7 AnDoancement.

A GRAND HORTICULTURAL SHOW and
FETE will be held atCaESTEB, on WEDNKSDlYand

THURSDAY, the 28lh and 29th .Tiily next.
£500 in Prizes will be awarded for the Horticultural

Department.
Schedules are being prepared, and miy be obtained early

in January, from the Secretary,

—

MIJOB WALKER-JONES, Town Hall, Chester.

KINGSTON and SURBITON CHRYS-
ANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be held

at the DRILL HALL, KINGSTON ON THAMES, on TUES-
DAY and WEDNESDAY, November 9 and 10, 1897.

X)RK chrysanthemum" SHOW, 1897.

The alove is appointed to take place, Nov. 17, 18, and IP.

1.3, Feasegate, York. J. LAZENBY, Secretary,

Wanted, a large plant of CLERODEN-
DRON BALFOURII. State size, condition, aid price

to BRIGQ3, care of Priestley, North Bridge, Halifax

WANTED, one large LAPAGERIA ALBA
and one large LAPAGERIA ROSEA. Particilars

to -THOS, BURY, Arley Nursery, Mellor, Blackburn.

WANTED, large Flowering Plants for Stove,
STEPHANOTIS, DIPLlDENIiS, EUCHARIS, GAR-

DENIAS, &c. Must be clean and cheap.
W. CE0WDE8 AND SONS, Horncastle.

Y

Y\7 ANTED, about 3 tons of good EVER-
TT GREEN'S for Wreathing, Portugal Laurel. Berberie,

AucuSa, Silver Holly, Tree Ivy (not trail-), and Yew.—State
price and quantity to spare to C, BOATvVRiaHT, Florist,

&c., Loughborough .Tunction, Brixton, S, W.

ANTED, STANDARD BRIARS, 4 feet
and upwards. &tout. and straight; ASH KEYS, and

HOLLY BERRIES. Send samples, and state lowest price to-

SYDNEY S. MARSHALL, Barnham Nurseries, Barnham
Junct'oo, Sufsex.

ANTED, Standard RIBES, LARCH 2 feet
to 3 feet. Seedling Thorns. To OFFER. Standard Ash,

Standard English Oak, Hazel. Privet Oral and Common,
Manetti Stocks, Box Green \h feet to 3 feet, cheap; also a
Box Hedge 3 feet by 3 feet, tr. three years since.

B. B. DAVIS, Yeovil Nurseries, So'nerset.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full parti'

oulars of the above, and can be obtained, gratis, at
67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

ORCHIDS in Bud, from U. 6d. each ; or if

Growing in West's Patent Orchid Baskets, from 25. ?d.
Carnage paid. Catalogue free.

The LEEDS ORCHID CO.. Roundhay, Leeds.

EACHES and NECTARINES. — Dwarf-
trained young fruiting trees, which have kept up a con-

tinuo'is supply of fruit since middle of July to present date in
col 1 orchard house. Names and price from—
FREDERICK PERKINS. Regent Street, Leamington Spa.

90 (\(\(\ CLEMATIS, IVIES, and other
^V/^VVV/ Climbers, in pots. All the beat kinds of
above and many other rare Climbers are described in our New
Catalogue, post free.—CLIBRIN'S Nursery, Altrincham ; also
at Manchester, Bangor, and Llandudno Junction.

GIANT BERLIN LILT OF THE VALLEY.

WICETON*S well-known GIANT BERLIN
• LILY OF THE VALLEY.- 100.000 Planting Crowns

at, 12s, 6(^, per 1,000, 1 and 2 years; also a few thousand retard ed
Crowns. Price on application to—

W. ICETON'S. Putney. S W.

CCELOGYNE CRISTATA,
well grown and cheap.

Good plantf, 1j. ; with 2? bulbs, two or three epikes, 2s ;

atronger, 65 bulbs, six spikes, 55. ; lOU to 150 bulb!>, eight to
sixteen spikes, 1$. lad. to 125. Qd. each.

Also a few other 0RCHID3.
TRUSTEES late J. STEVENSON. Timperley, Cheihire.

FERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2^inch pots. ^t3ve and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 125. 100; ditto, targe, in 48'8, 10 best
selling sorts, 6>. doz. ; strong seedlings. 65. 1 '0, 505. 1000 ; Adi-
antum cuneatum, in 48*b, for cutting, 65. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 165. and 20s. 100; Cyperus,
Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanum?, in 48's, 65, per doz. ; Marguerites,
Chrysanthemums, and Erica gracilis, 8olanump, in 48*8, 9s.

per dozen ; Palms, Ficus, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bouvardias,
Erica hyemalis. Cyclamen, in 48'8, 125. per dozen. Lists free.

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries, Loughborough Junction, London. S.W.

UPERLATIVE RASPBERRY
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.

Per dozen, Ss., post-free, 3s. 9rf., per 100, 185. ; extra strong,
6s, per doz. Price per 1000 on application.

For description see Strawberry Catalogue,
Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps.

GEORGE BUNYARD AND CO., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.
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FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stook of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Panoras.

POTATOS.—Myatt's Ashleaf, grown on high
lani, 65j. per ton.

G. F. YOUNa, Swineshead Abbey, near Boston.

SHRUBS, &c., OLEARIA HAASTI, li to
2 feet, bubhy, full o! buda, 6s. per dcz . or 40J. per 100;

larger sizes, 9.! to 12s. per Coz, ABIES UOUGLASir. finest

stocks, n to 2 feet. £4 per 1000; 2 to 2J feet. £i per 1000.
QARLIE3 MITJBELL. Nurseryman. Stranraer.

HOLLIES, Green English, from 1 to 3 feet.
Well-roDted, perfect plants; will more any distance.

Samples and price from

—

FRED. PERKINS, Regent Street, Leamington Spa.

CCHINESE ARTICHOKES (Stachys Tuberi-
J fera).—A few cwt. for disposal, 40$. per cwt., on rail;

small quantities, 6d. per lb. Cash with order. Sample on
Bpi)lication.— H.& A. PaLLEN-BUBRY.Sompting. Worthing.

SO 000 CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Calvat's Set and New Varieties of 1893, \t. 2d. each.

List free.

HEAD GARDENER. Perly Cross, Teignmouth, Devon.

ASPBERRY CANES. — Northumberland
Fillbasket, Carter's Prolific, Norwich Wonder, Falstolf.

Well-rooted planting canes. Price and sample on a ppIicatioD.
JAMES W. TODMAN, Piatt, near Wrotham, Kent

OWEN'S BRITISH CHRYSANTHEMUMS
hold highest positions at Exhibitions and Elections of

best varieties), surpassing all other firms combiQed. Catalogue.
Id. Culture, by W. H. Lees, W. TunoiDgton, E. Molyneux,
and C. Orchard, Id —R. OWEN. Maidenhead.

LLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty years.

Maidens, bs ; 2-yr , 7s. 6d. each ; larger to 21s each.
OBORQE BUNYARD AND CO., Maidstone.

Distributed in November.

Important to Musbroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6s.

R. AND G. CUTHBBRT, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Uerohants,
Southgate, N. Bttablished 1797.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

CUTIIBERTSON'S Illustrated and Descriptive
CATAL031TE of over 1000 species and varieties post-fre?.

MICHAEL CUTaBBBTSON, The Great Scotch Herbaceous
Grower, Rothesay.

NCI D I U M C R 1 S IMTm,
IN SPIKB'.

Fine, healthy undowered plants,
5s., 7». 6t., 10s. td., and 15s. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate. Londo-, N.

and Golden,

o

Crn AAA EUONYMUS, Green ;

0\Ji\J\J\J all splendid bathy plants.—

I

to 15 in., at 30s. per 100 ; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 56J. per 100; 21 in. to 24 in., at 7os. per 100;
25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN: 6 in. to 12 in., at .3s. to 8s. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousanas
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHUR,TheLandon Nursery, 4. MaidaVale, Landon,W.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.O. Prompt cash.

A LaxKe stock of
HORTICULTURAL BUNES for S/ LE,

In tmall or large quantit'es, suitable for all buyers.
Sizes :— 1 inch, J inch, j inch, meil ; splendid analysis.

Apply to E. 8. WILES & LEWIS, Bone Crushere, St. Albans.

SEAKALE. — SKA KALE. — Noted Fulham
Seakale Crowns for sale. Extra large. 9s. per 100 ; or

75s. per lOCO, for cash wiih order.—App'y to WM. BiGLEY,
Millsbot Farm, Fulham. Established over 200 years.

To Race Growers.- Amateurs and Trade.

;;;EEDLING briars. — Transplanted, for
V^ Budding next season, per 100, .3s. and 4s. ; per 1000 on
application. STANDARDS of GLOIRE DE DIJON, with
good heads, per dozen, 12s.

G. HODGSON, Hemsworth, Wakefield.

STRAWBERRIES, Strong runners.—Royal
Sovereign, 2s. 6(f . per 100 ; Sir Josfph Paztoo, Is. Gd. per

100 ; Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Is. M. per 100.

RASPBERRY CANES.
Carter's Pro'lfic, 3s. per 100; Semper Fidelis, 3». per 100

;

Hornet, .'is. per 100. Special quotations for large quantities.
Carriage paid on orders of £\ value.

JOHN CHI VERS, Histon, Cambridge.

10,000 NOW READY.
Fine Stuff, of my

GRAND NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUM,
"KING OF DENMARK."

£l per hundred, free on Rail.

B. LItiSEN, Uansfleld Hill Nursery, CMngford, Essex

GRAND ROSE TKEES—in Standards, and
Dwarfs, and Climber..'.

FINE PEACH TREES -in Newest and
Be^t Varietie?.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN Strawberries—
ia Runners ; and maoy other vdiieties ia pots.

FORCING RHUBARB — the best Early
Red Champagne.

SEAKALE, Grand Roots.

GRAND LONDON PLANE3-straif,'ht in

stem aod good heid^i,

EVERGREEN SHRUBS, thousands of.

LEAFY BOWERS- for Villa Gardens : the
Weeping A>h tree.

HARDY CLIMBERS, in Pots-the self-

supporting Cift»per. AtDpelop«>is Veitchi. & Ivies.

PROFUSELY BLOOMING CLEMATISi,
in great variety, HonevMiofelei and .lAsminea.

JOHN PEED & SONS,
The Nurseries, Mitcham Ed., Streatham, S.W.

SEAKALE ! SEAKALE ! SEAKALE !—
Magnificent selected Crowns for fore ng, 9*. per 100,

80*. per 1000. Net ca&h with order.—J. DIXON & SON,
Spencer Park Nurseries. Wandsworth Comicon.

YCASTE SKINNERI, L.ELIA ANCEPS,
&c., all Btrong, unflowered plant?, in spike, from .3«. Qd.

upwards.—The LKKDS ORrHID CO., Roundbay, Leeds,
.igents for the West's Patent Plant Recptacles.

STANDARD ROSES.—Splendid, straight,
*.-' well-gtown. large heads, leading varieties. Catalogues on
applicjtion.-FREDERICK PERKINS. Nurseryman, Regent
iStic^t, Leamington Spa.

ROSE?, Bush, extra strong plants, in good
variety, 4s. 6d. per dozen, free. Low quotations for

larger quantities; ; also for Manetti Stocks.— H. HOUGH,
Bisley, Surrey.

pALMS for Sale.—Six large very handsome
-^ Palms, all in g^oi condition.
Apply to the aARDENEB, North Breach? Manor, Ewhurst,

near Guildford.

GRAND new VIOLETS.—Princess of Wales,
large as a Pansy. Decidedly blue. Award o'. Merit.

Princes) Beatrice, equally good. Victoria, much larger and
deeper than California, each if, Gd. per dozen. Cash with
order. -S. RANDALL, Eiett^r.

f^IlRYSANTIIEMUM CUTTINGS.—
v^' Splendid healthy stock of Oli and New Varieties. LIST
sent on application. The following tire new varieties, one
Cultirgof each, sent post-freefor2>.6(/ :— Mrs. JohnShrimpton,
Cc Wat's Boule d'Or, Graphic, Amiral Avellan. and Mrs. Hume
long.— F. SIMMONDS. Mamhead Park Gardens, near Exeter.

ROSES, Dwarf H.P.'s.
Principally on the Briar Cutting ; first-class stuff.

Also Standards and Half-Staniards.

Eight Large PEACH TREES, fco-n a Peach-house, still to otfe-.

Prices and Citalcgue oa application to

E J. BATCHELOR. Harlow Heath Nurseries, Harrogate.

FRUIT TREES.
We hold a large and varied stock of the above, in first'rate

quality, and at reasonable prices.

Desckh'Tivk Catalogue os atplicition.

S. SPOONEB & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, HOUNSLOW.

OO0,000 llrlVlng young

FRUIT TR3ES for SALE,
Cf thk Choiokst Market ^obts, in Lahqe or

s.mall qua^tities.

CATALOGl'ES on apfUcation to-

J. SMITH & SON,
Markkt Gabpenpbs and Fruit Trke Grower.'^,

SIPSON. WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX,
And 453 & 469, Cotent Garden Market, London.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT, ORCHID, TOMATO, and CUCUMBER HOUSES, BOILERS, VALVES. PIPES, and FITTINGS.

RANGES
OF

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

ERECTED
COMPLETE

IN ANY PART
OP THE

KINGDOM.

GREENHOUSES
FOR

AMATEURS.
No. 47a lean-to.

10 tt. X 7 ft. £3 lOl.

No. 49ASl>AN-ROf F

10ft. X8fr.£1010l.

Well mace,
| '1 'T'.*,"^'"*.^

painted, glazed, '^Jfl^"'^V/;[Q^

and carriage paid.
'

«

''^j'.vr^m^^^

%}'Mi^'i}]^S^^^^^:$^^^S-

HEATING

APPARATUS
FIXED BY

EXPERIENCED
WORKMEN

•, A I IN ANY PART
ft -.f

QJ. .[.JJg

COUNTRY.

-^Wl^'- :
''. ^1-^*^^!^%;*^^^^ 'j;,-^2-:^.i.:::.^:r'^t/i£

Surveys Made

SPECIAL OFFER.

No. 77

A'lOLET Frame,

6 feet hy 4 feet.

FRAMES OF EVfcRY

DESrKIPtlOX.
CONSERVATORY RECENTLY ERECTED AT CARROW HOUSE, NORWICH, FOR J. .J. COLMAN, F«.)

CARRIAGE PAID on ORDERS of 40s. VALUE to MOST STATIONS. WRITE for CATALOGUES.
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OLEARIA HAASTII.
New Zealand Evergrean Shrub, with profuse maeeea cf white.

sweet-scented flowers.

See Gardeners' Chronicle, October 31. page M?.
Strong plums, 9 to 12 inchts, Is. 6i. each : 9^. per dozen.

Ditto, VI to Ifi inches. Is. t5rf. each ; \"s. per dozen.

CEANOTHUS GLOIRE DE VERSAILLES.
Tha most leautiful and fieest-floweiing variety of this line

genus with which we are acquainted. Abundant pmicles of

clear blue flowers.

Strong plants in rots, ij to 2fe6t, Is. Qd. each; 15s. per dozen.

Ditto. 2 to 3 feet, 2i. Gd. each ; -U*. per doien.

PRICE CURRENT of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS and ROSES fent on application.

J. BACKHOUSE & SON, YORK.

TO PLANTERS.

DOUGLAS SPRUCE
(Abies Douglasii).

In view of the growing demand for this

splendid Foreat Tree, we hold immense stocks at

exceptionally low prices for qualities offered.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

MELON SEED.
Our fruit has woo Two Silver Medals (Royal Horticultural

Society) &c.. Two First Prizes, Certificate of Merit.

Sucrin de Tours, .Is. 6<t. per packet.

Hero of Lockinge I ,, „ j „., „„i,,, ( * packet of

Earl's Favouritl. t
^'- "''• P" P"'"'

J each of tbes,

American Pineapple ...
| 2.. per packet ... j

™,"„''"^''

Vert Giimpant, (tc.&c... J
"^ *^ (. 108.

And olher good Market and Table Fruits.

Gardinera' Clironicle June 1.1. 18i)i :
- " Messrs. E. J. Satjeant

& Co. eihibited eicellent fruits of Hereof Lockioge. and fruits

of Sucrin de Tours, scarlet-lleshed variety, with uncommonly
deep cork like netting, { inch deep." (Silver Banksian Medal).

< irder early. Only a limited quantity.

EXTRA FINE TRANSPLANTED TREES,
With SiRiiQHT Stems. Fibrous EonTs, a»d

WELL ADAPTED FOR AVENUE AND STKEET PLiNTINQ.

COBNISH ELMS, 12 to H feet high, 6 f. et stems, circumfer-

ence of stem 3 ft, from ground 1 to 5 in , 30j per doz.

HORSE-CHESTNUT..', 8 to 10 feet, ISs. per doz, ; 10 to 12 feet,

20s. per dozen ; extra fiue. 12 to 14 feet, als, per dozen;

gold-leaved, 8 to 10 feet, 18s. per dozen.

LIMES, good heads, 6 to 8 feet, 12». per dozen ; 8 to 10 feet,

15j. perdcz ; 10 to 12 feet, £lJi, pir doz. ; 12 to 14 ft,,

24s. per dozeu.

SVOAMORE and NORWAY MAPLE, 10 to 12 feef, 16'. per

dczeu; JE> per 100.

POPLARS, Bolleana, Uprght, tilverleaved, 8 to 10 feet, 1.1«.

per doz., £5 (.er lOu ; 10 to 12 feet, l8,s. per dcz.-n.

Alto Specimen CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 8 lo 10 feet hi^h,

7s, «ii. each ; 10 to 12 feet, 10s. 6rf, each.

PINIIS INSIQNI3, 2 to .1 leet, 12«. per doien; 3 to 4 feet,

15s. per dozen.
CUPRESSU3 MACROCARPA, 3 to 4 feet, transplanto] tprii'g

of 1,S95, 12s (ler dozen; 75s, per 100.

.IlINIPERUS SABINIANA. boshy, 8s. per dozen ; 6Us. per MO.
COTONBASTER SIMMONDSII, 25 tj 3 feet, 6s. per dozen

;

40s. per 100.

Deciduous Flowering Shrubi. slrone hushes, including

SPIB-Kl.". WEIQELA°, DEU7/.I4S, OIIELDRE
ROSKS, &c., at 30s. per luO; cheaper by the 1000.

ROSA RUG113A, a grand plant for Covers, 20s. per MO;
cheaper by the 1000.

SWliET BRIAR?, baahy. lis. M. per 1 0.

CATaLOQUEI free on application.

Address:— WM. WOOD 4: SON,
THE NURSERIES, MAEESFIKLD, UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

PLANT ING SE ASON.
HARDILY-GROWN

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Evergreens,
Roses, &c.
Stoclu quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY,"* "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Freo.

DiCKSONS («ot:s:, Chester.^

TO THE TRADE.
The Finest Dwarf Early Wrinkled

Marrow Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.
We are in a position to mafae advanta

geous offer of this Pea.

SHARPE'S QUEEN PEA.
Finest Blue Wrinkled Marrow.

Trade Price on application

.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO. "^SilfL"^
=^"

To obtain th« True Yellow-Fleshed Variety apply to -

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFOBD.

E. J. SARJEANT & CO.,
brougham: ROAD, WORTHING.

150 ACRES
oTREES&SHRUBS.
In the finest possible con-
dition, for The Villa, The

Mansion, The Plantation.or The Game Covert. All in vikotoup,

healthy condition, not stunted, starved, or cloeely grown and

drawn. C'arefuUy and frc'iuently moved, and the roots con-

se'iuently are a mass of fibre, ensuring safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descripticns of above, and of many
Rare and New Phinta, post free from—

CUBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham
Also at MANCHESTER. BANQOR, and

LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

NEW VIOLETS.
AmiralAvellan, very large, royal purple Howers ; Princesse

de Galles, the largent and sweetest Vijlet. These are the

greatest novelties in Violets since I Introduced the popular

Marie Louise. Established plants in pots, 12s, per doz , yos.

per 100. California, very large. sweet-scented, free (lowering,

good plants, 6«. per doz., 40s. per 100. General Nursery Stock

on application.

FREDERICK PERKINS,
NUKSKHYMAN, RROHNF .STREET, LEAMINGTON SPA.

Leegomery Nursery, Wellington, Salop.

MR. CHARLES BUTLER begs to tender his
aiccere Thanks to bis numerous Patrons, whom he has

had the pleasure of supplying during the past 35 years, and
respectfully informs them that he has this day DISPOSER
OF HIS ENTIRE NURSERY STOCK and GOODWILL (IF

HH BUSINESS to WM. PRITCHABD & SONS, NUttSFRY-
MSN, SHREWSBURY', and trusts that the same confidence

and bupport that he has hitherto received will be emtended to

them in the future, (Signed) CHARLES BUTLER.
October 19, 1S95.

,

In reference to above. PRITCHARD iND SONS re8pectfu:ly

SOLICIT A CONTINUANCE OF YOUR SUPPORT, and
request that all orders and enquiries be addressed to

—

PRITCBARD AND SONS, NuRSERY.MEK. SHREWSBURY.

C^
UTBUSH^S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers apeak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price. 6j. per bushel, Is. eitra for

package ; or, 1m. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London. N., and Barnet, Herts.

FLOWERING and DECORATIVE PLANTS.
AZALEA INDIC-4, best varieties, well set with bloom, in

6-inch pote, l.Ss. to 24s. per dozen.
LILAC CHARLES -X.. full cf bud. 21', lo .Wi. perdoien,
OENISTA FRAORANS. good, in ,"l-inch p)t», 18s. per dozen.
ARUM LILIES, showing flower. 1', (ii/. to .11, 6rf. ejcb.
PALMS, good, in 48*s, Kentiss, Latanias, and others, 'Ms doz.

ASPIDISTUA LURIDA, good. 2,s-, 6i. to :!,', 6<(. each,
KERNS, ARALIAS, SOL4NUM9. FfCUS, DRACTl-JAS

3.VIILA.K, and other plant* Prices on application.

Packing free for cash with order,

JOHN BTANDISH & CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

MY COUPLE (E

CATALOGUED CHRYSANTHEMUM GUIDE
will be ready ^ho^tly, when I liope to auboiit adilitional

varieties of feterling worth to the many others of exceplionul
merit now in commerce.

lu addition to the Cultural Ar.icles in my Guide, I hive
miH'li pleasure in announciug one from tbe pen of Mr. W. ti.

Lkkm, whose reputation as a grower is world-wide.
POtT FRKK FOR FliiHT STAMI'.-i,

H. J. J0NE3. Ryecroft Nurseries Lewlsham S F.

RHODODENDRONS.
Beat Kinds. Well Budded. Beautiful Foliage.

£7 10s. to £15 per 100.

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseries,

CAMBERIiET, SURREY.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices ;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDROBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write fob List.

I AMCC rVDUTD exotic nurseries.
JAIVIHO L I refill K, CHELTENHAM.

FOR THE COMINQ WINTER!!

WALTERS & CO.'S

WOOD ROLLER BLINDS.
Suitable for Covering Fiaines, and for the Protection of

llalf-Hardy Plants and Crojis.

Is. 3d. per 8q. yard. Roller, 2d. per foot rua extra.

On receipt of 4^. a sample blind, 4 ft. by 6 ft. drop length
will be forwarded.

ORCHID BASKET MANirFACTURERS,

707, High Street, Leytonstone, London, E.

STOVES ! STOVES

!

BOBERTSS (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about Id.,
without attention.

For Qreenhouses, Bedrooms, &o.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.
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HORTICULTURAL
A Large Stock r\X ACQ
always on Hand . t T I j M l I LI

Special guotations for quantitiet,

WHITE LEAD, OILS, AND COLOURS
At lowett possible prices.

i NICHOLLS& CLARKE,
6, HIGH STREET, SHOREDITGH,

LONDON, E.

/;y///7/^-'- /A\\

HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and H T -W A T E R

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIODLETON, MANCHESTER.
vineries. Stoves, Greeobouses, Peach House?, Forcing Houses. &c , consiruotcd on our improved plan, are the

perfection of g^toviaf bouses, and for practical utility, eco30my, ami durability cannot be cjualU'tl. We only do one clajis
of work, and that TUK VKIlv TlKST.

ConeervatOlles and Winter Gardens deniKned architecturally correct without the assistance of anyone out of our
fitni, from the smallest to the largest. Hot-water Heating Apparatus, with really reliable Boilers, erected, and aucceaa
guaranteed in all cases. Ueloo Frames, Sasbes, Hot Bed Boxes, &C., always in Stock.

Plans, E^limaUs^ and Ctit<ilofru':s Fro:, CnslO'r.cr.i icaihtl on iu any part of tliC Kingdom.
Our Maxim is and always has been

—

HODERATB CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

Aew Edition, Corrected up to Date,

r.y the latp Sir .lORKPH PAXTON, M.P. KHpriiitod fn.in the Oar,h',„'r.H Chronicle.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Price 3d., Post-free 3Jd. ;

Twenty.flve Copies, Ss. ; fifty, IDs. ; and one hundred, 30a.

Parcels of not less than twenty-five delivered, Carriage Free, in London only.

Not less than one hundred Carriage Paid to any part of Great Britain,

Sfonei Orders and Pjttal Orders ihould be mide payable to H. G. COt'S, at the Post O^e. Great Queen 6Yrecf, London, W.C.

OARDENKUS' CHRONICLE OFFICE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

SHARPINGTON (PATENT)

COMBINED PICK and SHOVEL
SYNDICATE (Limited).

paUnted in seventeen
different couotries.

These tools are now
beinK made in all shapes
sizes, and weights, suit-

able for Qardeninf(,
Sporting, aud all pur>
poses where the Pick,
Shovel, or Hoe is r»>

quired.

RETAIL PBIOES,
Oarriaqe Paid:—

BUck bt. 6rf.

Half Bright ... 6f. 6d.

All Bright ... 7i, «d.

On receipt of P. 0.

Special Trade Termfl
and all particulars may
be had on application.

26. AUCKLAND ST..

VAUXHALL.
LONDON, BE.

Telegrams ;

—

Pikeman, London."

GOAL! COAL!! GOAL!!!
Mr. Fascoo is now supplying his Celebrated

LARGE ANTHRACITE
HORTICULTURAL COAL & 'GOBBLES'

At Lowest Possible Prices for Cash.
Buy direct (rem the Producer, and Sate Middlemen's Profits.

K.NQl'IRIES SOLICITED.

T. T. PA8C0E, '^^^ij" Swansea.

ARE YOU ROOFING ?
or Re-roofiDg any part of your house ur
outbuildings?
If so you should use RED HAND Rcofing Felt?.
Kvfry jard printed wun ihe cruae mark, a
RED HAND. Easiest to use; best in wear;
cheapest lu in« end.

Wur dealer keeps thero, or will obtain them for jor.

HEATING ! HEATING!! HEATING !!!

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
I ndertake the oomplete erection of HEATING APPARATTTS for GBEENHOUSES, OFFICES, PUBLIC BTJXLDINGS, &c. Have the

largest stock of BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS in the Trade to select from, and invite inspection of same.
BOILERS of the latest and most approved claas, including the

Patent HORIZONTAL TUBULAR, witn WATER BARS; CAST-IRON SADDLE, with WATERWAY-END, &c.;

AWARDED THE ONLY COLD MEDAL t^e INTERNATIONAL H0RTICULTUR'ArEXHIBiT'l0NJ892. ror HOT-WATER APPLIANCES .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, Is. PMICE LIST FREE.
UPPER GROUND STREET, B L A C K F R I A R S, LONDON, S.E,

TelegrapUio Address-" BOT-WATER, london." Telephone. No. 4763. . - '
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THOSE WHO WISH TO BE IN THE FRONT RANK
OF

PRIZE WINNERS and PRODUCERS of the FINEST FRUIT and FLOWERS either for EXHIBITION,
HOME CONSUMPTION or MARKET, SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE of the

LATEST SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES & LABOUR-SAVING APPLIANCES.
IN ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT BRANCHES OF GARDENING

THEY ARE REPRESENTED BY

THE XL ALL SPECIALITIES
Beg. Trade Mark for all. Which abe Pbotectbd by Patents and Trade Marks. Keg. Trade Mark for all.

Frequent praotical experiments^ and the best ohemioal skill, in fact no expense whatever has been spared to unite in

producing the best article under each heading.

M^ TESTIMONIALS from LEADIN3 HORTICaLlURISTS PROVE THAT THEY ARE THE BEST in the MARKET.

Professional Gardeners and Amateurs will shortly be sending in to their Nurserymen, Seedsmen, or Florists

the usual Season's orders, DON'T FORGET TO INCLUDE the XL ALL'S which are likely to be required.

XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.
XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE (Wash).

XL ALL MILDEW WASH.
XL ALL TOBACCO POWDER.

All prepared in Bond from Duty Free Tobacco.

ely to be required.

XL ALL LIQUID MANURE.
XL ALL GRADUATING MANURE.
XL ALL SOLUBLE MANURE.
XL ALL TOMATO MANURE.
XL ALL LAWN SAND.
XL ALL WEED KILLER.

Pamphlets giving full details and prices in connection with eaoh can be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists, or direct from
the Manufacturer, post-free.

G. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT tower wharf, LAMRETH, LONDON, S.E.
Telegraphic Address:—" VAPORIZING, LONDON."

AV. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fc.

BTTILBEB TO THE PRINCIPAL OB,0"WERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHID

HOUSES,

PEACH

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOB ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

'J
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PRIZE COB FILBERTS.
MR. COOPER, F.R.H.S., is the largest grower

in the kingdom of the above for sale. Plantations near
Beading. Price Lists and Pamphlets on application to—

Mr. COOPEB. Calcot, Boscombe, Hants.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
Autumn. 1696. Specialties : English Tews, Enoliah Hollies,

Aucubas, Specimen Coniferge, Standard Boses, and general
Nursery Stock, New Violets, &c. Also Dutch and Forcing
Bulbs, Cata'ojjjuea free on application.

FREDERICK PE a KINS,
NUBSKRYMAN, BE8ENT STEEET. LEiMINQTON SPA.

ROSES-ROSES.
Al/L. THE BEST KINDS.

WELL-GROWN, WELL-ROOTED PLANIS.

IX VIGOROUS HEALTH.

CATALOaUES FREE.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

20 ACRES' ™'T TREES,
faW nW I IkW In all the best forts and forma,

for the Villa Garden, or the
Orchard. Free from Blight and Disease, Clean, healthy
stems and branches. Carefully pruned in good form. Roots
a mass of fibre. Sizes from maidens to trees ti to 8 years old,
of many kinds, and all Tkue to Name.

NEW CATALOGUE with Descriptiors and Prices post-free.

CLIBRAN & SON.
lOlNOHESTEB, BANQOB. LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, and

Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.

CARAWAY & CO.
SPECIAL OFFER.-CASH WITH ORDER.

STANDARD APPLES.
£7 10b. per 100. All leading and best kinde, our selection.

12 assorted Standard Apple, Cherry, Pear, and Plum, If y.

\'i assorted Pyramid Frees, Apple, Pear, and Plum, 20s.
13 assorted Trained Trees for walls.
Apjlp, Cherry, Nectarine, Peach, Pear, and Plum, all best

trees and good varieties, 40*. per dozen.
GOOSEBERRIES, all named, 2s. ^d. per dozen ; 18». per 100
CURRANTS, assorted Black. Red, and White, 2«. 6rf. per doz.

18jf. per 100.
RASPBERRIES, 1( 6a. per dozen ; \Qs. per lOO.

ROSES.
Roses, best named Hybrid Peipetuals. our selection, .35-. per

100 ; 20s per iO. 12 packed and paid per Parcel Post, for
7». (id.

12 Tea Boses, packed and paid per Parcel Post, for 10s. 6rf.

Tea Roaec, in pDts, including Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon,
hiphetop, and other varieties. 12s. and 2is. per dozen.

VINES, strong planted cane3, 4s each.
ASSORTED EVERGREENS, gcoi plants, 4s. to 18s. per dozen
ASSORTED FLOWERING PLANTS, 4s. to 9». per dozen.
ASSORTED STANDARD TREES- 1.^.. Thornp, Limes, Moun-

tain Ash, Planes, &c., 18s. per dozen.

CLIMBERS.
Ampelopsis Veitchi, the b^st tor covering wallp, requires no

nailing. Is. each.
Clematis Jackmani, and olbtr sorts, \bs. par dozen

; oureelec-
tion, 1'. 6d. each.

Ivie(>, in sorts, ^d.. Is., and \s. 6d.

CARAWAY & CO.,°"ru?to°n?Vrig^'^''

ROSES, RH ODODEND RONS. &c.
BOSES, Bu&b, extra-line plants, leading sorts, our seleotion,

42s. per 100, 7s. per dozen.
,, Climbing, Tea and Perpetual do , 70j. per 100, 10*.

per dozen.

,, Dwarf Standard do.. 12s. per dozen.

,, Standard a d Half-standard do., 15s. to2lj. per doz
RHODODENDRONS, Seedlings, from 6«. per dozen.

.. Hybrid, named, from 12.'?. per dozen.
AZALEAS, ANDROMEDAS.and KALMfAS.from 12s per doz
HONEYSUCKLES, JASMINES, and other Climbers, from 6s.

per dozen.
SEAKALE, extra-stroDg. for forcing. 10s. 6d. p^r 100
FRUir TREES. ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVEBQREEN and

CONIFEROUS SHRUBS.
BULBS of every description for Forcing and Planting.
Packing free, tor Cash with Order. Descriptive Catalogues

free on application.

W. FROMOW AND 8 >NS, Windlesham Nurseries, Bagshot,
Surrey ; also Chiawick, Hoanslow, and Acton Green.

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES'ROSES
A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW

OFFERED FOR SALE.

WRITE FOR OUR

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, Sd.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBRIDaEWORTH, BERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

PAUL & SON'S

CHESHUNT ROSES.

NEW CATALOGUES OF

POT ROSES FOR FORCING.
Five Silver Cups. Their great speoialty.

STANDARD ROSES,
The finest in the Trade.

DWARF and CLIMBING ROSES,
Nearly all on the Briar.

DWARF TEAS &HYBRID TEAS
In large quantities, for missing.

GARDEN ROSES& Single Species
The finest ooUeotion in Europe.

NEW and CHOICE ROSES,
Turner's Crimson Rambler, Alister Stella
Gray, &o.

PAUL'S CARMINE PILLAR,
The grand New tingle Pillar Rose.

Paul & Son's
CHESHUNT FRUIT TREES
STANDARD APPLES for Orchards,

The largest stock of the finest trees.

Ornamental TREES & SHRUBS,
for Avenues & Parks, New & Rare kinds,

HOLLIES and CONIFERS,
Specimen Hollies & Rhododendrons 10 ft, high,

HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS.

BULBS, SEEDS, CANNAS, and OTHER SPECIALTIES.

New Priced Catalogues post-free from

THE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1896.

OASTLEWELLAN.
THEW country seats in these islands are so
-*- delightfully situated as Castlewellan, the
residence of the Earl of Annesley, in tho
county of Down. Tho estate lies about 4 miles
from Newcastle, a rising watering-place, which
nestles at the foot of the Mourne Mountains,
just where they dip into the Irish Sea, and it

is close to the market town of Castlewellan.
On nearly all sides tho homo estate is sur-
rounded by Mourne Mountains, whose outline,
as is usual with those consisting of granite, is

rugged and broken . Slieve Donard , the highest
peak, ;i7i>0 feet, is fully in view. The locality

is probably of easiest access by railway from
Belfast to Newcastle, but the traveller from the
south would do well to leave the main Dublin-
Belfast line at Scarva Junction, and take the
branch line to Ballyroney, whence a " long-
car," holding six persons on each side, will take
him, if he so please, !» miles further, by a road
skirting the mountains most of the way. It is

a short drive from the town to the Castle, partly
by what is a public road, and the remainder of
the distance through undulating park-land.
The residence (fig. 11 (i), a modern castellated

structure of blue granite, stands on a slight
eminence at tho extremity of a fine sheet of
water, more than one mile in length, and is

admirably placed for obtaining fine views of the
landscape, which is varied to an uncommon
degree.

Once inside the gardens under the guidance
of Lord Annesley's head gardener, we were
compelled to cease surveying the mountains, to
admire the unequalled collection of rare trees
and shrubs to be found on the lawns. The
symmetry and fine growth of everything are
remarkable, and in many cases unequalled.
Remodelled, and in parts whoUy laid out by
Mr. Ryan under his Lordship's unremitting
superintendence in the course of the last thirty
years, the very large gardens abound in plants
from Japan, New Zealand. Australia, Mexico,
Peru, California, and Chili, introduced during
the last half-centui-y, which have been planted
to the exclusion of commoner ones, when-
ever their hardiness in the mild climate of the
district had been ascertained. Hence the
splendid Senecios, Pittosporums, Podooarpus,
Bambusa, Eucryphia, Lomatia, Osmanthus,
Daphniphyllum, Larix Kempferi, Aciphylla
squarrosa, Japanese Acers, Eriobotrya, Euca-
lyptus, &c.

The natural contour of the lawns on which
many of the arboreal treasures of the place are
planted, enables the beholder who chooses his
points of view with judgment to inspect tte
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aiborelum, for such in fact it is, as a whole,

the ground gently falling to the south, with

high ground to the east, and a terrace to the

i:orth.

Taking shrubs first, Mr. Ryan, his lordship's gar-

dener, directed our .iltention to a perfect specimen of

rittosporiim Mayii, the native country of which is

not known, clothed to the ground with foliage,

and measuring 10 feet in height and diameter.

Another, equally perfect iu its outline, wa< 15 feet

high by ] 4 feet through. Uther species remarked

were P. macmphyllum variegalum and P. eugenioides

variegita, two most desirable shrubs : P. ci-assifoUum,

the latter, per'iaps, a trifle more cap.ible of withstaod-

iog cold t'lau the others ; P. eriolo"Da, au i P. C jlensoi,

with sil.ery glaucous leaves, themi.st distinct-looking

of them all. Pity these fine neat-habitel and gr icefnl

shrubs, chiefly from the southern hemisphere, are too

tender in this country excepting in the most favoured

locilities of Ireland and the south-west counties of

Scotland and England. A suull bush of Eucryphia

pinnatil'dia w,a3 iu.bIuom ; this, and E. purpurea are

cv.;rgreen plants, (luite hai-dyat Castlewellan. Lomi-
li.is. fine (oliage plants which are usuiUy regarded as

cool conservatory pUnts, do well here ; a specimen

of t'le pretty L. pinnatifolia 5 feet higli has stiod

imt several years, and h;ts folia:;e of a healthy dark

green colour. Osmanthus Aquifolium .ai d 0. uijrii-

folius, a fixed sport of the foraiei-, grow into hand-

some bnshes : 0. argenteo-varicgata, 0. aureo-varie-

gat>, probably forms of O. Aquifolium, as well as 0.

robustifolia, are all to be found here, as shrulis of

low growth, with glistenin; dark green foliage.

Daplinlphyilum gU'icesct'ns, an evergreen shrub of

wliich too much cannot be said in its favour, was

rem:\ikeil in sever.il fine examples, one beicg a per-

fectly round buA, 6 feet in diimeter; and a varie-

gate 1 form of this species introduced tliis year from
Japan is a very dos^rable form. Some of the

Seuecios are shrubs with a good dial of character

in their foliage and fiower, and are scarcely to be

recognised as belonging to an order which includes

our common Groundsel. S. Fosteii Pg. 121. p. ti93

is a fine evergreen sfecics, with bold, hmdsome,
deeply serrated leaves ; S. compactum has pretty

grey-green leave", which are edged with white:

and S. Greyei has grey-coloured foliage, a pretty

contrast to other leaf-tints. HymenantUera crassi-

folia is a creeping shruh, with the habit of a

Cotonea^ter, baariuj white, beery like fruitj. The
sumeivhat tender Nepalese Berberis aristata aUnds
outside well. An excellent creeping plant suitable

for overing a will or furnishing a small bed, is

Schizandra chiuensis ; Grerillea rosmarinifolia is

quite hardy, producing its red-mageata flowers in the

winter. The EUeigaus form a genus represented by

three species, viz , t edulis ( =multiflora), E. macro-

phylla, and E. oblongifolia. and what we take to be a

variety of E. jungen-", named E. aureo marginala.

When these half-trees and big bushes are iu fruit they

form pretty objects in any garden. It is unfortunate

tliat, although hardy everywhere, they are seldom

planteJ. Tiie beautiful Mexican Cnoisya ternata is

never hurt by frost at Castlewellan, and it grows into

a beautit'ul bash whea planted quite out in the open.

A plant of Desfontainea spinosa was 10 feet high, as

much in diameter, and flowers well every year. Of
this species hundreds are t-i be found. Plint* of

Buddleia Colvillei and Xanthoceras sorbifolia occupy
positions en a south wall in order to flower them. A
plant of the rou-k scentedAsterargophyllus wasnoted,

also one of Cie-alpinia japonic i, which at this place gets

its late growth nipped with frost. Tiie Japanese Maples

are, .as one might imagine, never hurt by frost, as

they unfort mat ily are in this country. We noted a

plant of Enkianthus japouica, one of Rbaphitamnus
uyaiiocarf us, with blue flowers, which are succeeded

by daik coloured fru':t<. Ti:e almost perpetual-flower-

ing Veronica Lyalli ii au excellent shrub, as Veronicas

generally are in the mild climite of Ireland. We
ob33rve in the Cis'.levetUu plant-list that seven

species exist in the gardens. The species V. Ander-
soni, V. Traversii, and V. decussatt grow in a very

few years into plaits of a very large size, and all of

them blo">:n B)o=t ^bund^ntly. An enornoue example

of Veronica Traversii. twenty years planted, has a

diameter of IS feet, a height of S feet, and circum-

ference of ij yards .' Veronica Hendersoni variegita,

a nic3 plant, was full of bloom. One of the best

autumn d-Bowering St. John's Worts, is Hypericum
oblougifolium. The fine large-flowered H. Moseri-

nnum is included among the eight species existing iu

the gardens. .\ somewhat tender plant is Eurybia

erubescens, but it suffers hero only in severe

winters.

Viburnum microcephalum may not be classed

among tender pUnt-i, for it is capable of withstanding

the hardest frosts of this country ; the heads of

white blossom exceed G inches in diameter. Clethra

arborea may be trusted out of doors, although it is

usu dly reckoned among the inmates of the greenhouse.

Cedrela sinensis is a tree of fine characteristics, which
might be taken at first sight for Ailanthus glandu-

losiis ; Corynocarpui lievigatus is a fine evergreen

shrub, of large growth, said to be quite hardy at Castle-

wellan. A specimen of Drimys Winteri has reached

tho rare height of 4 feet, and one of Eugenia apicu-

latus was in blossom (second week in August) ; the

black stemmed and white-flowered Hydrangea mnnds-

churica picta is a remarkable-looking shrub, which

is doubtless of sufBcient hardiness to figure in Kuglish

gardens.

Vitis Coiguctti. about which so much un Icserved

notice was made a few years ago, is found here, as else-

where dithcult of propagation ; and a \'ine measuring

15 feet iu width, is being abundantly layered.

Whether Mr. Ryan wid succeed in obtaining fresh

plants by this method has yet to be proved. Many
American Vines, and some others cultivated for their

fruits in this country, have leaves more handsomely

coloured in the autumn than this species ; the

colour is reddish-purple. The so called evergreen

Laburnum, I'iptanthus nepalensis, was remarked.

Of'Griselinias, the species known in gardens as G.

lucida ha» a much larger leaf than the better-

known G. liltoralis. The unique example of a specie?

of Banana h»rdy enough to exist out-of-doors in Ireland

may be remarked in Musa Basjoo from Japan ; whether

it will beir fruit or exist for any length of time are

matters which have yet to be proved. If it should

live but not fruit, Xi would still be a gain to the

subtiopicil gardenei^Hfr it might be found to yield

s:!rviceable fibre. (') Several species of Eucalypttis

may fairly be said to be hardy in Ireland, and au

example of E. corJata was noted, hot which does

not always escape injury from frost. A specimen

of E. urnigera eighteen years old, is 40 feet high, and
proportionately broad.

Aj wil'. he readUy understood, the species of Bamboos
froai Japan form handsome clumps, and we noted

Arundinaria japoniea syn. B. Metake, B. tessellata

or Kagamouski, with foliage measuring 4 inches

in width and IS inches in length, as large, there-

fore as th tt of B. palmata : also B. striata aurea, of

which a small exampl* only was seen ; and B. spathi-

flora, with very striking foliage. It was a surprise to

find Aralia papyrifera quite hardy in this jart, and
carrying fine foliage. Clethra paniculata was just

coming into flower. A handsome palm ite-leaved

Hibiscus was remarked in H. hett-rophyllus, the

leaf hiving five segments or lole.s. Edwardsias are

not very certain doers, and Mr. Ryan sjid that

E. microphylla and E. gran liflora are apt to

get nipped by frost when ftauding iu the open

t)orders. Of Ilex, of which Iher' are several noble

specimens, there were noted 1. insignis, a species

remarkable for its fine foliage ; I latifolii, according

to Professo.- Sargent, the fin?st Japiu species

;

I. cornuta, and several of the more co:utn>ii golden

and silvery variegated forms of Ilex. The rare New
Zealand Forget-me-N'ot of relatively gigantic propor-

tions, Mysostidiurn nobile, is a hirdy pUnt here
; as

are likewise DuJdleias Lindleyana, Colvillei, and varia-

bilis V
I, of which latter a good example was noted. A

fine bit of Rhus Toxicodendron occupies a place on a

wall ; Berberis Thunbergi is a very fine plant, covered

with small globular fruits of a scarlet colour. An
example of Ornus europa;us measures 40 feet by
40 feet ; and Spiraea opulifolia lutea, we were told,

ii a picture of beauty of colour in the spring. A

plant of Rhododendron Thompson!, carried 150 trusses

of bloom hast January—a truly grand plant.

Before concluding our notes of the many beautiful

shru'is growing iu these ginlens, we would pass in

rapid review others that were noted in the cour.ie of

our visit, viz. , Stephmandra flexu >sa, Glyptostro'>u»

heterophyllus, 5 feet in height, resembling a Taxodium
in leafiige and habit, but with more grace ; a plant of

Prumuopitys elegans, 3 feet high ; the well-known Phi-

lesia buxifolia, with tubular flowers of rosy-red colour
;

Mitraria coccinea, with similar fljwer, but smaller
;

Meliosma pungens, also with tubular Hovers of a

scarlet hue ; Liudera sericea, Olearia nitida, Philj-

dendron amurense, Calceolaria violacea, Damnacai-

thus iudicus, Kandiua domestica, Ent«lea arborescens

with cordate leaves, 1' inches across ; Berberis

Wallicliiana. B. nepalen-is, B. Fremonti, which h^s

blue-green foliage, and B. Neuberti v
; Metrosideros

floribunda, and M. ro'ousta, a nice evergreen shrub

;

Eugenia Ugni. a plant once thought to be of domestic

value, but which his no v dropped out of cultivation ;

a Saltbush ( Halimodendron sibiricum), Enkianthus

japonicus, Escallonia pterocladon, Leptospermum
buUatum, Cercidophyllum japouicum, Decumiria

barbara, Coprosma Baueri, Ehcogous Frederici, a

species with fine leaf variegation; Cornus floiidi

rubra. Mallotm jipouicus, Ligerstrosuiia iudic.i,

Dtiphne Cneorum, Aciiutliopauax sps. deciduous ;

Nerium Oleander, M.aguolii hypoleuca, Cinnamomum
sericeum, and Castinopsis chrjsophylla. Whilst

the following new plants are under trial, viz. :
—

Exochorda Alberti, Planera crenata, Abutilon

vitifolium and A. vitifolium purpureum. Citrus tri-

foliata, Garrya Thureti and G. macrophylla, Hcdysa-

rum multijugum, Meliosma uiyriacantha, Semcio

rotund ifolius, Stauutouia hexapetala, a rapi 1 wall-

climber ; Nemopauthes canadensis, berries large and

beautiful, of a crimson colour ; Pittosporum r gidum,

P. Ralphi. and P. Bucbanani ; Rhamnus ealifoinica

and R. frangula asplenifoUa, Itea virginica, Ribes

chUensis, Callicarpa japoniea, and Oreodaphue

ciliforuica.

{To be conhnMid),

PLANT POR TRAITS.
AtJek iNFiRMi'S, Gitrdfn mid F«r€s:, Novomber IS.

Cattleva Tbi.\n.*;i. vars. festiva, regalis, dulci?, amplin-

#.ima, superba, ardens, splendens. majestic i. iui'/.Hin,

t. 5Si', isi.

Citrus Ai'RAXTiitM. LiniiAnia, var. Tacribaka Makiso,
Journal or thf. Japanese Horticultural Socut}/, August, lS9ti.

OtLOOYNE LCRiDA, LJodeD flfld Coftoiaux, produces is
fiowers,on erect spikes, litidema, t. 5S2.

CvpRiPEDifM X Lebacdyani'm, Hott. A hybrid between
C. philippiuense and C. Huynaldianum. Zifi'/cii-i, t o7.*.

Ervthrina CoNSTAsriAyc A description oi this pUtit is

given b- 51. MicbcH. There is only onj plane of it known.
and that is in the garden of M. Constant at UoUe Juan. Hevat
Jlorticoie, November Iri.

GuRDONiA, pfBEscENS, Mtthatis' Monthly, November.
Uv«( isTH Grand Maitre, siugle blvie, suitable for

bedding, florilfgi'im Haarlemensf, t 4.

FLORISTS" Flowers.

THE SHOW, OR LARGE-FLOWERED P.CI.AR-

GONITM.

Mr. Harrv Tuhnek assures me that the Shjw and
Fancy Pelargoniums, once so popular, are in a declin-

ing state in the popular estimation, as shown by the

decreasing demand for plants. That there is a

decreasing demind for high-priced named varieties

we have been assured for some ti ne p,ast ; but it is

difficult to believe that a subject so easily cultivated,

so free and plenteous in blooming, and so attractive

for sever.il months of the year, is on the downward
plane. .\nd yet thousands of plants are gro.vn for

market, and it should be borne in min I the market
tradc^-at least as far a^ its present gigantic propor-

tioas are concerned—is of comparatively modern
development, and by its me ins the I'elargimium

finds its fray to numbers of cultivators, who would
otherwise have to depend upon the ordinary nur-

seryman. Then also the old show Ptlargonium—the

delight of the old school of florists of forty years ago
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— with its perfect shape and high colour, has had to

give place to a large extent to the Tigorousgrowing,

free-flowering, decorative types, and quality of bloom

is not now nearly 8o much considered an abundance of

it ; though among some of the more modem varieties,

and especially to those raised by Hayes, Jones, and

others, there is a gradual development in the decora-

tive varieties of that perfection in form reached in

the older section by Hoyle, Foster, and others.

There is this advantage about the larger-flowered

glass, where the sho^its soon put forth growths. Then
it is shaken from the soil, the roots trimmed,

re-potted into a smaller pot, fresh soil of a suit-

able nature being employed, and it is again

placed under glass. Kept close for a few days

root-action soon becomes active, and when the pota

are fairly well filled with roots, aaother shift into a

larger-sized pot is made, which is generally the one

in which the plant blooms. The second shift should

be given in the second week in October. In the

Amethyst, rich purple, with dark top petah) : Blue

Beard, light purple, shaded dark upper petals, and
a conspicuous white throat, quite distinct in colour

;

Candidate, one of Mr. Foster's newert introductions,

rosy-purple, with a paler tint on the edgra of the

lower petals, dark spot on the top petals, and con-

spicuous white throat, extra fine ; Chief Secretary,

rosy-crimson, shaded with maroon and orange, white

throat ; Curtius, new, maroon top petals, shading to

bright crimson, dark crimson lower petals, white

Fro. 116.— VTEW or ClSILEWELLAN ASD L>KK. (SEE P. 633.)

Pelargonium, that it is evergreen, and its bright

green foliage is pleajsant to the eye at mid-winter, and
the scented leaves—though this quality is not so

strongly present as it is in the ca.se of some of the

species — always give forth a grateful perftime. When
a specimen plant has gone out of flower, it is generally

placed in the open—if possible in some partially

shaded spot, to ripen it? wood. When this is per-

fected, it is cut back somewhat hard, leaving only a

frame-work of naked branches ; the cut shoots are

made into cuttings, which soon form young grees

plants, while the cut-back specimens are put under

old days, when three exhibitions were held at

the Regent's Park, one in May, one in June, and one

in July, Pelargoniums were shown at each ; and

then different treatment as to cutting down and

re-potting was require! in the case of plants shown

in May and those two months after. Pelargonium

exhibitions are now almost a thing of the past,

though fine collections appear at the Temple
exhibition.

At the Royal Nursery, Slough, and other places,

the show Pelargonium is still grown. A selection

of eighteen of the finest varieties should include

throat—a fine and rich variety; Duke of Norfolk,

deep crimson-scarlet, with dark top-petals : Eiqutite,

deep orange-scarlet, with dark top petals—extra fine

;

Fortitude, orange upper petals, with black spot, the

lower petals pink, shading to rose ; Maid of Honour,

dark top petals, margined with fiery orange, the

lower petals pink, shading to rose—one of the finest ;

Martial, rich deep crimson, with dark top petals

—

very striking ; Magnate, black top petals, shading to

fiery crimson, conspicuous white throat—extra fine :

Mrs. Coombs, pure white, with carmine spots on the

upper petals — extra fine ; Outlaw, pale crimson,
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with dark top petals, compact habit ; Resolute, cue

of the finest, deep rose lower petals, dark maroon top

petals, large pure white throat, flowers of fine quality ;

Royal Review, the lower petals richly painted with

crimson, dark top petals—very fine ; Statesman, pale

rose lower petals, with dwarf top petals—a large, bold

variety ; and The Czar, a brilliant deep crimson

Pelargonium, flowers of great substance and quality.

At this time of the year all the plants should

occupy the stage of a light and airy house, and young

struck cutting plants should by this time be making

nice bushy specimens, having been potted on. In

order to make these young plants bushy, the centre

shoot should be pinched out as soon as the young

plants are well estabUshed after their last shift ; this

causes them to put forth shoots near the base, and

so lay the foundation of what is technically known as

a good bottom. Such plants may presently need a

further shift, and a good compost will be found in

one made up of good turfy loam, well-decayed

manure, and silver-sand, good drainage being pro-

vided. Careful watering is required, and when the

weather is cold, the house in which the plants are,

should be shut up early. As soon as the autumn

fogs come on in the cold, damp weather, a little fire-

heat may be given with advantage, but on no account

sufficient to cause the plants to become drawn.

Green-fly must also be closely looked after and

destroyed. R. D.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

A TRIANDROUS CYPRIPEDIUM.

Mr. Latham sends us from the Birmingham
Botanic Garden a flower of a Cypripedium raised in

that establishment out of 0. Spicerianum by C.

hirsutissimum. In the flower in question the lip is

nearly flat, but marked with a few purplish vertical

streaks, the column bears three violet-coloured

staminodes corresponding to A 1, re 2, a 3.

Semi-double Cypripedium.

Mr. Linden sends from Brussels a flower of Cypripe-

dium Dauthieri, or one of its derivatives, with four

distinct sepals, two petals, one lip, and a column with

three staminodes, A 1, a 2, a 3. The axis of the flower

is a little twisted, so that whilst the uppermost sepal

or standard bends to the right, as the flower lies

before us, the lip turns to the left.

Peloriate Cypripedium.

llr. Linden also sends us a flower of C. venustum (?),

in which the two lateral petals have assumed the

form of lips, so that there are three lips to the flower.

Otherwise the conditions are normal. M. T. M.

What Constitutes a "crispom?"

In the Qardencrs' Chronicle issue for November 21,

Mr. Crawshay asks what constitutes a " crispum ?

"

Odontoglossum crispum, I suppose, he means ; and the

Editor closes by asking what were the characteristics

of the plant first introduced. Not having Lindley's

works to refer to, I must refer to Bateman's Mono-
graph, in which he calls the white variety " Weu''s"
and the spotted forms " Blunt's," and also gives a full-

size plate of a plant with two spikes, and a detailed

sketch of the lip, which clearly shows the construc-

tion of that organ, i.e., the column side-wings on to
the disk or plates in the throat, and two teeth with a
central raised prominence between them. Messrs.

Veitch in their Manual of Orchidaceous Plants, say
flowers polymorphous, 2J to 3A inches in diameter, in

colour generally white, or white tinged with rosy-

mauve, occisionally pale yellow, sometimes more or
less spotted and blotched with red, but always
with the disk of lip bright yellow, lip oblong
or subpanduriform, with the edge jagged or
toothed ; sometimes rotund at the apex, sometimes
two-lobed, and not unfrequently acute, or even
apiculate, crest expanded into two yellow lobes
barred with red, and terminating in two diverging
teeth, column slightly arching with two broad jagged
wings. Williams, in his Manual of Orchitis, gives
pretty much the same description, calling it a charm-

ing addition to our collections, and one which afibrds

many varieties, ranging from pure white to yellow

and rose, and including various spotted forms. After

the above description of 0. crispum from recognised

authorities, there should not be much difliculty in

deciding what is a pure " crispum ; " but Mr. Crawshay

in his note seems to imply that only pure white or

rosy forms are true " crispums." If we accept his

theory, we shall have a di,lficulty in classing the

yellow and spotted forms. I cannot help thinking,

that as long as a flower has the characteristics of

0. crispum as laid down by experts, we must accept

it, notwithstanding the variation in colour. I am
afraid one of the "discussants" will not agree to

settling it in this way, and he would have helped

to clear the air f he had given his own definition

first, as it will be a difficult matter to persuade

growers of Odontoglossums that such varieties as

crispum, Stevensii, Chestertoni, apiatum, Cooksoni,

and the thousand-and-one fine varieties and crosses,

also the yellow ones, that now and then crop up, are

not crispums ; and if they are hybrids, they run so

near to 0. crispum as to be indistinguishable from it

in form.

I have already exceeded reasonable limits in this

note, still I hope some more capable person than

myself will continue the discussion. I send a photo-

graph of the flower in question—O. crispum Golden

Queen ; and one more, which is an undoubted

hybrid, also a pure white O. crispum. W. S.

The Rosary.

ROSE NOTES.

Noccmher 23. — I have still a few blooms upon

plants in the open of Madame Hoste, Caroline Testout,

and Marchioness of Lome—being among the best.

Madame Lambard, Safrano, Dr. Krell, and Souvenir

d'un Ami are also quite presentable. In the Rev. Dr.

Williamson's interesting notes on p. 624, he is surely

in error as regards Fiametta Nabonnand. This was

not a sport from Papa Gontier, but the result of

crossing that variety and Niphetos. The size, colour,

and form confirm this. I do not find the blooms so

oval as Dr. Williamson describes ; in fact, the buds are

fully as long as those of Papa Gontier, and this is one

of its chief charms as a coat flower. There is a great

future before Fiametta Nabounand, and it will

assuredly be much grown in the Rose garden for

pleasure, and as an early forcing Rose under glass.

I do not think it will ever become an exhibition Rose,

except in the classes for garden Roses. The best

substitute for Marechal Niel is climbing Perle des

Jardins, but we cannot get the intense colour, grand

size, and form of the MartSchal yet. Climbing Perle

des Jardins is as constant a bloomer if unpruned as

the normal variety, and carries peculiarly handsome
bronzy foliage.

A Little-known Rose.

H.P. Due d'Orleans, although sent out by so

reliable a raiser as E. Verdier, as long ago as 1889,

is very little known. It is one of the very best-

shaped Roses grown. The supplement of the National

Rose Society's Catalogue describes it as "a deeper-

coloured Marie Baumann and a better grower." "This

is about the highest praise possible, but it is not by any
means overdone. Very few trade catalogues contain

it. This is by no means the only extra good Rose

that has been overlooked by the majority of growers,

and I mention it now hoping to be in time for many
to make good the omission. A . P.

PROPA-METHODS OF PLANT
GATION.

(Contiiiiied from p. 658.)

Ferns.—None of the methods already mentioned
would adequately supply the demand for small

Perns for table and apartment decoration, now so

much the fashion, so that the florist has to fall back
on the spores.

Let us briefly state the process of Fern-reproduc-

tion from the spore, which may be studied by anyone

possessing a microscope of low power, or even with a

good single lens, as a Coddington or Stanhope, the

whole process being intensely interesting.

When the dust-like spores are sown on moist earth -^

or, for more facile observation, on fine silver-sand

—

or, perhaps, handier, on thick white blotting-paper,

kept constantly moist by the application of tepid

water, they soon begin to germinate, especially if

taken fresh from a frond. The miuute brown cell-

wall bursts open, and from the rent so formed issues

a transparent process, like a minute root or radicle ; this

increases in size, and soon a plate-like expansion is

seen, resembling a minute cordate leaf, which is

termed the prothallus which under a low power of

the microscope appears like a small Liverwort (Mar-

chontia). Up to this point there is not much differ-

ence observed from the germination ; but now the

parallel ceases, for on the lower surface of this pro-

thallus are formed numerous minute globular cells, or

antheridia, and these, when mature, being detached

and placed in a drop of lukewarm water, on a glass-

slide under the microscope, are seen to burst open and
emit numerous exceedingly minute spiral filaments,

or spermatozoids, which move rapidly about, when
freed, in the drop of water, by means of eyelash-like

fins (if I may use the word) called "ciUa." These
singular bodies play the part of pollen-grains in the

higher plants.

Somewhat later other cells, a little larger and more
complex in structure, are found just at the angle of

the heart-like prothallus, and close by where the

little rootlets of the frond-germ are found. These
are the " pistillidia " or " archegonia," bodies

analogous to ttie pistil and ovary of flowering plants,

and like them, containing the germinal cellule or

. vesicle. These, through the agency of water, dew, or

moisture, are fertilised by the motive spermatozoids,

which, being exceedingly minute, are capable uf swim-
ming in a mere film of water, and afterwards slowly

develop into a minute plant, producing a terminal bud,

out of which in the next process grows the tiny fii-st

frond. Then the prothallus dries up, and presently

more fronds are produced ; but it is some time ere

these bear any fixed likeness to the parent Fern.

During this process, too, the little roots are fixed

firmly in the ground, and the Ferulet is on its way
to grow into a perfect specimen, and again reproduce

its kind.

Not many, as far as I am aware, except Mr.
Lowe and a few other.?, have up to this date

endeavoured systematically to hybridise Ferns, but
on the lines I have imperfectly sketched above, it

can doubtless be done, and I have little hesitation in

saying that all the singular and interesting varieties

in the Lady Fern (Athyrium), in the Buttonhole Fern
(Scolopeudrium), with which the late lamented Mr.
Sim, of Foot's Cray, made such a long catalogue of,

resulted from cross fertilisation during the compli-

cated germination of the spore.

I suggest, therefore, that to those who have the

opportunity and time at their disposal, the sowing of

mi.xed spores of allied genera under the same bell-

glass, and keeping a record of the varieties used, and of

the ultimate result, thus adding a few facts to our

very limited knowledge of Ferns in their early stages

of existence and growth.

In propagating Ferns from spores, we must make
practical use and application of this knowledge, and
find in the minute spores such an environment that

their wonderful and complex method of reproduction

may be ea^y, and not hindered by improper conditions

in any way.

First, therefore, prepare your pots or pans, which
should be now ones, as old earthen vessels used for

garden purposes almost always have the dormant
spores of mosses or Liverworts encrusted on their

surface, only waiting for favourable conditions to

germinate. Half fill the pan with small crocks,

place on them a small quantity of mixed soil, and
finish with fine sand, which, as well as the soil , must
be sterilised—that is, heated to such a temperature

in the oven or stoke-hole fire, that all existing spores

of moss or Liverworts may be destroyed. Press

the sand and soil down firmly, and water all over

with a fine-rose pot using water that has been steri-
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Used by boiling. Allow the water to soak well into

the sand, and then with care sow the Fern-apores

evenly over the surface, and cover with a piece of

clean glass resting on the rim of the pan or pot, or a

bell-glass may be used that just fits within the rim
resting on the soil. Plunge the pan in cocoa-refuse

in an inside pit, where the temperature is low and
even. Never let the soil get dry, but do not water

^'^----t-^

FlO. 117.—STROPHOLrRIOS OALIFORNICOM {\iHODiM^
VOLUbtLIs) ; FLOWERS t'RlMSON.

the surface, but immerse the pan up to the level of

the soil in boiled water at about 70", by which means
the young sporelings will not be disturbed, and the
essential degree of moisture will be maintained.

SbLAOINELLiVS.

The propagation of the plants known as Selagi-

nellas and Lycopodiums, which are not so useful

or so well known as Ferns, but which in some
kinds are almost indispensable for associating

Fig. lis.::—brevoortia ida-maia (krodi.«a coccinea) :

FLOWERS CRIMSON.

with flowers. Mr. B. S. Williams, and other
growere, catalogue over fifty varieties and sub-
varieties, many of which require but a greenhouse
temperature, accompanied by shade, to cultivate them
successfully. Most of the species propagate them-
selves freely under favourable conditions, producing
quantities of adventitious roots along the wiry creep-
ing stems, which then only require to be divided into
short lengths, potting these in light peaty soil and

keeping them close in a shady part of the store, or

under bell-glasses, to soon make good useful plants.

They may also be raised from their .spores in the

same way as directed for Ferns, the spores not being
produced like the latter, at the back of the frond.?,

but in little spikelets of brownish scaly leaves

terminating the branchlets. These had better be cut

off and allowed to drop into a clean dry pan or on to a

sheet of white paper, and placed on a dry shelf for a

day or two, when the very minute spores will be
scattered around. The spores may now be sown into

moist, sterilized sand under a bell-glass, kept mode-
rately moist and warm, and they will soon germinate
and give an ample supply of plants. The most
u.seful kinds to gr.w are Selaginella afrioana,

S. csesia and its variety S. c. arborea, S. denticu-

lata and its golden sport S. d. Kraussiana, S.

Mertensii, and its pretty variegated form, with S.

stolonifera, and some of the minute forms such as

S. apoda or caulescens, Browni, &c., which, unless

you aim at a c miplete collection, will be found
ample for all ordinary purposes.

Before concluding let me suggest that the practice

of allowing mosses to grow and cover the soil of Ferns
and foliage plants, though agresable to those who do
not like to .see a patch of bare soil, is not by any
means conducive to the health of the plant occupying
the i>ot, inducing a state of things in the soil which,
lor want of a better word, I will call by its well-known
appellation "sourness," always baneful, and if con-
tinued, likely to be fatal to the plants. Experktice.

{To he continued.)

THE GENUS BRODLEA AND ITS
ALLIES.

{Conclud4tl from p. 4.59.)

In the Qcncra Ptaniarum the following plants,

nearly allied to Brodiaa, arc kept up as distinct

genera.

Milla biflora, Cav., has four to six filiform

leaves, one to six flowers on long rigid pedicels, a
subcylindrical perianth-tube, with six anthers nearly

sesoile at its throat, white or purplish perianth-seg-

ments 1 inch long, with a distinct brown keel, and a
shortly stipitate ovary. It inhabits the mountains of

Mexico, ascending to 5000 feet above sea-level, and
has been found also in New Mexico and Southern
Ariiona. It is figured in the Botanic Rcykter, t. 15o5,
and in Flore def Scrres, t. 1459.

Stropholirion californicum, Torrey (Brodiaa
volubi/is, Baker), is figured Bui. May., t. 6123 (see

fig. 117). It has a climbing stem that sometimes
reaches a length of 8 to 10 feet, an umbel of fifteen to

twenty flowers, with short pedicels, a bright red
perianth J-inch long, with oblong segments as long as

the ventricose tube, three emarginate strap-shaped
staminodia, three broadly-winged antheriferous
stamens, and an acutely-angled oblong capsule 1

'. inch
long. It inhabits the foot-hills on both sides of the
Sacramento valley, with a range from north to south
of 100 miles.

Brevoortia Ida-maia, Wood (Brevoorlia coc-
cinea, S. Wats.

; Broiliaa coccima, A. Gray), has nar-
rowly linear evanescent leaves, an erect fragile

peduncle 2 to 3 feet long, four to twelve flowers in
a lax umbel, a bright red perianth 1 to Ij inch long,
with an oblong tube, saccate at the base, short ovate
yeUowish-green spreading segments, three fertile

stamens, inserted inside a short faucial corona. This
also is a native of California, and is figured Bot. May.,
t. 5857 (see fig. 118). It inhabits rich soil on the
mountains from Humboldt to Shasta counties.

Behria tenuiflora, Greene. I have not seen
this either in a living or dried state. It is described in
the second volume of the Bulletin of the Californian
Academy, p. 143, from fragmentary dried specimens
in the herbarium of the Academy, collected in the
neighbourhood of Cape St. Lucas. It has eight to
ten flowers, on slender pedicels 1 to 2 inches long, a
perianth under 1 inch long, with a globose tube,
sis-saccate above the attenuated base, thence more
gradually contracted into a long narrow tube, with
very short ovate-oblong teeth, and six perfect

stamens, with fiUform filaments free down to the ball

of the perianth. The ovary is stalked, and the cells

many ovuled^ It was named by Dr. Greene after

Dr. Herman Behr, Professor of Botany in the College
of Pharmacy of the University of California.

Bloomeria diSers from all the other plants dealt

with in this paper by having the perianth-segments

Fin. 119.—BLOOUEBIA AORBA (BRODIiEA ACREa) :

FLOWEIW YEi.LOW.

free down to the base, as in Allium and Nothos
cordum. There are two species, B. aurea, Kellogg

{Xothoscordam aureiim. Hook, fil., in Bot. May.
t, 5896 (fig. 119) ; Allium eroceum, Torrey), with

a dense umbel of bright yellow flowers, with oblong

segments spreading from the base, and hypogynous
stamens nearly as long as the perianth, with

Fig. 120.—bloomkbia clevelandi.

filaments suddenly dilated in a square process at the

base ; and B. Cleveland!, S. Watson (fig. 120),

with the same structure, but the scape more
slender, the flowers (also bright yellow keeled with

brown) smaller, and the stamens shorter in the

proportion to the perianth. Both these are natives

of California, and fine plants for horticultural pur-

poses ; B. Clevelandi has not been previously

figured. J. 0. Baker.
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France.

LILLE.

For the last three years, smce the retirement of

M. Jadoul, the various towa and suburban public

gardens have been under the management of the

Travaux municipaux. These spaces include the

Botanic Garden, the Ecole d'Arboriculture, Jardin

Vauban, various squares, the Deule woods, and

certain other promenades. The Botanic Garden

was formerly in the town, but about eighteen years

ago it was moved to the suburb St. Maurice, a

rather out-ofthe-way spot, and near the large

cemetery. The area of the garden is nearly 10 acres.

On the occasion of my recent visit, many plants

were in the open air. I remarked a fine series of

Cycads, including Stangeria paradoxa and Bowenia

serrulata, rather rare plants ; Burbidgea nitida, with

orange-red flowers clustering at the top of the stem

in graceful bunches ; and Calamus ciliaris, a pretty

Palm resembling Cocos Wedelliana in the lightness

of its delicately cut fronds. In a small hothouse

hang Platyccrium, some pretty Bromeliads of the

Anoplophytuni and TiUand.sia type, grown on blocks

of wood, and including the rare and curious T.

usneoides, its slender stems winding round a branch.

In the same house were Ancectochilus, including

Rollissoni, with fine branches ; Uocos nucifera, a nut

sprouting and putting out its first leaves ; numerous

Aroids, such as Alocaaia, Cyrtosperma, Aglaonema,

Curmeria, and others, forming a fine gi'oup, and

completing a collection of Dichorisandra, among
which are the pretty D. musaici, Eertolonias, and

Sonerilas.

I also noteil two Nephthytis in the houses ; N.

picturata, valued f >r iti fine truss of loaves ; and

N. liberiia, les.s fine in foli^ige, but curious for the

clusters of large orange fruits which it always hears.

In another house ray attention was drawn t)

Ferns, and Lycopods, tlie former, very numerous,

included some interesting specimens, among otlieia

Marrattias, Hymenophylluin, Actiniopteris radiata,

somewhat resembling Latania ininuscula ; Ilhipi-

<loptcri« peltata and gracillima, as well as Oymno-
gr.imma lanata, remarkaVjle for its woolly, flexib'e

petioles.

Lycopods were in fine variety, including fifty-four

recently-received Selaginellan, among thom Lycopo-

dium pinoifolium, fine plantn; and Psilotum trique-

truin from New Holland. This plant .should be

known outside botanic gardens as a pUtntc (Vapparte-

menl. Among carnivorous plants, I saw twenty-five

varieties of Nepenthes, among them many specimens

of the always rare N. Veitchi, Cephalotus, Dioai:ea,

several curious Droscera, such as I), binata c.%pensis,

various Sarracenia and DrosophjUuni lusitanicum.

The entiance to a hot-house was decorated with

Pothos celatocaulis, an Aroid remarkable for its im

biicated leaves ; Marcgravia dubia, and Ficus bar-

bata ;
plants with somewhat similar foliage, and

growing round the door-posts ; also, there were

various Gloriosa, among them O. superba witli

curiously undulated flowers ; also Vanilla and several

species of Ceropegia. There was a fine collection

of Dioscorea, including D. Ancectochilus, argyrea,

chrysophylla, melanoleuca, discolor, illustrata,

sinuata, pentaphylla, and nimerous others, one of

which, yet unnamed, bears large blackish bulbs in

the axils of the leaves.

I noted also as interesting plants, the Baobab

(Adansonia digitata), Antiaris toxicaria, Qnetum
Gnemon, Theobrama Cacao, Bombax Ceiba, Dillenia

aurea, pentogyna, speciosa, forming trees of rare

beauty, and a fine collection of Piperacea;.

In the open air, near the houses, greenhouse plants

were arranged in beds, among them Australian and

South African plants, including the curious Testu-

dinaria elephantipes, with its remarkable stem. Not
far from this is a Conifer group—Araucaria, Athro-

taxis, Dammara, Podocarpus, Fitzroya, Torreya, and

Frenela. The greater part of the ground occupied

by the ficole de Botanique is bisected by a central

walk, along which are, at intervals, tanks for the

cultivation of aquatic plants. Here are found her-

baceous plants only, the trees being grouped about

on the lawns of the pleasure-grounds. Thus, speci-

mens interesting to the public are grouped together

in one place. In front of the school are borders,

filled yearly with decorative plants suitable for grow-

ing in gardens in northerly regions ; one specimen

of each species or variety is included, and there are

climbing plants, those with ornamental leaves and

flowers, suitable for greenhouses and the open air.

The fine garden of the Ecole d'Arboriciihure is

situated at the end of the Jardin Vauban, and has an

area of about an acre. There is here a collection of

fruit trees, Apples, Pears, Plums, &c., grown in pots,

and fruiting well. The Municipal Administration of

Lille has instituted free public courses of instruction

on fruit culture, which take place in this g.arden, and

are regularly attended. The courses include eighteen

lessons on the management of a fruit-garden, grafting,

cutting, and the cultivation of various fruits.

Jardin Vauban.—This is the largest garden in Lille,

having an area of 17j acres. It was laid out on the

plans of the well-known landscape gardener Barrillet

Deschamps, and is very fine, including all features

likely to render it popular. It is well kept up, and
the bedding is a prominent decorative attraction.

Among the pretty combinations of bedding plants, I

admired a mixture of Nicotiana colossea fol. var. and
Calceolaria Gloire de Versailles upon a carpet of Iresine

acuminata ; this was bordered with three rows of plants
;

Begonia versaillensis, B. fulgens, Centaurea candidis-

sima, and zonal Pelargonium M. Poirier, on a back-

ground of blue Lobelia erinus.

Another bed contained tuberous Begonias with

Chrysanthemum- like, salmony-rose flowers, rising

from a ma.is of dwarf B. multlflora Petit Henri, a

very florifei'ous variety, with little double brick-red

flowers ; the border was a double band of yellow

Alternauthera, relieved here and there with Begonia

Bruanti pygm.-cv and blue Lobelia (I'^air Maid of

Moray).

Another successful mixture was of Abiitilon

Sawitzi, plants two years old, with Pelargonium

Harry Hieover, and a border of blue and rose

Ageratum and Begonia on a background of Abutilon

megapotamicum fol. var.

In other beds I saw Cannas, greenhouse plants, an.l

m iny Bcgoni:is, including the varieties Madame
Kruest Tourtel, Octaire Mallet, Gloire d'Austerlitz,

anil Madame Courtois. On the lawns were several

plants of Sciadophyllum pulchrum; splendid Aralias,

with large digitate shining leaves ; Solanums and
DahliiLS. Near the river are fine clumps of Cyperus,

Papyrus and Polygonum tomentosum, a new species,

with white foliage. On a .slope by the slu'iibberies

lire tropical plant), such as Musa Knsete, Palms, &c.

The other squares, de Jussieu, Ruault, dc Jena, du
Palais des Beaux Arts, and du Palais Rameau, are also

well kept, but with less choice plants. The best

specimens are to be found in the Jardin Vauban,

whence, after two seasons' growth, they are passed

into the other gardens. Credit for the excellent con-

dition and management of the various open spaces in

Lille is largely due to M. St. lA'ger, himself a pupil of

the Versailles Ecole d'Horticultiire. Cli. dc Bossehlrc.

Violet Princess ov Wales.

This Violet has already received the praise due to

it as a novelty of sterling merit, and it cannot be

disputed that its large well-formed flowers and long

flower-stalks enhance its value, but compared to other

varieties (exempting V. Princess Beatrice), it is a

shy bloomer. It is purely an amateur's flower, and

not adapted for market purposes. It has been tho-

roughly tested here in the Riviera, and I know that

at Hyires, where Violets are grown in large quan-

tities for market purposes, that most of the growers

are already dispensing with it as being unprofitable.

When it first came into the market, it naturally

fetched a good price, but I afterwards saw it sold at

2rf. and id. for a large bunch ; and, considering that

the older varieties sell at \d. or 'iii. per bunch, it is

evident that the freer- flowering varieties are selected.

The new variety California, if answering to the

description given of it, will certainly be sought after.

I have a few plants this season, and it bids well to be

a very free-flowering variety.

CHRYSANTHEMnMS AT ViLLA VlOXORIA, GrASSE.

The culture of the Chrysanthemum in the Riviera

has been quite neglected until the last three or four

years, and there is little possibility of their becoming
popular here, as they flower too early for the majority

of proprietors, who do not arrive before the month
of December ; but nevertheless, what has been done
is good proof that they may be grown as well, or

probably better, than in the north. The greater

amount of sunshine which we get is favourable to

the ripening of the wood, .and during the rainless

summer they can be fed with stimulants with much
less risk than in the rainy climates.

The Chrysanthemums grown at Villa Victoria are

cultivated specially for specimen blooms, and it is

not too much to say that they would vie with any

that are seen at exhibitions in England. They were

at their best at the time of my visit, \nd it may be

interesting to note some of the leading varieties.

\'arieties with the reverse colouring of silver and

gold on the petals have been chiefly selected, and

when grouped together, they produce a veiy pleasing

effect.

Many of Calvat's varieties were conspicuous, the

greater number of which were remarkable for their

dwarfness. Three or four plants of Le Colosse

Orenoblois were carrying enormous flowers. Pre-

sident Armand was very fine, Madame Carnot

measuring over 12 inches, Chenon de Leche, Direc-

teur Tisserand, Reine d'Angleterre, Surprise, Jules

Chretien, L'Echovelde, Madame Calvat, and Enfant

de Provence, all very fine.

Amongst those of other raisers might be noted :

—

Phcebus, Col. W. I!. Smith, Viviand Morel, Edwin

Molyneux, Chrysanthemiste Delaux, very fine
;

Hairy Wonder, Mrs. A. Blanc, Mrs. Isaac C. Price,

and many others worthy of mention.

All the plants wore furnished with luxuriant

foliage down to the pots, and showed every sign of

high class culture. Riviera.

PlUTOLACCA DECANDIIA IN THE lUVIERA.

.Vlthough a native of Virginia, this plant has

thoroughly natur,ali?ed itself in some parts of the

Riviera, and at Orasso it is quite a common weed,

but a very showy one, and it li.as more than once

occurred to me that it would make a'very effective pot-

plant, or it might also be used with effect in the sub-

tropical garden. It is easily raised from seed, and is a

very rapid grower, resembling in habit the Daturas.

The long racemose inflorescences, which are pro-

duced in quantity, are succeeded in the autumn by

bunches of dark purple berries, which are even more

effective than the flowers. The berries contain a crim-

son juice, and It is probably for that reason it is some-

times called the " Rod Ink Plant." The leaves also

change their colour from a red to purple in the

autumn, which further enhances its value as a decora-

tive plant. Riritra.

ORCHIDS AT SUNNINGDALE
PARK.

Thk gardens of Major Joicey's fine estate at

Sunningdale are noted for the excellent culture of

both flowers and fruits, and his clever gardener, Mr.

Fred. J. Thorne, is an adept at keeping up the large

supply needed .at all seasons of the year. Certainly

there is a very fine air for gardening at Sunningdale,

as the ever-present odour of the Fir trees and Pines

with which the neighbourhood alioumU, plainly in-

dicates, although the height of summer on that light,

heathy soil must bo rather trying to growing crop;).

Still, the number of subjects here thriving .admirably,

which many in similarly heathy situations cannot

succeed in growing, give the highest testimoni.al for

skill which a gardener could desire.

The Orchid houses .are well filled with plant-*, and

among them we noticed about one dozen meritorious

examples of Diacrium (Epidendrum) bicornutum,

a plant which scarcely any gi-ower induces to assume
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even a tolerable degree o£ health before its decline,

but which here, in a warm-house, have increased in

vigour and beauty for several years, and borne a pro-

fusion of flowers. The plants ai'e pleasant object^

even when not in flower, their large, fleshy growths

and bright green leaves indicating perfect healthi-

ness. One of the specimens was carrying thirteen

growths, most of which will flower. Alongside of

these were other difficult subjects, also West
Indian, viz., the beautiful carmine-crimson Brough-

tonia sanguinea, this being likewise in splendid

health, and well furnished with flowers. Two other

examples of remarkably good culture of species which

are notorious bad doers are Dendrobium atrovio-

laceum, of which one of the earliest plants intro-

duced by Messrs. Veitch is here, and steadily

increasing in size, flowering profusely and regularly
;

and a number of the similar-habited D. Johnsoniic,

some of which bear spikes of ten or eleven large

snow-white flowers. These plants, Mr. Thorne

believes, grow more vigorously here than in places

where they are kept in a higher temperature, the

house in which they are growing being generally

below S.'i' Fahr. at night. Another superb example

of good culture is the stage of Miltonia vexillaria,

one of which was illustrated in the Oardenn-s

Chronicle, Dec. 21, 1895, p. 743, bearing thirty-nine

spikes, each averaging seven flowers. Among the

batch is a remarkable variety, which, as soon as it

has flowered, re-commences to flower. It is now in

bud, and it is stated that it has been either in flower

or ill bud continuou-ly for three years.

The Bra/.iliau Miltonias here thrive remarkably ;

the beautiful iMiltouia x Joicoyana has just flowered,

and many of M. ('lowesii, M. Candida graudiflora, one

or two M. spectabilis, and the remarkable M. Rus-

scliana, a very old but still rare species, were still in

bloom.

A full collection of Orchids is not attempted here,

but a number of showy species, together with

some of the rare species which require skilful

management, are got together, and as ouo ami all are

well grown, it will be profit;vble to give Mr. Thome's
opinion as to some of the points which are sup-

posed to bring about these results. In the flrst

place he is careful about the temperature, and

especially abjut the houses having a temperature

much lower at night th.'.u in the day-time ; secondly,

no houses are assigned to different classes of plants,

but each is moved about from time to time to which-

ever house it may be supposed to do best in,

although the larger classes occupy certain of the

houses for a considerable period each year. Lastly,

the plants known to bo difficult to grow, are

mostly suspended iu the houses having an interme-

diate temperature, and in which quite Iialf or two-

third.s of the staging of the houses \^ occupied by
flowering and foliage-plants in pots, and this last con-

dition is thought to be of very great importance.

Entering the 6rst range we found in tlio end com-

partinoiit a line lot of Deiidrobiums, with D. lutco-

lum looking the picture of health—a not very common
incident with that species ; D, Dalhousie-inum, with

growths, some of which were o feet in length ; D.

albo-sanguiucum, a grand mass, with many growths ;

and many other species, among which are some fine

D. nobile, which Major Joicey's son himself collected.

Large numbers of Calauthes, some beginning to flower,

were remarked as filling a high shelf, and on one side

was a lot of fine plants of Cypripedium : some good

C. Cbailesworthii, C. x Leeanum, C. Chamber-

lainianum, C. .Spicerianum, C. callosum, C. Law-

reuceanum, and some hybrids raised on the place,

being in bloom, for here also is a great number of

hybrids of ditt'erent genera in various stages of

growth. Along the centre runs a fine Nepenthes

hybrida, with many pitchers ; and in the adjoining

division the Cattleya labiata, C. aurea, Miltonia

Roezlii, Epidendrum dichromum, &c , were making a

fine display. At the other end was a fine batch of

Miltonia vexillaria, to which we have previously

made allusion ; and in flower some plants of Cattleya

elongata, some more Cypripediums, and specimens

of Pleione lagenaria, the stage on one side being filled

with dwarf Poinsettias.

In another house some Cyuibidiums were showing

flower-apikes most profusely, and some of the

C. Lowianum and C. giganteum were in bloom. So
well do the C. eburneum and C. Mastersianum thrive

here, that even single pieces in small pots are sending

up spikes. In a rather sunny house, some specimens

of the fine old Cyrtopodium punctatum occupy the

centre, and in the summer these made a fine display

with their large spikes of richly-coloured flowers and

equally bright pendent bracts.

In the cool-houses we found a number of Odonto-

glossums in bloom, besides Sophronitis, Oncidium
varicusum, 0. prsetextiim, O. Forbesi, and some
species of Masdevallias ; a specimen of M. corniculata

having more than 100 blossoms. In another house a

number of plants of Cypripedium insigue were in

flower, some CVelogyne oristata well set for bloom,

especially a plant of C. eristata alba. In a warm-
house the plants of Pescatorea Klabochorum and

others of the chass were growing vigorously, and some
in bud ; also in flower several Dendrobium cruentum,
D. formosum giganteum, D. Ph.alEonopsis Schroderi-

.auum, Cypripedium villosum.

The Chrysanthemums were iu excellent condition,

and well furnished with their showy and useful

flowers. Mr. Thorne hag for years made a special

study of cutting back a lai-ge number of his Chrys-

anthemums from the middle of May to the midd'e

of June ; and so well has ho succeeded, that he has a

certain proportion of his plants every year in dwarf

bushes, and yet bearing large flowers equal to those

which have not been cut back, and far more useful

for general decoration.

In other houses were noted a fine batch of

Amaryllis, of which about 100 are expected to flower

at Christmas, a season for which Mr. Thorne also

studies to get his houseful of Cyclamens, which are

now beginning tr> bloom, to come in. In several

houses were some of the handsome flowered Cannas,

which are much liked here, still in bloom, and good

batches of Streptocarpus, Saintpaulia ionantha,

Kreesias, Eucharis, tJardenias, Begonias, and other

showy flowers, either in bloom or bud, and the large

bitches of Crotons, Draconas, and other coloured

foliage-plants, as handsome as the flowering species.

The Vines in the fruit-houses have borne excel

lently, and a fine house of Muscat of Alexandria and

Lady Downes Grapes after keeping well, are now

Forestry.

TYPES OF BRITISH WOODLAND.
.\i,TH0UGH the terms woods and plantations are

loosely applied to all land occupied by trees or bushes

of any kind, yet the class of vegetation and scenic

effects included within those terms vary preatly,

both iu regard to species and the system of manage-

ment adopted. A great deal of this variation is un-

doubtedly due to the introduction of exotics into our

woods, and amongst these the Coniferae have exerted

the most influence by a long way. Leaving out of

account the purely ornamental kinds, they have, if not

entirely changed the character of British woodlands,

at least added a new feature to them. This is more
particularly noticeable in hilly districts, where Spruce

and Larch have been so extensively employed iu

forming new plantations of recent years. The effect

of these introductions has been the more marked

by the tact that the only indigenous representatives

of the coniferous family are the Scots Pine, Yew,

and Juniper, but of these only the first-named

can be said to have any important effect

upon our woodland scenery. It is a curious fact

that the whole of these genera ai'e confined, so far as

their native habitats are concerned, to hilly ilistricts,

the Scots-Pine to the Highlands of Scotland, and the

Juniper to the chalk downs of the south, while the

Yew seems to have a more general distribution than

either of the others. Probably they represent the

surviving remnants of a more ancient type of vege-

tation than the prevailing deciduous families which

now constitute the indigenous sylva of the south.

As a predominant timber-tree, or existing in unmixed

masses, the Scots-Pine is chiefly confined to the Scot-
tish Highlands, and the sandy or gravelly Heaths of

the South of England, although in mixtures it is ubi-

quitous. According to Mr. Gerald Lascelles of the New
Forest, the Scots Pine was introduced into the plan-

tations of that district in 1776, and from seed from
these the tree has spread over a considerable area of

the heathy land of the Forest. In the same way, it

is undoubted that the more or less Pine-covered

tracts of Surrey and Berkshire, and those occurring

on a more limited scale elsewhere originated

from seed produced by plantations in their vicinity,

as no traces of old forests of this tree exist in the

south [of recent age]. Considering its wide range
of distribution, the previous absence of this tree can
only be accounted for by the thick block of deciduous
trees occupying the heavier and more fertile soils of

the midland counties which separates these southern
tracts from the hills and moors of the north. At the
present time, however, the Scots Pine makes itself

completely at home in the south wherever heather

abounds, and when left alone, it is aflforesting con-

siderable tracts of poor land entirely unaided by man,
and in a manner leaving little doubt as to its fitness

for the locality. The quality of its timber in these

districts will also compare favourably with that grown
in the north, for although the majority of the Scots

Pine timber grown on rich soils in the south is of

poor quaUty, that from poor soils, owing to its slower

growth and finer habit, is quite equal to the average

of any country or district. It is interesting to note
how closely certain plants, botanically far removed
from one another, are ass <ciated on certain classes of

soils. Scote Fir and heather, for instance, are almcst
as inseparable in the mind of the forester as duck and
Green Peas in the menu of the epicure.

In German forestry, the "soil flora" is made a

special study, although it is probable that in old and
unmixed forests, the original nature of the soil, and
with it, the character of the surface vegetation,

become greatly modified by the constant accumulation
of humus and its resulting acids and ashes. It is a con-

stantly noted fact, however, that the natural regenera-

tion or extension of Scots Pine is greatly determined
by the presence of heather as a ground covering.

One reason for this may be found in the shrubby
growth of the heath plant, which affords sufEcient

protection to the tender Pine seedling without

suffocating it as is the case with rank grass or

herbaceous plants which die down annually. An
almost invariable companion of Scots Pine is the

Birch, and one which ultimately paves the way for

the introduction and growth of other deciduous trees

which finally crush out and exterminate the Pine by
a system of natural rotation of cropping more or less

general in the vegetable kingdom. When once

Birch secures a firm footing in a .Scots Pine forest,

the extermination of the latter is only a question of

time, although the struggle for supremacy may con-

tinue for many generations, and many causes may
give now one and now another the advantage. A , C.

Fnrhrs.
(To be continued.)

Foreign Correspondence.

CARNATIONS AS GROWN AT FERBIERES.

In the gardens at Ferrieres about 10,000 Car-

nation plants are annually grown in flower-pots.

Some notes concerning the cultural methods pursued

there may be interesting and useful to those readers of

the Giiril. Chron. who take an interest in this popular

flower. The plants are raised from cuttings, which are

taken offat intervals, from the beginning of the month

of October till the end of February. In doing this the

plants are not stripped of their young growths all at

once, which would seriously disfigiu'e as well as

weaken the mother plants, at a time when all their

force is needed in supplying flowers, but a few only

are taken from each, choosing the cuttings trom the

healthiest plant.s, and never any shoot that shows a

tendency to throw flowers.

In the preparation of the cuttings the knife is used
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as little as possible, all the varieties that are strong

and brittle being taken off at a joint, the two

bottom leaves broken ofl', and the tips of the " grass
"

shortened somewhat. As pots, small 60's, are

employed, and these are well crocked with plenty of

moss laid over the former, they are then filled with a

sandy, loamy compost, not pressed in too lightly.

The cuttings are then pushed in with the finger and

thumb ten or twelve in a pot, according to the size

and vigour of the variety. After being once afforded

water they are placed in frames arranged on hot-beds

out of doors with the tops of the cuttings almost

touching the glass ; the temperature of the bed is

kept at about 20° Centigrade (70° F.).

As soon as the cuttings are struck, they are potted

off singly into thumbs, and placed exactly as before,

but this time in a bed having a slightly lower

temperature. Towards the end of March they are

planted out in frames 4 inches apart each way, and

when established they are pinched for the first

time.

The second week in May sees them finally planted

out in a good loamy soil, in beds, in the full sun, at

a distance of 10 inches apart. About the eud of the

month of June the plants are looked over once more,

and the points pinched out for the last time. At

the end of August they are taken up and potted in

32'b, and after being well watered, they are slightly

protected for a few days from the sun before being

placed in their permanent position in frames, where

abundance of air is always allowed them, and where

heat is only applied at night, or during wet or frosty

weather. A house is set apart especially for the

"collection," and to which abundance of air is

afforded. At night a temperature of 6° to 8° Centi-

grade, say 40° to 58°, is kept up, but in daytime, with

sun-heat, it rises sometimes to 18° or 20°. Chemical

manure is never used, but an occasional watering is

aflforded of liquid-manure from the farmyard. In

the winter great attention is always paid to affording

water, and then only when quite necessai-y.

Such is the method employed by M. M. Bergman,

and a glance at the fine healthy collection of Car-

nations to be seen at Femeres at the present moment
speaks for itself as to the soundness of the method

pursued. Enormous quantities of flowers are cut

daily all through the autumn and winter months,

from considerably more than a hundred varieties. I

give the names of a few of the best :—Lafontaine,

bright yellow, striped and edged with rose, very

large ; President Carnot, very dark crimson-red, very

large ; Madame Ernest Bergman, pale pink, very

large ; Jean-Pierre Nugues, bright red ; Schwaller,

Jean Sisley, Docteur Raymont, Comtesse de Paris,

Blanche, Esperance, Hooper, and Chateaubriant.

A . C. Coitk;

The WEEK'S Work,
THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By W. H. White, Burford, Dorking.

Chijsla.—Plants of Chyaia bractescens, C. Lim-
minghei, C. liBvis, C. Chelsoni, and C. Sedeni, whose
new pseudo-bulbs have attained their full .size, will

stand in need of some attention at this season. To
bloom these plants satisfactorily, they require a long

period of rest to induce complete maturity, affurdiug

them, from the present time till the le;ives turn

yellow and fall ofi', a gi-adual diminished quantity of

water at the roots until it is discontinued. As soon

as the foliage begins to change its colour, the plants

should be placed in the lightest part of the

Cattleya-house.

Odontorjlossum citrosmum. — This lovely species

will by this time have completed its growth,

and when this has occurred, water should be gradually

withheld, and in a lew weeks quite discontiuueil.

Owing to dryness at the root during the resting

period, the pseudo-bulbs will ahrivel a good deal,

but this is not to be feared, it not being injurious to

the plant, as when the flowering period arrives tiiey

return to their normal condition, if kept well

moistened for a few days. Occasionally a few plants

will recommence to grow as soon as the curient
season's pseudo-bulbs are made up, but if such plants

are treated as above described during the resting

season, such growths make little or no progress, and
the plants seldom fail to flower at the right time.

0. Heichenhcimi and 0. lave, haviug likewise

finished their growth, should receive but little

moisture at the root during the winter. These three

species should be placed in the lightest and coolest

part of the Mexican or intermediate-house during the
season.

Trichopilia crispa, T. lepida, T. tortile. T. Wag-
nerii, T. coccinea, T. Galeottiana, T. suavis, and
its variety alba, having also made up their growth
for the season, should be very carefully supplied with
water, or the leaves will soon get spotted. So long
as the bulbs remain plump, no water is required,

and only when shrivelling becomes apparent should
water in moderate quantity be afforded. In some
gardens some of the species mentioned will have
started to grow, and in this case the plants should be
afforded heat and moisture till these growths are

fully made up. Trichopilias in the resting stage

should occupy a light shelf in the Cattleya-house, and
be near to the light. T. fragrans, a species that will

now be in flower, is one of the best of the fragi-ant

Orchids, and deserves more general cultivation than
is now the case. The blooms, which are white, are

good for decorative purposes generally. It requires

a little more warmth than the Odontoglossum-house
affords during the winter, and the coolest part of the
intermediate-house will be found the best place for

it. After flowering, it needs but a very small quan-
tity of water at the root, and care should be taken
that no water lodges in the young breaks at any time,

or they will decay. Trichopilia laua thrives under
similar treatment.

Zyijopctalum Mackaii and othcn. — In the
warm stove-house, this plant grows well, and pro-

duces strong flower-spikes, which are seen at this

season at their best. When flowering is passed, or

the spikes removed, the plants may be repotted or
top-dressed, and as it is a free-rooting species, plenty
of pot-room and a great depth of compost are required.

The pots should, therefore, be filled to about a
quarter of their depth with drainage materials, and
good turfy loam, fibrous peat, with abundance of

crocks mixed with these, will form a suitable

compost. Wheu the plants have become tho-

roughly rooted, a thin layer of living sphagnum-moss
may be placed on the surface of the compost, which
is found very conducive to the health of the plants

during the growing season. The rare Zygopetalum
Burkei, now in flower, requires a course of treatment
identical with that recommended for this species

;

Z. maxillare being .at rest should be placed at the
warmest end of the cool-house, and be kept moist
at the root at all times.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. ToPK. G;irdencr, Highclere C t^tle, Newbury.

Pines.—To obtain ripe fruits in May and June,

which is a part of the year when home-grown Pines are

most appreciated, some of the earliest ]^lant8,or those

most likely to show fruit, should be selected at this

date, and afforded a greater degree of heat. The chief

points to be observed in a plant that is likely to show
fruit quickly, are a thickening of the collar, whilst the

centre leaves become somewhat short and spread apart.

If a sufficient number of such likely plants be selected

let them be accommodated in a house or division of

the pinery by tbemaolves, or if such places are not

at command, a light position at the wai'mer end of

the fruiting-hou.se may be utilised in.stead. Afford

the soil a tliorough watering, and afterwards, as may
be necessary to keep it moderately moist till such
time as the fruit becomes visible in the rosette of

heart leaves. A bottom heat of 85° to 90' should be

afforded aud fctejdily maintained, and a top-heat of

i;5' to 70' with a r'se of 10" by sun-heat, and
a slight increase of atmospheric moisture. It is not

advisable to start more plants at this season than

aro really required, those of a suitable age throwing up
fruit more readily and strongly a month hence.

Sncfesshn Pines.—The remainder of next season's

stock of fruiters may be kept cool and dry, as

before advi.sed. Those suckeis which were potted

early, and are well rooted, will need very great

atteutiou if the bottom-heat be supplied by means
of the heating apparatus, as any neglect in

watering is apt to ca^use some of those that

are very dry to show fruit wheu shifted in the

spring, and subjected to a higher temperature.

All of the young stock of Pines should be afforded

plenty of room, which may usually he provided by
clearing out plants that have fruited, or sacrificing

some of the unsatisfactory plants. Continue to take
suckers when sufficiently large, and pot, and plunge
them into a bottom-heat of 90°. It is only by root-

ing a small number of suckers at various seasons

that a proper supply of fruit can be ensured where
the stock of plants is a limited one. Be sure to get
a quantity of suitable soil under cover in readiness

for the February repotting.

Cucumber Plants.—No attempt should be made by
increasing the temperature to push the plants on
during the cold and dull weather, as by so doing the

leaves are rendered thin and growth attenuated, and
liable to the attacks of various injurious insects or

diseases. Let the roof-glass be kept very clean, so

as to ensure all the sunlight that is to be obtained at

this season
;
pay close attention to stopping and tying

the shoots, and removing old leaves. The tempera-
ture at night should be 60° to 65° in frosty weather,

with a rise of 10° in the daytime with suuheat.

Do not overcrop nor allow the fruits to hang till fully

grown, or the plants will soon go out of bearing.

Should red-spider appear on the foHage, syringe it

lightly with soft-soap, 2 oz. in 1 gal. of water, or use

an insecticide. Aphis can be destroyed by fumiga-

tion with tobacco-powder. Keep the soil regularly

but moderately moistened, and apply liquid-manure
only sparingly for the next month or longer.

PI/ANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McIntyre, Gardener, Woodside, Darlington.

Winter Pests in the Stove.—The use of much fire-

heat, in order to keep the necessary degree of warmth,
favours the increase of thrips, red-spider, aud brown
scale, and the more so when the syringe may not be

freely used because of the moisture-laden air of the

house. However, by taking advantage of sunny
days to afford the plants a good syringing, something
may be done to keep thrips and spider in check. It

is very necessary to well moisten the paths and
bare surfaces in the stove several times a day.

Decorative Plants.—Codi^ums (Crotons) should be

allowed a period of rest at this season, but the plants

which were struck in the autumn may be kept in

a partially active state, although the gardener
will find it diflScult to attend to these details when
he has only one stove and no warm pita, and he has

therefore to accommodate all of these hot-house

plants in one house. I find a place for stove plants

struck in the autumn, which have to be kept growing,

in a Melon-house during the winter months, removing
them early in the spring to one of the stoves. To
furnish material for house decoration, the species

which are more enduring of cold have to be used,

both foliage and flowering ; and first amongst these

are the Palms. Of these, I may note such species

that I have found useful at this aa well as at other

seasons, viz., Kentias Fosteriaua and Belmoreana,

which I would place amongst the more useful, they

standing a lower temperatviro without injury than

some other hothouse Palms ; then comes Phoenix

rupicola, a very pretty and valuable decorative species,

but less hardy than the Kentias above mentioned.

Then we have species of Rhapis, plants well suited

for winter decoration. Seaforthia elegans is not

sufficiently hardy to be used for any length of time

in the dwelling, although it is a most graceful sub-

ject ; aa ia also Areca lutescens, but which must not

be made use of in cold weather. It will be under-

stood that any of these tender species of Palms may
be used for a single day or night if froat can be kept

from them. In rooms that are warmed, Cocos Wed-
delliana, Geonoma elegans, aud G. gracilis, when of a

suitable size, may also be employed throughout the

winter mouths in table decor.ations, or aa subjects to

place in vases.

If Chrysanthemums be used in entrance halls, it

is well, for the s.ake of improved efl'ect, to mix Ferns

freely with them, especially to form a kind setting

for them, the Ferns helping to hide bare stems and
flower-pots.

The Warm Firncr;/.—If Euphorbia (Poinsettias)

pulcherrima is grown well aud in quautity, the plants

may be stood about among the Fern.s when the bracts

hove expuuded, aud the plants become attractive.

Every morning the fernery should be carefully

examined, and decaying fronds cut ofl' and removed,

atfordiog water to all plants in need of it, being

careful to afford only as much as will avert the

desiccation of the roots of Ferns that are resting, or

which are devoid of fronds. The fernery is largely

drawn upon at this season for material wherewith to

furnish vases, and the Gymnogrammas are especially

useful in this way.
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THE FLOWER QABDEN.
By Hkdlev Warren, Gardener, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Ocncvii' Worh.—Trees and shrubs recently planted

should be securely staked and tied, in order to steady
then], or rooting will be greatly hindered, and if

convenient the roots should be well mulched with
strawy litter. The leaves having now fallen from
deciduous trees and shrubs, should be collected and
removed to the rot-heap, or stored under thatched
hurdles for forming hotbeds. A general olearing-up

should then take place, and the lawns, borders, shrub-

beries, &c., be made presentable for the winter. If

there are parts of the lawns which have sunk below
the general level, rendering machine-mowing difficult,

these should be unturfed and filled up with new
soil, fresh loam if obtainable, trodden firm and
level, and the turf returned to the spot and well

beaten and rolled. This sort of work may be under-

taken at any time during the winter when the ground
is not frozen. Never beat turves when frozen in ever

so slight a degree, but wait till they thaw before

doing so ; nor use light rich soils, which are sure to

sink considerably, besides causing an undvio growth
of the gras», and a ditference in colour to the rest of

the lawn. In the event of very severe weather
ensuing, half-hardy or recently-removed evergreen

shrubs may be afforded some slight amount of pro-

tection ; and the prunings of hardy evergreens afford

a good sort of material for this purpose, and thoy do
not look .so unsightly as bast mats or the like. As
frosty winds generally do more damage to tender
things than still frosts, it is well to protect them in

some manner.

Piimpas Grass.—This plant, when .iged, will often

show signs of exhaustion, a state of things due
to tho poverty of the soil in which are the roots,

and which may be improved by mulchings of farm-
yard manure. In the case of clumps in conspicuous
parts of lawns where manure would not be tolerated,

the turf may be cut and rolled back out of the

way, and the soil for some distance above and
round about the extremities of tho roots removed, its

pi ice being filled with rich loamy soil. In doing
this the roots should be but little disturbed—no more
indeed than is absolutely necessary.

Alpine Pinks.—At this time of the year much
damage is done to these plants by slugs, and as these

creatures lie concealed during the ilay beneath the
foliage, the soil beneath.this should be heavily dusted
over with some dry wood-ashes, mixed with fresh

soot ; two or three dressings of which, applied during
the winter, generally sufficing to stop their ravages,

a< well as affording a suitable food for the plants.

Italdiiuj Bcrjiinia tubers lifted from the beds some
weeks ago and left to become dry, may now be
examined, the adhering earth removed, and the
tubers stored in shallow boxes or baskets, placing

these in some place to which frost has no access.

Trdlliiis curopieus (Globe Flower) may be grown
to perfection if planted in a moi.st border, or

l>ettor still by the side of a stream or on tho banks
of a pond, and autumn is the best time to propagate

the plant, by division of the root. Some growers do
this in the spring, but as a rule, the display of bloom
the following season is very short-lived, the plants

not having time to get established before the dry
cold winds of March set in.

THE HABDT FRUIT GARDEN.
By G. WoODGATE, Gardener, Rolloston Hali, Bni-ton-Mn-Trent,

Ins''cts hijnrous to Fruit.—The Slug-worm, orlarvto

of the Sawfly Selandria cerasi, is .another insect which
plays havoc with the foliage of the Pear and Cherry ;

dusting the trees with fresh slaked lime will destroy
the larvic which it comes into contact with, but those
which escape descend into the soil, remaining just

beneath the surface, thus rendering their removal a
comparatively ea.sy matter. It should be taken away
to a depth of about 3 inches, and charred, and as

numerous pupae will go with it, their numbers another
year will be very much lessened. The Black Currant-
mite, although an exceedingly small insect, is

capable of doing a great deal of mischief, but its pre-

sence may be readily observed at tliis season when the

bushes are bare in the enlar^^ement of tlie terminal

buds. All shoots affected in this manner should l;)e cut

off and put into the garden-furnace forthwith. This
done, the bushes should be sprayed with a solution,

made by boiling 5 -lb. of soft-soap in 10 gallons of

water, to which k lb. of washing soda and '2 lb. of

flower.^-of-sulphur are incorporated with each gallon

of water, keeping the ingredients well stirred till they
become dissolved ; then boil the mixtui'e for thirty

minutes. Before using it add 15 gallons of water, and
warm it up to 100". The spraying should be per-

formed at the present season, and again in the month
of February. Another reliable remedy is to dress the

bushes with a petroleum emulsion, see p. 606.

Fruit Tree and Bmh Plantimj, ^tc—The opera-

tions which most claim attention from the gardener

in favourable weather are planting and pruning, and
these should be expedited as much as circumstances

will permit. Be sure to make all the freshly-

planted trees secure against wind-waving by staking

them, doing this preferably as the work of planting

proceeds. Let the ground over the roots .and some
little distance further, be afforded a mulch 3 inches

thick of half-rotted stable or farmyard litter.

Autumnal planting, it should be remembered, is to

be preferred to spring pLanting, the roots being to

some extent established in the soil by the time that

we usually experience the drying harsh winds in the

spring, and the shrivelling of the bark of the young
shoots always noted in spring-planted trees is averted.

Prunimj.—The pyramids and bushes of the Apple

and Pear growing in the borders of the kitchen garden

should be tho first that are pruned, in order that the

necessary preparation of the land for cropping may be

carried out. Before commencing to prune any tree

or bush, an examination should be made for insect-

pests, and if any of these are present, means should be

taken to destroy them. Trees which bore heavy
crops of fruit this season should receive a dressuig of

good turfy loam and rotten manure in eciual parts,

well mixed together, first removing some of tho

surface-soil as far as the roots extend. Those trees

and bushes which have made good shoots will need
no top-dressing ; whilst such trees as have made weak
growth, or are naturally weak growers, should be

afforded one or two good application? of the drainings

from the stables or cow-sheds during the winter.

Hard and-fast rules in this matter, which would bo
applicable to any variety of Apple and Pear cannot
be given, and each tree must be treated acctjrdiug to

its need.s. Shoots of the season's growth suitable for

making scions for grafting purposes may now be taken,

doing this before beginning to prune. These shoots

should be clean and well ripened ; having attiiched

the correct name to each lot, lay them in, in thin rows,

6 inches deep, in a cool, shady position.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Charles Hkrrin. Gardener, Drupmore, Maidenhead.

E'lrhj PolaUts.—If the Potato is forced very early,

it will bo advisivble at this season to make a selection

from the planting sets of the Ashleaf (Marjolin of

French gardens), of which there are several varietiei

more or less early, that is. they produce edible tubers

in a little more than three months after pl.anting

them. The v.ariety Royal Ashleaf, synonymous with

Karly Alma, l-^arly llacehorse, Ifoyal Asli-top,

Myatt's Ash-leaf, &c., although excellent for an early

crop out of doors should not be chosen for frame or

l>nt,.planting, the tubere not growing so ch^so together

round tho base of the stem as in the true Ash-leaf.

These sets may be placed upright in boxes having
finely-siftedleaf-mould spread over the bottom. Having
filled the box, shake in some leaf-mould between the
tubers so as to fill up the spaces between the sets,

and put the boxes in a house having a warmth of -lo" to

50'. Here they may remain till the soil has become
partially penetrated with the roots, but not matted,

that is in about two or three weeks from the time of

setting them in the boxes. The)' will then be in a fit

state for being planted in the frames, &o. It is

scarcely advisable to plant Potatos very early in

frames where the heating depends entirely upon fer-

menting materials, but pits should be chosen for this

purpose which are furnished with hot-water pipes for

afl'ording top-heat. The woodwork, walls, and glass

should be well cle.aned, the walls being lime-washed.

This done, fill the pits to within 2 feet of the top
with about equal proportions of tree - leaves and
stable-manure, which have been turned several times.

Make the beds quite firm as the work proceeds, and
when the desired height is reached, place a layer of

moderately rich light soil 9 inches thick. The pit

should be got in readiness lor planting a week
previously, so as to allow for the settlement of the
beds aud the due warming of the soil. If heated
pits do not exist, early Potatos may be obtained by
growing as many ivs space can be found for in 8-inch
or larger sized pots, filling them to two-thirds of their

depth with suitable soil, one tuber being planted in

each, or three in a 12-inch pot. The earthing will

occupy the rest of the space in the pot. These pota

may be stood on the floor of any house where a

tempeiature of about 45° to SO' is maintained, early

started Peach-houses or vineries just suiting them at

this stage.

Sprin/j Cahhagc.—-The Cabbage quarter, when the
surface is dry, should be hoed over and the weeds
pulled up and collected. Generally, Cabbages have
not made much growth this season, and the plants are

not large or succulent. The late rains have somewhat
consolidated the soil, which should be brought well

up to the stems of the plants. Before the forking

over or stirring the soil is undertaken,(a sprinkUng of

wood-ashes and soot in mixture may be afforded.

Salading.—Plants of Lettuce and Endive standing
in frames should be abundantly ventilated in fine

weather, all decaying portions being removed as soon
as seen. Late Endive may be lifted and housed
where room can be found for them on the borders in

an orchard or late Peach-house, where, if lifted with
a large ball and laid on the border, and the roots

covered with a little fresh soil and afforded water, they
will increase in size. A sufficient number of the earliest

batch should be kept in a blanched state to meet
requirements. The blanched shoots of Chicory form
a useful winter salad, and a few roots should be
introduced to the Mushroom-house weekly, and
blanched similarly to Seakale. Mustard and Cresss

may be sown at short intervals of time in shallow
boxes, and grown in a warm-houso with a rather dry
atmosphere.

THE APIARY.
By E.>ci'ERT.

//ivcs.—One of the best hives for ordinary use is

the one known as the "Cowan." It is very simple
in construction, and can be made by any handy-man
at a small cost. .Vll the boards used should bo dry,
or they will warp under the sun ; and the hives when
m.ade should be primed before being painted, which
will improve tho wood largely. If it is possible, the
best way is to make them in the winter, prime and
store them till the spring, and then afford three
coats of paint, and number them all. An .apiary no
doubt looks best with the hives all placed at a certain
distance apart, and numbered ; and in addition to
this you can, if you keep a register, refer to
any given number, and see at a glance what
work the bees have done, and what state they are in.

A good sort of hive consists of a body-box made of
1-inch boanl, and made to take from eight to fourteen
or fifteen frames. It should be Hi inches from
front to back, and SJ inches high, measured inside

; the
edges of the top, front, and back are rabbeted and
fitted with strips of tin for the ends of the frames
to rest upon. The frames should be 11 inches
long and S^ inches deep, f-inch thick, the
bottom b.ar

J -inch, and the side bar {inch.
The top bar must be 17 inches in length.

The floor-bo.ard should be made of 1^-inch stuff,

and two wedges should be let in to strenghten it.

A passage g of an inch deep and 8 inches wide is cut
out of the flooi'-boai'd, sloping towards the centre of
the hive ; the outside case should be made of j^-inch

board, or a little stouter if necessary, and made to rest

on the floor-board. To prevent rain getting in at the
junction between the outer covering and the floor-

board, strips of wood should be nailed on at the angle.

Nail a piece of wood between the outer cover and the
front of the body box, which will prevent the bees
getting into the outer case, or it m.ay be left loose so that

the body box can be brought backwards or forwards.

Beneath the porch roof a small block of wood is

secured, grooved out a little so as to allow two
shutters to slide for enlarging or contracting the
space as may be desired. The roof fits on to the top of
the sides, and .should incline towards the back, and
may be painted, or covered with zinc or Willesden
card and painted. It can be fixed on the sides by a fillet

nailed on to the hive or the roof itself. The alighting

board should be 15 inches in length, and slope

towards the ground ; this will enable a good many
bees to get into their hive when coming home laden
and tired. The bottom of the hive shoidd be 6 inches

in height ; and a piece, 6 inches high, should

be nailed on at the back to keep it secure.

Mr. Harman Payne.—At the late Chrysanthe-

nmm exhibition in Paris, Mr. Harman Pajme, the

Foreign Secretary of the National Chrysanthemum
Society, wss made a Chevalier of the Merite AgricoU.

This is a compliment to Briti.sh horticulture, and an

appropriate recognition of the claims of Mr. Harman
Pavne.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Local Kevis.—Correspondents Kill greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring undfr the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations.—TAe Editor will thankfully receive and select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees.

£c. ; but lie cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR DECEMBER.

SATURDAY, Dec. b

SUNDAY,

SATURDAY,
SUNDAY,

TUESDAY,

FBI DAY,

Dec. 6

("Isle of Wight Horticultural Asbo-

I ciation.

I
Societe Frau'.'iiiee d'Horticulture

I Meeting.

( Royal Horticultural and Agricul-
'

I tural Society of Ghent, Meeting.

Dec. 12—Royal Botanic Society, Meeting.

Dec. 13— Brussels Orchid^enne, Meeting.

„ ,, ( Royal Horticultural Society's Com-
UEc. Ij-|

mittees.

Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

MONDAY,

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
I Carnations, Picotees, Hardy Peren-

nials, i:c., at Protheroe ife Morris"

Rooms.

T^ « / Dutch Bulbs, Roses, Greenhouse
'

1
Plants, &c., at Protheroe &
Morris' Rooms.

Dutch Bulbs, Liliums, Ac, at

Stevens' Rooms.

'Dutch Bulbs, Roses, Gladioli'

I SpiTiiMS, iVc. at Protheroe ^<^

Morris' Rooms.
Absolute Clearance Sale of Gruw-

' ing Timber and other Trees,

T^ (^
' Greenhouses, Pits, Stone Co-

lumns and Pedestals, &c., at

The Woodhouse Park Estate,

Wood Lane. U-xbridge Road, by
order of the Electric Tr.action

Co., Ltd., by Protheroe & Morris,

at 11 o'clock.

i Roses, Plants, Shrubs, Fruit Trees,
'.'-: Palms, Bulbs, ,tc., at Slovens

I Rooms.

600 Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Roses,

1
Phloxes, Dahhas, &c. , at Pro-

thoroo & Morris' Rooms.
30 Cases of Arauearia e.xcelsa,

Liliums, Bulbs, kc, at Stevens'
Rooms'.

TUESDAY,

WEUNF-SDAY, Dec.

THURSDAY, Dec. 10

FRIDAY, ,
J
/ Imported and Fstablished Orchids
1 at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WBEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—41°.

Experiments in

Potato - growing

on the Earl of

ROSEhERV'S
Farm

.

The results of some e.xjjerimeijts

OQ the growth of Potatos on the

estate of Lord Eosebeky' at

l^almeny, were exhibited at

the great Chrysanthemum Show

in the Waverley Market in Edinburgh last week.

It seems that the lines followed in these ex-

periments were laid down by Mr. HuNfER,

District Analyst, and by Professor McAxpine.

The cost of the special manuring reached to

'32s. 6d. per acre, while the most profitable

returns seems to have been obtained from an

expenditure of 9s. per acre on superphosphate

of lime, which seems the most profitable

dressing for a crop of Potatos on such soils as

those at Dalmeny. This dressing alono

increased the yield of Potatos 3 tons per acre.

The gross returns were most encouraging
;

and while doubtless confirming the value of

superphosphate as a manure for Potatos, also

attest the rejuvenating and recuperative energy

of new blood in increasing the crops of Potatos.

It is only as we realise that the average yield

does not greatly exceed 7 tons per acre, that the

full meaning of the results obtained at Dalmeny,

or on other experimental plots, are realised.

"Up-to-date" Potato yielded 19i tons per acre,

and has suddenly leapt into the first rank for

quantity and quality ; British Queen, 18 tons
;

Jeannie Deans, 16 tons ; Main Crop, 13 tons per

acre, &c.

The best results on the whole, in the case of

grain crops, were reaped from a mixture of

superphosphate, lime compost, and sulphate of

ammonia, and on all the grain crops sulphate

of ammonia gave better results than nitrate of

soda. Experiments are also being carried out at

Dalmeny for the culture of soil-bacteria for the

inoculation of the soil, with those that are most
powerful in the liberation or retention of

nitrogen.

„ , The Board of Directors of the
Conveyance of

-r. ., /-.

Agricultural, weat Western Railway Corn-
Farm and Dairy pany have issued to the public.

Produce.
j^ ^ concise and handy form,

a pamphlet embodying particulars of Scales of

Eeduced Rates recently adopted by the Com-
pany for agricultural, farm, and dairy pro-

duce carried by passenger and goods trains

respectively.

The rates applicable by passenger trains have
been specially provided for small consignments

of farm and dairy produce, such as eggs, butter,

cream, poultry, game, fruit, and vegetables,

with the view of enabling the farmer to supply

his products direct to the consumer ; and will

no doubt be much appreciated by those who
require a rapid service.

The scales of reduced rates granted for traffic

sent by goods trains embrace fresh meat, dead

poultry, dead rabbits, eggs, butter, fruit, and
vegetables, and apply to quantities of lOcwt.,

1 ton, 2 tons, and 3-ton lots respectivelj'. One
important advantage in connection with these

rates is that they will cover mixed consignments

of any or all of the articles named, so that

farmers may combine to send awaj' varying

small quantities (exceeding 3 cwt.) amounting

in the aggregate to 3 tons, 2 tons, 1 ton, or

10 cwt., and have the whole of the separate lots

charged at the rates applicable to those quan-

tities, the only stipulation being that the traffic

must be sent at one time from one station to

another station ; and that the carriage must be

paid by one sender, or by one consignee.

In addition to the reductions thus announced,

rates for the same desciiptions of traffic have

been specially arranged to London, in no case

exceeding the scales above referred to ; and rates

have also been given for consignments of less

than 10 cwt., by goods train, in order to sup-

plement the facilities offered by passenger train

for small quantities going to the London

markets.

The company have also revised and largely

reduced the rates for cider and perry from the

producing districts of Devonshire, Somerset-

shire, Herefordshire, and Gloucestershire ; and

are making numerous and important reduc-

tions in the charges for other articles of agri-

cultural traffic, such as Potatos, Turnips,

Parsnips, Carrots, Mangel Wurzel, feeding-

stuffs, and manures.

It will bo observed that the Great Western

Company is evincing an earnest desire to

assist the agriculturist ; and it now remains for

the farmers and gardeners to see how they can

best obtain (by combination or otherwise) the

fullest advantage of the concessions given, and

justify the experiment that is being made by

bringing about such a development in the

quantities of home produce forwarded by rail-

way as will compensate for the loss of revenue

that will otherwise result from the reduction

in the charges.

We append three schedules of immediate

interest to our readers. For others applica-

tion should be made to the officials at any
station of the Great Western Railway.

Conveyance by Passenger Train.
Scale of Rates for cream, eggs, honey, game, dead poultry,

dead rabbits, fruit, vegetables, and Mushrooms, at owner's
risk, inclusive of delivery within the Company's ordinary
Free-cartage boundary ;

—

Distance.
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"agricultural laud," as defined by the Act,

and were therefore entitled to the relief from
rates afforded by the Act.

The Market Gardeners, Nurberymcu, and
Farmers' Association, as representing the trade,

had taken up the case on behalf of the occu-
piers affected, and Mr. A. Glen appeared for

them. The Overseers and Assessment Com-
mittee were represented by Mr. Page. The Sur-
veyor of Taxes appeared in person. After argu-
ment, the Bench unanimously decided against
the surveyor, on the authority of Pursuer c

LiNNEAN Society of London : Xm-anher lo.

—Mr. A. D. Michael, Vice-President, iu the Chair.

Dr. D. MoRKis, C.M.G., exhibited from the Royal
Gardens, Kew, the inflorescence of Pterisauthes.

polita, a singular species of the Vine order (Ampo-
lidete), received in 18L»4 from Sir. H. N. Ridlev, F.L.S.,

of Singapore, and now in flower for the firet time in

Europe. It is a slender plant, climbing 15 to 20 feot

over trees, native of .the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra,

and North Borneo. The cordate leaves arc entire and

toothed ; the tendrils bifurcated, with the lower

branch bearing a pendulous, flat, fleshy receptacle,

irregular in outline, reddi.-librown iu colour, and

Fig. 121.-6ENECIO Fusteri ; as grown at c.vstlewellan. (see p. 684.)

the Worthing Local J Board, a well-known
case on which, it will be remembered, the

Association obtained the judgment of the

Court of Appeal iu favour of the trade. The
decision in the first case governed twenty-two
others which were down for hearing, and in all

the cases the surveyor was ordered to pay
the costs."

Our Almanack.—Secretaries of Horticultural

Societies and others, are earnestly rei|uested to for-

ward iiiiincdiately, the dates of Show Fixtures and of

Meetings of Botanical and Horticultural Societies

of any kind for 1S97, for insertion in the Almanack,

to be published in our issue for January 2.

varying from 1 to 6 inches iu length, and J to 1 J inch

in breadth. The flowers, embedded on both sides of

the receptacle, are mostly hermaphrodite, while on
ita margins are ranged several uni-sexual or sterile

flowers on slender pedicels
.J

to 1 inch long. The
fruits, when produced, are small flask shaped berries

with one to four seeds. Pterisanthes is closely allied

to Vitis, bu/ shows iu a more interesting manner the

true nature of the tendrils, and a special modification

of the receptacle suggested only in Vitis macro-

stachya.—Some supplementary remarks were made
by Mr. C. B. Clarke, F.R.S., and Sh- HooH
Low, G.C.U.G. Dr. Morris also exhibited dried

flower-stems of the Australasian twin-leaved Sundew
(Drosera binata, Labill.), received at Kew from tho

Sheffield Botanic Garden. In this instance, the stems

were -3 feet (i inches high, bearing about thirty to

fifty large pure white flowers, nearly 1 inch across.

The plant as usually grown in gardens in this country
is seldom more than inches to a foot high.

Mr. W. G. KiDEWOOD, B.Sc, F.L.S., read a paper on
the " Structure and Development of the Hyobranchial
Skeleton and Larynx iu Xenopus and Pipa." A
paper was then read by the Rev. T. R. Stebbing,
F.R.S., F.L.S. ,

" On the Collection of Amphipoda in

the Copenhagen Museum."

Sacred Trees.—On Wednesday, the 23th ult„

the opening lecture of the session of the Royal
Society of Literature was delivered by Dr. Phene
(Vice-President). Mr. James Curtis, F.S.A., pre-

sided, in the unavoidable absence of the President

(the Lord Chancellor). The subject was the trans-

portation of their sacred trees by the Greek and
Asiatic colonists in their migration to Western
Europe. The daphnephoria was, of course, a local

ceremony along the sacred way from Delphi to

Tempe. The importation and the planting of the

sacred Olive by Athena in the Erectheum was also

apparently local ; but tho colonists carried the Vino

and other trees with them to their places of settle-

ment, and instituted the Dionysia in Greece, known
IS the Bacchanalia in Italy, &c. Certain tribes men-
tioned by Herodotus, Strabo, &c., were traced as

carrying fruit trees, which were found to accompany
I he Bacchic ceremonies, and reasons were given for

ussumiug that the ceremonies of tho Ambrosia, one

"f the festivals of the Dionysia, were those which
iccompanied tho life-giving food of the fruit trees.

The growing trees were conveyed in pots, shown by
Indian sculptures and the name of the third day of

the Dionysia, x'>''P'>^ (* pot), from the trees in pots

md vases then offered. The fruits of certain trees,

'lescribed as Apples, were mythologically the food of

tho gods of Olympus and of Scandinavia, &c. These
fruit bearing trees and ceremonies were traced to

\Ve6tern Europe, and the councils of the church
down to the eleventh century were occupied in

suppressing the worship of these trees. The author

had found from personal travel tho fruits of these

trees and the people mentioned by Herodotus from
Britain to India, by a course rid. Italy, Greece, &c. ;

the names of the fruits in some of the settlements

lieing still those mentioned by the ancient writers.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
The monthly meeting of the committee took place at

the Horticultural Club on the 27th ult., Mr.
William Marshall presiding, when the following

special receipts were announced :—Rugby Chrysan-

themum Society, per Mr. W. Bryant, £6 is. ; Brad-

lord Paxton Society, per Mr. R. Scott, £3 10«. ; Mr.
.1. T. PoweU, Park Place, Henley, box, £2 6s. ; Mr.
K. Scott, Moorfield, Bradford, box, £2 6s. ; Mr. W.
Hates, Cross Deep, Twickenham, £1 1.3s. ; Penshurst

Gardeners' Association, per Mr. E. Baker, £1 lis. 6rf.

;

Mr. J. McKerchar, Hollow.ay, £1 Is. ; Croydon
Chrysanthemum Society, per Mr. E. Beckett, £1 Is.

;

Mr. H. B. May, Edmonton, £1 Is. ; Mr. J. Crook,

Tarde Chards, sale of flowei-s, £1 ; and small sums
under one peund, £1 7s. Id.

National Amateur Gardeners' Associa-
tion.—A lecture was given at the meeting of this

association on Tuesday last, by Mr. E. T. Cook, on
"Some Ways of Making Gardens Beautiful," illus-

trated by oxy-hydrogen lantern views. The chair

was taken by Mr. T. W. Sanders, and there was a

large company present. The views were of hardy

plants growing in various parts of the British Isles,

and the seiies of English cottage-gardens created

much interest. This association has grown to large

proportions, and holds its meetings monthly from

henceforth at Winchester House, City.

The Edinburgh Field Naturalists' and
Microscopical Society.—The fourth and fifth

Parts of the Tran.iadiuns of this Society ai'e now

before us, and we are pleased to find that the Annual

Report is satisfactory. The papers included in these

Parts are so many testimonies to the skill of their
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(mostly) well-known writers. Amoug the more

interesting and botanical subjects treated of are

:

Notes on Japan by Dr. Watson ; Mr. G. Don's

Specimen of Holy Grass, A. B. Steele (is the scien

tific name of Holy Grass mentioned ? ) ; Poisonous

Plants by M. King ; and Popular Delusions in

Natural History by Dr. Traquair. There is an In

Memoriam notice of the late Dr. Robert Brown
by A. E. Davies, Ph. D., illustrated with a good and

pleasing portrait. Dr. Brown was, it may be

remembered, the first President of this Society, and

died in October, 1895.

Isle of Wight HoRxrcuLTURAL Improve-
ment Association.—We are informed by Mr. S.

Heaton, Hon. Sec, that the monthly meeting of the

above association will be held at Warburton's Hotel,

Newport, on Saturday, Dec. 5, 1896, when the Rev.

H. EwDANK, Ryde, will read a paper on "A Garden
ill the Isle of Wight." The chair will bo taken at

6.:30 P.M. by Dr. J. Groves, B.A , J.P.

Presentation to Mr. G. Bunyard.—On
Wednesday evening, November iO, an interesting

ceremony took place at the residence of Mr. George
BoNTARD, of the Royal Nurseries, Maidstone, when a

representative committee of the employes, composed of

the heads of the various departments, assembled to pre-

sent their employer with a testimonial to celebrate the

centenary of the firm's existence. In the presence of

Mr. and Mrs. Bdnyard and family, Mr. Buss, as

chairman of the committee, made the presentation,

accompanied by a few suitable remarks, followed by
sjme supplementary explanations by Mr. Wells,
secretary. The testimonial took the form of a hand-
somely illuminated address on vellum, comprising a
sketch of the Maidstone offices and heraldic and other
designs, and set in a massive carved Oak frame of

conventional Oak leaves. The address having been
inspected and admired by all present, Mr. Bonyabd
expressed his appreciation of the gift in a few well-

chosen words.

The Season in South Africa.—Writing from
Grahamstown, an old correspondent says :

—" We
are having a very bad season for gardening and farm-
ing, for the drought, the locusts, and tlie rinderpest,
have played sad havoc. All the corn has to be imported,
and soon the meat will have to be imported as well.

It is now three years since we had sufficient rain to
reich to the roots of the fruit trees. The bad state

of things is not general, i.e., does not affect the whole
of South Africa alike ; but over most parts of the
country even Indian-corn, that thrives so well here
in ordinary seasons, has failed, and the supjilies have
to be imported from America.

Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Associa
TION.—On Wednesday, November 18, a meeting of
the Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Association was
held, when Mr. George Foster, gardener to Mr. H.
Hammond Spencer, Glendarragh, Teignmouth, read
a paper on " The Culture of the Clirjsanthemum."
The chair was occupied by Mr. F. Hannaford,
Teignmouth, there being a very numerous attendance.
Mr. Foster is one of the best cultivators of the flower
in Devonshire, and his lecture was listened to with
much attention by the audience, among whom were
many of the gardeners of Exeter .and the environs.

His lecture was divided into ten headings, including
growing for exhibition, striking cuttings, treatment
of the same, pottingofF, stopping the shoots, com-
[losts, aflTording water, taking the buds, housing, &c.
'I'hrt diecussion which followed tlie reading of the
pnper brought out many important details, amongst
others thiit Mr. Fostlr waters in the dry summer
months—July, August, and September—with soot-

water, about Iqt. of sootto 4 galls of water, thoroughly
well mixed. To a question of Mr. Powell's, hen.'plied

that he had sometimes grafted a fine variety of

incurved with a weak habit on the stem of an inferior

variety with a strong habit, and with considerable

succeFS. Mr. Hope produced a list of fifty Chrys-

anthemums grown in the Topsham Road Nurseries of

Mr. Veitch's grandfather in 1851 and 18.'J2,some of

which were still cultivated. A question was asked as

to whether the lecturer had ever grown Chrysanthe-

mums in Jadoo fibre. He said he had done so, and

with much success. The great point to be observed

when growing plants in Jadoo was to see that they

were not afforded too much water, for that material

being naturally retentive of moisture, less water was

required,

Messrs. J. Carter & Co.—Messrs. Carter
send us the following letter referring to tlio supply

by them of 200 tons of vegetable seeds for grow-

ing in the northern districts of India threatened

with scarcity.

" India Office, Whitehall, November 17, 1S06.

" Gentlemen,— I am directed by the Secretary of State for

India in Council to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the
tlth inst. , forwarding invoices for the additional seeds
shipped by you, on .iccoimt of the Government of India,

from London and Marseilles on the 0th inst.

'* Lord Georok Hamiltcn recognises with satisfaction the

facilities and assistance you have received in organising
these large and unaccustomed shipments from Her Britannic

Majesty's Consul at Boulogne, the Custom authorities at

Folkestone, the Directors of the Peninsula and (Iriental

Company, and the Goods Managers of the South Eastern and
Great Eastern Railway Companies.

*' His Lordship also desires me to convey to yoti the

expresfrion of his appreciation of the promptitude and fore-

sight shown by you in successfully carrying out so large a

portion of the order of the Government of India, within the

verj' limited time allowed for its execution.

" I am, Gtntlemen,
" Your obedient servant,

"(Signed) A. GoDLEV."

York Florists- Show.—An exhibiior, well

known in the north, writes to express the dissatisfac-

tion felt by himself and other exhibitors of fruit at

this show, at the erroneous decisions of the judges,

citing an instance of a gardener showing in the class

for six kinds of dessert fruits being disqualified on
the ground that an Apple which he showed—Emperor
Alexander—was not a dessert variety. Emperor
Alexander is often used aa a dessert Apple, but in

the most authoritative record we have, viz., that of

the National Apple Congi'ess, held at Chiswick in

1883, and published in Mr. Barron's li^-Uisk Apples,

1884, the Apple in question is classed among the
culinary varieties (see p. 183, n. 354); see also
" Apples suited for Yorkshire," p. 116, where it is

also included among tlie culinary Apples.

The Word National."—In this country, if

a foregathering of two crock-boys choose to call

themselves the National Society of Potcrockers,

there is nothing to prevent them. In France things

are ordered differently, as the .Society of French
Chrysanthemists found when it wished to add the word
National to its title. Local prefets and metropolitan

ministere had to be asked, and the reply of the

Minister of Agriculture was, if courteous in form,

very decidedly negative in substance.

"DicTioNNAiRE Pratique d'Horticulture."
—The article Primula, to which a large portion of the

55th fascicle is devoted, affords an illustration of the

manner in which the work of Nicholson has been
" 7n,(ji lijoiir" by his Frencli editor, .\[. Mottet.

M. Ed. PyNAERT was the object of an ovation

recently when the pupils of the Ghent School of

Horticulture celebrated the thirty-fifth anniversary

of the Professor's career as a teaclier. The director

of the school, M. Rodigas, in the name of the King
and of the Belgian Government, presented M. Pynaert
with the Civic Cross of the first class. There are

many of our readers who from personal knowledge
of the Professor, and of his colleagues, will warmly
sympathise with this manifestation.

A Revision of the Genus Vanilla has

been published by Mr. Rolfe in the thirty-second

volume of the Lionean Society. Fifty species are

described, among which, for economic purposes, the

Mexican V. planifolia is the most important. V.

pompona, V. (Jardneri (Brazil), possibly, together

with some others, are used for purposes of j^er-

fumery, &c.

Mr. Falconer, who is well remembered as a

press-man on this side of the Atlantic, has resigned

the editorship of Oardeniny, in consequence of his

acceptance of the Directorship of Schenley Park.

HepatiCAS.— In the October number of the

Wiener Jlhislrierti Qartcn Zcituny, Dr. Gi'NTHER

Rittbr Beck Von Managetta has a monographic

sketch of the genus Hepatica. There are but two

species, H. uobilis, P. Miller, 1768 (better known as

H. triloba, Gilibert, 1782), and H. transylvauica.

Of the common Hepatica, Dr. Beck enumerates no

fewer than twenty varieties and forms as follows :

—

hispanica, tricolor, plena, Barlowi, superba, vulgaris,

rubra, carminea, carminea plena, alba, alba plena,

calycina, steleantha, marmjrata, cuprea, minor,

rhretica acutiloba and obtusa. These variations depend

on minor differences in the leaves or in the flowers.

Under H. transylvauica, H. angulosa is quoted as a

synonym. In addition, a hybrid between the two

species, H, media x is enumerated.

" A Beautiful World."- -The sixth number of

this little pamphlet appears this month ; the last was

issued a year ago. It is the organ of tlie Society for

Checking the Abuses of Public Advertising. This

Society justly contends that iuHividuals have no

right to ruin natural beauties intended for the enjoy-

ment of ivU by setting up objectionable and unsightly

advertisements. Mr, Crackanthorfe, Q.C, in a

speech reported in this pamphlet, suggests that, with

a view towards influencing their future decisions

children should be taught alliterative lines the reverse

of complimentary to obtrusive advertisers and their

wares. How tlie young idea would receive such

variations of " Peter Piper '' and similar old friends,

remains to be proved
;
possibly the speaker did no

meau his suggestion to be taken seriously.

"The English Illustrated Magazine."—

The Christmas numi.er of this publication is a '

thick and handsome one, containing over 400 pages

,

and profusely illustrated. Those who like fiction

will find plenty to amuse them here, as well as more

serious .articles upon " Impressions of Constantinople,"

by Melton Prior; "Our Great Naval Hem," by

Clark Ru.ssell ;
" The Maid of Orleans," by Andrew

Lang ;
" Campaigning in the Soudan," by H. C.

Sei'PINgs Wright ; and other subjects.

Orchids and Cyrtandrads of the Malay
Peninsula."— Botanists and Orchid-Iovers will hail

witli acclamation the publication in the thirty-second

volume of the Journal of tlic L'lnneaa Soekly of Mr.

Ridlev's paper on this subject. It coutains a classi-

fied enumeration of the species met with in the Malay

Peninsula and the adjacent islands, from latitude

7' North to Singapore. Much of the country is

stated still to be unknown botanically, so that im-

portant discoveries may be expected in the future.

Tlie technical details are interspersed with numerous

observations on the llfe-hi.story of the plants. It is

unfortunate that sever.al of Mr. Ridley's new species

could not have been inseited in Sir Joseph Hooker's

Flora of British India. In the same volume is a

monograph also by Mr. Ridley, of the Cyrtaudraoese

of Malaya. The number of species in the Flnra of

, British India is stated to be very small in comparison

with the number since brought to light from tlie

hill-districts of the interior formerly inaccessible
;

whilst the plants are so local that every hill-rango

may be expected to produce new kinds.

Missouri Botanical Garden.—The seventh

annual Report of the Missouri Botanical Garden con-

tains, not merely a review of past work and present

conditions of the institution, but important papers on

the following subjects :
" Juglandaceic of the United

States," by William Trklease ; "Study of the

Agaves of the United States," by A. Isabel

MnLFORD ; and "The Ligulate Wolffias of the
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United States," by Charles Henbt Thompson. We
may mention that the Report is brought out well,

printed on good paper, and illustrated with many
plates, which add much to the attractions o£ a hand-

some volume, and ensure its permanent utility.

The Surveyors' Institution. — The next

ordinary general meeting will be held on Monday,
December 7, when the adjoui'ned discussion on the

paper read by Mr. Walter C. Ryde (Associate), at

the last meeting, on " The Agricultural Rates Act,

189G," will be resumed ; and (should time permit) a

paper will be read by Mr. C. H. Hooper (Fellow),

entitled, " Fruit Growing as an Auxiliary to Agricul-

ture." The chair to be taken at 8 o'clock. All

inquiries with reference to tlie junior meetings

should be addressed to Mr. A. Norman Gabrard,
8, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry, E.G.

Masonic Honours in the Trade.—On the

'J5th ult., Mr. J. Green of the Dereham Nurseries, was

installed worshipful master of the Sondes Lodge,

No. 996, in the Freemasons Hall, at Dereham.
Subsequently a banquet wa.s held under the

presidency of the newly-installed worsliipful master,

who appears to be very popular among his neighbours.

Royal Jubilee ; Egremont Russet, Sandringham,

Stirling Cattle, Striped Beefing, Tyler's Kernel,

Warner's King, Wellington, and Williams' Favourite,

shown here so well sustain the size and character of

the illustrations of these new and promising varieties,

and inspire the public with confidence in the new
dessert Apple to be distributed next year, Lincoln

Beauty. Allington Pippin is said to be a cross

between Cox's Orange and King of the Pippins, and is

perhaps the finest dessert Apple that has been intro-

duced since the advent of this fine standard variety.

Mr. John Watkins, of the Pomona Farm Nurseries,

Withington, Hereford, is also offering his new Apple,

Byford Wonder, yet another addition to the full class

of good cuhnary Apples ; and Lord Hindlip, yet another

fine dessert Apple, to follow Cox's OranE'e Pippin.

The last-named grower also made an interesting dis-

pliiy of perry and cider made from his own fruit-

orchards. He grows a capital collection of Apples and

Pears for those purposes, as well as one of the finest

for garden orchards and market purposes. On this

occasion Hereford rather had the lead of Kent, alike

ill oolnur and size, while the niarket-growers wore still

further ahead of the private growers, either north or

south.

Flo. r22.— SOI'llllO C'ATILKVA X ClUl'.SO.

.Sl'|i;\I> ;uid I'ot il.<! ro.'^y-purplc ; lip ruse-oriingc ; front of the lip vi';li piiri"!--

Swansea Horticultural Association —
Under the auspices of the Swansea aud District Horti-

cultural and Gardenera' Association, Mr. W. W.
Petiigrew, Superintendent of the Parks and Open
Spaces, Cardiff, delivered a very interesting lecture on
" The Process of Fertilisation " at the Public Library

on Thursday Evening, November 19. Mr. W. S.

Gilbert, The Gardens, BabUn Hall, will deliver the

next lecture on Decemlier 1 7, subject, " Chrysanthe-

mums and their Culture.'

Trees and Shrubs.

FRUIT AT EDINBURGH.
So.ME of the more choice Apples shown by Mr.

Biinyard at the Edinburgh Chrysanthemum show,

November 19 to 21, 1896, were ;—,\unie Elizubeth,

Beauty of Kent, Bismarck, Blenheim Orange, Byfurd

Wonder, Wank's Codlin, EoklinviUe Seedliug, Em-
peror Alexander, Gascoigne's Seedling, Golden Noble,

Golden Spire, Hambling Seedhng, Lady Henniker,

Lane'.s Prince ,\lbert. Lord Orosvenor, Mere de

Menage, Newton Wonder, Peasgood's Nonsuch,

ilabbott's, aud Hubbard's Pearmains ; Pippins —
Cockle, Coxa Orange, King of the Pippins, Ribston

;

Reinettes—Baumann'a Red Winter, Du Canada, and

CERCIS SILIQUASTRUM.

The Judas-tree is a very ornamental subject

while in bloom, the deep pinkish-red flowers cluster-

ing up the stems on the old and JOUDg wood, and
this year I saw flowers produced fro-n buds formed

on the bole of the tree, tlio girth of which was

a inches in circumference. The foliage also is

distinct, and follows the flowering period. In the

south of England it grows freely aa a standard,

attaining a height of 20 to 30 feet, but in colder

latitudes it rec|uire3 the shelter of a wall. In the

south-west of England it flourishes, and tbi-i year it

has produced seed-pods clustering on the stems

as thickly as the leaves. .V tree 1 saw in the

gardens of Linden House, ihe seat of S. Fox, Esq,
near Wellington, a few weeks since, was quite a

feature in the grounds, by reason of the crimsou-red

colouring of the seed-vessels, for although most of the

foliage had fallen, the tree had the appearance of

being clothed with crimson leaves, and not until

forming a clo-er acquaintance with it could one

discern the fact that the rich colouring was

duo to the numerous seed-pods. These were so

bright that it caused the tree to be a con-

spicuous object seen at a considerable distance.

Where planting is contemplated, the present is a

suitable time for carrying out this operation. Plants

may be easily raised from seeds sown in spring in

slight bottom-heat.

Eucalyptus coccifeba.

This species flourishes in a remarkable degree at

Powderham Castle in Devonshire, and a tree there

has now attained to considerable size. It is at the pre-

sent time covered with seed-vessels which, when

bruised, emit a strong scent. The bole of this tree

measures over VZ feet in circumference at 5 feet up.

In recent years the main branches have produced a

profusion of laterals which give the tree a denser

appearance than it formerly possessed. C. H.

SOPHRO-CATTLEYA x CALYPSO.
[SoplirorMis ijntndijlora 5 , Cattleya Luil-

diyesii mr. ItnrriaiinicK $ .)

At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,

November '21, one of the most remarkable flowers

placed before the Orchid Committee out of the grouji

of rare Orchids exhibited by Baron Sir H. Schroder,

Tho Dell, Egham (gr., Mr. H. Ball.-vntine), was the

remarkable Sophro - Cattleya x Calypso, whicli was

rai.-ed by Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, and first

flowered in 1890. Reference to our illustration

(fig. 12'2) will serve to give a good idea of tho

change brought about by this singular cross. It will

bo seen that the flower in form and size partakes

much of Cattleya Harrisouiic, and it is similar to

that species in the firm substance of the sepals and

petals, which are rose-purple in colour, with a number

of very fine darker purple lines, and a slight orange-

coloured tint. The labellum is rich orange colour,

with a slight veining of purple running from the

base to the dark crimsou-purple baud which runs

round the front of the middle lobe. It is a remark-

ably pretty hybrid, and very distinct from any other

Sophro-Cattleja. Unfortunately, it is a very rare

plant, and likely to continue so.

Home Correspondence.

a horticultural institute.—My coutribii-

tioii to the Garilcna-s Chrunirlc of November 21 was

not intended to put forward the Royal Aquarium as

the most suitable place in which to hold a flower-

show ; rather my desire was to gi\o some idea of

the rcquirementi as to space of such a Large exhibi-

tion a.s that of the Jubilee celebration of the National

Chrysanthemum Society,and t" compare them with the

imagined size of the proposed horticultural institute

or hall. Neither the policy of the National Chrysan-

themum Society, nor the fitness of the Royal

Aquarium (excepting in respect of the size of the

latter), is now under notice, and these two matters

may be safely left in the hands of the committee of

that society, who can be depended on to know their

o^vn business best. The proposals to erect a horti-

cultur.al Institute is intimately connected with the

I>rovision of a hall in which to hold exhibitions.

Supposing a hall of the dimensions of the Drill Hall

at Westmiuster could be provided, necessary offices

would be required, especially if they are to afford

the facilities suggested by Mr. Wood, and the cost

would be enormous. I should estimate the provision

of a freehold— for such a building should be free-

hold, and the erection of the necessary buildiugs

and furnishing the same, would cost not less than

£60,000. How IS this sum to be obtained ? lu con-

sidering such a proposal, the experience of those who
have had to do with large horticultural exhibi-

tions in Loudon is of service in correcting the

easy flights of imagination of those who have not

enjoyed this advantage. lo my last commnui-
c.ition I stated that 12o0 plates were required to

stage the fruit, &c., at the recent Jubilee exhibition.

Allowing I foot squire for each plate, they would re-

quire for staging 400 feet run of rj-feet tabUng, or

eight fcibles of 5U feet lengths. Now let anyone cal-

culate the space they would have remaining for other

exhibits after they had arranged in the Drill Hall,

eight tablfls of 50 feet by 3 feet ; saying nothing about
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alleys for locomotion. It is by such a practical illustra-

tion as this that the requirements of a hall to accommo-
date an ordinary exhibition, can be approximately
estimated

; and then, if the show were well attended,
such attendances, for instance, as we experienced at

the Royal Aquarium, the strictest police regulations

would be required to keep the company moving and
always iu one direction. What that means is well

known to hose who have had such experiences.

When we get a well-thought-out plan before us, such
as that Mr, Wood appears to have in his pocket, then
we shall be iu a position to estimate its value and
practicability. I shall be very much surprised if even
the enthusiasm that the celebration of the sixtieth

year of Her Majesty's reign will evoke on the part of
horticulturists, and those in sympathy with its pro-

gress, will possess sufficient vitality and force to pro-

vide a Horticultural Institute. R. Dean.

I have carefully considered the suggestion

advanced in the Gardeners^ Chronide and eLsewhere of
making an Institute for the Horticulture of the United
Kingdom, a memorial of the Queen's reie;n ; and
also the plan of inviting the Koyal Botanical and
Horticultural Societies of London to make a com -

bined efl'ort to carry this scheme into practical

effect ; and would like to add here and now,
that I approve of the place selected, and of tl e

means proposed to establish it. As to the place,

during last summer 1 paid two visits to the
Botanic Gardens in the Regent's Park, and was
most favourably impressed with the beauty and
resources of the site, merit of the trees, shrubs, &c.

The semi-private area and resources of the Botanical
Society might prove ample for a Horticultural
Institute worthy of its dual aspect, the lasting

memorial of the benignant reign of the Queen, and of

the national appreciation of horticulture. Were it

even necessary in pursuit of these objects to deal

with yet larger areas, part of the Regent's Park,
without ceasing to be public, might be made to con-

Btitute to the beauty or resources of the Royal
Memoiial Home. Such a home might give forcible

expression to the loyalty, as well as enhance the
pleasures and comforts of all classes and conditions of

men, and become a powerful instrument in the growth
of culture and the advancement of science. D. T. F.

-—
• I fear where so eminent a financier as Baron

Schroder failed, even the enthusiasm of Mr. Wood
may not succeed. Sentiment, however desirable and
pleasing, hardly enters into such a subject, which is

absolutely one of ways and means. Even if the

fullest wealth were at disposal, sites are so few and so

costly that there would be httle chance of any scheme,
however humble it might be, being carried out. Any
institute such as is suggested, and even needed, to serve

its purpose, must be central. It is of little use to

discuss sites or positions difficult of access, or that

are not near the centre of London. The finest site

in London now is that covered by the Royal Aqua-
rium, and if a Horticult\iral Hall Company, with a

capital of some A'300,000, could be floated to pur-

chase this building and site, convert it into what it

was originally intended to be—a great winter garden,
replace the present roof with one of glass, remove
all centre obstructions and side shows, let the sides

for horticultural purposes, and the galleries for

similar purposes, and convert the whole of the
remaining area into a grand floral promenade, with
good music, we should then have such a horticultural

hall and home as is needed ; but no one would for one
moment suppose that .such a place would pay. We
could not have Temple and Chrysanthemum shows,
or even Rose and Dahlia shows always on, and by
far the greater portion of the year the place would
be unused. Any smaller place would be useless.

That being so, where can be found better accommo-
dation for the Royal Horticultural .Society than it at

present enjoys, and which it is singularly fortunate
to possess. To erect a hall, even of the dimensions
of the Drill Hall, on any ceutral site, would be enor-
mously costly, and when built would be useless for

big exhibitions. A, D.

Will you kindly allow me sp.ice for a few
remarks upon the matter of celebratiug the sixtieth

year of Her Majesty's reign. Mr. Wood, of Oak-
leigh Park, Whetstone, has hit upon a capital

idea in suggesting a " home " of horticulture. It

gives all lovers of flowers an opportunity of contri-

buting towards a matter of such national importance.
When we look at the magnitude of horticultural exhi-

bitions (the National Chrysanthemum Jubilee Show
for instance), cramped up iu such an unsuitable
building as the Aquarium, naturally one thinks it

must be to the great disadvantage of flowers, judges,
and exhibitors. We want a building with various

halls, where exhiliitious could be seen at their best.

Now, in connection with such shows and exhibitions,
we know that hundreds of gardeners come from
long distances, who, if they want to see a two or
three days' show, must put up in hotels or similar
expensive quarters ; and such outlay can be ill

afforded by mo.st gardeners, whose salaries, I may say,

are not at all in keeping with the amount of responsi-
bility placed upon them. I throw out the suggestion
that in connection with such an institute there should
be a sort of 'temperance hotel or boarding-house,
where gardeners visiting London shows, gardens, &c.,

could be lodged and fed at reasonable charges. I will

gladly give my hel^i towards the matter. J. D.
Roherlson, F.R.H.S.

THE DEODAR AS A TIMBER-TREE.—According
to a contemporary this week, Mr. Nicholson of Kew
describes the Deodar (Cedrus Deodara) to be "a
failure generally" in this country. I consider
this a very extraordinary statement, from such a
source, and a very incorrect one as well, because I

never heard of the tiee failing anywhere on a dry
bottom ; while I feel sure, from certain character-
istics of the tree, that it would make a first-class

timber-tree in this country under plantation-culture.
How, moreover, does Mr. Nicholson reconcile lii.<

present statement with the description iu his own
Dicli'iiiari/, where, by an asterisk, the Deodar is

denoted as .m "' especially good or distinct " tree .'

Veitch places it in the highest rauk, '' its value," he
says, " being greatly enhanced by the readiness with
which it accommodates itself to almost all situations."
What do your readers say > The question involved
in your contemporary, and upon which Mr. Nichol-
son's opinion is cited, is the value of the Deodar as a
timber-tree. Will Mr. Nicholson, or anyone else,

state where it has failed under plantation culture, or
where it has been tried .' or if he knows of any
timber-tree in this country that will live as an iso-

lated specimen and not succeed as a plantation timber-
tree '! I do know species that will succeed inside of
a plantation that will not thrive where individually
exposed to the winds. Here we have some of the
oldest Deodars in the country iu situations ranging
from .about 35(1 feet above the sea, to nearly POO
feet, and ou very exposed northeastern positions.

J. fiimpsoii, Woi/Ui/.

OLEARIA HAASTII. — This is likely to prove
as u.seful and attractive in the summer, as the
Laurustinus has so long been in winter and spring.

The plants so recently illustrated and well described,
grown in the Botanic Gardens, Edinbuigh, were
amongst the must attractive features of that popular
resort for culture and pleasure, and I was glad to note
that the nurserymen are getting up a nice stock of
this charming hardy shrub. It was therefore all

the more gratifying to have " W. H. A." assure all

the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle lately that
this is likely to prove one of the most valuable as well
as bright and beautiful shrubs, for growing in crowded
towns, as it .seems unsuitable to the soot and the dust.
Certain it is that no plants can look healthier than
those seen about I'Minburgh, though Leith fogs are
added to the other impurities and drawbacks named.
It is a good idea of " W. H. A." to associate the
Olcaria with such useful and striking hardy plants as
the Japanese Euonymuses, the best silver and golden
species and varieties, such as Sdvor Gem, latifolia

aureomarginati, 1. a. picta, and argenteo-margiuata,

&c., would contrast mildly, and go well with the ver-

dure of the foliage, and whiteness of the bloom of tho
Olearia Haasti, Ii. T. F.

LIQUID MANURE FOR FRUIT TREES. — In
summer time manure in a Hquid form applied to tho
roots of fruit-bearing trees, when given in sufficient

quantities to thoroughly moisten the land to a good
depth, is a very efi'ective means of affordiug help to

the trees, and the results are soon observable. But
it may happen in a dry season that the soil is very
dry, coDsequently impervious to water to any great
depth, and iu this case the manure-water would do
little or no good. The grouud should first be well

moistened by repeated applications of water, the
entrance of which iutu the soil should be helped by
the use of the crowbar or pick, and when it is found
that the soil has betn moistened to a good depth, the
manure-water may be applied. In the winter this

preparation is scarcely ever needed, and manure may
be afforded without it. It may also be uaed at that
season at thrice the strength of summer waterings.
If farmyard liquid-manure cannot be obtained, then
use the contents o£ cesspools, the drainings from hot-

beds, dung-heaps, as all these forms of plant-food

do good. Only a few years ago I had the ground
round several aged fruit trees standing in the gardens
saturated iu late autumn, with very great benefit to
the trees, the fruits the next year being larger,
and the leaves and wood considerably stronger
thau for some years previously. The land where
trees have been recently planted absorbs water
readily, and no preparation of the soil is called for.

Apple, Pear, Plum, and Cherry trees should all be
served alike where it is believed the soil has become
exhausted, and unless the trees are afforded some
stimulus to growth they full to do much good, and
the lighter tho soil, the sooner tho mischief becomes
apparent. H. Mnrkhrim, Mereirorth Caslle.

VICTORIA REGIA.— It may perhaps interest some
of yoiu- readers to hear that my Victoria Hegia here
is still in full bloom, and with every prospect of con-
tinuing to flower (as in some favourable previous
years) till the middle of December. It has now two
fine buds ready to open as soon as the flower in
bloom, with its bright rose-coloured centre, fades
aw.ay and sinks under water. We have had au
uninterrupted series of bloom since tho end of May
A. Dixon, CherMey Court, Lcalherkcad.

SPORT FROM CHRYSANTHEMUM MADAME
CARNOT. -I herewith beg to send you a yellow
bloom from a plant of the variety Madame Carnol.
About a week ago it was perfect. I notice Mr. Wells
has shown one of the same colour, and I hope we
may be able to fix the sport, for I should consider it

one of the best in its class. Kindly tell me what
you think of it. Frank Ijowc, Fasthumpstead Park,
Wokinijhaiii. [A large characteristic bloom of this
fiue variety, but the calour, instead of white, is

canary-yellow, Kn.J

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS—The pai)er by Mr. C.
E. Pearson on the above subject on p. titjB of the
Gardnicra' Vhrniiidc, is interesting, if only because it

goes to prove the dift'ercnt behaviour of certain
varieties iu various localities. Very high praise is

bestowed on Australian Gold and Modestum. I saw
tho groui) of plants referred to at the Drill Hall of
Austr.aliau Gold, and 1 certainly did not receive the
same impression respecting it as did Mr. Pearson.
Nor am I alone iu this, a-s two loading Chrysanthe-
mum S])ecialists at the same moment declared " they
did not care for it." From a cultural poiat of view,
the 5-inch pot plants were satisfactory, but Australian
Gold is disappointing iu colour. Indeed, it is

dirticult at night to know whether it is yellow or
dirty white. (The plants shown by Mr. Wells had
been hurried by au increased temperature, and the
flowers were uot characteristic in colour. Instead of

the pale lemou there seen, the blooms should be
light golden-yellow.] Modestum is grand iu colour,
if not absolutely unique, though, so far as I

have seen, the blooms aie rather small. Then on the
other side, it is curious to note, among others, that
Mr, Slogrove has " disappointed most buyers,"
Those who have been disappointed with it, I would
like to ask whether they havo trusted to the " crown "

bud? if so, I am not surprised, as ray experience is

that it, the teruuual bud, is decidedly better ; at any
rate, this variety was exhibited in splendid condition
at the end of November, 189,'i, and I have had
splendid blooms from terminal buds this year, iu
respect of such new varieties, however, more experi-

ence is required, for doubtless the stock was hard-
worked. Many varieties, I feel sure, are discardeil

before their merits have been fully tested, because
they possess some requirements not readily under-
stood by the cultivator, or it may be that one
particular season is unfavourable to them. Then, of
course, the ever-increasing number of novelties tends
to induce a too hasty decision. One word more— Is

it not time that some special classes were created by
all leading societies for blooms to be shown with
18 inches of stem, without support of auy kind, iu

order to discourage weak-necked varieties '! What is

wanted are flowers ou a self-supportiug pedestal—
flowers of tho Lord Brooke type, that hold their

heads erect unaided. Unfortunately, tho majority of

tho best flowers of to-day are useless without the-:e

aids. /.

LAPAGERIAS FRUITING. —The fruiting of the
Lapageria at Straffau House, cu, Kildare, so graphically

described and illustrated ou p. 657 of last week's
Gardeners' Chronicle by Mr. F. W. Burbidge, is, as

you there remark, " not very uucommou ; " still, it

is very interesting to bear that it is fruiting so freely

at Straffan, and there is every probability that the

seeds will prove fertile, if they were fully ripe when
gathered. It is exactly forty years since that I had
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the care of a large old plant of Lapageria roaea at

Porter's Park, Shenley, Herts, which bore several

fruits that season (1856-57), and the same plant was

said to have fruited in previous years. That plant

was also reputed to be the first Lapageria introduced

to Britain, and had been iu possession of the owner
of the place, " Squire " Myers, for " many years."

The account of it was this :—Mr. Myers was a

Liverpool ship-owner, whose vessels traded to

the west coast of South America, and being

a lover of rare plants. Lis captains were instructed

to bring home live specimens of any rare or

fine plants they met with in the countries they

visited. One of them brought the fine plant

referred to from southern Cliili to Liverpool, where
it was grown for some years in Mr. Myers' garden
before it was removed, early in the fifties, to Porter's

Pnrk, on Mr. Myers acquiring that estate and making
a new garden. The plant grew in a tub about
20 inches in diameter, and although it had not

received the best of treatment, according to our pre-

sent knowledge, it flowered freely, and set the fen-

fruit mentioned withovit any artificial aid. The fruits

swelled to their full size, but were not ripe when I

gave up charge of the plant early in 1857, and what
"oecame of the plant or its fruit is unknown to me.

Somewhat fabulous sums were said to have been
offered for the plant, but the " Squire" preferred to

keep it. Since that time I have often seen its fruit,

and have raised plants from the seeds. Some of the

seedlings have better flowers than the parent, while

others are worse ; a result that may be looked
for in a subject so ready to break into variety as the

Lapageria. The white variety, Lapiigeria rosea alba,

introduced also from Chili in 1854, fruits as freely as

the type. .\t Valleyfield House, Midlothian, both
varieties havebeen very successfullycultivated formany
years by W. Cowan, Esq. Some years ago he raised

a batch of .seedlings of the white variety, which have
produced as fine pure wlute flowers as their paient.

The raising of plants t'rom seed is, however, rather

a slow process ; and those who desire inimedi.ate

results, should begin with strong well-rooted plants

with several stout shoots. I believe it was Bill Lobb,
not Tom, as stated on p. 657, who collected plants on
the west coast of Sovitli .\merica in the forties and
fifties for Messrs. Veitch & Sons, and introduced the

fjapagerias, as well as Philesia buxifolia, and nume-
rous other fine things from those regions to our
gardens through that eminent firm. M. D.

Referring to Mr. Burbidge's remarks in the

(liinleiun Clironicle for Saturday last anont the

fruiting of the Lapageria, I may say that between
the year 1882 and Jubilee year a plant of Jj. rosea

in the Botanic Gardens, Manchester, fruited and
perfected seeds on three occasions. Some of these

seeds were sown in pans of sandy peat, which was
kept moist, and in due time nearly every seed

germinated. It is important that the seeds be sown
as soon as ripe, as I liave found if kept dry for any
length of time they lose their vitality. I am told

that plants of Lapagerias raised from seed produce
blossoms inferior to those borne on the same plant

from which the seed was taken; and that the only

way to perpetuate a good variety is by raising young
plants from layers. Whethei' this is so or not, I am,
from my own experience, unable to say, but it would
be interesting to have the opinion of those who have
raised and flowered seedlings of this excellent cool-

hou'e twiner. T. N. R.

The fruiting of this plant, as mentioned in

last week's issue of Gardeners' Chronirlc by Mr.

Burbidge, is by no means >uicommon where grown
extensively under glass. When living at Nash Court,

Faversham, some years ago, the home of the Nash
Court variety of Lapageria rosea, and where I

suppose the plants are grown as well as they are any-

where, I can well remember when pruning the

plants finding quite a quantity of well-seeded fruits,

some of which had ripened to perfection. 1 suppose
there is no flower which bees and wasps visit more
freipiently tlian that of Lapageria rosea, which afl'ords

a reason for the fertilisation of the flower. 1 have
(piite recently raised some plants from seed, but
propagation by means of seed is not so rapid as by
means of layers ; neither do seedlings flower so well

as layers. (?. Burrmes, Bemifk Gardens, Skrewshury.

CETERACH OFFICINARUM.—As an addendum to

the extraordinary vitality of this Fern, so skilfully

depicted by Mr. Chas. L. Druery in your issue of last

week, it may be of interest to give an instance as

supplied to me by that well-known gardener of Viola

fame, Mr. Baxter, Daldowie House, Broomhouse,
N.B,, when paying him a visit a few weeks ago.

Mr, B. is now sixty-five years old, and has been

gardener at Daldowie for thirty-seven years. In a

cool frame was shown me a small plant of tliis variety,

growing from the sides of the frame between the

brickwork, presumably having seeded from a plant

that was growing in a pot alongside some thirty-five

years ago. This pot, in due course, was removed,
and about ten years ago a tiny s»edUng was observed
protruding from the interstices of the aforesaid brick-

work. Mr. Baxter supplies a very feasible explana-

tion (which in no way can discount the great vitality

of the seed) in this wise :—The sides of the frame
have been pointed with lime from time to time, until

of late years it has been allowed to moulder away

—

jocularly adding: "In order that the very frames
might be in keeping with its surroundings, as Dal-

dowie House has been in existence 200 years." Albert

Upstonc.

WOLVERHAMPTON CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
— In your report of this show on p. 604, it is

stated that a Certificate of Merit was aw.arded to

Messrs. T. B. Dobbs it Co., nurserymen, Wolver-
hampton. The committee, while indebted for the

otherwise good report, wish me to state that no
Certificate of Merit was awarded to any exhibitor

at this show. Geo. A. Bislinp, Chairmaii. [Our
correspondent appears to have described as a

'Certificate of Merit" merely a complimentary
award made to several honorary exhibitors. Kn.]

ASPARAGUS DECUMBENS.—As a plant to grow
in a basket for the embellishment of a warm con-

.servatory, Asp.%ragus decumbena is peculi.arly adapted,

with its very long and gracefully drooping growths of

a rich green colour. I find its long growths verj'

useful for a variety of purposes, including bouquets.

The plant thrives in light .sandy l.>am, .and a plentiful

supply of moisture at the roots during the growing
season. To make an effective display in a short space

of time, several roots or plants should be planted if

the basket is a large one. //. Mai/, Miirhne Castle

iiardetin, Ciilinotlfl/, ro. SI i'jn.

CEPHALOTAXUS PEDUNCULATA.—From Weston
Park, Steyning, the Uev. L. Goring has forwarded to

me fruiting branches from several specimens of the

above, which conclusively prove that as regards shape
of fruit this is a very variable species. The form,
with round or spherical berries, C. pedunculata spbfe-

ralis. Masters (.see Gardemrs'C/i rmi We,Jamuiry 26, 1 884

p. 1 1 7, fig. 2.3), is one of the most distinct and remark-
able, and ii justly entitled to the name that has been
bestowed upon it. In northern Ireland I have seen a
tree bearing fruit in every respect similar to that of the
Weston Park specimens, thus proving that the variety

is constant and widely distributed. There are, how-
ever, intermediate forms, in so far as shape of fruit

is concerned between the typical species, in which
the berries are decidedly of oval shape, and the

v.ariety sphairalis which bears round or spherical fruit.

.•\nother very curious form has ju.^t been sent to me
in which the unusually small berries are of a clear

yellow when ripe, at which stage they greatly
resemble the small Catifornian Grapes that have been
sent into this country in such quantities during the
ptist summer. A. I). Webster.

HOME-GROWN AND AMERICAN FRUIT.—Vour
correspondent, " .\. D.," p. 654, does well to call

attention to the rough manner in which English fruit is

often sent to mai'ket, but in so doing there is no need,
I think, to throw cold water upon Lord M^inchilsea's

scheme for giving a lift to the depressi-n in British
agriculture, for, if the movement be carried out on
the lines laid down by the promoters, and is sup-

ported by producers and consumers alike in a manner
worthy of a n.ational movement, it ought to benefit

the agricultural community, and through them the
country generally. As it seems th.at the small by-
products of the farm are the most neglected, such as

eggs and poultry, dairj'-produce, fruit, flowers, and
vegetables, the creation of a good ready-money
market, where goods can be sold at a fair price, is

something worth striving for, and in time the farmer
will find out that careful sorting and good packing
paj', and that London only wants the best of every-
thing, and will pay for it. The extract from the
]Vesf}ninst£r Gazette hardly reads like a communication
from Winchilaea House ; they have too practical a
stafl" to despise the contributions of our American
and Canadian cousins ; and on the subject of patriot-

ism, it Is well to provide for our own household
honestly. 1 think the Lincoln Board of Guardians
were doing their duty in getting the best va'uo for

public money ; but there is also another kind of
patriotism, which teaches our own countrymen to

meet their own requirements. H. M., Newbury.

CYCLAMENS NOT OPENING THEIR FLOWERS.—
As my Cyclamens which will not expand their blooms
appeared to have called out the interest of some
readers, I send you herewith a sample of the plants.
I have one hundred and twenty-five, of which the
specimens sent are fair samples. I have also five

or six smaller plants which are behindhand ; they
are one-year-old plants in 48-pots, as you see.

Seed was sown in November last in a temperature
of about 73", and after being closely examined
by mice, and finally rejected by them, it ger-

minated, and the seedlings were potted into
"thumbs," and placed in cold Tomato-houses,
with plenty of shade and air. They were repotted
on August 8, in the following kind of mixture, care-

fully mixed and sifted :—One part new yellow turfy
loam, one of peat, one of decayed manure, and one
soil from the rubbish-heap, which consisted of decayed
vegetable refuse, old potting-soil, with Spiraea, Fern,
and other sandy soil, and exhausted manure mulch-
ing materials, which formed a rich friable compost.
The plants grew well after potting, but if any mis-
take has been made it h«s been through keeping
them not moist enough. They had no artificial

heat till October 12, when they were put into

a house at about 60. As the soil was rich
and fertile, we have not supplied any further feeding.
Acting on the advice received through your journal,

I have removed the plants from off' inverted pots to a
moist ash-bed, with a temperature of 54°

; and as I
had no farmyard manure handy, they were watered
on Monday, November 16, with sulphate of ammonia
iu the proportion of 1 oz. of sulphate to 3 gallons of
rain-water. This has certainly helped the plants, but
the buds have not opened so fast as I expected, only
one or two having expanded. Since reading the
letter in the Gardeners' Chronicle from "J.," I have
had another good look at the plants, and find that the
bulls of one plant are certainly deformed, but,

strange to say, that plant was the first to open its

flowers, and has continued to be pioneer in that
respect. The others do not appe,ar to me to be at all

irregular, but are all well-shaped, and properly folded

in their calyces. No doubt you will be able to

remark on tlieir coudilion. However that may be, I

cannot conesnt to consider the bloom lost for this

year yet. There may be some treatment which will

bring the bu Is out. I a'U of opinion that whatever
cheek they may have received through faulty watering
or heating, it has not irreparably damaged them, and
I await an expression of your opinion ; meanwhile I

shall endeavour to encourage the buds to open by
stimulating periodically with weak liquid-manure,
adding soot as recommended by " J." C B. W. [The
blooms, which are numerous on the two plants sent,

and the foliage, are to all appearance normal, the
former numerous, but disinclined to rise above the
leaves, deformed here and there, but as a whole
perfect ; the latter is fleshy, robust, fully deve-
loped, and well-marbled. The compost in which
they have been potted seemed abnormally light

and spongy, holding water like a sponge, rich

in feeding - matter, Ijut very liable to become
water-logged, or rather to hold more water amongst
its particles than is good for the plants, unless
afforded water with the utmost care. A plant kept
in the dry air of our oflice for a week, and then
transferred to a window in a kitchen always in use,

is not as yet (ten days after it was sent from nursery)
in need of water, although the weight of the pot and
its contents has got sensibly lighter. Ed.]

CATTLEYA LABIATA VEN08A.—In reference to

the note on this variety, in Gardeners' Chronicle of

the 14th ult., I beg to say that I have a Cattleya
labiata which has bloomed three seasons, and it has
always had the striping all over it. The plant is now
in bud, and when it comes into bloom, I will let you
know whether the striping has become constant.

Hans Bruchner, Hessle, East Yorlshire.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BEAUTY OF TEIGNMOUTH
AND C. PRIDE OF MADFORD.—On p. 632 of Gar-
deners' Chronicle Mr. Wells makes an attempt to set

us right in respect to these varieties, but I fail to find

that he has thrown much light on the subject. Mr.
Wells says he would like to give the history of Pride
of Madford and .lames Lynch, and then informs us
these two varieties were sent to Mr. Salter " both
named Pride of Madford, but were found to be dead
on arrival." This does not take us very far; but how
does Mr. Wells know that both were Pride of Mad-
ford, though one was named J. Lynch, if both were
dead ' Mr. Wells then says of Beauty ofTeignmouth,
"I know its history. I introduced it, and was
awarded the First-class Certificate on Oct. 21 for
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Pride of Madford syn. Beauty of Teiguinouth."

Now this is hardly correct. Mr. Wells didnot intro-

duce it, for it was exhibited several times in the year

1894, and certificated by the Royal Horticultural

Society in October, 189,5, the same variety having

been certificated by this Society a fortnight previously

as Pride of Madford. Mr. Wells informs us that he can

tell us the history of Beauty of Teignmouth, also

that this and Pride of Madford are the same
;
yet in

his Catalogue of last year only the former is

mentioned, and in that of this season's it is

described as " rich purple, lilac reverse ; " whilst

Pride of Madford is described as " crimson-cerise,

white reverse, " quite a different colour, all must admit.

Messrs. Hannaford now inform me that when they

first received the plants, the writing on the labels was

not legible. They therefore called the best of the

batch Beauty of Teignmouth, which should have been

Pride of Madford, and for Pride of Madford sent out

the variety now grown as Jas. Lynch. Mr. Wells says

Messrs. Hannaford must be credited with Oceana and

Australie. These were introduced by Messrs. Cannell.

Whilst I have the pen in my hand, I would like to

ask the readers of the Gai'ilcners* Chi'oyiide what is

their opinion of Wm. Slogrove ? It was certificated by
the Xatioual Chrysanthemum Society last season as

a new variety ; with myself and many others, it is

identical with Thos. Sellwood, an improved Lincoln.

W. J. Godfrey, Exm/JUth.

TRAPS IN GARDEN WALKS, ETC.—No one who
has used the pot-trap or gully would go to the

expense of building brick ones, which are now obso-

lete, as all the principal road contractors use the pot-

gully, which has several advantages : it is easily fixed,

easily cleaned, and cheaper, and they are to be

obtained in suitable sizes. In laying drains near

large trees, and especially Elms, it is always advis-

able to use socket-pipes with cement joints, in order

to prevent the roots getting into the pipes and blocking

them. It is much better to incur a little extra

expense when doing the work than to put down ordi-

nary pipes near trees, which are sure to be always a

source of trouble ; a good system of draining roads

and paths is very essential, whereas a deficient one

causes frequent trouble and annoyance, as nothing

spoils the appearance of a place more than to be

continually pulling up the drains. W. B. 0.

THE AGRICULTURAL RATES ACT, 1896.— I have

read with much interest your notes on this Act. In

the Worthing Case (18 Q. B. D. 818) it was held that

land occupied by a market gardener, and covered by

glasshouses built on brick foundations, came within

the words ' market gardens," as used in section '211

of the Public Health Act, 1875, and that the glass-

houses were to De assessed under the section in one-

fourth only of the net annual value. The Agricul-

tural Rates Act, 1896, defines agricultural land having

the lienefit of the Act as meaning, amongst other

things, "market gardens." The Queen's Bench has

said glasshouses for trade are " market gardens " under

the Act of 1870. When the legislature, in the Act
of 1896, exempted " market gardens " from half the

rates, it had knowledge that " glasshouses '' had been
judicially interpreted as "market gardens," and,

therefore, the presumption is that Parliament in-

tended that glasshouses for trade purposes should

come within the scope of the Act. Surveyors of taxes

are contending that these glasshouses are buildings

within the meaning of the Act, and should therefore

be treated as buildings on farms, and liable to full rates.

But is there not this distinction ? Glass-houses are

for the purpose of producing or growing the crops,

farm buildings for the purpose of storing, &c., after

production. Stables, pottmg-houses, packing-sheds,

and chambers for storing fruit in market-gardens are

more of this nature, and no doubt liable to full rates

;

but not so the glass-houses. It seems that a grave

responsibility lies on overseers of the poor. No one
can appeal against the decision of the Assessment
Committee except the surveyor of taxes and the

overseers (sec. 6). Now, in districts where the
Assessment Committees hold that " glass-houses " are

not market-gardens within the Act, and overseers do
not appeal, will not this be the possible result'.'

Under sec. 4 of the Act, the Local Qovemmeut
Board shall ascertain at once the amount of the
annual grant. If the Assessment Committee's list

sent to the Local Government Bo.ird excludes glass-

houses from the Act, the Treasury will not make any
grant in respect of them. In April next, when
the first rate is made, the overseers will demand
from the occupier of glass-houses the full rate.

He will refuse to pay, on the ground that

Ihey are market-gardens. The Court may (pro-

bably will) decide in his favour. The over-

seers will only receive half the rates from the-

occupier. They will be too late to obtain the grant

in respect of them from the treasury. What will be

the result ? The parish will lose it. Does it not

seem that overseers will do well to consider this

position ? A Fridt Grower and Member of an Assess-

merit Committee. [See p. 692.]

ODONTOGLOSSUM .\ HALLl ? CRISPUM COOK-
SONIANUM <J .—Long though it is, that is the name
of the plant whose whole spike is before me, through
the kindness of Norman C. Cookson, Esq., the lucky

owner of the first " crispum " hybrid. He and his

energetic gardener, Wm. Murray, have beaten all com-
petitors and bloomed their plant. The plant has but
two bulbs, and bore a three-flowered raceme, and, as

already announced, it was awarded a First-class Certifi-

cate at the Royal Horticultural SocietyonNov. 24, 1896.

With a dried (1896) bloom of its father, and another

of a good Od. Halli leucoglossum before me, it is

easy to see how very intermediate is the "child."

except that its lip is not white. The ground colour

is white, slightly yellowish in the petals, more so in the

fepals, and the yellow of Od. Halli has run into tbe

lip, the deep crimson-brown blotches and spots have a

shading of the dull blackish shade that characterises

Od. Halli. The arrangement of the blotches agrees to

it also, especially in the lip, which is oblong, 1 j x J,

a very massive feature, and less fimbriate than Halli,

having larger rich rows of spots than a " crispum

"

Continental Novelties.

-ECHKVKRIA PURPUSI : LEAVES sNOW-WHlTE,
MEALV ; FLOWERS ORANOE.

( Much redured. )

usually has. Tho crest is that of a true Hiilli,

except that tho two large " teeth " are loss fimbriated

than in that species. "The anther, cup, and rings are

brown, here al.so inclining to the " mother " parent.

Size at present is that of a good Od. Halli, broader

in all its parts, Sizeandlengthofcornu will bo much
improved. The plant in all ways was an elongated

crispum, plainly showing that " sheeny " and alter-

nated shape of Halli. In fine, Mr. Cookson is to be

heartily congratulated. No doubt his success will

greatly stimulate others, de B. Crawsliay.

EUCHARIS BULBS PLANTED OUT.—I sent you
by post a short time ago a few Eucharis leaves for

your inspection, the bulbs of which were planted out

three years ago all round the sides of the paths

against tho back wall of the stove at Hewitt Grange,

Bromsgrove. The border is 1 foot wide and the

same depth, with plenty of drainage, and the two
ends aud front under the stage where they grow in

only 3 inches of soil on the surface of the brick

bottom, and they seem as happy as those growing in

the foot of soil in the border. When Mr. Pettigrew

planted those bulbs out three years ago they were
leafless. They were washed thoroughly to kill the

Eucharis-mite, and after starting into growth they

very soon sent up a quantity of flowers, between
seventy and eighty strong spikes being in flower at

once, and they flower several times a year. Last

March they had some mealy-bug on the foliago, and
to clear it out all the foliage was cut off ; and the

leaves sent are those produced since then. 2>.

ECHEVERIA PURPUSI, Schumann.

This fine new succulent was discovered by the

botanist, Mr. Purpus, whose name it bears, at a height

of 7500 to 8000 feet on Mount Whitney, in the Sierra

Nevada of California. The plant suggests at first

sight E. pulveruleuta. It produces handsome white-

powdered foliage, surmounted by deep red orange-

tipped flowers. There is no doubt this is a

valuable introduction, the more so as its habitat

being at a considerable elevation, will enable the

plant to be grown here in the open. The plant has

been introduced into commerce by Mr. Ernst Benary,

of Erfurt, to whom we are indebted for the illus-

tration (fig. 123).

THE WINTER SHOW OF THE
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF IRELAND, 1896.

I LEFT London by tlie Li.SO p.m. Irish mail from Euston,
after having previously bad a look in at the splendid exhi-

bition of Chrysanthemums in the Royal Aquarium, West-
minster, where, what with the cro'wd of people and thfe

dense, dusty atmosphere, the wonder is that tbe writor

escaped suffocation. However, a punctual start was made.
North Wall, and that part of the river Liffuy on which it is

situated, are not calculated by appearance or associations

tu impress the visitor favourably, especially in the early grey
of a cold winter's morning. However, we went un our
way to our destination, the Fruit and Chrysanthemum
Show of the Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland, held in

the splendid grounds of the Roy«l Society of Ireland, at

Ball's Bridge, a distance of about '1 miles from North Wall,

and to reach whi<^ place we had to traverse nearly the

wliole length of Sackville Street, a street of historic interest,

and still worthy of its history. On tho way we passed the

promises where tho huge eastings wore made for the far-

famed and magnificent Palm-house at tow. In those days
Ireland evidently competed successfully with England in

matters of this kind, and the name of one of the citizens of

Dublin will for ever be associated with the erection of one of the

finest horticultural buildings in this or any other country.

Close by on the same sida of the road, we pass tho gates of

Trinity College Gardens, and as I had afterwards the pleasure

of paying a visit to this interesting garden accomi>anied

by its cuurteoua and well-known Curator, I hope to revert

to it again by-and-by. A very shurfc distance beyond

Trinity Gardens my jaunting car " jarvey " put mo down at

Ball's Bridge grounds, and when asked how much he

wanted for doing so, he very cheerily answered, " Tin pund,

noble sir, and as much more as yer honour likes to give !

"

The grounds aud buildings at Ball's Bridge, where the

lyrcat annual Irish horse show is held, are said to be the

finest and moat complete of their kind in existence, and I

can easily believe the statement, as anything finer in the way
of buildings and grounds for the purpose of holding large

exhibitions and sports in, it would be impossib.e to conceive.

It was in one of the large halls in the grounds kindly lent by

the Royal Dublin Society, that the Fruit and Chrysanthemum
Show of the Royal Horticultural Sociely of Ireland was to

be held, and when this was pointed out to me, I could not

help exclaiming that if the society could fill this hall, its

exhibition would be worth commg a lung way to see, so that

my curiosity in entering tho show hall again some hours later

—when all the exhibits had been placed, and tlie show com-

plete, may be imagined. To give a candid opinion, I must
say I was somowluxt disappointed at the cold and generally

unfurnished appearance of the hall. Familiarity with

the large London ttnd pi'ovincial exhibitions being to

some extent accountable, no doubt, for this feeling.

Indeed, so large is this hall that it would tax the

resources of our best English exhibitions to furnish and
fill it effectively. Having said this much, I must now give

my mead of praise to the show. Tne Chrysanthemum classes

are the first to claim attention. The Japanese, in tbe cut-bloom

section, by their variety, extert, and quality, Oiwily led the

way, and of these, I can say without qualification, that tbe

best of them would have held their own on any show-boards

that I have seen in England, and I can only hope that next

year some of our friends from Ireland may be tempted to

cross the water in order to cross swords with the best of our

growers. They would be heartily welcomed, and it would

surprise me if they returned home empty-handed, or without

honour. The incurved section of tbe Chrysanthemum was

not so well represented, and w;is much weaker proportion-

ately, both in size and quality, than were the Japanese.

Tbe groups of Chrysanthemums arranged for effect

made a brave show, but I should like tho exhibitors

to see some of the groups put up at the Drill Hall, West-

minster, or at the Royal Aquarium, when I should be much
surprised if an immense improvement ot the shows would

nut soon follow. Of specimen plants there were a fair

number, some of them of immense size, but lacking the

superb finish one is accustomed to see iu the Liverpool,

Birmingham, and London specimens.

Concluding my remarks on this section of the show, I

should say there are as great, if not greater, possibilities as

regards the future growth of this plant iu Ireland than in
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England, and once this conviction is driven home and acted

upon by our Irish roufriii'es, Ireland will become as famous

for its Chrysanthemums as it now is for its horses and its

whiskey.
The groups of miscellaneous plants arranged for effectwere

excellent. There were three of these which were beyond

praise, both in the quality of the plants and in their artistic

arrangement. Many smaller groups dotted about the show

were much admired, but the arrangement which seemed to

be admired the most was an exhibition of autumn-tinted

foliage, fruit, berries, &.C., and beautiful cones of choice

coniferous trees from Powerscourt. The table on wliich they

were arranged was fui-nished chiefly with berries, fruit, and

cones, and out of this rose t;Ul majestic vases, filled with

large branches of coloured foliage in rich variety, and must

beautifully arranged, reminding one somewhat of the

channiug table of a similar description put up by the Messrs.

Veitch at the late Crystal Palace show, and which, in tho

opinion of many, was one of the prettiest features there.

Fruit.

Coming now to that important part of the exhibition in

which hardy and other Irish fruit were represented, I have the

pleasing duty to record an equal success in this, as in the

Chrysanthemums. One has been so long accustomed to

hear of the monster bunches of Grapes exhibited by the late

Mr. Roberts, of *'Charleville," that one may be excused

for having a slight feeling of disappointment at the quality

of the Irish Grapes—bvit altogether the exhibit* of these

was creditable. There were splendid and numerous collec-

tions of Apples, as well as single and other dishes ; and cer-

tainly, for size, many of the samples were quite equ:il to the

largest seen in England ; but in colour and good quiUity

appearance they cannot be compared to the best samples

grown in Kent, Sussex, Herefordshire, or Worcestershire,

owing, no doubt, to the ni.iistcr and less sunny atmosphere

of Ireland. The s;ime remarks apply equally to Pears ; many
of the samples were quite as largo and fine-looking as those

hailing from Jersey or France—pointing out in a forcible

way that the soil and climate of Ireland arc well adapted to

the growth of this important fruit.

One of the chief attractions of the show on this occasion

was a eollection of nearly 201) dishes of distinct varieties of

fruit sunt by Her Majesty the Queen from the Royal GiirdcLS,

Windsor, arranged as a trophy with Chrysanthemums and

autumn foliage, and to which exhibit was awarded the Gold

Medal oi the Society.

Among the many miscellaneous exhibits, one of the most

interesting was an exhibition of winter garden and bouse

furniture (such as chains, tables, plant-stands, blinds, &c.),

made out of Gorse wood, in the same way that such articles

are made of Bamboo. This is an industry that Mr. Paniell,

M.P.. brother to the late M.P. of the same name, is trying

to establish in Ireland. The siimples exhibited wore beauti-

fully wrought and more artistic in appear nee, in my
opinion, than the same made from Bamboo ; and as the

supply of Gorse wood is practically unlimited in Ireland,

I hope much success will attend Jlr. Pamell's efforts to

establish a new industry for his countrymen.

I was disappointed to find that the show was not better

patronised and supported by the public of Dublin, a city with

upwards of 300,000 inhabitmts. It may be that the show

grounds are too far from tho city, although therj are electric

tram-cars running by tho gates every few minutes ; or it

may be that the public of the city arc indifferent to sucli

exhibitions. One thing I noticed particularly with much
ri:gret, and that was the almost entire absence of the labouring

classes from the show. This, I think, is much to bo de-

plored, and it is to be hoped that the Royal Horticul-

tural Society of Irehmd, in conjunction with other

educational agencies may be able iii time to come to enlist

the sympathy and the co-operation of the working-classes in

multiplying flower-shows to a very large extent in the

villages and parishes of Ireland, with, I am sure, the most

happy results.

I must conclude this note by gratefully acknowledging he

courtesy and kindness of some members of the council, and
also of the excellent secretary, Mr. Ross, during a hurried

but pleasant visit to an Irish Horticultural Exliibition.

0. r. F.

SOCIETIES.
THE CHESTER PAXTON.

NovEMBRR, 17, IS.—The seventh annual show of this Society

was held iu the Town Hall, Chester, on the above dates, and

was in every way one of the best the Society has yet held.

The competition in the various classes for Apples and Pears

was keen throughout ; and though the size among the kitchen

varieties was not equal to that of last year, the quality was

uniformly good.

For a collection of dessert Apples : 1st, Rev. L. Garnett ;

and Lord Thevor and Mr. E. Severn equal '2nd.

For a collection of kitchen Apples : Mr. E. Severn 1st,

Rev. L. Garnett 2nd.

For a coUection of dessert Pears : Mr. Looan, Upton
Lawn, 1st ; 2nd, Mr. E. Severn.

In both classes for Black and White Gi-apes, Mr. Gray, gr.

to Sir G. A. Meyrick, Bart., Wiis 1st, havintf fine clusters of

Jluscat and black Barbarossa.

There were five exhibitors in the class for the hest-airanged

group of Chrysanthemums. J, Wynn Ffoulke", ^.s(i., was

1st with a well-grown and fresh-looking group ; and Mr.

Taylor, Hoole Hall, 2nd. All of the groups consisted of

well-grown plants, and formed a most creditable exhibit.

A pleasing feature consisted of boxes of single-flowered and
naturally-grown Chrysanthemums, the 1st prize for single-

flowered vases going to Mrs. Townsend; and the 1st for

natural-grown trusses to Lord Trevor. In the large class

for cut blooms, T. Brocklebank, Esq., was 1st, and C.

Threlfall 2nd.

Among the non-competitive classes there was a collection

of loo dishes of Apples and Pears from Eaton Gardens ; and
Messrs. Dicksons were represented by an excellent group

occupying the entire end of the hall, and consisting of

trained Chrysanthemums, various foliage plants, and dishes

of fruit, all set xp most t;i3tefully.

ABERDEEN.
November 20, 21.—After the lapse of eleven years Aber-

donians were treated to a fine exhibition of Chrysanthemums

on the above dates. Tho promoters feeling that the jubilee

of the National Society should not bo allowed to pass unno-

ticed, some time ago approached tho directors of the Royal

Horticultural Society of Aberdeen, and asked them to start

such an exhibition, but want of funds stood in tho way.

Nothing daunted, however, the promoters set to work inde-

pendently, with the result that they got together a display

which proved highly succesafid. The prizes were, of course,

few, but horticulturists came forward in good numbers, and

were content to compete for places iu order that tho show
might have a chance of becoming au established institution.

The show was held in the Art Gallery, the flowers lx;ing laid

out among the works of art, which added not a little to the

effect of the whole. The great fe;xturo was the cut blooms,

while those in pots being scarcely so attractive.

Tbe Hon. Mrs. Pirie presented tho special prizes as fol-

lows : For twenty-four Japanese Chrysanthemums, Mr.
James Gnuit, gr. to Lady Carnehik, Crimoumogate. Chrya-

antbemum (any variety), Mr. E. Nok.m.vn, Stoueywood. De-
corative Chrysanthemums, Mr. A. Gregor, gr., Fairfield.

LEEDS PAXTON.
November 24.—The seventh annual Chrysanthemum show

was opened on the above date in the Town Hall. The display

was one of the best yet held in Leeds. There were nearly

500 entries, and coraparativelj' few dcfauters. On entering

the lar^o hall the effect was charming, and great credit is

due to the curators for the very effective manner in which
they arranged the large specimens, Palms, and other stove

and greenhouse plants. The groups of Chrysanthemums
were arranged on one side, and the groups of miscellaneous

plants on the other side of the hall, while the cut blooms lUid

table pU\nts were upttn tables rumiing across the centre.

The vegetables were staged iu an adjoining room.

Groups. — In the open class fur a miscellaneous group of

plants, E. B. Faber, Esq., J. P., Belvedere, Han-ogate (gr.,

Mr. Townsend), showed a well-arr.uiged group. in the

centre of this square group, raised on a piece of rustic cork-

work, was a well grown Palm surrounded by Ci*otons and
Orchids. Mr. Taylor, nurseryman, Pottemewton, near
Leeds, was awarded tho 2nd pi"ize.

There was a much keener oomi>etition in the local class

for miscclUineous groups of plants. These were arranged to

form a semicircle. L. Clayton, Esq., Oak Hill, Moortown
(gr., Mr. Fleet), gained the 1st prize with a neat group
lightly put up.

In the Chrysanthemum groups, tho quality of tho Vlooms
was superior to that of former j ears, but it is hoped that

in future the exhibitors may break away from the stiff

wall-like groups, and that the committee will allow foliage-

plants to bo interspersed with the Chrysanthemums. Mrs.

Tetley, Fox Hill, Weetwwod, was Ist ; and Mr. Petiinger,
nurseryman, Harrogate, 2nd.

Cut Blooms.—In most of these there was keen competition,

the Right Hon. the Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle,

Derby (gr., Mr. Goodacre), was the most successful com-
petitor, having gained the Challenge Cup in the class for

eighteen Japanese ; and also in the class for eighteen in-

curveds. In the former class there were nine entries, and
all the blooms staged were of excellent quality. The Earl

of HARR!N^iTON Staged magnificent blooms of the following

varieties :—Mrs. W. H. Lees, two blooms of Edith Tabor,

two blooms of Madame Camot, one of which g.-ined the

prize as being the best Japanese in the show ; Mutual
Friend, John Seward, Golden Gate. Duke of York, Mrs. H.
Weeks, Etoile de Lyon, Jules Chretien, Mrs. C. H. Payne, In-

ternational, Niveum, Rose Wj-nne, Silver King, and Miss

Rita Schroeter. This being the second time in succession

the E;iri of Harrinotos has won this tup, it now becomes
his property. C. H. Wright, Esq., J.P., Halston Hall,

Oswestry (gr., Mr. Roberts), was a good 2nd, with excellent

blooms.
In the class for eighteen incurveds, the Earl of Harring-

ton again took 1st place with two blooms of C. H. Curtis,

one of which was the best incurved in the show ; two of

J. Agate, J. Fulford, W. Tunnington, Empress of India,

Golden Empress ; two of Princess Teck, Hero of Stoke New-
ington, Charles Gibson, Mrs. J. Gardener, Mrs. S. Cotman,
Miss Haggas, Major Bonnaffon, Lord Alcester, and Mrs. AV.

Carpenter ; Messrs, Pearson &. Sons of Chilwell, Notts, were
2nd.

In the class for twelve incurved, distinct, [the winner of

the two former classes was again 1st ; and the Marquis ef

Rtpos, Studley Royal, Ripoi (gr, Mr. Kneller), 2nd. The
class for twelve Japanese, distinct, wiis also won by the Earl

of Harrington.

Local Clax-^es.—In the local classes for cut blooms, the

marked improvement in the quality, and also in the number
of exhibits, was a great encouragement to the committee.

The principal prize-winners in these classes were— Mrs.

BowERiNG, Allerton Hall, Gledhow (gr., Mr. Moore), who g.^ins

the Challenge Cup for twelve incurveds, distinct; Mrs.

Tetley, Fox Hill, Weetwood, who wins the Challenge Cup
for twelve Japanese, distinct; Sir J.4Mes Kitson, Bart, (gr.,

Mr. Grix) ; and A. T. Walker, Esq., The Elms, Weetword
(gr., Mr. Norman).

MLsrellaneous Plants.— In the classes for foliage and table

plants, E. B. Pabeh, Esq., J. P. ; Mrs. Bowerino, Sir James
Kitson, Bart. ; and A. T. Walker, Esq., were the principal

prite-winners.

Frt'it.—Graped, Apples, and Pears were well shown. In

the open cLass for Black Grap es, two bunches, the Earl

of Harewood, Harewood House, Leeds (gr., Mr. Jeffrey),

was Ist; the Earl of Faversham, Duncombe Park (gr., Mr.

Willi ms), 2nd. For two bun dies of White Grapes, 1st, the

Earl of Harrington, and Sir James Kitson 2nd.

In both six baking and six dessert Apples and stewing

Pears, the Earl of Harrington was 1st. There were also

local classes for fruits.

Vegetable C/os-^s.—The only exhibit worthy of special note
wiis a splendid tray of eight varieties, exhibited by Mrs.
Bowering.
Messrs. Cannell ii Sons offered a Championship Sash for a

collection of fruit, vegetables, and a stand of Chrysinthe-

jnums, open to all gardening societies of Yorkshire. Having
been won at liingley last year by the Leeds Paxton Society,

it was competed for tliis year at this show. The result was
tbat it had to be handtd over ti> the Ilorsforth Society.

Ilvnomry Exhibits.—Uessrs. Cannell & Sons had a table of

sprays of Pelargoniums.

Messrs. Clibran A: Sons had a fine display of Chrysan-
themums, and miscellaneous plants and fruits.

J. W. Oxlev, Esq., J. P., of Spenfield, Headingly, en a

Sago Palm in flower, and by atUiching the common name to

it, the plant drew a number of people to the show. [But what
was it? Ed.]

Mrs. HoDd.sKiNS, of Manchester, had a splendid exhibit of

her skeleton leaves and Ferns.

SOUTH SHIELDS.
November 2.0, 2ii. -TUe annual sIi'jw of the Sovith Shields

and Northern Couitios Chrysanthemum Society was held in

the Royal Assembly Room on the above dates. In com-

parison with tbe o\bibition held last year, the display was

rather less in extent, but the qu;Uity of the exhibits was

higher than then.

Cut blooms.—'There were six competitors in the cl.ass for

twenty-four Japanese, and the premier award was won by
Mr. J. Corbett, gr. to the Marquis of Normanby, Mulgrave
Castle, Whitby, who had a very creditable collection. The
best blooms were Mrs. W. H. Lees, C. Davis, Mens.

Pankoucke, Mutual Friend, Etoile de Lyon, Madame Carnot ;

2nd, Mr. G. Shotton. gr. to H. Andrews, Esq., Swarland Hall,

Felton, Northuml>erland. The 3rd collection was not very

far behind, but the flowers were a little coarse in the florets.

The contest for the best eighteen Japanese was also won
by Mr. Corbett, and Mr. G. Shotton was almost equal.

Tho class for twenty-four incurveds was won by Mr. G.

SHorroN with a good collection ; the blooms were of good

shape and size. C. H. Curtis, Empress of India, Violet Tom-
lln, J. Fieldford, Lord Alcester, Princess of Wales, Golden

Empress, Robert Putfield, Lady Dorothy. Queen of England,

Princess of Teck, J. Lambert, Baron Hirsch, and Mrs. Cole-

man were the principal blooms. Mr. J. McKenzie, gr. to the

Rev. R. Burton, Heddon Hall, Heddon-on-the-Wall, was

2nd, and showed well.

For eighteen incurveds, Mr. Q. SHOTtoN was 1st, and Mr.

J. Melntyre, gr. to Mrs. Gurney Pease, Woodside, 2nd.

The best twelve Japanese came from Mr. Thomas Wheeler,

gr. to Mrs. Mitchell, Jesmond Towers, Newcastle-on-Tyne ;

2nd, Mr. R. Pettifure, gr. to Jno. White, Esq., The Cedars,

Low FeU.

Mr. G. Shotton was 1st for twelve incurved blooms ; and

Mr. J. Coultas, gr. to Alderman Hardino, Darlington, 2nd,

who had very fine blooms.

The classes for twelve Anemone-flowered and twelve

reflexed v;\rieties were won by Mr. G. Shotton and Mr. J.

Wheeler respectively.

Floral Decorations were quite a feature, Mr. J. Sullivan

of Sunderland being very successful in these classes.

The epergnes, sprays, and button-holes were of exceptional

merit, Mr. G. Webster of Sunderland obtained twj or three

prizes in these classes.

Groups and PlaiUs.—The contest in the class for a group of

miscellaneous plants and Chiysanthemums waa won by Mr.

McIntyre, gardener at Woodside. Primulas were of high

merit, and table-plants were good. Toe bush-plants shoT^Ti

by residents of South Shields were very good. Mr. Wm.
Partridge, gr. to Henry Frason, Esq., Cleadon Meadows,

was Ist for three plants of Japanese varieties. The other

bush plants, such as Pompons, incui-ved, reflexed, and

"!
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Anemones, were of poorer quality than the Japanese, and

fewer in number.

Miscellayieoiis.—A very fine stand of Apples was shown by
Messrs. Cranston & Co., Limited, Kinpf's Acre Nurseries,

Hereford. The platform was decorated by Messrs. Fell & Co.

,

Hexham, with somo very fine plants.

There was much attention shown to an Orange tree ex-

hibited by Aid. Malam, of South Shields, the President of

the Society, which had some two dozen fruits upon it, well

coloured.

DARLINGTON GARDENERS.
November 27.—Encouraged by the success of last year's

exhibition, the committee of the DarliuKton G;irdeners'

Institute held anotherexhibition of fruit and Chrysanthemum
blooms in the Mechanics Institute on the above date. There

was a very fine collection of fruit shown, but only three

exhibits of Chrysanthemums were staged. A special medal

was awarded to Lord Barnard for five magnificent bunches

of Grapes- Sir Joseph Pease was awarded a prize for a

collecfon of truit, specially noticeable among which were

Marie Louise Pears and Emperor Alexander and Elizabeth

Apples. The 1st prize for a dish of Pears went to Lord

Derramofe of Heslington Hall, York, for a dish of Beurre

Diel, and for dessert Apples to Sir Joseph Pease, who had

Cos's Orange Pippin. Lady Cowell of Clifton Castle was Ist

for culinary Apples, with a dish of Blenheim Orange Pippin.

An extensive collection of fruit from Messrs. Jas. Backhouse

Sons, The Nurseries, York, and some fine specimens of

Primula obconiea and double Primulas from Mr. J. B.

HoDfiSKiN of Elm Ridge, were much admired. Apples and

Potatos, &c. were shown by Messrs. Kent & Brtpon. The

1st prize for Japanese Chrysanthemum blooms was awarded

to Mrs. Barclay of Richmond ; and a prize for amateurs was

won by Mr. Percival Andrews. A very fioe collection of

twelve incurved Chrysanthemum blooms was shown by

Alderman Hardtno.

ELGIN.
November 28.— As the outcome i»f a movement inaugurated

some time ago by Mr. John Thompson, Bishopmill, to

establi-ih a Chrysanthemum show in Elgin, a very sviccessful

show was held on the above date, of Chrysanthemnm.s, fruit,

and vegetables in the Com Market Hall. Much greater compe-

tition might have been looked for, however, for in many of the

classes there were only one, two, or three entries, bo that the

resources of the district were not nearly made available. This

discrepancy, however, was p.artly compensated for by the

fine quality of the exhibits, many of which, especially in the

Chrysanthemum department, excited the admiration of all

who saw them. The show was well patronised during the

day, and the promoters have I'cason to feci gratified at the

success which has attended their first effort. The walls of

the whole interior were nicely decorated with evergreens.

The arrangements were carried out by Mr. Thompson, who
acts an secretary and treasurer, assisted by th:' members of

the committee.

Tlie principal competition was that for the best eighteen

Japanese blooms, and the prize was won by Mr. Smith, Mary-

hill, with a very creditable collection. His best blooms were

the famous Mons. Bernard, Amos Pen*y, and Hairy Wonder.

From the Maryhill Gardens also came the >>e3t single Japanese

bloom. There was not a great display of;pi't plants, but such as

were forward were very creditable for the .season. Fruit and
vegetables were a large and excellent display. In this

section, Mr. Deloarno, Pitgaveny, carried almost everything

before him; while Mr. Smith. Innea House, was 1st for a

magnificent basket of vegetables of six varieties.

NATIONAL chrysanthemum:.
November 26. —The Dinner. -There was a numerous

gathering of the members and supporters of this Society on

the occasion of the annual dinner at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet

Street, on the above date, under the chairmanship of W.
FowLKR, Esq.

In proposing the toast of the evening, "The National

Chrysanthemum Society," the Chairman bore testimony to

the erticient and admirable manner in which the Floral

Committee have classified the new varieties of Chrysanthe-

nuims, a woi'k of much difficulty, which was deserving of the

best thanks of the Society, and of cultivators of the flower

in general. He said that at one time the term " National
"

was scarcely suitable or deserved, but this was not the case

now, for the Society makes steady progress. Since January 1

this year it had received an accession of 182 new members,
and twenty six provincial societies had become affiliated,

making eighty in all, and the members numbered 800.

The financial condition of the society, he said, was most
floiiriahing ; but he and many others would like their shows

to be held in some building which is better suited for exhibi-

tions than the Royal Aqu irium ; at the same time he

acknowledged that the managing body of that place of public

entertainment had met the society in a liberal man lor. He
then gave the toast of the evening, which wis enthusiasti-

cally received.

The toast of the l:ii3 affiliated societies was given by

Mr. P. Waterer, who, in the course of his remarks, alluded

to the advantages, reciprocal in their nature, which accrued

from the affiliation of provincial societies one with another

and with the National Chrysanthemum Society. The head
society, he said, was much indebted to them, and to none
more so than the Bromley Society. In illustration of the
strides made by some of the Chrysanthemum societies ii\

this country, it was mentioned that the show this year of the

Scottish Horticultural Society, held in Edinburgh, was
visited by 30,000 persous, and a very large sum of money was
taken at the doors. Mr. W- Weeks, in returning thanks for

this trtast, sp^ke in terras of eulogy of Mr. Harman Payne and
his unwearied efforts in forwarding the interests and welfare

of the parent society; of Messrs. Molyneux, Mease, Lees, and
others who have baen instrumental in spreading a love of

the Chrysanthemum in the country, and in indicating

improved methods of culture. He said that he would pre-

fer Japanese and incurved varieties being shown on different

days, for as now shown together the interest taken in the
Japanese was so overwhelming, that the incurved section

became undeservedly neglected ; and whit the public looked
askance at, cuUiv:itors very soon neglected altogether.

At this part of the proceedings the various trophies, cups,

medals, &c., were distributed by the Chairman to the rather

numerous recipients, including the Portsmouth Society,

whose delegate, Mr. Barry, took the Challenge Trophy. He
said that the Society intended to " came up to the Aquarium,
and walk the Trophy (a shield) home again." Among the
recipients of honours was Mr. Donald of Leyton Green, one
of the fathers of the Society, and who received two awards,
including the Gold Jubilee Medal ; Mr. H. J. Jones, who took

a Gold Jubilee Medal for one of the best groups of Chrysan-
themums ever shown ; Mr. Mease of Leatherhead, who also

W.IS awarded a Gold M-idal for his stand of sixty incurved,

and the same number of Japanese varieties.

Amongst the gentlemen present was M. Martinet, as re-

presenting the Xationril Chrysanthemum Society of France,

and editor of Le Jardin, who in good English, gave

a brief account of the Chrysanthemum in Franca as

an object for exhibition. In regard to this matter his coiuitry-

men are not quite on a level with the English growers, having

only been engaged in it for a period of ten years, but they hoped
shortly to compete on terms of equality. Mr. Harman
Payne, he said, was very well known in France, where they

were very glad of the cooperation of any one who could

advance the aims of the French societies ; and he had been

appointed a Knight of Le Merite Agricole.

A rather lai-ge toast-U^t was duly got through, the pro-

ceedings being enlivened with instrumental and vocal music.

D^;c^:^ItlKR I, "J, :f.—The last of the series of exhibitions by

the National Chrysanthemum Society, for the present year,

was opened on Tuesday last in the Hoyal Aquarium, West-

minster. It was imdoubtedly a very fine show, and a capital

close to the Jvibilec season. As will be seen from the report

which follows, the number of exhibits was unusually high

in many of the classes, and the quality of the Japanese and

incurvctl flowers alike was satisfactory. The entire .show

Wiis held in the galleries, this arrangement being necessary

on account of the whole of the floor space being devoted to

the ladies' bicycle races I At this late exhibition there are no

cUisses for groups of Chrysanthemum plants or fur ftpccimen

trained plants.

CUT BLOOMS (Open Clasje.?).

Japanese.—When it is .stat*l that there were eighteen

competitors in the principal class, viz., that for twenty-four

Japanese blooms, in not fewer than eighteen varieties, it

will be expecte<l that the flowers in the first prize collection

were of more than ordinary merit. Such was the case,

and the winner was Mr. W. Messenger, gr. to C. H.

Berners, Esq., Woolverstone Park. Ipswich, The varieties

•were:— Back Bow, Madame Carnot (especially good). Inter-

national, Golden Gate, Waban, Mdlle. 0. Molin, Elmer D.

Smith, Etoile de Lyon ; Centre, Mons. Chenon de Lech6

(very fine colonrj, Rose Wjmne, Graphic, Duchess of York,

Niveum, Etoile de Lyon, Mdllo. M. A. de Galbert. Elmer
D. Smith; Front, Golden Gate, Silver King, Rose Wynne,
Beauty of Castlewood, \'iolett^, Lo Prince dii Bois, Miss

M. Blenkiron. and Silver Cloud. The evhibitor who was
awarded 2nd place was Mr. W. Slogrove, gr. to Mrs.

Crawford, Gatton, Reigate. The most noticeable of the

blooms in this stand were Madame Carnot, Madamo A,

Chatin, Primrose League, Golden (Jate, and Madame E.

Capitant. ;ird. Mr. G. Hunt, gr. to Pantia Rai.li, Esq.,

Ashstoad Park, Fpsom. An extra prize was awarded to

Mr- James Stredwick, Silverhill, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

The second clivss was one for twenty-four bunches of any
varieties of Chrysanthcnuims. Six competed, and there

were scarcely two exhibitors who had similar ideas of the

kind of arrangement most desired. The Ist prize was well

taken by Mr. Norman Davis, The Vineries, Framfield,

Sussex, who had good bold bunches of fine blooms, exhibited

with considerable stem and foliage, in glass and earthenware

bottles. '2nd, Mr. R. C. Notcut, Broughton Rnad Nursery,

Ipswich. In the cise of one exhibit, the bkioms were

hiiddled upon the tops of the bottles, and in such manner
that many of them might have been mistaken for single

blooms.

The best twelve Japanese blooms were exhiliited by Mr. H.

Perkins, gr. to the Hon. W. F. D. Smith, Greenlands, Henley-

the Thames.
Of the seventeen other collections, the best was that from

Mr. W. Messenoer, who had a good lot indeed ; 2nd, Mr. J.

Sandford, gr. to G. \^. Wright I nole, Esq., Wood House,

North Finchley.

Mr. Hi-NRv Perkins won for the best six Japanese [distinct).

There were sixteen collections.

The best twelve bunches of Japanese flowers came from
Mr. R. C. NoTCUT, who was followed by Mr. Norman Davis
and Mr. W. Howe, gr. to H. Tatk. Esq. Park Hill, Streatham.

The Ist prize for six bunches of Japanese blooms was
awarded to Mr. W. Slogrove, gr. to Mrs. Crawford, Gatton
Park, Reigate. Mr. N. Davis who was placed 2nd, exhibited

to go^adVantage.

Incurved.—The best collection of twelve incurved in sIk

varieties, was one from Mr. W. Neville, whose blooms were
of good quality and even. The varieties were R. C. Kingston,
MajorBonnafTon, J. Agate, C. Curtis, W. Tunnington, Bonnie
Dundee, and King of Orange. 2nd, Mr. H. Butcher, gr. to

C. J. Bass, Eiq., Lodge Hou£e, Smeeth, Ashford. Mr, Jas.

Agate was a fairly good 3rd, and there were nine other

exhibitors.

The best six blooms (distinct) were from Mr, W. Neville,

gr. to F. W. Flio ht, Esq., Cornstiles, Twyford. Winchester.

Single Flowered Varieties.—The best nine bunches of large-

flowered varieties were shown by Mr. G. W, Forbes, gr. to

D. NicoTS, Esq. This class made a very fine display, and Mr.

W. C. Pagram, gr. to J. Courtenay, Esq., The Whim, Wey-
bridge, and Mr. A. Feloate, jr., The Nurseries, Hersham,
Walton-OQ-Th ames, who were 2nd and 3rd respeotivelj*, had
creditable collections.

Mr. G. W, Forbes was again 1st in a competition for the

best twelve bunches of small-flowered varieties, followed by
Mr. W. C. Paoram, and Mr. A. Felqate. The last uaraed ex-

hibitor was successful for six bunches of large-flowered

varieties, followed by Mr. Jas. Agate, Havant Nurseries,

who, however, w on the class for six bunches of sm.dl-flowcred

v;^.rieties.

AMATEURS.
The best six Japanese blooms in not fewer than three va-

rieties were from H. A. Needs, Esq., Heath View, Woking,
The varieties were Mutual Friend, very large, Phtebus, ana
Niveum. 2nd, Mr. F. Durrant, 4, New Road, Ware, Herts.

The vases of Chrysanthemums arranged with coloured foli-

age, .fee, were upon the whole tasteful and pretty. The 1st

prize w^as taken by Mr. D. B. Crane, Woodview Terrace,

Archway RoAd, Highgate; 2nd, Mrs. W. Green, jr., Harold
Wood, Essex.

MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS.
There were excellent exhibits of Cyclamens and Primulas.

The best collection of Primulas (open) was shown by Mr. J.

Gibson, gr. to E. H. Watts, Esq., The Avenue, Chiswick.

These were tastefully ex hibited upon a table and interspersed

with small Palms, Codiajums, Ferns, and other plants for

effect. 2nd, Mr. T. P. McGregor, gi*. to the Dow.ager Lady
II AV, North House, Putney Hill.

Mr. GiB-soN was also the best exhibitor of twelve plants in

flower of Primula sinensis, being followed by Mr. R. Bassil,

gr. to P.-H. Evans, Esq., Shooter's Hill House, Pangbourne,

Berks.
The beat dozen plants of double-flowering Primvilas was

from Mr. J. Sandford, gr. to G. Wrioht Inole, Esq., Wood
House, North Finchley.

Cyclamens as a collection wore best shown by Mr. W. Okp-

wooD, Cowley Mill Road, Uxbridge, who filled one of the

tables with extremely satisfactory plants in several varieties.

No miscellaneous plants were used by this exhibitor, but In

the collection from the Church Road Nursery Company,
Ilanwell. which was awarded 2nd prize, a few were included

to advantage.

Mr. W. Frost, gr. to G. A^shlev Dodd, Esq., Godingtun,

Ashford, Kent, exhibited capitilly in the cla.ss for 12 plants

of Cyclamens (nurserymen excluded), but there was no

conipetition.

There were two exhibits of a collection of berried foliage

and flowering plants, ami the one that obtained for Sir

Ei». Saiinpers, Fairlawn, Wimbledon (gr., Mr. Newell) the 1st

prize was a highly creditable one. Poinsettias, Crotons,

Kerns, Primulas, Cyclamens, Bouvardias, Roman Hyacinths,

Ac, wore arranged in excellent taste, and if there was fault

at all it was in the i)lant.s being placed a little too thickly.

2nd, Mr, W. Howe, whose plants were too large for the size

of the table upon which they were arranged.

The be.st basket of berries and foliage was shown by Mrs.

W. Green, jr., Harold Wood

HONORARY EXHIIUTS.
These were made by most of the Chrys mthemum specialists,

and there were some fruits and vegetibles shown. Mr. Nor-

man Davis had a few blooms of varieties useful for decora-

tive puriJoses, of which Framlicld Pink may ba mentioned as

the most promising.

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth, showed a good number of

cut blooms, including several novelties.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, had a collection of about

eight dozen large blooms, and at the back were pretty bunches

of single-flowering, pompon, and decorative varieties.

From Mr. Robt. Owen came two dozen very fine incurved

blooms, in a few varieties, and a similar number of Japanese

blooms.

Vases and glasses of Clxrysanthemums were .shown by Misa

Easterbrouke, and Mr. T. Tnllett, gr. to G. Alexand'R,

Esq., Brentwood.
From the Earlswood Nurseries, Mr. Wells contributed

about four dozen fine blooms, principallj' Japanese vai-ieties,

and also a display of decorative and single flowers.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, made their usual

exhibit of exceedingly bright Pelargonivmi flowers in sprays,

and likewise exhibited some Chrysanthemum blooms.

A pretty table of fruits in dishes, relieved by very well

berried plants of Solanums, and other decorative plants, was

shown by Messrs. Jno. Laino & Son, Forest Hill Nurseries,

London, S.E.
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Mr. H. J. Jones, of the Ryocroft Nursery, Hither Green,

Lewisham, h-id a very large gruup of Chrysjnthemura plants,

about %f\ feet lung and \1 feet wide. The side of the building
to which these abutted w;v3 diaped in shades of green.

Foliage plants .were used to Increase the effect, which was
most satisfactory.

Mr. J. Williams, Oxford Road, Ealiug, hud a stand of
*' Rustic" tible-decorative appliancea, andllie A'iRici ltikal
AND HuRTii I i.TURAi. Assot JATtON. 1,1 D. , woc I ei,rcsouted.

Mr. C. J. Waites, gr. iu the lion. W. I'. TalruT, Glenburst,

Ksher, exhibited a collection of first class vegetables,

Messrs. J. Pked & Sons, Roupell Park Nurseries, N'orwood

Road, London, S.E., showed Tears and Apples,

FLORAL OOMMITTKK.

A meeting of th3 Floral <_'i»mmittee was held, bnt there

were few subjects submitted for consideration. Two First-

class Certificates of Merit were awarded, one to Mr. Wright,

a large deep Japanese variety, with petals of medium breadth,

drooping, full substance, and highly promising, a seedling

raised by Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham ; and
to Japanese Commodore, blush tinted with lilac, a large

broad-petalled variety, and like many others incurving

first and reflexing afterwards, from Mr. H. Featherbv,
Gillingham. The question of doubtful incurved varie-

ties was warmly debated, and Egyptian, a variety

bhown numerously in Mr. H. J. Jokes" group of

plants, where some of the blooms were as perfectly in-

curved as Prince Alfred ; the committee again decided to

pliice it among the incurved Japanese. Duchess of Fife

was sent by Mr. C. Bei.lib, Ludlow, with the request

that the committee would pronounce whether it was an in-

curved or not; but there was much difference of opinion

among the committee on this point. The matter is to be
threshed out by a special sub-eonniiiitoe, shortly to be

appointed. Miss Louise D. Black, an incurved, was shown hy
Mr. Gf^'DJREv, but the committee declined to acknowledge it

.18 such. Mr. H. J. Jones had a yellow Bport from Madame
Carnot, which he proposed to call Mrs. F. A. Bcvan. It was
thought to he darker than the sport shown by Mr. Well.^,

and the committee wished to sec it agaii. Mr. W. Harvf.v,
Chislohurst, had Mrs. R. B. Martin, which will probably bd
seen in better condition on a futurj day.

THE ORIGIN OF GARDEN
GLADIOLI.

The praise given to Gladiolus NnnceiauuB by your
Loudou correspondent in Garden, and Fonsl for

October 7, is well deserved, and I think it may
interest your readers to hear something more about
the origin of thij and other remarkable garden races

of this noble genus.

The Gladioli of gardens may bo distinguished in

an early-flowering and an autumn-flowering group.

The large group of eaily Gladioli embraces innu-

merable fjrms of species and hybrids, where, among-
the most common types, are the Cape species Gladio-

lus blandus, O. cardinali?, and G. tristis ; and the

hybrids G. ramosus (cardinalis x oppositiflorus), G.

Colvillei (triatis x cardinalis), &c. 1 cannot treat this

section in detail now, and will only say that one of

the most useful new additions to it is the soft rosy-

pink cardinalis variety. Queen Wilhelmiua, which
has been highly spoken of in various gardening
papers.

The late-flowering Gladioli have so improved of

late, that the original species have become very in-

Bigniflcant, compared with the garden hybrids of

their progeny. Five distinct races of autumn-
flowering hybrid Gladioli have been sent out up to

the present, an abbreviated description of which may
follow here ;

—

1. Gladiolus hybr. Gandavcnsis.—This section is

well known, although there is still some doubt as to

its exact oiigin. The first announcement of the

originnl hybrid appeared in \'an Houtte's CatalogiK,

No. 6, which was published on August 31, 1811.

There are two opinions as regards the origin of this

hybrid. In the Plorc dcs Sernn, published by Van
Houtte himself, it is stated to be the result

of a cross between G. cardinalis and G. psitta-

cinus. On tlie other baud, we have Dean Herbert's

opinion, who found that the indicated cross, ' if

not absolutely iuiposaible, is so difficult, that

repeated attempts made during successive years

(by himself and others) have all proved abor-

tive." On the contrary, the Natal species,

G. psittacinus and the Cafl"rariau G. oppositiflorus,

have been freely crossed by Herbert and several

others, and the result was exactly the same Gladiolus

figured in the Flore dcj- Serra as Gandavensis. The

hybrid created a sensation, but was, of course, soon

surpassed. The most successful raiser of new varie-

ties was Mons. Soucbet of Fontainebleau ; and after

his death, in 1872, his buccc'Ssim's, Messrs. Soaillard

and Brunelet.

J. Gladiolus Ill/Or. L':noinci. — Sumo twenty-five

years ago a new species of Gladiolus was introduced

from the (*ape, which proved to be hardy, oi', at

Iciist, more hardy than the GaudavensiB varieties. It

vms crossed by the skilful_liybridiscr, Mons. Lemoine,

with the best Gandavensis varieties, and so he

obtained tlio first hybrids of a new race which he

called Lcmoinei, and which made -its appearance at

the Paris International Exhibition of 1878. Being

pretty well known at present, it does not need de-

scription. Kvery year the colours of the new
varieties become mure brilliant and eOective. It is a

pity, however, that the more beautiful the varieties

become, the more they loss their hardy qualitie", a

natural consequence of the little pu' pureoauratus

blood remaining in the progeny.

3. Gladiolus In/lir. Tnriccnsis and Chihhi.— Bjth

of these sections originated in the same manner-

-

namely, by crossing Gladiolus Sauudersi, another

Cape species, introduced some twenty years ago, with

Gandavensis varieties. G. Turicensis originated in

Mr. Kroebel's nursery at Zurich ; it is probably lost

to cultivation now. The hi.story of G. ('hildsi is

rather confused. Many years ago Herr Max l.eichtlin

made a siiijilar cross as Mr. I'roebel, and sold the

hybrids obtained to a French nurseryman, from

whom they were purcha.sed by an American firm, the

stock of which went afterwards to Mr. Childs of Floial

Park, who gave them his name aad pushed them

successfully.

4. Gladiolus hi/hr. XaiKeianus.—This race, referred

to by Mr. Watson, is of quite different origin

from Gladiolus Childsi. and the two races must

not bo confounded. G. Nauceianus was the first

hybrid of a series now comprising some fifty

varieties, raised by Mons. Lomoine, and first pre-

sented to the horticultural public at the Paris

Exhibition of 1880. It originated from a cross

between G. Saundersi and Lemoinei varieties, and

this origin at once shows that the Nauceianus race is

an advance on Turicensis and Childsi, as one of the

parents, namely, Lemoinei hybrid, was an advance on

one of the parents in the other case (Gandavensis

hybrids). A few varieties of the Nauceianus r.ice are

not so vigorous as could be desired, but the newer

ones especially are strong growers, throwing up
spikes 6 feet tall, carrying large-sized flowers, often

measuring more than 7 inches across between the

lips of the two lateral segments of the corolla, which

are developed in the form of two large triangular,

fully-expanded wings, and the colours are simply

marvellous. All the trade varieties hithertj intro-

duced were obtained by Mous. Lemoine, and we
have not seen any hybrids from other origins

surpassing them.

f>. Gladiolus hijhr. Mamlicnsis.—Although this is

one of the newest races ofl'ered, it is in no way an

advance, which is not surprising when we remember
that one of the parents is the very old and ugly

Gladiolus psittaciuus, which has b-en improved by
hybridising for fifty years already. Wo only refer to

it here for completeness.

Cdueludiug, I beg to give a little pedigree showing

tlie atliuity and origin of tiie pnncipal races of

Gladiolus hybrids referred to above :
-

psittacinus ^. opposit'florus

I

purpureo-auratus x Gandavensis x Saundersi

I
. I

Saundersi x Lemoinei Turicensis (Childsi)

Nanceianu-:.

Ernst U. Rrdu'jc, IJaarltm, Holland,

and Forest-^'

in " Garden

V A R 1 0^ M.

Proposed Vine Cultivation in South
Ireland.—An Italian, Siguor Egidio Vitali, who is

concerned with Vine-growing in northern Italy,

having been recently through those portions of

southern Kerry and Cork, the climate of which is so

largely modified by the influence of the Gulf Stream

has written to the Karl of Kenmare suggesting th

a trill should be given to tlie culture of the Vine in

those districts. Ho has pointed out to his lordship

that several trees and shrubs which grow in mild

climates thrive in Killarney and other places in the

south, which, in this respect, have the advantage of

northern Italy, where the Vine flourishes ; and he

has offered to provide hardy Vines for those regions

for experimental planting in Kerry. It is worthy of

note that the Marquis of Bute has tried a similar

experiment in the neighbourhood of Cardiff, where

the climatic conditions are not as favourable to its

success as those found in South Kerry. Western

Morn imj Newn.

fTbc term " acciunulated temperature" indicates tho ag^e-
gata amount, as well as the duration, o( dcgreea of
temperature above or bolow 42° Fahr. for the period
named : and this cotnbinod result is expressed in Day-
dogrees— a " D.iy-dogree " signifying 1" continued for

twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]

Bright
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Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, DECEMBER 3.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for tlie subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular
day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they may fluctuate, not only from day to
day. but often several times in one day. Ed.1

Plants in Pots.—Averaob Wholesale Peices.

Adiantum, per doz. 4
Aspidistras,perdoz. 12
— specimen, each 5
Chrysanthemums,

perdoz. ... 6
— specimen plants.

each .. ... 1

Cinermos. per doz
Cyclamens, perdoz. 12
Dracaanas, each ... 1

— various, p. doz. 12
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz.... 6

Ericas, p. doz. ... 10

d. s. d.

0-12
0-30
0-15

0-12

e- 2 G
12

(^IS
0-7 6
0-24

0-24
0-12

Ericis, hyemalis,
per doz 12

Ferns, small, doz. ... 1

— various, doz. 5
Ficus elastica, each 1

Foliage plants, p3r
doz 12

Marguerites, p. doz. S
Palms, various, ea. 2
— specimens, ea. 10
Pel irgoniums,Scar-

lets, p. doz. ... 6
Poinsettia, per doz. 12
Solanums, p. doz.... 12

s. d. 8. d.

0-15
0-2
0-12
0-7 6

0-36
0-12
0-10
6-84

0- S
0-18
0-15

Cot Flowers.—Average Wholesale Prices.

Anemone, doz. bun.
Arums, p. 12 blooms
Bouvardias, perbn.
Carnations, pr. doz.

blooms
Chrysanthemums,

doz. bun.
— doz. blooms

Eui-h.iris, per dozen
Hyacinths! Roman),

doz. sprays
Lilac, wh. (French),

Ser bunch
um Hanisi, per
doz. blooms ...

— lancdu ium,
doz. blooms

Lily of the Valley,
dozen sprays

Maidenhair Fern,
per 12 bunches ...

Marguerites, per 12
bunches

Mignonette, per
doz. bunches ...

Mimosa (French),
per bunch

8. d. $. d,
16-26
4 0-60

6- y

10-26

3 0-60
10-40
2 6-40

6-10

3 6-50

4 0-60

2 0-30

10-26

4 0-80

2 0-40

4 0-60

10-16

Orchids :—
Cattleya, 12blms.
Odontoglossum
crispum, 12 bm.

Pelargoniums, scar-
let, per 12 bun.

— per 12 sprays...
Poinsettia, per doz.
blooms

Pyrothrums, 12 bu.
Roses (French), per

doz. blooms
— Tea, perdoz. ...

— yellow (Mar6-
chal), per doz.

— red, per dozen
— pink, per doz.
— Safrano, p. doz.
Tuberoses, 12 blma.
Tulips, per doz. ...

Violets (Fr.)Parme,
per bunch

— — Czar, per
bunch— — doz. bun.

— (Eog.), per
doz. bun.

8. d. s. d.

6 0-12

2 0-60

4 0-80
6-09

12 0-1.J U

2 0-40

10-20
9-16

6 0-90
10-20
3 0-40
10-20
3-06
0-10

2 6-40

2 0-30
16-20

16-26
Orchid-bloom in variety.

Froit.—.

Apples, Blenheims,
per J-sieve ...

— Cox's Orange,
per i-sieve ...— NVelUngtons,
per sieve ...

— Ordinary
kinds, per
sieve

Grapes, Alicante.let
quality, per lb.

— Alicante, 2nd
quality, per lb.

— Gros Colmar,
selected, p. lb.

AvBRAaE Wholesale Priobs.

8. d. 8. d. s. d
Grapes, Gros Col-

2 0- 2 6 mar, per lb. ... 1 3-
— Muscat, 2n(i

5 0-60 qual.p.lb. ... 2 0-
— Gros Colmar,

0-60 2ndqual.,perlb. 1— Muscats, Eng-
lish, 1 St quality
per lb 3 6-2 0-30

13-1 6

10- 1

1 9-(i 2

Medlars, per J-sieve 2 6-

Nuts, Cob, per
100 1b. ... 30 0-

Pine-apples, St. Mi-
chael, each ... 1 6-

s.d.

1 6

4 6

3

35

;i 6

Vegetables.—Averaoe Wholesale Prices.

8. d. 8. d.
Artichokes, Globe,

perdoz. ... 2 0-30— Chinese (6ta-
chystuberifera),
perib 4 —

Beans, French,
Channel Is.,

per lb. .. 13-14
Cauliflowers,p. tally
of 5 doz 5 0-76

Cucumbers, home-
grown, per dz. 6 0-80

Mushrooms, (Indoor)
per lb 10

Mushrooms(Fnch.),
p. lb

Sea Kale, per pun-
net, 3J to 4 lb.

weight
Tomatos, home-

grown, smooth,
per doz. lb. ..

selected
— ordinary kinds,

do
— Canary Islands,

per case, about
12 lb

8. d s. d.

:i 6

5

2

5

POTATOS.

Arrivals have considerably increased during the week, and
less money is being taken to clea-, especially for middle-class
stuff. Present prices :—Dunbar Main Crops, liSs. to 100.s\ ;

Lincoln do,, 75«. to S5ff. ; othor varieties, 50s. to G'js. ; Black-
ands, 40.9. J. B. Tfiomas.

SEEDS.
London: Dec 2. — Messrs. John Shaw Si Sons, Seed

Merchants, of Great Maze Pond, Borough, London, S.E
,

describe to-day's market as poorly attended, with but few
transactions passing. Indeed, as regards Clover-seeds, busi-
ness seems tacitly postponed until the New Year, meantime
value generally keeps steady. For Canary and Hemp-seed
the sale is slow. Niger seed appears almost unobtainable.
There is no cliange in either lilustard or Rape-seed. The
ecently arrived Californian Butter Beans being cheap and

good, have proved an acceptable novelty. The severe weather

tends to harden values for Peas and Haricots. Freights for

Wisconsins owing to the closing of the American la'^es have

advanced.

FRUIT AND VEOETABIiES.
Glasgow : Dfcemb':r 2.—The following are the averages of

the priceo cuiTcnt at market during the past week :—Fruit

:

Pears, Gd. per lb. ; Apples, Is, to 2^. 6tZ. per stone ; Tomatos,

Guernsey, 5d. per !b. ; do., Scotch, 6^d. do. ; Grapes, home,
Is. to 2s. do. ; do., foreign, 4(f. to 61 do. Vegetables:

Turnips, white, 2s. to 2$. 6d. per dozen bunches; Swedes.

Is. to Is. 2d. per cwt. ; Savoys, Is. to Is. 3d. per dozen
;

Cabbages, Srf. to 9'i. do. ; do , late, Is. to Is. Gd. do.
;

do.. Red, 2s. Gd. to 3s. do. ; Cauliflowers, Dublin, 2s. to

2s. 6d. per dozen ; Parsnips, 4s. Gd. per cwt. ; Herbs,

assorted. Id. to 2'L per bunch ; Leeks, Is. 'Ml. to 2s. Gd. per

dozen bunches ; Mint, 6d. per bunch ; Onions, Dutch, 3-;.

per bag; do., Portugal, Is. per stone; do.. Globe, 3s. to

3s. Gd. per cwt. ; Parsley, bs. to 6s. do. ; GreeD.s, -id. per

bunch; Celery, table, 2s. per bundle; do., common, 9d. to

Is. do. ; Potatos, best, 8d. per stone ; Carrots, 2s. Gd. to 3«. fd.

per cwt. ; Artichokes, 10s. to 14s. do. ; Cucumbers, 4s. to

4s. Gd. per dozen; Lettuces, Gd. to 9d. per dozen; do.,

French, iM. t> Is. do. ; do., Cos, 9d. do. ; Radishes, 9d. to

Is. per doz. bunches; Horseradish, 2s. to 3?. per bundle;

Mushrooms, Is. to Is. Zd. per lb. ; Beetroot, €d. per doz.
;

Cress, 3d. per ba-sket ; Brussels Sprouts, Is. Gd. to Is. 9d. per

stone.

Liverpool: December 2.—The followiug are the averages of

the prices current at the undermentioned markets :—St.

John's: Potatos, SI to lOti. per peck; Grapes, English, 2s.

to 3f. per pound; do., foreign, Gd. to 8d. do. ; Pines, Eng-
lish, 4s. to Ss. each. Birkenhead :—Potatos, Gd. to Sd. per

pack; Grapes, English, 2s. 6d. to 3s. Gd. per pound; do.,

foreign, Gd. to Sd. do. ; Pines, English, 4s. to Ss. each. ;

North Hay': Turnips, iSs. to Iss. 6d. per ton; Potatos,

Giants, Is. 9(/. to 2s. per cwt. ; Main Crop, 2s. to 3s. 3d. do.

;

Champions, Is. 10'/. to 2s. 41 do. ; Sutton's Abundance, Is.

do. ; Bruces, Is. lOt^ to 2». 4-^. do. ; Carter's, is. 9d to 2s. 2d. do.

;

Turnips, Gd. to 'M. dozen bunches ; Swedes, Is. :id. to Is. Gd.

pjrcwt. ; Carrots, Gd. to Srf. per dozen bunches ; do., 2s. 9rf.

to 3s. 3i. cwt. ; Onions, English, :j*. Gd. to 4s. Gd. do. ; do.,

foreign, 2*. ttrf. to 3s. do. ; Parsley, Gd. to Hd. per dozen
bunches; Cauliflowers, Is. to 2s. per dozen; Cabbages, 6d.

to Is. 6d. do. ; Celery, Sd. ti Is. do.

CORN.
vVvERAGK Prices of British Corn (psr imperial qr.), for the

week ending November 28, and for the corresponding period

in 1895, together with the difference in the quotations. These
figures are based on the Official AVeekly Return :

—

Description.
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Cryptomeria japonica ; 3, Cryptomeria elegaus.—

•

E. C. F. The bloom is not sufficiently good to

indicate its true character. We prefer not to

attempt to name florists' varieties.

Old Passion- Flower in a Cold Vinery: T. F.

Having selected the main shoots which are to
remain, spur in the laterals closely on these, and
remove all other shoots. The operation will require
to be severely carried out, and if plants in pots or

borders are grown beneath the plant, the main
shoots of the latter should not be nearer together
than 2 feet. The plant does not flower because
the tangle of shoots do not get ripened for lack of
air and sunlight. The border m which the plant
is growing may need partial renewing, and the
present is a suitable time to do this.

Soft Tennis Labn : A. Put in a few cross
drains—say three at 3 feet in depth ; take away
the surface s )il to a depth of .I or 6 inches, then
put on a layer of coal-ashes 3 inches thick, and
above this another of loamy soil, make all firm and
level, and relay with the best nf the old turf, com-
pleting the turfing with new turf free from weeds

;

beat and roll it well, and leave it to settle, not using
it for play before the spring.

Park Sbow : Duml tl Fih. We thank you for

your letter calling attention to our report of the
Paris Chrysanthemum show. At this season of the
year there is an enormous pressure on our space,

and we are compelled to limit the number and
the length of our reports. You will see by the
last paragraph in the report complained of that we
shall refer to the Paris show again shortly, but we
can in no case undertake to name all the sucessful
exhibitors.

Vines : T. /•'. The Vines may be pruned at any time
whilst they are at rest, and then no styptic will be

, required, there being no " bleeding " to fear. If

the Vines are to be grown without fire-heat, they
must be allowed to break in April, keeping the
house as cool as you can till then. On purpose to
push on the growth at that season, you may, after

the lapse of a fortnight, use enough fire-heat to

keep the house at 55' by day, 45 by night ; or you
may obtain as good results and a sufficiently high
degree of warmth by building up a heap of fer-

menting stable dung and tree-leaves on a platform
of boards placed on the border, being careful not
to have too much of the pungent ammouiacal
fumes from the same confined in the vinery, but
aflbrd a few small openings for its escape day and
night. If fire-heat is employed, the syringe may
be employed twice a day, and if dung and leaves,

once on bright days will suffice for two or three
weeks, or till the Vines are well broken. Pay
attention to our calendarial articles. If the border
should need to be partially or wholly renewed,
now is a good time to attend to this matter,
although entire renewal is better done in Sep-
tember. Get Vines and Vinr. Culture, a useful
manual, by Mr. A. F. Barron.

Whitk Floccose Substance on Bark op Breoh
'

Tree-Lover. See answer to "Mrs. B." in our issue
of November 21, p. 639.

C0MMUNIC.4T10N3 RECEIVED.—Dr. H. Boz.—W. G. S.—J. B.—
C. L.—Charon flls.—Cauon E.—D. T. F.—W. W.—H W_
J. B.—G. M.—H. M., Paris-W. T. T.—C. H. P.—.J U —
J. T.—B. M.—E. J. L. — P. H. W.—Geo. C—P. R. & Co
W. P.-T. H. S.—J. F. — W. J.-G. Staaton.— H. W —
H. J. J.—E. J. Powell.—F. C—S. H.—T. D.—W J B —
J. M.—W. Nield.—.\. P.—A. D. W.-H. W. W -M T —
G. W.-T. B.—J. McI. -Rev. H. H. DOmbrain.—A. D -
J. C.

CONTINUED INCREASE in the CIRCULATION OF THE
'•GARDBNEBS' CHBONICLE.

Important to Advertisers. — The Publisher has the satis-

Jaclloii oj aimounciiig tliat the circulation of the ^^ Gardeners'

Chronicle" has, since tlie reduction in the price oJ the paper.

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,

and that it continues to increase weeklv

Advertisers arc remituUd that the " Chronicle" circulates among

country gentlemen, and all classes of gardeners

AXD GARDEN-LOVERS at home, that it has a specially large

rOREION AND COLONIAL CIHCOLATION, and that it ii

preserved tor rejerence in all the principal liibrariet.

THOMAS GREEN & SON. Ltd.,

LEEDS and LONDON,
HORTICULTITRAL ENGINEEKS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, caU Special Attention to their Patent

Monlclpal or Angular Clianibered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or OBDINABT CAST-IRON GRATE BARS,

SADDLE BOILERS and WELDED BOILERS.
?7iC MUNICIPAL and TUBULAR ones arc remarkable fur their (jrcal kcatimj power, nlow covibuslion, and

the length of time the fire will burn without requiring attention.

These Patterns secured the PIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER MBDAL-at the Roial Horticultural
Society's Ezhlt>ltlon. South Kensington.

IVMJNICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FBONT ELEVATION— — LOrJCITUOINAL SECTION- — SECTfONAL PLAN—
The longitudinal gectiou f^ivesa view of the fire-box, water spice, flues. &c. The crosB section gives a view of the fire-box, water-

space, and V-*h^ped back. The front elevation shows it set in brickwo- k, which it ntccssary f r thi>i class rj boilc'.

SPECIAL BOILERS made to suit all purposes and rrquiiement;, and Estimates given for HEATING APPABATUS.

We make Boilers from £3 10s.
When writing for PRICE LISTS please state approximate requirements.

OUR PRODUCTIONS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING MERCHANTS,
IRONMONGERS, and SEEDSMEN, or DIRECT FROM—

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; and SURREY WORKS, LONDON.

HUNDREDS OF REFERENCES CAN BE GIVEN IF REaUIRED.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE FORM OF SUBSCRIPTION.

To

THE PUBLISHER,
41, Wellington Street, Strand,

LONDON, w.c.

Please send me " The Gahdenebs' Chkoniclk " for __

commencing ,for which I enclose P.0.0._

.1896.

Months

Please Note that all Copies sent Direct from this Office must be paid for In advance. ^
THE UNITED KINQDOM:— 12 Months. 1.5s. ; 6 Months, 7s. 6i. ; 3 Months, .3s. 9d.

;
Post-free.

ALL FOREIQN SUBSCRIPTIONS. Including Postage, 17». 6d. for 12 Months.

Beceipts for less than six months' subscription will not be sent unless specially asked tor.

P.O.O. to he made payable at the Post Office,

GREAT aUEEN STREET, London, W.C, to H. G. COVE.
Cheques sljoijld be oro8se4 " DRUMMOND."

Dec. 5, 1896.
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THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
(" THE TIMES OF HORTIVVLTURE")

(ESTABLISHED 1841)

Among the Correspondents <S Contributors to recent Volumes the following, out of many Hundreds, may be natned:—

ALPINE PLANTS :-

BALL, J., r.R.S.. the lat*.

CHURCHILL, G. C, Clifton, Bristol.

CORREVON, H., Geneva.
DEWAR. D., Glaagow.
DOD, Rev. C. W., Malpag.
.TENKINS. E.. Hampton.
ForiEK, B.. York.

AMATEUR GARDENING :-

BADGER, E. W.
BOYLE, Hon. Mrs., "E. V. B."("Day9

and Hours in a Garden ").

BRIGHT, the late H. A. ( " Noteb
from a Lancashire Garden").

CLARKE, Col. Trevor.
I'ORDEROY. Jui.lin.

ELLACOMBE. Kev. Canon.
EWBANK, Rev. H., Ryde.
FRE.VUN-MITI'ORD. A. B.
GUMBLETON, W. E., Belgrove, Cork.

SALTER, J.. E.B.S.
THOMSON. W , ieignmoulh.
WEIK. Harrison.
WILSON. G.. F R.S.. Weybridge.
WILKS. Rev. W., Shirley.

ARBORETUM, &C. :-

ANNESI.EY, the Earl of.

ACLAND, Sir T., Bart.

ACTON. T.. Kilmaourragh.
BAKER, \V. R.. Bayfordbury.
( fOlICHER, O,. Ochterlyre, Criiff.

DUCIE, the Earl of.

MACLEAY, the late Sir Q.
MEaTH, iheEarlot.
NICHOLSON, G. Curator. Royal Gar-

dens, Kew.
POWEBSCOIlRT, Viscount.

KASHLEIGH. ,T.. Meoabilly.
SARGENT, Prof., Arnold Arboretum

Cambridge. U.S.A.
SHANNON, the Earl of, the late.

SMITH. T. A. Dorrien, Esq.
STAIR, the Eail of.

TREVELYAN, Sir W., Bart., the late.

VAN VOLXEM, J., the late, Brussels.

CHEMISTRY -
CHURCH. Prol.. F R.S.

DEHERAIN. Prof., Paris.

DY'ER. Bernard.
GILBERT, Sir J. H.. F.R.S . Roth-

amsted.
LAWES, Sir .T. B., Rcthamsted.
MITCHELL, W. S.

Mt'LLER. Dr Hugo. F.B.3.
WARINGTON, R.. F.R.S.
WILLIS. J. J., Rothamsted.

DISEASES OF PLANTS :-

ARTHUR. Prof., New York.
BOS, I>r. Rit/.ema, Wageniugen.
COOKE, Dr. M. C.

KLE8AHN, Dr., Bremen.
MAGNUS, Prof.. Berlin.

MASSEE, O., Kew.
MITRBAY. O., British Museum.
PAGET. Sir .lames, F.R.S.
PHILIPFS, W.
PLOWRIGHT, Dr. C. B., King's Lynn.
PRILLIEUX, Prof., Paris.

SMITH. W. O.
SORAUER. Prof.. Proskau.

WARD, Prof. Marshall.

FERNS .-

BAKER. J. Q.. Royal GRrlens. Kew.
DRUEKY. C. T., Fo est G.te.
IIEMSLEY, A.
.]b^MV«. Brilith Qui: na.

LOWE. E. J., Chepstow.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, &e. :—

DEAN. R., Ealing.

DODWELL. E. S., Oxford. Ihe late.

DOMBRAIN. Rev. H. H.. Westwell.
DOUGLAS. J., Ilford.

ENGLkHKAKr, Rev. G.
HORNER. Rev. F. D.

LLEWELYN, Sir J. D., Bart.

MOI.YNEUX. E.. Swanmore Gardens
PAUL. G., Paisley.

TURNER. C. the hjte.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

ADLAM. R. W.. Johannesberg.
ALBOFF. Dr.. O.lessa.

ANnFKRSEN. J.. Sweden.
ANDl'.K, E., Paris.
BaRBON. L., New York.
BENNET, H., the late. M.S., Mentone.
B0DDE. J. K., Utrecht.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE :-

CARRIERE. E.. Paris.

CARUEL. Prof.. Florence.
CORCORAN, Odessa.
COSTERUS, Dr., Amsterdam.
CLOS, Prof.. Toulouse. [Brussels.

CREPIN. Director, Botanic Garden,
DA.MMER, Dr. Udo, Berlia.
DE BOSSCHERE. C, Antwe'p, Bel-

gium.
DK CANDOLLE, Casimir, Geneva.
DEVANSAY'E, A. de la. Angers.
DRUDE. Prof., Dresden.
DUCHARTRE. Prof., the late, Paris.

ENIiLER, Prof., Berlin.
ERNST. Dr.. Caraccas.
FORSTER. O., Scheibbs, Upper Austria.
GLAZIIJIT, Dr., Rio .Janeiro.

GOODALE, Prof.. Harvard University.
OOEZE. Dr., Grietswald.
HANBURY', Comm . Mentone.
HANSEN, G.. California College of

Agriculture.
HANt.EN. Prof. Carl. Copenhagen.
HENRIQUES, Prof., Ckiimbra.
JOIA'. C, Paris.

KANITZ, Prof., Klausenburg
KERCHO^i:. Comte de, Gand.
KOLB. Max. Munich.
KRELAGE, E. H., Haarlem.
L.4NGE. Prof., Copenhagen.
LEHMANN. H.. Popayan.
LEMMON. J. G., Oakland, California.

MACFARLANE. Prof., Philadelphia.
MEEHAN, T.. Philadelphia.
MICHELI, M.. Geneva.
MONTEEBO, Chev., Lisbon.
MOTTET, H.. Sceaux.
NAUDIN. C, Antibes.
NELSON, W.. .lohannesberg.
OLH'EIRA. J. ly.. (linrto.
ORTGIES. K., Zurich.
OUDEMANS. Prof., Amsterdam.
PENZIO. Pruf. Geneva.
PIROTTA. Prof., Rome.
PYNAERT. E.. Ghent.
REitEL. E.. the late.

RODIGAS. E.. Ghent.
ROVELLf, Sig., Pallanja.
BOEIC. E.. Pans.
SOLMS, Prof., Count, Strasburg.
SURINGAR. Prof.. Leyden.
TRELEASE, Prof.. St. Louis.
TRUUBETZKOI. Prince, tie late,

(Eucalyptus).
VAN TUBEBGEN. C. G.. Junr.
VILMORIN. H. L. de. Paris.
VILMOBIN. Man. ice de. Paris.

WIGMAN. Bot. Garden. Buitenjorg.
WILLKOMM. Prof, Prague.
WITTMACK, Dr., Berlin.
WOLKENSTEIN. P.. Soor.i.h, Russia.

FORESTRY -
BRACE. C. J., Orleans.
FORBE-i. A. C, Bjwood, Wilts.
FRANCE, C. S.. Aberdeen.
MAYR, Dr.. Mnnidi.
MICHIE, C. Y., Ciillen, Aberdeen.
ROGERl. H , Plymouth.
SCHLICH. Dr , Superintendent, Forest

Department, Cooper's HiU.
WEBSTER, A. D.
WEBSTER. J. B.

FRUIT CULTURE 1-

BARBON, A. F., Chiswick.
BLACKMORE, R. D., Teddingt^n.
BUNYARD, G., Maidstone, Kent.
CHEAL, ,1.. Crawley. Siis.«ex.

CRUMi-. W.. Madr^.held Couit.
MARKHAM, H, Mereworth.
RIVERS, T. F.. Sawbridgeworth.
KlUPkLL. W.. Haivey Lodge.
TURMIN. T-. Maiden Erlegh,
WILD.SMITH. W., the late.

WOODWARD, Geo , Barham Court.

GARDEN BOTANY :-
BAKER. J. G., F.R.S.. Kew.
BALFOUR. Prof..Edinburgh.
BARBEY. W., Lausanne,
BROWN. N. E., Herbarium, Kew.
BURBIDGE. F. W., Botanic (iurdens,
CLARKE, Col. Trevor. [Dublin.
CLARKE, C. B.. Pies. Linn Soc.
CORNU. l»rof. Max, Director of the

Jardiii des Plautes. Paris.

DE CANDOLLE, A., the late, Geneva.
DYER. W. T. T., Director, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
ELWES, H. J., Cirencester.

rBAKCHET, M., Paris,

GARDEN BOTANY :-

HEMSLEY, W. B., F.R.S.. Kew.
HOOKER. Sir J. D., K.C.S.I., late

Director. Royal Gardens. Kew.
JACKSON,.!. R. ,Museum,Royal Gardens,

Kew.
LEICHTLIN. Max. Baden-Baden.

. LINDSAY, R., Royal Botanic Gardens,
Edinburgh.

MAXIMOWICZ,Dr.,Iate,St.Petersburg.
MOORE. F., Royal Gardens, Glasnevin.
MORRIS, D.. Assistant Director, Kew.
NAUDIN, C, Antibes.
OLHER, Prof., F.R.S.. Kew.
STRICKLAND, Sir C.Bart.
TODARO. Baron, Palermo, the late.

WATSON, Sereuo. Boston. U.S.A., the
late.

GARDEN INSECTS 1-

BLANDFORD. F.

McLACHLAN. R.. F.R.S.
MICHAEL. A. v., F.R.S.
WESTWOOD. Prof.. F.R.S., the late.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS —
BARR. P.. Covent Garden.
CLARK, W. A.. York.
CBEWE, Rev. H. Harpur. the late.

DEWAR. D , Bot. Gardens, Glasgow.
DOD. Eev. C. W.. Malpas.
ELLACOMBE. Rev. Canon.
ELWES. H. ,T.. Cirencester.

EWBANK. Rev. H., Ryde.
FOSTER. Prof., Cambridge.
HARTLAND. Baylor, Cork.
JENKINS, E.. Hampton.
POTTER. R., York.
WILSON. G. F.. F.R.S.. Weybridge.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES :-

BANCROFT. G.. M.D.. the lute, Queens-
land.

BENNETT, O., M.U.. Sydney, the lale.

BOLUS. H.. Capetown.
BROADWAY. W. E.. Royal Bolanical

Gardens, Trinidad.

CBADWICK, W. Hope, Botanic Oar
den. Kingslon, W.l.

DUTHIE. .T. F., .Sahamnpore.
FAWCETT, W.,SuperinlendentBotanl-

cal Department, Jamaica
FORD, C, Hong Kong.
HART, J. H.. Superintendent, Botar ca

Department, Trinidad.

IM THURN, Everard, British Guiana.
.TENMAN, J. S., British Guiana.
KXNIt. Dr., F.K.S., Director, Royal

Botanic Gardens, CaliiUta.

KIRK, J . Wellington, N.3 ,

LAWSON, Prof., the late, Nova Scotia.

MACOWAN, Prof.. Cape Town.
MACOUN. Prof., Ottawa.
MOORE. C, Sydney.
MUELLER. Baron Sir Ferd. von,
MURTON. H. J., Siam. [Melbourne.
RIDLEY', H. N., Superintendent Botani-

cal Department, Singajx)re.
SAUNDERS, Prof., Ottawa.
SMITH. T., Timaru, New Zealand.
STOREY. H. Oodeypore.
TRIMEN. H., F.R.S., Director Koyal

Gardens. Ceylon.
TUTCHEB, Hong-Kong.
WOOD, Medley, Botanic Garden, Dur-

ban. And many others.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING i-
ANDRE, E.. Paris.

RAINES. T.. (he late. South gate.

BUEVENICH, F., Ghent.
CHEAL. J., Crawley.
GOLDRING. F., Kew.
JACKMAN, J., Woking.
JOHNSON, T. P.. New York.
MAWSON. Windermere.

ORCHIDS :-
ANDERSON. J„ Manchettfr.
BULL. W.. Chelsea.
COOKSON, N., Wylam-on-Tyne.
DE B. CRAWsHAY, Seveooaka.
KKANZLIN. Dr , Berlin.

LAWRENCE. Sir Trevor. Bart.. M.P.,
President, Royal Horticultural Soc.

LINDEN, Lucien, Brussels.
LOTHIAN, the Manjuis of.

O'BRIEN. James.
OUTRAM, A.
PFITZER. Prof., Heidelberg.
BEICHENBACH. Prof., the late.

RKNDLE. A. B., Brit. Mas,
ROLFK, R. A., Kew.
BOSS, Comm., Florence.

ORCHIDS :-

SANDER, F., St. Albans.
SMEE. A. H., Wallington.
SWAN. W.. Bystock Gardens.
VEITCH. H. J., F.L.S.. Chelsea.
WHITE, R. B.. Arddarroch.
WHITE, W. H., gr.. Sir T. Lawrence.

PRACTICAL GARDENING :-

ATKINS. J.

BLAIR. T.. Shrnblalid Gardens.
CLAYTON, H. J.. Orimston Park.

COLEMAN, W..EastnorCastle Gardens.
COOMKER, J., The Hendre, Monmouth,
CROMBIE. D.. Powerscourt.
CULVERWELL, W., Thorpe Perrow.
CUMMINS, G. W., Carehalton.
DEAN. A.
DIVERS, W. H., Belvoir.

DOUGLAS, J.. Great Gearies, lUoid.
DUNN. M.. Dalkeith.
EAEl.EY', W.. Morden.
FINDLAY, B., the lale, Manchester.
FISH D. T, County Council, Sntfolk.

GILBERT, R., the late, Burghley
Gardf ns

HARROW, W., Sheffield Botanical
Gardens.

HEMSLEY. A.
HEBRIN, C, Dropmore.
HUDSON, J., Gunnerebury House.
LAMBERT, J., Powis Castle.
LEACH. W. C. Albury.
LINDSAY', R , Edinburgh.
LYNCH. R. J., Botanic Gardens,

Cambridge.
WrlN'lYRE, J, Woodside Gardens.
Mcl.EOD, J. F., Dover House, Roe-

hampton.
MELVILLE, D., Diiurobin Gardens.
MILES, G. T., Wycombe Abbey

Gardens. (Fruit.)

MILLER, W.. Coorobe Abbey.
MOORE, F. W., Royal Botanic Garden

Gl.'isnevin.

PARKER, B , Goodwood Gardens.
POPE, W., Highclere Gardene.
POWELL, D. C, Powderham Castle.

PRINSEP, H. C, Uckfield.

SlMfSON, J.. Woftley.
SMITH. J., Meiitmore Gardens.
SMITH, W. H., West Dean Park

Gardens.
SMYTHE, W., Basing Park.
TEMPLE. M,, Carron House, N.B.
THOMAS. O.. Frogmore.
THOMSON, W., tne lale, Clovenfords

(Vines).

WADDS, B., Birdtall, Y'ork.

WALLIS. J.. Keele Gardens.
WARD, H. W., Longford Castle Gardens.

WAKREN, H.. Aston Clinton Gardens.
WATSON, W.. Royal Gardens, Kew.
WEHSTER. C, Cforilon Castle Gardens.
WIMISMITH, the late W.
WILSON, D.
WOODGATE, G , RoUeston Hall

Gardens.
WYTHES, G., Sion House Gardens.

And many others.

ROSES :-
BENNETT. H., the late, Shepperton.

BO.SCAWEN, Hon. and Rev. J. T., the

late.

DOMBRAIN, Rev. H. H , Westwell,
Kent.

FISH. D. T., Edinburgh.
FISHER, Rev. O.

GIRDLESTON. T. W.. Sunningdale.

MAWLEY, E.. Berkhamsted.
PAUL, G., Cheshunt.
PAUL. W., Waltham Cross.

PIPER A
VIVIAND MOREL. Lyons.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, &C :—

BENNETT, A. W.
BONA VIA. Dr. E.
BOULGER. Prof.

DARWIN, the late Charles.

DE VRIES, Hugo.
FOSTER. Prof. Michael. Cambridge.
GARDINER. W., Cambridge.
GLAISHER. James (Meteorology'.

GOEBEL, Prof., Munich.
GOODALE. Dr., Boston, U.S.A.
GRAVIS. Prof., LiSge.
HENSLOW. Rev. G.. Ealing.

MACLEOD. Prof.. Ghent.
OLIVER, Prof. F. W,
WALLACE. Alfred.

SOLMS. Count, Strasburg.
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GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NDT FIBRE REFUSE.

M. per buehel; 100 for 30j. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons). 60».

BaKS, id, each.

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCBID PEAT.
LIGHT-BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 6». M. per sack; 5 sacks.

2bf. \ sackd, id, each.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5«. per sack; 5 sacks. 22l ; sacks,

id, each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, 1«. M. per bushel ; 15>. per half-

tOD ; 265. per too. in 2-bu8hel bags. id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOITLD, and LEAF-
MOULD, Is. per buBhel.

SPHAQNUM MOSS. 8s. 6rf. per sack.

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH, RUSSIA
MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.

H. O SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane. W.C.

ATAPULTS ! — CATAPULTS I — CATA-
PULTS!— Extraordinarily powerful, accurale, durable.

Entirely new system. Shootinf; made easy. Birds, rabbitp,

easily killed; garden-pests destroyed without noise, trouble,

or expense. Every Gardener should po-^sess one. Sent post-

free for Is., la ^d., 2s. Cti , accordiof? to strength rfquired.

Oatapults carefully made by skilled workmen of the best

materials only. Satisfaction and accuracy guaranteed, or cash

returned. Hundreds of testimonials. If more than one Cata-

pult ordered at a time, id, discount allowed ou each one bought.

E. GAYE, The Elmp, Carlton, Loweslofk

ILLITSTBATED OATALOOUE FB££.

W. JoNKs' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition. 216 pages and 96 Engravings,
2«. Qd. nett ;

per post, 2«. luj.

JONES &ATTWOODs3^^' Stourbridge

WINTER APPROACHINi\
^

U3E
=»- Thorpe's Patoit

' Qlozlng fitapl-.s.

Brofaen panea i )

placed inataDtl.'

aod without t. 'p

putty. Will D I

rust. PracticaL >

everlasting. Saiii( .v

gross assorted ri^l. i

_^ and left hand, fi<;r.

6HOWUI0 BTAPLCS ASFixcB. post-free, 1/9.

Tbe Marriott Cycle Co.. Ltd., 71, Queen Street, B.C.,

MaDufacturers of the High Qrade " Marriott " Bicycles
; and Tricycles. CATALOGUE on application.

MASON'S^J^^
gPENCE

A BOTTLE
VVHICH IN _^_^__
6 MINUTES WILLMAKE

6pCLAS$E$0FDELICI0US WINE
Sample Bottle^ Post Frrf for 9 $tamp3. .

IN ALL FRUIT FLAVOURS.
Trijlhe Uin<j,:ror l:l,lrr„,,-„ : //,.«..,. S,,,,-,.,! h.,v„arihr.

MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS f.i i,i:ai,M'
Dtlii-iun3Nuii-Int'i\i.';.liii... l'„-,r. A Ml. linttl.' imiki-s
8<i»llnns. Sample Bottle, 9 stamps, or a Sample
of both Post Free for 15 stamps.

NEWBALL AND MASON, NOTTINGHAM.
' Agti:t3 Wanted.

THOMSON'S
VINE ANDiLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The reanlt of many years' experienoe. Largely

used both at home andkbroad.

Agent for London : — J. QEOROB, 14
Putn.y, S.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H. PABSONS

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON Airo SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Redgrave Road,

Market

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of J-cwt. and upwards.

SOL l> BY ALL SEEDSMEN,

%, KIRKS VINE and PLANT FOOD. ^The production of Mr. Kirk, K R.H.S., Alloa, N.B. '

U'O HIGHEST AWARDS have b.'fii obtained
1 1 11/ |,y its use, including Challenge Silver Tea and Ccffee

Service ; V Cups ; 8 Medals ; Dr. Neil's Bequest of i'iu in ISStl

;

1st a'. Crystal Palace in 1,S94
; Ist. Dulilin. 18(15 ; 1st, Newcastle,

189j; and Ist, Edinburgh, September, li<9<t.

Sold by all Nursery men and fileedrmen. Perton,i.'l.S ; cwt . Hj.
Carriage paid. Edinburgh Agent—TILLIE and TUBNER. la,
Mellnurne Place ; or .1. D. KIBK, 74, Wigmore Street, London.

BENTLEY'S
COMPOUND LIQUID

QUASSIA EXTRACT.
i gallon, i;/6

, I gallon, 4/,1; S gallODS. 19/2; 10 RallODB. :i7 >i

40 gallons, 3/6 per gallon.

Chemical Works, Barrow-on-Humbkb, Hull.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 185f),
for Red Spider. Mildew, Thrips, Oreenfly, and other

blight ; 2 out.ces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as
a winter dressing for Viuee aod Orchaidhouse trees, in lather
froiD rake, for American blight, and aa an emnUion when
paratlio is imed. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supersede it. Koies Is., ris., and 105. 6».

GISIIUKSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. B3xes 6rf. and la., from the Trade.

Whok'Hale from PRICES PATKNT CAJ4DLB COMPANY
(Limited), London.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A larne atock of the finest iinality ORC ilD PKAT. AIho
for Stovd and QrefobouM Plants. Fern-, Rho>!odendroiir), &<:.

By the rtack, cubic yard, tun, ur truck-load. Can b'* seen in
bulk at Ixiudoi) Wharf. Immediate deNpatch either from
LondoD or Qrounda. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt ai.d
SpeL:ial Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port.

Q. H. RICHARDS. Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth.
London, S.E. ; Peat Uroands and Dep6ta. Riogwood, Ham-
worthy, and Warebam. Address all letters to London Wharf.

EPPS'S Al PEAT
(SELECTED epecially for OROHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULT, C, N. FIBRE, CHARCOAL
SPHAQNIKM MOiS, *o. PEAT sent to all ptrts of thf
world at Special Through Rates. Large or small iiuantities.

EPPS & 00.,F.R.B.S„Peat Depdt.Singwood

STOCK SIZES
I2x|0 |4x|2 18x12116x14120x14 20x16 24- 16 22 - 18
4x|0!l6x|2 2axl2!l8xl4l20xi6 22x|6 20>^l8'24x|8

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 2(X)-feet

boxes, 3rds and 4ths qualities.

English Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
prices, delivered free and sound in the oonntry
in quantity,

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

OEOROE FABMILOE A SONS,
S4, St. John Street, West Smltnileld, London, E.O.

Stook Listsand Priceson application. Please quote Card. Ckren.

W. COOPER.
ILLUSTRATED LIST

POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

AM&TKOR
^, SPAN-ROOF
;^;s, GBEENHOXJSE.

i Everything coniitlit^j,

ready for erecting,

; From £2 16s.

_^^ Sie L I S T. post-fne on
f^ *

"
application.

AMATEUR
FORCING HOUSE.
Fur Oucumbeis, Tumatos,

Everything complete,
from bOs.

SPAN-ROOF
CONSERVA-

TORY.
Substantially and
handsomely built.

See No. li" in List,

poat-free.

"INVINCIBLE" llOT-WATER APPARATUS.
Most Efficif.nt and Oheipest in Existence.

Cost of Complete Ap-
paratus for Qreeohouse
with 4-inch flow aod
retura p=pe3 along one
eitie :

—
7 ft . by l> ft.

» ft. by 6 ft.

12 ft. by 8 ft.

I.i ft by 10 ft.

20 ft. by lu ft.

a.S ft. by 10 ft.

COOPER'S HYGIENIC
HEATER

(Without Smohe or Smell).

18 by iB by 10. will heat house 7 feet by
fi feet. Consumes three-quarter pint of
oil in ten hours.

Price. 16j. Ki t a fjr Kas, '.Is-.

See No. 257 in Liol for other » /p.".

i.' 151.

ill UJ.

RAPID PROPAGATORS
I oK

RAISING PLANTS
From Seeds, Slip'', or Cutting-.

8 in. by I f. (1 in I«.s

... 20.-.

... iOr.

1 ft

2 ft. B ip. by 1 ft. 10 io.

i ft. by 2 ft.

GARDEN LIGHTS.
Painted and gla/ed

with 2'.-oz.

:) ft. by 2 ft ... Bs each.
4 ff. by 3 ft.... 6!. m. „
t! ft. by 4 ft.... Os.

Unglazed.att by 4ft .r./l

Special riuotations for
large iiuantities.

CUCUMBER
FRAMES

One LigbT.
4 ft. by.-) ft

« ft by 4 ft

Two Lights
6 ft by 4 ft

8 ". b. 1) fr,

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
These sizes are always in stock.

\2

14

24

7

12

10

14

10
Kt

14

IS ,

8
(I

II

Iti

12
i:!

16
20

9
10

14

1«

4th9
.3rds .

15 oz.

100 feet.

8l. 6d.

24 X 18

2Q0 feet.

16s. W.
16s. »d.

12 X 10
l.'i X 11

li X 14

24 X H

12 X 11

14 .: il

2) X 14

20 X 18

2107.
100 feet 200 feet.

llJ. ... 2lJ. M.
lit ... 22<. ad.

IRON BUILDINGS
of « very description.

Chiirchei. Temporary Hospitals,
BuDgalows.

Packed on rail, or erected in

any part of the Kiofidom.
See Section IV. in List.

Plana and Estimates free.

Illiifltrated LIST post-free on
application.

W. COOPER, Ltd.,
HORTICULTUKAI, PBOViDERS,

755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S,E.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

QARDBNEBS' OhBONIOUI iKLiaBAMS,— Tlit

Registered Addreet /or Foreign and Inlamd

Telegrams is " Oardchron, London."

ADVEBTISEMENTS.
SCALE OF CHARGES fob ADVERTISING

HBAn ZiyE CHAMQUD AS TWO.
4 Linet
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WANTED, GARDENER, with good general
experience. — Apply, W. O. BRia9S, Oakhill,

Stoke-on-Trent.

WANTED, GARDENEK (Head Working),
on February 1.—Vioerieg and Peach-houae. No

Stove house Two under kept. Wages, 23»., houae, and
coale. Age over 30, married, few or no children. Man from
email place preferred.—T. WOOD, Gwernyfed Park, Three
Cocbs, Breionshire.

WANTED, as GARDENER, a young and
experienced M.AS, who thoroughly uodersttiade the

Culture of Fruit, Flowera, and Vegetables. An abstainer
preferred. — Apply, stating terms, a^e, and experience, to
T. W, W., 41, Wellington street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Undee), REQUIRED AT
ONCE.—Single man; mu^t hive gool personal cha-

racter, and be able to milk.—Apply, St. Bernard's, Caterham,
Surrey.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, for large place in
North of Ireland. Mu8t be well up in all branches.

Send full particulara.—T. SHEASBY. The Park, Ballywalter,
CO. Djwn.

WANTED, a young MAN as OUTSIDE
FOREMAN. mu3tbe8trODg and hard- working, witha

pood koowlei'i,''? of Hardy Plants; ot goad character. Wage^i,
£1 a week, wiih bothy. State age, with copies of testimonials
from two list places, to the CUKATOR of the Botanical and
Horticultural Society, Sheffield.

WANTED, NURSERY LABOURER, good
at spade-work. Unmarried. 18*. per week.—Apply,

C. H. H., care of Mr. Hodges, Springfield Nur.ery, King's
Heath, Birmingham.

WANTED, smart YOUTH, as IMPROVER.
Must be able to write Shorthand, and have some

knowledge of Drawing and Surveying.—Apply in own hand-
writing, to WILLI4M BARRON & SON, Elvastoo Nurseries.
Eorrowaeh.

TrACANCY for a PUPIL, on Frnit and
T Flower Farm io Ouernsey, £10 Premium.— ippTy J.,

41. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

WANTED, active YOUTH as PUPIL in
Market Nursery, near London, growing early and late

Produce, Cut Blooms. &c. — RICHMOND, Ashton Keynes,
Tottenham, Middlesex.

WANTED, active YOUNG MAN able to pot
Orchids and Stoke Fires.-Apply, Cumberland Park

Nurseries, Willesien Junction, W.

WANTED, as an ASSISTANT for a Tea
Plantation in India, an unmarried man. 22 to 27. with

Outdoor experience, horticultural, it '. ; well educated; three
years' engagement, Ets. 125, Rs. 150, and Rs. 17^ per month
respectively; write fall pirticulars to the—INDIAN TEA
PLANTERS' COMBINATION, 5, Fenchurch Street, London.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
for an Irish House. Mu^t have a good knowledge of

Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Bulbs, *c.—C. R., Gardentrt'
Chronicle Office. 41. Wellington Street. Strand. London, W.C.

T ARGE WHOLESALE and RETAIL SEED
J^ HOUSE KE(,)iriRE TRAVELLER to represent them.
General knowledge of Trade necessary.—Apply, stating ex-
perience, references, and salary required, to A,, Gardenert'
Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENEBS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITtTATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly recetTiog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
particulars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

Gardeners. Farm-BallliTs. Foresters, ftc.

DTCKSONS, Royal NurseriflS, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Ai^Aeii respectability, and thorougM}/ practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on applicaiioa.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—'*DI0K9ONS, Chesteb."

THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first- rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTCHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to—

F SANDER AND CO., St. Albans.

GARDENER (Head). — J. L^kin, Esq.,
Delrow House. Watford, cin confidently recommend

F. Clirk, who has been jwith him |six years as Foreman
;

fourteen yearti' experience in first-class places, Aldeoham
House. Cheveniog Park, &c.

ARDENER ( Head).—£10 to £20 (according
to wages given), offered for information leading to

Advertiser securing good situation as above. Highest possible
references. Keep this for future use, as it may not appear
again.-ALBA, 41. Wellington Street, strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 42 ; life expe-
rience in good E'^tibli^hments. Thorout{h knowledge,

Inside and Out. l>iaengaged on 3l9t, through breaking-up of
Establishment. Highest references; nine years previoue.

—

G, J., Forest Hall Gardens, Ongar, Essex.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, Scotsman;
thoroughly [ractical man of good education. def<ires

appointment." Up to date in Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables,
and experienced m Landscape work. At present managing
market establishment. Excellent testimonials and refereocea.
—MANAGER, Turhum View, Comrie, Perth,

ARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman wishes
to recommend his Head Gardener. Age 45. married,

family grown up. Thoroughly experienced in fcll branches.—
W , Dartmouth, Devon.

GARDENER (Head Working). — Middle-
ai{ed, married, no family; thoroughly competent in

Vines, Fruit, Stove and Gnenhouse Plants, and Kitchen and
Flower Gardening. Life ezpehence. Good character will be
given.-W. B., Chinthurst Lane, Shalford, Guildford. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working), age 31.—
W. Fowler, Esq. can highly recommend his gardener;

thoroughly experienced in all branches. Leaving through
change of residence.-F. FITCH, Moor Hall Gardens, Harlow,
Essex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36,
married, no family ; experience in all branches. First-

class referenc«8.—GARDENER, Clalford Villa, Church Road,
Teddington, Middlesex. No circulars.

GARDENER (Head AVorkino), where two
or three are kept. —Age 34; thoroughly experienced

Inside and Out. Early and Late forcing.—GARDENER,
5, Upper Tooting Road, London, S.W.

GARDENER (Head Working).— Married,
age 42 ; life experience in all branches of the profession,

including Orchids. Land, and Slock if required. Excellent
characters.—H. M., care of John Laing & Sons, Forest Hill,
London.

GARDENER (Head Working, where four
or more are kept),—Colonel Sir Howard Vincent, M P.,

recommends a thorough'y good practical man with twenty
veara' experience. Excellent character. — A. FISHER,
Boreham, Chelmsford.

GARDENER (Head AVobktng).— Age 33,
married, no family ; experience in all branches. First-

class references.— E. ASHMORE, Mrs. Palfrefmao* Cattle
Donington, near Derby.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,
married, no family ; eitaation wautfd as above. First-

class experience and references — E.. 1, Hillside Villas,
Freneham Road, Farnham.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).-
Age 38. married ; thoroughly practical in all branchfs.

Understands the Management of Cows, Poultry, Bees, Land,
&c. Five years' excellent character.-G. DINNAGE, Tovn
Court, Orpington, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
HANDED) —Age 27. married ; fourteen years' experi-

ence in general routine of Gardening. Highest references.

—

F. DOUCH. Spring Grove, Richmond. Surrey,

GARDENER (Single-handed or otherwise).
-Ago 4?, married: twenty years* expi^tience in all

branches. Disengaged.—G. WRANGLES, 3, New Cottages,
Newgate Street. Hertford, Herts.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with
help).—ige 29; married when suited. Fourteen Tears'

experience. Inside and Out. Good references.— W., Sidney
Villa. Upper Jordan Hill, Enfield Z

ARDENER.—The Advertiser desires to re-
commend his late Gardener, who has served him honestly

and well for fifteen years. He is thoroughly trustworthy, hard
working, and practical ; successful with Glass. Flower", and
"Wgetables, and competent to take charge of two or three men.
He has proved himself an exceptionally valuable servant —
R. M. ESPLIN. Mount Sorrel, Higher Brooghton, Manchester.

GARDENER, where one or two are kept.

—

Twelve yeart.' experience in all b'anchep, Ex'-e'lent
references from present and previous employers.—T. PEABCE,
Grange Nurseries. Ellesmere, **alop.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 28, married,
one cViild ; experienced, desires situation on south

coast. Inside and Out. Abstainer. Qoo4 character, refer-
ences and testimonials.—BENEFIELD, Spellow Hill, Leeds.

GARDENER (Second). — Age 21 ; eight
years' experience. luside and Out. Excellent refereoces

from previous and present employers. Abstainer,—JAYES
HOLLIS, Chapel Oak Lodge. Harvington, Evesham.

GARDENER and FARM-BAILIFF (Scotch)

.

—Age 46, married, two children; sixteen yeira' prac-
tical experience in Management of Qardens. Laud, and Stock.
—G., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ARDENER (FOREMAN or Secosd),—Age
2.1; abstainer; good references.—W. Q., 41, Wellington

Street, Strand, W.C.

WO GARDENERS, thorough good all-
round Jlen, age 25, require situation in Private Market

Nursery or Hotel in Portugal or Spain, for Jiumry I, 1897, or
earlier. Men speak French. German, English, Danish, and
Italian languages. Excellent testimonials —Apply to EMIL
SOHRE, West View, Percy Road, Hampton-on- ihame».

TO NURSERYMEN.—AdveHiser, age ^,
\viU shortly be disengaged, seeks a berth in a Hrst-class

Nursery, as MANAGER, where ability, energy, and experience
aie required. A life experience, in the Propagating of all
k inds of Hardy Plants, Fruit, and Roses, both Inside and Out.
Accustomed to executing large orders, and managing l>irge
staffs of men. Eighteen years' character.—E. M, 41. Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C.

GROWER reqaires situation. — Age 23;
Cucumbers and Tomatos special. Also Pot Stuff and

general routine of Market Nursery.—W. H., 41, Wellington
Street, Strand, W.C.

GROWER and PROPAGATOR in a Nur-
sery.—Sixteen years* experience. Gooi reference.-

W. MILLS, Hope Cotta;4e. Gravel Hill, Henley on-Thames.

PROPAGATOR,—Well np in Roses, Clematis,
Rhododendrons, Cooifette, and general Hard, wooded

Stuff.-P. W., 16, Park^treet, Slough, Bucks.

PROPAGATOR.—Age 24; quick at Tying,
Potting, and Watering. Good Judder and Grafter, Ten

years' experience in leading Nurseries. First class referencee.
—A., 3, North Feltham Place, Feltham, Middlesex.

FOREMAN.—W. Bennett, Gardener, Tal-y-
garn, Llantrissant, Glamorgan, will be pleased to recom-

mend WiLLUM Fosi ER to any Gardener requiring a thorough
practical and trustworthy man ; well-up in Fruit and Plant
Growing; three years in present situation as Foreman.

FOREMAN. — Colonel Hanbury Barclay
wishes to recommend his Foreman, who is leaving to get

married, as a thoroughly good Fruit and Flower Grower,
especially Grapes and Stove Plants. Very good character.

—

T. ALLWARD. Tingrith Manor, Woburn.

FOREMAN, age 27.—Mr. Ma^kham. Mere^
worth Castle, Maidstone, will be pleased to recommend

his late Foreman, Thos. Harris, who has been with him over
two years. Thirteen years' excellent experience in good
establish meats.

OREMAN (Inside). — H. Warren,
Gardener. Aston Clinton. Tring, wiahes to recommend a

young man as above, in medium-sized establishment. Good
experience and excellent character.

FOREMAN.—Age 32; twenty yeirs' expe-
rience in growing and forcing Pines, Grapes, Peaches,

Melons. Cucumbers, Orchids, Sto^e and Greenhouse Plants.—
W. COLEMAN, The Gardens, Melton Park. Doncaster.

JOURNEYMAN, Inside, age 19; good
character from present and previous employers ; can be

well rfcommended. — H. HEWETT, Lime Tree Place.
California, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

JOURNEYMAN, age 20, seeks situation as
above, in good ebtablishment.— Bothy preferred. Strongly

recommended by past and present employers.—Apply to Mr.
W003TER. The Gardens. West End Hall. West Hampitead.
N.W.. or to present employer, Mr. FRANCIS TASKER Hedge
Bank, Finchley Road, N.W.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, under Fore-
man.—Age 21; six years' experience ot work io Fruit

and Plant Houses. Dieengaged. Good references.—HENRY
SKITT, Upper Pulley. Shrewsbury.

IMPROVER ; age 16^.~Mr. Edmund Han-
BDRT. of Poles, Ware, can'recommend a young man as

above. Three and a half yeirs' experience under Glass. Bothy
preferred.

IMPROVER, or Second in good Garden.

—

Young Man (age 20) seeks situation as above. Six years
in last situation ; had Management of Conservatory, Fernery,
two Vineries, and Cucumber-house.—A. WOOD, Welford,
Rugby.

TO PROPRIETORS of FRUIT ESTATES.
—A Grower desires to place a son (age 18), with a

view to his obtaining a full practical knowledge of Fruit and
Vine Culture (if desired, similar opportunity in Jersey would
be given to the son of a Grower).—Address, with full parti-
culars, CHARLES G. ROBERTS. Trinity Chambers, Jersey.

C EED TRADE.—Situation wanted as SHOP^O M4.N or TRAVELLER, or would manage branch estab-
lishment. Twelve years' experience in all branches, English
and Irish trade. Good references.—SEEDS, 31, Upper Grand
Canal Street. Dublin.

SEED TRADE.—Young Man, age 21, six and
a half years' experience, desires situation; first class

references.—ALEX. J. GERARD, Market Place, Coldstream.

FLORISTS.—Young Lady seeks sitaation
as IMPROVER; good references,-A. S,, 19, Fanthoipe

Street, Putney, S.W.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO H,R,H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Ltd.,
HOT-HOUSE BUILDERS & HEATING ENGINEERS,

LONDON OFFICE—8, Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—43, Victoria Road.

EDINBURGH (Registered Office and Works),— Upper Grove Place.

AHONG THE CONTRACTS WE ARE AT PRESENT ENGAGE D UPON ABE THE FOLLOWING :
—

SIR W. D. PEARSON, Bart., PADDOCKHURST, SUSSEX.—Very Extensive Ranges of Vineries, Plant-hoases, Peaoh-housea, Rose-house, Green-
house, Stove-houses. PropagatioR-houees, Melon and Cucumber-houses, Oichid-house. Orchird-hius", Mushroom aud,SeakaIe-hO[i3e, Fernery, Pottiog-house, Seed-room, Pdckiag-room and
Back Offices in all thirty-eight houses, and Four Ranges of Pits. Stokehole, and Three Cornish Boilers for Heating, &c.

HARVEV DU CROS, Es.j., CORNBURY PARK, CHARLBURY, OXON,—Extensive Range oomprisingr Conservatory, Plant-hou'ej, Vineries,
stove-house, Propagating-house, Corridor, Miihroom-hoase, Potting-house, Fruitroon, Olli 'e, and SMbehoIe wi h Two Coroibh Boilers, Two Ranges of Pits.

J. D. CIIARRINGTON, Esq., GIFFORD HOUSE, ROEHAMPTON.—Extensive Range oomprising Conservatory, Vineries, Peach-houses, Fig-house,
Rose-house, Stove-house, &c.

A. P. FORRISTER PATON, Esq., ALLOA, STIRLINGSHIRE, SCOTLAND.—Extensive Range comprising Conservatory, Vinery, Peaih-house,
Chrysanthemum-hoiiie, Stove-houae, Tomato-houses, Fruit-room, Potting-thed, Stokehole, Pits, Shed, Back Otficop. &c.

All tli( ah irc arc in TEAKWOOD, irhUh, us v- U as bcinij I'.fepti'iiudlfi hiialiU. pennits of a li;iUhifss iif sraiilliiif/s (-oinhincd nitli ample strenf]lh ami alisohitc riynlili/,

sn deairahh in /lir/h-chns Unrlirulliiral Iliiilt/iiif/.s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
IMPERISIIABI.K TR.\K-\VOOD HOU.SES A .SPKCIALTV.

HOTHOUSES IN WOOD OR IRON OF EVKRY DESCRirTIiiN.

HEATING.
Uansion Houses, Churches, Schools, and other Public Buildings

Heated and Ventilated in the most efficient manner.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KiNDSof HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
With numerous Designs, post-free, Ss.

H0B.T10T7I.TUBAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER
ENGINEERS,

, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

London Office :—96a, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Editorial oommanioations Bhoald be addressed to the " Editor ;
" AdvertisemeDts and Baaineas Letters Co " The Publisher/' at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Oovent Qarden, London, W.Q.

Printed for the Proprietors by Messrs. Bradbubt. Agnbw, & Oo. (Limited). Lombard Streett Preoinot o( Whitefriars, City of London, in the Coanty of Middlesex, and published b/
Ha&bt Qn^LABD OovB, at the Offloe, 41. Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's. Oorent (harden, in the said Oounty.->SATFBDAT, Deoember 5, 1896. Agent for Manohester—Joan Hsywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

In consequence of the alteration of the hour of

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

in the circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNING
at the latest.

CbrysaQtbemams.

HOANNELL & SONS New CATALOGUE
• will be posted, early next week, to all comiDg

Customers, free. It will U& found to contain ju^t what all

wish to know. As a proof of the satisfaction we give to all we
bimply append the following :—

" The Gardens, Werndee Hall, Norwood.
'Decembers, 1896.

" Dear Sirs,—Cuttings arrived in such grand condition that

I recommend yoms at every opportunity.
•• Toura. R. GLADWELL.

SWANLKY. KENT.

AZALEA INDICA. — Fine plants, well set
with bloom, in 5 inch pots, 2s. e^cb, 2ls. per doz<>n.

AZ 4LEA MOLLI;*, full o' »lower*bud?, 12«. and 19s. per dozen.

ERIC4 HYEMALIS, tioe fjr winter-blooming, in 5-inch pots,

185. per dozen.

PALMS in variety, good plants in S-iocb pota, 2\s. per dozen.

OARAWAY ADD CO.. Durdham Down Nurseries, Clifton,

Bristol.

SEAKALE. — SEA KALE. — Noted Fulham
Si;akale Crowns for sale. Extra large, 9s. per 100 ; or

7Bs. per 1000, for cash with order.—Apply to WM. BAGLEY,
Millsbot Faim, Fulham. Established over 300 years,

For Present Sowing.

SUTTON'S PRIZE CYCLAMEN, mixed,
per packet 5j. and 25. 6rf., post free. The Gatd*nii<j

World. Febrnary 24, 189», says: "While some cultivdtora

grow tbeir Cjclamens for tpring flowering, Messrs. StiUoo and
Mods make a point of having a display in the autumn which
will last through the winter. The seeds were eown in

November. 1892, aud came into bloom in about eleven moatbe.
They have been flowering freely ever since, and will cootinuc

in presentable and handsome condition till six moDth4 hive

elapsed." ^ _ _ ^
SUTTON'S SBBDS OBNUINB ONLY DtBBCT FROM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE QUEEN'S
SEEDSMEN, READING. /

CALVAT'S " AUSTRALIAN GOLD," l*t. <v/.

each, and nearly 1000 other best CHRYSANTHKMITMS.
Fully described in my new Catalogue, post free. WellB* Book
oo " Mums," 1*. 2d. Special T^rms to Trade Growers.

- From W. WELLS, Barlswood Nurseries, Redbill, Surrey.

EW CHRYSANTHEMUM S.—N
G.T. WARREN, YELLOW SPORT from

• MAD4ME CARNOT. 7h- Grandest Novfl'.y of the

Season. The entire stock of this and other best novelties ii in

the hands of W.WELLS, Earlswood, Kedhill. Spc-ial Listfre'.

F^
RUITING PEACH and NECTARL\E
TREES— Dwarf, Half-Standard, and Standard-trained

Trees, all be^t varieties, large i^uantity to select from.

Size and price on application to WILLIAM WaiTELEY,
The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

THE ORCIHD-GROWERS^ MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the p esent

time, containing SOO pages, and 'Ml lUustratiOns, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet publisled.

Super-royal 8vo. Price i'tt.; Free by Parcel Po6t, in the
United Kingdom. 255. Ivd.

B.S. WILLIAMS Si SON, Victoria and Paradise Nurserier,

Upper HoUoway, London, N.

HUDSON'S LILIUM AUUATUM from.Iapan
— iinebnlbs. 13, 4* ; 2.'t, 7». 6J : 100. 2.'»j. 6(/. Linum

longiflorum giganteum. finer and stronger than ordinary, \2,

3f . 6rf. ; 25, 6».tid ; 100, '^3«. Lilium odorum jipoaicum, much
finer taao Browoii. immense bulbn. 2-*. 6^. eacb ; 2i5. per doz.

JAP. LILY ALBITM, cepicts thirt> seven varieties, life bize

and true to Nature; no printed matter; produced in Jipan.
Price, :tt.6rf,. post free. -W. H. HTDSON, F.B.H.S . Jjpanese
Importer. Kilburn. London, N.W.

KENT, TBE UAHDEN OF ENGLAND.—
Oeorgk Bunyard a Co., Merchant Nars<r>iiien,

Pomologista. Ac,, beg to say tbe following Catalottues wilt be
sent post free :—ILLUSTRATED FRUIT AND RO-iE LIST,
siisUmpa; General Catalogue of IR03KS, free; OENEKAL
NUKSERY CATALKOUE. free ; HERBACEOUS PLANT LIST,
free i STRAWBEBBY LIST (CULTURAL), free; BORDER
CABNATION I.IST. free; MARKET OBOWBBa' FUDIT
UST. free.—The Boyal Nurteries, Maidstone.

WANTED, STANDARD BRIAKS, 4 feet
and upwards, fatout, and straight; ASH KSYS, and

HOLLY BERRIES. Send camplea. and state lowest price to-

STDNEY S. MARSHALL, Barnham Nufserie<>, Barnbam
Junet on, Sue-*ex.

WANTED, Standard RIBES, LARCH 2 feet
to 3 feet, Seedling Thorns. To OFFER, SUndird Ash,

Standard English Oak, Hazel. Privet Oral and Common,
Manetti StocKs, n^z Qreen 1.^ feet to 3 feet, cheap ; also a
Box Hedge 3 feet by 3 feet, tr. three years since,

B. B. DAVIS. Yeovil Nurseries, Scnenet.

WANTED, several crates of CUT BERRIED
HOLT.Y, MISLETO. LAUREL, BERBERTS,

AUCtJBA. CUPRK3SUS, BROWN IVY, »c. State quantities
to ( ffer, and price, to

—

MORLE AND CO., Conservatoiie?, Finchley Bold, N.W.

ANTED, CHRISTMAS TREES, well
furnished, and gooi co'our, with roots; height, .S to

4^ feet. EVERGRKEN OAKS, 2J to 3 feet, good stuff, estab-

lished in pots preferred. Particulars to—
CLfRRAN'd, Nurserymen, Altrincham.

]>ARRS CLEARANCE SALE of FLOWER-
1^ INQ BULBS, in first class condition for present

planting ;

HYACINTHS, mixed, from named sorti, all colours, per 100,

125. 6d. ; per dozen, Ut.

DAFFODILS, in choice mixture, from many kinds, per 1000,
2.1J, ; per Uio, 3j.

DAFFODILS, liae named rarietiea at reduced rates. See list

on application.
SPANISH IRISES, the most gorgeous-coloured Honer of bum-

mer, a splendid mixture, per u<00, 12s, tW.
;
perH)0,ls 6d.

BiRR'S OLD ENQLISU TULIPS, the most interesting of

May flower?, a tioe.mix'ure from a grand collection, per
lOti, lOf tirf. ; per dozen, Is. M.

EARLY SINOLE. or DOUBLE DUTCH TULIPS, in miltore,
per 1000, 30s.

;
per 100, 3s.

CLEARANCE LISTS on application.
BARR & SONti, 12, King Street, Covent Qarden, London,

OW is the TIME to PLANT P.-EONIES
and DELPHINIUMS.

Catalogue of KSLWAY AND SON, Langport, Somerset,
N
LANDSCAPE GARDENING.—W. INNE8

STUCK BY, Landacsps Gardener, 46, Dyne Boad,
Brondesbury, N.W. Thirteen years with Mr. H. E. Milner.

''PREE TOPPING,—Dangerous Trees Lopped.
A Topped, and Taken Down by experienced men ; dirlanrr-

no object. Apply to

—

,1, CaKNG, Steam Saw Mills, Tooting, Surrey,

" TTOW^ GROWEX HI15ITI0N ONIONS,
UL 2 lb., 3 lb., and 4 lb. each." " How to Grow Big

Onions in Allotments." "To Destroy Onion-iniggot."
Treatise gratis and pos'.free.

CREWS AM) CO., Oo'onista, Banlmry.

CHOICE NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—
Modestum. AnstralianOold, .Mrs, U. Weeks. Ediih Tabor,

and more than 100 other Novelties of lS9i3, including many ol

sterling merit, at moderate price.". Catalogue of 600 vars. free.

J. W. COLE, Midland Road Nurs<rie<, Peterborough,

OR FORCING —Lily of the Valley, strong
Beilin Crowns and Imported Clump.s. Spfrji^as jsp>nicH,

compacta. multiflora. asi ilbjide!>, palmita; Dielytra specta
bilis. &c., &:c. All thoroughly well ripened, and in eacellebt
condition for forcing jiurpoeed.

DICK90NS, Rojal Seed Warehouse, CHESTER.

TREE FERNS.—The Advertiser wishes M
Correspond with Plant Collectors or Growers in America.

Abia. Africa, and Au^tralis, with a view to Purchase Sprci-

menf) of Tree Ferns grown in their native h^bitar, other than
the few kinds off-^red by Fern Growers in Europe.

Address, CHARLES O. L. POWER, Island of Madeira.

RASPBERRY CANES. — Nortbomberland
Filiba.-*ket, Carter's Prolific. Norwich Wonder, Falstolf.

Well-rooted planting canes. Price and sample oo fipplicatiou.

JAMES W. TODMAN. Piatt, near Wrotham, Kent

BOX'S BEGONIAS.- Qoality and Qaantitv.
Highest Honours, R.H.S., Temple, and Crystal F&ltv^

Shows. 1896. Seed of Singles*, Is , 2s tJ., and 5s. ; of Doublf*.

15. td.. 2s. Qd., and bs. per pkt. ; sow now. Tubers also ready.

Price List and Pamphlet Gratis.

JOHN R. BOX, Begonia Grower, Croydon.

PEACHES and NECTARINES. — Dwarf-
trained young fruiting trees, which have kept up a con

tinuoiB fupply of fruit since middle of July to present date m
cold orchard bouse. Names and price from—
FREDERICK PERKINS. Regent Streer, Leamington Spa.

HLENDORFFS GUANO GARDEN
MANURE and CBIPfCHAS PERUVIAN GUANO, ll.e

Best for ail Horticultural Purpose?. Produce good resTj'i!i

withoat exhausting the soil. Unrivalled for Tomaio^,
Cucambers. and other Vegetables. A boon to Gardeners a^-u

Prize-takers. Supplied by Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

JWEEK6 & CO., Hortionltural Builders to

• Her Majesty, H.B.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M. Qovf in

ment. Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc..Bo)al
Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of tiie

Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers.— Kiog*s Road, Chelsea, S.w.
Telegraph Address "Hortulanas,London,"Telephone Vo.8i^,
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

MONDAY AND THURSDAY NEXT.

TV/f ESSES. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

i-TjL SELL by AUCTIOK, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, LondoD, E.G., as follows: —

MONDAY NEXT, DECEMBER li.

400 lots tf DUTCH BULBS, 300 Dwait ROSES, Haidy
BORDER FLINTS and BULBS, CARNATIONS', Ac , at

12 o'clock.

THURSDAY NEXT, DECEMBER 17.

IBO lots of Standard, Hiilf-9tand>iid, and Dwaif R03K3 :

DUTCH BULB-!, Hardy PERBNNIALS. in variety, &c , at

12 o'clock.
Od view moroipg of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Friday Next, December 18,

CYPRIPEDIUMS, CATTLEYAS, &c.

VTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
Xf-L received iDGtructions from Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St.

Albans, to SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rootno,

67 and 6ft, Cheapside, London. E.C., od the above date, at ha^f-

past 12 o'clock, the followipgatd other choice and beautiful

0SCHID8-
CYPRIPEDIUM SPECFABILE, the MODASSIN FLOWER.

fine clumps of this supprbly beautiful, perfecMy hardy
Cypripedp, the ejquisitely tinted flower8 of which rival

Ihe tnoBt lovely exotic binds,

CYPRIPEDIUM CILIOLABE. now most difficult to procure,
of great beauty, and invaluable for outtiDg, decorative
purposes, bjbiiditirg, &c.

CYPRIPEDIUM CALLOSTTM. The whole of the consignment
received is ( ffered. The noble Slipper Orchid ranks, in

beauty and iisefulnets, with the fine^tin the genus. The
incomparable C c. Sanders? was flowered frt m an importa-
tion, and these plants aie evidently very varied in

character, varieties cannot fail to be among them.

CATTLEYA AURK4 CBRYSOTOXA and GIQAS SANDE
RIANA (mixed), frcm our Sale ol Dec. 4, guaranteed ihe
finest types of Aurea and Gigap.

CATTLEYA SPECIES, very distinct-lookirg. either a (juite

new species, or a geographiral form of C. Sanderisna.

CYPRIPEDIUM VENUSTUM, C. exul.

ANGULOA RUCKERI. and Varieties. Collec'or believes 1 hem
to consist la'gely cf A. Ruckeri sanguinea, all were found
growing together, and probably are that specif s and alliid

iOita.

CATTLEYA VELUTINA, T.T:LIA DOBMANIANA, DENDRO-
HIUM STATTEBIANIIM, and other Curious, loterestiog.
Beautiful, Rare, and Chaiming ORCHIDS.

On view morning o! Sale, arid Catalogues had.

Tuesday Next, December 16.

IMPORTANT SALE OF

JAPANESE LILIES, ROSES,
CONTINENTAL PLANTS, PALM SEEDS, frc.

[ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Koomsi. fi7M^

and ft'', Cheat side, London,
Pecember 15, at 12 o Clock.

7,9' Lilium longiflorum
7.W
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FRUITING PEARS.
Kxtra bi/e, Horizontal Trained, witb 4 to 6 tiers cT branchea.

of the followinf; good forta :
—

JARGONELLE
MARIE LOUISE
BEURRE DIEL
EASTER BEURRE
BERGAMOTTE D'ESPEREN

GANSELL'S BERQAMOT
BEURRE RANGE
BEURRE D'AREMBERO
WINTER NELIS
BEURRE DE CAPIAUMONT

And a few others.

The above are offered at the low price of 'M, 6t/, each, or

36;». per dozen. They are suited either for Espaliers or Walla,

are full of Iruit-buda. and very healthy.

-JOHN ERASER. The Nurseries, South Woodford.

UPERLATIVE RASPBE R R Y
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.

Per dozen. 3s., post-free, Zs. iiti., per 100. IBs, ; extra strong.

6s. per doz. Price per luOO on application.

For description see Strawberry Catalogue.
Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps.

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO , Royal Nurseriea. Maidstone.

^UTBUSFI'S MILL-
' TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

-Everyone can rpadily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praiseof thequality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless
in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price, 65. per bushel, I*, extra for

package ; or, If. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CTTTBTTSH and SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Bamet. Herts.

MORLE & CO.'S LILIUMS.

Now reidy, in fine condition, L. auratum, 255. and 3f>s, per 100,

4s. and 6s. per doz«n ; L, lancifolium, roseum, and rubrum,
3s. per dc/en, IBs. per 100 ; L. 1. album, 4s. per dozen ; L. lorgi-

florum, 2s, %d. per dozen, extra large, 6s. ; L. Harrisii, im-

mense bulbs, 12s. per dozen. HYACINTHS, fine named, in

variety, lf». per 100. TULIPS, to name. Is. 6ii. per 100; mixed,
10s. per 1000.—The ConserTatoriea, Fincbley Road, N.W.

Important to Uaahroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike ; moat prodactive, Handrede

of teatimoniala. Per bushel, 5s.

R. AND G. CUTHBERT, Seed, Bolb, and Plant Merchants,
Southgats, N. Batablished 1797.

c
GARDEN SEEDS

WE have completed Har-
vesting our Crops of

GARDEN SEEES, &c.,

and will be glad to make
Special Offers on application.

CHARLES SHARPE k CO., Limited,

SEED GROWERS, SLEAFORD.

NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, ANI>
FLOR/STS, II

Y

SPECIAL ROYAL h AREA NT To

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.

FISHER, SON & SIBRAY, Limited,
ROYAL NURSERIES, HANDSWORTH, SHEFFIELD,

HA\E rsslED THRIB

CATALOGUE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK,
which may be had free on application, in which they offer the following well-f,'rown Stooki :

—
FRUIT TREES of every description.

ROSES, in all the most popular varieties.

RHODODENDRONS, of all the best varieties.

HARDY CLIMBERS, CLEMATIS, \c., extra

(trong.

HOLLIES and AUCUBAS, very bushy.

LAURELS, very bushy.

FOREST TREES, of every description,

FLOWERING SHRUBS.
CONIFER.R, including 'i ews. Green X. (Jolden.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, for Street and Park
Planting.

Also a very large Collfetion of ORCHIDS, STO\ E and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &o , &c.

INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED.

EXHIBITIONS.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
NOVELTIES FOR 1897.

"XTTT" "T /^^ /'~\ T~N T~1 T~> I , 1 "\7' has pleasure in calling attention to

VV . U . V TV J I J n JTV-CLj JL the following Select List:—

WILFRED H. GODFREY (W. .T. G.)—An immense bloom, rich Plants.

bronze with crimson shading. Distinct and handsome . , . . . . . , 7«. 6d.

MRS. J. P. BRYCE (W. J. G.)—Bright crimsoD, with a golden
reverse. A charming variety .

.

. , .

.

. . . . . . V-f. 6'?.

LADY' NORTHCOTE (W. J. G.)—Large handsome bloom, pearly
white, prettilv flushed pink at base . . . . . , .

.

. . . . . . 7s. 6ii.

MRS. FUNDEN (W. J. G.)—Clear and bright amaranth, pink
;

outer florets drooping, and showing a silvery reverse . . . , . . . . 5.?. Ofl.

GOLDEN TROPHY. — This is a magnificent variety from
HILL AND CO., AMERICA 6.?. 0^/.

For full descriptions of these and other Novelties see CATALOGUE post-free.

W. J. GODFREY, EXMOUTH, DEVON.

PreUmloaiT Annooncement.

A GRAND HORTICULTURAL SHOW and
FETE will be held at CaKSTEB, oa WED.SESDIT and

THURSDAY, the 28th and 29th .luly next.
£.iOO in Prizee will be awarded for the Horticultural

Department.
Schedules are bein^ prepared, and may be obtained e.irly

in January, from the Sacreiary,

—

Mi.IOE WALKER-JONES, Town Hall, ChesUr.

OUNTY BOROUGH of IIANLEY,
STAFFS-Hanley Pirk.

A GRAND HO&TICULTURAL FETE will be held in Ihe
Park on July 7 aui 8, UV*r. Schedules will be ready in

.lanuary. Arply to

—

.1. KENT (Horlitultural Secretary',, Hanley Pdrk.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Qrow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

stook of Orchids in the World.—30 minntesfrom St. Pancras.

BEST WALTON HEATH LOAM supplied
to Private Gentlemen, per truckload. on rai', atBaustead

Station, at per ton. Also large quantities for Nurserymen, at
reduced price. Also good MEADOW TURF, at per 100.

B. PENFOLD. Garden Farm, llurgh Heath, Bant>tead.

OWEN'S BRITISH CHRYSANTHEMUMS
hold highest positions at Exhibitions and Electioisof

best vaiietiep.surpaasiDK all other firms combiaed. Catalogue,
Id. Culture, hy W. H. Lees, W. TunniagtOD, E. Molyneux.
and C. Orchard, Id —R. OWEN, Maidenhead.

f~^X\\STE SKINNERI, L.ELIA ANCEPS,
1^^ &c., all btrong, undowered plant;), in spike, from ^<. 6d.

upwards.—The LEEDS ORCHID CO., Roundhay, Leeds.

AKents for the West's Patent Plant Recptacles.

HOLLIES, Green English, from 1 to 3 feet.

Well-ro3ted, perfect plants; will move any distance.

Samples and price from

—

FRED. PERKINS, Regent Street, Leamington Spa.

Toung Gooseberry Trees.

NAND F. SALMON beg to offer strong
• .1 yr.-old trees of their renowned WHITE LIO!J in

quantities. Price on application.

N. AND F. SALMON, The Grange, Heston, Hounslow.

o

FOR SALE, FIVE BLACK HAMBURGH
GRAPE VINES. Ten yeirs old. Only £j the lot.

Worlh double.
ABUNDELL IND SON, Builders. Chiswick, London. W.

pYPRIPEDIUMCALCEOLUS (native
y^ L»dy'9 Slipper Orchid). Cor re naturali&ing in woods, or
for rockery, &c. sitroDg, selected, healthy plants, from Austria
(should ell hloom fir^^t year), 25s. per HO ; 4t. per doz. ; single

samp'e. nine btamps, free for cash with order.—QUILUFORD
HARDY PLANT NURSERY. Millmead, Guildford. General
Illustrated Catalogue of Alpines, Rock Plants and Shrubs, and
other Hardy Plante on application to Manager.

N C I D lU M C R I S P U M,
IN SPIKE.

Fine, healthy unflowered plants,

6s., 7t. ai., lUl. ed,, and I6>. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Sontbgate, Londor, M.

"} 000 MARGUERITES in go's, good, clean,
^^\J\J\J bushy, sturdy stuff, fit for 48'e, warranted
free from maggot, £1 per 1000.

Good well-rooted CUTTINGS of CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
Source d'Or, Madame Des^^raogea, Madame La Croix, Peter
the Great, Gloiii Mundi, W. H. Lin-oln. £1 per 1000.

CalPPERFIELD, Florist, Hampton Hill.

^f\ f\C\(\ EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
«JV/<)VVV all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 13 in.

to IS in., at 30». per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40j. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 5dl. per 100; 21 in. to 21 in., at 75s. per 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 5 in. to 12 in., at 3j. to 8l. per dozen. Cash with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

Plants Shipped to all Fans.

W'ATSON AND SCULL, 90, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.G., give special attention to the

reception and forwarding of Plants and Botanical Specimens
to and from all parts of the World, Be particular, and have
them consigned to our Care, and save Expense and Delay.

Dealers in Virgin Cork. Raf&a, Bamboo Canes, Qarden
Sticks. Palm Seeds, &o.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS!—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2J-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 bestsellingsorts, 12x. 100; ditto, large, in 48*8. 10 best

selling sorts, 6i. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6x. 100, 50s. 1000 ; Adi-
antum tuieatum, in 48*s, for cutting, 6«. and 85. doz ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly. 16s. and 20f. HO; Cypsrun.

Aralias, QreviUeaa, Solanum?, in 48's, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerit* s.

Chrysanthemums, and Erica gracilis. Solanumc, in 48'8. f s.

per dozen ; Palms. Ficus, Draceenas. Crotons, Bouvardii s,

Hrica hyemalia. Cyclamen, in 48*s. 12i. per dozen. Lists frt».

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SallTH. London Fern
yurseries, Longhborongh Junction. London. S.W.

ROSES, Dwarf H.P.'s,
Principally on the Briar Cutting ; fir&t-slas^ stuff.

Al^o Standards and Ha'f-Standardj,

Eight Large PEACH Tf<EE3,fro-ua Peach-hoige, itill to off

Prices and < 'italogue oi application to

E J. BATCHELOR, Harlow Heath Nurseries, Harrogite
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FLOWERING and DECORATIVE PLANTS.
4Z4LKA INDICA, beat vaiieties. well set with bloom, in

6-iDCh pots, 18s. to 24s, per dozen.
LIL4C CHARLES X., full of bud. 24'. to 30s. per dozen.
GENISTA FRAGRANS, good, in ;<-\ach p3t», IS.s. per dozen.
ARITM LILIES, showing rtower. Is, 6rf. to :{J. 6(^. each.
PALMS, KOOil, in 4S'8. Keiitiaa, Latanias. and others, 'JJs, doz.
ASPIDISTKA LITRIDA, good. -is. 6</. to 3s. 6d. each.
FERNS, ARALIAS, SOL«NUMS, FICUS, DVikCXSkS

SMILAX, and other plants. Prices on applicatiou,

Pdcking free for cash with order.

JOHN STANDISH & CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

TO THE TRADE.
The Finest Dwarf Early Wrinkled

Marrow Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.
We ure io a position to make advanta-

geous offer of this Pea.

SHARPE'S~QUEEN PEA.
Fineat Blue Wrinkled Marrow.
Trade Price on application.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO. ^"^^^''''

To obtain tike True Yellow- Fleshed Variety apply to—

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFOBD.

FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT

Nothing so profitable aad
easy to grow.

I

a 8o Acres ut Saleable Trees.

[HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS.

SOSES,

Irishes in variety. Packing and
Cirriage free for Cash with order.

Hi- pei doz,, GO/- per KHJ.

^ /.<•"..-.- Nursery Stock
ca t rta^cjot-ivard.

IinPOTS From 15/- a doz.
Ornamental Trees. 91 Acres.
A Super^j Col eciii n ot

Herbaceous Plants.
Four Acres oT Glass.

ClematiL,80,0001 from 15 -doz.

I\,l^. — .\.})i:Ji- Hauls iir, M'i\/at

blight Iy .HCicnsid /'i.ics.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
fOv.T ITi. ..:i-Tfs|n( Nm';.-iy St'.rk,

artiNtiiM Iv i.i'ii.liiml. . HiilMimiiti
some liMiilit; Is I'f lllnsi i,ni..na,

L ^JSMt^KkJUS^ISt "'"' '"" "' v.ihiahli' inliiiiiKiliuii,

M'd^^MAB0J»V ^^^^ ^^ re(r<M|>t '>! 3a. fur pubt^t^'a

I RICHARDSMITH &C° w'or'cestfr

ROSES.-ROSES.
ALL THE BEST KINDS.

WELL-GROWN, WELL-ROOTED PLANTS.

IN riaoBous health.

CATALOaUES FREE.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

20 ACRES' fRiJiT TREES.
ibV riVlllLw III all the be»t ports and forms.

for the Villa Garden, or the
Orcliard, Free from Blight and Disease. Clean, healthy
fltemsand hranchep. Carefully pruned in good form. Roots
a mass of fibre, Sizea from maidens to trees ti to 8 years old,
of many kinds, and all True to Name,

NF.W CATALOaifE wi(h Descriptions and Prices post-free,

CLIBRAN & SON,
MANOHESTF.R, BANGOR, LLANDUDNO .7UNCTI0N, and

Olpfield Nursebv, Altrincham,

PHINESE ARTICHOKES (Stachys Tuberi-
V-* fera).—A few cwt. for disposal. 4')s. per cwt , on rail;
small quantities, id. per lb. Cash with order. Sample on
ap^hcation.-H. & A. FOLLEN-BURRY. Sompting, Worthing.

CyHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.—
V/ Splendidhealthystoekof Old and New Varieties. LIST
sent on application. The following fire new varieties, one
Ulttuigof each, sent post-freefor 2j. 6d :— Mrs. John Shrimpton,
Colfafs Boule d'Or, Qraphio, Amiral Avellan, and Mrs. Hume
1 ong.—F. SIMM0WD8. Mamhead Park Gardens, near Exeter.

40 000 RASPBERRY-CANES for Sale,
,, ^V^^ Carter's, at 12s. per 1000. Put on rail at
l<arnugdon Road Station, carriage unpaid.—Apply—JOHN RDSSE LL, Sutton-at-Hone, near Dartford, Kent.

T/'INES, VINES,—Splendid Hamburgh and
T Muscats for Fruiting and for Planting. All leading

varieties. Prices on app'icatiOQ.
SAMUEL JENKS, Bramley Nursery, Fast Grinstead.

I N ¥^,OR SALE, 80 P
Fruiting and Successions.

Apply, Caalle Garden, Whitehaven.

CTRAWRERRIES, Strong
KJ Sovereign, 2s. 6d. per 100 ; Sir Josej

„ runners.—Royal
- „-,—-—. f— -«v,, «..' Joseph Paxton, Is. 6rf. per

100 ; Vioomtesse H. de Thury, Is. 6d. per 100.

RASPBERRY CANES.
Carter's Prolific, 3>. per 100; Semper Fidelip, 3». per 100;

Hornet, 3s. per 100. Special quotations for large quantities.
Carriage paid on orders of £1 value.

JO HN CHI VERS, Histon, Cambridge.

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER MARKET.
C>EO. FORBES, the largest Cut Flowbb
' Salesman in the North of England.

Best Market Prices returned for Consignmenti. Packing
Boxes and Labels free. Cheques weekly.

N.B.—Prompt attention given to all orders for Cut Flowers
by Letter. Telegram, or Telephone.

National Telephone, 1059. Established, 1878.

FRUIT TREES.
We hold a large and varied stock of the above, in tirst-rate

quality, and at reasonable prices.
Descriptive Catalo(ute on application.

S. SPOONEB & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, HOUNSLOW.

PRIZE COB FILBERTS.
MR. CO jPER, F.R.H.S., is the largest grower

in the kingdom of the above for sale. Plantations near
Reading. Price Lists and Pamphlets on application to—

Mr. COOPER, Calcot, Boscombe, Hants.

NEW VIOLETS.
Amiral Avellan, very large, royal purple flowers; Princesse

de Oalles, the largest and sweetest Violet. These are the
greatest novelties in Violets since I introduced the popular
Marie Louise. Established plants in pots, 12j. per doz ,90s.
per 100. California, very large sweet-scented, free flowering,
good plants, 6i. per doz., 40s. per 100. General Nursery Stock
on application.

FREDERICK PERKINS,
NURSERYMAN. REGENT STREET. LEAMINGTON SPA.

CATAPULTS ! — CATAPULTS ! — CATA-
PULTS [— Extraordinarily powerful, accurate, durable,

Entirely new sysiem. Shooting made easy. Birds, rabbits,
easily killed; garden-pests destroyed without noise, trouble,
or expense. Every Qardener should po.isess one, Sent post-
free for Is., In 6(/., 2s. Gd , accordiDg to strength required.
Catapults carefully maoe by skilled workmen of the best
materials only. Satisfiiction and accuracy guaranteed, or cash
returned. Hundreds of testimonials. If more than one Cata-
pult ordered at a time, .hi. discount allowed on each one bought.

E. OAYE, Tbe Elms, Carlton, Lowestoft.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN SUNDRIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Manufacturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C,

CROMPTON & FAWKES,
CHELMSFORD.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
FORCINO-HOXTSES, PITS, FRAlffES, &c.

Elaborately-Illustrated Catalogue Post Free.

CROMPTON & FAWKESTCHELMSFORD.

FOR THE COMING WINTER!!!

WALTERS & CO.'S

WOOD ROLLER BLINDS,
Suitable for Covering Fiamea, and for the Protection ol

Half-Hardy Pjants and Crops.

Is. 3d. per sq. yard. Roller. 2d. per foot run extra.
On receipt of ^s, a sample blind, 4 ft. by 6 ft. drop length

will be forwarded.

ORCHID BASKET MANUFACTURERS,

707, High Street, Leytonstone, London, E.

CREAT REDUCTION inTrAMES
Oira WELL-KNOWN IKAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Beat Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices, Qlazed and Painted. £
l-light, 4 ft. by 6 ft...

\

2
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STOVES !~STOVES

!

ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.
Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about IQ.^
without atteotion.

For QreenhouBes, Bedrooms, ftc.

Psmpblets, Drawings, and authenticated TestimoDials seut,

Sep in use at Patentee's,

TB0IUA8 ROBERTS. 34. Victoria St.. WeatmlnBter.

GOOD GLASS!
CHEAP CLASS!

Good Qualify. 16-oz. In 60-ft. Boxes.

Sizes 10x813x8 12x9 13x9 14 X sua y 10 14 X 10 at 4! per boi.

4tli8, 16-oz. In 100-ft and 200-ft. Boxes.
( lax 10 lax 12 12x14 1^x16 12x18 12x20 1 100 ft.200-ft.

hiimi 12x24 14x1614x1814x2014x24 16x18!- at 7/6 14/-

(16X2016X2418X2018X24 I per boi.

20-oz., in 100-ft. and 200-ft Boxes.
ith oi n tl2x8 at 8s. per 100-ft. boi.
4tD8,^l-M.

-^12x10 14X10 12X12 ...atPJ. ,,

9X7 10X813X8 12X10 14 xlOinaoO-ft.boiesj^JJs'iSs'''"'"^

/ 12X14 12X16 12X18 12X20 12X24)
4th8, ) 14x1314x1814x2014x24 1«X18( .

21 01. ) 16x30 16x22 16X21 17x 13 20x 13 f
'"

(18x20 18X-22 18x2120x15 ... )

100-ft 20ttft.

10s. 6<i. at 301.

per box.

3rds, 21-oz., 100-ft. Boxes.
12x10 12X12 14X12 16x12 18xl2ZOxl3 16x14 (at lis. M.
18X1420x14 18<I6 20,-,16 20x1824x18 ... ) per boi.

3rds. 21-oz. 200-fc. Boxes.
aox '4 18x16 20x16 21x16 20x 18 22 x 18 24 x 18 at 22s. per boi
Note.—No box can be divided, and one size only is coDtaioed

io each box.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER of ALL KINDS.
1^X3 aashbar, at 5s. 9d. per \W feet.

CATALOGUES of PAINT, 4c. . post-free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
12. RlHHOPBQATE .Stbeet Withih, Loin>nff. R (t

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in

any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed, 25 ft. by 12 ft., £.50; 30 ft. by 15ft.. £70. Brick-
work excepted. For particulars, seeoor Catalogue, post-free.

Superior Portable Frames, Urge stock ready for

immediate use, well made, painted four ooata, glazed with
21-oz. glass, carhige paid :—1-llght frame, 4X6, 36s. 6d.

;

2-light frame, 6X8, 58s. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6 "••. M.
Span-roof Frames, 6 x 4. £2 5s. : 9 x 5 £3 lit.

HARDY BRUIN & CO., LEICESTER.

ILIsTJSTBATED OATAIiOGXTE FB££.

W, Jones' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engravings,
2s. 6(f . nett ; per poet. 2s. lOd.

JONES &,.TTW00D^ ^^ Stourbridge

STOCK SIZES- in Inches.

12 X 10 1
14x12 I8x|2[l6x|4 20xl4|20xl6 24x|6j22x|8

4x|0|l6xl2 20xl2l|gx|4l20x|5l22x 16 20X18 '24x18

81-oz. Foreig^n, of above sizes, in 200-feet
boxes, 3rds and 4th8 qualities.

English Olass, oat to buyer's sizes at lowest
prioea, delivered free and souTid in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

OEOBOE FABMILOE St SONS,
34. St. John Street, West Smlthfleld. London. B.C.

stock Listd&nd Prioeson application. Please quote Card. Chron.

RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS,

Cons^rTatories, Greeiihon'-t-

,

Vioenes, Peach Houses, Stove tiud

Orchid Houses, &o.

Aim
Q "'X,. Heatiog AppHratni

vj/'\^^ complete.

W. RICHARDSON & CO., ^^-s-
DARLINGTON.

THE

LOUGHBOROUCH BOILER.
I In use.

S* Tfu Puneer of cheap. timpU, and effective Keating for imail
Greenhouse*.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilitiea for the manufacture of these

Boilers, and a consequent r.heapening in the cost of produc-

tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. 1. £2 12.^. ; No. 2. £3 15a ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger sires.

Complete Apparatus from £4 Ss. Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughborough, Leicestershire.

London Office : 964, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

ARCHANGEL MATS are scarce and dear,

but present high prices will not be maintained, as we
expfct a caTgo in course of this month, when prices will be
rednoed. We are now supplyine new 7-feet SIBERIAN
MATS, which are superseding Archangel Mat**, being thicker

and closer woven. Low Quotations for these and other kinds

can be had on application.

J. BLACKBUBN and SONS. \ and 5, Wormwood Street.

Loodon. E.G. Telephone No. 2377.

A Large Stock of
HORTICULTURAL liONES for Si LE,

In bmall or large (]<iantit'es, tuitable for all bu>ers.
Sizes :— 1 inch, J inch, i inch, meal ; splendid analysix.

Apply to E. S. WILES Si LKWlS^, Bjue C.ti-hirH, "t Albans.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The resalt of many years' eiperienoe. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent (or London : — J. QEOBaE, 14, Bedgrsve Boarl,
Putmy, S.W.
ARent for Channel Ulanda : — J. H. FABSONS, Market

Place, Qaernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON AMD SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Olovenlords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD B T ALL SEEDSMEN.

For destroying luseota oa flants.
Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.

The CHEAPEST and BEST.
Half-pints I/-*, pints i.'/^. quarts 4/6, half gallons i/d,

gallons 12>6, 5-gallon Drums 10/6 per gallon.

Carriage Paid.

E. G. HUGHES. VlCtMla Street. MANCHESTER.
Sold by all Seedsmen. Pamphlets free on apj/ltcation.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used sinoe 1859,
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, QreenHy, and other

blight ; 2 ouuces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard-house trees, io lather

from '*ake. for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paratfin is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

saperaede it. Boxes Is.. 3s., and 10^. 6a.

G.ISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. E^zes ^d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE OOMPAUY
(Limited), London.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

mmrn BEDFORDSHIRE
COABSB AND FINE

(b admitted by the
leadingNurserymen

to be the Best <

QO&lltyobtamable I

in the Trade. I

Consumers should Buy Direct from the Owner of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible supply of Splendid Sand, and thus save half thi

trdinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprietor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with, the utmost
promptness and under personal supervision. Special Rail-

way Rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sfut on application to

OEO. OARSIDE. Jan.. F.R.H.8.. Lelehton Buzzard. Beds.

EPPS'S Al PEAT
(SELECTED specially for ORCHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, f. N. FIBRK, CHARCOAL,
SPHAONUM MUSS, &o. PEAT sent to all parts of the
world at Special Throagh Rates. Larj^e or small quantitips.

EPPS & 00., F.R.as..Peat Depdt, Kingwood.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the fiopst quality ORCMID PEAT. Also

for Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferna, Rhododeridrons, &c.

By the sack, cubic yard, ton. or truck-load. Can be seen in

bulk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from

London or Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt atd
Special Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port.

G. H. RICHArDS. Old Shot Tower Wharf. Lambeth,

London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Depdts, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

STON-CLINTON STRAW MATS, the
warmest coverings for pits and frames. Sizes. 6 ft 6 in. by

3ft. 9in. at 2s. ; 6ft. 6in. by 4ft. « in.at 2s. 2d. ; 6ft. fiio. by Jft. at

3s. 2ii.—Apply to Miss MOHQUE, A6ton-ClmtoD,Tring, Bucks.
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CARAWAY & CO.
SPECIAL OFFER-CASH WITH ORDER.

OLEARIA HAASTII. GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.

STANDARD APPLES.
£7 10b. per 100. All leading and best kind?, our selection.

13 assorted StandaiJ Apple, Cherry, Pear, and Plum, Iff.

12 assorted Pyramid Trees, Apple, Pear, and Plum, 205.
12 assorted Trained Trees for walla.
Apple, Cherry, Nectarine, Peach, Pear, and Plum, all best

trees aod good varieties, iOs. per dozen.
GOOSEBERRIES, all named, 25. 6t/. per dozen ; 18x. per 100.
CURRANTS, assorted Black. Bed, and White, 2«. Qd. per doz.

18j. per lOO.

R4SPBEKRIES. 1« 6(J. per dozen ; 10s. per 100.

ROSES.
Rose}, beat named Hybrid Peipetuals, our selection, 35r per

100 : 20s. par 60. 12 packed and paid per Parcel Post, for
li. 6d.

12 Tea Roses, packed and paid per Parcel Post, for 10s. 6d.

Tea Roses, in psts, including Marechal Niel, Glotre de Dijon,
Niphetoe, and other varieties, 12s. and 21s. per dozen.

VINES, strong pUnted canes, 4S- each.
AS30RTED EVERGREENS, goo i plants, 4s. to 18s. per dozen.
ASSORTED FLOWERING PLANTS, 4s. to 9s. per dozen.
ASSORTED STANDARD TREES-* ff.. Thorns, Limes, Moun-

tain Ash, Planes, &c., I8s. per dozen.

CLIMBERS.
Ampelopsis Veitchi, the bast for covering walls, requires no

nailing. Is. each.
Clematis Jackmani, and othtr sorts, 15s. par dozen ; our selec-

tion, 1/. 6rf. each.
Iries, in sorts, 9rf., Is., and Is. 6rf.

CARAWAY & CO..°"'^K??rig^''''-

TO PLANTERS.

New Zealand Evergreen Shrub, with profuse masses of white,
sweet-scented flowers.

See Gardencn' Chronicle, October 31. page b,i>*.

Strong plants, y to 12 inches, Is. 6d. each ; {ts. per dozen.
Ditto, 12 to 15 inches, 1$. Gd. each ; 12s. per dozen.

CEANOTHUS CLOIRE DE VERSAILLES.
The moat beautiful and freest-flowerJDg variety of this fine

genus with which we are acquainted. Abundant pinicles of
clear blue flowera.

Strong plants in pels, \itoileet,ls.6d.e&cb; 16s. per dozen.
Ditto, 2 lo 3 feet, 2«. id. each ; 2lJ. per dozen.

PRICE CURRENT of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS and ROSES sent on application.

J. BACKHOUSE & SON, YORK.

Autumn, 1896. Specialties : English Yews, English Hollies,

Aucubas, Specimen Coniferfe, Standard Roses, and general
Nursery Stock, New Violets, &c. Also Dutch and Forcing
Bulbs. Cata]o;i;ues free on application.

FBEDEBICE PE aKINS,
NURSERYMAN, RESENT STREET. LEAMINQTON SPA.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDBOBES A SFECIALTT.
Please Write for List.

IAl\/ri7C PVDIJPD EXOTIC NURSERIES,
JAlVlCiO Llrniin.. Cheltenham.

ROSES \\i m, FOR WINTER- FORCING.

Wm. PAUL & SON
Desire to call attention to their extensive stock of the abo\e, the quality of the plants being unexcelled

by any in the market. The Highest Awards at the Temple Show and other Spring Exhibition
have been given of recent years to Wm. Paul & Son's Forced Roses, and the plants now offered

.

cannot fail to give the fullest satisfaction :
—

Extra strong established plants, in 8-inuh pots, of all the leading Hybrid | SQs. to i2s. per doz,

;

Perpetuals, and Tea-scented varieties .

.

. . , . ,

,

, , j ilO to £15 per 100.

A limited quantity of specially-selected plants, 60s. per dozen.

Smaller plants in 5 and ti-inch pots, 18s, to ;30s. per dozen ; tfi to £10 per 100.

Half-Specimen and Specimen Plants, magnificent for Conservatory Decoration, 7s, 6r/, to 63s. each.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE po."/ -free on apjilication.

DOUGLAS SPRUCE
(Abies Douglasii).

In view of the growing demand for this
splendid Forest Tree, we huld immense stocks at
exceptionally low prices for qualities offered.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER. Paul's Nurseries, WALTHA.M CROSS, HERTS.

THOSE WHO WISH TO BE IN THE FRONT RANK
OF

PRIZE WINNERS and PRODUCERS of the FINEST FRUIT and FLOWERS either for EXHIBITION,
HOME CONSUMPTION or 31ARRET, SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE of the

LATEST SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES & LABOUR-SAVING APPLIANCES.
IN ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT URANC^HES OF GARDENING

THEY ARE REPRESENTED BY

THE XL ALL SPECIALITIES
Reg, Trade Mark fo- all. Which ark Phutkiied hy Patknts and Tiiadk Marks. Keg. Trade Mark for ull.

P'requent practical experiments, and the beat chemical .skill, in fact no expense whatever has been spared to unite in

producing the best article under each heading,

JjJ^ TE3TIM0NIA.IS from LEADINi HORTICtJLlTJRISTS PROVE THAT THEY ARE THE BE3T in the MARKET.

Professional Gardeners and Amateurs will shortly be sending in to their Nurserymen, Seedsmen, or Florists
the usual Season's orders, DON'T FORGET TO INCLUDE the XL ALL'S which are likely to be required,

XL ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR. XL ALL LIQUID MANURE,
XL ALL LIQUID INSECTICIDE (Wash).
XL ALL MILDEW WASH.
XL ALL TOBACCO POWDER,

All prepared in Bond from Duty Free Tobacco.

XL ALL GRADUATING MANURE.
XL ALL SOLUBLE MANURE.
XL ALL TOMATO MANURE.
XL ALL LAWN SAND.
XL ALL WEED KILLER.

Pamphlets giving full details and prices in connection with each can be obtained from all Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists, cr direct from
the Manufacturer, post-free.

6. H. RICHARDS, OLD SHOT TOWER WHARF, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.
Tflegraphic Address;—"VAPORIZING, LONDON.'
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ROSES, RH ODODEND RONS. &c.
ROSES, BuBb, extra-fine plaots, leading sorts, our selejtiOQ,

•12«. per 100, Is. per dozen.
,, Climbing, Tea and Perpetual do, 70s. per 100, 1')*.

per dozen.

,. Dwarf Standard do., \2s. per dozen.

„ Standard a^d Half-standard do., 15s. to21». per doz.
RHODODENDRONS, Seedlings, from 6*. per dozen.

.. Hybrid, named, from 12s. per dozen.
AZ 4LEAS, ANDROMEDAS. and KALMIAS. from 12* per doz
HONEY.SUCKLES, JASMINES, and other Climbt-rs, from 6s.

per dozen.
SEAKALK, extra-strong, for forcing. lOs. *;rf. par 100.

FRUir TREES. ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN and
CONIFEROUS SHRUBS.

BULBS 9( every description for Forcing and Planting.

Packing free, for Cash with Order. Descriptive Catalogues
free on application.

W. FROMOW AND Si^NS. Windlesham Nurseries, Bagshot.
Surrey ; also Cbiswick, Hoanslow, and Acton Greeo.

Leegomery Nursery. Wellington, Salop.

MR. CHARLES BUTLER begs to tender his
sincere Thaoka to his numeroua Fatroos whom he has

had the pleasure of eupplyioj; durjog the pa&t 35 years, and
respectfully informs them that he has this day DISPOSED
OF HI3 ENTIRE NURSERY STOCK and GOODWILL OF
HH liUSINESS toWM. PRITCHAKD & SONS, NUR9BRY-
MBN, SHREWSBDRY, and trusts tliat the same confidence
and support tint he his hitherto received will be extended to
then in the future. (Signed) CHARLES BUTLER.

Oijtober 19, 1808.

In reference to above, PRITCHARD and SONS respeolfully
SOLICIT A CONTINUANCE OF YOUR SUPPORT, and
request that all orders and enquiries be addressed to

—

PRITCHABD AND SONS, Nubservmen, SHREWSBURY.

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-GROV^N

Forest, Frui±,
& all other

Trees & Pla.nts
Evergri^eensi
Roses, &c.
stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Catalogues Post Free.

DlCKSONS«T.Ac'^H, CHESTER..

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES*ROSES

A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW
OFFERED FOR SALE.

very Healtby
young

WRITE FOB, OUK

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, Sd.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBRID3EW0RTH, HERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

MY COMPLECE

CATALOGUE&CHRYSANTHEMUIVI GUIDE
will be reaily j-hortly. when I hope to submit additional

varieties of aterling worth to the many others of exceptional
merit now in commerce.

In addition to the Cultural Articles in my Guide* I have
much pleasure in announcing one from the pen of Mr. W. H.
Lji£S, whose reputation as a grower is world-wide.

PO^T FKEB FOR ElGHT STAMPS.

500,000 t1«I'

FRUIT TREES for SALE,
Of the Choicest Market Sorts, ln Large or

Small Quaj<titie8.

CATALOGUES on application to-

J. SMITH & SON,
MARKKr Gardeners and Fruit Tree Growers,

SIPSON. WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX,
And 458 & 469, CovENT Garden Market, London.

ICn APprOoTREES&SHRUBS.
Ill Avil Mil 1 1 ^° ^^^ Hnest possible con-VV n%#itk\/ JitioD, for The Villa, The

Mansioo, The Plantation, or The Qame Covert, All in vigorous,
healthy conditiOD, not stunted, starved, or closely grown and
drawD. Carefully and frequently moved, and the roots con-
sequently are a mass of fibre, ensuTiDg safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descriptions of above, and of many
Rare and New Plants, post-free from

—

CLIBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham

;

Also at MANCHESTEB, BAKOOB, and
LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

TO THE TRADE.

LARGE KENTIAS,
And other Decorative Plants,

FOR CHRISTMAS DECORATION.

W. ICETON, PUTNEY. S.W.,
UAS AN LXCtKUINt.LY FI.\K LO I', FHuM

6 to 10 feet, in very small pots and tubs.

EXTRA FINE TRANSPLANTED TREES,
With bniAiciHT Stems, Fihrois Roots, and

well adapted fob Avenue and Street PLANTiNci.

COBNISU ELMS, 1^ to 14 feet high, 6 feet stems, circumfer-
ence of stem 3 ft. from ground 4 to 5 io., 30«. per doz.

IIORgE-CHESTNUTS, 8 to 10 feet, ISs. per doz. ; 10 to la feet,
20s. per dozen ; extra tiae. 12 to 14 feet. 24s. perdozeo;
gold-leaved. S to 10 feet, 18r. per dozen.

LI.AIES, good heads, ti to8 feet, 12l. per dozen ; 8 to 10 feet,
LSI. per doz ; 10 to 12 feel, 20j. p€i doz. ; 12 to 14 t(.,

24s. per dozen.
SYCAMORE and NORWAY MAPLE, 10 to 13 feet, 18s. per

do/en; £"> per 100.

POPLiRS, BoUeana, Upright, tilrer-leared, 8 to 10 feet, 15s.
per doz., £S per 100 ; 10 to 12 feet, ISs, per doz^n.

H. J. JONES. Ryecroft Nurseries, LewUham S.E.

Also Specimen CKDBUS ATC.ANTICA, 8 to 10 feet high,
7s. td. each : 10 to 12 feet. 10s. Hd. each.

PINUS INSIGNI3. 2 to 3 feet, 12s. per dozen; 3 to 4 feet,
los. per dozen.

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA, 3 to 4 feet, transplanted spring
of 18ft6, 12s. per dozen ; 75s. per 100.

JUNIPERUS SABINIANA. boshy. 8s. per dozen ; 50s. per 100.
C0T0NEA9TER 8IMM0NDSII, 2J to 3 feet, 6s. per dozen

;

40s. per PX).

Deciduous Flowering Shrubs, strong bushes, including
SPIB.ElS, WEIQELAS, DEUTZIIS. GUKLDRE
ROSKS, *c.. at 305. per 100; cheaper by the 1000.

ROSA RUQU3A, a grand plant for Covers, 20s. per 10);
cheaper by the 1000.

SWEET BRIARS, bushy, 12s. id. per 1^0.

CATALOaUEJ free on application.

Address:—WM. WOOD ft SON,
THE NURSERIES, MAREiFIBLD, UOKflELU, SUSSE.X.

GRAND ROSE TREES—iuStaudards, and
Dwarfs, and Climber?.

FINE PEA.CH TREES -in Newest and
Best Vatietiee.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN Strawberries—
in Buoners ; and many other v^ietles in pots.

FORCING RHUBARB — the best Early
Bed Champagne.

SEAKALE, Grand Roots.

GRAND LONDON PLANES-straightin
stem and good heada.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS, thousands of.

LEAFY BOWERS-for Villa Gardens : the
Weeping Ash Tree.

HARDY CLIMBERS, in Pots-the self-
supporting Crfeper, Ampelopsis Veitchi. & Ivies.

PROFUSELY BLOOMING CLEMATIS,
in great variety, Honeysiicklej and Jdamines.

JOHN PEED & SONS,
The Nurseries, Mitcham Ed., Streatham, S.W.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1896.

SCOTTISH GARDENING.
/\N the eveuing of December 1 au iiiterostiug
^^ aud instructive lecture was given before
a crowded meeting of the Scottish Horticultural
Association in their rooms, 5, St. Andrew
Siiuare, Edinburgh, under the presidency of
Mr. R. W. E. Murray, by Mr. liobortsou
Monro, Langsido, Glasgow, a well-known
veteran in horticulture. liofore the main
business of the evening was entered upon, the
treasurer, Mr. Alexander Mackenzie, stated

that the total cash taken at the groat Chrys-
anthemum Show amounted to i'lKH), which,
alter the payment of all expenses, and of doua-
tioiLs to several charitable institutions, will

leave a handsome balance.

Mr. Monro started with the formation of the
Royal I 'aledonian Horticultural Society in ISOi),

followed by the opening of Europe to British

travellers—through all the Powers making
common cause against Napoleon. Deputations
were sent by the Caledonian Society to the con-
tinent in search of information, and travellers

such as David Douglas, Jeffery, Ijrown,
Hooker, McNab, Fortune, and Darwin, added
to our stores of material and of knowledge.
Botanic Gardens were also formed in most of
our 13ritish possessions, and these sent such
enormous quantities of plants to the Edinburgh
and Glasgow Botanic Gardens as to tax to the

utmost the resources of Hooker, Graham,
Balfour, McNab, and others. The plants

were liberally distributed among the Edinburgh
nurserymen. Many good things were, how-
ever, lost through the rapid intlux of novelties.

The new plants, with their unfamiliar names,
furnished new .stimulant.s to the higher scholar-

ship of jouruojmen and apprentices, aud it was
under such iutiuenccs that not a few of those

who now hold the highest rank in the profession,

have rendered the name of Scottish gardeners
famous throughout the world. The introduction

of evergreen trees also did much to alter and
abolish the topiary style of torturing and
clipping Yews and other shrubs. One can
hardlj' conceive of anything more sad than to

picture a Scottish gardener who is said to imbibe
metaphysics with his mother's milk, torturing

plants, and especially the Yew, into gawky
imaginary images ofAdam and Eve, or whistling
" Soots wha ha'e," &c., while slashing it into

the form of Cleopatra's needle.

The annuals of Douglas and others also

greatly curtailed the areas devoted to florists'

flowers. For a time annuals became the

rage, and forty years ago pilgrimages were
make to Drummond Uastle to admire the broad

and brilliant massing of annuals and other

bedding-plants, Had the annuals proved as
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persistent as they weie fresh, 'and ^beautiful,

Scottish as well as British horticulture might

have escaped, or had a milder attack of the

perhaps inevitable scarlet-fever.

J. C. Loudon.

But Mr. Monro hastened to note the lasting aeivice

rendered to horticulture by J. C. Loudon. Before

his day the knowledge of the scieuce and practice of

the gentle craft of horticulture was handed on from

sire to son. Loudon gave horticulture a literature.

His Encydupadia nf Ouniening and his Arboretum,

which is said to have cost him £10,000 to print,

besides employing six artists for years on the illus-

trations, proclaim him the greatest of garden writers.

And then Loudon was also the father of our

periodical literature. His tiardentrs' Mayuzinc (a

monthly) was the first, and a oold and successful

attempt to Unk together practice and science in hor-

ticulture. AndreTV Knight's valuable experiments,

commuuicatefl through the London Horticultural

Society, would have been years iu reaching the

masses of horticulturists but ior the existence of

Loudon's Gardeners' Mayaunc, which brought them
directly to bear on the progress of Scottish horti-

culture. Loudon was of the greatest force in

collecting and distributing horticultural information

in his day and since ; and Mr. Monro suggests the

perpetuation of his name and his influence by the

awarding of a Loudon Medal to noteworthy hor-

ticultural productions.

Hoi-water Heating, Etc.

The introduction of hot-water heating in 1826,

though it was not generally used until thirty years

later, combined with the removal of the duty on glas.s

iu 184.5, gave a marvellous stimulus to Scottish and

to general horticulture. Duty was also paid upon

coal up to 1830. Keferring briefly to old and new
styles of building glass-houses, the introduction of

the mowing-machine was alluded to, this also was

ever.d years coming into general use.

Dr. Lindlev.

Mr. Monro noted, as one of the most notable events

of his early days in Aberdeenshire, the advent of Dr.

Lindley and the appearance of the Gardeners' Chron'ulc.

If Loudon gave gardening a literature, Lindley gave

it a philosophy, as illustrated in every page of his

Theori/ and Practice oj Horticulture, and his incisive

leaders in the Gardeners' Chronicle. The Scottish

Gardener, then, had a rather short, though useful,

career. Mr. Monro consoled his audience for the

absence at present of special Scotch organs, by re-

calling the fact that Dr. Hogg, the editor and pro-

prietor of the Journal of Burliculturc, is a Scotsman
and a true gardener, haviug served his appi'enticeship

with the Messrs. Lawson, George IV. Bridge
; and

that Mr. Fr.iser, of the Gardcnin;/ ]Vorld, is also a

Scotsman.
(.'liANUES OF Taste.

Mr. Monro proceeded to describe the bedding-out

system mainly in connection with two of its most
noted representatives, the late Mr. Donald Beaton,

then of Shrublaud Park, and Mr. David Thomson,
still with us at Drumlanrig. Among those that did

not catch the fever, nor get severely bitten with the

rage for bicolor and tricolor Pelargoniums, was Mr.
James McNab, of the Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh,
who thus saved many valuable hardy plants from
destruction iu the general rush after popular fashion.

As to other changes, Heaths and New Holland plants
are now seldom seen ; and even Pelargoniums, once
the glory of July shows, are replaced by Begonias and
Fuchsias. Cinerarias and Calceolarias are now rai.sed

from seeds instead of from cuttings, as they were forty

years ago ; and plants such as Palms, hardly seen or

known outside botanic gardens, are now generally
cultivated, though none was found in any nursery
in Scotland prior to 1860. Aspidistra, now so
Common, was then rare ; Ferns also were little cul-

tivated, and glasshouses could hardly be said to be
decorated with plants until that period ['J. A lew
Hyacinths, a pot or two of Lily of the Valley, or a
Tulip nos and then, were »11 that were required.

Edinburgh was supplied from Carstairs ; fruit-shops iu

Castle Street, and the Warriston Nursery contained

in these days about a third of the glass it does to-day.

Thirty years or so ago no bouquet was expected

to exceed 6 inches across ; and this, at a cost of half-

a-crown, was expected to satisfy the fairest maid in

modern Athens. Twenty-six yeirs ago no flowers

were imported into Scotland. The Edinburgh mar-

kets were supplied with a few Wallflowers and

bunches of Snowdrops in the spring, and a few

bouquets during summer, with some pot-plants of

Fuchsias, Jasmines, and Musks, with one notable

exception—some very fine bushy plants of Myrtle,

from 12 to 18 inches high, got up in eighteen

ronutlis by being grown in tan-beds, by the head of

the'firm of Dickson & Sons, Edinburgh. Now more

cut flowers are sold by Mrs. Todd in a week than

were sold in twelvemonths throughout the whole of

Scotland thirty years ago.

And yet the cut flower trade in Edinbuigh is small

iu comparison with the same trade iu Glasgow, where

tons of cut flowers are sold every week throughout

the year in the fruit shops and bazaars ; different

flowers in season, Narcissus, C!«rnations, Gardenias,

Callas, Daflbdils Koses, a^e piled on gla.ss-shelves

'W'
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Fig. 124.—HOI'LLETIA LOWIANA.

(Soft creuiny-yellow, with minute magenta and purple-
ooloured Bputs.)

withuutadrop of water,uutil purchasers pity, purchase

and give them a drink. The old florists' flowers, Dahlias

Carnations, Hollyhocks, Phloxes, Pentstemous, Del-

phiniums, &c., hold their own, and are still improving.

Pansies, Violas, have been greatly multiplied, and

are much improved, and some hybrid races have been

developed and established by Scotch growers ; Mr.

Monro himself having a hand in such work, his

record being found in the pages of the Gardeners'

Chronicle and elsewhere. The lecturer naturally

expressed some indignation that a Viola Conference

in the South should have wholly ignored the Scottish

growers, and exclaims tha*, a Viola Conference with-

out Mr. James Grieve, is like attending the recital of

our great national drama in the Theatre Koyal, Edin-

burgh, without getting a glimjjse of the characteristic

face and red whiskers of Ilob Koy himself

!

Mr. Monro went on to say that the less said of

landscape gardening the better. Crowded cities are

getting more breathing room in larger parks.

Originality of design is hardly to be expected. We
may have some mute inglorious Loudon among us,

but there are now no more Blair Drummonds nor

Castle Kennedys to lay out ; or if we did require

now and then to lay out a park, or cut a star iu the

grass, we can copy from Loudon's drawings already

to hand.

Fruits.

With regard to fruit-culture, no drastic change can

be noticed, for the obvious reason that all our cul-

tivated fruits have been selected and improved from

remote ages. It seems that fruits were cultivated in

Switzerland iu the Stone period ; and Dr. Living-

stone noticed some of the wild tribes of Africa

cultivating' fruits. Pliny mentions many Fears,

though none equal to our present luscious fruits.

The Vine is perhaps the oldest and most numerous

of all fruits. Count Odart says there may be

1000 varieties throughout the world. Pallas

describes twenty-four in the Crimea, and Burnes

twenty in Cabul ; ninety-nine varieties were culti-

vated in the garden* of the London Horticultural

Society at Chiswick in 1842. Lindley enumerated

164 varieties of Peaches and Nectarines grown in

England thirty years ago. Of Apples, 877 varieties

are named in the catalogue o£ the London Horti-

cultural Society published in 1842 ; seventeen

varieties of Apricots were described by Thomson in

1835. The varieties of Plums are endless. Goose-

berries are not mentioned by writers of the classical

period ; Parkinson, in 1629, names eight varieties.

The catalogue of the London Horticultural Society in

1842 mentions 1451 sorts ; most of them new varieties,

which can be traced to one original species. Straw-

berries, however, form a notable exception, at least

six species being supposed to have been at work m
moulding our present races of edible Strawberries, and

hence, in part, the explanation of the many new ones.

As to Technical Education, the humblest member of

this association does not require to be told of the

necessity for acquiring specific knowledge in the science

as well iu the practice of horticulture. This associa-

tion might also approach County Councils, and others

in authority, so as to provide competent horticultural

lecturers to young members who aic placed beyond

its direct influence, and by this means enable them

to aoiuire sound principles without burning the

midnight-oil, which too many of the older members

had to do in earlier times.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

TKICHUMANES RORAIMENSE, Jenm., n. sj>.

Root-stock repent, as thick as stout cord, densely

clothed with fine subulate castaneous scales ;
fronds,

4 to 5 inches in length, 1 to IJ inch in width, pin-

nate, dark green, naked, most densely pellucid,

dotted
;
petioles scattered, j to IJ inch long ; rachis

flattened, and naiTowly winged above
;

pinnae

numerous, near, horizontal, oblong, rounded, the

base cuneate, i to J inch long, ^ inch wide, margins

bidentate aud slightly incised, teeth obtuse ;
vems

prominent, forked, striating the surface, reaching

the edge ; sori confined to the upper half of the

frond, one or two terminal on each pinnio, involucres

large, 2-horned, gaping widely ; receptacles strong,

conspicuously excerted.

Guiana, Mount Roraima ; a very chai-acteristic

species owing to its peculiar root-stock, large wide-

gaping involucres, and long-projected fililorm recep-

tacles spread in serial order along the sides of the

fronds. Gathered by Messrs. Fred. McConnell and

J. J. Quelch in 1894, and purchased by me from their

assistant, C. A. Lloyd. It has much the largest

involucres of any species known to me. G. S. Jcnman,

Demerara, Nov. 1.

HOULLETIA LOWIANA, (JIM. /.).

TwENTV-TWoyearscome last October (as story-tellers

would say) will have elapsed since this remarkable

species was described by the late Professor Reichen-

bach in the pages of the Gardeners' Chronicle (IS7 i,

p. 484), and very little has been heard of it since.

Messrs. H. Low & Co. of Clapton, who apparently

iutroduced it to cultivation, although Reichoubaoh

believed he " obtained it first in 1870-71—it appeared

with Messrs. Veitch, aud in the Royal Gardens,

Kew"—have re'ained specimens of it all these
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yeara, and have exhibited it ou two or three occasions

recently at the Royal Horticultural Society's meetings

in the Drill Hall, Westminster. The flowers, as will

be seen from the illustration (fig. 12t, p. 71'5), are

larger than they appeared to Reichenbach, who stated

that a crown-piece would cover one. The prevailing

colour is a soft creamy-yellow, the inner surface being

covered with minute purple dots. The petals will be

noticed for the sinu.s on the upper edge, which looks

very much as if a bite had been taken clean

out of it. The lip is remarkably eon.spicuou.s, being

pure ivory-white with magenta blotches on the oblong

hypochile, and a few dots of simila'- colour on the

bicornute spade-shaped epichile. Unfortunately, but

one flower seems to be borne on the short scape, anil

of food to the natives of the East Indies, both when

green as well as when ripe. It is closely allied to the

Bread-fruit of the Pacific Islands, but usually is not

so palatable. Europeans seldom touch it. The oily

seeds, when roasted, are eaten, and are said lo

resemble Chestnuts.

The leaves of the Jack-tree, as the specific name

implies, are usually entire. lu exceptional cases they

are three-lobed ; this is specially a characteristic of

seedling plants. The lobing of the leaves shows the

affinity of the .lack to the Hread-fruit. They both

belong to the tribe Artoearpea; of the N. 0. Urli-

caeese, as also do the Figs, whifih yielil a similar milky

juice. The flowers of the .lack, produced ou the

stem and older branchei, are nionrecious—that is.

Fig. 12.').

—

hassah jack - fruit : a, dry PEnuiiTH or PERicARr ; b, seed,

(From a drawing received from Mr. J. Cameron, F.L.S., Lai Bagh Gardens, Bangalore.)

this may account for the species not being so well

patronised as some of its brethren. I am sorry that

it has not found a place iu the recent edition of

Messrs. Williams' excellent Oirhid Qruwers' Manual.

John Weathers, R.H.S., London.

HASSAN JACK FRUIT.
Thk Jack-tree of the East Indies (Artocarpus in-

tegrifolia) is a handsome evergreen tree about 60 feet

high, the trunk having a diameter of 30 to 40 inches.

Its dome of dark foliage, with the stem burdened with

monster fruits, is perhaps one of the most characteris-

tic features of East Indian village surroundings. The
yellow timber is highly valued for carpentry and

furniture, and takes a fine polish ; it becomes beau-

tifully mottled with time, and then resembles

Mahogany. It also yields a yellow dye, little inferior

to fustic. The fruit yields a very important article

they appear on different parts of the same plant.

They have a somewhat sweet smell. This is in marked
contrast to the strong, unplea.sant odour of the ripe

fruit. The male flowers are densely crowded on the

outside of a fleshy horn like central receptacle, about

2 to 3 inches long. The individual flowers are very

minute, and consist of a single stamen and a two-lobed

yellow anther. In a section across the receptacle the

male flowers are to be seen radiating in a very regular

manner from the circumference of the spongy centre.

The female flowers are similarly arranged , but on a much
larger receptacle, and are so numerous and thickly-

crowded .as to form an oblong, tuberculated ma3s of

flowers several inches long. Each female flower con-

sists of an oblong, tubular perianth, gi'eon and

contracted at the mouth. The ov,ary is provided at

the base with a lateral white style passing

through the aperture of the perianth. After the

ovary is fertilised the mass (or spadix as it might be

called) swells in all directions, and forms a tuber-

culated, compound fleshy fruit, sometimes weighing

from 10 to 60 lbs., probably the largest that is known.

The central part is the soft, fleshy receptacle ; sur-

rounding this, and radiating towards the circum-

ference, are—(1) the succulent parts of the very

numerous, linear, abortive florets ; and (2) the

enlarged pei-ianths of the fertile florets much swollen,

and appearing as browuish-yeUow succulent masses,

2 or 3 inches long. These two sets of bodies consti-

tute the eatable p.art of the Jack-1'ruit. Each seed

ii completely buried in pulp, and enclosed in a

leathery testa. It is usually as large as a Nutmeg ;

it is destitute of albumen, and composed of two

imequal cotyledons.

Good figures of the flowers and fruit are given in

the Botanical M„;ia-.lii>; tt. 2S33 and 2834, from

specimens grown in the Botanic Ganlen at St. Vin-

cent, in the West Indies. A plant is mentioned to

have flowered in 1827 in the stove of the Edinburgh

Botanic Garden.

The ordinary Jack-fruit above described is familiar

in many parts of the tropics, and is widely cultivated

in the East, from the Pcmjab to China, and from the

Him.alaya to the Moluccas. There a^e numerous

varieties recognisedby the natives nf India and Ceylon.

Although common in the latter country, it has pro-

bably been introduced at a remote period from India.

It was introduced to Jamaica and St. Vincent by

Admiral Rodney in 1782, and thence distributed to

other countries in tropical America. The fruit is not

esteemed anywhere in the New World
;
probably the

single variety there known is an inferior one.

This year a drawing of a very remarkable Jack-fruit

was sent to me by Mr. J. Cameron, F.L.S., Superin-

tendent of the I.al Bagh (!>ardens, B.angalore.in Mysore.

In a letter dated August 29 last he gave the

following description of it :

—

" About a month ago I sent you a photograiih and

a water-colour drawing of a remark.able Jack-fruit

—

at least remarkable to me, as it is the first of its kind

I have ever seen .... The fruit and photograph

were sent to me from Hassan, one of our hill districts

by Mr. A. Watkinson, a coffee planter. His own
letters, with two of my replies enclo.'!ed, will aflford

all the in formation at my disposal. Would you do me
the great f.avour to say wluat you think of this fruit

'

.... With yoiu- eastern and western experiences

you are, of course, well acquainted with the usual

form of this fruit, .and can offer a valuable opinion.
"

Mr. Watkinson's account of the tree is as follows;

—

" There is a peculiar Jack-tree here, the shell which

holds the kernel grows on the outside of the fruit

. . . Both planters and natives declare it to be un-

known in any other part of the district. The native

idea is, it was brought hither by a cobra when young !

"

On March 23, 1896, Mr. Watkinson sent a specimen

of the fruit to Mr. Cameron with the following note :

" In October last I wrote you about a curious Jack-

fruit, a specimen of which I am sending by bearer. I

think you will tind that the pericarp is intermixed

with the tubercles or spines, and that the peculiarity

is not caused by enlarged spines. I am sending a

fruit weighing fli lb to Mr. Graham Anderson. I

should have sent the larger one to you, but it is

already overripe, and would be in a state of decom-

position by the time it reached you ... I could send

jou another later on, as there are five others on the tree

only half-grown." Mr. W.atkin3on adds, "I can see

no dift'erence in the tree itself from the rest of the

trees of the wild Jack." The woodcut (fig. Vi.'i) repre-

sents the Hassan Jack-fruit one-half the natural size.

Its most striking characteristic is the position of the

seeds on the outside, instead of being buried, as

usual, in copious pulp. There is evidently no swelling

either of the receptacle or of the perianth, as iu the

ordinary Jack-fruit. Hence the Hassan fruit is pro-

bably uneatable. The spine like processes occupying

the area between the seeds are the .abortive florets.

Sir Joseph Hooker, who has recently completed

his great work. The Flora of Brilixh Iiulia, has been

good enough to examine the drawing of the Hassan-

fruit, and he is of opinion that it is either an ab-

normal form, or a new species.

Colonel Beddome, F.L.S, who is credited with
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taring found the Jack-tree In a wild state in Southern

India, espreases a similar opinion in the following

words :

—

" The Jack-tree is Very Common in a wild state in

all the moist forests on the western ghiUs of the

Madras presidency. ... Its fruit does not differ

from that of the cultivated tree. Your drawing

must, I think, represent a quite abnormal form,

unless it be a new species. I can only say I never

saw anything like it."

Apparently it is not an abnormal form, as the seeds

(I learn from Mr. Cameron) are fully developed, and

give rise to normally healthy plants. These are now

growing in the Bangalore Garden. The matter cannot

be carried any further at present, but material is

promised of both the leaves and of floweis, the latter

in different stages of development. When these

arrive it may be possible to come at a more definite

conclusion respecting this interesting plant. D. Mur •(«

,

JCcw, December ?.

MEXICAN ECONOMIC PLANTS.
The reports of Her Majesty's Consuls and Diplo-

matic Officers abroad addressed to the Foreign Office,

and published from time to time, often contain, as

our columns have shown, some interesting facts con-

nected with the vegetation or with the vegetable

products of the countries in which the several officers

reside, but the reports of Sir Henry Bering on the

vegetable products of Mexico which have recently

lieen issued, are the most complete and interesting

that have ever appeared in these series. Previous

reports have dealt with the cultivation of Cacao,

Vanilla, India-rubber, Indigo, Bananas, and Coffee,

but the last one is devoted to the Yuca, or Cassava,

Pine-apple, Ginger, Chicle or Chewing-gum, Sarsapa-

rilla. Jalap, Liquorice, Canaigre, and Ramie. It is

on account of the importance of these plants, and

the interest attached to their culture, and because

the reports themselves do not come into the hands of

many of our readers, that we devote a considerable

space to place on record information that would not

otherwise be available to our readers.

In introducing the subject of the cultivation of

useful plants. Sir Henry Bering says ;

—" The fault

generally committed by Mexican planters is the con-

fining their attention to one kind of cultivation on

their land. If several different crops were taken off

alternately, as in a system of rotation, or grown in

different [urts of the land, where soil and climate

prove suitable, the planter would find himself in even

a better fiuanciid position than he generally does now.

There is scarcely a spot on any estate, whether 1 irge

or small, in Mexico that is not capable of giving

remunerative i-eturns from some plant or another."

Cassai'ii.—The Yuca or Cassava plant is to thepoon

in the tropical section of the Hepublic wk-it Potatos are

to the poor and working people of Ireland. Ynca is a

native of the coiintry, and its rise dates back before

the couqutst by Hernan Cortes, and it has always

formed a great portion of the food of the ancient and
present Mexicans, especially those living in Vera

Cruz, Baxaca, Tabasco, and Yucatan.

Tlie writer says he has not found the plant growing

wild throughout his travels in the Republic, but is of

the opinion that if left by itself without attention it

will in time entirely die out ; hence, one of the

reasons for tropical hacendados a id peons witching

and caring for the plant with so much zeal as they

generally do. The people use the plant extensively

in their households ; the leaves are used as food

for the chickens, pigs, cattle, and horses ; the

root tuber is cooked like the sweet Potato, and
made into sweetmeats and preserves. A meal is

made from the tuber, which often takes the placa of

corn and Wheat-flower. It is first peeled, then

grated, pressed, sifted, and lastly, dried rapidly in

large, shallow, flat iron pans. The heat must be

moderate, so as to merely desiccate the meal. Bread

can be made from it by wetting the menl, forming it

into round cakes, and baking them on " comales," or

flat, shallow pans, made of red clay. Moreover, a

starch of a very superior nature can be made from

the tuber by stirring up the grated meal with water,

and then passing it through sieves. This is done
several times, and the mesh of the sieves is decreased

in size after each washing ; the reason of this

operation is to wash the starch clean, and leave it

free from any foreign substance. After the last

washing, the water is allowed to rest until the starch

settles at the bottom of the vessel, when the clear

fluid is decanted, and the starch dried in the sun.

After grating and pressing the tuber in making the

meal, a juice is forced out ; by allowing this to settle,

a considerable quantity of fine starch is deposited.

The liquid is poured off, and the starch is heated on
tin plates, and when the grains swell up and burst,

and become agglutinated together, they must be

taken off the fire. This is Tapioca, and it is used in

debility, impaired digestion, and low forms of disease.

It is prepared for use by boiling, wine, nutmeg, and

other aromatic.i being added.

The plant (Manihot utilissimal is known as Yuca
in Mexico, anf generally as Bitter Cassava. It is of

shrubby habit \yith knotty stems, growing to a height

of from 5 to 7 feet, and the roots have large tubers,

something like those of the Sweet Potato, six to ten

to every plant, and each weighing from .j lb. to 2 lb.

white or of a yellowish colour. The Sweet Cassava

(Manihot Aipii, is also grown, but the bitter is

mostly cultivated. The best soil for its cultivation is

a sandy loam or a loose friable clay, either well

drained ; the temperature should be not less than 55°

Fahr. even in winter. The plant will thrive at eleva-

tions from sea-level to 3.300 feet south of the city of

Vera Cruz (10' N. latitude), and north of this place

500 feet for every degree of latitude should be

deducted for the maximum height suitable for its

cultivation. The plant needs no shade. If the land

selected is covered with timber, it should be entirely

cleared in the month of Becember. The whole of the

rubbish is burnt in January, and immediately after

the plot is sown with corn in rows. Trenches are made
with mattocks or spades, if a plough cannot be used,

on both sides of the corn rows. Full-grown woody
stems are cut up into pieces having two or three eyes,

and 4 to 6 inches long ; they are strewed aloog

12 inches apart between the rows or trenches, and

covered with about an inch of loose earth

from the trenches, forming ridges between the rows

of corn. This must be done before the rains. The
leaves of the cuttings will cjme up in a fortnight,

when both corn and cuttings must be weeded with a

sharp hoe. When the corn is harvested in May or

June the corn-stalks are cleare 1 away, the land

weeded .again and turned over. In a month corn and

beans are sown between the Yuca rows, to be har-

vested in October or November. From tlie months

of November or Becember the tubers can he dug out

for use. They must be cirefuUy removed from the

earth and ifibrous roots, and then washed. A slip

with a tuber may be left on the place for future

reproduction, and the stems cut to pieces for replant-

ing, or to be u-sed as food for the pigs.

The returns of Yuca cultivation are immense. The

yield of an .acre contains more nutritive matter than

six times the same area under Wheat. The yield

can be estimated at 10 tons per .acre ; 5 tons cm be

utilised in the household and in food for animals

around the house, the balance for manufacturing

starch. ICxtracting the starch will cost 5 dols. for

4000 lb., the product of 5 tons of tubers ; so it can

be safely asserted that the Yuca starch costs from

one-fifth to half a cent per lb. This is sold at the

plantations at from 4 to 5 cents per lb., and at

the principal cities .at 1 dol. 50 cents to 2 dols. »n

arroba of 25 lb. As corn brings a net profit of

.3 dols. to 5 dols. per carga of 300 lb., an acre gives

a return of 36 dols. from the corn crop, and 140 dols.

from the starch, hence, a 10-acre patch will give a

cultivator an income of 1760 dols. a year.

Pilic-apple.' -With regard to the Pine-apple (Ananas

sativa), it is well known that its culture in Mexico

dates from time immemorial. Besides the actual

fruit itself, a fine wine and vinegar are made from

the juice, and the fine and strong fibre from the leaves

is even more valuable than the fruit, as ropes, cables.

twine, thread, mats, bagging, hammocksi, and a

remarkably flue textile, as beautiful as silk itself, are

manufactured from it. It is believed that the fine cloth

of various colours used by the upper classes among the
Aztecs was made of the Pine-apple fibre. The
modern Mexicans do not manufacture it much now,
except in the Isthmus, where the Zapotic Indians

still make a cloth from it and from wild silk. One
cause for its disuse is the slow and wasteful manner
in which it is separated. It is suggested that the
introduction of proper machinery for cleaning and
preparing it, would be a source of fortune both to

the introducer and to the country itself. It is esti-

mated that one ton of leaves would give from 50 to

60 lb. of good fibre. The report gives careful details

on the cultivation of the plant, and the cutting and
packing of the fruits, which it is not necessary to

repeat here.

GiiKjiy (/.iii'jiOcr ujKcinak) is described as being

found wild in the Huasteca Vera Cruzana, Bistrict of

Huachinango, Puebla, and in parts of the States of

Guerrero and Chiapas. It is said to have been intro-

duced into America by Francisco de Mendoza, who
took it from the East Indies to New Spain about the

year 1540. Still, so early as 1547, considerable

quantities were sent from the West Indies to Spain.

The uses of the dried rhizome, both as a spice and
in medicine, are well known, as well as the fresh or

green rhizomes, carefully washed, scraped, and pre-

served in syrup, or cut up in pieces and candied with
sugar, .are well known as a sweetmeat. .

The plant is propagated entirely by division of the
rhizomes, which are known ;is races or hands, each of

which is carefully divided iuto small pieces, care

being taken to leave at least one shoot-bud on the

cutting
; each piece is then planted in the holes at a

depth of not more than 3 inches. The cultivation is

similar to that of the Potato. Moreover, the holes

are filled with well-rotted manure, and when
possible, a thick layer of leaves should be placed over

the holes to keep the cuttings cool and moist, besides

which, when the leaves rot they will give extra

nourishment to the young growing plant. The
land must be kept weeded, and as ginger is a
very exhausting crop, manure should be dug into

the land if the cultivation be kept up for successive

years iu the same fields. The plant flowers in

September and October, and afterwards the shoots

will wither (in warm climates soon after), and tlie

rhizomes will increase in vigour and size. By
January, according to elevation and climate, the
rhizomes will be ready to gather, the process bein"

simply to fork the plant out of the soil, care bein"

taken not to injure the races or hands. These, of

course, vary in size .according to soil, climate, and
care in cultivation, but they generally average

2 to 3 oz. each in weight. The hands having been
raised from the ground, are divested of the fibrous

roots, and cleaned of all adhering mould and dirt.

They are then plunged for some minutes in boiling

water, so as to destroy their vitality, and afterwards 1
dried in the sun, when they become the ginger of I
commerce.

Ginger is known in two distinct forms, termed
coated and uncoiled, as having or wanting the epi-

dermis ; for in the first the "pieces are washed, and
simply dried in the sun, when they present a brown,
more or less irregularly wrinkled or striated surface,

and upon bsiug broken, show a dark-brownish fracture,

hard, and sometimes horny and resinous. To pro-

duce uncoated ginger, the rhizomes are washed,

scraped, and sun-dried, and are often subjected to a

system of bleaching either from the fumes of burning

sulphur or by immersion in chlorinated lime. The
whitewashed appear.ance that much of the commercial

ginger has is due to the fact of its having been

washed in whiting-and-water or even coated with

sulphate of lime. This is by some considered to give

the ginger a better appearance. It often, however,

covers an inferior quality, and can readily be detected

by the ease with which it rubs off. Good ginger

when not white-washed is of a pale buff colour, some-'
]

what rough or fibrous, breaking with a short mealy

fracture, and presenting on the surface of the broken
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parts, nmnorouB abort, bristly fibres, For ordinary

purp03O3, unooated giuger is cousidered the best, the

largest and fineit pieces of a pale buff colour both

outside and ioside, and cutting softly and evenly, are

the most valuable.

TUe returns from au acre of land vary considerably,

but wheu cultivated under favourable circumstances,

the crop ought to be 4000 lb. and upwards.

(2*0 be continitetTi.

owing both to the longer leaves, a-id to the not being

oo closely approsaed to the stem.

The species aud its variety succeed in loamy soils

that are retentive, if the subsoil is porous, aud the

exposure to the sun is good. They suffer somowliat

from blight, and the attacks of insects. Buds are

frequently formed in the ceatre of the tufts of

leaves. A. D. Wchster.

Trees and Shrubs.

PIN us BALFOURIANA var. ARI.STATA.

In no other Pine of my acquaintance are the

needles so thickly produced, so persistent, and so

closely appres.sed to the stem and branches, as in the

present species. It is thus remlered very distinct

from every other, which is still furtlier enhanced by

the open habit, lor.g snake-like br.anche.s, and con-

spicuous light-brown coloured cones, which usu.illy

stand erect and near to the tips of the branches.

EASTWOOD HOUSE.
Those of my readers who are acquainted with

Rotherham .and its neiglibourhood, where the

atmosphere is at this time of the year usually charged

with smoke and suliihur, may well nsk (at any r.ite

with regard* to hortic\dture, and more e-ipecially

floriculture 1, can anything good be found here .'

What doubts I might have on this point were

efl'ectuiilly dispelled recently by a visit to the

well-kept gardens of .\ldernmn O. Neill. .I.P., at

Eastwood House. My visit wa^ made for the purpose

of viewing the fine collection of Clirysanthemums

Fi(i. 126.- I-IND.S ll.M.P.jUnUN.l VAI!

CJXE> CRFA.M OOI.OURKU.

The tree is hardy, but of r.itlier blow 'growth, the

.annual incre.tse in height of halfa dozen specimens I

have examined, and which were favourably situated,

being rather more tlian 6 inches. The leaves, which
number five in a sheath, greatly resemble those of

1*. Ccmbra, are more or less appressed to the branches,

from
1 J to l.i inch long, dark green on the outer aud

distinctly silvery on the inner surfaces. The cones
are nearly cylindrical in form, 3 inches long by fully

1 inch in diameter, and consist of obliquely diamond-
shaped light-brown scales, each terminating in a stiff',

upward-pointing dull purple sharp point, nearly
a quarter of an inch long. The cones are invariably

produced singly, are very uniform in shape and size,

and give forth resin in great abundance. The feeds
.are small, with a wing three-eighths of .an inch long.

Pollen catkins .are plentifully produced, they being
dull purple of colour, ovate in shape, and frequently
1 \ inch long.

P. Balfouiianaaristatahas the same sort of arrange-
ment of the needles, but these are usually longer, and
to a great Qxtent wanting in the silvery sheen for
which the inner sides of the leaves o.' the species are
so justly remurkable. The appearance of the tree is

more shaggy, less refined, if I may use the expression.

gr.,wii here
; aud used as I am to seeing such collec-

tions I w.is not a little surpri.^ed at the excellence of
the plants and quality of the individiial blooms, and
at the admirable and effective blending of colours in
the arrangement of the plants: which is a point . ften
overlooked in setting ^ip large collections. Here let

me say that the greenhouses throughout give evidence
of the skill and zeal of Mr. A. White, Alderman
Neill's able gardener.

The houses at Eastwool are conveniently arranged
so that the owner and his friends can pass at once
from the breakfast-room and go round the whole
range without once going out into the open air. On
leaving the room we passed along a corridor which
leads into the large show-house, at present filled with
Chrysanthemums. The corridor, too, was furnished
with these plants, whilst trained to the roofand down
one side was a fine specimen of Lapsgeria rosea with
its bright campanulate flowers.

Chief amongst the Chrysanthemums I was attracted
by several fine blooms of Niveum, with its ivory-
white petals. This variety Mr. White tells me is

very useful on account of its lasting powers, and it

is not so easily affected by the fogs as most of the
whites. Mutual Friend, too, was in fine form, this,

I think. Is a variety oonie to stay- -it ia universally

good this year. That causa of dispute, Beauty of

Teignmouth, was also very noticeable, .as were Pre-

sident Borel, Mrs. Dr. Ward, Lady E. Sanders,

Madame Charles Molin, very fine ; and Directeur

Tisserand. Also worthy of particular mention as

varieties that ought to be foun I in every collection

were Miss Rita Schroeter, Eva Kuowles, and King of

Chrysanthemums, besides many other well-known

varieties. In addition to the Chrysanthemums grown
for specimen blooms, there was a bauk of the same
plants naturally grown, aud let me say hero, I have
(please excuse me, you fanciers of large blooms) still

a sneaking love for the Chrys.authenuims naturally

grown, and think they are far prettier and more useful

than the huge monstrosities so much the r.ige now-a-

d.ays. .Vfter leaving the large show-house, we passed

into a eool-hou.sc, just now bright with one or two
varieties of winter flowering Beguni;us, and that always

useful and bright double - flowered I'elargouium

F. P. Raspail, intermixed with Ferns and foli.age

plants. Nest wj came to the stove in which
is a fine lot of cleanly-grown healthy plants

well arranged, consisting principally of Crotons

and nracienas, well coloured ; also that fine variety

of Rex Begonia, Arthur Mallett, interspersed with

Ivdalia, Cocos Weddelliana, and Ferns, with here and
there Cattleya labiata, evidently at home in this

mixed company, as shown by the strong, healthy

flower-sheaths, now well advanced.

The arrangement of the fernery is very effective

the walls being covered with virgin cork, from which
spring fine fronds of Nephrolejjis and other kimlred

Ferns, with here and there the varied foliage of the

RexBegeniashowing up well inits green setting; whilst

from the top of the house long graceful shoots of

Ficus repeus hang in festoons, making the house

appear a real bit of Nature (such as Ru.<kin would
delight in) under glass. Turning sharply to the right,

the Peach-cases are reached. From these we pass

on into the vineries, both of which range? give the

same evidence of a mastjr-hand that is noticeil

throughout the whole range of glass.

Before closing this short notice, I should like to

mention that Aid. Neill, who has just been for the

fourth time elected Mayor of Kotherham, shows his

public spirit in no mean way, and during the Chrysm-
tlicmum season threw open his greenhouses to all and
everyone ; aud to cater for those who could not go

in the daytime, he had the houses illuminate 1

with Chinese lanterns and other lights each nii-ht.

Surely there are many large establishments in our

tnauufa;turing towns where Alderman Neill's example
might be followed with benefit to tho public, an I

without in any w.ay lowering the social stiuding an,l

respect of the gentleman o.vning the place. ,1. I.'oli'iuii,

Scilsmnii. MtirKr/ P/mv, Itutherlnvn.

FLORISTS' Flowers.
•

NEW" CHRVSANTHEMr.U.S.
Now that the Chrysanthemum sea.sju is almost

over, the thoughts of growers in geneial, and of

exhibitors in particular, arc turned t jwards making
preparations for next year. Those jjreparations vai-y

according to the difl'erent circumstances of the

grower, but on one point all are agreed, that is, that

a few new sorts are necessary. Now, the difficulty is

to pick out the few amongst the many offered by
nurserymen who make a specialty of Chrysan-

themums. Those of us who are a distance from
London, and therefore unable to see the varieties

enumerated, look out for those names that are digni-

fied by the mystic capitals F.C.C. Sometimes we pick

out a variety that has gained some notoriety, such as

Beauty of Exmouth, or we are dazzled by a big price,

and buy a Mrs. C. E. Shea, or a Lago Maggiore. Now
I think these varieties have never figured very pro-

minently on the exhibition board, and probably they

never will. Instances such as these cause the average

country exhibitor to look down the long lists of new
Chrysanthemums with doubtful eyes, and while

admitting to the fullest extent the usefulness of the

National Chrysanthemum Society, to wonder whether
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something more could not be done to prove the full

character of the variety before it is offered to the

public.

Trials of vegetables and similar subjects at the

gardens of the lloyal Horticultural Society at Chia-

wick are always watched with a certain amount of

interest, and if new varieties of Chrysanthemums

were sent there to be tested before being offered for

sale we might be prevented experiencing disappoint-

ment similar to those I have just stated. Besides

doing this, I doubt not but that it would increase the

popularity of the gardens amongst gardeners in

general. In Mr. Wright, the new superintendent, we
have one who can grow Chrysanthemums well, and if

this suggestion were acted on, I think it would prove

to be to the mutual advantage of both buyer and

seller. A Country Exldbitor.

ChrtsaNTHemums.

In order to ensure success in the cultivation o£ these

plants, preparation should be made for the next

year's display forthwith ; a period of at least eleven

months being required to obtain the finest blooms,

and the remaining month for obtaining and preparing

the cuttings.

Some cultivators would have us believe that cut-

tings struck in April will produce good results ; but

I am convinced by long experience in growing these

plants that success is only to be obtained when
the plants have a long season of steady and uninter-

rupted growth. There are, however, various reasons

for early propagation, and one of these is the large

amount of space required by the old plants during

the next three months, to say nothing of affording

water, ventilation, &c., all of which entail some

amount of labour. On the other hand, the space

occupied by a quantity of cuttings is small, by

comparison.

The present month and onwards till the middle of

the next, forms the best period for the propagation of

the cutting of such plants as are intended to produce

large flowers. Where plants are required for purely

decorative purposes in the glasshouse, or when not

very large blooms are sought for, the cuttings need

not be struck so soon, a quantity of bloom being

usually of more consequence in such plants than very

fine quality ; and the end of the month of Januaiy,

or early in the following month, is sufficiently early

for these. It is important that each cutting be about

3 inches in length, not very succulent, nor on the

other hand weak or wiry, as ."uch seldom make fine

growth ; and shoots which grow out of the hard

stems should not be taken, these being apt to flower

prematurely, sometimes as soon as the young plants

begin to grow—still, if a variety be new, scarce, or

rare, such improper shoots must be taken. As soon

as the flowers have passed, cuttings should be taken

of any variety that produces shoots plentifviUy, takiug

them down to within a few inches of the soil. The
stems of shy-growing, new, or scarce varieties, should

be cut back not lower than 1 foot from the soil, mora

space being thus afibrded for the production of lateral

shoots, some of which may serve as cuttings, although

stem-shoots are not so good as those which push up
from the roots, or come from the collar. When a

plant has done flowering, and is cut down, place it in

a cool greenhouse, or other structure from which

frost is excluded, standing it so that it gets plenty of

direct sunlight. Some varieties throw up shoots

very freely, that it becomes necessary to thin out the

weaker ones to prevent drawing. A very wet soil

causes a sickly appearance, and should be avoided,

affording no more water at this season than a plant

whose work is over for the present requires. In the

case of any new or scarce variety which breaks in-

differently, place them, after seeing that the drainage

is right, on a gentle bottom-heat, in a house having a

temperature of C0% and syringe occasionally with

tepid water. Aphides are very troublesome at times,

causing the curling up of tender leaves, and, as a

con.^equence, checking growth. The best means of

ridding the plants of these pests, is to dust the

affected parts with ,to)jacco-powder, or to fumigate

with tobacco on two consecutive nights.

The propagation of Chrysanthemums from cuttings

is an easy matter if a few simple rules are observed ;

and one of the most important of them is a cool-

house or pit from which frost is excluded, which

has a temperature at night of 40°, and by day of 50°,

and in which may be placed on oue of the stages a close

garden-frame. In preparing this frame, let the bottom

be covered with slates, and on these place a layer of fine

coal-ashes to make it air tight, and afford a cool,

moist medium, on which the cutting-pots may stand.

In making the cuttings, trim the leaves from the

base, and cut the shoot square across below a joint.

Some gardeners remove the buds from the lower part

of the cuttings, thinking they thereby prevent the

growth of suckers. This is, however, not advisable,

as suckers can be readily removed when they appear,

if thought objectionable, and they become shoots fit

for cuttings. Some growers strike the cuttings in a

cold-frame in the open air, but my reason for prefer-

ing a cool-house is, that much valuable time is some-

times lost if the winter be a severe oue. I have .seen

cuttings frozen hard in the pots for a fortnight ; this

does not kill them, but they make no root.<. and

therefore time is being lost. Others strike the cut-

tings on a shelf in a cool-house. Here the leaves flag

very much, and rooting is greatly retarded ; they

ought not to flag in the least degree. It is a common
practice to put five or six cuttings round the edge of

a 4i-inch pot, and they strike readily enough in this

way, but when the plants are potted off, a check is

given by disentangling the roots, which is very

undesirable. If one cutting is placed in a small pot,

no such check occurs in repottiug. This, I consider,

is good rea.son for putting cuttings singly into deep

])0t8, narrow in proportion to their depth, in which

the roots naturally go downward.*, and a larger

number of the pots can be placed in a given space

than others of the same capacity, i.e., wider, but not

so deep. The kind of pot indicated, measures

2.^ inches inside, and they are called, in garden par-

lance, " thumbs.'' A cutting-pot should be either new

or well cleaned, and one crock in each pot afibrds

suttiiient drainage, if it be covered with the rougher

fciftings of leaf-mould. The pots .should bo filled

with a compost consisting of about eijual parts of

loam anil leaf-mould, with one-eighth of the whole of

coarse siher-sand, all being thoroughly mixed

together. Make the holes for the cuttings with a

blunt ended dibber ; now be sure that the base of

the cutting rests upon the soil ; afford a gentle

watering with a fine rose can to settle the soil, and

place on one side in a place where there is no draught

to dry the leaves somewhat before placing in the

frame. Having put the pots in the frame, keep the

lights close till roots are formed, with the exception

of airing the frame for an hour every morning, so .as

to get rid of the moisture in the air. In the evening,

if tho glass i>n the inside has much moisture con-

densed upon it, it should be wiped dry in order to

prevent lo.ss of cuttings by damping-ott'. No shading

should be afforded. In about one month some of

the cuttings will be rooted, the varieties which grow
the stronger being the earliest to form roots. A
small quantity of air should then be admitted by
tilting the lights .slightly at first, then increasing the

amount till they are removed entirely. Those which

are rooted should be placed by themselves, their

requirements, in the matter of ventilation, not suit-

ing the slower-rooting varieties. To deprive a rooted

cutting of air, and confine it similarly to those that

are uniooted, is to cause a loss of stockiness, and

induce lankiness, which no after-treatment wUl quite

cure. But litUe water is required in closed frames
;

still, the soil in the cutting-pots must be kept

sufficiently moist to prevent the flagging of the

cuttings, and to induce the forming of loots.

A'. Mofyneuit.

C A S T L E \V E L T. A N

.

Concluded from page 084).

TnK Conifers.—These trees form the more con-

spicuous glories of the place, and examples of

rare and commoner species are to be found of

a size and symmetry not to be surpassed, and

seldom equalled, excepting perhaps at Fota, see

p. 363. It must suffice to note only the finest

or the rarer examples under e.ach section. Of

Picea, a perfect specimen of Morinda was noted ;

Abies magnifioa, 30 feet high, is fine in every respect.

This tree stands in a bay on sloping ground, with dense

shelter from trees at the back of it. Of Tsugi Merten-

siana (Alberliana), a fine specimen 40 feet high

was noted; also another planted years ago, which

has made excellent progress ; one of Abies br.icteati

is doing very well, which is rarely the case elsewhere.

A. concolor violacea, 15 years old, is now a

perfect specimen 20 feet in height ; the blue-green of

the needles is very striking iu big plants. An
Abies Hookeriana, said by the late Andrew Murray

to be ' au alpine tree with a spreading irregular

habit," is hereof a nice, fairly compact habit, the

needles blue-green instead of grassy-green, as stated

by some authorities ; the tree is ib feet high. Abies

Webbiana was uoted, a tree 25 feet high ; Picea

polita, planted iu 1884 by Lord Annesley's eldest

sou, is a tree now measuring 24 feet in circum-

ference and 15 feet in height— a good specimen.

Abies Veitchii, a young tree, is making good progress
;

Picea pungens var. argentea is a pretty type of lawn

tree, with bluish-green needles. Of the handsome Fir

Abies Nordmanniaua, an example 50 feet high, a

perfect specimen in ever^' point, was remarked. The
Sequoia (Wellingtonia) which is the subject of our

illustration (fig. 128, p. 725), was planted in 1856, and

it now has a girth of 24 feet at the ground-level, and

at 3 feet high, of 19 feet ; the height being 69 f>et.

In clearings in the woods we noted the following :

Abies Lowian.a, of perfect form, is 45 feet high,

and like all of these Conifers, clothed to the ground ;

10(1 feet high, than which few larger are to be found a

Brand example of Pinns insignia, here perfectly hardy
;

a Pseudotsug* Douglasii, perfect .as regards shape,

in the country ; a good Pinus Mugho, an example of

great dimensions of Araucaria imbricata iu ccme. Two
Abies nobilis were remarked, one of which was 40 feet

liigh, and bearing cones at the top. TIraiaa and Reti-

nosporas, Juniperus and Cupressus abound, and there

are numerous fine examples on the lawns. A tree of

Thuia gigantea (Lobbi) is, we should im.agine, .almost

unequalled for height, it being 40 feet, and large in

proportion ; T. g. atrovirens, a dark green foliaged

form, makes a beautiful symmetrical specimen 35 ft.

in height. A specimen of Thuia Vervaeneana was

15 ft. high— a beautiful example ; one of Thuia dola-

brata measures 20 ft. in height by 15 in breadth. The

pretty-looking T. Lawsoniana lutea (fig. 127, p. 721)

forms a plant 15 feet high, a perfect specimen, the soft

yellow variegation of which, unlike that of some

others, is bright at .all .seasons ;
Cupre.ssus Nootkatensis

albj-variegata is a good-sized plant. Another coniferous

plant with constant yellow v,arieg.ation is 0. Nootka-

tensis var. lutea ; the specimen had a height of 6 feet.

A handsome specimen of Podocarpusandina was also

remarked. Cupressus Lawsonitma gr.acilis aurea is a

plant with foliage of a deep yellow tinge, ipiite \inique,

and of Irish origin, having been bought of Mr. Davi.s,

nurseryman at Hillsborough ; the pl.ant possesses three

main stems. A specimen of C. erecta viridis w.as noted

25 feet high. Of Juniperusthorearesover.il, including

J. sinensis albo-variegatus, a nice specimen of the

Nepalese J, recurva, a very pretty, distinct-looking

species, with drooping foliage, 30 feet high, and

36 feet in diameter ; and J. Burgeoni, a plant raised

here from seed sent from New Zealand. Reti-

nosporas are found in great variety of forms, and they

are kept under distinctive names, although it

is a well-known circumstance that all of them may,

at times, be found on one and the same specimen.

A specimen of R. plumosa aurea measured 10 feet in

height, and 12 feet in diameter of the branches ; R.

filifera is of the same dimensions ; it. f. variety aurea

is a smiiUer plant ; K. tetragona var. a\irea is a small

plant, with pleasing yellow-tinted foliage. The

Larch, not lending itself generally to garden decora-

tion, was seen only in the .lapan species, L. Kiemp-

feri, a tree of yards in diameter and 6 feet in

height, and in perfect health. The Irish Yew, as is

quite befitting, makes extremely fine trees, .and good

use is made of them.

The Walls.

Before leaving this arboretum, we cannot omit to

notice the wall of the kitchen garden, which on the

side next to the pleasure-ground is profusely covered
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with a number o£ creeping plants, and those which
enjoy the protection afforded by a wall. There is

here uo formal training, and must oF the plants are

iiUowed to grow out to a distance from the face of

tlie wall with but little appearance of the restraining

hand of the gardener,

Dahlias, and some herbaceous perennials ; and sepa-

rating it from the wide walk, a broad strip of turf, on
which large round-headed standard Portugal Laurels

are arranged in a straight line, at a sufficiently wide
distance apart as not to greatly shade the border or the

wall overmuch. Some might condemn the use of

.^2Ei^jf f

Fig. 127.—cupressus lawsoniana var. lutea, at ca&tlewellan. (see p. 720.;

(From a pliotograjih by the Earl of Annesley.)

A sort of floral connection is made from one to

t he other for a great part of the length, by the glowing
Bcarlet-tioweriiig growths of Tropajolum speciosum.

Any flatness of the facing of climbers is obviated
l>y the use of Ourrya elliptica. Craticgus pyracautha,
and C. p. Lalandei, &c., as outstanding buttresses, at

regular distances apart. In the front of this wall is

a wide border for flowering plants, mostly Gladiolus,

these objects of the topiarist's art in this part of the

grounds, but they appeared to us in perfect keeping
with the stately-looking Conifers, and the straight wall

and walk alongside which they ranged. The latter con-

nects the gardeners' cottage with a terrace on which the

numerous glasshouses are built, and from which fine

views over the arboretum are obtained.

Within the boundaries of the kitchen garden borders

are set apart for testing rare trees, shrubs, an! climb-

ing plants, and here are Sciadopitys verticillata,

Cupressus macrocarpa lutea, Diplopappus filicifolia,

Coprosma Cunninghami, Urtica nivea, the Fern like

Libocedrus Donniana ; L. chilenensis atro-virens,

whose young growths have a yellow hue ; a species of

Myoporum ; Pinus Montezumae, which seems likely

to do well ; Quercus cuspidata, a distinct, evergreen

f pecies ; AViddringtonia Whytei, from the Kiliman-

jaro Mountains, a two year-old seedling, 2 feet in

height, from seed sent from Kow. There is apparently,

said Mr. Eyan, a dwarf form of this species, a plant of

the same age as the rest being only 6 inches high.

Quercus bambussefolia is here a hardy tree, although

in Eoglandandthecolderpartsof Ireland and Scotland

it is tender.

We might greatly extend our notes of plants in

these borders, but enough has been said to show
(he interest felt by Lord Annesley in the intro-

duction of plants capable of imparting greater

interest to gardens in the milder districts of these

islands. His lordship's energies are by no means
confined to the garden, for we found in Drumbuck
Wood, an old plantation of Holly and Oak, a short

distance from the latter, a variety of experiments are

being carried out in planting halt-hardy things, but in

truth, it must be said, not all of them successfully.

The Oaks are stagheaded in great part, showing the

effect of excess of water in the soil, and therefore not

likely to improve ; whil-t the Hollies are gigantic

specimens, the girth of one being 3 feet 6 inches

at 3 feet from the ground.

Bamboos have been planted in groups, and they are

doing well. A pond has been made for Water Lilies,

and as a collecting place for surface water. In this pond,

some plants of Nymphipa Marliacea were in bloom.

Some (jonifers were also noted here, but not iu the

low moist ground. Amongst them are Cryptomeria
iaponica spiralis, with very dark green foliage ; C. j.

Lobbi, a variety of an upright habit, .and on that

account less pleasing than spiralis ; Thuja gigantea

ii'rovirens, which trees, when gi-owing in proximity,

s'low great difTerences in foliage ; the so-called Pinus

radiata, a garden name, we take it, for a form of

P. insignis out of a batch of seedlings of which it was
obtained ; the needles radiate all round the shoots,

and their colour is greyish-green.

In the Scots Pine Spruce Fir and Oak woods, which
exists on the hilly land skirting the lake, and much
farther, many choice Conifers are found in clearings

made for them. Their height in many instances reach

70 to 90 feet, and having been afforded an ample space

from the time they were planted, their proportions and
contour are perfect.

Glass-hocses.

The gardens are well provided with glass-houses Oi

modern construction, which are mostly collected

together on a terrace. A Water-Lilyhouse contained

plants of Nymph;eas chromatella, Leydeckeri rosea,

Marliacea rosea, dentata alba, and carnea. Along the

roof trail the stems of two plants of Gloriosa superba,

which Dowers freely in its season ; an Aristolochia

saccata w,as in bloom. Other plants not often

seen in gardens were the yellow-flowerod Stigmaphyl-

lum ciliatum, very free, and useful for cutting
;

Biownea hybrida, from the East Indies ; and Beau-

montia grandiflora.

A small stove contained plants of Phyllanthus

nivosus, the useful Phrynium variegatum, Codiraums

in variety, Drac;ena Youngii, and others ; Pandanus
Veitchi, Aglaonema versicolor, with very distinct

leaf variegation ; the beautiful green-leaved Begonia
smaragdina ; Marantas with handsome foliage, Sonerila

Silver King, Caladiums, &c.

An intermediate-house contained a plant of the

handsome Schubertia grandiflora in bloom ; Pellionea

Daveaueana, nice panfuls; Bambusa Fortunei, B.

Tai-chiku, Ficus lanceolata, with long leaves 2 inches

wide ; the seldom-seen Doryanthes Palmeri, Codi.euni

discolor, whose leaves on the under-side are of a red

colour and green above ; C. aucubaefolium, Bentinckia

nicobarensis, handsome and distinct ; Heliconia me-

tallica, Maranta Warsoewiozii, a variety which stands

employment in the mansion Without suffering.

\
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lu a house devoted to the cultivation of Codiceums,

of which there ia a great variety, were plants of Leea

amabilis, and one of Gmelina hystrix ; also Helicouia

illustris var. rubricaulis, which has a handsome leaf

6 inches wide and leaf-stalk 3 feet high, colour dark

reddish-green ; Aglaonema costatum, with dwarf, clean

growth ; Co-tus igneus, a species that is nearly always

in flower, the colour of the flowers being bright orange

;

Maranta Veitchi in quantity, it being useful in house

decoration ; M. Lietzii is a species of dwarf habit,

and useful for furnishing vases ; and M. leopardinum

U somewhat similar. Numerous Alooasias in variety,

Kriocnema Sandersi, the fine-habited Dracaena le-

curva; Adiautum macrophyllum striatum, a very hand-

some Fern.which every one should possess ; Tapeinotes,

CiioUna;, Cuimeiia Wallisii, Draciunas argentoa,

striati, &c.

The cool Orehi 1-house showed a number of species

and varieties, which form the begiuuings of a collec-

tion, and the jilants being mostly new impui tations,

some pleasaut surprises may be in store for the

owner. Tracholo.spermiim ja3miu(>ides variegatum,

although hardy outsilu, is employel as a climber on

the roof of this house. Another rare plant here is

(Juisiiualis indioas. The Cattlcya-house contained

plants of C. Percivalliana, G. Triana^i, C. Mendeli, Liclia

pur[>urata, Renauthera coocinea, Cymbidium Lo.v-

ianum, Vanda Amesiana, V. Roxburghi, numbers of

species of Dendrobium, Oncidium Forbesii, C. Trianiei

alba, &c. The collection is a good one, and much

discrimination is shown in making additions.

The ' Hock-house " deviates in its management

and plinting from those usually seen. The central

sta<»e or bank is covered with a bold looking rock-

work, whijh in the spritig is mxde gay with the

flowers of Daffodil Countess of Anuesloy, 6000 of

which are forced, besUe large numbers of other

varieties. In this house we remarked Begonias Hex,

Counto;S of Aunesley, and Thomas Ryan ; Passiflora

Constance Elliott, P. ediilis, Lapageria rosia, L. r. alba,

Mutisia decurrens, and Bomarea Carderi,

A vinery was visited, iu which was a collection of

Bamboos whicli had come from Japan, and 700 plants

of Maideohair Ferns. In a Melon-house we found

l>ardeuia grandiflora planted out in a heated bed ; and

in the same house were numbers of Gljxinias and

Streptooarpus hybrids. Other plaiits and forcing-

houses exist, twenty-three in all, we believe, but our

time was short, and we were obliged to bid adieu to

Gastlewellau, and Lord Annesley's tirelesi and

enthusiastic gardener, Mr. Thomrs Ryan, without

having seen their contents.

The WEEK'S Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By Charles Herrin, Gardoner, Dropmore, Maidenhead.

Titr Sccd-a!c Quarter.— If the decayed leaves have

been cleared off the crown?, there is no advantage in

allowing the roots which are to be lifted for forcing

t3 remain any longer in the ground, and by lifting

them forthwi'h the land may be manured and dug
for another crop. The roots, when lifted, should be
got out of the soil as entire as possible, f<ir the reason

that anv bit of root left iu will grow into a plant. The
roots which possess crowns strong enough for being

forced should have every rootlet removed about
half an inch from the base, and be then laid in, closely

together, with the crowns level wi^h the soil, in a

border or heap of .soil, affording th^m a slight covering

of litter in frosty weather, Thi.s sort of protection

permits of the roots being easily lifted when required.

The thongs or smiU roots should be placed in a heap
and covered with soil or leaves lor the time being,

cutting them into (i iuch lengths for planting in

Marcli. The thickest or crown-cud iu making the sets

bho'ild be cut squarely across, an 1 the lower end in a

si lUting direction, so as to afford an indication to tho

pl.uter which eudheis to keepuppermost. When made
pick them in shallow boxes in any kind of sandy soil.

Jcraalem Artichukc.—The tubers are, this year,

Bcari-ely so laf^e as usual, owing to the summer's
drou'^ht If the cr»>p, for certain reasons, has to be
lifted, this may bedoue forthwith without detriment

to the tubers, if they are .stored on a damp floor or in

a clamp out of doors, the -I'St-uamed being bist lor

keeping them fresh and firm. If the land be not in

need of trenching for some other crop, the tubers

should be allowed to remain in the ground for a

period of one or two months longer, covering a portion

of it with litter to facilitate digging out in frosty

weather. The' medium-sized, well-shaped tubers

make the- most suitable sets, and a suflieioat quantity

of these should be selected and pitted. The Arti-

choke with a white tuber is of better shape than the

purple, and having less deep eyes, may be prepared

for table with less waste.

Chinese Articholce, or Crosnes {f<tarlii/s taherlfera)

may be treated similarly to the above. The crop,

with us. is a very light one this year. These little

tubers, it may be here stated, should not be washed
imtil just previous to cooking them; and when s-nt

to a distance, they should go just as they are dug up,

or the colour will change from white to a dirty brown,

which colour is retained when cooked.

Brjcculi.—The recent nip of frost, an 1 the biting

east winds, although only of short duiati n, have
injured the headsof those Broccolis which had not been
protected in some manner. At Dropmore the self-

protecting autumn varieties are still coming into use,

and should the weather keep fairly open ; Snow's
Winter White will soou be fit for use. The Broccoli

quart--rs .should be examined every thiid or fourth

da}', and any jilants which have developed small

heads should be lifted, as previously advised, and
replanted closely together in cold pits or other place

that can bo easily made seciu'e against fros'.

MaliriaU for Hvt-heda - -Where large quantities of

fallen tree leaves are collected, it is an easy matter, if

some stable litter be obtained, to make hot-beds for

a variety of uses, which will retain a pood degree of

heit for a long period of tims. Heaps should be

made of these commensurate with the rciiuirements

of the garden in the matter of be Is, and linings for

the same ;
preparing them by mixing ami turning

several times. The leaves should usually form two-
thirds of the mixture, and they should cons st of

those of the Oak, Beech, Hornbeim, and Chestnut.

Maimrinij.—When the ground is sufficiently frozen

to caiTy a cart or wheelbarrow, manure of various

kinds should be heaped upon all vacant plots of land,

covering the heaps with a small quantity of soil if it

cannot be dug-in in a short space of time.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hedlev Wakren, Gardener, Astoa Clinto i, Tring.

Border Carnations.—Those which were planted out
some few weeks ago are now on the move ; iu fact, in

some mstanoes t-io much so, and it miy b.3 advisable,

in consequence of this untimely growth, to afford

them a mulching, it being preferable to do this

betimes, and not to wait until the ground becomes
frost-bound. The best mulch consists of a mixture
of rotten stable-manure and leaf-mould, taking care

not to use so much as will choke the plants.

Beddinrj Plants should not be afforded much water,

it being safer to maintain a dryish condition of the

soil for a few weeks longer. Thoso Pelargoniums
that were lifted and potted, having now fairly started

into growth should be cleared of decaying leaves or

flower stems, kc, and afforded a temperature of 60°,

iu order that shoots fit for furnishing cuttings may
develop. Keep cuttings of Pelargoniums struck in

the autumn months iu a house having a warmth of
50' till the time arrives for pjtting them singly,

when a rise of 10' to 15° may be afforded them. The
stock of tender carpet-beddin;j plants, viz., Co'eus,

Iresine, and Alternanthera. should hi kept in a tem-
perature of not le.-s than 60' to 65 , otherwise many
failures may yet ocjur, which will mean a considera'de

addition to the work of propagation later on. Bod-

ding Lobelias are still frequently propagated by
cuttings or by divisions of the plar t^ m the autumn

;

but it sometimes happens that, for some reason

or the other, these fail to make satisfactory

progress, so that it is wise at about this time of the

year to examine the stock of plants, and if any doubt
exists as to the supply for the forthcoming season,

no time should be lost in making a sowing of seed.

The plants raised in this manner are strong and far

preferable to those raised fiom seeil sown iu the

8prin:» of the year. Those who fin 1 a difficulty in

obtaining a good strain of Lob lias, will find iu

Sutton's Dw.u-f Koyal Purple one that is good in

every respect, it being distinct, and iu colour of

a rich purplish-blue, with a couspicnoas wh'te eye,

and of compact habit ; and notwithstanding the dry
season, it retained its foliage and continued to bloom
throughoutthesummer. L ibeliasecd being exceedingly

small, requires careful sowing on an even surface of

light, rich soil, which should be watered prior to the

sowing of the seed, or many of the seeds may be buried

too deeply. After sowing the seed and pressing them
with a smooth piece of wood, a light sprinkling of fine

sand or very finely sifted soil may be given, and the

pan or box covered with a sheet of glass, and removed
to a temperature of 50° to 55°, where germination

will soon take place.

The Hardy Fernery is a capital place in which to

plant surplus bulbs. In fact, in many gardens this

place s usually included in the ground to be planted,

and it is certainly worth considering, when for a small

outlay this otherwise bare spot in the pleasure-

grounds in the early part of the year may be mada
bright and cheerful-looking by dotting about of

some of the many early flowering bulbs; and although
it may not be dedrable to make a spring garden of the

fernery, yet the planting of a few of the various

spring-flowering plants, also such a< Alyssum
maritimum, Arabis in variety, ^Vubrietia, and similar

plants among the Feins will enliven the place until

such times as the latter have made new fronds.

Where the planting or construction of a hardy fernery

is contemplated shortly, advantage should be taken of

natural slopes, banks, or glens, where uot only a far

better effect will result, but may be obtained at a

minimum outlay of labour and materials.

General Wok.— '^ hen gravel-walks and drives are

not rendered hard by frost, they are always in need of

rolling in the winter. If moss-grown, the surface must
be scraped with the hoe, and scrubbed with a

stubby broom ; or if in a very bad state from this

cause, the substance of the walk should be turned or

pricked up with a fork, and some small quantity of

fresh gravel spread over it, after which it should be
rolled down to a hard, smooth surface. The bare

spots often observed under trees with dense heads

should be re-tur£ed in mild weather, beating and
rolling the newly-laid sods. The raking-up of tree

leaves, and collection of refuse generally, should be
finished, and the flower-garden and pleasure-grounds

made tidy as far as circumstances will allow.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By W. H. White, Bui-ford, Dorking.

Dendroljiams.—Attention should now be given to

the deciduous and semi-deciduous species of Deudro-
biums. The handsome golden-flowered D. chrys-

anthum now starting into growth should be forthwith

placed well up to the roof in the East Indian-house,

in the liglite,st available position. Although the

young growths m.ay appear to be starting strongly,

the cultivator should not be tempted thereby to

afford it much water, or the young green shoots will

quickly decay. Before the new growths begin to

send forth roots, much of the old compost should be
picked out and replaced with peat and chopped
sphagnum-moss in equal quantities, and until such

time as the young roots have made some amount of

progress, merely the surface of the compost should

be kept moist, but afterwards as the growths lengthen

the quantity of water may bo gradually increased.

It is now advisable to eximine the plants of D.
Wardianum, D. crassinode, D. rnoniliforme, D. aureum,

D. heterocarpuin, D. nobile and its varieties, also the

garden hybrids D. micans, D. Wardiano-japonicum,

D. A'^pasia, D. Cassiope, D. Ainsworthii, D. Domi-
nianum, D. Schroderianum, D. Cybele, D. splendidis-

simum, D. Duloe, D. Juno, D. melanodisous, and D.

chrysodiscns, the greater number of which will be
showing theii" flower-buds, and may be brought from
their quarters iu which they have been resting into

the intermediate-house, where the night temperature

i-i usually at this season kept about 55°, there to

remain till the flowers are about to expand, when, if

then removed to a light position in the East Indian-

house the flowers will 'open in their proper tints.

From the present time water should be applied at the

root at rather long intervals of time, any undue excite-

ment at this sea.son sometimes causing the growtbs

now visible at the base of the pseudo-bulbs to

break, and thus prevent the flower from arriv-

ing at perfeotiou ; too great a degree of wetness

iu the compost also causes the old roots to

di.cay prematurely. In houses having a moderately
moist atiuo'phere, the plants may make good pro-

gress without affording them any water. It is prudent

for b-^i^ianers in Orchid culture to examine each

p'aut daily, and as soon as shrivelling of the skin of

the pseudo-bulbs is noticed, to affori-l that plant a

moit-rate amount of water. Plants which arc placed in

the warmest house may have a slight overhead syring-

ing with tepid soft-water on sunny days, aud if this be

I
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judiciously afforded, it will tsnd to the more free

expaasioii of tlie flowers. The species D. Wardianum,
D. crassioode, D. Wardiauojapouicuin, D. micana,

and others that push up now breaks from the base of

to.", current season's flowering growth before the

flowers open, require very careful treatment, or

these breaks will grow too rapidly ; but if the plants

are kept in a moderately dry condition, and cool as

well, the new breaks will remain almoat stationary

till the spring, when they will develop vigorously.

Where miny D. nobile are grown, fl.owers may be
obtained during several months by placing those

plants earliest matured in a cool house as soon as the
growths are fully made up, bringing them into

gentle warmth as flowers are required. Species

which make late growth, viz., D. Parishii, D. rhodo-
pterygerum, D. Bensonia;, D. superbum (macro-
phyllum), 1). albo-sanguineum, D. secundum, having
completed their growths, should be kept in the Catt-

leya-house or the cooler part of the East Indian-house
during their season of rest ; and all of them should
be kept as dry as possible at the root. Plants of the

beiutiful D. I'hahunopsis, D. bigibbum, D. Statteri-

anum, which may have passed out of flower, should
likewise be at rest in a house the temperature of

which rarely falls below 60''. The plants will need
just as much water at the roots as will avert undue
shrivelling. D. Falconerii, and the splendid hybrid
D. Venus which was obtained from that species,

should not be subjected to a severe drying when at

rest, as, although such a kind of treatment results in

abundance of flowers, the after-growths usually
develop thin and weak—at least, at the first.

Anrjrncurtia.—-The West African A. pellucidum,
now showing its pendulous flower-spikes, should be
carefully examined every day, and water afforded

accordingly as the surface of the sphagnum-moss
towards the sides of the pot or basket is wet or

otherwise, for if neglected in the matter of moisture
they always push their roots downwards into the
compost, and in some cases tho plant dies rapidly.

The plant named requires plenty of water at all

times, and a warm, moist atmosphere, like that of tho
East India-house to gi'ow in, where it should be
carefully protected always from direct sunshine.
The winter-flowering Angrsecum .sesquipedale, now
showiug its flower-spikes, should be closely examined
every day for a small species of yellow thrips ; these
tiny insects axe very partial to the flower-buds, and if

not eradicated as soon as observed, they quickly spoil

them. The best means to employ .against this pest
is to vaporise the house with XL AH every week
from the time the spikes show till tho flowers fade.

S'jp/ironilis.—The small and charming Sophronitis

grandittora is growing in the cool-house freely, and
will soon unfold its glowing flowers. The plants
should have plenty of water at the root at this time,

but care tiken not to fill the young growths with it,

or the bloom-buds perchance will decay. The plant
does best in shallow pans, suspended close to the
roof, very necessary at this season, the young growths
requiring all the light possible, but in summer the
plant is kept in a healthy state when placed upon a
stage with plants of Odontoglossum crispum. When
the flowers are open, do not touch these with water,
and they will retain their freshness for a very long
period of time. Repotting may be done when growth
commences, or immediately after the flowers fade,

and a small quantity of peat and sphagnum-moss is

all that the plant requires to root in. Sophronitis
cernua is now in bloom ; it is a plant like S. violacea,

appearing to thrive in a trifle warmer temperature
than S. grandiflora.

THE HARDY FBXTIT GARDEN.
ByG. WooDuAiE, Gardeucr, Rolleston Hall, Burton- ju-Trent.

Till Pruntiuj of Wall-trees.—The pruning, cleaning,

and training of most kinds of wall-trees will need to

be continued on every favourable opportunity until

the work is completed. Release all the branches
from the walls, and where nails and shreds are used,

till those that are fit for use again should be selected

and cleaned. The shreds may first be soaked for a
short time in boiling water, to destroy any insects or

their eggs that they may contain. The old nails

should be placed on a shovel and held over a fire

until they are redhot, and when partially cooled
plunge them in linseed oil, and dry them before
using. The practice of removing the whole of the
branches from the walls every seajiou greatly facili-

tates the work of pruning and cleaning, and there i.s

less risk of loss of main branches, by their being cut
through by ligatures. Such injury usually occurs

when the branches are secured with tarred string,

which is not removed annually. If the trees were

disbudded and pruned during the summer, pruning

as was advised in former calendars, there will be no
need for much cutting. Any unhealthy branches how-
ever must be removed, and in their stead a sufficient

number of clean and well-placed young growths laid

in. Old trees have a tendency to acquire more spurs

upon the branches than there is room for, and the

worst placed and longest of these should be removed
with a sharp pruning-saw

;
afterwards paring the

wounds smoothly with the knife, and pruning back

the current season's growth upon the remaining

spurs to two or three eyes. This, however, does not

apply to the Morello Cherry. ,\s soon as the pruning

is completed, let all the main branches be well

brushed over with Gishurst compound, or soft soapy-

water, at a temperature of about I'iO" ; when finished,

tie the branehe* loosely into bundles, to allow the

wall to be brushed with a stiff' brush ; all holes made
by tho withdrawing of the nails should be stopped

up, and the walls syringed with soft-soap and
petroleum—one pint of petroleum to four gallons of

water. If red -spider was observed during the

summer on any of the trees, add a good handful of

flowor.s-of-sulphur to each bucketful, and keep the

whole well agitated during use. In refixing the

branches to the walls, whether by shreds or raffia,

tike care to leave sufficient room for the swelling of

the branches during the next year ; and when
driving in the nails, be careful not to let the hammer
strike tho wood. By whatever method the trees are

trained, endeavour to fix the branches in as straight

a line as possible, and sufficiently distant from each

other that the future crop of foliage and fruit may
have ample space for development. When training

is completed, spray the whole of the trees witb an

insecticide, to destroy in.secls or their eggs, which
may have escaped the application of soap suds.

Murelln Cherries produce their fruit on the

wood of the preceding season's growth, and on spurs

on the older wood ; therefore the young wood must
be laid in at its full length, and much closer together

than is advisable for those of other fruit-trees, with
tlie exception of Peaches and Nectarines. Remove
the old fruitiug-wood where necessary, to make space

for young shoots ; thin out the spurs where they are

too numerous, and shorten back those remaining as

much as may be necessary.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Jno. McIsrvRE, Girdooer, Woodaide, Darlington.

Gloxinias.— If a large quantity of Gloxinias be

grown, a few of the^tubers which ripened and were
rested early may now be removed to a warm pit, and
allowed to start into growth, so that they may bloom
about February. These had better not be potted,

but just grown-on in the pots in which they bloomed
last season, for if the tubers are shaken out at this

season, and a brisk heat is not available, they

are apt to rot before new roots are made. Remove
all the loose soil, however, and top-dress with fresh

compost. After the plants are well started, a sprink-

ling of Clay's Fertiliser or Thomson's Manure may
be given occasionally.

Stare Plants.— All specimens of istove plants that

have done service during the summer will now require

a season of rest, but a mistake is made by withhold-

ing water suddenly from any plants that it is wished

to see entirely at rest. Tlie practice of depriving

plants entirely of water during a certain period of

the year has been proved to be an erroneous one.

Often are specimens of Clerodendrons, Bougainvilleas,

Allamandas, Ixoras, and other species, as soon as they

have served their immediate purpose, placed in

vineries. Peach-houses, and other cold structures,

where little or no attention is paid them until they

are again required to be started into growth. In most
instances this practice is ruinous to the health

of the plants. 'The amount of water given should be

gradually reduced before removing the plants to a

cooler house, and at no time should they be subjected

to a lower temperature than 5ii° at night, nor should

water be absolutely withheld. Sufficient is required

to keep the wood from shrivelling, and the roots from
perishing.

Eiirhnrin.—Remove some of tliepotfulsof Kucharis

to the warmest house with a view to obtaining

blooms at Christmas or soon afterwards. Bulbs

which flowered in tho summer and have since made
strong growth, bloom very readily at this season if

aff'orded sufficient heat and moisture. Experience

tells me that Eucharis are better if not plunged

in bottom-heat. When the plants are started, a

Uttle good fertiliser may be aff'orded them with
advantage.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, Gardener, Highclere Gistle, Newbury.

Peaches and Nertarincs in the Earhj-house.—As tho
buds advance, air in moderate quantity should be
afforded at all times by means of the upper ventilator.

Under this sort of treatment, the blossoms will
develop strongly, which is an essential for a good
set. Endeavour to maintain a temperature of 50° in
the daytime by artificial means, with an advance of
10° during sun.shine. Do not exceed 45° at night
excepting in very mild weather ; when cold, it may
fall to 40°. If fermenting material be used on the
borders, turn this occasionally, and supply additional
fresh material as the warmth declines. The surface-
roots will be stimulated into growth by the warmth
aff'orded by the bed of fermenting substance, and the
warmth of the bouse maintained without fire-heat for

a time. When the blooms open, cease syringing the
trees, sufficient aerial moisture being provided by
damping the paths, borders, &.C., twice a day. Should
the Howering-Boodbe thickly set with buds.a portion
may be rem. ived by drawing the hand the reverse way
to the growth along the back of the shoots next to
wall or tiellis : the remaining flowers will be sure to
benefit by such timely thinning, and time be saved in
thinning fruit later on.

Succcssion-hijusc.—If this is to be started, at or
about the New Year, it will probably be the earliest
house in many gardens, and should have the pruning
and cleansing completed as soon as possible, the
shoots, &c., laid in sufficiently thin to allow of the
full development of the foliage later on, as upon this
will depend, in a great measure, the flavour and
proper ripening of the crop of fruit. Keep tho
house as cool as possible for the present, with plenty
of air admitted night and day. Examine the border
if in the house, and supply water, if needed. To
old or weakly trees a good soaking of rather strong
liquid-manure will be of immense benefit.

Mahinij or Rcnewiny Vine Borders.—Where new
Vines are to be planted in the spring, this is a suit-
able time to prepare the bolder for them, so that the
soil will have time to settle previously. A great
point in successful Grape-growing is to have perfect
drain.age, more particularly in gardens that are low-
lying, or where the sub.soil is wet. In such cases it

may be advisable to put a layer of concrete over the
bottom, or even to form the border above the level
of the surrounding soil, so as to ensure satisfactory
drainage of the border, and its resulting warmth. If
concrete be decided upon, a thick layer of brickbats
should be put in and rammed firmly and level, and
above this a layer 3 inches thick of fine washed gravel
two parts, and cement one part, mixed to the
consistency of soft mortar, spread evenly over
the brick rubble with a sharp fall to the
front, where a row of 3-inch drain-pipes must
be laid with a sufficient fall to the outlet —this will
make a good and permanent bottom. The next
consideration is the drainage : this may be from
9 inches to a foot in thickness, and may be formed
of brick-rubble, or any clean, rough material at hand,
placing the roughest at the bottom, and finishing off
with the finer particles, to prevent the soil entering
and clogging the drainage. Above this place a thin
layer of fresh-cut turves evenly, grass-side down-
wards, before putting in the bulk of the soil, which
must not be in a wet, sticky state when used. The
best material for this is the top-spit, cut 3 inches
thick, of an old pasture or deer-park, well mixed
with the usual ingredients of Ume-rubbish, crushed
bones, &c. ; but this is seldom to be obtained. Ordi-
nary good garden soil may be relied upon to produce
fine crops of fruit if the following substances are
added to it ;—One bushel of crushed bones, a bushel
of charcoal to each cartload of soil, with a barrow-
load of lime and mortar-rubbish, if the staple eoU is

of a heavy texture ; or the same amount of pul-

verised clay, if it be Ught and sandy. If the soil is

deficient in calcareous matter, a due proportion of

finely-broken chalk may be incorporated with it, by
turning two or three times before making up the

border. When forming the border, trample or ram
thfi soil firmly together as the work proceeds, and
not making it more than 30 inches deep.

GUSTAV Mann.—The current volume of tho

Bot'tnirxl Mmjccinc is dediciitod by its editor to Mr.

Gustav Mann, late Assistant-Conservator of Forests in

Assam, who, previous to going to Assam, explored

the Camaroons and Fernando Po to the great profit

of Science.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Letters for Publication, as well as spectTnens and plants for

naming, shonld he od<freused to the EDITOR, 41, Welling-

ton Street, Covent Garden, London. CommunicatioTis

Shonld he WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,

sent OS early in the Wfcfc as possible, and d%dy signed by

the writer. 1/ desired, tlie sigjiature will not be printed, but

krpt as a guarantee of good faith. The Editor does not under-

take to pay for any contributions, or to return unused com-'

Ttiunicatio7is or illuslratioyis, iinless by special arrangement.

Ill j^tratlons.

—

The Editor will thankfully receii^e and select

j^hotographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction in these

pfges, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees

tfc. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.

—

Correspo7idents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early iiUelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is

desirable to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Newspapers.

—

Correspondents seiiding newspapers should 6e

car^itl to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editor to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SATURDAY,

SUNDAY,

TUESDAY,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY',

WEDNESDAY, Deo. 10

Dec. 12—Royal Botanic Soinetj', Meeting.

Dec. 13 — Brussels Orchidt^euue, Meeting.

Ttir.> 1 ^
'^ Royal IIorticuHural Society's Ooni-"'"- "
I mittees. .

SALES.
1 Dutch Bulbs. Roses, Carn.itions,

Dec. HJ kc, at Protlieroe & Morris'
( Rooms.

( Japanese Lilies, Roses, Conti-
Dec. l.i-^ nental Plants, Palm Seeds, &c,

( at Prothtrue (t Morris" R-joms.

( L;u,tKale of the Season of 150,000
I Frliit Trees, at Perry Hill, ClifTe,
I near Rochester, by order of Mr.
I

W. Home, by Protheroe &
Morris.

Rose an 1 Fruit Trees, Border
. Plants, Shrubs. 20 Cases of
Araucarias, as received. Dutch

- Bulbs, Arc , at Stevens' Rooms.

TaURSDAY, Dec. 1

f Roses, Bulb). IJardy Perennials
7-[ &c.. at Protheroe & Morris

RoDtus.

IR'DAY, Dec is ^ "''^'''<''*i f™™ Messrs. F. Sander
t at Protheroe «t Morris' Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WlCEK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTY-THREE YEAR3, AT CHISWICK.—10'4'.

Even the uninitiated tourist of

'^'ci' ^ia"^ ^^'^ '^'''y *^*™P ^^""^ realise, after

Guernsey.

Ciops in r 1 'i •

a tew tiours drive in Guernsey,
that a large proportion of the

laud is devoted to tirape and Tomato culture
uader glass. Indeed, in some parishes, not less

than half of the actual superficial area is under
glass. lu view of the fact that the Guernsey
farmer is, as a rule, if not wealthy, at least

comfortably off, a few remarks concerning his

mode of procedure may not bo altogether with-
out a lesson to tho ISritish grower.

First, as to Tomatos. Thoy form decidedly
the staple crop of tho local farming year. Dur-
ing the month of December, .some Tomatos of
the last crop, specially preserved for the pur-
pose, are mashed into a pulp, and with tho aid
of a Tomato-sieve and a basin, the seed is

extracted therefrom. This seed is put into the
soil ot the greenhouse a few inches deep, and
the plant, manured with prepared bones,

(Spc,, anil trained perpendicularly, by ipean.'S of

strings and cross-laths to a height of about
6 feet, reaches maturity just before the month
of April. Less than a month later, the fruits are

all picted and exjiorted. Subjected to renewed
treatment, the plants bear a second crop of

Tomatos about the middle of August.

The growth of Grapes is also remarkable, and
is becoming more and more pojiular every j'ear.

Almost every country-house in Guernsey has
its conservatory, and a large proportion assist in

supplying the British markets. Under certain

conditions, these Grapes ripen perfectly without
any artificial heat, at a somewhat earlier period

than in England. In orditiary years, the cut-

ting season commences early in August, and by
the en 1 of September most of the houses have
been cleared. The infection of the Grape-grow-
ing industry has spread to Jersoj', where some
of the big conservatory owners can and do show
fruit often larger than, and sometimes of quite
as file a ti.ste, as ^o much-lauded Guernsey
Graj-es. .

.'
.

That Guernsey i&'aland of Grapes—of course,

after Tomatos—is jiatont to the stranger even
before he lands. As soon as the mail-boats get
alongside the quaj-, they are boarded by numbers
of young women with baskets of Grapes for

salo. The prices paid on these occasions are, of
course, much higher than tho.se demanded in

the greenhou-o, and even in tho shop. Never-
thele-s, the ubiquitous Guernsey Grape-mar-
chande manages to get rid of the greater part of
her stock.

A reli'j,blo market report on Guernsey pro-
duc3 for a week iu the middle of September,
when the b33t part of one constituent part of
the proJuoa, namely, the Grape, is on the
market, gives the following prices as actually
p-aid by dealers in the North of England :

-
Black Ilimburgh Grapes, '.iJ. to -iil. per
pound; Alicante.s, od. to (!/.; Tomatos at
the same time wpro sold at :i>l. to 3J(/.
per pound f)r Smooth, and 2^f/. to '.id.

for (U'dinary Tomatos. With respect to tho
demand, the same market report stated:—
" Tomatos : although supplies from the Channel
Islands are decreasing, the second crop of Eng-
lish is cjmiug in, so the demand at present
prices is fully met."

It must be borno in mind that Guernsey, in

common with all the Channel Islands, boasts

a wonderfully fertile soil, and an excep-
tionally favourable climate for fruit-culture.

There is also ample bright suu.shine. A noted
Koyal physician declares he is surprised to find

growing in the open air in Guernsey plants
which are, in England at least, looLed upon as

tropical.

So, aided by Nature, incited bj' a laudable
desire to make money by hard work, strict

attention to tho needs of his crops, a careful

noting of the conditions under which these best

thrive, by judicious manuring, and the main-
tenance of a merited reputation, the resident on
Sarnia's soil is able to mike his land secure him
the neces.saries, and sometimes tho comforts of

this life. Bat, as already hinted, if the Guernsey
farmer be comfortably oft, it is not the result

of sitting with his hands behind him. Before
he can enjoy any of the receipts of his crops,

he has to pay a considerable sum of money for

the building of his greenhouses. All the glass,

wood, and other material, has to be imported,
and, if it be a question of heating the house,

there is a big item for engineering work, tho

installation of boilers, pipes, <S;c. There is no
coal in the island, and practically all the fuel hag

to be imported. To make the hot-house any-
thing like a success, and to keep pace with the

growing competition, it is necessary to have
continual labour for taking care of the firos,

regulating the temperature, opening and closing

of the ventilators, &c. A large grower iu

the north-west of the island showed us one
of his average-sized hot-houses, measuring
155 feet in length, and approximately 35 or

40 feet wide. This is quite a plain house, with

only necessary adjuncts, but its building,

fitting, heating and all, when complete, cost

him over £350. It would seem that the boilers

and pipes are responsible for quite half of the

total cost, and if one inquires why growers do

not confine their attention to the less ex^)onsiv6

cold houses, one is told that the hot-houses

form a speculation, where the initial oulliy is

more likely to be recouped by the ultimate

multiplicity of the crops than in unhealed

buildings. Estimites for the construc'.ion of

cold greenhouses range from ohi. to 8i''. per

fo'jt " all over ;
" and some contractors will, iu a

fit of enterpri.se, offer to build you a house,

providing you find the material, at as low a

figure as 2}'/. a foot.

All shapes of grcenhoufos may bo seen in

Guernsey. S(iuare, and lean-to (this latter has,

as its back, the side of a house or a wall), round-,

and oblong houses are to bo found in the various

parishes. Tho commonest form is tho oblong,

some 10 or 12 foot in height at the centre, and

running down at the sides to 2 or 3 feet, the

sides being frequently supei posed on a small

brick or granite wall. Where loan-to coUl

houses aro built, special effoits are made to

afford the front of tho building as much sun-

he it as poisiblc. From the relatively huge
number of oblong, gable-shaped houses, it may
be concluded that this form l.as been found,

on tho whole, tho nio»t suitable to the exigencies

of Tomato and Grai)0 culture in Guernsey.

The Guernsey greenhouses aro, occasionally,

brought in'o rcipiisition for tho jiropagation of

Melons and other fruit, but these cultures call

for no special remark here.

And now, with icspect to profits. It may be

authoritatively stated that, as a general rub ,

the Guernsey grower gets a proportionattly

better financial return for his crops than docs

tho Jersey farmer for his. The very fact of tho

former's crops being raised under conditions

which can generally bid defiance to climatic

vagaries at onco gives him an immense start in

tho race for wealth. But there is another factor

which has no little effect on the Guernseyman's
income, and that is, union among tho growois

—a factor, by the way, which seems to be ei.-

tirely wanting among the agriculturists of the

sister Island. It is known that, at certain

seasons of tho year, Tomatos and Grapes from

Guernsey are sought alter with great avidity by
Covent Garden and other maiket buyers, and
this owing to the obvious fact that from vCj y
few other places can they be then obtained.

Knowing this, and bearing in mind his initial

outlay on building greenhouses, his care and
attention in cultivating tho fruits of the earth

therein, and his object in bringing them to the

passing steamer or the resident merchant—bear-

ing these things iu mind, we repeat, the Guern-
sey grower, conscious that his compatriots are

with him, asks for his goods a price which,

while representing the value of the fruit to the

buyer, ensures him a return for his labour

and the money laid out, and some pocket-

money into the bargain. And so it comes about
that the Tomatos and Grapes change hands, and
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every morning about teu o'clock, i'loin April till

October, and sometimes later, one can see

thousands of baskets holding something under

20 lb. of fruit, being shipped on the out-going

English steamers, the scene on the ijuay being

bo:h curious and excitin;^. But, it must uot be

supposed that w^icn the Tomatos and Grapes

In the Contjitra Rmdus for Nov. 9
DdtG Fruits ul ^yg gQ^ a,n account, by M. Aime

GiR.-iRn, of Phamix melanocarpa,

•which has been found to do well at Nice,

and whose fruit is possessed of peculiar

economic properties. "This Date Palm," says

the writer, spoakinj;- of a spocimou ou the

which palatable and edible fruit has beea

gathered. M. 'Ch. Naudin has named it

Phwnix melanocarpa, to commemorate the

black colour of the fruits."

As regards the constituents of the pulp,

M. GiRARD says:—"It seems justifiable to

affirm that the sugary matter which gives

FlO. 128.—SEQDOI& OIGANTEA, AT CASTLEWELL.VN. (sEE t. 720.)

(Frum a photugi-apb by Lord Annesley.)

have all been despatched, the grower's work
is done. His reigning idea is never to allow

his greenhouse to be idle. So, after the

Tomatos are out, he puts in Chrysanthemums
either for ultimate sale, or fur exhibition in

November. In some hot-houses even Potatos

are planted, and excellent prices are obtained

for these, which are ready for exportation

or home consumption at the latter end of

January.

terrace (if the villa Floury de Cessole, at Nice,

"came irom Bordighera, and was placed hero

in 1.SS2 by M. VicroR HE Cessole, owner of

the villa ; it was then teu years old, and from

LS9I3 it has produced each j'ear a dozen spikes,

on which are formed tine, palatable, and sugary

Dates, ripening in April in the Mediterranoau

climate, whereas, under the African climate

the earliest 1 ates are not ready before July.

This Date-Palm is the first in France from

these fruits their flavour is formed exclusively

of levulose."

As to other products included in the com-

position of the pulp, thej- have been determined

by the ordinary processes of analysis. A
remarkable fact has been ascertained. Amo ig

these products it has been impossible to detect

either acids or tannin components. The absence

of products of this class on the one hand, and

the abundance of pectine on the other, accounts
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for the particularly soft aud mellow flavour of

Dates gathered from Phceuix melanocarpa.

The constituents of the pulp of these fruits

have been tabulated as follows :
—

Inedible Portion.

Skill, 37'33 to 100 of water
Stones, L' J"81 to lOD of water

Water
E^^b^c Portion (P(ilx>).

Levulose

Soluble
matter

I
Acids
Tanni

13-10
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National Rose Society.—Tlie balance-sheet

to November 30, shows a baUince in -favour of the

Society of over £76, as oomparod with one of £45 last

year. Nearly £500 were distributed in prizes and other

disbursements for the benefit of exhibitors. While

the show at Ulverstou cost only £2 12s. Srf. (not

including the prize-money, which amounted to £13S)

the receipts are placed at £80.

Cornwall AS a Winter Resort.—The Great

Western Railway Company ha3 issued a third edition

of its pamphlet on this subject. Readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle will not be surprised to learn

that much of the evidence in support of the relatively

equable climate of parts of the county is derived from

the exotic plants which thrive in tho gardens, records

of which have been given in the Chnmide. A\'e

have, in fact, repeatedly given illustrations of the

gu'dens of our westernmost county and of the

adjacent Scilly Islands.

Lemons in California.—According to an

article in Garden and Forest, the greatest amount

of success in Lemon culture is attained when the

Lcni )n3 are grafted on Orange stocks.

The Genus Silene. — An important mono-

graph uf this genui by Mr. F. N. Williams has lately

been issued by the Linnean Society in the thirty-

second volume of the journal of the .society. Mr.

Williams carefully enumerates no fewer than 390

species, all authenticated and grouped with the skill

of an expert monographer, reference b.ing facilitated

by tabular summaries, indexes, &c. " In the matter

of absolute priority in the names of species," writes

Mr. Williams, " I have preferred not to change a few

old-established names whicli are always met with in

the flora-! generally used, and uudei' which the litera-

ture of the species is always to bo found, in favour of

obscure, little known (and usually inappropriate)

names which may possibly have antedated them in

publication by a few mouths. The plea of conveni-

ence and stability in nomenclature, is of far more
scientific importance in morphology than endless

uame-changinj for reasons of priority."

Edinburgh Seed Trade. — The seed trade

assistants of Edinburgh held their annual dinner in

Messrs. Aitchison's Rooms, Queen Street, on the

evening of Thursday, 3rd inst., under the presidency

of Mr. ScLATER. Over a hundred gentlemen sat

down to an excellent inenu,. Fifteen seed houses in

town were strongly represented, and the committee

are to be congratulated on a highly successful

gathering.

Famous Gardens Abroad and at Home
was the subject of an interesting lecture delivered

by Mr. F. W. Meyer on the 2nd inst. before the
' Devon and Exeter Gardeners' Association." The
meeting upon this occasion was held in the

Guildhall. Exeter, where the representations of 100

lime-light views of foreign and English gardens were

seen to advantage. The lantern was manipulated by

Mr. J. I. Pengelly.

KEW GARDENERS' MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT
Society.—On Monday last, 7th inst, a meeting of

this Society was held in the garden library, Kew,

Mr. W. WaTsO-V, Assistant-Curator, in the chair.

Mr. Rolfe gave an interesting lecture, entitled

' Orchids at Home and Abroad." During over an

hour ho secured the attention of the members.

After a discussion by the student gardeners, Mr. W.
Watson gave a r.'snme of liis thoughts on Mr. Roli'b's

ideas. He paid special attention to the cultivators'

view of the matter.

Stock-taking ; November. — It may have

been at one time tiue that " when chemicals showed
a decline," our imports, as a rule, fell off; to-day the

fact is quite the otlier way, for, notwithstanding a

decline in the imports of chemicals, imports foot up

the laige total of £42,502,969 as the value for

November, as against £39,006,911 for the same

month last year, or an increase of £3,496,028. Had
there been but four Sundays in the month (ao in

November, 1895) instead of five, as in the past

month, the increase would have been still more

marked. The following figures are from the " sum-

mary " table of the Board of Trade Returns for the

past month :
—

Imports.
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B.A., J. P., and there was a numeroiis att-ndance of

members, who were evidently much interested by

Mr. Ewbank's discourse on the cultivation of herba-

ceous and alpine plants in the island. He spoke of

the many advantages it possessed for the growth of

rare plants, and stated how, in his own garden, plants

from many varied climes seemed to sacrifice their little

peculiarities to a great extent and live together in

harmony. Still, he bad many losses to deplore

amongst plants from foreigu parts. In the courie of

his remarks he said that he considered many of the

double flowers, particularly some of the large

double - flowered Dahlias of renown, vulgar-look-

ing when compared with the many hardy

herbaceous plants, such as Aconites, Cjclamens,

Irises, Snowdrops, Hellebores, and Narcissi—which

all received due attention from the lecturer.

In the discussion which followed, it was pointed out

by the gardeners coming from various parts of the

Island, that many plants considered half-hardy will

stand without protection in the severest of winters,

and that much might be done by District Councils in

the Island to enhance its beauty, and make it still

more attractive to visitors than it is, not making in

name only, but in reality, the Garden Isle.

The Darwin Statue.— It has been resolved by
the committee of the Shropshire Horticultural Society

to place the commission for a statue of CiTaiiles

Darwin in the hands of Mr. Horace Montford. It

is proposed to erect it iu front of the Shrewsbury
Public Free Library, formerly the Free School

building, where Darwin received a portion of his

education.

PLANT POKTKAITS.
Narcissus Tazetta. 1, Graud Monarque, segnienta white,

cup pale yt,Uow ; 2, G!orio8a, segments white, cup yellow ;

;i, Grand Soleil d'Or, segments yellow, cup orange. Flori-
ijiv.w. Ifaarlemcnse, t. (i.

Passiflora edulis, Gorden, November 21.

TuLiPH, 1, Vuurbaak, double crimBon ; 2, alb.i maxima,
double white ; 3, Raphael, double white, tipped with pink
recommended for early forcing as well as planting oiit-of,

doors. Flortlff/inm Ili'aiicme/h^, t. 5.

Home Co rresp ondence.

LAPAQERIA SEEDLINGS.— I may inform Mr.
Burbidge that last season thej white and red varieties

fruited here very freely, and that I have raised a few
plants from the seed sown, of which I send one for

your inspection. Also flowers of L. rosea var. I do
not think seeding is beneficial to the plants, as they do
not seem to grow so freely afterwards. The plants
here are growing in a small conservatory, and kept
quite cool. The flowei-s are fertilised by in.s"ct .is-ncy

here for a ourtainty. This. Dcniii/, Duwn Jlouse,

Blan'lford. [Fh') fruiting of any pUnt is a
deterrent to growth. The jouu^ seedling is interest-

ing, and the flowers are very fine. Ed ]

ORIGIN OF THE SOJVENIR DE LA MALMAISON
CARNATION.— In the obituary notice of Mr. William
Young, in your issue of November 28, it is siid that,

among other things, he introduced the original Mal-
maison Carnation. The impression given is that it

was raised by him. I have oftjn tried to find out its

true origin, anl have read ssveral suggested ones,
none of which seemed ijuite clear or satisfactory. I

have always had an impression that it might have
taken its name from the good old Bourbon Rose,
.Souvenir de la Malmaison, which ii me, the oldest
form of the Carnation much resembles in colour and
shape. The Rose was probably introduced prior to
the advent of the Carnation. In 1843, I believe, the
Rose came to Englaml, and so fine and distinct a
Rose must have become a favourite, and it m,ay have
suggested the name for the Carnation. George Stanton.

GROS COLMAN AND GROS MAROC GRAPES.—
Mr. Kirk's remarks on p. 005 will have startled many
Grape-growing exhibitors not a little. In support of

the northern gardeners' practice of placing Gros
Maroo before Gros Colman when staged in the "any
other black Grape" class, Mr. Kirk says :

—"We find

Gros Maroc, in the month of September, is much
superior to Gros Colman," adding, " and as a proof
of this, I may mention that it (Gros Maroc) was put
1st in f-.e 'any other black Grape' class at the
Edinburgh show h'^ld last .September, beaiint; Muscat
Hamburgh and Madresfield Court!" Mr. Kirk con-

cludes his note by asking, " What do correspondents
of the Oardcncfi Chronicle say to that?" What,
itideed ! It is certainly hard to express a decided

opinion without having seen the respective ex-

hibits. But to account for the decision of the

judges, I should conclude that the examples of

Muscat Hamburgh and Madresfield Court were of

moderate quality, and the Gros Maroo exceptionally

fine. It is hard to believe that practical Grape-
growers who are acquainted with the characteristics

of the Grapes in question would have made such
an award had the specimens of Muscat Ham-
burgh and Madresfield Court been good, for

these varieties are superior in flavour and quality to

Gros Maroc when at its best. With regard to the
relative qualities of the Gros Colman and Gros Maroc
Grapes, I may say that I have grown the latter from
the time it was first exhibited, and 1 have on several

occasions included what were described in the horti-

cultural press as good examples of Gros Maroc in the

twenty-bunch class, in ten varieties, as well as in

large collections of fruit, at the Crystal Palace, both
from Vines inarched on the Black Hamburgh stock

and from others on their own roots, and the flavour

of the fruit from the Black Hamburgh union has been
superior to that possessed by fruit obtained from
Gros Maroc on its own roots. In equally good exam-
ples of Gros Maroc and Gros ( 'olman, the flavour is

better in the former than in the latter in the mouth
of September. But I do not for a moment suggest
that Gros Maroc, Gros Colman, Black Alicante, Lady
Downes, Alnwick Seedling, Gros Guillaume, or

any other thick - skinned, long - keeping, black
Grape, is to be compared in quality ia September
with either Muscat Hamburgh or Madresfield
Court. Moreover, the last-mentioned two varieties

are fit to eat in August and September, and
the above-mentioned varieties certainly are not.

Hence the too common practice of staging these

Grapes in the "any other black" class in August
and September, should be disooimtenaoced ; leaving

the thick-skinned Grapes to be shown at the Chrys-
authemum and fruitexhibitionsin November. One great

drawback in the constitution of Gros Maroc is that

with age its productiveness greatly decreases, a cir-

cumstance which will prevent its ever becoming
popular with market - growers. This is also the
opinion of Mr. Moxham, the manager of the Ashford
Vineries, Fordingbridge, who is a most extensive and
skilful cultivator of Grapes for market ; his staple

varieties for supplying the summer and early autumn
demand fur Grapes being Black Hamburgh and
Cannon Hall Muscat. The latter variety sets as

freely with Mr. Moxhaui as the former, whilst Gros
Colman is grown in several long houses, and Black
Alicante in less quantities for winter .and spring use.

All the Vines when seen by the writer, towards the
end of July last, were bearing heavy crops of hand-
some well-proportioned bunches. //. W. Wan/, Line
House, liai/lciffh, Essex.

-It would be diSicult to support the action of any
judge in placing Gros Maroc before Muscat Hamburgh
and Madresfield Court Grapes. I had not time to ex-

amine the Grapes at the exhibition referred to, but I

have a distinct recollection of the rem irks made
upon them by our felicitous friend, Mr. Kirk ; and
more than once, too, in his vineries at Norwood,
which were not eulogistic of Gros Marocs, yet I

thiuk the Marocs in these vineries were as fine in

appearance as they are seen anywhere. It is an old
Scotch adage— " Ae man's meat is another man's
poison ;

" and I feel sure that Mr. Kirk would never
choose for his own palate Gros Maroc if he could
get either of the others. Exhibitors who have com-
peted frequently, and have had their share of dis-

appointments, are generally alive to the grades of
excellence in exhibits. One such man judged the
Grapes to which Mr. Kirk refers, who was
like his colleague, a keen, painstaking-man. It is

a pity Black Hamburghs and Muscat Hamburghs
should be seen so seldom on exhibition-tables ; and
it is not often they are now seen fit for exhibition at

all ! It is agreed on .all hands (iu the north, at all

events) that there has been retrogression in regard to
the culture of the finer sorts of Grapes. Where do
we ever see such Black Hamburghs and White
Muscats a5 were tabled by Mr. Drummond at the
first International Show held in Britain in October,
186 2, at South Kensington, and the finest fruit-show
wo have ever seen > Some years later, the first

International Show held at Edinburgh (nominal in

character, however), astounded visitors when they
witnessed the grand Black Hamburgh Grapes of
Mr, Meredith, and Muscats from Mr. D. Thomson, at
Archerfield. At the second International Show in

Edinburgh, the late Mr. Johnstone surprised every-

one by taking eleven 1st prizes and two 2nds in

the leading classes. Black Hamburghs, Muscat Ham-
burghs, White Muscats, and Lady Downes being his

best Grapes. There is a great want of competition at

horticultural exhibitions in the north—Edinburgh,
Glasgow, and Dundee especially ; the shows of fruit

are due to the numerous classes. Fancy our friend

Kirk having next to no opposition at Edinburgh in

the class for a collection of fruit, when the larger

prizes were so tempting ! M. Temple, Carroii, N.B

LARGE BUNCH OF GROS COLMAN GRAPES.—
At a trade show in Birmingham last week I exhibited

a single bunch of Gros Colman Grapes weighing
6 lb, 7 oz. Mr. Crump, of Madresfield, was judge,

and said it was the largest of the variety he had any
knowledge of. Can you oblige me and say what are

the records of heaviest Gros Colman as grown up to

the present ? Some of the berries in bunch iu ques-

tion were nearly 4,^ inches in circumference, the
average being over 4 inches. I notice Mr. Barron
puts the weight up to 4 lb., with 4j inches circum-

ference, but I have many times exceeded these. I

am much interested in the figures, and shall be
obliged by any information you can give me through
the Gardeners' Chronicle. Rohl. Qriiulrod, [The largest

berry of which we have record was 4 inches in cir_

cumfereuce. We have no record of any large bunch o

(Jros Colman, but doubtless many of our corref

spondents can oblige you. Ed.]

SWEET PEA CUPID.—That novelty in Street Pea
Cupid did well with me this summer. The seed was
sown in the m mth of February in a gentle heat, and
the seedlings were potted off in the following month
into small 32's, and then pliiced iu a Peach-house,

where they remained until the middle of April, when
they were stood in a cold frame till May. By this

time they had grown over the sides of the pots, and
some of the plants had each nine flowers. They were

pLanted altogether in a small bed, and eventually

formed a mass of white flowers, the thirteen planti

giving about f>00 sound seeds. The bed was manured
with rotted hot-bed materials and leaf-mould. The
soil is naturally a light one. Wm. .Jolland, Tioo'i,

Cork.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM IN DECEMBER.—Tn the

development of the Chrysanthemum as an exhibition

subject, it is now made evident that in a favourable

season the .lapaueso varieties that are among the

earliest to flower can now be had in fine character in

the begiimiug of Dctobor, and later blooming ones as

late as the end of December. Taking the e.xhibitions

of the National Chrysanthemum Society during the

pist two seasons as fair criteria from which to draw
conclusions, it will ba remembered that iu 1895 the

October exhibition of the Society brought together

blooms of such remarkable qualities, as to rival in

refinement and high character those usually seen in

November. The summer of 1895 was geuerally uni-

form ia character ; and the December show of that year

drew to the Aquarium such .an unusually large number
of exhibitors and blooms, the latter of such fiue quality,

as to occasion great surprise. In the present year

the October display was quite weak, owing to the

incidence of a season that old growers say was one

of the most unkind tliat they had experienced for

years ; but in December they were able to exhibit

Japanese and incurved blooms so numerously and to

refined as to be extraordinary. So far from this being

an accident of incidence of the season, or of cultiva-

tion, there is reason to believe that a December
exhibition, if held in the first week, or at latest in

the second, will continue to be the floral surprise it

was a few days ago. Growers have dared much and
acquired experience during the past few yeai's ;

and
were they favoured with a dry, comparatively mil 1,

and fogless winter, there seems no reason why a

creditable exhibition should not be got together

early in January. Even now, the Chrysanthe-

mum takes a high place among our Christmas
flowers, but it is the great demand for cut

flowers at that season which creates so much
uncertainty in reference to a January exhibi-

tion. A few years since, the National Chrys-

anthemum Society attempted a mid -winter

show in January, but it proved disappoint-

ing ; it was abandoned, aud the December
exhibition established iu its place. The com-
mittee of the National Chrysanthemum Society

is constantly being exhorted to find what is men-
tioned as a more suitable place in which to hold their

exhibitions. The committee have from time to time
inspected balls which haie been recommended as

well adapted for the purpose, only to find them
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too small, iuconvenient, and expensive ; and similar

steps taken by a section of the committee have
probably met with similar results. One thing

appears to be quite certain, that if the society

ceases to occupy the Ai^uarium, it will have to relin-

quish two, if not three, of its four annual exhibitions,

for it would then have to provide staging, print and
post bills, and advertise in the daily papers, &c., all

of which is now done at the expense of the Royal
Aquarium. Is it a matter for wonder that the com-
mittee hesitate to make a change at the call of those

who are of necessity ignorant of these and other

circumstances of like imnortaiK'o? R. Dean.

HARDINESS OF CEDRUS DEODARA.— I can cor-

roborate what Mr. Simpson says, p. 696, as to the
hardiness and good growth of the above variety of

Cedar at Wortley. I remember the ones now fine

specimens as very small trees, wheu I began my gar

dening career at Wortley in 18,'i6. During the six

years I was there others were planted. After an
absence of several years I went through the gardens at

Wortley about a month ago. I noted the specimens
of Cedrus Deodara in particular ; the largest one
would be fully 40 feet in height ; and the stem
if cut down would have from "24 to 30 cubic

feet of timber in it. The grounds at Wortley are

very bleak and exposed to the east. If 20 acres of a

suitable part of the park had beeu planted with C.

Deodara at the time the present specimens wore
planted it would have been a fair investment. //. J.

0. Orimstoii, TailcKstei:

The Deodar as a timber tree is a failure iu

East Kent, as I and my neighbours have experienced.

Larch, Spruce, and Austrian Pine flourish, and I am
now making a plantation of them, but have to emit
dear Deodar. JTaller V. LisUr,

Mr. Simpson is surely poking fun at your
readers in praising the Deodar as a fore.it tree.

It may be the most precious tree iu the worhi,

but surely we have no evidence that it is so.

Even by his own noti' he shows that it wants cer-

tain favourable conditions; whereas how can we plant
forests, or even woodlands of any extent, if we have
to think whether a tree wants a dry bottom or not

!

[Woodlands are sometimes drained. Kd.] This tree,

as usually grown in pleasure-grounds, with the great

care that gardeners generally give to it, is very often

a sickly-looking tree, never showing the vigour of the
hardier Cedar of Lebanon— 1 moan, ii» our country.

A Planter.

HOW I GREW A GOOD CROP OF ONIONS ON POOR
SOIL.—When I came into this neighbourhood to re

side a few years .agn, I was curious enough to ask first

one and then aaotlier of my neighbours what they
fonnd the ground best suited for ; they kindly told

me, but said that I should not be able to grow Onions
nor Strawberries, and several other plants, such as

Brussels Sprouts. Before going any further, I must
inform my reader.^ how I m.ake a valuable manure for

the Onions. I am situated where fowls do well,

having a few acres of pasture-land ou which their

run is almost unlimited, my stock numbering about
100 ; these are divided, and roost in four diGfereut

houses. Every morning the droppings are collected

and put ou the ground intended for the Onions, and
this number gives manure svifficient for 6 square
yards ; after cleaning the fowl-houses, they are well

sprinkled with fresh-slaked lime. Now suppose we
call the birds machines, by which we manufacture
the—if you like—British guano ; and when it is under-
stood that I feed with Wheat, Barley, Dari, Oat-meal,
bone-meal, calcined oyster-shell and flint-grit, besides
a little meat-biscuits, all sound and of good quality, it

should be a good guarantee that the manure is a
valuable one. Now for the crop of Onions off this

poor soil, as stated above. I top-dressed 6 square
yards every morning, until I had finished the allotted

ground necessary for the purpose, sowing so that they
require little or no thinning—the result was about
10 lb. to the square yard, which U, at ^d. per lb.,

about £100 per acre. Should you care for it, I shall

have a valuable experiment for publication at the end
of the next Strawberi-y season. Joseph Mendit/i,
Jiosemoimd, Bishops Off,ey. Ecdcshall, Staffs. [The
experience of so able a cultivator is always welcome.
Ed.].

PEAR, HUYSHE'S VICTORIA.—This just now
forms our dessert Pear, and a very excellent one it

is, following close upon the heels of Marie Louise.
Although I am now writing in praise of this Pear, this

is the first time I have been enabled to do so, for this

reason, that in previous years we always made the
fatal mistake of gathering far too early. This year,
however, I took the necessary precaution that this

.should not occur again ; so that notwithstanding
sundry attacks from wasps, tomtits, and gales of
wind, the Pears were allowed to hang on the tree

until long after the usual time of gathering, with the
result that now we have a very superior Pear, but-
tery, melting, juicy, and likely to keep in use until

well into January. Marie Louise, although a very
fine Pear, is at the same time a very disappointing one,
for directly it gets about ripe it has a trick of going
sleepy, or black at the heart. Of this " heart disease

"

Huyshe's Victoria seems to be free, hence its being
more long-lived. My H. Victoria is now a fully

developed pyramid. When I say developed, I mean
that for many years whilst we had plenty of money,
and, of course, plenty of men, these trees were ne.itly

pruned in closely, as was the fashion, so that a
string when fastened to the lowest horizontal
branch, and then stretcheil to the top of the
tree, would define what was supposed to be, horticul-

turally speaking, the proper contour of the tree.

Men and money grew scarce ; the trees were very
much left to form their own deportment—with the
result that on these formerly highly-trimmed trees

we have now loads of excellent fruit. Not that it

reflects any credit upon our management ; but I

should very much have liked to have sent you a
photograph of some of our trees so fruit-laden, and
afterwards of their appearance when some of them
were completely broken down under the load of
fruit. Hail I been an employ^ of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society at Chiswick, and this had happened, no
doubt they would soon have got together a kind of

self-constituted committee of inspection to seriously
consider whether I had arrived at that state of dotage
when it would be .advisable to offer me a comfortable
retiring pension. Private gardeners are often retired
without very much pension. Amongst the m<any
blunders belonging to the Royal Horticultural Society
they certainly have this redeeming point, which is a
credit to them, namely, that they retire their old
servants liber.ally. L^nsc may such a liberal spirit

continue
! Huyshe's Victoria in appearance very

much resembles that of an Easter Beurr^, but it is a
better and far more useful fruit. Would anyone
kindly say whether they have given it a trial on a
wall ' H'. Milter, Cmiit.c A liheij.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS BEAUTY OF TEIQNMOUTH
AND PRIDE OF MADFORD.—When I wrote to the
Qardcners' ChronirU before, I distinctly said when
Pride of Madford and James Lynch were sent to Mr.
Salter, they were both named. I did not say they
were both named James Lynch, as was stated in the
Qardenera Chronicle. I also said Pride of Madford
was dead (or rather it failed to give any cuttings) on
arriv.al. What I intended was to prove that Pride of
Madford was named and distributed at least two
years previously to .Messrs. Hannaford receiving it.

I cast no reflection upon Messrs Hannaford, for as
I said, the names must have got mixed or lost

in the transit. I also wished to point out the
mistake Mi-. Godfrey had made in labelling
James Lynch (and a very poor specimen of it)

as the true and wort! less Pride of Madford ; it

struck me as being a slur on our friends over the
water, after they had sent us such beautiful varieties
as Pride of Madford, Oceana, C. B. Haywood, Aus-
tralia, and James Lynch. What appeared in my
catalogue had not been proved until the two varie-

ties had flowered this year, and they were seen to be
synonymous

; it was then that I introduced it at the
National Chrysanthemum Society, on Oct. 21, and
was awarded First-class Certificate as Pride of Mad-
ford, its true and proper name. W. Wells, Earhwml.

CYCLAMENS NOT OPENING THEIR FLOWERS.—
I have carefully read the correspondence in the Qar-
dcners' Chronicle on this interesting subject, but with-
out particulars as to "C. B. W.'s" mode of
cultivation, it has been practically impossible to state
a reason for his flower-buds failing to open. In
this week's issue he favours your readers with
the necessary information, and this coupled with
the valuable remarks of the Editor as to the
water logged condition in which he found the two
plants sent, seems at once to point out where he has
erred in their cultivation. The [lOts should be one-
third filled with potsherds, then a little sphagnnm or
other moss or leaves, after which fill the pots with
soil composed as follows, equal parts of good yellow
loam, leaf-mould, and coarse sand, adding a handful
or two of some good chemical manure, or if preferred,
some decomposed cow-minure, say a fourth to a
barrow-load, then pot lightly, preserving every root
possible. " C. B. W. " seems to have omitted to use
coarse sand, which is absolutely necessary to suc-

cessful cultivation, and uses instead peat which is not
at all desirable but detrimental. Good drainage is one
of the most essential elements iu their cultivation,

which would be a difficult thing to accomplish when
using the soils " C. B. W." has used. The plants
must always be kept in a moist condition, syringing
them overhead three or four times daily if success is

aimed at ; but they must be so potted that the
water immediately passes through the pot. To allow
the plant to get water-logged is almost as detrimental
to their health as to suffer them to get too dry.

Many growers are successful iu growing plants until
the buds begin to show, but cannot understand why,
having succeeded so far, the flower-buds fail to open

;

and many then use liquid-manure, with a view to

assist them to expand (as recommended by one of

your correspondents), when, as a matter of fact, the
mischief is done long before the plants get to this

stage, and all the manure in the world will not umlo
the mischief that has been done. When the flower-

buds are showing, the plants should be carefully
watered, so that the water does not settle in the
centre of the corm or bnlb,aud any dead leaves or
flower-stalks should be pulled out, not cut off, as is so

often done. In conclusion, I regret I cannot offer
" C. B. W." much encouragement with the plants he
has

; probably some of the flowers will open, while
others will remain in a semi-dormant state ; but I

should be very much surprised to hear that either

the removing them from their elevated position, or
feeding them with liquid manure, as previously recom-
mended, had the desired efl'ect. F. C. Edimrds,
.iulhor of '• Oyilaniens.and Huw to Oroir Them."

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII UNDER GLASS.—A day
among the " Mums " in and around Edinburgh
brought mc other pleasures in addition to that on
placing me abreast of some of the finest varieties and
the highest culture of these plants that have almost
robbed the Rose itself of its supremacy. One of the
simplest and least expected of these was found of
the end wall of a Chrysanthemum-house, covered
with this beautiful creeper, in finer form and
richer in colouring than I have ever met with it before,

and that is .saying a good deal, for I have seen the
best that fronts ami backs of colleges at Cambridge
can do to adoru themselves througli growing A.
Veitchii to perfection and display it artistically, either

in large masses alone, or contrasted with the best
silver and golden variegated Irises. But here, under
glass, the crimsons glowed with even greater bril-

liancy, and the leaves were larger and possessed more
substance. Possibly the colours were enriched owing
to their being seen in contrast with many of the
yellow and white flowers of the C'hry.santhemnni3,
such as Graphic, Duchess of York, &c. But I after-

wards met with the Ampelopsis, apart from the
brightness of Japanese and other Chry.santhemums,
and found its size and brilliancy, and usefulness for

table and other decorative purposes greatly enhanced
by the shelter afforded by glass. In all gardens,
north or south, in which this lovely creeper has failed

to grow or colour well, I would advise that it should
have part or whole of a light cool glasshous* to itself.

D.T. F. [It is apt to get so coarse under such
circumstances as to be unrecognisaole. Ed.]

HAMBURGH, OR PLAIN-LEAVED PARSLEY.—For
the hundred-and-one uses to which Parsley is put in

the kitchen, the plain-leaved, more robust growing
variety is just as useful as the "finest moss-curled,"
and much more readily freed from dirt. The roots
are grown in most gardens for culinary uses, so that
not many, if any, more need be grown if the plant is

compelled to produce nice young leaves all through
the winter. The intelligent gardener will scarcely

need to be told how he may obtain these, although
the amateur may be glad of a hint. If he have a

greenhouse or intermediate-house, or even a warm
cellar that is provided with a fair amount of light, he
may pack the roots in soil in a conical heap with
the heads all pointing outwards. This heap may be
made in a flat hamper, such as the nurseryman uses

to pack potted plants in when sent a distance by rail

or carrier. The mass is then transportable ; or it

may be made on the floor, and it m.ay take the shape
of a lean-to heap against a wall. After packing two
or three layers in mould, afford a moderate amount
of water and proceed as before, aftbrding more wuter
and so on till it is finished. Supposing that all the
autumn leaf-growth was twisted ofi' the roots on
lifting them, the growth made under glass or else-

where will be new and tender, and just as much
appreciated by the cook as that from out-of-doors

plants, often so difficult to collect, and unpleasant to

gather in frosty weather or from beneath the snow,
as many a gardener who has been in the kitchen
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garden well knowi. Where pits exist whloli are pro-

vided with hot-water pipes, the roota may be bedded-

out on the flat, and treited to a temperature of 45^ to

55°, air belag aiforded daily, if only for a few hours,

to keep the leaves from " fogging" off. A. i . £

IMP30VED SOWING OF FERN-SP0RE3.—There

are many methods of preparing the soil when raising

Ferns from spores ; and one that should not be neg-

lected is to destroy all trace of plant-life, such as moss

and Liverworts, by soaking the soil in boiling water

before making use of it for Biting the pots and pans.

Another way is to char the soil. Some persona use

loam, leaf-mould, or peat, in the spore-pots, whilst

others scatter the spores on soft bricks or blocks

of hard peat, or on wood, coke, &c. Charring

the soil m a certain manner. This method,

though not differing very materially from some of

the older ones, possesses advantages worthy of con-

sideration. Clayey-loam is the soil recommended,

and it is one that is generally obtainable. If pos-

sible, it should be of the consistency of putty. Break

it into small pieces with the fingers, place it on a

shovel, and submit it to the heat o£ a strong fire.

Shovel and soil becoming of a red-heat, should (if

properly burned) assume a blackish colour in cooling,

and the soil should then be passed through two sieves,

a i-inch meshed one placed on the top of a J^-inch mesh

sieve answers the purpose very well. The soil re-

maining in the j-inoh neve is very suitable for use

in the sowing of spores, and it may be said here, that

dust is totdly improper for successful work. The

holes of tlie pots or pans should be stopped with a

large crock, and three-parts filled with puie loam, the

remaining part consisting of the charred soil. The

properties of the soil when charred are peculiar,

being very porous, although close-grained, and when

well damped, it keeps moist for a long period of time

(a piece of this soil put into the mouth has an efifect

similar to that of a Freuch/o«(/aHte—flavour excepted !
).

At a place where the above method is practised,

hundreds of pots are placed on a stage in a small

house set apart for the raising of Ferns by spores

;

each pot is provided with a saucer, which faciltates

watering ; and no glass is used to cover them ; but if

the pots and pans have to be placed with other plants,

it is advisable to cover each with a piece of glass

shghtly inclined, so as to protect the spores from

water whilst syringing the other plants. With this

treatment no moss appears, or if any, not in sufficient

quantity to injure tlie young prothallus. The em-

ployment of such soil on the surface of the spore-pots,

&c., considerably facilitates the tedious operation of

pricking-off'the young Ferns. Of course, it must be

understood that after the sowing of the spores, the

pots should be placed on a shelf or stage near the glass,

the stage being covered with coal-ashes or other

moisture-holding material. Lonis Gentil, Kew.

HORTICULTURAL INSTITUTE.— It is most grati-

fying to observe the widespread interest in the pro-

posed Home of Horticulture, as evidenced both in

the ]mblic prints and in pi ivate correspondence. In

a few d;iys I will send my drawings and suggestions

to you, and shall be obliged if you will afford space

for their publication iu your columns, in reply to the

questions which are now being asked. Jmncs L. Wood.

[The scheme will be published probably in our next

issue. Ed.]

Scotland.

QLASaOW BOTANIC GARDENS.

Since these gardens have been acquired by the

Corporation, a considerable amount of change has

I'ecome apparent, more money having been spent iu

plants, both outdoor and indoor, and the sum spent

in maintenance is not so limited as formerly, when

the late .\Ir. Robert Bullen was the Curator. This is

a happier state of things, and the free opening of the

gardens on Sundays and Saturdays brings a crowd of

visitors from the town and country. Pity that all

our municipalities do not wake up respecting their

botanic gardens, and place their cost of kecping-up

upon the rates.

There was a brilliant show of Chrysanthemums,

under the management of the present Curator, Mr.

David Dewar, particularly in the annexes and round

about the K ibble Conservatory ; and what with the

great plants of Camellia alba, many of them in flower,

and the superb ooUectiou of Rhododendrons (which

are allowed space for full development), and the

immense quantity of blossoms upon them, the Tree*

Ferns, and the Palms, the promenading area forms

a winter garden which has few equah. In time we

may look for an interesting assortment of Orchids

and miscellaneous plants, both under glass and out-

doors. The collection of Ferns, succulents, and

medicinal plants has always been well maintained
;

and with a more liberal means at command every

other department will in time be made more striking

and instructive. Among the plants in flower that is

not often seen was one of »Echmea spectabilis. It is

one of the strongest-growing species, and has long,

lanceolate, acuminate leaves, much longer and broader

than those of -"Echmea fulgens, of a brownish-green

hue, coarsely serrated at the edgps ; the panicle of

flowers stift, and growing to a height of about

'JO inches, very much forked. The flowers are of a

dullish-pink hue, each about 1 incli long, and taper-

ing, with a contracted orifice, making an altogether

stylish-looking plant, suitable for any garden. J. A.

Notes on Some Scotch Gardens.

On visiting country-gardens and gardener.', it is

gratifying to observe those gardens which were a few

years ago in a state of deplorable neglect, made clean

and tidy, with every plant and shrub, and tree, in

flourishing condition. There are a goodly number of

gardens in Stirlingshire which have passed into the

hands of new proprietors, and in many cases special

efforts have l)een made by the new owners to render

the policies and gardens worthy adjuncts to the

perhaps fine mansion or extensive estate.

Lakuert House, the residence of Mr. Graham, a

beautiful place, but once sadly neglected, is now fit to

rank with the leading residential estates of the district

—roads, walks, s-hrubberies, and lawns, are put into

good order in conformity with the tastes of the

proprietor. On the occasion of a visit made in early

autumn, it w^is noted that the old state of affairs was

quite changed —new ranges of glass have been erected

in modern style, and these were filled with choice,

well-grown plants. Fruits of various kinds grown

under glass, were attractive and abundant.

Among stove-plauts in robust health were some

remarkably well-coloured Crotons, among Vihich I

remarked one named Lord Salisbury, raised by

Mr. Airdrie, the head gardener at Larbert, in its

leaf-markings very beautiful and distinct ; the lower

leaves green with yellow spots, whilst those higher

up the plant, are of a pale pink colour, and the

centre leaves are yellow. Others raised from seed

give nuich promise, viz., C. Countess, C. Flamingo,

C. Magnificent, and C. Prince of Orange, are of very

fine vivid tints. Begonias, of the tuberous-rooted

section, havo received considerable .attention in recent

years, .and Mr. .Mnlrie has raised many fine varieties,

of which B. Mrs. Graham is a fine flower which

measures :i inches across, scarlet in colour, and an

extra fine variety. Some double and semi-double

flowered varieties are also excellent. In the stove

devoted to fine foliage-plants generally, which are in

fine condition, some well-grown Dendrobium Wardi-

anum growing in suspended baskets were noted.

Grape vines were very promising, and these included

the following varieties, Mr.s. Pince, Muscat Ham-
burgh, Black Hamburgh, and Madresfield Court.

The last-named variety had received liberal treatment

during its swelling period, and abundance of air is

admitted to the vinery in which are the Vines when

the fruit is approaching ripening, with the result that

no cracked berry is ever seen. Peaches and Necta-

rines looked well, young trees mostly at their full

size. Those varieties of Peaches which have afiorded

the most satisfaction are Dymond, Goshawk, Sea

Eagle, Crimson Galande, the fruits attaining largo

size and high colour. Of Nectarines, Violet Hfttive,

Elruge, and Pine-apple are the most favoured. Figs

cultivated in pots fruit abundantly, the varieties

remarked being Gros Vert, Osborne's Prolific, Bour-

jassotte Blanc, and Monaco Blanco. The Tomato

is extensively cultivated, and the variety Comet, of

handsome exterior, appeared to be the finest cropper.

The vegetables observed in the kitchen garden were.

as is usual this year, of great excellence. Hardy
fruits are going to receive apeoial attention, and now
orchards have been planted. Chrysanthemums have

for years been remarkably well grown, and the blooms
or the plants have often taken good prizes at impor-

tant shows.

Major Dobbie's Garden.—After leaving this

rising place I went to another garden, where
it was remarked that many things were un-

commonly well done ; this was Major Dobbie's

residence, also at Larbert. This gentleman has

extended his borders, and formed some beautiful

pleasure-grounds, a vegetable garden, and erected

glass-houses for the cultivation of decorative plants

and fruit. The conservatory, a spacious building,

was exceedingly gay with flowers in season. Fine

Grapes were remarked : also Timatos growing capi-

tiiUy on a shelf at the back of a vinery, their stems

being trained downwards. Bedding-out here receives

speci.al attention ; and species .and varieties of shrubs

possessing fine foliage are apparently turned to good
account. Among the capital crops of vegetables

noted were the Cranston Onion. Excellent Goose-

berries furnishing a late supply were pointed out by
Mr. Wilson. These consisted of varieties not com-
monly met with in gardens, but which arc neverthe-

less of great value as late beai'ers ; viz, Thumper, a

large yellow of fine quality ; Crown Bob, very fine
;

and White Warrington, far from ripe (middle of

August), is a capital sort. Mr. Wilson, the head

gardener here kindly gave me much information re-

garding these fruits .and other matters. The Apple
crop was a very good one, the result of choosing such

varieties only as are best suited to the locality.

M, Tcinjih, Carron House Qardcns.

TOMATOS TO RIPEN IN MARCH.
It is the practice of some gardeners who require

early Tomatos to sow seeds towards the end of the

year ; but in my experience, the seedlings require so

much nursing that the plants are much less strong

than they should be. I have for years relied upon
plants from seed sown at the end of July or com-

mencement of August for early-spring fruiting. We
have so many good Tomatos now in commerce it may
seem unnecessary to mention a few .as being most
desirable, but although there is little difhculty to

obtain a set during summer, it requires mucli care to

secure a good crop of fruits iu March. Certain

varieties are best for this purpose, and after speaking

of the principal points to observe in their cultivation,

I will mention several of these. I am aware that

many eulti«ators obtain their first supplies of fruit

from j>lants rai^eil from cuttings, but unless the

cuttings are extra good, there .are serious losses

during the winter, and though these m.ay fruit earlier

they fail to produce a proper quantity. My chief

objection to cuttings as winter-fruiters arose from

our great loss during a severe fog iu February

several years .ago. We had a nice lot of plants growing

freely, .aud all were killed
; whereas a few seedlings

survived, but fiom what reason I cannot explain,

unless it was that they had more roots. Wo sow the

seeds in a cold-frame, aud .as they grow, the seedlings

are given ample room. They are potted up Into

small pots, .and again repotted into 0-inch pots when
ready. The seedlings are only kept in a close

atmosphere after the first potting from the seed-pans,

as it is essential to grow them as hard as possible. The
plants are stood on a hard Ash bottom in a cold frame,

and the sashes are only used during hot sunshine in

the middle of the day to prevent the too rapid drying

of the roots, .and if very hot a little shade is given ;

the plants .are fully exposed during the night. To-

w.ards the end of October or early in November, the

cultivator must decide if he intends to fruit the

plants in pots or to plant them out. I prefer them
in pots, and this necessitates a shift if the plants are

becoming pot-bound. This needs care, and if the

plants are repotted, they are then placed on a shelf

or stage in a close atmosphere (but not given heat)

until the roots are .again active. Water must be

given very sparingly until growth is active, for if
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given heat or moisture freely, the growth beoomes too

rapid, and the plant will fail to fruit at the required

time. If they arc not repotted in November, Iteep

them as quiet as possible, exposed to full light aud

circulation of air. If they are kept in full light, the

plants will be about 18 inches in height or 2 feet at

the most in Januarj', and when placed in their

fruiting quarters good growth will follow. I do not

put the plants into the fruiting-pots until they are

moved to their permanent quartern, but much

depends upon the plants themselves, and upon the

size of pots to be used. Ten-inch pots .should be

the largest, for they may be plunged, and the roots

will enter the plunging untcrial very readily. We
plunge the pots at the commencement, aud all this

necessitates is extra care in watering the plants.

Those that are planted out being in iJ or 7-inch pots are

a mass of roots, and should be well soaked previous

to planting. \ye put only a small amount of soil at

the start, just enough to cover the roots, in order to

limit top growth, and planting may be done in

December with careful watering. The temperature

afterwards may be G0° at night with a chink of air

70' during the day in mild weather ; but should it be

otherwise, a lower temperature both night and day

will suffice. From sun-heat a f ree rise in the tempera

ture is beneficial, and ample air, provided cold

draughts be avoided. In regard to soil, I advise lU

use sparingly, aud as wireworm may be troublesome,

we use the second spit of old pasture soil to escape

the pest, at the same time adding a liberal quantity

of wood-ashes or burned refuse. During the final

potting bone-meal is added, also old mortar rubble if

the soil is heavy. Firm potting is important from

the first to secure a steady growth, and for the first

few mouths the firmer the growth the more success

afterwards. I need hardly add that only one growth

to each plant is allowed, and this must be near the

glass from early October until the end of lieceraber.

Our plants are placed upon shelves close to the glass

in the fruit-houses at rest, and are merely protected

from frost. Our first crop is usually given by the

variety Prelude, but I do not advise it as the fruits

are very small, its only merit being due to early

fruiting. Conqueror is excellent and early, but not

a shapely fruit ; and I find a good selection of the Old

Red difficult to beat—the fruits are corrugated, but

there is a dilKculty in getting the best Tomatos to set

their blooms in winter. Another excellent winter

variety is Early Ruby, this is very prolific, and of good

quality and appeai'ance ; Frogmore Selected promises

well for winter fruiting, being a heavy cropper, and

good in all ways. Conference may be relied upon,

and though not large, it gives a good crop, and the

fruits are of good quality. In respect of any kind, it

is well to go over the blooms ilaily at about noon in

order to set them. Prevent a too strong growth ; and

fumigate on the fir.*t appearance of white-fly.

G. n'iilh:<.

Continental Novelties.

Amongst several interesting novelties we received

some short time since from Fred. Roeraer, Quedlin-

burgh, Germany, were some plants of a double-

flowering, dwarf-growing Lobelia. The extraordinary

name attached to the plants can scarcely be cora-

mendo 1 for its brevity, though it may be useful to

some as a descriptive appellation. Lobelia erinus

speciosa compacta duplex has very dvrarf compact

growth, and the stems aud foliage are di~tinctly

purple. The flowers are of large size and double,

colour deep blue, aud from the plants received is

indicated a free disposition to bloom.

Myosotis alpestrii " Distinction," of which a number
of plants were received in several stages of growth,

is described as a seedling from Myosotis alpestris

Victoria, aud the flowers much resemble that variety

in colour and size. The plants were about 6 inches

high, and from the datej given at which the several

b.atclies of plants were raised from seed, it appears

that this variety commences to bloom about ten

weeks from time of sowing. It is said to be a capital

variety for forcing ; and if placed in a greenhouse in

autumn, the plants continue to flower throughotit the

winter, and are useful for cutting purposes. Th«

accompanying notes state, that it planted in tlio open

ground in autumn, the plant will commence to

bloom as early as M. dissitiflora, and be much more

floriferous. For all purposes in opeu ground to

which the Myosotis is adapted, this particular variety

is strongly recommended, and eapscially for grow-

ing in pots.

Law Notes.

THE AGRICULTURAL RATES ACT AND
GLASS-HOUSES.

The Justices at Brentford on Monday devoted the

day til hearing a number of points under the Agri-

cultural luting Act, 1896, of interest to market

gardene^.^. They came before the Court upon appeal

by the Surveyors of Taxes against the lists prepared

by the Assessment Committee of the Brentford Union

of what properties were entitled to the benefit under

the Act, or help from the Imperial Exchequer. Mr.

Horace Page was instructed by the Assessment Com-

mittee to support their decisions. Tlie great

majority of appeals hinged upon the ijueation whether

the gla.ss.houses in market gardens should be con-

sidered as agricultural land, and therefore within the

scope of the Agricultural Rating Act. Mr. Cooke,

arguing for the Surveyors of Taxes, pointed out that

section 5 of the Act clearly defined that buildings

upon agricultural land were to be exempted from the

Act, and the Board of Inland Revenue had issued

orders to Surveyors of Tax.M that they must construe

that section in that light, and that glass-houses must

be regarded as buildings. It was agreed on all hands

that farm-buildings and out-houses, such as cattle-

sheds, pig-sties, kc, were exempted from the Act,

and so therefore glass-houses, which come in the

same category, should be. They were built on brick

foundations, with doors of wood and glass, and brick

chimneys, and if tliat did not constitute a building,

ho did not know what would. It had been argued

that if the view of the Inland Revenue were correct,

market gardenei-s would derive no benefit from the

Act ; but with that he had nothing to do, but to

point out it w;vs a fallacious view, as they would get

sojiiething allowed on their open garden-land.

For the respondents, the Assessment Committee,

Mr. Page contended that the judgment iu Purser r.

Tlie Worthing Local Board governed the case. That

ease was very cle^ar. A market garden was, under

the Agricultural Rating Act, included in the defini-

tion of agricultural land, and the judges in the

Worthing Case helil that a garden was no less a garden

because gUiss was put oa it for the purpose of aiding

the production of fruit and vegetables.

The Ch.ainuan of the Bench, interposing, enquired

if in the Worthing Case the glass-houses were movable,

or fastened to the ground by foundations.

Mr. Page rejoined that that point did not arise,

but, as a fact, the glasa-houses in Worthing were of

brick foundation.

Mr. Cooke, replying on this point, urged that the

Agricultural Rates Act should be taken as com-

mencing the question of glass-houses de novo, and
therefore it was not governed by the case cited.

The Bench dismissed the appeal, and confirmed the

Assessment Committee's decision, the Chairman

stating that they had the clear definition of a garden

in the Act, and a very clear judgment of the High

Court upon the position of glass-houses as alfecting

the status ot the garden. That judgment they could

not go behind. They allowed xosts against the

Revenue.

Another point of interest arose ua connection with

the famous Syon Gardens. The Assessment Com-
mittee had 'scheduled the Duke of Northumberland
as entitled to come within the Act in regard to a

piece of garden- land separated from the main gardens

by a wall, and a Willow-bed abutting on the Thames.

Mr. Cooke argued that the garden-land was part of

the curtilage of Syou House kitchen garden, and the

Willow-bed wa= in the same positio:!, and in the

alternative that the wall round the garden must

be valued separately as a house or building, and

deducted.

Mr. Page replied that the garden, being separated

from the kitchen garden, was no part of the curtilage

of the house, and to define a small w.all as a building

was absurd ; and that the Willows were cultivated

and sold, and this constituted a garden as much as

did the growing of Rhubarb for sale in a market

garden.

Evidence was taken as to the position of the garden,

and the Court held that it must be regarded as part

of the kitchen garden. The value put upon it was

£2, and that sum they would deduct from the assess-

ment as of the whole. They could not regard the

wall as a building, and Willow-beds, such as those,

cultivated for profit, were fit to be included iu tho

operation of the Act.

Society.

IRISH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
Dkckmukr 9. The teroeuteaary of tlio mtruductiou of tho

Potato into tho British Isles was celebrated on Wednesday
and Thursday by the holding of a Conference of the Irish

Gardenern" Association, and an E.^bibition in the Rotunda.

Specimens of every description of the plan-, were displayed,

also gardon-tool« and ebemicals, which of late years have

played an important part ia the cultivation and preservation

of the crop. The commemoration was orgAnised by tlio

A&socuition, the President of which, Mr. A. G. Wat-

kins, of Mcrrion, in proposing that LTd Powerscoiirt

should pro-^idc, said that the Association felt proud of

Laving got together such an exhibition of Potatos as

lial never been seeu in Ireland before, and probably not in

the world. They hoped that not only would it be a suitable

memorial to Sir W;Utcr Raleigh, but that the fruits cf their

labours would be of material benefit to the people by im-

proved knowledge of cultivation and the introduction and
trials of newer varieties. They hoped ultimately to stamp
out tho dread Potato disease. They proposed as a memorial

to Sir Walter R;Ucigli, and to commemorate tho tercenttnary

of his introducticn of tho Potato, to establish a Gardeners'

Benevolent Fund for Ireland.

Lord PowEHscouHT Siiid they were met to colebnite the
fcict that 300 years had ehipsed since Queen Elizibeth's great

courtier, Sir Walter Ualci^^h, conferred upon Europe perhaps
two of the greatest benelits that they knew of, namely.
Tobacco and the Potato. Ireland was litted, with her mild
climate and fertile soil, for the production of many things of

great use if the soil was properly ciiltivated. He understood

that it wiis contemplated to try a vineyard in the south of

Ireland, and ho thought it was worth trying. Papers on

subjects connected with the cultivation of the Potato were
then read by members of the Association. Times.

Messrs. Sl'tton & Sons, of Reading, made a most extensive

exhibit, occupying a space of 400 square feet. The display

included "iOO distinct varieties, embracing thirty-five varieties

which have been distributed by the Reading firm, 3:J

seedling varieties now under trial, but not yet in com
nierce, 13i; other varieties of miscellaneous origin, and
six botanical species which have been proved to be of

no rommercial value. We hope to refer more fully to this

I'vcnt in our next issue.

W. R. Baker.—The death, on the 2yth ult.,

at the age of Mi, of this gentleman is announced. He
was an enthusiastic and well-informed gardener, as

the pinetum, rockery, and collections of herbaceous

plants at Bayfordbury give testimony. The pinetum

i-i one of the richest in the south of England, and the

" old squire ' was full of information concerning his

trees. Many memorial trees have been planted by

members of the family of different generations. These

afford interesting studies of the rate of growth, the

species of tree selected being in each case tho same.

Bayfordbury is one of the very few places in which

we have seen very numerous seedling Cedars of

Lebanon come up spontaneously all over the lawn.

A correspondent of the Times writes:—"Mr.

Baker was a lineal descendant of the second Jacob

Tonson, nephew of and partner with the ' great

'

Jacob Tonson, the friend and publisher of Dryden

and the leading wits of the period. The second

Jacob's eldest daughter married Alderman Baker,

father of Sir William Baker, whilom M.P. for Hert-

fordshire. Mr. Baker's possession of the splendid

series of portraits by Sir Godfrey Kneller is accounted
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for by the fact that Jacob I. was the originator and

chief spirit of the Kit Cat Club, which wa? formed in

1688 by the leading Whigs of the day ; it was first

held in Shire Lane, afterwards christened Lower

Serle's Place ; thence it migrated to the ' Fountain

Tavern in the Strand ; and thence, early in the last

century, to a small house adjoining the mansion of

Barn Elms, near Barnes. Phillips, in his Morning's

fValk from London to Kew. 1817, foiiud that the

club room still existed in almost the same slate as

when the patriotic Whigs held their revels there a

century previously. The Kit Cat portraits, foity-two

or forty-three in number, were so cilleJ from the name

adopted by this club, and originally hung in this room,

and each measures 36 inches long by 2S inches wide.

They begin with Kneller himself and end with .lacob

Tonson." Old Jacob bought an estate in Hertfordshire

about the year 1720, and died there in 1736. Jacob

the second, his nephew, predeceased him by about

four months, dying at Barnes in N ember, 1735.

When the Kit Cat Club dissolved, old Jacob acquired

the pictures by purchase or otherwise, and they have

since remained in possession of the family."

John Loraine Baldwin.—One of those fine

old English gentlemen, of which so few now

remain, has passed away, and was buried at Tintern

ou Tuesday. He had been for twenty-three years the

Warden of Tintern Abbey. He was born June 1,

1809, and died in his eightyeightli year, on Novem-

ber 2.5, 189C. In 1873 lie married Lady Francis

Russell, widow of the late Lord Francis Russell (and

slater of the late Sir Thomas Peyton, Bart.), who died

on February 2, 1SS8. Mr. Baldwin was a great lover

of, and an extensive cultivator of plants, his specia.

favourite being the Carnation. He had a long border

at St. Ann's, his Tintern residence, and he grew

hundreds more in his garden at Neath Abbey ;
he had

also a large collection of herbaceous plants, and look

great interest in Ferns. His familiar, good natured

face was to be seen at all the London flower-shows,

and he seldom omitted those at B.atli and Bristol. In

1 845 he, together with the late Lord Bessborough, the

Hon. Sir Spencer Ponsouby-Fane, Gen. Sir Henry

de Bathe, and others, formed the L Zingari cricket-

club, of which he was made Vice-President, a post he

held up to the time of his death. The Marylebone

Cricket Club presented him with a handsome

conservatory, on which was a tablet containing the

name of the Prince of Wales, and that of all the

other meraberB ; this conservatory was filled with a

choice collection of plant?, and was always a blaze

of bloom. Botanists and horticulturists were con-

stantly at Tintern, and had always a welcome.

He was passionately fond of cricket, ami took very

great interest in the doings of the Kent and Middle-

sex county teams. He had also much to do with the

formation of some of the London clubs, so that he was

known by the title of "King of Clubs" among his

intimates. In all manly English sports and pastimes

his name has been very jiromiuent.

Mr. P.aklwin, in his houpe at St. Ann'.s, was

marked by a geniality and benevolence of nature

that is as rare as it is welcome. He kept Tintern

Abbey in spk-ndid condition, and at the time of the

Jubilee, in 1887, he held a service there at which the

Bishop of Llandaff preached, and a cathedral choir

chanted hymns of prayer and praise, the sounds of

which can never be forgotten as they soared upwards

through the roofless Abbey.

The friends of Mr. Baldwin were so numerous thai

it w.as not to be wondered that so many attended

the funeral, or that a hundred wreaths were sent to

St. Ann's.

Every room in his house at St. Ann's, Tintern, and

in that at Dover, was a perfect museum, and inter-

esting to every one as representing every year facts

for a century ; and his cups, and vases, and glasses

of flowers on every table representing all flowers in

season, was a perpetual flower show. Mr. Baldwin

was the possessor of the finest British l'<-rn yet

raised, known as Polystichus angulare v. Baldwin.

It was presented by the late Colonel Jones at the

Bath Fete of the British Association in 1888, at that

time too young to have attained its permanent cha-

racter ; but in 1890 it was exhibited at the Royal

Horticultural Society, and awarded a First-class

Certificate, being ^dmil•ed by every one. This plant,

we leara, is now the property of Mr. E. J. Lowe,

having been left to him in Mr. Baldwin's will.

Cox Flowers.—Avebaoe Wholesale Prices.

The Weather.
[The torm "accumulated temperature " indicates the aggre-

gate amovmt, as well as the duration, of degrees of

temperature above or below 42° Fabr. for the period

named : and this combined re.sult is expres.sed in Day-

degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1" continued for

twenty-four houi-s, or any other number of degrees for

an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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Gartons, \s. 9rf. to 2«. do. ; Turnips, 6rf. to Ntf. do/>eo bunches

Swedes, 1«. 'Zd. to 1*. 4(;. p.r cwt. ; Carrot*, 6rf. to %d. per

dozen bunches ; Onions, English, S". 6(/. to 4s. 6'i. per cwt.
;

do., foreign, 2.s\ 9d to lis. do. ; Parsley, 6f^i. to 8rf. per

dozen bunches ; Cauliflowers, Is. to 3s. per dozen ; Cdb-

bages, 8'i. to !,>.. -'d. per dozen ; Celery, S*/. to In. 6(£. du..

St. John's ;—Potitos, Sti. to lOi/. per peck ; Grapes, English,

2«. to 33. per pound ; do, , foreign, 6rf. to Srf. do. ; Piues, En-
elish, 4s. to 83. each. Birkenhead :—Potato8, (id. to 8rf. per

peck ; Grapes, English, 2s. 6i/. to 4.s. per pound ; do., foreign,

M. to 8d. do. ; Pines, English, 4s. to Ss. each.

CORN.
Ateraoe Prices of British Corn (per imperial qr, ), for the

week ending December 5, and for the corresponding period

in 1895, together with the difference in the quotations. These
figures are based on the Official Weekly Return : —

Description.
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LARGELY INCREASED CIRCULATION

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
JANUARY 2, 1897,

CONTAIN AS A SUPPLEMENT

SHEET ALMANAC
/U a lairje Extra Circulation of this Nuniher is guarcmteed, it will he

a very vahiahle medium for Advertisements.

Secretaries of Horticultural Societies are reuuksted to Notiit the Dates op their Meetings without

Delay, in order that thuy may ue Inserted in the Almanac.

ADVERTISERS DESIROUS OF SECURING SPACE IN THIS NUMBER

are requested to communicate with "The Publisher" not later than
MONDAY, December 28, 1896.

THE PUBLISHER, 41, WELLINGTON ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Telegrams—"CONSERVATORIES, LONDON." Telephone, No. 8246.

NOTICE to Builders, Seedsmen, JVurseri/nten, 3Iarhet Gardeners, Hot Water fitters,
Timber Merchants, and the Trade ffeneraUf/.

WILLIAM COOPER, Ltd.,

TENTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE.
,,____,, Office: 756, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E

RELIABLE \
Works: 747 to 756, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E. NOT

Second-Hand

GOODS.
r « V V • « V,-K

;

> (The L;irj;i'st StiMiii llurlicnltur.il Works in tlir Wnild. i

: BARGAINS : Being at the End of the Season, we are ag-ain induced to offer our Stock on hand
I .1 at ridiculously Low Prices, to make room for our SPRING STOCK, for SIX WEEKS
^

ONLY, COMMENCING DECEMBER 14th.

CONDIT'XOI^'S OF SAIjE.—CmuJs are offered ^iibj.et to being on liaud ou reeeii'l of reply. Cash to accompany all Orders, and Prices to be

strictly Xel. AW orders will be c.\eciilod in rotation, and earel'nlly packwl and put ou rail, except those otherwise stated.

r.O.O. pa liable at 704, OLD KENT liOAlK Clicqiies crossed " L. and S, II'. BANK,

GREENHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
AMATEUR SPAN-ROOF FORGING HOUSE.

AMATEUR SPAN-ROOF GREENHOUSE.

Tkn.\ni's FlATl riK.

For (Juc«iiibei"s, TfMiiaioey,

Meluus, 4c.

V ' -'rything Complete au<i

rearty for erection.

LoT- Lfiinlll. AVi.ltli. Height.

1 to 4

a to 7

S to 12
13 to 15
1>> to 18
VJ to 21

•ii to 2.5

26 to 30
31 to 34

7 ft.

S ft.

y ft.

10 ft.

12 ft.

i;. ft.

20 ft.

2.'i ft.

.'.0 ft.

35 to 40 ... 100 ft.

i ft.

5 ft.

. 1) ft.

7 ft.

. 8 ft.

. 10 ft.

. 10 ft
, 10 ft.

, 10 ft.

10 ft.

. 7 ft.

. 7 ft.

. 7 ft. 3 in.

. 7 ft. 6 in.

. S ft.

. S ft.

. II ft.

. ft.

. 9 ft.

,
!i ft.

G iu.

£2 111

. 3 U

. 3 1(1

4 nr
. .', lU
. 7 1.5

. 10 1.5

. 14 .5

. 27
4.5 I)

«2 II

2
» 10
3 10
3 10

5 10

7 10
10
•iO

*iE^.^N^s Kixniit;,

Colli pl«te with venti-

lators, inms for upen-

^V ing same, door, t>tagiiig,

&c., all ready for erec-

tion.

Lot. Leiigtli. Witltli. Umslit.

L'l-uz. tJliiss lOi- rnnf :'. [..t cent, extra.

AMATEUR F0R0IN3 HOUSE.

25

SI to
dOto
ill to
llXlto

100 to
121 to

120 to
1 28 to

132 to
137 t,.

S!> ..

SIS ..

il'.l .

105..

120..

125..

127..

131..

136..
13'l.

7 ft.

Sft.
II ft.

10 fl.

12 ft.

15 ft.

20 ft
25 ft.

, 50 ft.

100 ft.

21 •

:, n.

5n.
6 ft.

7 ft.

8 ft.

10 ft.

20 ft.

10 ft.

ion.
10 It.

7 ri.

-ft.

7 ft. 3 iu .

7 ft. 6 in

,8ft.
8 ft. liin .

V ft.

, 9 ft.

, 9 ft.

9 ft.

ill
=-0

£2 10

S 10 ..

4 0..
5 0..

n ..

s 10 ..

12 ..

Ill ..

30 ..

50 ..

Si? -

i'"
Ji-i s

. 2 18

. 3 5
4 5
4 15
7

9 10

12
, 23
, 30

^Ya^^ for rncf .s yf]- ptMit. extra.

Tena.ni's F)\ri J![

Lot. Lcngtli. Wi.llh. Height.

AMATEUR LEAN-TO GREENHOUSE. (No. 5 in list.)

Tenant's Fi.vii'ke.
E\ ei-yttiiug complete aiut uM<ty for erectiou.

41 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 53
54 to 5S
.59 to 61
62 to 65
66 to 70
71 to 74
75 to 77
78 to SO

7 It

.^ ft.

9 ft.

10 ft.

12 ft.

15 ft.

20 ft.

25 ft.

50 ft.

100 ft.

5 ft.

5 ft.

6 ft.

7 ft.

8 ft.

10 ft.

10 ft.

10 ft.

10 ft.

10 ft.

., 7 ft.

.. 7 ft.

.. 7 ft.

.. 7 ft.

.. 8 ft.

.. 8 ft.

.. 9 ft.

.. 9 ft.

.. 9 ft.

.. 9 ft.

5 in.

6 in.

£1 16
. 2 Lenjith. Wi.ltli. Heigbl.

Ss-g

5
6 15

10 10
13 15
25 5
40 10

S S
S 7
5

6 15
(I

18
22 10

In nnlerinj;, it .slinuM he stati-il at whieli cnil door is

iiisi-itcfl, wlien facing; Iioiise fi-oni ontsitle.

21-oz. Glass foi' ruof 5 per cent, exti-a.

SPAN-ROOF FORGING HOUSE.

140 to 143
144 to 14S
149 to 153
154 to 157
156 to 159
160 to 162
163 to lli5

166 to 167
16S
108 A

When oi

reiiuirc'l (w
can he insu

"ft.
,8 ft.

Oft.

10 ft.

12 ft.

15 ft.

20 ft.

25 ft.

50 ft.

100 ft.

i.2

p
5 ft. ... 7 ft. £2 8
5 ft. ... 7 ft ... 3
6 ft. ... 7 ft ... 3 10
7 ft. ... 7 ft. Oin ... 4 10
Sft. ... Sft. ... 5 10
10ft. ... .Sft. Oin ... S

10 ft. ... 8 ft. 6 in ... 11 10
10 ft. ... 9 ft. .. 16 10

10ft. .. Oft. ... 28
.V. ... 10 ft. ... 9 ft. ... 45 ... 27

21 oz. slass for ruof 5 per cent, extra,

[lerinj; it sliould he slatett at wliicli end Uo-.T

iicn facinji front of lnnise outside). If desired
'ted in flout lor 10.'-. extr.i for alterations

SPAN-ROOF CONSERVATORY (Te:..vnis Fi.vtuke).

A most useful house
forcing and growing
Complete and ready for

for Geullenieii, Xurseryineu, &c., for
tomatoes, cucumbers, melons, &c.
erecting on brickwork.

Usual Price.

Lor.
306 to 309

310
311 to 313
314 to 316
317 to 319

320
321

322 to 325
326 to 329
330 to 332

3:'..'!

334
335 to 337
338 to 341

342 to 346

Length.
20 ft.

30 ft.

40 fl.

60 fl.

100 fl.

20 ft.

30 ft,

40 ft.

60 ft.

100 ft.

20 ft.

30 ft.

40 ft.

60 ft.

100 ft.

Widlh.
9 ft.

9 ft.

9 It.

9 ft.

9 ft.

12 ft.

12 ft.

12 ft.

12 ft.

12 ft.

14 ft.

14 ft.

14 ft.

14 ft.

14 ft.

Packed
on i-ail.

£S
11

15

22
35
10
14

19
27
42
13
IS
22
32
50

Sale Price.

Packed
ou r.-iil.

£6
9

12 SnhsUintially iMinstrucled. E\erything complete ami

s
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W. COOPER, Ltd., TENTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE BALB- continued.

WROUGHT WELDED SADDLE BOILERS.

I^OT.

134.'.

Uf4l!

i:i47

1348

Sofkets
in. iti. in.

IS bv 12 hy 12
27 h'v 14 bv 14
3l3 bv 14 bv 14

42 by 18 bv 18
43 bv 21 by IS
.14 by 21 bv 21
CO by 24 bv 21

Thi- aboi,.

;

i;.l. i-acli i-xtia.

Usvml Price. Sale Price.
... eueb £2 9 (

.'i 12
4 11

7 13

y 3

„ II 11

i:i 10

dzes are insiiie Areli

£1 16

2 IS
:i S

5 15
I) l.i

S O
:' lu n

RAPID PROPAGATORS FOR

RAISING PLANTS.
Fn.Mi Si-rd. .Slips, 111 Ciitlinss.

IT 1:123 to 132.S 1 ft. .S in. liy 1 ft. in.

13211 tn 133?.

13:14 til 1:141

. by
by

ft. lu in.

ft.

Usual
Prir-e.

£ .s. .1.

1 .'. I)

1 HI II

3 II II

S.ale

Price,

K .1. .1.

II 111

1 n
2 II u

Price.
No. 1 Sasbbar, per s. <I.

ini) ft. Run 3
No. 2 ,, 3 1.1

Nil, 3 „ .'1 II

Nil. 4

Lot.
I:i71 tis.lKK) ft. linn.

1372 137,0(10

1373 Oti.lMK) „
1:174 177,IKIO „
i:i7.'i 120 Top Ventilalor.s, 2 ft. 4 in. by 2 n. each 4
1371; 1711 Marginal IJglitiloor.s, (i ft. 11 in. bv

2 fl. 11 in. eaeii 12 H

1377 .SMI squares .'.-S Tfin^ueil ami (ii'oovecl

Matcbboani.s ... per square S n

I37.S 7111 stpiares 11 in. Feattler-ril{;e Itoai'ils

per square S
137'.t 111,USD ]iieces Unplaneil, 1 in. bv 3 in., for

stauinj;, &c. ... per IIHI ft. r,

l;isl) 12,794 ]»iepes Unplaneil,
|J

in. bv 3 in.,

per KMl ft. 4 r,

13S1 4,:i74 jiieces Unplaneil, '. in. bv 3 in.,

jier Inn ft. 4

PLANED EXTENDED TRELLIS.
M.\L>t: Ol llKsl ^'f:: H'U |l

1 10s.

Sale
Price.
s. (i.

2

2 9
3 11

4 II

I li

9

li 11

II

3

liOr.

1382
1 383
I3S4
1:18."^

l:i.sil

1387
1388
1389
1390

Open,
pieces, 12 ft. by U ft.

1 „ 12 ft. by 2 ft.

! „ 12 ft. by 2J ft.

1 ,, 12 ft. by S ft.

,, 12 ft. by 35 ft.

) „ 12 ft. bv 4 a.
I ,, 12 ft. liy r, a.

„ 12 ft. by li ft.

I ,, rnplaueil Trellis

open

per pieee

Usual
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaohing " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates unaccustomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILS BROWNE. F.R.H.S., Hextable, Kent.

PARTNERSHIP. — Advertiser, who ha»
10 Acres of Rcod laid, near Locdoo. one-third culti-

vated Willi remunerative crops that meet with leady sale at
Markit. ("c iiea WORKING PARTNER, who has capital, and
underataniJs Culture of Early-piyirg Crops, and the Breaking-
up of Meadow-land.-Mr. CHAUBBRS, 2, Nursery Villas,

Morden Road, Merton, Surrey.

WANTED, an experienced MANAGER, for
General Nursery Business: 4 acres Glass; 12 acres

Outdoor, chiefif Fruit Trees and Rosea. Good salary to

capable man.— Address, T. A. M., care of Mesar?. Saw it Son,
ft?, Queen \'ictoria Street, Londoa, E.C.

WANTED.-GARDENER (Hkad Work-
ING). married, middle age; tborougbly esperieorcl

in Stove, Vines, Peachei, Melons, Greenbouso, Kitcheo and
Flower Garden. Good references —G. BOUGEK, I. Orchard
Villa, Portishead, Somerset.

WANTED, a FOREMAN,—One well used
to Soft-wooded Plants, and Cut Flower Growing.—

Apply to J. &WAFFIELD, Exotic Nurseiiea, BourDemouth.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, by a Noble-
man's Head Gardener, a first-class OBOWER of

Chrysanthemums for exhibition. Must be able to Dress
liloom*! and Stag**. Wages, 2Qs. per week, bothy, ate— Full
particulars of past eiperience. &c.. in the first instance by
letter only, to JOHN LAINQ and SONS, Forest Hill

Nnrserie-*, S.E.

WANTED, a good GRAFTER, BUDDER,
and PRUNER, to take charge of small outlying Nur-

sery. Mu&t have excellent character. — Apply, ARaBIN,
Belmont Nursery, Port^wood, Southampton.

WANTED, TWO good GROWERS for a
Mar) et Nursery.—Must havegood referenL-es.—Apply

as to wog(s, &c.. to S. J. DENSON, Field Common Nursery,
Walton-on-Thamea, Surrey,

WANTED, MARRIED FOREMAN.—Ex-
perienced in Growing and Selling, fut increasing

Market Nursery. Wife rfquired to do a little Cooking.
Highest references necessary.— Apply, BRUMWELL, Broad-
stone, near Wimborne, Dorset.

WANTED.—MARRIED MAN, without
faaily, for keeping Walks and Drives. One accus-

tfmed to Scythe. Wife to attend gate. Wages I6i. psr
wtck with Irre house.— Apply to Mr, KEMP, Stoke Park
Uatdens, Slough.

WANTED, on MARKET NURSERY, where
Cut Flowers and Fruit are grown, a jouog expert

enced MAN us SECOND. Permanency. -G., Glynde Road
Nursery, Bexley Heath, Kent.

WANTED.^ V(»UK(! MAN, for Kitchen
Garden-work.—Age i2 to 25, who has had gocd

experience. Good reference n quired.—Mr. WSE, Knowlton
Court, Dover.

ANTED, a YOUNG MAN for the Gardens,
Inside and Out. duefly Inside. Bothy and vegetables

found . A pply, as to wages expected, to HENKY PITT, Brecon
Rjad N'lreery, Abergavenny.

w ANTED, a trustworthy YOUNG MAN,
who thoroughly understands Conservatory Work,

and to take charge of Flower Garden. None but Qualified
men reed apply, with full pirticulars, to HEAD GARDENER,
Tne Hoo Gardens, Welwyn, Herts.

WANTED, .JOURNEYMAN, where Grapes,
Peaches, &c„ are grown for Market, Apply, The

lODDiNQTON ORCHARD tO., LTD,, Winchcombe.

WANTED, WORKING PUPIL, English or
German, paying Premium. Glass and Outdoor.—

Addresp,"RODB0URNE,"Ashton-Keynes Nureery, Tottenham.
Middlesex.

tEED TRADE.—ASSISTANT WANTED,
kJ mutt be good counter-haod and book-keeper.—Apply.
EDWARD J. BUrr & CO., Barnstaple.

SEED TRADE, — WANTED, IMPROVER,
or JUNIOR, to assist at counter. Must be smart and

active. State wages. — MIDLANDS. Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C,

CORRESPONDENT WANTED.- One accus-
tomed to the Seed Trade preferred.—Apply, R. E. W..

Gar.'nurs' Chronicle Oflice, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a YOUNG LADY, as BOOK-
KEEPER and CASHIER, in a Coyntry Seedfman

»td Fruiterer's Shop. Good re'erences ri.iiiired.—HARRY
BOXOLD, Banbury.

WANT PLACES.
THOMAS BUTCHER can recommend several

HEAD and UNDER OARDEN^ERS of firsts rate character
and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTCHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

Gardeners. Farm-Balllfra, Foresters, &c,

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

AiyAeji respectability, tini thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—"DI0K9ONS. Chestes."

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of excellent character and proved ability

;

men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDSR AND CO., St. Albana.

ICH ARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly recetviog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Oentlemao with
partioolars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

GARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman wishes
to recommend his Head Gaidener. Age 4.'>, married,

family grown up. Thoroughly experienced in all branche-.

—

HEAD GARDENER, Warlleet. Dartmouth, Devon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, s7o^nii^;
thoroughly jractical men of good education, de.«ire8

appointment. Up to date in Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables,
and experienced in Landscape work. At present managing
market establishment. Excellent testimonials and references.
—MANAGER, Turlcum View, Comrie, Perth.

GARDENER ~(Hbad), English. — Age Zi\
married. HFTinERT MaV. for the last nine years Head

Gardener to Colonel E. H. Cooikr. H.M.L , is open to engage
with any Lady, Nob!eman, or Gentleman in want of a good
all-round practical man ; twenty years' eiperiance; tivo>eara
at Trentham. Reference to Colonel E. H, Cooi-kr, H M.L.,
Markree Castle, Oollooney, lo. Sligo.

GARDENER (Hkad). — Good all round;
practical life experience in the routine of a Gentle-

man's Establishment. Accustom-d to staff of men.—HEAD
GARDENEB, Etford, Lymingtou, Hant*.

1*9 BONUS.-GARbENER (Head), FORE-
°^*^ MAN.orgoodSlN<iLE hakdfd, desires re-engagrment.
Highly experienced in choice Fruits. Flonors, Vegetables;
especially Caipet bedding ; Land and Stock if rf.|uired. Mar-
ried, one child. Age :io. Abstainer and Christian.— Apply,
SPERGITLA, 1, Thornt n Street, Hertford, Herts.

CJARDENER(HEADWonKiNfi).—W.Adams,
A age ."^(5, married, no family, wii^hea to correspond with

Gentleman reijuiring services of practical man in Early and
lute Forcing, Fiuit, Flowers, Vegetables, and Management of
good Garden ; left last place through a death.—Address, 9,
Graham Street, Eaton Terrace, London, S. W.

CJARDENER (Hkad Workino). -Married,
y no family, middle age; ihoroufthly competent in A'tnes.

Fruit, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower
Gardening. Life experience. Good character will be giv.n —W 11.. Cliinlhurst Lane, Shalford. Guildford, Surrey.

OARDENER (Hkad Working).—Age at!;
VJ one boy. fge 8. Twenty years' thorough practical
f jperience. Inside and Out. Nearly three and a half years in
present situation. Highe^t references as to ability and per-
sonal character.-BURNELL, 2. Cavendish Cottages, Mead's
Road, Eastbourne.

AbDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—
Age 33, married ; thoroughly practical in alt branches.

Understands the Management of Cows, Poultry, Bees, Land
&c. Five years' excellent character.—G. DINNAQE, Town
Court, Orpington, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, or good Sinole-
HANrED).--Age 27. married ; fourteen years' experience

in general routine cf Gardening. Highest references.—
F. DOUCH, Spring Grove, Richmond. Surrey.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given), or OUTSIDE FOREMAN.-Age i.l ; Un

years' experience. Good character.—a. CRUMY-i, Wpring-
field Farm, Westbury-ooTrym. Bristol.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or with
help).—ige29i married when suited. Fourteen jearo'

experience. Inside ard Out. Good rf ferences — W , Sidney
Villa. Upper Jordan Hill, Enfield.

OARDENER (Second). —Age 21; eight
J years'eipsrience. Inside and Out. Eicelleut references

from previous and present employers. Abstainer.—J.\MEJ
H0LLI3. Chapel Oak Lodge. Harvington, Evesham.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 24 ; nine and
a half years' experience in good estsblis-hments, loth

Inside and Out. Good references.— W. C, 3ii, Melton Road.
The Hyde. Hendon.

GARDENER (Second), age 27, married, one
child

; desires situation Inside and Out ; abstainer

;

good references —A. K., 9, Askew Road, Shepherd's Bash, W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20: requires
situation Inside or Out. Good references from past

and present employers.—For further particulars, apply to
W. BRUFORD, The Oardens, Orantlsnds, Uftciilme Devon

To Growers for Market.
GBETHELL, Manager to Mr. William

• Whiteley, The Nursery, Hillingdoo Heath, Uibridge,
can recommend an experienced man as M-ANAQER, or FORE-
MAN, accustomed to Growing in large 'luantities for Market,
Plants, Fruit, and Cut Flowers. First-class reterenres.

\TANAGER and FOREMAN in Market
i-'-A Nursery.—Life experience in Vines, Cucumbers,
Tomatos, Muihrooms, Sec. Five-and-a-half years in last place
as above.-R. O., 16, Watcombe Terrace, High Road. Ponder's
Fud, Middlesex.

DISENCIAGED.—NURSERY MANAGER,
or ROSE GROWER, well versed in both with some o(

the principal Nurserymen. Successful exhibitor. Six years
last situation ; fourteen years and five years two previous.—
X. Y. Z , 27, Chainmaker's Row, Saltoey, Chester.

BAILIFF.—Situation wanted for .lanuary as
WORKING FARM BAILIFF ; experienced in all kinds

of Farm Work. Land, and Crop^, also in Breeding and Rear-
ing all kinds of Live Stock, &c. Good references from present
place; age :VJ, married, two in family ; distance no object.—
T. ELLIOTT, Bailiff, Highfield Dairy Farm, Erdington,
Warwickshire.

TEA ROSES.-GRAFTER and GROWER
seeks situation in Nursery, Inside, where blooms and

planta are wanted in quantity. Good references as to ability,
&c. Age ; 5.— K., Heatherside Nurseries, Camberley, Surrey.

GROWER and PROPAGATOR in a Nnr-
sery.—Sixteen years' fxperieoce. Good reference.

—

W. MILLS, Hops Cottage, Gravel Hill, Henley-on-Thame-.

GROWER requires situation. — Age 2.'5

;

Cucumbers ano Tomatos special. Also Pot Stuff and
general routine of Market Nursery.—W. H.. 41. WeUington
Street, Strand, W.C.

PROPA(iATOR and GROWER.—Age 2.5;
accustomed to Vines. Tomatos. Cucumbers, Ferns, Chrjt-

enthemnms. Bulb-forcing, and general run of Pot-stuff and
Cut Flow< IS.-CALLA ,41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ROPAGATOR.—Well np in Grafting and
after management ; Roses Ciematii, Rhododendrons,

Conifera-. and general routine of Hard-wooded Department—
P., 16, Park Street, Slough.

GROWER or FOREMAN (Inside) in Market
Nursery.—Re-engagement wanted as above early in

January by a young Man, age 25, married ; ten years' experi-
ence. Well up in Cucumoers. Tomitos. Chrysanthemums,
Carnations, Ferns, &c., with good knowledge of G ape'.
Peach, and Fig culture. Good character and references.

—

S. .1., Condertoo, Tewk»abury. Worcestershire.

TO PROPRIETORS of FRUIT ESTATES
— A Grower desires to place a son (age 18), with a

view to his obtaining a full practical knowledge of Fruit and
Vine Culture (if desired, similar opportunity in Jersey would
be given to the son of a Grower).—Address, with full parti-
culars, CHARLES G. ROBERTS, Trin-ty Chambers, Jersey.

FOREMAN (Inside). — H. WarheiT,
Gardener, Aston Clinton. Tring, wi-hes to recommend a

young man es above, in medium-sized establishment. QooJ
experience and excellent character.

FOREMAN.—W. Bbnnrtt, Gardener, Tal-y-
garn, Llantrissant, Glamorgan, will bs pleased to recom-

menil William Fostkr to any Gardener requiring a thorough
practical and trustworthy man ; well-up in Fruit and Plant
Growing; three years in present situation as Foreman.

JOURNEYMAN, age 20, seeks situation as
ff above, in good establishment.— Bothy preferred. Highly
recommended by past and present employers.-Apply to Mr
WOOSTEB. West End Hall, West Hampstead ; or to present
employer, Mr. FRANCIS TASKER. Hedge Bank, Finchley
Road. N.W.

Mr! GEORGE C'HAMPNEYS, Tring, can
highly recommend a Young Man for Lawn and Pleasure

Grounds. Energetic; willing. Age 27 ; married, one child.

A^OUNG MAN (age 20) seeks situation int Gentlemau'd Garden, Inside and Out. lijthy pre-
ferred. Three years' good character.— G., 41, Wellineton
Street, Strand, W.C.

A^OUNG MAN (age 20) wants situation oni Elstate wsth Forester. Handy with tools. Four years
at Carpenter's work. — H. HARRIS, Brownsill Cottage.
Chevejdown. Bracknell, Berks.

^EED TRADE.—Energetic and smart Sa'es-O man wantj situation as SHOPMAN or MANAGER ;

fifteen years' general experience; gool addresi and references.
—SEEDSMAN, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SEED TRADE.—Situation wanted, Shop or
Wcirehouse ; eight jears' experience in all branches ; also

Office work. Excellent referencea.— F. A., Hogg ft Wood
Coldstream, N.B.

* '

yo FLORISTS AND FRUITERERS.—
J- Young Lady, experienced, seeks Re-engagement in first-
class shop. London or Suburbs preferred.—E. HOPIROFF
Langton Green, near Tunbridge Wells, ,

'

TO FLORISTS.—A Lady desires engagement
as MANAGERESS. Well up in Wreaths. Crosses. Bou-

quets, Sprays, Buttonhole-, &c. London experience. Good
reference.-FLORIST, SO, Moreton Street, Pimlico, S.W.
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J. WEEKS AND CO., F.R.H.S.,
Telegraph

—

" HOHTULANUS, LONDON."

AND

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W. Telephone, No. 8728.

OONSEBVATOBIES DESIGNED and BTTIXT to

SXTIT ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

OBOHID HOUSES WITH ALL LATEST
lUPBOVEUENTS.

PLANT AND FBUIT HOUSES FOB ALL
FUBFOSES.

All Materials and Workmanship of the

Best Quality.

ALL KINDS of BOILEBS, our Improved and
other Valves, Hot-water Fipes, Castinga, Connec-
tions, and Fittings, at Lowest Betail Prices.

The Patent "DUPLEX" Upright

Tubular Boilers of all Sizes, conditionally

Guaranteed foe Ten Years.

J. WEEKS & CO., F.R.H.S.,

Horticultural Builders and Hot- Water
Apparatus Manufacturers^

CHKLSEA. LONDON. S.^W.

Y/. DUNCAN TUCKER.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, Sfo.

BUILDEB TO THE PBINCIPAL GBOWEBS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

OBCHID-HOUSES,

PEACH-HOUSES,

VINERIES, and

FORCING-HOUSES,

CUCUMBGB and

TOMATO-HOUSES,

PLANT and

FRUIT-HOUSES

ORCHID-HOUSES,

PEACH-HOUSES,

VINERIES, and

FORCING-HOUSES,

CUCUMBER and

TOMATO-HOUSES,

PLANT and

FBUIT-HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOB ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT, ESTIMATES FBEE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER7^rOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial oommnnioations ahoald be addressed to the " Editor ; " Advertisements and Bneinesa Letters to " The Publisher," at the Offloe. 41, Wellington Street, Oovent Garden, London, VV.O.

Printed lor the Proprietors by Messrs. BHADBUBr, Aqsew. * Oo. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot ol Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and published \rf

Habbt eiu^ABD OoTB, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Pariah of St. Paul's. Oovent aaidan, in the said Gonnty.—Satitbdit, Deoember 12, 18M. Agent for M«noh<«ter^JoHil Betwood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

It ix inirtkularly reqtu'sted that all Advertisements

intended for next week's issue, should he

addressed to the Publisher, and should be

so despatched as to reach this Office not later

than WEDNESDAY MORNING NEXT.

CHRISTMAS GOLD.—The great merit of

this ChTysanthemum secured for it a Certificate of Merit
when shown before the Floml Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, as the best and most brilliant yellow in cul-

tivation, flowering naturally far into January, and as a late

loose incurved variety no others touch it. It is a gem. Cut-

tings, eent at once, 505. per 100; Cut Flowers, 4*. per dozen.

H. CANNKLL ASD SONS, Swanley. Kent.

N'
ow

BUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE IN
HORTICULTUKE for 1897 is now ready.

UTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE IN
HORTICULTURE for 1897 is the most complete SEED

CATALOGUE issued.

UTTONS' AMATEURS' GUIDE IN
HORTICULTURE for 1897 is profusely illustrated with

216 illustrations, principally photographic.

Price 1»., post-free. (iHATIS TO CUSTOMERS FaOM

SUTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL
SEEDSMEN, READING.

''PREE TOPPING.—Dangerous Trees Lopped,
JL Topped, and Taken Down by experienced men ; dietance

noo>ject. Apply to—
J. CABNE, Steam Saw Mill?, Tootiog, Sunej.

REE FERNS.—The Advertiser wishes to

Correspond with Plant Collectors or Growers in America,

Asia. Africa, and Australie, with a view to Purchase Speci-

mens of Tree Ferns grown in their native habitat, other tbrn
the few kinds offered by Fern Growers in Europe.

Address, CBARLES O. L. POWER, Island of Madeira.

OXS BEGONIAS.— (Quality and Quantity.
Highest Honours, R.H.S., Temple, and Crystal Palsce

Shows, 18f6. Seed of Sicgles, 1» , 2s. ed., and 8s ; of Doubles.

\8. fd.. 2s. Qd., and bs. per pkt. ; sow now. Tubers also ready.

Price List and Pamphlet Gratis.

JOHN R. BOX. Begonia Grower, Croydon.

ALVAT'S " AUSTRALIAN GOLD," Is. 6d.
each, and nearly 1000 other best CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Fully described in my new Catalogue, post free. Wells' Book
on " Mums," la. 2d. Special Terms to Trade Growers.

From W. WELLS, Barlswood Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey.

is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES
and DELPHINIUMS.

(Catalogue of KELWAY and SON, Langport, Somerset.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.—W, INNES
STUCKEY, Landscape Gardener, 48, Dyne Road,

Brondesbury, N.W. Thirteen years with Mr. H. E. Milner.

N

D

EW CHRYSANTHEMUM S.—

GJ. WARREN, YELLOW SPORT from
• MADAME CARNOT. The Grandest Novelty of the

Season. The entire stock of this and other best novelties is in

the handsof W. WELLS, Earlswood, Redhill. Special List fre^-.

AZALEA INDICA. — Fine plants, well set

with bloom, in 6-inch pots, 2s. escb, 'd\s. per dozen.
AZALEA MOLLIS, full o' flower-budp, 12s. and 18s. per dozen.

ERICA HYEMALIS. fine for winter- blooming, in 5-inch pots,

18s. per dozen.

PALMS in variety, good plants in 5-inch pots, 21s. per dozen.
OARAWAY ASD CO., Durdham Down Nurseries, Clifton,

Bristol.

SPARAGUS SPRENGERI (FALCATUS),
strong plants. 9». per doz.; ASPARAGUS DECUMBESS,

nice plants. 4i. per doz. ; 100 seeds, .3s. Cash with order.

T. JANNOCH, Dersingham, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

1797.- (Established 100 Years.)- 1897.

CUTHBERT'S CATALOGUE of NEW and
CHOICE VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS for Ex-

hibition and General Use, for 1897. is now resdy, and may be

had free on application.

B. & G. CUTHBEBT, Seed Merchants, Southgate. Midsx.

STRAWBERRIES, Strong runners.-Royal
Sovereign, 2s. 6<f. per 100 ; Sir Joseph Paxton, Is. 6d. per

100 ; Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Is. 6d. per 100.

RASPBERRY CANES.
Carter's Prolific, 3>. per 100 ; Semper Fidelif, 3j. per 100 ;

Hornet, 3s. per 100. Special quotations for large quantities.

Carriage paid on orders of £1 value.

JOHN OHIVBRS, Histon, Cambridge.

WANTED, 12 or less Plants or Suckers of
PINEAPPLE BLACK JAMAICA. Must be true to

name. Particulars to

—

WM. CLIBRAN AND SON, Nurserymen, Altrincham.

WANTED, from i feet and upwards, over-
grown AUSTRIAN PINES, SPRUCE. LARCH, and

OtherFOREST TREES. —Particulars and lowest price to THOS.
BENDALL, Langton Hall Gardens, Northallerton, Yorks.

6,'-

9/-

6/
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SALES BY AUCTION

.

Moulay Next.
A GRAND COLLECTION OF BOEDER PLANTS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C., on MONDAY NFXT. Dec. 21. at half-past 12 o'Clook
precisely ;— Tree and Border CARNATIONS, incIudiDf; many
of the newest,:MICHAELMAS DAISIES in variety, CHINESE
PEONIES, TKITOMAS, a collection of IBIS species and varie-

ties (all hardy), a lar^e assortment of GLADIOLI, selection of

Hardy and Forcing BULBS, rare home-grown and imported
LILIUM3, LILY OF THE.7ALLEY, SPIK.EA FR8ESIAS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Monday Next.
VALUABLE IMPORTED and ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,

Comprising—
DENDROBIUM JAMESIANUM.

„ CBASSINODK.
SUAVISSIMUM.

„ PHALJ,!JOPSIS SCHRODERIANUM.
CATTLEYA INTERMEDIA.
L.HOIA PURPUR4TA.
LYCASTE AROMATICA DEPPEI and Varieties.
CJTTLEYA LABIATA.

CmcOGYNE CRISTATA. ONOIDIUMS, and ORCHID
species, in the finest possible order.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include the above
in his SALE by AUCTION at his Great Rooms,

33, King Street, Covent Girden, W.C, on MONDAY NEXT,
December 21.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wedneeday Next.
Beautifully grown LATANIA BORBONIOA, a choice collec-

tion of named DRACEVAS, 200 AZiLIA INDICA miied
f0rt9, and well-furnished with flower buds, just received
direct from Belgium.

A collection of ENGLISH GROWN PALMS for the Table and
other Decorative Purposes.

A portion of a SURPLUS STOCK of ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
and TREES from an English Nursery, in fine order for

moving.
A Collection of BORDER PLANTS,
JAPANESE and DUTCH LILIUMS,

GL4UI0LI, P.HONIAS, FREEjlAS, IRIS, &c ,

and a fine Eelection of

ROSE AND FRUIT TREES,
including many of the be&t kinds.

DUTCH and other HARDY BULBS, LILY OF THE
VALLEY CROWNS. SPIS-TSA, DAFFODILS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms 38. King Streer,

Covent Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY NE.XT, December i3,
at half-past 12 o'Ciock precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad,

SALES NEXT WEEK.

PLANTS, ROSES, ORCHIDS, & DUTCH BULBS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, at their Central Sale Rooms, 67

and 68, Cheapside, London. E.G., as follows :
—

MONDAY NEXT, DECEMBER 21.

300 Dwaif ROSE^. LILIES in variety, HEBBACEOUS
PUNTS, CARNATIONS, and 600 lots of DUTCH
BULBS, at 12 o'clock.

TUESDAY NEXT, DECEMBER 22.

300 OD0NTOGLO3SUM PESCATOSEI & O. TRIUMPHANS,
excellent types, by order of Mes6ri>. Collins & Collins

;

300 lots of Choice ORCHIDS, in Flower and Bud, for
Christmas decoration. Also from a well-known private
collection

—

Cypripedium Doris Oypripedium Harrisianum
,, olenus superbum
,, Dennissianum ,. venustum Measuresia-
,, Lawri-concolor num
,, tei«Iatum porphyrium „ triumphans hybrid
„ Lawre-bel. ,, Arthurianum, specimen

Miltonia Leopoldiana, M. vexillaria superbum, and other
choice varieties. At 13 o'Ciock.

WEDNESDAY NEXT, DECEMBER 23.

400 AZALEA INDICA and MOLLIS, 50 CAMELLIAS, and
80 RHODODENDRONS, from tlie Continent; SPIR/^iS,
200 Dwarf ROSES. DUTCH BULBS, imported Japantse
LILIES, named CARNATIONS, &c. At 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Christmas Holidays. Closing Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
desire to notify that their OFFICES and SALE ROOMS

will be CLOSED from THURSDAY EVENING, December 21,
until 9 o'clock on TUESDAY MORNING, December 2(>.

67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Wednesday, December 30.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of IMPORTANT CONSIGN-
MENTS of—

JAPANESE LILIES.
Also

150,000 Seeds of COCOS WEDDELLIANA
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above, by AUCTION, at their Central Sale
Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C, on WEDNESDAY',
DECEMBER .30, at 12 o'clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Soutbgate. N.
PLANTS, ORCHIDS, COW, HORSE. CARTS, GARDEN-

TOOLS, and EFFECTS.
CLEARANCE SALE, by order of P. C. Brachi, (Esq., who is

leaving the neighbourhood, the property having been Let.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Brook House,

Southgate. on MONDAY' NBXT, Dec. 21, at 12 o'clock, the
whole of the STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, Camel-
lias, Azaleas, Ferns, Palms, De:orative Plants in varietv

;

several Specimen ORCHIDS, 20) STK iWBERRIKS 'in

pots. GARDEN TOOLS. L«WN-MOWEm and GARDEN-
ENGINES, ROLLERS GARDEN LIGHTS and FRAMRi,
SBAKALE and FLOWER FOTS, COW IN-CALF, HORSE,
DONKEY. PIGEONS, FOWLS, and BEFS ; PRIVATE
OMNIBUS and DOG-CART, both by Fullar of Bath ; STABLE
UTENSILS, and other items.
On view. Catalogues may be had at the Lodge on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.G.

ORCHIDS ! ORCHIDS

!

JOHN COWAN & CO., Ltd.,
Are at present offering Splendid I.mportations of -

CATTLEYA TRIAN^I.
CATTLEYA HARBISONIiE ( Violaceatype),

ODONXOGLOSSUM ALEXANDBiE (Finest
Pacho type).

ONCIDITTM MARSHALLIANDM, &o., &o.
All irf Grand Condition.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogue ? post-free on application
to the Company

—

THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES. O&RBTON,
Near LIVERPOOL

WANTED, TO RENT, with view to
Purchase, 600 to 1000 feet run of GLASS, LAND, and

COTTAGE.—N. S., 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

CX)R SALE, a MARKET GARDEN, in
1- Pembrokeshire : nine Greenhouses, well stocked and
heited.—C. HOPEFIELD. Saundersfoot, South Wales.

NURSERY, HERTS. — Forty minutes from
LoDdoD, few miDutea' from station. About 300 ftet of

QLA99 Rent, £.'5 per anDum, od Lease. Stock, QIas9. and
Fittings by valuation.—BENRY GIBSON, 2i, King Street,
St. James's, and St. Albans and Harpenden.

NURSERYMAN and FLORIST'S BUSI-
NESS for SALE, by oroer of Ezecutorj. North London

district. Established over 30 years.—Apply to HOWARD
AND SHELTON, Tower Chamberj, Moorgate, E.C.

FREEHOLD NURSERY for SALE.—
DwetlioK-house. f.oO feet of Glass, all Heated ; and 50 feet

of IPits, well Stocked ; also, Grounf*, with Fruit Trees and
General Htuff.— Price, £950. Owner going abroad.

A. G. FREER. Nelson Nursery, New Brampton, Kent.

MIDDLESEX.—Absolate Sale, 10 miles from
Covent Garden. A modern MARKET NURSERY of

i Acres, with 0000 super, feet of Glass, 100 feet run of Pits, all

efficiently Heated. Uieful Outbuildings. Long Leai^e.

Rent £10. Price £?0i. Folio 8904. — Apply to Messrs.
PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C,

ESSEX.—FOR SALE, by order of the Mort-
gage ei, a MARKET NURSERY of Five Acres, with

Four Glasshouses, efficiently heated. Comfortab'e Dweiing-
house. Lease, forty years. Ground-rent, £7 105. Price, £3.^0.

No stock. Full pirticulars of PROTHEROE AND MORRIS,
67 and 68, Cheapside, EC. (Folio 8933 )

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hobticul-
TUBAL Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers and

Valuers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.G., and at Leyton-
Btone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

ALLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty yeara.

Maidens, 5s. ; 2-yr , 7s. 6rf. each ; larger to 21«. each.
GEORaE BITNYARD and CO., Maidstone.

Now being distributed.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.—Strong,
healthy stock. Source d'Or, Elaine, 'is, per 100 ; .Tardin

des Plantes, 2s. M. ; and W. H. Lincoln. 2». Sd. per 10).
Strong planting Canes, Northumberland FiUbasket RASP-

BERRIES, 60s. per lOU).

OftCHARD COMPANY, Scotby, Carlisk.

ASPIDISTRA, well variegated and strong,
per 100 leaves, 26s. and 35s. ; FICUa ELASTICA, 48s.

;

12 to 14 leaves, 12!. per dozen ; IS )LEPIS GRACILIS, out of
go's, nice stuff, 3s. ed. per 100. Cash with Order. All grown
oal and hardened.—GREENFIELD, GRAINGER and CO.,
Riversmead Nurseries, Earlsfield, S W.

CYPRIPEDIUM CALCEOLUS (native
Lady's Slipper Orchid), for re- naturalising in woods, or

for rockery, &c. strong, selected, healthy plants, from Austria
(should all bloom first year), 25s. per 100; 4». per doz. ; single
fample. nine stamps, free for cash with order.—GUILDFORD
HARDY PLANT NURSERY, Millmead, Guildford. General
Illustrated Catalogue of Alpines, Bock Plants and Shrubs, and
other Hardy Plants on application to Manager.

cYCLAMEN SEED of our well-known strain,
own saving, as used by oureelves.

HUGH LOW and CO., Bush Hill Park, Middlesex.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden , W.C. Prompt cash

.

OTATOS.—Myatt's Ashleaf, grown on high
Ian I, 65s. per ton.

G. F. YOUNG, Swineshead Abbey, near Boston.

CUPEKB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands^ to select from. Write for LIST, free.
P.MaARTHUK,TheLondon Nursery, 4. Maida Vale, London,W.

ARLY LONDON CAULIFLOWER
PLANTS, August-sown, 4s per lOOX WaiTE COS

LETTUCE, as. 6i.—Wf. HORNE, Cliff,?, near Rochester.

CCHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.—
J Splendid healthy stock of Old and New Varieties. LIST

sent on application. The following five new varieties, one
Cuttingof each, sent post-freefor 2!. 6d :— Mrs. JohnShrimpton.
Cal vat's Boule d'Or, Graphic, Amiral Avellan, and Mrs. Hume
long.—F. SIMMONDS. Mamhead Park Gardens, near Exeter.

KC\ 000 EUONYMUS, Green and Golden,
^^•l\f\fyf all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.
to 16 in., at 30s. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 65j. per 100 ; 21 in. to 24 in., at 75s. psr 100 ;

35 in. to 40 in. at special prices.
GOLDEN: S in. to 12 in., at 3s. to Sf. per dozen. Cash with

order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

WEN'S BRITISH CHRYSANTHEMUMS
hold highest positions at Exhibitions and Elections of

best varieties, surpassing all other firms combined. Catalogue.
Id. Culture, by W. H. Leas. W. Tunnington, E. Molyneux,
and C. Orchard, Id —R. OWEN, Maidenhiad.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

CUTHBERTSON'S Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALOGUE of over 1000 species and varieties post-fr^ '.

MICHAEL CUTHBERT30N, The Great Scotch Herbaceous
Grower, Rothesay.

CO-: L (TgYiTe cr~i s t"a t a~
well grown and cheap. Goad plante, \s. ; with 2 j bulbs,

two or three ppikpis, 25 ; stronger, 65 bulb*, six spikes, 5s.;
100 to 150 bulbs, eight to sixteeti spikes, It. 6rf. to Us.^i. each.

A few other ORCHIDS cheap.
TRUSTEES late J. STEVENSON. Timperley, Che^ire.

CHRYSANT H eIIu ^fs^30,000

o

Grown solely to p-oduce stroosr, healthy Cuttings and Plants.
All the Newesr Sorts at Moderate Prices. List free.

HEAD GARDENER. Perly Cross, Teignmoutb, Devon.

Convallarla majalla I

TJANNOUH has to otfer the following,
• ready fnr immediate delivery : — 3-years' forcing

crjwns ; 2-5ear8' crowns fo' planning; t-yfar crowns for
planting; .?-years (lowering of "Fortin'b" variety (grandi-
flora) ; 1-year crowns for planting-out; a few thousands
retarded crowns. Prices on applicition.

Dersiogham, King's Lynn, Noifolk.

riARNATIONS (Cheap Offer,^ Wear).-
\J Mrs. Reynolds Hole, 15s. per 100; Danger, 10s. per 100;
Raby, 8s. per 100; Lord Bitron, 12s. per 100 ; Duchess of Fife,
20s. per 100; Alice Ayres. 16f. per 100 ; Terra Cotta, 2as. per
100 ; Uriah Pike. 25s. per 100 ; Lady Wantage, 40s. per 100.
The Carnations offered above are magnificent value, and
guaranteed perfect satisfaction ; ell well-established plants,
potted in eo's.—R. D. WELLBAND, Wholesale Bulb and Car-
nation Grower, Spalding.

N C I D I U M C R I S P U M,
IN SPIKK.

Fine, healthy unflowered plants,
6*., 7». &i., 10s. ed., and 16». each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate. Londou, N.

ERNS AND DECORATIVE PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2^inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best sellingsorts, 12s. 100; ditto,large, in48's, lObest
selling sorts, 6r. doz. ; strong seedlings, 6s. 100, 50s. 1000 ; Adi-
antum ouneatum, in 48*8, for cutting, 6s. and 8s. doz. ; ditto,
for making large plants quickly, 16s. and 20s. 100; Oyperua,
Aralias, Grevilleaa, Solanums, in 48's, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerites,
Chrysanthemums, and Erica gracilis, Solanump, in 48'8, 9*.
per dozen ; Palms, Ficus, Draceenas, Crotons, Bouvardias,
Erica hyemalis, Cyclamen, in 48's, 12s. per dozen. Lists free.
Packed free. Cash with order.—J. SMITH, London Fern
Nurseries. Longhborough Junction, London. S.W.

Superlative raspberry
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.
Per dozen. .3s., post-free, 3s. M. ;' per 100, 18«. ; extra strong,

6s. per doz. Price per 1000 on application.
For description see Strawberry Catalogue.

Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps.
GEORGE BUNYARD and 00 , Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

FLOWERING and DECORATIVE PLANTS.
AZALEA INDICA, beat varieties, well set with bloODl, in

6-inch pots, 18s. to 24s. per dozen.
LIL4C CBARLES X.. lull of bud. 2lF. to 30s. per dozen.
GENISTA FRAGRANS, good, in 6-inch pat", 18.s. per dozen.
ARUM LILIES, showing flower. Is. M. to .3j. 6rf. each.
PALMS, good, in 48*s, Kentias, Latanias. and others, 2[>s. doz.
ASPIDISTRA LURIDA, good, 2s. 6^. to .Is. 6rf. each.
FERNS, ARALIAS, S0L4NUMS, FICUS, DRAC/HNAS

SMIL4X, and other plant'. Prices on application.

Packing free for cash wilh order.

JOHN STANDISH & CO., Royal Nureerles, Ascot.
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ROSES-ROSES.
ALL THE BEST KINDS.

WELL-GROWN, WELL-KOOTED PLANTS.

IN VIGOROUS HEALTH.

CATALOaUES FREE.

very Healthy
Thriving young

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

500,000
FRUIT TRSES for SALE,

Of the Choicest Market Sorts, in Large or

Small Quantities.

CATALOGUES on application to-

J. SMITH & SON
Market Qarheners and Fruit Tree Growers,

SIPSON. WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX,
And 458 & 469, CovENT Garden Market. London

5

NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, AND
FLORISTS, BY

SPECIAL ROYAL ^ARRANT TO
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.

FISHER, SON & SIBRAY, Limited.
ROYAL NURSERIES, HANDSWORTH, SHEFFIELD,

HAVE ISSUED TIIEIK

CATALOGUE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK,
which may be had free on application, in which they offer the following well-grown Stockj :

—
FRUIT TREES of every description.

ROSES, in all the most popular varieties.

RHODODENDRONS, of all the best varieties.

HARDY CLIMBERS, CLEMATIS, &o., extra

ktrong.

HOLLIES and AUCUBAS, very bnshy.

LAURELS, very bushy.

FOREST TREES, of every description.

FLOWERING SHRUBS.
CONIFER.E, including Yews, Green & Golden.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, for Street and Park
Planting.

Also a very large Collection of ORCHIDS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &o , &c.

INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. Tbe finest

stock of Orchids in the World.—30 minutssfrom St. Pancras.

RED CURRANTS and COB NUTS BUSHES
for Sale; 7000 Raby Cattle. 7000 Red Dntih, 6000

Red Grape, 4 years old, 1 jear transplanted, £2 p .-r 1000;
1000 Cob Nuts, .3 years old, 12j. per 100.
TODDINGTON OECHAKD CO.. Winchcombe.R.S.O., Glos.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS Tor
Market.—Madame Desgraoges, Flora, Elaine, L. Canning,

W. H. Lincoln. &c , 2f. ; Comtesse F. de Careil. C. Davis,
Lady Fitzwigram, Mrs. Hawkins. V. Morel, Niveus, &c.,
4 per 100, less per lOO.' ; Souvenir de Petite Amie, Madame
Carnot, 7j. 6(i. jur 100. Cash.

MEW, Florist, Earlswood, Surrey.

'

Important to Mushroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITE MUSHROOM
SPAWN. Always alike; most productive. Handreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 61.

R. AND a. CUTHBERT, Seed, Balb. and Plant Merobants,
Southgate. N. Ebtablished 1797.

MANCHESTER WSOLtSALE FLOWER MARKET.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Cut Flowbr
Salesman in the North of England.

Best Market Prices returned for Consignments. Packing
Boxes and Labels free. Cheques weekly.

N.B.—Prompt attention given to all orders for Out Flowers
by Letter, Telegram, or Telephone.

National Telephone, 1059. Established, 1878.

RH. POYNTEB, The Nurseries, Taunton,
• cffers :—HOLLY BBRRIE3, ripe, clean ; Dog-rose do.

;

Ro e Stocks, 3 to 4 f<;et ; Grifferaie Stocfes, 2-yr ; Dog-rose
Seedlings, l-yr., :?-yr. ; Grifferaie and Manetli Stools, with
Cuttings; Privet Evergreen Cuttings; do, l-yr. rooted ;

Ampeloptis major, 3 feet ; Cbristmai Roses. Bith var. : Hepa-
ticss. single blue clumps; Poionies, old crimson; Artichokes,
Jerusalem; Sballots, large sort, English; Bpetroots. true
Pine-app'e, selected for seed ; 8 ilomon's Seil Crowjs ; Vio'.els.

White Russian; Magnolia gr^nditlora, ve-y best var., Jarge

stools, UQique.

PRIZE COB FILBERTS.
MR. COOPER, F.R.H.S., is the largest grower

in tbe kingdom of tbe above for sale. Plantations near
Reading. Price Lists and Pamphlets on application to—

Mr. COOPER. Calcot. Boscombe. Hants.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS, MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
vineries. Stoves, Greenliouses, Peach House", Forcing Houses &c , construiiei on our improvei plan, are the

perfection of jtrowinn housep, and for practical u ility, ttu.cmy, and durabi.ity cannot be f quailed. We only do one class

of work, and that THE VERV BEST.
COUEervaiOtlea and Winter Gardens designed architecturally correct without the asuhtance of anyone out of our

film, from the smallest to the ldr>!e-t. Hot-water HeatlDg Apparatus, with really reliable Boiler;, erroted, and success
guaranteed in all CB'es Melon FrsLtnes. Sislies, Hot Bed Boxes. &C., alwnys in stock.

Plans, E.^limates, and Calalofjne.^ Frte. Cusloiers icatfeil on itt ait >f part of tit.: Kingdom,

Our Maxim is and always has been

—

MODERATE CHARGES. FIRST-CLASS WORK. THE BEST MATERIALS.

RHODODENDRONS.
Best Kinds. Well Budded. Beautiful Foliage.

£7 10s. to £15 per 100.

F. STREET, Heatherside Nurseries,

CAMBERL'ET, &UBB£Y.
TO THE TRADE.

The Finest Dwarf Early Wrinkled
Marrow Pea,

ENGLISH WONDER.
We are in a pos'iion to mahe advanta

geouH offer c f this Pea.

sharpe's'queen pea.
F nest Blae Wrinkled yarrow.

Tade P.ice on application.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO. ^"i^V.'
^

To obtain the True Yellow-Fleshed Variety apply to

—

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFORD.

SEED ORDERS.-REDUCED PRICES.
When you make out your Seed Order include the Best aud Cheapest Insecticide for FtiMiGATiNG, viz. :

—

f\ A IV/I D 13 C II' ^i D ^\ I I ^^ ^ Complete in themselves, without lamps or spirit. Ready for use at any moment.
^^/^IVI r CD EL ^^ 1^ ^5 il ^^ ^B^B^) \ An improvement in process of manufacture enables us to reduce the old prices: —

No, 2 Rolls, for 500 cubic feet of space . . , . 5d. each.
|

No. 3 Rolls, for 1000 cubic feet of spice . . . . 8d. each.

No. 4 Rolls, for 2000 cubic feet of space . . . . Is. -2(1. each.

Direct from us or from any Reed or Nursery Firm with whom you deal.

The fumes from these Rolls being of greater specifio gravity do not pass away through the openings there may be in roofs, nearly so cjaicli as vapour
does, Insects are therefore exposed to Iheir deadly influence for a longer time during the fumigation.

NO INJURY TO PLANTS, FLOWERS, or FRUIT.
For Dipping or Syringing, order LESION OIL, which has been before the Public now nearly ten years :

—
Half-pints, Is. G/l. ; Pints, 2s. 6d.

;
Quarts, 4s. 6d. ; Half-gallons, 7s. 6d. ; Gallons, 12s. 6d.

CLIBRAN & SON, altringham, and io & 12, market street, Manchester.
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SEAKALE. — SEAKALE. — Noted Fnlham
Scabale Crowns tor sale. Extra large. 9.!. per 100 ; or

75.-. per 1000, for cash wilh order.—Apply to WM. BiGLEY,
M ilhhot Farm, Fulham. Established over 2C0 years.

EST WALTON HEATH LOAM supplied
to Private Gentlemen, [er truckload, on rai', atBaDStead

StaCioD, at per too, AUo lar^r' (juantitiea for Nurserymen, at
redacea price. Also gond MEADOW TURF, at per 100.

B. PKNFOLD GiLTden Farm. Burgh Heath. Banttead.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our NEW LIST for Present Teison is jast issued, and

will be smt w thout charge, and post-free on application.

D CKSOHS NUR SERIES. CHESTER.

FRUIT TREES.
TVe hold a large and varied stock of the above, in first-rate

quality, and at reasonable prices.

Descriptite Catalogue on applio»tiok.

S. SFOONER & SONS.
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES, HOUNSLOW.

150 ACRES
oTREES* SHRUBS.
In the finest possible con-
dition, lor The Villa, The

Mansion, The Plantation, or The Game Covert. All in vigorous,

healthy condition, not er.unted, starved, or closely grown and
drawn. Carefully and frequently moved, and the roots con-
Bequently are a mass of fibre, ensuring safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descriptions of above, and of many
Rare and New Plants, post-free from

—

CLIBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham

;

Also at MANCHESTER, BANQOR, and
LLANDUDNO JUNCTION. ,

A Large Stock of

HORTICULTURAJj BONES for S/ LE,
In tmiH or large quantit-esi, suitable for all bujerp.

Sizes :
—

I inch. J inch, j inch, meal ; splendid aoalyftis.

Apply to E. S. WlbES & LEWIS, Bjne Crus-hers, St. Albana.

THOMSON'S
VINE AND PLANT MANURE.

The very best for all purposes.
The result of many years' experience. Largely

used both at home and abroad.

Agent for London : — J. UEOROB, 14. Redgrave Road,
Putnty, S.W.
Ageno for Channel Islands: — J. H. PARSONS, Market

Place, Q-aernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON a»d SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

THOS. W. ROBINSON,
DENNIS FODNDRY. &TOUEBRIDGE.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^-cwt. and upwards.

SOLD BY ALL SEEDSMEN.
ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, h». M.

per bag, on rail ; ISx, per cubic yard, in l^-yard trucks.
BBOWN FIBROUS PEAT, 3i. 3d. per bag ; lOi.per cubic yard.

WALKER AJTD CO.. Poole. Dorset

STON-CLINTON STRAW^ MATS, the
warmest coverings for pits and frames. Sizes, 6 ft. 6 in. by

3(t. 9in. at 2s. ; 6ft. 8in. by 4ft. 6 in.at 2s. 2d. ; 6ft. 6in. by 7ft. at
3s. 2(i.—Apply to Miss liIOLIQUE,A8ton-Clinton,Tring. Bucks.

RCHANGEL MATS are soaroe and dear^
but present high prices will not be maintained, as we

expect a cargo in course of this month, when pricex will be
reduced. We are now supplying new 7 feet SIBERIAN
MATS, which are superseding Archangel Mat«, being thicker
and closer woven. Low quotations for these and other kinds
can be had on application.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,
London. EC. Telephone No. 2377.

HILL & SMITH, ^n^e^r'^SiS^W-
_ And at LONDON & DUBLIN.

PORCUPINE
TREE GUARD.
The Maximum of Utility

with the Minimum of Cost.
Is a perfect protecticn

against
Shefp, Hokses, or Stock.

Ic is made 6 feet high, by
13 inches square (in halves.
which bolt together), of Barb r^
Wire, attached to an Iron

Frame.

Price, 9s. and lOs. each.
Catalogues free on application, naming this advertisement.

Illustrated Price List Free.

EXPANSION JOINT HOT-WATER PIPES.
SOCKET HOT-WATER PIPES.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

2x|0 I4x|2 I8x|2|l6x|4[20xl4 20xl6 24xl6|22xl8
14x10 16x12 2OXI2I18XI4I2OX 15 22x16 20x 18124x18

21-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet
boxes, 3rds and 4ths qualities.

English OlasB, out to buyer's sizes at lowest
^rioea, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

aEOBOE FABMILOE A SONS,
34, St. Jobn Street. West Bmlthlleld, London. B.C.

stock Listsand Priceson application. Please quote Gard. Ckron.

GOAL! GOAL I! GOAL!!!
Mr. Pascoe is now supplying his Celebrated

LARGE ANTHRACITE
HORTICULTURAL COAL & 'GOBBLES'

At Lowest Possible Prices for Cash.
Buy -Airect frcm the Producer, and Save Middlemen's Profits.

EMJUIRIES SILieiTED.

T. T. PASCOE , ^:]^t!cT' Swansea.

GARDEN REQUISITES.
COCOA-NUT FIBRE BE FUSE.

6d. per bushel ; 100 for .30*. ; truck, loose (about 2 tons), 60*.
Bjgs, id, each,

SPECIALLY SELECTED ORCHID PEAT.
LIQHT-BROWN FIBROUS PEAT. 6». ed. per sack; 6 sacks.

25s. ; sacks, 4rf. each.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, bs. per sack ; 5 sacks, 22j. j sacks,

id. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, li. 9d. per bushel ; 15». per half-

ton ; 265. per ton, in 2-bu8hel bags. id. each,
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT-MOULD, and LEAF-

MOULD, Is. per bushel.
SPHAGNUM MOSS. 8s. Hd. per sack.
MANURES, GARDEN STICKS, TOBACCO CLOTH, RUSSIA

MATS, &c. Write for Price LIST.

H. G. SMYTH, 21, Goldsmith Street, Drury Lane. W.C.

STOVES I-STOVES!
ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pore and ample heat, 24 hours for abont Id.^
without attention.

For Greenbouses, Bedrooms, tec.

Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.
See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS, 34, Victoria St., Westminster.

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exhaustive Treatise oq

Gj-rapeB and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just out.

Price bs. ; post free, bs, flrf.

A. F. BARRON, 13, Sutton Court Road, ChUwick.

V
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Registered Addrett for Foreign and Inland
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ADVEBTISEMENTS.
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WILLIAM COOPER'S
TENTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
RELIABLE

BARGAINS.

NOlff ON.
Offices:—755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

NOT
SECOyH-BANl

GOODS.
(Th« Largeit Steam Hoiticultural Woiki in the World.)

^EINO at the end of the Season, we are again induced to offer our Stock on hand at ridiculously Low Prices, to make room for

our SPRING STOCK, for SIX WiEKS ONLY, COMMENCING DECEMBER 14.

CONDITIONS OF SALE.— Goods are offered siihject to being on hand on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices to be strictly net.

All orders will be executed in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, except those otherwise stated.

See Thbee-Pagk Advertisement in Last Week's Paper.

SEND FOR THIRTY-TWO PAGE ILLUSTRATED SALE CATALOGUE, POST-FBEE.

THOMAS GREEN & SON, LTD.,
™™™"™"es

LEEDS and LONDON,
BORTICnLTURAL ENGINEERS to HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, call Special Attention to their Patent

Mnnlclpal or Angular Chambered

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
others with TUBES, SHELVES, & HOLLOW or ORDINARY CAST-IRON GRATE BARS,

SADDLE BOILERS and WELDED BOILERS.

The MUNICIP.iL and TUBULAR ones arc rcmirkabk for Ikclr yreal hcalimj power, slow cumbmtion, and

the length of time the fire will burn ivilhout requiring attention.

Thes3 Patterns secured the FIRST and HIGHEST PRIZE-a SILVER MEDAL-at the Royal Hortlculrural

Society's Exhibition, South Kensington.

IVtUIMICIPAL PATTERN BOILER-THE BEST EXTANT.

— FRONTT ELEVATION— —LONGITUDINAL SECTION- •-SCCTIONAL PLAW—

'

TheloDgitudinal section givega view of the fire-box. water epice, flues. &c. The cross eectioa gives a view of the fire-box. water-
space, and V shaped back. The front elevation shows it set in brickico'k, which is ntcessart/ f^r this class f/ boile':

SPEOIAL BOILERS made to suit all purpotes and requiiemenf?, and Estimates given for HEA.TINQ APPARATUS.

We make Boilers from £3 10s.
When writing for PRICE LISTS please state approximate requirements.

OUR PRODUCTIONS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING MERCHANTS,
IRONMONGERS, and SEEDS.MEN, or DIRECT FROM—

THOMAS GREEN & SON, Ltd.,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; and SURREY WORKS, LONDON,

HUNDREDS OF REFERENCES CAN BE GIVEN IF REQUIRED.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY. Comprising the Names, History,

and Culture of all Plants known in Britain, together with a full Explanation of Technical

Terms. Medium 8vo, cloth, price 18«.

London : BRADBURY, AONEW, ft CO. (Limited), Bouverie Street, E.G.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, aod caD be pat

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

sizes and Prices. Glazed and Painted. £ f . d.

6 feet long, 3 feet wide
6 feet „ 4 feet „
12 feet „ 4 feet „
6 feet „ 5 feet „
12 feet „ 5 feet „
12 feet „ 6 feet „

CASH
PRICES,

CARRIAGE
, PAID.

2 15
4 15
5 12

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

CO.,R. HALLIDAY &
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Lont^N^j^ent.Mr.H.Seeltoh.Seedsman.Ac.,:j.HoUowaTBd.,N.

GOOD GLASS!
CHEAP GLASS!

Good Qualify. 15-oz. in 60-ft Boxes.

Sizes 10X812X8 12x9 13X9 14x912x10 MX 10 at 4s per box.

4thB, 15-oz. In lOO-ft and 200-ft. Boxes.
20 1 lUO ft.200-£t.

18 I-at 7/6 14/-Sizee
( 12X '0 12X 12 12X14 l.X 16 12X18 '2A:

{ 12X24 14X16 14X18 14X20 14X24 16X
(16X20 16X24 18X20 18X24 1 per box

20-oz., in 100-ft. and 200-ft Boxes.
.,u„ „ „ 112X8 atSs. per 100ft. box.
4ins,^i-oz.

-J 12x10 14x10 12x13 ,..at9j. „

9x7 10X8 1-2x8 12x10 14 X 10 in 200-ft boxes] g'^l'JI'-P"*"*

4th9,

21-oz.

C12X14 12X16 12X1812X20 12X241 ,„„„ „„ ,,
i, )14X1614X1814X2.)I4X241«X18( /,„'7 „> ,,„„.
:) 16X2" lrtx22 16x2U7X13 20X13 >»''»'•

J''-

"201.

(18x20 13x22 18x2120x15 ... )
per ooi.

3rds, 21-az., loO-ft. Boxes.
12X10 12X12 Uxc2 16X12 18X12 20X12 lax 14 t at lis. id.

18X1420x14 18x16 20x1620X1824X18 ... ( per box.

3rds, 21-oz. 20I)-fc. Boxes.
20X14 18x16 20x16 21X16 20X18 22X18 24X18at 52j. per box
Note.—No box can be divided, and one size only is contained

in eaci" box.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER of ALL KINDS.
1 jX3 SiShbar, at 6s. 9d per lO'J feet.

CATALOGUES of PAIST, (fee, post-free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY,
7a, BlBHOPSaATE Stbeet Withib. Lohsok. B.O.

ROOFING
For all purposes the best Felt that can be

made is that marked with a RED HAND t'ai'e marlt.

Tbose who use these Felts (The " RED HAND")
are always moru than sati^lied.

your dealer keeps them, or will oltaio them for you.
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VEITCH'S GENUINE SEEDS.
JAMES VEITCH & SONS

r.EG TO ANNODNCE THAT THBIR

SEED CATALOGUEii897
IS NOW READY, AND MAY BE HAD, POST-FREE, ON APPLICATION. ^

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERyTcHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
ALL SEEDS CABKIAGE FREE.

TO PLANTERS.

DOUGLAS SPRUCE
(Abies Douglasii).

In view of the growing demand for this

splendid Forest Tree, we hold immense stocks at

exceptionally low prices for qualities offered.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

MY COMPLETE

GATALOGUE&CHRYSANTHEMUIVI GUIDE
will be ready r-bortly, when I hope to submit additional

varieties of gterliDg worth to the many others of exceptional
merit now in commerce.
In addition to the Cultural Arliclea in my Guide, I have

Buch pleasure io announcing one from the pen of Mr. W. H.
Lees, whoae reputation as a grower is world-wide.

PotT FREE FOR ElGHT STAMPS.

H. J. JONES. Ryecroft Nurseries, Lewleham. S E.

..-^ FOR PLEASURE and PROFIT ^

in vari'ty Packi g
rii^ifje 1-iee, for i-i^li

iti'i- 8s. per dozt-ii.

ecs. ptr 100.

AU other Nnrsery Sicck

Ornamental ^^ —

—

Tieos, 91 Acres. Four Acres of Class.A tuperhCollection of HerbaceousPlants.
GleinatLs iSO.OOOJ from 15s. per doz.

N.li. -.iV«o& Ijiiuts are sold at s/ighHy

increased prices.

^J^0CUf^A13!.e

L:sts Inc.
AL CATALOGUE (Ovi-r 17:) i n"p^)
y M".k, inii»l,ir,i!v 1 iiiduc.-i1. .'.in.

ire liil]i(lKa» nl i||u lr;Lt|..lli, Jill. I fllll ,.X

"il'iriii:iii Ji.i- nil ir.iii,t mI :\[. luc
rKaa.j iiicutiou tlil^ pjijii 1.

RICHARD SMITH & CO..WORCESTER

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices ;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDKOBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write fob List.

lAIUTPC PVDLfDD bxotio nurseries,JAM to L-Irrilirv. CHELTENHAM.

MORLE & CQ.'S LILIUMS.

Now rtady, in tine condition, L. auratum, 25s and 355. per 100,
4s. acd 6s. per dozen ; L. lancifolium. roseum. and rubrum,
3.S. per i Ozen, 18.'. per 100 ; L. 1. album, 4s. per dozer ; L. lorgi-

florum. 3s. tirf. per dozen, extra large. 6s. ; !•. Harrihii, im-
mense I ulbi, ^Vs. per dozen. HYACINTHS, tine named, in
variety, 13 ^* per 100. TULIPS, to name, Is 6d.perlOJ; mixeii,

lOs. per lOUC—The Conservatories. Fimhley Road. N.W.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
NOVELTIES FOR 1897.

W. J. GODFREY has pleasure in calling attention to the following Select List:—
WILFEED H. GODFEEY (W. T. G.)—An immense bloom, rich. Plants.

bronze with crimson .shading. Distinct and handsome . . . . . . . . 7.s. 6d.

MRS. J. P. BRYCE (W. J. G.)—Bright crimson, with a golden
reverse. A charming variety . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7«. Qd.

LADY NORTHCOTE (W. J. G.)-Large handsome bloom, pearly
white, prettily flushed pink at base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7s. Qd.

MES. MALING GEANT (Jinks).—Considered to be the prettiest

and most distinct novelty of the season. r.C.C, N.C.S. . . . . . . . . 7». Qd.

MES. FURSDON (W. J. G.)—Clear and bright amaranth, pink
;

outer florets drooping, and showing a silvery reverse . , . . . . . . &s. Oil.

GOLDEN TEOPHY. — This is a magnificent variety from
HILL AND CO., AMERICA 6s. Od.

For full descriptions of these and other Novelties see CATALOGUE, post-free.

W. J. GODFREYrEXMOUTH, DEVON.
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RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES'ROSES

A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW
OFFERED FOR SALE.

WRITE FOR OUR

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, Sd.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBRIDaEWORTH, BERTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

20 ACRES' ™'T TREES.
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ I 1^ ^0 In all the bebt porta and forma.

for the Villa Garden, or the

Orchard. Free from Blight and Disease. Clean, healthy
stems and branches. Carefully pruned in ^ood form. Roots
a mass of tibre. Sizes from maidens to trees 6 to 8 years old,

of many kinds, and all True to Name.

NEW CATALOGUE with DescriptiOLs and Prices post-free.

CLIBRAN & SON.
MANCHESTER. BANGOR. LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, and

Oldfield Nursery, altrincham.

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-OROWN

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Everg^reens,
Roses, &c.
stocks quite Unequalled tor

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," & "EXTENT."

Priced Cataloeua* Post Free.

DlCKSONS(?«
"""" CHESTER.(490 Acres) I

GARDEN SEEDS
WE have completed Har-

vestiDg our Crops of

GARDEN SEEDS, &c.,

and will be glad to make
Special Offers on application.

CHARLES SHARPE &. CO., Limited,

SEED GROWERS^ SLEAFORD^_

TO THE TRADE.

LARGE KENTIAS,
And other Decorative Plants,

FOR CHRISTMAS DECORATION.

W. ICETON, PUTNEY, S.W.,
HAS AN EXCEEDINGLY FINE LOT, FROM

6 to 10 feet, in very 8niall pots and tuba.

CARAWAY & CO.
SPECIAL OFFER.-CASH WITH ORDER.

STANDARD APPLES.
£7 10b. per 100. All leading and best kindi", our selection.

12 assorted StandarJ Apple, Cherry. Pear, and Plum, lis.

13 assorted Pyramid Frees, Apple. Pear, and Plum, aOs.

12 assorted Trained Trees for walls.

Apple, Cherry. Nectarine. Peach, Pear, and Plum, all best

trees and ^ood varieties, 40*. per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES, all named. 2s. 6d. per dozen ; 18». per 100.

CURRANTS, assorted Black, Red, and White, 2». 6rf. per doi.

IS!, per 100.

RASPBERRIES, 1.'. 6a. per dozen ; 10s, per 100.

E.OSES.
Roses, beat named Hybrid Fetpetuals, our selection, 3n-. per

100 : 20s. per £0. 12 packed and paid per Parcel Post, for

7s. 6d.

1 2 Tea Roses, packed and paid per P»rcel Post, for 10s. M.
Tea Roses, in pots, includinK Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon,

biphetop, and other varieties, 12s. and 21s. per dozen.

VINEH, atronp planted canes, 4s. each.

ASSORTED EVERQREKNS, gcoi plants, is. to 18s. per dozen.

ASSORTED FLOWERING PLANTS, 4s. to 9s. per dozen.

ASSORTED STANDARD TREES- f?.. Thorns, Limes, Moun-
tain Ash, Planes, &c., 18s. per dozen.

CLIMBERS.
Ampe]op3is Veitchi, the bist for covering wsU', Tfquires do

nailm^t I^* each.

Clematia Jackmani, and othtr soits, 15s. per dozen; oar eelec-

tion, \r. 6rf. each.

Iviee, in sorts, 9d., U., and Is. 6rf.

CARAWAY & CO.,
Dtu-dham Down NnrseTleB,

cufton. Bristol.

GRAND ROSE TREES—in Standards, and
Dwaifs, and Climbers.

FINE PEACH TREES— in Newest and
Best Varieties,

ROYAL SOVEREIGN Strawberries—
in Runners : and miny other varieties in pota.

FORCING RHUBARB— the best Early
Red ( liampagne,

SEAKALE, Grand Roots.

GR&ND LONDON PLANES-straight in

stem and good heads,

EVERGREEN SHBTJBS, thousands of.

LEAFY BOWERS— for Villa Cfardens : the
Weepii g Asb Tree.

HARDY CLIMBERS, in Pots-the self-

supporting Creeper, Ampelopsis Veitchi. Sc Ivies.

PROFUSELY BLOOMING CLEMATIS,
in great variety. Honeysuckle* and Jasmines,

JOHN PEED & SONS,
The Nurseries, Mitcham Rd., Streatham, S.W.

ROSES, RH ODODEND RONS. &c.

BOSES, Bush, extra-fine plants, leading aorta, our seleotioa.

iis. per 100, 7*. per dozen.

Climbing, Tea and Perpetual do , 70*. per 100, 10«.

per dozen.
Dwaif Standard do., 12s. per dozen.

Standard a d Half-standard do.. 15*. to 21*. per doz.

RHODODENDRONS, Seedlings, frome*. per dozen.
Hybrid, named, from 12y. per dozen.

AZALFAS, ANDROMEDAS, and KALMIAS. from 12» per doz.

HONEYSUCKLES, JASMINES, and other Climbers, from 6s.

per dozen.
SEAKALE. extra^trong. for forcing. 10s. 6rf. p-r 100.

FRUIT TREES. ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN and
CONIFEROUS SHRIT«S.

BULBS 01 every degcnption for Forcing and Planting.

Packing free, for Caiih with Order. Descriptive Catalogues
free on appUcation.

W. FROMOW AND S >NS, Windlesham Nurseries, Bagshot,

Surrey ; also chiswick. Hoanslow. and Acton Oreen.
~^

lUTBUSH'S MILL-
TRACK MUSHROOM SPAWN.

—Everyone can readily grow Mush-
rooms, and by using this Spawn will

ensure success. 411 growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our
signature attached.

Price. 6«. per bushel, 1j. extra for

package ; or, 1«. per cake, free per
Parcel Post.

WM. CUTBUSH andSON, N'urserymen and Seed Merchants,
HighEate Nurseries. London. N.. and Barnet, Herts.

C^

ROSES, Dwarf H.P.'s,
Principally on the Biiar Cutting ; first-clasa stuff.

Eight Large PEACH TREES, fro-n a Peach-house, still fco offer.

Prices and Catalogue on application to

E. J. B4.TCHEL0R. Harlow Heath Nureeriep, Harrogate.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.—
It is particularly requested

tJiat all Advertisements intended

for next weeFs issue, should

he addressed to the Publisher,

and should be so despatched as to

reach this Office not later than

Wednesd.vy Morning Next.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER l!i, 1890.

HELIGAN, CORNWALL.
T^HE history of the Tremaynes, of Tremayne,
-'- forms no inconsiderable portion in the

long and interesting annals of the county of

Cornwall ; few families have more worthily

maintained the leading position which they

have held in the westernmost county from time

almost immemorial.

The manor of Tremayne, situate in the parish

of St. Martins-in-Meneage, on the banks of

llelford-Haven, is said to have given name and
origin to the ancestors of Perys or Peres Tre-

mayne, who resided there, temp. Edward III.

John Tremayne, of this family, who was sheriff

in 148G-87, had a brother called Richard, who
resided at Tregoiian, and who is thus noticed

by Carew : "At the adjoyning Saint Tue
(St. Ewe) dwelleth master Richard Tremaj'ne,

descended from a younger brother, of Calocumb-

house in Devon, who being learned in the

lawes, is yet to learne, or at least to practise,

how to make other protfit thereby, then by
hoording up treasure of gratitude, in the minds-

full breasts of poore and rich, on whom he,

ijratis, bestoweth the fruites of his paines and
knowlege." Another distinguished member
of the family, Lewis Tremayne, commanded a

regiment of foot for Charles I., and was Lieu-

tenant-Governor of Pendennis Castle.

The manor of Ileligan was, at an early period,

the property of the Heligans, from whom it

passed by female heirs to the Tregarthians and

Whitleighs ; and from the latter by co-heiresses

to the families of Grenville and Hals. One of

the Tremaynes purchased the property at a very

early date, probably during the earlier years of

the sixteenth century. William Tremayne

began to build Heligau in 1597, and first in-

habited the house in 1604. Sir John Tremayne,

Serjeant-at-Law, towards the latter part of the

seventeenth century made some additions ; the

Rev. H. H. Tremayne considerably altered the

house iti 1809 ; and his son, Mr. J. H. Tremayne,

subsequently improved upon these alterations.

The house, from an architectural point of view,

has very little that is either striking or beautiful

about it—it is severely plain, but large and

substantial. Standing, as it does, however,

amidst exceedingly beautiful scenery, Nature

has more than fully compensated for defects

which are after all merely a matter of detail.

The gardens are among the most interesting in this

part of the county, at le.-ist three generations of

Trem^iynes fairly claiming the distinction of being

described as .ardent horticulturists. The late John

Hearle Tremayne, fiUUer of the present owner, intro-

duced a great variety of new improvements in the

gardens, and made the drive one of the 6nest in the

county, in 1832. Heligan may be almost described
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as the birthplace of Cornus capitata (Benthamia

fragifera) : Sir Anthony BuUer, in the early part

of the century (about tlie year 1825, it is believed),

gave Mr. J. H. Tremayne some seeds which

he brought home from Nepaul, it native habitat.

In the genial soil and climate of Heligan they

grew and thrived amazingly, and wlien Mr. Tre-

mayne made the drive in 1832, he planted this

splendid tree on either side, with the resu'.t th.it

from early summer till autumn the drive is simply a

dense mass of white flowers. Bamboos are a strong

ani exceptionally interesting feature at Heligan,

where tht-y thrive, fur ths most part, in the wildest

profusion. The largest piece is B. Simonii, which

was planted about the year 1871 ; B. nobilis is also

iu large clump?, and appears to have baen first plauted

here in 1S74. Mr. John Claude Tremayi e, son of

the present squire, and an enthusiastic amateur, has

aided all the varieties which he has oeen able to get

in Europe during this last year or eighteen months,

some of the rarer orless-kuown forms of this protean

genus having been secured after much difficulty from

a nurseryman in Italy.

The Indian Rhododendrons at Heligan are a great

feature, and are well worth a journey all the way

to Cornwall to see. The majority of tlie larger

specimens were planted by Mr. John Tremayne some

years ago. As the majority of these are figured in

!;ir Joseph Hooker's splendid folio, dealing with the

Khododendrons of the Sikkim Himalayas, it is most

interesting to compare the plates in this work with

the results of careful and intelligent culture in an

entirely congenial h.abitat. The flowers are in nearly

every instance finer, and the colours mnre brilliant.

11. Griffithianum, .syn. [Aucklandi], for instance, is an

exceedingly fine phant, and the flowers, which measure

from 3 to 5 inches and over in diameter, are, when
first out, pinker than is usual with this species— in

either its natural habitat or in other places, li.

Thomsoni (Hooker, t. xi.), remarkable for the

almost unrivalled deep blood-red colour and glossy

surface of its flowers, is quite 2.j feet high, and is

probably the largest plant of this species in England.

Sir Joseph Hooker describes this in its native

Labitat as a bush ranging from 6 to 10 feet high,

" or in damp woods 1 5 feet high, but then spare and

woody ; '' at Heligan it attains to tree height

without being either spare or woody. Of H. Falconeri,

of which an illustration from a photogiaph taken

by Mr. J. Claude Tremayne, is here given i fig. 130,

]>. 749), there are two large specimens ; the younger

of the.=e is about ]."> years old ; and in April and May
of this year it produced a record total of 258 Qowering

iieads—one of these heads was Stj? inches iu circum-

ference. This striking and distinct species, with

its densely-packed flower heads, and beautiful

Magnolia graudiflora-like leaves, is also figured by

Sir Joseph Hooker ; but the plato does not give an

.adequate idea of the extraordinary beauty of

this species as seen at Heligan. R. Hodgsoni

I Hooker, tab. xv,), found at an elevation of from

10,000 feet to 12,000 feet in all the valleys of

Sikkim, also thrives exceeding well at Heligan ; of the

wood of this species. Sir Joseph Hooker states, cups,

spoons, and ladles are made by the Bhoteas, and
universally the little " Yak" saddle, by means of which

the pack-loads are slung on the back of their animal.

R. Campbell iae now (referred to R. arboreura)

(fig 134, p. 757,1 a flowering branch of which an

illustration is here given, maybe mentioned not only

for its beauty, but for its free floivcring character
;

E. glaucum with its eweetsceuted foliage, and
li. forniosum syn. Gibsoni, are all here, and all

iu great size. There are also two good-sized

]'. zevlanicum faiboreum), but they have never

flowered.

A fine .spec'men of Eriobotrya japoniua came
ori;inally from the eouth of France, and has

acclimatised itself exceedingly well at Heligan,

where it does best in a biiik not far from
water. Another plant, half-hardy elsewhere out-

fcide Cornwall, Hedychium Gardueri,anum, has been

in its present place by the side of the stove-

house for very many jears; it fruited last year,

;uid Mr. Tvemayae rfjised aevei'al phnta from the

seed. Berberidopsis corallina 'u also quite hardy
;

Solanum jasminoides, which was actually touching

the Berberidopsis, was killed two years ago, though

other plants of the Solanum in other parts of the

garden were not hurt. A very old plant of Camellia

reticul.ata is still a profuse bloomer, and bears

hundreds of huge flowers annually ; this p.ist season

it was a red blaze. Lapageria rosea flourishes, and

produces flowers in great abundance ; whilst Tro-

p;eolum speciosum, a singularly beautiful plant, is

equally hardy, and equally free flowering—essential

points in its cultivation are plenty of room and a

west wall.

There are about a dozen plants of Dicksonia

autarcti^a in the open at Heligan ; the largest wa-s

put in three or four years ago, and the remainder,

which are comparatively small plants, were placed

iu the rockery a few months ago, and form an exceed-

ingly charming addition to an artistic formation.

I''l(i. 129.—GOMOSUVPHA EUCOMOIDtS.

( Flowers green; bracts yellow; leaf reduced; floral details

magn. ; at tbc base is a large cell filled with raphidea.)

These plants were brought over frjiu Syduey by Mr.

J. Trjseder, of Tiuro, and, so far, have shown no ill-

effects of their long journey. I may here mention an

exceptionally fine specimen plant of Chamrerops
excelsa, which w.is jilanted by Mr. John Tr<^mayne
between 40 and 45 years ago, and is now ovdr 20 feot

in height; there ai'e sever d other plants of this

graceful Palm, but none so large or so old as the

above-mentioned.

There are very many interesting trees at Heligan,

notably Pinus Ayacahuito ; this was given by Mr. .1.

Knight, of Chelsea, to the late Mr. J. H. Tremayne,
over 40 years ago, apparently soon after its in! roduotion

into this country, as it was first brought to England in

ISIO by Hartweg for the Royal Horticultural Society.

The illustration (Hg. 131, p. 751), from photograph

taken by Mr, J, C, Tretnayuej gives a yery good idea

of this very beautiful tree ; this specimen is believed

to be the finest iu England, and it is quite hardy.

The illustration of the conesof this plant will also be

interesting (fig. 132, p. 753), as they are of rare occur-

rence in this country. There is also a good specimen of

Pinus montezuma;, which was given to Mr. Tremayne
by Mr. Jonathan Rashleigh of Menabilly a few years

ago, and grown from seed saved by him. In a valley

below the house is a very specimen of Abies nobilis,

about 66 feet high, girth 3 feet from ground, 6 feet

10 inches, at base 8 feet. This valley was quite a

wild orchard until the present owner of Heligan

began planting some rarer kinds of trees there ; it is

now an arboi'etum of a most interesting character

—

indeed, it may be doubted whether there is a more

successful garden lover iu the county than Mr. Johu
Trem.ayne.

Any reference to Heligan would be quite incom-

pletj without mjutioning the little enclosure known
as Mrs. Tremayne's Garden. This is a very charming

enclosure, of about a quarter of an acre, filled with

all kinds of old-fashioned flowers, which produce a

gay succession from January to December—
" The daughters of the year,

One after one. thro' that still garden pass'd
;

K ich garlanded with her peculiar tlower

D uiced into light, and died into the shade."

Mrs. Tremayne's garden more nearly appro.iches my
own ideal of what an old English flower garden

ought to be like than anything I have ever seen ; it

is certainly a most interesting and charming addition

to the attractions of Heligan. W. Roherts.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

GONIOSCYPHA EUCOMOIDES.*

This is not a pretty name, and a good many people

would give the same verdict to the plant that bears

it. But though good looks cannot be claimed for it, it

possesses what is more important—interest. The ]ilant

is near to Tupistra and Aspidistri among the Liliacea;.

Its general appearance is shown in the accompanying

illustration (fig. 129), taken from a specimen that

flowered recently iu the Royal Gardens, Kew, to the

authorities of which establishment we are indebted

for the opportunity of figuring the plant. The leaves

are broad, and emerge from a fleshy root-stock, from

the top of which also emerges the cylindrical scape

bearing the spike of deep-green flowers. The upper-

most bracts are barren, deltoid, acuminate, yellowish,

forming a tuft above the flo.vers, as io the genus
Eucomis. The perianth consists of six obtuse fleshy

hooded segments, united below the middle, conceal-

ing as many stamens. Ovary, three lobed. The fruit

is described as a "b-'rry." It is a native of the

Bhotan Himalaya, and was originally described by
Mr. Baker. M. T. M

Oromio Notes and Gleanings.

DENDROBIUMS QIIOWING UPON BONES.

A FEW days ago the opportunity was aflTorded me
of inspecting the small aud well-grown collection of

Orchids formed by A. W. Wills, Esq., Wylde Green,

and there saw what I should think is a remarkable

instance of an Orchid growing upon the skull of a

sheep, the species being Dendrobium Parishii, which
from the size of the old pseudo-bulbs, was a very small

piece when fastened to the skull. This is its second

year of growth, and the length aud stoutness of the

new pseudo-bulbs, the extensive network of roots

around the jawbones and teeth, in aud out of the

eye-sockets aud other iudentaions of the tkull, show
plainly that the bone suits its requirements. Equallv

luxuriant is a pi mt of D. pulchellum growing ou the

skull of a dog; where in generid instances the bulbs

usually attain a length of 3 or 4 inches, the plant

under notice has this season made bulbs appro ichiog

7 inches in length.

* Coiiiosf'>/t>ha cucoiaoltles.—Baker in Journ. Linn. Soi\, 1875,

xiv., 581, t 19; N. E. Bro.vn in Ooiii. C/iroa., 18S0, ii., 744;

J. D, Hook, In Flora of Br'duh India, vol, vi. (1892), p. 32tl.
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This information may at the present time lie all the

more interesting as it will materially strengthen the

argument3 put forth by Doctor Kedzie, and published

in the Gardeners Chronich' of November 28, that the

growth of epiphytal Orchida i3 stimulated by their

absorbing mineral matter through the agency of their

roots. /. /.

Dendrobium Wardiandm at HioHBUnr.

Under the fostering care of Mr. Burberry, the r)en-

drobi urns at Highbury, Birmingham, have done ex-

ceptionally well this season. Out of the large number

(f D. Wardiauum that are grown here, there are few

new bulbs that have not attained a length of 4 feet,

and promiscuously selecting one, I counted twenty

nodes with flower-buds, which cannot fail in a few

weeks' time of being a " show in themselves." /- /.

MASnF.VAI.I.IA TOVAIIENSIS.

In the cool houses of II. J. Stevens, Esci., West-

mount, Ki'lvinside, Glasgow {gr., Mr. David Wilson),

is a fine specimen of Masdevallia tov.-irensis, with

fifty spikes of its paper-white flowers; each of these

spikes will have from two to three flowers, and the

effect is enchanting to an Orchid enthusiast. This

pretty species, once scarce and dear, has btcnme so

plentiful as both to minimize its value .and importance.

However, well-cultivated plants, abundantly bloomed,

command attention, and this being an individual

plant, not made up, one looks to see how it has been

grown. It is growing in a 7 inch pot, in peat and

sphaguum-mo.ss, in the ordinary way, so that it is

evidently a question of climate that accounts for the

ancceasfiil flowering of the [ilant. There is no finer-

grown lot of Odont.iglossnm crispum in Great Britain

than the lot under the charge of Mr. David Wilson.

The writer saw the collection in its earlier ihays, and

the plants now are in specimen size, and the pseudo-

bulbs rather increasing than otherwise, so that the

oolish moist climate that grows these Odontoglots

so well, iloes the same for the Masdevallia tovarensia.

The le.aves are broad, |
ei green, and without blemiah.

and the whiteness of the flowers, and the number of

them, contrast well with even the great racemes of

O. crispum itself, J A.

Anob.schm SEsyriPEiiAiE.

One of the beat grown pieces of this singular-

looking Orchid is grown in a stove in Mr. Stevens'

g.irilen with marked success. The plant is about

2 feet high, and is furnished with leaves to the liottom

with thirteen pairs of leaves, strong with that fine

glaucous covering that provides the green which is so

ple.iaing to the eye. It is showing four spikes of

bloom of three flowers each. One can see that this

species revels in the atmosphere strongly tropical

among a host of Dractenas and Crotons, the moistiu'e

arising from them, independent of any subsidiary

influence, contributing mainly to vigorous growth,

and at the same time furnishing stamina for long

life. Many tropical Orchida ilo best under similar

circumstances as to miscellnneona lellow.ship. /, A.

Odontoolossu.m Andersonianiim VaR,

A very pretty and distinct form of this extremely

variable natural hybrid Orchid is in flower at Mr,

F. C. Jacomb's gardens, Cheam Park, Surrey. The

whole of the segments are broad ; sepals, petals, and

lip being rather more than half an inch wide. The
sepals and petals are in colour of a cream white, with

irregularly formed reddish-brown markings cm the

inner halves. The column corresponds in colour with

the sepals and petals ; but in the labellum, which is

nearly triangular, there is an unusual departure from

the ordinary colour arrangement, it being wholly of

a clear white, with a bright chrome yellow area at

the base. The two-horned callus is also white, and

the unspotted lip, contrasted with the brightly marked
segments, make it an attractive flower, J. OB.

the method of culture pursued, have been notable for

years ; and there is no more striking species than

Nepenthes ; Dickaoniana, which ia a aeedling of

RafBeaiana ; Veitchi. There are several plants here

in great vigour. It more resembles in the appen-

dages N. Rafflesiana than N, Veitchi, but the leaves

of the poUen-p.irent are discernible throughout. It

has also the rather short joints of N. Veitchi in the

leaves, which is an improvement on the Rafflesiana

habit. Its pitchers are much elongated and hand-

some, the marbling of the body of the pitchers being

like those of its seed-parent ; and then the operculum,

or lid, ia \ery ornamental, the turned-down margin

being beautifully and irregularly striped transversely

with dull crimson.

Plant Njtes.

NEPENTHE.-^ • DICICSONIANA.

Amiimo the plants grown by Mr, George Hu sel, the

gardener to J. B, Mirrilees, Esq., Redlands, Kelvin-

tide, Glasgow, the collection of Pitcher-plants, and

Fio. ISO.—RHODODENDRON FALCOSERl, (SEE P. 7-tS.)

Nepenthes Rafflesiana remains one of the freejit-

growing and most prolific in pitchers of the strong-

growing bulky section. The plants here are in perfect

health, and one of the pitchers Wiis large enough to

hold the contents of a large soda-water bottle, which

give those who drink, and those who do not, a fair

idea of the capacity of an abnormal tendrilified

leaf. The green and the brown forms of N, Afasters-

iana are well in evidence, and many other sorts.

The mode of propagation which Mr, Ruasel adopts

with Nepenthes i^ to cut a piece oft", widen the hole

of a 3iuch put, draw the cutting through it inversely,

leaving the empty pot to do the callusiug and rooting

processes, placing these inverted pots in a frame in

the stove, whence rooting takes place, without a single

morsel of sphagnum-mosa or foreign matter of any
kind, in a comparatively short time, and with

invariable success,

AdTANTUM F.iRrETENSI?.

Amongst the many fine things to be found in the

glass-houses of .Sir .John Watson, Bart,, of Earnock,

Hamilton (gr,, Mr, .T, .Moirt, the collecli..n of .\dian-

tum Farleyense stands out prominently. It evidently

requires a moist climate and strong heat, and to he

kept rather near to the glass. There are about a

dozen specimens of this Fern in the Earnock stove, and

each is as good as the other. No other Maidenhair

can rival A. Farleyense for effect. Unfortunately, it

will not stand use in a drawing-room, and even the

fronds when cut from the plant soon shrivel ; but as a

specimen, its light fronds are admirable, Mr. Moir

does not atford this Ferns large pots, and the fronds

coming up at the present shows that it is a per-

petual grower—otherwi.se evergreen. J. A.

TTIR DEODAR AND OTHER
CONTPRRS.

Ti' Mr. Nicholaon said or wrote that the Deodar
wa.s practically a failure generally in this country,

he stated what may, in fact, bo acknowledged as a

truism. Earl William, grandfather of the pre.sent

Earl Craven, ]ilantcd Deodars Largely alongside of a

plantation, in various soils and in various theltereJ

situations. These were planted, as nearly a^ I can

make out, about fifty years ago. Whilst young they

grew tolerably well, so that thirty-five years later wo
lelt encoinaged to plant more. Theae, in turn, did

very well, but of late years, on the visitation of

severe froat.i, br.inches were killed back a yard and
more in length. The following spring these broke

again strong from the live wood, but only again to be

kidetl l>ack,iuitil the whole of our Deodars presented a

moat miserable a)>pearance, a very different state of

art'aira to the healthy state the tree assumes in its

native home, or in some of our more favoured ilia-

tricta. The failure of the Deodar here may pro-

b.ably be accounted for by our low altitude-.-2,j0 feet

above the sea level
;
yet at the same level Larch

plantetl at the same time, and on precisely the same
soil and surroundings, are a decided success. Cedars,

C. atlantica, planted side by aide with DeoiUrs, have

grown into magnificent straight healthy trees, whilst

the Deodars are only gnarled and aickly.

Of Wellingtonias I have a better tale to tell ; in

the grounds here we planted largely, and we can now
boast of many very grand specimens, beautifully

branched d"wn t»t the grf)und —of these we planted an

avenue in ISi;:^. One of the rows on one side have

tolerably good shelter, whilst the other row was
exposed to the e.ast wind, yet this row -if a difference

lan at all be made between them—pre cuts the most
symmetrical and healthy appearance. This I think

worth noting, as it is generally understood that the

Welliugtonia will not thrive when it is exposed to

Hogging winds.

Of Wellingtonias I have a little more to say : many
years ago we planted a bank thickly with these,

freely mixed with Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuiopsis,

Ac, with the iutention of thinning out and planting

in the park ; this, however, was never done, and the

trees were allowed to grow thickly together, so that

there was practically a race for existence, the fittest

only surviving. To walk in and through amongst

them is something akin to walking through a very

miniature natural forest. The Wellingtonias being

the stronger growing have kept their heads well above

all the othera, whilst their naked, branchless, brown
bark stems is inteiesting to look at as compared to the

full branched, isolated specimens on the lawn. The

same description, but without bronze bark, is

applicable to the Lawson Cypress, which have

developed into beautifully straight stems.

Our low altitude does not seem to be inimical to the

well-doing of Abies Pinsapo, for of these we have a

very handsome avenue, as well as many magnificent

specimens on our lawns ; but the gale of March "24,

ISlifi, blew down two of our oldest and finest speci-

mens, which were over (lO feet high.

The (Jedar of Lebanon does well here, but our
grandest specimens have from time to time been

broken by the wind, and are now little better than
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wrecks. These trees, unfortmialely, are generally

allowed to grow up with many rival sterna, no that
sooner or later they are hound to be hlown to pieces

;

chaining the limba together does not always ensure
safety. Spruce Firs, Silver, Scotch, and Austrians,

do well here ; but as a complete failure, I am sorry

to say, I am obliged to place the Araucaria in the
same category with that of the Deodar. They were
not so much injured as those at Chatsworth during
the severe winter of 1860-61, where they were killed

outright. Those here escaped with a partial browning
of the lower branches. During the spring of 1863
I lifted a whole avenue of Araucaria, replanting them
under happier circumstances ; after that they did
very well for a time, but the frosts which of late

years wrought so much mischief amongst our Deodars,
gave also, as near as possible, the rouji de gn'iir to

the Araucarias
;
true, they are shooting out at the

extreme ends of branches, but what of this, when all

the rest of the tree is as brown as a berry /

During the severe winter of 1894-9.),. when the
thermometei- here showed 14° below zero, a fine

thirty-year-old Holly hedge, 7 feet high, was killed

down to the ground, we had to cut the dead away
close down ; there is now two years' very good growth
on it, and if we have no repetition of such low tem-
peratures, the hedge bids fair to grow into as fine a
one as before. Even hedges of the common Yew did
not escape unscathed. The whole of the l>ranohes of
Hcilly-tree, measuring over a foot in diameter, wei-e

killed, the branche.'s having to be cut off, and the naked
butt is now only making a very feeble attempt to

brancli forth again.

Those who.se good fortune has led them to live

comfortably in higher altitudes, or near to the sea,

are to be envied, but in the low-lying levels of the
midland counties during a severe winter they are to

be pitied. At King's Norton, seven miles beyond
Birmingham from here, and at 600 feet altitude, I

think I heard Mr. Pope .say that on the same night
as that on which we li.ad 14 below zero, their glass

only showed 24" of frost. 11'. Millci; Conmhc Miheii.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN PAEIS.
VtY way of continuation to our previous notes on

the Paris show, we may <lraw attention to a few of
the most interesting features from an English stand-
point. There was much to see besides Chry.santlie-

mums, but it is chiefly witli these that we propose to
deal. M. Ernest Calvat staged, in addition to new
seedlings, a most inipoting display of cut blooms in a
large oval basket, tied U|i with broa 1 orange-coloured
tilk bows, qiiitu unlike anything we see in England,
but which are familiar

|
but unsightly] objects in the

windows of the florist.s' shops in Paris. The most efl'.-c-

tive flowers for tlie purpose were Captain Chaurd,
Madame Calvat, M. Hoste, AI. Chenon de Leche, and
Vie du Champsaur. Hairy varieties, as already men-
tioned, were numerous throughout the show, and in

most of the groups there were varieties quite unknown
to us. Popular favourites seemed to be Hairy Wonder,
which was uniformly good ; Louis Bu-hmer,
Enfant des deux Mondes, William Falconer, and
Chrysanthcmiste Delaux. Others less well known
in England were Madame Sckareck, a Japanese
incurved, with narrow-grooved florets, curly at the
tips, very pale blush in colour, shaded yellow in the
centre

; Mdlle. Henriette Berloz, very large for a
hairy variety, also Japanese incurved in form, but
having rather thin, narrow florets, colour silky-

blush
; Abbd Pierre Arthur, silky-bronze, a Japanese,

with florets of medium width ; Beauti' Lyonnaise,
Japanese incurved, colour dull carmine, golden in the
centre

; Belle des Gordes, a good flower, also of the
same type, colour pale blush ; Gloire Lyonnaise has
very long drooping florets, and of good size, colour
rosy-pink

; Souvenir de Nicolas Belisse, a very pretty
terra-cotta shaded golden-bronze, with gold reverse.
Raphael Collin is another excellent sort as staged at
the Paris show ; it is of Japanese incurved form,
with florets of medium width, and is of a beautiful
shade of golden-bronze, with a silky reverse. Maurice

.
Boiasard is another one unfamiliar to us ; it has
rather broad florets, deeply grooved and pointed.

colour pure golden-yellow. Vthre. Jovinus was
striking on account of its peculiar lustre ; it has

nairow, grooved, incurving florets, colour golden

chestnut-bronze. Dragon might best be described as

a hairy Edwhi Molyneux.
In the Japanese proper, Madame Carnot was nearly

always good; Lord Brooke, the well-known Japanese

incurved, seemed particularly amenable to French
treatment, as did also Rose Wynue, W. H. Lincoln,

Etoile de Lyon, Jlrs. C. Harman Payne, Waban, Col.

W. B. Smith, Calvat's Australian Gold, Madame
Calvat, Heroine d'Ovleans, a large white Japanese;

Lilian B. Bird, Le Colosse Greooblois, Good Gracious,

Louise, M. Chenon de l^BchiJ, Reine d'Augleterre,

W. Seward, and several other sorts well known to

English cultivators. Incurved varieties of the old

show type were not often seen, excepting perhaps

Globe d'dr, C. H. ( 'urtis, and C. B. Whitnall.

Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux & Co. were un-

doubtedlv the most important contrib\itors to the

show. Their exhibit? almost entirely filled one

large room 160 feet by 40 feet, and consisted of two
largo collections of cut blooms, shown on a sloping

stage, covered with black velvet ; and on the other

side of the room a collection of cut blooms with long

stems and foliage. In addition to these, Messrs.

Vilmorin showed four large groups, each 4."i feet in

length by 6 feet in width, containing a fine lot of

freely-flowered dwarf plants, about 2 feet to 2 feet

6 inches in height, all carrying good average-sized

blooms. A large number of prizes were awarded to

the firm for the various exhibits. In the nuddlc

of this room a very artistic group, by way of

relief, was set up by M. Vouetto, consisting of Palms,

Araucarias, hi., edged with green moss, in the centre

of which was a large trumpet-shaped vase, containing

a huge bouquet of cut Chrysanthenuuu blooms.

First-class Cerlilioates were awarded for the fol-

lowing new seedlings : to M, Ernest Calvat, for

Calvat's Distinction, afterwar.ls renamed Millie.

Lucie Faure, a capital large wdiite Japanese incurved
;

Czarina, a largo Japanese incurved, of a pretty shade

of ro.sy-aaiar.vnth ; Lawrence Z(5dc, a big solid-looking

Jop.aneee incurved, rosy-amaranth, with silvery-pink

reverse ; M-ulame Bergier, a Japanese, with great

length of floret, colour white, shaded and streaked

pale pink, with yellow tip? ; M.idame Dois, a Japanese,

coloiu- white ; Xavier Hey-Jouvin, a Japanese in-

curved, colour deep ro.sy-pink ; and for Worther,

also of the same type, but having broad florets, colour

white, shaded amaranth reverse, silvery- white, tipped

yellow. First class Certificate) were .also awarded to

M. Scalarandii, gardener t) the King of Itily, for

Linis Sirtori, a goldenbronze-eoloured Japanese ;

Madame Thdriise Charvet, a very pretty soft pale-

pink Japanese : .and Piemont, a J.apane.se incurved,

colour white, stre.iked pink. Similar awards were

made to M. Heraud, for Madame Filleul Broy ; to

M. Nouin, for M. Pierre Cattant ; to M. tjuetier, for

Li'vcadie Gentils, a pdc yellow .sport from Enfant
des deux Mondes : and to M. de Reydellet, for Ernest

Verdet.

In the groups there were but few v.arieties of

English origin, by far the greater number being

American, It.alian, and French. One variety called

Fratelli Cattaneo, a Japanese of medium size, b\it of

a beautiful shade of bright rosy-amaranth, was largely

in request, and did good service inm.any of the groups

of pot plants.

The best .and mo.sl imposing collection of cut blooms

from our point of view was the one staged by M.
Oudot, gardener to M. Victorien Sardou. They were
all big massive solid-looking exhibition flowers, rather

rough in appeai-ance, and staged in glass bottles. Had
a little more attention been bestowed upon them, and
the ordinary show-boai"d used, the flowers would have

made a much more effective display. Especially fine

in this collection were Le Drac, Phcebus (grand), M.
Robt. Whitaker (very large), Hdroiue d'Orleans, Cal-

vat's Australian Gold, C. B. Whitnall, Lilian B. Bird,

and J. P. Kendall. The same exhibitor also gave

evidence of his skill in culture by setting up a fine

collection of dwarf plants in pots. A Gold Jledal

and a Silver-gilt one were very properly awarded to

these exhibits.

Messrs. Lrveqne & Son were also exhibitors of
plants and cut blooms, the latter being most effec-

tively staged in a bed on the fl )or ; the receptacles for

the blooms were covered with green moss. A display
of Carnations also came from the same firm.

Chrysanthemums were shown by no fewer than
fifty exhibitors, some of whom entered in several
classes. Among prize-winners not mentioned in our
former notes should be mentioned MM. Duval et fils,

Bernard, Courbron, Deperier, Launay, &c. Cycla-
mens were shown by MM, Bourgoiu, Jobert, and
Lequin, and there were also exhibits of other flowers.

There was also a cocsideralde displ.ay of fruit and
vegetables, and also of horticultural book.s and serial

publication.s.

The Rosary.

IN THE ROSE GARDEN.
AtTUOUua it is only here .and there that a bloom

can be culled, and these far from good repre-

sentatives of the variety, there is a good de.al of

seasonable work to be done, and the Uose-garden
should be receiving as much attention as during the
summer months. Unless we get severe fi-osts, it is

often allowed us to cut a few Roses up to the end of

November
; but the excessive rain of late, .and the

frosty mornings, together .spoilt our chance of doing
so the present season. »

.\ bush of Sbanwell Perpetual, an old Scotch Rose
an I the only perpetual-flowering variety, nll'orded

a few fr.agrant blooms very hate in the month. Each
time as the planting scison comes ronnd, we find

amateurs in doubt as to what stock is best suited for

them. To a great extent this depends upon the

n.ature of the soil, and the v.arietics which will bo
cultivated. This question of stocks is r.ather intri

cate. One cannot s.ay that all of any one class need
a certain stock ; and, although die majority of Bour-
bons, hybriib of Bouibom and Chinese, and almo.st

the whole of our Hybrid Perpetuals, will thrive well

\ipon the Manctti, there is a number in each class

that either absolutely refuse to do upon it, or merely
linger on for a few years in an unsatisfactory con-

dition. I would recimunend that .all iuexperienced

amateurs shouM leave the i|uestion of stocks to the

nurserymen ; at all events, till they have found a

certain stock does not suit it in their soil.

In a small garden of mine, Xavier Olibo has

repeatedly refused to thrive upon the Briar, but a

noiglibouring plant upon Manetti has grown well fin-

the past four years. Yet the majority of growers

would .say it must be on the Bri.ar stock. V. irly in

the seventies, when the dwarf Briar w.as at la.t

attaining pojuilarity, it w.as claimed by some that the

smooth-wooded Roses -of which Comtosse d'Oxford,

Horiico V'ernet, Loms Van Houtte, \'ictor Vcrdier,

and Reynolds Hole may be mentioned as examples

—

positively must have the Briar stock if they were to

succeed. But we have, and had then, many very far

from smooth-wooded varieties which needeil the

Briar even more. As a rule, the dwarf Briar,-

in the form of seedlings or rooted cuttings after the

manner of Manetti, and De la Grifferaie, will bo

found the most trustworthy stocks for all soits of

Roses and soils.

No time should be lost in planting seedling Briars

and the standard stocks obtained from the hedgerows.

The latter may be trimmed much harder than is

gener.ally practised, and alvantigc lusly in the nratter

of root formation. Dwarf stocks obtained from cut-

tings I would still leave in the ground. A sevwe
win'er affects the bark of these after a whole winter

and summer under-ground, especially in the case of

M.anetti. How often we find the Latter stock dead

after a hard and wet winter long before the Rose

worked upon it has shown serious injury from frost,

and yet the wood was more exposed. Upon a light

soil I like the Manetti very much for m.any varieties,

but it is by no means so hardy a stock as our native

Briar.

Plantinii of Ruses, &o.

The more rapidly the pl.anting of all outdoor Roses

can be pushed on the better. At the present time
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the wood ia in excellent, nomlitiou, and under genei'al

circiimstauces Novenibor is the best montli of tlie

twelve for planting ; but if December be rnild, there

is no olijection to planting in this month. A fairly

rich soil, followed by frequent mulching, seems to give

the best results. At the present time I am pruning

aw.iy a considerable lot of wood, that would other-

wise have to be removed in the spring. This allows

of more efficient ripening, and does not leave so

much comparatively useless growth to protect sliould

an exceptionally hard frost set in. All dwarfs will be

earthed-up, and then slightly mulched with stable-

manure. Those carrying long growths will be

secured against swaying and chafing, and mostly

fastened abo\it ouc foot from the ground line. .ShouM

the winter require protection, this can lie afforded in

a short time by placing bushes and twigs among
tliem, as in the case of more ilelicate ami dwarf-

growing Tea.s. ICven a light sprinkle of dry litter

After a brief review of the progress made in the

prodn<^tiou of fibres more or less familiar to Euro-

pean commerce, attention was directed to a floss

yielded by the silk-cotton tree, known as Kapr>k.

This has already formed an article of considerable

export value in Java, and more recently it has been

taken up in Ceylon and .India. It is too short for

textile purposes, but forms an excellent stuffing

material, superior to everything except the best sorts

of fbathers, wool, and hair. The silk-cotton tree

(Kriodendrou aufractuosnin) is one of the most

striking features of the vegetation in some parts of

the West Indies, especi.iUy in Jamaica. If the silk-

cotton now wasted in the latter island were carefully

collected, it is probable that it would yield annually

SilOfi bale.<, of the value of several thousand pounds.

In the other islands it might be worth while to plant

waste places with this tree, which begins to bear in

the fifth year, and without further trouble would

FlO. 131.—riNOS ATACAnOlTK. (SEE p. 748.)

will be an immense help under such conditions,

whereas neither could be used upon an emergency

when growths of from 4 to 10 feet are left in an up-

rjight position. Advantage of fine weather may be

taken to slightly trim out Hoses upon walls ; to cut-

back budded standard Briars, kc. Because we do

not find the same sources of delight in the rosary

now as during tlie end of June and July, is no re.ason

why it should be so neglected as we often find. Nor
shall we get the same good results in the future as

would accrue from a little seasonable work during

November and 1 )ecember. A . Pijivr.

COMMERCIAL FIBRES.
Dr. D. Morris, C.M.Q., Assistant Director of the

Rojal Gardens at Kew, delivered an interesting

lecture at the London Institution, on November 30,

on the subject of " Recent Researches in Commercial
Fibres.'' The lecture was illustrated, and Dr. Morris,

with his usual ability, set fcirth a large ma^s of

valuable information in regard to the vnrimis classes

of fibres.

yield yearly crops of an article evidently in increasing

demand at fairly remunerative prices.

The recent developments in the singularly inte-

resting fibres known as China-grass and Ramie were

then touched upon. These have hitherto been

regarded as at once the most attractive and elusive of

fibres, and .as having not only raised the greatest

expectation, but al.so led to the most lamentable

failures. The lecturer gave a sketch of their history.

and stated that as the results of efforts extending

over fifty yeai's, these fibres have at last been placed

within reach of manufacturers in this country, and

utilised for textile fabrics inferior only to silk. ( 'on-

siderable stress was laid on the fact that there were

two plants concerned, viz. , the China-grass (Boehmeria

niveii), a native of temperate China, and the plant

known in Assam as Rhea, and in the Malay Islands as

Ramie (B. tenacissimal, a native of the tropics only.

It was useless to attempt the cultivation of the

former except in moderately warm countries, while

the latter required specially hot conditions. Remu-
nerative crops could only be grown from these plants

in well-drained soils of exception.al quality and fer-

tility. A plentiful rainfall, well ilistributed over the

year, was also necessary, as well as a high and uniform

temperature. Under faviniraf)le conditions it had

been shown that two or three crops of stems, weigh-

ing, in the aggregate, IC) to 20 tons per acre, could be

yielded in one year, and ai the plants were perennial,

successive crops could be produced from ratoons, as

in the cisa of the Sugar-cane. From the cjuantity of

green stems above mentioned there would at least be

yielded ribbons or raw fibre of the value (at present

prices) of .tS, and filasse the finished product) worth

about £14. According to returns from reliable

sources, the cost of the cultivation in favourable

localities, on an average of year.s, would be at the

rate of £i per acre.

Provided there was a careful selection of suitable

sites for plantations, the cultivation was regarded as

likely to prove advantageous in some parts of the

West Indies, especially in the warm fertile valleys of

Dominica, parts of the humid parish of Portland, in

Jamaica, and similar localities in Trinidad, British

Guiana, and the southern districts of British Hon-
duras. Dr. Morris spoke hopefully of the future

p.ospects of the cultivation in the West Indies, but

was careful to point out the conditions essential to

success ; and strongly advised that only experienced

and capable planters should attempt to start the

industry, which, in their hands, might go a long way
to relieve the people in the West Indies in their

present dilTicult task of making both ends meet in

the cultivation of the Sugar-cane. " Colonies and
//((//«," Ih'rrmher ,'i.

FLORISTS' Flowers.
• ~

AMONGST FLORIST.S' FLOWERS IN
DECEMBER.

A QUIET walk round the garden shows us that even

in this dull raonthsoraethiugcanstillbedone, and there

is something to interest the cultivator, be he amateur
or otherwise. The Auricula is one of our choicest

favourites, and I happened to visit two gardens this

week where large and choice collections are grown.
In one, the decayed leaves were lying thickly on the

surface of the soil attached to the plants ; in the

other, all dead and decaying leaves had been carefully

removed, and the Auriculas were neat and present-

able, the plants in their white and cream-coloured

foliage being very pretty. Tuere are no flowers

known to me which present so many differences in

the foliage as Auriculas, and an expert can easily tell

the names of most of the varieties from their foliage

alone ; and one cannot greatly admire their December
beauty if the dead and decrying leaves are not

removed. This should be attended to periodically,

say, once in three or four weeks during the winter ;

and a word of caution here i* necessary, for in the

removal of decaying leaves much mischief may be

done. If they are removed before they are sufficiently

decayed, the main stem of the plant may be injured
;

on the other hand, rotten decayed leaves will also

engender decay. Although the autumn has been wet,

and the weather is now not at all favour.vble, we have

had no losses amongst our plants. What is required

is free ventilation, so that the foliage be kept dry.

Moderate dryness at the rootis is another point to be

obseri-ed ; the pl.mts may n^t need water oftener

than twice in a month, and then not during severe

frost. Of course, I am writing under the assumption

that the plants are in cold frames.

Small seedlings want looking to freijuently, and

precautions taken against injury by slugs ; also to

remove the tiny outer leaves as they decay. Tiusses

in their incipient stage should now be showing in the

axils of the leaves of some varieties ; indeed, if they

do not show now in such varieties as George Light-

body, Mabel, Richard Headley, &c., the best sort of

flowers will not be produced. The trusses gradually

develop during the winter, but the corollas will not

open until the middle of April ; the exhibitor soon

learns to value and care for these early winter

developments. It is better to put the seed-pans into

a house from which frost is excluded, as the seedlings

continue to appear all through the winter and spring

months. Next in importance to the Auricula are the —
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Carnations and Piootees.

These truly beautiful and aweet flowers have been

very greatly improved during the last few years. An
old florist called upon me the other day, and as I

talked to him about the beauties of many self and

fancy Carnations, he reminded me that in our early

years the selfs and fancy varieties were thought

nothing of by the florists ; their gi'eat aim being to

produce Iiandaome, well-formed, well-marked bizarres

and flakes in Carnations, or well-marked Picoteea in

their various colours. This, as we know very well, is

quite true ; but where there were ten growers of

Carnation.s in the old day.s, there are now ten hundred,

perhaps, and amateurs in these days do not care to be

bound by the rules of the fanciers. I 'amations are

aufliciently hardy to withstand the severest frosts of

our British winters : but I have always recommended
growing a few plants of each variety in flower-pots,

and preserving them io cold frame.s during winter.

Even when it is not intended to flower any plants in

pots, it is well to take this precaution, so that there

may be a reserve wherewith to fill up any gaps which
may occur during our uncertain winters. Exhibitors

who wish to compete for prizes at flower-shows must
cultivate the greater number of their plants in potj

;

and of course these were all potted- up before the end

of October, so that they might be well established

before severe frosts set in ; and here, aa we carefully

examine the plants in the frames of two different culti-

vators, we find in one the plants clean and healthy,

all dead and decaying leaves removed, no weeds
left in the soil, and the surface loosened where greea-

mould had begun to grow. Oreen fly had also been

destroyed, for notwithstanding all the diseases we
read about, this pest, if not excluded, does more
mischief than any other. Let us examine the other

collection, and point out to the owner aa we walk

along the work requiring to be done. Most of us

know his answer. It is w.ant of time ; hut he jneana

to have them all put right some day. The fact is,

hia work is all done by fits and starts, hurried over,

and not with the careful touch of the true florist.

Like the Auricula, the Carnation-frames require

plenty of veotilation, the glaas-lighta to be drawn
quite off in fine weather, and there is no need to lie

a'armed if the .soil in the pots is frozen quite hard.

The leavea of the Carnation show no appreciable

injury from severe frosts, but the outer leaves of the

Auricula plants do suffer—at leaat, many of them
decay after the frost disappears, from its effects ; but

this does not touch in the least the vitality of the

plants. I may add that green-fly will live both on

Auricula and < 'arnation plants during severe froa's,

and the pest can only be removed by fumigating or

dipping the plants in soft-aoapy or tobacco-water
;

but this treatment does not suit Auriculas, and
altogether I think it best to fumigate. The Carnation

plants must not bo allowed to become dust-dry at

the roota, and in thia respect they auffer more than

Auriculaa.

In the open borders the Carnations are supposed
to take care of themselves ; but it is necessary to

look to them, to see that they are not loosened and
thrown out by frosts—it ia best to look over the

plants, and press them into the ground after frosts.

Keep the ground clear of weeds, watch for slugs and
the leather-coated grub ; and where sparrows are

plentiful they do much damage to the leavea. They
can be kept off by straining cotton-threads over the

plants ; this seems to deter them, as they do not care

to go under the threads, but frequently they will

peck the plants if the threads do not reach quite to

the outsidea of the beds. /. Douglas.

tiou now being paid to la petite culture. It is written by
Mr. Alexander Dean, a very old correspondent of thia

journal, who has made the cultivation of vegetables

as well as that of hardy fruits a life-long study.

Needless to say, it is replete with valuable informa-

tion upon vegetable culture, conveyed in simple

language. It is illustrated by numerous woodcuts, and

arranged under convenient headings. The writer

begins at the beginning by affording excellent direc-

tions for draining, maimring, trenching, and digging

soils, contrasting good with bad methods. We fail,

however, to note any allusion to that boon to cottagers,

the cry earth-closet ayatem, with its excellent sanitary

conditions, and its valuable results in the form of an

odourless manure of great efficacy in the kitchen

garden. The value of lime in Potato culture ia

remarked upon, but we find no notice of superphos-

phate of lime in this connection ; and yet it was
pateut from the Dalmeny experiments, allusion to

which was made in a recent isaue, that the weight of

crop was greatly increa.sed by its use. A telling

illustration is given of protective and non protective

earthingup, which should render intelligible to a

peraon of ordinary capacity the advantages of the

former over the latter in the protection of the tubers

against disease. The list of varieties of the Potato ia

a select one of moderate length, and it might be still

further reduced by the excision of merely show
varieties. The list of Peas needs the same kind of

pruning as regards the very tall-growing varieties,

which no one will contend are suited for cottajers or

allottees.

synonyms alone. The BambuseiB are taken from Mr.
Gamble's Monograph o} lyulian Bambusece ; and some
notes are added from Mr. Freeman Mitford's

observations.

Notices of Books.
• -

Vegetable Culture.'

This is another of those small manuals, the issue of

which has been frequent during the last few years,

which seem to be called for by the increased atten-

* It Is published by Meaers. Maomillin M Co., at the

price of l8.

The Flora of British India. By Sir .T. D.

Hooker, K.C.S.I., Ac. (Reeve & Co.)

The twenty second part now issued completes

(with the exception of the index) a book which can

only be compared, in its scope and completeness, to

the Flora of Australia, though the Indian Flora is

cif necesaity much more complex and varied. Both
worka have mainly been wrought out at Kew. The
Australian work, prepared by Mr. Bentham, could

not have been satisfactorily completed but for the

constant co operation of the late Sir Ferdinand von

Mueller. The monumental work before us ia due to

the energy, activity, and clear perception of .Sir

.foseph Hooker. The first part was published in

May, 1872, ao that a qu.art.er of a century at the least

has been devoted to the elaboration of this great

work. Seventeen years previously to the ia:iue of

the first part of the Flora, a fragment by Sir Joseph,

in co-operation with the late Dr. Thomson, was pub-

lished, which bill fair to be the finest and fullest

exponent of the classiftcatory and morphological

science of the day. It was conceived on too vast a

plan, .and even the indefatigable energy .and zeal of

Sir Joseph Hooker were not adequate to its comple-

tion on such a scale. When Sir Joseph first began

the preparation of the present work, he was Director

of the Royal Gardens, Kew, remained so for m.any

years afterwards, fulfilling at the same time many
other public and otficial duties. That in spite of ao

much interruption. Sir Joseph should have been able

to complete hia gigantic labour is a matter for as

much gratification as astonishment. During the last

few years the work ha.s been carried on at the same
time that a gener.al, and by no means perfunctory,

superintendence has been maintained over the pre-

par.itlon of the Indrx A'eiirnsis. In the earlier volumes

Sir Joseph had the assistance of numerous contribu-

tors, who relieved him of some of the details ; and
again in later yeara the assistance of Mr. C. B.

Clarke, of Dr. Stapf, and others, has materially served

to expedite the progress of the work, and to add to

its value. NeVerthele.ss, from beginning to end, the

editing of the whole book has fallen tn Sir Joseph,

who, moreover, is responsible for the larger portion

of its contents, including in these later days the

(Jrchids and the Grasses ! Botanical readers will

appreciate the siguificance of that note of exclama-

tion. The later volumes are more fully elaborated

than the earlier ones, and among the grasses from a-

half to a quarter of a page ia often taken up with

IcoNES Orchidearum Austro-Africanarum.'
Vol. L, Part 11.

No better .vork of its kind has been undertaken
by botanists in recent times than that which has been
sent forth by the talented and painstaking author of

the work under notice. In 1S88, his Orr/i/rf? of the

Cape Peninsula .appeared, in which many species of

much beauty were described and illustrated, a work
that was received with delight by everyone who was
interested in the subject. Then followed Part I. of

/cones Orcliiilearum Anstro-A/riranarum, or Figures

with desccriptiona of extra tropical South African

Orchids ; the continuation of which, in Part II., we
now receive, which appears to be even more carefully

prep,ared and worked out than its predecessor. It

contains fifty partly-coloiu'ed plates, prepared from
very accurate drawings made by the author, whose
work at every point bears evidence of his intimate

knowledge of the structural details of subjects ao

little known to any but himself, and who has h.ad the

great advantage of studying many of them in their

native habitats. Among those illustrated and de-

scribed are eleven species of Disa, most of them of

purely botanical interest, although some of them are

well worthy of cultivation, and notably the blue Disa

purpurascens, several specimens of which have
flowered in England ; the white D. schizodioides,

the .small red-coloured D. sanguinea, and the pink

O. nervosa. Satyrium sphierocarpum, S. longicauda,

and others among the species of Disperis, Habenaria,

Angr-Tcum, My8t.acidium, Pterygodium, and Brachy-
corythis, are pretty enough for garden plants, if they
could be induced to grow iu a satisfactory manner ;

while all from their very remarkable structure are

interesting in the highest degree to the student and
the botanist. Of Eulophii, Paohites, Zeuxine, and
Schizodium, a single species of e,ich only given, the

last-named being a most singular species with insect-

like flowers. In his remarks, Mr. Ilolus has some-

thing of interest to tell about most of the subjects.

Especi.ally interesting are the illustrations of his

Pterygodium Newdigat.-e, and its singular variety

P. N. cleistoganum. We are pleased to welcome this

new publication, and wish Mr. Bolus every auccesa

in hia very u.seful if laborinus task.

Dictionnaire Iconoqraphique oesOrchio^es.

A second instalment of the beautiful illustrations

of Orchids, male by M. A. Ooo.sasns, and descriptions

by M. A. Coguiaux, the talented director and
editor of the work, is just to hand,.and proves equally

faithful, useful, and interesting, as tho.se which have
previously been received. The present issue comes
in portfolio, libelled Cittleya, and some of the con-

tents relate to that genua, of which C. Wiu'scewiczii,

C. Victoria Regina, and C. Hardyana, are admirably

rendered. The preambles of the genera Dendro-
bium, Cypripedium, Solenipetlium, and L:elio-Catt-

leya, are also furnished, and several very good
examples of each, forming a commencement for their

respective portfolios, are given. Of the Dcndrobiuni'i,

I), nobile, I), n. (!nksonianum, D. x .Ainswcrthi, and

D. X Cassiopo, are illustrate<l and described ; of the

Cypripediums, C. Slonei, and Selenipedium x .Se-

deni ; the Lii'lio-Catlleyas being represented by L.-C.

Nysa .and L -C. x Proserpine.

We remark th.at the sign of hybridity ( x ), which

is BO useful at a glance to determine which are acknow-

ledged species, and which are hybriils, is omitted
;

and as in many ca.se3 it forms part of the original

description quotoil or referred to, its omission seems

to form an unnecessary departure from a very general

practice.

' IcoiO]^ Orchalariiiu AuJliO-Af, iriinaram t-xliatropiooiim,

or Fiffilres witli descriptions of e\tra-tropical Soutli African

Orchids. By Hany Bolus, F.L S (London : William Wesley

A Son, Strand. 1896).
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PRUNING SHRUBS.
TiiEBE are two or three elementary rules which

are to be obserred when the production of flowers ii

primarily desired. Slirubs which blossom early in

the spring form their flowerbuda the year before,

and ingeniously protect them during the winter with

a warm covering, so that they are ready to open with

the early days of spring sunshine. Anyone who will

cut off the twig of a Peach tree in the winter, or of

an early-flowering .Spir;oa, and put it iu water, will

understand this, for the flowers will expand iu a few

days after it has been brought into a warm room.

Obviously, if the branches of such shrubs are cut

hard back in autumn, all the flower-buds are cut

away, and there is no bloom in the spring. If, how-

ever, the branches are cut back immediately after the

floweiiug season is over, this will encourage the

growth of new shoots from bu is near the base of the

branch, and these will grow rapidly to take the place

of the part that has been lost, and cover themselves

with flower-buds for another year. Another class of

shrubs, like the Hydrangeas, Alth;eas, and certain

Tamarisks, which flower in late summer or autumu

I'lU. 132.—SHOOT AND costs OF riNlS .WACMli'lTE.
(SEt r. 718.)

from buds which have developed on the wood grown

during the current summer, should be pruned iu late

autumn after flowering, or, at least, before the wood
starts in the spring, so as to encourage abundant

hummer growth, and flower-buds for the uextautumn.

But these are the simplest elementary rules, and

lolate solely to the luoductiou of flowers. Shiubs

are useful for many othor purposes than merely to

diK[ilay their blossoms. They are beautiful all the

year round. Even in the winter the variously

coloured birks of many of them add a singular charm

to the landscape. We therefore prune them not

uuly to promote the production of flowers, but of

wood, and foliage, and fruit as well, to ensure grace

or symmetry of outline, and to make them vigorous

uud healthy.

The s.niple cutting in of flowering v^ood in spring

or fall is thus a small part of the art of pruning, and
where there is a large variety of shrubs there is no
time of yojr when something iu this direction cannot

be done, and it is especially useful when it is con-

tinue 1 throughout the entire growing season. If

surplus wood is to be removed, a clean cut in mid
6u:iimer will heal over much more readily than it will

in cold weather, and there is no better time for

removing superfluous branches, or lor shcrtening-in

over-vigorous shoots which interfere with the sym-

metry of a specimen. Some trees and shrubs whose

branches bleed when cut in spring will heal over

quickly if pruned while in full leaf. If the strong

branches are pinched back in summer, the wood will

ripen into such a sound condition for withstanding

cold that trees naturally tender have been known to

endure our winters fairly well when their branches

had been properly stopped. This summer pinching

is especially useful in wet season^, when otherwise

the wood keeps growing late in autumn, and is caught

by freezing weather in a soft and sappy condition.

It also discourages upward growth where this is

undesirable, and tends to develop fruit-buds, so that

shrubs and trees will bear fruit at an earber age when

they are properly pinched back. For the same reason

shrubs will ripen iheir fruit more perfectly when the

stronger shoots above it have been stopped.

Just how much to cut is a matter to be learned by

experience. Sometimes the best way to renovate a

shrubbery i.> to cut many of the plants to the ground

and let them start anew. In others a very severe

pruning is often advisable. If every annual shoot of

the largepanicled Hydrangea is cut back in autumu

or early spring to a couple of eyes, the growth next

year will be very vigorous, and even after the new

shooti start, if all the weaker ones are rubbed out,

enough will remain, eich one carrying an immense

dower head at its extremity, to completely cover the

ihrub with bloom. But it should not be forgotteu

that t"o much pruning weakens plants. When florists

began to tell long-stemmed Hoses they soon dis-

covend that tlicy were selling the vitality of the

plant as well as the flowers, and they learned to

give a long period of rest to the weakened plants

which were to produce another crop, to that ihey

might recuperate llieir exhausted energies. Every

one has obterved how abundautly the foliage starts

out from the stum[i of an amiuitated branch of a

Silver Alaple, for example, but thij is not a proof ot

iuciea ed vigour. In reality it is a signal of distress,

and shows that the tree has arouted itself to an extra

efl'ort to supply the placts of the organs of nutrition

of which it had been robbed. \ young plant caie-

(uUy pruned when it is set out iu good ground, with

room enough to grow iu, will sometimes need, as it

grows, to have interior branch-s cut away for the

admi.ssion of light and air, and the over-strong shoots

pinched back iu midsumuirr, and dead wood carefully

reuujvcd. Little more wi'l be required, as a rule,

except to shoitcn in judiciously the floweriug wooil

after bloom, and uudcr thif. treatment shrubs will

develop into tbiir best form, and flower abundantly

year a'ter xeai . Qar'ii'ti aitii fvrcjyi.

METHODS OF PROPAGATION
BY MEANS OF LEAVES.

(C.nlinued from p. 687.)

Some plants are easily propagated from leaves. I

remember being in a caf^ opposite to the Botanical

Gardens at Brussels with one of the stafl', and seeing

a leaf suspended from the ceiUng by a thread looped

so that it should bang suspended in a plane with the

horizon ; on closely examining it, I found it a leaf of

a member of the numerous House-Leek (Semper-

vivum) family, Brjophyllum calycinum, which, when
suspended iu the manner indicated, soon produces

minute phmts at the angles of the crenidation^.

These throw down minute root.s, and eveutu.illy de-

velop leaves on the upper surface. By cutting up the

leaf therefore, each one of these will develop into a

plant. Til's fact wa^ noted and hinted to me, that

plan's of a like nature, via., so called succuleuts,

cjuld all thus be increased simply by using their

mature leaves.

Now, Echeverias, Sempervivums, and plants of a

like nature, being required in their thousands for use

iu the neat but mouotonou' systems of carpet-bedding,

any rapidmeansof incnasingthem must of necessity be

welcome. First, take care to use old plant?, and pull,

not cut, off their leaves, which will be more e.xsy

after the plants have been allowed to get dry in their

pots. Lay the leaves aside in the shade for a day or

two, and then proceed to prepare some propagating

paus]_or trays, by firot putting in a good layer of

drainage consisting either of finely-broken crocks or

well-washed gravel. On this place some sandy loam,

or light mixed soil, finishing up to the edge of the

pan or tray with fine sand. Water well with a Sue
rose-pot to consolidate the soil, and when all super-

fluous moisture has di'ained ofT, begin to dibble in the

leaves by the heel, as I call the lower part which
attached it to the parent plant. Take great caro not

to bruise the soft leaves, either at base or top, or

they will rot and destroy the whole batch ; and con-

tinue to dibb'e iu till the tray or pan i? full. Give
all a good shake as soon as finished, to fix the soil

around the leaves close aud firm, and then put the

trays on a warm and dry shelf.

This operation may be begun as soon as the days

be^in to lengthen, and if done at this period, in a

month or six weeks liltlo plants will appear at the

bases of the succulent leaves, when a little sprinkling

of water may be given, but not much. In a month
the minute plants are large enough to prick oft' in'o

store boxes or pans, in which they may be allowed to

grow till wanted for bedding. The denuded stems of

FlO. 13J.—BXiMl'L'S OP TUE l'R01'Ar..vTI0.\' OF
PL\VTS BV ME.4NS OF LEAVER,

the plants being put aside on a dry shelf will sosn

develop many little plants at the point where the leaves

have been removed (fi^. 133), and may be utilised

to still further increase stock. The time for this

depends greatly upon what plants you have to asso-

ciate with them, ranging from the middle of June to

the fir.st week in July in the north, but a little

earlier iu the south and west If, however, the

groundwork of the contemplated beds is Alternan-

thcra in variety, this period will be found quite early

enough for safety ; for 1 have known Alternauthera

browned aud spoilt by frost as late as June 24. This

plan of leaf-propag itiou, as 1 call it, is applicable to all

species of succulent plants, such as Echevefias, Sem-

pervivums, Kleinia, Pachyphytum, Leucophyton, as

well as the more noble flame-flowered Rochea falcata.

Other plants, far removed from these, are also propa-

gated from their leaves, and I scarcely think I sh-uild

be romancing if I were to assert that all thick leathery

leaver will at some period ur other of their growth,

notably when they attain to their proper period of

complete growth, are capable of producing young

plants of their kind, favou'able treatoient and

circumstances b?ing secured,
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Gloxinias.

For instance, the leaf o£ the Gloxinia may be laid

upon the surface of the soil, a splint of deal placed

upon it at the base and another at the apex, and

these kept down by Verbena pins, so that all parts

of the leaf are in close contact with the soil ; or the

leaf may be divided into three or more pieces, by a

sharp knife, and these cut portions bedded into the

soil in a tray edgeways, or pan prepared as directed

for Echeveria, and 'then plunged in a warm but not

too humid pit in cocoa-nut fibre refuse or warm

tanner's bark, when a number of little pea-like tubers

will form at the edge of the crenations, and at the

angles of the crossing venation, which will in time

develop into small plants. These being cut carefully

away from the remainder of the leaf, and potted

singly into thumbs, or pricked out into pans or

propagating-trays, will furnish good useful plants.

(To be continued.)

Gincray'iaa. — The earliest batch is now coming
into flower. As is generally well known, the Cineraria

will not bear forcing ; and if eai'ly bloom is required,

seed has to be sown early, and the plants allowed a

proper amount of time to grow. Here there is a

fine lot of healthy plants in 5 and 6-iuch pots just

showing for flower in a cool Peach-bouse from which
the frost is merely excluded ; they were raised from
seeds sown at the end nf March. Before they are

removed into the conservatory they will receive

several fumigations with tobacco.

General Work.—Advantage should be taken during

mild weather to clean the houses inside and out, so

that light may be freely admitted to the plants. At
the same time the plants should be carefully

examined for insect-pests, and the foliage cleaned

with warm rain-water; also wash pots, stages, kc,
and whitewash the walls.

The WEEK'S Work.
PLANTS TTNSEB GLASS.

By JNO. McIntyre, Gardener, Woodsido, Darlington.

Now that, late in December, the propagation of

stove plants has almost ceased for the year, the

opportunity is afforded the gardener to increase his

stocks of some of the more useful plants that are

employed in quantity for forming proups, and for

the decoration of apartments. Foremost among
these is Anthurium Andreanum, an effective species,

which is easily increased if proper means are taken.

At Woodside some dozens are grown. Those plants

that were raised last year will probably have become
l.inky and thrown aerial roots, similar to those of the

A'anda ; therefore, to lower them, it is necessary to

merely take ofl' the tops and place them singly in

4
J
-inch pots in a compost of sphagnum-moss and

fibrous peat, and put them in the propagating- case

till established, when they may be taken to the stove.

A period of three or four weeks in the propagating-

case will suffice. The stools from which the tops

have been taken should be placed in the warmest
house or pit the gardener has, to " break," and usually

they will throw tivo or three shoots, which will servo

for increase if detached and inserted .similarly to the

tips of the plauts, say, in the months of JIarcli or

April. They make nice small jilants, which u.sually

carry spatlics the same year, .\nthurium Seher-

zerianuiu in the full specimen form is an excellent

plant for the exhibitor and for furiii.sluug spathcs for

iudoor use, but it is nut of .so rapid growth as A.

Andreanum. The aged |>lants should now bo

examined, .and if a number of medium-sized plants is

required foi' lilliiig vase.s, &c., and for such use it is

a very suitaV)le plant, the spathe.s lasting in good con-

ilitiou fur three or lour mouths, and a sptcimcu

plant can be spared, it may be simply split up intu

single crowns, each of which it placed singly iu

4\-inch pots, in a compost consisting of two parts

good peat, one of charcoal, and one of sphagnum-
moss, and placed in the propagating- case till

established, will make nice plants. After establi,-h-

ment, move them, lilve tlie first-named species, to a

moist stove to make their growth. The present is a

good time to afford exhibition specimens of these

plants a re-putting, and to put them in orderforanntlier

year. In re-potting specimens it is well to keep the

crowus raised above the rim of pot, packing the

materials \ip around them in the rtianneradopteil with

some Orchids.

Chriisaii'JiemtUiU.—The flowering season being

now over, the places occupied by these plant

i

must be filled with others. Azaleas, if they

were given a warm-house last munth, will now be

opening thtii" flowers, and may be substituted for the

Chrysanthemums. Spirieas should be put^hed on
with heat, and supplied abundantly witli water at the

roots. Azalea mollis in quantity may also be placed

in the forcing-house, and the imported plants afford

good returns in cut flowers if well managed. After

being started into growth in a warm-pit. they should

be removed to an intermediate-hous'^ to open their

flowers, keeping them there till they are fully in

flower. The flowers of this variety last but a short

titne whan cut, and in that respect thoy arf disap-

poiiitinj, unless the plants have stood for some days
in a'oool-house. The same holds good to a certain

ti.stent Willi tUs p'aa'i*, -

THE ORCHID HOTTSES.
By W. H. White, Burford, Dorking.

Epideiidruim.—Epidendrnm Endresii is a lovely

Orchid of small growth, and those who possess it may
be assured that it is a species worthy of their best

attention. It is not however possible to grow it

satisfactorily with the same kind of treatment meted
out to most of the Epidendrums, for although of

small growth, it dislikes to be suspended near to the

roof-glass, and prefers a rather damp, shady
corner of the house. Red-spider forms its chief foe,

and in spite of a plant being kept always in a damp
position, these acari will iufest the undersides of the

foliage, and if they are not quickly cleaned off with a

sponge, it will soon change colour and fall off ; and
the leaves gone, the plant rarely recovers. E. Endresii

should be well supplied at all times with water at

the root, and a little more than usual is beneficial

when the flower-spikes are showing : these are pro-

duced on the apex of the newly-made growth. After

flowering, growth soon recommences, when, if neces-

sary, the plant may be repotted, the rooting-material

used consisting chiefly of ephagnum-moss, with a

few pieces of fibry peat, and the drainage should be

perfect.

Epiphronitcs x Veitehii, now sending out its pretty

spikes of flowers, requires identical treatment with
Epidendrum Entlresii. It is a plant which grows
very freely, often producing young plauts from the

old flower-stems ; and such small pieces, as soon as

they begin to put forth roots, may be removtd with

a portion of the stem attached, and potted in the

smallest possible pots, using spliagnura-moss only
;

and in a very short space of time the pots will be

found filled with routs, at which time repotting

should be performed. The betterknuwn Epidendrum
Endresio-Wallisii x , and the charming E. elegan-

tulum, a hybrid between K. W.allisii and E. Endresio-

Wallisii, are plauts which thrive when accorded the

same kind of treatment as E. Endresii.

Odoitioglossuni Warseaekzii, iitnv better known
mider the name Millonia Endresii, is the rarest u(

the genus, and it is one that should be kejit con-

tinually iu the intermediate-house, and in a cool and
very shady part of it. At the pi'esent time thei'c arc
at Burford some jilants that are now sending up their

lluwerspikcs, which must be closely watched for

small yellow tinips, which quickly destroy the
inflorescence.

ililtonia dchroderiana.— Plauts of this distinct and
handsome species are starting to grow, and any re-

potting needed had better be seen to forthwith. A
compost of one-third fibrous peat, and two-thirds

sphagnum-moss, with plenty of small crocks inter-

mixed, suits it. During growth it should be kept
slightly warmer than ordinary, although on the com-
pletion of growth an intermediate houFe is the best

place for the plant.

Calllet/a-honse.—Those plants of the pi-etty Vauda
Kimballiana which have passed out of flower, should
be kept drier at the root, and as a guide to the state

of the compost iu this respect, it the surface uuks
becomes white and crisp, no heavy applieatiun uf

water is needed, but only a slight sprinkling with a

fine rose watering-can. Its congener, V. Amesiaua,

in bloom at the present time, if it be kept without
water at the root, the flowers, which are very

fragrant, will last for several weeks in good condition.

It should be placed iu a light and dry position.

lulermediatc house.—Epidendrum inversum and E.

coohleatum, now flowering in this house, are interest-

ing and ovxrious plants. E. Frederici Guilielmi is a

fine showy species, which should be more commonly
found in collections. The young growths havo made
considerable progress, and fleshy roots are pushing

out from thoir ba*n. This is a oritioal time for the

plant, for if much water be afforded before the roofa

have taken a firm grip of the oompoBt, thoy soon

turn black at the points, with the re'suU that the

growths wake no further prdgre'sfi,

FRTTITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, Gavdeuor, Highclere C.i8tle, Newbury.

The Earhj Vinery.—The Vines which were started''

at the beginning of the month of November, havingnow
their buds in a forward state, should have the warmth
of the vinery slightly increased, not, however, exceeding
60° to 65° by day by artificial means, so long as the

leaves are not put forth. If a bed of fermenting

materials is not in use, the inner border may be
copiously afforded water at a temperature of 90°, for

although root-growth will not have become active,

the degree of warmth thus imparted by the water

will hasten root-action and thereby the production of

foliage. For old Vines the use of warm liquid-manure

is more advantageous as a stimulus than clear water.

Attend to the often turning and renewing of the hot-

beds at present in use in the vineries, the warmth
and moisture arising from these being of great service

at this stage ; economising fire-heat, and lessening the

need for frequent syringing. Young Vines which
have not been previously forced early should have

the rods laid horizontally till they break regulai'ly

their entire length.

Pot Vines.—If the earliest crop of Grapes is

taken from Vines in pots, and these are surrounded
with fermenting materials, great care is needed in

guarding against any excess of heat iu the dung-bed,
at the same time additions of new well-prepared

leaves and stable-litter must be made from time to

time, as the heat is found to be declining. It may
not exceed 70° to TTi". As the Vines break into

leaf, raise the warmth of the air by degrees to 60' for

night, 70" to 76° by day—the latter by sun-heat.

Admit a small quantity of air from outside by opening

the upper ventilators when the inside thermometer
indicates 70°. Disbudding may be commenced as soon

as it is possible to discern the bunches, and carried

out gradually, reserving the finest bunches for a

croj). The laterals ought to be stopped at the second

joint beyond a bunch. Those who use ovaporating-

trcnighs (many gardeners do not like them) may now
fill them will liquid-manure or weak guano-water,
and sprinkle the floors, &c. ^vith the same at closing-

tinu'.

Ynimn Pot Vines. — If these are to be grown
into fruiting size fur the purpose of being forced next
year, the canes should now be cut-back to two buds,

and the cuts dressed with styptic or knotting. They
may be started early next month. Vine-eyes may
now ba prepared for sti'iking iu hot-beds, inserting

them iu small puts filled with turfy loam made very
firm, with the i>ud level with the soil. Preparatory
to placing them in a hot-bed,' place in a cool house
or i>il for a few weeks.

Hlrato^erf'ics in Pots.—With the appearance uf

the bloom-trisses on the plants, the temperature
by d.ay should be advanced a few degrees, though it

will bo well to be guided by the weather, not at-

tempting to push them on much when it is cold and
dull. Examine every p'ant once a day, affuiding

water to those requiring it ; syringe them all lightly

in fine weather, and sufficiently early for the foliage

tu get dry before nightfall. Keep a sharp outlook for

aphis, fumigating thoroughly on two successive

evenings if any be noticed. A night temperature of
.^0^ to i>5° should as yet not be exceeded, and in

frosty weather it may fall to 45°. Guard against a

muggy atmosphere by having a small amount of air

.iduiitled at the tup of the huu;-e. A batch uf |i!auls

to succeed these may be got under cover, cleaned,

and top-dressed, and brought into, say, an early Peach-

house during the next week. Plants iu the open
shoidd be protected in frosty weather with a light

covering of Fern or bast-mats.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hbdlev WAaREN, Girdenor, Aston Clinton, Tring.

General Remarks.—The bed oooupiod by Iberis,

Wallflowers, Alyssum saxatile, Polyanthu'i, Saxi-

fraga, Polemonium, Aubrietia, Honesty, small shrubs,

and the like, should have the beaten soil lightly

Btirrad on drying days. Those beds whioh are oocupied

by biilba and plants should ba similarly stirred with
a fork or rake, and never with a hou, otbefwisa

diimige liiay be done to tbeiv}- ^^'itli regard to these
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liuils, it is always advisable to att'ord a luiilch when
the plautiDg of the bulbs is finished, using cocoanut

tibi-o refuse, or sifted leaf-soil, in which case the

stirring of the soil is unnecessary.

IViiUer Aconites ami Daff.jdih are already making
ttielr appearance on established plants, and care must
be taken not to injure them when stirring the surface.

The former makes au excellent carpet-flower, where,

under deciduous gra.sses ami other plants it cannot

be made to gro.v .satisfactorily. The Tenby Daffodil

is e.Ncellent for [lautiug in clum|i3 in similar places

on a I iwn or in a shrubbery ; and where these are

idauted in places sheltered from the north or east,

llowers will appear some weeks earlier than in

e.tposed positions, thus prolonguig the Daffodil

season.

Iiij £dijiHf/s.—Isy makes suitable edgings and

verges where turf will not grow, or has to be re-

moved every year ; an 1 Irish Ivy is a very suitable

variety, it being of ipiick growth and pleasing iuspect.

The most suitable season for planting Ivy is the

present. In doing this, spread out the shoots and
[leg them down to the earth so that they may be

able soon to push the roots into it, and grow and
make a thick carpet of foliage.

Skimmia japonini is an attractive berried-sectiou

which is nut grown .so extensively as one might
expect. It thrives in smoky towns, and although it

delights in a fairly moist soil, and a p.artially shaded

)MMitiou, yet, if water be stagnant in the soil, the

plant will give no satisfaction. Skimmia Fortuuei

and S. japonica (oblata) are useful as window-plants,

and readily increased by seeds or cuttings, but being

of a somewh.at slow growth, it is advisable at the

first to purchase fair sized plants from a nursery,

making turo that you got a few males among the

females, Skimmias being dioicious.

Garrija cllt/dka, a beautiful evergreen shrub, ia

useful alike when planted in the shrubbery, in an

isolated position on the lawn, or against a wall. .Vs a

bush it should not be restrained, but allowed to grow
naturally, it being then .seen to the greatest advan-

tige. It bears pruning with impunity, if this bo

calleil for by its position in the garden, quickly

refurnishing itself with new growth.

Jlanli/ Fdfh''ias.—The old Scotch variety, Riccar-

toni, ami the species F. gracilis, make excellent groups

on the lawn, or in conspicuous places in the shrub-

bery borders, affording a good display of bloom in

summer and early autumn, and they are very effec-

tive when used in combination with variegated

Maize or the Eulalias. Established plants of either

may be hard-pruned when tlie foliage hiis fallen, the

stools being well mulched with half-rotted manure,

as a protection against frost, ami an aid to growth.

'I'he plants are raised by striking the tops of the soft

or half ripened shoots ; the former is prefer.able^

in saudy soil, in a slight hot-bed. during the spring

or in early summer. Where a large quantity is re-

f|uired, a good plan of getting plenty of shoots is to

[ilace .au old rjot or two in a house that is slightly

h.;atL-d.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By G. WoODGATE, Gardener, Rollestou Hall, Burton-'jn-Trent.

Tfie. Rasphern/ (^iiartcrx.—The staking and securing

the canes should not be longer delayed. In the first

place, cut away every old cane which bore fruit last

season, and lay in their place four to six of the

strongest and best ripened canes of the current year's

growth from each stool ; the others being cut away
close to the base. If trellis be used, fasten the canes

at an equal distance from each other, and if these

are bent over and secured to a stake, placed midway
between the stools—the canes should be twisted

slightly round each other to as to form a strong bow,

and fastened to the stake at from 2.V to 3^ feet from the

ground ; or they may be laid against the stake and

kept in position by a couple of ties, one near the top,

and the other half-way down it. In this case the

canes are shortened to within 6 inches of the top of

the stake or trellis, which aregenerally about 5 feet high.

All usable suckers growing in the alleys should be

grubbed out, also large weeds ; then afford the planta-

tion a dressing of fresh lime, ami spread a mulching of

rich manure 2 inches in thickness over the whole.

Raspberries .are not liable to many insect pests ; but

at the least there are two which commit a great deal

of injury to the plants if means are not taken to rid

the latter of them. The Raspberry-mite (Phytoptn^

rubi) feeds on tho immature buds, oauiiug thorn to

become ubuormally large, and incapable of expanding

in I'he apriog. The laite is reiidily discerned if the

buds are examined occasionally during the winter,

especially the lower buds, these being the first to be
attacked. Every infested bud should be removed and
thrown into the fire. The Raspberry-beetle (Byturns

tomentosus) feeds on the pollen and stamens, and thus

prevents tho fertilisation of the flowers. The larva' hide

under the loose bark of the canes, and where
untrimmed wooden stakes are in use under the b.ark

of these as well ; also in cracks and crevices in the

stakes. In such places it changes to the pupa stage,

and the beetle emerges in the following spring. These
remarks show how very necessary it is to be careful

iu collecting every bit of old lUspberry-cane, and
burning it forthwith. Tho bark should be removed
from the stakes used, ami all th.at have cracks should

be made into a bonfire, and thus numerous insects

will be got rid of. liaspbcrries for fruiting iu the

autumn should not be cut down at this season, but

left till February, when all the canes must b(^ cut

aw.iy at the Itottom.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Charles IlEanm, Gardener, Diupmure, Maideulie.id.

Frcnck Bcaii.s.—Those plants which now are coming

into Bower should be afforded a temperature of 60' to

(io', and not much moisture in the air. The present

is the woi-st time of the whole jear for the set-

ting of French Beans, and more especially iu locali-

ties much visited liy fog, involving great care on the

))art of the cultivator. The paths, walls, kc, may
bo damped imce or twice daily in order to counteract

the dryness that is duo to the use of artificial heat,

but overhead syringing will not bo required for tho

present, A sowing may always be made for suc-

cession when the plants from the last sowing show
for blossom, using 8-inch pots, which is a convenient

size for placing on the shelves and lodges usually

found in Pino and Cucumber pits and houses. Good
varieties for present sowing are Syon House and

Ne Plus Ultra, In preparing the pots place a large

hollow crock over the hole, and on this some rough"

sifting of loam, dung, or leaf-mould, and on the.se

place sufficient rich loamy soil to reach three-

quarters of the depth of tho pot, make moderately

firm, and sow seven or eight seeds equi-distant from

each cither near the sides of the pots, cover with

1 inch of soil, which shouhl not bo pressed, but

merely shaken level, this will leave plenty of space

for holding water, and a top-dressing of a light kind

if this be thought necessai-y. Some gardeners do not

mould up these early sowings, believing that it causes

the decay of the stem.

Mushrooms.—Continue to prepare short stable-dung

for forming new beds. If a good-sized be I be made
up every three weeks or a month, the Mushroom
supply will be well maintained. Assuming that a

crop of Mushrooms was obtained from the earliest

a\itumn bed, and its removal, owing to its still pro-

ducing Mushrooms, is not yet desirable, the surface,

if dry, may be afforded a moderate quantity of warm
water, into which salt, at the rate of one handfid to

every three gallons, is dissolved ; then, if the spawn

be not quite exhausted, a second crop of the escu-

lent may be obtained. Xon-success in Mushroom
culture may with truth be sometimes attributed to

the uusuitableness of the places in which it is

attempted. The air in a Mushroom-cell.ar or shed

should be moist and genial, never harsh and dry ;

the beds, before they have borne a crop, .should

rarely need to ho afforded water to wet the soil, but

the conditions .^lould be such as to prevent to a very

great extent the evaporation of moisture from the

beds. Our Mushroom-house is provided with a flow

and return pipe located in a drain under the floor,

whence they pass to a house beyond ; sufficient

warmth being obtained from the beds by covering

the roof and walls with bracken to the depth of

] foot. By these methods we secure an even tempe-

rature day and night of about 55', and only in very

cold weather do we find it necessary to make use of

the hot-water pipes. But little syringing or watering

of the beds is required in houses of this description.

Rudishi's.—If early Radishes are required, a beil of

fermenting material shoull be made up, consisting

of equal parts of tree-leaves and stable litter, and

when finished, a frame of one. two, or three lights

placed on it. If the hot-bed be 2 feet in depth it

will suffice for getting a crop of Radishes. Like hot-

beds for other uses, it should ho made firm, and the

longer strawy parts kept at the sides, so as to prevent

tho leaves from falling out, as thoy will when this is not

doiju. Fill the frame with the more leafy parts of thu

matorials to within 10 inches of tho glass, and afford

ail oij tljia to thp dupth of 4 inches, Wligu, in tt(e

course of a few days, it has become warmed, press it

evenly and firmly, and broadcast the seeds thinly,

pressing them into or merely covering them with
earth. The varieties, French Breakfast and Earliest

Frame Radishes, being qui<;k growers, should be
chosen for frame-work.

Carrots.—Similarly a bed for early Carrots may be
made up, making it 1 foot higher. Carrots being of
slower growth than Radishes. Soil it to the depth
of ti inches, sifted .sandy loam and leaf-mould. The
seeds may be sown broadcast or in lines, and kept
iu darkness till germination has taken place. The
variety, Parisian Forcing, can be recommended for

very ea'ly sowing.

Toiuatos.— If fruits fit for use in April are expected,
seed may now be sown, and thin sowing is of very
great importance, whether iu pots or boxes. The
young plants, until they are potted off', should always
stand clear of each other. If the seed-pots or pans
can be plunged in a hot-bod, germination will tak«
place after the lapse of a few days, when the pots,

&c., should be taken out and stood in a light position

in a house or pit, with a temperature of 60' to 65°.

Pot off the seedlings into 3-inch pots as soon as large

enough to handle conveniently, and continue to grow
them in the same degree of warmth, keeping them
near to the glass.

THE APIARY.
Ijy'KKiiinr.

Numbering lilies.—Since writing about this a

short time since a fresh method has arisen, and seems
to me to be a good one. The old plan of numbering
is certainly not as good as this, because, as the hives

require painting, the old number in time is not dis-

tinct enough to bo seen ; and besides this, if you
wi-h to remove u hive from one place to another, the

numbers must get mixed up. The new plan is as

follows :—Get some old zinc, oxidised by exposure ;

cut this up into small tablets, about 6 by 4 or

5 by 3, each having a hole punched in the top, this hole

having a narrow slot cut upwards. Into the b.ack of

each hive drive an ordinary clout nail ; this is driven

almost home, the round hole in top of tablet passed

over tho head of the nail, then by its own weight it

drops, and the shank of the nail passed into the slot.

No wind can blow it off. With a lead-pencil I write any
particulars upon the tablet, which, being oxidised,

takes the lead as does a slate when a slate-pencil is

used ; the weather will not affect the marks, though
exposed for a twelvemonth, yet they can easily be

erased with a piece of wet flannel. Supposing hive

No. 2 has been removed to hive No. 13, the labels

can be altereil, and you have your numbers correct

;

and you can also see from the tablet what No. 13 did

as No. 2, and reason for moving it, &c.

Super Clearers.—A word, perhaps, about this will

not be out of place, as a good many bee-keepers, and

I should like to see more, get their staff ready in the

winter for the summer use. Do not have a clearer

with more than one exit, as I am perfectly convinced

that one exit is much better than two, three, or

more. A good many bee-keepers use the smoker, and

wonder why the bees sting so badly sometimes ; but if

they would try the clearer, and use it properly, they

will find the risk of being punished is very materially

reduced, seeing firstly that the clips in the escape are

in working order.

Wells' J/iies Sijste III. • -Firat try the ordinary bar-

frame hive, " Cowan's " is the simplest ; master

this thoroughly first, and then, if you choose, try

a Wells.

Naphlkaliiic.—Great care must be exercised in using

this, as several complaints liave reached me where
large quantities have been placed in the hives, and in

consequence the bees have been driven out and

starved to death.

Stores.—Where this is possible from the top of the

frames, a glance will tell you whether more candy is

required or not, but in no case attempt to interfere

with the frames ; if food is required, place a cake of

candy on the top, and close op as quickly as possible,

or the bees will get chilled, but in cases where you

are certain there is an abundance of food, leave

them alone entirely.

Royal Botanical Gardens, Manchester,
—We are informed that the Council of the Royal

Botanical and Horticultural .Society of Manohcsfer

have appointed Mr. P, Weather, of Isleworth to fill

the joint offices of Curator and Secretary, rendered

vaciiDt bj- the deatU of SJr. Bfiicg Findhiy.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Illustrations.—rftc Editor will ihankfvlly receive and select

photographs or drawings, suilahlc for reproduction in these

pages, of gardens, or 0/ remarlaile plants, flowers, trees,

<tc.; but he cannot be responsible /or loss or injunj.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALES.
atRoses, Lilie„, Dutch Bulfe, &

Protheroe k Murris" Ruoms.
Clearance Sale of Plants, Orchids,

Garden Tools and Effects, at

Brook House, Southgaie, by
order of P. C Bracbi, Esq,, by
Protheroe & Muiris.

Border Plants, Ilaidy Bulbs.
I Liliums and Imported Orchids,

at Stevens' Rooms.

/"Orchids in Flower and Bud, also

9? J Cypripediums, from a Private

J
Collection, at Protheroe &

(. Morris' Rooms.

I

Continental PUnts. Roses, Japan-
ese Lilies. Dutch Bulbs, dtc, at

„.,
Protheroe i Morris' Rooms.

ni,vaL,aua.i, ^^'^-"^ Roses and Fruit Trees, Palme,
Liliums, Bulbs, Border Plants,

&c., at Stevens' Roonif,,

MONDAY,

TUESDAY,

lltL. 21

Dt.;

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WKBK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORirTHREE TEARS, AT CHISWXCK.—38 9'.

It is not necessary to attempt to
The''Constitu-

^ g j^^^ j.j^g constitutioa of a
tion of Plants.

, , m, • 1

plant IS. ins meaning is clear

enough for our present purpose. What we
'would paint attention to no'w is that in our

daily use of this expression, as in so many other

oases, we coustantly make use of bare assump-

tions—a practice which if at present unavoid-

able, is certainly not scientific. In Mr. Easlea's

prize essay on the Hybridisation of Eoses, for

instance, p. 7, we hud it stated that if we sow
a bushel of seed from ( ieueral Jacqueminot, not

one of the soedliogs will be an improvement on
the parent ; "whereas in the past (before the

constitution of Roses was undermined by exces-

sive propagation, this good old variety was the

parent of Duke of Edinburgh," and various

others. Note, the author speaks not of this par-

ticular Eose only, but of " Eoses" in general.

Mr. Easlea here is doubtless iu conformity

with the usual belief, and no one will be inclined

to question his facts. A similar complaint is

rife in the case of the Champion Potato. It is

the interpretation or exegesis to which -^'e

would draw attention, and we would inquire

what grounds there are for the belief that

rapid and e.xtensive propagation can under-
mine the constitution of a mridi/ .' We
are not thinking of au individual plant,

but of a " variety," and we are deahng
with the propagation by means of budding,
nut by interbreeding. The assumption weems
to be that the high cultivation required to

induce the plants to produce a large number of

buds in as short time as possible undermines
the constitution of the variety, and renders it

incapable of giving rise to other varieties. The
individual plant may, it is true, be enfeebled by
over-cultivation, and the buds produced may at

first partake of the general enfoeblement, and a
'

' variety'-' is only a collection of individual plants.

Of course, if the bud be kept in a feeble condi-
tion by adverse circumstances, it may be con-
jectured that the feebleness will become "fixed,"
or innate, if we may use such an expression of
a plant propagated by budding. But supposing
the conditions to be favourable, is it not the case

that the weakly bud will soon outgrow its origi-

nal frailness, and so there wiU be no permanent
undermining of the constitution. The debili-

tating effect on the parent stock may and does

undoubtedly operate upon the first generation

of buds that it produces, but is that effect con-
tinued into future generations, when once the

exciting cause is removed ? We think not. The
question is essentially one for the practical man
to work out, as it is a most important one from
his jioiut of view ; whilst it is most interesting

from the staiid-jioiut of the physiologist bearing
directly on the question of the inheritance or

otherwise of acquired characters.

Akothek "lung" has been se-

Lunas* cured to the public through the

agency of the London County
Council. This will certainly prove to be an
added charm to a neighbourhood which boasts

the vicinage of the Crystal Palace. Small parks,

freely distributed and plenty of them, has always
boon our recommendation on sanitary grounds

;

and had it been possible lo make two out of the

twenty-twoacres at Deptford, all the better would
it have been for the present and future population

of that distric*. It may, however, be possible

to cut out a six or eight acre recreation ground
by-and-hy, and hand it over to that great care-

taker, the London Countj' Council, As to the

expense -the few following Cgiu-es from the

last report of the General Purposes Committee
of the body in Spring Gardens may not be out

of place here. TUe rejiort says ;—" The follow-

ing is a comparative statement of the number
and area of the parks and open spaces, church-

yards and playgrounds under its control at the

time of its accession to the government of

Loudon, with those at the end of March, 189(3,

showing also the out-door permanent staff, and
the annual expenditure on maintenance at the

same periods:— lssj-!tO, 40 places; acreage,

2,6.jl3 ; out-door permanent staff, 333 ; main-
tenance, i'.>2,7ol. (Jompared with 189o-96,

number of places, 79; acreage, 3,68G; staff

(outdoor), 737; maintenance, £10j,365." The
increase iu cost of maintenance is evident ; it is

to be hoped that some means may bo found of

achieving greater economy without decreasing

ethciency. Bedding - plants and other orna-

mental plants requiring care in the winter,

might be solicited ag gifts. The ratepayers

should hardly be called on to defray the cost of

luxuries.

Horticultur.d

ISoricty.

This Kentish gardening body is

Beckeuham distinctly entitled to rank as

somewhat above the status of

ordinary horticultural societies,

seeing that not content with providing shows
at which members comjiete for prizes, and
which if displa}'ing the beauties of garden
products, do sometimes, indeed not infre-

quently, display also the weaker aspects of

human nature ; the e.Kecutivo have assimilated

the work commonly conducted by gardeners'

associations, and have engrafted upon the mere
exhibition work of the society much that is

essentially educational. Not only is there pro-

vided in a large room at the Public Hall a

weekly winter lecture on some gardening sub-
ject, or else a discussion, but little shows of

produce are held also, and rare is the meeting
at which some meritorious objects are not
exhibited. But the executive have gone
further, and having, through the kindness of

the local clergy, had placed at thoLr disposal at

nominal cost a large room in the new Church-
house, which is in a very central position, have
through the agency of their indefatigable hon.

secretary, Mr. T. W. Thornton, of the High
Street, recently established a capital gardening
library, the bulk of the books being new and
purchased. The shelves contain about 230
volumes, and a neat little catalogue of them
has been prepared for the use of the members.
Mr. M. Websteh, of Kelsey Park Gardens, has
kindly undertaken to act as librarian, and the

room is open for consultations on Friday evenings.
The borrowing members of the Society have to

jiay B(/. for the privilege of taking out books for

the season ; and it is interesting to learn that

although the first issue began in C'ctober last

only, yet thirty-one persons now take books.

It is also very gratifying to learn that the best

class of books seem to be most iu request, the

members evidently being anxious to obtain

wider knowledge of the higher branches of

horticulture. There is yet ample room to add
standard works to the library ; but all the same,

a capital start has been made, and there can be

little doubt but that the books will be much
more appreciated later. All the horticultural

papers also are taken weekly, every one being

purchased ; whilst some of the better-to- do

members place second copies on the reading-

table frequently.

This educational aspect of the Society's work

has secured wide supjiort from the gentry

of the district, as it commands their hearty

sympathy. No doubt there are numbers of

isolated gardeners in the kingdom 'who envy

the privileges thus possessed by their brethren

of Beckeuham. The usual weekly lecture of

Friday last was delivered by Mr. A. Dean, of

Kmgston-on-Thames, who took the subject of

"Apples, and theii' Culture for Home and

Market Uses," covering, in au address of some

ninety minutes duration, a very wide field.

A very hearty vote of thanks was accorded to

the lecturer. Messrs. J. Laing & Son.'?, of

Farest Hill, kindly sent a superb collection of

twenty -four dishes of Apples, and some high-

class Cyclamens. Mr, M. Webster put up

ioar fine pieces of Calanthos Voitchii and alba,

splendidly flowered iu fiinch pots.

Our Almanack.—Secretiries of Hortictdtural

Societies and others, are earnestly requested to for-

ward immediately, the dates of Show Fixtures and of

Meetings of Botanical and Horticultural Societies

of any kind for 1897, for iasertiou iu the Alnjauack,

to be published in our issue for January 2.

The Council of the Royal Horticultural
SOCIETir.—We may remind our readers that any

nomination of fellows to serve upon the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society will be invalid unless

Bent to the secretary before January 10. Nomina-

tions to fill vacancies, that occur annually, may be

made by any fellow. Gardeners have therefore the

constitution of the council largely in their own hands,

and must blame themselves if it is not a reflection of

their wishes.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSIITU-

I ION. —We understand that Lord Rothschild has

fixed Wednesday, May 2t) next, for the holding of the

fifty-eighth anniversary festival dinner of this Institu-

tion at the Hotel M^tropole, and at which his Lordship
will preside. The day selected is that also iqiou

which the Temple Show of the Royal Horticultural

Society will be opened to the public.

National Carnation and Picotee So-
ciety, AND National Auricula and Primula
Society (Southern Section).—a meeting of

the United Committees will be held at the Hotel
Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster, on Saturday
December 19, at 6 p.m., to consider the following

matters :—Mace of exhibition for 1897, and schedule.
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York " GARDINERS."— " Brother,—You are de.

sired to meet the Fraternity of the most Antient Art of

Gardening at the annual Feast of the Kojal Society of

Gardiueis and Lovers of a Garden within the City

and County of Yorli : kept this Year at Mr. 8iM-

UONS' Houee, in 8t. Helen's Sq% December 22, to

dine willi them at 6 o'clocli : where jou will be

earnestly expected and kindly received uy yo'

humble serv'^, J. E. Willsinsou, J. Pilmoor, J. C.

Milburu, Stewards."

" The Garden Annual."—This is the first

uf these iudispt'ueable gaideners' directories to come

pondents in the United States. His connections here

date from the time of Downing, who imported plants

from Knap Hill for the Capitol grounds at Washington.

After Downing's death the unpaid bill for these

plants was found among his papers by his execu-

tor, Henby WiNTHROP Sakuent, of Fishkill. Mr.

Sabgeni was a classmate of Chables Sumneb, and

through his assislence he succeeded in obtaining from

Congress an appropriation to pay this bill. From this

sprung the friendship which existed for years

between Mr. Waterek and Mr. Sargent, who for

many years was one of the principal horticulturists

of the United S'ales. Frou! thi.i fiiendship olhers

Winchester Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association.—Ou Tuesday, the 8th iust.,

Professor Gilchrist (of the University Extension

Cullege, Reading), gave a lecture on " Manures," being

a continuation of the previous lecture on " Soils and
Manures." Professor Gilchrist began by speaking of

the experiments wliich viere carried out by Messrs.

SuTTOiN & Sons, Reading, last season, and spoke ol

the use of lime on some kinds of soils, and the mode
and best time to apply it. The lecturer theu took

u|i the subject of artificial manures, mentioned
the sources whence they were obtained, and what
substiuces thejr consisted of. advising those who

Fia. 13-1.—RHUDUDL.NDBOK ARBOHEL.M, CAUrBELLI.1 ' (sLE J'. 71S

to hand. It is replete with the kind of information

which we are accustomed to find, and is useful to

editors, gardeners, nurserymen, and other business

men. AVe notice a welcome addition in the present

issue of a list of the principal horticultural and bota-

nical societies iu the United Kingdom, in which we
should have liked to have seen included Ireland. The
new plants, fruits, and vegetables which have received

Certificates from the Royal Horticultural, Royal
Botanic, and National Chrysanthemum Societies from
Nov. 20, 1S95, to Nov. 17, 1S96, are mentioned,
together with the names of the raiser or exhibitor.

The Late Anthony Waterer.—Anthons-
Watereb, says Oardai and Forest, had many corres-

sprung. until gradually all the principal cultivators of

hardy trees and shrubs in the United States became
friends and clients uf Anthonv AVateber, who of

late years has devoted special attention to breeding

Khododendroua capable of supporting the climate of

this country. In 1876, when the Knap Hill Nursery

may a special exhibit of Rhododendrons in PhOa-
delphia, Mr. AVateber visited the United States. A
man of the highest integrity, rough in manner, but
kind of heart, Mr. Waterer was a type of the

English cultivator of the old school not often seen

now. We all owe him a debt of gratitude for the

plants he has produced for us, and those who have

had the advantage of his friendship will never forget

his strong and interesting personality.

wished to use these manures, to first find out what

the crop it would be applied to most required, and
not to buy the mixed manures, these being the more
expensive ones, which might not give the desired

results. A discussion took place at the close.

LiNNEAN Society of London.—On the occa-

sion of the meeting of this Society on December 3,

Mr. C. B. Clarke, M.A., F.R.S., Vice-President, in

the chair, Messrs. A. B. Freeman Mitford and Edward
Step were admitted; and the following were elected

Fellows of the Society :—Messrs. W. H. Beits, E. J.

Beokiord, F. Escombe, II. N. Lyne, F. Roper, F. G.

Sinclair, and Hon. Walter Rothschild. Mr. R. Morton

Middletoa exhibited and made remai'ks on specimens
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of Acer dasycarpuni slraugiilatcil by Ai'istolochi>i

tomeLtosa. He also exhibited examples of Helix

Cumberlaiidiaua, au extremely local land mollusc

from the carboniferous limestone of Tennessee. Mr.

E. M. Holmes exhibited specimens of Liebmanuia

major, a seaweed nut hitherto detected in Britain, and,

BO far as is known, recorded only from Finisterre.

The specimens were collected at Lossiemouth in

August, 18913. He also showed Bonuemaisonia hami-

fera, collected in May last by Mr. E. George, and in

August last by himself. In 1895 living sjiecimens of

this seaweed, a native of Japan, were found at Fal-

mouth by the late Mr. T. H. Buffham ; and during

the present year other examples had been found at

Shanklin, Isle of Wight, showing that the plant had

apparently become naturalised.

The Rev, George Henslow, M.A.,&o., then gave the

substance of a paper entitled, " Does Natural Selection

play any part in the Origin of Species among Plants ?

"

After defining a species from the point of view of the

descriptive botanist, viz., that it may be known by " a

collection of (actually or presumedly) constant charac-

ters, taken from all parts of tlio plant," the author

showed by examples that many recognised specitic

characters are either useful (as the runners of Ranun-

culus repens) ; indifferent or useless (as the immbers
4's and .'I'sin a flower), or injurious (as the hindrances

to fertilisation in most Orchids) ; and that all specific

characters were the direct results of a responsive

action on the part uf the living protoplasm to the

influences of the physical environment, and in the

case of flowers to the methods of fertilisation uf

insects, &c. The question of the crigination of

varietal characters, he thought, should be considered

as quite distinct from " the struggle for life," and" the

survival of the fittest," which determine the distribu-

tion of species in time and space. The only two
sources of " indefinite variations," as Uarwin called

them, out of which natural selection was supposed to

select the best fitted to survive, and so originate

species, was shown to be either inadequete or falla-

cious ; for the one consists of the so-called " indi-

vidual dillereuces, ' by which term Dirvviu and
Wall.ace signify the slight differences seen among
individuals of the same species, bo that no two are

ever absolutely alike. Mr. Henslow proved by
examples from Nature and cultivation that dwarfs

and giants among plants show no tendency to die, as

Wallace maintains they should do, if the dimensions

of any organ fall short of or exceed certain limits

beyond the average. The<e fluctuating differences in

the size of leaves, flowers, cScc, are simply due to the

inexacc laws of growth, and depend on different

amounts of locil nourishtnent. They do not give rise

to varieties (as recognised by systemitists) unless the

surrounding conditions be altered, as by migration.

Thus, Ranunculus Ficariahas produced no variety in

England, but assumes the form calthasfolia along the

Mediterranean. Darwin and Wallace assumed as

necessary conditions for natural selection (I) a large

number of i-idividuals, so that a struggle could arise
;

(2) infertility with the parent form, so as to avoid

the crossing of the oflspring ; but such is not known
to exist. Mr. Henslow showed that (as a rule) plants

remarkable for growing in large masses, as Heaths,

Daisies, Blue-bells, Caltha palustris, are just those of

which varieties are not recorded. On the other

hand, many others vary greatly, but only when on
different soils, &c., as I'olygonum aviculare (as

described by Hooker in the Student's Flnra). Instead

of "changed conditions of life" happening to the

plants without their migration, as by some geological

catastrophe (as Darwin and Wallace appear to require),

it is migration which really supplies them ; and
instead of a struggle being required with the parent-

stock or other plants, it was the avoidance of the

deteriorating effects of struggling which was most
beneficial ; and new varieties arise best where there is

no struggle at all. Such conditions are precisely

what oiltivators aim at. Changed conditions of life

are supposed by Darwinians to supply the second

Bouroe of indefinite variations for natural selection,

for Darwiu thought th.at they induood tho offspring

to vury iu all oorts uf ways, eo that natural seleotioo

selected the one ov few most switable for the new

conditions, all the rest perishing ; but as Mr. Hens-

low showed by illustrations both from Nature and

cultivation, that changed conditions of life always

produced what Darwin called a "definite action,"

the result being that all the seedlings varied alike

and in adaptation to them. The result is that (as

Mr. Romanes Paid, if " indefinite variations " did not

exist) "Darwinism is destroyed in t'ltoy Tho rela-

tive persistence or non-retention of specific characters

was discussed, and it was shown that the permanency
and heredity of acquired characters required time,

five years being perhaps the average luidor cultiva-

tion. Permanency was only a relative term, all plants

being liable to change again—hence arose improved

varieties of long-fixed races of cultivated plants.

Lastly, the author showed that Darwinism, or "the
origin of species by means of natural selection," was

based on a series of a pviori arguments or deductious

which had not as yet been verified, and did not

appear to bo capable of verification. On the other

hand, new characters under changed conditions of

life were to be seen everywhere, both in Nature,

under cultivation, and to bs induced to arise by

experiment ; so that adaptation to new conditions

was proved inductively to be the true cause of the

" origin of species." This was Mr. Herbert Spencer's

view in I8.5'2, when uo thought of "natural selec-

tion" as a "means" had been suggested. After

criticism by the chairman, a discussion followed, in

which the foUuwing gentlemen took part :—Mr. A. W.
Bennett, Dr. 1). H. Scott, Prof. Mivart, Mr. "A. t).

Walker, Prof. J. B. Farmer, Mr. J. T. Cunningham
(late of the Marine Biological Association, Hymuuth),
Mr. H. Groves, Mr. A. B. Reudle, .Mr. N. E. Brown,

and Dr. Haviland.

The Best Methods of Preserving Fruit.

—Parisian s.alcsmon complain, says the Renic

Scioilifi'iac, tliat often fruits which have a satisfactory

appearance on artiv.al soon become spotted and

mouldy, and consequently are much deteriorated in

value. The Qn.cU': Arjriiole gi ves the report of

interesting experiments made to test tho value of

various methods used to ensure the preservation of

fruit before it is sent into the towns. Tho following is

the result of these trials:— 1 . Fruits wrapped in tissue-

paper kept perfectly to tho end of tho trial ; thej'

ripened steadily, the fruiljscontinued excellent in flavour

.and appearance. 2. In wood-wuul, a new product

consisting of fine shavings, very long and narrow, from

Fir or Popular. The Pears and Apples were well

preserved, but inferior to those of the preceding lot.

3. In Barley-straw the fruit had neither spots nor a

disagreeable scent, but it had loit its freshness, and

maturity was more advanced than in lots 1 and 2.

1. Pears and Apples kept in hay had a pronounced

flavour of it , they became spotty and rotten, o. Saw-

dust yielded very bad results ; the fruits were spotted,

withered, smelt of the wood, and were, in fact, un-

saleable. G. In fine Wheat-straw the Pears kept

fairly well ; the Apples, on the contrary, withered

—

all were m juldy in taste. 7. In dry leaves Apples

kept fairly well, but withered a little ; Pears became
very spotted and withered. 8. Fruits left on a fruit-

room shelf were in moderately good condition ; but,

placed in a warm-room, this lot sufi'ered most from

dec^y. 9. Specimens packed in sand were perfectly

preserved, but ripened less than under any of tho

other conditions ; this is the best method where fruits

have to be kept for long ; before burying them in

the sand it is advisable to wrap them in tissue-

paper.

The Welshpool Horticultural Society.
—The statement of the Wel.shpool Horticultural

Society, read at the annual meeting held recently, is

satisfactory in every way. If there is not adiled a

large surplus to the balance carried forward fi'om

last year, it is proved that the annual show is in-

creasing in favour with tho outside public. It was
said at the meeting that the Society was formed for

tho benefit of the town ; and to give some tangihlo

proof of this, a sum uf i!50 was voted to tho buildinij

fund of the WeUhpool Iateria»4i'<t9 Sohoolf)-;! very

opportune donation,

National Chrysanthemum Society.—A
meeting of the gener,al committee was held on tho

14th inst., when Mr. C. Harman Payne presented
a full rep«rt of the proceedings of the various conti-

nental Chrysanthemum shows recently visited by the

deputatioB appointed. This i-eport will be printed

in the Report and schedules for 1897. It was
res. lived that the early Chrysanthemum and
D.ihlii show should be held on September 7, 8,

and 9, a little later than usual, in the hope
of obtaining a better display of Chrysanthemums.
Those meetings of the Floral Committee which will

not fall on show days, will take place on Mondays at

3 p.m., and, as far as possible, on the days when tho

general committee meets. The exhibition on
October 12, 13, 14, November 9, 10, 11, and
December 7, 8, 9, together with the early show in

September, to take place at the Royal Aquarium. A
strong subcommittee of growers was appointed to

take into consideration the classification of certain

incurved varieties of Chrysanthemums which are

regarded as of doubtful character, and report to the

general committee. J. W. Thomas Bi:v.\k, the chair-

man of the Floral Committse was requested to actas the

chairman of this committee, which consists of Messrs.

E. Beckett, C. Gibson, H. J. Jones, J. Lyne, W. H.

Lees, Geo. Langdon, W. Mease, G. Stevens, J. U.

Witty, J. Wright (Temple), R. Owen, E. Row-

bottom, G. Gordon, J. W. Moorman, G. H. Payne,

and R. Dean. It was resolved that Gold Jubilee

Medals, and an illuminated addrcs.s, bo pre-

.sentod to the two Hun. Sees., Messrs. R. Dean and C.

Harmau Payne, lor their services to the Society in

counectiou with the .lubilca celebration. Eight new
nicuibers, imduding two Fellows, wore elected, and

the Lcyton and District Chrysanthemum Society w.as

a.lmitted to aibliation, the Secretary reporting that

since Janu.ary 1, thirteen Follows and 188 ordinary

members had been elected, .and twenty-seven societies

admitted to affiliation.

The Horticultural Institute.—Tho need

of a Centr.vl Home for all tho existing horticultural

societies is admitted on all sides. Is there any

chance that this need can be supplied '! Mr.

J. L. Wood, whoso scheme wo publish in our present

issue, is of opinion that it can. " As many as are of

that opinion be pleased to signify the same in the

usual maimer."

The National Amateur Gardeners' Asso-
ciation.— On Wednesday, the 16th inst., was held,

in the Throne Room of the Holborn Restaurant, the

annual dinner of this flourishing combiu.ation of

amateur horticulturists. A company of nearly 100

ladies and gentlemen was present, and the chair was

taken by Mr. T. W. Sanders, the President of the

Society, who, in proposing the toast of the evening,

made some interesting remarks upon the aims and

purposes for which the Institution was established.

The success that had attended the eft'orts which had

been put forth was so satisfactory, that it more
than justified its existence, .and proved conclusively

the need that existed for such an association.

The chief benefits that had at present been secured

to its memljers were those resulting from the means

the Society had given them to meet together .at

frequent intervals in a fraternal manner to exchange

notes .and experiences, to hear lectures upon sub-

jects of importance t) ladies and gentlemen

eng.iged in horticulture upon a more or less

limited scale, and to exhibit and see exhibited the

best results of horticultural practice that had fol-

lowed the members' eS'orts in the garden. At each

of the monthly meetings "points" were awarded to

exhibitors, who upon obtaining a certain aggregate

were awarded valuable medals, and other souvenirs.

The total membership now amounted to .')28,

and an increase had been made during the current

year of 157. In addition to the central body, there

were brauchos at Capo Town and in New I^ealand.

There were affiliatod societies -also in tiie province.^;, and

thus tho Institution oxertod an influence tending to tho

fostering and oncouragement uf gardening ovur a much
larger numljorof persons than the actual uiomberihip

inr|io*ted, la re,i;tu'd to the future, thf president's
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reiuii-ks were distiuotly aggressive, aud ui'ged each o£

the uiembei-s to endeavour lo make the society more

p.>wei-tul aud useful, by securing au increased mem-
bership. Since its formation six years ago, its growth

had been phenomenal, and this satisfactory state of

affairs must bo maintained. The assistance that

bad been given in the pa.st by the various officers,

was cordially acknowledgeil. During the even-

ing the presentatiuu took place of the various

trophies, medals, and prizes that had been won

during the year ; some of these which had been

offered by members of the trade representing

considerable value. Many other speeches were

nlado, and the proceedings enlivened by songs and

music ; indeed, tlie programme arranged was so long,

that we would suggest it would be better in the

future to curtail it, or to meet at an earlier hour

in the evening.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
.\.sril>ll'M si:»lt'l,Al'L-H, i>ar\ltn und Fvi'i^t, Uccomljcr 2.

l)i.i,rHiKluM Zu.iL, fiVn'ni, November 28. See (iVin'fiio •'

(Vn'oni./r, Aug, 211, 1806, p. 217.

Drimvs WlNTKKl, HuU. della It. Sm-. TuacUMl di OrlieuU.,

December.
GbADlul.os LliMoINEI I'Ai I. SIari:UKRITE, llhulraliun

Iloilicub , t. 70. Flowers wliitisb, two lower petals deep
ttirmino.

L KLiA AUTOMNAE.ls vAB FouRMERl, Rcum Ilorticole, Decem-
ber 1. Flowers larger than tlio typo, brilliantly eoloviroJ.

Pkunus PENDlM-A, Gwdcn, Deenmber 5.

KKMOVING AND TRANSPLANT-
ING FEUIT AND OTHER TREES.

At the present open season nurserymen are still

busy in most districts executing orders, although, as

everyone knows who ha-i been engaged in planting,

the work can bo bolter done iu November. My father

used to say, " Plant before Christmas, and you can

command them (trce.s, shrubs, he.) to grow, but after

you must ask tUcm (o do so," and 1 fully endorse

this maxim.

Hut nursery stock is of such a peculiar nature, that

when it has been grown, another important operation

has to be performed ere it can be put on the market

—as they say iu Xew Yoik ; for before it can be deli-

vered to the purchaser it must bo dug up, aud tlie

more otficicntly this work is ptrformed, so much the

more likely are tlie plants to thrive when planted

iu their new home. In niauy nurseries it must, 1

fear, be coufessed, this kind of work is ro\ighIy done,

but nowhere more so th»a iu American nurseries,

which, to follow the rule of all Yankee matters, are

"big things," the ipuutors of fruit and other trees

very extensive, and the length of the rows "prodi-

gious," a mile long, 1 have heard, which, with trees,

say, 6 inches apart, would give over 10,500 to the

row ; ag:uu 1 can but exclaim, with the Dominie

—

" prodigious."

To deal with such, ordinary European methods

would bj comparatively useless, so space is left

between every third row, down which a horse or a

tuidem of mules may draw a peculiar foot-plough,

ploughing out the poor trees, ipiite re^rrdless of their

roots, or limbs—indeed, going ahead, regardless of

heads or tails, tiking only into account the quantity,

not the quality, of the work done. It must follow,

therefore, that many of the young trees are ruineil by

this very rough treatment.

Kiiglish and Scotch nurcierymen would hesitate tii

get up even forest stuff or liedgerow plants in such a

cruel fasbiou ; but it must be borne in mind that at

the seas >n wliea such work is possible, days are short,

aud onlers pressing, so that some excuse must bo

made for the seemingly careless manner in which

this important work is done in some nurseries. It

may bi? some satisfaction to know that acro-s the "Her-

ring-pond " they do it no bettor. In dealing with fruit

trees first, the stocks are, as a rule, "nicked" iu—that is,

planted on the side of a trench which has been cut

straight, and the soil added as the work proceeds by

another man, who at tho same time fixes the stock

firmly by trampling tho soil, Jt follows, therefore,

that the larg'jr proportion of the roots are on- one

side of the tteneh, viz,, that o« which tUe fresh soil

is placed. In tho lifting (getting up) process, there-

fore, a trench is dug on this side of tho row, and then

another man with a draw-spud, which is a heavy solid

tool, with a long iron-shod handle, drives it down at

a slight angle as far into the soil as he deems neces-

sary, and then uses it as a lever virtually to lift the

tree out of the soil. Tbis is neither a difficult nor a

dangerous operation where pyramidal trees are con-

cerned, as both the I'aradise stock for Apples and

tho (>>uince stock for Pears h.ave a wholesome ten-

dency to produce roots on the surface, or just below

it, and such trees come, as wh call it, freely ; carrying,

as a rule, nearly all their roots, and what is of more

consequence, their rootlets or finer fibres.

When, however, we have to deal with standard

Apples on the Crab, or Pears on the Pear stock in

the same form, such trees must necessarily have been

three or more years iu the ground, and if the soil

be stlH" and clayey, they will, in this time, have

developed long and stout tap-roots. Then, indeed,

it is a question of a long pull and a strong pull,

and a pull altogether, and not infrequently the

tap-root suddenly gives way, and with laughter, aud

sometiuiej I fear with rough language, the wnrknien

come to the ground in a mCltc, and the root remains

broken in the subsoil. Unfortunately, this tree may

be a ' marked one," forin many nurseries customers are

allowed to chose their own trees, marking them with

a piece of bast, or a label attached. No doubt they

should do this it they wish to secure the best and

most fit trees for their purpose, and will plant only

such. However, as a tree with scarcely any roots

can hardly be sent, the broken and torn roots are

cut cleanly off, and it is replanted, and another as

nearly like it as possible suhstituted. Such accidents

are among the many minor troubles a nurseryman

meets with iu his business. Experience.

Beside those, we have another Gougora which has

a straw-white flower, and is distinguished by lighter

coloured pseudo-bulbs, but for the present we place

this with the last named as a variety. Whether the

two latter are deserving of specific distinction is a

matter for specialists to settle, but the variation

shown in the form of tlie bulbs, and the colour of the

flower leads to the belief that the three .are merely

forms of the one species indicated by the flower

being almost identical in form, no matter what colour

is assumed or what shape is put on by the pseudo-bulb.

Whether they are eventually proved to be species,

or mere varieties, it still remains that there are three

forms of Gongora native to Trinidad ;— Ist, the dark

purple ; 2nd, the spotted ; and 3rd, the straw-

coloured ; all of which are easy of cultivation at or

near to sealevel in positions sheltered from the

Avind. Trini'hxd Biillcllii.

TRINIDAD ORCHIDS.
(loNOOU.vs.—Griselmch's Fiora of the West Indies

records Gongora atropurpurea. Hook,, as indigenous to

Trinidad. Hooker" .s Keotic Flora relates that a plant

was sent in ISJ.'i to tho Liverpool "Botanic Garden

from Trinidad by Baron de Schach. The Kr,r List

(l.Siiii) gives it as a n.ative of British Guiana. Dr. H.

II. Kusliy's lato expedition to tho delta of the Orinoco

found it fairly plentiful there, so that it will probably

be found in the greater part of the tropical regions of

South Americi on the Atlantic slope. It is a plant

that flowers freely every year at the gardens, growing

up'in blocks of wood or bark without covering of

any kind at the root. Gongoras, like several other

Orchids, have when in good health two classes of

roots. First, the main or clinging roots, and

secondly the upright or vertical. These upright or

vertical roots iire found in Gongora, Coryanthes

Catasetam, and Epidendrum, and always commence

growth during the moist season, having the green anri

growing point exactly vertical. On this point are to

be seen in damp weather radiant globules of moisture.

In dry weather the green and growing point entirely

disappears by gradually tapering away into a needle-

shaped point, when it becomes covered with the white

covering common to the clinging roots, and beoomci

practically non-absorbent.

These rootj are similar to those exhibited by Man-

grove aud other swamp plants. If the surroundings

to lagoon plants are examineil closely it will bo found

that, prOi;eediug from the roots which are below the

surface of the mud or Avater, there are countless

thousands of tips which are exactly perpendicular.

That these roots perform some function, important

both to Orchids and to .Mangroves, &c., is clearly

apparent, .as where they are most abundant the plant

and the tree is most vigorous aud in the most robust

health. But what that function is exactly, is not

yet clear to us, but the feature is such a notable one,

that it is fully deserving of further close enquiry.

Besides Gongora atropurpurea we have Gongora

maeulata, Lindley, which ia given by some as a

synonym of Gongora quinquenervis, Uuiz and Pavon.

This is a muoh prettier Orchid from a floriit':) point

of view than the first weotioned, aqd flowers more

freely.

Foreign Correspondence.

CVCIAMKN BUDS NOT DEVELOPING.

Thk various correspondents Avho have complaineil

of having trouble with Cyclamen buds not developing,

are suff-^ring from a trouble that has been quite

prevalent here during the past few years. Wo had

no difficulty in growing good plants, and advancing

them to the point where great expectations were

eventually doomed t" disappointment. It seems that

as long as plenty of moisture was present iu the atmos-

phere and about the plants as in the gi-owiug seasouout-

doors, all Avent well, Init as soon as all Avere housed for

theAviuter,and fire-heat was necessary to keep out cold,

tho buds with few exceptions failed to develop, aud

those that did flower wore mere abortions. Examina-

tion under the microscope I have no doubt will

reveal to Engli.sh gardeners, as it has to us, tho fact

that the injury is due wholly to the minute white

ihrips, and it will probably be found that tho whole

surface of thi^ undeveloped petals has been eaten

over in the bud stage, as can be readily seen on the

few flowers that have developed at all. We have

found that there is no remedy so effective as tobacco ;

it has como to be necessary for us to keep the plants

enveloped iu tobacco from their youth up, using

tobacco-stcms between the pots all the time, and a

frequent dustiug in the centre of the plants at

intervals after the buds have begun to develop with

good strong tobacco -dust.

After having failed for the past three years to

flower well-grown Cyclamen, and being fairly sure of

the reason—for our plants are this season the best we

ha\-e ever grown, it may interest growers at home to

learn of this experience, the more so as it has been

quite general m this state among gardeners. It is

just possible that in English gardens, where the stem

or mid-rib of the tobacco-leaf is not available, as it is

here, it may be found that some one of the several

good fumigating preparations may do tho Avork.

XL All ought to be very efficient it it is as I am led to

suspect, that thrips are at the bottom of the trouble.

E. 0. Orpct, SotU/( Lancaster, Mass., U.S.A.

MEXICAN ECONOMIC PLANTS.
(Concluded from p. 719.)

Chicle—'Vbe Zapote tree, or Chico Zapote, is one of

tho som-ces of the Chicle chewing-gum, indeed, it is

said to be the most abundant new important source.

It is the Achras Sapota, and is found growing wild and

cultivated over a large area. Two kinds are known,

the red and white, the latter producing more gnra

than the former, the yield being as much as 6 lb. per

tree, while the red furnishes not more than 3 to 4 lb.

The white forms a tailor tree, and the red a greater

diameter of trunk and a thicker bark. The fruit is

spherical, sometimes 2 to 3 inches long, the edible or

pulpy portion is white, and when ripe it has the taste

of a Pear.

A warm moist oHmate is necessary for the suocesstul

growth, of tho troe, if lavgo crops of gum are ex.

peoted. Higher than lat. 22" N. it will not gi'ow

at all, and aorth of Vera Cruz city it will n^t do v?ell
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in the mouatains abuve L'OOO feet ;
hosvever, south

ot 19 N. lat. it is cultivated at altitudes as high as

3000 and 4000 feet above sea-level—yet it will thrive

best at elevations between ir.O aud 1200 feet eveu

in these latter regions. The Zipote can be prop i-

gated from cuttings, suckers and layering, but th->

tree grows readily fioin 'the seed, and that system

has been adopted \iy those who plant it. Nursery

beds are prepared in the usual manner in a half-

shaded space close to a stream The hard, shiny

seeds may be placed in warm water for ten or twelve

hours and then sown 6 to 8 inches apart, and at a depth

of 1 inch in the soil. This can be done iu the

months of October and November, if mist aud slight

rains follow, otherwise iu July, or in the regular rainy

season. When the seedlings are IS to 21 inches high,

they must be transplanted. A good site having been

selected in forest-land, in the month of May, all

undergrowth must be cut down, as well as young

trees up to those of 8 inches in diameter. Here and

there a large tree should be felled so as to open up

the land to some of the rays of the sun, as the Zapote

is partial to sunshine and air. The trash may be

forked in or allowed to rot on the ground. In the

latter part of June, or in the beginning of the rainy

season, holes 1 fool or 1 5 inches deep, and 1 foot

6 inches wide, are then to be prepared at distances

ot 12 feet, if the Zapote is to be planted alone. But

as Coffee or Kubber trees are staple trees, requiring

the same climatic conditions, and can be planted be-

tween the Zapote, in such case each kind of plant

must have a distance of 12 feet apart, thereby having

302 Zipote trees and the same n\imber of Coffee or

Rubber trees to the acre of land. Surface soil is then

filled iu, and the seedlings are set in the holes when
the moou is on the wane, but they must not be

planted too deep or they will rot off. As the tree is a

hardy one, the expense of keeping the plantation

clean is small, one or two light weedings a year

being all that is necessary. At the fourlh or fifth year

after traneplanling the tree it may be tapped, but it

is best to wait until the sixth or seventh year, or

when they are 12 to 15 inches in diamtiter, wherein

better results may be obtained. The tree lasts over

100 years, and theu or before its fine wood can be

utilised for the manufacture of first-class furniture or

for durable timber. The gum is produced from the

leaves, fruit, and baik. Kiom the fruit it is extracted

in the months of March and April before it becomes
ripe. When gathering the fruit, the stem is allowed

to remain on it, but subsequently taken off to admit

of the juice luiming out. This is collected in a

shallow vessel, permitted to solidify, washed iu warm
water to collect aud clean, and then boiled down to

evaporate the water, set aside to cool, and, lastly,

formed iulo blocks to be thus marketed , 3200

Zapote fruits produce 1 lb. ol gum. The fruit is also

sold at about one cent a piece in Vera Cruz, Puebla,

Oaxaoa, Orizaba, and other laige cities, aud latterly

has been exported to the United States. In September

aud October the gum is extracted from the leaves.

The process is the same as that of the fruit and the

yield alike.

After the I'aiuy sciisou is over, generally iu October,

the trees are tapped once a year. The custom of the

natives, the "Chicteros," is to climb the tree, often

40 feet, make three diagonal cuts by a double oblique

blow of the machete on either side of the tree, and

join the wounds at their lower ends. A shallow tin

vessel is tied on to the tree below the wounds to

collect the juice. The operator then leaves the tree

anil proceeds to tap another. He performs the opera-

tion iu twenty minutes, aud it takes three-quarters of

an hour for the tree to bleed iiself. One man will

tap from twelve U> sixteen trees per day, each pro-

ducing from 3 lb. to lb. of juice. This is collected

in gourds holding 12 pints, and it is heated in an iron

pot until it boils up, when it is stirred with a stick,

quickly and continually until the foaming gum
subsides and has been reduced to half ; when cool, it

is washed in watyr and formed into blocks of 2, 4,

6, and 121 lb. each. The present system of tapping,

it is suggested, might be improved upon, and the

juice strained before being boiled down. Enormous
quantities of this chewing-gum are sent to New York.

{Janaijrc.—The notes 6u the cultivation of sarsa-

pirilla, jalap, and liquorice are ol a character more

familiar to us on account of recent publications ; so

that we omit any further notice of them for the

sake of giving fuller details to what is a compa-

ratively new introduction to the tanner, namely,

the Canaigre (Rumex hymenosepalum). It is found

within the valleys and depressions of Western Texas,

Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico, and California. It is

found for the most part on sandy loam, and is most

luxuriant iu moderately moist localities. The root

contains from 2 J to 33 per cent, of tannic acid, aud

has beeu fully demoustrated as a fine material for tan-

ning leather. It has also some reputation among the

Indians and Mexicans as a medicine, acting as a pur-

gative when taken in large quantities. The roots or

tubers of the Cauaigre-plaut have the general external

appearance of Sweet Potatos, there being from three

to a dozen to each plant, varying from 2 to 18 oz. in

weight. Though for years Canaigre has been used

by the Mexicans, both medicinally and for tanning

purposes, it has but recently attracted the attention

of the outside commercial world as a valuable tan-

ning substance. Numerous analyses, both in Europe

aud America, have proved thi», aud the result of

these investigations has been to create a great demand
for it in the tanning trades of Kurope, and mora
recently in the leather-making centres of the

United States. The only supply now to be ob-

tained is from the wild plants growing along

the rivers and valleys of Western Texas, New
Mexico, and Mexico. Careful estimates show

that an acre cjf Canaigre, properly cultivated, will

yield from 20 to 30 tons of green root^, equal to 7 to

10 tans of the dried material ready for shipment
;

at the lowest estimate of both yield and price, an

acre of Canaigre would bring 175 dols., but probably

225 dols. would be a safe and reasonable estimate ot

the value per acre.

It appears iu February, just after the rainy season,

ripens rapidly, and if reidy to harvest at the end of

May. Sometimes it begins to grow iu the autumn,
continues growing during the winter -of course, iu

countries where the winter is not severe, and gives

in the spring a very strong plant. The plant produces

its seeds, but it is reproduced from the roots, because

no experiments so far have succeeded iu doing much
with the buds. The old roots, as hard as wood, and

almost black, are especially rich in tannic acid. The
8talk<, stem<, and leaves, also contain tannin in suffi-

cient quantity to pay for harvesting. Age adds to

the roots an excellent colouring matter. Tue one-

year-old roots yield from 20 to 25 per cent., the older

roots 25 to 10 per cent. From 6 centners, or 1)2 lb.,

ot fresh, 2 centners of dry, or 1 centner of extract

ii obtained. By taking the extract from roots and

leaves where the plant grows, much money might bo

saved, aud losses due to transport spai'ed. The refuse

could be used to burn, or a3 cattle-fodder, for which
purpose it equals straw.

In e.xtracting the tannin, it is best to cut up the

roots, an 1 to use a diffusion-method similar to that

u^ed iu extracting sugar from cane or Beetroot. It

is necessary to use copper kettles, as the Canaigre

influences, and is influenced by iron. It is well also,

when extracting by means of lye, aud when steaming,

to use vacuuui-pans, otherwise the tannic acid runs

the risk of becoming gallic acid. By steaming under

small pre.ssure, there is no loss of tannin, and an

excellent extract ot a bright colour, easily soluble in

water, is obtained. As is well known, most American

leathers arc tanned with Oak and Hemlock barks,

and even America, with its almost boundless forests

of Oak aud Hemlock, imports tanning materials in

large quantities, so that all the world over there is a

large and increasing demand for these substances.

Some of the advantages of Canaigre over other

materials is, that it gives to leather a full, smooth,

and good grain, aud a soft bright colour. It is espe-

cially suited to uppers, saddles, and fancy leathers.

It is said to have been used by the Jesuits in Lower
California some 200 years ago, but as it was thought

to contain too much tannin, and its proportions were

scarcely underatood, it did not become generally

used. J. R. Jackson.

PROPOSED HORTICULTURAL
INSTITUTE.

Pabi I.^The Promotion and Formation.

1. Tkr Xeed.—The need (it a mehopolitau horti-

cultural institute has be^n recognised for years, each

succeeding year accentuating the need, until this

year we find from all parts of the country letters

and suggestions for its early establishment.

2. The Upporltiniti/.^'So better monument can be

raised to perpetuate the memory of Her Majesty's

beneficent reign than the establishment of a " Home
of Horticulture," a " Victoi-ia Palace," or " Queen's

Home of Horticulture." The present is the time for

its inauguration, and all that is required to carry out

the scheme is united effort.

3. The Start.—The first step appears to be the

formation of a body of trustees, to be elected from

the Councils of the Royal Horticultural Society and

other Societies, whoso cooperation i^, of course,

essential; and it is confidently hoped that a sufficient

number of gentlemen of iuflu5nce may be induced to

act as trustees. Theso gentlemen, and others, should

be solicited to give the start, and als) to appoint t'le

treasurer, secretary pro tern., and banker.

4. .'<icni(! Step: Deputatijn to the R'ujht Hun. the

L)rd Mayor.— .i. deputation from the trustees should

wait upon the Kight Hon. the Lord Mayor, and lay

before his Lordship the needs of horticulture, and

request that a meeting be held at the Mansion House

to consider the desirability of founding a Metro-

politan Home of Horticulture in honour of the

sixtieth year of Her Majesty's reign, and to decide

upon the moit suitable site for it. If possible, H.K.H.

the Prince of Wales should be approached respecting

this meeting.

5. Third SiCf : Rose Festical andBanquet at Mansion

House. —The Kt. Hon. the Lord Mayor should be waited

upon at an early date and petitioned to give the

first impulse to the movement by holding a Rose

festival in the Egyptian Hall, upon the samo lines as

those BO successfully held during the mayoralties of

Sir J. Whitaker Ellis and Sir David Evans. If con-

venient, this would be about June 20, 1897. The

Rose festival to conclude witli a banquet in aid of

the funds.

ti. Fourlh Step: Proiinclal Rose P'cstirals.—That all

the Horticultural Societies in Gi-eat Britain be com-

municated with, and urged to take a prominent

part in the scheme for the establishment of the

Home of Horticulture by holding Rose festivals

(Victoria Rose Festivals) about June 20, or othfr

most convenient date, on behalf of the institution.

No more appropriate exhibition can he held on that

day than one of Roses (our national emblem),

but the details ol these exhibitions would be

left to the respective committees. These floral

festivals might all conclude with a banquet to aug-

ment the funds. To the gifts already promised, and

special Urge donations expected (and 1 would add

with the earnest trust that my wish may be acceded

to, the invaluable support of the horticultural papers)

may there be added tlie Nation's affectionate tribute

in commemoration of our beloved Queen's glorious

reign. 1 hope the horticultural Press will open their

columns for subscriptions, however small, with a

kindly word from the pen of a ready writer. By their

aid in this uuited effort, I feel confident success will

be ours, with a balance to spare to enable us to add to

the tribute by a gift to the benevolent societies.

7. Life Ouecriiors.—Every society remitting £50

from its Rose or other floral festival should be repre-

sented by one Life Governor, who should be elected

by the members of the contributing society.

8. Associates.—^sery society remitting £25 from

its Floral Festival to be represented by one associate,

who should be elected by the members.

Sa. Financial Statements to be prepared, audited,

and signed by the Trustees, a copy being sent to each

contributing society.

9. Fijtn, Step.—Meeting of the Trustees should be
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helil to receive the Secretary's report of tbe result

nf the Uoae anil other lioral festi\al3, an<l to appoint

delegates.

Part II.

—

The Rstabi.ishment.

10. First Step.—The .Secretary tn siunnion a meet-

ing of the (leneral Council, which should be com-

pose,! of the Treasury Board (Trustees), I.,ife Oover-

iior?, and, m an exoflicio member, the secretary, to

consider the fiuoncial position.

11. Second Step.—The .Secretary would .summon
a meeting of the Committee of " Ways and Means"
to report procedure. The " Ways and Means Com-

mittee" should be comp".5ed of Associatea and Life

Governors and Secretary.

1 -. Third Step. —The start h.aving been made by the

lU. Hon the Lord Mayor, the Royal Horticultural

Socieiy, and the 40(1 hortieultur,al societies, a.-i repre-

senting horticulture, a deputation should be ap-

pointed to wait upon the Masters of the several

I.ivery Companies of the City to solicit their co-

cperatiou, and the .appointment of a Life Governor

to the General Council from each City Company,
contributing at le.iat £bO.

13. Fourth S-'tep.—The General Conncil should be

further strengthened by the admission of head-

gardeners at half the usual qualification fee for Life

Governors, viz., £2^.

14. Fifth Step.—The Ways ami Means Committee

should be strengthened by the admission of head-

gardeners at half the u?ual rpialification fee for

Associates, viz, £]'2 10s.

15. Si.iih Step.—The executive body having been

fully constituted, a general meeting shouM be called

by the Secretary to formuVte rules, determine pro-

cedure, and to appoint a chairman and secretary for

the General Council, and also for the Ways and
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Means Committee. It will be seen that, by these

means, we ahould secure a thoroughly represen-

tative constitution, in wliich all interests would

have fair consideration.

Part III.

—

Revende.

16. First Step.—The financial statement having

been sent to each contributing society or body

(Clause 8a), the Secretary shall forward copy of rules

as formulated (Clause 15) t<. each society and body,

soliciting the support and co-operation of every indi-

vidual member upon the following basis :

—

17. Fellotvs.—Any lady or gentleman can be en-

rolled a Fellow of the Institute upon payment in

advance of an annual subscription of Two Guineas.

This entitles to free admission to every horticultural

meeting held during the year (except the Benevolent

Festivals, and such others as may from time to time

be found necessary by the Council), with two passes to

resei'ved seats for each, and free access to the Librai'y.

18. Members.—Any lady or gentleman can become
a member of the Institute upon payment in advancs

of 21s-. The membership gives free admission to all

horticultsiiil exhibitions during the year with the

exceptions above alluded to.

19. Suhacriher.i.—Any lady or gentleman who
.subscribes IOj. Cd. per annum (in advance) should be

furnished with a coupon admitting to fifteen ordinary

horticultural exhibitions in the year.

liO. Contributors. — Any lady or gentleman who
contributes S.?. 6(^. per annum (in advance) should

receive a vouclier admitting to three onlinary horti-

cultural exhibitions in the year. Ladies and gentle-

men resident 50 miles and beyond from London
should have the some privileges on reduced terms.

21. Admission to Public.—The admission to the

public is fixed at Is. each person every day excepting

on special occasions.

22. Gardeners' Pririleges. - All accredited gartlenera

should be permitted to participate in any of the above

privileges at one-half the usual charge for Fellows

and Associates, and have also the use of the Gar-

deners' Club-room, where refreshments might be

supplied to them at a reduced tariff'.

22a. E.ehibitions.—It is contemplated that prizes

should preferably be either money or usefiil articles,

together with special awards for meritorious exhibits

which have not obtained prizes, to encourage cottagers

and others. Shows of wild flowers, exhibits repre

sentiue; bee culture, and all similar country industries,

to be periodically arranged.

23. Trade Sujiporl.—The cooperation of the horti-

cultural trade should be solicited, 500 feet run in the

galleries being reserved for their use at a moderate
rental ; and where attendants are not necessary, the

letter-boxes would be cleared daily by the secretary,

and all communications be at once forwarded by post

to the exhibitors. Collecting-boxes would be sup-

plied to the trade on behalf of the Gardeners' Bene-
volent and Gardeners' Orphan Funds, such boxe.s

being collected by the secretary seven days before

the annual Benevolent Festival.

24. Stewards (Bcnerolcnl). — The stewards for

benevolent festivals would be members of the horti-

cultural trade, and be elected from those whose con-

tribution-boxes yielded the best results.

25. Utewurds (Uorlirultural) would be elected by
the general council in recognition of special services

rendered, preference being given to gardeners.

26. Refreshmvitts.—The refreshment department
would be let out to some well-known first-cla^s

caterer by yearly contract.

27. Music.—Musical arrangement would Ijc m^de
with the executive ; only those of the highest cla.ss

would be considered.

28. Picture Galleries.—The picture gidlery woul 1

be rented, and every facility given by the staff for tha
sale of pictures and statuary at a fixed percentage.

20. Jixliihiliwi of Appliaiiees.—This department
would be under the contrcjl of the executive ; space
being charged for, and assistance given to further the
interests of inventors and manufacturers at a fixed

percentage.

30. HorlicnUund Papers be solicited to open their

columns for donations.

31. ExJiibitioim.—As far as possible there should be

a continuous series of exhibitions, high-class concerts,

conversaziones, lectures, debates, &c., so as to fully

utilise the premises.

32. Roijid Courts.—The patronage of Her Majesty

to be solicited.

32a. Loan CoUections.—Six courts being reserved

upon grojnl floor (shown in section lines upon
ground-floor plan) for the reception of a Loan
Collection if members of the Royal Family should be

pleased to entrust one to the Institute.

33. City Courts.—Thirteen or more courts should be

reserved upon the ground floor for the City companies,

who would be asked to furnish them with exhibits illus-

trative of their several trades ; or these courts might

be let to leading manufactures, or others—every

facility being given to them for furthering their

business. These courts, it is estimated, would let at

an annual rental of JCSO each.

34. Hospital Courts.— Certain courts should be

appropriated by the City charities at a reduced

rental, donation boxes being placed in each.

35. Charitji : Three Hays' Fcslirah—Apart from its

expository uses as an exhibition hall for everything

pertaining to horticulture, metropolitan, and other

trades and charities, the Institute would be further

dedicated to the cause of charity, as periodically

special eB"orts would be made to augment the fund.f

of the Gardeners' Benevolent and Orphan Societies,

a three days' festival being organized every year for

this purpose.

30. Sale of Wurl : Cliildrcn's Jl.-lp. — The
co-operation of everyone would be invited. Lady

secretaries beinj appointed to further the work
amongst children by interesting them in plants and

flowers, and by encouraging them to make aiticles

for the sale of work held at the festival. Anyone
sending goods of the value of 2,s. C<7. to the festival

for this s.ale of work should be admitted free on

each day.

37. Disirihul ion of Flowers and Fruit after Shows.

—All flowers and fruit sent for exhibition should be

distributed by the lady secret iries at the close of each

show amongst the metropolitan charities. Exhibitors

be specially asked to consent to this as far as possible

in aid of the suffering and poor.

38. Nationil Fcstirils. — Oa St. Andrew's, St.

Patrick's, and St. David's days respectively, special

concerts might be given, and aj far as possible

exhibitions be held representative of Scotland,

Ireland, and Wales. On the occasion ot grand

concert.^ all the courts would be concealed by drapery,

red curtaina being drawn acro.ss th? front of each.

.")!'. Railway A rranyenients would be made with the

railway companies forspeci.al trains at reduced rates, so

as to afford facilities for our country friends tc i visit the

metropolis, and at the same time to help the funds of

the charities by contributing to the appeals which
would be made to them during the three days of the

festival.

Having briefly outlined the formation, establish-

ment, and maintenance of the Institute, it now
remains to put the project " upon its mettle," and as

it is imperative that action should be taken at once —
and someone must take the initiative I propose to

wait upon certain representative gentlemen and sub-

miV the scheme to them, and in doing so, I am
prepared to find that some of my proposals miy
require to be more or less modified.

The main points I firmly believe are attainable,

and I look with great confidence to the results of the

Victoria Rose and other floral festivals held simul-

taneously all over the land as giving expression to the

nation's loyalty to our Queen, and show its love of

horticulture.

Here is an opportunity for everyone, from the

cottager to the nobleman, t.i give expressions of

fidelity to our beloved Queen. Such a gift would
find a welcome in the heart of the greatest living

mothei'.

That considerable organisation is involved is

obvious, but no work of such magnitude was

ever accomplished without it
—

" United we staml,

divided we fall." If we sink every other considera-

tion and join hand in hand, the Hortieulturai

Institute will surely be founded.

Horticulture has advanced and prospered during

her reign, and how could her children more expres-

sively "rise >ip and call her blessed" than by
establishing a permanent Home for Horticulture in

grateful memory of her glorious reign. Jaws L. Wood,

OaUeirjh Pari; Whetstone.

P.S.—I p\irpose dealing furtl:er with the financial

asjiect of the scheme at an early date, probably in

your next issue. J, L. W.

Home Correspondence.

FLAVOUR IN APPLES AND PEARS.—It seems a
pity that the competitions for the prizes so generously
offered by Messrs. Veitch and Sous, carried on at each
of the Drill Hall meetings, should be narrowing down
s J appreciably that just about three gardeners keep
the competitions alive. Of late the contention has
been between Messrs. Woodward, Herrin, and
Wythes chiefly, and if these fell out, they may eol-

lapse. So far, interesting as these classes have been,

they have revealed nothing. Early Apples gave little

of merit so far as flavour is concerned, but when
Cox's Orange Pippin and Ribston Pippin came on to

the scene, then they monopolised the prizes for

several meetings. It is noteworthy, however, that

Cox's Orange Pippin seems usually to be rather better

than Ribston Pippin, and without doubt it is our
premier Apple for flavour, h.aving also good appear-

ance, and soft, smooth-eating flesh. But the compe-
titor who has won a prize with a variety cannot take
the same prize with it again ; hence, if the compe-
titors do not change or increase, both these fine

Apples will be presently excluded from the competi-
tion. Having so far proved themselves so good, no
doubt that is enough. But what will follow ' We
have yet to be tested later varieties, .and it is in con-
nection with these most of interest should be found.
There is Scarlet Nonpareil, Winter Pearmain, Court
Pendu Plat, Cockle Pippin, Brownlees, and Aromatic
Russets, Sturmer Pippin, and others to follow, but so

far there has been no new or revealed variety, neither
does there seem to be any late one unknown or in

reserve that is not already well known. I fear at

the time when the prize-list expirrs next year,

we shall have to say that we know only just so much
in relation to flavour in Apples as we knew before.

If there be gardeners or amateurs anywhere who
have varieties not hitherto known or recognised as of

good flavour, especially if they be good keepers, now
is their time to send them along to the Drill-hall,

and let them bo fairly and freely tested. It is

worthy of note that, in connection with these coni-

petitions, the appointed tasting committee have their

decisions more severely and practically discussed than
is the case, probably, anywhere else. Pears seem to

be in very much the same boat as Apples. Doyeun(*
du Comice has proved itself so far to be the fiuest-

flavoured I'ear, but then we all knew it previously.

Beurre d'Anjou, Marie Louise, Thompson'.s, and a few
others have proved to be fairly good, but the first-

named is much the best. Pear competition for flavour

is fast narrowing down to but two or three of any
merit. So far, Seckcl and Winter Nelis have made
little show. Presently we may see Ne Plus Meuris
and Glout Morceau presented, and perhaps Easter
Beurre ; but unknown good - flavoured keeping
varieties seem to be looked for in vain. If any have
such, they would be cordially welcomed. No doubt
had the prizes been open to competition by trade

growers, we should have seen those who doubtless

hold yet the best new varieties of Apples and Pears,

that is, if there be such, sendiug them along ; though
there is the possibility that the doing so might have
but exposed lack of quality, and thus liave discounted
the prospects of the variety at once. But if they
have some good new things, it seems as if no harm
would be done in sending samples along for trial,

even if they may not take prizes. We want to know
which are the best, let who will have them. A. f>. Noo.

WASTE OF VALUABLE FERTILISERS.—Judging
from its chemical composition, it would appear that

the ash from wood and coal must be of very groat

value as a fertiliser, and that many thousands of touft

are annually wasted. I am unable to find anj
reliable data as to the pr.actical value, or the kind oF
land and crops this w.asto is suited for, .and if the]
subject has been dealt with by any expert, 1 should

J
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Ijf very ploaaed to get all possible information. The
fine ash, cleared from cinders, should be well worth
collecting. AVe have recently commenced to (lae the

waste wood from our local (country wheelwright as a

fuel, instead of coal, and have kept all the ash as a

fertiliser ; but, having no experience to guide us, it

is desirable that we should knoiv what has been
done, and what is known on the subject, and as the
ash from coal is I'ractically the sauie as from wood,
the matter is one worthy of serious consideration.

Tluis. Fletcher, Grajipcnhall, Cheshire.

CLEARING LAND OF COUCH-GRASS.—E. Cadman,
whoso enijuiry regarding this matter I noticed in a

recent issue of the Ourdeiicra' Ckronicle, should not
employ piece-wcirk to clear his ground of Couch-
grass, as it will only end in disappointment. If day-
work cm be afforded, it is certainly better, trouchiug
the ground about 2 feet deep, and picking nut by
hand every particle of Couch-root. Another method
which I have found suitible fur clearing Couch from
large tracts of land, and which I have found to answer
very well, is to plough the land very deeply, then
work it with a large grubber, afterwards harrowing it

with the ordinary small-tined harrow, finally chain-
harrowing it, and gathering all the rubbish together,

and burning it in small heaps on the land. If

repeated al'ier frost, E. Cadman will find the last

metliod cheap, and very succe^-sful. Heavily manure
the land after clearing, if it should stand in need of

this, and is not too soft to carry the carts. /. 1>.

IldhertKcni.

To clear land of Couch gra.sa, in answer
to Mr. K. ('adman, the best and cheapest method
is to turn it up with a 12-inch broadsheare point
at once, if not too wet, and leave it ''brock" until

March ; then, if it sets in dry, harrow it on the cross,

and burn in small heaps, or cart away. Afterwards
broudshearing again the other way, and harrow it and
collect the roots, &c. After you have got it clean,
))loHgh it, and put in Swedes, with some artificial

manure, thou feed ofi' with sheep, and put in Barley,
you will then very likely have some good malting
liarley ! the Swede, during sunujior, wid have to be
set out and hoed two or three times, which will all ije

in fivour of cleaning. If you have no .sheep of yom
own, take some in to keep, on the condition that they
are fed with chaff and corn, which will be to the
benefit of the land. If the land is wet, wait for dry
weather before you begin o]>erations, and always let

it be cli-y work, otherwise the cleaning will be badly
done. "ir»i. Lewis, £,ihI .'^ultfin Pari-, SlaplrhiirsI,

Ke»t.

PEAR HUYSHE'S VICTORIA.— Iteferriug to Mr.
Miller's comment and cjucstiou on p. 729 of Oar-
<lt Iters' Chroiiii-h- of the 12th inat., we have here a
young fan-trained tree on a south wall, from which I

gathered fruits at the end of last October, these being
almo.st ripe at that time, the earlinesa of our fruit
bring due, pidbably, t.) the warmth of the situa-
tion. The variety has all of the good qualities
mentioned by i\lr. Miller, is a middle-sized fruit, well
wortliy of general cultivation. Doyenne d'lliver is

another good variety here, coming in at the present
season, and on that account very acceptable. It is a
larger fruit, with a melting flesh. (,'. /'., West Pari,
Sii/ishun/.

I agree with th.at which Mr. Miller says
in the Oan/cncrs' Cltrmiirle, at p. 729, regarding
the goodness and usefulness of this -viariety in
the present month. It is one of the best Pears
that we have, being satiafictory from pyramid-
trees, and from a tree trained on a west wall, the
fruit from the latter being finer, and the flavour
superior. As Mr. Miller remarks, it requires to be
left on the trees a.s long as po.ssible, otherwise it will
slirivel after gathering. The soil of the garden at
Poltimore is heavy ami wet, therefore cold : and
many other varieties of Pears crack, but Huyshe's
Victoria never does. As most of om- readers will be
aware, it originated in Devonshire with the Hev. J.
Hiiyshe, of Clyst-IIydon, a place only a few miles
distant from here. 2\ II. Slailc, Pollimore Gardens.

• In answer to Mr. W. Miller's question, I

may say that we have a tree of this vai-iety on a
south-west wall here, whose roots are beneath a plot
of turf. Its age is about eighteen years. This tree is
horizontal trained, healthy, showing a nice lot of
fruit-buds, uiul having the appearance of not being
in need of root-pruning to nuke it fruitful, and yet
for the past five yeais it has not produced six fruits
a-year. The tree was at one time shaded a little,
but last season I removed this shade, and every alter-
nate branch has also been removed, to enable the

wood to ripen. I think so little of it, that it i.s not
included amongst the young trees that have been
planted here recently. Glou Morceau is a variety

that does well in these gardens, and some large and
old trees of the variety are trained against high
south-east walls. It is one of our most useful late

varieties, and one that keeps till January. Pears of

all varieties this year are ripening fully two weeks
earlier thin usual. John Lrtmherl, Poiois Caslic

Gardens.

THE FRUITING OF LAPAGERIA ROSEA.—There is

nothing unusual in this, as the Editor justly remarked
in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Dae. 5. We have
several plants on the roof of the orangery at this

place, and I have noticed more or fewer seed-pods

every year. In fact I have raised sevei'al plants from
the seeds, imd have some planted out, but they are

not large or old enough to flower. I have noticed

the occurrence in other gardens, but so far I have not
observed the white variety bearing seed, and assume
tliat it is of rarer occurrence. I counted today,
Dec. 1, ten seed-pods on one of our plants. ./. Maijne,

Bir/on, Deron.

Some nine or ten years since, we had
two very vigorous (ilauts of L. rosea superba
and L. alba, each of which produced several fruits

without the aiil of artificial fertilisation. So far

as my memory serves me, the fruit did not
arrive at maturity the same year in which the

flower wa.s fertilsied, but in the following one
When the fruit was quite rip;, a quantity of .seed

w.as t.aken out and sown. Nearly every seed germi
nated, ami in a very short time, considering its some-
what hard nature, with the result that a number of

strong healthy plants were produced that made rapid
growth. .Several of them flowered when they wore
from four to five years old. The flowers were larger

and more highly coloured than the forms of L. rosea
that have come imder my observation, but none of
them was equal to the parent. I w.-is most interested

in discovering whether the plants raised from
seed of L alba would produce white flowers, because
it is looked upon as being merely a form of I, rosea

or a sport from that variety ; and my cx|)erience goes
to prove the correctness of that view, as all of the
seedlings from I,, alba, which flowered while under
my care, produced rose-coloured flowers. It would
be interesting and instructive to have the history of

the jiarentage of L. alba, which is said to have been
introduced from Chili in the year 18.".4. The
l.apagcria is probably the handsomest, and for

decorative piuposcs one of the most useful of cool
greenhouse climbers ; a free and vigorous grower
under suitable conditions, and its cultivation doe.s

not present any diflScuIty to an experienced gardener,
and yet it is frequently to be met with in anything
but a healthy condition. W. Xcild, Ciieahirr.

Having read the articles in the Gardeners
Chronicle regarding fruiting of this plant, and
the raising of plants from seed, 1 wish to
recoril my ox|ierience with it. I m.ay say that
I lived at Porter's Park in ISriti and 18.11, and
knew the plant referred to by your correspondent
"M. D." in the issue of the Gardetitrs' Chronicle for

December 5, but I do not remember seeing any fruits

on it, or many flowers. The plant was, however,
exhibited at Kew when in flower in the latter year.

In 1856 I received two plants from Messrs. V^eitch &
Sons of Chelsea, which I planted against the back
wall of the conservatory here. They grew vigorously
and flowered .abundantly, the stronger shoots being
perfect wreaths of flowers, and we obtained dozens of
fine pods of seeds, which, when ripe, became yellowish-
green, and may have contained 100 seeds each.
These seeds have the appearance of small grains of
Wheat, and they germinated quite freely. One of

the plants did not produce such fine flowers as the
other, nor did any of my seedlings come up to the
best plant. I planted one out-of doors which stood
one winter, but did not grow much afterwards, I

think the Lapa^eria is a plant which does not like

much sunshine. Jtrhn llacneil, Dxker Hill, Shifnal.

It is pretty well known to gardeners that
I.apageriaa frequently bear seeds under cultivation.
We have here a good plant of L. rosei and L. r. alb.i.

one on each siiie of a portion of a span-roofed con-
servatory, and both plants produce ripe seeds every
year. Would the seed be at all likely to produce
flowers of various tints? [Ves, flowers with slight

variations from the type, and probably inferi^jr

flowers. Ed.
J I send lor your inspection what I con-

sider a very prolific growth cut from the L. alba
growing here. It is 10 inches long, with twelve fully-

developed flowers thereon. Jas. Hornhij, Ileslinglon

Gardens,

It may interest many to know that L.
rosea was sent ti.i the Royal Gardens at Kew in

1347 by R. Wheelwright, E^q , an American gentle-
man, who h.ad lieeu instrumental in establishing
ste.am uavigation in the Pacific, and incidentally
improving the means of transport to this country.
The year following, Mr. Thomas Lobb introduced it

for Messrs. Veitch & Son from Chili. It was nameil
in compliment to Josephine Lapagferie, wife of
Napoleon Bon.aparte, who rendered great service to
botany. About 1851, Mr. Richard Pearce introduced
alba from the same country for Messrs. Veitch & Son,
but I believe a plant was sent to the J.ardin des Plantes
at Paris by M. Ab.uli before that which was figured
in the Botanical Mai/a.inc, in 1850 ; the red one had
bsen previously figured, viz., in 1849. Lapageriiis,
both white and red, have fruited in many gardens to
my knowledge, and I have seen hundreds of seedlings
raised from and ripened in this country. The process
of raising plants i.s however very slow, and it is much
more couvenient to raise them from layers. Some
three years .ago both the red and white varieties
growing in the Botanical Gardens. Birmingham, pro-
duced dozens of fruits, and Mr. Latham was enabled
to raise numerous seedlings ; as did also Mr. Nicholas
at Ashe Gardens, some of which had distinct pale
rose-coloured flowers. One of the largest, and also the
deepest coloured variitics that I know of, is the Nash
Oourt variety, wlil;h was purchased from, the Victoria
an 1 Paradise Nur.sericM, I'pper Hollow.ay, many years
ago as the rosea variety, and whicli is now growing
luxuri,autly in the conservatory at Nash Court,
I'aversham, under the care of the gardener, Mr.
Hnrapliroy. I have also seen the plants mentioned
by Mr. Burbidge at Straffan House, whicli are gland
examples of cultivation. .1. Ouiram, F.li.l/.S.

GROS COLMAN GRAPES (see p. 728).—In lS9:i,

1 exhibited at the Birmingliam Chrysanthemum
show, three bundles of this variety, the largest being
a little over GJ lb. It is not unusu.al for berries on
vigorous \'inea to average IJ, inches in circumference.
For the last sixteen ytars these N'ioes have carried an
average of .'!8 lb. e.icli. It would be interesting to
know how long this variety Lasts in market establish-
ments where large weights are taken annually. John
Baie.i, Stone.

|
The communication was accompanied

by a photograph showing three fine bunches of this
Grape. En.]

CEDRUS DEODARA. -I see in your pages a dis-
cussion a.s to the merit -s of Cedrus Deodara. I am
glail to hear of its glowing so finely at Wortley, but
it does not do so generally in Yorkshire : and the
notion that it would have made a profitable planta-
tion, even there, is quite a mistaken one. The Cedar
of Lebanon, and still more so, the Mount Atlas
Cedar, are both of them hardier and healthier in
most places than the Deodar, but they have never
been planted successfully in woods, or produced in
England timber of any value, .although, like the Deodar,
on their own mountains, the timber is v,ahiable.
Forty or fifty years ago, the East India Company
imported into England several tons of Deodar seed,
thinking that so valuable and hardy a timber-tree
ought to be planted extensively in England. I have
never heard that any valuable timber has been the
result of that importation, and I never expected that
any such would be the result. I think that it woulil
be very difficult to grow any of the Cedars success-
fully in plantations ; and there is no evidence that
even if they were so grown successfully, the timber
would be worth anything, and it is my behef that it

would have very little, if any, value—certainly
nothing like as much as that of Larch, or even of
Scotch Fir or Spruce. C. W. Stricldand.

As a proof of the hardiness and adaptability to
exposedsitiiations, twenty years ago we planted several
groups of these in a portion of New Park, four and
five being put in each group in a very high position,
exposed to the north and north-east winds, which
comes across the Chantry Hills with force suflicient to
cut their heads ofl!'. Notwithstanding this supposed
drawback, they are thriving amazingly, whilst others
which had been planted in sheltered nooks have been
cut out on .account of their sickly growth. I consider
that these species might be more extensively planted
in parks than is the ease. At Peper Harow Park,
Surrey, large numbers of them may be seen in the
woods, of great age and size, thus showing that they
will thrive under forest treatment. IT. Wiles, I'nsted
Pari; Gjdalmimj.

VEGETATION IN CORNWALL.—As showing the
effect of the mild weather in Cornwall, there are
plants in flower in our garden of Sweet Alyssum,
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double-flowered Pyrethruma, Mignonette (very ftill),

• 'andytnft, Chrysanthemum frutescens, Limnanthea

Pouglasii, Antirrhinums, white Daisy, Veronica

variegata, Primroses, and Campanula ciespitosa. The
common Snowdrop is peeping through the soil.

J. Maeers, Mararion, Dec. 14, 1896.

PEAR NOUVELLE FULVIE.—This is a Tery excel-

lent Pear at the present reason, although I fear it is

one that is not much known. I find that it is men-

tioned in several catalogues as being an excellent

variety. The fact, perhap?, that it is of rather poor

appearance may account for its not being much
grown. I have had two or three dozen fruits of it

this year, and when I aay that it ranks next to

Doyenni? du Comice, readers of this note will perceive

that this means a great deal. It is a much better

Pear than Pa«se Colmar, which it greatly resembles,

but is larger, and of better flavour. The fruits

require much thinning, and liberal treatment afforded

the tree, and a pi ice against a wall. The fruits

should be allowed to hang on the trees as long as

possible, otherwise they shrivel. Writing of Peara, I

think it would be interesting to your readers if Mr.

Divers, of Belvoir Castle Gardens, would kindly give

a few particulars of that excellent Pear that he exhi-

bited for flavour, and took a Ist prize with against

Winter Nelis and Josephine de Malines. I was very

uuch surprised to see these two beaten for flavour,

but having tasted all three, I can speak of the

superior flavour of the Belvoir Pear. Qeo. Wooiwxnl,
Barham Cjiir/ Oardens.

GLASSHOUSE CROPS IN GUERNSEY. — The
writer of your article on the " Glasshouse Crops

in Guernsey," must evidently have obtained his

information --or rather, I should say, a portion of

it—from some unreliable source. Though not hailing

from that island, I am perfectly cognisant of the

Guernsey system of culture, and know well that

Tornatos are not grown in the primitive, haphazard

manner therein described. On the other hand, the

leading growers pay great attention to the saving

of seed, and do not delay till December ; but fruits

for the purpose are specially chosen during the

summer months, shape of fruit and habit of plant

being duly taken into consideration. Secondly, the

seed is not put into the soil of a greenhouse a few

inches deep, but is cai-efully sown in seed-pans or

boxes, which at that season are placed on bottom-

heat. The seedlmgs, when showing two or three

ro'igh leaves, are pricked off into other boxes ;

and in many establishments, when the plants

are strong enough, they are carefully lifted

and potted in 4 or .l-iuch pots, ao as to get

them of extra strength before being planted out or

placed in their fruiting-pots (lOinch), as the case

may lie. Pot culture is the system adopted for e.arly

work—aa for example, when fruit is rejuirod early in

the mouth of April. Aa to the statement that "the
growth of Grapes ia remarkable, and is Viecoming

more and more popular every year," I am sorry

indeed to have cause to refute this, the very opposite

being the case, as the Grape trade, owing to the .steady

decline in price during the past few years, is fast on

the wane, and in fact, is done for, so far as the Channel

l.-lands are concerned. Vines are being rooted up to

make way for the better paying Tomato crop. The
very price quoted in the article in question tells ita

own tale, .as 'iil. to id. for Hamburghs, and M. to (Jd.

for Alicantes in September are not payin; ones,

for bear in mind these prices are those realised by
the salesman, and such as carriage, commission,

and other incidental charges have to be deducted ; so

much so, that the price ai received by the grower is

a totally difTerent one. Tomatos at ','ul. and 3J./.

per pound pay infinitely better, as the second

crop ia reaily in September, the first crop having been

cleared by the firat week in June. It is rare, by any
system of renewal, that the plants bear a second crop.

Carriage for Tomatoa is very much less than for

Grapes— ."omething like oiie-h.alf, which is an item of

consideration. Many Guernsey growers do not even

find the Tomato crop .satisfactorily profitable, and
why ? They will stick to the Old Red—though, be it

said, for an early crop it is still useful, setting as it

dots more freely in the early se.ison ; but for a mid
and late-se.iaon crop, better shape must be had if any-

thing like a price is to be obtained. Like everything

rise in these day.s, the crops must be heavy, and the

fruit of first quality, for cultivation to be remu-
nerative. Tliis latter the Guernsey grower ia

beginning to realise, P. P. Lt Niuw, Jersey.

COMPARATIVELY TENDER SPECIES OF SHRUBS
IN SCOTCH GARDENS.— Seeing your leiding article

de-oribing the mild climate that seems to exist

round the residence of the Earl of Aunesley, co.

Down, Ireland, I would like to draw attention

to the West of Scotland, and to the seat of

H. J. Younger, Esq., Beomore, Argyllshire. Need
I atate that many of the shrubs mentioned to

he at Caatlewellan can be found growing in rugged
health in this favoured spot. But not so much as to

them, aa a few are of recent introduction there to my
knowledge, but to a much hardier class much could

be said in praise of, namely, the fine specimens of

Picea that are to be found in the picture of health.

Few places, indeed, in Scotland can boast of such

a fine collection of ornamental wooda ; and the

stranger who pays his first visit in the month of May
or early summer, will surely find a treat in store,

and to the lover of thia claaa of wood needless to aay

he will find much to inte rest him for a day. J. Murray,
Garden r, Aurhineruiic, Ayrshire.

MR. W. 0, HEAD.—Many gardeners and others

will doubtless have received a circular during the last

few days cent lining the sad intelligence that our

friend Mr. W. G. Head, of the Crystal Palace Gardens,

is dangerously ill with a most painful malady

;

and it ia proposed to collect a sum of money in

order to assist in paying the heavy surgical ami
other charges attendant on such severe cases as his,

but it is not possible to reach all by circulars.

Mr. Head is well known to a great number of the

visitors and exhibitora at the Crystal Palace shows,

and as a manager of shows ; and 1 may venture

to say that as such he is without an equal. But I

will base my plea on higher grounds than this, and

aak all to come to the assistance of a friend and
brother in distress, as now is the time to help and
cheer him in his long and painful illness, and that is

best done by sending our mite at once to the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. John Laing, Forest Hill Nurseries,

London, .S.E., or to the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. H.J.
Veitch, Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea. IF. //.

Divers, Belvoir Caslle Oardens, Oraiitham. [We trust

that such help aa can be given will lie aa freely

accorded aa it is aorely needed. Ed.]

A NEW HYBRID LAVATERA.—Allow me to in-

form your readers of a hybrid Malvacea whii-h grew
apontaneously this year in my garden, and ia of some
interest. This plant is a fine bush, about 00 inches

high ; the first flowers appeared in July, and the

last were only stopped by the frost in December.
It is most likely the result ofa cross between Lavatera

maritima and fj. trimeatria, both culti latei in the

neighbourhood, the pollen originating from the

former. Of L. maritima, the hybrid h.aathe glaucous,

velvety leaves, the flower largely opened and flattened.

Of L. trimestria, it has the calyx and bracteoles of

the involucre, and the colour of the petals. The
ovules seemed well formed, but no seed ripened. I

have got some cuttings, and if the plant prove really

hardy, it may be worth while to introduce it in

gardens. .1/. Mirlieli, Geneva.

Law Notes.—

•

THR BUSHEL-BASKRT CASK,

We learn, after all, that the question of trade cualom

involved In the ' Bushel-basket " c.ase, wherein the

Brentford justices decided that market gardeners

must sell market produce by denominated weight and

meaaure, and not by local or reputed meaaurea, such

aa "sieves" or " local bushels," will not come on for

argument. The justices, as will be remembered,

consented to state a case for the opinion of the

Queen's Bench Division. The solicitor for the

ilefendant, Mr. Reftell, drew up a case, in which he

made points that the purchaser selected one par-

ticular basket out of several, and that he parti-

cularly indicated the basket he took in the

expression—" How much are them ba.skets ? " To
thia statement the solicitor for the County

Council, Sir Richard Nicholson, could not agree,

declaring that nothing of the kind was stated in evi-

dence. In view of this disagreement upon the facta

to be set out, the solicitor for the defendant has

intimated to the Court that it will be impossible to

go fui thei",

Shrkwsbdky NnnsKRVMEN and the .\iiRiO(ii,TniiAr.

Ratisq Act.

A apscial .Sessions was held at the Shrewsbury

Police Court on Tuesday for hearing appeals under

the Agricultural Rating Act. The Mayor (.\lderman

E. C. Peele) presided, |and the other magistrates

present were —Major-General the Hon. W, H. Her-

bert, Messri. J. Cock, J. Evan Jones, and Q. Evans.

Four appeals were down for hearing in respect to

Shrewsbury nurserymen, viz., Messrs. Pritchard k
Sons, Mr. E. Murrell, Mr. Myers, and Messrs. Jones

& .Sons. The appeals were made on behalf of Mr.

Kitton, Surveyor of Taxes, against the decision of the

A35essment Committee of the Atcham Union iu con-

firming the statements of the overseers in reference

to the rating of certain market gardens and nurseries

in the occupation of the persons mentioned, in the

Atcham Union, the ground of appeal being that the

hereditaments had been wrongly entered as agricul-

tur.al land, thus securinj the partial relief of the

ratal under the new Rating Act.

Mr. Everest opened the case, and from his state-

ment it appo.\r3 that the contention of the surveyor

of taxes was that mai"ket gardens were divisible into

two properties—buildings and land. On the other

hand, the Assessment Committee contended that

market gardens for the purposes of the new Act were

not divisible, but one whole, and the point involved

was whether land covered with glass (greenhouses)

was market garden land. The new Riting Act pro-

vided that occupiers of agricultural land should be

liable in the case of every rate t) which the Act

applied to piy one-half only of the rate in the pound
payable in respect of buildings and other hereditli-

menta. Agricultural land meant any land used as

arable, meadow, or pasture -ground only, cottage

gardens exceeding one quarter of an acre, market

gardens, nursery grounds, orchards, or allotments
;

but did not include land occupieil together with a

house a.s a park, gardena, other than those described,

pleasure grounds, or any hand kept or preserved

mainly or exclusively for the purposes of sport or

recreation, or land used as a racecourae. He an' •

mitteJ that so far aa market gardena an I nursery

grounds wore concerned the effect of the clause was

that they were included in the words agricultural

land in the orders of the Local Government Board,

and in reading that Act it w.as correct to say when
the worda " Agricultural hand " occurred, also includ-

ing gardens or nursery grounds. Mr. Everest cited

the c.a.se " Punscr !>. Wortiiing Local Board,' decided

in the Court of Apped in 1887, where the appellant,

a market gardener and nurseryman, was the occupier

of a piece of land upon which were built sixteen

greenhouses, or glass-houses, which practically covered

the surface of the land. They were built on brick

foundations, and were med by the appellant for the

piu'pose of growing fruit and vegetablea for sale in

the course of his business. I'he case was decided

under the Public Health Act. In giving judgment

for the appellant Mr. Justice D.iy said, " Thia ground

ought to be .assessed at one fourth of ita net annual

value ; it is used for gardening, that is, for the pro-

duction of fruit and vegetables on a more or less small

scale, as distinguished from a:;ricaltural use on a large

scde; and in my judgment it is a market garden

. . .
." Mr. Justice Wills said he was of the aame

opinion, and remarked :
" In arriving at our decision

we should look at the state of things which

was iu existence before the Act was passed.

Thtre were then market garjena an I nur-

sery-grounds all over the country, ond in the

majority of them a very large and substantial

portion wai covered by glasshouses. Gardening

operations were carried on in them, and the culti-

vation of hothouse and greenhouse plants is no less

essential a part of these operations than the culti-

vation of plants which grow in the open air. These

are places where operations in the nature of girdens

are going on. and these houses are parts, a-id neces-

sarily so, of them. 1 think that such pieces of

ground are very properly included under the head of

market-gardens or nursery-grounds." Then when

the case was taken to the Court of Appeal, Lm-d Ksher,

Master of the Rolls, said :— " I am of opinion thiit

the judgment of the Queen's B-nch Divi-iion must be

alfirm-'d. There can be no doubt that the respondent

used the whole of this plot of land as a market-

garden—for the purpose of growing fruits and vege-
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tables for sale. I think that the land U n'jt the less

used a3 a market-garden because these glasshouses have

been placed upon it." Mr. Everest contended that

the Public Health Act and the new R itiug Act were

l)Oth reUeving Acts : therefore, what appUed to the

one, would apply with equal force to the other.

After hearing arguments from Mr. Williams, Mr.

Bowdler, and Mr. Lethen, the Mayor said the magis-

trates were quite unanimous in their decision. They
felt bound by the case quoted, and must dismiss the

appeal. If they had been guided by t.heir own judg-

ment the result would have been the same. Shrews-

bury Chronicle, Decemher 11.

Decisions in Commeucial Law.

Tlie Niayai-a District Fruitgrouxrs' Association v.

Walker.—An agent was engaged by the plaintiffs from

year to year for four years to sell fruit on their be-

half on coramissiou, one of the terms of the engage-

ment being that all moneys received by him on

behalf of the plaintiffs should be paiil in from day to

day to th' ir credit in a named bank. The agent

made default in this re<pect, and a large balance was

due by him to the plaintiffs at the end of each of the

first three years, and the plaintiffs at the end of each

year took his note for the amount due, payable in

the uc.Kt year. In each year he gave a bond to the

plaintiffs to secure the faithful performance of his

duties, and the prompt payment of moneys received

The defendants « ere the sureties in the bond giveu

in the fourth and previous years, and entered into

the contract of suretyship without making any

enquiries from the plaintiffs. 1 his action was

brought against them to recover the balance due. A
Divisional Court decided that the plaintiff") should

have infonued the sureties of the previous defaults

»ud not having done so could not enforce the bond

Monetary Times, Toronto.

Claim by Mes.srs. Caiiter vt Co.

JJisputal Liahilitij. — ln the Westminster County

Court on Monday, his Honour, Judge Lunilcy Smith

(i.e., had before hira the case of Carter v. Webb it

Co. , in which the plaintiffs, Messrs. Carter & Co. o

High Holborn, sued defendant to reeovtr paymep

of an account in respect of a quantity of seeds supplied

to him whilst carrying on the business of a nursery-

man at Newiugton Green Road. Plaintiffs' lepresea-

tativo said the goods were supplied to Webb & Co.,

with whom they had done business for some year.",

and the defendant was the only person tliey looked to

for payment. The defendant was called, and said he

never ordered the goods in question, and as a matt r

of fact he had left tlie business prior to the time when

tliey were supplied. He disposed of the concern to

Messrs. Kd wards & Co., but tlie old name was still

over the shop.

The present owner of the business said it was he

who ordered the goods, and he was p<rfeclly williuj

to pay for them.

His Honour told him that the .sooner he diil so the

better, but as the thing stood at present, he (the

Judge), should give judgment against tho present

defendant with costs.

Floral Committee.
PrcM'ii.' : W. Marshall, Esci., Chairmxn ; and Mesara. Jno.

Fraser, H. B. May, H. Herbst, R. Dean, Robert Owen, <;eo.

Stevens, Jas. Hudson, G;o. Nk-lnlson, W. Bain, Tho^i. Peed,

.J. D. Pawle, C. E. Shea, J. W. Barr, H. Turner, II. Uannell,

(ioo. P.vul, J. T. Benuett-Pu..., Chas. Jeffries, R. M. Hogg,

Geo. Gordon, Ed. Beckett, and Jno. Liiaj.

From Messrs. H Cas.sell & Soxs. Swanley, w.is shown a

collection of sprays of zonal Pelargonium blooms in variety ;

sjmc of these are exceeding bright in colour, and of large

Bizi—King of Crimsons, Jno. Ruskiu (scarlet), Zenobia

(salraon-rose), Princess .Vlex (pinli). Lord Newton, and Sher-

lock Holmes (both purple-crimson), A. F. Woottcn (white

and p<ale led). Soldier's Tunic (very bright scarlet), and
Snowdrop (white), represent some of the best. Double

Primula.s were likewise shown well by Messrs. Canneui,, the

varieties Earl of Beaconsfield (pink), Marchioness of Exeter

(white). King of Purples, and Annie Hillicr being represented

by wcU-flowered plants (Silver-gilt Banksiau Medal).

Mr. Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Totlonhain,

London, showed a few Bulbocodiums in flower in pans, 1 ris

Vartani, also Iris alata, S-alntpaulia ionantha, S. i. co'lcstis,

palo blue, and S. i. rubra, reddish purple. .\ birgo plant of

Hellebore was extremely well flowered (Vote of Thanks).

A group of Rose-trees in pots, of the variety Enchantres.«,

was exhibited by Messrs. Wm. P.^ul & Sox, Waltham Cross

Nurseiies, Herts. It is described as a winter blooming an I

bedding variety, being a hybrid between a China and a Toa-

scented Rose. The plants were very freely flowered, and the

blooms were very palo ccamy blush, passing to white (Silver

Flo-a Medal).

SOCIETIES.
BOYAIi HORTICTJLTTTRAL.

December 1^. — The Ust meeting of the Committees fiir

the present year was held in the Dhll U.Ul, James Street,

Westminst'r, on Tuesday list and was a fitting close to the

v,;ry successful fcriea of meetiags that have taken p'ace

since the close of last year. Orchils made a good display,

and sccmvd several Botanical and other Certificates. Berried

plants were not present in great quantity, but the few ex-

hibited included some capitil plants o" Skimraia Fortuuei.

There was a group uf pit Roses which bore numerous

crevmy-whto flowers; and Poinsettias were shown well.

Two perpetual - flowered Carnations wei*e recommended

Awards of Merit ; and, although the data was a late one, n

g;milar distinction was grantei to a Chrysanthemum. A fine

group of Cyclamens w.is exhibited, which included plants

from English and from German soad. Fruit was by co

means scarce, there bsing: several very eoiauiendable

eollootions present,

Fig. 13S. — -\ crestku cyci..\men.

{3cc Report of Royal Horticultural Society— Floral Coiumittco
—Mopsrs. Low's exhibit)

An exhibit of u seasonable character w,is a group of Orange-

trees (Citrus sinensis) and plants of Skimmia Kortunci,

bhown hy Mc?srs. Wm. Cltblsh & box, liighgatc Nurseries,

Loudon, N. The Urange-trecs were in G-iuch pots, and were

well fruited. In similar pots the Skimmia* bore a profusion

of their well-known decorative berries (Silver Banksian

Medal).

A circular group of plants of Euphorbia pulcherrima (Poin-

settia), shown by Mr. \V. Farr, gr. to A. Pears, Esq., Spring

Grove House, Isleworth, was remarkab'e for the good culture

evidenced. T^e plants possessed plenty of healthy foliage,

and the bracts were large and good in colour (Silver Floni

Medal).

The o:ily exhibit of Cyclamens was one from Messrs. Hl'GH

Low & C >., Bush Hill Park, Enfield. This included a batch

of plants representing a cipital English strain, and others

were from se?d obtained last season from Germany. The

Utter were decidedly inferior in most respects to those we

are accustomed ti see. Some of the white varieties, how-

ever, possessed a little perfume, a quality that L'* almost lost

in our English strains. A white-flowered variety named

Bush Hdl Pioneer had singular flowers. From the exttrior

of each petal was produced a fan like crest, as in fig. 138.

Another plant, Majestic, had flowers possessed of ten petals

in place of the usual five (Silver Bjnksian Med .1).

A group of sm dl plants of Crotons was shown by Mrs.

WrsGFiELD, Ampthill House, Herts (gr, Mr. Empson). These

were of good colour ; and in addition to a few misoellancous

plants, there was a very well flowered specimen of L;^'lia

anceps Silver Banksian Medal),

Messrs Jno. Peed & SON'S, Roupell Park Nurseries, Nor-

wood Road. London, S.E., exhibited a group of fine foliage

plants consisting principally of well grown Cyrdylines

Drac«nas), &c. (Brgnae Banksian S^edal).

Messrs. Laino & Sons, Forest Hill, London, S.E., exhibited

a few well grown fine foliage plants, as Drachma Lindcni,

Livistonia rotundifolia, Abutilon Souvenir do Bonn, a pretty

vaiie.ated kind; and Dracit-na Doucetti. Ihere were
well-berried plants of Solanum capsicastrum, tte.

Messrs. Youn<; A: Dibinson, Stevenage Nurseries, Herts,

ma.de a display with Chrysanthemum bl >uin8, a large number
of these being shown (Bronze Banksian Medal .

Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, llcdhill, exhibited a

collection of Chrysanthemum blooms, many varieties being

in very commendible condition fur such a date (Bronze

Banksian Medal). A number of Chrysantlicmiim blooms
was also contributed by Mr. R Owen, Castle Hill Nurseries,

ilaidenhead. No awards, however, were taken by any
Chrysanthemum at thie meeting, except by the variety

Christmas Gold, blooms of which wore shown by Mr. P.

Lapds, Swanley, Kent. It is a fairly largj incurving

Japanese ; colour, bright golden-yellow. An incurved

Chrysanthemum, named E. Midford Thompson, was shown
by C. F. Thompson, Esq , Penhill Close, Llandaff, Cardiff.

A plant bei-ring four blooms was shown ; they are yellow and
bronze in colour.

5Ir. W. J. GoDFREV, Exraouth K\irserie«, exhibited three

blooms of H. W. Reeman, a very large yellow Japanese

Chrysanthemum.
Messrs. Cr.\se & Ci,-vrke, March, Cambs, exhibited

several varieties of tree Ca-'nations : Deutsche Brant (white),

Madame D. Albertina, with very fine pink flower uf large

size, and W. Robinson. This last-named variety, to which
an Award of Merit was recommended, is a pretty crimson

flower, compact, and of good form. The grass and the habit

of the plant being very satisfactory.

Mr. J. Douglas, Edenside Nurseries, BookUam, also

exhibited several perpetual or wintcring-flowerinj Carna-

tions. To one of these an Award of Merit was recommended,
being Julian, a very dark velvety-crimson flower, large, but
a trifle dull. Winter Bride was the name of a perpetual

flowering Carnation, blooms of which were shown by
Mr. Jeskin*-!, Hampton Hill, Middlesex. The flowers arc

large and white, apparently an excellent variety for cutting

purposes.

Messrs. James Veitcu & Sons, jExotic Nursery, Chelsea,

displayed sprays of a number of varieti^ (rf their Javanico-

jasniiniflomm hybrid Rhododendron'', all of whic'i are

pretty, and some extremely beautiful. An Award of Merit
was rccommcuded tu Rhododendron nobilius, a plant of

which, bearing a tine truss of bloom, was shown. This is the

result of a cross between R. Tcyamanni X R. jivanicimi.

The flowers are large, of a pretty yellow colour ; anthers

jiurple, and some of the flowers slightly stained with same
colour. R. X Little Beauty obt;uned a similar award. This
plant bore smaller flowers, pale red in colour.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford, Dorking (gr., Mr.

Bain), again exhibited spathes of numerous varieties of

hybrid Anfehuriums, many of them being very attractive
;

also a few plants in flower of Primula obcomca grandiflora

(Silver Flora Medal).

Orchid Committee.
Pi-fnetit : Hirry J. A'eitch, Esq. (in the Chair) ; and Messre.

J. O'Brien ;Hon. Sec.), Baron Schroder, Dr. M. T. Masters, J.

Gumey Fowler, C. Winn, Major Mason, T. Statter, E. Hill,

J. Douglas, S. Courtauld, H. Ballinti -c, De B. Crawsh^y, R,

Brouman-White, Fred. Hardy. E. Ashworth. T. W. Bond, W.
H. Wliite, H. J. Chapman, W. H. Protheroe, C. J. Lucas,

andT. B. Haywood.

For the last meeting in the year a very fine show of Orchids

w.is made, in which the winter-flowerin;^ Calanthes formed

an important element.

The largest a-id brightest group was sent by Sir Trevor
Lav/rencf, Bart., the President of the Royal Horticultural

Society (gr., Mr. W. H. White ', and for it a well-merited Gold

Medal was awarded. The group consisted of an amalgama-

tion of two specially interesting S'jlections uf Orchids, the

one half consisting of the famed Burford hybrid Calanthes,

and the other of rare species, and hybrid Orchids of other

classes. Amon^ the Calanthes, a nunaber of C. X Bur-

fordiensis were prominent as the darkest and brightist

carmine-crimson; C. X Veitchi splendeus, rather lighter in

cjloir; C. X Veitchilactja, clear white ; C. X Victoria Regina,

a sjft p-ile pink; C. x ravertens, a new tint of carmine-

rei; C. x Ja^-aada, light rose; and C. x Nivea, a pure

white flower with yellow eye. Amjn;^ them also were C. X
Bryan and C. X Wm Murray, b^tli first raised by Mr.

Cookson.

In the other portion of the group were Cypripedium x
Lawrjbel, C. X Conco-lawre, C. X Fascinator, and other fine

hybrid Cypripediums ; a good specimen with mmy spikes of

Lielia Marriottiana, an ally of L. furf iiracea and L. autum-

n iU4. b it distinct from either ; an elegant plant of Platyclinis

nncata(B>tiinicil Certificate); Masdevallia Veitchigrandiflora.

stdl one of the finest Masdevallias, and singularly enough one

of the survivors of the first importation made by Messrs.

VEiTuir, out of which only fourteen plants survived the

journey ; M. X Henrietta:, M. pulystictx, M. pajhyura, and

the allied M. tridens both very pretty ; the graceful,

white, fragrant Bulbophyllum auricomuin (Botmical Cer-

tificate); a fine specimen of Maxillaria Icpidota. with a

large number of flowers (Cultural Commendation); Zygopeta-

luai Burkei, Cycnoches maculatum; a very pretty hybrid of

Cattleya Schilleriana, but ofj unrecorded parentage. Brassa.

vola venosa (Botanical Certificate), and numerous other

nteresting things.

Messrs. J. Veitch &. Sons, Royal Esotio Nursery, King's

Road, Chelsea, sho-ved a very remarkable group of hybrid

Orchids^ together with some species. The jp-eat ^ttracticoi
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was Lc-eliu-Cattleya x Rosalind, whicb_was~geiierally voted
second ouly, from all points, to the admitted best hybrid of
the year recently shown by Messrs. Veitch—viz., Lelio-
Cattleya x Deciaulba. L.-C. x Rosulind(L.-C. X Dominii cj,

C. Trianiei $ , is remarkable in many fcways, and especially
on account of its male parent, L.-C. x Domini (L. purpnrata
X Domini) being still an unique example in Baron Schro-
der's collection, although raised many years ago. L.-C. X
Rosalind, in the size and form of its tiower, equals one of the
very best type of C. Trian^i. The sepals are cream-white,
the broad petals white with a flush of pale rose-pink, except on
the margin whichis pure white. Theshowy lipis well-roimded,
at the base rich yellow with radiating white veining running
into the rich rose-purple front ; the side lobes being 1 ght-
purple veined and bordered with white—a very handsome
flower (First-class Certificate). Another fine new hybrid
was L.-C. Semiramis (L. Perini?, C. Gaskelliana <J), with
pale lilac sepals and rich plum-coloured front to the lip ; and
also in the group remarkable were Epidendrnmx Endressio-
Wallisii, E. x elegantulum ; the brilliant Epiphronitis x
Veitchi; Cypripcdinm x Tityus (Spiceriauum x oenanthum
superbum), a very dark and richly coloured furm ; C. y
Euryale, many varieties of C. x Leeanum, C. X T. B.- Hay-
wood, C. X Zeno, C. x Arthurianum, C. x Niobe, C. x
SalUeri, C. x Oenone, La;lia x Stella, Cymbidium cyperi-
folium, Selenipedium Boissierianum, ic. The group secured
a Silver Flura Medal.

E. A.sHWORTH, Esq., Harefield Hall, Wilmslow, Cheshire
(gr., Mr. Holbrook), showed the pure white L;t:lia pumila alba
var. E. Ashworth, described in Go<de>ierg' Chronicle, Octo-
ber 10, ISOti, and received a First-class Certificate for that
charming albino. Also Cypripedium insigne giganteum, a
noble variety which was also exhibited by Major Mason,
The Fii-8, Warwick.

Baron Sir H. Schroder, The Dell. Egham (gr., Mr. H.
Ballantine), staged a small group of fine cut blooms of
Orchids, among which were the very handsome and richly-
spotted Odontoglossum crispum Schroderianum, the fine
white Liblia anceps Schroderiana ; L. a. Stella, L. a. Ames-
iana, L. a. Charaberlainiana, L. a. Protheroeana, Cypri-
pedium insigne Sauderianum, C. X Galatea, C. X Leeanum
superbum, &c. (Vote of Thanks).

J. T. Bknnett- Poj^. Esq., Holmewood, Cheahunt (gr.,

Mr. Downes), was awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a very
bright group, consisting of excellently cultivated Orchids.
Amongst them were noted a fine example of a very dark
blue-colourud variety of Vanda cffirulea, some good examples
of Calanthe x Veitchi, C. vestita luteo-oculata, and C. V.
rubro-oculata, with many spikes to each plant ; also fine

L»lia autumnahs, L, pumila, Zygopetalum Mackaii, with
many stout spikes ; Cypripedum insigne Chantini Improved,
a good advance on the old form ; and a fine hybrid Cypripe-
dum of unrecorded parentage, with very large flowers of the
light hue seen in C. x Chas. Canham.
Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, staged a good group

in which were the gi-eenish Cypripedium x Dauthieri albina,
Cypripedium x Saturn (villosum x Leeanum Masereelia-
uura)

; C. X Lady Wimborne (villosum x Leeanum gigan-
teum) ; C. X Mons. Elysee Uescombea, ,C. x Alcides, C. x
Lynchianum, C. x Adrastus, C. x Leander, and varieties of
C. x Leeanum ; also Tiichopilia brevis, a remarkably pretty
species

; L;t;lia autumnalis alba, L. A. delicata, L. Gouldi-
ana ; Cattleya chocoensii. Downside variety, white with a
small purple spot on the lip. C. Percivaliana anioeua, a fine

pan of Dendrobium Johnsoni ; I), sanguinolentum, Phaio-
CalanthexArnoldi;e, Cymbidiutu x Winnianum, aud Angite-
cum polystachys (Vote of Thanks).

Messrs. Hl'^jh Low & Co.,Clapton,arrangedagroup consisting
of Cypripedium x Leeanum superbum, Low's var., a pretty
and richly-tinted, though not large form, and olher varieties
of C. X Leeanum. Also C. insigne Dormanianum, Calanthe
Veitchi alba, varieties of Licdia anceps, Cypripedium x
Arthurianum, C x Ilarrisianum superbum, Cattleya Bow-
ringiana, Oncidium Ivrameri, &c. (Vote of Thanks).

Major JoicEV, Sunningdale Park, Sunniugdale (gr., Mr.
Fred. J. Thome), showed two well-grown and finely-flowered
plants of Dendrobium Johnsoniiv.

F. C. Jacomb, Esq , Cheam Park, Cheam (gr., Mr. Turner;,
showed Odontoglossum x Andersonianum leucochilura, a
pretty variety, in which the peculiar feature is the unspotted
lip. J. \\. Templk, Esq , Leyswood, Groombridgc ;gr . Mr.
Bristow), showed Lsi^lia anceps Amesiana. G. Shirland
Ball, Esq., Ashford. Wilmslow, Cheshire (gr., Mr. A. Hey),
showed Cypripedium Leeanum magnificum, which has a
dorsal sepal measuring more than tliree inches across ; and
C. X Swinbumia magnificum. Thos. Statter, Esq., Stiind
Hall, Whitefield, Manchester (gr., Mr. R. Johnson), showed
Cypripedium x Lucienianum superbum, C. X Annamense,
and C. X Roberti.

Messrs. Heath A: Sow, Cheltenham, sent a spike uf
Zygopetalum x obtained by crossing Z. Mackaii with an
Odonto;;dossum. Z. Mackaii is noted for preserving its

individuality in a great degree in seedlings obtained by
hybridisation, and in this case there was little evidence uf a
cross having been eff"ected, the flower being exactly Z. Mackaii
so far ne the sepals and petals are concerned. The Hp, how-
ever, showed some evidence of change, it being slight'y wavy,
and piire white with slight purple-coloured marks at the base
and centre, S. G. Lutwvche, Esq., Beckenhani (gr.,Mr. Pater-
son), showed hybrid Cypripediums. H. B. Boardman, Esq

,

Thorn Leigh, Burton, Westmoreland, showed Cattleya labiata
and three varieties of Cypripedium, of which a jellow-tinted
C. iuMgne was the most remarkable. J. Brap.shaw, Esq.,
The Grange, Southgate (gr., Mr. Whiffen), showed a group of
Odontoglossum, Cymbidium x Winaianum, Cypripedium

Charlesworthi, &e. M. Otto Froeeel, Zurich, sent cut

blooms of Cymbi'lium giganteum, Odontoglossum xCora-
dinei, and Cypripedium x Leeanum multi-punctatum. F.

W. Moore, Esq., Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasneviu, Dublin,

sent Masillaria setigera.

Fruit Committee.
Present: Philip Crowley, Esq., chairman; aud Messrs. T.

Francis Rivers, Geo. Bunyard, Jos. Cheal, P. C. M. Veitch,

G. W. Cummins, A. F. Ban-on, W. Pope, A. H. Pearson, J.

Wright, Alex. Dean, Jno. A. Liing, Chas. Ross, W. Farr, Ch.

Herrin, J. W. Bates, Geo. Wythes, F. Q. Lane, H. Balderson,

Jas. Smith, G. Reynolds, G. H. Sage, G. Nuraian, Robt. Fife,

and J. WiUard.

From Lcckinge Gardens, Wantage, the establishment of

Lord Wastage (gr., Mr. Fyfe), was exhibited a collection of

sixty dishes of Apples, and four dishes of Pears. Most of

the varieties exhibited were of first rate quality, and especi-

ally creditable being an amateur's productions ; but these

were in some instances iucoirectly named. Some excellent

fruits of Dwarf Champion Tomatos were from the same
garden, and five good bunches of Muscat ( f Alexandria Grapes

in a well preserved condition (Silver Banksian Medal).

A magnificent exhibit of Apples was contributed by

Messrs. T. Rivers k Son, Sawbridgeworth. Upwards of

fifty dishes of fine fruits were included in the collection,

which embraced both (ulinary and dessert varieties. A few

of the brightest and best looking were the following :
—

St. Martins, Lane's Prince Albert, King of Tomkins County,

King of the Pippins, Sandringham, Cox's Oracge Pippin,

Mannington Fearmain, Fearn's Pippin, Bryon, Washington,

Blenheim Orange, Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling, and some
large specimens nf Emperor Alexander (Silver Knightian

Medal).

Messrs. Jno. Laing ife Sons, Forest Hill Nurseries, London.

S.E., staged an exhibit of nearly fifty varieties of Apples,

including some ol the very best of existing varieties (Silver

Banksian ]\Iedal).

In the competition for the best-flavoured dishes of Apples
anl Pe;irs there was again a very satisfactory competition.

The best Pear was Winter Nelis, shown by Col. Brtmer
M.P., Ilsington House, Dorchester (gr., Mr. J. Powell). The
fruit was taken from a tree grown on the Pear stock, in

light soil on chalk on a wall with west aspect. Glou Morceau
won 2nd prize for Mr. W. Cotterill, The Gardens, Oxon
Hoath Park, Tonbridge. These were also from trees upon the

Pear stock, against wall with west :tspect, but planted

in heavy loam. Cox's Orange Pippin was the best

Apple, and the fruits were gathered from six-year-

old pyramids upon Paradise Stock ; troes were planted in

an exposed situation, upon a southern flope, in shallow loam
on limestone. The exhibitor was J. Coleman, Esq , Gatton

Park (gr , Mr. W. King). Col. Brvmer took 2nd prize,

with a dish of fine fruits of Blenheim Orange Pippin,

from orchard standards in light soil on chalk. Mr. J. Smith,

gr. to Lord Roseberv, at Mcntmore. exhibited a bunch each

of Grapes, Lady Hutt, and Appley Towers. These new
Grapes were both good in quality and had been well grown
(Cultural Commendation).
From Frogmore, Mr. Owen Tuo.mas exhibited some haulm

and fruits of Tomato, Frogmore Selected, which went to prove

the variety's adaptability for winter fruiting. A quantity of

fruits of Farr's All-the Vear-Round Tomato was shown by Mr.

Farh, Spring Grove House Gardens, Isleworth. Although the

fruits are small, this variety is a very useful one for con-

tinuous cropping [Cultural Commendation). Messrs. Young
ii DoBiNsoN, Stevenage, had fruits of their Tomato Young's

Eclipse. Mr. W. J. Empson, gr. to Mrs. Wingfield, Ampthill,

showed Capsicum fruits of the variety Codings Mammoth.
Mr. A. Dean exhibited a very light and useful box for the

winter storing of Seed Potatos, similar to those used by the

Surrey County Council. They cost about sixpence each,

hold 12 lb. to 14 lb. of tubers, and are capable of being placed

one upon another.

The Secretary of the Beckenuam Horticcltlral Society
exhib ted a number of paper trays and dishes which that

Society use for displaying fruit, &c , at exhibitions. They
are.cbeap, being but four shillings and sixpence per hundred.

If they were made a little stronger they would be more
useful.

A new Pear exhibited by Mr. W. Allan, Gunton I'ark. and
named President Baralie, was declared to be promising, and
it is probable that an Award of Merit would have been
recommended had there been six fruits exhibited instead of

three.

Sunniest day on the 3rd, with 0'5 hours; fifteen sunless

days occurred. Total rainfall for month was 530 inch,

greatest fall for one day being ullO inch, on the (ith. Rain

fell on thirteen days.

Mr. R. J. HaiTow gave the usual notes on plants in the

plant houses, after which the meeting concluded.

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL.
December 10.—The above Society met at 5, St. Andrew

Square, Edinburgh, ou the above date, Dr. A. P. Aitken,

President, in the chair. Mr. J. A. Terras, B.Sc, gave an
interesting communication, entitled " Some Azerophytic

Adaptations "(?), and illustrated his paper by some fine slides

of succulent plants, &c. In the meteorological notes from
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Mr. A. D. Richardson gave the
following items for November. Barometer readings, highest,

30-555 on the 25th; lowest, 29026 on the 14th. Mean of

month, 30045, being 02SS above the average. Shade tempe-
ratures, highest, 532^ on the 22nd ; lowest, 24 9^ on the 30th,

Frost occurred on five days. Hygrometer ; Mean of dry
bulb, 41-7°; mean of wet bulb, 40-2'^. Radiation ther-

mometers: highest in sun, ?6-2'^. on the 3rd ; lowest on
grass, 12-1'', on the 30th. Frost occurred on the grass on
fourteen days. Sunshine: Total for month, 22'6 hours

TAUNTON FLOWER SHOW : ANNUAL
MEETING.

Decembek S.^The annual meeting of the members of tlio

Taunton Horticultural and Flor{cultural Society was held at

the Guildhall on Tuesday evening. The Mayor (Alderman

Lock) presided.

Mr. Clements presented the balance-sheet, which showed
that the receipts were £(,>94 10s., and included ^17 \d&. "Id.

balance from last year, aud £42o 18fi. Zd. gate receipts, the

latter being a record. As a result of the show, they had a

balance in hand of £80 19s. 4d.

THE POTATO TERCENTENARY.
December l'.—The conference, inaugurated by the Irish

Gardeners' Aisaciation, and tho opening of which was briefly

notice i in our issue for Dec. 12, was formally opened by
the president—Mr. A. O. Watkiks—with the delivery of an

address, in which he explained the aims and objects of the

association, and made special reference to tho fact that the

committee had recently L^ecided to establish a Gardeners' Bene-

volent F und for Ireland. The proceeds of the conference would

be devoted to the stirting of this fund, and it had also been

decided to make an appeal to the generous public for subscrip

tions or donations in aid thereof. In support of this

appeal, Mr. Watkins said:—" A gai'dener is just as much ck

victim to the ills and misfortunes of life as the rest of

mankind. He has to work from early morning till lato

at night in all weathers, aud in svibject to heat and cold

more, perhaps, than is exp. i ienced by those following

any other calling or profession ; and, what is worst of all,

in the majority if cases ho enjoys but a poor remuneration,

and, as a rule, has a large family to support ; struggling on

year by year, unable to save anything for his old age or tho

vicissitudes of life. I therefore hope we may be successful

in obtaining a good round sum. to be securely invested, and

its interest to be applied as follows:—1. For the relief of

members during sickness. 2. For insuring money to be paid

on the death of a member, or for funeral expenses on the

death of a member's wife. 3. To assist members when in

distressed circumstances. 4. To provide a pension for old

ago."

Lord PowERScouRT.—On the motion of the President,
tho chair was then taken by Lord Powbb.suourt who,
in the course of an instructive address, said -We are met
here to-day to celebrate tho fact that three hundred years
have elapsed since Queea Elizabeth's great courtier, Sir

Walter Raleigh, conferred upon Evirjpe perhaps two of

the greatest benefits that we know of. It is a curious

thing that this island hits been the theatre of so many
occurrences which have made great marks upon the world.

Hero i? a proof, among others, that Ireland is fitted, with
her mild climate and fertile soil, fur the production of

many things of great use, if that soil is properly cvdtivatod.

I am afraid we have not sufhcient heat hero for the production
of fine tobacco, but a coarse kind has lately been grown with
some measure of success. I understand that it is contemplated
to try a vineyard in the south of Ireland— I do not see why it

is not worth trying. Since Sir Walter Raleigh's time the Potato
has become specially tho food of the Irish people. There is, I

think it will bo conceded, no esculent in general use to com-
pare with the Potato, except the Onion, aud what a com-
bination these two make—an Irish stew! That is a dish

which, whether as an article of food or a question of politics,

we are tolerably familiar with. We are not concerned with
politics here, but with Sir Walter Raleigh's great gift to

Europe. The Potato has had many vicissitudes, and tho
cruji has been subject to failure from causes which I will

advert to presently, aud which have in Irelan i, in former
years, resulted in national calamity. That was not the fault

of the Potato, but m linly the fault of ignorant cultivation,

combined with occun*ence of inclement seasons in 1847andlS4S.
These were ruinous seasons, and there was no means of com-
munication through the country. The same conditions are
occurring now in India. In districts where railways and
telegraphs are provided, relief can easily be afforded, and I

believe that such a famine as occurred iu Ireland in those
years would now be quite impossible, as relief would always be
near, and besides, there are many organisations which were
totally absent in those days, that would prevent the possi-

bility of such an occurrence. With careful cultivation and
i aving the crop early it might never occur in these days. No
man, woman, or child nowadays is content with the midday or

evening meal unless Potatos form part of it. Whether it is the
poor man, who consumes his frugal meal, or the epicure,

whose tible is laden with dishes, there will never be found a

table where the Potato is not pait of its garnishing, and it is

capable of being cooked in more diflerent ways than any
other vegetable. I am old enough to remember the time of the

famine in 1S47-4S, when as a child I recollect being told that

we were not to eat Potatos, but to keep them and give them
to the poor. There was a sort of bread made from Potatos

jn those days, njijfed with flour or Indian meal to eke out
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the failing crop. Thank God, those days can never return. In

our unions the schoolmasters are generally agriculturists

as well, as also ia the national scliools, and the young
idea is taught in those ])lacc8 how to farm and cultivate

the Potato among other things. These agricultural teachings

fostered by the State, are of incalculable benefit, as making
the children, to some extent at all events, less dependent
and helpless in these matters than was formerly the case.

They go out into the world, whether to the farms where they
woio born, or perhaps to some foreign couulry, with an
amount of useful knowledge which makes them able to make
their way wherever their lut may be cast. They arc taught,

which was not the case in the famine years, that it is fatal

to the Potatu, us to any other cri'p, to cultivate it for

years in suceessioa on the sanie patch of ground and from
the same seed. That was ihe main cause of the famine.

This practice, nevert ideas, prevails to a great extent still,

I fear, among the small farmers and labourers ; but if they
do this they have only themselves to b'ame for the failure of

the crop, with this knowledge imparted to them freely in the

schools. Tho Guvcnimont do their part ; it is for the people

themselves tu do the rest. Another practice which is, I am
afraid, stiU very common is tu let the Potatus lie in tho

ground long after tbey are i ipc. I have seen on small farms

and labourers' plots often that the Putatos are only dug day
by day as required fur consumption at the moment. But the

mt)st important thing to prevent disease is to spray the Pota-

tos. Since this new system has been introduced it h;is been
proved to be the greatest possible preventive of disease. I

had my Putatos sprayed this year twice, and there was
practically no disease in them at all. As to my own Potatos,

I lind that the Champion still holds the field tho Potato

fitld -against all others; l>ut the Ik-auty of Bute, Antrim,

and others also do well. I imported this year from Knglmd
a variety called Stourb idge Glory. It is a kidney Potato,

and looks well. I have not yet had an opportunity of testing

it, but it had a good rei^utation on the Earl of Dartmouth's
farm near Wolveihamjiton, Lady t'adogan gave mo some
se3d of a curious garden I'otato, a specimen of which is in

tliis exhibition. It is called Batatus V'erosa, is a very good

eat^able Potato, and is imported, I believe, fiom France.

Mr. W. Cotter then read his paper on " Tho Past,

Present, and Future of the Potato." The present is

with us, and we are unco more, as it were, at tho parting of

the wajs. The Champion, like all its progenitors, is getting

worn out in the service, and all good judges agree that we
require something to replace it. Many varieties are spoken

of and recommended ; but I regret to say that so far I can
see nothing to take up the place of the Champion as the

poor man's Potato. Such varieties of Beauty of Bute, Magnum
Bonum, Tho Bruce, Up-to-Da*o, &c., kc-, produce satisfac-

tory results when cultivated under certain conditions as to

soil, cUmate, kc. The Champion in its day produced great

crops— I was going to say without soil or climate ; but, any-

way, under the worst jiossible conditions. Will any of

the varieties now to the fore produce, under equally vaticd

circumstances, results at all equal to the Champion :' I doubt

it very much. Tho man who produces the first Potato to

come up to the Champion will be the friend and benefactor

of his kind. I take it our main duty here will be to

compare notes, and from this conference I earnestly

hope something practical nny spring, resulting in hvstiiig

advantage to Potnto-giowers. Now, given good, sound seed

Potatos, good and generous cultivatitui, the scientist has
placed' within our reach the m'^ans to, shall I say effectually,

combat the Potato disease. Many, no doubt, think this is

chimerical. I am fairly observant. I have had large ex-

perience in Potato growing, and I am confide t I say no
more than what is true, that with an intelligent use of the

material and appliances fur dressing Putatos we may in time
succeed in completely (combating tbe ravages of the Potato

Talking about Potato disease, let me give you an illus-

tration. Thanks to the courtesy and kindness of the super-
intendent of the Model Farm at Glasnevin, Mr. Clune, I

followed closely tho treatment of the Potjitos there this past

season. One large plot especially was an object of great

interest ; alternately a number of drills were dressed, and an
equal number side by side left without dressing. Tbi^
was continued over the whole plot. ^Vhen the disease

made its apjiearance the undressed Potato.s were at once
attacked, and long after every vestige of the foliage was
destroyed by the disease, the sprayed or dressed Potatos

were green and growing, clearly proving the value i f the

drossin,'. I, for one, at least have no doubt but with a long
pull, and a strong pull, and a pull all together that wj will

finally free our Potatos from disease.

Now for the future. I want to emphasise an idea that for

years has been pa sing in my mind. Wo grow in Ireland

annually between 800,000 and 900,000 acres of Potatos, and
putting the average at 8 tons to the acre, we get a gross

tonnage of 7,000,000 tons. Just think of the labour involved

in raising and storing this huge bulk of stuff. Hid of 7')

per cent, of water, you would have a tonnage of some-
thing over 1,7.JO,000 tons to remove. The Potato, divorced
from this 75 per cent, of water, gives a tloiu' that is equ."illy

valu.able as Wheit in its leading food constituents, and more
valuable in others. Xow, for illustration sake, we will

assume that oiu' population is 5,000,000, and that for each

man, woman, and child we allow, say, half a pound of this

Potato flour fur each person daily : we get 1S7^ lbs. per head
of our pop\»lation as the annual requirement, or about

437,000 tons as the quantity required for one year's

supply, leaving us with a three years' supply

ia band, and leaving us with 000,000 aces pf

land for other crops during the ensuing three years.

I hold that no one should eat Potatos more than once daily,

and that meal should be accompanied with a good ration

of meat and other vegetables. The labour and expense

involved in the annual growth of !»00,000 acres of Potatos

is something immense, and tho cost very heavy ; it

can liardly be less than between six an<l se\en

millions of money. The heedless way in which

the crop is wasted is something fearful to contemplate.

Fully one-half the Potatos, from a foofl point of view, are

lost ; con.se(iuently three to thrce-aiid-a-half millions of

money, if not nmch more, is wasted upon the crop amiually.

According to my plan, one quarter the land will raise all we

require in the way of Potatos ; three-fourths of the land will

remain for other crops ; anil a vast amount of labour would bo

saved to the people, which, devoted to other fanning works,

will tend to largely increase the wettlth of the country, as well

as having land and labour to produce cereals to take the

place of Potatos in our iloniestic economy. With the money
and labour saved from the great waste, large mills, with

drying and other niachinory for the prei)aration of the Potatc)-

llour, could be ercct<'<l, where, at a small cost, the pcoph'

cMHild senrl their Pot^itos to be dricl. If any surplus was left

over, markets couM be found in Africa, Imlia, all tropical

countries, and in the \cry cold ]«irts of the W(*rld, where

Potatos arc looked upon almost as a priceless luxury. I niy-

self have sold jircservcd Potatos to go to the Fnwcr Uiver and

Alaskan Territories, &c., atashigh as £;i'ito£;i4pertun. (Jnlhis

princlplca family offuur would consume about 'iScwt. of I'otatos.

minus 21 cwt. of water, in twelve months, reduced to Putato-

flour this would give 7 cwt., which would be coutiiined in .5

barrels, such as we got our American flour In years ago.

Some will say the PoUitos wi'uld be spoiled. Nothing of

the sort, only the water would be evaporated; and as soon

as you had added S4 lbs. of water to 28 lbs. Potatos you got

the article in its pristine excellence again. To show the waste

in Potatos ; in November the farina produced from 240 lb. was

38 to 4.5, the following May 28 to 20—fully a loss of 40 per cent,

of tho food value ; and as soon as the period of growth fully sets

in tlie Potato loses all food value, the starch and saccharine

being turned into water. The process of universally drying

Potatos may prove worthy the attention of those who are

interested in laying by a large foLwl sui)ply to meet eventuali-

ties in case of war. It will ho urged that our people are

not prepared to adopt a new plan of this kind. I a<lniit it ;

but in dealing willi the future of the Potato it is within the

scope of this meeting to consider it rather in an entirely new
asi)ect, and let us hope that ere the ;irrival of tlie .second ter-

centenary of this very excellent esculent the Irish housewife

wilt be well instructed in domestic an<l househoht economy
and the husband will be instructed in the newer and more

scientific method of treating hiscrojis ; and that working hand

in hand, a happier state of things for all concenietl may be

the result, is the warmest wish, as iiu doubt it is of yours, of

the writer of this paper.

l'ROK^Lsscm Johnson then read an extiaustive paper on
*' Potatos and Potato Products."

In the Potato plant, especially as cultivated, the excess of

starch and of proteids p:isses down in a soluble form from
the leaves through the aerial stem by the veins into the

underground stems or tubers (not the routs), there io be

stored up lor the plant's own subsequent use. The Potat j

tuber, though an underground stem, as being a storehouse

of food matter—very little woody tissue—it is mainly

composed of thin walled cells, filled with starch for

the must part. The more mealy a Potato is the greater

is the amount of starch in it. Towards the surface of the

tuber the cells contain less starch, and show a relatively

larger amount of proteid matter stored up. At the sur-

face the tuber is protected by a more or less thick,

imper\ious coat of corky tissup. Bt-ing a stem, it is not

surprising to find that the tuber has here and there on its

surface buds, or dormant shoots, the well known eyes. From
the plant point of view the tuber is an admirable provision

for the formation of new Potato plants—for what is called

vegetative reproduction. In this connection I may refer

to the «iuestiun of the kind of ''set" to be planted. M.

Girard, probably the leading scientific authority on the

cultivation of the Potato plant, made experiments in the

years 1891, 1892, and 189:4, and his results are summarised in

the/o»rHa( of Ihe Board of Agriculture for December, 1894.

M. Girards experiments led him to conclude: 1. The maximum
crop is obtained by planting entire tubers of medium weight

(:U ozs.). 2. The crop is diminished about 30 percent, if such

tubers are cut into two portions. 3. The crop is diminished,

with rare exceptions, about 20 per cent, by planting

cut seeil weighing Z\ ozs. from whole tubers weighing

7 ozs. or lUi ozs. 4. If two or three small tubers, weighing

in all 3t oas., are planted together, the crop is on the average

from 5 to 10 per cent, less than that obtained by planting

whole tubers of medium weight. Of the different systems of

planting tested, in the case of five difftrent varieties (Hich-

ter's Imjierator, Athens, Blue Giant, Idaho, Gelbe Kose) in

the experiments recorded above the most eflective is un-

doubtedly that of planting entire tubers of medium weight

—that is to say, of about 3i ozs. for those varieties which
yield large crops. This is the method which M. Gerard

recommends should always be adopted, if possible, by the cul-

tivator, although almost equally satisfactory results may be

obtained by tbe next best method, which consists in planting

together two tubers of about half the medium weight, or

weighing about 1| ozi. each. If, instead of such two tubers,

three very small ones are placed together, a smaller yield is

obtained. The planting of cut seed should, in M. Girard's

opinion, be regarded as a last resource, since it always

results in a reduction of the normal yield by 20 to 30 per
cent. During dry years especially the results of cutting

tubers may prove disiistrous. In 1S93, some of M. Girard's

co-workers who adopted this method lost the whole of their

crop, and the following example is given as a case in jjoint.

In 131*3 51. Girard planted half an acre of Blue Giant
Potatos. With the intention of .showing the fallacy of the

announcement of a well-kjiown agriculturist, that magnificent
results could be obtained by planting cut tubers of this

variety, a strip 4^ yards wide and ti3 yards long, was planted
in the middle of the half-acre piece with slices of large tubers

cut into fiuir pieces in the approved manner. Of 78t> plants

set in this maimer only thirty-«iight grew, yielding a crop of

only 14'3 cwts. per acre; the yield of the rest of the field,

which had been planted witli entire tubers of medium size,

being 10'7 tons ]teracre. When reading the report of the evi-

dence given before the Financial Uelation Comnu'ssion I was
surprised at the low average yield which Dr. Grimshaw, the

Registrar-General (Q. 2806), gives for Ireland—3| tons per

acre. This is, I find, very nearly tho same as the
average for the whole of the United King<h>m — :(J

tons iier acre (a little more than 4A million tons for a little

less than li million acres), though in Cicrmany the yield is

nearly A\ tons lier acre. On asking a Pulato.gruwer and
merchant in South Yorkshire what was regardwl as an
average yield per acre in his dislricl, he toM me tho average

on his farm was above 10 tuns an acre ; that 7 to S tons jier

acre of Giants or of Bruce was the average in North Notts,
Lincolnshire, and South Yorkshire. He mentioned two
cases where " Findlay's Up-to-Datc" yielded above 20 tons
per acre. We niay, I think, take it that the German excess

of 1 ton per acre is not wholly due to advantages of climate

and natural fertility of the soil. As bearing on this

<lucstion of the yield per acre, I may quote the following

paragraph from Sir J. H. Gilbert's repoit on the "Growth
of Potatos at Rothamsted, 1SS8":—''For Ireland tho
estimates show an average yield per acre of less than 4 tons,

against more than i> tons in Great Britain. It maybe men-
tioned that the yield per acre given tor Ireland, whore the

Potato is still of great iniporUmce as a supply of food for the

people, is less than twice as much as w.is obtained at Rotham-
sted, over twelve years in succession on tho same land,

without any mamire ; it is scarcely more than was obtained

by mineral manure alone : and considerably less than two-
thirds as much as was yielded by mineral and nitrogenous

manures together. It is clear, therefore, that the condition

of the land, the cultivation, and the treatment of tho crop

are in Ireland nuich inferior to those in the rest of the United

Kingdom."
What, we may ask, is the value of the Potato, UMiked at

from an economic point of view'/ What is its value as an

article of food for man and beast'/ Chemical analysis lung

ago showed that in 100 parts by weight of a Potito tuberj ~->

parts are water, 2b parts are dry matter, ttf which about 20

are chierty starch. Only 1 part is mineral matter, of which
l.j is phosjihate "25 nitrogenous, 'bb potiish, and the lime is

very little. Thus, three-quarters of a Pot;ito is water, less tlian

aquartcr is starch, and only one-huudrcdth part consists of ni-

trates, phosphates, and lime substances so absolutely essential

in the formation of brain, flesh, and bone. Man is often com-

pared to an engine, doing work, expending energy, and as a

precedent necessity, constuning a (certain amount of fuel. An
average man loses daily (in 24 hours)six pounds of water, about

half a pound {4,000 grains) of carbon, about half an ounce (300

grains) of nitrogen, and nearer an ounce (400 grains) of miueral

matter. These losses must be made good if man is to carry on

his work. It is well known that dilleient articles of food con-

tain the necessary elements in dirt"erent proportiims, and that

a mixed diet, consisting of bread, nulk, flesh, fish, fowl,

Potatos, butter, water. &c., is considered the best .for man.

As man nmst have 300 grains of nitrogen in his food daily,

Potatos alone are a very unsuitable article of food. To get

this nitrogen he must eat 14 pounds of Potato—a most un-

necessary and wasteful operation, involving an enormous

amount of absorption and more or less complete digestion of

unueeded starch, &c. The more mealy the Potato the less the

amount of nitrogen in it, the more watei'y the Potato (condi-

tions of cooking, ifcc, being the same) the more nitrogen it

contains. The mealy Potato, the prize-taker at an agricultural

show, is the Potato for the rich man ; the watery, the one for

the poor man, if he cjiunot afford to buy liis mixed diet. It is

of interest to note that as the nitrogen containing material is

more stored near the surface, the custom of this country of

cooking the Potatos in their skins is justifiable on economical

grounds altme. Tiiick Potato peelings cairy away nearly all

the nitrogen compounds to be found in a Potato. Two pounds

of bread and three-quarters of a pound of meat ai'e equal to 10

to 12 pounds of Potato, and need much less digestion. As
we eat, or should eat, simply to give ourselves the energy

necessary for the performance of our daily duties, it is of

great importance that our digestive apparatus should not be

called upon to do unnecessary work.

The Potato crop is one of the heaviest starch producing

crops, nearly the whole of the tuber coming from the

water of the soil aiul the carbonic acid of the air, two
bodies both abundantly and freely pruvidctl by natuic. As
an article of food the Putatos place is in a mi.xed diet Other

economic uses of the Potato are well summarised iu Dr.

Kane's " Industrial Resources of Ireland, " published in 1844 :

—" It is certain that on the western coast of Ireland the

hmuidity of the atmosphei'e is such as on au average of years

may present a serious obstacle to the ripening of Corn crops

and the safe completion of the harvest ; but it is also certain

that the tendency to adopt grazing in preference to tillage

agriculture as a pursuit is u:uch more connected with the

habits of the agricultural classes than with the nature of tho
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soil or the character of the climate. Mere industry has been
in Ireland, for many generations, connected with the idea of a

vulgar and depressed cast. Tlie possession of the land with per-

f ect idleness constituted in itself the criterion of respectability.

These ideas have been already verj' considerably disturbed.

Its vast productiveness has multiplied Potatos in Ireland, so

that they fonn the basis of the subsistence nf the entire

countrj'. Tliat is an evil, for a social cimditimi wliere e^cli

faniily, or nearly each individual, has his tield, which
furnishes his immediate nutriment^ withnut any necessity for

marketing, without the assistance of the miller or the baker,

without occasion to demand assistance from his neighbours

that society is deficient in the elements most necessary to the

progress of its civilisation. Of all the starch-bearing plants,

the Potato is that which aCfurds the greatest quantity of

produce from a given surface of land. The different varieties

of Potato differ, however, very much, and the following table

will indicate exactly the circumstances of the rnnst important
kinds. The plants were grtiwu all on the same quality <»f

land, and the analyses are by Payen, the eminent French
agricultural cheuiist :—

The Weather.

*' These results show that the quantity of starch is not largest

necessarily in those varieties which yield the greatest weight
of tubers. Thus, an acre of large, yellow Potatos, which
gives but OJ tons of tubers, jiroduces 2 tons 3 cwt. of starch,

whilst the acre of Slow Island Potatos—whicli produces 14

tons of tubers—gives only 1 t*'n 15 cwt. of starch. In

cultivating the jdant for 1lie jmrpose of extracting this

material, it is, therefore, of the gi-eatest importance
to attend to the existence of these varieties. The
preparation of starch from the Potato is an operation of
very simple kind, ami well adapted for the inrlustry of
the smaller towns where Potatos would be usually cheap.

It requires only the most ordinary skill, and involves little

machinery—the greatest nicety in it being perfect cleanliness,

and care that the washings be well fiidshedj and with pure
water. The operations of the manufacture are:— Isf, Wash-
ing the tubers ; 2nd. Rasping them to a pulp ; 3i'd. Pressing
the pulp: 4th. Washing the rough starch; 5th, Draining
and drying the produce ; 6th, Bolting and storing

It is necessary to add son'c valuation of the money circum-
stances of this manufacture. An acre of Potatos, ^ery well

manured and on good land, may be considered to iirodutx-

nine tons of Potatos, which may be taken as worth £l'j.

From such Potatos it may be expected that, with proper care,

15 per cent, of juire sta^tdi ntay be extracted, and hence, from
the nine tons, 27 cwt. The market price of the Potato starch
is variable ; it has been 30.s'. per cwt, but it only on rare
occasions falls below iOs-. Taking it at 20.s-., the value of the
produce of the acre becomes £27. leaving for cost of
manufacture and profit £12, J.nd of this certainly a large pro-
portion should be profit, I do not think I value the Potatos
too low, as, ofcourse, the manufacturer, ifnot himselfthegrower,
would purchase for store at projjer seasons, and avail himself of
the lowest terms. But this calculation of advantage supposes
the starch to be thr only Aaluable matter extrai-ted from the
Potato, which is far from being llie. case." " If the residual
pulp be properly economised, it is evident that tlu? cost of
growing the Potatos may be materially diminished. The
atmo.sphere in itself fiunishes, in fact, the carbonic acid and
(indirectly) water from which the starch is formed, and if

the matters taken from the soil in each crop be returned to

it in the residues of the maiiufaclure, the cost of manure, so
heavy for this particular jdant, may be almost entirely obviated.
In this country, where the extensive use and culture of the
Potato have become almost a national characteristic; where
labour not requiring considerable skill is to be had so cheap ;

where Potatos are at their minimum price; it is not merely
to be regretted, but absolutely disgraceful to ourselves, that we
import from Scotland and from France a large quantity of the
Potato starch to be C(msumed in Ireland." I may mention
that of the ten million tons of Potatos annually raised in

France, four millions, or nearly one-half, are used in the;

manufacture of starch and of alcohol. The Germans are
investigating the relative starch producing powers of different

varieties. Potato starch is used on the continent and in

England for many other purposes, not a few of which are of
the nature of adulteration. Condensedfrom the " Irinh Farmrn'
Gazette." (To he Cfyntliiiied.')

Charles Prosper Van Geert.-U is with
much regret that we have to announce the death at
Antwerp, on the 12th inat., o£ M. Charles Van Geert,

in his seventy-ninth year. M. Van Geert was an
eminent nurseryman, well known to many in this

ooudtry, who admired his amiable, Btraigbtfonvard
character and bright intelligence.

[The term '

" accumtilated temperature" indicates the aggre-
gate amount, as well as the duration, of degrees of
temperature above or below 42° Fahr. for the period
named ; and this combined result is expressed in Day-
degrees— a "Day-degree" signifying 1° continued for
twenty-four hours, or any other number of degrees for
an inversely proportional number of hours.]
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Crop, 2». 3(/. to 3s, ; Champions, \s. %d. to Is. lOd. ;

Bruces, It. lOi. to 2«. Zd. per cwt. ; Turnips, 6'. to Sd. per
12 bunches ; Swedes, Is. to Is. 4(/. per cwt. : Carrots, t>'/.

to S(i. per 12 bunches; do., 'Is. iyd. to 2s. '.tJ. per cwt ;

Oni..nfi, Engi:sh, As. to 4s. 6t/. per cwt ; do., foreign, 2s. Gd-

to S.s. tt/, do. ; Parsley, 4 '. to Od. jer dozen bunches ; Cauli-

flowere, "[!. Cd. to '3?. per dozen : Cabbages, Gd. to U. do. ;

Celery, >^l to l.s. 4(/. per dozen heads.

Jo-

rrejponilc

Variorum.

Fruit Culture in East Suffolk. — a public

meeting wis held at Lowest )ft Town Hall ou

Thursday, Sotli ult.,Councilli)r C. H. Jacobs, Chairman
of the Technical Instructioj Committee, presiding,

when the prize essays on the development of Lowestoft

anddiatri t as a centre for fruit culture were read.

The e-sayistf were Mr. William John Bales, of

Wickham Market ; and Mr. William Wagstaff, of

Becclei, and both contributions were interesting and

useful. Councilor R. Loach, who inaugurated the

movement, gave a very instructive exposition of what
was aimed at by t!ie committee. He believed that

much of the fruit consumed in this country might be

grown at home. He was strongly of opinion that a

great deal of land in this district was particularly

well suited to t'.ie growth of soft fruit, such as

Strawberries, Gooseberries, and black, red, and white

Currants, besides Celery, garden I'eas, and other

kinds of vegotiblea, on account of the great depth

and quality of the soil, and its contiguity to water.

On hundreds of acre) which surrounded the marshes

and bordered the rivers lie 6rmly believed that a

good crop of the fruits and vegetables he had named
might be obtained nearly every year ; whereas, ou
much of the 1-ind where such crops were grown in

other parti of the country, e-pecially in the case of

soft fruits, the gi ower was compelled to be satisfied

with a good crop once in every two or three years.

The reasjn they were so favoured was, that on ground
around Lowestoft they were not entirely dependent

on the rainfall for a good crop, as water was to be

found within 18 inches or 2 feet of the surface ; and,

besides, th i land was rich in quality. Kaspberries

could be gro.vn iu this neighbourhood at a good
profit ; and, as an example of what could be done by
growing Strawberries, he said that a grower of this

fruit in the Feu district mide £iOO per acre of his

fruit last
J ear. The consumption of soft fruits could

be largely increased. Small gro vers might co-operate

iu the same way that Danish farmers did in making
butter and curing bacon. The invalid might, too, be

catered for with great advantage by the substitution

of saccharin for sugar in the manufacture of

jams, jellies, &c. He trusted that if Lowes-

toft and the district became a centre for fruit

culture, the landowners would be willing to help on

the movement by accepting fair prices for their land

and granting easy terms for payment, as with-

out fixity of tenure, such as ownership alone could

give, the movement could not greatly prosper. East

Anyliaii Daily Times.

Enquiry.—•

—

*' He that qwstioneth muchshall learn much."—Bacon.

Maki.so Liw.vs WITH ToKVES.—Will some one of

experience kindly oblige Enquirer with a few par-

ticulars as to the cost per acre of forming garden-

lawns with turves—from commons or roadsides, and
the difference in expense as against seeding down with

the best lawn-gras^'es ? Also as regards the approxi-

mate difference in numbers of turves and cost in the

laying down of an imperial and Scotch acre ? The
turves in both cases being the orthodox size, i.e , one

yai'd long, one foot wide, and one inch thick. Also

what such turves of good quality could be purchased

for per hundred ?

Rose and Other Cuttings op Woody Plants,

Small Roses, &c.—Will some of our readers kindly

afford " R. 0." information with regard to the pack-

.Dg of the above for safe transit to Assam ?

Aru.m orinitum : .1. //. C. The plant grows in good
soil, deeply worked before being planted, and in a

warm situation. Propagation is by separation of

the tubeis.

AsPiDiSTR\ : '/. /?. We cmnot accouut for the pre-

sence of the small white translucent spots thinly

scattered over your leaf. Have you been spraying
with chemicals ! It may be merely a ca.se of

variegation by suppression of the chlorophyll.

AuBicans AND Calcfolarias u.vder name: ''. /•'. B.

Scan our advertisement columns ; or alvertise your
wants.

Books ; Af. Barker. Mr. Upcott Gill, Bi:aar Choc,
170, Strand, W.C, publishes several small manuals
on the subject of Melon anl Cucum'ier culture,

at Is., or less money.

CiiiCKET Grounds: A Reader. Mr. Upcott Gill,

Bazaar Otfic, 170, Strand, W.C, miy have a

manual im the subject. The whole matter consists

of having a well drained piece of quite level 1 md,
80 yards by 80 yards, laid with turves free from
weeds and coar.se grasses, well beaten acd rolle 1.

In winter, it should be manured when this seems
needed ; and in summer, mowed frequeu'ly, and
watered when hard with drought.

Currant-buds Diseased : EurirL: Your bushes are

attacked by the Currant-bud mite, i>o often figured

and described in our columns. Cut off and burn
all the affected shoots so far as you can.

Ferns from Spores : C. K. There are a large

number of crested Pteris semila'a grown in market
gardens, but yours seems to be the most heavily

crested which we have seen ; nn 1 if it could be
rai.-ied from spores, it would doubtless be worthy to

take its place among the best.

Ficus elastil'a : JotUmon. The plmt should he

kept for the winter in the " South-ioom," if the

temperature at night is not l^s^ than 55', nor
higher in the daytime than ti5\ in that part of it

where the plant stands. Water should be aflorded

only when the soil indicates considerable dryness,

and it should not stand in a saucer, but on a layer

of clean gravel placed in an ornamental pot or saucer
so that the water does not touch the bottom of the
pot in which is the plant. Keep the leaves free from
dust. The plant having lately unfolded a leaf, is

a prouf that growth has been induced by, probably,
the application of water. Let the plant rest for

the next ten or twelve weelis.

Garden in a Peat Boc : .Subscriber.— VVhereverthe
fruit trees and Vines are to be planted, b irders of
loamy soil, taken from above limestone rock,
should be made 3 feet deep, or the same very
largely incorporated with the staple. They should
be raised in sloping borders of from 15 to 30 feet

wide, 1 to 2 feet higher th rn the surrounding
level, and the land should be very well drained
before any other work is undertaken, the drains
being placed, if it be possible, at a depth of 4 feet.

Rubble drains are more suitable than tiles or pipes,

which are liable to be choked with roots—especially

those of the Vine. Over the rubble lay heather
sods face downwards, which will protect the drains
for a great many years against the infiltration of

the soil. Lime will be found of great use in the
new Eoil, and in all parts of the garden, and may
be used as a dressing yearly.

Htaointiis in Glasses : A. B. The water, instead of
" half covering thebulbs," should have been one half
to a quarter of an inch below them. Throw away
those which are rotted, reduce the quantity of
water to the above depth, and keep the glasses in

a cool, quite dark place till the roots have almost
filled the glasses ; then expose them to half-light

for three days, and after that lapse of time to full

light, and always close to the glass. Change the
water every three or four weeks, and, if you can
get it, use pond or rain-water.

/., Timrjatc, Wakefield, should send his full name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but as a
guarantee of good faith.

Md. brooms: P. d; Sms. It is not uncommon for

Mushrooms to be more or less abortive and dis-

torted, for reasons that are quite unknown ; so

that neither dealer nor grower cau be blamed.
AVe have observed that the distortion is less common
iu beds spawned out-of-doors.

Names of Fruits : D. R. The fruit, of which you
enclose a piece, is one of the .\nonas—Custard
Apple or Sour Sop. Tl ey are of Witt Indian
origin, but your specimen is not sufficieot to enable
U3 to give you more definite particulars.

—

J. W.
3. Beurr^ Diel ; 4, Vicar of Winkfield; C, Hacon's
Incomparable ; 7, Shobden Court ; Apple : 1, Not
known ; 2, Rymer's.— D. .Sewell. Pear: Verulam
—Kent it Brijilon. Not known.— BiililUs <t Co.
Apple : Beauty of Kent.

Names of Plants : Corresporulenta not answered in
this i^sue are rei/ueited to be so good as to consult the

following number. — .S'. 0. R. 1, Adiantum gr.icilli-

mum ; 2, A. curvatum ; 3, A. capillus (veneris

variety) ; 4, A. W.dtoni ; 5, A. tenerum ; 6, A.
cuneatum.

—

Miss II. Campanulas : 'V\xes^2c\mB'as
were not numbered. We believe the large deep
blue cup-shaped specimen to be C. carpatica. The
hairy one with a spike of pendulous bells is C' bar-

bata ; the one with smooth lanceolate leaves and pale
blue flowers is, we think, C. rhomboidalis : and the
remaining one is C. persicifolia. — //. S. 1, Oncidium
Forbesii ; 2, Eupatorium album ; 3. Iris fimbriata.
— W.J. W. Ilex dipyrena.—y. B. Lycaste cos-

tat i.— i'. E. The specimen sent is a leaf, and an
inflorescence with bracts aud some buds of a spe-

cies of Eria, of which we can probably give you the
name, if you send an ioHorescenc.^ with perfect

flowers.

—

Bray Head. 1, .Senecio ficoides ; 3, An-
thericum lineare variegatum

; 4,Maxillaria picta.

—

A. E. M. 1, Pelargonium tomentosum (Penny-
Royal scented Crane's Bill) ; 2, Pelargonium capi-

tatum, vai'iety.— ,/. 0. 1, Oncidium Cavendishi-
anum ; 2, Calanthe Veitchi ; 3, Calanthe vestita

luteo-oculata ; 4, may be Davallia dissecta, but the
soft young frond sent is not a cood specimen.
The Fern used in packing is Adiantum Pacotti

;

the " Moss," Selaginellacffisia of gardens.

—

T. H. 11'.

We do not undertake to name varieties of florists'

flowers.

Nursery and Seed Trade Association : W. E.
Titly. —SocTeta.ry, S. Worrell, 30, Wood Street,

Cheapside, London, E.C.

Pal.ms : T. L. Palms used for decoration in dwelling-
houses often go in the «ay indicated in the speci-

men sent, and it is difficult to assign a cause.

Sometimes the heating apparatus causes the
damage ; or the stinted supply of water often
given when the p'ants are in use in the house may
produce failure of the ti-sues, or being placed in a
draught of colil air may cause the trouble. The
fact is, the plants can barely live in such situations,

and their growths suffer.

Pelargoniu.m with Diseased Leaves: H.and B.
There is no means of determining from the " tops

"

sent, what is the cause of the condition. There ia

clearly no inna'e fungus disease of any kind, and
from the habit and appeal ance of the plants, we
should conclude that the cause of the disease is not
in the plants themselves, but in some external sur-

roundings. Tlie microscope shows a thoroughly
normal condition of the tissues. M.C.C.

Sinole-flowered Petunias, &c. : C. F. B. Any good
florist or seedsman would supply seeds of German
and home growth—in sep irate colours or mixed.
What do you mean by the American Giant of
Californi \ ? is it a Petunia ?

" SaiLAX :
" W. J. P. The cirrect name is Asparagus

medeoloides, ride Index Kewensis.

Wholesale Cut-flower Dealers in France :

0. B. We cannot recommend traders, but would
advise you to obtain The Fruit Growei's' Year Book,

which contains numerous addresses, home and
foreign (London: The Cable Office, 30, Fleet
Street, E.G.).

COMMOXICATIONS RECEIVED.—J. B.—W. C —F. W.—T E. H.
—R. h. H.—T. W.—W. Wood & Son.—M. Micheli, Geneva.
—G. Woodward.—E. Beckett.—W. B. H.—Canon E. (no).
G. S. M.—S. N.—C. da B.— Rev. D. W.— Royal Institution.
—W. R.—Royal Society of Gardeoers, York.—Peaberry.

—

J. C. E —J. W. D.—Department of Agriciil ure, Nov.a
Scotia.—Trobi do carpum.-U. D., Berlin.—W. W.—G. N.
H. C. & Co.—J. C—W. K.—J. D —J. G.—A. K.-J. J. W.
—H. Wan-en —J. H. C. S.—A. D.—de B. C—J. Meredith.
—H. C. P.— E. C—J. A.—E. H. J.—A. D.—F. K., BerUn.
—H. W. W.- J. R. J —W. G—W. Harrow.—T. 8.—D. R. W.
—W.->T. O'B.—A. C. F.—A Country Exhibitor.—J. McD.
—D. T. F.—Pritchard & Sons.

Specimens, Photographs, <tc.. Received with Thanks.—
John Bites.—F. W,— .\ Reader-Admirer.—Illinoia.—M. D.
—J. L —A. H. P.—W. H.-H. C.
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MASONS^J^^ESSENCESI
gPENCEl

A BOTTLE
WHICH IN _^__^^
6 MINUTESWILLMAKE
60CLASSE$ofDELICIOUSWINE

Sample Bottle, Post Free for 9 stamps.

IN ALL FRUIT FLAVOURS.
Try thp Gin(!Cr or Jll lcr'>ri-rii : t'u sc <fr<' Special FavouriUf.

MASON'S EXTRACT OF HERBS for nubing
Dclii'iou^ ^"o'lIQt/1xic:ltin? ];i"'M-, A <:<i. Lottie m:ikes

»< I ,:,iiiiiis. Sample Battle, 9 stamps, or a Sample
of both Post Free for 15 stamps.

NEWBALL AND MASON, NOTTINGHAM.
*- Agents Wanted.

MATS SUPERSEDED BY USING
" TRIPI nniUin " Made of prepared Hair and
rnlUI UUIlIU Wool, a perfect protection to

all Plants & Blooms. Cheaper

than any kind of mat, and will

last for years.

To be had from all Nursery-
men and Seedsmen.

CANVAS.
Bpgistered Trade Mark.

GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859,
for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other

blight ; 2 ouiices to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ounces as

a winter dressing for Vines and Orchard- house trees, in lather

from cake, for American blight, and aa an emulsion when
paraffin i8 used. Has outlived many preparations intended to

supersede it. Boxes Is., 3s., and lOs. 6a.

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes '6d. and Is., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited). Londoa.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

KIDINQ, DKIVING. SHOOTING, CYCLINO,
FISHING, SEATING, &C.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

64. OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

Established 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Builbinqs, Chancery Lank. W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent. ISTERE9T allow«d on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO ppr Cent, on CURBENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum mon'.hiy balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCK'S and SHARES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thiift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HiLF PER CENT, per annum on esch completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOOIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH
BIKEBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PUKCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post-

free. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

THE MOST NUTRITIOUS COCOA.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA

WITH FULL NATURAL FLAVOUR.

LARGELY INCREASED CIRCULATION.

Notice to Advertisers.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

SATURDAY, JAN. 2, 1897,

WILL CONTAIN A3 A

SUPPLEMENT

Sheet Almanac,

As a large EXTRA circulation

of this Number is guaranteed, it

will be a very valuable medium

for Advertisements.

Secretaries of Horticultural Societies

are requested to Notif/ the Dates of their

Meetings without Belay, in order that

they may be inserted in the Almanac.

Advertisers desirous of

securing Space in this Number are

requested to communicate with the

Publisher^ not later than Monday,

December 28, 1896.

"THE PUBLISHER,"

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND.

LONDON, W.O.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. a. McI.arkn, as Head GardL-ner to Sir J. R. G. Mait-

LAND, Bai-t.. Sauchiebum, Stirling.

Mr. W.M. Randall, for the last two years Gardener to Lady
Susan Byno, Royston Parii, Royston, has removed wito
the same Lady to The Dell, Latimer, Cheshara. Backs.

5fr. TnoMAS H. Wright, formerly Plea.sure-gi-ouod Foreman
at Wortley Hall, Sheffield, .as Gardener to G. W. JI.\rsdfn,

Fsq., Bryn Lerion, Datchet, Bucks.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Chr. Lorenz, Erfurt, Germany—Trade List uf Flower

Se'eds.

DicKsoNs, Ltd., Chester—Forest and Onianicnlal Trees.

Fred. Roemeb, Quedlinburg, Germany ^ Trade List of

Flower Seeds.

A FiNDLAY, Markinch, Scotland—Seed Potatos.

B. Hurst k Son, Burbage Nurseries, Hinckley—Fruit Trees,
Roses, Orchids, Shrubs, Plants, &c.

The E.^RLs^vooD Nurseries, Ltd. (W. Wells)— Chrys-
anthemums.

Stuart & Mein, Kelso, Scotland—Garden Seefls and Plants*.

J. SoARPi: & Son, Bardney, Lincoln —Trade Catalogue of
Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

John Downtf, 144, Princes Street, Edinburgh.

ILIiTTSTKATED OATAIiOGXTE FREE.

W, JoNBs' Treatise, " Heating; by Hot-water,"

Second Edition, 216 pages and 96 Engraruigs,
2<. %d. nett

;
per post. 2t. lOd.

JONES^^ATTWOODslw' Stourbridge.

Useful Books for Oirdeners.

The POTATO: In Field & Garden.
By W. J. MALDEN. Price. 3s. 6rf. ; Poattree, 3s. M.

ARTIFICIAL MAWeS: °7ail°e"aMe".'-
Hy ALFRED SIBSON, F.C.S. Price, Is. ; Post-free, Is. -^d.

•'MARK LANK BXPRE9S" OFFICE, 150, 8TS4ND, W.^.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.
COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be useful to Lecturers and Students in the

above subject.

Pr»c« Zd,; post-free, SJd.

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

~
FARMS, ESTATES, RESIDENCES.

Any one deslrons of

Renting a Farm or Residence, or Purchasing an

Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
SUPPLIED FREE FOR SIX WEEKS,

on stating the purpose for which the paper ia

required, forwarding Name and Address, and six

halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " Mid-

land Counties Herald Office, Birmingham." The
Midland Counties Herald always contains large

numbers of advertisements relating to Farms,

Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING,

" Coaching " by Correspondence arranged for in-

tending Candidates nnaconstomed to write papers.
Fees moderate, to suit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE. F.R.B.S., Beztable, Kent.

WANTED, PARTNER (young man\ in
MAKKET GROWER and FLORISTS BUSINESS

(Midlands) —7500 feet of Glass; 5 acres of Ground. Good con-
nection. Equal shares at valuation.—Address, MARKET,
41, Wellington Street, Strand, W-C.

WANTED, at Berwick Gardens, Shrewsbury,
JaLuary?, a clever ORCHIDIST and general PLANTS-

MAN; pge about 27- Noae but capable men with Hrst class
characters need apply. Wages, £ I weekly, with b9tby and
vegetables— Address, QEORGE BURROWS.

WANTED, for the Tea Gardens in India, a
SCOTCH GARDENER, well up in his work, and

capable in the Maoagencent of Men. From 24 to 21 jears of
age; abstainer preferred. Five years' engagemeot. Wages,
2U00 rupees first year, rising to 25' rupees, with house ac-

comm jdation, &c Second-clafs passage paid out. — Apply,
giving a detailed outline of gardening career, with copies of
tebtimonials. stating heieht and chest measurement, to J. K

,

Gardeners* Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington 8'reet, Strand,
London, W.C.

ANTED, a GARDENER, Head of two,
single man, age about 30. Wages. 20«. to i2t. weekly.

No extras. Part of produce marketed. Thoroughly eipe-
lienced and hard-working msn.— Write, Horeiiam Man( r.

Sussex. None but those furnishing full particulars will
receive attention.

ANTED AT ONCE, GARDENER, mar-
ried, about i7. Must be a good all-round tnar, Kit-

chen and Flowers ; Inside and Out. Cottage and help, Man
without family preferred. Apply, statiDg wages, with testi-
monials and full particulars to—LONDON, 20, Bucklersbmy,
LoDdoDf B.C.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
strong young Man for Kitihen Garden Work. State

age and wages expected, to GARDENER, Friern Watch,
North Finchley.

WANTED, LEADING-HAND, in an old-
established Nurpery, 20 mile^ froai Londoo.—Good

Budder and Grafter. Will be required to carry out Landf cape-
work, and cccasirnally to act as Salesman.— Apply, with full
pa/ticu'ars and wages required, to A. Z , Gzr^enirt' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, FOREMAN, Insitie ; active,
trustworthy Man, about 24. Must understanl grow-

ing Pines. Fruits, and Plants for Decoration ; 20i. per week,
with bcthy, milk, and vegetables.— J. LAUBERT, Powis
Oastle Gardens. Welshpool.

WANTED, yoong NURSERY FOREMAN,
energetic, for P opagating and Growing Bedding and

Soft-wooded Plants. Must have good experience in this
branch, and able without supei vision to manage the depart-
ment well. State age, wage and references. ^J, H., 41,
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, BAILIFF to Manage Sewage
Farm. Must understand Growing Vegetables aod

prepaiing Ihem for Market. — Apply, by letter only to
F. H. BYRNE, Esq.. 6, Great Winchester Street. EC

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN, about 20, used
to Pa'ms, Ferns, aTid Softrwooded Plants for Market

—Apply, with references and waees required, to JAMES
WINQFIELD, Widmore Hill Nursery, Bromley, Kent.

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN, not under
2) years of age, for Pleasure-grounds and Conservatory.

Wages. 16s. per week.—Write full particulars to E. NEAL,
The GaTdenp, Tilgate, Crawley, Sussex.

WANTED, a YOUNG MAN, for Kitchen
Garden Work.—Age 2i ; must be well up in Pruning,

Ac—Apply, with full particulars, to T. FISUBR. Hamp-
worth Gardens, Downton, Wilts.

WANTED, WORKING PUPIL, English or
German, paying Premium. Glass and Outdoor.—

Addresp," RODBOURNE," Ashton-Keynes Nursery, Tottenham.
Middlesex.

VACANCY for ONE PUPIL in Seed and
Hardy Plant Establishment — Apply, Box 5, Gardeners'

ChronicWOffice, 41. Welliogton Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED.—MARRIED MAN, without
fan? ily, for keeping Walks and Drives. One accus-

tomed to Scythe. Wife to attend gate. Wages 16s. p»r
week with free house.-Apply to Mr. KEMP. Stoke Park
Gardens, Slough.

WANTED, CLERK (married), to take a
responsiMe position in the office of a large Provincial

Nursery.— State wages required and other particulars to B R
41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

SEED TRADE.—WANTED, ASSISTANT
for Retail Counter ; must be smart Salefmac .—THOMSON

,ANi> CO., Seed Merchants, Birmingham.

WANTED, a good and active COUNTER-
HAND, for the Wholesale Seed Trade.—Apply, giving

reference and other particulars, to HARRISON and SONS,
Seed Merchants, Leicester.

STOKER,—WANTED, a Stoker on a Nursery,
one used to the work preferred. Apply to—AKTHUR

MATTHEWS, The Nurseries, Walthsm Cross, Jf.

WANTED.-GLAZIER, ROUGH CAR-
PENTEB, and General Man. Regular imployment

to an active, fnergeMc man.— Patticulara to HUliU LOW
A»D CO., Bush Hill Park, Enfield.

WANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK, about
20 years of age, one accustomed to 'he Nursery Trade.

Must be w?Jl up in figures.—Apply, in own hand writing,
ititing wages required, to C. W., 41, Wellington Street,
Straud, W C.

WANTED, SHOPMAN for the Seed, Fruit,
and Florist Busioes't. Must be willing, thorough in

work and obliging, and well up in the Floral Department.

—

State age, and wages required, with experience ana reference",
to LONGSTER BROS., Southampton.

WANTED, YOUNG LADY, experienced, to
take charge of small Florist's Shop.— apply, by letter,

T. HOWES AND SON, Blackstock Road, Finsbury Park. N.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.
Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Gardeners. Farm-Bailiffs. Foresters, fto.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseri»8, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

highest respectability, and thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—" DIOKSONS, Chesteb."

F SANDER AND CO. oan reoommend several
• hif;hly qualified and enericetio HEAD and UNDER

GARDENERS, of eicellent character and proved ability

;

men thoroughly fitted for all the varions duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to—

F. SANDER AND CO., St. Albana.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Oentlem&n with
partioolars, &o.—St. John's Nurseries. Worcester.

THOMAS BUTCHER oan reoommend several
HEAD and UNDER GARDENERS of first-rate character

and prored ability. Gentlemen seeking euch may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOHER, Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon,

BS. WILLIAMS AND SON beg to intimate
• that they have at present in their Nursery and upon

their Register some excellent Men, competent either to fill

the situation of HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN,
or JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of
the above will please send full particulars, when the best
selections for the different capacities will be made.—Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway. N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 42; life expe-
rience in good E-itabli-hments. Thorough knowledge.

Inside and Out. Lfaving through breakiog-up of Etstablish-
ment. Married. Highest references; nine years prev.oup.

—

G. J., Head Gardener, Fore&t Hall Gardens, Oogar, Eaiex.

GARDENER (Head), English. — Age 36,
married. Herbert Mat. for the last nine years Head

Gardener to Colonel E. H. Cooper, H.M.L , i<i open to engage
with any Lady. Nobleman, or Gentleman in want of a gcod
all-round practical man ; twenty years' experience; five > ears
at Trentham. -Reference to Colonel E. H. Cooper, H M.L.,
Markree Castle, Collooney, to. Sligo.

GARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman wishes
to recommend his Head Gardener. Age 45, married.

family grown up. Thoroughly experienced in all branche .

—

HEAD GARDENER, Warfleet. Dirtmouth. Devon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married;
sixteen years' practical experience in a'l branches ; can

be highly recommended from gocd places in Scotland and
England.—COPLEY, Keir, Dunblane. Perthshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married ; re-
quires .situation where three or more are kept, i-'ruit

and Flowers, Indoors and Out, Orchid j, &c. Of strictest
integrity, gocd health, and active habit9. Can be highly re-
commended hi present employer.— Apply to GARDENER,
Daniels Bros., Nurserymen, Norwich.

GARDENER (Head Working); Scotch;
age 34, married.—4 Gentleman recommends hia Head

Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman req-iiring the services of

a thorough practical person.—J. SLATER, Heatbfield Pirk,
Sussex.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36;
one boy, pge 6. Twenty years' thorough practical

experience. Inside aod Out. Nearly three and a half years in
present situation. Highest references as to ability and per-
sonal character.—BURNELL, 2, Cavendish Cottages, Mead's
Road, Eastbourne.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed),—
Age 38, married ; thoroughly practical in all branches.

Understands the Management of Cows, Poultry, Bees, Land,
&c. Five years' excellent character.—G. DINNAGE, To vn
Court, Orpington. Kent.

Gardener" (Head, or good Single^
HANDED).—Age 27, married ; fourteen yeari' experience

in general routine of Qardening. Highest refereoces. —
F. DOUGH, Spring Grove, Richmond, Surrey.

GARDHNER (Singlb-handbd), or with
assistance, by respectable m irried man, age 35 ; twenty

years' experience. lo&ide and Ou^. Good character. — For
particulars, GARDENER, Brent Bridge House, Hendon, N.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given), or OUTSIDE KOREMAN.—Age 2.t ; ten

years' experience. Good character.—A. CRUMYS, Spring-
field Farm, Westburyon-Trym. Bristol.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or good
Second).—Age 30. married ; capable in all branches

;

good testimonials — F. W. BATCHELOR, 2, St. Margaret's
retrace. Leopold Road. Willeeden.

ARDENER. — Sir William Walrond
detires to recommend his Gardener: he leaves through

no fault. Age Vj. married ; eighteen yearo* good character
from two previous employers. Managfment of Land and
Stock, if required —T. H., Bradiield, Cullompton. Devon.

To Growers for Market.
GBETHELL, Manager to Mr. William

• Whiteley, The Nursery, HiUingdoo Heath, Uxbridge,
can recommend an experienced man as MANAGER, or FORE-
MAN, accustomed to Growing in large quantities for Market,
Plants. Fruit, and Cut Flowers. First-class references.

VTANAGEK and FOREMAN in Market
ivX Nursery.—Life experience in Vines. Cucumbers,
Tomatos. Muhrooms, &-c. Five-anda-half years in last place
as above.— R. O., 16, Watcombe Terrac?, High Kojd, Fouder's
Knd, Middlesex.

TO NURSERYMEN. — Situation wanted as
MANAGER. Firstrclass all-round experience, espec-ally

glass Highest credentials. — S. S. 471, care of Deacon's
Advertising Offices, Leadeohall Street, London, E.O.

GROWER and PROPAGATOR i^ a Nnr-
eery.—Sixteen years' experieuce. Good reference —

W. MILLS, Hops Cottage, Gravel Hill, Henlsyon.Thame-.

ROWER or FOREMAN (Inside) in Market
Nursery.—Re-engagement wanted as ab^ve early in

January by a young Man, age 25, married ; ten yeirs' experi-
ence. Well up in CucumDerp, Tomitos. Ohrysanthetnums,
Carnations, Ferns. &c , with good knowledge of Grape<,
Peach, acd Fig culture. Gooil charae'er aod references.

—

S. J.. CondertOD, Tewk sbury, Worcestershire.

FOREMAN or GROWER.— Fifteen years'
experience in leading Nurseries ; well up in both Fruit

and Flowers; first-cl^ss characters.—CBEED, Unis Cottages,
Ordnance Road, Houoslow.

FOREMAN; age 27, single.— J. Brown,
Bockinuham Castle. Uppingham, can with confidence

recommend hia Foreman to any Lady or Gentleman requiring
a practical, trustworthy man. Life experience ; two and a
half jears in present place. Characters will bear strictest
investigation.

O NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—
Situation wanted as Working FOREMAN or GROWER

;

well-up in Cucumbers and General Nursery Work. Age S-J —
J. H., 64. Waterside, Old Chesterton. Cambridge.

JOURNEYMAN (First), or GARDENER
(SrcoND).— Age 22; seven years' experience losirie and

Out. Can get good reference. B»ihy preferred.—J.
HOLLIUaY, Tbe Gardens, Dunniogwell, Millom. Cumberland.

TOURNEYMAN (Second), Inside.—Age 2a
tl Six and half yei's' good expeiiencjin Fruit and Plant
houses, and can be highly recommended.— G. COPPEV. Mead
Lodge, HuosJon, Herts.

JOURNEYMAN (Second).—Age lit: good
character. Can be recommended by Head <*arcener.

Total abstainer. Disengaged.—F. ELLIOTT, Dunster, S jmerset.

JOURNEYMAN (age 19) seeks situation^
Gentlemau'd place. Insif^e. Bothy preferred. Three

years Gentleman'splace. six months Nursery.—F. L 4.VENDER,
KiDgs?nd. Ruielip, Uxbridge.

JOURNEYMAN, age 22, seeks re-engagement
in Gentleman's Garden early in January.—Gooi rt ference

from first-class Gardener. Abstainer.-S BROWN, King
Street, Sileby. Loughborough.

To NURSERYMEN, &c.—Young man, age 26,
seeks situation. Ten vear=' experience in all branches,

including Orchids; also Office-work.— H. H., 41, Wallingtoa
Street, Strand, W O.

HANDY-MAN wants situation for Painting,
Glazing, Carpentering. Hot-water Fittings ; suitable

for Private Estate or Nurseries. Good reference.—H. B.
9, Meek Street, King's Boa'1, Chelsea.
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BOULTON & PAUL. NORWICH.
CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, PEACH, PLANT. ORCHID, TOMATO, ana CUCnMBER HOUSES, BOILERS, VAIVES, PIPES, and PltTINGS.

RANGES
OF

HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS

ERECTED
COMPLETE

IN ANY PABT
OF THE

KtNGDOM.

GREENHOUSES
FOR

AMATEURS.
No. 47a LEAN-TO.

10 ft. X 7 ft. £8 10«.

No.49aSpak-roop

10ft.x8ft.£1010<. -,„...,-.

Well made, \M _
painted, glazed, If^-j^l'/ittj.iJ

and carriage paid.

HEATING

APPARATUS
FIXED BY

EXPERIENCED
WOBKMEN

IN ANY PART
OF THE

COUNTRY.

Suiveys Made.

CONSERVATORY RECENTLY ERECTED AT CARROW HOUSE, NORWICH, FOR J. J. COLMAN, Esq.

SPECIAL OFFER.

No. 77

Violet FRiME,

6 fiet by 4 feet,

30s.

Frames OF KvaHY

DESCRIPrlON.

CARRIAGE PAID on ORDERS of 40s, VALUE to MOST STATIONS. WRITE for CATALOGUES.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade suppUed on best terms).

A large stock of the fioest qnality OKCaiD PEAT. Also
for Stove and Qreenhoaae Plants, Ferns, Bbododendrons, &c.
By the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in

balk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from
London or Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt and
Special Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.B. ; Peat Grounds and Dep6ts, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf,

^ KIRK'S VINE and PLANT FOOD. ^ EPPS'S Al PEATTheDroductionof Mr. Kirk. F.R.H.S.. Alloa. N.B. ~ ^^ ^^ ^^ » » ^h« «The production of Mr. Kirk. F.R.H.S., Alloa. N.B

Al\C\ HIGHEST AWARDS have been obtained
"T"\/ by its use. IncludiDg Challenge Silver Tea and Coffee
Service ; 9 Cups ; 8 Medals ; Dr. Neil's Bequest of £30 in I89.3 ;

let at Crystal Palace in 1894 ; let. Dublin, 1895 ; 1st. Newcastle.
1896; and Ist, Edinburgh. September, 1895.

SoldbyallNurserjmenandSeedemen. Perton,£15 ; cwt ,16s.
Carriage paid. Edinburgh Agent—TILLIE and TURNER. 12,
Melbourne Place ; or J. D. KIBK, 74, Wigmore Street, London,

(SELECTED specially for ORCHIDS),
Also for Stovo & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood

Ferns and Khododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND. LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE. CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, *o. PEAT sent to all parte of the
world at Special Through Rates. Large or small quantities.

EPPS Sc 00.,F.R.H.S..Peat Depdt, aingwood.

Y/. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVERY DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, ^c.

BTTILDEB TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHIO-HOnSES,

FEACH-H0T7SES,

VINERIES, and

FORCINO-HOTTSES,

0TJCT7MBER and

TOIOATO-HOUSES,

PLANT and

FRUIT-HOTJSES. '

ORCHID-HOXTSES,

PEACH-HOUSES,

VINERIES, and

FORCING-HOUSES,

CUCUMBER and

TOMATO-HOUSES,

PLANT and

FRUIT-HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE,

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

Editorial oommunioations shoold be addressed to the "Editor;" AdTertisementa and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Offloe, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.O.
Printed for the Proprietors by Mesara. Bkadbubt, Aghew, k Oo. (Limited), Lombard Street, Preoinot of Whitefriars, City of Londoa>^n the County of Middlesex, and published by

Habbt etLI.ABD OOTB, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Panl'a. Oorent 6tarden, in the aaid Oonnty.—Satubday, Seoember l»7»8e6. Agent lor Manoheater—JOHK Heywood.
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

Ill consequence of the alteration of the hour 0/

going to Press, consequent on the large increase

inthe circulation, it is imperative that all Copy

for Advertisements should he received BY
FIRST POST THURSDAY MORNINQ
ai the latest.

CHRISTMAS GOLD.—The great merit of
this Chrysanthemum secured for it a Certificate of Merit

when thowD b«fore the Floral Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, as the best and most brilliant yellow in cul-

tivatiOD, floweriog naturally far into January, and as a late

loose incurved variety no others touch it. It is a gem. Cut-
tiogs, Bent at once, 50s. per 100; Cut Flowers, -is. per dozen.

F. CANNELL AND SONS, Swanley. Kent.

DICKSONS' GARDEN SEED CATALOGUE
No, 474, cODtainiDg Lists of all the best varieties ot

Vegetables and V'lovrers, Seed Potatos, as well as all the
Qatilen Sundriee, may be had, post-free, on application to

—

DICKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouse, CHESTER.

SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE IN
HORTICULTUKB for 1897 is now ready.

BUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE INO HORTICDLTURE for 1897 is the most complete SEED
CATALOGUE issued.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.—W. INNES
STUCKET, Landscape Oardener, 46, Dyne Boad,

Brondesbury, N.W. Thirteen years with Mr. H. E. Milner.

on AAA RASPBERRY CANES for Sale,
fJO^yJKjyj Carter's Prolific, at 12s. per 1000. Put on
rail at Farringdon Road Station, carriage unpaid.—Apply

—

JOHN RUSSELL. Sutton-at-Hone, near Dartford, Kent.

OWEN'S BRITISH CHRYSANTHEMUMS
hold highest positions at Exhibitions and Elections of

best rarieties, surpassing all other firms combined. Catalogue,
Id. Culture, by W. H. Lees, W. Tunnington, E. Molyneuz,
and C. Orchard, 7rf.—R. OWEN, Maidenhead,

BUTTONS' AMATEURS' GUIDE IN
HORTICULTURE for 1897 is profusely illustrated with

216 illustrations, principally photographic.

Price If., post-free. GRATIS TO CUSTOMERS FROM
UTTON AND SONS, THE ROYAL

SEEDSMEN, BEADING.s
CALVAT'S " AUSTRALIAN GOLD," Is. &d.

each, and nearly 1000 other best CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Fully described in my new Catalogue, post free. Wells' Book
on " Mums," U. 2d. Special Terms to Trade Growers,

From W. WELLS, Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey.

HE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL.—
Seventh Edition : Enlarged and Revised up to the present

time, coDtainini; 800 pages, and 311 Illustratioas, making the
most complete, up-to-date work on Orchids yet publisbed.
Super-royal 8vo. Price 26». ; Free by Parcel Post, in the
United Kingdom, 25s. \\}d.

B. S. WILLIAMS & SON, Victoria and Paradise Narseriep.
Upper Holloway, London, N.

To the Trade-

A COPY of our WHOLESALE LIST of
AOBICULTUBAL, OARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for

1897. has now been posted to all our customers. In case of
miscarriai^e another copy will be promptly sent oo applica-
tion to—JACOB WRENCH AND SONS, Limited, 39. King
William Street, London, E,C.

KENT, THE "garden OF ErmLAND.—
Georqk BlTHTARD & Co., Merchant Nurserymen,

Pomologista, &c„ beg to say the following Catalogues will be
eent poet free :—ILLUSTRATED FRUIT AND ROSE LIST,
six stamps ; General Catalogue of ROSES, free ; GENERAL
NUKSERV CATALOGUE, free; HERBACEOUS PLANT LIST,
free ; STRAWBERRY LIST (CULTURAL), free ; BOEDER
CARNATION LIST, free; MARKET GROWBBS' FBUIT
LIST, free.—The Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

AZALEA INDICA, — Fine plants, well set
with bloom, in 6-iDch pots, 2». each, 2\». per doEen.

AZALEA MOLLIS, fuUof dower-buds, 12«. and 185. per dozen.
ERICA HYEMALIS, tiue for winter-bloomiDg, in &-inch pots,

185. per dozen.

PALMS in variety, good plants in 5-inch pots. 2U. per dozen.
QARAWAV AHD CO., Durdham Down Noraeries, OliCtOD,

Bristol.

" "tlOW to GROW EXHIBITION ONIONS,
XX 2 1b., 3 lb., and 4 lb. each." "How to Grow Big

'To Destroy Onion-maggot.'Ooions in Allotments.'
Treatise gratis and post-free.

CREWS AND CO.. Oaionists, Banbury.

N EW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—

GJ. WARREN, YELLOW SPORT from
• MADAME CARNOT. The Grandest Novelty of the

Season. The entire stock of this and other best novelties is in

the hands of W. WELLS, Earlswood. Redhill. Special List free.

Now is the TIME to PLANT PEONIES
and DELPHINIUMS.

Catalogueof KELWAY AND SON, Langport, Somerset.

OX"S BEGONIAS.— Quality and Quantity,
Highest Honours, R.H.S., Temple, and Crystal Palace

Shows, 1896. Seed of Singles, Is., 2s. 6f/., and 5s. ; of Doubles,
\s. td., 2s. 6i.. and 5s. per pkt. ; sow now. Tubers also ready.
Price List and Pamphlet Oratis.

JOHN R. BOX. Begonia Grower, Croydon.

ANTED.—SPECIMEN HOLLIES, 6 to
10 feet high or more, in varieties, part to be Gold and

Silver; 2 to 3 dozen plants required. Must be fine, well-

rooted, regularly-prepared stuff for removal,—Fully-described

Sirticulara to HEWITT awd CO., Landscape Gardeners,
urserymen, &c., Sjlihull, near Birmingham,

c

EVERY EXHIBITOR, EVERY AMATEUR.
EVERY MARKET GROWER,

EVERY READER ot WELLS' BOOK on "MUMS,"
SHOULD SECURE MY SPECIAL LIST.

It gives the best 60 Japanese and 60 Incurveds for Exhi-
bition, and how to grow them. Also the Best New Varicciea.

All for a post-card with your address on the back, from
W. WELLS, Chrysanthemum Specialist. Earlswood, Surrey.

Plant Now.

DOUBLE CHINESE P.EONIES. —Very
fragrant. Special low offer of strong-flowering clumps.

25 Clumps, in 36 beautiful varieties 16/- and 20/-

12 „ 12 ,, „ 9/- and 12/-

6 „ 6 ,, „ 6/- and 6/S
Mixed varieties (unnamed), per dozen 0/-

beadtiful single p.t;onies.
12, in 12 beautiful varieties 6/- and 9/-

». in 8 ., ., 4/- and 6/-

BARR Sl sons, 12 & \i. King Street, Covent Garden, London.

HOI C 1e G~Er R.MAN
flower and VEGETABLE SEEDS.
CATALOGUES free on application.

FRED. BCEUEB, Seed Grower, Quedlinburg, Germany.

F"~RUITING PEACH and NECTARINE
treks.—Dwarf, Half-Standard, and Standard-trained

Trees, all best varieties, large quantity to select from.
Size and price on application to WILLIAM WHITELEY,

The Nurseries, Hillingdon Heath, Uxbridge.

90 nnn clematis, ivies, and other
^v^V/l/V/ Climbers, in pots. All the best kinds of
above and many other rare Climbers are described in our New
Catalogue, post free. —CLIBRAN'S Nursery. Altrincham ; also
at Manchester, Bangor, and Llandudno Junction.

SPARAQUS'SPRENGERI (FALCATUS),
strong plants. 91. per doz.; ASPARAGUS DECUMBENS,

nice plants. 4f. per doz. ; 100 seeds, 35. Cash'with order.
T. JANNOCH. Dersingham, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Important to Mnsliroom Growers.

CUTHBERT'S SPECIALITY: MUSHROOM
SPAWN, Always alike; most productive. Hundreds

of testimonials. Per bushel, 6f.

B. USD G. OUTHBEBT. Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merohants,
Sonthgate, N. Established 1197.

CA C\f\f\ EUONYMUS, GreenTand Golden,
0\J>)\J\J\} all splendid bushy plants.—GREEN : 12 in.

to 15 in., at 30i. per 100; 15 in. to 18 in., at 40s. per 100;
18 in. to 21 in., at 55l. per 100; 21 in, to 24 in., at 75>. per 100 ;

25 in. to 40 in. at special prices.

GOLDEN : 6 in. to 12 in., at 3f . to 8>. per dozen. Oaah with
order. J. J. CLARK, Goldstone, Brighton.

FERNS AND decorative"PLANTS I—
(TRADE):—Ferns, in 2f-inch pots. Stove and Green-

house, 30 best selling sorts, 125. 100 ; ditto, large, in 48's, 10 best
selling sorts. 6f . doz. ; strong seedlings, 65. 100, 505. lOOO ; Adi*
antum cuneatum, in 48's, for cutting, 65. and 85. doz. ; ditto,

for making large plants quickly, 165. and 205. 100 ; Cyperus.
Aralias, Grevilleas, Solanume, in 48's, 6s. per doz. ; Marguerites,
Chrysanthemums, and Erica gracilis. Uolanums, in 48'8, 95.

per dozen ; Palms, Ficus, Draceenas, Crotons, Bouvardias,
Erica byemalis. Cyclamen, in 48's, 125, per dozen. Lists free.

Packed free. Cash with order.— J. SMITH, London Fern
Nureeries, Longhborongh Junction, London. 8.W.

A Large Stock of

HORTICULTURAL BuNES for S/ LE,
In tmall or large quantities, suitable for all buyers.

Sizes i—1 inch, \ inch, ^ inch, meal ; splendid analysis.

Apply to E. S. WILES & LEWIS, Bone Crushers, St. Albans.

hlendorffs guano garden
MANURE and CHINCHAS PERUVIAN GUANO, the

Best for all Horticultural Purposes. Produce good results

without exhausting the soil. Unrivalled for Tomatos,
Cucumbers, and other Vegetables. A boon to (hardeners and
Prize-takers. Supplied by Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

JWEEKa & CO., Horticultural Builders to
• Her Majesty, H.B.H.tfae Princeof Wales, H.M. Govern-

ment, Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc, Royal
Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of the
Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers.— King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Telegraph Address "Uortulanus, London,"Telephone, No. 8728.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
WEDNESDAY NEXT.

Choice-named standard, Half-standard, Dwarf,
CLIMBING, and MOSS R0SE3, from a leading English

Nuraery, in all the beat sorts. Pyramid, Dwarf, and

Standard-trained FRUIT TREKS, to name. Ornamental

SHRUBS and TREES, BORDER PLANTS in great variety,

JAPANESE LILIUMS just received, DUTCH BULBS,

small decorative PALMS for the table and other purposes.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, Dec. 30. at Half past 12

o'C^ocfe precisely.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MONDAY, JANUARY 4.

A Grand Collection of

BORDER PLANTS & BULBS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the
above by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King

Street, Covent Garden, W.O., on MONDAY, January 4, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

N.B.—Full particulars will be given in next AdiertUement,

THURSDAY, JANUARY 7.

Three Splendid Shipments of

LILIUMS from JAPAN.
Including—

40,000 LILIUM AURATUM, extra large.

LILIUM HENRYn I
LILIUM LONGIFLORUM

„ KB^.TZERII I
,. SPECIES, unnamed

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM EXIMEUM
SPKCIOSUM ALBUM

.'
,. RUBRUM

MELPOMENE
CHINESE SACRED LILIES. JAPANESE BASKETS, &c.

20,Oro Best LILY OF THE VALLEY CROWNS,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL the above by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.O., on THURSDAY, January 7, at half past

12 o'clock sharp.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Friday Next. January 1, 189T.

SALE OF ORCHIDS,
iocladiDg

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE, a consignment of most distinct-

lookiDg plants, obtained from a quite new locality near
the Chumulari Mountains.

UNFLOWERED HYBRID CYPRIPEDIUM3, prcducts of the

very best pirenta. Only the v*ry finest varieties have
teen used to effect these crosses, and the results should be

altogether new and beautiful. The plants are all well

grown and healthy. Among others will be included
Gypripedium Latbamianum x C. ineigne Sanderte. C.

oallosum x C. \ illosum aureum, C. spicerianum x C.

Sallieri Uyeanum, C. Spiceriaoum magnificum >. C.

Leeanum giganteum, C. hirsutiseimum x C. insigne

Maulei, C. Leeanum X C. Stonei, C. Harrieianum x C.

Morgaoise, O. PearceixC. caudatum Wallisij, C. Latbam-
ianum inveraum X C, insigne Cbantinii, C. tiathamianum
X C. LeeaDum princeps, C. Leeanum giganteum x C.

Calypso, C. Harrisianum nigrum xC. radiosum soperbum,
C. villosum X C. Leeanum Mossellianum, &c.

Bare, curious, interesting, charming, and quite new
ORCHIDS.

DKNDROBIUM JAMESIANUM. SNAKE ORG aiDS.
C<ELOGYNE LENTIQINOSA. very floriferous and useful.

DENDROlilOM CRASSINODE. unflowered plants, the

Barbeiianum type.

CCELOGYNE CRISTATA, LYCASTE9, 0NCIDIUM3. Ac.

The Elephant Moth Dendrobe. DENDROBIUM PHALJE-
NOPSIS SCHRODERIANUM. Flortferousness. beauty,

and ease of culture unsurpassed by any other Orchid.

CATTLEYA VELUTIKA, the true, highly-coloured, fragrant

type.

CYPRIPEDIUM SPECTABILE, the Moca.'win flower, a su-

perbly beautiful, perfectly hardy Slipper Orchid.

CYPRIPEDIUM EXUL, C. CILIOLARE, C. VENUSTUM,
ANQULOl RUCKERI, and vaiietiep.

AMARYLLIS AULICA VAR. PLATYPETALA, a splendid

variety. The finest broad-petalled form of this extremely
handsome crimson and sanguineous-purple Amaryllid,

which is wonderfully effective as a couEervatory deco-

rative plant.

A/fESSRS. TROTHEROE and MORRIS have
JjJL received infttnictiona from Meaers. F. Sander & Co., St.

Albans, to SELL the foregoing by AUCTION, at their Central

Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London. E.C., on FRIDAY
NEXT. January I, 1897, at half-past 12 o'clock.

On view morning o^ Sale, and Catalogues had.

Wednesday Next, December 30.

IMPORTANT CONSIGNMENTS OF

JAPANESE LILIES and PALM SEEDS,
comprising ;

—

10.000 LILIUM AURATUM.
•3,640 ,. SPECIOSUM ALBUM.
5 850 „ .. RUBRUM.
100 „ HARRISII.
IJ) ,, AURATUM PLATYPHYLLUM.
125 ., „ PICrUM.
100 ,, „ WITTEI.
100 „ ,, RUBRO VITIATUM.
14 ,, ,. ,, ,, (newvar

)

Also—
400 LILIUM HARRISII.

10,000 LILY OF THE VALLEY.
800 Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf EOSES.
100 Lots of DUTCH BULBS.

English-grown and other LILIES, thousands of.BEGONIJ S.

GLOXINIAS. GLADIOLI, SPIR^AS, &c. ; STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, end POT-ROSES.

200,000 SEEDS oCOCOS WEDDELUANA
Received in grand condition, together with a Consignment

from the Continent of IJOO AZALEA INDICA and MOLLIS,"
50 CAMELLIAS, and 60 RHODODENDRONS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will

SELL the above, by AUCTION, at their Central Sale

Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E.C., on WEDNESDAY'
NEXT, DECEMBER 30, at 12 o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Friday Next. January 1.

RARE TERRESTRIAL ORCHIDS from Australia in fine con-

dition, consisting of the LYMITRA IXI08DE9, which
produces sprays like Calanlhe Veitchi, varjing in colour

irom pale blue to dark blue and rcse, some spotted Prussian

blue on lighter forms.
DIURIS MACULATA, DIURIS AUREA,

CALADENIA -\LBA, CALADKMV CCF.RULBA, &c.

Als3 tome healthy masses of the pretty white African POLY-
STACaYA OTTONIANA.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and xMORRIS
will include the above in their ORCHID SALE, on

FRIDAY NEXT, .Tanuary 1, at half- past li' o'Clock.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

EULOPHIELLA ELISABETH-ffi.

MESSRS. F. SANDER and CO. are glad
to be able to announce that they have received an

imporUtion of EULOPaiELLA ELISABETH/E. which will

be SOLD shortly by Messrs. PROTHEROE and MOKBH.
at their Great Sale Booms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E U

Full particular* will appear at an early date,

Lampton, near Hoonslow, Ulddlesex.

TO BE LET, for an Unexpired Term of Six
Years from Ladydsy, 1898. 47a. 3r. S3p. of exceedingly

Fertile OPEN MABKET GARDEN GROUND, for many
years past in the occupation cf Mr. John Wilmot. Rent. £^34
per annum. Crops, &c , at Valuation, which will be small.

Also Five Off-lying Pieces of Open Land aid Fruit Plantations,

as a whole or separately.

For full particulars apply to Mr. E. P. NEWMAN, Eslate

Agent, Uxbridge, Middlesex.

To Fmlt PreseTvers, Pickle MaQufactarers, &c.

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL (as a Going
Concern), the whole of the Stock-in-Trade, Fixtures,

Fittings. Plant. Book Debts, Goodwill. &c.. of the BUSINESS
carried on for a number of jears by Mr. SEPTIMUS SMITH,
of BaiLbfield, Bramley, Leeds. An excellent opening for a

good business man with a little capital.

For full particulars apply to ROBERT M. BURGESS,
Chartered Accountant, 38, Alcion Street. Leeds.

TWICKENHAM.—Five minutes from Rich-
mond Bridge. COTTAGE. £16; Six Rooms, Kitchen and

Scullery; no Bathroom. ORCaARD, £20. Fruit Trees,

Asparagus Bedr.
HOTHOUSE, Northcote Cottage. Richmond Road.

BOILER S.—HEATING.—Three Boilers,

7 feet long, 3 feet 3 inches diameter, with Furnace
Frames, Doors, and Bars complete. £12 per set, splendid con-

dition, cost treble.— A. VEREY AND CO., Dover.

TU B I N G.—4000 feet of 3-inch (outside)
Wrought-iron Piping. \ inch thick, 9rf. per foot ; 600

feet of 8-incn ditto, with franges, 3«. 6(i. per foot, coat 16s.—
A. VEREY AND CO., Dover.

HENRY RIDES, Salesman, Central Avenue,
Covent Garden, W.O. Prompt cash.

SUPERB ORCHIDS, CHEAP.—Thousands
to select from. Write for LIST, free.

P.MoARTHnR,TheLondonNiir8ery,4,Maida Vale. London.

W

CYCLAMEN SEED of our well-known strain,

own saving, as used by ourselves.

HUGH LOW AND CO., Bush Hill Park, Middlesex.

POTATOS.—Myatt's Ashleaf, grown on high
land, 65s, per ton.

G. F. YOUNG, Swineshead Abbey, near Boston.

EST WALTON HEATH LOAM supplied
to Private Gentlemen, per truckload, on rail, atBanstead

Station, at per ton. Also large quantities for Nurserymen, at

reduced price. Also good MEADOW TURF, at per 100.

B. PENFOLD, Garden Farm, Burgh Heath, Banstead.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
TO THE

SEED TRADE.

E. P. BROWN begs to return

thanks for all

past favours from the Seed Trade, both in

England and Abroad, and to inform them that

his TWO SONS, who have for several years

past been learning the Seed Growing Depart-
ments of the Trade, will now be TAKEN INTO
PARTNERSHIP. The Business therefore will,

on and after .January 1, 1897, be conducted
under the style of

—

E. P, BROWN & SONS,
SEED GROWEBS, COGGESHALL, ESSEX

All Communications, as before, direct to

—

COGQESHALL, ESSEX.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

FOR ORCHIDS and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to SANDER'S, St. Albans. The finest

.took of Orchids in the World.—30 minutes from St. Pancras.

TOMATOS.— Challenger and Sellens' Improved
Perfection, r ew early, highest quality, enormous

cropper, %d. to ?.^ 6(f per pactiet. Satisfaction guaranteed.
e^ELLENS, Grower of Superior S?eds, Coventry.

To the Trade.

NUTTING AND bONa have posted their
ANNUAL TRADE CATALOGUE to all their customers.

It not duly received, please inform them.
Seed Warehouses, 106, Southwark Street London. S.E.

o NCIDIUM CRISPUM,
IN SPIKE.

Fine, healthy unilowered plants,

6s., 7s. 6i , 10s. 6<f.. and 16s. each.

W. L. LEWIS AND CO., Southgate, Londor,N.

LLINGTON PIPPIN.—The finest new
Dessert sent out for thirty years.

Maidens, 6s. ; 2-yr , 7s. 6rf. each ; larger to 21s. each.

GEORGE BUNYARD and CO., Maidstone.
Now being distributed.

ONION, GREEN'S PRIZETAKER.
Sealed Packets, \s.

Shape, deep oval ; colour, pale-browo ; fleab, firm and white;

grows to 3 lb weight, and is perfect for exhibition. On
September 23 next, priz-is. Ist 154.. 2Dd 10s., will be awarded
the ail heaviest apecimens ; bulba to reach Wiabech carriage

paid two days previous, and become the property of

B W. GREEN, F.R.H.S., Seed Merchant, "Wistech,

CUCUMBER SEED.— Cross between Rooh-
tord's Improved and RoUisson's Telegraph, wonderful

cropper, size and shape ; only best selected seed sent out, all

guaranteed. To the trade 4j. per lOf. Also Rollisson's Tele-

graph and Rochford'a Improved, 3s. per 100. True to name.
Caeh with order.

BEAGLEY, Grower, Berrymede Poad, Acton Green.

To the Trade.

WHOLESALE SEED CATALOGUE for
189f._We have now published our Catalogue tf

Vegetable and Flower Seeds, containing also all the best

Novelties of the Season. May be had on application. Any of

our Customers not having received one by post will oblige by

letting us know, when another shall at once be posted.

WATKINS AND SIMP30N. Seed Merchants, Eieter dtreft,

Strand, London, W.C.

BEGONIAS A SPECIALTY. — Awarded
numeious Gold Medals. &c. Unequalled quality.

Named Singles, from 12s. to 43i. per dozen ; unnamed Seed-

lings. 9s , 12s . 18s., and 21s. per dezen : Bedding, ol oicest, 6».

and 9s. per dozen ; choicest named Doubles, from 30s. per

dczen • unnamed, very choice, 18«. and 30/. per dozen ; choicest

mixed'. 12s. per dozen. The best and cheapest combined

pfocur'abl*' Choicest Seed, single an-^^Double varieties. Is.,

2s. 6ii., and 6s. per packet. CATALOUUES gratis.

JOHN LAING & SONS. Begonia Growerp, Forest Hill, S.E.

TO THE TRADE.
The Finest Dwarf Early Wrinkled

Marrow Pea,'^mz^
I

r' --a-tinmimum ENGLISH WONDER.
We are in a position to make adrantft-

geoua otfer of this Pea.

sharpe'sIqueen pea.
Finest Blue Wrinkled Marrow.
Trade Price on application.

SHARPE'S VICTOR POTATO, ""^ffe?.^*"
To obtain tl>e True Yellow-Fleshed Variety apply to

—

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SLEAFOBD.
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SEED ORDERS.-REDUCED PRICES.
When you make ovit your Seed Order include the Best and Cheapest Insecticide for Fumigating, viz. :

—

/^ A tin DD C I I 'O D r\ I I O f
Complete in themselves, without lamps or spirit. Ready for use at any moment.

\Jf\ IVl t D CL Li_L O It \J LLO ( An improvement in process of manufacture enables us to reduce the old prices ;—

No. 2 Rolls, for .500 cubic feet of space . . . . 5(1 . each.
|

No. 3 Rolls, for 1000 cubic feet of space . . . . 8^/. each.

No. 4 Rolls, for 2000 cubic feet of space . . . . Is. lW. each.

Direct from ns or from any Seed or Nursery Firm with whom you deal.

The fumes from these Rolls being of greater specific gravity do not pass away through the openings there may be in roofs, nearly so quick as vapour

does. Insects are therefore exposed to their deadly influence for a longer time during the fumigation.

NO INJURY TO PLANTS, FLOWERS, or FRUIT.
For Dipping or Syringing, order LEMON OIL, which has been before the Public now nearly ten years:—

Pint Tins, Is. 6d.
;

Quarts, 2s. Urf. ; Half-gallons, .'is. ; Gallons, 9s.

CLIBRAN & SON, altrincham, ahd io & 12, market street, Manchester.

BeiutifuUy Illustrated with Three Coloured Plates (illus-

tralinu Flowers), and hundreds of Engravinge. Also coq-

taining complete Cultural Inetructionp, List of Novelties,

&c., &c,

NOW READY, POST FREE, Is.,
which may be deducted off subsequent Orders.

Seedsmen by Royal Warrants,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

To the Trade.

COOPER, TABEK and CO., Limited,
have pD9t«d their QE.NERAL WHOLKSALK CATA-

LOGUE to all their cuatomerp. If not received, another copy
will be teat on applieatior.

90, Southwark Street. London. S.E.

IRn APDrQ°TREES&SHRUBS.
ill I Ullfllll Ici the tioest possible oon*VV fl^WltkW ditioo, lor The Villa, The

MansioD, The Plantition, or The Game Covert. All in vigorous,
healthy condition, not stunted, starved, or closely grown and
drawn. Carefully and frequeutly moved, and the roots con-
eequently are a mass of fibre, ensuring safe removal when sold.

NEW CATALOGUE, with descriptions of above, and of many
Rare and New Plants, post-free from

—

CLIBRAN'S Nursery, Altrincham;
Also at MANCHESTER, BANGOR, and

LLANDUDNO JUNCTION.

" TO THE TRADE."
WHOLESALE HEED CATALOGUE.

We have now published our Wholesale Catalogue of

VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
Containing also the best Novelties of the Season, all the recent
improved varieties of Swe^t Peas. Also List of over 160 varieties
choice Fern spores. May be had on application. Any of
our Customers not having received one by post will oblige by
letting us know, when another shall at once be posted.

WATKINS & SIMPSON,
SKED MERCHANTS.

EXETER ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
Seed and Trial Grounds—Feltham & Twickenham, Middlesex.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our NEW LIST for Present Season is jast issued, and

will be sent without charge, and post-free, on application.

DICKSONS NURSERIES, CHESTER.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.-Strong,
healthy stoch. fcource d'Or, Elaine, 'is. per 100; .Tardio

dea Plantes, 2s. 6tf. ; and W. H. Lincoln, 2». Sa. per lO'J.

Strong planting Canes, Northumberland I'Mlbis^et RASP-
BERRIKS, 60s. per 1003.

ORCHARD COMPANY, Scolbjr. Carlisle.

ConTallarla ma] alls I

TJANNOUH has to offer the following,
• ready for immediate delivery: — 3-yeara' forcing

crjwns ; 2->ears' crowns fof planting; I-year crowns for

planting; 3-year8 tlowering of "Fortin'a'* variety (grandi-

tiors) ; 1-year crowos for planting-out; a few thousandfl

retarded crowns. Prices on application.
Dersingham, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

1797.-(E8tabllBliecl 100 Years.) -1897.

CUTHBEKT'S CATALOGUE of NEW and
CHOICE VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS for Ex-

hibition and Oeneral Use, for 1897, is now reidy, and may be
had frve on application.

R. & G. CUTHBERT, Seed Merchant*, Soutbgate, Midsi.

TO THE TRADE.

HILL & SMITH BRIERLEY HILL
,
near DUDLEY

:

And at LONDON & DUBLIN,

NOW READY.

HARPE'S
WHOLES.VLE

GARDEN SEED
CATALOGUE.

Post Fric on AppHration.
A Copy has beea posted to each ot our Customers. Anv not

having received same are refjuested to commuuicate with us.
when another will be sent.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SEED FARMERS and JIERCHANT',

SLEAFOBD.

PORCUPINE
TREE GUARD.
The Maximum of Utility

with the Minimum of Cost.

Is a perfect protection
against

Shef.p, Horses, or Stock.
It is made 6 feet high, by

13 inches square (in halves,

which bolt together), of Barb
Wire, attached to an Iron '

Frame.
I

Price. 9s. and lOs. each.

Catalogues free on application, naming this advertisement.

CRUSHED BONES
BONE MEAL.

]?eing produced at our Works from whole

English Bones, we can jiuarantee that they

contain no Vegetable Ivory, Turner's Waste

or other useless or deleterious make-weights.

WBITE FOB SAMPLE3 AND PBtCES.

NOW READY, CLAY & SON,
H. J. JONES'

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUIDE &CATALOCUE
Those who wish to obtain the beet informalioo. How to

Glow ChrysantbemumF, should at oace secure a copy.
In proof of the merits of this work I have had luoj applic i

-

tiODS for it in tour weeks. In addition to the Kerised Cultural
Articles by Mr. C. E. Shea, How to Grow Japanese for Eihi-
tion, and How to Baise EoKli^h Seedlings, I have secured one
from Mr. W. H. Lees, How Io Grow Good Cbrjsinthemums.
It alto contains. How to Grow and Dress Incurved Chrysanthe-
mums, Bow to Grow Specimen Plants, and How to Grow for
Decoration

Post free Eight Stamps (Nett Cost).

BYECROFT NXTBSEBY, LEWISHAM,

ASTON-CLINTON STRAW MATS, the
warmest coverings for pits and frames. Sizes, 6 ft. 6 in. by

3ft. Sin. at 2j.
;
6ft. Bin. by 4ft. 6 in.at 2s. 2d. ; 6ft. 6in. by 7ft. at

3s. 2ii.—Apply to Sliss MOLIQUK, Aaton-ClintOD, Tring, Bucks.

EPPS'S A1 PEAT
(SELECTED specially for OBCHIDS),

Also for Stove & Greenhouse Plants, Hardwood
Ferns and Rhododendron do. (Trade supplied).

LOAM, SAND, LEAF MOULD, C. N. FIBRE, CHARCOAL,
SPHAGNUM MOSS, *o. PEAT sent to aU parts of the
world at Special Throngh Bates, Large or small quantities.

EPPS ft CO., F.R.H.S.,Poat Depdt,Bing:wood.

TEMPLE MILL LANE, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

Tlie"DENNIS"

HEATING

APPARATUS.
Complete, 60b.

1896. NEW CATALOOUE GRATIS. 1896.

HOT-WATBR PIPES, BOILERS,
SPOUTINO, PUMPS, &C.

THOS. W.ROBINSON,
DENNIS FOUNDRY,

STOUBBBIDGE.

ARE YOU ROOFING ?
or Re-roofing any part of your house or
outbuildings?
If 90 you should use RED HAND Roofing Felts,
Every yard printed witn the trade mark, a
RED HAND, Easiest to use ; best in wear

;

cheapest in the end.
Your dealer keeps them, or will obtain them for yoo,
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Toung Qooseberry Tr«es.

NAND F. SALMON beg to offer strong
• 3 yr.-old trees of their renowned WHITE LIOS in

quantities. Price on application.

N. AND F. SALMON, The Grange, Heaton. Hounslow.

CHRYSANTH E M U M S.

30,000
Grown solely to produce etrooe, healthy Cuttings and Plants.

All the Newest Sorts at Moderate Prices. List free.

HEAD GARDENER. Perly Cross, Teignmouth, Devon.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

CUTHBERTSON'S Illustrated and Descriptive
CATALOGUE of over 1000 species and varieties post-fre •.

MICHAEL CUTHBERTjON, The Great Scotch Herbaceous
Grower, Rothesay.

SUPERLATIVE RASPBERRY
(Bunyard's true stock).

The finest Raspberry ever sent out.

Per dozen. 3s., [loat free, 3s. 9id. ;' per 100, 18s. ; extra strong,

^s. |.er doz. Price per 1000 on application.

For description see Strawberry Catalogue.
Illustrated Fruit Catalogue, six stamps.

OEORQE BUNYARD AND CO , Royal Nurseries, Maidstooe.

ROSES, Dwarf H.P.'s,
Principally on the Briar Cutting ; first-class stuff.

Eight Large PEACH TREES, fro-n a Peach-house, still to offer.

Prices and Catalogue on application to

E. J. BATCHELOR, Harlow Heath Nurseries, Harrogate.

PRIZE COB FILBERTS.
MR. COOPER, F.R.H.S., is the largest grower

in the kingdom of the above for sale. Plantations near
Reading. Price Lists and Pamphlets on application to

—

Mr. COOPER, Calcot, Boscombe, Hants. •

FRUIT TREES.
We hold a large and varied stock of the above, in first-rate

quality, and at reasonable prices.

Descbiptitk Catalogue on afi'Lication.

S. SPOONEB, & SONS,
HOUNSLOW NURSERIES. HOUNSLOW

MORLE & CO.'S LILIUMS.

Now ready, in fine condition, L. auratum, 25s. and 35s. per lOU,

4s. and 6«. per dozen ; L. lancifolium. roeeum, and rubrum.

38. per dozen, 18s. per 100 ; L. 1. album, 4s. per dozen ; L. longi-

florum, 'Is. ^d. per dozen, extra large. 6s. ; L. Harrisii, im-

mense bulbs. I2s. per dozen. HYACINTHS, fine named, in

variety, 12».per 100. TULIPS, to name. Is. 6rf. per 100; mixed,

10s. per 1000.—The Conservatories. Finrhley Road. N.W.

CARAWAY & CO.

SPECIAL OFFER. CASH WITH ORDER.

STANDARD APPLES.
£7 108. per 100. All leading and best kind?, our selection.

12 assorted Standard Apple, Cherry. Pear, and Plum, Ul.

12 assorted Pyramid Trees, Apple, Pear, and Plum, 20j.

12 assorted Trained Trees for walls.
,, . .

Apple, Cherry, Nectarine, Peach, Pear, and Plum, all best

trees and good varieties, 40«. per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES, all named, 2s. 6rf. per dozen ; 18». per 100.

CURRANTS, assorted Black, Red, and White, 2s. id. per dor..

18j. perlOO.
RASPBERRIES, 1». M. per dozen ; IDs. per 100.

HOSES.
Roses, best named Hybrid Perjjetuals, our selection, 35'. per

100 ; 20s. per 60. 12 packed and paid per Parcel Post, for

12 Tea Roses, packed and paid per Parcel Post, for 10s. 6rf.

Tea Roses, in pots, including Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon,

Niphetos, and other varieties, V2s. and 21s. i^er dozen.

VINES, strong planted canes, 4s each.

ASSORTED EVERGREENS, KOod plants, 4s. to 18«. per dozen.

ASSORTED FLOWERING PLANTS, 4s. to 9s. per dozen.

ASSORTED STANDARD TREES- f jr.. Thorns, Limes, Moun-

tain Ash, Planes, &c., 18s. per dozen.

CLIMBERS.
Ampelopsis Veitchi, the best for covering walls, requires no

nailini;. Is. each.

Clematis Jackmani, and other sorts, 15s. p3r dozen ;
our selec-

tion, 1/. Qd. each.

Ivies, in sorts, 9d., Is., and Is, 6{f.

NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, AND
FLORISTS, BY

SPECIAL ROYAL WARRANT TO
BER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.

FISHER, SON & SIBRAY, Limited,
ROYAL NURSERIES, HANDSWORTH, SHEFFIELD,

HAVE ISSUED THEIR

CATALOGUE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK,
which may be had free on applioation, in which thfy offer the following well-prown Stock i :

—

FRUIT TREES of every description.

ROSES, in all the most popular varieties.

RHODODENDRONS, of all the best varieties.

HARDY CLIMBERS, CLEMATIS, &c., extra

htrong.

HOLLIES and AUCUBAS, very bushy.

LAURELS, very bushy.

FOREST TREES, of every description.

FLOWERING SHRUBS.
CONIFFR.R, including Vews, fireen & Golden.

ORNAMENTAL TREES, for Street and Park
Planting.

Also a very large Collection of ORCHIDS, ST( IVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &o , &o.

INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED.

20 ACRES' ™'T TREES.
^^ ^/ ^^ ^0 I 1 ki\# In all the best sorts and forma,

for the Villa Garden, or the
Orchard. Free from Blight and Disease. Clean, healthy
stems and branches. Carefully pruned in good form. Roots
a mass of fibre. Sizes from maidens to trees 6 to 8 years old,

of many kinds, and all True to Name.

^^g NEW CATALOGUE with Descriptiooa and Prices post free,

CLIBRAN & SON,
MANCHESTER, BANGOR, LLANDUDNO JUNCTION, and

Oldfif.ld Nursery. Altrinch^m.

»^ ..POST FREE

CARAWAY & CO.,
Durdbam Down Nurserlee,

Clifton, Bristol.

TO THE TBADE.

LARGE KENTIAS,
And other Decorative Plants,

FOB CHRISTMAS DECORATION.

W. ICETON, PUTNEY, S.W.,

His AN K.XCEEI>INGI.V FINE LOT, IROM

6 to 10 feet, in very small pots and tubs.

lUTBUSH'S MILL-
„' TKAOK MUSHROOM SPAWN.
—Everyone can readily (jrow Mush-
rooms, and by using tbis Spawn will

ensure success. All growers speak in

high praise of the quality. Numerous
Testimonials. None genuine unless

in sealed packages, and printed cul-

tural directions enclosed with our

signature attached.
Price, 6». per bushel, ll. extra for

package ; or, 1». per cake, free per

Parcel Post.

WM. CTJTBUSH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,

Highgate Nurseries, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

PLAN TING SE ASON.
HARDILY-OROWN

Forest, Fruit,
& all other

Trees & Plants
Eversi^eens,
Roses, &c.
stocks quite Unequalled for

"QUALITY," "VARIETY," &" EXTENT."

Priced Catalog^ues Post Free.

DiCKSONS (»« "crU, CHESTER.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Our NEW LIST Includes the Cfcam of the Season's

Novelties.

All descriptions from personal observation only.

Free on Api'Lication.

ChllweU Nurseries,
NOTTS.J. R. PEARSON & SONS,

very Healthy
Thriving young

C

500,000
FRUIT TREES for SALE,

Of the Choicest Market Sorts, in Large or

Small Quantities.

CATALOGi'ES on application to—

J. SMITH & SON
Market Gabi)ENEB.s and Fruit Thee Growers,

SIPSON, WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX,
And 468 & 469, CovF.NT GARDEN MARKET, London.

)

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FLOWER MARKET.

GEO. FORBES, the largest Cut Flowbr
Salesman in the North of England.

Best Market Prices returned for Consignments. Packing

Boxes and Labels free. Cheijues weekly.

N.B.—Prompt attention given to all orders for Out Flowers

by Letter, Telegram, or Telephone. _ ,^,, ^ ^ ,„,„
National Telephone, 1069. Established, 1878.
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jnpBBIE'Sh

teGompetitors'cJm

DOBBIE&C° ill
I' THESAY.jJi.

The 30th Edition is Now Keady.
198 Pa«ES. 120 iLLUSTKiTIONS.

Full Cultural Directions for Evprythiny.

PRICE SIXPENCE, Post-free
{By Parcel Poit—it is so large).

' Many thanks for your mott useful Catalogue aud Coni'
petitorb' Guide. It la a very good book, and the best I have
seen."—T. S., Uckfield.

" Many thanks for the beautiful and instructive Catalogue
you Eent. It in the most useful of all the Christmas presents
received."—A. J., Cambuslang.

"lam very pleased with your Catalogue; it in the most
useful one I have ever had. '— R. T., Bristol.

App(y nearly, and please menti'^n this I'aptr.

DOBBIE & CO.,
SEED GR0WEK5 AND FLOBIiTS TO THE QUEEN,

R O T fl E S A Y .

FRUIT
NOTHING SO PROFITABLE

AND EASY TO CROW.
80 Aces Of Saleable Trees.

SEEDS
TIk* hcst pntciirahlc. Lists I rcc.

ROSES
HUNDREDS of TKOUSAMDS.
l\n^hA v.i \Mi.1v. I'.n.l.m;: -Tli-l

(,'.iiiMi-i- fi'-. Im| IM-)i vMtli 'li:ir.

8 - i>fi d<-2.. 60 - IHI- im.

Ail other Xursery StccA- cat tiagc

ROSES m' POTS,;:.:;".-
Ornamontal Trees. 91 Acres

A Super'o CollEClioii ol
Herbaceous Plants.

Four Acres of Glass.

Ciemans(80,000) from 15/.pcrtIoz.

N.B.— .S/^^'.V r/att!s a> f soiii at

sZ/^/if/v i/tc'-t-ii.sr:f /•rJrcs.

GENERAL CATALOGUE
invcr- 17(1 |.:i-.-.sl nf Nni-i-tv Mnilc
;Mti^lir..liv i.i-.i.tti.'f.l, ...iiLiiiiiiij; sum.-
Iiiiniln-ils Ml iltnsti;iti<M's, :in<l lii:i of
vnlu.ilil<' inf.. nil. Hi. IK. Irec on r*- p jit uf
."d.Ct'r|insl;ii;i' rii'.witiu'iitloli t?;isii:i|ipr

RICHARD SMITH & Co., WORCESTER.

FLOWERING and DECORATIVE PLANTS.
AZILE.A. INDICA, best varieties, well Bet with bloom, in

6-iDch pots, ISj. to 24s. per dozen.
LIL4C CHARLES X.. fuU cf bud, 24.'. to 30s. per dozen.
OENISTA FRAQRANS, good, in 5-inch pot*, 18,«. per do^en.
ARUM LILIES, showing flower, 1.'. id. to os. 6<i. each.
PALMS, good, in 48's, Kentias, Lataniaa, and others, 2)s. doz.
ASPIDISTRA LURIDA, good, 2!!. 6rf. to Zs. (,d. each.
FERNS, ARALIAS, SOL»NUMS. FICUS, DRAC.TiNAS

SMILAX, and other plant?. Prices on application.

Packing free for cash with order.

JOHN STANDISH & CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

ORCHIDS - ORCHIDS.
Clean, healthy, well-grown plants at reasonable prices

;

many large specimens and rare varieties.

CHOICE DENDBOBES A SPECIALTY.
Please Write fob List.

JAMES CYPHER, "S^S^™'

FRUIT TREES.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS
Beg to call attention to the following

SterliDK Novelties:—

APPLE, ROYAL LATE COOKING.
A valuable culinary Apple, keeping nine to twelve months.

Award of Merit Royal Horticultural Society.

Uatdens, 6s. eacb.

NECTARINE, PRECOCE DE CRONCELS
Rippna .several days belore Early Rivera.

Maidens, 3s. 6d. eacb.

Dwarf-ttalned, 6s. and 10s. 6d, each.

PEACH. LATE DEVONIAN.
A very fine, late, hrghlycoloiired variety for outside.

Award of Merit Royal Hortic jltural Society.

Maidens, 7e. 6d. eacb,

PEAR, PRESIDENT BARRABE.
A very highly- flavouTi- 1 Pear of large size,

Haidens, 29, 6d. eacli.

IHmtraUd Calato'jiu:, with full dcsaipti'ms of tin-

aljnve, post-free on applicalion.

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GARDEN SEEDS
WE have completed Har-

vesting our Crops of

GARDEN SEEDS, &c.,

and will be glad to make
Special Offers on application.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO., Limited,
SEED GROWERS, SLEAFORU,

RIVERS'
FRUIT TREES^ROSES

A LARGE AND SELECT STOCK IS NOW
OFFERED FOR SALE.

WRITE FOB CUB

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue,

Post Free, 3d.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON,
SAWBBinaEWOKTH, BEBTS,

HARLOW STATION, G.E.R.

THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1896.

EASTWELL PARK, ASHFORD,
ICENT.

T>EOPLE sometimes imagine when they see
-*- a groat house that has boon for some
generations in one famUy, that it has under-
gone no changes during a much longer period.

We often read of people whose ancestors came
over with William the Conqueror, and are in-
clined to imagine that the estates on which they
settled down then, have remained in the hands
of their descendants until our own days.
There are, indeed, some to whom this does
apply, although they are few in number. Thus,
in the neighbourhood of Ashford, the Surrenden
estate was granted to a Bering at the time of the
( 'onquest, and has remained in the family in an
unbroken line from that time to the present

;

but this has not been the case with the manor
and park of Eastwell. Many are the changes
through which it has passed, and many are the
families who have had possession of it,

Eastwell Park (see fig. 140, p, 781) is one of
the most picturesque and extensive in the .South
of England, being situated on those hills which
form part of the backbone of Kent ; its extent is

about 1600 acres, and it contains some grand
trees, the Beech being especially fine. It is

mentioned in Domesday Booh as forming part of
the possessions of Hugo do Montfort, and came
into the hands of the Crown in the time of his

grandson in the reign of Henry I. It was held
under the Crown by a family who took their

name from it ; one of whom, Mathilde d'Es-
telles, held this manor, with the advowson
of the church on it, at the time of her death in
the fifty-second year of the reign of Henry III.

After various changes, the manor passed into
the hands of Sir Thomas Moyle, who was speaker
of the House of Commons in the reign of Henry
VIII. He rebuilt the mansion, leaving it to

his daughter Catharine, married to Thomas
Finch, gent., who was afterwards knighted,
aud resided there, A descendant of Sir Thomas
Finch died in ltjl4, leaving a widow, the Lady
Elizabeth Finch, who in James I.'s reign was
created Viscounte.ss Maidstone, and afterwards,

in the reign of Charles, was made Countess of
AVinchilsea, in Sussex. One of the family,

afterwards, in accordance with the will of his

aunt, took the name of Hatton, and the

family name of the Earls of WincheJsea became
Finch-Hatton. The park remained in their

possession until a few years ago, when the

changes which have taken place in the for-

tunes of our country gentlemen led Lord ^Vin-

chilsea to let the mansion and pleasure-

gi'ounds. It was tenanted for some years by the

late Puke of Abercorn, and afterwards by
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H.E.H. the Duke of Saxe Coburg and Gotha,

then Duke of Edinburgh, after that by Mr. H.

A. Campbell^but three or four years ago the

whole estate was sold to Lord Gerard, who now

holds possession of it. There is a certain

amount of romance connected with the place,

for it is said that fiichard Plantagenet, an ille-

gitimate son of Eichard III., lived here and

worked as a mason, helping to rebuild the

mansion in the time of Sir Thomas Moylo.

Bat my object ia writing about Eistwell is not to

dilate on the beauty of the park, but to tell the great

changes which have taken place in the g;irden3 since

the occupation of Lord Gerard. I knew the gardens

in former days, and they were utterly unworthy of

the place, the houses were bad, the amount of

labour employed was insufficient, so that it always

astonished me to see the results obtained by Mr.

Thomas Woodford, now of Atherstone, who then

had charge. He was a keen plautsman, his plants

figured at many of our local shows, and as a Grape

grower he could not be excelled. It is, of course,

very difficult, under such circumstances, to keep up

the flower-garden, but this he did in accorJauce

with the taste of those days, which demanded the

bedding-out system. But now there is an extensive

range of plant-houses in connection with the house,

while at some distance adjoiuing the kito!-en-garden

there is an admirable range of fruit-houses. Large

sums of money have been expended, and everything

is done that the latest improvements iu horticulture

can suggest ; but unfortunately Lonl Gerard docs not

intend to live there, and is anxious cither to let or

sell the place.

In th« old times there was a long glazed pas-

sage loading from the library into a conseri-atory,

which was old and utterly unsuited for plant

growth ; this has all been done away with, and a

new house has been built iu place of the old one

as a winter garden, which is lUO feet long by 51! feet

wide and 40 feet in height. This is planted with

various species of Palms and Tree Ferns, which

iu a few years will, no doubt, give it a very

delightful appearance ; while the climbers are Cobcea

scandens and variegata, and Tacsonia \'olxemi

and insignis, Plumbago capensis, Bignonias, and

Tecomas. Beside the Palms and Tree-Ferns, there

are good plants of Musa, Acacias, Azaleas, Cjperus,

Canuas, Dracieuas, Agaves, and other foliage plants.

From this there is an entrance to the conservatory,

a'so 160 foet by '25 feet, and 20 feet in height, and in

this various greenhouse plants are growing, and

are evidently in excellent health. From this again

e iteud seven plant-houses, each 80 feet long, and which

at the time of my visit were filled thus—two with

Gloxinias ; two with stove plants, consisting of

Euoharis, Crotons, Marantas, Allamandas, Cleroden-

dron Balfouri, Musas, stove Ferns, &c. ; one with

Streptocarpus and Ferns, one with Coleus, and one

with Petunias and Fuchsias. All these plants were

in admirable condition, and I have seldom seen any-

thing in their way so fine as these Gloxinias ;

they were only seedling plants from Sutton's strain of

s;ed, all erect-flowering, and with large solid flowers

of the most beautiful colours, deep crimson, lovely

azure blue, and spotted flowers of great variety. Here

also I sav for the first time in any quantity that

charming Uttle Ramondia-like plant Saintpaulia

i jnauthii ; it is a pity this lovely little plant, with

iti beautiful blue flowers, is not quite hardy, or it

would bo a delightful one for the rockery.

It will be seen, if I have made my meaning clear,

t'lat anyone cau enjoy tbe whole of this range with its

varied and beautiful coutenls without once going into

I he opou air—truly it thus deserves the name of

Winter Garden. I may add that the whole of this

rmge reflects credit on the skill and intelligence

of Jlr. Walters, the head-gardener.

Passing away from this range of houses we come to

the Rose garden, which I remember iu former times

as one of the best cultivated kitchen-gardens I ever

saw. The soil is a good tenacious loam, and most pro-

ductive crops of bush fruits, Strawberries, and vege-

tables were to be seen in it under Mr. Woodford's

care ; it is enclosed by a high wall, and I am afraid

owing to this and the trees which surround it, will

not suit Hybrid Perpetuals, which I fe.ir will sufter

from mildew. Teas will probably fare better, and

indeed the growth of some^which I saw indicated this ;

but a good deal has still to be done before it cau

really deserve the name of a Rose-garden—its size is

2 acres, and it will readily be seen it will require no

small number of Rose-plants to make a good display.

But should it be found tliat Hybrid Perpetuals will do

well in it, it will be very easy, by means of cuttings

and budded plauts, to fill up the gaps ; and if this be

done, it will doubtless make one of the most charming

private Rose-gardens in the south of England.

Further away, and at some distance from the man-

sion, is the new range of forcing and plant-houses,

and a little beyond them the new kitchen-garden
;

these houses consist of a Peach-range 120 feet long.

Nectarines the same, a vinery 100 feet long ; there

are eight forcing-houses for Melons, Cucumbers, and

Tomatos, and eight plant-houses all 200 feet long.

These plant-houses were filled when I saw them, one

house with Begonias, two with Carnations, two with

Pelargoniums, and one with Celosias, BaUams, and

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums. I was particularly struck

with the Begonias, which confirmed me in the

opinion I have long entertained that the time for

growing named collections of these flowers is past
;

for here was a collection of both single and double

flowers of all shades of colour, with stout large and

well-formed flowers, and .all seedlings of tliis year.

The plants were exceedingly well grown, and just as

now no one dreams of growing named collections of

Cinerarias or Calceolarias, as used to be done in my
younger days, so it will be in a great measure with

tuberous Begonias. The Stroptocarpi were also very

good, and are found particularly useful both as table

plan's and for cuttings. It will be seen from the

plants that I hare enumerated that such as are most

suitable for indoor decorations are those which are

chiefly grown.

These are by no meams the only alterations which

have taken place in this beautiful domain, nor the

only points of interest. The park contains one of the

most beautiful artificial lakes that I have ever seen,

comprising about 15 acres, and as I have already

said, some grand specimens of forest trees. The
flower-garden in front of the mansion has been

remodelled, terraces and banks have been formed,

and new pieces of artificial water made. I have

not dwelt upon these matters, but only on the

changes which have been made in the garden, as they

seem to represent to me the best aspect of modern
horticulture, and to show how, even with such a

small staff, an intelligent gardener like Mr. Walters

can manage to make his houses gay, and also have a

constant supply for house decoration. Wild Jiose.

New or Noteworthy Plants.

DISA PULCHRA, Su7idn:

The flowering of this remarkable and showy
species, for the first time under cultivation in the

collection of Orchids belonging to the Hon. Walter
Rothschild, Tring Park, is a very noteworthy occur-

rence. Although the species was originally de-

scribed in Linnce.a XIX., 1847, and dried speci-

mens gathered on the eastern frontier of the Orange

Free State had often excited admiration, no one had

succeeded in induoing any of the few tubers

imported to produce flowers to verify the beauty

which the dried specimens showed the plant must
have had when living. Some spikes are 2 feet iu

height, bearing upwards of twenty flowers, all of

which are open at the same time.

Disa pulchra has stout tubers, and the plant pro-

gresses by making now tubers to take the place of

the old ones, which gradually decay after flowering.

It does not produce young plants on stolons like

D. uniflora, D. tripetaloidos, D. racemosa, and others

of thiit section. Although totally distinct from any

other species, it ia perhaps nearest to D. nervosa,

illustrated in the Qwnlemri Chronide, September 15,

1894, p. 309. An extraordinary point about it is

that when observed at a short distance, the leaves

and inflorescence bear a stronger resemblance to

some species of Gladiolus than to any of the other

Disas. Its leavts proceed from the crown of the

tuber, are firm in texture, of a bright green colour,

and on the inflorescence, gradually diminish into the

bracts, which equal in length the red-purple ovaries.

The leaves, as they ascend, get rather lighter

in colour, the bracts themselves being pale lilac

tipped with green. The segments of the flowers are

more equal, and arranged more like those of some of

the epiphytal Orchids than those of any other species

of Disa. The odd sepal, which is shghtly concave, is

the largest of the three, and it is prolonged into a

spur one inch in length, which in the older flowers

turns abruptly upwards. The sepals are of a pale

lilac tint, with a few slight purple lines and dots, and

the spur is coloured light purple. Tbe petals are

much smaller thin the sepals, and curiously crossed

over the short column at the base, closely folding

over the poUiuia, and the blade of each crossing to

the opposite side ; in colour lavender, with a dis-

tinct purple margin. The lanceolate lip is nearly as

large as one of tbe sef als, and iu colour of a ligbt

shade of like, with a very thiu purple margin and

line running down the centre. Tbe colour of the

flowers is said to vary from white to purple. It

is a most desirable epecies, which it is hoped will be

as amenable to culture as are soaie other showy

Disas introduced of late years. At Tring Park, the

tubers were potted into fibry-peat, loam, and sand,

and placed in a cid I frame for the summer, and on

two or three showing flower-spikes they were placed

in an intermediate-house, where the one forming

the subject of our illustration (fig. 141, p. 785)

successfully developed its flowers. /. O'B.

Orchid Notes and Gleanings.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A "CRISPU.VU"

I WAITED to see if any other reply would appear.

As only " W. S." (p. 686 of Dec. 5, 1896) takes the

trouble to help me, I will go ahead. I do not place

much stress on Bateman as a clear delincitor of a

plant when he renamed the species, but that does not

make the drawings in his Monograph any the worse
;

the analytical drawings of teeth and crest therein go

to show my argument iu regard to a " pure" crispum.

In bringing the Veitch Manual of Orchidaceous

Pltints up as an authority, I do not see much to

strengthen '' W. S.'s" case, as therein we are asked

to accept Andersouianum and Ruckerianum as cris-

pums. 1 do not for a moment suppose " W. S.'

agrees to that, for the photograph he says (I believe

I have had a copy of the same plate from his able

hands as a photographer) contains a true '

' Ander-

souianum," or, as bis letter calls it, an "undoubted

hybrid." This true and "undoubted hybrid " is the

crispum x gloriosum hybrid, and hence quite

ditferent to the forms with big crispum-shaped lips.

There is great difficulty at present iu really proper

classification of the thousand-andone forms, and to

save a good deal of trouble, a great many are called

"crispums" that have no right to be so called. I

can recall a plant under the care of "W. S."once

figured as 0. crispum ocellatum ; that plant he has

since shown , it is a beautiful " Ruckerianum "—ho

knows it too.

" W. S." chose one iu his list, viz., that distinct

thing, " Chestertoni," as one that it would be diffi-

cult to persuade growers that it was nut a crispum.

Baron .Schroder showed the original plant on Nov .11),

1896, and had " W. S." looked carefully into that

flower he would have seen that it was a hybrid oou-

taiuiug a lot of lutoo-purpureum, with the whole

ground colour yellow, the sepals and lip only heavily

blotched. This is the plant sent over by and named
after Chesterton (see Veitch's Manual, \\ .31). Those

in collections, and known as Chestertoni, as far as I

have seen (ride the Pollett Sale Catalogue, March 15,

1893), are only five broad so-called crispums, full of
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spots, and totally unlike the originally named one.

"W. S." also adds "crosses" that it will be difficult

to persuade growers are not crispums. My reply is,

" How can a cross be a species !
" for that is what 0.

crispum is considered to be by " experts." If they

are hybrids, they are not crispums, and if not they

should not be called fo.

No one who looks carefully at the figures in Veitch's

Manual of Orchidaceous Plnnls can accept all the

forms there figured as crispums. I did give my defi-

nition of a crispum in my first letter, and if " W. S."

will look over all the next thousand forms he sees,

I think he will agree with me. L>e B. Cnncshaij.

GARDENERS' FRIENDS.
HOUSE - MA.RTINS.

By Hareison Weir.
[All Hijltts i-eseri-ed.)

Akin, being of the same family as the swallow, is

the houae-martin, and as charming in all its move-

ments, its habits, aud form, while it is equal in

utility. Martins and swallows have ever been vene-

rated in the rural parts of England, aud they are

indeed loveable birds in many ways ; their beauty,

their graceful flight as they circle around the house

on light aud buoyant wing, and their ever-present

activity as insect-killers, all tend to endear them to

Fig. 139.

—

palms is a garden at Cannes, (see p. 780.)

TrI.VNDROUS CYPBIPEDIDir.

Messrs. Sander & Co. obligingly send us a flower of

C. insigne, in which the stamen, usually designated

A 1, and which is usually undeveloped, is present ou

the middle of the inner-side of the stamiuode. The
two lateral stamens of the inner row

—

a 1, A 2—are

present as usual.

Orchids as Cut Flowers.

The increasing favour in which Orchids are held

as cut flowers is shown (says a Belgian corre-

spondent) by the fact that nurserymen are almost

unable to supply the demand. A large lirm at

Moortebeke, near Brussels, has within a few days cut

9000 blooms of Cypripedium insigne, and can still

show 4000 buds. Other horticulturists also grow

Orchida in ever-increasing numbers.

man. Years aud years ago, though but " a tiny thing,"

when visiting " the old farm " in Kent, nothing
delighted me more than to get a stool and sit in the

garden—the old-fashioned garden—full of sweet

odours, the breath of the spring-flowei's aud shrubs
in blossom, the air musical with huiumiug-life

;

here I would stilly sit to watch the house-martins

building their nests, or feeding their sitting mates,

and afterwards their newly-hatched young, or note

the darting swifts that had a home under the eaves

of the old house, the gable part which " took " the

r.ays of the rising sun, that mellowed the morning
air. In a far-away gaze I see the joyous birds, now
building, flying, feeding, and scarcely ever resting,

and so from early times through a long life, 1 have

ever loved the bird, the bird of spring, the homely
bird, the house-martin.

At " the old farm-house " now, there are no house,

martins : they have gone, from where numbers lived,

" and had their being." The house-sparrow has

battled all away long ago ; there has not been a nest

there for years, and the starlings breed and chatter

about what was once the home of the swift. Nor is

this a solitary case, in which the ever-aggressive sparrow

and starling have driven from and kept the sunny
nooks and walls that held up the mud-made dwellings

of this bird beloved by all, and also the soaring swift.

Sliakespeare loved the house-martin, doubtless as

many another poet has, and does, for he calls it

—

"The guest of summer,"

as, indeed, it is, for it comes not here until the days

are mostly warm, the fields are green, and the flowers

of many hues make garlands of rare beauty every-

where. And further, Nature's " Time-honoured Son
"

notes that

—

" Where they
Most breed and haunt, I have observed, the air

Is delicate."

Bewick says of the house-martin that it arrives

later than the swallow, which is correct, but ho adds,

that it "does not leave so soon." This is not so, for

long after the last house-martin has left for warmer
climes, the swallow is seen, even as late as December 3,

while the former "flits" generally by the end of Sep-

tember. Here (Sevenoaks), 1894, the last congre-

gated and left October 1 ; 1895, September 30;

1896, September 28; though I saw others near

Arundel some days later.

Although the house-martin is so well known, and

is so " neighbourly " in its habits, still there are

peculiarities that have not usually been observed.

Nor wa.s I aware of much that I have but lately

learned, though the very sight of the joyous bird has

lent me a life-long pleasure. It happened thus :

—

" About four years ago I added to my house a

room or two. The roof projected, and made dry and

wellprotected " ovor-huug" eaves and outside rafter

ends. My delight was iudeed great when going into

the garden on May 11, 1891, I observed a large

number of martins clinging about the new part of the

house. There seemed much contention as to which

should stay and build, and which not. After a while

and a sharp fight, most of them left, and the next

morning early three commenced a nest over a window.

The weather was dry, and so they had a long way to

fetch the mud, which they got from the watered road

near the railway station. To and fro, early and late they

toiled. On the first day they merely laid the founda-

tion. This, apparently, did not dry well, for next day

they only worked in the morning. The following

day was still and fine, the dust blowing up. They
oeajsed building at 10 a.m. On the 15th they finished

the nest externally. It was noted that as they put

on the mud they seemed to wet it with moisture

from their beaks, and pressed it down by a con-

tinued lateral movement of the breast. One
curious fact was, that there were three birds

at work building the nest. After the nest

was finished, it was not occupied for nearly two days.

Another nest being built in front of the house in less

time, and this also had three birds at work, and was

not occupied for two days after finishing. When
occupied, at first two birds went into the nest at the

same time, and during their stay there was a low,

sweet, continuous warbling. On the 18th same con-

ditions ; 19th also ; there were seven or eight birds

flying about, and all visited the same nests. This

was not entirely my own observation, for I got others

to witness this fact. On the 21st some more birds

came, and another nest was built, and another in

front of the house—four in all. Now came a curious

incident. The first pair, as soon as the young could

fly, disappeared with them entirely ; this was about

the middle of June. The second nest was vacated

soon after, and the old birds also never returned. Then

those in the front nests took their young away

.and left them somewhere, came back and hatchedout

two more broods : these left about the middle of

August, at which time all the nests were deserted.

1395 ; the two front nests were occupied on May 1,

and three others built. Although the birds that

built the two back nests left early in June the previous
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yjar, they did not return until May 20, tUia

showing that though of one colony, those at the

back of the house must have gone to a different, and

possibly, a far mora distaut place than those in front,

they taking longer to come back. Also, these birds

again left early (abouttheendofJuae)withtheiryoung.

Two fresh birds came on Juno 10 (very late) and com-

menced a nest, but got no further than the foundation,

when they left. This year, 1896, the front birds all

arrived May 1 ; another nest was built making six

in front. At the back, those who built the two first

nests never returned ; but a pair came about iVIay 20,

and finished the nest begun the year previously,

hitched a brood. Then young and old left at the

beginning of July ; the birds in the front nests

occupied some of them as late as September 17 or 18.

Here it should be noted that the birds left and came

again in pairs, and went to and occupied the same

nests. Also what I wish to call attention to, is that it

appears that the house-martins have no particular time

of " coming " and " going," but come and go accord-

inz to the season or distance of their migration, and

that the young are taken away from the locality,

where they are hatched, and in some way got rid of,

when the old birds return and incubate again. But, as

I have shown, this is not always so, and that it is only

these last broods that congregate, aud go off in a

body, unles-i the young that have been early disposed

of stay on in a flock somewhere, and await the final

exolus. I have mentioned this at length, as this

diBFerenca in time of departure and arrival is new to

mi", and may be so to others

.

I know of no greater delight than to watch the

hou5e-martiu5 on the wing, as they skim iu eddying,

whirling flight ; the white patch on the back and the

breast seems to flovt on the air, and then is lust

again—now here, and now there, but never far from

home'; in this unlike the swallow, with the excsp-

tiou of the time wheu buildiiig. " My birds " seldom

went more than .^lOO feet away, rounding the hou^e

continuall/. When the weather was genial, they

were flying iu search of insecti at i a.m., and once at

3..30 A M. all were "at work,'' atid so on until sun-

down, day by day, it fine ; wet days they flew little.

It is curious how they congregate in some localities,

and hang their nests in clusters much like a bunch of

Grapes. Such was the case at Matfield House, Matfield

Green, Kent ; around and above the upper stable-

windows one might have counted thirty nests, while

on the adjacent buildings and the house itself, there

was scarcely a dwelling made. Although the house-

martin is a bud of no song or but little, yet the

lively action, the eccentric flight circlinga, the swift

undulations and flashes of colouring from space to

space, give a lite and cheeriness, that produces an

exhilaration and a feeling of pleasure in the watching

and observation of that is to be enjoyed from no other

bird!

AVith all these attractions, these beauties of life

and " doing," this friend of man, this bird beloved of

all time, is decreasing in numbers. Much of this is

owing to the predatory pugnaciousuess of the sparrow,

as well possibly of the variation of climate. A
friend of mine, a few days ago, told me that the

sparrows had driven off all the house-martins from

his buildings for some years, and that the house-

martins, by way of security, had now built, and

attempted to build, inside the villarjc school-room.

I hope and trust that those reading these notes

will try and do his, her, or their utmost to protect in

every way a bird at once so charming, so useful, so

ornamental, and so lovable.

FEENCH PRUNES.
Agen is the capital of the department of Lot-et-

Garonne, 400 miles south-west of Paris, and the

centre of the region which extends throughout the

valley of the Garonne, where the famous Prunes are

cultivated. The Prune is a kind of natural specialty

of that soil, which explains why no competition

is feared. There are numerous varieties of Prunes.

Duhamel divided them into two classes, following

the colour of the fruit ; the red-violet, and the

white-yellow or greenish. Though bearing the

name of Agen, the fruit is not much cultivated

in the vicinity of the city, but chiefly on the

borders of the River Garonne, from Marmande to

Villeu'iuve. The Prunes are also known by the name
of Pnoncs d'Entc, which merely signifies, that they are

the out-put of grafted trees. The Agen Pruu^ was

introduced several ages ago near Clairac, by monks,

who brought it from the East. The trade re-

cognises six varieties of Prunes. The French

Plum, or Prune, thrives bsst oa a calcareous

clayey soil ; indeed it succeeds on all soils,

save the very light or sandy. The tree exacts lass

care than that of the Apple or Pear. As it blossoms

very early in spring, regions where late frosts are

prevalent should be avoided ; the Vine districts are

excillent, the more si if they bs sheltered. Indeed,

the Prune is often cultivated in parallel rows in vine-

yards and orchards ; having shallow roots, the leaves

of the Viue shade the soil for the Plum trees. Ordi-

narily, the latter are purchased from the nursery-

man when aged three years, and ready grafted.

About 1,600 francs is the average price for an acre

of Plum trees, and they will prove remuneratively

productive duriug twenty years, if fairly manure!,

especially with woollen rags and burn shavings.

The fruit is known to be ripe by its odour, and the

ease with wliich it falls when the tree is .shaken ; a

mat is spreid ou the grjund to receive the Prunes,

as they being very delicate must not be bruised ;

such as are naturally bad are rejected. The fruit

ought never to be 'gatherei with the dew on them.

Humidity is the great enemy of Prune farming. The

fruit harvest is rarely good two or three years iu suc-

cession. The trees are planted 11 yards apart, and

yield from H to 84 lb. per tree of fresh fruit. The

latter, when gathered, generally in the early part of

August, are spread on a layer of straw, or ranged on

osier openwork trays or hurdles to dry. They

b3uefit by exposure to the sun for a day or two; it

favours the evaporation of the humidity in the

pulp. Now commences the procesies of preparation,

of the cooking and drying, on which success depends.

The machinery for drying the fruit, that is to say,

the method of constructing the ovens, are numerous.

The renowned Prunes of Tours are prepared from

the variety known as Sainte-Catherino. After th -ir

stalks are removed, they are spread on the hurdles iu

single laytrs, and exposed to the sun duriug several

days till they become sottish. Next they are placed

in an oven heated to 140° Fahr., and hermetically

closed during twenty-four hours, wheu thoy are taken

out and exposed to the ordinary air. Next they are

replaced in the oven, heated to 1.58', and rising to

176°. The process is renewed, on the whole, three

times, gently raising the heat to 212°, and shifting

the surface of the fruit by delicately agitating the

hurdles, while never touching it with the fingers.

The Prunes being now semi-desiccated, they are

taken one by one, and pressed between the fingur aud

thumb so as to impart that oblong aud flit shape

which first quality Prunes arc expected to possess.

This operation finished, the hurdles are p'aced in an

ordinary baker'soven after the bread has been removed

the door of which is firmly closed. Here they remain

one hour, and then withdrawn. A vase full of cold

water is introduced into the oven, and when i;he

water, has risen to ISV and 11')°, the hurdle? are

re-introduced, the oven closed, they there /emain

twenty-four hours more. All is' now terminated,

when the Prunes become, strictly speaking, pruneau.r.

The condition of the latter, known as fourre's, are

thus prepared. Before the Prunes enter the oven

for the second or third time, they are slightly rolled

between the finger and thumb, so as to squeeze out

the stone ; the latter is replaced by a second smaller

and prepared stoneless fruit, which is thrust or /oitive

inside the first. There are firms that, instead of the

usual oveu, have a special stove, where the three

temperatures 140, 176, and 212 degrees Fall, are

attained successively. The first two temperatures are

destined to evaporate slowly the water in the fruit
;

the third to cook it completely, and so secure that

black shimmery appearance so much sought after

by purchasers, while guarding its speinal elasticity

and esteemed quality. If the temperatures were

not moderated, aud successively augmented,
the interior of the fruit would boil, and the

skin swell aud burst ; the syrup would then

exude, become glutinous, and so be lost. 'While

passing through the ovens, the Prunes are turned oa
the huriles, but, as already remarked, never touched
with the fingers, so as to avoid injuring the tender

skin. Once cooked, the Prunes are placed iu a well-

aerated and dry store. Extreme care must bo taken

to prevent the Prunes absorbing the slightest

humidity. During the processes of preparation, the

Prunes lose 50 to 60 per cent, of their weight. Thus
prepared, the Prunes will keep good in temperate

cUm»tes for two years ; after that they spoil, no

mxtter how carefully they may have been packed.

This is in part remedied by drying them, and sub-

ecting them afterwards to the action of steam.

Pistoles are only Prunes from Brignoles, made from

the choicest of the Plums ; they are never gathered

till noon, when the sun has thoroughly dried them.

Prunes fleuries are prepared from Plums of the

second category. When gathered, and in full fresh-

ness, they are thrown immediately into a vat filled

with boiling-water ; here they are left for a few

minutes, which causes the sugar in the fruit to be

drawn outward to the skin. Taken out, they are

dried in the open air, but always iu the shade, for

four to six weeks, according to temperature. The skin

in due course becomes covered with a bloom or diivcl,

to which the technical name of Jituric is given. The
boiling-water produces the well-known corrugations

or wrinklings of the skin ; but all the natural cha-'

racteristic qualities of the Prunes are maintained.

The trade iu French Prunes is very important, and
varies from fifteen to twenty millions of francs,

following the estimates of the Bank of France

branch at Agen. Bordeaux, which is the centre of the

export trade, alone ships annually Prunes to the

value of 8 million francs to all parts of the world.

The prunes are classified according to volume and

weight in ten categories, by paising them slowly

through a series of sieves, haviug mathematical

measured meshes; so many prunes ('J2 to 30) go to a

pound, and on the box, whereiu they are nicely

packed, the number of Prunes contiined therein is

stated, so that no deception is possible. Before

sending the Prunes away, the Bordeaux merchants

flatten the fruit between cylinders sheathed with

india-rubber, aud afterwards they are gently pressed

by machiues into the boxes. Other merchants simply

range them in boxes of 2 and 3 lb. in we'ght each,

and hermetically close the lid. Edtoard Conner.

PALMS ON THE RIVIERA.
Had it been known twenty years ago that the

majority of the Cocos which have found their way
into the Riviera gardens would have attained such

gigantic dimensions as they have done, they would

have certainly been planted in greater numbers. It

must not be understood that isolated specimens are

out of place

—

an cuntrairr, they form beautiful

features in the landscape of our gardens, their long

smooth trunks standing out as sentinels against the

deep green vegetation around ; but groups and

avenues of them form a very striking and tropical

feature, as the accompanying photograph shows

(lig. 139, p. 779).

Here and there some very fine specimens may be

met with, as in the Villa Valetta gardens at Cannes,

where may be seen a Cocos flexuosa with a trunk

32 feet in height, aud the fronds moasuriug over

1 5 feet in length.

Now that many of the older apecimens flower and
fruit annually, it is remarkable to note the great

variation in the seeds of the C. flexuosa types, upon

which basis many of the said species have been named,

but which to me seem only forms of the one and s ime

species.

In the foliage there is also great variation among-st

them, some having light graceful fronds, and others

an erect heavy appearance, the former being most

desirable, as they resist better the heavy winds, whilst

the latter are often broken about ; and there is a

heavy- foliaged variety known here as C. dactyle^!'),
,
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which often has its youug leaves broken down e.ich

year by the winds.

Tliere is amongst them a variety iinown as C.

Romanzoffiana, but I am doubtful if it exists here, as

the true variety has a pendulous spathe, and therd

are none, as yet, which answer to the deswiption.

Amon^ot the Coc.is auatralis typ-^. tiiere is a confusion

of nuties which one me^ta with, as the latter, for

iastince. is also found under the namo of C. Bon-

Mttti and C. campestris. Then there is C. BIu-

nionavii and C. Yatai, which resemble the rest to a

great extent. The Coeos delight in a porous soil,

do!n.j best in granite or a similar soil, with plenty of

manure during the summer, but not so much water

as the majority of our Palms.

Over watering has been the death of many a fine

by hybridisation to form the modem Strawberry.

Remembering how apt some plants are to '' throw

back " to a former ancestor, and suddenly exhibit the

peculiarities of a long forgotten strain, it will readily

be understood how the tendency to vary increases

with the number of progenitors. Hence it is that

the Strawberry is apt to play tricks and disappoint

the grower. The normal plant is bisexual, that i^,

every flower has its proper complement of stamens to

produce pollen, and pstils to produce seed. When
all goes right, the pistils are fertilised by the inter-

vention of bees or other insects, who worry about

among the anthers of the stamens and get c )veri d

with pollen. Some of this they aie sure to deposit

u pon the receptive tipsof the pistils, which immediately

answer to the physiological ciiU upon their powers.

dropping them here and there, that is, sowing them
and providing for the dissemination of the species.

Mind, I do not say that there is direct intent in this

collaboration of Strawberry and epicurean fruition.

But the result is just the same aa if there had been a

conscious and previously-planned arrangement At.

this point, man interposes, and annexes for his own
use the results of whole cycles of Darwinian dev,,'lop-

ment. That is how we get our Strawberries.

" Now it has often been argued, with no little sho v

of probability, that tnost or perhaps all plants of

raodex'ately high development used to be respectively

unisexual, that is, there were males an 1 there were

females, just as is the case withanimaU. Most of the

oldest plants now representing the flora of past geo-

logic ages, and surviving like descendants of historic

FlO. 140.— QATEUOUSK .\T l-i-TWrLL ril!K, ASUFuR'. KL'.XT (m.E T. 777.)

Cocos here, and especially the C. australis varieties,

which do not like a lot of water ; in fact, where the

Eoil is of a stagnant nature they will not grow.

Rie'ura.

THE VAGARIES OF THE
STRAWBERRY PL.\Nr.

The following paragraphs are the expansion of a

brief report by Prof. Ma^Uwan upon a correspondent's

letter on the barrenness of his Strawberries :
—

" The difficulty noticed by correspondents with

regard to Strawberries f.iiling to fruit has certainly

increased consideiably of late years. The modern
Strawberry is quite an artificial product, and by no
means merely a wild jilaut brought by culture to a

greater state of perfection than could be gained

under natural eondition.s. There are about seven

species, or quasi-species, all of which have been in

cultivation, and at least three of these have contributed

and commence the maturation of the seels—or to

speak more crirrectly, the little seedlike fiuits which

lie one at the base of each. While this main objtct

of the plant's existence is in progress, othei- and very

extraordinary changes are taking plac-". The one we
are concerned with is an exce.ssive development of the

receptacle or disk upon which the pistils were origin-

ally supported, and which at first wai of a texture

somewhat like that of an ordinary leaf. It enlarges

l»y an astonishingly rapi-i subdivision and growth of

its component cells, which assume a juicy siu*culence,

.'in<l a peculiar ethereal flavour. That is the physio-

logical work done by the Strawberry. It h.as for its

object the perpetuation and distribution of the specie).

The perfumed, juicy, sugary flesh of the enlarged

receptacle is a bait set forth by the plant to induce

some discerning epicure of a bird to peck away

at the pulp and swallow it along with as many as

possible of the seeds. The bird digests the pulp to

his great Gallsfaction, and passes the seeds unharmed,

heroes, are thus unisexual. This is the case «ith

our Cape Restios, the " dak riets " and "besom-
riets

'" of the flats. So with all the Leucodendrous,

the Cycads, and the whole family of U illows. Others

have gone a step further in economising their physio-

logic work of reproduction, and bear male flowers and

female flowers, distinct from each other, but on the

same tree or plant. Such are the Pines, moit Palms,

the B.manas, and hosts of weedy Cucurbits. Nettle-

plants, and even the royal Oak. A still further

economy of space and convenience next prevailed.

Each flower became in itself both male and femde,

having ovaries to conceive and reproduce, and stamens,

or their equivalent, to fertilise and set the physiolog'c

process going.

" With all this vast pedigree of change, stretching

back into old world history, what wonder that even

the humble Strawberry sometimes forgets the modern
scheme of things, and reverts to an ancestral fashion

of shaping its life? And the more highly it is bred
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ia and in, to increase as much as po3sible the great suc-

culent receptacle, which is to the plant itself of secon-

dary importance only, the more likely ia it to indulge

in these vagaries, and become unisexual like its re-

mote ancestors. The infei-tility consists in the plant

producing only staminiterous or male blossoms, which

of course, cannot bear fruit ; or, a more frequent case,

in failing to form any males at all. The bees gene-

rally bring enough pollen from far to make up

for the latter fault, but they can do nothing to

help the former failure. The gardener has to

take the matter in hand himself, rogue out the

barren males, or reduce their number to the few

sufficient to give enough pollen to go round among

the pistilliferous flowers. The weeding out is exactly

analogous to the farmer's duty in weeding out a super-

fluity of rams from his flock, and maintaining the

proportion of reproductive ewe.s.

"Then it amounts to something like this. In

starting a new plantation, put in the first setts rooted

from runners. You watch their first blooming. They

will give normal bisexual plants, pistillate plants,

and perhaps barren males. You may keep a few of

these last, and intercalate soma in each bearing row,

but the general practice is to destroy them, and care-

fully arrange that, ia planting up for bearing, there

shall be one sound bisexual individual for at least

every three or four pistillate ones. The busy bee will

do the rest of the work, and see to the pLilliuation of

every one of them. I suppose it is a counsel of per-

fection, to which nobody will attend, that a bearing

bed of Strawberries should not be maintained more

thau four seasons at most, but ought to be broken up

in its regular rotation. The fruit from aa old five to

seven-year bed is not worth picking for m irket, unless

indeed the sailer it in the mind to put rubbish under-

neath and finish off with a layer of tippers to catch

the customer's eye. The old first-class kinds stand

longer than do some of the recent novelties, a few of

wiiich I have known to fail after two seasons, and

have to be grubbed up. P. MiuOtoan, in Agricultural

Journal, Cape Tuwii,"

and the wood-cutter blesses or anathematises accord-

ing to his particular view of the labour question. In

a crowded wood, a tall cylinder of wood, without

brancli or excrescence of any kind, and almost as

perfectly shaped as if turned out with a lathe, is the

rejult. The arboriculturist will consider the former

type of tree to be the correct one, while the sylvicul-

turist, for obvious reasons, prefers the latter, but

both types have their attractive features. In the

Beech woods of Bricks, the clean-stemmed type

prevails, and occasionally a wood, or portion of

one, may be seen, which the most exacting forester

cjuld scarcely find fault with ;
but such cases are

comparatively rare, and are more often the result of

accident rather than design. For the system of

felling adopted in most of these woods is neither

regular enough to begin with, nor is it of the right

kind to produce the best results. It may be most

appropriately termed a cross between the " clear-

felling" and "natural selection" systems of the

continental forester, but while it does not contain

enough of the one, it possesses too much of the

other. The system of felling necessary to obtain

satisfactory results has already been described in these

columns (see July 13, 1895), and need not be gone

into here. But still the first law of economic forestry

is usually fulfilled as things are at present, for both

natural regeneration and the maintenance of soil-

fertility are well assured in moat cases. Every now

and then, however, one comes across instances where

excessive and premature fellings have denuded the

soil of its humus layer on the one hand, and

depiived the wood of its mature seed-bearing trees

on the other. I'nder such conditions. Beech woods

are no hjnger able to hold their own iu the struggle

or fxiatence, and a crop of weeds and coarse gra-js

takei possession of the ground. A. C. Furl/es.

(To be continued).

Forestry.

TYPE3 OF BRITISH WOODLAND.
[Continued from p. 080.)

Tke reasons for Beech Woods on th; Chillerns. -

Although the Beech is plentiful enough both in park

and woodland throughout Great Britain, it is only on

the Chiltern Hills of Bucks and Oxon that it cm bo

called a predominant timber tree in woods. Round
High Wycombe (with its ch lir factories and saw-mill.-i)

woods abound which contain scarcely anything but

Beech and a few scattered Hollies and Yews, and

which have cost their owneis pr.ielic illy nothing iu the

w.iy of planting or transplanting from time immemorial.

Why pvu'e Heoch woods phould be almost entirely

coufiaed to this district it is difficult to say. The
affinity of Beech for chalk i^ one reason, of course, but

chalk hills and downs prevail in several other

districts of the south of England, but Beech woods

are not found to the sauij extent upon them.

Probably, local industries and systems of agric Iture

have been the means of retaining a large extent of

the primeval forest growth of the Chilterns than has

been the case elsewhere.

Bjech woods provide no pisturage for sheep, and

where aheep-breediug has been most extensively

pursued, diaatforestation has probably been pushed to

its furthest limits ; hence, treeless downs have

generally succeeded the ancient forests which at one

time must have cjvered the chalk hills of the south.

[Iu Sussex, the iron-smelting, once extensively carried

on, accounts for the absence of t^ee-growth on the

downs in that county. Ed.].

Methdds of Ajj'urcatimj.—Yex trees differ so much
in a;jpearanco and habit of growth when grown
singly in crowiled woods as the Be'ch. With
imrestricteil growth it gradually forms a dome of

branches almost aa large and as regular in outline aa

that of St. Paul's, with a short thick and heavily

buttreisod trunk, which the timber merchant reject

i

growers much anxiety. The lower leaves began to

assume a sickly yellow hue, and premature ripening

of the wood, with its atteudant results, looked most

threateningly. Unlike most times of drought, no

night-dews refreshed the jaded-looking leaves, and

artificial means seemed to have less thau usual

success.

When the change came, growth quickly recom-

menced—or, rather, the plants began to grow more

naturally ; but the wet, almost sunless autumu, pre-

vented them from completely recovering themselves.

Buds in most instances were taken iu good time ; and

from the first show, right up till the latest, blooms

probably were never staged in greater numbers, and

competition more keen.

A striking peculiarity of the se ison is the extemled

period of the blooming time. This can be accounted

for by the laggardly opening of late buds ; and the two

fiue shows at the Aquarium prove couclusively that

the quality of the flower's w.is good all thiougli,

although, owing doubtless to the changeable season,

they lacked the sensational quality of the preceding

season. A Coantry Exhibitor.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS: A REVIEW
OF THE PAST SEASON.

A BETaOiPECT of a very varied character comprises

the Chrysanthemum season of 1896. At first all looked

well ; the spring and early summer proved favourable,

so that gooil strong plants were potted on, and placed

in their growing quarters under the most promising

auspices. Another season of splendid fljwers like the

preceding one was confidently looked forward to by

most growers ; but the dry, almost burning heat of

midsummer caused a check from which the

plants never fully recovered. Up till that time

the varied chiracters of the many varieties

was closely watched. Such new sorts as had

already established themselves, headed by the

popul.ir Madame Carnot, looked as if they would

fulfil the good things expected fr-om them. The less

known sorts of recent introduction .already seemed as

if they would lie valuable acquisitions, being mostly

of a dwarf, sturdy habit, amongst which \V. E. Capi-

taut and Wood's Pet, may be cited as examples. The

latter, I fear, will not long remain a pet unless the

flowers gr-ow larger than they promise to do. M.

Chenonde Leche looked promising, while A. H. Wood
had very simil ir growth to Primrose League. Auatralie

did not look aa if it would produce the large

flower it undoubtedly does ; but Pride of Mad-

ford and Oceana, gave promise of the excellent

remits they so well fulfilled.

Amongst the established varieties. Col. W. B Smith

never looked more promising ; Niveum looked better

than usual ; and in collections from which its non-

disea-c-resistiiig habit, had not excluded it, Golden

Wedding was better than ever. Viviand Morel and

Charles Davis showed their precocity for producing

flower-buds in a disagreeably marked depree. I find

the biSt method of doing these varieties is to grow

them on iu the usual way until the middle or end of

May, an<l then cub them right down close to the

ground. The growth then produced will, iu most

instances, be strong, capable of finishing off a blooin.

of more compact builil, and better colour than when

grown on without being cut back.

The burning heat just referrel to caused many

The WEEK'S Work.
THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

ByG. WooDQATE, Gardener, RoUoston Hall, Burton-on-Treut.

Preparatory to Oraftinrj.—Healthy trees of inferior

varieties of Plums, Cherries, Apples, and Pears, may
bo put to good use by grafting tUem with good varie-

ties suited to the particular locality or soil. Such trees

should be headed down in mild weather during the

winter, cutting off the branches about one foot alove

the points where the grafts will eventually bo put in,

being careful not to injure the bark below the point

of severance, and leaving till the proper season for

inserting the young scions, the cutting-back of the

branches to the length at which they will be left when
grafted. The buds of the Gooseberry and (Jurrant

are lialile to be devoured in winter and oai'ly spring-

time by bullfinches and sparrows, and it behoves the

gardener to take me.ana to prevent their doing this. I

have always found that, if the bu-hes are du-ted over

with freshly slaked lime and soot—two parts lime to

one of soot, when they .are wee with dew. it is a

simple and excellent deterrent. It m.ay be necessary

to repeat the dusting twice or thrice during the

winter and spring, it much rain falls. Mixing the

quicklime and soot with soap-suds till it is of I ho
consistency of thin paint, and spi'ayiug tlie bushes

with the mixture is equally good, and has the

advantage that it is not so easily washed oil.

Manure iratcr.—The large quantity of rain which
has fa len of late, has occasioned large quautit os of

manure water to flow from the mannre-heaiis, which
ought not to be allowed to run to waste, it being an
excellent stimulus for .aged fruit-lree.s, Uaspburriis,

and Blackberries, if applied liberally a", this season.

If very powerful, it should be rliluted with water to a

safe strength. Wall fruit-trees of all kiuds, as wellaa

others that are not productive of any excess of wood-
growth, or which carried full crops of fruit this year,

will be much improved by one or two applications.

AlTord these root-w.ateriug when the ground is

pervious to moisture, and in sufficient qnuilityto

moisten it to a considerable depth.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Ce.\RLE3 Hebrin, Gardener, D.'utmor. , Mvduaboad.

Forcing Asjiaragus.—Whi re t' if work is carried

out on an extensive scale, a sufficient number of roots

to meet requirements should b.i lifted iu mild
weather and ma le secure ag.aiost froit. It is always
prudent to introduce fresh batches of roots to the

forcing- pits before the latest one shows signs of giving

out. Asparagus should be gathered as soon as the

stalks have grown ('• inches above the crown, and if

not required for immediate consumption, they may
be tied in small bundles, pla?ed iu .sliallow pans of

water, and kept in a frost-proof shed or cellar.

Par.oley.—Up to the present time this has not

really required protection ; but where it is growing
in the open border, or even under the shelter of a

wall, covering material of some kind slmiild be kept

in readiness for use in the event of pevore frost. The
plants should be cleared of decaying loaves, and some
<lry tree-leaves pUaced alongside the rows and between
the pi ,nts as a fiirt'ier protect! in agiinst fe'ost. A
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few short twigs stuck ia along the siiles o£ the rows

will keep the covering—any light covering that may
be used—from pressing down upon the plants. It is

well iilao to have some boxes filled with the plants,

placing thes-i in a cool house ; and to cover a

portion of the out-of-doors crop with a few g.irjen

frames.

Seakidc Rouls in small numbers should be placed

in darkness to force, never allowing the shoots that

are fit for uw t) become long and spindly before using,

or cutting them. Should a <lrying day favour work on

the ground, advantage should be taken of it to clear

up the vegetable quarters, and wheel away all decaying

leaves of Broccoli, .Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, c&c.

General Work.—At the present time it is scarcely

possible to do any work upon the ground, but the men
may be profitably employed instead in overhauling the

root-stove, the Potatosused in the kitchen, rubbing off

tlie growths, and sorting out the decaying and decayed

tubers. Sets of Potatos for late planting should bo

spread on shelves or floors, thinly, as a check to un-

timely sprouting ; whilst others, especially the forms

of Asbleaf, should be placed on end in shallow boxes.

E.xeellent boxes for this purpose were shown at the

List meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society by
Mr. A. Dean. The ends of these boxes are about

twice the depth of the sides, with a slight tie-bar

running from end to end, which allows of their being

)iileil several boxes deep when filled with the tubers,

while air and light are admitted at the same time.

The running and pointing of Pea, Bean, and other

sticks m.ay be undertaken at this season, sorting them
as the work goes on, into short, medium, and tall.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Uy W. U. White, Burfora, Duiking.

Culanthcd.—The varieties of Calauthe veatita and

the hybrids obtiined by crossing theji with C.

( Limatodes) rosea, are plants which all .should gro.v

who have to furnish cut flowers in qu.antity at this

season. The plants having done flowering, should be

rested by placing them on a shelf free from drip, and
close up to the roof of a warm-house or pit. Water
should be entirely withheld till they are started in

the spring. Before placing the plants on the shelf,

the pseudo-bulb should be cleared of the white

and brown scale which frequently infests them.

Calantlie Turueri, (
'. nivalis, and others of the

Regnieri section whoso season of flowering is tiie

bpring, sliould be kept m the East Indian-house,

carefully allording them water as they may need it.

Lwliopsis Domlni/ensis, and its closely .allied species

L. erubescens, better known as L. pecjuncularis, and

L. acuminata, whose flower-spikes are now appearing,

mu*t be carefully afforded water at this stage, but

saturation of the potting materi.il should be avoided,

or the flower-spikes will fall off. After the flowers of

these species fide, a decided rest till growth recom-

mences should be afl'orded th-m, and the plants

suspended near the roof of the Mexican-house.

OaUlcjia iir /nlennedi Uelnuse.—The larger number
of the Cittleyai are still in a dormant state, i.e,

so far as top growth is concerned, with the excep-

tion of a few pl.ints that require attention. Tlie

new pseudo-bulbs of C. Lawreuceaua being now of

full size, the plants should be afforded less water at

the root ; C. exoniensis, now flowering from the

current .se,\son's growth, will require to have water

cirefuUy afforded till growth is finished, after which

time the Lew routs soon emerge from the base of the

uevv pseudo-bulbs, and the plant m,ay then be repotted,

if this operation seems to be needed by any of them.

Tue pretty Liclio-Cattleya euterpe should be afl'orded

similar treatment to the lint-named. ( 'attleya Perciv.al-

liitni is commencing to push up its flower-spikes, and

th;^ plant will need to have a little more water than it

it ha-i yet rec -ived applied at the root. Plants of C.

labiata Warneri aud the rare hybrids Lxlia Amesiaua,

L. euspatha, L. Amanda, Ltclio-Caltleya Canhamiana,

and L.-( '. C alba, now c jmuieucing to grow, should bo

brought up to the light at the warmer end of the

house, affording all of them water in sufficient

quantity to keep the compost moist. As soon as

growth is finished, remove them to a less warm position

where there is be'.ter ventilation, and they will soon

open their flowers. C labiata Warneri, if kept too

w.irm ani close during the flowering period, some-

times loses its roots prematurely, which causes

the shrivelling of the pseudo-bulbs. The m^st suit-

able season for repotting the above-named species and
hybrids is that which follows the fading of the flowers,

the latest made growths then commencing to emit
roots from their base. The rare Sophro Cattleya

Calypso is now in bloom at Burford. We find that it

should 6e grown in the coolest part of the inter-

mediate-house. Fresh compost may be afforded the

plant when the flowers are cut, or when the roots

have become active.

Sohra/laa. -These plants being in active growth,

the old stems that hive bloomed may be cut close

to the groun l-level when the young shoots arj well

advanced. The new stems should then be tied out

clear of each other. In the same house (intermediate)

the plants of Cypripedium Spicerianum, G. Charles-

worthi, C. purpuratum, and <
'. Schlimi have re-

cently finished blooming, and any of these which may
require more root-space may be forthwith repotted.

In doing this, avoid the error of affording large pots
;

and see that the drainage is open. As a compost, u.se

lumpy peat and sphagnum-moss, which affords ample
drainage to such plants as these, whicli require

an abundant supply of water.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
Bv fvi). McI>Jrv-RK. Ginloiior. Wooiiside, D.irlintfton.

Hirlncccons Calfeularais.—These plants may now bo

shifted into 6-inch potj, which will be tho.se they will

flower in, unless large plants are required, when an
8-inch pot should be the size of the flowering pot.

The compost should consist of rich fibrous loam, one

year in stack two parts, dried cow-dung one part,

and river-sand one part. The same kind of compost
suits the Cineraria. The plants should from the first

be gro.vn cool ; they will even stand a few degrees of

frost without injury. Toey do not suffer from damp
to the sime extent as Ciuerarias, and may therefore

be kept in frames till hard frosts become imminent.

The rich compost afforded the plant renders ma-
norial aids to growth unnecessary before the soil gets

exhausted, that is, just previous to fl )wering.

.SWi/;(i»(/iu,'j piiiiialiis and .S'. rrtusus ore showy bien-

nials for greenhouse decoration in the spring, and may
be sown in the mouth of July and gro*n on. They
require to be repeatedly shifted till they are in

ti. 7. and 8-iuch pots, I piefertheiu in the first size,

which admits of their being used in various kinds of

house decoration. A compost of good loam, leaf-

mould, an I river- -and will suit thoai at each shift.

Let the plants grow close to the glass so as to pre-

vent spindly growth. They Bo ,ver continuously for

two or three months.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Hkdlev Wakkkn, QarJoULT. .Vst.n CliiU.ui. Trio/.

Hoots of Oiiiitiis, Dahlias, Lthelia cariUnalis, Salvia

patens, Beyonias, should bj occa-sionally examined,

rotten roots and parts of roots being removed, and
the raw surfaces sprinkled with charcoal powder.

Where a large number of a particular variety of

Dahlia is required, and the stock of it is not great,

the roots should be potted up early in the New Year,

and placed in gentle warmth, for furnishing cuttings,

which in their turn will furnish others, also in good
time to make strong plants by the time that planting

is usually done.

Ilerhaccua': borders m.ay be dressed with decayed

manure, which if left on the surface for a few weeks,

will afford the plants a slight protection .ag.iinst frost.

It can be liglitly forked into the soil later on. As
many of the plants in herbaceous borders die down
in the winter, it is very necessary that each be fur-

nished with a stout label on which the name of the

plant is legibly written.

Doidile-.H iirerf'd ]Vallll iwers.—These plants ire fre-

quently wintere 1 in frames, n it appearing to be quite

so capable of withstanding frost as the single-flowered

varieties unless they are planted in a sheltered position,

such as that afl'orded by a south-west w.Ul. Beautiful

as some of the German double varieties are, the

d.nible yellow English is still the favourite, and
rightly so, for it is extremely floriferous when
true. This variety is propagated by slips in-

serted in a bed of sandy soit. loam, and leaf-mould

under a handligiit. Keep the haudlight close '.ill

they are rooted, airing the cuttings for an hour if

damp be troublesome ; and affirding air as soon as

r loting has taken place. If planted out on a well-

draiued border at 9 inches apart, the young plants

soon grow with one or two stoppings of the leading

br.inohes into compiles little bushes, fit to m ike groups,

big or little, to fill window-boxes, &c.

Geiiira' Remxrks.—The arrival by post of the

nirserymen's seed lists for the incoming year is a

reminder that operations will soon commence in the

flower garden. There are many kinds of seeds that

are almost indispensable which should be obtained

as soon as possible, the sowings of some of them
being made early in .January. These are Centaurea

caudidissima, Cannas, Marguerite-Carnations, Gre-

villea robubta, and others ; tuberous-rooted Begonias,

Cobos I scindeus, .Salvia patens, Kiilulias zebrina and
gracilis, 4;c. These seeils should bo sown in

gentle heat, in an ordinary hotbed, potting ott',

.and pushing on the seedlings as ([uickly as is

desira'jle. To those who have no experieuce of

Marguerite-Carnations for bedding out purposes, I

would say that after being once grown for this pur-

pose, few owners of gardens would be disposed to be

without them, they being almost indispensable,

especially in dry seasons like that of ISStti. The first

sowing should be made in seed-pans or boxes towards

the end of the month of January, in gentle warmth,

say of 60". As soon as the plants appear above the

soil, remove them to a pit or frame where a little

more air can be afforded, aud the temperature is not

higher than fia^ and as soon as they are large enough
to handle they should be potted oft' singly into

thumb-pots, plunging these in Cocoa-nut fibre refuse

up to the rims, still keeping the warmth .at 55°; aud

as soon as root action begins, ventilation may be

slightly increased, especially when the days are warm
and mild. This ventilation wdl tend to check the

inroads of green-fly, which light fumigations with

tobacco will re.adily destroy, which is better than

syringing the plants with an insecticide.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Pope, Oardeoor, Higliolere C istle, Newbury.

Fi/s, E'-irliest Pol-trees.—When the terminal buds
are observed to be bursting into leaf, the temperature

of the pit may be increased a little by sun heat,

with an increase in aerial-moisture. Afford the plants

full sunlight by keeping the gla.ss clean both inside

and out. and reduce the condens,atiun of moisture on

the glass by affordini; a small quantity of air at the

top of the house whenever this is pos.sible, and when-
ever the temperature rises above 70'. Syringe the

trees twice a d.iy in bright weather, but in dull

weather once will suffice, damping all available sur-

faces in the afternoon. Pay attention to the state of

the fermenting material about the pots, not .allowing

the war.iith to exceed 70" to 75"
; but should it

become warmer, it must beturueJ and mixed again

—

and, on the contrary, freshly-warmed material must
be added should the mass be getting cool. Night
temperature, 55° to 60'

; that of the day, 75°, with

sun-beat.

Eirlij planted-oitt Trc-es.— It a good body of fer-

menting miterial has been introduced here, but little

fire-heat will be required before signs of starting into

growth arc observe I, ejpecially if the trees have been
previously forced ; although in the case of young
unforoed trees a rather higher temperature will

have to be afforded. Syringe the trees twice a day
with tepid water, and if the aoil be dry, afford water

at 85° to 90=.

Saeecsaion an I Late Houses.—Tho pruning and
clearing of the trees should now be carried out,

using soapsuds with a wineglassful of petroleum to the

gallon of water if scale exists on tlieni. The cleaning

of the glass and woodwork shouM not bo forgotten,

and walls should be lime-washed. If any of the old

mulching is still on the border remove it, aud afford a

fre.sh one, 3 to 4 inches thick of rotten manure.
Keep the house cool and dry for the present.

Young plants intended for growing in pots should

now be potted, using fibroui loam, with a good
sprinkling of lime rubbish, aud a sixth part of

decayed cow manure added, poting firmly, and
keeping the plants to a single stem. If required

tj be brought on for forcing, plunge the roots iu

gentle bottom-heat early iu the new year.

Tonmtos.—The young plants rai.sed from cuttings

should be kept near the glass in a temperature of 60°to

65°, with a proportionate advance from sun heat, with

slight ventilation whenever it is safe to afford it. As
these late-struck plants are apt to become drawn, they

may be layered on to prepared ridges of soil, or into

fruiting-pots, with the advantage nf having the fruit

c!osc to the base of the plants. The plants should be

kept in the pots till the layers are well rooted, when
they may be detached. One joint should be selected

for layering just below a flowei-truss, securely fixing it

with a peg, and covering with soil. The flowers which

e.xpand at this season and later shouhl be fertilised

with pollen carried to them on a camel's-liair pencil.

If such plants for layering are not in stock, seed for

them may now be sown It is a good practice to

place two or three seeds in 3-inch pots, and place these

in bottom-heat and near to the glass ; aud when the

seedlings appear, to draw out the weakest ; in a few

days shift into larger pots, potting firmly aud growing

them on in light pit or frame so as to induce sturdi-

uess and early fruiting.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

Illustrations.—r/te Editor will thankfully receive and select

photogrojihs or drawings, suitable for reprod^^ction in these

pages, of gardens, or of remarkable plants, fiowers, trees,

dc. ; but he cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending

to the Editor early intelligence of local events likely to be

of interest to our reiulers, or of ayiy matters ^vhich it is

desirable to bring undfr the iwtice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

SALES.
i Japanese Lilies and Palm Seeds,

Wednesday, Deo.
30._;J.

Roses, Azaleas, &c.,atProtheroe

FRIDAY,

.'f tfc Morris' Roonrs.

. I Orchids, from Messrs. F. Sander &
Jan. l< Co., at Protheroe k Morris'

( Rooms.

CORRECTED AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE EN-
SUING WBBK, DEDUCED FROM OBSERVATIONS
OF FORTYTHREE YEARS, AT CHISWICK.—37-3'.

In reviewing the events of the
The Events of year now almost past, facts and

the Year. . , „, ,.-,

Circumstances orten assume dif-

ferent proportions to those in which they pre-

sented themselves at the time. What excited

interest then now fades into insignificance, or

at least seems of much less importance. The
eager interest felt in the big shows, in the

meetings of the Eose or of the Chrysanthemum
societies, awakes but a feeble echo now. The
resting stage has been arrived at, and energy

is being stored to break forth into full vigour

next season. This being so, there is happily

no uecessitj' for doing more than allude to the

ever-growing multitude of shows, with the

expression of a passing regret that so much
labour should be spent on ephemeral matters,

and that the results are proportionately so small.

Here and there we find something that is of

more permanent value. We may include in the

number the papers read at the recent Potato

Tercentenarj' Conference in Dublin. It is

curious to ob.serve in passing that little or no

notice seems to have been taken in Dublin of

the similar conference held in London some few

years ago, which was one of the very best and
most instructive of similar gatherings.

Another matter arising out of the exhibitions

is the issue under the auspices of the Royal

Horticultural Society of the " Kules for

Judging." This attempt to lay down general

principles is most laudable, and we trust that

the experience gained in the past j'ear may
serve to show in what directions amendment or

augmentation may be required.

The most astonishing, and the most satis-

factory, outcome of the societies this 5'ear is the

resolution of the Shrewsbury Horticultural

Society to erect a statue of Darwin in the town
of his birth. We have always looked on the

Shrew.sbury fi'te as one of the best illustrations

of the provincial shows, and as such, very

restricted in its influence on horticultural pro-

gress compared to the expenditure bestowed upon
it. It is popular and does good service by
affording an opportunity for meeting friends and
fellow-workers, but is accompanied b)' adventi-

tious olenionts more suited to a country-fair

than to a society with earnest aims. In

this, however, Shrewsbury is no worse than

many other towns, and financial reasons may
doubtless bo alleged for the continuance of prac-

tices which every genuine horticulturist must
look upon as out of place and unworthy the

dignity of Horticulture. Darwin derived

endless facts from horticulture, andfreelyavailed

himself of the assistance of horticulturists, as

our columns bear ample witness. It is then

most satisfactory to find a provincial horticul-

tural society taking the lead in the matter of

commemorating the life and labours of the

great naturalist. We understand that the

Shrewsbury Society has invited a deputation

from the Royal Horticultural Society to visit

the show in August next.

The Royal Horticultural Society has gone on

its way smoothly, and we hope prosperously.

The Drill Hall is certainly not all that can be

deoired as a meeting-place, but it is convenient,

and we do not see much chance of amendment.

Chiswick has been well maintained throughout

the year, and the new Superintendent has

gained the good opinion of the Fellows for his

ability, tact, and courtesy. Incidentally, let

us hope that the authorities will afford us the

opportunity of visiting Chiswick next year.

It is beside the question in these busy days to

tell us that the Gardens are open daily ;
some

special opportunity must be afforded, or most

of us will be too immersed in affairs to be able

to visit the garden, although we may still feel

that the garden and the library, together with

the committees, form the very marrow of the

Society, so far as its utility is concerned.

Of Mr. Wood's grandiose scheme for fede-

rating all the horticultural societies and giving

them a home, we have nothing but sympathy

as far as the general principles are concerned,

but we feel grave doubts as to the possibility of

its full realisation. There is no reason, how-

ever, why some parts of Mr. Wooo'.s scheme

may not be carried out, and we earnestly hope

that something practical may in due course

be evolved from it. The want is universally

felt, and that being the case, it seems certain

that a moans of supplying it must shortly be

devised. In the meantime, Mr. Wood's scheme

is a very useful one as affording a basis for

discussion.

Kew progresses in a waj' which makes a

Briton proud. The cultivation of the plants

is kept at a high standard, and the amenities of

the garden are yearlj- increased. It was fitting

that Kew should be one of the first places in

which the noble Camoensia should flower. The

very first place, however, was at The Mythes,

Tewkesbury, last year. Now that it has

flowered in a few other places, as with Mr.

WoodalTj of Scarborough, and Mrs. Wintiirop,

Hungerford, wo may expect to see it elsewhere.

Kew has always from the time of Sir William
Hooker devoted much attention to the re-

sources of our colonies and dependencies ; and

Dr. Morris in our own days has given special

attention to this department. No better or

more experienced adviser than he could be

found to take part in the enquiries and delibera-

tions of the commission appointed to consider

the state of aftairs in the great sugar-growing

colony of British Guiana, which is suffering like

some of the West Indian islands from the mis-

chievous and illogical procedures of those foreign

governments who deem it right to encourage

one class of the community at the expense of

all the others by their system of contributing

bounties to the growers of Beet for sugar.

While mentioning Kew, wo may allude to the

publication of the useful handlists of trees and

shrubs and other plants ; and we have elsewhere

alluded to the completion of the vast Flora of

JSritisli Jiidiii, and to the renewal of energy in

the publication of the Flora Capensis.

Of books of permanent interest published

during the year, the number has been large

and the quality creditable to horticulture (which

we are sorry to say has not always been the

case). In addition to the works already men-
tioned, Professor Sargent's noble ,S(7('i) of North
America progresses with remarkable and mo.'t

laudable regularity. Miss Woolw.^kd's useful
Moniyriiph of Masihvallia has been completed.

Mr. Freeman Mitford has enriched our
literature with a charming book on the CiiUure

of Bamhoos as OriHimoiful Shruhs. Mr. J. H.
Veitch has furnished us with a sumptuous
reprint of his Travellers' Xofes, which will form
a valuable work of reference on Colonial and
Indian gardens. We have not space to mention
many fgreign works, but we must not omit to

allude to the Hortus lioissieramis of MM.
AuTRAN and Durand, one of the most exten-
sive and carefully compiled garden catalogues

that exists ; to the similar publication issued by
M. Marc Micheli, entitled Le Jardiii <ln Crest

;

and to the numerous publicatious of Professor

Bailey, of Ithaca, New York, in which the

teachings of evolution are brought to bear on
the practice of horticulture in a waj' that is most
interesting, and promising of good result.

Of new introductions in the way of plants,

the number has not been large. Even among
Orchids the greatest Additions have been made
in artificially raised hybrids. Perhaps many
of these will be as evanescent as the hosts of

new Chrysanthemums. We shall give a review
of the new plants of the year in our next issue.

Among matters of vital interest to market
gardeners and commercial horticulturists, are

the reductions that have been made by some of

the railway companies in their rates for the

carriage of goods ; and the triumphant efforts of

the Nursery and Seed Association to ensure an
equitable adjustment of the rates payable on
premises used for business purposes. The
" Worthing case" so often referred to, has been

upheld everywhere ; but to this matter we must
refer on another occasion.

One by one the workers in our little Cosmos
falls away. We mourn their loss, but we fiel

they have not lived in vain, and we are cmi-
forled by the reflection that their teachings and

their influence will be beneficial on the now
generation growing up. A glance at the in lex

will show that the obituary list is sorely heavy.

We have lost Anthony Waterer, a fi le

representative British horticulturist; Robert
Warner's decease it falls to us to have to

record in the present number ; and then wo
have lost such practical gardeners and ann-
teurs as William Brockbank, W. E. Baker,
Georoe Prince, Bruce Findlay, Sir Julian
Goldsmid, Rev. Charles Fellowes, and

many others. Botany has sustained a very

severe loss in the death of the indefatigable

}5aron Von Mueller; in the loss of Henry
Trimen, so dear to his friends and colleagues ;

and in that of Makmaduke Lawson.

The mention of a few of our friends who have

gone before reminds us of our duties to those

still aining us. Some of these need our

help, and need it sorely. May we not,

then, wind up our brief notice on the events

of the year by an earnest appeal on behalf

of our gardening charities, the Gardeners'

Royal Benevolent, which is more than a

charity inasmuch as it is an institute of self-help

;

and the Gardeners' Orphan Fund, which is a

real charity. Both funds have been well con-

ducted during the year, but tboy greatly need

extended help. The inauguration of the six-

tieth year of Her Majesty's benign and bril-

liant reign surely aft'oids a good opportunity

for helping the poorer of her subjects.
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Misleto.

Why should Misloto vary when
growing on the same free under
apparently like conditions :' The

answer is not easy, for hero we have the same
i^l)eoles, and little or no cross-breeding is possible
and of course, absolutely no hybridisation. The
nutrition is not changed to all appearance

; the
' environment," as Mr. Henslow would call

It, IS, so far as we can see, identical. Why then
should fheMisleto vary :^ Some will ask does
It vary .^ To this the answer isj-es, considerably,
even on the same plant. In former years we
published several illustrations, showing a con-
siderable range of variation, and now before us
lie specimens kindly .sent by Mr. Jr.sTi's Cor-
iJERov, some with twigs as thick as swan-quill«
leaves 3 inches long and upwards, and nearlv
1 inch in breadth. These leaves are in pairs.
Ihen we have others much smaller in .all their
parts, but the most curious is one in which tho
leaves are in whorls of four, and what is more
singular still, in threes. The branchlets bear-
ing those whorled leaves are compressed and
llattened as If fasciated

; on cross-section, thev
are of elbi.tic outline, and there is a broken
ring ol vascular cords not yet consolidated into
a central cylinder.

Mr. CoKi.ERov tells us that thero are fw„
plants of It, one of younger t,Mowth havin-
been cut out some years ago to get rid of it, but

' it came again."

The specimens sent are both growing on tho
^ame tro3. i>y,us spectab.lis, but on opposite
sides of it.

^

Fiu. 111.—DI3A PULCURA. (see P. 778.)
.sepals; s •, si ur

; pp. petals crostiug iit the lips
; l, lip

; st, stiimoli, witb pu, pull, u ma;.' es ; o. ov.rj-.

Our ALMANACK.-Secretariea of Horticultural
•S <c.eti.« aud ..ti.era, are earnestly requested to for-
^^nXuanmUately. the <latps .,f Show Fixtures and of
Meetings of liotanieal au,l ]{orticuhur.al Societies
of .-luy k,nd for 1897, fur i„.serti„n in the Almanack,
to be published in our next issue, on Janu.ary 2.

Silver Wedding CELEBRATioN.-At the Drill
tlall, \\ord.sloy. „n Tuos.l.iy evening, 15th inst , the
silver wedding of Mr, and Mr.,. Edward Webb, Stonr-
IJridge, was celebrated. Tho employe.s of the firm
presented the happy pair with a inas.sive .iml c.^.tly
silver bowl and a pair of claret jugs.

Concerts at AlTRINCHAM —The annual con-
certs „ aid of iho (iardenenV Itoj.al Benevolent luati-
tiiUou and Hoj.iI Gardener.')' Orphan Fund, given
iMiler the .auspices of the Concert Committee 'of the
Altnucham and District Gardeners' Improvement
Society, took place on the lat and 2nd iust., in the
Literary Institute, Altrinch.am. A most attractive
programme of vocal and instrumental music was pro-
vided each evening, and on both occa.sions the large
hall was well filled with an ap,Teciative audience.
After paying all expense.s, the bahance left is £fi2,
which the CO nmittee propose to divide as follows :—

'

£31 lOs. to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-
tion, and £30 10^'. to the Royal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund. This is the fifth sea.snn of these concerts in
AltriDcham, and the total amount raised by the com-
mittee now reaches £22", a result far beyond our
expectalion.s. I am sure Mr. Barron and Mr.
Ingrim, the esteemed secrefcxries of the respective
societies, would gladly welcome similar iichieve-
ments by gardeners in other districts throughout
the United Kingdom. Clicis. lleu-lIt, Hon. .S'«° and
Tixaaurer.

The Surveyors' Institution.—The next
Ordinary Gener.al Meeting will be held on .Monday,
.January 11, lSli7, when a p.aper will be read by
Mr. Howard Marti.n (Fellow), entitled -The Future
Development of ' The Survejors' Institulion.'

'

It h.as been found desirable to alter the dale of the
annual dinner from Wednesday, March 3rd (the
date given on the K.alendar), to Wednesday, February
24th. The dinner will t.ake place at the Hotel Cecil.
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The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.
— A meeting of the committee was held on
December IS, Wm. Marsball, Ksq , in the chair.

The chief business of the committee was the

selection of the candidates for election at the next
annual meeting of the Fund, which will be held
at Anderton'.9 Hotel, Fleet Street, on February 19,

1897. Special donations wera reported as having
been receired:— From J. J. Nelson, Esq., Chester-

field, £3 15s. 2rf. ; H. Herbst, Esq.,Kew Road, Rich-
mond, Box, £Z 1 2s. Id. ; Shirley and District Gar-
deners' Mutual Improvement Association Concert,

£i ; Mr. Q. Harvey, Stintou-in-Peak, Bakewell, 15s.;

Mr. H. A. Burburry, Highbury, Birmingham, 17s. ;

Arthur Miles, Southampton, lis. 9./. ; Mr. F. Dodds,
Herringswell, Mildenhall, lOs. 6rf. ; Miss Forrest,

Anderton's Hotel, £1 5s. A cordial vote of thanks

was awarded.

Glasgow and West of Scotland HoRTf-
CULTURAL Society.—The annual supper in con-

nection with this important society took place on
Thursday the 1 7th inst. at White's Restaurant,

GU-gow. Mr. DoNALU M. Bean occupied the chair.

It was stated by the chairman and others that the

prospects of the society in the immediate future

were exceedingly bright, chiefly ou account of a much
more suitable place for holding the society's great

shows being secured.

The Recent Earthquake.—Will you allow

me to ask the help of your readers in obtaining

materials for a memoir ou the recent earthquake.

My object in this memoir is to trace as accurately as

possible tlie boundary of the area over which the

shock was felt, or the accompanying sound heard, and
to draw lines on a map through all places at which the

shock was of approximately the same intensity. It

would be of great service to know simply the names
of as many places as pos."ible where the shock was
felt, or the accompanying sound heard. Still more
useful would it be to have answers to any of the

questions printed below, especially to those numbered
S and 0. I shall be most glad and thankful to re-

ceive accoimts from any places whatever, and I may
add that no careful accouut, however scanty the in-

formation given, can fail to possess some value, or to

help in throwing light on the nature and origin of the

shock

—

1. Name of the place where the earthquake was
observed.

i. Time at which it wa5 felt, if possible to the

nearest minute.

3. (a ) What was the nature of the shock !

{bj Did the shuck consist of two distinct

parts, separated by an interval of a few

seconds.' (c) If so, which part was the

stronger, and how long was the interval be

tween the two parts .'

4. How many .seconds did the shock last, not iu-

cluding the accompanying sound .'

5. Was tlie shock strong enough (ti) to make
doars, windows, firj-irons, crojker/, &c

,

rattle
;

(i) to cause the chair, kc , on which

the observer was resting to be perceptibly

raised or moved ;
d) to make chandeliers,

pictures, &c., swing, or to stop clocks ?

6. («) Was the shock accompanied by any un-

usual rumbling sound; and, if so, what did

it resemble? {h) Did the beginning of the

sound precede, coiuciile with, or follow, the

beginning of the shock, and by how many
seconds .' (c) Did the end of the sound
precede, coincide with, or follow, the end of

the shock, and by ho .v many seconds .'

—Chares Dao'imn, fie. V., F.H.H, Sen-clirij of the.

BrUish AssoeiiUion, Scisiiiolojir'il I/nvsli'jation Cma-
miUec, .373, GIUuU /loud, Biriiiiiiiihiim.

Botanic Gardens and their Staffs.—As
an appendix to the present volume of the Kew Bul-

letin, a list of the various ollicial botanical institu-

tions of this country and its dependencies is given

As might have been anticipated, the majority of the
Indian .and Colonial officials have been trained at

Kew.

Exchange List of Seeds.—The list of seeds
of hardy herbaceous plants, and of trees and shrubs,
available for distribution from Ke*, has lately been
published. These seeds are offered in exchanp-e
among other botanical establishments and regular
correspondents of Kew, but are not sold to the
general public.

Birkenhead and District Gardeners'
Mutual Improvement Association. OuTues
day evening, the 8th in.st., Mr. Georoe Burden, of
the gardens, Lingdale Lodge, Claughton, gave a
lecture on "Chrysanthemums and their Culture,"
before the members of the above association, in the
Y.M.C.A. Hall, Grange Koad, Birkenhead, before a
good attendance of members.

Scottish Pansy and Viola Association.—
The annual meeting of this Association was held in

Glasgow on Friday evening, the ISth inst., Mr.
William CnTHBEnisoN (of Messrs. Dobbie & Co.,

Rothesay), presiding. Mr. John Smellie, Busby,
the secretary, submitted a report of the society's

work for the year, which was considered most satis-

factory. Office-bearers for the coming season were
elected. The society holds several meetings during
the summer to consider and award certificates to new
and meritorious Violas and Pansies.

The Horticultural Markets have during
Ihe past week p.assed through another period of
uncommon activity. It has been our pleasure again
a'ld again to remind our readers at this recurring

Christmas festival, of the importance that horticul-

ture now assumes in relation to it, compared with
earlier days in this century. There is a greater dis-

position on the part of the general public to avail

itself of the fruits, vegetables, and flowers that are

produced, and a corresponding eHort is made by the
market gardener to increase and vary his supplies.

The activity that we have recently witnessed at Covent
Garden Market, therefore, is something we always
look for at Christmas, and never in vain. But we can
easily symp.vthise with the strang.r in hi* wonder at

the abun lance of products that pass througli this

centre of distribution, for few of us would have a

comparative idea even, of tlie amount of decorative

material tha t is used, or of the numbers and popu-
larity of the time-honoured Christmas-tree, were it

not gained from the market itself. In our i.ssuc fur

December 2 1st of last year, we went fully into the
facts connected with '' Christma.s Horticulture," and
enumerated the different kinds of flowers and fruits

that can now be obtained from the market at mid-

winter. After carefully inspecting the supplies dur-

ing the week just ended, we find little fresh to

record. No new or novel features were noticeaole,

but a satisfactory supply of most of the articles of

produce that are fast becoming indispensable. The
autumn and winter so far have been neither uncom-
monly cold nor phenomenonally mild, and the

g.irdener has forced his bulbs and other flowering

plants, also his vegetables and salads, umler condi-

tions about average in character. There are still

plenty of Chrysanthemums about, but it is probable

that the supply will be a very different one after New
Year's Day, The choicer kinds of flowers from hot-

houses are available in considerable <|uantity to

liurcli.asers whose means allow them to pay a remune-
r.itive price for them. Of fruits there is an enormous
supply, but the major portion of this is " imported."
British-grown Apples are to be had, but the supply
will soon be exhausted, nor is the quality of them so

good .as we could desire. Of course, we now speak of

ordinary .samples, for it must be remembered that

there is a small reserve of the choicest fruits, and
such will command a good price. We saw very
inferior fruits of Ribston Pippin at 3il. per pound, and
others of better quality a penny each. King of

Tomkins' County, fine fruits were marked at four for

sixpence ; and imported Newtown Pippins, threepence

each. Some fairly good Blenheim Orange Pippins
were selling at four for sixpence. Of Pears, there

are Glou Morceau a id Easter BeurriJ both in capital

condition, but we failed to notice many samples of

Winter Nells. Of course, the season of 1896 was not
specially favourable to either Apples or Pears, and
the weak supplies observable at tlie end of December
are partly thus explained. Excellent Tomatos could
be bought for ninepence per pound, and Mushrooms
from Is. 3(/. to Is. 6(/. per pound. A presentable

sample of New Potato tubers was marked Of/, per lb.

The supply of Grapes appeared to bj sufficient at

prices r,anging fro:u Is. 6il. to 3s. 6c/. per lb. Gros
Colmar, Muscat of .Mexandria, and Black Alicante

were the chief varieties. Finest samples of Walnuts
were 9c/, per lb,. Brazils Sc/,, Chestnuts Oc/,, Cobs and
Filberts 8i/., and Small Nuts i'll. per lb,

Bi-Uish Produce Supp!;/ Associat! ni, Limilid.—X
visit to Winchelsea House, Long Acre, revealed a

large exhibition of British farcu and guvleu produce.
Gam 3 aud poultry of all kinds were present in re-

mirkable numbers, save tho well-known lark, the

Association having so far discountenanced the slaughter

of these, that it refuses to stock them. The great

object of this Assuciatiou is to bring the producer and
consumer into immediate contact, and to to specialise

British produce that there can be no possibility of

foreign being substituted for it. Alnmst every county
is represented by produce of one kind or another, and
a very extensive British supply was provided fu,r

Christuia*.

The Sugar-Growing Islands of the West
Indies,—The Quhen has been pleased ti^ appoint

General Sir Hbnrv Wvlie Norman, G,C.B,,

G,C.M.G,, CLE. (Chairman), Sir Epward Grey,
B,irt,, M.P,, and Sir David Barbour, KC.S.I,, tube
Commissioners to inquire into tlio conditions an 1

prospects of the West Indian Sugar-growing Islands
;

and Mr, Svunev Olivier, B, A,, to be their secretary.

Dr, MdREis, M.G., Assistant Director of the Royal

Gardens, Kew, will accompany the Commission as

expert adviser in botanical and agricultural

questions.

The Loughborough and District Gar-
deners' Mutual Improvement Association.
—At the meeting of the above society held on 1 lecem-

ber 15, in their rooms, Wood^,ate, Mr. J. SMiru
occupied the chair, and Mr, A. J. Willsher, Gar-

dener, Stanford Hall, read a paper upon ' Winter-

flowering Carnations." The pr.actical methods of

cultivation were fully detailed, and several points

respecting the cultivation of plants were discussed by '

the members present.

New Publications, — £ren/bodi/s Medical

Qaidc. By M,D., London. (Saxon & Co.) As a

rule, books of this character are apt to be untrust-

worthy and misleading, either l.iecause the reader is

not sufficiently acquainted with the subject to be able

to use the book with advantage, or because, in the

attempt to be " popular," accuracy is sacrificed.

There is a still worse category, that of "quack-

books " compiled for mercenary ends, largely adver- .

tised in one way or another, but which should be

shunned like the plague itself. The present little-

book is among the best of its clas.s, and a reference

to it has shown that it has been carefully drawn up..

Disinfection is, of conr.se, frequently mentioned, butt

in another edition a separate paragraph should be'

devoted to it ; and an explanation given as to the

nature of " L. G. B. Soloids."

The Dairy Diary. (BEEcaiuas, 174, Str.and.) A
practical record book which will be very serviceable.

The medical recommendations, however, it would

be wise to ignore, and to summon the assistance of

an expert when necessary.

Favoarite Flowers (F. Warne & Co.) continues to

appear with exemplary punctuality. No. 14 is do-

voted to Roses and allied plants. The coloured

plates of species are generally good—those of the

florists' varjeties are not so satisfactory. The
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"popular" name "Syringa" should have been

iguoretl. It does nothing but mislead. Tlie seven-

teenth number of tlie second volume, ranging

from Cotyledon to Willow Herbs (Epilobium), and

including a coloured plate of Sedum spect.abile, of

Sidums Sieboldi and .sarmentosum, of Sempeivivum

aracbnoideum, of Mj-rtus communis, of Punica grana-

tum, and of Cupbica ignea. We commend the

work heartily to the notice of amateurs and plant-

lovers.

Elementary Geolagy. By G. S. BouLOER, F.L.S.

(London and Glasgow : William Collins,

So.NS, & Co.) This is, we are told, a complete revision

of Dr. Davis' "First Book of Geology," and is

intended for the students of the Science and Art

Department. We do not know of any book in which

so much information is compressed into so little

space. As a guide therefore to larger works, a com-

panion in the lecture-room or the quarry, or as a

reminder to the busy student, it will prove most

useful. For use by itself, we should no more recom-

mend it than we should give undiluted Lieiuq's

extract to a patient with feeble digestion. Though
so condensed, the style is lucid and facile, and, so far

as we have tested it, accurate. Sets of examination-

questions, and an index, complete a little work whose

utility is beyond dispute.

Live ,'iiock Journal Almanac (Vi.nton & Co.) is a

diary and journal specially suited to the wants of

Stock- Uai.sers. In addition to tubular details, there

is a large number of pleasantly-written articles '>n

shorthorns, horecs, and other fiirni animals.

I'/ii/iiilue—Mctoiriiliiiiii/iic .... Par Luo.N Duhas.

(HiJY H. MiuNOLET.) A treatise on cosmical pliy.-iics

and meteorology as applied to agrifulhire and

horiiculture. We shiU revert to it on another

(ici'asion.

The True Grasses. By Edqard Hackel
(Westaiinstcr : ArciudaLD Constable.) A transla-

tion from the article on grasses in Englek & Piiantl's

Die Natiirlirlieii Pjlanzen Pamilicn. This translation

appeared in the United States six years ago, but it

oidy now appears in an English guise. A« the best

general account of the order it is very welcome, but

it is disheartening to find that " no single tribe, no

large genus numbering over fifty species, can bo

definitely characterised." This state of things is just

what the student of evolution would expect ; but to

the student of method it is confusing. Artificial

or arbitrary arrangements must be used for prac-

tical purposes, since natural groups cannot be

defined.

ViiicernlC tie Montpe/ller, Janlin de^ I'lanles.

Calahyue des Grained RieJUrs fii 189(i ; it is herein

requested that all applications for seeds should bo

made before February lo next.

Notes uimn the Flora of Neiofuiindland. By B. L.

KoBiNSON and H. von Schrenk. A useful publica-

tiiin, giving brief mention of prominent explorers and

botanists, of tlie features of the country, and of the

ph.Tnoganis and vascular cryptogams secured on the

island.

Journal of lite lioarel of Agriculture. I'he third

(quarterly) volume for December contains, amongst

various other papers, one devoted to Injurious

Insects and Fungi. It treats of the Army Worm
(Leiicania unipuncta), Woolly Aphis or American
Blight, Corn Molh, a Lily Disease, a Di-sease of Snow-

drops. Narcissus Fly, Smut of Brome Grass, and

Hop Mildew. Brief life-histories of these pests are

included, .as well as directions as to how best to cope

with them.

Hardij Coniferous Trees. By A. D. Webster.

(Hutchinwn & Co.) To this we .shall have to advert

more fully later on. The Gloueester Diary. —
Vinton s Aifrieulturiil Ahnanae. — Rieltensee Castle

(Geneva, Hacssmann).— rcuc Till Death (A. W.
Hall). — Mothers and Dautjhters.— Confidenets of

an Amateur Gardener (Seeley & Co.).— Cataloijne

des Graines, li-e.f Museum d'J/isfoire Naturelk (Paris,

Rue Cuvier, hi). — Special Christmas number- ipf

the Gardeners' .Ma;/a:!nc (excel'cnt), iSfaps, .S'l-^i-

.iliots, Niujgets, The Weelcly Budget, from the pub-

lishers. Red Lion House, Red Lion Court, Fleet

Street, E.G.

INDOOR DECORATIONS AT THE
CHRISTMAS SE.\SON.

We owe largely to a mild, and on the whole, a

favourable autumn, the preservation of the berries in

our shrubberies and hedgerows, for they .are still

sparkling and plump, and capable of being employed

in many ways for house-decoration at the Christmas

season ; and although the Chrysanthemum appears to

bo preserved to us longer than usual , the'blooms are

only in the possession of comparatively few. an<l

flowers being in brisk demand at the Christmas

season when they are fewest, they command good

prices. It is well then that the outdoor garden can

furnish somethiug attractive in the way of

foliage and berries to take the place of flowers ;

and with these can be used some of the dried

and dyeil treasures of the horticultural sundries-

nir.u. such as gi-.isses in great variety, the noble

plumes of Uva,ranipa.s, &c., and the stately Bulrush,

the clever imitations of hardy evergreen berried

plauts, and various preserved flower^s. Eft'ective

as many of these dried and dyed examples of

foliage and flowers are, the natural products of

our gardens are to be preferred where ihey can

be obtained in surticient variety and abundance.

.\mong these latter, berried plants are probably

more plentifid than is generally supposeil. The
Holly takes the lead, their crimson and yellow berries

in combination with their leaves are highly ellective,

and lend themselves to all sorts of combinations ;

while the leafy sprays, green and variegated with murh
diversity of leafage, are scarcely less valuable.

Crat;i'gus cocciuea, where the fruit has been allowed

to i-emaiu on the trees ; the crimson berries of the

liommou Hawthorn, which are very abund.ant

this sea-son, with the more coral-tinted ones of

C. pyracantha, are acceptable helps to the indoor-

decorator. These can be gathered in clusters and

wired so as to make them prominent subjects in a

basket or bowl of foliaged and berried plants. The
hips of tha Dog and other Roses, and the large and

prominent fruit of the Japanese Ros.a rugosa.

where the birds have spared them, are valuable

also.

The ommoa Privet furnishes clusters of puqile,

almost blat.'k, berries at this season of the year, ami

they can also be wireil. for in all combinatipns of

foliage and berries, the latter should be ma<le as pro-

miueut as possible, and need elevating on wire) or

some substitute for it. The bright-red berried

Skiinmia Fortunei is very showy, and as they can be

gathereil in bai'e clusters, the plant being of slow

growth, it is well not to ilenude it too much of its

foliage.

The Pernettyas are charming berried plants, and
especi.dly the new varieties from the north of

Ireland, which do not appear to be so much grown
as they so well deserve to be ; but the old P. mucro-

nata can be foimd in many gardens to which the

new forms have not yet been introduced. In favour-

able positions the Myrtle will sometimes produce its

purple berries, but their production is not of common
occurrence. On the Snowberry-tree tSymphori-

carpus) the large fleshy-white harries can. when the

autumn is mild, be gathered at Christmas ; and
Garrya elliptica, when furnished with its long slender

pendulous catkins, is almost indispensable to an

effective arrangement.

In the way of foliage there are the forms of the

Green and Golden Cypress ; some of the choicer

Conifene furnish handsome sprays, rich in the

promse of catkins. Tlie Aucuba is one of the

handsomest of our hardy evergreen shrubs, some of

the varieties of the common type have handsomely
maculated leaves, the berries are yet green ; they

begin to colour in February, and by Easter ai e ruddy
with colour, aud of service in the decorations ,it that

festive season. Trie Spruce and other Firs are useful

for furnishing sprays, and the former supplies us with

the traditional Christmas tree.

Berberis Darwini supplies evergreen shoots which

are effective in baskets ; but Mahonia aquifolium fur-

nishes leaves of a bright bronzy hue, invaluable in

combination. Ivy, both green-leaved .and variegated,

are excellent for furnishing the handles and rims of

baskets, the small-leaved types to be preferred ; and
such of the berries as remain have a decorative value.

Where Aralia Sieboldi and its variegated form will

stand the rigour of our English winters, its bold

leaves are useful, so are those of Escallonia ; the

large shining evergreen leaves of E. macrantha are

even more glistening in winter than in summer.
Lonicera aureo - reticulata will sometimes furnish

bright golden festoons in winter ; Osmanthus ilici-

folius variegatus has handsomely variegated Holly-

like foliage. It should be mentioned that the Reti-

nosporas furnish elegant plumose sprays, green and
variegated.

Of hardy-growing plants, blooming in the open air

at Christmas, we h.ave but few. The naked-flowering

Jasminum is one of the best ; just now it has many
expanded yellow blossoms, especially when against a

south wall. Then there is ViLiurnuui Tinus, and its

large-flowered form, luciduiu, a plant which never

fails to bloom at the Christmas season, as if defy ing

the terrors of winter ; and where Chimonanthus
fragrans will flourish, it should have the prjteclion of

a south wall—and where, mill frost and snow, this

winter loving bush will produce its Jonquil-scented

floivers in abundance. AN'hat can be more acceptable

on Christmas Day ! Erica carnea will put forth its

abundant pinkish flowers at mid-winter, where it

thrives in a peaty spot. The Witch Ha/.el (Haiua-

incli>) will produce its numeioiisand somewhat rich

yellow flowers from October to March, and they are

efl'ective in various w.ays. Lardizabala biternata in

an exceptionally favourable position, such as a warm
wall, is a very fine evergrettn climbing plant, pro-

ducing its purple flowers in drooping racemes at

Christmas, but it is seen at its best when planted out

in a cool conservatory.

There is thus no lack of material for such piirposes

if such be available, as at this season of the year

foliage and berries ^will reman fresh for many days,

gilding the dull portion of the year with some touches

of attractiveness. Ji. D.

A MEDICINAL MISLETO.
Your correspondent's (W. W.) notes tome time

since regarding a medicinal Cactus, a native of

Texa.s, Jlexico, recalls to my mind certain in-

formation which I gathered from a \nvy iiilcili-

gent native some years ago regarding a species

of Misleto indigenous to the same region, or at any
rate to Arizona and the adjoining Mexican district

of Sinora. While riding down one of the valleys

debouching iHto the Sinora River. I noticed that two
forms of Misleto grew very thickly on the Mesijuite

(Acacia) trees, which are very plentiful in many
places. One species was not very much unlike our

native form, but in the other the leaves were almost

entirely aborted, and the plants .appe.reJ like bunches

of long pendulous stalks, profusely covered with
small knots, which I believe were the inflorescence.

The two forms grew indiscriminately together on the

same trees, and in such abundance that they some-

times far exceeded in quantity the natural foliage of

the host-trte. Making some remark about this

growth, the Mexican riding at my side told me that

it constituted a powerful native remedy for coughs
aud chest complaints, but had to be used with care,

as its effects were so marked. To use it, the plant

was dried and smoked in the form of cigarettes, the

fumes bein^ drawn into the lungs by inhalation once
or twice only, when immediate relief was experienced.

He did not draw any distinction bet wet n the two
forms, and I understood his remarks to relate to

both. I have tince gieatly regretted that I did not

collect specimens and bring them home ; and, indeed,

on my return I wrote to a person who was with me
at the time to send some material, but circumstances

occurred which prevented this. There would, how-

ever, be no difliculty in obtaining a supply, should

any of your readers have connections in the region
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indicated, and heuce I have thought it might be of

interest to mention the fact, as I have found no
reference in botanical works to medicinal viitues of

the nature possesged by this family of plants, aad it

is quite pos'ible a vahialile remeJy might r^'pay the

trouble involved. A third form of Mialeto I noticed,

but this had larger and blunter leaves than ours, and
is hence very differeut from the .species in que.stion.

With reference to the racscal spirit alluded to by
your correspondent, its use is by no means peculiar

to the Apaches; it is the 'whiskey" of Northern
Mexico, with the reputation of leaving no head-ache

as a sequel to e.^icess. It is quite colourless, and very

strong. There are plenty of stills scattered about
the country, and donkeys (burroi) laden with the

huge pine-apple like masses of the trimmed Agave
roota, or rather root-stocks, are frequently met with,

and their produce, the spirit aforesaid, is sampled
alike by native aad foreigner without a thought of

the commou foe, the wily Apache, now happily shut
up far away in his own particular Government reser-

vation, except when a little kunt of young braves

break out in a vain attempt to revive their fathers'

imenviable reputation of .scalp-hunters and demons
in general, t'haa. T. Drua-i/, F.L.S.

Notices of Books.

The Natural History of the Ancients, by
Rev. Q. M. Watkins, M.A. (Loudon : Ei.r.ioT

Sro<:K.)

The author of this book seems to be ignorant of

the fact that a few years ago a book on the sa'ne

snbject was publi.shed so very like his own, that it

seems impossible that he can have seen it. The book
was entitled The Nalaral Uislor// nj the Anch'ntu, by
tlie Rev. W. Houghton, and in the size and binding
of the book, in the arrangement of the subjects, aid
very much in the w.iy in which the different subjects

are treatel, the two bioks are much alike. Mr.
Houghton's was an excellent little book, with a few
good illustr.itions from the old monuments; and Mr.
Watkins' book miy also be fully reomniended to all

who wish to know something of tlie connection between
nur present wild and domesticated animals ami those
of the ancients, and something als) (if the connection
between our gardens anil (lowers and the Roman and
early English gardens. On this last point, Mr.
Houghton's book says nothing, becaiisa he confined
himself more closjly to the animals, and because he
did not use the term '' ancients " in the same loose

way that Mr. Watkins docs. With Mr. Watkins, the
term ''the ancients" comprises all the time between
Homer, or even Adam and Kve, and the last century

;

for he gives at full lengtli not only Chaucer's accounts
of his gardens, but Milton's account of Paradise and
Addison's of the gardens of his day. He has three
chapters that the gardener will naturally turn to, the
chapters on " Gardens," on "The Romans as Accli-

matisers in Britain," and on " Roses." The chapter
on "Gardens" has the usu d accounts of the gardens
of Homer, Alcinous, the Romans, Pliny, &c., and then
comes down through Chancer, Bacon, and the urs
topiaria to our own day, in which " we see a decided
revolt from tlie tyranny of ribbon-beds," and " the
effects of geometrical gardening and lines of bedding-
plants," and ill none of these points is there anything
new, though much, perhaps, that is interesting. On
the eeciind snbject, " The Romans as Acclimatisers
in Britain," Mr. Watkins gives rather a confused
account. He seems to think that all the Italian

plants now grown in Kngland were introduced by the
Itomans who conquered Britain, and so he credits
them with the introduction of the Laurel, Myrtle,
Oleander, &c. ; and more than that, he gives them
the credit of introducing the Filbert, and of
importing, not only the so-called Roman Nettle, the
history of which, as given by Camden, ie very doubtful,
but even saya that they imported the two other
British Nettles, which are undoubtedly indigenous.
Nor can we say much more of his chapter on " Ro.se3."

The old stories of the Greek and Latin Roses are
introduced, followed by the Ro;es of Chaucer, and

then, by the mistaken stitement that Shakespeare's
Roses were nothing but " Roses which blossomed on
the hedges by the .A.von," " the wilJinga of his own
country lanes." He would find it difficult to gither
in those lanes Shakespeare's '• Red Rose," ' Provencal
Rose," " Damask Roses," " Rose Red and White," &c.
Of the chapters devoted to animals we say little, wiih-
ing to confine ourselves to those on flowers ; we will

only say that headdalitile or nothing to what had been
already well said by Mr. Houghton and by Miss Phip-
son in her escelleut Animal-lore of Shakespeare's

Time. Still, with all its defects, Mr. Watkins' book
is a scholarly book ; .and if it could be re cast and re-

arr,m,;ed wit'a some attention to keeping more close

to the subject, and especially to the natural history

of the ancients only, the book would have its uses.

The Plant-lore and Garden-craft of
Shakespeare. By Henry N. Ellaconibe, M.A.
New edition (Edward Arnold).

There .are various reasons which induce us to

devote more spice to the present book than we can
usually do to new editions. lu the first pl,ice"Its
Christmas," and our readers will, we hope, find

themselves iu the enjoyment of a little well-earned

leisure. We can assure them they will find no more
pleasurable, no more satisfying recreation of the
kind than the peru3.al of this new edition of the

plant-lore. Of oae thing we may warn th-?m, and
that is, not to take it up when tim? is an object, or

work h.as to b3 dona. Thi reader will fijd it so

fascinating that hi will rea 1 on, turn over page after

page, and put down the v..Iunie witli regret when
forced to do so. In the next place, the present
edition is enriched with numerous wood cut illustra-

tions, ininy of which add t) the interest of the
voUnae, p.articularly those relating to .Shakespearean

localities and Elizibethan gardens. The ilUislrations

of the pUants are accurate, especially when their

small biza is cjnsidered. While admitting the

general interest and accur.acy of the ilhistrati<un,

we are a little ilisposed to re»ret that tlieir

presence has entailed the omision of a delightful

article on the D.usy, of another on the season i of

Shakespeare's plays, and of the list of plants men-
tioned by Sh.akespeare and his contemimraries. If

it were not so very nnsoasoaable, we think we sho ild

indulge in a grumble over these omisMons. Tiiey

are enough to mike a critic turn fractioiH, and to

ask. for instanoe, why the Cedars at Warwick
Castle and the St me Pine are introduce 1 >. why
" the Globe Artichoke is considered a near ally of

the Kryiigium," as it is not, except, perhaps, at

Christmas time ?

What the gardens of Shakespearean times were like

may be gleaned not only from Canon Ellacombe's
pleasant pages, but also from the excellent account of

the Elizibethan flower-garden to be found in tho
Hon. Miss .Amherst's history of gardening iu Eng-
land. It was form.al, and if carpet-bedding h,ad been
invented at that time, no doubt it would have found
favour. In any case, the garden of those d.ays was
in harmony with the architecture of tho house, and
that it did not prevent the appreciation of the
beauties of woodland scenery is obvious enough from
the references in such plays as As You Lik-e It, beside',

did not a writer in the very first volume of the Gur-
timers' Chronicle, in 1811, undertake to prove from
his writings, that Shakespeare was neither more nor
Ie.9s than a gardener ? (See Oardiiicrs' Chr.mifle, 181

1

,

pp. ri.'i, 183, 340, -137).

Home Correspondence.

horticultural institute.—Mr. Wood will

Boon have an opportunity to learn how far his

proposals are likely to meet with pecuniary sup-
liort ; there arc so many very enthusiastic people
in the world whose sentiment, however, stops
short at the breeches pocket. Why does not
somrt one suggest that horticulture ent r into part-
nership with the Imperial Institute. There is a
big building w.inting employment, and so far, though

floated with far greater crhu than Mr. Woad's bantling
will ever obtain, yet it is practically a failure. Why not
make that white elephant a " Home for Horticulture .'

"

If the site for Mr. Wood's erection is not to be found
at South Kensington, then where ' Certainly not on
the Thames Embankment, or in Hyde Park. .Vil-

lious of castles, palaces, institutes, .and homes, have
been built in the clouds, but soon all h.ave dissolved,
and, like baseless fabrics of visions, left no « recks
behind. Is there any better fate in store for the
newly-designed castle for horticulture, or is there
vet in the background some horticultural Henry
Tate who will find the needful thousands? Here is a
grand opportunity for some millioonaire to secure
immortality. A. D.

Will you alio* me tea Id to my former letters
upon the above subject, a few further remarks
upon finance. It is desirable to create and foster
interest in every dep.artment of the horticultural
community, the trade, the employers of labour,
the g.ardeners. the amateurs, and the cottagers.
As I have already stated, the Rose and other fl umI
festivals held about the middle of June (as near tho
2Uth as convenient) would in my judgment be a
most appropriate occasion iu which all could take
part. The trade, I would suggest, who derive their
income from the gardening body, might take the initia-

tive, and subscribe say .€11100 to be distributed iu
prizes to those societies who would be represented bv a
life governor or an .associate. If theirco-operatiou can be
obtained for carryin.; out my scheme. I shall be
pleased to oB'er £100 towards this fund, and believe
another .f40n would be forthcominj; from four other
firm?. Surely amongst all our l.<rge aid wealthy
trade community ten other sums of J^oO each can be
relied upon, thus making £1000, Tho assistance of
gardeners might be solicted (through the post), collect-
ing-cards being sent to them, prizes being ott'ered for
the largest amounts so collecte<l ; collectors might
.also ballot for a cerfciin number of their ftllmv-
ollectors to be elected .as a-ssoclatei without pay-
ment, thus ensuring a thoroughly representative
council, .also all collectors of over £! should be entitled
to a free membership for the fir.it year, with all its

jirivileges. Am,ateurs .and cottagers would, it is con-
fidently antcipated, respond to a special .appeal liy

the Horticultural Press, partiiailarly if the papers
would receive donations .and acknowledge them
in their colun U'. I oS'er these sugi;estions entirely
beciusa nj one else .appears to come forward with
a definite sctieme worthy of the < ccasion. The
forthcoming event i< ton importint to pas-i un-
noticed. Celebrations and festivities of all kinds
will be held all over the Kingdon. shall horticnilu e
be silent? Will the Royal Hoi ticultural .Society

kindly consider these suggestions? Tliey are not
made with the idea of forming a rival insti.utioi,. but
of establishing a home in which a'l interests should
be united, and the Royal Horticultural Society would
naturally bo the head of it. Will I hey therefore
take the lead? Janus L. Wo ,d, tjakliiijh Park,
W'tutst me.

I should like also to mention that I think
Mr. J. L. \\'ood should be ( ncouraged to proceed as
he suggests, with .all speed, to endeavour to provide
a Horticultcral Institute. I shall certainly be a
member. The prospect of having a specially built
place in which shows may be held with dignity and
elegance is entrancing, and worthy of a special effort.

C. Boyle ll'oollrii.

Now that Mr. Wood has given us Lis plans
and ideas for the promotion and formation of
a " Home of Horticulture," I beg to suggest one
or two ways in which the Royal Horticultural
Society could help in r.aising funds to provide the
necessary expenses of such a home. I propofe
that the Roy.al Horticultural Society send a sub-
scription card to each of their 3000 Fellows, and
duly .authorise them to raise subscriptions in their
districts from gardeners, nurserymen, and all others
interested iu horticulture, such cards with subjciip-
tions to be returned within one month from date of
receiving till ni. The expense of printing cards. &c.,

to be deducted from subscriptions. The balance
(which .should be a good one), to be handed to the
trustees of the Home of Horticulture. J. i>. Ilrjbertwn,

F.RJ/J<., iSoiilh-Fustern College, liums(/citc.

Your issue of December 19 contains a
well - thought - out plan in reference to a Hor-
ticultvn-al Institute, which, no doubt, will find
many .admirers in the world. Mr. Wood says
it c.in be made a success, and he also uses the
old exprsesion, • " LTnited we stand, divided we
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fall" In that one sentence lays the whole thing.

For my part I do not believe gardeners will stand
together for such a purpose ; and again, will the
benefits derived from such a course justify such an
action ? I think not. No doubt it would be patro-

nised by gardeners in or near Loudon, but not so by
those living at a distance, for even if some
thought they could derive an advautnge by attend-

iug, the expense would be too great, without
taking into consideration the question of time.

Again, the majority of gardeners are coiniected
with a society near their residence, and all

are well aware how some anxious times come
to them connected with such a thing as a small village

show ; in fact, there are few such shows that woik on
purely horticultural lines that one can term prosperous.
Take the attractions which are not horticultural away
from euch a prosperous show as Shrewsbury, and where
would it be in a few years ' My opinion is that an
horticultural institute, such as is described in the
Oardaiers Chroniflc, will not succeed in Great
Biitain, and gardeners generally will do better to

think out something else to commemorate the
sixtieth year nf Her Majesty's reign. £, W,

it and reach to the seeds. Hence it is known when
the seeds are ripe, by the rattling of the capsule when
it is shaken. The pulp has a sweet a-id not unplea-
sant taste, with a .slight acidity ; it is sucked and
eaten raw by the uaHves. The seeds are about 25 in

number, when fresh they are of a flesh-colour
;

gathered before they are ripe, they are preserved in

sugar, and thus they are very grateful to the palate.

They quickly lose their power of vegetation, if taken
out of the capsule ; but kept in it, they preserve that
power for a long time. Tlie tree bears leaves, flowers

and fruits all the year through ; but the usual seasons

for gathering the fruit arc June and December. In two
years from the seed it is above 3 feet high, and spreads

its branches, not more than five of which are suft'ered

to remain ; before its third year is complete it shows
for fruit. One tree yields from 2 to 3 pounds of

seeds annually. These seeds are remarkably nourish-

ing, and agreeable to most people, which occasions

them to be kept in most houses in South America as

a necessary part of the provisions of the family ; they
are generally ground or pounded very fine, a little

anatto added, and made into paste—they are much
charged with oil, but mis wpll with ujilk or water, and

the very best thing they can do is to eat Apples just
before going to bed. The Apple is excellent brain
food because it has more phosphoric acid, in an easily

digestible condition, than any other fruitknown. It ex-

cites the action of the liver, promotes sound and healthy
sleep, and thoroughly disinfects the mouth. It also

agglutinates the surplus .acids of the stomach [.'], helps
the kidney secretions, and prevents calculus gro wth ;

while it obviates indigestion, and is one of the best

preventives of diseases of the throat. Next to the
Lemon and Orange it is also the best antidote for the
thirst and craving of T>er6ons addicted to the alcohol

habit. ./. ./. Willis, llarpcuilat.

PEAR BEURRE DU BUISSON.—In reply to Mr.
Woodward [Qardoiers^ Chronicle, p. 768), I have
pleasure in supplying the information he desires.

This variety is probably of French origin, grafts

having been sent from France several years ago to

my predecessor, the late Mr. W. Ingram. It is the
best flavoured Pear that I know of for u'c after

Marie Louise and Doyennd du Comice are over, and
the fruits grow to a good size under favourable

circumstances, reaching to J inches in length and

Fig. H2.

—

the garden at the rear of Shakespeare's aotJSE, .sTB.vTFonD-oM-iVON (see p. 788),

CATCHUP.—In the (Iciitkmeii's Mafia.inc Lihrar)/,

Part 4, a Mr. T. White, writing in 1789, describes

the opening of the leaden coffin of a presumed
Knights Templar in Danbury church. He writes :

—

" The lid of the shell being carefully taken oil', we
were presented with a view of the body, lying in a
liquor or pickle, somewhat resembling Mushroom-
catchup, but of a paler complexion, and somewhat
thicker consistence. As 1 never possessed the sense
of smelling, and was willing to ascertain the flavour

of the liquid, I tasted, and found it to be aromatic,
though not very ]pungent. partaking of the taste of

catchup, and of the pickle of Spanish Olives."

W. G. Smith.

THE COCOA TREE.—Theobroma Cacao is a tree

which grows in a very handsome form to a height of

12 or 16 feet ; the trunk is upright, and about as high
as a man before the head spreads out. The wood is

light and of a white colour ; the bark brownish.
Liaves lanceolate, oblong, bright green, quite entire ;

flowers smalt, reddish, inodorous. Fruits smooth,
yellow, red, or of both colours, about 3 inches in

diameter ; riud fleshy, near ^ inch in thickness, flesh-

coloured within
;
pulp whitish, the consistence of

butter, separating from the rind in a state of ripeness,

and adhering to it only by filaments, which penetrate

are furiui-d into rolls of one pound each. The simple
prejiar.itiim of chocolate is the most natural and the
best. It is in daily use amongst most famihes in

Jamaica, where the tree is largely cultivated, and
aflbrds a nutritious food for children, as well as

adults. Cocoa is a simple preparation from the cocoa-

nut, or from the shells of it, or from a mixture of

both. It is considered much easier of digestion than
chocolate, and very nourishing. Theobroma species

thrive in our stoves in light, rich soil ; cuttings root

in sand under glass. Seedlings of this very important
plant I received from the West Indies. M. Biii/sman,

Hortiis Planlaruni Diaphoricarum, Middelbuiy,

Holland.

APPLES AS FOOD.—The Apple is the most valu-

able of all our home-grown fruits, being richest in sugar
and albuminoids. The juiciest varieties are the most
digestible, but the mealiest are the most nutritious.

Thoroughly masticated, digestion begins immediately,
but some persons cannot eat them uncooked as a

dessert. The Apple contains more of the element
phosphorus than any other fruit or vegetable. A
German writer thus discourses on Apples as food and
medicine. The Apple is such a common fruit that

few persons are familiar with its remarkably etficacious

medicinal properties. Everybody ought to know that

'2'i
inches in diameter, without any special method

of cultivation. The shape is obtuse pyriform ; colour
of the skin pale greenish-yellow on the shaded side,

sometimes marked with red where exposed to the sun,
the whole surface more or less covered with russet
spots and veinings ; eye, partly closed, set in ashallow
depression ; stalk, thick, h to if inch in length, some-
times obliquely inserted ; flesh, white, melting, and
juicy, with a delicate aroma. It has the great merit of

keeping in good couilitiou for a considerable periuil of
time after it ripens. The tree bears freely at Belvoir on
the wildiug stock, both on an east wall and as a pyra-
mid in the kitchen garden, the fruits from the latter

being only slightly inferior in flavour to those on the
wall. On referring to the Royal Horticultural

Society's report of the Pear Conference in 1885, I

find that the variety was exhibited on that occasion,

and I know that it has been in the hands of some of

our leading nurseiymen for several years. I mention
this fact to show the length of time it takes for a
first-class fruit to get into general cultivation. It

received an Award of Merit from the Royal Horti-
cultural Society in November, 1895, which is only
partial recogniticn of its merits. It is classed as a
January Pear in the Report of the Pear Conference,
but I consider the month of December would be
more correct, as I find it usually commences to ripen
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about the middle of November, and to-day (Dec. 18)

the last two fruits of it that we possess are fully

ripe. W. H. Divers, Belvoir Cattle Gardens, Grantham.

POTATOS AND PEAS.—1 am very grateful to your
reviewer for a kindly notice of my little book on
" Vegetable Culture ; " but even be must have his

little fling, and advises pruning of the Potato and
Pea libt. Now, no unfortunate author who under-

takes the preparation of the smallest books 3an

hope to escape not merely criticism, but very diverse

criticism. That has been my case, for I have been
told in various directions either that my selections of

the above terribly varied vegetables were too limited,

or else that I did not include some varieties othei'S

regarded highly. Now I am taken to ta'k for select-

ing Potatoo out of hundreds of varieties about two
dozen—a great display of moderation, which all

garden authors do not adopt; and of Peas, about
twenty varieties out of ptrhaps I.'jO or more. Then,
if I give selections of white Potatos, all widely gi'own,

why not include a few coloured ones, for I have no
prejudice against colour in Potatos, neither do I find

have myriads of cottagers or allotment-holders. As
to applying to these coloured varieties the invidious
term " exhibition tubers," or indeed to any Potato
varieties, it would be just as wise to regard certain

Apples and Pears as unworthy general culture be-

cause so favoured, and "do beautiful for showing.

"

Some of the very best cropping and eating Potatos in

cultivation are the best for exhibition. As to Peas,

having given selections of dwarf and medium height
varieties, why not give also a few of the best tall ones.

There are gardeners of every class who still like

them ; and I did but indicate a few good ones for

those who do, whilst undoubtedly the medium
height section is the most serviceable generally.
With these varieties come first, and here I .should iii-

chide Senator, Magnum Bonum, Boston Unrivalled,
and the Gladstone, all first-class. .1. JJck/i.

SOCIETIES.
MEETING OF THE BRUSSELS

ORCHIDEENNE.
Dtijii.MBiiK 13.—Al tlic iiieitiug laid ..n tlie above date there

was shown a plant of Vaiiila ctenilca with a flue truss ot' tea
large ileep blue flowers, from M. Florent Pauwels, wliieh
obtained a Diploma of Honour pur ucdaiimtioii. Tliere were
also two good plants of Cattleya labiata, with darli flowers
much streaked with lilacy-rose, from M. Van Wassenhove :

the lip of one variety was of an unusually dark purple colour
inj and satiny. .V Diploma of Honour a Vi(iMtdmili was
awarded. I sliould add that the greater part ot the leaves and
seapes were spotted with claret colour, wliich suggests that
the stripes will be regularly produced. Very pretty were
Miltonia vexillaria, from MM. Lucien Linden et Cie.

;

Cypripediuui Donatianum nigrum (Harrisiauum x Wioti),
from Dr. Van Cauwelaert

; Odontoglossum crispum, witli
large brick-red spots on the sepals and smaller cues on the
petals

; Oncidium PhalKuopsis, from MM. Lucien Linden
ET Cie., wlio showed twenty well-varied examples of Cypii-
pedium montanum, as well as au Odontoglossum resemblin"
equally O. luteo-purpureum and O, sceptrum. M. Pai-wels
•sent also a flue variety of Cypripediuui Cliarlesworthi, witl'ii
large well-coloured standard

; I'HortieuIture Internationale
showed Cymbidium .Mast«rsii

; and from the royal gardens at
Laeken came Cattleya labiata, dedicate in colouring—a flue
truss cut bv Princess CWmentine.

ROYAIi HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

December 15. —Pr<wc«(.- Dr. M. T. Masters (in the chair)

;

Dr. Bonavia, Mr. Michael, Rev. W. Wilks, Rev. g'

Heiislow (Hon. Sec).

Priniuhi sinensis a,id //yiirirf.—Mr. E. Hyde of Ealing ex-
hibited at the meetiug held on November 2J thi-ee fine'
plants of P. sinensis, raised from an originally wild plant
They closely resembled drawing.^ of this species when isrst
introduced about 1S20. -V botanical certificate was uuanim.
ously awarded to Mr. Hyde for them. He also showed -i

hybrid raised between this species fm.ile) and P. obconica
'female), in which the foiui of the umbel, as as well a.s that
of the leaf, more resembled those of I', obconica. The
segments of the petals were flat and not rcflexed, and but
slightly cusped. These differences, however, were' not con-
sidered to be siifficiently pronounced to be regarded as
well-defined intermediate characters, so that it was appa-
rently a case of prepotency on the part of the female parent
(P. obconica). Di-. Masters gave an interesting account of

the introduction of the wild plant into England. Dr. Henry
first pointed it out to him at Kew among a collection of

dried plants, which he had made in the mountains of Central

China. Dr. Masters was thus enabled to recognise it growing
in the gardens of Appley Towers, Isle of Wight, the seed

h.aviiig been sent over by one of the family. Thence it passed

into the hands of Messrs. Sutton, who have tried to cross it,

but hitherto it has appeared to resist all attempts. Further

particulars will be found recorded in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

January 2(i and November 23, ISS'.i, Xovember 15, 1800,

and in Mr. A. W. Sutton's paper on Chinese Primulas,
"Journal R. H. S.,' 1S91, vol. xiii., p. yO (a Botanical

Certificate v/as awarded).

Catalpa bignonioidis.—Dr. Bonavia exhibited specimens of

these curiously winged seeds, but they did not appear to

have been fertilised, as no embryo could be detected in them.
The seed vessel, which is rarely seen in tliis country, is

nearly one foot in length.

V'lrder ill Apple Trees.—Dr. Masters exhibited specimens of

this common disease, which has hitherto baffled investigations
as to its source, but the examples shown bore numerous red
fructifications of the fungus Nectria ditissima bur..ting
through the bark.

Ptnus Balj'ouriaiia rar. aritlata.—He also showed speci-
mens of the cones of this Pine, which is a native of the alpine

regions of Colorado. They were received from Mr. A. D. Web-
ster. The shoots bearing the young cones bore short stout
leaves, unlike those on a vegetative shoot, on which they
were longer and more slender, though Dr. Masters observed
that the anatomical peculiarity of having a single resin canal
is the same in both. The scales of the ripe cone have the
external bracts terminating in an awn-like tip, which doubt-
less suggested the varietal name.

Tomato Fri'.ils Di.'eami.—Ue also brought some fruits badly
diseased. It appeare 1 to be an advanced stage of the "yellow
spotted " form ; it was forwarded to Kew for investigation.

Ilex otkera fruit.—Dr. Masters also showed a fruiting branch
of this Japanese sp cies of Holly.

Celeri) Dccai/ed.—Vr. Messenger of Woolverstoue Gardens,
Iliswii^h, forwarded two large plants with the interior leal-
stalks much decayed. No fungi had been found in similar
instaiic s, and the general belief was that tlie plants had
been carthed-ui). and perhaps bouud up too early, so that
growth was hindered, and wet having penetrated produced
the decay.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
December 15.—The usual monthly dinner took place on

the above date, when Mens. Henri de Vilmorin, of Paris,
was the special guest of the Club. The chair was occupied
by Mr. Habrv J. VcircH, Vice-Chairman of the Club, and
there were present the Rev. W. Wilks, Messrs. Selfe Leonard,
G. Bunyard, G. Paul, P. Kay. T. Francis Rivera, Philip
Crowley, H. Turner, Jimes H, Veitch, Peter Veitcb. Ernest
D'Ombr.ain, W. F. Cooling, C. T. Druery, A. H. Pearson, and
the Secretary. The subject for discussion w.is the " Flora
of Smyrna," and was opened by Mr. Charles T. Druery,
who read a paper compiled from notes taken during a
recent visit to Asia Minor. After giving a humorous de-
scription of Smyrna itself, some of the curious anomalies
connected with the mixture of Turkish and foreign currency,
and the method of time keeping, winding up with the
remark that nothing could surprise the horticulturist after
hearing that the import of artificial flowers was long vetoed
for tear of the phylloxera, Mr. Druery proceeded to deal with
the flora proper, which he described as rich in the extreme,
a fact which he illustrated by quoting a most interesting list

of Galanthus, Chionodoxa, and Tulips, compiled from Jlr.

Edward Whittall's herbaria and notes taken in his garden
among the very plants themselves. .\n animated dis-
cussion followed, in which most of the members present
took part, Mr. D'Ombrain describing the introduction of that
now common gem the Chionodoxa LucilLc, which the horti-
cultural world owes jointly to Mr. Whittall's first importation
and Mr D'Ombrain 's appreciation of its v.alue. One salient
point seemed to be demonstrated, both by the paper and the
succeeding remarks— viz. , that the dry and baking hot
summer conditions in the n.ative habitat of many Ijulbs
require to be borne in mind far more than is customary, a
large number of failures resulting from the non-observance
of this requirement borne of such environment. A cordial
vote ot thauks was accorded to Mr. Druery for his interesting
and instructive paper.

©b(tuai'i)*

Robert Warner.—There will be a general

feeling of regret among the elder generation of horti-

culturists, and of orchidists in particular, at the death

of this gentleman. He died at Widford Lodge,

Chelmsford, on the 17th inst., in his eighty-second

year. It is only a few months since we had occasion,

to speak of his garden at Widford, and to recall some
of his many services to horticulture (May 30, p. 683).

His Cattleyas live in the memory of many, and we may
recall his patriotic and plucky exhibit of a fine collec-

tion of Orchids taken by him in person to the great

International Horticultural Exhibition at St. Peters-

burg in 1S67. Mr. Warner was an active member of the

lloyal Horticultural Society, and foremost in works
of charity and beneficence. Successive volumes of

the Orchul Album, hovi the beginning till the present

time, bear his name as one of the editors, and his

work on Select Orchidaoeous Plants is held in high

esteem.

SAiVlUEL Randall—On the 16th inst., at

Exeter, occurred the death of Mr. S. Randall, a

nurseryman of that city. Mr. Randall was engaged

as foreman iu the laying-out of Victoria Park,

London, an 1 for some time after its formation had
the management of thtt park. Before entering

business vipou his own account, Mr. Randall was
foreman iu the firm of Lucombe, Pince & Co., and
has been a member of the Devon and E-ijeter

Gardener ' Association since its formation.

The Rev. Charles Fellowes.- The intelli-

gence of the death of the Rev. Charles Fellowes ot

Shotesham Rectory, Norwich, on the 17th inst..

at the ripe age of 8i, will be received by florists

generally with regret, but more especially by the

members of the National Dahlia Society, he having

fill the post of president for many years past. An
old acquaintance designated him as " one of the

most enthusiastic florists that ever lived ;

" and this

eulogium will be generally endorsed in floricultural

circles. A member of the family of Fellowes of •

Shotesham Park, he became rector of the parish in

183S. and from the first evinced great interest in the

culture, and especially iu the raising of new florist's

flowers. Dahlias and Picutees in particular engaging

his attention. One of his earliest productions was

Dahlia Cassandra, sent out by the late Mr. Charles

Turner iu 1846. and from that time onwards he

never ceased his work, Chief among the show sorts

he raised are, Agnes, Canary, Diadem, Goldfinder,

Maud Fellowes, Mrs, Morgan, Muriel, Perfection,

Prince Bismarck, Prince of Denmark, Robina,

Pleasaunce, Sunbeam, and .Sunrise ; and of fancy

varieties. Hero, Laura Haslam, Prince Henry, and

Sailor Prince, Dante and Marjorie, two new show-

varieties sent nut from Slough in the spring of the

present year, were of his raising. The Picotee was

his especial favourite, and among the earliest raised

varieties, were Countess and Ganymede, catalogued

forty years ago, and still grown as sterling varieties,

A list of present day varieties of his raising would

include nearly two dozen, among them heavy rose-

edged Mrs, Payne, sent out in 1878, which the late

Mr. E. S. Dodwell describes as " a glorious variety,

unsurpassable for the beauty of its form and petal,

the brilliance of its bright rose marginal colour, and

pure white ground." This is one of the chief among

the many glorious flowers raised by Mr. Fellowes, and

it is not too much to say it has received more first

prizes as the best iu its class, and more premier

prizes than any other variety. Duchess of York, Clio,

Princess of Wales, Morna. Dr. Abercrombie, Hardie,

Gazelle, and Juliette, are deserving of special mention.

The late rector of Shotesham was also a lover of

laced Pinks, and at least two dozen named varieties

can be counted, of which he was the producer. The

Rector was one of his latest ; and of other standard

varieties, mention may bo made of Favourite, Hebe,

.Teanette, Enchantress, Lustre, Cnnstance, Pandora,

Minerva, Zoe, &c. The show Pelargonium also was

cared for, but ho did not prove so successful in intro-

ducing new varieties of these as of the flowers

already named. The best of his productions were

Ariel, Desdemoua, Lucifer, .Sic, varieties of excellent

repute iu their day. The Rose also figured largely

among the subjects grown in the rectory garden, and

he possessed a very fine collection. As an exhibitor,

he was extremely successful for years in the

amateur's classes over such doughty champions as

Dodds, Robinson, and others. In his younger days

he was an excellent shot, and country sports found

iu him an enthusiastic supporter. Attached to tho

rectory was a good farm, which was admirably man-

aged, and the crops he obtained wore considered

second to none in the district. H. D.
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Markets.

COVENT GARDEN, DECEMBER 23.

[We caunot accept any responsibility for tUe subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Thursday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who revise the list, and who are responsible
for the quotations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any particular

day, but only the general averages for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the supply in the market, and the
demand ; and they raay fluctuate, not only from day to

day, but often several times in one day. Ed.I

Plants in Pots,—Averaqb Wholesale Prices.

«. d. 8. cL$. d. 3. d.

Adiantum, perdoz. 4 0-12
Aspidistras,perdoz. 12 0-30
— specimen, each 5 0-15
Chrysanthemums,

perdoz. ... 6 0-12
— specimen plants.

each .. ... 16-26
Cineririas. perdoz r:i

Cyclamens, per duz. 12 '-IS
Dracaenas, each ... 10-76
— various, p. doz. 12 0-24
Evergreen Shrubs,

in variety, doz.... 6 0-24
Ericas, per doz. ... 10 0-12

Ericis, hyemalis,
per doz 12 0-15

Ferns, small, doz. ... 10-20
— various, doz. 5 0-12

Ficus elastica, each 10-76
Foliage plants, p3r
doz 12 0-36

Hyacinths, dz. pots It 0~\'2

Marguerites, p. doz. 8 0-12
Palms, vannua, ea. 2 0-10
— specimens, ea. 10 6-84 n

Poinsettias, perdoz. 12 0-18
Solanuma. p. doz.... 12 0-15
Tulips, perdoz. pots 6 0-00

Out Flowers.—avkraob Wholesale Paiges.
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species of Cycas ; we caunot tell which without

the leaf. The plant is dioncious, so that the seeds

will not grow unless they have been fertilised by

the pollen from another plant.

—

G. W. C. 1,

Araucaria excelsa ; 'i, Begonia argyrustigma ; 3,

Agapanthus variegatus ; 4, Swainsonia galeg;efolia,

probably, but you send no flowers ; 5, l)rac:ona

rubra ; ti, Lasiaadra macrantha.—J^. B. CVplogyno

fuscescens.—,S. .S'. The flower sent is certainly one of

Odontoglotsum x Wilckeanum, but it docs not

well represent that variety.— /i. N. H. 3 .
Oncidium

reflesum ; 2, is an extraordinarily fine flower, pro-

bibly a natural hybrid. In fact, a fine form of

Oncidium Mantini.

Packing Cuttings and Plants for Te^vhsit tu

Assam.—If i?. 0. will kindly send his name and

address, we will furnish him with those of a person

esperienced in these matters.

Seedling Carnation : 0. W. 0. Wc think well of

your seedling, it is of a deep rose, shading to white,

fragrant, and the calyx does not split.

Soil for Cucumber Culture : P. U. That which

is taken from an old pasture will be better than

that from an orchard. It should be partially

decayed, and mixed with manure at the rate of

a quarter of the latter when prepared for use in

the Cucumber-beds ; see answer to G. Wails.

Tausonia Van Volnemi Not Flowering: W.
Marshall. Winter not being the proper season of

flowering of this plant is a reason why it flowers

when they are forced to appear, are imperfect,

and otherwise defective. The plant should be at

rest at this season.

Wboncful Dismissal : T. G. There is no other

case in recent years which resembles the one about

which you enquire. The publisher is unable tr;

supply copies farther back than the year 188S.

COMMIXICATIOXS RlXKIVRD.—P. C—W. D.—H. H.—W. t S.

.

—J. T. B. P.— C. J. W.-S. W. 13.-Webh & Sons._T. B.,

Darmstadt 'uot leceived).— U. D., Berlin.—M. D.—S. (.'.

(in January)—G. W.— Rev. D. W -J O'B.-S. A. H..

Roaring Spring, U.S.A. M. B., Middolbiu-g.—D. T. F.-
M. Miiheli, Oenova.—W. J.—W. E. B., Grenada.—
B. W. J.—U. K. W.—C. IS. B.—J. L.—C. B. W. & Co

—

E. M.—H. M.^H. W. D.—W. K.— tl. D.—W. U. U.—J. C.

— V. C. E.— Uobbio d. Co.—Cicostvian—R, S.—A. K.—I.

McJ. -E. Molyneux.—E. J.-W. W.-G. H. -A. U. N.—
J. J. W.—J. Mcredith.-K. S. -P. F. Le Sueur—W. E. G.

—H. C. P.—T. F.—W. H. B.— H. G.—C. U. W.

Photographs. SpEr-rMFNs, kr , Uk(.'Eivi:d with Thanuh.

C. D.—H. W. W.-.J. W.-A. P.-P. W.—r W. F.-C. E. S.

—G. W. C. -V. R— H. T.—W. W.—Percy BickncU.— I). M.

— D.T. F. - II.H. iro.— I', v.—E. jrnThuru, BritishGuiarei.

CONTINUED INOKEASE in Ihc CIRCULATION OF THE
" GARDENEB.f CHRONICLE.

Important to Advertisers. — The Publisher has the satis-

Jactioti oj aniwuiicin^ timl the circulatioti of the** Gardeners'

Chrotdde" hn^, siii'X the retlaelioii in the price oj the paper^

Increased to the extent of more than 90 per cent.,

and that it continues to increase weekly

Advertisers are rtmimled tJial the ** ChrtDlide" ciretdates among
country gentlemen, and all classes of gardeners
and garden-lovers at Ao»ie, thut it has a specially large

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL CIRCULATION, Ulld that it iS

preserved teyr reference in all the principal Libraries.

GABDEKINa APPOINTMENTS.
Mk. G. E. U.w, as Gardciiov tp Admii.il R. I'. Caioi;. at

Hazelwood, King's Langlcy, Herts.

Mr. RiLEV Scott, for the last twenty-two years Head Oiir-

dener at The Huluie, Regent's Park. London, and 0.ak.

over, Ticebnrst, Sussex, as Steward and Gardener to

Campbell Newinoton, Esq., at the same addr,;Fs.

Mr. Arthur LE^^ i>, for tbe past three years Gardener to tbo

late Dowager Lady MuscRAvE, Toiiiin, Cappoquin, as

Garden^-r to Sir Ru. hard Musgrave, Bart., at tbe same
place.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
PicKSONS, Ltd., Chester—Gai-den Seeds and Ruots, Imple-

ments, ifcc.

Cooper, Taber &. Co., Ltd., 00 au'U>2, Soutliwrxrk Street,

London, S.E.—Wholesale Catalogue of Seeds.

Chr. Lorenz, Erfurt, Germany—Garden Seeds, Sic.

DoBBiR & Co.. Rothesay, N. B., and Orpington, Kent-
Annual Catalogue of See^is and Plant.':.

Kt:LW\Y & Son, Lanf;port. SomersL-t—See's, Roots, Plants,

Fruit Trees, Gladioli, &c.

J. R. Pearson h Sons, ChilwcU, Notts-<l) Garden Seeds,

&c. ; (2) Chrysanthemums.

B. S. Williams At Sons. Vititoria and Paradise Nurberies,

Upper Holloway, London, N. — Horticultural Seeds,

Implements, &e.

Jno. Peed & Son, Roupall Park Nurseries, West Norwood,
London, 8.E.—Seeds and Gaideo Implements.

LARGELY INCREASED CIRCULATION.

Notice to Advertisers.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

SATURDAY, JAN. 2, 1897,

WILL CONTAIN XS A

SUPPLEMENT

Sheet Almanac.

As a large EXTKA circulation

of this Number is guaranteed, it

will be a very valuable medium

for Advertisements.

Secretaries of Horticultural Societies

are requested to Notify the Dates of their

Meetings without Delay, in order that

they may be inserted in the Almanac.

Advertisers desirous of

securing Space in this Number arc

requested to communicate tvith the

Publisher., not later than Monda)j^

December 28, 1896,

"THE PUBLISHER,"

41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

4
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Crompfbn an^FawKe^, Cftefm^jfopd.
ff;£^.:s.,-x^ii-

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.
Designers and Manufacturers of Ranges, Conservatories, Vineries, Forcing-houses, Greenhouses, and every description of Glasshouse. Best work. Lowest
Prices. Every modern appliance. Surveys made in any part of the Kingdom. Estimates free. Large New Illustrated Catalogue post-free on application.

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD.

STOVES !~ STOVES !
!

'^p°R^ant. BENSON'S
ROBERTS'S (IMPROVED) PATENT.

Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

Pure and ample heat, 24 hours for about 10,,^
without attention.

For Qreenhouses. Bedrooms, &c.
Pamphlets, Drawings, and authenticated Testimonials sent.

See in use at Patentee's,

THOMAS ROBERTS. 34. Victoria St.. WeatmlnBter.

GOOD GLASS!
CHEAP GLASS!

Good (Juall'y, 15-oz. In 60-ft. Boxes.
Sizes 10X8 12X8 12X9 13X9 14X912X10 14X 10 at 4s. per bOK.

4th8, IS-oz. In 100-ft and 200-ft. Boxes.
( 12X 10 12X12 12X14 1^X16 12 >: 18 12x20 1 100 ft.200-ft.

Siies.; 12X24 11x16 11x18 14x20 14x24 18x18 Ut 7/6 14/-

(16X20 16X24 18X20 18X24 } per boi.

20-oz., in 100-ft. and 200-ft Boxes.
.,..„,„ JI2X8 at 8s. per 100-ft. box.
nins, Ji-oz.

-{12x10 14x10 12x12 ... at 9s. „

9x7 10X812X8 12X10 14 xlOin 200-ft.boie8.j
^JIJ^'

',^^- P"***

"" 18 12X20 12X24^ ^^_^^
"

„^^^
at 10s. M. at 201.

per box.

3rds, 21-oz., 100-ft. Boxes.
12x10 12X12 14X13 16x12 18x12 20x12 16X14 » at lis. M.
18x1420x14 18x16 20x1620x1824X18 ... (per box.

3rds, 21-oz.. 2O0-fc. Boxes.
20x14 18X16 20X16 24X16 20X18 22x18 24 X 18 at 221. per box
NoTR.—No box can be divided, and one si/.e only is contained

in each box.

HORTICULTURAL TIMBER of ALL KINDS.
1^x3 sasbbar, at &s. 9(/. per 100 feel,

CATALOGUES of PAINT, Ac, post-free.

THE CHEAP WOOD COIUPANT,
7a. BtflROPSOATR StBEET WiTHlN. LOIrDOW. B.Cl.

(12X14 12X16 12x18 12X20 12X24-)
4(hs, t 14x16 14x18 14X20 14X24 16xl8(
Zl 02. I 16x20 16x32 16x24 17X13 20X13 f"

(18X2018x22 18x24 20x15 ... )

ILIiTTSTBATEB OATALOGXTE FBEE.

V, JoNBs' Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water,"
Second Edition, 216 pagea and 96 Engravings,

2s. %d. nett ; per post, 2s. lOd.

JONES^ATTWOOD

WHEN ORDERING SEEDS & SUNDRIES,
Please Ask pnn

CLAY'S FERTILIZER
In Rags bearing; Trade Mark and Seal.

Everu PacKft, Bag, A' Sial liecin the Trade Mark.

The onlu Guarantee of flenuinenexn.

•^LONDON(^

TRADE ttlARK.

Sold Everywhere in 6d. »nrt Is.
I'ackets. and SEALED BAOS:—
7 lb. 29. 6d. : 14 lb., 4S. 6d. ; 28 lb

,

78. 60. ; 66 lb , 12s. 6d. ; 112 lb., 20s.
Or direct from tbe Works, Carriage
Paid in the United Kingdom for Caiih

vpith order (except 6d. Packets).

CLAY & SON,
MiNURR Manufacturers and

Bone Crushers,
STRATFORD, LONDON. E.

THOMSON'S

VINE ANDiLAILT MANURE.
The very best for all purposes.

The result of many years' experience. Largely
used both at home and abroad.

Agent tor London :— J. OBOBQE, 14, Redgrave Road,
Putn. y, 8.W.
Agent for Channel Islands : — J. H, PARSONS, Market

Place, Guernsey.
Sole Makers:—WM. THOMSON Airo SONS, Ltd., Tweed

Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Price Lists and Testimonials on application.
Analysis sent with orders of ^cwt. and upwards.

SOLD B T ALL SEEDSMEN.
GISHURST COMPOUND, used since 1859,

for Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other
blight ; 2 ouuces to the gallon of soft water ; 4 to 16 ouncee as
a winter dressing for Vioes and Orchard-house trees, in lather
from cake, for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin is used. Has outlived many prt^parations intended to
supersede it. Boxes \s., 3s., and 105. 6(/

GISHURSTINE keeps Boots dry and soft on
wet ground. Boxes '6d. and la., from the Trade.

Wholesale from PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited), London.

THE MOST XiUTRITIOUS COCOA,

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA

WITH FULL NATURAL FLAVOUR.

£5. 5s.
"LUDGATE" WATCH

BEAT.S ALL OTHERS FOR
ACCURACY,

DURABILITY, and
PRICE.

f^

=1
ft;

"^

ft;

O

o

to

to

P3

Send for Book of lUoBtratlona and Prlcee, post-free.

BENSON'S
ENGAGEMENT

RINGS.

5000 at Lowest Makers' Prices,
set with Brilliants, Emeralds, Pearls,
Rubies, Opal, Turquoise, &o.. of tbe
purest quality. Book of Illustra-

tions, with Pattern Sizes, post-free.

J. W. BENSON,
Thb Steam

Factohy,

62 and 64, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.,
And at 28. ROYAL EXCHANGE. K.C.

For destroying Inseots on Plants.

Used by every Orchid Grower of any note all over the World.

The CHEAPEST and BEST.
Half-pints 1/t. pints 2/6, quarts 4/6, half gallons 7/6,

gallons 12/6, 5-gallon Drums 10/6 per gallon.

Carriage Paid.

E. G. HUGBES. Victoria Street. MANCHESTER.
Sold by all Seedsmen. Pamphlets fret on application.
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RICHARDSON'S

HORTICULTURAL
... BUILDINGS,

-
^^

^^^V. Conservatories, Greenhouse-,
O V*'N^ Vineries, Peach House?, Stove and

Orchid Houses, &o.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,

DARLINGTON.

THE

LOUGHBOROUGH BOILER

Also

Heating Apparattu

complete.

ly The Pioneer of cheap, limple, and effective heating for tmaXi
Grtenhouset.

REDUCTION IN PRICES.
Owing to improved facilities for the manufacture of these

Boilers, and a consequent cheapening in the cost of produc*

tion, we are enabled to reduce the prices as follows :

—

No. 1, £2 12s-. ; No. 3. £3 lbs. ; No. 3. £5 ; also larger siees.

Complete Apparatus from £4 8s. Lists and Estimates on
application.

MESSENGER & CO., Loughhoroogh, Leicestershire.

London Office : 96a, Victoria Street, Westmiitsteb, 8.W.

RICHARDS' NOTED PEAT.
(Trade supplied on best terms).

A large stock of the finest quality ORC HID PEAT. Also
for &tcvd and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Rhododendrons, &c.
By the sack, cubic yard, ton, or truck-load. Can be seen in

bulk at London Wharf. Immediate despatch either from
Lonion or Grounds. By Rail or Steamer. Prompt aLd
Special Quotations for delivery to any Station or Port.

G. H. RICHARDS, Old Shot Tower Wharf, Lambeth,
London, S.E. ; Peat Grounds and Dep6ts, Ringwood, Ham-
worthy, and Wareham. Address all letters to London Wharf.

STOCK SIZES—In Inches.

2xlO|l4x|2;l8xl2[l6x|4|20xl4 20x16 24x16122x18
I4X 10

1

16x12 20X121 I8x|4l20xisi22x 16 i20x|8'24x|8

Sl-oz. Foreign, of above sizes, in 200-feet

boxes, Srds and 4ths qualities.

English Glass, out to buyer's sizes at lowest

prices, delivered free and sound in the country
in quantity.

PUTTY, WHITE LEAD, PAINTS, OILS,
BRUSHES, &o.

GEOBGE) FABMILOE A SONS,
34, St. John Street, West Smlthfleld, London, E.O.

stock Lista and Phoeson application. Please qoete Gard, Chron.

THIS GREENHOUSE erected and heated complete, in

any part of the country, best materials only, workmanship
guaranteed, 25 ft. by 12 ft., £50 ; 30 ft. by 15 ft., £70. Brick-

work excepted. For particulars, see oar Catalogue, post-free.

Superior Portable Frames, large stock ready for

tnimediate use, well made, painted four coata, glazed with
31-M. glass, carriage paid:—1-light frame, 4X6, 36l. 6ii.

;

a-light frame, 6x8, 58j. ; 3-light frame, 12 X 6, 85>. M.
Span-roof Frames, 6 x 4, £2 5s. ; 9 x s. £3 I5f.

HARDY BRUIN & CO., LEICESTER.

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.
ACCIDENTS,

RIDINQ. DRIVING. SHOOTING, CYCLING,
FISHING, SKATING, &C.

ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS
INSURED AGAINST BY THE

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE CO.,

84. OORNHILL, LONDON.
A. VIAN, Secretary.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES
OTTB WELIi-ENOWN HAKE.

PORTABLE CUCUMBER FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the Best Materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by any one.

Sizes and Prices. Glazed and Fainted. £ t. d.

i-iight,

2 „
3 „
4 „
6 „
6 ..

4 ft. by 6ft...

\

8 ft, by 6 ft..

12 ft. by 6 ft,.

16 ft. by 6 ft,

.

20 ft. by 6 ft.

.

24 ft. by 6 ft..

CASH
PBICES,

OABBIAGE
FATD.

/'2

3
4 2 6
5 5

6 7 6
1,7 10

Larger iwea at proportionate pricet.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
ROTAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
toadnn><i7gn(.Mr.H.SKKI,Toir.Seedsman.Ao..2.HollowayBd..y.

ORCHID BASKETS, RAFTS,
BOATS, and CYLINDERS,

AND ALL GARDEN ST7NDBIES.

SEND FOR A PRICE LIST
From the Largest Mannfaoturer in the Trade,

H. G. SMYTH,
21, GOLDSMITH ST., DRURY LANE, W.C.

ORCHID PEAT.—Dry and prepared, 5«. Sd.
per bag. on rail ; 15f. per cubic yard, in 12-yard trucks.

8B0WN FIBROUS PEAT, 3». 3d. per bag ; lOf . per cubic yard.
WALKER Ain> CO.. Poole. Dorset.

FSTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
SOUTHAMPTOX BUILCINOS, CHANCERY LaNE, W.C.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per Cent ISTERE9T allowed on
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO ppr Cent, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum mnnlhly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS and SHARES purchas d and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTUENT.
For the encouragement of Thiift the Bank receives small

sums on deposit, and allows interest at the rate of TWO-AND-
A-HILF PER CENT, per annum on e?ch completed £1.

BIRKBECE BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PUR^HsSE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS

PER MONTH
BiaEBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF GROUND FOR FIVE
SHILLINGS PER MONTH.
The DIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full pirticulari", post-

fiee. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

VV^ILLIAM COOPER'S
TENTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
UELIABLE

BARGAINS.

NOW ON.
Offices :~755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON,

(Th« Largest Steam Horticultural Works in the World.)

S.E.

NOT
SECOSD-HANJ

GOODS.

gEING at the end of the Season, we are again induced to offer our Stock on hand at ridiculously Low Prices, to

our SPUING STOCK, for SIX W1EK8 ONLY, COMMENCING DECEMBER 14.

CONDITIONS OF SALE.— Goods are offered subject to being on harid on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany all orders, and prices

All orders will be e.vecuted in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, e:rcept those otherwise stated.

See Theee-Paoe Advertisement in La.st Week's Papeh.

SEND FOR THIRTY-TWO PAGE ILLXTSTBATED SALE CATALOGUE, POST-FBE

make room for

to be strictly net.

E.
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MATS SUPERSEDED BT USING
"
FRIGI DOMO

"

CANVAS.
BAgistered Trade Mark,

Made of prepared Hair and
Wool, a perfect protection to

all Plants & Blooms. Cheaper

than any kind of mat, and will

last for years.

To be had from all Nursery-

men and Seedsmen.

SAVE HALF THE COST.

mmm BEDFORDSHIRE
COARSE AND FINE

mmmIb admitted by th«
leadingNursflrymen

to be the Best
QOAlltyobtatDable

in the Trade.

Oonanmere should Buy Dlreot from the Ovraer of these

Celebrated and Extensive Pits, which contain a practically in-

exhaustible eapply of Splendid Sand, and thae iove half th»

ordinary cost.

Apply direct to the Proprtetor for Samples and Price
free on Rail or Canal. All Orders executed with the utmott
promptnett and under personal tupervition. Special Bail-

way Bates in force to all parts. All kinds of PBAT supplM
at lowest possible prices. Sample Bag sent on application to

QEO. OAR&IDE. Jan.. F.R.H.S.. Lelghton Bozzard. BedB

The Best Present for a Gardener.

INES AND VINE CULTURE.
The most complete and exbauative Treatise on
Grapes and their Culture ever published.

Third Edition just out.

Price bs. ; post tree, 5;. 6d.

A. F. BARROy. 13, Sutton Ojurt Road. Chiawick.

TECHNICAL HORTICULTURE.

V

COUNTY COUNCIL LECTURES.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF OABDEN OPERATIONS.

Will be nsefnl to Lecturers and Students in the

»bove subjeot.

Price Sd.; pott-free, i\d,

41, WELLINGTON STREET. STRAND, W.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL,
AND

HEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—
I-frERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTINO and the FIELD, in which ia incorpontad BBLL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES and NOTES on the TUBE.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THBFLORAof AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and •ngrarad «apeel-

ally for this Journal.)
NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)
AQRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTUBE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally

.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTBALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HO&tBOIBOLB,
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.
The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide oironlation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, '8l% It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of aabjects.

Bnbscrlptlon In Advance, £1 6s. per Annnm.
Single Copies, 6<i.; Stamped. Id,

Pablishing Office—Hunter Street. Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYT)NEY MAIL:—

London Messrs.Geo.Street ft Co.,30,Comhill,E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombaid

Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon ft Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.
Messrs. W. H. Smith ft Son, 186, Strand.

Bristol James and Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Mahohesteb... James and Henry Grace, 73, Market Street.
Bdinbdroh ... Robertson ft Scott, 13, Hanover Street.
OiAsaow W. Porteous ft Co., 16, Boyal Exchange

Place.

1^ Copies of each Journal are filed at the

above Officesfor the use of Advertisers,

Useful Books for Giraeners.

The POTATO: In Field & Garden.
By W. J. MALDEN. Price, 3s. 6rf. ; Post-free, 3s. 9rf.

ARTIFICIAL MAWRES:^TaiirA?r
By ALFRED SIBSON, F.C.S. Price, Is. ; Post-free, Is. id.

"MARK LANE EXPRESS" OFFICE, 150, STRAND, W.C.

NOW READY, price 1-
;
post-free, 13.

HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY
FOR 1 897.

A complete Begister of the principal Nurserymen, Seedemen.

and Florists; Man&iona of the United KiDgfiom with their

Occupiers and Head Gardeners; Horticultural Builders and

Engineers; Landscape Gardeners; Horticultural and Floral

Societirs ; Certificated Plants dating 1896, &c., &o.

London :
*' Journal of Horticltlture " Office'

171, Flbbt Street, E.C.

nriculturat fficciiomijit

Id illustrated MONTHLY MAGAZINE, of b2 pages
and cover. Exponent of scientific and high farming ; advocate
of co-operation m agricxUture, in the supply of farm requisites,
and the sale of produce ; organ of the Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Association, the pioneer society for mutual supply of
pure oilcakes, complete manures, reliable seeds, and imple-
ments on wholesale terms. Specimen copy free. Subscriptions
per annum, &J., inclusive of postage. Single copies Qd. each
through all Newsagents.

3. Agar Street. Strand. London, W.O,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS IN GARDENING.

" Coaohing" by Correspondenoe arranged for in-

tending Candidates nnaconstomed to write papers.

Fees moderate, to snit Practical Gardeners.

COLVILE BROWNE. F.R.H.8., Heztable, Kent.

PARTNEESHIP (SEED BUSINESS).—
WANTED, a Gentleman «ith a Small Capital, who

understands the business, to join a Florist in the above.
Capital House aod Shop, and' Rood locality,—SEEDSMAN,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.

Y\7ANTED IMMEDIATELY, a HARD-
V T WORKING GARDENER for a Fruit and Vegetable

Farm.—Noue need apply who are not thoroughly well-up in
Orchard Fruits and Vegetables. Preference will ba given to
one who understands buying, selling, and general manage,
ment of Stock (Cows, Sbeep, Pigs). Address, with full par-
ticularn as to wages, testimonials, acd references, by letter to
—FRUIT, care of J. W. Vickers, 5, Nicholas Lane, E.C.

VyANTED, a Working ROSE FOREMAN,
V T well up in Exhibiting, energetic, for Branch Nursery

in Wales.—State age, wage, and references to WM. CLI6BAN
AND SON, Nurserymen, Altrincham.

WANTED, JOURNEYMAN, Inside.—Well
up in Fruit and Plant Growing. Muht be good at

ChrysBnthemums. Wages 16$. per week. Bothy and vege-
tables.—Apply, enclosing references, to HEAD GARDEN^,
Melton, DoDcaster.

WANTED, a HANDY MAN, to attend to
the Fires and do odd jobs in the Glass tiepartmeot.

Constant employment. Wages, 17s. per week, with overtime.
—JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

APPRENTICE WANTED, in Large Horti-
cultural Edtablishment. Fruit and Flower Growing,

Indoor and Out. South Coast. Lovely situation. Close to
sea. Premium £50 —References to clergy and solicitors.

—

Apply R., 41, WeUington Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.—
Must be a good pushing Salesman, with practical

knowledge of Seed?, Plants, and Bulbs.— Addres", SEEDS-
MAN, Nutting & Sons, 10t>, Southwark Street, london.

WANTED, CLERIv, accustomed ;to the Nor-
sery and Seed Trade; well up in Book-k» eping and

general office woik ; with good testimonials; state age, refer-
ences, and wages expected.—W. D.. Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a CLERK, accustomed to Com-
piling Catalogues for the Nurtery and Seed trade Must

have a good general knowledge of the business.— State age,
wage, and references, to WM. CLIBSAN and SON, Nursery-
men, Altrincham.

WANT PLACES.
TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS

SEEKING SITUATIONS.

Advertisers are cautioned against having Letters

addressed to initials at Post-offices, as all

Letters so addressed are opened by the

authorities and returned to the sender.

Oardeners. Farm-BalUffs, Foresters, ftc.

DICKSONS, Royal Nurseries, Chester, are
always in a position to RECOMMEND MEN of the

Ai^Aer( respectability, &Qd thoroughly practical at their busi-
ness. All particulars on application.
Telegraphic and Postal Address—"DIOKSONS, Chestbb."

F SANDER AND CO. can recommend several
• highly qualified and energetic HEAD and UNDEB

GABDENKRS, of excellent character and proved ability;
men thoroughly fitted for all the various duties of their
profession. For all particulars, please apply to

—

F. SANDER AJTD CO., St. Albans.

ICH ARD SMITH and Co".
beg to announce that they are constantly receiviog

applications from Gardeners seeking situations, and that
they will be able to supply any Lady or Gentleman with
partioolars, &c.—St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

HOMAS BUTCHER oan recommend several
HEAD and UNDER OARDENERS of first-rate character

and proved ability. Gentlemen seeking such may have par-
ticulars free.—Apply to THOMAS BUTOHER. Seed Merchant
and Nurseryman, Croydon.

Head and Under Gardeners Farm Bailiffs, tco.

JOHN LAING AND SONS, Forest Hill
Nurseries, London. S.K., are alwajs in a position to

RECOMMEND MEN of the /tig h at respectability, and
thoroiijhlv practical at their business. Fall particulars on
application. No fees charged. — Telegraphic address,
" CALADIUM, London. ' National Telephone, 9860,

GARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman~wi8he8
to recommend his Head Gaidener. Age 45, married,

family grown up. Thoroughly experienced in all branches—
HEAD GARDENER, Warfleet, Dirtmouth. Devon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married;
sixteen years* practical experience in all branches ; can

be highly recommended from gocd places in Scotland and
England.—COPLEY, Keir. Dunblane, Perthshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married ; re-
quires (ituation where three or more are kept, Fruit

and Flowerp, Indoors and Out, Orchidj, &c. Of strictest
integrity, gocd health, and active habits Can be highly re-
commended by present troployer.— Apply to GARDENER,
Daniels Bros., Nurserjmen, Norwich.

GARDENER (Head Working) : age 29,
married when suited.—Mr. Thos SnEA!?RY, Gardener

and Forester to Lord Duhleath, Ballywalter Fark.co. Down,
highly recommends bu Fuieman as a thoroighly practical
experienced man. House and Tab'e Decorator.

GARDENER (Head Working), age sf,
married ; thoroughly experienced. Inside and Out.

Eaily and Late Forcing. Weil recommended. — Addreta
HEAD GARDENER, Los Altos. Sandown, Isle of Wight.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 36
;

one boy, sge 6. Twenty years' thorough practical
esperience, Inside and Out. Nearly three and a half years in
present situation. Highest references as to ability and per-
sonal character.—BlIRNELL, 2, Cavendish Cottages, Mead's
Road, Eastbourne.

ARDENER (Under), age 10, requires
situation in good establishment under Glass. Good

references fiom late employer in Nursery.—W, HEWITT,
Home Farm, Eamsey, Harwich, Essex.

To Growers for Market.

GBETHELL, Manager to Mr. William
• Whiteley, The Nursery, Hillingdon Heath, Uibridge,

can recommend an experienced man as MANAGER, or FORE-
MAN, accustomed to Growing in large quantities for Market,
Plants, Fruit, and Cut Flowers. First-class references.

O NURSERYMEN Md FLORISTS.—
Situation wanted as Working FOREMAN or GROWER

;

well-np in Cucumbers and General Nursery Work. Age 38.—
J. H., 64. Waterside, Old Che-terton, Cambridge.

ORE MAN, or FERN RAISER and
GROWER, accustomed to General Nursery Stock.—

Age .31; good references.— M., 16, Orchard Road, Brentford.

FOREMAN, Inside ; nine years' experience,
gained at Meotmore and Hatfield.—Mr. S.mith will be

pleased to recommend. Well up in the Cultivation of Plants
and Fruit, including Orchids and Pines, also House and Table
Decorations. Excellent references. Total abstainsr.—A.
SHADBOLT, Mentmore Gardens, Leighton Burzard.

SSISTANT-STIOPMAN desires re-engage-
ment at Seed Counter.— 4ge '21; seven years* experi-

ence. Good references.— J. W., 10. Rixburgh Street, Kelso.

OURNEYMAN (ag;e 20) seeks situation on
Gentleman's s^ace, Inside. About six years in Plant-

work, &c. Good character. — W. PRICE, 23, King Street,
King's Road, Chelsea.
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^V. DUNCAN TUCKER,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER ENGINEER,

EVi:Er DESCRIPTION of CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, GARDEN LIGHTS, 6fe.

BUILDEB TO THE PRINCIPAL GROWERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

ORCHIO-HOtrSES,

PEACH-HOUSES,

VINERIES, and

FORCING-HOUSES,

CUCUMBER and

TOMATO-HOUSES,

PLANT and

FRUIT-HOUSES

ORCHID-HOUSES,

PEACH-HOUSES,

VINERIES, and

FORCING-HOUSES,

CUCUMBER and

TOMATO-HOUSES,

PLANT and

FRUIT-HOUSES.

HEATING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT. ESTIMATES FREE.

FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP and BEST MATERIALS ONLY.

TUCKER, TOTTENHAM.
THREE MINUTES' WALK FROM SEVEN SISTERS STATION, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

MESSENGER & CO.

Contracts undertaken and Estimates

given for

WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

AND

ALL KINDSof HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Gentlemen waited upon and Surveys
made on payment of out-of-pocket

expenses.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
With numerous Designs, post-free, 2s.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATEB
ENGINEERS,

., LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE;

London Office :—96a, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Babbv I














